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FOREWORD.
Almost a quarter of a century has passed since the last official O
was adopted. During that period 20 regular and five extraordinary
sions of the General Assembly have been held, and the volume of statute
law has been practically doubled. Far-reaching changes in the governmental structure of the State have been effected by the creation of such
new and important administrative agencies as the Highway Board, the
Department of Audits and Accounts, the Securities Commission, the departments of Archives and History, of Commerce and Labor, of Game
and Fish, and the Banking Department. The Insurance Department has
been reorganized. The Budget Act has brought about many very important changes in governmental operation. While the functions of
these and other agencies of the government have been substantially retained, sweeping changes have been made in the machinery of administration by the Reorganization Act of 1931, which comprehended in its effect
There have been
practically all of the departments of the Government.
complete revisions of many topics of the law, new enactments superseding whole titles as they appeared in the Code of 1910. Instances of
such revisions include the School Code, the Banking Act of 1919, the
Negotiable Instruments Act, and the insurance laws, to mention only a
few of the more important. In addition, a considerable body of legislation has been passed dealing with entirely new subjects, such as the
registration of titles to land, regulation of motor carriers, workmen's
compensation, and aviation. New forms of taxation have been introduced,
such as income and inheritance taxes and the important levies on gasoline and on cigars and cigarettes. In the same category are the laws providing for the establishment of juvenile and municipal courts, most of
those creating boards for the regulation of professions and trades, and
many others of importance. The law upon all these subjects is officially
codified for the first time in this Code.

As

a result of

all

these develop-

ments, one can get but a very poor picture of the law of Georgia today
from the last official Code, adopted in 1910.

The compiling
more than 10,000

mass

new

with the
sections of the old Civil and Penal Codes and making
the changes required, has involved long and patient labor on the part of
many. The codifiers wish to express their deep appreciation and hearty
thanks to all who have contributed to the work in any way. First we
must record our gratitude to Mr. Justice Gilbert, Chairman, and to the
other members of the Code Commission, who, with painstaking care, day
after day, have considered the manuscript, discussed changes and problems of codification, advised with the codifiers and assisted in every possible way in the work as it progressed.
We are fully persuaded that no
previous Code of Georgia has received so careful a scrutiny as has this,
and that no codifiers have been given as much valuable assistance as has
been freely and cheerfully given us.
of this

of

We

legislation, fitting

it

in

wish also to express our thanks to Attorney General Yeomans and
Law, especially to Assistant Attorney
General B. D. Murphy, for their invaluable help on many a problem. At
the request of the Code Commission, Mr. Murphy was designated by the

the officers of the Department of

FOREWORD.
Attorney General to work with the Commission.
mission

in

many

of its sessions

when

He

sat with the

Com-

portions of the manuscript were

under consideration, and carefully examined many of the Titles, making
numbers of valuable suggestions. We have consulted with him frequently in person and by letter, and always with profit. His intimate
knowledge of the State government and its operation has aided in the
solution of many a problem.

The

many

departments have been uniformly
kind and courteous in placing records at our disposal and advising as to
From them
the operation and practice of their respective departments.
we have received many useful suggestions and* no little help. We have
also called on several Bibb county officials and have been accorded like
courteous and considerate treatment.
officers of

of the State

We

acknowledge our indebtedness to The Harrison Company, publisher of the Code, without whose financing the w ork could not have been
accomplished. The Harrison Company has borne the entire cost of editorial and clerical work, extending over a period of more than four years,
as well as the cost of the printing and binding.
r

We

must

and efficient service of those who for so long have labored with us to produce
this work, Harry B. Skillman and Henry H. Cobb, whose names appear
on the title page, and Fred W. New, George Stokes Walton, Orville A.
Park, Jr., Brainerd Currie and Miss Elmyr Park, who at various times
for considerable periods have worked with us.
also record our grateful appreciation of the faithful

In the preparation of this Code we have not spared time, labor, pains,
nor expense. It has been our ambition to give to the State an accurate

and usable Code of laws, complete through the legislative session of 1933.
How well we have succeeded time and use alone will reveal. That errors
When it is remembered how many have
will be discovered we know.
been concerned in its' preparation editors, assistants, stenographers,
it is easy to understand that some
typesetters, proofreaders and printers
We hope they have been reduced to a minimum,
errors are inevitable.
may
such
as
be discovered will not be so numerous or so seriand that
ous as to lessen materially the value of the work as a whole. No one is
so conscious of the imperfections of the work as are those of us who have
expended so much time and effort upon it. We commit the Code of 1933
to an ever generous profession with the hope that in some degree it may
advance the science of jurisprudence, aid in the administration of justice,
and facilitate the conduct of the public business of the State.

—
—

tqtydmn^
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REPORT OF THE CODE COMMISSION.
Atlanta, Georgia,

To His

November

22, 1934.

Excellency, Eugene Talmadge, Governor,

State Capitol,

Atlanta, Georgia.

Dear

Sir:

The General Assembly adopted

a Resolution approved

August

27,

1929, "Providing for the designation of a

commission to have prepared
for adoption a new revised Code of the Laws of this State; and for other
purposes." Ga. L. 1929, p. 1487. In pursuance of said Resolution and as
authorized thereby, the Supreme Court designated Justice Gilbert and
the Court of Appeals designated Chief Judge Broyles, and in accordance
with the resolution the Commission, as organized and constituted, consisted of the two above named members and in addition George W.
Stevens, Reporter of the Supreme Court, the late W. Cecil Neill, then
President of the Senate, and Richard B. Russell, Jr., then Speaker of the

House

of Representatives.

Among

the provisions of the Resolution

is

the following: "Said com-

mission shall have authority to determine the form and

manner

in

which

manuscripts shall be submitted, so as to secure an accurate, concise,
plain, and comprehensive revision and codification of the laws of this
State; and to that end said commission may require that all useless, contradictory, and confusing language shall be omitted, changes in arrangements, wording and phraseology made, statutes digested, and inconsistencies reconciled." It was provided that the Commission was authorized and directed to negotiate with the compiler for the publication of a
all

sufficient

number

Code for distribution as therein prorecommendations to the next regular session

of copies of the

vided, and to report their

Assembly; the contract to be binding only when approved by the General Assembly. The Commission as then constituted
pursuant to the Resolution accepted and adopted a manuscript prepared
by Orville A. Park and Harry S. Strozier for The Harrison Company,
Law Book Publishers of Atlanta. This manuscript of the Code was
submitted by the Commission to the General Assembly. At the regular
session of 1933, the General Assembly passed an Act "to adopt and make
of force the Code of Laws approved by the Code Commission appointed
under resolution approved August 27, 1929; to provide for the inclusion
in said Code of laws and resolutions of a general nature, adopted since
the completion of the manuscript of said Code; to authorize the Code
Commission to contract for the publication of said Code, and for the furnishing of copies thereof for the use of the officers of the State, and for
distribution thereof; and for other purposes." This Act was approved
of the General

C-

March

24, 1933

vides: "Section

(Ga. L. 1933, p. 31), and, omitting formal parts, pro1.

—That

the Code of

Laws which was prepared under

REPORT OF THE CODE COMMISSION.
Harry S. Strozier,
under the direction of the Code Commission created by joint resolution
approved August 27, 1929, and composed of S. Price Gilbert, Associate
Justice of the Supreme Court, Nash R. Broyles, Chief Judge of the Court
the editorial supervision of Orville A. Park and

Speaker of the House, W. Cecil
Xeill, President of the Senate, and George W. Stevens, Reporter of the
Supreme Court, and which was approved by said Commission after it
was so prepared, be and the same is hereby adopted and made of force
of Appeals,

Richard B. Russell,

Jr.,

Code of Georgia, having the effect of statutes enacted by the
General Assembly of this State. Section 2. That the said Code shall
contain all Acts and Resolutions of a general nature and approved since
the approval of the manuscript of the said Code by the Code Commission, including all Acts and Resolutions of a general nature which have
been or may be adopted and approved at the present session, all of said
Acts and Resolutions to be properly placed and classified under the supervision of the Code Commission, said Code Commission being hereby
given authority to place the same in the Code and to make whatever
changes may be rendered necessary in the existing laws by the passage
Section 3. That the said Code
of any of said Acts and Resolutions.
of Laws shall go into effect on the proclamation of the Governor, made
upon the completion of the publication and delivery of copies thereof,
as hereinafter provided, to the State Librarian, and that it shall be
known as the Code of Georgia of 1933. Section 4. That the Code Commission shall be continued until the final completion of the Code, and
its final approval by the Code Commission, the publication thereof, and
the delivery to the State of copies as hereinafter provided and that the
President of the present Senate [Hamilton McWhorter] and the Speaker
as the

—

—

—

;

of the present

members

House

of Representatives

[E. D. Rivers] be

made

ex-

Commission, taking the place of their predecesThat the Code Commission be authorized to
sors in office. Section 5.
enter into a contract for the compilation and completion of the manuscript as hereinbefore provided, by the inclusion of a codification of the
laws adopted since the compilation of the manuscript and its approval
by the Code Commission, and including a comprehensive index, and
such other matter as to the Code Commission may seem advisable, and
to contract for the publication of the said Code," in accordance with the
officio

of said

—

requirements of the Act.
In obedience to the aforesaid Resolution and Act of the General As-

sembly, the Commission has carefully examined

all

the manuscript pre-

pared under the editorial supervision of Orville A. Park and Harry S.
Strozier, in which have been included the general laws enacted at the
1931 and 1933 sessions, as provided by the Act of 1933, and approved
the same as finally completed.

We

have endeavored to perform the duties conferred upon the Commission in accordance with the terms of the
#bove Resolution and the Act of the General Assembly, to the end that
"useless, contradictory, and confusing language should be omitted, and
VI

REPORT OF THE CODE COMMISSION.
that changes in the wording and phraseology be made, and statutes digested, and inconsistencies reconciled as far as possible."

We

deem

it

proper to state that in the work

we have had

cooperation and assistance of the Department of

Georgia; and

we commend most

Law

the hearty

of the State of

heartily the comprehensive and intelli-

gent work of Messrs. Park and Strozier and their assistants, Harry B.
Skillman and Henry H. Cobb.

The Commission has

contracted with

The Harrison Company

for de-

number of copies specified in the contract on
file in the Executive Department of the State.
This report is made to the Governor of the State as a basis for his
proclamation as provided in section 3 of the Act of 1933, Georgia Laws
livery to the State of the

1933, at

page

32.

Respectfully submitted,

<2y

K

G%?>

Justice of the

cAf<xfcVv

Chairman

Supreme Court

(/i

Chief Judge of the Court of Appekls

Reporter of the Supreme Court

President of the Senate

Speaker of the House of Representative:

VII

A PROCLAMATION
MAKING EFFECTIVE THE CODE OF GEORGIA OF

1933.

WHEREAS,

by a Resolution approved August 27, 1929, the General
Georgia created a Code Commission, with authority to ex-

Assembly of
amine such manuscript

or manuscripts, containing a compilation of
laws of Georgia of general application, as might be submitted to
Commission, and with authority to determine the form and manner
which all such manuscripts should be submitted and,

all

in

;

WHEREAS
Assembly

said

Code Commission

of Georgia, as

did

make

a report to the General

contemplated by said Resolution approved Au-

gust 27, 1929; and,

WHEREAS,

by an Act approved March 24, 1933, the Code of Laws
of the State of Georgia, prepared under the direction of said Commission, was adopted by the General Assembly of Georgia and made of
force as the Code of Georgia; and,

WHEREAS,

by said Act

of

March

24, 1933, it

was provided

that said

and Resolutions of a general nature
enacted subsequent to the approval of said manuscript by the Code
Commission, and the said Commission was authorized to place all such
Acts and Resolutions in the Code, and to make such changes as might be
rendered necessary in the existing laws by the passage of any of said
Acts and Resolutions and,

Code should

also contain all Acts

;

WHEREAS,

March

was further provided
that said Code of Laws should go into effect upon the proclamation of
*the Governor, made upon the completion of the publication of said Code
by said Act

of

24, 1933,

it

and the delivery of copies thereof to the State Librarian as provided by
said Act of March 24, 1933 and,
;

W'HEREAS

appears from the report of the Code Commission presented to the Governor that said Commission has completed the revision
of the manuscript of said Code as contemplated by said Act of March
24, 1933, that the same has been published, and that the necessary copies
it

thereof, as provided for

by said Act

March

ready for delivery to the State Librarian of Georgia, as required by said Act;

NOW, THEREFORE,
OF GEORGIA, pursuant

I,

of

24, 1933, are

EUGENE TALMADGE, GOVERNOR

to said

Act

of

March 24, 1933, do make this
Code of Laws of the State of

proclamation and do hereby declare said
Georgia, as approved by said Code Commission, effective as the Code of
Georgia of 1933 as of and upon the 1st day of January, 1935.

Given under my hand and the Great Seal of the
day of December, 1934.

BY THE GOVERNOR:

*=zZ*^ Secretary of State

State, this the 14th

EXPLANATORY NOTE.
Arrangement.

The 114

Titles in this

Code are arranged

alphabetically, as in an en-

This is a radical departure from the plan of the previous
Georgia Codes, with their four divisions, Political, Civil, Practice, and
Penal. It is the plan of the United States Code and that of the recent
Codes of several of the States. The advantages of this arrangement are
obvious.
In previous Codes a single topic was often split into two,
sometimes into three, parts and placed in widely separated divisions of
the Code, one part in the Political or Civil Division, another in the Code
of Practice, and perhaps still another in the Penal Code.
Unless one
was quite familiar with the Code and its arrangement, the task of locating a particular topic was well-nigh hopeless except through the index.
In this Code one need only turn the pages and follow the alphabet as
he would in an encyclopedia or digest until he locates the Title sought.
If perchance he has in mind a topic which has been given a different
name, he will find in its proper place the name he seeks and will be directed to the appropriate Title. All the usual digest heads are listed
alphabetically, making it easy to locate any Title without reference to
cyclopedia.

the index.

Not only have the

brought together to
form a single Title, but in several instances cognate and closely related
topics have been combined and placed in one Title. Title 113, Wills,
Descent, and Administration of Estates, is an example of such combinaTitle 67, Mortgages, Conveyances to Secure Debt, and Liens, is
tion.
different parts of a topic been

another instance.

Much

of the regulatory legislation of recent years carries penal sanc-

In previous Codes the penal provisions have been separated from
the civil sections to which they apply and have been placed in the Penal
Code. In this Code such penal provisions are placed in the last Chaptions.

ter of the Title to

which they

relate.

This has prevented duplication,

Code and aid in finding and understanding the law. What may be termed substantive crimes will be found in
Title 26, Crimes and Punishment. Title 27, Criminal Procedure, comprises the law of pleading, practice, and procedure in criminal cases.
and

will facilitate the use of the

The great increase of, and many changes in, the statute law have
made changes in the arrangement of titles and sections desirable, if not
such changes have been made. Many long sections
embracing two or more subjects have been divided into several shorter
Occasionally sections have been combined. The effort has
sections.
been at all times to ascertain and give effect to the legislative intent,
and to arrange the matter so as to clarify and simplify the law.
necessary.

Many

Cross-references.

Besides the alphabetically arranged topic heads with references to the
Titles in which the topics are treated, there are at the beginning of the
several Titles cross-references to other Titles, Chapters, and sections
in

which cognate subjects may be found.

Following most of the sec-

EXPLANATORY NOTE.
tions there are

still

other cross-references to sections which

aid in understanding, construing,

and applying the

section.

may

be of

These three

types of cross-references are designed to bring to the attention of the
searcher all the law contained in the Code relating to any particular
subject.

introduced in the Code of 1873, but in that
Code and in the succeeding ones these references consisted only of the
numbers of sections. This necessitated looking them up one by one to
Cross-references were

first

determine whether they were pertinent to the inquiry then being made.
The cross-references in this Code give enough of the content of the sections to which reference is made for one to decide at once whether he
cares to follow the reference.

Index.

No

been spared to make a good index. This is especially
true of the practice and procedural Titles, in the use of which such an
index is particularly necessary. There is only one index, the separate
Penal Code index having been eliminated because it is unnecessary. The
index is extraordinarily full and complete, containing more than 50,000
references. The effort has been so to index every section that it can be
found easily, regardless of where the searcher may look. It is believed
that the work will be found serviceable and easy to use. It is hoped that
it will prove to be the best index ever made for a Georgia Code.
effort has

Analyses and Section Heads.
however, that the necessity for using the index will not
be so great in this Code as it has been in the use of previous Codes, on
account of the extraordinarily full analyses and section heads. At the
beginning of each Title is an analysis or list of the Chapters into which it
A similar analysis or list of the
is divided, arranged in numerical order.
sections composing the Chapter is placed at the head of each Chapter.
Having located the Title in its alphabetical order, one may select at a
glance the Chapter in which he is interested, and, running his eye over
the Chapter analysis, may quickly and easily locate the particular section or sections which he desires to consult. These he will find grouped
together with some attempt at logical arrangement.
It is thought,

number of instances, the section heads have been rewritten so as
indicate more accurately the contents of the section, and the heads

In a
to

have been materially expanded.
It is rarely

This Code
vision

may

is

necessary to use the index in an encyclopedia or digest.
arranged on the same plan. A section or particular pro-

readily be found without reference to the index.

Numbering System.
Instead of numbering the sections consecutively from the beginning
to the end of the Code, as has been the practice in previous compilations,

an entirely

new scheme

has been adopted.

consecutively from

The

Titles are

numbered

1 to 114.
These Titles are divided into Chapters,
which are also numbered consecutively beginning with 1, except that

XII

EXPLANATORY NOTE.
the last Chapter, containing the penal provisions,

is

arbitrarily

numnum-

bered 99. The sections of each Chapter begin with 1. The section
ber is a combination of the numbers of the Title, the Chapter, and the

Code is numbered, 1-101, which
means Title 1, Chapter 1, section 1. Suppose the first pen a] pro
The Title Banks and Banking is
of the Banking Law is to be cited.
Title 13; the section therefore is 13-9901. By making the number of the
Title a part of the section number, the necessity for writing "Title" or
an abbreviation thereof is avoided. The number preceding the dash is
the number of the Title, but at the same time is just as much a part of
the section number as is the last figure. The use of the number of the

Thus

section.

the

first

section in the

Chapter as a part of the section number will greatly
cation of the section in the Title as well as in the

Under

system new laws

Code

facilitate the loitself.

may

be incorporated in the Code without disarranging the numbering scheme and without requiring the use
of lettered sections or numbers in parentheses, which have been so confusing in other Codes. We shall no longer be confronted with § 993
(wwwww) or § 1770 (60aaa). An Act falling appropriately in a particular Chapter may be placed at the end of that Chapter and given the
section number next in regular order. If a new law is enacted, it may
be added to the Title to which it naturally belongs as a new Chapter.
When a Chapter is repealed or superseded, the new law simply takes its
place and is given its number. It makes no difference whether the sections of the new Chapter are fewer or more numerous than those of the
old.
An entire Title may be repealed and a new one substituted for it,
as was done in 1924 when the Negotiable Instruments Act was adopted,
without affecting the general numbering system. New editions of the
Code may be published, with the new legislation included and repealed
sections omitted, particular Titles may be revised and published separately,

this

and the same numbering be retained.

Source Notes and Tables.

Where
Code

Code

a section of this

number

is

taken in whole or in part from the

Code is inserted in parentheses immediately after the section number, and at the end of the
text is a table showing where all sections of the Code of 1910 may be
found in this Code. This table also shows all sections which have been
omitted and the reason for their omission. A similar table shows where
the Acts from 1910 to 1933, inclusive, have been codified and why certain Acts or sections of Acts have been omitted.
of 1910, the

At the end

of the section in that

of each section, in parentheses, is

shown

the source from

which the section is codified. Where' more than one Act is cited, the
meaning, of course, is that the later Act or Acts amend or modify the
earlier.
Citation of a case following an Act indicates that the decision
cited modifies the section as it w as adopted originally.
In a considerable number of cases, sections have been codified from decisions of the
Supreme Court, and these decisions are given as the sources of the
r

sections so derived.

Where no

source note

is

shown, the section usually has come down
XIII

EXPLANATORY NOTE.
without change from the Code of 1863, stating a principle of the common law which was included in that Code pursuant to the authority
given to the Commissioners to include therein the entire body of law
of force in this State, from whatever source derived.

an Act antedating Cobb's New Digest, published in 1851, the citation is to the Digest rather than to the
session laws. This is because the volumes containing the session laws
prior to 1S00 are practically nonexistent, and all those prior to 1851 are

Where

the source of a section

A

exceedingly rare.

by "Cobb,"

is

reference to the

Act

means an Act adopted

etc.,

of a particular year, followed

in the

cluded in Cobb's Digest at the given page.

year indicated, and

in-

*

Cobb's Digest contains the Penal Code of 1833 as amended up to the
time of the publication of the Digest. A reference to a section ,of that
Code is simply to the page in "Cobb" on which it appears, no Act being
cited.

Editorial Notes.

Sometimes

has seemed desirable to give the history of a section, to
point out its possible unconstitutionality, to explain a change in it, or
to call special attention to some other section or Title in connection

with

it

Editorial notes have been freely used for such purposes.

it.

hoped that they

The

Title

It is

will be of assistance in the intelligent use of the Code.

embodying the Constitution

of Georgia, especially,

is

liberally

furnished with such notes.

General

The

Laws

of Local Application.

grown up

practice has

of evading the provision of the Constitu-

enactment of a "special law in any case for which
provision has been made by an existing general law," by passing laws
general in form but with operation limited to counties having a certain
tion forbidding the

In nearly
every case the limits are so fixed as to embrace only a single county.
The Code of 1910 contains a considerable number of such laws. At the
time that Code was adopted this type of legislation was just beginning.
population, or to those containing cities of a certain size.

The volume

of

it

Such statutes
no more reason for

has increased greatly since that time.

and there is
them
in
there
would
be for including the large
including
a Code than
number of local laws which are enacted at each session of the General
are in

all

essential respects local laws,

Many

under repeated decisions of the Supreme Court, are undoubtedly unconstitutional but whether unconstitutional or not, they are of interest to only a very few counties, and, as
These laws have not been included in this Code,
a rule, to only one.
but are referred to in the editorial notes in the Title and Chapter in
which they would appear if they had been codified.

Assembly.

of these laws,

;

Changes Made

in the Text.

The Resolution

Code Commission (Acts 1929, pp. 1487,
1488) authorized the Commission to determine the form of the manuscript, "so as to secure an accurate, concise, plain, and comprehensive
revision and codification of the laws of this State; and to that end said
creating the

xiv

EXPLANATORY NOTE.
Commission may require that

and confu
arrangements, wording and

useless, contradictory,

all

language shall be omitted, changes in
phraseology made, statutes digested, and inconsistencies reconciled."
,The Act adopting the Code (Acts 1933, pp. 31, 32) gave the Commission
authority to include the Acts passed at the 1933 session of the General
Assembly, and "to make whatever changes may be rendered necessary
in the existing laws [by] the passage of any of said Acts and Resolutions." The Code of Georgia contains the statutes enacted by the Colonial and State legislatures in the two hundred years since the English
Colony was founded. It also contains English statutes which were in
force at the time of the separation from the mother country, and common-law principles developed and declared both in England and in

Many

Georgia.

Many

of these principles

were included

others were codified from decisions of

Code of 1863.
the Supreme Court and
in the

appeared in the Code of 1895. A few others have been added in
this Code.
During the long period in which the law of Georgia has
been in the making, many statutes have been repealed in whole or in
part, some expressly and others by implication. Numerous and repeated
amendments have been made. New Acts have been passed, sometimes
with no regard to previous statutes. Sections have been declared unconstitutional by the Supreme Court. Other sections have been changed
by judicial construction. Changes have been made by the different
Codes. Much of the legislation has been prepared hastily and carelessly.
first

The aim
tion,

to

of the codifiers has

reconcile

conflicting

been to harmonize this mass of
provisions,

to

eliminate

legisla-

provisions

no

longer of force, as well as obsolete and archaic expressions, to correct
the grammar and the construction of sentences where to do so appeared
desirable in the interest of clearness and accuracy, to strike out purely

superfluous words and redundant expressions.

It

should be emphasized

meaning of
the law, but to state it as it is. Where a change in arrangement or
phraseology has been made, the presumption should be that it was not
the intention to change the law as it has been construed by the courts.
that the purpose has been, not to legislate or to change the

An

illustration of the character of the

work done

is

the correction of

more than 80 clerical errors in the Negotiable Instruments Law, which
was carefully compared with the text of the uniform law and made to
conform to

it

except in the three or four particulars in which the intent

of the General

Another

Assembly

to depart

from the uniform law was apparent.

and provisions relating
to the old equity practice. These were abolished by the Uniform Procedure Act of 1887, but they have nevertheless been repeated in all the
Codes since that Act was adopted.
illustration is the omission of sections

United States and Georgia Constitutions.
Instead of placing these Constitutions in the back of the Code, the
codifiers

The

have given them

first place.

They appear here

as Titles

Constitution of the United States as found in Title

1

and

2.

follows the

original draft, the original spelling, punctuation, paragraphing,

xv

1

and cap-

EXPLANATORY NOTE.
being preserved. This is the first exact and
the Constitution to be contained in a Georgia Code.
italization

The Georgia

literal

copy of

Constitution of 1877 has been carefully compared with

the original signed copy in the office of the Secretary of State, and as

made

conform in every slightest detail to the
original. This appears never to have been done before. It will surprise
most Georgians to know that the paragraph in which Atlanta is named
as the Capital of the State does not appear in the Constitution, but is
simply an ordinance of the Convention. The notes in which the original
wording of the sections and the changes made by the several amendments are given, it is believed, will prove helpful.
printed in Title 2

is

to

Rules of Court.

The

rules of the

Supreme Court, the Court

of Appeals,

and the su-

perior courts have been included in the previous Codes, not as part of the

but as supplementary matter appearing in the back of the volume.
The revised rules of court, while not strictly a part of the Code, have been
included in this volume and, for convenience, have been placed in their
appropriate positions in Title 24, Courts, to which they properly relate.
This is in accordance with the plan of bringing together in one Title all
the law on the subject.
text,

ABBREVIATIONS AND CITATIONS USED IN THIS CODE.

— Georgia Supreme Court Reports. Thus 155/99 means the 155th
volume of Georgia Supreme Court Reports, page
App. — Georgia Court of Appeals Reports.
Cobb — Cobb's New Digest, Laws of Georgia (1851).
Const. — Constitution of the State of Georgia.
Const. U.
— Constitution of the United States.
Extra. Sess. —Acts of General Assembly of Georgia, Extraordinary
Session.
Fed. — Federal Reporter.
F. (2d) — Federal Reporter, Second Series,
Fed. Supp. — Federal Supplement.
Ga. — Georgia Supreme Court Reports.
Ga. App. — Georgia Court of Appeals Reports.
Ga. L. — Georgia Session Laws.
L. Ed. — Lawyers' edition, United States Supreme Court Reports.
L. — Negotiable Instruments Law.
N.
/

99.

S.

l

I.

P.

C— Penal Code of Georgia, 1910.

Park's Ann.

Code— Park's Annotated Code

of Georgia (1914).

—United States Revised Statutes.
E. — South Eastern Reporter.
—United States Statutes at Large.
Sup. Ct. Rep. — Supreme Court Reporter.
U.
—
United States Supreme Court Reports.
U.
C. A. — United States Code Annotated.
R. S.
S.

Stat.

S.

Official

S.

Abbreviations used
panying them.

in the

Tables are explained
XVI

in the notes

accom-

.
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XIX

TITLE

1.

CONSTITUTION OF THE
UNITED STATES.*

As Adopted

in Convention,

Present, on the 17th

by the Unanimous Consent

Day

of September, in the

of the States

Year

of

Our

Lord, 1787, and of the Independence of the United
States of America, the Twelfth

;

ments Subsequently Made

With

the

to the

Amend-

Same.

Sec.

Chap.
1-1.

Legislative department

1-101

1-2.

Executive department

1-201

1-3.

Judicial department

1-301

1-4.

Relative rights of States

1-401

1-5.

Amendments, how made

1-501

1-6.

Miscellaneous provisions

1-601

Ratification

1-701

1-7.

Amendments

to the Constitution

1-801

PREAMBLE.

We

the People of the United States, in Order to form a

more

perfect

Union, establish Justice, insure domestic Tranquillity, provide for the

common

defence, promote the general Welfare, and secure the Blessings

of Liberty to ourselves

and our Posterity, do ordain and establish

this

Constitution for the United States of America.

*The Constitution is here set out as
the Department of State.

it

appears

in the literal print

prepared by

Constitution of the United States.

§1-101

ARTICLE

CHAPTER

LEGISLATIVE DEPARTMENT.

1-1.

Sec.

Sec.

Section
1-101.

Section

1.

Legislative powers.

Section
1-102.

Members

2.

House

of
sentatives,

how

of

Repre-

1-104.

Apportionment of
tives and direct

of

Senate,

how

Revenue

Resolutions,

1-125.

Powers

1-126.
1-127.
1-128.
1-129.
1-130.
1-131.
1-132.

Importation of slaves after 1808.

Passing

bills.

bills.
etc.,

Senators

Senators' qualifications.

1-110.

Vice

1-111.

1-112.

Senate to choose officers.
Senate to try impeachments.

1-113.

Judgment on impeachment.

classified.

President;
Senate.

President

of

passed.

Elections,

1-115.

Congress to assemble annually.

9.

Habeas corpus.
Attainder; ex. post facto laws.
Capitation or other direct tax.
Exportation duty.
Preference to ports, etc.
Money, how drawn from Treas-

1-133.

ury.
Titles of nobility not allowed.

1-134.

Section 10.
Limitations of powers

4.

1-114.

held.

of

in-

dividual States.
1-135.

Section.
[1]

how

Section 8.
of Congress.
Section

how

7.

1-122.
1-123.
1-124.

3.

1-109.

(6620)

eligible to office.

Section

1-108.

1-101.

Members not

taxes.

chosen.

Section

6.

Compensation.

impeachment.

Section
1-107.

Adjournment.

Representa-

Vacancies, how filled.
Choice of Speaker and officers
of House of Representatives.

Power

1-120.
1-121.

5.

Elections, how judged.
Rules.
Journals of each House.

Section

Qualifications of members of
House of Representatives.

1-106.

1-116.
1-117.
1-118.
1-119.

chosen.

1-103.

1-105.

I.

Imposts or

duties.

1.

Powers herein
the United States, which shall

Legislative powers.

All legislative

granted shall be vested in a Congress of
consist of a Senate and House of Representatives.
Section.
1-102.

(6621)

The House

f.l]

Members

of

2.

House

of Representatives shall be

of Representatives,

composed

of

how

chosen.

Members chosen

every second Year by the People of the several States, and the Electors
in each State shall have the Qualifications requisite for Electors of the

most numerous Branch
Cross-reference.

1-103.

(6622)

—Terms
[2]

of the State Legislature.

end and commence when, see

Qualifications of

members

of

§

1-829.

House

of Representa-

No

Person shall be a Representative who shall not have attained
to the Age of twenty five Years and been seven Years a Citizen of the
United States, and who shall not, when elected, be an Inhabitant of that
State in which he shall be chosen.
tives.

Apportionment of Representatives and direct taxes.
[Representatives and direct Taxes shall be apportioned among the several States which may be included within this Union, according to their
respective Numbers, which shall be determined by adding to the whole
Number of free Persons, including those bound to Service for a Term
of Years, and excluding Indians not taxed, three fifths of all other Per1-104.

(6623)

[3]

Constitution of the United States.

3

The

sons.]*

after the first

-Ill

Enumeration shall be made within three Y<
Meeting of the Congress of the United States, and within
actual

Term of
The Number

Manner

every subsequent

ten Years, in such

Law

of Representatives shall not exceed one for

direct.

as they shall

by

every thirty Thousand, but each State shall have at Least one Representative and until such enumeration shall be made, the State of
Hampshire shall be entitled to chuse three, Massachusetts eight, RhodeIsland and Providence Plantations one, Connecticut five, New-York
New Jersey four, Pennsylvania eight, Delaware one, Maryland six, Virginia ten, North Carolina five, South Carolina five, and Georgia three.
!

;

1-105. (6624)

[4]

Vacancies,

how

When

filled.

vacancies happen

in

the Representation from any State, the Executive Authority thereof
shall issue

Writs

of Election to

fill

such Vacancies.

(6625) [5] Choice of Speaker and officers of House of ReprePowers of impeachment. The House of Representatives
sentatives.
1-106.

shall

chuse their Speaker and other Officers

Power

of

;

and

shall

have the sole

Impeachment.
Section.

how

3.

[The Senate of the United
States shall be composed of two Senators from each State, chosen by the
Legislature thereof, for six Years; and each Senator shall have one
1-107.

(6626)

[1]

Senate,

chosen.

Vote.]**
Cross-references.

— Election

of Senators,

see

§

1-823.

Terms end when,

see

§ 1-829.

1-108.

(6627)

be assembled

in

[2]

Senators classified.

Consequence

Immediately

after they shall

of the first Election, they shall be divided

may

be into three Classes. The Seats of the Senators of
the first Class shall be vacated at the Expiration of the second year, of
the second Class at the Expiration of the fourth Year, and of 'the third
Class at the Expiration of the sixth Year, so that one third may be
chosen every second Year; [and if Vacancies happen by Resignation, or
otherwise, during the Recess of the Legislature of any State, the Execuas equally as

tive thereof

may make temporary Appointments

the Legislature, which

of

1-109.

who

(6628)

[3]

shall then

fill

until the next

Meeting

such Vacancies.]**

Senators' qualifications.

No

Person

shall be a Sena-

have attained to the Age of thirty Years, and been
nine Years a Citizen of the United States, and who shall not, when
elected, be an Inhabitant of that State for which he shall be chosen.

tor

shall not

(6629) [4] Vice President; President of Senate. The Vice
President of the United States shall be President of the Senate, but shall
1-110.

have no Vote, unless they be equally divided.
(6630) [5] Senate to choose officers. The Senate shall chuse
their other Officers, and also a President pro tempore, in the Absence
1-111.

Vice President, or when he shall exercise the Onice of President
the United States.

of the
of

*The clause included in brackets was amended by the fourteenth amendment.
**The clause inclosed in brackets was amended by the seventeenth amendment.

Constitution of the United States.

S
1-112
s

Senate to try impeachments. The Senate shall have

1-112.

(6631)

[o]

the sole

Power

to try all

pose, they shall be on

United States

is

When sitting for that PurWhen the President of the

Impeachments.

Oath or Affirmation.

tried, the

without the Concurrence of

shall be convicted

And no Person
two thirds of the Mem-

Chief Justice shall preside:

bers present.
1-113.

(6632)

Impeachment

[7]

Judgment on impeachment.

shall not

Judgment

in

Cases of

extend further than to removal from Office, and

and enjoy any Office of honor, Trust or Profit
under the United States; but the Party convicted shall nevertheless be
liable and subject to Indictment, Trial, Judgment and* Punishment, according to Law.
disqualification to hold

Section.
1-114.

(6633)

[1]

how

Elections,

4.

held.

The Times,

Places and

Man-

ner of holding Elections for Senators and Representatives, shall be prescribed in each State by the Legislature thereof; but the Congress

any time by Law make or
Places of chusing Senators.
Cross-reference.
tions,

of Senators

and Representatives, see

Title 34, Elec-

Chapters 34-23, 34-24.

1-115.
shall

— Election

such Regulations, except as to the

alter

at

may

(6634)

[2]

Congress

first

different

Monday

The

Congress

in

Day.

Cross-reference.

—Time

of

assembly changed to January
Section.

1-116.

annually.

every Year, and such Meeting shall be
in December, unless they shall by Law appoint a

assemble at least once

on the

assemble

to

(6635)

[1] 'Elections,

how

3,

see

§

1-830.

5.

judged.

Each House

shall be the

Judge of the Elections, Returns, and Qualifications of its own Members,
and a Majority of each shall constitute a Quorum to do Business; but a
smaller Number may adjourn from day to day, and may be authorized to
compel the Attendance of absent Members, in such Manner, and under
such Penalties as each House
1-117.

(6636)

[2]

Proceedings, punish

Concurrence
1-118.

of

its

its

provide.

Each House may determine the Rules

Members

of its

for disorderly Behaviour, and, with the

thirds, expel a

Member.

Journals of each House.

Each House

keep a
Proceedings, and from time to time publish the same, ex-

(6637)

Journal of

two

Rules.

may

[3]

cepting such Parts as

Yeas and Nays

of the

at the Desire of

one

shall

may in their Judgment require Secrecy; and the
Members of either House on any question shall,

fifth of

those Present, be entered on the Journal.

Adjournment. Neither House, during the Session
of Congress, shall, without the Consent of the other, adjourn for more
than three days, nor to any other Place than that in which the two
Houses shall be sitting.
1-119.

(6638)

[4]

Constitution of the United States.

5

Section.
1-120.

(6639)

[1]

Compensation.

§ 1-124

6.

The Senators and

I

Compensation for their Services, to be ascerfc
by
Law, and paid out of the Treasury of the United Slates. They shall in
all Cases, except Treason, Felony and Breach of the Peace, be privileg
from Arrest during their Attendance at the Session of their re-s
Houses, and in going- to and returning from the same; and for any
Speech or Debate in either House, they shall not be questioned in
shall receive a

other Place.

Members not eligible to office. Xo Senator
Representative shall, during the Time for which he was elected, be
1-121.

(6640)

[2]

or

ap-

United State-,
which shall have been created, or the Emoluments whereof shall h
been encreased during such time; and no Person holding any Office under the United States, shall be a Member of either House during his
Continuance in Office.

pointed to any

civil

Office under the Authority of the

Section.
1-122.

Revenue bills. All bills for raising Revenue shall
the House of Representatives; but the Senate may propose

(6641)

originate in

or concur with
1-123.

7.

(6642)

[1]

Amendments
[2]

Passing

as on other Bills.
bills.

Every

Bill

which

shall

have passed

House of Representatives and the Senate, shall, before it become a
Law, be presented to the President of the United States If he approve, he
the

;

shall sign

it,

but

if

not he shall return

it,

with his Objections to that

which it shall have originated, who shall enter the Objections
at large on their Journal, and proceed to reconsider it.
If after such Reconsideration two thirds of that House shall agree to pass the Bill, it
shall be sent, together with the Objections, to the other House, by which
it shall likewise be reconsidered, and if approved by two thirds of that
House, it shall become a Law. But in all such Cases the Votes of both
Houses shall be determined by yeas and Nays, and the Names of the

House

in

Persons voting for or against the
each House respectively.

Bill shall

be entered on the Journal of

any Bill shall not be returned by the President within ten Days (Sundays excepted) after it shall have been
presented to him, the Same shall be a Law, in like Manner as if he had
signed it, unless the Congress by their Adjournment prevents its Return.
in which Case it shall not be a Law.
If

how

Every Order, Resolution, or Vote to which the Concurrence of the Senate and House of
Representatives may be necessary (except on a question of Adjournment) shall be presented to the President of the United States and before the Same shall take Effect, shall be approved by him. or being disapproved by him, shall be repassed by two thirds of the Senate and
House of Representatives, according to the Rules and Limitations pre1-124.

(6643)

[3]

Resolutions,

etc.,

passed.

;

scribed in the Case of a Bill.

;

§

;

;

;

;

;

;

Constitution of the United States.

1-125

Section.

;

6

8.

The Congress

have Power.
1. Taxes.
To lay and collect Taxes, Duties, Imposts and Excises, to
pay the Debts and provide for the common Defence and general Welfare
of the United States but all Duties, Imposts and Excises shall be uniform throughout the United States
2. Loans.
To borrow Money on the credit of the United States;
1-125.

Powers

(6644)

of Congress.

shall

;

Commerce.

3.

among

To

Commerce with

regulate

To

and uniform Laws on the subject
throughout the United States

6.

*

Coins, weights, and measures.

thereof,

ures

and

establish an uniform Rule of

Naturalization,

5.

Nations,

the several States, and with the Indian Tribes

Naturalization and bankruptcy.

4.

foreign

and

of foreign Coin,

and

fix

To

of

Bankruptcies

Money, regulate the- Value
the Standard of Weights and Meascoin

;

To

Counterfeiting.

provide for the Punishment of counterfeiting

the Securities and current Coin of the United States
7.

Post

8.

Science and arts.

offices, etc.

To establish Post Offices and
To promote the Progress of
Times

post Roads;
Science and useful

Authors and Inventors the exclusive Right to their respective Writings and Discoveries
9. Courts, etc.
To constitute Tribunals inferior to the supreme Court

Arts, by securing for limited

10.

To

Piracies, felonies, etc.

to

define

and punish Piracies and Felonies

committed on the high Seas, and Offenses against the

Law

of Nations;

Declare war. To declare War, grant Letters of Marque and Reprisal, and make Rules concerning Captures on Land and Water
11.

To

and support Armies, but no Appropriation
of Money to that Use shall be for a longer Term than two Years;
13. Navy.
To provide and maintain a Navy;
14. Military law.
To make Rules for the Government and Regulation of the land and naval Forces
12.

Raise armies.

15.

Call out the militia.

execute the
vasions
16.

Laws

raise

provide for calling forth the Militia to
of the Union, suppress Insurrections and repel Inc

;

Organize

To

militia.

To

provide for organizing, arming, and disci-

and for governing such Part of them as may be employed in the Service of the United States, reserving to the States respectively, the Appointment of the Officers, and the Authority of training the Militia according to the discipline prescribed by Congress;
plining, the Militia,

Exclusive jurisdiction. To exercise exclusive Legislation in all
Cases whatsoever, over such District (not exceeding ten Miles square)
as may, by Cession of particular States, and the Acceptance of Congress,
become the Seat of the Government of the United States, and to exercise like Authority over all Places purchased by the Consent of the Leg17.

which the Same shall be, for the Erection of
Forts, Magazines, Arsenals, dock- Yards, and other needful Buildings;

islature of the State in

—And
Cross-references.— Sovereignty and jurisdiction of State, see § 15-201. Jurisdiction ceded to United States over certain lands, see Title 15, Boundaries and Jurisdiction of the State, Chapter 15-3; Title 36, Eminent Domain, Chapter 36-11.
_

Constitution of the United States.

7

Laws

necessary,

etc.,

To make

making.

Laws which

shall be
necessary and proper for carrying into Execution the foregoing P
and all other Powers vested by this Constitution in the Government of
18.

all

the United States, or in any Department or Officer thereof.
Section.
1-126. (6645)

[1]

9.

The Migration

Importation of slaves after 1808.

or Importation of such Persons as any of the States

now

existing shall

think proper to admit, shall not be prohibited by the Congress prior to
the Year one thousand eight hundred and eight, but a

Tax

or duty

may

be imposed on such Importation, not exceeding ten dollars for each Person.
1-127.

(6646)

[2]

The

Habeas corpus.

Privilege of the

beas Corpus shall not be suspended, unless
or Invasion the public Safety
1-128. (6647)

[3]

der or ex post facto

may

require

when

in

of

Ha-

Cases of Rebellion

it.

No

Attainder; ex post facto laws.

Law

Writ

Bill of Attain-

shall be passed.

—

Cross-references. Future operation of laws, see § 102-104. Same provisions of
State Constitution, see § 2-302. Limitation of powers of States, see § 1-134. Attainder of treason, see § 1-306.

1-129. (6648)

other direct,

[4]

Tax

1-130.

(6649)

Capitation, or

shall be laid, unless in Proportion to the

Enumeration herein before directed
Cross-reference.

No

Capitation or other direct tax.

— Federal
[5]

income

Census or

to be taken.

tax, see § 1-822.

Exportation duty.

No Tax

Duty

or

shall be laid

on Articles exported from any State.
•1-131.

(6649)

[6]

Preference to ports,

etc.

No

Preference shall be

given by any Regulation of Commerce or Revenue to the Ports of one
State over those of another; nor shall Vessels bound to, or from, one
State, be obliged to enter, clear, or

pay Duties

in another.

Money, how drawn from Treasury. No Money
shall be drawn from the Treasury, but in Consequence of Appropriations
made by Law; and a regular Statement and Account of the Receipts and
1-132.

(6650)

Expenditures of
1-133.

(6651)

bility shall

any Office

[7]

all

[8]

public

Money

shall be published

Titles of nobility not allowed.

be granted by the United States
of Profit or

Trust under them,

:

shall,

from time

No

to time.

Title of

And no Person

No-

holding

without the Consent of

the Congress, accept of any present, Emolument, Office, or Title, of any

kind whatever, from any King, Prince, or foreign State.
Section. 10.
1-134.

(6652)

[1]

Limitations of powers of individual States.

State shall enter into any Treaty, Alliance, or Confederation

;

Xo

grant Let-

Marque and Reprisal; coin Money; emit Bills of Credit; make
any Thing but gold and silver Coin a Tender in Payment of Debts; pass
ters of

:

3

_o

Constitution of the United States.

1-135

8

V

ox post facto Law, or Law impairing the Obligation of Contracts, or grant any Title of Nobility.

any

Bill of Attainder,

—

Cross-references.
State Constitution provisions, see §§ 2-302, 2-2506, 2-8505. Future operation of laws, see £ 102-104. Withdrawing franchises, see § 22-1202.
Dissolving certain corporations, see § 22-1203. Attainder of treason, see § 1-306. Bill of
attainder and ex post facto laws, see § 1-128.

Imposts or duties. No State shall, without the
Consent of the Congress, lay any Imposts or Duties on Imports or Ex1-135.

(6653)

[2]

what may be absolutely necessary for executing it's inspection Laws and the net Produce of all Duties and Imposts, laid by any
State on Imports or Exports, shall be for the Use of the Treasury of the
United States; and all such Laws shall be subject to the Revision and
ports, except
:

Controul of the Congress.

No

State shall, without the Consent of Congress, lay any

Duty

Tonnage, keep Troops, or Ships of War in time of Peace, enter into any
Agreement or Compact with another State, or with a foreign Power, or
engage in War, unless actually invaded, or in such imminent Danger as
will not admit of delay.

ARTICLE

CHAPTER

of

II.

EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT.

1-2.

Sec.

Sec.

1-201.

Section 1.
Executive power.

1-202.

Manner

1-208.

electing

of

President

and Vice President.
1-203.

Time

1-204.

Who may

Section 2.
President's powers.

1-209.

Treaties.

1-210.

Vacancies.

of election.

1-205.

In what cases the Vice P'resident to act as President.

1-206.

President's compensation.

1-207.

Oath

or

Section

be elected President.

affirmation

of

1-211.

President's duties.

Section
Presi-

1-212.

3.

4.

Officers removable

by impeach-

ment.

dent.

Section.

1.

Executive power. The executive Power shall be
vested in a President of the United States of America. He shall hold
his Office during the Term of four Years, and, together with the Vice
President, chosen for the same Term, be elected, as follows
1-201.

f6654)

fl]

—

Cross-references. Term commences, when, see § 1-829. Death of or failure of
Death of person chosen by Congress to
President-elect to quality, see § 1-831.
act, see § 1-832.

1-202.

(6655)

Each State
direct, a

[2]

Manner

shall appoint, in

Number

of electing President

and Vice President.

such Manner as the- Legislature thereof

of Electors, equal to the

whole Number

may

of Senators

and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress
but no Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust
or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.

[The Electors

shall

meet

and vote by Balnot be an Inhabitant of

in their respective States,

two Persons, of whom one at least shall
the same State with themselves. And they shall make
lot for

a List of

all

the

Constitution of the Unite d States.

9_

206

and of the Number of Votes for each which Li
shall sign and certify, and transmit sealed to the Seat of the Govern
of the United States, directed to the President of the Senate. M he inPersons voted

for,

;

i.

dent of the Senate

shall, in the

Representatives, open

all

The Person having

President,

if

Number

of

the Certificates, and the Votes shall then be

counted.

such

Presence of the Senate and House

the greatest

Number

of

be a Majority of the whole

Votes

shall be the

Number

of Elecl

more than one who have such Majority, and
have an equal Number of Votes, then the House of Representati
shall immediately chuse by Ballot one of them for President; and if no
appointed; and

if

there be

Person have a Majority, then from the five highest on the List the said
House shall in like Manner chuse the President. But in chusing the
President, the Votes shall be taken

Member

all

or

States, the Representation

A

quorum
Members from two thirds

each State having one Vote;
a

by

for this

Purpose

of the States,

the States shall be necessary to a Choice.

from

shall consist of

and a Majority

of

In every Case, after the

Choice of the President, the Person having the greatest

Number

of

Votes of the Electors shall be the Vice President. But if there should
remain two or more who have equal Votes, the Senate shall chuse from

them by Ballot the Vice President.]*
1-203.

the

(6656)

Time

their

[3]

Time

and the Day on which they shall give
be the same throughout the United States.

of chusing the Electors,

Votes which Day
;

1-204.

The Congress may determine

of election.

(6657)

[4]

shall

Who may

be elected President.

No

Person except

a natural born Citizen, or a Citizen of the United States, at the time of

the Adoption of this Constitution, shall be eligible to the Office of

President

;

neither shall any Person be eligible to that Office

not have attained to the

Age

of thirty five Years,

who

shall

and been fourteen

Years a Resident within the United States.
1-205.

(6658)

[5]

In what cases the Vice President to act as President.

In Case of Removal of the President from Office, or of his Death, Re-

Powers and Duties of the said
Office, the Same shall devolve on the Vice President, and the Congress
may by Law provide for the Case of Removal, Death, Resignation, or
Inability, both of the President and Vice President, declaring what Officer shall then act as President, and such Officer shall act accordingly,
signation, or Inability to discharge the

until the Disability
Cross-references.

be removed, or a President shall be elected.

— Manner of election, see

ident-elect to qualify, see

1-206.

(6659)

[6]

§

§

1-812.

Death of or

failure of Pres-

1-831.

President's compensation.

The President

shall, at

which shall
neither, be encreased nor diminished during the Period for which he
shall have been elected, and he shall not receive within that Period any
stated Times, receive for his

other

Emolument from

*The portion inclosed
ment.

in

Services, a Compensation,

the United States, or any of them.
brackets has been superseded by the twelfth amend-

§

Constitution of the United States.

1-20?

Oath or affirmation

10

Before he enter
on the Execution of his Office, he shall take the following Oath or Af1-207.

(6669)

—

[7]

of President.

do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will faithfully execute the Office of President of the United States, and will to the best

firmation

my

of

:

"I

Ability, preserve, protect

and defend the Constitution

of

the

United States."
Section.
1-208.

(6661)

mander

in

[1]

Army and Navy

Militia of the several States,
;

he

may

when

shall be

Com-

United States, and

of the

The President

President's powers.

Chief of the

United States

2.

of the

called into, the actual Service of the

require the Opinion, in writing, of the principal

Officer in each of the executive Departments,

upon any Subject relating

have Power to grant
Reprieves and Pardons for Offenses against the United States, except in
Cases of Impeachment.

to the Duties of their respective Offices,

1-209.

(6662)

[2]

He

Treaties.

and he

shall

have Power, by and with the

shall

Advice and Consent of the Senate, to make Treaties, provided two thirds
of the Senators present concur; and he shall nominate, and by and with
the Advice and Consent of the Senate, shall appoint Ambassadors, other
public Ministers and Consuls, Judges of the supreme Court, and all other
Officers of the United States, whose Appointments are not herein otherwise provided for, and which shall be established by Law
but the Congress may by Law vest the Appointment of such inferior Officers, as
they think proper, in the President alone, in the Courts of Law, or in the
Heads of Departments.
:

1-210.

up

all

(6663)

[3]

Vacancies.

Vacancies that

The President

may happen

shall

have Power to

fill

during the Recess of the Senate, by

granting Commissions which shall expire at the

End

of their next Ses-

sion.

Section.

3.

He

from time to time give to
the Congress Information of the State of the Union, and recommend to
their Consideration such Measures as he shall judge necessary and expedient he may, on extraordinary Occasions, convene both Houses, or
either of them, and in Case of Disagreement between them, with Respect
to the Time of Adjournment, he may adjourn them to such Time as he
shall think proper; he shall receive Ambassadors and other public Ministers he shall take Care that the Laws be faithfully executed, and shall
Commission all the Officers of the United States.
(6664) President's duties.

1-211.

shall

;

;

Section. 4.
1-212.

(6665) Officers removable

by impeachment.

The

Vice President and all civil Officers of the United States,
moved from Office on Impeachment for, and Conviction
Bribery, or other high Crimes and Misdemeanors.

President,

shall be reof,

Treason,

—
Constitution of the United States.
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ARTICLE

CHAPTER

§

1

III.

JUDICIAL DEPARTMENT.

1-3.

Sec.

Sec.

Section

powers and tenure of

Judicial

1-301.

Section

1.

judges.

1-305.

1_306.

Section
1-302.

Jurisdiction,

1-303.

Original

Treason.
Attainder of treason.

2.

extent

or

3.

of.

appellate

jurisdic-

tion.

Trials by jury.

1-304.

Section.

1.

(6666) Judicial powers and tenure of judges. The judicial
of the United States, shall be vested in one supreme Court, and

1-301.

Power

such inferior Courts as the Congress may from time to time ordain
and establish. The Judges, both of the supreme and inferior Courts,
shall hold their Offices during good Behaviour, and shall, at stated Times,
receive for their Services, a Compensation, which shall not be diminished
in

during their Continuance in Office.
Section.

2.

(6667) [1] Jurisdiction, extent of. The judicial Power shall
extend to all Cases, in Law and Equity, arising under this Constitution,
1-302.

Laws

United States, and Treaties made, or which shall be
made, under their Authority; to all Cases affecting Ambassadors, other
public Ministers and Consuls; to all Cases of admiralty and maritime
to Controversies to which the United States shall be a
Jurisdiction
between a State
Party
to Controversies between two or more States
between citizens of different States
and Citizens of another State
between Citizens of the same State claiming Lands under Grants of different States, and between a State, or the Citizens thereof, and foreign
the

of the

;

;

—

—
—

—

;

;

—

—

;

States, Citizens or Subjects.
1-303.

(6668)

[2]

Original or appellate jurisdiction.

In

all

Cases

af-

fecting Ambassadors, other public Ministers and Consuls,, and those, in

which a State

shall be a Party, the

supreme Court

have original
Jurisdiction. In all the other Cases before mentioned, the supreme Court
shall have appellate Jurisdiction, both as to Law and Fact, with such
Exceptions, and under such Regulations as the Congress shall make.
1-304.

(6669)

[3]

Trials

by

jury.

The

Trial of

shall

all

Crimes, except in

Cases of Impeachment, shall be by Jury; and such Trial shall be held in
the State where the said Crimes shall have been committed but when not
committed within any State, the Trial shall be at such Place or Places
as the Congress may by Law have directed.
;

—

§

Cross-references. State Constitution provisions as to right of trial
2-4501; as to benefit of counsel, etc., see § 2-105.

Section.

by

jury, see

3.

(6670) [1] Treason. Treason against the United States, shall
consist only in levying War against them, or in adhering to their
1-305.

Enemies, giving them Aid and Comfort.

No

Person shall be convicted

—
§

Constitution of the United States/

1-506

Treason unless on the Testimony of two Witnesses
Act. or on Confession in open Court.
of

Cross-reference.

State Constitution provisions, see

12

to the

same overt

2-202.

§

The Congress shall have
(6671) [2] Attainder of treason.
declare
the
Punishment of Treason, but no Attainder of Treato

1-306.

Power

son shall work Corruption of Blood, or Forfeiture except during the Life
of the Person attainted.
Cross-references.

— Similar

provision of State Constitution, see § 2-203. ForfeiAttainder and ex post facto laws, see
§ 85-1109.

ture for crime abolished, see
§§ 1-128, 1-134.

ARTICLE

CHAPTER

1-4.

RELATIVE RIGHTS OF STATES.

-

Sec.

Sec.

Section
1-401.

IV.

Section

1.

Acts and records of the States.
Section 2

1-405.

New

1-406.

Power over

Territories.

Section

1-402.

Citizens' privileges.

1-403.

Fugitives from justice.

1-404.

Fugitives from service.

Republican
ment.

i_ 40 7.

Section.

3.

States admitted.

4.

form

of

Govern-

1.

Full Faith and Credit
(6672) Acts and records of the States.
shall be given in each State to the public Acts, Records, and Judicial
1-401.

Proceedings of every other State.

Laws

prescribe the

Manner

in

And

the Congress

may by

general

which such Acts, Records and Proceed-

ings shall be proved, and the Effects thereof.
Cross-reference.
§

— Proving

laws and judicial proceedings of other States, see

38-627.

Section.
1-402.

(6673)

[1]

2.

Citizens' privileges.

shall be entitled to all Privileges

The

Citizens of each

and Immunities

State

of Citizens in the sev-

eral States.
Cross-reference.
§

— State

Constitution provisions as to protection of citizens, see

2-125.

Fugitives from justice.

A

Person charged in any
State with Treason, Felony, or other Crime, who shall flee from Justice,
and be found in another State, shall on Demand of the executive Authority of the vState from which he fled, be delivered up, to be removed
to the State having Jurisdiction of the Crime.
1-403.

(6674)

[2]

[3] Fugitives from service. .No Person held to Service
one
State, under the Laws thereof, escaping into another,
or Labour
shall, in Consequence of any Law or Regulation therein, be discharged
from such Service or Labour, but shall be delivered up on Claim of the
Party to whom such Service or Labour may be due.

1-404.

(6675)
in

Section.
1-405.

(6676)

[1]

New

3.

States admitted.

mitted by the Congress into this Union; but no

New
new

States

may

be ad-

State "shall be formed

Constitution of the United Si
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or erected within the Jurisdiction of any other St'ite; nor any
formed by the Junction of two or more States, or Parts of

be
:th-

out the Consent of the Legislatures of the States; concerned as well as
of the Congress.
(6677) [2] Power over Territories. The Congress shall have
to dispose of and make all needful Rules and Regulations re-

1-406.

Power

specting the Territory or other Property belonging to the United Stat<
and nothing in this Constitution shall be so construed as to Prejudice
;

any Claims

of the

United States, or of any particular State.
Section.

4.

The United States
Republican Form of Gov-

(6678) Republican form of Government.

1-407.

guarantee to every State in this Union a
ernment, and shall protect each of them against Invasion and on Application of the Legislature, or of the Executive (when the Legislature
cannot be convened) against domestic Violence.
shall

;

ARTICLE

CHAPTER

V.

AMENDMENTS,

1-5.

HOW

MADE.

Sec.
1-501.

Proposals by Congress or State
Legislatures; ratification.

by Congress or State Legislatures; ratificaThe Congress, whenever two thirds of both Houses shall deem
(6679) Proposals

1-501.
tion.
it

Amendments

necessary, shall propose

to this Constitution, or, on the

Application of the Legislatures of two thirds of the several States, shall
call a Convention for proposing Amendments, which, in either Case,
shall be valid to all Intents

when
or

ratified

and Purposes, as Part

by the Legislatures

by Conventions

of three fourths of the several States,

one or the other Mode
be proposed by the Congress Provided that no

in three fourths thereof, as the

may
Amendment which may
of Ratification

;

made prior to the Year One thousand eight
any Manner affect the first and fourth Clauses

be

hundred and eight shall in
in the Ninth Section of the

first

Consent, shall be deprived of

it's

Article

CHAPTER

1-6.

and that no

State, without its

VI.

MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS.
Sec.

Sec.
1-602.

;

equal Suffrage in the Senate.

ARTICLE

1-601.

of this Constitution,

Prior debts of Government.
Constitution and treaties as the

1-603.

Oath or affirmation

to support

the Constitution,

supreme law.
1-601.

(6680)

[1]

Prior debts of Government.

and Engagements entered
shall

All Debts contracted

Adoption of this Constitution,
be as valid against the United States under this Constitution, as un-

der the Confederation.

into, before the

§

Constitution of the United States.

1-602

1-602.

(6681)

[2]

14

Constitution and treaties as the supreme law.

This

United States which shall be made in
Pursuance thereof; and all Treaties made, or which shall be made, under the Authority of the United States, shall be the supreme Law of the
Land and the Judges in every State shall be bound thereby, any Thing

Laws

Constitution, and the

of the

;

in the Constitution or

Laws

of

any State to the Contrary notwithstand-

ing.

Cross-reference.

1-603.

— Supreme

(6682)

[3]

law of Georgia, see

Oath or affirmation

The Senators and Representatives

2-8501.

to support the Constitution.

before mentioned, and the

and

of the several State Legislatures,

§

Members

executive and judicial Officers,

all

both of the United States and of the several States, shall be bound by

Oath or Affirmation,

to support this Constitution

shall ever be required as a Qualification to

any

;

but no religious Test

Office or public Trust

under the United States.

ARTICLE

CHAPTER

VII.

RATIFICATION.

1-7.

Sec.

Number

1-701.

of

States

required

to

ratify.

1-701.

Number

(6683)

of States required to ratify.

The

Ratification

Conventions of nine States, shall be sufficient for the Establishment of this Constitution between the States so ratifying the Same.

of the

done

in

Convention by the Unanimous Consent of the States present

Day

September in the Year of Our Lord one thousand
seven hundred and Eighty seven and of the Independence of the United
States of America the Twelfth In witness whereof We have hereunto
subscribed our Names,

the Seventeenth

of

G°:

WASHINGTON-Presidt.
and deputy from Virginia

New Hampshire
John Langdon

Nicholas Gilman
Massachusetts

Nathaniel Gorham

Rufus King
Connecticut

Wm.

Saml. Johnson

Roger Sherman

New York
Alexander Hamilton

New

Jersey

Wil: Livingston

Wm.

David Brearley.

Jona: Dayton

Paterson.

-

:

Constitution of the U:;ni.D
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701

S'i/.

Pennsylvania
B.

Franklin
Thomas Mifflin

Thos. Fitzsimom
Jared Ingersoll

Robt. Morris

James Wilson
Gouv Morris

Geo.

Clymer
Delaware

Richard Bassett
Jaco: Broom

Geo Read
:

Gunning Bedford tun
John Dickinson
Maryland
James McHenry
Dan of St Thos Jenifer

Danl. Carroll.

Virginia

—

James Madison

John Blair

Jr.

North Carolina

Hu

Wm. Blount

Williamson

Richard Dobbs Spaight
South Carolina

Charles Pinckney
Pierce Butler

Rutledge
Charles Cotesworth Pinckney

J.

Georgia

William Few

Abr Baldwin

WILLIAM JACKSON.

Attest

Secretary.

RATIFICATIONS OF THE CONSTITUTION.
The
ber

was adopted by a convention of the States Septemand was subsequently ratified by the several States, in the

Constitution

17, 1787,

following order, viz.

Delaware, December 7, 1787.
Pennsylvania, December 12, 1787.

South Carolina, May 23. 1788.
New Hampshire. June 21, 1788.

New

Virginia, June 26, 1788.

Jersey,

December

Georgia, January

2,

18, 1787.

1788.

Connecticut, January

9, 1788.

Massachusetts, February 6, 1788.
Maryland, April 28, 1788.
State of Vermont,

New

entire

member

of the

26. 1788.

North Carolina, November

Rhode

by convention,
10th of January, 1791, and was, by an
February, 1791, "received and admitted

The

York, July
Island,

May

21, 1789.

29,1790.

ratified the Constitution

on the

act of Congress of the 13th of

into this

United States of America."

Union

as a

new and

Constitution of the United States.
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AMENDMENTS TO THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA.*
(ARTICLE

I.)

Sec.
1-801.

Rights of

freedom

conscience;

of the press, etc.

1-801.

(6684) Rights of conscience; freedom of the press, etc.

gress shall

make no law respecting an establishment

Con-

of religion, or pro-

hibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech,
or of the press
petition the

;

or the right of the people peaceably to assemble,

Government

and to

for a redress of grievances.

—

Cross-references. State Constitution provisions as to freedom of worship, see
2-112.
Religious opinions, rights and restrictions, see § 2-113.
Freedom of
speech, etc., see § 2-115. Right to assemble and petition, see § 2-124.
§

(ARTICLE

II.)

Sec.
1-802.

Right to bear arms.

1-802.

A

(6685) Right to bear arms.

well regulated Militia, being

necessary to the security of a free State, the right of the people to keep

and bear Arms,
Cross-reference.
§

shall not be infringed.

— State

Constitution provisions as to right to bear arms, see

2-122.

(ARTICLE

III.)

Sec.
1-803.

Quartering troops.

1-803.

(6686) Quartering troops.

No

Soldier shall, in time of peace

be quartered in any house, without the consent of the Owner, nor in

time cf war, but in a rnanner to be prescribed by law.

(ARTICLE

IV.)

Sec.
1-804.

Searches, seizures, and general
warrants.

1-804.

(6687) Searches, seizures, and general warrants.

The

right of

the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects,

against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and

no Warrants
affirmation,

upon probable cause, supported by Oath or
and particularly describing the place to be searched, and the
shall issue, but

persons or things to be seized.
Cross-reference.

— Same

provision in State Constitution, see

§

2-116.

*The first ten amendments to the Constitution were proposed to the legislatures
of the several States by the First Congress, on the 25th of September, 1789. They
were ratified by the following States, and the notifications of ratification by the
Governors thereof were successively communicated by the President to Congress:
New Jersey, November 20, 1789; Maryland, December 19, 1789; North Carolina,
December 22, 1789; South Carolina, January 19, 1790; New Hampshire, January
25, 1790; Delaware, January 28, 1790; Pennsylvania, March 10, 1790; New York,
March 27, 1790; Rhode Island, June 15, 1790; Vermont, November 3, 1791, and
Virginia, December 15, 1791. There is no evidence on the journals of Congress
that the legislatures of Connecticut, Georgia, and Massachusetts ratified them.
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(ARTICLE

800

V.)

Sec.
1-805.

Indictment, punishment,

etc.

(6688) Indictment, punishment, etc.

No

person shall be held
to answer for a capital, or otherwise infamous crime, unless on a presentment or indictment of a Grand Jury, except in cases arising in the land
1-805.

or naval forces, or in the Militia,

when

in actual service in

time of

or public danger; nor shall any person be subject for the same

War

c

nor shall be compelled in any
criminal case to be a witness against himself, nor be deprived of life,
liberty, or property, without due process of law nor shall private property be taken for public use, without just compensation.
to be twice put in jeopardy of life or limb

;

;

—

Cross-references.
State Constitution provisions as to due process of law, see
2-103; just compensation for taking property, see § 2-301; copy of char
etc., see § 2-105; crimination of self, see § 2-106; jeopardy of life more than
are citizens, and their rights, see § 1-815.
once, see § 2-108.

§

Who

(ARTICLE

VI.)

Sec.
1-806.

criminal cases,
Trial in
rights of a defendant.

1-806.
all

and

(6689) Trial in criminal cases, and rights of a defendant.

In

criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the right to a speedy

by an impartial jury of the State and district wherein
the crime shall have been committed, which district shall have been previously ascertained by law, and to be informed of the nature and cause
of the accusation to be confronted with the witnesses against him to
have compulsory process for obtaining witnesses in his favor, and to
have the Assistance of Counsel for his defense.
and public

trial,

;

;

(ARTICLE

VII.)

Sec.
1-807.

Trial in civil cases.

1-807.

(6690) Trial in civil cases.

common

In Suits at

law, where

the value in controversy shall exceed twenty dollars, the right of trial

by jury

shall be preserved,

and no

fact tried

any Court

of the

United States, than according

re-examined
rules of the

in

common

Cross-reference.

by a

jury, shall be otherwise
to the

law.

— State

Constitution

provision

on

trial

by jury and traverse

jury, see § 2-4501.

(ARTICLE

VIII.)

Sec.
1-808.

Bail and fines.

(6691) Bail and fines.

Excessive bail shall not be required.
nor excessive fines imposed, nor cruel and unusual punishments inflicted.
1-808.

Cross-reference.

— State

Constitution provisions, see

(ARTICLE

§

2-109.

IX.)

Sec.
1-809.

Rights reserved.

1-809.

(6692) Rights reserved.

of certain rights, shall not

tained by the people.

The enumeration

in the Constitution,

be construed to deny or disparage others

re-

—
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(ARTICLE

18

X.)

Sec.
1-810.

Powers not delegated.

1-810.

(6693)

The powers not delegated

Powers not delegated.

the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by

it

to

to the States,

are reserved to the States respectively, or to the people.

(ARTICLE

XI.*)

Sec.
1-811.

The

judicial

power.

power. The judicial power of the United
States shall not be construed to extend to any suit in law" or equity, commenced or prosecuted against one of the United States by Citizens of
another State or by Citizens or Subjects of any Foreign State.
1-811.

(6694)

The

judicial

(ARTICLE

XII.**)

Sec.
1-812.

Manner

of electing the President

and Vice President.

Manner

and Vice President.
The Electors shall meet in their respective states, and vote by
ballot for President and Vice President, one of whom, at least, shall not
be an inhabitant of the same state with themselves they shall name in
their ballots the person voted for as President, and in distinct ballots the
person voted for as Vice President, and they shall make distinct lists of
all persons voted for as President, and of all persons voted for as Vice
President, and of the number of votes for each, which lists they shall sign
and certify, and transmit sealed to the seat of the government of the
United States, directed to the President of the Senate; The President
of the Senate shall, in the presence of the Senate and House of Representatives, open all the certificates and the votes shall then be counted
The person having the greatest number of votes for President, shall be
the President, if such number be a majority of the, whole number of
Electors appointed and if no person have such majority, then from the
persons having the highest numbers not exceeding three on the list of
1-812.

(6695-6697)

of electing the President

;

—

;

;

those voted for as President, the House of Representatives shall choose
immediately, by ballot, the President. But in choosing the President,
the votes shall be taken by states, the representation from e,ach state

having one vote; a quorum for this purpose shall consist of a member
or members from two-thirds of the states, and a majority of all the states
shall be necessary to a choice.

shall not

And

if

the

House

of Representatives

choose a President whenever the right of choice shall devolve

upon them, before the fourth day

of

March next

following, then the Vice

*The eleventh amendment was proposed to the legislatures of the several States
by the Third Congress, on the 5th of September, 1794, and was declared in a message from the President to Congress, dated the 8th of January, 1798, to have been
ratified by the legislatures of three-fourths of the States.
**The twelfth amendment was proposed to the legislatures of the several States
by the Eighth Congress, on the 12th of December, 1803, in lieu of the original
third paragraph of the first section of the second article, and declared in a proclamation of the Secretary of State, dated the 25th of September, 1804, to have been
ratified by the legislatures of three-fourths of the States.

;
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'

."I

[ON OF

THE UNITED

President shall act as President, as

number of votes as Vice
number be a majority of

the case of the death or other

in

stitutional diability of the President.

S'f

—The

person having the

a

gr<

President, shall he the Vice President,

if

Si

number of Electors appointed, and
if no person have a majority, then from the two highest numb';
the
list, the Senate shall choose the Vice President; a quorum for the purpose shall consist of two-thirds of the whole number of Senator:-, and a
majority of the whole number shall be necessary to a choice. But no
the whole

person constitutionally ineligible to the office of President shall be
ble to that of Vice President of the United States.

—When Vice

Cross-reference.
nation of terms of

see

office,

§

President to act as President, see

§

1-205.

eli

Termi-

1-829.

(ARTICLE

XIII.*)

Sec.
1-813.

Slavery abolished.

1-814.

How

Article enforced.

(6698) Slavery abolished.

Neither slavery nor
involuntary servitude, except as a punishment for crime whereof the
party shall have been duly convicted, shall exist within the United States,
1-813.

(Section

1.)

or any place subject to their jurisdiction.
Cross-reference.

1-814.

power

—State

(6699)

Constitution provision, see

How Article enforced.

to enforce this Article

(Section

by appropriate

(ARTICLE

§

2-117.
2.)

Congress

shall

have

legislation.

XIV.**)
Sec.

Sec.
1-815.

Citizenship.

1-818.

Public debt.

1-816.

Representation.

1-819.

How

1-817.

Political disabilities.

1-815. (6700) Citizenship.

(Section

1.)

Article enforced.

All persons born or natural-

and subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are
citizens of the United States and of the State wherein they reside.
No
State shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges
or immunities of citizens of the United States nor shall any State deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law
nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the

ized in the United States,

;

laws.

—Who

are citizens of Georgia, see §§ 2-125, 79-201.
citizens, see § 79-301.
Due process of law, see § 1-805.

Cross-references.

United States

1-816. (6701) Representation.

apportioned

among

(Section

2.)

Rights of

Representatives shall be

the several States according to their respective

num-

*The thirteenth amendment was proposed to the legislatures of the several
States by the Thirty-eighth Congress, on the first of February, 1865, and was declared, in a proclamation of the Secretary of State, dated the 18th of December,
1865, to have been ratified by the legislatures of twent3r -seven of the thirty-six
States.

**The fourteenth amendment was proposed to the legislatures of the several
by the Thirty-ninth Congress on June 16, 1866. On July 21. 1868. Congress
adopted and transmitted to the Department of State a concurrent resolution declaring that the legislatures of three-fourths and more of the several States of
the Union had ratified the amendment.
States

§
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whole number of persons in each State, excluding
Indians not taxed. But when the right to vote at any election for the
choice of electors for President and Vice President of the United States,
Representatives in Congress, the Executive and Judicial officers of a
State, or the members of the Legislature thereof, is denied to any of the
male inhabitants of such State, being twenty-one years of age, and citizens of the United States, or in any way abridged, except for participa-

bers, counting the

tion in rebellion, or other crime, the basis of representation therein shall

number

be reduced in the proportion which the
shall bear to the

whole number

of

of

such male citizens

male citizens twenty-one years

of age

such State.

in

*

1-817.

(Section

(6702) Political disabilities.

3.)

No

person shall be

a Senator or Representative in Congress, or elector of President

President, or hold any office, civil
or under

any

State,

of Congress, or as

and Vice
or military, under the United States,

who, having previously taken

an

officer of the

member
member of any

-an oath, as a

United States, or as a

State legislature, or as an executive or judicial officer of any State, to

support the Constitution of the United States, shall have engaged in
insurrection or rebellion against the same, or given aid or comfort to the

enemies thereof.

But Congress may by a vote

House, remove such
1-818.

of two-thirds of each

disability.

(6703) Public debt.

(Section

4.)

The

validity of the public

debt of the United States, authorized by law, including debts incurred
for

payment

of pensions

and bounties

for services in suppressing insur-

rection or rebellion, shall not be questioned.

But neither

the.

United

pay any debt or obligation incurred
in aid of insurrection or rebellion against the United States, or any claim
for the loss or emancipation of any slave but all such debts, obligations
and claims shall be held illegal and void.
States nor any State shall

assume

or

;

1-819.

(6704)

How Article enforced.

(Section

5.)

The Congress

shall

have power to enforce, by appropriate legislation, the provisions of this
Article.

(ARTICLE XV.*)
Sec.
1-820.

Right of citizens to vote.

1-821.

How

1-820.

Article enforced.

(6705) Right of citizens to vote.

(Section

1.)

The

right of

United States to vote shall not be denied or abridged by
the United States or by any State on account of race, color, or previous
citizens of the

condition of servitude.
1-821.

(6706)

How

have power to enforce

Article enforced. (Section 2.)
this Article

by appropriate

The Congress

shall

legislation.

*The fifteenth amendment was proposed to the legislatures of the several States
by the Fortieth Congress, on the 27th of February, 1869, and was declared, in a
proclamation of the Secretary of State, dated March 30, 1870, to have been
of twenty-nine of the thirty-seven States.

by the legislatures

ratified
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(ARTICLE

XVI.*;

Sec.

Income

1-822.

tax.

Income

1-822.

The Congress

tax.

shall

have power

to lay

and colU

taxes on incomes, from whatever source derived, without apportion!!

among

the several States, and without regard to any census or enutn<

-

tion.

Cross-references.

ment

— Direct

of direct taxes, see

§

tax in
1-104.

proportion to census, see

(ARTICLE

§

1-129.

Apportion-

XVII.**)

Sec.
1-823.

Election of Senators.

1-823. Election of Senators.

composed

The Senate

of the

United States

shall

he

two Senators from each State, elected by the people thereof,
for six years and each Senator shall have one vote.
The electors in each
.State shall have the qualifications requisite for electors of the most
numerous branch of the State legislatures.
of

;

When

vacancies happen in the representation of any State in the Senexecutive authority of such State shall issue writs of election to

ate, the
fill

such vacancies:

empower

Provided, That the legislature of any State

may

make temporary appointments

until

the executive thereof to

the people

fill

the vacancies by election as the legislature

may

direct.

This amendment shall not be so construed as to affect the election or
term of any Senator chosen before it becomes valid as part cf the Constitution.
Cross-references.

chosen prior to

— Time

this

of

electing Senators,

amendment, see

§

1-107.

see § 34-2401.
Qualifications

How
of

Senators

voters,

see

§§ 2-601 to 2-609.

(ARTICLE

Sec.

Sec.
1-824.

XVIII.***)

or transpor-

1-825.

How

tation of intoxicating liquors.

1-826.

Limitation on ratification.

Manufacture,

1-824.

(Section

sale,

Manufacture,
1.)

sale,

Article enforced.

or transportation of intoxicating liquors.

After one year from the ratification of this article the manu-

facture, sale, or transportation of intoxicating liquors within, the im-

*The sixteenth amendment was proposed to the legislatures of the several
States by the Sixty-first Congress on the 31st of July, 1909, and was declared, in
a proclamation by the Secretary of State, dated the 25th of February, 1913. to
have been ratified by the legislatures of three-fourths of the whole number of
States.

**The seventeenth amendment was proposed to the legislatures of the several
States by the Sixty-second Congress on the 15th of May, 1912, in lieu of the original first paragraph of Section 3 of Article I, and in lieu of so much of paragraph
2 of the same section as related to the filling of vacancies, and was declared, in
a proclamation by the Secretary of State, dated the 31st of May, 1913, to have
been ratified by the legislatures of three-fourths of the whole number of States.
***The eighteenth amendment was proposed to the legislatures of the several
States by the Sixty-fifth Congress on the 19th day of December. 1917. and was
declared, in a proclamation by the Acting Secretary of State, dated on the 29th
day of January, 1919, to have been ratified by the legislatures of three-fourths of
the whole number of States in the United States. This amendment was repealed
by the twenty-first amendment, effective December 5, 1933.
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portation thereof into, or the exportation thereof from the United States
and all territory subject to the jurisdiction thereof for beverage purposes
is

hereby prohibited.
1-825.

How

(Section

Article enforced.

several States shall have concurrent

The Congress and

2.)

power

to enforce this article

the

by ap-

propriate legislation.

This article shall be
inoperative unless it shall have been ratified as an amendment to the
Constitution by the legislatures of the several States, as provided in the
Constitution within seven years from the date of the submission hereof
to the States by the Congress.
1-826. Limitation

on

ratification.

(Section

3.)

(ARTICLE XIX.*)
Sec.
1-827.

Equal suffrage.

1-S28.

How

1-827.

Article enforced.

Equal suffrage.

(Section

1.)

The

right

of

citizens

of

the

United States to vote shall not be denied or abridged by the United
States or by any State on account of sex.
1-828.

power

How

Article

enforced.

to enforce this article

(Section

2.)

by appropriate

Congress

shall

have

legislation.

(ARTICLE XX.**)
Sec.

Sec.

1-829.

Termination of terms of President, Vice President, Senators, and Representatives.

1-832.

Death of person chosen by
Congress to act as President

1-830.

Sessions of Congress.
Death of or failure of PresidentFailure of
elect to qualify.
Vice President 'elect to quali-

1-833.

Effective date.

1-834.

Limitation on ratification,

1-831.

or Vice President.

fy.

1-829.

Termination of terms of President, Vice President, Senators,

and Representatives. (Section 1.) The terms of the President and Vice
President shall end at noon on the 20th day of January, and the terms of
Senators and Representatives at noon on the 3d day of January, of the
years in which such terms would have ended if this article had not been
ratified

;

and the terms of their successors shall then begin.

1-830. Sessions of Congress.

at least once in every year,

(Sec. 2.)

The Congress

and such meeting

shall

shall begin at

assemble

noon on the

3d day of January, unless they shall by law appoint a different day.
*The nineteenth amendment was proposed to the legislatures of the several
States by the Sixty-sixth Congress on the 5th day of June, 1919, and was declared
in a proclamation by the Secretary of State, dated the 26th day of August, 1920,
to have been ratified by the legislatures of three-fourths of the whole number of
States in the United States.
**The twentieth amendment was proposed to the legislatures of the several
States by the Seventy-seco.nd Congress on the 3d day of March, 1932, and was
declared, in a proclamation by the Secretary of State, dated the 6th day of February, 1933, to have been ratified by the legislatures of three-fourths of the whole
number of States in the United States.

;
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1-831.

g

of or failure of President elect to qualify.

Death

Failure of

Vice President elect to qualify. (Sec. 3. J If, at thie time fixed for the
beginning of the term of the President, the President elect shall have
died, the Vice President elect shall become President. If a President shall
not have been chosen before the time fixed for the beginning of his term,
or if the President elect shall have failed to qualify, then the Vice Pi
dent elect shall act as President until a President shall have qualified

and the Congress may by law provide for the case wherein neither a
President elect nor a Vice President elect shall have qualified, declaring
who shall then act as President, or the manner in which one who is to

and such person shall act accordingly
dent or Vice President shall have qualified.
act shall be selected,

1-832.

Death

President.

(Sec. 4.)

of the death of
tives

may

of person

any

of

until a Presi-

chosen by Congress to act as President or Vice

The Congress may by law provide for the case
the persons from whom the House of Representa-

choose a President whenever the right of choice shall have

devolved upon them, and for the case of the death of any of the persons

from

whom

the Senate

of choice shall

may

choose a Vice President whenever the right

have devolved upon them.

1-833. Effective date.

(Sec. 5.)

Sections

on the 15th day of October following the
1-834. Limitation

operative unless

it

on

shall

ratification.

have been

1

and 2

shall take effect

ratification of this article.

(Sec. 6.)
ratified as

This

article shall

be

in-

an amendment to the Con-

by the legislatures of three-fourths of the several States within
seven years from the date of its submission.

stitution

(ARTICLE

Sec.

Sec.
1-835.

XXI.*)

Repeal of Eighteenth Amendment.
Transportation or importation

1-837.

Limitation on ratification,

•

1-836.

of intoxicating liquor in violation of laws of States, etc.

1-835.

Repeal of Eighteenth Amendment.

teenth Article of
is

Amendment

(Section

1.)

The Eigh-

to the Constitution of the United States

hereby repealed.
1-836.

Transportation or importation of intoxicating liquor in viola-

tion of laws of States, etc.
tation into

any

(Section 2.)

The

transportation or impor-

State, Territory or Possession of the

United States for

delivery or use therein of intoxicating liquors, in violation of the laws
thereof,

is

hereby prohibited.

*This amendment to the Constitution was proposed by the Seventy-second
Congress, which convened December 5, 1932, the joint resolution providing that
the amendment "shall be valid to all intents and purposes as part of the Constitution when ratified by conventions in three-fourths of the several States." The
amendment was declared, in a proclamation by the President of the United States,
dated December 5th, 1933, to have been ratified by conventions in thirty-six
States of the United States, constituting three-fourths of the whole number of
States.

§

1-S37
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1-S37. Limitation

inoperative unless

on

it

ratification.

shall

have been

(Section
ratified

24

This article shall be
as an amendment to the

3.)

Constitution by conventions in the several States, as provided in the
Constitution, within seven years from the date of the submission hereof
to the States

by the Congress.

TITLE

2.

CONSTITUTION OF TIIE
STATE OF GEORGIA.
Chap.

Sec.

2-101

2- 2.

Rights of the citizen*
Certain offenses denned

2- 3.

Protection to person and property

2-201

2- 4.

Special

2-

Governmental

2-

1.

5.
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•
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:
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city courts
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Chap.
2-45.

Sec.

Jury

2-4501

trials

2-46.

Ccunty commissioners

2-4601

2-47.

What

2-4701

2-48.
2-49.

Supreme Court costs
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2-50.
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be abolished

2-4801
2-4901
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2-5001

2-51.
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2-52.
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2-5201

2-53.

State aid

2-5301

2-54.
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2-5401
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2-55.
2-56.

Limitation on municipal debts
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.

.

2-5501

:

m

2-5601
r

money

2-57.

Public

2-58.

City debts
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Void bonds

2-5901
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.
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2-7801
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2-7901

2-80.
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2-8001
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2-82.
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2-8201
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County

2-8301

2-84.

Uniformity
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2-86.
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2-88.
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2-89.

Governor's proclamation

2-8901

2-73.
2-74.

2-75.
2-76.

2-7301
2-7401
2-7501
2-7601

t

2-77.

and volunteers

2-8101

officers

in

county

2-7701

offices

of force

2-8401
.2-8501

how

Constitution

2-8601
2-8701

The Convention which adopted this Constitution met July 11, 1877, and adjourned August 25, 1877. The Constitution was ratified by a vote of the people
at an election held December 5, 1877, which ratification was duly proclaimed by
Governor Alfred H. Colquitt on December 21, 1877.
The

Constitution is set out here with spelling, punctuation, etc., as in the origsigned copy in the custody of the Secretary of State. For convenience in citation, the paragraphs have been given numbers in the same manner as the sections
of the various Titles of this Code and the Articles have been divided into Chapters,
the numbers and headings of which, as well as the numbers and blackletter catchwords of the paragraphs, are not, of course, a part of the Constitution.
inal
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Constitution of 1877 has been amended 115 times. Many of these amei
local and temporary, applying to only one county or city and having
fulfilled the purpose intended to be accomplished.
Such are t;
to Art. XI, Sec. I, Par. II (§ 2-8202;, adding by a s<
counties to the 145 authorized by this paragraph as amended in 1904. There
difference between these new counties and the old ones and no reason for retaining in the Constitution the boundaries and the temporary provisions for the organVII,
ization of the new counties. The numerous amendments of Art. VII
Par. I (§ 2-5501), permit certain named counties and cities to increase their indebtedness for certain specific purposes, in excess of the limit fixed in the p;
graph, usually only when authorized by local referendum. In some instances the
referendum has been had and the indebtedness authorized has been incurred. In
others the increase was not approved by the people of the county or city. In
some cases the scheme was abandoned and a referendum, though authorized, was
not had. At most the provisions applied to only one county or city. There are
a number of amendments to Art. VI, Sec. XIII, Par. I (§ 2-4001), permitting particular counties to supplement the salaries of the judges of the superior courts of
the circuits of which the counties respectively are a part. The State as a whole
is not concerned with these salaries.

The

ments are

i

By

direction of the

Code Commission, these

local

and temporary amendments

are omitted from the text of the Constitution but are referred to in the notes following the particular paragraphs which they amended, and citations are made to
the several Acts in the Georgia Laws proposing the amendments. These amendments are so numerous and so long that they obscure the general and permanent
provisions of the Constitution. Their omission will clarify and facilitate the use
of the Constitution.

The printed text gives the several paragraphs as amended, omitting from sections 2-4001, 2-5402, 2-5501, 2-6901, 2-8201, 2-8202 and 2-8206 the local and temporary amendments, and the amendment adding to Art. XI, Sec. I, a new paragraph relating only to Glynn and Mcintosh counties. Each paragraph as it appeared in the original Constitution is set out or indicated in the note following the
paragraph and the change made by uach amendment is shown. The purpose has
been to give the complete history of each paragraph from its adoption in 1877 to
the present time.

BILL OF RIGHTS.

PREAMBLE.
To

perpetuate the principles of free government, insure justice to

all,

preserve peace, promote the interest and happiness of the citizen, and

transmit to posterity the enjoyment of liberty, we, the people of Georgia,
relying upon the protection and guidance of Almighty God, do ordain

and establish

this Constitution:

§ 2-
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Article I
Section

Chapter

Rights of the Citizen.

2-1.

Sec.

Sec.

Origin and foundation of government.
Protection the duty of government.

2-101.

2-102.

and property.

2-103.

Life, liberty,

2-104.

Right to the courts.

2-105.

Benefit
list

of counsel;
of witnesses:

process;
2-106.

trial

Crimination

of

by
self

2-113.

Religious opinions;
conscience.

2-114.

Appropriations tochurches, sects,

2-115.

etc.,

liberty

of

forbidden.

accusation;

2 " 116

compulsory

2-117.

Liberty of speech or of the press
guaranteed.
Searches, seizures, and warrants.
Siavery and- involuntary servi-

2-118.

Status of the citizen.

2-119.

Civil authority superior to military.

-

tude.

jury.

com-

not

pelled.
2-107.

I.

Banishmentandwhippingaspunishment for crime.
Jeopardy of life or liberty more
than "once forbidden.
Bail: tines: punishments; arrest;
abuse of prisoners.

2-120.

Contempts.

2-121.

2-123.

Imprisonment for debt.
Arms, right to keep and bear.
Legislative, judicial, and execu-

2-110.

Costs.

2-124.

tive powers, separate.
Right to assemble and petition.

2-111.

Habeas corpus.
Freedom of conscience.

2-125.

Citizens, protection of.

2-108.

2-109.

2-112.

2-101.

(6357) Paragraph

2-122.

Origin and foundation of government. All

I.

government, of right, originates with the people, is founded upon their
will only, and is instituted solely for the good of the whole. Public officers are the trustees and servants of the people, and, at all times, amenable to them.
2-102.

(6358) Paragraph.

II.

tection to person and property

Protection the duty of government.

is

Pro-

the paramount duty of government, and

shall be impartial ana! complete.

—

Cross-references. Jurisdiction of State over persons, see
Power of court to frame a remedy
a citizen, see § 79-205.
3-105.
lated, see §

2-103.

§

15-202.

No

(6359) Paragraph. III. Life, liberty, and property.

shall be deprived of

life,

liberty, or property, except

Rights of

where a right

is

vio-

person

by due process

of

law.

—

Cross-references. Property rights of corporators, see
clause of Federal Constitution, see § 1-805.

2-104.

§

(6360) Paragraph. IV. Right to the courts.

deprived of the right to prosecute or defend his

own

22-705.

No

Due process

person shall be

cause in any of the

courts of this State, in person, by attorney, or both.
2-105.

(6361) Paragraph. V. Benefit of counsel accusation
;

nesses; compulsory process;

by

;

list

of wit-

Every person charged with
an offense against the laws of this State shall have the privilege and benefit of counsel shall be furnished, on demand, with a copy of the accusation, and a list of the witnesses on whose testimony the charge against
liim is founded; shall have compulsory process to obtain the testimony of
trial

jury.

;

his

own

witnesses; shall be confronted with the witnesses testifying
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against him; and shall have a public and speedy

trial

6

2-114

by an impartial

jury.

— Duty

r
of attorneys to defend the oppressed, lee I 9 601,
6.
when evidence vulgar, see § 81-1006. Federal Constitution
provisions, see §§ 1-304, 1-806.

Cross-references.
Exclusion of public

Paragraph. VI. Crimination of self not compelled.
person shall be compelled to give testimony tending in any manner to
2-106. (6362)

I

criminate himself.

— Who

Cross-references.
witnesses, see § 38-1711.

are

competent witnesses, see § 38-1603.
of public service commissioners

Pi

Power

see §§ 93-506, 93-507, 93-9901.
§ 38-417.

Federal Constitution, see

1-805.

§

Evidence,

Banishment and whipping as punishment for crime. Neither banishment beyond the limits of the State,
whipping, as a punishment for crime, shall be allowed.
2-107.

(6363) Paragraph. VII.

i

2-108.

(6364) Paragraph. VIII. Jeopardy of

life

or liberty

more than

once forbidden. No person shall be put in jeopardy of life, or liberty,
more than once for the same offense, save on his, or her own motion for
a

new

conviction, or in case of mistrial.

trial after

Cross-references.

— What courts may grant

stitution provision, see

§

new

trials,

see

§

70-101. Federal

Con-

1-805.

Paragraph. IX. Bail; fines; punishments; arrest; abuse
of prisoners. Excessive bail shall not be required, nor excessive fines imposed, nor cruel and unusual punishments inflicted; nor shall any person
be abused in being arrested, while under arrest, or in prison.
2-109. (6365)

Cross-reference.
§

— Federal

Constitution

provisions

as

to

excessive

bail,

see

1-

2-110.

(6366) Paragraph. X. Costs.

pay costs except
2-111.

Corpus

after conviction

(6367) Paragraph. XI.

on

No

person shall be compelled to

final trial.

Habeas corpus.

The writ

of

Habeas

shall not be suspended.

Cross-reference.

— See

Title 50,

Habeas Corpus.

Paragraph XII. Freedom of conscience. All men have
the natural and inalienable right to worship God, each according to the
dictates of his own conscience,, and no human authority should, in any
2-112. (6368)

case, control or interfere

with such right of conscience.

—

Cross-references.
Effect of religious beliefs of witnesses, see
Constitution provision, see § 1-801.

2-113.

§

38-1602.

Federal

(6369) Paragraph. XIII. Religious

opinions; liberty of coninhabitant of this State shall be molested in person or property, or prohibited from holding any public office, or trust, on account of

science.

No

his religious opinions; but the right of liberty of conscience shall not be

so construed as to excuse acts of licentiousness, or justify practices inconsistent with the peace and safety of the State.
Cross-references.— What is irreligious, see § 10S-205. No exclusion from State
University because of religious beliefs, see § 32-122. Rights of conscience, freedom of speech, right of peaceable assembly, etc., see § 1-801.

(6370) Paragraph. XIV. Appropriations to churches, sects, etc.,
forbidden. No money shall ever be taken from the public Treasurv, di2-114.

Constitutio n of the State of Georgia.

§2-115

rectly or indirectly, in aid of

any church,

30

denomination of

sect, or

relig-

ionists or of any sectarian institution.
Cross-reference.

2-115.

anteed.

— Donations

by General Assembly forbidden, see

§

2-6401.

(6371) Paragraph, XV. Liberty of speech or of the press guarNo law shall ever be passed to curtail, or restrain the liberty of

speech, or of the press; any person
timents, on

all

may

speak, write, and publish his sen-

subjects, being responsible for the abuse of that liberty.

—

Cross-references. Truth as defense to libel, see § 105-708. Privileged communications, see § 105-709. Federal Constitution provisions, see § 1-801.

2-116.

XVI.

(6372) Paragraph.

Searches, seizures, and warrants.

The

right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and

unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated;
and no warrant shall issue except upon probable cause, supported by
oath, or affirmation, particularly describing the place, or places, to be
effects, against

searched, and the persons or things to be seized.

—

Cross-references. See also, Title 27, Criminal Procedure, Chapter 27-3. Power
of court to compel production of papers, see § 38-801. Federal Constitution provisions, see § 1-804.

Paragraph. XVII. Slavery and involuntary servitude.
There shall be within the State of Georgia neither slavery nor involuntary servitude, save as a punishment for crime after legal conviction
2-117. (6373)

thereof.
Cross-reference.

2-118.

—Federal

Constitution provisions, see

XVIII. Status

(6374) Paragraph

1-813.

§

of the citizen.

The

social

status of the citizen shall never be the subject of legislation.
Cross-reference.

2-119.

The

civil

— Rights

of a citizen, see

(6375) Paragraph.

XIX.

§

79-205.

Civil authority superior to military.

authority shall be superior to the military, and no soldier shall,

time of peace, be quartered in any house, without the consent of the
owner, nor in time of war, except by the civil magistrate, in such manner
as may be provided by law.
in

2-120.

(6376) Paragraph.

XX. Contempts. The power

to punish for contempt, shall be limited

legislative acts.

—

Power of court to punish for contempt,
Supreme Court may impose, see § 24-3901,
6.

Cross-references.
that

by

2-121.

of the Courts

see

§

24-105.

Penalty

11

(6377) Paragraph.

XXI. Imprisonment for

debt.

There

shall

be

no imprisonment for debt.

XXII. Arms, right to keep and bear. The
right of the people to keep and bear arms, shall not be infringed, but the
General Assembly shall have power to prescribe the manner in which
arms may be borne.
2-122.

(6378) Paragraph.

Cross-references.— Rights of a
vision, see

§

citizen, see § 79-205.

Federal Constitution pro-

1-802.

Paragraph. XXIII. Legislative, judicial, and executive
powers, separate. The legislative, judicial and executive powers shall
forever remain separate and distinct, and no person discharging the
2-123.

(6379)

duties of one, shall, at the

same

time, exercise the functions of either of

the others, except as herein provided.
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2-124.

XXIV. Right

(6380) Paragraph.

to

§ 2

assemble and petition.

The

and
people have the right to assemble peaceably for their comm
to apply to those vested with the powers of government for redresi <A
grievances by petition or remonstrance.
Cross-reference.

2-125.

— Federal

Constitution provision, see

XXV.

(6381) Paragraph.

1-801.

§

Citizens, protection of.

All citizens of

the United States, resident in this State, are hereby declared citizens of
this State,

and

duty of the General Assembly to enact such
the full enjoyment of the rights, privile

shall be the

it

laws as will protect them in
and immunities due to such citizenship.

—Who

Cross-references.
are citizens, see § 79-201.
Rights of citizens in general,
Rights of citizens of United States, see § 79-301. Federal Constitusee § 79-205.
tion provisions, see §§ 1-402, 1-815.

Section

Chapter

II.

Certain Offenses Defined.

2-2.

Sec.

Sec.

Libel; jury in criminal cases;

new

2-204.

Lotteries.

trials.

2-205.

2-202.

Treason.

2-206.

Lobbying; penalties.
Fraud; concealment of property.

2-203.

Conviction, effect

2-201.

of.

Paragraph. I Libel; jury in criminal cases; new trials.
In all prosecutions or indictments for libel the truth may be given in evidence and the jury in all criminal cases, shall be the judges of the law
and the facts. The power of the Judges to grant new trials in case of
2-201. (6382)

;

conviction,

is

preserved.

—

Cross-references. Truth as complete defense, see § 105-708.
evidence, see § 26-2103. New trial, see Title 70, New Trial.

Truth given

in

Paragraph. II. Treason. Treason against the State of
Georgia, shall consist in levying war against her; adhering to her enemies giving them aid and comfort. No person shall be convicted of
treason, except on the testimony of two witnesses to the same overt act,
2-202. (6383)

;

or confession in open court.

2-203.

—

Treason against United State, see §
Crimes and Punishment, Chapter 26-8.

Cross-references.
ally, see Title 26,

(6384) Paragraph. III. Conviction, effect

work corruption
Cross-references.

1-305.

Treason gener-

No

conviction shall

of.

of blood, or forfeiture of estate.

— Forfeiture

for crime abolished, see

§

85-1109.

Federal Con-

stitution provision, see § 1-306.

Paragraph. IV. Lotteries. All lotteries, and the sale of
lottery tickets, are hereby prohibited; and this prohibition shall be enforced by penal laws.
2-204. (6385)

Paragraph. V. Lobbying; penalties.
Lobbying is declared to be a crime, and the General Assembly shall enforce this pro2-205. (6386)

vision

by suitable

Cross-references.

penalties.

— Contracts

to corrupt legislation, see

punishment of lobbying, see Title

47,

§

20-504.

Definition and

General Assembly, Chapter 47-10.

S
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(6387) Paragraph. VI. Fraud; concealment of property. The
General Assembly shall have the power to provide for the punishment of
2-206.

fraud

:

and, shall provide by law, for reaching property of the debtor con-

cealed from the creditor.

—

Acts of debtors that are void as to creditors, see § 28-201.
oi affidavit to assignment for creditors, see § 28-307. Towers of courts
to punish for contempt, see § 24-105.
Cross-references.

Annexation

Section III.

Chapter

Protection to Person and Property.

2-3.

Sec.

Sec.

2-301.

Private ways; just compensation.

2-302.

Attainder; ex post facto and re-

2-303.

Revocation of grants.

troactive laws, etc.

2-301.

Paragraph.

(6388)

of necessity, private
first

Private ways; just compensation. Incases

I.

ways may be granted upon

paid by the applicant.

just

compensation being

Private property shall not be taken, or dam-

aged, for public purposes, without just and adequate compensation being
first paid.

—

Cross-references. Federal Constitution, see § 1-805. Definition of eminent domain, see § 36-101. Private ways, see § 85-1401. Tender of compensation by
corporations or persons condemning property, see § 36-302. Grant of private ways
by ordinaries, see § 83-101. Power of cities, etc., to destroy property for public good,
see § 88-401. Pdght of telegraph company to use right of way of railroad, see
§§ 104-203, 104-205.

2-302.

(6389) Paragraph.

No

laws, etc.

bill of

II.

Attainder; ex post facto and retroactive

attainder, ex post facto law, retroactive law, or law

impairing the obligation of contracts, or making irrevocable grant of
special privileges or immunities, shall be passed.

—

Cross-references. Federal Constitution, see §§ 1-128, 1-134. Future operation
When a franchise is exclusive, see § 85-1312. Revocation
of laws, see § 102-104.
of licenses, see § 20-117.
Withdrawal of franchise, see Title 22, Corporations,
Chapter 22-12. Dissolution of corporation, see Title 22, Corporations, Chapters
22-12, 22-13, 22-16.

2-303.

(6390) Paragraph. III. Revocation of grants.

cial privileges

to

work no

No

grant of spe-

or immunities shall be revoked, except in such

manner

as

injustice to the corporators or creditors of the incorporation.

Cross-reference.

— Implied

rights under grant, see

§

85-312.

Section IV.

Chapter

2-4.

Special Legislation Forbidden.

Soc.
2-401.

Sec.

General laws; uniform operation;

how

2-402.

What Acts

void,

varied.

General laws; uniform operation; how varied.
Laws of a general nature shall have uniform operation throughout
the State, and no special law shall be enacted in any case for which provision has been made by an existing general law. No general law affecting private rights, shall be varied in any particular case, by special legis2-401.

(6391) Paragraph

I.

C onstitution of the State
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of Georgia.

§

except with the free consent, in writing, of all persons to b aft
thereby; and no person under legal disability to contract, is capable
r

lation,
eel

2-601

:

such consent.

—

Cross-references. General laws of operation in this State, see § 2-8501
Local laws as part of the law, see § 2-8504. Persons unable to contract, v
20, Contracts, Chapter 20-2.

2-402.

(6392) Paragraph.

What

II.

Acts void.

and the Judiciary

shall so declare

Title

Legislative acts in

lation of this Constitution, or the Constitution of the
void,'

et
e

\

United States, are

them.

Section V.

Chapter

Governmental Rights

2-5.

Sec.
2-501.

of the People.

Sec.

State rights.

2-502.

Enumeration

of rights not denial

of others.

State rights.

The people

Enumeration

of rights not denial of others.

have
the inherent, sole and exclusive right of regulating their internal government, and the police thereof, and of altering and abolishing their
Constitution whenever it may be necessary to their safety and happiness.
2-501.

(6393) Paragraph.

I.

2-502. (6394) Paragraph. II.

The enumeration

of rights herein contained as a part of this Constitution

shall not be construed to

they

may have

of this State

deny

to the people

any inherent rights which

hitherto enjoyed.

5.

II.

Elective Franchise,

Section.

Chapter

2-6.

Qualification of Voters.

Sec.
2-601.

I.

Sec.

Elections by ballot; registration

2-606.

of voters.
2-602.

shall be an elector entitled
to register and vote.

2-603.

Who

2-604.

Qualifications of electors.

2-605.

Registrars to prepare roster.

2-601.

regis-

trars.

Who

entitled
vote.

Appeal from decision of

to

register

(6395) Paragraph

and

2-607.

Judgment

of force pending ap-

peal.

2-608.

Only

2-609.

Machinery for

qualified voters to participate in primary.

registration.

Elections by ballot; registration of voters.
After the year 1908, elections by the people shall be by ballot, and only
those persons shall be allowed to vote who have been first registered in
I.

accordance with the requirements of law. (Acts 1908,

p. 27, ratified

Oct.

7th, 1908.)

Cross-references.— Filing registered voters' list, see § 34-404. Manner of conducting elections, see § 34-1303. Voting by absentees, see Title 34, Elections,

Chapter

34-33.
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§

34

— The

nine paragraphs of this Section were proposed by Acts
October 7. 190S. Prior to that time this Section consisted
Paragraph I was specifically repealed by the amendof only two paragraphs.
ment of 1908. That paragraph provided that "In all elections by the people, the
electors shall vote by ballot." Paragraph II of the original Constitution of 1877
provided as follows: "Every male citizen of the United States, (except as hereinafter provided) twenty-one years of age, who shall have resided in this State one
year next preceding the election, and shall have resided six months in the county
in which he offers to vote, and shall have paid all taxes which may hereafter be
required of him. and which he may have had an opportunity of paying, agreeably
Provided,
to law. except for the year of the election, shall be deemed an elector:
that no soldier, sailor or marine in the military or naval service of the United
States, shall acquire the rights of an elector, by reason of being stationed on duty
in this State: and no person shall vote who, if challenged, shall refuse to take the
following oath, or affirmation: T do swear (or affirm) that I am twenty-one years
of age. have resided in this State one year, and in this county six months, next
preceding this election. T have paid all taxes which, since the adoption of the
present Constitution of this State, have been required of me previous to this year,
and which I have had an opportunity to pay, and that I have not voted at this
Editorial Note.

190S. p. 27.

election.'

''

and

ratified

See note following

§

2-603.

Who

be an elector entitled to register and
vote.
Every male citizen of this State who is a citizen of the United
States, twenty-one years old or upwards, not laboring under any of the
disabilities named in this Article, and possessing the qualifications provided by it, shall be an elector and entitled to register and vote at any
election by the people
Provided, that no soldier, sailor, or marine in the
military or naval services of the United States shall acquire the rights
of an elector by reason of being stationed on duty in this State.
(Acts
2-602.

(6396) Par.

II.

shall

:

1908, pp. 27, 28, ratified Oct. 7th, 1908.)

—

§

Editorial Note. This section was modified
1-827 and 152/283 (109 S. E. 666).

2-603.

(6397) Par. III.

Who

by Const. U.

entitled to register

S.,

Amend. XIX.

and vote.

To

See

entitle

any election by the people, he shall have
resided in the State one year next preceding the election, and in the
county in which he offers to vote six months next preceding the election,
and shall have paid all poll taxes that he may have had an opportunity of
paying agreeably to law. Such payment must have been made at least
six months prior to the election at which he offers to vote, except when
such elections are held within six months from the expiration of the time
fixed by law for the payment of such taxes. (Acts 1908, pp. 27, 28, ratified Oct. 7, 1908; Acts 1931, p. 102, ratified Nov. 8, 1932.)
a person to register

and vote

at

(

— By the amendment of 1932 the provision, "all
may have had an opportunity of paying agreeably to law," was
of the provision, "all taxes which may have been required of him
tion of the Constitution of Georgia of 1877, that he may have had
Editorial Note.

he

of paying agreeably to law."

2-604.

See note following

§

poll taxes that
inserted in lieu
since the adop-

an opportunity

2-601.

(6398) Par. IV. Qualifications of electors.

Every male

citizen

be entitled to register as an elector, and to vote in
elections in said State, who is not disqualified under the provisions

of this State shall
all

of Section II of Article II of this Constitution,

qualifications prescribed in

who

will possess

his registration,

them

Paragraphs

II

and who possesses the

and III

of this

Section or

at the date of the election occurring next after

and who

in addition thereto

comes within

either of the

classes provided for in the five following subdivisions of this paragraph.
1.

AH

who have honorably

served in the land or naval forces

United States in the Revolutionary War, or in the War of 1812, or
the War with Mexico, or in any War with the Indians, or in the War

of the
in

persons
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War

States, or in the

between the

with Spain, or

|_2

who honorably

land or naval forces of the Confederate States, or of the Stat
Georgia in the War between the States; or,
in the

2.

All persons lawfully descended from those

enumerated

in the subdivision

next above;

embraced

in

tl

or,

good character and understand the dm
and obligations of citizenship under a republican form of government; or,
any par4. All persons who can correctly read in the English language
agraph of the Constitution of the United States or of this State and correctly write the same in the English language when read to them by any
3.

who

All persons

are of

one of the registrars, and all persons who solely because of physical disability are unable to comply with the above requirements but who can
understand and give a reasonable interpretation of any paragraph of the
Constitution of the United States or of this State that

them by any one
5.

Any

person

of the registrars

who

is

the

;

the

owner

in'

good

owner

faith in his

be read to

own

right of at

or,

in

good

faith in his

least forty acres of land situated in this State,
is

may

own

upon which he

resides, or

right of property situated in this

State and assessed for taxation at the value of $500.

(Acts 1908, pp. 27,

28, ratified Oct. 7th, 1908.)

2-605.

(6399) Par. V. Registrars to prepare roster.

The

right to reg-

and 2 of Paragraph IV shall continue only
But the registrars shall prepare a roster of all
until January 1st, 1915.
persons who register under subdivisions 1 and 2 of Paragraph IV and
ister

under subdivisions

shall return the

same

1

to the clerk's office

of.

the superior court of their

and the clerks of the superior court shall send copies of the
same to the Secretary of State, and it shall be the duty of these officers
to record and permanently -preserve these rosters. Any person who has
been once registered under either of the subdivisions 1 or 2 of ParaProvided, he meets the
graph IV shall thereafter be permitted to vote
requirements of paragraphs II and III of this Section.
(Acts 1908,
counties,

:

pp. 27, 29, ratified Oct. 7th, 1908.)
Cross-reference.

2-606. (6400)

son to

whom

—Filing registered voters'

list,

see

§

34-404.

Any

Par. VI. Appeal from decision of registrars.

the right of registration

is

per-

denied by the registrars upon

the ground that he lacks the qualifications set forth in the five subdi-

IV

have the right to take an appeal, and any
citizen may enter an appeal from the decision of the registrars allowing
any person to register under said subdivisions. All appeals must be filed
visions of Paragraph

shall

with the registrars within ten days from the date of the decision complained of, and shall be returned by the registrars to the office
in writing

of the clerk of the superior court to be tried as other appeals.

(Acts 1908,

pp. 27, 29, ratified Oct. 7th, 1908.)
Cross-reference.

2-607. (6401)

— Hearing

before registrars, see §§ 34-601. 34-604.

Par. VII.

an appeal and until the

Judgment

final

of force

pending appeal.

decision of the case,

Pending
the judgment of the

Constitution of the State of Georgia.

2-608

§

registrars shall remain in full force.
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(Acts 1908, pp. 27, 30, ratified Oct.

7th, 1908^)

2-608.

(,0402")

Xo

mary.

Par. VIII,

qualified voters to participate in pri-

person shall be allowed to participate

in a

primary

of

convention of any political party in this State

political party or a
is

Only

any

who

not a qualified voter. (Acts 1908, pp. 27, 30, ratified Oct. 7th, 1908.)

—

Cross-references. Conduct of primary elections, see § 34-3201.
primary must take oath before receiving votes, see § 34-3205.

(6403) Par. IX. Machinery for registration.

2-609.

provided by law for the registration, of force October

Manager

of

The machinery
1st,

1908, shall

be used to carry ont the provisions of this* Section, except where inconsistent with

same the
;

legislature

may change

laws from time to time, but no such change or
to defeat

any

amend the registration
amendment shall operate

or

(Acts 1908, pp. 27, 30,

of the provisions of this Section.

ratified Oct. 7th, 1908.)

Cross-reference.

— Duties

of registrars, see

§

34-401.

Section. II.

Chapter

2-7.

electors;

who

Registration.

Sec.
2-701.

Registration of
disfranchised.

2-701.

(6404) Par.

General Assembly

I.

may

Registration of electors

;

who

disfranchised.

The

provide, from time to time, for the registration

of all electors, but the following classes of persons shall not be per-

mitted to register, vote or hold any
trust in this State,' to-wit:

1st.

office,

Those who

or appointment of honor or,
shall

have been convicted

in

any court of competent jurisdiction of treason against the State, of embezzlement of public funds, malfeasance in office, bribery or larceny, or
of any crime involving moral turpitude, punishable by the laws of this
State with imprisonment in the penitentiary, unless such persons shall
have been pardoned. 2d. Idiots and insane persons.

Section. III.

Chapter

2-8.

Voters' Privilege.

Sec.
2-801.

Privilege of electors from arrest.

2-801.

(6405) Paragraph.

I.

Privilege of electors from arrest.

cases, except for treason, felony, larceny,

Electors

and breach of the
peace, be privileged from arrest during their attendance on elections, and
in going to and returning from the same.
shall, in all

Cross-references.

— Statutory

provision, see §§ 27-202, 34-1801.
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Section. IV.

Chapter

Disqualification to

2-9.

Hold

Office.

Sec.
2-901.

Holder of public funds.

2-902.

Dueling.

Holder of public funds. No person who
the holder of any public money, contrary to law, shaH be eligible to any
office in this State until the same is accounted for and paid into the
Paragraph.

2-901. (6406)

I.

Treasury.
Cross-reference.

— Persons

ineligible to hold civil office, see

Paragraph.

2-902. (6407)

II.

No

Dueling.

§

89-101.

person who, after the adc

tion of this Constitution, being a resident of this State, shall

have be

convicted of fighting a duel in this State, or convicted of sending, or accepting a challenge, or convicted of aiding, or abetting such duel, shall

hold

office in this State,

such person

shall, also,

unless he shall have been pardoned

be subject to such punishment as

;

and every

may

be pre-

scribed by law.

Section. V,

Chapter

2-10.

Sale of Liquors,

When

Forbidden.

Sec.
2-1001.

Sale of liquors on election days.

2-1001. (6408)

Paragraph.

General Assembly

Sale of liquors on election days.

I.

The

by law, forbid the sale, distribution, or furnishing of intoxicating drinks within two miles of election precincts, on days
of election
State, county or municipal
and prescribe punishment for
any violation of the same.
shall,

—

—

Section. VI.

Chapter

Returns of Elections.

2-11.

Sec.

2-1101.

Returns made to whom.

(6409) Paragraph.

2-1101.

Returns made to whom.

I.

tion for all civil officers elected

by the people, who are

sioned by the Governor, and, also for the
bly, shall be

made

members

of

Returns of

elec-

commisthe General Assemto be

to the Secretary of State, unless otherwise provided

by law.
Cross-reference.
State, see

§

— Consolidation

34-1303, H

9.

of

county vote, and returns to Secretarv of

3S

Constitution of the State of Georgia.

8 2-1201

Article. III.

Legislative Department.

Section.

Chapter

I.

Where

Legislative Power,

2-12.

Vested.

Sec.

Power vested

2-1201.

General As-

in

sembly.

(6410) Paragraph.

2-1201.
legislative

which

power

in

General Assembly.

of the State shall be vested in a

shall consist of a

Cross-reference.

Power vested

I.

The

General Assembly

Senate and House of Representatives.

—Time and place of meetings of General Assembly, see

§

47-103.

Section. II.

Chapter

2-13.

Senatorial Districts.

Sec.

Sec.

2-1301.

Number

of senators

and sena-

torial districts.

2-1302.

Senatorial districts enumerated.

2-1303.

Districts changed,

Number

how.

and senatorial districts.
The Senate shall consist of fifty-one members. There shall be
fifty-one Senatorial Districts, as now arranged by counties.
Each District shall have one Senator.
2-1301. (6411)

Paragraph.

I.

of senators

2-1302. Paragraph. II. Senatorial districts enumerated.
1.

The

First Senatorial District shall

composed of the counties of
Chatham, Bryan and Effingham.
The Second Senatorial District shall
be composed of the counties of
Liberty, Tattnall, Mcintosh and

9.

be

2.

3.

Long.
The Third Senatorial District

composed of
Wayne, Appling,
be

the
Jeff

10.

The Fourth Senatorial District shall
be composed of the counties of
Glynn.

5.

The

Camden and

12.

6.

7.

and Lanier.
The Seventh Senatorial Districtshall

composed of the counties
Randolph and Terrell.
TheTwelfth Senatorial Districtshall
be composed of the counties of
Stewart, Webster and Quitman.

The Thirteenth Senatorial
shall be composed of the

The Fourteenth

15.

The

District

counties

and Macon.

Senatorial District
shall be composed of the counties
of Dooly, Pulaski and Bleckley.

Fifteenth

Senatorial

District

composed of the counties of
Wheeler, M ontgomery and Toombs.
The Sixteenth Senatorial District
shall be composed of the counties
of Laurens, Emanuel, Johnson and
shall be

16.

Treutlen.

The Eighth
nole.

Dougherty, Lee and Worth.
The Eleventh Senatorial District

14

of

Senatorial District shall
be composed of the counties of
Decatur, Mitchell, Miller and Semi-

The Tenth Senatorial District shall
be composed of the counties of

of Sumter, Schley

Fifth Senatorial District shall

composed of the counties of
Ware, Clinch and Atkinson.
The Sixth Senatorial District shall
be composed of the counties of
Echols, Lowndes, Berrien, Cook

be composed of the counties
Brooks, Thomas and Grady.
8.

13

Charlton.

be

composed

shall be
of Clay,

shall
of

counties

Brantley.
4.

Senatorial District shall
of the counties of
Early, Calhoun and Baker.

be

11.

Davis and

The Ninth

17.

The Seventeenth Senatorial District
shall be composed of the counties
of Screven, Burke and Jenkins.
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The Eighteenth Senatorial District
shall be composed of the counties

18.

of Richmond, Glascock
son.

and

34.

Jeffer-

tii

of Taliaferro,

Greene and Warren.
36.

of

2>7.

Twiggs, Wilkinson and Jones.

33.

The

be composed of the counties of Muscogee, Marion and Chattahoochee.
The Twenty-fifth Senatorial District shall be composed of the counties of Harris, Upson and Talbot.
The Twenty-sixth Senatorial District shall be composed of the counties of Spalding, Butts and Fayette.
The Twenty-seventh Senatorial District shall be composed of the coun-

41

of

The

43

44

#

46.

(Acts 1918,

p. 84,

and 1918,

p.

1920, p. 34, 1920, p. 38, 1920, p. 48
1924, p. 39, ratified

—

Nov.

The Forty-third Senatorial District
shall be composed of the counties
of Murray, Gordon and W'hitfield.
The Forty-fourth Senatorial District shall be composed of the counties of Walker, Dade and Catoosa.
The Forty-fifth Senatorial District
shall be composed of the counties
of Irwin, Ben Hill and Telfair.
The Forty-sixth Senatorial District
shall be composed of the counties
and Coffee.

The Forty-seventh

Senatorial Disbe composed of the counties of Colquitt, Tift and Turner.
The Forty-eighth Senatorial District shall be composed of the countrict shall

45.

49.

ties of Crisp, Wilcox and Dodge.
The Forty-ninth Senatorial District
shall be composed of the counties

of Bulloch, Candler
50.

51.

and Evans.

The Fiftieth Senatorial
composed of the

be

kin.

Thirty-third Senatorial District
shall be composed of the counties
of Hall, Banks and Jackson.

Bartow, Floyd and Chat-

of Bacon, Pierce

Thirty-first Senatorial District
shall be composed of the counties

The

of

ties

47.

The Thirty-second Senatorial District shall be composed of the counties of White, Dawson and Lump-

Fannin and Gilmer.

The Forty-second Senatorial District shall be composed of the countooga.

Thirtieth

Franklin and Steph-

Forty-first Senatorial District
composed of the counties

of Pickens,
42.

Duffie.

of Habersham,
ens.

Towns and Rabun.

shall be

45

31.

.Senatorial District
of the counties

composed

of Union,

The Twenty-eighth Senatorial District shall be composed of the counties of Jasper, Putnam and Morgan.
The Twenty-ninth Senatorial District shall be composed of the counties of Columbia, Lincoln and Mc-

The

Fortieth

shall be

Barrow, Walton and Oco-

Senatorial District
shall be composed of the counties
of Elbert, Madison and Hart.

and

Senatorial Disbe composed of the counof Haralson, Polk and Pauld-

40

The

33.

The Thirty-eighth

ties of Houston, Crawford, Taylor
and Peach.
The Twenty-fourth Senatorial Dis-

30.

32.

Thirty-sixth Senatorial District
be composed of the counties

Coweta and Meriwether.
The Thirty-seventh Senatorial
trict shall be composed of the ounties of Carroll, Heard and Troup.

ties

nee.

29.

The

The Thirty-ninth Senatorial District
shall be composed of the counties
of Cherokee, Cobb and Douglas.

ties

28.

\

39,

trict shall

27.

Thirty-fifth Senatorial

ing.

mar.

26.

d of the '.oun-

1

trict shall

The Twenty-third Senatorial District shall be composed of the coun-

25.

be

DeKalb, Rock<

<

Senatorial District shall be composed of the counties of Bibb, Monroe, Pike and La-

24.

Iiirt.y-fourtj

of

The Twenty-second

23.

The

shall

The Twenty-first Senatorial District
shall be composed of the counties

22.

j

shall be composed oi the com
of Fulton, Clayton and Henry.

ington.
21.

of

s

:

ton.
35.

The Twentieth Senatorial District
shall be composed of the counties
of Baldwin, Hancock and Wash-

20.

'J

trict shall

The Nineteenth Senatorial District
shall be composed of the counties

19.

The

2

B

District shall
counties of

Clarke, Oglethorpe and Wilkes.
Fifty-first Senatorial District
shall be composed of the counties

The
of

Gwinnett and Forsyth.

102, ratified

and 1920,

Nov.

5,

1918; 1919.

p. 52, ratified

Nov.

2,

p. 68,

1920;

4, 1924.)

Editorial Note.
In the original Constitution of 1877, the above paragraph provided for 44 senators and 44 senatorial districts. In 1906 these districts were rearranged (Acts 1906, p. 80). In 1918 the paragraph was amended to read as above
and seven new districts, number 45 to 51, were added and the counties composing the several districts were reapportioned among the 51 districts. The counties
created since 1918 (Cook, Lanier, Brantley, Lamar, Long, Seminole and Peach")
were assigned in the amendments creating them to specific districts and so appear
Pursuant to Acts 1929, p. 551, and Acts 1931, p. 527, Campbell
in the foregoing.

§
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county and Milton county, respectively, were merged with Fulton county. Prior
to these mergers. Campbell county was in the 36th district and Milton county was
in the 51st district.

changed, how. The General
Assembly may change those districts after each census of the United
States: Provided, That neither the number of Districts nor the number
2-1303.

(6412)

of Senators

Paragraph.

III. Districts

from each District

shall be increased

Section. III.

Chapter

2-14.

County Representation.

Sec.

*

2-1401.

Number

2-1402.

Apportionment changed, how.

2-1401.

of representatives.

(6413) Paragraph

I.

Number

The House
apportioned among the

of representatives.

of Representatives shall consist of representatives

several counties of the State as such counties are

marked and defined

To the eight
and as the same may be hereafter created, as follows
counties having the largest population, three representatives each to the
thirty counties having the next largest population, two representatives
each and to the remaining counties, one representative each including
the new counties of Lanier, Seminole, Brantley, Long and Lamar. In
the event of the ratification of this amendment to the Constitution and
:

;

;

event of the ratification of the amendments to the Constitution
creating the counties of Lanier, Seminole and Brantley, or either of them
the said counties so created shall also be entitled to representation in the
General Assembly. In the event of a ratification of the amendments creating the counties of Lanier, Seminole and Brantley, or either of them,
in the

an election shall be held in such county or counties on the first Tuesday
in January, 1921, under the laws now governing similar elections for
members of the General Assembly, for the election of a member of the
General Assembly from said county or counties, for the session of 1921
and 1922. (Acts 1904, p. 48, ratified Oct. 5, 1904; 1908, p. 31, ratified
Oct. 7, 1908; 1914, p. 37, ratified Nov. 3, 1914; 1918, p. 87, ratified Nov.
5,

1918; 1920, p. 55, ratified Nov.

—
Note. —This

2, 1920.)

Cross-references. List of counties, see § 23-101. Membership of House of Representatives apportioned, see § 47-101. Senatorial districts, see § 47-102.

paragraph originally provided that, "The House of RepEditorial
resentatives shall consist of one hundred and seventy-five Representatives, apportioned among the several counties as follows, to-wit: To the six counties having
Chatham, Richmond, Burke, Houston, Bibb and Fulthe largest populations, viz:
ton, three Representatives, each; to the twenty-six counties having the next largBartow, Coweta, Decatur, Floyd, Greene, Gwinnett, Harris,
est population, viz:
Jefferson, Meriwether, Monroe, Muscogee, Newton, Stewart, Sumter, Thomas,
Troup, Washington, Hancock, Carroll, Cobb, Jackson, Dougherty, Oglethorpe,
Macon, Talbot and Wilkes, two Representatives, each; and to the remaining one
hundred and five counties, one Representative, each." Under the Act of Appointment of 1881 (Acts 1880-1, p. 51), Floyd county was substituted for Houston. The
amendment of 1904 increased the number of Representatives to 183, Burke and
Houston counties being displaced by Floyd and Thomas in the list of the six
largest counties, and Greene, Harris, Jefferson, Newton, Stewart, Hancock, Jackson, Dougherty, Oglethorpe, Macon and Talbot being displaced in the list of the
26 next largest counties by Bulloch, DeKalb, Dooly, Elbert, Emanuel, Hall, JackBy the amendment of 1908 the
son, Laurens, Lowndes, Tattnall and V/alton.
number of Representatives allowed was changed from 183 to 184 so as to allow
representation to Ben Hill county. By the amendment of 1914, the number was
increased to 189, Muscogee county displaced Thomas county in the list of the six
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largest counties, and the counties of Brooks, Clarke and Ware displaced the counDooly, Monroe, and Tattnall in the list of the 26 next largest '1
amendment increased the number of Representatives to 10: ai '1 the 19
ment changed the paragraph to read as set out above. Jt will b<
the
above paragraph is in conflict with the one immediately following.
ties of

Apportionment changed, how. The above
apportionment shall be changed by the General Assembly at its fir
sion after each census taken by the United States Government, so as to
give to the six counties having the largest population three Representatives each; and the twenty-six counties having the next largest population two Representatives, each but in no event shall the aggregate num2-1402. (6414) Paragraph. II.

;

ber of Representatives be increased.
Editorial Note.

— See

editorial note

under preceding section.

Section. IV.

Chapter

The General Assembly.

2-15.

Sec.

Sec.
2-1501.

Term

2-1502.

Election, when.

2-1503.

Meeting. Business limit at

2-1504.

Quorum.
Oath of members.

of

members.

2-1501.

Length

2-1507.

Eligibility;

2-1508.

I.

appointments

Removal from
ty,

Paragraph.

(6415)

of session.
for-

bidden.

first

session.

2-1505.

2-1506.

district or

coun-

effect of.

Term of members. The members of the

General Assembly shall be elected for two years, and shall serve until
the time fixed by law for the convening of the next General Assembly.
The provisions of this Paragraph, Section and Article shall apply to the
terms of the members of the General Assembly, who were elected at the
general election for members of the General Assembly in the year 1912.
(Acts 1914, p. 45, ratified November 3rd, 1914.)

—

Editorial Note. Prior to the amendment of 1914, the above paragraph read as
follows: "The members of the General Assembly shall be elected for two years,
and shall serve until their successors are elected/'

Paragraph. II. Election, when. The first election for
members of the General Assembly, under this Constitution, shall take
place on the first Wednesday in December, 1877, the second election for
the same shall be held on the first Wednesday in October, 1880, and,
subsequent elections biennially, on that day, until the day of election is
2-1502. (6416)

changed by law.

—

Cross-references. When and how elections are held, see
officers, see Title 34, Elections, Chapter 34-26.

§

34-1302.

Election of

county

2-1503. (6417) Paragraph. III. Meeting. Business limit at first session.

meet on the second Monday in January.
1933, and biennially thereafter on the same date until the day shall be
changed by law. Such session shall continue no longer than ten days,
and the only business which shall be transacted thereat shall be the election of officers of the General Assembly and the organization of same;
the inauguration of the Governor-elect, and other Statehouse officers,
whose terms of office run concurrently with that of the Governor; the
election or appointment of committees of each house the election of the

The General Assembly

shall

;

42
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Governor and other Statehouse officers, in the event of no election by the
people as under the present provisions of this Constitution the decision
of contested elections for Governor and other officers as under present
provisions of the Constitution, and the introduction and first reading of
bills and resolutions the impeachment of public officers and trial thereof
Provided, that if, at the end of ten days, an election or contest, or
actual trial of impeachment, is pending, the session may be prolonged
until all such officers shall be elected, so declared, and finally inaugurated
or installed in office. The General Assembly shall reconvene in regular
session on the second Monday after the 4th of July, 1933, and biennially
thereafter on the same date until the date shall be changed by law. No
such regular session of the General Assembly shall continue longer than
sixty days
Provided, that if an impeachment trial is pending at *the end
;

;

:

:

of sixty days, the session

may

be prolonged until completion of said

Provided further, that the General Assembly, by concurrent resolution adopted by the votes of a majority of a quorum of House and
Senate during said special session above provided for, and approved by
the Governor, is hereby authorized to fix a date for reconvening in regular session prior to date above provided for, in lieu of the date definitely
fixed hereinabove. The terms of the present incumbents of the offices of
Governor and those which are for the same as the Governor shall expire
trial

:

upon the inauguration

of the

under the provisions hereof

Governor

in

January, 1933.

fied Oct. 5, 1892; 1924, p. 31, ratified

Nov.

8,

at the first biennial session held

Nov.

4,

(Acts 1890-1,

p. 55, rati-

1924; 1931, p. 1053, ratified

1932.)

—

Editorial Note. In the original Constitution of 1877, this paragraph read as
follows:
"The first meeting of the General Assembly, after the ratification of
this Constitution, shall be on the first Wednesday in November, one thousand
eight hundred and seventy-eight, and subsequent meetings biennially thereafter,
on the same day, until the day shall be changed by law. But nothing herein
contained shall be construed to prevent the Governor from calling an extra
session of the General Assembly before the first Wednesday in November, one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-eight, if, in his opinion, the public good
shall require it."
By the amendment ratified October 5, 1892, the paragraph was
changed so as to provide that meetings of the General Assembly should be held
By the amendment of
on the fourth Wednesday in October of every year.
November 4, 1924, the time of the meetings was fixed as the fourth Wednesday in
June, 1925, and biennially thereafter on the same day; and it was provided that
no session should continue longer than 60 days, except that if an impeachment
trial were pending at the end of 60 days, the session might be prolonged until
the completion of the trial.

2-1504. (6418) Paragraph. IV.

constitute a

quorum

A majority of each house shall

Quorum.

to transact business

;

but a smaller number

journ from day to day and compel the presence of
as each house

may

Cross-reference.

its

may

ad-

absent members,

provide.

— Organization

of General Assembly, see

2-1505. (6419) Paragraph. V.

Oath

of

members.

§

47-104.

Each Senator and

Representative, before taking his seat, shall take the following oath, or
affirmation, to-wit:

"I will support the Constitution of this State,

and

United States, and on all questions and measures which may come
before me, I will so conduct myself, as will, in my judgment, be most
conducive to the interests and prosperity of this State."
of the

Cross-reference.

—Who

administers oath, see

§

47-105.

Constitution of the State of Georgia.
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2-1506. (6419(a))

Paragraph. VI. Length of session.

—

In the original Constitution of 1877 tin's paragraph, Art. Ill',
Editorial Note.
Sec. IV, Par. VI, provided as follows: "No session of the General Assembly shall
continue longer than forty days, unless by a two-thirds vote of the whole nui
By the amendment proposed October 21, 1891
,, 1,
of each house."
"No session of the
p. 56) the paragraph was changed to read as follows:
Assembly shall continue longer than fifty days; provided, that if an imp
trial [is] pending at the end of fifty days the session may be prolonged till the
completion of said trial." This paragraph was superseded by the 1924 amend:,
to Art. Ill, Sec. IV, Par. Ill (§ 2-1503). See editorial note following that parar

graph.

Paragraph. VII. Eligibility; appointments forbidden.
No person holding a military commission, or other appointment, or ofi
having any emolument, or compensation annexed thereto, under this
State, or the United States, or either of them, except Justices of the
Peace and officers of the militia, nor any defaulter for public money, or
for any legal taxes required of him, shall have a seat in either house nor
2-1507. (6420)

;

any Senator, or Representative, after his qualification as such, be
elected by the General Assembly, or appointed by the Governor, either
with or without the advice and consent of the Senate, to any office or
appointment having any emolument annexed thereto, during the time for
which he shall have been elected.
shall

Cross-reference.

— Grounds

for vacating office, see

§

89-101.

Paragraph. VIII. Removal

from district or county,
effect of. The seat of a member of either house shall be vacated on his
removal from the district or county from which he was elected.
2-1508. (6421)

Section. V.

Chapter

2-16.

The

Senate.

Sec.

Sec.
2-1601.

Qualifications of senators.

2-1604.

Trial of impeachments.

2-1602.

President.

2-1605.

Judgments

2-1603.

Impeachments.

2-1601.

(6422) Paragraph.

I.

in

impeachments.

Qualifications of senators.

The Sena-

United States, who have attained the age of
twenty-five years, and who shall have been citizens of this State for
four years, and for one year residents of the district from which elected.
tors shall be citizens of the

2-1602. (6423) Paragraph. II. President.

The

presiding officer of the

Senate shall be styled the President of the Senate, and shall be elected
viva voce from the Senators.
2-1603. (6424)

the sole

power

to

2-1604. (6425)

Impeachments.
try impeachments.

Paragraph.

III.

The Senate

Paragraph. IV. Trial of impeachments.

shall

When

have

sitting

for that purpose, the members shall be on oath, or affirmation, and shall
be presided over by the Chief Justice or the presiding Justice of the Su-

preme Court. Should the Chief Justice be disqualified, the Senate shall
select the Judge of the Supreme Court to preside, no person shall be convicted without the concurrence of two-thirds of the members present.

Constitution of the State of Georgia.
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2-1605. (6426) Paragraph. V. Judgments in impeachments. Judgments,
in cases of impeachment, shall not extend further than removal from
office, and disqualification to hold and enjoy any office of honor, trust, or
profit,
liable,

within this State; but the party convicted shall, nevertheless, be
and subject, to indictment, trial, judgment, and punishment, ac-

cordin g to law.

Section. VI.

Chapter

2-17.

The House

Sec.

Sec.
2-1701.

of Representatives.

Qualifications

of

represcnta-

tives.

2-1701. (6427) Paragraph.

I.

2-1702.

Speaker.

2-1703.

Power

to impeach,

Qualifications of representatives.

Representatives shall be citizens of the United States

who

the age of twenty-one years, and

who have

The

attained

have been citizens of this
State for two years, and for one year residents of the counties from which
shall

elected.

2-1702.

House

(6428) Paragraph.

Speaker.

II.

The

presiding officer of the

Speaker of the House of
Representatives, and shall be elected viva voce from the body.
of Representatives shall be styled the

Power to impeach. The House of Reppower to impeach all persons who shall

2-1703. (6429) Paragraph. III.

resentatives shall have the sole

have been, or

may

be, in office.

Section. VII.
i

Chapter

2-18.

Enactment

Laws.

Sec.

Sec.
2-1801.

of

Elections, "returns, etc.;
derly conduct.

how

disor-

2-1816.

Local bills.
Notice of

2-1815.

punished.

intention to ask
local legislation necessary.

2-1802.

Contempts,

2-1803.

Privilege of members.

2-1817.

Statutes and sections of Code,

2-1804.
2-1805.

Journals.
Where journals kept.

2-1818.

2-1806.

Yeas and nays, when taken.

2-1819.

how amended.
Corporate powers, how granted.
Recognizances.

2-1807.

Bills to

2-1820.

Street railways.

2-1821.

2-1809.

be read.
One subject matter expressed.
General appropriation bill.
Bills for revenue.

2-1822.

2-1810.

Yeas and nays to be entered,
when.
Powers of the General Assem-

2-1811.

Public money, how drawn.
Bills appropriating money.

2-1823.

Signature of Governor.

2-1824.

Adjournments.
Zoning and planning laws.

2-1808.

2-1812.
2-1813.
2-1814.

bly.

Acts signed; rejected bills.
Majority of members to pass

2-1825.

bill.

2-1801. (6430) Paragraph.

I.

Elections, returns, etc.; disorderly con-

Each House shall be the judge of the election, returns, and qualifications of its members, and shall have power to punish them for disorderly behavior, or misconduct, by censure, fine, imprisonment, or exduct.
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Constitution of the State of Georgia.

pulsion; but no

member

of the

House

by a vote

shall be expelled, except

2-1810

of two-thirds

which he belongs.

to

Cross-reference.

£

— Special appointments to execute

orders of house,

r

:<

§

;

47-112.

Contempts, how punished. Each Hot] e
may punish by imprisonment', not extending beyond the session, any
son, not a member, who shall be guilty of a contempt, by any disorderly
behavior in its presence, or who shall rescue, or attempt to rescue, any
person arrested by order of either House.
Paragraph.

2-1802. (6431)

II.

;

2-1803. (6432) Paragraph. III. Privilege of

Houses

The members

members.

from arrest during their attendance on the
General Assembly, and in going thereto, or returning therefrom, except
for treason, felony, larceny, or breach of the peace; and no member <-hall
be liable to answer in any other place for anything spoken in debate in
either House.
of both

shall be free

2-1804. (6433) Paragraph. IV. Journals.

Journal of
ment.

its

proceedings, and publish

it

Each House

immediately after

Where journals

2-1805. (6434) Paragraph. V.

shall

The

kept.

its

keep a
adjourn-

original Jour-

nal shall be preserved after publication, in the office of the Secretary of
State, but there shall be

no other record thereof.

2-1806. (6435) Paragraph. VI.

Yeas and nays, when taken.

and nays on any question, shall, at the desire
present, be entered on the Journal.

of one-fifth of the

The yeas
members

be read. Every bill, before it
shall pass, shall be read three times, and on three separate days, in each
House, unless in cases of actual invasion or insurrection, but the first
and second reading of each local bill, and bank and railroad charters,
shall consist of the reading of the title only, unless said bill is ordered

Paragraph VII.

2-1807. (6436)

(Acts 1890-1,

to be engrossed.

Bills to

p. 58, ratified

Oct.

5,

1892.)

—

Editorial Note. The amendment to the paragraph merely added the latter part
thereof, beginning with the words, "but the first and second reading."

2-1808. (6437) Paragraph. VIII.

law or ordinance
ter,

shall pass

which

or contains matter different

One

subject matter expressed.

No

more than one subject matfrom what is expressed in the title
refers to

thereof.

2-1809. (6438) Paragraph. IX. General appropriation
eral appropriation bill shall

bill.

The gen-

embrace nothing except appropriations

fixed

by previous laws, the ordinary expenses of the Executive, Legislative
and Judicial Departments of the Government, payment of the public debt
and interest thereon, and for support of the public institutions and educational interests of the State.

by separate

bills,

All other appropriations shall be

made

each embracing but one subject.

—

Cross-references. Furnishing book of appropriation
ing permanent appropriations in bills, see § 47-502.

bills,

2-1810. (6439) Paragraph. X. Bills for revenue.

see

§

47-501. Includ-

All bills for^raising

revenue, or appropriating money, shall originate in the

House

of

Repre-

Con stitution of the State of Georgia.
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sentatives, but the Senate

other

may
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propose, or concur in amendments, as in

bills.

XL

Public money, how drawn. No money
shall be drawn from the Treasury except by appropriation made by law,
'and a regular statement and account of the receipts and expenditure of

Paragraph.

2-1811. (6440)

public

all

money be published every

three months, and, also, with the

laws passed by each session of the General Assembly.

—

Cross-references. Governor's warrant on treasury, see § 40-204. Duty of Treasurer to pay warrant, see § 40-1101, H 1. Duty to record details of warrant, see
Expenses of departments of State Government, how paid, see
§ 40-1101, 11 2.
§

40-1102.

2-1812. (6441) Paragraph. XII. Bills appropriating .money.

or resolution appropriating

money

shall

become

a

No

bill

law unless, upon

its

passage, the yeas and nays, in each house, are recorded.
Cross-reference.

—Appropriation

of

money by

a resolution, see

(6442) Paragraph. XIII. Acts signed; rejected

2-1813.

§

47-503.

bills.

All acts

by the President of the Senate and the Speaker of the
House of Representatives, and no bill, ordinance or resolution, intended
to have the effect of a law, which shall have been rejected by either
house, shall be again proposed during the same session, under the same
or any other title, without the consent of two-thirds of the house by
which the same was rejected.
shall be signed

(6443) Paragraph.

2-1814.

XIV. Majority

of

members

bill.

No

become a law unless it shall receive a majority of the votes
the members elected to each House of the General Assembly, and

bill shall
all

to pass

shall, in

of
it

every instance, so appear on the Journal.

2-1815.

Paragraph XV. Local

bills.

Editorial Note.— By an Act approved September 24,
amendment was proposed, and on October 6, 1886,

1885 (Acts 1885, p. 33), an
whereby Art. Ill,
Sec. VII, Par.
wa s stricken from the Constitution. That paragraph was as
follows: "AH special or local bills shall originate in the House of Representatives.
The Speaker of the House of Representatives shall, within five days from the
organization of the General Assembly, appoint a committee, consisting of one
from each Congressional District, whose duty it shall be to consider, and consolidate all special -and local bills, on the same subject, and report the same to
the House; and no special or local bill shall be read or considered by the House
until the same has been reported by said committee, unless by a two-thirds vote.
And no bill shall be considered or reported to the House, by said committee,
unless the same shall have been laid before it within fifteen days after the organization of the General Assembly; except by a two-thirds vote."
ratified,

XV

(

Paragraph. XVI. Notice of intention to ask local legislation necessary. No local or special bill shall be passed, unless notice
of the intention to apply therefor shall have been published in the locality where the matter or thing to be affected, may be situated, which
notice shall be given at least thirty days prior to the introduction of such
bill into the General Assembly, and in the manner to be prescribed by
law. The evidence of such notice having been published, shall be exhibited in the General Assembly before such act shall be passed.
2-1816. (6444)

Cross-reference.

— Statutory

provisions, see

§

47-801.

Paragraph. XVII. Statutes and sections of Code, how
law, or section of the Code, shall be amended or repealed

2-1817. (6445)

amended. No
by mere reference

to its title, or to the

number

of the section of the

Constitution of the State of Georgia.
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Code, but the amending, or repealing

act, shall

distinctly

law to be amended or repealed, as well as the alteration

to be

be the

ma^:.

Paragraph. XVIII. Corporate powers, how granted.
The General Assembly shall have no power to grant corporate po v.
and privileges to private companies, to make or change election precincts, nor to establish bridges or ferries, nor to change names of legitimate children; but it shall prescribe by law the manner in which such
powers shall be exercised by the courts; it may confer this authority to
grant corporate powers and privileges to private companies to the jtidj
2-1818. (6446)

of the superior courts of this State in vacation.

and
and telegraph companies

All corporate powers

privileges to banking, insurance, railroad, canal, navigation, express

and granted by the Secretary
by law; and if in any
event the Secretary of State should be disqualified to act in any case,
then in that event the legislature shall provide by general laws by what
person such charters shall be granted. (Acts 1891, pp. 59, 60, ratified
Oct. 5, 1892; 1912, p. 27, ratified Nov. 5, 1912.)

manner

of State in such

shall be issued

as shall be prescribed

—

Cross-references. By whom corporations are created, see § 22-201. Renewal
of charters, see § 22-308 et seq., 22-501 et seq. Amendment of charters, see § 22-308
Incorporation of insurance companies, see §§ 56-201, 56-205;
et seq., 22-505 et seq.
banks, see § 13-901 et seq.; railroads, see § 94-101; trust companies, see § 109-101;
canal companies, see § 17-101; express companies, see § 41-101; navigation companies, see § 17-201. Superior court corporations, see §§ 22-301, 22-308. Revivor of
charters generally, see § 22-601.

—

Editorial Note. In the original Constitution of 1877, this paragraph read as
follows: "The General Assembly shall have no power to grant corporate powers
and privileges to private companies, except banking, insurance, railroad, canal,
navigation, express and telegraph companies; nor to make or change election
precincts; nor to establish bridges or ferries; nor to change names of legitimate
children; but it shall prescribe by law the manner in which such powers shall
be exercised by the Courts." By the amendment proposed by the Act approved
September 19, 1891 (Acts 1890-1, pp. 59, 60), and ratified October 5, 1892,. it was
changed to read as follows: "The General Assembly shall have no power to grant
corporate powers and privileges to private companies, to make or change election
precincts; nor to establish bridges or ferries; nor to change names of legitimate
children; but it shall prescribe by law the manner in which such powers shall
be exercised by the courts. All corporate powers and privileges to banking and
insurance, railroad, canal, navigation, express and telegraph companies shall be
issued and granted by the Secretary of State in such manner as shall be prescribed by law, and if in any event the Secretary of State should be disqualified
to act in any case, then in that event the legislature shall provide by general laws
by what person such charters shall be granted." The provision reading "it may
confer this authority to grant corporate powers and privileges to private companies to the judges of the superior courts of this State in vacation" was added
by the amendment of 1912.

2-1819. (6447) Paragraph.

XIX. Recognizances. The General Assem-

bly shall have no power to relieve principals or securities upon forfeited
recognizances, from the payment thereof, either before or after judgment
thereon, unless the principal in the recognizance shall have been appre-

hended and placed
2-1820. (6448)

in the

custody of the proper

Paragraph.

XX.

officer.

Street railways.

The General Assem-

bly shall not authorize the construction of any street passenger railway
within the limits of any incorporate town or city, without the consent of
the corporate authorities.

—

Cross-references. Incorporation of street railways, see
municipality to railroads using its streets, see § 94-301, II 5.

§

94-1002.

Consent of

'

Constitution of the State of Georgia.
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when.
"Whenever the Constitution requires a vote of two-thirds of either or
both houses for the passage of an act or resolution, the yeas and nays
on the passage thereof shall be entered on the Journal.
2-1821.

(6449) Paragraph.

Cross-references.

2-1822.

—Amending

Constitution, see

(6450) Paragraph.

The General Assembly

shall

§

to be entered,

2-8601.

XXII. Powers of the General Assembly.
have power to make all laws and ordinances

consistent with this Constitution, and not repugnant to the Constitution
of the

United States, which they shall deem necessary and proper for

the welfare of the State.

—

Cross-references. Origin and foundation of Gdvernment,
court to declare unconstitutional Acts void, see § 2-402.

-see

2-101.

Duty

of

Paragraph. XXIII. Signature of Governor. No provision in this Constitution, for a two-thirds vote of both houses of the
General Assembly, shall be construed to waive the necessity for the signature of the Governor, as in any other case, except in the case of the
2-1823. (6451)

two-thirds vote required to override the veto, and in case of prolongation of a session of the General
Cross-references.

— Meetings

approval of resolutions,

etc.,

of

see

2-1824. (6452) Paragraph.

§

Assembly.
General Assembly,

see

§

2-1503.

Governor's

2-2617.

XXIV. Adjournments.

Neither house shall

adjourn for more than three days, or to any other place, without the consent of the other, and in case of disagreement between the

on a question of adjournment, the Governor
of them.
2-1825.

Paragraph

XXV.

may

two houses,

adjourn either, or both

Zoning and planning laws.

The General

have authority to grant to the governing
authorities of the cities of Atlanta, Savannah, Macon, Augusta, Columbus, LaGrange, Brunswick, Waycross, Albany, Athens, Rome, Darien,

Assembly

of the State shall

Dublin, Decatur, Valdosta, Newnan, Thomaston and East Thomaston,

having a population of 25,000 or more inhabitants according
to the United States census of 1920 or any future census, authority to
pass zoning and planning laws whereby such cities may be zoned or
and

cities

and other or different uses prohibited therein,
and regulating the use for which said zones or districts may be set apart,
and regulating the plans for development and improvement of real estate therein. The General Assembly is given general authority to authorize the cities of Atlanta, Savannah, Macon, Augusta, Columbus, LaGrange, Brunswick, Waycross, Albany, Athens, Rome, Darien, Dublin,
Decatur, Valdosta, Newnan, Thomaston and East Thomaston, and cities
districted for various uses

having a population of 25,000 or more inhabitants according to the
United States census of 1920 or any future census, to pass zoning and
planning laws. (Acts 1927, pp. 127, 128, ratified Nov. 6, 1928.)

—

Editorial Note. The Act of 1925, authorizing the commissioners of roads and
revenues, or other governing- authority in counties of not less than 200,000 inhabitants, according to the Federal census of 1920 or any future census, to establish
restricted residence districts outside the limits of incorporated towns and municipalities, etc. (Acts 1925, pp. 337, 338), has not been included in this Code, because
of the limitation upon the number of counties to which it applies.

Constitution of the State of Georgia,
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§ 2-21

Section VIII.

Chapter

2-19.

Officers of the General Assembly.

Sec.
2-1901.

Secretary of Senate and clerk
of House of Representatives.

2-1901. (6453) Paragraph.

The

of Representatives.

I.

Secretary of Senate and clerk of House

officers of the

two houses, other than

the Pr<

dent and Speaker, shall be a Secretary of the Senate and Clerk of the
House of Representatives, and such assistants as they may appoint; but
the clerical expenses of the Senate shall not exceed sixty dollars per day
for each session, nor those of the House of Representatives seventy dolThe Secretary of the Senate, and Clerk
lars per day for each session.
of the House of Representatives, shall be required to give bond and security for the faithful discharge of their respective duties.
Cross-reference.

— Pay of secretary and

clerk, see § 47-210.

Section. IX.

Chapter

2-20.

Pay

of

Members.

Sec.
2-2001.

Compensation,

per

and

diem

mileage.

2-2001.

(6454) Paragraph.

The per diem
seven dollars
traveled,

of the
;

I.

members

and mileage

Compensation; per diem and mileage.

of the General

Assembly

shall not exceed

shall not exceed ten cents for

each mile

and returning
the Senate and the Speaker of

by the nearest practicable route,

in

going

to,

from, the Capital; but the President of
the House of Representatives, shall each receive not exceeding ten dollars per day.

(Acts 1918,

p. 89, ratified

November

— Statutory provisions, see
Note. — Prior to the amendment of

Cross-reference.

§

5,

1918.)

47-107.

1918, the limit of the per diem of
Editorial
the members of the General Assembly was placed at four dollars, and that of the
President of the Senate and the Speaker of the House of Representatives at seven
dollars.

Section.

Chapter

2-21.

X

Elections by General Assembly.

Sec.
2-2101.

Viva voce vote; place of meeting.

Viva voce vote; place of meeting. All
elections by the General Assembly shall be viva voce, and the vote shall
appear on the Journal of the House of Representatives. When the Senate and House of Representatives unite for the purpose of elections, they
shall meet in the Representative Hall, and the President of the Senate
shall, in such cases, preside and declare the result.
2-2101. (6455)

Cross-references.
officers

Paragraph.

— Election

of

by General Assembly, see

I.

United States Senators, see
§

47-401.

§

1-823.

Election of

Constitution of the State of Georgia.
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Section XI.

Chapter

2-22.

Married Woman's Property.

Sec.

2-2201.

Wife's separate estate.

2-2201.

(6456) Paragraph.

I.

All property of

Wife's separate estate.

the wife at the time of her marriage, and

all

property given

to,

inherited

or acquired by her, shall remain her separate property, and not be liable
for the debts of her husband.

—

Cross-references. Statutory provisions, see
her separate estate, see § 53-503.

§

Wife

53-502.

as

feme sole as to

Section XII.

Chapter

Insurance Companies.

2-23.

Sec.

Sec.

2-2301.

Nonresident insurance compa-

2-2304.

General Assembly to enact laws

2-2305.

Reports by insurance compa-

for people's protection, etc.

nies.

2-2302.

2-2303.

License by Comptroller General.
Resident insurance companies;
guarantee fund.

2-2301.
life

(6457) Paragraph.

I.

Nonresident insurance companies.

now doing

insurance companies

nies.

business in this State, or which

All

may

and do business in the State of Georgia,
chartered by other States of the Union, or foreign States, shall show
that they have deposited with the Comptroller General of the State in
which they are chartered, or of this State, the Insurance Commissioner,
desire to establish agencies

or such other officer as

one hundred thousand
such

may

be authorized to receive

dollars, in

such securities as

it,

may

officer equivalent to cash, subject to his order, as a

not less than

be deemed by

guarantee fund

for the security of policy-holders.

Cross-references.— Deposits of life and accident insurance companies of other
Fire and marine insurance companies, see § 56-301.
§ 56-316.

States, see

2-2302. (6458)

Paragraph.

II.

License by Comptroller General.

When

such showing is made to the Comptroller General of the State of Georgia by a proper certificate from the State official having charge of the
funds so deposited, the Comptroller General of the State of Georgia is
authorized to issue to the

company making such showing,

a license to do

business in the State, upon paying the fees required by law.

Paragraph

Resident insurance companies; guarantee fund. All life insurance companies chartered by the State of Georgia, or which may hereafter be chartered by the State, shall, before doing
2-2303. (6459)

III.

business, deposit with the Comptroller General of the State of Georgia,
or with some strong corporation, which may be approved by said Comptroller General,

one hundred thousand dollars,

in

such securities as

may

be deemed by him equivalent to cash, to be subject to his order, as a
guarantee fund for the security of the policy-holders of the company

;

'

Constitution of the State of Georgia.
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making such

deposit, all interest

when

2401

and dividends from such

company

securiti'

Any

such secuiil
as may be needed or desired by the company may bo taken from said
department at any time by replacing them with other securities equally
acceptable to the Comptroller General, whose certificate for the same
shall be furnished to the company.
be paid,

due, to the

so depositing.

-

Cross-references.

—Filing
Changes

§§ 56-402, 56-403.

financial statement before
of securities deposited, see

issuance of
§

license,

see

56-309.

Paragraph. IV. General Assembly to enact laws for

2-2304. (6460)

people's protection, etc.

enact laws to compel

The General Assembly

all fire

from time to time
insurance companies, doing business in this
shall,

whether chartered by this State, or otherwise, to deposit reasonable securities with the Treasurer of this State, to secure the people
against loss by the operations of said companies.
State,

— Reciprocity

Cross-reference.

to foreign insurance companies, see

§

56-315.

The

Paragraph. V. Reports by insurance companies.

2-2305. (6461)

General Assembly shall compel all insurance companies in this State, or
doing business therein, under proper penalties, to make semi-annual reports to the Governor, and print the same at their own expense, for the
information and protection of the people.

—

Cross-references.
Reports by insurance companies, see §§ 56-232, 56-402, 56-403.
Investigations by Insurance Commissioner, see § 56-105.

Article. IV.

Power of the General Assembly Over Taxation.

Section

Chapter

2-24.

I.

Taxation.

Sec.
2-2401.

Taxation, a sovereign right.

2-2401. (6462)
of taxation

is

Paragraph.

I.

a sovereign right

Taxation, a sovereign right.

The

—inalienable,

is

indestructible

—

right

the

life

and rightfully belongs to the people in all Republican governments, and neither the General Assembly, nor any, nor all other departments of the Government established by this Constitution, shall ever
of the State,

have the authority to irrevocably give, grant, limit, or restrain this right
and all laws, grants, contracts, and all other acts, whatsoever, by said
government, or any department thereof, to effect any of these purposes,
shall be, and are hereby, declared to be null and void, for every purpose
whatsoever and said right of taxation shall always be under the com;

and revocable by, the State, notwithstanding any
grant, or contract, whatsoever, by the General Assembly.
plete control of,

—

Cross-references. Taxation and exemptions, see §§ 2-5001 to 2-5006.
provisions, § 92-201 et seq.

gift.

Statutory

§

Constitution of the State of Georgia.

2-2501

Section

Chapter

2-25.
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II.

Regulation of Corporations.

Sec.

Sec.

2-2501.
2-2502.
2-2503.

2-2504.

Railroad tariffs.
Right of eminent domain; police power.
Charters revived or amended
subject to Constitution.
Buying stock, etc., in other
corporations; competition.

2-2501. (6463) Paragraph.

2-2505.

2-2506.

of

contracts

pre-

served.
2-2507.

Railroad

I.

Rebates.
Obligation

General Assembly

to

enforce

The power and

author-

Article.

tariffs.

and passenger tariffs; preventing unjust discriminations, and requiring reasonable and just rates of freight
and passenger tariffs, are hereby conferred upon the General Assembly,
whose duty it shall be to pass laws, from time to time, to regulate freight
and passenger tariffs, to prohibit unjust discriminations on the various
railroads of this State, and to prohibit said roads from charging other
than just and reasonable rates, and enforce the same by adequate penity of regulating railroad freights

alties.

Cross-references.

— Discrimination

ation, etc., of Public Service

prohibited, see §§ 18-318, 93-407, 93-411.
§ 93-201 et seq.

2-2502. (6464) Paragraph. II. Right of eminent

The

Cre-

Commission, see

domain; police power.

domain shall never be abridged, nor
so construed as to prevent the General Assembly from taking the property and franchises of incorporated companies, and subjecting them to
public use, the same as property of individuals and the exercise of the
police power of the State shall never be abridged, nor so construed, as
to permit corporations to conduct their business in such manner as to inexercise of the right of eminent

;

fringe the equal rights of individuals, or the general well being of the
State.

—

t

Cross-references. Definition of eminent domain, see § 36-101. Condemning
private property, see § 36-301 et seq.
Payment for private property before taking
for private use, see § 2-301.
Police power, see also § 2-501.

Paragraph. III. Charters revived or amended subject
The General Assembly shall not remit the forfeiture
to Constitution.
of the charter of any corporation, now existing, nor alter or amend the
same, nor pass any other general or special law, for the benefit of said
corporation, except upon the condition that such corporation shall there2-2503. (6465)

and
or any

after hold its charter subject to the provisions of this Constitution;

every amendment of any charter of any corporation in this State,
special law for its benefit, accepted thereby, shall operate as a novation
of said charter

and

shall bring the

same under the provisions

of this

Con-

Provided, That this section shall not extend to any amendment for the purpose of allowing any existing road to take stock in or
aid in the building of any branch road.
stitution

:

—

Cross-references. Withdrawal of private charters, see §§ 22-1202, 22-1203. Rights
acquired by purchasers at sales of railroads, see § 94-303. Surrender of power to
tax corporations, see § 2-5006.
Acquisition of rights of

22-505.

2-2504.

Amendment of charters,
way for branch roads, see §

22-309,

Buying stock, etc., in other corporaThe General Assembly of this State shall have no

(6466) Paragraph. IV.

tions; competition.

see §§ 22-308,
94-307.
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power

to authorize

any corporation

to

buy

8 2-2

shares, or .lock, in

any other

corporation in this State, or elsewhere, or to make any contract, or
ment whatever, with any such corporation, which may have the ef;'
or be intended to have the effect, to defeat or lessen competition, or to

encourage monopoly; and
illegal and void.

such contracts and agreements

all

shall

—

Cross-references. Illegality of contracts by insurance corporations aff<
competition, see § 56-219. Grant of corporate powers to rail road-, by S
L<
Sale or consolidation of railroads, see § 94-318.
of State, see § 94-101.
Control of electric railsale by street railroad to other companies, see § 94-1013.
road companies by like companies, see § 94-1014. Venue of actions against railMerger, etc., of railroads with other companies, see § 94-311.
roads, see § 94-1101.

2-2505. (6467) Paragraph. V. Rebates.

No

railroad

company

shall

any rebate, or bonus in the nature thereof, directly or indirectly, or do any act to mislead or deceive the public as to the real
rates charged or received for freights or passage, and any such payments
shall be illegal and void; and these prohibitions shall be enforced by
give, or pay,

suitable penalties.

—

Cross-references. Unjust discrimination prohibited, see § 93-407. Discrimination in freight rates, see § 93-411.
Public Service Commission prescribes rates,
see § 93-309. Delivery of freight by railroads to connecting carriers, see § 93-409.

Paragraph. VI. Obligation of contracts preserved. Xo
provision of this article shall be deemed, held or taken to impair the ob2-2506. (6468)

ligation of

any contract heretofore made by the State

of Georgia.

—

Cross-references. Limitation of powers of individual States, see
pairing contract obligations, see § 2-302.

2-2507. (6469) Paragraph. VII. General

The General Assembly

Assembly

§

1-134.

Im-

to enforce Article.

shall enforce the provisions of this article

by

appropriate legislation.

Article V.

Executive Department.

Section

Chapter

2-26.

Sec.

I.

Governor.
Sec.

Executive

Department,

2-2613.

Reprieves and pardons.
Writs of election; called sessions of the General Assem-

Election for Governor.

2-2614.

Filling vacancies.

2-2604.

Returns of elections.

2-2615.

Appointments

2-2605.

How

2-2616.

2-2606.

Contested elections.
Qualifications of Governor.
Death, resignation, or disability,
of Governor.

Governor's veto.
Governor to approve

2-2601.

cers
2-2602.

offi-

of.

Governor; term of

office;

2-2612.

sal-

ary, etc.

2-2603.

2-2607.
2-2608.

bly.

returns published.

2-2610.

Unexpired terms,
Oath of office.

2-2611.

Commander

2-2609.

in

2-2617.

resolu-

tions, etc.

2-2618.

Information from Department
officers examination of Treasurer and Comptroller General.
:

filling of.

chief.

rejected.

2-2619.

Secretaries.

§

Constitu tion of the State of Georgia.

2-2601
2-2601.

(6470) Paragraph

I.

Executive Department,

54
officers of.

The

Executive Department shall consist of a Governor, Secretary of State, Comptroller General, and Treasurer.
officers of the

Governor; term of office, salary, etc.
The Executive power shall be vested in a Governor, who shall hold his
office during the term of two years, and until his successor shall be.
chosen and qualified. He shall not be eligible to re-election, after the
expiration of a second term, for the period of four years. He shall have
a salary of three thousand dollars per annum (until otherwise provided
by a law passed by a two-thirds vote of both branches of the General
Assembly) which shall not be increased or diminished during the period
for which he shall have been elected nor shall he receive, within that
time, any other emolument from the United States, or either of them, or
from any foreign power. But this reduction of salary shall not apply
to the present term of the present Governor.
2-2602.

(6471) Paragraph

II.

;

Cross-references.
§ 40-10

see

— Inauguration

of Governor, see § 40-103.

Governor's salary,

.

Paragraph III. Election for Governor. The first election for Governor, under this Constitution, shall be held on the first
Wednesday in October, 1880, and the Governor-elect shall be installed
in office at the next session of the General Assembly. An election shall
take place biennially thereafter, on said day, until another date be fixed
by the General Assembly. Said election shall be held at the places of
2-2603. (6472)

holding general elections in the several counties of this State, in the manner prescribed for the election of

members

of the General

Assembly, and

the electors shall be the same.

— How

Cross-references.
are held, see § 34-1302.

and when elections for members of General Assembly-

Election for Governor, see §§ 34-2101, 40-101.

Paragraph IV. Returns of elections. The returns for
every election of Governor shall be sealed up by the managers, separately
from other returns, and directed to the President of the Senate and
Speaker of the House of Representatives, and transmitted to the Secretary of State, who shall, without opening said returns, cause the same
2-2604. (6473)

to

be laid before the Senate on the day after the two houses shall have

been organized, and they shall be transmitted by the Senate to the House
of Representatives.
Cross-reference.

— Separate

2-2605. (6474)

consolidation of vote for Governor, see

Paragraph V.

How

returns published.

§

34-1303, 1110.

The members

branch of the General Assembly shall convene in the Representative Hall, and the President of the Senate and Speaker of the House of

of each

Representatives shall open and publish the returns in the presence and

under the direction of the General Assembly; and the person having the
majority of the whole number of votes, shall be declared duly elected

Governor of this State; but, if no person shall have such majority, then
from the two persons having the highest number of votes, who shall be
in life, and shall not decline an election at the time appointed for the
General Assembly to
elect a

elect,

Governor viva voce

;

the General

and

Assembly

shall

in all cases of election of a

immediately,

Governor by
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the General Assembly, a majority of the

§

members present

2-2012

shall be

sary to a choice.
Cross-reference.

—Filling

vacancy

in office of

Governor, see

§

40-102.

Paragraph VI. Contested elections. Contested cl
tions shall be determined by both houses of the General Assembly
such manner as shall be prescribed by law.
2-2606. (6475)

Cross-reference.
see § 64-208.

— Denial of right to contest office

2-2607. (6476)

of

Paragraph VII. Qualifications

son shall be eligible to the

office of

in

Governor by quo warranto,

No

of Governor.

per-

Governor, who shall not have been a
years, and a citizen of the State six

United States fifteen
years, and who shall not have attained the age of thirty years.
citizen of the

2-2608. (6477)

Governor.

Paragraph VIII. Death, resignation, or

disability

of

In case of the death, resignation, or disability of the Gov-

powers
government
until such disability be removed, or a successor is
of the
elected and qualified. And in case of the death, resignation, or disability

ernor, the President of the Senate shall exercise the executive

of the President of the Senate, the Speaker of the

House

of Representa-

powers of the government until the
or the election and qualification of a Governor.

tives shall exercise the executive

removal of the

disabilty,

Paragraph IX. Unexpired terms, filling of. The General Assembly shall have power to provide by law, for rilling unexpired
terms by special elections.
2-2609. (6478)

(6479) Paragraph X.

2-2610.

Oath

of office.

The Governor

shall, be-

on the duties of his office, take the following oath or
affirmation: "I do solemnly swear (or affirm, as the case may be) that
I will faithfully execute the office of Governor of the State of Georgia,
and will, to the best of my ability, preserve, protect, and defend the
Constitution thereof, and the Constitution of the United States of
America.
fore he enters

,,

Paragraph XI. Commander in chief. The Governor
be commander-in-chief of the army and navy of this State, and of

2-2611. (6480)
shall

the militia thereof.
Cross-reference.
§

—Power

of

Governor

to call out militia, see

§

40-202. See also

86-101.

Paragraph XII. Reprieves and pardons. He shall have
power to grant reprieves and pardons, to commute penalties, remove disabilities imposed by law, and to remit any part of a sentence for offenses
2-2612. (6481)

against the State, after conviction, except in cases of treason and im-

peachment, subject to such regulations as
tive to the manner of applying for pardons.
he

may suspend

may be provided by law relaUpon conviction for treason,

the execution of the sentence and report the case to the

General Assembly at the next meeting thereof,

sembly

shall either pardon,

or grant a further reprieve.

commute

He

when

the General As-

the sentence, direct

shall, at

its

execution,

each session of the General As-

sembly, communicate to that body each case of reprieve, pardon, or com-

mutation granted, stating the name of the convict, the offense of which
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he was convicted, the sentence and its date, the date of the reprieve,
pardon, or commutation, and the reasons for granting the same. He
shall take care that the laws are faithfully executed, and shall be a conservator of the peace throughout the State.
Cross-reference.

— Parole

and conditional pardon by Prison

Commission, see

77-504.

§

(64S2) Paragraph XIII. Writs of election; called sessions of

2-2613.

He

the General Assembly.

may happen

shall issue writs of election to

fill

all

vacan-

Senate and House of Representatives, and
shall give the General Assembly, from time to time, information of the
state of the Commonwealth, and recommend £o their consideration such
cies that

in the

measures as he may deem necessary or expedient. He shall have power
to convoke the General Assembly on extraordinary occasions, but no law
shall be enacted at called sessions of the General Assembly, except such
as shall relate to the object stated in his proclamation convening them.

XIV.

When

any office
shall become vacant, by death, resignation, or otherwise, the Governor
shall have power to fill such vacancy, unless otherwise provided by law;
and persons so appointed shall continue in office until a successor is commissioned, agreeably to the mode pointed out by this Constitution, or by
law in pursuance thereof.
(6483) Paragraph

2-2614.

Filling vacancies.

—

Cross-references. Duty of Governor to appoint officers and fill vacancies, see
State officer to discharge duties until successor commissioned and qualified, see § 89-105. Office is vacant, when, see § 89-501.
§

40-301.

(6484) Paragraph

2-2615.

rejected

same

by the Senate,

office

XV. Appointments

shall not be reappointed

rejected.

A

person once

by the Governor

to the

during the same session, or the recess thereafter.

Paragraph XVI. Governor's veto. The Governor shall
have the revision of all bills passed by the General Assembly before the
same shall become faws, but two-thirds of each house may pass a law
notwithstanding his dissent; and if any bill should not be returned by
the Governor within five days (Sunday excepted) after it has been presented to him, the same shall be a law; unless the General Assembly, by
their adjournment, shall prevent its return. He may approve any appropriation, and disapprove any other appropriation, in the same bill, and
the latter shall not be effectual, unless passed by two-thirds of each house.
Cross-reference. Governor's signature, when waived, see § 2-1823.
2-2616. (6485)

—

Paragraph XVII. Governor to approve resolutions, etc.
Every vote, resolution, or order, to which the concurrence of both
houses may be necessary, except on a question of election or adjournment, shall be presented to the Governor, and before it shall take effect
be approved by him, or, being disapproved, shall be repassed by two2-2617. (6486)

thirds of each house.
2-2618.

cers

;

XVIII. Information from Department offiTreasurer and Comptroller General. He may rewriting, from the officers in the Executive Depart-

(6487) Paragraph

examination of

quire information, in

ment, on any subject relating to the duties of their respective offices. It
shall be the duty of the Governor, quarterly, and oftener if he deems it
expedient, to examine, under oath, the Treasurer and Comptroller Gen-
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§

2-2702

on all matters pertaining to their respective offices, and
to inspect and review their books and accounts. The General
ibly
shall have authority to provide by law for the suspension of either of
said officers from the discharge of the duties of his office, and, also, lot
the appointment of a suitable person to discharge the duties of the same.
eral of the State

—

Suspension of Treasurer or Comptroller by Governor
Suspension by the General Assembly, see § 47-701. Suspension of Tr
urer by council called by Governor, see § 40-1301.
Cross-references.

§

40-206.

the

XIX.

(6488) Paragraph

2-2619.

power

to appoint his

own

and to provide such other

The Governor shall have
not exceeding two in number,

Secretaries.

secretaries,

clerical force as

may

be required

in his office;

but the total cost for salaries and clerical force in his office shall not exceed the sum of $10,000, and this sum shall not be exceeded either directly or indirectly for any services rendered the Governor in the way

any other manner. (Acts

of clerical assistance, or in

November

5,

1918, p. 93, ratified

1918.)

— Officers to be appointed by the Governor, see 40-303.
Editorial Note.— Prior to the amendment of 1918, the foregoing paragraph
Cross-reference.

§

read

"The Governor shall have the power to appoint his own secretaries,
not exceeding two in number, and to provide such other clerical force as may be
required in his office, but the total cost for secretaries and clerical force in his

as follows:

office shall

not exceed six thousand dollars per annum."

Section

Chapter

Other Executive

2-27.

Sec.
2-2701.

Officers.

Sec.

Secretary of State, Comptroller
General, and Treasurer, how
elected.

2-2702.

II.

Duties, authority, and salaries
of Secretary of State, Comptroller General, and Treasurer.

2-2701. (6489)

Paragraph

2-2703.

from
money,

Profit

use

of

public

2-2704.

Qualifications.

2-2705.

Fees and perquisites denied,

Secretary of State, Comptroller General,
The Secretary of State, Comptroller Gen-

I.

and Treasurer, how elected.
eral, and Treasurer shall be elected by the persons qualified to vote for
members of the General Assembly, at the same time and in the same

manner

The

as the Governor.

provisions of the Constitution as to the

transmission of the returns of election, counting the votes, declaring the
result, deciding when there is no election and when there is a contested

Governor, shall apply to the election
of Secretary of State, Comptroller General, and Treasurer; they shall be
commissioned by the Governor, and hold their offices for the same time
election, applicable to the election of

as the Governor.
Cross-references.

— Election

tion for Governor, see

2-2702.

Paragraph

§

and term of Secretary of

State, see

§

40-501. Elec-

2-2603.
II.

Duties, authority, and salaries of Secretary of

State, Comptroller General,

and Treasurer.

The General Assembly

shall

have power to prescribe the duties, authority, and salaries of the Secretary of State, Comptroller General, and Treasurer, and to provide help
and expenses necessary for the operation of the department of each.
(Acts 1927, pp. 121, 122, ratified Nov. 6, 1928.)

§
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—

Cross-references. Salary of Secretary of State, see § 40-504. Duties, see Title 40,
Executive Department. Chapters 40-6 to 40-8. Salary of Comptroller General, see
§ 40-1404.
Duties, see Title 40, Executive Department, Chapter 40-15.
Salary of
Attorney General, see § 40-1607. Duties, see § 2-3802 and Title 40, Executive Department. Chapter 40-16. Salary of State Treasurer, see § 40-901. Duties, see Title
40. Executive Department, Chapters 40-11, 40-12.

— By

an amendment to Const., Art. V, Sec. II, proposed by the
(Acts 1927, pp. 121, 122), and ratified November 6, 1928,
IV of that Section were stricken and the above substituted.
In the original Constitution of 1877, Paragraph II read as follows: ''The salary
of the Treasurer shall not exceed two thousand dollars per annum. The clerical
expenses of his department shall not exceed sixteen hundred dollars per annum."
By an amendment proposed by an Act approved August 17, 1918 (Acts 1918, p. 91),
and ratified November 5, 1918, it was changed to read as follows: "The salary of
the Treasurer shall not exceed $4,800 per annum, the salary of the assistant treasurer shall not exceed $3,600 per annum. The premium on the bond of the Treasurer shall be paid by the State: Provided, that this amendment shall not take effect
until the bank bureau as now conducted in the State treasury department shall
have been separated from that department according to law." In the original
Constitution of 1877, and until repealed by the amendment of 1928 above referred
to. Art. V, Sec. II. Par. Ill, provided as follows: "The salary of the Secretary of
State shall not exceed two thousand dollars per annum, .and the clerical expenses
of his department shall not exceed one thousand per annum"
Art. V, Sec. II,
Par IV, read as follows: "The salary of the Comptroller General shall not exceed
two thousand dollars per annum. The clerical expenses of his department, including the Insurance Department and Wild Land Clerk, shall not exceed four thousand dollars per annum; and without said clerk it shall not exceed three thousand
dollars per annum."
Editorial Note.

Act of August
Paragraphs II,

20, 1927
III, and

,

2-2703.

(6493) Paragraph V. Profit from use of public money.

The

Treasurer shall not be allowed, directly or indirectly, to receive any fee,
interest, or reward from any person, bank, or corporation, for the deposit,
or use, in any manner, of the public funds, and the General Assembly
shall enforce this provision'

by suitable

penalties.

—

Cross-references. Contracts with State depositories, see § 100-103. Penalty for
profit on public money, see § 2-5701. Duty of Treasurer, see § 40-1101, If 10.

making

(6494) Par. VI. Qualifications.

No

person shall be eligible
Comptroller General, or Treasurer, unless he shall have been a citizen of the United States for ten years, and
shall have resided in'this State for Six years next preceding his election,
and shall be twenty-five years of age when elected. All of said officers
shall give bond and security, under regulations to be prescribed by law
for the faithful discharge of their duties.
2-2704.

to the office of Secretary of State,

(6495) Par VII. Fees and perquisites denied. The Secretary
of State, the Comptroller General and the Treasurer shall not be allowed
any fee perquisite or compensation other than their salaries as prescribed
2-2705.

by law, except their necessary expenses when absent from the Seat of
Government on business for the State.
Cross-reference.

— Fees

to be paid to Treasurer, see

Section

Chapter

2-28.

§

92-3503.

3.

Seal of State.

>ec.

2-2801.

Great seal; what constitutes;
custody; when affixed to instruments.

2-2801. (6496)

Par.

affixed to instruments.

Great seal; what constitutes; custody; when
The great Seal of the State shall be deposited in

I.
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§

2-3001

the office of the Secretary of State and shall not be affixed to any instrument of writing- -except by order of the Governor or General Assembly,

and that now in use
provided by law.
Cross-references.

shall be the great Seal of the State until otherwise

— Great seal

tion of State certificates, see

§

of State,
87-101..

and

its

custody, see

§

Authent

40-701.

Article VI.

Judiciary,

Section

Chapter

I.

Courts.

2-29.

Sec.

Courts enumerated.

2-2901.

(6497) Par.

2-2901.

I.

The

Courts enumerated.

judicial

powers of

be vested in a Supreme Court, a Court of Appeals, Superior Courts, Courts of Ordinary Justices of the Peace, Commissioned
Notaries Public, and such other Courts as have been or may be estabthis State shall

lished

by law (Acts

Cross-references.

1906, p. 24, ratified

— Organization

supreme

judicial district, see
courts, see § 2-4701.

§

of Supreme Court, see § 24-4002. State one
24-3701. Power of legislature to abolish certain

—

Editorial Note. The amendment of 1906
See § 2-3009.
to the foregoing paragraph.

Section

Chapter

Justices.

Quo-

Governor to designate judges
to preside, when.
_
,. r
,,«,... ,.
Bondholding judge disqualified,
when,
1

2-3003.

2-3004.

Terms

of office.

2-3001. (6498)

preme Court

A

II.

of Appeals.

Sec.

Supreme Court
rum.

2-3002.

added the words "a Court of Appeals''

Supreme Court and Court

2-30.

Sec.

2-3001.

Nov. 6th, 1906.)

Par.

Jurisdiction of

2-3006.

disposed
Judgments may be
Cases,

2-3007.

T
The

^ AAO
2-3008.

,

how

c
n
Supreme
Court

divisions;

Supreme Court

Justices.

Quorum.

and five associate
constitute a quorum.

— Supreme Court divisions, see
Editorial Note. — In the original Constitution of

Cross-reference.

election;

withheld.
.-

„.
T
Justices;
terms of
.

Court of Appeals.

shall consist of a Chief Justice

majority of the court shall

of.

office; vacancies.

2-3009.
I.

Supreme Court.

2-3005.

§

The Sujustices.

24-4009.

1877, the above paragraph read
shall consist of a Chief Justice and two associate
Majority of the Court shall constitute a quorum." By an Act of 1SS7
Justices.
(Acts 1887, p. 25), an amendment to this paragraph, to increase the number of
judges from three to five was proposed, but it was defeated October 3. 18SS. In
1893 the same amendment was again proposed (Acts 1893, p. 17). There is no
record of the submission of this proposed amendment for ratification. In 1895 an
amendment to Art. VI, Sec. II, to be known as Par. VIII (see § 2-3008), was
proposed (Acts 1895, p. 15), and it was ratified October 7, 1895. By this amendment the Supreme Court was reorganized and the number of Associate Justices
increased from two to five.

as follows:

A

"The Supreme Court

;
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Governor to designate judges to preside, when.
When one or more of the Judges are disqualified from deciding any case
by interest or otherwise the Governor shall designate a Judge or Judges
2-3002. (6499) Par. II

Court to preside

of the Superior

Cross-references.

in said case.

— Disqualification

2-3003. (6500)

Par. Ill

of Justices, see §§ 24-4007

Bondholding judge disqualified, when. No
preside in any case where the validity of any

Judge of any Court shall
bond Federal, State, Corporation or Municipal
his

own

is

right or as the representative of others

upon which the question

the class of bonds
Cross-reference,

— Disqualification

(6501) Par.

2-3004.

and 24-4531.

of office.

holds in

any material interest

in

to be decided arises

of inferior courtt judges, see

IV Terms

who

involved

The

24-102.

§

Chief Justice and Asso-

and until their sucA successor to the incumbent whose term will
cessors are qualified.
soonest expire shall be elected by the General Assembly in eighteen hundred and eighty; a successor to the incumbent whose term of office is
next in duration shall be elected by the General Assembly in eighteen
hundred and eighty two and a successor to the third incumbent shall
be elected by the General Assembly in eighteen hundred and eighty-four
but appointments to fill vacancies shall only be for the unexpired term
or until such vacancies are filled by elections agreeably to the mode
pointed out by this Constitution
ciate Justices shall hold their offices for six years,

;

Cross-references.

and organization
—Judges
24-4006. Election of

^Filling vacancies, see

of Supreme
Court, see § 24-4002.
Justices of Supreme Court, see § 2-3008.

§

Paragraph V. Jurisdiction of Supreme Court. The
Supreme Court shall have no original jurisdiction, but shall be a court
alone for the trial and correction of errors of law from the superior
courts and the city courts of Atlanta and Savannah, and such other like
courts as have been or may hereafter be established in other cities, in
2-3005. (6502)

all

cases that involve the construction of the Constitution of the State

of

Georgia or of the United States, or of treaties between the United

States and foreign Governments; in
tionality of

drawn

any law

in question

specting

title

;

all

cases in which the constitu-

of the State of Georgia or of the

United States

and, until otherwise provided by law, in

to land; in all equity cases; in all cases

all

is

cases re-

which involve the

validity of, or the construction of wills; in all cases of conviction of a
capital felony

;

in all

dinary remedies; in

habeas corpus cases
all

;

in all cases involving extraor-

divorce and alimony cases, and in

all

cases cer-

by the Court of Appeals for its determination. It shall also
be competent for the Supreme Court to require by certiorari or otherwise any case to be certified to the Supreme Court from the Court of
Appeals for review and determination with the same power and authority as if the case had been carried by writ of error to the Supreme Court.
Any case carried to the Supreme Court or to the Court of Appeals, which
belongs to the class of which the other court has jurisdiction, shall, until
otherwise provided by law, be transferred to the other court under such
rules as the Supreme Court may prescribe, and the cases so transferred
shall be heard and determined by the court which has
jurisdiction
tified to it

.
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(Acts 1906,

thereof.

Nov.

p. 24, ratified

Nov.

01

,r.\.

g 2

6th, 1906; 1916, p. 19, ratified

7th, 1916.)

—

Cross-references. Force of laws of sister States, see § 102-110.
Enumeration
of powers of Supreme Court, see § 24 3901.
Writs of error to appellate CO rt,
see § 6-701. Transfer of cases to and from Court of Appeals, see § 24-4527 et
Method of reviewing Supreme Court decisions, see § 24-3645. Certiorari fi
Court of Appeals, see § 24-4548 et seq.

—

Editorial Note. The above paragraph, as it appeared in the original r >,:tution of 1877, read as follows: "The Supreme Court shall have no original juri
tion, but shall be a Court alone for the trial and correction of errors from the
Superior Courts and from the City Courts of Atlanta and Savannah and such other
like Courts as- may be hereafter established in other cities; and shall sit at the
seat of government at such times in each year as shall be prescribed by law, for
the trial and determination of writs of error from said Superior and City Courts."
The Act of 1906, proposing the creation, etc., of the Court of Appeals (Acts 1906,
As amended, it
p. 24), also proposed the amendment of the above paragraph.
read as follows: "The Supreme Court shall have no original jurisdiction, but
shall be a court alone for the trial and correction of errors in law and equity from
the superior courts in all civil cases, whether legal or equitable, originating therein,
or carried thereto from the courts of ordinary, and in all cases of conviction of
a capital felony, and for the determination of questions certified to it by the Court
of Appeals; and shall sit at the seat of the government at such times in each year
as are or maybe prescribed by law, for the trial and determination of writs of error
from the superior courts and of questions certified to it as aforesaid. The provisions of this paragraph shall become effective on the first day of January, Anno
Domini 1907, but shall not affect cases which on that date are pending in the Supreme Court, except that cases then pending therein of the kind of which the
Court of Appeals has jurisdiction may be transferred by the Supreme Court to
the Court of Appeals. Any case thereafter carried to the Supreme Court which is
of the class of which the Court of Appeals has jurisdiction may be transferred to
the Court of Appeals under such rules as the Supreme Court may prescribe, until
otherwise provided by law; and the Court of Appeals shall try the cases so transferred." The amendment of 1916 changed the above paragraph to read as shown

above.

2-3006. (6503) Par. VI. Cases,

how

disposed

shall dispose of every case at the first or

error

is

brought and

of.

The Supreme Court

second term after such writ of

in case the plaintiff in error shall

not be prepared at

—

term to prosecute the case unless prevented by Providential
Cause it shall be stricken from the docket and the judgment below shall

the

first
;

stand affirmed.
Cross-references.

— Disposition

announcing decisions, see
see

§

§

of cases at first term, see § 6-1601.
Mode of
6-1606.
Dismissal of case for want of prosecution,

24-4536.

Judgments may be withheld. In any case
discretion withhold its judgment until the next term

2-3007. (6504) Par. VII.

the Court

may

after the

same

in its
is

argued.

—

Cross-references. When cases are deemed heard, see
requiring additional argument, see § 6-1604.

§

6-1603.

Order

of court

The Supreme Court Justices; divisions;
election; terms of office; vacancies.
The Supreme Court shall hereafter
consist of a Chief Justice and five associate Justices. The court shall
have power to hear and determine cases when sitting either in a body or
in two divisions of three judges each, under such regulations as may be
2-3008. (6505) Par. VIII.

prescribed by the General Assembly.

A

majority of either division shall

quorum for that division. The Chief Justice and the associate Justices of the Supreme Court shall hereafter be elected by the people at the same time and in the same manner as the Governor and the
constitute a

Constituti on of the State of Georgia.

2-500°

§

62

Statehouse officers are elected, except that the first election under this
amendment shall be held on the third Wednesday in December, 1896, at
which time one associate Justice shall be elected for a full term of six
years, to till the vacancy occurring- on January first, 1897, by the expiration of the term of one of the present incumbents, and three additional
associate Justices shall be elected for terms expiring, respectively, Jan-

uary

January

1899,

1st,

1st,

1901,

and January

elected as additional associate Justices shall,

mine by

lot

they shall

1st,

among

1903.

The persons

themselves, deter-

which of the three last-mentioned terms each shall have, and
be commissioned accordingly. After said first election, all

terms (except unexpired terms) shall be for six years each.

In case of

any vacancy which causes an unexpired terrrt, the same shall be filled
by executive appointment, and the person appointed by the Governor
shall hold his office until the next regular election, and until his successor for the balance of the unexpired term shall have been elected and

The

qualified.

returns of said^ special election shall be

retary of State.

(Acts 1895,

p. 15, ratified

made

to the Sec-

Oct. 7th, 1896.)

and organization of Supreme Court, see
—
Editorial Note. — This paragraph was
1896.
adopted on October

Cross-reference. Justices
Courts. Chapter 24-40.

first

following

§

7,

Title

24,

See note

2-3001.

2-3009. (6506)

Par. IX. Court of Appeals.

The Court

of Appeals

Judges provided therefor by law at the time
ratification of this amendment, and of such additional Judges
General Assembly shall from time to time prescribe. All terms
Judges of the Court of Appeals after the expiration of the terms
shall consist of the

of the

as the
of the
of the

Judges provided for by law at the time of the ratification of this amendment (except unexpired terms) shall continue six years, and until their
successors are qualified. The times and manner of electing Judges, and
the mode of filling a,vacancy which causes an unexpired term, shall be
the

same

as are or

may

be provided for by the laws relating to the elec-

and appointment of Justices of the Supreme Court. The Court of
Appeals shall have jurisdiction for the trial and correction of errors of
law from the superior courts and from the city courts of Atlanta and
tion

Savannah, and such other
established in other

like courts as

cities, in all

cases in

have been or may hereafter be
which such jurisdiction has not

been conferred by this Constitution upon the Supreme Court, and in such
other cases as may hereafter be prescribed by law; except that where a
case is pending in the Court of Appeals and the Court of Appeals desires

Supreme Court, it may certify the same to the Supreme Court, and thereupon a transcript of the record shall be transmitted to the Supreme Court, which, after having afforded to the parties an
instruction from the

opportunity to be heard thereon, shall instruct the Court of Appeals on
the question so certified, and the Court of Appeals shall be bound by the
instructions so given.

But if by reason of equal division of opinion
among the Justices of the Supreme Court no such instruction is given,
the Court of Appeals may decide the question. The manner of certifying questions to the Supreme Court by the Court of Appeals, and
the
subsequent proceedings in regard to the same in the Supreme Court,

Constitution of tjjk State of Georgia.
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shall be as the

Supreme Court

No

provided by law.

shall

by

its

%

2

rules prescribe, until o

affirmance of the judgment of the court below in

cases pending in the Court of Appeals shall result from delay

in

ing of questions or cases certified from the Court of Appeals to
preme Court, or as to which such certificate has befell required

tl

Supreme Court as hereinbefore provided. All writs of error in the Supreme Court or the Court of Appeals, when received by its clerk during
and before the docket of the term is by order of
Court closed, shall be entered thereon, and when received at any other
and they shall
time, shall be entered on the docket of the next term
stand for hearing at the term for which they arc so entered, under such
a term of the Court

;

rules as the Court

may

prescribe, until otherwise provided by law.

The
The

Court of Appeals shall appoint a clerk and a sheriff of the Court.
reporter of the Supreme Court shall be reporter of the Court of Appeals
The laws relating to the Supreme
until otherwise provided by law.

Court as to qualifications and salaries of Judges, the designation of other
Judges to preside when members of the Court are disqualified, the powers, duties, salaries, fees

and terms

of officers, the

mode

of carrying cases

to the Court, the powers, practice, procedure, times of sitting,
of the Court, the publication of reports of
all

and costs
cases decided therein, and in

other respects, except as otherwise provided in this Constitution or

by the laws as to the Court of Appeals at the time of the ratification of
this amendment, and until otherwise provided by law, shall apply to the
Court of Appeals so far as they can be made to apply. The decisions of
the Supreme Court shall bind the Court of Appeals as precedents. (Acts
1906, p. 24, ratified Nov. 6th, 1906; 1916, pp. 19, 20, ratified Nov. 7th,
1916.)

—Transfer

of cases to and from Supreme Court, see § 24-4527
Court decisions, see § 24-3645.
Certiorari to inCertiorari.
Certiorari to Court of Appeals, see
Assignment and transfer of Judges, see § 24-3625. Withholding
§ 24-4548 et seq.
remittitur where certiorari applied for, see § 24-3646. Fast bill of exceptions, see

Cross-references.

et seq.
Review of Supreme
ferior courts, see Title 19,

§

6-903.

Note.— Const, Art. VI, Sec. II, Par. IX (§ 2-3009), creating the Court
was proposed by an Act of 1906 (Acts 1906, p. 24) and ratified November 6, 1906. The first term of this Court was held on the first Monday in January.
Prior to the amendment of 1916 this paragraph provided as follows as
1907.
regards the jurisdiction of the Court of Appeals: "The Court of Appeals shall
Editorial
of Appeals,

trial and correction of errors in law and equity from the
superior courts in all cases in which such jurisdiction is not conferred by this Constitution on the Supreme Court, and from the city courts of Atlanta and Savannah,
and such other like courts as have been or may be hereafter established
in other cities, and in such other cases as may hereafter be prescribed by law.
except that where, in a case pending in the Court of Appeals, a question is raised
as to the construction of a provision of the Constitution of this State or of the
United States, or as to the constitutionality of an Act of the General Assembly
of this State, and a decision of the question is necessary to the determination of
the case, the Court of Appeals shall so certify to the Supreme Court, and thereupon a transcript of the record shall be transmitted to the Supreme Court, which,
after having afforded to the parties .an opportunity to be heard thereon, shall
instruct the Court of Appeals on the question so certified, and the Court of Appeals
the Court of Appeals may at anyshall be bound by the instructions so given
time certify to the Supreme Court any other question of law concerning which
it desires the instruction of the Supreme Court for proper decision; and thereupon the Supreme Court shall give its instruction on the question certified to it.
which shall be binding on the Court of Appeals in such case." The words "or as
to which such certificate has been required by the Supreme Court as hereinbefore provided" appearing near the middle of the above paragraph were added
by the amendment of 1916.

have jurisdiction for the

.

.

.

3
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Section III.

Chapter

Superior Courts.

2-31.

Sec.

Sec.
2-3101.

Terms,

of

etc.,

superior court

judges.

(6507) Par.

2-3101.
shall be a

Terms,

I.

2-3102.

Elections,

2-3103.

Terms

etc.,

when

to be held,

begin, when.

of superior court judges.

of the Superior Courts for each judicial circuit,

Judge

There
whose

be four years, and until his successor is qualified.
He may act in other circuits when authorized by law. The legislature
shall have authority to add one or more additional judges of the superior

term of

office shall

court for any judicial circuit in this State, and shall have authority to

manner

which the judges of such circuits shall dispose of
the business thereof, and shall fix the time at which the term or terms of
office of such additional' judge or judges shall begin, and the manner of
his appointment or election, and shall have authority from time to time
to add to the number of such judges in any judicial circuit, or to reduce
regulate the

the

number

in

any judicial circuit: Provided, that at all times
one judge in every judicial circuit of this State.

of judges in

there shall be at least

(Acts 1905,

p. 66, ratified

Cross-references.

— Term

Oct. 3d, 1906.)

of superior

court judge, see

where presiding judge disabled, see §§ 24-2610 and
at adjourned term, when, see § 24-2623.

24-2617.

§

24-2601.
Assignment
Appointment of judge

—

Editorial Note. The latter part of the above paragraph beginning with the
words, "The legislature shall have authority," was added by the amendment proposed in 1905 (Acts 1905, p. 66) and ratified October 3, 1906.

2-3102.

(6508) Par.

to the present

II.

Elections,

when

and subsequent incumbents

entitled to vote for

members

The

to be held.

shall

successors

be elected by the electors

Assembly of the whole State,
such members, next preceding the ex-

of the General

at the general election held for

piration of their respective terms:

Provided, that the successors for

all-

incumbents whose terms expire on or before the first day of January,
1899, shall be elected by the General Assembly at its session for 1898, for
the full term of four years. (Acts 1897, p. 16, ratified Oct. 5th, 1898.)

—Time for election of judges, see 24-2602.
Note. — This paragraph, prior to the amendment

Cross-reference.

§

Editorial
thereof, read as
follows: "The succesors to the present incumbents shall be elected by the General
Assembly as follows: to the half, as near as may be, whose commissions are the
oldest, in the year 1878, and the others in the year 1880; all subsequent elections
shall be at the session of the General Assembly next preceding the expiration of
the terms of incumbents, except elections to fill vacancies. The day of election
may be fixed by the General Assembly."

2-3103. (6509)

Par. III.

Terms

begin, when.

The terms

of the judges

under the Constitution, except to fill vacancies, shall begin
day of January after their elections. Every vacancy occa-

to be elected

on the

first

sioned by death, resignation, or other causes shall be

by appointday of January after the general
election held next after the expiration of thirty days from the time such
vacancy occurs, at which election a successor for the unexpired term
ments

of the

Governor

shall be elected.

until the first

(Acts 1897,

—

filled

p. 16, ratified

Oct. 5th, 1898.)

Cross-references. When elected judges begin their terms, see
pointees to unexpired terms hold over, when, see § 89-503.

§

24-2604.

Ap-
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§ 2-.V

—

Editorial Note. In the original Constitution of 1877 this paragraph read as
follows: "The terms of the judges to be elected under the Constitution, C3
shall begin on the first day of January after their elect
but
fill vacancies,
if the time for the meeting of the General Assembly shall be changed, the G
Assembly may change the time when the terms of judges thereafter elected shall
begin."
i

Section IV.

Chapter

Jurisdiction of Superior Courts.

2-32.

Sec.

Sec.
2-3201.
2-3202.

Exclusive jurisdiction.
Equity may be merged

common
2-3204.
2-3205.

Certiorari,

2-3201.

(6510)

mandamus,

Par

I.

Appeal from one jury to an-

2-3207.

Judgment by

2-3208.

Sessions.

2-3209.

Presiding judge disqualified.

New

°ther.

in

law courts.

General jurisdiction.
Appellate jurisdiction.

2-3203.

2-3206.

trials.

the court.

etc.

The Superior Courts

Exclusive jurisdiction.

have exclusive jurisdiction in cases of divorce: in criminal cases
where the offender is subjected to loss of life, or confinement in the penitentiary, in cases respecting titles to land, and equity cases.
shall

—

Cross-references. Jurisdiction of superior courts, see § 24-2615. Equity jurisGranting divorces, see § 30-101. Ejectment where county
diction, see § 37-101.
Enjoining actions at law, see § 55-103. Uniform
line divides land, see § 33-118.
procedure Act, see § 37-901.

be merged in common law courts.
The General Assembly may confer upon the Courts of common law all
the powers heretofore exercised by Courts of equity in this State.
2-3202. (6511)

Par.

II.

Equity

may

—

Cross-references. Venue of equity cases, see §§ 2-4303 and 3-202. Joinder of
and equitable actions, see § 81-101.

legal

2-3203. (6512)

Par. III. General jurisdiction.

Said Courts shall have

jurisdiction in all civil cases, except as hereinafter provided.

2-3204. (6513)

pellate jurisdiction in all such cases as

2-3205. (6514)

power

They

Par. IV. Appellate jurisdiction.

may

shall

have ap-

be provided by law.

mandamus, etc. They shall have
judicatories by writ of certiorari, which

Par. V. Certiorari,

to correct errors in inferior

on the sanction of the Judge, and said Courts, and the
judges thereof shall have power to issue writs of mandamus, prohibition,
scire facias, and all other writs that may be necessary for carrying their
powers fully into effect, and shall have such other powers as are, or may
shall only issue

be conferred on them by law.

—

Cross-references. Grounds for quo warranto, see § 64-201. When certiorari will
see § 19-101.
Motion for new trial and certiorari in vacation, see § 24-2618.
Writ of prohibition, see § 64-301. Writs that superior court judges may grant,
see § 24-2616.
Mandamus to enforce official duty, see § 64-101.

lie,

2-3206. (6515)

Par. VI. Appeal

from one jury

The General Assembly may provide

for

to another.

an appeal from one jury,

Superior, and City Courts, to another, and the said Courts

new

trials

may

trials.

in the

grant

on legal grounds.

—

Cross-references. What courts may grant
trials in criminal cases, see § 2-201.

new

New

new

trials,

see

§

70-101.

Grant of

Constitution of the State of Georgia.
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§

2-3207. (6516)

Judgment by the

Par. VII.

court.

render judgment without the verdict of a jury in

66

The Court

all civil

cases founded

on unconditional contracts in writing, where an issuable defense
filed under oath, or affirmation.

—

Cross-references.
Statutory provisions, see
judgment., see § 24-3330.

2-3208.

Par. VIII. Sessions.

(6517)

§§

shall

24-3335 and 110-406.

The Superior Courts

is

not

Form

of

shall sit in

each county not less than twice in each year, at such times as have been,
or may be appointed by law.

—

Cross-references. Duty of judges to hold courts as prescribed by law, see
24-2o09. Statutory provisions as to number of terms, see § 24-3001. Special terms,
see § 24-3009.
§

The General Assome proper' person

(6518) Par IX. Presiding judge disqualified.

2-3209.

sembly may provide by law for the appointment of
to preside in cases where the presiding judge is from any cause disqualified.

Cross-reference.

— Disqualification

of judges, see

§

24-2623.

Section V.

Chapter

2-33.

Judges of Superior and City Courts.

Sec.
2-3301.

Judges
courts

and city
when.

superior

of

may

alternate,

Judges o£ superior and city courts may alternate, when. In any county within which there is, or hereafter may be a
city Court the judge of said Court, and of the Superior Court may pre2-3301.

(6519) Par

I.

side in the Courts of each other in cases

where the judge

of either

Court

disqualified to preside.

is

Cross-references.

—Jurisdiction

formity of courts, see
see

§

§

of superior court judges, see § 24-2613. UniAuthority of judges of city courts to exchange,

2-3701.

2~4-2201.

Section VI.

Chapter

Court of Ordinary.

2-34.

Sec.

Sec.
2-3401.

2-3402.

Appeals from ordinary.
Powers.

2-3401. (6520) Par.
of

I.

Term

2-3403.

The powers

Appeals from ordinary.

Ordinary and of Probate

of a Court

an Ordinary for each

shall be vested in

county, from whose decision there

of office.

may

be an appeal, or by consent of
parties, without a decision, to the Superior Court under regulations prescribed

by law.

Cross-references.
visions, see

§

— Ordinaries

and

their courts,

see

§

24-1701.

Statutory pro-

6-201.

2-3402. (6521) Par. II. Powers.

The Courts

such powers in relation to roads, bridges,

of

Ordinary

shall

ferries, public buildings,

have
pau-

Constitution of the State of Georgia.
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pers,

county

ters as

may

county funds, county taxes and other County
be conferred on them by law.
officers,

Cross-references.

—Jurisdiction

over county

affairs,

see

§

r;

23-701.

Par III. Term of office. The Ordinary
the term of four years, and until his successor

2-3403. (6522)
office for

§ 2-2

shall hold his
is

elected and

qualified.
Cross-reference.

— Election and

term of

office,

Section

Chapter

2-35.

see

§

24-1702.

VII

Justices of the Peace.

Sec.

Sec.

2-3501.

Number and term

2-3502.

Jurisdiction.

2-3503.

of office.

Elections and commissions.

Paragraph I. Number and term of office. There shall
be in each militia district one justice of the peace, whose official term,
Proexcept when elected to fill an unexpired term, shall be four years
vided, however, that the General Assembly may, in its discretion, abolish
justice courts and the office of justice of the peace and of notary public
ex-officio justice of the peace in any city of this State having a population
of over twenty thousand, and establish in lieu thereof such court or courts
or system of courts as the General Assembly may, in its discretion, deem
necessary, conferring upon such new court or courts or system of courts,
2-3501. (6523)

:

when
by

so established, the jurisdiction as to subject-matter

justice courts

and by justices

of the peace

now

exercised

and notaries public ex

together with such additional jurisdiction,
either as to amount or subject-matter, as may be provided by law,
whereof some other court has not exclusive jurisdiction under this Conofficio justices of the peace,

together with such provision as to rules and procedure in such
courts, and as to new trials and the correction of errors in and by said
courts, and with such further provision for the correction of errors by
stitution

;

the superior court, or Court of Appeals, or the

General Assembly may, from time
authorize.

Any court so established
laid down in Paragraph I

uniformity
Constitution of Georgia:

Supreme Court,

as the

to time, in its discretion, provide or
shall not be subject to the rules of

of Section

IX

of Article

VI

of the

Provided, however, that the General Assem-

bly may, in its discretion, abolish justice courts and the office of justice
of the peace and notary public ex-officio justice of the peace in any

county

in this State

having within

its

borders a city having a population

twenty thousand, and establish in lieu thereof such court or
courts or system of courts as the General Assembly may, in its discretion, deem necessary; or conferring upon existing courts, by extension
of over

of their jurisdiction, the jurisdiction as to subject-matter

by

justice courts

and by justices

now

exercised

and notaries public expeace; together with such additional jurisdiction,
either as to amount or to subject-matter, as may be provided by law,
whereof some other court has not exclusive jurisdiction under this Conof the peace

officio justices of the

stitution; together also with such provisions as to rules

and procedure

Constitution of the State of Georgia.
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§

68

such courts and as to new trials and the correction of errors in and
by said courts, and with such further provision for the correction of
errors by the superior court or the Court of Appeals or the Supreme
Court as the General Assembly may, from time to time, in its discretion,
provide or authorize. The municipal court of Atlanta shall have jurisdiction in Fulton county and outside the city limits of Atlanta either
concurrently with, or supplemental to, or in lieu of justice courts, as may
be now or hereafter provided by law. Any court so established shall not
be subject to the rules of uniformity laid down in Paragraph I of Secin

tion

IX

1912, p.

pp. 117,

VI

Georgia [2-3701]. (Acts
30, ratified Oct. 2, 1912; 1914, p. 39,jatified Nov. 3, 1914; 1927,
119, ratified Nov. 6, 1928; 1931, p. 1051, ratified Nov. 8, 1932.)
of Article

of the Constitution of

24-401.
— One in each
see
Division of counties
23-201.
Uniformity of courts, see
2-3701.
Note. — The
sentence of the above paragraph down to the

Cross-references.

militia districts, see

Editorial

district,

into

§

§

§

first

first

proviso appeared in the original Constitution of 1877. The 1912 amendment added
the first proviso, which expressly excepted the city of Savannah from its operation.
The 1914 amendment repealed this exception. The amendment proposed
in 1927 and ratified in 1928 added the last part of the paragraph beginning with
."
the second proviso reading, "and provided, however, the General Assembly
etc., and added to the end of the paragraph as set out above the following: "Provided, that nothing herein contained shall apply to Richmond County." This proviso was repealed by the amendment proposed in 1931 and ratified November 8,
.

.

1932.

2-3502.

(6524) Paragraph.

II.

Jurisdiction.

Justices of the Peace shall

ex contractu, and in cases
of injuries or damages to personal property, when the principal Sum does
not exceed one hundred dollars, and shall sit monthly, at fixed times
and places but in all cases there may be an appeal to a jury in Said
Court, or an appeal to the Superior Court, under such regulations as

have jurisdiction

in all Civil Cases, arising

;

may

be prescribed by law.

—

Cross-references. Civil jurisdiction, see § 24-1001. Appeals allowed from justice
Central location for court, see
courts, see § 6-101. Appeals to jury, see § 6-401.
Organization and terms of court, see Title 24, Courts, Chapter 24-9.
§ 24-601, II 1.

2-3503. (6525)

Paragraph.

III.

Elections and commissions.

Justices

Peace shall be elected by the legal voters in their respective disThey shall be retricts, and shall be Commissioned by the Governor.
movable on conviction for malpractice in office.

of the

Cross-references.— Election, see §§ 24-401, 34-2701 to 34-2704. Elections to fill
Removal on conviction for malpractice, see
vacancies, see §§ 24-406 to 24-408.
§ 24-405.

Section VIII

Chapter

2-36.

Notaries Public.

Sec.
2-3601.

Appointment;

number;

term;

removal.

2-3601.

(6526) Paragraph 1st Appointment;

number; term; removal.

Commissioned Notaries Public, not to exceed one for each militia district, may be appointed by the Judges of Superior Courts in their respective circuits, upon recommendation of the grand juries of the several Counties. They shall be commissioned by the Governor for the term
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of four years

and

shall be ex-officio Justices of the Peace,

removable on conviction

§ 2-31

and

shall

be

for malpractice in office

—

Cross-references. Appointment
into militia districts, see § 23-201.

and term, see

Section

Chapter

§

24-501.

Division of counties

IX

Uniformity of Courts.

2-37.

Sec.
2-3701.

Uniformity provided

for.

Uniformity provided for. The jurisdiction, powers, proceedings and practice of all Courts or officers invested with judicial powers (Except City Courts) of the same grade or
class, so far as regulated by law, and the force and effect of the process,
judgment and decree, by such Courts, severally, shall be uniform. This
uniformity must be established by the General Assembly.
2-3701. (6527)

Paragraph

1st

—

Cross-references. Statutory provisions, see 24-1101. When superior and city
court judges may alternate, see § 2-3301. Convention of judges to make rules of
practice, see § 24-2628.
Invalidity of other practice rules, see § 24-2629. Number
and term of justices of peace, see § 2-3501.

Section

X

Attorney General.

Chapter 2-38.
Sec.
2-3801.

Election; term of

2-3802.

Duties.

2-3801. (6528)

office.

Paragraph.

I.

an Attorney General of this State,
at the

same

who

shall

same term, and

time, for the

There shall be
be elected by the people

Election; term of

office.

in the

same manner

as the

Governor.
Cross-reference.

— Statutory

provisions, see

Paragraph.

§

40-1601.

be the duty of the Attorney General to act as the legal adviser of the Executive Department,
2-3802. (6529)

II.

Duties.

It shall

Supreme Court in all Capital felonies and
in all Civil and Criminal Cases in any Court when required by the Governor and to perform such other services as shall be required of him by

to represent the State in the

;

law.
Cross-reference.

— Statutory

provisions, see

Section

Chapter

2-39.

40-1602 et seq.

XI

Solicitors General.
Sec.

Sec.
2-3901.

§

Number; term

of

office;

va-

2-3902.

Duties,

cancies.

Paragraph. I Number; term of office; vacancies. There
shall be a solicitor general for each judicial circuit, whose official term
2-3901. (6530)

Constit ution of the State of Georgia.

§ 2-3902

(except to

fill

a vacancy) shall be four years.

and subsequent incumbents
State, qualified to vote for

shall be elected

members

The

by the

of the General

70

successors of present

whole

electors of the

Assembly,

at the gen-

preceding the expiration of their respective terms.
Every vacancy occasioned by death, resignation, or other cause shall be
filled, by appointment of the Governor, until the first day of January
after the general election held next after the expiration of 30 days from
the time such vacancy occurs, at which election a successor for the unexpired term shall be elected
Provided, that the successors for all ineral election held next

:

cumbents whose terms expire on or before the first day of January, 1899,
shall be elected by the General Assembly at its session for 1898, for the
full term of four years.
(Acts 1897, p. 16, ratified Oct. 5th, 1898.)

—

Cross-references.
Election and term, see § 24-2902. When appointees to unexpired term hold over, see § 89-503. Vacancy in office, see § 24-2903. "County
officers, see § 2-8301.

—

Editorial Note. This paragraph, prior to the amendment thereof, read as follows: '"There shall be a Solicitor General, for each judicial Circuit, whose official
term, except when commissioned to fill an unexpired term, shall be four years."

(6531) Paragraph.

be the duty of the Solicitor General to represent the State in all cases in the Superior Courts
of his Circuit and in all cases taken up from his Circuit to the Supreme
Court; and to perform such other services as shall be required of him
2-3902.

II.

Duties.

It shall

by law.
Cross-reference.

—Statutory

provisions, see

§

24-2908.

Section XII.

Paragraph

Judges elected by General Assembly; vacancies.

I.

—

"The Judges
Editorial Note. Const., Art. VI, Sec. XII, read as follows:
of the Supreme and Superior Courts and Solicitors General, shall be elected by
the General Assembly, in joint session, on such day or days, as shall be fixed
by joint resolution of both houses. At the session of the General Assembly which
is held next before the expiration of the terms of the present incumbents, as
provided in this Constitution, their successors shall be chosen; and, the same
Vacancies occashall apply to the "election of those who shall succeed them.
sioned by death, resignation or other cause, shall be filled by appointment of
the Governor, until the General Assembly shall convene, when an election shall
be held to fill the unexpired portion of the vacant terms." This section was
repealed by Const., Art. VI, Sec. II, Par. VIII, as amended (§ 2-3008), Const.,
Art. VI, Sec. Ill, Par. II, as amended (§ 2-3102), and Const., Art. VI, Sec. XI,
Par. I, as amended (§ 2-3901).

Section XIII.

Chapter

2-40.

Salaries of Justices, Judges, Attorney General,

and

Solicitors General.
Sec.
2-4001.

Amounts.

2-4002.

How

salaries

may

be changed.

Paragraph I. Amounts. The Justices of the Supreme
Court each shall have out of the treasury of the State salaries of $7,000
per annum the Judges of the Court of Appeals each shall have out of
2-4001. (6533)

;

the treasury of the State salaries of $7,000 per

annum

;

the judges of the

.
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§ 2-

:

superior courts each shall have out of the treasury of the Stati
Hilary not to
annum; the Attorney General shall ha
exceed $2,000 per annum; and the solicitors general each shall have salabut the
ries not to exceed two hundred and fifty dollars pet annum

of $5,000 per

;

ing
Attorney General shall not have any fee or perquisite in any ca
(Acts 1910, p. 42, ratified (
after the adoption of this Constitution.
5, 1910; 1913, p. 30, ratified Nov. 3, 1914; 1916, p. 22, ratified Nov. 7,

1916; 1917,

p. 36, ratified

1920, p. 20, ratified
1925, p. 70, ratified

Nov.
Nov.

Nov.
2,
2,

5,

1918; 1918,

p. 94, ratified

1920; 1922, pp. 24, 26, ratified
1926; 1927,

p. Ill, ratified

Nov.

Nov.
Nov.
6,

5,

1918;

7,

1922;

1928.)

— Salary of Attorney General, see 40-1607.
Note. — This paragraph originally read as follows:

Cross-reference.

§

"The Judgc3 of
Editorial
the Supreme Court shall have, out of the treasury of the State, salaries not to
exceed three thousand dollars per annum; the Judges of the Superior Courts shall
have salaries not to exceed two thousand dollars per annum; the Attorney
General shall have a salary not to exceed two thousand dollars per annum; and
the Solicitors General shall each have salaries not to exceed two hundred and
fifty dollars per annum; but the Attorney General shall not have any fee or
perquisite in any cases arising after the adoption of this Constitution; but the
provisions of this section shall not affect the salaries of those now in office."

The amendment of 1910 (Acts 1910, p. 42, ratified October 5, 1910) directed the
counties of Chatham, Fulton, and Richmond to pay to the superior court judges
of their respective circuits, and Fulton county to pay to the judge of the Stone
Mountain circuit or judge of such other circuit as might thereafter be required
to regularly preside therein, such sums as would make the salary of each judge
$5,000. The amendments of 1913 (Acts 1913, p. 30, ratified November 3, 1914) and
1916 (Acts 1916, p. 22, ratified November 7, 1916) added Bibb, Clarke, Floyd,
Sumter, and Muscogee counties to those above set out. The amendment of 1917
(Acts 1917, p. 36, ratified November 5, 1918) fixed the annual salaries of the
Supreme Court Justices and Court of Appeals Judges at $5,000 and the superior
court judges at $4,000, and continued the above provisions of the amendments
The amendment of 1918 (Acts 1918, p. 94, ratified November
of 1910 and 1913.
Chatham
county to pay the judges of the Eastern circuit $3,000
required
5, 1918)
authorized
Fulton county to pay the judges of the superior court
and
annum,
per
of that county such sums in addition to the salaries paid by the State as might
be deemed advisable. By the amendment of 1920 (Acts 1920, p. 20, ratified November 2, 1920), the salaries of the Supreme Court Justices and the Judges of the
Court of Appeals were fixed at $7,000 per annum and those of the superior court
judges at $5,000, the counties of Clarke, Floyd, Sumter, Bibb, and Richmond were
authorized to supplement superior court judges' salaries by enough to make the
amount $6,000 each per annum, and Fulton county was authorized to supplement
the salary of the judge of the Stone Mountain circuit or the judges of such
other circuit as might thereafter be required to regularly preside therein by such
sum as would make the salary $6,000 per annum. The amendments of 1922 (Acts
1922, pp. 24, 26, ratified November 7, 1922) authorized Muscogee county to supplement the superior court judges' salaries by enough to make them $6,000 a year,
and Richmond county was directed to supplement the said salaries by enough
to make them $7,000. The amendment of 1925 (Acts 1925, p. 70, ratified November 2, 1926) authorized Muscogee county to supplement the superior court judges'
salaries so as to bring them to $8,000 each per annum, and by the amendment of
1927 (Acts 1927, p. Ill, ratified November 6, 1928) the amount by which Chatham
county was required to supplement the salary of the superior court judge of the
Eastern circuit was increased from $3,000 to $5,000 a year. Pursuant to the general policy of omitting general laws of local application these amendments have
not been included. Their omission, of course, has no effect on them as part of
the Constitution.
2-4002. (6534)

Paragraph

II.

How

salaries

may

be changed. The Gen-

Assembly may, at any time, by a two-thirds vote of each branch,
prescribe other and different salaries for any, or all, of the above officers,
but no such change shall affect the officers then in commission: Proeral

§

72
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2-4101

vided. however, that the General

Assembly

shall

have power,

at

any

time, by a majority vote of each branch, to abolish the fees at present
accruing to the office of solicitor general in any particular judicial circuit,

and

in lieu thereof to

prescribe a salary for such

to the salary prescribed in

paragraph

I

addition

office, in

and without rethe various circuits; and shall

of this Section,

gard to the uniformity of such salaries in
have the further power to determine what disposition shall be made of
the hues, forfeitures, and fees accruing to the office of solicitor general
in

any such

judicial circuit

p. 24. ratified

Nov.

Editorial Note.

where the

(Acts 1916,

fees are abolished.

7th, 1916.)

— Prior to the amendment of 1916, this paragraph

read as follows:

"The General Assembly may,

at any time, by two-thirds vote of each branch,
prescribe other and different salaries for any, or all, of the above officers, but
no such chance shall effect the officers then in Commission."

Section

Chapter 2-41.

XIV.

Qualification of Judges, etc.

Sec.
2-4101.

Age; citizenship; practice of law.

2-4101.

Age; citizenship; practice of law. No
the Supreme or Superior Courts, or Attorney

(6535) Paragraph

I.

person shall be Judge of
General, unless, at the time of his election, he shall have attained the
age of thirty years, and shall have been a citizen of the State three years,

and have practiced law for seven years; and no person

shall be here-

after elected Solicitor General, unless at the time of his election he shall

have attained twenty-five years of age,

have been a citizen of the
State for three years, and shall have practiced law for three years next
preceding his election.
Cross-references.

Who

eligible as

—

Statutory provisions as to solicitors general, see
judges of superior courts, see § 24-2603.

Section

Chapter

24-2901.

§

XV.
Divorce.

2-42.

Sec.

Sec.

2-4201.

shall

Concurrent

verdicts

of

two

2-4202.

2-4201.

(6536) Paragraph

I.

Juries, at different

dict shall

juries.

No

on the concurrent verdicts of two

terms of the Court.

— Granting

of total

Paragraph

and

partial divorces, see

§

30-101.

Last jury to determine rights and disWhen a divorce is granted, the Jury rendering the final verdetermine the rights and disabilities of the parties.

2-4202. (6537)
abilities.

disabilities.

Concurrent verdicts of two

total divorce shall be granted, except

Cross-reference.

Last jury to determine rights

and

juries.

Cross-reference.

II.

— Determining disabilities

when

divorce

is

granted, see

§

30-122.
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Section

Chapter

§2-4306

XVI.

2-43.

Venue.

Sec.

Sec.

2-4301.

Divorce cases.

2-4305.

Suits against maker, endorser,

2-4302.

Laud

2 " 4306

AH

etc

titles.

2-4303.

Equity cases.

2-4304.

Suits

-

-

other

c"

obligors,

against joint
copartners, etc.

Paragraph I. Divorce cases. Divorce cases shall
brought in the county where the defendant resides, if a resident of this
State; if the defendant be not a resident of this State, then in the county
2-4301. (6538)

in

which the

plaintiff resides.

— Residence

Cross-references.
vorce, see § 30-105.

of petitioner, see

Service by publication, see

§

§

30-107.

Proceedings for

di-

81-204 et seq.

Cases respecting titles to
(6539) Paragraph II. Land titles.
land shall be tried in the county where the land lies, except where a
single tract is divided by a county line, in which case the Superior Court
2-4302.

of either county shall have Jurisdiction.

—

Cross-references. Venue of claims against property to be sold by executors,
see § 113-1802. Venue of land-title suits, see § 3-203.

tried in

Paragraph III. Equity cases. Equity cases shall be
the county where a defendant resides against whom substantial

relief is

prayed.

2-4303. (6540)

Cross-references.

— Equity jurisdiction

on nonresidents, see
see § 2-3201. Venue

Service
in superior courts, see § 37-101.
81-204 et seq. Exclusive jurisdiction of superior courts,
of equitable proceedings, see § 3-202.
§

Paragraph IV. Suits against joint obligors, copart-

2-4304. (6541)

Suits against Joint obligors, Joint promissors, copartners, or

ners, etc.

Joint trespassers, residing in different counties,

may

be tried in either

county.

—

Cross-references. Venue of such suits, see § 3-204. Proceedings as to such suits,
Suits for false imprisonment, as joint act of
see Title 3, Actions, Chapter 3-3.
Procurer is joint wrongdoer, see § 105-1207.
several, see § 105-903.

Paragraph V. Suits against maker, endorser, etc. Suits
against the maker and endorser of promissory notes, or drawer, acceptor and endorser of foreign or inland bills of exchange, or like instruments, residing in different counties, shall be brought in the county
where the maker or acceptor resides.
2-4305. (6542)

who

—

Statutory provisions, see § 3-205. Service of copy of petition
such actions, see § 3-303. Action against representative of obligor
signed note, see § 3-305. Several joint obligors sued, where one dies pending

Cross-references.

and process
action, see

in

§

3-301.

Paragraph VI. All other cases. All other civil cases
shall be tried in the county where the defendant resides, and all criminal
cases shall be tried in the county where the crime was committed, except cases in the Superior Courts where the Judge is satisfied that an
impartial Jury cannot be obtained in such county.
2-4306. (6543)

Cross-references.
in civil cases, see

— Venue

§

3-207.

in

cases at law, see § 3-201.
Change of venue
criminal cases, see §§ 27-1101, 27-1201 et seq.
81-204 et seq.
civil

Venue

Service on nonresidents, see

§

in
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Section

Chapter

2-44.
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XVII

Change

of

Venue.

Sec.
2-4401.

Power

2-4401.

change venue.

to

(6544) Par

I.

Power

to

The power

change venue.

to change

the venue in civil and criminal cases shall be vested in the Superior

Courts to be exercised in such manner as has been, or shall be, provided

by law.
Cross-references.
see

§

— Change

of venue in civil cases, see

§

3-207; in criminal cases,

27-1201.

Section

Chapter

2-45.

Sec.

XVIII
Jury Trials.
Sec.

2-4501.

Right of

2-4502.

Selection of jurors.

trial

2-4501. (6545)

by

Par.

2-4503.

jury.

I.

Right of

trial

by

Compensation of

jury.

The

jurors.

right of trial

by

jury, except where it is otherwise provided in this Constitution, shall
remain inviolate, but the General Assembly may prescribe any number,
not less than five, to constitute a trial, or traverse jury, except in the

Superior,

&

City Courts.

—

Cross-references. Jury trial of facts on exceptions to auditor's report in law
Where jury vercase, see § 10-402; auditor's report in equity case, see § 37-1103.
Cases founded upon
dict unnecessary on interlocutory decrees, see § 37-1101.
unconditional contracts in writing, see § 2-3207. Federal Constitution provisions,
see §§ 1-304, 1-806, 1-807.

2-4502.

(6546) Par.

Selection- of jurors.

II.

The General Assembly

most experienced, intelligent
and intelligent and upright
and upright men to serve as grand
men to serve as traverse jurors. Nevertheless, the grand jurors shall be
competent to serve as traverse jurors.
shall provide

by law

for the selection of the

jurors,

,

Compensation of jurors. It shall be the duty
of the General Assembly by general laws to prescribe the manner of fixing compensation of jurors in all counties in this State.
2-4503. (6547)

Par. III.

Section

Chapter

2-46.

XIX.

County Commissioners.

Sec.
2-4601.

Power

to create county commissioners.

Power- to create county commissioners. The
General Assembly shall have power to provide for the creation of county
commissioners in such counties as may require them, and to define their
2-4601. (6548)

Par.

I.

duties.

—

Cross-references. Methods of contracting with counties, see § 23-1701 et seq.
Counties as corporate bodies, see §§ 2-8201, 23-1501. Suits against counties, see
Uniformity in county offices, see § 2-84,01.
§ 23-1503.

:
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What

2-47.

Georgia.

4901

XX.

Section

Chapter

oi«

May Be

Courts

Abolished.

Sec.
2-4701.

Power

to abolish courts.

Power to
mentioned by name in the
Par.

2-4701. (6549)
cially

I.

abolish courts.
first

All courts not

section of this article

so-

may

be

abolished in any county at the discretion of the General Assembly.
Cross-reference.

— Enumeration

of courts, see

Section

Chapter

§

2-2901.

XXI.

Supreme Court

2-48.

Costs.

Sec.
2-4801.

Amount.

Pauper oath.
Par.

2-4801. (6550)

preme Court
law.

I.

Amount.

The

Pauper oath.

costs in the Su-

shall not exceed ten dollars, until otherwise provided

pay
Court below.

Plaintiffs in error shall not be required to

when the usual pauper oath
Cross-references.

is filed

in the

costs in said

by

Court

— Costs taxed by clerk,

costs, see §§ 6-1704, 24-4106, 24-4522.

see § 24-4105. Liability of attorney for
Affidavit in forma pauperis, see § 6-1004.

Article VII.

Finance, Taxation, and Public Debt,

Section

Chapter

2-49.

Power

Sec.
2-4901.

I.

of Taxation.

Sec.

Taxation, how and for what
purposes exercised.

2-4901. (6551)

Par.

I.

Taxation,

2-4902.

Levy

how and

of taxes limited,

for

what purposes

exer-

The powers

of taxation over the whole State shall be exercised
General
Assembly
for the following purposes, only
by the
cised.

For the support

of the State,

Government and the public

For educational purposes in instructing children
branches of an English education only.

To pay the interest on the public debt.
To pay the principal of the public debt.
To suppress insurrection, to repel invasion, and

in the

institutions:

elementary

defend the State in

time of war.

To supply

the soldiers

who

limb or limbs, in the military service
with substantial artificial limbs, during life;
and make suitable provisions for such Confederate soldiers as may have
been otherwise disabled or permanently injured in such service, or who
of the Confederate States,

lost a

8
c*
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may. by reason of age and poverty, or infirmity and poverty, or blindness and poverty, be unable to provide a living- for themselves, and for
the widows of such Confederate soldiers as may have died in the service
of the Confederate States, or since, from wounds received therein, or
disease contracted in the service, or who, by reason of age and poverty,
or infirmity and poverty, or blindness and poverty, are unable to provide a living for themselves: Provided, that the Act shall only apply to
such widows as were married at the time of such service, and have re-

mained unmarried since the death

To make

provisions for the

of

such soldier husband.

payment

soldier, residing in this State

January

of pensions to

any ex-Confederate

who

enlisted in the mil-

1st, 1920,

itary service of the Confederate States during jthe Civil

who performed

States of the United States, and

War

between the

actual military service

armies of the Confederate States or of the organized militia of
this Slate and was honorably discharged therefrom; and to widows now
residents of this State, of ex-Confederate soldiers who enlisted in the
in the

military service of the Confederate States and

who performed

actual

service in the armies of the Confederate States or of the org-anized militia
of this State,

who

died in said military service, or were honorably dis-

married prior to January 1st, 1881. No
widow of a soldier killed during the war shall be deprived of her pension
by reason of having subsequently married another veteran who is dead,
unless she is receiving pension on account of being the widow of such
second husband. Any soldier doing service in the Confederate army,
whether he belonged to the Confederate army or whether he belonged
to the militia of any Confederate State and served with the Confederate
army, shall be eligible to draw a pension.

charged therefrom,

To

who were

construct and maintain a system of State highways.

(Acts 1884-5,
1890; 1893,

p. 37, ratified

p. 19, ratified

1908, p. 34, ratified Opt.
p. 98, ratified

Nov.

Sess., p. 33, ratified

5,

Oct.

7,

Oct.

2,

1908; 1918,

p. 39, ratified

p. 19, ratified

p. 96, ratified

p. 23, ratified

Nov.

Nov.
2,

Oct.
5,

Oct.

9,

1,

1900;

1918; 1918,

1920; 1926, Extra

1926.)

— Confederate pensions,
Note. — In the Constitution of

Cross-reference.

1886; 1888-9,

1894; 1899,

3,

1918; 1920,

Nov.

6,

see Title 78, Pensions, Chapter 78-2.

Editorial
1877, the foregoing paragraph was the
as it is now, except as to Confederate soldiers and State highways. The provision relating to such soldiers originally read as follows: "To supply the soldiers
who lost a limb, or limbs in the military service of the Confederate States with
substantial artificial limbs during life." By the amendment proposed October 19,
1885 (Acts 1884-5, p. 37), and ratified October 6, 1886, the following words were
added to that provision: "And to make suitable provision for such Confederate soldiers as may have been permanently injured in such service." The amendment proposed November 4, 1889 (Acts 1888-9, p. 39), and ratified October 1, 1890, added to
the end thereof the following words^ "And for the widows of such Confederate
soldiers as may have died in the service of the Confederate States, or since from
wounds received therein or disease contracted during the service: Provided, that
this Act shall only apply to such persons as were married at the time of such
service, and have remained unmarried since the death of such soldier husband."
The amendment proposed by an Act approved December 19, 1893 (Acts 1893,
p. 19) and ratified October 3, 1894, added the words "or who, by reason of age and
poverty, or blindness and poverty, are unable to provide a living for themThe amendment proposed by the Act approved December 20, 1899 (Acts
selves."
and ratified October 9, 1900, added before the words "blindness and
), p. 19)
poverty," the v/ords "or infirmity and poverty." By the amendment of 1908 a
provision was added reading as follows: "To make provision for the payment
of pensions to any ex-Confederate soldier, now resident of this State, who enlisted
in the military service of this State, or who enlisted in the military service of
the Confederate States, during the Civil War betwen the States of the United

same

r
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2

£

and who performed actual military service

in the armies of the (
organized militia of this State, and v.-;
orably
therefrom; and to widows, now residents of this State, of ex-Confederate

Stales,
States,

or the

'

r

rate

i

who

enlisted in the military service of this State, or who enlisted in the military
service of the Confederate States, and who performed actual service in the ar:
of the Confederate States, or of the organized militia of this State, who died in
said military service, or was honorably discharged therefrom.
Provided that
no person shall be entitled to the provisions of this Constitutional amendment
the total value of whose property, of every description, including
and
choses in action, shall exceed $1,500, and provided further, that only tho
who were married to such soldier or ex-soldier previous to the year 1870 shall
be entitled to the provisions of this Constitutional amendment. No widow t
soldier killed during the war shall be deprived of her pension by reason of having
subsequently married another veteran who is dead, unless she receives a
on account of being the widow of such second husband." I'y the 1918 amendment
proposed by the Act approved August 17, 1918 (Acts 1918, p. 96), the pr<
''That no person shall be entitled to the provision of this Constitutional amendment the total value of whose property of any description shall exceed fifteen
hundred dollars," was stricken out. By the 1918 amendment proposed by the
Act approved August 20, 1918 (Acts 1918, p. 98), the same provision was stricken
out, and also the expression, "who were married prior to January 1, 1881" was
inserted in lieu of the provision, "That only those widows who were married to
said soldiers cr ex-soldiers previous to the year 1870 shall be entitled to the
provision of this Constitutional amendment." The amendment of 1920 struck out
the expressions "now resident" and "now residents" referring respectively to
ex-soldiers and widows of ex-soldiers, and inserted in lieu thereof the expression
"residing in this State January 1st, 1920." By the amendment of 1926 the provision, "To construct and maintain a system of State Highways," was added.
i

;

2-4902. (6552)

Par. II.

Levy

The levy of taxes on
General Assembly for all purposes, ex-

of taxes limited.

property for any one year by the

cept to provide for repelling invasion, suppressing insurrection, or de-

fending the State
lar of the

in

time of war, shall not exceed

five mills

value of the property taxable in the State.

on each dol-

(Acts 1903,

p. 21,

ratified Oct. 5th, 1904.)

Section II

Chapter

2-50.

Taxation and Exemptions.
Sec.

Sec.

2-5001.

Uniformity,

ma

etc.;

domestic ani-

2-5004.

Poll tax.

2-5005.

Exemptions.

2-5006.

Laws exempting property
Tax on corporations.

void.

2-5002.

2-5003.

Exemption of certain industries from taxation for rive-

2-5007.

Returns to

Gen-

^

s

-

Comptroller

eral.

year period.

Paragraph I. Uniformity, etc.; domestic animals. All
be uniform upon the same class of subjects, and ad valo-

2-5001. (6553)

taxation shall

rem on

all

property subject to be taxed within the territorial limits of

the authority levying the tax, and shall be levied and collected under

general laws.

The General Assembly may however impose

such domestic animals as from their nature
other property.

&

Cross-references.— Sovereign right of taxation, see
see

§

upon

habits are destructive of

§

2-2401.

Taxable property,

92-101.

2-5002.

law,

a tax

(6554) Par II Exemptions.

exempt from taxation

ship or burial;

all

all

The General Assembly may. by

public property: places of religious wor-

institutions of purely public charity: all buildings

erected for and used as a college, incorporated academy, or other semi-

§
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nary of learning, and also all funds or property held or used as endowment by such colleges, incorporated academies or seminaries of learning,
provided the same is not invested in real estate and provided, further,
that said exemption shall only apply to such colleges, incorporated academies or other seminaries of learning as are open to the general public;
;

provided, further, that

all

endowments

institutions established for

to

white people shall be limited to white people, and all endowments to institutions established for colored people shall be limited to colored people

;

the real and personal estate of any public library, and that of any

other literary association, used by or connected with such library; all
books and philosophical apparatus and all paintings and statuary of any
company or association, kept in a public hall; and not held as merchandise or for purposes of sale or gain; provided, the property so exempted
be not used for purposes of private or corporate profit and income. The
General Assembly shall further have power to exempt from taxation,
farm products, including baled cotton, grown in this State and remaining in the hands of the producer, but not longer than for the year next
after their production.
(Acts 1912, p. 36, ratified Nov. 5, 1912; 1917,
p. 39, ratified Nov. 5, 1918.)
;

—Tax exemptions, see Title
Editorial Note. — This paragraph, prior to the
Cross-reference.

92,

Public Revenue, Chapter 92-2.

1912 amendment, read as follows:
"The General Assembly may by law exempt from taxation all public property,
places of religious worship, or burial, all institutions of purely public Charity, all
buildings, erected for & used as a College, incorporated academy, or other seminary of learning, the real & personal estate of any public library and that of any
other literary association used by, or connected with such library, all books and
philosophical apparatus, and all paintings & statuary of any company, or association kept in a public hall & not held as merchandise, or for purposes of sale, or
gain; provided the property so exempted be not used for purposes of private, or
Corporate profit, or income." The last sentence was added by the 1912 amendment. By the amendment ratified November 5, 1918, the paragraph was changed
to read as set out above.

Exemption

2-5003. Par. 2-a.

five-year period.

who may

Any

of certain industries

person, natural or

artificial,

from taxation for
a resident of this

January 1st, 1924, build, equip, establish or enlarge
a plant for the manufacture or processing of cotton, wool, linen, silk,
rubber, clay, wood, metal, metallic or non-metallic mineral or combination of same, creamery or cheese plant; or for the production or development of electricity, may, as to such building, enlargement, or equipment,
be exempt from all county, incorporated town or city ad valorem taxes
for a period of time not exceeding five years from the date'- of the beginning of the building, enlargement or equipment of such plants. The
State,

after

herewith empowered to make provisions for the operation
of this paragraph by appropriate legislation, provided such exemptions

legislature

is

be approved by a majority of the electors voting in such county,
incorporated town or city proposing said exemption. (Acts 1923, Extra.

shall

Sess., p. 67, ratified

Cross-reference.

Nov.

— Elections

4,

1924.)

for exemptions under this section, see §§ 92-206 to

92-218.

2-5004. (6555) Par. Ill Poll tax.
for educational purposes,

No

and such tax

poll tax shall be levied except

shall not exceed

nually upon each poll.
Cross-reference.— Poll tax by municipality,

etc.,

see

§

92-108.

one dollar an-
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Laws exempting

Par. IV.

2-5005. (6556)

property void.

All laws

i

empting property from taxation other than the property herein enumerated shall be void.
Cross-references.

— Exemption
Par. V.

2-5006. (6557)

of property, see §§ 92-206 to 92-218.

Tax on

corporations.

The power

to tax cor-

porations, and corporate property shall not be surrendered, or suspended

by any

contract, or grant to

Cross-references.

— Prohibition

2-5007. Par. VI. Returns
classes of persons

make

may

of grants,

Regulation of corporations, see

§ 2-2401.

to

which the State

who

to

etc.,

shall

be a party.

restraining power of taxation, see
to 2-2507.

§§ 2-2501

Comptroller General.

were, by laws of force January

All

persons or

1st, 1911,

returns for taxation to the Comptroller General, and

hereafter be so required, shall, on or before the

of each year,

make such

first

day

required
all

of

who

March

returns as of date of January 1st of that year,

and shall pay the taxes arising on such returns in favor of the State on
or before the first of September of the same year, anything heretofore
contained in the Constitution or laws of Georgia to the contrary notwithstanding. The laws of force on said date governing such returns
and payments, and the collection and enforcement thereof shall remain
of force as applicable to the returns and payments herein required until
the same shall be changed by law. The General Assembly shall have
power to make or alter all laws that may be necessary or proper for enforcing the provisions of this paragraph.
.2,

(Acts 1911,

p. 51, ratified

Oct.

1912.)

—

Cross-references. Railroad company reports, see § 92-2701. Date of returns of
railroad, insurance, and express companies, and agents of foreign companies, see
92-5901.
Returns of insurance companies to embrace what, see § 92-5905.
§
Heturns of holders of franchises, see § 92-2303.

Section III.

Chapter 2-51.

State Debt.

Sec.
.2-5101.

Purposes for which contracted.

2-5101. (6558)

Par.

I.

Purposes for which contracted.

No

debt shall

be contracted by, or on behalf of the State, except to supply such temporary deficit as may exist in the treasury in any year from necessary
delay in collecting the taxes of that year, to repel invasion, suppress
insurrection,

and defend the State

in

time of war, or to pay the existing

public debt; but the debt created to supply deficiencies in revenue shall

not exceed, in the aggregate, five hundred thousand dollars, and any loan
made for this purpose shall be repaid out of the taxes levied for the
year in which the loan
in the

sum

is

made.

of three million, five

However, said debt may be increased
hundred thousand dollars for the pay-

ment of the public-school teachers of the State only. The principal
amount borrowed for payment of teachers to be repaid each vear out
of the

common

school appropriation, and the interest paid thereon to be

§
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paid each year out of the general funds of the State. (Acts 1911, p. 49,
ratified Oct. 2. 1912; 1926, Extra. Sess., p. 31, ratified Nov. 2, 1926.)

— Authentication of State bonds and certificates, see 87-101.
2-4901.
levied, see
Note. — This paragraph, priof to the amendment ratified October

Cross-references.

§

Purposes for which taxes may be
Editorial

§

2,

1912. read as follows: "No debt shall be contracted by, or on behalf of the State,
except to supply casual deficiencies of revenue, to repel invasion, suppress insurrection, and defend the State in time of war, or to pay the existing public debt,
but the debt created to supply deficiencies in revenue shall not exceed in the
aggregate two hundred thousand dollars." That amendment struck from this
paragraph the words "casual deficiencies of revenues" and substituted in lieu
thereof the words "such temporary deficit as may exist in the treasury in any

year from necessary delay

in collecting the taxes of that year," and struck therefrom the words "two hundred thousand dollars" substituting in lieu thereof the
expression, "five hundred thousand dollars, and any loan made for this purpose
shall be repaid out of the taxes levied for the yea*r in which*the loan is made."
The two last sentences were added by the amendment of 1926.

Section IV.

Chapter

Debt Contracted How.

2-52.

bee.
2-5201.

Form

of laws to

borrow money.

Form of laws to borrow money. All laws authorizing the borrowing of money by or on behalf of the State shall specify the purpose for which the money is to be used and the money so ob2-5201. (6559) Par.

I.

tained shall be used for the purpose specified and for no other.

Section V.

Chapter

2-53.

State Aid.

Sec.
2-5301.

State aid forbidden.
i

2-5301. (6560) Par.

I.

State aid forbidden.

The

credit of the State

pledged or loaned to any individual company, corporation or
association And the State shall not become a joint owner or stockholder
shall not be

in

any company association or corporation.

Section VI.

Chapter

Purposes of Taxation by Counties, Municipal
Corporations, and Political Divisions.

2-54.

Sec.

Sec.
2-5401.

Restrictions on counties,

and
2-5401.
divisions.

political

cities,

2-5402.

divisions.

(6561) Par.

I.

Taxing power

Restrictions on counties,

The General Assembly

of counties lim-

ited.

cities,

shall not authorize

and

political

any county, mubecome a stock

nicipal corporation, or political division of this State to

holder in any company, corporation, or association, or to appropriate
money for, or to loan its credit to any corporation, company, association,
institution or individual except for purely

charitable purposes.

This
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§ 2-5;

mu-

restriction shall not operate to prevent the support of schools by

nicipal corporations within their respective limits, provided that if
municipal corporation shall offer to the State any property for \</
or building a capitol, and the State accepts such offer, the corporation
\

\

may comply

with such

offer.

—

Election on issue of bonds, see Title 87, Public Finance,
Maintenance of public library, see % 32-2701. Charitable tn
Local taxation for public school
see Title 108, Trusts, Chapter 108-2.
Levy of county taxes, see Title 92, Public Revenue, Chapter 92-37.
§ 2-6901.
Purposes for which county taxes may be assessed, see § 92-3701. Limitatio.
Cross-references.

Chapter

87-2.

city's right of taxation, see §§ 92-4101 to 92-4106.

Taxing power of counties limited. The General Assembly shall not have power to delegate to any county the r:
to levy a tax for any purpose, except for educational purposes; to build
and repair the public buildings and bridges; to maintain and support
prisoners; to. pay jurors and coroners, and for litigation, quarantine,
roads, and expenses of courts; to support paupers and pay debts heretofore existing; to pay the county police, and to provide for necessary
sanitation, and for the collection and preservation of records of birth,
death, disease, and health. (Acts 1908, p. 33, ratified Oct. 7, 1908; 1910,
p. 45, ratified Oct. 5, 1910; 1926, Extra. Sess., p. 30, ratified Nov. 2, 1926.)
2-5402. (6562)

Par. II

—
Note. — Prior

Levy of extra tax by ordinary, see § 92-3713.
Cross-references.
visions, see Title 92, Public Revenue, Chapters 92-37, 92-38.

Statutory pro-

Editorial
to the amendment of 1908, this paragraph read as follows: "The General Assembly shall not have power to delegate to any County
the right to levy a tax for any purpose except for educational purposes in instructing children in the elementary branches of an English education only to build
and repair the public buildings and bridges; to maintain and support prisoners;
to pay jurors and coroners, and for litigation quarantine, roads and expenses of
Courts, to support paupers, and pay debts heretofore existing" That amendment
added the provision "to pay the county police, and to provide for necessary
The amendment of 1910 struck from the paragraph the expression
sanitation."
"in instructing children in the elementary branches of an English education only.''
The amendment proposed by Acts 1926, Extra. Sess., p. 30, added the expression,
"and for the collection and preservation of records of birth, death, disease, and
health."

An amendment

proposed by Acts 1926, Extra. Sess., p. 20, and ratified Noadded to this paragraph a provision authorizing any county
having within its boundaries a city of not less than 200,000 population, to levy
a tax not exceeding one mill for educational purposes. Pursuant to the general

vember

2,

1926,

policy of omitting general laws of local application, the amendment has not
been included in this Code. Its omission, of course, has no effect on it as a
part of the Constitution.

Section VII

Chapter
Sec.
2-5501.

2-55.

Limitation on County and Municipal Debts.
Sec.

.

Debt of counties and

cities

not

2-5502.

County and

to exceed seven per cent.; exceptions.

2-5501. (6563) Par.

I.

Debt

The

per cent.; exceptions.

city

bonds,

how

paid,

and

not to exceed seven
debt hereafter incurred by any County, muof counties

cities

nicipal corporation or political division of this State except as in this

Constitution provided
assessed value of

all

never exceed seven per centum of the
the taxable property therein and no such county,
for, shall

municipality or division shall incur any new debt except for a temporary loan or loans, to supply casual deficiencies of revenue, not to exceed

Cons titution of the State of Georgta.
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one

fifth of

__82

one per centum of the assessed value of the taxable prop-

erty therein, without the assent of

two

thirds of the qualified voters

thereof, voting at an election for that purpose to be held as prescribed
Provided, said two thirds so voting shall be a majority of the
by law
:

registered voters, and provided further that

all

laws, charter provisions

and ordinances heretofore passed or enacted providing special registration of the voters of counties, municipal corporations and other political
divisions of this State to pass upon the issuance of bonds by such counties, municipal corporations and other political divisions are hereby declared to be null and void; and the General

Assembly

shall hereafter

have no power to pass or enact any law providing for such special registration, but the validity of any and all bond issues By such counties,
municipal corporations or other political divisions

uary

1st,

1918, shall not be affected hereby.

which does not exceed seven per centum

made

But any

prior to Jan-

city the debt of

of the assessed value of the

taxable property at the time of the adoption of this Constitution

may

be

authorized by law to increase at any time the amount of said debt three
per centum upon such assessed valuation.
fied

Nov.

5,

(Acts 1918, pp. 99, 100,

rati-

1918.)

—

Editorial Note. The foregoing paragraph, as it appeared in the Constitution
of 1877, read as follows: ''The debt hereafter incurred by any County, municipal
corporation or political division of this State, except as in this Constitution provided for, shall never exceed seven per centum of the assessed value of all the
taxable property therein and no such county, municipality or division shall incur
any new debt except for a temporary loan or loans, to supply casual deficiencies
of revenue, not to exceed one fifth of one per centum of the assessed value of the
taxable property therein, without the assent of two thirds of the qualified voters
thereof, at an election for that purpose to be held as prescribed by law, but any
city the debt of which does not exceed seven per centum of the assessed value of
the taxable property at the time of the adoption of this Constitution may be
authorized by law to increase at any time the amount of said debt three per
centum upon such assessed valuation."

Twenty other amendments, hereinafter mentioned, have been adopted; but since
each applies to only one county or city the Code Commission, pursuant to the
general policy of omitting from this publication temporary laws and general laws
having only local application, directed that these amendments be not included
While local in application, each is a part of the Constitution.
in this Code.
Details may be found in the various Acts.
City of Augusta authorized to incur bonded indebtedness upon its power producing canal and municipal waterworks in addition to the other debts authorized
by the above paragraph. (Proposed by Acts 1909, p. 77; ratified Oct. 5, 1910.)
City of West Point authorized to incur additional bonded indebtedness for protection against floods. (Proposed by Acts 1920, p. 29; ratified Nov. 2, 1920.)
General Assembly empowered to authorize any municipal corporation having
population of 150,000 or more to incur bonded debt for public purposes. (Proposed by Acts 1918, p. 915; ratified Nov. 5, 1918.) The resolution proposing this
amendment does not designate the article, section or paragraph of the ConIn prior publications of the Constitution thereby proposed to be amended.
portion
of Art. VII, Sec. X, Par. I.
appears
as
a
amendment
In
stitution this
152/283 (109 S. E. 666), it was held that this amendment is cumulative of the
provisions of Art. VII, Sec. VII, Par. I. This amendment is not to be confused
with that mentioned in the following paragraph, which relates to street improvement bonds

only.

Any
and
Nov.

municipality having a population of 150,000 or more authorized to issue
(Proposed by Acts 1920, p. 25; ratified
sell street improvement bonds.
2,

1920.)

City of Savannah authorized to incur additional bonded indebtedness for purpose of acquiring arid/or improving a site or sites on Savannah River for terminals
(Proposed by Acts 1923, p. 45; ratified Nov. 4, 1924.)
of the port of Savannah.

)
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City of Brunswick authorized to incur additional indebtedness for municipal
port terminal facilities. (Proposed by Acts 1924, p. 33; ratified Nov. 4, 192
County of Crisp authorized to incur additional bonded indebted nea
the
purpose of acquiring water power sites and overflow lands on the Mint River, to
manufacture, generate and sell water power and electric current. (P

Acts

1925, p. 72; ratified

City of

Nov.

2,

Columbus authorized

1926.)

to issue

and

sell

street

improvement bonds upon

a majority vote of the governing body. (Proposed by Acts 1927,

Nov.

p.

109;

rat

1928.)

6,

City of LaGrange authorized to incur additional bonded indebtedness for wa
works system. (Proposed by Acts 1927, p. 113; ratified Nov. 6, 1928.
Fulton, Chatham and/or Richmond counties authorized to "make temporary
loans," in addition to other debts, between March 1 and December 1, in e
year. (Proposed by Acts 1927, p. 122, ratified Nov. 6, 1928.)
Ware county authorized to increase its bonded indebtedness and to issue and
sell hospital construction and equipment bonds. (Proposed by Acts 1927, p. 124;
ratified

Nov.

6,

1928.)

Chatham county authorized to issue and sell bonds for paving Victory Drive
from Thunderbolt, or Warsaw, to Tybee. (Proposed by Acts 1926, Extra. Sess.,
p. 22;

ratified

Nov.

2,

1926.)

Lowndes county, or city of Valdosta, or both, authorized to increase bonded
indebtedness for purpose of establishing Woodrow Wilson memorial educational
institution. (Proposed by Acts 1926, Extra. Sess., p. 25; ratified Nov. 2, 1926 j
Mcintosh county authorized to incur additional bonded indebtedness for educational purposes and for paying debts of county board of education. (Proposed by
Acts 1926, Extra. Sess., p. 28; ratified Nov. 2, 1926.)
Stephens county authorized to incur additional bonded indebtedness for erectequipping and operating a hospital. (Proposed by Acts 1929, p. 142; ratified
Nov. 4, 1930.)
Washington county authorized to "make temporary loans" between March 1
and December 1 in each year, in addition to other debts. (Proposed by Acts 1929,
p. 147; ratified Nov. 4, 1930.)
ing,

City of Elberton authorized to incur additional indebtedness for purpose of
building and maintaining an electric system. (Proposed by Acts 1929, p. 125; ratified

of

Nov.

4,

1930.)

City of Cornelia authorized to incur additional bonded indebtedness for purpose
constructing waterworks system. (Proposed by Acts 1929, p. 121; ratified

Nov.

4,

1930.)

City of Lakeland in Lanier county authorized to incur additional indebtedness
for the purpose of acquiring and operating the Lakeland Railway and transportation lines and facilities of any kind and character. (Proposed by Acts 1929,
p.

130; ratified

Nov.

Highway

4,

1930.)

composed of the counties of Chatham, Bryan, Liberty,
Mcintosh, Glynn and Camden, created as a political subdivision, and authorized
to issue bonds to aid in the construction of the Dixie and South Atlantic Coastal
Highway extending from the Savannah River to the Florida line. (Proposed by
Acts 1924, p. 35; ratified Nov. 4, 1924.)
By an amendment to Const, Art. XI, Sec. I, Par. II (§ 2-8202), proposed by
Acts 1916, p. 17, and ratified November 7, 1916, Bacon county was authorized
to create a bonded debt for public improvements.
Coastal

District,

2-5502. (6564) Par.

II.

County and

city

bonds,

how

paid.

Any

county municipal corporation or political division of this State which
shall incur any bonded indebtedness under the provisions of this Constitution shall at or before the time of so doing provide for the assessment

and collection of an annual tax sufficient in amount to pay the principal
and interest of said debt, within thirty years from the date of the incurring of said indebtedness

—

Cross-references. Election on issue of county and municipal bonds, see § 87-201
Validation of county or municipal bonds by holder, see Title S7, Public
Finance, Chapter 87-4. Annual sinking fund for debts other than bonded debt,
see § 87-605. Investment of sinking funds of municipalities and counties, see Title
87, Public Finance, Chapter 87-7.
et seq.

§
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Section VIII

Chapter
<;

2-56.

Assumption

of Debts.

ec.

2-5601.

Assumption

of debts
den; exceptions.

2-5601.
tions.

Assumption of debts forbidden; excepnot assume the debt, nor any part thereof, of any

(6565) Paragraph.

The

State shall

forbid-

I.

county, municipal corporation, or political subdivision of the State, unless such debt be contracted to enable the State to repel invasion, suppress insurrection, or defend itself in time of war:

Provided, however,

indebtedness of the several counties of this State as well as that
of the Coastal Highway District and the assessments made against the
counties of said district, heretofore incurred for the construction and/
that

all

or paving of the public roads or

highways (including bridges)' of the
State, as contemplated and defined by article six, section one, of the
Act approved August 18, 1919, as said section appears on page 252 of
the Georgia Laws of 1919, which were a part of the State aid roads of
the highway system of Georgia, and said work was done under the supervision of the Highway Department, is hereby assumed by the State of
Georgia as an indebtedness of the State. The word "indebtedness" as
used herein shall include the actual cost of the construction and/or
paving, by any county of the State as well as any highway district created by law, of any public road or highway (also bridges) expended
under the supervision of the State Highway Department. And provided
further, that the indebtedness of the aforesaid political subdivisions of
this State shall be evidenced by certificates of indebtedness issued, or to
be issued, by the State Highway Department of Georgia for the cost
of the construction and/or paving, by any county of the State as well
as any highway district created by law, of any public road or highway
and provided further, that such construction and/or
(also bridges)
paving was done or contract or agreement made for same to be done
prior to September I, 1931. And provided further, that said indebtedness as evidenced by said certificates of indebtedness of the Highway
Department shall be paid, without interest thereon, solely out of the
revenues and/or taxes levied, assessed, and allocated to the State Highway Department of Georgia, or to any department which by law may be
the successor of the Highway Department, for the public roads and highways of the State aid system of roads and highways, and such payment
to be made at the rate of not less than ten per cent, per annum of the
total of such outstanding indebtedness, and such payment to begin
March 25, 1936, and to continue annually thereafter until all of such
outstanding indebtedness shall have been paid. The General Assembly
of the State of Georgia is hereby vested with authority to enact laws
for the purpose of effectually carrying out the foregoing provisions, and
the provisions of existing laws with reference to the preferential con;

struction

by the Highway Department

to county site.

p. 97, ratified

of highways from county
Nov. 8, 1932.)

— Extent of taxing power of General Assembly, see
Note. — This paragraph originally read as follows: "The

Cross-reference.
Editorial

(Acts 1931,

§

site

2-4901.

State shall

not assume the debt nor any part thereof of any county, municipal corporation
or political division of the State, unless such debt shall be contracted to enable
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the

State to repel

war" The
amendment.

rest

of

invasion, suppress insurrection or
the paragraph as above set out

2-57.

itself

in

was added by

time
tl

IX

Section

Chapter

defend

r

|2-5 /;l

Public Money.

Sec.

2-5701.

Profit on public

money.

Paragraph I. Profit on public money. The receiving
directly or indirectly, by any officer of State or county, or member or
officer of the General Assembly, of any interest profits, or perquisil
arising from the use or loan of public funds in his hands or moneys to
be raised through his agency for State or county purposes, shall be
deemed a felony, and punishable as may be prescribed by law, a part of
which punishment shall be a disqualification from holding office
2-5701. (6566)

—

Cross-references.
Contract by Governor with State depository to pay interest,
Profit from use of public money, see § 2-2703.
see § 100-103.

Section

Chapter 2-58.

X

City Debts.

Sec.
2-5801.

Provision for incurring.

Paragraph I. Provision for incurring. Municipal corporations shall not incur any debt until provision therefor shall have been
made by the municipal Government.
2-5801. (6567)

—

Editorial Note. In prior publications of the Constitution, the amendment proposed by a resolution of 1918 (Acts 1918, p. 915) and ratified November 5, 1918,
empowering the General Assembly to authorize municipalities having a population
of 150,000 or more to incur bonded debts for public purposes, has appeared as a
part of the above paragraph. The resolution proposing this amendment does
not designate the article, section or paragraph thereby amended. In 152/283
(109 S. E. 666), it was held that this amendment is cumulative of the provisions
of Art. VII, Sec. VII, Par. I. See note following section 2-5501.

Section

Chapter

2-59.

XI

Void Bonds.

Sec.
2-5901.

Certain bonds not to be paid.

Paragraph I. Certain bonds not to be paid. The General Assembly shall have no authority to appropriate money, either directly or indirectly to pay the whole, or any part, of the principal or interest of the bonds, or other obligations which have been pronounced
illegal, null and void, by the General Assembly and the Constitutional
amendments ratified by a vote of the people on the first day of May,
1877; nor shall the General Assembly have authority to pay any of the
obligations created by the State under laws passed during the late war
between the States, nor any of the bonds, notes, or obligations made and
2-5901. (6568)

entered into during the existence of said war, the time for the payment
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which was fixed after the ratification of a treaty of peace between the
United States and the Confederate States nor shall the General Assembly pass any law, or the Governor, or other State official, enter into any
contract or agreement, whereby the State shall be made a party to any
suit in any court of this State, or of the United States instituted to test
the validity of any such bonds or obligations
of

;

— Certain void bonds not to be paid, see 2-8805.
Note. — The expression, "bonds, or other obligations which

Cross-reference.

§

have been
and void, by the General Assembly and the Constitutional
amendments ratified by a vote of the people on the first day of May, 1877/' is
explained by Acts 1875, pp. 27, 28, and Acts 1877, p. 24, proposing an amendment
Editorial

pronounced

illegal, null

to the Constitution of 1868.

Section XII

Chapter

Increase of Public Debt.

2-60.

Sec.

Bonded debt

2-6001.

2-6001.

increased, when.

(6569) Paragraph

I.

Bonded debt

increased, when.

The bond-

ed debt of the State shall never be increased, except to repel invasion,

suppress insurrection or defend the State in time of war
Cross-reference.

—Authentication

of State bonds

and

certificates, see § 87-101.

Section XIII

Chapter

2-61.

Public Property Pledged for State's Debt.

iec.

Sale of State's property to pay

2-6101.

bonded
2-6101.

debt.

(6570) Paragraph

I.

Sale of State's property to pay bonded

Western and Atlantic, Macon and
Brunswick or other railroads, held by the State and any other property
owned by the State, whenever the General Assembly may authorize the
sale of the whole or any part thereof, shall be applied to the payment of
the bonded debt of the State, and shall not be used for any other purpose whatever, so long as the State has any existing bonded debt; provided, that the proceeds of the sale of the Western and Atlantic Railroad shall be applied to the payment of the bonds for which said raildebt.

The proceeds

of the sale of the

road has been mortgaged, in preference to

all

other bonds.

—

I

Cross-references. Relation of State to Western and Atlantic
No donations, etc., by General Assembly, see § 2-6401.

Railroad,

see

91-202.

Section

Chapter

2-62.

XIV.
Sinking Fund.

Sec.
2-6201.

General Assembly to provide.

2-6201.
eral

(6571) Paragraph

Assembly

shall raise,

General Assembly to provide. The Genby taxation, each year, in addition to the sura
I.
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§

2-6402

required to pay the public expenses and interest on the public debt, the
sum of one hundred thousand dollars, which shall be held as a sinking
fund, to pay off and retire the bonds of the State which have not

matured, and shall be applied to no other purpose whatever. If the
bonds cannot at any time be purchased at or below par, then the sinking fund herein provided for may be loaned by the Governor and Tr<
urer of the State

;

provided, the security which shall be

demanded

for

said loan shall consist only of the valid bonds of the State; but this section shall not take effect until the eight per cent currency bonds, issued

under the Act of February the 19th, 1873,
Cross-reference.

— Purposes

of taxation, see

§

shall

have been paid.

2-4901.

XV.

Section

Chapter 2-63.

Reports.

Sec.
2-6301.

Quarterly reports of Comptroller General and Treasurer.

Paragraph

2-6301. (6572)

Quarterly reports of Comptroller Gen-

I.

and Treasurer. The Comptroller General and Treasurer shall each
make to the Governor a quarterly report of the financial condition of the
State, which report shall include a statement of the assets, liabilities and
income of the State, and expenditures therefor, for the three months preceding; and it shall be the duty of the Governor to carefully examine the
same by himself, or through competent persons connected with his department and cause an abstract thereof to be published for the information of the people, which abstract shall be endorsed by him as having
been examined.
eral

—

U

Cross-references. Quarterly report of Treasurer to Governor, see
Annual report of Comptroller General to Governor, see § 40-1510.

§

40-1101,

8.

Section

XVI.

Chapter 2-64.

Donations.

Sec.
2-6401.

2-6402.

Donations forbidden.
Extra compensation forbidden.

2-6401. (6573)

sembly

shall not,

tuity, in favor of
Cross-reference.

Paragraph I. Donations forbidden. The General Asby vote, resolution or order grant any donation or graany person, corporation or association.

— Donations

2-6402. (6574)

for religion,

Paragraph

II.

Extra

etc.,

forbidden, see

compensation

§

2-114.

forbidden.

The

General Assembly shall not grant or authorize extra compensation to
any public officer, agent or contractor after the service has been rendered, or the contract entered into.
Cross-reference.

— Compensation

of certain court officers, see

§

24-110.

§
o
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Section XVII.

Chapter

Public Printing.

2-65.

Sec.

Contracts for public printing;

2-6501.

interest of public officers in
contracts.

[6575) Paragraph

2-6501.

public officers in contracts.

Contracts for public printing; interest of

I.

The

office of the State

Printer shall cease

with the expiration of the term of the present incumbent, and the General Assembly shall provide by law, for letting the public printing to the
lowest responsible bidder or bidders,

who

factory security for the faithful performance thereof. .No

General Assembly or other public
rectly or indirectly, in
Cross-reference.

Chapter

and

satis-

member

of the

shall give adequate

officer shall

be interested, either

di-

any such contract.

— Regulation

of public printing, see- Title 90, Public Printing,

90-1.

Article VIII.

Education.

Section I

Chapter

Common

2-66.

Schools.

Sec.
2-6601.

System of common schools;

free
tuition; separation of races.

2-6601. (6576) Par.

I.

System

of

common

schools;

separation of races. There shall be a thorough system of

free

common

tuition;

schools

for the education of children as nearly uniform- as practicable, the ex-

penses of which shall be provided for by taxation, or otherwise. The
schools shall be free to all children of the State, but separate schools

provided for the white and colored races.

shall be

(Acts 1911,

p. 46, rati-

fied Oct. 2, 1912.)

—

Editorial Note. By the amendment ratified October 2, 1912, the words, "in the
elementary branches of an English education only," which immediately followed
the word "children," were stricken from this paragraph.
Otherwise the paragraph
is

the

same

as

it

was

in the original Constitution of 1877.

Section

Chapter

2-67.

II.

State School Commissioner.

Sec.
2-6701.

Election; term of office; office;
salary; substitutes.

Election; term of office; office; salary; subThere shall be a State School Commissioner, elected by the

2-6701. (6577; Par.
stitutes.

I.
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8

people at the same time and manner as the Governor and Statehot
officers are elected,

whose term
and

his successor is elected

of office shall be

qualified.

His

two

office shall

yeai

d

until

be at the

government and he shall be paid a salary not to exceed two thousand
dollars per annum. The General Assembly may substitute for the State
School Commissioner such officer, or officers, as may be deemed
sary to perfect the system of public education. (Acts 1894, p. 34, ratified Oct. 7th, 1896.)

Cross-references.

— Powers

Editorial Note.

— In

Board

of State

Superintendent of Schools, see Title

32,

of Education, see § 32-403.
Education, Chapter 32-5.

the original Constitution of 1877, the

first

State

sentence of the

above paragraph read as follows: "There shall be a State School Commissioner
appointed by the Governor and confirmed by the Senate, whose term of office
shall be two years and until his successor is appointed and qualified."

Section III

Chapter

School Fund.

2-68.

Sec.
2-6801.

Taxes

set apart as school fund.

2-6801. (6578) Par.

1.

Taxes

tax any educational fund

set

apart

as

fund.

school

The

poll

now

belonging to the State, (except the endowment of and debt due to the University of Georgia) a special tax on

shows and exhibitions and on the sale of spirituous and malt liquors,
which the General Assembly is hereby authorized to assess, and the proceeds of any commutation tax for military service, and all taxes that
may be assessed on such domestic animals as from their nature & habits
are destructive to other property, are hereby set apart and devoted for
the support of

common

schools.

—

Cross-references. Purposes of taxation, see § 2-4901. Uniformity of taxation,
see § 2-5001. Fifty per cent, of State's revenue for maintenance of common
schools, see § 32-935.

Section IV.

Chapter

2-69.

Educational Tax.

Sec.
2-6901.

Local taxation for public schools.

2-6901.

(6579) Par.

I.

Local,

taxation

for

public

schools.

Author-

granted to the counties and municipal corporations, upon the recommendation of the corporate authority, to establish and maintain pub-

ity is

lic

schools in their respective limits by local taxation.

authorities

State shall,

whose duty it is to levy taxes for county purposes in this
on the recommendation of the board of education, assess and

collect taxes for the support of public schools

than one nor more than
of the

The proper county

under

its

control not less

on the dollar of all taxable property
county outside of independent local systems, which shall be disfive mills

90
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§

tributed equitably according to the school population, tax values, the
number of teachers and their grade of license, among the public schools
additional levy to that already allowed, not to exceed five
mills, shall be permissible in independent local systems, municipalities or
school districts on a two-thirds vote of those voting. No additional electherein.

An

tion shall be required to maintain
in

any

local school tax

now

in existence

counties, or municipalities, provided this paragraph shall

districts,

not apply to counties having a local school system of taxation adopted
prior to the Constitution of 1S77. Provided also, that authority is hereby

given to two or more local school districts, any one or more of which
may have incurred a bonded indebtedness, to consolidate upon the condition that such

bonded indebtedness outstanding

assumed by

shall be

the entire district as consolidated; provided, however, before such consolidation shall

become

effective, the

same

of two-thirds of the qualified voters of

shall be

approved by the vote

each district aflected, at separate

recommendations of the respective
boards of trustees, under the same terms and conditions as to advertisement as bond elections by school districts, the tickets for said elections to have written or printed thereon, "For Consolidation with Bonded District," or "Against Consolidation with Bonded District;" and in
elections held for that purpose on the

the event said elections result in favor of said consolidation, the result
shall be so declared

by the boards

of trustees of said districts,

after the indebtedness outstanding against
tricts shall

idated,

of said dis-

be a valid outstanding indebtedness of the district as consol-

and taxes

accordingly

any one or more

and there-

:

for the

payment

of said indebtedness shall be levied

Provided, however, county boards of education, independ-

ent school systems, and local school districts

may

contract with each

other for the education, transportation, and care of children of school

(Acts 1903,

age.

•Nov.

2,

p. 23, ratified

Oct.

5,

1904; Acts 1919,

1920; Acts 1&31, pp. 103, 105, ratified Nov.

8,

p. 66, ratified

1932.)

—

Editorial Note. In the original Constitution of 1877, this paragraph read as
follows: "Authority may be granted to counties upon the recommendation of
two grand juries, and to municipal corporations upon the recommendation of the
corporate authority, to establish and maintain public schools in their respective
limits by local taxation; but no such local laws shall take effect until the same
shall have been submitted to a vote of the qualified voters in each county, or
municipal corporation, and approved by a two thirds vote of persons qualified to
vote at such election, and the General Assembly may prescribe who shall vote on
such question."

By the amendment ratified October 5, 1904, the paragraph was changed to read
"Authority may be granted to counties, militia districts, school disas follows:
and
tricts
to municipal corporations, upon the recommendation of the corporate
authority, to establish and maintain public schools in their respective limits by
local taxation; but no such laws shall take effect until the same have been submitted to a vote of the qualified voters in each county, militia district, school disor municipal corporation and approved by a two-thirds majority of persons
voting at such election, and the General Assembly may prescribe who shall vote
on such questions."
trict

this Code laws having only local
omission
of the amendment prodirected
the
Commission
Code
the

Because of the general policy of omitting from
application,

posed by Acts 1929, p. 139, and ratified November 4, 1930, authorizing Pierce
county to levy a tax for high school purposes, and the board of education of that
county to make such arrangements with high schools in the county for high

work as it might deem proper.
as a part of the Constitution.

school
it

Its omission, of course, in

no way

affects

A
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V

Section V.

Chapter

2-70.

Local School Systems.

Sec.
2-7001.

Local schools not affected by
Constitution.

Local schools not affected by ConstituExisting local school-systems shall not be affected by this constition.
tution. Nothing contained in section first of this article shall be construed
to deprive schools in this State, not common schools, from participation
in the educational fund of the State, as to all pupils therein taught in the
elementary branches of an English education.
2-7001. (6580)

Cross-reference.

Paragraph

—Taxation

I.

for school purposes, see

Section

Chapter

2-71.

§

2-4901.

VI

University of Georgia.

Sec.
2-7101.

Donations and grants; appropriations.

trustees of

Donations and grants; appropriations. The
the University of Georgia may accept bequests, donations

and grants

of land, or other property, for the use of said university.

2-7101.

(6581) Par.

I.

In addition to the payment of the annual interest on the debt due
by the State to the University, the General Assembly shall from time to
time make such appropriations to the University, and high schools, as
the condition of the treasury authorizes.

(Acts 1920,

p. 32, ratified

Xov.

2, 1920.)

—
Note. — This

Cross-references. Taxation for public institutions, see
Education, Chapter 32-1.

§

2-4901.

State Univer-

sity, see Title 32,

it appeared in the original Constitution of
trustees of the University of Georgia may accept
bequests, donations and grants of land, or other property, for the use of said uniIn addition to the payment of the annual interest on the debt due by
versity.
the State to the University, the General Assembly may, from time to time, make
such donations thereto as the condition of the treasury will authorize; and the
General Assembly may also from time to time make such appropriations of
money as the condition of the treasury will authorize to any college, or university,
not exceeding one in number, now established or hereafter to be established, in
this State for the education of persons of color." The amendment of 1920 changed
it to read as set out above.

Editorial

1877, read as follows:

"The annual

paragraph, as

"The

interest on the debt due by the State to the University," mentioned
above paragraph, refers to the annual appropriation mentioned in section
1394 of the Code of 1910, first enacted by an Act approved December 21, 1S21
(Cobb's Digest, p. 1091), guaranteeing a permanent income to the University of
not less than $8,000 a year from its bank stock. The bank stock therein referred
to was stock purchased in the Bank of the State of Georgia at Savannah with the
proceeds of the sale of wild lands owned by the University, pursuant to an Act
approved December 16, 1815, (Cobb's Digest, pp. 1088-89) of which section 1381
of the Code of 1910, prohibiting the trustees from disposing of such stock without the consent of the General Assembly, was a part. The Governor's message of
November 24, 1866, states that this bank filed deeds of surrender of its charter in
his office between March 13, 1866, and November 24, 1866. The Comptroller General's report of 1869 declares this stock worthless. The income guaranteed by the
above-mentioned Act of 1821 was recognized by the above provision of the Constitution as due to the University. Since the University no longer owns any bank
stock, sections 1381 and 1394 of the Code of 1910 have not been included in this
Code.
in the

§
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IX

Article

Homesteads and Exemptions.

Section

Chapter

2-72.

I.

Homestead.

Sec.
2-7201.

Amount

homestead and ex-

of

emption.

2-7201.

(6582) Par.

1.

Amount

exempt from levy and

shall be

of

sale

homestead and exemption. There
by virtue of any process whatever

under the laws of this State, except as hereinafter excepted, of the
property of every head of a family, or guardian, or trustee of a family of
minor children, or every aged, or infirm person, or person having the
care ec support of dependent females of any age, who is not the head of
a family, realty, or personalty, or both to the value in the aggregate of
sixteen hundred dollars.
Cross-reference.

— Statutory

provisions, see

§

51-101.

Section II

Chapter

2-73.

Exemption.

Sec.
2-7301.

Protection guaranteed.

2-7301.

(6583) Par.

I.

Protection guaranteed.

No

Court, or minis-

ever have jurisdiction, or authority to
enforce any judgment, execution or decree against the property set

terial officer in this State shall

may

made
purchase money of

apart for such purpose, including such improvements as

be

thereon from time to time, except for taxes, for the
the same, for labor done thereon, for material furnished therefor, or for
the removal of incumbrances thereon.
Cross-references.
port to family, see

— Homestead
§

exemptions, see §§ 51-101, 51-1301.

Year's sup-

113-1002.

Section III

Chapter

2-74.

Waiver

of

Homestead.

Sec.

2-7401.

Power

to

waive;

how home-

stead sold.

to waive; how homestead sold.
The
have power to waive, or renounce in writing his right to
the benefit of the exemption, provided for in this article, except as to
wearing apparel and not exceeding three hundred dollars worth of
household & kitchen furniture and provisions to be selected by himself
& wife, if any, and he shall not, after it is set apart, alienate or incumber
the property so exempted, but it may be sold by the debtor and his wife,

2-7401. (6584)

debtor shall

Par.

I.

Power

A
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if

§ 2-77'

any, jointly, with the sanction of the judge of the Superior Court

the County where the debtor resides, or the land

upon the same

to be reinvested
Cross-references.

Waiver

situated, the pro

uses.

— Sale

homestead

of

is

of exempted property for
rights, see §§ 51-1101, 51-1102.

reinvestment

Section IV.

Chapter

2-75.

Homestead Set Apart, How.

Sec.
2-7501.

Setting apart short homestead.

2-7501. (6585) Par.

I.

Setting apart short homestead.

The General

by law, as early as practicable, for the .setting apart & valuation of said property. But nothing in this article shall
be construed to affect, or repeal the existing laws for exemption of property from sale contained in the present Code of this State in paragraph2040 to 2049 inclusive, and the acts amendatory thereto. It may be

Assembly

shall provide

optional with the applicant to take either, but not both of such ex-

emptions

—

Editorial Note. Paragraphs 2040 to 2049, referred to in this section, are sections 51-1301, 51-1401 to 51-1405, 51-1501, 51-1502, 51-1504 in this Code.

Section V.

Chapter

2-76.

Short Homestead Waiver.

Sec.

2-7601.

Authority to waive short homestead.

2-7601. (6586) Par.

I.

Authority

debtor shall have authority to waive

to
or,

waive short homestead. The
renounce in writing his right tc

the benefit of the exemption provided for in section four, except as

is

ex-

cepted in section three of this article.

Section

Chapter

2-77.

VI

Homestead Supplemented.

Sec.
2-7701.

Right to supplement homestead.

Right to supplement homestead. The appliany time have the right to supplement his exemption by

2-7701. (6587) Par.

cant shall at

I.

adding to an amount already set apart which is less than the whole
amount of exemption herein allowed, a sufficiency to make his exemption
equal to the whole amount.
Cross-reference.— Similar statutory provision, see

§

51-1201.

94
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Section VII.

Chapter

2-78.

Former Homesteads Preserved.

Sec.
2-7801.

Homesteads heretofore

set apart
valid as against certain debts.

Homesteads heretofore set apart valid as
against certain debts. Homesteads and exemptions of personal property which have been heretofore set apart by virtue of the provisions of
2-7S01.

(6588) Par.

I.

the existing Constitution of this State, and in accordance with the laws

enforcement thereof, or which may be hereafter so set apart at
any time, shall be and remain valid as against all debts- and liabilities exfor the

isting at the time of the adoption of this Constitution, to the

that they

would have been had

same extent

said existing Constitution not been re-

vised.

Section VIII

Chapter

Prior Rights to Exemption Preserved.

2-79.

Sec.

2-7901.

Vested rights protected.

Vested rights protected. Rights which have
become vested under previously existing laws shall not be affected by
anything herein contained. In all cases in w hich homesteads have
been set apart under the Constitution of 1868 and the laws made in pursuance thereof, and a bona fide sale of such property has been subsequently made, and the full purchase price thereof has been paid, all right
of exemption in such property by reason of its having been so set apart
shall cease in so far as it affects the right of the purchaser. In. all such
cases where a part only of the purchase price has been paid such transaction shall be governed by the laws now of force in this State, in so far
as they affect the rights of the purchaser, as though said property had
not been so set apart.
2-7901.

(6589) Par.

I,

T

(

Cross-reference.

— Sale

of

exempted property

for reinvestment, see

§

51-801.

Section IX.

Chapter

2-80.

Sale of Homestead.

Sec.
2-8001.

Right to

sell

and reinvest home-

stead.

Right to sell and reinvest homestead. Parties
who have taken a homestead of realty under the Constitution of
eighteen hundred and sixty eight shall have the right to sell said homestead and reinvest the same by order of the judge of the Superior Courts
2-8001. (6590) Par.

I.

of this State.
Cross-reference.

— How

exempted property sold for reinvestment, see

§

51-801.

;
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§

2-8201

Article X.
Militia.

Section

Chapter

Militia

2-81.

2-8102.

and Volunteers.

Sec.

Sec.
2-8101.

I.

Organization of
Volunteers.

Paragraph

2-8101. (6591)

2-8103.

militia.

Pay

Organization of

I.

of militia

and volunteers.

militia.

A

well regu-

and security of the State, the
General Assembly shall have authority to provide by law how the militia
of this State shall be organized, officered, trained, armed and equipped
and of whom it shall consist.
Cross-reference. Laws relating- to militia, see Title 86, Public Defense.
lated militia being essential to the peace

—

2-8102. (6592)

Paragraph

Volunteers.

II.

The General Assembly

shall

have power to authorize the formation of volunteer companies, and to
provide for their organization into battalions, regiments, brigades, divisions, and corps, with such restrictions as may be prescribed by law, and
shall have authority to arm and equip the same.
2-8103. (6593)

Paragraph

III.

Pay

of militia

and volunteers.

The

and men of the militia and volunteer forces shall not be entitled
to receive any pay, rations, or emoluments, when not in active service by
officers

authority of the State.

Article XI,

Counties and County Officers,

Section

Chapter

2-82.

Sec.

I.

Counties.
Sec.

2-8201.

Counties as corporate bodies.

2-8204.

2-8202.

Number

2-8205.

Change
Change

2-8203.

Consolidation of city and coun-

2-8206.

Dissolution of counties,

of counties limited.

of county lines.
of

county

sites.

ty governments.

Paragraph 1. Counties as corporate bodies. Each
county shall be a body corporate, with such powers and limitations as
may be prescribed by law. All suits by, or against, a county, shall be in
the name thereof; and the metes and bounds of the several counties shall
remain as now prescribed by law, unless changed as hereinafter provided.
Cross-references.— Names of counties, see § 23-101. Creation of county com2-8201.

(6594)

missioners, see § 2-4601. Each county as a body corporate, see
against counties, see § 23-1503.

§

23-1501."

Suits

§

Constitutio n of the State of Georgia.

2-8202

— An
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1929, p. 135, and ratified
authorizing the commisprovision
paragraph
a
November 4. 1930, added
sioners of roads and revenues of Fulton county to establish and administer sewerage, water, and/or fire prevention systems, to establish and maintain parks, and
Pursuant to the general policy of omitting
to levy taxes or assessments therefor.
general laws of local application, this amendment has not been included in this
Code. Its omission, of course, has no effect on it as a part of the Constitution.

Note.

Editorial

amendment proposed by Acts
to this

2-8202.

(6595) Paragraph

shall not be

(Acts 1904,

II.

Number

more than one hundred and
p. 47, ratified

Oct.

5,

of counties

limited.

There

forty-five counties in this State.

1904.)

— Counties enumerated, see
Note. — In the original Constitution

Cross-reference.

§

23-101 and note.

Editorial
of 1877 this paragraph read:
"No
count}' shall be created." Following the amendment of 1904 supra, the General Assembly in 1905 by a series of Acts created the eight* additional counties
authorized and by a general Act provided for the organization of new counties
with temporary provisions for the government of the territory until the new
countv organization should be perfected (Acts 1905, pp. 46, 52, 54, 55, 57, 58, 60,

new

—

62, 63).

Since 1905 sixteen additional counties have been created, each by a separate
to the above paragraph in the form of a proviso:' "Provided, however, that in addition to the counties now provided for by this Constitution there
shall be a new county laid out from the counties of," etc.
Each of these amendments gave the boundaries of the new county, designated the county seat, attached
the county to particular congressional and senatorial districts and a judicial circuit and made temporary provisions for its organization and government.
These
amendments cover more than 31 pages in Park's Annotated Code and Supplements. As the new counties when created and organized stand on exactly the
same footing as those which existed at the time the Constitution was adopted, the
Code Commission, pursuant to the general policy of omitting from this Code
temporary laws and general laws having only local application, directed the omisInstead of printing the amendments in full a table
sion of these amendments.
showing the names of the counties with the Acts of the General Assembly proposing the amendments to this paragraph is inserted. By these provisos the number
of counties was increased to 161, but the limitation to 145 contained in the above
paragraph was not changed. By the merger of Campbell and Milton counties
with Fulton county, pursuant to section 2-8206 and Acts of 1929, p. 551, and 1931,
p. 527, the number of counties was reduced to 159.

amendment

New

Counties

Added by

Constitutional

Amendments

Since 1905.

Name

Proposed by

Date

Ben

Hill

Acts 1906,

p. 28.

Nov.

Bleckley

Acts 1912,

p. 38.

Oct.

Wheeler

Acts 1912,

p. 41.

Nov.

5,

1912.

Barrow

Acts 1914,

p. 27.

Nov.

3,

1914.

Candler

Acts 1914,

p. 29.

Nov.

3,

1914.

Bacon

Acts 1914,
Acts 1916,

p. 23.

3,

1914.

p. 17.*

Nov.
Nov.

7,

1916.

Acts 1914,

p. 33.

Nov.

3,

1914.

Evans

Ratified.
6,

2,

1906.
1912.

*This amendment to the one creating Bacon county authorizes the General Assembly to create local offices and local courts in said county "other than those
provided for

in the Constitution," makes all laws applicable to other counties
Bacon county, and authorizes this county to create a bonded debt

applicable to
not to exceed $100,000 for public improvements.
§

2-5501.

As

to debts

of counties, see

Constitution
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of the Static or Of/^ cta.

Name

Proposed by

Date

Atkinson

Acts 1917,
Acts 1918,

Nov.

5,

1918.

p.

Treutlen

Acts 1917,

p. 44.

Nov.

5,

1918.

Cook

Acts 1918,
Acts 1921,

p.

Nov.

5,

1918.

Acts 1919,
Acts 1920,
Acts 1920,

p. 68.

"ov.

2,

1920.

2,

1920.

p. 45.

Nov.
Nov.

2,

1920.

Brantley

Acts 1920,

p. 34.

Nov.

2,

1920.

Lamar

Acts 1920,

p. 38.

Nov.

2,

1920.

Long

Acts 1920,

p, 48.

Nov.

2,

1920.

Seminole

Acts 1920,

p. 52.

Nov.

2,

1920.

Peach

Acts 1924,

p. 39.

Nov.

4,

1924.

*

Lanier

p. 41.

Ratified.

10

102.

p. 88.*

p.

I

19.

Consolidation of city and county governments.
The General Assembly shall have the power to consolidate and combine
all governmental functions and powers now vested in and exercised by
2-8203.

Paragraph

2-a.

and municipalities having a population of more than 52,900 according to the Federal census of 1920, with the governmental functions and
powers now vested in and exercised by the authorities of the county in
which such cities or municipalities are situated to create, designate, and
give a name to political subdivisions composed of the entire area of such
counties to vest in and confer upon such subdivisions such authority
and power as may be conferred upon municipalities or counties or both,
under existing laws; to abolish any and all offices now existing under
the charters of any such municipalities and also to abolish the offices of
tax collector and tax receiver in any such counties to create new offices,
for purpose of exercising and carrying out the powers to be vested in
such political subdivisions, and powers and duties formerly appertaining
to such offices so abolished and the powers and duties formerly exercised
by such counties and such municipalities, all without regard to the uniformity of the powers, duties and compensation appertaining to the
cities

;

;

;

other municipalities, other counties, or other polit-

offices so created, in
ical

subdivisions hereby authorized

into districts

by authority

;

to fix a

maximum

;

to divide such political subdivisions

rate of ad

valorem taxation to be levied

such political subdivisions, within the various districts,
without regard to the uniformity of the rate also to consolidate and combine any and all school systems and school districts now existing in any
of

;

such

and counties into one system covering the
entire area of the county to be governed and controlled under the provisions of the act creating the political subdivision hereby authorized,
regardless of the method of control of schools or school systems in other
counties or municipalities. The powers herein granted shall not be excities or municipalities

*Correcting mistakes
creating these counties.

in

boundaries as authorized by constitutional amendments

Constitution of the State of Georgia.
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and cities and towns, and
municipalities, the corporate limits of which are included within more
than one county; nor shall said powers herein granted be extended to
the counties in which said cities, or towns, or municipalities, and cities
and towns and municipalities are located. The General Assembly, in exercising the powers herein conferred, may include in the act or law any
one or more of the powers or provisions herein enumerated, and may
exclude therefrom any one or more of the powers or provisions herein
enumerated. This provision of the Constitution shall not be construed
to empower the General Assembly to create new counties, nor to affect
or change the representation of any county in the General Assembly.
tended to

Nor

cities,

municipalities, or towns,

be construed to authorize the General Assembly to abolish
the offices of clerk of the superior court, ordinary, sheriff or coroner in
any of the counties affected by this paragraph, said offices being exshall

it

The General Assembly shall not change or
abolish any county nor the name thereof which may be affected hereby;
and in naming the consolidated subdivisions in each case the names of
pressly hereby preserved.

the municipality or municipalities and of the county shall be combined

The General Assembly

so as to preserve them.
ical

shall create

such polit-

subdivisions by special act or law relating to a particular subdivision,

but no such act or law shall have any force or effect until the same shall
have been ratified by a vote of a majority of the qualified voters voting
at a special election in such county, to be held not earlier than sixty days
after the final passage and approval by the Governor of any such act:
Provided, however, that the people within the corporate limits of munici-

and the people

palities affected

county affected outside of the corand before the act shall go in effect

of the

porate limits shall vote separately

;

a majority of those voting in the municipalities separately, if more than
one municipality is affected and a majority of those voting outside of
said municipality or municipalities shall vote in favor of said act. (Acts
1924, p. 811, ratified

Nov.

4, 1924.)

(6596) Paragraph III. Change of county lines. County lines
shall not be changed, unless under the operation of a general law for that
2-8204.

purpose.
Cross-reference.

2-8205.
shall be

— Change

of county lines, see

§

23-301.

Change of county sites. No county site
removed, except by a two-thirds vote of the quali-

(6597) Paragraph IV.

changed, or

county, voting at an election held for that purpose, and
a two-thirds vote of the General Assembly.
fied voters of the

Cross-reference.

—Application

to change county sites, see

§

23-501.

Paragraph V. Dissolution of counties. Any counts
may be dissolved and merged with contiguous counties, by a two-thirds
vote of the qualified electors of such county, voting at an election held
2-8206. (6598)

for that purpose.

Paragraph VI. Tax for sanitation, fire prevention, etc., in Glynn and
Mcintosh counties.
Editorial Note. — An amendment proposed by Acts 1929, p. 137, and ratified
November 4, 1930, added to this Section a paragraph authorizing Glynn and Mcintosh counties to establish and administer districts for special sanitation, fire
prevention, police protection, or building and improving roads, and in order to
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carry out such purposes, to levy taxes, issue bonds and levy assessments, etc.
Pursuant to the general policy of omitting general laws of local application, this
amendment has not been included in this Code. Its omission has no effect on it
as a part of the Constitution.

Section

Chapter 2-83.

II.

County

Officers.

Sec.
2-8301.

terms of office; removal; qualifications.

Election;

2-8301.

(6599) Paragraph

The county

I.

Election; terms of office; removal; quali-

be elected by the qualified voter- of
their respective counties, or districts, and shall hold their offices for four
They shall be removed on conviction for malpractice in office,
years.
and no person shall be eligible to any of the offices referred to in this
paragraph, unless he shall have been a resident of the county for two
years, and is a qualified voter: Provided that the provisions of the proposed amendment shall not become effective until January first, 1917.
(Acts 1914, p. 43, ratified Nov. 3, 1914.)
fications.

Cross-references.

term of county
§

§

89-101, U
2-4601.

7.

officers shall

— Election and term of county treasurer, see

§

23-1001.

Official

Right of citizen to hold county office, see
Power of General Assembly to create county commissioners, see
officers, see § 34-2602.

—

Editorial Note. The amendment of 1914 changed the word "two" in the first
sentence to "four," and added the proviso. In other respects this paragraph reads
the same as it did in the original Constitution of 1877.

Section III.

Chapter

2-84.

Uniformity in County

Offices.

Sec.
2-8401.

Uniformity throughout State

re-

quired.

Paragraph

Uniformity throughout State required.
Whatever tribunal, or officers, may hereafter be created by the General
Assembly for the transaction of county matters, shall be uniform
throughout the State, and of the same name, jurisdiction, and remedies,
except that the General Assembly may provide for the appointment of
Commissioners of roads and revenues in any county, and may abolish
the office of county treasurer in any county, or fix the compensation of
county treasurers, and such compensation may be fixed without regard
And the
to uniformity of such compensation in the various counties.
General Assembly shall also have authority to consolidate the offices
and duties of tax receiver and tax collector in any or all of the counties
of the State, the official performing the duties of said two offices, when
so consolidated, to be known as county tax commissioner, and the General Assembly may prescribe the compensation of such county tax commissioner or authorize county authorities to fix the same, which compensation may be on the basis of fees or salary and may be fixed without regard to uniformity in the various counties, and when such compensation is fixed on a salary basis the authority fixing the same shall
2-8401. (6600)

I.

Cons titution of the State of Georgia.

§ 2-8501

100

determine what disposition shall be made of the fees and commissions
accruing to each of said offices so consolidated and provide for the levy
and collection of a tax sufficient to pay the salary so fixed. (Acts 1914,
p. 42, ratified Nov; 3. 1914; 1924, p. 815, ratified Nov. 4, 1924.)

— County manager form of government, see 23-901 et seq.
Note. — In the original Constitution of 1877, this paragraph was com-

Cross-reference.
Editorial

§

posed of the first portion of the first sentence as set out above, ending with the
expression, "commissioners of roads and revenues in any county." By the 1914
an endment the balance of the first sentence was added.
The last sentence was
added by the amendment of 1924.

Article XII

The Laws of General Operation

Chapter

2-85.

Sec.

Laws

in Force in This State,

of Force.

Sec.

Supreme law.
Second in authority.

2-8501.
2-8502.

2-8506.

Third in authority.
Local and private Acts.

2-8503.
2-8504.

2-8501. (6602)

Vested rights secured.
Proceedings of courts confirmed.

2-8505.

Paragraph

Existing officers.
Ordinances.

2-8507.

2-8508.
I.

eration in this State are, first:

Supreme law. The laws of general opAs the Supreme law: The Constitution

of the United States, the laws of the United States in pursuance thereof

and

all

treaties

made under

Cross-reference.

2-8502.
in

—Federal

II.

Second

§

1-602.

in authority.

Second.

As next

Third.

In Sub-

This Constitution.

authority theretq:

2-8503.

Constitution provision, see

(6603) Paragraph

Cross-reference.

the authority of the United States

—What

legislative

Acts are void, see

§

2-402.

(6604) Paragraph III Third in authority.

ordination to the foregoing:

All laws

now

of force in this State, not in-

consistent with this Constitution and the ordinances of this Convention,

remain of force until the same are modified or repealed by the GenAssembly. And the Tax and Appropriation Acts, passed at the ses-

shall
eral

Assembly

and approved by the Governor
of the State and not inconsistent with this Constitution are hereby continued in force until altered by law
sion of the General

—

Cross-references. When and how
of convention as laws of State, see

2-8504. T6605)

of 1877,

Code
§

to take effect, see
2-8508.

§

102-101.

Ordinances

Paragraph IV. Local and private Acts. Local and

vate acts passed for the benefit of Counties
and private persons, not inconsistent with the

cities,

pri-

towns, corporations

Supreme

law, nor with this

Constitution and which have not expired nor been repealed, shall have
the force of Statute law, subject to judicial decision as to their validity

when

passed, and to any limitations imposed by their

Cross-references.
§ 2-401.

— Repeal

of local laws, see

§

102-107.

own terms

Special legislation, see

Constitution of

101

tiiic

State of Geo] -^ta.

§2-8601

Paragraph V. Vested rights secured. All rights, pri
leges and immunities which may have vested in, or accrued to, any person or persons, or corporation, in his, her, or their own rieht, or in any
fiduciary capacity, under, and in virtue of, any act of the General Assembly, or any judgment, decree, or order, or other proceeding of any Court
of Competent jurisdiction, in this State, heretofore rendered, shall be held
inviolate by all Courts before which they may be brought in question,
2-8505. (6606)

unless attacked for fraud.

—

Cross-references. Future operation of laws, see
retroactive laws, see §§ 1-128, 1-134, 2-302.

§

102-104.

Ex

post facto or

2-8506. (6607) Paragraph. VI. Proceedings of courts confirmed.

All

judgments, decrees, orders, and other proceedings, of the Several Courts
of this State, heretofore made within the limits of their several jurisdic-

and affirmed, subject only to reversal by motion
for a new trial appeal, bill of review or other proceeding, in conformity
with the law of force when they were made
tions, are

2-8507.

hereby

ratified

(6608) Paragraph VII. Existing officers.

Government now existing

The

officers of the

shall continue in the exercise of their several

functions until their successors are duly elected or appointed and quali-

But nothing herein is to apply
abolished by this Constitution
fied.

2-8508.

to

any

officer,

(6609) Paragraph. VIII. Ordinances.

whose

office

may

The ordinances

be

of this

Convention shall have the force of laws until otherwise provided by the
General Assembly, except the ordinances in reference to submitting the
homestead and capital questions to a vote of the people, which ordinances, after being voted on, shall have the effect of constitutional provisions
Cross-reference.

— Ordinances

of convention, see §§ 2-8801 to 2-8805.

Article XIII

Amendments

to the Constitution.

Section I

Chapter

2-86.

Constitution
Sec.

Sec.
2-8601.

Amended, How.

Proposal by General Assembly;
submission to people.

2-8601.

(6610) Paragraph

I.

Any amendment

2-8602.

Convention,

how

called,

Proposal by General Assembly; submis-

amendments to this Constitution may
be proposed in the Senate or House of Representatives and if the same
shall be agreed to by two-thirds of the members elected to each of the
two houses, such proposed amendment or amendments shall be entered
sion to people.

or

5

Constitution— of the State of Georgia.

2-8602

/

on

their journals, with the yeas

"—

-

And

and nays taken thereon.

''

102
—

—

i

the Gen-

such amendment or amendments to be published in one or more newspapers in each Congressional District, for two
months previous to the time of holding the next general election and

Assembly

eral

shall cause

amendment

also provide for a submission of such proposed

shall

amendments,

to the people at said next general election,

and

if

or

the people

such amendment or amendments, by a majority of the electors qualified to vote for members of the General Assembly, voting thereon, such amendment or amendments, shall become a part of this Conshall ratify

When more

stitution.

than one

amendment

is

submitted at the same

time they shall be so submitted as to enable the electors to vote on each

amendment

separately

Cross-reference.

2-8602.

— Entry

of yeas

and nays

in legislative journal, see § 2-1821.

(6611) Paragraph. II. Convention,

how

called.

No

Convention

by the General Assembly to revise, amend
or change this Constitution, unless by the concurrence of two-thirds of
The repreall the members of each house of the General Assembly.
sentation in said convention shall be based on population as near as
of the people shall be called

practicable

Section II

Chapter

2-87.

Ratification of Constitution.

Sec.

Sec.

2-8701.

Manner

of ratifying.

2-8702.

Consolidation of votes cast at
election.

2-8701.

(6612) Paragraph

I.

Manner

of ratifying.

This Constitution

submitted {or ratification or rejection to the electors of this
State, at an election to be held on the first Wednesday in December, one
thousand eight hundred & Seventy Seven, in the several election disshall be

tricts of this State, at

vote,

who

is

which election every person

entitled to vote for the

members

shall be entitled to

of the General

Assembly

under the Constitution and laws of force at the date of such election;
said election to be held and conducted as is now provided by law for
holding elections for members of the General Assembly. All persons
voting at said election in favor of adopting this Constitution, shall write
or have printed on their ballots the words,

"For Ratification

persons opposed to the adoption of this Constitution shall
printed on their ballots the words "Against Ratification."
2-8702. (6613)

The

Paragraph

;"

and all
write or have

II Consolidation of votes cast at election.

votes cast at said election shall be consolidated in each of the coun-

ties of this State, as is

of the General

required by law in elections for

members

Assembly, and returns thereof made to the Governor; and

should a majority of
fication,

now

all

the votes cast at said election be in favor of rati-

he shall declare the said Constitution adopted, and make proc-

lamation of the result of said election by publication in one or more newspapers in each Congressional District of the State; but should a majority

:
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of the votes cast be against ratification, he shall in the

g

2'

same manner pro-

claim the said Constitution rejected.
C.

J.

JEXKJ.

Presd't Con' Convention.

A R Lawton
Vice Presd't Con' Convention
Attest.

James Cooper Nisbet
Sect'y Con Convention
(Here follow the signatures of the members of the Constitutional Convention and of Chas. H. Williams, Asst Sec'ty, and M. A. Hardin, Reading Clerk.)

Chapter

Ordinances.

2-88.

Sec.

Sec.
2-8801.

State Capital.

2-8804.

Signir
Signing
and

2-8802.

Homestead.

2-8805.

Void bonds not

2-8803.

Judicial circuits.

2-8801. (6614) State Capital.
in

— Be

it

ratification.

to be paid.

ordained by the people of Georgia

convention assembled:
1.

That the question

o'f

the location of the Capital of this State be

kept out of the Constitution to be adopted by this convention.
2.

That

at the first general election hereafter held for the

members

General Assembly, every voter may indorse on his ballot "Atlanta" or "Milledgeville," and the one of these places receiving the
largest number of votes shall be the Capital of the State until changed
of the

by the same authority and

in the

same way that may be provided for the
may be adopted by the convention,

alteration of the Constitution that

whether said Constitution be
entitled to vote for

members

ratified or rejected.

And

that every person

Assembly, under the present
be entitled to vote under this

of the General

Constitution and laws of this State, shall
ordinance; and, in the event of the rejection of said Constitution, shall
[should] a majority of votes cast be in favor of Milledgeville, then this
provision to operate and take effect as an

amendment

to the present

Con-

stitution.
Cross-reference.

— Effect

of ordinances of convention as laws, see

§

2-8508.

—

Editorial Note. In the Constitution as published in the N. E. Harris Suppleto the Code of 1873 there was inserted Section IV of Article XI, reading as
follows: "The city of Atlanta shall be the Capital of the State, until changed by
the same authority, and in the same way, that is provided for the alteration of this
Constitution." It will be seen from the Ordinance itself and from the Governor's
Proclamation following hereinafter that the Section quoted is not properly a part
of the original Constitution.

ment

—

Homestead. Be it ordained by the people of Georgia
in convention assembled, and it is hereby ordained by authority of the
same
2-8802. (6615)

That the Article adopted by the convention on the subject of homestead and exemptions shall not form a part of this Constitution, except
1.

as hereinafter provided.

:

§

Constitu tion of the State of Georgia.
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At

tution,

it
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the election held for the ratification or rejection of this Constishall be lawful for each voter to have written or printed on his

ballot the

words "Homestead

words "Homestead

of 1877," or the

of

ISoS."
3.

In the event that a majority of the ballots so cast have indorsed

upon them the words "Homestead of 1877," then said Article, so adopted
by this Convention, shall form a part of the Constitution submitted, if
the same is ratified: but in event that said Constitution, so submitted,
shall not be ratified, then the Article on homestead and exemptions, so
adopted as aforesaid by this convention, shall supersede Article Seventh
of the Constitution of 1868 on the subject of homestead and exemptions,
and form a part of this Constitution.
majority of the ballots so cast as aforesaid shall have indorsed
upon them the words "Homestead of 1868," then Article Seventh of the
Constitution of 1868 shall supersede the Article on homestead and exemptions adopted by this convention, and shall be incorporated in and
4.

form

If a

[a part] of the Constitution so

Cross-reference.

— Homestead

submitted and

and exemptions, see

Be

§

ratified.

2-7201 et seq.

ordained by the people of GeorThere shall be sixteen judicial circuits in
gia in convention assembled
this State, and it shall be the duty of the General Assembly to organize
and proportion the same in such manner as to, equalize the business and
2-8803.

(6616) Judicial circuits.

it

:

labor of the judges in said several circuits, as far as

But the General Assembly

may

be practicable.

have power hereafter to reorganize, inProvided, however, that the
crease, or diminish the number of circuits
circuits shall remain as now organized, until changed by law.
Cross-references. Number of judicial circuits, see § 24-2501. Effect of ordishall

:

—

nances, see

§

2-8508.

and ratification.
convention assembled

2-8804. (6617) Signing
of Georgia in

— Be

it

ordained by the people

That the Constitution as adopted and revised be enrolled and
signed by the officers and members of this convention.
That the Governor shall issue his proclamation, ordering an elec2.
tion for members of the General Assembly, and a vote upon the ratification or rejection of this Constitution, as therein provided, and a vote
upon the capital and homestead questions, as provided by the ordinances
1.

of this convention.

Read and adopted

in convention,

August

25th, 1877.
C.

J.

JENKINS,

President Constitutional Convention.
Attest:

JAMES COOPER NISBET,
Secretary.

Void bonds not

to be paid. Neither the General

Assembly nor any other authority or officer of this State shall ever have power
to pay or recognize as legal, or in any sense valid or binding upon the
State, any direct bonds, or currency bonds, gold bonds, or the State's
2-8805. (6618)
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£

alleged guaranty or indorsement of any railroad Loud-,, or ally

bonds, guaranties, or indorsements heretofore declared to be illej
fraudulent, or void by act or resolution of the legislature of the
or that may be declared illegal, fraudulent, or void by act or resolution
of the legislature originating this

amendment,

viz.

:

The

State gold bonds

issued under the Act of October 17th, 1870, in aid of the Brunswick and

Albany Railroad Company; the currency bonds issued under the Act of
August 27th, 1870; the quarterly gold bonds issued under the Act of
September 15th, 1870, which are enumerated in the Act of August 23,
1872; the indorsement of the State upon the bonds of the Brunswick
and Albany Railroad Company, made under the Act of March 18th,
1869; the indorsement of the State upon the bonds of the Cartersville
and Van Wert Railroad Company and of the Cherokee Railroad Company; the indorsement of the State upon the bonds of the Bainbridge,
Cuthbert, and Columbus Railroad Company; and all other bonds, guar;

indorsements declared illegal, fraudulent, or void, as herein
provided. Nor shall any General Assembly ever have power to provide
for the reindorsement of such railroad bonds, or to place the State's
guaranty upon the same or to provide for the indorsement or guaranty
anties, or

;

by the State of any new bonds issued

in lieu of, or to

pay

off or retire,

such railroad bonds, by any railroad company; or to issue bonds of the
State to such railroad companies, or other persons in payment, or in lieu
of such indorsed bonds, or other bonds herein declared illegal or to lend
the aid or credit of the State, by any act, resolution, or law, to such railroad companies, or to other incorporated companies or persons acquiring or succeeding to the rights and franchises of said companies or to
buy the railroads of such companies or to submit the question of the
liability of the State upon any of the bonds or indorsements upon bonds,
or other guaranty herein declared illegal, fraudulent, and void, or upon
any claim for money advanced upon said bonds, indorsements, or guaranties, or expended by said companies or other person in and about the
;

;

;

construction of said railroads, to the decision of any court, tribunal, or
person whatever; or to pay, assume, or secure, directly or indirectly, by

any act, resolution, or law, any money advanced or claimed to have been
advanced on the bonds, indorsements, or guaranties herein declared invalid.

(Acts 1875,

Cross-reference.

p.

27; 1877, p. 24.)

—Certain bonds
Chapter

2-89.

not to be paid, see

§

2-5901.

Governor's Proclamation.

Sec.
2-8901.

Adoption of Constitution. Capital of State.
Homestead.

2-8901.

(6619) Adoption of Constitution.

Capital of State.

Home-

stead.

State of Georgia.

Whereas

a convention of the people of the State of Georgia did assem-

ble at the capital

on the eleventh day of July

and whereas the said
convention did revise the Constitution of the State and provide that the
proposed new Constitution be submitted to the people for ratification or
last;

106

Constitution of the State of Georgia.

§ 2-S901

and whereas the said convention, by ordinances, provided that
the people should vote separately on the question of the location of the
Capital at Atlanta or Milledgeville, and also on the adoption of the homestead of 1S6S or the homestead of 1877:
And whereas, on the first Wednesday in December, the present month,
an election was held in conformity with the law prescribed by the convention, and the vote cast by the citizens of the State was, for ratification
110,442, and against ratification 40,947, being a majority of 69,495 votes
rejection

;

The vote

for the ratification of the Constitution.
of the Capital was, for Atlanta 99,147,

and

of a

homestead was,

for the

homestead

for Milledgeville 55,201, being

The vote

a majority of 43,946 votes for Atlanta.

cast for the location
cast for the adoption

of 1877 94,722,

and

stead of 1868 52,000, being a majority of 42,722 votes for

homethe homestead
for the

of 1877.

Alfred H. Colquitt, Governor and Commander in
chief of the State of Georgia, do issue this my proclamation, declaring
that the Constitution adopted by the convention at Atlanta, in the year

Now,

therefore,

I,

Lord one thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven, is ratified
by the people of the State of Georgia, and is now the Constitution of the

of our

State.

Also, that Atlanta

And

Georgia.
ject of the

is

declared to be the Capital of the State of

that the Article adopted

homestead forms a part

of the

by the convention on the sub-

new

Constitution.

my

hand and the great seal of the State, at the capitol in
Atlanta, this twenty-first day of December, in the year of our Lord, one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-seven.
Given under

ALFRED
By

H.

COLQUITT.

the Governor:

N. C.

BARNETT,
Secretary of State.

ABATEMENT OF ACTIONS:

See Title

3,

Actions, Chapter 3-5.

ABDUCTION: See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment, Chapter 26-16.
ABORTION: See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment, Chapter 26-11.
ABRAHAM BALDWIN AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE: See Title
32,

Education, Chapter 32-1.

ABSOLUTE ESTATES: See Title 85, Property, Chapter 85-5.
ACADEMY FOR THE BLIND: See Title 35, Eleemosynary Institutions,

Chapter

35-7.

ACCESSION: See Title 85, Property, Chapters 85-6, 85-17.
ACCESSORIES TO CRIME: See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment,
Chapter

26-6.

ACCIDENT LIABILITY INSURANCE:

ACCORD AND SATISFACTION:

See Title

56,

Insurance.

See Title 20, Contracts, Chapter

20-12.

ACCOUNTANTS:

See Title 84, Professions, Businesses, and Trades,

Chapter 84-2.

ACCUSATIONS:

See Title 27, Criminal Procedure, Chapter 27-7.

TITLE

3.

ACTIONS.
Chap.

Sec.

General principles

3-101

3- 2.

Venue

3-201

3- 3.

Actions against joint or joint and several contractors and copartners. 3-301

3- 4.

Making

3- 5.

Abatement,

3- 6.
3- 7.

Pendency of another action and former recovery
Limitation of actions on contracts; periods of limitations

3- 8.

Disabilities, etc., affecting

3- 9.

New

3-10.

Limitation of actions for torts

3-

1.

parties pending action

3-401

and renewal of actions

retraxit, dismissal,

3-501

3-601
3-701

running of limitations

3-801

promise affecting running of limitations

3-901

3-1001

CROSS-REFERENCES.
Commencement

of actions:

Creditor's suit:

See Title 37, Equity,

See Title

Forcible entry and detainer:

Judgment:

See Title

Jurisdiction:

Process:

110,

See Title

See Title

Writs of error:

81,

81,

Pleading and Practice, Chapter

Chapter

81-1.

37-4.

See Title 105, Torts, Chapter 105-16.

Verdict and Judgment.

24, Courts.

Pleading and Practice, Chapter

See Title

6,

81-2.

Appeal and Error, Chapters 6-7 to

6-18.

See, also, Title 6, Appeal and Error; Title 8, Attachment; Title 19, Certiorari;
Title 24, Courts; Title 27, Criminal Procedure; Title 33, Ejectment; Title 37,
Equity; Title 38, Evidence; Title 39, Executions and Proceedings Thereunder;
Title 46, Garnishment; Title 50, Habeas Corpus; Title 55, Injunctions and Receivers; Title 59, Juries; Title 64, Mandamus, Quo Warranto, and Prohibition;
Title 70, New Trial; Title 81, Pleading and Practice; Title 107, Trover; Title 110,

Verdict and Judgment.

CHAPTER

3-1.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES.
Sec.

Sec.
3-101.

Action

3-109.

defined.

3-102.

Civil action defined.

3-103.

Penal action defined; party plaintiff.

3-104.

Distinctions of actions abolished.

3-105.

Remedy provided for every right.
Demand unnecessary to com-

3-106.

mence

action.

Implied obligations to pay.

3-108.

Parties to actions on contracts.

(5507) Action defined.

Parties to actions for torts.
Joinder of claims by or against
different persons.

3-111.

Separate suit by tenant

3-112.

Consolidation of cases.

3-113.

Different claims

3-115.

—An

in

com-

mon.

3-114.

3-107.

3-101.

3-110.

may

be joined,

when.
Concurrent suits, right to pursue.
Suits by infant not void; amendment.

action

is

the judicial

means

of en-

forcing a right.

—

Cross-references. Choses in action defined, see
vive judgment as original action, see § 110-1005.

§

85-1801.

Scire facias to re-

Actions.

§ 3-102

3-102.

(550°) Civil action defined.

108

—A

civil

action

one founded on

is

private rights, arising' cither from contract or tort.
Cross-reference.

— Equity

jurisdiction, see § 37-120.

(5510) Penal action defined; party plaintiff.

3-103.

one allowed

—A penal action

pursuance of public justice under particular laws.

in

If

is

no

authorized to be the plaintiff therein, the State, or the
Governor, or the Attorney General or solicitor general may be the
special officer

is

plaintiff.

3-104.

Distinctions of actions abolished.

(5508")

—

Bills in equity

and

and mixed, are abolished.
An action may be against the person, or against property, or both. Generally, a proceeding- against the person shall bind the property also and
a proceeding against property, without service on the person, shall bind
all

distinctions of actions into real, personal,

only the particular property. (Acts 1887,
Cross-references.

— Effect

p. 64.)

where defendant was served, see

of prior attachment

3-605.
Enforcement of decrees by attachment and execution, see § 37-123. Full
legal and equitable relief granted in superior courts, see § 37-901.
Plaintiff required to elect between suits, see § 3-601. Election of remedies, see § 105-105.
§

Remedy provided

—

every right. For every right
there shall be a remedy, and every court having jurisdiction of the one
may, if necessary, frame the other.
3-105.

(5506)

for

—

Cross-references. Breach of contract, see § 85-1802; of legal duty, see § 105-103;
Powers of courts,
of private duties, see § 105-104; of public duty, see § 105-101.
see § 24-104.
Tort defined, see § 105-101. Who may sue in equity, see § 37-1001;
slander of title, see § 105-1411; trespass, see §§ 105-1406, 105-1703.

—

unnecessary to commence action. No demand
shall be necessary to the commencement of an action, except in such
cases as the law or the contract prescribes.
3-106.

(5512)

Demand

—

Cross-references. Abatement of nuisance by alienee, see § 72-105. Attorney's
Assessment against bank stockholder, see
fees in promissory note, see § 20-506.
$ 13-822.
Interest from demand, see §§ 57-107, 57-110. Money collected by officers
and attorneys, see §§ 9^17, 24-206. Suits against justices, see § 24-701. Suits
against municipalities, see § 69-308. Tender in trover, see § 107-104.

3-107.

(5513) Implied obligations to pay.

— Ordinarily, when

one ren-

ders services or transfers property valuable to another, which the latter

implied to pay the reasonable value thereof; but
this presumption does not usually arise in cases between very near relaaccepts, a promise

(90 Ga. 581 (16 S. E. 349).)

tives.

Cross-references.

— Agent's

sumed between near
§

is

commission and expenses, see

relatives, see

§

108-116.

§

4-212.

Gift

pre-

Implied contract to pay rent, see

61-103.

—

(5516) Parties to actions on contracts. As a general rule, the
action on a contract, whether express or implied, or whether by parol or
under seal, or of record, shall be brought in the name of the party in
3-108.

whom

the legal interest in such contract

who made

it

in

is

vested,

and against the party

person or by agent.

—

Cross-references. Action against purchaser at sheriff's sale, see § 39-1302. Bond
Assignment
of public officers, see § 89-905. Agent's right of action, see § 4-404.
Assignment of liens, see § 67-1705. Consideraof choses in action, see § 85-1803.
Grounds of demurrer, see § 81-304. New
tion moving from another, see § 20-306.
may sue in equity,
parties or cause of action by amendment, see § 81-1303.
Suit for recovery of penalty for violation of ten-hoursee §§ 37-1001 to 37-1006.
a-day labor law, see § 54-204.

Who

Actions.

109

§3-114

•

—

(5517) Parties to actions for torts. An action for a tort shall,
in general, be brought in the name of the person whose legal right
3-109.

I

been affected, and

who was

the injury thereto

was committed, and against the party committing

legally interested in the property at the time

the

by himself, his servant, or agent in his employment.

injury, either

— Abatement

of tort action by death of parties, see § 3-~
Agent's right of action,
§§ 4-403, 4-409.
§§ 4-404, 4-405. Bailee and bailor, see § 105-1704. False imprisonment by joint act
Nonjoinder or misjoinder of parties as grounds of deof several, see § 105-903.
murrer, see § 81-304. Recovery for tort to wife or children, see § 53-511. Injury
Injuries to person or pt
to its employees by railroad, see §§ 66-401 to 66-410.
Corporal punishment of minor-.
erty by railroad, see §§ 94-701 to 94-710.
Partner's liability for fraud
Parties generally in equity, see § 37-1004.
§ 54-206.
and torts, see §§ 75-307, 75-308. Principal bound for negligence or fraud of agent,
Procurer of wrong as joint
Privity in tort actions, see § 105-106.
see § 4-311.
Recovery for homicide, see §§ 105-1302, 105-1306,
wrongdoer, see § 105-1207.
105-1307, 105-1309. Remaindermen and reversioners, see § 105-1705. Seduction of
daughter, see § 105-1204. Title to land, see § 105-1404. Torts by wife, child, servPrincipal's liability for agent's trespass, see § 4-312.
ant, etc, see § 105-108.

Cross-references.

Agent's individual

liability,

see

—

Editorial Note. This section modified
tions may not be assigned.

by

§

by

(5515, 5523) Joinder of claims

3-110.

85-1805, providing that certain ac-

or against different persons.

Distinct and separate claims of or against different persons shall not be

joined in the

same

action.

Where

the

damage

as well as the interest

is

several, each party injured shall sue separately.

—

Cross-references. Bill of peace to avoid multiplicity of suits, see § 37-1501.
Multiplicity as ground for consolidation, see § 37-1007.
Parties, generally, in
equity, see § 37-1004.
New cause of action or parties by amendment, see § 81-1303.
When several claimants may not join in ejectment, see § 33-113. Joint owner
suing alone in ejectment, see § 33-103. Remainderman or reversioner and tenant,
joint suit by, for injury to estate, see § 105-1705.

(5518) Separate suit

3-111.

mon need

by tenant

not join his cotenant, but

and the judgment

in

common.

in

may

—A tenant

com-

in

sue separately for his interest,

such case shall affect only himself.

—

Cross-references. Definition of tenant in common, see § 85-1001. Rights and
cotenants, see § 85-1003. Joint owners suing alone in ejectment, see

liabilities of
§

33-103.

—

Suits between the same par(5520) Consolidation of cases.
arising under the same contract, involving the same pleas and upon

3-112.
ties,

which the same verdict may be rendered, may be consolidated
aggregate amount shall not exceed the jurisdiction of the court.
688; 65 Ga. 257.)

if

the

(67 Ga.

—

Bill of peace to avoid multiplicity of suits, see § 37-1501. Mulfor consolidation, see § 37-1007.
Joinder of legal and equitable
actions, see §§ 37-901, 37-902, 81-101.

Cross-references.

tiplicity

ground

Different claims

3-113. (5521)

may

be joined, when.

may
may in

ing ex contractu between the same parties
action,

and

all

claims arising ex delicto

The defendant may
tiff

—All claims

be joined
like

in the

manner be

aris-

same

joined.

also set up, as a defense, all claims against the plain-

of a similar nature with the plaintiff's

demand.

—

Cross-references.
Cross-bills, see § 81-106.
Recoupment, see §§ 20-1311 to
20-1314.
Plea of set-off, see § 81-801.
Set-off of mutual debts, see § 20-1303.
Rights of assignee of chose in action, see § 85-1803. When several claimants can
not be joined in ejectment, see § 33-113.

3-114.

sue any

(5522) Concurrent suits, right to pursue.

number

—A

plaintiff

may

pur-

of consistent concurrent remedies against different per-

§3-115

IK

Actions.

sons until he shall obtain a satisfaction from some of them.
S.

(,9

(82 Ga. 655

E. 5^7).)

—

Cross-references. Court first taking retains where jurisdiction concurrent, see
37-122.
Suit pending in another State,
Plaintiff required to elect, see § 3-601.
see §§ 3-602, 3-603.
§

3-115.

by infant not void; amendment.

(5524) Suits

—A

comand al-

suit

menced and prosecuted by an infant alone shall not be void
though the suit may be defective in wanting a guardian or next friend,
the defect shall be amendable before verdict and cured by verdict.
;

—

Cross-references. Action to recover for corporal punishment by employer, see
54-206.
Bond of prochein ami. see §§ 24-3348, 24-3365. Guardian for persons
under disabilities, see § 37-1003. When guardian must be appointed for minors,
see § 37-1304.
Paying proceeds of suit to guardian^or prochein ami, see § 24-3348.
Amendable defects, arrest of judgment for, see § 110-705.
§

CHAPTER

VENUE.

3-2.
Sec.

Sec.
3-201.

Civil cases at law.

2>-2Q7.

3-202.

Equitable proceedings.
Suits respecting title to land.

3_208.

3-203.

3-204.

3-206.

3 _2H

Costs

3 _ 2 09.

Joint or joint and several obligors, joint contractors, partners, etc.

3-205.

3_210.

Change of venue; grounds.
County, how selected.
Transcript of order and record.
Further proceedings after trans-

Maker and indorser

of note residing in different counties.

f er

3_

2U

[

Suits b J count

count

inst
.

Citizens of another State.

3-201.

(5526) Civil cases at law.

—All

civil

cases at law (except as

otherwise provided by law) shall be tried in the county wherein the de-

fendant resides.

—

Cross-references. Venue in criminal proceedings, see Title 27, Criminal ProConstitutional provisions, see §§ 2-4301 to 2-4401.
cedure, Chapters 27-11, 27-12.
Claims at sales of personalty by executors, etc., see §§ 49-210, 113-1803. Where
corporations sued, see § 22-1102. Divorce cases, see § 2-4301. Domicile of Public
Domicile of transients, see § 79-402.
EnService Commission, see § 93-211.
Equitable proceedings, see §§ 2-4303,
forcement of trust deeds, see § 67-1201.
Express companies, see § 41-201. Foreclosure of mortgage on realty, see
3-202.
Foreclosure of mortgage on personalty, see § 67-701. Joint obligors,
§ 67-201.
contractors, partners, etc., see §§ 2-4304, 3-301. Jurisdiction by consent and waiver,
Maker and indorser, etc., see §§ 2-4305, 3-303, 14-1803. Pleas to
see § 24-112.
Railroads and electric companies, see § 94-1101 and
jurisdiction, see § 81-501.
cross-references thereunder. Tenant holding over, see § 61-304. Proceedings by
county for taxes due from another county, see §§ 92-6218, 92-6219, 92-6620. Workmen's compensation, see § 114-706.

—

(5527) Equitable proceedings. All petitions for equitable relief
shall be filed in the county of the residence of one of the defendants
against whom substantial relief is prayed, except in cases of injunctions
3-202.

pending proceedings, when the petition may be
where the proceedings shall be pending, provided no
to matters not included in such litigation.

to stay

3-203.
title to

the land

(5528) Suits respecting

title to

land.

—All

filed in

the county

relief is

prayed as

suits respecting the

land shall be tried in the superior court of the county wherein
lies.

—

Cross-reference. Exclusive jurisdiction of superior courts over actions respecting titles to land, see § 2-3201.

Actions.

Ill

§3-211

(5529) Joint or joint and several obligors, joint contractors,
partners, etc. Joint or joint and several obligors or promisors, or joint
3-204.

—

contractors, or copartners, residing

such in the same action in any county
fendants shall reside.
Cross-reference.

— Indorser

sued

with

may

different counties,

in

in

which one or more

maker,

drawer,

or

or

d as

1

of the de-

acceptor,

see

§ 14-1803.

Maker and indorser of note residing in different counWhen a maker and indorser of a promissory note shall reside in
ties.
different counties, they may be sued in the same action in the county
where the maker shall reside.
3-205.

(5530)

—

3-206. (5531)

Citizens of another State.

—A

3-207. (5532)

Change

—Whenever, by an examina-

person not a citizen of
this State, passing through or sojourning temporarily in the State, may
be sued in any county thereof in which he may be at the time when sued.
of venue; grounds.

tion voir dire of the persons

whose names

are on the jury

list

and who

are compellable to serve on the jury, the presiding judge shall be satisfied that an impartial jury cannot be obtained in the county where any

cause is pending, such civil cause may be transferred to any county
(Acts 1884-5,
that may be agreed upon by the parties or their counsel.
civil

p. 35.)

County,

3-208. (5533)

how

selected.

—In the event the parties or their

counsel shall fail or refuse to agree upon any county in which to try
the cause pending, the judge may select the county in which the same

and have the cause transferred accordingly; and the judge
of the superior court may, when any civil cause has been once transferred, again change the venue from the county to which the transfer
was first made to any other county, in the same manner as the venue
was first changed from the county in which said civil cause was original(Acts 1884-5, p. 35.)
ly commenced.
shall be tried

—

and record. The clerk of the superior court of the county from which the cause shall have been transferred shall send a true transcript of the order for the change of venue,
3-209. (5534) Transcript of order

together with the original record in such cause, including depositions
and orders and all pleadings, to the superior court of the county to which
the case shall have been transferred. (Acts 1884-5,
Cross-reference.

3-210.
shall

as

if

— Records

p. 35.)

not to be removed from county, see

(5535) Further proceedings after transfer.

§

— After

24-108.

the

cause

have been transferred, all further proceedings shall be conducted
said cause were originally commenced in the court to which the

same was
3-211.

(Acts 1884-5,

transferred.

(5536) Costs.

—All

costs

p. 35.)

which

shall

have accrued

at the time
of
the
transfer
cause
shall,
at
the
the
termination of said cause, be
of
party
or
parties
the
against
paid by
whom the same may be assessed to
the proper officers of the county from which the cause was transferred.

(Acts 1884-5,

p. 35.)

Cross-reference.

— Costs,

when and how

collected, see

§

24-3409.

§

112

Actions.

3-212

— In

by one
county against another county in the county sued, the judge shall change
the venue to a county adjoining the one in which suit is brought, on the
motion of the plaintiff, supported by the oath of the ordinary, chairman
or other presiding official of the board of county commissioners, commissioners of roads and revenues, or other body having jurisdiction and
3-212.

by county against county.

(5537) Suits

management

of

county

affairs (as the case

may

all

suits

be) of the county bring-

opinion a fair and impartial trial cannot be had
(Acts 1898, p. 88.)
in the county in which suit is brought.
ing such

suit, that in his

CHAPTER 3-3. ACTIONS AGAINST JOINT OR JOINT AND
SEVERAL CONTRACTORS AND COPARTNERS.
Sec.

Sec.

Several joint contractors or copartners sued in same action;
representative made party in
case of death

3-301.

Plea of infancy in suit against
joint obligors or promisors;
effect of sustaining plea.

3-302.

3-301.

3-303.

When maker

3-304.

Suit on attachment bond of plaintiff; service of process.

3 _ 2Q5

Suits against representative
obligor; accrual of right
action.

and indorser of
note reside in different counservice of Process.

ties
^

^

(5591) Several joint contractors or copartners sued in

action; representative

made party

in case of death.

—When two or

of
of

same
more

and several contractors, or copartners shall be
sued in the same action, and service shall be perfected on one or more
of said contractors or copartners, and the officer serving the writ shall
joint contractors, or joint

may

proceed to judgment and execution against the defendants served with process, in the
same manner as if they were the sole defendants and if either of the
defendants shall die pending such action, his representative may be made
a party, and the case proceed to judgment and execution as in other
cases against the representatives of deceased persons. (Act 1820, Cobb,
return that the rest are not to be found, plaintiff

;

485.)

—

Cross-references. Joinder of indorser as codefendant with maker, see § 14-1803.
by and against partnership, see § 75-312. Venue of suit against indorser and
maker residing in different counties, see § 3-205. Venue of suit against joint contractors residing in different counties, see § 3-204. Judgment and execution, see
Suits

§

39-117.

3-302.
isors

;

(5593) Plea of infancy in suit against joint obligors or prom-

effect of sustaining plea.

promisors, any one or more

— In

cases against joint obligors or
of the parties may plead infancy; if such
all

plea shall be sustained, the action shall not abate, but the court shall
award judgment, as in cases of nonsuit, in favor of the party or parties
so pleading, and permit the plaintiff to proceed against the other de-

fendant or defendants without further delay or costs.

(Act 1823, Cobb,

488.)
Cross-reference.
see § 3-504.

— Nonabatement
When maker

of action

where some of defendants not

liable,

and indorser of note reside in different
counties; service of process. Where the maker and indorser of a promissory note who reside in different counties' are sued in the county where
the maker resides, as provided by section 3-205, service of a copy of the
3-303.

(5594)

—

Actions.

113
petition

§3

and process on the indorser, as provided

deemed

obligors and promisors, shall be

the case of /Ant

in

sufficient.

—

Cross-references. See § 3-201 and cross-references thereunder.
and process generally, see § 81-202.

Service of

p<

-

tion

3-304.

—When

(5595) Suit on attachment

who

a person

bond

of plaintiff; service of procc

has been a defendant

in

attachment desires

V,

the plaintiff for damages, and the plaintiff shall not reside in this State,
it

shall be sufficient to serve a

copy

of the petition

and proce

-.

on the

bond given by the plaintiff, and the action may proceed
against both principal and security. (Acts 1855-6, p. 38.)
security to the

Cross-reference.

— Service

3-305. (5596, 5597)

of petition

and process generally, see

§

81-202.

Suits against representative of obligor; accrual of

—Where

any person shall be in possession fin his own
right, or in any other capacity) of any note, bill, bond, or other obligation in writing, signed by two or more persons, and one or more of the
persons whose names are so signed shall die before the payment of the
money or the compliance with the conditions of said bond or obligation
in writing, the person holding such bill, bond, note, or other obligation
right of action.

not be compelled to sue the survivors alone, but may at
his discretion sue the survivor or survivors, or the representatives of
such deceased person or persons, or survivor or survivors, in the same
in writing shall

action with the representative or representatives of such deceased per-

Provided, that nothing herein contained shall authorize
son or persons
the bringing of an action against the representative of any estate, until
12 months after the probate of the will or the granting of letters of administration on such estate or estates. This section shall be so construed as to embrace debts against copartners as well as against joint
:

or joint and several contractors. '(Act 1818, Cobb, 483; Acts 1858, p. 86.)
Cross-references. Administrator de bonis non may be made party, see § 3-411.
Plaintiff may proceed against surviving defendant when one dies pending suit, see
Twelve months' exemption of executors and administrators from suit,
§ 3-506.
Actions by and against partnership, see § 75-312. Extent of a
see § 113-1526.

—

partnership, see

§

CHAPTER

75-103.

3-4.

MAKING PARTIES PENDING ACTION.
Sec.

Sec.
3-401.

3-402.

made on motion.
Party defendant, how and when
Parties plaintiff

made.

3-412.

3-403.

Successor of executor, administrator, or guardian may be

3-404.

Parties

3-405.

Time

3-406.

Parties in claim cases, making.

3-407.

How

3-408.

support assigned.
Death of party before appeal

made

party.

made

in

of trial

parties

where

made when

year's

Revival of suit by appeal;

Administrator de bonis non may
be made party.
Contents of writ of scire facias.
Scire facias issued, served and
returned how.

3-414.

Scire

3-415.

Representatives of

facias against
different counties.

made

parties made.

parties

is

3-417.

Representatives of garnishees
may be made parties.

in

plaintiff, how
when defendant

How

parties

made when both

and defendant

Representatives

of

usee

die.

made

parties.
3-418.

trial

on appeal.

parties

nonresident.
3-416.

plaintiff

entered; judgment where no
appeal is entered.

3-410.

3-413.

term or vaca-

tion.

3-409.

3-411.

3-419.

Successors of trustees or receivers may be made parties.
Execution against deceased defendants.

Actions.

§3-401
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—

(5598) Parties plaintiff made on motion. When a plaintiff in
any cause shall die. the executor or administrator of such plaintiff may
be made a party on motion, to be made in writing, of which the de3-401.

fendants or their counsel shall have notice.
Cross-reference.

— Making

(Acts 1859,

parties in equity, see

p. 49.)

37-903, 37-1005.

§

—

(5599) Party defendant, how and when made. When the defendant shall die pending a suit, the plaintiff may sue out a scire facias
3-402.

immediately after the expiration of 12 months from the probate of the
will or granting of letters of administration, requiring the executor or
administrator to appear and answer to the cause.

—-Newly-appointed

Cross-reference.-

made

§

3-502.

may

(5600) Successor of executor, administrator, or guardian

3-403.

be

administrator, tsee

party.

—Upon the death of any executor, administrator or guar-

upon the revocation

dian, or

pending

of his letters

suit

by or against

such executor, administrator or guardian, as such, and such death or
removal being suggested of record, a scire facias may issue to make the
successor of such deceased or removed person a party at any time after
his appointment and qualification, instead of the deceased or removed
executor, administrator or guardian. (Acts 1859, p. 49.)

—

Cross-references. Contents of scire facias
administrator, see § 3-502.

for

making

parties,

see

3-412.

§

Newly appointed

(5601) Parties

3-404.

made

in

term or vacation.

—Where for any cause

becomes necessary or proper to make parties, the judge shall cause a
rule to be prepared, signed by him, either in term time or vacation, callit

ing on the person to

show cause why he should not be made

the answer to which rule

may

be heard in term or vacation.

a party,

(Acts 1895,

P- 47.)

Cross-references.

— Contents

parties in Supreme Court, see
and served, see § 3-413.

3-405.

(5602, 5659)

of scire facias to make parties, see § 3-412. Making
24-4543.
scire facias to make parties issued

How

§

Time

of trial

where

parties

made.

—In

all

cases,

which representatives of deceased parties are made, the
new party shall be entitled to the same time within which to prepare
for trial as if he had been one of the original parties to the cause; but
in all cases any original or new party may consent to the trial at the

except those

first

in

term, provided the case

is

ready for

trial.

(Acts 1895,

p. 47.)

Cross-references.— Time for
equity, see

3-406.

§

37-1102.

trial generally, see § 24-3320.
Time for trial in
Trial at first term by consent, see § 37-1102.

(5603) Parties in claim cases, making.

— In

all

cases where a

claim shall be interposed to property levied upon by virtue of a
facias or

attachment from any of the courts,

in

fieri

favor of one or more per-

and pending such claim one of the plaintiffs shall die, the case shall
proceed in the name of the survivor; and on the death of the last or only
plaintiff, the executor or administrator of such deceased may, on motion,
be made a party instanter, and said case shall proceed without further
delay. (Act 1836, Cobb, 535.)
son-,

Cross-reference.
§

3-417.

— Representative

of

deceased usee

must be made

party,

see

—
-

Actions,
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How

g

made when

3-412

support assigned.
When a party plaintiff shall die pending a suit on any chose in action,
and the chose in action shall be assigned to the widow, or wide
3-407.

(5604)

parties

any part

children, or children only, of decedent, as

support, the

widow

year's

of a

for herself, or for the use of herself

tv.

and children, and

event of children only, a next friend for said children, may be
a party plaintiff upon the same terms and in the same manner that administrators are made parties plaintiff to suits in favor of their intestate,
in the

upon the submission by such person to the court of a certified copy
assignment; and the action shall proceed in the name of parties so m<
(Acts 1878-9,

p. 148.)

—

Cross-references. Right of family to year's support, see § 113-1002.
administrator made party on motion when plaintiff dies, see § 3-401.

3-408.

(5605) Death of party before appeal

no appeal
pending a

is

entered.

—When

is

Plaintiff's

entered; judgment where

either the plaintiff or defendant shall die

or after a cause shall have been tried and before the

trial,

expiration of the time within which such party,

if

living,

might enter

an appeal, and no appeal shall have been entered, the legal representatives of such party dying may enter an appeal within 30 days from the
time such executor or administrator shall have been qualified and if
such appeal shall not be entered within the time herein prescribed, judgment may be entered and execution issued as though the, deceased party
were in life, without making the representative a party. (Act 1843,
Cobb, 502.)
;

—

Cross-references. Time for entry of appeals from ordinary's court, see
for entry of appeals to superior court, see § 6-102.

§

6-202.

Time

by appeal;

on appeal.

—When

an
appeal shall be entered as provided in the preceding section, it shall not
be necessary to revive such suit by scire facias, but it shall be revived
by the party appealing giving notice to the adverse party within 30 days
from the time of entering such appeal and when a defendant shall, appeal, said cause shall stand for trial on the appeal docket at the first term
of the court after the expiration of 12 months from the qualification of
such executor or administrator. (Act 1843, Cobb, 502.)
3-409. (5606) Revival of suit

trial

;

Cross-references.

exemption from

—Appeal as de novo investigation, see
allowed administrator, see

suit

§

Twelve months'

§ 6-501.
113-1526.

—

(5607) Representatives of garnishees may be made parties.
any person, after being summoned as garnishee, shall die either

3-410.

When

before or after answer, the executor or administrator of such person shall
be made a party by scire facias.
3-411. (5608) Administrator de bonis

—

non may be made party. In
of any executor or administra-

case of the death or removal from office
tor, pending such proceedings as are prescribed in the preceding sections,

an administrator de bonis non
(Act 1843, Cobb, 414.)
Cross-references.
§§
§

3-502,
3-305.

3-412.

113-2107.

may

be

made

a party in like manner.

— Revocation

of letters testamentary not to abate suit, see
Right to sue representative of deceased joint obligor, see

(5609) Contents of writ of scire facias.

for the purpose of

making

parties to

any

suit

—In writs
pending

of scire facias

in the superior

•

§

116

Actions.

3-413

names of the parties, the term
of the court to which said cause was made returnable, and the name of
the suit or action, requiring the party to show cause why he should not
be made a party to said cause, without setting forth the substance of the
courts,

shall be sufficient to state the

it

petition or the proceedings thereon.
Cross-references.

— Making

Right to amend scire
3-413.

(Act 1841, Cobb, 474.)

parties by rule during vacation or term, see
§ 81-1311.

§

3-404.

facias, see

—

and returned how. All writs
make parties shall be issued, served, and returned as
sections 3-404, 110-1006 and 110-1007.

(5610)

Scire facias, issued, served

of scire facias to

provided

in

—

Cross-references. Scire facias to revive dormant judgment as continuation of
old case, see § 110-1005. Scire facias to revive judgment, see § 110-1003.

3-414.

(5611) Scire facias against parties in different counties.

—In

cases where there shall be several parties to be served with scire facias,

and any one or more of them shall reside out of the State or county in
which the suit shall be pending, a service upon- those residing in the
county where the suit shall be pending and a return that the others are
not to be found, shall be sufficient to authorize the making of the representatives of deceased plaintiff or defendant parties, so as to authorize
the original suit, in the

name

and judgment as though all
facias.
(Act 1845, Cobb, 476.)
3-415.

made, to proceed to
such parties had been served with

of the parties so

(5612) Representatives of plaintiff,

fendant nonresident.

— In

all

how made

parties

trial

scire

when

de-

cases where a defendant duly served with

process shall reside out of this State, or shall remove therefrom during
the pendency of said cause, and the plaintiff shall die, his legal representatives shall be
3-416.

(5613)

made

How

parties on

parties

motion and without

made when both

notice.

plaintiff

and defendant

— When

both plaintiff and defendant die before a scire facias shall
issue to make parties, the action shall not abate, but scire facias may
issue on the motion of the representative of either party against the
representative of the other and the cause shall proceed to judgment.
die.

§

Cross-references.— Nonabatement of tort action where either party
3-505. Making parties in attachment proceedings when either party

dies,
dies,

see
see

§§ 8-607 to 8-609.-

3_417.

made
must be made

(5614) Representatives of usee

of the usee, his representatives

parties.

— On

the death

parties, as hereinbefore

provided, before the cause shall proceed, even in a claim case.

—

Cross-references. Assignment of choses in action, see § 85-1803. How parties
Parties to contract actions, see § 3-108. Reprein claim cases, see § 3-406.
sentative of claimant as party, see § 24-3313.

made

3-418.

(5615) Successors of trustees or receivers

may

be made parties.

— On the death of a trustee or receiver, pending a suit to which he may
be a party as such, the same shall not abate, but his successor may
be made a party thereto by scire facias, and said cause shall proceed to

judgment.

(Acts 1859,

Cross-reference.

p. 48.)

— Nonabatement

of suit

by removal of guardian,

—

see

§

49-234.

(5616) Execution against deceased defendants. On the death
of a defendant after final judgment, when no execution shall have been
3-419.

Actions.
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§

may

issued previously to such death, execution

death had not taken place.

— Issuance

Cross-reference.

CHAPTER

(Acts 1873,

issue as

though such

p. 21.)

of execution and levy, sec

§

39-101.

ABATEMENT, RETRAXIT, DISMISSAL, AND
RENEWAL OF ACTIONS.

3-5.

Sec.

Sec.

3-501.

When

does not abate on

3-507.

Retraxit; definition; effect

3-508.

How

3-502.

death of party.
Suits against removed executor
not to abate.

3-503.

Death

of one of several administrators not to abate suit.

3-509.

Renewal

suit

retraxit differs from dismissal, nonsuit, or discontin-

uance.
of suits in

forma pau-

peris.

3-504.

Abatement where one

sev-

3-510.

Actions dismissable at any time;
entry of dismissal on docket;

3-505.

defendants not liable.
Action for tort not to abate
by death of either party.

3-511.

Informality not to require dis-

of

eral

Death

3-506.

one

of

several

of

effect of filin - set-off claim.

missal.

de-

fendants.

When

—

on death of party. No suit
shall abate by the death of either party, where such cause of action shall
in any case survive to or against the legal representatives of the deceased
(Act 1799, Cobb,
party, either in the same or any other form of action.
3-501.

(5617)

suit does not abate

472.)

—

Cross-references. Death of party before appeal entered, see
by entry of appeal, see § 3-409.

3-408.

Revival

to abate.

—When

§

of suit

removed executor not

(5618) Suits against

3-502.

may

be revoked and an intestacy for any cause declared, no suit by or against the removed executor shall abate, and the
newly appointed administrator may be made a party plaintiff or defendant in his stead.
letters

testamentary

§

in

113-1526.
113-2107.

—

Twelve months' exemption of administrator from suit, see
Nonabatement of suit where letters of administration revoked, see
Administrator de bonis non made a party, see § 3-411. Making parties

Cross-references.
§

Supreme Court, see
3-503.

§

24-4543.

(5619) Death of one of several administrators not to abate suit.

—An action against two joint administrators or executors shall not abate
by the death

of one, but shall proceed against the survivor.

—

Cross-references. Duties and liabilities of joint executors, see § 113-1504.
cation of letters of one of several administrators, see § 113-2205.

3-504.

An

Abatement where one

(5621)

of several defendants not liable.—

action against several persons shall not abate where

some

Revo-

of the defendants are not liable, but

may

it

appears that

proceed against those

who

are liable.
Cross-references.
§ 3-302.

3-505.

No

Plaintiff

— Continuation

may

strike

of suit where one defendant is an infant, see
of defendant by amendment, see § 81-1306.

name

(4421) Action for tort not to abate

by death

party.—
where the

of either

action for a tort shall abate by the death of either party,

wrongdoer received any benefit from the tort complained of; nor shall
any action for the recovery of damages for homicide, injury to person.
or injury to property abate

by the death

of either party

;

but such cause

118

Actions.

§3-506

of action, in case of the death of the plaintiff, shall, in the event there is

no right

any other person, survive to the personal
the deceased plaintiff, and in case of the death of the

of survivorship in

representative of

defendant, shall survive against said defendant's personal representative.

(Acts 1889,

p. 73.)

—

Cross-references.
How parties made when both
abate bv death of either party, when, see § 3-501.
§£ 105-1301 to 105-1308.

3-506.

{5623) Death of one

of

die,

whom

Action not

3-416.

§

defendants.

several

against two or more defendants, one or more of

pending said action, the

see

Recovery

for homicide,

— In

see

actions

all

have died or

may

may

suggest said death of record,
and proceed against the surviving defendants to the extent of their respective liabilities. (Acts 1859, p. 49.)
die

— Representative

Cross-references.
see

§

plaintiff

Death of codefendant

3-305.

of obligor

may

in ejectment, see

3-507. (5624) Retraxit; definition; effect.

be sued jointly with survivor,
§

33-116.

—A retraxit

is

the open, public,

and voluntary renunciation by the plaintiff, in open court, of his suit or
cause of action; and if this shall be done by the plaintiff, and a judgment
entered thereon by the defendant, the plaintiff's right of action shall be
forever gone.
3-508.

(5625)

—A

How

retraxit differs

from dismissal, nonsuit, or discon-

from a nonsuit, dismission, or discontinuance, in this
A retraxit is positive and conclusive of the plaintiff's right
of action, while a nonsuit, dismission, or discontinuance is negative, and
tinuance.

retraxit differs

:

the plaintiff

may recommence

his suit

on the payment of

—

Cross-references. Effect of nonsuit on limitation of action, see
nonsuit granted, see § 110-310. Renewal of suits, see § 3-808.

costs.
§

3-808.

When

—

forma pauperis. When any suit
and the plaintiff shall desire to recommence his suit, if he will make and file with his petition,
summons, or other proceedings an affidavit in writing, that he is advised
and believes that he has good cause for recommencing his suit, and that
owing to his poverty he is unable to pay the costs that have accrued
in said case, he shall have the right to renew said suit without the pay3-509.

(5626)

Renewal

of suits in

shall be nonsuited, dismissed, or discontinued,

ment

of the cost as aforesaid.

Cross-references.
see § 3-808.

—When

(Acts 1901,

p. 80.)

nonsuit granted, see

§

110-310.

Renewal

of action,

any time; entry of
dismissal on docket; effect of filing set-off claim. The plaintiff in any
action, in any court, may dismiss his action either in vacation or term
time, if he shall not thereby prejudice any right of the defendant, and
if done in term time, the clerk of court or justice of the peace shall enter
3-510.

(4348, 5548, 5627) Actions dismissable at

—

such dismissal on the docket. After a plea of set-off or otherwise shall
have been filed, the plaintiff may not dismiss his action so as to interfere with said plea,

unless by leave of the court on sufficient cause

shown, and on terms prescribed by the court.
Cross-references.

newed, see

§

3-809.

— Limitation

(Act 1843, Cobb, 475.)

on claims pleaded as set-off where
Privilege of dismissal and renewal, see § 3-808.

action

re-

Actio
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°

rs.

:-•

—

No want of form
(5549) Informality not to require dismissal.
or omission of a formality shall vitiate or delay any proceedings, if this
3-511.

Code

shall be substantially

—

Effect of formal objections, see §§ 81-114 and 81-220. Subcompliance with laws generally, see § 102-102,
6.

Cross-references.
stantial

complied with.

1l

CHAPTER

3-6.

PENDENCY OF ANOTHER ACTION AND
FORMER RECOVERY.

Sec.

Sec.

3-601.

3-605.

Attachment excepted from

3-606.

requiring plaintiff to elect.
preceSuits
informers,
by

3-607.

Former recovery and pendency

3-608.

Parol evidence to show matter
covered by judgment.

required

Plaintiff

tween

be-

suits.

Pendency

3-602.

elect

to

of

suit

in

another

dence

State, effect.

3-603.

3-604.

Setting cases involved in
in other States.

suits

of

Checking and postponing cases.

rule

in.

former

suit.

—

between suits. No suitor may
the same time, for the same cause,

3-601. (4331) Plaintiff required to elect

prosecute two actions in the courts at
and against the same party, and in such a case the defendant

may

re-

which he will prosecute, if commenced simultaneously and the pendency of the former shall be a good defense to the
quire the plaintiff to elect
;

latter,

if

commenced

at different times.

—

Cross-references. Concurent jurisdiction of law and equity, see § 37-122. Concurrent suits against different persons, see § 3-114. Creditors' right to pursue
Election between tort and contract, see
person and property, see § 28-105.
Former recovery, pendency of another suit, etc., as de§ § 105-105 and 105-1805.
fense to tort action, see § 105-1805. Plea of former recovery, see § 3-607. WrongElection in equity, see §§ 37-501 to 37-505.
ful discharge of agent, see § 4-215.

3-602. (4332)

Pendency

of suit in another State, effect.

—The pendency

another State shall not abate a suit between the same
parties for the same cause in this State. (86 Ga. 677 (13 S. E. 109).)
of a prior suit in

3-603. Setting cases involved in suits in other States.

made

—Whenever

it

any court that any party to a
cause pending in such court shall have, after the said cause was commenced, instituted proceedings or a suit in any court of any other State
involving the same controversy or cause of action, or in which the judgment which might be rendered might be pleadable in the case in this
State as affecting the relief sought in the case in this State, it shall thereupon be the duty of the judge of the court in which the case is pending
to set the said case specially and ahead of all other business for trial as
the first case at the next ensuing term of said court, except other cases
having precedence for the same cause. (Acts 1922, p. 96.)
shall be

to appear to the judge of

—

Checking and postponing cases. No case so assigned for trial
shall be continued or postponed for any cause whatsoever at the instance
of the party thereto who shall have instituted such case or proceedings
3-604.

more than 30 days. Said case may be checked
or postponed from day to day for good cause for not exceeding 30 days
in the foreign State, for

at the instance of said party, but after being postponed for said 30 days
it shall not be further postponed at his instance.
If said term of court

—
Actions,

3-605

§

120

end within said 30 days and the case shall not have been postponed
beyond said term it shall stand for trial as the first case at the next regular or adjourned term. This section shall not be applied so as to set any
case for trial before the trial term of said case. (Acts 1922, p. 96.)
shall

(4333) Attachment excepted from rule requiring plaintiff to
The rule requiring plaintiff to elect shall not apply to a prior

3-605.
elect.

—

attachment against property where the defendant shall be subsequently
served personally, nor to an attachment sued out pendente lite; but the

judgment

in the case

its

iden-

with the proceedings against the property.

tity

Cross-reference.

the

when

suit is pending, see § 8-104.

by informers, precedence

first filed in office shall

and the

action,

— Attachment

(4334) Suits

3-606.
ers,

against the person shall set out the fact of

in.

—In

have precedence for

by informthe same cause of
suits

latter shall abate.

—

Cross-references. Disposition of forfeitures, see § 92-3912. Period of limitations
Recovery of money paid under gaming consuits by informers, see § 3-714.
Recovery of penalty for constable's acting after removal
tracts, see § 20-505.
from district, see § 24-818.

on

(4335, 5678)

3-607.

A

Former recovery and pendency

of

former

suit.

former recovery, or the pendency of a former suit for the same cause

between the same parties, in the same or any other court that
has jurisdiction, shall be a good cause of abatement; but if the first action
is so defective that no recovery can possibly be had, the pendency of a
of action,

former suit shall not abate the action.

—

Cross-references. Conclusiveness of judgments, see § 110-501. Conclusiveness
judgments validating bonds, see §§ 87-305 and 87-406. Effect of judgment as eviEffect of sustaining demurrer, see § 110-504.
dence, see § 38-623.
Estoppels, see
Former recovery as defense to tort action, see § 105-1805. When for§ 38-114.
mer judgment not a bar. see § 110-503. When illegality cannot go behind judgment, see § 39-1009. When probate of will is conclusive, see §§ 113-602, 113-605.
of

show matter covered by judgment.
Parol evidence shall be admissible to show that a matter apparently covered by the judgment was really not passed upon by the court.
3-608.

(4337) Parol evidence to

Cross-references.
§

Judgment

3-607.

CHAPTER

3-7.

— Pleas

of former recovery
as evidence, see § 38-623.

Sec.

3-703.

upon foreign judgments.
Motions to set aside judgments
and decrees.
...
Actions upon specialties.

3-704.

Statutory rights.

3-705.

Simple contracts

3-706.

Open

3-702.
„

„„

see

suit,

LIMITATION OF ACTIONS ON CONTRACTS;
PERIODS OF LIMITATIONS.

Sec.
3-701.

and pendency of former

Suits

.

.

3-707.

Mutual accounts.

3-708.

Set-offs.

Suits against executors,
istrators, guardians,
tees

adminor trus-

'

M
3-710.
3.711.

in writing.

accounts; breach of conunder hand of party;
implied assumpsit.

tract not

3-709.

3-712.
3-713.
3.714.
3 *7i e
3-715.

trustee barred, cestui que trust
barred

Other actions ex contractu.
Limitations in equity; laches.
Limitations as to trusts.
Suits by informers.
t :~.u *•
±
Limitations to operate
against
*.

•

the State.
3-716.

Municipal claims; executions.

Action s.
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§3

:

—

tiotli and
Editorial Note.
Certain other statutes relating to limitatio
Suit against muparticular proceedings, not found in this Title, are as follows:
Enforcement of lien other than
nicipal corporation for damages, see § 69-308.
Suit-.
Suits against justices, see § 24-703.
mortgages, see § 67-2401, 1[ 2.
Redemption of mortga
recover forfeitures for illegal interest, see § 57-115.
Laches, see § 37-119.
Limitation on attack of pro
property, see § 67-115.
Dormancy of judgment-,, Bee
110-1001.
of wills, see §§ 113-601, 113-605.
Claims against defunct banks presented
tiorari, when to be filed, see § 19-210.
Suits against defunct banks
after time fixed in notice to creditors, see § 13-820.
Action on bond of
for claims rejected or changed as to rank, see § 13-817.
tractor with county, see § 23-1709. Limitations of prosecutions, see § 27-601. How
dower barred, see § 31-110, Us 3, 4. Suit for proceeds of escheated estate,
When no restitution of possession shall be made in forcible entry and
§ 85-1106.
Time within which gift by person lately minor may
detainer, see § 105-1607.
be declared void, see § 48-107. Suits to set aside for fraud in transfer of registered
Suits against railroads for injury to
land, see § 60-419; also, §§ 60-420, 60-704.
employee, see § 66-405. Time for riling claim under workmen's compensation law,
see § 114-305.
I

3-701.

(4354) Suits

upon foreign judgments.

— All

upon judg-

suits

ments obtained out of this State shall be brought within five years after
such judgments shall have been obtained. (Act 1805, Cobb, 564. Acts
1855-6, p. 234.)
3-702.

(4358) Motions to set aside judgments and decrees.

—All

pro-

ceedings of every kind in any court of this State to set aside judgments
or decrees of the courts, shall be made within three years from the ren-

dering of said judgments or decrees.

(Acts 1876,

p. 100.)

—

Cross-references. Distinction between motion to set aside and motion to arrest,
Limitation where fraud prevents action, see § 3-807. Limitation
§ 110-703.
on setting aside judgment on secured debt, see § 110-801.
see

3-703.

(4359) Actions

upon

specialties.

—Actions upon bonds or other

instruments under seal shall be brought within 20 years after the right
of action shall have accrued, but no instrument shall be considered under
seal unless so recited in the body of the instrument. (Act 1806, Cobb, 566.

Acts 1855-6,

p. 234.)

—

§

Cross-references. Sufficiency of bond, see § 102-102, II 7. Definition of seal, see
Limitation on redemption of mortgaged property, see § 67-115.

102-103.

3-704.

(4360) Statutory rights.

—All

suits for the

enforcement of rights

accruing to individuals under statutes, acts of incorporation, or by operation of law, shall be brought within 20 years after the right of action shall

have accrued.

(Acts 1855-6,

p. 234.)

—

Cross-references. Limitation on suits against justices, see § 24-703. When suit
for forfeiture barred, see § 57-115.
Limitation of suits against railroad companies,
see § 93-413. Limitation on suits for workman's compensation, see § 114-305.
Limitations on claims for escheated property, see § 85-1106.

3-705.

(4361) Simple contracts in writing.

—All

actions

upon prom-

issory notes, bills of exchange, or other simple contracts in writing shall

be brought within six years after the same shall have become due and
payable.
Cross-reference.

mortgages, see

§

3-706. (4362)

—Limitations

on enforcement of

liens

on personalty other than

67-2401.

Open accounts; breach

—All

of contract not

under hand of

upon open account, or for the
breach of any contract not under the hand of the party sought to be
charged, or upon any implied assumpsit or undertaking, shall be brought

party; implied assumpsit.

actions

within four years after the right of action shall have accrued.

Cobb, 566.

Acts 1855-6,

p. 234.)

(Act 1809,

§

3-707

Actions.

3-707.

Mutual accounts.

(4363)

— In

122

order to

make such

a mutual ac-

count as will prevent the statute of limitations from beginning to run except from the date of the last item thereof, there shall be an indebtedness on both sides. Mere entries of credits of partial payments shall not be
(SO Ga. 1 (5 S. E. 290).)
sufficient

—

(5673) Set-offs. The statute of limitations applies to the subject-matter of set-offs, as well as to the plaintiff's demand.
3-708.

(4366) Suits against executors, administrators, guardians, or
trustees.
All actions against executors, administrators, guardians, or
3-709.

—

trustees, except on their bonds, shall be

brought within 10 years after

the right of action shall have accrued.
Cross-reference.

— Right of ward

to reopen settlement, see & 49-312.

(4367) Trustee barred, cestui que trust barred.

3-710.

—Where

the

trustee shall be barred, the beneficiaries of the estate represented by the

trustee shall also be barred.

(4368) Other actions ex contractu.

3-711.

—

-All

other actions upon con-

tracts express or implied, not hereinbefore provided for, shall be

within four years from the accrual of the right of action.

brought

(Acts 1855-6,

p. 235.)

—

(4369) Limitations in equity; laches. The limitations herein
provided shall apply equally to all courts and in addition to the above,
3-712.

;

courts of equity
of time

may

interpose an equitable bar, whenever, from the lapse

and laches of the complainant,

it

would be inequitable

(Acts 1855-6,

party to enforce his legal rights.

—

Cross-references. Equity follows the law, see
Laches, see § 37-119.

3-713.

(3782) Limitations as to trusts.

to allow a

p. 236.)

§

37-103.

— Subsisting

Fraud, see

§

3-807.

trusts, cognizable

only in a court of equity, are not within the ordinary statutes of limitation

;

but in

all

cases equity will consider the lapse of time in decreeing

an account, and where, from
equitable,

any

relief will

Cross-references.

Laches, see
3-714.

any

§

—As

37-119.

to

it

and other circumstances,

would be

in-

be refused.
equity

Accounting

following

the law generally,

see

§

37-103.

in equity, see § 37-301.

(4370) Suits by informers.

fine, forfeiture,

it

—All actions by informers, to recover

or penalty, shall be

commenced within one year from

the time the defendant's liability thereto shall have been discovered, or

by reasonable diligence could have been discovered. (Act 1767, Cobb,
563.)

—

Cross-references. Constables acting after removal from district, see § 24-818.
Disposition of forfeitures, see § 92-3912. Gaming contracts, see § 20-505. Precedence in suits by informers, see § 3-606.

—

(4371) Limitations to operate against the State. When, by the
provisions of the foregoing sections, a private person would be barred of
3-715.

his rights, the State shall be barred of her rights

stances.

(Acts 1855-6,

p. 237.)

Cross-references.— Prescription, see

Where

State

is

bound by

under the same circum-

statute, see

§
§

85-406.
102-109.

Presumption of grant, see

§

85-313.

Action
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83

—

(4372) Municipal claims; executions. Any claim or demand
held by any municipality, not being in the shape of a special contract, or
3-716.

have been reduced to execution, shall be barred by the
statutes of limitation as provided by the general statutes of limitatioi
force, and all executions issued by any municipality shall be subject to
the same laws as to the statutes of limitation now governing other executions. (Act 1899, p. 60.)

which

shall not

Cross-references.

judgments, see

CHAPTER

§

— Dormant

judgments, see

§

110-1001.

Revival

of

dormant

110-1003.

3-8.

DISABILITIES, ETC., AFFECTING

RUNNING

OF LIMITATIONS.
Sec.

Sec.

Persons under

3-801.

Disabilities occurring
crual of right.

3-802.

3-805.

disability.

after

3-804.

es-

3-801. (4374)

Persons under

sons, or persons imprisoned,

from

3-806.

Joint action and a part barred.

Fraud.
Nonsuit or dismissal.
Claims pleaded as set-off.

3-808.

disability.

who

defendant

3-807.

3-809.

tate.

of

State.

ac-

Unrepresented estate.
Creditors of unrepresented

3-803.

Absence

—Infants,

are such

when

idiots, or

insane per-

the cause of action shall

have accrued, shall be entitled to the same time, after the disability shall
have been removed, to bring an action, as is prescribed for other persons.
(Act 1805, Cobb, 564. Act 1806, Cobb, 565. Act 1817, Cobb, 567. Acts
1855-6, p. 235.)

—

Cross-references. Disabilities affecting prescription, see §§ 85-411
Disabilities affecting tort actions, see § 3-1005.

3-802.

(4375) Disabilities occurring after accrual of right.

of the foregoing disabilities shall

happen

and 85-413.

—

If either

after the right of action shall

have accrued, and shall not be voluntarily caused or undertaken by the
person claiming the benefit thereof, the limitation shall cease to operate
during its continuance. (Act 1817, Cobb, S67. Acts 1855-6, p. 235.)

—

Unrepresented estate. The time between the death of a
person and representation taken upon his estate, or between the termination of one administration and the commencement of another, shall not
be counted against his estate, provided such time shall not exceed five
years but at the expiration of that time the limitation shall commence,
though the cause of action shall have accrued after his death. (Acts
3-803. (4376)

;

1855-6, pp. 235, 237.)
Cross-reference.

3-804.

— Disabilities

affecting prescription, see

(4377) Creditors of unrepresented estate.

§

85-413.

—The

time between

the death of a person and representation taken upon his estate, or between
the termination of one administration and the commencement of another,

counted against creditors of his estate, provided such time
does not exceed five years at the expiration of that time the limitation
shall commence. (Acts 1882-3, p. 104.)
shall not be

;

any

of

—

Absence of defendant from State. If the defendant,
the cases herein named, shall remove from this State, the time

3-805. (4378)

in

of

§

Actions.

3-806

his absence

from the

and

State,

124

until he returns to reside, shall not be

counted or estimated in his favor. (Act 1805, Cobb, 564. Act 1806, Cobb,
565. Act 1817. Cobb. 567. Act 1839. Cobb, 568.)

—

If there shall be a joint
(4379) Joint action and a part barred.
right of action, and some of the persons having such right shall be under

3-806.

any of the foregoing disabilities, the terms mentioned herein shall not be
computed against such joint action until all the disabilities shall have
been removed but if the action might be severed, and each sue for his
own share, those free from disability shall be barred, and the rights of
those only protected who shall be under such disability. (Acts 1855-6,
;

P-

-^-)
Cross-reference.

disabilities, see

3-807.

— Prescription

§

against joint

title

where some

of

owners under

85-413.

(4380) Fraud.

—

the

-If

defendant,

claims, shall have been guilty of a fraud by

which the

whom

under

or those

plaintiff shall

he

have

been debarred or deterred from his action, the period of limitation shall
run only from the time of the discovery of the fraud. (Acts 1855-6,
p. 236.)'

Cross-reference.

3-808.

—Fraud

as affecting prescription, see

(4381) Nonsuit or dismissal.

—

If

§

85-413.

a plaintiff shall be nonsuited,

and shall recommence within
six months, such renewed case shall stand upon the same footing, as to
limitation, with the original case but this privilege of dismissal and renewal shall be exercised only once under this section. (Act 1847, Cobb,
569. Acts 1855-6, p. 235.)
or shall discontinue or dismiss his case,

;

Cross-references.

— Prescription

against party

who recommences

suit

in

time,

85-413. Recommencement of suit after nonsuit or dismissal, see §§ 3-508, 3-509.
Right to dismiss, see § 3-510.
nonsuit granted, see § 110-310.

see

§

When

3-809.

(4382) Claims pleaded as set-off.

—Where any matter

shall

have

and the suit shall be dismissed, or the
case shall be otherwise disposed of without a hearing upon the merits of
the set-off, such set-off shall not be barred until the expiration of six
months next after the time of such disposition of such suit. (Act 1847,
Cobb, 569. Acts 1855-6, p. 237.)
been pleaded as a

set-off in a suit,

—

Cross-references.
Dismissal as affecting right of hearing on set-off, see § 3-510.
Right to dismiss see § 3-510. This section application of section to torts, see
§

3-1005.

CHAPTER

3-9.

NEW PROMISE AFFECTING RUNNING
OF LIMITATIONS.

Sec.
3-901.
3-902.

•

Necessity of writing.
Effect of discharge

in

bank-

ruptcy.
3-903.

payment or
acknowledgment of

Effect

3-901.

of

Sec.
3-904.

Effect of

3-905.

New
New

3-906.

written

new promise.

promise by partner.
promise by joint contrac-

tor.

liability.

(4383) Necessity of writing.

—A new promise,

in

order to renew

a right of action already barred, or to constitute a point from which the
limitation shall commence running on a right of action not yet barred,

§3-

Actions.
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shall be in writing, cither in the party's

own handwriting,

by him or someone authorized by him. (Acts 1855-6,
Cross-references. — Administrator may relieve debt from
by a new promise,
be in writing

-

3-902.

,

sec

§

1

or sub

235.)

p.

statute of limitations
new proi

Statute of frauds requiring

sec § 113-1521.
20-401.

(4384) Effect of discharge in bankruptcy.

— No

promise ma
bankruptcy, and

bankruptcy to pay a debt provable in
from the liability of which the debtor shall have been discharged, shall
be valid or binding upon such debtor or promisor unless the same shall
have been made in writing, signed by the party making the same, or to
be charged therewith, or by someone by him duly authorized. (Acts Yj
after discharge in

p. 101.)

— Statute

Cross-reference.
§

of frauds requiring

new promise

to be in writing, see

20-401.

payment or written acknowledgment of liability.
A payment entered upon a written evidence of debt by the debtor,
or any other written acknowledgment of the existing liability, shall be
3-903.

—

(4385) Effect of

new promise

equivalent to a
3-904.

new

(4386) Effect of

extend the original
Cross-reference.

liability;

— New

to pay.

it

promise.

A new

shall not create a

promise to be

in writing, see

promise shall revive or

new
§

one.

20-401.

—

New

promise by partner. After the dissolution of a
partnership, a new promise by one partner shall revive or extend the
3-905.

(4387)

partnership debt only as to himself, and not as to his copartners. (Acts
1855-6, pp. 236, 237.)

Powers

—

Powers of partner after dissolution of partnership,
of surviving partner as to personalty, see § 75-209.

Cross-references.
§ 75-310.

see

—

New

promise by joint contractor. In cases of joint or
joint and several contracts, a new promise by one of the contractors
3-906.

(4388)

shall operate only against himself.

CHAPTER

3-10.

p. 236.)

LIMITATION OF ACTIONS FOR TORTS.

Sec.
3-1001.

(Acts 1855-6,

Sec.

Trespass upon

or

damage

to

realty.

3-1002.

Injuries to personalty.

3-1003.

Recovery of personalty and
damages for its conversion

3-1004.

Injuries to the person.

3-1005.

Disabilities

and exceptions.

or destruction.

3-1001.

(4495) Trespass

upon or damage

upon or damage

to realty.

—All

actions for

brought within four years
after the right of action accrues. (Act 1767, Cobb, 562. Act 1805, Cobb,
564. Acts 1855-6, p. 233.)
trespass

3-1002.

to realty shall be

(4496) Injuries to personalty.

—Actions

for injuries

to

per-

sonalty shall be brought within four years after the right of action accrues.

(Act 1767, Cobb, 562. Act 1805, Cobb, 564. Acts IS55-6,

p. 233.)

Actions.

§3-1003

Recovery

3-1003.
struction.

— All

of personalty

126

and damages

for its conversion or de-

suits for the recovery of personal property, or for

dam-

ages for the conversion or destruction of the same, shall be brought
within four rears after the right of action accrues and not after. (Acts
1S55-0. p. 233 109 Ga. 230 (34 S, E. 2S9) 10 Ga. App. 488 {73 S. E. 754).)
;

:

(4497) Injuries to the person.

3-1004.

—Actions for injuries to the per-

son shall be brought within two years after the right of action accrues,
except for injuries to the reputation, which shall be brought within one
year.

(Act 1767, Cobb, 562. Act 1805, Cobb, 564. Acts 1855-6,

Cross-references.

— Libel,

see

§

105-701.

Injuries to person, see

§ 105-601 et seq.
66-405.
Actions
violation of rules of the

Action against railroad company for injury to employee, see
against railroad companies for injuries resulting from
Public Service Commission, see § 93-413.

(4498) Disabilities and exceptions.

3-1005.

p. 234.)

—The

§

disabilities

and ex-

ceptions prescribed in Chapter 3-8 in limiting actions on contracts shall

be allowed and held applicable to actions for torts.
Cross-reference.
ages, see

§

— Prerequisite

to suit against municipal corporation for

dam-

69-308.

ADJOINING LANDOWNERS: See Title 85, Property, Chapter 85-12.
ADMINISTRATION OF ESTATES: See Title 113, Wills, Descent,
and Administration of Estates.

ADMISSIONS:

ADOPTION:
ADULTERY:

See Title 38, Evidence, Chapter 38-4.

See Title 74, Parent and Child, Chapter 74-4.
See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment, Chapter 26-58.

ADVANCEMENTS:

See Title 113, Wills, Descent,
tion of Estates, Chapter 113-10.

and Administra-

ADVERSE POSSESSION: See Title 85, Property, Chapter 85-4.
ADVERTISING, OUTDOOR: See Title 95, Roads, Bridges, and
ries,

Chapter

95-19.

AEROPLANES: See Title 11, Aviation.
AFFRAYS: See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment,

Chapter 26-53.

Fer-

TITLE

4.

AGENCY.
Chap.

Sec.

4-1.

Creation and nature of the relation

4-2.

Relations between principal and agent

4-3.

Rights and

liabilities of principal as to third

4-4.

Rights and
Overseers

liabilities

4-5.

4-101

4-201

persons

4-301

of agent as to third persons

4-401

4-501

CROSS-REFERENCES
Attorneys: See Title 9, Attorneys at Law.
Auctioneers: See Title 84, Professions, Businesses, and Trades, Chapter 84-17;
Title 96, Sales, Chapter 96-5.

Bailor and bailee:

See Title 12, Bailments.
See Title 84, Professions, Businesses, and Trades, Chapter 84-14; Title
97, Securities, Chapter 97-4.
Executors and administrators: See Title 113, Wills, Descent, and Administration
of Estates, Chapters 113-11 to 113-24.
Factors: See Title 12, Bailments, Chapters 12-4, 12-7.
Guardians: See Title 49, Guardian and Ward.
Insurance agents: See Title 56, Insurance, Chapter 56-5.
Occupational taxes: See Title 92, Public Revenue, Chapters 92-4, 92-5, 92-25.
Trustees: See Title 108, Trusts; Title 109, Trust Companies.
Brokers:

CHAPTER 4-1. CREATION AND NATURE OF THE RELATION.
Sec.

Sec.

a
4-102.

How relation arises.
™tu
Who may ube agent.

4-104.

Executors and other fiduciaries,
conveyance by attorney in

4-103.

What may

4-105.

Agency

4-101.

mo

..

f act#

be done by agent;
delegation of authority.

4-101.

How

(3569)

relation

created,

how; agents

of

corporations.

arises.

—The

relation

of

principal

and

agent arises wherever one person, expressly or by implication, authorizes another to act for him, or

subsequently

ratifies the acts of

another in

his behalf.
Cross-references.
see § 4-302.
53-510.

4-102. (3573)

may

— Effect

Husband's

of ratification, see

§

liability for necessaries

Who may

be agent.

4-303.

Principal,

how

far bound,

furnished wife, see §§ 53-50S to

—Any person who

is

of

sound mind

be appointed an agent; so a principal shall be bound by the acts of

his infant agent.

— Contracts by infants, see
Note. — The following provision

Cross-reference.

§§ 20-201 to 20-203.

Editorial
was omitted from the end of this
section as it appears in the 1910 Code: "but a feme covert cannot be an agent for
another than her husband except by his consent, in which case he is bound by
her acts."

•

§

Agency.

4-103

128

—

What may

be done by agent; delegation of authority.
Whatever one may do himself may be done by an agent, except such personal trusts in which special confidence is placed on the skill, discretion,
or judgment of the person called in to act; so an agent may not delegate
4-103.

(3571)

his authority to another, unless specially
Cross-reference.
see § 4-402

4-104.
in fact.

— Agent

empowered

to

do

acting for principal in prosecution of legal remedies,

(3572) Executors and other fiduciaries, conveyance

— Executors,

so.

by attorney

administrators, guardians, and trustees are author-

and convey property by attorneys in fact in all cases where
they may lawfully sell and convey in person. (Acts 1855-6, p. 148.)
ized to sell

—

Cross-references. Appointment of attorney in iact by guardian, see
Right of administrator to appoint attorney in fact, see § 113-1513.

4-105.

(3574)

Agency

created,

how; agents

of corporations.

§

49-227.

—The

act

creating the agency shall be executed with the same formality (and need

have no more) as the law prescribes for the execution of the act for
which the agency shall be created. A corporation may create an agent
in its usual mode of transacting business and without its corporate seal.
Cross-reference.

— Liability

CHAPTER

of corporation for acts of

RELATIONS BETWEEN PRINCIPAL
AND AGENT.

4-2.

Sec.

vSec.

4-201.

Creation of agency
purpose.

4-202.

Agent limited by

4-203.
4-204.

illegal

4-210.

Mingling goods of principal and

his authority.

4-211.

Agents and

for

agent.

Diligence required of agent.
Agent not to buy or sell for

4-212.

Personal profit by agent from

Estoppel

of
principal's

4-207.

Agent

4-208.

Money

Commission

and

expenses

of

agent

to

4-213.

Broker's right to commissions.

4-214.

Revocation

4-215.

Suit for breach of contract of

dispute

title.

of several; protection
instructions of one.

of agency; pledge
of certificate of stock.

agency.

by
4-216.

Subsequent earnings in mitigation of damages on improper

4-217.

Injuries

deposited by agent, right

dismissal of agent.

oi principal to follow.

4-209.

to keep

agent.

principal's property.
4-206.

fiduciaries

accounts; effect of neglect.

himself.
4-205.

officers, see § 22-712.

its

Deposit by agent, bank failing;

by another agent,

lia-

bility of principal.

liability of agent.

—

(3590) Creation of agency for illegal purpose. No rights shall
arise to either party out of an agency created for an illegal purpose.
4-201.

Cross-reference.

—Void

contracts, see

Agent limited by

§

20-501.

—The

agent shall act
within the authority granted to him, reasonably interpreted; if he shall
exceed or violate his instructions, he does it at his own risk, the principal
having the privilege of affirming or dissenting, as his interest may dicIn cases where the power is coupled with an interest in the agent,
tate.
unreasonable instructions, detrimental to the agent's interest, may be
4-202.

(3576)

his authority.

disregarded.

—

Cross-references. Effect of payment to or by agent by mistake, see § 4-403.
Right of agent to enLiability of agent exceeding his authority, see § 4-409.
force contract in own name where he has exceeded authority, see § 4-408. Sale
by agent in possession and with apparent right to sell, see § 96-207.

Agency.
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—

An agent for hire shall
business
of
his
about the
principal, that ordinary
and diligence required of a bailee for hire. A voluntary agent, with(3581) Diligence required of agent.

4-203.

bound
skill,

§4-210

to exercise,

(

out hire or reward, shall be liable only for gross neglect.

—

Cross-references. Engagement of hirer, see
generally, see Title 105, Torts, Chapter 105-2.

Agent not

4-204. (3582)

to

buy

§

12-203.

Diligence and negligence

or sell for himself.

— Without

press consent of the principal after a full knowledge of

all

tl

tho facts, an

agent employed to sell may not himself be the purchaser; and an agent
to buy may not himself be the seller.

—

Cross-references. Principal entitled to advantage of agent's contracts, see
4-313.
Sale by administrator, when void or voidable, see § 113-1720. V
Purchase by sheriff, deputy, or other
relations deemed confidential, see § 37-707.
officer at own sale, see § 24-2821.
Certain purchases by county officers prohibited,
see § 23-1713.
§

— The

(3583) Personal profit by agent from principal's property.
agent shall not make a personal profit from his principal's property
4-205.

all

such he

is

bound

;

for

to account.

—

Cross-references. Right of principal to have advantage of agent's contracts,
see § 4-313. Use of trust funds by trustee for own profit, see § 108-429.

—

(3584) Estoppel of agent to dispute principal's title. An agent
not dispute his principal's title, except in such cases where legal pro-

4-206.

may

ceedings, at the instance of others, shall have been

commenced

against

him.

—

Cross-references. Tenant estopped to dispute landlord's title, see § 61-107.
Estoppels, generally, see § 38-114. Carrier disputing consignor's title, see § 18-305.

4-207.

Where

Agent

(3585)

of several; protection

by instructions

of one.

—

several persons shall appoint an agent to do an act for their joint

benefit, the instructions of one, not inconsistent
tions, shall protect the
Cross-reference.

4-208.

agent in his

—Duty of agent

with the general direc-

act.

of partnership, see

§

75-309.

Money deposited by agent, right of principal to
may follow his money deposited by an agent in the

(3577)

—A principal

name, and recover the same wherever found, unless the rights
cent third persons shall have intervened. (52 Ga. 497.)

—

Cross-references. Right of principal to recover money illegally
Beneficiary of trust estate following funds, see § 108-424.

follow.
latter's

of inno-

see

paid,

% 4-314.

—

Deposit by agent, bank failing; liability of agent. If
the money of a principal shall be deposited by a private agent, in the
name of the principal, in the hands of a bank of good credit, and such
deposit is according to the common usage of the place, the agent shall
not be responsible for any loss arising from the failure of the bank. (70
4-209. (3580)

'

Ga. 462.)
Cross-references.
public officers, see

4-210.

— Public
§

liable, see § 4-407.

(3592) Mingling goods of principal and agent.

wilfully mingling his

create a tenancy in
shall

agents not individually

Powers

of

89-903.

own goods with

common, but

if

—An

agent,

by

those of his principal, shall not

incapable of separation the whole

belong to the principal.

Cross-references.

mixed, see

§

— Validity

111-107.

of

warehouseman's receipt given where property

Mingling: g-oods, see

§

37-302.

—
Agency.

8
o 4-211

,

4-211.
lect.

—
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It

(3579) Agents and fiduciaries to keep accounts; effect of negshall be the duty of agents, trustees, administrators, guardians,

and all other fiduciaries to keep their accounts in a regular
manner, and to be always ready with them supported by proper vouchers neglect of this duty shall be ground for charging them with interest
on balances on hand, and with costs. (73 Ga. 566; 76 Ga. 421.)
receivers,

;

—

Returns by guardians, see § 49-230. Returns by trustees, see
Returns by administrators, see § 113-1409. Settlements with executors,
administrators, guardians and trustees, see §§ 49-310, 108-437, 113-2207.
Cross-references.

§

108-404.

4-212.

Commission and expenses

(3586)

of agent.

—An agent who shall

have discharged his duty shall be entitled to his commission and all
necessary expenses incurred about the business of his principal. If he
shall have violated his engagement, he shall be entitled to no commission.

—

Commission mer-

Cross-references. Implied obligations to pay, see § 3-107.
chant, factor or salesman not to charge tax, see § 5-604.

(3587) Broker's right to commissions.

4-213.
is

placed in the hands of a broker to

selling, unless

sell shall

The

otherwise agreed.

— The

fact that property

not prevent the owner from

broker's commissions are earned

when, during the agency, he finds a purchaser ready, able, and willing to
buy, and who actually offers to buy on the terms stipulated by the owner.

295)71 Ga. 608; 88 Ga. 321 (14

(73 Ga.

(3575) Revocation of agency; pledge of certificate of stock.

4-214.

Generally, an agency

1.

S. E. 556).)

appointment

is

new agent

of a

revocable at the will of the principal.
for the

performance

of the

death of either principal or agent, revokes the power.

power
at will

is
;

coupled with an interest in the agent himself,

and

in all cases the

agent

may

same

The

act, or the

If,

however, the

it is

not revocable

recover from the principal, for an

unreasonable revocation, any damages he

may have

suffered by reason

thereof.
Cross-reference.

— Effect on loans

of death of lender or borrower, see

12-511.

§

But every creditor or other person advancing money upon the
pledge of a certificate of stock, or other scrip representing an ownership or interest in corporations in Georgia, shall have such an irrevoca2.

ble interest in such certificate of stock or other scrip as not to be affected

by the death,

name such
in

Georgia

insanity, or legal (liability thereafter of the person in

stock or other scrip stands upon the books of any corporation
;

but such pledgee or holder of such stock or scrip assigned in

blank, coupled with the

power

said stock stands

upon the books

have the same right
the person in whose name

of attorney, shall

after the death, insanity, or legal disability of

of said corporation, as before the death,

insanity, or legal disability of such person.
4-215.

whose

(Acts 1894,

(3588) Suit for breach of contract of agency.

p. 44.)

—When

the con-

and the principal wrongfully discharges the ag ent before the end of the year, the agent may either sue immediately for any
special injury from the breach of the contract, or, treating the contract
tract

is

for a year,

as rescinded,

may

:

sue for the value of the services rendered, or he

may

Agei
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302

'
•

wait until the expiration of the year and sue for and recover his entire
wages.
Cross-references. Presumption when wages payable at Stipulated period, anrl
Entire or
effect of contract showing different intent, see § 66-101.

—

Election between
§ 20-112.
services, see § 3-107.

see

tracts,

pay for

to

suits,

see

§

3-601.

Implied

>,.

(3589) Subsequent earnings in mitigation of damages on improper dismissal of agent. When an agent has been improperly
4-216.

—

<

missed before the expiration of his time, earnings which were realized
or might have been realized by him up to the end of the term shall go in
mitigation of damages. (61 Ga. 486.)
(3602) Injuries

4-217.

by another agent,

liability of principal.

— The

principal shall not be liable to one agent for injuries arising from the

negligence or misconduct of other agents about the same business.

—

Cross-references.
Master's liability to servant, see §§ 66-301 to 66-304.
Duty
Exception of railroads from provision of above section,
of servant, see § 66-303.
see § 66-401.

—

Editorial Note. The above section was repealed by the Workmen's Compensation Act as to employers and employees to whom that Act can apply, except in
cases where the employer elects to operate under the provisions of that Act and
the employee elects not to do so.
See § 114-205.

CHAPTER

4-3.

RIGHTS AND LIABILITIES OF PRINCIPAL
AS TO THIRD PERSONS.

Sec.

Sec.

4-301.

Extent of authority of agent;
private

instructions;

special

4-309.

4-310

agency.
4-302.

How

principal,

bound by

4-311.

Principal bound for neglect and
fraud of agent.

Effect of ratification of agent's

4-312.

Trespass

4-313.

Benefit

4-314.

Money

of agent,
principal for.

acts.

4-304.

Form

in

which agent acts im-

of agent's
principal.

material.
4-305.

Failure of agent to disclose principal.

liability

of

contract

to

illegally paid, etc., recov-

ery back by principal.

4-307.

Credit given to agent, effect.
Representations by agent; bind-

4-308.

Payment

4-306.

when.

acts

far principal

of agent.
4-303.

Notice to agent.
Notice to agent not binding on

4-315.

Agent

as competent witness;
credibility; declarations.

ing effect on principal.

4-301.
cial

to agent failing to produce obligation, effect of.

(3595) Extent of authority of agent; private instructions; spe-

agency.

—The

agent's authority shall be construed to include

necessary and usual means
tions or limitations not
shall not affect them.

for effectually executing

known

it.

all

Private instruc-

to persons dealing with a general agent

In special agencies for a particular purpose, per-

sons dealing with the agent should examine his authority.

—

Cross-references. Where agent is in possession with apparent right to sell, see
96-207.
Secret stipulations between partners, see § 75-301.
Agent limited by
his authority, see § 4-202.
§

4-302.

(3593)

cipal shall be

authority

;

if

How

far principal

bound by

all

bound by

acts of agent.

— The

prin-

the acts of his agent within the scope of his

the agent shall exceed his authority, the principal

may

not

§

Agency.

4-303

ratify in part

and repndidate

in part

;

132

he shall adopt cither the whole or

none.

—

Cross-references. Effect of payment of money to agent, see § 20-1001. Liability
partner for acts of another partner, see § 75-302. Liability of corporation for
acts of its officers, see § 22-712.
Agent limited by authority, see § 4-202. Agent's
liability for exceeding authority, see § 4-409.
o:

4-303.

(3591) Effect of ratification of agent's acts.

—A

ratification

by

the principal shall relate back to the act ratified, and shall take effect as
if

A

originally authorized.

A

the acts or silence of the principal.

may

be express, or implied from
ratification once made may not be

ratification

revoked.

—

Cross-references. Ratification of torts, see § 105-109. Estoppels, see § 38-114.
of transfer of judgment or execution by attorney, see §§ 39-402,

Ratification
110-902.

4-304.

Form

(3594)

in

which agent acts immaterial.

—The

form

in

which the agent acts is immaterial if the principal's name is disclosed,
and the agent professes to act for him, it will be held to be the act of the
;

principal.
Cross-reference.

— Words

of description, see

§

4-401.

—

an agent shall
fail to disclose his principal, when discovered, the person dealing with
the agent may go directly upon the principal, under the contract, unless
the principal shall have previously accounted and settled with the agent.
4-305.

(3596) Failure of agent to disclose principal.

4-306.

(3597) Credit given to agent, effect.

to the agent

payment

by the choice

of the seller,

he

—

If

If

the credit shall be given

may

not afterward demand

of the principal.

Cross-reference.

—When agent has right of action, see

§

by agent; binding

4-404,

11

3.

—

on principal.
The principal shall be bound by all representations made by his agent
in the business of his agency, and also by his wilful concealment of material facts, although they are unknown to the principal, and known only
by the agent.
4-307.

(3598) Representations

Cross-references.

4-308.

—Where

— Insurance

amounts

terial facts

(3578)

money

agents, see
to fraud, see § 96-203.

Payment

§

56-821.

to agent failing to

effect

When

concealment of ma-

produce obligation,

effect of.

due on a written evidence of debt, payment to an
agent of the creditor who fails to produce the obligation shall be at the
risk of the debtor.
Nonproduction of the security shall rebut the implication of authority arising from the agent's employment, and it must
is

be otherwise established.

(54 Ga. 54; 96 Ga. 456 (23 S. E. 467).)

—

Cross-references. Payment to agent, see § 20-1001. Agent in possession and
with apparent right to sell, see § 96-207. Exhibition of negotiable instrument to
person from whom payment is demanded, see § 14-705.

4-309.

(3599) Notice to agent.

— Notice

to the agent of

any matter

connected with his agency shall be notice to the principal.
4-310.

(3600) Notice to agent not binding on principal, when.

—Where

an agent shall conspire with the other party, his principal shall not be
bound thereby, nor charged with knowledge of facts thus acquired by
his agent.

(90 Ga. 195 (16 S. E. 75).)

§4-315

Agency.
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;

(3601) Principal

4-311.

bound

and fraud

for neglect

of agent.

-The

bound for the care, diligence, and fidelity of
business, and hence he shall be bound for the neglect and fraud

principal shall be
in his

his agent in the transaction of

such businei

—

Officers of mutual insurance companies as agents of insured*
Cross-references.
r
7
Liability of one partner for fraud of another partner, -,<<
see § 56-1404.
Enj
Liability of one partner for torts of copartner, see § 75-308.
Liability for torts by wife, servant, etc., see § 105-108.
hirer, see § 12-203.

—

(3603) Trespass of agent, liability of principal for. The principal shall not be liable for the wilful trespass of his agent, unless done
4-312.

by

his

command

or assented to by him.

—

Cross-references. Definition of trespass, see
excess of authority, see § 4-409.

§

Liability of agent for

105-1703.

4-313. (3604) Benefit of agent's contract to principal.

— The

principal

have advantage of his agent's contracts in the same manner as he
shall be bound by them, so far as they come within the scope of his
agency. If, however, the agency shall have been concealed, the party
dealing with him may set up any defense against the principal which he
shall

has against the agent.
Cross-references.
sent, see

4-314.

The

— Agent

4-204.

§

buying or selling for himself without principal's conPersonal profit prohibited, see § 4-205.

Money illegally paid, etc. recovery back by principal. —
may recover back money paid illegally or by mistake of

(3605)

principal

;

goods wrongfully transferred by the agent, the party receiving the goods having notice of the agent's want of authority or wilful

his agent, or

misconduct.
Cross-references.

name, see

§

4-315. (3606)

The agent

— Recovery by principal of money deposited by agent
Money

4-208.

Agent

paid by mistake, see

in agent's

4-403.

§

as competent witness

;

credibility; declarations.

—

competent witness either for or against his principal.
His interest shall go to his credit. The declarations of the agent
as to the business transacted by him shall not be admissible against his
principal, unless they were a part of the negotiation, and constituting the
shall be a

res gestae, or else the agent

is

dead.

—

Cross-references. What declarations admissible in evidence as part of res gestae,
see § 38-305. What admissions of an agent or attorney in fact are evidence against
the principal, see § 38-406.
are competent to testify, see § 38-1603. Relationship of witness, proof of, see § 38-1712.

Who

CHAPTER

4-4.

RIGHTS AND LIABILITIES OF AGENT
AS TO THIRD PERSONS.

Sec.

Sec.

4-401.

Words

4-402.

by
Agent may

of description; signature
one as agent.
act

for

4_404.

4-405.

sion.

responsible
given; question

for
for

Public agents, liability on con-

4-408.

Enforcement of contract where

4-409.

agent exceeds authority.
Liability of agents for excess of

tracts.

When

agent has right of action.
Right of action by agent for
interference with his posses-

agent

4-407.

Money

paid to or by agent by
mistake; recovery.

When

credit
jury.

principal;

effect of repudiation of act.

4-403.

4-406.

authority.

Agkxcy.

§ 4-401

4-401.

Words

(3570)

134

of description; signature

by one as agent.

—An

instrument signed by one as agent, trustee, guardian, administrator,

without more, shall be the individual undertaking
of the maker, such words being generally words of description. (76 Ga.
executor, or the

like,

785, 840.)
see
81-1308.

8

§

4-402.

— Any

—

When

Form immaterial, see § 4-304.
agent has right of ac4-404.
Representative character of parties, change in pleadings, see
Liability of person signing negotiable instrument as agent, see § 14-220.

Cross-references.
tion,

Agent may

(3607)

act for principal; effect of repudiation of act.

by any
person in the prosecution of his legal remedies, may be done by his
agent and for this purpose he is authorized to make an affidavit and execute any bond required, though his agency shall be created by parol.
done under

act authorized or required to be

this Code,

;

such cases, if the principal shall repudiate the act of the agent, the
agent shall be personally bound, together with his sureties.
In

all

Cross-references.

may swear

money
it

— What may be
when, see

§

done by agent, see

4-103.

§.

Agent or attorney

81-406.

—

Money

paid to or by agent by mistake; recovery. If
shall be paid to an agent by mistake, and he in good faith shall

4-403.

pay

to plea,

(3608)

over to his principal, he shall not thereafter be personally liable
In

therefor.

all

money shall be
his own name.

other cases he shall be liable for

paid by an agent by mistake, he

may

repayment.
recover it back

its

If

in

—

Cross-references. Voluntary payments, see § 20-1007. When agent exceeds authority granted, and effect of unreasonable instructions, see § 4-202. Money illegally paid by agent, etc., see § 4-314.

—

When

agent has right of action. Generally an agent
The
shall have no right of action on contracts made for his principal.
following are exceptions:
4-404.

1.

A

(3609)

factor contracting on his

own

credit.

Cross-references.— Factor's lien on balances on account, see
actions on contracts, see § 3-108.
2.

Where promissory

§

12-705.

notes or other evidences of debt are

Parties to

made pay-

able to an agent of a corporation.
3.

In

all

cases where the contract

is

made with

the agent in his indi-

vidual name, though his agency be known.
Cross-reference.
4.

Auctioneers

Cross-reference.
5.

— Credit
may

— Sales

given to agent, see

sue in their

§

4-306.

own names

by auction, see

§

for

goods sold by them.

96-114.

In cases of agency coupled with an interest in the agent,

known

to

the party contracting with him. In all these cases, payment to the principal before notice of the agent's claim is a good defense.
4-405.

(3610) Right of action

—An

by agent

for interference

with his posses-

agent having possession, actual or constructive, of the property of his principal, shall have a right of action for any interference with
that possession by third persons.
sion.

Cross-reference.

— Trespass
When

to property in possession of bailee, see

§

105-1704.

agent responsible for credit given; question for
Where the agency is known, and the credit is not expressly given
jury.
to the agent, he shall not be personally responsible upon the contract.
4-406.

—

(3611)

Agency.
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question to whom the credit is given
cided by the jury under the circumstances

The

Cross-references.
cipal, sec §-4-305.

4-407.

a question of fact to

is

in

each

ca

— Right

of third person to proceed against
Credit given to agent, see § 4-306.

un'!.

prin-

|

(3612) Public agents, liability on contracts. -Public agents con-

uch

tracting in behalf of the public shall not be individually liable on
contracts.

—

Cross-references. Powers of public
personal liability of, sec § 69-208.

4-408.

officers,

see

§

Municipal

89-90.3.

officers,

(3614) Enforcement of contract where agent exceeds authority.

— When the agent shall exceed his authority, so that the principal

is

not

bound, the agent may not enforce the contract in his own name against
the person with whom he deals, unless the contract shall have been fully
executed upon the part of the agent, or the credit was originally given to
the agent.
Cross-reference.

4-409.

— Agent

limited

by

his authority, see

§

4-202.

(3613) Liability of agents for excess of authority.

—All

agents,

by an express undertaking to that effect, may render themselves
vidually liable. Every agent exceeding the scope of his authority

indi-

shall

be individually liable to the person with whom he deals; so, also, for his
own tortious act, whether acting by command of his principal or not, he
shall be responsible

by him

;

for the negligence of his under-servant,

in behalf of his principal,

employed

he shall not be responsible.

—

Cross-references. Liability of partner for tort committed by copartner, see
Limits within which agent must act, see § 4-202. Liability of principal
75-308.
Liability of employer for torts of
for neglect and fraud of agent, see § 4-311.
employee, see § 105-501. Ratification of tort committed for one's own benefit, see
105-109.
far principal bound, see § 4-302.
Credit given to agent, see
§
Trespass of agent, see § 4-312. Liability for torts committed by wife,
§ 4-306.
child, or servant, see § 105-108.
§

How

CHAPTER

4-5.

OVERSEERS.

Sec.
4-501.
4-502.

Rights and powers.
Parol contracts between
ployers and overseers.

4-501.

em-

(3615) Rights and powers.

— In

the absence of the employer,

be his duty to see to the sustenance and protection of his employer's property and to discharge the
duty, he shall be justified in repelling aggressors and trespassers to the
same extent as the employer.
the overseer stands in his place.

It shall

;

4-502.

(3616) Parol contracts between employers and overseers.

— Con-

between employers and overseers may be by parol, though they
may extend beyond a year from the time of the contract.
tracts

Cross-reference.

— Obligations

which must be

in writing, see

§

20-401.

AGREEMENTS: See Title 20, Contracts.
AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL SCHOOLS:

r

5.

See Title

32,

Education, Chapter 32-1.

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS:
5-4 to 5-6; Title 65,

See Title

5,

Marketing Associations.

Agriculture, Chapters

TITLE

5.

AGRICULTURE.
PART

I.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE; BUREAU OF MARKETS;
STATE WAREHOUSE DEPARTMENT.

Chap.

Sec.

5-101

In general

5-1.
5-2.

Bureau

5-3.

State

of

Markets

5-201

;

Warehouse Department

PART

*

5-301

REGULATIONS AS TO AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS.

II.

Chap.

Sec.

5-4.

Rice cultivation

5-401

5-5.

Weighing

5-501

5-6.

Miscellaneous provisions as to sale of agricultural products. Drifted
timber

PART

III.

of cotton, rice, etc

5-601

STATE ENTOMOLOGIST, HORTICULTURE, POMOLOGY,

ENTOMOLOGY,

ETC.

Chap.

Sec.

pomology

5-7.

State Entomologist; horticulture;

5-8.

Grading, packing, and shipping apples

5-801

5-9.

Honey bees

5-901

PART

IV.

5-701

FERTILIZERS AND FERTILIZER MATERIALS.

Chap.

Sec.

5-11.

Inspectors
Registration and inspection

5-12.

Samples

5-1201

5-13.

Cottonseed meal; inspection and analysis
Sales of fertilizer in bulk

5-1301

5-10.

5-14.

PART

5-1001

5-1101

5-1401

INSECTICIDES AND FUNGICIDES.

V.

Chap.
5-15.

Sec.

Inspection,

analysis,

PART

VI.

and registration

5-1501

NAVAL STORES AND LUMBER.

Chap.
5-16.

Sec.

Inspection

5-1601
"

PART

VII.

GRIST MILLS.

Chap.
5-17.

Sec.

In general

5-1701

PART XXX. CRIMES.
Chap.
5-99.

,

In general

Sec.

5-9901

CROSS-REFERENCES.
Cooperative marketing associations: See Title 65, Marketing Associations.
Croppers: See Title 61, Landlord and Tenant, Chapter 61-5.
Farmers institutes: See Title 32, Education, Chapter 32-2.
Firing woods; burning fences or crops, etc.: See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment,
Chapters 26-36, 26-77.

—
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[JRE.

>tet M
and Trj
Nurserymen: Sec Title 84, Professions, Bu6in<
111-2.
Chapter
See
Warehousemen,
Title 111,
Statistics on leaf tobacco:
See Title 96
Title to certain farm products not to pass until paid for:
-

96-110.

§

Sec also Title
Live Stock.

42,

Food and Drugs;

Title 43,

Forestry and Geology; Title

62,

PART I. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE; BUREAU OF
MARKETS; STATE WAREHOUSE DEPARTMENT.

CHAPTER

5-1.

IN GENERAL.
Sec.

Sec.

Agricultural Department estab-

5-101.

eligibility;

Term

5-103.

of

5-111.
5-112.

Funds

5-108.

Commissioner

5-102.

Commissioner's duties.
Rules and regulations to be
made by Commissioner.
Commissioner of Immigration.
Information to be collected and
arranged by Commissioner.
Correspondence with bureaus,

5-107.

lished.

Agriculture;

of

how

elected.

5-109.

Commissioner; vacancy

5-110.

in office.

5-104.

Clerk; office of Commissioner.

5-105.

Salaries

Commissioner and

of

societies, etc.

clerk.

Bond

5-106.

of Commissioner.

for the support of Department of Agriculture.

—

(2065) Agricultural Department established. There is established a Department of Agriculture for the State of Georgia. (Acts 1874,
5-101.

p. 6.)

(2066) Commissioner of Agriculture; eligibility; how elected.
department shall be under the control and management of one offi-

5-102.

The
cer,

who

shall be

known

as the

Commissioner

of Agriculture,

who

shall

be a practical farmer, elected by qualified voters at the same time, in the
same manner, and under the same rules and regulations as the Governor

and Statehouse

officers are elected.

Cross-references.

(Acts 1874, pp.

5,

6; 1889, p. 63.)

— Qualification

of voters, see Const., Art. II, Sec. I
officers, see
Qualifications of public officers, see §§ 89-101 to 89-105.

2-6).

Rules governing elections of Governor and Statehouse

Term

(Chapter
§

34-2101.

—

Commissioner; vacancy in office. The term of
office of the Commissioner of Agriculture shall be for two years, or until
his successor is elected and qualified, unless removed in manner now
prescribed by law for the removal of officers of the State Government.
In case of a vacancy in the office of the Commissioner of Agriculture,
such vacancy shall be filled by appointment by the Governor, which ap5-103. (2066)

of

pointee shall hold the office until his successor

(Acts 1874, pp.
Editorial Note.

5,

6; 1889, p. 63; 1927,

— Acts

1927, p. 207,

elected and qualified.

p. 207.)

provided that the term of

Commissioner should expire December
5-104.

is

31,

(2066) Clerk; office of Commissioner.

—The Commissioner

be allowed one clerk, to be chosen by himself, to assist
of the clerical duties of his office.

at the capitol of the State,

The

and the

office of the

then

1928.

office of

office

in the

shall

discharge

the Commissioner shall be

and furniture necessarv

for the

§

5-105
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.

transaction of the duties of the office shall be furnished

(Acts 1874. pp. 5. 6; 1889i p. 63.)
Cross-reference. Appointment by Governor

him by the Gov-

ernor.

—

to

fill

vacancy, see

(2067) Salaries of Commissioner and clerk.

5-105.

C mmissioner

shall be $5,000 per

p.

73; 1906,

p.

40-301.

—The salary of the

annum, and the salary

be $2,500 per annum. (Acts 1905,

§

of his clerk shall

110; 1919, pp. 75, 92.)

Editorial Note.— By the Act of 1919 (Acts 1919, pp. 75, 92), the salaries were
raised from $3,000 and $1,800 to $5,000 and $2,500, respectively.

Bond

—

Commissioner. The Commissioner of Agriculture shall
give a bond of $50,000 as a guaranty of the faithful performance of the
duties of his office, and for the proper accounting for. all moneys, fees,
etc., received by the office, said bond to be furnished. by a surety company authorized to do business in Georgia by the laws of this State. The
premium on said bond shall be paid by the State. (Acts 1927, p. 207.)
5-106.

of

Cross-reference.

Chapter
5-107.

—Accounting

for public

moneys,

see- Title 89,

Public Officers,

89-8.

(2068) Commissioner's duties.

pare under this

own

direction, a

—

1.

The Commissioner

shall pre-

handbook describing the geological

formation of the various counties, with information as to the general
adaptation of the soil of the said counties for the various products of the
temperate zone, and for the purpose of giving a more general and careful estimate of the capacity and character of the soil of the counties the
;

above subjects and others of interest to those who till the soil of this
State, shall be given in circular or pamphlet form, to the ordinaries and
to the agricultural associations of the various counties for distribution

at such times as the
2.

Commissioner may be prepared

The Commissioner

to do so.

shall provide for the proper

and careful

distri-

may

desire

bution of any seeds that the Government of the United States
to introduce into this State,

and he may deem

of value to this State,

and

and judicious distribution of the same; also, for
the exchange of seeds with foreign Countries or adjoining States, for
seed from this State; and their distribution in a proper manner shall be
entirely under his supervision and control.
for the proper, careful,

The Commissioner

have under his especial charge the study
of the various insects that are injurious to the crops, plants, and fruits of
this State, their habits and propagation and he shall at various times,
as he may deem proper, issue circulars for distribution as aforesaid as to
3.

shall

;

mode for their destruction, and any information upon the subhe may deem of interest to the planters, farmers, and horticul-

the proper
ject that
turists.
4.

The Commissioner

interest to

examine into any question that may be of
the horticulturists and fruitgrowers of this State and into all

matters that he

shall

may deem

The Commissioner

proper toward encouraging these industries.

have under his especial charge the diseases of the grain, fruits, and other crops of this State, and shall, at various times, report upon any remedy for said diseases or any useful information upon the subject, and he shall employ a chemist to assist him
in his researches, and a geologist to assist him in preparing a geological
5.

shall
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survey of the State, and other business that he may deem
to advance the purposes for which this Department

The Commissioner

of

i:

eated.

have under his especial charge the anal
A fair sample of all fertilizers sold in tin'-, Statt
sis of fertilizers.
be submitted to the Commissioner, and the game hall be thoroughly
tested .by him; and if any brand of fertilizer-, so tested by the Coi
6.

shall

I

sioner

is

pronounced

of

no practical value, the

sale of the

same

-hall

be

prohibited.

The Commissioner

7.

any matter of interest

in

shall report, as

is

hereinbefore set forth, upon

connection with dairying that he

may deem

of

interest to the people of this State.

be the especial duty of the Commissioner to investigi
and report, as is hereinbefore set forth, upon the culture of wool, the
It shall

8.

and profits of sheepraising, and all information upon
that he may deem of interest to the people.

utility

ject

The Commissioner

9.

this sub-

and

shall investigate the subject of irrigation,

what portion of this State can be most benefited thereby, and all information upon this subject that he may deem important to the people of this
State.

The Commissioner

10.

and
as

shall report at

shall give attention to the subject of fencing,

such times as he

is

hereinbefore set forth.

11.

The Commissioner

may deem

proper upon said subject,

shall annually collect,

and

port, statistics as accurate

and present

full as possible, relating to

in his re-

agriculture in

branches as practiced in this State. The statistics thus collected
shall show, by counties, the acreage, the total yield, and the average
yield per acre of the crops grown in this State.
all of its

12.

The Commissioner may

set forth,

upon any matter or subject that

agriculture of this State.

manner as is hereinbefore
he may deem of interest to the

report, in the

(Acts 1874,

p. 6; 1893, p. 136.)

—

Cross-references. State Entomologist, see Chapter 5-7. State Geologist, see
Title 43, Forestry and Geology, Chapter 43-3. Analysis of fertilizers, see Chapters
5-10 to 5-14. Penalty for violation of this Chapter, see § 5-9901.

—

made by Commissioner.
make all necessary rules and

(2083) Rules and regulations to be

5-108.

The Commissioner

shall be

empowered

to

regulations for the purpose of carrying out the design and intentions of

(Acts 1874,

this law.

p. 7.)

(1983) Commissioner of Immigration.

5-109.

Agriculture shall be ex

officio

Commissioner

—The

Commissioner

of

of Immigration, with the

duties hereinafter enumerated. (Acts 1894, p. 104.)

(1984) Information to be collected and arranged

5-110.

—

by Commis-

be the duty of the said Commissioner to collate and arrange in systematized order, in his office, full and accurate information as
sioner.

It shall

to the mineral, geological, metallurgical, agricultural, horticultural,

and

timber and fishing resources of the State, the cost and prospect of the

development and utilization of the same as to the adaptation
of the soil of the State and the counties thereof to the various products
of the temperate zone; as to the streams and waters of the State and
profitable

;

—
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their adaptability to navigation, manufacturing,

to the advantages of the seaports

;

and other purposes; as

as to the facilities for transportation,

both passenger and freight, by water and by

rail,

with the cost of same;

as to the climatic, health, social, and religious conditions; as to the capi-

invested in the various lines of manufacture in the State and the

tal

records of the same as to profitableness

and as to any and

other matwhich he may deem of interest to homeseekers, investors, and the
Provided, that all such information shall be arranged
general public
according to counties, as far as practicable, and be so arranged as to be
readily accessible and intelligible to all parties seeking information along
;

all

ters

:

the lines herein indicated. (Acts 1894, p. 104.)
5-111.

—

(1985) Correspondence with bureaus, societies, etc.

It

shall

be the duty of the said Commissioner to correspond with all bureaus,
societies, corporations, and organizations having for their purposes the

development

of this State

and

States, the bringing of capital,

Southern States of these United
homeseekers, and acceptable immigrants
of the

and to the said Southern States to advise them as to the resources
and advantages of this State to communicate, correspond with, and furto this

;

;

information to all persons seeking same along the lines indicated. (Acts 1894, p. 105.)

nish

all

Cross-references.
§

54-110.

— Duties

Commissioner

of

Emigrant agents, see

§

of

Commerce and

Labor,

see

54-110.

—

Department of Agriculture. The entire
funds available for the support and maintenance of the Department of
Agriculture shall be the amount set forth in the appropriation bill from
time to time, and all funds of every nature collected by said Department
or any subdivision thereof shall be paid into the treasury of the State
and disbursed by appropriations duly provided by the General Assembly and approved by the Governor. (Acts 1931, pp. 7, 41.)
5-112.

Funds

for support of

CHAPTER

5-2.

BUREAU OF MARKETS.
Sec.

Sec.
5-201.
5-202.

Creation; purposes.
Director; appointment, term, salary,

5-203.

Eond

5-204.

Duties

expenses and assistants.

of Director.

5-205.

Standards, grades, and classes;
formulation, etc.

5-206.

Annual

5-207.

Business of buying and selling
prohibited.

Director; investigations, information, advice and
assistance, prevention of waste.
of

5-201. Creation;

purposes.

— For

reports.

the purposes of promoting proper,

and economical handling, packing, transporting, storage, distribution, inspection and sale of agricultural products of all kinds within
this State, and for the further purpose of assisting producers and consumers thereof in selling and purchasing the same under fair conditions,
and at fair and reasonable prices, there is hereby created within the Department of Agriculture a Bureau of Markets. (Acts 1917., pp. 77, 78.)

efficient

expenses and assistants.
The Commissioner of Agriculture shall appoint a Director of Markets
(hereinafter called the Director), who shall be qualified for the perform5-202. Director; appointment, term, salary,
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5-'
.

jj

ancc of his duties under this Chapter by practical training and experiand shall del
ence. He shall be appointed for the term of two y
his entire time to the duties of his office

annum

and

shall receive the

and also be allowed his
transportation expenses actually incurred in the performance
ties, itemized, accompanied by proper vouchers.

$3,000 per

Bum

of

for his services,

The Commissioner

of his du-

hereby authorized to appoint such
competent and experienced persons to assist the Director and such clerical and other assistants as may be necessary to carry out the intent of
this Chapter who shall serve at the pleasure of the Commissioner of Agriculture and shall receive such compensation for their services as he and
the Director shall determine: Provided, that all expenditures under this
section shall be accompanied by proper vouchers and upon itemized
statements approved by the Director. (Acts 1917, p. 78.)
Cross-reference.

— Director

Commissioner, see

Bond

of Agriculture

§

of State

is

Bureau of Markets as State Warehouse

5-301.

— Before

assuming the duties of the office
the Director shall execute and file with the Governor a good and solvent
bond in the sum of $5000 to be approved by said official, conditioned
upon the proper and faithful performance of the duties of said Director.
5-203.

(Acts 1917,

of Director.

p. 81.)

5-204. Duties of Director; investigations, information, advice

sistance, prevention of waste.

Bureau

—The Director

and

as-

shall be the chief executive

Markets and it shall be his duty to organize said
Bureau and in cooperation with the Commissioner of Agriculture to plan
and formulate the work to be done and carry out the provisions of this
Chapter; and he shall
officer of the

of

—

(a)
tion,

Investigate methods and practices in connection with the produc-

handling, standardizing, grading, classifying, sorting,

weighing,

packing, transportation, storage, inspection and sale of agricultural
products of all kinds within this State and all matters relevant thereto.
(b)

Gather, formulate, and disseminate information in such form and

at such time as he shall

deem advisable

subsection (a) hereof in

all their

relating to matters mentioned in

phases, and by correspondence, publica-

experimentation or by any other practical means shall keep
producers, purchasers, and consumers informed of the supply and demand of all such products and of the markets at which the same can be
tion, advice,

best and most efficiently and most economically sold or procured.

Publish periodical bulletins setting forth the current market prices
for all such products in the several places of principal market therefor
within the State and elsewhere, and so far as practicable data regarding
(c)

the available supplies thereof and the

demand

therefor in said places.

(d) Ascertain sources of supply of all such products

and prepare and

publish from time to time lists of the names and addresses of producers
and consignors thereof and furnish the same without charge to persons

applying therefor.
(e) Secure in the performance of the duties of his office the cooperation and assistance of the office of markets of the Department of Agri-

culture of the United States, similar offices, bureau or departments of

§

5-2
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other States, and of the Georgia State College of Agriculture or of any

other organization that

may

be of assistance therein.

Assist and advise in the organization and the conduct of cooperaand other associations for improving relations and services among
producers, distributors and consumers and methods and practices in connection with the several matters mentioned in subsection (a) hereof, and
(|)

tive

matters relevant thereto.

all

Investigate delays, embargoes, conditions, practices, charges, and
tes in the transportation and handling of all such agricultural products,
(g)

,

and when the same may be warranted

in his opinion

may

cause such

proceedings to be instituted before the proper authority or other tri-^
bunals as may be necessary to improve arid adjust -the same when he
shall deem it advisable; may cause to be instituted proper proceedings
to prevent unlawful combinations or agreements in restraint of trade, or
Provided, that all costs incurred under this paragraph
for fixing prices
:

from the funds appropriated and no one under this Chapter
shall have authority to create any further liability against the State,
the Department of Agriculture, or Market Bureau established by this
shall be paid

Chapter.

Whenever

appear that any agricultural products are liable
to spoil or waste or depreciate in value for lack of ready market, take
such steps as may be deemed advisable to benefit the producers, distributors and consumers thereof, and to prevent waste.
(h)

it

shall

(i) Take such other measures as shall be proper for carrying out the
purposes of this Chapter Provided, that in carrying out the provisions
of this Chapter there shall be no trespassing on the educational or in:

structional

w orks

of the State Agricultural College or extension

r

as provided for under the Federal Smith-Lever

Act [U.

work

S. C. A., Title 7,

§§ 341-348]. (Acts 1917, pp. 78-80.)
Cross-reference.

—Appropriation

of funds, see

§

5-112.

i

—

and classes; formulation, etc. The Director
shall likewise formulate and announce proper and fair standards, grades
and classes, for and among agricultural products of all kinds, and may
modify or supplement the same from time to time, and shall recommend
the same to cooperative and other like associations of producers, distributors and vendors thereof as the standards, grades, or classes to be
adopted in marketing the same. (Acts 1917, p. 80.)
5-205. Standards, grades,

—

Annual reports. The Director shall make an annual report to
the Commissioner of Agriculture on or before the first day of June of
each year, in which shall be set forth in detail the work performed by
the Bureau of Markets during the preceding calendar year; a statement
of the plans made for the development of the work; a detailed financial
5-206.

budget

of receipts

and expenditures and

of financial requirements of the

division for the next fiscal year; and such other matters as to the Director

may appear

advisable.

(Acts 1917,

p. 80.)

Cross-reference.— Reports deposited with State Librarian, see
5-207. Business of

buying and

selling prohibited.

§

101-217.

— The

employees are prohibited, during their respective terms of

Director and
office or

em-

;
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i'im:.

ploymcnt, except for the purposes of the division of markets, from
gaging in this State or elsewhere in the business of buying or selling or
commission dealing- in farm products. (Arts Y)\7, p. 81.)
(

CHAPTER

STATE WAREHOUSE DEPARTMENT.

5-3.

Sec.

Sec.

State Warehouse Commissioner;
Director of State Bureau of
Markets designated.
Bond of Commissioner.
Clerks, graders, and employees;
appointment; bonds; compen-

5-301.

5-302.
5-303.

sums

officers; deposit of

collected.

5-307.

5-308.

Standard

5-306.

and

classification

of

cotton.

Compresses; right of Commissioner to en ct, buy, et«
Cotton storage; tags, receipts,
etc.

5-311.
5-312.

5-314.

5-315.

Corporate powers and liabilities
suits; limitations on liability.
Acquisition of property; encouraging erection of warehouses.
Duties of Commissioner.

5-305.

5-310.

5-313.

sation.

Expenses of

5-304.

5-309.

5-316.
5-317.

Tags evidencing grades, etc.
Terms and rate of storage.
Loans and sales.
Charges.
Receipts; seal of Commissioner.
Investigation of liens and titles.
Fire insurance on buildings, etc.,
owned by or in possession of

Commissioner.
5-318.

Annual report

5-319.

State debt not to

5-320.

Cooperation with other States.

of

Commissioner.
be created.

Warehouse Commissioner; Director of State Bureau of
Markets designated. The Director of the State Bureau of Markets shall
be the State Warehouse Commissioner. (Acts 1918, p. 246; 1920, p. 282.)
5-301. State

—

—

Cross-references. Bureau of Markets, the Director, etc., see §§ 5-201 to 5-207.
public warehousemen, see §§ 111-101 to 111-113. Tobacco warehousemen
to furnish statistics to Commissioner of Agriculture, see §§ 111-201 to 111-206.

Bonded

—

Commissioner. The State Warehouse Commissioner
shall give bond payable to the Governor and his successors in office for
the faithful performance of his duties, in the sum of $25,000, the cost of
said bond to be paid by the Commissioner; said bond to be approved as
5-302.

Bond

of

other bonds of State officers. (Acts 1918,

p.

250; 1920,

p. 282.)

and employees; appointment; bonds; compenThe Commissioner shall have the power to appoint graders, offisation.
cers, clerks and all necessary employees to carry out the provisions of
this Chapter and fix the salaries of same. He shall also have the power,
and is hereby directed, to safeguard the interests of the State by requiring bonds from such officers, clerks and employees, for the performance
of their duties. He shall also prescribe rules and regulations not inconsistent with the intent and spirit of this Chapter, to carry the same into
5-303. Clerks, graders,

—

effect.

(Acts 1918,

p.

247; 1920,

p. 282.)

—

Expenses of officers; deposit of sums collected. The State
Warehouse Commissioner, when away from home in the discharge of
his duties, shall be paid his actual expenses, for which there shall be filed
an itemized account. The expenses of other officers acting under his direction shall be paid in the same manner, upon the approval of the State
Warehouse Commissioner. All sums collected under this law shall be
5-304.

deposited with the State Treasurer,
of same.

(Acts 1918,

p. 252.)

who

shall

keep a separate account

—
§
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Corporate powers and liabilities; suits; limitations on liability.
Commissioner shall have power to sue and be sued, plead and be

5-305.

—The

impleaded, upon the same terms as an individual or corporation, the
action to be against or by the Commissioner, and not as an individual,

except

in case of tort or

the bond of the Commissioner.

Fulton, or

in

when the action may be upon
may be brought in the county of

neglect of duty,
Suits

the county in which the cause of action shall arise:

Pro-

vided, however, that the weights, classes and grades of cotton on storage
are,

under

of those

this Chapter,

who

money

buy cotton through the State Warehouse
Provided further, that the Commissioner shall not be

lend

Commissioner:

only guaranteed by the Commissioner in favor
or

responsible for such fluctuation in weight as represents ordinary climatic

conditions

:

Provided further, that cotton designated as "linters" shall

not be received for storage under the provisions of this Chapter. (Acts
1918, p. 248; 1920, p. 282.)
5-306. Acquisition of property;

The Commissioner

encouraging erection of warehouses.

have power to acquire property. It shall be his
duty to foster and encourage the erection of warehouses in the various
counties, upon plans and specifications adopted by him.
(Acts 1918,
shall

p. 247; 1920, p. 282.)

5-307. Duties of

Commissioner.

Warehouse Commissioner

—

It shall

be the duty of said State

which cotton is
grown, harvested, ginned, baled, covered, stored and marketed, and as a
result of such investigation to organize a system that will bring about
needed reforms, and provide for the most economical and scientific
handling of this crop from the fields to the mill, and when he shall have
determined upon the best system of ginning, baling and covering, to
recommend its adoption by all ginners as fast as practicable, without
undue expense. (Acts 1918, p. 247; 1920, p. 282.)
5-308.

to study the condition under

Standard and classification of cotton.

—The Commissioner

shall

accept as authoritative the standard and classifications of cotton established

by the Federal Government. (Acts

1918, p. 247; 1920, p. 282.)

—

Compresses; right of Commissioner to erect, buy, etc. The
Commissioner shall have the right to erect, buy, lease, or otherwise contract for a compress plant, or make contract or contracts with existing
5-309.

compress owners for the compression of cotton, as may be necessary in
the conduct of the business under this Chapter. (Acts 1918, p. 249; 1920,
p. 282.)

5-310.

Cotton storage; tags, receipts,

etc.

—The Commissioner may

re-

ceive for storage lint cotton, properly baled, with an inspection tag show-

ing that

it

has been legally weighed, and that a Federal or State grader,

as hereafter

may

be provided, has graded said cotton.

There

shall be

name of the said
warehouse, identification mark on each

receipts issued for such cotton under the seal in the

Commissioner, stating location of
bale, its weight and grade, and whether long or short

staple, so as to

be
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§

5-316

able to deliver on surrender of receipts the identical cotton for which

was given; the

receipt for cotton so stored to he transferable only by

written assignment and actual delivery; the cotton which

upon physical presentation

to be delivered only

The

factory proof of loss of same.

when

it

the cotton

is

of the receipt, or sa

receipt shall be

taken from the warehouse.

repre

it

marked

(Acts 1918,

"call

p.

248; 1920,

p. 282.)

Cross-reference.

— Offenses

connection with receipts, see §§ 5-9902 to 5-9905.

in

Tags evidencing grades, etc. —/The grades, weights and identification marks provided for by this Chapter shall be evidenced by tags
affixed to the bale of cotton, and the receipts issued must be duplicate of
the identification upon the said tags. (Acts 1918, p. 249.)
5-311.

5-312.

Terms and

rate of storage.

may

terms upon which cotton

under this Chapter, and

—The Commissioner shall

settle the

be stored in the local warehouses coming

the rate of storage thereon in such

fix

that these warehouses shall pay expenses,

it

manner

being the declared purpose

Chapter that the system shall be self-sustaining and without cost

of this

to the State.

(Acts 1918,

249; 1920,

p.

p. 282.)

—

Loans and sales. The Commissioner may, upon the request of
the owner of warehouse receipts, negotiate loans upon the same, or make
sale of the cotton on storage, and shall notify the holders of cotton of the
steps which will be necessary to avail themselves of aid in obtaining
loans upon cotton or making sale thereof.
(Acts 1918, p. 249; 1920,
5-313.

p. 282.)

5-314. Charges.

—The Commissioner shall provide for the cost of main-

by assessing a charge upon each bale of cotton offered for storage, and for negotiation of loans or selling cotton, a commission, all of which charges shall be uniform, and due notice thereof
taining this system

given,

it

being the declared purpose of this Chapter to operate at cost,

without profit to the State.
5-315. Receipts; seal of

(Acts 1918,

Commissioner.

p.

249; 1920,

p. 282.)

—The warehouse receipt books

be designed by the Commissioner and furnished the manager of
each warehouse. Receipts shall be numbered, and the warehouse receiving such book shall be accountable for each receipt. The receipts in
shall

may have

such books

the lithographed or engraved signature of the State

Warehouse Commissioner, but

the

name

of the

manager

of the local

by said manager with pen and ink. The State
Warehouse Commissioner shall have a seal, which shall be affixed to

warehouse

shall be signed

each receipt.

(Acts 1918,

p.

250; 1920,

5-316. Investigation of liens

cotton
verse

is

and

p. 282.)

titles.

—

If the

warehouseman

offered for storage shall have cause to believe there

lien, title,

vestigation,

or claim to such cotton, he shall

and to that end he

cotton for storage to

make

may

to
is

whom
an ad-

make reasonable

in-

require the party so offering such

affidavit in writing as to

such

liens,

adverse

£
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transferee or holder for value of any receipt issued

without notice of any adverse lien, title or claim to
the cotton represented by such receipt, shall have a superior claim to

under

this Chapter,

such cotton as against such adverse

lien, title or claim,

of such adverse lien, title or claim within seven

which such cotton was so stored
on such

and give

such action.

fire all

is

for false affidavit, see

on buildings,

etc.,

name

owned by

said

Commis-

where said Commissioner may be rebuildings, machinery leased, owned, or

of the State; or

in his possession other

all

than the State's property when requested to do

so bv the owners thereof.

may

or in possession of

— The State Warehouse Commissioner shall insure against

quested, he shall have insured

ton that

5-9906.

§

owned by

buildings, machinery, or other property

sioner in the

stored written notice of

251.)

p.

— Punishment

5-317. Fire insurance

Commissioner.

such warehouse, shall begin action

warehouse where such cotton

(Acts 1918,

Cross-reference.

days after the date on

or adverse claim in a court of competent jurisdiction,

lien, title

to the

in

unless the holder

Further, he shall effect

be insured in said warehouses

fire

when

insurance on cot-

so requested by the

owners thereof in the name of the owner. All insurance obtained by said Commissioner under the provisions of this section shall
be placed in fire insurance companies authorized by law to do business
Provided, that the Commissioner shall not act in any cain this State
pacity for any insurance company, or receive any compensation from any
insurance company, insurance agent, broker, or any person representing
any insurance company as aforesaid, by division of commission, or otherwise, in connection with the placing of any insurance.
(Acts 1918,

owner

or

:

p.

252; 1920,
5-318.

p. 282.)

Annual report

missioner shall
forth
fa)

of

Commissioner.

make an annual

—The State Warehouse Com-

report to the General Assembly, setting

:

Number and

location of each warehouse

where cotton has been

re-

ceived for storage by the State.
(b)

Cotton on storage and that delivered on presentation of receipts.

(c)

Such further information as the Commissioner may

be of benefit to the public. (Acts 1918,

249; 1920,

p.

think'

would

p. 282.)

—

Cross-references.
Reports supplied to State Librarian, see § 101-204. Meeting
of the General Assembly, see Const, Art. Ill, Sec. IV, Par. Ill (§ 2-1503).

5-319. State debt not to

be created.

— No debt shall be created against

the State by reason or operation of this Chapter.

(Acts 1918,

p. 252.)

—

Cooperation with other States. The Commissioner shall cooperate with other States where a State warehouse system is in operation, and promote the formation of an interstate board, so that there may
5-320.

be uniformity

in

handling and marketing the crop

the Commissioner
for this purpose.

is

in all the States,

authorized to spend such sums as

(Acts 1918,

p.

251

;

1920, p. 282.)

may

and

be necessary
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REGULATIONS AS TO AGRICULTURAL
PRODUCTS.

II.

CHAPTER

RICE CULTIVATION.

5-4.

Sec.

Sec.

Water not

Exto be diverted.
tension of drains through adjoining lands.

5-401.

Rice dams, when to be opened.
Penalty for violating the two
preceding sections.
Person 'injured may apply for

5-402.
5-403.
5-404.

survey.
5-405.

'

5-406.

Award

5-407.

Drainage not prohibil
Proceedings in case of obstruc-

5-408.

of freehold*

tions.

5-410.

Penalty for stopping up dam.
Inadequate dams to be enlarged.

5-411.

Compensation

5-409.

of freeholders, etc.

Proceedings under the warrant.

Water not

Extension of drains through
adjoining lands. No person shall be permitted to make or keep up any
dam to stop the natural course of any water, so as to overflow the lands
of any other person, without his consent, nor shall any person stop or
prevent any water from running* off of any person's field, whereby such
person may be prevented from planting in season or receive any other
injury thereby, nor so as to turn the natural course of any water from
one channel or swamp to another, to the prejudice of any person. Whenever the owner of any land shall refuse to extend any drain or ditch
through the same, that may be dug to the line of his lot by the owner or
occupant of adjoining land, the said adjoining owner or occupant shall
be privileged to extend his drain at his own expense through any such
lands to a proper outlet; and if his land shall be injured or decreased in
value by reason of said draining, the party injured shall receive full compensation from the person so draining for the injury done. The question of such injury in value may be submitted, on request of either party
and notice given, to three disinterested freeholders, to be chosen by the
ordinary of the county, and they shall make an award upon the same
rules and regulations as are provided by law touching arbitration and
awards Provided, said award shall be made and just compensation paid
5-401.

(1853)

to be diverted.

—

:

before the drain or ditch
Cross-references.
levees, see

§

is

(Acts 1866,

— Ownership

85-1310.

of running water, see
Watercourses, see § 105-1407.

(1854) Rice dams,

5-402.

commenced.

when

to be opened.

§

p. 27.)

85-1301.

Ditches and

— Every person who shall

keep water during the winter upon grounds where rice will be planted
the ensuing spring shall annually, by the fifth day of March, open the
dams which keep up the water, and let off the same. (Act 1787, Cobb. 27.)
(1855) Penalty for violating the

5-403.

two preceding

sections.

—Upon

the violation of the provisions of either of the preceding sections, the

person offending shall forfeit $500 upon the complaint of any person
terested

;

in-

one-half of the recovery shall go to the informer, the other to

the educational fund of the county. (Act 1787, Cobb, 27.)
5-404.

(1856) Person injured

may

apply for survey.

—When

any per-

son has thus offended in the manner aforesaid, a person affected thereby
may apply to a magistrate who has jurisdiction in the district for a war-

§

Agriculture.

5-405
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rant of a survey, and shall also thereupon notify the defendant of the

complaint, and of the time and place of meeting".
5-405.

(Act 1787, Cobb, 27.)

(1857) Proceedings under the warrant.

—The

magistrate shall

have summoned three disinterested freeholders of the neighborhood or
district where the cause of the complaint exists, one of whom must be
chosen by each of the parties, and the other by the magistrate; but if the
defendant neglects before the day of meeting to make a choice, the magistrate may choose for him; they must be sworn before such magistrate to
determine the matter in dispute justly and impartially, shall proceed to
view the obstruction, and are empowered to do so without the attendance
of either party, unless such are providentially prevented, and must report their proceedings to the magistrate without delay. (Act 1787, Cobb,
27.)

Award

—

on view thereof, a majority
of said freeholders decide that said obstructions do or may prevent the
party complaining from planting his crop of rice in due time, or otherwise injure him, they shall furnish an immediate remedy in any way they
think necessary to give the most effectual relief, the losing party paying
the cost of the proceeding. (Act 1787, Cobb, 27.)
of freeholders.

5-406.

(1858)

5-407.

(1859) Drainage not prohibited.

ply to any person

who

shall

If,

— Such proceeding

shall not ap-

have made through his own land

sufficient

drainage, of which said freeholders shall be the judge, to carry off the

waters passing through the same, in as expeditious a manner as they
could have passed through the natural course or channels if no such banks
had been erected. (Act 1787, Cobb, 28.)
Cross-reference.

5-408.

of water, see

§

5-401.

(1860) Proceedings in case of obstructions.

tween said

may

— Diversion

fifth of

apply in like

—Any

person, be-

March and the first day of September of each year,
manner for a warrant of survey on any obstructions

which may impede 'the conveying of any surplus water on his rice
grounds, and which by remaining thereon may prove injurious, or shall
keep up any dam which shall stop the water so as to overflow his lands
to his injury.

In such cases the proceedings shall be the same as here-

tofore set forth.

(Act 1787, Cobb,

28.)

up dam.

—

any person shall, by
himself or through his orders or by his agent, stop up any dam or replace
any obstruction which has been opened or removed, or which has been
thus done by himself on the said fifth of March until the first day of July
next thereafter, or shall obstruct or hinder the opening of any dam or
removing of obstructions decided to be opened or removed, he shall for5-409.

feit,

(1861) Penalty for stopping

If

as aforesaid in this Chapter, $1000 for each offense to the person

aggrieved, besides his liability for the actual damages.

(Act 1787, Cobb,

28.)

5-410.

(1862) Inadequate

dams

to be enlarged.

—When

any dam has
wasteway, and

been made to form reservoirs of water without sufficient
is inadequate to sustain the weight of water, the owner of such

dam

shall

immediately cause the same to be enlarged, strengthened, or erected in
If, on a survey by
a substantial manner, with a sufficient wasteway.

Ac,HlCrj/\ CJ'K.
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make

freeholders, he neglects to

the time they
liable to

Cobb,

may

the improvements they require, within

designate, he shall forfeit to -'my person injured, or

be injured, as provided in the preceding section.

(Act 1787,

29.)

—

(1863) Compensation of freeholders, etc. The freeholders are
entitled each to $3 per day, and if duly summoned and they fail to attend,
5-411.

without providential cause or necessary absence from the district, t1
The magistrate and witness, if any,
shall forfeit to either party $100.
shall receive the costs allowed in the trial of forcible entry and detainer
proceedings. (Act 1787, Cobb, 29.)
Cross-references.
§

— Subpoena,

Jury fee

24-1601.

CHAPTER

see

§

in forcible entry

5-5.

38-1501.
Fees of justices of the peace, see
and detainer trials, see § 105-1006.

WEIGHING OF COTTON,
Sec.

Sec.
5-501.
5-502.
5-503.
5-504.
5-505.

5-506.

Scalesmen, weighers of cotton,
and others to be sworn.
Oath of scalesmen and others
to be recorded.
Deductions by weigher.
Deduction for bagging and ties
from weight of cotton.
Public weigher and grader of
cotton; oath and bond.
Deputy weighers and graders.

5-501.

—

RICE, ETC.

It shall

5-507.

Compensation and duties of
weighers and graders. Scales

5-508.

Removal

tested.

5-510.

of weigher and grader.
Tare on rice.
Tare on other articles.

5-511.

No

5-509.

5-512.

deduction to
turn of scales,

City, town,
ties

be

made

for

etc.

and county authori-

may make

further rules.

(1844) Scalesmen, weighers of cotton, and others to be sworn.

not be lawful for any scalesman, salesman, or other person, in

weigh any bale, bag, or package
of cotton, tierce or half-tierce of rice, or any other article of produce disposed of by weight, without first taking and subscribing an oath, before
some person authorized by law to administer it, that he will justly, impartially, and without deduction, weigh all such cotton and all other articles of produce disposed of by weight that may be shown to him for
that purpose, and tender a true account thereof to the party or parties
any

of the cities, towns, or villages, to

concerned,

if

so required.

ing said articles for

(Acts 1875, pp.

18,

sale,

This section shall apply only to parties weighand not to persons weighing their own produce.

102; 1876, p. 27; 1889,

p. 68.)

—

Cross-references. Penalty for weighing cotton, etc., without taking oath, see
Failure of officer to take and tile official oath, see § 89-9901. Weighers
of freight, see § 18-321. Punishment for putting rubbish in cotton or rice, see
% 5-9907.
§

26-7405.

oath,
ty,

—

Oath of scalesmen and others to be recorded. Such
when taken, must be filed in the office of the ordinary of the coun-

5-502.

(1846)

and a minute made thereof.

Cross-reference.

5-503.

— Failure

of

(Acts 1875, pp.
officer to take and file

(1845) Deductions

by weigher.

—The

18, 102.)
official

oath, see

weigher

§

89-9901.

may make

such

deduction for wet, or other cause, as may be reasonable, when the seller
or his agent shall thereto consent: Provided, that if the weigher, with
the consent of the seller or his agent, makes a deduction from the gross
weight of any bale, bag, or package of cotton because of the bagging and
fastenings on said bale, bag, or package, the deduction shall be not

more

§

Agriculture.
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if it is covered with jute bagging, and not more than 16
covered with cotton bagging, except in the case of any
bale. bag-, or package of cotton not fastened with iron ties nor with ropes,
in which case the deduction shall be not more than 10 pounds if it is covered with jute bagging, and not more than five pounds if it is covered
with cotton bagging'. In every case in which a deduction is made from
the gross weight of any bale. bag. or package of cotton because of the
bagging and fastenings on said bale, bag, or package, the weigher, in
tendering a true account thereof to the party or parties concerned, shall
state the gross weight of each bale, bag, or package, and also the number

than 24 pounds

pounds

of

it

is

it

pounds deducted

(Acts 1876.

p.

for

bagging and fastenings, and the net weight.

27; 1889, p. 68.)

—

Deduction for bagging and ties from weight of cotton. It shall
be unlawful for any person, firm or corporation engaged in the business
of buying cotton, as principal or agent, to deduct any sum for bagging
and ties from the weight or price of any bale of cotton when the weight
of the bagging and ties does not exceed six per cent, of the gross weight
of such bale of cotton. In the event that the weight of the bagging and
ties exceed six per cent, of the gross weight of such bale of cotton, only
5-504.

the excess over the said six per cent,

may

be deducted.

(Acts 1911,

p. 182.)

—

PunishCross-references. Punishment for violating this section, see § 5-9908
Illegal
for cotton compresser's cutting bagging from cotton, see § 5-9909.
charge for weighing cotton, see § 5-9910.

ment

5-505. Public

weigher and grader of cotton oath and bond.
;

—Upon the

application or petition of at least 50 citizens or producers of cotton in any

commissioners of a county when they administer the affairs of a county, or to the ordinary of the county when he
administers the affairs of the county, he or they shall appoint one competent and discreet person who shall be known as the public weigher and
grader of cotton in such county. Upon his appointment by them, they
shall issue to him a commission authorizing him to weigh and grade all
cotton that may be brought to him for such purpose by the citizens of
Provided, he shall first take an oath to faithfully perform
said county
county,

made

to the county

:

the duties of such weigher and grader, and give bond conditioned upon
the accurate and faithful performance of his duty subject to be enforced

by any person that shall be damaged on account of a failure in the performance of his duty, said recovery to be had in any court having jurisdiction of the parties and subject-matter. (Acts 1912, p. 155.)

—

Deputy weighers and graders. Said weigher and grader shall
be authorized, when it becomes necessary, to appoint a deputy or deputies to act within said county to assist him in weighing and grading of
In the appointment of such deputies he shall not appoint any
cotton.
one who is not of good character and competent to perform such duties.
5-506.

(Acts 1912,

p. 155.)

Compensation and duties of weighers and graders. Scales tested.
As compensation for the weighing, grading, issuing certificates, as to
weights and grades, and stamping same upon the bale of cotton, such
weigher and grader shall have for such service, and be allowed to charge
5-507.

—

Aefeicui/ruRE.
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§5

the party desiring- to have said cotton weighed and graded

tl

of 20

tl

be the duty of the weigher arid gra
deputy, upon their appointment, to provide a platform and scale
ample facilities for handling- cotton with speed and at a minimum
cents per bale.

It shall

<

which platform or platforms, all cotton sold in said market or
:;.
if
and
graded
by
weighed,
stamped,
desired
seller,
so
the
may first be
producer, or buyer, and upon the application by the parties, it shall
the weigher's duty to immediately weigh, grade, and stamp upon the cotton weights and grade, and issue to the applicant a certificate showing
the same and enter the same in a book to be kept by him. The appoint* d
public weigher and grader shall be responsible, on his bond, for the official act of his deputy, and each weigher or deputy shall have his scales
tested at least once every 30 days by the standard weights in the office
at

.!.

provided by law. (Acts 1912,

of the ordinary as

p. 155.)

—

weigher and grader. The county commissioners or
ordinary, whichever has the appointing power, upon good and sufficient
cause shown, after 10 days' notice, in writing, personally served upon

Removal

5-508.

of

the public weigher and grader, shall inquire into his conduct and

if

they

remove any such officer from office, and appoint
and in the same manner may remove any deputy by

find sufficient reason,

another in his stead,

such public weigher appointed.
(1847) Tare on rice.

5-509.

(Acts 1912,

—The

p. 155.)

tare to be allowed on rice shall be

the actual tare, as nearly as can be determined, except in cases of the

where a tare of 10 per centum
be allowed, unless otherwise agreed on between the buyer and seller.

sale of a single tierce, half-tierce, or barrel,
shall

(1848) Tare on other articles.

5-510.

— In

other cases where tare

is

usually allowed, the actual tare, as nearly as the same can be ascertained,
shall be allowed, except

where the

seller

and purchaser may expressly

agree upon a different rule.
5-511.

(1849)

No

deduction to be made for turn of scales,

not be lawful for any purchaser or weigher to

etc.

—

It shall

make any deduction from

the weight of any article for or on account of the draft or turn of the

under a penalty, for every such offense, of $500, to be
any court having jurisdiction, one-half to go to the informer

scales or steelyard,

recovered in

by

whom

the suit

may

be brought, and the other half to the use of the

county where the offense
Cross-reference.

5-512.
rules.

— Penalty

may

be committed.

for selling by

unmarked weights,

see

§

112-103.

may make further
and towns may make such

(1850) City, town, and county authorities

— The corporate authorities of

all cities

further regulations for the weighing of produce of

cluding fees for weighing, as in their judgment

all

may

descriptions, in-

tend to effect the

objects of the foregoing provisions, and the ordinaries of the respective

counties shall have the same power, to be exercised outside the jurisdic-

towns
weighing

tion of said incorporated cities or
thorities or ordinaries, fees for

by law.

;

but, until altered
shall be

by such au-

such as are

now

fixed
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CHAPTER 5-6. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS AS TO SALE
OF AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS. DRIFTED TIMBER.
Sec.

Sec,
5-601.
5-602.

Seed-cotton sales, record and filing. Landlords, when exempt.
cotton
standards
of
Official
United States adopted; indieating grades b3 names not
used in standards. Sales against

5-603.

Produce not taxable by

cities

or towns.
.

5-604.

Salesmen not to charge

5.505.

Penalty for disposing of drifted

r

tax.

timber.

type.

5-601. Seed-cotton sales, record

and

filing.

Landlords,

when exempt.

— Any

person or persons, firm or corporation who shall purchase any
seed-cotton in this State at any time shall make a record in writing or
printing, at the time of said purchase, which record shall give a reasonable description, name and residence of the seller, date of purchase and
quantity of cotton so purchased, which said record shall be filed in the
office of the ordinary of the county where said purchase is made, to
be kept by him and opened for the inspection of the public within 10
days from the date of such purchase Provided, that the provisions of
this section shall not apply to the purchase of such cotton by landlords
from their tenants or croppers, where such cotton was grown or raised
by such tenants or croppers. (Acts 1916, p. 156.)
-

:

Cross-references.

— Punishment

for violations of this section, see

§

5-9911.

Il-

Selling cottonseed hulls without
purchase of seed-cotton, see § 5-9912.
weight being stamped on container, see § 5-9913.
legal

5-602. Official cotton standards of

United States adopted; indicating

—

grades by names not used in standards. Sales against type. The official
cotton standards of the United States as established and promulgated
from time to time by the Secretary of Agriculture of the United States
shall, while they are in effect, be the official cotton standards of this
State. It shall be unlawful, in or in connection with any transaction or

commerce subject

transactions in

to the jurisdiction of this State or in

any publication of a price or prices for or in connection with such
transaction or transactions, for any individual, partnership, association,
or corporation to indicate the grade of any cotton which is of or within
the grades of the said official cotton standards by any name, description,
or designation or any system of names, descriptions, or designations not
used in said standards. Nothing in this section is intended to prohibit
selling cotton against type.
Cross-reference.

— Punishment

(Acts 1920, pp. 129, 130.)
for violation of this section, see

(1851) Produce not taxable

by

towns.

§

5-9919.

— No

municipal
corporation shall levy or assess a tax on cotton or the sales thereof, nor
5-603.

cities or

levy or assess a tax on any agricultural products raised in this State, or
the sales thereof (other than cotton), until after the expiration of three

months from the time

of their introduction into said corporations.

(Acts

1873, pp. 67, 68.)
Cross-reference.

5-604.

—Limitation on

cities'

right to tax, see §§ 92-4101 to 92-4106.

(1852) Salesmen not to charge tax.

factor, or other

salesman

— No commission merchant,

shall, in his bill of

expenses for the sale or

handling of cotton or other produce as aforesaid, include or collect, directly or indirectly, any tax or assessment levied upon the sales of cotton

or other produce

by any

of said corporations;

the same, he shall be liable to the party

sum

701
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and

in ca

of violation of

I

damaged by such

of $50 for every dollar so collected, in an action

by

violation in the

said party.

(Acts

1873, p. 68.)
Cross-references.

— Expenses

of agents, see

§

4-212.

Factor's

licit,

see %\ 12-701,

12-705.

(1837) Penalty for disposing of drifted timber.

5-605.

— No

raftsman

or other person shall dispose, or attempt to dispose, of any drifted timber
or lumber taken up by him, on pain of paying not exceeding $500 for
-

such offense, to be recovered in any court having jurisdiction of the same,
one-half of the penalty to go to the informer, and the other to the use
of the county wherein such offense may be committed; but nothing herein contained shall prevent the finder of drifted timber or lumber from requiring and receiving from the owner reasonable compensation for delivering to the owner such timber or lumber. (Act 1799, Cobb, p. 23.;

PART

III.

CHAPTER

STATE ENTOMOLOGIST, HORTICULTURE,
POMOLOGY, ENTOMOLOGY, ETC.
STATE ENTOMOLOGIST; HORTICULTURE;
POMOLOGY.

5-7.

Sec.
5-701.

5-702.

5-703.

Sec.

Appointment

and removal of
State Entomologist; term of

5-713.

office.

5-705.

5-706.

5-708.
5-709.

5-710.

be

to

5-714.

Duty

5-715.

Unlawful

Power

5-716.

Products from places where boll

5-717.

weevil exists.
Certain other importations pro-

of State

Entomologist to

Promulgation of rules, etc.
Entomologist to deliver lectures.
Duties and powers of Entomolinfected

visiting

5-719.

Treatment prescribed by Entomologist.
Refusal to execute directions,
proceedings on.
Entry on premises.
Prevention of introduction of

of State Entomologist in
case of infection.

to bring Mexican boll
weevil into State.

hibited.
5-718.

Transportation companies to give
notice of shipments.
Powers and duties of Entomologist with respect to shipments; duties of railroad employees.

5-720.

Entering

premises

for

inspec-

tion; proceedings.
5-721.

Entomologist to investigate

dis-

eases of cotton plant.

pests.
5-711.

inspection

Qualifications, duties, salary and
bond of State Entomologist;
rules and regulations.

ogist as to
sections.
5-707.

of

filed.

enact rules and regulations.
5-704.

Certificate

Shipment of

without

trees, etc.,

5-722.

Entomologist to make report.

inspection.
5-712.

Annual inspection

of

stock of

trees, etc.; certificate.

5-701.

Appointment and removal

of State Entomologist;

term of

office.

-^-The State Entomologist shall be appointed for a term of four years, by
the Governor by and with the consent of the Senate. The Governor shall

have the power and authority to remove the State Entomologist
time for cause, and appoint his successor. (Acts 1931, pp. 7, 41.)

—

at

any

Editorial Note. Section 98 of the Reorganization Act (Acts 1931. pp. 7, 41)
abolished the State Board of Entomology and transferred all the powers, duties,
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and functions thereof to the State Entomologist.
from that section of the Reorganization Act.
5-702.

(2121, 2122)

The above

Qualifications, duties, salary

section

is

and bond

codified

of State

—

Entomologist; rules and regulations. The State Entomologist shall be
a man of good training and experience in entomology, and shall also have
received training in plant pathology and be familiar with the various disases affecting plant life of the State. His salary shall be $3,000 per annum, and he shall be required to give a surety bond sufficient to cover the
amount on hand at any one time, and shall act as inspector under the
provisions of this law. He shall promulgate rules and regulations in accordance with this law for the government of his office, and the duties
devolving upon him in the execution of thi<s law. (Acts 1898, p. 94; 1904,
i

p. 19; 1908, p.

69; 1911,

Power

p.

43; 1916, pp. 41, 42; 1931, pp.

7, 41.)

Entomologist to enact rules and regulations.
The State Entomologist shall have full power to enact such
rules and regulations governing the inspection, certification, sale, transportation, and introduction of trees, shrubs, cuttings, buds, vines, bulbs,
and roots, that he may deem necessary to prevent further introduction,
increase, and dissemination of insect pests and plant diseases and he
shall also have power to conduct experiments for control of seriously injurious insects and diseases. (Acts 1897, p. Ill 1898, p. 94; 1900, p. 89;
5-703.

(2120)

of State

—

;

;

1904. p. 19; 1905, p. 108; 1908, p. 69; 1916, pp. 41, 42; 1931, pp.

—

Punishment for hindering Entomologist, see
Commissioner of Agriculture, see § 5-107.

Cross-references.
of

§

7, 41.)

5-9920.'

Duties

—

(2129) Promulgation of rules, etc. The State Entomologist
promulgate through the press of the State the rules and regulations
necessary to carry into full and complete effect the provisions of this
Chapter, carefully defining what diseases or maladies, both insect and
fungus, shall Constitute infestation in trees or plants within the meaning and purview thereof. (Acts 1898, pp. 94, 96; 1931, pp. 7, 41.)
5-704.

shall

i

5-705.

(2140) Entomologist to deliver lectures.

—The State Entomolo-

one of his assistants, shall attend the farmers' institutes, and
other State agricultural societies held in this State, for the purpose of
delivering lectures on injurious insect and plant diseases, for the purpose of disseminating more fully the information obtained by his departgist, or

ment among the
for the State

whenever

it is

possible

Entomologist or his assistants to attend such meetings.

(Acts 1904, pp.
5-706.

agricultural classes of the State,

19, 21.)

(2123) Duties and powers of Entomologist as to visiting infect-

—The

Entomologist shall have power to visit any section
where insect pests are supposed to exist, and shall determine whether
any infested trees or plants are worthy of remediable treatment or shall
be destroyed, and he shall immediately report his findings in writing, gived sections.

ing reasons therefor, to the
or tenants.

owner

of the infested plantation, his agents

(Acts 1898, pp. 94, 95; 1916, pp. 41, 42; 1931, pp.

7,

41.)

—

(2124) Treatment prescribed by Entomologist. Upon the findings of the State Entomologist in any case of infested trees or plants, the
5-707.

treatment prescribed by him shall be executed at once under his supervision; cost of material and labor shall be borne by the owner; Provided,

Agriculture.
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however, that in case the trees or plants shall be condemned they shall be
action
destroyed by the State Entomologist, and the expense of
No compensation shall be allowed for
shall be borne by the owner.
plants that shall be destroyed. (Acts 1898, pp. 94, Jd 1916, pp. 41, 42.)
\

(

;

[n a
(2125) Refusal to execute directions, proceedings on.
any person refuses to execute the directions of the State Entomolo
the ordinary shall, upon complaint filed by the State Entomologist or

5-708.

person to appear before him within three d<
after notice has been served; and the said ordinary may hear and determine all these cases in vacation, and upon satisfactory evidence shall
cause the prescribed treatment to be executed, and the expense thereof
and the costs of court shall be collected from the owner or owners of the
infested plants. (Acts 1898, pp. 94, 95; 1931, pp. 7, 41.)

any freeholder,

5-709.

cite the

(2126) Entry on premises.

—The State Entomologist, his agents,

or employees are hereby authorized to enter

§

in dis-

(Acts 1898, pp. 94, 96; 1931,

charge of the duties herein prescribed.
pp.

upon any premises

7, 41.)

Cr.oss-reference.
5-9920.

5-710.

— Penalty

.

hindering

for

agents

of

State

(2127) Prevention of introduction of pests.

Entomologist,

—The

see

State Ento-

mologist shall also have power to adopt rules and regulations for preventing the introduction of dangerously injurious crop pests from without the State, and for the governing of common carriers in transporting
plants likely to harbor such pests to and from the State, and such regulations shall have the force of law.

(Acts 1898, pp. 94, 96; 1931, pp.

(2128) Shipment of trees,

without inspection.

—

7,

41.)

be
unlawful for any grower, nurseryman, or corporation to ship within the
State any trees, shrubs, cuttings, vines, bulbs, roots, without having been
5-711.

etc.,

It shall

previously inspected by either a State or experimental station entomologist or government officer within 12 months of the date of said ship-

ment, and certificate of inspection to accompany each box or package.
(Acts 1898, pp. 94, 96.)
5-9920.

5-712.

—

Punishment for hindering State Entomologist or agents, see
Penalty for violation of this section, see § 5-9921.

Cross-references.
§

(2130)

Annual inspection

of stock of trees, etc; certificate.

—

Any

person dealing in or handling trees, etc., shall be compelled to have
his stock inspected annually on or before the first of November of each
year. If, upon such inspection, such stock is found to conform to the requirements of the State Entomologist he shall furnish a certificate to that
(Acts 1898, pp. 94, 96; 1916, pp. 41, 42; 1931, pp. 7, 41.)
effect.
Cross-reference.

5-713.

— Punishment

(2131) Certificate

for violation of this section, see

of

inspection

to

be

filed.

§

—A

5-9922.

nonresident

dealing in or handling trees, plants, cuttings, vines, shrubs, bulbs, and
roots in this State shall register his name or firm and file a copy of his or

furnished by the Entomologist, fruit inspector, or duly authorized Government official of his State or Country,
with the State Entomologist. Upon failure so to do said stock shall be

its

certificate

of inspection,

liable to confiscation

under order of the State Entomologist.

pp. 94, 97; 1916, pp, 41, 42; 1931, pp.

7, 41.)

(Acts 1898,

§
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—

Entomologist in case of infection. When
two reputable citizens of any county shall notify the State Entomologist,
from belief, that noxious insect or plant diseases exist in their county,
the State Entomologist shall ascertain as speedily as possible by personal investigation and in such other manner as he may deem expedient,
the extent of the infection, and shall act with all due diligence to suppress
and eradicate the said pests, and give notice to the owner, tenant, or
agent of such premises to treat such infested plants according to the
methods he may prescribe, or destroy them within 10 days from date of
such notice; and if after the expiration of such period of 10 days the in5-714.

Duty

(2132)

of State

fested plants have not been treated or the treatment has not been properly applied or

Entomologist

is

not effectual in ridding, plants oi the pests, the State

shall cause

such plants to be properly treated or destroyed

judgment warrants. The cost of the work shall be assessed
against the owner of the premises. (Acts 1898, pp. 94, 97; 1916, pp. 41,

as in his

42; 1931, pp. 7, 41.)
5-715.

(2134) Unlawful to bring

shall be

unlawful for any person to

Mexican

—

Mexican boll weevil into State. It
knowingly bring into this State any

any cotton bolls, plants, squares, or seeds
containing the adult, pupal, larval, or egg stage of said weevil, unless the
person shall immediately upon its discovery destroy it or turn it over
living

boll weevil, or

to the State Entomologist.
Cross-reference.

5-716.

— Punishment

(Acts 1904,

p. 19.)

for violating this section, see

(2135) Products from places

where

§

5-9923.

boll weevil exists.

—No

arti-

Country known to be infested with Mexican cotton boll weevil shall be brought into this State except in accordance with
rules and regulations promulgated by the State Entomologist, and when
the State becomes infested with Mexican cotton boll weevil, no articles
liable to contain fyoll weevils shall be carried from infested to noninfested
areas except under rules and regulations promulgated by the State Entomologist. It shall be the duty of the State Entomologist to define what
articles are likely to contain boll weevils and to make rules and regulations concerning the shipments of such articles and to notify transportation companies of such rules and regulations. (Acts 1913, p. 46; 1931,
cles

PP.

from sections

of the

7, 41.)

Cross-reference.

5-717.

—Punishment for violation

of this section, see

(2136) Certain other importations prohibited.

§

5-9924.

—No corn

in the

shuck or shipments of household goods, furniture, machinery, glassware
or supplies of any description which are packed or partially packed in or
with any materials or articles which are likely to contain Mexican cotton
boll weevils shall

be shipped from territory

known

to be infested with

from an infested to a noninfested part of the State, when
the boll weevil appears in Georgia, except in accordance with rules and
regulations enacted by the State Entomologist. (Acts 1905, p 108; 1913,
this insect or

p.

46; 1931, pp. 7,41.)
5-718.

(2137) Transportation companies to give notice of shipments.

—Transportation companies

shall

immediately notify the State Entomol-

—
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72

l

ogist when,

the
by oversight, negligence, or otherwise, any ship
nature designated in sections 5-716 and 5-717 without a proper certificate
attached, shall arrive at any station or wharf in this State; and it si
be his duty to proceed as speedily as possible, by himself or assistant
investigate such shipment. If, upon investigation, he finds the shipm
to be of the nature herein designated, he shrill order same removed f:
this State. Upon failure of the owner or shipper to remove same within
48 hours after notice has been sent him by wire, said shipment shall be
seized and burned. (Acts 1904, p. 19.)

Powers and duties

Entomologist with respect to
shipments. Duties of railroad employees. The State Entomologist and
his assistants §hall have authority to enter, during reasonable business
hours, any depot, warehouse, freight, wharf, transfer, steamship, or express office, and shall be allowed full access to all waybills, books, in5-719.

voices,

(2138)

and

bills of

lading therein

of

—

when he

or they

may deem

it

ne<

sary to determine the presence or record of any shipments of the nature

The

designated in sections 5-710 and 5-711.

State Entomologist and his

any time,

assistants shall have authority to enter at

for the purpose of

inspecting shipments therein, or for determining the nature of shipments

any express car or steamship when same is'in transit or lying at
dock or depot in charge of any employee or official of the company owning or operating same. Agents and employees of railroads shall be required to open for inspection any car, sealed or unsealed, at any siding.
freightyard, or depot, when so ordered by the State Entomologist or his
therein,

(Acts 1904, pp. 19, 20.)
Cross-reference. Punishment for refusal

assistants.

—

Entomologist, see

§

(2139) Entering premises

5-720.

to

comply with instructions

for

inspection;

proceedings.

—The

power

to en-

State Entomologist himself, or by his assistants, shall have
ter

of State

5-9926.

during ordinary business hours any premises, depot, warehouse, cot-

where agricultural products
are, or are supposed to be, for the purpose of inspecting and determining
whether any boll weevils are there present. In case of finding any ma-

ton mill,

oil mill,

or other building or place

with the boll weevil he shall at once give instructions to the owner, agent, or tenant thereof to destroy, fumigate, or treat
such infested material in such manner as in his judgment he may deem
best. In the event said material shall be ordered destroyed, the owner
terial therein infested

shall be

compensated as now provided by law

condemned

for public use.

(Acts 1904, pp.

in cases

where property

is

19, 21.)

—

Cross-reference. Penalty for failure to comply with directions of State Entomologist, see § 5-9927.

Entomologist to investigate diseases of cotton plant.
be the special duty of the State Entomologist to thoroughly in-

5-721. (2141)
It shall

vestigate the cause of the diseases of the cotton plant known as "wilt"
or "black root," and other similar diseases, and make such experiments
as in his

judgment and discretion may be necessary

to find a

remedy

therefor to be furnished to the farmers of the State, and for other purposes. -(Acts 1904, pp. 19, 22.)

§
o
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.

5-722.

Entomologist to make report.

(^2133)

—

It shall

be the duty of

the State Entomologist to report annually to the Governor as to his

and the expenditures under
pp. 41. 42: 1931, pp.
Cross-reference.

CHAPTER

7,

5-802.

5-S03.

(Acts 1898, pp. 94, 97; 1916,

this Chapter.

41.)

— Reports

to be deposited with State Librarian, see

§

101-217.

GRADING, PACKING, AND SHIPPING APPLES.

5-8.

Sec.
5-801.

work

Sec.

Grading and marking apples.
Packages to be marked and
stamps attached. Bills of lad-

5-804.

ing for apples.
Inspection, etc.; prosecutions.

5-806.

Delivery prima facie evidence of
.

5-805.

° ff er to

sell.

Dealers protected by inspection.
What fruit to be shipped.

—

Grading and marking apples. The Commissioner of Agriculture is hereby directed to establish and promulgate, from time to time,
official standard grades for all closed packages of apples, by which the
quantity, quality, and size may be determined, and prescribe and promul5-801.

gate rules and regulations governing the marking which shall be required

upon packages
of the

of apples for the

purpose of showing the name and address

producer or packer, the variety, quantity, quality, and size of the

them

product, or any of

Provided, that the Commissioner of Agricul-

:

ture shall establish a grade of
similar

marking

lished.

(Acts 1927,

immature apples and an

unclassified or

for all apples not included in the other grades estabp.

191

;

1933, p. 206.)

Packages to be marked and stamps attached. Bills of lading for
apples.
AVhenever such standard for the grade or other classifications
of apples under this Chapter becomes effective, every closed package
containing apples grown and packed for sale or transported for sale by
any person, firm, company, or organization shall bear conspicuously upon
the outside thereof, in plain words and figures, such markings as are prescribed by the Commissioner of Agriculture under the provisions of this
Chapter. Every crate or package of apples shipped from any point shall
bear an adhesive stamp showing that they are classified under this Chapter, which stamp shall be sold by the Commissioner of Agriculture to
5-802.

—

applicants therefor for not

Each

bill

more than one-half cent

each.

of lading issued for a carload of apples loaded in bushel bas-

kets or boxes, shipped from any point within this State, shall contain an

adhesive stamp, the price of which shall be $3, showing that the contents
of said car is classified under the provisions of this Chapter.

Each

shipped from any
point within this State, loaded in smaller containers than one bushel, shall
bear an adhesive stamp, the price of which shall be $3.50, showing that
the contents of said car is classified under the provisions of this Chapter.
Said stamps shall be sold by the Commissioner of Agriculture to the
applicant, and shall be placed on said packages by the shipper, and on
the bills of lading by the shipper at the time of the issuance of the same.
(Acts 1927, p. 191 1929, pp. 305, 308; 1933, p. 206.)
bill

of lading issued for a carload of apples,

;

Cross-ieference.

— Penalty

for violation of this Chapter, see

§

5-9928.

Agriculture.
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§

—

'

Editorial Note. The provisions of this section, except the first paragraph, were
enacted by Acts 1929, pp. 305, 308. The first paragraph is \r<>:-..
p. \'j\.
The 1929 Act, in setting out the section as thereby amended, did not include the
"Which stamp shall be sold by the
last words of the first paragraph reading:
Commissioner of Agriculture to applicants therefor for not more than one-half
cent each." Acts 1933, p. 206, amended the 1927 Act by striking the word "p<
therefrom wherever it appeared, but did not purport to amend the 1929 Act, anr
ing the 1927 Act. However, such change lias been made in the whole
even as to those provisions of the 1929 Act.
.

5-803. Inspection, etc.; prosecutions.

—The

Commissioner

of Agricul-

ture shall be charged with the enforcement of the provisions of thi

Chapter, and for that purpose shall have the power: (a;
inspect, personally or

To

enter and to

through any authorized agent, every place where

apples are produced, packed, or stored for sale, shipped, delivered for

and to inspect such places and all
(h) To
apples and containers and equipment found in any such place,
appoint, superintend, control, and discharge such inspectors and suborshipment, offered for

sale, or sold,

dinate inspectors as in his discretion

may

be deemed necessary, for the

special purpose of enforcing the terms of this Chapter, to prescribe their

duties and fix their compensation,

(c)

Personally, or through any au-

thorized agent or any such inspector, to forbid the

movement

closed package or packages of apples found to be in violation of

any
any of

of

the provisions of this Chapter, which have not been actually accepted by

common

shipment in interstate traffic, and to require the
same to be repacked or remarked. A carload of apples shall not be considered as actually accepted by a common carrier for shipment until the
loading is finished, the car sealed, and the bill of lading issued, (d) To
a

carrier for

cause prosecutions to be instituted for violations of this Chapter. (Acts
1927, p. 192; 1933, p. 206.)
Cross-reference.

— Penalty

for violation of this Chapter, see

prima

facie evidence of offer to sell.

5-804. Delivery

§

—When apples

closed packages are delivered to a railroad station or a
for shipment, or delivered to a storage
shall be
sale.

prima

(Acts 1927,

in

carrier

house for storage, such delivery
exposed for

192; 1933, p. 206.)

p.

tion shall be prosecuted
it

common

facie evidence that the apples are offered or

5-805. Dealers protected

or

5-9928.

by

inspection.

— No

person, firm, or corpora-

under the provisions of

this Chapter,

when he

can establish that the apples offered for sale have passed inspection

by an authorized inspector of this State, and bear the official State inspection stamp, or by an inspection of the United States Department of
Agriculture, and found to be packed and marked in accordance with the
requirements of the Commissioner of Agriculture of Georgia. (Acts
1927, p. 193; 1933, p. 206.)
Cross-reference.

5-806.

What

— Penalty

fruit to

for violation of this Chapter, see

be shipped.

human consumption and no
;

§

5-9928.

— No person shall ship apples

unfit for

apples shall be offered for sale which do not

bear on the packages the marks and grades prescribed in section 5-802
(Acts 1927, p. 193; 1933, p. 206.)
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CHAPTER

5-9.

160

HONEY

Sec

Sec.

5-901.

License of owners.

5-904.

5-902,

Towers

:

Certificate of inspection. Permits
for shipment.

BEES.

Authority of State Entomologist
and emplo3 ees as to inspecr

-

[KJ.

State Entomologist.

oi

5-901. License of owners.

tion.

5-905.

Removal

5-906.

Second-hand equipment.

of infected bees, etc.

—All persons, firms or corporations

desiring

on a business of the sale of bees, queens, nuclei, etc., shall be required to apply to the State Entomologist for a license so to do, and to
accompany such application with a fee of $25 upon receipt of same, the
State Entomologist, upon investigation of the party so applying, and at
his discretion, shall issue a license to the same. Said license shall be revoked by the State Entomologist at any time said person, firm, or corporation shall fail to comply with this law or to carry out the rules and regulations established by the State Entomologist. All fees collected in this
to carry

;

manner

turned over to the State Treasurer.

shall be

1931, pp.

(Acts 1921,

p.

260;

7, 41.)

Cross-reference.

— Punishment

for sale of

honey

bees, etc., without license, see

§§ 5-9929, 5-9930.

5-902.

Powers

of State Entomologist.

—The

State Entomologist shall

and plenary power to deal with the American and European foul
brood, Isle of Wight disease, and all other contagious and infectious diseases of honey bees which, in his opinion may be prevented, curtailed or
eradicated and shall have full power and authority to make, promulgate
and enforce such rules, ordinances and regulations, and to do and perform such acts, through his agents or otherwise, as in his judgment may
have

full

;

be necessary to curtail, eradicate or prevent the introduction, spread or
dissemination of any and
far as

shall

may

all

be possible, and

contagious diseases of honey bees, and as
all

such rules, ordinances and regulations

have the force and effect of law.

(Acts 1920,

p. 161

;

1931, pp. 7,

41.)

5-903. Certificate of inspection.

shipped or

moved

Permits for shipment.

into the State shall be

—All honey bees

accompanied by a

certificate of

inspection signed by the State Entomologist, State apiary inspector, or

corresponding

official of

the State or county from which such bees are

shipped or moved. Such certificates shall certify to the apparent freedom

and their combs and hives, from contagious and infectious
diseases, and must be based upon an actual inspection of the bees themselves within a period of 60 days preceding the date of shipment: Provided, that when honey bees are to be shipped into this State from other
States or counties wherein no official apiary inspector or State Entomologist is available the State Entomologist may issue permits for such
shipment, upon presentation of suitable evidence, showing such bees to
be free from diseases: and Provided, further, that the provisions of this
section shall not apply to shipments of live bees in wire cages when
of the bees,

without combs or honey.
Cross-reference.
§

5-9930.

(Acts 1920, pp. 160, 161

— Punishment

;

1931, pp.

for violation of law relating to

7,

honey

41.)
bees, see

AGRICULl
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[JRE.

Authority of State Entomologist and employees as to inspecshall have the
authority to enter any depot, express office, store room, warehouse or
premises for the purpose of inspecting any honey bees or bee-keeping
fixtures or appliances therein for the purpose >f ascertaining whether
said bees or fixtures are infected with any contagions or infectious diseases, or which they may have any reason to believe have been or are
being transported in violation of any of the provisions of this Chapter.
(Acts 1920, p. 162; 1931, pp. 7, 41.)
5-904.

tion.

—The State Entomologist, his agents and employees,
<

5-905.

Removal

of

infected

bees,

etc.

—The

State

Entomologist,

through his agents or employees, may require the removal from this
State of any honey bees or bee-keeping fixtures which have been brought
into the State in violation of the provisions of this Chapter, or

if

finding

any contagious or infectious disease,
or if finding that such bees or fixtures have been exposed to danger of infection by such diseases, may require the destruction, treatment or disinfection of any such infected or exposed bees, hives, fixtures or appliances.
any bees or

(Acts 1920,

fixtures infected with

p.

162; 1931, pp.

7, 41.)

—

Second-hand equipment. The shipment or movement into this
State of any used or second-hand beehives, honey combs, frames, or other
bee-keeping fixtures is hereby prohibited except under such rules and
regulations as may be prescribed by the State Entomologist in accordance with section 5-902. (Acts 1920, p. 162; 1931, pp. 7, 41.)
5-906.

PART

IV.

FERTILIZERS AND FERTILIZER MATERIALS.

CHAPTER

5-10.

INSPECTORS.

Sec.

Sec.

5-1001.

Duties and compensation.

5-1004.

State Chemist's certificate; evidence.

5-1002.

Oath

5-1005.

Manufacturers

5-1003.

Samples, inspection and report.

of office.

5-1001. (1780) Duties

and compensation.

inspectors,
in the

manipula-

—The Commissioner of Agri-

culture shall appoint not exceeding six general inspectors,

known as State
may be located

and

tors.

who

shall be

and who may be sent from point to point, or

main centers

of the State, in the discretion of the

Commissioner, such inspectors being subject at all times to his direction.
These inspectors shall receive a salary of $1,200 per year. It shall be
their duty to inspect all fertilizers, acid phosphates, chemicals, cottonseed meal or other fertilizer material that may be found at any point
within the limits of the State, and shall see that all fertilizers and fertilizer materials are properly tagged.
In addition to these duties such
inspectors shall inspect weights and measures, food and feed, and oils
when directed to do so, and perform such other duties as may be assigned
them by the Commissioner of Agriculture. The Commissioner shall also
have authority to employ such additional inspectors during the busy season, not to exceed 40 in one year, as in his judgment may be necessary.

162
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5-1002

§

These additional inspectors shall only be employed when actually needed, the term of such service not to exceed four months during any one

They

year.

shall inspect fertilizers, acid phosphates, chemicals, cotton-

seed meal and other fertilizer material wherever found, and see that all
fertilizers and fertilizer materials are properly tagged, and perform such

may

be assigned them by the Commissioner, and go to
any point when so directed by him. The greatest compensation that
these short term inspectors shall receive shall be at the rate of $83.33^
other duties as

In addition to his salary any general or short term inspector

per month.

may

be paid actual transportation expenses and hotel bill incurred by
his home on duty for the State, the hotel bill not

him when absent from

All inspectors mentioned in this section shall

to exceed $2.50 per day.

be required to devote their entire time to the service during the period
of their employment. Each inspector shall be commissioned for a term
of two years subject to the right of the Commissioner of Agriculture at

and designate the number of months any short term
inspector shall be employed within the period named in the commission,
the Commissioner also having the right to discharge any inspector for

any time

to limit

incompetence, neglect of duty, or malfeasance in

office.

(Acts 1901,

pp. 65,69; 1912, p. 52.)
5-1002.

(1782)

Oath

of office.

—Before entering upon the discharge of

their duties the inspectors shall also take

and subscribe, before some

authorized to administer the same, an oath to faithfully discharge
duties which may be required of them in pursuance of this Chapter.

officer
all

(Acts 1901, pp. 65, 70.)
5-1003.

(1781) Samples,

inspection

and

report.

— Each

of

the

in-

spectors of fertilizers shall be provided with bottles of not less than eight-

which to place samples of fertilizers and fertilizer materials drawn by him, and it shall be the duty of each inspector of fertilizers to draw, with such an instrument as shall secure a core from the
entire length of the. package, such sample of fertilizers and fertilizer materials as he may be directed by the Commissioner of Agriculture to inspect, or that he may find uninspected and in the performance of his
duty he shall carefully draw samples as follows: In lots of 10 packages
or less, from every package in lots of 10 to 100 packages, from not less
than 10 packages; in lots of 100 packages and over, from not less than
10 per cent, of the entire number; and after thoroughly mixing the samples so drawn, he shall, by the method known as "quartering," draw from
such thoroughly mixed samples two subsamples, and with them fill two
sample bottles, and shall plainly write on a label on said bottles the number of said sample, and shall also write on the label on one only of said
bottles the name of the fertilizer, acid phosphate, or other fertilizer maounce capacity

in

;

;

He shall then seal both of
forward to the Commissioner of Agriculture the
said samples so drawn by him, stating the numbers of sacks from which
the sample was drawn, and a full report of the inspection written on a
form prescribed by the Commissioner of Agriculture, which report must

terial, also

the

said bottles,

name

and

of the manufacturers.

shall

be numbered to agree with the number of the bottle; and in said report
shall be given the name of the fertilizer or fertilizer material, the name
of the manufacturer, the

guaranteed analysis, the place where inspected,
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the date of inspection, and

name

5

1101

and said
keep a complete record of all inspections made by them on form
scribed by the Commissioner of Agriculture. (Acts 1901, pp. 65, 69,)
Cross-reference.

— Wet

of inspector;

and unsalable

fertilizer,

see

5-1117.

§

—

Chemises certificate; evidence. A sample
fertilizers or fertilizer material drawn by the official inspe< tors and filed
with the Commissioner of Agriculture shall be marked by number and
delivered by said Commissioner of Agriculture to the State Chemist, \
shall make a complete analysis of the same, and certify, under same number as marked, said analysis to said Commissioner of Agriculture, which
analysis shall be recorded as official and entered opposite the brand of
fertilizers or fertilizer material which the mark and number represent;
and the said official analysis of such fertilizer or fertilizer material, under
the seal of the Commissioner of Agriculture, shall be admissible as evidence in any of the courts on the trial of any issue involving the merits
5-1004.

(1783) State

of such fertilizer or fertilizer material.

(Acts 1901, pp. 65, 70.)

—

Cross-references. Copy of official analysis as evidence, see
of naval stores as evidence, see § 5-1621.

5-1005. (1784) Manufacturers

and

<,

manipulators.

§

5-1120.

—Nothing

Analysis

in

this

phosphate or
any other fertilizer material to each other by importers, manufacturers,
or manipulators, who mix fertilizer materials for sale, or as preventing
the free and unrestricted shipments of material to manufacturers or
manipulators who have registered their brands as required by the provisions of this Chapter. (Acts 1901,. pp. 65, 70.)
Chapter shall be construed to

CHAPTER

5-11.

restrict or avoid sales of acid

REGISTRATION AND INSPECTION.

Sec.
5-1101.

Sec.

Registration of brands; analy-

5-1112.

sis; fee.

5-1113.

5-1102.

License.

5-1103.

Grade not to be lowered; brand

name

5-1114.

or trade-mark.

5-1104.

Sale without registration

5-1115.

Pulverized leather.
Inspection; samples.
Shortage in plant food or commercial value; penalty.

Attachment,

etc.,

to

collect

penalty.

illegal.

5-1105.

Tag; contents.

5-1116.

5-1106.

Constituents of fertilizers; "high
grade" on containers.

5-1117.

Cancellation of registration, etc.
Wet and unsalable fertilizer.

5-1118.

Tax

5-1107.

Tankage.

5-1108.

Variation from water-soluble
nitrogen percentage; false
branding.

5-1120.

Copy

5-1109.

Filler.

5-1121.

Commissioner's duty as to col-

5-1110.

Coloring and odor.

5-1111.

Certain

tags. Payments to
of Agriculture.

Depart-

ment

fillers

for

5-1119.

Fees covered into State treasury.
of analysis as evidence.

lections.
fertilizers

prohibited.

5-1101. Registration of brands;

and mixer

analysis; fee.

— Every

manufacturer

any fertilizer or fertilizer material
shall first file annually with the Commissioner of Agriculture, upon
forms supplied by the Commissioner for that purpose, a registration of
each brand of fertilizer or fertilizer material to be oli'ered for sale, giving
the name and address of the manufacturer or mixer, together with the
name of each place at which they may desire to do business in this State,
selling or offering for sale

—
8
o 5-1102
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the guaranteed analysis thereof, stating the sources from which the phos-

phoric acid, nitrogen and potash are derived and giving the percentage
of organic nitrogen, the percentage of inorganic nitrogen and the per-

centage of the total amount of nitrogen, and stating what proportion of
the potash is sulphate, if any. For the purpose of this Chapter, organic
nitrogen shall be that derived from animal or vegetable matter, and all
other nitrogen shall be classed as inorganic. The application shall be
accompanied by a fee of $5 for each brand of fertilizer or fertilizer ma-

may

which they

terial

Cross-reference.

desire to

— Punishment

5-1102. License.

— Every

sell.

(Acts 1929,

p. 228.)

for violation of Chapter, see

§

5-9931.

person, before offering any fertilizer or fer-

material for sale or exchange in this State, shall procure a license
from the Commissioner of Agriculture authorizing such person to sell
or exchange or deal therein. Such license shall be issued by the Commissioner on payment of fee of $1 and shall expire on the 31st day of
tilizer

December
5-1103.

of each year. (Acts 1929, p. 228.)

(1777) Grade not to be lowered; brand

The guaranteed

name

or trade-mark.

analysis of each and every brand of fertilizer or fertilizer

material must, without exception, remain uniform throughout the fiscal

year for which

and

no

even at subsequent registration, shall the grade be lowered, although the proportion of the available constituents may be changed so that the decrease of one constituent
may be compensated for in value by the increase of the other or others.
Such proposed change must first receive the approval of the Commissioner of Agriculture. A brand name and/or trade-mark registered by
one manufacturer shall not be entitled to registration by another, and the
manufacturer having first registered and used the said brand name,
and/or trade-mark, shall be entitled to it, even should said brand name,
and/or trade-mark, not be offered for current registration at the time.
Nothing in this section shall be construed as debarring the right of any
manufacturer to establish his ownership in, and prior right of registration of, any brand name and/or trade-mark, whether said brand name
and/or trade-mark, had been previously registered or not. (Acts 1901,
it is

registered,

in

case,

pp. 65, 68.)
Cross-reference.

5-1104.

— Penalty

for violation, see

5-9931.

§

(1794) Sale without registration illegal.

—

It shall

not be law-

any manufacturer or company, either by themselves or their
agents, to offer for sale any fertilizer or fertilizer material that has not
been registered with the Commissioner of Agriculture as required by this
Chapter. The fact that the purchaser waives the inspection and analysis
thereof shall be no protection to said party selling or offering the same
for

ful

for sale.

(Acts 1901, pp. 65, 68.)

Cross-references.
see

§

— Penalty for violation,

see

§

5-9931.

Waiver

of law generally,

102-106.

Tag; contents.

—Every

bag or package of commercial
fertilizer sold within the State shall have printed on bag or package, or
affixed thereto, a tag containing a legible and plainly printed statement
5-1105.

in

(1772)

the English language, the following:
1.

Net weight

of each

bag or package

in

pounds.

:

Agriculture.
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2.

§5-1

Brand name or trade-mark.

Guaranteed analysis, giving the minimum percentage of avail"
able phosphoric acid, and the sources, and within 10 per cent, of the
amount of each source of available phosphoric acid.
3.

(b)

(a)

The minimum percentage

of total nitrogen and the nai

sources, and within 10 per cent, of the total

form of organic materials, and the names
cent, of the total

amount

amount
form

(e)

Total pounds of available plant food.

(f)

Name and

(g)

and within 10 per

of inorganic mater:

The minimum percentage of potash and the
10 per cent, of the amount of each source of potash.
The sources and pounds of filler.
(d)
(c)

the

of the source in the

of sources,

of the source in the

'

sources, and within

address of manufacturer, mixer, or importer.

Whenever any

plant-food content, the

fertilizer

amount

material

is

of the filler

reduced from its original
and source used must also

be shown as provided for above.
In bone meal, tankage or other products where the phosphoric acid is
not available to laboratory methods, but becomes available on the de-

composition of the product in the soil, the phosphoric acid shall be
claimed as total phosphoric acid unless it be desired to claim available
phosphoric acid also, in which latter case the guarantee must take the
form above set forth. In the case of bone meal and tankage, manufacturers may brand on the bags or packages information showing the fineness of the product, provided it takes a form approved by the Commissioner of Agriculture. (Acts 1924, p. 99; 1929, p. 228.)
5-1106. (1775) Constituents of fertilizers; "high grade"

on containers.

—The words

"high grade" shall not appear 'Upon any bag or other package of any complete fertilizer which complete fertilizer contains by its
guaranteed analysis less than 10 per cent, available phosphoric acid, 1.65
per cent, nitrogeri (equivalent to 2 per cent, of ammonia and 2 per cent,
of potash), or a grade or analysis of equal total commercial value; the
word "standard" shall not appear upon any bag or other package of any
complete fertilizer which contains by its guaranteed analysis less than 8
per cent, available phosphoric acid, 1.65 per cent, nitrogen (equivalent to
2 per cent, ammonia), and 2 per cent, potash, or a grade or analysis of
equal total commercial value; the words "high grade" shall not appear

upon any bag or other package of any acid phosphate with potash which
shall Contain by its guaranteed analysis less than 13 per cent, available
phosphoric acid and 1 per cent, of potash, or a grade or analysis of equal
total commercial* value; the word "standard" shall not appear upon any
bag or other package of any acid phosphate with potash which shall contain by its guaranteed analysis less than 11 per cent, available phosphoric acid and 1 per cent, potash, or a grade or analysis of equal total
commercial value the words "high grade" shall not appear upon any
bag or other package of any plain acid phosphate which shall contain by
;

guaranteed analysis less than 14 per cent, available phosphoric acid
and the word "standard" shall not appear upon any bag or other package
of any plain acid phosphate which shall contain by its guaranteed analysis less than 12 per cent, available phosphoric acid.
No complete fer-

its

—
5
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acid phosphate with potash, acid phosphate with nitrogen, or

tilizer,

which contains

plain acid phosphate shall be offered for sale

less

than

12 per cent, of total plant food, namely: available phosphoric acid nitro-

when

gen,

ammonia and

calculated as

potash, either singly or in combi-

nation: Provided, that in mixed fertilizers there shall not be claimed less

than

1

per cent, of potash and 0.82 per cent, nitrogen,

same mixture.

are present in the
Cross-reference.
§

— Penalty

when one

or both

(Acts 1901, pp. 65, 67.)

for shortage in plant food or commercial value, see

5-1114.

5-1107.
tilizer

Tankage.

—

It shall

be unlawful to

sell

material as tankage which shall contain

inorganic nitrogen, and

it

more than 2 per

shall be unlawful to designate as

material used in mixed goods which contain

organic nitrogen.

or offer for sale

It shall also

any

fer-

cent, of

tankage any

more than 2 per

cent, of in-

be unlawful to designate as tankage any

material which contains hair, hoof, horn or other animal matter in which
the available nitrogen

is

less

than 85 per cent, as determined by the

neutral permanganate method, without a clear statement on the outside
of each package that the nitrogen content of the package

per cent. (Acts 1929,
Cross-reference.

is

less

than 85

p. 228.)

—Punishment

for violation, see

§ 5-9931.

from water-soluble nitrogen percentage; false branding.
Where the law states the percentage of water-soluble nitrogen that
shall be declared, the same shall be in terms of water-soluble nitrogen,
and a variation of 10 per cent, shall be construed as false branding, and
5-1108. Variation

—

be subject to a penalty of 10 per cent, of the purchase price.

(Acts 1929,

p. 228.)

— Punishment for violation,

Cross-reference.

5-1109. Filler.

commercial

\t shall

fertilizer to

see

5-9931.

§

be unlawful for any manufacturer or mixer of

use any material as a

filler

does not comply with the requirements herein set
terial.

(Acts 1929,

Cross-reference.

make-weight which
out as a fertilizer ma-

or

p. 228.)

— Punishment for violation,

see

§

5-9931.

—

and odor. It shall be Unlawful for any fertilizer manufacturer or mixer to use any foreign or artificial coloring in the manufacture, mixture, or manipulation of any fertilizer or fertilizer material,
5-1110. Coloring

or to use any substance for supplying an odor not natural to and a part
of the material used.
Cross-reference.

(Acts 1929,

— Punishment

p. 228.)

for violation, see

§

5-9931.

5-1111. Certain fillers for fertilizers prohibited.

—

It shall

be unlawful

any manufacturer, dealer, or other person to manufacture, sell or offer
for sale any commercial fertilizer containing any pyrites cinders, coal
cinders, or any injurious or deleterious filler. (Acts 1912, p. 111.)
for

Cross-references.

— Penalty

for violation, see

§

5-9931.

Injurious

fillers in ferti-

lizers, penalty, see § 5-9932.

5-1112.

(1778) Pulverized leather.

agent shall

sell,

— No

person, company, dealer, or

expose, or offer for sale any pulverized leather, raw,

.
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§ 5-1

any other form, either as a
material, or as a constituent of fertilizers, without
steamed, roasted, or

and valuable

for the

purpose

making

first

furnishing satisfactory proof that

ficicntly available

16

fertilizer or Certili:

in

explicit statement of the fact in registration with the

Agriculture, and

1

for

full

Comtni

tjie

and
i

of

nitrogen

which

soid.

(;

1901, pp. 65,69.)
Cross-reference.

— Punishment

for violation, see

5-9931.

§

—The

Commissioner of Agriculture is
authorized to use the inspectors provided for by law in inspecting all
factories, warehouses, railroad cars and places of business of all manufacturers and mixers of commercial fertilizer, and is authorized to open
samples.

5-1113. Inspection;

any and

packages, cars or parcels of fertilizer or fertilizer material

all

or materials

which may be found

unlawful to be used
to be analyzed

in fertilizer,

and about such places which are
and to secure samples of the same
in

by the State Chemist. (Acts

1929, p. 228.)

—

commercial value; penalty. Any
fertilizer or fertilizer material sold without compliance with the requirements of the law, any fertilizer which upon analysis by the State Chemist
shows a shortage in any one plant food of 10 per cent, or more, and
any fertilizer which upon analysis under direction of the State Chemist
5-1114. Shortage in plant food or

shows a shortage

in

commercial value of

per cent, or more below

five

the guarantee shall be subject to a penalty of 25 per cent, of the purchase

These penalties
other penalties now provided by law and shall

price plus the actual shortage in commercial value.
shall be in lieu of all

not be cumulative.
Cross-reference.

(Acts 1929,

— Punishment

p. 228.)

for violation, see

§

5-1115. Attachment, etc., to collect penalty.

5-9931.

—Whenever any

or fertilizer material upon analysis by the State Chemist
to a penalty under the provisions of this

fertilizer

found subject
law, the Commissioner of Agriis

empowered, and it is hereby made mandatory upon him, to
proceed by attachment or other legal means to collect such penalty from
the party or parties subject thereto and to pay the same to the person
culture

is

or persons entitled to receive

not

made

after 60 days

it:

from notice

Provided, that such adjustment

is

from Commissioner

of

of deficiency

and Provided, further, that the matter is not being contested in the courts, in which event the powers of the Commissioner
shall be suspended until final determination of the matter by the courts.
Any cost accruing under the enforcement of these provisions may be
paid by the Commissioner of Agriculture out of the funds derived from
In any suit filed by the Commissioner
their fertilizer-inspection fees.
under this Chapter legal service may be had on any agent or representative of any nonresident manufacturer or mixer. (Acts 1929, p. 228.)
Agriculture

:

—

any manufacturer or
mixer shall be subject to a penalty under the terms of this law and shall
fail or refuse to pay the same upon demand as provided in the preceding
section, the Commissioner of Agriculture is authorized to cancel the
5-1116. Cancellation

of

registration,

etc.

If

—
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registration or registrations of such manufacturer or mixer and to forbid

the sale by such manufacturer or mixer of any fertilizer or fertilizer

materials until such penalty or penalties have been paid or final judg-

ment has been
5-1117.

(Acts 1929,

obtained.

(1776)

Wet and

unsalable

p. 228.)

fertilizer.

— No

commercial fertiwhich contains such

lizer or fertilizer material shall be offered for sale
an amount of water as to render the handling- or manipulation of such fertilizer or fertilizer material difficult, or to cause the clogging of fertilizer
distributors by reason of its bad mechanical condition; such wet or bad
mechanical condition of any fertilizer shall be carefully observed by all
fertilizer inspectors at the time of drawing* their samples, and be re-

ported along with the sample to the Commissioner of Agriculture, who,
if he (or in his absence the State Chemist) confirms the opinion of the
inspector, shall forbid the sale of that lot so inspected.

(Acts 1901,

pp. 65. 66.)
Cross-reference.

5-1118.

— Manner

(1793)

Tax

of

making

tags.

inspection, see

Payments

to

5-1003.

§

Department

of Agriculture.

and manipulators, or agents representing them, who
have registered their brands in compliance with this Chapter, shall forward to the Commissioner of Agriculture a request for tax tags, stating
that said tags are to be used upon brands of fertilizers or fertilizer
materials registered in accordance with this Chapter, and said request
shall be accompanied with the sum of 30 cents per ton as an inspection
fee whereupon it shall be the duty of the Commissioner of Agriculture
All manufacturers

;

to issue tags to parties applying,

barrel or package thereof, which,

who shall attach
when attached to

a tag to each bag,
said package, shall

be prima facie evidence that the seller has complied with the require-

ments

of this Chapter.

Any

tags left in the possession of the manufac-

may

be used for another season and shall not be redeemed by the
of Agriculture.
The entire amount arising from the fee
of 30 cents a ton shall be paid into the State treasury as rapidly as col(Acts 1921, p. 100; 1921, p. 191.)
lected.
turer

Department

Cross-reference.— For

similar

provisions

with

respect

to

feeding

stuffs,

see

§ 42-207.

5-1119. Fees covered into State treasury.

Commissioner

mto

of Agriculture

the State treasury.

5-1120.

(1773)

Copy

—All

under the terms of

(Acts 1929,

fees received

this

law

by the

shall be covered

p. 228.)

of analysis as evidence.

—A

copy of the official
Department of

analysis of any fertilizer or chemical, under seal of the

Agriculture, shall be admissible as evidence in any of the courts on the
trial of

any issue involving the merits

Cross-references.
see § 38-601.

5-1121.

— State

of said fertilizer. (Acts 1877, p. 38.)

Chemist's certificate, see

§

5-1004.

(1795) Commissioner's duty as to collections.

Exemplifications,

—

It shall

be the

duty of the Commissioner of Agriculture to keep a correct account of
money received from the inspection of fertilizers and pay same into the
treasury from day to day as received.
1913, p. 42.)

(Acts 1898,

p.

99; 1912, p. 56;

.
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CHAPTER

5-12.

r:iT..

SAMPLES.

Sec.

.Sec.

5-1201.

5-1205.

When

5-1206.

Duty

Inspection

before

delivery

to

consumer.

Purchaser

5-1202.

may

require sample

to be taken.

how

taken and treated.

5-1203.

Samples,

5-1204.

Ordinary's duty and

§ent to State
analysis.

ticable

made

fertilizer

of State Chemist.
Selection of chemist other than
State Chemist.

5-1208.

Refusal of seller to take a sample.

fee.

and

<

5-1207.

5-1201. Inspection before delivery to consumer.

commercial

5

:

fertilizer materials shall

—All
be

inspections of

pn

in so far as

c-

How-

before delivery into the possession of the consumer.

Commissioner of Agriculture is authorized in his discretion to
have samples drawn at any time or place of any fertilizer or fertilizer

ever, the

material found within the limits of this State. (Acts 1929,

may

5-1202. (1785) Purchaser

p. 228.;

require sample to be taken.

be lawful for any purchaser of fertilizer from any

owner

—

It shall

thereof, or

agent of such owner, to require of the person selling, and at the time
of sale or delivery, to take from each lot of each brand sold a sample
(Acts 1901, pp. 65, 71.)
of its contents.

—

how

taken and treated. Said sample or samples of fertilizer shall be taken in the presence of both purchaser and
seller in the following manner:
Two cupfuls of the fertilizer shall be
taken from the top and two cupfuls from the bottom of each sack, provided there are not more than 10 sacks in the lot, but in lots of 10 to 100
sacks, from not less than 10 sacks in lots of 100 and over, from not
5-1203. (1786) Samples,

;

than 10 per cent, of the entire number. The samples so taken shall
be intermixed upon some surface so as not to mix dirt or any other
substance with the fertilizer. Then from different parts of the pile
small portions at a time shall be scooped up in the cup and transferred
to a wide-mouthed bottle of not less than one pint in capacity.
This
bottle shall now be corked with a suitable cork.
The cork must either
be pressed home flush with the mouth of the bottle or else cut across

less

until

it is

flush or even with the

mouth

of the bottle.

It shall

then be

taken by both parties at interest to the ordinary of the county,

who

He

shall

shall seal the

same

in their

presence in the following manner:

completely cover the entire surface of the cork with sealing wax, and
then impress upon the molten wax his official seal, bearing his name

and the style of his office, and shall then label trie same with the names
of the parties and of the fertilizers.
(Acts 1901, pp. 65, 71.)
5-1204. (1787) Ordinary's

duty and fee.— The ordinary

shall safely

keep said package, allowing neither party access to the same save as
hereinafter provided. The ordinary shall receive a fee of 10 cents from
the party depositing such sample for each sample so deposited.
(Acts
1901, pp. 65, 71.)
5-1205.

(1788)

When

sent to State Chemist for analysis.— Should said

purchaser, after having used such fertilizer upon his crops, have reason
to believe from the yields thereof that said fertilizer was totally or partially worthless, he shall notify the seller, and apply to the ordinary to

Agriculture.
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forward the said sample deposited with him to the State Chemist, without stating- the names of the parties, the

name

of the fertilizer, or giving

guaranteed analysis, the cost of sending being prepaid by the purchaser.
Before forwarding sample to the State Chemist for analysis,
the ordinary shall take the affidavit of the purchaser that he has gathered his crop and believes from the yield thereof that the fertilizer used
was worthless or partially worthless. The ordinary shall notify the
State Chemist at the same time that he forwards the sample that he
has taken and filed such written affidavit of the purchaser.
(Acts 1901,
its

pp. 65, 71.)
5-1206.

Duty

(1789)

of State

Chemist.— It

duty of the

shall be the

State Chemist to analyze and send a copy of the result to the ordinary.

(Acts 1901, pp. 65, 72.)

—

Editorial Note. Section 1790 of the Code of 1910, which purported to make
official analysis of fertilizers by the State Chemist conclusive evidence against
a plea of failure of consideration, was declared unconstitutional in 171/734 (155
S. E. 484) as an unauthorized invasion of the functions of the courts and as violative of the due process clauses of the State and Federal Constitutions.

an

5-1207.
of the

(1791) Selection of chemist other than State Chemist.

—In

State Chemist, should the parties to the contract agree

some other chemist

to

make

the analysis,

all

lieu

upon

the provisions of this

Chapter shall apply to his analysis and report to the ordinary.

(Acts

1901, pp. 65, 72.)

5-1208.

(1792) Refusal of seller to take a sample.

— Should

the seller

when so requested by the purchaser, then upon
purchaser
shall be entitled to his plea of failure
proof of this fact the
of consideration, and to support the same by proof of the want of effect
and benefit of said fertilizer upon his crops, which proof shall be sufficient to authorize the jury to sustain defendant's plea in whole or in
part, whether the suit is brought by an innocent holder or not. (Acts
refuse to take the sample

1901, pp. 65, 72.)

CHAPTER

'

5-13.

COTTONSEED MEAL; INSPECTION AND
ANALYSIS.
Sec.

Sec.
5-1301.

meal

Cottonseed

be

to

spected.
5-1302.

in-

5-1303.
5-1304.

Grades.

Grade or quality to be branded,
Duty of Commissioner of Agriculture.

(1779) Cottonseed meal to be inspected.

—

not be lawful for any person or persons to offer for sale any cottonseed meal until
the same shall have been inspected as required by law in the matter of
all fertilizers and chemicals for manufacturing or composting purposes.
5-1301.

(Acts 1901, pp. 65,73).
Cross-reference. Punishment

—

5-1302. Grades.

known

—There

It shall

for violation of this Chapter, see

shall

be three grades

as high grade, standard grade,

of

and low grade.

§

5-9935.

cottonseed

meal,

High grade meal

must contain 6.60 per cent, of nitrogen (equivalent to 8 per cent, of
ammonia) as a minimum before it shall be entitled to bear the brand of
high grade. Standard meal must contain 6.18 per cent, nitrogen (equiv-

Agkicultuke
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§ 5-1

.

alent to 7Yz per cent, of ammonia) as a minimum before it &baU be
inAll cottonseed meal
entitled to the brand of standard grade.

ing less than 6.18 per cent, nitrogen (equivalent to 7 /z per cent, of amv Promonia), shall be branded low grade before being offered for
[

'

:

vided, that low grade shall not contain less than 6 per cent, of

i

and provided, further, that all meal made from sea island 66tt6t\ shall
be branded sea island cottonseed meal, and guaranteed analysis shall
not be less than A /2 per cent, of ammonia, and the same shall be printed
upon the package.
l

grade," "standard grade," and -low grade," when
branded upon or attached to the package containing the cottonseed meal
shall be printed just above all other guarantees or descriptions of said
meal and in type larger than any other descriptive words or matter

The words "high

branded upon or attached to such package. (Acts 1910,

p. 82.)

—

Grade or quality to be branded. All manufacturers, dealers
or manipulators who shall offer any cottonseed meal for sale, either as
a fertilizer or as a feedstuff, shall brand upon or attach to the package
in which such meal is offered for sale, the grade or quality of the same.
5-1303.

(Acts 1910,

p. 82.)

Cross-reference.

5-1304.

Duty

— Punishment
of

for violation of this Chapter, see

law

effective.

all

It shall

(Acts 1910, pp. 82, 83.)

CHAPTER

5-14.

SALES OF FERTILIZER IN BULK.
Sec.

Sec.
5-1401.

Authority to

5-1402.

Inspection, etc.

5-1403.

Inspection fees.

sell in bulk.

5-1404.

Commissioner of Agriculture

to

prosecute; fines.

5-1401. (1796) Authority to sell in bulk.
facturers, jobbers, dealers,

and

5-9935.

be the duty of
steps necessary to make this

Commissioner of Agriculture.

the Commissioner of Agriculture to take

—

§

—

It shall

commercial fertilizers
for sale acid phosphate or other

and manipulators

fertilizer material to sell or offer

be lawful for manu-

of

bulk to persons, individuals, or firms who desire
to purchase the same for their own use on their own lands but not for
(Acts 1903, p. 94.)
sale.
fertilizer materials in

—The

Commissioner of Agriculture
shall have the authority to establish such rules and regulations in regard
to the registration, inspection, sale, and analysis of acid phosphate or
5-1402. (1797) Inspection,

etc.

other fertilizer materials, in bulk, sold to persons, individuals, or firms

who

desire to purchase

and use the same as provided

preceding
section, as shall not be inconsistent with the provisions of this Chapter
and as in his judgment will best carry out the requirements thereof.
(Acts 1903, p. 94.)
5-1403. (1798)

Inspection fees.

in the

—The same inspection fees shall be paid

and manipulators who sell acid phosphate or other fertilizer materials in bulk under this Chapter as apply to
such goods when placed in sacks, barrels, or boxes under the general

by manufacturers,

dealers, jobbers,

—
§

Agriculture.

5-1404
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laws, and such

inspection fees shall be transmitted to the
Agriculture
at the time notice of shipments of such acid
Commissioner of
phosphate or other fertilizer materials in bulk are made to the purchaser
provided for in this Chapter. (Acts 1903, p. 94.)
fertilizer

(1799) Commissioner

Agriculture to prosecute; fines.
It shall be the duty of the Commissioner of Agriculture to personally
prosecute each and every offender under the provisions of this Chapter,
5-1404.

and

all fines

of

arising therefrom shall be paid into and

become

a part of

the general education fund. (Acts 1903, p. 94.)

—

Cross-references. Penalty for violation of fertilizer laws, see
for violation of this Chapter, see § 5-9936.

PART

INSECTICIDES

V.

CHAPTER

5-15.

5-1501.

5-1503.

Sec.

Registration of names.
Brands on packages.
Ingredients
of
insecticides;
showing on containers.

5-1504

Tags

5-1505.

Samples taken by inspectors.

to be attached to packages.

5-9931.

Penalty

AND FUNGICIDES.

INSPECTION, ANALYSIS,
REGISTRATION.

Sec.

5-1502.

§

AND

•

5-1506.

Analysis of samples; records;
reports.

5-1507.

Standard; rules and regulations,

5-1508.

Duty to prosecute violators
SwDrug laws inapplicable.

5-1509.

of

Expenses.
5-1501. Registration of names.

—All manufacturers and jobbers of and

dealers in calcium arsenate, lead arsenate, and dust mixtures containing

sulphur, lead arsenate and lime, and other insecticides and fungicides

commonly used

on,

cotton, field crops, and fruits,

who may

desire to

such products shall first file with the Commissioner
of Agriculture the name of each brand of any such preparation which
they may wish to sell either directly or through agents, together with
the name and business address of such manufacturers, jobbers or deal(Acts 1920, p. 208.)
ers.

offer for sale

and

Cross-reference.

sell

— Penalty for violation

of this Chapter, see

§

5-9937.

—

Brands on packages. It shall be the duty of all manufacturers, jobbers, dealers and agents in advance of offering calcium arsenate,
lead arsenate, and dust mixtures containing sulphur, lead arsenate and
lime, and other insecticides and fungicides commonly used on cotton,
field crops, and fruits, for sale, to brand on each package, containing the
same, the words, "Calcium Arsenate, " "Lead Arsenate," and "Dust
Mixtures containing Sulphur, Lead Arsenate and Lime," and the weight
of the package in full, the name and address of the manufacturer, also
the contents of goods, the guaranteed analysis, solubility and density.
5-1502.

(Acts 1920,

p. 209.)

5-1503. Ingredients of insecticides;

showing on containers.

—All manu-

facturers of insecticides used for agricultural or horticultural purposes

—
AoRir;r:r/i
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shall be required to
all

r

\:\>v..

%

have printed or have stamped on the containers

ing contained herein shall be held or construed

5-1504.

any way or

in

any part or provision of section 5-1502. (Act

Cross-reference.

Tags

— Penalty

of

Provided, that noth-

insecticides the ingredients of the insecticides:

to repeal

1507

i

1923, p. 103.)

for violation of this section, sec §§ 5-9937, 5-9938.

to be attached to packages.

bers or agents representing them,

who have

All manufacturers, or job-

registered their brands of

the preparations heretofore mentioned, shall apply to the
of Agriculture for tags to be attached to each

Commi

package

of the

afore-

mentioned preparation, and with such request, the sum of 25 cents per
Thereupon, the Commissioner of Agriculture
ton, as an inspection fee.
shall supply all such applicants with the requisite number of tags which
later, attached to each package of calcium arsenate, lead arsenate, and
dust mixtures containing sulphur, lead arsenate, and lime, and other
field insecticides and fungicides commonly used on cotton, field crops,
and fruit, shall be prima facie evidence of compliance with the provisions of this Chapter. Tags left over from one season shall not be
used next or succeeding season or be redeemed by the Commissioner of
Agriculture.
5-1505.

(Acts 1920,

p. 209.)

Samples taken by inspectors. Expenses.

— Samples

of calcium

arsenate, lead arsenate, and dust mixtures containing sulphur, lead arse-

and lime, and other insecticides and fungicides commonly used on
cotton, field crops and fruit shall be taken by fertilizer inspectors appointed by the Commissioner of Agriculture, but they shall not be
allowed additional compensation for such service they shall, however,
be reimbursed in the matter of actual traveling expenses paid, under
the rules of the Department of Agriculture, when engaged in inspecting
fertilizers.
Samples of calcium arsenate, lead arsenate, and dust mixtures, containing sulphur, lead arsenate and lime, and other insecticides
and fungicides commonly used on cotton, field crops, and fruit, shall be
taken in the same manner now observed in taking samples of fertilizers.
nate,

;

(Acts 1920,

p. 210.)

—

be the duty
of the State Chemist to make the necessary analysis of all samples of
calcium arsenate, lead arsenate, and dust mixtures containing sulphur,
5-1506. Analysis of samples; records; reports.

It shall

commonly
may be turned over to him by

lead arsenate, and lime, and other insecticides and fungicides

used on cotton,

and

field crops,

fruit,

that

He

shall

keep a record of

report on the same, as he

now

does in the case of fertilizer samples

the proper authorities.

analyzed.

(Acts 1920,

all

such analyses and

p. 210.)

5-1507. Standard; rules

and regulations.

—The

State Entomologist

is

hereby authorized and required 'to fix a standard for calcium arsenate,
lead arsenate, and dust mixtures, containing sulphur, lead arsenate, and

and other insecticides and fungicides commonly used on cotton,
field crops, and fruit, and to make such rules and regulations as, in his
judgment, shall be necessary for the protection of the people, and make
thoroughly effective the provisions of this Chapter, and such regulations
shall have the force of law.
(Acts 1920, p. 211 1931, pp. 7, 41.)
lime,

;

174
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§5-1508

Duty

—

It shall be the duty of
each
and every violator
Agriculture
prosecute
to
the Commissioner of
(Acts 1920, p. 211.)
of any of the provisions of this Chapter.

5-1508.

to prosecute violators of law.

Cross-reference.

5-1509.

— Penalty

Drug laws

to the sale of drugs

[

inapplicable.

and poisons

— No

s,

PART

VI.

5-9937.

§

provisions of the laws relating

shall be construed to apply to the sale

above-named insecticides and fungicides
and fruit. (Acts 1920, p. 211.)

of the
Ci

for violation of this Chapter, see

for use on cotton, field

NAVAL STORES AND LUMBER.

CHAPTER

5-16.

Sec.

INSPECTION.
Sec.

Inspectors of and regulation as
to lumber and naval stores.
Pitch, tar, etc., to be inspected
before it is shipped.
Quality, etc., of turpentine bar-

5-1601.
5-1602.
5-1603.

5-1613.

shall

5-1614.

how

5-1616.

Definitions
law.

of corporate authorities
of seaport towns.

5-1617.

"Agricultural products," etc., include oleoresin and turpen-

5-1618.

United States standards estab-

5-1619.

Acts injurious to commerce.
Inspection and analysis; taking

5-1605.

Powers

5-1606.

Lumber

turpentine,

of

for

boomage.

5-1609.

Inspector to be disinterested.

5-1610.

Charges for inspection.
Supervising inspector; appointment, qualification, and term
of office,

Supervising
bond.

5-1612.

i

inspector

to

5-1601. (1843) Inspectors of
stores.

duties
vising inspector.
of

of

super-

terms used

in

tine.

inspectors.

Fees of lumber inspectors.
Fees for receiving lumber and

5-1611.

supervising

of

Powers and

marked.

5-1608.

Compensation

office.

5-1615.

Barrels

5-1607.

inspector

supervising

have his

inspector.

rels.

5-1604.

Where

lished.

5-1620.

5-1622.

of samples.
Analysis as evidence.
Law to be posted.

5-1623.

Penalties

5-1621.

give

deemed

and

provisions

several.

and regulations as to lumber and naval

— Inspectors may be appointed,

their duties prescribed, their fees

and inspection and marking regulations adopted, by the corporate authorities of any city, for the inspection of pitch, tar, turpentine,
rosin, staves, shingles, timber, wood, and lumber, for measuring and
gauging the said articles, or any of them, within the limits of said cities;
and the same power may be exercised by the ordinary of every county,
outside the limits of such town, and within the limits of such county:
Provided, such regulations be not inconsistent with the following profixed,

visions

:

No

person shall be permitted to inspect, measure, or gauge, except
such as may be regularly appointed, under a penalty of $500 for every
1.

offense,

one-half to go

to

the informer, and

the

other

half

to

the

corporation or court having the appointment of inspectors. Every person
so appointed shall be required to take an oath or affirmation faithfully
to perform the duties of the office to the best of his skill
shall

moreover give bond and security

and

ability,

and

for the faithful discharge of the

Agricultu re.
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All vacancies

duties thereof.

(Act 1794, Cobb,

22.

Act

may

be

£

filled

by the appointing power.

1823, Cobb, 210.;

seaport towns where timber or lumber

brought for exportation, or otherwise, the same shall be inspected and measured, and bills
for such measurement shall be made out in superficial measurement.
(Act 1799, Cobb, 23.)
2.

In

all

is

measured as follows: The length shall
be counted from pinhole and the size from the middle of the stick, taking
the smallest side and the face, throwing off fractions, and allowing one
half of the wane-edge on the side and face; and other flatted timber,
usually known as saw or .mill logs, shall be measured one half from the
3.

All square timber shall be

smallest end.

which are rotten, hollow, split, or broken shall be declared
refuse by the inspector, and the seller shall only be allowed one-half the
measurement; but if the defect be at or near the end, only so much as is
4.

All sticks

defective shall be declared refuse.
5.

The hook

to the dip-rod shall not be less than \}i inches long.

and boards shall be deemed merchantable only when they have square edges, and are sound and without
decay; nevertheless, if any scantling or board to be measured and inspected shall be split, decayed, or fractured more than two feet, and less
6.

Ranging timber,

scantlings,

than six feet from the end thereof, such

split,

decayed, or fractured

part shall be left out and not counted in the measurement.

Cobb,
7.

(Act 1794,

22.)

Heading

shall be

2^

one inch thick

feet long, six inches broad,

on one edge, and not less than three-quarters of an inch on the other
edge, round and free from decay, worm or knot holes shingles to be
;

22 inches long, not less than 2>y2 inches wide, a half-inch thick at the
thick end, not decayed, and free from worm or knot holes.
(Act 1794,

Cobb,
8.

only

22.)

Pipe, hogshead, and barrel staves shall be considered merchantable

when

conditioned as follows

:

Pipe staves to be at least 54 inches

and one inch thick on the thin edge,
sound and free from worm or knot holes hogshead staves to be 43 inches
long, three inches broad, and not less than three-quarters of an inch thick
on the edges, sound and free from worm or knot holes barrel staves to
be 2y2 feet long, three inches wide, and not less than three-quarters of
an inch on their edges, sound and free from worm or knot holes. (Act
1816, Cobb, 24.)
in length, three inches in breadth,

;

;

Every cord of fire wood shall measure eight feet in length, four in
breadth, and four in height. Any person to whom such wood is offered
for sale, who may suspect any deficiency, shall have the right to have the
same measured and corded by any sworn inspector or measurer of the
place; and in case of any deficiency appearing, the seller shall, besides
paying the fees of the inspector, make good the deficiency without delay, or forfeit, before any court having jurisdiction, the sum of $2 for
every cord so deficient; in case of no deficiency appearing, the fees of
the inspector or measurer shall be paid by the buyer. The corporate
9.

§

Agriculture.
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any town or city may make such further regulations on
this subject as to them shall appear proper to insure the objects of this
section. (Act 1766, Cobb. 12.)
authorities of

Cross-reference.

— Penal provisions relating to this section, see §§ 5-9939 to 5-9949.

«

5-1602.

(1839) Pitch, tar,

etc.,

to be inspected before

shipped.

it is

—

No

person shall ship or put on board any vessel for exportation any
same is inspected and marked,
provided there be at the port of exportation a sworn inspector of such
articles, on pain of forfeiting $1 for every barrel so shipped, one-half
to go to the informer, and the other half to the use of the town or place
The true contents and quality of every barrel of such
of exportation.
articles must be branded on the barrel.
(Act 1766, Cobb, 11.)
pitch, tar, rosin, or turpentine before the

5-1603.
soft

(1840) Quality,

of turpentine barrels.

etc.,

— Every

barrel of

turpentine shall be formed of good and sufficient staves, three-

quarters of an inch thick, not exceeding five inches wide, not less than

30 nor more than 32 inches long; the head not less than one nor more
than l T j inches thick, and the barrel secured with 12 good hoops.

—

how marked. Each barrel of
found in conformity to the foregoing
provisions, shall be branded or marked by the inspector as follows The
pure or virgin turpentine with the letter "V"; the yellow dip, "S"; the
hard, "H."
5-1604.

(1841) Barrels of turpentine,

soft turpentine, after inspection,

if

:

Cross-reference.

5-1605.

— Fraudulent

(1842)

Powers

brands on naval stores, see

§

5-9941.

of corporate authorities of seaport towns.

—

any seaport town may make such further
regulations for the inspection of rosin, pitch, tar, and -turpentine, and
for the discovery of fraud in making and vending said articles, as to said
authorities respectively shall seem proper.

The corporate

5-1606.

authorities of

(1834)

Lumber

inspectors.

— No corporate authority, court, or

other corporation having the appointment of inspectors of lumber or
timber, shall appoint any other class of inspectors of lumber or timber

than those recognized and authorized by the Code.
5-1607.

(1836) Fees of lumber inspectors.

—No

(Acts 1876,

p. 32.)

corporate authority,

corporation, or court having the appointment of inspectors, shall have

power

to authorize or

empower

inspectors and measurers of lumber and

timber to charge more than 25 cents per 1,000 feet for inspecting, measuring, and

trimming lumber and timber.

Cross-reference.
ber, see § 5-9945.

5-1608.

— Penalty

(Acts 1876,

p. 32.)

for excessive charge for inspecting

lumber and tim-

(T838) Fees for receiving lumber and for boomage.

—The

fee

lumber shall not exceed three cents per 1,000 feet, which
fee shall be charged only at the time of receipt, and the fee for boomage
shall not exceed 30 cents per day for each raft. (Acts 1876, p. 33.)
for receiving

5-1609.

now

— No

inspector of naval

appointed or hereafter appointed by the corporate authorof any city, or the ordinary of any county, shall be or become during

stores,
ities

(1832) Inspector to be disinterested.

Agriculture.
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his

term of

office the

agent or clerk of any buyer of naval

brokerage or commission merchant engaged in the buying or
selling- of naval stores, or manufacturer engaged in the production of
(Acts 1887, p. 110.)
naval stores.

any

factor,

Cross-reference.

— Penalty

5-1610. (1833)

Charges

for violation of this section, see §§ 5-9943,

for

inspection.

— No

corporate

corporation, or ordinary having the appointment of naval

empower

spectors shall have the power to authorize or

S- /jA rj.
r

authority,
stores

in-

inspectors to

charge more than six cents per barrel for inspecting rosin, including
weighing, inspection, and cooperage, nor more than nine cents per barrel for inspecting spirits of turpentine, including gauging, inspection,
bunging, and cooperage: Provided, that no inspector shall be compelled
to make an inspection of rosin or spirits of turpentine until these fees
are first paid. (Acts 1887, p. 110.)
Cross-reference.

—Penalty for unlawful

charges, see

§

5-9944.

5-1611. (1815) Supervising inspector; appointment, qualification,

term of

office.

—The

Governor

shall appoint a

and

competent person, who

be the supervising inspector of naval
stores, and w ho shall be skilled in the inspection of and familiar with
the grades of naval stores and competent to detect adulteration thereof.
No person shall be appointed supervising inspector of naval stores who
is a producer, factor, or buyer of or dealer in naval stores, or employed
by or connected in business with any such producer, factor, buyer, or
He shall hold his office for four years from and
dealer in naval stores.
(Acts 1903, pp. 77, 79.)
after his appointment.
shall be a citizen of the State, to
r

—

Cross-references. Fraudulently branding barrels, see § 5-9941. Penalty for unlawfully charging for inspection, see § 5-9944. Interfering with inspector's brand,
see § 5-9942.

5-1612. (1818) Supervising inspector to give bond.

inspector of naval stores shall give bond in the

two good and

sum

—The

supervising

of $5,000, with at

payable to the State, conditioned
for the faithful discharge of all the duties of his office, and the bond, before being accepted, shall be approved by the Attorney General and the
Governor, and filed in the office of the Secretary of State. (Acts 1903,

least

sufficient securities,

pp. 77, 80.)

Where

supervising inspector shall have his office.^
The supervising inspector of naval stores shall have his office in the part
of the State receiving the largest amount of naval stores for sale or
5-1613. (1817)

shipment.

(Acts 1903, pp. 77, 79.)

—

5-1614. (1819) Compensation of supervising inspector.
The supervising inspector of naval stores shall receive as compensation for his

services one-fourth cent for each barrel of rosin or spirits of turpentine

which may be inspected under the laws
fee a barrel

when

of this State; for a basis of said

applied to spirits of turpentine shall be 50 gallons,

and the term spirits of turpentine shall include all spirits of turpentine
mentioned in this Chapter. A barrel, when applied to rosin, shall be
280 pounds, and said fee shall be reckoned on this basis. Said fee shall
be paid equally by the buyer and seller of such naval stores. In case of
naval stores shipped in packages or receptacles other than barrels, his
compensation shall be reckoned upon the basis of barrels or fractions

§

5-1615
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provided for the payment of fees of
inspectors under like conditions.
He shall have the right to recover
from any person or corporation the fees allowed him in appropriate proceedings in any court having- jurisdiction thereof. (Acts 1903, pp. 77, 80.)

same manner

thereof, in the

5-1615.

(1820")

as

Powers and

is

duties of supervising inspector.

—The

su-

pervising inspector of naval stores shall have general supervision and
direction of

all

inspectors of naval stores, and

it

shall

be his duty to see

them
any
Governor
in the manner provided by law, and to report to the
delinquency or irregularity of any such inspector, and to investigate
complaints made by producers or others of ^he conduct of such inspector
in the discharge by him of the duties of his office.
He shall also have
supervision of all naval stores, plants, yards, warehouses, and it shall
be his duty to see that no adulteration of naval stores is committed, and
to collect evidence of any adulteration which may come to his
knowledge, or be reported to him, whenever the same may occur, and
to prosecute or cause to be prosecuted all persons violating the laws in
that they fairly and honesty perform

all

the duties imposed upon

and

regard to the inspection, marking, branding, or adulteration of naval
stores.
He shall also perform such other duties as may be conferred
upon him by law, but he shall not perform the duties of an inspector
except

when necessary

made by an

inspector.

to determine the correctness of

(Acts 1903, pp. 77, 79.)

5-1616. Definitions of terms used in law.
(a)

"Naval stores" means

—When

spirits of turpentine

(b) "Spirits of turpentine" includes

wood

any inspection

gum

used

and

spirits

in this

law:

rosin.

of turpentine

and

turpentine.

"Gum spirits of turpentine" means spirits of turpentine made
from gum (oleoresin) from a living tree.
(d) "Wood turpentine" includes steam distilled wood turpentine and
(c)

wood turpentine.
"Steam distilled wood turpentine" means wood

destructively distilled
(e)
tilled
(f)

dis-

with steam from the oleoresin within or extracted from the wood.
"Destructively distilled

wood

turpentine" means

tine obtained in the destructive distillation of the

(g) "Rosin" includes
(h)

turpentine

"Gum

rosin"

gum

means

rosin and

wood

wood

turpen-

wood.

rosin.

rosin remaining after the distillation of

gum

spirits of turpentine.
(i)

"Wood

distilled
('))

rel,

rosin"

wood

means

rosin remaining after the distillation of steam

turpentine.

"Package" means any container

of naval stores,

and includes

bar-

tank, tank car, or other receptacle.

(k)

"Persons" includes partnerships, associations, and corporations,

as

well as individuals.

"Commerce" means commerce within this State, and shall hi
deemed to include all commerce other than that with foreign nations
and among the several States and with the Indian tribes. (Acts 1925
(1)

p. 318.)

5-1617. "Agricultural products," etc., include oleoresin

— Except

and turpentine

wherein the law expressly otherwise provides, the terms "agri

:

Ackicultuke.
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commodities, " "agricultural products," and "farm prodir
shall include and embrace crude gum (oleoresin) from a living tree or
trees, and spirits of turpentine as processed by the original prodi
the crude gum (oleoresin) from which derived.
(Acts 1933, p. 282.)
cultural

—

Cross-reference. "Crops" and "growing crops" as used in
etc., defined, see § 67-1107.

5-1618. United States standards established.

bills

of

gale,

—The standards for

liens,

spirits

and rosin established by the Act of Congress, appro
March 3, 1923, known as the "Naval Stores Act," and those that may be
hereafter established and promulgated by the Secretary of Agriculture
of the United States pursuant to the authority conferred by said Act of
of turpentine

Congress, shall be the naval stores standards of this State. Said standards shall be referred to as the "Official Naval Stores Standards of the
United States," or by the abbreviated expression "United States Standards." The various grades of rosin shall be designated as in said Act
of Congress.

(Acts 1925,

p. 319.)

5-1619. Acts injurious to

commerce.

—The

following acts are hereby
declared injurious to commerce in naval stores and are hereby prohibited
and made unlawful

The

commerce of any naval stores, or of anything offered
as such, except under or by reference to United States standards.
(b) The sale of any naval stores under or by reference to United
States standards which is other than what it is represented to be.
(c) The use in commerce of the word "turpentine" or the word
"rosin," singly or with any other word or words, or of any compound,
(a)

sale in

derivative, or imitation of either such word, or of

any misleading word,
or of any word, combination of words, letters or combination of letters,
provided herein or by the Secretary of Agriculture of the United States
to be used to designate naval stores of any kind or grade, in selling, offering for sale, advertising, or shipping anything other than naval stores of
the United States standards.
(d)

The use

in

commerce

of

any

false,

misleading, or deceitful means

or practice in the sale of naval stores or of anything offered as such.

(Acts 1925,

p. 319.)

Cross-reference.

— Punishment for violation

of this section, see

§

5-9939.

—

and analysis; taking of samples. The supervising inspector of naval stores, or any other inspector of naval
stores, if he shall have reason to believe that any spirits of turpentine
or wood spirits of turpentine has been or is adulterated in any manner,
shall have the right to enter the place where the same is stored or kept,
and to open any barrel, or barrels, in which the same may be, and to
take therefrom a sufficient quantity, not exceeding a pint, from every
barrel as a sample for analysis and inspection.
Each such sample shall
be sealed by the supervising inspector or other inspector of naval stores
taking the same, who shall at the same time write, mark, or label the
same in such manner as to indicate the time and place of taking the
same and the ownership of the barrel from which it is taken, as well as
any other facts necessary to identify the sample so taken with the origi5-1620. (1828) Inspection

nal.

The owner,

shall

have the right to be present,

claimant, or custodian of such spirits of turpentine
if

he desires,

in

person or by agent,

Agriculture.
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such sampling-, and to demand and receive of such supervising

at

spector or inspector of naval stores a sample in

all

taken by such supervising- inspector or inspector of naval stores.
p.'

1903,

in-

respects like that

(Acts

77.)

—

The analysis of any such sam(1829) Analysis as evidence.
ple so taken by such inspector or supervising- inspector, sworn to by any
5-1621.

witnesses competent to

make such

analysis, shall be admissible in evi-

any action wherein the grade or quality of the original from
which the sample shall have been taken shall be in issue. A certificate
of the result of an analysis made and certified by the State Chemist or
assistant chemist shall be prima facie evidence of the nature, composition, and character of the contents of the barrel from which such
sample was taken and of the correctness of such analysis, and for such
purposes admissible in evidence. (Acts 1903, p. 77.)
Cross-reference. — Copy of official analysis of fertilizer or chemical as evidence,
dence

in

see §§ 5-1004, 5-1120.

5-1622.

(1830)

Law

to be posted.

— Every person who produces, man-

and every manufacturer, producer of, or dealer or factor in naval stores in this State shall post and
keep posted a written or printed copy of this Chapter in a public place
at the still location, warehouse, yard, or other place where he shall manufacture, store, or keep naval stores; and it shall be the duty of the Comufactures, consigns, sells, or keeps for sale,

missioner of Agriculture to cause a sufficient number of copies of this
Chapter to be printed for public distribution for the purposes aforesaid.
(Acts 1903, pp. 77, 82; 1925,
5-1623. (1831) Penalties

p. 320.)

and provisions deemed

several.

—The

penal-

punishments, and other provisions of this Chapter, for the enforce-

ties,

be deemed several, and the enforcement of one
or affect the enforcement of any other.
(Acts

ment

of the same, shall

shall

not

preclude

1903, p. 77.)

PART

VII.

CHAPTER

5-17.

IN GENERAL.
Sec.

Sec.
5-1701.

What

5-1702.

Grain to be ground in turn.

5-1701.
for

GRIST MILLS.

toll

are public mills.

(1879)
for

What

5-1703.

are public mills.

Penalty for not grinding

—All

any person are public mills

in turn.

which grind
within the meaning of this
grist mills

Chapter.

take for

(1877) Grain to be ground in turn.

—All

owners or occupants
of public mills shall well grind all clean and dry grain, and in due turn,
as far as 10 bushels in the turn, as the same may be brought, and may
5-1702.

toll

one-eighth part thereof. (Act 1786, Cobb, 25.)

Cross-reference.

—Weights to be stamped on sacks of flour and meal, see

§

42-9902.

Agriculi vre.
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5-1703.

who

(1878) Penalty for not grinding in turn.

shall not so grind, except in time of drought,

cause, or not in due turn, or take or exact
for

each

may do

offense,
his

own

to

the

grinding

injured,

first.

(Act 1786, Cobb,

CHAPTER

5-99.

5-9903.
5-9904.
5-9905.
5-9906.

5-9907.
5-9908.

$20:

5-9910.

5-9925.

Selling, etc., infested plants.

5-9926.

Noncompliance

duction of receipt; failure to
mark "canceled" on receipt.
Issuing receipt for cotton not
actually placed in warehouse.

5-9927.

Failure to

5-9928.

Violation

5-9929.

Sale of honey bees, etc., without license or after license
revoked.

5-9930.

Violation

or additional receipt.
Failure to give notice of lien
on cotton.
False affidavit as to lien on
cotton offered for storage.
Weighing cotton or other pro-

duce without oath.
Unauthorized deduction for bagging and ties from weight of
Cutting bagging from cotton.
Illegal
charge for weighing

purchase of seed-cotton.
cottonseed hulls without weight being stamped on

Illegal

5-9931.

5-9933.
5-9934.

5-9917.

of Chapter relating
to grading and shipping of
apples.

of
bees.

law

relating

to

Violating fertilizer laws.
Injurious fillers in fertilizers.
Sale of fertilizers or chemicals
without complying with law.
Sale of formulas for composting fertilizers without approval of Commissioner of

container.
Failing to pay for agricultural

products and naval stores.
Procuring consignments of farm
products to irresponsible per-

5-9935.

Inspection, analysis, sale,
of cottonseed meal.

5-9936.

Violation of Chapter governing

5-9937.

Violation

5-9938.

Printing or stamping ingredients of insecticides on con-

5-9939.

Acts injurious to commerce

Buyer giving worthless checks.
Failure of drawee to pay accepted bill or draft drawn

5-9940.

naval stores; penalty.
Cutting turpentine boxes.

5-9941.

Fraudulent

etc.,

sale of fertilizers in bulk.

of Chapter relating
to insecticides, etc. Fines for
educational fund.

tainers.

sons, etc.
5-9916.

comply with directions of State Entomologist.

honey
5-9932.

instruc-

Entomologist

Agriculture.

Record of purchase of seedcotton, violation of law as to.
Selling

with

tions of State
or assistants.

Unlawful issuing of duplicate

5-9913.

5-9915.

25.)

Sale of fertilizer without having submitted sample to Commissioner of Agriculture.
Delivery of cotton without pro-

5-9912.

5-9914.

;

IN GENERAL.

cotton.
5-9911.

Provided,

CRIMES.

cotton.
5-9909.

and
such miller

Sec.

Sec.

5-9902.

such

or Ujt other suffii

toll, shall forfeit

party

PART XXX.

5-9901.

more

— Every

on

brands

in

naval

against cotton.
Conviction of violation of preceding section unauthorized
when; prima facie evidence;
partnership.
Designating cotton grades other
than by official standards.
Hindering State Entomologist
or agents.

5-9942.

Interfering
brand.

5-9943.
5-9944.

Inspectors to be disinterested.
Unlawful charges for inspec-

5-9945.

Excessive charge for inspecting

5-9921.

Shipping

5-9946.

Inspector shall not be clerk, etc

5-9947.

Failure to measure timber.

5-9922.

Shipping trees,

5-9918.

5-9919.
5-9920.

trees, etc.,

without

in-

spection.
etc.,

before filing

stores.

5-9924.

Importing boll weevil.
Importing articles from
weevil infested sections.

boll

inspector's

tion; penalty.

lumber and timber.

measuring timber.

5-9948.

Illegally

5-9949.

Violation of timber or lumber
law.

certificate of inspection.

5-9923.

with

—
5-9901.

(206$.

Commissioner

to
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§

fl

6)

Sale of fertilizer without having submitted sample

of Agriculture.

—Any person

violating- the provisions of

any fertilizer without first submitting a- fair sample of the same to the Commissioner of Agriculture, under rules to be
(Acts 1874,
prescribed by him, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
Chapter

pp.

5,

5-1. or selling'

7.)

Cross-reference.

— Punishment

for

misdemeanor, see

27-2506.

§

5-9902. Delivery of cotton without production of receipt; failure to

mark "canceled" on
other person

who

—Any

manager, employee, agent, officer, or
deliver cotton from a warehouse under Chapter

receipt.

shall

except upon the production of the receipt therefor, or who shall fail
to mark such receipt ''canceled" on the delivery of -the cotton, shall be
punished by a fine of not more than $5,000, or imprisonment for not more
than live years in the State penitentiary, or by both fine and imprison5-3,

ment,

(Acts 1918,

the discretion of the court.

in

p. 251.)

5-9903. Issuing receipt for cotton not actually placed in warehouse.

any warehouse, or agent, employee or servant, who
issues or aids in issuing a receipt for cotton, knowing that such cotton
has not been actually placed in the warehouse under the control of the
manager thereof, shall be punished for each offense by imprisonment in
the State penitentiary for a period of not less than one nor more than
(Acts 1918, p. 250.)
five years, or by a fine not exceeding $5,000.

The manager

of

Cross-reference.

— Provisions

for issuing receipt, see

5-310.

§

Unlawful issuing of duplicate or additional

5-9904.

ager, employee, servant or other person

who

receipt.

—Any man-

shall issue or aid in issuing

a duplicate or additional receipt for cotton,

knowing

that the former

outstanding, shall be punished as by the
laws of this State provided for forgery Provided, the party applying for
duplicate, upon the representation that the original has been lost or dereceipt or

any part thereof

is

:

may

same upon giving an indemnifying bond to the
State Warehouse Commissioner to protect the Commissioner against any

stroyed,

loss that

receive the

might occur thereby.

Cross-reference.

— Provisions

(Acts 1918,

p.

250; 1920,

for issuing receipt, see

p. 282.)

5-310.

§

—

on cotton. Any person who shall
deposit, or attempt to deposit, cotton upon which a lien, mortgage, or
adverse claim exists, without notifying the manager of the warehouse
thereof, and having this fact so entered on the warehouse receipt, shall
(Acts 1918, p. 251.)
be punished as for a misdemeanor.
5-9905. Failure to give notice of lien

Cross-reference.

— Provisions

for issuing receipt, see

§

5-310.

—

on cotton offered for storage. Should
any party required by section 5-316 to make an affidavit as to an adverse
5-9906. False affidavit as to lien

claim to cotton offered to a warehouseman for storage, make
a false affidavit, he shall on conviction therefor be punished by imprisonment and labor in the penitentiary for not less than three years nor
lien, title or

longer than 10 years.

(Acts 1918,

p. 251.)

Weighing cotton or other produce without
Any person who shall violate the provisions of section 5-501, mak-

5-9907. (1846; 274 P. C.)

oath.

ing

—

it

unlawful to weigh cotton and other produce without

first

taking the

Agriculture.
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§

5-V

oath therein prescribed, and the factor or person employing him,
be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1875, pp. 18, 102; 1876, p. 27.;

Unauthorized deduction for bagging and ties from weight of
For each and every violation of section 5-504 the offender shall
cotton.
be guilty of a misdemeanor and shall be fined in the sum of not less than
$25, nor more than $50, or imprisonment not less than 15 days, nor n.
than 30 days: Provided, this law shall not apply to what is known in
the trade as round bales, and bales of cotton which weigh less than 300
pounds. (Acts 1911, p. 182.)
5-9908.

—

—

bagging from cotton. If any person owning or controlling a cotton compress shall cut or take, without the owner's consent, any bagging from the heads or sides of a bale of cotton
which he may have in charge for the purpose of compressing the same,
he shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1880-1, p. 178.)
5-9909. (556 P. C.) Cutting

Cross-reference.

— Punishment

for

misdemeanor, see

§

27-2506.

—

weighing cotton. If any
scalesman, salesman, or other person engaged in the business of weighing
5-9910. (557, 558 P. C.) Illegal charge for

cotton bales shall charge or receive more than 10 cents per bale for
weighing the same, or charge or receive, for reweighing any bale of cot-

ton which has once been taxed 10 cents for weighing, more than five
cents for such reweighing, he shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. This
section shall embrace a merchant, factor or other person in whose em-

ployment the offender may be
charge

is

made with

at the time of the violation,

if

the illegal

the consent or knowledge of the employer.

(Acts

1880-1, p. 89; 1895, p. 63.)

5-9911.

Record

of purchase of seed-cotton, violation of

law as

to.

—

person who shall fail or refuse to comply with the provisions of section 5-601 with reference to the making of a record at the time of purchasing seed-cotton and the filing of the same in the office of the ordinary shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1916, p. 156.)

Any

5-9912. (555 P. C.) Illegal purchase of seed-cotton.

—

If any person
any seed-cotton after sunset and before sunrise, or receive or deliver any such cotton after sunset and before sunrise, which
has been sold in pursuance of such delivery, he shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1880-1, p. 175.)

shall

buy or

sell

Cross-reference.

— Punishment

5-9913. (566 P.

stamped on

for stealing- baled cotton, see

C.) Selling cottonseed hulls

—

§

26-2638.

without weight beins"

Any

person, firm or corporation who shall sell
in
bales
or
hulls
packages,
without having the weight therecottonseed
or
branded
stamped
plainly
on
each
of
bale or package, shall be guilty

of a

container.

misdemeanor.

(Acts 1901,

p. 63.)

5-9914. (551 P. C.) Failing to
stores.

pay

for agricultural products

and naval

—Any person engaged, either on his own account or for others,

in

the business of buying cotton, corn, rice, crude turpentine, spirits turpentine, rosin, pitch, tar, or other products sold by planters and commission

merchants on cash sale, who shall buy such articles on sale from a
planter or commission merchant for cash, and shall fail or refuse to pay

§

Agriculture.

5-9915

for,

and

shall

make way with
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same before he

or dispose of the

shall

paid therefor, shall be imprisoned in the penitentiary for not less

one year, nor more than

rive years.

have
than

(Acts 1884-5, pp. 45, 52.)

—

Penalty for drawee's
Cross-references. Stealing baled cotton, see § 26-2638.
pay accepted bill or draft drawn against cotton, see § 5-9917.

failing to

(552 P. C.) Procuring consignments of farm products to irre-

5-9915.

sponsible persons, etc.

—Any person who shall

any way pro-

solicit or in

cure consignments of fruits, melons, vegetables, butter, eggs, poultry, or
other farm, orchard, and dairy products, whether for themselves or as

agents or employees of others, to irresponsible persons, firms, or corporations, to be sold on commission, and who shall fail to account for and
pay to the rightful owner the whole net proceeds arising from the sale
of such products so consigned within 30 days, shall be guilty of a mis-

demeanor.

(Acts 1895,

Cross-reference.

5-9916.

— Purchase

(553 P. C.)

buy any

p.

65; 1896,
of

p. 70.)

farm products from tenants, see

Buyer giving worthless checks.
mentioned

—

§

61-9902.

any person

If

preceding section, either
for himself or others, and give a draft, check, or order in payment' of
such products, and the payment of the draft, check, or order is refused
by the drawee, by which the seller sustains loss, such buyer shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1895, p. 65.)
shall

5-9917.

of the products

in the

(549 P. C.) Failure of drawee to pay accepted

bill

—

or draft

drawn against cotton. If a bill of exchange or draft specifies, in the
body thereof, the amount for which it is drawn and the time when it becomes due, that it is drawn against certain bales of cotton, enumerating
them and referring to their marks in the margin, and that they were sent
to the drawee subject to the payment of the bill or draft to the payee or
his order, to whom the title was conveyed, and such bill or draft is accepted in writing by the drawee, and he shall fail or refuse, after such
acceptance, to pay to the payee or his order, at the maturity of the paper,
the

amount

of the proceeds of the sale of the cotton,

if

sold

by him, or

payee or his order when
punished
he
by confinement
than one nor more than five years. (Acts

shall fail or refuse to deliver said cotton to the

demanded
in the

after such failure to pay,

penitentiary for not less

shall be

1859, pp. 61, 62.)

(550 P. C.) Conviction of violation of preceding section unauthorized when; prima facie evidence; partnership. No person shall
5-9918.

—

be convicted under the provisions of the preceding section, if he can show
that the cotton received by him was destroyed by accident, or that he

was fraudulently or forcibly deprived of the possession thereof, or of its
value after it was sold.
The acceptance in writing of the bill of exchange or draft shall be held
as prima facie evidence of the receipt by the acceptor of the cotton specified therein, and prima facie evidence of the value being the amount
specified in the bill or draft.
If

such

bill

nership in the

or draft be

name

drawn

of the firm,

and accepted by a mercantile parteach of the partners shall be held prima
on,

facie liable to all the provisions of the preceding section.

pp. 61, 62.)

(Acts 1859,

—
Agriculi ure<
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5-9919. Designating cotton grades other than

Each violation

of section 5-602,

making

it

of cotton within the grades of the official

by

official

standards.

unlawful to designate grades
cotton standard- by names or

descriptions not used in such standards, shall be a misdemeanor.

(Acts

1920, pp. 129, 130.)

Hindering State Entomologist or agents.
person or persons who shall hinder or obstruct the State Entomolo-

5-9920. (2126; 482 P. C.)

Any

gist or his agents in the discharge of his or their duties shall be guilty of

a misdemeanor.
Cross-reference.

(Acts 1898, pp. 94, 96; 1931, pp. 7, 41.)
Punishment for misdemeanor, see § 27-2506.

—

Shipping

without inspection.— Tf
any grower, nurseryman, or corporation shall ship any article mentioned
in section 5-711 in violation of said section, it shall be a misdemeanor.
5-9921. (2128; 479 P. C.)

(Acts 1898,
5-9922.

p. 94.)

(2130; 480 P. C.) Shipping trees,

of inspection.

to the

trees, etc.,

etc.,

before filing certificate

—Any person who shall violate section 5-712, which relates

shipment of

trees, shall

be guilty of a misdemeanor.

(Acts 1898,

p. 94.)

5-9923. (2134) Importing boll weevil.

ing the importation of boll weevil,

(Acts 1904,

etc.,

—Violation

of section 5-715,

mak-

unlawful, shall be a misdemeanor.

p. 19.)

5-9924. (2135)

—Any steamship,

Importing

articles

from

railroad, or express

boll weevil infested sections.

company

or other

common

carrier

or any firm, person or corporation bringing into this State any of the

contemplated by section 5-716, without complying with the rules
and regulations enacted by the State Entomologist, shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor. In case any common carrier enumerated violates this section, then the general manager of such common carrier, or
the captain of such offending vessel, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
(Acts 1913, p. 46; 1931, pp. 7, 41.)
articles

5-9925. (481 P. C.) Selling, etc., infested plants.
offer for sale, sell, give

—

If

any person

away, or transport plants, scions, buds,

shrubs, vines, or other plants, tubers, roots, cuttings, or bulbs,

shall
trees,

known

to

be infested with dangerously injurious insects or plant diseases, he shall

be guilty of a misdemeanor.

(Acts 1898,

p. 94.)

Noncompliance with instructions of State
Entomologist or assistants. Any person who shall refuse to comply with
the instructions of the State Entomologist or his assistants, as specified
in section 5-719, or who shall offer any hindrance, or shall obstruct the
State Entomologist or his assistants in the discharge of their duties as
therein specified, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1898, p. 94;
5-9926. (2138; 482 P. C.)

—

1904, pp. 19, 20.)

comply with directions of State Entomologist.
Failure of the agent, owner or tenant of any of the premises specified in section 5-720 to comply with the directions of the State Entomolo5-9927. (2139) Failure to

—

gist or his assistants shall be a

misdemeanor.

(Acts 1904, pp.

19, 21.)

§
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Chapter relating to grading and shipping of apples.
Any person, firm, company, organization, or corporation, who shall
violate any of the provisions of Chapter 5-8, relating to the grading,
marking, shipping", etc., of apples, shall be punishable by a line of not
more than $500 or imprisonment for a period not to exceed 90 days, either
5-9928. Violation of

—

or both, for each otlense.
5-9929. Sale of

voked.

honey

(Acts 1927,

p. 192.)

bees, etc., without license or after license re-

— Any person, firm or corporation attempting to carry on the busi-

without the license required
by section 5-901, or after such license has been revoked, shall be guilty
of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof shall be punished as for
a misdemeanor. (Acts 1921, p. 260.)
ness of the sale of bees, queens, nuclei,

etc.,

—

5-9930. Violation of law relating to honey bees.
Any person, firm or
corporation violating any of the provisions of Chapter 5-9 relating to the

prevention of honey bee diseases, or any of the rules or regulations of
the State Entomologist adopted in accordance with the provisions of said

deemed guilty of misdemeanor, and upon conviction
shall be punished by a fine of not more than $500, or by imprisonment
for not more than six months in the county jail. (Acts 1920, pp. 160,
sections, shall be

162; 1931, pp.

7, 41.)

5-9931. Violating fertilizer laws.

or dealer violating
of a

misdemeanor.

Cross-reference.

any

of the fertilizer laws of this State, shall be guilty

(Acts 1929,

—See

—Every manufacturer, mixer, jobber,

p. 228.)

Chapters 5-10 to

5-14.

—Any

manufacturer, dealer or
person violating the provision of section 5-1111, with regard to injurious
5-9932. Injurious fillers in fertilizers.

fillers in fertilizers, shall

5-9933.

be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1912,

p. 111.)

(643 P. C.) Sale of fertilizers or chemicals without comply-

—Any person selling or offering for sale

any fertilizers or
complied with the provisions of law as
to the inspection, analysis, and sale of commercial fertilizers, chemicals,
and cottonseed meal, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1890-1,
ing with law.

chemicals without having

p.

first

146; 1897, p. 115; 1901, p. 65.)
5-9934.

(561 P. C.) Sale of formulas for composting fertilizers with-

out approval of Commissioner of Agriculture.

—

If

any person

shall sell

or offer for sale any formula for composting fertilizers, patent or other-

same has been first submitted to the Commissioner of
Agriculture and by him approved, and a certificate of approval issued
by the Commissioner, to be presented by salesmen whenever offered for
wise, unless the

sale,

he shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.

5-9935.

(Acts 1882-3,

(645 P. C.) Inspection, analysis, sale,

etc.,

p. 118.)

of cottonseed meal.

—Any person violating the provisions of Chapter 5-13 governing the
spection, analysis, and sale of cottonseed meal,

and

in

in-

regard to brand-

ing cottonseed meal according to grade, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.

(Acts 1890-1,

p.

222; 1910,

p. 82.)

5-9936. (1799)

Violation of Chapter 5-14 governing sale of fertilizers

— Every

offender under the provisions of Chapter 5-14, relating

in bulk.
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§

to the sale of fertilizers in bulk, shall be guilty of a

5-9944

misdemeanor

[J

1903, p. 94.)

5-9937. Violation of Chapter 5-15, relating to insecticides, etc.
for educational fund.

—Any

person

who

shall violate

any

Fines

of the provi-

sions of Chapter 5-15, relating to insecticides and fungicides, shall be

deemed

guilty of a misdemeanor.

All fines arising therefrom shall

be paid into the State treasury and shall become a part of the State educational fund.
(Acts 1920, pp. 208, 211.)
5-9938. Printing or

stamping ingredients of insecticides on containers.

—Any person violating the

provisions of section 5-1503, requiring that

the ingredients of insecticides shall be printed or stamped on the containers thereof, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
Cross-reference.

— Punishment

5-9939. Acts injurious to

for

misdemeanor, see

commerce

§

(Acts 1923,

103.)

p.

27-2506.

in naval stores; penalty.

— Any per-

son wilfully violating any provision of section 5-1619, relating to commerce in naval stores, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1925,
p. 320.)

5-9940. (488 P. C.) Cutting turpentine boxes.

—Any person

who

shall

cut turpentine boxes at any other season of the year than from the

teenth of

November

March, on his own land or the
be guilty of a misdemeanor. The fine shall be paid

to the fifteenth of

land of another, shall

over to the county treasurer.
5-9941. (653

P.

fif-

(Acts 1887,

p.

C.) Fraudulent brands

103; 1889, p. 150.)

on naval

stores.

—

If

an

in-

spector shall fraudulently place any other than the true grade or quality
upon a barrel of rosin, or any other than the exact number of gallons

upon a

barrel of spirits of turpentine, he shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.

(Acts 1887,

p. Ill; 1895, p. 63.)

5-9942. (652 P. C.) Interfering with inspector's brand.

—

If

any person,

other than a sworn and bonded inspector, shall interfere, or cause

it

to be

done, with a brand placed by an inspector upon a barrel of rosin desig-

nating the true grade or quality of the rosin, or upon a barrel of spirits
of turpentine designating the

number

guilty of a misdemeanor; and
shall

go

to the informer.

Cross-reference.

—See

where

(Acts 1887,

Chapter

of gallons in the barrel, he shall be

a fine

is

imposed, one-half thereof

p. 110.)

5-16.

5-9943. (650 P. C.) Inspectors to be disinterested.

—

If

an inspector of

naval stores, appointed by the corporate authorities of a city or an ordinary, shall be during his term of

office,

the agent or clerk of a buyer of

naval stores, or of a factor, brokerage or commission merchant engaged
in the

buying or selling of naval

stores, or of a

manufacturer engaged

in

the production of naval stores, he shall forfeit his office and in addition

thereto shall be punished as for a misdemeanor.
Cross-reference.

— See

§

(Acts 1887,

p. 110.)

5-1609.

—

Unlawful charges for inspection; penalty. Any
inspector of naval stores charging and demanding more than six cents
for inspecting a barrel of rosin, or more than nine cents for inspecting
5-9944. (651 P. C.)

8

Agriculture,

5-9945
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a barrel of spirits of turpentine, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.

(Acts

1887, p. 110.)
Cross-reference.

— Charges

for inspection, see

§

5-1610.

(646 P. C.) Excessive charge for inspecting lumber and tim-

5-9945.

ber.— Xo corporate authority, corporation, or court shall authorize inspectors and measurers of lumber and timber to charge more than 25
cents per 1.000 feet for inspecting, measuring, and trimming lumber
and timber; if any such inspector or measurer shall charge more than
that sum, he shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1876, p. 32.)
Cross-references.

— See

§§ 5-1601

and

5-1607.

5-9946. {647 P. C.) Inspector shall not

be*

clerk, etc.

—

If

any timber or

lumber inspector or measurer shall, during his term of office, be a clerk
or agent of a lumber or timber buyer, or the clerk or agent of a lumber
mill, he shall forfeit his office and be punished as for a misdemeanor.
(Act 1850, Cobb, p. 24; Acts 1895, p. 63.)
Cross-reference.

— Inspector to be

disinterested, see

§

5-1609.

(648 P. C.) Failure to measure timber.

—

any inspector or
measurer of timber shall fail, neglect, or refuse to measure timber as
prescribed by law, he shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
(Acts 1877,
5-9947.

If

p. 18.)

(728 P. C.) Illegally measuring timber.

5-9948.

—

If

inspector of timber, appointed under the laws of this

any measurer and
State, or any permeasure any tim-

son not being an official measurer and inspector, shall
ber otherwise than as required by law, he shall be guilty *of a misdemeanor. This provision shall not apply when the measurement is not
for the purpose of being used in the sale of the timber, or to any case
where the parties buying and selling contract to have the timber measured other than according to the laws of this State. (Acts 1865-6, p 233.)
(649 P. C.) Violation of timber or lumber law.

5-9949.

who

any

—Any inspector

Chapter 5-16
so far as the same relates to the inspection and measurement of timber
or lumber, shall forfeit his office, and be punished as for a misdemeanor.
(Acts 1873, pp. 21, 22; 1895, p. 63.)

or other person

shall violate

of the provisions of

AIRCRAFT AND AIRPORTS: See Title 11, Aviation.
ALCOHOL: See Title 58, Intoxicating Liquors.
ALIENS:

See Title 79, Persons, Chapter 79-3.

ALIMONY: See Title 30, Divorce and Alimony.
ALTERNATIVE ROAD LAW: See Title 95, Roads,
ries,

Chapter

AMUSEMENTS,

Bridges, and Fer-

95-8.

taxation of:

See Title 92, Public Revenue, Chapter

92-6.

ANIMALS:

See Title 45,

Game and

Fish, Chapter 45-3; Title 62, Live

Stock.

ANSWERS: See Title 81, Pleading and Practice, Chapters 81-3, 81-4.
APPEALS to superior courts See Title 6, Appeal and Error, Chapters
:

6-2, 6-3, 6-5, 6-6.

TITLE

6.

APPEAL AND ERROR.

PART

I.

APPEALS.

Chap.

Sec.

When, by whom, and how

6-1.

In what cases allowed.

6-2.

Appeals from court of ordinary to superior court

6-201

6-3.

Appeals from

6-301

6-4.

Appeals to jury in

6-5.

Effect of appeals

6-501

6-6.

How

6-601

PART

entered

justice's court to superior court

and when

justice's court

tried; frivolous appeals

6-101

6-401

TAKING CASES TO SUPREME COURT OR COURT OF

II.

APPEALS.
Chap.

Sec.

6- 7.

What

6- 8.

Procedure to secure review

6- 801

6- 9.

Bills of exceptions

6-901

6-10.

Filing

PART

6-701

causes reviewable

and supersedeas

III.

IN

6-1001

THE SUPREME COURT OR COURT OF APPEALS.

Chap.

Sec.

6-11.

Filing and hearing of writs of error

6-1101

6-12.

Parties

6-1201

6-13.

Dismissals

6-1301

6-14.

Amendments

6-1401

6-15.

Arguments

6-1501

6-16.

Hearing and decisions

6-1601

6-17.

Costs

6-1701

6-18.

Judgment and

remittitur

6-1801

CROSS-REFERENCES.
Court of Appeals:

See Title 2, Constitution of the State of Georgia. Chapter 2-30:
Title 24, Courts, Chapters 24-35, 24-36, 24-45.

Report of decisions: See Title
Librarian, Chapter 101-2.

90,

Public Printing, Chapter 90-2; Title 101. State

Superior courts, jurisdiction, etc.: See Title 2, Constitution of the State of
Georgia, Chapters 2-31 to 2-33; Title 24, Courts. Chapters 24-25 to 24-33.
Supreme Court: See Title 2, Constitution of the State of Georgia, Chapter 2-30;
Title 24, Courts, Chapters 24-37 to 24-45.
See, also, Title 19, Certiorari; Title 64, Mandamus. Quo Warranto,
tion; Title 70,
Trial; Title 110, Verdict and Judgment.

New

and Prohibi-

K
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6-101

PART
CHAPTER

APPEALS.

I.

WHAT

IN

6-1.
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CASES ALLOWED. WHEN, BY

WHOM, AND HOW ENTERED.
Sec.

Sec.

6-101.

Appeals He

in

what

cases.

6-102.

When

( ,,-»-.
5-103.

v
Exclusion ot.-c
Sundays andj inolidays in computation of time.

6-104.

Attorneys

-r

i

appeals entered.
•

6-109.

j

authorized

•

6-106.
6-107.

6_

Amendment of appeal bonds.
Attorney may sign appeal bond
(4998) Appeals

lie in

i

or

par t of parties.
and reC ourse of secur-

n2

Liability

ity on appeal.
Appeal by executors, etc., without paying costs, etc., when.
,

6-113.

for principal.

6-101.

,

A11 parties
4

6-111.

anneals

,

more may appeal.
bound by final judgment where appeal taken by

One

6-110.

enter

to

Appellant to pay accrued costs;
bond and security.

6-105.

Appeals by partners, joint contractors, and corporations.
forma
Affidavit to appeal
in
K
pauperis amendable.

6-108.

what

cases.

— In

cases tried and

all civil

determined by a county judge or a justice of the peace, and on all confessions of judgments before either of said officers, where the sum or
property claimed

is

more than

$50, either party

enter an appeal to the superior court.

may, as a matter

(Acts 1868,

p. 131

;

of right,

1871-2, p. 290;

1872, p. 40; 1874, p. 85.)

—

Cross-references. Appeals from confessions of judgments, see § 110-603.
ApAppeal from decision of
pellate jurisdiction of superior courts, see § 24-2615, H 3.
registrars of voters, see Const., Art. II, Sec. I, Par. VI (§ 2-606).
Appeal from
commissioners of pilotage, see § 80-206. When certiorari lies, see § 19-101. Cases
involving condemnation of property for drainage districts, see §§ 23-2515 and
23-2524.
Appeal from award of assessors in condemnation proceedings, see
§ 36-601.
Appeal from justice's court to superior court, see Chapter 6-3. Appeals
from State examining boards, see Title 84, Professions, Businesses, and Trades.
Appeals from court of ordinary, see Chapter 6-2. Workmen's compensation
award, see § 114-710. Lunacy commission findings, see § 49-606. Real Estate
Commission findings, see § 84-1421. See note preceding Chapter 24-22, as to county
courts.
'

Editorial

6-102.

Ncte.— History

(5000)

When

of this section, see 123 Ga. 455, 457 (51 S. E. 381).

appeals entered.

—Where

the law guarantees to

and no time is prescribed within which the appeal shall be entered, it shall be done within four days from the date of
the decision complained of.
(9 Ga. 405.)
parties the right of appeal,

—

Cross-references. Time for entering appeals from court of ordinary, see
6-202; from justice of the peace courts, see §§ 6-301, 6-401, and Const., Art. VI,
Sec. VII, Par. II (§ 2-3502).
§

—

Editorial Note. The above section was substituted for § 5000 of the Code of
1910 which provides: "Appeals to the superior court must be entered within 4
days after the adjournment of the court in which the judgment was rendered."
See 107/345, 346 (33 S. E. 395) and citations referred to in the above cross-references.
Section 5000 of the Code of 1910 applies to appeals from county courts,
103/107 (29 S. E. 596). See note preceding Chapter 24-22 as to law, generally,
relating to county courts.

6-103.

time.

(5001) Exclusion of Sundays and holidays in computation of

— Sundays and holidays shall

in

no case be included

computa-

which an appeal shall be entered, except that holibe included in the computation in cases of appeals from jus-

tion of the time within

days shall

in the

tices' courts.

(Acts 1868, pp. 131, 133.)

Cross-reference.— Holidays enumerated, see

§

14-1808.

—
•

Appeal and Error.
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6-104.

§6-1

(5002) Attorneys authorized to enter appeals.

—An appeal

1

may-

be entered by the plaintiff or defendant in person, or by his attorney at
law or in fact, and if by the latter, he must be authorized in writ.'

which authority

shall be hied in the court in

the time such appeal

is

entered; but

if it

which the case

shall be

shown

pending

is

to the court that

such authority exists, such court may allow a reasonable time to file
without
same, or such appeal shall be dismissed and execution
ther order; if such authority shall not be fded within the time allowed, a
ratification of an appeal unauthorized, if made in writing", and fded in the
clerk's office before the next term of the court, shall render the appeal

•

i

valid.

Cross-reference.

—Authority of attorneys to bind

clients, see § 9-605.

(5003) Appellant to pay accrued costs; bond and security.
appellant (except as hereinafter provided) shall, previously to ob-

6-105.

The

which may have accrued in the case up
to the time of entering such appeal, and give bond and security for the
eventual condemnation money. (Act 1799, Cobb, 494.)
taining such appeal, pay

Cross-reference.
see § 24-3301.

all

— Exceptions

costs

to security

on appeals;

Amendment of appeal bonds.
amended and new security given if necessary.
6-106.

(5707)

6-107.

(5004) Attorney

may

affidavit in

forma pauperis,

—An appeal

bond may be

bond

sign appeal

for principal.

—

If

appeal

law or in fact, he may sign the name
of the principal to said appeal bond, and the principal shall be bound
thereby as though he had signed it himself.

by the attorney

shall be entered

Cross-reference.

at

—Authority of attorneys

to bind clients, see

§

9-605.

Appeals by partners, joint contractors, and corporations.
When several partners or joint contractors shall sue or be sued as such,
any one of said partners or joint contractors may enter an appeal in
the name of such firm or joint contractors, and sign the name of such
firm or joint contractors to the bond required by law, which shall be
binding on the firm and such joint contractors as though they had signed
and in case of corporations, the appeal may be entered by
it themselves
the president or any agent thereof managing the case, or by the attorney
of record. (Act 1838, Cobb, 589.)

—

6-108. (5005)

;

Cross-reference.

— Bonds

in firm

name, see

§

75-314.

—

forma pauperis amendable.
Where material words are omitted by accident or mistake in an affidavit
to appeal in forma pauperis, such omission is amendable.
6-109.

(5708) Affidavit

Cross-reference.
§

—Appeals

to

in

appeal

in

forma pauperis

from

court

of

ordinary,

see

6-203.

—

6-110. (5006) One or more may appeal.
When there shall be more
than one party plaintiff or defendant, and one or more of said parties
plaintiff or defendant desires to appeal, and the others refuse or fail to
appeal, such party plaintiff or defendant desiring to appeal may enter an
appeal under such rules and regulations as are provided in this Code.
(Act 1839, Cobb, 500.)

—

Editorial Note. As to the history of this
132/822, 824 (65 S. E. 117).

and the two following sections, see

Appeal and Error.

§6-111
6-111.

by part

All parties

(5007")

of parties.

— Upon

bound by

final

192

judgment where appeal taken

the appeal of either party plaintiff or defend-

preceding section, the whole record shall be taken
up, and all shall be bound by the final judgment; but in case damages
shall be awarded upon such appeal, such damages shall only be recovered
against the party appealing and his security, and not against the party
failing or refusing to appeal. (Act 1839, Cobb, 500.)
ant, as

provided

in the

(5008) Liability and recourse of security on appeal.

—

Such sejudgment
on
the
appeal;
and
in
case
any
curity shall be bound
such security shall be compelled to pay off the debt or damages for which
judgment may be entered in the cause, he shall have recourse only against
the party for whom he became security. (Aet 1823, Cobb, 498; Act 1839,
6-112.

for the

Cobb, 500.)
(5009) Appeal

by executors,

without paying costs, etc.,
when. Executors, administrators, and other trustees, when sued as such,
or defending solely the title of the estate, may enter an appeal without
paying costs and giving bond and security as hereinbefore required but
if a judgment should be obtained against such executor, administrator,
or other trustee, and not the assets of the estate, he must pay costs and
give security as in other cases. (Act 1709, Cobb, 495.)
6-113.

—

etc.,

;

—

Cross-references. Damages for frivolous appeals, see
costs auainst executors, etc., see § 110-307.

CHAPTER

6-602.

§

Judgment

for

APPEALS FROM COURT OF ORDINARY TO
SUPERIOR COURT.

6-2.

Sec.

Sec.
6-201.

When

6-202.

Time

6-203.

Appeals

6-201.

appeal lies; supersedeas.
for entry of appeals.
in

(4999)

6-204.

appeal

appeal

of costs
6 " 2 °5.

forma pauperis.

When

How

lies;

made by

—An

appeal shall

lie

to

the court of ordinary, ex-

cept an order appointing a temporary administrator:

whenever an appeal

payment

Appeals transmitted, how.

supersedeas.

the superior court from any decision

entered;

-

Provided, that

from a decision of the ordinary, made

shall be taken

under section 113-1229, such appeal shall not operate as a supersedeas,
unless the executor or administrator shall

first

give a good and sufficient

bond, payable to the ordinary and his successors in
as the ordinary

may

require (not exceeding the

amount

the hands of the administrator), conditioned to pay
that

may

accrue to the estate pending the appeal.

Act 1823, Cobb, 497; Acts 1850,

p.

office, in

such sum

of the estate in

and damages
(Act 1805, Cobb, 283;
all

costs

35; 1851-2, pp. 50, 97; 1866,

p. 24.)

Cross-references. — Appellate

jurisdiction of superior courts, see § 24-2615, U 3.
Appeals from court of ordinary authorized, see Const., Art. VI, Sec. VI, Par. I
When certiorari lies, see § 19-101. Appeal from order granting
C§ 2-3401).
temporary letters of administration, see § 113-1207. Appeal from judgment of
ordinary in allowing or refusing homestead, see § 51-405. De novo investigation,
see § 6-501.

6-202.

Time

for entry of appeals.

— All appeals from the courts of ordi-

nary shall be entered within four days from the date of the judgment
complained of. (Acts 1921, pp. 117, 118.)

Appeal and Error.
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6-203.

(5010) Appeals in forma pauperis.

§6-302

—When

any party,

plaintiff

any suit at law or proceeding in the court of ordinary,
shall be unable to pay costs and give security as hereinbefore required,
if such party shall make and file an affidavit in writing that he is advi
and believes that he has good cause of appeal, and that owing to his p
erty he is unable to pay the costs or give the security required by law in
cases of appeal, such party may enter an appeal without the payment of
or defendant, in

costs or giving security, as the case

(Act 1842, Cobb, 501

;

Acts 1878-9,

p.

may

be, as hereinbefore required.

65; 1897,

p.

32; 1900,

p. 55.)

—

Cross-references. Affidavit to appeal amendable, see § 6-109. Appeal from
decision of lunacy commission, see § 49-606. Security on appeals; affidavit in
forma pauperis, see § 24-3301.

How

6-204. (5011)

appeal entered; payment of costs.

— In

all

cases in

the court of ordinary, the party desiring to appeal, his attorney at law or
in fact, shall

pay

all

costs that

may have

accrued, and give bond and se-

may

accrue by reason of
such appeal; this being done, the appeal shall be entered. (Act 1805,

curity to the ordinary for such further costs as

Cobb, 283.)

—

Cross-reference. Exceptions to security on appeals; affidavit in forma
see § 24-3301.

pau-

peris,

—When

an appeal has been
entered in the court of ordinary, it shall be the duty of such ordinary to
transmit the same to the clerk of the superior court of the county in
which such proceedings may have been had, at least 10 days before the
next superior court of said county, to be there tried as other appeals.
(Act 1805, Cobb, 283.)
6-205. (5012)

CHAPTER

Appeals transmitted, how.

APPEALS FROM JUSTICE'S COURT TO
SUPERIOR COURT.

6-3.

Sec.

Sec.

6-301.

When

6-302.

Justices

and how entered.
must transmit appeals.
Pleas must be in writing, when;
amendments.

6-303.

6-301. (4738)

When

6-304.

and how entered.

Appeals where sum claimed exceeds $50.

— Either party being

dissatisfied

with the judgment of the justice of the peace, and upon all confessions of
judgment, provided the amount claimed in said suit is over $50, may, as
a matter of right, enter an appeal from said judgment, within four days
(exclusive of Sundays) after the rendition of such judgment, under the

same

subject of appeals.

and liabilities as are provided on the
(Act 1811, Cobb, 639; Acts 1868, p. 131.)

—

Practice in justices'

rules, regulations, restrictions,

Cross-references. In what cases appeals lie, see § 6-101.
courts, see Title 24, Courts, Chapters 24-11 to 24-14.

6-302.

the

(5013) Justices

judgment

must transmit

appeals.

of a justice of the peace has

—When

been entered,

an appeal from
it

shall be the

duty of such justice of the peace to transmit the same to the clerk of the
superior court of the county in which proceedings may have been had. at
least 10 days before the next superior court of said county, to be there
tried
Provided, that nothing herein contained shall be so construed as
:

r

§ 6-3

to

A

;

deny parties the right of

(Acts 1868,

certiorari,

when

194

the

amount

is

less

than $50.

131.)

p.

Cross-reference.

6-303.

peal and Error.

— When

certiorari

must be

(4739) Pleas

lies,

see

19-101.

§

when; amendments.

in writing,

—The de-

fendant, in cases appealed from the justice's court to the superior court,

reduce his defenses to writing' before the case proceeds to trial in
the superior court, provided he relies upon any plea or defense other
than the general issue. Nothing contained in this section shall be construed to abridge his right to amend his pleadings as in other cases. (Acts
shall

L884-5, p. 97.)
Cross-reference.

— Defendant

may

plead as in superior court, see

24-1201.

§

«

—

where sum claimed exceeds $50. Where the
sum claimed exceeds $50, the law of appeals from the justice court to the
Provided,
superior court shall be the same as contained in this Code
that in any case referred to in this section and section 6-401, appeals in
forma pauperis may take place under such regulations as exist for appeals in forma pauperis. (Acts 1878-9, pp. 153, 154.)
6-304.

(4742) Appeals

:

6-203.

—

Appeals
Appeals to jury in

Cross-references.
§

CHAPTER

6-4.

in

forma pauperis from court of ordinary,

justice's court, see

6-401.

6-403.

see

6-4.

APPEALS TO JURY IN JUSTICE'S COURT.

Sec.

6-402.

Chapter

Sec.

Right to enter appeal; bond.
Appeals allowed to jury in either

6-404.

Oath of

6-405.

Jury drawn

superior or justice's court.

6-406.

Defaulting jurors,

6-407.

Compensation of

Trial

6-401.

by jury; how

juries drawn.

(4740) Right to enter appeal; bond.

jury.

—In any

in vacation,

when.

how dealt with.
jurors.

case in a jusparty dissatisfied with the judgment of the justice
may, as of right, enter an appeal to a jury in said court, under the same
rules as now regulate appeals to the superior court: Provided, that by
consent of parties such a case may be passed to the appeal, before judgment of the justice, without giving bond for the eventual condemnation
civil

tice's court, either

money.

(Acts 1878-9,

Cross-references.

— In

p.

153; 1882-3, p. 95.)

what cases appeals

lie,

see

§

6-101.

Certiorari to jus(§ 2-3502), as to

See Const, Art. VI, Sec. VII, Par. II
jurisdiction of justices of the peace and appeals.
tice, control, see § 19-204.

—

Editorial Note. Rules to determine whether appeal or certiorari
edy are enumerated in 104/776, 781 (31 S. E. 25).

6-402.

court.

is

proper rem-

(4741) Appeals allowed to jury in either superior or justice's

— In

all

cases in a justice's court

to a jury in the superior court,

it

where an appeal can be entered

shall be lawful for

such appeal to be en-

tered to a jury in either the justice's court or the superior court; any case

appealed to a jury in one court shall not be appealed to a jury
court. (Acts 1882-3, p. 95.)
Cross-reference.

6-403.

— Appeals to

(4743) Trial

superior court, see

by jury; how

juries

§

in the

other

6-304.

drawn.

—All

appeals to a jury

peace court shall be tried before the justice of the peace or
notary public, or both, and five jurors drawn and impaneled as follows:
The justice in each district shall, once in every two years, make out a list
in a justice of

Appeal and Error.
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of all persons liable to serve as jurors in the superior court,

side in their respective districts,

pieces of paper and deposit
list is, in

may

and

them

6-407

%

who

n

shall write their nai

in a

box marked "number one."

the discretion of the justice of the peace or notary public,

\\
a:-

the

notary public, and
one of the jury commissioners, and if no notary, then the justice of the
peace and two of the jury commissioners of the county, may select from

case

be, too small, then the justice of the peace,

such number of the most upright and
intelligent men as they may see fit and proper, to add to said list of
jurors: Provided, however, that the list, when so increased, shall not exceed one-fourth of the voting population of the district. Said justices, or
one of them, in public on a court day, in conjunction with a constable,
shall, if any appeal is pending or notice thereof given, draw, after shaking
the box well, nine names therefrom, which names, after being recorded
in a book, shall be deposited in a box marked "number two." After all
the names are drawn from box "number one," then the drawing shall
commence from box "number two," and so on alternately. The jurors so
drawn shall be summoned by the constable of the district, or other lawful officer, at least five days before the court at which they are called
upon to serve; and if there should be a deficiency of jurors at the trial,
from cause or absence, the constable, by direction of the court, shall complete the jury by talesmen to nine, from whom the plaintiff and defendant shall have two strikes each. (Acts 1878-9, pp. 153, 154; 1882-3, p. 64.)
the

list

of taxpayers of the district

Cross-reference.

6-404.

(4744)

— Certiorari
Oath

to justices' courts, see §§ 19-203, 19-204.

of jury.

—The

"You

following oath shall be adminis-

and truly try the causes depending between the parties at variance, and true verdict give according
to equity and the opinion you entertain of the evidence produced to you,
to the best of your skill and knowledge, without favor or affection to
either of the parties, provided the case or cases submitted shall not be
withdrawn from your consideration. So help you God." (Acts 1878-9,
tered to the jury, to wit:

shall well

p. 154.)

6-405.

(4745) Jury

drawn

in vacation,

justice of the peace, at the regular
fail

to

draw

a jury,

it

the constable or any
shall serve

6-406.

when.

—In

term of the court,

all

cases where the

shall

from any cause

shall be lawful for said justice, in conjunction

with

two

who

freeholders, at

any time

to

draw

on being summoned as aforesaid. (Acts 1878-9,

(4746) Defaulting jurors,

how

dealt with.

a jury
p.

154.)

— Said justices

of the

peace shall have power to impose fines and issue executions against all
defaulting jurors who refuse to obey the summons without a good legal
excuse. Said fine shall not exceed $5, and shall be collected by the constable, unless the absentee by next court files his excuse under oath, or
makes it in open court, to be passed upon in either case by the justice of
the peace. (Acts 1878-9, p. 154.)
6-407.

(4747) Compensation of jurors.

—The

for services in justice courts shall be as follows

:

compensation of jurors
For each verdict, the jury

making and returning the same shall be entitled to the sum of $2.50, to
be paid by the party in whose favor the verdict is rendered, and divided
equally

among

the jurors, and taxed in the

bill

of costs;

and said jurors
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(Acts 1878-9,

p.

190;

1921,

p. 116.)

—

Cross-references.
Compensation of jurors, see § 59-120; in forcible entry and
detainer proceedings, see § 105-lo06; in ordinary's court, see § 59-123.

CHAPTER

6-5.

EFFECT OF APPEALS.

Sec.

Sec.

5-501.
6-502.

Appeal as de novo investigation.
Suspension of judgment.

6-501.

Consent to withdrawal of appeal.

6-503.

(5014) Appeal as de novo investigation.

—An appeal to the su-

is a de novo investigation.
It brings up the whole record
from the court below, and all competent evidence shall be admissible on
the trial thereof, whether adduced on a former trial or not; either party
is entitled to be heard on the whole merits of the case.
Cross-reference. Appeal when party dies before it is entered, see §§ 3-408, 3-409.

perior court

—

(5015) Suspension of judgment.

—An

appeal shall suspend but
not vacate judgment; and if dismissed or withdrawn, the rights of all the
parties shall be the same as if no appeal had been entered.
6-502.

Cross-reference.

—Appeal

suspends judgment, see

§

110-303.

—

Consent to withdrawal of appeal. No person shall be
allowed to withdraw an appeal after it shall be entered, but by the consent of the adverse party. (Act 1799, Cobb, 495.)
6-503. (5016)

CHAPTER

6-6.

HOW AND WHEN

TRIED; FRIVOLOUS

APPEALS.
Sec.
6-601.

Trial by jury at
tinuance.

6-601.

(5017) Trial

first

term; con-

by jury

6-602.

Damages

at first term; continuance.

the superior court shall be tried by a jury at the
peal has been entered, unless

for frivolous appeals.

good cause

shall be

first

—All appeals to

term after the ap-

shown

for continuance.

(Act 1805, Cobb, 183; Act 1823, Cobb, 497.)

—Judgments by default, see
Editorial Note. —The word "special," which
Cross-reference.

§

110-401.

in the Code of 1882 and prior Codes
preceded the word "jury" in this section, was omitted from the Code of 1895
(§ 4472) and the Code of 1910 (§ 5017).

6-602.

(5018)

Damages

for frivolous appeals.

appeal, except from a justice's court,

—

If

upon the

trial of

any

appear to the jury that the
appeal was frivolous and intended for delay only, they shall assess damages against the appellant and his security (if any) in favor of the respondent, for such delay, not exceeding 25 per cent, on the principal sum
which they shall find due, which damages shall be specially noted in their
verdict; and if the judgment of the superior court should be that an appeal from a justice's court is frivolous and intended for delay only, said
it

shall

court shall, in addition to the final judgment in the case, enter judgment
against the appellant for 20 per cent, damages on said frivolous appeal.

(Act 1799, Cobb, 495; Acts 1868, p. 133.)
Cross-reference. Damages in case of affirmance by Supreme Court or Court

—

Appeals, see

§

6-1801.

of
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PART

701

TAKING CASES TO SUPREME COURT OB
COURT OF APPEALS.

II.

CHAPTER

WHAT

6-7.

CAUSES REVIEWABLE.

Sec.
6-701.

Causes pending in lower court;
finality of judgments.

6-701.

(6138; 1096 P. C.) Causes pending in lower court; finality of

—

judgments. No cause shall be carried to the Supreme Court or Court of
Appeals upon any bill of exceptions while the same is pending in the
court below, unless the decision or judgment complained of, if it had
been rendered as claimed by the plaintiff in error, would have been a final
disposition of the cause or final as to some material party thereto but, at
any stage of the cause, either party may file his exception to any deci;

sion, sentence, or decree of the superior or city court;
certified

and allowed,

it

same is
the cause and

and

shall be entered of record in

if

the

;

should the case at its final determination be carried by
the Supreme Court or Court of Appeals by either party, error may be
assigned upon such bill of exceptions, and a reversal and new trial may
be allowed thereon, when it shall be manifest that such erroneous decision of the court has or may have affected the final result of the case.
(Acts 1890-1, p. 82.)

writ of error to

—

Cross-references. Conclusiveness of judgment, see § 110-501.
ceptions, see § 6-809.
Exceptions pendente lite, see § 6-905.
writ of error in appellate court and of hearing thereon, see !
writ of error, see § 6-807.

Cross-bill of exof entering
6-1101.
What is

Time

—

Editorial Note. The expressions, "or the Court of Appeals," "or city courts" and
"appellate court" appear here for the first time. Similar changes have been made
throughout this Title. Most of the statutes in this Title were enacted prior to the
creation of the Court of Appeals in 1906. Const., Art. VI, Sec. II, Par. IX, as
amended (§ 2-3009), gives the Court of Appeals jurisdiction to correct errors of
law from the superior courts and city courts of Atlanta and Savannah, and other
like courts. Const., Art. VI, Sec. II, Far. V, as amended (§ 2-3005), gives the
Supreme Court jurisdiction to correct errors of law from such inferior courts.
Const., Art. VI, Sec. II, Par. IX, as amended (§ 2-3009), provides also that the
mode of carrying cases to the Supreme Court shall apply to the Court of Appeals.
Hence, the pr jvisions of this Title apply to writs of error to the Court of Appeals
as well as to those to the Supreme Court, and they apply to writs of error from
constitutional city courts as well as to those from superior courts.

CHAPTER

PROCEDURE TO SECURE REVIEW.

6-8.

Sec.
6-801.

Sec.

Mode

of

preme
6-802.

Appeals by bill of exceptions.
Evidence in record instead of
bill

6-803.

taking cases to SuCourt or Court of

of exceptions.

When

motion for

new
new

brief of evidence
sary.
6-805.

Form

6-807.
6-808.

Writ of error, what constitutes.
Judge responsible for legal form

6-809.

Preparation of and procedure on

trial.

6-810.

Additional record, how procured; fees and costs.
Brief of evidence on motion for
new trial as part of record.
Diminution
of
record
upon
party's suggestion.

trial

cross-bills

or

not neces-

6-811.

connection with
trial to be
raised before trial judge.

6-812.

Objections

in

motion for new

of certificate.

of certificate.

Evidence on exception to grant
or refusal of a

6-804.

6-806.

of exceptions.
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6-801.

Mode

J198

of taking cases to

Supreme Court

or

Court of Appeals by bill of exceptions.— Cases shall be taken to the Supreme Court or the Court of Appeals by bill of exceptions only in the
following- manner: (Acts 1889, p. 114.)
the case

If

1.

is

to be reviewed, the plaintiff in error shall plainly

is

forth the errors alleged to have been committed,

the
as

new

not one in which a judgment on a motion for

and

and

trial

specifically set

shall incorporate in

exceptions a brief of so much of the written and oral evidence
material to a clear understanding of the errors complained of, and

bill of

is

such portions of the record as are material to such

shall specify therein

understanding.
2.

of the evidence

is

material to elucidate the errors com-

be stated and the evidence omitted.
The judge to whom such bill of exceptions is tendered

plained
3.

none

If

of, this fact shall

same so as
the evidence, and refer

conform to

truth and

shall,

make

if

needful, change the

to

tain all

to all of the record, necessary to a clear

the.

it

con-

understanding of the errors complained of.
4.
The judge shall require the clerk to send up only so much of the
record as he may certify is material, except as hereinafter provided.

—

Cross-references. Rules of court as to bills of exceptions, see §§ 24-3608 to
24-3615, 24-4506 to 24-4513.
Practice in injunction cases, see § 55-202.
When
motion for new trial not necessary, see § 6-804.
additional record is procured, see § 6-810.

How

6-802.

ceptions.

so

(6141, 6143

—

much

If

;

1098 P. C.) Evidence in record instead of

the plaintiff in error shall so elect, he

may have

of the evidence as is necessary to a clear

bill of

ex-

the brief of

understanding of the

by the judge and made a part of the record and sent up by the clerk as a part thereof, rather than have the same

errors complained of approved

incorporated in the

bill of

exceptions.

(Acts 1882-3,

p.

107; 1889, p. 114;

1892, p. 113.)
Cross-reference.

— Brief

of evidence

and

its

form

in

motion

for

new

trial,

see

§§ 6-811, 70-305.

6-803.

— When

(6142) Evidence on exception to grant or refusal of a
a party shall desire to review the

judgment

new

trial.

of the court in

granting or refusing a new trial, the plaintiff in error shall specifically
set out the errors complained of, and shall specify only so much of the
brief of evidence and such other parts of the record as are material to a
clear understanding of the errors complained of. The judge to whom
such bill of exceptions is tendered shall, by any needful alteration, cause
the

same

to

conform to the truth and

to refer to so

much

of the evidence

and such other parts of the record as are material to a clear understanding of the errors complained of; and he shall cause the clerk to send up
only so much of the evidence and other parts of the record as he may certify are material.

Cross-references.

duty of clerk of

(Acts 1889,

— See

p. 114.)

Title 70, New Trial.
see § 6-1001.

Filing of

bill

of exceptions and

trial court,

When

motion for new trial or brief of evidence not necessary.
In any case where the judgment, decree, or verdict necessarily
has been controlled by one or more rulings, orders, decisions, or charges
of the court, and the losing party desires to except to such judgment, decree, or verdict, and to assign error on the ruling, order, decision, or
6-804. (6144)

—
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g

charge of the court, it shall not be necessary to make a motion for tu
trial, nor file a brief of the evidence, but the party complaining shall be
permitted to present a bill of exceptions containing only so
uch of
evidence or statement of facts as may be ne< essary to enable the appell
court to clearly understand the ruling-, order, decision, or charge CO
plained of. (Acts 1898, p. 92.)
I

Cross-reference.

— How

additional record procured, sec

§

6-810.

with motion for new trial to be raised
before trial judge. Where the judge has finally passed on the merits of
a motion for a new trial and the parties have raised no question as to the
sufficiency of the approval of the grounds of such motion, or of the approval of the brief of evidence, or of the filing of such motion or brief,
or of the jurisdiction of the judge to entertain the motion at the time he
did, if the parties acquiesced in his entertaining it at that time, no question as to these matters shall be entertained by the reviewing courts unless first raised and insisted on before the trial judge. (Acts 1911, p. 149.)
6-805. Objections in connection

—

6-806. (6145

;

1099 P. C.)

Form

of certificate.— The

form

of the certifi-

cate of the judge to the bill of exceptions shall be as follows
tify that the
fies,

foregoing

as the case

may

bill of

be)

exceptions

is

and contains (or speci-

true,

the evidence, and specifies

all

"I do cer-

:

the record,

all of

material to a clear understanding of the errors complained of; and the

court of

clerk of the

is

hereby ordered to make out a complete

copy of such parts of the record in said case as are in this bill of exceptions specified, and certify the same as such, and cause the same to be
transmitted to the Supreme Court (or the Court of Appeals, as the case

may

be), that the errors alleged to have been

sidered and corrected."

(Acts 1889,

committed may be con-

p. 114.)

—

Cross-references. Judge refusing to certify, see § 6-909. Time of tendering bill
of exceptions to trial judge, see § 6-902. Time of filing and hearing writs of error
hi appellate court, see § 6-1101.

Writ

6-807. (6146)

judge to

the. bill of

of error,

what

constitutes.

—The

certificate of the

exceptions shall be the writ of error.

(Acts 1855-6,

pp. 199, 200.)

(6147) Judge responsible for legal form of certificate.

6-808.

be the duty of the judge, to

whom

any

bill

—

It shall

of exceptions shall be present-

form before signing the same and
no failure of any judge to discharge his duty in this respect shall preju(Acts 1893,
dice the rights of the parties by dismissal or otherwise.
ed, to see that the certificate is in legal

;

p. 52.)

Cross-reference.

tions,

—

If a

6-806.

defendant in error shall except in any case by

he shall prepare his

manner

§

(6148) Preparation of and procedure on cross-bills of excep-

6-809.
tions.

— Form of certificate, see

bill of

is

taken up by the main

1889, p. 114.)
Cross-reference.

— See

§

6-901.

excep-

exceptions and proceed in the same

as above provided, but shall not take

dence or record that

bill of

up any portion
bill of

of the evi-

exceptions.

(Acts
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how

(6149; 1100 P. C.) Additional record,

6-810.

procured; fees and

costs.
1.

the defendant in error in either the

If

ceptions, shall desire

or

all

more

of the evidence, or

days after the

main or

cross-bill of ex-

of the evidence or other parts of the record,

all

of the record sent up, he shall, within 20

served on the defendant or his attorwho signed the same to order the whole or any
part of the record sent up by the clerk; and the judge shall order the
same certified accordingly and sent up. If from the main or cross-bill of
bill

of exceptions

is

ney, petition the judge

exceptions, in any case in which no brief of evidence

is

made and

filed as

omitted any material evidence, and the judge
trying the case has inadvertently certified said bill of exceptions as true,
then, within 20 days from the date of service of the bill of exceptions,
the trial judge may, on his motion, make a supplemental certificate of the
evidence so omitted, and said supplemental certificate, together with the
evidence so certified, shall form a part of said original main or cross-bill of
a part of the record, there is

exceptions, and be so considered

upon the

by the appellate court; and immediately

supplemental

with the clerk he shall
transmit same to the appellate court in the same manner as is provided
for with reference to transmission of bills of exception.
(Acts 1889,
p.

filing of said

certificate

114; 1905, p. 84.)

—

Cross-references. Revival of suit by appeal, see
exceptions and transcript, see §§ 24-3610, 24-4508.
2.

If

it

§

3-409.

Objections to

bill

of

should clearly appear to the appellate court that any superflu-

ous or immaterial part of the record has been brought up at the instance
of the defendant, the court shall designate

such part

affirmance or reversal, and the cost of bringing up the

by such party.
3.

(Acts 1889,

in the

same

judgment

of

shall be paid

p. 114.)

Should the clerk below embody

part of the record not specified in the

in the transcript of the record
bill of

any

exceptions, or in the judge's

order, he shall be allowed nothing for that part of the transcript.

(Acts

1889, p. 114.)

however, it appears to the appellate court, from the argument
of the counsel on the hearing, or in the consideration of the same preparatory to making up the judgment of the court, that any part or portion of the record of the case in the court below has not been brought up,
and such part of the record is necessary, in the opinion of the court, to be
before them in order to fully and fairly adjudicate the questions at issue
and the alleged errors, then the court shall, by its order directed to the
clerk of the court below, require him to certify and send up such por4.

If,

tions of the record as, in the opinion of the appellate court, are needful

or necessary in order to fully and fairly adjudicate the errors assigned.

(Acts 1892,

p. 113.)

Cross-references.
of record, see
5.

There

§

— Incomplete

shall

by the issuing

if

supplemented.

(Acts 1892,

The

how

corrected, see

§

6-1403.

Diminution

be no dismissal of the cause or failure to decide the

errors assigned,

6.

record,

6-812.

of the order aforesaid the record can be

p. 113.)

cost of the supplementary transcript shall be taxed

court against the plaintiff in error. (Acts 1892,

p. 113.)

by the
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6-811.

(6150) Brief of evidence on motion for

— The

new

trial as

part of rec-

on motion for new trial, filed and appro,
and need not, except by rei
according to law, is
ence thereto, be embodied in the bill of exceptions. (Acts 1870, p. 47.)
ord.

brief of evidence

a part of the record,

Cross-references.

motion

for

6-812.

new

— Brief of evidence

trial,

see

§

Brief of evidence in

in record, see § 6-802.

70-305.

(6151) Diminution of record

upon

party's suggestion.

—

If

the

transcript of the record shall be incomplete in a material point, the (act

being suggested in writing by the party or his counsel, an order shall be
issued requiring the clerk of the court below to complete the transcript.

however, the other party shall admit the existence of the omitted record, such admission in writing shall constitute a part of the record, and
the cause shall proceed. If the clerk shall refuse to send up any of the
papers, the movant, or his counsel, may apply to the appellate court and
obtain a mandamus nisi against the clerk, returnable at a time to be fixed
in the order; and for a continued failure or refusal the appellate court
may attach the clerk for contempt. (Acts 1851-2, p. 215.)
If,

—

Cross-references. Procuring additional record, see § 6-810.
of exceptions or transcript of record, see §§ 24-3610, 24-4508.
low, see §§ 24-3611, 24-4509.

Objections to

Duty

bill

of clerks be-

CHAPTER 6-9. BILLS OF EXCEPTIONS.
Sec.

Sec.

Right to take exceptions; con-

6-901.

6-910.

Proceedings to compel

6-911.

by judge.
Service of copy on defendants;

6-912.

time; waiver.
Service on counsel binding on

tents of bills of exceptions;
cross-bills.

6-902.

Time

6-903.

Fast bills of exceptions.
Criminal cases; hearing and de-

6-904.

to tender bill of exceptions.

termination;
6-905.
6-906.

6-907.

Fast writs,

etc.,

of ex-

where judge

is

Proceedings where parties die.
Objections by judge; certification after removal of objec-

6-909.

notice
exceptions.
tions;

6-901.

of

6-914.

Attaching acknowledgment.
parties defendant in error in reviewing court.
Service on nonresident defend-

6-915.

Clerk's entry of certificate.

6-916.
6-917.

Notice in ex parte proceedings.
Notice to real contestant.
Service of copy of bill of excep-

6-918.

Mandamus

6-913.

Adding

ant.

dead.
6-908.

of

service as waiver of defects.

Exceptions pendente lite; certification; time to tender.
When judge is dead or absent
bill

Acknowledgment

parties.

remittitur.

or refuses to sign
ceptions.

certifica-

tion

tender

of

tions in criminal cases.
iff,

against clerk, sheror other officer.

(6139; 1097 P. C.) Right to take exceptions; contents of bills of

exceptions cross-bills.
;

— Either party

in

any

civil cause,

and the defendant

any criminal proceeding, in the superior or city courts, may except to
any sentence, judgment, or decision, or decree of such court, or of the judge
thereof in any matter heard at chambers. Such bill of exceptions shall
specify plainly the decision complained of and the alleged error, and shall
in

be signed by the party or his attorney. When the successful party to
any cause tried in any of the superior or city courts, which is carried to
the

Supreme Court

or the Court of Appeals, shall

ceptions, complaining of errors in rulings

file

made upon

a cross-bill of ex-

the trial adverse to

duty of the appellate court to hear argument upon
such cross-bill of exceptions, and to decide the questions therein made, if
him,

it

shall be the

§

Appeal and Error.
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a reversal of the judgment of the court below shall be ordered, or
effect of the affirmance shall

court below.

(Acts 1880-1,

if

the

be to leave the case to be again tried in the
p.

123; 1887, p. 41.)

Cross-references.— Rules of court, see §§ 24-3608 to 24-3615; 24-4506 to 24-4513.
Jurisdiction of appellate courts, see Const., Art. VI, Sec. II, Pars. V, IX (§§ 2-3005,
2-3009), § 6-1101. Demurrer, see § 81-304. What Supreme Court shall decide, see
Exceptions pendente lite, see § 6-1305.
§ 6-1607,
6-902.

Time

(6152)

to tender bill of exceptions.

tions shall be tendered to the judge

—The

of excep-

bill

who

presided in the cause within 30
days from the adjournment of the court or the date of the decision at

chambers; and in the event that the court shall not adjourn within 30
days from the date of the organization and .opening of the court, such
bill of exceptions shall be tendered to the judge who presided in the cause
within 60 days from the date of the decision, judgment, verdict, or decree
rendered and if the same is true, and contains, in connection with the
transcript of the record, all the facts necessary to. the understanding and
adjudication of the alleged error, the judge shall sign and certify the
same.
(Act 1845, Cobb, 448; Act 1847, Cobb, 454; Acts 1855-6, p. 199;
;

1875, p. 24.)
Cross-references.

Judge refusing to
6-903.

—

Form of certificate of
certify, see § 6-909.

judge to

(6153) Fast bills of exceptions.

— In

bill

of exceptions, see

all

§

6-806.

applications for dis-

charge in bail trover and contempt cases in all criminal cases and in all
cases granting or refusing applications for injunction or receiver granting or refusing applications for alimony, mandamus, or other extraordinary remedy granting or refusing applications for attachment against
fraudulent debtors; and granting or refusing applications for dissolution
of corporation created by superior court, the bill of exceptions shall be
tendered and signed within 20 days from the rendition of the decision,
and the opposite party shall be served, within 15 days from such signing, with the bill of exceptions; and the clerk shall, within 15 days from
such service, make out a transcript of the record and transmit the same
immediately to the Supreme Court or the Court of Appeals, as the case
may be, then in session, and if not in session, then to the very next session and its arrival by the first day of the term, or at any time thereafter during the term, shall be sufficient to insure a hearing. If said record,
being returned to a court then in session, shall fail, after legal diligence,
to arrive in time for a hearing before the adjournment, it shall stand over
(Acts 1870, pp. 406, 414; 1877, p. 20; 1873, p. 29;
until the next term.
;

;

;

;

;

1871-2, p. 52; 1910, p. 106.)

— When

writs of error entered and heard in appellate courts,
of exceptions in alimony cases, see § 30-214.
Exceptions to
granting or refusing attachments, see § 8-406. Proceedings in case of quo warWrits on petition for discharge in bail trover, see § 107-206.
ranto, see § 64-206.
Proceedings on fast writs when judge is dead, see § 6-907. Proceedings in validating bonds, see §§ 87-304, 87-405. Controversy between counties as to tax returns,
Proceedings to recover penalties for infraction of rules of Public
see § 92-6218.
Failure to transmit fast writ in time, see
Service Commission, see § 93-416.
Fast writs of error on decree granting or refusing application for dissolu§ 6-1301.
Writ of error in injunction cases, see § 55-202.
tion of corporation, see § 22-1305.
Removal of member of county board of tax assessors, see § 92-6909. Practice in
habeas corpus cases, see § 50-126.

Cross-references.

see

§

6-1101.

6-904.
titur.

Bill

Q102

—All

P. C.)

bills of

Criminal cases; hearing and determination; remit-

exceptions in criminal cases shall, as regards the prac-
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tice

both

in the

lower court and

and manner of signing,

filing-,

§6

in the appellate court, relating to the

time

serving, transmitting and hearing the same,

where

by the laws and rules in reference to bills of exceptions in cases of injunction, and it shall be the
duty of the appellate court to give a speedy hearing and determination
in such cases, either under existing rules or under special rules to be
formulated by said court for that purpose, and if the judgment of the
court below shall be affirmed in the appellate court, the clerk of the appellate court shall transmit promptly the remittitur to the clerk of the
court from which the writ of error was taken, and upon the reception >i
the same the clerk shall notify the judge of said court, who shall have full
power, in term or vacation, to pass any order, sentence, or judgment necessary to carry into execution the judgment of the court. (Acts 1890-1,
be governed,

in all respects

applicable,

(

p. 108.)

—

Cross-reference. Fast bill of exceptions in injunction and other cases, see preceding section and cross-references thereunder.

6-905.

(6154) Exceptions pendente

—

time to tender.
judgment, for the mere purpose of
lite; certification;

Exceptions tendered before the final
being made a part of the record, shall be certified to be true by the judge,
and ordered to be placed on the record. Such exceptions shall be tendered
during the term. If, however, the court shall adjourn within less than
30 days from the date of the ruling complained of, such bills of exceptions
pendente lite shall be tendered within 60 days from the date of the order,
decision, or ruling complained of.
(Acts 1898, p. 59.)
Cross-reference.

—See

also §§ 6-701, 6-901.

When

judge is dead or absent or refuses to sign bill of
exceptions.
If the judge trying the cause shall resign, or otherwise cease
to hold his office as judge, when the bill of exceptions shall be tendered,
he may nevertheless sign and certify; and if he shall die before certifying
the same, or otherwise become incapable of acting, the party may verify
6-906.

(6155)

—

by

his bill of exceptions

his

own

oath, or that of his attorney, together

with the oath of at least one disinterested member of the bar who was
present at the trial and such verifications shall operate in the same manner as the certificate of the judge. If the judge shall be absent from
;

home, or by other casualty

shall fail to certify the bill of exceptions
time
specified
(and
without fault of the party tendering), he
within the
may sign and certify as soon as possible, which shall be held and deemed
(Acts 1851-2, p. 216; 1855-6, p. 200; 1858, p. 75; 1859, p. 50.)
valid.
Cross-references.

Power

— Dismissal

of judge absent

from

for failure to certify bill
State, see § 24-2627.

in

time,

see

§

6-1312.

—

where judge is dead. All the laws having reference to the signing and certifying of bills of exceptions after
the expiration of 30 days from the adjournment of the court and the rendition of the decision, and in case of the death of the judge, shall apply,
so far as the same will conform, to all bills of exceptions required by law
to be signed and certified in 20 days after the rendition of the decision.
6-907. (6156) Fast writs, etc.,

(Acts 1880-1,

p. 114.)

Cross-reference.

—Fast

bills generally, see § 6-903.

—

(6157) Proceedings where parties die. If either party shall die
between the hearing and the tendering of the bill of exceptions, the
6-908.

—
§
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judge shall nevertheless sign and certify the same, and parties shall be

made

in the appellate

The

court as in other cases.

notices required in

such cases to be given and received may be given and received by the
attornevs of the respective parties, though such parties be dead. (Acts
1S55-6, p. 201.)
Cross-reference.

where no appeal
6-909.

—Appeal

is

when party

entered, see

(6158) Objections

§

dies before

it

is

entered, and

judgment

3-408.

by judge;

removal of obthe judge shall determine

certification after

jections; notice of tender of exceptions.

—

If

not true, or does not contain all the necessary facts, he shall return the same, within 10 days, to the party or his
If those objections
attorney, with his objections to the same in writing.
of exceptions

that the

bill

shall be

met and removed, the judge may then

is

certify, specifying in his

judge shall see proper, he may
order notice to the opposite party of the fact and time of tendering the
exceptions and may hear evidence as to the truth thereof.
certificate the

cause of the delay.

Cross-reference.

—

Bill of exceptions,

If the

when

to be tendered, see

6-902.

§

—

by judge. If from
any cause the bill of exceptions shall not be certified by the judge, without fault of the party tendering, such party or his attorney may, by petition, apply to the Supreme Court or the Court of Appeals, as the case
6-910.

may

(6159) Proceedings to compel certification

be, for a

mandamus

nisi,

directed to such judge.

(Act 1845, Cobb,

*

4500

'

—

Cross-references. Power of a division of Supreme Court, see § 24-4012.
pelling clerk, sheriff, or other officer to discharge duty, see § 6-918.

Com-

Such petition shall set out substantially the bill of exceptions tendered, and shall be verified by the attorney as to the truth of the bill as
tendered, and by the party or his attorney as to the other facts stated
1.

therein.

The mandamus
made to the clerk of
2.

nisi shall

be served by some sheriff, and his return

the appellate court.

It shall

be returnable at same

term of the appellate court, at which term the court shall consider and
determine the validity of the reasons given by the judge for his failure or
refusal

but

;

in

no case

shall a traverse as to the truth of

such return of

the judge be allowed.
3.

to

a

If

the reasons shall be insufficient, or the judge shall

make any
mandamus

fail

or refuse

mandamus nisi, the appellate court shall issue
commanding the judge to sign and certify the bill

return to the
absolute,

of exceptions.
4.

If

the judge

still

refuses so to do, the cause shall be heard

appellate court on the exceptions as verified in the petition for
6-911.

by the
mandamus.

(6160) Service of copy on defendants; time; waiver.

Within 10 days

and certified, the party plaintiff therein shall serve a copy thereof upon the opposite party or his attorney, and if there shall be several parties with different attorneys, upon each, with a return of such service (or acknowledgment of service) indorsed upon or annexed to such bill of exceptions;
1.

after the bill of exceptions shall be signed
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and they alone are parties defendant in the appellate court who are thus
served. (Act 1845, Gobi) 449; Acts 1855-6, p. 200.)
Cross-reference.
see
2.

— Service

on nonresident defendant

proceedings,

equitable

in

81-204.

§

In cases where such party

is

the State, or where such opposite party

does not reside in the county where such bill of exceptions is sued out,
and such bill of exceptions cannot be served personally upon the attorney
of such opposite party by reason of his absence from the county of his
residence, service may be perfected by leaving- a copy of such bill of exceptions at the residence of such attorney.
Cross-reference.
3.

No

—In

criminal cases, see

§

(Acts 1880-1,

6-917.

case shall be dismissed by the appellate court for

when

the party benefited by a failure to serve shall

tions

and a copy

—

if

want

the

of service

bill of

exer-

any case shall be in the hands of the
waive service and agree that said case may

of the record in

clerk of the appellate court

be heard.

p. 65.;

—

(Acts 1877, pp. 95, 96.)

Cross-references.

—Dismissals generally, see

Chapter

6-13.

See also

§

6-810, H

5.

on counsel binding on parties. Acknowledgment of service as waiver of defects. Attaching acknowledgment.
Where a bill of
exceptions which can be identified as excepting to a specific judgment
shall be served upon counsel of record in the case, such service shall be
6-912. Service

—

held to bind

Where

all

whom

parties

said counsel represented in the trial court.

counsel shall acknowledge service upon a

bill of

exceptions, such

acknowledgment shall be held to be a complete waiver of all defects in
the service which the counsel signing it is legally competent to waive,
whether such signing shall be done before or after the signing of the
writ of error, unless counsel in the entry of acknowledgment shall distinctly and specifically state that it is not to be construed as waiving
some particular defect then pointed out by him. If such acknowledgment of service shall be properly entitled in the cause, it need not be
physically attached to the

bill

(Acts 1911,

of exceptions.

p. 149.)

—

Adding parties defendant in error in reviewing court. Where
an acknowledgment of service has been procured as provided in section
6-912, the bill of exceptions may be amended in the reviewing court by
making any person a party defendant in error to the case who is bound
by such service although such person may not have been named in the
6-913.

bill of

(Acts 1911,

exceptions.

Cross-reference.

6-914.

—Who

p. 149.)

are essential parties, see

and

trial court,

and

—Whenever a

bill of

shall be certified

and

appear that a defendant in error is a nonnot represented by counsel so that he may be served

filed in said court,

and is
with a copy of said

resident,

it

shall

bill of

counsel suing out said
resident defendant
;

6-1202.

(6161) Service on nonresident defendant.

exceptions shall be sued out in the

office

§

exceptions, the clerk,

bill of

upon the request

of the

exceptions, shall give notice to the non-

by mailing

a letter addressed to

him

the notice to contain a statement of the case, that he

at his post
is

a defend-

ant in error therein, that the bill of exceptions has been filed, that it will
be forwarded to the Supreme Court or the Court of Appeals, as the case

may

be,

and

will be

heard at the

term.

This notice shall be suf-

8
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hear and determine said case,
and the judgment made therein shall bind the defendant so far as his
(Acts 1895, p. 44.)
assets in this State are concerned.

ficicnt to authorize the appellate court to

—

(6162) Clerk's entry of certificate. When the clerk has mailed
the notice required by section 6-914, he shall enter his certificate of the
6-915.

upon the

fact

6-916.
ant.
is

—

If

bill

(Acts 1895,

of exceptions.

p. 44.)

(6163) Notice in ex parte proceedings. Notice to real contestthe proceedings in the court below shall be ex parte, and there

no opposite party, notice to no one

In cases of inter-

necessary.

is

pleader or otherwise, where the real contestant

is

not the opposite party

on the record, notice shall be given to such real contestant

copy served as above.

to the

Cross-references.

— Essential

cop}' of bill of exceptions

6-917.
cases.

in addition

(6164

;

parties in

Supreme Court,

on defendants, see

§

103 P. C.) Service of copy of

1

— In a criminal case a copy of the

upon the Attorney General or
a solicitor general pro tern,

see

§

bill of

bill of

exceptions in criminal

exceptions shall be served

solicitor general, as the case

who

Service of

6-1202.

6-911.

tried the cause,

if

he

may

is still

be, or

upon

acting under

the appointment. (Act 1845, Cobb, 449.)
6-918.

Mandamus

(6169)

against clerk, sheriff, or other

officer.

—

If

any sheriff, clerk, or other officer shall fail to discharge any duty required
of him by any provision of this Title, upon petition the appellate court,
or the judge of the superior or city court, as the case may be, may compel
the performance of such duty by mandamus, and no suitor shall lose any
right by reason of the failure of such officers to discharge their duties,
where he has been guilty of no fault himself and has exercised ordinary
diligence to secure their discharge of duty. (Act 1845, Cobb, 450.)
Cross-references.

Power

—When

record

Title 64,

Mandamus, Quo

CHAPTER

confused or

illegible, see §§ 24-3614, 24-4512.
see § 24-4012. Mandamus generally, see
Warranto, and Prohibition, Chapter 64-1.

of a division to issue

is

mandamus,

6-10.

FILING

AND SUPERSEDEAS.
Sec.

Sec.
6-1001.

Filing of
clerk's

of exceptions in
office;
transcript of
bill

6-1005.

Operation of bill of exceptions
as supersedeas in criminal

6-1006.

Supersedeas in criminal cases
when motion for new trial

6-1007.

Judge

6-1008.

Expedition of

record; certificate.

cases.

6-1002.

Operation of bill of exceptions
as supersedeas in civil cases.

6-1003.

How

judgment entered when

affirmed.
6-1004.

Affidavit in forma pauperis to
relieve from costs.

filed.

to assess

tificate.

amount
jail

of bond.

cases.

Cer-

Decisions.

6-1001. (6167) Filing of bill of exceptions in clerk's office; transcript
of record; certificate.

— Within

15 days

from the date of the

certificate

of the judge, the bill of exceptions shall be filed in the office of the clerk
of the court

such
bill,

where the case was

filing, it

days from the date of
shall be the duty of the clerk to make out a copy of such
tried;

and

in 10

together with a complete transcript of the record in such cause. Such

:
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transcript, together with the original

transmit, with a certificate that the

bill

same

003

of exceptions, the clerk
is

the true original

bill

of

ceptions and a true and complete transcript of the record in such

c;

term of the Supreme Court or the Court of Appeals, as the
be, then in session, unless its docket for such term has b

cither to the

case

may

closed, or to the next term of such court as required in the judge's certificate,

directing the

same

exceptions shall be retained in the office of the clerk of the

bill of

or city court, as the case

Acts 1851-2,

454, 455.

Par.

The copy

to the clerk of the appellate court.

IX

may

p.

("Act 1845,

be.

215; 1855-6,

p. 200.

Cobb, 449. Act 1850, Cobb,
Const., Art. VI, Sec. ll

y

(§ 2-3009).)

—
Note. — Section

Cross-references. Rules of court, see §§ 24-4509 to 24-4512.
cases to Supreme Court by bill of exceptions, see § 6-801.

Mode

of taking

6168 of the Code of 1910 provided that clerks of the
Editorial
superior and city courts in counties having therein a city of not less than 54,000
nor more than 80,000 people should not be required to make out or forward to the
Supreme Court a transcript of the record in any civil cause wherein writ of error
was sued out before payment of costs for making transcript or filing of pauper
Pursuant to the policy of not including in this Code laws of purely local
affidavit.
application, said section 6168 has been omitted.

6-1002. (6165) Operation of bill of exceptions as supersedeas in civil
cases.

—The

upon the
1.

In a

tions,

pay

bill of

exceptions thus

plaintiff in error
civil

filed shall

operate as a supersedeas

complying with the following terms

cause the party shall, on or before

all costs,

filing the bill of

excep-

and, by himself, his agent, or his attorney in fact or

bond with good security, payable to the opposite party,
and conditioned for the payment of the eventual condemnation money
and all subsequent costs, which bond shall be attested and approved by
the said clerk. If such bond shall be filed, and all cost then accrued paid,
subsequently to the filing of the bill of exceptions, provided the same
at law, give

done within 10 days after such bill of exceptions is filed, further
proceedings under the judgment shall be stayed until a decision is had
upon the bill of exceptions. (Act 1845, Cobb, 449; Acts 1917, p. 63.)
Cross-references. When rule nisi for new trial operates as supersedeas, see
shall be

—

§§ 70-307, 70-308.

Effect of writ of error in injunction cases, see
§ 6-1003.

§

How

55-202.

judgment entered when affirmed, see
2.

Or he may

file

an

affidavit

with the said clerk, stating that he

is

unable, from his poverty, to pay the^ costs or give the security for the

eventual condemnation money, and that his counsel has advised him that

he has good cause for a writ of error, which affidavit shall operate as if
(Act 1845, Cobb, 449, 453 Acts
the costs were paid and bond given.
;

1880-1, p. 120.)

—
Editorial Note. — This

Cross-references. Attorneys bound for costs, see §§ 24-3623, 24-4522.
sedeas ceases when judgment is affirmed, see § 6-1305.

subdivision

was subdivision

Super-

3 of section 6165 in the

Code

of 1910.

6-1003.

(6165)

How

judgment entered when

affirmed.

—Whenever

bonds and security have been given to obtain a supersedeas, where a
case is carried to the Supreme Court or the Court of Appeals, and the
judgment of the court below is affirmed, the party successful in the appellate court may enter up judgment against the principal and his se-

§

Appeal and Error.
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on said bond in the same manner that judgment is entered on
appeal bond or bonds given for the stay of execution. (Acts 1870, p. 146.)
curities

—

Editorial Note. The purpose of the Act of 1870 from which this section
codified was to declare more fully the meaning of this section and § 6-1805.

6-1004.

(6166) Affidavit in forma pauperis to relieve from costs.

—

was

If

a

pauper oath shall be made for the purpose of carrying any case to the
Supreme Court or the Court of Appeals without payment of costs, such
oath shall state that the plaintiff in error, because of poverty,

unable to

is

and if the statement of the inability of the
plaintiff in error to give bond for the eventual condemnation money is
added, it shall be added disjunctively and not conjunctively.
(Acts

pay the costs

in said case

;

1880-1, p. 120; 106 Ga. 126 (32 S. E. 30).)
Cross-reference.

6-1005.

—Attorneys

bound

for costs, see §§ 24-3623, 24-4522.

(1104 P. C.) Operation of

criminal cases.

—The

bill of

exceptions

Where

filed

upon the

shall operate as a supersedeas,

the following terms:

bill of

exceptions as supersedeas in
as specified in section 6-1001

plaintiff in error

the offense

is

complying with

bailable, the defendant shall

enter into a recognizance before the clerk, with security to be approved

by him,

in a

sum

to be fixed

by the presiding judge, conditioned

for the

personal appearance of such defendant to abide the final order, judgment, or sentence of said court. If the offense is not bailable, the judge
shall order a supersedeas at the time of filing the bill of exceptions.

If

unable from his poverty to give the recognizance, the judge
shall order a supersedeas upon the filing of an affidavit as provided in
civil cases, but the defendant shall not be set at liberty without the recognizance. (Act 1845, Cobb, 449.)

the party

is

—

for new trial in criminal cases operating as a
See §§ 6-1002, 6-1003, 70-307, as to supersedeas in civil

Cross-references. Rule
supersedeas, see § 70-308.
cases.

Affidavit in

nisi

forma pauperis, see

§

6-1004.

6-1006. Supersedeas in criminal cases

—

when motion

for

new

trial filed.

be the right of any person convicted of a crime which is bailable under the law, and in which case a motion for a new trial shall
have been filed as provided by law, to give a supersedeas bond immediIt shall

ately

upon the

filing of

wait for the signing or

such motion for

filing of

a

bill

new

without having to
of exceptions. (Acts 1916, p. 157.)
trial,

—

Judge to assess amount of bond. The judge of the court having jurisdiction of such case shall, immediately upon the approval and
filing of a motion for new trial therein, assess the amount of the bond
referred to in the preceding section, which shall be approved in the same
manner as supersedeas bonds in criminal cases are approved. (Acts
6-1007.

1916, p. 157.)

6-1008. Expedition of jail cases.

Certificate.

Decisions.

—

It shall

be

the duty of the clerks of the superior and city courts, at the time they

transmit the records in criminal cases to the appellate court, to certify
the fact whether the defendants are confined to the jails under the respective sentences or are out on bonds.

In cases where

the defendants are in

duty of the appellate court to

pass on and decide

jail, it

all of

shall be the

it

appears that

such cases as expeditiously as possible, consist-
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The

ent with the ends of justice.

§6

intention of the law

is

to give all of

way

before the appellate courts after said C2
(Acts 1920, p. 214.)
are submitted to said courts.
said cases the right of

PART III.

IN

THE SUPREME COURT OR COURT OF
APPEALS.

CHAPTER

6-11.

FILING

AND HEARING OF WRITS OF ERROR.

Sec.

6-1101.

Time

of filing
of error.

Time

and hearing writs

—

and hearing writs of error. All writs of error in
the Supreme Court or the Court of Appeals, when received by its clerk
during a term of the Court and before the docket of the term is by order
of the Court closed, shall be entered thereon when received at any other
time, they shall be entered on the docket of the next term and they shall
stand for hearing at the term for which they are so entered, under such
rules as the Court may prescribe, until otherwise provided by law.
6-1101.

of filing

;

;

(Const, Art. VI, Sec.

II,

Par.

IX

(§ 2-3009).)

—

Cross-references. Rules of Supreme Court as to dockets, call of cases, etc., see
Rules of Court of Appeals regarding dockets, calendars,
§§ 24-4532 to 24-4537.
call of cases, etc., see §§ 24-3630 to 24-3635.

—

Editorial Note. Sections 6170 to 6172 of the Code of 1910, relating to the time
of filing bills of exceptions and hearing cases in the Supreme Court, and requiring
fast writs of error to be heard without delay, etc., were repealed by the above
provisions codified from Const., Art. VI, Sec. II, Par. IX (§ 2-3009).

CHAPTER

PARTIES.

6-12.

Sec.

Sec.

6-1201.

Making

upon death

parties

of

6-1232.

party,

6-1201. (6175)

Making

parties

upon death

die after the bill of exceptions has

Essential parties.
terested parties.

of party.

been signed and

Who

are in-

— Should any party
certified, the

death

being suggested of record in the appellate court, parties shall be made
by scire facias, in the manner prescribed by the rules of court.

—

§

Cross-references. Rule of court as to how parties
24-4543; in Court of Appeals, see § 24-3641.

6-1202. (6176) Essential parties.

the record shall

show

clearly

the court below, and the

who were

bill of

interested in sustaining the

Who

made

Supreme Court,

are interested parties.

see

—"When

the parties to the litigation in

exceptions shall

judgment

in

of the

show

that

all

who were

court below have been

served, the writ of error shall not be dismissed because the

bill of

ex-

ceptions sets forth the parties differently from the record, or discloses
that

some party not

interested in sustaining the

below has not been served.

No

judgment

of the court

party shall be considered as interested

in the litigation in the appellate court

who

will not be affected

by the
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to be rendered in that particular case, such as sheriffs

when

upon a

between various claimants of the fund
and not between the sheriff and any one of them, or a receiver occupying" a similar relation, or a complainant in a bill of interpleader, and
other parties occupying similar positions. This recital of instances shall
not be construed to exclude cases coming under the intention of this
section but not mentioned herein. (Acts 18S0-1, p. 123.)
Cross-references. — Ex parte proceedings, see § 6-916. Service of bills of exceprule

the contest

is

tions, see §§ 6-911 to 6-913.

CHAPTER

DISMISSALS.

6-13.

Sec.

Sec.

Failure to transmit fast writs
of error in time.
Service of bill of exceptions

5-1301.

6-1302.

6-1307.

6-1308.
6-1309.

after filing.

ment

6-1303.

Want

6-1304.

Dismissal when ground can be
removed.
Exceptions pendente lite; suf-

6-1305.

of date to signature

ficiency of

ror

assignment of

.

6-1310.

Failure of clerk to transmit
bill of exceptions or copy of
record.

6-1311.

Benefits lost by persons causing delay, etc.

6-1312.

Failure of judge to certify
of exceptions in time.

er-

-

Dismissal of case as penalty.

6-1306.

6-1301.

Technical defects.
Questions to be considered.
Dismissal avoided by amend-

(6178) Failure to transmit fast writs of error in time.

bill

—No writ

of error in a criminal case or in an injunction case or other extraordinary

remedy

shall be dismissed for the failure of the clerk of the lower court
transmit
the proper papers within the 15 days after service of the bill
to
of exceptions, unless such failure is due to the neglect or fault of the
plaintiff in error or his counsel.

Such

cases,

when

the proper papers are

received in the appellate court, shall be heard and determined as though
the clerk of the lower court had not failed in the prompt performance

Nothing

be construed to excuse the
clerk for his omission of duty or to relieve him from any liability consequent thereon. (Acts 1893, p. 51.)
of his duty.

Cross-reference.

—Fast

in this section shall

writs generally, see

§

6-903.

6-1302. (6179) Service of bill of exceptions after filing.

—No case

shall

be dismissed upon the ground that the service of the bill of exceptions
was made, acknowledged, or waived after such bill of exceptions was filed
in the office of the clerk of the court below, provided such service has
been made within the time required by law. (Acts 1884-5, p. 102.)
6-1303. (6180)

dismissed

Want

of date to signature.— No writ of error shall be

in the appellate

court because the clerk, sheriff, judge, or at-

torney at law shall have failed to
unless

it is

affirmatively

made

the appellate court, that such

required by law.
Cross-reference.

6-1304.

to appear

official

(Acts 1880-1,

— Dismissal

affix a

date to any

by

official

affidavit or other proof, in

signature was

made

after the time

p. 123.)

for failure to certify in time, see

(6181) Dismissal

signature,

§

6-1312.

when ground can be removed.

—No

writ of

error shall be dismissed in the appellate court on any ground whatever

which can be removed during the term

of the court to

which the said

—

1
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writ of error

§ 6-

returnable, and the appellate court shall give such

is

til

ary to
during said term, even to the end of the same, as may be nee*
remove said ground, if it can be removed during the said term. (Acts
1880-1, p. 123.)

6-1305. Exceptions pendente lite; sufficiency of assignment of error.

When

the final

exceptions shall

bill of

show

that exceptions pendente

lite

were properly filed in the trial court and where the contents of such exceptions pendente lite shall be recited in the bill of exceptions, or a copy
thereof shall appear in the transcript of record, an assignment of error
in the final bill of exceptions either upon the exceptions pendente lite
or upon the rulings therein excepted to shall be held to be sufficient.
(Acts 1921, pp. 232, 233. 25 Ga. App. 768 (105 S. E. 318;.)

—
Note. — This

by Supreme Court or Court
Editorial

of

Appeals for technical defect, see

section

§

6-1307.

a part of the "Review, Procedure and Practice
of the Act are found in §§ 6-1308, 70-304

is

The other portions

Act" of 1921.

Dismissal of case

6-901.

Bill of exceptions, cross-bills, see §

Cross-references.

6-1306. (6182) Dismissal of case as penalty.

— No rule of the Supreme

Court or the Court of Appeals shall have the effect to dismiss any case,
as a penalty upon counsel or client, for noncompliance with any rule or
rules of such courts where there has been a substantial compliance with
the laws prescribing the method of bringing cases to said courts but
the penalty for a violation of the rules shall be as for a contempt under
the provisions of this Code. (Acts 1870, p. 47.)
;

Cross-references.
of Appeals, see

§

— Breach of rules of Supreme

24-3651.

Powers

Court, see § 24-4547; of the Court
of courts to punish for contempt, see § 24-105.

of

Appeals

shall

—The

Supreme Court, or the Court
not dismiss any case for any want of technical con-

6-1307. (6183) Technical defects.

formity to the statutes or rules regulating the practice in carrying cases
to said courts,

where there

is

enough

in the bill of

exceptions or tran-

script of the record presented, or both together, to enable the court to

ascertain substantially the real questions in the case which the parties

seek to have decided therein.

(Acts 1893,

p. 52.)

—

Cross-reference. Procedure, practice, etc., in Supreme Court generally applicable in Court of Appeals, see Const., Art. VI, Sec. II, Par. IX (§ 2-3009').

6-1308. Questions to be considered.

—All questions raised

motion
for new trial shall be considered by the appellate court except where
questions so raised are expressly or impliedly abandoned by counsel
either in the brief or upon oral argument.
A general insistence upon all
the grounds of the motion shall be held to be sufficient.
(Acts 1921,
in the

pp. 232, 233.)
Editorial Note.

— Other

sections

from the Act of 1921

will be

found codified as

§§ 6-1305, 70-304.

6-1309.

shall be dismissed in

—

by amendment. No writ of error
the appellate court when, by an amendment to the

(6184) Dismissal avoided

exceptions any imperfection or omission of necessary and proper
allegations could be corrected from the record in the case. (Acts 1880-1,

bill of

p. 123.)

—

Cross-references. Amendments of bills of exceptions, see Chapter 6-14.
dismissal because not certified in time, see § 6-1312.

No
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6-1310. (6185) Failure of clerk to transmit bill of exceptions or
of record.

— No

case shall be dismissed by the appellate court, or the

hearing- thereof postponed,

by reason

court below in transmitting the
or either of them, in

any

bill of

of a failure of the clerk of the

exceptions and copy of the record,

(Acts

case, to the clerk of the appellate court.

1877, p. 95.)
Cross-reference.

— Time

by persons causing

(6186) Benefits lost

6-1311.

and hearing writs of error, see

of filing

§

delay, etc.

6-1101.

— No person

shall be entitled to the benefit of the provisions of the preceding section,

who. by

his

own

act or that of his counsel, has been the cause of the

delay or failure to send up said

exceptions or a copy of the record,

bill of

by consent, direction, or procurement

of

any kind.

(Acts 1877,

p. 95.)

6-1312. (6187) Failure of judge to certify bill of exceptions in time.

No

—

exceptions shall be dismissed upon the ground that the same
was not certified by the judge in the time required by law for tendering
and signing bills of exceptions; but if it shall appear from the bill of
bill of

exceptions that the same was tendered to the judge within the time required by law, a mere failure on his part to sign the same within the
time prescribed shall be no cause for dismissal, unless it should appear

same by the presiding judge withcaused
by some act of the plaintiff in
in the time prescribed by law was
(Acts
counsel.
1896, p. 45.)
error or his
Cross-references. No dismissal for want of date to signature, see § 6-1303.

that the failure to sign and certify the

—

Proceedings where judge

absent or dead, see

is

CHAPTER

§

6-906.

AMENDMENTS.

6-14.

*

Sec.

Sec.
Bill of

6-1401.

exceptions amendable to

conform
Mistake

6-1402.

of

record,

how

cor-

rected.

,

of superior
corrected.

clerk

or city court,

Incomplete

6-1403.

to record.

how

amendable to conform to record.

6-1401. (6188) Bill of exceptions

—

may

be amended in the appellate court so as to
conform to the record in the cause. (Act 1850, Cobb, 455 Acts 1851-2,

The

bill of

exceptions

;

p. 215.)

Cross-references.

—Amending

avoided by amendment, see

6-1402.
rected.

—

§

pleadings,
6-1309.

see

§§

81-1301

to

81-1310.

(6189) Mistake of clerk of superior or city court,
If

any mistake

shall be

court in his entry of filing the

made by any
bill of

Dismissal

how

cor-

clerk of the superior or city

exceptions in any case, and

it

has

been made so to appear to the appellate court, said court shall make any
necessary and proper order to secure the correction of such mistake, and
a hearing of the case.

(Acts 1877,

6-1403. (6190) Incomplete record,
a case

is

p. 95.)

how

corrected.

—

If at

any time, when

called for trial, or during the trial, or afterwards while the ap-

pellate court

may have

ered that the record

is

the same under consideration,

it

shall be discov-

so incomplete that justice requires the case to be

•postponed or continued until the record can be

made complete,

the court

Appeal and Erkor.
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shall take

proper in

§ 6-1

such control and give such order and direction as
(Acts 1877, p. 95.)
the premises.

Cross-references.

—How

may

be

additional record procured, see §§ 6-810, 6-812.

CHAPTER

6-15.

Sec.

ARGUMENTS.
Sec.

6-1501.

Extension of time for argument.

6-1502.

Attorneys

may

argue

writ-

6 _ 1501

Written arguments; preparation
and filing.

6-1506.

in

Duty

of clerk and court as to
written arguments.
Costs in connection with writ _
ten arguments.
Third parties in interest to be
heard.

6-1504.

in &'

6-1503.

6-1501. (6191) Extension of time for argument.

—When

the counsel

on either side shall apply to the court for an extension of time in argument beyond the time prescribed by the rules, and the said counsel shall
state in his place, or on oath, in the discretion of the court, that he or they
cannot do the question involved justice within the time prescribed, and
that for said purpose it will require additional time, stating how much in
his judgment it will so require, the court shall grant the request. (Acts
1870, p. 47.)
Cross-reference.

— Rules

of court limiting argument, see §§ 24-3604, 24-4504.

—

may

argue in writing. Attorneys who have
or may have causes pending in the Supreme Court or the Court of Appeals may argue the same in writing as hereinafter set forth. (Acts 18656-1502. (6192) Attorneys

6, p. 57.)

—

Cross-references. Agreements or consents to be in writing, see §§ 24-3603,
24-4503. Briefs, see §§ 24-3616 to 24-3622, 24-4514 to 24-4521. When cases deemed
heard, see § 6-1603.

—

Written arguments; preparation and filing. When any
attorney shall desire to make his argument in writing, he shall prepare
the same, and address the package containing it to the clerk of the appellate court, which said written argument shall be filed in the clerk's
6-1503. (6193)

office as

prescribed by the rules of court.

(Acts 1865-6,

p. 57.)

Cross-reference.— Briefs, see §§ 24-3616 to 24-3622, 24-4514 to 24-4521.

6-1504. (6194)

Duty

of clerk

and court as

to written arguments.

—

It

duty of the clerk, when the cause is sounded, to furnish the
court with said argument; which argument it shall be the duty of the
court to read, or cause the same to be done.
(Acts 1865-6, p. 57.)
shall be the

6-1505. (6195) Costs in connection with written arguments.

be the duty of the attorney for the plaintiff in error,

argument
said suit, and

in default thereof his

(Acts 1865-6,

p. 57.)

his

in writing, to furnish a

Cross-references.
to 24-4521.

— Filing

sum

sufficient to

—

It shall

when forwarding
pay the costs

of

cause shall be liable to be dismissed.

and service of

briefs,

see §§ 24-3621, 24-3622, 24-4519

Attorneys bound for costs, see §§ 6-1704, 24-3623, 24-4522.

—

be heard. When a cause
shall be for a hearing before the Supreme Court or the Court of Appeals,
6-1506. (6196)

Third parties

in interest to

and there are parties besides the plaintiffs and defendants, whether
shown by the record or not, who have a direct interest in its result, upon

Appeal and Error.
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made
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to appear, the court shall allow such other par-

appear by counsel on equal terms with the parties directly before
(Acts 1870, p. 47.)
the court.
ties to

Cross-reference.

— Limit

CHAPTER

of argument, see §§ 24-3604, 24-4504.

HEARING AND DECISIONS.

6-16.

Sec.

Sec.

Hearing

term;
sions; continuances.

6-1601.

at

deci-

first

6-1607.

What

appellate court shall de-

cide.

new

6-1608.

First grant of a
turbance.

Cases deemed heard, when.
Additional argument.

6-1609.

Lack

6-1605.

Dismissal of case on noncompliance with order.

6-1610.

of proof of venue or time
commission of offense as
ground for reversal.
Decision entered on minutes.

6-1606.

Mode

6-1611.

Directions to court below.
Decision of Supreme Court,

6-1602.

Briefs

6-1603.

where the cases cannot

be disposed of during term.
6-1*04.

of

announcing decisions.

of

trial; dis-

how

Publication.

reversed.

—

term; decisions; continuances. The
appellate court shall proceed to hear at the first term (unless prevented
by providential cause) all cases properly docketed, and with the records
made up ready for a hearing. The court shall decide all questions presented in the record of each case carried up to it for review. No continuance shall be allowed except for providential cause.
(Act 1845, Cobb,
448. Acts 1872, p. 54.)
(6197) Hearing at

6-1601.

first

—

Cross-references. Want of prosecution, see §§ 24-3634, 24-4536.
How cases
of, see Const., Art. VI, Sec. II, Par. VI (§ 2-3006).
Laws relating to
Supreme Court applicable to Court of Appeals, see Const., Art. VI, Sec. II, Par.
IX (§ 2-3009). Withholding judgments, see Const, Art. VI, Sec. II, Par. VII
(§ 2-3007).

disposed

6-1602. (6198) Briefs

term.

—Whenever

ca-cs on

its

where the cases cannot be disposed

the appellate court

be unable to dispose of

such cases to

file

may

pass an order requiring counsel

their briefs in the clerk's office of the court on or

before a certain day, prior to the succeeding term.
Cross-reference.

—Attorneys

6-1603. (6199) Cases

may

be

all

docket for any term before the time fixed by law for the

succeeding term to begin, the court
in nil

may

of during

arguing in writing, see

deemed heard, when.

§

(Acts 1878-9,

p. 151.)

6-1502.

—All cases

in

which

briefs

provided in the preceding section shall be considered as

filed as

heard at the term of the court to which returned, and shall be determined

and the decision therein announced by the court, as soon after the briefs
are filed as

may

Cross-reference.

be practicable.

(Acts 1878-9,

—Withholding judgments,

p. 151.)

see Const., Art. VI, Sec. II, Par.

VII

(§ 2-3007).

6-1604.

additional

(6200) Additional argument.

argument

to that

submitted

— Should the court desire to hear
in the briefs, the court

may

pass

an order requiring counsel to submit further argument by brief or in
open court, and at such time as may be prescribed in the order. (Acts
1878-9, p. 151.)
Cross-reference.

— Rehearing,

see §§ 24-3643, 24-4544.

S
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|6-1<

—

on noncompliance with order.
counsel for plaintiff in error fail to comply with the order, and no sufficient excuse be shown for noncompliance, the case shall be dismi:-, led
(Acts 1878-9, p. 151. )
for want of prosecution.
Cross-reference. — Want of prosecution, see §§ 24-3634, 24-4536.
6-1605. (6201) Dismissal of case

Mode

—

announcing decisions. Publication. No decision shall be delivered ore tenus; but the same shall be announced by
a written synopsis of the points decided, which shall be delivered during
No decision shall be published
the term at which the decision was made.
in the reports until the said decision shall have been revised by each of
6-1606.

(6202)

of

the judges presiding in the case.
Cross-references.
(§ 2-3006).

— How

cases disposed

Report of cases, see

6-1607. (6203

;

(Acts 1866,

1101 P. C.)

§

of,

p. 46.)

see Const., Art. VI, Sec.

II,

Par.

VI

24-4204.

What

appellate court shall decide.— The Su-

preme Court or the Court of Appeals shall not decide any question unless it
is made by a specific assignment of error in the bill of exceptions, and shall
decide any question made by such assignment. (Acts 1882-3, p. 107; 1889,
p. 114; 1892, p. 113.)

—

Cross-references. Bills of exceptions and cross-bills, see
dismiss for technical defect, see § 6-1307.

6-1608. (6204) First grant of a

new

new

§

Unlawful to

6-901.

trial; disturbance.

— The

first

grant

not be disturbed by the appellate court, unless the
plaintiff in error shall show that the judge abused his discretion in granting it, and that the law and facts require the verdict notwithstanding the
of a

trial shall

judgment

Cross-references.
§

70-208.

(64 Ga. 437.)

of the presiding judge.

Power

— Grant

to grant

Lack

of

new

new

trial

trials,

on grounds other than those

in Code, see

see §§ 70-101 to 70-103.

venue or time of commission of offense as
ground for reversal. No judgment of a trial court in a criminal case shall
be reversed by either the Supreme Court or the Court of Appeals for lack
of proof of venue or of the time of the commission of the offense, save
where the particular point has been specifically raised by a ground of the
original or amended motion for a new trial. (Acts 1911, p. 149.)
6-1609.

of proof of

—

—

Cross-references. Venue in criminal cases, see
that venue and time not proved, see § 19-404.

6-1610. (6205

court below.

;

§

27-1101.

Certiorari on ground

1095 P. C.) Decision entered on minutes.

—The

Directions to
decision in each case shall be entered on the minutes,

and it shall be within the power of the appellate court to award such order
and direction to the cause in the court below as may be consistent with the
law and justice of the case.

—

Cross-references. Filing original opinions, see §§ 24-3640, 24-4542.
Powers
of Supreme Court enumerated, see § 24-3901. Remittitur, see § 6-1804. Procedure,
practice, etc., in Supreme Court generally applicable in Court of Appeals, see
Const., Art. VI, Sec. II, Par. IX (§ 2-3009).

6-1611. (6207) Decision of

Supreme Court, how

reversed.

—A

decision

rendered by the Supreme Court prior to the first day of January, 1897,
and concurred in by three Justices, cannot be reversed or materially

changed except by the concurrence of
decisions rendered after said date by a

at least five Justices.
full

bench

Unanimous

of six shall not be over-

ruled or materially modified except with the concurrence of six Justices,

216
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§6-1701

which the decision, by permission of the
Court, is expressly questioned and reviewed; and after such argument,
the Court in its decision shall state distinctly whether it affirms, reverses,
and then after argument had,

(Acts 1896,

or changes such decision.

Cross-references.— When and

and affirmance, number
decisions, see

§

24-5o45.

in

p. 42.)

rendered, see § 24-4538. Reversal
Rule of court as to reviewing

how judgments

of judges, see § 24-4015.
Remittitur, see § 6-1804.

CHAPTER

COSTS.

6-17.

Sec.

Sec.

6-1701.

Transcripts not to be recorded.

6-1703.

6-1702.

Amount

6-1704.

of costs;

payment;

re-

Collection of costs; reports and

payment; rule.
Attorney liable for costs. Judgment for costs on reversal.
Taxing costs.

ception of brief in absence of
6-1705.

payment.

6-1701. (6209) Transcripts not to be recorded.

—The

transcript of the

record shall not be recorded by the clerk of the appellate court but shall
be carefully labeled and filed, so as to be easily found when needed.

(Act 1847, Cobb, 454.)
Cross-reference. Taking papers from

—

Amount

6-1702.

payment.

—The

clerk's office, see § 24-3639, 24-4541.

payment; reception of

of costs;

brief in absence of

costs in every case carried to the

bill of

Supreme Court

or to the Court of Appeals and heard therein shall be $15, and in every

case carried to said courts and withdrawn or dismissed on or before the

same

is

called for

counsel for plaintiff in error shall pay
file

Upon

argument, shall be $10.

filing his original brief

costs due in the case, or shall

all

with his brief a statement that a pauper's affidavit has been .duly

The

clerk

is

prohibited from receiving the brief of the plaintiff in error

unless the costs have been paid or a sufficient pauper's affidavit

(Acts 1921,

tained in the transcript.
Cross-reference.
I

filed.

— Costs

in

is

con-

p. 239.)

Supreme Court, see Const,

Art. VI, Sec.

XXI,

Par.

(§ 2-4801).

6-1703. Collection of costs

;

reports and

payment

;

rule.

Supreme Court and the Court

—

It shall

be the

Appeals respectively to collect the costs prescribed in the foregoing section and to make
an annual report to the State Treasurer containing a full statement of
duty

of the clerk of the

of

each case before the court during the year preceding his report and

showing the amount

of costs collected,

treasury of the State the

due the

State.

For

amount

failure to

shall be liable to be ruled

and to annually pay into the

of costs

shown by

said report to be

pay into the treasury any balance due he

by the Treasurer

in

such court. (Acts 1921,

p. 240.)

6-1704. (6210) Attorney liable for costs.
sal.

Judgment

for costs

— The attorney representing the plaintiff's cause shall, in

responsible for the costs in the appellate court.

If there is

of reversal, the plaintiff in error shall be entitled to a

all

on revercases, be

a judgment

judgment

for the

—
Appeal and Error.
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amount

§6-1805

of such costs against the defendant in error, as soon as the re-

mittitur

(Act 1845, Cobb, 251.)
Supreme Court, see Const., Art. VI,

returned to the court below.

is

—

Cross-references. Limit of costs in
Par. I (§ 2-4801). Furnishing costs with written argument, see
When attorneys liable for costs, see §§ 24-3623, 24-4106, 24-4522.

XXI,

Taxing

6-1705. (6211)

costs.

—At

§

Sec.
6-1505.

the close of each judgment on the

minutes, the clerk of the Supreme Court or the clerk of the Court of Appeals, as the case

may

be, shall tax his costs, subject to revision

by the

judges of the respective courts, and the costs so taxed shall be entered as
a part of the remittitur.
Cross-reference.

— How

CHAPTER

costs taxed, see

§

24-4105.

JUDGMENT AND REMITTITUR.

6-18.

Sec.

Sec.
6-1801.

Damages

6-1804.

Remittitur.

6-1802.

When

6-1805.

Judgment

in cases of affirmance.
opinion is to be transmitted to court below.
Court to instruct clerk as to
transmission.

6-1803.

6-1801. (6213)

ages

may

Damages

affirmed, execution at

once.
6-1806.

Extraordinary orders enforced
by lower court, when.

in cases of affirmance.

—Ten

per cent, dam-

be awarded by the appellate court upon any judgment for a

which has been affirmed, when in their opinion, the cause
was taken up for delay only, and it shall be so entered in the remit-

sum

certain,

(Act 1845, Cobb, 450.)

titur.

6-1802. (6214)

Where

When

opinion

is

to be transmitted to court below.

a further hearing of the cause

is

to follow in the lower court, the

clerk of the appellate court shall, without charge, as soon as the opinion
is

written out, transmit a copy thereof to the clerk of the lower court,

where the same
parties.

shall

(Acts 1887,

Cross-reference.

remain on
p.

file

for the information of the court

and

106.)

—Redocketing of

cases, see

§

70-403.

—

Court to instruct clerk as to transmission. The appellate court, on rendering its decision in any case, shall instruct the clerk
whether the case comes within the terms of the preceding section, and
a note of such instructions shall be entered on the minutes of the court.
6-1803. (6215)

(Acts 1887,

p.

106.)

6-1804. (6216) Remittitur.

—The

decision of the appellate court, and

any direction awarded in the case, shall be certified by the clerk to the
court below, under the seal of the court, and shall be respected, and in
good faith carried into full effect, by the court below. The remittitur
shall contain

nothing more, except the costs paid in the appellate court.

(Act 1850, Cobb, 455.)

—

Cross-references. Rules of court as to remittitur, see §§ 24-3644. 24-4545.
docketing of cases, see § 70-403. How decision reversed, see § 6-1611.

Judgment affirmed, execution at once. If the judgment
be affirmed, upon filing the remittitur with the clerk of the

6-1805. (6217)

below

shall

—

Re-

§

6-1806

Appeal and Error.
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court below in vacation, the supersedeas shall cease, and execution shall
issue at once for the

amount

of the original

judgment.

—

Cross-references. Rank of judgments affirmed by appellate courts, see
Supersedeas, see Chapter 6-10.

6-1806.

When

110-506.

—

by lower court, when.
the Supreme Court, in injunction

(6218) Extraordinary orders enforced

judgments

shall be rendered in

or other extraordinary cases, the judges of the superior court

immediate

§

effect to

Cross-reference.

—

them

either in term or vacation.

may

(Acts 1870,

give

p. 406.)

Authority of superior court judges, generally, see §§ 24-2615,

24-2616, 24-2ol8.

APPLES:

See Title

APPRENTICES:

5,

Agriculture, Chapters 5-7, 5-8.

See Title

APPROPRIATIONS:

66,

Master and Servant, Chapter

66-2.

See Title 47, General Assembly, Chapter 47-5.

TITLE

7.

ARBITRATION AND AWARD.
Sec.

Chap.
7-1.

Common

7-2.

Statutory arbitration and award

law arbitration and award

7-101
7-201

CROSS-REFERENCES.
Accord and

satisfaction:

See Title

See Title

Appraisal of estates:
Chapter 113-14.

Contracts, Chapter 20-12.

20,

113, Wills,

Descent, and Administration of Estates,

See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment, Chapter 26-41.
Compromise of claims for or against estates: See Title 49, Guardian and Ward,
§§ 49-219 to 49-221; Title 113, Wills, Descent, and Administration of Estates,

Bribery of arbitrators:

§§ 113-1513 to 113-1515.

Fraud as ground

of relief against awards:

Partition of property:

See Title 37, Equity,
Property, Chapter 85-15.

§

37-709.

See Title 85,
92, Public Revenue, Chapters 92-60, 92-61; §§ 92-6912,

Tax assessments: See Title
92-7004 to 92-7006.
Tort, defense to action for:

CHAPTER

7-1.

See Title

105, Torts, § 105-1804.

COMMON LAW ARBITRATION AND
AWARD.
Sec.

Sec.
7-101.

Right to arbitrate matters in controversy;

7-106.

Scope of award under general

7-107.

submission.
Reference pendente

7-108.

made judgment of court.
Award; certainty and reason-

award binding.

7-102.

Number

7-103.

and
Right
others; award made judgment

of arbitrators.

of trustees, guardians

7-110.

ableness; who may make.
Award may be valid in part only.
Award by umpire.

7-111.

Grounds

of court.
7-104.
7-105.

When

submission may be in parol and when in writing.
Arbitrators limited by submis-

award

lite;

7-109.

for setting aside award.

sion.

Right to arbitrate matters in controversy; award bindParties disagreeing as to their rights or liabilities may submit the
ing.
matter to third persons to decide, and the award made by such arbitrators is binding on the persons submitting.
7-101. (5019)

—

Cross-references.
92-7004 to 92-7006.

7-102. (5030)

—Arbitration of tax assessments,
Statutory award, see Chapter

Number

of arbitrators.

see §§ 92-6002 et seq., 92-6912,

7-2.

— Nothing

in this Title

contained

any party from submitting any and all matters of controversy to the arbitration and award of any number of arbitrators,
whether the»same is in suit or otherwise; and when so submitted, the
proceedings shall be governed by the provisions of this Code and the
shall prevent

common

law.

Cross-reference.

— Number

of arbitrators in statutory proceedings, see

§

7-202.
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§ 7-103

Right of trustees, guardians and others; award macle
judgment of court. Guardians, trustees, executors, or administrators
may, in good faith and with proper prudence, submit to arbitration the
matters in controversy in connection with the estates they represent.
7-103. (5020)

—

The award may be made

the

judgment

of the court as hereinafter pro-

vided.

— Compromises

Cross-references.
113-1513 to 113-1515.
claims, see

§

by administrators, etc., see §§ 49-219 to 49-221,
Statutory submission, see § 7-201. Trustees may compromise

108-422.

When

may

be in parol and when in writing.
A submission may be in parol, and the award also may be verbal, when
the matters in dispute do not exceed in value the sum of $500; but all
submissions by persons acting as trustees, as above, must be in writing,
and the award rendered in writing.
7-104.

(5021)

submission

—

Cross-reference.

7-105.

— Statutory submission,

see

§

7-201.

—

by submission. Arbitrators should
and the award should cover all matters sub-

(5022) Arbitrators limited

not exceed their authority,

mitted, and should be rendered in accordance with the terms of the sub-

aw ard covers too much, and the excessive part can be
separated from the other, that which is good shall remain valid.

mission.

If

the

r

Cross-reference.

— Provision

7-106. (5023)

Scope of award under general submission.

similar to last sentence, see

bound

eral submission, the arbitrators are

7-109.

§

—Under a gen-

to decide only those matters

brought to their consideration by the parties.
pendente lite; award made judgment of court.
Pending litigation may be referred to arbitration, under an order of
court, by consent of parties and the award, when rendered, may be made
7-107. (5027) Reference

—

;

the judgment of the court.
Cross-reference.

— Statutory

7-108. (5024)

Award;

submission of controversy, see §§ 7-218, 7-224.

certainty and reasonableness;

who may make.

—

and final, although it may be in the alternaIt must be possible and reasonable, and must be made by the arbitive.
trators themselves, or the umpire provided for in the submission, and
not by other persons.

The award must be

7-109. (5025)

Award may be

fective in part, that
Cross-reference.

certain

which

— For

is

valid in part only.

valid,

umpire.

an award be de-

If

capable of separation, shall stand.

if

similar provision, see

Award by

—

—

§

7-105.

an umpire be provided for in the
submission, an award by him alone, or jointly with the arbitrators, will
be good.
7-110.

(5026)

Cross-reference.

7-111.

— Award

(5028, 5029)

by umpire

Grounds

in

If

timber dispute, see

95-501.

§

for setting aside award.

—An award may

be set aside for any unfair advantage given to either party in the hearing of the case or the rendering of the award, for fraud in the arbitrators or in either party in obtaining the award, for a palpable mistake of
law, or for a reference of any matter to chance or

lot.

Cross-reference.— Jurisdiction of courts of equity to set aside fraudulent award,
see

§

37-709.

Arbitration and Award.
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CHAPTER

Sec.

Submission to be

conrevoca-

in writing;

subscription;

tents;

7-213.

Competency

7-214.

Rules governing examination of
witnesses and admission of

7-215.

Administration of oaths by arbi-

tion.

7-202.

Number

7-203.

How

7-204.

Time and

7-205.

List of witnesses to be furnished
to arbitrators.

7-206.

Arbitrator failing to attend, procedure in case of.
Arbitrators to be sworn.
Parties not ready, case postponed.

of arbitrators.

7-208.

7-209.
7-210.

of witnesses.

evidence.

arbitrators chosen.

trators.

place of meeting of

arbitrators.

7-207.

7-205

STATUTORY ARBITRATION AND AWARD.

7-2.

Sec.
7-201.

6

7-216.

Two may make

7-217.

Copy

7-218.

superior court; record; effect.
Where award returned.

award, when.
to be given to
parties, original returned to

commission.

7-219.

Suggestion of fraud, accident or
mistake at the return term;

7-220.

Verdict of jury,

7-221.

Fees of clerk of superior court.
Costs,

7-222.

Powers

7-212.

Compelling production of books,

award

trial of issue.

Adjournments by arbitrators.
Testimony may be taken by

7-211.

of

of arbitrators to compel
attendance of witnesses; compensation of witnesses.

7-223.

7-224.

how

effect.

taxed.

Compensation of arbitrators, how
fixed and collected.
Submission when suit is pending; judgment; execution.

etc.

Submission to be in writing; contents; subscription;
entitle the award to be made the judgment of the court,
all submissions to arbitration shall be in writing, and shall contain a clear
and accurate statement of the matters in controversy submitted, and any
other matter that may be pertinent to said submission, and also the
names of the arbitrators chosen by the parties. Said submission shall be
signed by the parties or their agents, and, when so signed, shall be delivered to one of the arbitrators chosen by the parties; and when this is
done, said submission shall be irrevocable, except by consent of all par7-201. (5031)

revocation.

ties.

—To

(Acts 1855-6,

p. 222.)

— Common law submission,

Cross-reference.

7-202. (5032)

Number

of arbitrators.

see

§

7-104.

— Every

arbitration under this

Chapter shall be composed of three arbitrators, one of whom shall be
chosen by each of the parties and one by the arbitrators chosen by the
parties.

(Acts 1855-6,

Cross-references

—Award

mon-law proceedings,
7-203.

(5033)

p. 222.)

see

How

§

by two, see

§

7-216.

Number

com-

of arbitrators in

7-102.

arbitrators chosen.

livered to the arbitrators chosen

by the

—When

the submission

is

de-

such arbitrators shall then choose another arbitrator, whose name shall be inserted
in the submission. (Acts 1855-6, p. 222.)
7-204. (5034)

Time and

parties, or either,

place of meeting of arbitrators.

—The arbitra-

and place of meeting, which
soon as practicable, consistent with a proper preparation of
the case, and the parties shall have 10 days' notice of such time and place
of meeting. (Acts 1855-6, p. 222.)

tors so chosen shall then appoint their time
shall be as

7-205.

(5035) List of witnesses to be furnished to arbitrators.

—At the

made, or so soon thereafter as may be done, the
parties shall furnish the arbitrators so chosen, or one of them, with a list
of the witnesses whose testimony they desire to be before said arbitratime the submission

is

§

Arbitration and Award.

7-2?6

222

and any party neglecting to do this for 10 days after said submission is made, shall not be entitled to delay or continuance for the absence
of his testimony or witnesses. (Acts 1855-6, p. 222.)
tors

:

7-206.

any one

(5036) Arbitrator failing to attend, procedure in case of.
of the arbitrators selected

by the parties should

—

If

to attend at

fail

the time and place of meeting-, or be disqualified, the party whose arbitrator is absent or disqualified shall then choose another in his place; and
if the arbitrator chosen by the arbitrators is absent or disqualified, the
arbitrators chosen

by the

parties* shall choose another in his place,

and

the powers of the arbitrators

first

the arbitrator so chosen shall have

chosen.
7-207.

(Acts 1855-6,

all

p. 222.)

(5037) Arbitrators to be sworn.

—Before

the arbitrators enter

hearing of said cause, to make up their award, they shall be sworn
impartially to determine the matters submitted to them according to
law and the justice and equity of the case, without favor or affection tc
(Acts
either party; which oath they may administer to each other.

upon

a

1855-6, p. 223.)
7-208.

(5038) Parties not ready, case postponed.

—When,

upon the

meeting of the arbitrators, if either party shall not be ready for trial, the
arbitrators may postpone the hearing of the case to a future day, which
day shall be as early as may be consistent with the ends of justice, considering all the circumstances of the case. There shall not be more than
two adjournments of the case, except for providential cause. (Acts 1855-6,
p. 223.)

7-209.

Adjournments by

(5039)

arbitrators.

—After

the

arbitrators

have commenced their investigations, they may adjourn from day
to day, or for a longer time, if the ends of justice require it, until their
investigations are completed, and they have made up their award. (Acts

shall

1855-6, p. 223.)

—

Testimony may be taken by commission. Testimony
may be taken by commission, under the same circumstances, in the same
manner, and subject to the same rules and regulations, as are now or may
be prescribed by law for the taking of testimony by commission in the
7-210.

(5040)

superior courts, saving only that the original interrogatories shall be filed

with one of the arbitrators, and the commission issue by one of the arbitrators, and the testimony when taken shall be directed to the arbitrator

who

issued the commission.

(Acts 1855-6,

p. 223.)

—

Cross-reference. See Title 38, Evidence, Chapter 38-21 et seq., as to interrogaand depositions.

tories

7-21

1.

(5043)

Powers

of arbitrators to

compensation of witnesses.

powers

compel attendance of witnesses;

—The arbitrators shall be clothed with

all

the

compel the attendance of witnesses before them, and also to compel them to testify, and any one of said arbitrators shall have power to issue subpoenas requiring the attendance of
of the superior courts to

witnesses at the time and place of their meeting, which subpoenas shall

manner pointed out by law for the service of subpoenas
cases pending in the superior courts, and witnesses so attending shall

be served
in

in the

"
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7-218

*

be entitled to the same compensation as witnesses attending superior
courts, and it may be collected in the same manner. (
6, p. 223.;
.'

Cross-reference.

— Service

of subpoena

on witness

in

any

court, see

(5044) Compelling production of books, etc.

7-212.

— Said

§

38-1

arbitrate

with all the powers of the superior courts to compel parties to produce books and all other papers which they may de<tm m <
sary and proper for the investigation of the matters submitted to them,
giving to the party, his agent or attorney, from whom the production is
required, such notice as is required in the superior courts for the production of papers. (Acts 1855-6, p. 223.)
shall be clothed

-

Cross-reference.

— Notice

to produce in superior courts, see

§

38-802.

—All

persons who have arrived at sufficient age to understand the obligations of an oath, and are
not idiots or lunatics, including also the parties to said submission, shall
be competent as witnesses in all cases before said arbitrators, saving only
that the wife shall not be a witness for or against the husband, nor the
7-213.

Competency

(5041)

of witnesses.

husband for or against the wife, except
lowed by law. (Acts 1855-6, p. 223.)
Cross-reference.

— Husband

in cases

and wife as witnesses, see

where the same

is

al-

§§ 26-1410, 38-1604.

governing examination of witnesses and admission
The examination of witnesses and the admission of testiof evidence.
mony shall be governed by the rules of the superior courts, except as
7-214. (5042) Rules

—

herein provided.
Cross-reference.

— Rules

of superior courts, see Title 24, Courts, Chapter 24-33.

—

(5045) Administration of oaths by arbitrators. Said arbitrators shall have power to administer oaths to witnesses, and all other
7-215.

oaths that
full effect.

may

be necessary for carrying the provisions of this Title into
(Acts 1855-6, pp. 222, 224.)

—

Two may make

award, when. If the arbitrators so
chosen shall fail to agree upon an award, then any two of them may make
an award, which shall have the same force and effect as if made by all.
(Acts 1859, p. 47.)
Cross-references. Joint authority given to number of persons, see § 102-102, 7 5.
7-216.

Number
7-217.

(5046)

—

of arbitrators, see

(5047)

Copy

§

of

7-202.

award

to be given to parties, original returned

to superior court; record; effect.

—After the arbitrators shall have

made

up their award, they shall furnish each of the parties with a copy thereof,
and return the original award as provided in the next section; and said
award shall be entered on the minutes of said court, and shall have all the
force and effect of a judgment or decree of said court, and may be enforced in the same manner at any time after the adjournment of said
court, and shall be final and conclusive between the parties as to all matters submitted to the arbitrators, unless objection should be pleaded to

the same, as provided in section 7-219.
7-218.

(5048)

any
upon the same
where said suit

pending

in

Where award

(Acts 1855-6,

returned.

p.

—Whenever a case

court, shall be referred to arbitration,
shall be entered
is

223; 1876,

p. 38.)

any kind,
the award made
of

on the minutes of the superior court
pending; and in all cases where a matter of dispute,

—
§

Arbitration and Award.

7-219

not involved in litigation,

is

224

referred to arbitration under section 7-102,

award upon the same shall be entered on the minutes of the superior
court of the counties where the parties reside against whom the award is
rendered, if residents of the State, and if not residents, in the county
where the award was made. (Acts 1876, p. 38.)
the

Cross-reference.

— Submission

when

suit is

pending, see

§

7-224.

(5049) Suggestion of fraud, accident or mistake at the return
term; trial of issue. When said award shall have been returned to the
7-219.

—

superior court and entered upon
either of the parties

award

is

illegal.

some one

Whereupon

minutes, as provided in section 7-218,

suggest, on oath, at the term to which said

returned, that the

or the fraud of

wise

may

its

award was the

or

all

result of accident, or mistake,

of the arbitrators or parties, or is other-

the court shall cause an issue to be

made

up,

by a jury under the same rules and regulations
as are prescribed for the trial of appeals which trial shall be had at the
same term of the court at which the suggestion is made, unless good
which issue

shall be tried

;

cause be shown for a continuance, when the same may be continued for
one term only, except for providential cause. (Acts 1855-6, p. 224.)
Cross-references.

— Setting aside judgments for good defense,

annuls awards, etc., see § 37-709. Fraud in
appeals to the superior court are tried, see

common
§

see § 37-220.

law award, see

§

7-111.

Fraud

How

6-501.

—

Editorial Note. The expression "special jury" appearing in the above section in
prior Codes was changed to "jury" in this Code, since appeals are no longer tried
by special juries.

7-220.

(5050) Verdict of jury, effect.

—

If

upon the

trial of

such issue

as provided in section 7-219, the jury shall return a verdict finding against

specifications made in the issue submitted, the
court shall forthwith pass an order vacating and setting aside said
award; but if the jury shall not so find, said award shall remain in full

the said

award on the

force as provided in section 7-217,

and

shall be final

and conclusive unless

the judgment of the superior court on the trial of such issue shall be reversed by the appellate court. (Acts 1855-6, p. 224.)

—

(5051) Fees of clerk of superior court.
For each award entered
upon the minutes of the superior court the clerk shall be entitled to the
same pay allowed by law for the entering of judgment in other cases, to
be paid by the parties as directed in said award. (Acts 1855-6, pp. 222,
7-221.

224.)
7-222.

(5052) Costs,

award the

how

costs of the case,

a part against one

taxed.

—The arbitrators shall return

in their

which they may tax against either party, or

and a part against the other, according as they

think just and right.

(Acts 1855-6,

may

p. 224.)

(5053) Compensation of arbitrators, how fixed and collected.
arbitrators shall have such compensation for their services as may

7-223.

The

be agreed upon by themselves and the parties, which shall be paid equally by the parties, or included in the judgment or decree of the court to

which said award
parties fail

returned, as part of the costs in said case; and if the
to agree on the amount so to be paid, the court to which said
is

award is returned shall direct an issue (as to the amount of the fee) to
be formed between the parties and the arbitrators, which shall be tried
by a jury, whose verdict shall be final and conclusive, unless reversed,
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and the subsequent proceeding's thereon
(Acts 1855-6,

appeal.

§ 7-224

shall be the

same

as in cases of

p. 224.)

—

Editorial Note. In prior Codes, the word "special" immediately precede! the
See editorial note following § 7-219.
in the above section.

word "jury"

when

pending; judgment; execution.
In all matters submitted to arbitration by parties in a suit, under a rule
of court, or other agreement in writing signed by the parties (except as
hereinbefore provided), judgment shall be entered up by the party in
whose favor the award is given, and execution shall issue for the sums
awarded to be paid as they respectively become due, and to be levied on
the property of the party against whom the judgment shall have been
entered up, and such other proceedings shall be had thereon by the court
as in cases of judgments entered upon verdicts of juries. (Act 1799,
Cobb, 487.)
(5054) Submission

7-224.

suit is

—

Cross-references.
of

— Reference

award on minutes

ARCHITECTS:

pendente

lite at

of superior court, see

§

common

law, see

§

7-107.

Entry

7-218.

See Title 84, Professions, Businesses, and Trades,

Chapter 84-3.

ARCHIVES AND HISTORY, DEPARTMENT OF:

See Title 40, Ex-

ecutive Department, Chapter 40-8.

ARRAIGNMENT AND PLEAS:

See Title 27, Criminal Procedure,

Chapters 27-14, 27-15.

ARREST:

See Title

27,

Fugitives from justice

:

Criminal Procedure, Chapters 27-1, 27-2, 27-8.

See Title 44, Fugitives from Justice, Chapter

44-3.

Malicious arrest:

See Title 105, Torts, Chapter 105-10.

ARREST OF JUDGMENT:

See Title 27, Criminal Procedure, Chapter

27-16; Title 110, Verdict and Judgment, Chapter 110-7.

ARSON: See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment, Chapter 26-22.
ASSAULT AND BATTERY: See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment,
Chapter 26-14.

ASSESSMENT INSURANCE: See Title 56, Insurance; Chapter 56-15.
ASSIGNMENTS FOR BENEFIT OF CREDITORS: See Title 2S,
Debtor and Creditor, Chapter

ASSOCIATIONS:
65,

See Title

16,

28-3.

Building and Loan Associations; Title

Marketing Associations.

Taxation:

See Title 92, Public Revenue, Chapter 92-24.

Trade names

of:

See Title 106, Trade-Marks and Trade Names,

Chapter 106-2.

ASYLUMS, HOSPITALS, AND SANITARIUMS:
mosynary

See Title 35, EleeInstitutions; Title 88, Public Health, Chapters 88-9, 88-10.

TITLE

3.

ATTACHMENT.
Chap.
S-

l.

8- 2.

Sec.

Grounds and proceedings for attachment
Manner of execution, on what property executed, and proceedings

8-101

thereon
8-

3.

8- 4.
8- 5.
8- 6.

8-

7.

8- 8.

8- 9.

8-201

Attachments for purchase money
Attachments against fraudulent debtors
Proceedings on garnishment in attachment
Pleading and defenses in attachment
Replevy and disposition of property attached
Claims and proceedings thereon
Lien of attachments; judgment and execution

8-301

i

8-401

8-501

'

8-601
8-701

8-801
8-901

CROSS-REFERENCES.
See also Title
ment.

Executions and Proceedings Thereunder; Title

39,

CHAPTER

Sec.

8-102.

Grounds of attachment.
Money demands.

8-103.

Issuance

when debt

is

not due;

stay of execution.
8-104.

9-105.

8-106.
8-107.

Garnish-

GROUNDS AND PROCEEDINGS FOR
ATTACHMENT.

8-1.

Sec.
8-101.

46,

Issuance
Issuance

when

suit

is

8-111.

Plaintiff to give
security.

8-112.

Who

8-113.

Sufficiency

what bond and

shall be surety

of

bond,

on bond.

how

con-

tested.

pending.
8-114.

Who may issue attachment; levy.

8-115.

Issuance and levy on Sunday;

Joint contractors and partners
subject to attachment.

8-116.

To whom

Right

8-117.

Where attachments

8-118.

Compliance

against
or executor.

administrator

of security
principal.

against

his

8-108.

Foreign corporations subject to
attachment.

8-109.

Affidavit;

8-110.

Affidavit

whom
itor,

8-101.

affidavit.

attachment directed.
in

returnable.

substance

suffi-

cient.

8-119.

Forms

necessity for, and by

of affidavit, bond,

and

at-

tachment.

made.
by partner,

joint credagent, or attorney.

(5055)

Grounds

of

attachment.—Attachments may issue

in the

following cases:
1.

2.

When
When

the debtor resides out of the State.
the debtor

is

actually removing, or about to remove, without

the limits of the county.
3.
4.
5.

6.

When
When
When
When

the debtor absconds.
the debtor conceals himself.
the debtor resists legal arrest.

the debtor

limits of the State.

causing his property to be removed beyond the
(Act 1799, Cobb, 69; Acts 1855-6, p. 25.)
is

—
Attachment.
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Money demands.

8-102. (5069)

whether

— In

all

§8-107
cases

money demar

of

ex contractu or ex delicto, the plaintiff shall have the
right to sue out the attachment when the defendant shall have placed
himself in such situation as will authorize a plaintiff to sue out attach-

ment.

arising"

(Acts 1857,

p. 23.)

when

—

not due; stay of execution.
When the debt is not due, the debtor shall be subject to attachment in the
same manner and to the same extent as in cases where the debt is due,
except that where the debt does not become due before final judgment,
execution upon the judgment shall be stayed until the debt is due. (Act

Issuance

8-103. (5066)

debt

is

1816, Cobb, 75.)
Cross-reference.

8-104.

— Foreclosure

(5071) Issuance

of

mortgage where debt not due, see

when

suit is pending.

—In

all

§

67-1002.

cases where the

has commenced suit for the recovery of a debt, and the defendant, during the pendency of such suit, shall become subject to attachment, the plaintiff may have an attachment ag-ainst the defendant, and
all the proceedings in relation to the same shall be as prescribed in relation to attachments where no suit is pending. A satisfaction of the judgplaintiff

ment

in the

common law

action shall satisfy the

judgment

and a satisfaction of the judgment in attachment
ment in the common law action. (Acts 1855-6, p.

in attachment,

shall satisfy the judg31.)

—

Exception of attachment pendente lite from rule requiring
elect between suits, see § 3-605.
Abolition of distinctions between
actions, and effect of personal actions, see § 3-104.
Cross-references.

plaintiff to

—

(5068) Issuance against administrator or executor. Process of
attachment may issue against an administrator of an estate or the ex8-105.

ecutor of the last will and testament of any deceased person, as in other
cases,

when such administrator

or executor shall be actually removing,

or about to remove, the property of said deceased person without the limits

of

any county:

Provided,

judgment

final

shall not be entered

against such administrator or executor until after the expiration of

up
two

years from the granting of letters of administration or letters testa-

mentary, as the case
Cross-references.
§§ 46-205, 46-302.

may

— When

Making

(Acts 1857,

be.

executor

or

when

parties

p. 124.)

administrator

may

be

garnished,

see

either party dies, see §§ 8-607 to 8-609.

(5067) Joint contractors and partners subject to attachment.
In cases of joint contractors and partners, where any one of them shall
8-106.

render himself liable to attachment according to law, an attachment may
issue against him, upon the plaintiff, his agent, or attorney at law complying with the provisions of this Title and the proceedings against such
;

joint contractors or partners shall be in all respects as in other cases of

attachments, except that such attachment shall be levied only upon the
separate property of such joint contractor or partner. (Acts 1851-2, p. 19;
1855-6, p. 31.)
Cross-reference.

8-107.

where

— Garnishment

on partner's

interest, see

§

75-315.

(5070) Right of security against his principal.

a person

is

the principal shall

— In

all

cases

surety or indorser upon an instrument of writing, and

become subject

to attachment according to the pro-

visions of section 8-101, such surety or indorser may,

upon complying

§

Attachment.

8-108
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with the provisions of this Title, have attachment against his principal;
and the proceedings shall be in all respects the same as in other cases of
achment, and the money raised by such attachment shall be paid to
the person holding- such instrument of writing.

If

the surety or indorser

has paid the debt, then the money raised upon such attachment, or so
much thereof as will pay the amount the surety or indorser has paid,
shall be paid to
at the

such surety or indorser; and

time judgment

Acts 1855-6,

not due

is

is

due.

(Act 1820, Cobb, 75; Act 1842, Cobb, 88;

p. 31.)

Cross-references.

— Rights

Attachment when debt
8-108.

debt

rendered against the principal, execution shall be

is

tyed until the debt

B

in case the

is

of surety to process against principal, see
not due, see § 8-103.

(5072) Foreign corporations subject to attachment.

§

103-301.

—Attach-

ments may issue against nonresident corporations transacting business
within the State, under the same rules and regulations as are prescribed
in relation to issuing attachments and garnishments in other cases. (Acts
1S55-6, p. 33.)

—

Replevy and disposition of property of foreign corporation,
Recognition of foreign corporations generally, see § 22-1501. Garnishments, see Title 46, Garnishment.
Cross-references.

see

§

8-702.

8-109.

(5056) Affidavit; necessity for, and

by

whom

made.

— Before

process of attachment shall issue, the party seeking the same, his agent or

attorney at law shall

make an

affidavit before

some judge

of the superior

court, judge of the county court, or justice of the peace, that the debtor

has placed himself in some one of the positions enumerated in this Title,

and also the amount of the debt claimed to be due. When the affidavit is
made by the attorney at law or agent of the party, he may swear that the
amount claimed to be due is due according to the best of his knowledge
and belief. (Act 1799, Cobb, 70; Act 1836, Cobb, 84; Acts 1855-6, p. 25;
1893, p. 117.)

—

Cross-references. "Positions" enumerated, see § 8-101. Commercial notaries
public, issuance of attachments or garnishments, see § 71-109.

8-110.

— When
is

(5058) Affidavit

by partner,

joint creditor, agent, or attorney.

the debt, for the recovery of which the attachment

due to a partnership, or

is

due to several persons

jointly,

is

sought,

any one

the partners or joint creditors, his agent or attorney at law

of

may make

the affidavit and give the

bond as prescribed, and sign the names of the
other partners or joint creditors to said bond, and they shall be bound
thereby in the same manner as though they had signed it themselves.
(Acts 1855-6,

p. 26.)

Cross-references.— Authority of attorney to bind clients, see § 9-605. Powers
of each partner, see § 75-202.
Agent's authority to act for principal under this
Code, see § 4-402. Power of partners to execute bond, see § 75-314.
8-111.

good

—

what bond and security. The party
before the same issues, also give bond, with
an amount at least double the debt sworn to, payable

(5057) Plaintiff to give

seeking the attachment
security, in

shall,

to the defendant in attachment, conditioned to

damages that he may sustain and

pay such defendant

also all costs that

may

all

be incurred by

;

Attachment.
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him

in

consequence of suing out the attachment,

which bond

shall fail to recover in said case;

whom

magistrate or other officer before

and where the
plaintiff,

name

§8-113

affidavit is

made by

who

event the plaintiff

shall be the

the affidavit

is

duty of the

made

to take:

the agent or attorney at law of the

such agent or attorney at law

of the principal,

it

in the

hereby authorized to sign the
shall also be bound thereby in the same man-

ner as though he had signed

is

Provided, however, that the

himself:

it

bond required by this section shall not exceed the sum of
$20,000, but said bond may be increased as hereinafter provided. (Act

amount

of the

1833, Cobb, 83.
8-112. (5059)

Acts 1855-6,

Who

p.

26; 1892,

shall be surety

as security on any attachment

p. 56.)

on bond.

bond who

is

or a nonresident, except such nonresident

—No person

shall

be taken

an attorney for the

plaintiff

is

possessed of real estate

in

amount

of

the county where the attachment issues of the value of the

such bond. (Acts 1873,

p. 29.)

—

Cross-references. Fidelity insurance company as surety on attachment bond,
see § 56-1105. Attorneys and officers of court as bail, see § 24-3309.

8-113.

ment

(5062) Sufficiency of bond,

shall be issued

how

contested.

and levied upon the property

defendant, his agent, or attorney

may

file

—When any attach

of the defendant, the

his affidavit that he has a

defense to the action, and that the bond given in such attachment

is

good
not a

good bond, and the ground of its insufficiency; and when such affidavit
is made and delivered to such levying officer, such officer shall return
such attachment, together with the

affidavit,

forthwith to the officer issu-

ing same, and the officer issuing the attachment shall without delay hear

testimony as to the sufficiency of said bond, and
require additional security or a

new bond

may

in his discretion

to be given within the time pre-

scribed by the officer, and in default thereof the levying officer shall dis-

miss the levy
all

made under such attachment

:

Provided, however, that

cases where an attachment shall be issued for an

one-half the

amount

of the penal

sum named

in

amount greater than

in the

bond, and shall be

levied on the property of the defendant, the defendant

agent, or attorney

may

file

his affidavit,

by himself, his
that he has good defense to the

and that the bond given in such attachment is not sufficient in
amount, or is not a good bond, and the ground of its insufficiency; and
when such affidavit is made and delivered to the levying officer, he shall
return such attachment, together with the affidavit, to the judge of the
superior court of the county in which attachment issued, who shall, as
soon as practicable, and on such notice to the plaintiff, his agent, or attorney as he may prescribe, hear testimony as to the amount or the sufficiency of the bond, and in his discretion may require additional security
or a new bond to be given within the time prescribed by him, and in default thereof the levying officer shall dismiss the levy made under such
attachment Provided, further, that in all cases where the levying officer
has returned the affidavit into the court where the same is returnable, the
affidavit hereinbefore referred to shall be by the levying officer returned
into said court, and the judge of said court, or the justice of the peace if
action,

:

Attachment.

§8-114
in a justice court, shall

and

of said bond,

new bond

may

without delay hear testimony as to the sufficiency
in his discretion

require additional security or a

may

to be given within such time as he

fault of such additional security or
sheriff, or

23C

new

and

in de-

officer,

or the

prescribe

bond, the levying

;

other officer of the court where said attachment has been re-

who may have

turned, and

taken charge of said levy under said attach-

ment, shall dismiss said levy, and return the property of the party en(Acts 1873,

titled thereto.

8-114.

Who may

(5060)

made and bond
such affidavit

is

given,

it

29; 1892, p. 56; 1899, p. 37.)

p.

issue attachment; levy.

duty of the

shall be the

made and bond

—Affidavit being thus
officer before

given, or any officer authorized so to do,

to issue an attachment against the defendant,

which may be levied on

the property of the defendant, both real and personal,
this State.

(Act 1799, Cobb,

Cross-references.

whom

affidavit

8-115.

may

Acts 1855-6,

70.

if

to be found in

p. 26.)

—Levy

may

whom

on both real and personal property, see
be made, see § 8-109.

(5065) Issuance and levy on Sunday; affidavit.

By

8-204.

§

—Attachments

and be levied on Sunday, when the plaintiff, his agent, or attorney at law shall swear, in addition to the oath prescribed herein, that
he has reason to apprehend the loss of the debt unless process of attachment shall issue on Sunday, and shall also comply with the other provisions of this Title. (Act 1834, Gobb, 482; Acts 1855-6, p. 30.)
issue

8-116.

(5064)

To whom attachment

directed.

—Attachments

return-

and county courts shall be directed, "To all and
singular the sheriffs and constables of this State," and attachments returnable to the justices' courts shall be directed, "To all and singular the
constables of this State." (Act 1836, Cobb, 85. Acts 1855-6, p. 26.)
able to the superior

—

Cross-references.
Forms of affidavit, bonds and attachment, see § 8-119. Duty
County courts, see note
of officer to whom attachment is directed, see § 8-201.
following § 24-2302. Grand jury city courts, see note preceding Chapter 24-22.

8-117.

sworn

Where attachments returnable.—When the amount
exceed the sum of $100, the attachment shall be made re-

(5063)

to shall

turnable to the next term of the superior or county court of the county

where the defendant

resides, or

rior court shall sit within

where he

last resided

;

but

if

20 days, or such county court shall

15 days, next after issuing such attachment,

it

shall be

made

such supesit

within

returnable

and when the debt sworn to does
not exceed the sum of $100, the attachment shall be made returnable to
the next justice's court of the district in which the debtor resides, or last
to the next term of the court thereafter

resided

;

but

if

the next justice's court shall

issuing such attachment,

court thereafter, except
in that case,

made

if

it

shall be

when

the debt

made

sit

within 10 days next after

returnable to the next justice's

the defendant resides out of the State

sworn

to exceed $100, the attachment

returnable to the superior court of any county; and

exceed $100, the attachment
of

;

any

district of

may

any county.

pp. 26, 27; 1857, p. 117.)

if it

;

and

may

be

does not

be made returnable to a justice's court
(Act 1799, Cobb, 70, 638. Acts 1855-6,

.

:

Attachment.
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:

.

§-8-1 19

—

Cross-references. Situs of debt due by garnishee, see § 8-502. By § 8-305 this
section is made applicable to the return of attachments for purchase money, under
§§ 8-301 and 8-302; and by § 8-404 to attachments against fraudulent debtors, under
151/680, 683 (108 S. E. 35). As to county courts, see note preceding
§ 8-401.
Chapter 24-22. Grand jury city courts, see note preceding Chapter 24-22.

8-118.

(5073) Compliance in substance sufficient.

—A substantial com-

all matters of form shall be held sufficient in all applications
attachment,
and in all attachments issued as provided by this Title.
for

pliance in

(Acts 1855-6,

p. 36.)

Cross-reference.

8-119.

—For

similar general provision, see

Forms

(5074)

of the affidavit,

6.

—

and attachment. In all cases
bond, and attachment may be as

of affidavit, bond,

form

of attachment, the

102-102, H

§

follows
Affidavit.

County.

Georgia,

Before me, the subscriber, a
in and for said county,
personaland on oath says that
is indebted to him in the sum
ly appeared
of

,

Sworn

and that the said

.

day

to before me, this the

of

,

19

—

Bond.
County.

Georgia,

We,

principal,

unto

in the

sum

and

,

acknowledge ourselves bound

security,

dollars, subject to the following conditions

of

principal, is seeking an attachment against the said
That the said
which is now about to be sued out, returnable to the
term
court of the county aforesaid now, if the said
shall pay
of the
may sustain, and also all costs that may
all damages that the said
be incurred by him in consequence of suing out such attachment, in the
shall fail to recover in said case, then this bond
event, that the said
,

,

;

to be void.

Executed

in

presence of

,

this

day

of

,

19-

(L. S.)

(L. S.)

Attachment.
County.

Georgia,
,To all

and singular the

sheriffs

and constables of said State:

commanded to attach and seize so much of the propdollars and all costs, and also
as will make the sum of
erty of
to serve such summons of garnishment as may be placed in your hands,
and that you make return of this attachment, w ith your actings and do-

You

are hereby

r

ings entered thereon, to the

which court
"Witness

this

my

attachment

hand and

is

term of the
court of said county, to
hereby made returnable. Hereof fail not.

seal, this,

the

day

of

,

—

19

(L.S.)

(Acts 1855-6,

p. 35.)

Cross-reference.

—To

whom

attachment directed, see

§

8-116.

§

Attachment,
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CHAPTER 8-2. MANNER OF EXECUTION, ON WHAT
PROPERTY EXECUTED, AND PROCEEDINGS THEREON.
Sec.

Sec.
of officer to whom attachnient is directed; following

8-206.

property.

8-207.

Duty

8-201.

8-202.

Return of attachment; duty of

o

r\tx:

levying
~>n-»

*

which

a

•

must levy

Officer

8-203.

8-208.

officer.
1

in

receive"d;

order in
entry
on

Levy on what property.
Levy by service of garnishment.

8-205.

Duty

of attaching shares of
corporate stock.
Sale of attached shares of corporate stock.
Transfer of stock or interest in
corporation after levy void.
,,.
Officer selling stock or interest
* n corporation must give cer.

.

8-209.

docket.
8-204.

Manner

8

_

m

tificate.

Property

how

ip a

dIffe rent

county,

levied upon.

whom

attachment is directed; following property.
It shall be the duty of any one of the officers to whom an
attachment may be directed to levy the same upon the property of the
defendant that may be found in the county of which he is sheriff or constable and when any attachment shall come into the hands of any officer
of the county in which such attachment is returnable, and the defendant
shall have removed his property beyond the limits of said county before
such an attachment is executed, it shall be the duty of the officer having
such attachment to follow such property into any county and levy the
same, and bring the property back into the county where the attachment
(Act 1799, Cobb, 70; Act 1841, Cobb, 87; Acts 1855-6,
is returnable.
8-201.

(5075)

—

of officer to

;

p. 27.)

Cross-reference.

8-202.

—To

whom

attachment directed, see

§

8-116.

(5076) Return of attachment; duty of levying officer.

—

It shall

be the duty of the officer levying such attachment to return the same,
with his actings and doings entered thereon, together with the affidavit
and bond, to the court to which the same is made returnable. (Acts
1855-6, p. 29.)
8-203.

(5077) Officer

— In

must levy

in order in

which received; entry on

duty of the officer levying attachments, to levy them in the order in which they came into his hands, and
it shall be his duty to enter upon the same the year, month, day of the
month, and hour of the day on which he made the levy. Said attachment
must be entered on the execution or attachment docket by the clerk of
the superior court, in order to be good against third persons acting in
good faith and without actual notice, where the levy is upon land. (Acts
1855-6, p. 30; 1892, p. 58; 110 Ga. 56, 60 (35 S. E. 268).)
docket.

all

cases

Cross-references.
8-906.
parties'
§

shall be the

it

—Attachment

is

not lien on realty unless entered on docket, see

Duty

of clerk of superior court to keep attachment docket containing
names, description of land, etc., see § 24-2714.

8-204.

(5078)

Levy on what

property.

—When an attachment has been

same may be levied upon the property of
and personal, which may be found in the county.

issued by the proper officer, the
the defendant, both real

(Acts 1855-6,

p. 27.)

—

Cross-reference. Levy on property in county other than that in which attachreturnable, see § 8-210.

ment

8-205.

(5079)

Levy by

ment by serving process

service of garnishment.
of

garnishment

— Service of the attach-

shall be as effectual for all pur-

Attachment.
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§

8-210

poses as though the attachment had been served by levying the same
upon the property of the defendant. (Acts 1855-6, p. 33.;

—

Cross-references. Garnishment, generally, see § 46-101. How garnishment in
attachment obtained, see § 8-501. Benefits of fraternal benefit societies nonattachable, see

8-206.

§

46-213.

Manner

(6035)

of attaching shares of corporate stock.

— Shai

bank or other corporation may be levied on and sold under attachment in any county where the corporation does business notice of such
levy being given to the defendant, if his residence shall be known, and
also to the officers or agent of the corporation in the county where the
levy shall be made. Upon demand by any sheriff, constable, or other
levying officer, having in his hands any attachment against any person
who is the owner of any shares or stock of said bank or company, upon
in a

—

the president, superintendent, manager, or other officer of any corporation having access to the

manager, or other

number

books thereof, said president, superintendent,

officer aforesaid shall disclose to said

levying officer

and the par value thereof owned by the defendant
in said attachment, and on refusal to do so, shall be considered in contempt of court and punished accordingly. (Act 1822, Cobb, 511; Acts
the

of shares

1858, p. 18; 1890-1, p. 73; 1894, p. 46.)
Cross-reference.

—Attachment of certificates of interest by trustees, see

§

108-602.

—

(6036) Sale of attached shares of corporate stock. Such sale
shall be made only by the sheriff or his deputy, and constables levying
8-207.

(hereon shall turn over such levies to the sheriff. Only one share shall
be sold at once. The sheriff shall give the purchaser a certificate of his
purchase, which, on presentation to the officers of the corporation, shall
authorize a transfer of the stock to him.

Transfers of stock after levy of

an attachment and with notice to the corporation of the levy are absolutely void. If the shares shall be in a railroad, canal, turnpike, or plank-

may

be levied on and sold in any county through
which the same shall pass. (Act 1822, Cobb, pp. 511, 512; Acts 1890-1,

road company, they
p.

73; 1894, p. 46.)
8-208.

void.

(5081) Transfer of stock or interest in corporation after levy

—Any transfer by the defendant

of the stock or interest so attached,

and when an execution
is issued, the said stock or interest shall be sold by the sheriff, or his deputy, according to the provisions of this Code to make bank and other
after the levy of such attachment, shall be void

stock subject to executions. (Acts 1858,
Cross-reference.

—Execution

p. 19.)

on bank and other

— Certificates of purchase

shall be

ing, as prescribed in cases of executions,
certificates to the

make

proper

officer of said

such transfer on his books,

such evidence of

title

Cross-reference.

the plaintiff in

if

granted by the

— Certificate

must give

officer sell-

and on presentation

corporation

it

of

shall be his

such

duty to

necessary, and afford the purchaser

to the stock purchased as

with other stockholders.

8-210. (5061)

stock, see §§ 39-123, 39-124.

Officer selling stock or interest in corporation

8-209. (5082)
certificate.

;

(Acts 1858,

is

usual and necessary

p. 19.)

in cases of executions, see § 39-124.

—

Property in a different county, how levied upon. "When
attachment wishes to levy his attachment upon property

Attachment.
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in a different

county from that

in
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which the same

is

returnable,

it

shall

be the duty of the magistrate, or other officer issuing such attachment,
upon the request of the plaintiff, his agent, or attorney at law, to make
out a copy or copies of the original attachment, bond, and affidavit, and
certify the same officially to be a true copy or copies; and upon such
copies being delivered to any officer to

whom

same

the

is

directed, of the

duty of such
officer to levy, forthwith, the same upon the property of the defendant in
such county, and to return the same, with his actings and doings entered
thereon, to the court to which the original attachment is returnable.
(Act 1799, Cobb, 73; Acts 1855-6, p. 27.)

county where the property of the defendant

CHAPTER

8-3.

shall be the

ATTACHMENTS FOR PURCHASE MONEY.
Sec.

Sec.
8-301.

Right of vendor where bond for
titles,

8-302.

is, it

etc.,

8-303.

Affidavit; necessity for,

and by

whom

given.

Issuance when debtor

posses-

8-304.

sion of part of property, or
property has. been sold or is
held for debtor.

g-305.

in

made. Bond.
Issuance and levy; bond.
Subsequent proceedings.

—

Right of vendor where bond for titles, etc., given. In
all cases of sale of lands, where the vendor has not executed a deed of
conveyance to the purchaser for the same, but has given bond for titles
or other evidence of the contract, and the purchase money has not been
paid, and the vendee shall become liable to attachment, attachment may
issue against him at the instance of the vendor; which said attachment
shall be levied upon the land described in the bond or other evidence
of contract for titles, and the subsequent proceedings shall be in all respects as prescribed in relation to attachments and it shall be lawful for
the party bound by such bond or other contract for titles to file, in the
clerk's office of the superior court of the county where the land is situated, a good and sufficient deed of conveyance of said land to the obligee
of said bond or other contract for titles and when judgment is obtained
upon such attachment, the execution issuing thereon may be levied upon
said land, and the same be sold, and the money arising from said sale
shall be appropriated to the payment of said judgment on the attachment, to the exclusion of any other attachment, judgment, or other debt
8-301. (5083)

;

;

of the defendant.

(Acts 1853-4,

p.

39; 1855-6, p. 32.)

—

Cross-references. Levy when contract for purchase or bond for title made, see
67-1501.
Abolishment of vendor's liens, see § 67-1703. Judgment for purchase
money of land superior to other liens, see § 67-1702. Tax liens, see §§ 92-5707 to
92-5711.
§

8-302. (5084) Issuance

when

debtor in possession of part of property,
or property has been sold, or is held for debtor. Process of attachment

may
of

—

any creditor whose debt is created by the purchase
property, upon such debt becoming due, when the debtor who created
issue in behalf of

such debt

is

in possession of

some

of the property for the

purchase of

which the debt was created, or has sold and is not in possession of a part
of said property, and has not been paid for the same, or where said property is in possession of anyone holding the same for the benefit of said
debtor, or in fraud against such creditor; and judgments on such at-
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§ 8-401

tachments shall take rank from the date of the levy of the attachment.
(Acts 1871-2,

p.

Cross-reference.
§

44; 1878-9,

—Levy

when

p.

48; 1889,

p, 75.)

contract for purchase or bond for

title

made, see

67-1501.

—

and by whom made. Bond. Before process of attachment shall issue under the preceding section, the
party seeking the attachment, his agent, or attorney at law shall make
affidavit before some person authorized by law to issue attachments, that
the debtor has placed himself in the position mentioned in said section,
and also the amount of the debt claimed to be due; and shall also describe in the affidavit the property for which the debt was created. When
the affidavit is made by the agent or attorney at law, he may swear that
the amount claimed to be due is due according to the best of his knowledge and belief. The officer issuing the attachment, before issuing the
same, shall take from the party seeking the attachment a bond in double
the amount claimed to be due, conditioned and made payable as attachment bonds are required to be conditioned and made payable. (Acts
8-303. (5085) Affidavit; necessity for,

1871-2, p. 44.)
8-304.

(5086) Issuance and levy; bond.

—Affidavit being thus made and

duty of the officer before whom such affidavit
is made, to issue an attachment against the defendant, which shall be
levied only on the property described in said affidavit by the officer to
whom the attachment is directed or any officer who is so authorized
may issue a summons of garnishment requiring any third party, who
may have purchased from the defendant any part of the same property
which the plaintiff sold the defendant, to answer what he may owe the
defendant in attachment for any part of the property described in the
plaintiff's affidavit, without requiring other or additional bond to be
given by plaintiff. (Acts 1871-2, p. 44; 1889, p. 75.)

bond

given,. it shall be the

;

8-305.

(5087) Subsequent proceedings.

— So much of

this Title as regu-

proceedings in relation to remedy by attachment, and is not in
conflict with the three preceding sections, shall apply to and control proceedings under this Chapter. (Acts 1871-2, p. 44.)
lates the

CHAPTER

8-4.

ATTACHMENTS AGAINST FRAUDULENT
DEBTORS.

Sec.
8-401.

8-402.

8-403.

Sec.

Debtor fraudulently disposing of
property as ground; affidavit
or testimony.
Fraudulent liens.
Judge shall proceed, how; hearing.

8-404.

How

attachments

issued,

re-

turned, etc.; defenses.
8-405.

How

attachment removed;

affi-

davit; hearing.
8-406.

Exception to grant or refusal of
attachment.

(5088) Debtor fraudulently disposing of property as ground;
affidavit or testimony.
"Whenever a debtor shall sell, or convey, or con8-401.

—

payment of his debts, for the purpose of
avoiding the payment of the same, or whenever a debtor shall threaten or
prepare so to do, his creditor may petition the judge of the superior court
of the circuit where such debtor resides, if qualified to act, and if not, the
ceal his property liable for the

§

Attachment.

8-402
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judge of any adjoining circuit, fully and distinctly stating his grounds
of complaint against such debtor, and praying for an attachment against
the property of such debtor liable to attachment, supporting his petition
by affidavit, or testimony if he can control the same. (Acts 1873, p. 29.)
Cross-references.

removed, see
8-402.

§

— Who

may

issue attachment, see

(5089) Fraudulent liens.

—Whenever

fraudulent lien on his property, he
the laws

§

8-114.

How

attachment

8-405.

now

in force relative to

any person

make

shall

a

shall be subject to the provisions of

fraudulent debtors

;

and

in all cases

where an attachment is sought against the fraudulent debtor, the officer
issuing the same shall require bond and security of the applicant for
attachment, as in other cases of attachment. (Acts 1877,

p. 20.)

—

(5090) Judge shall proceed, how; hearing. The judge may
then grant an attachment, to be issued in the usual form, and directed as
8-403.

and which shall be executed as the laws provide, and subject to
the laws as to replevy, traverse, demurrer, and other modes of defense;
or such judge may, if he deem it more proper under the circumstances of
the case as presented to him, before granting such attachment, appoint
a day on which he shall hear the petitioner, and the party against whom
an attachment is prayed (providing in his order for due notice to said
party), as to the propriety of granting such attachment; and if satisfied
upon such hearing that such attachment should not issue, he shall not
grant the same; but if satisfied that the same should issue, he shall grant
an attachment, to be governed and regulated as herein provided for attachments to be issued when no hearing is had. (Acts 1873, p. 29.)
usual,

—

How

attachments issued, returned, etc.; defenses.
Such attachments, when issued and served, shall be returned and disposed of as attachments are now returned and disposed of, and shall be
subject to the same defenses, and may be taken out upon the affidavit of
the agent or attorney of the creditor, if he can, by his own oath, make
out a case which will satisfy said judge.
(Acts 1873, p. 29.)
8-404.

(5092)

—

How

attachment removed; affidavit; hearing. If the
party whose property has been attached without a hearing, as provided in
section 8-403, desires so to do, he may apply to said judge, stating fully
and distinctly the grounds of his defense, showing why such attachment
should not have been issued, or should be removed, supporting the same
by affidavit, or such other testimony, by affidavit or otherwise, as he can
control such judge shall then appoint a time and place for hearing both
parties plaintiff and defendant, providing for due notice to all persons
interested, allowing them full opportunity to sustain their respective
cases, as in applications for injunction, and may then, upon a review of
the law and the. facts of the case, make such order in the premises as is
consistent with justice, either totally or partially removing such attachment, or wholly or partially retaining the same, or disposing of the
same in some maner which would be equitable and just to all parties.
8-405.

(5091)

;

(Acts 1873,

p. 30.)

Cross-reference.

— Fast

bill

of exceptions, see

§

6-903.

—

Exception to grant or refusal of attachment. The decision of the judge, granting or refusing an attachment under the pro8-406. (5093)

Attachment.
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— Fast

Cross-reference.

CHAPTER

may

8-5.

bill

of exceptions, see

6-903.

Sec.

t

How

§

PROCEEDINGS ON GARNISHMENT IN
ATTACHMENT.

Sec.
8-501.

garnishment

in

8 " 505

attachment

-

Plaintiff

o cm
8-502.

Ci.
~c debt
a Ui. 1
u
Situs
of
due u
by
J garnishee.
&

8-503.

Proceedings when garnishee

8-506.

•

re-

8-507.

Proceedings when the garnishee
admits effects.

8-508.

How

(5094)

traverse answer of

Proceedings when garnishee fails
to answer, etc.
How garnishment on attachment

sides out of county, etc.

8-501.

may

garnishee.

obtained.

8-504.

8-503

be excepted to and carried to the Supreme
applications for injunction.
(Acts 1873, p. 29. )

visions of this Chapter,

Court, as in

8

dissolved.

garnishment

where attachment may

issue,

Trial of issue in justice's court;
appeal.

—

attachment obtained. In all cases
shall be the duty of the magistrate, or

it

in

other officer issuing the same, at the request of the plaintiff, his agent,
or attorney at law, to issue

summons

of garnishment, directed to

any per-

may

be indebted to or have property or effects of the defendant
in their hands, requiring them to appear at the court to which the attachment is made returnable, then and there to depose on oath what they
were indebted to the defendant at the time of the service of said garnishment, or what property or effects of his they have in their hands, or had
at the time of the service of said summons of garnishment; and it shall
be the duty of the officer levying such attachment to serve such sum-

son that

mons

of garnishment.

(Act 1799, Cobb, 70; Acts 1855-6,

p. 28.)

—

Cross-references. Grounds of attachment, see § 8-101. Process of garnishment
allowed, see § 46-101. Attachment levied by service of garnishment, see § 8-205.
Garnishee's answer, what to include, see § 46-301. Indebtedness accruing after
service of summons, see § 46-203. When garnishee in justice court must answer,
see § 46-701.

due by garnishee.

—When a

brought
by attachment against a nonresident of the State and the attachment is
levied by service of summons of garnishment, the situs of any debt due
by the garnishee to the defendant shall be at the residence of the garnishee in this State, and any sum due to the defendant in attachment
shall be subject to said attachment: Provided, that the writ of attach8-502. (5095) Situs of debt

ment
State,
p.

shall not be

who

used to subject wages of persons

and which have been earned wholly without the

suit is

reside out of the

State.

(Acts 1904,

100; 1906, p. 120.)
Cross-references.

—Attachments, where returnable, see

militia district, how garnished, see
ment, see § 46-208.

8-503. (5096) Proceedings
etc.

—When the

§

46-702.

when

§

8-117.

Exemption

of

Persons

in

another

wages from garnish-

garnishee resides out of the county,

plaintiff, his agent, or

attorney at law shall desire to gar-

nish persons not residing in the county in which the attachment issues,
it

shall be the

duty of the magistrate issuing the same, at the request

the plaintiff, his agent, or attorney at law, to

make out a copy of the affisame to be a true copy; and

and attachment, and certify the
upon the delivery of such copy to any magistrate or other
davit, bond,

of

officer

who

is

Attachment.
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authorized by law to issue an attachment, in the county in which the person sought to be garnished resides, it shall be the duty of such magistrate, or other officer, to make out a summons of garnishment for such

may

be requested to do by the plaintiff, his agent, or attorney at law, requiring such persons to be and appear at the next superior
or county court, or justice's court, of the county in which it issued, and
depose in the manner prescribed by law; but if the next court, as afore-

persons as he

be held within less than 10 days next after the issuing of said
summons of garnishment, then the person garnished shall be required to
appear and depose at the next court thereafter; which said summons may
be served by any officer authorized by law to levy an attachment, who
shall return such certified copy, affidavit, bond, and attachment to the
court as aforesaid, together with his actings and doings entered thereon.
said, shall

(Act 1823, Cobb, 79; Acts 1855-6,
Cross-references.

Persons

in

— Garnishments

another militia

8-504. (5098)

district,

Proceedings

p. 28.)

against persons in other counties, see
garnished, see § 46-702.

§

46-602.

how

when

the garnishee admits effects.

the garnishee appears and answers that he

indebted

—When

or has property or effects in his hands belonging to the defendant in attachment,
judgment shall be rendered against him in favor of the plaintiff for such
acknowledged indebtedness, and the property and effects, whatever they

may

is

to,

be delivered into the hands of the sheriff or constable, as
the case may be, and by order of the court shall be by. him sold, and the
money arising from such sale shall be held subject to the order of the
be, shall

and

over such property or
effects to the officer as aforesaid, it shall be lawful for the court to attach him as for contempt; the property and effects so surrendered and
court,

in case the

garnishee

fails to deliver

delivered into the hands of the officer, as aforesaid, shall be sold at such

time and place, and after such notice given, as the court ordering the
same shall direct. (Act 1830, Cobb, 82; Acts 1855-6, p. 29.)
Cross-references.

—When

garnishee in justice court must answer, see § 46-701.
Powers of courts to punish for con§ 46-501.

Remedies against garnishee, see
tempt, see

§

24-105.

8-505. (5099) Plaintiff

summons

may

traverse answer of garnishee.

—When

the

garnishment is returnable to the superior or county court,
and the plaintiff in attachment is not content with the answer of the
garnishee, he may, at the term of the court to which the return is made,
traverse the same, and the issue formed upon such traverse shall be tried
at the same term by a petit jury, unless cause is shown for a continuance.
On the trial of said issue, it shall be competent for the plaintiff to show
the amount of indebtedness of the garnishee, and the value of the property and effects not surrendered as aforesaid; and upon final judgment
being rendered against said garnishee, the plaintiff in attachment shall
have execution for the amount of such judgment and costs as at common
(Act 1799, Cobb, 70; Acts 1855-6, p. 29.)
law.
of

—

Cross-references. Traverse to answer, see Title 46, Garnishment, Chapter
Traverse of answer, and proceedings thereon in justice's court, see § 46-703.

when

—

46-3.

garnishee fails to answer, etc. When
any person summoned as garnishee fails to appear in obedience to the
summons, and answer at the first term of the court at which he is required to appear, the case shall stand continued until the next term of
8-506.

(5097) Proceeding
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the court; and

§ 8

he should fail to appear and answer by said next term,
the plaintiff may, on motion, have judgment against him for the amount
of the judgment he may have obtained against the defendant in attachment, or so much thereof as shall remain unpaid at the time the judgment is rendered against the garnishee and the court may continue the
case until final judgment is rendered against the defendant in attachment. (Act 1823, Cobb, 79; Act 1834, Cobb, 83; Acts 1855-6, p. 29.;
.if

;

—

Cross-references. Answer of garnishee, see
of garnishee, see § 46-303.

§

Traverse,

46-301.

etc.,

on answer

—

How

garnishment on attachment dissolved. In all cases
where garnishment has been issued on an attachment and served as provided by law regulating attachments, the garnishment may be dissolved
as if the same had been at common law. (Acts 1869, p. 138.)
8-507. (5100)

—

Cross-references. Dissolution of garnishments, see
dissolve garnishment, see § 46-402.

§

46-401.

Claimant

8-508. (5101) Trial of the issue in justice's court; appeal.

summons

garnishment

may

—When the

returnable to a justice's court, the issue
formed upon the traverse as aforesaid shall be tried by the justice of the
peace, with the right of appeal according to the law governing appeals

from

of

is

(Acts 1855-6,

justice's courts.

p. 30.)

—

Cross-references. Appeals from justice's court
Appeal and Error, Chapter 6-3. Appeals to jury
Appeal and Error, Chapter 6-4.

CHAPTER

Sec.

8-602.

Declaration shall be filed, when.
Notice to defendant; judgment;

8-603.

Defendant

8-608.

„ „„„

8-605.

may make defense any

time before judgment.
Defendant may plead a set-off
not due; judgment for excess.
•/*»
„,
c
Traverse of truth of plaintiff s
affidavit; trial of traverse; ap.

;.

i

•

8-609.

8-607.

Traverse not to delay judgment.
If either party dies, parties may
be made.

Proceeding on death of defendant whe
is no known
t.her e
?
representation upon his estate within State.

o<iaaAmendment
j

^

8 " 61a

u
ofr attachments

andj

returns thereon.

peals.
8-606.

Proceeding when plaintiff dies
and there is no known representation_ upon defendant's
estate within Stat e.

dismissal of declaration.

8-604.

6,

6,

PLEADING AND DEFENSES IN ATTACHMENT.

8-6.

Sec.
8-601.

to superior court, see Title
in justice's court, see Title

8 " 611

-

Interrogatories,
and served.

how

sued

out

—

when. When the attachment
has been returned to the proper court, the subsequent proceedings shall
be in all respects the same as in cases where there is personal service;
and when the attachment is returnable to the superior or county court,
8-601. (5102) Declaration shall be filed,

the plaintiff shall

file

his declaration at the first term.

(Act 1838, Cobb,

86; Acts 1855-6, p. 30.)

judgment; dismissal of declaration.
The plaintiff, his agent, or attorney at law may give notice in writing
to the defendant of the pendency of such attachment and of the proceedings thereon, which shall be served personally on the defendant by the
sheriff, his deputy, or a constable of the county to which said attachment
is returnable, by giving him a copy of said notice at least 10 days before
final judgment on said attachment, and returning said original notice
8-602. (5103) Notice to defendant;

—

Attachment.

8-603

§
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with his service entered thereon to the court in which said attachment
is pending;, which being done, the judgment rendered upon such attachment shall have the same force and effect as judgments rendered at common law and no declaration shall be dismissed because the attachment
may have been dismissed or discontinued, but the plaintiff shall be entitled to judgment on the declaration filed, as in other cases at common
(Acts 1855-6, p. 30; 1857, p. 23.)
law, upon the merits of the case.
;

Cross-reference.

—When

8-603. (5104)

Defendant

—The defendant may

judgment binds defendant's property, see

may make

defense any

t

:

me

§

before judgment.

appear by himself or attorney at law, and

defense at any time before final judgment

is

8-901.

make

his

rendered against him. (Acts

1855-6, p. 30.)

(5105) Defendant may plead a set-off not due; judgment for excess.
Any defendant against whom an attachment may issue, for the
recovery of a demand which is not due, may avail himself in his defense
8-604.

—

any

of

set-ofl pleadable

by the laws, notwithstanding such

set-ofl

may

not be due at the time of suing out such attachment, or at the trial thereof and if said set-off so pleaded shall exceed the plaintiff's demand, the
defendant shall have judgment against the plaintiff for such excess as at
;

common

law, with a stay of execution until the time the said set-off so

pleaded shall become due. (Act 1820, Cobb, 77.)
Cross-references. Judgment in cases of set-off, see §
set-off, see § 3-708.

—When debts

not due

may

be set

24-1407. Limitations of
see § 20-1309.

off,

Traverse of truth of plaintiff's affidavit; trial of traverse;
In all cases of attachment the defendant may traverse the truth
of the affidavit in relation to the ground upon which the attachment issued, at the return of the attachment and if said attachment is returnable
to the superior court, the issue formed upon such traverse shall be tried
by a jury at the same term, unless good cause is shown for a continuance;
and if the final verdict upon such issue shall be in favor of the defendant,
said attachment shall be dismissed at the cost of the plaintiff.
If the
attachment is returnable to a justice's court, the issue formed upon the
traverse aforesaid shall be tried by the justice of the peace, with the
right of appeal, according to the law regulating appeals from justices'
8-605. (5106)

appeal.

—

;

courts.

(Acts 1855-6,

8-606.

p.

33; 1860, p. 47.)

(5107) Traverse not to delay judgment.

—No

traverse of the

attachment, affidavit, or other proceeding of the attachment
shall delay judgment on the declaration where personal service has been
perfected, but judgment may be had thereon, subject to the rules of the
plaintiff's

common

law, as well before the trial of the issue

proceedings as afterward.

(Acts 1857,

case,

defendant shall die before

and there

shall be

made

is

may

be made.

judgment

—In case either

rendered in any
representation upon the estate of the defendant, parties

same manner
Cobb, 722; Act

in the

service. (Act 1814,
Cross-reference. Making

—

8-608.

the attachment

p. 24.)

8-607. (5108) If either party dies, parties
plaintiff or

made on

final

as in cases

where there

when

is

personal

1839, Cobb, 87; Acts 1855-6,

parties, generally, see Title

(5108) Proceeding

is

plaintiff dies

3,

p. 32.)

Actions, Chapter 3-4.

and there

representation upon defendant's estate within State.

—

If

no known
there is no

is
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known

§8-611

representation upon the estate of the defendant within this State,

and the

executor or administrator may, at anytime after his qualification as such, cause to be issued by the clerk of
plaintiff shall die, his

the court, or justice of the peace, a scire facias, returnable to the n

term

of the court after issuing the same, giving notice to the opposite

made

party of his intention to be

a party in place of his deceased testa-

which shall be posted up at the door of the courthouse
where such attachment is pending, at least 20 days before the term at
which such scire facias is made returnable; and upon affidavit being made
by the executor or administrator of this being done, and said affidavit
tor or intestate,

being

among

filed

the papers in the case, said executor or administrator

on motion be made a party, and the same proceed
(Act 1814, Cobb, 722; Act 1839, Cobb, 87; Acts 1855-6, p.
8-609.

known

representation upon his estate within State.

shall die

and there

is

months from the death

piration of 12

and

is

no

his estate within

manner aforesaid

after the ex-

of the defendant, directed to the

representative of the deceased defendant, notifying
of such attachment,

there

—When the defendant

no known representation upon

this State, scire facias shall issue in the

32.)

when

(5109) Proceeding on death of defendant

name.

in his

shall

him

of the

pendency

of the intention of the plaintiff to proceed with

the same, which being posted as aforesaid, and affidavit

made and

filed

proceed in the same
manner as though the death of the defendant had not occurred but the
executor or administrator upon the estate may, at any time before final
judgment upon the attachment, come in and be made a party, and defend in the same manner as his testator or intestate might have done.
(Act 1814, Cobb, 74; Acts 1855-6, p. 32.)
as aforesaid,

shall be lawful for the plaintiff to

it

;

—

Editorial Note. The words, "and there is no known representation upon his
estate within this State," were added to distinguish the situation contemplated by
this section from that contemplated by § 8-607 when the defendant dies.

Amendment

8-610. (5110)
plaintiff in

attachment

shall-

of attachments

and returns thereon.

have the right to amend

bond, or declaration, as in other cases at

common

—The

his attachment, or

law, and the levying

have the right to amend his return by supplying any omissions or errors, and the court before which the attachment shall be returned shall have power to order said amendments. (Acts 1855-6, p. 38.)
officer shall

Cross-references.

—Amendment of affidavit to foreclose,

ments of pleadings, when allowed, see
8-611.

(5112) Interrogatories,

attachment, interrogatories

may

etc.,

see

§

81-1203.

Amend-

§§ 81-1301 to 81-1310.

—

how

sued out and served. In cases of
be sued out and served as provided in

other cases. (Acts 1855-6, p. 30.)
Cross-reference.

CHAPTER

—Who may be examined on interrogatories,

8-7.

§

38-2101.

REPLEVY AND DISPOSITION OF PROPERTY
ATTACHED.

Sec.
8-701.

see

Sec.

Right of defendant to replevy
pro^erty; bond; officer's duty.

8-702.

Levy on property
poration; bond
judgment.

of foreign corfor discharge;

;

§
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Right of defendant to replevy property; bond; officer's
duty.
When an attachment has been levied upon the property of a defendant, it shall be the duty of the officer levying the same to deliver the
8-701. (5113)

—

property so levied upon to the defendant, upon his giving bond, with
good security, payable to the plaintiff in attachment, obligating themselves to pay the plaintiff the amount of the judgment and costs that he

may

Provided, the property levied on shall be
equal to. or exceed in value, the amount of the debt sworn to be due;
but in case the property levied upon shall be of less value than the
recover in said case

:

claimed to be due, then the said bond shall be in
double the amount of the property levied upon, to be judged of by the
levying officer and the officer taking said bond shall return the same
with said attachment to the court to which the same is made returnable,
and it shall be lawful for the plaintiff to take judgment against the defendant and his securities upon said bond for the amount of the judgment he may recover in his said attachment case. (Act 1799, Cobb, 71

amount

of the debt

;

Act

1816, Cobb, 74;

Acts 1855-6,

p.

Cross-reference.

—When

8-702. (5114)

Levy on property

charge; judgment.

27; 1872,

p. 8.)

judgment binds defendant's property, see
of foreign corporation;

—When an attachment

of a corporation not incorporated

8-901.

bond

for dis-

on the property

shall be levied

by the laws

§

of this State,

it

shall be

lawful for any agent of such corporation to relieve the property levied on,

garnishment that may issue, by giving
bond to the levying officer, payable to the plaintiff, conditioned to pay
the amount that may be recovered in said case; which bond the levying
officer shall return to the court to which the attachment is made returnable, and judgment may be entered up in like manner against the principal and security upon said bond, for the amount the plaintiff may re(Acts 1855-6, p. 33.)
cover against such corporation.

summons

or discharge the

Cross-reference.

CHAPTER

—Foreign

8-8.

of

corporation subject to attachment, see

CLAIMS AND PROCEEDINGS THEREON.

Sec.

Sec.

8-802.

How
TT
How

o ™->

-r^-

8-801.
_

rtrt

8-108.

§

„

8-803.

8-804.

i

claims interposed; bond.
,.•',"
claim to be tried.
,

.

r

,

•

,

© one
8-805.

umv ofr claimant
Liability
t

•

1

£
*

•

Right of claimant, his agent, or
attorney to replevy; bond.
Proceeding on failure of claimant

8-806.

,

.

andj security

•

£

or nire or use of property.

Time when claim may be

inter-

posed.

to deliver property.

How

claims interposed; bond.

—When

property shall be
levied on by virtue of an attachment, and the same is claimed by any
person not a party to such attachment, it shall be the duty of the person
8-801. (5115)

claiming the same, his agent, or attorney at law to make oath before some
person authorized by law to administer an oath, that the property levied

on is the property of the claimant, and is not subject to such attachment,
according to the best of his knowledge and belief; and said claimant shall
give bond, with good security, payable to the plaintiff in attachment, in a
sum not larger than double the amount of the attachment levied, and

where the property attached

is

of less value than the attachment, to be

:

Attachment.
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judged of by the levying-

officer,

§8-805

then in double the value of the prop'

damages which the jury, on the trial
of the right of property, may assess against him in case it should be
made to appear that such claim was made for the purpose of delay and
in case the claim is interposed by the agent or attorney at law of the
claimant, such agent or attorney at law shall have power to sign the
name of the claimant to the bond, and such claimant shall be bound in
the same manner as though he had signed it himself.
It shall be the
duty of such officer, taking such affidavit and bond, to return the same
to the court to which the attachment is returnable, unless the property
levied on should be real estate, in which case it shall be his duty to return the same to the superior court of the county where the land lies
Provided, that if the claimant is unable to give such bond and security,
conditioned to pay the plaintiff

all

;

he

may

interpose his claim as elsewhere provided in this Code.

(Act

1814, Cobb, 72; Acts 1855-6, p. 33; 1887, p. 40.)

—

Claims to be on oath, see § 39-801. Claims in justices' courts,
Claims may be made in forma pauperis, see § 39-807. Claims in
garnishment proceedings, see §§ 46-402 to 46-404. Mortgagee's claim to proceeds
of sale of mortgaged property under process, see § 67-118.
Cross-references.

see

§

24-1416.

—

How

claim to be tried. The claim shall be tried in the
same manner and subject to the same rules and regulations as are prescribed by law for the trial of other claims in the court to which it is re8-802.

turned.

(5116)

(Acts 1855-6,

Cross-reference.

—Trial

Thereunder, Chapter

p. 34.)

of

claims,

see

Title

39,

Executions and Proceedings.

39-9.

Right of claimant, his agent, or attorney to replevy; bond.
The claimant, his agent, or attorney at law may give bond, with good
security, payable to the levying officer, in a sum equal to double the value
of the property claimed, the value to be judged of by the levying officer,
conditioned to deliver such property at the time and place of sale, provided the same should be found subject to the attachment; and upon the
delivery of such bond to the levying officer, it shall be his duty to deliver
such property to the claimant, his agent, or attorney at law, and it shall
be the duty of the levying officer to return such bond, together with the
affidavit and claim bond, to the court to which such attachment is returnable; and when said claim is interposed by the agent or attorney at
law of the claimant, such agent or attorney at law shall have power to

—

8-803. (5117)

sign the
in the

name

of the claimant to the bond,

same manner

as

though he had signed

who
it

shall be

himself.

bound thereby

(Act 1836, Cobb,

84; Acts 1855-6, p. 34.)

—

Cross-references. Authority of agent, see § 4-402. Execution of
partner, see § 75-314. Surety on attachment bond, see § 8-112.

bond by one

—

Proceeding on failure of claimant to deliver property.
Upon the failure of the claimant to deliver such property according to the
conditions of said bond, the levying officer may immediately sue the claimant and security upon the bond, and recover the full value of the property claimed, and also all damages, costs, and charges that the plaintiff may have sustained in consequence of the failure of the claimant to
(Act 1836, Cobb, 84; Acts 1855-6, p. 34.)
deliver said property.
8-804. (5118)

and security for hire or use of propcases where the claimant shall deliver the property, and upon

8-805. (5119) Liability of claimant
erty.

— In

§

Attachment.

S-S06

selling the

same

a sufficient

amount
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shall not

be raised to pay the debt

and costs of the plaintiff, the plaintiff may institute suit against the
claimant and his securities upon his said bond, and recover the full value
of the hire or use of the property while the same has been in the possession of the claimant, and also full damages for any deterioration of
the value of the property, by use or otherwise, while the same has been
in the possession of the claimant Provided, such recovery shall not exceed the amount of the debt that may remain due from the defendant
in attachment to the plaintiff.
The remedy provided in this section is
and shall be extended to all other claims in the cases herein provided
:

for.

(Acts 1855-6,

8-806. (5120)

34; 1873, p. 42.)

Time when claim may be

may

ment, the claim

CHAPTER

p.

LIEN OF ATTACHMENTS; JUDGMENT AND
EXECUTION.

8-9.

Sec.

When judgment

binds defend-

ant's property.

8-902.

—In cases of attach-

be interposed either before or after judgment.

Sec.
8-901.

interposed.

Judgment may be
fraud or want

set aside for
of considera-

8-904.

Application of

money

raised

by

sale of P r °P ert y-

8 _q

5.

Lien of attachments;

priorities,

tion.

8-903.

Executions must issue on all
judgments; property on which

8-906.

Lien on realty only after entry
on docket,

levied.

—

judgment binds defendant's property. When the
defendant has given bond and security, or when he has appeared and
made defense by himself or attorney at law, or when he has been cited
to appear, the judgment rendered against him in such case shall bind all
his property and shall have the same force and effect as when there has
been personal service, and execution shall issue accordingly, but.it shall
be first levied upon the property attached. In all other cases, the judgment on the attachment shall only bind the property attached, and the
judgment shall be entered only against such property. (Act 1814, Cobb,
74; Act 1836, Cobb, 85; Acts 1855-6, p. 35.)
8-901. (5121)

When

—

§

§

Cross-references. The bond referred to in this section is the bond provided by
8-701 for the purpose of repleving the property.
Notice to defendant, see
8-602. Liens established, see § 67-1701.

Judgment may be set aside for fraud or want of consideration.
A judgment in attachment may be set aside in a court of law
upon an issue suggesting fraud or want of consideration, tendered by a
judgment creditor of the defendant in attachment.
8-902. (5111)

—

—

Cross-references. Creditors attacking judgment, see § 28-104.
Fraudulent levies,
Setting aside judgments in equity, see § 37-220. Fraud annuls
see § 39-9901.
deeds, judgments, etc., see § 37-709.

8-903.

which

(5122) Executions

levied.

must

on

judgments; property on
been obtained in any case of atcases at common law, which execu-

issue

—After the judgment has

all

tachment, execution shall issue as in
tion shall be levied in the same manner as executions issuing at common
law, and the proceedings in all respects shall be the same, except that

Attachment.
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when

§

8-906

judgment only binds the property

levied on by the attachment,
shall
execution
as aforesaid, the
be issued against such property only,
and that property only shall be levied on and sold. (Act 1836, Cobb, 85;

the

Acts 1855-6,

p. 35.)

—

Editorial Note. This section provides that § 39-101 et seq., governing the direcand issuance of executions, shall apply to judgments on attachments. The
exception in this section relates to § 8-901, determining when a judgment against
only the property mentioned in the attachment may be rendered. See 85/477, 479
(11 S. E. 837).
tion

(5123) Application of

8-904.

money

raised

by the

money

raised

by

sale of property.

sale of defendant's property, or otherwise,

— All

by virtue

of this Title, shall be paid over to the creditors of the defendant, ac-

cording to the priority of the lien of their judgments, saving only that
as between attaching creditors the attachment first levied shall be first
satisfied, to the entire exclusion of any attachment of younger levy.
(Acts 1855-6,

p. 35.)

—

Cross-references. Liens established, see § 67-1701. When judgments take effect
against property out of county, see § 39-702. Duty of clerk of superior court to
keep attachment docket, see § 24-2714.

—

Lien of attachments; priorities. The lien of an attachment is created by the levy, and not the judgment on the attachment and
in case of a conflict between attachments, the first levied shall be first
satisfied but in a contest between attachments and ordinary judgments
or suits, it is the judgment and not the levy which fixes the lien Provided, however, that the lien of an attachment shall have priority over
the lien of an ordinary judgment that has been obtained upon a suit filed
after the levy of the attachment. (Act 1814, Cobb, 74; Acts 1890-1, p. 75;
8-905. (5124)

;

;

:

1892, p. 58.)
Cross-reference.
see § 39-702.

—When

judgments take

effect against

property out of county,

—

Lien on realty only after entry on docket. As
against the interests of third parties acting in good faith and without
notice, who may have acquired a transfer or lien binding any real estate,
no attachment levied upon real estate shall be a lien on the same from
the levy thereof, unless said attachment is entered upon the attachment
docket of the county in which the real estate is situated, within five days
from said levy. When the attachment is entered upon the docket after
the five days, the lien shall date from such entry and it shall be the duty
of the sheriff to have said entry made within the five days.
Nothing in
this section shall be construed to affect the validity or force of any attachment as between the parties thereto. (Acts 1890-1, p. 208.)
8-906.

(5125,

5126)

;

—

Cross-references. When judgments take effect against property out of county,
see § 39-702. Duty of clerk to keep an attachment docket, see § 24-2714.

ATTAINDER, BILLS OF:

See Title 1, Constitution of the United
States, §§ 1-128, 1-306; Title 2, Constitution of the State of Georgia,
§ 2-302.

TITLE

9.

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
PART

I.

ADMISSION, PRACTICE, AND DISBARMENT.
Sec.

Chap.
9-1. Eligibility.

9-101

9- 2.

9-201

9- 3.
9- 4.
9- 5.

Board of Examiners. Examination
Admission of attorneys from other States
Admission to Supreme Court and Court of Appeals
Practice of law defined and regulated
Disbarment proceedings

PART

II.

9-301
9-401
9-501

MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS.
Sec.

Chap.
9- 6.

9-601

In general

PART XXX. CRIMES.
Chap.
9-99.

Sec.

In general

9-9901

...

CROSS-REFERENCES.
Argument

Appeal and Error, Chapter 6-15.
Attorney General: See Title 40, Executive Department, Chapter 40-16.
Barratry and embracery: See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment, Chapter 26-47.
Continuance for absence of counsel:
See Title 81, Pleading and Practice,
in appellate courts: 'See Title

6,

§§ 81-1402 to 81-1406, 81-1413.

See Title 6, Appeal and Error, § 6-1505; Title, 24, Courts,
Costs, liability for:
§§ 24-3402, 24-3403, 24-3411, 24-3412, 24-3623, 24-3624, 24-4106, 24-4522, 24-4523.
Counsel, accused's right to: See Title 1, Constitution of the United States,
§ 1-806; Title 2, Constitution of the State of Georgia, § 2-105.
Department of Law: See Title 40, Executive Department, Chapter 40-16.
Privileged communications:

See Title 38, Evidence, § 38-419.
Rules against officers of court: See Title 24, Courts, Chapter 24-2.
Rules of court: See Title 24, Courts, Chapters 24-33, 24-36, 24-45.
See Title 24, Courts, Chapter 24-29.
Solicitors general:
Tax on profession: See Title 84, Professions, Businesses, and Trades,
Title 92, Public Revenue, § 92-1909.

PART

I.

§

84-9901;

ADMISSION, PRACTICE, AND DISBARMENT.

CHAPTER

9-1.

ELIGIBILITY.

BOARD OF EXAMINERS.

EXAMINATION.
Sec.
9-101.

9-102.

Sec.

Examination, requirement of.
Right of attorneys admitted

9-106.

the superior courts to practice
other courts.

in

9-103.

Qualifications of applicants.

9-104.

Aliens, eligibility to admission.

9-105.

Appointment

of board of
iners; qualifications of
bers.

of office of

members

of

9-107.

Oath of members of the board.

q_ 108

9 _ 109e

Meetings of the board.
Application for admission to the
bar; certificate as to moral

9-110.

Topics and subjects of the ex-

character.

exam-

mem-

Terms

board; vacancies.

in

animation.

Attorneys at Law.
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Sec.

Sec.

Examination to be

writing;
scope thereof; supervision;
signatures to papers.

9-111.

9-112.

When

in

and how applicant

may

Justices of the
authorized to

9-114.

Admission

fee

and

its

Supreme Court

make and amend

rules.

Attorney's oath; form; to be
taken in open court; entry on
minutes.

9-115.

be licensed.
9-113.

§9-106

appropria-

tion.

9-101. Examination, requirement of.

— No

person except licensed attorneys from other States hereinafter provided for in section 9-201, shall
be admitted to practice law in this State except by examination as is now
or may hereafter be provided for by law. (Acts 1933, p, 224.)

—

Cross-references. Superior court judges not to practice law, see § 24-2607.
Practice by corporations unlawful, see
"Practice of law" defined, see § 9-401.
Requirements for admission of attorneys to practice in Supreme Court,
§ 9-402.
see § 24-4501; in Court of Appeals, see § 24-3601. Officers and judges of a court
are generally prohibited from practicing law therein. By § 24-1715 an ordinary is
denied this right; so are clerks of the superior courts by § 24-2702.

—

Editorial Note. Acts 1933, p. 224, from which this section was codified, was
approved March 1, 1933, and contains a proviso that "the provisions of this Act
shall not apply to those students of law who are now pursuing the study of law
and have completed at least one year of study in a law school operating under
the provisions of section 4942 of the Code of Georgia on or before the first day
This proviso was not codified because of the temporary nature
of July, 1933."
of its operation.

9-102.

(4931) Right of attorneys admitted in the superior courts to

practice in other courts.

perior courts

may

—Those who are admitted to practice

Supreme Court and Court
cial license shall

in the su-

any other court of this State, except the
Appeals for each of which another and spe-

practice in
of

be obtained.

—

(4932) Qualifications of applicant. Any citizen, of good moral
character, who has read law and undergone a satisfactory examination as
9-103.

hereinafter prescribed,

Cobb,. 92; Acts 1916,
Cross-reference.

may

p.

practice law.

(Act 1806, Cobb, 89; Act 1847,

76; 145 Ga. 350 (89 S. E. 216).)

— Subjects

of examination, see

§

9-110.

9-104. (4933) Aliens, eligibility to admission.

—Aliens

who have been

two years resident in the State, and have declared their intention to become citizens, pursuant to the Act of Congress, are eligible to admission
as attorneys at law.

Appointment

board of examiners; qualifications of
members. It shall be the duty of the Justices of the Supreme Court to
appoint a board of three examiners, designating one of their number as its
chairman, whose powers and duties shall be as hereinafter declared, and
the members of which shall be learned and experienced attorneys at law
of generally recognized ability and integrity. (Acts 1897, p. 85; 1898,
9-105. (4936)

—

of

p. 83.)

9-106. (4937)

Terms

of office of

members

of board; vacancies.

—All ap-

pointments, except to fill vacancies, which the Justices are hereby authorized to do, shall be for full terms of six years, and each member of
the board shall hold his office until his successor shall have been elected
and qualified. (Acts 1897, p. 85; 1898, p. 83.)
Editorial Note.
spectively,

—The

first

from January

1,

appointments were for two, four, and six years, re1899.

—
§

;

Attorneys at Law.
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—

Oath of members of the board. Each member of said
board shall, before any officer authorized by law to administer an oath,
take and subscribe an oath to faithfully, carefully, and impartially perform all the duties imposed upon him by this law, and by the rules hereinafter provided for, which oath shall be entered upon the minutes of the
Supreme Court. (Acts 1897, p. 85; 1898, p. S3.)
9-107. (493S)

9-108.

(4939) Meetings of the board.

—The

examiners shall be regulated by
Supreme Court. (Acts 1897, p. 85; 1898,

the rules

9-109.

meetings of the board of

made by

the Justices of the

p. S3.)

(4934) Application for admission to the bar; certificate as to

—Any person desiring to

become a member of the bar
shall make a written. application to a judge of any superior court, accompanying the application with a certificate from two practicing members
of the bar of this State as to his moral character, and those certifying to
moral character.

such character shall further state

in said certificate that

they have ex-

deem
The certificate
number assumed

amined the applicant upon the various branches of the law and

him

qualified for admission to the practice of the law.

and qualification

with the
by the applicant, so that said name shall not be disclosed until after the
grading of such examination. (Acts 1897, p. 85; 1898, p. 83.)
of character

Cross-references.

—Admission

tions of applicant, see

§

shall be sealed

fee

and

its

appropriation, see

§

Topics and subjects of the examination.
must be examined touching his knowledge of
9-110. (4935)

1.

The

9-113.

Qualifica-

9-103.

common and

principles of the

—The applicant

statute law of England, of force

in this State.
2.

3.
4.

The law of pleading and evidence.
The principles of equity.
The Code of this State, the Constitutions

of this State,

and the rules of practice

9-111. (4940)

Examination to be

signatures to papers.

of the

United States and

in the superior courts.

in writing; scope thereof; supervision;

— Each applicant shall submit to an examination

in

writing, which shall be prepared

by the board of examiners, covering all
the topics and subjects a knowledge of which is, under existing laws,
requisite to admission to the bar.
Said board shall pass upon the merits
of each examination, and as to each applicant determine whether or not
he is qualified to plead and practice in the several courts other than the
Supreme Court and Court of Appeals, admission to the bar of which shall
be governed by existing laws. All examinations of applicants shall, in
accordance with said rules, be conducted under the supervision of the
judges of the respective superior courts. Each applicant shall sign his
examination paper by number, and, in a sealed envelope accompanying
said paper, shall state the

be known

number he has adopted,

so that his

name

shall

after the board of examiners have passed upon
his
of
question
admission
or rejection.
the
(Acts 1897, p. 85 1898, p. 83

not

until

;

1933, p. 224.)
Cross-references.

— How

admitted to Supreme Court and Court of Appeals, see
Laws applicable to Supreme Court generally appliConst, Art. VI, Sec. II, Par. IX (§ 2-3009).

§§ 9-301, 24-3601 and 24-4501.
cable to Court of Appeals, see

Attorneys at Law.
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9-112.

When

(4941)

who have

§ 9-201

and hew applicant may be

licensed.

—All

per:-/

successfully passed the examination, with a proper certificate

from the board of examiners to that effect, may be duly licensed to pi
tice law upon taking the oath provided by law, and may receive a license
to practice, upon presentation of said certificate to the clerk of the superior court of his residence, and upon the payment of the fee provided.
(Acts 1897, pp. 85, 86; 1898,

p. 83.)

(4943) Admission fee and

9-113.

its

appropriation.

— Each applicant, be-

fore presenting his application to the judge, shall remit to the
of the board of examiners the
it

sum

of $15,

and

chairman

shall exhibit his receipt for

to the judge, and, out of the fund thus arising, the board of examiners

shall

pay

the expenses incurred in carrying this law into effect, and

all

shall divide the balance equally

(Acts 1897,

their services.

p.

85

among themselves

as compensation for

1898, p. 83.)

;

—

Editorial Note. Sections 89 and 89-A of the Reorganization Act (Acts 1931,
But see
7, 35-37) purported to modify the provisions of the above section.
the note following § 84-101.

pp.

9-114. (4944) Justices of the

amend

rules.

—The

Justices of

Supreme Court authorized to make and
the Supreme Court shall have power to

may

be necessary to carry the foregoing provisions for
admission to the bar into effect, and from time to time amend such rules
as occasion may require. (Acts 1897, pp. 85, 86; 1898, pp. 83, 85.)
pass such rules as

Cross-references.

—Admission of lawyers from other

States, see

Chapter

9-2.

See

also §§ 24-4501, 24-4502.

form; to be taken in open court; entry
on minutes. The oath of an attorney is as follows
"I,
swear that
I will justly and uprightly demean myself, according to the laws, as an
attorney, counselor, and solicitor, and that I will support and defend the
Constitution of the United States and the Constitution of the State of
,,
Which oath must be taken in open court,
Georgia. So help me God.
and entered on the minutes thereof.
9-115. (4945) Attorney's oath;

—

:

—

,

Cross-references.
Oath of attorney before Supreme Court, see § 24-4501; bemay practice, see § 9-101.
fore Court of Appeals, see § 24-3601.

CHAPTER

9-2.

Who

ADMISSION OF ATTORNEYS FROM OTHER
STATES.

Sec.

Sec.

9-201.

9-203.

Lawyers

9-204.

Georgia lawyers.
Attorneys from another
unable to qualify.

Applications; accompanying certificates.

9-202.

Order

of admission; license.

from

States

barring
State

—

accompanying certificates. A person, resident or
nonresident, licensed to practice law in a foreign State or the District of
Columbia may be admitted to the bar of this State without examination,
when he shall submit with his application certificates of the clerk and
9-201. Application;

of the presiding judge or justice of the highest court of the foreign State

Columbia that the applicant has been for the last five
years, and is at the time the application is made, actively engaged in the
practice of law as a member of the bar of that State or District and of
such court, and that he is of good private and professional character.
The certificate must show further that under the laws of said foreign
or the District of

—
§

:

Attorneys at Law.

9-202

State or District a

member

of the bar of this State

Admissions under

by comity.

sion
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is

eligible to

this section shall be

admis-

by application

to the superior court of the applicant's residence, actual or intended.

(Acts 1933.

p. 224.)

Order of admission;

9-202. (4947)

and

license.

— On

reading such petition

such judge shall grant an order that the applicant be admitted to practice law in this State, and shall order the clerk of the superior court of the county to enter it on his minutes and file the proceedings, on the payment of his legal fees; which, when done, is a sufficient license. (Act 1823, Cobb, p. 89 )
certificate,

9-203.

Lawyers from

(4948)

States barring Georgia lawyers.

— Such

attorneys at law of any State are not thus permitted to practice law
herein, unless those of this State are likewise permitted to practice

law

in their courts.

Cross-reference.

— Comity

of States, see

§

102-110.

—

Attorneys from another State unable to qualify. Licensed attorneys of the class provided for in section 9-201, unable to comply with
the terms thereof, may be admitted under the provisions of section 9-101
Provided, however, that nothing herein shall prevent the courts from
permitting a visiting nonresident attorney to participate in the trial of
cases in the courts of this State in which said nonresident attorney may
represent a party to the case.
(Acts 1933, p. 224.)
9-204.

CHAPTER

9-3.

ADMISSION TO SUPREME COURT AND
COURT OF APPEALS.

Sec.
9-301.

How

lawyers admitted

in

the

Supreme Court and Court of
Appeals.

How

lawyers admitted in the Supreme Court and Court
of Appeals.
Any attorney authorized to practice law in the superior
courts is permitted to practice law in the Supreme Court or Court of
Appeals
9-301. (4950)

—

By

1.

exhibiting to the court proof of good private and professional

character; and otherwise complying with the terms of

By

2.

taking the oath prescribed. (See 38 Ga. 687.)

Cross-references.

Appeals, see

— Rule

of

Supreme Court, see

9-4.

Rules of Court of

PRACTICE OF LAW DEFINED AND
REGULATED.
Sec.

Sec.

9-402.

24-4501.

§

§§ 24-3601, 24-3602.

CHAPTER
9-401.

its rules.

Practice of law defined; service
to self; advice by banks; gratuitous drawing of papers;
title insurance companies.

9-403.

Examining

9,404.

Information

Unlawful practice by corpora-

9.405.

tions,
etc.

voluntary associations,

records,
abstracts, etc.

i

furnishing

and clerical servces> furnishing to lawyers.

Soliciting legal

employment.

Attorneys at Law.
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9-401.

§9-403

Practice of law defined; service to self; advice by banks; gra-

—

tuitous drawing of papers; title insurance companies. The practice of
law is denned as representing litigants in court and the preparation of
pleadings and other papers incident to any action or special proceedings
in any court or other judicial body; conveyancing; the preparation of
legal instruments of all kinds whereby a legal right is secured the rendering of opinions as to the validity or invalidity of titles to real or personal property the giving of any legal advice and any action taken for
others in any matter connected with the law: Provided, however, that
nothing herein contained shall prevent any corporation, voluntary association, or individual from doing any act or acts herein set out to which
said persons are parties; nor shall any bank be prohibited from giving
any advice to its customers in matters incidental to banking; nor shall
;

;

;

be prohibited from drawing any legal
instrument for another person, firm, or corporation, providing it is done
without fee and solely at the solicitation and request and under the direction of the person, firm, or corporation desiring to execute such instru-

any person,

firm, or corporation

Provided, that a title insurance company may prepare such papers
as it thinks, proper, or necessary, in connection with a title which it proposes to insure, in order for it to be willing to insure such title, where no

ment

:

charge

is

made by

Cross-reference.

it

for such papers.

— Punishment for

(Acts 1931, pp. 191, 194.)

unlawful practice of law, see

§

9-9903.

Unlawful practice by corporation, voluntary associations, etc.
—It shall be unlawful for any person other than a duly licensed attorney
at law to practice or appear as an attorney at law, for any person other
than himself, in any court of this State or before any judicial body, or
make it a business to practice as an attorney at law, for any person other
than himself, in any of said courts, or to hold himself out to the public
9-402.

as being entitled to practice law, or to render or furnish legal services or

advice, or to furnish attorneys or counsel, or to render legal services of

proceedings of any nature, or in any other way or
manner to assume to be entitled to practice law, or to assume or use or
advertise the title of lawyer or attorney, attorney at law, or equivalent
terms in any language, in such manner as to convey the impression that

any kind

he

is

in actions or

entitled to practice law, or to furnish legal advice, services, or

counsel, or to advertise that either alone or together with, or by, or

through any person whether a duly and regularly admitted attorney at
law or not, he has, owns, conducts, or maintains an office for the practice
of law, or for furnishing legal advice, services, or counsel.

It shall also

be unlawful for any corporation, voluntary association, or company to do
or perform any of the acts above recited. (Acts 1931, p. 191.)

Examining

—This

Chapter
shall not prohibit a person, corporation, or voluntary association from
examining the record of titles to real property, nor shall it prohibit a person, corporation, or voluntary association from preparing and issuing
abstracts of title from such examination of records and certifying to the
9-403.

records, furnishing abstracts, etc.

correctness of same, nor from issuing policies of insurance on

nor from employing an attorney or attorneys
immediate affairs or in any litigation to which

real or personal property,
in

and about their own

titles to

I

Attorneys at Law.
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they are or may be a party, nor shall it apply to organizations organized
Provided, however, that nothing
for benevolent or charitable purposes
herein contained shall authorize any person, corporation, or voluntary
association, other than an attorney at law, to express, render, or issue
any legal opinion as to the status of the title to real or personal prop:

erty.

(Acts 1931, pp. 191, 193.)

—

Information and clerical services, furnishing to lawyers. Nothing contained in this Chapter shall be construed to prevent a person,
corporation, or voluntary association from furnishing to any person, lawfully engaged in the practice of law, such information or such clerical
services in and about his professional work as, except for the provisions
of sections 9-402, 9-403, and 9-405 may be lawful, provided that at all
times the lawver receiving: such information or such services shall main9-404.

and direct responsibility to his clients for the information and services so received but no person, corporation, or voluntary association shall be permitted to render any services which cannot
lawfully be rendered by a person not admitted to practice law, nor to
tain full professional

;

solicit directly or indirectly professional

employment

for a lawyer. (Acts

1931, pp. 191, 193.)

—

be unlawful for any corporation or voluntary association or person to solicit themselves, or by
or through their officers, agents, or employees for themselves or any
other person, firm, or corporation, any claim or demand for the purpose
of bringing an action thereon or of representing as attorney at law, or for
furnishing legal advice, services, or counsel to a person sued or about to
be sued in any action or proceeding, or against whom an action or proceeding has been or is about to be brought, or who may be affected by
an action or proceeding which has been or may be instituted in any court
or before any judicial body, or for the purpose of so representing any
person in the pursuit of any civil remedy Provided, however, that nothing in this Chapter shall be construed to prohibit a person, association, or
9-405. Soliciting legal

employment.

It shall

:

corporation lawfully engaged in the business of conducting a mercantile
or collection

agency or adjustment bureau from employing an attorney

law to give legal advice concerning, or to prosecute actions in court
which relate to, the adjustment or collection of debts and accounts only.

at

(Acts 1931, pp. 191, 192.)

CHAPTER

9-5.

DISBARMENT PROCEEDINGS.

Sec.

Sec.

9-501.

Special causes for removal.

9-502.

Disbarment for corrupt and de-

9-503.

Retention of

9-507.

ceitful practice.

_

„_.

9o04.

client's

money

as

ground for striking attorney s
name from list
.«.
,
,
Attorney failing to pay profes-

9-505.

Proceedings to remove attorney;

9-506.

motion.
Proceedings to be conducted in

name

of the State.

to

be

writing;

in

signature.
o_508.

Verification of accusation.

9,509.

Order for appearance.
Appearance by accused;

_

riA
9-510.

-

.

,

H

„
effect

of failure to appear.

.

sional tax.

Accusation

9-511.

Answer

or

accused;

entry

on

minutes
9-512.

Answer by

9-513.

Plea or refusal to answer;

by

jury.

accused.
trial
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§

9-504

new

trial;

Sec.

Sec.

Witnesses compelled to attend;

9-514.

Effect of judgment;

9.517,

security
J for costs; dismissal.

Proceedings upon death of
formant.
Malicious proceedings.

9-515.
9-516.

review.

.

in-

taxed and collected.

Costs,

9-519.

Reinstatement of attorney.

—

(4967) Special causes for removal. An attorney must be reby the superior court of the county of his residence for the fol-

9-501.

moved

how

9-518.

lowing causes:
1.

Upon

his being convicted of

moral turpitude.

any crime or misdemeanor involving

In either case the record of his conviction

is

conclusive

evidence.
Cross-reference.
see § 9-519.

—Attorney

removed under

this provision not to be reinstated,

When

any judgment or rule absolute has been rendered against him
for money collected by him as an attorney, which he fails to pay within
10 days after the time appointed in the order, in which case the record
of the judgment is conclusive evidence, unless obtained without any
service under some law authorizing such a proceeding.
Cross-references. — Money collected by officers may be demanded, etc., see
2.

§

Liability of attorneys to be ruled, see

24-206.
3.

Upon

it

§

9-617.

being shown to the satisfaction of the court that he has

been guilty of any deceit or wilful misconduct

in his profession.

For want of a sound mind, or for indecent behavior in or out of the
courthouse, whereby he becomes a nuisance to the court, his brother
4.

members

of the bar, or the public.

—

Disbarment for corrupt and deceitful practice. Any attorney
law
who
at
solicits legal employment, as defined in section 9-401, by any
means, either directly, or indirectly through another, shall be deemed
guilty of corrupt and deceitful practice, and, upon being found guilty of
such acts by a court of competent jurisdiction, shall be disbarred. This
section shall in no way amend or nullify sections 9-9901 and 26-4701.
9-502.

(Acts 1931, pp. 191, 194.)

money

ground for striking attorney's name from list.
If any attorney shall retain in his hands any
money received by him for any client, after being ordered by the court
to pay over the same to the principal, his name shall be stricken from
9-503. (4966) Retention of client's

—

the

list

of attorneys.

as

(Act 1812, Cobb, 578.)

—

Editorial Note. This section applies
§§ 9-617 and 24-206.

where a

rule against an attorney

is

granted

under

—

Attorney failing to pay professional tax. Whenever it
shall be made to appear to any judge of the superior courts that any
attorney at law practicing in said court has failed, or fails, to pay his
professional tax, and execution has been issued for the same by the tax
collector and returned by the proper officer "no property to be found."
it shall be the duty of the judge presiding in the superior court of the
county in which the said attorney resides to cause the clerk of said court
to issue a rule requiring said attorney to show cause, by the next term
of said court, why his name should not be stricken from the list of attorneys, and his license to practice declared of no effect, for his failure to
pay his said professional tax which rule shall be served by the sheriff
upon said attorney 20 days before the next term of said court, and if, at
9-504. (4983)

—

Attorneys at Law.
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said term of said court, said attorney fails to show sufficient cause, said
judge shall pass an order striking said attorney's name from the list of

attorneys, and declare his license to practice in the courts in this State
null

and

of

no

(Acts 1861,

effect.

p. 16.)

—

§

Cross-references. Tax, see § 92-1909. Execution to issue against delinquents, see
92-2107.
Practicing after return of nulla bona, see §§ 84-9901, 92-2109.

—

remove attorney; motion. The proceedings to remove an attorney may be taken by the court of its own
motion, or upon the motion of an attorney at law, or other citizen.
9-505.

(4°69) Proceedings

to

—

(4978) Proceedings to be conducted in name of the State. The
proceedings, when instituted by the court of its own motion, are conduct9-506.

ed in the
cusation;

—

name of the State the solicitor appearing to sustain the
and when on the information of another, in the name of

ac-

the

State on the information of such person.
9-507.

tion

(4970) Accusation to be in writing; signature.

must be

when

in writing,

the proceeding

solicitor or the clerk,

is

—The

accusa-

signed by the movant or his attorney at law and
taken by the court, it may be drawn up by the
;

under the direction of the court.

—

(4971) Verification of accusation. If the proceedings are upon
the information of another, the accusation must be verified by the in9-508.

formant or by some person on his behalf and presented to the court.
9-509.

(4972) Order for appearance.

—The court must then,

if

of opin-

ground for removal, make an
order requiring the accused to appear and answer the same at a specified
day during the same or at the next term, and must cause a copy of the
order and accusation to be served on the accused within a prescribed
time before a day appointed in the order.
ion that the accusation would,

9-510.

(4973) Appearance

if

true, be

by accused;

effect of failure to appear.

—The

accused must appear at the time appointed in the order, and answer the
accusation, unless, for sufficient cause, the court assign another day for
that purpose; if he does not appear, the -court may proceed and determine
the accusation in his absence.

Answer

of accused;

entry on minutes.

—The

accused
answer, either by objecting to the sufficiency of the accusation, or
by denying its truth either of which must be entered on the minutes.
9-511.

(4974)

may

—

9-512.

(4975)

Answer by

accused.

—

If

the objection to the sufficiency

of the accusation be not sustained, the accused

must answer

(4976) Plea or refusal to answer; trial

by

—

it

forthwith.

he pleads
guilty, or refuses to answer the accusation, the court must proceed to
judgment of removal; if he denies the accusation, the court must immediately, or at such time as it may appoint, proceed to try the same
the
accused having a right to demand a trial by jury.
9-513.

jury.

If

—

9-514.

missal.

(4979) Witnesses compelled to attend; security for costs; dis-

— Either party has a right to subpoenas and other process to comand testimony may be taken by deposithe same manner as in actions at law, and the

pel the attendance of witnesses,

tion in such cases

and

court may, in

discretion, require the informant to give security for

its

in

;
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costs; and failing so to do within the time prescribed, the proceedi:

must be dismissed
Cross-reference.

at the cost of the informant.

— Interrogatories and

depositions, see Title 38, Evidence, Chap-

ter 38-21 et seq.

9-515.

upon death

(4981) Proceedings

of the informant,

other person

if

of informant.

tion to the court;

the death

there be but one, the proceedings abate, unless

if

there

is

some

may

substituted in his place, which

is

—Upon

be done on applicamore than one informant, the proceedings

continue on the information of the survivor.
9-516.

who

(4982) Malicious proceedings.

try such proceedings,

—

It is in

the province of the jury

they find in favor of the accused, also to find
they were malicious, if they so believe; and upon such finding, the rights
of the accused against the informant are the same as in cases of malicious
if

prosecution on the criminal side of the court.

—

Cross-references. Cause of action for malicious
prosecutor shall pay costs, see § 27-2805.

prosecution,

see

§

105-801.

When

9-517.

(4977) Effect of judgment;

acquittal

new

trial;

review.

—A judgment

of

but from a judgment of removal there may be a motrial, and a review by the Court of Appeals as in other

is final;

tion for a

new

cases.

—

Cross-references. Jurisdiction of Supreme Court and of Court of Appeals, see
and IX (§§ 2-3005, 2-3009).
Const., Art. VI, Sec. II, Pars.

V

—

taxed and collected. When the proceedings are in the name of the State, the costs are paid as in criminal cases
when in the name of the State on the information of another, if the accusation is not sustained, judgment is rendered against the informant
and his security for the costs, if the same has been given but if the ac9-518. (4980)

Costs,

how

;

sustained against the accused, judgment for costs must be
rendered against him.
cusation

is

Cross-reference.

— Costs

in

criminal

cases,

see

Title

27,

Criminal

Procedure,

Chapter 27-28.

Reinstatement of attorney.

—When

an attorney at law
is thus removed, after the lapse of 12 months (unless removed because of
his having been convicted of a crime or misdemeanor involving moral
9-519. (4968)

turpitude)

it is

in order for

two-thirds of the

members

him

upon the application of
the county where he was re-

to be restored

of the bar of

moved, and of those who usually practice in the superior court
county, if approved by the judge of the circuit.

PART

II.

MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS.

CHAPTER

9-6.

Sec.
9-601.
9-602.
9-603.

of said

IN GENERAL.
Sec.

Special duties enumerated.
Unauthorized appearance as constituting contempt.
Party not bound by act of un-

employed attorney.

9 . 604>

p roof

may
9 ' 605

-

9-606.

of autllority of attorney

be required.

Authority to bind

clients.

Limitation on authority.

—

—
Attorneys at Law.

§ 9-601

Sec.

Sec.

Advice of attorney no

9-607.

relief to

9 _ 613

Lien of attorneys at law; to what

are emseveral attorneys
r
the same side prefploved on it
erence to leading" counsel.

n
r «.
9-614.

it attaches.
,.
,. t
*
„
c
Satisfaction of

Leading counsel defined.
o
j
n
r
Counsel hrst employed,
prefer-

9-615.

client.

When

9-608.

9-609.
n
in
9-010.
,-

•

,

,

.

,

ehce

i

how

Fees,

Attorney's rights in claim cases.

9-601.

employed

Counsel

render service,
'

to.

9-612.

f
hens

.,

r

of

attor-

J

1

9-611.

at
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to

failing

effect.

9-616.

Effect of transferring notes or
other obligations.

9-617.

Liability of attorneys to be ruled.

settled.

(4965) Special duties enumerated.

—

the duty of attorneys

It is

law
1.

To maintain

Cross-reference.
2.

the respect due to courts of justice and judicial officers.

—Improper conduct by counsel,

To employ,

see

§

81-1009.

for the purpose of maintaining the causes confided to

them, such means only as are consistent with truth,. and never to seek to
mislead the judges or juries by any artifice or false statement of the law.
3.

To maintain

them-

inviolate the confidence, and, at every peril to

selves, to preserve the secrets of their clients.
Cross-reference.
§

— Confidential

communications between attorney and

client, see

38-419.
4.

To

abstain from

all

offensive personalities, and to advance no fact

honor or reputation of a party or a witness, unless
quired by the justice of the cause with which they are charged.

prejudicial to the

re-

—

Cross-references. Improper conduct by counsel, see § 81-1009. Powers of
courts to punish for contempt, see § 24-105. Treatment of witnesses, see § 38-1704.
Cross-examination of witnesses, see § 38-1705. Privileged communications, see
Personal remarks in appellate court, see §§ 24-3605, 24-4505.
§ 105-709.
5.

To encourage

neither the

commencement nor continuance

of an

action or proceeding from any motives of passion or interest.
Cross-reference.
6.

Never

— Champerty contracts,

see

§

20-504.

to reject, for a consideration personal to themselves, the cause

of the defenseless or oppressed.

§

Cross-reference.
47-1002 et seq.

— Employment

of attorney to aid

or oppose legislation, see

Unauthorized appearance as constituting contempt.
Any attorney appearing for a person without being employed, unless by
leave of the court, is guilty of a contempt of court, and must be fined in
a sum not less than $500.
9-602. (4960)

Cross-reference.

9-603.

— Power

of courts to punish for contempts, see

(4959) Party not

bound by

act of

§

24-105.

unemployed attorney.

—

If

be alleged by a party for whom an attorney appears that he does so
without authority, the court may, at any stage of the proceedings, relieve
the party for whom the attorney assumed to appear from the conseit

quences of his

acts,

if

fully satisfied

such allegation

is

may

true.

—

be required. The
presiding judge or justice may, on motion of either party, and on showing reasonable grounds therefor, require any attorney who assumes the
right to appear in the cause to produce or prove the authority under
which he appears, and to disclose, whenever pertinent to any issue, the
name of the person who employed him, and may grant any order that
9-604.

(4961) Proof of authority of attorney

1;
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justice

may

§ 9-61

require on such investigation; but, prima facie, attorm

shall be held authorized to properly represent

pear

any cause they may ap-

in.

(4955) Authority to bind clients.

—

Attorneys have authority to
bind their clients in any action or proceeding, by any agreement in relation to the cause, made in writing, and in signing judgments, entering
appeals, and by an entry of such matters, when permissible, on the dock9-605.

but they cannot take affidavits required of their
unless specially permitted by law.

ets of the court;

Cross-references.
§

8-110.

—Attorney

Attorneys

when, see

§

may

may make

affidavits in attachment proceedings, see
Attorneys may swear to plea,
§ 6-104.
of judgment or execution by attorney, see §§ 39-402,

enter appeals, see

Transfer

81-406.

clients,

110-902.

—

on authority. Without special authority,
attorneys cannot receive anything in discharge of a client's claim but
9-606.

the full

(4956) Limitation

amount

Editorial Note.

in cash.

—This

to receive property as

section

money

is

an exception to

payment

in

Advice of attorney no

9-607. (4958)

§

20-1001, permitting an agent

of a debt.

relief to client.

— Clients shall not

be relieved from their liability to damages and penalties imposed by law,
on the ground that they acted under the advice of their counsel, but are
entitled to redress

from them

for unskillful advice.

—

Cross-reference. Aggravating circumstances in tort cases as ground for addidamages, see § 105-2002.

tional

9-608.

(4962)

When

preference to leading counsel.

ployed on the same
cause, and the client

employed on the same side
two or more attorneys, being em-

several attorneys are

—When

about the direction to be given to their
not present, the judge shall hear all the facts and

side, dispute
is

give preference to the leading counsel.
9-609.

(4963) Leading counsel defined.

—The

leading counsel

is

he

who, at the time of the trial or raising of any issue connected with the
cause, is, in the judgment of the court, the counsel upon whom the client
relies more than any other.
9-610.

(4964) Counsel

first

employed, preference

to.

than one upon whom the client thus relies, the court
them, give him preference who was first employed.
9-611. (4953) Fees,

how

—Unless

If there is

shall, as

more

between

otherwise stipulated, one-

and due at any time, unless the
attorney, without sufficient cause, abandons the case before rendering
service to that value but in cases where he has rendered such service,
and cannot render the balance of service from the act of his client,
providential cause, election to office, or removal out of the State, he is
entitled to retain the amount, or a due proportion, if collected, or sue for
it and collect it, if not; where no special contract is made, the attorney
half of the fee in

any cause

settled.

—

is

a retainer,

;

—

may

—

recover for the services actually rendered.

—

Cross-references. Attorney's fees in notes, see § 20-506. Severable contracts,
see § 20-112. Failure of consideration, see § 20-310.
Regulation of counsel's and
receiver's fees, see §§ 55-314, 55-315.
Allowance of attorney's fees where defendant acted in bad faith, see § 20-1404. Same as to insurance companies, see
Distribution of
Liability of common carriers for fees, see § 93-415.
§ 56-706.
sum raised by garnishment, see § 46-502.

§
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(3374) Attorney's rights in claim cases.

—In claim cases the

at-

torney causing- the levy and prosecuting the rights of the plaintiff in fi. fa.
shall be entitled to his fees from the proceeds of the property condemned,

although the holders of older liens may demand and recover the proceeds
from the immediate client of such attorney.
9-613.

(3364) Lien of attorneys at law; to

what

it

attaches.

—

papers and money of their
clients in their possession, for services rendered to them, and may retain
such papers until said claims are satisfied, and may apply such money to
1.

Attorneys at law shall have a

lien

on

all

the satisfaction of said claims.

Upon

judgments, and decrees for money, they shall have a
lien superior to all liens but tax liens, and no person shall be at liberty
to satisfy said suit, judgment, or decree until the lien or claim of the attorney for his fees is fully satisfied and attorneys at law shall have the
same right and power over said suits, judgments, and decrees, to enforce
their liens, as their clients had or may have for the amount due thereon
to them.
2.

suits,

;

3.

Upon

all suits

for the recovery of real or personal property,

and

upon all judgments or decrees for the recovery of the same, attorneys at
law shall have a lien on the property recovered, for their fees, superior
to all liens but liens for taxes, which may be enforced by said attorneys
at law, or their lawful representatives, as liens on personal and real estate, by mortgage and foreclosure, and the property recovered shall remain subject to said liens, unless transferred to bona fide purchasers
without notice.

an attorney at law shall file, as provided in section 67-2002, his assertion claiming lien on property recovered in suit instituted by him,
within 30 days after a recovery of the same, then his lien shall bind all
4.

If

persons.

The same

and modes of enforcement thereof which are allowed to attorneys at law who are employed to sue for any property,
upon the property recovered, shall be equally allowed to attorneys at law
employed and serving in defense against such suits in case the defense is
5.

liens

successful.

This section shall not affect the rights of attorneys under sections
9-612 and 46-502 and decisions of the Supreme Court and Court of Appeals thereon. (Acts 1873, p. 46.)
6.

9-614.

law

in possession of personal

isfied
is

(3368) Satisfaction of liens of attorneys.

—Liens of attorneys at

property under a lien for fees shall be sat-

according to the provisions of section 12-609 in cases where there

no notice

of conflicting liens

;

but

if

there

is

a conflicting

lien,

the

of foreclosure pointed out in section 67-2401 shall be pursued.

mode
(Acts

1873, p. 46; 1880-1, p. 63.)
9-615.

(4951) Counsel employed failing to render service, effect.

—At-

torneys are prohibited from collecting any note or other contract in writing given as a fee in any cause, which cause they have failed to attend
to in person or

by some competent attorney, from the time

of

employ-
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ment

§ 9

9902

judgment, and the same shall be null and void
unless they were, by contract, released from such duty. (Act 1831, Cobb,
until the rendition of

91.)

—

Cross-references. Attorney's fees in notes, see § 20-506. Liability of negligent
attorney for costs, see § 24-3402. Attorney's liability for costs in Supreme Court,
see § 24-4522; in Court of Appeals, see § 24-3623. Judgment and executions against
attorney for costs, see § 24-3412.

9-616.

(4952) Effect of transferring notes or other obligations.

transfer of such note or obligation subjects

the person from

whom

the

them

to forfeit

—The

and pay to

same was taken double the amount

thereof,

recoverable in any court having jurisdiction of the same, unless such per-

son is saved harmless against all fees, costs, and other necessary expenses
on account thereof. (Act 1831, Cobb, 91.)
9-617.

(4954) Liability of attorneys to be ruled.

—Where attorneys

re-

hands the money of their clients after it has been demanded,
they are liable to rule (and otherwise) as sheriffs are, and incur the same
penalties and consequences. (Act 1822, Cobb, 578.)
tain in their

—

Cross-references. Solicitors general may be ruled, see § 24-2911. Officers of
court liable to suits, etc.. see § 24-201. Money collected by officers or attorneys
may be demanded, see § 24-206. Power of court to control conduct of its officers,
see § 24-104, U 4.

PART XXX.
CHAPTER

9-99.

Sec.

CRIMES.

IN GENERAL.
Sec.

9-9901.

Attorneys

at

law

soliciting busi-

9-9903.

ness; barratry.
9-9902.

Punishment for unlawful practice of law.

Attorneys at law convicted of
barratry; punishment.

9-9901. (331 P. C.) Attorneys at

law

soliciting business; barratry.

—

Any

attorney at law who, by himself or agent, shall orally or by writing,
for a consideration afterwards to be charged or received, offer or tender
to another person, without solicitation, his services in order to institute

a suit or represent such person in the courts of this State or of the United
States, in the enforcement or collection by law of any claim, debt, or de-

mand

any such person against another, and shall suggest and urge the
bringing of such suit, or who, without solicitation, shall seek out and
propose to another person to present and urge, as an attorney at law, the
collection of any claim, debt, or demand of such person against another,
for the collection of which said attorney shall be entitled to demand or
receive any fee or reward, shall be indicted for the crime of barratry.
of

(Acts 1895,

p. 64.)

9-9902. (332 P. C.) Attorneys at

ment.

—An

attorney at law

who

law convicted of barratry; punish-

shall be convicted of the crime of bar-

ratry under either section 9-9901 or section 26-4701, shall be punished

and shall also be disqualified from practicing
profession. (Cobb, 808; Acts 1895, p. 64.)

as for a misdemeanor,

Crcss-reference.

— Embracery,

see

§

26-4702.

his

Attorneys at Law.
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for unlawful practice of law.

—Any

person, cor-

poration, or voluntary association violating the provisions of sections

9-402 to 9-405 shall be liable to a fine of not
officer, trustee, director,

untary association

who

more than

$500, and every

agent, or employee of such corporation or voldirectly or indirectly engages in

any

of the acts

therein prohibited, or assists such corporation or voluntary association
to do such prohibited acts,

is

guilty of a misdemeanor.

The

fact that

such person shall be a duly and regularly admitted attorney at law shall
not be held to permit or allow any such corporation or voluntary association to do the acts therein prohibited, nor shall such fact be a defense
upon the trial of any person mentioned therein for a violation of the provisions of those sections Provided, nothing herein shall prevent any
court having jurisdiction thereof from punishing such corporation or its
officers for contempt. (Acts 1931, p. 191.)
:

Cross-reference.

— Punishment

ATTORNEY GENERAL:

for misdemeanor, see

§

27-2506.

See Title

Georgia, Chapters 2-38, 2-40

;

2, Constitution of the State of
Title 40, Executive Department, Chap-

ter 40-16.

AUCTIONEERS:
Chapter 92-19.
Chapter 96-5.

Occupational tax: See Title 92, Public Revenue,
Vendue master or auctioneer: See Title 96, Sales,

AUDITS AND ACCOUNTS, DEPARTMENT OF:
ecutive Department, Chapter 40-18.

See Title 40, Ex-

TITLE

10.

AUDITORS.
Chap.

Sec.

Appointment and powers
Reports
Exceptions to reports
Hearing of exceptions and
Fees

10-1.
10-2.

10-3.
10-4.
10-5.

10-101
10-201

10-301
final disposition of

10-401

case

10-501

CROSS-REFERENCES.
Certified public accountants:

Chapter

See Title

84, Professions, Businesses,

and Trades,

84-2.

Department of Audits and Accounts:

See Title

40,

Executive Department, Chap-

ter 40-18.

CHAPTER

10-1.

APPOINTMENT AND POWERS.

Sec.

Sec.

10-101.

Auditor instead of master in
equitable proceedings.

10-102.

10-103.

Powers

10-104.

Place

Auditor to investigate matters

of auditor.

and notice of hearing;

oath.

of account.

10-101.

The

(5127) Auditor instead of master in equitable proceedings.

—

duties heretofore performed

by a master in the superior court shall
be performed by an auditor; and in term time or vacation, upon application of either party, after notice to the opposite party, the judge of the

superior court, in equitable proceedings

if

the case shall require

it,

may

an auditor to investigate and report the result to the court: Provided, however, that said judge may, upon his own
motion, when in his judgment the facts and circumstances of any such
case require it, refer the same to an auditor. The report of the auditor
shall be prima facie the truth, either party having the liberty to except.
refer

any part

(Acts 1894,

p.

of the facts to

123; 1895,

Cross-references.
§

—When

p. 48.)

equity will assume jurisdiction over an account, see

Auditor to hear evidence, when, see

37-301.

10-102.

§

38-617.

(5128) Auditor to investigate matters of account.

—In

all

cases

in the superior or city courts,

shall require

it,

involving matters of account, if the case
the judge in term time or vacation may, upon the appli-

upon his own
and circumstances of any such

cation of either party, after notice to the opposite party, or

motion,

when

case require

and

it,

in his

judgment the

facts

appoint an auditor to investigate such matters of account
(Acts 1895, p. 48.)

report the result to the court.

10-103.

(5129)

Powers

of auditor.

— In

all cases,

unless modified by the

order of appointment, in addition to the matter specially referred the
auditor shall have power to hear demurrers, allow amendments, and pass

upon all questions of law and fact. He shall have power to subpoena
and swear witnesses and compel the production of papers; and in cases
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§ 10-104

contempt by either party, witness, or other persons, upon application
to the court making the appointment the judge shall, in term time or
vacation, take such proceedings and impose such penalty as the facts

of

authorize or require. (Acts 1894,

p. 123.)

—

1

Cross-references. Power of court to enforce order before auditor, see
Powers of courts to punish for contempts, see § 24-105.

§

24-104,

2.

10-104.

(5130) Place and notice of hearing; oath.

by the

the auditor shall not hear evidence or arguout of the county in which the case is proceeding. He shall give

written consent of

ment

— Except

all parties,

both parties or their counsel reasonable notice of the time and place of
hearing, and shall be sworn "a true report to render according to the law
and the evidence, without favor or affection to either party." (Acts 1894,
p. 123.)

CHAPTER

REPORTS.

10-2.

Sec.

Sec.

10-201.
10-202.

Contents of report.
Evidence inadmissable

10-203.

reported.

10-201.

10-204.

(5131) Contents of report.

and

Rulings

conclusic

ported.

be

to

Notice of

—The auditor

filing

report.

make an

shall

accu-

motions made
and reduce to writing a brief of the oral and documentary evidence submitted by the parties. At the request of either party, any original document introduced in evidence shall be properly identified and attached to
before him and of his rulings thereon,

rate report of all

the report in lieu of a brief thereof.
10-202.

(Acts 1894,

p. 124.)

(5132) Evidence inadmissible to be reported.

—All

evidence

deemed by him inadmissible shall nevertheless be reported
by the auditor; and if, upon exception filed to his ruling thereon, the evidence is adjudged to be admissible, the same may be considered upon
offered and

the trial of exceptions of fact.
10-203.

(5133) Rulings

(Acts 1894,

p. 124.)

and conclusions reported.

After hearing the
the evidence and a report, in

evidence and argument, the auditor shall file
which he shall clearly and separately state all rulings
sify

made by him,

clas-

and state his findings, and report his conclusions upon the law and

facts.

(Acts 1894,

10-204.

p. 124.)

(5134) Notice of filing report.

—Upon

filing his report, the au-

ditor shall give both parties or their counsel written

(Acts 1894,

Cross-reference.

— Return

CHAPTER

of auditor's report to clerk's office, see

10-3.

24-3364.

Sec.

Time

for filing; specification of

10-303.

tExceptions
as to matters not
•

record;
tion.

Mandamus

nisi

when

certificate

not ma(^ e °y auditor.

errors
10-302.

§

EXCEPTIONS TO REPORTS.

Sec.
10-301.

notice thereof.

p. 124.)

objections;

.

10-304.

in

certifica-

10-305.

Petition
i ce
|

for

wr jt;

mandamus;

serv-

hearing; effect.

Report may be
when.

recommitted,

—
§ 10-305

Auditors.
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10-301.

(5135)

Time

for riling; specification of errors.

—Within 20 days

and such notice given, either party may file exceptions, to be separately classified as "exceptions of law" and "excepAll exceptions shall clearly and distinctly specify the
tions of fact."
errors complained of. (Acts 1894, p. 124.)
after the report

Cross-reference.

documents, see

§

is filed

— Exception

to auditor's report regarding records and public

38-619.

Exceptions as to matters not in record; objections;
Exceptions as to any matter not appearing on the face of

10-302. (5136)
certification.

—

the record or brief of evidence, or in the report

itself, shall

be true by the auditor within 40 days after the report
auditor determines that such exception
all of

is

(Acts 1894,

10-303. (5137)
If for

Mandamus

nisi

when

any cause the exceptions are not

fault of the party or his attorney,

and

same within 10 days

party or his attorney, with his objections in writing.
specifying the cause of delay.

is filed;

if

the

not true, or does not contain

the necessary facts, he shall return the

within 10 days, are met and removed, he

be certified to

may

If

to the

these objections,

then certify the same,

p. 124.)

certificate
certified

not

made by

auditor.

by the auditor, without

such party or his attorney

may

apply

term or vacation, within 30 days
from the tendering of such exceptions, and on petition obtain a mandamus nisi directed to such auditor. (Acts 1894, p. 124.)
to the judge of the superior court, in

mandamus; service of writ; hearing; effect.
mandamus nisi shall set out a substantial copy of

10-304. (5138) Petition for

—The

petition for a

the exceptions, and shall be verified by the party or his counsel, or sup-

Such mandamus
nisi shall be served upon the auditor within 10 days after the same is
signed by the judge, and shall be made returnable not more than 30 days
from its date, and may be heard in term or vacation. The opposite party
shall have notice of the time and place of hearing the mandamus nisi,
and may resist the application for a mandamus absolute. If there is a
traverse filed to the answ er, the same shall be determined by a jury. If
the mandamus be made absolute, the order shall have the effect, to that
extent, of amending the report of the auditor. (Acts 1894, p. 124.)
ported by other proof as to the truth of the fact stated.

r

—

Cross-references. Power of superior court to grant mandamus, see § 24-2616,
Mandamus, generally, see Title 64, Mandamus, Quo Warranto, and ProhibiH
1.

tion,

Chapter

64-1.

10-305. (5139)

Report

may

be recommitted, when.

—-For

indefmite-

ness, omissions, errors of calculation, failure to report evidence, errors of

law, or other proper cause, the judge

further action as

may

be proper.

may recommit

In such cases the evidence shall be con-

fined to such issues as the judge, in the order of

dicate; or

if

what portion

the report for such

recommitment, may

ordered to be taken de novo, the parties

may

in-

agree as to

of the original report shall be retained in lieu of reintro-

duction. (Acts 1894, p. 125.)
Cross-reference.

— Auditor

to hear evidence,

when, see

§

38-617.

•

Auditors.

§ 10-401

CHAPTER

HEARING OF EXCEPTIONS AND FINAL
DISPOSITION OF CASE.

10-4.

Sec.
10-401.
10-402.

10-403.

Sec.

Exceptions of law for judges.
Jury trial, when; burden of
proof; argument.
Burden where both parties except.

10-404.

264

10-401.

10-407.

and of verdict.
Proceedings when report not
excepted to.

when; burden

trial,

evidence to be read to

Jury,

(5140) Exceptions of law for judges.

(5141) Jury

be

What

— Exceptions of law shall
(Acts 1894,

be for the exclusive consideration of the judge.
10-402.

may

10-406.

excepsubmitted to

fact

testimony

considered.

where

Determination
tions of
jury, etc.

When new

10-405.

p. 125.)

of proof; argument.

—In

all

law cases where an auditor is appointed, exceptions of fact to his report
shall be passed upon by the jury as in other issues of fact, and in equity
cases by the jury when approved by the judge. The report shall be taken
as prima facie correct, and the burden shall be upon the party making the
exceptions, who shall have the right to open and conclude the argument.
(Acts 1895,

p. 48.)

—Trial

by jury, see Const., Art. VI, Sec. XVI1T, Par. I
equitable proceedings, see § 37-1103. Special verdict in
equitable proceedings, see § 37-1104. Auditor to hear evidence, when, see § 38-617.
Cross-references.

(§ 2-4501).

Jury

trial in

—

10-403. (5143) Burden where both parties except.
In all cases where
both parties file exceptions of fact, the party against whom judgment
would be rendered, if the report were approved, shall be entitled to open
and conclude the argument. (Acts 1894, p. 125.)
Cross-reference.

— Burden

of proof generally, see

§

38-103.

Determination where exceptions of fact submitted to
jury, etc.
all cases where exceptions of fact are submitted to the
jury, the same shall be determined upon the testimony reported by the
auditor, except that admissible material evidence introduced and not reported, and evidence improperly excluded, shall be submitted to the jury,
and all inadmissible evidence shall be excluded from their consideration.
10-404. (5144)

—In

(Acts 1894,
10-405.

p. 125.)

(5145)

When new

principles of law, a

timony

new

testimony

trial

may be

would be granted

—No new

tes-

newly discovered

evi-

considered.
for

where, according to the
dence. Application to introduce such original and newly discovered evidence shall be made to the judge before the argument on the exceptions,
if the same be then known, with a statement under oath of the party and
his attorney, setting out the expected testimony and facts authorizing it
shall be considered, except in those cases

newly discovered evidence. The opposite party shall
be served with notice of such application and if the same is admitted,
the opposite party shall be entitled to a continuance, and on the trial to
introduce original testimony in rebuttal of such newly discovered evito be admitted as

;

dence.

(Acts 1894,

Cross-reference.

p. 125.)

— New

10-406. (5146)

trial for

What

newly discovered evidence, see

§

70-204.

evidence to be read to jury, and of verdict.

"Where exceptions of fact have been

filed to

—

the report of an auditor, the

§ 10-502

Auditors.
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judge shall cause the issue thus made to be submitted to the jury, in
which trial only so much of the evidence reported as is material and pertinent to the issue then on trial shall be read to the jury. \n all cases the
jury shall find for or against each exception submitted, seriatim. (A
1894, p. 126.)

(5147) Proceedings

10-407.

port

is

not excepted

when

report not excepted

to.

—

If the re-

the court shall frame a verdict or decree thereon

to,

may

be proper. If exceptions are filed, after the same have been considered and passed upon by the court or jury, or both, as the case may be,
the court shall order a verdict or a decree in accordance with the report,
and the changes made by court or jury, unless the same shall require a
as

recommitment.

(Acts 1894,

Cross-references.

p. 126.)

—When

cial verdict in equitable

jury trial necessary, see §§ 10-402 and 37-1104. Speproceedings, see § 37-1103. What is a decree, see § 37-1201.

CHAPTER

10-5.

FEES.

Sec.
10-501.

Amount;

10-502.

Where

taxation.

parties agree on person
to be appointed; fixing amount
in advance.

10-501. (5148)

Amount;

taxation.

—The

fees of the auditor shall be

taxed by the judge and shall be as follows For reporting the evidence,
an amount not exceeding 15 cents per 100 words, but in no case to exceed $500 for reporting the evidence. For reporting his findings, rulings,
proceedings, and conclusions, in cases involving less than $1,000, an
amount not to exceed $50; in cases involving more than $1,000, and less
than $5,000, not more than one and one-half per cent, on the excess over
:

above named; in all cases involving more
than $5,000, the fees above described, and not more than one per cent.
on the excess above $5,000; but in no case shall the total fees for all services rendered by the auditor exceed $1,000. (Acts 1894, p. 126.)

$1,000, in addition to the fee

Cross-reference.

—Special verdicts

and

costs, see

§

37-1105.

Where parties agree on person to be appointed; fixing
advance.
In all cases where the parties agree upon the peramount in
son to be appointed as auditor, the court shall appoint such person. The
court, with the consent of the parties, may fix the fees of the auditor in
advance, and incorporate the same in the order making the appointment.
10-502.

(5149)

(Acts 1894,

—

p. 126.)

AUTOMOBILES:

See Title 68, Motor Vehicles.

TITLE

11.

AVIATION.
Chap.
11-

1.

11-

2.

Sec.

Uniform aeronautical code.
Uniform airports law
Crimes

11-99.

CHAPTER

.

.

11-101

.

11-201

11-9901

UNIFORM AERONAUTICAL CODE.

11-1.

Sec.

Sec.

11-101.
,,

,__

Lawfulness of
.

11-102.

.

flight.
to

1A/;
11-106.
,-,

-

.

.

.

Aircraft construction, design
j
„ a
iiand airworthiness; I?
rederal
hcense
•

•

£
ofc aircraft;
.

.

,

determine

,

11-107.

-

11-103.

«.«.

A

•

..I

n
Collision

Qualifications of pilots. Federal

..

,

,

rules

.

to

.,.,

liability.
J

Liability to passengers; rules for

determination.

license.

11-104.

Possession and display of

li-

censes.
11-105.

Damage

to persons and prop
erty on the ground; prima
facie evidence of negligence.

11-108.

Jurisdiction over contracts.

11-109.

Jurisdiction over crimes.

11-110.

Federal law followed,

— Flight

over the lands and
waters is lawful, unless at such a low altitude as to interfere with the
then existing reasonable use to which the land or water or space over
the land or water is put by the owner of the land or water; or unless
so conducted as to be imminently dangerous to persons or property law11-101.

fully

Lawfulness of

flight.

on the land or water beneath.

Cross-reference.

— Ownership

(Acts 1933,

of air, see

§

p. 99.)

85-201 and editorial note.

11-102. Aircraft construction, design

cense.

in aircraft

and airworthiness; Federal

li-

—The public safety requiring, and the advantages of uniform reg-

ulation

making

it

desirable in the interest of aeronautical progress, that

aircraft operating within the State should conform, with respect to de-

and airworthiness, to the standards prescribed by the
United States Government with respect to navigation of civil aircraft
subject to its jurisdiction, it shall be unlawful for any person to operate
or navigate any aircraft, unless such aircraft has an appropriate effective
license, issued by the Department of Commerce of the United States and
is registered by the Department of Commerce of the United States:
Provided, however, that this restriction shall not apply to military aircraft of the United States or possessions thereof, public aircraft of any
State or Territory, or to aircraft licensed by a foreign Country with
which the United States has a reciprocal agreement covering the operasign, construction,

tion of such licensed aircraft. (Acts 1933, p. 99.)
11-103. Qualifications of pilots.

Federal license.

—The

requiring, and the advantages of uniform regulation

public safety

making

it

desirable

in the interest of aeronautical progress, that a person engaging in navigating or operating aircraft in any form of navigation shall have the

qualifications necessary for obtaining

and holding a

pliot's license issued
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by the Department of Commerce of the United State?, it shall be unlawful for any person to operate or navigate any aircraft, unlet
UCB
is

the holder of an appropriate effective pilot's license or permit issued

by the Department

Commerce

United States: Provided,
ever, that this restriction shall not apply to those persons operating military aircraft of the United States or possessions thereof, or public aircraft of any State or Territory, or operating any aircraft licensed by a
foreign Country with which the United States has a reciprocal agreement covering the operation of such licensed aircraft. (Acts 1933, pp. 99,
of

of the

1.

100.)

11-104. Possession

and display of

licenses.

—The

certificate of the

li-

cense required for pilots shall be kept in the personal possession of the
licensee when he is operating aircraft; and the certificate of the license
required for aircraft shall be kept in said aircraft at

all

times

when same

being used and either or both of the said certificates must be presented for inspection upon the demand of any passenger, any peace officer, or any official, manager, or person in charge of any airport or land(Acts 1933,
ing field upon which said pilot or aircraft shall land.
is

;

pp. 99, 100.)
11-105.

Damage

to persons

evidence of negligence.

—Proof

and property on the ground; prima

facie

of injury inflicted to persons or property

on the ground by the operation of any aircraft and contact therewith, or
by objects falling or thrown therefrom, shall be prima facie evidence of
negligence on the part of the operator of such aircraft in reference to
such injury. (Acts 1933, pp. 99, 101.)
Cross-reference.

— Realty owner's rights above and below surface,

11-106. Collision of aircraft; rules to determine liability.

105-1409.

—The

liability

one aircraft to the owner of another aircraft, or to pilots
on either aircraft, for damage caused by collision on land or in the air,
shall be determined by the rules of law applicable to torts on land. (Acts
of the

owner

§

see

of

1933, pp. 99, 101.)
Cross-reference.

—Torts,

generally, see Title 105, Torts.

11-107. Liability to passengers; rules for determination.
ity of the

—The

liabil-

operator of an aircraft carrying passengers, for injury to or

death of such passengers, shall be determined by the rules of law applicable to torts on land arising out of similar relationships.
(Acts 1933,
pp. 99, 101.)

—

Carrier of passengers bound to use extraordinary diligence,
Liability for physical injuries to another, generally, see § 105-601.
Recovery for homicide, see §§ 105-1302, 105-1306, 105-1307, 105-1309. Diligence of
plaintiff, see § 105-603 and cross-references.
Cross-references.

see

§

18-204.

11-108. Jurisdiction over contracts.

—All

contractual and other legal

by aeronauts or passengers while in flight over this
have the same effect as if entered into on the land or water

relations entered into

State shall

beneath. (Acts 1933, pp. 99, 101.)
11-109. Jurisdiction over crimes.

—All crimes committed by or against

an aeronaut, or by or against a passenger or other person, or on or by

Aviation.

§ 11-110
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while in flight over this State shall be governed by
the laws of this State. (Acts 1933, pp. 99, 101.)
of

an

aircraft,

—

Cross-references. Penalties for violation of this Chapter, see § 11-9901.
in criminal cases, see Title 27, Criminal Procedure, Chapters 27-11, 27-12.

11-110. Federal

law followed.

—

Venue

hereby declared that the intent of
is to coincide with the policies, principles, and practices established by the United States Air-Commerce Act of 1926, and all amendments thereto. (Acts 1933, pp. 99, 101.)

Chapter

It is

11-1

CHAPTER

UNIFORM AIRPORTS LAW.

11-2.

Sec.

Sec.

11-201.

Municipalities,
'•„„,.<._
airp oris.

etc.,

may acquire

1

Authority

1-205.

establish
,

to equip, improve,
fees and charges,

.

lease, etc.

11-202.

11-203.

Public purpose in acquisition of
lands by municipalities, etc.

11-206.

property may be acquired by
purchase, condemJ *

11 " 207 -

may

be

and

for operation, etc.,
raised by taxation
otherwise.

Private

Authority to acquire easements,
etc., for lights and markers.
Authority to police airports.
Construction and intent of this

11-208.
11-204.

Funds

Purchase price may be paid
from bond issue or otherwise.

11-201. Municipalities, etc.,

and other

n_209.

Chapter.

may acquire

airports.

—Municipalities, coun-

hereby authorized, separately or
jointly, to acquire, establish, construct, expand, own, lease, control, equip,
improve, maintain, operate, regulate and police airports and landing
fields for the use of aircraft, either within or without the geographical
limits of such municipalities, counties, and other political subdivisions,
and may use for such purpose or purposes any available property that
is now or may at any time hereafter be owned or controlled by such
ties,

political subdivisions are

municipalities,

counties,

or

other

political

subdivisions. (Acts

1933,

p. 102.)

11-202. Public purpose in acquisition of lands

by

municipalities, etc.

—

Any

lands acquired, owned, leased, controlled, or occupied by such coun-

ties,

municipalities, or other political subdivisions for the purpose or pur-

poses enumerated in section 11-201, shall and are hereby declared to be
acquired, owned, leased, controlled, or occupied for public, governmental,

and municipal purposes.

(Acts 1933, pp. 102, 103.)

11-203. Private property
etc.

may

be acquired by purchase, condemnation,

— Private property needed by a county, municipality,

ical

or other polit-

subdivision for an airport or landing field or for the expansion of an

airport or landing

field,

may

be acquired by grant, purchase, lease, or

owners of said property on the terms of such acquisition, and otherwise by
condemnation in the manner provided by the law under which such polit-

other means,

ical

if

subdivision

such political subdivision

is

is

able to agree with the

authorized to acquire real property for public purposes.

(Acts 1933, pp. 102, 103.)
Cross-references.

— Condemnation,

generally,

see

Title

36,

Eminent Domain,
36, Eminent

Chapters 36-2 to 36-6. Condemnation for special purposes, see Title
Domain, Chapters 36-7 to 36-11.

'

:
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—

Purchase price may be paid from bond issue or otherwise.
The purchase price or award for real property acquired, in accordance
with the provisions of this Chapter, for an airport or landing field may
be paid for by appropriation of moneys available therefor, or wholly or
partly from the proceeds of the sale of bonds of said county, municipal11-204.

or other political subdivision, as the legislative body of such political
subdivision shall determine subject however, to the adoption of a propity,

;

osition therefor at a regular or special election,

proposition

is

if

the adoption of such a

a prerequisite to the issuance of bonds of such political

subdivision for public purposes generally.

(Acts 1933, pp. 102, 103.;

—

Cross-references. Limitation on county and municipal debts, see Const., Art.
VI, Sec. VII, Par. I (§ 2-5501). Special elections on bond issues, see Title 87,
Public Finance, Chapter 87-2.

11-205. Authority to equip, improve, establish fees
etc.

— Counties,

municipalities, or

other

political

and charges,

subdivisions

lease,

which

have established or may hereafter establish airports or landing fields, or
which acquire, lease, or set apart real property for such purpose or purposes, are hereby authorized

To

(a)

construct, equip, improve, maintain, and operate the same, or

improvement, maintenance, and operation thereof, in an officer, board, or body of such political subdivision.
The expense of such construction, equipment, improvement, maintenance, and operation shall be a responsibility of said polit-

to vest authority for the construction, equipment,

ical subdivision.

(b) Subject to existing contracts, to adopt regulations

and establish

charges, fees, and tolls for the use of such airports or landing

fields, fix

penalties for the violation of said regulations, and establish liens to en-

payment

force
(c)

To

of said charges, fees,

and

tolls.

lease such airports or landing fields to private parties for

operation or to lease or assign to private parties for operation, space,

improvements, and equipment on such airports or landing fields:
Provided in each case that in so doing the public is not deprived of its
rightful, equal, and uniform use thereof. (Acts 1933, pp. 102, 104.)
area,

Funds for operation, etc., may be raised by taxation and
otherwise. The local public authorities having power to appropriate
moneys within the counties, municipalities, or other public subdivi11-206.

—

sions,

acquiring,

establishing,

developing,

operating,

maintaining,

or

controlling airports or landing fields under the provisions of this Chapter,

are hereby authorized to appropriate and cause to be raised

taxation or otherwise, in such political subdivisions,

moneys

by

sufficient

to carry out therein the provisions of this Chapter; also to use for such

purpose or purposes moneys derived from said airports or landing
fields. (Acts 1933, pp. 102, 104.)

—

Cross-references. Taxing powers of counties limited, see Const., Art. VII, Sec.
VI, Par. II (§ 2-5402). Purposes of county tax, see § 92-3701. Limit of taxes for
county purposes, see § 92-3706. Special and extra tax by counties, see §§ 92-3713
to 92-3716.

and markers.
Counties, municipalities, and other political subdivisions are hereby
authorized to acquire the right or easement for a term of years, or per11-207. Authority to acquire easements, etc., for lights

—

g
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Aviation.

11-208

and maintain radio and other equipment, and suitable
marks for the daytime, and to place, operate, and maintain suitable
lights for the nighttime marking of buildings, or other structures or
obstructions, for the safe operation of aircraft utilizing airports and
landing fields acquired or maintained under the provisions of this law.
Such rights or easements may be acquired by grant, purchase, lease, or
condemnation in the same manner as is provided in Section 11-203 for
petually, to place

the acquisition of the airport or landing field itself or the expansion
thereof.

(Acts 1933, pp. 102, 105.)

11-208. Authority

police

to

airports.

— Counties,

municipalities,

or

other political subdivisions acquiring, establishing, developing, operat-

landing fields under the provisions of this Chapter without the geographical limits of such subdivisions are hereby specifically granted the right to enforce police regulations on such airports or landing fields. (Acts 1933, pp. 102, 105.)
ing, maintaining, or controlling airports or

11-209. Construction

and intent of

this Chapter.

—

It is the intent

and

purpose of this Chapter that all provisions herein relating to the issuance
of bonds and the levying of taxes for airport purposes, and the condemnation for airports and airport facilities, shall be construed in accordance with general provisions of the law governing the right and
procedure of municipalities to condemn, issue bonds, levy taxes, etc.
(Acts 1933, pp. 102, 105.)

CHAPTER

11-99.

CRIMES.

Sec.
11-9901.

Penalties for violating Chapter 11-1.

11-9901. Penalties for violating Chapter 11-1.

—Any

person guilty of

violating any provision of Chapter 11-1 shall be guilty of a

and

shall be punishable as for a

Cross-reference.

AWARDS:
BAIL:
bail

— Punishment

See Title

7,

for

misdemeanor

misdemeanor. (Acts 1933, pp.
misdemeanor, see

§

99, 101.)

27-2506.

Arbitration and Award.

See Title 27, Criminal Procedure, Chapter 27-9. Personating in
See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment, Chapter 26-43.
:

BAIL TROVER:
BAILIFFS:

See Title 107, Trover, Chapter 107-2.

See Title 24, Courts, Chapter 24-32.

TITLE

12.

BAILMENTS.
Chap.

Sec.
12-101

12-3.

General principles
Hiring
Deposits

12-4.

Particular bailees

12-401

12-5.

Loans

of property

12-501

12-6.

Pledges and pawns
Liens

12-601

12-1.
12-2.

12-7.

12-201
12-301

12-701

CROSS-REFERENCES.
Conversion by bailees:

See Title

26,

Crimes and Punishment,

§§ 26-2806, 26-2807,

26-2811; Title 107, Trover.

Warehousemen:

See Title

CHAPTER

111,

Warehousemen.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES.

12-1.

Sec.

Sec.

12-101.

Definition.

12-105.

12-102.

Property in bailee.
Care and diligence.
Burden of proof as to diligence.

Contract of bailment generally
an entire contract.

12-106.

Act of God as defense.

12-103.
12-104.

Definition.

12-101. (3467)

—A bailment

is

a delivery of goods or prop-

erty for the execution of a special object, beneficial either to the bailor

or bailee, or both
this object

;

and upon a contract, express or implied,

and dispose of the property

in

to carry out

conformity with the purpose

of the trust.

—

Definition of and degree of care required of a common carDistinction between bailment and estate for years in
see §§ 18-101, 18-102.
Punishment for conversion by bailee, see
personal property, see § 85-802.
§§ 26-2806, 26-2807.

Cross-references.

rier,

12-102.

(3468) Property in bailee.

— In

the bailment, has a right to the possession

all
.of

cases the bailee,

the property, and in most

cases a special right of property in the thing bailed.

these rights by anyone he
Cross-reference.

12-103.
cise care

—Who may

is

For a violation

of

entitled to his action.

sue for torts, see §§ 12-210, 105-1704.

(3470) Care and diligence.

and diligence

during

in protecting

—All

bailees are required to exer-

and keeping safely the thing

bailed.

Different degrees of diligence are required, according to the nature of

the bailments.
Cross-references.
§§ 94-703, 105-603.

—Apportionment

of damages where plaintiff
Definitions, see §§ 105-201 to 105-203.

is

negligent, see

Bailments.

§ 12-104

12-104.

ment

Burden

(3469)

272

of proof as to diligence.

burden of proof

after proof of loss, the

is

— In

cases of bail-

all

on the bailee to show-

proper diligence.

—

Bailee must show no concurring negligence, see §§ 12-106,
Presumption when guest at inn loses property, see § 52-111. Burden of

Cross-references.
IS- 103.

proof generally, see

38-103.

§

—

(3493) Contract of bailment generally an entire contract. As
a general rule, the contract of bailment is an entire contract, and a full
performance is a condition precedent to an action upon it.
12-105.

Cross-reference.

— Entire

and severable contracts, see

§

20-112.

—

God as defense. In order for a bailee to avail
God or exception under the contract as a defense,
must establish not only that the act of God or excepted fact ultimateoccasioned the loss, but that his own negligence did not contribute
(2713) Act of

12-106.

himself of the act of

he
ly

(88 Ga. 806 (15 S. E. 802).)

thereto.

Cross-reference.
fined, see

§

— Same

provision as to carriers, see

§

Act

18-103.

God

of

de-

102-103.

CHAPTER

HIRING.

12-2.

Sec.

Sec.

12-201.

Definition.

12-202.

Title of hirer.

12-203.

Engagements

12-204.

12-205.
12-206.

Obligations of bailor.
as to return and delivery.
Effect of violation of engage-

Reletting by hirer; effect.

12-209.

Removal
the

12-210.

.

.

State,

Who may

of either party.
.

of thing hired out of

or

putting

it

to

hazardous use.

Duty

ments
__
12-207.

of hirer.

12-208.

sue for interference

..«

with possession,

.

.

etc.

Effect of loss or destruction of

thing hired.

12-201.

(3476) Definition.

12-211.

—Hiring

Levy on thing

a contract

is

hired.

by which one person

grants to another either the enjoyment of a thing, or the use of the
labor and industry of himself, during a certain time, for a stipulated

compensation, or where one contracts for the labor or services of another about a thing bailed to him for a specified purpose.
12-202.

(3477) Title of hirer.

—The

hirer of things acquires a qual-

ownership of them for the time, which entitles him to all their increase and to the possession and enjoyment of them, during the period
of bailment, against even the owner himself.

ified

—

Cross-references. Agent may not buy or sell for himself, see § 4-204.
Increase of property in pawn, see
of animals, see §§ 85-1704, 85-1705.
Increase in case of loan, see § 12-509.

12-203.

Engagements

(3480)

of hirer.

of things are, to put the thing to

hired

;

—The

engagements

Increase
§

12-606.

of the hirer

no other use than that for which

to take ordinary care in its use

;

it is

to redeliver at the expiration of

the bailment; and to comply generally with the terms of the hiring. If
the bailor sends his own agents with the thing bailed, as a driver for
is bound, either to the bailor or to third perconsequences of his own directions and for gross neg-

his horse, then the hirer

sons, only for the
lect.

—

Cross-references. Liability for acts of wife, child, or servant, see § 105-108.
Liability for wilful trespass of agent, see § 4-312. Diligence of agent, see § 4-203.
Ordinary diligence, see § 105-201.

—
-

Bailments.
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§ 12-211

—

Obligations of bailor. The obligations of the bailor
of things are, to do no act to deprive the hirer of the use and enjoyment
of the chattel during the period of the bailment; to keep the thing in
12-204. (3479)

suitable order and repair for the purposes of the bailment; and to war-

rant the right of possession, and that the thing bailed
secret fault rendering
12-205.

Duty

(3478)

it

unfitted for the purposes for

as to return and delivery.

is

from any

free

which

it

is

hired.

—The contract may be

for the return of the thing or of like property of the

same kind and

In the former case, the risk of death or inevitable accident is
with the bailor, and he can retake possession immediately at the expiraIn the latter case, the risk is with the bailee,
tion of the time of hiring.
quality.

and he must deliver the thing hired before the

bailor's interest is re-

vested.
12-206. (3481) Effect of violation of

engagements

—

of either party.

For a violation of the engagements of either party, the other may
abandon the contract; and in case the hirer puts the thing to a different use, the bailor may sue as for a conversion, even though the hirer
be an infant.
Cross-reference.

—Trover,

see

§

107-101.

12-207. (3483) Effect of loss or destruction of thing

hired.— The

loss

or destruction of the thing hired, without fault on the part of the hirer,

puts an end to the bailment, and the hirer should pay only for the time
it

was enjoyed.

—

Cross-references. Risk by bailor and bailee, see § 12-205. Rights between paron loss of thing bailed for services or labor, see § 12-412.

ties

12-208.

(3485) Reletting

by

hirer; effect.

—No

hirer of a thing has a

right to relet or hire the thing bailed to another, except with the consent, express or implied, of the bailor.

In such case, the bailor

may

immediate possession of the thing bailed, or he may waive
this right and hold the hirer bound to extraordinary care and diligence
on the part of himself and the hirer from him.
either take

Cross-reference.

12-209.

— Extraordinary
Removal

(3484)

to hazardous use.

beyond the

diligence, see

§

105-202.

of thing hired out of the State, or putting

it

—No hirer of things has a right to remove such things

jurisdiction of this State, except

to put the thing hired to

any hazardous

by consent

of the bailor, nor

use, unless specially contracted

for.

12-210. (3482)

Who may

sue for interference with possession,

For an interference with the possession, the right of action
hirer; for an injury to the property, or any interference wdth

is

etc.

in

the

his rights

of property, the bailor also has his right of action.

—

Cross-references. Property in bailee, see §§ 12-102, 12-411. Right of action
and bailor for trespass, see § 105-1704. Borrower's right of action for
interference with the relation, see § 12-505.

in bailee

12-211. (3486)

Levy on thing

hired.

not exceed one year, the thing hired

—When

is

the time of hiring does

not subject to sale under judg-

A
Bailments.

§ 12-301

ment obtained subsequent
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to the contract of hire against the owner, but

may

be levied on, and a bond for its forthcoming at the expiration of
the time for which it is hired may be demanded of the person hiring.

— Measure of damages on forthcoming bond, see

Cross-references.
of lew, see § 39-103.
§

Levy on property

in

§

39-304.

possession of defendant in

fi.

Form

fa.,

see

39-H6.

CHAPTER

DEPOSITS.

12-3.

Sec.

Sec.
12-301.

Naked

Definition.

deposit.

De-

Termination of bailment by re-

12-305.

positary for hire.
12-302.

delivery.

Voluntary or involuntary depositaries;

12-306.

Use

12-307.

Reimbursements to naked de-

of deposits
positary.

liability.

12-303.

Bank

12-304.

Carrying deposits;

deposits.

by naked de-

positary.

liability.

Naked

Depositary for hire.—The
delivery of chattels by one person to another to keep for the use of the
bailor is called a deposit; the depositary may undertake to keep them
without reward, or gratuitously; such undertaking is a naked deposit.
If he receives or expects a reward or hire, he is then a depositary for hire.
12-301.

(3494) Definition.

Cross-references.

—Bank

deposits, see

§

deposit.

12-303.

Care required of depository for

hire, see § 12-404.

—

Voluntary or involuntary depositaries; liability.
person may voluntarily undertake to be a depositary, or he may become
so involuntarily, as by finding; if a naked depositary, he is responsible
12-302.

(3495)

only for gross negligence.
Cross-reference.

12-303.

— Gross

(3496)

Bank

neglect, see

deposits.

§

105-203.

— Deposits

constitute a case of naked deposit, the
ble consideration.

would be

A

a

A

special

deposit

money in a bank do not
use of the money being a valuaof a sealed package of money
of

naked deposit.

general deposit

is

a deposit, generally to the credit of the depositor,

drawn upon by him in the usual course of the banking business.
deposit is presumed to be general in the absence of an agreement to

to be

A

the contrary.

A

special deposit

to the

bank

for the

is

a delivery of property, securities, or even

money

purpose of having the same safely kept and the

identical thing deposited returned to the depositor.

A

purpose as where money, or property is
delivered to a bank for some particular designated purpose, such as a
note for collection or money to pay a particular note or draft, such partakes of the nature of a special deposit to the extent that title remains
deposit

is

in the depositor

for a specific

and does not pass to the bank. (158 Ga. 488 (123

S.

E.

683).)

—

Cross-reference. Regulation of the business of banking, see Title
Banking, Chapter 13-20.

13,

Banks and

Bailments.
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12-304.

(3497) Carrying

deposits;

§ 12-403

liability.

—

safe-keeping, undertakes gratuitously to carry
to another place, his liability
Cross-reference.

— Definition

same

the

is

and degree

one,

If

money

in

addition

or other art;-

as that of a naked depositary.

of care required of carrier, see §§ 18-101,

18-102.

—

Termination of bailment by redelivery. A naked deany time terminate the bailments by a redelivery of the

12-305. (3498)

positary

may

at

articles to the bailor.

—

(3499) Using of deposits by naked depositary. A naked depositary may not use the deposits without increasing his responsibility,
12-306.

necessary for its preservation, oi, from the circumstances, the consent of the depositor may be reasonably presumed.
unless such use

is

—

naked depositary. A naked depositary is entitled to be reimbursed all charges and expenses incurred
by reason of the deposit, and may retain possession until the same are
12-307.

Reimbursements

(3500)

to

paid.
Cross-reference.

—Liens

of depositaries, see

CHAPTER

§

12-702.

PARTICULAR BAILEES.

12-4.

Sec

Sec

.

12-401.

Factor; discretion; diligence.

12-407.

Keeper of

12-408.

Hire of labor,
Rule of duty.

etc.

12-402.

12-409.

Title to thing

on which labor

12-403.

Garage owner; diligence.
Care required of depositaries

stable;

livery

dili-

gence.
12-404.

is

for hire.
12-405.

Warehouseman;

diligence

12-410.

Labor on

12-411.

Possession.

12-412.

Loss or destruction of thing

re-

quired.
12-406.

bestowed.
shares.

bailed.

Wharfinger.

12-401.

(3502) Factor; discretion; diligence.

— Peculiar confidence

be-

ing reposed in a factor, he may, in the absence of instructions, exercise
his discretion according to the general usages of the trade in return,
;

greater and
active

good

more

— Rank

of factor's lien, see § 12-701. Factor's right of action
credit, see § 4-404, 11 1.
Destruction of thing bailed,
Penalty on factor for charging city sales tax as part of expenses,
12-412.
Diligence of an agent, see § 4-203.
5-604.

Cross-references.
§
§

required of him, and the most

is

faith.

when contracting on
see
see

skillful diligence

12-402. (3515)

livery stable

is

his

own

Keeper

of livery stable; diligence.

a depositary for hire,

and

is

bound

—The

to the

keeper of a

same

diligence

as an innkeeper.
Cross-references.

—Liveryman's

lien,

see

§

12-707.

Innkeepers, see §§ 52-105,

52-106.

—

Garage owner; diligence. The relation of the owner of an
automobile and the owner of the garage in which the automobile is
stored is that of bailor and bailee. Such bailee is bound to use ordinary
care for the safe-keeping and return of the automobile. (26 Ga. App.
12-403.

163 (105 S. E. 872).)
Cross-reference.

— Ordinary

diligence, see § 105-201.

Bailments.

12-404

§
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—

(3501) Care required of depositaries for hire. Depositaries
for hire are bound to exercise ordinary care and diligence and are liable
12-404.

as in other cases of bailment for hire.

—

Cross-references.
Liens of depositaries, see §§ 12-702, 12-703.
on personalty, see §§ 67-2401, 67-2402. Ordinary diligence, see

liens

Foreclosure of
§

105-201.

—

Warehouseman; diligence required. A warehouseman
a depositary for hire, and is bound only for ordinary diligence a failure
to deliver the goods on demand makes it incumbent on him to show the
12-405.

(3503)

is

;

exercise of ordinary diligence.
Cross-references.

— Depositaries

warehousemen, see Title
see

§

12-404, 12-703.
Bonded public
111-1.
Ordinary diligence,

for hire, see §§

Warehousemen, Chapter

105-201.

(3504) Wharfinger.

12-406.

and

111,

liable

is

—A

wharfinger

upon the same principles

as a

a depositary for hire,

is

warehouseman.

—

(3487) Hire of labor, etc. The hire of labor or services is the
essence of every bailment in which goods are delivered to another, and
12-407.

bestowed upon them. It
includes the contracts of forwarding and commission merchants, factors,
wharfingers, mechanics, and all agents in such transactions.
compensation paid for

Cross-reference.

12-408.

bound

care, attention, or labor

— Diligence

of an agent, see

Rule of duty.

(3488)

to exercise skill

of the contract that

— In

4-203.

§

such cases, the bailee
in the labor and work bestowed, but
all

is
it

not only
is a part

he shall exercise ordinary care and diligence in

keeping and protecting the articles intrusted to him.
Cross-reference.

diligence denned, see

is

bestowed.

is

to be returned, the title remains in the bailor.

furnishes a portion of the materials, the

title

12-410.

—such

as silver for plate

Labor on

(3490)

shares.

manufactured on shares, the

him

of his portion of the

(3491) Possession.

12-411.

—but

title

—

If

Cross-references.

12-102.

lien of bailee for hire of labor

12-412.

is

If the bailor

the contract does not
title

remains

in the

is

in the bailor until the delivery

manufactured goods.

— The

bailee, for hire of labor

Who may

and

and

bailees and acceptors, see
sue for torts, see § 12-210.

service, see

§

service,

pending the bailment.

— Liens of pawnees, factors,

in bailee, see §

the bailee

materials are furnished to be

entitled to the possession of the thing bailed,

Property

such

to the entire structure

contemplate the use of that material specially, then the
bailee to the article made, until it is delivered.

is

If

party furnishing the larger portion of the materials.

furnishes material

to

—In

the identical article, though materially changed by the labor

if

bestowed,
in the

105-201.

§

(3489) Title to thing on which labor

12-409.
cases,

— Ordinary

§

12-701.

Special

12-710.

(3492) Loss or destruction of thing bailed.

—

If

the thing bailed

and services be destroyed, without fault on the part of the
bailee, the loss falls upon the bailor, and the bailee may demand compensation for the labor expended and materials used upon it.

for labor

—

Cross-references.
Effect of loss or destruction of thing hired, see
as to delivery, risk in whom, see § 12-205.

§

12-207.

Duty

Bailments.
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CHAPTER

12-5.

§12

LOANS OF PROPERTY.

Sec.

Sec.
12-507.

When

12-508.

12-503.

Loan for use denned.
For whose benefit.

Necessary charges
penses, payment.

12-509.

Increase.

12-504.

Diligence of borrower.

12-510.

How

12-505.

Title of borrower.

12-51 1.

Termination of loan by death

12-506.

Possession of thing loaned not

Kinds of loans. Loan for consumption denned.

12-501.
12-502.

loan revocable.

and

.

ex-

loan used; conversion.

of parties.

transferable.

—

Kinds of loans. Loan for consumption defined. Loans
are of two kinds for consumption or for use. A loan for consumption
is where the article is not to be returned in specie, but in kind; this is
a sale, and not a bailment.
12-501. (3516)

—

—

Essentials of a sale, see
Cross-references.
personal property, see §§ 25-201 to 25-221.

12-502.

Loan

(3517)

§

for use defined.

96-101.

Business of making loans on

—A loan for use

is

the gratuitous

grant of an article to another for use, to be returned in specie, and may
be either for a certain time or indefinitely, and at the will of the grantor.

For whose

12-503. (3518)

benefit.

—A

loan

the benefit of the borrower, but sometimes

is

it is

generally entirely for
for the joint benefit of

the lender and borrower, and occasionally for the exclusive benefit of
the lender, as where one lends a horse to another to transact business
for the lender
is

;

varied and less

two

borrower
stringent, according to the circumstances and purpose

in the

latter cases the responsibility of the

of the loan.

—

borrower. The borrower usually is
bound to exercise extraordinary care and diligence, and is liable for
(3519) Diligence

12-504.

of

slight neglect.
Cross-reference.

— Extraordinary

diligence, see § 105-202.

—The

borrower acquires no property in the thing loaned, but only the right to possess and use it.
For
any interference w ith that right he may maintain an action.
(3520) Title of borrower.

12-505.

T

Cross-references.

— Respective

and bailee to

rights of bailor

sue, see §§ 12-210,

105-1704.

(3521) Possession of thing loaned not transferable.

12-506.

—A

loan

being for the personal benefit and use of the borrower, he cannot transfer the possession of the thing loaned to another without the consent,
express or implied, of the lender; hence,
time, the borrower has
to levy

and

no such interest

if

the loan be for a definite

in the thing loaned as is subject

sale.

—Levy

on thing hired, see § 12-211. Form of levy under fieri
Sale under execution, of thing pawned, see § 12-610. Transfer of debt and thing pawned by pawnee, see § 12-608.
Cross-references.

facias, see § 39-103.

12-507. (3522)

When

loan revocable.

—The

lender

may

not revoke a

loan for a definite time so long as the borrower meets fully his engage-

ments.
12-508.

A

loan at will, or indefinitely,

(3523) Necessary charges

may

be revoked at any time.

and expenses, payment.

being gratuitous, the borrower must meet

all

—A

loan

necessary charges and ex-

§

Bailments.

12-509

278

penses in preserving and taking- care of the property during- the time
If, however, extraordinary expenses be necessary to proof the loan.
tect the property from destruction, the lender must reimburse the bor-

rower such expenses.
12-509.

(3524) Increase.

—The

increase of property loaned, except

by

special contract, belongs to the lender.
Cross-references.

— Increase

property

in

to increase during bailment, see
85-1705.

How

12-510. (3525)

§

purpose and
violation by the borrower

in the

A

is,

—Use

of

—The

loan must be used

manner contemplated by the

parties.

in law, a conversion.

goods pawned, see

(3526) Termination of loan

12-511.

pawn, see § 12-606. Hirer entitled
Increase of animals, see §§ 85-1704,

loan used; conversion.

strictly for the

Cross-reference.

in

12-202.

§

12-604.

by death

of parties.

—The

death

of the lender terminates all indefinite loans, or loans at will or pleasure.

docs not terminate a loan for a definite time.
rower terminates all loans to him.
It

Cross-references.

on interests

in

— Revocation

pawned property,

CHAPTER

of agency by death, see
see § 12-602.

12-6.

Property

12-606.
in

goods pawned.

Ef-

12-607.

Pledgee of notes as bona

12-608.

12-609.

fide

holder.
12-604.

Use

of

Diligence of pawnee.
Increase.

12-605.

feet of death of party.
12-603.

4-214. Effect of death

Sec.

Necessity of de-

Definitions.
livery.

12-602.

§

of the bor-

PLEDGES AND PAWNS.

Sec.
12-601.

The death

12-610.

goods pawned.

12-611.

Necessary expenses; profits.
Transfer of thing pawned.
Sale by pawnee.
Sale under execution.
Cities may license pawnbrokers.

—

Necessity of delivery. A pledge, or
pawn, is property deposited with another as security for the payment
Delivery of the property is essential to this bailment, but
of a debt.
promissory notes and evidences of debt, warehouse receipts, elevator
receipts, bills of lading, or other commercial paper symbolic of property
may be delivered in pledge. The delivery of title deeds creates no pledge.
12-601.

(3528) Definitions.

(Acts 1887,

p. 36.)

—

Cross-references. Pawnee's lien, see
property, see §§ 25-201 to 25-221.

12-602.

—The

§

12-701.

Business of loans on personal

(3532) Property in goods pawned.

Effect of death of party.

general property in the goods remains in the pawner, but the
pawnee has a special property for the purposes of the bailment. The

death of either party shall not interfere with the respective interests of
the parties.

—

Cross-references. Death of parties in case of loan, see § 12-511. Hirer entitled
to increase during bailment, see § 12-202. Increase of wild animals, see §§ 85-1704,
85-1705.

12-603.

(3529) Pledgee of notes as bona fide holder.

— The receiver in

pledge or pawn of promissory notes is such a bona fide holder as will
protect him, under the same circumstances as a purchaser, from the

Bailments.
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between the parties, but not from the true owner,
transferred, though without notice to him.

equities
ly

—

(3531)

Use

goods pawned.

of

—The

fraudulent-

Holder for value,
from garnishment,

Cross-references. Rights of holder, see §§ 14-501 to 14-509.
see §§ 14-303, 14-304, 14-502. Exemption of collateral security
see § 46-207.

12-604.

if

pawnee may use the

goods pawned, provided the use does not impair their real value.
Cross-references. Trespass committed during existence of bailment,

—

§

Pawnee's

105-1703.

lien,

see

see §§ 12-701, 12-704.

—

(3535) Diligence of pawnee. The pawnee is bound for ordinary care and diligence. If the property pledged be promissory notes
12-605.

or other evidences of debt, the
in collecting

pawnee must

exercise ordinary diligence

and securing the same.

Cross-reference.

— Ordinary

diligence, see § 105-201.

12-606. (3537) Increase.

—All

increase of property in

pawn belongs

to the pawner.
Cross-reference.

—Increase

in case of loan, see § 12-509.

—

Necessary expenses; profits. The pawner must pay
but if the pawn
all necessary expenses and repairs upon the property
itself has been profitable, or if the pawnee has used it to his own advantage, the pawner may require him to account for such profits.
12-607. (3536)

;

12-608. (3533) Transfer of thing

and with

his debt,

it

pawned.

—The pawnee

may

transfer

the possession of the thing pawned, and the pur-

chaser stands precisely in his situation.
Cross-reference.

— Possession of thing loaned not transferable,

see

§

12-506,

—

by pawnee. The pawnee may sell the property
received in pledge after the debt becomes due and remains Unpaid but
he must always give notice for 30 days to the pawner of his intention to
sell, and the sale must be in public, fairly conducted, and to the highest
bidder, unless otherwise provided by contract.
(3530) Sale

12-609.

;

Cross-reference.

— Satisfaction

12-610. (3534) Sale

of liens of pawnees, see

under execution.

—Property

§

in

12-709.

pawn may be

seized

and sold under execution against the pawner, but upon notice by the

pawnee

to the levying officer, the court, in distributing the proceeds,

will recognize his lien according to its dignity,

and give such direction

to the funds as shall protect his legal rights.

—

Cross-references. Satisfaction of liens of pawnees, see § 12-709. Order of subLevy on property loaned, see § 12-506.
jecting debtor's property, see § 39-116.

12-611. (904, 3527) Cities
thorities

may

privileges,

may

license pawnbrokers.

license pawnbrokers, define

by ordinance

impose taxes upon them, revoke their

—Municipal

au-

powers and
licenses, and exercise
dealing between the
their

such general superintendence as will insure fair
pawnbroker and his customers. (Acts 1868, p. 136.)

—

Cross-references. Revocability of licenses, generally, see § 20-117. Exception in
general law of loans on personal property in favor of pawns, see § 25-221. Small
loan business, see §§ 25-301 to 25-319.
Business of loans on personalty, see
§§ 25-201 to 25-221.

§

Bailments.

12-701

CHAPTER

Sec.

12-701.

and

Pawnees, factors,

bailees,
acceptors: priorities.

Depositaries; loss.

12-703.

Depositaries for hire.

12-704

Pawnees.

Factors
"_'_..'.
-705

12-706.

12-707.

Livery-stable keepers.

12-708.

Enforcement
keeper's

12-702.

7

LIENS.

12-7.

Sec.

l
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of

livery

stable

lien.

12-709.

Satisfaction of liens of pawnees an ^ livery-stable keepers.

12-710.

Special lien of bailee for hire
of labor and service.

„
„ ,
Satisfaction of hens of factors
and acceptors.
_

(3362) Pawnees, factors, bailees, and acceptors; priorities.

12-701.

—

Pawnees, factors, bailees, and acceptors shall have such liens as are in
this Code designated.
Such liens shall be inferior to liens for taxes,
liens of which such persons had actual notice before becoming creditors,
special liens for rent, liens of laborers, liens or mortgages duly recorded,
judgment liens, and other general liens reduced to execution and levied.
(Acts 1873,

p. 45, 1880-1, p. 63.)

— Factor's

lien, see §§ 12-705, 12-706.
"Pledge" and "pawn" deBailee's lien upon bailed property for his labor and services,
liens of pawnees are satisfied, see § 12-709.
Priority of liens
see § 12-710.
Laborers' liens, see §§ 67-1801 to 67-1803.
for taxes, see §§ 92-5707 to 92-5709.
Lien of judgments, see §§ 110-501 to 110-514. Landlord's liens, see § 61-203 et seq.

Cross-references.

fined, see §

12-601.

How

12-702.

(3363) Depositaries; loss.

—Depositaries

as are prescribed in this Code,

and

same position

The

as

mechanics.

shall, as to

shall

liens

other liens, occupy the

mentioned

liens

have such
this

in

and the

preceding section shall be lost by a surrender, to the debtor, of the
property on which the lien
other,
tion,

and with other

claimed, and they shall rank with each

is

liens not specified in this

according to date. (Acts 1873,

and the preceding

sec-

p. 45.)

—

Cross-references. Lien of depositaries for hire, see § 12-703. Naked depositary
Sale by bonded public wareentitled to be reimbursed for expenses, see § 12-307.
houseman for overdue storage, see § 111-108 to 111-112. Mechanics' liens, see
§§ 67-2001 to 67-2003.

12-703.

(3501) Depositaries for hire.

a lien for their hire, and

may

— Depositaries for hire shall have

retain possession until

—The pawnee

it is

have a

paid.

on the goods
pawned for the money advanced, though not for other debts due to him.
He may retain possession until his lien is satisfied, and has a right of
12-704.

(3531) Pawnees.

shall

lien

action against anyone interfering therewith.
Cross reference.
12-705.

—Use

of

goods pawned, see

(3502) Factors.

—A

factor's

§

12-604.

extends to

lien

all

balances on

general account and attaches to the proceeds of the sale of goods con-

signed as well as to the goods themselves.
12-706.

(3369) Satisfaction of liens of factors and acceptors.

— Liens

and acceptors shall be satisfied by such sale as the usage of
the locality where such factors and acceptors reside may have estabof factors

lished or

may

establish.

Cross-reference.

— When

(Acts 1873,

custom

is

12-707. (3360) Livery-stable

have a

lien for their

p. 46.)

binding, see

keepers.

§

20-704, f

3.

— Livery-stable

keepers

shall

charges on the stock placed in their care for keep-

;

Bailments.
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shall be superior to other liens, except liens for tax'

liens of landlords for rent, liens of laborers,

and

all

/;ial

general liens of

which they had actual notice before the property claimed to be subject
to lien came into their control, to which excepted liens they shall be
inferior.

(Acts 1873,

p. 45.)

—

Cross-references. See also § 12-402, 12-708, 12-709.
Priority of liens for tax
see §§ 92-5707 to 92-5709.
Laborers' liens,
Landlord's liens, see § 61-203 et seq.
see §§ 67-1801 to 67-1803.

12-708.

(3370) Enforcement of livery-stable keepers' liens.

tion to the

may

manner

this

in

Code provided, every

— In

addi-

livery-stable keeper

assert the lien on stock placed in his care for keeping, by reducing

to writing a statement of the

amount due him

for the care of said stock,

which said lien is claimed, making affidavit
thereto, and recording the same in the clerk's office of the superior
court of the county where said service was rendered. When said lien
is so recorded, it shall have the same dignity and effect as is now given
by law to the lien of livery-stable keepers where they retain possession
of the stock placed in their keeping, which lien shall be recorded while
such property is in the possession of such livery-stable keeper, and as
mortgages on personalty are required to be recorded said liens may be
foreclosed as mortgages on personalty are now foreclosed by law. (Acts
a description of the stock on

;

1889, p. 117.)
Cross-reference.

—How

12-709. (3368)
ers.

liens of livery-stable keepers are satisfied, see § 12-709.

Satisfaction of liens of

pawnees and

— Liens of pawnees and livery stablemen shall be

to the provisions of section 12-609, in cases
conflicting liens; but

if

there

is

livery-stable keepsatisfied

where there

a conflicting lien, the

is

according

no notice of

mode

of fore-

closure pointed out in section 67-2401 shall be pursued. (Acts
p.

46; 1880-1,

p. 63.)

12-710. (3491)

The

1873,

Special lien of bailee for hire of labor and service.

—

have a special lien upon
the thing bailed for his
until he parts with possession
if
and
he delivers up a part, the lien shall attach to the remainder in
his possession for the entire claim under the same contract.

and service
labor and services

bailee for hire of labor

shall
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CHAPTER

13-1.

Companies.

TITLE OF BANKING LAW.

Sec.
13-101.

Short

title.

13-101. Short

title.

Banking Law. (Acts

—

—This

Title shall be cited

and referred to as the

1927, p. 205.)

Editorial Note. The Bank Bureau with the State Treasurer as ex-officio State
Bank Examiner was created by the Act of 1907. In 1918, Const., Art. V, Sec. II,
Par. II (§ 6490 of the Code of 1910), was amended to increase the salaries of the
State Treasurer and his assistants. It was provided that the amendment should
not take effect until the Bank Bureau should be separated from the Treasury
Department according to law. Following this amendment a banking code, the
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purpose of which was to replace and supersede all the existing banking law, was
adopted in 1919. In the adopting Act it is provided that it "shall take effect from
and after January 1, 1920, and shall then supersede all existing laws regulating
banks and banking in this State," and the Act repeals all laws and parts of lawf
in conflict therewith.

CHAPTER

13-2.

PRELIMINARY PROVISIONS.
Sec.

Sec.
13-201.

Definition of term "bank."

13-204.

13-202.

Definition of term "depositor."

13-205.

13-203.

Branch banks;

13-206.

taxation,

officers, capital,

Private banks.
Insolvency defined.
"Surplus" and "undivided profits" defined.

etc.

term "bank."

—The term

"bank" as used in this
Title means any moneyed corporation authorized by law to receive deposits of money and commercial paper, to make loans, to discount bills,
notes and other commercial paper, to buy and sell bills of exchange, and to
13-201. Definition of

issue bills, notes, acceptances or other evidences of debt,

and

shall include

incorporated banks, savings banks, banking companies, trust companies

and other corporations doing a banking business, but unless the context otherwise

shall

indicates,

not include private bankers, partner-

ships or voluntary associations doing a banking business, or national

banking associations, or building and loan associations or similar asProvided, however, that the following secsociations or corporations
tions of this Title, to wit, section 13-2035, denning due diligence on the
part of a bank in collections section 13-2036, authorizing the forward:

;

ing of collection items direct to the payor; section 13-2039, providing

payment of deposits in two names; section 13-2040, authorizing
the payment under certain circumstances of the checks of a deceased,
for the

bankrupt or insane depositor; section 13-2041, authorizing deposit accounts by minors; section 13-2042, providing for the payment of de-

by agents, trustees or other fiduciaries; section 13-2043, providing
the payment of deposits in trust; section 13-2044, providing a limita-

posits
for

tion for claims on account of forged or raised checks; section 13-2048,

providing for the payment of deposits of not more than $300 of deceased
depositors, shall apply to private banks, national banking associations

and

other persons, corporations or associations, by whatever au-

all

thority organized, doing a banking business in this State.

"bank"

shall include a

does not.

(Acts 1919,

The term

branch bank unless the context indicates that
p. 135; 1925, pp. 119,

it

120; 1927, p. 204.)

—

term "depositor." The term "depositor" as used
in this Title means any person who shall deposit money or commercial
paper in any bank, either on open account, subject to check, or to be
withdrawn otherwise than by check, whether interest is allowed thereon or not, and shall include holders of demand and time certificates of
13-202. Definition of

deposit lawfully issued. (Acts 1919, p. 135.)

—

Branch banks; officers, capital, taxation, etc. Branch banks,
already established under the law, shall be operated as branches, and
under the name of the parent bank, and under the control and direction
13-203.

:
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and executive officers of said parent bank. The
board of directors of the parent bank shall elect a cashier, and such other
officers that may be required to properly conduct the business of said
branch and a board of directors, or loan committee, shall be responsible
for the conduct and management of said branch, but not of the parent
bank or of any other branch save that of which they are officers, directors, or committee.
By January 10 of each tax year the board of
of the board of directors

;

parent shall set aside for the exclusive use of said
branch such proportion of its entire capital that the total deposits of
such branch bank on January 1 of each tax year bears to the grand total
directors

of the

of each tax year in

branches of such
bank, or banking association, including the parent bank. Branch banks
shall be taxed on the capital set aside, as herein provided, to their exclusive use in the counties, municipalities, and districts in which they
are located, and the parent banks shall be relieved of taxation to the
extent of capital so set aside for the exclusive use of such branch
Provided, that the real estate owned or held by branch banks shall be
taxed in the county, municipality, and district where located, as other
real estate situated in such county, municipality, and district, the same
to be deducted from either the value of the capital of the parent bank
It shall be the duty of the board of dior the respective branch bank.
of

all

the deposits on January

all

sworn statement to the taxing
authorities of the county, municipality, and district in which the branch
bank is located, of the total amount of deposits on January 1 of each tax
year in each of the branch banks, including the parent bank, and such
sworn statement shall be filed with such taxing authorities not later
than March 1 of each tax year, and shall, at the same time, furnish to
such taxing authorities a sworn statement of the proportionate part
of the capital of such bank, or banking association, so set aside, as herein provided, for such county, municipality, and district for taxing purposes for that year. If the taxing authorities in any county, municipality, and district are not satisfied with the amount of capital set aside
for such county, municipality, and district for taxation, such taxing authorities shall have the right to file with the Superintendent of Banks
objections to the amount of capital so set aside, and, upon 10 days' written notice to the directors of the parent bank and to such authorities,
such Superintendent shall hear evidence, at a time and place to be fixed
by him in such notice, and determine, what amount should have been
set aside to such branch bank for taxation in the county, municipality,
and district in which it is situated, as herein provided, and his decision
on the question shall be final and the amount of capital so set apart by
him shall be subject to taxation in such county, municipality, and dis"Capital," as used in this section,
trict in which such bank is situated.
shall include surplus and undivided profits, except real estate owned or
held by the bank. After January 1, 1920, no new or additional branch
rectors of the parent

banks

bank

1

shall be established.

to furnish a

(Acts 1919,

p.

136; 1920, pp. 102, 108; 1927,

p. 195.)

—

Editorial Note. By Acts 1929, p. 214, banks having their principal office in a
now or hereafter having a population of 80,000 to 125,000 may establish branch
banks in such city. By Acts 1929, pp. 214, 215, the same provision is made ap-

city

;
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§

13

plicable to banks having their principal office in a municipality "now or hereafter
having- a population of not less than 200,000 according to the last census of the
United States." Since these provisions have only local application, they have not
been codified herein.

13-204. Private banks.

— No

private person, firm, or voluntary asso-

business of banking not subject to the supervision of the Superintendent of Banks, and no private corporation except
a bank duly chartered and organized under the laws of this State or unciation

engaged

in the

der the Acts of Congress, shall

make use

of

any

office sign at the place

transacted, having thereon any

where such business

is

a corporation, or the

name

of

any

city,

town

name importing

or county, or other words,

indicating that such office or place of business

is

that of a regularly

chartered bank; nor shall such person, firm or corporation make use
of or circulate any letterheads, billheads, bank notes, blank receipts,

any written or printed paper whereon such
name importing a corporation, or name wherein the name of any city,
town, or county is used, or any other words, indicating that such business is the business of a regularly chartered bank: Provided, that no
private bank engaged in business at the time of the passage of this
Title shall be required to change the name adopted and in use by it.
certificates,

No

circulars, or

person, firm, or voluntary association, or private corporation, other

than a regularly chartered and organized bank, shall use the words
"bank," "banker," "banking company," "banking house," or any other
similar name indicating that the business done is that of a bank, either
upon any office sign at its place of business or upon any of its letterheads, billheads, blank notes, receipts, certificates, circulars, or any other
written or printed paper, without also using therewith the words plainly
written or printed, so that the same

may

Not Incorporated," and every person,

be readily read, "Private Bank,

firm, association, or private corpo-

ration other than a regularly chartered bank, advertising to receive, or

receiving deposits, shall at the

window

or desk at which such deposits

are received place a conspicuous sign with letters not less than one inch
in height,

upon which

corporated

:"

shall

be printed the words, "Private Bank, Not In-

Provided, that any private banker or bankers, engaged in

the banking business

August

16, 1919,

ther qualification or restriction, the

the use of their

when

it

word "banker"

— Converting

cannot meet

course of business

;

or "bankers,"

where

that they are not incor-

p. 136.)

private

13-205. Insolvency defined.
first,

continue to use, without fur-

names conveys unmistakably

porated. (Acts 1919,
Cross-reference.

may

—A bank shall

its liabilities

second,

pay

bank into State bank, see Chapter

when

13-12.

be deemed to be insolvent,

as they

become due

in the regular

the actual cash market value of

its as-

and other creditors
third, when its reserve shall fall under the amount herein required and it
shall fail to make good such reserve within 30 days after being required
to do so by the Superintendent of Banks. (Acts 1919, p. 138.)
sets

is

insufficient to

its liabilities

to depositors

Cross-reference.— Insolvent traders, see §§ 28-402, 28-403, 28-407.

—

Editorial Note. The first part of this definition is the general
solvency see 2 Bouvier's Law Dictionary (3rd rev., 8th ed.), p.
part is very similar to the definition of insolvency given in the
ruptcy Act of 1898, § 1; while the third part is original with this

—

definition of in1602; the second

National Banksection.

8
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profits" defined.

—The

term "sur-

plus" as used in this Title means the portion or portions of the "undivided profits" which have been formally set apart by resolution of the board
of directors and carried to surplus account on the books of account of the

bank, as well as such amount as
purpose of creating a surplus.

may be

paid in by stockholders for the

The term "undivided profits" as used in this Title means the net profits
as shown by the books of account of the bank, in addition to the "surplus," less such amount as may be held for the payment of current expenses, taxes, interest on savings deposits and dividends to stockholders.

(Acts 1919,

p. 138.)

CHAPTER

DEPARTMENT OF BANKING.

13-3.

Sec.
13-301.
13-302.
13-303.

Sec.

Banking created.
Superintendent of Banks; appointment; term of office.
Vacancy in office of Superin-

Department

of

13-313.

Traveling expenses.

13-314.

Expenses of the Department
of Banking,

how

paid.

13-315.

Report of Superintendent.

Qualifications of Superintendent; removal from office.

13-316.

Contents

Salary of Superintendent.
Oath and bond of Superintend-

13-317.

13-306.

Copies of Superintendent's report furnished to banks.

13-318.

13-307.

Suspension or removal of Su-

13-308.

perintendent.
Superintendent's office and resi-

Rules for the Department of
Banking. Appointment of speForms.
cial examiners.

13-319.

Reports

tendent,
13-304.
13-305.

how

filled.

ent.

dence.

Superintendent's

of

report.

examinations

of

of

banks.

Seal of Department of Banking; reception in evidence of
sealed papers.

13-320.

Reports by Superintendent and
examiners as evidence.

13-310.

Assistant superintendent, examiners, and clerks; appoint-

13-321.

Liability for
duty.

13-311.

Oath and bond

13-322.

Costs of suits by or against
Superintendent.

13-312.

Salaries of assistant superintend-

13-323.

Department

13-3C9.

ment, duties,

etc.

of assistant su-

perintendent and examiners.
ent,

nonperformance of

examiners, and clerks.

Department

Banking

of

Law

to advise

Superintendent.

—There

hereby created a
banking department of the State of Georgia to be designated as the Department of Banking, charged with the execution of all laws heretofore
passed or which may hereafter be passed relating to banks as herein de13-301.

fined.

(Acts 1919,

of

created.

is

p. 138.)

—

Banks; appointment; term of office. The
chief officer of the Department of Banking shall be known as the Superintendent of Banks. He shall be appointed by the Governor, by and with
the advice and consent of the Senate. The first appointment hereunder
shall be made at least 10 days before this Title takes effect, and the appointee shall discharge the duties of the office pending confirmation by
the Senate. The Superintendent of Banks shall hold office for the term of
four years, and until his successor is appointed and qualified. (Acts 1919,
13-302. Superintendent of

p. 138.)

—

Cross-references. Appointments
Certain vacancies, see § 40-302.

by Governor, see

§

40-301.

Mode

of filling

:
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13-303.

Vacancy

in office of Superintendent,

there shall be a vacancy in the office

when

§ 13

how

filled.

the Senate

— In

is

not

the event
in session,

:aused by death, resignation, disability, suspension or removal of the
Superintendent of Banks, the assistant superintendent shall act, holding the office until the Senate convenes and a successor to the Super-

appointed and qualified. When the assistant superintendent shall hold the office of Superintendent, as herein provided,
he shall receive the same salary, and give the same bond as herein provided for the Superintendent of Banks. (Acts 1919, p. 139. )
intendent of Banks

is

—

removal from office. The
Superintendent of Banks shall be a man of good character and shall have
had at least five years' active experience in the banking business. He
shall not during his term of office be an officer or employee of any bank,
or either directly or indirectly interested in any bank, and shall not carry
on business as a private banker or be an employee of or interested directly or indirectly in the business of any private banker.
He shall not be
or become indebted directly or indirectly to any bank as herein defined.
The Governor shall immediately remove from office any Superintendent
13-304. Qualifications of Superintendent;

of

Banks violating the provisions

of this section.

13-305. Salary of Superintendent.

(Acts 1919,

p. 139.)

—The Superintendent of Banks

shall

annum, to be paid in the same manner as
the other expenses of the Department of Banking are paid. He shall receive no fees or perquisites for any official act, but the fees prescribed
herein shall be collected by him and deposited to the credit of the Dereceive a salary of $6,000 per

partment of Banking, as hereinafter provided.

(Acts 1919,

p. 139.)

—

Oath and bond

of Superintendent.
Before entering upon the
Superintendent
of
Banks
shall take an oath before
duties
the
the Governor or one of the Justices of the Supreme Court to support the
Constitution of the United States and the Constitution of the State of
Georgia, and faithfully to execute the duties of his office, which oath shall
be in writing and subscribed to by the Superintendent of Banks and filed
13-306.

of his office,

He

bond to the State
approved by the Governor in the sum of

of record in the Executive- Office.

shall also give

with security or securities
$50,000, conditioned as follows
(1)

That he

will faithfully discharge, execute,

singular, the duties required of him, and which

and perform,

may

all

and

be required by the

Constitution and laws.

That he will faithfully account for all moneys that may be
ceived by him from time to time by virtue of his office.
(2)

(3)

That he

will safely deliver to his successor all books,

vouchers, accounts, and effects whatever belonging to said

re-

moneys,

office.

surety on the bond shall be a regular incorporated surety company or companies, qualified to do business in the State, and the premium on the bond shall be paid as other expenses of the Department of

The

Banking are

paid.

Cross-reference.
§

(Acts 1919,

— Penalty

for

p. 139.)

neglect

or

misconduct of Superintendent,

see

13-9904.

—

removal of Superintendent. The Superintendent of Banks may be suspended or removed by the Governor, whenever
13-307. Suspension or
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the Governor has trustworthy information, to be judged of by him, that
the Superintendent is insane or has absconded or grossly neglects his
duties or

is

guilty of conduct plainly violative of his duties.

(Acts 1919,

p. 140.)

—

and residence. The Superintendent of
provided with suitable apartments at the State capitol,
furnished at the State's expense he shall keep his office open daily, Sundays and holidays excepted. He shall be furnished from time to time
necessary equipment, furniture, fuel, light and other proper conveniences
for the transaction of the business of his office, the expense of which shall
be paid by the State in the same manner as the expenses of other officers
13-308. Superintendent's office

Banks

shall be

;

The

at the capitol are paid.

be

in

Fulton county.

official

residence of the Superintendent shall

(Acts 1919, pp. 135, 140; 1920,

p.

102; 1925, pp. 119,

122.)

13-309. Seal of

— The

Department

of

Banking; reception

in evidence of sealed

Superintendent of
Banks with an official seal. Any paper executed by him as such Superintendent of Banks in pursuance of any authority conferred on him by
law and sealed with his seal of office shall be received in evidence with
the same effect as a duly recorded deed. (Acts 1919, p. 141.)
papers.

Secretary of State shall provide

13-310. Assistant superintendent, examiners,

—The

the

and

clerks; appointment,

Superintendent of Banks shall appoint from time to
time, with the right to discharge at will, an assistant superintendent
who shall be ex officio an examiner, and such additional examiners and
office assistants as he may need to discharge in a proper manner the duties imposed upon him by law, provided that such appointments shall
not extend beyond the term of office of the Superintendent of Banks
making such appointments.
duties, etc.

No

person so appointed shall during* his term of office be an officer or
employee of any bank, or either directly or indirectly interested in any
bank. He shall not carry on business as a private banker or be an employee of or interested in the business of any private banker. He shall
not be or become indebted directly or indirectly to any bank as herein
defined. The Superintendent of Banks shall immediately remove from
office any assistant superintendent, examiner, or office assistant violating
the provisions of this section.

The

and clerks shall perform such
duties as may be assigned to them, respectively, by the Superintendent
assistant superintendent, examiners

of Banks.

(Acts 1919,

Cross-reference.

13-311.

The

p. 141.)

— Penalty

for neglect or misconduct, see

Oath and bond

§

of assistant superintendent

and each

13-9904.

and examiners.

—

examiners shall take the
same oath as that herein prescribed for the Superintendent of Banks, and
each shall give a bond to be approved by the Superintendent, with a regular incorporated surety company qualified to do business in the State, as
security, payable to the State, in the penal sum of $10,000, with the same
assistant superintendent

of the

conditions contained in the bond as those herein prescribed for the Superintendent of Banks, the premium on which said bonds shall be paid as

—
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other expenses of the Department of Banking are paid.

(Acts 1919,

p. 141.)

13-312. Salaries of assistant superintendent, examiners,

and

clerks.

TJie assistant superintendent shall be paid a salary of S3, 600 per

Each
annum.

The

of the

annum.

examiners shall be paid a salary of not exceeding- $2,400 per

salaries of the clerks

perintendent of Banks.

and

(Acts 1919,

13-313. Traveling expenses.

be fixed by the Su-

office assistants shall
p.

—The

142; 1920, p. 103

;

1922, p. 64.)

traveling expenses of the Superin-

tendent of Banks, the assistant superintendent, and the examiners, actually paid in the discharge of their duties, shall be audited

and approved by

the Superintendent of Banks, and paid monthly as other expenses of the

Banking are paid. Itemized statements shall be kept by
the Superintendent and examiners, showing in detail their expenses and
each and every item thereof, in such form and accompanied by such
vouchers as the Superintendent shall prescribe, which statements shall be
Department

filed in

of

(Acts 1919,

the office of the Superintendent.

—Penalty

Cross-reference.

p. 142.)

for rendering false expense account, see

§

13-9905.

—

Expenses of the Department of Banking, how paid. All the
expenses incurred in and about the conduct of the business of the Department of Banking, including the salaries of the Superintendent of
Banks, the assistant superintendent, the examiners, and office assistants,
and the traveling expenses incurred in examining banks, except the office
expenses, including printing, postage, stationery and office supplies, telephone and telegraph tolls, provided for in section 13-308, shall be collected from the banks as hereinafter provided. All amounts so paid shall be
deposited by the Superintendent of Banks in such bank or banks as he
may see fit and subject to his check as such Superintendent, and shall be
used for the expenses of the Department of Banking only. (Acts 1919,
13-314.

p.

142; 1920, p. 103.)

—

Report of the Superintendent. The Superintendent of Banks
shall make an annual report to the Governor on or before the 31st day of
December, which report shall be filed in his office, and by him laid before
the General Assembly in connection with his first regular message there13-315.

after.

(Acts 1919,

Cross-reference.

p. 142.)

—Filing reports

with State Librarian, see

13-316. Contents of Superintendent's report.

Banks
1.

shall set forth in his

A list of all

—The

§

101-204.

Superintendent of

annual report:

the banks subject to his supervision, with the date

when

each began business.
2.

A

summary

port received in response to
to said
3.

A

bank

shown by

the last re-

and such other information

in relation

of the condition of every bank, as

as in his

statement of

call,

judgment may be

all

useful.

applications for incorporation of

of all applications for the

new banks and

amendment, renewal, and surrender

together with his action thereon.

of charters,

§
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4.

A

statement of

A

list

all
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banks whose business has been closed during the

year.

banks taken possession of by him during* the year, and
of the dividends paid to creditors of all banks being liquidated, and of the
unclaimed and unpaid deposits or dividends of each of such banks.
5.

6.

Any

of all

suggestion for amendments to the laws relating to banking by

which the system may be improved and the security to the depositors and
other creditors increased.

The names and compensation of his
and the whole amount of the expenses of
7.

and clerks,
the Banking Department during
assistant, examiners,

the year.
8.

An

itemized statement of the amounts collected from the banks from

examinations,

A

fines,

and forfeitures during the year.

names

banks taken possession of and liquidated,
and the- sum of unclaimed and unpaid deposits or dividends with respect
to each of them respectively, and where such unpaid deposits or dividends are deposited. (Acts 1919, pp. 143, 164; 1922, p. 65.)
9.

of the

list

Cross-reference.

of the

— Penalty

for false report, see

§

13-9903.

13-317. Copies of Superintendent's report furnished to banks.

— The an-

nual report of the Superintendent of Banks shall be published in book
form, and a copy thereof furnished to each bank by mail as soon as the

same

have been published and transmitted to the Governor Provided, that the Superintendent may in his discretion omit from the pub(Acts 1919,
lished volume subsections 4, 5 and 6 of section 13-316.
shall

:

p. 143; 1920, p. 104; 1925, pp. 119, 122.)

13-318. Rules for the

examiners. Forms.

Department

of Banking.

—The Superintendent of

Appointment of special
Banks shall make such rules

and regulations to carry out the provisions of
sider of value to the Department of Banking.

when

examiners,

powers.

He

blanks for

he may conappoint special

this Title as

He may

occasion requires, prescribe their duties, and limit their

and provide forms, and supply the necessary
examinations and reports. (Acts 1919, p. 144.)
shall prescribe

13-319. Reports of examinations of banks.

nations and the reports

made by banks

Banks
Banks in

the Superintendent of

Superintendent of

reports of

response to the

shall be regularly filed

all

exami-

made by

calls

and preserved by the

his office for a period of five years, after

which time the Superintendent
(Acts 1919,

in

—The

shall be authorized to

burn the same.

p. 144.)

—

by Superintendent and examiners as evidence. Every
official report made by the Superintendent of Banks and every sworn report, duly verified, of any regular or special examiner duly appointed by
13-320. Reports

the Superintendent of Banks, shall be prima facie evidence of the facts
therein stated, in any action or proceeding wherein such

bank

Provided, that the reports of such examinations shall not be

except

when

required in legal proceedings.

certified copies of records

shall be paid

The expense

is

made

for

public

of furnishing

and reports by the Superintendent

by the person applying

a party:

of

Banks

such certified copies before such

Banks and Banking.
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copies are delivered, except where such copies are called for on

the State.

(Acts 1919,

behaH

of

p. 144; 1920, p. 104.)

—

nonperformance of duty. The Superintendent of
Banks, the assistant superintendent, and the examiners shall be liable on
their official bonds to any person, firm, or corporation injured on account
of the failure of the Superintendent, the assistant superintendent, or any
13-321. Liability for

examiner, to faithfully discharge the duties of his office. Suit may be
brought thereon in any court of competent jurisdiction in the name of
the State for the use of the injured party. (Acts 1919, p. 144.)
13-322. Costs of suits

by or against Superintendent.

—The costs of any

by or against the Superintendent of Banks shall be
taxed by the judge of the superior court in which such suit is brought
either against the opposite party to such suit, or against the bank concerning which the suit is brought, or against the Superintendent, in
which latter event such costs shall be paid as other expenses of the Department of Banking are paid. (Acts 1919, p. 144; 1931, pp. 7, 38.)
Editorial Note. The portion of the above section which provided that solicitors

suits or proceedings

—

general should represent the Superintendent of Banks in suits by or against such
Superintendent has been omitted as repealed by §§ 40-1607, 40-1609, creating the
Department of Law and providing that such Department is vested with exclusive
authority in all matters relating to every department of the State other than the
judicial and legislative branches.

—

Department of Law to advise Superintendent. It shall be the
duty of the Department of Law to advise the Superintendent of Banks
on any question of law submitted by the Superintendent. (Acts 1919,
13-323.

p.

145; 1931, pp.7, 38.)

—
Editorial Note. — In

Cross-reference. Duty of the Attorney General to advise the Executive Department, see Const., Art. VI, Sec. X, Par. II (§ 2-3802), and § 40-1602, 11 4.
the above section, the words "Department of Law" were inserted in lieu of the expression "Attorney General," and the provision which made
it the duty of solicitors general to advise the Superintendent of Banks on any question of law submitted to them by such Superintendent in regard to any banks in
their respective circuits has been omitted. These changes were made to make this
section conform to §§ 40-1607 and 40-1609, creating the Department of Law and
vesting such Department with exclusive authority in all matters of law relating to
every department of the State other than the judicial and legislative branches.

CHAPTER

13-4.

EXAMINATION OF BANKS.

Sec.

Sec.

13-401.

Semiannual examinations.

13-407.

13-402.

Special examinations.

13-408.

13-403.
13-404.

Examinations on oath.
Written report of examination.

13-409.

13-405.

Fees for

13-410.

13-406.

examination; "resources" defined.

Fees for examination,

how

Record of examination
Examinations not at

fees.

stated

times.

Information kept secret.
Reports of examinations as

evi-

dence.

col-

lected.

—

Semiannual examinations. The Superintendent of Banks shall
either personally or by one'of the examiners visit and examine every
bank subject to his supervision at least twice in each year. On every
13-401.

examination, inquiry shall be made as to the condition and resources of
the bank, the mode of conducting and managing its affairs, the manner
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and the correctness thereof, the actions of its directors, the investment of its funds, the safety and prudence of its management, and whether the requirements of its charter and the law have
been complied with in the administration of its affairs, and as to such
other matters covered by this Title as the Superintendent of Banks may
of keeping* its accounts

prescribe.

(Acts 1919,

p. 145.)

13-402. Special examinations.

— In

addition to the regular semiannual

examinations the Superintendent of Banks shall have power and it shall
be his duty in like manner to examine or cause to be examined any bank
under his supervision whenever in the judgment of the Superintendent
of Banks the management and condition of the bank is such as to render
an examination of its affairs necessary or expedient, or whenever in the
opinion of the Superintendent of Banks the interests of the public de-

mand an

examination. (Acts 1919,

p. 146.)

—

Examinations on oath. The Superintendent of Banks and the
examiners shall have power and authority to administer oaths and to
examine under oath any person whose testimony may be required on the
examination of any bank, and shall have the authority and power to
compel the appearance and attendance of any such person for the pur13-403.

pose of such examination.

any person when required so to do by the Superintendent of Banks,
or any one of the examiners, shall fail or refuse to appear or to testify
under oath as herein provided, such failure or refusal may be reported in
writing to the judge of the superior court of the county in which such
bank is located, who shall thereupon cause a subpoena to be issued by
the clerk of said court requiring such person to so attend and testify, and
for failure to obey such subpoena the person so failing shall be adjudged
in contempt of court by the judge of said court and punished accordingIf

(Acts 1919,

ly.

p. 146.)

Cross-references.

bank

officers to

— Penalty

make

for false oath, see § 13-9909.
§ 13-9911.

Penalty for refusal by

statements, see

—

Written report of examination. The Superintendent of Banks
and the examiner who shall make an examination of any bank shall reduce the result thereof to writing in such form as shall be prescribed by
the Superintendent, which shall contain a full, true, and correct statement of the condition of such bank so examined, which reports shall be
filed in the Department of Banking. (Acts 1919, p. 146.)
13-404.

13-405. Fees for examination; "resources" defined.

pay

— Each

bank

shall

semiannual examination to the Superintendent of Banks,
to be deposited by him to the credit of the Department of Banking, as
for each

hereinbefore provided, in proportion to

its total

clusive of branches, not exceeding the following

resources or assets, ex-

amounts:

Where

the total resources are $150,000, or less, $20.

Where

the total resources are

more than

—

$150,000 and not exceeding

$200,000,

$200,000 and not exceeding

$300,000,

$300,000 and not exceeding

$400,000,

$30
$40
$50

$400,000 and not exceeding

$500,000,

$60
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$500,000 and not exceeding$600,000 and not exceeding

$700,000,

$700,000 and

$^00,000,

$800,000 and
$900,000 and
$1,000,000 and

not
not
not
not

$3,000,000, $325

not exceeding

$3,500,000, $340

not exceeding

$4,000,000, $360

not exceeding

$4,500,000, $380

not exceeding

$5,000,000, $400

not exceeding

$6,000,000, $425

not exceeding

$7,000,000, $450

not exceeding

$8,000,000, $475

$1,400,000 and not

$1,600,000 and not
$1,800,000 and not

$2,000,000 and not
$2,250,000 and not

$2,500,000 and not
$2,750,000
$3,000,000

$3,500,000
$4,000,000

$4,500,000

$5,000,000
$6,000,000
$7,000,000
$8,000,000

$10,000,000

$12,500,000
$15,000,000
$17,500,000
$20,000,000
$25,000,000

$30,000,000 arid

MOO

exceeding
exceeding
exceeding
exceeding
exceeding
exceeding
exceeding
exceeding
exceeding
exceeding
exceeding
exceeding

$1,200,000 and not

and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and

$75

$600,000,

not

$900,000, $110
$1,000,000, $120
$1,200,000, $140
$1,400,000, $150
$1,600,000, $170

$1,800,000, $190
$2,000,000, $210
$2,250,000, $250

$2,500,000, $275
$2,750,000, $300

not exceeding $10,000,000, $500
not exceeding $12,500,000, $525

not exceeding $15,000,000, $550
not exceeding $17,500,000, $575

not exceeding $20,000,000, $600
not exceeding $25,000,000, $625

not exceeding $30,000,000, $650
not exceeding $35,000,000, $700

$35,000,000 and not exceeding $40,000,000, $750
$800.

$40,000,000

The word

"resources," as used in this section, shall be

deemed

to

mean

the total resources or assets of the bank examined as of the date of such

examination.
In addition to the fees hereinabove fixed, each bank operating branch

pay for each bank so operated for each semiannual
examination at the above rates based on the total resources of such
offices or

banks

shall

branch.

For any examination herein provided to be made before permit to begin business is issued, or on any amendments to a charter, or on any consolidation or merger, or on any voluntary liquidation, and in all other
cases of like character, other than regular semiannual examinations, a
fee of $25 per day for each examiner participating in such examination
shall be paid for each examination.

(Acts 1919, p. 147; 1920, pp. 104,

105; 1925, pp. 119, 123.)
13-406.

should

Fees for examination,

fail

or refuse to pay on

how

collected.

demand

for examinations, the Superintendent of

—In

the event any bank

amount herein fixed as fees
Banks shall forthwith issue an

the
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execution in the

such

fees,

which

name

of the State against

shall be enforced in like

the superior courts
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such bank for the amount of

manner

as executions issued

upon judgments rendered by them.

by

(Acts 1919,

p. 14S.)

—

be the duty of the Superall fees collected by him, together
with a record of expenses incurred in making examinations of all banks,
which record shall be embodied in his annual report to the Governor.
(Acts 1919, p. 148.)

Record of examination fees.
intendent of Banks to keep a record of
13-407.

It shall

—

Examinations not at stated times. The Superintendent of
Banks shall not visit any bank or cause same to be visited by an examiner for the purpose of examination at stated or regular times, nor shall
the Superintendent or any examiner permit any one to know when or at
what time he will visit any bank or cause same to be visited, for exami13-408.

nation. (Acts 1919, p. 148.)
Cross-reference.

— Penalty

for violation of this section, see

13-409. Information kept secret.

§

13-9901.

—The information which

shall

be ob-

Banks or any examiner in making examinations into the affairs of any bank shall be for the purpose of ascertaining the true condition of said bank, and shall not be disclosed by the
person making the examination, unless called upon to testify concerning the same in a court of justice, except that reports shall be made of
the condition of the affairs of the bank ascertained from such examination to the officers and directors of the bank examined and to the Supertained by the Superintendent of

intendent of Banks, and a

summary

thereof published in the Superin-

tendent's annual report, and except that the Superintendent

may

action as the re€ult of such examination, as herein provided

Provided,

:

take

however, that upon the request of the Federal Reserve Bank the Superintendent shall be authorized to furnish to said bank a copy of the report

and other information concerning the condition and affairs of any bank
which shall be a member of the Federal Reserve System and Provided
further, that the Superintendent of Banks may in his discretion confer
and exchange information with the Comptroller of the Currency of the
United States and the national bank examiners, and may when he shall
deem it to be for the interest of the bank in question discuss its affairs
with other banks or persons interested therein or affected thereby. (Acts
:

1919, p. 148; 1920, p. 105.)
Cross-reference.

— Penalty

for disclosing condition of bank, see

13-410. Reports of examinations as evidence.

§

13-9902.

— In the event the Super-

intendent of Banks takes charge of the business and affairs of any bank
as herein authorized, or in the event proceedings are instituted to forfeit

the charter of any bank, duly authenticated copies of the reports of the

examination of such bank on

Banks may be used

in

the true condition of

file

in the office of the

Superintendent of

any court as evidence and as an aid in arriving at
the bank. Such reports shall be received in any

court as prima facie evidence of the truth of their contents. (Acts 1919,
p. 149.)
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CHAPTER

§

13-505

REPORTS OF BANKS.

13-5.

Sec.

Sec.

13-501.

Number,

13-502.

Special reports.

verification, contents,

and publication.

1.3-503.

Call for reports mailcrl to banks.

13-504.

Dividends to be reported.
Penalty for failing to report.

13-505.

—

Number, verification, contents, and publication. Every bank
shall make at least four reports each year, and oftcner if called upon by
the Superintendent of Banks, according to the form which may be prescribed by him, verified as true and correct by the oath or affirmation of
the president or cashier, and accompanied by the certificate of at lca:^t
two of the directors of such bank to the effect that they have carefully
read said report and that the same is true and correct according- to the
best of their information, knowledge and belief, and that the signature
13-501.

of the president or cashier,

is

the true and genuine signature of such

Such report shall exhibit in detail and under appropriate heads
the resources and liabilities of such bank at the close of business on any
past date specified by the Superintendent of Banks, and shall be transmitted to the Superintendent of Banks within 10 days after date of a request therefor from him, and shall be published in such form as the Superintendent of Banks may prescribe, within 10 days after the same is
called for, in a newspaper published in the city or town where such bank
is located, or if no newspaper is published in such city or town, then in
the county in which such bank is located, and if no newspaper is published in the county, then in some newspaper having a general circulation in the county, such publication to be at the expense of the' bank, and
proof that such publication has been made, in such form as may be required by the Superintendent of Banks, shall be furnished to him within
five days after such publication is made. (Acts 1919, p. 149; 1920, p. 105.)
officer.

—The

Superintendent of Banks shall have
power to call for special reports from any bank, whenever in his judgment the same are necessary in order to obtain a full and complete knowl13-502.

Special reports.

edge of its condition. Such reports shall be made on forms furnished by
the Superintendent of Banks, and shall be verified and certified as herein
provided in the case of stated reports. (Acts 1919, pp. 135, 150.)
13-503. Call for reports mailed to banks.

—A copy of each

call

made by

the Superintendent of Banks for a report from the banks under the supervision of said Superintendent shall be mailed to each bank, and such

mailing shall be deemed legal notice of such

call.

(Acts 1919, pp. 135,

150.)

13-504. Dividends to be reported.

—In addition to the reports required

preceding sections, each bank shall report to the Superintendent
of Banks within 10 days after declaring, and at least 10 days before paying, any dividend, the amount of such dividend and the amount of the
surplus and undivided profits in excess of such dividend. Such report
shall be verified and certified in the same manner as is provided herein
in the

in the case of stated reports to the

Superintendent of Banks. (Acts 1919,

pp. 135, 150.)
13-505. Penalty for failing to report.

—Any bank

which fails to make
and transmit or to publish any report as required by this Title shall be
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subject to a penalty of $10 for each day after the periods, respectively,
herein mentioned that it delays to make and transmit its report or proof
of publication.

When

any bank delays or refuses to pay the penalty herein imposed
for the failure to make and transmit or to publish its report, the Superintendent of Banks is hereby authorized to issue an execution against
such bank for the amount of such penalty, which shall be enforced in
like manner as executions issued by the superior courts of this State
upon judgments.

by the Superintendent of Banks
and deposited to the credit of the Department of

All penalties collected shall be held
as other funds collected

Banking. (Acts 1919,

CHAPTER

13-6.

p. 150.)

COMMUNICATIONS FROM DEPARTMENT
OF BANKING.
Sec.

Sec.
13-601.
13-602.

Notice of violation of law.
Communications to be read and
entered on minutes.

13-601. Notice of violation of law.

13-603.

Removal

of officer or

employee

°* bank,

—

appear to the Superintendent of Banks that any bank has violated its charter or any law of the
State or any order or regulation of the Department of Banking, he may,
by an order under his hand and official seal, addressed to such bank, direct the discontinuance of such violation, or if it should appear to the
Superintendent that any such bank is conducting business in an unsafe
or unauthorized manner, he may in like manner direct the discontinuance
Such order shall be read at
of such unsafe and unauthorized practices.
a meeting of the directors called for the purpose, and a copy thereof shall
be entered upon the minutes of said board, and a majority of the board
of directors, over their own signatures, indorsed on said original order,
shall acknowledge that the same has been read at a meeting of the board
and entered upon the minutes and said original order shall be forthwith
returned to the Superintendent of Banks. (Acts 1919, p. 151.)
If it shall

—

Communications to be read and entered on minutes. Each
official communication directed by the Superintendent of Banks to a
bank, pertaining to an investigation or examination conducted by the
13-602.

Department, or to the affairs of such bank, or containing orders, suggestions, or recommendations as to the conduct of the business thereof, shall
be submitted, by the officer receiving it, to the board of directors of such
bank, at the next meeting of such board, and entered on the minutes, and
written acknowledgment thereof made to the Superintendent of Banks.
(Acts 1919,

p. 151.)

Removal

—

employee of bank. The Superintendent
of Banks shall have the right to require the immediate removal from
office of any officer or employee of any bank who shall be found by him
to be dishonest, incompetent or reckless in the management of the affairs
13-603.

of the bank, or

who

of officer or

persistently violates the laws of the State or the law-

ful orders of the Superintendent. (Acts 1919, p. 152.)
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CHAPTER

13-7.

§ 13

IMPAIRMENT OF CAPITAL.
Sec.

Sec.
13-701.

Assessment of stockholders.

13-702.

How

13-703.

13-704.

Transfer of stock; sale;

pro-

ceeds.

assessment enforced.
Notice to pledgee of stock of
bank.

Assessment

—Whenever the

Superintendent of
Banks shall find that the capital stock of any bank has become impaired
or reduced as much as 10 per cent, of its par value from losses or any
other causes, the Superintendent of Banks shall notify and require such
13-701.

bank

to

make good

of stockholders.

capital stock so impaired or reduced within 60

its

upon the stockholders thereof, and it shall be
the duty of the officers and directors of the bank receiving such notice
to immediately call a special meeting of the stockholders for the purpose
of making an assessment upon its stockholders sufficient to cover the
impairment of the capital, payable in cash, at which meeting such assessment shall be made Provided, that such bank may reduce its capital to
the extent of the impairment if such reduction will not place its capital
below the amount required by this Title. At any such special meeting
days, by an assessment

:

of the stockholders a majority of the stock outstanding at the time shall

be deemed a quorum, and such assessment
ity

vote of the

How

quorum

may

be

made upon

a major-

present. (Acts 1925, pp. 119, 126.)

—

assessment enforced. If any stockholder should refuse
or neglect to pay any assessment which may be levied by the special
stockholders' meeting for the purpose of making good any impairment
or reduction of capital within 30 days after such assessment shall have
been levied, the directors of such bank shall have the right to sell to the
13-702.

highest bidder, at public outcry, for cash, a sufficient

amount

of the stock

such stockholder to cover the assessment after giving previous notice
of such sale, once a week, for two weeks, in the newspaper in which the
sheriff's advertisements of the county in which the bank is located are
published. In the event said stock is sold for less than the amount of the
assessment upon same and necessary costs of sale, the bank shall have
the right to sue such stockholder for the difference between the amount
of the assessment and the proceeds of the sale. Out of the proceeds of
the sale of said stock the directors shall pay the necessary costs of sale
and the amount of the assessment called for thereon, and the balance, if
any, shall be paid to the person or persons whose stock has been sold, or
to the holder of the certificate therefor upon the surrender of such cerA sale of the stock as herein provided shall effect an absolute
tificate.
cancellation of the outstanding certificate or certificates evidencing the
stock so sold, and shall make the same null and void, and the rights of
any and all stockholders thereof shall terminate and a new certificate or
certificates shall be issued to the purchaser or purchasers of such stock
The bank shall, in addition
free from all liens, or claims, whatsoever.
to the right herein given to sell said stock, also have the right to sue the
stockholder for the full amount of said assessment in the event that said
stockholder shall fail to pay the assessment so levied, in lieu of the sale
of such stock and at the option of the bank. (Acts 1925, p. 126.)
of

13-703. Notice to pledgee of stock of bank.
shall

—When

have pledged or hypothecated any of his

any stockholder
stock and shall not pay
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any assessment levied on the stock so pledged, for any reason, it shall be
his duty to give the pledgee notice, by registered mail at least five days
before the expiration of the time within which such assessment may be
paid, of the levy of such assessment and the amount thereof and of the
fact that he does not expect or intend to pay the same, giving to the
pledgee the privilege of paying the amount of the assessment should he
desire to do so for his
Cross-reference.

own

— Pledges

protection. (Acts 1925, p. 127.)

and pawns, see Chapter

12-6.

—

13-704. Transfer of stock; sale; proceeds.
When any stockholder shall
have pledged or hypothecated his stock and the title thereto by reason
of insolvency or other legal process has been acquired by the pledgee,
the bank shall have the right to notify the pledgee to cause said stock to
be transferred upon the books of the bank, and upon failure of said stockholder to present said stock to the bank for the purpose of having same
transferred thereon within six months after the receipt of such notice,
then the bank shall cause the same to be sold in the same manner as
sheriff's sales are now held. A sale of said stock as herein provided shall
effect an absolute cancellation of the outstanding certificate or certificates evidencing the stock so sold, and shall make the same null and void,
and the rights of the holder or holders thereof shall terminate and a new
certificate or certificates shall be issued to the purchaser of said stock
free from all liens or claims whatsoever. The proceeds of said sale shall
be first applied to the expenses of the bank in making said sale and the
remainder, if any, shall be paid to the pledgee. (Acts 1925, p. 128.)

CHAPTER 13-8. POSSESSION OF BANK BY
SUPERINTENDENT OF BANKS.
Sec.

Sec.
13-801.

Possession

13-802.

Directors

may
may surrender

be taken, when.

session; notice.

Effect of notice or possession.

13-804.

Assignment

13-805.

13-806.

Notice of taking possession of
bank by Superintendent.
Business resumed, how.

13-807.

Collections and sales,

13-808.

Suits,

13-816.

Pass books called in.
Superintendent may reject
claims or change rank. Ac-

of claims.

13-817.

for creditors.

how made.

conveyance, purchase of
property, extensions and renewals.

13-810.

Notice to creditors and proof

pos-

13-803.

13-809.

13-815.

Venue

of suits against Superintendent; service.

Enjoining proceedings by Superintendent; review of proceedings.

tions.

13-819.

Objections to claims or deposit.
List of claims made up and

13-820.

Claims

13-818.

filed.

13-821.
13-822.
13-823.

Agent

13-812.
13-813.

Expert accountants and assistant; employment.
Bonds of agent and other as-

13-814.

Inventory to be

to assist Superintendent;
appointment, duties, and sal13-826.

ary.

perintendent.

13-827.
13-828.

sistants.
filed

after

time

Order of paying debts.
Assessment of stockholders.
Dividends, when paid and calculation.

13-824.

13-825.

13-811.

presented

fixed.

by Su13-829.

Funds to be deposited.
Compensation of agents and
others, how fixed and funds
from which paid.
Unclaimed deposits; dividends
thereon.
Stockholders' meeting called
when; purpose; notice.
Stockholders' agent, election,
powers, and duties of.

Successor of agent,

how

chosen.
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13-801. Possession

may

the Superintendent of

be taken, when.

|_13

— Whenever

Banks that any bank has
or any law or regulation

appear to

shall

it

violated

its

charter or

of the Department of
any law of the State,
Banking or is conducting business in an unsafe or unauthorized manner; or that its capital is impaired more than 10 per cent, below its par
value and has not been made good under the requirement of the Superintendent; or when any bank shall refuse to submit its papers, bo<
and concerns to the inspection of the Superintendent, or any examiner;
or when any officer thereof shall refuse to be examined on oath touching
the affairs, business, or concerns of any such bank or when any bank
shall suspend payment of its obligations or shall fail to pay any final
judgment from which no further appellate proceedings will lie, within 10
days after the rendition thereof; or any other judgment within 10 days
-

,

;

after the expiration of the time for entering appellate proceedings; or

when from any examination made by

the Superintendent, or any ex-

aminer, the Superintendent shall have reason to conclude that any bank
is in an unsafe or unsound condition to transact the business for which

was organized, or that it is unsafe for it to continue business or when
any bank shall neglect or refuse to observe any lawful order of the Suit

;

perintendent directing or requiring the doing of any particular matter
or thing required to be done by law, the Superintendent himself, or by
a duly authorized agent, shall forthwith take possession of

bank and retain possession thereof
be authorized by him to resume business, or its

and business
shall

of such

dated as herein provided. (Acts 1919,
Cross-references.

Banks, see

§

—Taking

25-122.

Annual

its

assets

until such
affairs

bank

be liqui-

by Superintendent

of

13-316.

—

may

surrender possession; notice. Any bank may
and business under the control of the Superintendent of

13-802. Directors

place

§

the assets

p. 154.)

possession of credit unions
report, see

all

Banks by posting a notice on the front door of such bank indicating that
the bank is in the hands of the Superintendent of Banks, which notice
shall be signed in their own handwriting by a majority of the directors
of such bank.

(Acts 1919,

p. 155.)

13-803. Effect of notice or possession.

—The posting of such notice by

the directors, or the taking possession of any

bank by the Superintendent
assets and property of such bank,
of whatever nature, in possession of the Superintendent of Banks, and
shall operate as a bar to any attachment or any other legal proceedings
against such bank or its assets and no lien shall be acquired in any manner binding or affecting any of the assets of such bank after the posting
of such notice or taking possession of any bank by the Superintendent,
and every transfer or assignment by such bank or its authority, of the
whole or any part of its assets, after the posting of such notice or the
taking possession of such bank, shall be null and void.
(Acts 1919,
of Banks, shall be sufficient to place

all

;

p. 155.)

Assignment for creditors.— No bank shall be authorized or permitted to make any general assignment for the benefit of its creditors,
save and except by surrendering possession of its assets to the Superintendent of Banks as herein provided. (Acts 1919, p. 155.)
13-804.

Cross-reference.— Preference,
§§ 28-301 to 28-320.

and

assignments

for

benefit

of

creditors,

see

§
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—

bank by Superintendent. On
taking possession of the assets and business of any bank, as in this Title
authorized, the Superintendent of Banks shall forthwith give notice of
such action to all banks and other persons or corporations holding or in
possession of any assets of such bank. No bank or other person or corporation shall have a lien or charge for any payment, advance, or clearance thereafter made, or liability thereafter incurred, against any of the
assets of the bank, of whose assets and business the Superintendent shall
13-805. Notice of taking possession of

have taken possession as aforesaid. The Superintendent shall also file
and have recorded in the office of the clerk of the superior court of the
county in which the bank is located, and if the bank has a branch or
branches in another or ether counties, in such county or counties also, a
certificate under his hand and the seal of the Department of Banking,
wherein he shall set forth that the assets and business of the bank have
been taken charge of by him for the purposes of liquidation, giving the
date on which he took charge. A certified copy of said certificate shall
be admissible in evidence without proof, as a duly recorded deed is admitted.

(Acts 1919,

p.

155; 1927,

13-806. Business resumed,

p. 197.)

how.

—After

the Superintendent of

has so taken possession of any bank, the Superintendent

bank
him.

may

Banks

permit such

resume business upon such conditions as may be approved by
When necessary, in order to make good an impairment of capital,

to

the stockholders, with the approval of the Superintendent,

may

levy a

voluntary assessment on the stockholders as provided in this Chapter,
the amount of the assessments to be fixed by the Superintendent. (Acts
1919, p. 156; 1927, p. 198.)

and

how made. —Upon

taking possession of
the assets and business of any bank, the Superintendent is authorized to
collect all moneys due to such bank, and to do such other acts as are
necessary to conserve its assets and business, and shall proceed to liquiThe Superintendent
date the affairs thereof, as hereinafter provided.
13-807. Collections

sales,

due and claims belonging to such bank, and by
making application to the superior court of the county in which such
bank is located, or to the judge thereof, if said superior court be not then
in session, may procure an order to sell, compromise or compound any
bad or doubtful debt or claim, and on like order the Superintendent may
sell the real and personal property of such bank on such terms as the
court, or the judge thereof, shall direct, but on any such court proceedings the bank shall be made a party by a proper notice issued from the
court, and the hearing of any such application or petition by the Superintendent may be had at any time, either in term or vacation, after the
bank has had five days' notice of such application. (Acts 1919, p. 156.)
shall collect all debts

—

Cross-references. Superintendent
of experts, see § 13-812.

may

appoint agent, see

§

13-811.

Employ-

ment

and repowers and perform-

13-808. Suits, conveyance, purchase of property, extensions

newals. — For the purpose of executing any

of the

ing any of the duties hereby conferred upon him, the Superintendent
may, in the name of the bank, institute, prosecute and defend any and all
actions, suits and legal proceedings, including suits against its directors
or officers, or any of them, upon any cause of action which

is

vested by
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13-811

such bank or in the stockholders or creditors thereof. He may, in
the name of the bank, execute and deliver any and all deeds, a ignrne:
bills of sale, transfers, satisfactions, or other instruments necessary or
proper to effectuate any sale, lease, or transfer of real or personal pr
erty, or to carry into effect any power conferred or duty imposed upon
him by this Title or by any order of the superior court. Any instrument
executed pursuant to the authority hereby given shall be as valjd and
effectual, for all purposes, as though the same had been executed by the
proper officers of the bank by authority of its board of directors. He
may, when in his opinion it is necessary, in order to fully protect and
benefit the said bank and its creditors to the extent of any and all equities
which said bank may have in any property, real or personal, by reason
of any mortgage, assignment, security deed, or other proper legal claim
attaching thereto, buy in said property or pay off such secured claim,
and he is hereby authorized and empowered to use any of the funds of
said bank for that purpose to the extent the same may be necessary or

law

in

He may,

required.

name

in the

for the best interest of the said

of said bank,

when

bank and

creditors,

its

judgment it is
renew or extend

in his

for limited periods any of the notes or other bills receivable of said bank.

(Acts 1922,
13-809.

p. 65.)

Venue

of suits

against Superintendent;

service

—All

suits

against the Superintendent of Banks, arising out of the liquidation of insolvent banks, shall be brought in the county in which such bank had

its

and service may be had on the Superintendent by serving such suit and process on the liquidation agent in charge
of the affairs of the said bank, or, if there be none, on any former officer
Provided, however, that in all such suits a second origiof said bank
nal shall be served on the Superintendent of Banks. (Acts 1927, p. 206.)

principal place of business,

:

by Superintendent; review of proceedings.
Whenever any bank of whose assets and business the Superintendent has taken possession, as aforesaid, shall deem itself aggrieved
13-810. Enjoining proceedings

—

thereby,

it

may

at

any time within 10 days

after its assets

and business

have been taken possession of, apply to the superior court of the
county in which its office shall be located, or to the judge of such court,
if the court be not then in session, to enjoin further proceedings by the
Superintendent; and the said court, or the judge thereof, after citing the
Superintendent to show cause why further proceedings should not be enshall

joined,

and

after hearing the allegations

termining the

facts,

may

and proof

of the parties

and de-

dismiss such application or enjoin the Superin-

tendent from further proceeding and direct the said Superintendent to
surrender such business and assets to said bank. Such application for
injunction

may

be heard at any time after three days' notice from the

time of service on the Superintendent, in the discretion of the court,
with the right to either party by bill of exception, as in other cases of
applications for temporary injunction, to carry said case to the

Court for review. (Acts 1919,
Cross-reference.— Writ of error
13-811.
ary.

Agent

Supreme

p. 156.)
in injunction cases, see §§ 6-903, 55-202.

to assist Superintendent; appointment, duties,

—The Superintendent may, under his hand and

official seal,

and

sal-

appoint

—
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an agent to assist him in taking possession of, liquidating- and distributing the assets of any bank under the provisions hereof, the certificate
of appointment to be filed in the office of the Superintendent, and a cerSuch agent shall receive a
tified copy thereof delivered to such agent.
salary, to be fixed as hereinafter provided for the time he is actually engaged in assisting in liquidating the affairs of the bank. The Superintendent may authorize such agent to perform such duties connected with
such liquidation and distribution as the Superintendent himself could in

person do and perform. (Acts 1919,

p. 157.)

—

Expert accountants and assistants; employment. The Superintendent may procure such expert accountants and other experts, assistants and employees as may be necessary in the liquidation and distribution of the assets of such bank, and may retain such of the officers
or employees of such bank as he may deem necessary. (Acts 1919, p 157;
13-812.

1931, pp.' 7, 38.)

—

and other assistants. The Superintendent shall
require from the agent appointed by him, and from such of the assistants
as will have charge of any of the assets of the bank, such security for the
faithful discharge of their duties as he may deem proper. (Acts 1919,
13-813.

Bonds

of agent

p. 157.)

—

sion of the assets

by Superintendent. Upon taking possesand business of any bank, the Superintendent shall

make an inventory

of the assets thereof in triplicate,

13-814. Inventory to be filed

one copy to be filed
in the office of the Superintendent and one copy to be filed, but not recorded, in the office of the clerk of the superior court of the county in
which the bank is located, and one copy to be kept of file in the bank.
Such inventories shall be open to inspection during regular office hours
of such offices, respectively. (Acts 1919, p. 157.)

and proof of claims.
be given by advertisement

13-815. Notice to creditors
shall cause notice to

—The

Superintendent

newspaper in
which the sheriff's advertisements of the county in which the bank is
located are published, and in any other newspaper which in the opinion
in the

may

be necessary or advisable, once a week for
persons who may have claims against the bank
to present the same to the Superintendent and make sworn proof thereof, filing the same with said Superintendent at the office of the bank, and
within any time to be specified in the notice, not less than 90 days from
of the Superintendent

four weeks, calling on

the date of the

first

all

publication of the notice.

shall be mailed to all persons

books of the bank.

copy of

whose names appear as

(Acts 1919,

Pass books called

A

this notice

creditors

upon the

p. 158.)

—The

Superintendent shall also in like
manner
all depositors to bring in their pass books to be balanced
and compared with the books of the bank. Deposits appearing on the
13-816.

in.

notify

books of the bank which agree with deposits as shown by the pass books
shall be held to be prima facie proven claims against the bank.
(Acts
1919, p. 158.)
13-817. Superintendent
If

may

reject claims or

change rank. Actions.

the Superintendent doubts the justice and validity of any claim or
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§ 13-820

deposit or the priority therefor as claimed in the proof
either reject the

same or change the rank

and serve notice

of such rejection or

filed,

he

or order of paying the

may
same

change upon the claimant or
positor, cither personally or by registered mail, and an affidavit of the
service of such notice, which shall be prima facie evidence thereof, shall
be filed in the office of the Superintendent. Any action or suit u
such claim so rejected or changed as to rank, whether for the purpose
of having said claim allowed or of establishing the rank or order of payment thereof must be brought by the claimant against the bank in the
proper court of the county in which the bank is located, within 90 days
Notice of the filing of
after such service, or the same shall be barred.
such suit with a copy of the petition shall be given by the claimant to
the Superintendent of Banks by registered mail at least 10 days before
the suit shall be in order for

may

defend the suit in the

trial.

name

The Superintendent,
of the bank.

he so desires,
Suits brought under this
if

section shall be tried at the first term of the court. (Acts 1919,

p.

158;

1927, p. 198.)

— Objections

any claim or
deposit not rejected or changed as to rank or order of payment by the
Superintendent may be made by the party interested, by filing a copy of
such objections with the Superintendent; and the Superintendent, after
investigation, shall either allow such objections and reject the claims or
deposit, or change the rank or order of payment thereof, and present
such objections to the superior court of the county in which the bank
is located, which court shall cause an issue as to whether or not such
claim or deposit should be allowed and as to the proper rank or order of
payment thereof to be made up and tried at the first term thereafter.
13-818. Objections to claims or deposit.

(Acts 1919,

p.

to

159; 1927, p. 199.)

13-819. List of claims

made up and

filed.

—Upon the expiration of the

time fixed for the presentation of claims, the Superintendent shall make
in triplicate a full and complete list of the claims presented and of the
'deposits as shown by the books of the bank, including and specifying
any claims or deposits which have been rejected by him, one copy to be
filed in the office of the Superintendent and one copy to be filed, but not
recorded, in the office of the clerk of the superior court of the county in
which the bank is located, and one copy to be kept of file in the bank.
Such inventories and lists of claims shall be open to inspection during
regular office hours of such offices, respectively. (Acts 1919, p. 159.)
13-820. Claims presented after time fixed.

— Claims

filed

with the Su-

perintendent after the expiration of the time fixed in the notice to credi-

be entitled after they have been allowed
by the Superintendent to share in the distribution of the assets of the
bank only to the extent of the assets undistributed and in the hands of
Provided, howthe Superintendent at the time such claims are filed
tors, as herein provided, shall

:

ever, that no claim shall be allowed, or shall participate in the distribution of the assets of such bank, but same shall be completely barred unless the same be filed within 12 months after the expiration of the time

fixed in the notice to creditors, as herein provided.

1924, pp. 135, 159; 1925, pp. 119, 128.)

(Acts 1919,

p. 159;

£
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—

paying debts. After the payment of the expenses of
liquidation, including compensation of agents and attorneys and after
the payment of unremitted collections, the order of paying off debts due
by insolvent banks shall be as follows:

Order

13-821.

of

(1)

Debts due depositors.

(2)

Debts due for taxes, State and Federal.

(3)

Judgments.

(4)

Contractual obligations.

(5)

Unliquidated claims for damages and the

like.

Provided, that nothing herein contained shall affect the validity of
any security or lien held by any person or corporation. (Acts 1919,
p.

157; 1925, p. 129; 1927, p. 199; 1931, pp.
Cross-reference.

assets, see

§

7, 38.)

—Deposit of public funds as creating superior lien against bank's

89-813.

—

Assessment of stockholders. Within 90 days after the Superintendent of Banks has taken possession of the assets and business
of any bank, as in this Title authorized, he shall make a careful estimate
of the value of the cash assets of said bank which can probably be con13-822.

verted into cash within one year after so taking possession of the assets
and business of said bank, and of the amount of such cash assets which

pay depositors; and he shall immediately thereupon
make an assessment upon the stockholders of said bank sufficient, when
added to the cash assets so available for depositors, to pay the said dewill be available to

Provided, that such assessment shall not exceed the
liability of stockholders upon their said stock.
Notice of such assess-

positors in full

ment

:

shall be given

by mail

to each of the stockholders of said bank,

and if any stockholder so notified shall refuse or neglect to pay any such
assessment within 30 days after the levy of such assessment and notice
thereof, the Superintendent of Banks shall issue an execution against
such stockholder for the amount of such assessment, which shall be enforced in like manner as executions issued by the superior courts upon
judgments regularly rendered by said courts: Provided, however, that
any stockholder shall have the right by affidavit of illegality, as in cases
of affidavits of illegality to other executions, to contest his liability for

such assessment and the amount and necessity thereof. Where an affidavit of illegality is filed with the levying officer he shall return the
same, together with the execution, to the superior court of the county
of the residence of the stockholder to be there tried as illegalities filed
to executions issued on judgments rendered by said courts are tried.
Said executions shall be a lien on all property of the defendant subject
to levy and sale for the amount w hich shall be adjudged to be due thereon from the date of the issuance thereof by the Superintendent. If at
any time prior to the final payment of all the indebtedness of such bank
it shall appear to the Superintendent that the assessment made by him
is insufficient in amount to pay such depositors in full, said Superintendent may from time to time make other assessments not in excess of the
liability of the stockholders upon their stock which shall be enforced
and collected in like manner.
r

After

all

the indebtedness of such bank

assets of such

bank

is

shall be applied first to

paid in

full,

the remaining

reimbursing the stockhold-
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who have

rata to

all

paid such assessment or assessments, and thereafter pro
Provided, that the lien provided for in this
the stockholders:

good as against

section shall not be
of the

same

third persons without actual notice

until the said execution has

execution docket in the

office of

been entered on the general

the clerk of the superior court in the

county of the defendant's residence, and as to real estate of the defendant, in the county where the land lies: Provided, however, that the
provisions of this section shall not apply to any bank or banks which
has heretofore been closed and which is now in process of liquidation.
(Acts 1919,

p.

160; 1925, pp. 119, 129.)

13-823. Dividends,

when

paid and calculation.

—At any time after the

expiration of the date fixed by the Superintendent for the presentation

and from time to time thereafter, the Superintendent may, out of the funds remaining in his hands after the payment of expenses and priorities, declare and pay dividends to the depositors and other creditors of such bank, and a dividend shall be declared when and as often as the funds on hand subject to the payment
of dividends shall be sufficient to pay 10 per cent, of all claims entitled
to share in such dividends.
of claims against the bank,

In calculating dividends, all disputed claims and deposits shall be
taken into account, and the amount of dividends upon such disputed
claims or deposits shall be held by the Superintendent until the justice
and validity of such claims or deposits shall have been finally deter-

mined. (Acts 1919,

Funds

p. 161.)

to be deposited.

—All

funds collected by the Superintendent shall be from time to time deposited in such bank or banks as
may be selected by him, subject to the check of the Superintendent of
Banks. (Acts 1919, p. 161.)
13-824.

Compensation of agents and others, how fixed and funds from
which paid. The compensation of the agents appointed by the Superintendent and of expert accountants and other assistants, and all expenses of liquidation and distribution of a bank whose assets and business shall be taken possession of by the Superintendent, shall be fixed
by the Superintendent, but subject to be approved by the judge of the
superior court of the county in which the bank is located, on notice to
such bank. When the compensation shall have been so fixed and approved and the services rendered, the same shall be paid out of the funds
of such bank in the hands of the Superintendent, and shall be a proper
charge and lien on the assets of such bank. (Acts 1919, p. 161 1925,
13-825.

—

;

pp. 119, 132; 1931, pp.
Cross-reference.

7, 38.)

— Payment

of special assistant Attorney General, see

§

40-1609.

—

Unclaimed deposits; dividends thereon. Where deposits or
other claims against the bank are not filed within 12 months after the
expiration of the date fixed by the Superintendent for the presentation
of claims against the bank, no dividend shall be paid thereon but divi13-826.

dends accruing on said claims shall be distributed as other assets of the
bank, and where dividends are not accepted and collected within six

months

after they are declared they shall

become

a part of the general
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fund of the bank and be distributed as other assets. (Acts 1919,

p.

162;

1925, pp. 119, 132.)

—

meeting called when; purpose; notice. Whenever the Superintendent shall have paid to each and every depositor and
creditor of such bank whose claim shall have been duly proven and
allowed, the full amount of such claim, and shall have made proper provision for unclaimed and unpaid deposits and disputed claims and deposits, and shall have paid all the expenses of liquidation, the Superintendent, shall call a meeting of the stockholders of such bank by giving
notice thereof by publication once a week for four weeks in the newspaper in which the sheriff's advertisements of the county in which the
bank is located are published, and by mailing copy of such notice to each
stockholder addressed to him at his address as the same shall appear
upon the books of the bank and at such meeting the stockholders shall
determine whether the Superintendent shall continue as liquidator and
shall wind up the affairs of such bank, or whether an agent or agents
shall be elected for that purpose, and in so determining, the stockholders
shall vote by ballot in person or by duly executed proxy, each share of
stock entitling the holder to one vote, and a majority vote of the stock
shall be necessary to a determination.
In case it is determined to continue the liquidation under the Superintendent, he shall complete the
liquidation of the affairs of such bank, and, after paying the expenses
thereof, and reimbursing the stockholders who have paid any assessments upon their stock the amounts paid by them, respectively, he shall
13-827. Stockholders'

;

distribute the proceeds

among

the stockholders in proportion to their

several holdings of stock. (Acts 1919, p. 162.)
13-828. Stockholders' agent, election, powers,

and duties

of.

—In

case

determined to appoint an agent or agents to liquidate, the stockholders shall thereupon elect such agent or agents by ballot, each share
being entitled to one vote, the majority of 'the stock present and voting
being necessary to a choice. Such agent or agents shall execute and
file with the Superintendent a bond in such amount, with such security
and in such form as shall be approved by the Superintendent, conditioned for the faithful performance of all the duties of his or their trust,
and so conditioned that any party aggrieved may bring or cause to be
brought suits on said bond, and thereupon the Superintendent shall
transfer and deliver to such agent or agents all the undivided and uncollected or other assets of said bank then remaining in his hands, and
upon such transfer and delivery the said Superintendent shall be discharged from any and all further liability to such bank and its creditors.
Such agent or agents shall convert the assets coming into his or their
it

is

and make distribution of the property
herein provided in case of distribution by the Superin-

hands into cash, and
of said bank, as

is

shall act for

tendent, the expenses of such liquidation being subject to the control

and approval of the judge of the superior court
the bank is located. (Acts 1919, p. 163.)
13-829. Successor of agent,

how

chosen.

—In

of the

county

in

which

case of the death, re-

moval, or refusal to act of any agent or agents elected by the stockholders, the stockholders,

upon notice given by the Superintendent, as

is

:
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herein provided in case of the original election, upon proof of such death,
removal, or refusal to act being filed with said Superintendent, and by
the same vote as hereinbefore provided for, shall elect a sir
>r, who

have the same powers and be subject to the same liability
duties as the agent or agents originally elected. (Acts 1919, p. 164.;
shall

CHAPTER
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Application
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13-906.
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Information to be furnished
Superintendent
appliby
cants

13-907.
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be issued.
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Payment
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Permit to begin business.
Enforcing payment of capital.
Lien on stock for unpaid in-

for

charter;
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13-903.
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_

-

13-911.
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.

Examination by and

13-905.

13.910.

certificate

to

of capital.

stallment.

of Superintendent.

13-901. Application for charter; contents, etc.

—Any

number

of per-

sons not less than five may form a corporation for the purpose of carrying on the business of banking, by filing in the office of the Secretary of
State an application in writing signed by each of them, in which they
shall state

The name by which such bank is to be known.
2. The particular city, town, or village, where its office is to be located.
3. The amount of its capital stock which shall not be less than $25,000
where located in a town or city whose population does not exceed
1.

6,000 according to the last preceding census of the United States, and

not less than $50,000 where located in a city or town whose population
exceeds 6,000 according to said census
Provided, this section shall not
apply to banks whose capital stock is now fixed, so they shall not be
required to increase the same.
:

4.

The number

of

shares

into

which such

capital

stock shall be

divided, provided the par value of each share of stock shall be $100.
5.

The purposes and nature

of the business

with any other matters which they

The number of
three nor more than
6.

proposed to be conducted,

may deem

directors of the bank,

it

desirable to state.

which

shall not be less than

25.

Said application shall be filed in triplicate, and a fee of $50 shall be
paid to the Secretary of State to be covered by him into the treasury,
on filing the application, and the Secretary of State shall not receive
said application until said fee shall be paid.

such application may also acquire all the rights,
powers and privileges and immunities, and be subject to all of the liabilities and restrictions conferred and imposed upon trust companies by

The person

sections

filing

109-101

to

109-105,

109-201,

109-301,

and

in

addition to the

usual banking powers, as conferred and described in this Title, providing such applicants shall allege that at least $100,000 of capital stock
has been subscribed and actually paid in; provided also such applicants
shall

pay to the Secretary

of State

upon

filing

such application to be
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covered by him into the treasury, a fee of $25 in addition to the fee of
$50 abcve provided, in all cases where trust company powers are desired
as above set forth.' (Acts 1919, p. 164; 1920, p. 105; 1927, p. 200; 1931,
p. 156.)

Cross-reference.

— Penalty for violation

of charter

by bank

officers, see § 13-9912.

—

be published. When the application is filed,
the Secretary of State shall certify one of the copies thereof and deliver
the same to the applicants, and the same shall be published by the applicants in the newspaper in which the sheriff's advertisements of the
county, in which the bank is to be located, are published, once a week
for four weeks. (Acts 1919, p. 165.)
13-902. Application to

13-903. Application referred to Superintendent of Banks.

—Immediate-

upon the filing
one copy thereof

of the application, the Secretary of State shall transmit

him. (Acts 1919,

p. 165.)

ly

to the Superintendent of

Banks

for investigation

13-904. Information to be furnished Superintendent

When

of

applicants.

—

such application has been referred to the Superintendent of Banks

he shall
1.

by

by

call

upon the applicants

The names and

for a statement,

showing:

places of residence of the subscribers to the stock

such bank and the number of shares to be held by each.
2.

The names

of the stockholders

who

shall be directors for the first

year of the incorporation of said bank.

of

3.

How

4.

When

5.

Such other information as may be desired by the Superintendent

and when
it is

it is

proposed that the capital stock shall be paid

in.

proposed that such bank shall commence business.

Banks.

Which statement
upon request

it

shall be the

of said Superintendent.

duty of said applicants to furnish
(Acts 1919,

p. 165.)

—

Examination by' and certificate of Superintendent. The Superintendent of Banks shall ascertain from the best source of information at his command whether the character and general fitness of the
persons named as subscribers to the stock of such bank are such as to
command the confidence of the community in which such bank is proposed to be located, and whether the public convenience and advantage
will be promoted by its establishment.
If so satisfied he shall within
30 days after the application shall have been filed with him for examination issue under his hand and official seal a certificate approving the
granting of the charter for such bank and shall transmit a copy of such
certificate of approval to the Secretary of State, who shall enter the same
The said Superintendent shall also keep on file
of record in his office.
13-905.

a duplicate of said certificate in his

own

office.

If the

Superintendent

shall not be satisfied that the establishment of the bank, as proposed, is
expedient and desirable, he shall within 30 days after the filing of said

application with

him notify the Secretary

of State, in writing, that he

upon such notice any
applicant aggrieved may avail himself of the right of mandamus, as provided in section 13-1701: Provided, however, that no charter shall be
granted or issued by the Secretary of State unless the approval herein
refuses to approve the granting of a charter, and
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provided for shall have been

first

§ 13

obtained by the applicant. (Acts 1925,

p. 132.)

13-906. Certificate of publication of application.

tion shall have been published, the applicants

may

—When

said applica-

apply to the ordinary

county in which the proposed bank shall be located to certify the
fact of such publication, and the ordinary shall certify the fact, which
certificate shall be filed by the applicants in the office of the Secretary
of the

of State. (Acts 1919, p. 166.)
13-907. Certificate of incorporation to be issued.

—When

the certificate

of the ordinary to the fact of the publication of the application shall

been

filed

by the applicants

have

in the office of the Secretary of State, the

Secretary of State shall issue to the applicants, their associates, and successors, a certificate of incorporation under the seal of the State, certifying that the applicants, their associates,

and successors, are a body

and corporate under the name and style designated in the application, and that such corporation has the capacity and powers conferred, and is subject to all the duties and liabilities imposed by law; and
politic

the Secretary of State shall record the application, the certificate of

Superintendent of Banks, the certificate of the ordinary
as to publication, and the certificate of incorporation, in the order named.
(Acts 1919, p. 166.)
approval of

13-908.

.the

Payment

of capital.

—At

least 60 per cent, per share of the

and in no event less than $15,000 shall be
paid in, in cash, before such bank shall be authorized to commence business, and the remainder of the capital stock shall be paid in within one
year, in such installments as may be approved by the Superintendent of
Banks, and the payment of each installment shall be certified to the Superintendent of Banks under oath by the president or cashier of the
capital stock of every bank,

bank. (Acts 1919,
Cross-reference.

p. 166.)

— Penalty

for falsely representing capital stock, see

—

§

13-9914.

Permit to begin business. Before any bank shall transact any
business as a bank, such bank shall file with the Superintendent of Banks
a request for a permit to commence business. No bank shall transact
any business as a bank without the written permit of the Superintendent, certifying that such bank has complied with all the requirements of
law, and is authorized to transact business as a bank, and that such
business can be safely entrusted to it, which permit shall be recorded
in the office of the Superintendent in a book to be kept by him for that
purpose and a certified copy thereof under the hand and official seal of
the Superintendent shall be furnished to and kept of file by the bank.
The Superintendent, before issuing his permit to any bank to begin
business, shall make an examination, or cause an examination to be
made, in order to ascertain whether the requisite capital of such bank
shall have been paid in, in cash.
The Superintendent shall not authorize
any bank to commence business until it shall be made to appear to his
satisfaction, from such examination, that the amount of capital herein
required has been subscribed in good faith, and that at least 60 per cent,
per share of the authorized capital stock, and in no event less than
$15,000, has been paid in, in cash, and that provision has been made for
13-909.

;

§
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collecting the remaining portion of the capital within one year.
directors shall be those

may

stockholders as

named

The

in the application for charter, or

first

such

be substituted, with the approval of the Superin-

tendent, for any therein named. (Acts 1919, p. 167.)
Cross-reference.

— Penally

13-910. Enforcing

for opening

payment

bank without permit, see

of capital.

§

13-9907.

—Whenever any stockholder, or

pay any installment on the stock when the same
the directors of such bank may sell the stock of

his assignee, shall fail to
is

required to be paid,

such delinquent stockholder at public

sale, after

giving four weeks' pre-

vious notice thereof in the newspaper in which the sheriff's advertise-

ments are published,

in the

county

in

which the bank

is

located, said sale

such bid shall not be less
than the amount unpaid on such stock, with the expense of advertisement and sale, and out of the proceeds the bank shall pay the expenses
of sale and the balance due on the stock, and the excess, if any, shall
be paid to the delinquent stockholder. If no bidder can be found who
will pay for such stock the amount due thereon to the bank, together
with the costs of advertisement and sale, the amount previously paid by
the stockholder shall be forfeited to the bank, and such stock shall be
sold by the directors either at public or private sale, as they shall see
fit, within six months from the time of such forfeiture, and if not sold,
it shall be cancelled. and deducted from the capital stock of the bank. If
any such cancellation or reduction shall reduce the capital of the bank
below the minimum capital required by law for such bank, the capital
shall within 30 days from the date of such cancellation be increased to
the required amount, in default of which the Superintendent of Banks
shall be authorized to proceed as in cases where the capital shall have
become impaired by reason of losses or otherwise.
to be to the highest bidder for cash, provided

A

an absolute cancellation of the outstanding certificate or certificates evidencing the stock so
sold and shall make the same null and void, and the rights of any and
all holders thereof shall terminate, and a new certificate or certificates
shall be issued to the purchaser or purchasers of such stock, free from
all liens and claims whatsoever.
sale of stock as herein provided shall effect

The remedies
tive to

of sale or forfeiture herein provided shall be

any other remedies provided by law

cumula-

for the collection of the un-

paid balance of such subscription. (Acts 1919, p. 167.)

—

Lien on stock for unpaid installment. Any bank, the stock
of which has not been fully paid for by the subscriber or subscribers,
shall have and is hereby given a special lien upon said stock, which lien
13-911.

shall not be divested

by

are fully paid thereon.

sale, transfer, or

Any

otherwise, until

all

installments

certificate of stock issued before the stock

have been paid for in full shall show upon the face thereof the
amount which has been paid. Save and except for unpaid installments
due thereon, no bank shall have or enforce, by bylaw or otherwise, any
lien on its stock unless the same shall have been regularly pledged and
the stock certificate transferred to the bank as in case of other collateral.
shall

(Acts 1919,

p. 168.)

—

Editorial Note. Prior to this Act, § 22-726, authorizing corporations to create
liens upon their shares for unpaid installments by their bylaws, was applicable to
banks. This section prevents its applicability.

1
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§

1

3-

AMENDMENT OF BANK CHARTERS.

13-10.

Sec.

Sec.

13-1001.

What amendments

13-1002.
,„ * nnn
13-1003.

Application for amendment.

13-1004.

Application referred to Superintendent of Banks.

13_1Q08.

13-1005.

Examination by and

13-1009.

..

A

,„ 4
m
13-1007.

'

.

.

i

i-

i

i

Certificate of
application.

13-1006.

allowed.

Application to be published.

Certificate of

amendment

to be

certificate

Increase of capital from
pl, r, an(j undivided pro
Increase offered to stockholders.

What amendments

allowed.

—Any

bank, whether incorpo-

Assembly or by the Secretary
State under the general law, may have its charter amended so as
rated by special Act of the General

change

its

corporate name, or the city, town, or village in which
the

office is located, or

shares into which

amount

of its capital stock, or the

capital stock

its

of

issued

of Superintendent.

13-1001.

publication

is

of

to
its

number

of

divided, so as to change the par

value thereof to $100 each; and where the capital stock of such bank
subscribed and paid in shall be not less than $100,000, so as to acquire
all

the rights, powers, privileges and immunities and be subject to the

and restrictions conferred and imposed upon trust companies
by sections .109-101 to 109-105, 109-201, 109-301, and any bank heretofore
incorporated by special Act of the General Assembly may have its special
charter amended so as to incorporate therein any provision of this Title
or any amendment thereto. (Acts 1919, p. 169; 1920, p. 106.)
Cross-reference. Amendment of charter after merger or consolidation, see
liabilities

—

§ 13-1403.

13-1002. Application for

ment

shall

triplicate,

file

amendment.

—The bank desiring such amendan application in

in the office of the Secretary of State

signed with

its

corporate

name and under

its

corporate seal,

which it shall state the name of said bank, the date of its original
charter, and all amendments thereto, and the particular amendment or
amendments to its said charter it desires; and shall pay to the Secretary
of State a fee of $25, to be covered by him into the treasury of the State.
Said bank shall also file with said application a certified abstract from
the minutes of the stockholders thereof showing that the application
for the proposed amendment has been authorized by a vote of a majority
in amount of the entire capital stock at a meeting of the stockholders,
called for the purpose of acting thereon, by a resolution of the board, of
directors, notice of which meeting shall have been mailed to each stockin

holder, or in case of death, to his legal representative or heirs at law,

addressed to his last

known

residence at least 10 days previous to the

date of said meeting, provided, however,
the city, town, or village in which
abstract from the minutes shall

by the unanimous vote
(Acts 1919,
13-1003.

the application

its office is

show

of the

if

that the

is

to

change

located, then the certified

amendment was authorized

stockholders present at said meeting.

p. 169.)

Application to be published.

amendment

is filed,

in

the

application

for

the Secretary of State shall certify one of the copies

thereof and deliver the

by the bank

—When

same to the bank and the same shall be published
the newspaper in which the sheriff's advertisements, of
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the county in which the

bank

four weeks. (Acts 1919,

p. 170.)

312

located, are published, once a

is

week

for

—

Superintendent of Banks. Immediately upon the riling of the application for amendment, the Secretary
of State shall transmit one copy thereof to the Superintendent of Banks
for investigation by him. (Acts 1919, p. 170.)
13-1004. Application

13-1005.

referred to

Examination by and

certificate

of

Superintendent.

—When

such application for amendment shall have been referred to the Superintendent of Banks, the said Superintendent shall immediately investigate
either through himself or some person appointed by him, and shall satisfy himself that such amendment is proper and has been duly authorized
by proper corporate action, and in case said application is for the increase of the capital stock, that the amount of such additional capital
has been paid in, in cash, except where surplus is capitalized, and in
case said application is for the reduction of the capital stock, that the
method by which such reduction is accomplished is proper and fair to
all the stockholders, and that the capital stock is not reduced below the
amount required by law for such bank, and that all the requirements
If so satisfied the Superintendent of Banks
of law have been fulfilled.
shall, within 30 days after the application for amendment shall have been
filed with him for examination, issue under his hand and official seal a
certificate approving the amendment to the charter of such bank, and
shall transmit a copy of such certificate to the Secretary of State, who
The said Superintendent
shall enter the same of record in his office.
shall also keep of file a duplicate of said certificate in his own office. If
the Superintendent shall not be satisfied that the amendment as proposed
is expedient and desirable, or that the law for such cases made and
provided has been fully complied with, or, if the said amendment is for
the increase of the capital stock, that the said increase has not been paid
in,

as herein provided, he shall, within 30 days after the filing of the

copy of said application for amendment with him, notify the Secretary
of State that he refuses to approve the amendment to the charter, and
no amendment shall in that event be granted by the Secretary of State.
(Acts 1919,

p. 170.)

13-1006. Certificate of publication of application.
tion to

amend

to the ordinary of the county in

which

it is

by the bank

the applica-

bank may apply

located to certify the fact of

such publication, and the ordinary shall certify the
shall be filed

—When

the charter shall have been published, the

fact,

which

certificate

in the office of the Secretary of State.

(Acts

1919, p. 171.)

13-1007. Certificate of

amendment

to be issued.

of the ordinary to the fact of the publication

amendment

shall be filed

by the bank

—When the

certificate

of the application

in the office of the

for

Secretary of

Superintendent of Banks approving the
application for amendment shall likewise be filed with the Secretary of
State, the Secretary of State shall issue to the bank a certificate, under
the seal of the State, amending its charter in the particulars prayed for;
and the Secretary of State shall record the application for amendment,
the certificate of approval of the Superintendent of Banks, the certificate
State,

and the

certificate of the
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of the ordinary as to the publication,
in the order

named. (Acts 1919,

and his

§ 13-1101

certificate of

amendment,

p. 171.)

—

from surplus and undivided profits. Any
capital stock from its surplus and undivided

13-1008. Increase of capital

bank may increase its
profits where its charter has been amended authorizing such \ncr<
and the approval of the Superintendent of Hanks to such increase from
the surplus and profits shall have been previously obtained, provided
that no increase from surplus and profits shall be made which will reduce the unimpaired surplus to an amount
capital stock. (Acts 1919, p. 171.)
13-1009. Increase

any bank

of

less

offered to stockholders.

than 20 per cent, of the

—When

the capital stock

shall be increased, the additional stock shall be offered to

the stockholders of record at the time of such increase pro rata, and

if

any such stock shall not be subscribed for or taken by such original
stockholders, the same shall then be offered to the public upon such
terms as may be fixed by the board of directors subject to the approval
Provided, that no stock shall ever be
of the Superintendent of Banks
sold for less than par and that no subscription shall be payable in anyProvided, however, that the payment of such inthing except cash
crease of capital stock may be made in the manner set forth in section
13-908, providing for the payment of original capital of such bank. (Acts
:

:

"

1919, p. 171

;

1920, p. 107.)

CHAPTER

13-11.

RENEWAL OF BANK CHARTERS.
Sec.

Sec.
13-1101.
13-1102.
13-1103.

13-1104.

Application
Application
Application
intendent

for renewal.
to be published.

referred to Superof Banks.

Examination
cate

13-1105.

of the

by and

Certificate

of

publication

of

application.
13-1106.

Certificate
issued.

of

renewal

to

be

certifi-

Superintendent.

—

Any bank, whether incorporated
by special Act of the General Assembly or by the Secretary of State under the general law for the incorporation of banks, may have its charter
renewed and its corporate existence extended for a period of 30 years
by filing with the Secretary of State at any time within six months prior
to the expiration of its charter an application in triplicate, signed with its
corporate name and under its corporate seal, in which it shall state the
name of the bank, and when and how incorporated, giving the date of
its original charter and all amendments thereto, and pray for a renewal
of its charter, and upon riling such application, it shall pay to the Secretary of State a fee of $25 to be covered by him into the treasury of the
State.
Said bank shall also file with said application a certified abstract
from the minutes of the stockholders thereof showing that the application for renewal of its charter has been authorized by a vote of twothirds in amount of the entire capital stock of the bank at a meeting of
the stockholders, called for the purpose of acting thereon, by resolution
of the board of directors, notice of which meeting shall have been mailed
to each stockholder, and in case of death to his legal representative, or
13-1101. Application for renewal.

—
§
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heirs at law, addressed to his last

known
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residence, at least 10 days

previous to the date of said meeting. (Acts 1919,

p. 172.)

—

Cross-references. Amendment of charters after merger or consolidation, see
13-1403. This section is similar to § 22-501, relating to the renewal of the charters
of certain corporations.
§

13-1102. Application to be published.

newal

of charter

is filed,

—When

said application for re-

the Secretary of State shall certify one of the

same to the bank, and the same shall be
published once a week for four weeks in the newspaper in which are
published the sheriff's advertisements of the county in which the bank
copies thereof and deliver the

is

located.

(Acts 1919,

p.

Cross-reference.— See also

172.)
§§ 13-1002 to 13-1006.

13-1103. Application referred to the Superintendent of Banks.

—Im-

mediately upon filing the application for renewal, the Secretary of State
shall transmit one copy thereof to the Superintendent of Banks for investigation by him. (Acts 1919, p. 173.)
13-1104.

Examination by and

certificate

of

the

Superintendent.

When

such application for renewal shall have been referred to the Superintendent of Banks, said Superintendent shall make or cause to be
made a special examination to determine the condition of the bank, and
if, from such examination, or otherwise, it shall appear to him that said
bank is in a safe and satisfactory condition and has complied with the
requirements of the law and that such renewal of the charter is proper
and has been duly authorized by proper corporate action, he shall within
30 days after the application for renewal shall have been filed with him
for examination, issue, under his hand and official seal, a certificate approving the renewal of the charter of such bank, and shall transmit a
copy of such certificate of approval to the Secretary of State, who shall
enter the same of record in his office. The Superintendent shall also
keep of file a duplicate of said certificate in his own office. If it should
appear to the Superintendent of Banks from the examination herein provided for, or otherwise, that the condition of said bank is not safe or
satisfactory, or that the renewal of its charter is otherwise inexpedient,
or that said bank has failed to comply with the law, or that the application for renewal has not been authorized by proper corporate action, the
Superintendent shall notify the Secretary of State that he refuses to approve the application for renewal of the charter, and in such event the
charter shall not be renewed by the Secretary of State. (Acts 1919,
p. 173.)

13-1105. Certificate of publication of application.

—When

the copy of

the application for the renewal of the charter shall have been published

by law, the bank

apply to the ordinary of the county
in which it is located to certify the fact of such publication, and the
ordinary shall certify the fact, which certificate shall be filed by the bank
in the office of the Secretary of State. (Acts 1919, p. 173.)
as required

shall

13-1106. Certificate of renewal to be issued.

—When

the certificate of

the ordinary to the fact of the publication of the application for renewal
of charter shall have been filed by the bank in the office of the Secretary
of State,

and the

certificate of the

Superintendent of Banks approving
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§ 13-

1

the application for renewal shall likewise be filed with the Secretary of

the seal of the State, renewing

its

bank a

under
charter for a period of 30 years, and

State, the Secretary of State shall issue to the

certificate

the Secretary of State shall record the application for renewal, the cer-

approval of the Superintendent of Banks, the certificate of the
ordinary as to publication, and his certificate of renewal, in the order
named. (Acts 1919, p. 174.)
tificate of

Cross-reference.

— Form

of certificate of renewal of certain

corporations,

see

§ 22-502.

CHAPTER

13-12.

CONVERSION OF PRIVATE BANK INTO
STATE BANK.

Sec.
13-1201.

Sec.

How

private

bank incorpo-

rated.

13-1201.

How

private

13-1202.

Effect of incorporation.

13-1203.

Rights of creditors and others.

bank incorporated.

—Any person,

tary association doing a banking business

may

firm, or volun-

convert such private

bank into a bank as herein defined by complying with the laws in regard to the incorporation of banks as herein prescribed, and in the event
of such incorporation the capital stock may be paid by a transfer of the
assets of such private bank, provided the live assets of such bank shall
exceed its liabilities by an amount equal to the amount of the capital
stock, such assets to be taken at the true value thereof, and the Superintendent of Banks shall cause an examination of said private bank to be
.made and its assets and liabilities ascertained before authorizing payment of the capital by a transfer of such assets and before permitting
such private bank to begin business as an incorporated bank. (Acts
1919, p. 174.)

Cross-reference.— Regulations as to private banks, see

§

13-204.

—

Upon the incorporation of any pribank
herein
all
the
vate
as
provided,
assets of every kind and character,
including the real and personal property, and choses in action, belonging
to such bank, shall be deemed to be transferred to and vested in such
incorporated bank without any deed, transfer, or assignment being executed, and the incorporated bank shall hold and enjoy the same in the
same manner and- to the same extent as the private bank held and owned
13-1202. Effect of incorporation.

the same. (Acts 1919,

p. 175.)

13-1203. Rights of creditors

and others.

—The

rights of the creditors

and depositors of such private bank shall not be impaired in any

manner

by such incorporation, nor shall any liability or obligation for the payment of any money due or to become due, or any claim or demand in
any manner or for any cause existing against such private bank be in
any manner released or impaired thereby, and all the rights, obligations
and relations of all the parties, creditors, depositors, and others shall
remain unimpaired by such incorporation. The incorporated bank into
which such private bank shall be converted shall succeed to all obligations, trusts and liabilities and be held liable to pay and discharge all
such debts and liabilities and to perform all such trusts in the same manner as though such incorporated bank had itself incurred the obligation

§
o
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or liability, and no suit or other proceeding" then pending before any

court or tribunal in which such private bank is a party shall be deemed
to have abated or been discontinued by reason of any such incorporation

but the same may be prosecuted to final judgment in the same manner
as if such private bank had not been so converted and the incorporated
bank may be substituted in place of the private bank by order of the
court in which such action, suit or proceeding may be pending. Such
incorporated bank shall likewise be subject to be sued in any court having jurisdiction upon any cause of action against such converted private
bank, in the same manner as if such cause of action had originated
against such incorporated bank. (Acts 1919, p. 175.)

CHAPTER

CONVERSION OF NATIONAL BANK INTO
STATE BANK.

13-13.

Sec.

Sec.
13-1301.

How

13-1302.

Capital

national bank incorporated as State bank.

13-1301.

stock,

How

how

national

13-1303.

Effect of incorparation; direc-

13-1304.

Rights of creditors and others.

tors.

paid.

bank incorporated as State bank.

—Whenever

any national banking association organized under the Acts of Congress
and located in this State shall, under the provisions of any Act of Congress, be authorized to dissolve its organization as such national bank-

ing association, and shall have taken the action required by such Act of

—

Congress to effect such dissolution, a majority of the directors in no
event less than five of such dissolved association, by authority of a
resolution passed by not less than two-thirds of the stockholders, at a
meeting of such stockholders called for the purpose of taking such action, notice of which shall have been given to each stockholder or to the
personal representative or heirs at law of any deceased stockholders,
addressed to his last known residence, not less than 10 days previous to
the date of such meeting, or upon the authority in writing of the owners
of two-thirds of the capital stock of such association, may apply to the
Secretary of State to become incorporated under the terms and provisions of this Title, and upon the filing of such application in the office
of the Secretary of State and complying with the law in regard to the
incorporation of banks as herein prescribed, the stockholders of such national banking association may become incorporated as a State bank.

—

(Acts 1919,

p. 176.)

13-1302. Capital stock,

how

paid.

—In

the event of the incorporation

banking association as a State bank as heremay be paid by a transfer of the assets of
such dissolved national banking association, provided the live assets of
such association shall exceed its liabilities by an amount equal to the
amount of the capital stock, such assets to be taken at the true value
thereof, and the Superintendent of Banks shall cause an examination of
such dissolved national banking association to be made and its assets
and liabilities ascertained before authorizing the payment of the capital
by a transfer of such assets and before permitting it to begin business
of such dissolved national

in provided, the capital stock

as a State bank.

(Acts 1919,

p. 176.)
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13-1303. Effect of incorporation; directors.

§ 13-1

—Upon

the incorporation

any dissolved national banking association as herein provided for, all
the assets of every kind and character, including the real and personal
property and choscs in action, belonging to such dissolved associate
shall immediately, by operation of law, and without any conveyance or
transfer, be vested in and become the property of such State bank.
of

The

directors of such dissolved association at the time of

tion shall be the directors of the

bank created

13-1304. Rights of creditors

others.

its

dissolu-

pursuance hereof until
the first annual election of directors thereafter, and shall have power to
take all necessary measures to perfect its organization and adopt such
regulations concerning its business and management as may be proper
and just and consistent with the law. (Acts 1919, p. 177.)

and depositors

and

in

—The

rights of the creditors

any dissolved national banking association that shall
be so converted into a State bank shall not be impaired in any manner
by such conversion, nor shall any liability or obligation for the payment
of any money due or to become due, or any claim or demand in any manner or for any cause existing against such national banking association, or
against any stockholder thereof, be in any manner released or impaired
thereby, and all the rights, obligations and relations of all the parties,
creditors, depositors, and others shall remain unimpaired by such conversion. Such bank into which the association shall be converted shall succeed to all obligations, trusts and liabilities and be held liable to pay and
discharge all such debts and liabilities and to perform all such trusts in
the same manner as though such bank into which the association shall
have become converted had itself incurred the obligation or liability, and
the stockholders of the national banking association shall continue subject to all the liabilities, claims and demands existing against them as
such at or before such conversion; and no suit, action or other proceeding then pending before any court or tribunal in which any association
that may be so converted is a party shall be deemed to have abated or
been discontinued by reason of any such conversion, but the same may
be prosecuted to final judgment in the same manner as if said conversion
had not taken place, or the bank into which the association shall have
been converted may be substituted in the place of any association so
converted by order of the court in which such action, suit or proceeding
may be pending. Such State bank shall likewise be subject to be sued
in any court having jurisdiction upon any cause of action against such
association in the same manner as if such cause of action had originated
of

against such State bank. (Acts 1919,

CHAPTER

13-14.

MERGER OR CONSOLIDATION OF BANKS.

Sec.
13-1401.
13-1402.

p. 177.)

Sec.

How

merger or consolidation
accomphshed.
Submission of agreement to
stockholders,;

approval

of

13-1405.

Slie

Amendment

13-1404.

Notice of merger or consolidation.

of charter.

f

new

certificates

is-

of

stock.

merger

or

con-

13-1406.

Effect

13-1407.

Rights of creditors and others.

agreement,
13-1403.

Surrender of original and

of
solidation.
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—

How

merger or consolidation accomplished. Any two or
more banks are hereby authorized to merge one or more of said banks
into another of them, or to consolidate in the following manner:
13-1401.

The respective boards of directors of said banks may enter
make an agreement, under their corporate names and seals, for
ger of one or more of said banks into another of them, or for

and
the merinto

the con-

solidation of the contracting banks, prescribing the terms and condi-

and the mode of carrying such merger or consolidation into
effect, which agreement shall be subject to the approval of the Superintendent of Banks. The agreement shall provide the name that such bank
shall have, upon and after such merger or consolidation, which may be
the name of any one of the banks merged or the combined names of two
or more of the consolidated banks, or such other name as may be agreed
upon, and shall name the persons, not less than three nor more than 25,
who shall constitute the board of directors of such bank after the merger or consolidation shall have taken place, and until a new board of
directors shall be elected by the stockholders, and shall provide for a
meeting of the stockholders of the merged or consolidated banks within
30 days after the merger or consolidation, to elect such board of directors, with such temporary provisions for conducting the affairs of the
merged or consolidated banks meanwhile, as shall be agreed upon. (Acts
tions thereof,

1919, p. 178.)

agreement to stockholders; approval of agreement. Such agreement for the merger or consideration of two or more
banks, after the same shall have been approved by the Superintendent
of Banks, shall be submitted to the stockholders, respectively, of each
of such banks at a meeting thereof to be called upon at least 10 days'
written notice, specifying the time, place, and object thereof, addressed
to each stockholder at his last known post-office address, and if such
13-1402. Submission of

—

agreement

approved at each of such meetings of the respective
stockholders, separately or at any adjournment thereof, by the affirmashall be

tive vote of stockholders

same

owning

agreement

at least two-thirds of the stock, the

A

copy of the proceedings of such meetings, respectively, signed by the chairman and secretary thereof, respectively, and under the seals of the banks, respectively,
shall be evidence of the holding and action of such meetings. Such certified copies shall be filed in the office of the Superintendent of Banks,
and thereupon such banks shall be merged or consolidated as specified in
such agreement, and the bank into which the other or others are merged,
shall be the

of such banks.

or the consolidated bank, as the case

new name
ment

specified in such agreement,

may

certified

be, shall thereafter

and the provisions of such agree-

shall be carried into effect as therein provided.

Amendment

have the

(Acts 1919,

p. 179.)

—When

such agreement for merger
or consolidation shall have been submitted to and approved by the stockholders of the banks respectively, and copies of the resolutions approving
13-1403.

of charter.

the same shall have been filed in the office of the Superintendent of Banks,
as hereinbefore provided, the
office of the

merged or consolidated bank

shall

file

in the

Secretary of State an application in duplicate, signed with

:
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the

name adopted by

seal, in

which

it

the said consolidated bank and under

its

1

corporate

shall state

The names and

1.

§ 13-

locations of the banks which have been

consolidated, with the dates of their original

merged or
charters and all amend-

ments thereto, respectively.

The

2.

date of the consolidation agreement, and the dates of the ap-

proval thereof by the Superintendent of Banks, and by the stockholders
of the several contracting banks, respectively.

The name under which

3.

the consolidated bank proposes to do busi-

ness.
4.

The amount

of capital stock of the consolidated bank.

5.

The number

of its

board of directors.

Said bank shall pay to the Secretary of State, at the time of filing said
application, a fee of $25 to be covered

by him into the treasury

of the

State.

Immediately upon filing the application, the Secretary of State shall
transmit one copy thereof to the Superintendent of Banks. When said
application shall have been approved by the Superintendent of Banks and
certificate of such approval filed by him with the Secretary of State, the
Secretary of State shall issue to the consolidated bank a certificate under
the seal of the State, certifying that the contracting banks have been
merged or consolidated under the name adopted and with the capital
stock in said application set forth, which certificate shall be the charter
of the consolidated or merged bank and the Secretary of State shall record the application, the certificate by the Superintendent of Banks approving the same, and his certificate, in the order named. (Acts 1922,
;

p. 66.)

13-1404. Notice of

merger or consolidation.

—Notice

of

the merger

or consolidation of said banks, in the corporate names, respectively, of the

banks so merged or consolidated, shall be published once a week for four
weeks in the newspaper which publishes the sheriff's advertisements of
the county in which said banks so merged or consolidated are located;

merged or consolidated are in different counties, such
notice shall be published in such newspaper in each county. Such notice
shall give the name of the bank into wdiich the other or others shall be
merged, or the name of the consolidated bank, and the place at which
the office of such merged or consolidated bank shall be located, and it
shall state that such merged or consolidated bank has taken over the assets of the banks respectively, entering into the consolidation or merger
agreement, and has assumed the liabilities of such banks, including the
and

if

the banks so

liability to depositors.

(Acts 1919,

p. 179.)

and issue of new certificates of stock.—
The bank into which the other or others have been merged, or the consolidated bank, as the case may be, shall have the right to require the return of the original certificates of stock held by each stockholder in each
or either of the banks, and in lieu thereof to issue new certificates for
13-1405. Surrender of original

§
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such number of shares of the bank into which the other shall have been
merged, or of the consolidated bank, as under the agreement of merger
or consolidation the said stockholder

may

be entitled to receive. (Acts

1919, p. ISO.)

—

merger or consolidation. Upon the merger or consolidation of any banks in the manner herein provided, all and singular,
the rights, franchise, duties and liabilities, and the interests of the bank
or banks so merged or consolidated, and all the assets of every kind and
character, including* the real and personal property and choses in action
thereunto belonging, shall be deemed to be transferred to and vested in
such bank into which the other or others have been merged or in the consolidated bank, without any deed, transfer or assignment, and said bank
shall hold, enjoy and be subject to the same in the same manner and to
the same extent as the merged or consolidated banks, respectively, had,
held, owned, enjoyed, and was subject to the same. (Acts 1919, p. 180.)
13-1406. Effect of

13-1407. Rights of creditors

and others.

— The rights of creditors of any

bank that shall be so merged or consolidated shall not be impaired in any
manner by any such merger or consolidation; nor shall any liability or
obligation for the payment of any money due or to become due, or any
claim or demand in any manner or for any cause existing against such
bank, or against any stockholder thereof, be in any manner released or
impaired and all the rights, obligations and relations of all the parties,
creditors, depositors, and others shall remain unimpaired by such merger
or consolidation.
Such bank into' which the other or others shall be
;

merged, or the consolidated bank, as the case

may

be, shall succeed to all

and be held liable to pay and discharge
all such debts and liabilities and to perform all such trusts in the same
manner as though such bank into which the other or others shall have
become merged, or the consolidated bank had itself incurred the obligation or liability and the stockholders of the respective banks shall continue subject to all the liabilities, claims and demands, existing against
them as such at or before such merger or consolidation and no suit,
action, or other proceeding then pending before any court or tribunal in
which any bank that may be merged or consolidated is a party shall be
deemed to have abated or been discontinued by reason of any such merger, but the same may be prosecuted to final judgment in the same manner as if said bank had not entered into said agreement, or the bank into
which the others shall have been merged, or the consolidated bank, as
the case may be, may be substituted in the place of any bank so merged
or consolidated by order of the court in which such action, suit, or proceeding may be pending. The bank into which the other or others have
obligations, trusts,

and

liabilities,

;

;

been so merged, or the consolidated bank, shall be subject to be sued in
any court having jurisdiction, upon any cause of action against any of the
banks so merged or consolidated, in the same manner as if such cause of
action had originated against such

bank

into

which the other or others

have been so merged or against such consolidated bank. (Acts 1919,
p. 180.)
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CHAPTER

13-15.

§

13-1505

VOLUNTARY LIQUIDATION AND
DISSOLUTION.

Sec.

Sec.

13-1501.

Vote of two-thirds

13-1507.

Surrender of charter.

13-1508.

13-1502.

holders required.
Approval of Superintendent.
Notice of liquidation.

13-1509.

Application to be publi:,'
Application refered to Superintendent of Banks.

Examination of and reports
by liquidating bank.
Unpaid deposits and claims to

13-1510.

Examination

13-1503.

13-1504.
13-1505.

be provided
13-1506.

of stock-

for.

by and

certifi-

cate of Superintendent.
13-1511.

Certificate

13-1512.

Order dissolving bank.

of

publication.

Remaining assets distributed
to stockholders.

Vote

13-1501.

of two-thirds of stockholders required.

—Any bank may

go into voluntary liquidation and be closed, and may surrender its charter and franchise as a corporation to the State by the affirmative vote of
its stockholders owning two-thirds of its stock, such vote to be taken at
a meeting of the stockholders duly called by resolution of the board of
directors, written notice of which, stating the purpose of the meeting,
shall have been mailed to each stockholder, or in case of death to his legal
representative or heirs at law, addressed to his last known residence at
least 10 days previous to the date of said meeting. (Acts 1919, p. 181.)

—

Approval of Superintendent. Whenever stockholders shall
by such vote at a meeting regularly held for the purpose, notice of which
shall have been given as herein provided, decide to liquidate said bank,
a certified copy of all the proceedings of the meeting at which said action
shall have been taken, verified by the oath of the president and cashier,
shall be transmitted to the Superintendent of Banks for his approval. If
the Superintendent of Banks shall approve the same, he shall issue to
the said bank, under his hand and official seal, a permit for such purpose.
No such permit shall be issued by the Superintendent of Banks until said
Superintendent shall be satisfied that provision has been made by such
bank to satisfy and pay off all depositors and all other creditors of such
13-1502.

bank.

If

not so satisfied, the Superintendent shall refuse to issue a per-

mit and shall be authorized to take possession of said bank and its assets
and business and hold the same and liquidate said bank in the manner
in this Title provided. (Acts 1919, p. 182.)
13-1503. Notice of liquidation.

Banks

shall

— In

the event the Superintendent of

approve the voluntary liquidation of said bank, the directors

newspaper in which the sheriff's advertisements of the county in which the bank is located are published, a notice that the bank is closing up its affairs and going into liquidation, and
notify its depositors to withdraw their deposits and its creditors to present their claims for payment. (Acts 1919, p. 182.)
shall cause to be published in the

13-1504.

bank

Examination of and reports by liquidating bank.

shall be in process of voluntary liquidation,

it

—When any

shall be subject to

examination by the Superintendent of Banks and shall furnish such reports from time to time as may be called for by the Superintendent.
(Acts 1919, p. 182.)

all

—

Unpaid deposits and claims to be provided for. After paying
the creditors of said bank and all depositors whose claims have been

13-1505.

§
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presented and allowed, the directors shall cause to be deposited in such
bank as may be designated by the Superintendent of Banks, to the credit
of the Superintendent, an amount sufficient to cover all unpaid and unclaimed deposits, and all other claims against said bank which for any
reason may not have been paid. Such sum shall be held by the Superintendent in the same manner as deposits made by him to cover unpaid
deposits of banks liquidated by

him

or under his direction. (Acts 1919,

p. 1S3.)

—

Remaining assets distributed to stockholders. After paying
all debts against said bank and all amounts due to the depositors thereof
and after depositing a sum sufficient to pay any unclaimed or unpaid
deposits or other valid claims as herein provided, and after deducting
13-1506.

.

the expenses of liquidation, the remaining assets shall be distributed pro
rata

among

the stockholders in proportion to the

by each respectively. (Acts 1919,

number

of shares held

p. 183.)

—When

amounts due by said bank
shall have been paid or provided for as herein provided and all remaining assets shall have been distributed to the stockholders, the bank may
13-1507. Surrender of charter.

rile

all

Secretary of State an application, in triplicate,
corporate name and under its corporate seal, in which it

in the office of the

signed with

its

name

where it is located, the date
of its original charter, and of all amendments thereto, and the fact that
all debts due by the bank have been paid or provided for, and that its assets have been distributed to its stockholders, and that it desires to surrender its charter and franchise to the State. On filing such application,
the bank shall pay to the Secretary of State a fee of $25 to be covered by
him into the State treasury. Said bank shall also file with said applicashall state the

of the bank, the place

copy of the resolution of the stockholders approving the
surrender of such charter and franchises, which resolution must be
adopted by an affirmative vote of not less than two-thirds of all the
stockholders at a meeting called for the purpose of taking such action as
tion a certified

herein provided. (Acts 1919, p. 183.)
13-1508. Application to be published.

surrender the charter

is filed,

—When

the said application to

the Secretary of State shall certify one of

same to the bank, and the same shall
be published by the bank in the newspaper in which the sheriff's advertisements of the county in which the bank is located are published, once
a week for four weeks. (Acts 1919, p. 184.)
the copies thereof and deliver the

13-1509. Application referred to Superintendent of Banks.

ately

upon the

filing of the application to

—Immedi-

surrender the charter, the Sec-

retary of State shall transmit one copy thereof to the Superintendent of

Banks

for investigation

13-1510.

by him. (Acts

Examination by and

1919, p. 184.)

certificate

of

Superintendent.

—When

such application to surrender charter shall have been referred to the Superintendent of Banks, the said Superintendent shall immediately investigate or cause an investigation to be made, and shall satisfy himself that
the surrender of such charter and the dissolution of such bank may be
allowed without injustice to any stockholder, or to any person or cor-

»

—
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demand

poration having any claim or

§

1

3-1

1

60

any character against said Lank,
and that all assets of said bank have been distributed and all depositors
and creditors paid or properly provided for, and that the surrender of the
charter and franchises has been authorized by proper corporate action,
and that all requirements of law have been complied with. If so satisfied the Superintendent of Banks shall within 30 days after the application for surrender of charter shall have been filed with him for examination, issue under his hand and official seal a certificate approving the application, and shall transmit a copy of such certificate: of approval to the
Secretary of State,

who

of

shall enter the

said Superintendent shall also keep of
in his

own

office.

same
file

of record in his office.

The

a duplicate of said certificate

the Superintendent shall not be satisfied that the

If

surrender of the charter as proposed is proper and expedient or that the
law for such cases made and provided has been fully complied with, he
shall within 30 days after the filing of the copy of said application with
him, notify the Secretary of State that he refuses to approve the application, and in such event no order shall be granted by the Secretary of
State dissolving the bank, or authorizing the surrender of

(Acts 1919,

its

charter.

p. 184.)

13-1511. Certificate of publication.

—When the copy of the application

have been published as required by law
the bank may apply to the ordinary of the county in which it is located to
certify the fact of such publication, and the ordinary shall certify the
fact, which certificate shall be filed by the bank in the office of the Secto surrender the charter shall

retary of State. (Acts 1919,
13-1512.

p. 185.)

Order dissolving bank.

—When the

certificate of the ordinary

to the fact of the publication of the application to surrender the charter

by the bank with the Secretary of State, and the certificate
of the Superintendent of Banks approving the application shall likewise
be filed with the Secretary of State, the Secretary of State shall pass an
order under the seal of the State accepting the surrender of the charter
and franchises and dissolving the bank, and the Secretary of State shall
shall be filed

record the application, the certificate of approval of the Superintendent
of Banks, the certificate of the ordinary as to the publication, and his order accepting the surrender of the charter and franchises and dissolving
the bank, in the order named and the said bank shall thereupon be finally dissolved for all purposes whatsoever. (Axts 1919, p. 185.)
;

CHAPTER

13-16.

FORFEITURE OF CHARTER.
Sec.

Sec.
13-1601.

13-1602.
13-1603.

Causes of forfeiture.
Proceedings to forfeit.
Liquidation where charter for-

13-1604.

for forfeiture or liquidation by or' through Superintendent of Banks,

Suits

feited.

13-1601. Causes of forfeiture.

— Bank charters are subject

on the same general ground as are those
1.

For the violations

2.

For the violation

of
of

any

to forfeiture

of other corporations,

and also

of the provisions of their charters.

any obligation imposed by law.

§
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demanded by

3.

Whenever

4.

For refusal or neglect

it is

specific
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enactment.

for a period of 30 days, after the written or-

der of the Superintendent of Banks, to comply with an)^ requirement

made upon

lawfully

it

by such Superintendent. (Acts 1919,

p. 185.)

—The

Superintendent of Banks in the
name of the State is authorized to institute quo warranto or other appropriate proceedings to vacate and forfeit the charter of any bank, where
the bank has done or omitted any such act or acts as under the law au13-1602. Proceedings to forfeit.

thorizes a forfeiture of
13-1603. Liquidation

its

charter. (Acts 1919, p. 186.)

where charter

forfeited.

—Where

the charter of

Superintendent of Banks shall take charge
of the business and assets of such bank and proceed to liquidate it in the
same manner as is herein provided in cases where the Superintendent
takes charge of a bank. (Acts 1919, p. 186.)

any bank

shall be forfeited, the

13-1604. Suits for forfeiture or liquidation

ent of Banks.

— No suit to

by or through Superintend-

forfeit the charter of

any bank, or

for the liqui-

dation of any bank, or for the appointment of a receiver of any bank,
shall be instituted

by any person except by and through the Superin-

tendent of Banks in the

name

Any

person shall have the
right to submit to the Superintendent of Banks any facts which under
the law would authorize the forfeiture of the charter of a bank, or any
facts which would authorize the liquidation of a bank, or the appointment of a receiver therefor, and on such submission being made, it shall
of the State.

be the duty of the Superintendent of Banks to investigate, and if on such
investigation, he ascertains that the facts are such as will justify action
for forfeiture of the charter, or for the liquidation of the bank, or for the
appointment of a receiver, it shall be the duty of the Superintendent to
take appropriate action in the premises. (Acts 1919, p. 186.)

CHAPTER

13-17.

MANDAMUS AGAINST SUPERINTENDENT
OF BANKS.
Sec.

Sec.
13-1701.

Superintendent subject to mandamus.

13-1701. Superintendent subject to

13-1702.

Trial and judgment,

13-1703.

Bill

mandamus.

of

exceptions.

—In the event the Su-

perintendent of Banks should refuse to issue any permit authorizing the
incorporation of any bank, or the amendment, renewal or surrender of
the charter of any bank, or authorizing any bank to begin business, or

any other permit, authority or certificate required to be given or furnished by him before any act or thing shall be permitted or done, or
should refuse to do any act or thing authorized or required by this Title
to be done, the person or persons affected by such failure or refusal, or
the bank so affected, may institute appropriate proceedings in the nature of a

mandamus

against the Superintendent in the superior court of

the county in which such

bank

sought to be incorporated or have its
him to issue such
permit or authority, or to do any such act or thing authorized or required
is

charter amended, renewed or surrendered, to compel

:
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done hereunder, which proceeding shall be trier] as in other c;.
of mandamus. Service of such proceeding shall be made on the Superintendent of Banks by second original as now prescribed by law. ( Acts
to be

1919, p. 187.)

—

and judgment. On the trial of any such cause the Superintendent shall have the right to introduce evidence to sustain or
tending to sustain his action or refusal to act in the premises, and if from
13-1702. Trial

the evidence in the case the court

is

of the opinion that such permit, or

authority, or certificate has been wrongfully or improperly refused or

withheld by the Superintendent, and that the facts and circumstances
authorize and require the granting of such permit, authority, or certificate, or that the Superintendent has wrongfully or improperly refused to
do any act or thing authorized or required by this Title to be done, and

same should be done, the court

an order, judgment
or decree directing the Superintendent of Banks to issue such permit,
authority or certificate, or to do such act or thing, and thereupon the Superintendent shall issue or do the same, and may state in any permit,
authority or certificate issued by him under such order, that the same
is done by order of the court. (Acts 1919, p. 187.)
that the

—A

shall render

may

be sued out by
either party who may be dissatisfied with the judgment, and the cause
may be carried to the Supreme Court as in other cases of mandamus proceedings. (Acts 1919, p. 188.)
13-1703. Bill of exceptions.

CHAPTER

13-18.

bill

of exceptions

POWERS OF BANKS.

Sec.
13-1801.

General powers of banks enumerated.

13-1801. General

der this Title shall
1.

To have

powers of banks enumerated.
have power

—A bank organized un-

continual succession for the term of 30 years, with the

rights of renewal herein provided for, with

all

corporate powers and priv-

ileges herein granted.

To sue and be sued.
3. To have and use a common seal, and at pleasure to alter the same.
4. To appoint such officers, agents, and employees as the business of
the bank may require, prescribe their duties, and fix their compensation
as may be provided by the bylaws.
5. To make such bylaws as may be necessary or proper for the man2.

agement
6.

To

of its property

and the regulation

of its affairs.

hold, purchase, incumber, dispose of,

personal property as

may

and convey such real and
uses and business, subject

be necessary for its
to the restrictions and limitations herein prescribed.
7.

To

discount

bills,

notes or other evidences of debt

;

to receive

and

pay out deposits, with or without interest to receive on special deposit,
money, bullion, foreign coin, stocks, bonds, or other securities, or other
property to buy and sell foreign or domestic exchange or other negotia;

;
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ble paper

to issue

;

and

sell

acceptances

;
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to lend

money upon

personal

upon pledgees of bonds, stocks, or securities to take and receive security by mortgage or otherwise, on property real or personal.

security, or

8.

To

;

increase or decrease

manner herein pro-

capital stock in the

its

vided.
9.

To

increase or decrease the

number

of its directors in the

manner

herein provided. (Acts 1919, p. 188.)
Cross-reference.

— Powers

CHAPTER

granted to corporations generally, see

13-19.

§

22-703.

LIABILITY OF STOCKHOLDERS.

Sec.

Sec.

13-1901.

Extent of stockholders'

liabil-

13-1905.

When

13-1902.

Exception

for

trustees

and

.

13-1904.

13 - 1906

-

13-1907.

other fiduciaries.
13-190o.

bank deemed to have

failed.

itv.

.

Liability of stockholder after
transfer of stock.
Liability

when bank

13 _ 190g

Premature organization.
of stockholders or
incorporators as assets.
L j ab ility c f stockholders, dior officers nQt af _

Liability

^^

fected

fails.

13-1901. Extent of stockholders' liability.

'

by

dissolution.

—A bank incorporated under

this Title shall be responsible to its creditors to the extent of its capital

and

and each stockholder shall be individually liable for all
the debts of said bank to the "extent of the balance remaining unpaid on
his or her shares of stock; and said stockholders shall be further and
additionally individually liable, equally and ratably (and not one for another) to depositors of such bank for all moneys deposited therein, in an
its

assets

amount equal

;

to the face value of their respective shares of stock;

it

be-

ing the true intent and purpose of this section, that as to depositors for
all

moneys deposited with
upon each stockholder

said bank, there shall be an individual liabil-

such bank, over and beyond the par value
of his or her original shares of stock equal in amount to the face value
of said shares of stock: Provided, that said liability of the stockholders
shall not prevent depositors from having equal rank with all other creditors upon the capital, property, and assets of said bank: Provided, further, that the funds realized from the stockholders' liability, as herein
provided for, shall not be distributed to those depositors holding a preference or a priority given them by law or otherwise nor to any depositor
holding assets of said bank pledged as security for said deposit except
to the extent of the amount of the excess of said deposit over the value
ity

of such security,

the bank
p.

and

of

this provision shall apply, irrespective of

was or was not incorporated under

this Title.

whether

(Acts 1919,

189; 1925, pp. 119, 133.)
13-1902. Exception for trustees

and other

fiduciaries.

— Persons

hold-

ing stock as executors, administrators, guardians, or trustees shall not

be personally subject to any liabilities as stockholders but the estates
and funds in their hands shall be liable in like manner and to the same
extent as the testator, intestate, ward, or person interested in such trust
fund would be, if living and competent to act and hold the stock in his
own name: Provided, that nothing herein contained shall relieve any
executor, administrator, guardian or trustee from individual liability as
;
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upon any unauthorized subscription for or investment
bank stock made by such executor, administrator, guardian or trusi

a stockholder

(Acts 1919,

in

p. 189.)

13-1903. Liability of stockholder after transfer of stock.

—Whei

bank is individually liable under the charter,
shall transfer his stock, and have such transfer entered upon the bo
of the bank or give to the bank written notice thereof, he shall be exempt from such liability by such transfer, unless such bank shall fail
within six months from the date of the entry of such transfer or from
a stockholder in any

the delivery of such notice to the bank. (Acts 1919, p. 190.)
Cross-reference.

— See

13-1904. Liability

also

§

22-902.

when bank

fails.

—The

stockholder in whose

name

the capital stock stands upon the books of such bank at the date of its
failure, shall be primarily liable to respond upon such individual liabil-

but upon proof made that any stockholder at the date of the failure
is insolvent, recourse may be had against the person from whom such insolvent stockholder received his stock, if within a period of six months
prior to the date of the failure of such bank. (Acts 1919, p. 190.)
ity;

Cross-reference.

— See

also

§

22-903.

—

bank deemed to have failed. A bank shall be deemed
to have failed within the purview of this Title whenever such bank shall
have become insolvent and its assets and business shall have been surrendered to or taken possession of by the Superintendent of Banks. (Acts
13-1905.

When

1919, p. 190.)

13-1906.

Premature organization.

—Persons

who organize
minimum capital

a

bank and

its name before the
stock under
been
for
and
before
permit
this Title has
subscribed
a
has been issued by
the Superintendent of Banks authorizing the transaction of business in
the name of such bank, are jointly and severally liable to creditors to
make good such minimum capital stock with interest; and liability under this section shall be enforced as hereinafter provided.
(Acts 1919,

transact business in

p. 190.)

Cross-reference.

— See

also

§

22-707.

—The

13-1907. Liability of stockholders or incorporators as assets.-

in-

dividual liability of stockholders and that of persons doing business in

bank before the minimum capital stock is subscribed and
before a permit has been issued by the Superintendent of Banks authorizing the bank to begin business, shall be assets of such bank to be enforced only by and through the Superintendent of Banks. (Acts 1919,
the

name

of a

p. 190.)

Cross-reference.
see § 22-904.

— For

corresponding provision of the general corporation law,

13-1908. Liability of stockholders, directors or officers not affected

by

—The surrender or forfeiture of a charter of any bank, or

its

dissolution.

dissolution for

any cause,

any manner affect any collateral
incurred by any of its stockholders,

shall not in

or ultimate or other liability legally

directors or officers. (Acts 1919, p. 191.)
Cross-reference.

— See

also

§

22-1209.
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CHAPTER
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REGULATION OF THE BUSINESS OF

13-20.

BANKING.
Sec.

Sec.
13-2001.

Board of directors; number,
term of

election,

13-2025.

office.

Restriction of bank's indebtedness.

Qualifications of directors.

13-2026.

Purchase of bank's obligations.

13-2003.

Oath

13-2027.

Reserve.

13-2004.

Meetings of the board of

13-2028.

13-2005.

quorum; minutes.
Semiannual examinations by
employment of
directors;

Reserve not maintained.
Dividends and surplus.
Unearneddividends prohibited.
Dividend in excess of one-half

13-2002.

of directors.
di-

rectors;

13-2029.
13-2030.
13-2031.

certified public accountants;

13-2006.

Report of examination; contents.

13-2007.

Action on report of examina-

13-2008.

Failure to make examination;
proceedings; charge to profit

tion.

and

13-2032.

Calculation of profits.

13-2033.

Lien against bank for

collat-

13-2035.

Lien on bank's assets when
checks are not remitted.
Due diligence on part of bank

13-2036.

Forwarding

13-2037.

payor.
Certifying checks.

13-2038.

Membership

loss.

in collecting.

Officers; election, etc.

13-2010.

Bonds of officers.
Borrowing for personal use by
officers and employees except by permission of directors prohibited.

13-2012.

Loans

13-2013.

Loans by bank,

13-2014.

Liability

to

losses

erals.

13-2034.

13-2009.

13-2011.

when

of net earnings;
reduce surplus.

report.

officers,

of

lowing

direct

Federal

Re-

deposits in

two

in

13-2039.

Payment

of

names.
13-2040.

Check

directors for al-

13-2041.

exceeding

13-2042.

Deposits by minors.
Deposit by agent, trustee, or
other fiduciary.

limit of.

loans

limit.

of deceased or bankrupt or insane depositor.

13-2015.

Loans on

real estate, limit of.

13-2043.

Payment

13-2016.

Overdrafts, liability of officers

13-2044.

Forged or raised checks.

and employees for.
Loans upon collateral.

13-2045.

List of

13-2017.
13-2018.

Certificates

ance

to

serve bank.

agents, or

employees.

check

of

deposit,

of deposits in trust.

stockholders;

sending to
tendent of Banks.
tion;

issu-

of.

13-2019.

Interest to be charged.

13-2020.

Foreign and domestic accept-

inspecSuperin-

13-2046.

Transfers, etc., after or in contemplation of insolvency.

13-2047.

Savings deposits; regulations;

Payment

ances.

limitations.

13-2021.

Loans upon or purchase
bank stock.

of

13-2048.

13-2022.

Unauthorized investments.
Purchase, etc., of stocks and
investment securities.
Purposes for which banks

13-2049.

Stale checks.

13-2050.

Stop-payment orders to be
newed.

re-

13-2051.

Stock

re-

13-2023.
13-2024.

may

hold real estate.

of deposit
ceased depositor.

certificates

to

of

be

de-

ceipted for.

—

Board of directors; number, election, term of office. The affairs of each bank shall be managed by a board of not less than three nor
more than 25 directors who shall be elected by the stockholders at a
meeting to be held at any time before the bank is authorized by the Superintendent of Banks to commence the business of banking, and afterwards at meetings to be held annually at such time as may be fixed by
the bylaws of the bank. The directors shall hold office for one year and
until their successors are elected and have qualified. A bank, at any an13-2001.

nual meeting of the stockholders for the election of directors, provided
notice thereof be given in the notice of the annual meeting, may, by a

majority vote of
lution the

all

number

the stockholders of such bank, fix or change by resoof directors,

provided the number of directors shall
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\

not be less than three nor more than 25, which number when so fixed
shall be the lawful number of directors of such bank until again chang
in like

manner.

number

Certified copies of

all

resolutions fixing" or changing

under this section shall be immediately
the Superintendent of Banks. (Acts 1919, p. 191.)
of directors

13-2002. Qualifications of directors.

whole term of

— Every

filed

with

director must, during his

service, be a citizen of this State or reside within 25 miles

town

which the bank is located, and at least threemust be residents of the city or town in which
the bank is located or within 25 miles thereof, and must continue so to
reside during their continuance in office. Every director must own in his
own right and unpledged at least 10 shares of the capital stock of the
bank of which he is a director, upon which all installments which are due
shall have been paid in full, unless the capital of the bank shall not exceed $25,000, in which case he must own at least five shares of such stock.
Any director who ceases to be the owner of the number of shares herein
required, or who pledges the same, or who fails to pay any installment
thereon when the same becomes due, or who becomes in any other manProner disqualified, shall vacate his place as a member of the board
vided, that this section shall not apply to directors in office on January 1,
1920, and said directors shall be qualified to succeed themselves as often
of the city or

in

fourths of the directors

:

as they
tion.

may

be reelected, without reference to the provisions of this sec-

(Acts 1919,

Oath

p. 191

;

1927, p. 200.)

— Each

when

an
oath that he will, so far as the duty devolves upon him, diligently and
honestly administer the affairs of the bank, and that he will not knowingly violate, or willingly permit to be violated, any of the provisions of
law applicable to such bank or any of the bylaws thereof; and that he
is the owner in good faith and in his own right, of the number of shares
of stock required by this Title, standing in his own name on the books
Such oath shall be subscribed by the director making it,
of the bank.
and certified by the officer before whom it is taken, and shall be immediately transmitted to the Superintendent of Banks, and filed and preserved in his office. (Acts 1919, p. 192.)
13-2003.

of directors.

director,

13-2004. Meetings of the board of directors;

elected, shall take

quorum; minutes.

—The

board of directors shall hold regular meetings at such times as may be
fixed by the bylaws, at least once each month, and shall at all times be
subject to call by the president or by any two members of the board. A
majority of the board of directors shall constitute a quorum for the
transaction of business.

Correct written minutes of

all

meetings shall be

kept in well-bound permanent books kept for that purpose, and the minutes of each meeting shall be signed by the chairman and secretary thereof,

and

shall record the

names

of the directors present at

such meeting.

At each meeting the minutes of the preceding meeting shall be read, corrected, and approved. The minute book shall be submitted to the examiners at each of their semiannual examinations,

and the

and

fact of such

in the

examination shall be noted

minute book. (Acts 1919,

p. 192.)

and

shall be

examined,

in the examiners' report,

§
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Semiannual examinations by directors; employment of cerIt shall be the duty of the board of
directors of every bank, at least once in each six months, to count the
cash and examine fully into the books, papers, and affairs of the bank of
which they are directors, and particularly into the loans and discounts
thereof, with the special view of ascertaining the value and security
thereof, and of the collateral security, if any, given in connection therewith, and into such other matters as the Superintendent of Banks shall
require. Such directors shall conduct such count and examination by a
committee of at least three of its members, and shall have the power to
employ certified public accountants or other expert assistance in making
such examinations, if they deem the same necessary. Within 10 days
after the completion of each of such examinations, a report in writing
thereof, sworn to by the directors making the same, shall be made to the
board of directors, which report shall be spread upon the minutes of said
board, and the original thereof shall be placed on file in said bank, and a
duplicate thereof filed with the Superintendent of Banks: Provided,
however, that in lieu of the semiannual examination of the directors, such
semiannual examination may be made by accountants, approved by the
Superintendent of Banks and Provided, that any bank which fails to
transmit to the Superintendent of Banks, within 10 days after the completion of the same, a copy of the report made by such board of directors
13-2005.

tified

public accountants; report.

—

:

or such accountants shall be subject to the

by section 13-505
to call of the

for failure to

same penalty

make and transmit

its

Superintendent of Banks. (Acts 1919,

provided
report in response
as

is

p. 193; 1922, p.

67;

1927, p. 198.)

13-2006. Report of examination; contents.

— Such

report shall contain

statements in detail (1) of the assets and liabilities of the bank examined, as shown by the books, together with any deductions from the assets or additions to the liabilities which such directors or committee after

such examination may determine to make; (2) of loans, if any, which in
their opinion are worthless or doubtful, together with their reasons for
so regarding them
(3) of loans made on collateral security which in
their opinion are insufficiently secured, giving in each case the amount
of the loan, and the name and market value of the collateral, if such collateral has any market value, and if not its actual value as nearly as can
be determined; (4) of all overdrafts and separately of overdrafts which
are considered worthless or doubtful, or which have been made without
authority, with the name of the officer or employee making or approving
the same; (5) of all past due paper; (6) of all demand loans upon which
no interest has been paid within the last preceding six months (7)
of all loans in excess of the amount authorized herein to be made; (8) of
all loans made to the officers, agents, employees, and directors of the
bank, with the securities held therefor; and of all loans to firms or corporations in which the officers, agents, employees, or directors of the
bank are interested (9) and of all such other matters and things as may
affect the solvency or soundness of the bank. No report shall be held or
;

;

;

considered as complying with the provisions of this section unless it
shows affirmatively the existence or nonexistence of all the items con-

cerning which statements are required.

Said directors or such commit-
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tee shall also in said report

manner

make recommendations

§ 13-2009

to the

board

a S tp

conducting business by the bank, calling attention to any matting
ters which in their opinion are unauthorized or improper, and
any changes or improvements in the method of conducting the busin
or handling the affairs of the bank which, in their opinion, will be an improvement upon the system in operation or tend in any way to the safety
or soundness of the bank. (Acts 1919, p. 193.;
of

—

on report of examination. The board of directors at
which such report of the semiannual examination is read

13-2007. Action

the meeting at

by resolution entered on the minutes, require that all debts due to
the bank, which are past due for a period of one year and which are not
amply secured, shall be collected, placed in suit or charged to profit and
loss; that all past due interest shall be collected upon any note upon
which no such interest has been paid within the last preceding 12 month-,
or that said note shall be collected, put in suit, or charged to profit and
loss and that all assets or claims in favor of the bank, which in the opinshall,

;

ion of the directors are worthless or uncollectible, shall also be charged

and not included in the list of assets of the bank. The
board shall at such meeting also require that all loans in excess of the
amount herein authorized to be made shall be reduced at once so as to
bring them within the proper amount. A certified copy of the resolutions of the board acting on the matters brought to their attention in the
report of the semiannual examination shall be filed with the Superintendent of Banks within 10 days after said meeting shall have been held.
to profit

and

(Acts 1919,

loss

p. 194.)

make examination: proceedings; charge to profit
board of directors of a bank shall fail to make an ex-

13-2008. Failure to

and

loss.

—

If

the

amination every six months, the Superintendent of Banks shall, by an
order under his hand and official seal, addressed to the president of the
bank, require that a meeting of the board of directors shall be called immediately and that the examination shall be made within 10 days after
such special meeting of the board, and if such meeting be not so held and
such examination made within said time and report thereof made and
submitted to the Superintendent of Banks, the said Superintendent shall
be authorized to take charge of the bank as in other cases herein provided for wilful refusal to obey the lawful orders of the said Superintendent.
If it shall appear from the report of such examination that the bank is

carrying as an asset any worthless paper or other property, or that any
asset should be charged to profit and loss and not included in the assets

and the directors at the meeting aforesaid shall fail to order
such assets charged to profit and loss, or if the Superintendent of Banks
shall ascertain from any examination or otherwise that any bank continues to carry as assets any worthless paper or other property which
should be charged to profit and loss, the Superintendent shall order the
bank to collect or charge to profit and loss all such worthless assets at
once, and upon failure to comply with such order, may take possession
of such bank as in other cases provided. (Acts 1919, p. 195.)
of said bank,

— The

board of directors at their first
meeting after the annual election shall elect one of their number presi13-2009. Officers; election, etc.

§
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one or more vice presidents, a cashier, and
such other officers and agents as may be provided by the bylaws or as
may be required for the prompt and orderly discharge of the business of
the bank. Immediately upon their election, a list, giving the names and
addresses of the officers elected, certified under the seal of the bank, shall
be transmitted to the Superintendent of Banks and be kept on file by
him. The Superintendent of Banks shall be notified immediately of any
changes in the officers of the bank occurring after the annual election.
Any bank failing to transmit to the Superintendent of Banks a list of
officers elected at the annual meeting, or any changes which may occur
in said list, shall be subject to the same penalty as is provided in section
13-505 for failing to transmit its report made subject to call of the Superintendent of Banks. (Acts 1919, p. 195 1922, p. 67.)
dent.

shall also elect

;

Bonds

—The

board of directors shall require the
cashier and any and all other officers and employees having the care,
custody, control, or handling of any of the funds of the bank, to give bond
with a regularly incorporated surety company, qualified to do business
in the State, as surety, in such amount as the board shall fix, the premium
on such bond to be paid by the bank. Such bonds shall be held by such
custodian as the board of directors may designate. The amount of the
bonds of the cashier and other officers and the conditions thereof shall
be subject to the approval of the Superintendent of Banks. Acts 1919,
13-2010.

p.

of officers.

196; 1920, p. 107; 1922, p. 68.)
Cross-reference.

13-2011.

— Penalty for violation of charter by bank

Borrowing

by permission

for personal use

of directors prohibited.

by

officers

— No

officers, see § 13-9912.

and employees except

officer,

director, agent, or

employee of any bank shall use or borrow directly or indirectly for himself, or for any firm or partnership of which he is a member, any money
or other property belonging to any bank of which he is such officer, director, agent or employee without the express authority and permission
previously obtained of a majority of the directors or of the members of
a committee of the board of directors authorized to act, which permission

by the written signatures of such directors, the borrower not voting or participating in any way in passing upon any loan
or discount in which he may be interested. (Acts 1919, p. 196; 1920,
shall be evidenced

p. 108.)

Cross-reference.

13-2012.

—Violation

Loans

of this section, see

13-9921.

§

to officers, agents, or employees.

— No bank shall

lend

any officer, director, agent, or employee any amount whatever except
upon good collateral or other ample security and no such loan shall be
made until after it has been approved by a majority of the directors, or
by the members of a committee of the board of directors authorized to
;

act, as in the

preceding section provided. (Acts 1919,

Cross-reference.

13-2013.

—Violation

Loans by bank,

p. 196.)

of this section, see § 13-9922.

limit of.

—No bank shall be allowed to lend to

any one person, firm, or corporation more than 20 per cent, of its capital
and unimpaired surplus; and no loan shall be made in excess of 10 per
cent, of the capital and surplus, except upon good collateral or other ample
security and with the approval of a majority of the directors, or of a com*
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mittee of the board of directors authorized to act, which approval shall
be evidenced by the written signature of said directors or the members

In estimating loans to any person, all amounts loaned
to firms and partnerships of which he is a member shall be included:
of said committee.

Provided, however, that a bank

may buy from

or discount for any per-

exchange drawn in good faith against
actually existing values, or commercial or business paper actually owned
by the person negotiating the same, in addition to loans directly made to
the person, firm, or corporation selling the same, such purchase or discount not to exceed 20 per cent, of the capital and surplus, and if in excess of 10 per cent, of the capital and surplus, to be approved in writing
by a majority of the directors, or by a committee of such board authorized to act: and Provided, that the limit of loans herein fixed shall not
apply to bona fide loans made upon the security of agricultural, manufactured, or industrial products or live stock having a market value and
for which there is ready sale in the open market, title to which by appropriate transfer shall be taken in the name of the bank, and which shall be
secured by insurance against loss by fire, with policies made payable to
the bank, where no more than 80 per cent, of the market value of such
products shall be loaned or advanced thereon. In all such cases a margin of 20 per cent, between the amount of the loan and the market value
of the products shall at all times be maintained (except where products
are intended for immediate shipment) and the bank shall have the right
to call for additional collateral when the difference between the market
value and the amount loaned shall be less than 20 per cent., and in the
event of the failure to comply with such demand, to immediately sell all
or any part of such products in the open market and pay the amount of
the loan and the expenses of sale, and the balance to the borrower and
son, firm, or corporation, bills of

;

:

Provided, that the limit herein fixed shall not apply to loans fully secured

by bonds or

certificates of

indebtedness of the United States, or of this

State, or of the several counties, districts, or municipalities thereof

which

have been duly and regularly validated as provided by law. Liabilities
arising to the makers and indorsers of checks, drafts, bills of exchange,
received by the bank on deposit, cashed, or purchased by it, shall not in
any way be considered as borrowed money or loans. It shall be the duty
of the Superintendent of Banks to order any loans in excess charged to
profit and loss, provided in his opinion such excess is not well secured;
and if such reduction shall not be made within 30 days after such notification, to proceed as in other cases provided for violation of the orders
of the Superintendent.

(Acts 1919,

p. 196; 1922, p.

68; 1927, p. 201.)

13-2014. Liability of directors for allowing loans exceeding limit.

any bank who

—The

approve or permit any loan to be made
be personally and individually
liable and responsible to the bank for such loan in the event the same
shall not be paid by the borrower: Provided, however, that any director
who shall not have voted in favor of such loan may have his dissent or
disapproval thereof entered upon the minutes at the meeting at which
directors of

shall

in excess of the limit herein fixed shall

said loan

is

authorized, or at the next meeting held after he has discov-

ered that such loan has been made, in which event he shall be relieved
of liability therefor. (Acts 1919, p. 198.)
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Loans on real estate, limit of.
business and receiving: deposits subject
13-2015.
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—No bank doing a commercial
to check, shall lend

upon

real

estate held as an investment, or for the purchase of real estate, or the

more than 50 per cent, of the fair market value of
such real estate; and the aggregate amount of such loans shall at no time
exceed the amount of its savings and time deposits: Provided, that this
improvement

thereof,

section shall not apply to temporary loans or regular commercial trans-

actions secured in whole or in part by real estate, nor to any loan which
shall

have been made prior to August

16, 1919.

(Acts 1919,

p. 198.)

—

and employees for. Any officer or employee of any bank who shall permit any customer of the bank
to overdraw his account or who shall pay any check or draft, the paying
of which shall overdraw any account, unless the same shall be authorized
by the board of directors, or by a committee of such board authorized to
act, shall be personally and individually .liable to such bank for the
13-2016. Overdrafts, liability of officers

amount

of such overdraft.

(Acts 1919,

p. 199.)

—

Loans upon collateral. No bank shall lend more than 30 per
cent, of its capital and unimpaired surplus on the stock of any corporation, although such stock may be pledged to it by several separate borrowers, and where loans are made direct to the corporation, without am13-2017.

ple security, these direct loans shall be included in such total of 30 per
cent.

Xo bank

by the
held by it as

poration
tion

if

make a loan secured by the stock of another cormaking of such loan the total stock of such corpora-

shall

collateral will exceed in the aggregate 20 per cent, of

the capital stock of such corporation.

(Acts 1919,

p. 199.)

—

No bank shall issue any
exchange
for lawful money of the United
certificate of deposit except in
checks,
bills
exchange which are the actual
for
drafts,
or
of
States, or
equivalent of such money, and both the certificates of deposit and the
register or stubs in the book from which the certificates are taken shall be
signed by one officer of the bank and countersigned by another officer
or bonded employee thereof. (Acts 1919, p. 199; 1920, p. 107; 1922, p. 70.)
13-2018. Certificates of deposit, issuance of.

13-2019. Interest to be charged.

—Any bank may take, receive, reserve

and charge on any loan or advance of money or forbearance to enforce
the collection of money, interest at not exceeding eight per cent, per annum. (Acts 1919, p. 199.)
Cross-reference.

Chapter

— Interest and usury generally, see Title

57, Interest

and Usury,

57-1.

—

and domestic acceptances. A bank may accept
drafts or bills of exchange drawn upon it having not more than six
months' sight to run, which grow out of transactions involving the importation or exportation of goods; or which grow out of transactions involving the domestic shipment of goods, provided shipping documents
conveying or securing title are attached at the time of acceptance; or
which are secured at the time of acceptance by a warehouse receipt or
other such document conveying or securing title covering readily marketable staples. No bank shall accept, whether in a foreign or domestic
transaction, for any one person, company, firm, or corporation to an
amount equal at any time in the aggregate to more than ten per cent, of
13-2020. Foreign
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paid-up and unimpaired capital stock and surplus unless the ban/:
secured either by attached documents or by some other actual se< irity
growing out of the same transaction as the acceptance and no bank shall
its

an amount equal at any time in the aggregate to n.
than one-half of its paid-up and unimpaired capital stock and surp!
Provided, however, that any bank which is a member of the Federal Reserve System may, when so authorized by the Federal Reserve Board,
accept such

bills to

and under the regulations prescribed by

it,

accept such

bills to

an amount

not exceeding 100 per cent, of its paid-up and unimpaired capital stock
and surplus, but the aggregate of acceptances growing out of domestic
transactions shall in no event exceed 50 per cent, of such capital and surplus.

(Acts 1919,

Cross-reference.

p. 199.)

— Bills

of exchange, generally, see Title 14,

Bills

and Notes,

Chapters 14-10 to 14-16.

13-2021.

Loans upon or purchase

of

bank

stock.

— No bank shall make

any loan or discount on the security of the shares of its capital stock,
nor be the purchaser or holder of any such shares, unless such security
or purchase shall be necessary to prevent loss upon a debt previously
contracted in good faith, and said stock so purchased or acquired shall
within six. months of the time of its purchase be sold and disposed of at
public or private sale. The limit of time, however, may be extended by
the Superintendent of Banks, if in his judgment it is for the best interest
of the bank that such extension be granted, but in no case shall such time
be extended longer than 12 months from the time of the purchase of the
same by the bank. (Acts 1919, p, 200.)
13-2022. Unauthorized investments.

—No bank

employ or invest
any industrial, mer-

shall

funds in the purchase or holding of the stock of
cantile or mining corporation, or in the purchase or handling of merchandise, farm or manufactured products, except to secure a debt previously contracted in good faith, and if any such stocks, merchandise, or
products are purchased to protect the bank from loss, the same shall be
disposed of at public or private sale within six months after receiving the
same, or the same shall be charged to profit and loss and not carried as
assets by the bank. The limit of time, however, may be extended by the
Superintendent of Banks, if in his judgment it is for the best interest of
the bank that such extension should be granted. Nothing in this section
is to be construed as applying to trust companies or savings banks doing
(Acts 1919, p. 200.)
a trust or savings business.
its

—

and investment securities. No bank
shall subscribe for, purchase, or hold stock in any other bank, except
stock in the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta, necessary to qualify for
membership therein, nor in any other corporation unless the same shall
have been transferred to it in satisfaction of a debt previously contracted,
or shall have been purchased at a sale under a power contained in a note
or other instrument by which it was pledged to the bank or under a judgment or decree in its favor, and all such stock shall be disposed of by the
bank within six months, unless the Superintendent of Banks shall extend
the time for good cause shown nor shall a bank purchase or hold any
bonds or debentures except such as are classed as investment securities,
13-2023. Purchase, etc., of stocks

;

:

§
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and the buying- and selling of such securities shall be limited to buying
and selling without recourse marketable obligations upon which there
has never been a default, evidencing indebtedness of any person, partnership, association, or corporation in the form of bonds, notes and/or
debentures, commonly known as investment securities, under such regulations as may be prescribed by the Superintendent of Banks. The total
amount of such investment securities shall at no time exceed 25 per cent,
of the capital and unimpaired surplus of such bank; but this limitation
as to the amount shall not apply to obligations of the United States, of
this State, or of the several counties, districts, or municipalities thereof

which have been validated as provided by law. Nothing in this section
is to be construed as applying to savings banks doing a savings business
only

Provided, that this section shall not apply to securities actually

:

owned January

1,

1920: Provided, further, that any

bank may subscribe

an agricultural credit corporation duly organized
under the laws of this State having authority to make loans to the farmers of this State for agricultural purposes and to rediscount the same
with the Intermediate Credit Bank of Columbia, but no bank shall subscribe for or purchase stock in more than one such corporation, nor invest therein more than 10 per centum of its capital, and no such subscription or purchase shall be made until first approved by the Superintendent
of Banks. (Acts 1919, p. 201; 1924, p. 76; 1927, p. 203.)
for or purchase stock in

—

which banks may hold real estate. Any bank
may purchase, hold and convey real estate for the following purposes
13-2024. Purposes for

only

such as shall be necessary for the convenient transaction of
its business, the amount of which, including its furniture and fixtures,
shall not exceed one-third of the paid-in unimpaired capital and surplus
Provided, that the Superintendent of Banks may, upon application by
any bank, in his discretion, allow a greater sum invested; second, such
as shall be conveyed to it in satisfaction of debts previously contracted
in the course of its business third, such as it shall purchase at sales under judgments, decrees, or mortgage foreclosures under securities held
by it; but a bank shall not bid, at any such sale, a larger amount than
:

First,

;

and expenses. No real estate acthe cases contemplated in the second and third subsections

sufficient to satisfy its debts, costs

quired in

above

shall be held for a longer period than five years unless the time

extended by the Superintendent for cause shown: Provided,
that this section shall not apply to any banking house, furniture or fixtures actually owned at the date of the approval of this law: Provided,
further, that nothing contained in this section shall apply to savings
banks doing only a savings business. (Acts 1919, p. 202.)
shall be

13-2025. Restriction of bank's indebtedness.

—No

bank

shall at

any

time be indebted to an amount exceeding double the amount of its capital stock actually paid in and remaining undiminished by losses or otherwise, plus the

amount

of the

unimpaired surplus and undivided

profits,

except on account of the following:
First.

Moneys deposited with

or collected by the bank.

exchange or drafts drawn against money actually
on deposit to the credit of the bank or due thereto.
Second.

Bills of
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Third.

Liabilities to the stockholders of the

§ 13- 2

bank

for dividends

and

reserve profits.

Fourth.
Fifth.

Sixth.

Commercial paper rediscounted.
Acceptances as herein authorized.
Liabilities incurred

by the bank on account

of the indorsement

and bills of exchange, received by the bank on deposit,
cashed or purchased by it, and indorsed by the bank:

of checks, drafts,

Provided, however, that in case of temporary emergency, or to pay its
depositors, temporary loans, in excess of the amount hereinabove fixed,

may

be made, when approved in advance by the Superintendent of
Banks. (Acts 1919, p. 202.)
13-2026. Purchase of bank's obligations.

— No bank, nor any

of its di-

rectors, officers, agents or employees, shall directly or indirectly pur-

chase or be interested in the purchase of any promissory note, certificate
of deposit, or other evidence of debt issued by it, for a less sum than

appear on the face thereof to be due thereon Provided, that a bank
may discount its unmatured obligations at not more than the legal rate,
which obligations shall be canceled and satisfied forthwith. (Acts 1919,
shall

:

p. 203.)

Cross-reference.

—Violation

of this section, see

§

14-9923.

— Every

bank whose deposits are subject to check
shall at all times maintain a reserve of 15 per cent, of the amount of its
demand deposits, and five per cent, of the amount of its savings and time
deposits.
Savings banks and trust companies whose deposits are not
13-2027. Reserve.

subject to check without notice shall maintain a reserve of five per cent.
of the

amount

money

of the

of their deposits.

Such reserve

shall consist of lawful

United States, gold certificates, silver certificates, Federal
Reserve or national bank notes, in the office and vaults of the bank, and
of moneys on deposit subject to call with other banks or bankers, such
banks or bankers to be approved by the Superintendent of Banks Provided, that the reserve against savings and time deposits may be invested in bonds of the United States or of this State, at the market
value thereof: Provided, that any bank which is a member of the Federal Reserve System may in lieu of the reserve herein required keep and
maintain such reserve as is required under the Acts of Congress relating to Federal Reserve banks. Demand deposits within the meaning of
this section shall comprise all deposits payable within 30 days, and time
deposits shall comprise all deposits payable after 30 days, and all savings accounts and certificates of deposit which are subject to not less
than 30 days' notice before payment: and Provided, that a bank shall
have the right to pay checks drawn upon it when presented by any bank,
banker, trust company, or any agent thereof, either in money or in
exchange drawn on its approved reserve agents, and to charge for such
exchange not exceeding one-eighth of one per cent, of the aggregate
amount of the checks so presented and paid. (Acts 1919, p. 203; 1920,
:

p. 107.)

shall fall
five

—Whenever the reserve

any bank
below the amount of 15 per cent, of its demand deposits and
per cent, of its savings and time deposits not subject to check and

13-2028. Reserve not maintained.

of

5
c
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any savings bank or trust company whose deposits are not subject to check shall be below five per cent, of its deposits, such bank, savings bank or trust company shall not increase its
liabilities by making any new loans or discounts otherwise than by discounting or purchasing bills of exchange at sight, nor shall any dividend
be declared out of the profits of such bank, savings bank, or trust company, until the required proportion between the aggregate amount of its
deposits and the amount to be held as a reserve has been restored. The
Superintendent of Banks may notify any bank, savings bank or trust
company, whose reserve shall be below the amount required to be kept
on hand, to make good such reserve; and if such bank, savings bank or
trust company shall fail within 30 days thereafter to make good its
reserve, the Superintendent of Banks may take charge of the business
and assets of said bank, savings bank or trust company, as in other cases

whenever the reserve

of

herein provided. (Acts 1919,
13-2029. Dividends

p. 204.)

and surplus.

—The directors of any bank may,

nually, semiannually, or quarterly, declare a dividend of so

much

anof

bank as they may deem expedient; but such bank
before the declaration of any dividend, carry 25 per cent, of its net

the net profits of the
shall,

preceding dividend to its surplus until the
20
per
Each bank shall reto
cent, of its capital.
port to the Superintendent of Banks, within 10 days after declaring and
at least 10 days before paying any dividend, the amount of such dividend and the amount of net earnings in excess of the dividend and
amount carried to the surplus. Such reports shall be attested by the
oath of the president or cashier of the bank. (Acts 1919, p. 204.)
profits

earned since

surplus shall

its

last

amount

—

Unearned dividends prohibited. No bank shall withdraw or
permit to be withdrawn either in the form of dividends or otherwise any
portion of its capital nor reduce its surplus below 20 per cent, of its
If losses have been sustained at any time by such bank equal to
capital.
or exceeding its undivided profits then on hand, no dividends shall be
declared, and no dividends shall ever be declared by any bank to an
amount greater than its undivided profits then on hand, deducting therefrom its losses and bad debts. All debts due to any bank on which interest is past due and unpaid for a period of 12 months, unless the same
13-2030.

are well secured or in process of collection, shall be considered bad debts

within the meaning of this section. (Acts 1919,
Cross-reference.

—Penalty for violation

p. 205.)

of this section, see

§

13-9925.

13-2031. Dividend in excess of one-half of net earnings f when losses
reduce surplus. Any losses sustained by any bank in excess of its un-

—

may

be charged up to its surplus account: Provided,
that its surplus shall thereafter be reimbursed from its earnings, and no
dividend shall be declared or paid by any such bank in excess of one-

divided profits

half of its net earnings until its surplus shall be fully restored to its

former amount.

(Acts 1919,

p. 205.)

13-2032. Calculation of profits.

— Interest

unpaid, although due or accrued on debts owing to the bank, shall not be included in the calculation of its profits previous to a dividend, unless such interest be accrued

upon loans secured by

collaterals as provided for

by

this Title.

The un-

:
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divided profits from which alone a dividend can be made, shall be
tained by charging in the account of profit and loss and deducting from
the actual profits
1.

All expenses paid or incurred, both ordinary and extraordinary, in-

cluding taxes, attending the management of the affairs of the bank, and
the transaction of its business.
2.

The

3.

All losses sustained by

interest paid, or then
it.

due and accrued, on debts owing by

it.

In the computation of such losses, there

owing to the bank which shall have been due,
12 months, and upon which no interest shall have been

shall be included all debts

without suit for
paid during that period, except such debts as in the opinion of the
perintendent are well secured. There shall also be included in such
computation all debts due the bank on which judgment shall have been
recovered, which judgment shall have remained for more than one year
unsatisfied, and on which no interest shall have been paid during that
period. (Acts 1919, p. 205.)

bank
any other party and

—When

any bank is inshall deposit with such party any comdebted to
mercial paper or papers as collateral for its debt, and such collateral
shall be afterwards sent back to the bank in order that it may be collected and the funds remitted by the bank to the creditor, the holder of
the bona fide receipt of the bank for such paper to be so collected shall,
after any such collections are made, but not paid over, have a lien against
the assets of the bank to the extent of such funds as have been actually
collected by the bank, and such lien shall rank with other liens according to date and shall attach from the date of the collection of any such
fund by such bank. (Acts 1919, p. 206.)
13-2033. Lien against

for collaterals.

—

on bank's assets when checks are not remitted. When
any bank, or any officer, clerk, or agent thereof, receives by mail, express
13-2034. Lien

or otherwise, a check,

bill

of exchange, order to remit, note, or draft for

with request that remittance be made therefor, the charging
of such item to the account of the drawer, acceptor, indorser, or maker
thereof, or. collecting any such item from any bank or other party, and
failing to remit therefor, or the nonpayment of a check sent in payment
therefor, shall create a lien in favor of the owner of such item on the
assets of such bank making the collection, and such lien shall rank with
other liens, according to date, and shall attach from the date of the
charge, entry or collection of any such funds. (Acts 1919, p. 206.)
collection,

Cross-reference.
assets, see

13-2035.

§

—Deposit of public funds as creating superior

lien against bank's

89-813.

Due

diligence on part of

bank

in collecting.

—When a check,

instrument is deposited in a bank for
credit, or for collection, it shall be considered due diligence on the part
of the bank in the collection of such check, draft, note or other negotiable
instrument, so deposited, to forward and route the same without delay
in the usual commercial way, according to the regular course of business of banks, and the maker, indorser, guarantor, or surety of any
check, draft, note, or other negotiable instrument so deposited shall be
draft, note, or other negotiable

liable to the

bank

until actual final

payment

is

received; and

when

a

§
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any check, draft, note, or other negotiable
instrument and forwards same for collection as herein provided, it shall
be liable only after actual final payment is received by it, except in case
of want of due diligence on its part as aforesaid. (Acts 1919, p. 207.)

bank receives

for collection

Forwarding check

13-2036.

direct to payor.

—Any bank, or banker,

re-

ceiving for collection or deposit, any check, note or other negotiable in-

strument drawn upon or payable at any other bank, located in another
city or town, whether within or without this State, may forward such
instrument for collection directly to the bank on which

which
payor

it

is

shall

because of

it is

drawn or

at

made payable and such method of forwarding direct to the
be deemed due diligence and the failure of such payor bank,
its

insolvency or other default, to account for the proceeds

thereof, shall not render the forwarding

bank

liable therefor

;

provided,

however, such forwarding bank shall have used due diligence in other respects in connection with the collection of such instrument. (Acts 1919,
p. 207.)

13-2037. Certifying checks.

—No check

be certified except by the

shall

president, a vice president, cashier, or an assistant cashier of a bank.
shall be unlawful to certify

any check,

draft, or order

It

upon the bank,

unless the drawer of such check, draft, or order has on deposit with the

bank, at the time such check, draft, or order

money

amount

equal to the

certification shall

is certified,

an amount of

specified in such check, draft or order.

Such

be entered on the face of such check, draft, or order,

and the check, draft or order so certified shall be charged against the
drawer's account immediately. Any check certified by a proper official
shall be a good and valid obligation against the bank; but the act of any
officer in violation of this section shall subject

vided in this Title. (Acts 1919,

— Penalty

Cross-references.
of certification, see

§

14-1705.

him

to the penalties pro-

p. 207.)

for violation of this section, see § 13-9927.
Check defind, see § 14-1703.

Effect

—

Membership in Federal Reserve bank. Banks are authorized and empowered to subscribe for stock and become members of the
Federal Reserve bank of the district to which they properly may be assigned by the Federal Reserve Board, in accordance with the Acts of
Congress regulating Federal Reserve banks, and any bank becoming
13-2038.

member

conform to the requirements and
regulations of such Federal Reserve bank and of the Federal Reserve

such

shall be authorized to

Board. (Acts 1919,
13-2039.

made, or

Payment

shall

p. 208.)

—When a deposit has been

two names.
hereafter be made, in any bank
of deposits in

in the

names

of

two

per-

payable to either or the survivor, such desons, payable
posit, or any part thereof, or any interest or dividend thereon, may be
to either, or

paid to either of said persons, whether the other be living or not; and
the receipt or acquittance of the persons so paid shall be a valid and sufficient release

(Acts 1919,

and discharge to the bank

p. 208.)

for

any payment so made.
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Check

13-2040.

§ 13-2044

or bankrupt or insane depositor.—-\

of deceased

death or bankruptcy of a depositor

unknown

to the

bank

shall not re-

voke a check given by him, and a bank shall be authorized to pay through
regular channels a check regularly drawn upon it by a depositor therein,
notwithstanding the death or bankruptcy of such depositor unknown to

A

bank paying the check of an
insane depositor in good faith and without notice or knowledge of the
insanity of such depositor shall be protected in so doing and may lawthe bank at the time of such payment.

charge such check to the account of such depositor. (Acts 1919,

fully

p. 208.)

by minors.

13-2041. Deposits

money

in

bank

—A

minor shall be allowed to deposit
own name, and the money so deposited shall not

in his

be subject to the control of his parent, guardian, or trustee, but

drawn
were

or checked out

(Acts 1919,

of full age.

20-201.

as

p. 208.)

—

by agent,

13-2042. Deposit

be

though he

As a general rule a minor's contracts are voidable,
Control of infants' earnings generally, see §§ 53-507, 74-108.

Cross-reference.
§

by the minor depositing the same

may

trustee,

or

other fiduciary.

see

—Whenever

any agent, administrator, executor, guardian, trustee, either express or
implied, or other fiduciary whether bona fide or mala fide shall deposit
any money in any bank to his credit as an individual, or as such agent,
trustee, or other fiduciary, whether the name of the person or corporation for

bank

whom

he

acting or purporting to act be given or not, such

is

shall be authorized to

thereof,

upon the check

pay the amount

with the name in which such deposit

entered, without being accountable in

cestui

que

trust, or other

or interested in the

any part

such agent, administrator, executor, guardian,

of

trustee, or other fiduciary, signed

was

of such deposit or

any way

person or corporation

amount

to the principal,

who may

be entitled to

so deposited.

Nothing herein contained

shall

prevent the person or corporation

claiming the beneficial interest in or to any deposit in any bank from
resorting to the courts to subject such deposit, provided such action

is

brought and served before such deposit is paid out, and to any action
brought for this purpose both the bank and the depositor shall be necessary parties defendant. (Acts 1919,
13-2043.

made

Payment

p. 209.)

of deposits in trust.

—Whenever any

deposits shall

any bank by any person in trust for another, and no other or
further notice of the existence and terms of a legal and valid trust shall
have been given in writing to the bank, in the event of the death of the
trustee, the same, or any part thereof, together with the dividends or
be

in

interest thereon,

may

made. (Acts 1919,
13-2044.

be paid to the person for

whom

was

p. 209.)

Forged or raised checks.

—No bank which

good faith has
a depositor, any money on a forged

and charged to the account of
or raised check issued in the name of the depositor

paid,

depositor for the

said deposit

amount paid

in

shall be liable to said

thereon, unless, (1) within 60 days after

§
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the return to the depositor of the voucher representing such payment,
-

the depositor shall notify the bank that the check so paid

was forged

or

voucher has not been returned to the depositor, within 60 days after notice shall have been given by the bank
to the depositor to have his pass book balanced and to call for his vouchThe notice herein referred to may be given by mail to said deers.
raised, or, {2) in the event the

positor at his last
Cross-reference.

known

address. (Acts 1919, p. 209.)

— Forgery

and counterfeiting, see Title

26,

Crimes and Punish-

ment, Chapter 26-39.

13-2045. List of stockholders; inspection; sending to Superintendent
of Banks.

— The

president and cashier of every bank shall cause to be

where its business is transacted, a full and
correct list of the names and residences of all the stockholders in the
bank, with the number of shares held by each, respectively. Such list
shall be subject to the inspection of all stockholders of the bank during
business hours of each day in which business may be legally transacted.
A copy of such list, verified by oath of such president or cashier, shall be
transmitted on the first Monday in July of each year to the Superintendent of Banks, such copy list also to be subject to inspection as herekept at

all

times, in the office

inabove provided. (Acts 1919,

p. 210.)

13-2045. Transfers, etc., after or in contemplation of insolvency.

—All

transfers of notes, bonds, bills of exchange, or other evidences of debt

owing

any bank, or deposits to its credit all assignments, mortgages,
conveyances or liens all judgments or decrees suffered or permitted
against it; all deposits of money, bills or other valuable things for its use,
or for the use of its stockholders or creditors and all payments of money,
to

;

;

;

either after insolvency or in contemplation of insolvency, with a

prevent application of

its

assets in the

manner prescribed

view to

in this Title, or

with a view to the preference of one creditor over another, shall be null
and void, provided such acts enumerated were committed within three

months

prior to the failure of such bank. (Acts 1919, p. 210.)

Cross-reference.

— Preferences

and assignments for benefit of creditors, see

§§ 28-301 to 28-320.

13-2047. Savings deposits; regulations; limitations.

— Sums

deposited

with any savings bank and savings deposits taken by any bank doing
both a commercial and savings bank business, together with interest
credited thereto, shall be repaid to the depositors, respectively, or to their

demand, in such manner and at such times and
after such previous notice and under such regulations as the board of directors of such bank shall prescribe, and interest thereon shall be credited
at such times and at such rate and under such regulations as may be
prescribed by said board of directors. The rules and regulations adopted
by board of directors governing deposits shall be printed in the pass
books or other evidences of deposit furnished by such bank, and shall be
evidence between the bank and the depositors holding the same of the
terms upon which the deposits therein acknowledged are made. A bank
receiving saving! deposits may limit the aggregate amount which any
legal representatives, after

1
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one person,
it

firm, association or corporation

may deem

expedient to receive, and

and may

may

may

r
§ 13-2

deposit to such

sum

5

as

in its discretion refuse to

any time return

any deposit,
all or any part of any
deposit with the interest accrued thereon, according to the rules
regulations adopted by said bank. Where a bank does both a coffl]
ceive

also at

;

cial

and savings business separate records

deposits.

(Acts 1919,

13-2048.

Payment

shall be kept of its savings

p. 210.)

of deposit of deceased depositor.

— Upon

the death

any person intestate, having a deposit in a bank of not more than
(a; to
$300, such bank shall be authorized to pay over such deposit:
the husband or wife of the depositor; (b) if no husband or wife, to the
children; (c) if no children, to the father if living; if not, to the mother
of the depositor; (d) if no children or parent, then to the brothers and
of

The receipt of such person or persons shall be
acquittance
to the bank and relieve it of all liability to
a full and final
the estate, of said deceased depositor or the representative thereof should
sisters of the depositor.

one be appointed.

(Acts 1919,

p.

211

;

1927, p. 204.)

—

Cross-references. Paying wages of deceased employees to widows, minors or
guardian, see §§ 66-103 'to 66-105. Deposit of decedent exempt from garnishment,
see § 46-212.. Payment upon death of joint depositor, see § 13-2039.

13-2049. Stale checks.

—Where a check or other instrument payable on

any bank or trust company doing business in this State is not
presented for payment within six months from the date thereof, the same
shall be regarded as a stale check, and the bank or tiust company upon

demand

at

which the same is drawn may refuse payment thereof unless expressly
instructed by the drawer or maker to pay the same, and no liability shall
be incurred to the drawer or maker for dishonoring the check or other
instrument by such nonpayment. (Acts 1927, p. 205.)

—

Stop-payment orders to be renewed. No revocation, countermand, or stop-payment order, relating to the payment of any check or
draft against an account of a depositor in any bank or trust company,
shall remain in effect for more than 90 days after the service thereof on
the bank or trust company, unless the same be renewed, which renewals
shall be in writing and shall be in effect for not more than 90 days from
the date of the service thereof on the bank or trust company, but such
renewals may be themselves renewed from time to time. All notices
affecting checks or drafts of any bank or trust company, upon which
revocation, countermand, or stop-payment orders have been made, shall
not be deemed to continue in effect for more than 90 days, unless renewed in writing, which renewal shall not continue in effect for more
13-2050.

than 90 days from the date of the service thereof on the bank or trust

company. (Acts 1927,

p. 204.)

13-2051. Stock certificates to be receipted for.

—All

certificates of stock

issued by any bank both at the time of the organization thereof and

upon

each reissue thereof shall be receipted for in ink upon the stub on the
stock certificate book from which said certificates are taken, by the per-

son to

whom

1922, p. 70.)

such stock

is

issued or his duly authorized agent. (Acts
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Giving notice of examination.
Disclosing" condition of bank.
False report of examination by
examiner.
Neglect and misconduct of
Superintendent, examiner or

13-9920.

13-9921.
13-9922.

Embezzlement.
Borrowing by officers, directors, and employees.
Loans to officers, directors,
and employees.

Bank

13-9924.

officers purchasing its
paper at discount.
Purchasing shares with capi-

intendent or examiners.
Opening bank without permit.

13-9925.

Unearned dividends and mis-

13-9908.

False statement of condition.

13-9926.

use of capital.
Overissue of capital stock.

13-0909.

13-9^27.

Certifying checks.

13-9910.

False oath.
False entries.

13-9928.

13-9911.

Refusing to make statements.

13-9912.

Bank

Receiving deposits after insolvency.
Certain transfers, etc., of stock,

13-9923.

clerk.

13-9905.

False expense account.

13-9906.

Loans or

13-9907.

tal stock.

gratuities to Super-

the

violating

officers

13-9929.

etc.,

charter.
13-9913.

Presumption

against

officers

13-9914.

violating charter.
Falsely representing

capital

13-9930.

Failing to comply with law as
constituting misdemeanor.

13-9931.

Libel of bank.
Slander of bank.
Check or draft without funds.
Private banker using unauthorized name, signs, etc.
Stockholder failing to give no-

13-9932.

stock.
13-9915.

Falsely

13-9916.

Concealing loans.

13-9917.

Commissions

advertising that
posits are insured.
to

de-

13-9933.

13-9934.

on

officers

13-9935.

tice of
pledgee.

loans.
13-9918.

Misappropriation byofficers,

di-

m

assessment

to

-

13-9936.

Criminal violations to be submitted to grand juries.

Overdrafts of officers, agents
and employees.

13-9937.

Punishment prescribed

rectors,

agents,

or

e

ployees.
13-9919.

fraudulent.

13-9901. Giving notice of examination.

—Any Superintendent of Banks,

assistant superintendent, examiner, or office assistant,
to the visitation of

any bank

for vio-

lating Title.

who

shall,

previous

for regular examination, give notice or in-

formation, directly or indirectly, to

any

officer,

director, agent, repre-

or employee of such bank, as to the time when the same will
be visited for examination, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor: Provided,
sentative,

that this section shall not apply to special examinations

made

quest of any bank or on motion of the Superintendent.

at the re-

(Acts 1919,

p. 212.)

Cross-reference.

— See

§

13-408.

13-9902. Disclosing condition of bank.

—Any Superintendent of Banks,

assistant superintendent, examiner, or office assistant,

who

shall

know-

ingly and wilfully disclose the condition and affairs of any bank ascer-

tained by examination, except to the extent authorized

by law,

shall be

guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1919, p. 212.)
Cross-reference.

— See

§

13-409.

by examiner.
make report as

13-9903. False report of examination

ent of Banks, or examiner,

who

shall

examination made by him, which

is

— Any

Superintend-

to the result of

knowingly and wilfully

any

false, shall

be punished by confinement and labor in the penitentiary for not less
than one year nor more than five years. (Acts 1919, p. 212.)
Cross-reference.

— See

§

13-316.
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13-9904. Neglect

and misconduct

§

1

3-9909

examiner or

of Superintendent,

clerk.

— Any

Superintendent of Banks, assistant superintendent, examiner, or
office assistant, who shall wilfully neglect to perform any duties requi
of him by law or who shall knowingly and wilfully make any false Statement of or concerning any bank, or who shall be guilty of any misconduct or corruption in office, shall be punished as for a misdemeanor, and
upon conviction shall be removed from office by the Governor. (Acts
1919, p. 212.)

Cross-reference.— See §§ 13-302, 13-310.

13-9905. False expense account.

— Any

Superintendent of Banks, assistant superintendent, or examiner who shall knowingly and wilfully
render a false account of expenses paid by him in the discharge of his
duties shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1919, p. 212.)
Cross-reference.

— See

§

Loans or
bank, nor any officer,

13-313.

gratuities

13-9906.

director or

to

Superintendent or examiners.

— Xo

make any

loan,

employee thereof

shall

or grant any gratuity to the Superintendent of Banks, the assistant su-

perintendent or any bank examiner, nor shall the Superintendent of
Banks, the assistant superintendent or any examiner accept any loan or
gratuity of any kind from any bank, or from any officer, director or em-

ployee thereof, nor accept any employment from, or perform any service

any officer, director or employee
thereof. Any bank officer, director or employee violating any provision
of this section shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. Any Superintendent of
Banks, assistant superintendent or bank examiner violating any of the
provisions hereof shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and shall forfeit his
office and be thereafter disqualified from holding office in the Depart-

any bank, or

for compensation, for

ment

of Banking.

(Acts 1919,

for

p. 213.)

—

Opening bank without permit. Any person who shall hereafter transact any business as an officer, director, agent, or representative
of any bank hereafter incorporated, before such bank is authorized to
transact business as a bank by the permit of the Superintendent of Banks,
13-9907.

shall

be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1919,

Cross-reference.

— See

p. 213.)

13-909.

§

13-9908. False statement of condition.

—Any

person

who knowingly

and wilfully verifies by oath or affirmation any false report of the condition of any bank, made to the Superintendent of Banks, on the call of
the Superintendent for such report, or any false report or certificate of
any other matter or thing required by this Title to be reported, shall be
punished by confinement and labor in the penitentiary for not less than
one year nor longer than five years. (Acts 1919, p. 213.)
13-9909. False oath.

or affirms falsely

—Any

person

who

when being examined under oath by

ent of Banks, or any examiner appointed
terial

wilfully and corruptly swears

by him,

in

the Superintend-

regard to any ma-

matter or thing, shall be guilty of false swearing, and upon con-

by confinement and labor in the penitentiary
than one year nor more than five years. (Acts 1919, p. 213.)

viction shall be punished
for not less

Cross-references.

— See

§

13-403.

False swearing, see §§ 26-4003, 26-4004.
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§

13-9910. False entries.

— Any

any bank who makes any

of

officer, director,

346
agent, clerk, or employee

false entry in a book, report, or

statement

omits or concurs in omitting to make any material
entry in its books or accounts with intent in either case to injure or defraud the bank, or any other company, firm, or person, or to deceive any
officer of the bank, or the Superintendent of Banks, or any examiner, and
of the bank, or

who

every person who with like intent aids or abets any officer, director, clerk,
agent, or employee, in making any false entry, report, or statement, or
omitting- to make any material entry on its books and accounts, shall be
punished by imprisonment and labor in the penitentiary for not less
than one year nor more than 10 years. (Acts 1919, p. 214.)
13-9911. Refusing to

make

statements.

—Any

officer,

director, agent,

employee who refuses, or wilfully and intentionally neglects to
make any report or statement of or concerning the bank of which he is
such officer, director, clerk, or employee, where such report or statement
is called for by the Superintendent of Banks, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1919, p. 214.)
clerk, or

Cross-refernce.

13-9912.

— See

Bank

§

13-403.

officers violating the charter.

bank who

—Any president,

director,

be concerned in violating
any provision of the charter of said bank, shall be punished by imprisonment and labor in the penitentiary for not less than one year nor longer
than five years. (Acts 1919, p. 214.)
or other officer of any

13-9913.

Presumption against

shall violate or

officers violating charter.

— Every

presi-

any chartered bank shall be deemed to
the affairs of the bank as to enable him to

dent, director or other officer of

possess such a knowledge of

determine whether any
charter.

ing

act,

proceeding, or omission

Every president and

when such

director,

who

shall

violation shall occur, shall be

is

a violation of the

be present at a meet-

deemed

to

have concurred

therein, unless he shall at the time cause, or in writing require, his dis-

sent therefrom to be entered at large on the minutes of the board.

president and director not present at any meeting

when such

Every

violation

be deemed to have concurred therein,
the facts constituting such violation appear on the books of the bank,

shall take place, shall nevertheless
if

and he remain president or director for three months thereafter, and shall
not within that time, unless prevented by illness or other providential
cause, cause or in writing require his dissent from such illegal proceedings to be entered at large on the minutes of the board. (Acts 1919,
p. 214.)

13-9914. Falsely

representing

agent, clerk, or employee,

capital

—Any

stock

who knowingly by

officer,

letterheads,

director,

newspaper ad-

vertisements, sign, circulars, or otherwise, represents the capital stock
of

any bank

ingly

to be in excess of the capital actually paid in, or

who know-

making or publishing any written

report, ex-

makes or concurs

hibit, or

statement of

in

its affairs

or pecuniary condition, containing any

material statement therein which

is

false,

or

who knowingly

omits or

concurs in omitting any statement required by law to be contained
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by imprisonment and labor in the penitentiary
than one year nor more than five years. (Aets 1919, p. 215.;

therein, shall be punished
for not less

Cross-reference.— Sec §§ 13-908, 13-909.

13-9915. Falsely advertising that deposits are insured.

— Any

officer,

employee of any bank, who shall advertise by any office sign or upon any letterhead, billhead, blank note, receipt, certificate,
circular, or on any written or printed paper that the deposits in said bank
director, agent, or

are insured or are guaranteed, unless such deposits are in fact insu

and guaranteed in a manner satisfactory to the Superintendent of Banks
and by his express permission, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts
1919, p. 215; 1927, p. 205.)

13-9916. Concealing loans.— Any officer, director, clerk or other

ployee of any bank

who

em-

intentionally conceals from the directors of

such bank, or from the committee to whom the directors have delegated
authority to pass on loans and discounts, any discount or loan made for
and in behalf of said bank, or the purchase or sale of any note, bill of
exchange or security, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1919,
p. 215.)

—

on loans. Any officer, director,
agent, teller, clerk, or other employee of any bank who asks or receives,
or covenants or agrees to receive, any commission, emolument, gratuity, or reward, or any promise of any commission, emolument, gratuity,
or reward, or any money or property or thing of value, or of personal
advantage, for procuring or endeavoring to procure, for any person, firm,
or corporation, any loan from, or the purchase or discount of, any paper,
note, draft, check, or bill of exchange, by any such bank, shall be guilty
of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1919, p. 216.)
13-9917.

Commissions to

13-9918. Misappropriation

—Any

officers

by

officers, directors, agents,

or employees.

bank who knowingly and with intent to defraud receives or possesses himself of any of
its money or property, or who with intent to defraud omits to make on
its books of account a full and true entry of any money or property of
the bank received or possessed by him, or who with such intent causes
such omission, shall be punished by imprisonment and labor in the penitentiary for not less than one year nor more than five years. (Acts 1919,
officer, director,

agent, clerk or employee of any

v

p. 216.)

—

and employees. Any officer,
agent, director, clerk, teller, or other employee of any bank who wilfully
and knowingly, and without authority from the board of directors, overdraws his account with such bank, and thereby obtains money or funds
of any such bank, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1919, p. 216.)
13-9919. Overdrafts of officers, agents

—

Embezzlement. Any officer, director, agent, clerk, or employee of any bank, who embezzles, abstracts, or wilfully misapplies,
any of the moneys, funds, securities, or credits of the bank, or who issues
or puts forth any certificate of deposit, draws any draft or bill of exchange, makes any acceptance, assigns any note, bond, draft, bill of exchange, mortgage, judgment, decree, or execution, or who makes use of
the name of the bank, in any manner, with intent in either case to injure
13-9920.
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or defraud the bank, or any person, firm or corporation, or to deceive

any officer of the bank, or the Superintendent of Banks, or any examiner,
or any person who with like intent aids or abets any such officer, director, agent, clerk, or employee in any violation of this section, shall
be punished by imprisonment and labor in the penitentiary for not less
than one year nor more than 10 years. (Acts 1919, p. 216.)
EmCross-references. — Gambling with bank officers or agents, see § 26-6406.
bezzlement, generally, see

§

26-2803.

—

Borrowing by officers, directors and employees. Any officer,
agent, or employee of any bank who shall use or borrow for himself,
directly or indirectly, or for any firm or partnership of which he is a
member, any money or other property belonging to any bank of which
13-9921.

an officer, agent, or employee, without such use or loan being approved by a majority of the directors or by the members of a committee
of the board of directors authorized to act, as provided by section 132011, or who shall in like manner procure any such loan which is not
secured in the manner provided by section 13-2012, shall be guilty of a
misdemeanor. (Acts 1919, p. 217.)
he

is

13-9922.

Loans

rector, agent, or
ficer, director,

to officers, directors,

and employees.

employee of any bank who

agent, or employee, or

who

—Any

officer, di-

any other ofdiscount any note, draft,

shall lend to

shall

or other paper for such officer, director, agent, or employee, directly or

without such loan or discount being approved by a majority
of the directors or by the members of the committee of the board of directors authorized to act as provided in section 13-2011, or who shall
make any loan to any such officer, director, agent, or employee, which is
not secured in the manner provided by section 13-2012, or who shall be
concerned in making any such loan or discount, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1919, p. 217.)
indirectly,

Bank

—

purchasing its paper at discount. If any president, director, officer, or agent of any bank shall by himself or agent, or
in any other manner either for himself or for the bank, directly or fhdirectly, purchase or be interested in the purchase of any note, bill, certificate of deposit, check, or other evidence of debt issued by said bank
for a less sum than shall appear then due on the face thereof, he shall be
Provided, however, that a bank may disguilty of a misdemeanor
count its unmatured obligations at a rate not exceeding the legal rate of
discount, such obligation to be immediately canceled and satisfied. (Acts
13-9923.

officers

:

1919, p. 217.)

13-9924. Purchasing shares with capital stock.

or agent of any

bank

shall use or apply

—

If

any part

any

officer/director,

of the capital stock

such bank to the purchase of shares of its own stock, unless such purchase shall be necessary to prevent loss upon a debt previously contracted in good faith, he shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1919,

of

p. 218.)

.

—

Unearned dividends and misuse of capital. Any director of
any bank who concurs in any vote or act of the directors of such bank,
by which it is intended to declare a dividend, except from the net profits
13-9925.

—
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§

.

13-9930

from the business of the bank; or to divide, withdraw, or in any
manner pay to the stockholders, or any of them, any part of the capital
stock of the bank; or to purchase or reduce its capital stock, except in
pursuance of law; or to discount and receive any note or other evidence
of debt in payment of any installment of capital stock actually called in
and required to be paid, with intent to provide the means of making such
payment; or to receive or discount any note or other evidence of debt
with the intent of enabling any stockholder to withdraw any part of the
money paid in by him on any stock held by him in such bank or to apply any portion of the funds of such bank, except as allowed by law, directly or indirectly, in the purchase of shares of its own stock, shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1919, p. 218.)
arising*

;

Cross-reference.

—Unearned

dividends prohibited, see

13-9926. Overissue of capital stock.

— Any

§

officer,

13-2030.

agent, or director of

any bank who knowingly and wilfully issues, participates in issuing, or
concurs in any vote of the directors to issue any increase of its capital
stock beyond the amount of the capital thereof duly authorized by or in
pursuance of law, or who knowingly or wilfully sells, or agrees to sell, or
who is interested, directly or indirectly, in the sale of any such shares of
stock of such bank, or in any agreement to sell the same, shall be guilty
of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1919, p. 218.)
13-9927. Certifying checks.

—Any

officer of a

bank certifying any check,

draft, or order in violation of the provisions of section 13-2037, shall be

guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1919, p. 218.)

—When

money is deposwith any company or individual

13-9928. Receiving deposits after insolvency.

on general deposit with any bank or
doing a banking business, and such bank, or company, or individual is insolvent at the time, and such insolvency is known to the officers having
charge or control of such bank, or company, or to such individual, and
loss or injury shall result to such depositor, then such individual or such
officers having charge or control of such bank or company who, with the
knowledge aforesaid, so received such deposits, shall be punished by imprisonment in the penitentiary for not less than one year nor more than

ited

10 years. (Acts 1919, p. 219.)

—

Editorial Note. The section of this law which provided that every insolvency
of a bank should be deemed fraudulent, and which gave the defendant prosecuted
under such section the opportunity of rebutting the presumption of fraud, was
declared unconstitutional as unreasonable and arbitrary in 279 U. S. 37 {73 L.
Ed. 575; 49 Sup. Ct. Rep. 215).

13-9929. Certain transfers, etc., of stock., etc., fraudulent.

or officers of a bank, or any of them,

who

—The presi-

make, or
consent to the making of any conveyance, assignment, transfer, mortgage, or lien, with intent to hinder, delay, or defraud creditors, after indent,' directors

shall

solvency or in contemplation thereof, whether the same be made to an
innocent purchaser or to any other person, shall severally be guilty of a

misdemeanor. (Acts 1919,

comply with law as constituting misdemeanor.
employee, director or agent of any bank or any other person

13-9930. Failing to

Any

officer,

p. 219.)

—
Banks and Banking.
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who

not,

shall wilfully violate

any

of the provisions of this Title shall, unless otherwise provided in the
Title,

be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1919,

13-9931. Libel of bank.

p. 219.)

—Any person who shall publish or cause to be

published any false statement, expressed either by printing or writing,
or signs, pictures, or the like, of or concerning any bank, as to the assets

solvency or ability to meet its obligations, or as to its soundness, or who shall publish or cause to be published any other false statement so expressed, calculated to affect the
credit or standing of said bank, or to cast suspicion upon its solvency,
or liabilities of said bank, or as to

soundness, or ability to meet

its

its

deposits or other obligations, in due

course, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1919, p. 220.)
13-9932. Slander of bank.

—Any person who shall falsely circulate any

make any

false oral statement as to the assets or liabilities of a
solvency
bank, or as to
or ability to meet its obligations, or as to its
soundness or who shall make any other false oral statement calculated
to affect the credit or standing of said bank, or to cast suspicion upon its

report, or

its

;

solvency, soundness, or ability to meet
in

due course,
13-9923.

shall be guilty of a

Check or

its

deposits, or other obligations

misdemeanor. (Acts 1919,

draft without funds.

p. 220.)

—Any person who, with intent

to defraud, shall make, or draw, or utter, or deliver any check, draft or

order for the payment of

knowing

money upon any bank,

or other depository,

such making, drawing, uttering or delivering
that the maker or drawer has not sufficient funds in or credit with such
bank, or other depository, for the payment of such check, draft or order
upon its presentation, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. The making,
drawing, uttering, or delivering of such check, draft, or order as aforesaid shall be prima facie evidence of intent to defraud. The word "credit"
as used herein shall be construed to mean an arrangement or understanding with the bank or depository for the payment of such check, draft or
order. (Acts 1919, p. 220; 1924, p. 194.)
at the time of

—

Editorial Note. This section as enacted in 1919 was, in 1922, held unconstitubecause not covered by title of Act of 1919. See 153/596 (113 S. E. 159).
In 1924 the section was reenacted with slight changes.

tional,

13-9934. Private banker using unauthorized

private person or the

gaged

in the

members

of

business of banking

§ 13-204, shall be guilty of a

name,

signs, etc.

—Any

any firm or voluntary association en-

who

shall violate the provisions of

misdemeanor. (Acts 1919,

p. 221.)

13-9935. Stockholder failing to give notice of assessment to pledgee.

Should any stockholder fail to give to any person, firm or corporation to
whom he shall have pledged or hypothecated any stock in any bank, notice of any assessment levied thereon to make good the capital stock of
any bank which may have become impaired, of which he has received
notice and which assessment he shall fail and refuse to pay for any reason, by registered mail at least five days before the expiration of the time
within which such assessment may be paid, giving to such creditor the
right to pay the same should he so desire, he shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.

Proof by the person to be notified that no such notice has been
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received shall be prima facie evidence that such notice

(Acts 1919,

was not given.

p. 221.)

13-9936. Criminal violations to be submitted to grand juries.

—The Su-

perintendent of Banks shall have the right to submit to the grand juries
of the respective counties any criminal violations of the banking L«

known by him

have occurred in such counties. This provision shall
not be so construed as to prevent the Superintendent or other persons
from proceeding in such cases by affidavit and warrant. (Acts 1919,
to

p. 221.)

—

Punishment prescribed for violating Title. Upon conviction
of a misdemeanor, as prescribed by the several provisions of this Title,
the offender shall be punished as prescribed by section 27-2506. (Acts
13-9937.

1919, p. 221.)
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14-101. Short

title.

ments Law. (Acts
Editorial Note.

— Tn

—This law

shall be

§ 14-104

known

as the Negotiable Instru-

1924, p. 163.)
1924 the General

Assembly adopted the Negotiable

Instru-

ments Law substantially in the form recommended by the Commissioners on Uniform State Laws. Prior to that time this law had been adopted in all of the other
States and by Congress for the District of Columbia.
It superseded the prior law
governing negotiable instruments but did not effect many radical changes, both the
old and the new laws being based upon the law merchant, and the new law providing that in any case not provided for therein the rules of the law merchant shall
govern (see § 14-106). However, the Georgia law differs from the Uniform Ne-

Law in several important particulars. See §§ 14-201, 14-205,
14-716, 14-718, 14-1701, 14-1702 and notes.
There are a number of typographical
and clerical errors in this law as it appears in Ga. Laws 1924 as well as in the enrolled Act. These have been corrected. The text as it here appears corresponds
gotiable Instruments

with the Uniform Act except where intentional changes were
eral

made by

the Gen-

Assembly.

The

last

two Chapters

14-102. Definitions

—

—

Chapters 14-18 and 14-99 are not a part of
See last sentence of § 14-206 and note there-

of this Title

Law.

the Negotiable Instruments
under.

and meanings of terms.

— In

this Title, unless the

context otherwise requires

"Acceptance" means an acceptance completed by delivery of

notifica-

tion.

"Action" includes counter-claim and

"Bank" includes any person

set-off.

or association of persons carrying on the

business of banking, whether incorporated or not.

"Bearer" means the person in possession of a

bill

or note

which

is

pay-

able to bearer.
"Bill"

means

bill

of exchange,

and "note" means negotiable promissory

note.

"Delivery" means transfer of possession, actual or constructive, from
one person to another.

"Holder" means the payee or indorsee of a
session of

it,

bill

or note,

who

is in

pos-

or the bearer thereof.

"Indorsement" means an indorsement completed by delivery.
"Instrument" means negotiable instrument.
"Issue" means the
to a person

who

first

takes

it

delivery of the instrument, complete in form,

as a holder.

"Person" includes a body of persons, whether incorporated or not.

"Value" means valuable consideration.
"Written" includes "printed," and "writing" includes "print." (Acts
1924, p. 163.)

—

Person primarily liable on instrument. The person primarily
liable on an instrument is the person who by the terms of the instrument
is absolutely required to pay the same.
All other parties are secondarily
14-103.

liable.

(Acts 1924,

Cross-reference.

p. 164.)

—Persons primarily and

14-104. Reasonable time;

what

secondarily

constitutes.

liable, see §§ 14-901, 14-902.

— In determining what

reasonable time or an unreasonable time, regard

is

to be

ture of the instrument, the usage of trade or business

(if

had

is

a

to the na-

any) with

re-

spect to such instruments, and the facts of the particular case. (Acts
1924, p. 164.)

Bills and Notes.
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14-105.

Time; how computed; when

—
day. "Where the day, or the

day

falls

on Sunday or

holi-

any act in this Title reon Sunday or on a holiday, the act

last day, for doing*

quired or permitted to be done

may

last

354

falls

be done on the next succeeding secular or business day. (Acts 1924,

p. 164.)

—

Cross-references. Public holidays, see § 14-1808. Time of maturity, see
time is computed in determining time of payment of instrument, see

How

14-716.
14-717.

§
§

—

Law

governing cases not provided for in Title. In any case
not provided for in this Title the rules of the law merchant shall govern.
14-106.

(Acts 1924,

p. 165.)

—

Editorial Note. Law merchant
matters relative to commerce. It

body of commercial usages in
system of law which does not rest exclusively on positive institutions and
customs of any particular country, but consists of certain principles of equity and usages of trade which general convenience
and a common sense of justice have established, to regulate the dealings of merchants and mariners in all the commercial countries of the civilized world. They
constitute a part of the general law of the land. (Bouvier's Law Dictionary, 1928).
is

the general

a
local
is

CHAPTER 14-2. FORM AND INTERPRETATION OF
NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS GENERALLY.
Sec.

Sec.

14-201.

Form

of negotiable instrument.

14-214

Blanks; when

14-202.

Certainty as to sum; what con-

14-215

Incomplete

stitutes.

When

promise is unconditional.
Determinable future time; what

14-205.

Additional

14-206

Omissions;

14-216.

seal;

instrument

instrument

When

14-219.

Signature by agent; authority,

on

payable

to

payable

Terms, when sufficient.
Date; presumption as to.
Antedated and postdated

14-211.
14-212.

how shown.
14-220.

Liability of person signing as
agent, etc.

14-221.

Signature by procuration; effect

to

of.

14-222.
in-

When
effect
date.

14-201.

able

date may be inserted;
of insertion of wrong

It

(2)

It

certain

of

indorsement or as-

poration.
14-223.

Forged or unauthorized signature; effect of.

Form

of negotiable instrument.

must conform

(1)

Effect

signment by infant or cor-

struments.
14-213.

when

Liability of person signing in
trade or assumed name.

bearer.
14-210.

effectual;

14-218.

payable

instrument

when

particular

order.
14-209.

Delivery;

Construction where instrument
is ambiguous.

demand.

When

effect

14-217.

not

money.

14-208.

instrument,

af-

provisions

fecting negotiability.

When

filled.

presumed.

constitutes.

14-207.

be

of nondelivery.

14-204.

14-203.

may

must be

—An instrument to be negoti-

to the following requirements:

in writing

and signed by the maker or drawer;

must contain an unconditional promise or order to pay a sum
in money, provided that a promissory note may be made payable

in cotton or other articles of value;
It

must be payable on demand or

(4)

It

must be payable

(5)

Where

(3)

at a fixed or determinable future

time;
to order or to bearer; and,

the instrument

is

addressed to a drawee, he must be named

;

:

—

:

: :
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or otherwise indicated therein with reasonable certainty.

(Acts 1924,

p. 126.)

—

Cross-references. Provisions in promissory notes for payment in specific phu
As to whether or not the indication of particular fund, pro
see § 14-1701.
pay out of particular fund, and statement of transaction which gives rise to instrument, makes promise conditional, see § 14-203.

—

Editorial Note. The proviso contained in subd. (2) of this section is not a part
of the Uniform Negotiable Instruments Law but is peculiar to the Georgia N<
Section 4270 of the Code of 1910 defined a promissory
tiable Instruments Law.
note as "a written promise made by one or more to pay to another, or order, or
bearer, at a specified time, a specific amount of money, or other articles of value."

—

sum; what constitutes. The sum payable is
within the meaning of this Title, although it is to be paid

14-202. Certainty as to

sum

certain

(1)

(2)
(3)

ment

With

By
By
of

a

interest; or

stated installments; or

upon default in paythe whole shall become due or

stated installments, with a provision that

any installment or of interest

;

With exchange, whether at a fixed rate or at the current rate or
(5) With costs of collection or an attorney's fee in case payment shall
not be made at maturity. (Acts 1924, p. 126.)
Cross-reference. — When provision for collection of attorney's fees is enforceable,
(4)

see

§

;

20-506.

When promise is unconditional.—An unqualified

14-203.
ise to

pay

is

order or prom-

unconditional within the meaning of this Title, though cou-

pled with

An

which reimbursement is
to be made, or a particular account to be debited with the amount or
(2) A statement of the transaction which gives rise to the instrument.
An order or promise to pay out of a particular fund is not unconditional.
(1)

indication of a particular fund out of

;

(Acts 1924,

p. 127.)

—

Cross-references. Necessity of promise being- unconditional, see
constitutes a qualified acceptance, see § 14-1110.

§

14-201, U 2.

What

—

Determinable future time; what constitutes. An instrument
is payable at a determinable future time, within the meaning of this
Title, which is expressed to be payable
14-204.

(1)

At

a fixed period after date or sight; or

(2)

On

or before a fixed or determinable future time specified therein;

(3)

On

or at a fixed period after the occurrence of a specified event,

or

which

is

certain to happen,

though the time

happening be uncertain.

of

An

instrument payable upon a contingency is not negotiable and the
happening of the event does not cure the defect. (Acts 1924, p. 127.)
Cross-reference.

—When

payable on demand, see

§

14-207.

14-205. Additional provisions not affecting negotiability.

An

instru-

ment which contains an order or promise to do any act in addition to the
payment of money is not negotiable, but the negotiable character of an
instrument otherwise negotiable is not affected by a provision which
Authorizes the sale of collateral securities in case the instrument
be not paid at maturity
(1)

(2)

Waives

the benefit of any law intended for the advantage or pro-

tection of the obligor; or

:

§
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Gives the holder an election to require something to be done in

payment of money.
Nothing in this section shall validate any provision or

lieu of

erwise

illegal.

(Acts 1924,

stipulation oth-

p. 127.)

—
Note. — In

Cross-references. Effect of stipulation to pay attorney's fees, see § 14-202,
Effect of payment in specifics, see § 14-201, 11 2, and § 14-1101.
§ 20-506.

and

II

5,

Editorial
the Uniform Negotiable Instruments Law the above section
contains the additional provision "or authorizes a confession of judgment if the
instrument be not paid at maturity."

—

Omissions; seal; particular money. The validity and negotiable character of an instrument are not affected by the fact that:
14-206.

or

It is

(2)

Does not specify the value given, or that any value has been given

therefor
(3)

;

(4)

;

or

Does not specify the place where

payable

is

not dated

(1)

it is

drawn

Bears a seal

;

where

it

or

money

Designates a particular kind of current
to be made.
(5)

is

or the place

or

;

Nothing

in this section shall alter or repeal

in

which payment

any statute requiring

in

certain cases the nature of the consideration to be stated in the instru-

ment. (Acts 1924,

p. 128.)

—

Cross-references. Stating consideration in notes or contract for patent, copyNotes or contracts for corright or proprietary rights, see §§ 14-1804, 14-1805.
porate stock sold by promoters, see § 14-1806. Effect of antedated and postdated
Presumptions
checks, see § 14-212. When date may be inserted, see § 14-213.
where date omitted, see § 14-217, U 2. Consideration, see Chapter 14-3. Presumptions as to place of indorsement, see § 14-417. Effect of alteration as to place of
payment, see § 14-907. Effect of naming particular fund for reimbursement, or
order or promise to pay out of particular fund, upon negotiability, see § 14-203.
Editorial

Note.

—The

§§ 14-1804 to 14-1807

14-207.

able on
(1)

When

of

this

section

instrument payable on demand.

Where
;

it is

saved

such

statutes

as

—An instrument

is

pay-

expressed to be payable on demand, or at sight, or on

or

In which no time for payment

Where an instrument
is,

sentence

demand

presentation
(2)

last

from being repealed.

is

is

expressed.

issued, accepted or indorsed

when overdue

as regards the person so issuing, accepting or indorsing

demand. (Acts 1924,

it,

it

payable on

p. 128.)

—

When

instrument payable to order. The instrument is payable to order where it is drawn payable to the order of a specified person
or to him or his order. It may be drawn payable to the order of:
14-208.

(1)

A

(4)

Two

payee who is not maker, drawer or drawee; or
(2) The drawer or maker; or
(3) The drawee; or
(5)

(6)

more payees jointly; or
One or some of several payees; or
The holder of an office for the time being.
or

payable to order, the payee must be named or
otherwise indicated therein with reasonable certainty. (Acts 1924, p. 128.)

Where

the instrument

is
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When

§ 14-214

instrument payable to bearer.

—The instrument

is

pay-

able to bearer:
it is

expressed to be so payable; or

it is

payable to a person named therein or bearer; or

(3)

When
When
When

(4)

When

the

(1)

(2)

payable to the order of a fictitious or nonexisting person and such fact was known to the person making it so payable; or
it is

name

of the

payee does not purport to be the name

of

any person; or
(5)

When

(Acts 1924,

the only or last indorsement

in blank.

p. 128.)

Cross-reference.

14-210.

an indorsement

is

— Negotiation,

Terms, when

see Chapter 14-4.

sufficient.

—The

instrument need not follow the

language of this Title, but any terms are sufficient which clearly indi(Acts 1924,
cate an intention to conform to the requirements thereof.
p. 129.)

Cross-reference.

— Requirements

of negotiable instrument, see

§

14-201.

—

presumption as to. Where the instrument or an acceptance or any indorsement thereon is dated, such date is deemed prima
facie to be the true date of the making, drawing, acceptance, or indorsement, as the case may be. (Acts 1924, p. 129.)
14-211. Date;

Cross-references.

14-212.

— Effect of omission

of date, see §§ 14-206, 14-217,

Antedated and postdated instruments.

invalid for the reason only that

it is

instrument so dated is delivered acquires the
of delivery. (Acts 1924, p. 129.)

When

2, 3.

—The instrument

is

not

antedated or postdated provided this

not done for an illegal or fraudulent purpose.

is

1fs

The person

title

to

whom

an

thereto as of the date

may

be inserted; effect of insertion of wrong date.
Where an instrument expressed to be payable at a fixed period after
date is issued undated, or where the acceptance of an instrument payable
at a fixed period after sight is undated, any holder may insert therein
the true date of issue or acceptance and the instrument shall be payable
accordingly. The insertion of a wrong date does not avoid the instrument in the hands of a subsequent holder in due course, but as to him,
the date so inserted is to be regarded as the true date.
(Acts 1924,
14-213.

date

—

p. 129.)

Cross-reference.

— Effect of omission of date,

14-214. Blanks;

when may be

filled.

see

§

14-217, Us 2, 3.

—Where the instrument

is

want-

ing in any material particular, the person in possession thereof has a
prima facie authority to complete it by filling up the blanks therein. A
signature on a blank paper delivered by the person making the signature

may

be converted into a negotiable instrument
operates as a prima facie authority to fill it up as such for any amount.
In order, however, that any such instrument when completed may be enforced against any person who became a party thereto prior to its completion it must be filled up strictly in accordance with the authority given

in order that the

paper

and within a reasonable time. If any such instrument, after completion,
is negotiated to a holder in due course, it is valid and effectual for all
purposes in his hands, and he may enforce it as if it had been filled up

Bills and Notes.
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strictly in

time.
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accordance with the authority given and within a reasonable

(Acts 1924,

p. 129.)

14-215. Incomplete instrument, effect of nondelivery.

—Where

an incomplete instrument has not been delivered it will not, if completed and
negotiated without authority, be a valid contract in the hands of any
holder as against any person whose signature was placed thereon before
delivery. (Acts 1924, p. 130.)
14-216. Delivery;

on

when

when presumed.

effectual;

— Every

contract

instrument is incomplete and revocable until delivery of
the instrument for the purpose of giving effect thereto. As between immediate parties and as regards a remote party other than a holder in due
course, the delivery, in order to be effectual, must be made either by or
under the authority of the party making, drawing, accepting or indorsing, as the case may be and in such case the delivery may be shown to
have been conditional, or for a special purpose only, and not for the purpose of transferring the property in the instrument. Where the instrument is in the hands of a holder in due course, a valid delivery thereof
a negotiable

;

by

all

parties prior to

Where

him so

as to

make them

liable to

him

is

conclusive-

no longer in possession of a party
whose signature appears thereon, a valid and intentional delivery by him
is presumed until the contrary is proved. (Acts 1924, p. 130.)
ly

presumed.

Cross-references.

the instrument

— Effect

is

of indorsement of paper negotiable by delivery, see

Definition of delivery, see
§§ 14-411, 14-608.
tiable by delivery, see §§ 14-401, 14-405.

§,

14-102.

When

—

where instrument is ambiguous. Where the lanthe instrument is ambiguous or there are omissions therein, the

14-217. Construction

guage

of

instrument nego-

following rules of construction apply:
(1)

Where

sum payable

expressed in words and also in figures
a discrepancy between the two, the sum denoted by the
the

is

and there is
words is the sum payable but if the words are ambiguous or uncertain,
reference may be had to the figures to fix the amount;
;

(2)

Where

the instrument provides for the

payment

of interest with-

out specifying the date from which interest is to run, the interest runs
from the date of the instrument, and if the instrument is undated, from
the issue thereof;
(3)

Where

the instrument

ed as of the time
(4)

Where

it

there

is

not dated,

it

will be considered to be dat-

was issued;
is

a conflict between the written and printed pro-

visions of the instrument, the written provisions prevail;
(5)
it is

Where

the instrument

is

a bill or note, the holder

(6)

Where

(7)

Where an instrument

so ambiguous that there

may

treat

it

is

doubt whether

as either at his election;

so placed upon the instrument that

not
clear in what capacity the person making the same intended to sign, he
is to be deemed an indorser;
a signature

is

it is

containing the words, "I promise to pay,"

is

signed by two or more persons, they are deemed to be jointly and severally liable thereon. (Acts 1924, p. 130.)
Cross-references.

be

filled in,

see

§

1

— When
1-214.

date

may

be inserted, see

§

14-213.

What

blanks

may

Bills and Notes.
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§ 14-223

14-218. Liability of person signing in trade or

assumed name.

-

person is liable on the instrument whose signature jdocs not appear tin
on, except as herein otherwise expressly provided; but one who signs m
a trade or assumed name will be liable to the same extent as if he had
signed in his own name. (Acts 1924, p. 131.)

—

by agent; authority, how shown. The signature of
any party may be made by a duly authorized agent. No particular form
14-219. Signature

appointment is necessary for this purpose, and the authority of the
agent may be established as in other cases of agency. (Acts 1924, p. 131 .)
of

—

Cross-references. Giving notice of dishonor by an agent, see
an agent, see § 14-809.

§

14-803.

Notice

of dishonor to

14-220. Liability of person signing as agent, etc.

ment contains

or a person adds to his signature

—Where

the instru-

words indicating that he

signs for or on behalf of a principal, or in a representative capacity, he

not liable on the instrument if he was duly authorized, but the mere
addition of words describing him as an agent, or as filling a representative character, without disclosing his principal, does not exempt him from
is

personal

liability.

Words

p. 131.)

—

Manner of indorsing in representative capacity generally, see
of description in signature to instrument, see § 4-401.

Cross-references.
14-415.

§

(Acts 1924,

14-221. Signature

by procuration;

effect of.

—A signature by procura-

tion operates as a notice that the agent has but a limited authority to

and the principal

bound only

agent in so signing acted within the actual limits of his authority. (Acts 1924, p. 132.)

sign,

is

in case the

indorsement or assignment by infant or corporation.
The indorsement or the assignment of the instrument by a corporation or by an infant passes the property therein, notwithstanding that
from want of capacity the corporation or infant may incur no liability
14-222. Effect of

—

thereon. (Acts 1924, p. 132.)
14-223.

ture

is

Forged or unauthorized signature;

forged or

made without

effect of.

—When

the authority of the person

a signa-

whose signa-

purports to be, it is wholly inoperative, and no right to retain the
instrument, or to give a discharge therefor, or to enforce payment thereof against any party thereto, can be acquired through or under such signature unless the party against whom it is sought to enforce such right
is precluded from setting up the forgery or want of authority. (Acts
ture

it

1924, p. 132.)

—

Cross-references. When title defective, see §§ 14-505, 14-509. Liability of bank
Forgery and counterfeitfor payment of a forged or raised check, see § 13-2044.
ing as crimes, see Title 26, Crimes and Punishment, Chapter 26-39.

CHAPTER

14-3.

Sec.

Sec.
.,

A

, n1

14-301.

CONSIDERATION.

...

t,

r

Presumption of

n
valuable
i

con-

14-304.

sideration.
14-302.

What

14-303..

What
value.

lien on instrument constitutes ho]der a holder for

value.

constitutes consideration.

constitutes

When

holder

for

14-305.

Effect of want
consideration.

or

14_306.

Accommodation

party;

tion; liability.

failure

of

defini-

Bills and Notes.
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—

Presumption of valuable consideration. Every negotiable instrument is deemed prima facie to have been issued for a valuable consideration, and every person whose signature appears thereon to have
become a party thereto for value. (Acts 1924, p. 132.)
14-301.

—

Cross-references. Effect of failure of consideration, see
tion of contracts generally, see § 20-301.

What

14-302.

constitutes consideration.

—Value

Considera-

14-305.

§

any consideration

is

support a simple contract. An antecedent or preexisting
debt constitutes value, and is deemed such whether the instrument is
payable on demand or at a future time. (Acts 1924, p. 132.)
sufficient to

What

14-303.

constitutes holder for value.

—Where

value has at any
deemed a holder for

time been given for the instrument the holder is
in respect to all parties who became such prior to that time. (Acts

value

1924, p. 133.)

When

on instrument constitutes holder a holder for value.
Where the holder has a lien on the instrument, arising either from contract or by implication of law, he is deemed a holder for value to the ex14-304.

lien

—

tent of his lien. (Acts 1924, p. 133.)
Cross-reference.

— Pledge

14-305. Effect of

of notes, see

want or

§

12-603.

failure of consideration.

—Absence or failure

matter of defense as against any person not a holder
in due course, and partial failure of consideration is a defense pro tanto,
whether the failure is an ascertained and liquidated amount or otherwise.
(Acts 1924, p. 133.)
of consideration

is

—

Cross-references. Purchaser of note or contract expressing consideration as
patent, copyright or proprietary right as subject to equities between original parSame as to note or contract for corporate stock sold by proties, see § 14-1805.
moters, see § 14-1807.

14-306.

Accommodation party;

definition; liability.

—An

accommoda-

who

one

has signed the instrument as maker, drawer, acceptor or indorser without receiving value therefor and for the purpose
tion party

is

of lending his

name

to

some other person.

Such a person

is

liable

on

the instrument to a holder for value, notwithstanding such holder at the

time of taking the instrument

knew him

to be only an

accommodation

party. (Acts 1924, p. 133.)

—What

Cross-references.
regular indorser, see

constitutes suretyship, see § 103-101. Liability of irForm of suretyship immaterial, see § 103-104. Notice by surety, guarantor or indorser, for person having control of obligation to
collect from principal, see § 103-205.
Liability of general indorser, see § 14-607.
Liability of parties secondarily liable, see § 14-715.
§

14-605.

CHAPTER

14-4.

Sec.

Sec.

14-401.

What

14-402.

Indorsement; how made.
Indorsement must be of entire

14-403.

NEGOTIATION.

constitutes negotiation.

instrument.
14-404.

Kinds of indorsement.

14-405.

Special

ment

indorsement;
in blank.

indorse-

14-406.

Blankindorsement; how changed
to special indorsement.

14-407.

When

14-408.

Effect

14-409.

Qualified indorsement.
Conditional indorsement.

14-410.

indorsement

restrictive.

of restrictive indorsement; right of indorsee.

:
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Sec.

§

1

4-407

See.

Indorsement of instrument pay-

Time

14-412.

Indorsement where payable to
two or more persons.

14-417.

14-413.

Effect of instrument drawn or
indorsed to a person as cash-

14 418.

indorsement;
of
sumption.
indorsement;
of
Place
sumption.
Continuation of negotiable char-

14-419.

Striking out indorsement.

14.420.

Transfer without indorsement;

«

w
When

14-411.

14 416.

able to bearer.

ler

14-414.

acter.

-

Indorsement where name is
wrongly designated or mis-

effect of.

spelled,
etc.
*

A
01
14-421.

'

.

.

.

Indorsement

14-415.

in

.

,

,

representative

tiate

prior party
instruments.

may nego-

capacity.

What

—An

instrument is negotiated
when it is transferred from one person to another in such manner as to
constitute the transferee the holder thereof. If payable to bearer, it is
negotiated by delivery; if payable to order, it is negotiated by the indorsement of the holder, completed by delivery. (Acts 1924, p. 133.)
14-401.

Cross-reference.

constitutes negotiation.

—"Indorsement"

defined, see

§

14-102.

—

Indorsement; how made. The indorsement must be written
on the instrument itself or upon a paper attached thereto. The signature of the indorser, without additional words, is a sufficient indorsement.
14-402.

(Acts 1924,

p. 133.)

—

Indorsement must be of entire instrument. The indorsement
must be an indorsement of the entire instrument. An indorsement which
14-403.

purports to transfer to the indorsee a part only of the amount payable or
which purports to transfer the instrument to two or more indorsees severally does not operate as a negotiation of the instrument; but where the
instrument has been paid in part, it may be indorsed as to the residue.
(Acts 1924,

p. 134.)

—

Kinds of indorsement. An indorsement may be either special
blank, and it may also be either restrictive, or qualified, or condi-

14-404.

or in

tional.

(Acts 1924,

Cross-reference.

p. 134.)

— Parol

evidence to explain blank indorsements, see

§

38-509.

—

indorsement; indorsement in blank. A special indorsement specifies the person to whom, or to whose order, the instrument is to be payable, and the indorsement of such indorsee is necessary
to the further negotiation of the instrument. An indorsement in blank
14-405. Special

no indorsee, and an instrument so indorsed is payable to bearer
and may be negotiated by delivery. (Acts 1924, p. 134.)
specifies

14-406.

Blank indorsement; how changed to special indorsement.

The holder may convert

a blank indorsement into a special indorsement

by writing over the signature
sistent

of the indorser in blank

any contract con-

with the character of the indorsement. (Acts 1924,

14-407.

When

—

indorsement

restrictive.

—An

indorsement

p. 134.)
is

restrictive

which either
(1)

Prohibits the further negotiation of the instrument; or

(2)

Constitutes the indorsee the agent of the indorser; or

(3)

Vests the

other person.

title in

the indorsee in trust for or to the use of

some

Bills and Notes.
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§

But the mere absence

make an indorsement

of

words implying power

restrictive.

(Acts 1924,

14-408. Effect of restrictive indorsement;
strictive

362
to negotiate does not

p. 134.)

right of indorsee.

—A

indorsement confers upon the indorsee the right:

To
To
To

payment of the instrument;
bring any action thereon that the indorser could bring;
(2)
transfer his rights as such indorsee where the form of the
(3)
dorsement authorizes him to do so.
(1)

re-

receive

All subsequent indorsees acquire only the title of the

der the restrictive indorsement. (Acts 1924,

indorsement.

—A

first

in-

indorsee un-

p. 134.)

indorsement constitutes
the indorser a mere assignor of the title to the. instrument. It may be
made by adding to the indorsees signature the words, "without recourse,"
or any words of similar import. Such an indorsement does not impair
14-409. Qualified

qualified

the negiable character of the instrument. (Acts 1924,
14-410. Conditional indorsement.

p. 135).

—Where an indorsement

is

condition-

pay the instrument may disregard the condition,
and make payment to the indorsee or his transferee, whether the condition has been fulfilled or not. Any person to whom an instrument so ina party required to

al,

dorsed

is

negotiated will hold the same, or the proceeds thereof, subject

to the rights of the person indorsing conditionally.
14-411.

(Acts 1924,

Indorsement of instrument payable to bearer.

strument payable to bearer

is

indorsed specially,

it

p. 135.)

—Where

may

ment. (Acts 1924,

make

title

in-

nevertheless be

further negotiated by delivery; but the person indorsing specially
ble as indorser to only such holders as

an

is lia-

through his indorse-

p. 135.)

—

Indorsement where payable to two or more persons. Where
an instrument is payable to the order of two or more payees or indorsees
who are not partners, all must indorse, unless the one indorsing has au14-412.

thority to indorse for the others. (Acts 1924, p. 135.)

drawn or indorsed
drawn or indorsed to

to a person as cashier.

14-413. Effect of instrument

—Where

an instrument

is

a person as cashier or

bank or corporation, it is deemed prima facie to
be payable to the bank or corporation of which he is such officer, and may
be negotiated by either the indorsement of the bank or corporation, or
other

fiscal officer of a

the indorsement of the officer. (Acts 1924, p. 135.)

Indorsement where name is wrongly designated or misspelled,
Where the name of a payee or indorsee is wrongly designated or

14-414.
etc.

—

misspelled, he
if

he thinks
14-415.

may

fit,

indorse the instrument as therein described, adding,

his proper signature.

Indorsement

(Acts 1924,

in representative capacity.

p. 135.)

—Where any person

is

under obligation to indorse in a representative capacity, he may indorse
in such terms as to negative personal liability. (Acts 1924, p. 136.)
Cross-reference.

Time

— Manner

of signing as agent to avoid liability, see

—

§

14-220.

indorsement; presumption. Except where an indorsement bears date after the maturity of the instrument, every negotiation
14-416.

of

;

:
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deemed prima

is

facie to

(Acts 1924,

overdue.

§ 14

have been effected before the instrument

p. 136.)

14-417. Place of indorsement; presumption.

trary appears, every indorsement

made

is

presumed prima

where the instrument

at the place

— Kxcept

is

where the conhave

facie to

dated. (Acts 1924,

14-418. Continuation of negotiable character.

p.

I

136.;

— An

instrument negotiable in its origin continues to be negotiable until it has been restrictively
indorsed or discharged by payment or otherwise. (Acts 1924, p. 136.J
14-419. Striking out indorsement.

—The holder may at any time strike

out any indorsement which is not necessary to his title. The indor
whose indorsement is stricken out, and all indorscrs subsequent to him,
are thereby relieved from liability on the instrument. (Acts 1924, p. 136.)

—

without indorsement; effect of. Where the holder of
an instrument payable to his order transfers it for value without indorsing it, the transfer vests in the transferee such title as the transferor had
therein, and the transferee acquires, in addition, the right to have the
indorsement of the transferor. For the purpose of determining whether
the transferee is a holder in due course, the negotiation takes effect as of
the time when the indorsement is actually made. (Acts 1924, p. 136.)
14-420. Transfer

14-421.

When

prior party

may

negotiate instruments.

—Where

an

in-

negotiated back to a. prior party, such party may, subject to
the provisions of this Title, reissue and further negotiate the same. He
is not entitled to enforce payment thereof against any intervening party

strument

to

whom

is

he was personally

CHAPTER

14-5.

liable.

(Acts 1924,

p. 136.)

RIGHTS OF THE HOLDER.
Sec.

Sec.

Right of the holder to sue;

14-501.

payment

fect of

What

ef-

What

14-506.

constitutes notice of infirmity or defect.

to holder.

holder

in

14-507.

Rights of holder

14-508.

When

14-504.

due course.
When person not deemed holder in due course.
Notice before full amount paid.

14-505.

When

14-502.
14-503.

constitutes

title

a

in

subject to

due course,
original

de-

fenses.

Who

14-509.

deemed

holder

in

due

course.

defective.

—

Right of the holder to sue; effect of payment to holder. The
holder of a negotiable instrument may sue thereon in his own name and
payment to him in due course discharges the instrument. (Acts 1924,
14-501.

:

p. 137.)

—"Holder"

Cross-reference.

14-502.

What

That

it is

§

14-102.

constitutes a holder in due course.

course is a holder
conditions
(1)

defined, see

who

—A

holder in due
has taken the instrument under the following"

complete and regular upon

its

face;

That he became the holder of it before it was overdue, and without notice that it had been previously dishonored, if such was the fact;
(3) That he took it in good faith and for value
(2)

Bills and Notes.

§ 14-503

That

(4~)

at the

time

it

was negotiated

to

364

him he had no notice

of

any

infirmity in the instrument or defect in the title of the person negoti-

ating

(Acts

it.'

1924.. p. 13/.)

—

When

person not deemed holder in due course. Where an instrument payable on demand is negotiated an unreasonable length of
time after its issue, the holder is not deemed a holder in due course.
(Acts 1924, p. 137.)
14-503.

14-504. Notice before full

amount

paid.

—Where the transferee receives

notice of any infirmity in the instrument or defect in the title of the per-

son negotiating the same before he has paid the full amount agreed to be
paid therefor, he will be deemed a holder in due course only to the extent
of the amount theretofore paid by him. (Acts 1924, p. 137.)

When

14-505.

title defective.

—The

who negotiates an
Title when he obtained

of a person

title

instrument is defective within the meaning of this
the instrument, or any signature thereto, by fraud, duress, or force and
fear, or other unlawful means or for an illegal consideration, or when he
negotiates

it

(Acts 1924,

to a fraud.

14-506.

breach of

in

What

faith,

or under such circumstances as

amount

p. 137.)

—To

constitute

title of

the person

constitutes notice of infirmity or defect.

notice of an infirmity in the instrument or defect in the

negotiating the same, the person to

whom

it is

negotiated must have had

actual knowledge of the infirmity or defect, or knowledge of such facts

amounted

that his action in taking the instrument

to

bad

faith.

(Acts

1924, p. 138.)
Editorial Note.

was

sufficient

—Under

the prior law,

which would put

14-507. Rights of holder in

§

prudent

a

4291 of the

man upon

due course.

Code of

1910,

any notice

his guard.

—A holder

in

due course holds

the instrument free from any defect of title to prior parties, and free from

defenses available to prior parties

payment

among

of the instrument for the full

liable thereon.

(Acts 1924,

themselves, and

may

amount thereof against

all

enforce
parties

p. 138.)

—

Editorial Note. Under the prior law, § 4286 of the Code of 1910, there were
three defenses good against the bona fide holder. 1. Non est factum; 2. Gambling
or immoral consideration; 3. Fraud in the procurement. Forgery and alteration
under this law are good defenses against a holder in due course. See §§ 14-223,
14-906, 14-907. Neither the first nor second defense above is a good defense under
the N. I. L. against a holder in due course. See § 14-502.

14-508.

When

subject to original defenses.

—In the hands of any holder

other than a holder in due course, a negotiable instrument
the
title

same defenses

as

mer holder

14-509.

prima
title of

Who

holder

is

who

subject to
derives his

in

in respect of all parties prior to

Cross-reference.

A

due course, and who is not himself a party to any
affecting the instrument, has all the rights of such for-

through a holder

fraud or illegality

if it

were nonnegotiable.

— Set-off

the latter. (Acts 1924,

against negotiable note, see

20-1305.

—

due course. Every holder is deemed
due course; but when it is shown that the

deemed holder

facie to be a holder in

§

p. 138.)

in

any person who has negotiated the instrument was defective, the

:;
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on the holder to prove that he or some person under whom he
claims acquired the title as holder in due course. The last mentioned rule
docs not apply in favor of a party who became bound on the instrument
prior to the acquisition of such defective title. (Acts 1924, p. 138.;

burden

is

CHAPTER

LIABILITIES OF PARTIES.

14-6.

Sec.

Sec.
14-601.

Liability of maker.

14-607.

Liability of general indorser.

14-602.

Liability of drawer.

14-608.

Liability of indorser

14-603.

Liability of acceptor.

14-604.

When

r(\c

i/i

t

•

1

14-609.

person deemed indorser.
z

-\-l.

i-i
irregular
indorser.
•

'

Liability of
w
Warranty where negotiation uby

14-605.

H/

n/
-606.

v

,

14-610.

<_•

<.-

where pa-

Per negotiable by delivery.
Order in which indorsera are
liable; evidence to show.
Liability
or broker.
e
J of an agent

delivery, etc.

14-601. Liability of maker.

making

—The maker of a negotiable instrument by

engages that he will pay it according to its tenor, and admits
the existence of the payee and his then capacity to indorse. (x\cts 1924,
it

p. 138.)

Cross-references.
§ 14-906.

— Effect

of

forgery,

see

Defenses of forgery, alteration,

§

etc.,

14-223.
Effect of alteration,
see § 14-507 and note.

see

—The

drawer by drawing the instrument
admits the existence of the payee and his then capacity to indorse and
engages that on due presentment the instrument will be accepted or paid,
or both, according to its tenor, and that if it be dishonored, and the necessary proceedings on dishonor be duly taken, he will pay the amount thereof to the holder, or to any subsequent indorser who may be compelled
to pay it. The drawer may insert in the instrument an express stipulation
14-602. Liability of drawer.

;

negativing or limiting his

own

liability to the holder.

14-603. Liability of acceptor.

ment engages

that he will pay

(Acts 1924,

p. 139.)

—The

it

acceptor by accepting the instruaccording to the tenor of his acceptance

and admits
(1)

The

existence of the drawer, the genuineness of his signature, and

and authority to draw the instrument

his capacity
(2)

The

;

and

existence of the payee and his then capacity to indorse. (Acts

1924, p. 139.)

—

person deemed indorser. A person placing his signature
upon an instrument other than as maker, drawer, or acceptor is deemed
to be an indorser, unless he clearly indicates by appropriate words his intention to be bound in some other capacity. (Acts 1924, p. 139.)
14-604.

When

14-605. Liability of irregular indorser.

—Where a person, not otherwise

a party to an instrument, places thereon his signature in blank before delivering,

he

is

liable as indorser, in

the instrument

accordance with the following rules

payable to the order of a third person, he
liable to the payee and to all subsequent parties.
(1)

If

is

is

is payable to the order of the maker or drawer,
payable to the bearer, he is liable to all parties subsequent to the
maker or drawer.

(2)

or

is

If

the instrument

;

§

:
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If

(3)
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he signs for the accommodation of the payee, he

liable to all

is

parties subsequent to the payee. (Acts 1924, p. 139.)

—

Warranty where negotiation by delivery, etc. Every person
negotiating an instrument by delivery or by a qualified indorsement war14-606.

rants

:

genuine and

That the instrument

is

(2)

That he

lias a

title to it;

(3")

That

prior parties

(4)

That he has no knowledge

(1)

in all respects

what

it

purports

to be

all

good

had capacity
of

validity of the instrument or render

When
vor of

any

to contract;

which would impair the

fact

valueless.

it

by delivery only, the warranty extends
no holder other than the immediate transferee.

The

the negotiation

is

provision of subdivision (3) of this section does not apply to per-

sons negotiating public or corporation securities other than
(Acts 1924,

notes.

without qualification, warrants to

The matters and

— Every

who

indorser

indorses

subsequent holders in due course

all

things mentioned in subdivisions (1), (2) and (3)

and

of section 14-606,
(2)

and

bills

p. 140.)

14-607. Liability of general indorser.

(1)

in fa-

That the instrument

at the time of his

is

indorsement valid and

subsisting.

In addition he engages that on due presentment,
paid, or both, as the case

may

shall be accepted or

it

and that

be, according to its tenor,

it

if

be dishonored, and the necessary proceedings on dishonor be duly taken,

he will pay the amount thereof to the holder or to any subsequent
dorser

who may be compelled

Cross-reference.

— Parol

to

(Acts 1924,

it.

a person places his

where paper negotiable by

Order

in

38-509.

§

delivery.

—

indorsement on an instrument negotiable by

delivery, he incurs all the liabilities of an indorser.
14-609.

p. 140.)

evidence to explain blank indorsements, see

14-608. Liability of indorser

Where

pay

in-

which indorsers are

(Acts 1924,

liable; evidence to

p. 140.)

show.

—As

re-

spects one another, indorsers are liable prima facie in the order in which

they indorse; but evidence

is

show

admissible to

among themselves they have agreed
dorsees who indorse are deemed to

otherwise.

that as between or

Joint payees or joint in-

indorse jointly and severally. (Acts

1924, p. 140.)
Cross-references.
§

14-1803.

When

— Indorsers

all

may

joint payees

be

sued

with

must indorse, see

14-610. Liability- of an agent or broker.

§

maker,

acceptor,

prescribed by section 14-606, unless he discloses the
fact that he

Cross-reference.

is

acting only as an agent.

— Liability

see

—Where a broker or other agent

negotiates an instrument without indorsement, he incurs

and the

etc.,

14-412.

all

name

the liabilities

of his principal,

(Acts 1924,

of person signing as agent, see

§

p. 141.)

14-220.
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Bills

CHAPTER

and Notes.

§

14-704

PRESENTMENT FOR PAYMENT.

14-7.

Sec.

Sec.

Effect of want of
principal debtor.

14-701.

demand on

14 711.

What

14-703.
14-704.
14-705.
14-706.

14-707.

constitutes

a

14-712.

ment
14-713.

sufficient

When

presentment may be dispensed with.
Where instrument dishonored
by nonpayment.

14-715.

Liability of person secondarily

Presentment where the princi-

14-716.

when instrument dishonored.
Time of maturity; days of grace;

is

liable

holidays.

dead.
14-717.

liable

as partners.

14-718.

14-701. Effect of

payment

want

of

Time; how computed.
Rule where instrument payable
at bank.

Presentment to joint debtors.
When presentment not required
to charge the drawer.

14-710.

delay in making presentis excused.

14-714.

Presentment to persons

14-709.

When

presentment.
Place of presentment.
Instrument must be exhibited.
Presentment where instrument
payable at bank.
pal debtor

14-708.

presentment not required

to charge the indorser.

Presentment where instrument
is not payable on demand and
where payable on demand.

14-702.

When

14-719.

What

constitutes

payment

in

due course.

demand on

principal debtor.

— Presentment

not necessary in order to charge the person primarily liable on the instrument; but if the instrument is, by its terms, payable at
a special place, and he is able and willing to pay it there at maturity, such
for

is

and willingness are equivalent to a tender of payment upon his
Except as herein otherwise provided, presentment for payment is
part.
(Acts 1924,
necessary in order to charge the drawer and indorsers.
ability

p. 141.)

Cross-reference.
§

—As

to tender at time

and place as defense to contract, see

20-1107.

Presentment where instrument is not payable on demand and
where payable on demand. Where the instrument is not payable on demand, presentment must be made on the day it falls due. Where it is
payable on demand, presentment must be made within a reasonable time
after its issue, except that in case of a bill of exchange, presentment for
14-702.

—

be sufficient if made within a reasonable time after the
negotiation thereof. (Acts 1924, p. 141.)

payment

14-703.

will

What

payment, to be
(1)

By

constitutes a sufficient presentment.

sufficient,

the holder or

for

by some person authorized

to receive

payment on

•

(3)

At a reasonable hour on a business day;
At a proper place as herein defined;

(4)

To

the person primarily liable on the instrument, or.

or inaccessible, to
is

—Presentment

must be made:

his behalf;
(2)

last

any person found

made. (Acts 1924,

he is absent
at the place where the presentment
if

p. 141.)

14-704. Place of presentment.

—Presentment

for

payment

is

made

at

the proper place
(1)
is

Where

a place of

payment

is

specified in the instrument

and

it

there presented;
(2)

Where no

son to make payment

is

payment

but the address of the pergiven in the instrument and it is there presented;

place of

is

specified,

;

§
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14-705

(3)

Where no

the instrument
the person to

is

place of

payment

is

specified

368

and no address

is.

given and

presented at the usual place of business or residence oi

make payment

presented to the person to make payment
wherever he can be found, or if presented at his last known place of business or residence. (Acts 1924, p. 142.)
^-H

In any other case,

if

—

Instrument must be exhibited. The instrument must be exhibited to the person from whom payment is demanded, and when it is paid
must be delivered up to the party paying it. (Acts 1924, p. 142.)
14-705.

Cross-reference.

— Payment to

at risk of debtor, see

§

creditor's agent not

producing evidence of debt

is

4-308.

—

Presentment where instrument payable at bank. Where the
instrument is payable at a bank, presentment for payment must be made
during banking hours, unless the person to make the payment has no
funds there to meet it at any time during the day, in which case presentment at any hour before the bank is closed on that day is sufficient. (Acts
14-706.

1924, p. 142.)

—

Presentment where the principal debtor is dead. Where the
person primarily liable on the instrument is dead, and no place of payment is specified, presentment for payment must be made to his personal
representative, if such there be, and if, with the exercise of reasonable
diligence, he can be found. (Acts 1924, p. 142.)
14-707.

—

Presentment to persons liable as partners. Where the persons
primarily liable on the instrument are liable as partners, and no place of
payment is specified, presentment for payment may be made to any one
of them, even though there has been a dissolution of the firm. (Acts
14-708.

1924, p. 142.)

—

Presentment to joint debtors. Where there are several persons,
not partners, primarily liable on the instrument, and no place of payment
is specified, presentment must be made to them all. (Acts 1924, p. 143.)
14-709.

Cross-reference.
see § 14-412.

— Manner of indorsement where payable to two or more persons,

—

When

presentment not required to charge the drawer. Presentment for payment is not required in order to charge the drawer, where
he has no right to expect or require that the drawee or acceptor will pay
14-710.

the instrument. (Acts 1924, p. 143.)

—

When

presentment not required to charge the indorser. Presentment for payment is not required in order to charge an indorser,
where the instrument was made or accepted for his accommodation and
he has no reason to expect that the instrument will be paid if presented.
14-711.

(Acts 1924,
14-712.

p. 143.)

When

delay in making presentment

ing presentment for payment

is

is

excused.

excused when the delay

— Delay
is

makcaused by cirin

cumstances beyond the control of the holder, and not imputable to his
When the cause of delay ceases to
default, misconduct or negligence.
operate, presentment must be made with reasonable diligence. (Acts
1924, p. 143.)

;
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14-713.

payment

When
is

dispensed with

Where

(1)

may

presentment

(3)

be dispensed with.

— Presentment

for

:

after the exercise of reasonable diligence

required by this Title cannot be
(2)

§ 14-719

presentment as

made;

Where the drawee is a fictitious person
By waiver of presentment, expressed

(Acts

implied.

or

1924,

p. 143.)

14-714.

ment

Where instrument dishonored by nonpayment.

—The

instru-

dishonored by nonpayment when:

is

duly presented for payment and payment
be obtained; or
(1)

It is

(2)

Presentment

(Acts 1924,

is

excused and the instrument

is

refused or cannot

overdue and unpaid.

is

p. 143.)

when instrument disTitle, when the instrument

14-715. Liability of person secondarily liable

honored.

— Subject to

the provisions of this

dishonored by nonpayment, an immediate right of recourse to
ties secondarily liable thereon accrues to the holder. (Acts 1924,
is

14-716.

Time

of maturity; days of grace; holidays.

all

par-

p. 143.)

—Every negotiable

instrument is payable at the time fixed therein without grace.
day of maturity falls upon Sunday or a holiday, the instrument

When
is

the

payable

on the next succeeding business day. Instruments falling due or becoming payable on Saturday are to be presented for payment on the next
succeeding business day, except that instruments payable on demand

may,

at the option of the holder, be presented for

o'clock

noon on Saturday when that

entire

day

is

payment before 12

not a holiday. (Acts

1924, p. 144.)
Cross-references.

—How time computed, see

§

14-105.

Holidays enumerated, see

§ 14-1808.

14-717.

Time; how computed.

—Where the

instrument

fixed period after date, after sight, or after the

event, the time of

which the time

is

(Acts 1924,

144.)

p.

Cross-reference.

payment

is

§

happening

of a specified

determined by excluding the day from

to begin to run,

— See

payable at a

is

and by including the date

of

payment.

14-105.

—

Rule where instrument payable at bank. Where the instrument is made payable at a bank, it shall not be equivalent to an order
to the bank to pay the same for the account of the principal debtor
14-718.

(Acts 1924,

thereon.

p. 144.)

—Presentment where instrument payable at bank, see 14-706.
Editorial Note. — In the Uniform Negotiable Instruments Law
provided that

Cross-reference.

is

§

it is

"where the instrument is made payable at a bank it is equivalent to an order to
the bank to pay the same for the account of the principal debtor thereon."
14-719.
in

What

constitutes

due course when

it is

to the holder thereof in
fective.

(Acts 1924,

payment

made
good

p. 144.)

in

due course.

at or after the

faith

— Payment

is

made

maturity of the instrument

and without notice that

his title is de-
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§ 14-801

CHAPTER

14-8.

NOTICE OF DISHONOR.

v ec.

Sec.

.

14-801.

To whom

14-802.

By whom

14-803.

Notice given by agent.
Effect of notice given on behalf

14-804.

notice
must be given.

dishonor

of

When

the sender deemed to
have given due notice.
Deposit in post office; what

14-S17.

notice given.

14-818.

constitutes.

Notice
time

14-819.

oi the holder.
14-S05.
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Where

14-820.

by

Effect where notice is given
party entitled thereto.

to

subsequent

party;

of.

notice

must be

sent.

14-821.

Waiver

14-822.

Who

14-823.

Waiver

Form of notice.
To whom notice may be given.
Notice when any party is dead.

14-824.

Where

14-825.

Delay

14-826.

When

14-813.

Notice to partners.
Notice to persons jointly liable.
Notice to bankrupt or insol-

14-827.

When

14-814.

Time within which

14-828.

14-815.

Where

14-816.

Where

Notice of nonpayment where
acceptance refused.
Effect of omission to give notice of nonacceptance.
When protest need not be
made; when must be made.

14-806.

14-807.
14-808.

14 809.
14-810.

14-811.
14-812.

When
When

may

agent

give notice.

notice sufficient.

must

be given.
parties
place.

same

reside

14-829.

the

in

14-830.

parties reside in different places.

14-801.

To whom

when

dispensed with.
giving notice; how ex-

notice
in

is

notice need not be given
to drawer.

notice need not be given
to indorser.

must be

notice of dishonor

otherwise provided,

by waiver.

of protest.

cused.

vent.

notice

of notice.

affected

given.

— Except as herein

a negotiable instrument has been dishonored

by nonacceptance or nonpayment, notice of dishonor must be given to
the drawer and to each indorser, and any drawer or indorser to whom
such notice
14-802.

is

not given

By whom

is

discharged. (Acts 1924,

notice given.

p. 144.)

—The notice may be given by or on be-

by or on behalf of any party to the instrument who
might be compelled to pay it to the holder, and who upon taking it up
would have a right to reimbursement from the party to whom the notice

half of the holder, or

is

given. (Acts 1924, p. 144.)
14-803. Notice given

an agent either in his

by agent.

own name

—Notice

of dishonor

or in the

name

of

may

be given by

any party

entitled to

give notice, whether that party be his principal or not. (Acts 1924,
14-804. Effect of notice given

on behalf of the holder.

given by or on behalf of the holder,

quent holders and
the party to

all

whom

prior parties

it is

it

—Where notice

enures for the benefit of

who have

p. 145.)

all

is

subse-

a right of recourse against

given. (Acts 1924, p. 145.)

—

where notice is given by party entitled thereto. Where
notice is given by or on behalf of a party entitled to give notice, it inures
to the benefit of the holder and all parties subsequent to the party to
14-805. Effect

whom

notice

14-806.

is

When

given. (Acts 1924, p. 145.)

agent

may

give notice.

— Where the instrument has been

dishonored in the hands of an agent, he
to the parties liable thereon, or he

may

may

either himself give notice

give notice to his principal.

If

he gives notice to his principal he must do so within the same time as if
he were the holder, and the principal, upon the receipt of such notice, has

:
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himself the same time for giving notice as
dependent holder. (Acts 1924, p. 145.;

When

14-807.

notice sufficient.

—A

A

verbal communication.

misled thereby. (Acts 1924,

Form

of notice.

and may be given
and indicate that
ment.

It

may

in
it

the agent had been an in-

be supplemented and validated

by-

misdescription of the instrument does not

vitiate the notice unless the party to

14-808.

if

written notice lieed not be signed,

may

insufficient written notice

and an

§ 14-815

whom

the notice

given

is

is

in

I

p. 145.)

—The notice may be

writing or merely oral

in

any terms which sufficiently identify the instrument,
has been dishonored by nonacceptance or nonpaybe given by delivering

in all cases

personally or through

it

the mails. (Acts 1924, p. 145.)
14-809.

To whom

may

notice

be given.

—Notice

of dishonor

may be

given either to the party himself or to his agent in that behalf. (Acts
1924, p. 145.)

—

when any party is dead. When any party is dead, and
known to the party giving notice, the notice must be given

14-810. Notice
his death

is'

to a personal representative,

gence he can be found.

may

be sent to the

(Acts 1924,

If

if

there be one, and

if

with reasonable

dili-

there be no personal representative, notice

last residence or last place of business of the deceased.

p. 146.)

14-811. Notice to partners.

ners, notice to

—W^here the parties to be notified are part-

any one partner

is

notice to the firm, even though there

has been a dissolution. (Acts 1924,

p. 146.)

14-812. Notice to persons jointly liable.

must be given

are not partners

— Notice

to joint parties

one of them has

to each of them, unless

authority to receive such notice for the others. (Acts 1924,
Cross-references.

which parties are

—When

all

joint payees

must

indorse, see

who

§

p. 146.)

14-412.

Order

in

liable, see § 14-609.

14-813. Notice to

bankrupt or insolvent.

—Where a party has been ad-

judged a bankrupt or an insolvent, or has made an assignment for the
benefit of creditors, notice may be given either to the party himself or to
his trustee or assignee.
Cross-reference.

14-814.

(Acts 1924,

— Set-off against negotiable

Time within which

as soon as the instrument

hereinafter provided,

(Acts 1924,
14-815.

p. 146.)

is

notice

note, see

must be

dishonored

;

§

given.

20-1305.

—Notice may be given

and, unless delay

must be given within the time

fixed

is

excused as

by

this Title.

p. 146.)

Where

parties reside in the

same

place.

—Where

the person

giving and the person to receive notice reside in the same place, notice

must be given within the following times
given at the place of business of the person to receive notice,
must be given before the close of business hours on the day following.
(1)

it

If

S

_o
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.

must be given before the usual hour

of

must be deposited in the post office in time
usual course the day following. (Acts 1924, p. 146.)

to

given at his residence,

If

(2)

it

on the day following.

rest

sent by mail,

If

(3)

reach him in
14-816.

Where

it

parties reside in different places.

—Where

the person

giving and the person to receive notice reside in different places, the
notice must be given within the following times:
^1)

sent by mail,

If

it

must be deposited

in the post office in

time to

go by mail the day following' the day of dishonor, or if there be no mail
at a convenient hour on that day, by the next mail 'thereafter.
given otherwise than through the post

If

(2)

office,

then within the

time that notice would have been received in due course of mail,

been deposited

14-817.

When

is

p.

146.)

the sender

notice of dishonor

sender

had

the post office within the time specified in the last sub-

in

(Acts 1924,

division.

if it

to

have given due notice.

duly addressed and deposited in the post

is

deemed

deemed

—Where

office,

the

have given due notice, notwithstanding any mis-

to

carriage in the mails. (Acts 1924, p. 147.)

what

14-818. Deposit in post office;

have been deposited
office or in

any

ment. (Acts 1924,

when

in the post office

letter
p.

constitutes.

—Notice

is

deemed

to

deposited in any branch post

box under the control

of the Post Office Depart-

147.)

14-819. Notice to subsequent party; time of.

—Where a party receives

notice of dishonor, he has after the receipt of such notice the

same time

for giving notice to antecedent parties that the holder has after the dis-

honor. (Acts 1924,
14-820.

Where

p. 147.)

notice

must be

sent.

—Where a party has added an ad-

if

must be sent to that address,
he has not given such address, then notice must be sent as follows:

(1)

Either to the post office nearest to his place of residence, or to

dress to his signature, notice of dishonor

but

the post office where he

is

accustomed to receive his

letters; or

he live in one place and have his place of business in another, notice may be sent to either place or
If

(2)

;

If

(3)

place

is

where he

When
fied

he

by

sojourning in another place, notice

the notice

the requirements

Waiver

sent to the

so sojourning.

is

this Title,

may be

is

it

actually received

will be

sufficient

of- this section.

of notice.

by the party within the time

though not sent

(Acts 1924,

— Notice

in

speci-

accordance with

p. 147.)

of dishonor

may

be waived, either
before the time of giving notice has arrived, or after the omission to give
due notice, and the waiver may be express or implied. (Acts 1924, p. 148.)
14-821.

Who

—

by waiver. Where the waiver is embodied in the
instrument itself, it is binding upon all parties; but where it is written
above the signature of an indorser, it binds him only. (Acts 1924, p. 148.)
14-822.

affected

:
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14-823.

a foreign

— A waiver of protest, whether

in

the case of

of exchange or other negotiable instrument,

is

deemed

Waiver
bill

g 14

of protest.

to

be a waiver not only of a formal protest but also of presentment and notice of dishonor. (Acts 1924, p. 148.)
14-824.

Where

notice

dispensed with.

is

— Notice

of dishonor

is

dis-

pensed with when, after the exercise of reasonable diligence, it cannot be
given to or does not reach the parties sought to be charged. (Acts 1924,
p. 148.)

14-825.

Delay

in giving notice;

how

excused.

— Delay

giving notice

in

excused when the delay is caused by circumstances beyond
the control of the holder, and not imputable to his default, misconduct
or negligence. When the cause of delay ceases to operate, notice must
be given with reasonable diligence. (Acts 1924, p. 148.;
of dishonor

14-826.
is

is

When

notice need not be given to drawer.

— Notice of dishonor

not required to be given to the drawer in either of the following cases
(1)
(2)

Where
Where

the drawer and the drawee are the same person;
the drawee

a fictitious person or a person not having

is

capacity to contract;
(3)

Where

the drawer

whom

the person to

is

the instrument

is

pre-

sented for payment;
(4)

Where

the drawer has no right to expect or require that the drawee

or acceptor will honor the instrument;
(5)

Where

14-827.
is

the drawer has countermanded payment. (Acts 1924,

When

notice need not be given to indorser.

p. 148.)

— Notice of dishonor

not required to be given to an indorser in either of the following cases
(1)

Where

the drawee

:

a fictitious person or a person not having ca-

is

pacity to contract, and the indorser

was aware

of the fact at the time he

indorsed the instrument;
(2)

Where

the indorser

is

the person to

whom

the instrument

is

pre-

sented for payment;
(3)
tion.

Where

the instrument

(Acts 1924,

was made or accepted

for his

accommoda-

p. 148.)

—

nonpayment where acceptance refused. Where due
notice of dishonor by nonacceptance has been given, notice of a subsequent dishonor by nonpayment is not necessary, unless in the meantime
14-828. Notice of

the instrument has been accepted. (Acts 1924, p. 149.)
14-829. Effect of omission to give notice of nonacceptance.

sion to give notice of dishonor

— An

omis-

by nonacceptance does not prejudice the

rights of a holder in due course subsequent to the omission. (Acts 1924,
p. 149.)

When protest

—

need not be made when must be made. Where
any negotiable instrument has been dishonored, it may be protested for
nonacceptance or nonpayment, as the case may be but protest is not
14-830.

;

;

required except in the case of foreign

bills of

exchange. (Acts 1924,

p. 149.)

:
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CHAPTER

14-9.
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DISCHARGE OF NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS.

Sec.

Sec.

14-001.

How

14-902.

"When persons secondarily

instrument discharged.

who

Right of party

Alteration

How

14-901.

charged

burden of proof.

thority;

of

instrument,

What

14-907,

constitutes a material al-

teration.

instrument discharged.

—A

negotiable instrument

instrument

payment

is

of

due course by the party accommodated, where the
made or accepted for accommodation;
in

at or after

the principal debtor

maturity in his

own

becomes the holder

right.

(Acts 1924,

of the instrument

p. 149.)

When

persons secondarily liable are discharged.
secondarily liable on the instrument is discharged
14-902.

for the

money;

When

(5)

dis-

due course by or on behalf of the principal debtor;

in

Bv the intentional cancellation thereof by the holder;
By any other act which will discharge a simple contract

(4)

is

:

By payment
Bv payment

(3)

ef-

fect of.

Renunciation bv holder.

14-904.

(2)

14-906.

discharges

instrument.

(1)

Cancellation unintentional, under mistake, or without au-

lia-

ble are discharged.
14-903.

14-905.

—A

person

By an act which discharges the instrument;
By the intentional cancellation of his signature by the holder;
By the discharge of a prior party;
By a valid tender of payment made by a prior party;
By a release of the principal debtor, unless the holder's right of

(1)
(2)
(3)

(4)
(5)

recourse against the party secondarily liable

is

expressly reserved;

By any agreement

binding upon the holder to extend the time of
payment, or to postpone the holder's right to enforce the instrument,
unless made with the assent of the party secondarily liable or unless the
(6)

right of recourse against such party

is

expressly reserved. (Acts 1924,

p. 150.)

Cross-reference.

14-903.

ment

is

—When

Right of party

who

is

secondarily

liable, see § 14-103.

discharges instrument.

paid by a party secondarily liable thereon,

the party so paying
parties,

party

it is

and he may

—Where the instrunot discharged, but

it is

remitted to his former rights as regards

strike out his

own and

all

all

prior

subsequent indorsements,

and again negotiate the instrument, except:
(1)

Where

it

(2)

Where

it

payable to the order of a third person and has been
paid by the drawer; and
is

was made

or accepted for

accommodation and has been

paid by the party accommodated. (Acts 1924,
Cross-reference.

— See

§

p. 150.)

103-312 as to right of indorser paying off debt to control

judgment.
14-904. Renunciation

by holder.

—The holder

may

expressly renounce

any party to the instrument, before, at or after its maabsolute and unconditional renunciation of his rights against

his rights against
turity.

An

the principal debtor,

made

at or after the

maturity of the instrument,

:
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§

14-1002

discharges the instrument. A renunciation does not affect the right ol
a holder in due course without notice. A renunciation must be in writing,
unless the instrument is delivered up to the person primarily liable thereon. (Acts 1924, p. 150.)

under mistake, or without authorA cancellation made unintentionally, or under a
ity; burden of proof.
mistake, or without the authority of the holder, is inoperative but where
an instrument or any signature thereon appears to have been canceled,
the burden of proof lies on the party who alleges that the cancellation
was made unintentionally, or under a mistake, or without authority.
14-905. Cancellation unintentional,

—

;

(Acts

1.924, p. 151.)

14-906. Alteration of instrument, effect of.

strument

—Where

materially altered without the assent of

is

a negotiable inall

parties liable

who

has himself made,
authorized or assented to the alteration, and subsequent indorsers. But
when an instrument has been materially altered and is in the hands of a
holder in due course, not a party to the alteration, he may enforce payment thereof according to its original tenor. (Acts 1924, p. 151.)

thereon,

it is

avoided, except as against a party

—

Cross-references. See note under
generally, see § 20-802.

14-907.

What

Effect of alteration of contracts

14-507.

§

constitutes a material alteration.

—Any alteration which

changes

The
The
The
The
The

(1)
(2)
(3)

(4)
(5)

date;

sum

payable, either for principal or interest;

time or place of payment;

number or relations of the parties;
medium or currency in which payment

is

to be

made;

Or which adds

a place of payment where no place of payment is
specified, or any other change or addition which alters the effect of the
instrument in any respect, is a material alteration. (Acts 1924, p. 151.)

CHAPTER

14-10.

FORM AND INTERPRETATION OF

BILLS OF EXCHANGE.
Sec. :

Sec.

of exchange defined.

14-1001.

Bill

14-1002.

not an assignment of funds
hands of drawee.
Bill addressed to more than
one drawee.

14-1003.

Bill
in

14-1001. Bill of

exchange defined.

tional order in writing addressed

the person giving

it,

on demand or at a

money
§

Inland and
exchange.

14-1005.

When

14-1006.

promissory note.
Referee in case of need.

—A

by one person

may

it is

—Assignment

of fund,

see

§

is

bills

of

be treated as

an uncondi-

addressed to

fixed or determinable future time a

(Acts 1924,

foreign

to another, signed

whom

sum

by
pay

certain in

p. 152.)

85-1804.

Acceptances by bank,

13-2020.

—

hands of drawee. A bill of
does not operate as an assignment of the funds in the hands of

14-1002. Bill not an assignment of funds in
itself

bill

of exchange

bill

requiring the person to

to order or to bearer.

Cross-references.
see

14-1004.

§
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14-1003

the drawee available for the

on the

bill

payment

thereof,

376

and the drawee

is

unless and until he accepts the same. (Acts 1924,

14-1003. Bill addressed to

more than one drawee.

—A

not liable

p. 152.)

may be

addressed to two or more drawees jointly, whether they are partners or

not

;

bill

but not to two or more drawees in the alternative or in succession.

(Acts 1924,

152.)

p.

—

and foreign bills of exchange. An inland bill of exwhich is, or on its face purports to be, both drawn and

14-1004. Inland

change is a bill
payable within this State. Any other bill is a foreign bill. Unless the
contrary appears on the face of the bill, the holder may treat it as an
inland

(Acts 1924,

bill.

14-1005.

When

p.

152.)

may

bill

be treated as promissory note.

—Where

in a

drawer and drawee are the same person, or where the drawee is a fictitious person, or a person not having capacity to contract, the holder
may treat the instrument, at his option, either as a bill of exchange or a
promissory note. (Acts 1924, p. 152.)
bill

Cross-reference.
see § 14-217, 11 5.

—When

ambiguous instrument may be treated as note or

14-1006. Referee in case of need.

may

name

insert thereon the

in case of need, that is to

—The drawer of a
whom

of a person to

say in case the

bill is

bill

bill,

and any indorser

the holder

may

resort

dishonored by nonaccept-

ance or nonpayment. Such person is called the referee in case of need.
It is in the option of the holder to resort to the referee in case of need
or not as he may see fit. (Acts 1924, p. 152.)

CHAPTER

14-11.

ACCEPTANCE OF BILLS OF EXCHANGE.
Sec.

Sec.

14-1103.

how made, etc.
Holder entitled to acceptance
on face of bill.
Acceptance by separate instru-

14-1104.

Promise to accept; when equiv-

14-1105.

Time allowed drawee to

14-1101.
14-1102.

Acceptance;

drawee retaining

Liability of

14-1106.

or destroying
14-1108.

Acceptance of incomplete
Kinds of acceptances.

14-1109.

What

14-1107.

ment.
alent to acceptance.
accept.

bill.
bill.

general

14-1110.

constitutes a
acceptance.
Qualified acceptance.

14-1111.

Rights of parties as to qualified acceptance.

14-1101. Acceptance;

how made,

etc.

—The acceptance

of a bill

is

the

by the drawee of his assent to the order of the drawer. The
acceptance must be in writing and signed by the drawee. It must not
express that the drawee will perform his promise by any other means than
the payment of money. (Acts 1924, p. 153.)
signification

Cress-reference.

14-1102.

— Statute

of frauds, see

§

20-401.

Holder entitled to acceptance on face of

a
presenting the same for acceptance
be written on the bill, and, if such request
dishonored. (Acts 1924, p. 153.)
bill

14-1103. Acceptance

may
is

refused,

by separate instrument.

written on a paper other than the

bill itself, it

bill.

—The holder

of

require the acceptance to

may

treat the bill as

—Where an acceptance

is

does not bind the acceptor

;

;
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except in favor of a person to

whom

thereof, receives the bill for value.

it

§ 14- 1111

shown and who, on

is

(Acts 1924,

the faith

p. 153.;

—

Promise to accept; when equivalent to acceptance. An unconditional promise in writing to accept a bill before it is drawn is dec?
an actual acceptance in favor of every person who upon the faith thereof
14-1104.

receives the

bill

(Acts 1924,

for value.

p. 153. )

—

Time allowed drawee to accept. The drawee is allowed 24
hours after the presentment, in which to decide whether or not he will
accept the bill; but the acceptance, if given, dates as of the day of presentation. (Acts 1924, p. 153.)
14-1105.

drawee retaining or destroying

14-1106. Liability of

drawee to

whom

a bill

is

bill.

—Where

a

delivered for acceptance destroys the same, or

refuses within 24 hours after such delivery, or within such other period
as the holder

may

allow, to return the bill accepted or nonaccepted to the

deemed

holder, he will be

to

have accepted the same. (Acts 1924,

14-1107. Acceptance of incomplete

bill.

—A

bill

may be

p. 153.)

accepted before

has been signed by the drawer, or while otherwise incomplete, or when
it is overdue, or after it has been dishonored by a previous refusal to acWhen a bill payable after sight is dishonored
cept, or by nonpayment.
by nonacceptance and the drawee subsequently accepts it, the holder, in
the absence of any different agreement, is entitled to have the bill accepted
it

as of the date of the first presentment. (Acts 1924,

Kinds of acceptances.

p. 154.)

—An

acceptance is either general or
qualified. A general acceptance assents without qualificatiton to the order
of the drawer. A qualified acceptance in express terms varies the effect
14-1108.

of the bill as

14-1109.

drawn. (Acts 1924,

What

constitutes a general acceptance.

at a particular place

the

is

a general acceptance unless

—An acceptance to pay
it

be paid there only and not elsewhere.

bill is to

14-1110. Qualified acceptance.
(1)

p. 154.)

Conditional, that

is

—An

to say,

acceptance

is

expressly states that

(Acts 1924,
qualified

p. 154.)

which

is:

which makes payment by the acceptor

dependent on the fulfillment of a condition therein stated
(2)

Partial, that

amount
(3)

for

which the

Local, that

is

to say, an acceptance to

is

bill is

pay part only

of the

drawn

to say,

an acceptance to pay only at a particular

place;
(4)

Qualified as to time;

(5)

The acceptance

(Acts 1924,

of

some one or more

of the drawees, but not of

p. 154.)

14-1111. Rights of parties as to qualified acceptance.

refuse to take a qualified acceptance, and
qualified acceptance, he

ance.

all.

Where

may

treat the bill

a qualified acceptance

are discharged from liability on the

is

—The holder may

he does not obtain an unas dishonored by nonaccept-

if

taken, the drawer and indorsers

bill,

unless they have expressly or

impliedly authorized the holder to take a qualified acceptance, or subse-

quently assent thereto.

When

the drawer or an indorser receives notice

;

:

Bills and Notes.
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378

of a qualified acceptance, he must, within a reasonable time, express his

dissent to the holder, or he will be

(Acts 1924,

deemed

to have assented thereto.

p. 154.)

CHAPTER

PRESENTMENT FOR ACCEPTANCE.

14-12.

Sec.

Sec.

When

presentment for acceptance must be made.

14-1201.

When

14-1202.

failure

present

to

14-1205.

dishonored

is

excused,

by

non-

acceptance.

and indorser.
Presentment; how made.
On what days presentment may
be made.
Presentment where time is in-

14-1204.

Where presentment

When

re-

leases drawer

14-1203.

14-1206.
14-1207.
14-1208.

Duty

bill

not

14-1209.

Rights of holder where

bill

not

of holder where
accepted.

accepted.

sufficient.

When

presentment for acceptance must be made.
ment for acceptance must be made
14-1201.

(1)

Where

the

bill is

(2)

Where

the

bill

the

bill is

— Present-

payable after sight or in any other case where
presentment for acceptance is necessary in order to fix the maturity of the
instrument; or
acceptance
(3)

;

expressly stipulates that

it

shall be presented for

or

Where

drawn payable elsewhere than

at the residence

or place of business of the drawee.
In no other case

is

presentment for acceptance necessary in order to

render any party to the

When

bill liable.

(Acts 1924,

p. 155.)

—

drawer and indorser. Except
as herein otherwise provided, the holder of a bill which is required by
the next preceding section to be presented for acceptance must either
14-1202.

present
fail

it

failure to present releases

within a reasonable time. If he
indorsers are discharged.
(Acts 1924,

for acceptance or negotiate

to do so the

drawer and

all

it

p. 155.)

14-1203. Presentment;

be

made by

how made. — Presentment

for acceptance

must

or on behalf of the holder at a reasonable hour, on a business

day and before the

bill is

overdue, to the drawee or some person author-

ized to accept or refuse acceptance

on his behalf; and

W^here a bill is addressed to two or more drawees who are not
partners, presentment must be made to them all, unless one has authority
to accept or refuse acceptance for all, in which case presentment may be
(1)

made
(2)

to

him only;

Where

the drawee

is

dead, presentment

may

be made to his per-

sonal representative
(3) Where the drawee has been adjudged a bankrupt or an insolvent or
has made an assignment for the benefit of creditors, presentment may be
made to him or to his trustee or assignee. (Acts 1924, p. 155.)

—

days presentment may be made. A bill may be
presented for acceptance on any day on which negotiable instruments
may be presented for payment under the provisions of sections 14-703
14-1204.

On what

;

'
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and

W

:

:

When

14-716.

acceptance

may

be

Saturday

made

is

§ 14-

not otherwise a holiday, presentment for

before 12 o'clock, noon, on that day. (Acts 1924,

p. 156.)

Cross-reference.

— Holidays

enumerated, see

14-1808.

§

—

Presentment where time is insufficient. Where the holder of
a bill drawn payable elsewhere than at the place of business or the r
dence of the drawee has not time with the exercise of reasonable diligence to present the bill for acceptance before presenting- it for payment
on the day that it falls due, the delay caused by presenting the bill for
acceptance before presenting it for payment is excused and does not discharge the drawers and indorscrs. (Acts 1924, p. 156.)
14-1205.

—

Where presentment is excused. Presentment for acceptance
excused and a bill may be treated as dishonored by nonacceptance in

14-1206.
is

either of the following cases

Where

(1)

the drawee

is

dead, or has absconded, or

son or a person not having capacity to contract by

is

a fictitious per-

bill

Where, after the exercise of reasonable diligence, presentment cannot be made;
(3) Where, although presentment has been irregular, acceptance has
been refused on some other ground. (Acts 1924, p. 156.)
(2)

14-1207.

When

dishonored by nonacceptance.

—A

bill is

dishonored by

nonacceptance

When

duly presented for acceptance and such acceptance as
prescribed by this Title is refused or cannot be obtained or

(1)
is

it is

;

When

(2)

presentment for acceptance

is

excused and the

bill

is

not

accepted. (Acts 1924, p. 156.)

—

where bill not accepted. Where a bill is duly
presented for acceptance and is not accepted within a prescribed time, the
person presenting it must treat the bill as dishonored by nonacceptance,
or he loses the right of recourse against the drawer and indorsers. (x\cts

Duty

14-1208.

of holder

1924, p. 157.)

14-1209. Rights of holder

where

bill

not accepted.

—

r

hen a

bill is dis-

honored by nonacceptance, an immediate right of recourse against the
drawers and indorsers accrues to the holder and no presentment for pay-

ment

is

necessary. (Acts 1924, p. 157.)

CHAPTER

14-13.

PROTEST.

Sec.

Sec.

In what cases protest neces-

14-1302.

How

protest made.

14-1307.

14-1303.

14-1304.

By whom protest made.
When protest to be made.

14-1308.

Protest both for nonacceptance and nonpayment.
Protest before maturity where
acceptor insolvent.
When protest dispensed with.

14-1305.

Where

14-1309.

Protest where

14-1301.

14-1306.

sary.

14-1301. In

pearing on

its

protest made.

what cases protest necessary.
face to be such

is

—Where

bill is lost, etc.

a foreign

dishonored by nonacceptance,

it

bill

ap-

must be
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duly protested for nonacceptance, and where such a bill which has not
previously been dishonored by nonacceptance is dishonored by nonpayment, it must be duly protested for nonpayment. If it is not so protested, the drawer and indorsers are discharged. Where a bill does not appear on its face to be a foreign bill, protest thereof in case of dishonor
unnecessary. (Acts 1924, p. 157.)
Editorial Note.

— Section

is

"When

4280 of the Code of 1910 provided as follows:

exchange and promissory notes are made for the purpose of negotiation, or
intended to be negotiated at any chartered bank, and the same are not paid at maturity, notice of the nonpayment thereof, and of the protest of the same for nonpayment or nonacceptance, must be given to the indorsers thereon within a reasonable time, either personally or by post (if the residence of the indorser be
known), or the indorser will not be held liable thereon; but it shall not be neces-

bills of

sary to protest in order to bind indorsers, except in the following cases, to wit:
When a paper is made payable on its face at a bank or banker's office. 2. When
1.
it is discounted at a bank or banker's office.
3. When it is left at a bank or banker's office for collection."

14-1302.

How

protest made.

—The protest must be annexed to the

must contain a copy thereof, and must be under the hand and
the notary making it, and must specify:
or

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

bill,

seal of

The time and place of presentment;
The fact that presentment was made and the manner thereof;
The cause or reason for protesting the bill;
The demand made and the answer given, if any, or the fact that

the drawee or acceptor could not be found. (Acts 1924, p. 157.)
14-1303.

By whom

(1)

A

(2)

By any

protest made.

notary public; or
respectable resident of the place where the

ored, in the presence of
p.

— Protest may be made by:

two

or

more

bill is

credible witnesses.

dishon-

(Acts 1924,

157.)

14-1304.

protest

When

protest to be made.

must be made on the day

When

—When

a

bill

is

protested, such

of its dishonor, unless delay

is

excused

has been duly noted, the protest may
be subsequently extended as of the date of the noting.
(Acts 1924,
as herein provided.

a

bill

p. 158.)

Where

—A

must be protested at the place
where it is dishonored, except that when a bill drawn payable at the place
of business or residence of some person other than the drawee, has been
dishonored by nonacceptance, it must be protested for nonpayment at
the place where it is expressed to be payable, and no further presentment
for payment to, or demand on, the drawee is necessary.
(Acts 1924,
14-1305.

protest made.

bill

p. 158.)

—

both for nonacceptance and nonpayment. A bill
which has been protested for nonacceptance may be subsequently protested for nonpayment. (Acts 1924, p. 158.)
14-1306. Protest

14-1307. Protest before maturity

where acceptor

insolvent.

—Where

the acceptor has been adjudged a bankrupt or an insolvent, or has

an assignment for the benefit of creditors, before the
holder

may

cause the

bill

bill

made

matures, the

to be protested for better security against

drawer and indorsers. (Acts 1924,

p. 158.)

—
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When

14-1308.

protest dispensed with.

g

— Protest

is

14-1

dispensed with by

any circumstances which would dispense with notice of dishonor. Delay in noting- or protesting is excused when delay is caused by circumult,
stances beyond the control of the holder and not imputable to hi
misconduct or negligence. When the cause of delay ceases to operate,
the

bill

must be noted or protested with reasonable

diligence.

(Acts

1924, p. 158.)

—

where bill is lost, etc. When a bill is lost or rtpstroyed, or is wrongly detained from the person entitled to hold it. protest may be made on a copy or written particulars thereof. (Acts 1924,
14-1309. Protest

p. 158.)

CHAPTER

14-14.

ACCEPTANCE FOR HONOR.
Sec.

Sec.
14-1401.

When

may

bill

be accepted for

Maturity of

14-1406.

honor.
14-1402.
i/in-j
14-1403.
i/i

Protest

accepted

for

14-1407.

the acceptor for

144409.

honor etc
Presentment for payment to
\
^
how
honor
acceptor
lor
,*
made.
When delay in making present-

14-1410.

Dishonor

*.

Liability

of

14-1408.

acceptor

of

for

«

.

v,

excused.

is

of bill
for honor.

honor.

When

r

,

ment

Agreement

bill
-

>

honor,
14-1405.

of

acceptance for honor
made.
wru
a
a*,
When deemed
be an acceptto u
r
j
ance for honor otr ±u
the drawer.

How

i

14-1404.

payable after

bill

sight.

by acceptor

—

may

be accepted for honor. Where a bill of exchange has been protested for dishonor by nonacceptance or protested
for better security and is not overdue, any person not being a party, already liable thereon, may, with the consent of the holder, intervene and
accept the bill supra protest for the honor of any party liable thereon, or
for the honor of the person for whose account the bill is drawn. The acceptance for honor may be for the part only of the sum for which the bill
is drawn; and where there has been an acceptance for honor for one
party, there may be a further acceptance by a different person for the
honor of another party. (Acts 1924, p. 159.)
14-1401.

bill

—

How

acceptance for honor made. An acceptance for honor
supra protest must be in writing and indicate that it is an acceptance for
honor, and must be signed by the acceptor for honor. (Acts 1924, p. 159.)
14-1402.

When deemed

an acceptance for honor of the drawer.
Where an acceptance for honor does not expressly state for whose honor
it is made, it is deemed to be an acceptance for the honor of the drawer.
14-1403.

(Acts 1924,

to be

p. 159.)

14-1404. Liability of the acceptor for honor.
is

liable to the holder

for

and to

all

whose honor he has accepted. (Acts

14-1405.

Agreement

—The

acceptor for honor

parties to the bill subsequent to the party
1924, p 159.)

of acceptor for honor.

—The acceptor

for honor,

by

such acceptance, engages that he will on due presentment pay the bill
according to the terms of his acceptance, provided it shall not have been
paid by the drawee, and provided also that it shall have been duly pre-

:

I
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sented for payment and protested for nonpayment and notice of dishonor
given to him. (Acts 1924, p. 159.)
14-1406. Maturity of bill payable after sight.

—Where

a bill payable

accepted for honor, its maturity is calculated from the date
of the noting of nonacceptance, and not from the date of the acceptance

after sight

is

for honor.

(Acts 1924,

p. 159.)

14-1407. Protest of bill accepted for honor, etc.

—Where a dishonored

has been accepted for honor supra protest, or contains a reference in
case of need, it must be protested for nonpayment before it is presented
for payment to the acceptor for honor or referee in case of need. (Acts
bill

1924, p 100.)

Presentment for payment to acceptor for honor; how made.
Presentment for payment to the acceptor for honor must be made as
14-1408.

—

follows

be presented in the place where the protest for nonpayment was made, it must be presented not later than the day following
If it is to

(1)

its

maturity.

be presented in some ot'her place than the place where
it was protested, then it must be forwarded within the time specified in
section 14-816. (Acts 1924, p. 160.)
If it is to

(2)

14-1409.

When

delay in making presentment

where there

visions of section 14-712 apply

ment

to the acceptor for

honor or referee

is

is

excused.

—The

pro-

delay in making present-

in case of need.

(Acts 1924,

p. 160.)

14-1410.

—

by acceptor for honor. When the bill is disacceptor for honor, it must be protested for nonpayment

Dishonor of

honored by the
by him. (Acts 1924,

bill

p. 160.)

CHAPTER

PAYMENT FOR HONOR.

14-15.

Sec.

Sec.
14-1501.

Who may

make payment

on subsequent parties
where bill is paid for honor.

for

14-1505.

Effect

How payment for honor made.

14-1506.

Where

honor.
14-1502.
14-1503.
14-1504.

Declaration before payment
for honor.
Preference of parties offering
to pay for honor.

14-1501.

ceiv e

14-1507.

protest.

Rights of payer for honor.

—

Who may make

protested for

holder refuses to re-

payment supra

payment for honor. Where a bill has been
nonpayment, any person may intervene and pay it supra

protest for the honor of any person liable thereon or for the honor of the

person for whose account

it

was drawn. (Acts

1924, p. 160.)

How payment for honor made. —The

payment for honor supra
protest, in order to operate as such and not as a mere voluntary payment,
must be attested by a notarial act of honor which may be appended to
14-1502.

the protest or form an extension to
14-1503. Declaration before

it.

(Acts 1924,

payment

for honor.

p. 160.)

—The

notarial act of

honor must be founded on a declaration made by the payer for honor or

—

-
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by

his

agent

§ 14-1

pay the

in that behalf, declaring- his intention to

honor, and for whose honor he pays. (Acts 1924,
14-1504. Preference of parties offering to

pay

for

bill

p. 161.)

for honor.

— Where

t

or more persons offer to pay a bill for the honor of different parties, the
person whose payment will discharge most parties to the bill is to be

given the preference. (Acts 1924,

p. 161.)

—

on subsequent parties where bill is paid for honor.
Where a bill has been paid for honor, all parties subsequent to the party
for whose honor it is paid are discharged, but the payer for honor is subrogated for, and succeeds to, both the rights and duties of the holder as
regards the party for whose honor he pays and all parties liable to the
14-1505. Effect

latter.

(Acts 1924,

Where

14-1506.

Where

p. 161.)

holder refuses to receive payment supra protest.

payment supra protest, he
recourse against any party who would have been dis-

the holder of a

loses his right of

bill

refuses to receive

charged by such payment. (Acts 1924,
14-1507. Rights of payer for honor.

amount

to the holder the
to its dishonor,

(Acts 1924,

is

of the bill

—The payer for honor,

on paying

and the notarial expenses incidental
and the protest.

entitled to receive both the bill itself

p. 161.)

CHAPTER

BILLS IN A SET.

14-16.

Sec.

Sec.

one

14-1601.

Bills in sets constitute

14-1602.

Rights of holders where

14-1603.

bill.

14-1604.

Acceptance of

bills

drawn

in

sets.

dif-

ferent parts are negotiated.

14-1605.

of holder" who indorses two or more parts of
a set to different persons.

Payment by acceptor
drawn in sets.

14-1606.

Effect of discharging one of a

Liability

of bills

set.

14-1601. Bills in sets constitute one
set,

p. 161.)

bill.

—Where

a

drawn

bill is

in a

each part of the set being numbered and containing a reference to

the other parts, the whole of the parts constitutes one

bill.

(Acts 1924.

p. 161.)

14-1602. Rights

Where two

where

of holders

different

parts

are negotiated.

more parts of a set are negotiated to different holders in
due course, the holder whose title first accrues is as between such holders
the true owner of the bill. Nothing in this section shall affect the rights
of a person

or

who

in

him. (Acts 1924,

due course accepts or pays the part

14-1603. Liability of holder
different persons.

first

presented to

p. 161.)

who

indorses

two or more parts

of a set tD

—Where the holder of a set indorses two or more parts

to different persons, he

is

on every such part, and every indorser
on the part he has himself indorsed, as if

liable

subsequent to him is liable
such parts were separate bills. (Acts 1924,

—

drawn in sets. The acceptance may be
must be written on one part only. If the

14-1604. Acceptance of bills

written on any part and

it

p. 162.)

drawee accepts more than one

part,

and such accepted parts are nego-

Rtlls and Notes.
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i

,

tiated to different holders in due course, he
as

if it

were

14-1605.

ceptor of a

a separate bill.

(Acts 1924,

is

on every such part

liable

p. 162.)

—

Payment by acceptor of bills drawn in sets. When the acbill drawn in a set pays it without requiring the part bearing
up to him, and that part at maturity is
a holder in due course, he is liable to the

his acceptance to be delivered

outstanding in the hands of
holder thereon. (Acts 1924,

p.

162.)

14-1606. Effect of discharging one of a set.

— Except

as herein other-

wise provided, where any one part of a bill drawn in a set is discharged
by payment or otherwise the whole bill is discharged. (Acts 1924, p. 162.)

CHAPTER

14-17.

PROMISSORY NOTES AND CHECKS.
Sec.

Sec.
14-1701.

Negotiable

promissory

note

14-1705.

defined.
14-1702.

Certification

of

check;

effect

of.

Payment

14-1706.

in specifics.

where the

Effect

check procures

14-1703.

Check

14-1704.

Within what time a check must

defined.

it

holder of
to be cer-

tified.

14-1707.

be presented.

When

check operates as an
assignment.

14-1701. Negotiable promissory note defined.

—A

negotiable promis-

sory note within the meaning of this Title is an unconditional promise in writing made by one person to another, signed by the maker,

engaging to pay on demand, or at a fixed or determinable future time, a

money or in cotton or other articles of value to order or
Where a note is drawn to the maker's own order, it is not
to bearer.
complete until indorsed by him. If it is made payable in articles of
sum

certain in

value other than money, and payment

may

not punctually made, the holder
recover the value of such articles at the time the note was due, at

the place where

is

was payable, if a specific place is mentioned, otherwhere it was made, with lawful interest thereon. (Acts

it

wise at the place
1924, p. 162.)

—

Editorial Note. Under the Uniform Negotiable Instruments Law a promissory
note must be made payable in a sum certain in money. A provision for payment
in specifics would defeat negotiability.
See § 14-201 and note. This section follows the uniform law down to the provision that it may be payable in cotton or
other articles of value. The second sentence is also identical with it, but the
third sentence is taken from the prior law.

—All agreements to pay

Payment in specifics.
presumed to be made in favor

14-1702. (4271)
cifics

are

specifics, or in lieu thereof

he

may pay

in spe-

who may pay in
the debt in money

of the debtor

amount

the

of

determined by the values to be fixed as in the preceding section. (40
Ga. 80.)
Editorial Note.

— This

section has been retained as not superseded or repealed
Law of 1924.

by the Georgia Negotiable Instruments

—A

Check defined.
bank payable on demand.
14-1703.

provisions of this

mand apply

check

is

a

bill

of

exchange drawn on a

Except as herein otherwise provided, the
Title applicable to a bill of exchange payable on de-

to a check. (Acts 1924, p. 163.)

Cross-reference.

— Bill

of

exchange defined, see

§

14-1001.

Bills and Notes.
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—

Within what time a check must be presented. A check m
be presented for payment within a reasonable time after its issue, or the
drawer will be discharged from liability thereon to the extent of the
caused by the delay. (Acts 1924, p. 163.)
14-1704.

I

Cross-reference.

— Stale

checks, see

§

13-2049.

14-1705. Certification of check; effect of.

by the bank on which

it

acceptance. (Acts 1924,
Cross-references.
see § 13-2044.

is

certification

checks, see

where the holder

13-2037.

§

is

is

certified

equivalent to an

Forged or raised checks,

of check procures

—Where the holder of a check procures
drawer and

a check

163.)

p.

— Certifying

14-1706. Effect

drawn, the

—Where

it

to be certified.

to be accepted or certified, the

it

indorsers are discharged from liability thereon. (Acts

all

1924, p. 163.)

14-1707.

When

check operates as an assignment.

—A

check of

itself

does not operate as an assignment of any part of the funds to the credit

drawer with the bank, and the bank is not liable to the holder unand until, it accepts or certifies the check. (Acts 1924, p. 163.)

of the
less

—Assignment of fund,

Cross-references.

rupt, or insane depositor, see

PART

II.

§

see

§

85-1804.

Checks of deceased, bank-

13-2040.

MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS.

CHAPTER

IN GENERAL.

14-18.

Sec.

Sec.

14-1801.
14-1802.

Bonds,

negotiable;
not required.
etc.,

Purchaser takes note or con-

14-1805.

seal

tract subject to equities.

Transfer of secured note car-

Notes or contracts for cor-

14-1806.

porate stock sold by promo-

ries security.

14-1803.
14-1804.

ters.

Indorser sued with maker.
Notes or contracts for patent

14-1807.

Purchaser takes note or con-

right, copyright, or proprietary right.

14-1808.

trac * subject to equities,
Public holidays.

14-1801. (4274) Bonds, etc., negotiable; seal not required.
specialties, or other contracts in writing for the

payment

of

—All bonds,

money

or any

judgments and executions from any court in
this State, are transferable by indorsement or written assignment in the
same manner as bills of exchange and promissory notes. No indorsement or assignment need be under seal. (Act 1799, Cobb, 519.)
article of property,

Cross-references.

and

all

—Transfer of judgments and executions, and the rights of trans-

ferees, see §§ 39-401, 110-901.
Transfer of registered State bonds, see § 87-118.
Rights of assignee of choses in action, see § 85-1803. Definition of specialty, see
Holder having lien on instrument is holder for value to extent of lien.
§ 20-104.

see

§

14-304.

Warehouse

receipts negotiable in form, see

liens, generally, see §§ 67-1706, 67-1707, 67-2302.

livery or indorsement, see

than

bills

§

23-1606.

111-105.

Transfer of

Inference as to corporate securities other

and notes being negotiable, see

—

§

County orders negotiable by de-

§

14-606.

Editorial Note. This Chapter and Chapter 14-99 are not a part of the Negotiable
Instruments Law. See last sentence of § 14-206 and note thereunder.

§
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(4276) Transfer of secured note carries security.

— The trans-

secured by a mortgage or otherwise conveys to the transIf more than one note is secured and
feree the benefit of the security.
the mortgagee transfers some and retains others, the holder of the transfer of notes

ferred notes has a preference over the mortgagee
ficient to

pay

all

Cross-references.

14-1803.

may

the notes. (74 Ga. Ill

—Transfer

;

the security

if

is

insuf-

32 Ga. 228.)

of liens generally, see §§ 67-1706, 67-1707, 67-2302.

(4283) Indorser sued with maker.

—In

all

cases the indorser

be sued in the same action, and in the same county, with the maker,

or drawer, or acceptor. (Act 1826, Cobb, 594.)

—

Cross-references. Order in which parties are liable on negotiable instruments,
see § 14-609. This section is applicable to instruments coming within the meaning
of § 14-1S01.
When maker and indorser reside in different counties, see §§ 3-205,
3-303.

Notes or contracts for patent right, copyright, or
proprietary right. All promissory notes, contracts, or other evidences of
debt, taken by any person, agent, company, or corporation, for the pur14-1804. (4293)

—

chase price of any patent right, copyright or proprietary right, or territory for the sale of any such right, or for the sale of any patented article

where there is a proprietary
ownership or right, and sold by such person, agent, company, or corporation, through or by any peddler, agent, or traveling salesman, traveling for the purpose of making such sales, shall have expressed on the
or thing, or copyrighted article or thing, or

face of such note, contract, or other evidence of debt the consideration

which the same was given:
Provided, this section shall not apply to merchants or manufacturers selling and delivering such goods directly from their stores or warehouses
of the same, stating the thing or article for

(Acts 1897,

in the regular course of business.

Cross-references.
ble Instruments

p. 81.)

— Penalty for violation

Law

of this section, see
did not alter this section, see § 14-206.

§

Negotia-

14-9901.

14-1805. (4294) Purchaser takes note or contract subject to equities.

—Any person,

firm, or

company

or corporation,

who may

note, contract, or other evidence of debt given for

things set forth in the preceding section,

note

is

when

expressed on the face thereof as

is

any

purchase any

of the articles or

the consideration of said

provided in said section,

whether before due and without notice or otherwise, where the con-

same with all the equities existing between the original parties; and the maker of such note, contract, or
other evidence of debt shall have the right to make any defense to the
payment of same as against such purchasers that could have been made
sideration

is

so expressed, shall take the

against the original payee. (Acts 1897, pp. 81, 82.)

—

Cross-references. Assignment of choscs in action, see
Law did not alter this section, see § 14-206.

§

85-1803.

Negotiable

Instruments

Notes or contracts for corporate stock sold by promoters.—
All promissory notes, contracts or other evidences of debt, taken by any
person, company or corporation, agent or promoter, for the purchase
price of any gold mining stock, silver mining stock, oil well stock, insur14-1806.

ance stock, or any other stock

in

any incorporated company, domestic

Dills and Notes.
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§

14-1808

or foreign, and sold by any peddler, agent or traveling salesman or pro-

on
moter, traveling for the purpose of making sales, shall have exp
the face of such notes, contracts or other evidence of debt, the considera'

tion of the same, stating for

what the same was given:

Provided, this

law shall not apply to sales after the original purchase price has been
paid and certificates of stock have been issued. (Acts 1912, p. 153. )

—

Cross-references. Penalty for violation of this section, see § 14-9902. NegotiaBlue sky law, see
ble Instruments Law did not repeal this section, see § 14-206.
Title 97, Securities.

14-1807. Purchaser takes note or contract subject to equities.

who may purchase any

person, firm or corporation

— Any

note, contract or other

evidence of debt, given for any of the stock set forth in section 14-1806,
when the consideration is expressed in the face of the note or contract as
required in said section, whether before due and without notice, or other-

where the consideration is so expressed, shall take the same with
all the equities existing between the original parties and the maker of
such note, contract or other evidence of debt, and the maker shall have
the right to make any defense to the payment of same as against such
purchasers that could have been made against the original payee. (Acts
wise,

1912, p. 154.)
Cross-reference.
§

—Negotiable

Instruments

Law

did not alter this section, see

14-206.

—The

commonly
called New Year's Day; the nineteenth day of January, known as Lee's
Birthday; the twenty-second day of February, known as Washington's
Birthday; the twenty-sixth day of April, known as Memorial Day; the
third day of June, known as the birthday of Jefferson Davis the fourth
day of July, called Independence Day; the first Monday in September,
known as Labor Day; the eleventh day of November, commonly
known as Armistice Day; the twenty-fifth day of December, known
as Christmas Day; and any day appointed or recommended by
14-1808. (4284) Public

holidays.

first

of

January,

;

the Governor, or the President of the United States, or any municipal
authority, as a day of thanksgiving, or fasting and prayer, or other

and any other day declared by the law to be a
public holiday, shall be treated and considered for all purposes of this
Title as the first day of the week, commonly called Sunday, and as public holidays. (Act 1850, Cobb, 522; Acts 1870, p. 69; 1871-2, p. 23; 1874,
religious observances

p. 19; 1889, p.

;

72; 1893, p. 115; 1894, p. 47; 1897, p. 119; 1929, p. 211.)

—How

Cross-references.
time computed when last day falls on Sunday or holiday, see § 14-105. Time of maturity of negotiable instrument, see § 14-716. Observance by schools, see §§ 32-1503, 32-1504.

—

Editorial Note. This section is not a part of the Negotiable Instruments Law,
it has been retained because it contains the only enumeration of holidays for
commercial purposes in the Code. The Negotiable Instruments Law makes no
such enumeration. The provision making November 11 a holiday was codified as
a part of this section, being taken from Acts 1929, p. 211. The expression "for all
purposes of this Title" was inserted in lieu of the provision "for all purposes whatsoever, as regards the presenting for payment or acceptance, and the protesting
and giving notice of the dishonor, of bills of exchange, bank checks, and promissory notes," which appeared between the word "shall" and the words "be treated
and considered," and for the provision "and all such bills, checks, and notes, otherwise presentable for acceptance or payment on said days, shall be deemed to be
presentable for acceptance or payment on the next business day thereafter," which
appeared at the end of the section.

but

§

Bills and Notes.
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CHAPTER

14-99.
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CRIMES.

IN GENERAL.
Sec.

Sec.
14-9901.

Illegal

sale

copyright,

patent

of

right,

14-9902.

Illegal sale of corporate stock,

•proprietary-

or

right.

14-9901.

(635 P. C.) Illegal sale of patent right, copyright, or proprie-

tary right.

—

by

any

selling

If

any person

shall violate the provisions of section 14-1804,

of the articles

mentioned

without express-

in that section

on the face of notes or contracts or other evidences of debt given
for the purchase price the article or thing for which the same was given,
ing-

he shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1897,
14-9902. Illegal sale of corporate stock.

—Any

violating the provisions of section 14-1806,

by

p. 81.)

person or corporation

selling

any of the stocks

mentioned therein without expressing on the face of the notes or contracts or other evidence of debt the consideration for

which the same was

given, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and on conviction shall be pun-

ished as provided by section 27-2506. (Acts 1912,

BILLS OF EXCEPTIONS:

See Title

6,

p. 154.)

Appeal and Error, Chapter

6-9; Title 24, Courts, Chapters 24-36, 24-45.

BILLS OF PEACE:

See Title 37, Equity, Chapter 37-14.

BILL OF RIGHTS:

See Title

Chapters 2-1 to

2,

Constitution of the State of Georgia,

2-5.

BILLIARD ROOMS:

See Title 84, Professions, Businesses, and Trades,

Chapter 84-16.

BLACKMAIL: See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment, Chapter
BLIND ACADEMY: See Title 35, Eleemosynary Institutions,

26-18.

Chapter

35-7.

BLUE SKY LAW: See Title 97, Securities.
BOARD OF BAR EXAMINERS: See Title
Chapter

9,

Attorneys at Law,

9-1.

BOARD OF REGENTS OF UNIVERSITY SYSTEM:

See Title

32,

Education, Chapter 32-1.

BOARD OF CONTROL OF ELEEMOSYNARY INSTITUTIONS:
See Title 35 Eleemosynary Institutions, Chapter 35-1
Social Welfare, Chapter 99-1.
;

BOARD OF EXAMINERS

of various
Businesses,
Professions,
and Trades.

professions:

BOARDING HOUSES: See Title 52, Hotels and Inns.
BOLL WEEVIL: See Title 5, Agriculture, Chapter 5-7.

See

;

Title 99,

Title

84,

Bonds
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— Boundaries.

BONDS:

See Title 76, Peace Warrants and Behavior Bonds; Title 87,
Public Finance; Title 89, Public Officers, Chapter 89-4; Title 97,
curities; Title 103, Suretyship.

BOND COMMISSIONER:

See Title 40, Executive Department,

CI.

ter 40-12.

BONDED PUBLIC WAREHOUSEMEN:
men, Chapter

BOUNDARIES:

See Title 111,

Warehou

e-

111-1.

See Title 23, Counties, Chapters 23-3, 23-4; Title 85,
Property, Chapters 85-13, 85-16.

TITLE

15

BOUNDARIES AND JURISDICTION OF

THE STATE.
Sec

C'np.

-

15-101

15-1.

Boundaries and boundary lines

15-2.

Jurisdiction of the State

15-3.

Jurisdiction over certain land ceded to or acquired by the

*

15-201

15-301

United States

CROSS-REFERENCES.
Condemnation by State or National Government:
Chapter 36-11.
State as one supreme judicial

CHAPTER

14-1.

See Title

district:

15-102.

Courts,

§

24-3701.

Sec.

Boundaries of the State.
Line between Georgia and South

15-104.
15-105.

Carolina.
15-103.

24,

Eminent Domain,

36,

BOUNDARIES AND BOUNDARY LINES.

Sec.
15-101.

See Title

nda.

Line between Georgiaand North
Carolina and Tennessee.

15-101.

(16)

Boundaries of the State.

Line between Georgia and Alabama.
Line between Georgia and Flo-

—The boundaries

of Georgia as

deduced from the Constitution of Georgia, the Convention of Beaufort,
the Articles of Cession and Agreement with the United States of America
entered into on the 24th of April, 1802, the Resolution of General Assembly of December 8, 1826, and the adjudications and compromises
affecting Alabama and Florida, are as follows:

From

mouth

Savannah, along the stream
thereof to the fork or confluence made by the Rivers Keowee and Tugalo, and thence along said River Tugalo until the fork or confluence made
by said Tugalo and the River Chattooga, and up and along the same to
the point where it touches the northern boundary line of South Carolina,
and the southern boundary line of North Carolina, which is at a point on
the sea, or the

of the River

the 35th parallel of north latitude, reserving

all the islands in said Rivers
Savannah, Tugalo, and Chattooga, to Georgia; thence on said line of said
35th parallel, from said point of intersection, and on and along said line
west, to a point where it merges into and becomes the northern boundary line of Alabama it being the point fixed by the survey of the State of
Georgia, and known as Nickajack thence in a direct line to the great
bend of the Chattahoochee River, called Miller's Bend it being the line
run and marked by said survey and thence along and down the western
bank of said Chattahoochee River, along the line or limit of high-water
mark, to its junction with Flint River; thence along a certain line of survey made by Gustavus J. Orr, a surveyor on the part of Georgia, and W.
Whitner, a surveyor on the part of Florida, beginning at a fore-and-aft

—

;

—

;
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tree about four chains

§ 15-202

below the present junction; thence along

t!

designated 37 links north of Ell icon's Mound on the St.
Mary's River; thence along- the middle of said river to the Atlantic
east, to a point

Ocean, and extending therein three English miles from low-water mark;
thence running in a northeasterly direction and following the direction
of the Atlantic coast to a point opposite the mouth, or inlet, of said Savannah River; and from thence to the mouth or inlet of said Savannah
River, to the place of beginning; including all the lands, waters, islan
and jurisdictional rights within said limits, and also all the islands within 20 marine leagues of the seacoast. (Act 1788, Cobb, 150; Watkins'
Dig. 713-762; Acts 1916,

p. 29.)

—

Line between Georgia and South Carolina. The boundary between Georgia and South Carolina shall be the line described as running from the mouth of the River Savannah, up said river and the Rivers Tugalo and Chattooga, to the point where tjie last-named river intersects with the 35th parallel of north latitude, conforming as much as possible to the line agreed on by the commissioners of said States at Beaufort on the 28th of April, 1787.
15-102. (17)

Line between Georgia and North
see.
The boundary between Georgia and North
and Tennessee shall be the line described as the
latitude, from the point of its intersection by the

Carolina and Tennes-

15-103. (18)

—

to the place called Nickajack.

(Acts 1887,

Carolina and Georgia

35th parallel of north

River Chattooga, west

p. 105.)

—

between Georgia and Alabama. The boundary line
between Georgia and Alabama shall be the line described from Xickajack to Miller's Bend on the Chattahoochee River, and down said river
(19) Line

15-104.

to its junction with the Flint River.

—

Line between Georgia and Florida. The boundary line
between Georgia and Florida shall be the line described from the junction of the Flint and Chattahoochee Rivers to the point 37 links north
of Ellicott's Mound, on the St. Mary's River; thence down said river to
the Atlantic Ocean. (Acts 1859, p. 23.)
15-105. (20)

CHAPTER

15-2.

JURISDICTION OF THE STATE.
Sec.

Sec.
15-201.

Extent of sovereignty and ju-

15-202.

risdiction.

15-201. (21

;

21 P. C.)

denizens and temporary sojourners.

Citizens,

Extent of sovereignty and

jurisdiction.

—The

sovereignty and jurisdiction of this State extend to all places within the
limits of her boundaries, except so far as she has voluntarily ceded the

same

to the

United States or adjacent States over particular

localities.

—

Cross-reference. Protection to persons and property the duty of the government, see Const., Art. I, Sec. I, Par. II (§ 2-102).

15-202. (22, 2172; 22 P. C.) Citizens, denizens
ers.

—The

and

laws extend to all persons
whether as citizens, denizens, or temporary so-

jurisdiction of this State

while within

its limits,

and temporary sojourn-

its

journers.
Cross-references.

— Suit

against citizens of another State,

property of transient persons taxed, see

§

92-106.

see

§

81-205.

How

Boundaries and Jurisdiction of the State.

15-301

§

392

CHAPTER 15-3. JURISDICTION OVER CERTAIN LAND
CEDED TO OR ACQUIRED BY THE UNITED STATES.
Sec.

Sec.
15-301,

15-303.

Cession to the United States
of land for *public buildings,
c

.

of vesting of jurisdiction;

exemption of land from taxation.

.

torts, etc.

15-304.
15-302.

Time

Jurisdiction over lands ceded or
acquired.

_

,

Forest reserves by Federal Goveminent in mountain region

and

Okefenokee Swamp.

in

Cession to the United States of land for public buildings,
forts, etc.
The consent of the State is hereby given, in accordance with
the 17th clause, section 8, of Article I, of the Constitution of the United
15-301.

{25)

—

by the United States, by purchase, condemnation or otherwise, of any lands in this State which have been or
may hereafter be acquired for sites for customs houses, courthouses, post
offices, or for the erection of forts, magazines, arsenals, dockyards, and
the

States, to

acquisition

other needful buildings. (Acts 1906,
Cross-references.

p.

126; 1927, p. 352.)

— Exclusive

Sec. 8 (§ 1-125. H 17).
piers, see § 23-2003.

jurisdiction of Congress, see Const. U. S., Art. I,
Jurisdiction of the United States over certain bridges and

— Exclusive jurisdiction

and over any lands
so acquired by the United States is hereby ceded to the United States for
all purposes except service upon such lands of all civil and criminal
15-302. (26) Jurisdiction.

in

process of the courts of this State; but the jurisdiction so ceded shall

continue no longer than said United States shall own such lands. The
State retains its civil and criminal jurisdiction over persons and citizens

ceded territory, as over other persons and citizens in this State.
Nothing herein shall interfere with the jurisdiction of the United States
over any matter or subjects set out in the Acts of Congress donating
in said

money

for the erection of public buildings for the transaction of its busi-

ness in this State, or with any laws, rules, or regulations, that Congress

may adopt

ceded territory,
(Acts 1890-1, p. 201

in said
in.

and protection of its property and rights
and the proper maintenance of good order there-

for the preservation

Time

;

1927, p. 352.)

redemption of lands from taxjurisdiction hereby ceded shall not vest until the United
States shall have acquired the title to the said lands by purchase, condemnation, or otherwise; and as long as the said lands shall remain the
property of the United States when acquired as aforesaid, and no longer,
the same shall be and continue exempt and exonerated from all State,
county, and municipal taxation, assessment, or other charges which may
be levied or imposed under authority of the State. (Acts 1927, p. 352.)
15-303.

ation.

—The

of vesting of jurisdiction;

15-304. Forest reserves

by Federal Government

—

in

mountain region

Okefenokee Swamp. The consent of the State is hereby given
to the acquisition by the United States by purchase or gift, or by condemnation according to law, of only such lands as may be contracted,
proposed, or offered for sale in writing by the ostensible owner to the
United States, in which the owner consents to such condemnation of
such lands in the mountain region of Georgia and in the Okefenokee
Swamp as in the opinion of the State and Federal Governments may be
needed for the establishment of national forest reserves, forest experi-

and

in

5
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ment

8

l

any development purpc
best suited on these lands to be acquired by the United State:-,:
Provided, that the State shall retain concurrent jurisdiction with the United
States in and over such lands in so far as civil process is concerned in
all cases, and such criminal process as may issue under the authority
of the State against any person charged with the commission of any
crime without or within said jurisdiction may be executed thereon in
like manner as if this law had not been enacted: and Provided, that in
all condemnation proceedings the rights of the Federal Government shall
be limited to the specific objects set forth by the laws of the United
stations, wild-life sanctuaries, or for

States in regard to forest reserves or wild-life sanctuaries.

(Acts 1929,

p. 239.)

—

Editorial Note. Since the adoption of the Code of 1895 the following cessions
have been made to the United States:

— Roadway in Ringgold and upon the public road.
— Ground for a fishery in Meriwether county.
— National Park in Fulton county.
— Government building in the city of Atlanta.
—United States Prison in Fulton county.
— National Forest Reserve.
— Chickamauga, Chattanooga National Park.
— National Park approaches in Catoosa and Whitfield counties.
— Government building in Athens.
—^Government building in Savannah.
— Chickamauga National Park.
— Government buildings Valdosta and Atlanta.
—Fort Screven on Tybee Island.
—Fish culture in Meriwether county.
— Government road in Walker county.
— Fort Oglethorpe in Catoosa and Walker counties.
— Certain marsh lands for opening inland waterway Camden
county.
— National Forest Reserve (Acts 1901,
amended).

Acts
Acts
Acts
Acts
Acts
Acts
Acts
Acts
Acts
Acts
Acts
Acts
Acts
Acts
Acts
Acts
Acts

897,
898,
899,
899,
899,
901,
901,
902,
902,
902,
902,
904,
904,
906,
910,
912,
914,

Acts
Acts

917, p. 182.
918, p. 206.— National

p. 109.
p. 102.

92.

p.
p.

93.

p.

94.

p.

84.

85.
110.
p. 111.
p. 112.
p. 113.
p. 108.
p. 110.
p. 125.
p. 132.
p. 113.
p. 154.
p.
p.

in

in

p. 84,

Forest Reserve (Acts 1917,

p.

182,

amended).

BREACH OF THE PEACE:

See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment,
Chapters 26-51 to 26-55; Title 76, Peace Warrants and Behavior
Bonds.

BRIBERY:
BRIDGES:

See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment, Chapter 26-41.
See Title

23, Counties,

Chapters 23-19, 23-20;

Title

95,

Roads, Bridges, and Ferries.

BROKERS:

See Title 4, Agency; Title 12, Bailments, Chapters 12-4,
12-7; Title 84, Professions, Businesses, and Trades, Chapter
84-14; Title 92, Public Revenue, Chapter 92-5.
12-6,

BUDGET BUREAU:
40-4.

See Title 40, Executive Department, Chapter

TITLE

16.

BUILDING AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS.
Chap.

Sec.

16-

1.

Regulation in general

16-

2.

Interstate building

16-99.

16-101

and loan associations

16-201

Crimes

16-9901

CROSS-REFERENCES.
Loans on personal property:

See Title 12, Bailments, Chapter 12-5; Title 25,
Credit L'nions: Small Loans; Salary Buyers, Chapter 25-2.

Small loan business: See Title 25, Credit Unions; Small Loans; Salary Buyers,
Chapter 25-3.
See also Title 13, Banks and Banking; Title 109, Trust Companies.

CHAPTER

16-1.

REGULATION

Sec.
16-101.

15-102.

16-103.

IN GENERAL.

Sec.

Loans

to persons not
rate of interest.

members;

(2878)

Loans

Chapter to apply to

all

saving

institutions.

Contracts and securities construed valid.
Chapter not apply unless stockholders adopt it.

16-101.

16-104.

16-105.

to persons not

Foreclosure of mortgages; service of statement on mortgagor.

members;

rate of interest.

—All

building and loan associations, and other like associations doing' business

(and the term "other like associations" shall include a corporation organized to do a general savings and loan business, and among
other things lending its funds to members of the industrial and working
in this State

classes, or others,

ments and

its

own

and secured

in

whole or

in part

by personal indorse-

fully paid or installment stock, or its

own

fully paid

or installment certificates of indebtedness, or other personal property),
are authorized to lend

money

to persons not

holders therein, at eight per cent, or

and interest

thereof, nor share-

and to aggregate the principal
the entire period of the loan, and

less,

at the date of the loan for

sum

members

and the interest for the entire period
of the loan into monthly or other installments, and to take security by
mortgage with waiver of exemption or title, or both, upon and to real
estate situated in the county in which said building and loan association
may be located and such building and loan association shall be construed to be located in any county wherein it has an office, agent or resident correspondent: Provided, however, the associations shall not be
to divide the

of the principal

;

compelled to lend their funds exclusively in the manner hereinbefore
specified, but also shall have authority to make loans to members of the
industrial and working classes and to all other persons, due at fixed intervals not exceeding 12 months, and secured in whole or in part by personal indorsements and by its own fully paid stock, or stock payable on
the installment plan, certificates of indebtedness, fully paid or payable
on the installment plan, or both indorsements and such securities, or
other personal security and choses in action, and on such loans so made

Building and Loan Associations.
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and secured as aforesaid, it shall be lawful to deduct interest in advance,
but not to exceed eight per cent, discount, and the installment payments,
if any, made on such hypothecated stock or certificate:-: of indebtedm
during the time the loan is of force may or may not hear interest, at
option of the association, and the taking of said installment payments on
said hypothecated stock, certificates of indebtedness, choses in action, or
other evidences of indebtedness shall not be deemed usurious. (Acts
1888, p. 47; 1905, p. 83; 1910, p. 55; 1913, p. 54.)

—

Legal rate of interest, see § 57-101. Corporations chartered
to borrow and lend money, acquiring powers of trust companies,
see §§ 109-302 to 109-306. But see § 109-509.
Cross-references.

by superior court

16-102. (2879) Contracts

made and

and

securities construed valid.

—All contracts

securities taken in accordance with this Chapter shall be valid

for the full

amount

of principal

held usurious. (Acts 1888,

and

and

interest charged,

shall not

be

p. 47.)

—

Chapter not apply unless stockholders adopt it. Nothing in this Chapter shall be held to apply to any building and loan association, unless said association shall, by a vote of a majority of its stockholders, adopt the provisions of this Chapter as an amendment to its
16-103. (2880)

charter.

(Acts 1888,

p. 47.)

—

Chapter to apply to all saving institutions. All the
provisions of this Chapter are to apply to all saving institutions which
pay interest to depositors and whose deposits are not subject to check.
16-104. (2881)

(Acts 1889,

p. 180.)

16-105. (2882) Foreclosure

of mortgages;

service

of

—

statement on

mortgagor. No judgment of foreclosure shall be given in favor of any
building and loan association, upon any mortgage executed to it, unless it shall have served upon the mortgagor, at least 30 days before
the court at which such judgment shall be taken, a complete statement
of the amount for which it claims judgment, fully setting out the
amount claimed for principal, interest, and fines or penalties, and also
setting out the credit allowed for stock transferred to it as collateral,
and any other credit to which the mortgagor may be entitled. (Acts 1876,
p. 103.)

Cross-reference.

—Proceedings

CHAPTER

16-2.

to foreclose a

mortgage on

realty, see

§

67-201.

INTERSTATE BUILDING AND LOAN
ASSOCIATIONS.
Sec.

Sec.
16-201.

What

"building and loan asso-

16-208.

ciation" includes.
16-202.

16-203.

against

foreign

com-

panies.

Deposits by such associations.
Duties of Treasurer of State.
Certificate

Process

16-209.

Reciprocity.

16-210.

Fines, interest, or
usurious.

16-211.

Annual

issued by deposi-

premiums not

16-204.

tones.
Duties of association and de-

16-212.

Annual

16-205.

Interest, dues, etc.,

on deposits.

16-213.

16-206.

Deposits by associations organized in other States, and other
requisites for doing business.

Chapter not to apply to associations ceasing to do inter-

16-214.

How

pository.

16-207.

Bonds

of officers.

statements;

for failure to

forfeiture

tile.

fees.

state business.

building and

ciations licensed.

loan asso-

§

Building and Loan Associations.

16-201

16-201.

(2890)

What

name "building and
clude

all

396

"building and loan association" includes.

—The

loan association," as used in this Chapter, shall in-

corporations, societies, or organizations or associations doing a

savings and loan or investment business on the building society plan,
viz., loaning its funds to its members, whether issuing certificates of
stock which mature at a time fixed in advance or not, except those which
restrict their business to the county of their domicile and not more than

two other adjacent counties. (Acts
Cross-references.
tions may acquire
§ 109-509.

16-202.

— Power
powers

1890-1, p. 176; 1896, p. 52.)

to loan to nonmembers, see § 16-101.
What corporaof trust companies, see §§ 109-301, 109-302.
See also

(28S3) Deposits

by such

associations.

—All

building and loan

associations incorporated under the laws of this State

which do business
within and without the State, and all such associations organized under
the laws of other States and doing business in this State, and which are
required by law to make deposit of securities, are hereby required to deposit and keep on deposit with some one of the legally authorized State
depositories, or with a legally incorporated and duly authorized trust
company, to be selected by the board of directors of such association, in
trust for all its members and creditors, 75 per cent, of the amount of all
mortgages or other securities received by it in the usual course of its
business, such securities to be held and kept by such depository as now
required by law. (Acts 1897, p. 62.)

—

Cross-references. Power of trust companies to receive deposits of securities,
see § 119-201, 11 4. Duty of corporations to file annual returns, see § 22-1703. State
depositories, see Title 100, State Depositories.

16-203.

positories.

(2884) Duties of Treasurer of State.

— The Treasurer of the

Certificate issued

by

de-

State shall not be permitted to accept

and hold the deposit of securities as herein provided for, nor shall he be
required to make any examination of the affairs of said associations to
ascertain whether said associations have deposited 75 per cent, of all
their securities and otherwise complied with the requirements of law,
but the certificate of the particular depository or trust company that such
deposit has been made by the particular association shall be sufficient
evidence of that fact to the Treasurer. The certificate issued by such de-

company

on its face that the securities so deposited have not been examined by any State authority in order to ascertain whether or not 75 per cent, of the assets of such association
have been deposited. (Acts 1897, p. 62.)

pository or trust

shall state

—

When such mortwith
the said trust company or
gages or other securities are deposited
State depository, such company or State depository shall certify to the
Treasurer of this State that the said securities have been and are deposited with it, and the same shall not be surrendered to or returned to
the said association without the sanction of the State Treasurer: Provided, that every such corporation heretofore or hereafter organized,
whose mortgages or other securities so deposited do not amount to
$25,000, shall have 15 months after organization to deposit with said
State depository or trust company such additional securities as with the
securities so deposited shall equal in value the sum of $25,000; and every
such corporation, within 15 months after commencing to do business,
16-204. (2885) Duties of association

and depository.
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with the said depository or trust company, in trust as aforesaid, securities of the value of $25,000.
The securities mentioned in this
proviso shall consist of bonds or Treasury notes of the United State-,,
National or State bank notes, or bonds of this Slate or any other State
of the United States, or of any solvent city, town, or county of this
having legal authority to issue the same, or first mortgages on real esshall deposit

other legal securities aggregating in value $25,000; and such
securities may be withdrawn, from time to time, when mortgage securitate, or

corresponding value shall be deposited in lieu and place thereof, or
when other securities of equal character and value are substituted therefor.
Whenever any association incorporated under the laws of this State
is required by the laws of any other State, Territory, or Nation to make
a deposit of securities in such State, Territory, or Nation as a condition
of doing business therein, such association may deposit a portion of its
securities with the properly, authorized officer of such other State, Territory or Nation
Provided, however, that the amount of securities kept
on deposit in this State shall at all times equal 75 per cent, of the amount
of the loans made and then outstanding in this State, and that the securities so deposited in this State shall not thereby be reduced below
the sum of $25,000. (Acts 1890-1, p. 176; 1896, p. 52; 1897, p. 62.)
ties of

:

—

on deposits. All interest and dividends and premiums which may*accrue on securities held by said State
depository or by such trust company, and all dues or monthly payments
which may become payable on stock pledged as security for loans, the
mortgages for which are so deposited, may be collected and retained by
the association depositing such securities. Any mortgage or securities
which shall have been fully paid to said association, or which the borrower desires to pay off and discharge, and any mortgage or securities
upon which default has been made and of which said association shall desire possession for the purpose of collection or foreclosure, and all securities needed by it for deposit in any other State, Territory, or Nation
16-205.

(2886) Interest, dues,

etc.,

(according to the provisions of the preceding section), shall be surren-

dered by said State depository or trust company to the association depositing same, upon filing with said depository or trust

company an

affi-

davit of the president and secretary thereof, stating the reasons for desiring to
for

withdraw such

securities,

and such securities

any purpose other than that stated

when

said association

is

in the affidavit

shall not be
:

used

Provided, that

dissolved according- to the provisions of

its

char-

and ceases to do business, all securities deposited by it shall be returned to it upon furnishing said State depository or trust company with
ter,

satisfactory evidence of the fact of

its

posited with said State depository or trust
if

deemed advisable by the

Bonds or stocks decompany, as aforesaid, shall,

dissolution.

association, be surrendered to the association

depositing same, for the purpose of being converted into cash and loaned

on

real estate.

16-206.

(Acts 1890-1,

(2887) Deposits

p.

by

176; 1897,

p. 62.)

associations organized in other States, and

other requisites for doing business.

—No

building and loan association

organized under the laws of any other State, Territory, or foreign Government shall do business in this State unless said association shall de-

—
§
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and continually thereafter keep deposited, in trust for all of its
members and creditors, with some responsible trust compay, or with the
St
depository of this or some other State of the United States, 75 per

posit,

.

cent, of all its securities; all of the personal obligations of its

taken

members

ordinary course of business of such association and secured
mortgages on real estate 75 per cent, of all dividends and inter-

in the

by

first

est

which may accrue on

;

company

by the trust

securities held in trust, as aforesaid,

or the State depository, as provided for herein.

All dues or

monthly payments which may become payable on stock pledged as security for loans, the mortgages for which are on deposit in accordance
with the provisions of this Chapter, may be collected and retained by the
association depositing such securities or mortgages.
said building

and loan association

of said securities so deposited

is

in this State

less

than

all

Any

on deposit,

securities of

if

the

of its securities,

amount

may, from

time to time, be withdrawn, if others of equal value are substituted thereEvery building and loan association, organized under the laws of
for.

any State, Territory, or foreign Government,
to do business in this State
1.

shall, before

File with the Secretary of State a duly authenticated

commencing
copy of

its

charter or articles of incorporation.
2.

File with the secretary of State the certificate of the proper State

another State, or the president or secretary of some responsible
trust company, certifying that it has on deposit 75 per cent, of all the
securities, not less than $25,000, of the kind and amount required by the
laws of such other State, taken in the regular course of business, in trust

officer of

for all the
3.

members and

creditors of such building

and loan association.

File with the Secretary of State a duly authenticated

copy of a

res-

olution adopted by the board of directors of such association, stipulat-

ing and agreeing that

any

such association be
served on said Secretary of State, and a copy thereof be mailed, postage
prepaid by the party procuring the issuing of the same, or his attorney,
to said association, addressed to its home office, then such service and
mailing of such process shall have the same effect as personal service on
if

legal process affecting

said association in this State.
4.

Pay

the Secretary of State $50 as fees for filing the papers

tioned in this section. (Acts 1890-1, Vol.
Cross-reference.

—Licensing

I,

men-

p. 176.)

building and loan associations, see

§

16-214.

—

Bonds of officers. All officers of any building and loan
association governed by this Chapter, who handle or have the custody
16-207.

of

any

(2896)

of the funds of such association, shall give sufficient

bonds for the
performance of their duties as the board of directors may require,
and no such officer shall be deemed qualified to enter upon the duties of
faithful

approved by the board of directors with whom
such bond shall be filed. The penalty for a failure of any association to
file and maintain the bonds or policy as required by the provisions of
this section, shall be a fine of $100 for each day such association transacts
business after such bond has become due under the provisions of this
Chapter. Said bond or policy shall be held in trust for the benefit and
his office until his

bond

protection of the

members

is

of

such association, and shall be enforceable
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by any member whenever cause

§ 16-212

of action shall accrue thereon.

(Acts

1890-1, pp. 176, 181.)

16-208.

(2888) Process

against

companies.

foreign

— When

p:

against or affecting any foreign building and loan association is served
on the Secretary of State, the same shall be by duplicate copies, one of

which shall be filed in the office of said Secretary of State, and the other
by him immediately mailed, postage prepaid, to the home office of said
association. The word "process" in this Chapter shall include any writ,
summons, complaint, declaration, or order, whereby an action, suit, or
proceeding shall be commenced, or which shall be issued in or upon any
action, suit, or proceeding at law or in equity authorized by law in this
State. Thirty days' time shall be allowed to answer in any action, suit
or proceeding. (Acts 1890-1, p. 176.)
Cross-reference.

16-209.

— Service

on corporations, see

(2889) Reciprocity.

—When,

Territory, or Nation, any taxes,

money

§

22-1101.

by the laws

of

any other

State,

fines, penalties, license fees, deposits of

or securities, or other obligations or prohibitions are imposed on

building and loan associations of this State, doing business in such other

upon their agents therein, so long as such
laws continue of force, the same obligations or prohibitions of whatever
kind shall be imposed upon all building and loan associations of such
other State, Territory, or Nation doing business in this State, and upon
State, Territory, or Nation, or

their agents here.
Cross-references.

—

(Acts 1890-1, pp. 176, 180.)
Comity to foreign insurance companies,

see

§

56-315.

Comity

of States generally, see § 102-110.

—

premiums not usurious. No fines,
interest, or premiums paid on loans in any building and loan association
shall be deemed usurious, and the same may be collected as debts of like
amount are now collected by law, and according to the terms and stipulations of the agreement between the association and the borrower.
16-210. (2893) Fines, interest, or

(Acts 1890-1, pp. 176, 181.)
Cross-reference.

— Legal rate

16-211. (2894)

of interest, see

Annual statements;

§

57-101.

forfeiture for failure to

file.

— Every

building and loan association governed by this Chapter shall file with
the Treasurer of this State annually, within 60 days after the expiration

and liabilities at the end of
said fiscal year; such report shall be filed under oath by the president and
secretary or by three of the directors of the association. Such associaIf any
tion shall pay to the State Treasurer $10 on filing such report.
such association shall wilfully fail to furnish to the State Treasurer any
report required by this Chapter at the time so required, it shall, in the
discretion of a court of competent jurisdiction, forfeit the sum of $25 per
day for every day such report shall be delayed or withheld, and the State
Treasurer may maintain an action in his name of office to recover such
penalty, and the same shall be paid into the treasury. (Acts 1890-1,
of its fiscal year, a statement of its assets

pp. 176, 181.)
16-212.

(2895)

Annual

fees.

— Every

association depositing securities

with a State depository or trust company, as provided for by law, shall

Building and Loan Associations.
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annually pay to said depository or trust company a fee of $50. (Acts
1897, p. 62.)

Chapter not to apply to associations ceasing to do interThe provisions of this Chapter shall not apply to buildstate business.
ing and loan associations, or other associations of like character, which
cease to do interstate business; and upon satisfactory evidence being
produced to the State Treasurer that such building and loan associations
have ceased to do business outside of this State, he shall not demand the
special tax on said associations so long as they cease to do business out
oi this State; but this shall not be construed as relieving said associations
16-213. (2897)

—

from paying the same license or tax required of other associations doing
business in this State. (Acts 1893,

How

16-214. (289S)

p. 90.)

building and loan associations licensed.

— The

fees

required by this Chapter to be paid by building and loan associations,

when

paid, shall operate as a license to such associations to carry

ness in this State, and shall be in lieu of any and

whether

all

on busi-

licenses or fees,

State, county, or municipal, to be exacted of such associations

for doing business in this State, except a business license

by the town or

office of any such association is located: Pronot be construed to exempt such associations from
liability for such ad valorem tax on their capital stock as may now be required by law to be paid to the State and county in the county of their

city in

which the principal

vided, that this shall

domicile, or on any real

owned by such

stock held and

Cross-reference.
see

§

and personal property other than

— Duties

their capital

associations. (Acts 1894, p. 78.)

of foreign associations doing business in this

State,

16-206.

CHAPTER

CRIMES.

16-99.
Sec.

Sec.
16-9901.

Sale of stock of

pany

home com-'

16 -" 02

-

to nonresidents.

16-9901. (2892; 625 P. C.) Sale of stock of
dents.

— Any

officer, director,

Solicitation of stock subscriptions, etc., in foreign companies.

home company

to nonresi-

or agent of any building and loan associa-

under the laws of this State, who shall sell, issue, or
knowingly cause to be sold or issued, to any person not a resident of
the State in which the home office of said company is located, any stock
tion incorporated

of said association while said association does not

have on deposit, as rethe securities of said association taken in the regular course of business, shall be guilty of a misdequired by section 16-204, 75 per cent, of

meanor. (Acts 1890-1,

all

p. 176.)

(2891 624 P. C.) Solicitation of stock subscriptions, etc., in
companies.
foreign
Any officer, director, or agent of any foreign building and loan association who shall solicit subscriptions to the stock of
16-9902.

;

—

or issue, or knowingly cause to be sold or issued,
to a resident of this State, any stock of an association while said asso-

such association, or

sell,

ciation has not on deposit, as required
all its securities,

by section

16-206, 75 per cent, of

or before said association has complied with

all

the pro-

Buildin g and Loan Association s.
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visions of Chapter 16-2, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.

§J

t

(Acts 1890-1,

pp. 176, 180.)
Cross-reference.

— Blue

sky law, see Title

97,

Securities

BULK SALES: See Title 28, Debtor and Creditor, Chapter 28-2.
BUREAU OF MARKETS: See Title 5, Agriculture, Chapter 5-2.
BURGLARY: See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment, Chapter 26-24.
BURNING PROPERTY: See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment, Chapters 26-22, 26-77.

BUSINESSES: See Title 84, Professions,
BUSSES: See Title 68, Motor Vehicles.

Businesses, and Trades.

TITLE

17.

CANAL AND NAVIGATION COMPANIES.
Chap.

Sec.

Canal companies
Navigation companies

17-1.

17-2.

17-101
17-201

CROSS-REFERENCES.
Bills of lading, issuance

See also Title

by owners

of boats:

See Title

98,

Shipping and Seamen.

Carriers; Title 22 Corporations.

18,

CHAPTER

17-1.

CANAL COMPANIES.

Sec.

Sec.

17-101.

Petition for incorporation. Payment of fee.

17-102.

Certificate

17-103.

Petition for charter to be kept

on
17-104.

17-110.

Furnishing water to others.
Permitting goods, etc., to be
conveyed through canals.

17-111.

Encroachment

17-109.

of incorporation.

How organized. Time for which

Mortgage,

17-112.

organized.
Principal

17-106.

General corporate powers.
Increase or decrease of capital

or

lease

of

appropriated.

Corporation to be subject to

17-114.

taxation.

Enlargement of

canal, etc.

(2367) Petition for incorporation.

17-101.

sale,

Dispute as to value of lands

17-113.

office.

stock.
17-108.

public

canal.

17-105.

17-107.

upon

roads.

file.

ber of persons, not less than

five,

Payment

of fee.

—Any num-

desiring to be incorporated as a com-

purpose of constructing, operating, and maintaining a canal,
may file with the Secretary of State a petition setting out the names and
domicile of the petitioners, that they desire to be incorporated as a canal
company, the name under which they desire to be incorporated, the route
as nearly as possible of the proposed canal, the headquarters of the corporation, the amount of the capital stock and the number of shares into
which divided; and pay to the Secretary of State a fee of $100 to be covered by him into the State treasury. (Acts 1893, p. 81.)
Cross-references.
Power of superior court, see § 22-301. Amendment or renewal

pany

for the

—

of charter, see Title 22, Corporations, Chapter 22-5.
Const, Art. Ill, Sec. VII, Par. XVIII (§ 2-1818).

(2368) Certificate of incorporation.

17-102.

Granting corporate powers, see

—Thereupon

the Secretary

of State shall issue to the petitioners a certificate as follows:

To whom

Georgia.

having

it

may

concern

— Greeting:

the terms of the law, praying to be
incorporated as a canal company, they and their associates and succesfiled their petition in

sors are hereby declared to be a body corporate for the period of 30 years,
under the name of
with power to construct, maintain, and operate
a canal in and through
with such powers, privileges, and liabilities
,

,

now

as

or hereafter prescribed

Witness

my

(Acts 1893,

official

p. 81.)

hand and

by law.
seal of State, this

— day of

,

19—.
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on

17-103. (2379) Petition for charter to be kept

of State shall keep

on

file all

file.

—The

Secretary

petitions for incorporation and transcri

from minutes provided for in this Chapter, and shall also keep a book in
which shall be entered by him the name of the company, date of in corration, amount of capital stock, location of principal office, and any increase or decrease of capital stock. (Acts 1893,
Cross-reference.

— Returns
How

of corporations, see

Time

§

p. 83.)

22-1703.

—

which organized. Upon the
issuance of the certificate, the persons therein named, their associates and
successors, shall be and become a body corporate for the period of 30
17-104.

(2369)

organized.

for

years. Said petitioners shall constitute the first board of directors
shall organize
officers as

may

by electing one

number

of their

;

they

president, and such other

be necessary, prescribe rules and bylaws, and open books

When

of subscription for the capital stock.

all

been subscribed for and 10 per cent, thereof paid

the capital stock has
in,

notice of that fact

newspaper in which the
sheriff's sales are advertised in the county in which is situated the principal office of the corporation. When this has been done the corporation
is authorized to begin the transaction of business, but not before
and the
directors and stockholders of said corporation shall be personally liable
shall be published three times in the public

;

for all obligations incurred prior to a compliance with the foregoing re-

quirements. (Acts 1893,
Cross-reference.
see § 22-707.

17-105.

p. 81.)

— Organization

(2378) Principal

of

office.

corporation

—The

before

capital

principal office of

subscribed

all

companies

incorporated hereunder shall be always in this State. (Acts 1893,
17-106. (2370)

General corporate powers.

for,

p. 83.)

—All companies incorporated

Chapter shall have power to sue and be sued, make contracts,
lease, purchase, hold, and sell such property, real and personal, as may be
necessary for the purposes of the corporation construct and maintain a

under

this

;

canal and branch canals, dams, races, weirs, aqueducts, reservoirs, towpaths, and

all

other appliances necessary to divert, take, or use the waters

any stream or body of water: Provided, they shall not, by building
any dam in or across, or by diverting water from, any navigable stream,
destroy or obstruct the navigation of said stream Provided further, that
such fishways shall be placed in any dams at the time of the construction
of the dam as the Commissioner of Game and Fish shall direct, and said
fishways shall be kept in good order and repair by the canal company,
and said company shall notify the Commissioner of Game and Fish of
the proposed construction of any dam and Provided further, that they
of

:

:

pay such landholders as may have riparian rights in any stream or
body of water taken, diverted, or obstructed reasonable compensation
therefor or for any damage done them. They may also enter upon, take,
and appropriate any lands and tenements necessary and appropriate for
the purposes of the corporation, upon first paying reasonable compensation therefor: Provided, however, that no company incorporated hereunder shall have power to construct or use any canal within the corporate
shall

§

Canal and Navigation Companies.
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town, or village, without
the consent of the proper corporate authorities of such
village.
(Acts L893, p. 81.)
limits of

any incorporated

first

city,

obtaining

town or

city,

—

Cross-references. Common powers of corporations, see § 22-703. Rights of
landowners, see § 105-1407. Authority of corporations and individuals to develop
Right of railroad to construct road across waterwaterpower, sec § 85-1306.
94-301,
see
canals,
§
11 5.
and
courses

—

(2377) Increase or decrease of capital stock. All companies
incorporated tinder this Chapter may increase or decrease their capital
17-107.

stock by a majority vote of the stockholders of the corporation at any
meeting called for the purpose, filing with the Secretary of State a tran-

from the minutes of the company showing the action of the company in increasing or decreasing the stock. (Acts 1893, p. 83.)
script

Cross-reference.

— Change in

(2372)

17-108.

capital stock of corporations, see § 22-510 to 22-515.

Enlargement

of canal, etc.

—Any company incorporated

authorized to enlarge any of the works or appliances of said canal or branch canals, and enlarge said canal anywhere
along the line of the same, by deepening and widening the same, making
basins, dams, reservoirs, or otherwise; also to construct and build branch
tinder this

Chapter

is

same
constructing the main canal and

canals to and from said canal from any and
privileges and rights as are granted in

points, with the

all

other works, and construct any dams, races, waste-weirs, weirs, tow-

and other structures, to improve and make available said canal or
canals, under the same limitations as already set out in this Chapter.
paths,

(Acts 1893,

p. 81.)

(2373) Furnishing water to others.

—All

such companies are
authorized to allow water to be drawn from said canal for the purpose
of propelling machinery, irrigating lands, furnishing water for drinking,
fire, or any other purpose that the board of directors may deem proper
at any points along the line of the same, and charge for the use of said
17-109.

water. (Acts 1893,
17-110.

— All

p. 82.)

(2374) Permitting goods,

etc.,

to be

companies incorporated hereunder

may

conveyed through canals.
permit

all

goods, lumber,

every description, vessels of every kind, and all other things that
can be transported, to be conveyed through said canal, and may collect
such rates of toll as they may deem proper therefor. (Acts 1893, p. 82.)
rafts of

—

Encroachment upon public roads. Whenever any canal
or backwaters of any company incorporated hereunder shall encroach
upon or cross any public road, said company shall restore said road to a
condition suitable for use by the public, by bridges or otherwise. All
17-111.

(2375)

bridges constructed under the provisions of this section shall be built and

maintained

in

good order

at the

expense of the canal company. (Acts

1893, p. 82.)
17-112.

(2376)

Mortgage,

rated under this Chapter

sale, or lease of canal.

may mortgage,

sell,

— Companies

or lease their canal and

other properties, corporate rights and franchises, to obtain
chase, construct, or maintain their

or corporation. (Acts 1893,

p. 82.)

incorpo-

works and franchises,

money
to

to pur-

any person

Canal and Navigation Companies.
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§ 17-202

(2371) Dispute as to value of lands appropriated.

— When

any

person or corporation shall feel aggrieved or damaged by any appropriation to the use of said company of any of his or their lands, tenements, or
riparian rights, and cannot agree with the company as to the amount of
damage, the amount shall be ascertained as provided in this Code. (
.'.

1893, p. 81.)

—

Cross-references. Waterways by mine owners, see
canal companies, see § 36-202.

§

Condemnation by

83-208.

—

(2380) Corporation to be subject to taxation. The abovecorporations shall be subject to State, county, and municipal tax-

17-114.

named

ation. (Acts 1893, p. 83.)

CHAPTER

NAVIGATION COMPANIES.

17-2.

Sec.

Sec.
17-201.
,-,

™->

17-202.

How
-r>

c

£l e(j

™„
17-203.
17-204.

17-205.

^

whom

by

'

17 " 208

and where

r

.

Stock deemed personal proper-

17 _ 2n

How

privileges;

ty;

Certificate evidence of incorpo-

Stock, subscriptions
crease of stock.

17-201.

(2565)

How

ileges to navigation

tary of State,

for.

how

17-210.

to stock;
paid;
failure to pay.
r

Certificate of incorporation.

Name, powers, and
payment of fee.

of directors.

Subscriptions

-•

•

ration.

17-206.

Nu ™ber

-

17-209.
>

-r

di-

rectors; officers.

i.-

Petition for incorporation; contents,

«»,

Organization of company;

17-207.

incorporated.

.•„•

how

transferred.

17.212.

stock increased
Powers of corporation.

17-213.

Companies heretofore incorpo-

.

In-

.

may

rated

acquire benefits of

this Chapter.

incorporated.

companies

upon the terms,

—All

corporate powers and priv-

and granted by the Secrerestrictions, and subject to all

shall be issued
liabilities,

the provisions of this Chapter and the Constitution of this State. (Acts
1894, p. 71.)

—

Cross-references. Returns of corporations, see § 22-1703. Corporate powers,
granted, see Const., Art. Ill, Sec. VII, Par. XVIII (§ 2-1818). Amendment
or renewal of charter, see Title 22, Corporations, Chapter 22-5.

how

17-202.

where

(2566) Petition

filed.

for

incorporation;

—Any number of persons not

incorporated for that purpose,

may form

a certificate of incorporation, shall
to the Secretary of State, in

which

file

less

a

contents,

than

five,

company,

by

who

whom

and

desire to be

but, before receiving

a petition in writing, addressed

shall be stated the

names and

resi-

dences of each of the persons desiring to form said corporation, the name
of the navigation company they desire to have incorporated, the amount
of the proposed capital stock, the number of years it is to continue, the

where its principal office is to be located, a request to be incorporated under the laws of this State; that they have given four weeks' notice of their intention to apply for said charter, by publication of the petition in one of the newspapers in which the sheriff's advertisements are
published for said county, once a week for four weeks before filing said
petition.
There shall be annexed to the petition an affidavit, made by at
least three of the persons forming said compan)
that the names subscribed are the genuine signatures of the persons named therein, and
that the facts stated in the petition are true to the best of their knowl-

place

T

,

:

406
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Said petition, thus sworn to, shall be filed
in the office of the Secretary of State, who shall indorse thereon the date
oi filing, and record the same in a book to be kept by him for that puredge, information, and belief.

pose, which shall be open to the inspection of the public at
during- the office hours of the Secretary of State.

(Acts 1894,

all

times

p. 71.)

—

(2567) Certificate of incorporation. When said petition shall
have In en tiled with the Secretary of State, he shall issue to said com17-203.

pany, under the great seal of the State, the following form of certificate

To

whom

all to

these presents

may come — Greeting:

Whereas. In pursuance of an Act of the General Assembly of Georgia,
approved December 6, 1894, and (naming the persons who signed the petition) having filed in the office of the Secretary of State a certain petition seeking the formation of a corporation to be

corporate name), with a capital stock of $

,

known

as (here insert

for the purpose of

owning,

constructing, equipping, maintaining, and operating vessels, steamboats,

and

all

other water craft to be engaged in navigation, and having com-

plied with the statutes in such cases

made and provided;

therefore, the

above-named persons, their sucunder the said name of
and
by

State of Georgia hereby grants unto the
cessors and

assigns, full authority,

,

to exercise the powers and privileges of a corporation for the purposes

above stated, subject to the provisions of Article IV of the Constitution
of this State and all laws governing such navigation companies of force at
the date of the granting of this certificate or that
of force, either

may

become

by constitutional or statute law.

In witness whereof, these presents have been signed
of State,

hereafter

and to which

is

at Atlanta, Georgia, this

annexed the great
day of

Name, powers, and

by the Secretary

seal of the State of Georgia,
,

19—. (Acts 1894,

p. 72.)

—

payment of fee. Thereupon the persons who signed said petition, and all persons who shall
become stockholders in such company, shall be a corporation by the name
specified in said petition and certificate, and shall possess the powers and
17-204. (2568)

privileges

privileges;

and be subject to the provisions contained

in this Chapter.

Before the Secretary of State shall issue said certificate, the petitioners
shall pay to the Treasurer of the State a fee of $50. (Acts 1894, pp. 71, 72.)
17-205.

(2569) Certificate evidence of incorporation.

—Before the

Sec-

retary of State shall issue the certificate, he shall satisfy himself that

all

the requirements of this Chapter, anterior to the filing of said petition,

have been substantially complied with, and any certificate, or duplicate
thereof, issued by the Secretary of State, shall be conclusive evidence of
the existence of such corporation in all the courts and places in this State
and of a compliance with all the requirements of this Chapter. (Acts
1894, pp. 71, 72.)
17-206.

(2570) Stock, subscriptions for. Increase of stock.

—When such

has been issued, the persons named therein, in case they shall
not have subscribed for the entire capital stock, may open books of subcertificate

scription to complete the subscription to the capital stock of said

com-

pany, in such manner and for such amount per share as they may deem
proper and expedient, and receive said subscriptions until the entire cap-

Canal and Navigation Companies.
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ital

stock

is

subscribed.

In no case shall said capital stock be

except as hereinafter provided. (Acts 1894,

p.

17-209

§

incre-':

72.)

—

Organization of company; directors; officers. When
the amount of capital stock has been subscribed, the persons named in
said certificate of incorporation, or a majority of them, are authorized to
call a meeting- of the stockholders for the purpose of organization, which
meeting shall be held in the city, or town, or place where the principal
17-207. (2571)

company

and of which meeting notice shall
have been given as herein provided. At said meeting, at which a majority of stock subscribed shall constitute a quorum, there shall be elected
a board of directors of not less than three nor more than 15 to manage the
afTairs of said company, each share of stock to be entitled to one vote,
and a plurality of votes cast being necessary to elect. The persons so
No
elected shall continue in office until relieved by their successors.
office of said

shall be located,

person shall be a director in said company unless he be a stockholder,
and a majority of the directors must be citizens of this State. The

board of directors shall select from their number a president, and may
elect one or more vice presidents, and may appoint a secretary, treasurer,
and such other officers, agents, and servants as they may deem necessary.
The regular election of directors shall be held annually at the principal
Vacancies occasioned by death, resignation, or
office of said company.
filled
in
such manner as shall be provided by the byotherwise shall be
laws of the company. (Acts 1894, p. 73; 1913, p. 51.)

Number

—

The board of directors of navigation
under
adopting
companies organized
or
the provisions of this Chapter,
and any amendments thereto, shall consist of not less than three nor
more than 15 directors, as may from time to time be provided by the
bylaws of the company. (Acts 1913, p. 51.)
17-208.

of directors.

17-209. (2572) Subscriptions to stock;

directors

may

how

paid; failure to pay.

—The

require the subscribers to the capital stock to pay the

amounts variously subscribed by them in such installments as they

deem

proper, and the directors

may

personal, at the agreed value thereof, in the
If

any subscriber

shall neglect to

may

receive cash or property, real or

payment

of such installments.

pay any installments as required by

resolution of the board of directors, the directors

may

direct suit to be

brought against him forthwith for the amount of such call, or may in
their discretion, after 30 days' notice to such stockholder, cause his stock
to be sold at auction to the highest bidder for cash, and any deficiency

sum thus realized necessary to make the amount of the call shall
be made good by the delinquent; any surplus over the amount of the
in the

be paid over to him. A certificate
of stock shall be issued to the purchaser, and he shall stand in the same
relation to the company as the delinquent would have, had he not so
made default. Such sale shall be in the city, town, or place where the
principal office of the company is located, at such time and place as the
call

and the expenses of said

may

sale shall

any reason

not practicable to serve
such delinquent stockholder with notice of such sale, personally or by
mail, or if he be a nonresident of this State, then notice may be given
him of such sale by publication in the newspaper in which sheriff's adverdirectors

prescribe.

If for

it is

—
Canal and Navigation Companies.
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§

tisements are published in the county of
for four weeks prior to the date of such

its

408

principal office, once a

sale.

(Acts 1894,

week

p. 73.)

Stock deemed personal property; how transferred.
The stock in said company shall be deemed personal property, and shall
be transferable in such manner as may be prescribed by the bylaws of
said company. (Acts 1894, pp. 71, 73.)
17-210.

(2573)

—

Transfer of shares of corporation,
Stocks considered personalty, see § 85-1701.

Cross-references.
22-70o.

§

17-211.

(2574)

How

stock increased.

— In

when

complete,

see

no case shall the capital

stock be increased except by a vote of two-thirds of the capital stock of

meeting of stockholders called for that purpose, and after not less than 10 days' notice
published in the newspaper in which the sheriff's advertisements are pubThe stock may be voted in
lished in the county of its principal office.
person or by written proxy. (Acts 1894, p. 74.)
said corporation represented at an annual or special

Cross-reference.

17-212.

powered

To

— Change

(2575)

of capital stock, etc., see §§ 22-510 to 22-515.

Powers

of corporation.

— Said

company

shall

be em-

:

such real and personal
property as may be necessary or convenient for the maintenance and operation of its said business and to accomplish the purposes of its organi1.

acquire, purchase, hold,

and operate

all

zation.
2.

sail,

To convey

persons, vessels, and other property, by the use of steam,

or other means,

and

to receive

compensation therefor; and to do

all

other things incident to a general navigation business, including the right
to tow, assist,

To

and rescue

vessels.

and maintain convenient buildings, wharves, docks, fixtures, and machinery for the accommodation and use of its passengers,
freight, and other business.
3.

erect

Cross-reference.

To

— Powers

of railroads as to docks, etc, see

manner

§

93-305.

which passengers, vessels and
other property shall be transported, and the compensation to be paid
therefor, subject to any existing law upon the subject.
4.

regulate the time and

To borrow such sum

in

sums of money, at such rates of interest and
upon such terms, as said company or its directors may agree upon, and
to execute trust deeds or mortgages, or both, if in their judgment the occasion may require it, for securing the payment thereof. (Acts 1894, p. 74.)
5.

17-213.

(2576)

Companies heretofore incorporated may acquire bene-

of this Chapter.

fits

or

— Any navigation company that has

already been in-

corporated, whether by the General Assembly or otherwise,
its

may amend

charter by adopting the provisions of this Chapter or by extending

the time of expiration of

original charter for a period not exceeding

and when it has so amended its charter, it may retain its origorganization and the same amount of capital stock and other rights

50 years
inal

its

;

and privileges provided for in the said original charter, except the right
of exemption from taxation, which may not be in conflict with this Chapter or any other law in this State relating to the powers and privileges of
such corporations; and such amendments shall be without prejudice to
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any

of the prior rights or contracts of said corporation.

of this

Chapter

may

also be adopted

§

The

17-213

provisions

by any person or persons now own-

ing or operating a navigation business, without prejudice to such organization as they

may

already have effected, and without prejudice to their

existing contracts and obligations.

amend

Whenever any navigation company

any person or persons desire to adopt the
provisions of this Chapter as above provided, it or they shall file a petition
with the Secretary of State, setting forth particularly in what manner it
desires to

is

desired to

its

amend

charter, or

its

charter or adopt the provisions of this Chapter.

When

such petition is filed, the Secretary of State shall issue to said company, or person or persons, under the great seal of the State, a certificate

manner in which the charter is amended, if the petition
be for amendment; or if the petition be to adopt the provisions of this
Chapter, then a certificate setting forth that said persons are a body corsetting forth the

porate, with

all

the powers, duties, and liabilities of this Chapter.

Be-

fore said certificate shall be issued, said petitioner, or petitioners, shall

pay

to the Treasurer of the State the

Cross-reference.

— Number

sum

of $25.

of directors of navigation

(Acts 1894,
company, see

p. 75.)
§

17-208.

TITLE

18.

CARRIERS.
Chap.
IS-

1.

18- 2.

18-

3.

IS-

4.

18-

5.

Sec.
18-101

In general
Carriage of passengers
Carriage of goods and live stock
Liens and enforcement thereof

18-201
18-301
18-401

Connecting carriers
Actions

18-501

IS- 6.

18-99.

Crimes

18-9901

18-601

CROSS-REFERENCES.
Motor

vehicles, carriers by:

See Title

68,

Motor Vehicles, Chapters

68-5 to 68-7.

Suretyship contracts: See Title 103, Suretyship, Chapter 103-6.
Taxation of motor carriers for hire: See Title 92, Public Revenue, Chapter 92-29.

See also Title 11, Aviation; Title 41, Express
Title 104, Telegraph and Telephone Companies.

CHAPTER

Companies; Title

94,

Railroads;

IN GENERAL.

18-1.

Sec.

Sec.

Carrier and

18-101.

common

carrier de-

18-104.

Limitation of

18-102.

Diligence required of carriers;
presumption; act of God or

18-103.

Carrier

public

enemy

18-105.

Injuries by common carriers
outside of corporate author-

18-106.

Limiting hours of service for
trainmen.

as defense.

required to show
concurring negligence.

18-101.

notice;

liability;

contract.

fined.

ity.

no

Carrier and

(2711, 2712)

common

carrier defined.

—Any

per-

son undertaking to transport goods for compensation is a carrier.
A
that
undertakes
is
one
carry,
carrier
to
and
holds
himself out as
common
carriage,
for
goods
for
hire,
which
receive
he
is
accustomed
ready to
to carrv, for all people indifferently as long as he has room.
(2 Ga.
349; 172 Ga. 65, 66 (157
18-102.
of

God

(2711, 2712)

or public

S. E. 499).)

Diligence required of carriers; presumption; act

enemy

as defense.

— Carriers as such are bound to

Common

exer-

such are bound to use
extraordinary diligence, and in cases of loss the presumption of law is
against them, and no excuse avails them unless the loss was occasioned
by the act of God or the public enemies of the State.
cise

ordinary diligence.

carriers as

—

show no concurring negligence. In
order for a carrier to avail himself of the act of God or exception under
the contract as a defense, he must establish not only that the act of God
18-103.

(2713) Carrier required to

or excepted fact ultimately occasioned the loss, but that his

gence did not contribute thereto. (88 Ga. 806 (15
18-104.

carrier

not limit his legal

liability

negli-

S. E. 802).)

(2726) Limitation of liability; notice; contract.

may

own

—A

by any notice given,

common
either

by

Ca RRIEl

411

106

publication or by entry on receipts givefl or tickets Boldj

but.

such car-

may make

an express contract and will then be governed thereby.
(2 Ga. 349; 21 Ga. 526.)

rier

—

Cross-references. Limit as to value of baggage, see § 18-222. Contracts limiting liability declared void, see § 18-303.
Same as to bills of lading, etc., see
Same as to injury to person or property, see § 94-702.
§ 18-508.

by common carriers outside of corporate aucases where persons or property may be injured or propInjuries

18-105. (2728)
thority.

— In

all

by any corporation engaged as a common carrier in the
transportation of freight or passengers, or both, either by land or water,
such corporation shall be liable to pay damages to anyone whose person
erty destroyed

may

be so injured or destroyed, notwithstanding the fact
that such corporation was acting without the scope of its charter, if such
corporation would be liable for such damages if acting within its charor property

tered powers and authority.

(Acts 1884-5,

p. 136.)

(2693, 2694) Limiting hours of service for trainmen.

18-106.

— No

rail-

road company shall require or permit its employees, who are engaged
in the business of operating its trains over its roads, to make runs of
over 13 hours, or make runs aggregating more than 13 hours in any
24 hours, except when such train is detained by reason of casualty or
other cause from reaching its destination on schedule time, and no trainman, after having been on a run or runs for as much as 13 hours out
of the 24 hours shall be required to again go on duty until after 10 hours'
rest, except in the case above stated. Any railroad company violating
any of the provisions of this section shall be subject to a forfeiture of not
less than $50 nor more than $500; all forfeitures collected shall be paid
into the State treasury to the credit of the school fund. (Acts 1890-1,
pp. 185, 186.)
Cross-reference.

—Suits to collect forfeitures,

CHAPTER

18-2.

Passenger defined.

18-202.

Duty

18-203.

What

as to
sengers.

18-211.

18-212.

18-204.
18-205.

Duty

of carriers to furnish
equal accommodations.
Separate cars or compartments
for white and colored passengers; seats; lights; venti-

to assign passengers
their cars; police powers

18-209.
18-210.

on

railroad

Station accommodations for passengers.

18-214.

Posting

18-215.

Traffic in nontransferable tickets.

18-216.

Unused portion

bulletins of delayed
trains; penalty for failure.

of ticket to be

to
of

18-217.

in seat,

compartment

18-218.

Issuance of passes to

other

18-219.

Half-fare for Confederate vet-

than

that

to

which assigned.
Nurses and servants excluded
from operation of law.
White and colored passengers
on sleeping cars to be separated.

deflectors

18-213.

Grant of passes to former employees.

conductors.
car

Cinder

redeemed.

Duty

or

light in passenger

trains.

lation.

Remaining

Water and
cars.

reception of pas-

persons may be refused
as passengers or ejected.
Diligence required of carriers.

18-208.

18-605.

Sec.

18-201.

18-207.

§

CARRIAGE OF PASSENGERS.

Sec.

18-206.

see

sheriffs.

erans.
18-220.

Responsibility

of

carrier

for

baggage.
18-221.

Checks for baggage.

18-222.

Limit as to value of baggage.

—
________

—

(2715) Passenger defined. A passenger is one who travels in
public conveyance by virtue of a contract, express or implied, with

18-201.

some

412

Carriers.

8 18-201
__

payment of the fare or that which is accepted as an
equivalent therefor. The prepayment of fare is not necessary to establish the relation of passenger. While a carrier may demand prepayment
the carrier as to the

of fare.

by

if.

permission, persons enter his vehicle with the intention

its

of being carried, an obligation to

pay fare

is

implied on the part of the

passenger, and the reciprocal liability of the carrier arises.
(15 S. E. 494)
18-202.

(89 Ga. 504

116 Ga. 264, 266 (42 S. E. 522).)

;

Duty

(2729)

as to reception of passengers.

—A

common

car-

rier, holding himself out to the public as such, is bound to receive all
passengers ottered that he is able and accustomed to carry, upon compliance with such reasonable regulations as he may adopt for his own

safety and the benefit of the public.
18-203.

What

(2750)

— Carriers

persons

of passengers

may

may

be refused as passengers or ejected.

refuse to admit, or

may

from their

eject

persons refusing to comply with reasonable regulations,
or guilty of improper conduct, or of bad, dissolute, doubtful, or suspicious character. They may refuse to convey persons seeking to inter-

conveyances,

fere

all

with their business or interests.

18-204.

(2714) Diligence required of carriers.

—A carrier of passengers

must exercise extraordinary diligence to protect the lives and persons
of his passengers,

but

is

not liable for injuries to them after having used

such diligence.

—

Cross-references. Limitation of liability by giving notice, see § 18-104. Prein case of loss, see § 18-102. What is extraordinary diligence, see § 105-202.

sumption

18-205.

(2716; 533 P. C.)

— Common

dations.

Duty

of carriers to furnish equal

accommo-

carriers of passengers for hire shall furnish like

equal accommodations to

all

and

persons, without distinction of race, color,

or previous condition. (Acts 1870, p. 398.)
Cross-references.
suit

— Penalty

for violation

of section,

by person wronged and amount recoverable, see

18-206.

see § 18-9901.
§ 18-606.

Venue

(2717, 2720, 2721, 2723; 529, 534 P. C.) Separate cars or

of

com-

partments for white and colored passengers; seats; lights; ventilation.
Railroad companies doing business in this State shall furnish equal accommodations, in separate cars or compartments of cars, for white and
colored passengers, and when a car is divided into compartments, the
space set apart for white and colored passengers respectively

may

be

proportioned according to the proportion of usual and ordinary travel

on which the cars are used. Such companies shall furnish to the passengers comfortable seats and shall have
the cars well and sufficiently lighted and ventilated. Officers or em-

by each on the railroad or

line

ployees having charge of railroad cars shall not allow white and colored

passengers to occupy the same car or compartment.

(Acts

1890-1,

p. 157.;

Cross-reference.

18-207.

powers

(2718

— Penalty
;

for violation of section,

535 P. C.)

of conductors.

— All

Duty

see

§§

18-9902,

18-9903.

to assign passengers to their cars

;

police

conductors or other employees in charge of

—
:

413

§ 18-212

Carriers.

passenger cars shall assign all passengers to their respective car
>mpartmcnts of cars, provided by the said companies under the provision
section 18-206 and all conductors of street cars and busses shall assign all
passengers to seats on the cars under their charge, so as to separate
white and colored races as much as practicable; and all conductors and
other employees of railroads and all conductors of street cars and busses
shall have, and are hereby invested with, police powers to carry out
said provisions.
(Acts 1890-1, p. 157.)
I

Cross-reference.
§

— White

and colored passengers on sleeping cars separated, see

18-210.

18-208. (2719; 536 P. C.)

Remaining

in seat,

compartment

or car other

—

than that to which assigned. No passenger shall remain in any car,
compartment, or seat, other than that to which he has been assigned.
The conductor and any and all employees on such cars are clothed with
power to eject from the train or car any passenger who refuses to remain in the car, compartment or seat assigned to him. (Acts 1890-1,
p. 157.)

Cross-reference.

18-209.

The

— Penalty for

passenger remaining

in car, see § 18-9904.

(2722) Nurses and servants excluded from operation of law.

provisions of the preceding three sections shall not apply to colored

nurses or servants in attendance on their employers. (Acts 1890-1,

White and colored passengers on sleeping

18-210. (2724, 2725)

be separated.

p. 157.)

cars to

— Sleeping-car companies and railroad companies operating

sleeping cars in this State shall have the right to assign

passengers to
white
and colseats and berths under their charge, and shall separate the
ored races in making said assignments, and the conductor and other
employees on the train to which sleeping cars may be attached shall not
permit white and colored passengers to occupy the same compartment
Provided, that nothing in this section shall be construed to compel sleeping-car companies or railroads operating sleeping cars to carry persons
all

•

Provided, that this section shall not
apply to colored nurses or servants traveling with their employers. A
conductor or other employee of a sleeping car, as w ell as a conductor or
of color in sleeping or parlor cars

:

r

other employee of the train to which a sleeping car

have

power

full police

may

be attached, shall

(Acts 1899,

to enforce this section.

—

Cross-references. Acting as peace officer without authority, see
for employee's failure to eject passengers, see § 18-9906.

18-211.

(529 P. C.)

Water and

light in passenger cars.

§

p. 66.)

26-4902. Penalty

—Railroad com-

panies shall keep in each passenger car or in any car in which passengers
are transported an adequate supply of good, pure drinking water at

hours during the day and night.

(Acts 1863-4,

all

p. 132.)

Cross-reference.— Penalty for violation, see §§ 18-9907, 18-9908.
18-212. Cinder deflectors

on railroad

trains.

— All

railroad companies

operating passenger trains or coaches by steam within or throughout
this State, are hereby required to put cinder deflectors, the same as are
used on Pullman coaches or that will keep cinders from entering the car,
upon all windows of passenger coaches, so as to protect the passengers

when

the

windows

Cross-reference.

are raised. (Acts 1912, p. 157.)

—Penalty

for violation, see

§

18-9909.

414

Carriers.

13-213

§

Station accommodations for passengers.

18-213. (2727)

—All

railroad

companies operating passenger trains through county seats and towns
and cities having a population of more than 1.000, and stopping thereat
to take on and put off passengers, shall keep open at least one hour before the arrival of, and half an hour after the departure of, passenger
trains, according to the scheduled time for the arrival of and the departure of said trains, a lighted and comfortable room, between the hours
of 6 o'clock P. M. and 6 o'clock A. M., for the comfort and convenience
(Acts 1906,

of their passengers.

p. 101.)

—

Cross-references. Penalty for violation, see
Commission, see § 93-308.

§

18-9910.

Powers

of Public Serv-

ice

Posting bulletins of delayed trains; penalty for
failure.
Whenever any passenger train on any railroad in this State,
shall be more than one-half hour behind its schedule time when it passes
a depot at which there is a telegraph operator, during the hours such
operator is required to be on duty, it shall be the duty of the railroad
company to keep posted at every succeeding telegraph station along
its line the time such train is behind its schedule: Provided, that such
bulletin shall not be required to be posted at any station until one-half
hour before the regular schedule time at which such train is to arrive
at the station at which such bulletin is required to be kept. For every
wilful violation of this section, said railroad company shall be liable to
pay to the State $20, which may be collected by suit in any court having
competent jurisdiction. (Acts 1884-5, p. 119.)
18-214.

(2688, 26S9)

—

18-215.

(2733) Traffic in nontransferable tickets.— It shall be unlawful

any person, other than the authorized agent of the common carrier
issuing the same, to sell or otherwise deal in, or offer to sell, any railway, steamship or steamboat passenger ticket which shows that it was
issued and sold below the standard schedule rate under contract with the
original purchaser, entered upon such ticket and signed by such original
purchaser, to the effect that such ticket is nontransferable and void in the
hands of any person other than the original purchaser thereof: Provided, however, that nothing in this section shall be construed as depriving the original purchaser of a transferable ticket of the right to sell same
to a person who will in good faith personally use it in the prosecution of
for

a journey.

(Acts 1904,

Cross-references.

choses

—Punishment

in action, see

18-216.

p. 102.)

(2734)

the duty of every

§

for

violation,

see

§

18-9911.

Assignment of

85-1803.

Unused portion

common

of ticket to be redeemed.

—

It shall

be

have sold any ticket or other
evidence of the purchaser's right to travel on its line or on any line of
which it forms a part, if the whole of such ticket is unused, to redeem the
same, paying the original purchaser thereof the actual amount for which
said ticket was sold or, if any part of such ticket is unused, to redeem
such unused part, paying the original purchaser thereof at a rate which
shall be equal to the difference between the price paid for the whole ticket
and the price of a ticket between the points for which said ticket was
actually used Provided, that such purchaser shall present such unused
or partly used ticket for redemption, within six months after the date of
its issuance, to the officer or agent who shall be authorized or designated
;

:

carrier that shall

;

Carriers.

415

by such common

§ 18-221

redeem unused or partly used tickets; and
the said officer shall, within 15 days after the receipt of such ticket, redeem the same as hereinbefore provided for. Such redemption shall be
made without cost of exchange or other expense to the purchaser of the
ticket.

carrier to

(Acts 1904,

Cross-reference.

p. 102.)

— Punishment

for violation, see

18 9911.

§

(2735) Grant of passes to former employees.

18-217.

— Common

car-

may

grant passes upon their transportation lines to any former
employee of the company and his immediate family, who, from length
riers

of service or having been injured in the service of the same, has been re-

from the service but is kept upon the pay roll of the company under
a system of pensioning or similar system, such passes to be good only for

tired

(Acts 1909,

intrastate passage.

—Free passes

on street railroads for policemen
of judge who accepts pass, see § 24-103.
deputies, see § 18-218.

Cross-references.
94-1009.
to sheriffs
§

p. 163.)

Impeachment
and

18-218. Issuance of passes to sheriffs.
this State

may

issue annual passes to

— Common

all sheriffs

and others, see
Annual passes

carriers operating in

and

their lawful depu-

and their lawful deputies," as used
in this section, shall mean one sheriff and one lawful deputy for each
county: Provided, further, that whenever any sheriff or deputy shall
travel on such free pass, such sheriff or deputy shall have no right to
charge or collect, from any source, railroad fare covering such trip.
ties

:

Provided, that the term

(Acts 1922,

''sheriffs

p. 173.)

18-219. Half-fare for Confederate veterans.
railroads, steamship companies,

to sell tickets

—

It shall

be lawful for

and common carriers within

and transportation privileges

one-half of the usual fare. (Acts 1923,

all

this State

to Confederate veterans at

p. 902.)

—

Editorial Note. Section 2 of the Resolution from which the above section is
taken has not been codified. It provided that the Public Service Commission
should prescribe and publish all necessary rules to put the above section into immediate effect.

18-220. (2731) Responsibility of carrier for baggage.

—The

carrier of

passengers shall be responsible only for baggage placed in his custody
yet a passenger may not relieve himself from liability for charges by as-

suming

to take care of his

18-221. (2732)

own

baggage.

Checks for baggage.

—

It shall

be the duty of the railroad

companies to cause their conductors, agents, or employees to be provided
with checks, so as to check all trunks or separate baggage of passengers

from station to station on

their roads,

when

required; and

it

shall

be

the duty of the conductor of every passenger train to cause, upon application to him,

all

trunks and baggage to be checked from any station

on their road, or any road running under the
control of the company of which he is conductor, under a penalty of $50
for every failure to comply promptly with such requisition, to be recovered, in the justice court of the district where the demand for check was
made, out of the company upon whose conductor the demand was made.

to

any point

of destination

(Act 1847, Cobb, 398. Acts 1857,
Cross-reference.

— Baggage

p. 65.)

checks on tickets of connecting roads, see

§

18-501.

§

is-:::
18-222.

may

Carriers.

416

(2742) Limit as to value of baggage.

— A carrier of passengers

baggage to be taken for the fare paid; in
case of loss, however, and though no extra charge has been demanded or
limit the value of the

paid, the carrier shall be responsible for the value of the

baggage

lost:

Provided, the same is only such articles as a traveler for business or
pleasure would carry for his or her own use.

CHAPTER

18-3.

CARRIAGE OF GOODS AND LIVE STOCK.

Sec.

Sec.

18-301.
18-302.

Duty
Duty

to receive live stock

18-314.

and

Transportation of perishable
products duty to furnish proper cars on application.
;

domestic animals.
Contracts in violation of preceding section.

18-303.

18-304.

as to reception of goods.

18-315.

Same;

18-316.

Penalty for refusing to receive

Same;

18-317.

Estoppel of carrier to dispute
title to goods.

18-306.

Commencement and

18-318.
18-319.

diate point, effect of.

1S-309.

18-320.

Fraud on carrier as to nature of

made

•

18-311.

bills

and

lists,

18-321.

how

18-322.

out.

Strikes as excuse for delay

Damages

Facilities for weighing freight
to be furnished by transpor-

company.
Swornweighers toweigh freight.
Cars weighed singly to be uncoupled; lumber cars weighed

18-323.

Penalty for noncompliance with
two preceding sections.

18-324.

Stoppage

by

(2729)

18-325.

Duty

in transitu;

when

right

exists.

for delay in delivery

of Koods.

18-301.

be

three together.

carrier.

18-313.

to

Unjust discrimination in rates.
Claims for loss or damage of
goods or for overcharges;
when to be paid; penalty for

Delivery without unreasonable
delay.

18-312.

cars.

required

tation

goods.
Freight

Explosives

failure.

Receipts for goods to be furnished to shippers.

18-310.

shippers for

to accept

of law.

termina-

Delivery of goods at interme-

1S-308.

cars;

marked; penalty for violation

tion of responsibility.
18-307.

to furnish

liability of

failure

stock.
18-305.

failure

liability.

Same;

as to reception of goods.

effect.

—A common

carrier, hold-

bound to receive all goods offered
that he is able and accustomed to carry, upon compliance with such reasonable regulations as he may adopt for his own safety and the benefit
ing himself out to the public as such,

is

of the public.

—

Cross-references. Public Service Commission to regulate transportation of
Railroads to receive freight tendered in cars, see § 18-504.
see § 93-302.

freight,

18-302.

common

(2767)

Duty

to receive live stock

and domestic animals.

—All

carriers shall receive for transportation all live stock of every

description and domestic animals,

when tendered

for

shipment by the

consignor, without enforcing or requiring said consignor to contract for a
liability less

than the actual value of such animals in case of loss or

jury to the same resulting from the negligence of said
its

agents, or employees.

Common

common

in-

carrier,

carriers shall not be required to re-

ceive for shipment animals diseased or physically disabled. (Acts 1890-1,
p. 167.)

—

Cross-references. Sale of live stock undelivered, see § 18-405. Lien for loss of
stock killed, see § 94-803. Public Service Commission regulating transportation

live

of freight, see

§

93-302.

—
417

Carriers.
(2768) Contracts in violation of preceding section.

18-303.

lations in

contracts of shipment which

limit the liability of

§

18-310

— All

stipu-

common

car-

riers, in violation of the preceding section, shall be void and of no effect

unless the shipper shall voluntarily assent to said Stipulations.

(A

1890-1, p. 167.)

—

Cross-references. Limiting liability by giving notice, see
transportation of property, see § 18-508.

18-304. (2769) Penalty for refusing to receive stock.
rier refusing to receive live

be liable to the owner for

§

18-104.

Same

as to

— Any common car-

stock or domestic animals for shipment shall

all

damages accruing from the

(Acts

refusal.

1890-1, p. 167.)

18-305. (2740) Estoppel of carrier to dispute title to goods.
rier

may

not dispute the

setting up adverse

title of

title in

—The carby

the person delivering goods to him,

himself or a

title in

third persons

which

is

not

being enforced against him.
Cross-references.

18-306. (2730)

responsibility of

— Estoppel generally, see §38-114. Estoppelas to agent, see

§

4-206.

—

Commencement and termination of responsibility. The
the carrier shall commence with the delivery of the goods,
where he

either to himself or his agent, or at the place

is

accustomed or

agrees to receive them, and shall cease with their delivery at destination

according to the direction of the person sending or according to the cus-

tom

of the trade.

—

Cross-references. Time when storage charges begin, see § 93-317. Customs of
What contained in freight lists, see § 18-310.
3.
business as law, see § 20-704,
Sale of undelivLiability where several companies handle the goods, see § 18-505.
ered goods, and proceeds of sale, see §§ 18-404 to 18-407. Established usage as
evidence in construction of contracts, see § 38-506.
II

18-307.

(2741) Delivery of goods at intermediate point, effect

A common
ported,

carrier

when

may

of.

recover pro rata for the actual distance trans-

the consignee voluntarily receives the goods at an inter-

mediate point.

goods to be furnished to shippers.
Whenever any person shall deliver property of any description to a railroad, steamboat or express company for transportation, said company
shall, upon demand, furnish the party so delivering a valid receipt which
18-308. (633 P. C.) Receipts for

marks and numbers thereon and the weight
of the property thus delivered, whenever the value can be estimated by
weight; and in all cases where the value cannot be thus estimated, the
receipt shall give a general description of the property, and shall also
specify, as near as practicable, the quantity or value thereof, and also the
shall specify the shipping

place of destination. (Acts 1865-6, pp. 236, 237; 1895,
Cross-reference.— Punishment

18-309.

may

(2744)

Fraud on

for violation, see

§

p. 63.)

18-9915.

carrier as to nature of goods.

—The

carrier

him to be made
sayings, or concealment by his cus-

require the nature and value of the goods delivered to

known, and any fraudulent acts,
tomers will release him from liability.
18-310.

(2747) Freight bills and

lists,

how made out.— All

freight bills

or freight lists charged against or to be collected out of any person for

§

whom

418

Carriers.

18-311

common

a

carrier shall carry freight, in this State, shall contain

the items of freight charged in said bills or freight

and

specific description, before

lists,

by some certain
(Acts 1855-6,

they shall be collectible.

p. 1^5.)

Cross-references.

— Time of carrier's responsibility, see

receipts to be issued, see

§

18-306. Duplicate freight

93-402.

§

—

Delivery without unreasonable delay. The common
carrier shall be bound not only for the safe transportation and delivery of
goods, but also that the same shall be done without unreasonable delay.
(Act 1847, Cobb, 398.)
18-311.

(2736)

Cross-reference.
freight, see

§

— Public

Service

Commission may regulate transportation

(2737) Strikes as excuse for delay

18-312.

of

93-302.

receives freight for shipment, he

is

bound

by

carrier.

—Where a carrier

to forward within a reasonable

time, although his employees strike or cease to

work but
;

if

the strike

is

accompanied with violence and intimidation so as to render it unsafe to
forward the freight, the carrier shall be relieved as to liability for delay in
delivering the freight, if the violence and armed resistance is of such character as could not be overcome by the carrier or controlled by the civil
authorities when called upon by him. (81 Ga. 794 (7 S. E. 629) 91 Ga.
;

394 (17

S. E. 904).)

18-313.

(2773)

Damages

for delay in delivery of goods.

— Where a car-

goods in a reasonable time, the measure of damages
is the difference between the market value at the time and place they
should have been delivered and the time of actual delivery. (75 Ga. 745
81 Ga. 602 (9 S. E. 600) 85 Ga. 497 (11 S. E. 809).)
rier fails to deliver

;

;

18-314.

(2774) Transportation of perishable products; duty to furnish

proper cars on application.

—

It shall

nies of this State to furnish to

be the duty of the railroad compa-

any grower

of peaches, apples, cantaloupes,

watermelons, or other perishable products, suitable icing and refrigerator
cars, or other suitable cars for the transportation of such products, whenever application is made therefor in writing by the shipper 24 hours in
advance of the time such car or cars are wanted for loading. Such application shall be filed with the nearest agent of the railroad company to
the point from which shipment is to be made, and shall state the time
and place from which shipment is desired. (Acts 1907, p. 84.)
Cross-reference.

— Requirements

18-315. (2775)

railroad

company

Same

;

of shippers, see

failure to furnish cars

shall fail to furnish

93-408.

§

;

liability.

—Whenever any

such icing and refrigerator cars as

required in the preceding section and the shipper places his product in
carload lots, or, in cases of less than carload lots, expresses to the agent

company his
then such railroad company
of the railroad

willingness to pay charges for carload

lots,

be liable for the market value of such
The market value shall be determined by

shall

product with interest thereon.

the market value of the product less the cost of carriage and the usual
expense of selling in the market to which the shipper intended shipping

same, on the day such product would have arrived had the same been
carried in the usual course of transportation on schedule time for such

—
419

Cakrters.

§ 18

In order to avail himself of this rule of damage, the shipper

freight;

company of the mar
Payment shall be made by the

shall in writing notify the agent of the railroad
-

to which he intended to ship

railroad

been

company

filed

his product.

for such product within 30 days after written claim has

with the company therefor.

In the event such railroad com-

pany shall fail to make payment as herein provided, or tender the correct
amount thereof, it shall be liable for an additional fixed sum of $50 for
each car as liquidated damages for failure to perform its duty in the
premises; such liquidated damages to be recovered in any cause brought
for the recovery of damages on the main claim, in the event recovery is
had thereon. (Acts 1907, p. 84.)
Cross-references. — Damages for delay, see § 18-313. Liquidated damages, see
§

20-1402.

Same;

18-316. (2776)

liability of shippers for failure to

accept cars.

In the event the shipper fails or refuses to accept such car or cars, when
furnished under condition and as herein required, he shall be liable to the
railroad

company

initial icing in

sum

for the

the event the

pay same within 30 days

of $10 per car,

same

is

and the cost

iced; and should he

after written

demand

of the first or

fail

or refuse to

therefor, he shall be liable

for $20 instead of $10 as herein fixed, together with the cost of icing.

(Acts 1907,

p. 84.)

be marked; penalty for
violation of law. All owners, agents, or others who have any gunpowder, more than five pounds, or dynamite or other dangerous explosive,
transported upon water, railroad, or otherwise, shall have the word "Gunpowder," "Dynamite," or other name of the explosive marked upon each
package so transported, in large letters. Gunpowder, dynamite, or other
dangerous explosive transported in violation of said provision shall be
liable to seizure and forfeiture by any officer who may execute a criminal
warrant, under warrant for that purpose, issued by any officer who may
issue such first-named warrants, one-half of the same to go to the informer, the other half to go to the military fund of the State, after
public sale by order of the officer issuing the warrant, or one of like
power. (Act 1831, Cobb, 850.)
18-317. (2745, 2746) Explosives required to

—

Unjust discrimination in

18-318. (2761)

or agent of any

company

or corporation,

— No

rates.

by payment

person, or officer
of

money

or other

thing of value, solicitation, or otherwise, shall induce any common carrier of freight within this State, or any of its officers or agents, to discriminate unjustly in his,

its,

or their favor, as against any other con-

signor or consignee in the transportation of property from and to points
in this State; and no such person shall aid or abet any common carrier

Any

such person, corporation, or
company violating this section shall, together with said common carrier,
be liable jointly or severally in an action to be brought by any consignor
in

any such unjust discrimination.

or consignee discriminated against for
ing therefrom. (Acts 1889, p. 134.)
Cross-references.

all

damages caused by or

—Punishment for violation, see

§

18-9914.

result-

Punishment for

false

Unjust discrimination forbidden, see § 93-407. Disbilling, etc., see § 18-9917.
prevent unjust discrimcriminations illegal, see § 93-411. General Assembly

may

inations, see Const., Art. IV, Sec. II, Par. I (§ 2-2501).
ination by false bills or weights, see § 18-9916.

Punishment for discrim-

§

Carriers.

18-319
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Claims for loss or damage of goods or for overpenalty for failure. Every claim for loss or
when
damage to property, or overcharge for freight, for which any common
carrier may be liable, shall be adjusted and paid by such common carrier within 60 days in cases of shipments wholly within this State, and
within 90 days in cases of shipments between points without and points
within this State, after such claim, duly verified by the claimant or his
agent, shall have been filed with the agent of the initial carrier or with
the agent of the carrier upon whose line the loss or damage or overcharge actually occurred. In the event such claim is not adjusted and
paid within the time limited, the carrier shall be liable for interest thereon
at the legal rate from the date of the filing of the claim until the payment
thereof, and shall also be liable for a penalty of $50 for every such failure
to adjust and pay said claim, to be recovered by the party damaged:
Provided, that unless such claimant shall in such action recover the full
amount claimed, no penalty shall be recovered, but the recovery shall be
limited to the actual loss or damage or overcharge, with interest thereon
from the date of filing said claim. (Acts 1906, p. 102.)
18-319.

charges

(2770, 277S^

to be paid

;

Cross-reference.

— Penalty

—

;

for failure to furnish cars, see

§

18-315.

(2762) Facilities for weighing freight to be furnished by transportation company. Every railroad or transportation company in this
18-320.

—

State shall furnish suitable and adequate facilities for correctly weigh-

ing

all

freight offered for shipment in carload lots in this State at points

where the volume of business offered is sufficient to warrant the expense;
and if any officer or agent of a railroad or transportation company, or person acting for or employed by such railroad or transportation company,
shall, by reason of overweights or false billing, cause such railroad or
transportation company to charge on any shipment for more than the
actual weight of such shipment, the said railroad or transportation company shall be liable to the owner of such shipment in damages for an
amount equal to twice the charges on the excess weight so charged. (Acts
1889, p. 134.)
Cross-reference.
tions, see

§

— Penalty for unjust discrimination by false weights or classifica-

18-9916.

Sworn weighers

—

weigh freight. Whenever any railroad company in this State shall weigh any cars loaded with freight to
be shipped and charged for by the carload, such weighing shall be done
by a sworn weigher, as provided for the weighing of cotton, rice, and
18-321. (2763)

other produce. (Acts 1882-3,
Cross-reference.

p.

— Scalesmen and

to

127.)

others to be sworn, see

§

5-501.

weighed singly to be uncoupled; lumber cars
weighed three together. When such cars are weighed singly they
shall be uncoupled at both ends and weighed one at a time.
When any
18-322. (2764, 2765) Cars

—

railroad

company

shall transport timber,

lumber, or other like articles of

which, from length, laps over from one car to another, such company may cause as many as two or three such cars so loaded to be
freight,

weighed together, after uncoupling them at both ends from other cars,
and in all such instances the aggregate weight of the freight upon said
two or three cars shall be averaged so that each of the cars shall be

§ 18-403

Carriers.
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charged with an equal amount of the total weight, and the shipper
made to pay freight as if each of the cars so weighed together did actually
contain an equal portion of the whole load Provided, that in such c^
:

the shipper shall not pay less than the

amount

of freight due on full

carloads. (Acts 1882-3, p. 127.)

noncompliance with two preceding sections.
Any railroad company failing, refusing, or neglecting to comply with
any of the provisions of the two preceding sections shall be held liable
in an action for damages, to be brought in the county where such
18-323. (2766) Penalty for

—

weighing

is

done, at the instance of any person aggrieved, and the recov-

ery shall be in a

sum

not less than $100 nor more than $200 for each

offense. (Acts 1882-3, p. 127.)
18-324. (2739)

Stoppage

in transitu;

when

right exists.

stoppage in transitu shall exist whenever the vendor

—The

in a sale

right of

on credit

seeks to resume the possession of goods while they are in the hands of a
carrier or

middleman,

in their transit to the

becoming

insolvent.

It

vendee or consignee, on his

continues until the vendee obtains actual pos-

session of the goods.
Cross-reference.

— See

18-325. (2738)

also §§ 96-401, 96-402.

Same;

effect.

—A stoppage

by the vendor or

in transitu

consignor relieves the carrier from his obligation to deliver, nor

is

he

thenceforward responsible for more than ordinary diligence in the care
of the goods.

CHAPTER

18-4.

LIENS AND ENFORCEMENT THEREOF.
Sec.

Sec.

and

baggage

18-401.

Lien

18-402.

Lien for freight charges.

18-403.

Priority of carriers' liens.

18-404.

Sale of nonperishable goods.
Sale of perishable goods and

18-405.

for
charges,

fare

18-406.

Proceeds of sale of goods car-

18-407.

Carrier relieved from duties as
to safe-keeping of freight,

ried.

when.

live freight.

18-401. (2743)

Lien for fare and baggage charges.

—The carrier of pas-

sengers shall have a lien on the baggage, not only for

its

charges, but also

for the passenger's fare.
18-402. (2741)

Lien for freight charges.

—When the

carrier shall

complied with his contract as to transportation, he shall have a
the goods for the freight, and
less this right is

may

retain possession until

it is

have

lien

on

paid, un-

waived by special contract or actual delivery of the goods.

18-403. (3360) Priority

of

carriers'

liens.

— Carriers'

liens

for

their

charges on the baggage of their passengers and on the goods and articles
transported shall be superior to other liens, except liens for taxes, special liens of

of

landlords for rent, liens of laborers, and

all

which they had actual notice before the property claimed

general liens
to be subject

§

18-404

Carriers.

came

to lien
inferior.

into their control, to

(AfctS 1873.

Cross-references.

422

which excepted

liens they shall

be

p. 45*.)

— Prioritj*

of Hens for taxes, see §§ 92-5707 to 92-5709.

18-404. Sale of nonperishable goods.

— Where

nonperishable property

which has been transported to destination by any common carrier is refused by the consignee or where the party entitled to receive it, fails
to receive it within 15 days after the notice of arrival shall have been
sent or given to the consignee or to the party entitled to receive
place

may sell the same at public auction to the highest bidder
as may be designated by the carrier: Provided, that the

shall

have

carrier

first

it

at

the

such

carrier

mailed, sent or given to the consignor notice that the

property has been refused or remains unclaimed, as the case
that

it

will be subject to sale

if

may

be,

disposition shall not be arranged for,

and
and

have published notice containing a general description of the property, the name of the party to whom consigned, or, if shipped order notify,
the name of the party to be notified, and the time and place of sale once
a week for two successive weeks in a newspaper of general circulation at
the place of sale or nearest place thereto Provided, further, that 30 days
shall have elapsed before publication of notice of sale after said notice
that the property was refused or remains unclaimed was mailed, sent or
given as hereinbefore provided. (Acts 1925, pp. 142, 143.)
shall

:

—

goods and live freight. Where perishable
property has been transported by any common carrier to destination and
is refused by consignee or by the party entitled to receive it, or said con18-405. Sale of perishable

signee or party entitled to receive
carrier

may

shall fail to receive

it

promptly, the

in its discretion, to prevent deterioration or further deteriora-

tion, sell the

vided, that

it

if

same

advantage at private or public sale: Protime serves for notification to the consignor or owner of
to the best

the refusal of the property or of the failure to receive

it

and

for a re-

quest for disposition of property, such notification shall be given in

such manner as the exercise of due diligence requires before the property

is

sold.

(Acts 1925,

Live freight

is

hereby declared to be perishable property.

p. 143.)

18-406. Proceeds of sale of

goods carried.

—The

proceeds of any sale

Chapter shall be applied by the carrier to the payment of
freight, demurrage, storage and other lawful charges, and the expense of
notice, advertising, sale, and other necessary expense, and the caring
for and maintaining the property if proper care of the same shall re-

under

this

quire special expense, and should there be a balance,

the carrier in special trust to be paid to the

order on demand. (Acts 1925,

shall

be held by

of the property or his

p. 144.)

18-407. (2760) Carrier relieved

when.

owner

it

from duties as to safe-keeping of

— On

freight,

compliance with the provisions of the three preceding sections, such carriers shall be relieved from all liability as to the safekeeping of such freight after transportation, and also as to the proceeds
of sale.

(Acts 1878-9,

Cross-reference.

p. 177.)

— When

responsibility of carrier begins, see

§

18-306.

—
Carriers.
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CHAPTER

§ 18

CONNECTING CARRIERS.

18-5.

Sec.

Sec.
18-501.

Duty
ets

_
18-502.

of railroads to
of connecting roads and
sell

check baggage over same.
.

.

,

to place tickets with conroads; security.
necting
J
43

Duty

.

Penalty for violation
preceding sections.

18-501.

(2753)

Duty

18 "504.

of

Connoting

receiVe

tfilfi

freight tendered

^

^

it

18-505.

Responsibility and liability
ere there are several Connecting carriers.

cr r
18-506.

n
Contract,

.

'

18-503.

tick-

*

,

.

two

from
property

_ 4
exemption

,

-

for
liability for
etc.,

damage

to

in transportation.

of railroads to sell tickets of connecting roads

—

and check baggage over same. No railroad company having an office
or agency within this State shall refuse to put on sale, or refuse to sell,
any ticket of any other railroad company, with which the same may be
directly or indirectly connected, at the price or rate fixed by the Public
Service Commission, for passage over lines of such connecting roads, less
such amount as may be directed to be deducted from such rate by any one

more

or

of said connecting lines;

and

it

shall be unlawful, after the sale

of such ticket, to refuse to issue checks for

ing lines, to the extent that the baggage

baggage over such connect-

may

be allowed to be checked

under the ordinary rules and regulations of said companies. (Acts 1890-1,
155.)

p.

— Checks

Cross-references.
sion to fix rates, see
roads, see § 93-303.

§

Authority
for baggage, see § 18-221.
93-309.
Power of Commission over contracts

of

Commis-

between

rail-

Duty to place tickets with connecting roads; security.
company operating or doing business wholly or partly within

18-502. (2754)

No

railroad

this State shall refuse to put

on sale with the agents of any other railroad

company, wherewith it may be directly or indirectly connected, tickets
for any point upon its lines of road, or refuse to receive such tickets for
passage over

its lines,

or refuse to receive and transport baggage which

may be checked upon said tickets so sold. Any company, so placing its
tickets upon sale, may demand reasonable security, to secure the price
of such tickets so placed on sale, and may demand, from time to time,
such renewals of deposits or other security as will protect
loss

from the

it

from any

sale of such tickets. (Acts 1890-1, p. 155.)

18-503. (2755) Penalty for violation of

—

two preceding sections. For
every violation of any of the provisions of the two preceding sections, the
railroad company shall be subject to a penalty of $1,000, which may be
recovered in any superior or city court of the county in which such
violation may occur.
Suit may be brought by the railroad company
whose road may be discriminated against, or by the person offering to
buy a ticket over such road; and such penalty may be recovered by each
of said parties, and the recovery by one shall not be a bar to recovery
by the other. (Acts 1890-1, p. 155.)
Connecting railroads to receive freight tendered in cars.
All railroad companies in this State, at the terminus or any interme18-504. (2756)

—

from the connecting road having the same gauge
cars containing freight consigned to any point on the road to which

diate point, shall receive
all

'

424

Carriers.

§ 18-505

and shall transport the cars to their destination with
reasonable diligence and any failure or refusal to comply with this requirement shall give to the consignee, shipper, or owner of said goods and
freight a right of action against the company so refusing, and the damages received in such action shall not be less than 10 per cent, nor more
the same

offered,

is

;

than 25 per cent, of the value of the goods so refused to be received. (Acts
1SS2-3, p. 145.)
Cross-references.
to reception of

— Delivery

goods and

of freight to connecting lines, see
18-301, 18-302.

18-505. [2752) Responsibility

necting carriers.

§

Duty

93-409.

as

live stock, see §§

— When

and

liability

where there are several con-

there are several connecting railroads under

and the goods are intended to be transported over
more than one railroad, each company shall be responsible only to its
own terminus and until delivery to the connecting road; the last company which has received the goods as "in good order" shall be responsible
to the consignee for any damage, open or concealed, done to the goods,
and such companies shall settle among themselves the question of ultimate liability: Provided, that this section shall not apply to interstate
different companies,

shipments.
Cross-reference.

— Contract

for

exemption from

see

liability,

18-506.

§

—

Editorial Note. The proviso of this section was added under authority of 146
Ga. 769. 778 (92 S. E. 527); 147 Ga. 729 (195 S. E. 284); 29 Ga. App. 122, 124 (113
S. E. 679).

18-506. (2777) Contract, etc., for

property in transportation.
tation

exemption from

—Any common

company, receiving property

liability for

damage

to

carrier, railroad, or transpor-

for transportation

between points

wholly within this State, shall issue a receipt or bill of lading therefor,
and shall be liable to the holder thereof for any loss, damage, or injury
to such property caused by it or by any common carrier to which such
property may be delivered or over whose line or lines such property may pass, and no contract, receipt, rule, or regulation shall exempt such common carrier, railroad, or transportation company from
the liability herein imposed Provided, that nothing in this section shall
deprive any holder of such receipt or bill of lading of any remedy or right
of action which he has under existing law. (Acts 1906, p. 102.)
:

Cross-references.

— Liability

Contracts limiting
ing notice, see

18-104.

§

when

several companies handle goods, see

Limiting

liability for live stock, see § 18-303.

Duplicate freight receipts, see

§

liability

18-505.

by giv-

93-402.

§

—

Editorial Note. The provisions of this section rendered inoperative Acts 1890-1,
known as the Tracing Act and which appeared in the Code of 1910 as sections 2771 and 2772.

p. 156,

CHAPTER

18-6.

Sec.

ACTIONS.
Sec.

18-601.

Limitation of actions for charges
in intrastate shipments.

10 /-a^
18-602.

T

•

•

•

18-605.

r

Limitation of actions for overcharges on intrastate shipments.

10 , A ,
l8 " 606

18-603.

When

cause of action accrues.

18 " 607

18-604.

What

claims (Covered by law.

Suits to collect forfeitures for
violations of law limiting hours
of employment of trainmen.

^
Failure
.,

-

,

.

to supply equal

,

and

...

like

accommodations.
-

P

f

°
T°
dence
skill

f

?™?* *C wi
Jf^
want of reasonable
f

*!

of

and

care.

—
§ 18-',07

Carriers.
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18-601. Limitation of actions for charges

actions at law by

common

on intrastate shipments,

carriers operating in this State, for the f;

ery of their charges or any part thereof, where such charges have accrued
in connection with intrastate shipments, shall be begun within three years

from the time the cause of action accrues, and not

thereafter.

(Acts

1933, pp. 191, 192.)
Cross-reference.

— Motor

common

carriers,

Chapter

see

68-6.

on intrastate shipments.
overcharges accruing on intra-

18-602. Limitation of actions for overcharges

—All actions at law for the recovery

of

begun against common

state shipments shall be

carriers operating in

from the time the cause of action accrues, and not thereafter, except that if claim for the overcharge
has been presented in writing to the carrier within the three-year period
of limitation, said period shall be extended to include six months from
this State within a period of three years

given by the carrier to the claimant of disallowance of claim or any part or parts thereof. (Acts 1933, pp. 191, 192.)
the time notice in writing

18-603.

When

is

cause of action accrues.

— For

the purposes of sections

and 18-602, the cause of action in respect of a shipment of property
shall be deemed to accrue upon delivery or tender of delivery thereof
by the carrier, and not after. (Acts 1933, pp. 191, 192.)
18-601

18-604.

What

claims covered by law.

—The provisions of the preceding

three sections shall extend to and embrace overcharges on which the

cause of action accrued during the one-year period prior to March 24,
1933, as well as overcharges on which the cause of action accrues thereafter,

and

all

actions not

begun within the period provided herein

shall

be barred and no recovery allowed thereon except that claims for overcharges presented to the carriers on shipments moving during the period
as set forth in this section shall not be deemed barred under the terms
hereof, if presented within the period specified in section 18-602. (Acts
;

1933, pp. 191, 192.)
18-605. (2695) Suits to collect forfeitures for violation of

law limiting

—

hours of employment of trainmen. Suits for the collection of forfeitures,
under the provisions of section 18-106 shall be brought in the county in
which the principal office of the railroad employing the trainmen offending is situated; or if such company shall have no principal office in this
State, then such suit may be brought in any county in which such company has a track and an agent. (Acts 1890-1, p. 185.)
18-606.

Any

(2716)

Failure to supply equal and like accommodations.

railroad violating the conditions of section 18-205,

employees,
offense

is

may

be sued in the superior court of

committed, and any person so wronged

by any of its
the county where the

may

recover such

sum

as the discretion of the court thinks right and proper in the premises,

not to exceed $10,000. (Acts 1870, pp. 427, 428.)
18-607. Proof of injury

and

care.

— In

all

prima

facie evidence of

want

of reasonable skill

actions against railroad companies for

damages done to

passengers, proof of injury inflicted by the running of locomotives or

——
§ 18-9901

Carriers.
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cars oi such companies shall be prima facie evidence of the

reasonable

and

want

of

on the part of the servants of the companies
in reference to such injury. (Acts 1929, p. 315.)
skill

-care

CHAPTER

CRIMES.

18-99.

Sec.

Sec.

[8-9901.

Failure

18-9902.

commodations to all.
Allowing white and colored
passengers to occupy same
car or compartment.

to

furnish

equal

ac-

18-9909.

18-9910.

Failure of railroad to install
cindei deflectors on passenger coaches.
Failure to supply railway station accommodations for passengers.

18-9903.

Failure to furnish seats, lights,
etc., to passengers.

18-9904.

Passenger

18-9912.

Tramps.

18-9913.

18-9905.

compartment or seat other
than that to which assigned.
Sleeping-car passenger remaining in compartment other
than that to which assigned.

18-9914.

Railroad officials or employees
overcharging.
Inducing or aiding in unjust

18-9915.

Agent or

18-9906.

remaining

in

18-9911.

Illegal

Employee

failing to assist in
ejecting passenger from sleep-

18-9908.

18-9916.

False

passenger cars.

Conductor or agent of

18-9917.

weighing,

re-

by

classifications

False billing, etc., by consignor or consignee.

18-9901. (533 P. C.) Failure to furnish equal

hire, or

billing,

ports, or
carriers.

rail-

road failing to furnish water

officer,

officer of carrier fail-

ing to give required receipl

or lights.

Any

nontransfer-

to shipper.

Failure to keep water or lights
in

in

discrimination.

ing car.
18-9907.

traffic

able tickets.

car,

accommodations to

all.

common carrier of passengers for
common carriers, who shall violate the pro-

employee, or agent of a

persons

who

are

visions of section 18-205, shall be punished as for a misdemeanor.

(Acts

1870, p. 398.)

Allowing white and colored passengers to occupy same
car or compartment. Any officer or employee having charge of railroad
cars, who shall violate the provisions of section 18-206, prohibiting such
officer or employee from allowing white and colored passengers to occupy
the same car or compartment, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts
18-9902. (2721)

—

1890-1, p. 157.)

18-9C03. (2723) Failure to furnish seats, lights, etc., to passengers.

Failure of companies operating and using compartment cars or separate
cars to furnish to passengers comfortable seats, and to have the cars

well and sufficiently lighted and ventilated, as required
shall be a

misdemeanor. (Acts 1890-1,

p.

18-206,

157.)

18-9904. (2719) Passenger remaining in car,

than that to which assigned.

by section

compartment or seat other

—Any passenger violating the provision

section 18-208, prohibiting any passenger from remaining in

any

of

car,

compartment, or seat other than that to which he has been assigned,
shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1890-1, p. 157.)
18-9905.

(2724; 538 P. C.) Sleeping-car passenger remaining in com-

partment other than that to which assigned.

—Any sleeping-car passengei

—
427

Carriers.

§J

remaining- in any compartment other than that to which

signed shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
Cross-reference.
§

—White and

(Acts 1899,

faft

p. 66.

j

colored passengers on sleeping cars separated, see

18-210.

18-9906. (2725; 538 P. C.)

senger from sleeping car.

—A

Employee

failing to assist in ejecting pas-

conductor or other employee of a sleeping;

car, or of a train carrying- sleeping cars,

who

shall

fail

or refuse to as

passenger violating the provisions of section 18-210 shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1899, p. 66.)
in ejecting a

18-9907. (529 P. C.) Failure to keep water or lights in passenger cars.

—A violation of section 18-211, requiring railroad companies to keep an

adequate supply of good, pure drinking water in each passenger car at
all hours, and lights during the night for the use of passengers, shall be
a misdemeanor. (Acts 1863-4, p. 132.)
18-9908. (530 P. C.)

water or

lights.

Conductor or agent of railroad

failing to furnish

—Any conductor or agent of a railroad, who, after being

requested by a passenger to furnish a sufficient supply of water to the
passengers in each car, or light at night, shall pass any depot or station

without so doing, may be indicted in any county through which the railroad of which he is agent or conductor runs, and shall be punished as
for a misdemeanor. (Acts 1863-4, p. 132.)
-

on passenger
or
to comply
coaches. Any
18-212,
with
regard
installing
cinder
deflectors
with section
to
on
passenger coaches, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon
18-9909. Failure of railroad to install cinder deflectors

—

railroad

company refusing

conviction thereof shall be fined in the

sum

neglecting

of not less than S500 or

more

than $1,000 for each coach not equipped as required by said section.
(Acts 1912, p. 157.)
18-9910. (532 P. C.) Failure to supply railway station
for passengers.

—-A

failure

tion 18-213, in relation to a
shall be a

accommodations
comply with sec-

by a railroad company to
lighted and comfortable room

misdemeanor. (Acts 1906,

for passengers,

p. 101.)

18-9911. (636 P. C.) Illegal traffic in nontransferable tickets.— "Who-

ever shall violate sections 18-215 or 18-216, relating to traffic in nontransferable tickets, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
(Acts 1904,
p. 102.)

—

Tramps. If any person shall ride or attempt to
ride on a railroad train of any character, and shall conceal himself from
the conductor or train authorities by hiding under the train, or upon the
top of the train, or in box cars, on tenders, or elsewhere, for the purpose
of avoiding the payment of fare or of stealing a ride thereon, he shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1897, p. 116.)
18-9912. (717 P. C.)

18-9913. (730 P. C.) Railroad officials or employees overcharging.

Any

officer,

agent, or other employee of a

common

carrier

who

shall

charge, for transporting freight or passengers, above the rates established

by the Public Service Commission,
meanor. (Acts 1865-6, p. 237.)

shall

be punished as for a misde-

—
§

Carriers.

1S-PP14

428

733 P. C.) Inducing or aiding in unjust discrimination.
Any person, or any officer or agent of any corporation or company,
who shall, by payment of money or other thing* of value, solicitation, or
18-9914.

(2761

—

;

common

otherwise induce any

carrier of freight within this State, or

of its officers or agents, to discriminate unjustly in his or

its

any

favor, as

against any other consignor or consignee, in the transportation of prop-

any common carbe guilty of a misdemeanor.

erty from and to points in this State, or shall aid or abet
rier in

any such unjust discrimination,

shall

(Acts 1889, p. 134.)
Cross-reference.

18-9915.

— Prohibitory

(633 P. C.)

receipt to shipper.

provisions, see

Agent or

18-318.

§

officer of carrier failing to give

— Any agent or

officer of

any common

the provisions of section 18-308, requiring such carrier,

required

carrier violating

upon demand,

to

furnish a receipt to any person delivering property to such carrier for
transportation, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.

(Acts 1865-6, pp. 236,

237.)

18-9916.

by

(731 P. C.)

common carrier of freight within the limits of this
whenever such common carrier is a corporation, any officer or

carriers.

State, or,

—Any

False billing, weighing, reports, or classifications

agent thereof, or any person acting for or employed by such corporation,
who, by means of false billing, false classification, false weighing, or false
report of weight, or by any other device or means, shall knowingly and
wilfully assist, or shall willingly suffer or permit,

any person to obtain

transportation for property from and to points within the limits of this
State, at less than the regular rates then established
line of transportation of

demeanor. (Acts 1889,
Cross-references.

demeanor, see
18-9917.

Any

§

such

common

carrier, shall

and

in force

on the

be guilty of a mis-

p. 134.)

— Discrimination

forbidden, see

§

18-318.

Punishment

for mis-

27-2506.

(732 P. C.) False billing,

by consignor or consignee.
any corporation or company, who

etc.,

person, and any officer or agent of

shall deliver property for transportation

limits of this State to

any common

from and to points within the

carrier of freights within this State, or

whom, as consignor or consignee, any such carrier shall transport
property, who shall knowingly and wilfully, by false billing, false classi-

for

weighing, false representation of the contents of the package, or false report of weight, or by any other device or means, whether
with or without the consent or connivance of the carrier or its agent, obfication, false

tain transportation for such property at less than the regular rates then

established and in force on the line of transportation, shall be guilty of a

misdemeanor. (Acts 1889,
Cross-reference.

p. 134.)

— Discrimination

CARRYING WEAPONS

:

forbidden, see

§

18-318.

See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment, Chap-

ter 26-51.

CASUALTY INSURANCE:
CATTLE:

See Title

CAUSEWAYS:
95-9, 95-10.

62,

See Title

56,

Insurance, Chapter 56-10.

Live Stock.

See Title 95, Roads, Bridges, and Ferries, Chapters

TITLE

19.

CERTIORARI.
Sec.

Chap.
19-1.

19-2.

19-3.
19-4.
19-5.

19-101

In what cases the writ of certiorari lies
How obtained, and proceedings thereon

The answer
The hearing
Judgment and

19-201
19-301
19-401
19-501

costs

CROSS-REFERENCES.
See also Title

6,

Appeal and Error.

CHAPTER

WHAT

CASES THE WRIT OF
CERTIORARI LIES.
IN

19-1.

Sec.
19-101.

When

writ of certiorari will

When

19-101. (5180)

lie.

writ of certiorari will

lie.

—The writ of certiorari

committed by justices of the peace,
corporation courts or councils, or any inferior judicatory, or any person
shall lie for the correction of errors

exercising judicial powers, including the ordinary, except in cases touch-

ing the probate of wills, granting letters testamentary and of administration; also from the Supreme Court to the Court of Appeals as pro-

vided by section 2-3009.

—

Cross-references. Certiorari from justices' courts, see § 19-203. Jurisdiction of
superior courts to grant certiorari, see Const., Art. VI, Sec. IV, Par. V (§ 2-3205);
Appellate jurisdiction of superior courts see § 24-2615. Jurisdiction of
§ 24-2616.
Supreme Court, see § 2-3005. Appeals from ordinaries' courts, see § 6-20.1. Corporate and police courts, see § 69-701. Certiorari from ordinary's judgment as to
private ways, see § 83-120. County courts, see note preceding Chapter 24-22. Time
given for certiorari in forcible entry and detainer, see § 105-1608. Juvenile courts,
see § 24-2417. Possessory warrant proceedings, see Title 82, Possessory Warrants,

Chapter

82-3.

—

Editorial Note. This Title relates to certiorari from the superior courts to inferior judicatories. For certiorari from the Supreme Court to the Court of Appeals,
see §§ 2-3009, 24-3646 to 24-3650, 24-4548 to 24-4552.

CHAPTER

19-2.

HOW

OBTAINED, AND PROCEEDINGS

THEREON.
Sec.

Sec.
19-201.

To

of

courts

ordinary;

19-208.

Affidavit in lieu of bond.

19-209.
19-210.

Must be applied for
Must be filed within

and other

19-211.

Service within 15 da}'s.

inferior judicatories; petition.

19-212.

Ten

peti-

tion.

19-202.

19-203.
19-204.

When

judge

his

circuit.

To

justices'

may

grant out of

courts

Certiorari in appeal

from ver-

dict in justice's court to superior court; petition.

19-205.

Affidavit to be

19-206.

Bond and

19-207.

Security

made; form.

security to be given.

may

be made to justify.

in 30 days.

10 days.

da3's' notice to the

adverse

party.
19-213.

Supersedeas

in

19-214.

Supersedeas

in criminal cases.

19-215.

Pauper

19-216.

Effect of supersedeas.

civil

cases.

affidavit.

§

430

Certiorari.

19-201

—

When either party
ordinary
in
in any court of
shall take exceptions to any proceeding or decision in any cause, affecting the real merits of such cause,
the party making- the same shall offer such exceptions in writing, which
19-201.

To

(5181)

courts of ordinary; petition.

any cause

by himself or his attorney, and if the same shall be overruled by the court, such party may petition the judge of the superior court
for a writ of certiorari, in which petition he shall plainly, fully, and distinctly set forth the errors complained of; and if such judge shall deem
the objections to be sufficient, he shall forthwith issue a writ of certiorari, directed to the ordinary, requiring him to. certify and send up to
the superior court, at the time specified in said writ, all the proceedings
(Act 1799, Cobb, 523.)
in said cause.
shall be signed

Cross-references.

—Appeals from ordinaries' courts, see

inferior judicatories, see
vate ways, see § 83-120.

19-203.

§

Certiorari

§ 6-201.

Certiorari from
to pri-

from ordinary's judgment as

—

When

judge may grant out of his circuit. No judge of
the superior court shall grant or issue any writ of certiorari out of his
judicial circuit, unless there shall be a vacancy in any of the other circuits, or the judge thereof be indisposed, disqualified, or absent therefrom, so that the business of granting of writs of certiorari cannot be
speedily done. (Act 1811, Cobb, 524.)
19-202.

(5182)

Cross-reference.

— See

also

19-203. (4748, 5183)
petition.

—When

24-2617.

§

To

and other inferior judicatories;
any cause in a justice's court, municipal
council, or any inferior judicatory, or before

justices' courts

either party in

corporation or police court,

any person exercising judicial powers, shall be dissatisfied with the decision or judgment in such cause, such party may apply for and obtain a
writ of certiorari by petition to the superior court, in which petition he
shall plainly and distinctly set forth the errors complained of. On such
petition being filed in the office of the clerk of the superior court, with the
sanction of the judge of the circuit, or the judge of some other circuit, as
provided for in section 19-202, indorsed thereon, together with the bond
or affidavit, as hereinafter provided, it shall be the duty of such clerk to
issue a writ of certiorari, directed to the justice of the peace of the dis-

where the decision complained
person whose decision or judgment
trict

of
is

was made,

or other tribunal or

the subject matter of complaint,

requiring such justice of the peace, or other tribunal, or person to certify
and send up all the proceedings in said cause to the superior court, as directed in said writ of certiorari.

(Act 1850, Cobb, 529.

Acts 1878-9,

p. 155.)

Cross-references.

— When

from

Appeals to superior court
Appeal and Error, Chapter 6-3. Appeals to jury
Appeal and Error, Chapter 6-4.

certiorari lies, see § 19-101.

justice's court, see Title
in justice's court, see Title 6,

6,

—

Editorial Note. The statutes relating exclusively to grand jury city courts and
those relating exclusively to county courts have not been included in this Code.
See note immediately preceding Chapter 24-22 as to such city courts and county
courts.

19-204. (4749) Certiorari in appeal

— When either party

in justice's court to su-

with the verdict
any appeal case tried in the justice courts, such party may ap-

perior court; petition.
of a jury in

from verdict
is

dissatisfied

ply for and obtain a writ of certiorari, by petition to the judge of the superior court in

whose

circuit the said justice court

was

held, in

which petition

Certiorari.

431

':.

19

he shall plainly and distinctly set forth the errors complained of, and all
after-proceeding's shall be under the same rules and regulations as are
now established by law for the granting of writs of certiorari from the
justice courts. (Acts 1878-9, p. 142.)
Cross-reference.

—See

cross-references under preceding section.

(5184) Affidavit to be

19-205.

made; form.

— No writ of certiorari

shall

be granted or issued, except to the court of ordinary, unless the party
applying for the same, his agent, or attorney shall make and
petition the following affidavit, to wit:

file

with his

County.

Georgia,

do solemnly swear that the petition for certiorari is not filed in
the case for the purpose of delay only, and I verily believe I have good
cause for certiorari; and that the facts stated in the foregoing petition, so
far as they come within my own knowledge, are true, and so far as derived from the knowledge of others I believe them to be true.
I,

A.

B.,

Sworn

to

and subscribed before me,

day

this

of

,

19

—

.

(Acts

1857, p. 104.)
Cross-reference.

V

— Sanction

of judge required, see Const., Art. VI, Sec. IV, Par.

(§ 2-3205).

19-206. (5185)

Bond and

security to be given.

— Before any writ of

cer-

except as hereinafter provided, the party applying for
the same, his agent, or attorney shall give bond and good security, condition to pay the adverse party in the cause the eventual condemnationmoney, together with all future costs, and shall also produce a certificate
tiorari shall issue,

whose decision or judgment is the subject matter of complaint, that all costs which may have accrued on the trial below have been
paid; which bond and certificate shall be filed with the petition for certiorari, and security on said bond shall be liable as securities on appeal.
from the

officer

(Act 1811, Cobb, 523.)
Cross-reference.

—Time

for riling certiorari proceedings in

clerk's

office,

see

§ 19-210.

19-207. (5186) Security

may

19-208. (5187) Affidavit

in

—

be made to justify. The party authorized to take said bond and security may compel the security tendered to
justify upon oath, and such justification shall exonerate the party taking
the same from any liability. (Act 1811, Cobb 524.)
lieu

make and

of bond.

—

If

the party applying for

with his petition an affidavit, in
writing, that he is advised and believes that he has good cause for certiorari to the superior court, and that owing to his poverty he is unable
the writ of certiorari will

to

file

pay the costs or give security as the case may

be, as required in the

preceding section, such affidavit shall in every respect answer instead of
the certificate and bond above mentioned, as the case may be. (Acts
1897, p. 33.)
19-209. (5188)

Must be

applied for in 30 days.

—All writs

of certiorari

shall be applied for within 30 days after the final determination of the

case in which the error

and

shall be

made

is

alleged to have been committed, and not after;

returnable to the next superior court after the issuing

of the same, unless said superior court shall sit within 20 days after the

Certiorari.

19-210

g

432

issuing of said writ, in which case said writ shall be
the next succeeding court. (Act 1838, Cobb, 528.

made

returnable to

Acts 1889,

p. 84.)

—

Cross-reference. Time given in forcible entry and detainer to allow dissatisfied
party to make out writ of certiorari, see § 105-1O08.

Must be

—

within 10 days. All certiorari proceedshall be tiled in the clerk's office within 10 days from the date of
their sanction, except certiorari proceedings from the Court of Appeals.
19-210.

(4365)

(Acts 1855-6,

p.

234; 1924,

Cross-references.

— Rules

p. 59.)

as to certiorari proceedings to
§ 24-4548.

(51S9) Service within 15 days.

sions have been complied with,

—When

and the writ

the foregoing provi-

have been

of certiorari shall

issued, the clerk of the superior court shall place the

which

Court of Appeals, see

and note under

£§ 24-4548 to 24-4552

19-211.

filed

same on the docket;

with the petition, shall be delivered to the party to
whom it is directed by the party applying for the certiorari, his agent, or
attornev, or the sheriff, deputy sheriff, or any constable, at least 15 days
previous to the court to which the return is to be made. (Act 1850, Cobb,
writ, together

p. 529.)

19-212.
in
in

Ten

(5190)

days' notice to the adverse party.

—The

plaintiff

certiorari shall cause written notice to be given to the opposite party
interest, his agent, or attorney, of the sanction of the writ of certiorari,

and also the time and place of hearing, at least 10 days before the sitting
of the court to which the same shall be returnable, and in default of such
notice (unless prevented by unavoidable cause) the certiorari shall be
dismissed. (Act 1799, Cobb, 523; Act 1850, Cobb, 529.)
Cross-reference.

— Notice

Supersedeas in

19-213. (5191)

when granted
ment until the
82-302.

19-214.

civil

Court of Appeals, see

§

—The

of

cases.

writ

24-4548.

certiorari,

supersedeas of the judghearing in the superior court. (Act 1850, Cobb, 529.)

in civil cases, shall operate as a
final

—

Notice of writ as supersedeas in possessory warrant cases, see
Supersedeas in criminal cases, see § 19-214.

Cross-references.
§

for certiorari to

(5192) Supersedeas in criminal cases.

— Any

person

who

has

been convicted of any criminal or quasi-criminal offense, or violation of
any ordinance, in any county court, police court, municipal court, by

whatsoever name

called, or

tutional city courts)

who

any other

inferior judicatory (except consti-

exercising criminal or quasi-criminal jurisdiction,

shall desire a writ of certiorari to

review and correct the judgment

of conviction in said case, shall be entitled to a supersedeas of the judg-

ment upon

He

with the clerk of said
court, or, if no clerk, with the judge thereof, or with the commissioners
if it be a court presided over by commissioners with no clerk, a bond
payable to the State, or, if the conviction be in a municipal court, to the
municipality, in amount and with security acceptable to and to be approved by the clerk, judge, or majority of the commissioners, as the case
may be, conditioned that the defendant will personally appear and abide
the final judgment, order, or sentence upon him in said case. Said bond,
if payable to the State, may be forfeited in the same manner as any other
criminal bond in any court having jurisdiction; if payable to the municipal corporation, it may be forfeited according to the procedure prethe following conditions:

shall

file

433

§19

Certiorari.

scribed in the municipal ordinance or charter; or

any court having

in

Upon

jurisdiction.

may

it

the giving of said

bt

bond the de-

be released from custody in like manner as defendants are
released upon supersedeas bonds in criminal cases where a writ of error
has been obtained. (Acts 1902, p. 105; 1909, p. 148.)
fendant shall

Cross-reference.

— Correction of errors of law from constitutional city courts, see

Const, Art. VI, Sec.

II,

Par.

IX

(§ 2-3009;.

(5193) Pauper affidavit.

—

unable from his
poverty to give said bond, and will make this fact appear by affidavit to
be filed with the judge, clerk, or commissioners, as the case may be, as
provided in the foregoing section, the same shall operate as a supersedeas
19-215.

the defendant

If

is

judgment:

Provided, however, the defendant shall not be set at
liberty unless he gives bond as prescribed in the foregoing section. (Acts

of the

1909, pp. 148, 149.)
19-216. (5194) Effect of supersedeas.

—The

supersedeas herein pro-

vided for shall operate to suspend the judgment of conviction until said
case shall be finally heard and determined by the superior court to which

Appeals upon writ of
error:
Provided, that within the time prescribed by law the defendant shall apply for and procure the writs and remedies provided by law
The supersedeas herein
for reviewing the judgment complained of.
provided for shall be equally applicable whether the judge of the suit is

to be taken

perior court to

by

certiorari, or

whom

by the Court

the petition for certiorari

of

is

presented shall sanc-

Provided, that within the time provided by law the
defendant shall diligently apply for and procure a writ of error. The

tion

it

or refuse

it

:

object of this statute

is

to provide a

method by which

a defendant

may

under the
law to prosecute the proceeding brought or to be brought to review the
conviction of which he is complaining, or any intermediate appellate
judgment rendered thereon; and in order that the defendant shall not be
deprived of his right to apply to the courts by being compelled to serve
his sentence or pay a fine before he has had the full opportunity allowed
him by law of taking the necessary proceedings to correct and review

obtain a supersedeas so long as he

is

prosecuting or

is

entitled

his conviction. (Acts 1909, pp. 148, 150.)

CHAPTER

19-3.

Sec.

Sec.
19-301.

THE ANSWER.

Answer

filed five days before
day of term.
Exceptions to answer.

19-303.

first

19-302.

Must not be written by party
interested; verification.

—

days before first day of term. The
answer to the writ of certiorari shall be filed in office five days before the
first day of the term to which it is returnable, unless further time is
19-301.

(5195)

Answer

filed five

given, and shall reply specifically to the allegrtions in the petition. (Acts
1918, p. 124.)
19-302.

be

filed in

(5196) Exceptions to answer.

— Exceptions to the answer shall

writing, specifying the defects, and notice thereof given to the

opposite party before the case

is

called in its order for a hearing;

and

if

—
5

434

Certiorari.

19-303

5

-

—

-

,

-

i

-

-

-

-*

i

such exceptions be sustained, the answer shall be perfected as directed

by the

court.

Must not be written by party interested; verification.
The answer shall not be written or dictated by either of the parties, or
their attorneys, or any other person interested in the cause; and if made
after the party making the same has retired from office, it shall be veri19-303. (5197)

fied

by

affidavit.

CHAPTER

THE HEARING.

19-4.

Sec.

Sec.
19-401.

Writ

to stand for trial at first

19 " 403

-

versed at
19-404.

19-402.

(5198)

Writ

first

tra-

term.

Certiorari on ground that venue

and time not proved.

Errors considered.

19-401.

Answer or return may be

to stand for trial at first term.

shall stand for trial at the return term,

docket and dispose of the same

— Certiorari

and the judge

causes

up the
continued for good

in its order, unless

shall take

cause.
Cross-reference.

—Judge

may

hear motion in vacation, see

19-402. (5199) Errors considered.

upon, on the hearing, which

Answer

is

§

24-2618.

— No ground of error shall be insisted

not distinctly set forth in the petition.

—

may

be traversed at first term. The
may,
at the first term and before the
plaintiff or defendant
hearing, traverse the truth of the answer or return, which traverse shall
be in writing, specifying the portion of the answer or return intended to
be controverted, and verified by affidavit; and the issue formed upon
such traverse shall be tried by a jury at the same term, unless good cause
be shown for a continuance, and their verdict shall be final as to the
facts, upon which the court shall pronounce the law. (Acts 1860, p. 45;
19-403. (5200)

or return

in certiorari

1880-1, p. 57.)

on ground that venue and time not proved.

Certiorari

19-404.

—No

judge of the superior courts shall grant the writ of certiorari or sustain
such writ in a criminal or quasi-criminal case on the ground that the

venue was not proved
sion of the offense

time of the commis-

in the trial court, or that the

was not proved, unless there

a distinct allegation

is

writ of failure to prove the venue or time, and an
assignment of error as to such matters. (Acts 1911, p. 149.)
in the petition for the

Cross-reference.

—As

to reversal

CHAPTER

19-5.

on these grounds, see

§

JUDGMENT AND

6-1609.

COSTS.

Sec.

Sec.
19-501.

Certiorari may be dismissed or
returned.

.« r.^
19-502.

it

19-503.

Damage may

Psew

<

trial

1,,

be awarded

when

If certiorari is sustained, judg.

ment

ordered, when.

certiorari frivolous or for delay.

19 _5 04

19-505.

,
,.~
for plaintiff.
.

.

If certiorari is dismissed,

ment

for defendant,

judg-

j

435

Certiorari.

may

(5201) Certiorari

19-501.

§19

be dismissed or returned.

— Upon

the

hearing of a writ of certiorari the superior court may order the same
to be dismissed, or return the same to the court from which it came, with
instructions; and in

all

cases

when

the error complained of

i

an error

3

in

law which must finally govern the case, and the court shall be satisfied
there is no question of fact involved which makes it necessary to S4
the case back for a new hearing before the tribunal below, it shall be
the duty of the said judge to make a final decision in said case, without
sending it back to the tribunal below. (Act 1850, Cobb, 529.
19-502.

New

(5202)

trial

ordered, when.

— In

all

cases pending in the

superior courts upon certiorari from any justice's court, ordinary's court,
city court,

mayor or

county court, criminal court, recorder's court, municipal court,

council, or

ing judicial powers,

any other

if

tried shall die before

inferior judicatory, or

any person exercis-

the judge or other officer before

whom

was

the case

answering the writ of certiorari served, or

shall an-

swer that he cannot or does not remember or recollect what occurred at
the trial of the case, and he therefore cannot or does not make answer to
the same, it shall be the duty of the judge who granted the writ of certiorari forthwith, either in term time or vacation, to order a new trial to
be had upon the case in the court below. (Acts 1861,

p.

63; 1899,

p.

38;

1933, p. 113.)

Damage may be awarded where

19-503. (5203)

for delay.

certiorari frivolous or

—The presiding judge before whom any writ of certiorari may

be heard may, on motion of the opposite party, order that damages, not

more than 20 per
tiff

in certiorari

and

be recovered by the defendant against the plain-

his security, in case

was

it

shall be

made

to appear that

and applied for without good cause or
the purpose of delay only, and judgment may be entered up and exe-

the said certiorari
for

cent.,

frivolous,

cution issued accordingly. (Acts 1857,

p. 105.)

—

judgment for plaintiff. If on
the hearing the certiorari shall be sustained, and a final decision thereon
shall be made by the superior court, the plaintiff may sign up judgment
for the amount by him recovered in the court below, and the costs paid to
obtain the certiorari, and also the costs in said superior court but if the
certiorari shall be returned to the court below for a new hearing, the
plaintiff shall sign up judgment for the costs in said superior court only,
19-504. (5204) If certiorari

is

sustained,

;

leaving the costs paid to obtain the certiorari to abide the final

trial

below.
19-505. (5205) If certiorari is dismissed,

judgment

the certiorari shall be dismissed, and a final decision

by the superior

court, the defendant in certiorari

in said superior court against the plaintiff

and

may

for defendant.

made

in the

—

If

cause

sign up judgment

his security for the

sum

recovered by him, together with the costs in said superior court; and
said case be sent back to the court below, and there be a

judgment

if

in said

case in favor of said defendant in the court below, the security on the
certiorari

bond

shall then be included as in case of security

on appeal.
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Sec Title 77, Penal Institutions, Chapters 77-2, 77-3.

CHAMPERTY AND MAINTENANCE:

See Title 20, Contracts, Chap-

ter 20-5.

CHANCERY: See Title
CHANGE OF VENUE:

37, Equity.

inal

Constitution of the State of GeorActions, § 3-207 et seq. Title 27, Crim-

See Title

gia. Chapter 2-44: Title

3,

2,

;

Procedure, Chapter 27-12.

CHARGE TO JURY:

See Title 81, Pleading and Practice, Chapter

81-11.

CHARITABLE INSTITUTIONS:

See Title 35, Eleemosynary Insti-

tutions.

CHARITABLE SOCIETIES,
Chapter

incorporation: See Title 22, Corporations,

22-4.

CHARITABLE .TRUSTS: See Title 108, Trusts, Chapter 108-2.
CHARTERS: See Title 22, Corporations, Chapters 22-2 to 22-6.
CHATTEL MORTGAGES: See Title 67, Mortgages, Conveyances

to

Secure Debt, and Liens.

CHEATING AND SWINDLING:

See Title 26, Crimes and Punish-

ment, Chapters 26-74, 26-75.

CHECKS: See Title 13, Banks and Banking; Title 14, Bills and Notes.
CHILD LABOR: See Title 54, Industrial Relations, Chapter 54-3.
CHILDREN: See Title 49, Guardian and Ward; Title 74, Parent and
Child

;

Title 99, Social Welfare, Chapter 99-2.

CHIROPODISTS:
Chapter

See Title 84, Professions, Businesses, and Trades,

84-6.

CHIROPRACTORS:
Chapter

See Title 84, Professions, Businesses, and Trades,

84-5.

CHOSES IN ACTION: See
CHURCHES, incorporation:

Title 85, Property, Chapter 85-18.

See Title 22, Corporations, Chapter 22-4.

AND CIGARETTES,

CIGARS

furnishing to minors:

Crimes and Punishment, Chapter 26-68.
Public Revenue, Chapter 92-22.

Taxation:

CITIES AND TOWNS: See Title 69, Municipal
CITIZENS: See Title 79, Persons, Chapter 79-2.

CITY COURTS: See Title 24, Courts, Chapters
CIVIL ACTIONS: See Title 3, Actions.
CIVIL PROCEDURE:

See Title 26,
See Title 92,

Corporations.

24-22, 24-23.

See Title 81, Pleading and Practice.

CLERKS OF COURTS:

City courts, see Title 24, Courts, Chapters
Court of Appeals, see Title 24, Courts, Chapter 24-35;
Ordinaries, see Title 24, Courts, Chapter 24-18; Superior Courts, see
Title 24, Courts, Chapters 24-27, 24-31 Supreme Court, see Title 24,
Courts, Chapter 24-41.
24-23, 24-31

;

;

COASTAL PLAINS EXPERIMENT STATION:
tion,

Chapter

See Title 32, Educa-

32-1.

COCKFIGHTING:

See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment, Chapter

26-66.

COLLEGES:

See Title

32,

Education, Chapter 32-1.

K
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— CONTINUANCES.

COMMERCE AND LABOR: See Title 54, Industrial Relatioi
COMMERCIAL NOTARIES PUBLIC: Sec Title 71, Notaries
and Commissioners

COMMISSIONERS OF DEEDS:
Commissioners

Public

of Deeds.

See Title

71,

Notaries Public and

of Deeds.

COMMISSIONER OF GAME AND FISH:

Game and

See Title 45,

Fish, Chapter 45-1.

COMMISSIONERS OF PILOTAGE:
age, Chapters

See Title 80, Pilots and Pilot-

80-1, 80-2.

COMMISSIONERS OF PUBLIC ROADS:

Sec

Title

Roads,

95,

Bridges, and Ferries, Chapter 95-3.

COMMON
cles,

CARRIERS: See Title
Chapters 68-5 to 68-7.

COMPANIES:

18,

Carriers; Title 68,

Motor Vehi-

Canal and Navigation Companies; Title 41, Express Companies; Title 104, Telegraph
and Telephone Companies Title 109, Trust Companies.
See Title

22,

Corporations; Title

17,

;

COMPENSATION:

Employees, see Title 66, Master and Servant,
workparticular officers, etc., see specific Titles
men's, see Title 114, Workmen's Compensation.

Chapter 66-1

;

;

COMPOUNDING CRIMES AND PENALTIES:
and Punishment, Chapter

See Title 26, Crimes

26-46.

COMPROMISE AND SETTLEMENT:

See Title

20, Contracts,

Chap-

ter 20-12.

COMPTROLLER GENERAL:
Chapters 40-14, 40-15

;

See Title 40, Executive Department,
Title 92, Public Revenue, Chapters 92-59 to

92-61.

CONCENTRATED COMMERCIAL FEEDING STUFFS:
42,

Foods and Drugs, Chapter

See Title

42-2.

CONDEMNATION OF PRIVATE PROPERTY:

See Title

36,

Emi-

nent Domain.

CONDITION, ESTATES ON:
CONFEDERATE SOLDIERS:

See Title 85, Property, Chapter 85-9.

County relief, see Title 23, Counties,
Chapter 23-24; exemption from payment of peddlers' license tax or
fee, see Title 84, Professions, Businesses, and Trades, §§ 84-2006 to
84-2011; exemption from poll tax, see Title 92, Public Revenue,
§

92-108; pensions, See Title 78, Pensions.

CONFEDERATE SOLDIERS' HOME OF GEORGIA:
Eleemosynary

Institutions,

Chapter

CONFESSION OF JUDGMENT:

See Title

35,

35-9.

See Title 110, Verdict and Judg-

ment, Chapter 110-6.

CONSPIRACY:

See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment, Chapters 26-19;

26-42.

CONSTABLES: See
CONSTITUTIONS:
Title

2,

Title 24, Courts, Chapter 24-8.

See Title 1, Constitution of the United States;
Constitution of the State of Georgia.

CONTAGIOUS DISEASES: See Title 88, Public Health. Chapter SS-4.
CONTEMPT: See Title 24, Courts, Chapter 24-1.
CONTINUANCES: See Title 27, Criminal Procedure, Chapter 27-20;
Title 81, Pleading

and Practice, Chapter 81-14,

TITLE

20.

CONTRACTS.

PART

GENERAL PRINCIPLES. STATUTE OF FRAUDS. ILLEGAL
CONTRACTS. FUTURE DELIVERY CONTRACTS.
CONSTRUCTION OF CONTRACTS.

I.

Chap.

Sec.

20-

1.

General principles

20-101

20-

2.

Parties

20-201

20-

3.

Consideration

20-301

20-

4.

Statute of frauds

20-401

20-

5.

Illegal

20-

6.

Future delivery contracts

20-601

20-

7.

Construction of contracts

20-701

and void contracts

PART

20-501

DEFENSES TO CONTRACTS.

II.

Sec.

Chap.

20-801

8.

Denial of contract

9.

Denial of obligation of contract

.20-901

20-10.

Payment

.20-1001

20-11.

Performance; tender
Accord and satisfaction
Set-off and recoupment

20-

20-

20-12.

20-13.

PART

III.

20-1101
..

.

.

.

20-1201
20-1301

BREACH AND DAMAGES.

Chap.
20-14.

Sec.

20-1401

In general

PART XXX. CRIMES.
Chap.
20-99.

Sec.

20-9901

In general

CROSS-REFERENCES.
Counties:

See Title

Employment and

23,

Counties, Chapter 23-17.

See Title

apprenticeship:

66,

Master and Servant, Chapters

66-1, 66-2.

Implied obligations to pay:

Judgment

See Title

3,

Actions,

or execution, contract not to enforce:

Proceedings Thereunder,
Limitation of actions:

§

§

3-107.

See Title

39,

Executions and

39-604.

See Title

3,

Marriage contracts and settlements:

Actions, Chapters 3-7 to

See Title

53,

3-9.

Husband and Wife, Chapter

53-4.

Obligation of contracts, impairment: See Title 1, Constitution of the United
States, § 1-134; Title 2, Constitution of the State of Georgia, §§ 2-302, 2-2506.
Specific performance:

See Title

37,

Equity, Chapter 37-8.

See also Title 7, Arbitration and Award; Title 12, Bailments; Title 28, Debtor
and Creditor; Title 29, Deeds; Title 56, Insurance; Title 57, Interest and Usury;
Title 67, Mortgages, Conveyances to Secure Debts, and Liens; Title 96, Sales;
Title 97, Securities; Title 103, Suretyship.

§20-107

Contracts.
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GENERAL PRINCIPLES. STATUTE OF FRAUDS.
ILLEGAL CONTRACTS. FUTURE DELIVERY COXTRACTS. CONSTRUCTION OF CONTRACTS.

PART

I.

CHAPTER

GENERAL PRINCIPLES.

20-1.

Sec.

Sec.

20-101.

Definition.

20-102.

Executed

or

20-110.

Conditions precedent or subsc-

20-111.

Void conditions.

quent.

con-

executory

tracts; definition.

20-103.

Contracts of record; definition.

20-112.

Entire or severable contracts.

20-104.

Specialty; definition.

20-113.

20-105.

Simple contracts;

20-114.

Apportionment.
Contracts by letter; alternative

20-106.

Parol contracts.

definition.

propositions.

20-107.

Essentials of a contract.

20-115.

Novation.

20-108.

Assent as essential to contract.

20-116.

Mutual temporary disregard of

Withdrawal
Contracts

20-109.

absolute

20-101. (4216) Definition.

more

condi-

or

Licenses distinguished,

20-117.

Classification of con-

tional.
tracts.

or

contract.

of proposition.

—A

contract

an agreement between two

is

parties for the doing or not doing of

Cross-reference.

— Essentials

of a contract, see

§

some

specified thing.

20-107.

—

Executed or executory contracts; definition. An executed contract is one in which all the parties thereto have performed all
the obligations which they have originally assumed. An executory contract is one in which something remains to be done by one or more par20-102. (4217)

ties.

—

Cross-references. Enforcement of executory marriage contracts, see § 53-401.
of administrators to fulfill executory and comply with executed contracts,
see § 113-1525.

Duty

20-103. (4218) Contracts of record; definition.

—A

contract of record

one which has been declared and adjudicated by a court having jurisdiction, or which is entered of record in obedience to, or in carrying out,
the judgments of a court.
is

20-104. (4219) Specialty; definition.

—A

specialty

is

a contract

under

considered by the law as entered into with more solemnity,
and consequently of higher dignity, than ordinary simple contracts.
seal,

and

is

Cross-references.

—What

cialties, see § 3-703.

constitutes seal, see
Specialties negotiable, see

§
§

Limitations upon spe-

102-103.
14-1801.

20-105. (4220) Simple contracts; definition.

—All

other contracts than

those specified above are termed simple contracts.
20-106. (4221) Parol contracts.

writing, or rest only in
tracts,

words

as

— Simple

contracts

20-107. (4222) Essentials of a contract.

must be

be either in

remembered by witnesses.

under this Code, shall include only the

tract, there

may

Parol con-

latter.

—To

constitute, a valid con-

parties able to contract, a consideration

moving

to

the contract, the assent of the parties to the terms of the contract, and

a subject-matter upon which

—

it

can operate.

Cross-references. Parties, see Chapter 20-2. Consideration, see Chapter 20-3.
Definition of contract, see § 20-101. Essentials of contract of sale, see § 96-101.

§

Contracts.

20-108
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(4230) Assent as essential to contract. Withdrawal of propoThe consent of the parties being essential to a contract, until each

20-108.
sition.

—

has assented to all the terms the contract is incomplete until assented to,
each party may withdraw his bid or proposition. (141 Ga. 117, 118 (80
;

S. E. 559).)

20-109.

Contracts absolute or conditional.

(,4223)

—A

Classification

of

may

be absolute or conditional. In the former,
every covenant is independent, and the breach of one does not relieve
the obligation of another. In the latter, the covenants are dependent the
one upon the other, and the breach of one is a release of the binding force
of all dependent covenants. The classification of every contract must decontracts.

contract

pend upon a rational interpretation of the intention of the
Cross-reference.

— Dependent covenants,

see

parties.

20-904.

§

20-110. (4224) Conditions precedent or subsequent.

— Conditions

may

be precedent or subsequent. In the former, the condition must be performed before the contract becomes absolute and obligatory upon the
other party. In the latter, the breach of the condition may destroy the
party's rights under the contract, or may give a right to damages to the
other party, according to a true construction of the intention of the parties.

Cross-references.

— Construction

56-831, 56-904, 56-910. Estates
complied with as defense, see
see § 37-216.

20-111.

insurance

see

policies,

§§

56-811,

—

Void conditions. Impossible, immoral, and
and are binding upon no one.

(4225)

ditions are void,
Cross-reference.

of

—Void

56-815,

on condition, see §§ 85-901 et seq. Conditions not
Construction of conditions subsequent,
§ 20-902.

conditions as to estates, see

20-1 12. (4228) Entire or severable contracts.

§

illegal

con-

85-903.

—A contract may be either

In the former, the whole contract stands or falls toIn the latter, the failure of a distinct part does not void the re-

entire or severable.

gether.

mainder.

The character

of the contract in such case

is

determined by

the intention of the parties.

—

Cross-references. Contracts of sale, see § 96-112. Duties of administrators as
and severable contracts, see § 113-1525. Contracts part illegal and part
Actions for breach of entire and severable
legal, where severable, see § 20-501.
contracts, see § 20-1401. Consideration good in part and bad in part, see § 20-305.
Part performance, see § 20-1103. Suit by agent for breach of contract of employment, see § 4-215. Contract of bailment, see § 12-105.

to entire

20-113.
is

(4229) Apportionment.

apportionable;

contract

as,

— In some cases, even an entire contract

where the price

to be paid

is

not fixed, or

is

by the

apportioned according to time; so, if the failure of one
is caused by the act of the other, the contract may still

itself

party to perform

be apportioned.

—

§

Cross-references. Apportionment in case of
Will good in part and bad in part, see

29-20h

sideration, see

20-114.

§

§

deficiency in sale of land, see
113-108.
Partial failure of con-

20-310.

(4231) Contracts

made by

by

letter;

alternative propositions.

—

If

the

the acceptance by written reply takes effect from
and not from the time it is received; hence the offeror
cannot withdraw in the meantime. If the offer contains alternative
offer

is

the time

it is

letter,

sent,

propositions, the party receiving the offer

may

elect.

(5

Ga. 167.)

Contracts.
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§

20-202

—

Novation. One simple contract as to the same matconsideration, docs not destroy another between the
and
on
no
new
ter,
same parties; but if new parties are introduced by novation, go
change the person to whom the obligation is due, the original contract
is at an end.
20-115. (4226)

Cross-references.

— Accord

charges surety, see

§ 20-1201.
When novation d
of estates, see § 85-710.
Satisfaction of

and satisfaction, see

103-202.

§

Merger

torts, see § 105-1901.

20-116. (4227)

Mutual temporary disregard

of contract.

— Where

the course of the execution of a contract, depart from

ties, in

its

par-

terms

and pay or receive money under such departure, before cither can* recover for failure to pursue the letter of the agreement, reasonable notice
must be given the other of intention to rely on the exact terms of the
agreement. Until such notice, the departure is a quasi new agreement.
(72 Ga. 459.)
20-117. (15) Licenses distinguished.

police power, a license

is

issued, the

—Where,

same

in

the exercise of the

not a contract, but only a

is

permission to enjoy the privilege for the time specified, on the terms
stated.

It

may

be abrogated. (82 Ga. 224 (7

S. E.

915)

;

87 Ga. 120 (13

S. E. 197).)

CHAPTER

20-2.

Sec.

PARTIES.

Sec.

20-201.

Infants' contracts.

20-206.

Insane persons' contracts; nec-

20-202.

Infancy a personal exemption.
Infant doing business by permission bound.
Marriage contracts and settle-

~
on
2 °- on
207

-r»

20-203.
20-204.

ments

Loan

20-205.

essaries.

of infants.

Who may
Lex

s

contract.

plead incapacity.

loci to

govern capacity to

contract.

— Generally the

contract of an

In order to charge an infant

them must prove

for necessaries, the party furnishing
fails

»

.

voidable except for necessaries.

guardian

1

20-208.

20-201. (4232, 4233) Infants' contracts.
is

Drunk en person

20-209.

of educational trust fund

to minors.

infant

-

that the parent or

or refuses to supply sufficient necessaries for the infant.

however, the infant receives property, or other valuable consideration,
and after arrival at the age of majority retains possession of such propIf,

erty or enjoys the benefits of such valuable consideration, such a ratification of the contract shall bind him.

Ga. App. 203 (125

S.

(Acts 1858,

p.

58; 7 Ga. 568; 33

E. 787).)

— Minor

defined, see § 79-208.
Deeds of infants, see § 29-106.
Minority of party to marriage con§ 13-2041.
Control of infants' earnInfants' wills, see § 113-203.
tract, see §§ 20-204, 53-402.
Shares in credit unions, see 25-111. See also
ings, generally, see §§ 53-507, 74-108.
§§ 20-202 to 20-205.

Cross-references.

Control of deposits by minor, see

20-202.

infant

plead

nor

is
it,

may

(4234) Infancy a personal exemption.
a personal privilege.

unless he

exemption of the
The party contracting with him may not

was ignorant

of the fact at the time of the conract;

third persons avail themselves of

Cross-reference.

—Age

—The

of majority, see

§

it

74-104.

as a defense.

I

Contracts.
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20-203. (4235) Infant doing business
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by permission bound.

—

If

an

in-

by permission of his parent or guardian, or by permission of law,
practices any profession or trade, or engages in any business as an adult,
he shall be bound for all contracts connected with such profession, trade,
fant,

or business.
Cross-reference.

— Parental

control of child, see

74-108.

(4236) Marriage contracts and settlements of infants.

20-204.

and settlements made by
marry, are binding as if made by adults.
riage contracts

Cross-reference.

20-205.

§

Loan

—For

similar prevision, see

of educational trust

§

infants,

—Mar-

but of lawful age to

53-402.

fund to minors.

—Any contract, prom-

issory note, written obligation or other evidence of indebtedness

made

and executed by a minor for a loan from any trust fund for educational
purposes to any educational institution shall be as valid and binding as
if said minor were at the time of making such contract or other obligation
sui juris and otherwise capacitated to contract. (Acts 1911, p. 163.)
20-206.

(4232, 4237)

Insane persons' contracts; necessaries.

—The con-

non compos mentis, who
be insane, or a lunatic, or of unsound

tract of an insane person, a lunatic or a person

has never been adjudicated to

mind

by the Code, is not absolutely void, but only voidable,
except that a contract made by such person during a lucid interval is
as prescribed

valid without ratification.

After the fact that such person

is

insane, a

non compos mentis has been established by a court of competent jurisdiction in this State and the affairs of such person are vested
in a guardian, the power of such person to contract even though restored
to sanity is entirely gone and such contracts are absolutely void, until
lunatic, or

the guardianship

is

dissolved.

One may

recover for necessaries fur-

nished an insane person, a lunatic, or person non compos mentis upon
the same proof as

if

furnished to infants. (92 Ga. 295, 297 (18 S. E. 425)

;

170 Ga. 239 (152 S. E. 237).)

—

Cross-references, Wills by insane persons, lunatics, etc., see §§ 113-202, 113-204,
"Lunatic," "insane," etc., each includes persons of unsound mind, see
113-205.
When infant is bound by his contract, see §§ 20-201, 79-208.
I 102-103.

20-207. (4232, 4239)

a drunken person

is

Drunken person's

contract.

—A contract made by

not void, though the intoxication be brought about

by the other party, but is merely voidable at his election, and may be
ratified by him expressly or by conduct inconsistent with its rescission.
(118 Ga. 213 (44 S. E. 828).)
20-208. (4238)

own

Who may

plead incapacity.

—A

person

may

plead his

incapacity to contract.

20-209.

(4240)

Lex

loci to

govern capacity to contract.

—Sometimes

persons are capable to contract by the law of the place of the contract,
but incapable under the law of this State. In such case, generally, the
law of the place of the contract is enforced, unless the circumstances

show an attempt

to evade the

law of

this State, or the contract

a character as contravenes the policy of the law of this State.

is

of such

Contracts.
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CHAPTER

CONSIDERATION.

20-3.

Sec.

Sec.

nudum

20-301.

Necessity; presumption;

20-302.

pactum.
Valid consideration; definition.
Good and valuable considera-

20-303.

otru:r.

20-305.

in part

essential to a contract

and

20-309.

Mistake.
Impossible consideration.

20-310.

Failure of consideration.

nudum pactum.

which the law

contract, without such consideration,

promise.

ef-

: '

20-301. (4241) Necessity; presumption;
is

Inadequacy of consideration,
f' :t ph

20-307.
20-308.

Mutual promises.
Considerations good
bad in part.

20-304.

Consideration moving from an-

20-306.

tions; definitions.

ation

§ 20-307

is

will enforce.

called

In some cases a consideration

—A

consider-

An

executory

nudum pactum,

or a naked

presumed, and an averment
Such are generally contracts under

to the contrary will not be received.

is

and negotiable instruments alleging a consideration upon their face,
the hands of holders in due course, who have received the same before

seal,

in

dishonor.

—

Cross-references. Consideration essential to sale, see § 96-104. Essentials of
a contract, see § 20-107. Holder in due course, see § 14-502. Specialty, see § 20-104.

20-302. (4242) Valid consideration; definition.

—A consideration

is

valid

any benefit accrues to him who makes the promise, or any injury
him who receives the promise.
if

20-303. (4243)

Good and valuable

considerations; definitions.

to

— Consid-

good and valuable. A good consideration
is such as is founded on natural duty and affection, or on a strong moral
obligation. A valuable consideration is founded on money, or something
convertible into money, or having a value in money, except marriage,
which is a valuable consideration.
erations are distinguished into

Cross-reference.

—Marriage

as valuable consideration, see

53-403.

§

—

Mutual promises. A promise of another is a good consideration for a promise. In mutual subscriptions for a common object,
the promise of the others is a good consideration for the promise of each.
20-304. (4246)

Cross-reference.

— Mutual

wills, see § 113-104.

—

good in part and bad in part. If the
part and void in part, the promise will be sus-

20-305. (4247) Considerations

consideration be good in

tained or not, according as

it is

the consideration be illegal in whole or in part, the whole

scribed.

If

promise

fails.

Cross-reference.

— Entire

and severable contracts, see

20-306. (4249) Consideration

consideration for the promise,

promisee

may

—Parties

20-307. (4244)

20-112.

moving from another.
it

to actions

matters not from
on contracts, see

Inadequacy of consideration,

quacy of consideration alone
it is

§

—

there be a valid

If

whom

it

moves

:

the

sustain his action, though a stranger to the consideration.

Cross-reference.

be great,

entire or severable, as hereinafter pre-

§

3-108.

effect of.

will not void a contract.

If

—Mere

inade-

the inadequacy

a strong circumstance to evidence fraud; and in a suit for

:

§

Contracts.
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inadequacy of consideration will
estimating the damages.

for broach of the contract, the

always enter as an element

in

—

Cross-references. Inadequacy of price in contracts of sale, see § 96-105.
aside sale or other contract for inadequacy of consideration, see § 37-710.
quacy of price ground for refusing specific performance, see § 37-805.

20-308.

Mistake.

(,4245)

of fact or of law, the

—

If

Setting

Inade-

the consideration be founded in a mistake

promise founded thereon cannot be enforced.

—

Cross-references. Promise by surety ignorant of his" discharge, see § 103-207.
Mistake of law or material fact, and ignorance of fact, in contract of sale, see
Negligence and concealment, see § 37-211. Equity of a party misled, see
S 96-210.
What is mistake relievable in equity, see § 37-202.
§ 37-109.

20-309.

(4248) Impossible consideration.

any promise;

insufficient to sustain

is

improbable, however,
20-310.

ently

it is

the consideration be possible but

valid.

(4250) Failure of consideration.

good or valuable,

may

—

If

wholly or

fails either

executed, such failure

is

if

—An impossible consideration
the consideration, appar-

in part before the

promise

be pleaded in defense to the promise.

be partial, an apportionment must be

made according

If it

to the facts of each

case.

—

Cross-references. Apportionment of contracts, see § 20-113. Plea of failure of
consideration, see § 81-601. Failure of consideration as defense, see § 20-902.

CHAPTER

STATUTE OF FRAUDS.

20-4.

Sec.

Sec.

Obligations which must be in

20-401.

Exceptions; executed contracts;
part performance.

20-402.

writing.

Obligations which must be in writing.

20-401. (3222)

—To

make

the

following obligations binding on the promisor, the promise must be in

by the party to be charged therewith, or some person by

writing, signed

him lawfully authorized,

viz

—

Cross-references. Creating relation of landlord and tenant for less than year,
Express trusts, see § 108-105.
Fire insurance contract, see § 56-801.
§ 61-102.
Letters to obtain credit, see § 105-303. Remainders, see § 85-705. Contracts with
ordinary, see § 23-1701. Sales by auction, see § 96-114. New promise after dissee

charge

in

bankruptcy, see

§

—

3-902.

Editorial Note. This section
Statute of Frauds, 29th Charles
(28 S. E. 383;.

A

1.

A

3.

of his

own

estate.

p. 243.)

Cross-reference.

3.

from sections 4 and 17 of the English
See Cobb's Digest, p. 1127, and 100/645

codified

Ch.

promise to answer for the debt, default, or miscarriage of another.

(Acts 1851-2,
see

II,

promise by an executor, administrator, guardian, or trustee to an-

swer damages out
2.

was

— Letters

to obtain credit, see

§

105-303.

Proof of suretyship,

103-306.

§

Any agreement made upon

consideration of marriage, except mar-

riage articles as provided in Chapter 53-4.
4.

Any

contract for sale of lands, or any interest

in,

or concerning

them.

—

Cross-references. Parol contract for land, see
sary in sales by auction, see § 96-114.

§

37-802.

As

to writing neces-

:

§ 20-503

Contracts.
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Any agreement

5.

(except contracts with overseers) that

ifl

not to be

performed within one year from the making thereof.
Cross-reference.

— Parol

Any promise

6.

contracts with overseers, see

§

4-502.

to revive a debt barred by a statute of limitation.

(Acts 1855-6, pp. 235, 236, 238.)

—

Cross-references. Administrator reviving debt which was barred, gee § 113-1521.
promise to be in writing, see § 3-901. New promise to pay debt dischai
in bankruptcy, see § 3-902.

New

Any

7.

contract for the sale of goods, wares, and merchandise

amount

in exist-

of $50 or more, unless the

buyer shall
accept part of the goods sold and actually receive the same, or give something in earnest to bind the bargain, or in part payment.
ence, or not in esse, to the

Cross-reference.

An

8.

— Sales

by auction,

acceptance of a

Cross-reference.

— See

§

bill

see

§

96-114.

of exchange. (Acts 1880-1, p. 62.)

14-1101.

20-402. (3223) Exceptions; executed contracts; part performance.

foregoing section does not extend to the following cases,
1.

When

2.

Where

— The

viz.

the contract has been fully executed.

there has been performance on one side, accepted

by the

other in accordance with the contract.
3.

Where

there has been such part performance of the contract as

would render it a fraud of the party refusing to comply, if the court did
not compel a performance. (Acts 1853-4, p. 58; 1855-6, p. 240.)
Cross-reference.

— Specific

CHAPTER

20-5.

performance of parol contract for land, see

Sec.

Contracts to do immoral or

20-505.

il-

Gaming

20-502.

20-504.

contracts:

recovery

back of consideration.

legal thing.
20-503.

37-802.

ILLEGAL AND VOID CONTRACTS.

Sec.

20-501.

§

Fraud.
Duress; legal imprisonment.
Contracts against public policy;

.

20-506.

Attorney's fees in notes,
addition to interest

etc., in

illustrations.

20-501. (4251) Contracts to do

immoral or

illegal thing.

— A contract to

do an immoral or illegal thing is void. If the contract be severable, that
which is legal will not be annulled by that which is illegal.

—

Cross-references.
Certain purchases by county officers prohibited, see § 23-1713.
Entire and severable contracts, see § 20-112.
Agency for illegal purposes see
Void labor contracts, see § 54-202.
§ 4-201.

20-502. (4254)

Fraud.— Fraud renders

contracts voidable at the elec-

tion of the injured party.

—

Cross-references. Duress or fraud in sales, see § 96-201. What is fraud, see
Fraud by acts or silence, see § 105-304. See also Title 37, Equity.
§§ 96-202, 96-203.
Chapter 37-7, as to fraud as ground for equitable relief.

20-503.

(4255) Duress; legal imprisonment.

—

The free assent of the
parties being essential to a valid contract, duress, either of imprisonment
or by threats, or other acts, by which the free will of the party is restrained and his consent induced, will render the contract voidable
at the

—
§

Contracts.

20-504

Legal imprisonment,

instance of the injured party.
legal purposes, is not duress.
Cross-references.
taxes, etc, sec

§

446

— Duress in sales, see

§§ 96-201, 96-209.

if

not used for

Voluntary payments of

20-1007.

20-504. (4253) Contracts against public policy; illustrations.
tract

which

is

il-

against the policy of the law cannot be enforced

;

—A

con-

such are

contracts tending to corrupt legislation or the judiciary, contracts in

evade or oppose the revenue laws
of another country, wagering contracts, contracts of maintenance or
champerty.
oral restraint of trade, contracts to

—

Cross-references. Contracts exempting master from liability for negligence,
Pledging unearned wages or salary, see § 25-220. Certain purchases
see § 66-302.
by county officers prohibited, see § 23-1713. Contract to exempt railroad common carriers from liability, see § 66-404. Restraint of marriage by contract, see
Contracts to lessen competition or create monopoly, see Const, Art. IV,
S 53-107.
Creditors transferring claims to parties without the
Sec. II, Par. IV (§ 2-2504).
Sale of bare possibility, see § 96-102. Void conditions in wills,
Srate. see § 46-209.
see § 113-820.

Gaming

20-505. (4256)

Gaming

contracts; recovery back of consideration.

contracts are void, and

all

evidences of debt, except negotiable

instruments in the hands of holders in due course, or incumbrances or
liens on property, executed upon a gaming consideration, are void in the

hands

of

any person.

consideration,

may

Money

paid or property delivered up, upon such

be recovered back from the winner by the loser,

same

months

if

he

and after the expiration of that time it may be sued for by any person, at any time within
four vears, for the joint use of himself and the educational fund of the
county. (Act 1764, Cobb, 725; Act 1765, Cobb, 727; Acts 1924, p. 138.)
shall sue for the

in six

after the loss,

—

Cross-references. Liability of stakeholder, see § 20-1005.
Contracts against
public policy, see § 20-504. Rights of holder in due course, see Title 14, Bills and
Notes, Chapter 14-5. Parent's right of action against person for gambling with
minor son, see § 105-1206.

20-506. (4252) Attorney's fees in notes, etc., in addition to interest.

Obligations to pay attorney's fees upon any note or other evidence of
indebtedness, in addition to the rate of interest specified therein, are void,

and no court shall enforce such agreement to pay attorney's fees, unless
the debtor shall fail to pay such debt on or before the return day of the
court to which suit is brought for the collection of the same Provided,
the holder of the obligation sued upon, his agent, or attorney notifies the
defendant in writing, 10 days before suit is brought, of his intention to
bring suit, and also the term of the court to which suit will be brought.
:

(Acts 1900,

p.

53; 1890-1, p. 221.)

—

Cross-references. Employed counsel failing to render service, see § 9-615. When
insurance companies shall pay attorney's fees, see § 56-706. Provision for attorney's fees in negotiable instrument as rendering sum payable uncertain, see § 14-202.

CHAPTER

FUTURE DELIVERY CONTRACTS.

20-6.

Sec.

Sec.

20-601.

Definitions.

20-602.

Future
sale,

20-603.

20-604.

delivery

when

contracts

of

valid.

Contracts for sale of commodities without bona fide intent
to deliver.

20-605.

"Bucket shop" defined.
Written statement to principal
contract for future delivery
of commodities.

in

20-606.

Cotton exchanges and boards
of trade; inspection of books.
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20-601. Definitions.

— For

§20
'

the purpose of this Chapter, the term

tract for sale" shall be held to include sales, pur<

and agreements to purchase; the word "person"
shall be construed to import the plural or singular as the case demai
and shall include individuals, associations, partnerships, and corp
sale,

agreements to

(Acts 1929,

tions.

sell,

p. 245.)

20-602. Future delivery contracts of sale,

when

valid.

— All

contracts

of sale for future delivery of cotton, grain, stocks, or other commodities,

accordance with the rules of any board of trade, exchange,
or similar institution, and (2) actually executed on the floor of such
board of trade, exchange, or similar institution, and performed or discharged according to the rules thereof, and (3) when such contracts of
sale are placed with or through a regular member in good standing of a
cotton exchange, grain exchange, board of trade, or similar institution,
organized under the laws of this State or any other State, shall be valid
and enforceable in the courts according to their terms: Provided, that
(1)

made

in

contracts of sale for future delivery of cotton, in order to be valid and en-

must not only conform to the requirements
of clauses (1) and (2) of this section, but must also be made subject to the
provision of the United States Cotton Futures Act approved August 11,
1916, and any amendments thereto: Provided further, that if this clause
should for any reason be held inoperative, then contracts for future delivery of cotton shall be valid and enforceable if they conform to the requirements of clauses (1) and (2) of this section: Provided further,
that all contracts as defined in section 20-601, where it is not contemplated by the parties thereto that there shall be an actual delivery of
forceable as provided herein,

the commodities sold or bought, shall be unlawful. (Acts 1929,
Cross-reference.

—

20-603. Contracts for sale of commodities without
deliver.

p. 245.)

Sales generally, see Title 96, Sales.

bona

fide intent to

— Any contract of sale for future delivery of cotton, grain, stocks,

or other commodities, where

not the bona fide intention of parties
that the things mentioned therein are to be delivered, but which is to be
settled according to or

prices

it is

upon the

made on any board

basis of the public

market quotations or

of trade, exchange, or other similar institution,

without any actual bona fide execution and the carrying out of such contract upon the floor of such exchange, board of trade, or similar institution, in accordance with the rules thereof, shall be null and void and unenforceable in any court, and no action shall be maintainable thereon at
the suit of any party. (Acts 1929, p. 245.)

—

Cross-references. Bare contingency or possibility cannot be
Punishment for violation of this section, see § 20-9901.

sold, see

§

96-102.

—

"Bucket shop" defined. A bucket shop is hereby defined to be
and mean any place of business wherein are made contracts of the sort
and character denounced by section 20-603. The maintenance or opera(Acts 1929, p. 245.)
tion of a bucket shop is prohibited.
20-604.

Cross-reference.

— Punishment

for maintaining bucket shop, see

§

20-9901.

20-605. Written statement to principal in contract for future delivery
of commodities.
cipal for

whom

— Every person

shall furnish,

upon demand,

to

any prin-

such person has executed any contract for future delivery

—
;

§

Contracts.
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;

any cotton, grain, stocks, or other commodities, a written instrument
sorting- forth the name and location of the exchange, board of trade, or
similar institution, upon which such contract has been executed, the date
of the execution of the contract, and the name and address of the person
with whom such contract was executed and if such person shall refuse
or neglect to furnish such statement upon reasonable demand, such refusal or neglect shall be prima facie evidence that such contract was
an illegal contract within the provisions of section 20-603, and that the
person who executed it was engaged in the maintenance and operation
of a bucket shop within the provisions of section 20-604.
(Acts 1929,
of

;

p. 245.)

and boards of trade; inspection of books.
There may be organized, in any city, town, or municipality, voluntary
20-606. Cotton exchanges

known

associations to be

institutions, to receive

as cotton exchanges, boards of trade, or similar

and post quotations on cotton, grain, stocks, or

members

other commodities for the benefit of the

or other persons en-

production of cotton, grain, or other commodities. Such
association shall be composed of members, and shall adopt a uniform set
of rules and regulations not incompatible with the laws of this State and

gaged

in the

United States. They shall open their books to inspection of all
proper courts and officers when required to do so. (Acts 1929, p. 245.)
of the

CHAPTER

20-7.

CONSTRUCTION OF CONTRACTS.
Sec.

>ec.
20-701.

By whom

contracts construed.

20-702.

Intention
sought.

of

20-701. (4265)

contract

parties

By whom

a question of

is

20-703.

Intention of one party
to the other.

20-704.

Rules of interpretation.

must be

contracts construed.

law

—The

construction of a

Where any matter

for the court.

known

of fact

is

involved (as the proper reading of an obscurely written word), the jury
should find the fact.
20-702. (4266) Intention of parties
of construction

is

must be sought.

—The cardinal rule

to ascertain the intention of the parties.

and

If

that inten-

contravenes no rule of law, and sufficient words be
used to arrive at the intention, it shall be enforced, irrespective of all techtion be clear,

it

nical or arbitrary rules of construction.

20-703.

(4267) Intention of one party

tention of the parties

may

differ

among

known

to the other.

themselves.

—The

in-

In such case, the

known to be thus understood by the other party, at the time, shall be held as the true meaning.
meaning placed on the contract by one party, and

20-704.

others,
1.

may

contract.

if

—The following

rules,

among

aid in arriving at the true interpretation of contracts:

Parol evidence
All

proved, and
so

42C8) Rules of interpretation.

(1,

if

the
there

is

inadmissible to add

to,

take from, or vary a written

attendant and surrounding circumstances may be
an ambiguity, latent or patent, it may be explained

is

a part of a contract only

is

reduced to writing (such as a note given
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g

20-704

pursuance of a contract), and it is manifest that the writing was not
tended to speak the whole contract, then parol evidence is admissible.
in

in-

—

Cross-references. Written evidence as best evidence, see § 38-205. Parol evidence affecting written instruments, see Title 38, Evidence, Chapter 38-5.
2.

Words

common

generally bear their usual and

technical words, or

words

signification

;

but

of art, or used in a particular trade or busini

be used in reference to this peculiar
meaning. The local usage or understanding of a word may be proved in
order to arrive at the meaning intended by the parties.
will be construed, generally, to

3.

The custom

of

any business or trade

shall be binding only

of such universal practice as to justify the conclusion that

it

when

it is

became, by

implication, a part of the contract.

—

Cross-references. Admissibility of parol evidence to show usage, see § 38-50&
purchase price is due as affected by custom of trade, see § 96-106. Time
Customs
of responsibility of carrier as affected by custom of trade, see § 18-306.
Agent in possession with apof merchants judicially recognized, see § 38-112.
parent right to sell according to custom, see § 96-207. Satisfying liens of factors
by sale according to usage of locality, see § 12-706. Deposit by agent according
to common usage, bank failing, see § 4-209.

When

4.

part

The construction which
is

and the whole contract should be looked to
the construction of any part.

in ar-

Cross-reference.
If

whole and

every

in

to be preferred,

riving at

5.

uphold a contract

in

will

— Entire

the construction

and severable contracts, see
is

§

doubtful, that which goes

20-112.

most strongly against

the party executing the instrument, or undertaking the obligation,

is

gen-

erally to be preferred.

The

grammatical construction usually govern, but to effectuate the intention they may be disregarded sentences and words may be
transposed, and conjunctions substituted for each other. In extreme
6.

rules of

;

cases of ambiguity,

where the instrument

as

it

stands

§

102-102,

is

without meaning,

words may be supplied.
Cross-reference.
7.
is

When

a contract

entitled to
8.

— Interpretations
is

generally, see

II

9.

partly printed and partly written, the latter part

most consideration.

Estates and grants by implication are not favored.

Cross-reference.

Time

— Grantee

takes nothing by implication, see

§

85-312.

not generally of the essence of a contract; but, by express
stipulation or reasonable construction, it may become so.
9.

is

PART

II.

CHAPTER

DEFENSES TO CONTRACTS.

20-8.

DENIAL OF CONTRACT.

Sec.
20-801.

Sec.

Non

est

nhng

factum; oath; time for

20-804.

Preliminary proof as to alrera-

20-805.

Indorsement

denial.

20-802.

Effect of alteration of contract.

20-803.

Fact and materiality of alteration; jury question.

proof

of.

or

assignment,

§

Contracts.
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factum; oath; time for filing denial.— A party
may deny the original execution of the contract sought to be enforced, or
In either event, if the contract
its existence in the shape then subsisting.
be in writing and so declared upon, the denial must be on oath and filed
at the first term after the service is perfected.

Non

20-801. (4295)

est

—

Plea of non est factum, see § 81-701. Necessity of swearing
Necessity for verification by af81-405.
Special pleas, see § 81-307.
Proof of indorsement, see § 20-805. Plea
fidavit in justice's court, see § 24-1202.
oi failure of consideration in common law actions, see § 81-601.
Cross-references.

to plea, see

§

20-802. ^4296) Effect of alteration of contract.

—

If

a written contract

be altered intentionally, and in a material part thereof, by a person claiming a benefit under it, with intent to defraud the other party, such alteraIf the
tion voids the whole contract, at the option of the other party.

by mistake, or

an immaterial matter, or
not with intent to defraud, if the contract as originally executed can be
discovered and is still capable of execution, it will be enforced by the
If the alteration be made by a stranger, and not at the instance
court.
or by collusion of a party or privy, if the original words can still be restored, the contract will be enforced.
alteration be unintentional, or

Cross-reference.

—Alteration

20-803. (4297) Fact

of negotiable instruments, see §§ 14-906, 14-907.

and materiality

materiality of an alteration
is

in

is

of alteration; jury question.

a question of law

;

—The

the fact of an alteration

a question for the jury.
20-804. (4298) Preliminary proof as to alteration.

—

If

the contract

is

not set forth as the basis of the action, so as to require a denial on oath,
an alteration in a material part requires explanation before it can be ad-

mitted as evidence.
Cross-reference.

This preliminary proof

—Alterations

is

submitted to the court.

of private writings, see

§

38-704.

—

Indorsement or assignment, proof of. An indorsement
or assignment of any bill, bond, or note, when the same is sued on by the
indorsee, need not be proved unless denied on oath. (Act 1810, Cobb, 271.)
20-805. (4299)

Cross-references.
of

—When

title

When

to instrument defective, see § 14-505.
defective, see § 14-509.

title

any person who negotiated instrument

CHAPTER 20-9. DENIAL OF OBLIGATION OF CONTRACT.
Sec.

Sec.
20-901.
20-902.

Facts which may be set up.
Conditions not complied with

20-907.
20-908.

as defense.
20-903.

Failure to perform concurrent
conditions.

20-904.

Dependent covenants.

20-905.

Rescission or release.
Rescission for fraud.

20-906.

set

scission of
for fraud.
20-909.

contract

Covenant not to

of

sue.

sale

Indem-

nity bond.
20-910.

Release.

20-911.

Effect of intermarriage.

—

which may be set up. Any fact going to show
contract was not obligatory, though executed, may be

20-901. (4300) Facts

that the original

Rescission without consent.
Rights of purchasers after re-

up as a defense.

20-902. (4301) Conditions not complied with as defense.

—A

condition,

precedent or subsequent, not complied with, want or failure of considera-
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tion, or

§20-'

any act of the opposite party, by which the obligation of the con-

may

tract has ceased,

be pleaded as a defense.

—

Cross-references. Definition of conditions precedent and subsequent, sec
Failure of consideration pleaded in defense, see § 20-310. Plea of failure
of consideration, see § 81-601.
§

20-110.

20-903! (4302) Failure to perform concurrent conditions.

— In

case of

concurrent conditions to be simultaneously performed, if one party offers
to perform and the other will not, the first is discharged from the performance of his part, and may maintain an action against the other.
(72 Ga. 708.)

—

Dependent covenants. Where covenants are dependent,
performance by the opposing party may be a good defense.

20-904. (4303)

the failure of

Cross-references.

—Contracts

and independent covenants

absolute and conditional, see

in estates, see

20-905. (4304) Rescission or release.

consent, or a release
Cross-reference.

—A rescission

by the other contracting

— Effect of release of surety,

20-906. (4305) Rescission for fraud.

§

20-109.

Dependent

85-905.

§

party,

see

—A

§

of the contract

by

a complete defense.

is

103-201.

may

be rescinded at
order to rescind he must

contract

the instance of the party defrauded; but in

promptly, upon discovery of the fraud, restore or offer to restore to the
other whatever he has received by virtue of the contract, if it be of any
value. (83 Ga. 560 (10 S. E. 350).)

—

Cross-references. Fraud and duress, see Title 96, Sales, Chapter 96-2.
as grounds for equitable relief, see Title 37, Equity, Chapter 37-7.

20-907. (4306) Rescission without consent.

Fraud

— In some cases a party may

rescind without the consent of the opposite party, for nonperformance

by

but this can be done only when both parties can be
restored to the condition in which they were before the contract was made.

him

of his covenants

;

20-908. (4307) Rights of purchasers after rescission of contract of sale
for fraud.

—Where a contract of sale

is

rescinded for fraud, the rights of

who

the vendor reclaiming the goods are superior to those of one

has acquired the goods, or a lien thereon, in consideration of an antecedent debt.
(90 Ga. 103 (15 S. E. 690).)
Cross-reference.

20-909.

—Right

is

is

insolvent, see

96-206.

§

—

Indemnity bond. A covenant
equivalent to a release; so also is a bond to indemnify the

debtor against his

own

when

sue.

debt.

20-910. (4309) Release.
of law; as,

when vendee

Covenant not to

(4308)

never to sue

of vendor

—A

release

sometimes results as an operation

a creditor releases another

who

is

bound

jointly with

or primarily to the debtor, or accepts from the debtor a higher security
for the

same

debt, not intended to be collateral thereto.

Cross-references.

— Effect

of release of cosurety, see

§

Merger

103-201.

of es-

tates, see § 85-710.

20-911. (4310) Effect of intermarriage.

generally releases a debt, but such
obligation

is

is

— Intermarriage

not the effect

given in contemplation of marriage.

of the parties

when

the

bond or

.

§

CHAPTER

PAYMENT.

20-10.

Sec.

Sec.

Payment

20-1001

or

creditor

to

generally.

Payment to naked
Payment by post.

20-1002,
1003.

Bank bills,
payment

20-1004.

his

authorized or general agent

2
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20-1001

trustee.

checks, and notes,
in.

20-1005.

Stakeholder, payment by.

20-1006.

Appropriation of payments.
Voluntary payments; recovery

20-1007.

back.

Payment to creditor or his authorized or general agent
Payment of money due to the creditor or his authorized or

20-1001. (4311)
generally.

—

general agent, or one

whom

the creditor accredits as agent though he

not be so, or to his partner interested with him in the money, shall
be good and if such agent receives property other than money as money,
the creditor is bound thereby.

may

;

—

Cross-references. Limitation on authority of attorney, see § 9-606. Less than
debt not satisfaction, see § 20-1204. Payment to agent failing to produce the ob-

How far principal bound by acts of agent, see
see § 4-308.
one partner bound by acts of copartner, see § 75-302.

ligation,

When

20-1002.

Payment

(4312)

to

naked

trustee.

—Payment

4-302.

§

to a nominal

party or a naked trustee, without authority to receive, if made collusively
and with intention to defeat the true owner, shall have no effect.
20-1003. (4313)

Payment by
by

the sender, unless done

post.

— Payment by post

is

at the risk of

direction, either express or implied, of the

creditor or his agent.
20-1004. (4314)
if

Bank

bills,

checks, and notes,

payment

in.

—Bank

bills,

received in payment, are warranted by the payer to be genuine, and that

knows the bank is solvent. Bank checks and promissory
not payment until themselves paid.

as far as he

notes are

—

Cross-references. Regulation of business of banking, see Title
Banking, Chapter 13-20. See Title 14, Bills and Notes.

20-1005.

risked on a

Stakeholder, payment by.

(4315)

wager

he may demand

it

is

bound

before

over to the winner bona
tion to retract, this
Cross-reference.

money

stakeholder of

to repay to the party depositing, at

any time

it is

actually paid over to the winner

fide,

and without notice of the depositor's inten-

payment

— Gaming

is

;

but

if

paid

a protection.

contracts, see

§

20-505.

20-1006. (4316) Appropriation of payments.

by a debtor

—A

Banks and

13,

to a creditor holding several

—When a payment

is

made

demands against him, the debtor

has the right to direct the claim to which it shall be appropriated. If he
fails to do so, the creditor has the right to appropriate at his election.
If
neither exercises this privilege, the law will direct the application in such

manner as is reasonable and equitable, both as
sons.
As a general rule, the oldest lien and the
will be first paid, the

presumption of

and third peroldest item in an account
law being that such is the fair into parties

tention of the parties.
Cross-reference.

— Payment

of interest

first,

see

§

57-109.

—

Voluntary payments; recovery back. Payments of
taxes or other claims, made through ignorance of the law, or where the
facts are all known, and there is no misplaced confidence and no artifice,
•20-1007.

(4317)

§2 0-1105
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deception, or fraudulent practice used

by the other party,

voluntary, and cannot be recovered back, unless

deemed

arc

made under an urgent

and immediate necessity therefor, or to release person >r property £r<
detention, or to prevent an immediate seizure of person or property. Filing a protest at the time of payment does not change the rule. (49 Ca.
(

457; 50 Ga. 305; 68 Ga. 123.)

—

Accident and mistake as grounds for equitable relief, see
Chapter 37-2. Duress, sec §§ 20-503, 96-201, 96-209. Illegal payments by agent, see §§ 4-314, 4-403. Recovery of payment by insurer, sec § 56-705.
Cross-references.

Title 37, Equity,

Tax

overpaid to be refunded

CHAPTER

when

in treasury, see § 92-6502.

PERFORMANCE; TENDER.

20-11.

Sec.

Sec.

20-1101.

By whom

contract to be perNature and time of

formed.
performance.
20-1102.

Impossibility of performance.

Act of God.
20-1103.

of performance.

Fault of other party for nonperformance,

20-1105.

Tender; requisites;

20-1106.

Tender of specific articles.
Reasonable demand and tender

20-1107.

By whom

effect.

at place.

Part performance as defense
pro tanto.

20-1101. (4318)

20-1104.

20-1108.

Effect of tender of chattels.

contract to be performed. Nature and time

— Performance,

to be effectual,

must be by the party

bound to perform, or his agent (where personal skill is not required), or
someone substituted, by consent, in his place. It must be a substantial
compliance with the spirit, and not the letter only, of the contract, and
done within a reasonable time.
20-1102. (4319) Impossibility of performance.

performance

is

impossible, and becomes so

by

Act of God.

—

such a

If

act of God, such impossi-

performance but if, by proper prudence, such impossibility might have been avoided by the promisor, it
ceases to be an excuse for nonperformance.

bility is itself a defense equivalent to

Cross-references.

;

— Duty

113-1525.
Loss by
see §§ 18-102, 18-103.
§

of administrator to perform executory contracts, see
carrier excused by Act of God or public enemies,
Bailee's concurring negligence, see § 12-106.

common

20-1103. (4320) Part performance as defense pro tanto.

—In a severable

contract, or one admitting of apportionment, a part performance

may

be

a defense pro tanto.
Cross-reference.— Severable contracts, see §§ 20-112, 20-501.

20-1104. (4321) Fault of other party for nonperformance.

—

If

the non-

caused by the act or fault of the opposite party, that excuses the other party from performance.

performance

is

20-1105. (4322) Tender; requisites; effect.

may

be equivalent to performance;

ally presented, unless

except for a receipt in

by an agent or

full

it

tender properly

trial,

money, the coin need not be actumust be certain and unconditional

or delivery of the obligation, and

may

and to an agent authorized to receive.
debt, and not in part, and may be made

and

if

made

in

friend,

in full of the specific

before final

demanded;

if

—A

sustained, no subsequent cost shall

be

made

must be
at any time
be paid by
It

Contracts.
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and not on any ground of informality, such
Informality cannot afterward be urged in objection to the tender.
Cross-references. Costs where tender of amount recovered made before trial,

the defendant;

rejected,

it

—

Tender of damages for tort, see § 105-1903. Tender in trover, see
see § 20-1409,
Cold and silver coin as tender in payment of debts, see Const. U. S.,
§ 107-104.
Art. I, Sec. 10. Tar. 1 (§" 1-134).
20-1106.

i

Tender

4323")

must be such as
possession, and

of specific articles.

—A tender of specific articles

whom

to enable the party to

tendered to take immediate

time and place agreed on in the contract. If no
place is agreed on, they must be carried to the person entitled to them,
if residing within this State, unless, from the nature of the articles, or the
If the articles be cumcontract, another place of delivery be inferred.
brous, the deliverer may demand of the receiver to appoint a convenient
at the

place of delivery, and on failure to do so the tender shall be considered

complete.

—

demand and tender at place. If the promon demand, the demand must be reasonable as to time,

20-1107. (4324) Reasonable

be to deliver
place, and manner;

ise

if

place, a tender at the

the promise be to deliver at a certain time and

time and place

good though the receiver

is

is

not

present.

20-1108. (4325) Effect of tender of chattels.

—A valid tender of chattels

bound

transfers the title thereto to the person

to receive

;

and the pos-

he retains possession from that time, is for the
benefit of the owner, but without liability to account for profits, or for
more than ordinary prudence in their preservation and protection.
session of the promisor,

Cross-reference.

if

— Ordinary

CHAPTER

20-12.

diligence, see

ACCORD AND SATISFACTION.
Sec.

Sec.

20-1201.

What

constitutes accord

and

When

20-1203.

n.

satisfaction.

20-1202.

105-201.

§

Benefit

ment

20-1201. (4326)

What

creditor,

require-

'

\

on
20-1204.

T

20-1205.

Compromise.

_
i
Less than
amount ofc debt

an extinguishment of

original debt.

to
0f

1

.

is

not satisfaction,

constitutes accord

and

satisfaction.

—Accord and

where the parties, by a subsequent agreement, have satisfied the former one, and the latter agreement has been executed.
The
execution of a new agreement may itself amount to a satisfaction, where
it is so expressly agreed by the parties
and without such agreement, if
new
promise
is founded on a new consideration, the taking of it is a
the

satisfaction

is

;

satisfaction of the former contract.
Cross-references.— Novation, see § 20-115.
See Title 7, Arbitration and Award.

Satisfaction of torts, see

§

105-1901.

—

When

an extinguishment of original debt. An accord
may not amount to an extinguishment of the original debt, but may extend only to suspend the execution or collection thereof for a limited
time; in the meantime an action cannot be sustained.
20-1202. (4327)

20-1203. (4328) Benefit to creditor, requirement
satisfaction

must be

of

some advantage,

of.

— The' accord

and

legal or equitable, to the cred-

Contracts.
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barring him from his Legal rights.
acknowledgment of a disputed title, or the securing of a doubtful
or

itor,

The

claim,

will not

it

have the

effect

<>\

would be such an advantage.

amount

20-1204. (4329) Less than

ment by

of debt

a creditor to receive less than the

not satisfaction.—

is

amount

pleaded as an accord and satisfaction, unless
the

r

§ 20-1

satisfaction

be actually executed by

it

of the

Cross-reference.

20-1205.

agree-

cannot be

of his debt

money, or the giving of additional security, or the subanother debtor, or some other new consideration. (1 Ga. 33.)

payment

stitution of

An

— Payment generally,

(4330) Compromise.
is

see

—A

§

20-1001.

compromise or mutual accord and

binding on both parties.

CHAPTER 20-13. SET-OFF AND RECOUPMENT.
Sec.

Sec.

.

20-1301.

Nature of defense of

20-1302.

What may

20-1303.

Mutual debts.

20-1304.

Set-off against beneficiary.

20-1305.

20-1306.

be set

Debts not due may be set off,
when.
Set-off against open account

20-1309.

set-off.

off.

20-1310.

indebtedness.

Set-off against negotiable note.

20-1311.

Set-off against testator or in-

20-1312.

Recoupment
Recoupment
off

testate.

20-1307.

Set-off

20-1308.

Set-off

by

legatee.

of value

improve-

of

how

>

defined.
differs

from

set-

-

20-1313.

Recoupment

20-1314.

Actions in which recoupment
may be pleaded.

ments.

20-1301. (4339) Nature of defense of set-off.

— Set-off

is

for what.

lies

a defense which

goes not to the justice of the plaintiff's demand, but sets up a demand
against the plaintiff to counterbalance his in whole or in part.
Cross-references.

— Equitable
5668)

20-1302. (4340,

Plea of

set-off, see § 37-308.

Right to join different claims, see

set-off, see

81-801.

§

3-113.

§

What may

be set

off.

— Between

the

parties

themselves any mutual demands, existing at the time of the commence-

ment

may be

of the suit,

Cross-references.

— Set-off in

20-1303. (4341)
ties

and

ment

in their

set off.

Mutual

own

trover, see

debts.

right.

If

§

107-102.

a suit brought in his
off in a suit

own

originally otherwise, but at the

may

may

off

see

§

be set

commence-

off.

Thus, a

against a surviving partner in

;

— Set-off in equity,

20-1304.

be set

and a debt due to
against principal and surety.
right

Cross-references.
defense, see § 3-113.

set-off, see § 81-801.

— Set-off must be between the same par-

of suit equitably within this rule, they

claim against a partnership

Plea of

37-308.

a principal

Claims which

(4343) Set-off against beneficiary.

—

If

may

may

be set

be set up as

the plaintiff sues for

the benefit of another person, a set-off against the beneficiary shall be

allowed.
Cross-reference.— Equitable

20-1305. (4344)

paper

is

set-off, see § 37-308.

Set-off against negotiable note.

—When

a negotiable

sued on by a holder or indorsee, received under dishonor, no

set-

§

Contracts.
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allowed against the original payee, except such as is in some way
connected with the debt sued on, or the transaction out of which it sprung.

off is

—

§

Cross-references. When negotiable instrument subject to original defenses, see
What constitutes a holder in due course, see § 14-502.
14-508,

—A

debt of a testa20-1306. (4345) Set-off against testator or intestate.
tor or intestate is not a proper set-off against a debt contracted with the
representative of the estate; but

it is

otherwise

both were contracted

if

during the lifetime of the decedent.
Cross-reference.

— Plea

of set-off against estates, see

20-1307. (4346) Set-off

share in an estate

may

§

81-802.

—A legatee or owner of a distributive

by

legatee.

in

equity set off the same against a judgment

against the legatee or owner, unless special reason exists requiring the
collection of the judgment.

(49 Ga. 254.)

20-1308. (4347) Set-off of value of improvements.

mesne

value of improvements

profits, the

session under a claim of right

is

—Against a claim for

made by one bona

fide in pos-

a proper subject-matter of set-off.

—

When

Set-off of improvements by trespasser, see § 33-106.
Bona fide holder of
profits may be recovered in ejectment, see § 33-104.
land may set off the value of permanent improvements, see §§ 33-107 to 33-110.

Cross-references.

mesne

20-1309. (4349)

Debts not due may be

sides without this State, or

is

set off,

when.

insolvent, the defendant

him a debt not due, under such equitable terms
by the court.
Cross-reference.

— Pleading

as

—

If

a plaintiff re-

may set
may be

of set-off not due in attachment, see

§

off

against

prescribed

8-604.

—

open account indebtedness. Where the
plaintiff shall be indebted to the defendant on open account for dealings
between themselves, and where the defendant shall hold and possess in
his own right, by assignment, indorsement, or otherwise, according to
law, any bond, note, bill, or other writing for money or other thing of the
plaintiff, such defendant may offer the same as set-off, and, on due proof,
shall be allowed the same. (Act 1799, Cobb, 487.)
Cross-references. — Defendant may recover excess of value of improvements over
mesne profits, see § 33-107. Where set-off of defendant greater than plaintiff's
20-1310. (5672) Set-off against

claim, see

§

24-1407.

20-1311. (4350)

Recoupment

defined.

— Recoupment

is

a right of the

defendant to have a deduction from the amount of the plaintiff's damages,
for the reason that the plaintiff has not complied with the cross-obligations or independent covenants arising under the same contract.

—

Cross-references. Recoupment in trover, see
be pleaded, see § 20-1314.

§

107-102.

Where recoupment may

—

Recoupment differs from set-off, how. Recoupment
set-off in this: The former is confined to the contract on

20-1312. (4351)
differs

from a

which

plaintiff sues,

while the latter includes

all

mutual debts and

lia-

bilities.

—

Recoupment lies for what. Recoupment lies for overpayments by defendant, or payments by fraud, accident, or mistake.
20-1313. (4352)

20-1314. (4353) Actions in

coupment may be pleaded

in

—

which recoupment may be pleaded. Reall actions ex contractu, where from any

§20-1404
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reason the plaintiff under the same contract is in good conscience liable to
defendant. In all cases where recoupment may be pleaded, if the damages of the defendant shall exceed in amount those of the plaintiff, the
defendant shall recover of the plaintiff the amount of such excess. (Acts
1878-9, p. 147.)

—

Cross-references. Similar claims set up as defense, sec
debts, sec § 20-1303.

PART

§

3-113.

Set-off of

mutual

BREACH AND DAMAGES.

III.

CHAPTER

20-14.

IN GENERAL.
Sec.

Sec.

20-1401.

Suits for breach of contracts;

20-1408.

Interest.

20-1409,

20-1402.

number.
Nature of damages.
dated damages.

Nominal damages. Costs.
Plaintiff bound to lessen dam-

20-1403.

Penalties.

20-1404.

Liqui-

20-1410,

ages.
20-1411,

20-1405.

Expenses of litigation.
Exemplary damages.

20-1406.

Remote

20-1407.

Damages contemplated by

or consequential

Discretion of jury as to damages.

20-1412,

Breach of covenants of warranty to land; interest.

dam20-1413

ages.

Breach

20-1414

ties.

of

bond

for

title

to

land.

par-

20-1401. (4389) Suits for breach of contracts

Necessary expense.

number.

—

If a contract be
maintained
for a breach thereof but if it be seventire, but one suit can be
successive
periods in an entire contract
erable, or if the breaches occur at
installments),
paid
an action will lie for each
to
by
be
(as where money is
breach; but all the breaches occurring up to the commencement of the
;

;

action

must be included

Cross-references.
in part

and

— Entire

therein.
or severable contract, see

§

20-112.

Contracts legal

illegal in part, see § 20-501.

—

Nature of damages. Liquidated damages. Damages
If the parties agree,
are given as compensation for the injury sustained.
in their contract, what the damages for a breach shall be, they are said
to be liquidated, and unless the agreement violates some principle of law,
20-1402. (4390)

the parties are

bound thereby.

—

Cross-references. Recovery of interest on liquidated demands, see § 57-110. Recovery of damages under valued insurance policy, see § 56-701. Measure of damages on official bond, see § 89-421; on bonds, official or voluntary, see § 110-308.

— Penalties

bonds are not liquidated damages and even if called such, yet, if it appears unreasonable and not so
actually intended by the parties, the law will give only the actual damages, and in all cases where the damage is capable of computation, and is
not uncertain in its character, such stipulations will be declared to be
20-1403. (4391) Penalties.

in

;

penalties.
of
officers, see

—

Amount of judgment against obligors on bonds, see § 110-308.
damages upon official bonds, see § 89-421. Suits upon bonds of public
Measure of damages on forthcoming bond, see § 39-304.
§ 89-420.

Cross-references.

Measure

20-1404. (4392) Expenses of litigation.

— The

expenses of litigation are
not generally allowed as a part of the damages; but«if the defendant has

—
§

20-1405

Contracts.
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acted in bad faith, or has been stubbornly litigious, or has caused the
plaintiff unnecessary trouble and expense, the jury may allow them.

—

Recovery of expenses incurred in performance of contract, see
20-1414.
Recovery of necessary expenses in tort actions, see § 105-2004. Recovery of expenses of litigating insurance claim, see § 56-706. Recovery of expenses in cases of wilful breach of rules of Public Service Commission, see § 93-415.
Costs, see Title 24, Courts, Chapter 24-34. Administrator may provide legal counsel, see § 113-1522.
Cross-references.

§

Exemplary damages.

20-1405. (4393)

be allowed

in cases arising*

— Exemplary damages

can never

on contracts.

—

Cross-references. Exemplary damages in tort cases, see §§ 105-2002, 105-2003.
Punitive damages in suits on insurance policies, see § 56-706.

20-1406. (4394)

damages

Remote

or consequential damages.

— Remote or conse-

whenever they cannot be traced solely
computation, such as the profits which are the immediate fruit of the contract,
and are independent of any collateral enterprise entered into in contemquential

are not allowed

to the breach of the contract, or unless they are capable of exact

plation of the contract.

—

Cross-references. Assessment of damages to land from public improvements,
Estimate of value of land taken for a bridge, see § 95-1404. Resee § 36-506.
mote damages in tort, see § 105-2008. Rules for ascertaining damages for torts,
see §§ 105-2009, 105-2010. Estimate of value of insured property lost, see § 56-703.

Damages contemplated by

20-1407. (4395)

parties.

—Damages

recov-

erable for a breach of contract are such as arise naturally and according to

the usual course of things from such breach, and such as the parties con-

when

templated,

was made,

the contract

as the probable result of its

breach. (71 Ga. 518.)
20-1408. (4396) Interest.

would be the damages

—In

all

where an amount ascertained
it may be increased by

cases

at the time of the breach,

the addition of legal interest from that time until the recovery.
Cross-references.

demands, see

§

— Legal

Interest on liquidated
rate of interest, see § 57-101.
Interest on judgments, see § 57-108.

57-110.

20-1409. (4397)

Nominal damages.

Costs.

— In every case of breach of

damages but if there has been no
can recover nominal damages which will

contract, the other party has a right to

;

actual damage, the

plaintiff

carry the costs.

the defendant, before suit

If

is

brought, or afterward

and before trial, tenders to the plaintiff as much as or more than he finally
recovers, no costs shall be recovered accruing subsequently to the tender.
Cross-references.
{ 105-1903.

— Tender,

Damages

20-1410. (4398) Plaintiff
of contract one

practicable

injured,

by the use

Cross-reference.
S

is

see

§

20-1105.

Tender

of

in tort cases, see Title 105, Torts,

damages

for

tort,

see

Chapter 105-20.

—

bound to lessen damages. Where by a breach
he is bound to lessen the damages as far as is

of ordinary care

— Mitigation

of

and

diligence.

damages by agent improperly dismissed, see

4-216.

20-1411.

(4399) Discretion of jury as to damages.

—The

question of

damages being one for the jury, the court should not interfere, unless the
damages are either so small or so excessive as to justify the inference of
gross mistake or undue bias. (10 Ga. 37.)
\

20-1412. (4400) Breach of covenants of warranty to land; interest.

Upon

a breach of covenant of warranty of

title

to land, the

damages

—
Contracts.
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§

20-9901

should be the purchase money with interest thereon from the time of sale,
unless the jury should think, under the circumstance-, of the case, that the
use of the premises was equal to the interest on the money, and that such
equitable set-off should be allowed. If valuable improvements have b<

made, the interest should be allowed.

—

Cross-references. Covenants and warranties, sec Title 29, Deeds, Chapter 29-3.
Effect of breach of warranty, see § 96-306.

bond

20-1413. (4401) Breach of

for title to

land.—Upon breach

of a

for title to land, the value of the premises at the time of the breach,

bond

with interest thereon, should be the measure of damages but if the vendee has bought up the outstanding title, only the actual damage sustained
by him can be recovered.
;

Cross-reference.

— Recording bond

for

title,

20-1414. (4402) Necessary expense.
of

two contracting

parties incurs in

see

§

29-418.

— Any necessary expense which one

complying with the contract may be

recovered as damages.

—

Cross-references. When expense of litigation recoverable, see § 20-1404. When
insurance company shall pay damages, see § 56-706. Necessary expenses in tort
cases, see § 105-2004.

PART XXX.
CHAPTER

20-99.

CRIMES.

IN GENERAL.

Sec.
20-9901.

in illegal contract guilty of felony; pen-

Party or agent
alty.

20-9901. Party or agent in illegal contract guilty of felony; penalty.

Any

person either as agent or principal,

who

enters into or assists in

mak-

ing any contracts of sale of the sort or character denounced in section
20-603, for the future delivery of cotton, grain, stocks, or other commodior

ties,

who

maintains a bucket shop as that term

20-604, shall be guilty of a felony,

oned

in the penitentiary not

is

defined in section

and upon conviction

shall be impris-

exceeding two years. (Acts 1929,

p. 245.)
•

CONTRIBUTION: See Title 37, Equity, Chapter 37-3.
CONVERSION: See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment,

Chapter 26-23;

Title 107, Trover.

CONVEYANCES:

See Title 29, Deeds; Title 67, Mortgages, Conveyances to Secure Debt, and Liens Title 96, Sales.
;

CONVICTS:

See Title

77,

Penal Institutions.

COOPERATIVE INSURANCE: See Title 56, Insurance. Chapter 56-14.
COOPERATIVE MARKETING ASSOCIATIONS: See Title 65

t

Marketing Associations.

TITLE

21.

CORONERS.
Chap.

Sec.

21-1.

In general

21-101

21-2.

Inquests and proceedings therein

21-201

CROSS-REFERENCES.
Keeper

See Title 77, Penal Institutions, § 77-105.
process
Service of
or execution where sheriff party to cause: See Title 39, Executions and Proceedings Thereunder, § 39-114; Title 81, Pleading and Practice,
of jail:

§§ 81-203, 81-219.

See also Title

89,

Public Officers.

CHAPTER

21-1.

IN GENERAL.
Sec.

Sec.
21-101.
21-102.

21-103.
21-104.

How

commissioned,
removed.

21-105.

Fees.

21-106.

Shall serve process, when.

Appointment by ordinaries.
Oath of office; form.
Bond. Liability for moneys collected and failure of duty.

21-107.

Additional bond

elected,
qualified, and

How

when

acting in

place of sheriff.

—

commissioned, qualified, and removed.
Coroners are elected, commissioned, qualified, and removed as clerks of
the superior courts are, and hold their offices for four years. (Acts
21-101.

(609)

elected,

1914, p. 43.)

—

Cross-references. County officers, generally, see Const., Art. XI, Sec. II, Par.
Elections and terms of office, see Title 34, Elections, Chapter 34-26.
Removal of clerks of superior courts, see § 24-2724. Clerks of superior courts,
generally, see Title 24, Courts, Chapter 24-27.
I

(§ 2-8301).

—

Appointment by ordinaries. The ordinaries shall appoint coroners on the same terms and in the same manner that they
appoint county surveyors, which appointments shall take effect as those
21-102.

(610)

county treasurers.

of

—

County surveyors, see Title 23, Counties, Chapter 23-11.
treasurers, see Title 23, Counties, Chapter 23-10. Authority of ordinary
vacancies, see § 23-701, 11 5.

Cross-references.

County
to

fill

21-103.

(611)

Oath

of office; form.

— Before

entering on the duties of

he must take the
following: "I swear that I will well and truly serve the State of Georgia, in said office, and faithfully and truly execute all writs and precepts
his office, besides the oath required of all civil officers,

which I may lawfully execute, when placed in my
same according to the best of my knowledge, skill,
and judgment; that I will in no case knowingly use or exercise my office
illegally, corruptly, or unjustly, and that I will not, under any pretense,
take, accept, or enjoy any fee or reward pertaining to my office, other
than such as are allowed by law; but that I will, in all things touching
the duties of my office, demean myself honestly, fairly, and impartially,
to

me

directed, or

charge, and return the

461

CORO

according to the best of

my

7

So help me God. w (Act 1823, Cobb,

ability.

536.)
Cross-reference.

—Additional

oath required of public officers, see

89

I

Bond. Liability for moneys collected and failure of duty.
must likewise, at the same time, give bond and surety in the sum

21-104. (612)

— He

He

of $500.

liable for retaining

is

do his duty, as sheriffs
(Act 1823, Cobb, 539.)

to

are,

21-105. (1141 P. C.) Fees.

Summoning an

moneys

and

collected, or otherwise failing

subject to the same proceedings.

is

— Coroners' fees shall be as follows, to wit:

inquest on a dead body and returning an inquisi-

tion

$10.00

Furnishing

When

coffin

and burial expenses

performing the duties of a

15.00

same

sheriff, his fees are the

as a

sheriff's.

No

coroner shall receive out of the county treasury more than $1,500
per annum, either as fees for holding inquests or for burying the dead
bodies.

(Cobb, 352; Acts 1878-9,

p. 73.)

—

Editorial Note. Acts 1921, p. 189, prescribes that in counties of 200,000 or more
population, the fee of a juror serving- on a coroner's inquest shall be $2.00 and
that the fee for the coroner for an inquest, etc., shall be $20, and that coroners in
such counties may draw fees for summoning an inquest and returning an inquisition, and for furnishing a coffin and burial expenses until they reach the sum of
$3,000 per annum.

21-106. (614) Shall serve process,

when.

—When

a sheriff

is

disquali-

and it does not appear upon the face of the proceedings, or he or his
deputy refuses to serve a writ or other process, if any person makes affidavit thereof, the clerk of the court from which it issues shall place the
process in the hands of the coroner for execution, and may compel its re-

fied,

turn to his office for such purpose.

—

Cross-references. Special officer to serve rule on sheriff where no coroner, see
Service when sheriff is sick or a party, see §§ 39-114, 81-203, 81-219.

§ 24-204.

21-107. (613) Additional

bond when acting

in place of sheriff.

—When

a coroner has to act in the place of a sheriff, generally or specially, the

ordinary

may

require of

such sureties as

him an additional bond,

in his discretion

he

may

in

such sum and with

think sufficient to meet the con-

tingency.

CHAPTER

21-2.

INQUESTS AND PROCEEDINGS THEREIN.

Sec.

Sec.

21-201.

Necessity to take inquests.

21-209.

21-202.

When inquests shall be held.
No inquest, when. Cost of in-

Six jurors; majority to decide;
pay.

21-210.

Precept for summoning jury.

21-211.

Defaulting jurors

21-212.

Oath

21-213.

Charge of coroner
powers of jury.

21-214.

May

21-203.

quest.
21-204.

When

21-205.

Coroners authorized to disinter
dead bodies.
Authority of coroner to remove
dead body.
Witnesses, how summoned and
sworn.
Witnesses to be recognized, and
warrant to issue.

justice of peace

may

act

as coroner.

21-206.
21-207.
21-208.

of

may

foreman and

be lined.
jury.

to jury

analyze stomach,

and

etc., for

poison.
21-215.

Inquisition papers and proceedings to be returned to superior court.

—
:

§

Coroners.

21-201
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21-201. (,615) Necessity to take inquests.

coroner to take inquests as

is

—

It shall

be the duty of the

hereinafter provided.

—
Note. — Acts

Courts of inquiry and proceedings therein, see Title
Procedure, Chapter 27-4.

Cross-reference.
inal

27,

Crim-

Editorial
1924, pp. 84, 85, requires coroners in counties having a
population of 200.000 or more to investigate deaths occurring without the attendance of a physician and to complete the death certificate required by the law relating to the registration of vital statistics, etc. See Title 88, Public Health, Chapter
88-12.

21-202.

When

(1337 P. C.)

held.— Coroners

inquests shall be

shall

take inquest over dead bodies in their respective counties as follows
1.

Oi

all

violent, sudden, or casual deaths,

when

there are no eyewitnesses

and such death occurs under suspicious circumstances. 2. Of all sudden deaths in prison, without an attending physician. 3. Of all dead bodies found, whether of persons
known or unknown, when it is apparent from the body that violence
caused the death, or when the person died or disappeared under suspicious circumstances. 4. Whenever ordered by a court having criminal
jurisdiction. It shall be the duty of said court, whenever an affidavit is
made and filed with the court that a dead body is found and that the
person came to his death by violence or foul play, to interrogate and examine other witnesses, if any, as to the necessity for an inquest and
should the court then decide that an inquest is essential to the ends of
justice, an inquest shall be ordered. (Act 1823, Cobb, 537; Acts 1893,
to the killing or cause of the death,

;

p.

116; 1901,
21-203.

p. 44.)

No

(1338 P. C.)

shall be held over

inquest,

when. Cost of inquest.

any dead body when the cause

lence, or accident, or act of

God,

in the

presence of

—No inquest

was viowitnesses, unless some
of the death

person makes affidavit of facts raising a suspicion of foul play,
inquest shall be had, but at the expense of the party making the

Upon such

inquest,

when an
affidavit.

should appear that the death was caused by vio-

if it

lence and foul play, and the person guilty of the act

is

arrested, the per-

son paying the cost of the inquest shall be repaid by the county treasurer upon an order from the judge of the superior court of the county.

(Acts 1893,

p. 116.)

Cross-reference.

21-204.

(4671

— "Act
;

of

God" denned,

1350 P. C.)

When

see

§

102-103.

justice of peace

may

act as coroner.

— When there

is

when needed,

or will not or cannot take an inquest, any justice of the

no coroner

peace of the county

may

in a county, or

he

Coroners are authorized,

authorized to disinter dead bodies.

in order to carry into effect the provisions of

any body already buried, and,
the county for that purpose.

this Chapter, to disinter

the

power

of

absent from the county

act as coroner.

21-205. (1340 P. C.) Coroners

command

is

like

a sheriff, to

Authority of coroner to remove dead body.
When the deceased body lies in a place inconvenient for holding an inquest, the coroner, or any other person under his direction, shall be al21-206.

lowed

to

(1351 P. C.)

remove the body

1862-3, p. 166.)

to a suitable spot.

(Act 1850, Cobb, 540; Acts

Coroners.
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§21-210

how summoned and sworn.— The

21-207. (1345 P. C.) Witnesses,

cor-

oner shall issue subpoenas to, or otherwise compel the attendance
witnesses, and he shall administer to such witnesses the following oath,
to wit: "The evidence that you shall give this inquest on behalf of the
State, touching the death of C. D. (or a person unknown, as the case may

whole truth, and nothing but the
help you God." (Act 1823, Cobb, 539.)
be), shall be the truth, the

—

21-208. (1346 P. C.) Witnesses to be recognized,
If

the inquest discloses facts which lead or

any person for the homicide

tion of

inquest

is

and warrant to

may

of the person

So

truth.

issue.

lead to the prosecu-

upon whose body the

held, the coroner shall require all witnesses,

who

testify to facts

material to the issues involved in such prosecution, to enter into a re

nizance to appear and give evidence in the superior court of the county
in which the inquest is taken, against the defendant in such prosecution;

warrant for the arrest of the person suspected
the homicide, returnable as other warrants. (Act 1823, Cobb, 539.)

and

shall also issue a

21-209. (1339 P. C.) Six jurors; majority to decide; pay.

summon

of

—The coroner

impanel six jurors to hold an inquest, and the majority vote shall decide the verdict. The jurors sworn and impaneled upon
an inquest shall be paid $1 each for their services as jurors upon each
inquest, and it shall be the duty of the coroner, or other person discharging the duties of coroner, to give a certificate of the fact of such
service to each juror; upon presentation of which to the proper county
authority of the county in which the inquest is held, he shall give the
claimant an order on the treasurer for the same. (Act 1823, Cobb 538;
shall

Acts 1893,

arid

p. 116; 1884-5, p. 92.)

—

Editorial Note. Acts 1921, p. 189, provides that in counties having a population
of 200,000 or more, the fee of a juror serving on a coroner's inquest shall be $2.

21-210. (1341 P. C.) Precept for

summoning

jury.

—Whenever a coro-

ner shall have notice of the death of any person within the limits of the
county of which he is coroner, occurring under circumstances which
make it his duty, under the law, to hold an inquest, he shall make out a

any constable of the county where the dead body
requiring him to summon a jury of inquest composed

precept, directed to

is

of
found or lying,
good and lawful men of such county, to appear before such coroner at the
time and place mentioned in the precept; which precept may be in the

form following, that

is

to say:

"State of Georgia,

County.

"To any lawful constable

"You
of said

of said

county

are required immediately to

— Greeting:

summon

18 good and lawful

men

county to be and appear before me, the undersigned, coroner of the

county aforesaid, at
o'clock of that

,

in said county,

same day, then and there

on the

day

to inquire of, do,

of

,

at

and execute

all

such things as in behalf of the State shall be given them in charge touch(or a person unknown, as the case may be),
ing the death of

and be you then and there with

this precept to certify

what you have

§21-211

done

Coroners.

in the premises,

the State be enjoined

"Given under
of our Lord

Which
hands

464

and further to do whatsoever

else ma}' in behalf of

upon you.

my hand

and

seal, this

day of

the

,

.

,

Coroner.

in the

year

(L. S.)"

precept shall be forthwith executed by the constable in whose
may be placed and it the services of a constable cannot be

it

:

conveniently obtained, the coroner

may summon

the jury himself. (Act

1823, Cobb,' 537.)

(1342 P. C.) Defaulting jurors

21-211.
ing- to

may

be fined.

—Any juror

fail-

attend and serve on such coroner's inquest, after being duly sum-

moned, may be fined by the coroner in a sum not exceeding $10, to be
levied and collected by execution issued by the coroner, unless such defaulting juror shall file in the office of the ordinary a good and sufficient
excuse for the default, to be judged of by the next court of ordinary held
thereafter.

(Act 1823, Cobb, 538.)

—

foreman and jury. The following oath
shall be administered to the foreman of the jury by the coroner, to wit:
''You. as foreman of the inquest, shall diligently inquire and true presentment make, on behalf of the State of Georgia, how and in what manner C. D. (or a person deceased, unknown, as the case may be), now here
lying dead, came to his death, and of such other matters relating to the
same as shall be lawfully required of you, according to evidence." And
the remainder of the jury shall be sworn by the coroner as follows, to
"The same oath which the foreman of this inquest has taken on
wit
his part, you and each of you shall observe and keep upon your part. So
help you God." (Act 1823, Cobb, 538.)
21-212.

(1343 P. C.)

Oath

of

:

(1344 P. C.) Charge of coroner to jury and powers of jury.

21-213.

The coroner shall charge the jurors to declare of the death
upon whose body the inquest is held, whether such person
der,

—

of the person

died by mur-

manslaughter, misadventure, misfortunte, accident, or otherwise;

and who, and when, and by what means, and in what manner; if by murder, who were principals and who were accessories if by manslaughter,
who were the perpetrators, and with what instrument the stroke or
wound was in either case given; if by misadventure, misfortune, accident, or otherwise, whether by act of God or man; and whether by hurt,
fall, stroke, drowning, or in any other way
what person was present at
the death whence the deceased came, who he was, and who are his
parents, relations, and neighbors; who were the finders of his body;
whether he died in the same place the body was found or elsewhere; and
if elsewhere, who moved the body; and also of all the circumstances relating to said death if the deceased died in prison, whether he died by
hard usage there, and, if so, by whom; and if the deceased put an end to
his life, to inquire of the manner, means used, or instrument employed,
and of the circumstances concerning it; and the jury shall have full and
unrestricted power to inquire and pass upon all the matters and things
thus given them in charge, and they shall have this power even if the
whole or a part of the charge be omitted. (Act 1823, Cobb, 538.)
;

;

;

;

Copo xers.
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§21-215

—

May

analyze stomach, etc., for poison. If the
was caused by poison, tl
oner shall have power to cause an accurate examination of tl
and the contents of the stomach and intestines by skillful chemists; and
the reasonable expenses of such examination shall be paid out of
21-214. (1348 P. C.)

verdict of the jury suggest that the death

I

county treasury.

In any case,

if

the coroner and the majority of the

jury shall believe that the ends of justice can only be attained by a thorough post-mortem examination, the coroner may employ a competent and
impartial physician to

make such examination; and

the physician so

em-

ployed shall be paid out of the county treasury such sum, not exceeding
$20, as may be agreed to by the coroner and jury. (Act 1850, Cobb 540;
Acts 1880-1, p. 59.)
Editorial Note.— Acts 1893, p. Ill (§ 1349 P. C. of the Code of 1910) provides
for the appointment of a physician in counties of 40,000 or more inhabitants to
perform duties required by this section, upon recommendation of the grand jury.
21-215. (1347 P. C.) Inquisition papers

—The

and proceedings

to be returned

coroner shall commit to writing the substance
of the testimony delivered before the inquest, and shall return all the
papers and proceedings touching the inquisition to the superior court of
the county in which it is taken, held next after such inquest. (Act 1823,

to superior court.

Cobb, 539.)

CORPORATE COURTS:
ter 69-7.

See Title

69,

Municipal Corporations, Chap-

TITLE
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CORPORATIONS.
PART

I.

DEFINITION AND CLASSIFICATION.

Chap.
22-

Sec.

In general

1.

PART

II.

22-101

CREATION. AMENDMENT, RENEWAL, AND REVIVOR OF
CHARTERS.

Chap.

Sec.

22-

2.

22-

3.

22-

4.

22-

5.

Creation in general
Corporations chartered by superior courts
Schools and churches, and literary, charitable, or social
organizations
Amendment and renewal of charters by Secretary of State

22-

6.

Revivor of charters

PART

22-201

22-301

22-401
22-501
22-601

POWERS AND LIABILITIES OF CORPORATIONS AND

III.

STOCKHOLDERS.
Chap.

Sec.

22-

7.

22-

8.

Powers and liabilities
Non-par stock

22-

9.

Liabilitiy of stockholders

of corporations
,.

22-10.

Suits against associations, corporations, or stockholders

22-11.

Service

upon corporations

PART

IV.

Dissolution in general
Dissolution of corporations created by superior court
Franchises of insolvent private corporations

22-13.
22-14.

PART

V.

Powers, privileges, etc., of foreign corporations
Domestication of foreign corporations. Dissolution

22-16.

PART

VI.

22-901

22-1001

22-1101

Sec.
22-1201

22-1301
22-1401

FOREIGN CORPORATIONS.

Chap.
22-15.

22-801

DISSOLUTION OF CORPORATIONS.

Chap.
22-12.

22-701

Sec.
22-1501

22-1601

CORPORATION COMMISSIONER. RETURNS OF
CORPORATIONS.

Chap.
22-17.

Sec.
22-1701

In general

PART XXX. CRIMES.
Chap.
22-99.

Sec.

In general

22-9901

CROSS-REFERENCES.
Bonded

warehousemen: See Title 111, Warehousemen.
Taxation: See Title 92, Public Revenue, Chapter 92-24.
See also Title 13, Banks and Banking; Title 16, Building and Loan" Associations;
Title 17, Canal and Navigation Companies; Title 25, Credit Unions; Small Loans;
Salary Buyers; Title 41, Express Companies; Title 56, Insurance; Title 65, Marketing Associations; Title 69, Municipal Corporations; Title 95, Railroads; Title
97, Securities; Title 104, Telegraph and Telephone Companies; Title 109, Trust
Companies.
public
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Corporations.

PART

I.

§22

DEFINITION AND CLASSIFICATION.

CHAPTER

IN GENERAL.

22-1.

Sec.

Sec.

22-101.
22-102.

Corporation defined.
Public or private.

22-103.
22-104.

22-101. (2188) Corporation defined.

Public corporation defined.
Private corporation defined.

—A corporation

is

an

artificial per-

son created by law for specific purposes, the limit of whose existence,
powers, and liabilities, is fixed by the act of incorporation, usually called
its

charter.

—"Person"

Artificial
as including corporation, see § 102-103.
Common powers of corporations, see
§ 79-101.
Dissolution of corporation, see § 22-1301 et seq.

Cross-references.

persons are corporations, see
§§ 22-701, 22-703.

22-102. (2189) Public or private.

— Corporations

are either public or

private.

—A
—

22-103. (2190) Public corporation defined.

public corporation

is

one having for its object the administration of a portion of the powers of
government, delegated to it for that purpose such are municipal corporations.

—

Cross-references. Counties as bodies corporate, see § 23-1501. Ordinary as
quasi corporation, see § 23-703. Dissolution of public corporations by General
Assembly, see § 22-1201.

22-104. (2191) Private

corporation

defined.

—All

others are private,

whether the object of incorporation be for public convenience or individual profit, and whether the purpose be, in its nature, civil, religious, or
educational.

PART

II.

AMENDMENT, RENEWAL, AND
REVIVOR OF CHARTERS.

CREATION.

CHAPTER

22-2.

CREATION IN GENERAL.
Sec.

Sec.
22-201.
22-202.

22-203.

By whom powers granted.
Use of name of another corpo-

22-204.

ration, etc., without consent;
notice.

22-205.

Exceptions to judgment.

Writ

of error.

Appeal from action

of Secretary

of State.

Objection to grant of charter;
hearing thereon.

22-201. (2192, 6446)

By whom powers

granted.

—All corporate powers

and privileges to banking, insurance, railroad, canal, navigation, express.
and telegraph companies shall be issued and granted by the Secretary of
State. Corporate powers and privileges to all other private companies
shall be granted only by the superior courts, or by the judges thereof in
vacation, in the manner prescribed by law. (Const., Art. Ill, Sec. VII,
Par.

XVIII

(§ 2-1818).)

Cross-references.
ters granted,

— Corporations chartered by superior courts, see

amended, or renewed

in vacation,

see

§

22-308.

§ 22-301. CharIncorporation of

£
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Corporations.

12-202

Incorporation of schools, churches, etc., see
§ 22-312.
Incorporation of literary, charitable, and social organizations, etc., see
Granting of charters by Secretary of State, see Title 13, Banks
IS 22-412 to 22 414.
and Banking: Title IT. Canal and Navigation Companies: Title 41, Express Companies: Title 56, Insurance; Title 94, Railroads; Title 104, Telegraph and Telephone
Companies. Renewal and amendment of charters of such companies, except banking companies, see Chapter 22-5. Amendment of bank charters, see Title 13, Banks
and Banking. Chapter 13-10. Renewal of bank charters, see Title 13, Banks and
Banking, Chapter 13-11. Revivor of charters, see Chapter 22-6.
association of churches, see
§

22-401.

22-202.
notice.

—

Use of name of another corporation, etc., without consent;
Whenever application is made to the superior courts or to any of

the judges thereof, or to the Secretary of State, to obtain a charter or the

authorization of articles of incorporation, for any purpose,

any such name

in

shall

be un-

any person, order,
corporate name or to mention

lawful in such case for the applicant to use the
lodge, society or corporation, either as a

name

it

of

connection with the purpose of such proposed organi-

such person, order, lodge, society or corporation.
When application is made in such case to obtain a charter or
articles of incorporation it shall be the duty of the applicant or applicants
to notify such person, order, lodge, society or corporation of such intention to apply for a charter or articles of incorporation by registered letter
mailed to the person, etc., whose name is to be so used, at his or its residence or business address, stating the proposed name of the organization, its purposes, etc., and the time and place at which such application
will be passed upon by the superior court, or the judge thereof, or the
Secretary of State, as the case may be, at least 15 days previous to the
time of passing upon such application for charter or articles of incor(Acts 1923, p. 82.)
poration.
zation, without the consent of

—

Cross-references. Unlawful use of names, emblems, etc., of benevolent and
other associations, see §§ 106-201, 106-202. Fictitious or trade name, see §§ 106-301
to 106-304.

22-203. Objection to grant of charter; hearing thereon.

—

It shall

be the

any person, order, lodge, society or corporation interested in the
result of such application, and who objects to the granting of such charter or articles of incorporation, to file objections to such grant and to apright of

pear before the superior court or the judge thereof, or the Secretary of
State, as the case

may

be,

and

file

written objection thereto, and such

court or judge or Secretary of State may, after hearing the issue formed

by the application and objections

and after hearing evidence
thereon, in its or his discretion grant or refuse such charter or articles of
incorporation.
Such application and objections filed thereto may be
heard at such time and place within the county where the application is
made under appropriate order of the superior court or the judge thereof,

or the Secretary of State, as

(Acts 1923,

may

filed thereto,

be

fair

and just to

all

parties concerned.

p. 83.)

—

Writ of error. Either party to the
cause who is dissatisfied with the judgment of the superior court or the
judge thereof may except to such judgment and take the case to the Court
of Appeals or the Supreme Court by writ of error, as provided by law for
22-204. Exceptions to judgment.

taking cases to those courts. (Acts 1923,

—

p. S3.)

Cross-references. Jurisdiction of Court of Appeals, see Const., Art. VI, Sec.
Par. IX (§ 2-3009); of Supreme Court, see Const, Art. VI, Sec. II, Par.

II,

(§ 2-3005).
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§

22 302

—

Editorial Note. This section as originally enacted read as folio
"Either
party to a cause who is dissatisfied with the judgment of the superior court or
the judge thereof, or the action of the Secretary of State, may except to such judgment or action and take the case to the Court of Appeals or the Supreme Zo
by writ of error or motion for a new trial, as now provided by lav/ for taking
cases to those courts." In view of the following considerations that section was
changed to read as shown above, and the following section was formulated and
codified to provide a method of reviewing the action of the Secretary of State.
lary of
The Constitution does not authorize a review of any action of th<
State by writ of error. See Const., Art. VI, Sec. II, Par. V (§ 2-3005;, as to the
jurisdiction of the Supreme Court; and Const., Art. VI, Sec. II, Par. IX (1 2-3009),
as to the jurisdiction of the Court of Appeals. Cases are not taken to the Supreme
Court or Court of Appeals by motion for new trial, and the Secretary of State
'cannot grant new trials. See Title 70, New Trial.
(

—

Appeal from action of Secretary of State. Either party who is
dissatisfied with the action of the Secretary of State may appeal to a
jury in the superior court of Fulton county, such appeal to be had as in
22-205.

other cases provided by law.

—Appeals, generally, see Title
Editorial Note. —This section was formulated to
Cross-reference.

6,

Appeal and Error.

provide a method of reviewing
the action of the Secretary of State, acting or refusing to act under the provisions
of this Chapter, and inserted in lieu of the provisions of the preceding section
omitted therefrom. See note under preceding section.

CHAPTER

22-3.

CORPORATIONS CHARTERED BY
SUPERIOR COURTS.

Sec.
22-301.

Sec.

Superior courts

may

create

what

22-308.

Charters granted, amended or

renewed

corporations.

in vacation.

Amendment

and

Petition or declaration; necessity; contents.

22-309.

Publication of petition or dec-

22-310.

Renewal

granting
application.
Privilege of renewal.

22-311.

Prerequisites to privileges grant-

22-312.

22-306.

and order.
Certified copy of petition and

Incorporation of association of
churches. Publication of no-

22-307.

order as evidence.
Fees of clerk of court.

22-302.
22-303.

laration.

22-304.

Order

22-305.

Record

of petition

22-301. (2823) Superior courts

perior courts shall have

power

may

renewal

of

charters.
in advance of expiration of charters; petition.
ed

create

what

by charter.

corporations.

— The su-

to create corporations, except banking-,

insurance, railroad, canal, navigation, express, and telegraph companies,

by compliance with the provisions of this Chapter. (Act
Act 1845, Cobb, 543; Acts 1878-9, p. 172; 1889, p. 160.)

1843, Cobb, 542;

—

Cross-references. Creation by Secretary of State, see § 22-201. Grant of corporate powers, see Const., Art. Ill, Sec. VII, Par. XVIII (§ 2-1S1S), and crossUse of name of existing benevolent association, see
references thereunder.
Returns by corporations, see § 22-1703. Powers of Public Service
§ 106-201.

Commission, see

§

93-301 et seq.

22-302. (2823) Petition or declaration; necessity; contents.

sons desiring the charter shall

file

— The

per-

in the office of the clerk of the superior

court of the county in which they desire to transact business, a petition
or declaration, specifying the object of their association, and the particular business

they propose to carry on, together with their corporate name,

and the amount
their place of

employed by them actually paid in, and
doing business, and the time, not exceeding 20 years, for
of capital to be

§
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22-303

which thev desire

to be incorporated.

Cobb, 543; Acts 1865^6, pp.

(Act 1843, Cobb, 542; Act 1845,

27, 2S.)

22-303. (2823) Publication of petition or declaration.

declaration shall be published once a

week

—The

petition or

for four weeks in the nearest

public newspaper to the point where such business

is

located, before said

court shall pass an order declaring said application granted. (Acts 1865-6,
pp. 27, 28; 1890-1, p. 70.)

22-304.

(2823) Order granting application. Privilege of renewal.

upon hearing such

—

If,

be satisfied that the application is legitimately within the purview and intention of this Chapter,
it shall pass an order declaring the said application granted, and the petitioners and their successors incorporated for and during a term not exceeding 20 years, with the privilege of renewal one or more times, according to the provisions above set forth. (Acts 1865-6, pp. 27, 28; 1925, p. 95.)
petition, the court shall

Cross-reference.

— Renewal

22-305. (2823)

Record

of charters, see

of petition

§

22-309, 22-310.

and order.

—After the granting by the

court of the order of incorporation, the petition and said order shall be

recorded together by said clerk in a book to be kept for that purpose, to

known

be

as

"The Record

of Superior

Court Charters,'' and which shall

be kept appropriately indexed by said clerk; but this shall not dispense

with the recording of the order of incorporation upon the minutes of the
court also, as a part of the proceedings of the court. (Acts 1890-1, p. 70.)

—

copy of petition and order as evidence. A certified copy of this petition and order, under the seal of the court, shall be
evidence of such incorporation in any court in this State. (Act 1843, Cobb,
542; Act 1845, Cobb, 543.)
22-306. (2823) Certified

22-307.

(2823) Fees of clerk of court.

service, shall receive the usual fees

cases. (Act 1843,
Cross-reference.

—The clerk of the court, for his

allowed for similar services in other

Cobb, 542; Act 1845, Cobb,

—Fees

543.).

of clerks of superior courts, see

amended

§

24-2727.

—

renewed in vacation. The judges
of the superior courts shall be authorized and empowered to grant charters to private companies and to amend and renew such charters in vacation at chambers in the same manner and subject to the same restrictions
as now provided by law for granting, amending and renewing charters
in term time, and the applicants for such charters, amendments and renewals shall comply with all the provisions of law so far as the same may
be applicable as provided in this Chapter, and companies whose charters
have been granted, amended or renewed in vacation shall be subject to
all the privileges, powers, conditions and liabilities as provided in this
22-308. Charters granted,

Chapter. (Acts 1913,
Cross-reference.

XVIII

p.

or

100; 1925, pp. 95, 97.)

— Granting

corporate Dowers, see Const, Art. Ill, Sec. VII, Par.

(§ 2-1818).

22-309. (2823)

Amendment and renewal

ferred in this Chapter shall extend to the

of charters.

—The powers con-

amendment and renewal

of all

Corporations.
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charters contemplated in this Chapter, within the jurisdiction

22-312

said

of

whether the original charter sought to be amended or r<
was originally granted by the General A sembly or by a superior court,
and the said court shall have the power to amend and renew all such cl
ters for one or more times, and all amendments to and renewals of charters heretofore granted by the superior courts are hereby confirmed and
declared to be of full effect from the dates of such amendments and recourts,

newals. (Acts 1876,

p.

33; 1897, p. 28; 1925, pp. 95, 96.)

— Revivor

Cross-reference.

of charters, see

Renewal

§

22-001.

advance of expiration of charters; petiThe renewal of charters by the superior courts, under the powers
tion.
conferred by this Chapter, shall be granted by said courts in advance of
22-310. (2823)

in

—

the expiration of such charters, but to take effect from the date of such
expiration,

upon the

filing in the office of said

name of
the name

court of a petition signed

company whose

with the corporate

the

renewed, stating

of the corporation,

date and
that

to,

manner

it

of its original incorporation,

charter

is

sought to be

when incorporated, the
and all amendments there-

desires a renewal of its charter as set out in the original act of

amendments

any further
amendments which may be desired in the renewal of said charter and
it shall file along with said petition a certified abstract from the minutes
of the corporation, showing that the application for renewal and amendment has been authorized by proper corporate action, and shall in all
other respects comply with the requirements of this Chapter so far as
the same applies to the grant of incorporation for the company whose
charter is sought to be renewed. (Acts 1897," p. 28.)
incorporation and the

thereto, together with

;

22-311. (2823) Prerequisites

to

privileges

corporation created under this Chapter shall
privileges conferred
is

by the

granted by charter.

commence

—No

to exercise the

charter, until 10 per cent, of the capital stock

paid in; and no charter shall have any force or effect for a longer

period than two years, unless the corporators, within that time, shall in

good

faith

commence

to

exercise the

powers granted. (Acts

1865-6,

p. 27.)

Cross-reference.

—Organization

before capital subscribed for, see

22-312. (2823) Incorporation of association of churches.
of notice.

—Any

association of churches

may

§

22-707.

Publication

be chartered for the pur-

pose of promoting the cause of the Christian religion, charity, or education, by complying with the provisions of this Chapter, except that

need not state the amount of capital to be used by them actually paid
in and when the meetings of said association are ambulatory, it shall
it

;

not be required to set forth

its

place of business

:

Provided, that said as-

may be chartered in any county in which a church belonging
may be located. Sections 22-311 and 22-1701 shall not apply to

sociation

thereto

such corporations, and the publication of notice required shall be

in the

nearest public newspaper to the county where the application

made.

(Acts 1890-1,

is

p. 70.)

Cross-reference.

— Incorporation

of churches, schools,

etc.,

see §§ 22-401, 22-402.

.

§
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SCHOOLS AND CHURCHES, AND LITERARY,
CHARITABLE, OR SOCIAL ORGANIZATIONS.

CHAPTER
S

22-4.

Sec.

e c

22-401,

Petition to incorporate school
or church; term of charter;
amendment of charter; cost;
evidence.

22-407.

of educational or religious association or society.

Church

edifice liable to sale for

debt.

Interference

22-408.

management

22 402.

Situs

22-409.

Conveyances

22 403.

Change

22-410.

Trustees

22-404.

22-405.

of legal residence of
educational or religious association or society.
Validity of contracts of educational or religious association
or society.
Educational and religious associations or societies as trustees of charitable trusts.

22-406.

Majority

represent

Withdrawal by part

church.
of con-

gregation.

22-401.
ter;

by

courts

with

of church.

to churches or religious societies confirmed.
in

conveyances,

what authority

to

subject.

22-411.

Vacancies

22-412.

Sections 22-409 to 22-411 construed to apply to all socie-

22-413.

Incorporation of library and
other literary, charitable or

in trusts; record of
certificate of appointment.

ties.

social organizations.

Corporate rights,

22-414.

etc.

(2824) Petition to incorporate school or church; term of char-

amendment

of charter; cost; evidence.

more

—The

superior court, upon

and proper persons, showing that a
school, academy, college, university or church has been, or is about to
be, established in the county where such court is sitting, and asking for
corporate authority to enforce good order, receive donations, make purchases, and effect all alienations of realty and personalty, not for the
purpose of trade and profit, but for promoting the general design of such
institution, and to look after the general interest of such establishment,
may grant such person or persons and their legal successors such corporate powers as may be suitable and not inconsistent with law, nor
violative of private rights, the charter so granted to remain of force 20
years, or for such longer or greater term or period as may be specially
prayed for in said petition and granted by said court, unless sooner
revoked by law and upon petition by the corporators, or their legal
successors in charge of any such institution, however and whenever incorporated, the superior court of the county where the same is located
shall have power to amend the charter thereof in any way prayed for:
Provided, the same is- not contrary to law nor violative of private rights.
The cost of recording such proceedings on the minutes shall be paid by
the petitioners, and a certified copy of the same, under the seal of the
court, shall be sufficient evidence in any case of the corporate powers
and privileges so granted. (Acts 1872, p. 23; 1878-9, p. 62; 1884-5, p. 58;
the petition of one or

discreet

;

1914, p. 58.)

—

Cross-references. Proceedings before court to secure charter, see § 22-301.
Schools generally, see Title 32, Education. Revivor of charter, see § 22-603.

22-402.

— In

all

(2837) Situs of educational or religious association or society.

cases where

it is

the design of religious or educational associa-

tions or societies to extend their operations

and hold property

in dif-

ferent counties, without having any principal place of business, the petition for incorporation may be filed in, and the order of incorporation be
granted by, the superior court of any county, and the said county shall

—
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§

be deemed and held to be the county of the resides
(Acts 1876, p. 34; 1889, p. 160.)

— Incorporation

Cross-reference.

22-403. (2838)

Change

association or society.

by superior

<

of

id

rtrporati

court, see Chapter 22-3.

of legal residence of educational or religious

— By resolution of the

corporation entered on the
legal residence may be changed from

minutes thereof, the county of its
the county where it was incorporated, by the order of the superior court,
to some other county where its head or chief executive officer re
Provided, that such resolution of the corporation shall be recorded on the
minutes of the superior court which granted the charter of the corporation, and also on the minutes of the superior court of the county in
which the corporation seeks to locate its legal residence. (Acts 1889,
p. 161.)

22-404. (2839) Validity of contracts of educational or religious association or society.

—All

made with any such corporation and

contracts

account and all conveyances of title to or by it, shall
be legal and valid; and all such contracts may be enforced in the same
manner and in the same way as if such corporation were a private individual. (Acts 1889, p. 161.)
all

deposits for

its

22-405. (2840) Educational

trustees of charitable trusts.

and religious associations or

— Said

administer and carry into

to act in their corporate capacity as trustee to

will,

created or here-

Chapter are authorized

after created pursuant to the provisions of this

effect

now

corporations

societies as

any charitable trust heretofore or hereafter created by deed or by
which is consistent with the objects of the corporate existence.

(Acts 1889,

p. 161.)

—

Cross-references. Equitable enforcement of charitable bequest, see § 108-201.
Corporate powers of trust companies, see § 109-201. Charitable institutions holding real estate and receiving gifts, see § 35-502. Trusts, generally, see Title 108.
Trusts.

22-406. (2833) Majority

congregation.

represent

church.

Withdrawal by part

—The majority of those who adhere to

doctrines represent the church.

its

of

organization and

The withdrawal by one

part of a con-

gregation from the original body, or uniting with another church or

denomination,

is

a relinquishment of

all

rights in the church abandoned.

(66 Ga. 201.)

—

Church edifice liable to sale for debt. In the absence
other property, where a congregation has incurred a valid debt, the

22-407. (2834)
of

church

edifice

and

site are liable to sale for its

payment. (86 Ga. 4S5

(12 S. E. 882).)
22-408. (2835) Interference

by courts with management

of church.

Courts are reluctant to interpose in questions affecting the management
of the temporalities of a church

;

but when property

specific doctrine or purpose, the courts will

prevent

it

is

devoted to a

from being

di-

verted from the trust. (66 Ga. 202.)
Cross-reference.

— Relief in cases

—

§

108-118.

Conveyances to churches or religious societies conAll deeds of conveyance heretofore made, and which may here-

22-409. (2826)

firmed.

of trust, see

—
§

22-410
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made, to any person or persons, for any lots of land within this
S ate, to any church or religious society, or to trustees for the use of
such church or religious society, for the purpose of erecting" churches or
meeting houses, are, and shall be deemed and taken to be, good and
valid, and available in law for the intents, uses, and purposes contained
in said deeds of conveyance
and all lots of land so conveyed shall be
fully and absolutely vested in such church or religious society, or in
their respective trustees, for the uses and purposes in said deed expressed to be holden to them, or their trustees, for their use by succession, according to the mode of church government or rules of discipline
exercised by such churches or religious societies respectively. (Act
after be

;

;

1805, Cobb,' 899.)
I

Cross-references.
See also

22-411.

22-410.

—Filling
§

vacancy in trust by church or religious society, see
22-412 as to application of this section.

(2827) Trustees in conveyances, to

what authority

subject.

whom

conveyances are or shall be made, for the purposes
expressed in the preceding section, shall be subject to the authority of
the church or religious society for which they hold the same in trust,
and may be expelled from said trust by such church or society, according to the form of government or rules of discipline by which they may
be governed. (Act 1805, Cobb, 899.)
All trustees to

Cross-references.
§

— Court

filling
vacancies of trustees in
22-412 as to application of this section.

corporation,

see

108-314.

See also

22-411.

(2828) Vacancies in trusts; record of certificate of appoint-

ment.

— Every

§

church or religious society

is

authorized to

fill

all

vacan-

which may happen in the said trusts by death, removal, expulsion,
or otherwise and when any vacancy shall be filled, the same shall be
certified under the hand of the person presiding in the society, and according to the form of government or discipline practiced by said church
or society, which certificate shall express the name of the person appointed to fill the vacancy and the name of the person in whose place
he shall be appointed and the said certificate being recorded in the office
of the clerk of the superior court of the county in which the land lies, the
person so appointed to fill such vacancy shall be as fully vested with such
Provided, the failtrust as if a party to and named in the original deed
ure so to have recorded the certificate of appointment aforesaid shall not
operate to disqualify, or render incompetent to act in any proceeding,
any tru c tee duly appointed by the form of government or discipline practiced by the church or society having the power to appoint trustees.
cies

;

;

:

(Act 1805, Cobb, 899, 900.
Cross-reference.

22-412.
societies.

— See

§

Acts 1884-5,

p. 51.)

22-412 as to application of this section.

(2829) Sections 22-409 to 22-411

— Sections 22-409 to 22-411

all societies,

whether

name they may be

construed to apply to

shall be so construed as to apply to

social, charitable, secret,

called;

and

all

Masonic, or by whatever

criminal laws for the protection of

religious societies shall be so construed as to apply to all societies,

whatever name they may be
22-413.

called.

all

(Acts 1855-6,

by

p. 272.)

(2836) Incorporation of library and other literary, charitable,

or social organizations.

— Library and other literary,

charitable, or social
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organizations, which have no. capital stock, and are not organized for in-

may

he incorporated under the p
of
of the provisions of which are hereby made applicable

dividual pecuniary gain,
section 22-401,

all

to the organizations aforesaid.

p.

166.)

—

106-201.

Protection of name, etc., of benevolent associations,
Incorporation of charitable institutions, sec § 35-501.

22-414.

(2830) Corporate rights, etc.

Cross-references.
§

(Acts 1878-9,

—The

see

societies referred to in the

preceding section shall be bodies politic and corporate for the purposes
of receiving in their distinct and proper names, by their trustees or officers, all

property, both personal and real, by purchase,

They may plead and be impleaded,

gift,

or bequest.

contract and and be contracted with.

When

any such society shall have entered the names of its trustees or
officers and shall have recorded its name, style, and objects as required
by law it may defend and be defended, and shall then be entitled to all
the benefits of sections 22-409 to 22-411. (Acts 1855-6,
Cross-references.

—By

whom

corporations are created, see

tion of churches, schools, etc.,

see

§

§

p. 272.)

Incorpora-

22-201.

22-401.

CHAPTER 22-5. AMENDMENT AND RENEWAL OF
CHARTERS BY SECRETARY OF STATE.
Sec.

Sec.

22-501.

Petition for renewal of charter;
fee; abstract of corporation
minutes.

22-502.

Certificate of renewal; form.

22-503.

Acceptance of renewal conclusively presumed.

22-504.

Secretary of State to

Petition for amendment of charter; fee; abstract of corporaSurrender of
tion minutes.
Certificate of

amendment

Certificate of

amendment

quishing powers,

etc.;

22-511.

Petition; contents.

22-512.

22-513.

Fee to be paid.
Abstract from minutes of directors to be filed with petition.

22-514.

Affidavit of publication of peti-

22-515.

Certificate of change.

file.

of name, capital stock,
place of business or number
of directors.

to ac-

quire powers; form.
22-507.

Change

peti-

file

powers by insurance company.
22-506.

22-510.

kept of

tion, etc.

22-505.

22-509.

Acceptance of amendment conclusively presumed.
Petitions and transcripts to be

22-508.

tion.

relin-

form.

22-501. (2193) Petition for renewal of charter; fee; abstract of cor-

poration minutes.

—Any

insurance, railroad, canal, navigation, express.

or telegraph company, heretofore incorporated

by

by the General Assembly
time renew its charter by filing with

may from

time to
the Secretary of State a petition signed with the corporate name, stating
the name and charter of the corporation, when incorporated, giving the
date of the original Act of incorporation and all amendments thereto,
special Act,

that

it

desires a renewal of

its

charter as set out in the original Act of

incorporation and the Acts amendatory thereof; and paying to the Secretary of State a fee of $100, to be covered

by him

into the treasury of the

State; and filing along with said petition a certified abstract from the

minutes of the corporation, showing that the application for renewal has
been authorized by proper corporate action. (Acts 1S93,

p. SS.

;

1919. p.

169.)
Cross-references.
Par.

XVIII

— Granting

(§ 2-1818).

corporate powers, see Const., Art. III. Sec. VII,

Amending

charters of certain corporations, see

§

22-505.

§

Bv whom
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22-502

corporations created, see

Renewal

|S 13-1001 to 13-1009.

of

§

22-201.
Amendment of bank charters, see
charters, see §§ 13-1101 to 13-1106.

bank

—

Editorial Note. Prior to the amendment of Const., Art. Ill, Sec. VII, Par.
(§ 2-1818), ratified in 1892, banking, insurance, railroad, canal, navigation,
express, and telegraph companies, were incorporated by special Acts of the GenBy that amendment it was provided that all corporate powers
eral Assembly.
and privileges of such companies should be granted by the Secretary of State in
such manner as should be prescribed by law. The purpose of the several Acts
codified in this Chapter was to provide a method by which the charters of such
corporations, granted by the General Assembly prior to the 1892 amendment, or
by the Secretary of State since the amendment, might be amended or renewed.
The Ranking Act of 1919 superseded this Chapter in so far as it related to banks.
The word "banking" has therefore been stricken from this section and other secSee Title 13, Banks and Banking;
tions oi this Chapter in which it appeared.
Title 17. Canal and Navigation Companies; Title 41, Express Companies; Title 94,
Railroads; Title 104, Telegraph and Telephone Companies.

XVIII

22-502.

(2194) Certificate of renewal; form,.

—Thereupon

the Secre-

tary of State shall issue to the petitioning corporation the following
certificate, to wit:

Georgia.
(Insert

—

To whom it may concern Greeting:
name of petitioning corporation), a corporation

created by an

Act of the General Assembly of the State of Georgia, by an Act approved
(insert date of approval of Act of incorporation) and Acts amendatory
thereof, approved (insert date of approval of amending Acts), having
petitioned for a renewal of the charter of said corporation in terms of
the statute in such case
ers

and privileges

made and

provided, the grant of corporate pow-

set out in the above-recited

Acts

hereby renewed
conflict with the

is

for the space of 30 years, as to all parts thereof not in

Constitution and laws

now

or hereafter of force in this State.

Witness my official hand and the
19—. (Acts 1893, p. 88.)

day of

seal of this State, this

,

— Granting corporate powers, see

Cross-reference.
(§ 2-1818).

Const., Art. Ill, Sec. VII, Par.

XVIII

22-503. (2195) Acceptance of renewal conclusively presumed.

—Upon

and abstract, and the issuance of the certificate prescribed, the corporation shall be conclusively presumed to have accepted
the renewal of its charter, and said corporation shall be, and continue for
the space of 30 years, a body corporate, with all the powers, privileges,
and liabilities granted in the original Act of incorporation and the amendments thereto, so far as the same are not in conflict with the Constitution
and laws of the State, now or hereafter of force. (Acts 1893, p. 88.)
filing the petition

22-504. (2196) Secretary of State to
of State shall keep of
in

which he

of charters,

file

file

petition, etc.

the petitions and abstracts specified, and a book

shall enter the

names

of all corporations obtaining renewals

and the date of the renewal. (Acts 1893,

22-505. (2197) Petition for

corporation minutes.

—The Secretary

amendment

p. 89.)

of charter; fee; abstract of

Surrender of powers by insurance company.

—Any

insurance, railroad, canal, navigation, express, or telegraph company,

heretofore incorporated by the General Assembly by special Act,

amend

its

charter so as to acquire any or

all

of the corporate

may

powers and

privileges granted to a like corporation under the Acts already, or to be

hereafter passed, providing for the grant of corporate powers and privileges to such companies

by the Secretary

of State,

by

filing

with the

:

.
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.

§22

Secretary of State a petition signed with the corporate name, stating the
name and character of the corporation, and date of the original Ac of
incorporation and all amendments thereto, that it desires an amendn
4

by haying granted

to its charter

to

it

the corporate powers and pri

granted to similar corporations by the Act, or certain specified secti
of the Act, providing for the grant of corporate powers and privile
(insert kind of company) by the Secretary of State, and paying to the
Secretary of State a fee of $25, to be covered by him into the trea
the State, and also filing along with said petition a certified abstract from

amendWhenever any

the minutes of the corporation, showing that the application for

ment has been authorized by proper corporate action.
insurance company which, by its charter, is permitted to do other than a
fire insurance business, desires to abandon the same, or any part thereof,
it may, upon application to the Secretary of State, relinquish and surrender any or

all

the powers and privileges granted to

it

for the

conduct

of such other business, provided no rights of contract be thereby violated.

(Acts 1893,

p.

89; 1902,

p.

49; 1919,

p. 169.)

—

Cross-references. Amendment of charters of navigation companies, see § 17-213.
Incorporation of railroads, see § 94-101.
Corporate powers of railroads, see
§§ 94-301

Renewal

to 94-329.

of charters of certain

corporations, see

22-501.

§

Property rights of corporators, see § 22-705. Surrender of franchise, see § 22-1206.
Charters amended as subject to Constitution, see Const., Art. IV, Sec. II, Par. Ill

Amendment

(§ 2-2503).

Editorial Note.

— See

of

bank

charters, see §§ 13-1001 to 13-1009.

note following

22-501.

§

amendment to
amend the charter,

22-506. (2198) Certificate of

the application shall be to
of the corporate

powers and

like privileges

acquire powers; form.

—

so as to acquire any or

granted to a

like

If

all

corporation

under the Acts already, or to be hereafter passed, providing for the grant
of corporate powers and privileges to such companies, thereupon the Secretary of State shall issue to the corporation the following certificate

Georgia.

To whom

(Insert here

it

name

may

concern

— Greeting:

of petitioning corporation), a corporation created

Assembly

by an Act approved (insert here date of approval of Act), and Acts amendatory thereof, approved (insert here date of approval of amendatory Acts), having petiby an Act

of the General

of this State

amendment of the charter of said corporation, in terms of
such case made and provided, the corporate powers and priv-

tioned for an
the law in

Act (or certain specified sections of the Act), providing for the grant of corporate powers and privileges by the secretary
to (insert charter of company), are hereby conferred upon (insert name
of company desiring amendment).
ileges set out in the

Witness
(Acts 1893,

my hand
p.

and the

seal of this State, this

—

,

19

—

89; 1902, pp. 49, 50.)

22-507. (2198) Certificate of

form.

— day of

If the application shall

amendment relinquishing powers, etc.;
be to amend the charter by relinquishing

and surrendering any of the powers or privileges granted to insurance
companies as provided in section 22-505, then the Secretary of State shall
issue to said insurance

company

the following certificate:

.
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I

To whom

it

may

concern

— Greeting:

company), a corporation
created by an Act of the General Assembly of this State by an Act approved (insert here date of approval of Act), and Acts amendatory
thereof, approved (insert here date of approval of amendatory Acts),

name

(Insert here

of petitioning- insurance

amendment of
such case made and

having- petitioned for an

the charter of said corporation in

terms of the law

provided, by (insert here the par-

in

powers or privileges which said insurance company desires to relinquish or surrender), said amendment is hereby granted and allowed,
and made a part of the -charter of the said (insert name of insurance
company desiring amendment).
ticular

my hand

Witness

(Acts 1902, pp. 49,

and the

seal of this State, this

19

,

—

51.)

(2199) Acceptance of

22-508.

— day of

ter the filing of said petition,

amendment

conclusively presumed.

and the issuance

— Af-

of the certificate prescribed

22-506 or 22-507, the corporation shall be conclusively pre-

in section

have accepted the amendment specified, and shall have, enjoy,
and exercise all the corporate powers and privileges set out in the Act,
or the particular section of the Act, specified in the petition and certifi-

sumed

to

cate prescribed in this Chapter. (Acts 1893, p. 89.)
22-509.

(2200) Petitions and transcripts to be kept of

file.

—The Secre-

and transcripts filed with him,
and a book in which he shall enter the names of all the companies obtaining amendments to charters, the date of the amendment, and the Act, or
portions of the Act, adopted as an amendment. (Acts 1893, p. 90.)
tary of State shall keep of

22-510.

number

Change

(2201)

of directors.

file all

of

petitions

name, capital stock, place of business or

—Any railroad, insurance, express, telegraph,

canal,

company, whether incorporated by special Act of the General Assembly or by the Secretary of State under the general law, may
have its corporate name, its principal office, the face value of each share
or navigation

of its capital stock, the
of its capital stock

to 22-514.

number

changed

(Acts 1895,

p.

of its board of directors, or the

in the

manner prescribed

amount

in sections 22-511

52; 1897, p. 26; 1919, p. 169.)

—

Cross-references. Amendment of bank charters, see §§ 13-1001 to 13-1009.
Charters amended or revived become subject to Constitution, see Const., Art. IV,
Change in capital stock of canal company, see
Sec. II, Par. Ill (§ 2-2503).
§ 17-107; same as to insurance company, see § 56-802; same as to navigation cornpan}-, see

22-511.

name,
the

its

§

17-211;

to street railroad

(2201) Petition; contents.

company, see

—The

company

§§ 94-1003, 94-1004.

desiring to have

principal office, the face value of each share of

number

changed

same as

of its

shall

file

board of directors, or the amount of
in the office of the

its

its

capital stock,

its

capital stock

Secretary of State a petition signed

with the corporate name, stating the name and character of the corporation, the date of its original charter and all amendments thereto, that
it

desires an

amendment

to

its

charter changing

principal office, the face value of each share of

its

its

corporate name,

capital stock, the

num-

board of directors, or the amount of its capital stock, any or
as the case may be. (Acts 1895, p. 52; 1897, p. 26; 1907, p. 55.)
ber of

its

its

all,

:

§ 22
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Fee to be

22-512. (2201)

paid.

— Such

company

shall

pay to

tl

tary of State a fee of $25 to be covered by him into the treasury.

(j

.

1895, p. 52.)

(2201) Abstract from minutes of directors to be filed v/ith peSuch company shall also file with such petition a certified ab-

22-513.
tition.

—

from the minutes of the board of directors showing that the application for the proposed amendment has been authorized by the \
of a majority in amount of the entire capital stock entitled by the terms
stract

meeting of the stockholders called for the purpose, by resolution of the board of directors, and that notice of such
meeting was mailed to each stockholder, or, in case of death, to his legal

of its charter to vote at a

representatives or heirs at law, addressed to his last

known

residence, at

days previously to the day of said meeting: Provided, however,
if the petition is to change the principal office of any of such companies,
then the certified abstract from the minutes shall show that the amendleast 10

ment was authorized by two-thirds vote of the entire capital stock
(Acts 1895, p. 52; 1897, p. 26; 1913, p. 49; 1925,
of said company.
pp. 91, 92.)
22-514. (2201) Affidavit of publication

of petition.

— Affidavit

made

and signed in due form of law by the president or secretary of the company shall be attached to said petition, showing that it has been published once a week for four weeks in that newspaper in which is published the sheriff's sales of the county in which the principal office of said
corporation

is

located

(Acts 1895

p. 52.)

(2202) Certificate of change.

22-515.

have been

filed in

—When said petition and

the office of the Secretary of State, that officer shall

company, under the great
the following form

issue to said

To

all

to

whom

affidavit

these presents

seal of the State, a certificate in

may come— Greeting:

Whereas, the (here insert name of petitioning corporation), a corporation created and existing under the laws of this State, has filed in this
office, in

terms of the law, a petition asking that

by changing

corporate name, or

(its

its

of each share of its capital stock, or the

or the

amount

charter be

amended

principal office, or the face value

number

any or

of its capital stock,

its

all,

of

its

board of directors,

as the case

may

be) from

and has complied with all the requirements of the law
in such cases made and provided therefore, the State of Georgia hereby
amends the charter of the said (insert name of company) by changing
(its corporate name, or principal office, etc., as the case may be) from
(insert old name, or old principal office, etc.) to (insert new name, or
to

,

;

new

principal office, etc.).

In witness whereof, these presents have been signed by the Secretary

and the great seal has been attached hereto, at the capitol in
19—. (Acts 1S95, p. 52; 1897, p. 26;
day of
Atlanta, on this
of State,

,

1907, p. 55.)
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22-601

§

CHAPTER

REVIVOR OF CHARTERS.

22-6.

Sec.

Sec.
22-601.
2.

Revivor

22-603.

manner.

in general;

Effect of revivor.

To

revive the charters of library, church, educational or
charitable corporation.

—

manner. In all cases where a charter of
any corporation incorporated by an Act of the legislature, or by a certificate of the Secretary of State, or by any superior court, has expired,
and such corporation has continued in business in ignorance of such expiration, said charter may be revived, if granted by an Act of the legislature or by a certificate from the Secretary of State, in the same manner as original charters are now procured from the Secretary of State,
at any time within 10 years from the elate of such expiration; and if incorporated by judgment of any superior court, said charter may be revived by a judgment of the superior court of the county of residence of
22-601. Revivor in general;

the original corporation, in the

same manner

as the original charter

was

procured, at any time within 10 years from the date of such expiration:
Provided, that a majority of the stockholders of such corporation, at

purpose having been given to
the stockholders, shall have adopted a resolution asking for such revivor,
and all the stockholders shall be bound by the resolution. (Acts 1912,
a regular or called meeting, notice of the

107; 1914, p. 58; 1933, p. 124.)

p.

— Charters

granted by Secretary of State, see Const, Art. Ill,
and § 22-201 and cross-references. Corporations
chartered by superior courts, see Const., Art. Ill, Sec. VII, Par. XVIII (§ 2-1818)
Cross-references.

Sec. VII, Par.

and

§

XVIII

(§ 2-1818),

22-301.

22-602. Effect

of

revivor.

—Upon

the

Secretary of State issuing a

such corporation, or upon the superior court passing
an order reviving such corporation, all the property and other rights of
such corporation shall continue in the corporation as so revived, and
the acts and doings of such corporation, in the period between the date
of expiration and date of revivor, shall be thereby confirmed and held as
the acts and doings of the original corporation so revived, and such corporation shall continue from the date of such certificate by the Secretary
of State, or the date of such order by the superior court for the full
period allowed by law for such corporations. (Acts 1912, p. 107; 1914,
certificate reviving

p. 58.)

22-603.

(2825)

To

revive the charters of library, church, educational

or charitable corporation.

— In

all

cases where the charter of a corpora-

tion created for library, church, charitable, school or educational pur-

poses may have heretofore expired, or may hereafter expire, such corporation may be revived for the same purposes at any time within 10
years after the expiration of its charter, where such corporation has
ceased operation, and at any time within 25 years after the expiration of

where such corporation has continued in operation in ignorance of such expiration, by the superior court of the county in which the
former charter was granted. The application for revivor may be made
by the former corporators, or trustees, or their successors in trust, or any
of them, and the application and all proceedings thereon shall be as
prescribed by law for making application and proceedings thereon in
cases of similar and original charters. The corporation, as revived,
its

charter,

CORPORAI
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10

with all the powers, and possessed of all the property
and other rights, and be subject to all the debts, liabilities and burd<
In all cases where a charof the old corporation which is revived in it.
ter of any such corporation has expired, and such corporation has continued in operation in ignorance of such expiration, upon the superior
court passing an order reviving such corporation, the acts and doil
shall stand clothed

between the date of expiration and
date of revivor, shall be thereby confirmed and held as the acts and doings of the original corporation so revived, and such corporation shall
continue from the date of such order of the superior court for the full
period allowed by law for such corporations. (Acts 1889, p. 182; 1897,
of such corporation in the period

p.

29; 1921,

p. 112.)

—

Cross-references. Method of reviving charters of corporations generally, see
§§ 22-601, 22-602. Incorporation of schools, churches, etc., see § 22-401 et seq. Incorporation of literary, charitable and social organizations, see §§ 22-413, 22-414.

PART III. POWERS AND LIABILITIES OF
CORPORATIONS AND STOCKHOLDERS.
CHAPTER

22-7.

POWERS AND

LIABILITIES OF

CORPORATIONS.
Sec.

Sec.
22-701.

Powers

22-702.

Continuous succession; term of

22-703.

Common

22-704.

Visitorial
court.

powers of superior

22-717.

22-705.

Property rights of corporators;

22-718.

in general; contracts.

22-715.

powers.

mandamus

to enforce.

22-706.

Tr?nsfer of stock; when com-

22-707.

Organization before minimum
capital subscribed for; liabil-

plete.

Contracts of corporations having officers or stockholders in

common.
22-709.

Directors of insolvent corpora-

22-710.

Majority

22-711.

Proceedings by minority stock-

22-712.

holders, when allowed.
Responsibility for acts of of-

tions; duties.
of stockholders
titled to control.

Improper dividends;

22-714.

cancellation.

Corporations fined for default;

22-720.

Circulation of uncertified or unrecorded bonds forbidden.

22-721.

Compensation

22-722.

Electricity;

disposition of fines.

of Secretary of
State for recording, etc.

rent

or

sale

of

power.
22-723.

Use

22-724.

Corporations prohibited from
contributingto campaign fund.
Liens under charters.
Lien by bylaws on property of
stockholders in favor of company.
Liens satisfied, how.

en-

22-725.
22-726.

liability of

22-727.

officers.

payment or

22-719.

ficers.

22-713.

Corporation liable notwithstanding sale or lease.
Powers to convey, etc., corporate property and franchises.
Bonds of corporations to be
certified and recorded; record
of

ity.

22-708.

of

lessor corporation.
22-716.

charter.

Lessee subject to burdens

or borrowing for personal
use prohibited.

No

22-701.

collateral attack as to corporate existence.

(2823)

Powers

in

general;

contracts.

— Corporations

created

under Chapter 22-3 may exercise all corporate powers necessary to the
purpose of their organization, but shall make no contract, or purchase
or hold any property of any kind, except such as is necessary in legiti-

§

22-702

Corporations.
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mately carrying- into effect such purpose, or for securing debts due to
the company. (Act 1643, Cobb, 542; Act 1845, Cobb, 543.)

—

Common powers of corporations,
Cross-references.
institutions holding real estate, etc., see § 35-502.
22-702.

see

22-703.

§

Continuous succession; term of charter.

(2-215)

Charitable

— Corporations

have continuous succession during- the time limited by their charters,
notwithstanding the death of their members. Should any charter granted
to a private corporation be silent as to its continuance, such charter
shall expire at the end of 30 years from the date of its grant in the cases
of corporations whose charters are granted by the Secretary of State,
and at the end of 20 years from the date of its grant in cases of corporations whose charters are granted by the superior courts or the judges
thereof. (Const.. Art. Ill/Sec. VII, 'Par. XVIII (§ 2-1818).)
shall

—

Cross-reference.
By
references thereunder.

22-703.

whom

Common

(2216)

corporations are created, see

powers.

—All

§

22-201 and cross-

corporations have the right to

sue and be sued, to have and use a common seal, to make bylaws, binding on their own members, not inconsistent with the laws of this State

and of the United States, to receive donations by gift or will, to purchase
and hold such property, real or personal, as is necessary to the purpose
of their organization, and to do all such acts as are necessary for the
legitimate execution of this purpose.

—

Cross-references. Powers of corporations created by superior court, see
General
Charitable institutions holding real estate, etc., see § 35-502.
powers of express companies, see § 41-104; of banks, see § 13-1801; of railroads, see
Title 94, Railroads, Chapter 94-3. Lien by bylaws, see § 22-726.
§

22-701.

22-704.

(2217) Visitorial

over corporations

such corporation
Cross-references.
charities, see

22-705.

§

is

is

power

of superior court.

vested in the superior court of

located.

—Visitorial

power
the county where

(38 Ga. 608.)

— Jurisdiction

of

equity,

see

§

37-124.

Its

over

jurisdiction

108-204.

mandamus

(2218) Property rights of corporators;

to enforce.

— Corporators

have a property interest in the franchise of voluntary
private corporations, of w hich they cannot be deprived except by due
r

process of law. Mandamus will lie against the corporation to enforce
such rights, if there is no other legal remedy. (38 Ga. 608; 54 Ga. 668.)
Cross-references.

— Amendment

of charters of certain corporations, see

22-505.

§

Surrender of franchises, see § 22-1206. Mandamus by private person, see § 64-103.
Due process of law. see Const., Art. I, Sec. I, Par. Ill (§ 2-103). Effect of merger
or consolidation of banks, see §§ 13-1406, 13-1407.

22-706. (2219) Transfer of stock;

when

complete.

— Except as against

the claims of the corporation, a transfer of stock does not require a transfer

on the books of the company. (40 Ga. 411.)

Cross-references.

— Liability after transfer, see

§

22-902.

Stock of insurance com-

pany deemed personalty, see § 56-211. Stock of railroads transferable, see
Liability of bank stockholder after transfer of stock, see §§ 13-1903,
22-707.
liability.

(2220) Organization before

minimum

§

94-204.
13-1904.

capital subscribed for;

— Persons who organize a company and transact business

name, before the minimum capital stock has been subscribed
liable to creditors to make good the minimum capital stock with
(83 Ga. 471 (10 S. E. 121).)

in its

for,

are

interest.

—

—
Corporations.
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§

22-712

22-708. (2221) Contracts of corporations having officers or stockhold-

common.

—A

contract between corporations is not rendered void
by the fact that such corporations have officers or stockholders in common. Contracts made by one corporation are not binding upon another
ers in

merely because the stock in both is owned by the same persons. (57
371 91 Ga. 636 (18 S. E. 358) 109 Ga. 827 (35 S. E. 275;.;

(

ra,

;

;

22-709. (2222)

Directors of insolvent corporations; duties.

primarily represent the corporation and

— Directors
when

stockholders, but

its

the

manage the remaining
and cannot in any manner use their

corporation becomes insolvent they are bound to
assets for the benefit of its creditors,

purpose of obtaining a preference or advantage to themselves. (91 Ga. 624 (17 S. E. 968).)

powers

for the

22-710. (2223) Majority of stockholders entitled to control.

— So

long

as the majority of stockholders confine themselves within the charter

powers, a court of equity will require a strong case of mismanagement or fraud before it will interfere with the internal management of
affairs of a corporation. (76 Ga. 641 171 Ga. 544, 545 (156 S. E. 313).)
;

22-711. (2224) Proceedings

—A

by minority

may

minority stockholder

when

stockholders,

proceed in equity

allowed.

in behalf of himself

and other stockholders for fraud or acts ultra vires against a corporation,
its officers and those participating therein, when he and they are injured thereby. But there must be shown
1.

ter
2.

Some

action or threatened action of the directors

powers;

beyond the char-

or,

Such a fraudulent transaction completed or threatened, among

themselves or stockholders or others, as will result in serious injury to
the

company

or other stockholders; or,

That a majority
manner destructive
3.

a

holders
4.

;

company, or

it

interest in

of the rights of the other stock-

That the majority stockholders are oppressively and

name

must

That

illegally pur-

of the corporation, a course in violation of the rights

of the stockholders,

5.

of the

own

or,

suing, in the

and

of the directors are acting in their

which can only be restrained by a court

of equity;

also appear

petitioner has acted promptly; that he

made an

earnest effort

to obtain redress at the hands of the directors and stockholders, or
it

could not be done, or

it

was not reasonable

to require it;

why

and

That petitioner was a stockholder at the time of the transaction of
which he complains, or that his shares have devolved on him since by
6.

operation of law. (81 Ga. 548 (8 S. E. 630).)
Cross-reference.

— Effect

of

merger on consolidation of banks, see

§S

13-1406,

13-1407.

22-712. (2225) Responsibility for acts of officers.
acts through its officers,

and

is

its liability

corporation

responsible for the acts of such officers in

the sphere of their appropriate duties
lieved of

— Every

;

and no corporation

shall be re-

to third persons for the acts of its officers

by reason

A
g
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any bylaw or other limitation upon the power of the

of

known

not

officer,

such third person.

to

—

Cross-references. Liability of railroad company for injury, see § 94-702. Creaby corporations, see § 4-105. How far principal bound, see § 4-302.

tion oi agents

—

Improper dividends; liability of officers. No corporation or
association shall declare any dividend or distribute any money among
22-713.

its

members

as profits,

when such dividend

or

money

is

not declared or

manner

distributed from the actual legitimate net earnings, and in any

Should the president, directors, or other agent of
any corporation, declare a dividend or dividends, in violation of the above
provisions, they shall be liable to be sued for double the amount of damages that any person or persons may sustain in consequence of the declaring of such dividend or dividends. (Acts 1877, p. 35 1902, p. 58.)
increases

its

debts.

;

Cross-references.

— Punishment for violation

dends of banks, see
22-714.

(2226)

22-9901.

Divi-

collateral attack as to corporate existence.

—The

of this section, see

§

§§ 13-2029 to 13-2031.

No

existence of a corporation, claiming a charter under color of law, cannot

be collaterally attacked by persons who have dealt with it as a corporation.
Such persons are estopped from denying its corporate existence.
(32 Ga. 292; 70 Ga. 86; 161 Ga. 524 (131 S. E. 517).)
Cross-reference.

— Estoppels,

see

§

38-114.

(2227) Lessee subject to burdens of lessor corporation.

22-715.

—All

corporations, foreign or domestic, operating the franchise of a corpora-

by this State, are subject to its burdens, and can be sued
when and where and for like causes of action for which suits could have
been maintained against such other corporation, were it in possession of
tion chartered

the franchise so acquired or usurped. (87 Ga. 263 (13 S. E. 649)

;

115 Ga.

702, 704 (42 S. E. 38).)
Cross-reference.

— Recognition

of foreign corporations, see

§

22-1501.

22-716. (2228) Corporation liable notwithstanding sale or lease.

—

corporation charged with a duty to the public cannot, by sale or otherwise, dispose of its property or franchises so as to relieve itself from lia-

done or omitted, without legislative sanction expressly
from liability. (90 Ga. 203 (15 S. E. 760).)

bility for acts

exempting

it

—

Cross-references.
Railroad leases,
§ 94-1013.

etc.,

see

§§

94-311, 94-318.

Street railroad

leases, etc., see

22-717.
chises.

(2823)

— The

Powers

to convey, etc., corporate property

and fran-

superior courts, upon complying with the provisions of

on original application or by amendment, shall be
authorized to grant to such corporations as may be created by the superior courts the power to either lease or mortgage, or to lease and mortgage, their property, real and personal, and their franchises, and to execute conveyances appropriate to such purposes
Provided, that no lease
of both property and franchises shall be effective unless expressly authorized or ratified by three-fourths vote of the entire voting stock of the
Chapter

22-3, either

:

corporation. (Acts 1919, pp. 95, 96.)
22-718.

record of

Bonds of corporations to be certified and recorded;
payment or cancellation. All public and private corporations,
(2230)

—

that shall issue or indorse any bonds for circulation, shall furnish to the

-
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22-724

Secretary of State a certified statement showing the letter, date oi
sue, number of bonds, amount of issue, rate of interest, when and where
payable, and the date of the law, if any, authorizing Such issue. '1 he

Secretary of State shall record the same

book

in a

to be

Vj-.]A

by him

for

When

such bonds have been paid and canceled, the corporation issuing same may have an entry to that effect made upon the
record by the Secretary of State, upon exhibiting to that official the bonds
properly canceled upon the face thereof, and paying a fee of $1. (Acts
that purpose.

1876, p. 12; 1900, p. 47.)

—

Cross-reference. Proceeding's of Public Service Commission on issues by corporations under its jurisdiction, see § 93-414.

22-719. (2231) Corporations fined for default; disposition of fines.

—

Public or private corporations neglecting or refusing to comply with the
provisions of the preceding section shall be fined in a sum not exceeding

$500 for each offense, one-half of said fine to go to the party giving information of such violation, and the other half to go to the public school
fund of the county. (Acts 1876, p. 12.)
22-720.

(2232) Circulation

of

uncertified

or unrecorded bonds

for-

— No

bonds shall be placed in circulation until the provisions
with regard to such bonds shall have been complied with, and any person placing such bonds in circulation without such compliance shall be
subject to a fine of $500 for every bond so put in circulation. (Acts 1876,
bidden.

p. 12.)

22-721. (2233)

Compensation of Secretary

of State for recording, etc.

—The

Secretary of State shall receive as compensation, for the record
and for giving transcript of the same, 20 cents per 100 words; the fee for
recording to be paid by the corporation issuing the bonds, and the fee for
transcripts to be paid

by the party applying

for the same.

(Acts 1876,

p. 12.)

Cross-reference.

— Disposition

of fees, see

§

40-504.

22-722. (2234) Electricity; rent or sale of power.

poration creating electricity in this State
said power, or
p.

any part thereof,

to

—Any person

may make

or cor-

contracts and lease

any person or corporation. (Acts

1894,

114.)

—

Cross-references. Electric railroad company selling current, see § 94-1006.
panies controlled by Public Service Commission, see §§ 93-304, 93-307.

—

Use or borrowing for personal use prohibited. Xo
or agent of any corporation shall use or borrow for himself, dior indirectly, any money or other property belonging to any cor-

22-723. (2236)
officer

rectly

Com-

poration of which he

an

without the permission of a
majority of the board of directors or of a committee of the board authorized to act. (Acts 1887, p.' 94.)
Cross-reference.

is

— Loans

to

officer or agent,

officers

or employees of a bank, see

§§

13-2011,

13-2012.

22-724.

—

paign fund.
the laws of,
thereof, to

Corporations prohibited from contributing to camIt shall be illegal for any corporation incorporated under
or doing business in, this State, or any officer or agent

(2237)

make

or authorize, directly or indirectly,

from corporate funds

to

campaign funds or

any contributions

for political purposes, in

§

486
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any election or primary election held

in this State, or for the

purpose of

influencing the vote, judgment, or action of any officer of this State,

(Acts

legislative, executive, or judicial.

Cross-reference.

— Punishment

for violation of this section, sec

charters of

§

22-9902.

—

under charters. All liens created under the
incorporated companies are continued under this Code.

(3331) Liens

22-725.

19118, p. 65.)

—

Cross-references. How liens against corporations are
Lien on bank stock for unpaid installment, see § 13-911.

satisfied,

see

22-727.

§

v

by bylaws on property of stockholders in favor
of company.
The bylaws of a corporation may create a lien upon the
shares or other property of the stockholders in favor of the company;
such lien is binding upon the corporators themselves, and upon all
(3375) Lien

22-726.

—

creditors giving credit with notice, or purchasers at public or private
sale

purchasing with notke.

Cross-reference.

§

Editorial

— Common powers of corporations, see
Note. — This section was modified as to banks

by

22-727.

(3369) Liens satisfied, how.

satisfied

by such

When

12-706.

see

§

of corporations shall

be

usage of the locality where such corporahave established. (Acts 1873, p. 46.)

— Similar

custom

is

CHAPTER

NON-PAR STOCK.

22-8.

Sec.

Sec.

22-801.

What

corporations

may

issue

22-805.

non-par stock.
->->

13-911.

provision as to factors' and acceptors' liens, see
binding, see § 20-704. Enforcement of liens on realty,
67-2301; on personalty, see § 67-2401.

Cross-references.
§

§

sale as the

may

tions are located

— Liens

22-703.

om

22-802.

r
Corporate
site

•

l\

authority prereqmto issuance of stock here-

,

22-803.

Common
same

22-804.

stock

must

be

of

class.

to be paid in as prerequisite to beginning business.

What

corporations

00 OA _
22-807.
22-808.

22-809.

Amount

22-801.

22-806.

may

22-810.

Application of par stock laws
to non-par stock.
Consideration for which nonpar stock may be
,-,,
,
Change of par stock into nonpar stock.
Application for incorporation,

^

.

.

,

Statement as to non-par stock.
Meeting "duly called for the
purpose."
or notice.

issue non-par stock.

Publication of call

— Every

corpora-

having capital stock heretofore or hereafter incorporated, whether
by the Secretary of State, by Act of the General Assembly, or by the
superior court (including corporations with powers derived from two or
more of such sources), except an insurance, banking, or trust company,
may, upon its organization or thereafter in the manner hereinafter provided, create shares of stock with or without par value, and may create
two or more classes of stock with such preferences, voting powers,
restrictions and qualifications thereof as shall be designated in its petition, declaration, or other application for incorporation, or be subsequently determined upon in the manner hereinafter provided. (Acts
tion

1925, pp. 224, 225.)

—

Editorial Note. The Act of 1925, codified in this Chapter, superseded the two
Acts approved August 21, 1922 (Acts 1922, p. 177; 1922, p. 178), relating to issuing
par and non-par stock.

—
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22-802. Corporate authority prerequisite to

under.

— Before

this Chapter,
in the

any corporation

it

shall

avail

22

issuance of stock here-

itself

of the provisions

of

shall procure appropriate corporate authority therefor

manner provided by

law, and the Secretary of State and the

pcrior courts are hereby authorized to grant such powers to the sev
classes of corporations of

amend

which they now have jurisdiction

to grant or

charters. (Acts 1925, pp. 224, 225; 1926, Extra Sess., pp. 48, 49.;

22-803.

Common

22-804.

Amount

stock must be of

same

—There

be but one
class of common stock, each share of which shall stand upon an equality
with every other share. (Acts 1925, pp. 224, 225.)
class.

shall

to be paid in as prerequisite to beginning business.

Before any such corporation can begin business as a corporation there
must be at least $1,000 paid in for such non-par value common stock
either in cash or in tangible assets at their fairly appraised valuation.
(Acts 1925, pp. 224, 225.)
22-805. Application of par stock laws to non-par stock.

—The

pro-

visions of law relating to the issue of shares of capital stock with par
value, including in the case of a corporation under the jurisdiction of

the Georgia Public Service Commission, the laws defining the duties

and powers

of said

Commission with respect

to the issuance of shares of

stock, shall, save as herein otherwise provided, apply also to the issue
of shares without par value.

22-806. Consideration for

poration

may

issue

(Acts 1925,

p. 225.)

which non-par stock may be

and dispose of

value for such consideration as

may

sold.

—A

cor-

authorized shares without par
be authorized or prescribed in its

its

charter or certificate of incorporation or

amendments

thereof; or,

if

there be no provision therein with respect thereto, then for such con-

may

be fixed by the stockholders at a meeting duly called
for that purpose, or by the board of directors when acting under general
or special authority granted by the stockholders, or under general authority conferred by the charter or certificate of incorporation or amendments thereof. Any and all shares without nominal or par value issued
for the consideration prescribed or fixed in accordance with the provisions of this section shall be fully paid and not liable to any further
call or assessment thereon, nor shall the subscriber or holder be liable
for any further payment. (Acts 1925, p. 225.)
sideration as

22-807.

Change

of par stock into non-par stock.

— Every

corporation

of the character included in section 22-801 having shares with par value,
whether issued and outstanding or only authorized, may at a meeting

duly called for the purpose, by the vote of a majority of
titled to vote, or,

if

two or more

all its

stock en-

classes of stock have been issued, of

a majority of each class outstanding and entitled to vote, including in

any event a majority of the outstanding stock of each class arrected,
change such shares of any class thereof into an equal or greater number
of shares of the same class without par value, or provide for the exchange thereof pro rata for an equal or greater number of shares without par value
Provided, that all shares in any one class shall be
changed or exchanged on the same basis and provided further that the
:

§

488
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preferences,

and qualities

restrictions

the

of

outstanding"

shares

so

changed or exchanged shall not be otherwise affected, nor the relative
voting powers of the different classes of shares be altered. (Acts 1925,
p. 226.)

22-808. Application for incorporation.

— Upon

the organization of any

corporation having shares of stock without par value, the petition, declaration or other application for incorporation required

by law

shall

matters required to be stated, (a) the number
of shares with par value and the number of shares without par value
that may be issued and the designation of the classes, if any, into which
state, in addition to other

such shares are divided (b) the par value of the shares, if any, other
than the shares to be without par value and (c) if there are to be two
;

;

or more classes of stock, a description of the different classes including
a statement of the respective preferences, restrictions and qualities there-

(Acts 1925,

of.

p. 227.)

22-809. Statement as to non-par stock.

amount

—Any

or par value of the capital stock of

law requiring that the
a corporation be stated in any

other instrument shall be

deemed

to be complied
with so far as shares without par value are concerned by stating with respect to such shares the number authorized, issued or to be issued, as the
case may be, and that they are without par value. (Acts 1925, p. 227.)
certificate, report or

Meeting "duly called for the purpose." Publication of call or
notice.
A meeting "duly called for the purpose," as that phrase is herein used, shall mean a meeting of the stockholders called and notified for
the purpose in the manner prescribed by the bylaws of the corporation
concerned and unless required by the bylaws, no publication of the call
or notice in any newspaper shall be necessary. (Acts 1925, p. 227.)
22-810.

—

;

CHAPTER

22-9.

LIABILITY OF STOCKHOLDERS.
Sec.

Sec.

22-901.

,.«.,.

,.

.,

,

.

22-903.

Liability on failure of superior

fails;

court corporation; extent.
22-902.

fer of stock.

22-901. (2823) Liability
tent.

— In

on

when such corporation

effect

of inso i ve ncy of

stockholders.
22-904.

Liability of stockholder an as-

22-905.

List of stockholders of certain
corporations to be exhibited.

Liability of stockholders of certain corporations after trans-

Liability

set.

failure of superior court corporation; ex-

case of the failure of any corporation created under the pro-

visions of Chapter 22-3, the stockholders shall be bound, in their private

any creditor of said corporation for the amount of stock subscribed for by them, until the said subscription is fully paid up, or until
the stockholder shall have paid out of his private property, debts of the
said corporation to an amount equal to his unpaid subscription. (Acts
capacity, to

1865-6, p. 27.)

—

Cross-references. Liability when corporation fails, see § 22-903.
Execution
against stockholders, see § 22-1003. Disposition of assets, see § 22-1208. Liability
of stockholders and officers of canal companies, see § 17-104; same as to express
companies, see § 41-102.
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§

22-T

22-902. (2247) Liability of stockholders of certain corporations after

transfer of stock.

—Whenever

a stockholder in any corporation

is

indi-

vidually liable under the charter, and shall transfer his stock, he shall be
exempt from such liability by such transfer, unless such corporation shall
fail

within six months from the date of such transfer. (Acts 1894,

p. 76.;

—

Cross-references. Liability for organization before capital subscribed for, see
How stock transferred, see § 22-706. Liability of stockholders of bank
after transfer of stock, see § 13-1903.
§

22-707.

22-903. (2248) Liability

when such

corporation

fails; effect of insol-

—

vency of stockholder. The stockholder in whose name the capital stock
stands upon the books of such corporation at the date of its failure shall
be primarily liable to respond upon such individual liability; but upon
proof

made

recourse

that any stockholder at the date of the failure

may

be had against the person from

holder receive his stock,

if

whom

insolvent,

such insolvent stock-

within a period of six months prior to the

date of the failure of such corporation. (Acts 1892,

an

22-904. (2249) Liability of stockholder
bility shall

is

asset.

p.

55

;

— Such

1894, p. 76.)

individual

lia-

be an asset of such corporation, to be enforced by the as-

signee, receiver, or other officer having the legal right to collect, marshal,

and distribute the assets of such corporation. (Acts 1894,
Cross-references.
holder, see

§

— Disposition of assets, see

22-1003.

Stockholders,

how

§

p. 76.)

22-1208. Execution against stock§ 12-1001.

sued, see

22-905. (2250) List of stockholders of certain corporations to be exhibited.

—All

corporations whose stockholders

under their charters shall keep on hand

at

.all

are

individually

liable

times a true and correct

any creditor to inspect
the same at any time during the business hours of any working day. The
president and other officers shall produce such lists whenever required
by any creditor of said corporation. (Acts 1894, p. 76.)
list

of the stockholders,

and

it

shall be the right of

—

Cross-references. List of stockholders of a bank, see §§ 13-904, 13-2045. PenPresiding officer of corporation must
alty for refusing inspection, see § 22-9903.
give levying officer names of stockholders and number of shares, see § 22-1004.

CHAPTER

22-10.
SUITS AGAINST ASSOCIATIONS,
CORPORATIONS, OR STOCKHOLDERS.
Sec.

Sec.

22-1001.
22-1002.
22-1003.

Members

of associations and
corporations, how sued.

22-1004.

and

22-1005.

Who may

22-1006.

Illegality of execution.

22-1007.

Preceding sections cumulative

Notice

to
effect of.

stockholders,

Judgment or decree; execu-

Presiding

officer

bound

to

give names, etc.

tion.

defend

suit.

only.

Members of associations and corporations, how sued.
against the members of a private association, or the stock-

22-1001. (2251)
•

— In

all suits

holders of existing or dissolved corporations, to recover a debt due bv the
association or corporation, of which they are or have been members or
stockholders, or for the appropriation of
to the

payment

money

or funds in their hands

of such debt, the plaintiff in such suit

may

institute the

§
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same, and proceed to judgment therein against all or any one or more of
the members of such association or stockholders of such corporation, or
any other person liable, and recover of the member or stockholder sued
the amount of unpaid stock in his hands, or other indebtedness of each
member or stockholder, provided, the same does not exceed the amount
of the plaintiff's debt against such association or corporation;

and

if

it

exceed such debt, then so much only as will be sufficient to satisfy such
debt. (Acts 1S55-6. p. 220.)
S

22-1208.

22-1002.

—

Disposition of assets,
Service, how perfected, see § 22-1101.
Liability of stockholders, see §§ 22-901 to 22-905.

Cross-references.
see

(2252) Notice to stockholders, and effect of.— Plaintiffs, with-

one month after the institution of any suit against any corporation,
may publish once a week for four successive weeks, in the newspaper in
which the sheriff's advertisements of the county in which the suit is
pending are published, notice of the commencement of said suit or suits,
and said publication shall operate as notice to each stockholder in said
corporation for the purpose hereinafter mentioned. (Act 1841, Cobb, 541.)
in

Judgment

22-1003. (2253)

or decree; execution.

—When notice has been

given as provided in the preceding sections, and a judgment or decree has

been obtained against any corporation, where the individual or private
property of the stockholders is bound for the whole or any part of the
debts of said corporation, execution shall first be issued against the
goods and chattels, lands and tenements of said corporation and upon
the return thereof by the proper officer, with the entry thereon of "no
property to be found," the clek or other officer, upon an application of
the plaintiff, his agent, or attorney, accompanied with a certificate as
hereinafter directed to be obtained, forthwith shall issue an execution
against each of the stockholders (if required) for their ratable part of
said debt and costs of suit, in proportion to their respective shares, or
other liabilities under their charter of incorporation. (Act 1841, Cobb,
541 Acts 1855-6, p. 225.)
;

;

—

Cross-references. Liability of stockholder as an asset, see § 22-904. Liability
of stockholder, see §§ 22-901, 22-903.
Assessment and liability of stockholder
of a bank, see §§ 13-1901 to 13-1908.

22-1004. (2254) Presiding officer

bound

—

names, etc. It shall be
of such corporation, by

to give

the duty of the president or presiding officer

whatever name he may be designated, upon application of the plaintiff,
his agent, or attorney, forthwith to give a certificate, under oath, of the
stockholders in said company, and the number of shares owned by each
at the time of the rendition of judgment against said company; and if
the president or officer shall refuse to give a certificate, or shall abscond
or conceal himself to avoid giving the same, the plaintiff, his agent, or

may make

oath of such refusal, and the clerk or other officer
shall issue an execution against such president or presiding officer for

attorney
the

amount

of principal, interest,

and cost of said

suit.

(Act 1841,

Cobb, 541.)

—

Cross-references. List of stockholders of certain corporations to be exhibited
request, see § 22-905; as to banks, see §§ 13-904, 13-2045.

upon

22-1005. f2255j

Who may

of said corporation shall

fail

defend

—

If the president or other officer
said suit or suits brought
defend
or refuse to

suit.

§22-1
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:

any one of the stockholders of the said compa
permitted to plead to and defend the same in as full and ample manner
as said company, in its corporate capacity, could or might do. (Act 1841,
Cobb, 541.)
as aforesaid,

22-1006. (2256) Illegality of execution.

poration, the defendant or defendants

in

—

Judgment against

In a

a cor-

execution shall be entitled to an

under the same rules, regulations, and restrictions as defendants
other cases. (Act 1841, Cobb, 541.)

illegality

are in

Cross-reference.

—

Illegalities, generally, see §§ 39-1001

to 39 1009.

22-1007. (2257) Preceding sections cumulative only.

—The

preceding

sections in relation to proceedings against corporations shall be under-

stood and construed as cumulative of the

common

law. (Act 1841, Cobb,

542.)

—

Cross-reference. Effect of laws
I, Par. Ill (§ 2-8503).

since

Constitution

of

1877,

see

Const.,

Art

XII, Sec.

CHAPTER

22-11.

SERVICE UPON CORPORATIONS.
Sec.

Sec,
22-1101.

How

service of process

per-

fected.

22-1102.

Where

22-1103.
22-1104.

suits

may

be brought

on contracts or for
Service effected how.
22-1101. (2258)

Garnishment proceeding.
Service by publication;

How service

evi-

dence.

torts.

of process perfected.

— Service of

all

writs,

attachments, and other process necessary to the commencement of any
suit against any corporation in any court, except as hereinafter provided,

may

be perfected by serving any officer or agent of such corporation, or
by leaving the same at the place of transacting the usual and ordinary
public business of such corporation, if any such place of business then
shall be within the jurisdiction of the court in

commenced.

The

officer shall specify the

mode

which said

suit

may

be

of service in his return.

(Act 1845, Cobb, 475.)

—

Cross-references. Suits against stockholders, see § 22-1001. Lessee of railroad,
see § 94-1103. Mutual insurance company, see § 56-1433. Telegraph companies,
Nonresident insurance companies, see §§ 56-603, 56-604. Foreign
see § 104-208.
building and loan associations, see § 16-208. Fraternal corporations, see § 56-1621.
Express companies, see §§ 41-202, 41-203. Service of notice of traverse to answer
of garnishee on nonresident corporation, see § 46-306.
Counties, see § 23-1503.
Railroads and electric companies, see § 94-1101. Service of garnishment on corporation, see § 46-106.

22-1102. (2259)

Service effected

Where suits may be brought on contracts or for torts.
how. Any corporation chartered by authority of this

—

may

be sued on contracts in that county in which the contract
sought to be enforced was made or is to be performed, if it has an office
and transacts business there. Suits for damages, because of torts, wrong
or injury done, may be brought in the county where the cause of action
Service of such suits may be effected by leaving a copy of
originated.
the writ with the agent of the defendant, or if there be no agent in the
county, then at the agency or place of business. (Acts 1884-5, p. 99.)
State,

Cross-references.

—Venue

of equity cases generally, see § 3-202.
Actions against
41-201. Suits against insurance companies generally, see
Suits on bonds of fidelity insurance companies, see § 56-1116.

express companies, see
§§ 56-602 to 56-604.

§

§
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Actions for penalty against companies under jurisdiction of Public Service ComSuits
Suits against railroad companies, see § 94-1101.
mission, see § 93-41o.
against telegraph companies, see § 104-208, Civil cases tried in county where defendant resides, see Const., Art. VI, Sec. XVI, Par. VI (§ 2-4306).

—

Garnishment proceeding. Where such corporation
has an agent and place of business in any county or district in which
there may be a suit, attachment, or judgment upon which garnishment
is sought against such corporation, the court wherein is pending said
proceedings upon which the garnishment is based shall have jurisdiction
also of the garnishment proceeding, and service of summons of garnishment upon the agent in charge of the office or business of the corporation
or company in the county or district at the time of service shall be suf22-1103. (JJoO")

ficient service.

(Acts 1884-5,

p. 99.)

—

Cross-references. Service of garnishment on corporation, see
ceedings on garnishment in attachment, see § 8-501 et seq.

by publication; evidence.

22-1104. (2261) Service

— In

§

all

Pro-

46-106.

cases

where

any corporation shall have no public place for doing business, or shall
have no individual in office upon whom service of writs or process may
be perfected, within the knowledge of any party plaintiff, the plaintiff
may make an affidavit that the said corporation has no public place of
doing business, or has no individual in office upon whom service of writs
or process may be perfected, within the knowledge of said plaintiff, and
such affidavit being filed in the clerk's office of the court to which the
said writ

may

be

made

returnable, the clerk of the said court shall issue

defendant to be and appear at the said court, to
answer the complaint; which citation shall be published, once a week for
a citation to the said

weeks prior to the court to which the said complaint may be returnable, in the newspaper in which the official notices of the county are
published; and such advertisement shall be deemed and held a service
upon such corporation for all purposes, and any copy of the newspaper
containing said publication shall be received in any of the courts as
three

such service. (Act 1845, Cobb, 475; Acts 1855-6,

sufficient evidence of
p. 224.)

Cross-reference.

— General

provisions for service by publication, see

§

81-204

et seq.

PART

DISSOLUTION OF CORPORATIONS.

IV.

CHAPTER

DISSOLUTION IN GENERAL.

22-12.

Sec.

22-1201.

Public corporations.

22-1202.

Right

22-1203.

of

to

22-1207.

withdraw

franchise when charter
granted since January 1, 1863.
Right of State to dissolve corporation created prior to

January
22-1205.

How
How

22-1206.

Surrender

22-1204.

State

fect.

Death of members.
Disposition

of

\

assets;

re-

'

ceiver.

22-1209.

Collateral

liability,

dissolution as

effect

of

to.

1863.

1,

corporations dissolved.
charter forfeited.
of

franchise;

22-1210.

Effect

of

dissolution

as

to

causes of action and pending suits.

ef-

22-1211.

Suits and service of process.

——
£ 22-1 2
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—

Public corporations, being estab22-1201. (2238) Public corporations.
to dissolution by Act of
always
subject
arc
lished for public purposes,
the General Assembly.
Cross-reference.

— What

a public corporation, see

is

§

22-103.

22-1202. (2239) Right of State to withdraw franchise when charter
granted since January 1, 1863. In all cases of private charter-, granted

—

since January
chise, unless

1863, the State reserves the right to

1,

such right

is

expressly negatived

withdraw the

fran-

the charter.

in

—

Cross-references. Limitations on powers of States, see Const. U. S., Art. T, S
Par. 1 (§ 1-134). Charters revived or amended subject to Constitution, see
Const, Art. IV, Sec. II, Par. Ill (§ 2-2503). No special privileges or immunities
granted, see Const., Art. I, Sec. Ill, Pars. II, III (§§ 2-302, 2-303;.
10,

—

Editorial Note. This section and the one following first appeared in the Code
The expression, "granted since January 1, 1863," was inserted in the
of 1863.
above section in lieu of the expression "hereafter granted," appearing in the Code
of 1863 and subsequent Codes. The date mentioned was the date on which the
1863 Code went into effect. In the following section the expression "created prior
to January 1, 1863," was substituted for the expression "heretofore created," appearing in prior Codes.

22-1203. (2240) Right of State to dissolve corporation created prior to
January 1, 1863. Private corporations created prior to January 1, 1863,

—

without the reservation of the right of dissolution, and where individual
rights have become vested, are not subject to dissolution at the will of
the State.
Editorial Note.

22-1204.

— See

(2241)

note under preceding section.

How

corporations dissolved.

— Every

corporation

is

dissolved
1.

2.
3.
4.

By
By
By
By

expiration of

its

charter.

forfeiture of its charter.

a surrender of its franchises.

the death of

all its

members without

provisions for a succession.

—

Cross-references. When dissolution of corporation created by superior court
allowed, see § 22-1301. Effect of dissolution as to causes of action and pending
Method of reviving charters, see §§ 22-601, 22-602.
suits, see § 22-1210.

22-1205. (2242)

How

charter forfeited.

—A corporation may

forfeit its

:harter
1.
it is

2.

By

a wilful violation of any of the essential conditions on which

granted.

By

a misuser or nonuser of

from the judgment of a court

of

its

franchises.

This dissolution dates

competent jurisdiction, declaring the

for-

feiture.

—

Cross-references. Forfeiture by railroad company, see § 94-302: by banks, see
Forfeiture of charter of corporation defaulting in tax pay§§ 13-1601 to 13-1604.
ments, see § 92-7304. Revival of charter, see § 22-601.

—

Surrender of franchise; effect. A corporation may be
voluntary
surrender of its franchises to the State.
dissolved by a
In
such case such surrender does not relieve its officers or members from
22-1206. (2243)

any

liability for the

—

debts of the corporation.

Cross-references. Rights of corporators
of privileges, etc., by insurance companies
What constitutes special
ness, see § 22-505.
has no power to dissolve corporation, see §
Franchise, when exclusive,
see § 13-1507.
may dissolve corporation, see § 22-1301.

in franchise, see

doing other than

§

22-705.
lire

Surrender

insurance busi-

franchise, see § 92-2301.
When State
22-1203.
Surrender of bank charters.
When superior court
see § 85-1312.

—
Corporations.
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22-1207. (2244)

—

members. The death of all the members of
so many of them as to render it impossible under the

Death

a corporation, or of

494

of

charter to provide a succession,

is

a dissolution thereof.

—

Cross-reference. When superior court judges
poration to till vacancies, see § 108-314

may

designate trustees of cor-

22-1208. ^2245) Disposition of assets; receiver.
of a corporation, for

any cause,

all

—Upon

the dissolution

and assets of every
constitute a fund first,

of the property

description belonging- to the corporation shall

—

payment of its debts, and then for equal distribution among its
members. To this end the superior court of the county where such corporation was located shall have power to appoint a receiver, under
for the

proper restrictions, properly to administer such assets under
(Acts 1855-6,

its

direction.

p. 226.)

—

Cross-references. Franchises as an asset, see § 22-1401. Receiver for insolvent
Members
trader, see § 28-402. Liability of stockholder as an asset, see § 22-904.
of corporations, how sued, see § 22-1001. Stockholders bound for their subscripCourts' aid in reaching
tion, see § 22-311. Administration of assets, see § 22-1304.
equitable assets, see § 28-103. Dissolution of banks, see Title 13, Banks and Banking, Chapters 13-7 and 13-15.

22-1209. (2246) Collateral liability, effect of dissolution as to.

solution of a corporation, from

any

any cause,

any manner affect
legally incurred by any of

shall not in

collateral or ultimate or other liability

its officers

or members. (Acts 1858, p. 21.)

22-1210. Effect of dissolution as to causes of action

The

—The dis-

and pending

suits.

dissolution of a corporation either as a result of the expiration of

its

any other cause, shall not bring about its total extinction
nor operate to extinguish any demand or cause of action against it in
favor of any person whomsoever, whether arising from contract or tort,
nor shall such dissolution work the abatement of any suit pending against
it at the time of such dissolution, but all such pending suits may be prosecharter, or for

cuted and enforced to a conclusion as though such corporation were
undissolved. (Acts 1918,
22-1211. Suits

still

p. 136.)

and service

of process.

— Suits for the enforcement of any

by such corporation may to a like extent
be instituted and enforced against it in any court having jurisdiction
thereof at the time of its dissolution, and service thereon may be perfected
either by seizure of the property of such corporation, by any form of legal
process, or by serving with process issued upon said suits any person
who, as an agent or officer of such corporation, was subject to be served

demand

as

or cause of action due

its officer

or agent at the time of such dissolution. (Acts 1918, p. 137.)

CHAPTER 22-13. DISSOLUTION OF CORPORATIONS
CREATED BY SUPERIOR COURT.
Sec.

Sec.

22-1301.

When

22-1302.

Proceedings to dissolve; petition, order, notice, and ex-

dissolution allowed.

pense.
22-1303.

Objections
cree.

22-1305.

Administration of assets.
Exceptions to decree; review

22-1306.

by Supreme Court.
Record of proceedings and de-

22-1307.

Costs.

22-1304.

cree.

and hearing; de-

Corporations.'
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2

I

j

|

22-1301.

When

dissolution allowed.

— Any

corporation

h':re o:fore
1

or

hereafter created and organized under a charter granted by any superior

court of this State, may, by petition to the superior court winch gran ted

such charter, surrender its said charter and franchises as a corporation
and be dissolved by the order and decree of such superior court: Provided, it shall be satisfactorily shown to the court that at a meeting of the
stockholders of such corporation, duly called for the purpose, a resolution
has been adopted by the affirmative vote of the owners of two-thirds of
the capital stock of such corporation, resolving that the corporation shall
surrender its charter and franchise to the State and be dissolved as a
corporation: and Provided, it shall be satisfactorily shown to the court
that such dissolution may be allowed without injustice to any stockholder
or to any person having claims or demands of any character against said
corporation. (Acts 1910, p. 106.)

— How

Cross-references.
corporation dissolved, see § 22-1204. Effect of dissolution as to causes of action and pending suits, see § 22-1210. Method of reviving
charters, see §§ 22-601, 22-602.

and expense.
such corporate charter and fran-

22-1302. Proceedings to dissolve; petition, order, notice,

—The proceeding for the surrender of

be by petition in the name of the corporation seeking dissolution, addressed to the superior court which granted its charter, and shall
be duly verified by the oath of any officer or stockholder of the corporation, and shall be presented to the judge of said court, who shall grant
an order thereon, fixing a time for the hearing of such petition at the
courthouse in said county, either at a regular term or in vacation, not
less than four weeks from the date of such order, and further directing
that such petition be filed in the office of the clerk of said court, and
that a copy of such petition and order be published once a week for four
weeks in the newspaper wherein sheriff's sales in and for such county are
published, the expense of which publication shall be defrayed by the
petitioning corporation. (Acts 1910, pp. 106, 107.)
chises, shall

22-1303. Objections

and hearing; decree.

—Any stockholder of such cor-

any person having a claim or demand of any character
against it, shall have the right to appear at the time and place of such
hearing and file written objections to the dissolution of such corporation,
setting out clearly and distinctly the grounds of such objections, whereupon the judge aforesaid shall then and there or at such future time and
place as may then be fixed by him, hear such petition and all objections
thereto, and also such material evidence as either party may submit on
the questions at issue. Should it satisfactorily appear to said judge on
poration, or

such hearing that the prayer of the petition should be granted, he shall
sign a decree accepting the surrender of the charter and franchises of
such corporation and ordering

its

dissolution

;

but

if

it

shall not satis-

factorily appear to such judge that such relief sliould be granted, he shall

sign a decree refusing the prayer of such petition. (Acts 1910, pp. 106,
108.)

22-1304. Administration of assets.

—On

the dissolution of any cor-

poration under the provisions of this Chapter, the assets of such dis-

solved corporation

may

be administered under the provisions of section

§

22-1305

'
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22-1206, for the purpose of winding up the affairs of such corporation as
therein provided, if found to be necessary. (Acts 1910, pp. 106, 108.)

—

by Supreme Court. Any party
the dissolution of any such corporation,

22-1305. Exceptions to decree; review
to the aforesaid proceedings for

being dissatisfied with the decree of the court aforesaid granting or refusing to grant the dissolution of such corporation, may sue out a bill of
exceptions assigning error on such decree, and carry the case to the
Supreme Court for review, by fast writ of error as in cases of injunction.
(Acts 1910, pp. 106. 108.)

—

Cross-references. Writ of error in injunction proceedings, see
exception, see § O-903.

§

Fast

55-202.

bills of

Record

22-1306.

of proceedings

and decree.

—The petition and

writ-

all

ten objections thereto filed under the provisions of this Chapter, and

all

proceedings, orders and decrees thereon, shall be, by the clerk of the

superior court wherein the same

when

of such court, and

pending, recorded on the minutes

is

a final decree dissolving

granted, an entry of such fact shall be,

by such

any corporation

clerk,

made

is

across the

face of the record of the charter of such corporation in the record of

charters of corporations in his office. (Acts 1910, pp. 106, 109.)
22-1307. Costs.

—All

the costs of proceedings for the dissolution of

a corporation under this Chapter shall be paid

by the petitioning

cor-

poration, unless the court shall otherwise decree, in the exercise of

its

where objections are filed and overruled, in which
event, the court may award a portion of the costs against the objecting
discretion, in cases

party. (Acts 1910, pp. 106, 110.)
Cross-references.

— Awarding

liable for costs, see

CHAPTER

§

costs under special verdicts, see

22-14.

Who

Sec.

Franchises
sets,

22-1402.

37-1105.

FRANCHISES OF INSOLVENT PRIVATE
CORPORATIONS.

Sec.

22-1401.

§

24-3401.

considered as as-

when;

22-1403.

sale.

Purchasers
anew.

may

organize

Rights acquired by purchase.

22-1401. (2926) Franchises considered as assets,

when;

sale.

—When-

ever any private corporation, created under any general or special law
of this State, shall

become

insolvent,

and

its

assets be the subject of

administration by the court, the franchises possessed and enjoyed by
such corporation in virtue of its charter or order of incorporation shall

be considered assets, and the same may be sold, under order of the
court, through a receiver or otherwise. (Acts 1897, p. 61.)
Cross-references.
clusive, see

§

— Disposition

of assets, see

§

22-1208.

When

franchise

is

ex-

85-1312.

22-1402. (2927) Rights acquired

by purchase.

—The purchaser or pur-

chasers of such franchises, their associates, successors, and assigns, shall,
upon complying with the requirements of this Chapter, have and acquire

and may thereafter exercise and enjoy the same rights, privileges, immunities, and advantages conferred in the charter or order of incor-

Corporations.
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poration of such insolvent corporation, as fully and absolutely, in
respects, as the former company might or could have had and enjo
the

same had no such

and purchase taken place:

sale

all

Provided, that

nothing- in this Chapter shall be construed to reserve to such purch;j

or purchasers any exemption from State, county, or municipal taxation,
or any special rights, privileges, or immunities inconsistent with the

Constitution of this State. (Acts 1897,

p. 61.)

—

Exemption

Cross-references. Rights of purchasers of railroads, see § 94-303.
from taxation, see Const., Art. VII, Sec. II (Chapter 2-50j.

22-1403.

Purchasers

(2928)

—Rights

PART
CHAPTER

V.

purchasers,

manner prescribed
94-304.

§

FOREIGN CORPORATIONS.

POWERS, PRIVILEGES,
FOREIGN CORPORATIONS.

ETC.,

22-15.

OF

Sec.

Recognition of foreign corpo-

22-1504.

Ownership

22-1505.

Charter

rations.

What powers

they

may

not

exercise,

22-1503.

in the

of purchasers of railroads, see

Sec.

22-1502.

— Such

1897, p. 61.)

Cross-reference.

22-1501.

organize anew.

and assigns may organize anew

their associates

by law. (Acts

may

of land by foreign
corporation.

tion,

foreign

of

how

corpora-

far binding.

Penalty for exercise of prohibited powers.

22-1501. (2203) Recognition

of

foreign

corporations.

— Corporations

created by other States or foreign Governments shall be recognized in

same comity
such other States or foreign Governments to

the courts of this State only by comity, and so long as the
is

extended

in the courts of

corporations created by this State.

—

Cross-references. Comity of States, see § 102-110. Attachment against foreign
corporations, see § 8-108. Returns of corporations, see § 22-1703. Comity, foreign
insurance companies, see § 56-315. Matters judicially recognized, see § 38-112.

What powers

may

—

not exercise. No foreign corporation shall exercise within this State any corporate powers or priv,

22-1502. (2204)

they

which by the Constitution or laws of Georgia are denied or prohibited to corporations created by this State, or the exercise of which is
ileges

contrary to the public policy of this State, anything in the charter or
corporate powers of the foreign corporation to the contrary notwithstanding. (Acts 1893, p. 32.)
22-1503. (2205) Penalty for exercise of prohibited powers.

—When-

ever any foreign corporation shall exercise or attempt to exercise within

any corporate power or privilege denied or prohibited to corporations created by this State by the Constitution or laws of this State,
or contrary to the public policy of this State, it shall be the duty of the
courts to declare said corporate powers or privileges invalid and of no
force or effect within this State, and to restrain or prohibit, by appro-

this State

—
§

Corporations.

22-1504
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priate process, order, or judgment, the exercise of said corporate

powers

or privileges by said foreign corporation, at the instance of any party at

Attorney General, when the latter shall
be directed by the Governor to proceed to that end in the name of the
interest, or at the instance of the

State.

(.Acts 1893, p. 32.)

Ownership

22-1504. (2206")

eign corporation claiming to

ing to as

much

Stale: and on

of land

own

by foreign corporation.

—Any for-

lands in this State in quantity amount-

as 5.000 acres, shall be incorporated

by the laws

of this

not consent to the said
corporation owning said lands so located in her territory. Any foreign
corporation which shall thereafter claim to own land in this State in
its

failing to

do

so, the State will

quantity amounting to 5,000 acres or upwards, shall become incorporated
by the laws of this State, and in default thereof this State will not consent that said foreign corporation shall

own

said lands in her territory;

and no foreign corporation shall own more than 5,000 acres of land except upon the condition of becoming a corporation under the laws of
Provided, that this section shall not apply to any foreign corthis State
poration engaged in the business of lending money on real estate security, nor to any such corporation holding a lien upon real estate to secure
the payment of any debt, when said corporation, in order to prevent loss,
is compelled to become the purchaser of lands covered by deed or mortgage to secure a loan and Provided, however, that the benefits and privileges of the foregoing proviso shall not apply to any foreign corporation
which does or may lend money in this State at a greater rate of interest
than eight per cent, per annum. In estimating the amount of interest
charged, there shall be included any and all commissions or fees which
:

:

may
p.

be paid to said company or

its

duly authorized agents. (Acts 1877,

36; 1893, p. 33; 1895, p. 24.)
22-1505. (2207) Charter of foreign corporation,

Where

how

a foreign corporation does business in this State

far binding.

and

relies

upon

charter different from those imposed by the law of this
State under similar circumstances, it must show that the opposite party
had notice of such provisions at the time the contract was made. (41 Ga.

provisions in

its

660.)

DOMESTICATION OF FOREIGN
CORPORATIONS. DISSOLUTION.

CHAPTER

22-16.

Sec.

Sec.

22-1601.

Powers

become clomestiPowers after domesto

cated.
tication;

22-1606.

copy of proceedings
Action on petition in
vacation.
Costs and fees.

Certified
filed.

removal of actions.

22-1602.

Petition for domestication.

22-1607.

Principal

22-1603.

Publication of petition.

22-1608.

Visitorial

22-1604.

Examination

22-1609.

How

22-1605.

Order domesticating company.
of petition.

office.

Capital stock.

power

of State.

domesticated

corpora-

tions dissolved.

Period of domestication.

22-1601.

Powers

to

become domesticated.

Powers

after domestica-

—

removal of actions. All foreign corporations doing- business in this
State, or which may hereafter do business in this State, and whose busi-

tion;

ness

is

not against the public policy of this State, shall have the power to

—
499
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become domesticated in the manner hereinafter pointed out; and upon becoming domesticated such corporations and the stockholder-, thci
shall have the same powers, privileges, and immunity
imilar corporations created under the laws of this State, and the stockholders thd
have, subject to the same obligations, duties, liabilities, and disabilil
as

if

originally created under the laws of this State, and shall no

loi.

have that power of removing causes to the United States courts which
inheres in foreign corporations. (Acts 1920,

p.

151; 1926, Extra. Sess.,

p. 46.)

Cross-reference.

removing

— Forfeiture

or revocation of license of insurance

22-1602. Petition for domestication.
to in the foregoing section,
file

for

—The foreign corporations referred

which desire

to

become domesticated

shall

a petition to that effect in the office of the clerk of the superior court

which

of the county in
if

company

suits to Federal court, see § 56-408.

the said corporation

it

desires to have

is

of that kind which,

its

principal place of business,
if

originally incorporated

under the laws of Georgia, would have been incorporated by the superior
court, and shall set out a certified copy of the charter granted by its home
State and a certified copy of the resolution adopted by a majority of its
stockholders, in meeting assembled, authorizing the filing of said petition and if said corporation is of the kind which would have been originally incorporated under the laws of this State by the Secretary of State,
the aforementioned petition, certified copy of charter and certified copy
of the resolution of the stockholders shall be filed with the Secretary of
;

State.

(Acts 1920,

p. 151.)

—

Cross-references. Corporations created by superior courts, or judges thereof,
and those created by Secretary of State, see Const., Art. Ill, Sec. VII, Par. XVIII
(§ 2-1818), § 22-201.

22-1603. Publication of petition.

the

— Said

petition shall be published in

manner required by the laws applicable

of similar corporations
Cross-references.

under the laws of

to the original incorporation

this State.

(Acts 1920,

p. 151.)

—Publication

court, see § 22-303.

of petition to charter corporations by superior
Granting of charters by Secretary of State, see § 22-201 and

cross-references thereunder.

Examination of

Order domesticating company.
After said publication the said petition shall be examined by the judge
of the superior court of the county in which the application is filed if the
same is filed in the superior court, or by the Secretary of State if the
same is filed with the Secretary of State. In the event it is found that
the purpose of said corporation is not against the public policy of this
ProState, an order shall be entered domesticating the said company
vided, however, that if any provisions of the charter of said corporation
be such as w ould not have been originally granted if the charter had
been applied for under laws of this State, such powers shall not be exer22-1604.

petition.

:

T

cised within this State. (Acts 1920, p. 151.)

22-1605. Period of domestication.

—The domestication

of such foreign

corporations shall extend for a period of 20 years with the privilege of re-

provided for similar corporations incorporated under the
laws of this State, unless the charter of said foreign corporation would

newal as

is

earlier expire; in

which event domestication

shall

extend only to the du-

§

CoRroRATioxs.

22-1606
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ration of the original charter of said foreign corporation, unless the said

charter be renewed by

its

home

State,

and amendments to said charter

and

cation.

p. 151.)

copy of proceedings

Costs and fees.

—

Upon

renewals

shall be filed in the office of the Secre-

tary of State of this State. (Acts 1920,
22-1606. Certified

certified copies of the

filed.

Action on petition in va-

the granting of the petition for domesti-

cation by the judge of any superior court, a certified copy of the proceedings granting said petition shall be filed with the Secretary of State.

The judge

authorized to act on said petitions in
term or in vacation. The petitioner shall pay the costs prescribed by the
laws of this State as though the said corporation had been originally incorporated under the laws of this State, and the Secretary of State shall
of the superior court

is

be entitled, for the filing of certified copies of the proceedings in the superior court hereinbefore mentioned, to a fee equal to 15 cents per 100
words contained in said proceedings. (Acts 1920, p. 152.)
22-1607. Principal office.

Capital stock.

— In such instance the petition

company in this State, the amount
of capital stock authorized, the amount of capital stock subscribed for,
whether preferred or common, and the amount actually paid. The said
corporation shall have no power which it could not have acquired if it
shall state the principal office of said

had been incorporated under the laws of

same

visitorial

p. 153.)

—

power of State. The State of Georgia shall have
power over such domesticated corporations as it has

22-1608. Visitorial

the

(Acts 1920,

this State.

over corporations created under the laws of this State. (Acts

1920,

p. 153.)

—

How

domesticated corporations dissolved. All foreign corporations thus domesticated shall be dissolved in the same manner and
under same proceedings as are now provided for dissolution of domestic
corporations. (Acts 1926, Extra. Sess., p. 46.)
22-1609.

Cross-reference.

PART

—Dissolution

of corporations, see Chapters 22-12 to 22-14.

CORPORATION COMMISSIONER. RETURNS
OF CORPORATIONS.

VI.

CHAPTER

22-17.

IN GENERAL.
Sec.

Sec.

22-1701.

Secretary of State as ex-ofcorporation commisficio

22-1706.

Penalty for noncompliance.
Returns to be recorded; book

22-1707.

Certified

22-1705.

sioner.

22-1702.
22-1703.

22-1704.

22-1701.
sioner.

as evidence.

Fees; report.
Returns by corporations.
Fees.

list

for

Comptroller

General.

(2208) Secretary of State as ex-officio corporation

— The

Secretary of State shall be ex-officio

and shall be charged with the execution
enumerated, f Acts 1906, p. 105.)

sioner,

Cross-reference.

— Other

commiscorporation commis-

of the duties hereinafter

duties of Secretary of State, see

§

40-601.

:

Corporations.
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22-1702. (2213) Fees; report.

§

— All fees collected

22-1707

shall be paid into

tl

State treasury for the use of the State, and the Secretary of State shall in-

clude in his annual reports a
ceived

under

this

Chapter,

pp. 105, 106; 1931, pp.
Cross-reference.
II (§ 2-2702)

and

all

fees collected or re-

and the disposition thereof. (Acts

1906,

7, 35.)

— Salary
§

statement of

full

of Secretary of State, see Const., Art. V, Sec. II, Par.

40-504.

22-1703. (2209) Returns

by corporations.

—

duty of all corporations, except banks doing business in this State, whether incorporated
by the General Assembly, by the Secretary of State, or by the judgment
of the superior court, and of all foreign corporations doing business in
this State, to make a return, annually, through the president or general
manager on or by the first day of November, embracing the following
information
1.

The name

2.

When

3.

4.

of the

company.

incorporated.

By what authority incorporated.
Where incorporated.

6.

The amount of capital stock of said
The business of the corporation.

7.

Its principal office.

5.

It is the

Cross-reference.

(Acts 1906,

— Returns

by banks,

corporation.

p. 105.)

see §§ 13-2005 to 13-2007.

—At the

time of making said return the officer
making the same shall remit a fee of $1 for the first year, and annualy
thereafter 50 cents to cover the cost of recording the return. (Acts 1906,
22-1704. (2210) Fees.

p. 105.)

22-1705. (2211) Penalty for noncompliance.

—Upon

failure

and refusal

any corporation to make said return, the company shall be liable to a
penalty of $50, and the commissioner of corporations is authorized to
of

issue his execution therefor, including

all

costs incurred

:

Provided, the

Secretary of State shall have in his discretion authority to suspend the

penalty or issuance of

been no bad faith

fi.

fas.

when he

in failure to

shall be convinced that there has

comply with the requirements

of this

Chapter. (Acts 1906, pp. 105, 106.)
22-1706. (2212) Returns to be recorded;

missioner of corporations shall procure a
said returns,

which book

book as evidence.
book wherein he

—The comshall enter

shall be kept readily accessible for public in-

spection in the office of the Secretary of State, and a certified copy there-

under the seal of his office, shall be sufficient to authorize it to be admitted as evidence in any court in this State. (Acts 1906, pp. 105, 106.)

of,

Cross-reference.

— Certification

22-1707. (2214) Certified

by public

list

officer sufficient, see

for Comptroller

§

38-601.

General.— It

shall be the

duty of the Secretary of State to furnish to the Comptroller General, on
or before January 1 of each year, a certified list of all corporations thus
registering,

showing

in detail the

information required to be

each of said corporations. (Acts 1906, pp. 105, 106.)

filed

by

— —
§

22-9901

502

Corporations.

PART XXX.
CHAPTER

CRIMES.

IN GENERAL.

22-99.

Sec.

Sec.

22-9901.

22-9902.

for
Penalty
declaring
improper dividends.
Corporation contributions to

22-9903.
.

Penalty for refusing- to permit creditor to inspect list
of stockholders,,

campaign funds.
22-9901. (740 P. C.) Penalty for declaring improper dividends.

Any

any corporation or assoany corporation or association from declaring any dividend or distributing any

president, director or other officer or agent of

ciation violating- the provisions of section 22-713, prohibiting

money among

members

its

as profits,

when such

dividends or

money

is

not declared or distributed from the actual legitimate net earnings, and
in

some manner

(Acts 1877,

p.

increases

debts, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.

its

35; 1902, p. 58.)

—

Embezzlement by corporate officers, see § 26-2803. Punishfor misdemeanor, see § 27-2506.
Punishment of bank officer for violating
charter, see § 13-9912; for declaring dividend except from net profits, see § 13-9925.
Cross-references.

ment

22-9902. (672 P. C.) Corporation contributions to

Any

corporation, or officer thereof, or any person

campaign funds.

who

shall violate the

provisions of section 22-724 on the subject of corporation contributions

campaign funds, shall be deemed guilty of a crime, and, on conviction,
shall be punished by a fine in the sum of 10 times the amount of the contribution made, but in no event shall said fine be less than $1,000; and in
addition the officer or officers making or authorizing said contribution,
or in anywise connected therewith, shall be punished by imprisonment
in the penitentiary for not less than one year nor more than four years,
unless the jury trying the case shall recommend him to the mercy of the
court, in which event he shall pay the aforesaid fine prescribed, or in default be subjected to the alternative punishments prescribed in section
to

27-2506. (Acts 1908, p. 65.)
22-9903. (594 P.

C, Code 1895) Penalty

to inspect list of stockholders.

—

If

for refusing to permit creditor

the president or other officer of any

corporation whose stockholders are individually liable under

its

charter,

charge of the business of such corporation at the time a demand is made
by a creditor of such corporation within the business hours of any working day for an inspection of the list of stockholders as prescribed by section 22-905, shall fail or refuse to permit such creditor to inspect the list
of the stockholders of such corporation, he shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1894, pp. 76, 77.)
in

COSTS:

See Title 24, Courts, Chapter 24-34; Title 27, Criminal Procedure, Chapter 27-28.

COTTON:

See Title

5,

Agriculture, Chapters 5-5, 5-6.

COTTONSEED MEAL:
COUNTERFEITING:
26-39.

See Title

5,

Agriculture, Chapter 5-13.

See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment, Chapter
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IV.
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Sec.
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23-1601
Contracts by counties
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Bridges between counties
23-1901
Bridges in which United States and other States are interested, and
bridges across navigable streams
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VII.
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Sec.

Chap.
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Jurisdiction of ordinary or other county authority as to county poor. 23-2101
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Commissioner of the poor
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Paupers

23-2301

23-24.

Relief to poor Confederate soldiers
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Sec.

Chap.
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System of county drainage

23-2501
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PART XXX. CRIMES.
Chap.
23-99.

Sec.

23-9901

In general

CROSS-REFERENCES.
Bonds:

See Title

Public Finance.

87,

See Title 2, Constitution of the State of Georgia,
Chapters 2-82 to 2-84.
Convicts: See Title 77, Penal Institutions, Chapter 77-2.
Coroners: See Title 21, Coroners.
Election of officers: See Title 34, Elections, Chapter 34-26.
See Title 77, Penal Institutions, Chapter 77-1.
Jails:
Motor fuel tax, allocation: See Title 92, Public Revenue, Chapter 92-14.
Taxation: See Title 92, Public Revenue, Chapter 92-27, 92-37 to 92-39.
Constitutional provisions:

—

Editorial Note. Statutes relating to pensions of certain county employees of
certain counties have not been included in this Code because of the limitations
upon the number of counties in which they apply. Such statutes are as follows:
Acts 1927, pp. 263, 265, providing for pensions for county employees and their dependents in all counties having a population of more than 200,000; Acts 1929,
pp. 314, 315, authorizing the county authorities having charge of the levying of
taxes in counties having a population of over 200,000 inhabitants, to provide pensions for county employees and officers, other than officers elected by the people,
and their deputies and assistants. (The proposed amendment to the Constitution to
authorize counties to lev}'- taxes "to pay pensions to county officers and employees
of Fulton county" (Acts 1929, p. 134) was defeated November 4, 1930.)
Acts 1929,
p. 308, authorizing pensions for employees of counties having therein a city with a
population of not less than 52,995 and not more than 80,000, "according to the
United States census of 1920;" and Acts 1929, p. 193, relating to pensions for
teachers in counties having a population of not less than 200,000 "by the 1920
census."

PART
CHAPTER

23-1.

I.

GENERAL PROVISIONS.

NAMES AND JURISDICTION OF COUNTIES.
Sec.

Sec.

23-101.

Names

23-101.

of counties.

Names

23-102.

of counties.

—The

Jurisdiction of counties divided
by water.

State

divided into 159 counties whose boundaries and limits shall be ascertained by the several Acts
laying off the same, and those amendatory thereof. The names of the
(31)

is

counties are as follows:

ORGANIZED UNDER ACT

COU XT Y
Appling,

Atkinson,

December 15,
S August 15,
Amend.

1818.
1917, Const.

MADE FROM
Appling.
Coffee and Clinch.

/

Amend. Appling,

Bacon,
Baker,
Baldwin,
Banks,

July 27, 1914, Const.

Barrow,

1914, Const. Amend.
December
3, 1832; DecemJ
ber 6, 1861.
\
July 31, 1906, Const. Amend.
February 25, 1856.
December 9, 1822.
July 30, 1912, Const. Amend.

Bartow,

Ben

Hill,

Berrien,
Bibb,
Bleckley,

December

May

11,

7,

1825.

1803.

December
July

12,

11, 1858.

Pierce,

and Ware.

Farly.

Baldwin.

Habersham and

Franklin.

Gwinnett, Walton, and Jackson.

Murray.
Irwin and Wilcox.
Jrwin, Lowndes, and Coffee.

Monroe.
Pulaski.

COUNI
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COUNTY
Brantley,

Brooks,
Bryan,

(August 14,
Amend.
(
December 11,
December 19,

1920,

Const.

Calhoun,
Cain den,

Constitution of 1777.

Butts,

g

.

23-101

MAIiK FKOM

ORGANIZED UNDER ACT

1853.
1793.
February 8, 1796.
Constitution of 1777.
December 24, 1825.
February 20, 1854.

Bulloch,
Burke,

fi.

fierce, Charlton,

and Wayne.

Lowndes and Thomas.
Bryan.
Bulloch.
Parish of St. George.
lenry and Monroe.
Early and Baker.

i

5 St.

Thomas' and

Mary's

St.

Parishes.
Emanuel, Bulloch, and Tattnall.
/

1914, Const.
11, 1826.
5, 1853.
February 18, 1854.

Candler

July

Carroll,

December
December

Catoosa,
Charlton,

Chatham,

17,

Amend.

Carroll.

Walker and Whitfield.
Camden.
S St. Philip's and Christ Church

Constitution of 1777.

(

Chattahoochee, February
December
Chattooga,
December
Cherokee,
Clarke,
Clay,

Clayton,
Clinch,

Cobb,
Coffee,
Colquitt,

Columbia,
Cook,
Coweta,
Crawfordj
Crisp,

Dade,

Dawson,
Decatur,

DeKalb,
Dodge,
Dooly,
Dougherty,
Douglas,
Early,
Echols,

Effingham,

1854.
28, 1838.
26, 1831.
December 5, 1801.
February 16, 1854.
November 30, 1858.
February 14, 1850.
December 3, 1832.
February 9, 1854.
February 25, 1856.
December 10, 1790.
July 30, 1918, Const.
December 11, 1826.
December 9, 1822.
August 17, 1905.
December 25, 1837.
December 3, 1857.
December 8, 1823.
December 9, 1822.
October 26, 1870.
May 15, 1821.
December 15, 1853.
October 17, 1870.
December 15, 1818.
December 13, 1858.

Jackson.
Early and Randolph.
Henry and Fayette.

Ware and Lowndes.
Cherokee.
Clinch,

Elbert,

Evans,
Fannin,

January

Fayette,

May

1790.
1812.
1914, Const.

Floyd,
Forsyth,
Franklin,
Fulton,
Cilmer,
Glascock,

1854.
1821.
December 3, 1832.
December 3, 1832.
February 25, 1784.
December 20. 1853.
December 3, 1832.
December 19, 1857.

Glynn,

Constitution of 1777.

21,

15,

and Irwin.

Telfair,

Richmond.

Amend.

Constitution of 1777.

December 10,
December 10,
( August 11,
Amend.
(

Ware,

Thomas and Lowndes.
Berrien.

Coweta.
Crawford.
Dooly.
Walker.

Lumpkin and

Gilmer.

Early.

Henry.
Pulaski, Telfair, and

Montgomery.

Dooly.
Baker.

Campbell and Carroll.
Early.

Lowndes and
\

1

Emanuel,

Parishes.

Marion and Muscogee.
Floyd and Walker.
Cherokee and Campbell.

13,

Parishes of

Clinch.
St.

Matthew and

Philip.

Wilkes.

Montgomery and
Bulloch and

Bulloch.

Tattnall.

Gilmer and Union.
Fayette.

Cherokee.
Cherokee.
Franklin.

DeKalb.
Cherokee.

Warren.
|

Parishes of

St.

David and

Patrick.
Floyd and Cass.
)

Gordon,
Grady,
Greene,
Gwinnett,

Habersham,
Hall,

Hancock,
Haralson,
Harris,
Hart,

Heard,
Flenry,

Houston,
Irwin,

Jackson,

February 13, 1850.
August 17, 1905.
February 3, 1786.

December
December
December
December

1818.
1818.
15, 1818.
17, 1793.
January 26, 1856.
December 14, 1827.
December 7, 1853.
December 22, 1830.
15, 1821.
May 15, 1821.
December 15, 1818.
February 11, 1796.

May

15,

15,

Thomas and

Decatur.

Washington.
Gwinnett.

Habersham.
Hall.

Washington.
Polk and Carroll.
Muscogee and Troup.
Franklin and Elbert.
Carroll, Troup, 'and Coweta.
Henry.
Houston.
Irwin.
Franklin.

St.

St.

§

(

1

Jeff P.
s,
son,

Jenkins,

Johnson,
Jones;

Lamar,

December
ber

10.

Appling and Coffee.
Burke and Warren.
Burke, Emanuel, and Bulloch.
[ Laurens, Emanuel, and Wash-

August 18.
February 20. 1796.
August 17, 1905.

December
December

11.

1858.

August

17,

Baldwin.

18 )7.
1920, Const.

Pike and Monroe.

Amend.
1919, Const.

11.

Amend.
August

ington.

|

10,

7,

Clinch, Berrien,

1920, Const.

Lee,

Amend.
December 10,
December 11,

Libert.v,

Constitution of 1777.

Laurens,

Baldwin.

1807; Decern-

1812.
1°05.

10.

August
Lanier,

MADE FROM

ORGANIZED UNDER ACT

COUNTY
Jasper,

506

Counties,

23-101

Washington and Wilkinson.

1807.
1826.

Lee.
( Parishes of

and

(

Lincoln,

Long,

Lowndes,
Lumpkin,
Macon,
Madison,
Marion,
McDuffie,

Mcintosh,
MeriwetherMiller,
Mitchell,

Monroe,

Montgomery,

M organ,

Murray,
Muscogee,

Newton,
Oconee,
Oglethorpe,
Paulding,
Peach,
Pickens,
Pierce,
Pike,

Polk,
Pulaski,

February

20,

and Lowndes.

1796.

St.

St. John,
James.

Wilkes.

Houston and Marion.

December
December

Jackson, Clarke,
Franklin, and Elbert.
Muscogee and Lee.

11,

Irwin.

Cherokee.
\

1811.

Oglethorpe,

|

1827.
1870.
December 19, 1793.
December 14. 1827.
February 26, 1856.
December 21, 1857.
May 15, 1821.
December 19, 1793.
December 10, 1807.
December 3, 1832.
December 11, 1826.
December 24, 1821.
February 25, 1875.
December 19, 1793.
December 3, 1832.
July 18, 1924, Const.
December 5. 1853.
December 18, 1857.
December 9, 1822.
December 20, 1851.
December 13, 1808.
December 10, 1807.
December 10, 1858.
December 21, 1819.
December 20, 1828.

October

Liberty.

14,

Columbia and Warren.

18,

Liberty.

Troup.
Baker and Early.
Baker.

Monroe.
Washington.
Baldwin.
Cherokee.

Muscogee.
Henry, Jasper, and Walton.
Clarke.

Oglethorpe.
Cherokee.

Amend. Houston and Macon.
Cherokee and Gilmer.

Ware and

Appling.

Monroe.
Paulding and Floyd.
Laurens.
Baldwin.
Randolph and Stewart.

Constitution of 1777.

Lee.
Parish of

Rockdale,

October

Newton and Henry.

Seminole,
Spalding,
Stephens,
Stewart,
Sumter,
Talbot,
Taliaferro,

1870.
December 22, 1857.
December 14, 1793.
July 8, 1920, Const.
December 20, 1851.
August 18, 1905.
December 23, 1830.
December 26, 1831.
December 14, 1827.
18,

December
December

24,

1825.

Tift,

Toombs,

August

Taylor,
Telfair,
Terrell,

Thomas,

18,

Amend.

Rabun.
St. Paul.

Marion and Sumter.
Burke and Effingham.
Decatur and Early.
Pike, Henry, and Fayette.
Franklin and Habefsham.
Randolph.
Lee.

.

Muscogee.
f

Wilkes, Greene, Oglethorpe,

Warren, and Hancock.
Montgomery.
Talbot, Macon, and Marion.
)

1801.
January 15, 1852.
December 10, 1807.
February 16, 1856.
December 23, 1825.
August 17, 1905.

Tattnall,

Andrew,

(August 14, 1920, Const.
Amend.
\
December 23, 1825.
December 3, 1832.
December 14, 1837.

Putnam,
Quitman,
Rabun,
Randolph,
Richmond,
Schley,
Screven,

St.

;

5,

1905.

Wilkinson.
Lee and Randolph.
Decatur and Irwin.
Berrien, Irwin, and Worth.
Tattnall, Montgomery, and

Emanuel.

507
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COUNTY

Ware,
Warren,
Washington,

March 6, 1856.
(August 17, 1917, Const
Amend.
(
December 11, 1826.
August 18, 1905.
December 14, 1809.
December 3, 1832.
December 15, 1824.
December 18, 1833.
December 15, 1818.
December 15, 1824.
December 19, 1793.
December 25, 1784.

Wayne,

May

Towns,
Treutlen,

Troup,
Turner,
Twiggs,
Union,
Upson,
Walker,
Walton,

MADE

ORCANJZKIJ UXDl.k ACT

.

Webster,

ary

White,

Montgomery and Emanuel.
Troup.
Irv/in, Wilcox, J;ooly, and Worth.
Wilkinson.
Cherokee.

Crawford and Pike.
Murray.
Walton.
Irwin.

Warren.
Washington.
Wayne and Appling.

1853; Febru-

Montgomery.

Amend.
December 22,
December 30,
December 22,

Irwin, Dooly, and Pulaski.

May

Wilkes.
Wilkinson.

Habersham.

1857.
1851.
1857.
Constitution of 1777.
11, 1803.
December 20, 1853.

Whitfield,

Wilcox,
Wilkes,
Wilkinson,

Worth,

Lee.

1856.
14, 1912, Const.

21,

August

Wheeler,

16,

ROM

Union.

1803.

11,

December

l

Murray.

Dooly and Irwin.

-L»V,«.^ 1905,
V^-WUy^, pp.
*'
(Cobb,
i~.1V. Acts
*^W, pp.
«^— V/»/
, 1210.
1906,
j^jf. 52-65;
^l'. 1144,

p. 28; 1912, p. 38; 1912, p. 41; 1914,
1914, p. 29; 1914, p. 23; 1916, p. 17; 1914, p. 33; 1917, p. 41; 1918, p. 106;
1917.
o. 44;
44: 1918.
o. 102;
102: 1921, p. 88:
88; 1919, p. 68; 1920, p. 45; 1920, p. 34; 1920,
1918, p.
1917, p.
co 1 °°4,
p. 39.)
p. 38; 1920, p. 48; 1920, p. 52; 1924,
J. J-

,

I

p. 27;

-

— Provisions

of the State Constitution relating to counties and
I to III (Chapters 2-82 to 2-84).
State
County represenatorial districts, see Const., Art. Ill, Sec. II (Chapter 2-13).
sentation, see Const., Art. Ill, Sec. Ill (Chapter 2-14).

Cross-references.

county

officers, see Const., Art.

XI, Sees.

—

Editorial Note. Pursuant to Acts 1929, p. 551, Campbell county which was organized under Act of December 20, 1828, from the counties of Coweta, Carroll,
DeKalb and Fayette, was merged^ with Fulton county, and pursuant to Acts 1931,
p. 527, Milton county, which was organized under Act of December 18, 1857, from
the counties of Cherokee, Cobb and Forsyth, was merged with Fulton county.

Both mergers became

effective

January

1,

1932.

In 1904, Const., Art. XI, Sec. I. Par. II (§ 2-8202). was amended so as to permit
the General Assembly to create eight new counties. By separate Act? this number of new counties was created in 1905. (Acts 1905, pp. 52, 54, 55, 57, 58, 60, 62,
Acts 1905, p. 46 (§§ 829-841 of the Code of 1910), relating to the organization
63.)
of new counties and entitled, "An Act to provide for the organization of new
counties in this State, to provide the manner in which elections for officers shall
be held, prescribe qualifications for voters, fix the places for holding elections for
officers in said new counties, and for the consolidation of the votes, the transfer
of business from counties out of which said new counties were created to the new
counties, to provide jurors for the courts sitting in the new counties, and for other
purposes," was approved August 21, 1905. In 1912 two, and in 1914 three new
counties were created, each by a separate amendment of Const., Art. XI, Sec. I.
Par. II (§ 2-8202). By Acts 1914, p. 48, the provisions of the 1905 Act relating to
the organization of new counties was made applicable to those counties "which
are or may be subsequently created by constitutional amendments."
Since the
purposes of these two Acts have been fulfilled, they have not been included in this

Code.

See note following Const, Art. XI, Sec.

I,

Par. II (§ 2-8202).

23-102. (32) Jurisdiction of counties divided

stream of water

county

shall

is

by water.

—Whenever

a

the boundary of a county, the jurisdiction of the

extend to the center of the main channel of such stream.

Cross-references.— Streams as boundary lines generally, see
disputed county lines, see Chapter 23-4.

§

S5-1302.

Settling

Counties.

23-201

$
c

PART

II.

CHAPTER

COUNTY ORGANIZATION.
MILITIA DISTRICTS.

23-2.

Sec.

Sec.
23-201.
:

;
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20&

-V 203.

How

23-208.

Proceedings
transmitted
Governor.
Ordinary must order an

23 ~ 209

when
Making or changing

23-207.

counties divided.

Districts to remain.

Must

contain

100

male

resi-

tlon

dents.
23 204.

How

23-205.

Survey,

23-206.

Proceedings recorded.

23-201.

laid

etc.

(373)

itia districts

same

-

23-210.

How

counties divided.

according to

Cross-reference.

23-202.

out or changed.

its

as at present organized until

districts;

consequences.
Suits pending.
is

divided into mil-

and population.

— Power of ordinary to change militia

(374) Districts to remain.

elec-

-

<

— Each county

territory

to

— Such

districts, see § 23-701,

11

4.

districts are to

remain the

manner

hereinafter

changed

in the

prescribed.
23-203.

(375)

Must contain

after organized or

100 male residents.

changed must contain within

— Each

its

district here-

limits at least 100

male persons over 21 years of age, resident at the time of the organization, liable to militia duty, and in its formation must not leave any older
district with a less number.
23-204.

How

(376)

laid out or

sary and expedient to lay out a

changed.

new

—Whenever

it

militia district, or to

may

be neces-

change tne

of old ones, or to consolidate or abolish old districts, the ordinary

lines

may,

any time, appoint three commissioners, citizens of the district or districts from which it is proposed to make the new district, or change the
lines thereof, whose duty it shall be to lay out and define such lines, and
report the same to the said ordinary. (Act 1839, Cobb, 186. Act 1840,
Cobb, 187. Acts 1899, p. 23.)

at

23-205.

(377) Survey, etc.

— Such commissioners have authority to en-

gage the services of a competent surveyor to

who

assist

them

in their duties,

county treasury, the same
compensation county surveyors have for similar services rendered a citizen. (Act 1839, Cobb, 187.)
shall be paid for his services, out of the

Cross-reference.

23-206.

— Fees

of county surveyors, see §§ 23-1109 to 23-1111.

(378) Proceedings recorded.

report, he shall have

all

—

If the

ordinary approves their

proceedings in the matter entered on his minutes,

which the district laid out, or line changed or defined,
known and regarded accordingly. (Act 1839, Cobb, 187.)
after

23-207. (379) Proceedings transmitted to Governor.

—

It is

shall be

the duty of

such ordinary, if a new district is laid out, to transmit instanter to the
Governor such proceedings from his minutes, duly certified, and to publish them for 30 days at the door of the courthouse and in the newspaper

where he does

his official advertising.

(Act 1840, Cobb 187.)

§23
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23-208. (380) Ordinary

must order an

when.

election,

— When

a

r\<

has been laid out as herein provided, the ordinary shall im:
diately order an election for a justice of the peace and two constables for
such district, after advertising the same for 30 days in three of the most
district

public places of the
23-209. (381)

new

ing out a

new

Making

district.

or changing districts; consequences.

district or in

changing the

—

If, in

lay-

lines of old districts, or in con-

solidating or abolishing old districts, the residences of justices of the

peace or constables elected or appointed are included in the new district,
or cut off from the district for which they were elected or appointed,

they have authority to discharge their duties for the district for which
they were elected or appointed until their terms of office expire and their
successors in such district are qualified, unless elected or appointed to
the

same

office in the

new

district to

which they are

eligible.

(Acts 1899,

P- 24.)

23-210. (382) Suits
shall not be

the

new

pending.

— Suits

changed because the residence

district, or cut off into

as though

PART

pending

another

in

any

justice's court

of a defendant

district,

is

included in

but they shall proceed

no such change had been made.

CHANGE OF COUNTY LINES AND COUNTY
SITES. DISPUTED COUNTY LINES.

III.

CHAPTER

23-3.

CHANGE OF COUNTY

LINES.

Sec.

Sec.
23-301.

Petition for change; notice.

23-303.

When

23-302.

Proceedings after petition filed;
approval by grand jury; notice.
Change, how effected.

23-304.

Costs; payment by applicant

23-301. (468) Petition for change; notice.

number

of citizens of

any county

change

effected.

—Whenever a citizen or any

shall desire to

have the boundary

of the county of his or their residence changed, they shall

file

line

in the office

of the ordinaries of the counties to be affected, at least 90 days before the
first

day

of the next

term of the superior court

of the counties

whose

boundaries are to be affected, a petition in writing, setting forth the exact character of the change to be made, specifying particularly the situation, direction,

and existing marks and monuments,

if

any, of the origi-

nal line, and describing particularly the direction, location, and length of

new

and setting forth the reasons for such change.
The person or persons applying for such change shall also give notice of
the intention to apply for such change, by publishing the same for at
least 30 days next preceding the term of the superior court to be held in
the counties to be affected, which term shall be that occurring next after
the filing of the petition with the ordinaries, by publishing such notice
in a public newspaper having general circulation in each of the counties
to be affected by the change, and by posting at the door of the courthouse in each of such counties, and at three public places in every militia
the proposed

line,

§

Counties.

23-302
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be changed, a like notice of the intention
to apply for such change, and such posting shall be for a period of at
least 30 days next preceding the term of the superior court to be held in
the counties next after the posting of the notice aforesaid. (Acts 1880-1,
district adjacent to the line to

p. 52.)

Cross-reference.

changed, see

23-302.
notice.

S

— Rerecording

when new county formed

deeds

(469) Proceedings after petition filed; approval

how

Change,

the counties

or county line

J°-40o.

effected.

whose dividing

—

by grand jury;

be the duty of the ordinaries of
sought to be changed, to lay before

It shall

line is

the grand juries of their respective counties, on the

first

day of the term

oi the superior courts to be held next after the publication of the notice

and the

provided for in the preceding section, the
original petition, together with all maps, plats, and other papers that may
have been filed therewith, and if such grand juries shall, by a two-thirds
vote of their respective bodies, approve the change applied for, they shall
so declare in their general presentments, and this action of the grand
juries shall be certified at once by the clerks of such superior courts to
the ordinaries, board of commissioners of roads and revenues, or other
officer having the control of county business in the counties to be affected, who shall, within 30 days from the date* of such certification, approve
filing of the petition

or disapprove the application, and certify their action to the ordinaries

When

of their respective counties.

said ordinaries shall have satisfac-

tory evidence of the concurrent approval of the grand juries, and of the

charged with the control of county business in the counties to be affected, they shall cause to be published for at least 30 days,
in a public newspaper having general circulation in their respective counties, an official notice of such concurrent approval and a description of
the line approved. (Acts 1880-1, pp. 52, 53.)
officer or officers

23-303.

(470)

When

have been had

in the

when

shall

change

effected.

—When

manner prescribed

in the

all

the proceedings shall

preceding sections, and

recorded by said ordinaries on the
minutes of their respective courts, the new line or lines shall be held to
have been established in lieu of the original line or lines. (Acts 1880-1,
the

same

have been

fairly

p. 53.)

23-304.

payment by

(471) Costs;

applicant.

—The

entire costs of ad-

vertising and recording the petition, descriptions, and

all

other papers

and proceedings relating to the proposed change, shall be paid

by the

person or persons applying therefor. (Acts 1880-1, p 53.)

CHAPTER

SETTLING DISPUTED COUNTY LINES.

23-4.

Sec.

Sec.

.

o? Ar\t
23-401.

n ~ ~~A'„~„ 4.~
„ **i~
j-,n„i a
Proceedings
dispute;
to settle
appointment of surveyor.

23-405.

Secretary of State; duties in
case of protest or exceptions
to survey.

23-402.

Notice of survey.

23-406.

Survey

.

23-403.

23-407.

Survey with plat

23-408.

i

23 404.

M

Surveyor to furnish copies of
survey and plat.
,

.

filed;

excep-

tions; recording after 30 days.

_„

and

plat,

when

re-

COr e

'

/_

'

.

Compensation of surveyor and
laborers.

Fees and expenses to be paid

by counties

interested.
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23-401. (472) Proceedings to settle dispute; appointment of sur

— Wherever the boundary line between

11 he in
two or more count)*
and the grand jury of cither county shall present that the same
requires to he marked out and defined, it shall be the duty of the cleric
the superior court in the county where such presentments were made to
certify such presentments to the Governor, and the Governor shall appoint some suitable and competent surveyor who shall not re tide in
either county, to survey, mark out, and define the boundary line in dispute, and return such survey with plat to the Secretary of Sfc
fice
to be recorded in a book to be kept for that purpose. (Acts 1887, p. 106.)

dispute,

Cross-reference.

— Counties

divided by water, see

23-402. (479) Notice of survey.

make

the survey, he shall

§

23-102.

— Before the surveyor

shall

by mail or personally give the

proceed to

authorities hav-

ing charge of the revenues of the counties at least 10 days' notice of the
time and place intended to commence the survey. (Acts 1887, p. 106.;
23-403.

(473) Surveyor to furnish copies of survey

and

plat.

—The sur-

veyor appointed by the Governor to survey, mark out, and define the
boundary line in dispute shall furnish the ordinaries or chairmen of the
board of county commissioners of the respective counties with a copy of
the survey and plat made and returned by him to the Secretary of State,
at the same time such survey and plat is made and returned to the Secretary of State. (Acts 1899, p. 24.)

Survey with plat

filed; exceptions; recording after 30
survey with plat, made and returned to the Secretary of
State, shall be filed, but not recorded for the space of 30 days from the

23-404.

days.

(474)

—The

date of

its

reception in his

office,

and the entry

of filing

for the purpose of allowing the authorities of either

therewith to

file

made

thereon,

county dissatisfied

a protest or exceptions thereto within that time. (Acts

1899, pp. 24, 25.)

23-405. (475) Secretary of State; duties in case of protest or excep-

tions to survey.

—In case such protest or exceptions

tary of State's office within the 30 days,

it

is filed in

shall be the

the Secre-

duty of the Secre-

tary of State to give 10 days' written notice through the mail to the ordinaries or chairmen of the board of county commissioners of the respective counties, of the time

when he

will hear the

same

at his office,

and

upon hearing the contest he shall determine from the law and evidence
the true boundary line in dispute between the respective counties. (Acts
1899, pp. 24, 25.)
Cross-reference.

—Duties of Secretary of State as to maps,

23-406. (476)

Survey and

plat,

when

recorded.

plats, etc., see

—Upon

§

40-604.

such decision

being made by the Secretary of State, or in case no protest or exceptions
are filed within the 30 days aforesaid, he shall cause the survey and plat
to be recorded in a book to be kept for that purpose, whereupon the same
shall be final and conclusive as to the boundary line in dispute. (Acts
1899, pp. 24, 25.)

—

Compensation of surveyor and laborers. The surveyor
shall receive as compensation the sum of $10 per day while actually engaged in making the survey; he shall not be allowed more than $5 per
23-407. (477)

—
Cor x ties.

23-408

§

day

512

for the paying- of chaincarriers, flagbearers,

mark out and

y to clearly

and other laborers nec-

define such line. (Acts 1887, p. 106.)

Fees and expenses to be paid by counties interested.
The fees and expenses allowed in the preceding section shall be divided
equally and chargeable to the counties interested in the establishment of
such line, upon the affidavit of the surveyor. (Acts 1887, p. 106.)
23-408.

(478)

CHAPTER

CHANGE OF COUNTY

23-5.

WHERE HELD;

OFFICES,

22 501,

for
Application
change; notice

removal

or

qualified voters.

23-503.

Indorsement on ballots.
Evidence of holding election
and number of votes cast.

may

be contested.

23-505.

Election

Who may commence

23-507.

fend a contest.
Notice of intention to contest.
Notice, its contents and how

or

KEPT.
may

preside and

may

appear

officer

powers.
citizen

and

resist.

23-511.

Practice on the

23-512.

Time

23-513.

Cross-grounds of contest
be filed.

23-514.

How

de-

served.

23-501.

Any

re-

23-506.

23-508.

his

23-510.

how conducted;

Election,
turns.

23-504.

What

23-509.

election;

of

2s-?02.

23-515.

23-516.

23-517.
23-518.

trial.

for taking testimony.

may

suspected ballots maybe
examined.
Costs and fees.
Subsequent proceedings.
Courts, where to be held.
Offices, where to be kept.

(486) Application for removal or change; notice of election;

qualified voters.

last

WHERE

Sec.

Sec.

for

SITES; COURTS,

—Whenever

two-fifths of the electors qualified to vote

members of the General Assembly (as shown by the
made out) of any county shall petition the ordinary

registration
for the

list

removal

or change of the county site of said county, said ordinary shall at once

grant an order directing an election to be held at the various election precints in said county, not less than 40, nor more than 60 days thereafter,
notice of which election shall be published, in the newspaper in which

weeks previous to

the sheriff publishes his legal notices, weekly for four

persons qualified to vote for members of the
General Assembly are qualified to vote at said election: Provided, that
elections under this section shall not occur oftener than once in five
the day of said election;

years.

(Acts 1878-9,

23-502.

p.

all

44; 1887,

(487) Election,

how

p.

members

p. 54.)

conducted; returns.

be held and conducted, and returns
for

39; 1911,

made

— Said

thereof, as

is

election shall

provided by law

Assembly. (Acts 1878-9, p. 44.)
for members of the General Assembly,

of the General

Cross-reference.

— Election

see

§

34-1201

et seq.

23-503.

(488) Indorsement on ballots.

—At

said election

all

voters in

favor of removal shall indorse on their ballots "For removal," designating thereon the particular place to which he desires the county site re-

moved, and those who are opposed to removal shall indorse on their ballots "Against removal," and if two-thirds of the votes cast at said election are in favor of removal to any one particular place, the General Assembly next convening after said election may provide for the removal
of said county site by appropriate legislation.
(Acts 1878-9, p. 44. 102
Ga. 53 (4) (29

S. E. 165).)

:

Counties.
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§

23-509

and number of votes cast.
The certificate of the Secretary of State, showing that said election was
held, and that two-thirds of the qualified voters of said county (as indicated by the registration list) voting at said election voted in favor of
"removal," shall be sufficient evidence of the holding of said election and

—

23-504. (489) Evidence of holding election

the

number

(Acts 1878-9,

of votes cast.

p.

44; 1911,

54; 102 Ga. 53

p.

(29 S. E. 165).)

—

Cross-references. Change of county site, see Const., Art. XI, Sec. T, Par. IV
(Chapter 2-(>).
Qualification of voters, see Const, Art. II, Sec.
istration of voters, see Const., Art. II, Sec. II, Par. I (§ 2-701), and Title 34,
(§ 2-8205).

I

I

Elections, Chapter 34-1 et seq.

—

may

be contested. The election for the removal of the county site of any county may be contested, and the proceedings in such a contest shall be as provided in sections 23-506 to
23-616. (Acts 1897, p. 87.)
23-505. (490) Election

Cross-reference.

— Contested

elections,

see

Title

34,

Elections,

Chapters 34-28

to 34-31.

23-506. (491)

Who may commence

or defend a contest.

— Not

less

than

seven freeholders voting at such election shall commence a contest, and
any person voting at such election may defend such contest. (Acts 1897,
p. 87.)

23-507. (492) Notice of intention to contest.

—The contestants

shall give

written notice to the Secretary of State of an intention to contest, and

upon

receipt of such notice said Secretary shall withhold certifying the

result of the election until the contest

is

decided, or until the time herein-

have elapsed without the filing of such contest. In
all cases the Secretary shall withhold his certificate of the results of the
election 10 days after the election shall have been held. (Acts 1897, p. 87.)

after prescribed shall

23-508. (493) Notice, its contents

and how served.

— No contest shall be

had unless the same is instituted by posting a written notice at the courthouse door and serving the ordinary personally, or by leaving such notice
at his most notorious place of abode, within five days after the day upon
which the election is held, which notice must be signed by such contestants in person or by their attorney at law; but no proceedings to
take testimony, as hereinafter provided, shall begin until at least five days
after the posting of such notice, and the notice shall state the grounds
of contest, the time and place

where the contestants intend

to take tes-

timony, and the judicial officer before whom the testimony will be taken
Provided, that for providential cause or other sufficient reason any other
judicial officer than that named in the notice, qualified to act, may preside at the taking of such testimony, the cause of such change being

made

by

one of the contestants, and to be made a
part of the record of said case. The notice may be served upon the ordinary by the sheriff, his deputy, or a constable of the county where the
to appear

contest

is

affidavit of

pending. (Acts 1897, pp. 87, 88.)

23-509. (494)

What

officer

may

preside and his powers.

—Any judicial

county where the testimony is taken may preside and preserve order, swear witnesses, and see that the testimony is fairly and impartially taken and reduced to writing.
Said officer shall have the power
officer of the

I

23-510

Counties.

514

and compel their attendance if in this State, issue
subpoenas duces tecum, and compel the production of books and papers;
to issue commissions to take testimony; to punish persons for contempt
by fine or imprisonment, and to adjourn from day to day. (Acts 1897,
to subpoena witnesses

pp. 87, 88.)
Cross-reference.
$

34-2801, 1

— How

testimony taken in proceedings contesting elections, see

3.

23-510. (495)

Any

citizen

may

appear and

resist.

—Any

citizen of the

county in which the election was held, who voted in said election, shall
have the right to appear and resist the proceedings to contest
Provided,
that where more than one person appears and resists such contest, they
shall act jointly and not severally in making defense to said contest. (Acts
:

1897, pp. 87, 88.)

23-511.

(496) Practice on the

trial.

— Either party may appear in person

or by attorney, or both, and examine and cross-examine witnesses and
have certified all legal exceptions to the admissibility of testimony submitted by the opposite party, which exceptions shall be passed upon by
the court finally determining the contest. (Acts 1897, pp. 87, 88.)
23-512. (497)

Time

for taking testimony.

—All testimony submitted on

the part of the contestants shall be taken within 40 days from the day of
the election contested.

The

contestees, or those resisting the proceed-

ings to contest, shall be allowed 15 days after the closing of contestants'

testimony to submit and take testimony in rebuttal, or on cross-grounds.
The contestants shall have five days after the close of the contestees'
evidence to introduce evidence in rebuttal. (Acts 1897, pp. 87, 88, 89.)
23-513. (498) Cross-grounds of contest

or person resisting contest proceedings,

may be
may file

filed.

—The

contestee,

cross-grounds of conrequired to be given by

which case he shall give like notice as is
the contestant, and the testimony on such cross-grounds of contest shall
be taken after the close of contestants' testimony, and within 15 days
thereafter, upon the same notice and in the same manner as is herein prescribed for the taking of testimony for the contestants, and certified by
test, in

the presiding officer as such. (Acts 1897, pp. 87, 89.)

How

suspected

may be

—

examined. Section
34-2802, specifying the method of obtaining and examining suspected
ballots, is applicable to contests arising under and by virtue of this Chap23-514. (499)

ter.

ballots

(Acts 1897, pp. 87, 89.)

—

Cross-reference. Ballots not to be examined by election superintendents
bystanders, see § 34-1303, 1j 12.

or

—

and fees. The fee for serving the notice of contest
shall be $2 to be paid by the contestant.
The judicial officer presiding
shall be allowed $2 per day for his services, and the clerk who takes down
the testimony $2 per day for his services, which, with the cost of service
of notice and subpoenas herein provided for, may be enforced and collected by execution issued by the judicial officer presiding in said contest
23-515. (500) Costs

against the party at

whose instance the testimony

issued. (Acts 1897, pp. 87, 88.)

is

taken or subpoenas

—

1
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Subsequent proceedings. All papers and proceedings, or
copies thereof duly certified by the presiding officer, must be transmitted
within 10 days after the closing of the testimony so taken, to the
tary of State, who, after giving reasonable notice to contestants and contestees, or their counsel, of the time and place of hearing, shall consider
23-516.

(501)

the contest proceedings.

The Secretary

of Slate shall enter his

ings and judgment thereon in writing, and shall certify the

find-

number

of

votes properly and legally cast at the election for removal, specifying
the place to which the county site

number

of legal votes properly

is

sought to be removed, and the

and legally cast against removal.

He

keep on hie and preserve all the papers in such contested cases,
and, when required, transmit them to the General Assembly. (Acts
shall

1897, p. 87.)

—

where to be held. Whenever a county site shall
be removed as provided by law, all the courts which are required by law
to be held at the county sites of their respective counties, by proper orders
made by the judges thereof, either at chambers or in regular session,
which order shall be entered on the minutes of such court, shall be held
23-517. (502) Courts,

former county site until the new buildings at
the county site are ready for occupancy, and all the proceedings of any
of such courts, so held, shall be legal. (Acts 1905, p. 104.)
in the old buildings at the

—

Cross-references. Duty of clerk to keep records at county site, see § 24-2714,
Ordinaries' offices, see § 24-1714.
Judges to hold court as prescribed by
1.
law, see § 24-2609.
^f

—

where to be kept. The authorities having charge
of county affairs in any county affected as mentioned in the preceding
section, shall provide by an order entered on their minutes that the
county officers of such county shall have and keep their offices in such
buildings at either the old or new county site as, in the judgment of
23-518. (503) Offices,

such county authorities, may be best until the
for occupancy. (Acts 1905, p. 104.)
Cross-reference.

PART

IV.

— Courthouse

rooms, see

§

new

buildings are ready

91-703.

USE OF COUNTY FUNDS IN CITY PAVING, ETC.

CHAPTER

23-6.

IN GENERAL.

with

23-603.

Sec.

Sec.
23-601.

Cooperation

23-602.

City

of
municipality.

county

Contracts.
Assessments
municipality.

by

street improvements
through county funds.

23-601. Cooperation of county with municipality.

—

It shall

be lawful

Chapter with any mucounty in the construction, repair and improvement of any roads, streets and street pavement on any streets or roads
within such municipality which form part of a county or State system
of highways. (Acts 1925, p. 152.)
for

any county

to cooperate as provided in this

nicipality within such

Cross-references.

— City

streets neglected for three

months, justices to

act,

see

§

23-602

Counties.
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Work on public roads generally, see Title 95, Roads,
69-306,
Ferries, Chapter 95-4; on State-aid roads, see Chapter 95-17.
§

23-602. City street

improvement through county funds.

Bridges,

—The

and

county

any county charged with the conduct of county affairs
shall be authorized to use any county funds available for the construction and maintenance of highways in such county for the payment of
the costs, in whole or in part, of the construction, repair and improvement of any roads, streets and street pavements in any municipality in
such county which forms a part of a county or State system of highways.
authorities oi

(Acts L925,

p. 153.)

Assessments by municipality.

—The

county authorities of any county are authorized to enter into a contract with any
municipality of such county for the construction and improvement of
streets, street pavements or roads within such municipality which form
a part of a county or State system of highways, at the joint expense of
such county and municipality, with such division of the expense and on
such terms and conditions as may be agreed on between the county and
municipality, the work, in such case, to be done either by the county or
municipal forces, or by a contractor employed either by the county or
municipality, or jointly by the county and municipality, as may be agreed
on by the county and municipality. If the work is done by the county or
23-603. Contracts.

municipal forces, or by a contractor employed by either the county or

by the other party to the
agreement may be paid over in money to the party to the agreement
doing the work or employing the contractor. In any case where the
streets or roads of a municipality are improved or paved under the provisions of this Chapter, the municipality shall have and may exercise any
power provided in its charter or ordinances or in the general laws of
the State for the assessment of any part of the cost of the pavement or
improvement against abutting and adjoining property and the owners
thereof, and such assessment shall be equally as valid and binding as if
the entire work were undertaken by the municipality alone. Where by
charter provisions, ordinances or the general law of the State, the municipality is not authorized to assess the entire cost of paving or improvement
against adjoining and abutting lands and the owners thereof, and it is
provided that a portion of the expense shall be borne by the municipality,
the proportion of the expense agreed to be paid by the county acting with
the municipality under the terms of this Chapter may be credited by the
the municipality, the part of the cost to be paid

municipality to

its

part of the expense under the terms of

its

charter,

ordinances or the general law, and assessments against abutting and adjoining property and the owners thereof for the remainder of the whole
costs of such

pavement or other improvement

shall

be legal and binding:

Provided, that no greater proportion of the entire cost than

is

provided

law of the State is assessed against
such abutting or adjoining property and the owners thereof. (Acts

by

charter, ordinances or the general

1925, p. 153.)
Editorial Note.— Acts 1910. p. 112, as amended by Acts 1912, p. 158, relating to
the Board of Examiners of Engineers and Firemen in cities of 70,000 or more according to the census of 1910, has not been included in this Code since the num-
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§ 23-701

ber of counties in which it applies is so limited. See Title 84, Professions, B
ncsscs, and Trades, Chapter 84-1, relating to the Joint-Secretary, State Examining
Boards.

PART
CHAPTER

V.

COUNTY OFFICERS.

ORDINARY SITTING FOR COUNTY

23-7.

PURPOSES.
Sec.

Sec.
23-702.

Authority over county matters.
Concurrent jurisdiction over

23-703.

Other authority.

23-704.

Applications for proceedings
before ordinary and objections must be in writing.

23-701.

Docket, duty to keep.
Notice of proceedings,
Minutes of proceedings.
Amendments, allowance.

23-705.
23-706.

obstructions of roads.

23-707.
23-708.

23-701. (4796) Authority over county matters.
sitting for

—The

ordinary,

when

county purposes, has original and exclusive jurisdiction over

the following subject-matters, to wit:

—

Cross-references. Power of General Assembly to create office of county commissioners, see Const., Art. VI, Sec. XIX, Par. I (§ 2-4601). County offices to be
uniform, see Const., Art. XI, Sec. Ill, Par. I (§ 2-8401). Powers of courts of ordinary, see Const., Art. VI, Sec. VI, Par. II (§ 2-3402). Ordinary may appoint commissioner of poor, see § 23-2201. Ordinary's jurisdiction over county poor, etc.,
Courts of ordinary, see Title 24, Courts, Chapters 24-19 to
see Chapter 23-21.
24-21.
1.

In directing and controlling

may deem

all

the property of the county as he

expedient according to law.

— How

county property controlled, see § 91-602. Public laws
Erection and repairs, etc., of county
to be insured, see § 91-603.
Contracts with ordinary, see § 23-1701.
§§ 91-701, 91-702.

Cross-references.

and court reports
buildings,
2.

see

In levying a general tax for general county purposes and a special

tax for particular county purposes.

—

Cross-references. Objects of county tax, see § 92-3701. Tax for county purposes generally, see Title 92, Public Revenue, Chapter 92-37. Special and extra
tax, see
3.

in

§

92-3713.

In establishing, altering, or abolishing

all

roads, bridges, and ferries

conformity to law.

—

Cross-references. Bridges between counties, see § 23-1901, and Title 95. Roads,
Authority over public bridges, etc., see
Bridges, and Ferries, Chapter 95-11.
95-905.

§

4.

In establishing and changing election precincts and militia

Cross-references.

changing
5.

in

—When

and how elections

militia districts, see

§

fill

§

Laying out or

34-1302.

23-204.

In supplying, by appointment,

ordering elections to

held, see

districts.

all

vacancies in county

offices,

and

them.

—

Cross-references. Vacancy in office of clerk of superior court, see §§ 24-2704,
Power of ordinary to appoint
24-2707. Vacancy in sheriff's office, see § 24-2803.
person to discharge trust, see § 23-703. Election to fill vacancy in office of justice
of the peace, see § 24-406.
6.

In examining, settling, and allowing

Cross-reference.
7.

care,

— Ordinary

all

claims against the county.

to audit claims against county, see

In examining and auditing the accounts of

management, keeping,

collection, or

all

§

officers

23-1601.

having the

disbursement of money be-

—
§
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23-702

long-in £ to the

county or appropriated for

its

use and benefit, and bring-

ing them to a settlement.

—

Cross-references. Tax collectors and treasurers to make account of actings,
Ordinary may appoint commissioner of the poor, see
M, 92-4911,
see 55 23
file
statement of his account with ordinary, see § 23-1015.
to
Treasurer
23-2201.
I
County auditors in certain comities, see note following" § 23-1301. Expert accountDuty of ordinary as to having statement of county's financial
see S 23-1301.
Fi. fa. against person holding
edition presented to grand jury, see § 92-3709.
l
county money, see § 92-3S08.
I

.

making such

and regulations for the support of the poor of
the county, for county police and patrol, for the promotion of health and
quarantine, as are authorized by law or not inconsistent therewith.
8.

In

rules

—

Quarantine regulaCross-references. Supervision of paupers, see § 23-2101.
Sale of antitoxine by ordinaries, see
tions as to smallpox, see S§ 88-413, 88-414.
5-114.
See also Title 88. Public Health.
9.

In regulating peddling and fixing the cost of licenses therefor.
1

—

Cross-references. Peddling without license, see § 92-3905. License to peddle,
Compensation of ordinaries, see §§ 24-110, 24-1716, 24-1717 and
see § 84-2001.
note following.

—

Editorial Note. The Constitution of 1798 conferred on the inferior courts jurisdiction and control over county affairs.
An amendment to that Constitution,
adopted in 1851, created the court of ordinary and transferred to the ordinary the
jurisdiction of the inferior court in matters of probate. The inferior court, however, continued to exercise its jurisdiction over county affairs.

The Constitution of 1868 (Art. V, Sec. V, Par. II) provided that "The courts of
ordinary shall have such powers in relation to roads, bridges, ferries, public buildings, paupers, county officers, county funds, and taxes, and other matters as shall
be conferred on them by law." Section 286 of the Code of 1863 defined the jurisBy authority of
diction and authority of the inferior court over county matters.
this section of the Constitution the powers of inferior courts over county matters
as defined in the Code of 1863 were transferred to the court of ordinary, and that
Code section so appears in the later Codes. In this Code it is the above section.
Boards of county commissioners were created by special Act in a number of
counties before the Constitution of 1877, exercising in those counties the jurisdiction conferred upon the ordinary over county matters.
The Constitution of 1877, while providing that "Whatever tribunal or officers
may hereafter be created by the General Assembly for the transaction of coun^v
matters shall be uniform throughout the State," excepted from this general rule
commissioners of roads and revenues, for whose appointment the General Assembly was authorized to provide in any county. (Art. XI, Sec. HI, Far. I). Pursuant to this authority, such commissioners of roads and revenues have been
created in a large number of counties. Generally speaking, they have succeeded
to and exercise the same jurisdiction as the courts of ordinary sitting for county
purposes, but the particular Acts and their several amendments must be consulted
to determine the constitution of the respective boards and their jurisdiction and
authority.
"Commissioners of roads and revenues" and "county commissioners"
are terms used interchangeably. 155/523 (117 S. E. 432).
Besides these Acts, there are a number of so-called general Acts applicable to a
particular county or counties, which, pursuant to the general policy adopted by
the Code Commission, have not been included in this Code because they are of
only local application. Among these are the following:

Acts 1904, p. 96, providing that in counties having a population of 75,000 or
more, commissioners shall be paid $300 per annum for their services as such.
Acts 1929 p. 218, fixing the salaries of commissioners of roads and revenues in
counties having a population of 200,000 or more at $300 per month.
Acts 1921, p. 177, authorizing the board of commissioners in counties having a
population of over 14,200 and not over 14,325 to elect a clerk and to prescribe his
duties, and fix his salary, not to exceed $300 per annum.
23-702.

(4797) Concurrent jurisdiction over obstructions of roads.

Ordinaries shall have jurisdiction, concurrent at

with other tribuover the question of the removal of
provided in section 83-119, notwithstanding
least,

and
roads, as is
from
obstructions
any local or other law conferring jurisdiction on any other tribunal.
nals, in all cases

(Acts 1877,

p. 109.;

in all counties

—
Counties.
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23-703. (4798)

To

Other authority.

— The

§23

ordinary also

lias

authority

any time as a court for county purpo e and for the
cisc of any power he possesses as a quasi corporation, contra-distinguished from his power as a court.
1.

sit at

'

To

appoint any person to discharge any trust authorized } y his
powers, where no other person is designated by law, and to regulate his
2.

}

compensation, and to take bond and security.
3.

To approve

all official

bonds required

by the Governor with the dedimus,
them their commissions.
4.

To

of

him by law and

to qualify such officers,

exercise such other powers as are granted

pensable to his jurisdiction. (Acts 1875,

p.

sent to

and

by law or

him

to deli

are indis-

107; 1876, p. 109.)

—

Cross-references. Service on ordinary in suits against county, see § 23-1503.
bonds sent with dedimus, see § 89-403. Duty of ordinary whefl it is
claimed land has escheated, see § 85-1103. Authority of ordinary to provide instruction for adult illiterates, see § 32-2501.
Official

23-704. (4821) Applications for proceedings before ordinary

must be

tions

in writing.

—All

and objec-

applications for proceedings before the

ordinary, sitting for county purposes, shall be by petition in writing,

which shall plainly and distinctly set forth the grounds of the proceedings desired; and in like manner all objections to said proceedings shall
be in writing, which shall fully set forth the grounds of objection.

—

Docket, duty to keep. Said ordinary shall cause a
docket to be kept in which shall be entered all motions and applications,
which shall be called and disposed of in the order in which they stand
upon the docket, unless the ends of justice require a different course.
23-705.

(4822)

23-706. (4823) Notice of proceedings.

affected
shall

by any order or judgment

—When

individuals are to be

of said ordinary, such individuals

have reasonable notice of the time and place of hearing.

23-707. (4824)

Minutes of proceedings.

— Said

ordinary shall cause to

be kept a minute of the proceedings.

Amendments, allowance.

23-708. (4826)

—Amendments shall be allowed

as provided in other courts.

CHAPTER

23-8.

COMMISSIONERS OF ROADS AND
REVENUES.

Sec.
23-801.

Vacancies

in office of

commis-

sioners.

23-801. (627) Vacancies in office of commissioners.

occurs
in

—"When

a vacancy
commissioner of roads and revenues in any county
special Act creating a board of commissioners of roads and
said county makes no provision for succession to fill such
judge of the superior court of the county shall have power
successor to fill the unexpired term. (Acts 1898, p. 93.)

in the office of

which the

revenues for
vacancy, the
to appoint a

Cross-reference.

— County manager form of county government, see

Editorial Note.—-See note following

§

23-701.

Chapter

23-9.

§

CHAPTER

23-9.

COUNTY MANAGER FORM OF COUNTY
GOVERNMENT.

Sec

Sec.

23-901.
23-902.

"Board" defined.
County manager

23-914.

government
23-° 15.

ereated.

23-905.

Governing body; board and
manager; quorum: minutes.
Jurisdiction and powers.
Conduct of business.

23-906.

Exercise of powers.

23-907.

Sessions.

23-901
I

-
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Counties,

23-901

904

Chairman and

vice

23-916.
23-917.

Records,

23-909.

County manager as

manager;

Salaries of
ployees.

and

em-

23-919.

Compensation of board.
Commissioners of roads

and

23-920.

revenues;
23-921.

etc.

eligibility,

appointment, term, removal.
Duties of manager.
Superintendent of roads.
Attorney; special counsel.

23-918.

chairman.
23-008.

County

Terms

officers

eligibility.

of office.

23-922.

Vacancies.

clerk.

23-923.

'Oath of office.

23-910.

Reports.

23-924.

23-911.

Financial

Uniform county manager form
of government provided. Op-

23-925.

Establishment of county manager government; petition,

ex-oflicio

23-912.

audits;
statement;
examination by grand jury.
Disbursements.

23-913.

Roads; construction plans.

eration of law.

election, ballots.

—

"Board" defined. For the purpose of this Chapter the word
"board"
mean board of county commissioners of roads and revenues, unless otherwise required by the context. (Acts 1922, pp. 82, 83.)
23-901.

shall

—

Cross-references. Appointment of commissioners of roads
Const., Art. XI, Sec. Ill, Par. I (§ 2-8401).

and revenues, see

—

County manager government created. A uniform system of
county government by county commissioners to be known as the county
manager form of county government is hereby created and provided for
all the counties, which may require a county manager form of county
government, to be governed by the general law hereby enacted which
shall be of uniform operation in and equally applicable to all such coun23-902.

ties.

(Acts 1922,

p. 83.)

—

Governing body; board and manager; quorum; minutes. The
county manager form of county government hereby created shall consist of a board of county commissioners of roads and revenues composed
of five members, with a county manager as the chief executive officer
thereof; but such manager shall not be a member of such board. A majority of the board shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of all
business, and a majority of the board must concur in order to pass an
order, or let any contract, or grant or allow any claim against the county,
and their acts on all such matters shall be duly entered on the minutes
23-903.

of the board. (Acts 1922, p. S3.)

—

and powers. The board of county commissioners
of roads and revenues hereby created shall have exclusive jurisdiction
over and control of all county matters, such as public roads, bridges,
the working of convicts, private roads, county finances, the levying and
collection of taxes for county purposes, the management, control over
and disbursing of county funds, the erection, repair, and maintenance of
public buildings, the supervision over and control of, and exclusive jurisdiction over and in all matters wherein jurisdiction is now vested in the
ordinaries in counties in which there is no board of county commissioners
23-904. Jurisdiction

Counties.
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:

and revenues. The board shall be vested with all the rights,
tupowers and authority vested in the inferior courts prior to the
tion of 1868, when sitting for county purposes, except calling th
which shall be by the ordinary, and matters pertailifrlg to education,
health and such other matters as have been by general law vested by
the legislature in other officers or tribunals, or as in this law lirni*
extended, amplified or modified. Said board shall constitute a court for
the trial of road defaulters and of any and all matters pertaining to county
of roads

'

matters formerly vested in the inferior courts, or now vested in tie
dinaries in counties in which there are no boards of commissioners of

when

county purposes; shall have the
right and power to issue all necessary writs and summon parties or
witnesses before them, and shall have the power to punish for contempt
by fine or imprisonment in the same manner as the courts of ordinary.
The sheriff of the county, or his deputy, may be required to attend upon
the meetings of the board, and shall serve all writs, subpoenas, and other
processes of such court, and the sheriff shall receive for such services
such compensation as is provided by law for like service in the superior
roads and revenues,

sitting for

court. (Acts 1922, p. 84.)

—

Cross-references. Authority to provide schools for
dinary sitting for county purposes, see § 23-701.

illiterates, see § 32-2301.

Or-

—The

board shall exercise such powers
as may be construed as legislative or judicial only when sitting in regular
or special session with a quorum of the board present. (Acts 1922, p. 84.)
23-905.

Conduct

of business.

23-906. Exercise of powers.

—The board shall exercise sucb powers

as

may

be construed as executive only by or through the county manager
or other duly appointed officers or agents. (Acts 1922, p. 85.)

—

Chairman and vice chairman. The board shall
hold their regular sessions once every month on a regular day set by the
board in the courthouse of the county, and may adjourn from day to
day until their business is finished; and extra sessions may be held at
any time on the call of the chairman or of any three members of the
board when in the judgment of the board the interests of the county demand it. At the first meeting in January following the general election
at which new members of the board shall have been elected, the board
shall organize the new board by electing one of their members chairman.
They shall also elect one of their number vice chairman. (Acts 1922, p. 85.)
23-907.

Sessions.

—The

board shall keep full and correct minutes
of all its official acts and doings in a minute book kept for such purpose,
a book of receipts and disbursements, a general ledger, a warrant book,
a book containing a complete list of all the county property, real and
personal, and shall make a record therein of all sales or other disposition
of the same also a road register in which shall be kept a record of all
public roads and also of all private roads granted or ordered kept open
by the board, particularly describing such roads, and shall make a record
of all new roads which shall be hereafter granted, or ordered kept open
in accordance with law. The board shall also keep on file all paid warrants and vouchers and other papers necessary to show a complete
23-908. Records, etc.

;

record of

all

transactions of the county. (Acts 1922.

p. S5.)

§

Counties.

23-9C9
23-909.

County manager as
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ex-officio clerk.

—The comity manager shall

be ex-officio clerk of the board, but the board may elect a deputy clerk
The clerk shall keep the books of the board
if they deem it advisable.
and make a record of all the acts and doings of the board in a minute

book kept for such purpose, and also keep all other records and accounts
of the board and perform such other acts and duties as may be required
by the board not inconsistent with the provisions of this Chapter or
other law.

(Acts 1922,

23-910. Reports.

p. 86.)

—The board and county manager, jointly, shall publish

semiannual reports within 15 days after the first day of January and
July oi each year once each in the official newspaper of the county, and
also in a daily paper, if there be one published in the county, containing
a full and complete statement of the finances of the county during the
preceding half year, and showing all receipts and from what sources
derived, and all disbursements and for what purposes paid out, and such
reports shall not be mere ledger balances, but shall be in such manner
and form as to show plainly the revenues of the county, as well as the
cost of the county government in every branch. (Acts 1922, p. 86.)
Cross-reference.
tion, see

§

— Punishment

for failure to

comply with provisions

of this sec-

23-9901.

23-911. Financial statement; audits; examination

by grand

jury.

—The

board shall make a full and complete written statement of the financial
condition of the county to the grand jury of the county at the spring and
fall terms of the superior court of the county, a copy of which report shall
be kept on hie in the office of the board. Their office and records shall be
subject to examination of the grand jury, their committee, or any person
whom they may specifically empower to report to the same or a succeeding grand jury, who shall submit in writing a report of the con-

and the books and files thereof, and specify any neglect of duty or anything wrong done by the board or any member, officer
or employee thereof. The grand jury shall have an audit made, once
each year, of all the books, accounts, files and records of the board, such
examination to be made by a certified public accountant who shall be
employed by the grand jury or the foreman thereof under the authority
of the grand jury, which shall fix his compensation and the term of his
dition of such office

employment. (Acts

1922, p. 86.)

23-912. Disbursements.

—All

warrants drawn on the county shall be

drawn and signed by the county manager and countersigned by the
chairman or vice chairman of the board before being paid by the treasurer or depository of the county. All warrants shall be numbered and
shall show for what and on what fund drawn, and the paid originals
and the book of stubs carefully preserved and kept on file in the office
The chairman and vice chairman of the board and the
of the board.
county manager shall each give a bond in such sum as the board may
prescribe in a good and solvent fidelity and guaranty company payable to
the county conditioned for the faithful discharge of the duties of his

office.

bonds and the securities thereon shall be first approved by the ordinary of the county and then filed and recorded by the

The amount

of such

—
Counties.
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ordinary as the bonds of oilier county officers. Certified copies of
bonds shall be kept on file in the office of the board. (Acta 1922, p. H7.j
23-913.

Roads; construction plans.

—The

board

shall

regular ses-

in

make general pi;
manner and style

sion or special session called for such purpose

and requirements prescribing the
in which
the public roads of the county shall be constructed and repaired, and

fications

such plans, specifications or requirements shall not be modified or
changed except on the action of the board in like manner as the same v.
adopted. The board shall furnish the county manager and the county superintendent of roads each with a copy of such plans, specifications and
requirements, and require the public roads of the county to be built and
repaired in accordance therewith Provided, however, that the provisions
of this section shall not apply to roads under the supervision of the State
Highway Department. (Acts 1922, p. 87.)
:

—

Cross-reference. State-aid roads;
see § 95-1701 et seq.

powers and duties

Highway Department,

of

County manager; eligibility, appointment, term, removal.
The county manager shall be a man of good moral character at least
25 years old and with practical experience in matters of business and
finance and in the management of labor. He shall be appointed by the
board for a term of two years from the first day of January immediately
succeeding a general election for members of the board, and all vacan23-914.

be filled only for the unexpired term. The board shall have
power to discharge the county manager at any time for cause of which
they shall be exclusive judges, but shall do so by appropriate resolution
setting out such cause, which shall be entered upon the minutes of the
board. The county manager shall not be the county superintendent of
roads (or county warden) except in counties having less than 10,000 population according to the last United States decennial census in which
counties the board may combine the office of the county manager with
cies shall

that of county superintendent of roads (or county warden)
it

if

they deem

advisable. (Acts 1922, p. 88.)
Cross-reference.

—Vacancy

in office of

commissioners, see

§

23-801.

—The

county manager shall have charge
of all the business matters of the county and shall have supervision of
the work of the county in the building and repair of roads, bridges, buildings, or of any other work of the county, under the general supervision
23-915. Duties of

manager.

of the board, subject to the provisions of section 23-913.

He

the advice and consent of the board, appoint the county

warden or

perintendent of roads, and

all

shall,

with
su-

other officers and laborers of the county en-

and repair of roads, bridges, buildings, or other
work of the county over which the board has jurisdiction, and shall have
supervision over all such officers and laborers, and shall have power to
discharge such officers or laborers at any time for cause, with the right
of appeal by such officers to the board. He shall be the chief purchasing
and selling agent of the county for all animals, machinery, implements,
materials and supplies of all kinds used in the construction or repair of
buildings, roads, bridges and for the use of convicts, but all purchases
and sales by him shall be subject to the ratification of the board. He
gaged

in the construction

Counties.

§23-916
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do every act or thing necessary or proper in the discharge of his
duties as county manager, subject to the general supervision of the board.
The board shall chock up all the accounts, acts and doings of the county
manager at least once every month. (Acts 1922, p. 88.)
shall

23-916. Superintendent of roads.

(who

shall also be the convict

—The county superintendent of roads

warden

and maintenance

of the county) shall

have charge

and bridges of the
county, under the supervision of the county manager. He shall be a
practical road builder, skilled in the building and repair of roads and
bridges, and especially in the grading and repairing of roads under the
soil and climate conditions existing in the county.
He shall devote his
entire time to the duties of his office and shall not engage actively in any
other line of business which will interfere with the duties of his office:
Provided, however, that the provisions of this section shall not apply to
roads under the supervision of the State Highway Department. (Acts
oi the construction

of all the roads

1922. p. 89.)

—

Cross-references.
State-aid
State Highway Department, see § 95-1501 et seq.
roads; powers and duties of Highway Department, see § 95-1701 et seq.

23-917. Attorney; special counsel.

—The board shall have the right and

authority to employ a county attorney

when

necessary, also to employ

special counsel to represent the county in matters where, in their opinion, the

same may be necessary or advisable

the county. (Acts 1922,

to protect the interests of

p. 89.)

and employees.

—The

board shall fix the
salaries and compensation of all its officers and employees (except its
chairman and vice chairman), which shall be paid out of the county
funds as provided by law. (Acts 1922, p. 89.)
23-918. Salaries of officers

23-919.

Compensation

of board.

—The

salary or compensation of the

board shall be fixed by the recommendation of the grand
jury of the county once every two years at the session of the superior
court next preceding the general election at which members of the board
are elected, and such compensation shall be paid from the county treasury in monthly installments on warrants drawn on the treasurer or de-

members

of the

pository of the county, as in the case of other claims against the county,
and they shall receive no other compensation of any kind whatsoever,

but the grand jury may fix the compensation of the chairman and vice
chairman of the board different from that of the other members of the
board. Should no action be taken by the grand jury at such term of
the court, the compensation for such officers shall remain as fixed by the
grand jury for the past two years. (Acts 1922, p. 89.)

—

Commissioners of roads and revenues; eligibility. No person
shall be eligible to be a member of a board of commissioners of roads and
revenues under the provisions of this Chapter who is not at least 25
years old and shall have been a citizen of the county for two whole years
next preceding his election and is also a freeholder of the county, and
shall be of good moral character and experience in matters of business
and finance. No member of such boards shall be eligible to hold any
other county office while a member of such board. (Acts 1922, p. 90.)
23-920.
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23-921.

Terms

of office.

shall be four years

The terms

and

—The term

g

of office of

members

until their successors are elected

of office of three

members

of the;

board

23-924

board
and qualified
of the

expire at

shall

(

time and the terms of office of the other two members of the board shall
expire two years thereafter, so that the terms of office of all the members of a board expire as hereinbefore provided. At the first election
held under the provisions of this Chapter, three members of such board
shall be elected for a term of two years and two members of the board

term of four years, and the members so eleeted shall
determine by lot which of said members shall hold for a term of
years and which for a term of four years. The board of county commissioners of any county in office under the local Act of force in such county, at the time this law is put into effect in such county, shall hold office
until the expiration of their terms and until their successors shall be
elected and qualified under the provisions of this Chapter, and their successors shall be elected at the general election next preceding the expiration of their term of office and shall be elected for such terms as will
make the terms of office of the members of such boards expire in the
manner hereinbefore provided. As many commissioners as may be necessary to make such board of commissioners for such county have five
members shall be elected at the next general election after the adoption
shall be elected for a

1

of this

law by such county. (Acts 1922,

23-922. Vacancies.

—All vacancies

p. 90.)

in the

membership

of the board of

commissioners occurring in less than one year of the expiration of such
term of office shall be filled by appointment of a duly qualified person by
the ordinary of the county, and such appointee shall be commissioned
and hold office until his successor is elected and qualified and all vacancies occurring in the membership of the board more than one year prior
to the expiration of the term of office shall be filled by a special election
called by the ordinary of the county in the same manner as in the case
to fill vacancies in other county offices, and the person so elected shall be
commissioned and hold office until the expiration of said unexpired term
and until his successor is elected and qualified. The expense of any such
special election shall be paid out of the general funds of the county.
(Acts 1922, p. 91.)
;

23-923.

Oath

of office.

—The commissioners elected or appointed under

by the Governor for the term of office for which he shall be elected or appointed,
as the case may be, and each shall, before entering upon the duties of his
the provisions of this Chapter shall each be commissioned

take and subscribe, in addition to the oath provided by law for all
officers, the following oath, to wit, "I do solemnly swear that I will

office,

civil

well and truly discharge the duties of commissioner of roads and reve-

nues for

county, in

action, to the best of

judgment

will be

matters which require

knowledge and

most conducive

entire county, so help
Cross-reference.

my

all

me God."

—Additional

to

my

and I will so act as
the welfare and best interests
skill,

(Acts 1922,

official

in

my

of the

p. 91.)

oath required of public

officers, see § 89-302.

Uniform county manager form of government provided. Operation of law. This law shall be a general law to provide a uniform
23-924.

—

5
o

Counties.

23-925
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,

county commissioner's law for all such counties as may require a commission form of county government composed of a board of county commissioners of roads and revenues for such county, with a county manager as the chief executive officer thereof, to be known as the county
manager form of government, and shall not prevent any county from
having a county commissioner's form of county government by local Act
as now provided by law, provided such local Act shall not provide a
county manager form of government for such county; and this law shall
not go into effect in any county except upon a majority voteof the qualified voters of the county, and the operation of this law in any county
adopting the same shall be suspended and terminated in like manner
upon a majority vote of the qualified voters of the county and upon the
suspension of the operation of this law in any county, the local Act of
force in such county shall automatically be revived and shall have full
force and effect in such county, as if its operation had not been suspended in such county by the adoption of this law by such county Provided,
however, that the members of the board of commissioners of such county, in office under the provisions of this Chapter at the time of the suspension of the operation of this Chapter in such county, shall hold office
and act as the commissioners of such county under the provisions of
such local Act of such county until the expiration of their respective
terms of office under the provisions of this Chapter, and until their successors shall be elected and qualified under the provisions of such Act
for such county
Provided, further, that the operation of this Chapter in
any county shall not be suspended and terminated by any election held
within two full years after this law shall be put into effect in such county.
If the ordinary of the county shall be in charge of the affairs of such
county at the time of the adoption of this law in such county, the ordinary shall take charge of the affairs of such county upon the suspension
of the operation of this Chapter in such county, as now provided by law
for counties having no county commissioners. (Acts 1922, p. 92.)
;

:

:

—

Editorial Note. This section was amended by Acts 1927, p. 212, but the amending Act was held unconstitutional in 172/531 (158 S. E. 28). See Const., Art. I, Sec.
IV, Par. I (§ 2-401).

manager government; petition, election, ballots.
A commission form of county government composed of
a board of commissioners of roads and revenues, with a county manager
23-925. Establishment of county

—

as the chief executive officer thereof, shall be established in

any county

requiring such form of county government and the same shall be abolished in any county in the following manner, to wit:

When

a petition signed

by

one-fifth of the qualified voters of

any

county shall be filed with the ordinary of the county, requesting that an
election be called for the purpose of submitting to the qualified voters
of the county the question whether a county manager form of government composed of a board of commissioners of roads and revenues with
a county manager as the chief executive officer thereof shall be established or abolished in such county, the ordinary shall call an election to
be held within not less than 30 days nor more than 60 days after the
filing of such petition.
In all elections submitting the question whether
the county manager form of commissioners' •government shall be established or abolished in a county, those voting for the establishment of
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such form of government for such county or to retain B1N h form
ernment for such county shall have written or printed on their ball
the words "For county commissioners with a county manager for
county," naming the county, and those voting against the establishment
of such form of government, or to abolish such form of government for
such county, shall have written or printed on their ballots the words
"Against county commissioners with a county manager for
county," naming the county. The election shall be held in the manner
prescribed by the laws for the holding of elections for the election of
(

members

Assembly, and the returns from the several
voting precincts of the county, consolidated as provided by law in the
case of such elections. The returns of the board of consolidation shall
be reduced to writing and signed by a majority of the members of such
board and filed in the office of the ordinary of the county, and the ordinary shall record the same upon the minutes of the cpurt of ordinary
A certified copy thereof from the office of the court of
of the county.
ordinary shall be admissible as evidence of the returns of such board of
consolidation in any court or other tribunal. The expense incident to
of the General

the holding of such election shall be paid out of the general funds of the

county. (Acts 1922,

p. 93.)

CHAPTER

COUNTY TREASURERS.

23-10.

Sec.

Sec.

Election and term of

23-1001.

office.

23-1016.

County funds.

23-1002.

Qualifications.

23-1017.

23-1003.

Oath and bond.

23-1018.

Deposits in State depositories.
Additional bond given by de-

23-1004.

Form

23-1005.

Bond.

23-1019.

Interest on deposits.

Oath and bond, where filed.
Treasurers' bonds, where re-

23-1020.

23-1006.

Books and stationery furnished
by the county.

23-1021.

Books,

23-1007.

pository.

of oath.

corded.
23-1008.

Bond forwarded

23-1009.

Third parties not affected unless

Lien

23-1010.

for record.

bond recorded.
between parties

23-1022.

23-1023.

Books must be turned over

to

successor
Final settlements.
Treasurers to account to ordinaries or other authorities as

Directions by Governor, and
costs of record.

23-1025.

to actings and doings.
Failure to account; malprac-

23-1026.

How

a lien
nature.

23-1013.

in

23-1024.

Bond

23-1012.

when deposited

unaf-

fected.-

23-1011.

etc.,

ordinary's office.

from time

of sig-

tice.

Fees; total compensation.

23-1027.

where kept.

23-1028.

23-1014.

Office,

23-1015.

Duties, in general.

23-1001. (564) Election

by the

and term

treasurer is removed.
Vacancies, manner of rilling.
Appointees to fill vacancies
must give bond.

of office.

— County

treasurers are

qualified voters of their respective counties

and hold
their offices for four years and until their successors are elected and
qualified. (Act 1825, Cobb, 211; Acts 1827, p. 82; Const, Art. XI, Sec.
elected

II,

Par.

I

;

(§ 2-8301).)

Cross-references.

— County

officers, see Const., Art. XI, Sec. II. Par. I (§ 2-8301).
fix countv treasurer's salary, etc., see

Right to abolish office of county treasurer,
Const., Art. XI, Sec. Ill, Par. I (§ 2-8401).

of

county

— Under

the amendment to Const., Art. XI, Sec. III. Par. I
in 1924, authorizing the General Assembly to abolish the office
treasurer in any county and to fix the compensation of county treasurers

Editorial Note.
C§ 2-8401),

adopted

§

Counties.

23-1002
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without regard to uniformity of such compensation in the various counties, more
than IjO local Acts have been passed abolishing the office in as many counties and
creating county depositories. Each separate Act must be looked to for the powers,
duties, and obligations of the depositories created and the method of handling
county funds.

—

No other conditions of eligibility are
(568) Qualifications.
required save those that apply to all other officers, but no other officer
23-1002.

can be county treasurer.

—

Cross-refe-ence. Eligibility and qualifications of public officers, generally, see
Title 89, Public Officers^ Chapter 89-1.

—

Oath and bond. No appointment or election
bond and security is given and oath of office taken.

23-1003. (565)
fectual until

Form

23-10C4. (570)

of oath.

— County
"I,

:

county, and otherwise faithfully discharge

by law as county treasurer.
Cross-reference.

—Additional

23-1005. (571) Bond.

So help

me

I will faithfully

or other effects of the

the duties required of

all

me

God."

oath required of public

—They

all civil officers,

do swear

,

moneys

all

ef-

treasurers, before entering on

the duties of their office, besides the oath required of

must take the following oath, viz.
collect, disburse; and account for

is

officers, see § 89-302.

within 30 days from their
election or appointment, give a bond payable to the ordinary of the
county, or payable to the county commissioners in those counties where
such officers exist, with securities to be by him or them respectively
shall

also,

approved in a sum which in his or their judgment respectively, will be
ample to protect the county from any loss. (Acts 1889, p. 51 1918,
;

pp. 109, 110.)

— Official bonds, generally, see Title
Editorial Note. — Acts 1904,
as amended by Acts
Cross-references.

89,

Public Officers, Chap-

ter 89-4.

1923, p. 52, authorizes the
p. 96,
counties having a population of 70,000 or over to provide for the giving of surety bonds by county treasurers, the premiums to be paid
out of public funds. See note following § 23-701.

county commissioners

in all

Oath and bond, where

23-1006. (569)

and filed in the
bond must be filed and recorded

be entered on the minutes
his official

filed.

of,

—His

oath of

office

must

office of, the ordinary,

in said office.

and

(Act 1838,

Cobb, 215.)
23-1007. (1241) Treasurers' bonds,

where recorded.

—In

all

cases where

one or more sureties on the bond of the county treasurer shall own real
state in any county or counties other than the county in which such
officer shall hold office, such bond within 30 days after the execution
thereof, shall be recorded in the county or counties wherein such real
estate is situated, by the ordinary of such counties, or if the fiscal affairs
of such counties are or shall be by law committed to a board of commissioners, such bond shall be recorded within 30 days after its execution, by such board, in the book of record of bonds of county officers.
(Acts 1890-1,
23-1008.

p.

104.)

(1242)

Bond forwarded

for

record.

—After

the

treasurer's

have been accepted and recorded in the county in which such
officer holds office, the ordinary or board of commissioners of such
county shall forward the same to the ordinary or board of commissioners
in each county in which any one or more sureties on such bond shall own

bond

shall
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23- 1

any real estate, and such ordinary or board of commissioners to wh
such bond shall be sent shall record the same in accordance with the
preceding section. (Acts 1890-1,

p. 104.)

23-1009. (1243) Third parties not affected unless

bond recorded

—

As

against the interests of third parties acting in good faith and without
notice, who may have acquired a transfer or lien binding the real estate

any surety on the bond of any county treasurer, situated in any county
other than that in which such officer shall hold office, no such real
estate of such surety or sureties shall be bound from the date of such
bond, unless such bond shall have been recorded in such county. When
such bond shall be recorded after 30 days, the real estate of the sur
or sureties thereon, situated in any county or counties other than that
in which such officer shall hold office, shall be bound only from the date
when such bond shall be so recorded. (Acts 1890-1, p. 104.)
of

23-1010. (1244) Lien

between parties unaffected.

— Nothing

the

in

three preceding sections shall be construed to affect the validity or force

any such bond from the date thereof as between the par-

of the lien of
ties thereto.

(Acts 1890-1,

104.)

p.

23-1011. (1245) Directions

by Governor, and

costs of record.

—

It shall

be the duty of the Governor to give written or printed directions to the
ordinaries and boards of commissioners of the various counties, upon
the requirements of the four preceding sections, as other instructions
and directions are now given in reference to the bonds of county treasurers and the costs of transmitting and recording said bonds shall be
paid by the county treasurer. (Acts 1890-1, p. 104.)
;

Bond

23-1012. (572)

a lien from time of signature.

—"When

any

offi-

executed by any county treasurer, or any person acting as
such, the property of said treasurer, or any person so acting, as well as
the security or securities on said bond, shall be bound from the time of
cial

bond

is

the execution thereof, for the

payment

from the breach

(Acts 1876,

of said bond.

any and

of

all

liability arising

p. 16.)

23-1013. (588) Fees; total compensation.

— County

treasurers in the

several counties are entitled to receive two and one-half per cent, commission for receiving, and two and one-half per cent, commission for
paying out, all sums up to $10,000; and one and one-fourth per cent, for
receiving, and one and one-fourth per cent, for paying out, the excess

Provided,
over $10,000, for receiving and paying out county funds
that in no case shall the compensation of county treasurers exceed the
:

sum

of $3,000 per

Making
Making

annum.

his returns to the

grand jury

$1.00

his returns to the ordinary

(Acts 1874,

p.

20; 1890-1,

p. 76.)

— Quarterly statements of county
Editorial Note. — Acts of 1924,
and 1925,

Cross-reference.

1.00

officers, see § 89-704.

p. 90,
p. 161. authorize counties having a
population of from 44,000 to 60,000 inhabitants, and those froni 70.000 to 150.000
inhabitants to abolish the fee system for the compensation of officers and to sub-

stitute salaries in lieu of fees.

Acts 1907, p. Ill, fixes the salary of the county treasurers at $3,000 in counties
having a population of 75,000 or over according to the last census of the United
States.

—
Counties.

§23-1014
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Acts 1925, p. 266. provides that in counties of more than 150,000 in which the
county treasurer is paid a salary the commissioners may provide for and pay out
of county funds the clerical and other necessary expenses of the treasurer's office.
Acts 1929, p. 223. prescribes the salary for the county treasurer in counties having
a population "according to the federal census of 1920" of not less than 63,690 and
not more than 63,695.

Acts 1933. p. 257. authorizes the commissioners of roads and revenues to fix the
salary of the county treasurer in counties of not less than 75,000 and not more than
100.000 according to the last census of the United States.

23-1014.

(575) Office,

his office at the

county

where

site or at

kept.

—The

some

county treasurer must keep

place within one mile of the court-

house.
Cross-reference.

— Officers

of State to reside therein, see

23-1015. (576) Duties, in general.

—

It is

§

89-105.

the duty of the county treas-

urers

To

1.

from

diligently collect

all

officers

and others

all

moneys due

the county.

To examine

2.

the minutes and execution dockets of the different

courts of the county, to

demand and

receive

all

moneys appearing

to

be due thereon, and to institute proceedings against defaulters.

To pay without

3.

due) according to their

made

when in funds, all orders (or other debts
dates; when not in funds, payment shall be

delay,

as prescribed in section 23-1604.

To take a receipt on each order when paid and carefully file it away.
5. To keep a well-bound book in which shall be entered all receipts,
stating when received, who from, and on what account, and all amounts
paid out, stating when paid, to whom, and on what account.
6. To keep a well-bound book in which shall be entered a full descrip4.

tion of all

presented

;

county orders, or other forms of indebtedness, as they are
to record a copy of the orders of the ordinary levying

county taxes.
Editorial

To

7.

Note.— See notes following

exhibit to the

court of each year, a

§§ 23-701, 23-1001.

grand jury at the first session of the superior
statement of the condition of the county treas-

first

full

ury up to that time, and on the second
file

with the ordinary a

full

Monday

in January, annually, to

statement of his account, accompanied by

vouchers for the preceding year, together with his estimate of the
indebtedness of the county for the ensuing year, and the means of pro-

his

viding therefor, and to place his books before the grand jury or the

ordinary for examination

when

called upon.

—

Cross-references. Treasurers to make account of actings, see § 23-1024. Failure
account as malpractice, see § 23-1025. Books of treasurer to be turned over to
successor, see § 23-1022. When fiscal year begins, see § 89-901.
County officers
to make annual returns, see § 23-1201. Expert accountant, see § 23-1301. Authority of ordinary in examining accounts of officers, etc., see § 23-701, H 7.
to

Editorial
8.

Note.— See notes following

To appear

§§ 23-701, 23-1001.

before the ordinary or grand jury to render an account

and doings as county treasurer, and to exhibit
and vouchers whenever notified.
of his actings

9.

To

his

books

publish at the door of the courthouse, and in a public news-

Counties.
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.

paper,

ment

if

there

one published

is

in the

§2

county, a copy of his annual

Sfc

to the ordinary.

(Act 1825, Cobb, 211; Act 1838, Cobb, 216; Acts 1859,

County funds.

23-1016. (574)

—All county funds are

p. 25.)

to be paid to,

and

disbursed by, the county treasurer, except such as may be specially excepted by law, and then to be collected and disbursed as specially di-

(Act 1825, Cobb,

rected.

— Claims

Cross-reference.

p. 211.)

against counties, see Chapter 23-16.

23-1017. Deposits in State depositories.

—The

treasurers of the sev-

hereby authorized to deposit in any bank or banking
institution which has been designated by law as a depository for the
funds of the State, the county funds which may come into their hands
as county treasurers. (Acts 1917, p. 199.)
eral counties are

Cross-reference.

— State

depositories, see Title 100, State Depositories.

—

bond given by depository. Any depository of
State funds so selected by the county treasurer to be a depository of the
county funds shall, in addition to the bond given to the State as security
23-1018. Additional

money

for the

county
to protect him from any loss,

of the State deposited in said bank, give to the

treasurer a bond in an amount sufficient
which bond shall be payable to him, and shall be conditioned to fully
account to him for all county moneys that may be deposited by him as
such treasurer under the terms of this law. (Acts 1917, p. 199.)
23-1019. Interest

on

deposits.-

—The

said county treasurers are hereby

authorized to arrange with the bank to pay interest on the money so
deposited with said bank, but they are not required so to do, and any

hereby required to be paid by them
into the treasury of the county. (Acts 1917, p. 199.)

money

received by

them

as interest

is

—All

Books and stationery furnished by the county.
books and stationery the county treasurer may require must be
23-1020. (577)

fur-

nished at the expense of the county.
23-1021. (578) Books,

etc.,

when

the books of such treasurer are

and other

files

deposited in ordinary's

full,

office.

—"When

they, together with the vouchers

relating thereto, or connected with the office,

must be

deposited in the office of the ordinary and afterwards be part of his
records.

Books must be turned over

23-1022. (586)

to successor.

—In

case of

from office, such treasurer, or, if he is dead, his personal representative, must state his accounts, and deliver all the money, books, papers, and property of the
county to his successor, as other officers do, who must report the same
the resignation, expiration of the term, or removal

immediately to the ordinary.

—Jurisdiction
23-701,

Cross-references.
officers, see

county

§

H

7.

audit and examine accounts of
Expert accountant, see § 23-1301.

of ordinary to

—When

such county treasurer, or
his representative, has made a fair and full statement of all his accounts
and liabilities as such, an exoneration of himself and sureties, together
23-1023. (587) Final settlements.

§

Counties.

23-1024

532

with the details of such settlement, must be entered on the minutes of
the court of ordinary, and be final, except for fraud.
Cross-reference.
etc..

see

§

— Failure of treasurer to account as to funds, actings and

doings,

23-1024,

23-1024. {?27) Treasurers to account to ordinaries or other authori-

—

and doings. It shall be the duty of the ordinaries or
other authorities having charge of county affairs to compel the treasurers of their respective counties to come before them at such times as
may be designated by them, not less than twice in each year, to render
an account of their official actings and doings respecting the county tax
and funds, and to make a full and complete exhibit of their books, vouch(Acts 1882-3,
ers, accounts, and all things pertaining to their offices.
ties as to actings

p. 82.)

—

Cross-references. Ordinary's authority to audit accounts of officers handling
county funds, in § 23-701, 11 7. Expert accountants, see § 23-1301. Treasurer to
tile with ordinary a full statement of his account, etc., see § 23-1015, II 7.
Duties of
grand juries in relation to county affairs, see §§ 59-309, 59-310. Ordinary's enforcement of payment of county money, see §§ 92-3807 to 92-3811.

23-1025. (528) Failure to account; malpractice.

—The

failure

or re-

any county treasurer to render the account and make the showing provided for by the preceding section, after being notified so to do
by the ordinary or other authority having charge of county matters,
shall constitute malpractice in office, and a conviction therefor shall subPending the continuance of
ject the offender to removal from office.
such failure or refusal after the notice aforesaid, the ordinary or other
authority aforesaid shall suspend the said treasurer from duty and shall
appoint some fit and proper person to take charge of the county funds
and perform the duties of his office, pending such suspension and until
the question of his removal can be passed upon and decided by the
proper tribunal. Proper bonds shall be taken from the person so apProvided, that the power given by this
pointed, as provided by law:
and the preceding section to inquire into the affairs of the treasurer of
the county and to suspend him from office in certain cases shall in no
way affect his own liability or that of the sureties on his bond.
fusal of

—

Cross-references. Appointees to fill vacancies must give bond, see § 23-1028.
Accounting of public moneys, see Title 89, Public Officers, Chapter 89-8. Ordinary's authority over county affairs, see § 23-701 and note thereunder.

How

23-1026. (566)

removed

in the

treasurer

is

same manner that

removed.

— County treasurers may be

clerks of the superior courts

may

be.

(Act 1821, Cobb, 211.)
Cross-reference.

— Removal

of clerks of superior courts, see

23-1027. (567) Vacancies,

manner

vacancies in other county offices are

of filling.

§

24-2724.

—Vacancies

are filled as

filled.

—

Cross-references. Authority of ordinary to fill county offices, see § 23-701, 1f 5.
Notice to be given by ordinary in case of vacancy, see § 24-2704. How offices are
vacated, see

§

89-501.

Terms

of officers to

fill

vacancies, see

§

89-502.

—

vacancies must give bond. The
bonds of appointees to fill vacancies shall be in the discretion of the
ordinary, taking into consideration the amount that may come into their
23-1028. (573) Appointees

to

fill

hands, and for double such amount.
Cross-references.
§§ 23-1024, 92-4911.

Editorial

— Tax

collectors

and treasurers to make account of actings, see

Failure to account

Note.— See note following

is

malpractice, see §§ 23-1025, 92-4912.

§§ 23-701, 23-1001.
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CHAPTER

COUNTY SURVEYORS.

23-11.

Sec.

Sec.

How

commissioned,
removed.
Failure to elect; appointment

23-1101.

elected,
qualified, and

23-1102.

to

fill

vacancy.

23-1109.

Fees.

23-1110.

Peel

23-1111.

Execution for

when survey for private
or corporate benefit.
fees.

23-1104.

Commission when appointed
by the ordinary,
Oath and bond.

23-1105.

One

23-1106.

Oath taken by assistant.
Office, where kept

23-1115.

When

23-1107.

23-1116.

Rights,

23-1108.

Duties

23-1117.

Removal; grounds.

23-1103.

for each county; assistants or deputies.

How

23-1101. (591)

Surveys,

Where

23-1114.

Liability, etc., of

commissioned,

elected,

there

ing when
veyor.

*

in general.

when evidence.

23-1112.

23-1113.

is

no surveyor.
persons act-

there

no sur-

is

surveyor disqualified.
etc.,

of appointee.

and removed.

qualified,

— County surveyors are elected, commissioned, qualified, and removed as
and hold

clerks of the superior courts are,

(Act 1799, Cobb, 198; Const., Art. XI, Sec.

their offices for four years.

II,

Par.

I

(§ 2-8301).)

—

Cross-references.
Elections of county officers, see §§ 34-2601 to 34-2607. Terms
of office, see Const., Art. XI, Sec. II, Par. I (§ 2-8301). Removal of clerks of superior courts, see § 24-2724. Qualifications of officers, generally, see Title 89, Public Officers, Chapter 89-1.
commissioned, see § 89-202.
^

How

"

23-1102. (592) Failure to elect; appointment to

there

is

a failure to elect a person

or a vacancy occurs, the ordinary

vacancy

is rilled

Cross-reference.
I

who

fill

vacancy.

— In

case

qualified at the regular time,

is

must appoint such surveyor,

until the

according to law.

—Authority

of ordinary to

vacancies in county

fill

offices,

see

23-701, \ 5

23-1103. (593)

Commission when appointed by the ordinary.

—

If

a

county surveyor derives his authority from appointment, he needs no
commission beyond the order of the ordinary entered on his minutes, of
which appointment the Governor must be informed without delay.
23-1104. (594)

Oath and bond.

— Before

entering on the duties of his

he must take the
following
"I;
swear that I will, to the best of my skill and knowledge, discharge the duties of surveyor of
county, and that I will
not admeasure, survey, or lay out any land in my capacity as such, or
knowingly permit or cause it to be done, without a warrant first obtained
office,

besides the oath required of
:

officers,

civil

,

for that purpose.

So help me God."

bond and security
Cross-reference.

all

in the

sum

He

of $1,000.

—Additional oath of public

23-1105. (596)

One

shall also, at the

same

time, give

(Act 1847, Cobb, 217.)
officers, see § 89-302.

for each county; assistants or deputies.

—There

must be one surveyor for each county, and he is empowered to appoint
one or more assistants or deputies, for whose conduct he is responsible.
(Act 1783, Cobb, 665; Act 1784, Cobb, 670.)

—

Oath taken by assistant. When such an assistant is
appointed he must take the same oath the surveyor takes, and the fact
of the appointment must, at the same time, be entered on the minutes of
23-1106. (597)

the ordinary.
23-1107. (598) Office,

where

his office at his place of abode,

kept.
if

—The

county surveyor

may keep

within the limits of the county.

—

:

—

Counties.

§23-1108

23-1108. {599) Duties in general.

—
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It is his

duty

To punctually observe and carry into effect all such orders
may receive from any officer who may lawfully command him.
2. To admeasure and lay off dower, to partition lands, to make

as he

1.

veys. to give plats of

law

in

all

surveys, and to administer

all

resur-

oaths required by

such cases.

To survey county lines and district lines, or other surveys, in which
county
may be interested, whenever required by the ordinary.
his
3.

4.

of

To

execute

all

surveys required by the rule or order of any court

competent jurisdiction.
Cross-reference.
5.

To keep

surveys made

when

— Rules of superior courts as to surveys, see §§ 24-3353 to 24-3357.

a well-bound

book

in

which

shall be entered plats of all

by him, with a minute of the names of the chainbearers,

executed, by whose order and to

whom

plat delivered,

any;

if

which book shall belong to his office and be turned over to his successor,
and when full shall be deposited in the office of the ordinary.
(Act 1785, Cobb, 672; Act 1838, Cobb, 215; Act 1783, Cobb, 668.)
Cross-references.
construction work,
§ 85-1606 et seq.

23-1109.

— Duty
etc.,

of county surveyor to assist road commissioners in
see § 95-206. Duty of surveyor as to processioning, see

(608) Fees.

— County

surveyors' fees shall be as follows, to

wit

Surveying a town lot and returning a certificate thereof
Surveying a tract of land of or under 100 acres

$1.25
3.50

Each 100 acres after the first
Making a plat, recording, advertising, and transmitting the same

1.00

to

the Secretary of • State's office

Resurvey
first

of land

by order

1.25

of court, of or

under 100 acres, for the

100 acres

3.50

Every 100 acres after the first
1.00
Every other resurvey of the same
1.00
1.25
Making and certifying a plat thereof and transmitting the same.
Running line between counties, districts, or making new lines, per
8.00
day, he furnishing the chainbearer and provisions
5.00
Each plat of homestead, affidavit and .return
additional
3.00
Each
plat where more than one lot
.

TAct 1792, Cobb, 350; Acts 1870,
Cross-references.
terly statements of

p. 68.)

—Fee for aiding special road commissioner, see
county

.

§

95-206.

Quar-

officers in certain counties, see § 89-704.

when survey for private or corporate benefit.
When surveys are made for private or corporate benefit, the fees are to
be paid by the person, or persons, or corporation who orders the survey;
when by order of the ordinary, out of the county funds and when by
23-1110. (600) Fees

;

order of court, unless otherwise agreed upon, they are to be taxed in the
bill of costs, and shall have the effect of a judgment lien upon the land

surveyed,

if

not paid by the party bound for costs.

23-1111. (601) Execution for fees.

—

county surveyor has
made a survey for any person, who neglects to pay him, such surveyor
upon making oath before the ordinary of his county of the performance
If

after a
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and

of such service

name

g

2 3-1117

value, such ordinary shall issue a fi. fa. in the
of the ordinary, for the use of such surveyor, against such de-

faulter,

who may

against

whom

its

defend himself therefor,

who

executions issue

in

the

same manner

—

Cross-reference. Right to file affidavit of illegality
against defaulter for county money, see § 92-3810.

when

23-1112. (602) Surveys,

made by

as persons

detain county funds.

evidence.

execution

to

ordinary*!

— Surveys

or plats

of

land

the county surveyor, under order of court, and on notice to

all

the parties, of lands within his county, signed by him officially, and stat-

ing the contents, courses, distances, of any land surveyed by him, are
presumptive evidence of the facts, if all the requisites of the law touching such surveys and the reports thereof are complied with.
Cross-reference.

— Rules of superior courts as to surveys, see
Where

no surveyor.

§§ 24-3353 to 24-3357.

—When there

no county
surveyor, any competent person, a citizen of the county, may perform
his duties, when specially required, if first sworn to do the same skillfully, faithfully and impartially, to the best of his knowledge; or, in default of such person, the county surveyor of an adjoining county may
23-1113. (603)

there

is

is

officiate.

23-1114. (604) Liability,

etc.,

of persons acting

when

there

is

no sur-

—Persons

performing such service are on the same footing as
county surveyors as to the special service rendered, and are personally
liable as such surveyors are officially.
veyor.

veyor

is

—

When

surveyor disqualified. When any county surinterested in any survey to be made, the judge of the superior

23-1115. (605)

court or the ordinary of the county in which the land

is

located,

upon the

application of any party in interest, shall appoint a competent, disinter-

ested surveyor to

make

the survey, or the order may, in the discretion

of the judge or the ordinary be directed to the surveyor of

county.

surveyor appointed

If the

is

any adjoining

not a county surveyor, he

shall,

before entering on said survey, subscribe before some judicial officer of
the county the oath

now

required of county surveyors.

(Acts 1882-3,

p. 104.)

23-1116. (606) Rights,

etc.,

of appointee.

—The

duties of the surveyor so appointed shall be the

rights,

same

powers, and

as those of the

county surveyor, and the return of such surveyor shall have the same
force and effect as other surveys. (Acts 1882-3, pp. 104, 105.)
Cross-reference.

—Punishment for

false survey, see

§

23-9903.

—

Removal; grounds. The county surveyor, whether
elected or appointed, may be removed by the ordinary for want of capacity, on the same proceeding before him, and by him to be decided, that
clerks of the superior courts are removed in the superior court.
This
cause of removal shall be in addition to the causes which apply to all
23-1117. (595)

officers.

—

Cross-references. Persons ineligible for public office, see
clerks of superior courts, see § 24-2724.
Editorial

Note.— See note following

§

23-701.

§

89-101.

Removal

of

—
Counties.

§23-1201

CHAPTER

23-1*2.
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ANNUAL REPORTS OF COUNTY

OFFICERS.

Sec.

Sec.

23-1201.

Requirement; contents.

23-1202.

Duty

grand

of

23-1203.

juries.

23-1201. (413) Requirement; contents.

Officer failing to make returns,
how dealt with.

—The ordinaries,

county treas-

and
under oath, to the grand juries of their respective
counties on the first day of each term of the superior court, setting forth
a just and true statement of the amount of money received by them
belonging to the county and the source from which the same was received
also, their expenditures, accompanied with proper vouchers.
sheriffs of the various counties

urers, clerks of the superior courts,

make

shall

a return,

;

(Acts 1876,

p. 13.)

Cross-references.

— Compelling

by tax

reports

collectors

and treasurers, see

Expert accountant, see § 23-1301. Fiscal year, see § 89-901.
IS 23-1024, 92-4911.
Duties of county treasurer, see § 23-1015. Accounting by public officers, see
-SOI et seq.
5 8
23-1202.

(414)

Duty

of grand juries.

—When the returns provided for

preceding section shall have been made, the grand jury shall examine the same, and if found correct, indorse their approval thereon, and
in the

attach the

same

to their general presentments, to be filed in the clerk's

found incorrect, the grand jury, through
their foreman, shall return said returns to the officer making the same,
plainly and distinctly setting forth in writing the grounds of their disapproval, and require said officer to appear before said jury and explain
the errors complained of. (Acts 1876, p. 13.)
office of the

superior court.

If

23-1203. (415) Officer failing to

Should any

officer fail or refuse to

make returns, how dealt with.
make the return required by section

23-1201, the foreman of the grand jury shall notify the presiding judge
of said failure instanter;

said delinquent officer to

by said

and said judge shall issue an order requiring
come forward and make the return as required

section, or, in default, be attached for contempt.

(Acts 1876,

p. 14.)

CHAPTER

EXPERT ACCOUNTANTS.

23-13.

Sec.

Employment; place

23-1301.

23-1301. (418)

of residence.

Employment;

place

commissioners of roads and revenues

of

residence.

—The

ordinary,

or

having such commissioners, are authorized, whenever they deem it necessary to do so,
to employ an expert accountant to examine and report on the books,
vouchers, and accounts of any county officer whose duty it is under the
law to handle county funds. The expert accountant may reside in the
county in which he is to be employed or elsewhere. (Acts 1901, p. 57.)
Cross-reference.

— Performance

in the counties

of similar duties

by grand

juries, see §§ 59-309,

59-310.

Editorial Note.— Acts 1905, p. 107 (§§ 416 to 418 of the Code of 1910), makes the
clerks of the board of commissioners of roads and revenues of counties having a
city of more than 85,000 population, ex-officio county auditors and prescribes the
duties, etc., of such auditors.
Acts 1929, p. 212, authorizes the boards of commissioners of roads and revenues of counties having a population, "according to the
United States census of 1920." of not more than 25,865 and not less than 25,860, to
appoint »n editor, and prescribes the duties, etc., of such auditor. See note fol-

lowing

§

23-701.
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CHAPTER
23-1402.

Sec.

Appointment; number; age.
Salaries and expenses; how
paid.

23-1403.
23-1404.

23-1405.

23-1406

COUNTY POLICE.

23-14.

Sec.

23-1401.

§

23-1406.

Ponds.

23-1407.

Terms

23-1408.

Appointment

Powers.
of
roads
bridges; reports.

Inspection

Rules for control

and
23-1409.

removal

of police for cercounties; power to ar-

tain
rf:St

of office;

-

Compensation*

of.

—

Appointment; number; age. The county commissioners of the counties having any number of population for the ordinaries
of such counties having no commissioners) shall have authority, in their
discretion, to elect or appoint county police; said police to consist of
such number of men of good character, not under 21 years of age, as
such county commissioners or ordinaries shall, in their discretion, elect
23-1401. (849)

or appoint as aforesaid. (Acts 1914,

p. 142.)

— County officer to give information as to persons subject to miliNote.— Acts 1933,
212, provides that the officers and men of any

Cross-reference.

tia duty, see § 86-204.

Editorial

p.

county police department in any county having a poDulation of 200.000 or more inhabitants shall serve during good behavior and efficient service, and authorizes the
governing authority to establish a civil service plan. See note following § 23-701.

and expenses; how

— Said

county comfix the salaries of said county police; and
the same, together with expense of maintaining said county police shall
be paid out of the county treasury and to that end the said county commissioners or ordinaries are hereby authorized and empowered to levy
such tax as may be necessary to pay said salaries and such expense over
and above the sums for which they are now authorized to levy a tax.
(Acts 1914, p. 142.)
23-1402. (850) Salaries

paid.

missioners or ordinaries shall

;

— Said

county police shall each of them have
under the direction and control of the commissioners or ordinaries the
same power to make arrests and to execute and return all criminal warrants and processes as sheriffs now have; and shall, under the same directions and authority, have all the powers of sheriffs as peace officers
in the county of their election or appointment. (Acts 1914, p. 142.)
23-1403. (851) Powers.

23-1404. (852) Inspection of roads

and bridges;

reports.

—The

said

county police shall also, under the direction of said county commissioners or ordinaries, perform the duty of inspecting all the roads and bridges
of the county; and shall, under such direction, report from time to time
(Acts 1914,
the conditions of the roads and bridges of said counties.
p. 142.)

23-1405. (853) Rules for control

of.

—The

said county commissioners

or ordinaries shall, upon election or appointment of county police,

make

and regulations for the conduct, management and control of said
county police; and shall from time to time enlarge, modify or change

rules

such rules and regulations as their discretion

may

(Acts 1914,

dictate.

p. 142.)

23-1406. (854) Bonds.
of

them

—Upon the election of such county

shall enter into a

good and solvent bond,

in a

sum

police,

each

not less than

Counties.

§23-1407
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by such commissioners or ordinaries, conditioned for
the faithful performance of all their duties; and anyone injured or damped by any one of said county police may bring- suit upon his bond in
his or her name, or in the name of the commissioners or ordinaries, for
$1,000, to be fixed

his or her benefit or use.
Cross-reference.

23-1407.

— Official

(Acts 1914,
bonds, see

Terms

(855)

§

p. 142.)

89-401 et seq.

of office; removal.

—The

terms for which said

county police shall be elected or appointed shall be left to the discretion
of the commissioners or ordinaries and such county police or any member thereof may be removed from office at any time at the will of the
commissioners or ordinaries, with or without cause. (Acts 1914, p. 142.)

Appointment

23-1408.

of police for certain counties;

power

to arrest.

— The

commissioners of roads and revenues or other authority or authorities having charge of county affairs, in all counties in which there

may

be hereafter established public resorts or settlements of people either permanent or temporary, which resorts or settlements are or
are or

may

be outside of the limits of a municipal corporation, shall have the

and employ county police for the purpose of preventing and suppressing all violations of law in such resorts or settlements,
and all such police shall have all the powers as to making arrests and
preserving order as are at present or as may be hereafter conferred on

power

to appoint

(Acts 1913,

sheriffs or other officers.

p. 81.)

— Said

county authority or authorities shall
have the power to pay such county police out of the county funds and to
make a tax levy for such purposes along with the other purposes pro23-1409. Compensation.

vided by law. (Acts 1913,
Cross-reference.

— Purposes

p. 81.)

for

which county tax may be assessed, see

§

92-3701

et seq.

PART VI. SUITS AND CLAIMS AGAINST COUNTIES;
COUNTY ORDERS: CONTRACTS BY COUNTIES.
CHAPTER

23-15.

SUITS AGAINST COUNTIES.
Sec.

Sec.
23-1501.

Every county as body corpor-

23-1503.

23-1502.

When

against

Suits

county

how

liable to suit.

— Every

Every county as body corporate.
body corporate, with power to sue or be sued in any
23-1501.

counties,

brought and served.

ate.

T383)

county is a
court. (Acts 1863-4,

PP. 72, 73.)
Cross-references.

VII, Sec. VII, Par.

— Restrictions
I

on debts of counties and cities, see Const., Art.
Counties as corporate bodies, see Const., Art. XI,
Ordinary's authority to act as quasi-corporation, see

(§ 2-5501).

Sec. I, Par. I (§ 2-8201).
Jurors when counties are interested, see
§ 23-703, 1 1.

23-1502. (384)
suit for

When

any cause

79 Ga. 127

(4-

county

liable to suit.

of action unless

made

§

59-714.

—A county

is

not liable to

so by statute. (72 Ga. 188;

S. E. 20).)

—

Cross-references. When one county liable for support of pauper removed to another county, see § 23-2306. County operating toll bridge, toll ferry, etc., liable for

539

23-K/jl

Ojr.wTiiv-:.
I

damages, see

See also § 95-1210.
§ 95-906.
Public Finance, Chapters 87-3, 87-4.

Validation of county bonds,

23-1503. (385) Suits against counties,

must be

how brought and

Title 87

s';';

served.

— Suits

flame of the county, and in
cases in which a county may be a party defendant, service perfected up
the ordinary and clerk of the' court of ordinary, if there be a clerk, and

by or against a county

in the

if

upon the ordinary alone, shall be deemed sufficient;
cept that in those counties where the fiscal affairs of the county are committed to a board of commissioners, service perfected upon a majority
no

clerk, then

of said commissioners shall be sufficient.

(Acts 1872,

p. 39-.)

—

Cross-references. Service of process on corporations generally, see § 22-1101.
Suits by or
Ordinary's jurisdiction over county affairs, see §§ 23-701, 23-702.
against county in name of county, see Const., Art. XI, Sec. 1, Par. I (§ 2-8201;.

CHAPTER

23-16.

CLAIMS AGAINST COUNTIES; COUNTY
ORDERS.
Sec.

Sec.

County claims to be audited
and registered; orders to
specify fund on which drawn.
Claims to be presented, when.

23-1601.

23-1602.

23-1603.
23-1604.

23-1606.

County orders negotiable.

23-1608.

Want

23-1609.

Purchase by treasurer of coun-

of funds.
of orders.

Presentment

ty orders at discount
jects him to removal.

are paid.

County orders; time

Failure to present county orders.

Judgment against county.
Order in which county debts

23-1605.

23-1607.

sub-

23-1610.

Speculating by county

23-1611.

county orders.
Treasurer failing to pay over

of pay-

officers,

in

ment.

money.

County claims to be audited and registered; orders
to specify fund on which drawn.
Except where otherwise provided
by law each ordinary shall audit all claims against his respective county,
and every claim, or such part as may be allowed, must be registered, and
he or his clerk must give the claimant an order on the treasurer for the
same, and in the order he shall specifically designate upon what particular fund such order is drawn and out of which payment is to be made.
23-1601. (410)

(Acts 1871-2,

p. 69.)

Cross-references.

Taxes for

—

Comptroller, see

—

Jurisdiction of ordinary over county affairs, see
purpose to be used only for that purpose, see § 92-3708.

specific
§

40-1505,

11

7.

23-1602. (411) Claims to

Duty

of State Treasurer, see

be presented, when.

§

—All

40-1101, 1

claims

§

23-701.
of

Duty
8.

against

must be presented within 12 months after they accrue or become payable, or the same are barred, unless held by minors or other
persons laboring under disabilities, who are allowed 12 months after
counties

the removal of such disability.
23-1603. (412)

the citizens of a

—

Judgment against county. The private property of
county shall not be bound by any judgment obtained

against the county, but such judgment,

if

binding, shall be satisfied

from money raised by lawful taxation.

—

Order in which county debts are paid. When there
are funds enough to pay all outstanding orders and other forms of indebtedness due, which the treasurer may be authorized to pay, they may
23-1604. (579)

6
g

Counties.

23-1605

540

be paid indiscriminately without regard to their dates when there is
enough to pay all dated anterior to some particular dates, all such may
;

be likewise paid indiscriminately;

when

there

of equal degree, they shall be paid ratably

;

is

not enough to pay

under

all

all

other circum-

stances, they shall be paid in the order of their dates.

—

County orders; time of payment. No order shall be
paid until after five days from its date and delivery, unless otherwise
specially ordered the ordinary may furnish in the meantime the county
treasurer with a full statement of all orders issued, which shall be by
him immediately registered, and when so registered shall be paid ac23-1605. (580)

;

cording to law without further notice to the treasurer previous to the
time of payment.

—

County orders negotiable. All county orders are transferable by delivery or indorsement, and the indorser is liable according
to the terms of his indorsement, as in commercial paper, but no transfer can take place so as to prevent a treasurer from setting off any sum
23-1606. (5S3)

that the payee

may

be due the county at the date of the order.

—

Negotiation generally, see Title 14, Bills and Notes, Chapter
Bonds, etc., negotiable, see § 14-1801. Liability of indorser, see § 14-607.
Requirements for instrument to be negotiable, see § 14-201.
Cross-references.

14-4.

—

any person holding county orders shall fail to present them by the first day of December
of each year to the county treasurer for payment, they shall be postponed
to all orders which were so presented and not paid for want of funds.
23-1607. (581) Failure to present county orders.

Cross-reference.
40-1101,

§

II

— Duty

of

State

If

Treasurer as to lapsed appropriations, see

14.

Want

—

Presentment of orders. On the first
day in December of each year such treasurer and the commissioners of
roads and revenues or other authority having control of finances of the
county together shall make an entry of all orders entitled to payment
which were not so presented for payment, and what orders not of equal
dignity have been paid instead, in whole or in part, and what others
are entitled to payment before such nonpresented orders.
Persons holding such orders, who present them without receiving their pay before
said day, may have the treasurer annually to mark thereon "Presented,"
the day of presentation, and not paid for want of funds. Such county
orders, when legally issued and duly presented as herein provided and
23-1608.

(582)

of funds.

not paid for want of funds, shall bear interest at the legal rate from date
of entry of presentation and nonpayment for want of funds: Provided,
however, interest shall not be paid on such warrant or warrants after
July 1st following the year in which presented unless such warrant or
warrants are again presented and payment refused for want of funds.

The

treasurer or keeper of county funds shall indorse on the warrant

the words, "Presented for payment; no funds on hand with which to

pay same.

This the

day

of

,

19.

.

.":

Provided, that the provisions of this law shall not apply to warrants
outstanding at the time of the passage of this law. (Acts 1920, p. 65.)

—
—
)

Co unties.

541

23-1609. (584) Purchase

him

subjects

to removal.

county orders or claims

§23-1 7

(
>

by treasurer of county orders at discount
If any county trea ttrer shall buy up any

—

for

than their

less

par value, either by

full

himself or agents, directly or indirectly, or by paying for them in property at an estimated value above its true value, or refuse to pay an order

when he has funds
removed from
(Acts 1895,

pay the same, or illegally postpone one, he shall be
on complaint and proof being made to the ordinary.

to

office

p. 63.)

Cross-reference.

—Violation

of this section a misdemeanor, see

§

23-9902.

by county officers.
buy up at a discount,

23-1610. (281 P. C.) Speculating in county orders

any public officer of any county in this State shall
or in any manner speculate in what are known as "county orders," or
in "jury scrip," or any other order or scrip which is to be paid out of any
public fund of this State, or of any county in this State, he shall be removed from office. (Acts 1878-9, p. 79.)

If

—

Cross-references. Penalty for officer's receiving reward for depositing State
in State depositories, see § 100-9901.
Violation of section as misdemeanor,
see § 23-9909.

money

—

pay over money. When the county treasurer at any time fails to pay any order which is entitled to payment, or other legal demand upon him, or to pay any balance that may
be in his hands to his successor, or to the person entitled to receive it,
23-1611. (585) Treasurer failing to

the ordinary or other authority having control of the business of the

county

may

issue execution against

him and

his sureties for the

amount

due, as against a defaulting tax collector. (Act 1825, Cobb, 212; 108 Ga.

602 (34

E. 160).)

S.

Cross-references.

— Ordinary compelling person

holding

count}''

money

over, see § 92-3808. Persons borrowing county money, see § 92-3811.
tax collector liable to 20 per cent, interest per annum, see § 92-5504.

Editorial

Note.— See notes following

CHAPTER

23-17.

23-1702.

CONTRACTS BY COUNTIES.
Sec.

Contracts to be in writing and
entered on minutes.
Mode of contracting in certain

23-1709.
23-1710.

23-1711.

cases.

What

23-1704.

Contractors to give bond.

23-1705.

Bond

23-1706.

Approval and

notice shall be given.

23-1712.

false;
paid.

for public contractors.
filing of

Invalidity of contract

be

bond.

Insolvent or insufficient sure-

recovery

if

oath

of

sum

23-1713.

Certain purchases prohibited.

23-1714.

Penalty for violation of preceding section; contract il-

ties.

23-1708.

Limit of time to bring action.
Public work, competition for.
Oath to be made by successful
bidder.

23-1703.

23-1707.

it

§§ 23-701, 23-1001.

Sec.
23-1701.

pay

to

Delinquent

legaL

Action on bond.

23-1701. (386) Contracts to be in writing

and entered on minutes.

All contracts entered into by the ordinary with other persons in behalf
of the county shall be in writing
Cross-references.
tracts for building

and entered on his minutes.

of ordinary over county
— Jurisdiction
repairing

and

affairs, see § 23-701.

bridges between counties, see §
connecting border counties with adjacent States, see § 23-3001.
see, §§ 91-601 to 91-604.
County buildings and supplies, see §§
Annual inventory of State and county property, see §§ 91-801 to
Editorial

Note.— See note following

§

23-701.

23-1901.

Con-

Bridges

Countv propertv,
91-701 to 91-70$.
91-806.

—
§

23-1702
23-1702.

Counties.
(387)

Mode

of

542

contracting in certain cases.

—Whenever

it

becomes nec< 3Sary to build or repair any courthouse, jail, bridge, causeway, or other public works in any county, the officer having charge of
the roads and revenues and public buildings of such county shall cause
the same to be built or repaired by letting out the contract therefor to
the lowest bidder, at public outcry, before the courthouse door, after

having advertised the letting of said contracts as hereinafter provided:
Provided, that such county authorities shall have authority to reject any
and all bids at such public letting, and if in their discretion the public
interest and economy require it, such county authorities may build or
repair any public buildings, bridges, causeways, or other public property in the county, by contract or sealed proposals, to be invited under
the same provisions as to specifications and like informations as are provided in the following sections. (Acts 1878-9, p. 159; 1880-1, p. 183.)

—

Cross-references. Bridges between counties, see Chapter 23-19. Power of GenAssembly to create office of county commissioners, see Const., Art. VI, Sec.
XIX, Par. I (§ 2-4601). Power of ordinary to let contract for erection of county
Penalty for violation of this section, see
bridges, terries, etc., see § 95-905, If 1.
Ordinary's jurisdiction over county affairs, see § 23-701 and note.
§ 23-9904.
eral

23-1703. (388)

What

notice shall be given.

give notice of the contract to be
sheriff's sales are advertised,

let,

in

—The

proper

officer shall

the newspaper wherein the

once a week for four weeks, and by posting

a written notice at the courthouse door for a like time,

which notice and

advertisement shall embrace such details and specifications as will enable the public to know the extent and character of the work to be done,
and the terms and time of /payment. Such officer shall make out, and
post conspicuously in his office, complete and minute specifications of
the proposed public work, which shall be open to the inspection of the
public. (Acts 1878-9, p. 160; 1901, p. 20.)
Cross-reference.

— Penalty for violation,

see

§

23-9904.

23-1704. (389) Contractors to give bond.

Contractors who

are

awarded contracts shall be required to give bond in double the amount
of the bid, with two good and solvent securities, for the faithful performance of the contract, and to indemnify the county for any damages occasioned by a failure to perform the same within the prescribed time.
It shall be unlawful to let out any contract for building or repairing any
public building, bridge, or other public work, unless the provisions of
the three preceding sections are complied with; and any contractor do-

having done, any work of the kind in any other manner shall not
be entitled to receive any pay therefor: Provided, that the requirements of these sections shall not apply to the building or repairing of
any public bridge, building, or other work when the same can be done
at a less cost than $300, but such officer may have such work of building
Provided,
or repairing done by hiring hands and furnishing materials
further, that in any county having a chain gang the county commissioners of such county, or other persons having charge of such works, shall
have the power and authority to purchase material for, and use the convicts in, building or repairing any public building, bridge, causeway, or
other public works in such county, and in such cases sections 23-1701 to
23-1703 shall not apply. Where such material is purchased and such
work done with the convicts, the county authorities of such county may
ing, or

:

Counties.
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use the funds of said county arising from taxes levied for such purpo
in purchasing- said material and in supporting and maintaining V.
victs while said work is being done. (Acts 1878-9, p. 159; 1889, p. 49;
i

1920, p. 58.)

—

Cross-references. Penalty for violation of this section, see § 23-9904.
Bond
J>ond of contractors to build bridgefl bctl
public contractors, see § 23-1705.
counties, see § 23-1903.
Editorial Note.

23-1705.

— See note

Bond

following

§

23-701.

for public contractors.

— No

contract with this State,
a county, municipal corporation, or any other public board or be
thereof, for the doing of

any public work

any purp'
the State or other body

shall be valid for

unless the contractor shall give bond, payable to

contracted with, with good and sufficient surety, for the use of the
obligee and of all persons doing work or furnishing skill, tools, machinery, or materials under or for the purpose of such contract, condi-

tioned for the completion of the contract in accordance with

its

terms,

from all costs and charges that may accrue
on account of the doing of the work specified for the payments as they
become due of all just claims for work, tools, machinery, skill and materials furnished by persons under, or for the purpose of, such contract,
and for a compliance with the laws appertaining thereto. The penalty
(Acts 1910,
of such bond shall be not less than the contract price.
for saving the obligee free

p.

86; 1916, pp. 94, 95.)
Cross-reference.

§

— Contractor's

bond

for building bridges between counties, see

23-1903.

and

—

bond. Such bond shall be approved
and filed with the treasurer, or the person performing the duties usually
performed by a treasurer, of the obligee named therein, unless the con23-1706. Approval

tract

is

filing of

improvement or repair of buildings for a State
which case it shall be approved and filed with the board or

for the erection,

institution, in

having the financial management of such institution
Provided,
however, that should the surety named in said bond be other than a
surety company authorized by law to do business in this State, such
bond shall not be approved and filed unless said surety make and file
with said bond an affidavit stating under oath that said surety is the fee
officer

:

simple owner of real estate equal in value to the amount of the bond over

and above any and all liens, encumbrances, and exemption rights allowed
by law. If such bond, together with affidavit when necessarv, shall
not be taken in manner and form as herein required, the corporation or
body for which work is done under the contract, shall be liable to all
persons furnishing labor, skill, tools, machinery or materials to the contractor thereunder, for any loss resulting to them from such failure.
No agreement, modification, or change in the contract or change in the
work covered thereby, nor any extension of time for the completion of
the contract shall release. the sureties of said bond. (Acts 1916,

—

Cross-references. State institutions, see Title 35, Eleemosynary
Title 77, Penal Institutions.
Branches of University of Georgia, see

p. 95.)

Institutions:
§

32-103 and

note.

Editorial

Note.— See notes following

§§ 23-701, 23-1001.

23-1707. Insolvent or insufficient sureties.

any

of the sureties in

—Whenever,

judgment,
such bond have become insolvent, or for anv cause
in its

§

Counties.

23-1706
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there are no longer proper or sufficient sureties on said bond, the obligee

may

require the contractor to strengthen said

bond or

or additional bond within 10 days, and thereupon,
obligee,

all

work on such contract

if

shall cease unless

to furnish a

new

so ordered by such

such

new

or addi-

such bond be not furnished within such
time, the obligee may terminate the contract and complete the same as
the agent and at the expense of such contractor and his sureties. (Acts

tional

bond

is

furnished.

If

1916, p. 96.)

23-1708. Action on bond.

—Any

person entitled to the protection of
such bond may maintain an action thereon for the amount due him, subject to the provisions hereinafter stated.
If suit is instituted on the bond
of the contractor by the obligee named therein, any person doing work

machinery or materials to the contractor in the
construction or repair of any public building or public work belonging
to the obligee, and payment for which has not yet been made, shall have
the right to intervene and be made a party to said action, and have his
rights and claims adjudicated in such action, and have judgment thereon, subject, however, to the priority of the claim and judgment of the
obligee.
If the full amount of the liability of the surety on said bond is
insufficient to pay the full amount of said claims and demands, then,
after paying the full amount due the obligee in said bond, the remainder
shall be distributed pro rata among said intervenors.
If no suit shall
be brought by the obligee on said bond within 90 days after the completion of the contract and the acceptance of said public building or public
work by the proper authority, then the person doing work or furnishing
skill, tools, machinery or materials to the contractor for said public
building or public work, shall, upon application therefor and furnishing
to the official who has the custody of said bond an affidavit that labor,
skill, tools, machinery or materials for the prosecution of such building
or work has been supplied by him and payment for which has not been
made, be furnished with a certified copy of said bond, upon which he
shall have a right of action against said contractor and the surety on
said bond, or against either of them, and he shall have the right to
prosecute the same to final judgment and execution. The certified copy
of the 'bond so furnished shall be primary evidence of said bond, and
shall be admitted in evidence without further proof.
Any other person
having a cause of action on such bond shall have the right to intervene
and be made a party to such action, and the court shall determine the
rights of all parties thereto. If the amount realized on said bond be not
sufficient to discharge all such claims in full, such amount shall be disor furnishing skill, tools,

tributed pro rata

among

the intervening parties. (Acts 1916, p. 96.)

22-1709. Limit of time to bring action.

—No

action can be instituted

on said bond after one year from the completion of the said contract and
the acceptance of said public building or public work by the proper public

authorities.

(Acts 1916,

p. 97.)

23-1710. (390) Public work, competition for.

public

work

by bidding, no person
by himself or otherwise, prevent, or attempt to prevent, by any

for the State, or
shall,

any county thereof,

—Whenever

means whatever, competition

in

is

to be let out

such bidding.

No

person

who

desires

Cqunttes.

_545

work

to procure such

§

for himself or another shall,

ever, prevent, or endeavor to prevent, any one from

by any

23-1714
hat-

i

making

a bid there-

nor shall such person so desiring the work procure or induce another
to withdraw a bid for the work. (Acts 1896, p. 73.)
for,

—

Cross-references. Penalty for violation, sec § 23-0905. Letting contracts
Bridges between counties, see Chapter 23-19. Conpublic works, see § 23-1702.
tracts for public printing, sec Title 90, Public Printing.

23-1711. (391)

who

Oath

—

made by successful bidder. Any person
work by bidding shall, before commencing to

to be

procures such public

do the work, make an oath

writing that he has not directly or indi-

in

rectly violated the foregoing section.

The oath

shall be filed with the

whose duty it is to make the payment; if the contractor be a
partnership composed of more than one person, all of the partners
and any officer or agent or other person who may have represented or
acted for them in bidding or procuring the contract, shall also unite in
making the oath. If the contractor is a corporation, all officers, agents,
officer

who may have

or other persons

acted for or represented the corporation in

bidding or procuring the contract shall
Cross-reference.

—Penalty

make

for violation, see

§

the oath. (Acts 1896, p. 73.)

23-9905.

oath is false; recovery of sums
paid.
If the oath prescribed in the foregoing section shall be false, the
contract shall be void, and all sums paid by the State or county on the
23-1712. (392) Invalidity of contract

if

—

contract

may

be recovered by appropriate

Cross-reference.

— Punishment

for

making

suit.

(Acts 1896,

false oath, see

§

p. 73.)

23-9906.

—

purchases prohibited. No ordinary, county
commissioner, board of county commissioners, or any other county officer authorized or empowered by law to use public or county funds for
the purchase of goods or property of any kind for public or county purposes, shall purchase said goods or property from any store in which he
is an employee, or in which he is directly or indirectly interested, or
from any person or partnership of which he is a member, or by whom he
is employed, unless by sanction of the majority of the board of county
commissioners of the county, or unless it shall be made clearly to appear
that the said individual, partnership or owner of the store offers and
will sell the goods or property as cheap as or cheaper than it can be
bought elsewhere. (Acts 1898, p. 105; 1899, p. 68; 1901, p. 81.)
23-1713.

(393)

Certain

—Agent buying or selling for
— See note following 23-701.

Cross-reference.
Editorial Note.

himself, see

§

4-204.

§

Penalty for violation of preceding section; contract
Any county official violating the provisions of the preceding
illegal.
section shall be removed from office upon proper proceedings instituted
by any taxpayer in said county, and any contract made in violation of
the provisions of said section shall be illegal. (Acts 1898, pp. 105, 106.)
23-1714.

(394)

—

—Void contracts, see 20-501. How offices are vacated, see
Note. — The following Acts have been omitted because they apply to

Cross-references.
§

89-501.

Editorial

§

only one county.

Acts 1922, p. 108, providing that counties having a population of 150,000 or more
shall have power to contract for building and equipment for fire protection and to
raise the needed funds through an additional tax levy.
Acts 1922,

p.

142,

granting authority to counties of 150.000 or more to contract
and welfare and sanitation.

for the protection of public health

I
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Acts 1933, p. 204, giving authority to the commissioners or other county authorities in counties having a population of not less than 5,760 nor more than 5,765 to
acquire lands for public parks and erect monuments, and also to charge admission
fees, etc.

CHAPTER

23-18.

INTERCOUNTY IMPROVEMENTS
IN GENERAL.

Sec.

Sec.

23-1803.

'~
*
~
A
Intercounty
improvements.

91
toAi
23-1801.

t.,*.,

2^-1802.

Joint chain

gang

Public

roads

and

improve-

merits
23-1804.

force.

Expense prorated.

—

improvements. The authorities of the
counties, or of any two or more counties, having in charge the establishment, construction, improvement, and maintenance of county public
works, shall be authorized and permitted, and shall have complete authority and power, to act jointly and cooperate in the establishment,
construction, improvement and maintenance of a system of intercounty
public roads traversing and connecting the territories of the counties
cooperating, and shall have full power and authority to jointly establish,
construct, improve, and maintain other intercounty public improvements
upon such terms and conditions, and under such direction, control, and
authority as shall be determined by the authorities of the counties so co23-1801.

(42S)

Intercounty

operating. (Acts 1906, p. 103.)

—
Note. — See

Cross-references. Bridges between counties, see Chapter 23-19.
see § 95-1701 et seq.
Editorial

note following

23-1802. (429) Joint chain

gang

§

State-aid roads,

23-701.

force.

—Any two or more of said coun-

be authorized and permitted to jointly create from the convicts
of such counties so cooperating, who shall be sentenced for misdemeanors or felonies, or who shall be sentenced to be punished as for misde-

ties shall

meanors or felonies, a working force or chain gang, which working force
or chain gang so created shall be organized, governed, used, and put to
labor under such rules and regulations and by and under such authority
or authorities as such counties so cooperating shall jointly determine.

Such working force or chain gang so created, organized, and governed shall be used, put to labor, and worked for and in the establishment, construction, improvement, and maintenance of a system of intercounty public roads which shall traverse and connect the territories of
the counties so cooperating, and for and in the construction and improvement of other intercounty public works. (Acts 1906, pp. 103, 104.)
Cross-reference. — County authorities may work, improve, or repair roads, see
S 95-804.

—

and improvements. All such intercounty
public roads and highways and other intercounty public improvements
which shall be jointly established and made public, shall be established
and made public as county public thoroughfares are now established,
created, and made public. (Acts 1906, pp. 103, 104.)
Cross-references. — What are public roads, see § 95-101. How public roads are
23-1803. (430) Public roads

laid out, altered or discontinued, see §§ 95-201 to 95-217.

pense

of

Expense prorated.

—

The pro rata or proportionate exeach of the counties so cooperating, of the entire or total ex-

23-1804. (431)
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Counties.

§

23-1902

penses of the establishment, construction, improvement, and maintenance
of such intercounty public roads, and other intercounty public improvements, and of the creation, organization, government, use, and maintenance of such working- force or chain gang, shall be jointly deterrnii

by the authorities

of the several counties cooperating in such

work, and

and paid by the respective counties so cooperating, as such moneys for such purposes are now
levied, assessed, taxed, raised and paid. (Acts 1906, pp. 103, 104.)
shall be severally levied, assessed, taxed, raised

CHAPTER

23-19.

BRIDGES BETWEEN COUNTIES.

Sec.

Sec.

Bridges between counties,

23-1901.

built

23-1902.

how

-

Notice required.

Employment

23-1903.

Bond

23-1904.

Repairs under $500.
Payment, how made.

23-1905.

of contractors.

of engineer.

—

between counties, how built. Whenever it becomes necessary to build or repair any public bridge over any watercourse in this State which divides one or more counties from each other,
the ordinary commissioners of roads and revenues, or other county officers having in charge the roads, bridges, and revenues of said counties
23-1901. (419) Bridges

>

joining at such watercourse, shall, except as hereinafter provided, cause
the

same

to be built or repaired

by

letting out the contract therefor to

the lowest bidder, at public outcry, at the location of such bridge, after

having advertised the letting out of said contract as hereinafter provided.
Such county authorities shall have authority to reject any and all bids,
and if in their discretion the public interest and economy require it, they
may build or repair any such bridges by contract or sealed proposals, to
be invited under the same provisions as to specifications and like information as are provided in the following sections. Bids by contract or
sealed proposals may be received, opened and awarded at the county
Provided,
site of any one of the joint counties as may be agreed upon
counties working chain gangs shall be allowed to buy material and construct bridges with convict labor without advertising the same. (Acts
:

1880-1, p. 132; 1920, pp. 60, 61.)

—

Cross-references. Bridge between county and another State, see § 23-2001.
Jurisdiction of ordinary over county affairs, see § 23-701. Bridges, etc., crossing
county lines, how kept up, see § 95-1101. Contracts with ordinary, see § 23-1701.
Competition for public work, see §§ 23-1710 to 23-1712. Bridges and ferries between different counties, see § 95-1101 et seq.
Editorial

Note.— See note following

23-1902. (420) Notice required.

§

23-701.

Employment

of engineer.

officers of said counties shall give notice of the contract to

newspapers wherein the

—The proper
be

let, in

the

such adjoining counties are advertised, once a week for four weeks, and by posting a written notice at
the courthouse door of said adjoining counties, which advertisement and
notice shall embrace such details and specifications as will enable the
sheriff's sales for

*

public to

know

work to be done, and
shall make out, and post

the extent and character of the

the terms and time of payment.

Said officers

conspicuously in their said offices, complete and minute specifications
of the proposed work, which shall be open to the inspection of the public,
and said officers may in their discretion employ some competent engineer

Counties.

§ 23-1903
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or builder to examine and prepare plans and specifications of such proposed work, for which service he shall be paid reasonable compensation

by the said counties in the same proportion as said counties are required
(Acts 1880-1, p. 132; 1920, pp. 60, 61.)
to pay for said work.
Cross-references.
§§

23-170% 23-1703.
Editorial Note.

— Letting

contracts for public works;
Repairs under $500, see § 23-1904.

— See

note following

Bond

23-1903. (421)

§

notice

required,

see

23-701.

of contractors.

— Contractors

who

are

awarded

contracts under this and the two preceding sections shall be required to

give bond in double the
securities,

who

amount

of the bid, with

two good and solvent

shall justify before signing said bond, conditioned for the

performance of the contract, and to indemnify the counties for
any damages occasioned by a failure to perform said contract within the
time provided, and keep said bridge, or repairs made thereon, in good
condition for a period of time not less than seven years, and there shall
be as many originals of said bond executed as there are counties interested in said bridge; one of said originals shall be filed with the proper
authority representing each of said counties, to be kept as other official
bonds Provided, that such contract may be let out under existing laws
without requiring the aforesaid condition in the contractor's bonds, "to
keep said bridge or the repairs made thereon, in good condition for a
period of time not less than seven years," if, in the opinion of the commissioners of roads and revenues, or of the ordinary in counties where
there are no such commissioners, it would be to the public interest to dispense with said condition in said bonds. (Acts 1880-1, p. 132; 1920,

faithful

:

pp. 60, 61.)
Cross-reference.

— See

§

23-1705.

$500.—The provisions of this Chapter
shall not apply to the repairing of any bridge when the same can be done
at a less cost than $500; but such officers may have such repairing done
by hiring hands and furnishing material, or by private contract for such
23-1904. (422) Repairs under

repairs. (Acts 1880-1, p. 132.)

—

Cross-references. How contracts made by counties, see Chapter 23-17. Counconstructing bridges with convict labor without advertising, see § 23-1901.

ties

23-1905. (423)

Payment, how made.

—The payment for

all

work done

under the provisions of the four preceding sections, shall be in accordance with the provisions of section 95-1101, and the remedy to enforce
payment from any of said counties shall be as provided in section
95-1102: Provided, that nothing in these sections shall affect any counties
having local laws affecting this subject. (Acts 1880-1, p. 132.)
Cross-reference.

— Letting

contract for public works, see

§

23-1702.

CHAPTER 23-20. BRIDGES IN WHICH UNITED STATES AND
OTHER STATES ARE INTERESTED, AND BRIDGES
ACROSS NAVIGABLE STREAMS.
Sec.
23-2001.
23-2002.

Sec.

Bridges connecting border
counties with adjacent States.
Contract with United States
for building bridges, when.

23-2003.

Jurisdiction of United States.

23-2004.

Bridges across navigable
streams, consent to erection.

Counties.
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§

23-2004

23-2001. (424) Bridges connecting border counties with adjacent Statl

— Counties

lying adjacent to any river on the border, or forming the
boundary between this State and another, shall have the sail

acting by and through the proper county authorities, to build and in
tain bridges over such river as the counties now have to build and maintain bridges over streams lying

that this

power

shall

wholly within their borders:

Provided,

not be exercised except to cooperate with the

proper authorities of the adjacent State

in

building and maintaining such

bridges, and on the principle that each State

is

to build simultaneously

from its own bank to the middle of the river and afterwards maintain
and keep up the part of bridge which it has built; no bridge shall be
erected under this section at any point where the river exceed-,, at lowwater mark, 2,000 feet in breadth. (Acts 1895, p. 78; 1920, p. 62.)

— Bridges between counties, see
Editorial Note.—As to proper county authorities,
Cross-reference.

23-1901.

§

see note following

§ 23-701.

when.
roads and

23-2002. (425) Contract with United States for building bridges,

— Commissioners

or other authorities having jurisdiction of

revenues of any county
.

may

respective counties such

contract and pay out of the funds of their

sums

money

of

as they

may deem

equitable

and just to the authorities of the United States for the fair proportion
of such county for the cost of building any bridge that said commissioners or other county authorities may deem necessary to erect across any
stream that may divide any county, or part of any county, from lands
the jurisdiction over which may have been ceded to the Government of
Provided, it shall thereafter be the
the United States for any purpose
duty of such authorities of the United States to keep such bridges in
repair, and renew them as often as may be necessary, and keep them
open for the free and uninterrupted travel of the public. (Acts 1895, p. 76.)
:

23-2003. (426) Jurisdiction of United States.

—The

United States are
hereby vested with full and complete jurisdiction over grounds necessary for the erection of piers and approaches to such bridges on each
side of such streams, so far as may be necessary for the erection, repair,
and protection of such bridges and approaches. (Acts 1895, p. 76.)
Cross-references.
see § 15-301
§ 36-1101.

et

over certain
— Jurisdiction
Condemnation for

lands ceded to the United States,
States lighthouses, etc., see

United

seq.

23-2004. (427) Bridges across navigable streams, consent to erection.

—The consent of the State
the ordinaries or boards of

and authority is hereby vested in,
commissioners of roads and revenues in the

is

given

to,

several counties, to erect bridges across the navigable streams that

wholly within the State, whenever
the public interest

lie

judgment of such authorities
may be subserved thereby, upon their compliance
in the

with the law of Congress requiring the approval of the Secretary of War
and Chief of Engineers of the United States, as embodied in the statutes

United States, passed by the Fifty-fifth Congress and approved
the third day of March, 1899. (Acts 1904, p. 100.)
Editorial Note.— See 33 C. S. C. A., § 403. 30 Stat. 1151.
See note following

of the

§

23-701 as to authority having jurisdiction over county roads and revenues.

§

Counties.

23-2101

PART
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COUNTY POOR.

VIII.

CHAPTER 23-21. JURISDICTION OF ORDINARY OR OTHER
COUNTY AUTHORITY AS TO COUNTY POOR.
Sec.

Sec.

23-2101.

23-2104.

Supervision of paupers.

Tax

for purchase of

house and

farm.
23-2102.

2103.

J> :

urchase
houses.

I

of

for

poor-

paupers

is

o? oine
23-2105.

j
t
Rules and
regulations
govern-

t>

1

1

ng f ariTK
Workshops,
j

Pauper farms.

23-2106.

Supervision of paupers.

23-2101. (541)
all

lands

etc.

—The

general supervision of
vested in the ordinary of each county. (Act 1792, Cobb,

346: Act 1318. Cobb, 347.)

—

Cross-references. Tax to support county poor, see § 92-3701. Ordinary sitting
for county purposes, see Chapter 23-7 and note following § 23-701.

23-2102. (542) Purchase of lands for poorhouses.

—The

ordinary shall

have authority to purchase lands for a poorhousc, the title thereto vesting- in the county, or to rent improvements for such purpose, or to board
out the poor, and to make all necessary contracts in relation to them.
Editorial Note.— Acts 1907, p. 109 (§ 563, Code of 1910), authorizes the commissioners of roads and revenues of counties having a population of 75,000 or more
to appronriate not exceeding $5,000 annually for the purchase and maintenance of
a charitable home for indigent women. Acts 1922, pp. 180, 181, authorizes counties
of over 150,000 population to contract for the support of paupers.

—

Pauper farms. Upon the recommendation of the grand
jury, the ordinary shall have power and authority to purchase a house
and farm in his county upon which farm he may require all paupers in
such county to labor who are not, from old age or disease, unable to
23-2103. (543)

work. (Acts 1865-6,
Cross-reference.

p. 230.)

— Ordinary's

authority over county matters, see

23-701

§

and

note.

23-2104.

may

Tax

(544)

levy and collect

—

house and farm. The ordinary
a tax for the purpose of purchasing said house and
for purchase of

farm. (Acts 1865-6, p. 230.)

—

Cross-references. Tax to support county poor, see § 92-3701.
to be used only for that purpose, see § 92-3708.

Tax

for specified

purpose

23-2105. (545) Rules and regulations governing farm.

may

establish

said farm.

23-2106.

all

ordinary

necessary rules and regulations in the management of

(Acts 1865-6,
(546)

—The

p. 230.)

Workshops,

etc.

— He may establish any workshops, and

schoolhouses, or churches, on said farm as he

may deem

proper, and

may do any and

everything necessary to carry out the provisions of this
section and the three sections preceding it. (Acts 1865-6, p. 230.)
Cross-reference.

— Authority

of ordinary over county matters, see

§

23-701 and

note.

CHAPTER

23-22.

COMMISSIONER OF THE POOR.

Sec.

23-2201.
23-2202.

Sec.

Appointment.
poor tax.
Receiver and

Money from

disburser

funds; accounts.

of

23-2203.

Application to be provided for
as pauper.

Counties.
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§_23 - 2
;

—

Appointment. Money from poor tax. The
ry
shall, if necessary, appoint a commissioner of the poor, and the mo
arising from the poor tax shall be paid into the hands of tl
treasurer, on orders granted in his favor by such ordinary, or in favor of
any other person.
23-2201.

(550)

I

Cross-references.

note following
§

§

— Ordinary

23-701.

county DtlrpOfeSj sec Chapter 23-7
treasurer, sec Chapter 23-10 and note fol

sitting for

County

and

23-1001.

23-2202. (551) Receiver

and disburser of funds; accounts.

— Whoever

receives and disburses such fund must, once in every year, at the time

the ordinary

may

order, or oftener

if

the ordinary shall require,

make up

and lay the same before the ordinary, who shall allow or disallow, and whenever there is a deficiency or liability on the part of such
person, he may be ruled for the amount as an officer of court.

his account

Cross-references.

— Rules

against officers of court, see

§

24-201 et seq.

23-2203. (552) Application to be provided for as pauper.

— Application

may

be made at any time to the commissioner of the poor or the ordinary, upon which a hearing must be had,
with the least possible delay, by the ordinary, and the person to whom
such application is made is authorized to provide for such applicant as
other county poor until a hearing is had.

to be provided for as a pauper

CHAPTER

PAUPERS.

23-23.

Sec.

Sec.
23-2301.

Who

23-2302.

Parents and children of paupers bound to support them.

23-2307.

County
Paupers

23-2303.

Certificate of the ordinary; evi-

23-2308.

May

are paupers.

23-2306.

23-2309.

Burial; appropriation for.

23-2305.

Persons removing paupers,

23-2310.

li-

ability.

Who

left

panies, etc.

dence.
23-2304.

when.
migratory
comby

liable,

be required to give bond.
Such bond to be filed in the
office of the ordinary*
Lunatics; deaf and dumb or
blind persons.

— No

person shall be entitled to the
benefits of the provision for the poor who is able to maintain himself or
In cases where females
herself by labor or who has sufficient means.
23-2301. (553)

are paupers.

are unable to maintain themselves and the helpless children they

may

have, they may be aided to the extent required in the furnishing of food,
clothing, or shelter.

and children of paupers bound to support them.
mother or child of any pauper contemplated by the pre-

23-2302. (554) Parents

—The

father,

ceding section,

if

sufficiently able, shall support

such pauper.

Any county

having provided for such pauper upon the failure of such relatives to do
so may sue such relatives of full age and recover for the provisions sex
furnished.
Cross-reference.

—Father's

obligation to

minor

child, see § 74-105.

23-2303. (555) Certificate of the ordinary; evidence.

— On the

trial,

the

person was poor and unable to sustain
himself, and that he was maintained for such a time at the expense of the
certificate of the ordinary that the

t

Cox nties.

23-2304

§

county,

is

552

presumptive evidence of such maintenance, and the costs

thereof.

— Ordinary's

Cross-reference.

jurisdiction over county matters, see

§

23-701 and

note.

23-2304. (556) Burial, appropriation for.
die in this State,

—Whenever any

whose family and immediate kindred

person shall

are indigent and

unable to provide for the decent interment of such decedent, and where
the decedent is a pauper and destitute of the means of paying for decent
interment, the ordinary of the county where said death shall occur, in case
there be any pauper funds belonging to the county unexpended, shall
appropriate a sufficient amount thereof to provide a decent interment
for such deceased pauper, or to reimburse such person as may have expended the same voluntarily, said appropriation not to exceed what is
necessary to defray the ordinary funeral expenses of persons dying in

humble circumstances. (Acts

1863-4, p. 60.)

—

removing paupers, liability. When any inhabitant of any county, city, town or village in or out of the State sends a
pauper to some county in this State, by paying the expense of transportation, or otherwise has him removed for the purpose of burdening some
other community, the person doing so shall be personally liable for the
support of the pauper in the county where he locates.
23-2305. (557) Persons

23-2306.

(558)

County

transporting a pauper

is

liable,

when.

—

If

the person so engaged in

insolvent, or does not respond to such

demand

from any cause, the county from which the transportation took place
be

shall

liable.

—When

Cross-reference.

county

liable to suit, see § 23-1502.

—

by migatory companies, etc. If any person commanding any vessel, or the manager or proprietor of any theatrical, circus, or any other migratory company, or their agent, or any person passing or moving through this State shall bring and leave or abandon herein any infant, lunatic, maimed, deaf and dumb, blind, aged or
infirm person, who is or is likely to become chargeable to the county,
he may be brought by warrant before any judicial officer.
23-2307. (559) Paupers left

May be required to

give bond.

—

such officer is satisfied
that such indigent is or probably will become such charge, he must require the person responsible for his abandonment to enter into bond,
payable to the Governor and his successors in office, with sufficient sureties resident in this State, for the sum of $500, for each such indigent,
conditioned to pay all such expenses as any county may lawfully incur
23-2308. (560)

in his

If

support.

Cross-reference.

— Penalty for

23-2309. (561)

failure to

Such bond

Said bond must be

filed in

comply with

this section, see § 23-9907.

ordinary.—
of the ordinary of the county where

to be filed in the office of the

the office

the paupers are at the time of

its

execution, and, upon condition broken,

may

be sued on and recoveries had, until exhausted in different actions,
in behalf of any county or person who may have properly contributed to
the maintenance of such pauper.
Cross-reference.
note.

— Ordinary's

jurisdiction over county affairs, see § 23-701

and

Counties.
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23-2310. (562) Lunatics; deaf and

§23-2

dumb

or blind persons.-

a

found to be a lunatic, idiot, deaf and dumb, or blind, he
be dealt with according to the laws relating to him.

pauper

is

CHAPTER

in

RELIEF TO POOR CONFEDERATE

23-24.

SOLDIERS.
Sec.

Sec.

Poor fund to

23-2401.

ex-Con-

relieve
federate soldiers.

Regulations

23-2402.

to

Assistance

food and cloth-

in

ing.

discover

whether applicant

entitled.

Poor fund

23-2401. (547)

23-2403.

to relieve ex-Confederate soldiers.

— Each and

authorized and directed to use so much of the poor fund
raised by taxation as may be necessary to provide food and clothing for
any ex-Confederate soldier of this State, who may become chargeable

every county

is

upon the poor fund, without compelling him

become an inmate

to

the poorhouse or poorfarm of said county. (Acts 1893,

— Pensions

Cross-reference.-

of

118.)

p.

for ex-Confederate soldiers, see Title 78, Pensions.

23-2402. (548) Regulations to discover whether applicant entitled.

Whenever any ex-Confederate

—

soldier shall apply to the proper county

authority for assistance from the poor fund,

it

shall be the

duty of said

county authorities to ascertain whether he is properly entitled to assistance contemplated by the preceding section. (Acts 1893, p. 118.)

—

and clothing. The assistance to be
rendered shall not be by payments of money, but shall be made in provisions of food and a proper amount of comfortable clothing, to be used
wherever he may see fit to reside; it being the intent that no ex-Confederate soldier of Georgia shall be forced to become an inmate of any
poorhouse or poorfarm in order to obtain relief from the authorities of
the county in which he may reside. (Acts 1893, p. 118.)
23-2403. (549) Assistance in food

Cross-reference.

mosynary

—Confederate

Institutions,

CHAPTER

Soldiers'

Chapter

35-9.

PART

VIII.

23-25.

of Georgia,

see Title 35,

Elee-

DRAINAGE.

SYSTEM OF COUNTY DRAINAGE.

Sec.

23-2501.

Home

Sec.

Establishment.

Acquisition of

right of way.

23-2506.
.

Clerk and ordinary, or cornmissioners,

have

jurisdic-

Venue.

23-2502.

"Person" defined.

23-2503.

Creation of court to establish
drainage system.

23-2507.

23-2504.

Procedure to establish drainage district; petition; bond;

23-2508.

applicable; proceedings
ex parte or adversary.
Examination and report of

summons.
Board of viewers; appoinment;

23-2509.

Consideration

23-2505.

compensation.

tion.

Laws

board of viewers,
of

report

court.

23-2510.

Renewal

of petition.

by

5

23-2501

Counties.

Sec.

Sec.

23-2511.
23 2512.
:.

;

-25i3.

When

court shall fix day for
further hearing.
Notice of hearing on report of
viewers.

Powers and

23-2544.

23-2545.
23-2546.

duties of court on

hearing.
23-2514.

15.

23-2516.

procedure;

way;
dam-

superior

court;

of right of

23-2547.
23-2548.

Appeals

to

bond.
Survey,

and

plans

23-251$.

Assessment of damages.

23-2519.

Benefits,

23-2520.

Cost of surveys; account and

23-2521.

Extension of time for report.

23-2522.

Final report;
hearing.

23-2523.

Objections

23-2524.

Appeals by aggrieved parties.
Drainage record.
Board of drainage commissioners; appointment; vacan-

how

23-2550.

Persons paying not

notice

Rights of existing lienholders.
Reassessment.

23-2553.

Compensation

23-2532.

23-2533.

23-2554.

Cooperation with United States

judg-

23-2555.

Construction of law.

23-2556.

Making

officials.

23-2557.

Collections not defeated by
defects in proceedings prior
to court's order confirming

23-2558.

Modification on appeal affect
only appellant. Waiver.

23-2559.

Appointees

Seal, etc.

Organization

of

board;

offi-

Superintendent of construction; appointment; bond.

23-2560.

Letting work of construction;

23-2561.

Contract and bond of bidder.
Estimates of and payments for
work.
against contractors for
to perform.
Relet-

23-2539.

Interest on bonds.
Validation of bonds.

23-2563.

Cost of new bridges to be paid

23-2564.

No commission

by county.

23-2565.

23-2566.

Crossings of public highways;
procedure in case of.
Crossings of railroad right of
way; procedure in case of.
Objections by railroads.
Execution of work on railroad
right of way.
Maintenance of drainage es-

work

executed.

Investment

23-2568.

Validation of bonds issued by
districts established after

23-2570.

Same;

23-2571.

Same; judgment conclusive after affirmance by Supreme

or

23-2572.

Same; stamps showing bonds

of defenses against assessment.

23-2573.

Same;

Rights of landowners; ditch as
part of drainage system.

23-2541.

Assessments for cost of drain-

Payment

of

assessments

are validated.

bonds for same.

Waiver

(432)

cause; answers.
hearing; intervention;
bill of exceptions.

Court.

age.

23-2501.

in bonds and deposit with State Treasurer.

23-2567.

23-2569.

23-2540.

23-2543.

for handling
drainage fund.
Additional assessments.
Borrowing to meet bond payments.

August 22, 1925; notice of
bond issue.
Same; petition; orders to show

tablished.

23-2542.

Existing laws not repealed nor

23-2562.

ting work.

How

23-2538.

for

established systems affected.

failure

23-2535.

23-2537.

removable

cause.

23-2534.

23-2536.

parties after final re-

port.

final report.

Commissioners a body corpo-

Suits

and

final

of

notice; bids.
23-2531.

of engineers

others.

cers.

23-2530.

liable for

23-2552.

23-2551.

estimated.

to report;
of court.

rate.

23-2529.

when district is in
more than one county.
Remedies of bondholders for
Collection

defaults.

cies.

23-2528.

Lien and collection of assessments and interest; title of

others' assessments.

report.

23-2527.

is-

of assessments.

how made.

Survey,

23-2525.

how

Drainage commissioners' duties as to levy and collection

specifica-

23-2517.

23-2526.

for drainage;
sued; interest rate.
Use of bonds; record.

23-2549.

tions.

ment

Bonds

purchaser.

Condemnation
parties;
ages.

23-25
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Establishment.

costs of validation.

Acquisition of right of way.

— Each

county is empowered, whenever the constituted authorities thereof shall
judge the same to be proper, to establish and maintain a system of drainage of the lowland thereof, and for that purpose may acquire the right of

Counties.

555

way and

other easements necessary for the construction of the

cai

ditches, dams, drains, trunks, and other appurtenances incident to such

a system.

The

right of

way may

he acquired from the landowner*

v.'ith

them

their consent for the consideration of the benefits conferred on

by the drainage established. Whenever a county has already established
a system of drainage, and for that purpose acquired easements and made
construction of the character herein specified, the action of such county,

and grants of easements made to it, are valid. (Acts 1878-9, p. 171.)
Editorial Note.— Acts 1893, p. 112 (§ 433, Code of 1910), authorizes condemnation

Code

by coast counties for drainage purposes. Acts 1909,
of 1910), provides for a system of county drainage

(§§ 434 to 439,

p.

178

in

any county with a

population of not less than 54,000 nor more than 75,000 inhabitants.

23-2502. "Person" defined.
ter,

includes any firm,

—The term "person,"

company or

as used in this

Chap-

corporation. (Acts 1911, pp. 108. 129. )

23-2503. Creation of court to establish drainage system.

—The

clerk of

the superior court, together with the board of commissioners of roads

and revenues, or

if

there be no such board, with the ordinary of any

county, shall constitute a court to have jurisdiction, power and authority
to establish a levee or drainage district or districts in his county, and

and establish levees, drains or canals, and cause to be constructed, straightened, widened or deepened any ditch, drain or watercourse, and to build levees or embankments and erect tide gates and
pumping plants for the purpose of draining and reclaiming wet, swamp
or overflowed lands; and it is hereby declared that the drainage of
swamps and the drainage of surface water from agricultural lands, and
the reclamation of tidal marshes shall be considered a public benefit and
conducive to the public health, convenience, utility and welfare. (Acts
to locate

1911, p. 108.)
Cross-references.
§

23-2553.

age system

— Payment

Removal

of

compensation of viewers, engineers,

of officials by court, see
established, see § 23-9908.

§

23-2559.

etc.,

see

Penalty for injuring drain-

23-2504. Procedure to establish drainage district petition
;

;

bond sum;

—

mons. Whenever a petition signed by a majority of the resident landowners in a proposed drainage district, or by the owners of three-fifths
of all the land which shall be affected by or assessed for the expense of
the proposed improvements shall be filed in the office of the clerk of
the superior court of any county in which a part of said lands are located
setting forth that any specific body or district of land in the county and
adjoining counties, described in such a way as to convey an intelligent
idea as to the location of such land, is subject to overflow or too wet for
cultivation, and the public benefit, or utility, or the public health, convenience or welfare will be promoted by draining, ditching or leveeing
the same, or by changing or improving the natural watercourses, and
setting forth therein, as far as practicable, the starting point, route and
termini and lateral branqhes, if necessary, of the proposed improvement,
signed by two or more sureties, or by some lawful and authorized surety
company, to be approved by the clerk of the superior court and conditioned for the payment of all costs and expenses incurred in the proceedings in case the court does not grant the prayer of said petition, said
clerk shall issue a summons to be served on all the defendant landowners

who have

not joined in the petition and whose lands are included in the

:

§

Counties.

23-J505
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proposed drainage district. The summons may be served by publication as to any defendant who cannot be personally served as provided
by law. (Acts 1911, p. 108.)
23-2505.

Board

of viewers; appointment; compensation.

—Upon the

turn day the said court shall appoint a disinterested and competent

re-

civil

and drainage engineer and two resident freeholders of the county or
counties in which said lands are located as a board of viewers to examine
the lands described in the petition and make a preliminary report thereon.
The compensation for the services of said engineer, his assistants
and freeholders shall be paid from such funds as may be specifically
designated for said express purpose, the same to be refunded when the
drainage fund is subsequently provided by the sale of bonds or otherwise. (Acts 1911, p. 108.)
23-2506. Clerk and ordinary, or commissioners, have jurisdiction.
Venue. When the lands proposed to be drained and created into a drainage district are located in two or more counties, the clerk of the superior
court, together with the board of commissioners of roads and revenues,
or if there be no such board, with the ordinary of either county, the
court as hereinbefore provided, shall have and exercise the jurisdiction
herein conferred, and the venue shall be in the county in which the pe-

—

(Acts 1911,

tition is filed.

Cross-reference.

p. 108.)

— Ordinary's

jurisdiction over county affairs, see

§

23-701 and

note.

23-2507.

Laws

applicable; proceedings ex parte or adversary.

law and rules regulating

—The

civil proceedings shall be applicable to this

law so far as the same may be practicable. Proceedings under
law may be ex parte or adversary. (Acts 1911, pp. 108, 132.)
Cross-reference.
see

§

— Proceeding where

railroad within district or crossed

by

this

drain,

23-2536.

—

Examination and report of board of viewers. The board of
viewers shall proceed to examine the land described in said petition and
other land if necessary to locate properly such improvement or improvements as are petitioned for along the route described in the petition, or
any other route answering the same purpose if found more practicable or
feasible, and may make surveys such as may be necessary to determine
the boundaries and elevation of the several parts of the districts, and
shall make and return to the clerk of the superior court within 30 days,
unless the time shall be extended by the court, a written report which
23-2508.

shall set forth
1.

Whether

the proposed drainage

2.

W hether

it

r

is

practicable or not.

or be conducive to the general welfare of
3.

Whether

any public highway,
the community.

will benefit the public health, or

the

improvement proposed

will benefit the lands

sought

to be benefited.
4.

Whether

or not

proposed drainage

They
district,

shall also

all

the lands that are benefited are included in the

district.
file

with this report a

map

of the proposed drainage

showing the location of the ditch or ditches or other improve-

^
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Counties.

§

23-2

and the lands that will be affected thereby, and
such other information as they may have collected that will tend to

mcnts

to be constructed

(Acts 1911, pp. 108, lid)

the correctness of their findings.

—

Preservation of recon
Cross-references. Ifow survey is made, see § 23-2517.
costs of drainage, see
for
and
land
of
assessment
23-2525.
Description
§
see
§

23-2541.

consider this report.
practicable, or that

it

by

—The

court aforesaid shall
If the viewers report that the drainage IS not
will not benefit the public health, or any public

23-2509. Consideratici of report

court.

highway, or be conducive to the general welfare of the community, and
the court shall approve such findings, the petition shall be dismissed at
the cost of the petitioners. (Acts 1911, pp. 108, 111.)

—

Renewal of petition. Such petition or proceeding may again
be instituted by the same or additional landowners at any time after
six months upon proper allegations that conditions have changed or that
material facts were omitted or overlooked. (Acts 1911, pp. 108, 111.)
23-2510.

23-2511.

When

court shall

report that the drainage

is

fix

day

for further hearing.

practicable and that

it

—

If

the viewers

will benefit the public

any public highway, or be conducive to the general welfare
of the community, and the court shall so find, then the court shall fix
a day when the report will be further heard and considered. (Acts 1911,

health, or

pp. 108, 111.)

—

on report of viewers. If the petition is
entertained by the court, notice shall be given by publication for two
consecutive weeks in some newspaper of general circulation within the
county or counties, if one shall be published in such counties, and also
by posting a written or printed notice at the door of the courthouse and
at five conspicuous places within the drainage district, that on the date
set, naming the day, the court w ill consider and pass upon the report
Nonresident landowners shall have written notice sent
of the viewers.
them by the clerk of the superior court at least 30 days before said hearing.
At least 15 days shall intervene between the date of the publication and the posting of the notices and the date set for the hearing.
23-2512. Notice of hearing

r

(Acts 1911, pp. 108, 112.)
Cross-reference.

—Final

Powers and

report and notice of final hearing, see

§

23-2522.

—

on hearing. At the date appointed
for the hearing the court shall hear and determine any objection that may
be offered to the report of the viewers. If it appears that there is any
23-2513.

duties of court

land within the proposed levee or drainage district that will not be affected by the leveeing or drainage thereof such lands shall be excluded

and the names of the owmers withdrawn from such proceedings and if
it be shown that there is any land not within the proposed district that
will be affected by the construction of the proposed levee or drain, the
boundary of the district shall be so changed as to include such land,
and such additional landowners shall be made parties plaintiff or defendant, respectively, and summons shall issue accordingly as herein
provided. After such change in the boundary is made, the sufficiency of
the petition shall be verified to determine whether or not it conforms
;

to the statute as provided in sections 23-2504 to 23-2507.

The

efficiency

"3-2514

R
O

Counties.

_
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,

of the drainage or levees

may

also be determined,

and

if it

appears that

the location of any levee or drain can be changed so as to make it more
effective, or that other branches or spurs should be constructed, or that

any branch or spur projected may be eliminated or other changes made
that will tend to increase the benefits of the proposed work, such modification and changes shall be made by the board. The engineer and the
other two viewers may attend this meeting and give any information
If
or evidence that may be sought to verify or substantiate their report.
necessary the petition as amended shall be referred by the court to the
engineer and two viewers for further report. The above facts having
been determined to the satisfaction of the court, and boundaries of the
proposed district so determined, it shall declare the establishment of the
drainage or levee district, which shall be designated by a name or num(Acts 1911,
ber, for the object and purpose as herein set forth.
pp. 108. 112.)

—

Cross-references. Proceedings where district includes or drains cross highways,
Same as to railroads, see § 23-2536. Making new parties, see
see § 23-2535.
Final hearing upon final report as provided in § 23-2516, see § 23-2522.
§ 23-2556.
Appeal from court's decision, see § 23-2515. Preservation of records, see § 23-2525.

Condemnation

23-2514.

—

of right of

way;

parties; procedure; damages.

be necessary to acquire a right of way or an outlet over and
through lands not affected by the drainage, and the same cannot be acquired by donation or purchase, then and in such event the power of emiIf it shall

hereby conferred, and the same may be condemned. Such
owner or owners of the land proposed to be condemned may be made
parties defendant in the manner of an ancillary proceeding, and the proceeding shall be substantially as provided for the condemnation of rights
nent domain

way
may be
of

is

Eminent Domain, so
and such damages as may be awarded

for railroads in Title 36,

far as the

same

as compensation
board
of
drainage
by the
commissioners out of the first
funds which shall be available from the proceeds of sale of bonds or
otherwise. (Acts 1911, pp. 108, 113.)

applicable,

shall be paid

—

Cross-references. Crossing highways and railroads, see §§ 23-2535, 23-2536.
Rights of landowners, see § 23-2540. Damages, see § 23-2518.

23-2515.

Appeal to superior court; bond.

—Any

person or corporation

owning lands within the drainage or levee district which he thinks
will not be benefited by the improvement and should not be included in
the district

may

appeal from the decision of the court to the superior

court of such county by filing an appeal, accompanied by a bond conditioned for the

payment

against him, for such

of the costs,

sum

as the court

if

the appeal should be decided

may

require, not exceeding $200,

signed by two or more solvent sureties, or by some approved surety company, to be approved by the court. (Acts 1911, pp. 108, 114.)
Cross-references.— Appeal from

final

report and hearing under §§ 23-2516 to

23-2523, see § 23-2524. Appeal and waiver of appeal generally, see
peals generally, see Title 6, Appeal and Error.

23-2516. Survey, plans

and

specifications.

—After the

§

23-2558.

Ap-

district is estab-

lished, the court shall refer the report of the engineer and viewers back
to them to make a complete survey, plans and specifications for the

drains, or levees, or other improvements,

and

fix

a time

when

said en-

§23-2519
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gincer and viewers shall complete and

file

their report, not exceeding

sixty days. (Acts 1911, pp. 108, 114.)

how made. — The engineer and
employ such assistants as may be necessary

23-2517. Survey,

power

to

viewers shall have
to

make

a complete

survey of the drainage district, and shall enter upon the ground and
make a survey of the main drain and all its laterals. The line of each
ditch, drain or levee shall be plainly and substantially marked on the
ground. The course and distance of each ditch shall be carefully noted
and sufficient notes made, so that it may be accurately plotted and
mapped. A line of levees shall be rurl for the entire work and sufficient
data secured from which accurate profiles and plans may be made. Frequent bench marks shall be established along the line, on permanent
If it is deemed
objects, and their elevation recorded in the field books.
expedient by the engineer and viewers, other levees may be run to determine the fall from one part of the district to another. If an old watercourse, ditch or channel is being widened, deepened, or straightened, it
shall be accurately cross-sectioned so as to

compute the amount

of cubic

yards saved by the use of such old channel. A drainage map of the district shall then be completed, showing the location of the ditch or ditches

and other improvements and the boundary as closely as may be determined by the records of the lands owned by each individual landowner
within the district. The location of any railroad or public highways and
the boundary of any incorporated towns or villages within the district
There shall also be prepared to accompany
shall be shown on the map.
this map a profile of each levee, drain or watercourse showing the surface
of the ground, the bottom or grade of the proposed improvement and

number

of cubic yards of excavation or

in each mile or fraction
proposed improvement and the estimated cost thereof, and plans and specifications, and the cost of any other
work required to be done. (Acts 1911, pp. 108, 114.)

the

thereof,

and the

Cross-reference.
to 23-2511.

fill

total yards in the

— Preliminary investigation and

survey by viewers, see

§

23-2509

—

Assessment of damages. It shall be the further duty of the
engineer and viewers to assess the damages claimed by any one that is
justly right and due to them for land taken or for inconvenience imposed
because of the construction of the improvement, or for any other legal
damages sustained. Such damage shall be considered separate and apart
from any benefit the land would receive because of the proposed work,
and shall be paid by the board of drainage commissioners when funds
23-2518.

shall

come

into their hands. (Acts 1911, pp. 108, 115.)

how

—

be the duty of the engineer
and viewers to personally examine the land in the district and classify
23-2519. Benefits,

estimated.

It shall

from the construction of the
levee, ditch or watercourse or other improvement.
In case of drainage,
the degree of wetness of the land, its proximity to the ditch or a natural
it

with reference to the benefit

outlet

and the

amount

it

will receive

fertility of the soil shall

of benefit

it

will receive

be considered in determining the

by the construction

land benefited shall be separated in five classes.

The

of the ditch.

The

land receiving the

highest benefit shall be marked "Class A," that receiving the next high-

§

Counties.

23-2520
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est benefit "Class R." that receiving the next highest benefit "Class C,"

that receiving the next highest benefit "Class D," and that receiving the

The holdings of any one landowner need
one class, but the number of acres in each class

smallest benefit "Class E."

not necessarily be

all in

though its boundary need not be marked on the
ground or shown on the map. The total number of acres owned by one
person in each class, and the total number of acres benefited shall be deshall be ascertained,

termined.

The

total

shall be obtained

ment upon the

number

of acres of each class in the entire district

and presented

in

ers shall be in the ratio of five, four, three,

as often as five mills per acre

is

The

tabulated form.

several classes of la.nd returned

scale of assess-

by the engineer and view-

two and one; that

is

to say,

assessed against the land in "Class A,"

four mills per acre shall be assessed against the land in "Class B," three
mills per acre in "Class C,"

two

mills per acre in "Class D,"

and one mill
form the basis of the assessment of

per acre in "Class E." This shall
benefits to the lands for drainage purposes. (Acts 1911, pp. 108, 116.)
Cross-reference.

—Assessment for

cost of drainage, see

§

23-2541.

—

account and report. The engineer and
viewers shall keep an accurate account and report to the court the name
and number of days each person was employed on the survey, and the
kind of work he was doing and any expenses that may have been incurred in going to and from the work, and the cost of any supplies or
material that may have been used in making the survey. (Acts 1911,
23-2520. Cost of surveys;

pp. 108, 117.)
Cross-reference.

— Compensation

of engineers,

and others, see

§

23-2553.

— In case the work

delayed by
high water, sickness or any other good cause, and the report is not completed at the time fixed by the court, the engineer and viewers shall ap23-2521. Extension of time for report.

is

pear before the court and state in writing the cause of such failure, and
ask for sufficient time in which to complete the work, and the court shall
set another date

by which the report

shall

be completed and

filed.

(Acts

1911, pp. 108, 117.)

23-2522. Final report; notice of final hearing.

—When the

final

report

is

completed and filed it shall be examined by the court, and if it is found
to be in due form and in accordance with the law, it shall be accepted,
and if not in due form it may be referred back to the engineer and viewers, with instructions to secure further information to be reported at a
subsequent date to be fixed by the court. When the report is fully completed and accepted by the court a date, not less than 20 days thereafter,
shall be fixed by the court for the final hearing upon the report, and notice
thereof shall be given by publication in a newspaper of general circulation in the county and by posting a written or printed notice on the door
of the courthouse and at five conspicuous places throughout the district,
such publication to be made for at least two weeks before the final hearDuring this time a copy of the report shall be on file in the office
ing.
of the clerk of the superior court and shall be open to the inspection of
any landowner or other person interested within the district. (Acts 1911,
pp. 108, 117.)
Cross-reference.

—Preliminary

5§ 23-2508 to 23-2513.

report

by viewers

and

hearing

thereon,

see

§

23-2526

— At the date

Bet for

Counties.
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23-2523. Objections to report;

the hearing- any landowner

judgment

may appear

of court.

person or by counsel, and file
his objection in writing to the report of the viewers; and it shall be the
duty of the court to carefully review the report of the viewers and the
in

-

objection filed thereto, and

make such changes

substantial and equal justice to

as are necessary to render

the landowners in the district.

all

If in

the opinion of the court the cost of construction, together with

amount

of

damages assessed

is

the

not greater than the benefits that will

accrue to the land affected, the court shall confirm the report of the viewers.
If, however, the court finds that the cost of construction, together

with the damages assessed, is greater than the resulting benefit that will
accrue to the lands affected, the court shall dismiss the proceedings at
the cost of the petitioners, and the sureties upon the bond so

filed

by

such costs. The court may from time to time
collect from petitioners such amounts as may be necessary to pay costs
accruing, other than costs of the engineer, his assistants and freeholders,
such amounts to be repaid from the special tax herein authorized. (Acts

them

shall be liable for

1911, pp. 108, 118.)
Cross-reference.

— Objections generally,

see

§

23-2556.

—

Appeals by aggrieved parties. Any party aggrieved may,
within 10 days after the confirmation of the assessors' report appeal to
the superior court. Such appeal shall be taken and prosecuted as now
Provided, that the right of appeal shall
provided in civil proceedings
obtain in all cases of dispute as now provided by law, and in accordance
with -this law. (Acts 1911, pp. 108, 118.)
23-2524.

:

Cross-references.

—Appeal

23-2515. Appeal generally,
Title 6, Appeal and Error.
§

from preliminary hearing defining boundaries, see
and waiver, see § 23-2558. General law on appeals, see

23-2525. Drainage record.

vide a suitable book, to be

—The
known

clerk of the superior court shall pro-

as the drainage record, in

which he

judgment or finding
of the board in every drainage transaction that may come before it, in
such a manner as to make a complete and continuous record of the case.
Copies of all maps and profiles are to be furnished by the engineer and
marked by the clerk "official copies," which shall be kept on file by him
in his office, and one other copy shall be pasted or otherwise attached to
shall transcribe every petition, motion, order, report,

his record book. (Acts 1911, pp. 108, 119.)
Cross-reference.
to 23-2551.

23-2526.

— Bonds

Board

for drainage,

how

issued and collected, see §§ 23-2544

of drainage commissioners; appointment; vacancies.—

After the said drainage district shall have been declared established, as

and the survey and plan therefor approved, the court shall
appoint three persons who shall be designated as the board of drainage
commissioners. Such drainage commissioners shall first be elected by
the owners of the land within the drainage or levee district, or a majority
aforesaid,

of same, in such

manner

as the court shall prescribe.

appoint those receiving a majority of the votes.

If

The

court shall

any one or more of

such proposed commissioners shall not receive the vote of a majority of
such landowners the court shall appoint all, or the remainder from among

823-2527

__

g

^mm

those voted for in the election.

be

filled in like

manner.
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Any vacancy

(Acts 1911, pp. 108. 119.)

Commissioners a body corporate.

23-2527.

thereafter occurring shall

Seal,

etc.

— Such -three

drainage commissioners, when so appointed, shall be immediately created
a body corporate under the name and style of "The board of drainage
district," with the right to hold property
commissioners of

and convey the same, to sue and be sued, and shall possess such other
powers as usually pertain to corporations. Such board of drainage commissioners shall adopt a seal, which they may alter at pleasure. The
board of drainage commissioners shall have and possess such powers as
are herein granted. The name of such drainage district, whether designated by number or otherwise, shall constitute a part of its corporate
name for illustration, "The board of drainage commissioners of (No. 1
(Acts 1911, pp. 108, 119.)
or Okefenokee) district.
;

,,

23-2528. Organization of board; officers.

ing from

among

their

number

—They shall organize by

elect-

They
body. The

a chairman and a vice chairman.

without their
proceeding
was instituted shall be
treasurer of the county in which the
commissioners:
Provided, howsuch
drainage
treasurer
of
ex-ofncio
ever, that such board of drainage commissioners shall have the right, in
shall also elect a secretary, either within or

and designate any banking or trust company in
this State to act as treasurer or custodian of funds derived by such board
from the sale of bonds issued by such drainage district, for other moneys
collected for maintenance and construction, and for collections made by
the sheriff and tax collector. (Acts 1911, pp. 108, 119; 1921, p. 185.)
its

discretion, to select

—

Superintendent of construction; appointment; bond. The
board of drainage commissioners shall appoint a competent person as
superintendent of construction. Such person shall furnish a bond, to be
approved by the commissioners, in the penal sum of $10,000, conditioned
upon the honest and faithful performance of his duties, such bond to be
in favor of the board of drainage commissioners. (Acts 1911, pp. 108,
23-2529.

120.)

23-2530. Letting

work

of construction; notice; bids.

—The

board of

drainage commissioners shall cause notice to be given for two consecu-

weeks
provement

some newspaper published

county wherein such imis located, if such there be, and such additional publication
elsewhere as they may deem expedient, of the time and place of letting
the work of construction of said improvement, and in such notice they
shall specify the approximate amount of work to be done and the time
fixed for the completion thereof; and on the date appointed for the letting, they, together with the superintendent of construction, shall convene and let to the lowest responsible bidder, either as a whole or in sections, as they may deem most advantageous for the district, the proposed
work. No bid shall be entertained that exceeds the estimated costs unfor good and satisfactory reasons it shall be shown that the original
estimate was erroneous. They shall have the right to reject all bids and
advertise again the work, if in their judgment the interest of the district
will be subserved by doing so. (Acts 1911, pp. 108, 120.)
tive

i

in

in the

563
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23-2531. Contract

and bond

§23- 2

—Tlie successful bidder

be
required to enter into a contract with the board of drainage commissioners and to execute a bond for the faithful performance of Btteb contr;
with sufficient sureties, in favor of the board of drainage com:
for the use and benefit of the levee or drainage district, in an amount
equal to 25 per centum of the estimated cost of the work awarded him.
(Acts 1911, pp. 108, 120.)
Cross-reference.

— Suits

of bidder.

against contractors, see

§

shall

23-2533.

—

and payments for work. The superintendent in
charge of construction shall make monthly estimates of the amount of
work done, and furnish one copy to the contractor and file the other with
the secretary of the board of drainage commissioners. Five days after
the filing of such estimate, the board shall meet and direct the secretary
to draw a warrant in favor of such contractor for 90 per centum of the
work done, according to specifications and contract; and upon the presentation of such warrant properly signed by the chairman and the secretary, to the treasurer of the drainage fund, he shall pay the amount due
thereon. When the work is fully completed and accepted by the superintendent he shall make an estimate for the whole amount due, including
the amounts withheld on the previous monthly estimates, which shall be
paid from the drainage funds as before provided. (Acts 1911, pp. 108,
23-2532. Estimates of

121.)

23-2533. Suits against contractors for failure to perform.

—

Reletting

any contractor, to whom a portion of said work shall have been
let, shall fail to perform the same according to the terms specified in his
contract, action may be had in behalf of the board of drainage commissioners against such contractor and his bond in the superior court for
damages sustained by the levee or drainage district, and recovery made
against such contractor and his sureties. In such an event the work shall
be advertised and relet in the same manner as the original letting. (Acts
work.

If

1911, pp. 108, 122.)
Cross-reference.

—Letting work

How

work

of construction, see §§ 23-2530, 23-2531.

— In

work the
contractor shall have the right to enter upon the lands necessary for this
purpose, and the right to remove private or public bridges or fences and
23-2534.

executed.

the construction of the

from the work. In case the right of
through timber, the owner thereof shall have

to cross private land in going to or

way

improvement is
the right to remove it, if he so desires, before the work of construction
begins, and in case it is not removed by the landowner it shall become
the property of the contractor, and may be removed by him. (Acts
of the

1911, pp. 108, 122.)

23-2535. Crossings of public highways; procedure in case

of.

—Where

any public ditch, drain or watercourse established under the provisions
of this law crosses a public highway, the actual cost of constructing the
same across the highway or removing old bridges or building new ones
shall be paid for from the fund of the drainage district. Whenever any
highway within the levee or drainage district shall be beneficially affected by the construction of any improvement or improvements in such district it shall

be the duty of the viewers appointed to classify the land to

—
§

Counties.

23-2536
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amount of benefit to such highway, and notice of
shall be given by the clerk of the supesuch
assessment
the amount of
rior court to the board of commissioners of roads and revenues, or, if
re be no such board, to the ordinary of the county where the road is
located, who shall have the right to appear before the court and file objections, the same as any landowner. (Acts 1911, pp. 108, 122.)

give in their report the

Cross-reference.

— Cost

of

new

bridges, see

§

23-2563.

way; procedure in case of.
engineer and the viewers in charge shall make a survey

23-2536. Crossing of railroad right of

Whenever

the

purpose of locating a public levee or drainage district or changing
a natural watercourse, and the same would cross the right of way of any
railroad company, it shall be the duty of the owner in charge of the work
to notify the railroad company, by serving written notice upon the agent
of such company or its lessee or receiver, that they will meet the company at the place where the proposed ditch, drain or watercourse crosses
the right of way of such company, said notice fixing the time of such
meeting, which shall not be less than 10 days after the service of same,
for the purpose of conferring with said company with relation to the
place where and the manner in which such improvement shall cross such
right of way. When the time fixed for such conference shall arrive, unless for good cause more time is agreed upon, it shall be the duty of the
viewers in charge and the railroad company to agree, if possible, upon
the place where and the manner and method in which such improvement
shall cross such right of way. If the viewers and the railroad company canfor the

not agree, or

if

the railroad

company

shall

fail,

neglect or refuse to confer

with the viewers, they shall determine the place and manner of crossing the right of way of said railroad company, and shall specify the number and size of openings required, and the damages, if any, to said railroad company, and so specify in their report. The fact that the railroad
company is required by the construction of the improvement to build a

new

bridge or culvert or to enlarge or strengthen an old one shall not be

considered as damages to said railroad

company.

The engineer and

viewers shall also assess the benefits that will accrue to the right of way,
roadbed and other property of said company by affording better drainage
or a better outlet for drainage, but

no benefits

shall be assessed because

may come to said
improvement. The benefits

of the increase in business that

railroad because of the

construction of the

shall be assessed at a

sum, determined solely by the physical benefit that its property will
receive by the construction of said improvement, and it shall be reported
by the viewers as a special assessment, due personally from the railroad
company as a special assessment; it may be collected in the same manner as an ordinary debt in any court having jurisdiction. (Acts 1911,
fixed

pp. 108, 123.;
Cross-reference.

— Cost

of

new

bridges, see

§

23-2563.

—

by railroads. The clerk of the superior court shall
have notice served upon the railroad company of the time and place of
23-2537. Objections

meeting to hear and determine the final report of the engineer and viewers, and the said railroad company shall have the right to file objections
to said report and to appeal from the findings of the board of commissioners in the same manner as any landowner. Such an appeal shall not

§ 23-2539

Counties.
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delay or defeat the construetion of the improvement (Acts Yj\\

,

p

124.)

Cross-reference.— Appeals, see §§ 23-2515, 23-2524, 23-2558.

23-2538. Execution of

work on

railroad right of way.

— After

the con-

is let and the actual construction is commenced, if the work is being
done with a floating- dredge, the superintendent in charge of construction
shall notify the railroad company of the probable time at which the contractor will be ready to enter upon the right of way of said road and construct the work thereon. It shall be the duty of said railroad to send a
representative to view the ground with the superintendent of construction and arrange the exact time at which such work can be most conveniently done. At the time agreed upon the said railroad company shall remove its rails, ties, stringers and such other obstructions as may be necessary to permit the dredge to excavate the channel across its right of
way. The work shall be so planned and conducted as to interfere in the
least possible manner with the business of said railroad. In case the railroad company refuses and fails to remove its track and allow the dredge
to construct the work, on its right of way, it shall be held as delaying the
construction of the improvement, and such company shall be liable to a
penalty of $25 per day for each day of delay, to be collected by the board
of drainage commissioners for the benefit of the drainage district as in
the case of other penalties. Such a fine may be collected in any court
having jurisdiction and shall inure to the benefit of the drainage district.
Within 30 days after the work is completed an itemized bill for the actual
expenses incurred by the railroad company for opening its tracks shall
be made and presented to the superintendent of construction of the drainage improvement. Such bill, however, shall not include the cost of putting in a new bridge or strengthening or enlarging an old one. The superintendent of construction shall audit this bill and, if found correct, approve the same and file with the secretary of the board of drainage commissioners. The commissioners shall deduct from this bill the cost of
the excavation done by the dredge on the right of way of said railroad
company at the contract price, and pay the difference, if any, to said
railroad company
Provided, that said railroad company shall have the

tract

:

right to

make

the necessary excavation across

in this section.

Cross-reference.

its

right of

way

as required

(Acts 1911, pp. 108, 124.)

— Cost

of

new

bridges, see

§

23-2563.

—

Maintenance of drainage established. "Whenever any improvement constructed under this law is completed, it shall be under the
control and supervision of the board of drainage commissioners. It shall
be the duty of the said board to keep the levee, ditch, drain or watercourse in good repair, and for this purpose they may levy an assessment
on the lands benefited by the construction of said improvement in the
same manner and in the same proportion as the original assessments
were made, and the fund that is collected shall be used for repairing- and
23-2539.

maintaining the ditch, drain or watercourse in perfect order Provided,
however, that if any repairs are made necessary by the act or negligence
of the owner of any land through which such improvement is constructed or by the act or negligence of his agent or employee, or if the same is
caused by the cattle, hogs or other stock of said owner, employee or
:

§

23-2540

Counties.
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agent, then the cost thereof shall be assessed and levied against the lands
of said

owner above,

to be collected

by proper

suit instituted

by the

inage commissioners.

—

Cross-references. How benefits estimated, see
ing drainage system, see § 23-9908.

§

Penalty for obstruct-

23-2519.

23-2540. Rights of landowners; ditch as part of drainage system.

The owner
struction of

—

any land that has been assessed for the costs of the conany ditch, drain, or watercourse, as herein provided, shall

of

have the right to use the ditch, drain, or watercourse as an outlet for lateral drains from said land and if said land is separated from the ditch,
drain or watercourse by the land of another or others, and the owner
thereof shall be unable to agree with said other or others as to the terms
and conditions on which he may enter their lands and construct said
drain or ditch, he may file his ancillary petition in such pending proceeding to the court and the procedure shall be as now provided by the law.
;

"When the ditch is constructed it shall become a part of the drainage system and shall be under the control of the board of drainage commissioners and be kept in repair by them as herein provided. (Acts 1911, pp. 108,
126.)
Cross-references.
of damages, see

§

— Condemnation

of right of way, see

§

23-2514.

Assessment

23-2518.

23-2541. Assessments for cost of drainage.

—After the classification

the land and the ratio of assessment of the different classes to be

of

made

thereon has been confirmed by the court, the drainage commissioners
shall prepare an assessment roll or drainage tax duplicate, giving a description of all the land in said drainage district, the name of the owner,
so far as can be ascertained

from the public records, and the amount of

assessment, against each of the several tracts of land.

In preparing this

assessment roll the board shall ascertain the total costs of the improvement, including the damages awarded and to be paid to the owners of
land, and all incidental expenses, and deduct therefrom any special assessment made against any railroad or highway, and the remainder shall
be the amount to be borne and paid by the lands benefited. This amount
shall be assessed against the several tracts of land according to the benefit received, as shown by the classification and ratio of assessment made
by the viewers and confirmed by the board of drainage commissioners.
This drainage tax roll shall be made in duplicate, signed by the chairman
and secretary, and one copy filed with the drainage record and the other
delivered to the sheriff or county tax collector. There shall be appended
an order to collect the said assessments, and the same shall have the force
and effect of a judgment as in the case of State and county taxes. For
the purpose of meeting any possible deficit in the collection of the annual
drainage assessments, there shall be levied and assessed during each year
when either interest or principal on bonds shall be due, such an assessment as will yield five per cent, more than the total of principal and interest due in such year; that is to say, that for every $100 of principal
and interest, or either, due in any one year, there shall be levied and assessed a sufficient drainage tax to yield $105 for such year. When this
excess of drainage tax so levied and collected shall accumulate so that
the aggregate surplus in the hands of the treasurer shall amount to more
than 10 per cent, of the total bonds of the district, outstanding and un-
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§

23-2544

above 10 per cent, thereof may be available by
the board of drainage commissioners for expenditure in the maintenance
and upkeep in the work of such district. Any part of this fund remaining on hand when the final installment of bonds and interest IS due, shall
be applied toward the payment of same, and the final assessment shall
paid, then such surplus

be proportionately reduced. (Acts 1911, pp. 108, 127; 1921, pp. 185, 187.)
Cross-references. How benefits estimated, see § 23-2519. Assessment of dam-

—

Maintenance of drainage after establishment, see § 23-2539.
Kate of
Additional assessments, see § 23-2565.
Reassessments, see § 23-2552.
Validation of bonds, see §§ 23-2568, 23 2573.
interest on bonds, see § 23-2561.
Bonds as investments for securities, see § 23-2567. Borrowing to meet payment of
bonds, see § 23-2566.
Other duties of tax collector, see §§ 23-2546 to 23-2551,

ages, see

§

23-2518

23-2565.

—

Payment of assessments or bonds for same. If the total cot
of the work is less than an average of 25 cents per acre on all the land
in the district, the assessment made against the several tracts shall be
collected in one installment, by the same officer and in the same manner
as State and county taxes are collected, and payable at the same time.
23-2542.

In case the total assessment exceeds the average of 25 cents per acre on
all lands in the district, the board of drainage commissioners shall give
notice

by publication

for

two consecutive weeks

in

some newspaper

of

there be one, by posting a notice at
posting
written or printed notices at
by
five conspicuous places in the district, that they propose to issue bonds
for the construction of said improvement, giving the amount of the bonds

general circulation in the district,

if

the courthouse door, and also

to be issued, the rate of interest they are to bear and the time

when pay-

Any landowner

having lands assessed in the district and not wanting to pay interest on the bonds may, within 30 days from the date of
said notice, pay to the county treasurer the full amount of his assessment
and have his land released therefrom. (Acts 1911, pp. 108, 128; 1918,
able.

pp. 147, 148.)
Cross-references.

—How

§§ 23-2544 to 23-2551.

bonds

drainage

for

See cross-references under

are issued
§ 23-2541.

and

collected,

see

—

Waiver of defenses against assessment. Each and every person owning land in the district which is assessed for the construction of
an improvement, who shall neglect or fail to pay the full amount of his
23-2543.

assessment to the county treasurer within the time specified, shall be
deemed as consenting to the issuing of said drainage bonds, and in consideration of the right to pay his assessment in installments he thereby
waives his right to any defense against the collection of said assessment
because of an irregularity, illegality, or defect in the proceedings prior to
this time, except in the case of an appeal as heretofore provided, which
is not affected by this waiver. (Acts 1911, pp. 108, 128.)
Cross-references.

—Waiver of irregularities

Assessments for cost of drainage, see
23-2544.

Bonds

for drainage;

§

how

in hearings, see §§ 23-2555 to 25-255S.
23-2541.

issued; interest rate.

—At the expira-

from the date of the notice provided in section 23-2542
the board of drainage commissioners may issue bonds for the full amount
of the assessment not paid in to the county treasurer, together with the
interest thereon, costs of collection or other incidental expenses. These
bonds shall bear six per cent, interest per annum, payable annuallv or
semiannually, in the discretion of the board of drainage commissioners
tion of 30 days

§

568
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•

and

shall be paid in 10 equal

of the principal shall

mature

annual installments.

The

first

at the expiration of three years

installment

from the date

and one installment each succeeding- year for nine additional
years. The commissioners may sell these bonds at not less than par and
devote the proceeds to the payment of the work as it progresses. In no
case shall bonds be issued until the tax levy has been made to meet them
of issue,

as they

come

due. (Acts 1911, pp. 108, 129; 1918, pp. 147, 148.)

—

bonds; record. The bonds issued shall be for the exclusive use of the levee or drainage district specified on their L.ce, and
should be numbered by the board of drainage commissioners and recorded in the drainage record, which record shall set out specifically the lands
embraced in the district on which the tax has not been paid in full, and
which land is assessed for the payment of the bonds issued and the in23-2545.

Use

of

(Acts 1911, pp. 108, 129.)

terest thereon.

and interest; title of purchaser.
This assessment shall constitute the first and paramount lien,
second only to State and county taxes and taxes levied for any and all
school purposes upon the lands assessed for the payment of said bonds
issued and the interest thereon, as the same becomes due, and shall be
collected in the same manner by the same officers as the State and county
taxes are collected, by levy and sale, and any purchaser at such sale shall
acquire title to said land so sold subject only to State and county taxes
and taxes levied for any and all school purposes (and also city taxes, if
said lands be located in an incorporated town or city), and the upaid assessments due or to become due, and such unmatured assessments shall
at maturity be collected in like manner by levy and sale of said land, the
title to vest in the last purchaser at any such sale.
Any and all executions issued under and by virtue of the provisions of this law shall constitute a special lien upon the lands of such party lying within said drain23-2546. Lien

and collection

of assessments

—

age district subject to the provisions herein contained. All assessments
levied under authority of this law shall be due and payable on or before
December 20, in each year preceding the maturity of the installment of

bonds or indebtedness which the assessment
is levied to pay; and it shall be the duty of the tax collector to collect
such assessments in the same manner and at the same time as he collects State and county taxes, and issue his receipt therefor. The necessary books and blanks for this purpose shall be provided at the expense
of the drainage district. The tax collector shall, not later than January
1 of each year, make a report of all unpaid assessments due for the preceding year to the board of drainage commissioners, and shall at the same
time issue his execution to enforce collection of the same, which shall
proceed as ordinary executions for State and county taxes; all unpaid
principal or interest of the

assessments shall bear interest at the rate of seven per cent, per annum
from December 20 until paid, and shall be collected by the tax collector
in the same manner as the assessment. (Acts 1911, pp. 108, 129; 1925
pp. 179, 181.)

23-2547. Collection

when

district is in

more than one county.

—When-

incorporated in more than one county the assessments
shall be due and payable in the county where they are levied, and the tax
ever a district

is
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23-2552

collector of that county shall issue executions as hereinbefore provided,

which may be levied by any
the land

is

23-2548.

located.

sheriff or constable in the

county

in

which

(Acts 1925, pp. 179, 182.)

Remedies

of bondholders for defaults.

—

Tf

any installment

of

by the said bond shall not be paid at the
time and in the manner when the same shall become due and payal
the holder or holders of such bond or bonds upon which default has b
made may have a right of action against said drainage district or the
principal or interest represented

wherein the court may
issue a writ of mandamus against the said drainage district, and its officers, including the tax collector and treasurer, directing the levying of
a tax or special assessment as herein provided, and the collection of same,
in such sum as may be necessary to meet any unpaid installments of
principal and interest and costs of action; and such other remedies as
are hereby vested in the holder or holders of such bond or bonds in default as may be authorized by law, and the right of action is hereby vested in the holder or holders of such bond upon which default has been
made authorizing them to institute suit against any officer on his official
bond for failure to perform any duty imposed by the provisions of this
law. The official bonds of the tax collector and the county treasurer
shall be liable for the faithful performance of the duties herein assigned
them. Such bonds may be increased by the board of county commisboard of drainage commissioners of said

district,

sioners. (Acts 1911, pp. 108, 129; 1921, pp. 185, 186.)

23-2549. Drainage commissioners' duties as to levy

—

and collection

of

assessments. It shall be the duty of said board of drainage commissioners to see that executions to enforce payment of all unpaid assessments
aforesaid are issued by the tax collector not later than the 15th day of

January of each year, and are immediately placed by him in the hands of
the sheriff or other proper levying officer, and to see that levy is promptly made and followed in due course by advertisement and sale of the land,
in said drainage district, of each person who fails to make payment in full
to such levying officer on or before the 15th day of February in each year;
and it shall be their further duty to see that all county officers and persons charged with any duty herein, including the levying of a special tax
assessment and collection of the same, shall promptly and faithfully discharge their respective duties. (Acts 1923, p. 84.)
23-2550. Persons paying not liable for others' assessments.

son

who pays

— No

per-

his respective share of the assessment shall be liable for

the assessment or any portion thereof against others in the district.

(Acts 1925, pp. 179, 183.)
23-2551. Rights of existing lienholders.

—No

time
of the assessment under this law shall be affected hereby until and unless such lienholder shall be served and notified as are other members of
such district, and when so served and notified such lienholder shall be
entitled to all rights of members in the affairs of said district until such
lien shall have been discharged. (Acts 1925, pp. 179, 183.)
23-2552. Reassessment.

ment

—Where

for the construction of

lien existing at the

the court has confirmed an assess-

any public

levee, ditch or drain

and such

as-

g
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sessment has boon modified by the court of superior jurisdiction, but for
some unforseon cause it cannot be collected, the board of drainage commissioners shall have power to change or modify the assessment as originally confirmed to conform to the judgment of the superior court and to
cover any deficit that may have been caused by the order of said court
or unforeseen occurrence. The said relevy shall be made for the additional sum required, in the same ratio on the lands benefited as the original assessment was made. (Acts 1911, pp. 108, 130.)
Cross-reference.

—See

cross-references under

23-2541.

§

—

Compensation of engineers and others. Any engineer employed under the provisions of this law shall receive such compensation
per diem for his services as shall be fixed and determined by the drain23-2553.

age commissioners. The viewers other than the engineer shall receive $3
per day. The rodmen, axmen, chainmen, and other laborers shall receive
not to exceed $2 per day each. All other fees and costs incurred under
the provisions of this law shall be the same as provided by law for like
services in other cases.
Said costs and expenses shall be paid by the
order of the court, out of the drainage fund provided for that purpose,
and the board of drainage commissioners shall issue warrants therefor
when funds shall be in the hands of the treasurer. (Acts 1911, pp. 108,
131.)

—

Cross-references. Compensation of engineers and assistants, see §§ 23-2504 to
Record of cost of survey to be kept by engineers and viewers, see

23-2507.
§ 23-2520.

23-2554. Cooperation with United States officials.

—In

the event that

Government makes provision for loans to promote
drainage and reclamation work or provides for such work to be done unthe United States

der the supervision of
tricts created

under

its officials,

this

the drainage commissioners for dis-

law are empowered to avail themselves of such

provisions at any time by cooperating with said United State Govern-

ment

officials for

the completion of any

work begun

prior to such pro-

vision being made, and said drainage commissioners are

levy and collect in the

empowered

to

manner herein provided the taxes against the land

and pay the receipts from such levy in liquidation of the
loan made as aforesaid by the United States Government; and it shall be
the duty of the Department of Forestry and Geological Development to
cooperate with, and solicit the cooperation, of the various bureaus of the
United States Government, in promotion of all work undertaken under
and

to pledge

this law.

(Acts 1911, pp. 108, 131; 1931, pp.

tion of

—The provisions of

law shall be libpromote the leveeing, ditching, drainage and reclama-

23-2555. Construction of law.
erally construed to

7, 12.)

wet and overflowed lands. (Acts 1911, pp.

23-2556.

Making

parties after final report.

in the district, as defined in the final

map accompanying

this

108, 131.)

—Any person

owning lands

report of the board of viewers and

who

has not previously been made
a party thereto, may, upon a 10 days' notice in writing given to such person, be made a party to any proceeding under this law by the drainage

of the

the same,

court; and upon objections being filed by any person under this section
the burden shall be upon him to show that the proposed improvement

Counties.
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23- 2

not for the public benefit and will not be conducive to the general v

is

community. Upon the return day of said notice, if no appearance is made, or upon the overruling of objections, the court shall make
such person a party to said proceeding, and his lands shall thereupon be
bound for the payment of assessments as fully as though he were an
original party. Any person may in writing, under oath, acknowledge the
benefit of the improvement and be made a party, and his lands become
bound for the payment of assessments, without order of court upon such
acknowledgment being entered upon the drainage record. (Acts 1918,
fare of the

pp. 147, 152.)

by defects in proceedings prior to
report.
The collection of the assessment

23-2557. Collections not defeated
court's order confirming final
shall not be defeated,

any defect

of

in the

confirming the

final

be conclusive and

—

where the proper notices have been given, by reason

proceedings occurring prior to the order of the court
report of the viewers; but such order or orders shall

final that all prior

proceedings were regular and ac-

cording to law, unless they were appealed from. (Acts 1911, pp. 108, 131.)
23-2558. Modification on appeal affects only appellant. Waiver.

deem

—

If,

on

and proper to release any person or
to modify his assessment or liability, it shall in no manner affect the
rights and legality of any person other than the appellant, and the failure
to appeal from the order of the court within the time specified shall be a
waiver of any illegality in the proceedings, and the remedies provided
for in this law shall exclude all other remedies. (Acts 1911, pp. 108, 131.)
appeal, the court shall

just

—

Appeal from preliminary hearing, defining boundaries, see
Appeal from assessors' report, see § 23-2524. General law on appeals,
6, Appeal and Error.

Cross-references.
23-2515.
See Title
§

it

23-2559. Appointees removable for cause.

—Any

engineer, viewer, su-

perintendent of construction, or other person appointed under this law

may

be removed by the court, upon petition, for corruption, neglect of

duty, or other good and satisfactory causes shown.

(Acts 1911, pp. 108,

132.)

23-2560. Existing laws not repealed nor established systems affected.

—This law shall not repeal or change other laws on the subject of drainage, but shallbe cumulative thereto; nor shall

it

affect

any

local drain-

age system established thereunder. (Acts 1911, pp. 108, 132.)

—

Cross-references. Drainage system for coast counties and certain other counsee note following § 23-2501. Duty of State Geologist as to plans of drainage,
How mine owners obtain draining privileges, see §§ S3-207,
etc., see § 43-304.
83-208. Method of condemnation by counties for drainage, see § 36-202.
ties,

23-2561. Interest on bonds.

—When bonds heretofore or hereafter issued

under the preceding sections do not in any case exceed $100,000. the rate
of interest thereof may be fixed by the board of drainage commissioners
at not more than eight per cent, per annum.
(Acts 1913, p. 85; 1917,
p. 100; 1920, p. 148.)

Cross-reference.

Chapter

57-1.

— Interest and usury generally,

see Title 57, Interest and Usury,

§

23-2562

Corx ties.

23-2562. Validation of bonds.

— Bonds issued under the

tions shall be validated as other

572

preceding secrequired to be validated

bonds are now

under the provisions of existing laws. (Acts 1913,

p. 85.)

—

Cress-references. Bonds for drainage, how issued and collected, see §§ 23-2544
to 23-2551. Validation of county and municipal bonds, see Title 87, Public Finance,
Chapters 87-3, S7-4; under this law, see §§ 23-25o8 to 23-2573.

23-2563. Cost of

new

bridges to be paid by county.

—The cost of build-

new

bridges under the preceding sections shall be borne and paid
for by the county. (Acts 1913, p. 85.)
ing

all

Cross-references.
ings, see

$

23-2536.

23-2564.

— Crossings

of public highways, see § 23-2535.
Railroad crossExecution of work on railroad right of way, see § 23-2538.

No commission

for handling drainage fund.

— Neither the tax

collector nor the county treasurer, or the equivalent officer, shall receive

any commission for handling the drainage fund, nor for performing any
duty imposed upon him by the preceding sections. (Acts 1917, p. 100.)
Cross-references.
§ 92-5301.

—Fees

of

county treasurer, see

§

23-1013.

Pay

of tax collec-

tors, see

23-2565. Additional

assessments.

—Whenever

necessary to
complete any district organized under this law cannot be met by the
original assessment, as from failure to correctly estimate the amount of
rock in a district, or from other causes unknown at the time of making
the

cost

duty of the board of drainage
commissioners to levy additional assessments to meet such necessary expense, which they shall do in the same manner and in the same proportion as original assessments are made, and which shall be collected in
the same manner. The funds collected under this section shall be paid
by the tax collector to the officer designated by the board of drainage
commissioners. (Acts 1918, pp. 147, 153.)
the original assessment,

it

shall be the

—

meet bond payments. The board of drainage
commissioners established and created under the provisions of this law
shall have the right to borrow money necessary to meet promptly payments of principal and interest on bonds as they mature and to give their
note or notes, secured by the unpaid assessments already levied for
meeting such bonds or coupons being retired. (Acts 1921, pp. 185, 187.)
23-2566.

Borrowing

Cross-reference.

to

— Loans

by United

States, see

§

23-2554.

—

Investment in bonds and deposit with State Treasurer.
Any and all bonds authorized and issued under the provisions of this
law shall be eligible as good and lawful securities for the investment of
•23-2567.

capital stock, surplus

gaged

marine, accident or health insurance, or
or employer's liability insurance, now organized or hereafter or-

in the

fidelity,

and reserve funds of any insurance company, en-

business of

life, fire,

ganized under the laws of this State, or any insurance company

now

or

hereafter organized under the laws of any State or foreign Country and

transacting any of the kinds of business aforesaid in this State.

Any

such bonds shall be eligible for deposit by any bank or trust company,
with the State Treasurer as security for funds of this State deposited by

bank or trust company, and shall likewise be
deposit by insurance companies whenever a deposit of bonds

said Treasurer with such
eligible for

Counties.
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required of insurance companies by the laws of this State. ''Acts 1921,

is

pp. 185, 188.)

—

Cross-references. Validation of bonds, see § 23-2562 ?;nd cross-references. State
depositories, see Title 100, State Depositories.
e comInvestments by ti
panies, see §§ 56-224, 56-227, 56-1418.
Bonds and deposits required of insurance
companies, see § 56-209 ct scq. Deposits by industrial life insurance companies,
Deposits by life insurers, see § 56-318 et :-eq.
see §§ 56-1303, 56-1304.

bonds issued by districts established after August 22, 1925; notice of bond issue. Any and all bonds issued under this
law in any case by drainage districts established after August 22, 1925,
may be validated in the manner provided in this and the following sec23-2568. Validation of

—

tions, to wit:

Whenever any drainage

have been organized under and
by virtue of this law and the drainage commissioners shall determine
that the issuance of bonds for the purpose of constructing such improvements is advisable or necessary, the said drainage commissioners shall
within 30 days thereafter serve notice upon the solicitor general of the
circuit in which said drainage district desired to issue bonds under the
terms and conditions of this law. Such service shall be personal upon
the solicitor general. In the event he is absent from the circuit, then it
shall be served in person upon the Attorney General. (Acts 1925, pp.
district shall

179, 184.)
Cross-reference.

— See

§

23-2562 as to validation of bonds of other drainage

districts.

23-2569.

Same;

petition; orders to

show cause; answers.

—Within

20
the preceding

days from the date of the service of the notice provided in
section, the solicitor general or the Attorney General, as the case may be,
shall prepare and file in the office of the clerk of the superior court of the
county in which said drainage district has been organized a petition, a
true and correct copy of such petition to be filed in the office of the clerk
of the superior court in each of the counties in which any of the lands
embraced within such drainage district may lie. Such petition shall be
considered an original action in the superior court in each of the counties in which such petition may have been filed.
Such action shall be
brought in the name of the State of Georgia and against such drainage
district so desiring to issue bonds, setting forth the service of the notice,

as provided in the preceding section, the

name

of the drainage district

seeking to issue said bonds, the amount of the bonds to be issued, what
interest they are to bear and how much principal and interest is to be
paid in full. The solicitor general, or the Attorney General, as the case
may be, shall attach thereto as exhibit true and correct plats or maps of
the area to be drained, showing the acreage within said area owned by
each of the members of said district, the class or classes to which the
lands of each member has been assigned and the acreage of each member
in

each

class, the

amount

class, as well as the total

to be assessed against the acreage in each

amount

to be assessed against each

mem-

and shall obtain from the judge of the superior court in the county
in which said drainage district is organized, as well as from the judge of
the superior court in each of the other counties in which any portion of
ber,

said drainage district

may

an order requiring the drainage commissioners representing such drainage district to show cause at the courtlie,
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each of the several counties, at such time as the judges of such
courts may direct (the several hearings to be on different dates and all
within 20 days from the filing of the petition) why the bonds should not
be confirmed and validated, which petitions as filed in the several counties shall be served in person upon the drainage commissioners by the
in

county in which such commissioners reside, or such commissioners may acknowledge service thereon. The commissioners shall
make sworn answers to the petition within the time prescribed by the
order therefor. (Acts 1925, pp. 179, 184,)
sheriff of the

23-2570.

Same; hearing; intervention;

time prescribed

in the

bill

of exceptions.

—Within

the

order the judge of each of the superior courts above

emand
time
fixed
in
braced in the drainage
at the
said order therefor,
proceed to hear and determine all the questions of law and fact in said
Notice of the hearing shall be published immediately preceding
cause.
such hearing in two issues of that newspaper in which sheriff's advertisements are published in said county. Each of such judges shall render
judgment thereon. In the event his judgment shall be in favor of the
issuance of bonds, a judgment and order shall be entered to that effect,
and any person owning lands lying within such drainage district, resident
of the county in which said hearing is had, or owning lands therein and
referred to shall, at the courthouse in the county wherein the land
district

may become

by intervention either before or after the rendition of the judgment and order hereIf such party is dissatisfied with the judgment of the
in referred to.
court confirming and validating the issuance of the bonds, he may
except thereto within 20 days from the judgment, as in injunctions, and
upon the hearing in the Supreme Court such bill of exceptions shall be

within said district

a party to said proceedings

heard in accordance with the practice regulating the hearing of
exceptions in criminal cases. (Acts 1925, pp. 179, 184.)
Cross-reference.

23-2571.

— In

— Hearing

of

bill

of exceptions in criminal cases, see

Same; judgment conclusive

the event no

after affirmance

§

bills of

6-904.

by Supreme Court.

within the time prescribed
herein, or, if filed, is affirmed by the Supreme Court, the judgment of the
superior court, so confirming and validating the issuance of the bonds,
shall be forever conclusive upon the validity of such bonds against the
bill of

exceptions

is filed

and the members thereof, whether such members
were original petitioners in said original petition to organize such district or were brought in by service as provided in this law.
The validity
of said bonds and the assessments thereunder shall not thereafter be
called into question in any court. (Acts 1925, pp. 179, 184.)

said drainage district

—

Same; stamps showing bonds are validated. Bonds, when
under
the provisions of this law, shall have stamped thereon by the
isf ued
clerk of the superior court in which said drainage district is organized the
"Validated and confirmed by judgment of the superior courts
rds:
of
counties," naming the counties in which
the superior courts thereof may have confirmed said issue of bonds, specifying the dates when such judgments were rendered and the courts in
which same were rendered, which shall be signed by the clerk of the superior court in which said drainage district is organized, certified copies
23-2572.

C0UN1
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of the final orders validating and confirming said bonds having
filed as

a part of the record

certificate of the clerk

on such bonds

v/a

first

been

Such entry

the office of said clerk.

in

'r>

I

shall be original

a

evidence of the facts

recited therein and shall be received as original evidence in

any

court.

(Acts 1925, pp. 179, 184.)

Same;

23-2573.

costs of validation.

contemplated shall be

—The costs of the proceedings here-

events taxed against the said drain
district, and in addition thereto said drainage district shall pay to the solicitor general the sum of $25 in each county in which such proceedings
in

may

in all

be had. (Acts 1925, pp. 179, 184.)

PART XXX.
CHAPTER

23-99.

Sec.

CRIMES.

IN GENERAL.
Sec.

23-9901.

County commissioners of roads
and revenues and county
managers failing to make reports, etc.

23-9906.
23-9907.

23-9902.

Punishment of county treas-

23-9903.

urer for purchasing county
orders at discount.
False survey.

23-9904.

23-9905.

23-9908.

23-9909.

Letting contract for public
work illegally; punishment.

County commissioners

Public work, competition for.
False oath by successful bidder for public work.
Failure to give bond to support a pauper.
Obstructing drainage system.
Speculating in county orders

by county

officers.

and revenues and county managers failing to make reports, etc. A failure of a board of county commissioners of roads and revenues or of a county manager to conform to
the provisions of section 23-910, relating to reports by such officers, shall
constitute a misdemeanor. (Acts 1922, p. 86.)
23-9901.

of roads

—

Punishment of county treasurer for purchasing
county orders at discount. If any county treasurer shall buy up any
county orders or claims for less than their full par value, either by himself or agents, directly or indirectly, or by paying for them in property
23-9902. (280 P. C.)

—

an estimated value above its true value, or refuse to pa)* an order when
he has funds to pay the same, or illegally postpone one, he shall be guilty
of a misdemeanor.
Cross-reference. Removal of county treasurer for purchasing county orders at
at

—

discount, see

§

23-1609.

—Any

county surveyor, or other person
acting as such, who shall knowingly survey nonvacant land as vacant
land, or make any other false survey, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
23-9903. (607) False survey.

Cross-reference.

— County

surveyor, see Chapter 23-11.

23-9904. (283 P. C.) Letting contract for public

—

work

illegally

;

punish-

ment. If any ordinary, commissioner of roads and revenues, or other officer having charge of the roads and revenues and buildings of the county
shall let out any contract for building or repairing any public work, as
mentioned in sections 23-1702 to 23-1704, without complying with said
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sections, or

any one

if
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of said officials shall receive, take, or contract to

receive or take, either directly or indirectly,
arising- out of

any such contract, he

any part

pay or profit
a misdemeanor.

of the

shall be guilty of

(Acts 1878-9, pp. 160-161.)
Cross-reference.

— Authority

having control of county matters, see

23-701 and

§

note.

23-9905. (741 P. C.) Public work, competition for.
late,

or

fail

to

comply with, the provisions

—Whoever shall vio-

of sections 23-1710

and 23-1711,

on the subject of letting- out public work by bidding, shall be guilty of a
misdemeanor. (Acts 1896, p. 73.)
23-9906. (392) False oath

by successful bidder

for public work.

oath prescribed in section 23-1712 shall be false, the person

—

If

the

making

it

punished by imprisonment and labor in the penitentiary for not
than three years nor more than 10 years. (Acts 1896, p. 73.)

shall be
less

Cross-reference.

— Punishment for

false swearing, see

23-9907. (683 P. C.) Failure to give

person shall

committed

fail to

it is

court of the county, when,
all

26-4004.

to support a pauper.

—

If

any

give bond prescribed in section 23-2308, he shall be

to jail until

pauper and pay

bond

§

given, or until the next term of the superior

not given, or he does not take care of said
costs, he shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
if

23-9908. Obstructing drainage system.

—Any

person

who

shall injure

any bridge, fence or flood gate in such
a way as to injure or damage any levee, ditch, drain or watercourse constructed or improved under the provisions of sections 23-2503 to 23-2553,
shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof may be
fined in any sum not exceeding twice the damage or injury done or
or damage, or obstruct, or build

caused. (Acts 1911, pp. 108, 126.)

by county officers.
State shall buy up at a dis-

23-9909. (281 P. C.) Speculating in county orders

—

any public officer of any county in this
count or in any manner speculate in what are known as "county orders,"
or in "jury scrip," or any other order or scrip which is to be paid out of
any public fund of this State or of any county in this State, he shall be
punished as for a misdemeanor. (Acts 1878-9, p. 79.)
If

COUNTY ADMINISTRATORS:

See Title 113, Wills, Descent, and
113-13.
Estates,
Chapter
Administration of

COUNTY BOARDS OF EDUCATION:
Chapter

See Tilte

32,

Education,

32-9.

COUNTY BOARDS OF HEALTH:

See Title 88, Public Health, Chap-

ter 88-2.

COUNTY GUARDIANS:

See Title 49, Guardian and Ward, Chapter

49, 5.

COUNTY PROPERTY:

See Title 91, Public Property, Chapters 91-6

to 91-8.

COUNTY SUPERINTENDENTS OF SCHOOLS:
cation,

Chapter 32-10.

See Title

32,

Edu-
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Federal courts: See Title 1, Constitution of the United States, Chapter 1-3.
Judiciary: See Title 2, Constitution of the State of Georgia, Chapter 2-29 et seq.
Police courts: See Title 69, Municipal Corporations, Chapter 69-7.
Practice and procedure: See Title 3, Actions; Title 6, Appeal and Error; Title
17, Certiorari; Title 27, Criminal Procedure; Title 37, Equity; Title 39, Executions and Proceedings Thereunder; Title 59, Juries; Title 70, New Trial; Title
81, Pleading and Practice; Title 110, Verdict and Judgment.
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PART

MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS.

I.

CHAPTER

24-1.

Sec.

Sec.
24-101.

Judicial

24-102.

When

power, where vested.

judicial

officer

Ground

of

impeachment

of

judges.
24-104.
24-105.

Powers
Powers

24-108.

Records not to be removed out

24-109.

of county.
Validity of court's acts where
there is no clerk.

disquali-

fied.

24-103.

IN GENERAL.

24-110.

how

of courts enumerated.
of courts to punish for

Compensation for certian ordinaries, sheriffs, and clerks,

24-111.

When
fied

contempt

allowed.

judges are not disquali-

by relationship or

inter-

est.

24-106.

Rules of court.

24-107.

Minutes to be read and signed.

24-112.

sent.

—

where vested. The judicial power is
are created by the Constitution, and such

24-101. (4640) Judicial power,

vested in such tribunals as

Jurisdiction not given by con-

—
Courts.
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may

Cross-reference.

may

be established by law, and such perbe specially invested with powers of a judicial nature.

other inferior courts as are or

sons as are or

§24-104

— Constitutional

Sec

provisions, see Const., Art. VI,

I,

I'ar.

I

(§ 2-2901).

24-102. (4642)

When

judicial officer disqualified.

— No judge or

justice

any court, no ordinary, justice of the peace, nor presiding officer of
any inferior judicature or commission, shall sit in any cause or proceeding in which he is pecuniarily interested, or related to either party within the fourth degree of consanguinity or affinity, nor in which he has
been of counsel, nor in which he has presided in any inferior judicature,
of

when

without the consent
of all the parties in interest: Provided, that in all cases in which the presiding judge of the 'superior court may have been employed as counsel
before his appointment as judge, he shall preside in such cases if the opposite party or counsel agree in writing that he may preside, unless the
judge declines so to do. (Act 1801, Cobb, 460. Acts 1868, p. 129; 1880-1,
his ruling or decision is the subject of review,

p. 58.)

—

Cross-references. Judge, when disqualified, to procure service of another judge,
see § 24-2623. Judge may confess judgment in own court, see § 110-602. When
judge of Supreme Court or Court of Appeals is disqualified, Governor to designate
another to serve, see Const, Art. VI, Sec. II, Par II (§ 2-3002), and § 24-4007.
When bondholding judge is disqualified, see Const., Art. VI, Sec. II, Par. Ill
Disqualification of Justices of Supreme Court, see § 24-4531. When
(§ 2-3003).
judge is not disqualified by relationship or interest, see § 24-111.

—

Ground of impeachment of judges. It shall be unlawful
of the Supreme Court or Judge of the Court of Appeals

24-103. (324)
for

any Justice

member of his family,
from any .railroad company or any

or superior courts to receive for himself or any

any favor
railroad free pass, or any like favor from any telephone, telegraph, or express company, or like quasi-public corporation, not enjoyed by the general public, and any violation of the provisions of this section shall be a
ground of impeachment. (Acts 1904, p. 72.)
either directly or indirectly,

Cross-references.

— Ground

for

impeachment

of

superior

court

judge,

see

§§ 24-2621, 24-2624; of city court judge, see § 24-2621.
Power of House of Representatives to impeach, see Const., Art. Ill, Sec. VI, Par. Ill (§ 2-1703). Trial of
impeachment, see Const., Art. Ill, Sec. V, Par. Ill (§ 2-1603).

24-104. (4644)

Powers

of courts enumerated.

— Every court has power

To

preserve and enforce order in its immediate presence, and as
near thereto as is necessary to prevent interruption, disturbance, or
1.

hindrance to
2.

To

its

proceedings.

enforce order before a person or body

judicial investigation

under

its

empowered

to conduct a

authority.

To compel

obedience to its judgments, orders, and process, and to
the orders of a judge out of court, in an action or proceeding therein.
3.

—

Cross-references. Powers of auditor, see § 10-103.
trators as to taxes, see §§ 92-6006, 92-6007.
4.

To

Powers

of board of arbi-

control, in furtherance of justice, the conduct of its officers

all other persons connected with a judicial proceeding before
matter appertaining thereto.

Cross-reference.
See § 24-2721.
5.

To

— Clerk of superior

it,

in

and

every

court subject to be fined by presiding judge,

administer oaths in an action or proceeding pending therein, and

§24-105
in all

other oases,

and

ers

Courts.

Cross-references.
oaths,
24-2908, 1
6.

may

it

be necessary in the exercise of

pow-

its

duties.

ister
§

when

5S0

see

— Clerks

to administer oaths, see § 24-2720.
Solicitors general to administer

24-2819.

§

Sheriffs to admincertain oaths, see

3.

To amend and

control

its

processes and orders, so as to

conformable to law and justice; and to amend
make them conform to the truth.

own

its

make them

records, so as to

—

Amendment of process, see § 81-1313. Amendment of versec S 110-110.
Amendment of clerical mistakes, see § 81-1205. Amending
records, see §§ 81-1201, 81-1202. Powers of superior court to mould decrees, see
6 37-1203.
Cross-references.

dict,

24-105. (4643)

Powers

of courts to punish for contempt.

of the several courts to issue attachments

ment

contempt

and

—The powers

summary

inflict

punish-

extend only to cases of misbehavior of
any person or persons in the presence of said courts or so near thereto
as to obstruct the administration of justice, the misbehavior of any of
for

of court shall

the officers of said courts in their official transactions, and the disobedi-

ence or resistance by any officer of said courts, party, juror, witness, or
other person or persons to any lawful writ, process, order, rule, decree,

command

or

of the said courts:

Provided, that in no case shall any person be imprisoned for contempt for failing or refusing to pay over money under any order, decree,
1.

law or any other court of this State, when
he denies that the money ordered or decreed to be paid over is in his
power, custody, or control, until he has a trial by jury as herein proor

judgment

of

any court

of

vided.
2.

The

allegation of the plaintiff, receiver, referee, or

or persons that the defendant has a certain

sum

of

any other person

money within

his

power, custody, or control, which he is withholding or refuses or fails
to pay over, and the denial of the defendant that he has the power, custody, or control of said money, shall form the issue to be tried by the
jury, and the jury shall pass upon the fact.

The judge presiding

cause questions to be propounded in
writing to the jury, and every question propounded shall, be answered
by the jury in their verdict; and upon the answers made the judge shall
adjudge or decree whether the defendant be or not in contempt, with the
3.

right to either party to

Supreme Court by
Cross-reference.

move

bill of

—Special

shall

for a

new

trial

and carry the case

exceptions as in other
verdict

in

equitable

to the

civil cases.

proceedings,

see

§§

37-1104,

37-1105.
4.

The

issue being made, a

bond may be required

the court for the appearance of the defendant for

in the discretion of

trial,

which bond

shall

be of sufficient size to procure the attendance of defendant to appear and

answer the final judgment or decree in the case, which shall be approved
by the judge, and on failure to appear the bond shall be forfeited as in
criminal cases, and in default of bond the defendant may be committed
to jail for safekeeping until trial.

—

(Acts 1892,

p. 65.)

Cross-references. Breach of Supreme Court rules subjects attorney to contempt, see § 24-4547. Argument after opinion announced in superior court, see
5 24-3306.
When interruption of counsel in argument is contempt, see § 24-3303.
Breaking rules of Court of Appeals, see § 24-3651. Power of ordinary to punish
for contempt, see §§ 24-2113, 24-2114.
Punishment of sheriff as for contempt for
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Courts,

§24 110

violation of certain duties, see § 24-2814,
Punishment of sheriff for failure of duty
at option of injured party, sec § 24 2UZ.
Unauthorized appearance of 'our. '.el in
court for party, see § 9-602.
Punishment of contempts before audit',
Punishment of clerks of superior court for failure of duty, see I 24-2721.
§ 10-103.
Failure to return depositions as contempt, sec § 38-2117.
Failure to
produce evidence before commissioner taking depositions, see 8 38-2301. Mel
of forcing answers to depositions or interrogator!' s, see 8 38-2110.
Punishment
of witness for failing to attend court, see § 38-1504.
Penalty for failing tC
subpoena duces tecum, see 38-902. Punishment of witness for failing to attend
Duty of justices of the peace to pur
justice's court, see § 24-1305.
Power of board of arbitrators in assessing property for t;
see § 24-601, If 2.
Enforcement of order allowing alimony,
to punish for contempt, see § 92-6007.
see § 30-204. Jurisdiction of superior courts to punish for contempt, see $ 24-2615.
Authority of ordinary to attach guardian for contempt for failure to deliver
property to ward, see § 49-307. Attachment and execution on decrees, see % 37-123.
Enforcement of decree or order in equitable proceedings, see § 37-1208. Enforcing injunctions, see § 37-1210. Criminal contempt for failure to obey summons in
juvenile courts, see § 24-2407.

24-106. (4641) Rules of court.

—The

rules of the respective courts,

with the Constitution of the United
States or of this State, or the laws thereof, are binding and must be ob-

and not

legally adopted

in conflict

served.

—

Cross-references. Rules of superior courts, see Chapter 24-33; of the Court of
Appeals, see Chapter 24-36; of the Supreme Court, see Chapter 24-45. Convention
of superior court judges to make rules of practice, see § 24-2628. All other rules
void, see

§

24-2629.

—

Minutes to be read and signed. The minutes of every
court of record must be read each morning by the clerk in open court,
and, on the adjournment of the court, must be signed by the judge,
24-107. (4646)

judges, or justices thereof; but,

if

not signed, are valid, unless repudi-

ated by the court.
Cross-reference.

— Duties

of clerks to keep minutes, see

§

24-2714, \

2.

—

removed out of county. No records
or papers of any court shall be removed out of the county, except in cases
of invasion whereby the same may be endangered, or unless by order of
24-108. (4645) Records not to be

the court.
Cross-reference.

papers from

— Clerk of superior court prohibited from permitting removal

24-109. (4647) Validity of court's acts
acts of a court shall not lack validity for

is

—

where there is no clerk. The
the want of a clerk and when;

no clerk, or none to be had, or he is incapable of dischargduty, and any court performs that duty itself, its action as such

ever there

ing his

of

office until recorded, see § 24-2715.

is

valid.

—

Cross-reference. Superior court judge
cancy, see § 24-2710.

may

appoint a clerk

when

there

is

va-

Compensation for certain ordinaries, sheriffs, and clerks,
how allowed. The ordinaries who by law are vested with the management of the county business, and for whom no compensation is now provided, and the sheriffs and clerks of the superior courts, for public services in relation to which existing laws provide no compensation, shall be
compensated as follows, to wit
Such officers shall state their respective
claims in writing, and make affidavit to the correctness and justice thereof, which so made out and verified shall be submitted to the grand juries
of their respective counties at any regular term thereof at which a grand
24-110. (6001)

—

:

jury

ment

is
is

empaneled, after the services rendered; provided, if such statenot submitted at that term or at the next succeeding term at

—
;

8

24-111
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which a grand jury is empaneled, such claim for services shall be barred
and said grand juries may in their discretion require other proof of the
justness and correctness of such claims, and, when satisfied that said
claims are just and correct, may allow the sum claimed, or so much thereof as they may deem right and proper and when allowed, the ordinary
of such county, or other authority levying- county taxes, shall assess so
much with the other county taxes as will pay the same, which when collected and paid over to the county treasurer of such county, shall be
paid by him to the parties thereto, without further order, he taking a
proper receipt therefor. The compensation provided for in this section
shall be in full of all compensation of such officers for such services.
;

(Acts 1880-1,

p.

92: 1872, p. 51

Cross-references.

— Ordinaries'

;

1929, p. 171.)

fees,

Sheriffs' fees, see
see §§ 24-1716, 24-1717.
§ 24-2727.

Fees of clerks of superior courts, see

II 24-2822, 24-2823.

When

judges are not disqualified by relationship or interest.
Any judge shall, irrespective of his relationship to a party to the case or
his interest in the cause, be qualified to try any civil case in his court
24-111.

where there

no

is

defense

in

filed

the

case,

except

where

party to the cause shall object to the related judge. (Acts 1933,

either

p. 187.)

—

Editorial Note. This section as enacted related to both judges and jurors.
provision relating to jurors, corresponding to the above section, see § 59-716.

For

—

Parties, by consent
(5663) Jurisdiction not given by consent.
express or implied, may not give jurisdiction to the court as to the per-

24-112.

son or subject matter of the

suit.

It

may, however, be waived,

in so far

as the rights of the parties are concerned, but not so as to prejudice third

persons.

—

Cross-references. Venue of civil cases at law, see § 3-201.
diction amendable, see § 81-1309. Jurisdiction may be shown
Waiver of process and service, see § 81-211.
f 81-1302.

Omission of jurisby amendment, see

—

Editorial Note. The commissioners of roads and revenues or the ordinaries of
counties having a population of 70,000 or more are authorized by Acts 1915, p. 49,
as amended by Acts 1918. p. 170, and 1923, p. 127, to establish and maintain law
libraries for the use of officers of the court.

CHAPTER

24-2.

ACTIONS AND RULES AGAINST OFFICERS
OF COURT.

Sec.

Sec.

24 202.

Liability of sheriffs to parties.

24-209.

may be ruled after going out of office.
Rules nisi against officers.

24-203.

Deputy

24-210.

Answer

24-201.

Officers of court liable to suits,

24-208.

etc.

sheriffs subject to rule,

Service of rule against sheriff
and deputy.

24-205.

Justices of the peace and con-

24-206.

Money collected by

24-207.

be demanded, etc.
Evidence of date and service of
demand.

stables,

24-201.

to rule nisi,

and subse-

quent proceedings.

etc.

24-204.

Officers

when

ruled.
officers

with-

how

pun-

Practice on

24-212.

When

24-213.

Default of officers,

may

officer
out notice.

ished.

24-214.
24-215.

Lien of rule absolute.
Liens of rules absolute against
sheriffs and other officers.

(5341) Officers of court liable to suits, etc.

uty sheriffs, coroners,

money rules.
may be ruled

24-211.

jailers, constables,

and other

—All

sheriffs,

dep-

officers of court shall

Courts.
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§24-206

be liable to all actions, suits, and disabilities whatever, which they, or
either of them, shall incur in respect oi any matter or thing whatt
(

lating to or concerning- their respective offices. (Act \7 J J, Cobb, 570.;
(

—

Cross-references. Rule against solicitors general, Pee 5 24-2911; */:.. nit attorneys, sec § 9-617; against justices of the p<
24
24-814, 24-816; against clerks of superior courts, sec §§ 24-2722, 24-2723.
Entr.
sheriff, traverse of, see § 81-214.
-

\

24-202. (5342) Liability of sheriffs to parties.— The sheriffs shall be

an action for damages or an attachment for contempt of court,
at the option of the party, whenever it appears that such sheriffs have injured such party, either by a false return, or by neglecting to arrest a defendant, or to levy on the property of the defendant, or to pay over to
the plaintiff or his attorney any moneys collected by such sheriffs by
virtue of any fi. fa. or other legal process, or to make a proper return of
any writ, execution, or other process put into the hands of such sheriff.
(Act 1799, Cobb, 576.)
liable to

Cross-references.

ishment for

— Power

Punof courts to punish for contempt, see § 24-105.
Traverse of sheriff's entry, see § 81-214.

officer's default, see § 24-213.

Deputy

—All

deputy sheriffs shall be liable to be ruled and attached in the same way and manner
as sheriffs but the liability of the sheriff shall not be affected by any
such proceeding against his deputy, when the same is not effective. (Act
1841, Cobb, 580.)
24-203. (5352)

sheriffs subject to rule, etc.

;

Cross-references.
defaulting sheriffs,

— Sheriff
etc.,

liable for

may

misconduct of

be punished, see

§

jailer,

24-204. (5353) Service of rule against sheriff

the sheriff or his deputy

is

see

§

How

24-2812.

24-213.

and deputy.

—Whenever

a party to any rule or interested therein, and

there be no coroner or other lawful officer of said county to execute the

duty of the judge or justice of said court to appoint
pro tempore a special officer to carry out and effectuate the order of said
court, which said officer, so appointed, shall be allowed the usual fees
of sheriffs for like service. (Act 1841, Cobb, 580.)
same,

it

shall be the

where

—

-Service of process by coroner, see §§ 21-106, 81-219.
sheriff is sick or a party, see § 81-203.

Cross-references.
of process

24-205. (4657, 5354) Justices of the peace

and constables, when

—Justices of the peace and constables shall be so far considered
of the superior court as to be subject to be ruled

tions as are herein provided in relation to

Service

ruled.

officers

under similar regula-

any other

officer of said court,

and penalties as are herein provided
in case of a rule absolute against sheriffs and other officers of said court,
when they, or either of them, shall refuse or neglect to collect or to pay
over any money which they may have received or collected in their official capacity. (Act 1820, Cobb, 649; Act 1839, Cobb, 651 Acts 1876, p. 37.)
and

shall be subject to all the pains

;

—

Cross-references. Constables ruled before superior court, see
of courts enumerated, see § 24-104.
Editorial

Note.— History

24-206.

(5343)

any

Money

§

24-S16.

of this section, see 77/552, 553.

collected

by

officers

may

be demanded,

sheriff, coroner, justice of the peace, constable, clerk of the

court, or attorney at

law

Fowers

shall fail,

upon application,

person of his attorney any money he
he may have collected by virtue of his

may have
office,

to
in

etc.

—

If

superior

pay to the proper
his hands, which

the party entitled there-

Courts.

24-207

§

may

attorney

to or his

me; and
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serve said officer with a written

demand

for the

not then paid, for such neglect or refusal the said officer
shall be compelled to pay at the rate of 20 per cent, per annum upon the
if

sum he has in his hands, from the date of such demand, unless good cause
(Act 1822, Cobb, 578. Act 1841, Cobb, 579.)
is shown to the contrary,
Cross-references.
marshal!, see

— Rule

against clerk of superior court, see § 24-2722; against
Duties of tax collector and levying officer, see
§ 92-8104. Liability of attorneys to be ruled, see § 9-617. Delinquent attorney to be
stricken from the roll, see § 9-503. See also § 9-501, H 2, as to removal of attorney.
city

§

92-4408.

—

and service of demand. A copy of
said demand produced in court, verified by affidavit, stating when and
where the original was served upon the officer, shall be prima facie evidence of the date and service thereof. (Act 1822, Cobb, 578.)
24-207. (5344) Evidence of date

—

(5345) Officers may be ruled after going out of office. Sherdeputy sheriffs, coroners, clerks of the superior courts, justices of
the peace, and constables shall at any and all times be subject to the rule
and order of the courts after they have retired from their respective offices, in such cases and in like manner as they would have been had they
remained in office. (Act 1813, Cobb, 202.)
24-208.

iffs,

Cross-reference.

See also

—Similar

provision as to clerk of superior court, see

24-209. (5346) Rules nisi against officers.
court, ordinaries,
tion,

§

24-2723.

24-201.

§

may

and

grant rules

—The judges of the superior

justices of the peace, respectively,

upon applica-

nisi against all officers subject thereto, in

vacation

or in term time, which rules nisi shall contain a full statement of the case

which the officer is called upon to show cause, and also of the time
and place of hearing; and if granted in vacation, the officer called on shall
be served with a copy thereof before the sitting of the court to which it
and if granted in term time, such service shall be
is made returnable
perfected before the case is called for hearing. (Act 1841, Cobb, 580.)
in

;

§

24-201.
24-206.

24-210. (5347)
officer called

fully

—

Powers of courts, see § 24-104. See cross-references under
Officers subject to be ruled for failing to pay over money collected, see

Cross-references.
§

respond

Answer

on by rule
in

to rule nisi,

nisi,

and subsequent proceedings.

—The

as provided in the preceding section, shall

writing to said rule, which answer shall be under oath

taken at the time the answer is filed; and if the answer is not denied,
the rule shall be discharged, or made absolute, according as the court

may deem

the the answer sufficient or not.

The movant

of the rule

traverse the truth of such answer, in which case an issue shall be

may
made

by a jury at the same term, unless good cause of continuance be shown, which may be done once only by either party. Upon the
trial of such issue the court shall discharge the rule, or make the same
up and

tried

absolute, according as the verdict of the jury
officer.

it

was

be for or against the

(Act 1840, Cobb, 579.)

—

on money rules. Where money is in the
he may pay it over to the plaintiff by whose process

24-211. (5348) Practice

hands

may

of an officer,

raised, unless other claimants deposit their liens

to retain,

unaccompanied by a

lien, is insufficient.

process not being subject to levy and

sale, the

with him. Notice

Money

raised

by

legal

court in making distribu-

§24 w ;i

Courts.
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tion proceeds

upon equitable

by appropriate

principles.

ground

pleading-, set forth the

who

All persons interested,

All parties intervening shall,

are notified

in

of their claim to the fund.

writing by the sheriff or

r;

ant of the pendency of the rule, will be bound by the judgment of
bution. (54 Ga. 210; 53 Ga. 54; 77 Ca. 552; 20 Ga. 670.;
Cross-reference.

— Proceeds of sale
When

24-212. (5349)

officer

by

may

city marshal, sec

§

92-4409.

—

be ruled without notice. If a sheriff
from his court, the

or other officer shall designedly absent himself

;

such instances, when required by plaintiffs in execution or their attorneys, shall grant a rule absolute against
such sheriff or other officer, without the notice aforesaid, unless it is
proved at such term of the court that the said sheriff or other officer, from
sickness, is not able to attend said court. (Act 1841, Cobb, 57 J.)
siding judge or justices in

all

(

24-213. (5351) Default of officers,

other officer shall

fail

to

make

how

punished.

a proper return of

—

all

If

any

sheriff or

writs, executions,

and other processes put into his hands, or shall fail to pay over all moneys received on such executions on his being required so to do by the
court, he shall be liable for contempt, and may be fined, imprisoned, or
removed from office, in the manner prescribed by the Constitution and
laws. (Act 1799, Cobb, 577.)
Cross-references.

on bond of public
§

24-2814.

Deputy

— Powers

of court to punish for contempt, see § 24-105. Suit
Punishment of defaulting sheriffs, see
see § 89-420.
sheriff subject to rule, etc., same as sheriffs, see § 24-203.
officer,

24-214. (5350) Lien of rule absolute.

—When a rule absolute has been

obtained against any officer for the payment of money, as provided in
this Chapter, such rule shall have the same lien upon the property, both

and personal, of such officer as an ordinary judgment at law, and if
not punctually paid, such demand shall thereafter draw interest at the
rate of 20 per cent, per annum, and the plaintiff may have either an attachment or an execution issued upon said rule absolute, and may have
either of said processes returned, and the other issued, at pleasure. (Acts
real

1858, p. 90.)

and other

offi-

sheriffs, constables,

and

24-215. (3376) Liens of rules absolute against sheriffs
cers.

— Rules absolute granted against defaulting

other officers, under the various provisions of this Code, shall constitute

on their property from the date
judgments obtained at the same term.
liens

Cross-reference.

—Judgments

obtained

at

of rendition, similar to that of

same term are

of

equal

date,

see

§ 110-505.

CHAPTER

24-3.

FEES OF OFFICERS OF COURT.
Sec.

Sec.
24-301.

24-302.

Fees not charged to State.
Statement of fees to be given,
when.

24-303.
24-304.

24-305.

Forfeiture for excessive charges.
Table of fees to be kept in office,
Treble costs payable, when.

24-301. (6007) Fees not charged to State.

—None

of the fees

which

clerks of the superior courts, sheriffs, deputy sheriffs, bailiffs, justices
of the peace, or constables are entitled to charge

formance

of their official duties shall

and

collect for the per-

be charged to the State for failure

Courts.

§ .24-002

5S6

to collect out of the person charged, unless otherwise expressly declared,

or in their nature

when

paid.

(6008) Statement of fees to be given, when.

24-302.

mentioned

official

must necessarily be so

in the

— Every

public

preceding section, his deputy, or agent,

required, give a statement of the fees

shall,

demanded, and a receipt

for

the same, to any person paying any lawful or pretended fees of office,
on pain of $10 for every such neglect or refusal, to be sued for within 12
months, and recovered by the person paying the fees and making the
demand. (Act 1792, Cobb, 356.)
24-303.

take or

(6009) Forfeiture for excessive charges.

demand any

—

If

such

official shall

greater fee than the law allows, or fee for services

not performed, he shall forfeit $50, to be sued for and recovered as prescribed in the preceding section. (Act 1792, Cobb, 356.)

—

(6010) Table of fees to be kept in office. Every public official
keep, in a conspicuous place in his office or place where
constantly
must
24-304.

he usually executes the business thereof, a table of his fees, in fair words
and figures; and on failure to do so, he shall forfeit $1 per day for
every day he so neglects, to be recovered at the suit of any informer, to
whom the whole recovery shall go Provided, that every public official
who may keep, in a conspicuous place in his office or place where he
:

usually executes the business thereof, a copy of the Code of Georgia, shall

be held and construed to have complied with the requirements of this

(Act 1792, Cobb, 357. Acts 1870, pp. 68, 69.)

section.

24-305. (6011) Treble costs payable,

when.

—When public

officials

are

sued on account of the provisions of this Chapter, and there is a verdict
in their favor, the persons suing shall pay three times the ordinary costs.
(Act 1792, Cobb, 357.)

PART
CHAPTER

JUSTICES' COURTS.

II.

ELECTION, QUALIFICATION,
JUSTICES OF THE PEACE.

24-4.

One

justice of the peace in each
militia district; term of office.

24-402.

Qualifications, etc.

24-403.
24-404.

Oath; form.
Before whom oaths taken.

24-405.

Removal from

24-401.
office.

OF

Sec.

Sec.
24-401.

ETC.,

(4648)

—There

office;

One

shall be

24-406.

24-407.

24-408.

Election to fill vacancy.
Election when no justice of the
peace in district.
Failure to elect to supply vacancy.

grounds.

justice of the peace in each militia district;

one justice of the peace

in

each militia district of

the several counties, elected by the people of such district in the
hereinafter prescribed.

He

term of

manner

shall continue in office for four years, unless

sooner removed. (Act 1819, Cobb, 207.)

—

Cross-references. Governor may appoint notaries public who shall be ex-officio
justices of the peace, see Const., Art. VI, Sec. VTII, Par. I (§ 2-3601), and
Election of justices of the peace, see § 34-2701 et seq.
% 24-501.

Courts.
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Editorial

Note.— The 1912 amendment

of

24-406

§

Const.,

Art.

VI, S*C VII,

V-..-

I

(§ 2-3501), authorized the General Assembly to abolish justice of the peace courts
annah, and to
in cities having a population of over 20,000, except the city
establish in lieu thereof new courts in Bticfa <iii<s to exercise jurisdiction torn.'
exercised by justice of the peace courts and Blicf] additional jurisdiction as mif<ht
be provided by law. The 1914 amendment removed the exception as to
Pursuant to these amendments a municipal court was
hed
of Savannah.
Atlanta (Acts 1913, p. 145j, Macon
in each of the following cities:
1913,
The Act of
p. 252), Columbus (Acts 1915, p. 64), Savannah (Acts 1915, p. 124).
1916, relating to the establishment of a municipal court for the city of Augusta
(Acts 1916, p. 203), provided for a referendum for the ratification of that Act. It
was not ratified.
I

*

i

I

of Const., Art. VI, Sec. VII, Par. I (§ 2-3501), ratified Novem1918, authorized the abolition of justice of the peace courts, and the creation
of new courts in lieu thereof, in counties having therein a city having a population
of over 20,000, but provided that "nothing herein shall apply to Richmond County."

The amendment

ber

6,

This proviso was repealed by the constitutional amendment proposed August 25,
1931 (Acts 1931, p. 1051), ratified November 8, 1932. An Act approved August 28,
1931 (Acts 1931, p. 270), provided for the creation of a municipal court for the city
of Augusta, such Act not to be effective until the ratification of the last mentioned
constitutional

amendment.

See notes following §§ 24-602, 24-803, 24-902, and 24-1701.

—All

persons are eligible to the office of justice of the peace who are entitled, in the county in which the
district is situated, to vote for the members of the General Assembly,
who have been three months in the district next preceding the election,
24-402. (4661) Qualifications, etc.

and who do not labor under any

disqualification.

—

I

(Chapter

of the peace, including

commis-

Cross-references. Qualifications of voters, see Const., Art. II, Sec.
Above section made applicable to constables, see § 24-803.

2-6).

Oath; form.

24-403. (4663)

sioned notaries public

who

are ex-officio justices of the peace, before en-

tering on the duties of their
officers,

—Justices

besides the oath required for

office,

must take the following oath

ter justice

:

"I do swear that

I will

all civil

adminis-

without respect to persons, and do equal rights to the poor

and to the rich, and that I will faithfully discharge all the duties incumbent on me as a justice of the peace for the county of
agreeably
to the Constitution and laws of this State, and according to the best of
my ability and understanding. So help me God."
,

Cross-reference.

—Additional

24-404. (4664) Before

oath, see

whom

;

89-302.

oaths taken.

and subscribed before the ordinary
24-405. (4656 788 P. C.)

§

— Such oaths

shall be taken

of the county.

Removal from

office;

grounds.

—Justices

of

the peace shall be removed from office on conviction for malpractice in
office or for any felonious or infamous crime. (Act 1819, Cobb, 207.)

—

Cross-references. This section applicable to constables, see § 24-802.
for malpractice, see Const., Art. VI, Sec. VII. Par. Ill (§ 2-3503), and
Effect of indictment for malpractice, see § 24-9902.

24-406. (4658, 4659) Election to

occur and there

is

fill

vacancy.

—When

Removal
§

89-9907.

a vacancy shall

a justice of the peace in the district where the vacancy

some Saturday as -the
day for holding an election to fill the vacancy. At least 15 days before
the day set for the election he shall advertise the same at three of the
most public places in the district. On the designated day such justice
of the peace with two freeholders shall hold the election in the same
manner that a regular election for justice of the peace is held, and shall
occurs, such justice of the peace shall designate

•

§

Courts.

24-407

5S8

duly certify the election to the Governor who shall commission the person elected for the unexpired term. (Act 1819, Cobb, 207.)

—

§

Cross-reference. Time and place of election of justice of the peace, see
Notaries public ex-ofticio justices of the peace, see §§ 24-501 to 24-503.

34-2701.

(4660) Election

—

when no

justice of the peace in district.
If
no justice of the peace in the district where the vacancy occurs,
the ordinary of the county shall order an election in the same manner,
which may be held by three freeholders of the district, who shall hold
and certify said election in the same manner. (Acts 1862-3, p. 42.)

24-4G7.

there

is

24-408.

(4662) Failure to elect to supply vacancy.

—When any

district

without a justice of the peace, and an election has been legally ordered
to supply the vacancy, and none is bona fide held at the time and place
designated, the ordinary shall appoint some person resident in the district, and certify the appointment to the Governor, who must commission the appointee for the required term.
is

—

Cross-reference. Exclusive jurisdiction of ordinary to
till vacancies, see § 23-701.

fill

vacancies and to order

elections to

CHAPTER

24-5.

NOTARIES PUBLIC EX-OFFICIO JUSTICES
OF THE PEACE.
Sec.

Sec.

24-501.

24-502.

Appointment, number, term of
office, and removal.
Commissions, when to be issued.

24-501. (4649) Appointment,

24-503.

List of notaries public ex-officio
justices of the peace.

number, term of

office,

and removal.

—

Commissioned notaries public, not to exceed one for each militia district,
may be appointed by the judges of the superior courts in their respective
circuits, upon recommendation of the grand juries of the several counThey shall be commissioned by the Governor for the term of four
ties.
years, and shall be ex-officio justices of the peace, and shall be removable on conviction for malpractice in office.

Par.

I

(Const., Art. VI, Sec. VIII,

(§ 2-3601).)

— See

Title 71, Notaries Public and Commissioners of Deeds.
24-403.
One justice of the peace elected by the people for
each militia district, see § 24-401.

Cross-references.
of oath, see

Form

§

—

Commissions, when to be issued. The Governor shall
not issue a commission to any notary public and ex-officio justice of the
peace, unless it shall appear from the order of appointment that such
appointment was made at the term of the court next preceding the vacancy, or at some succeeding term after such vacancy has occurred. (Acts
24-502. (4650)

1884-5, p. 95.)

24-503. (4651) List of notaries public ex-officio justices of the peace.

—The clerk

of the superior court of each

county shall prepare and keep

in his office a correct list of all the notaries public

who

are ex-officio jus-

peace of the county, showing the time of the expiration of
the term of office of each one; and such list shall be accessible to the
grand jury of the county at each term of the court. (Acts 1884-5, p. 95.)
tices of the
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§24-601

Courts.

CHAPTER

POWERS AND DUTIES OF JUSTICES OF
THE PEACE.

24-6.

Sec.

Sec.

Enumeration of

24-601.

duties in gen-

C?al.

24 602.
24-603.

Contents of dockets.
Report to grand jury as to
books of predecessor.
Fee bill to be posted in office.
Penalty for illegal i<.

24-604.
24-605.

Dockets; furnishing.
How dockets and papers disposed of.

Enumeration
peace have authority, and it is
24-601. (4679)

24-606.

duties

of

their duty

in

—

general.

—Justices

of

the

(Act 1799, Cobb, 638. Act

1811, Cobb, 639.)
1.

To

select

some

central and convenient place in their respective dis-

which to hold their courts, of which they shall give ample public
notice, and also to keep their offices within said districts but in towns
or cities which embrace more than one district, they may hold their
courts and keep their offices at some central and convenient place within
the limits of said towns or cities.
Cross-references. Time for holding justice of peace courts; continuances, see
tricts at

;

—

Change

§§ 24-901, 24-1404.
2.

To

fine

of place of holding court, see

24-904 et seq.

§

not more than $5 or imprison not more than

person guilty of a contempt of court, and to pay the
treasurer or depository, as the case
Cross-references.
§

3.

— Power

of

Witness fined for

24-105.

To

may

be, for

generally

courts

to

fine

any
to the county

five hours,

county purposes.
punish

failure to attend justice court, see

for contempt,
§ 24-1305.

see

issue attachments returnable to their own, and, in certain cases,

to the superior court of the county.
Cross-reference.

See also
4.

To

—Affidavit

made

to be

before attachment issues, see

§

8-109.

8-114.

§

issue all process necessary to maintain their jurisdiction

and

enforce their authority under the sanction of law.
Cross-reference.
5.

To

—Powers

of courts enumerated, see

§

24-104.

administer oaths and take affidavits, unless the power

pressly restricted to

some other

officer,

and

to take the

is

ex-

acknowledgment

or probate of any conveyances required to be recorded.
Cross-reference.
6.

To keep

— Similar

a docket of

provision, see
all

§

24-104,

11

5.

causes brought before them, in which must

be entered the names of the parties, the returns of the officer, and the entry of the judgment, specifying its amount and the day of its rendition.

—

§

Cross-references.
Dockets furnished, see § 24-602.
Contents of dockets, see
24-604.
Justices to return dockets and papers to clerk of superior court, see

§ 24-603.

To

away and

any cause.
and other process returned, after being satisfied, entered
"nulla bona," or having otherwise discharged their functions.
7.

and

all

carefully

fi.

8.

ties,

To

§

label all papers appertaining to

fas.

Cross-reference.
court, see

file

—Justices

to return

dockets and papers to clerk of superior

24-603.

attend the superior courts and courts of ordinary of their coun-

whenever required, with such docket or papers

of

file.

9. To establish, when lost, in the manner prescribed by law, any paper
appertaining to any suit or other proceeding in their respective courts.

Cross-reference.

— Establishment

«§ 63-301 to 63-303.

of lost papers in justice of peace

court,

see

—
§

Courts.

24-602

10.

To answer

590

interrogatories from courts of other counties, as to the

contents or condition of any of the dockets,

or papers of their office,

files,

and to attach thereto copies of such, when such interrogatories are propounded and such copies required.
11.

To make

names

a list of

of

all

persons not on the tax digest, liable

to tax on properly or poll in their respective districts,

and return the

second round to receive
returns in their respective districts in each year; and they shall
ceive as compensation for such service three cents for each name
turned, to be paid out of the county funds. (Acts 1873, p. 39; 1899, p.

same

to the receiver of tax returns, at his

tax
rere-

35;

1901. p. 40; 1903. p. 40.)
Cro^s-references.
§

92-7110.
12.

— Tax

collector

To perform such

make schedule

to

Duties of tax receiver, see

§

other duties as are or

which necessarily appertain

of

tax

defaulters,

see

92-4611.

may

be required by law or

to their office.

—

Cross-references. When justice of peace may act as coroner, see § 21-204.
of courts enumerated, see § 24-104.
Justice of peace holding court of
inquiry where one is accused of crime, see § 27-401.

Powers

(4677) Dockets; furnishing.

—The

ordinary or other tribunal
having control of county matters, shall furnish, at the expense of the
county, good and durable dockets to each justice of the peace in their
24-602.

Said dockets shall not cost more than $2 each.

respective counties.

(Acts 1880,

84; 1873, p. 30.)

p.

6,

and 24-604.

—

Duty of justices of the peace to keep dockets, see
Authority over county matters, see § 23-701 and note.

Cross-references.

H

§

24-601,

Editorial Note.—Acts 1897, p. 51 (§ 4708 of the Code of 1910) authorizing the
board of county commissioners to provide justices of the peace who hold their
courts in cities containing a population of not less than 60,000, with dockets and
indexes. See note following § 24-401.

24-603. (4678)

How

dockets and papers disposed

the peace shall return their dockets

when

full,

papers connected with the cases therein disposed

of.

— Said justices of

together with
of,

and

in like

all

the

manner

and papers, when they shall receive new dockets, to the
clerk of the superior court, whose duty it shall be to carefully file away
and keep said dockets and papers in his office. (Acts 1880, p. 84.)
their old dockets

24-604. (297 P. C.) Contents of dockets.

keep separate dockets of

which dockets
1.

The

2.

An

shall

all civil

—Justices

of the peace shall

and criminal causes disposed

of

by them,

show:

actual disposition of each case.

itemized

bill of

costs charged or collected, and from

whom

col-

lected.
3.

For what

The

officer

and service each item

is

charged.

justices shall lay their dockets before the

spective counties on the

first

day

of each

grand juries of their

re-

term of the superior court, for

inspection. (Acts 1871-2, pp. 45, 46; 1873, p. 32.)
Cross-reference.

— Criminal

jurisdiction of justice of peace courts, see Chapter

24-15.

24-605. (298 P. C.) Report to grand jury as to

Justices of the peace

who have been

books of predecessor.

elected or appointed since the pre-

vious session of the grand jury, shall, at the time of exhibiting their

Courts.
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g

24-704

dockets as required in the preceding section, also report to the gn
jury whether their predecessors in office have delivered to them tl-

Code and Acts of the General Assembly which they have received from the State, as required by law; and if said pre*
in the
ies of

the

peace have withheld or detained those Looks, then
the grand jury shall make a special presentment against such person or
persons withholding or detaining such books, under section 89-9S
office of justice of the

(Acts 1871-2, pp. 45, 46; 1873,

p.

32; 1880-1, pp. 76, 77.)

—

Cross-references.
Effect of indictment for malpractice, see § 24-9902.
Of"
acts by justice of peace under indictment for malpractice constitutes misdemeanor,
Malpractice generally, see §§ 89-9907, 89-9908.
sec § 24-9902.

Fee

Penalty for illegal
fees.
Every justice of the peace or constable shall keep a printed or
plainly written copy of the fee bill posted in some conspicuous place in
his office; and upon failure to do so, or upon violation of any part of this
section, he shall be guilty of malpractice, and subject to the penalties
and punishment prescribed therefor. If any justice of the peace, notary
24-606. (306 P. C.)

bill

to be posted in office.

—

public, or constable shall

demand and

receive any larger or other fee for

than set forth in the fee bills prescribed in sections 24-820,
24-821, and 24-1601, he shall be subject to all the pains and penalties prescribed for the collection of illegal costs. (Acts 1874, p. 90; 1877, p. 85.)
his services

—

Cross-references. Public officer dismissed for taking illegal fees, see
Extortion, see §§ 89-9909 to 89-9911.

CHAPTER

24-7.

SUITS AGAINST JUSTICES OF

Sec.

§

89-702.

THE PEACE.

Sec.

24-701.

Notice, necessity

24-702.

Contents of notice.

24-703.

of.

24-704.

24-701. (4652) Notice, necessity of.

Within what time suit brought.
Tender by justice.

—No suit

shall be

brought against

anything done by him in the execution of his office, until
notice in writing shall have been given to him, or left at his usual place
of abode, one calendar month before institution of suit. (1 Ga. 602; 67

any

justice for

Ga. 718.)
Cross-reference.

—Suit

by or against

justice of peace in his

own

district,

see

§ 24-1016.

24-702. (4653) Contents of notice.

— Said

notice shall clearly and ex-

cause of action which the party has or claims to have
against said justice, and no evidence shall be permitted to be given by
the plaintiff on the trial except such as relates to matters contained in
the notice. (1 Ga. 602; 67 Ga. 718.)
plicitly state the

—

Within what time suit brought. The action must be
commenced within six months after the act committed by the justice.
24-703. (4654)

{67 Ga. 718.)

—This section

Cross-reference.

Tender by

24-704. (4655)

month

after

justice.

plea.

Cross-reference.

if

the

same

is

§

3-704.

—At

such notice, the justice

complaining, and,

any other

exception to

any time within one calendar
may tender amends to the party

not accepted,

may

plead such tender with

{67 Ga. 718.)

— Requisites

of valid tender, see

§

20-1105.
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CHAPTER

592

CONSTABLES.

24-8.

Sec.

Sec.
24-801.

Number,

election,

and term of

24-812.

_

-

B02.

Removal; grounds and proceed-

24-813.

ings.

24 803.
24

24-814.

24-815.

>ath of office.
x

;

Disqualifications.

24-SOS.

ruled

by

Liability to rule, attachment
penalties, where.

and

appoint-

24-816.

May

24-817.

Special duties.

24-818.

Acting as constable after
moval from district.

24-819.

Liability of constable for mis-

justice fails to appoint.

24-820.

conduct.
Fees.

of constables appointed in

24-821.

Fee for delivering prisoner to

in

office;

appoint.
24-800.

When

24-S10.

Oath

emergency.
24-811.

Additional bonds.
Constables may be

ments to fill.
When two justices of the peace,
which appoints.
When but one justice, who may-

Vacancies
J4-S07.

filing,

justices' courts.

Qualifications.

24

Ordinary must certify to
etc.

ce.

Bonds

24-801.

be ruled in superior court.
re-

jailer.

of constables.

Number,

(4680)

and term of

election,

office.

—There

shall

be

each militia district of the several counties elected by
the people of each district who shall hold their offices for four years unless sooner removed. (Act 1829, Cobb, 213. Const., Art. XI, Sec. II, Par.

two constables

I

(§ 2-8301).

in

107 Ga. 697 (33 S. E. 439).)

Cross-reference.

—Time

and manner of

election, see §§ 34-2705, 34-2706.

—

Removal; grounds and proceedings. They are subject
to be removed from office on the same grounds and on the same proceedings as clerks of the superior court are, and on conviction for malprac24-802.

(4681)

tice in office as justices of the

peace are.

—

Cross-references. Removal of justices, see § 24-405 and cross-references.
ReExtortion, see §§ 89-9909,
of clerks of superior courts, see § 24-2724.
89-9910. See also § 24-2817.

moval

24-803.

same

(4687) Qualifications.

—The

eligibility

as that for justice of the peace; but

constable to

a vacancy, or to

fill

for

constable

is

the

any person may be appointed

answer some emergency, who

is

at the

time a resident of the district.

—

Cross-references. Qualifications of justices of the peace, see § 24-402.
vacancies are filled by appointment of justice of the peace, see § 24-806.

When

Editorial Note.— Acts 1902, p. 103 as amended by Acts 1911, p. 66 (§ 4772, Code
of 1910), prescribes who shall be eligible as constable in militia districts in cities
having a population of 59,000 or more by the last preceding census of the United
States.
See note following § 24-401.

—

Oath of office. Each constable, before entering on the
duties of his office, must take and subscribe, besides the oath for all civil
officers, before the ordinary of his county, the following oath
"I swear
24-804. (4689)

:

that I will duly and faithfully perform all the duties required of me as
according to the best of my ability and
constable of the county of
understanding. So help me God."
,

Cross-reference.

— Additional

oath, see

24-805. (4688) Disqualifications.
sheriffs' deputies,

such

officers

§

89-302.

— Constables

cannot

be

sheriffs

or

nor can they be clerks of the superior courts, nor can

be constables.

—

Editorial Note. Acts 1916, p. 49, authorizes constables in counties having more
than one city court, to act as deputy sheriff as to all proceedings in such courts,
makes them liable on their constable bonds for duties thereby imposed upon them,
and authorizes the sheriff or judge to remove them.

§24-811
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24-806. (4682, 4683) Vacancies in office; appointments to

fill.

— Vacan-

cies are filled by appointment of the justice of the peace of the
(Act 1811, Cobb, 201.)
in the following contingencies:

When, from any

1.

bond

cause, there

is

district,

a failure to elect, qualify, and

at the regular time.

When
When

2.
3.

there

is

a death, resignation, or removal of cons' able.

from sickness, or other providential cause, the

district is

without a constable, there may be an appointment, if an emergency
arises, to continue until the regular constable enters on the discharge of
his duties.

When

4.

the constables of the district are absent temporarily from

when

the district; or

the constable or constables of the district are en-

attendance on the county, city, or superior courts, or there is
manifest injury or delay to the business of the justice's courts, the jus-

gaged

in

tices of the peace shall

have power to appoint one or more constables and

discharge the same at discretion: Provided, that the constables appoints

1

hereunder shall be required to give the same bond required from the n
ular constables, if said special constables shall be appointed to serve for
a period longer than 10 days. (Acts 1889, p. 48.)
r-

,

—

Duty of constables to attend superior courts, see § 24-817,
Constables appointed in emergency, see § 24-810. Bonds of constables, see

Cross-references.
If

2.

§

24-811.

When two

—

which appoints. If
there are two justices of the peace, and they cannot agree upon an appointment, the one who has served longer as such, continuously and immediately preceding, shall appoint; if there are two constables to ap24-807. (4684)

justices of the peace,

point, each justice shall appoint one.
Cross-reference.

— Notaries

24-808. (4685)

When

24-809. (4686)

When

public justices of the peace, see §§ 24-501 to 24-503.

—

but one justice, who may appoint. If there is
only one justice of the peace, he may make the appointment; but it shall
be in the discretion of the justices, whether one or two, to appoint the
second constable or not, if there is one in office, or one or two if there is
none in office.

any

justice fails to appoint.

—

If

the justices of the

have at least one constable in their
peace of
district for as long as 30 days from the time such vacancy occurs, the
ordinary of the county shall make an appointment.
district fail or refuse to

—

Oath of constables appointed in emergency. Constables appointed to answer some sudden emergency, as in section 24-806,
may take and subscribe said oath before the justices of the peace appointing them, who shall file the same in the office of the ordinary. (Act
24-810. (4690)

1830, Cobb, 214.)

—

Bonds of constables. All constables, except those thus
appointed, must, before entering on the discharge of their duties, give a
bond payable to the ordinary of the county, and his successors, with two
^ood securities resident in the county, in the sum of $500, to be approved
24-811. (4691)

by such ordinary, which shall be by him filed in his office and recorded
in a book kept for that purpose
Provided, that constables in militia dis:

—
§

594

Courts.

24-glg

incorporated towns shall give bond for the sum of $200.
(Act 1818, Cobb. 206: Act 1816, Cobb, 204; Acts 1890-1, p. 62.)

tricts outside of

— Additional

Cross-references.

county matters, see

must

^4o°2^ Ordinary

24-812.

bond, see

Authority having control of

24-813.

§

23-701 and note.

§

certify to filing, etc.

—When

oath

is

and bond given, the ordinary shall issue to the constable
a certificate of such facts and make an entry thereof on his minutes,
which certificate shall answer as his commission.
taken and

filed

Cross-reference.

—Authority

having control of county matters, see

§

23-701 and

note.

24-813.

(4693) Additional bonds.

— Constables

give additional bonds upon complaint
if

made on oath

after the hearing the ordinary orders

so,

may be

it

compelled to

before the ordinary,

done; and upon failure to do

they shall be removed by the ordinary.

may be

Constables

24-814. (4763)

by

ruled

justices'

courts.

— Con-

may

be ruled by their respective justices' courts and compelled
to give an account of their actings and doings, or to pay over money received or collected by them in their official capacity, under the same rules
stables

and regulations as are pursued in the superior court
of said superior court. (Act 1820, Cobb, 649.)
Cross-reference.

— Rules

in relation to officers

against officers of court, see Chapter 24-2.

24-815. (4694) Liability to rule, attachment

and

penalties, where.

Constables are liable to rule, attachment, and penalties in their respective
districts; but in default of any justice of the peace in such district, or if
there are such

who

refuse to serve, they

may be

ruled before any justice's

court of an adjoining district, or the superior court.

(Act 1820, Cobb,

649.)

May

24-816. (4695)

be ruled in superior court.

—

It is optional

with

parties to rule constables before the superior court of their respective

counties, in term time,

on the same terms that

justices of the peace are

ruled.

—

Cross-references. Constable failing to collect or pay over money may be ruled
superior court, see § 24-205; or in the justice court, see § 24-814. Officers of
court liable to suits, etc., see § 24-201.
in

24-817. (4696) Special duties.
1.

To

attend regularly

—

duty—

It is their

terms of the justice's court

all

in their respec-

tive districts.
2.

ties,
3.

their
4.

To

attend

terms of the superior courts of their respective coun-

all

when summoned by the sheriff
To give receipts for notes or
hands for

To pay

for that purpose.

other liquidated

demands placed

in

collection.

over

money promptly

as collected to the party entitled

thereto; and in cases of conflicting claims to any money, to report the
same to the next justice's court of the district where they are amenable,
for its order in the premises.

To

execute and return

all warrants, summonses, executions, and
other processes to them directed by lawful authority.
5.

Cross-references.

— Constable

§§ 24 2815, 24-2816.
£

24-1108.

may amend

official

Constables' duty to levy tax

fi.

entries and returns, see
see § 92-8104.
See also

fas.,

:

Courts.
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such other duties as are or may be required of then
by law, or which necessarily appertain to their offices. (Act 1811, Cobb,
6.

To perform

645.)

24-818. (4697) Acting as constable after removal

—

from district. If
removal from the

any constable exercises the duties of his office after
district where he was elected or appointed, he is subject to a fine of
for every such act, to be recovered before any justice of the county in
which he resides, by any one suing for the same, one-half to the use of
such person, the other half to the use of the county.

—

Cross-references. By § 3-714 an action for violation of this section is barred in
one year from the discovery thereof. Extra constables when regular constables

attending court, see

24-806.

§

24-819. (4762) Liability of constable for misconduct.

—

If

any constable

and return any process placed in his hands, or shall
fail to account with and pay over to the person entitled thereto any money
which he has received on any note, execution, or other paper placed in
his hands as such constable, within 10 days after the money is received,
the person injured by such failure may apply to the justice of the peace
of the district in which the defaulting constable is acting as such, or in
which he did act as such, if he has gone out of office (and if there be no
justice in such district, the party injured may apply to the justice of any
adjacent district), and obtain a warrant against such constable; and upon
shall fail to execute

satisfactory proof of the facts, the justice to

whom

the application

is

term time or vacation, award judgment and execution against the constable for the full amount of money collected and
withheld or which might have been collected, and the justice may also
fine the constable for such default in a sum not exceeding 10 per cent, on
the amount of said money so collected or which might have been collected. (Act 1811, Cobb, 646.)
made, may, either

in

24-820. (6004, 6006; 1140 P. C.)

Fees.— The following

shall

be the fees

for constables of the militia districts

Serving warrant
Serving summons or attachment

Each return by

$ .50
50
50

officer

Serving each copy of summons
Summoning each witness
Attending court, for each judgment rendered
Attending trial on day other than court day

Levying
Settling

fieri

50
25

50
50

facias

fieri facias,

50

when property not

sold

50

Returning nulla bona
Summoning jury on inquest

50
1.00

Collecting executions issued by coroners

75

Keeping
Keeping
Keeping
Keeping

25

each dog, per day
horse, mule, ox, or ass, per day
each head of neat cattle, per day
each head of sheep, goats, or hogs
All sales made by him, amount on sales commission
Attending grand jury, per day
Serving warrants in criminal cases

50
25

25

6*4^
1.00
1.25

g
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Keeping and maintaining' prisoner before examination under 24
75

hours
Serving rule to establish lost papers

35

.
Every additional copy
Serving each order issued by a justice of the peace
Each additional copy
Following property out of county, going, returning, per mile
Levying each distress warrant
Each advertisement
Taking bond in civil cases
Taking bond in criminal cases
Executing search warrant
Executing search warrant in house or vessel
Serving garnishment summons
Each additional copy

Summoning

30
50

30
05
3.00

50
50

E00
75
3.00

50
25

jury

1.00

Attending jury on appeal
Executing warrant against tenants and intruders

1.25

Serving possessory warrant

2.00

p.

50

(Acts 1877,

p.

45; 1909,

182; 1912, p. 74; 1918, pp. 124, 127; 1919, p. 101.)

p.

84; 1878-9, p. 191

;

1882-3, p. 110; 1887, pp. 84, 85; 1906,

—

Editorial Note. Acts 1921, p. 189, prescribes a fee of $5 for summoning a coroner's jury, subpoenaing witnesses, and attending the inquest, and an additional fee
of 25 cents for each subpoena above 10, in counties of 200,000 or more population.

24-821.

(6005) Fee for delivering prisoner to jailer.

— Constables

shall

be entitled to a fee of 15 cents per mile, by the most direct route from
the place of commitment court to the common jail of any county for each
prisoner committed to

and delivered to such constable to be delivered
to the jailer of any county aforesaid; and when such delivery is made,
such constable shall make out his bill, charging only for coming to said
jail

and swear to the same; and when approved by the ordinary, commissioners of roads and revenues, or other authority having charge of the

jail,

finances of such county, as the case

may

be, the

county treasurer of said county. (Acts 1897,
§

Cross-reference.
23-701 and note.

CHAPTER

— Authority

24-9.

by the

p. 97.)

ORGANIZATION AND TERMS OF COURT.
Sec.

When
may

24-902.

shall be paid

having charge of the finances of the county, see

Sec.
24-901.

same

terms of
be held.

justices' courts

Times and places

for holding

24 " 906

-

^^

^A
24-907.

here court held.

24-90.3.

V.

24-904.

How

places of holding justices'
courts changed.

(4698)

When

Quarters

militia

in

districts,

Materials.

justice courts in cities.

24-901.

24-905.

terms of

H

™

oft en
,

&™ e

of

holdIn S

f

°

Notice of change of place of
holding court; time change
effective.

24-903.

Judgments, when void.

justices' courts

of the peace shall hold their respective courts

may

monthly

be held.

—Justices

at fixed times

and

—
;

Courts.
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places; and

when from any reason

§

24-905

the business of such court cannot be

disposed of in one day, such courts may hold from day to day or adjourn
to such time as may be agreed upon by the parties, with the consent of
the court, until the business is disposed of. (Acts 1853-4, p. 36; 1834-5j
p. 48.)

—

Cross-references. Justice to select convenient place to hold court, tee ^ 24
U 1. Commencement of suit, service, etc., in justice's court, gee Chapter 24-11.
tinuances, see § 24-1404. Continuances in claim cases in justice's court, see § 24-1418.
(

Times and

24-902. (4699)

All

justice

courts

for

places for holding justice courts in cities.

militia

embraced

districts

whole or in
having by the last
in

part within the corporate limits of any of the cities

authorized census of said city a population of over 5,000 inhabitants,
shall have jurisdiction as fixed by the Constitution in and over said dis-

and over said city, and shall hold their courts monthly at
fixed times and places at some convenient place within said district or
city, said time and place to be fixed as now provided by law. Said justices
trict

and

in

may

hold their courts at the same or at different times or at
the same or different places, as they may desire. (Acts 1889, p. 116;
of the peace

1893, p. 55; 1906, p. 44.)

—Jurisdiction

Cross-reference.'

of justice of the peace courts, see Chapter 24-10

and cross-references.

Editorial Note.—Acts 1901, p. 56 (§ 4774 of the Code of 1910), relates to the time
of trying causes in justice of the peace courts in cities of 60,000 or more population.

See note following
24-903. (4700)

§

24-401.

Where

court held.— The justice's court shall be held

at a place in each militia 'district as nearly central as convenience will

admit.
Cross-reference.

—For

similar provisions, see

§

24-601,

How places of holding justices'

11

1.

—

any
justice's court is held at an inaccessible or inconvenient portion of any
district, or such a place is hereafter selected, the qualified voters of such
district may petition such justice to change the place to some other place,
naming it, and if he refuses to change, they may apply to the ordinary
and if said ordinary is satisfied that the place where such court is held
works an inconvenience to a majority of the citizens of such district, he
24-904. (4701)

shall

by

courts changed.

order, entered on his minutes

change the place of
days from the date

and published in the
holding court, such change of place to take

If

district,

effect

30

of the order.

—

Cross-references. When justices' courts to be held,
practice in justices' courts, see Chapters 24-11 to 24-15.

24-905. Quarters in militia districts.

see

Materials.

§

24-901.

—The

Suits

and

commissioners

and revenues or other authority upon whom such duties fall in
the various counties shall have the power in their discretion to provide
from time to time and pay for suitable quarters for the holding in any

of roads

militia district in the various counties of justice of the peace courts,

to keep the

same

in repair,

and

to furnish

and keep

in repair the

and

necessary

furniture and other materials necessary for the conduct of such courts,

and pay for the same out of the county funds. (Acts
Cross-reference.— Authority having charge of county
note.

1922, p. 132.^

affairs,

see

§

23-701

and

:

§24
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24-9C6.

How

(4702)

often place of holding court changed.

—When

a

once fixed, it cannot be changed except
in the manner stated and but once during the official term of four years:
Provided, that the place for holding such courts in the town and city
distriets may be changed as often as may be necessary, under such terms
and conditions as the ordinary of the county may direct. (Acts 1877,
place for holding' such court

is

P. 88.)

Cross-reference.

—When justice

courts to be held, see

§

24-901.

(4703) Notice of change of place of holding court; time change

24-907.

—When a new justice

and he desires
to change the place of holding such courts, he may do so by giving public
notice of the fact, stating the place to which changed, and the first court
to be thus held, which change shall not go into effect in less than 60 days
from the time of advertising.
effective.

of the peace

qualified,

—

Judgments, when void. All judgments of such jusrendered, in any civil cause, anywhere else than at the place for

24-908. (4705)
tices

is

holding their courts lawfully appointed are void.
Cross-references.
§

24-601, 1

1.

— Duty

of justices to select convenient place to hold court, see
court held, see § 24-903.

Where

CHAPTER

CIVIL JURISDICTION OF JUSTICES
OF THE PEACE.

24-10.

Sec.

Sec.

General and original jurisdic-

24-1001.

Suit

24-1010.

Suits

tion.

24-1002.

Debts

may

be divided

in

order

24-1003.

Suits on several notes for
debt.

same

24-1004.

Persons coming within

juris-

diction.

Ten

Power

24-1012.

Makers, indorsers,

24-1014.

district.

Where justice is
who may act.

24-1008.

Location of
is

no

suit

disqualified,

etc.,

when

sued; procedure.
24-1013.

24-1007.

of justices and constables in cases of transfer of
suit.

Suit against resident of terri-

tory not embraced in militia

be transferred to
when.

site,

24-1011.

davs' residence gives jur-

isdiction.

24-1006.

may

county

to give jurisdiction.

24-1005.

may be transferred to adjoining district, when.

24-1009.

24-1015.
24-1016.

Coobligors may be sued in
county or district of either.
Where suit brought when justice of the peace is a party.
Summons and procedure.
Suits by or against justices.

where there

justice of the peace.

24-1001. (4665) General

and original

jurisdiction.

—Justices

of

the

peace have general and original jurisdiction
1.

In

damages

cases arising ex contractu, and in cases of injuries or
to personal property, where the principal sum claimed does not

all civil

exceed $100, and in cases where the debt has been larger and the balance
due is not more than said amount.

—

Cross-references. Separate suits on notes based on same consideration, see
Damages for care of impounded animals assessed by justice of peace,
24-1003.
Criminal jurisdiction, see Chapter 24-15. Jurisdiction in cities of
see § 62-603.
over 5,000 inhabitants, see § 24-902.
§

2.

Of

contests for the

—

mere possession

of personal property.

Cross-references. Injury to possession, see § 105-1701. Possessory warrant,
Foreclosure of mortgages on personalty in justice's court, see
see § 82-101.
§§ 67-901 to 67-904.

—
§24-
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Of

and detainers, or
of 12 men, as prescribed by this Code.
3.

forcible entries

Cross-reference.

— Forcible

entry and

either,

detainer,

with the aid of a jury

Title

see

1

105,

Torts,

Cha;>

105-16.

4.

Of

all

other causes

when

jurisdiction

is

constitutionally

given

them, in their capacity as courts of justice. (Act 1811, Cobb, 638. Act
1819, Cobb, 649. Act 1835, Cold;, 361. Acts 1855-6, p. 254.)

—
Note.— See

Cross-references. For similar provision, see Const., Art. VI, Sec. VII, Par. II
Duties of justice of peace, see § 24-601.

(§ 2-3502).

Editorial

note following

24-1002. (4666) Debts

§

24-401.

may

be divided in order to give jurisdiction.
Debts which in the aggregate amount to more than justice's court jurisdiction may be divided into liquidated demands, so as to bring them each
within such jurisdiction.
Cross-reference.
§

24-1001, H

—Jurisdictional

amount

for suits in justice of peace court, see

1.

—

on several notes for same debt. The justices'
courts have jurisdiction of all suits brought on two or more promissory
24-1003. (4709) Suits

notes, or other evidences of debt, not exceeding $100 principal each, al-

though given between the same parties for one and the same debt or
consideration. (Act 1811, Cobb, 639. Act 1819, Cobb, 649. Act 1842,
Cobb, 653. Acts 1855-6, p. 254; 1857, p. 117.)
Cross-reference.

— Consolidation of

24-1004. (4667) Persons

suits, see § 3-112.

coming within

jurisdiction.

—Their

civil jur-

isdiction extends over persons resident of their respective districts,

itinerant persons,

and to persons of other

and

districts in certain particular

cases provided for in this Code.

—

Cross-references. Jurisdiction and places of holding justices courts in cities,
see § 24-902. Suits against makers and indorsers, coobligors, etc., see § 24-1012.
Coobligors sued in county or district of either, see § 24-1013. Place for suing
maker and indorser, see § 24-1012.

24-1005. (4710)

Ten

days' residence gives jurisdiction.

—Ten days' res-

idence of a party within a militia district shall be sufficient to give the
(Act
justice's court of such district jurisdiction of suits against him.
1811, Cobb, 644.)
Cross-references.

— Change of domicile,

over persons generally, see

§

see § 79-406.

Jurisdiction of justice court

24-1004.

embraced in mia county from any cause

24-1006. (4676) Suit against resident of territory not
litia district.

— Persons resident

any portion

in

not embraced in any organized justice's
the district
there

is

whose courtground

is

of

district, are

subject to suit in

nearest their residence and in which

an acting justice of the peace.

24-1007. (4669)

Where

justice

is

disqualified,

who may

act.

—When a

from presiding, and there is no other
justice of the peace in his district who is qualified, any justice of the peace
of the county is qualified to issue all process and to preside in his district; and if a justice of the peace is sued under such circumstances, the
suit may be located in any adjoining district. Any justice of the peace
justice of the peace

is

disqualified

—
'

§ 24-1

may
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preside in any district of his county in

such district

disqualified.

is

— Where justice of the peace
— See note following 24-401.

Cross-reference.
Editorial Note.

all

cases

when

the justice of

(Act 1811, Cobb, 644, 647. Acts 1895,
is

a party, see

§

p. 49.)

24-1014.

§

where there is no justice of the peace.
— Where there is no justice of the peace in any district where a defendant resides, or there is one and lie refuses to serve generally or in any
rticular case, the suit may be located in any adjoining district. (Act
24-1008. (4670) Location of suit

-

Cobb, 644.)

1816,

Cross-reference.

— Notaries

may

24-1009. (4672) Suit
If suits are

already

public ex-officio justices of the peace, see

be transferred to adjoining

commenced and

are suspended for

district,

want

§

24-501.

when.

of a justice

of the peace to preside or competent jury to try such cases, such suits
shall be

removed

removed
the court by

to the adjoining districts, unless the evil

within 60 days, or upon the fact being made to appear to
affidavit of either party to such suits. (Acts 1893, p. 23.)

is

—

may

be transferred to county site, when. If,
from any cause, all such suits cannot be located or prosecuted in some
adjoining district, they may be commenced or removed to the justice's
district which embraces the county site.
24-1010. (4673) Suits

Power

and constables in cases of transfer
The justices of the peace and constables of any district where
thus begun or removed have the same power as those officers

24-1011. (4674)
of suit.
a suit

have

—

is

in the

proper

of justices

districts.

24-1012. (4675, 4714) Makers, indorsers, etc.,

— Suits

where sued; procedure.

against makers and indorsers, and against coobligors or joint

may

be located in the district where the principal debtor or one
of the coobligors or joint makers can be sued, and the other parties, who
may reside in a different district in the same county, may be joined in
the suit on the same terms as such persons residing in different counties
may be sued in the superior courts, but by the process used in justices'

makers,

courts; and in such cases the constable of the district where the suit
located

may

Cobb, 640.

serve such process in any part of the county.

Act

is

(Act 1811,

1840, Cobb, 651.)

— Suits

against joint obligors, joint promisors, etc., may be
VI, Sec. XVI, Par. IV (§ 2-4304), and
Suits against maker and indorser or drawer and acceptor brought in
county of maker or acceptor, see Const., Art. VI, Sec. XVI, Par.
(§ 2-4305),
Service of process by constable, see § 24-1107. See the following section.
§ 3-205.
Cross-references.

tried in
§ 3-204.

county of

either, see Const., Art.

V

—When a bond, note,

bill,

may

be sued in county or district of either.
open account, or other evidence of debt shall

24-1013. (4711) Coobligors

be against several persons residing in different counties or districts, the
plaintiff shall have his option to bring suit on such demand in either of
such counties or districts. (Act 1811, Cobb, 640.)

—

Cross-references. Second original when defendants reside in different counties,
see § 24-1108. See preceding section and cross-references thereunder.

24-1014. (4712)
party.

may

— In

all

Where

cases in

suit

which a

brought when justice of the peace
justice of the peace

is

is

a

a party, the suit

be brought in the justice's court nearest to the residence of the de-
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fendant in the county or in the district where the defendant n
the option of the plaintiff. (Act 1811, Cobb, 644.;
Cross-reference.

— When

adjoining district has jurisdiction, see

Summons and

24-1015. (4713)

dent of such adjoining

as

if

the defendant were a re

(Act 1811, Cobb, 640.)

district.

24-1016. (4668) Suits

may

by or against

justices.

— One justice of the peace

own

sue or be sued before the other in his

district.

—

Cross-references. Suit against justice, see §§ 24-701 to 24-704.
ex-officio justices of the peace, see § 24-501.

CHAPTER

COMMENCEMENT OF

24-11.

24-1015.

§

such cases the justice
issue summons, and proceed

may

same manner

against the defendant in the

at

— In

procedure.

of the peace in the adjoining" district

.,

SUIT,

Notaries public

SERVICE OF

PROCESS, ETC.
Sec.

Sec.

24-1101.

Proceedings to be
books of entry.
J

24-1102.

Suits;

24-1103.

Nonresident

uniform;

counties

Summons, how

Summons

by whom.

Return of process.
24-1107.

Constable of district of suit to
serve process,

etc.,

be

filed

and

kept.

suit.

served.

served

Summons must

24-1109.

Date of commencement of

24-1106.

,

required

plaintiff

24-1105.

•

,

how commenced.

to deposit costs.

24-1104.

Service of process where de••«
£
fendants reside in diflerent

2 4-1108.

24-1110.

Bail in justices' courts.

mj

Parties

.

may

settle cases

.

Justice or constable to receipt

24-1112.

when.

for claims.

—

books of entry. The proceedings in the justices' courts shall be uniform throughout the State,
and each justice of the peace shall keep a fair and legible book of entry
of all civil proceedings had before him for the recovery of debts. (Act
1819, Cobb, 648.)
24-1101. (4722) Proceedings to be uniform

;

—Uniformity

of courts and officers, see Const., Art. VI, Sec.
Duties, etc., of justices of the peace, see § 24-601. Dockets
of justices of the peace, see § 24-602 et seq.

Cross-references.

IX, Par.

I

(§ 2-3701).

24-1102. (4715) Suits,

the peace shall be

how commenced. — All

suits before justices of

commenced by written summons, which

shall be issued

and signed by the justice of the peace of the district in which the suit is
brought, and shall be directed to any lawful constable of the county in
which the suit is commenced, commanding the defendant to appear at
the time and place of trial, which time and place shall be specified in said
summons, and such justice of the peace shall attach a copy of the note.
account, or cause of action sued on, to said

same

is

issued.

(Act 1811, Cobb, 639.

Act

summons

at the

1841, Cobb, 651.

time the

Acts 1S6S,

pp. 131, 132; 1880-1, p. 66.)

—

Cross-references. Suit for damages against owner of impounded animals, see
Suit in justice court on claim against trust estate, see § 108-504.
Proving accounts, and affidavit of defense, see § 24-1302.
§

62-603.

24-1103. (5985) Nonresident plaintiff required to deposit costs.
tices of the

peace shall not be required to

file

any

suit in

—Jus-

which the plain-

§

24-1104

tiff is

Courts.
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a nonresident of this State, until $2 shall

said court on account of costs.

(Acts 1896,

have been deposited with

p. 51.)

— Plaintiff's liability for costs in justice
Note. — The provision of the above section as

Cross-reference.

court, see

§

24-1410.

Editorial
it appeared in the Code
of 1910. relating" to deposit of costs by nonresident plaintiffs in count}' courts, has
been omitted. As to law on county courts, generally, see note following § 24-2302.
-

24-1104.

(4716) Date of

suing of the

summons

(Acts ISoS,

action.

Cross-reference.

mencement

commencement

of suit.

shall be considered the

date of the

commencement

is-

of the

p. 132.)

— In superior court the time of

of suit, see

24-1105. (4717)

—The

§

filing petition is the

time of com-

Sl-112.

Summons, how

served.

— All

summonses

shall

be

served upon the defendant either by giving him a copy of the same in
person, or by leaving such copy at his usual and most notorious place
of abode, at least 10
p.

days before the

trial.

(Acts 1868,

p.

31; 1880-1,

53; 1897, p. 33.)

—

Cross-references. Summons in suit for damages against owner of impounded
Service of process from superior courts, how made, see
animals, see § 62-603.
Service of notice of traverse of answer to garnishment, see § 46-305.
I 81-202.

24-1106.

(4718)

Summons

summons may be
suit

is

served by

whom. Return

of process.

—The

served by the constable of the district in which the

commenced, or

if

there be no such constable, or

to or interested in the case,

such

summons may

he be a party
be served by any conif

and it shall be lawful for any constable of the sevcounties to execute and return any process issued by a justice of the

stable of the county;
eral

peace of said counties, but he shall return the said process to a justice
of the peace residing in the militia district where the defendant or defendants resided at the time of issuing said process.
639.

Acts 1860,

p.

47; 1869,

(Act 1811, Cobb,

p. 143.)

24-1107. (4719) Constable of district of suit to serve process, etc.,

when.

—In

cases

where

suit

is

brought against joint obligors or joint

promisors, or other joint debtors, in cases where the justice of the peace

where there is no justice in the district of the defendant's residence, and in like cases, the constable of the district in
which suit is brought may serve all processes on all the parties, and do
all other legal acts required of him in the progress of such suit, in any
is

a party, in cases

district of the county.

—

Cross-references. Suits against joint obligors, etc., residing in different counties,
in either county, see Const., Art. VI, Sec. XVI, Par. IV (§ 2-4304).
Constable may serve process in any part of county, see § 24-1012.
Coobligors may be
sued in county or district of either, see § 24-1013.

brought

24-1108. (4720) Service of process

counties.

— In

where defendants reside

in different

suits in the justices' courts against joint obligors, joint

contractors, partners, joint trespassers, makers and indorsers of

prom-

issory notes, drawers, acceptors, and indorsers of foreign and inland bills
of exchange, or other like instruments,

if

any

of the defendants reside

out of the county, the justice of the peace shall issue a second original

and copy

for such other

county or counties, and forward the same to any

constable of the county where such defendant

may

reside,

who

shall

serve the copy and return the second original with his entry thereon to

Courts.
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whom

the justice of the peace before

g 24-1

the suit

is

brought.

:

(Acts 1880-1,

P in.)
.

—

U

Cross-references. Duty of constables to return
See cross-references under preceding section.

all

warn

nts, etc., see J 24-817,

5.

Summons must

24-1109. (4721)

summons

be

filed

and

kept.

—The officer serving

with his entry of service thereon,
to the justice of the peace before whose court the suit is pending, and the
justice shall file and preserve the said original summons with the other
the

shall return the original,

papers appertaining to his
Cross-reference.

— Duty

office.

of justice to

file

24-1110. (4723) Bail in justices'

papers,

courts.

etc.,

see

—The

§

24-601, ^

justices'

7.

courts

shall

have power and authority to hold to bail and to enforce the liability of
bail, under the same rules and regulations as those which prevail on that
subject in the superior courts, and when a bail process is placed in the
hands of a constable against one who is moving about from one district
to another, such constable may follow such itinerant defendant, and serve
the process in any district in the county.
Cross-reference.

— Bail

in trover, see § 107-201.

24-1111. (4724) Parties

may

settle cases.

—Any

case in the justice's

may

be settled at any time by the parties, upon the payment of the
costs which have accrued up to the time of such settlement. (Act 1811,
court

Cobb, 647.)
24-1112. (4725) Justice or constable to receipt for claims.

ever any claim

—When-

given to a justice of the peace or constable for collection, such justice or constable shall give a receipt therefor; and when
the money is collected, such justice or constable shall pay the same to
is

the plaintiff, his agent, or attorney, unless there are conflicting claims for
the money, in which case the question shall be decided at the

unless a continuance be had according to law.

—

24-12.

court,

(Act 1829, Cobb, 650.)

Cross-references.. Duty of constables to give receipts, see
tinuances, see § 24-1404.

CHAPTER

first

§

24-817, 1

Con-

3.

PLEAS AND DEFENSES.
Sec.

Sec.

Defendant

24-1201.

may

plead as in su-

24-1203.

perior court.

Dilatory

24-1202.

non

pleas

Pleas

in

suits

open

ac-

—The

3e-

on

counts.

and pleas of

est factum.

24-1201. (4726) Defendant

may appear

may

plead as in superior court.

time and place specified in the summons
served upon him, and plead any matter of defense to the action which
would be allowed to suits in the superior courts.
fendant

at the

—

Cross-references. Petition and answer make issue, see § 81-311.
Special pleas,
see § 81-307. Denying account by affidavit, see § 24-1302.
Defense on unconditional contract at first term, see § 24-1402.
Pleas of defendant on appeal to be
in writing, see § 6-303.
Defenses to foreclosure of mortgage on personalty in
justice's court, see § 67-903.
-

24-1202. (4727) Dilatory pleas

tory pleas must be

shown

filed in

the

and pleas of non

first

est factum.

—All

dila-

instance, unless the failure to do so

to be the result of unavoidable cause;

and

all

is

dilatory pleas, and

§24-1203
pleas of non est factum,

must be

plea oi

by the

affidavit of the

defendant

— Pleas

of non est factum must be sworn to, see § 81-405.
est factum, see § 81-701. Denial of contract, see § 20-801. Rights
course, see §§ 14-501 to 14-509. Dilatory pleas to be sworn to, see

Cross-references.
is

verified

(Act 1811, Cobb, 644.)

at the time of filing the same.

"What
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non

oi holder in due
S§ Sl-403, 81-404.

—

on open accounts. Whenever a suit
may be brought on an open account and the same is verified by the plaintiff as provided by law, the plea filed shall either deny that the defendant
is indebted in any sum or shall specify the amount in which the defendant
admits he may be indebted, and shall be verified as required by law.
24-1203. (472S) Pleas in suits

(Acts 1901,

p. 55.)

Cross-references.

how sworn
made

—Verified

81-407.
out of this State, see

Accounts,

to.

how

see

§

proved, see

§

Pleas,
petition requires verified plea, see § 81-401.
Verification by nonresident, see § 81-408. Affidavits
Verdict in suits in default, see § 110-403.
§ 81-409.
24-1302.

CHAPTER

EVIDENCE.

24-13.

Sec.

Sec.

24-1302.

Best evidence required.
Accounts, how proved; con-

24-1303.

Subpoena of witness.

24-1301.

24-1304.

atones.
24-1305.

tinuance.

Testimony taken by interrogWitnesses failing to attend;
fine
damages.
5

24-1301. (4729) Best evidence required.

— In

all

cases in the justices'

courts the best evidence the nature of the case will admit of shall be required.

(Act 1811, Cobb, 642.)

Cross-reference.

— Similar

provisions, see

how

24-1302. (4730) Accounts,

38-203.

§

—

proved; continuance. When suit is
a justice court, such account may be

brought upon an open account in
proved by the written affidavit of the plaintiff, and, when so proved, shall
be received in evidence as if proved in open court; nevertheless, if the
defendant shall file his affidavit denying the justice and fairness of the
whole or any part of such account, the court shall not give judgment in
favor of the plaintiff for that part of the account so denied and controverted, unless supported by other proof. In all cases when such affidavit
to prove the account is made, there shall be personal service upon the
defendant before judgment
of this section.

In

all

is

cases

fendant, and the plaintiff

given for the plaintiff under the provisions

where a counter-affidavit

is filed

by the de-

duty of the justice
of the peace to continue such case until the next term of said court. Nothis

not present,

it

shall be the

ing in this section contained shall apply to suits against administrators

and executors on contracts of their deceased testators and intestates.
(Act 1811, Cobb, 642. Act 1827, Cobb, 649. Act 1842, Cobb, 653. Acts
1857, p. 118; 1882-3, p. 58.)

—

Pleas in suits on accounts, see § 24-1203.
in justice of the peace courts, see § 24-1102.

Cross-references.

commenced

24-1303. (4731) Subpoena of witness.

the peace of the district in which a suit
directed to any witness

— Either

is

pending

How

suits

are

one of the justices of

may

issue a subpoena,

whose testimony may be desired by

either party

605
in

any

(j)\;\a

which subpoena

case,

fore the

day of the

§24-14 02

,.

shall be served

on the witsk

one day be-

.

trial.

—

Cross-references. Subpoena of witnesses generally, see
ing to attend, see § 24-1305.

Witness

38-1501.

§

fail-

—

Testimony taken by interrogatories. Testimony may
in
be taken and brought into court by interrogatories and comm
any case pending in the justice's court, under the same rules and regulations which prevail on that subject in the superior court, except that the
24-1304. (4732)

.

interrogatories shall be filed with the justice of the peace instead of the

and the notice required shall be five days instead of 10, after the
expiration of which the justice shall issue a con .nission, which shall be
executed as provided for in the superior courts. (Act 1811, Cobb, 643.
clerk,

Acts 1853-4,

45; 1860,

p.

Cross-reference.

—Who

p. 47.)

may

be examined by interrogatories, see

38-2101.

§

24-1305. (4764) Witnesses failing to attend; fine; damages.

— Any wit-

ness failing to attend the justice's court, after being duly served with a

subpoena, shall be subject to a fine not exceeding $10, which

may

be col-

by execution, unless good excuse be shown for such failure at or
before the next court day after the default; and such witness shall also
be liable to a suit for damages at the instance of the party injured by his
default, in any court having cognizance of the same. (Act 1811, Cobb,
lected

642.)

—

Cross-reference. Compelling attendance of witness, and punishment for failure
to attend, see § 38-1504.

CHAPTER

24-14.

TRIAL, JUDGMENT, EXECUTIONS,
SALES.

Sec.

AND

Sec.

24-1401.

Time and

24-1402.

Defense at

24-1403.

Trial term.

place of
first

Executions;

24-1411.

trial.

and

term.

Time and

24-1412.

levies,

place of constables'

sales.

24-1404.

Continuances.

24-1405.

Dignity and

24-1406.

Judgment and execution against

lien of

issuance,

sales.

Land may be levied on, when.
Bank and other stock, how

24-1413.

judgments.

24-H14.

levied upon.

securities.

24-1416.

Compensation of constables.
Claims, when and how inter-

Justice to give judgment according to law and facts;
execution.

24-1417.

posed; bond.
When, where, and

and backing execu-

24-1418.

Continuance of claim case.

24-1419.

Illegalities in justices' courts;

24-1407.

Judgments

24-1408.

24-1409.

Staying

24-1415.
in cases of set-off.

tions.

24-1410.

When

plaintiff liable for costs.

24-1401. (4733)

Time and

how

claims

tried.

trial.

place of

trial.

—All

cases before a justice of

the peace stand for trial at the time and place designated in the sum-

mons, and

shall

be then and there

tried, unless

continued according to

law.
Cross-references.
§

—Judgments

by

default,

see

§

110-401.

Continuances,

see

24-1404.

24-1402. (4734) Defense at first term.

—Whenever

the defendant in

the justices' courts on an unconditional contract in writing

makes

de-

;

§

606
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24-1403

make such defense

fense, he shall

at the first term. (Acts 1882-3, p. 103

1890-1, p. 111.)
Cross-reference.

— Defendant

may

plead as in superior court, see

§

24-1201.

—When

such defense is thus made, the
cause shall stand for trial at the next term (subject, however, to continuance as provided by law) Provided, that said cause may be tried at the
term when said plea is filed, if the plaintiff or his attorney is present consenting thereto. (Acts 1868, p. 132.)
24-1403. (4735) Trial term.

:

24-1404. (4698, 4736) Continuances.

—

party

either

If

is

not

ready

summons, the justice or
commissioned notary public may continue the case upon a sufficient legal
showing. But neither party shall be entitled to more than one continfor trial at the time

and place designated

in the

be for providential cause.
All continuances shall be
from term to term, except when in the discretion of the court it is better

uance, unless

it

day or from day to day

to continue to a

was assigned

for trial.

§

24-1418.

36; 1868,

p.

132; 1901, p. 41.)

—

(4757) Dignity and lien of judgments.

24-1405.

may

p.

Continuance of suit on account, see § 24-1302; of claim case,
Continuances, generally, see § 81-1401 et seq.

Cross-references.
see

(Acts 1853-4,

term for which the case

in the

—All

judgments that

and executions issued from, the justices' courts shall
bear equal dignity with judgments obtained in, and executions issued
from, the superior courts, and shall bind all the property of the defendant, and his securities, if any (except such as is exempt by law), from
the date of such judgment until the same is fully satisfied. (Act 1811,
Cobb, 645.)
be obtained

in,

—

§

Cross-reference. Dignity and binding
110-507 and cross-references thereunder.

or

of

judgments,

Judgment and execution against

24-1406. (4758)
suit is

effect

generally,

securities.

see

—Where

brought against joint obligors and joint promisors, and any one

more

of

them

shall

make

it

satisfactorily appear to the court that

he

signed the contract sued on as security only, and was not interested in
the consideration thereof, the court shall enter

up judgment and award

when the execution
own money or property, he

execution against such party as security; and

shall

be satisfied by such security out of his

shall

have the right to control such judgment and execution for the purpose of
reimbursing himself out of the property of the principal, in the same
manner that securities on stay of execution may do: Provided, the judg-

ment and execution
645.

Act

shall also

be against such principal. (Act 1811, Cobb,

1816, Cobb, 648.)

—

§

Cross-references. Judgment against sureties
110-306 and cross-references thereunder.

24-1407. (4759)

Judgments

and

indorsers

in cases of set-off.

pleads and establishes a set-off greater than the

—When

demand

generally,

see

the defendant

of the plaintiff,

the court shall render judgment in favor of the defendant against the
plaintiff for the excess or
plaintiff,

balance over and above the

unless such balance exceeds the

sum

demand

of $100 principal, in

of the

which

event the set-off of the defendant shall be, by the judgment of the court,
credited with the

amount

of the

demand

established and proved

by the

;

Courts.
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g 24-

and the plaintiff in such case shall pay the
Cobb, 642. Act 1842, Cobb, 653. Acts 1876, p. 38.;
plaintiff,

(Act 1811,

costs.

—

Cross-references. Judgment for excess of set off, etc., see II 20-1310
Verdict for excess of improvements over mesne profits, see § 33-107.
improvements against claim for mesne prolits, see § 20-1308. Pleading
due, see

§

1

V>

t

not

8-604.

24-1408. (4737) Justice to give judgment according to law and facts;
execution. When cases are tried, the justices of the peace shall render

—

judgment therein according to the law and the facts of each case, and
such judgment shall be enforced by execution unless prevented by appeal or other lawful means.

—

Amendment of judgments and executions, see §§ 39-110, 110Appeals from justices' courts to superior courts, see §§ 6-301, 6-303, 6-304.
Appeal to jury in justice's court, see §§ 6-401, 6-402.
Cross-references.

311.

24-1409. (4760) Staying

and backing executions.

—When

final

judg-

ment is rendered in the justice's court, the party against whom the judgment is rendered, at any time within four days after the judgment, may,
by paying all the costs which have accrued, and giving good and suffiand interest involved in the case, stay the
execution for 60 days, if the judgment is for more than $30 principal
and if the judgment be for $30 principal, or under that sum, the execution shall be stayed for 40 days and when the time for which the execution is so stayed has expired, execution shall issue against the party and
In case any perhis security on stay, for the amount of the judgment.
son, after being summoned on any complaint for debt in a justice's court,
shall, before the sitting of such court, remove out of the district, such
court may nevertheless give judgment against him and if any person
shall, after judgment of such court, remove out of the district or county,
cient security for the principal

;

;

or hold property in a different district or county, before satisfaction

is

made, such justice may, in either case, issue execution against such person; which execution, being backed by any justice of the county where
such person resides, or where his property may be found, may be levied
by any constable of said county; and the after-proceedings shall be the
same as provided in other cases of levy and sale by virtue of executions
from justices' courts. (Act 1811, Cobb, 644. Acts 1855-6, p. 254; 1857,
p. 119.)

When

—When

an execution
issued from a justice's court shall be returned by the proper officer, with
an entry thereon that there is no property of the defendant out of which
satisfaction of the execution can be made, the plaintiff in execution shall
be bound and liable for the costs due thereon; and if the plaintiff, upon
being notified of the return and the costs being demanded of him, shall
fail or refuse to pay such costs, execution therefor may issue against such
plaintiff. (Act 1811, Cobb, 647.)
24-1410. (4761)

plaintiff liable for costs.

—

Editorial Note. 'This section, which is an application of § 24-3411 to justice
courts, forms an exception to § 24-3401, which requires the party who loses a case
to pay costs. By § 24-1103 a nonresident plaintiff is required to make a deposit as
costs.

24-1411. (4765) Executions; issuance, levies, and sales.

when no appeal

lies

or none

is

— In

all

cases

entered, a justice of the peace shall issue

execution after the expiration of four days (Sundays excepted).

Levy,

§24-1412
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personal property, shall be advertised 10 days before the
day of sale, which advertisement shall designate the time and place of
sale, give a reasonable description of the property to be sold, and be
in the case of

posted in three public places in the county. The sale shall be at
the place of holding justice's court in his district, and between the
hours oi 10 o'clock A. M. and four o'clock P. M. In case the levy is upon

be turned over to the sheriff of the county and disposed of as directed by law. (Act 1S11, Cobb, 645. Act 1S42, Cobb,
Acts 1868, p. 133.)
652.
real estate,

it

shall

Cross-references.
[

— When

etc.,

§

Time and

24-1412. (4766)

may

constable

of sheriff's sales, see
24-902 et seq.
o.

39-1201.

levy

on land, see

Time,

39-121.

§

Place of holding justice's court, see

place of constables' sales.

— Constables

and

be required to sell the property of defendants in execution
on the regular monthly court days of their respective districts at the
place of holding such courts, after advertising the said property for 10
days prior to such sale, and any other sales on any other days shall be
bailiffs shall

absolutely null and void, and vest no

title

to the property in the pur-

Provided, nevertheless, that the provisions of this section shall
not be construed so as to prevent the sale of property ordered to be sold
by the justice of the peace, as live stock or perishable property, and likely
chaser

:

to deteriorate in value

(Acts 1S78-9,

such

when made,

sales,

shall be valid

and binding.

78; 1880-1, p. 82.)

p.

Cross-reference.

;

— Place,

time,

and manner of

Land may be

24-1413. (4767)

sheriffs' sales, see § 39-1201.

levied on, when.

—No

constable shall

no personal property to be found sufficient to satisfy the debt, which fact must appear by an entry on the execution to be levied by a constable of the county where such execution
was issued, or where the property to be levied upon may be found: Provided, that the defendant shall have the right in all cases to point out
any portion of his property in his possession he may think proper; and
should he point out land to be levied upon, the above entry of "no personal property" may be omitted. (Act 1811, Cobb, 642.)
levy on any land unless there

is

—

fi.

Cross-references. For similar provision, see § 39-121. Levy and sale under tax
Time, place, etc., of sheriffs' sales, see § 39-1201.
fas., see § 92-8101 et seq.

24-1414. (4768)

Bank and

other stock,

how

levied upon.

—When

any

constable shall have any execution placed in his hands against any person who is the owner of any shares or stock in any bank, or other corporation, he shall, on the application of the plaintiff, his agent, or attorney, indorse a levy on said execution of the number of shares belonging

and make a return of the same to the sheriff of the
county in which he lives, which said sheriff shall proceed to advertise
and sell the same as required by law. When the constable levies an execution to which the sheriff is a party, or in which he is interested, he
may proceed to sell the property as a sheriff is authorized to do. (Act
1822, Cobb, 511.)
to the defendant,

Cross-references.

upon, see

§

— Duty

39-123.

24-1415. (4769)

of corporate officers where shares of stock are
Attachment proceedings against stock, see § 8-206.

Compensation

of constables.

—A

levied

reasonable compen-*
sation shall be allowed to constables for carrying property levied upon

A

where there appears

to the place of sale,

doing

§24-
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so, to

1

to be an absolute necessity for

be judged of by the justices of the district

(Act L8H, Cobb,

645.)

—

Cross-references. Certain property
Fees of constables, see § 24-820.

may

be sold where

when and how

24-1416. (4750) Claims,

it

found, sec

is

interposed; bond.

f

3 J-\^.

I

-When

an

execution issued by a justice of the peace shall be levied upon personal
property which is claimed by any person not a party to the execution,
the claimant, his agent, or attorney shall
levied on

is

make oath

that the property

the right and property of the claimant, and

also give

shrt.il

bond and security in double the amount of the execution, which bond the
levying officer is empowered to take, payable to the plaintiff or assignee
of the execution, as the case

damages which the

may

be,

with condition to pay

said plaintiff or assignee

may

costs and

all

sustain, in case

it

shall

appear that such claim was frivolous and intended for delay only which
bond, on breach of the condition thereof, shall be recoverable in any
court having cognizance of the same. (Act 1811, Cobb, 642. Act 1814,
Cobb, 647. Acts 1868, p. 131.)
;

Cross-references.
§

— Claims,

how

interposed

Claims to be on oath, see

8-801.

24-1417. (4751)
affidavit

is

§

in

When, where, and how

made and

attachment

proceedings,

see

39-801.

claims tried.

—When the claim

the bond given, as directed in the preceding section,

the constable shall postpone the sale of the property, and return the

papers to the justice of the peace who issued the execution and it shall
be the duty of such justice or notary public to cause an issue to be made
;

up, and try the right of property according to law, at the next regular

term of the justice court held by said justice of the peace, occurring after
10 days from the filing of said claim. (Act 1811, Cobb, 642. Acts 1868,
pp. 131, 132; 1878-9, p. 67.)

24-1418. (4752) Continuance of claim case.

—Upon

good cause shown
on oath, a claim case may be continued one time by each party, and no
(Act 1811, Cobb, 642.)

longer.

Cross-references.

— Continuances

generally,

see

81-1401

§

et

seq.

see

;

also

§ 24-1404.

24-1419. (4756) Illegalities in justices' courts;
is

made by an

trial.

—When

an issue

and returned to any justice court, it
term of said court after said illegality has been

affidavit of illegality

shall be tried at the next

returned to said court for five days.
Cross-references.

—'Illegality

of

(Acts 1873,

execution,

how

48; 1882-3,

p. 58.)

taken, see § 39-1001.
Where
on execution, see § 24-3527.

affidavit made on account of partial payment made
Illegalities against fi. fas. from court of ordinary, see

CHAPTER

p.

§

39-908.

CRIMINAL JURISDICTION.

24-15.

Sec.

Sec.

Criminal

24-1501.

jurisdiction
tices of the peace.

of

jus-

24-1502.

Jurisdiction

extends over the

county.

—

24-1501. (789 P. C.) Criminal jurisdiction of justices of the peace.
justice of the peace shall have criminal jurisdiction in the following instances
:

§

610
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In acting as conservator of and preserving the public peace in his

1.

district

and county.

In issuing warrants for the apprehension of any person charged on

2.

oath with a violation of any penal law of this State or for the apprehensi
n of any person who the justice of the peace officially knows has violated

any such provision.
In examining any such person brought before him, and in commit-

3.

binding over, or discharging such person according to the directions
of this Code.
gr,

—

Courts of inquiry and proceedings therein, see Title
Procedure, Chapter 27-4.

Cross-reference.
inal

24-1502.

(790 P. C.) Jurisdiction extends over the county.

inal jurisdiction of a justice of the

Crim-

27,

—The crim-

peace extends throughout his county

committed therein.

as to crimes

CHAPTER

FEES OF JUSTICES OF THE PEACE.

24-16.

Sec.

24-1601.

Enumeration of

fees.

24-1601. (6002, 6003; 1139 P. C.)

Enumeration

of fees.—The follow-

ing shall be the fees for justices of the peace of this State

and

it

shall be

lawful for said justices of the peace to charge and collect the same:

Each original summons
Each copy of summons
Filing papers in any cause

$ .50
50
10

10

Seal

bond to obtain attachment and issuing same
Entering judgment in each case
Trial of each case when same is litigated
Docketing each case
Each witness sworn
Affidavit and

1.70

50

50
35
25

Issuing each execution.

50

Affidavit to obtain possessory warrant,

making out and issuing same

1.25

Trying possessory warrant

2.00

Making out interrogatories and certifying same
Making out recognizances and returning same to
Each subpoena for witness

1.25

court

50
15

Issuing each distress warrant

2.00

Each affidavit when no case is pending
Answering every writ of certiorari to superior court
Presiding at trial of forcible entry and detainer
Presiding at

trial of

right of

way

Issuing rules to establish lost papers

Trying the same
Presiding at

trial of

50
3.00

2.00
\

.

2.00
1.00

50

nuisance

Witnessing any paper
Affidavit and bond to obtain garnishment
Issuing summons of garnishment

1.00

50
1.50

50

Cor;in
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;.

Each additional copy of garnishment
...
Settling case before judgment
Claim affidavit and bond
Trying same
Drawing bonds in civil or criminal cases

2.00

Certifying transcript

LOO

Entering appeal to superior court
Issuing each search warrant

1.00

2.00

Taking testimony

1.25

Issuing order to

Each

.50

in criminal case

sell

perishable property

lien foreclosure

Entering appeal

.25

1.00

and docketing same

2.00

in justice's court

Drawing jury and making out
Each order issued by justice
Each case tried by jury

1.00

1.00

list

1.00
.50

Issuing commission to take interrogatories

3.00

Backing fieri facias
Rule nisi against officer
Trying the same
Judgment on same
Attachment for contempt against officer of court
Issuing warrant to dispossess, or against intruders
Bail trover affidavit, summons, and trial
Each criminal warrant issued
Taking examination of person charged with criminal offense
Examining each witness in criminal cases

.50
.35
.35

.35

I

.50

,

,

,

,

,

1.75

1.25
1.25

1.25

,

Making out commitment

,

(Acts 1877, pp. 83, 84; 1878-9,

p.

.30
.35

191; 1882-3, p. 110; 1887, p. 55; 1909,

p. 175; 1919, p. 99.)

PART

CHAPTER

24-17.

III.

POWERS, ELECTION, QUALIFICATION,

AND
Sec.
24-1701.

in ordinary.

Election; terms of

24-1703.
24-1704.

Oath of
Bond.

24-1705.

Who

24-1707.

24-1708.

24-1710.

Proceedings

24-1711.

Eligibility

24-1712.

"When

24-1713.

Who

Other security given, when.
Vacancy, how filled.
Ordinary elected to fill va-

24-1714.

shall

Citations of former ordinary,

disposed

ordinary

and

disabilities

of

ordinary.

qualify ordinary.
Approval of bond.

how

when

disqualified.

office.

office.

cancy.
24-1709.

FEES.
Sec.

Powers vested

24-1702.

24-1706.

ORDINARIES.

of.

nal

ineligible for reelection.

when ordialso clerk of superior

administers
is

court.
Office,

where

kept.

24-1715.

Practice of law.

24-1716.

Fees in general.
Fee for recording
bond.

24-1717.

seducer's

Courts.
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in ordinary.

— The powers of a court of

ordinary and of probate shall be vested in an ordinary for each county.
(Const, Art. VI, Sec. VI, Par. I (§ 2-3401).)
Cross-references. Appeals from court of ordinary, see Const., Art. VI, Sec. VI,
Powers of ordinaries as regards county affairs, see Const.,
Par.
[5 2-3401).

—

1

Art. VI, Sec, VI, Par. 11 (§ 2-3402), and § 23-701 et seq.
enumerated, see Const.. Art. VI, Sec. I, Par. I (§ 2-2901).

Constitutional courts

—

Editorial Note. The Act of 1852. carrying into effect the provision of the Constitution with reference to ordinaries (Acts 1851-2, p. 91), gave to the courts of
ordinary probate jurisdiction theretofore exercised by the inferior courts.

24-1702.

^4777) Election; terms of

office.

— The

ordinaries are elected

by the people of their respective counties, at the time and in the manner
prescribed by law. They shall hold their offices for four years, unless
sooner removed. Their terms shall begin on the first day of January
and expire on the first day of January four years next thereafter. (Acts
1872. pp. 81, $2.)

—

Cross-references. Term of office of ordinaries, see Const., Art. VI, Sec. VI,
Par. Ill (§ 2-3403).
Election of county officers, and their terms of office, see
Persons ineligible to hold public office, see § 89-101.
§§ 34-2601 to 34-2007.

24-1703.
offices

Oath

(4779)

of office.

they must take and

file

— Before entering on the duties of their

the oaths required of

all civil officers,

and

do swear that I will well and faithfully discharge the duties of ordinary for the county of
during my
continuance in office, according to law, to the best of my knowledge and
ability, without favor or affection to any party, and that I will only rein addition, the

following oath

"I

:

,

ceive

my

legal fees.

Cross-reference.

24-1704.

sum

So help me God."

— Oath

required of

(4780) Bond.

—They

(Acts 1851-52, pp. 91, 96.)

all civil officers,

must

also give

see

§

89-302.

bond and

surety, in the

of $1,000 for the faithful discharge of their duties as clerks of the

ordinary.

(Acts 1851-2,

p. 96.)

—

Cross-references. Ordinaries responsible for their clerks, see
ficial bonds generally, see Title 89, Public Officers, Chapter 89-4.

Who

24-1705. (4778)

shall qualify ordinary.

§

24-1801.

Approval of bond.

Of-

—The

several judges of the superior courts in their respective circuits shall

have power, and

it

shall be their duty, to qualify the ordinaries of the

several counties in their circuits, and approve the official bonds of such

and cause such bonds to be returned to the Governor with the
dedimus, to be filed in the executive office, and in all cases a certified copy
of such bond shall be sufficient original evidence on which to sue and re-

ordinaries,

cover.

The

provisions of this section shall extend to clerks of the su-

when serving as ordinary during a vacancy in that office,
and such officers must qualify at or before the spring term of the court
perior courts

after their election.

(Acts 1871-2, pp. 53, 54.)

—

Cross-references. Clerk of superior court may serve as ordinary, during vacancy, see § 24-1707. Only one county office to be held by same person at one
time, see § 89-103.

24-1706.

(4781)

Other security given, when.

—

any time during
to appear to the judge

If,

at

be

made

satisfactorily

of the superior court that the

bond

of such ordinary

the term of such ordinary,

it

is

insufficient, or

duty to require other security; and on failure of the ordinary to comply with the order of the
judge, a vacancy shall be declared, as if he had failed to give security in
the first instance. (Acts 1871-2, p. 54.)

the security thereof insolvent,

it

shall be his

Courts.
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—

Vacancy, how filled. When a vacancy occurs in the
office of ordinary in any county it shall be the duty of the clerk of the
superior court of said county, on the fact of said vacancy being m
known to him, to order an election to take place within 20 days from the
date of said order, and notice thereof shall be given by publication in the
newspaper in which the ordinary of said county publishes his citatic
and until the vacancy is filled the said clerk of the superior court shall
perform all the duties which the ordinary could perform as clerk, and no
more. (Acts 1851-2, pp. 50, 95; 1871-2, p. 29.)
24-1707. (4782)

—

Cross-references. Duties of clerks of ordinaries, see
fill vacancy serves until end of unexpired term, see
ordinary to abate on his qualification, see § 24-1711.

to

24-1708. (4783) Ordinary elected to

§
§

24-1804.
24-1708.

vacancy.

Person elected
Trusts held by

—The

person elected
to supply the vacancy shall be commissioned for the unexpired term.
fill

(Acts 1851-52, pp. 91, 95.)
Cross-reference.

— Length

of such term, see

§

89-502.

24-1709. (4784) Citations of former ordinary,

how

disposed

of.

—All

and other unfinished proceedings of the former ordinary shall
be disposed of by the successor as though there had been no vacancy.

citations

when

24-1710. (4785) Proceedings

an ordinary

is

tated to act in

ordinary disqualified.

—Whenever

from sickness or other causes is incapaciany cause, the county judge or city court judge, and, if

disqualified or

there be no such courts, then the clerk of the superior court of such ordinary's county
cause.

may

(Acts 1889,

p.

exercise

all

100; 1897,

p.

the jurisdiction of ordinary in such
52; 1907, p. 106.)

—

Cross-references. Causes for disqualification of judicial officers, see § 24-102.
Clerk of superior court may serve as ordinary during vacancy, see § 24-1707.

24-1711. (4786, 4787) Eligibility and disabilities of ordinary.— The

el-

and disabilities of the ordinary, aside from the Constitution, are
the same as those of the clerks of the superior courts for their offices,
with the addition that the ordinary cannot, during his term of office, be
igibility

executor, administrator, or guardian, or other agent of a fiduciary nature

When

any person holding such trust
immediately abate upon his
powers
and
is
qualification.
But an ordinary may be an administrator, guardian, or
executor in a case where the jurisdiction belongs to another county, or
where, in a special case he may be allowed by law and required to acrequired to account to his court.
elected ordinary, his letters

count to the ordinary of another county.
Cross-references.

—When

ineligible

(Acts 1851-2,

for reelection,

see

p. 93.)

24-1712.

§

Disabilities

preventing a person from holding office enumerated, see § 89-101. Residence oi
two years prior to election required, see Const., Art. XI, Sec. II, Par. I (§ 2-8301).
Ordinary cannot practice law, see § 24-1715. Ordinary may act as clerk of superior court in case of emergency, see § 24-2708.

24-1712. (4795)

When

ineligible for reelection.

—

If

any ordinary

fails

faithfully to account as executor, administrator, or guardian, after be-

coming such ordinary,
is

for all trusts he held at the time of his election,

ineligible to a reelection.

24-1713. (4788)

Who

(Acts 1851-52, pp. 91, 93.)

administers

when

ordinary

is

also clerk of su-

perior court.

—When the ordinary

and there

no public administrator, or other person upon

is

he

is

also the clerk of the superior court,

whom

the law

§24-1714
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casts the administration of unrepresented estates, such administrations

are cast

upon the

sheriffs of the several counties,

who must become such

administrators.

—

When clerk of superior court
ordinary is disqualified, see § 24-1710.
be held at one time by same person, see § 89-103.
Cross-references.

§

When

24-1707.

serves

ordinary,

as

Only one county

see

office to

where kept.— The ordinary shall keep his
office and all things belonging thereto at the county site and at the courthouse, unless impracticable from any cause, when it may be kept at some
other designated place not more than one mile therefrom, of which public
notice must be given. (Acts 1851-2, pp. 91, 94.)
24-1714. (4789, 4810) Office,

24-1715. (4800) Practice of law.

— No

ordinary shall engage, directly

own name

or indirectly, in the practice of law in his

or in the

name

of

another, as partner open or silent, or otherwise, in any cause or proceed-

own

ing in his
his

own

or any

court, or in another court in a cause or matter of

court has, or has had, or

manner whatever,

may have

jurisdiction; or in

in behalf of or against

which

any court,

any executor, adminis-

person acting in a representative capacity, whose duty it is to make returns to his court, except to give such
advice or instructions as his duty may require of him as ordinary in his
trator, guardian, trustee, or other

own

court,

and

by law. (Acts

for

which he

shall receive only such fees as are prescribed

1851-2, p. 97; 1859, p. 18; 1889, p. 46.)

Cross-reference.

— Who

may

practice law, see

24-1716. (4827) Fees in general.

—The

§

9-101.

ordinaries are entitled to the

following fees, to wit:

Receiving application and granting citation
Taking and recording administrators' or guardians' bonds
Issuing letters of administration, or letters testamentary

'.

Recording the same
Copying the same
Signing warrant of appraisement
Receiving appraisement or sale bill, and approving the same, if under $500
If above $500 and under $2,000.
If above $2,000 and under $10,000
If above $10,000 and under $20,000
If above $20,000 and under $50,000
If above 850,000 and under $65,000
If above $65,000 and under $80,000
If above $80,000 and under $100,000
If above $100,000 and under $125,000
If above $125,000 and under $150,000.
If above $1 50,000
Receiving application and granting letters dismissory, whole service
Granting citation to show cause why administration should not be
set aside or repealed

Entering
proved

caveat

Each copy

against

$ 1.25
1.00
1.50
.50

50
50
1.00
1.25

1.50
1.75

2.00
2.75

3.00
3.50

4.00

4.50
5.00
5.00

2.00

administration

being granted or will
1.25

of caveat

50

Com.'
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Signing probate of will or codicil

1.25

Each case litigated before the ordinary, where no fees arc pr<
Issuing commission to examine witne
Commission to have year's support set apart to widow, minor or

I

minors
Recording the same
Examining book and giving extracts
Every order passed where no fees are prescribed
Provided, that no fee shall be charged for drawing checks, orders, drafts, or warrants on the county treasury.
Each affidavit where no case is pending
Every service required and performed, for which no fees are spedfied by law, the same fees as are allowed clerks of the superior
courts for similar services, or for a like

amount

1.25

1

.25

LQO
1

.00

50

20
,

of labor.

Every marriage license
Every order of sale of land or other property
Each copy of the same

1

r
.

50
25

Issuing letters of guardianship

1

Recording the same
Rule nisi in each case

.00

50
50

Copy

25

Issuing process against a person for not making return

50

Each additional copy
Each subpoena
Examining and recording returns on

25
15
estates not

worth more than
1.00

$2,000

Estates worth more than $2,000 and not more than $5,000.

...

Estates worth more than $5,000 and not over $10,000

1.40

Estates worth more than $10,000 and not over $20,000

2.00

more than $20,000 and not over $40,000
Estates worth more than $40,000 and not over $60,000
Estates worth more than $60,000 and not over $80.000
Estates worth more than $80,000 and not over $100.000
Estates worth more than $100,000 and not over $125,000
Estates worth more than $125,000 and not over $150.000
Recording all vouchers accompanying the returns of administrators, executors, and guardians, per 100 words
Recording any instrument of writing not mentioned, per 100 words
Proceedings to authorize titles to be made to lands of deceased perEstates worth

.

1.25

sons

2.50
3.00
3.50

4.00
4.50
5.00

15
.15

Commission

5.00
to freeholders to divide estates

Entering appeal and transmitting proceedings to superior court.
Filing and recording an official bond

Making settlement

of accounts of

1.25
.

1.50

1.00

any executor, administrator, or

guardian

10.00

Services required in case of every stray horse, mule, or ass

2.00

Every bull, ox, or cow, for all services required
Every goat, hog, or sheep
Each peddler's license
Filing and recording each bond the law requires

1.25

30
1.25

1.00

Courts.
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Recording marks and brands
Comparing and testing' weights and measures, and stamping and
marking each
Whole service in setting apart a homestead of realty and personalty,

when

50
10

not litigated

7.00

Objections or demurrer are

and heard,

filed

in

addition to the

preceding

Each

fieri

3.00

by him

facias issued

60
50

Sea] and certificate, each

Recording any inventory or appraisement, or abstract of receipts
and disbursements connected with an account current, in addition to foregoing fees 15 cents per 100 words.
(Act 1792, Cobb, 352.
p.

147

p.

7o; 1889,

;

Act

1824,

Cobb, 358.

1857. p. 49; 1S65-6, pp. 40, 41

;

Acts 1851-2,

p.

97; 1855-6,

1870, pp. 67, 68; 1882-3, p. 61

;

1889,

p. 79.)

—

Cross-references. How compensation allowed where none is provided for, see
Fee for issuing license to make loans on personal property, see § 25-202.
Quarterly statements of county officers, see § 89-704. Fee for filing, recording,
etc.. trustee's bond, see § 108-308.
S

24-110.

—

Fee for recording seducer's bond. Ordinaries,
for filing and recording on the minutes the bond required of a seducer
when he obtains a marriage license, shall have a fee of $1, to be paid by
24-1717. (1142 P. C.)

the seducer. (Acts 1893, p. 39.)

—Seduction, see
Note. — Acts

Cross-reference.
Editorial

§§ 26-6001 to 26-6003.

1920, p. 222, prescribes the fees for ordinaries in counties

"having a population of not more than 40,000, according to the census for 1910,"
section 2 of which Act provides that the intention was to change the fees of ordinaries as prescribed in § 4827 of the Code of 1910 (§ 24-1716 of this Code) "as
to counties having not more than 40,000 inhabitants according to the 1920 census
and no other fees allowed by law to ordinaries."
Acts 1924, p. 87, as amended by Acts 1925, pp. 159, 160, authorizes salaries instead of fees for ordinaries, and certain other officers, in counties having a population of 200,000 or more inhabitants.
Acts 1924, p. 90, as amended by Acts 1925, p. 161; 1927, p. 208; 1931, p. 220, and
1933, p. 244, makes similar provisions for counties having a population "of 49,000
inhabitants, and less than 150,000 inhabitants."

Acts 1925, pp. 155, 159, authorizes salaries instead of fees for ordinaries
certain other officers, in counties having from 60,000 to 70,000 inhabitants.

and

Acts 1933, p. 251, authorizes salaries instead of fees for ordinaries and certain
other officers in counties having a population of not more than 32,615 nor less than
The limitation as to the popula32,610, "according to the United States census."
tion is contained only in the title of this Act.
Acts 1933, p. 247, authorizes salaries as therein prescribed instead of compensation as formerly provided, for ordinaries and certain other officers, in counties
having from 29,000 to 29,800 inhabitants.
Acts 1929, pp. 302, 303, authorizes the payment of the office expenses of the
ordinary and certain other officers, out of the county treasury, in counties "having
by the census of 1920 or any future census of the United States a population of
44.000 inhabitants and less than 150,000 inhabitants." The officers to whom this
Act applies are specified only in the title of the Act.

CHAPTER

24-18.

CLERKS OF ORDINARIES.

Sec.

Sec.

24-1801.

Appointment; term

24-1804.

24-1802.

Powers

24-1803.

Bond.

of clerk.

of office.

Duties

of clerk
actin £ as such

-

or

ordinary

—

:

Courts.
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Appointment; term

24-1801. (4805)

virtue of their offices, clerks of their

§24-1

of office.—The ordinaries

own

courts; but

th<

-',

expense, appoint one or more clerks, for
e condu
responsible, who hold tlieir offices at the pleasure of such

own

I

(Acts 1851-2,

at their
th

I

ry.

p. 50.)

Powers

24-1802. (4806)

of clerk.

— Such

appointed clerks

may do

all

acts the ordinaries could do, not judicial in their nature.

24-1803. (4807) Bond.

—When

clerks are thus appointed, before en-

must give

tering on the duties of their offices they

and security

in the

sum

to the ordinary a

bond

of $1,000.

24-1804. (4808) Duties of clerk or ordinary acting as such.

—

It is

the

duty of such clerks, or the ordinaries acting as such
1.

To

issue

all

citations required

by law, and administer

all

oaths in-

cident to the business of said court.
2.

To

grant temporary letters of administration.

Cross-reference.
3.

To
To

similar to first clause of

§

113-1207.

grant marriage licenses.

Cross-reference.
4.

—This provision

— Method

issue all

fi.

of granting marriage license, see §§ 53-201, 53-202.

fas. for

judgments

costs on all

of the ordinary, or

other process necessary to enforce them.
Cross-references.
directed, etc., see
5.

To

— This

§

provision similar to

§

24-2001.

How

executions issued,

39-101.

issue subpeenas for witnesses,

and

all

similar process in connec-

tion with a trial.
6.

To

issue

teste in his
7.

any paper or process by order

name

To keep

of the ordinary,

and bearing

as other clerks.

fair

and regular minutes

of each session of the court, en-

tered in a well-bound book, and perform such other services during term,

time as the ordinaries
8.

To keep

may

require.

in their offices a suitable

book

for each of the following

purposes, viz.

Record of
Record of
Record of
Record of
Record of
Record of

wills.
all letters of
all

all

administration and guardianship.

bonds given by administrators and guardians.
appraisements, inventories, and schedules.

accounts of sales.
all accounts current authorized to be made to the ordinary,
with
together
the vouchers accompanying the same.
Record of all marriage licenses and the returns thereon.

Record

all

of all official

bonds required to be recorded

in the ordinary's

office.

Docket

in

which

to enter all applications

and other proceedings,

in

the order they are made, and which shall be called in like order at each
session.

To

procure and preserve, for public inspection, a complete file of all
newspapers in which their advertisements appear, and have them bound
9.

in

volumes

•records.

of suitable size to be deposited

and kept with their other

§

J4-1QQ1

10.

Courts.

To keep
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books and papers arranged,

their

filed,

and labeled, and

indexed, as clerks are required.

— Duties

Cross-reference.
11.

To

of clerks, see §§ 24-2714, 24-2715.

give transcripts likewise as they are required; and

when

the

ordinary and the clerk are the same person, so to state in the certificates.
12.

To perform any

other duty required of them by law, or which

indispensable to those required.

CHAPTER

(Acts 1882-3,

is

p. 70.)

JURISDICTION OF COURT OF ORDINARY.

24-19.

Sec.

Sec.

24-1901.

as to which

Subject-matters

Administration

24-1903.

24-1902.

on

nonresi-

dent's estate.

jurisdiction exercised.

Estates as to which ordinary
may not grant administra-

Administration of oaths,

24-1904.

tion.

—

which jurisdiction exercised.
ordinary have authority to exercise original, exclusive, and

24-1901. (4790) Subject-matters as to

Courts of
general jurisdiction of the following subject-matters: (Act 1799, Cobb,
281 Act 1810, Cobb, 283; Acts 1851-2, p. 91 1855-6, p. 147.)
;

:

—

Cross-references. Appeals from court of ordinary, see Const., Art. VI, Sec.
I (5 2-3401).
Jurisdiction of ordinaries over county matters, see § 23-701

VI. Par.

and
1.

note.

Probate of

Cross-reference.
2.

wills.

—For

The granting

similar provisions, see

§

113-603.

and

of letters testamentary,

of administration,

and the

repeal or revocation of the same.

—

Cross-references. Temporary letters
faulting administrator, see § 113-1229.
3.

of

administration,

see

§

De-

113-1207.

All controversies in relation to the right of executorship or admin-

istration.

—

Cross-references. Rules for granting letters of administration, see
Application for letters of administration, see § 113-1211.
4.

The

tribution

sale
of,

and disposition of the property belonging

5.

of

§

and the

dis-

deceased persons* estates.

Cross-references.
erty, see

to,

113-1202.

§

— Rules of distribution, see
Sale of stocks, see

113-1701.

§

The appointment and removal

Sale of perishable prop-

§ 113-1001.
113-1724.

minors and persons

of guardians of

unsound mind.

— For

Cross-references.
ing out minors, see
6.

whom

guardian

may

be appointed, see

§

49-601.

Bind-

66-203.

All controversies as to the right of guardianship.

Cross-reference.
7.

§

The

— See

Title 49, Guardian

and Ward.

auditing and passing returns of

all

executors, administrators,

and guardians.
Cross-references.
§ 113-2201.

8.

Duty

—

Settlement of accounts of administrator before ordinary,
of ordinary as to return of administrator, see § 113-1411.

The discharge

of former,

and the requiring

of

new

surety,

see

from ad-

ministrators and guardians.
Cross-references.

— New

sureties on guardian's bond, see
§ 113-1222.

on administrator's bond, see

§

49-116.

New

sureties

Courts.
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9.

The

!

issuing of commissions of lunacy in conformity to law.

Cross-reference.
§

§24-2

— Examination

on<

of

iy

.

to

manage

bti

estate,

sec

49-604.

All such other matters and thing's as appertain or relate to estates

10.

of deceased persons, and to idiots, lunatics, and insane personsi

—

Cross-reference. Management of estates of lunatics, idiots and persons
mentis, see Title 49, Guardian and Ward, Chapter 49 (

compos

All such matters as

11.

non

>.

may

be conferred on them by the Constitution

and laws.

—

Cross-references. Powers of courts of ordinary, see Const., Art. VJ, Sec. VI,
Summary estabPars. I, II (§§ 2-3401, 2-3402) and cross-references thereunder.
lishment of lost papers, see § 63-101 et seq.

Concurrent jurisdiction with the judge of the county court in the
counties where there are such courts, in the binding out of orphans and
apprentices, and all controveries between master and apprentice. (Acts
12.

1865-6, p. 6.)

— Binding out minors in certain cases, see
Note. —As to law generally on county courts,

Cross-reference.
Editorial

§

66-203.

note

see

preoeding

§ 24-2201.

which ordinary may not grant adminisThe ordinary can grant administration upon no person's estate
tration.
who was not a resident of the county where the application is made at
24-1902. (4792) Estates as to

—

the time of his death, or, being a nonresident of the State, has property

bona

in said county, or a

Cross-reference.

fide

—Application

cause of action against some person therein.
for letters of administration, see

24-1903. (4793) Administration

on

nonresident's

§

113-1220.

estate.

—When

a

nonresident decedent has property or a cause of action in more than one
county, letters of administration may be granted in any county in which
such property or cause of action is located, the ordinary first granting

such letters acquiring exclusive jurisdiction.
24-1904. (4799) Administration of oaths.

—The

several ordinaries are

authorized to administer oaths in all cases where the authority is not
specially delegated to some other officer, and receive the same fees therefor as are allowed justices of the peace. (Acts 1865-6, p. 41.)

CHAPTER

COSTS IN ORDINARIES' COURTS.

24-20.

Sec.

Sec.

24-2001.

Issuance of

fi.

fas.

24-2003.

for costs.

How

fi.

fas.

directed and re-

turned.
24-2002.

Fi.

fas.

for

costs

in

other

24-2004.

Defenses by defendant

cases.

24-2001. (4801) Issuance of

fa.

fi.

fas. for costs.

in

6.

to be returned, where.

—Whenever the ordinary

have any costs due him by executors, administrators, or guardians,
upon failure to pay the same on demand made, he is empowered to issue
a fi. fa. at any regular term of said court against said executors, administrators, or guardians, for the amount due for costs at the time of said
demand. (Acts 1887, p. 54.)
shall

24-2002. (4802) Fi. fas. for costs in other cases.— In all cases tried before the ordinary where judgment has been entered, the ordinary is em-

Courts.

24-2003

§

powered

to issue

fi.

las. for his

How

fi.

costs therein, against the party or parties

(Acts 1887,

liable therein for said eosts.

24-2003. (4803)

620

fas.

p. 54.)

directed and returned.

—The

fas.

fi.

pro-

two preceding; sections shall be directed, "To all and singular the sheriffs of this State," and be made returnable to the court of
\

ided for in the

ordinary.

(Acts

(4804) Defenses or claims to be returned, where.

24-2004.

ever

any

the
tv.

illegality

defense

other

or

filed

is

or a claim to the property levied on

fa.,

fi.

lSS/~. p. 54.)

is filed,

—When-

by the defendant

in

the sheriff shall return

and the defense or claim to the next superior court of said counwhere the issues made by said defense or claim shall be tried as other
h. fa.

cases in said superior court. (Acts 1887,

—

Cross-references. Claims, generally, see
see § 39-1001 et seq.

CHAPTER

§

p. 54.)

39-801 et seq.

Illegalities, generally,

ORDINARIES' COURTS
PROCEEDINGS THEREIN.
24-21.

AND

Sec.

Sec.

24-2102.

When and where
Adjournment.

24-2103.

May

24-2101.

When

business may be transacted with ordinary.
Application to ordinary; notice
and proceedings.

24-2105.

What

order must contain.
Objections or caveats must be

24-2106.

24-2107.

petition

Proceedings must be

24-2109.

or

When

filed

and

recorded.

Minutes of proceedings.
Docket of applications.

24-2110.

24-2111.

Docket of returns.
Contempt.
Contempt by administrator,

24-2112.
24-2113.
24-2114.

executor, guardian or other
person.

in writing.

24-2101. (4789, 4809)

of

caveat.

have court opened and
adjourned by appointee.

24-2104.

Amendment

24-2108.

held.

and where held.

—The

courts of ordi-

nary shall be held at the place prescribed for the superior court or in
the office of the ordinary in each county, by the ordinary thereof, on the
first Monday in each month, and continue in session from day to day as
the business of the court

Monday

may

require.

No

to be tried during said term, that
-

is

case returnable to the
is

first

not called on that day and

regularly set for a hearing on said day, or at a later date. (Acts 1851-2,
p.

94; 1921,

p. 117.)

—

Cross-references. Ordinary's office, where kept, see § 24-1714. Where courts
Ordinary sitting for county
are held when county site removed, see § 23-517.
purposes, see Title 23, Counties, Chapter 23-7 and note following § 23-701. Summary establishment of lost papers before ordinary, see § 63-101 et seq.

24-2102.

should

fail

to

—

from any circumstance the ordinary
hold said court at the regular term, or at any adjourned

(4811) Adjournment.

If

term, or the business of the court requires

it,

said ordinary, or his clerk,

adjourn said court to such time as he may think proper: Provided,
such adjournment shall be entered on the minutes of the court. (Acts

may

1853-4, p. 36.)

May

have court opened and adjourned by appointee.
The ordinary may appoint some fit and proper person to open and adjourn his court in the absence of an officer to do so. (Acts 1861, p. 56.)
24-2103.

—

(4820)

—
621
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Courts.

When

may

be transacted with ordinary.
His office shall be open for the transaction of all business at all tit.
except Sundays and holidays; but no will shall be admitted to record,
or letters testamentary, of administration, of guardianship, or dism: -ory,
or any order for the sale of real estate, shall be granted, except at a r
24-2104. (4810)

business

ular term of said court.

—

Cross-references. Probate of will in common form granted in vacation,
113-606.
Where ordinary's office is kept, see § 24-1714. Holidays cnu:.
see § 14-1808.

see

§

and proceedings.
Every application made to the ordinary for the granting of any order
shall be by petition in writing stating the ground of such application and
the order sought.
If notice of such application, other than by publisl
citation, is necessary under the law or in the judgment of the ordinary,
he shall cause a copy of such application, together with a notice of the
time of hearing, to be served by the sheriff, or some lawful officer, upon
the party or parties to be notified, at least 10 days before the hearing, and
an entry of such service made on the original. In extraordinary ca
where it is necessary to act before such notice can be given, the ordinary
shall so direct the proceedings as to make no final order until such notice
has been given. (Acts 1859, pp. 33, 35.)
24-2105. (4812) Application to ordinary;

notice

-

,

—

Cross-references. Probate of will in solemn form, see § 113-602.
Year's support to
for letters of administration, see § 113-1211.
§ 113-1002.

24-2106. (4813)

What

order must contain.

— The

must be

familv,

see

order of the ordi-

nary shall always recite the names of the persons so
compliance with the provisions required.
24-2107. (4814) Objections or caveats

Application

notified,

in writing.

and the

—All objec-

tions or caveats to an order sought shall be in writing, setting forth

the grounds of such caveat.
24-2108. (4814)

Amendment

caveat shall be amendable at

all

24-2109. (4815) Proceedings

of petition or caveat.

—The

petition

and

times and in every particular.

must be

and recorded.— The proceedings shall always be kept of file, and whenever the order is granted
the proceedings shall be recorded in a book to be kept for that purpose.
for which the ordinary shall receive the same fees as are allowed clerks
filed

of the superior courts for similar services.

—

Cross-references. Fees of ordinaries, see
courts, see §§ 24-2727, 24-2728.

§

24-1716.

24-2110. (4816) Minutes of proceedings.

— The

Fees of clerks of superior

ordinary shall keep

a

regular book of minutes of the proceedings of his court, on which he
shall enter all the applications refused as well as those granted.

Docket of applications.— He shall keep a docket of all
applications and causes pending in his court, which shall be regularly
continued from term to term until the final disposition thereof.
24-2111. (4817)

24-2112. (4818)

Docket

of

returns.— He shall also keep

make

a

docket of

all

who are liable to
returns in his court, with regular entries of their returns, and of

the executors, administrators, guardians, and trustees

Courts.

§24-2113
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such as have failed to make returns as required by law and the order of
the court.
Cross-reference.

— For

similar provision, see

24-2113. (4819, 4825) Contempt.

enforce obedience to

all

§

113-1413.

—The

ordinary shall have power to
lawful orders of his court by attachment for con-

tempt under the same rules and regulations as are provided

for other

con::-.
Cross-reference.
§

— Fowers

of

courts

generally

to

punish

for

contempt,

see

24-105.

Contempt by administrator, executor, guardian or
other person.
Courts of ordinary may issue rules and attachments for
contempts offered the court, or its process, by any executor, administrator, guardian, or other person, and may punish the same by a fine as
24-2114. (4791)

—

high as $50, or imprisonment not exceeding

PART

IV.

five days,

one or both.

CITY COURTS.

EDITORIAL NOTE.
Constitutional City Courts.

City courts created by special Acts of the General Assembly existed in Atlanta
at the time of the adoption of the Constitution of 1877. That Constitution did not affect them.
By the Constitution, the Supreme Court was given
jurisdiction "for the trial and correction of errors of law from the superior courts
and the city courts of Atlanta and Savannah, and such other like courts as have
been or may hereafter be established in other cities." Const, Art. VI, Sec. II,
Numerous additional city courts have been established in
Par.
(§ 2-3005).
other cities and in many small county sites which have been chartered as cities,
These
67 such city courts being listed in Vol. 47, Georgia Appeals Reports.
courts, commonly called "constitutional city courts," are not courts of the municipalities in which they are located, but are State courts, having original jurisdiction, generally in all civil cases except such as is vested exclusively in the superior
courts, and for the trial of misdemeanors. Territorially, their jurisdiction usually
embraces the counties in which they are located. Each is created by a special
Act of the General Assembly. These Acts and the amendments thereof must be
consulted to ascertain the jurisdiction of the courts, the qualifications, powers,
salaries, and terms of office of the judges and other officers, and how they are
chosen. Besides these special Acts, there are a few general Acts relating to city
Many statutes recourts or their officers. These are codified in this Chapter.
late both to superior and city courts. These will be found in the appropriate sections relating to superior courts.

and Savannah

V

Grand Jury City Courts.
Acts 1890-1, p. 96, authorized the establishment of a city court for any county
having a population of 15,000 or more, upon the recommendation of the grand
jury, where a city court did not exist in any such county, and provided that the
powers, jurisdiction, and officers of said court, and the mode of selecting them,
should be the same as prescribed by the Act creating the city court of Macon.
Acts 1884-5, p. 470. By Acts 1892, p. 107, the limitation as to population was reduced from 15,000 to 10,000. Acts 1893, p. 57, authorized the judges of such courts
to practice law in courts other than their own, authorized them to hear and determine criminal cases in vacation, where the defendant waives trial by jury, and
provided that costs due the solicitor general, the sheriff, and the clerk should be
paid only from moneys arising from fines and forfeitures in said court.
Acts
1895, p. 40, further amended Acts 1890-1, p. 96, by prescribing that any such court
could be abolished by the General Assembly and by providing that the salary of
the judge could be altered by the grand jury.

Courts.
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There are a few of these courts known as "grand jury city courts" establ:
under this Act of 1890-1, p. 96. This Act is not a general law. (103/701 (1)
These courts are not "like courts
S. E. 627); 107/006, 623 (34 S. E. 217).)
those of Atlanta and Savannah, referred to in the Constitution, and a writ of
error docs not lie from them to the Supreme Court or the Court of Appeals.
(98/207 (25 S. E. 264); 100/88 (26 S. E. 84); 114/793, 803 (40 S. E. 857)0
1
l
Act of 1890-1, p. 96, was codified in the Code of 1895 as §§ 4270-4309; 777-7'/),
It appears in Park's Ann.
1102 P. C, but was omitted from the Code of 1910.

Code as

§§ 4831 (a) to 4831 (no); 790 (rr) to 790 (ddd), 1129 P. C.

County Courts.
Acts 1871-2, p. 288, as amended, provided for the creation of a county court
upon recommendation by a majority of the grand jury of any county, except
Walton and those counties having a city court or a county court then existing.
These courts have jurisdiction in all cases of contract or tort (save where exclusive jurisdiction is vested in the superior court), where the principal sum
Constitutional city
claimed does not exceed $500, and in misdemeanor cases.
courts have largely taken the place of these county courts, though they still exist
The Act authorizing them is not a general law, (87/444 (T3
in a few counties.
S. E. 632), 115/819, 822 (42 S. E. 248)), and therefore has not been included in
This law appears in the Code of 1895 as §§ 4170 to 4217 and 735 to
this Code.
776 P. C, but was omitted from the Code of 1910. It appears in Park's Ann. Code
as §§ 4775 (a) to 4775 (vv) and 790 (b) to 790 (qq) P. C.

CHAPTER

24-22.

JUDGES.

Sec.

Sec.

24-2201.

Judges

24-2203.

Judge

24-2202.

Transfer of criminal cases to

24-2204.

City courts as courts of rec-

may

exchange.

superior courts.

may

for

other

ord.

may

24-2201. (4828) Judges
city courts

disqualified
city office.

exchange.

—The

judges of the various

preside in any of the city courts

now

established or

same manner as
one another; and any

hereafter established by the General Assembly, in the

the superior court judges preside in the courts of
city court

judge

may

exercise

all

the powers, duties, and functions de-

volved upon the judge of such city court over which he
to preside

by the judge

of

judge of said city court
from trying). (Acts 1899,

any such

is

may

city court (in such cases

be called

where the

disqualified, or is providentially prevented

p. 48.)

—

Cross-references. Authority of judges of city courts and judges of superior
courts to preside for each other when one is disqualified, see Const., Art. VI, Sec.
V, Par. I (§ 2-3301). As to law on grand jury city courts, see note following
Appointment, etc., of reporters, see Chapter 24-31.
§ 24-2203.

24-2202. Transfer of criminal cases to superior courts.

—The

several

judges of the city courts may, on the call of any criminal case in said
courts, in which the presiding judge is disqualified, pass an order trans-

which such city
court is located for trial; and when such case is so transferred the same
shall be tried in such superior court as though it had originated therein.
ferring such case to the superior court of the county in

(Acts 1920,

p. 277.)

—

Judge disqualified for other city office. It shall be illegal
for the judge of any city court to also hold any municipal office or appointment in the city where such court is held. (Acts 1S7S-9, p. 137.)
24-2203.

24-2204

§

Courts.
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24-2204. City courts as courts of record.
cial

Act

— City

courts created by spe-

General Assembly shall be courts of record. (Acts 1924.

of the

r 83.)
.

CHAPTER

DEPUTY CLERK.

24-23.

Sec.

'.

S

2A 2301.

Appointment, bond,
Rice, and powers.

oath

of

24-2302.

Former

acts validated.

t

«

«

—

Appointment, bond, oath of office, and powers. The
clerks of the city courts shall have the power to appoint a deputy .clerk,
and may require from him a bond with good security. The deputy clerk
shall take the same oath as the clerks do before entering upon the discharge of their duties, and their powers and duties shall be the same as
those of the clerk as long as the principal continues in office, and not
longer; for the faithful performance of which they and their security
shall be bound.
The appointment shall be in writing, and shall be entered upon the minutes of the court. (Acts 1902, p. 106.)
24-2301.

(,-182°)

1

Cross-reference.

— Duties

24-2302. (4830)

of clerks of city courts, see

Former

acts validated.

§

24-2715.

—All acts heretofore performed

by a deputy clerk of any city court, under appointment by the clerk, are
hereby declared to be legal and valid as completely as if done by the
clerk himself.

(Acts 1902,

p. 106.)

—

Acts 1933, p. 251, authorizing the abolition of the fee system
compensating certain officers and authorizing salaries in lieu thereof in counties having a population of not more than 32,615 nor less than 32,610, applies to
the clerk of the city court in such counties and his assistants, and authorizes the
county commissioners to fix the compensation of the judge of any city court in
any such county, as well as the salary of the solicitor of any such court, within
the specified limits. This limitation as to population is contained only in the title
Editorial Note.

of

of the Act.

Acts 1905,

p.

98 (§ 4831 of the

Code

stenographic reporters of city courts

in

of 1910), prescribes the compensation for
counties having a city of 54,000 to 75,000

inhabitants.

Acts 1924. p. 80, prescribes the salary of judges of city courts
a population of not less than 175,000.

in counties

having

Acts 1924, pp, 81, 82, authorizes judges of city courts in counties having therein
a city with a population of not less than 39,000 nor more than 83,000, "according
to the United States census of 1920," to appoint, and at pleasure remove, an
ial stenographic reporter, etc.
I

Acts 1906, p. 59 (§§ 4987, 4988 of the Code of 1910), makes similar provisions
as to counties having therein a city with a population of not less than 39,000 nor
more than 54,000, "according to the United States census of 1900."
p. 110 (§§ 4993, 4994 of the Code of 1910), authorizes the judge of
city court located in a county wherein there is a city of not less than 54,000
more than 75,000, "according to the United States census of 1900," to appoint
special bailiff, and prescribes the compensation, etc.

Acts 1908,

any
nor
one

Acts 1912, p. 104, as amended ''not specifically)
cifically) by Acts 1919, pp. 98, 99, prescribes the
the city courts in counties in which there are cities
than 150,000.

by Acts 1914, p. 70, and (specompensation of the bailiffs of
having a population of not less

By Acts 1933, p. 46, § 4831 CI) of the Code of 1910, relating to the salary of
the judges of city courts, was amended as to counties having a population of not
less than 71,000 and not more than 74,000, according to the census of 1930 or any
future census. Though this Act refers to the Code of 1910, it was evidently intended to refer to § 4831 (1) of Park's Ann Code, in which the Act of 1890-1,
p. 96, the grand jury city court Act, was codified.
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V.

CHAPTER

!

JUVENILE COURTS.

24-24.

IN

GENERAL.

Sec.

Sec.

24-2401.

Creation; counties having population of 60,000 or more;
construction of Chapter.

24-2423.

of probation and
other officers; payment.
Volunteer probation officers.

24-2402.

To what

24-2424.

How

children Chapter ap-

24 2422.

Appointment

plicable.

24-2403.

24-2404.

Petition,

whom

by

Investigation and

24-2405.

Taking

24-2406.

Service of

filed.

summons.

24-2408.

Probation

24-2410.

Child as ward of State.

24-2411.

Public excluded from hearing;
inspection of records.

24-2412.

care

placing

officer,

clir

of.

Release of child on recognizArrests not excluded; transfer
of cases to juvenile court.

24-2415.

Transfer of records; hearing;

24-2416.

Criminal procedure.

24-2417.

Certiorari;

writ of error.

24-2418.

Detention

home;

detention.

24-2419.

Final order;
change.

24-2428.

Girls;

from

of

Cooperation of municipalities
and societies.
Judge; appointment, term, sal-

24-2421.

ary, eligibility.

institution

to and
by woman.

24-2430.

ments; review.
Salaries of probation

reports

as

judg-

officers.

24-2431.

Expenses of care of
payment; contempt.

24-2432.

Medical care of child; recov-

24-2433.

Changed conditions;

24-2434.
24-2435.

Religious beliefs.
Guardian of property; custody
and direction of child.

24-2436.

Civil liability of child.

24-2437.

Neglect by parent, etc.; hearing; punishment; juries; continuance; bond.
Advisory board; appointment;
duties, compensation, term

child;

ery of expense.

24-2438.

restoration of custody to parents.

home;

24-2420.

or

accompaniment

Referees;

employees of

salaries;
detention
teaching of children; expenses; jailing of child.

modification

24-2429.

appropria-

tion for expenses.

Appointment

to,

24-2427.

Adjudication no conviction of

ance.
24-2414.

of probation officers.

and duties and
of probation officers;
visitation.

1

crime.
24-2413.

Removal
Notice

child into custody.

24-2409.

in

24-2425.

24-2426.

powers

summons.
Contempt of court.
Hearing of the case.

24-2407.

appointment of pr
made.

tion officers

of office.

24-2439.

Rules and forms of procedure.

24-2440.

Repugnant laws.

24-2441.

Juvenile court in counties having population between 35,000 and 60.000: powers, etc.

24-2442.

Judge pro tempore.

24-2401. Creation; counties having population of 60,000 or more; con-

struction of Chapter.

—In counties having a population

of 60,000 or more,

juvenile courts are created and established with original and exclusive
jurisdiction of all cases

coming within the terms and provisions

of this

This Chapter shall be construed liberally and as remedial in
character; and the powers hereby conferred are intended to be general
Chapter.

to effect the beneficial purpose herein set forth.
Cross-reference.

(Acts 1915, pp.

—Juvenile courts in certain other counties,

see

§

35. 36.)

24-2441 and note,

Editorial Note.—The Supreme Court, in 143/822 (85 S. E. 1025), declared Acts
1908, p. 1107 (§§ 885-900 P. C), providing for children's courts as branches oi superior courts, etc., unconstitutional. The General Assembly subsequently passed
the Act of August 16, 1915, and Act of August 19, 1916, which are codiiied in this

Chapter.

24-2402.

To what

children Chapter applicable.

— This Chapter

shall ap-

ply to every child under 16 years of age,
(a)

Who

violates

any penal law or any municipal ordinance, or who

§

24-2403

Courts.

commits any

act or offense for
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which he could be prosecuted

in a

method

partaking- of the nature of a criminal action or proceeding, except in

crimes punishable by death or

"Who engages

life

imprisonment, or

any occupation, calling, or exhibition, or is found
in any place for permitting which an adult may be punished by law, or
who so deports himself, or is in such condition or surroundings or under
such improper or insufficient guardianship or control as to endanger the
(b)

in

morals, health, or general welfare of such child, or

Who

(c)

comes within the provision

of

any law for the education,

care and protection of children, or

Whose

custody is the subject of controversy of any suit: Provided, however, that jurisdiction in such cases shall be vested in courts
(d)

where the law now gives courts of record exclusive jurisdicand that said courts of record shall have concurrent jurisdiction in

of record
tion,
all

other cases arising under this division of this section.

The judge

of

any court, except as above provided, in which there is pending any suit
in which there is involved the question of the custody of any child, shall
refer and transfer by proper order said question of custody to the juvenile court to be heard and determined by it. (Acts 1915, pp. 35, 36.)
24-2403. Petition,

whom

by

information that a child
tion

may

file

is

—Any

person having knowledge or
within the provisions of the preceding secfiled.

with the juvenile court a verified petition stating the facts

that bring such child within said provisions.

information and

belief.

The

a child under

name and

petition

may

be upon

the proceeding shall be, "In the

County. In the matter of

Juvenile Court of

the

title of

The

years of age."

The

,

petition shall set forth

residence of the child and of the parents,

if

known

to the

and the name and residence of the person having the guardianship, custody, control and supervision of such child, if the same be
known or ascertained by the petitioner, or the petition shall state that
petitioner,

they are unknown,

if

that be the fact. (Acts 1915, pp. 35, 37.)

24-2404. Investigation

court

may

and summons.

—Upon

filing the

petition, the

causing an investigation to be made
or other person, cause a summons to be issued,

forthwith, or after

first

by a probation officer
signed by the judge or the special clerk of said court, requiring the child
to appear before the court, and the parents or the guardian, or the person having the custody, control or supervision of the child, or the person
with whom the child may be, to appear with the child, at a place and
time stated in the summons, to show cause why the child should not be
dealt with according to the provisions of this Chapter.
(Acts 1915,
pp. 35, 37.)

—

Taking child into custody. If it appears from the petition
that the child is embraced within subdivision (a) of section 24-2402, or
24-2405.

such condition that the welfare of the child requires that its custody
be immediately assumed, the court may indorse upon the summons a
direction that the officer serving the same shall at once take said child
is in

into his custody. (Acts 1915, pp. 35, 37.)

;
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24-2406. Service of

summons.

§

— Service

of

summons

shall

personally by delivering to and leaving with the person

24-2409

be

r

summoned

a

be made to appear by affidavit that
sonablc but unsuccessful effort has been made to serve the summons
personally upon the parties named therein, other than said child, the
true copy thereof.

If it shall

I

may make

court at any stage of the proceeding

an order for substituted
service of the summons, and if such parties are without th<
mty,
service may be made by mail, by publication, or personally without the
county in such manner and at such time before the hearing as in said
order directed.

be sufficient to confer jurisdiction if service is
effected at any time before the time fixed in the summons for the return
thereof, but the court, if requested, shall not proceed with the hearing
It shall

than the third day after the date of the service. Proof of service
shall be made substantially as in courts of record. Failure to serve summons upon any person other than said child shall not impair the jurisdiction of the court to proceed in cases under subdivision (a) of section
24-2402: Provided, however, that for good cause shown, the court make
an order dispensing with such service. (Acts 1915, pp. 35, 37.)
earlier

Contempt

24-2407.

of court.

—The

summons

be considered a
requirements shall

shall

mandate of the court, and wilful failure to obey its
subject any person guilty thereof to liability for punishment
criminal contempt, without the intervention of a jury.

as for a

(Acts 1915,

pp. 35, 38.)

24-2408.

Hearing of the

any time

at

case.

—Upon

the return of the

summons,

set for the hearing, the court shall proceed to hear

or

and de-

The court may conduct the examination of the wittermine the case.
nesses without the assistance of counsel, and may take testimony and inquire into the habits, surroundings, condition and tendencies of said child
to enable the court to render such order or judgment as shall best conserve the welfare of said child and carry out the objects of this Chapter,
and the court, if satisfied that the child is in need of the care, discipline
and protection of the court, may so adjudicate, and may, in addition,
find said child to be in a state of delinquency or neglect and may further
render such judgment and make such order, or commitment according
to the circumstances of the case as will best conserve the purpose of this
Chapter. (Acts 1915, pp. 35, 38.)
24-2409. Probation officer, placing child in care of.

—The

place the child in the care and control of a probation officer

allow such child to remain in
trol of the

probation

its

home

may
and may

court

subject to the visitation and con-

be returned to the court for further proceeding whenever such action may appear to the court to be necessary
the court may authorize the child to be placed in a suitable family home
subject to the friendly supervision of the probation officer and the further
order of court; or it may authorize the child to be boarded out in some
suitable family home in such manner as may be provided by law, or arranged by voluntary contributions, or otherwise, until suitable proofficer, to

may be made for the
court may commit the

home without such payment; or
any institution that may care for

vision

child in a

the

child to

children within or without the county, incorporated or otherwise, or

—
§

Courts.
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to the Georgia State Training School for Boys, the Georgia Training

School for Girls, or to any other State institution already existing or
hereafter to be established, for the correction, reformation, or protection
oi children.

(Acts 1915, pp. 35, 39; 1916, pp. 58, 59.)

Cross-references.

— Georgia

Institutions, Chapter 77-6.
Institutions. Chapter 77-7.

State Training- School for Boys, see Title
Georgia Training School for Girls, see Title
Appointment of probation officers, etc., see

77,
77,
§

Penal
Penal

24-2419

and note thereunder.

—

ward of State. It is the intention of this Chapter
that in all proceedings coming under its provisions the court shall proceed upon the theory that said child is a ward of the State and is subject
24-2410. Child as

and entitled to the protection which the court should
give such child under the conditions disclosed in the case. (Acts 1915,
to the discipline

pp. 35, 39.)

—

from hearing; inspection of records. The
court shall have the power, upon the hearing of any case involving any
child, to exclude the general public from the room wherein said hearing
24-2411. Public excluded

held, admitting thereto only

is

The

such persons as

may have

a direct inter-

may

be withheld from indiscriminate public inspection in the discretion of the court; but such records shall be open to inspection to such a child, his parents, or guardThe hearing may be conducted in the judge's chamians, at all times.
bers or in such other room or apartment as shall be provided for such
est in the case.

records of

all

cases

(Acts 1915, pp. 35, 39.)

cases.

—

no conviction of crime. No adjudication under
the provisions of this Chapter shall operate as a disqualification of the
child for any office, State or municipal, and such child shall not be denominated a criminal by reason of any such adjudication, nor shall such
adjudication be denominated a conviction. (Acts 1915, pp. 35, 40.)
24-2412. Adjudication

24-2413. Release of child

on recognizance.

—Until

the

first

hearing of

the case by the court, the chief probation officer, or any assistant proor any other official duly authorized so to do

by the court,
may release the child upon its own recognizance, or upon the recognizance of the parent or the person having the custody, control or subation

officer,

pervision of the child, to appear before the court at such time as

be therein fixed.
right
its

now

Any

may

embraced in this Chapter shall have the
any person to give bond or other security for

child

given by law to

appearance at the hearing. (Acts 1915, pp.

35, 40.)

24-2414. Arrests not excluded; transfer of cases to juvenile court.

Nothing

Chapter contained shall be construed as forbidding the
arrest, with or without warrant, of any child, as now or hereafter may
be provided by law, or as forbidding the issuing of warrants by magistrates, as provided by law. Whenever a child less than 17 or 18 years
of age, according to sex, is brought before a justice of the peace, such
justice of the peace shall transfer the case to the juvenile court by an
in this

order directing that said child shall be taken forthwith to the detention
home. Such justices of the peace may, however, by order admit such
child to bail, or release said child in the custody of

some

suitable person,

Courts.
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appear before said juvenile court at a time designated
order. (Acts 1915, pp. 35, 40.)
to

24-2415. Transfer of records; hearing; detention.

in

the

— All

papers and pi
cesses in the hands of such justices of the peace shall be forthwith trai
mitted to the juvenile court, and shall become part of its records.
juvenile court shall thereupon proceed to hear and dispose of such
'.

I

in the same manner as if the proceeding had been instituted in said
juvenile court upon petition, as hereinbefore provided.' In all cases the

nature of the proceeding shall be explained to said child, and, if they apBetween the time of the
pear, to the parents, custodian, or guardian.
arrest of such child with or without warrant,

child before the juvenile court,

if

of said

not released, he shall be detained sub-

ject to the order of the latter court.

24-2416. Criminal procedure.

and the appearance

— The

(Acts 1915, pp. 35, 40.)
court may, in

its

discretion, in

any

case of a delinquent child brought before it as herein provided, permit
such child to be proceeded against in accordance with the laws that may

be in force governing the commission of crime, and in such case the petition, if any, filed under this Chapter shall be dismissed and the child
shall

be transferred to the court having jurisdiction of the offense. (Acts

1915, pp. 35, 41.)

24-2417. Certiorari; writ of error.

—The writ of certiorari to the

supe-

judgments of the juvenile courts as now
courts, but no direct writ of error shall lie

rior courts shall lie to all final

to justice or other inferior

lie

to either of the appellate courts. (Acts 1916, p. 61.)

24-2418. Detention

home; appropriation

for expenses.

— The

judge of

may

arrange with an incorporated society or association maintaining a suitable place of detention for children in the county,
for the use thereof as a temporary detention home for children coming
the juvenile court

within the provisions of this Chapter, and may enter an order which
shall be effectual for that purpose and a reasonable sum shall be appro;

by the county commissioners or the authority having control of
county matters for the expenses incurred by said society or association
priated

however, the judge of the juvenile
court shall certify that a suitable arrangement for such use cannot be
made, or continued, the county commissioners or the authority having
control of county affairs shall establish, equip and maintain a home for
the temporary detention of such children separated entirely from any
place of confinement of adults, to be called "The Detention Home,''
which shall be conducted as an agency of the juvenile court for the purpose of this Chapter, and, so far as possible, shall be furnished and carried on as a family home and school in charge of a superintendent and a
matron who shall reside therein. (Acts 1915, pp. 35, 41.)
for the care of such children.

If,

Appointment of employees of detention home; salaries: teaching of children; expenses; jailing of child. The judge of the juvenile
court shall have authority to appoint the superintendent, matron and the
24-2419.

—

other employees of the detention home in the same manner in which probation officers are appointed under this Chapter, their salaries to be fixed

and paid

in the

same manner

as the salaries of probation officers.

The

said

§

24-24:0
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appoint as such superintendent or matron one of the probaSuitable arrangements
officers with or without additional salary.

judge
I

may

made

under detention and to
that end the judge of the juvenile court is authorized and empowered
to arrange with the board of education of the county or' city in which
such detention home is situated for the necessary teachers for said children.
The necessary expenses incurred in maintaining said detention
home shall be paid by the county. In no case shall any child comingwithin the provisions of this Chapter (and less than 16 years of age) be
detained in or committed to P jail, common lock-up, or other place where
said child can come into contact at any time or in any manner with adults
convicted or under arrest. (Acts 1915, pp. 35, 42.)
shall be

for the education of all children

—

Editorial Note. Acts 1933, p. 188, makes the appointment of probation officers
and employees of juvenile detention homes subject to the approval of the county

commissioners, in counties having a population of not less than 90,000 or more
than 125.000. and gives such commissioners the right to determine the number of
such officers and emplo3'ees and to fix their salaries; and makes all contracts or
expenditures made for the care and detention of juveniles subject to the approval
Acts 1933, p. 190, makes similar provisions as to the numof the commissioners.
ber of such officers and employees and as to their salaries in counties having a
population of not less than 75,000 and not more than 100,000.

24-2420. Cooperation of municipalities

thorized to seek the cooperation of

and

societies.

—The court

is

au-

societies or organizations, public

all

or private, having for their object the protection or aid of delinquent or

neglected children, to the end that the court

way

reasonable

which
made the duty

may

be assisted in every

and asis hereby

to give to all such children the care, protection
will conserve the welfare of

in

such children. It
of every county, town or municipal official or department,
said county, to render such assistance and cooperation within his or

its

jurisdictional

sistance

power

to further the objects of this Chapter.

All insti-

which any child may
be, coming within the provisions of this Chapter, are hereby required to
give such information to the court or any of said officers appointed by it
tutions, associations or other custodial agencies in

as said court or officers

may

require for the purposes of this Chapter.

(Acts 1915, pp. 35, 42.)
24-2421. Judge; appointment, term, salary, eligibility.

—The

judge of

the superior court of the county shall appoint the judge of said juvenile

court for a term of six years, and shall

fix

the compensation.

Any

at-

who

has practiced for three or more years shall be eligible
to hold office as judge of said court: Provided, that among his qualifications shall be interest in children and knowledge of the problems of

torney at law,

social service, of philanthropy,

24-2422.

Appointment

and of child

of probation

lift.

and other

(Acts 1915, pp. 35, 43.)
officers;

payment.

—The

juvenile court shall appoint a probation officer to serve under the direction of the court in

all

cases arising under this Chapter, such officer to be

paid out of the funds of the county.

deputy probation
the county.

officers to

may

court

may

appoint one or more

be paid for their services out of the funds of

The same power

officers as the court

The

of

require.

appointment

shall

apply to such other

(Acts 1915, pp. 35, 43.)

24-2423. Volunteer probation officers.

—In addition, the court may ap-

point volunteer probation officers to serve without compensation, sub-

—
§ 24- 2

Courts.
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ject to

such regulations and directions as the court

may dtem

proper,

(Acts 1915, pp. 35, 43.)

How

—

made. All appointments of probation officers paid put of the funds of the county shall be
made on the basis of merit only, determined by a public competitive
animation, held by three examiners appointed by the court. The examiners shall conduct the examination of all applicants and shall certify to
the court for appointment to each position the names of the three nig',
(unless the number of applicants is less than three; from which appointment shall be made. (Acts 1915, pp. 35, 43.)
24-2424.

appointment of probation

officers

—

Removal of probation officers. Any probation
removed for cause by the judge of the court, the reasons
24-2425.

assigned in writing.

may

be
therefor to be

officer

(Acts 1915, pp. 35, 44.)

and powers of, probation officers; visitation.
Whenever there is to be a child brought before the court under
this Chapter, it shall be the duty of the clerk of said court to notify the
24-2426. Notice to, duties

—

be the duty of the probation officer
to make such .investigation of the child as may be required by the court;
to be present in court at the hearing of all cases and to furnish to the
probation officer in advance.

It shall

may
may be

court such information and assistance as the judge

require; to take

directed by the
charge of any child before and after hearing as
court. Probation officers shall have all the powers of peace officers anywhere for all purposes of this Chapter. During the probationary period
of any child and during the time that said child may be committed to
any institution or to the care of any association or person for custodial
or disciplinary purposes, said child shall always be subject to the friendly
visitation of the probation officer or other agent of the court. (Acts 1915,
pp. 35, 44.)

24-2427. Final order; modification or change.

ment by the court

in the case of

any such child

modification from time to time as the court

welfare of such child.

—Any

No commitment

final

order or judg-

shall be subject to

such

may

consider to be for the
of any child to any institution or

other custodial agency shall deprive the court

of

the jurisdiction

to

change the form of the commitment or transfer the custody of said child
to some other institution or agency on such conditionsas the court may
see fit to impose, the duty being constant upon the court to give to all
children subject to its jurisdiction such oversight and control in the
premises as will conduce to the welfare of said child and the best interNo order changing the form of commitment or transests of the State.
fer of custody of a child to some other institution or agency shall be
made except upon 10 days' written notice to the guardian, institution or
agency, to whose care such child has been committed, unless such guardian, institution, or agency consents thereto. (Acts 1915, pp. 35, 44.)

accompaniment to and from institution by woman.
All girls embraced within the provisions of this Chapter who shall be
committed to or released from any institution shall be taken to and from
such institution by a woman, except when ordered otherwise by the
24-2428. Girls;

judge. (Acts 1915, pp. 35, 45.)

—
§

24-2420

Courts.

24-2429. Referees

;

632

reports as judgments

;

review.

—The court may ap-

point one or more persons as probation officers to act as referee in the
first instance to hear any cases coming- within the provisions of this Chap-

and make report thereof together with said referee's conclusions and
recommendations. If no exception be taken to said report and no review
be asked thereof, such report and recommendations, if confirmed, shall
become the judgment of said court. A review of the conclusions and
recommendations of said referee may be had by any child, the parent,
guardian or custodian of any child, by filing a petition for review thereof with said referee at any time within three days after the entry of the
ter

finding of said referee. (Acts 1915, pp. 35, 45.)
24-2430. Salaries of probation officers.

—The probation

deputy probation officers shall receive such salaries as
by the court. (Acts 1915, pp. 35, 45.)

officer

may

and the

be prescribed

—

Expenses of care of child; payment; contempt. Whenever
any child is found to be in such condition, surroundings or under such
improper or insufficient guardianship as to lead the court, in its discretion, to take the custody of said child away from its parents and place it
in some institution or under some other custodial agency, the court may,
after issuing and service of an order to show cause upon the parents or
other persons having the duty under the law to support said child, adjudge that the expense of caring for said child by said custodial agency
or institution as fixed by the court shall be paid by the person or persons
bound by law to support said child. In such event such person or persons shall be liable to pay to such custodial agency or institution and in
such manner as the court may direct the money so adjudged to be payable by him or them. Wilful failure to pay said sum may be punished as
a contempt of court and the order of the court for the payment of said
money may be enforced as money judgments of courts of records are en24-2431.

r

forced.

(Acts 1915, pp. 35, 45.)

24-2432. Medical care of child; recovery of expense.

—Whenever

a

child within the jurisdiction of said court and under the provisions of

need of medical care, a suitable order may be made for the treatment of such child in a hospital, and
the expense thereof shall be a county charge. For that purpose the court
may cause any such child to be examined by any health officer within
this

Chapter appears

to the court to be in

the jurisdiction of the court, or by any duly licensed physician.

county

may

The

recover the said expense in a suitable action from the per-

son or persons liable for the furnishing of necessaries for said child.
(Acts 1915, pp. 35, 46.)
24-2433.

Whenever

Changed conditions; restoration
it

shall

been taken from

appear to the court,

its

home

have so changed that

it is

in

custody to parents.
the case of any child who has

or the custody of

of

its

parents, that conditions

consistent with the public good and the wel-

fare of said child that the parents again have the custody of said child,

the court
46.)

may make

a suitable order in the premises.

(Acts 1915, pp. 35,
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§

24-2434. Religious beliefs.---In committing any child to any

agency, or placing

it

under any guardianship other than that

24-2437
:al

i

of its nat-

ural guardians, the court shall, as far as practicable, select as the

agency some individual holding the same religious

todial

parents of said child,

some

tions,

or, in

ligious faith.

belief as the

the case of private institutions or

institution or association

i

governed by per ons

a

of like

re-

(Acts 1915, pp. 35, 46.)

24-2435. Guardian of property; custody and direction of child.
ever, in the course of a proceeding instituted

under

— When-

this Chapter,

it

shall

appear to the court that the welfare of the child will be promoted
by the appointment of an individual as general guardian of his property, and of his person, when such child is not committed to any institution or to the custody of any incorporated society, the court shall have
jurisdiction to make such appointment either upon application of the
child or some relative or friend, or upon the court's own motion. In that
event, an order to show cause may be made by the court to be served
upon the parent or parents of said child in such .manner and for such
time prior to the hearing as the court may deem reasonable. In any
case arising under this Chapter, the court may determine as between
parents, whether the father or mother shall have the custody, tuition and
direction of said child. (Acts 1915, pp. 35, 46.)

—

adjudging a child to be delinquent, the court shall find as an element of such delinquency that such
child has committed an act involving liability in a civil suit, the court
may require that such child shall make restitution or reparation to the
injured person to such an extent, in such a sum, and upon such condi24-2436. Civil liability of child.

tions as the court shall determine.

by parent,
Whenever, in

24-2437. Neglect

tinuance; bond.

under

—

this Chapter,

it

shall

etc.;

If in

(Acts 1915, pp. 35, 47.)
hearing; punishment; juries; con-

the course of any proceedings instituted

appear to the said court that a parent, guard-

person having the custody, control or supervision of any delinquent or neglected child, or any other person, has knowingly or wilfully
encouraged, aided, caused, abetted, or connived at such state of delinquency or neglect, or has knowingly or wilfully done any act or acts to
directly produce, promote, or contribute to the conditions which render
such a child delinquent or neglected, the court shall have jurisdiction in
such matters, and shall cause such parent, guardian, or other person, as
the case may be, to be brought before it, upon either a summons or a
warrant for such order in the premises as the court may see fit to make.
The court shall have full power to hear and determine said matter
against such parent, guardian, or other person, in the manner provided
by law, for the trial of misdemeanors, and upon conviction such parent,
guardian, or other person may be punished as provided by law in cases
of misdemeanor: Provided, that all cases against adults shall be tried
before a jury of six, drawn by the judge from a panel of 12 from the latian, or

any of the courts in the county using juries provided, also, that whenever the facts constituting an adult's contributing to the delinquency or neglect of a child under this Chapter also constitute a crime
est jury list of

as

now

is,

or hereafter shall be, defined

:

among

the crimes against the

:

§

Courts.

24-243g
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State the juvenile court shall have merely the
case to the proper criminal court:

power

to

commit such

Provided, also, that facts proved

against a child in establishing the child's delinquency, such as
constitute a crime

if

would

the child were not relieved by this Chapter of crim-

be sufficient as a basis to enable other courts to
prosecute adults as principals or accessories, as the case may be: Provided, that for the purpose of enforcing its judgments the court may in
its discretion continue the proceedings against such parent, guardian, or
other person, on probation. The court may further in its discretion as a
J responsibility, shall

part of the

judgment require such person to enter into a bond, with or
in such sums as the court may direct, to comply with the

without surety,

orders of the court. (Acts 1915, pp. 35, 47.)

Advisory board; appointment, duties, compensation, term of
office.
The judge may appoint a board of not less than six nor more than
10 reputable inhabitants, of which one-half shall be men and one-half
women, who shall serve without compensation or salary of any kind
whatsoever, to be called the advisory board of the juvenile court. The
members of this board shall hold office during the pleasure of the court.
The duties of said board shall be as follows
24-2438.-

—

1.

To

visit as often as possible all institutions, societies or associations

be made by not
less than two members of said board, who shall go together and make a
report, and said board shall report to the court from time to time the
condition of the children received by, or in charge of, any persons, instireceiving children under this Chapter.

tutions or associations, and shall

Such

visits shall

make an annual

report to the judge of

said court.

To

advise and cooperate with the court upon

matters affecting
the workings of this Chapter, and to recommend to the court any and all
needful measures for the purpose of carrying out the provisions of this
2.

all

Chapter. (Acts 1915, pp. 35, 48.)
24-2439. Rules

and forms

of procedure.

—The court

shall

have the pow-

and publish rules and regulate the procedure for cases coming within the provisions of this Chapter, and for the conduct of all probation and other officers of this court, and such rules shall be enforced
and construed beneficially for. the remedial purposes embraced therein.
The court may devise and cause to be printed for public use such forms
for records and for various petitions, orders, processes and other papers
and reports connected w ith cases coming within the provisions of this
Chapter. All expenses incurred by the court in complying with the provisions of this Chapter shall be paid out of county funds. (Acts 1915,
er to devise

r

pp. 35, 48.)

24-2440.

Repugnant laws.

repugnant to
arising under

this

Chapter

this Chapter.

— All provisions of laws inconsistent with or

shall be considered inapplicable to the cases

(Acts 1915, pp. 35, 49.)

between 35,000
and 60,000; powers, etc. In all counties having a population between
35,000 and 60,000, upon the concurrent recommendation of two successive grand juries, the judge of the superior court shall appoint a properly
qualified person, of high moral character and clean life, selected for his
24-2441. Juvenile court in counties having population

—

§24-2

Courts.
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judge of the

work with delinquent and neglected children, to be the
juvenile court, whereupon it shall be considered that a

cial juvenile

court has heen established

special fitness for

in

said county.

'J

he term of the

judge so appointed under this section shall be for three years, and the
salary shall be fixed by the appointing judge with the approval of the
county commissioners. The powers, authority, jurisdiction and procedure
of the same shall be those of the courts already established under the law
hereby amended, except as hereinafter provided. The judge of the juvenile
court, under this section, shall, with the concurrence of the judge of the
superior court, appoint one or more probation officers, male or female,
who shall be paid in an amount named by the court and approved by the
county commissioners. The judge of the juvenile court, under this section, shall make arrangements for the proper detention of children under
this Chapter in surroundings, separate and removed from any jail, lockup or other place of imprisonment, where adults are imprisoned, except
on order of the judge or probation officer. It is the purpose of this
amendment to make Statewide the benefits of the juvenile court, and the
provisions hereof shall be construed beneficially towards that end. (Acts
1916, p. 60; 174 Ga. 158, 163 (162 S. E. 380).)

—

Editorial Note. That portion of Acts 1916, p. 60, which read that "in all counhaving a population of less than 60,000, the judge of the superior court
shall designate an existing court of record to act and be known as the juvenile
court of said county. This shall involve no additional expense, shall create no
new court or judge, but shall merely clothe an existing tribunal with additional
powers," was declared unconstitutional in 174/158, 163 (162 S. E. 380), as violative
of Const., Art. VI, Sec. IX, Par. I (§ 2-3701), providing for uniformity of jurisdiction, etc., of courts.
Acts 1929, pp. 277, 279, purported to amend that provision of the 1916 Act so as
to make it apply only to counties having a population of between 39,840 and
39,850, "according to the Federal census of 1920."
ties

Acts 1931, p. 189, authorizes the county commissioners, or other body in charge
of county affairs, of counties having a population of not less than 26.525 and not
more than 26,600 inhabitants to pay the ordinary, or other person acting as juvenile
court judge, a salary of not exceeding $25 a month.
Acts 1933, p. 188, provides that in counties having a population of not less than
90,000 or more than 125,000 inhabitants, the salary of the juvenile court judge shall
be fixed by the county commissioners. Acts 1933, p. 190, makes similar provisions
as to juvenile court judges in counties having a population of not less than 75,000
and not more than 100,000 inhabitants. See also note following § 24-2419.

24-2442.

Judge pro tempore.

—In the event

of the disqualification,

ness, or absence of the judge of the juvenile court,

upon

ill-

he
is able to make it, otherwise upon the request of the judge of the superior court, the ordinary of said county, or the judge of the city court,
or any person appointed pro tempore as the judge of the juvenile court
is appointed, shall have the authority to preside in the stead of said disqualified, ill, or absent judge. (Acts 1916, p. 61.)

PART

VI.

CHAPTER

his request

if

SUPERIOR COURTS.

24-25.

JUDICIAL CIRCUITS.

Sec.
24-2501.

Number

of judicial circuits.

24-2501. (4870)

Number

of judicial circuits.

—The

entire State

is

di-

vided into 33 judicial circuits, in reference to the jurisdiction and ses-

Courts.

g J 1-2501

si

oi the superior courts, as follows, to wit: (Acts 1910, p. 63; 1911,

lis

p. 81
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:

1916, p. 62; 1919, pp. 109, 110: 1923, pp. 68, 76.)

Alapaha Circuit, composed of the counties of Atkinson, Berrien, Clinch,
Cook and Lanier. (Acts 1919, p. 109; 1920, p. 19.)

composed of the counties of Baker, Calhoun, Decatur,
Dougherty, Mitchell and Grady. (Acts 1870, p. 37; 1905, p. 63; 1907,
Albany

p.

Circuit,

67; 1916,

p. 62.)

Atlanta Circuit, composed of the county of Fulton. (Acts 1869,

p. 20.)

Atlantic Circuit, composed of the counties of Bryan, Liberty,

Mcin-

tosh. Tattnall.

Evans and Long.

33; 1919.

110; 1920, p. 48.)

p.

Augusta

p.

(Acts 1897,

p.

45; 1909, p. 107; 1914,

composed of the counties of Burke, Columbia, McDuffie and Richmond. (Acts 1870, p. 38; 1919, p. 110.)
Circuit,

Blue Ridge Circuit, composed of the counties of Cherokee, Cobb, Fannin, Forsyth, Gilmer and Pickens.

—

Editorial Note.
Pursuant to Acts 1931, p. 527, Milton county, formerly
Blue Ridge Circuit, was merged with Fulton county.

Brunswick
Glynn,

composed

Circuit,

Wayne and

Jeff Davis.

of

the counties of Appling,

(Acts 1905,

p.

Camden,

55; 1909, p. 94.)

Chattahoochee Circuit, composed of the counties
Harris, Marion, Muscogee, Talbot and Taylor.

Cherokee Circuit, composed of the counties
Gordon, Murray and Whitfield.

in the

of

of

Chattahoochee,

Bartow, Catoosa, Dade,

Cordele Circuit, composed of the counties of Dooly, Wilcox, Crisp and

Ben

(Acts 1906,

Hill.

Coweta

Circuit,

50; 1917, p. 69.)

p.

composed

of the counties of Carroll,

Meriwether and Troup. (Acts 1874,

Coweta, Heard,

p. 43.)

Dublin Circuit, composed of the counties of Laurens, Johnson and
Twiggs. (Acts 1911, p. 81; 1912, p. 101.)
Eastern Circuit, composed of the county of Chatham.
Flint Circuit,

Lamar.

composed

(Acts 1899,

Griffin Circuit,

Circuit,

49; 1920, p. 38; 1923,

composed

Fayette. (Acts 1923,

Macon

p.

of the counties of Butts,

Henry, Monroe and

p. 68.)

of the counties of Spalding, Pike,

Upson and

p. 68.)

composed

and Peach. (Acts 1924,

of the counties of Bibb, Crawford,

Houston

p. 39.)

Middle Circuit, composed of the counties of Emanuel, Jefferson, Washington, Toombs and Candler. (Acts 1905, pp. 57, 62; 1911, p. 81; 1913,
p.

64; 1914,

p.

29; 1919,

p. 110.)

Northeastern Circuit, composed of the counties of Dawson, PJabersham, Hall, Lumpkin, Rabun, Towns, Union, White and Stephens. (Acts
1880-1, p. 112; 1905, p. 58.)

Northern Circuit, composed of the counties of Elbert, Hart, Madison,
Oglethorpe and Franklin. (Acts 1910, p. 63; 1911, p. 87.)

composed of the counties of Baldwin, Greene, Jas(Acts 1909,
Jones, Morgan, Putnam, Wilkinson and Hancock.

Ocmulgee
per,

Circuit,

p. 102; 1911, p.

81; 1912,

p. 101.)
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Oconee

composed of the counties of Dodge, Montg
Bleckley; Wheeler and Treutlen. (Acta 1871-2, p. 32;

Circuit,

laski, Telfair,
p.

54-2501

('.<>•

28; 1907,

70; 1911,

p.

p. 81

1912, pp. 38, 41

;

;

IS

1917, p. 44.)

Ogeechee Circuit, composed of the counties
Jenkins and Screven. (Acts 1919, p. 110.)

of

Bulloch, Effingham,

Pataula Circuit, composed of the counties of Clay, Early, Miller, Quitman, Randolph, Terrell and Seminole. (Acts 1920, p. 52. )

Piedmont Circuit, composed
son and Banks. (Acts 1923, p.

Rome
ker.

Circuit,

(Acts 1869,

composed

of the counties of Gwinnett,

Barrow, Jack-

76.)

of the counties of Chattooga,

Floyd and Wal-

p. 20.)

Southern Circuit, composed of the counties of Brooks, Colquitt, Echols,
Lowndes and Thomas. (Acts 1905, pp. 45, 60; 1916, p. 62; 1919, p. 68.)

Southwestern Circuit, composed of the counties
Stewart, Sumter and Webster. (Acts 1905, p. 52.)

of Lee, .Macon, Schley,

Stone Mountain Circuit, composed of the counties of Clayton, DcKalb,
Newton and Rockdale. The judge of the Stone Mountain Circuit, when
the business of said circuit does not require his attention, may aid in the
disposition of the business of the Atlanta circuit. (Acts 1884-5, p. 108;
1887, p. 49; 1890-1, p. 95; 1897, p. 119.)

—

Editorial Note.. Pursuant to Acts 1929, p. 551, Campbell county, formerly in
the Stone Mountain Circuit, was merged with Fulton county.

Tallapoosa Circuit, composed of the counties of Douglas, Haralson,
Polk and Paulding. (Acts 1890-1, p. 8.)
Tifton Circuit, composed of the counties of Tift, Irwin,

Turner. (Acts 1916,

p.

62; 1917,

Worth and

p. 69.)

Toombs Circuit, composed of the counties of
ferro, Warren and Wilkes. (Acts 1910, p. 63.)

Glascock, Lincoln, Talia-

Waycross Circuit, composed of the counties
ton, Ware, Bacon and Brantley. (Acts 1909,

of Pierce, Coffee, Charl-

p.

68; 1920,

Western
ton.

Circuit,
p.

composed

of the counties of Clarke,

87; 1914;

p.

24-26.

Number; terms of office.
Elections, when to be held.

24-2603.

Eligibility.

24-2604.

Terms

24-2605.

Oath

24-2606.

Salary.

24-2607.

Judges shall not practise law.
Attaching the county of his
residence to another circuit;

Oconee and Wal-

JUDGES.

24-2612.

Expenses of assigned judge,

24-2613.

Jurisdiction of judges; acting

24-2614.

another circuit.
Duties of judge.

24-2615.

Powers and

24-2616
24-2617

Authority of judges in general.
Authority of judge acting in
absence of resident judge.

24-2618.

Motion

24-2619.

Notice to opposite party.
Within what time superior and
city court judges shall decide
motions; riling decisions.

how

paid.

in

begin, when.

of judges.

effect.

24-2610.

Holding courts as prescribed
by law.
Judge disabled, another as-

24-2611.

Judge assigned, duty

24-2609.

23; 1919,

Sec.

Sec.

24-2608.

p.

27; 1923, p. 76.)

CHAPTER
24-2602.

94; 1914,

p. 34.)

(Acts 1911,

24-2601.

p.

signed.
of.

24-2620

jurisdiction of superior courts.

for
vacation.

new

trial,

etc.,

in

Sec.

Sec.

24-2622,

Ground for impeachment
Power in vacation.

24-2623.

Judge

24-2624

Impeachment

2

obev preceding
Judge pro hac vice

24-2621.

disqualified,

2

25.

Judge appointed by clerk, when.
Authority of judge absent from

24-2626.

24-2627.

State.

another to

Convention of judges to make

24-2628.

act

-
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§ 24-2601

for

failure
section.

rules of practice; publication
°* rules

to

«

of superior

All other rules void.

24-2629.

or city court.

24-2601. (4832)

Number; terms

of office.

—There

shall be a

whose term

the superior courts for each judicial circuit,

judge of

of office shall

be four years, and until his successor is qualified. He may act in other
The legislature shall have authority
circuits when authorized by law.
to add one or more additional judges of the superior court for any judicial circuit in this State, and shall have authority to regulate the manner in which the judges of such circuits shall dispose of the business

and shall fix the time at which the term or terms of office of
such additional judge or judges shall begin, and the manner of his appointment or election, and shall have authority from time to time to add
to the number of such judges in any judicial circuit, or to reduce the
number of judges in any judicial circuit: Provided, that at all times
there shall be at least one judge in every judicial circuit of this State.
(Const, Art. VI, Sec. Ill, Par. I (§ 2-3101).)
thereof,

24-2602.

cumbents

when

(4833) Elections,

by the

shall be elected

of the General

Assembly

to be held.

—The

successors to in-

members
such members

electors entitled to vote for

at the general election held for

next preceding the expiration of their respective terms. (Const., Art. VI,
Sec. Ill, Par. II (§ 2-3102).)
Cross-reference.

— Qualification

of voters, see Const., Art. II, Sec. II, Pars. I-1'X

(§§ 2-601 to 2-609).

—No person

judge of the superior
courts unless, at the time of his election, he shall have attained the age
of 30 years, shall have been a citizen of the State three years, and shall
have practiced law for seven years. (Const., Art. VI, Sec. XIV, Par. I
24-2603. (4836) Eligibility.

shall be

(§ 2-4101).)

Terms

begin, when.

—The

terms of the judges to be
elected under the Constitution (except to fill vacancies) shall begin on
the first day of January after their election. Every vacancy occasioned
by death, resignation, or other causes shall be filled by appointment of
the Governor until the first day of January after the general election
held next after the expiration of 30 days from the time such vacancy occurs, at which election a successor for the unexpired term shall be elected. (Const, Art. VI, Sec. Ill, Par. Ill (§ 2-3103).)
24-2604. (4834)

—

I

Cross-references. Power of
When appointees to

40-301.

Governor to
fill

vacancies by appointment,

—

§

addition the following, viz

:

"I

swear that

I

see

89-503.

Oath of judges. Before entering on the duties
they must take the oath required of all civil officers, and

24-2605. (4835)
their office,

fill

unexpired term hold over, see

of
in

will administer justice with-

out respect to person, and do equal rights to the poor and the rich, and
that I will faithfully and impartially discharge and perform all the duties
incumbent on me as judge of the superior courts of this State, according

Courts.
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to the best of

my

g

24-2610

and understanding, and agreeably to the laws
State and the Constitution of the United Sta1

ability

and Constitution of
So help me God."

this

—

Cross-references. Additional oath, see § 89 302. Supreme Court Justices required to take oath prescribed by above section, see § 24-4004.

24-2606. (323) Salary.
shall

—The salary of the judges

be $5,000 per annum. (Acts 1904,

p.

of the superior court

72) Const., Art. VI, Sec. XIII,

Par. I (§ 2-4001).)

—

Editorial Note. Under the several amendments of the above-cited paragraph
of the Constitution, eight of the larger counties are authorized or required to
supplement from their treasuries the salaries paid to the judges of the circuits in
which they are located. See § 2-4001.

24-2607. (4837) Judges shall not practice law.

—The judges of the

su-

perior courts are prohibited from practicing law in any of the courts of

and qualification, but they
may practice until their qualification in any case in which they may have
been actually employed before their election; and they are also prohibited from practicing as attorneys, proctors, or solicitors in any district or circuit courts of the United States, after their election or while
in commission. (Act 1824, Cobb, 90; Act 1843, Cobb, 91.)
this State

between the times

Cross-reference.

—Who

may

of their election

practice law, see

§

9-101.

24-2608. (4838) Attaching the county of his residence to another circuit; effect.

—A person having been elected a judge

of the superior courts

any circuit cannot be deprived of his office by attaching the county in
which he resides to a different judicial circuit, but he may continue to
discharge its duties as though he resided in the circuit. (Code 1882,
of

§ 240.)

Cross-reference.

—Judicial

circuits, see § 24-2501.

24-2609. (4839) Holding courts as prescribed

must hold the superior
(if any) of each
and
courthouse
county site
in designated by law, not less than twice
are prescribed by the General Assembly.
the superior courts

by law.

—The judges

of

courts of each circuit at the

county, or other place there-

each year, at such times as
(Act 1799, Cobb, 457; Acts

1902, p. 54.)

—For

similar provision as to time of holding court, see
VI, Sec. IV, Par. VIII (§ 2-3208): Adjourned and special
24-3009. Where courts held when county sites changed, see § 23-517.
be held at places other than courthouses, see § 24-3003.

Cross-references,

§ 24-3001; Const., Art.

terms, see

Courts

§

may

Editorial

Note.— Acts 1878-9, pp. 149, 150, as amended by Acts 1886. p.
Code of 1910), authorizes two or more superior court judges

(§§ 4866 to 4869,

34
to

counties having therein a city of 10,000 inhabitants. Acts
1906, p. 57 (§ 326, Code of 1910), prescribes additional compensation for judges of
the superior courts "in all judicial circuits of this State having therein a city with
a population of not less than 75,000 inhabitants, according to the census of 1900,
wherein judges of the superior courts of judicial circuits other than the ones containing such a city are now or hereafter may be authorized by law to sit as judges
of the superior court in such circuits, having a city of the class aforesaid."
preside in banc,

etc., in

24-2610. (4842) Judge disabled, another assigned.

— Whenever

it

shall

be made satisfactorily to appear to the Governor that any regular term
of the superior court, as fixed

by law,

in

any county,

will

not be held or

continued in session because of the bodily or mental sickness or other

which such
likewise be made to appear that any

disability of the judge of the superior court of the circuit in

county

is

located,

and when

it

shall

Courts.

§24-2611
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term of the superior court, in any county, for like causes, will
not be held or continued in session, it shall be the duty of the Governor
to name and assign a judge of the superior court of some circuit other
than the one in which such county may be located, to proceed to said
c
unty, and hold said regular or adjourned term of said court: Provided,
that no judge shall be named or assigned to hold such court when the
time fixed for holding the same shall conflict with the time fixed by law
for the holding of any regular or adjourned term already called by him
in his circuit. (Acts 1905, p. 87.)
Ijottrned

—

Cross-references. General grounds of disqualification, see § 24-102.
absent, see § 24-2ol7.
When judge disqualified, see § 24-2623.
s

24-2611.

(,4843

)

Judge assigned, duty

of.

—

It shall

When

judge

be the duty of any

judge of the superior courts, when so named and assigned by the Governor, to proceed to the county where such court is to be held, and to
open and hold the same in the manner prescribed by law or the order of
the presiding judge of that circuit in the calling of a special or adjourned
term. (Acts 1905, pp. 87, 88.)
(4844) Expenses of assigned judge,

24-2612.

how

paid.

— The

actual

expenses of the judge thus holding a court outside of his circuit by direction of the Governor, including cost of transportation and hotel bills,
shall be paid by the Governor to such judge out of the contingent fund.
(Acts 1905,

pp.' 87, 88.)

Cross-reference.

— Salaries

of judges,

see

Const.,

Art.

VI,

Sec.

VII,

Par.

I

2-4001).

(§

24-2613. (4832, 4845) Jurisdiction of judges; acting in another circuit.

— The

jurisdiction of the judges of the superior courts

is

coextensive

with the limits of this State, and they may act in circuits other than their
own when authorized by law, but they are not compelled to alternate unless required

by law. (Act 1806, Cobb, 460.)

—

Cross-references. Absence of judge, see § 24-2617.
Disability of judge, see
Disqualification of judge, see § 24-2623. Judge not to grant certiorari
in another circuit unless resident judge disqualified, see § 19-202.
Judge not deprived of office by attaching county of his residence to another circuit, see
24-2608.
§
Judge cannot perform judicial act when absent from State, see
§

24-2610.

§

24-2627.

24-2614.
all

(4846) Duties of judge.

the duties required of

— Each of said judges shall discharge

him by the Constitution and laws

cuit for which he was elected or appointed, although he

court in other circuits, and
for

may

for the cir-

may

hold

also exercise other judicial functions

them when permitted by law.

—

Cross-references. Provisions of Constitution regulating superior courts and
their jurisdiction, see Const., Art. VI, Sees. III-V (Chapters 2-31 to 2-33).
Duty
Absence of judge,
of judge to hear contested election contest, see § 34-2801, II 7.
see § 24-2617. When judge disqualified, see § 24-2623. Power to fill vacancies on
county board of education, see § 32-905.

24-2615.

— The

C4849; 791 P. C.)

Powers and

superior courts have authority

Cross-reference.

—Jurisdiction

—

jurisdiction of superior courts.

(Act 1799, Cobb, 1135.)

of superior courts, see Const., Art. VI, Sees.

III-V

(Chapters 2-31 to 2-33).
1.

case

To exercise original, exclusive, or concurrent jurisdiction (as the
may be) of all causes, both civil and criminal, granted to them by

the Constitution and laws.

—
§ 24-2
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To

2.

exercise the

Cross-references.
Sec. IV, Par.

To

3.

1

powers of a court

— Exclusive

(§ 2-3201),

and

§

of equity.

jurisdiction in r-'piity cases, see
37-101.
Extent of equity jur;

exercise appellate jurisdiction

county court, or where judgment
the ordinary and justices' courts.

Const.,

tried in

confessed, and from judj

is

VT,
124.

certain civil

in

Art.

*

of

—

Cross-references. Appeals, sec Title 6, Apnea! and Error, Chapters 6-1 to 6 6,
Certiorari to superior court, see Title 19, Certiorari.
See also Const., Art. VI,
Sec. IV, Par IV (§ 2-3204) as to appellate jurisdiction of superior court.

To

and to
review and correct, in the manner prescribed by law, the judgments of
the justices of the peace, municipal corporation or police courts or coun4.

exercise a general supervision over

all

inferior tribunal-;,

cils,

or any inferior judicature, or any person exercising- judicial po*w

and

of the ordinary, except in cases touching- the probate of wills

the granting of letters of administration,

paneled. (Acts 1868,
Cross-reference.

— See

must be

there

a jury im-

p. 131.)

cross-references under preceding subsection.

To punish contempt by

5.

when

and

fines not

exceeding $200, and by imprison-

ment not exceeding 20 days.
Cross-reference.
6.

are

— General power of courts

to punish for contempt, see

To exercise such other powers, not contrary
or may be given to such courts by law.

Cross-references.

— Hearing election

termine validity of certain bonds, see

24-2616. (4850; 792 P.

contests, see
§ 87-302.

C.) Authority

§

of

§

24-105.

to the Constitution, as

34-2801.

judges

Jurisdiction to de-

in

general.— The

judges of the superior courts have authority
1.

To

grant for their respective circuits writs of certiorari, supersedeas,

quo warranto, mandamus, habeas corpus, and

bail in actions

ex delicto.

—

Cross-references. When certiorari will lie, see § 19-101. How supersedeas mav
be obtained, see §§ 6-1002, 6-1003, 6-1006. Mandamus, see § 64-101 et seq. Quo
warranto, see § 64-201 et seq. Habeas corpus, see Title 50, Habeas Corpus. Issuance of certiorari, mandamus, etc., see Const., Art. VI, Sec. IV, Far. V (§ 2-3205).
2.

tion,

To

entertain bills quia timet, and grant writs of injunction, prohibi-

and ne exeat.

—

Cross-references. Prohibition, see § 64-301. Ne exeat and quia timet, see Title
Equity, Chapter 37-14. When injunction granted, see § 55-101 et seq.

37,

3.

that

To grant all other
may be necessary

law or equity,
to the exercise of their jurisdiction, which is not

writs, original or remedial, either in

expressly prohibited.
Cross-reference.
4.

To

pus or

—Judge

may

appoint receiver, when, see

bail,

;

55-301.

hear and determine questions arising upon writs of habeas cor-

when properly brought

before

revive, or dissolve injunctions; to give

of bail

§

and to perform any and

all

new

them

;

all

motions to grant,

amount
them at cham-

security, or lessen the

other acts required of

bers.

Cross-references.— Bail in trover, see § 107-201. Habeas corpus, see Title
Procedure in injunction cases, see § 55-201 et seq.

50,

Habeas Corpus.

To

hear and determine, in vacation,

demurrers to petitions for
relief, and all motions to revoke or change orders appointing
receivers, on 10 days' written notice being given to the opposite party
5.

equitable

all

§

642
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and by service with a copy of such demurrer, or motion to revoke or change such order. (Acts 1869, p. 136.)
Cross-references. Decrees in vacation, see § 37-1205. Motion for new trial,
or his attorney, by either party,

—

24-2618.
Determination of suiliciency of pleading at first
of demurrer, see § 81-304.
Proceedings at chambers,
see Title 37, Equity, Chapter 37-13. Interlocutory decrees and orders, see § 37-1101.
in vacation, see
term, sec § SI- 1001.

etc..

6.

§

Grounds

To administer

oaths and to exercise

all

pertaining to their jurisdiction, or which

other powers necessarily ap-

may

be granted them by law.

—

Cross-references. rower of courts to administer oaths, see § 24-104, II 5. Power
fill vacancies in office of commissioners of roads and revenues, see
§ 23-801.
Appointment of commissioners to take depositions, see § 38-2302. Trial in validatPower of Comptroller General to administer
ing bonds, see §§ 87-304, 87-405.
oaths, see § 40-1501, 11 4.
to

24-2617. (485 1) Authority of judge acting in absence of resident judge.

— The
own

authority granted in the preceding section to each judge in his
circuit may be exercised by any judge of another circuit whenever

absent from the circuit so that the business cannot
be done as speedily as necessary, or is indisposed, or interested, or is
laboring under any disqualification or inability to serve, or in case the
circuit should be, from any cause, without a judge. The authority, when
thus exercised, should show the grounds.
the resident judge

is

—

Cross-references. Reasons for disqualification of judge, see § 24-102. Jurisdiction of judges, see § 24-2613. When judge disqualified he shall procure another
judge, see § 24-2623. Judge may act in other circuits, see Const., Art. VI, Sec. Ill,
Par. I (§ 2-3101). Judge disabled, another assigned, see § 24-2610.

—

Motion for new trial, etc., in vacation. The judges
of the superior and city courts have power to hear and determine, in vacation as well as in term time, without any order passed in term time, all
motions for new trial, certioraries, and all such other matters as they
now can hear and determine in term time, and which are not referred to
24-2618. (4852)

a jury.

(Acts 1895,

p. 46.)

Cross-references. — Equitable

proceedings

at

chambers

during vacation,

see

§§ 37-1301 to 37-1304. Enforcement of injunction and other extraordinary order in
vacation after judgment rendered in Supreme Court, see § 6-1806. Time of hearing certiorari causes, see §§ 19-401, 19-403. Issuing interlocutory decrees without
verdict of jury, see § 37-1101. Application for new trial, see § 70-301. Hearing in
vacation, see § 70-302.

24-2619. (4853) Notice to opposite party.

—The

hearing of all cases
provided for in the preceding section shall be fixed by the judge upon
the application of either party or his counsel, of which time and place
the party making said application, or his attorney, shall give the opposite
party or his attorney at least ten days' notice in writing. (Acts 1895,
p. 46.)

Within what time superior and

24-2620. (4864)

decide motions; filing decisions.
habitants

it

shall

city court judges shall

— In a county with

less

than 100,000

in-

be the duty of the judge of the superior or city court,

unless providentially hindered, or unless counsel for the plaintiff and de-

fendant shall agree

in

writing to extend the time, to promptly decide,

within 30 days after the same shall have been argued before him, or sub-

all

motions for new trials, injunctions,
other motions of any nature; and in all counties with

more than 100,000

inhabitants, unless providentially hindered, or unless

mitted to him without argument,

demurrers, and

all

counsel for the plaintiff and defendant shall agree in writing to extend

—
§ 24-2
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the time, to promptly decide, within 90 days after the

same

shall

have

been argued before him, or submitted to him without argument, all motions for new trial, injunctions, demurrers, and all other motions of any
nature; and

when

duty of such judge to file his
decision with the clerk of the court in which such cases are pending and
notify the attorney or attorneys of the losing- party of his decision. (Acts
so decider!,

shall be the

it

1898, p. 89; 1916, p. 50.)

24-2621. (4865)
fail

Ground

for

impeachment.

—

If

any such judge

shall

or refuse, unless providentially hindered, or unless counsel for the

and defendant agree

writing to extend the time, to obey the
provisions of the preceding section, or if any judge shall repeatedly or
persistently fail or refuse to decide the various motions, injunctions, and
plaintiff

in

demurrers coming before him in the manner provided by said section,
such conduct shall be ground for impeachment, and the penalty therefor
shall be his removal from office. (Acts 1898, p. 89.)

—

Cross-references. Power of House of Representatives to impeach, see Const.,
Impeachment proceedings tried by Senate,
Art. Ill, Sec. VI, Par. Ill (§ 2-1703).
see Const., Art. Ill, Sec. V, Par. Ill (§ 2-1603). Judge not to accept favors from
Failure of disqualified judge to procure
public service company, see § 24-103.
services of another is ground for impeachment, see § 24-2624.

24-2622. (4854)

Power

in vacation.

— Said judges may not exercise any

power out of term time, unless the authority is expressly granted but
they may, by order granted in term, render a judgment in vacation.
Cross-references^— Judge may not perform judicial act while out of State, see
;

When

quo warranto heard in vacation, see § 64-203. Same as to manProhibition and quo warranto may be granted in vacation, see
Decree in vacation, see § 37-1205. Power to hear demurrers
§§ 64-205, 64-302.
and certain petitions and motions during vacation, see § 24-2616, H 5. What may
be done at chambers, see § 37-1302. Charters granted in vacation, see § 22-308.
Dissolution of injunction at chambers, see § 55-203. Motions for new trial, certioraries, etc., may be heard in vacation, see § 24-2618.
§

24-2627.

damus, see

§ 64-107.

24-2623. (4855)

Judge

disqualified, another to act.

cause the judge of the superior court

is

disqualified

—"When

from any

from presiding, he

judge of another circuit to try said cause,
he has to appoint an adjourned term for that purpose. (Code 1873,

shall procure the services of a
if

§ 250.)

—

Cross-references. Reasons for disqualification, see 24-102. Absence of judge,
see § 24-2617. Authority of General Assembly to provide for person to preside
when presiding judge is disqualified, see Const., Art. VI, Sec. IV, Par. IX
Judge disabled, another assigned, see § 24-2610. Authority of judge
(§ 2-3209).
to act in other circuits, see Const., Art. VI, Sec. Ill, Par. I (§ 2-3101).

Impeachment for failure to obey preceding section.
If any judge does not comply with the provisions of section 24-2623
within a reasonable time when it is in his power to do so, it is a ground
24-2624. (4857)

of

impeachment.
Cross-reference.

— See

24-2625. (4856)

§

24-2621 and cross-references.

Judge pro hac vice

of superior or city court.

—When,

from any cause, the judge of the superior court or any city court is disqualified from presiding in any civil case, and has failed to procure the
services of a judge to try said cause, then the parties litigant, by consent,
may select any attorney of this State to preside in said case, and the
attorney so selected, when the consent is entered on the minutes, shall
exercise all the functions of a judge in that case. (Acts 1S78-9, p. 28.)

§

Courts.

24-2626
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—

(4858) Judge appointed by clerk, when. In all cases mentioned in the preceding- section, when the case or cases are reached in
24-2626.

on the dockets, without an agreement by the parties as to the
selection of an attorney to preside as judge, it shall be the duty of
the clerk of the superior court, or in his absence the deputy clerk, to
select some competent attorney practicing in that court, who shall likewise have authority and preside in said case as aforesaid. (Acts 1878-9,

their order

p.

28; 91 Ga. 47 (16 S. E. 198).)

24-2627. (4859) Authority of judge absent

from

State.

the superior courts shall have authority to perforin

quired of him by law,

when beyond

any

—No

judge of

judicial act re-

the jurisdiction of this State. (Acts

1868, p. 129.)

24-2628. (4861) Convention of judges to
lication of rules.

vene

— The

make

rules of practice; pub-

several judges of the superior courts

Government once

may

con-

each year, at such time as they,
or a majority of them, may appoint, for the purpose of establishing uniform rules of practice throughout the several circuits which rules, so
established, shall be published immediately after the adjournment of
at the seat of

in

;

(Act 1821, Cobb, 460.)

said convention.

— Rules

Cross-references.
to be observed, see

§

of superior courts, see Chapter 24-33.
24-106.

24-2629. (4862) All other rules void.

—All

Rules of court

rules of practice for the

superior courts, prescribed by any other authority than that which has,

been deputed to all the judges of the superior
convention, shall be null and void and inoperative. (Act 1847,

by the preceding
courts in

section,

Cobb, 461.)

CHAPTER

24-27.
Sec.

bee.

24-2701.

Term

24-2702.

Practice of law' forbidden.
Clerks of superior courts may
be clerks of city or county

24-2703.

CLERKS.

24-2717.

of office.

Vacancy.

24-2705.

Term

of

24-2718.
24-2719.
24-2720.

one elected to

fill

cancy.
24-2707.

24-2708.

Vacancy from sudden emer-

Failure of duty as contempt

24-2722.

Clerk subject to rule for failure to account; liability on
bond.
Subject to rule after out of

of court.

24-2723.

24-2709.

How

24-2710.

cancy holds.
Judge may appoint clerk, when.
How long such appointee holds.

24-2711.
24-2712.
24-2713.

lone?

appointee to

fill

point deputy.
24-2714.

Duties.

24-2715.

Additional duties of clerks of
superior court; duties of
clerks of city courts.

24-2716.

Preparation of maps and surveys.

office.

va-

Oath of office.
Must give bond, and may ap-

Recording maps or plats; fees.
effective upon recommendation of grand jury.
Authority to administer oaths,

Law

24-2721.

vacancy.
gency.

maps,

indexing

etc.

va-

Another election in case of tie.
Appointment pending filling of

24-2706.

and

plats, etc.; fees.

courts.

24-2704.

Filing

24-2724.
24-2725.

Removal.
Examination of

office

by grand

jury.

24-2726.

Record and index

of soldiers'

discharge certificates.
24-2727.
24-2728.

Fees enumerated.
Fees of clerks in counties having less than 50,000 population.

24-2729.

Judgment

for costs for trans-

mitting record to appellate
courts.
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Term

24-2701. (4878)

j 24-2709

office.— The clerks of the superior courts

of

are elected for the term of four years. (Act 1799, Cobb, 574; Acts 1871-2,
p.

23; Const., Art. XI, Sec.
Cross-reference.

— Elections

I.I,

Par.

I

(§ 2-8301;.;

of county officers, see §§ 34-2601 to 34-2607.

law forbidden.— No person is eligible to
the office of clerk, or to perform any official duty as such, who, while in
such capacity, practices law in his own or another's name, as a partner
or otherwise, in any court, except in-his own case. (Act 1799, Cobb, 574.;
24-2702. (4879) Practice of

may

24-2703. (4880) Clerks of superior courts

be clerks of city or
county courts. Clerks of the superior courts shall be eligible to hold the
office of clerk of the city or county courts in the counties of their residence, on taking the oath and giving bond and security prescribed by
law. (Acts 1893, p. 106.)

—

Cross-reference.
§

—No

two county

offices

may

be

by one person,

held

see

89-103.

—

vacancy occurs (or will shortly), the
ordinary of the county where it happens shall give notice in one or more
of the public newspapers of said county (if any) and at the courthouse,
and at three or more of the most public places of said county, 20 days previous to the day of election, which shall be appointed by him. (Act 1826,
Cobb, 212.)
24-2704. (4881) Vacancy.

If a

—

Cross-references. Appointees to fill vacancies hold over when, see
Authority of ordinary to fill vacancies, see § 23-701, H 5.

24-2705. (4882)

Term

of one elected to

fill

vacancy.

§

—The person

89-503.

elect-

ed on said day shall hold his office for the unexpired term of his predecessor. The returns of the election must be made to the Governor, who

must commission the
Cross-reference.

clerk.

—Appointee

24-2706. (4883)

more candidates,

to

(Act 1826, Cobb, 212.)
fill

vacancy holds over, when, see

Another election
at an election to

in case of

fill

tie.

— Should

§

89-503.

any two or

said vacancy, or at a regular elec-

highest and an equal number

of votes, said ordinary shall
have the
appoint and advertise another election in the manner prescribed in section 24-2704, and so do until a choice is made. (Act 1826, Cobb, 213.)

tion,

24-2707. (4884)

Appointment pending

a vacancy occurs, or in anticipation of

some

filling of
it,

vacancy.

said ordinary

—As soon

must appoint

qualified person to discharge the duties of clerk until the

is filled.

as

vacancy

(Act 1826, Cobb, 213.)

Cross-reference.

—When

appointees to unexpired terms hold over, see

Vacancy from sudden emergency.

—

§

89-503.

from any sudden emergency there is a vacancy, and it is not immediately supplied,
the ordinary or his clerk shall act as clerk. (Act 1826, Cobb, 213.)
24-2708. (4885)

How

If

—

vacancy holds. When a
vacancy occurs, and it is not more than six months from the time the
election can be appointed by said ordinary and held until the existing
term will expire, the person or persons appointed shall discharge the
duties of the office for the balance of the term, and there shall be no spe24-2709. (4886)

cial election.

long appointee to

fill

§

24-2710

Courts.
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—

24-2710. (4887) Judge may appoint clerk, when.
If there is a vacancy,
or the clerk or his deputy for any reason does not act as clerk at the

time provided by law for holding any of said superior courts, the presiding judge thereof shall appoint a clerk, who shall hold his office during the term and for 10 days thereafter, and any act that he does during
said time, that the clerk could have done, is valid. (Act 1842, Cobb, 216;

Acts 1853-4,

p. 28.)

Cross-reference.

—Acts

of court valid

when

there

is

no

clerk, see § 24-109.

—

How

long such appointee holds. If, by the expiration of said time, there is no one else to act as clerk, said last-mentioned
appointee may continue as such until there is an appointment or election and any appointee or other person lawfully discharging said duties
shall continue to do so until there is an election and qualification.
24-2711.

(48S8)

;

Cross-reference.
§

— When

appointees

to

nlj

unexpired

terms

hold

over,

see

89-503.

24-2712. (4889)

Oath

of office.

—The

upon the
or acting by opera-

clerks, before entering

discharge of their duties, whether appointed, elected,

tion of law, must, besides the oath required of all civil officers (unless

already taken), take and subscribe to the following oath: "I do swear
that I will truly and faithfully enter and record all the orders, decrees,

judgments, and other proceedings of the superior court of the county of

and

,

all

other matters and things which by law ought by

me

to be

and impartially discharge and perform all the duties required of me, to the best of my understanding. So
help me God." When said oath is taken by the ordinaries, or their depurecorded

ties,

;

and that

will faithfully

I

acting in a certain contingency as clerks of the superior court, they

may

take

enter

it

it

before any person authorized to administer an oath, and

on the minutes of the superior court. (Act 1799, Cobb, 573.)

—Additional

Cross-references.
oath, see § 26-4010.

24-2713. (4890)

Must

oath, see

§

give bond, and

89-302.

may

Punishment for violation of

appoint deputy.

—They

-also

same time (except those appointed by the judges of the superior courts, and those becoming clerk by operation of law) execute
bond in the sum of $3,000, with good security. They shall have the power to appoint a deputy or deputies, and may require from them bonds
with good security, who shall take the same oath as the clerks do before
entering upon the discharge of their duties, and whose powers and duties
are the same as long as the principal continues in office and not longer,
for the faithful performance of which they and their securities are bound.
(Act 1799, Cobb, 573; Act 1817, Cobb, 203; Acts 1851-2, p. 79.)
shall at the

Cross-references.

— Oath

of

deputies,

see

§

89-308.

Bonds

of

deputies,

see

§ 89-426.

24-2714. T4891

superior

;

797 P. C.) Duties.— It

court— (Act

1799,

Cobb, 455; Acts 1851-2, pp.
1.

site

by

To keep
and

their offices

is

the duty of the clerks of the

Cobb, 573; Act 1810, Cobb, 577; Act 1850,
77, 78.)

and

all

things belonging thereto at the county

at the courthouse, unless impracticable

special permission of the ordinary, they

may

from any cause, when,
be kept at some other

;

Courts
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§

.

24-2714

designated place not more than one mile therefrom, of which public
ticc must be given.
Cross-reference.

— Ordinary's

authority over county matters, see

f

23-701

and

note.

To

sessions of the courts and keep fair and regular
proceedings
from day to day, including a
minutes of their
ript of
the judge's entry on his dockets when not more fully shown in a book
kept for that purpose.
2.

attend

all

4

To

and sign (and attach seals thereto when necessary) every
summons, subpoena, writ, execution, process or order, or other paper
under the authority of the court.
3.

issue

4.

To keep always on

5.

To keep

hand, and ready for use, blanks with printed
structions for taking interrogatories. (Acts 1871-2, p. 55.)
in their offices, in vacation,

and

the following dockets and books, to wit:

in

in-

court during term time,

(Acts 1882-3,

p.

5G;

r

18 ^2,

p. 68.)

An

which shall be placed
in their respective courts, in which an issue to be
or likely to be made.
(1)

issue docket, on

all civil

tried

cases pending

by a jury

is

made

A

motion docket, on which shall be placed only those motions
which are to be decided by the judge without the intervention of a jury.
All civil cases pending in the superior court shall be entered on one of
the two above-named dockets, and, in all cases, shall be entered and stand
for trial in the order in which they came into court, without reference to
the nature of the case, and such entry shall include the names of the parties and their attorneys, the nature of the action, and the character of
service no other entry or memoranda shall be made on such dockets, except by the presiding judge or his order.
(2)

;

—

Two

subpoena dockets one for civil, the other for criminal cases
such dockets shall show the name of the person for whom subpoena
issued, its date, at whose instance it was issued, and to whom delivered,
and shall likewise show all commissions for interrogatories which may
(3)

have been issued.

An

execution docket which shall show the names of the parties
and their attorneys, date, the time returnable, to whom and when deliv(4)

ered,
(5)

when

returned, and

A general

memoranda

of all entries

execution docket, on which he shall enter

such docket, on which he

and a reverse index to
entered on such docket.

A

on the original.
all

executions,

shall enter all executions

docket of criminal cases, showing the names of the parties,
their attorneys, and the character of each case in the order in which they
were returned to court.
(6)

trial

A

docket of criminal cases, to be known as the dead docket, to
which cases shall be transferred at the discretion of the presiding judge.
and which shall only be called at his pleasure. When a case is thus
transferred, all witnesses who may have been subpoenaed therein shall
be released from further attendance until resubpeenaed. (Acts 1S82-3,
(7)

p. 55; 1876, pp. 99, 100.)

(8)

Duplicates of the issue and motion dockets, for the use of the bar.

§24-2,-15

9)

I

liens

Courts.

Well-bound books for recording
and bills oi sale, separately.

An

attachment docket,

648
all

deeds, mortgages, and other

connection with the general execution
docket, or in a separate book, showing names of plaintiff and defendant
in attachment, the court to which it is returnable, the amount claimed,
{10)

in

the day and hour of levy, and a brief general description of the land levied on.

^11)

(Acts 1890-1,

A

p. 208.)

filing docket,

which

shall

deeds, mortgages, and liens of
a specified time,

which docket

tion as other records

.of

the

all

show

kinds, required to be recorded within

shall be

office.

the day and hour of filing of

open for examination and inspec-

(Acts 1889,

p. 106.)

24-2715. (4S92) Additional duties of clerks of superior court; duties
of

clerks of city courts.

— The

clerk

is

also required

—

-

(Acts 1880-1,

p. 93.)
1.

To

record in well-bound books, within six months after the final

determination of any

civil suit, all

the proceedings relating thereto.

Every clerk of the superior or city courts must record immediately
in his book of final records every part of the pleadings in every case; all
garnishments, affidavits, bonds, and answers thereto all attachment affidavits, bonds, and writs of attachment; all claim affidavits and bonds,
and all bonds given in any judicial proceeding; and no clerk shall allow
any of such papers to be taken from his office before recording them as
herein required; and such record shall be a part of the final record of the
papers required by law to be made, or all such record, as the case may be.
2.

;

The clerk shall, if any subsequent paper in the cause
make a reference, at the foot of the record hereby required,
3.

is

recorded,

to the

page

where such subsequent record may be found, and shall also state the
case in the index to the book of record, and enter the number of the
pages on which the same is to be found.

And where any paper so recorded becomes lost or destroyed, the
same may be substituted by a certified copy thereof from the clerk of
4.

the court; but there shall be no tax charged or collected for any such

copy

if

the loss of the

same

is

caused by or results from any negligence

or fault of the clerk.
5.

forth

Any
is

clerk

who

shall fail to discharge the duties hereinbefore set

subject to be fined by the presiding judge, during term time, for

a contempt,

and of

his

own

motion, whenever said judge shall discover

that said clerk has failed to discharge the duties herein mentioned.

And

duty of the judges of the several superior courts
to give this law specially in charge to the grand juries, and to require
them to inform the court whether or not the clerk has performed the
6.

it

shall be the

duties specified as aforesaid.
7.

Clerks shall not be punished for contempt, under this section, until

after the paper or papers required to be recorded

have been

filed for

three months: Provided, that the provisions of this section shall not ap-

ply to cases dismissed and settled before said record

is

made.

8. The clerk of.the superior court shall provide, at the expense of each
county, a duplex index book, wherein shall be indexed the names of
grantor and grantee of every instrument recorded in his office, the char-
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§ 24-2

Courts.

actcr of the instrument, date of the instrument,

and the date

(Acts

of the record.

If '87,

book where

;

tt(

p. 53.)

To have

properly stamped and labeled, and numbered or lettered,
if required, all the books herein enumerated, and to keep for each
ccpt the dockets called by the court) a proper index, and to supply any
of said books or indexes needed, and to transcribe the contents of any
9.

may

books of record which
10.

To keep

all

be in a dilapidated condition.

the books, papers, dockets, and records belonging to

his office with care

and

security,

and the papers

filed,

arranged,

num-

bered and labeled, so as to be of easy reference.

—

Keeping dockets and papers of justices of the peace, see
Keeping book of register for posted land, see § 45-405. Removal of
records out of county, see § 24-108. Attorneys receiving papers from the clerk,
Cross-references.

§

24-603.

see

§

24-3304.

To

procure and preserve for public inspection a complete file of
all newspapers in which their advertisements appear, and have them
bound in volumes of suitable size to be deposited and kept with their
11.

other records.
Cross-reference.
12.

To

—Duty of sheriff to

keep, at his office

all

file official

advertisements, see

§

24-2813, U

3.

publications of the laws of the United

by the Governor, and the laws and journals of this
State, all statute laws, digests, this Code, the Supreme Court and Court
of Appeals Reports, and all other law books or other public documents
States furnished

distributed to him, for the public convenience.
Cross-reference.
§

—Laws

and journals to be distributed by State Librarian, see

101-205.
13.

To

procure, within 30 days after his qualification

done), a substantial seal of

office,

(if

not already

with the name of the court and the

county inscribed thereon.
14.

To make

out and deliver to any applicant, upon payment of legal

fees, a correct transcript,
file

properly certified, of any minute, record, or

of his office.

Cross-reference.
15.

To make

—Fees

of clerks of superior courts, see

out transcripts of the records of

all

§

24-2727.

cases for the

Supreme

Court and the Court of Appeals, as the laws require.

To make

a minute on

conveyances or liens of the day left for
record, and the day recorded, to be signed officially, which shall be evidence thereof; and to attest deeds and other written instruments for
16.

all

registration.

— Money

Cross-references.
docket, see § 39-701.
17.

To

When

administer

and to record

all

all

judgments, time of entry by clerk upon execution
and where deeds recorded, see § 29-401.

oaths during term time required by the court,

oaths required by law.

To perform such

other duties as are or
or as necessarily appertain to his office.
18.

may

be required by law,

Editorial Note.— Acts 1878-9, pp. 149, 150 (§ 4867, Code of 1910\ requires clerks
of the superior courts in counties having a city of 10.000 inhabitants to keep
minutes a of proceedings in each section of such courts when two or more judges
preside in banc in such counties.

Acts 1899, p. 99 (§ 4891, 11 3, Code of 1910), provides for separate minute
books and dockets, one for the criminal business and one for the civil business of
such courts in such cases.

§

24-2716

Courts.
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Acts 1907. p. 109 ($8 4899 to 4901, Code of 1910\ provides for a system of indexes and for records of deeds and mortgages in counties having a population of
75.000.

Acts 1 Q 13, p. 79. as amended by Acts 1914, p. 146, relates to the duties of clerks
of the superior courts in counties having a population of not less than 75,000 and
more than 125.000. and in counties of not less than 11,000 and not more than
13,000, to keep records of maps, plans, surveys, etc.

Acts 1921. pp. 216. 219. as amended by Acts 1923, p. Ill, and 1927, pp. 318, 320,
relates to the indorsement by the commissioners of roads and revenues, or by the
mayor and general council, of maps and plats for laying out any street or highway or for the construction of sewers or disposal plants in subdivisions where the
land is located in counties having a population of 60,000 or more inhabitants by
the last United States census, as prerequisite to having such maps or plats recorded in the office of the clerk of the superior court, and requires that such maps
or plats must be recorded before any owner or agent of the owner can sell or
olTer tor sale any lot within such subdivision.

See note following

§

24-2727.

24-2716. Preparation of

may

of land

maps and

surveys.

—When any tract or body

be subdivided into lots or blocks and a

survey of the same

is

made, such map or

plat, to

map

be entitled to record

the office of the clerk of the superior court of the county in

whether said map or plat

attached to and
of a deed or not, must be prepared in the following manner:
land

located,

is

or tracing cloth

;

is

in

which said

made

a part

map must

be prepared on a good grade of linen cloth
and with permanent India ink.

Said plat or

(a)

or plat of

map must be

namely: 18 inches
wide and 24 inches long; leaving a margin two inches in width on one
end for binding purposes, and a one-half inch margin on the other three
Said plat or

(b)

of a uniform size,

sides.
fc)

Said plat or

map must

contain a

title

or caption, giving the

name

of the subdivision or the property so subdivided.

Immediately under the caption of said plat or map there must appear a complete and accurate description of the property so subdivided.
In the event the property subdivided is a portion of a former subdivision,
the description must also make reference to the former plat, giving the
(d)

In the event the property so subdivided is a resubdivision of an entire tract of land formerly
subdivided, the description shall refer to the former plat.

numbers

fe)

of the lots or blocks so resubdivided.

Said plat shall

show

all

original land-lot lines,

if

any, that cross

bound said tract of land so subdivided and shall also show all fixed
monuments, such as roads, etc., which may cross or serve to demarcate

or

;

said property so subdivided.
(i)

Said plat shall also

show

the date of survey, the

name

of the sur-

veyor, cardinal points and correct scale.

Said plat as a whole must be

(g)
(h)

If said tract

made

in a

workmanlike manner.

or land so subdivided lies within the corporate lim-

any incorporated town or city, the said plat or map must be approved and signed by the city engineer of such town or city, if one is em-

its of

ployed.
(i)

If said tract so

porated town or

subdivided

city, said plat or

lies

map

without the limits of any incormust be approved and signed by

the county surveyor of the county in which the land
ployed.

lies, if

one

is

em-

§24-2718
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map

such tract or body of land 50 subdivided cannot be reduced to such size afi to be placed on the abovementioned size sheets, then and in that event such plat or map may be
prepared on two or more sheets of similar size, and upon similar tracing
cloth and with similar ink, etc. In such event each additional sheet must
bear the title or caption of the plat, and each sheet must be numbered
immediately below the title or caption. In the event such plat or map
is prepared on two or more sheets, and it is necessary for a clear underIn the event a plat or

(j)

of

standing of just what portion of the property is shown on each sheet or
the relationship of one sheet to another, then a key map or plat must be
prepared, which must appear as Sheet No. 1.
(k)

Each such

plat or

map must

be accompanied by one blueprint

grade blueprint cloth, of the same size as the
original plat or map. (Acts 1933, p. 193.)
thereof prepared on

first

—

and indexing maps, plats, etc.; fees. The clerk of
each superior court must provide himself with loose-leaf binders sufficient in size in which said plat or map and blueprints thereof are to be
placed, without the necessity of folding in any manner.
One of said
binders and the blueprints therein contained shall be open to the general public for inspection, as all other public records in his office; and
the other binder and the original plats or maps therein shall be kept
by such clerk for the purpose of permanently preserving said plats or
maps, and which will not be open for inspection by the general public,
and from which additional blueprints of similar nature may be made
from time to time to replace the worn copies in the binder, open to the
24-2717. Filing

general public.

The

clerks of the superior courts shall be entitled to 50

cents as their fee for each of such plats filed for record; and in the event

map

such
titled

prepared on more than one sheet, they shall be enNo charges shall be made
to 50 cents for each additional sheet.
or plat

is

The

for the filing of the blueprint copies.

clerk of the superior court

county must also provide himself with an appropriate index
book in which he must index all such maps or plats under the caption
or name of the subdivision, under the name of the owner or owners of
the property subdivided, and also under the original land-lot number if
the land lies in that portion of the State which has been surveyed into
land lots and districts. There shall be no charge for indexing said plats
or maps. (Acts 1933, p. 193.)
of each

24-2718. Recording

maps

or plats; fees.

—Whenever any map,

or plat of any tract or body of land, whether attached to and
of a

deed or not,

is

offered for record,

it

shall be the

made

sketch,
a part

duty of the clerk of

such superior court to correctly copy or trace such map, sketch, or plat
book, and in no case shall any copy of such
map, sketch, or plat be accepted by such clerk and pasted in such platbook unless such copy be made on linen or tracing cloth and with permanent India ink. For recording of such map, sketch, or plat, the clerk
in a loose-leaf plat-record

In the event said map, sketch, or plat is
not attached to and made a part of a deed, then the clerk of said superior
court must index said map, sketch, or plat in the index book hereinabove'
shall be entitled to a fee of $1.

provided for under the caption or name of the property, provided it has
one, under the name of the owner, and also under the original land-lot

§24-2719
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number, provided the land lies in that portion of the State which has
been subdivided or surveyed into land lots and districts. There shall be
no charge for indexing- said plat, sketch, or map. (Acts 1933, p. 193.)
24-2719.

Law

effective

upon recommendation

—

grand jury. The
any county unless and
of

three preceding- sections shall not be effective in
until the grand jury of such county shall so recommend.

(Acts 1933,

193.)

p.

—

(4893) Authority to administer oaths, etc. The clerks of the
superior courts have authority
(Act 1799, Cobb, 574.)
24-2720.

—

To administer

1.

law, or

oaths and take affidavits in

where the authority

is

cases permitted

all

not confined to some other

—

Cross-references.
Power of courts to administer oaths, see
thority to take certain depositions, see § 38-2302.

To

2.

Au-

5.

and not otherwise.

Cross-reference.

To
To

— Fees

of clerks of superior courts, see

24-2727.

§

advertise under the

same

exercise such other

powers as are or may be conferred upon

them by

rules

and restrictions as the

sheriffs.

law.

To demand and

5.

24-104, U

amounts of all costs due in the court of which they
and other sums whenever required to do so by law, or order

are clerks,

4.

officer.

receive the

of the judge,

3.

§

by

(Acts 1875,

collect in

advance their fees for recording deeds.

p. 86.)

24-2721. (4894) Failure of duty as contempt of court.

—Any such clerk

perform any duty, or to exercise any authority when required,
set forth in the preceding sections, is subject to be fined for each offense
by the presiding judge, during term time, as for a contempt of court,
on information of any party aggrieved, of which he shall have notice

failing to

in writing.

—

Cross-references. Power of court to control its officers, see
ers of courts to punish for contempt, see § 24-105.

§

24-104, U

4.

Pow-

24-2722. (4895) Clerk subject to rule for failure to account; liability

—

on bond. If any of such clerks receive any money on any suit or judgment from their courts, or otherwise, and do not faithfully account for
it, they are liable to rule as sheriffs are, and they and their sureties are
likewise liable on their official bonds.
Cross-references. Proceedings against officer refusing to pay money collected

—

by him, see

§

Liability of sheriffs, see

and order

Cross-references.
§

office.

—They

are subject

of their respective courts after their retirement

office, as sheriffs are.

see

24-202.

§

(4896) Subject to rule after out of

24-2723.
to the rule

24-206.

— For

from

(Act 1813, Cobb, 202.)
similar provision, see

§

24-208.

Officers liable to suits,

24-201.

24-2724. (4897) Removal.

— They

are subject to be

removed from

of-

by the judge of' the said court, for any sufficient cause, including incapacity or misbehavior in office, charges for which must be exhibited
to the court in writing, and the facts tried by a jury, such clerk being entitled to a copy of the charges three days before trial.
Cross-references. — By §§ 24-2814 and 77-111 this section is made applicable to

fice

sheriffs,

and by

§

24-802 to constables.
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Examination of office by grand
an examination by the grand juries,

24-2725. (4898)

are subject to

any person

whom

they

or a succeeding grand
shall
lect

submit

may

specially

empower

jury.

24-2727

— Thcif

offiu

their committees, or

-ame,

to report to the

jury, or to the judge of the superior court,

who

offices, and specify any negof duty, or anything done wrongly or corruptly by the clerks.

in

writing the condition of said

—

Record and index of soldiers* discharge certificates. The
county commissioners or other officers having charge of the count
24-2726.

business of each county shall provide for the clerk of the superior court
in said county, a book or books in which he shall record and index the

discharge certificates of

all

ex-service

men

resident of the county show-

ing their discharge from the military service of the United States, and

they shall from time to time be furnished such additional books for said
purpose as may be necessary. Every entry shall be signed by the clerk

and dated with the year and day and hour accurately stated, and a certificate of registry shall be by the clerk indorsed on each discharge recorded. The term "military service" as used herein shall also include
the term "naval services." Any records heretofore made by the clerk
of the superior court in substantial compliance with this law shall be
considered as recorded under the terms of this law. (Acts 1921, p. 184.)
Cross-reference.
see § 38-613.

— Certified

copy of

soldiers'

discharge certificates as evidence,

enumerated.— The clerks of the
charge and collect the following fees

24-2727. (5995; 1133 P. C.) Fees

perior courts shall be entitled to
official

duties performed

sufor

by them, to wit:
Civil Cases.

Filing and docketing suit

S 2.00

Copying and issuing process
Each copy after first copy
Entering verdict or judgment on minutes
Filing all pleas in any case
Recording proceedings in civil cases, per 100 words
Issuing

fieri

2.00
.50

2.00

50
15

50

facias

Entering fieri facias on execution docket
Each subpoena issued
Writ of partition of land and recording proceedings in case
Exemplification of record, per 100 words
Recording articles of partnership under law regulating limited partnership

25
15

5.00
15

5.00

Recording incorporation of any company
5.00
Proceedings to forfeit charter
10.00
Furnishing and certifying any process, order, etc., for publication.
1.00
Recording liens and mortgages and deeds, per 100 words
15
5.00
Trials of nuisances and recording proceedings
Issuing commission to examine witness
1.00
Recording any instrument of writing not specified, per 100 words.
.15
15
Recording each homestead of personalty, per 100 words
Recording each partition of realty and personalty per 100 words.
.15
Recording plat of homestead
1.00
.

.

6
a
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Each certificate of record of homestead
Every foreclosure of mortgage on personalty, whole service
Every foreclosure oi mortgage on realty, whole service
Every claim case
Every illegality case
Every certiorari case
Docketing each motion
Recording motions, per 100 words
Every rule against sheriff or other officer, whole service
Every appeal case, whole service
Every appeal case settled before verdict
Recording and copying proceedings in equitable proceedings, per
100 words
Recording and copying proceedings in bills of exceptions to the
Supreme Court or Court of Appeals, per 100 words
Issuing writ of injunction in equity

make

3.00

6.00
3.00

3.00
3.00

50
15
3.00

3.00
1.50

15
15
3.00

Entering remittitur from Supreme Court or Court of Appeals.
Certificate and seal, each
Scire facias to

50

1.00

...

50

parties

1.50

Each copy

1.00

Recording order on minutes, each

75

Issuing jury scrip, each

10

Inspection of books,

when

their aid

is

required

25

Each day's service in attending upon the court
Change of name, recording proceedings
Examination of record and abstract of result
Declaration of intention to become a citizen of the United States.
Recording and taking oath to become a citizen, upon minutes, in.

cluding certificate of naturalization

Recording

3.00
5.00
1.50

2.50

2.50

soldiers' discharge certificates

(Act 1792, Cobb, 353, 354.

Acts 1857,

25

p. 51

;

1880-1, p. 87; 1921, p. 185.)

Criminal Cases.
Services in docketing and entering bills of indictment or present-

ments on minutes
Services in said cases
there

is

in case of nolle

when defendant

prosequi
is

3.00

tried or pleads guilty, or

settlement

6.00

Transcribing record and evidence in State cases, per 100 words.

.15

..

Recording forfeiture of bond on minutes

1.00

Issuing scire facias after forfeiture, original

1.50

Each copy

1

:

.00

fActs 1880-1, pp. 88, 89.)
24-110.

—

How compensation allowed where none provided, see
Fee of clerks for issuing certificates of appointment to notaries, see

Cross-references.
§

71-105; for recording certificate to practice medicine, see § 84-908; for entering
Clerk to
statutory awards, see § 7-221; for cancellation of mortgage, see § 67-117.
keep schedule of fees posted, see § 24-304. Quarterly statement as to fees, see
§ 89-704.
§

24-2728. Fees of clerks in counties having less than 50,000 population.

—The clerks

of the superior courts in counties

whose population

is

less

Courts.
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§

24-2729

than 50,000 shall be entitled to charge and collect for the performance by
them of the official duties herein designated, the following- fees, to VI

For filing- and docketing suits,
For copy and issuing process,
For each copy after first copy,
For recording proceedings

$3.00.

$3.00.
$1.00.

in civil cases, for exemplification of records,

deeds and similar documents, for recording
homestead of personalty, for recording each partition of realty and personalty, for recording motions, for recording and copying proceedings
in equitable proceedings and bills of exception to the Supreme Court or
recording mortgages,

Court

of Appeals,

and

liens,

for recording or

copying any instrument of writ-

ing not herein specified, per 100 words, 20 cents.

For each day's service

in

attendance upon the courts, $5.00.

(Acts

1920, p. 117.)

—

Editorial Note. Acts 1920, p. 143, prescribes the compensation for deputy clerks
of superior courts in counties having a population of 225,000 or more.

Acts 1925, p. 258, provides that in counties having a population "according to
the Federal census of 1920" of not less than 33,000 nor greater than 33,044, the fees
of clerks of superior courts for per diem in attending superior or city courts as
provided by law shall be paid out of the county treasury.
Acts 1913, pp. 79, 81, as afnended by Acts 1914, p. 146, prescribes the fee for
recording each map, plan, drawing or survey provided for in that Act which
applies only in counties having a population of not less than 75,000 and not more
than 125,000, and in counties having a population of not less than 11,000 and not
more than 13,000. See note following § 24-2715.

Acts 1931, p. 237, authorizes salaries instead of fees for clerks of the superior
courts in counties having a population of from 21,328 to 21,332 inhabitants.
Acts 1933, p. 238, makes similar provisions as to counties having a population of
26,750 to 27,750 inhabitants.

Acts 1933, p. 241, applicable after January 1, 1937, makes similar provisions as
to counties having a population of from 21,120 to 22,300 inhabitants.

The statutes mentioned in the note following § 24-1717, except the one first
mentioned, apply to clerks of the superior courts as well as to ordinaries, in the
counties in which they are applicable.
24-2729. (5996)
courts.

Judgment

for costs for transmitting record to appellate

—When a clerk transmits a record to the appellate courts, except

in cases

where

pay cost

affidavit of inability to

is filed,

he

may make

out

and when presented to the judge of the
court and by him found to be correct, the judge shall award, either in
term time or vacation, judgment in favor of the clerk for such cost. (Acts
a bill of costs for such transcript,

1889, p. 104.)

CHAPTER

24-28.

SHERIFFS.

Sec.

Sec.
24-2801.

qualification,
Election,
of office, etc.

term

24-2808.

Judge of superior court may
examine said bond.

24-2802.

Surety for tax collector

ineli-

24-2809.

Sureties

24-2803.

Vacancies.

24-2804.

Oath
_,,

24-2805.
24-2806.

24 " 2810

Bond.
Examination and approval of
bond.

24-2807.

Bond

to be recorded

-

£*££
24-2812.

of office.

,

and

filed.

when

sheriff is

suc-

ceeded by deputy.

o-jbjg

Office, place of keeping, etc.

Appointment
Liability

for

of deputy.

misconduct

of

jailer.

24-2813.

Duties, etc.

24-2814.

Defaulting sheriffs or deputies;
contempt of court; removal.

§

Courts.

24-2801

Sec
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Sec.

24-2815.

entries

Official

and

returns

24-2816.

Amendment

of entries

and

24 2818.

of

justice's

24-2821.

Purchase at own

ing

Failure to supply grand jury
with names of those obstricting or interfering with
sheriff or other officer.

Execution

Administration of oaths.
Books deposited after becom-

re-

turns nunc pro tunc.
24-2817.

24-2820.

24-2819.

amendable.

full.

sale forbid-

den.
24-2822.

Fees

and

compensation,

re-

strictions on.

24-2823.

Fees enumerated.

court

processes.

24-2801.

(4902) Election, qualification, term of office, etc.

are elected, qualified, commissioned, hold their offices for the

— Sheriffs

same term,

and are subject to the same disabilities as the clerks of the superior
courts. (Act 1799, Cobb, 198.)

—

Cross-references. Clerks of superior courts, see Chapter 24-27. Election of
officers, see Const, Art. XI, Sec. II, Par. I (§ 2-8301), and §§ 34-2601 to

countv

34-2607.

24-2802. (4903) Surety for tax collector ineligible.

money

tax collector or other holder of public

moneys

is

which he is bound
sheriff, until all
the proper authority. (Act 1814, Cobb, 1060.)
for

24-2803. (4904) Vacancies.

—Vacancies

are

—A

surety for any

ineligible to the office of
shall

filled

have been paid to

and the after-pro-

ceedings are as in cases of vacancies in offices of clerks of the superior
courts, except that in case there

is

a failure to appoint, as set forth in

section 24-2707, the coroner of the county shall act as sheriff; and

make

if

temporary appointment;
and on failure of both, the sheriff of any adjoining county is authorized
to act as sheriff until the ordinary shall make the appointment or there is
there

is

no coroner, the ordinary

an election.

(Acts 1853-4,

shall

a

p. 28.)

—

Cross-references. Vacancy in office of clerk, see §§ 24-2704, 24-2708. Authority
Where sheriff or clerk not
of ordinary to make appointments, see § 23-701, H 5.
elected or appointed for 60 days after vacancy, see § 81-216.

—

Oath of office. Before entering on the duties of their
take and subscribe, besides the oath of all the civil offi-

24-2804. (4905)

they shall
cers, the following oath, before the judge of the superior court or ordi"I do swear that I will faithfully execute all writs, warrants,
nary, viz
office

:

precepts, and processes directed to

me

as sheriff of this county, or

which

any other sheriff specially,
I can lawfully execute, and true returns make, and in all things well and
truly, without malice or partiality, perform the duties of the office of
county, during my continuance therein, and take only my
sheriff of
lawful fees. So help me God." (Act 1799, Cobb, 574.)
are directed to

all sheriffs of this

Cross-reference.

24-2805.

—Additional

(4906) Bond.

sum

State, or to

oath, see

§

89-302.

—They shall also give a bond, with at least two

changed to a less or greater amount
by local Acts), conditioned for the faithful performance of their duties as
sheriffs, by themselves, their deputies, and their jailers, and upon the
terms required by law. (Act 1799, Cobb, 575. Acts 1866, p. 17.)
sureties, in the

of $10,000 (unless

—

Examination and approval of bond. Such bonds shall
be approved by the ordinary, and then deposited in the office of the clerk
24-2806. (4907)

of the superior court until the first session of that court thereafter,

when

§24-2813

Courts.
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the presiding judge shall examine said bonds, and,

conformity
to the law and the sureties are sufficient, so declare by order, and have
them spread upon the minutes of the court; and if they have not been so
taken, they shall give other bonds, which said judge is authorized to
take and have entered on said minutes. (Act 1845, Cobb, 217. Act 17
if

taken

in

Cobb, 575.)
Cross-reference.

— Authority

over county matters, see

§

23-701 and note.

—

be recorded and filed. When said bonds are
thus approved by the ordinary, and before deposited in the clerk's office,
they shall be recorded in the office of the ordinary, and, after being passed
upon by the judge of the superior court, shall be returned to the office of
said ordinary and by him filed; and if the judge of the superior court
compels said sheriff to give a new bond, after having been approved and
entered on the minutes, it shall be filed in the office of the clerk of the
ordinary, and be recorded therein without further approval.

Bond

24-2807. (4908)

Cross-reference.

to

— Officer having charge of county matters, see
Judge

24-2808. (4909)

of superior court

may examine

§

23-701 and note.

said bond.

—

If a

term of the superior court is held in the county before the ordinary shall
have approyed the sheriff's bond, the judge of the superior court may approve it in the first instance, being careful to take the opinion of such
ordinary as to the solvency and sufficiency of the sureties, and, having so
approved, the other proceedings are as herein set forth.
Cross-reference.

— Ordinary's authority over county affairs,

24-2809. (4910) Sureties

a sheriff's deputy
tially different

is

when

sheriff is

— Deputy

sheriff's

24-2810. (4911) Office, place of keeping, etc.
offices at the

23-701 and note.

—When

must be essen-

bond.

same manner as

ruled in

§

succeeded by deputy.

the succeeding sheriff, the sureties

from those on such

Cross-reference.

see

sheriffs, see § 24-203.

— Sheriffs must keep their

same places and on the same terms as

clerks of the superior

court are required to do.
Cross-reference.

— Clerk to

keep

office at

county

site,

see

§

24-2714, H

1.

—

24-2811. (4912)
their discretion to

Appointment of deputy. Sheriffs are authorized in
appoint one or more deputies, from whom they must

take a bond with sureties.

(Act 1799, Cobb, 575.)

Cross-references.— Oath of deputies, see §§ 24-2804, 89-308, 89-309.
be citizens of State, see §. 26-4901.

24-2812. (4913) Liability for misconduct of jailer.

Deputies to

— Sheriffs

are liable

for the misconduct of the jailers, as they are liable for their deputies and
persons injured by the jailer have the same option in suing on the jailer's
bond that they have in suing on the deputy's bond.
;

Cross-reference.

—

Jailers, see § 77-101 et seq.

24-2813. (4914) Duties, etc.— It

Cobb, 574.
480.
1.

1810, Cobb, 577.

1823, Cobb, 512.

Act

To

Act

is

the duty of the sheriff— (Act 1799,

Act

1818, Cobb, 858.

Acts 1853-4,

Act

1820,

Cobb,

p. 28.)

execute and return the processes and orders of the courts, and of

not void, with due diligence, when delivered to them for that purpose, according to the provisions of this Code.
officers of

competent authority,

Cross-reference.

— Liability

if

on bond, see

§

61-307.

§
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24-2814

by themselves or deputies, upon all sessions of the superior court of the county, and the court of ordinary whenever required
by the ordinary, and never to leave said courts while in session without
the presence oi one or both of said officers, if required, and to attend in
like manner at the place of holding an election at the county site, on the
day of an election, from the opening to the closing- of the polls, and to
take under their charge all under-oiiicers present, as police to preserve
2.

To

attend,

To

publish sales, citations, and other proceedings as required by

order.
3.

law, and to keep a

ments appear,

of

file

all

newspapers

manner required

in the

in

which

their official advertise-

of clerks of the superior courts.

—

Cross-references. Advertisement of judicial sales, see
of clerk to file advertisements, see § 24-2715, 11 11.

To keep an

4.

scription of

all

together with
for use in

Duty

39-1101 et seq.

execution docket, wherein they must enter a

full de-

executions delivered to them, the dates of their delivery,
their acts

all

any court

Cross-references.

and doings thereon, and have the same ready

of their counties.

— Entering

judgments

on

39-701.
Executions directed to sheriffs, see
as to sheriffs, see §§ 24-3350 to 24-3352.
§

To keep

§

general
§

39-101.

execution docket, see
Rules of superior courts

which shall be entered a record of all sales made
by process of court, or by agreement of parties under the sanction of
court, describing accurately the property and process under which sold,
the date of the levy and sale, the purchaser and price.
5.

a

Cross-reference.

To

6.

book

in

— Time,

manner and place

of execution sale, see

receive from the preceding sheriff

all

§

39-1201.

unexecuted writs and

processes, and proceed to execute the same; to carry into effect

any levy
or arrest made by a predecessor; to put purchasers into possession, and
to make titles to purchasers at his sales, when not done by him.

—

Cross-references. Purchaser to have possession, see §§ 39-1309, 39-1312.
successor, see § 39-1304.

Titles

made by

To have, keep, and maintain, at the expense of the county, not
than
two nor more than four well-trained track hounds or other dogs
less
suitable for the purpose, to track and catch criminals; and said bloods
hounds shall be purchased by the sheriff or the county authorities, and
7.

county treasury: Provided, however, that this
paragraph shall not apply to counties having a population of less than
10,000 inhabitants, unless recommended by the grand juries of such counshall be paid for out of the

ties.
8.

(Acts 1905,

p.

106.)

To perform such

other duties as are or

which necessarily appertain to his

—

may be imposed by

law, or

office.

Cross-references. Additional duties, see §§ 77-110, 77-112. Collecting fines,
asse-sed by court-martial* see § 86-1206.
When sheriff of adjoining county
act, see § 81-216.

etc.,

may

24-2814. (4920) Defaulting sheriffs or deputies; contempt of court;

—

any sheriff or deputy fails to comply with the provisions of
section 24-2813, he shall be fined for a contempt, as the clerk of the su-

removal.

If

perior court

apply to

similar cases.

is in

Section 24-2724, as to removal, shall also

sheriffs.

—

Cross-references. Powers of courts to punish for contempt, see § 24-105. How
defaulting officers punished, see § 24-213. Defaulting sheriffs fined for contempt,
see

§

77-111.

—
Courts.
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§

24-2819

—

and returns amendable. The sheriff
or other executing- officer may amend his official entries and return
as to make such entries and returns conform to the facts of the case at
the time such entry or return was made.
Cross-references. — Entry of sheriff may be traversed, see § 81-214. Attachments
24-2815. (5700) Official entries

-.

and returns thereon amendable, see
24-2816. (5701)
If

Amendment

§

8-010.

and returns nunc pro tunc.

of entries

the sheriff or other executing officer shall

to

fail

make an

official re-

turn which by law he should have made, such entry or return

may

be
made nunc pro tunc, by order of the court, so as to make the proceedings
conform to the facts at the time the entry should have been made.
Cross-reference.
§

—Omission

of entry

supplied by amendment,

of waiver

see

81-1313.

24-2817. (848 P. C.) Failure to supply grand jury with

obstructing or interfering with sheriff or other
constable
59-313 to

who

shall fail to

make out

a

list

officer.

names

—Any

same
with

rior court, together

to the

all

sheriff or

comply with the duty imposed by section

of persons

who

shall

have hindered, obstructed,

or interfered with the sheriff or other officer, as prohibited
26-4402, and present

of those

grand jury

at the next

term

by section
of the supe-

information necessary to acquaint the grand

may

be suspended and his office
be declared vacant by the Governor, whenever it shall appear from the
presentments of the grand jury that the offense denned in said section
has been committed in the county and no report thereof made by the
sheriff or constable, as the case may be. (Acts 1895, p. 69.)
jury with the details of the transaction,

24-2818. (4915) Execution of justice's

may

their deputies

serve or execute

all

court processes.

— Sheriffs

or

summonses, executions, or other

processes issued from justices' courts, as such processes

may now

be

served or executed by constables, and for such services shall receive the
same fees as are now allowed constables Provided, that while it shall be
:

legal for the sheriff to serve justice court processes, he shall not be en-

charge the defendant, or losing party, any greater fees than
those now allowed by law to constables for like service but if the party
wishing any process, mesne or final, served and executed, will pay to the
sheriff, in advance, the difference in the fees now allowed to constables
for such services and those allowed sheriffs for serving papers issued
titled to

;

from the superior courts, the
(Acts 1884-5,

§

24-2823.
24-1106.

be bound to serve such process.

p. 68.)

Cross-references.
§

sheriff shall

— Fees

of

constables,

see

24-2819. (4916) Administration of oaths.
uties

may

24-820.

§

Fees

of

sheriffs,

see

Duties of constables, see § 24-817. Summons served by constables, see
When constable may levy on land, see § 39-121.

administer oaths in

all

— Sheriffs and their legal dep-

cases where, in discharge of the duties

may

be legal for them to take bond and security,
or any affidavit which by law suspends the further execution of process

of the office of sheriff,

it

and said oaths, when so taken, shall be as legal and binding and subject to the same penalty, as to perjury, as oaths are when administered by any other officer.
(Acts 1873, p. 51.)
in their hands,

Cross-reference.
see § 105-1502.

— Sheriff may administer oath

in

proceedings to evict intruders,

.

§

660
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24-2820
24-2820.

Books deposited

(4917)

sheriffs are required to keep, after

—

becoming full. All books the
becoming- full, must be deposited in
after

the offices oi the clerks of the superior courts, to be kept as their other

books of record.
Cross-reference.

— Duty

of clerk to keep books, see

own

(4918) Purchase at

24-2821.

§

24-2715.

sale forbidden.

— No

sheriff or dep-

uty, or other officer discharging a similar duty, will be permitted to pur-

chase any property whatever at his own sale, upon his own bid, nor upon
the bid of any other person for him, directly or indirectly; and all such

and deeds

pursuance thereto, intended to vest in such officer the
title to the property so purchased, shall be null and void.
(Act 1850,
Cobb. 581.)
sales

in

—

Cross-references. Acrent of seller may not become purchaser, see § 4-204. Time
Common carriers' passes to
of administrator's sale, see § 11 J- 1702.

and manner
sheriffs, see

18-218.

§

(4919) Fees and compensation, restrictions on.

24-2822.

— Sheriffs

are

compensation as the law prescribes, or, upon
an omission of the law, to such reasonable compensation as the grand
jury shall award; and where they use property themselves, or hire it out
after being levied upon, they are not allowed a per diem allowance for
maintenance, and are liable to the proper party for the hire received.
entitled only to such fees or

(Acts 1871-2,

p. 51.)

Cross-references.

ways, see

§

— Sheriffs
See

83-121.

§

fee in proceedings to

24-2823. (5997; 1134 P. C.) Fees
entitled to charge

formed by them,

and

remove obstructions

to private

24-2823 and cross-references.

enumerated.—The

sheriffs shall

be

collect the following fees for official duties per-

to wit:
Civil Cases.

Serving copy of a process and returning original, per copy
$ 3.00
2.00
Suit from another county, to be paid in advance
Summoning each witness
50
attending
trial to assess damages for right
Summoning jury and
of

way

5.00

Services in every case before a jury

2.00

Each levy

3.00

of fieri facias

Search and return of nulla bona

Serving
If

summons

of garnishment, or rule against garnishee

more than one,

Summoning

1.00

for each additional

1.00

copy

1.00

jury, case of nuisance

3.50

Each jury in any county court
At or during any term of city or superior court, each jury.
Commissions on sales of property, on sums of $50 or less, 5 per
cent. On excess above $50 up to $550, 2y2 per cent. For all
sums exceeding $550, on excess, lj4 per cent. No commis.

sions shall be charged unless property

Making out and executing titles
If presented by purchaser
Executing bill of
purchaser

is

10.00

actually sold.

to land

sale to personal property,
.-

.

5.00

3.50
1.00

when demanded by
1.00

.
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Forthcoming bonds
Executing process against tenant holding over, or intruder up
land to dispossess him
Taking and returning counter-affidavit when summary pi
dispossess tenant or intruder

is

24-2823

§

$ 1.00
3.50
to

2.00

resisted

hands, settled without sale
Settling each execution
Settling execution from justice's court
Keeping horse or mule, per day

2 00

in his

Each head of cattle, per day
Each head of sheep, hogs, or
Levying an attachment

1.00

50
15

goats, per day

05
2.00

Following property out of county with attachment, for every mile
going and returning
Attendance, superior or city courts, per day
Courts of ordinary, per day
At elections as required by law, each day

05
5.00

2.00
2.00

The per diem for attendance on courts and elections, and service in
summoning jurors, shall be paid by the county. (Act 1792, Cobb, 350.
Act

1840,

Cobb, 362. Acts 1851-2,

20;

p.

1857,

p.

52;

1866,

p.

24;

1880-1, p. 90; 1898, p. 58; 1906, p. 119; 1918, p. 226.)
Cross-reference.

— Quarterly

statement as to

fees, see § 89-704.

Criminal Cases.

Removing
Removing

when habeas corpus

sought for his relief.
.$ 1.25
prisoner under habeas corpus, when no mileage is paid,
2.00
per day
Personal services rendered out of the county on official business
3.50
authorized by the county authorities, per day
and actual necessary expenses.
Attending person taken by warrant to judge's chamber, for each
time
1.25
Conducting prisoner before judge or court to and from jail
1.25
Executing and returning a bench warrant
3.00
Apprehending a person suspected, if committed or held to bail.
3.00
Each person, not exceeding two, who may be employed to guard a
prisoner to and from jail, per day
1.50
Summoning each witness
50
Taking bonds in criminal cases
2.00
Executing a criminal
10.00
Executing a w arrant of escape
1.00
Services in every criminal case before a judge or a judge and jury 2.00
prisoner

is

.

.

.

r

Mileage

executing criminal and for guards, herein proby the county and no criminal cost herein provided

fees, fees for

vided, shall be paid

;

for shall be collectible out of the

costs accruing

upon

defendant until after conviction, except

forfeited recognizances.

being ex-officio jailers, shall receive the following fees for official duties performed by them, to wit
For turning key on receiving,
discharging, or conducting a prisoner before any court, 60 cents. For
dieting a prisoner confined in jail on any ground whatever, such fees as
may be fixed by the ordinary or commissioners of the county, who are
Sheriffs,

:

I

24-2901

662
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invested by law with power to

fix said

Whenever

fees.

jail

chargeable to the county, the same shall be paid monthly:

fees are

Provided,

that no local law regulating county jails or fixing salaries for jailers, or
their fees, shall in

Xo

law

any way be affected or repealed by

this section.

hereby: Provided, that if provision be
made by local or special law for special compensation, the sheriff shall
not be entitled to compensation both under this section and under such
local or special law. (Cobb. 351. Acts 1880-1, p. 91; 1894, p. 48; 1898,
p.

local

62; 1918.

p.

shall be affected

226; 1919,

Cross-references.

p. 364.)

— Compensation

where none provided, see § 24-110. See two
Officers of court demanding excessive
Accounting for public moneys, see Title 89, Public Officers,

preceding sections and cross-references.
fees, see

Chapter

§

24-9903.

89-8.

—

Editorial Note. Acts 1920, p. 271, prescribes mileage for sheriffs in counties
having a population of not less than 18,450 nor more than 18,500, "according to
the United States census of 1910."

Acts 1900, p. 81 (§§ 5998, 5999, Code of 1910), prescribes certain per diems for
deputy sheriffs in counties having a population of 24,000 or more.
Acts 1911, p. 199, prescribes the salaries for deputy sheriffs and bailiffs of the
superior and city courts of counties having therein a city of not less than 65,000
and not more than 100,000 inhabitants.

Acts 1933, p. 246, authorizes the county commissioners and ex-officio judges of
counties having a population of not less than 90,000 nor more than 130,000 inhabitants, to fix the salary for and determine the number of deputy sheriffs of the
superior and city courts of such counties.

The statutes referred to in the note following § 24-1717, except the one first
mentioned, are applicable to sheriffs as well as to ordinaries and certain other
officers in counties in which they apply.

CHAPTER

24-29.

SOLICITORS GENERAL.

Sec.

Sec.

24-2910.

24-2901.

Qualifications.

24-2902.

Election and term of

24-2903

Vacancy

24-2904

Salary and

Same;

report

to

Governor;

fees.

office.

24-2912.

May be ruled.
Failing to attend court;

Solicitors general pro tern.

24-2911.

in office.
fees.

fine.

24-2905

Certificate of services.

24-2913.

24-2906

State to pay fees in Supreme
Court, when.
Attaching county of solicitor's
residence to another circuit;

24-2914.

Attorney acting as

24-2915.

laws governing; fees.
Entry of nolle prosequi to in-

24-2916.

Exacting

24-2917.

Taking money,

24-2918.

ence grand jury.
Proceedings when solicitor
prosecuted.

24-2907.

effect.

24-2908.
24-2909.

Duties.

Representation of State
tain

cases

dictments.

in cer-

transferred

to

United States courts.
24-2901. (4924)
solicitor general

Qualifications.

who

solicitor;

— No

person

is

illegal costs.
etc.,

to influis

eligible to the office of

has not been a resident citizen of this State three

years just preceding his election or appointment, and

who

does not per-

manently reside in the circuit at the time of his election or appointment,
and who has not attained the age of 25 years, and who has not been duly
admitted and licensed to practice law in the superior courts for at least
three years. (Act 1850, Cobb, 1036. Act 1865, Cobb, 22. Acts 1877,
p. 13.)

—

Cross-references. Provision of the Constitution, see Const., Art. VT, Sec. XIV,
Par. I (§ 2-4101). Attorney General, see Title 40, Executive Department, Chapter
40-16.

:

:

Courts.
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§24-2

and oath.— Then
whose official term, ex'

24-2902. (4921, 4922) Election, term of office,

be a solicitor general for each judicial circuit,
\\<-.
when commissioned to fill an unexpired term, shall be four y
shall be elected by the people, in the manner provided in this Code, and
\

take the following- oath, viz.:

and without
as solicitor general, and
help me God."
impartially,

Cross-reference.

XI, Par.

I

— Manner

do swear that

"I

I

will faithfully arid

fear, favor, or affection,

my

will take only

discharge
lawful fees of

of electing- solicitor general, see Const.,

my

office.

Art VI,

Vacancy

in office.

—Vacancies

occur and are

filled

proceeding

is in

Cross-references.

When

as

manner

prescribed in cases of the judges of the superior courts, and the

(§ 2-3901).

Sec.

(§ 2-3901).

24-2903. (4923)

of

dtll

every respect the same.

— Provision

of Constitution, see Const., Art. VI, Sec. XI, Par. I
fill unexpired terms hold over, see § 89-503.

appointees to

24-2904. (1126 P. C.) Salary
solicitor general shall

and

fees.

—The salary per annum

of each

be

$250.00

His fees are as follows
Each person prosecuted for a capital offense

50.00

any other fel25.00
ony, or for any violation of the laws against gambling
When any person is indicted or prosecuted for assault with intent
to murder, and shall be convicted or plead guilty of assault and

Each person prosecuted

to trial or plea of guilty for

battery, or assault

5.00

Each person indicted or presented
Each person prosecuted to trial or plea

5.00
of guilty for

any offense not

otherwise provided for
Every bill of indictment ignored by grand jury
Peace warrant tried or disposed of by court

Attending at judge's chamber to take the

5.00
5.00

5.00

affidavit of

any person

in

criminal cases

1

.00

Drawing affidavit, or any instrument of writing, per copy sheet.
Drawing capias against a person indicted or presented and not
bound over
Drawing capias against each defaulting juror.

.10

Entering nolle prosequi
Each proceeding to enforce recognizance
Every amount collected on such proceedings

25

.

5

per cent.

5

per cent.

10 per cent.

proceeding instituted to forfeit a charter

Services in cases not mentioned,

$100.00

where the State

is

interested

party, at discretion of Governor, not exceeding

For services

in the

Supreme Court

50.00

or Court of Appeals

Capital cases

50.00

Other felonies
All other cases

For
p.

30.00

33; 1878,

p.

49; 1866, p. 21.)

15.00

'

litigated recognizances, double fees

(Cobb, 353, 362, 363, 456.

50
5.00

Plain collections for the State
Litigated collections for the State

Every

50

Acts 1865-6,

and commissions.
p.

233; 1866,

p.

153; 1S76,

—

24-2905

6
C

Courts.

^_^

'

—

___
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—

Cross-references.— Quarterly statement as to fees, see § 89-703. How compenon may be chanced, sec Const., Art. VI, Sec. XIII, Par. II (§ 2-4002). Fee
for representing State in United States courts, see § 24-2910. Accounting of public
moneys, see Title 89, Public Officers, Chapter 89-8.
In 1916, the Constitution was amended so as to authorize the
Editorial Note.
General Assembly to abolish tees accruing to the solicitor general in any particular

—

and in lieu thereof to prescribe a salary, in addition to the salary of
Const.. Art. VI, See. XIII, Tar. II (§ 2-4002). Since that time special Acts
salaries in some 25 of the judicial circuits have been adopted.

cial circuit,

ang

—

Solicitors general
24-2905. (1127, 1130 P. C.) Certificate of services.
shall not be paid fees for litigation, without the certificate of the presid-

ing judge that the fees are properly and faithfully claimed as such; nor
on any bill for any species of gaming, where the same is entered nol. pros.
24-2906. (1128, 1130 P. C.) State to

pay

fees in appellate courts,

when.

—

The foes of the solicitors, for services in the appellate courts, shall be
paid by the State, on the warrant of the Governor, in all cases when the
solicitor shall persent the certificate of the clerk of

such court as to the

performance of such services, and of the clerk of the superior or city
court, as the case may be, to the fact that the defendant was acquitted,
or

was unable

to

pay the

(Acts 1884-5,

costs.

p.

478; 1890-1,

p. 96.)

24-2907. (4925) Attaching county of solicitor's residence to another
circuit, effect.

—A

person having been appointed or elected solicitor of

any circuit cannot be deprived of his office by attaching the county in
which he resides to a different judicial circuit, but he continues to discharge its duties as though he resided in the circuit.
24-2908. (4926; 798 P. C.)

Duties.— The duties of the

eral within their respective circuits are

solicitors gen-

— (Act 1799, Cobb, 574.

Act

1823,

Cobb, 1025. Act 1828, Cobb, 1027. Act 1836, Cobb, 254. Act 1845, Cobb,
452. Acts 1853-4, p. 108.)
1.

To

attend each session of the superior courts, regular or adjourned,

unless excused by the judge thereof, and remain until the business of the
State
2.

is

disposed

of.

To

of law,

attend on the grand juries, advise them in relation to matters
and swear and examine witnesses before them.

3.

To

4.

To draw up

administer the oaths the laws require, to the grand and petit
jurors, to the bailiffs or other officers of the court, and otherwise to aid
the presiding judge in organizing the courts as he may require.
all

indictments or presentments,

the grand jury, and to prosecute
5.

To

all

prosecute or defend any

fense of which the State

is

when requested by

indictable offenses.

civil

(Cobb, 574.)

action in the prosecution or de-

interested, unless otherwise specially provided

for.

—

Cross-references. Duties of solicitor general in proceedings to validate county
or municipal bonds, see §§ 87-302, 87-404. Department of Law to represent State,
see § 40-1009.
6.

To

attend before the appellate courts

when any

criminal cause

is

emanating from their respective circuits, argue the same, and perform any other duty therein the interest of the State may require.
tried

Cross-reference.
(§ 2-3902).

— This

provision

is

similar to Const., Art. VI, Sec. XI, Par. II

7.

all

§24-2910

Courts.
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To

costs

moneys arising from fines and forfeited recognizam
on criminal cases when paid into court before judgment, and not
collect all

term of each court, every yc^r, to settle with
the county treasurer, and pay over to him all moneys due him according
to law, after a fair and full settlement. (Cobb, 1027.;
otherwise; and at the

same time with the preceding solicitor, and pay over
him any moneys collected to which he may be entitled, and to render
him, whenever required by him, a just statement of the condition of

8.

to
to

To

fall

settle at the

his interests.
9.

To

collect all

money due

the State in the hands of any escheators,

if necessary, compel them
and pay it
to pay by rule or order of court, or other legal means.

over to the educational fund; and,

To

may

be ordered to do by
the Comptroller General, and to remit the same within 30 days after collection and on the first day in October every year to report to him the
10.

collect all claims of the State they

;

condition of the claims in their hands in favor of the State, particularly

specifying the amounts collected and paid, from

what sources received

and for what purposes, and to whom paid what claims are unpaid, and
why; what judgments have been obtained, when, and in what court;
what suits are instituted, in what courts, and their present progress and
;

future prospects.
Cross-reference.

—Department

partments of the State, see

of

Law's exclusive authority

To perform

such other duties as are or
or which necessarily appertain to their office.
11.

to

represent

de-

§ 40-1609.

may

be required by law,

—Appointment

of solicitor general to represent defendant in
30-129. Solicitor general resisting suit to remove disabilities imposed in divorce suit, see § 30-124.
Duty to represent State, see Const.,
Art. VI, Sec. XI, Par. II (§ 2-3902); to represent escheator, see § 85-1105.

Cross-references.

ex parte divorce

suit,

see

§

Representation of State in certain cases transferred to United
States courts. Whenever any person claiming to be an officer of the
United States, who has been indicted in any of the courts of this State
24-2909..

—

laws of this State, has such indictment transferred
by writ of habeas corpus cum causa, under and by virtue of section 643
of the Revised Statutes of the United States [28 U. S. C. A. § 76], it shall
be the duty of the solicitor general of the circuit from which the case was
for a violation of the

removed,

in association

with the Attorney General, to appear for the

State in every such case so transferred and to represent the State as her

and to see to it that all such cases are tried or disposed of in accordance with the laws of the United States made and provided in such cases. (Acts 1882-3, p. 98.)
prosecuting

officer,

—

Cross-reference. Department of Law's exclusive authority to represent departof the State, see § 40-1609.

ments

—The

Same; report to Governor; fees.
submit to the Governor in each year, on

24-2910.
shall

General Assembly, a complete statement of

by him, and the disposition made

said solicitor general

or before the meeting of the

all

such cases so represented

of the same, as well as of the status of

such cases as may be then pending, and said solicitor general shall receive as compensation the same fees allowed a solicitor general in the
Supreme Court of the State in each case tried in said United States courts

Courts.

§24-2911
or on his motion
trial,

which

from which it came for
be paid by the State Treasurer on the warrant of

remanded

fees shall

the Governor.

to the State court

(Acts 1882-3,

Cross-reference.
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— Fees

p. 98.)

of solicitor general, see

May

24-2911. (4927; 7 0c P. C.)
>

comply with the provisions

§

be ruled.

24-2904.

—

If a solicitor

general

fails

he is liable to rule as
attorneys at law are, with all the penalties and remedies; and failure to
comply with the terms of a rule absolute, within 20 days from the time
to

becomes

it

be a ground of impeachment.

final, shall

Cross-references.

of section 24-2908,

— Liability

of attorney to be ruled, see

9-617.

§

Liability of

officers to suits, etc., see § 24-201.

24-2912. (4028: 800 P. C.) Failing to attend court; fine.— If he fails to

attend on the courts of his circuit as required, he

is

liable to

be fined for

each failure $50, to be retained out of his salary.
24-2913. (4929: 805 P. C.) Solicitors general pro tern.—When a solicitor

is

absent or indisposed, or disqualified from interest or relationship
in a prosecution, the presiding judge shall appoint a competent

engage

to

may command the servaccessible, or he may make

attorney of the circuit to act in his place, or he

any other circuit
requisition on the Governor for the Attorney General, as the emerg-

ices of a solicitor general of

a

ency

may

in his discretion

require.

(Act 1799, Cobb, 574.)

24-2914. (806 P. C.) Attorney acting as solicitor; laws governing; fees.

— An attorney acting as such
solicitors general

incurs the

same

;

he

solicitor

is

entitled to the

is

subject to

same

all

fees for

the laws governing

what he

does,

and

(Act 1799, Cobb,

penalties in the discharge of his duties.

574.)

24-2915. (801 P. C.)
licitor

Entry

of nolle prosequi to indictments.

—The so-

general has authority, on the terms prescribed by law, to enter a

nolle prosequi

on indictments.

Cross-reference.

—When

and how nolle prosequi allowed, see

§

27-1801.

24-2916. (802, 803 P. C.) Exacting illegal costs.— If the grand jury

present the solicitor for having received more than his lawful costs, he

from further discharging his official duties until a
trial shall be had upon the indictment or presentment, and if the trial results in a conviction, he shall be fined and imprisoned at the discretion
of the court; and it is also a ground of impeachment. The disqualification
continues until the adjournment of the next session of the General Assembly. It shall be the duty of the clerk of said court to certify immeshall be disqualified

v

diately such proceedings to the Governor.
Cross-reference.

— Penalty

24-2917. (804 P. C.)

for exacting excessive costs, see

Taking money,

etc., to

§

24-9903.

influence grand jury.

—

If

from any person, money or any
other valuable thing, the consideration whereof is a promise or undertaking to procure, or to try to procure, a finding by the grand jury of "a
bill" or "no bill" upon an indictment, or to make or not to make a presentment, or to postpone or delay a State case, or an arrest, or to
advise it done, or how it may be done, the penalty and the proceedings
solicitors general take or agree to take,

are the

same

as in the preceding section.

(Acts 1876,

p. 29.)

—
§ 24-3004

Courts.
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24-2918. (807 P. C.) Proceedings

when

solicitor is prosecuted.

any person makes affidavit, before the court or grand
judgment the solicitor general is guilty of an indictable

— When

jury, that in

offense,

and that

he desires to prosecute him, or the grand jury shall present the solicitor
general for such an offense, it shall be the duty of the court instanter to
appoint some competent attorney at law to draw a bill of indictment,
and, when there is a true bill found or presentment made, to put the
solicitor under recognizance or in prison, according to the offense, until
the appearance of the proper prosecuting officer.

CHAPTER

24-30.

SESSIONS

AND ADJOURNMENTS OF

SUPERIOR COURTS.
Sec.

24-3001.
24-3002.
^ A <>w>
24-3003.

*a oaa-i
24-3004.
24-3005.

Number

of sessions each year.

Sec.
24-3007.

Judse

Adjournments.

r*
tu at other
i-u
~~„
places
held
Courts
than courthouse, when.
a
£
*.u
of courts at places other
Acts
than courthouse.
Contingent expenses of supei

i.

..

1

Court]

24-3008.
^

;

793 P. C.)

adjourned,

be

„

<

.

Adjourned and

24-3009.

.

,

special terms,

holding
24 3010
-

-

Terms
f
court,

payment
Adjournment by clerk from
day to day.

24-3001. (4871

may

when

rior eourt;

24-3006.

failing to attend; clerk's

u

Number

of

.?

upeno r and
.

adjourned

of sessions each year.

perior courts shall be held at the county site and courthouse

fi
five

/'H
days

— The

(if

su-

any) in

each county in the respective judicial circuits, or other places therein
designated by law, not less than twice in each year, by one or more of
the judges of the superior courts, at the several times prescribed by law.
(Act 1799, Cobb, 457. Acts 1901, p. 42.)

—

Cross-reference. For similar provisions,
Sec. IV, Par. VIII (§ 2-3208).

24-3002. (793 P. C.) Adjournments.

adjourn the court to such time as he

see

§

24-2609 and

—The

may

Const.,

Art.

VI,

judge may, in term time,

think

fit.

—

Cross-references. For similar provision see § 24-3008. See also § 24-3001 and
cross-references. Adjournment by clerk from day to day, see § 24-3006.

24-3003. (4840) Courts held at places other than courthouse, when.

any cause it shall or may be impracticable to hold any session or
sitting of any superior or city court at the courthouse, or other place provided by law therefor, it shall be lawful to hold any such court, and any
If for

session or sitting thereof, at such place as the proper authorities of the

and for which such court is to be held may from time to time
Provided, that no session or sitting of any
provide for such purpose
superior or city court can, under this section, be held at any place other
than the county site of the county of such court. (Acts 1896, p. 50.)
county

in

:

Cross-reference.

—See

§

24-2609 and editorial note.

24-3004. (4841) Acts of courts at places other than courthouse.

—All

acts of a superior court or city court done at a place provided therefor

by

said county authorities, other than the county courthouse or other place
of holding such court as fixed

by law,

shall

have the same force and

errect

—
P

Courts.

24 3005

same had been done

66S

courthouse or other place
fixed by law for the holding of such court. (Acts 1896, pp. 50, 51.)
as

the

it

at the regular

Contingent expenses of superior court; payment.
Any contingent expenses incurred in holding any session of the superior
court, including lights, fuel, stationery, rent, publication of grand jury
presentments when ordered published, and similar items, such as taking
down testimony in cases of felony, etc., shall be paid out of the county
treasury of such county, upon the certificate of the judge of the superior
court, and without further order. (Acts 1889, p. 156.)
24-3005. (4872)

—

794 P. C.) Adjournment by clerk from day to day. In
case of unavoidable accidents, whereby the superior court in any county
shall not be held at the time appointed for holding the same, the clerk of
24-3006. (4873

;

such court shall adjourn the same from day to day, not exceeding two
days and unless the presiding judge shall order to the contrary within
the two days aforesaid, the clerk shall then adjourn said court to the next
term. (Act 1799, Cobb, 459.)
;

Cross-reference.
references.

— Sessions and adjournments,

24-3007. (4874; 795 P. C.)

Judge

see §§ 24-3001, 24-3002,

failing to attend; clerk's

and cross-

duty.—When

informed by the presiding judge that it
is not possible for him to attend the regular term of said court, from sickness of himself or his family, or other unavoidable cause, which shall be
expressed in the order of adjournment, the clerk shall adjourn such court
to such time as the judge may direct, and shall advertise the same at the
courthouse of the county in which said court is to be held, and one or
more times in a public newspaper. (Act 1823, Cobb, 461.)
the clerk of the superior court

—

Cross-reference. Duty of judge
judge, see § 24-2623.

24-3008. (4875

;

is

when

795 P. C.) Court

disqualified to procure services of another

may be

adjourned, when.

—No supe-

be adjourned by the judge in vacation, except for the
causes above stated but the judge may in term time adjourn such court
to such time as he may think fit. (Act 1823, Cobb, 461.)
rior court shall

;

24-3009 (4876; 796 P. C.) Adjourned and special terms, holding.— The
judges of the superior courts may, in their discretion, hold adjourned

terms

of said courts in

the business requires

it

any county within their respective circuits, when
to close the dockets, and may, in the exercise of a

sound discretion, cause new

drawn

juries to be

drawn

for the same, or order the

term to give their attendance upon such adjourned terms; and such judges are authorized to hold special terms of
juries

for the regular

said courts for the trial of criminals, or for the disposition of civil business, either or both, in
either to

compel the attendance

term, or to
force.

any county

draw new jurors

(Acts 1861,

of

of their circuits, at discretion,

grand or

and

petit jurors of a previous

for the same, according to the laws

now

in

p. 56; 1855-6, p. 59; 1890-1, p. 74.)

Terms

and city courts adjourned five days
It shall be the duty of the judges of the superior and
before next term.
city courts to adjourn the regular and adjourned terms of said courts, at
24-3010. (4877j

of superior

—

least five

days before the commencement of the next regular terms of

—
Courts.
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said courts: Provided, that this section shall not apply to

now

24-3103

§

any

city court

or hereafter organized under a special Act of the legislature, and

many

having- as

as six terms per year, nor to the superior court in

county wherein such superior court has as
(Acts 1887, p. 58; 1896, p. 47; 1909, p. 97.;

many

as six terms per

—

Cross-references. Sessions and adjournments, see §§ 24-3001, 24-3002.
jury city courts, sec note preceding § 24-2201.

CHAPTER

Grand

STENOGRAPHERS AND REPORTERS OF
SUPERIOR AND CITY COURTS.
Sec.

Appointment;

removal;

oath

of office; duties.

24-3102.

y

24-31.

Sec.

24-3101.

;

Same:
courts

24-3104.

and

superior
in

more than

Compensation
Compensation

24-3103.

city

in

civil

cases.

criminal

in

cases.

having

circuits
one division.

24-3101. (810 P. C.) Appointment; removal; oath of office; duties.

The judges

of the superior courts shall

have power to appoint, and

at

pleasure remove, a reporter or stenographic reporter for the courts of

Such

on the duties of
his office, shall be duly sworn, in open court, faithfully to perform all the
duties required of him by law and it shall be his duty to attend all courts
in the circuit for which he is appointed, and, when directed by the judge,
to exactly and truly record or take stenographic notes of the testimony
and proceedings in the case tried, except the arguments of counsel. (Acts
their respective circuits.

reporter, before entering

;

1876, p. 133.)
Cross-references.— Report of testimony in felony cases, see
sation of reporter in criminal cases, see § 24-3104.

§

27-2401.

Compen-

Same; superior and city courts in circuits having more than one division. Each of the judges of the superior and city
courts in all circuits where there may be more than one division, whether
the same be civil or criminal, shall appoint, and at pleasure remove, a
24-3102. (4984)

—

reporter or stenographic reporter for their respective divisions of said

superior or city courts of their respective circuits.

entering on the duties of his

Such

reporter, before

be duly sworn, in open court,
faithfully to perform all the duties required and it shall be his duty to
attend all sessions of the court for which he is appointed, and when directed by the judge, to exactly and truly record or take stenographic
notes of the testimony and proceedings in the case tried, except the
office, shall

;

argument

of the counsel.

24-3103. (4985, 4986)

(Acts 1876,

Compensation

p. 133; 1894, p. 53; 1914, p. 59.)

in civil cases.

— The compensation

of the reporter or stenographer for taking stenographic notes

and

re-

such civil cases as may be agreed by
counsel for plaintiff and defendant to be recorded, or, in cases of disagreement, in such cases as the presiding judge may direct to be

cording

the

evidence

in

recorded, shall be at a rate not to exceed 10 cents per 100 words, to

be fixed by said judge, which fee shall be paid by the parties to the agreement, upon such terms as they may prescribe for themselves and if no
;

agreement

is

entered into as to the payment thereof, then in such man-

§

ner as

670
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24-3104

may be

prescribed by the presiding judge.

Said reporter or stenog-

evidence and other proceedings by him furnished, be paid by the party requesting the same at a rate not to exceed
10 cents for each 100 words. (Acts 1876, p. 133.)

rapher

shall, for reports of

—

Editorial Note. This section was amended by Acts 1920, pp. 83, 84, by changing "10 cents" to "\2 cents," the amendment not to be effective in counties having
a population of more than 45,000 by the census of 1910.

24-3104.

(1131 P. C.) Compensation in criminal cases.

—The compen-

sation of the reporter or stenographic reporter, for taking

down

testi-

such criminal cases as are required by law to be recorded shall be $15 per day, which sum shall be paid by the county treasurer, or other officer having charge of the county funds of the county

mony

in the trial of

on the certificate and order of
the judge as to the number of days he has been employed, but not exceeding $2500 shall be paid in any one year for work done in that year
out of the funds of any one county. In cases of conviction, the costs of
wherein such criminal cases shall be

tried,

reporting, as provided in this section, shall be entered

fendant, on which
execution, and the

judgment the clerk

money

up against the de-

of the superior court shall issue

arising therefrom shall be deposited in the

treasury of the county where such conviction

was had,

to be held as other

county funds are held. Such reporter or stenographer

shall, for reports

and other proceedings by him furnished, be paid by the party
requesting the same at a rate not to exceed 10 cents for each 100 words.
of evidence

(Acts 1876,
§

p.

133; 1884-5, p. 130.)

Cross-references.
27-2401.

— Necessity

for

taking

down testimony

in

felony

cases,

see

Editorial Note.— Acts 1923, p. 104, as amended by Acts 1925, p. 164, and 1927,
216, authorizes a salary for one official court reporter for each of the several
divisions of the superior and city courts in counties containing a city of more than
175,000 population "according to the Federal census of 1920."

p.

Acts 1923, p. 105, requires each such reporter to file with the clerk of the court
a list of the cases he has reported, etc., prescribes fees for transcripts in addition
to the salary, and authorizes such reporter to serve in an emergency division of
any such courts when not actually engaged in the division to which he is appointed, etc.
Acts 1914, p. 63, provides that the provisions of § 24-3104 shall not apply in
counties "containing cities of 150,000 inhabitants," but that in such counties the
board of county commissioners shall fix the compensation of the stenographic
reporter.

as amended by Acts 1906, p. 58 (§ 5988, Code of 1910), as
1918, pp. 229, 230, prescribes the compensation for stenographic
reporters of the superior courts in all counties having a city of 39,000 to 54,000
inhabitants and in all judicial circuits having therein a city with a population of
not less than 54,000 nor more than 75,000 inhabitants.

Acts 1905,

p. 99,

amended by Acts

Acts 1929, p. 325, prescribes the compensation of reporters of judicial circuits
having therein a city with a population of not less than 30,000 nor more than
52,000 inhabitants "according to the Federal census of 1920."
Acts 1905, p. 99, as amended by Acts 1907, p. 114, and 1909, p. 172 (§ 5989, Code
of 1910), as amended by Acts 1912, p. 72, prescribes the compensation for the
stenographic reporter in all counties "having cities with a population of not less
than 23,000 nor more than 39,000 inhabitants according to the United States census of 1900."
Acts 1920, pp. 274, 275, prescribes the compensation for stenographic reporters
of all judicial circuits having a city of 52,600 to 75,000 inhabitants "according to
the Federal census of 1920."

Acts 1933, p. 261, prescribes the compensation for official court reporters of the
superior and city courts in counties having a population of not less tlnn 75,000
and not more than 100,000, and requires certain duties of the clerk and reporter as
regards costs, etc.

C ourts.
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§ 24-2

Arts 1933, p. 246, authorizes the county commissioners of counties ha.
population of 90,000 to 130,000 to fix the salary of the stenographic reportei
superior court.

g

a

59 (§ 4989, Code of 1910), as amended by Acts 1918, pp, 228, 229,
phic r<
243, prescribes the compensation for official st<
of the superior courts in all counties having therein a city with a population of
not less than 60,000 nor more than 70,000.

Acts 1906,
and 1931, p.

p.

CHAPTER

24-32.

BAILIFFS.

Sec.

Sec.

24-3201.

Oath

24 3202.

of office.

Fees of special criminal

bail-

iffs.

—

Oath of office. The following oath shall be administered to all bailiffs sworn to take charge of petit juries in the superior
courts, to wit: "You shall take all juries committed to your charge during the present term to the jury room, or some other private and convenient place, where you shall keep them without meat or drink (water
excepted) unless otherwise directed by the court you shall make no
communication with them yourself, not permit any one to communicate
with them, except by leave of the court; you shall discharge all other
duties which may devolve upon you as bailiffs to the best of your skill
and power. So help you God." (Acts 1887, p. 33.)
24-3201. (4990)

;

Cross-reference.

—Appointment

of bailiffs, see

§

24-3351.

—In

all

cases in the su-

perior or city courts in which services are performed

by

a special crim-

24-3202. (6000) Fees of special criminal bailiffs.

inal bailiff of either of said courts, the

same

fees shall be charged in the

by the law for similar services when performed by a sheriff, and the same when collected shall be paid by the
officer collecting the same into the treasury of the county in which the

bill

of costs as are provided

court

is

held.

(Acts 1902,

p. 100.)

—

Cross-reference. Compensation of court bailiffs to be fixed by grand juries,
and note thereunder.

see § 59-120

Note.— Acts 1893, p. 167, as amended by Acts 1905, p. 90, (§§ 4991,
of 1910), authorizes judges of superior courts to appoint a special
criminal bailiff in any county containing a city of 30,000 or more population, and
prescribes the compensation for such bailiff.
Editorial

4992,

Code

1908, p. 43 (§ 4995, Code of 1910), as amended by Acts 1921. p. 118. authorjudges of the superior courts to appoint two special bailiffs in any county
containing a population of 60,000 or more.

Acts

izes the

Acts 1890-1, p. 223 (§§ 808, 809 P. C, Code of 1910), as amended by Acts 1929,
pp. 177, 179, and 1929, pp. 179, 181, authorizes the solicitor general of the superior,
city, and county courts to appoint a special criminal bailiff with the approval of
the judge, in each county having more than 20,000 inhabitants, provides the minisalary for such bailiffs in those counties having a population of not less than
70,000 and not more than 90,000 inhabitants, and prescribes the duties of such

mum

bailiffs.

Acts 1890-1, p. 223 (§ 1132 P. C, Code of 1910), provides that the compensation
of such bailiffs shall be fixed by the ordinary, or county commissioners, and drawn
out of the county treasury.

Acts 1927, p. 135, prescribes the compensation for court bailiffs appointed by
judges of the superior courts and by judges of the city courts in cor.nries having
a population of 200,000 or more.
authorizes the commissioners of roads and revenues or other
counties having a population of 75.000 to 100,000 to fix the compensation of special criminal bailiffs of solicitors general and solicitors of the
city courts in such counties.

Acts 1933,

p. 237,

fiscal agents, of

6
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Acts 1933, p. 246, authorizes the county commissioners of counties having a population oi not less than 90.000 nor more than 130,000 inhabitants, to fix the salaries of the two special bailiffs and/or one bailiff and one secretary appointed by
the judge oi the superior court of the judicial circuit in which such counties are
situated, also oi all bailiffs of the superior and city courts of such counties, and to
fix the number oi bailiffs of said superior and city courts to be employed.
A.cts 1927, p. 194, authorizes the authority having control of county finances of
counties of population of 200,000 or more to designate one of the court bailiffs
provided for in Acts 1925, p. 100, as subpoena clerk in the superior court and to
fix his compensation not exceeding $200 per month.
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MOTIONS.

XVIII.

§

6. Issues
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of

fact,

how

—

Editorial Note. The following rules were adopted by a convention of judges of
Certain rules were
the superior courts, held July 5, 1907, pursuant to § 24-2628.
amended by conventions held December 19, 1911, and July 4, 1924. These are
noted. These rules, while not strictly a part of the Code, are included for convenience. Their inclusion does not give them the force and effect of statute law.
They are what they purport to be, rules of court, and are subject to modification,
amendment, or repeal by the convention of the judges of the superior courts.

I.

24-3301. (6260) Rule

1.

APPEALS.

Exceptions and security.

— Exceptions

to the

must be taken before the trial of the case, or, if not
tried at the first term, on or before the last day of the term of the appeal
and if such exceptions are sustained, other and good security shall be
given, or the appeal shall be dismissed. If the security, good at first, becomes insolvent pending the appeal, the party appealing shall give other
good security, in the discretion of the court, or the appeal shall be dismissed. In either case an affidavit may be filed in forma pauperis.
security on appeals

Cross-references.
of rules, see
see § 6-203.

§

—Power of judges to make

24-106.

Costs of appeals, see

II.

24-3302. (6261) Rule

2.

§

rules, see

6-105.

§

24-2628. Binding effect
in forma pauperis,

Appeals

ATTORNEYS.

Arguments.

— Arguments

of counsel shall be

confined to the law and the facts involved in the case then before the

on pain of being considered in contempt and in all civil cases
questions of law shall be argued exclusively to the court, and questions
of fact to the jury. Counsel shall not be permitted, in the argument of
court,

;

criminal cases, to read to the jury recitals of fact or the reasoning of the

§

674

Courts.

24-3303

court as applied thereto, in decisions by the

Supreme Court

or Court of

Appeals.
Cross-reference.

24-3303.

— Personal

(6262} Rule

remarks

3.

Supreme Court,

in

Interruptions.

—No

see

§

24-4505.

attorney shall be per-

mitted to interrupt another, while addressing- the court or jury, except to
correct him in a misstatement of evidence, or misrepresentation of the

contempt; and such
interruption, when made, shall always be addressed to the court, and
never under any circumstances to the counsel.
position of counsel,

Cross-reference.

24-3304.

upon pain

of being considered in

— Improper conduct of counsel, see

(6263) Rule

4.

Papers.

§

81-1009.

—Attorneys receiving papers from the
by Rule 17, shall in all cases
same on or before the call of the case

clerk under order of the court, as provided
receipt for the same and return the

and

be the duty of attorneys to
return all the papers connected therewith to the clerk; otherwise he or
they shall be considered in contempt of court. (Amended by Convention. December 19, 1911; July 2, 1924.)
for trial

;

after the trial of a case

Cross-reference.

24-3305.

— Duties

(6264) Rule

it

shall

of clerks generally, see §§ 24-2714, 24-2715.
5.

Number

of speeches

and time

for argument.

— Xot

more than two counsel shall be permitted to argue any case for
each side except by express leave of the court; and in no case shall more

than one counsel be heard in conclusion.

and equitable, except capital cases, argument shall be limited to 30 minutes to the side, which may in the discretion of the judge be extended upon application before the argument
In

all

begins.

cases, civil, criminal

In capital cases argument shall be limited to two hours to the

which may be extended by the judge upon statement of counsel in
his place that he cannot do justice to the case in the time allowed.
(Amended by Convention, December 19, 1911; July 2, 1924.)
side,

24-3306. (6265) Rule

6.

Arguments

after opinion pronounced.

—No

attorney shall ever attempt to argue or explain a case, after having been
fully heard,

and the opinion

of the court has

been pronounced, on pain of

being considered in contempt.

—

Cross-references. Power of courts to punish for contempt, see
duties of attorneys at law, see § 9-601.

§

24-105. Special

—

Payments on judgments, etc. In
satisfaction shall be made on any judgment

24-3307. (6266) Rule

7.

all

cases

or execuwhere payment or
tion, either in whole or in part, it shall be the duty of the attorney receiving the same forthwith to enter an acknowledgment thereof, and file the
same of record in the office of the clerk of the court where such judgment was rendered; and such clerk is required to record such acknowledgment among the other proceedings in the cause, and also to make a
note thereof on the docket of judgments opposite the place where such
judgment is entered. And any attorney failing to comply with this rule,
on or before the last day of the term next succeeding the making of such
payment or satisfaction, shall be considered in contempt and shall pay a
fine

not exceeding $25, which

it

shall

be the duty of the court to impose,

—
§24-3313

Courts.
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and he

shall

payment or

thereupon moreover direct the recording and noting

Jch

satisfaction.

24-3308. (6267) Rule

how signed.— Writs and

Writs,

8.

other pro-

be signed by
When there is no firm,
the Christian name of the attorney shall be added but the usual abbreviations and initials of all Christian names shall be sufficient.
ceedings

may

professional firms.

;

Cross-reference.

—How

commenced, see

suits

24-3309. (6268) Rule

Attorneys,

9.

§

etc.,

81-101.

as bail.— No attorney,

or

other officer of court, shall be taken as bail in any criminal cause pending
or undetermined therein

;

or as security on any appeal or other proceed-

For a violation of this rule, the attorney or officer of court so offending shall be punished as for contempt, and the party shall be coming.

pelled to give other bail or security.

—

Cross-reference. Attorney for
garnishment bond, see § 8-112.

III.

plaintiff

not to be security on attachment or

BILL OF PARTICULARS.

be annexed to copy.
In actions for the recovery of unliquidated demands, a bill of particulars
shall be annexed to the copy served on the defendant; and in every case
where the plea of set-off shall be filed, a copy of the set-off shall be filed
at the time of filing the answer.
(144 Ga. 646, 648 (87 S. E. 915) 24
Ga. App. 64 (100 S. E. 24) 33 Ga. App. 429 (126 S. E. 857).)
24-3310. (6269) Rule 10.

Bill of particulars to

;

;

—

Cross-references. Copies, exhibits, etc., attached to petition, see
of set-off to set out demand as plainly as if sued on, see § 81-801.
granted, see § 110-310.

§

Flea
nonsuit

81-105.

When

CLAIMS.

IV.

No

24-3311. (6270) Rule 11.

second claim received after property
found subject. No second claim shall be received and returned to court
by any sheriff in any case where a claim has already been filed by the
same claimant and a verdict had finding the property subject; and no
subsequent claim shall be received from any person who holds under a
conveyance from the first claimant, made subsequently to the filing of
the first claim upon the trial of which the property has been found sub-

—

ject.

—

Cross-references. Claims to property in execution to be on oath, see
of claims, see § 39-905.

§

39-S01.

Withdrawal

24-3312. (6271) Rule 12.
claim,
is

where the burden

Plaintiff concludes,

if

cases of

the claimant introduces no evidence,

he shall have the conclusion and in cases of
ecution shall, in like manner, conclude.
;

— Burden

all

of proof rests with the plaintiff in execution, he

entitled to the conclusion; but

Cross-reference.

when.— In

of proof, see

24-3313. (6272) Rule 13.

When

§

illegality the plaintiff in ex-

38-103, 39-904.

claimant dies, party.

— In

cases of

when the claimant dies pending the claim, his representative maybe made a party, on motion, and on producing letters testamentary or of
claims,

administration.
Cross-reference.

— Representatives

of usee

may be made

parties, see

§

3-417.

V.
(6274) Rule

24-3314.

who

(76
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cannot produce

all

CLERKS.

Clerk not producing rules.

15.

when

the rules of court,

— Every

clerk

required, shall be fined

not exceeding- $10.
Cross-reference.

— Duties

24-3315. (6275)

Rule

of clerks generally, see §§ 24-2714, 24-2715.

Fines,

16.

when

registered.

—The

clerks shall

keep a separate book, in which they shall register the names of all persons who may be fined by the court, the time when, the offense for which
they are fined, the amount received and disbursed.
Original papers not to be taken from file.—

24-3316. (6276) Rule 17.

No

any original paper of file to be taken from, his office
in term time or vacation, without an order from the judge for that purpose, specifying the terms upon which it may be taken, and the length of
time it may be kept, on pain of being considered in contempt of court;
and where such paper is retained by any attorney without such order or
without the consent of the clerk, such attorney shall be considered in
clerk shall suffer

contempt.
Cross-reference.

— See

cross-reference under

When

24-3317. (6277) Rule 18.

case

is

24-3314.

§

the case

papers.

is called,

called in its order for trial, the clerk shall instanter

—When

hand

all

a

the

papers connected therewith to counsel.
Cross-reference.

— See

cross-reference under

VI.

24-3314.

CONSENT.

What

24-3318. (6278) Rule 19.

§

consent enforced.

—No

consent be-

tween attorneys or parties will be enforced by the court, unless it be in
writing, and signed by the parties to the consent, where such consent or
agreement is denied by the opposite party.

—

Pleadings and lost agreements. No consent
pleading
will
in any case be allowed nor will any evito dispense with
received
of
the
contents
dence be
of any written agreement between at24-3319. (6279) Rule 20.

;

torneys, alleged to be lost, other than a

where

said

agreement

is

sworn copy

of said agreement,

denied.

—

Cross-references. Written evidence best evidence, see § 38-205. Loss of private
writings generally, see § 38-702. Establishment of lost papers, see Title 63, Lost
Papers.

VII.
24-3320. (6280) Rule 21.
is

sounded

move
ment

CONTINUANCES.
When case sounded for

trial.— When a case

immediately announce ready, or
three minutes should elapse before the announce-

for trial, the parties shall

to continue;

if

or motion to continue, the plaintiff's case will be dismissed, or the

No

argument, without express leave of the
court, shall be heard on a motion to continue. (Amended by Convendefendant's plea stricken.

tion,

July

2,

1924.)

Cross-reference.

— Continuances

generally, see

§

81-1401 et seq.

§ 24-?
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DEFENSE.

VIII.

Affidavit in action on contract.

24-3321. (6281) Rule 22.

lowing form

ar or affirm

B., d
is

true, to the best of

So help you God."
Cross-reference. — When agents or attorneys may swear

knowledge and

fol-

founded on unconditional

of affidavit to defenses in action-,

contracts in writing shall be used: "You, A.
the case may be) that the foregoing defense

—The

your

belief.

Ejectment cause.

24-3322. (6282) Rule 23.

to plea, see 5 81-40^.

— No

party shall be per-

mitted to defend an ejectment cause, or an action of complaint for land,
who does not admit that he was in possession of the premises in dispute
at the

commencement

Cross-reference.

of the action.

— Consent rule

in

IX.
24-3323. (62G3) Rule 24.
til it

ejectment, see

§

33-111.

DOCKETS.

Inspection.-#-After court

is

opened, and un-

adjourns each day, the judge's dockets shall not be subjected to the

inspection of the bar, or their clients.
24-3324. (6284) Rule 25.
shall

Causes,

how

called

and

tried.

—All

causes

be called and tried in the order in which they are docketed, without

any preference or delay, unless

it

be injurious to press a cause to

trial

order in calling the docket

may

shall

appear to the court that

when

regularly called.

be pursued by the court, in

its

A

it

shall

different

discretion,

and expedition to its proceedings, or
for furthering the ends of justice. And the judge may, in his discretion,
require the clerk to make a calendar of all cases pending in court.
for the purpose of giving facility

81-1005.

—

Cases in which State is party plaintiff given preference, see
Proceedings to recover penalties against public service companies given

Cross-references.
§

preference, see

§

93-416.

EXCEPTIONS.

X.
24-3325. (6285) Rule 26.

Defects in pleading taken advantage

of,

—

when. All matters appearing on the face of the declaration or process,
that would not be good in arrest of judgment, shall be taken advantage
of at the first term, and be immediately determined by the court.

—

Cross-references. Advantage of defects on motion, see § 81-302. Motion in
arrest of judgment, see § 110-702.
Determining sufficiency of pleas and petitions
at first term, see § 81-1001. Technical defects in petition or process, see §§ 81-114,
81-220.

XL EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS.
24-3326. (6286) Rule 27.

An

Answers and

pleas of,

must be sworn

to.

—

executor or administrator shall not be permitted, in answer, to deny

any deed, bond,

bill,

note, or other written instrument of his testator or

being the foundation of the plaintiff's action, without an oath
or affirmation, indorsed on such plea or answer, that he has reason to
believe, and does verily believe, that such plea or answer is true.
intestate,

Cross-reference.

— Pleas

non

est

factum to be sworn

to,

see §§ 20-801, 81-405.

:

:

6
o

ILLEGALITY.

XII.
24-3327. {62£7) Rule 28.

an

made on

678
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When

:

when part admitted to be due.—
made on aecount of partial payment

Affidavit

affidavit of illegality is

making such

the execution, the defendant, at the time of

affi-

must pay the amount he admits to be due, or the sheriff shall proceed to raise that amount and accept the affidavit for the balance.
davit,

Cross-references.

— Enforcement of liens

illegality taken, see

24-3328.

§

on personalty, see

§

67-2401,

11

6.

How

39-1001.

No

(6288) Rule 29.

second affidavit.— No second affidavit

by any sheriff or other officer, for causes
and were known, or in the exercise of reasonable diligence

of illegality shall be received

which existed
might have been known at the time of filing the first.
Cross-references. Amendments of affidavits of illegality, see

—

cation of

amended answer

required, see

XIII.
24-3329.

39-1005.

Verifi-

INTERROGATORIES.
Form

(6289) Rule 30.

interrogatories.

§

81-1310.

§

commission to take testimony by
be the form of a commission to take

of

—The following shall

testimony by interrogatories

County.

Georgia,

By His Honor,

one of the judges of
court for the county and State aforesaid.
Esquires Greeting
,

the

To

and

Whereas, There

is

—

,

now pending

a certain matter of controversy

in

court for said county between

the

and

;

and whereas

is

a material wit-

ness in said suit, and cannot attend our said court in person, without

manifest inconvenience

Now know

and confidence in your
and you, or any two or more

ye, that we, reposing special trust

prudence and fidelity, have appointed you
hereby authorized and required to cause said
personally to come before you, and, after being duly sworn, to examine
concerning the said suit, agreeably to the interrogatories hereunto annexed; and the answers to the same being plainly and
distinctly written, you are to send the same, closed up under your hands
;

of you, are

and

seals, to

day

our said court, to be held on the

of

next, together with this writ.

Witness the Honorable
court, this
day of

,

19.

—

.

one of the judges of said
..

Cross-references. Depositions without commission, see
taining commission, see § 38-2104.

24-3330.

(6290) Rule 31.

Witnesses'

§

38-2119.

Mode

of ob-

names.— The names

of the witnesses intended to be examined by commission shall be distinctly specified in the notice

served upon the adverse party, preparatory to issuing

the commission.

Rule

Time allowed

for return.— The time to be
allowed for the return of commissions from any part of the United States

24-3331. (6291)

32.

—

.

:

Courts.
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§

24-3336

than 100 miles distant from the place of trial,
shall be 10 days; if a greater distance, 20 days; to any part of the V.
Indies or South America, 40 days; or to any part of Europe, 50 days, unless, in the discretion of the court, a longer time shall be allowed.
(Amended by Convention, July 2, 1924.)

North America,

of

if

less

24-3332. (6292) Rule 33.

Commission not

regular.

— In

com-

cases of

missions returned not executed or directed according to rule, either party
in the cause shall, upon five days' notice to the adverse party or his attorney, be permitted to return the commission and

its

contents (except

the answers of the witness, which shall remain in the clerk's office; to
the commissioners, to be properly executed and directed.
Cross-reference.

— When

exception taken, see

§

38-2504.

—

Commissions by mail. When commissions
are returned by mail, to entitle the party to open the same, the postmaster, his deputy, or assistant must indorse upon the back: "I certify
that I received this package from A. B., one of the commissioners." The
usual abbreviations of initials of Christian names of the commissioners,
witnesses, attorneys, clerks, magistrates, and postmasters shall be suffi24-3333. (6293) Rule 34.

cient.

Cross-reference.

— Reception

and delivery of interrogatories, see

§

38-2114.

—

Leading questions. No exception
ten interrogatory, on the ground that it is a leading question,
24-3334. (6294) Rule 35.

vail,

unless

it

be

filed

to a writshall pre-

with the interrogatories before the issuing of the

commission.

—

Cross-references. Leading questions generally, see
to commissions taken, see § 38-2504.

XIV.
24-3335. (6295) Rule 36.
shall render

§

38-1706.

When

exception

JUDGMENT.

Judgment

when.—The

for plaintiff,

judgment without the verdict

court

of a jury, in all civil cases

founded on unconditional contracts in writing, where an issuable defense
is not filed under oath or affirmation.
Cross-reference. For
Par. VII (§ 2-3207).

same

24-3336. (6296) Rule 37.

provision, see

§

Form.—The

110-406, Const., Art. VI, Sec. IV,

following form of judgment,

substantially, shall be used in all civil cases founded

contracts in writing,

where an issuable defense

is

on unconditional
not filed on oath

A. B.
v.

C. D.

There being no issuable defense filed on oath in this case, judgment is
rendered by the court for the plaintiff against defendant for
dollars
cents as principal,
and
dollars and
cents as
dollars and
interest, and
cents for costs of suit.
This

day of

,

19.

.

E. D.

Judge Superior Courts.

.

.'

Circuit.

—
§

24-3337

Courts.

Form

24-3337. Rule 37 (a).

Two
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of decree of court in total divorce cases.

concurring- verdicts favoring a total divorce to plaintiff having been

rendered

the within case,

in

it

is

considered, ordered and adjudged that

and the same is hereby annulled and a total divorce
granted between the parties with liberty to the plaintiff to marry again.
said marriage be,

The defendant

be at liberty to marry again.

shall

Ordered further that the defendant pay the cost of these proceedings.
This

day of

,19....

Judge Superior Courts
(Adopted by Convention, July
Cross-reference.
Form of verdict

—

1924.)

2,

in case of total divorce, see § 30-116.

JUSTICES OF

XV.

Circuit.

THE PEACE.

*

24-3338. (6297) Rule 38.

— The

Must return papers

to superior court,

when.

and other committing magistrates shall return all examinations and recognizances by them taken, or other papers
that may be necessary to be acted upon by the superior courts of their
justices of the peace

respective counties, 10 days before said courts,

if

taken that length of

time before the sitting of the court.

XVI.

Time

24-3339. (6298) Rule 39.

more than one minute

JURIES.
for striking.

—In

striking juries, not

be allowed either party for each strike; and
if either party shall fail to strike, by such failure he shall forfeit a strike;
and if more than 12 jurors remain upon the jury list, the first 12 not
shall

stricken shall constitute the jury.
Cross-reference.

— Number

of

peremptory challenges allowed, see

§

59-805.

LOST PAPERS.

XVII.

—

deed or other instrument. Whenever a party wishes to introduce the copy of a deed or other instrument,
between the parties litigant, in evidence, the oath of the party, stating
his belief of the loss or destruction of the original, and that it is not in his
possession, power, or custody, shall be a sufficient foundation for the introduction of such secondary evidence.
24-3340.

(6299) Rule 40.

Copy

of

— How

copies of deeds established, see § 29-113. Establishof lost office papers instanter, see § 63-201. Admission of secondary evidence
generally, see § 38-212.
Copy of record of lost execution admissible in evidence,
Copy of lost deed as evidence, see § 29-417. Existence of original
see § 29-412.
essential to admissibility of copy, see § 38-214.
Cross-references.

ment

24-3341. T6300) Rule 41.
to introduce the

that the original

where

it

is,

Copy

copy of a grant

—Whenever

a party wishes

in evidence, the oath of the party, stating

not in his power or possession, and that he

is

shall

of grant.

be

sufficient

knows not

foundation for the introduction of such

copy.

—

Cross-references. Certified copy of registered paper good secondary evidence,
Proof of loss of private writing admits secondary evidence, see
see § 38-609.
§

38-702.

Courts.
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XVIII.

§

24-3348

MOTIONS.

Motions to be insisted on at once.— All
grounds of motion for nonsuit, in arrest of judgment, for continuance, all
objections to testimony, and all exceptions to declarations, must be ur
and insisted upon at once. After a decision upon one or more grou:.
no others afterwards urged shall be heard by the court.
24-3342. (6301) Rule

42.

Who

open and conclude.— On all ml
to show cause and other motions, the party moving shall open and conclude; and on all special matters springing out of a cause at issue, the
24-3343. (6302) Rule 43.

shall

manner begin

actor or party submitting a point to the court shall in like

and

close.

Cross-references.
§

39-904.

When

— Burden

plaintiff

of proof generally, see § 38-103; in claim cases, see
concludes in claim cases, see § 24-3312.

in writing.

— Every

sufficient

under

motion
for any rule or order shall be submitted to the court in writing by the
counsel who makes it; and if granted by the court, shall be signed by
the judge and delivered to the clerk.

Motions to be

24-3344. (6303) Rule 44.

NOTICE.
What notice

XIX.
24-3345. (6304) Rule 45.

38-802. —

section

be deemed a sufficient compliance with the notice given
under section 38-802, if the party notified, being a nonresident of this
State or a resident of any other county of the State, or temporarily abIt shall

sent from the county of his residence, than that wherein the case

pending, shall

make an

affidavit in writing, before

some

is

judicial officer

or notary public, that the books or papers required and not produced

are not, nor have been, in his possession, power, or control, since the

The party

service of such notice.

open court, which

notified

shall be held a sufficient

may make

the affidavit in

compliance with the notice.

—

24-3346. (6305) Rule 46.

Notices to be in writing. All notices required to be given to any officer of the court must be in writing.

XX.
24-3347. 6306) Rule 47.

NEW

TRIALS.

Brief of testimony.

—In

every application
for a new trial, a brief of the testimony in the cause shall be filed by
the party applying for such new trial, under the revision and approval
If, pending the motion, the presiding judge shall die. or
of the court.
a vacancy otherwise occur, then his successor shall hear and determine
the motion from the best evidence at his command.
Cross-reference.
§

— Brief

of

evidence

in

motion for new

trial,

generally,

see

70-305.

XXI.
24-3348. (6307) Rule

PROCHEIN AMI.
Bond.— No

prochein ami shall be permitted to receive the proceeds of any personal action, in the name and
behalf of an infant, until such prochein ami shall have entered into suf48.

§

24-3349

Courts.

bond
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to the Governor, for the use of the infant

and his representatives, conditioned well and faithfully to account of and concerning
his said trust, which bond may be sued by order of the court in the
name of the Governor, and for the use of such infant; and such bond
shall be approved by the clerk of the court in which the suit may be
commenced, and filed in his office.
ficient

—

Suits by infant, see § 3-115.
Bond of prochein ami in equity,
Suits in equity by persons not sui juris, see § 37-1003.

Cross-references.
see § 24-33o5.

RECOGNIZANCES.

XXII.
24-3349. (6308) Rule

All recognizances taken

Clerk to keep book of recognizances.

49.

by the

—

clerk for the appearance of either parties

or witnesses shall be written in a
distinct

from the minutes, to

book for that purpose, separate and
which he shall affix an alphabetical index.

XXIII.

SHERIFFS.

—

When

no levy or service, etc. When a
criminal or civil process shall have been delivered to the sheriff or his
deputy, if no levy or service has been made in conformity with the exigency thereof, he shall state specially in his return the cause why such
levy or service has not been made. If property which has been levied
on remain unsold, it shall be his duty to state the cause of its so remaining unsold, and to give a particular description of the same.
24-3350. (6309) Rule

Cross-reference.

— Executions

24-3351. (6310) Rule
shall

50.

51.

returnable at next term, see

Bailiffs

have the right to select such

court, as

may

Whenever

of

superior

bailiffs,

§

39-125.

courts.

—The

sheriff

with the approval of the

be necessary to properly transact the business thereof.

the public interests require

it,

to appoint such additional bailiffs as to

24-3352. (6311) Rule 52.

the judge shall have the

power

him may seem necessary.

Docket.— The

county shall
keep a bench warrant docket, on which he shall enter all bench warrants delivered to him, the time when they may be delivered to him,
sheriff of each

and the time when executed, if executed, and, if not, the reason why
they were not executed, on pain of being considered in contempt of
court.
Cross-reference.

— Duty

of sheriff to keep execution dockets, see

XXIV.
24-3353. f6312) Rule

53.

§

Copies of resurveys.

— County

is

and at their own proper
made.

Cross-reference.

— County

surveyors

made by them under order

of court, officially certified, to each of the parties concerned,

plication

4.

SURVEYS.

are required to deliver copies of resurveys

application,

24-2813, H

costs, within 10

upon

their

days after such ap-

surveyors, see Title 23, Counties, Chapter 23-11.
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24-3354. (6313) Rule 54.

quantity of 200 acres, or
to the inch;

§

Scale of plats.

less, shall

he laid

— Surveys

down by

and over that quantity, by a scale

Ten

24-3355. (6314) Rule 55.

days' notice.

of

of

24-3360

lands

a scale of 10

20 chains to an inch.

— No

survey nail
appears that at least 10 days' notice
time of commencing such survey was given to the opposite party
one who offers it in evidence. Either party to an action may
survey made, without an order of court, upon giving the required
ceived in evidence, unless

Cross-reference^

—When

represent on
parties,

Contents of

56.

his plat, as

be

§

I

of the

it

surveys evidence, see

24-3356. (6315) Rule

in

by the
i

notice.

23-1112.

plat.

— Every

surveyor shall

nearly as he can, the different inch

of the

and the extent or boundaries within which each party may have

exercised acts of ownership.

—

24-3357. (6316) Rule 57.

Objections to survey. After a cause has
gone to a jury and evidence been heard in it, neither party shall be allowed to make objection to the survey executed, provided that proper
notice shall have been given.

XXV. WITNESSES.
cases.— The following shall
be the form of oath administered to witnesses in civil cases
"You do
solemnly swear (or affirm) that the evidence you shall give the court,
on the issue pending, shall be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing
but the truth. So help you God."

Oath

24-3358. (6317) Rule 58.

in civil

:

—

Cross-references. Oath or affirmation necessary to reception of oral evidence,
see § 38-1701. Oath of witnesses in criminal cases, see § 38-1702.

—

How

examined. The regular mode of conducting the examination of a witness shall be as follows
First, the
witness shall be examined by the party introducing him, and then crossexamined by the other party; after which the original party may further interrogate the witness to explain the direct or rebut the crossexamination; and if any new matter be thus elicited, the opposite party
may further examine the witness as to such new matter. In all cases
in which more than one attorney is retained on either side, the examination and cross-examination shall be conducted by one of the counsel
only and at the opening of the case both parties shall state to the court
to which attorney the examination and cross-examination of witnesses
24-3359. (6318) Rule 59.

:

;

is

confined.

WRIT OF ERROR.

XXVI.
24-3360. Rule 60.

the filing of a

bill

Bill of exceptions

of exceptions in a

plaintiff in error shall

his client has
of the

be required to certify that he verily believes that

good grounds

for reversal,

whole record, he does,

by Convention, July
Cross-reference.

— Bills

—

misdemeanor cases. Upon
misdemeanor case, counsel for
in

2,

in

good

faith,

that,

1924.)

of exceptions
6-7 et seq.

Appeal and Error, Chapter

upon an examination
appeal said case.
(Adopted

and

and writs of error generally, see Title

6,

§

Courts.

24-3361
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RULES IN EQUITY.

—

Rule 1. Oath of defendant in equity. The oath or
affirmation of a defendant to his or her answer to a petition for equitable relief shall be: "You, A. B., do swear or affirm (as the case may be)
that what is contained in your answer, as far as concerns your own act
and deed, is true of your own knowledge; and that what relates to the
act or deed of any other persons, you believe to be true."
24-3361. (6319)

Cross-references.

—Verification

by nonresident, see

§

answer generally, see

of

81-402.

Verification

—After

appearance

§

81-408.

24-3362. (6320) Rule

2.

What

service sufficient.

by the party defendant to any petition in equity, by any attorney of this
court, the service of any process to make better answer, or any rule or
order of the court on such defendant or attorney, shall be sufficient.
Service upon plaintiff, or his attorney, shall in like manner be deemed
sufficient service.
Cross-reference.

— Service

24-3363. (6321) Rule

on nonresidents, see

§

81-204.

—

Copies of exhibits. Copies of all exhibits
shall be filed with the petition or answer, and no exhibits shall be admitted unless by order of the court for some special or good cause
shown. The production of the original, if not admitted by the answer,
may be required on the hearing; and upon application to the court, or
to the judge in vacation, and cause shown, the original of any exhibit
will be ordered to be deposited in the clerk's office for the inspection of
the adverse party.
Cross-reference.

— Copies

24-3364. (6322) Rule

made up

3.

and exhibits generally, see
4.

their report, the

Auditors'

same

reports.

81-105.

§

—When

auditors

have

shall be returned into the clerk's office

without delay, and shall remain open to the inspection of both parties.
Cross-reference.

(6323) Rule

24-3365.
at

— Notice

common law which

of riling auditor's report, see
5.

Bond

of prochein

requires a prochein

ami

§

ami
of

10-204.

in equity.

—The

rule

an infant to give bond

to account, etc., shall also be observed in equity.

ami

—

Suits in equity by
in suits, see § 24-3348.

Cross-references.
of prochein

24-3366. (6324) Rule

6.

persons not sui
Suits

juris, see § 37-1003.

by infants not

Issues of fact,

how

void, see

submitted.

§

Bond

3-115.

—When

in

any chancery cause either party shall request, in accordance
with the provisions of the Act of February 23, 1876, that the jury be re-

the

trial of

quired to find a special verdict of the facts only in said cause, the attorney of the party making the request shall prepare and submit to the

attorney of the opposite party a clear statement of the issues of fact
which he claims arise under the pleadings in the cause to be passed
upon by the jury; and the attorney of the opposite party may likewise
submit such issues of fact as he claims arise under the pleadings in the
cause to be passed upon by the jury. The presiding judge when charging the jury shall instruct and require the jury to find a special verdict
of the facts only in said cause,
facts are

made by

and

shall

inform the jury what issues of

the pleadings in said cause.

are given in charge to the jury

may

Such issues

of fact as

be handed to the jury before they

retire.

Cross-reference.

—Special

verdict in equitable proceedings, see

§

37-1104.

Courts.
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PART

§

24-3404

COSTS IN CIVIL CASES.

VII.

CHAPTER

IN GENERAL.

24-34.

Sec.

Sec.

24-3401.

Who

24-3402.

Attorney

24-3403.

24-3405.

Costs when attorney or client
or both are nonresident.
Costs when recovery is less
than $50.
No more costs than damages,

24-3406.

Deposit of costs required in

shall

pay

liable for costs

when

negligent.

24-3404.

Deposit by nonresident

24-3407.

costs.

when.

tiff;

p!

additional deposit.

24-3408.

Costs of witnesses of adverse

24-3409.

When

24-3410.

How

24-3411.

Liability of plaintiff and attorney on return of nulla bona.

24-3412.

Judgment

party.

costs payable.

costs taxed.

and

execution

against attorney for costs.

divorce cases.

24-3401. (5980)

Who

shall

pay

costs.

— In

all civil

courts, except as otherwise provided, the party
fail,

cases in any of the

who

shall discontinue,

or be cast in such suit shall be liable for the costs thereof.

—

Cross-references. Costs in equity, see § 37-1105; in Supreme Court, see § 6-1701
et seq.; in .courts of ordinary, see Chapter 24-20; in quia timet proceedings, see
§ 37-1409; in garnishment proceedings, see § 46-308; in proceedings to dissolve corporation, see § 22-1307; in proceedings by wife to set apart homestead, see
Costs, fines, and for§ 51-704; under workmen's compensation law, see § 114-712.
feitures in criminal cases, see Title 27, Criminal Procedure, Chapters 27-28, 27-29.

24-3402. (5981) Attorney liable for costs

when

negligent.

—

If

any

be nonsuited or cast by reason of the wilful neglect or
misconduct of his attorney, such attorney shall be liable for the costs
which may have accrued in such case and in like manner, if any defendant shall be cast by reason of the wilful neglect or misconduct of
(Act
his attorney, such attorney shall be liible for the costs thereof.

plaintiff shall

;

1799, Cobb, 505.)
Cross-references.

— Execution against attorney for costs,

of plaintiff's attorney for costs in
of Appeals, see § 24-3623.

24-3403. (5982) Costs
dent.

Supreme Court,

when

attorney or client or both are nonresi-

—When any attorney shall institute a

any person who resides out
pay all costs of the officers

see § 24-3412. Liability
see §§ 6-1704, 24-4522; in Court

suit in

any

of the courts for

such attorney shall be liable to
of court in case such suit shall be dismissed
or the plaintiff be cast in his suit. When the plaintiff and his attorney
both reside outside of the limits of this State, the proper officers may
demand their full costs before they shall be bound to perform any service in any cause about to be commenced by such nonresident attorney
(Act 1812, Cobb, 505. Act 1839, Cobb, 507.)
or plaintiff.
of this State,

—

Cross-references. Deposit of costs in divorce cases, see
able after judgment, see § 24-3409.

24-3404. (5983) Costs

when recovery

is

less

§

24-3406.

than $50.

Costs pay-

—When

any

action ex contractu shall be brought to the superior court, and the ver-

unreduced by matter of set-off or payment pending the
action, shall be for a sum under $50, the defendant shall not be charged
with more costs than would have necessarily accrued if such case had
been before a justice of the peace and the remainder of the court
charges shall be paid by the plaintiff and may be retained out of the sum

dict of the jury,

;

§

Courts.

24-3405
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recovered by the plaintiff, and, if that is insufficient, judgment shall be
entered by the court against such plaintiff for the balance.
(Act 1809,

Cobb. 505.)

§

107-207.
24-1103.
-

§

—

Costs in trover cases when $100 or less is involved,
Nonresident plaintiff must deposit costs with justice of peace,
When plaintiff in execution from justice court is liable for costs,
Settlement of cases in justice court upon payment of accrued costs,
Costs in cases of set-off, see § 24-1407.

Cross-references.
§

1410.

24-1111.

24-3405.

(5984)

No more

costs than damages,

when.

—In

all

see
see
see
see

actions

any court having jurisdiction of the same,

for slanderous words, in

if

the jury shall render a verdict under $10, the plaintiff shall have and re-

cover no more costs than damages. In actions of assault and battery,
and in all other personal actions, wherein the jury upon the trial thereof
shall find the

more

to be less than $10, the plaintiff shall recover

no

costs than damages, unless the judge, at the trial thereof, shall

and

find

damages

on the record that an aggravated assault and battery
(Act 1767, Cobb, 504.)

certify

was proved.

— How

Cross-references.
slander, see § 105-702.

costs are taxed, generally, see

24-3406. (5986) Deposit

of

required

costs

§

in

clerks of the superior court shall not be required to

24-3410.

divorce
file

Definition of

cases.

—The

any divorce case

or proceeding until six dollars shall have been deposited with the clerk

on account of costs, which shall be divided pro rata between the clerk
and sheriff, according to the duties performed by each before the deposit
If the proceeding be dismissed, any of the sum remainis exhausted.
ing in the hands of the clerk, after paying the clerk and sheriff, shall
(Acts 1890-1, p. 100.)
be repaid.
Cross-reference.

— Proceedings

24-3407. (5987) Deposit

in divorce, see § 30-105.

by nonresident

plaintiff; additional deposit.

—The clerks of the superior and city courts shall not be required to

file

any proceeding in which the plaintiff is a nonresident, until $10 shall
have been deposited with the clerk on account of costs. The court, at
any stage of such cause, on motion of the clerk, shall require such addiIf the case be withdrawn or distional deposit as the case may require.
missed, or if, upon final judgment, the deposit exceeds the amount of
the costs taxable by law, the clerk shall refund to the depositor the excess.

(Acts 1889,

p. 104.)

24-3408. (5990) Costs of witnesses of adverse party.

—No party plain-

any witness of the adverse party, unless such witness was subpoenaed, sworn, and examined
on the trial of said cause, or the plaintiff voluntarily dismisses his cause
before trial and no party shall be liable for the costs of more than two
witnesses to the same point, unless the court shall certify that the question at issue was of such a character as rendered a greater number of
tiff

or defendant shall be liable for the costs of

;

witnesses necessary to a single point.
Cross-reference.

— Fees

24-3409. (5991)

of witnesses, see § 38-1502.

When

in all civil cases in

any

law, shall be as follows
hibited

(Act 1799, Cobb, 277.)

costs payable.

—The manner of collecting costs

of the courts, except as otherwise provided
:

The

by

several officers of court are hereby pro-

from demanding the costs

in

any

civil case,

or any part thereof,

;
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24-3412

§

judgment in the same, except as provided in the case of nonresident plaintiffs and attorneys, and in suits for divorce.
(Act 1834,
Cobb, 506. Act 1842, Cobb, 507. Acts 1890-1, p. 100.
until after

—

Cross-references. Costs in Supreme Court, see § 24-4523; in Court of Appeals,
Costs allowed in actions on slanderous words or assault an'l Lat§ 24-3624.
When plaintiff liable for costs in justice court, see $ 24-1410.
tery, see § 24-3405.
Costs in divorce cases, see § 24-3406.
see

24-3410. (5992)

How

costs taxed.

costs, including- fees of witnesses,

—When

a case

disposed

is

be included

shall

in

the

against the party dismissing, being nonsuited, or cast; and

of,

the

judgment
it

shall be

the duty of the clerk of any court, and of any justice of the peace, or

other officer

who may

issue an execution, to indorse on said execution,

and amount of the judgment, the items
of the bill of cost (written in words), and the amount of each item distinctly stated in figures; and no costs, or items of costs, shall in any
case be demanded by any such officer, which are not itemized and inat the time

issued, the date

it is

dorsed as herein provided.

(Acts 1870,

p. 67.)

—

Cross-references. Payment of witness fees, see § 38-1502. No more costs than
damages allowed, see § 24-3405. Attorney's fees as costs in action against com-

mon

carrier, see

93-415.

§

and attorney on return of nulla
bona. If the plaintiff shall recover a judgment against the defendant,
and execution shall issue thereon, and the executing officer shall return
24-3411. (5993) Liability of plaintiff

—

the same,

"No property

resides out of the state, the

also.

fi.

fa.

may

issue against such

purpose of making said cost out of him

plaintiff for the
tiff

to be found," a

fi.

fa.

;

and

if

the plain-

shall issue against the attorney

(Act 1842, Cobb, 507.)

Cross-references.

—When

plaintiff liable for costs in justice courts, see

Costs by nonresident plaintiff in justice court, see

§

24-1103.

Attorney

§

24-1410.

liable for

costs, see §§ 24-3402, 24-3403, 24-3412.

Judgment and execution against attorney for costs.
In all cases in which it is made to appear that an attorney is liable for
costs, the court shall, on motion, order a judgment and execution against
him for the same.

—

24-3412. (5994)

—Attorney's
Note.— As to fee and

Cross-reference.
cross-references.
Editorial
as amended.
generally.

liability

VIII.

CHAPTER

see

§§

24-3402,

24-4522,

and

COURT OF APPEALS.

24-35.

ORGANIZATION.
Sec.

Sec.

Number
Judge.

24-3502.

costs,

costs in county courts, see Acts 1871-2, p. 292,
See note preceding Chapter 24-22 as to law relating to county courts

PART

24-3501.

for

of Judges.
Divisions.

Election of judges.

Chief

Terms

24-3505.

Salary of deputy clerk.

24-3506.

Payment

24-3507.

Salary of sheriff
Salary of stenographers

of

office.

24-3503.

Salaries of judges; salaries and
fees of officers.

24-3504.

Deputy
duties.

clerk;

appointment;

24-3508.

of salaries of deputy
clerk and stenographer out
of costs collected.

Number

24-3501.

Appeals

6S8

Courts.

24-3501

§

of Judges.

Chief Judge.

shall consist of six Judges,

who

Divisions.

shall elect

—The

Court of

one of their number

manner and for such time as may be prescribed
by rule or order of the Court. The Court shall sit in divisions of three
Judges each, but two Judges shall constitute a quorum of a division.
The assignment of Judges to each division shall be made by the Chief
as Chief Judge, in such

Judge, and the personnel of the divisions shall from time to time be
changed in accordance with rules prescribed by the Court. The division

which the Chief Judge is a member shall be known as the first' division, and he shall be its presiding Judge. He shall designate the presiding Judge of the second division, and shall, under rules prescribed by the
Court, distribute the cases between the divisions in such manner as to
equalize their work as far as practicable and all criminal cases shall be
assigned to one division. Each division shall hear and determine, indeof

;

pendently of the other, the cases assigned to

it.

(Acts 1916,

p. 56.)

—

Cross-reference. Officers and jurisdiction of the Court of Appeals, see Const,
Art. VI, Sec. II, Par. IX (§ 2-3009).

—

Editorial Note. The Court
ment proposed by Acts 1906,

was created by a constitutional amendPrior to the amendment proposed by Acts
1916, pp. 19, 20, and Acts 1916, p. 56, enacted pursuant thereto, this Court consisted of only three Judges. By the latter Act the Court was reorganized and the
number of Judges was increased to six.
of Appeals

p. 24.

24-3502. Election of Judges.

Terms

of office.

—Two

Judges of the

Court of Appeals shall be elected at each general State election to be
held on Tuesday after the first Monday in November of the even numbered years, in the manner in which Justices of the Supreme Court are
elected.
The terms of the Judges so elected shall begin on January 1
following their election and shall continue for six years and until their
successors are qualified. They shall be commissioned accordingly by the
Governor.

(Acts 1916, pp. 56, 57.)
Cross-references. For similar provision, see Const., Art. VI, Sec. IT, Par. IX
Election of Supreme Court Justices, see Const., Art. VI, Sec. II, Par.
(§ 2-3009).
VIII (§ 2-3008).

—

24-3503. (330) Salaries of Judges; salaries

and fees

of officers.

—The

laws relating to the Supreme Court as to salaries of the Justices, and
salaries and fees of officers, shall apply to the Court of Appeals.
(Acts
1906, p. 24.)

—

Cross-references. Salary of Supreme Court Justices, see § 24-4005.
Judges generally, see Const, Art. VI, Sec. XIII, Par. I (§ 2-4001).

24-3504.
of Appeals

Deputy

may

clerk; appointment; duties.

Salaries of

—The clerk of the

Court

appoint a deputy clerk of said Court in his discretion,

under such rules as the Court may adopt, the clerk of the Court of Appeals being responsible for the faithful performance of the duties of the
deputy clerk; and when so appointed the powers and duties of the deputy clerk shall be the same as those of the clerk of the Court of Ap(Acts 1917, p. 99.)
peals.
24-3505. Salary of deputy clerk.

—The

deputy clerk of the Court of

compensation for his services, the sum of $2,000
per annum, to be paid out of the money arising from costs in cases before the Court of Appeals.
(Acts 1917, p. 99.)

Appeals

shall receive, as
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9.

Payment of salaries of deputy clerk and stenographer out
collected.
Out of the costs collected as provided by Recti*

24-3506.

of

—

costs

6-1702 and 6-1703, the clerk of the Court of Appeals

is

hereby authorized

deputy clerk as compensation for his services, the mn
$2,000, and to his stenographer the sum of $1,200 per annum. After the
payment of the sums aforesaid, the clerk of the Court of A]

pay

to

to his

or surplus rehereby authorized and directed to pay, from the
maining, the sum of $1,200 per year (or $100 per calendar month) to the
i

i

i

stenographer employed by the State reporter of decisions of the
preme Court and of the Court of Appeals, as compensation or salary.
.

(Acts 1921,

240; 1925,

p.

p. 144.)

24-3507. Salary of sheriff.

—The

sheriff of the

receive for his services a salary of $2,400 per

Court of Appeals shall

annum, payable quarterly on

warrant from the Governor to the State Treasurer.

(Acts 1918,

p.

227;

1919, p. 280.)

24-3508. Salary of stenographers.

—The shorthand writers of the Court

of Appeals shall each receive for his services a salary of $3,000 per an-

num, payable on warrants from the Governor
(Acts 1920,

to the State Treasurer.

p. 272.)

CHAPTER

RULES OF THE COURT OF APPEALS.

24-36.

—

Editorial Note. The following rules, effective May 25, 1934, except as otherwise noted, were adopted by the Court of Appeals pursuant to the authority conferred by Art. VI, Par. II, Sec. IX (§ 2-3009), of the Constitution. These rules,
while not strictly a part of the Code, are included for convenience. Their inclusion does not give them the force and effect of statute law. They are what they
purport to be, rules of court, and are subject to modification, amendment, or
repeal by the Court of Appeals.

Sec.

Sec.

ATTORNEYS.
Rule
How attorneys
I.

24-3601.

1.

24-3603.
24-3604.

24-3605.
24-3606.

II.

Rule
Rule

2.

Rule 4. Argument.
Rule 5. Personal remarks.
Rule 6. Court stenographers
not to practice.

24-3615.

Rule

7.

Communications to be

AND

RECORDS.
8. Bills of exceptions.
Post-office address.

24-3608.

Rule

24-3609.

Rule 9. Jurisdiction.
Rule 10. Objections to bill of
exceptions or transcript of
record, how and when made.

24-3611.

Rule

11.

courts.

Duty

of clerks of trial

12. Preparation of bills of
exceptions and transcripts.
13.

Arrangement

of trans-

Confused or

illegible

Nonresident

defend-

cript.

24-3614.

BILLS OF EXCEPTIONS

24-3610.

Rule

Argeements or consents to be in writing.

transmitted through clerk.
III.

24-3613.

Foreign attorneys.

3.

COMMUNICATIONS— SERVICE.

24-3607.

Rule

admit-

ted.

24-3602.

24-3612.

Rule

14.

record.

Rule

15.

ant.

BRIEFS.
Rule 16. Briefs, how
IV.

24-3616.
24-3617.

24-3618.
24-3619.

24-3620.
24-3621.
24-3622.

prepared.

Rule
Rule 18. Defendant in error.
Rule 19. References to record.
Rule 20. Joint statement.
Rule 21. Service of all briefs
and all motions.
Rule 22. Filing briefs. Faying
17. Plaintiff in error.

costs.

V.
24-3623.

24-3624.

Rule
Rule

23.

24.

cution.

COSTS.
Attorneys bound.
Costs; payment; exe-

§

24-3601

690

Courts,
Sec

DIVISIONS— DISQUALIFICA-

VJL

TION.
Rule

24-3625,

Assignment

25.

XII. PARTIES.
Rule 41. How parties made.
Rule 42. Death after submis-

24-3641.
of

divi-

24-3642.

sions.

Rule

24-3626.

sion.

Apportionm ent

26.

of

cases.
27.

Rule

24-3628.

Rule

24

:
-

27. Disqualification

of

24-3643.

Rule

24-3629.

VII.

Rule
Rule
Rule

24-3630.

24-3632

Hearing by quorum.

29.

how

entered.

30.

Cases,

31.

Closing of dockets.

32.

Calendar and

Rule
Rule
Rule

XV.

24-3634.

24-3635.

34.

Want

35.

Notice of motion to

of hearing.

VIII.
Rule

24-3637.

Rule

37.

ing

of.

Rule

Rule

38.

Manner

24-3647.

Rule

24-3639.

OFFICE PAPERS.
Rule 39. Taking from

24-3640.

without leave of Court.
Rule 40. Original opinions.

I.

24-3601. (6325) Rule

1.

45.

Request

24-3648.

Rule

24-3649.

Rule

24-3650.

Rule

CERTIORARI.
46.

47. Issuance of remittitur on refusal of certiorari
or affirmance of judgment by
Supreme Court.

48. Duty of clerk on reversal of judgment or giving
of instructions by Supreme
Court.

of intention
49. Notice
to apply, effect of failure to
file in time.

of keeping.

XI.

certifica-

Notice of intention to
apply, withholding remittitur
on.

Applications, docketCosts.

MINUTES.

X.
24-3638.

24-3646.

JUDGMENTS.
How rendered.

MANDAMUS.

Contents;

in brief. Cerquestion to Supreme Court.

36.

IX.

REMITTITUR.
44.

tification of

of prosecution.

dismiss.

24-3636.

Rule

24-3645.

XVI.
Order

service.

REVIEW OF SUPREME
COURT DECISIONS.

call of

33.

when and

Motion;

tion; transmittal.

cases.

24-3633.

Rule

24-3644.

DOCKETS AND CALENDARS.

24-3631.

XIV.

Chief Judge absent or

disqualified.

REHEARING.
43.

how made;

Judges.
28.

XIII.
Rule

50.

Holding remittitur for

more than

office

XVII.
24-3651.

ten days, effect.

RULES— CONTEMPT.
Rule

51.

Breach

of rules.

ATTORNEYS.
How attorneys admitted. —Any member

the bar of the superior courts

may

be admitted to practice

in this

of

Court

and the certificate of at least two attorneys
The
of this Court, that he is of good private and professional character.
oath required to be taken in open court, and which shall be subscribed
in a book to be kept by the clerk and known as the "Roll Book," is as

upon

his written application

follows:
"I do solemnly

mean myself

swear (or

affirm, as the case

may

be) that

I will

as an attorney or counsellor of this Court uprightly

de-

and

according to law; and that I will support the Constitution of the State
of Georgia and the Constitution of the United States. So help me God."

On

admission the applicant must pay to the clerk a fee of ten dollars, and the clerk will issue to him a license in proper form, under the
seal of this Court, as evidence of his authority to practice.
his

—

Cross-references. How attorneys admitted to Supreme Court, see
similar provision, see § 9-301. Additional oath, see § 89-302.

§

24-4501.

For

24-3602. (6326) Rule

2.

Foreign attorneys.

—Upon

any satisfactory
any of the courts

support of their application, attorneys of
of the United States, or of the highest court of any State or Territory,
in good standing where they reside, may be admitted here, on taking the

evidence

in

Courts.
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oath and paying a like fee to the clerk.

g24*3607

As matter

comity or
fessional courtesy, a visiting brother from another State, or from a 1
ritory, may, by leave of the Court, be heard as associate or even as leading counsel in a single case without being admitted as a regular practitioner. No such indulgence, however, will be extended to any atto:
like

who

is

a resident of this State.

—

Admission of foreign attorneys
Admission by comity, see § 9-201 et seq.

Cross-references.
24-4502.

§

of

enforced which

is

Court,

KC

Agreements or consents to be in writing.
a case, no agreement or consent will be recognized or
not reduced to writing, signed by the parties or their

24-3603. (6328) Rule

In the conduct of

Supreme

in

3.

counsel, and filed with the clerk.

—

Cross-references. For similar Supreme Court rule, see
superior court rule, see § 24-3318.

§

24-4503.

For similar

—

Argument. Argument is limited in felony
cases and in civil cases where the amount involved exceeds $1,000 to one
hour on each side, and in all other cases to thirty minutes on each side,
unless by special leave an extension of time is granted by the Court on
specific application made before the argument of the case is begun.
Save when section 6196 of the Code of 1910 (Code of 1933, § 6-1506) applies, only two counsel on each side will be heard.
The plaintiff in error opens and concludes; and on motions the movant has the like privThe reading from authorities cited on the brief, while not absoilege.
lutely prohibited, is usually unnecessary and is therefore discouraged.
24-3604. (6329) Rule

Cross-reference.

4.

—Arguments

24-3605. (6330) Rule

in

Supreme Court,

see

Personal remarks.

5.

§

24-4504.

— Personal

remarks

dis-

courteous to opposing counsel, or in disparagement of the judge whose
decision

is

under review, are

cases counsel are entitled to

strictly prohibited.

all

In the argument of

the latitude necessary to a full and fair

discussion of the questions involved in the assignments of error or other

matter before the Court, but they must not indulge

denunciation of

in

Government, State or Federal, nor call in question the
integrity or impugn the motives of any official, unless he is on trial or
otherwise a party to the record, and his official conduct is properly the
subject of scrutiny and adjudication.

any branch

of the

Cross-references.

—Personal

duties of attorneys, see

§

remarks

in

Supreme Court, see

§

24-4505.

Special

9-601.

—

Court stenographers not to practice. The
stenographers of the Court shall not be permitted to practice in the
24-3606. (6331) Rule

6.

Court.

II.

COMMUNICATIONS—SERVICE.

Communications to be transmitted through clerk.
All motions, requests, and communications relating to cases pending in
this Court must be transmitted through the clerk's office, and not to the
Judges directly, and shall show that copies thereof have been furnished
24-3607. Rule

to

7.

opposing counsel.

Courts.

24-3608

§

692

BILLS OF EXCEPTIONS

III.

(6352) Rule

AND RECORDS.

address.—
Bills of exceptions must distinctly specify the points on which error is
Where the error alleged is in the granting or denying of a
assigned.
new trial, one assignment of error is sufficient to reach all the grounds
oi the motion on which the grant or refusal was based.
Counsel, when
signing bills of exceptions, or acknowledging service thereof, will add to
their signatures their post-office addresses, and upon failure of counsel
to do this they shall not be entitled to the benefit of any notices required
by these rules to be given by the clerk.
24-3608.

Cross-references.

Chapter 6-7

— Bills

seq.

et

8.

of exceptions.

Bills

Post-office

of exceptions general^, see Title
of exceptions and records in

Bills

6,

Appeal and Error,

Supreme Court,

see

§§ 24-4506 to 24-4513.

24-3609. Rule

9.

Jurisdiction.

—At

the conclusion of the

bill

of ex-

ceptions and immediately preceding the signature of counsel for the

must be a statement of the reasons why the Court
Appeals and not the Supreme Court has jurisdiction of the case.

plaintiff in error, there

of

(Transfer to the Supreme Court of a case improperly brought to this
Court is governed by the second paragraph of Rule 6-a of the Supreme
Ga. L. 1916, p. 19.)
Court, as authorized by the Constitution.
24-3610. (6333) Rule

Objections to bill of exceptions or tranObjections to the bill of exceptions or to the transcript of the record must be made in writing and presented to the Court when, or before, the case is called for argument.
script of record,

They

10.

how and when made.

will be disposed of at once,

if

—

practicable,

Any

served for further consideration.

and

if

not, will be re-

suggestion of a diminution of the

record will be controlled by this rule.
Cross-reference.
§

— Mode

of procedure in taking cases to

Supreme Court,

see

6-801 et seq.

24-3611. (6334) Rule 11.

with

whom

a

bill of

Duty

exceptions

is

of clerks of trial courts.— The clerk

duly

filed shall, after certifying it

der the seal of the court to be the true original

bill

un-

of exceptions, trans-

mit the same, within the time prescribed by statute, to the clerk of this
Court, together with a certified transcript of such parts of the record as
the judge's certificate to the bill of exceptions may require him to transmit.
Neither a party nor his counsel shall be intrusted by any clerk with
these documents for transmission, but the exclusive medium of carriage
shall be by mail or express, charges prepaid, unless delivery is made by
If for any cause a clerk delays transthe clerk, or his deputy, in person.
mission beyond the statutory limit, he shall certify to this Court on the
transcript the true cause of the delay, or be considered as in contempt.
Cross-references.

— Same

of record is iivomDlete, see
tempt, see § 24-3901, H 6.

rule in Supreme Court, see § 24-4509. Where transcript
Power of Supreme Court to punish for con§ 6-812.

24-3612. (6335) Rule 12.

— Every

Preparation

of

bills

of

exceptions

and

exceptions and transcript of record shall be
plainly written or printed upon white paper, not so thin as to be transparent, with ample spacing between the lines, so as to be easily read.
transcripts.

bill of

Single-spaced typewritten matter
typewriter, the

is

prohibited.

same must be done on only one

If

written with pen or

side of each sheet,

and

693
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§24-3615

a margin of at least one and onc-quartcr inches shall be left at the top
The paper of pen or type- written bills of exceptions and
transcripts shall measure not less than seven and three-quarter-, by
twelve and one-half, nor more than eight and one-half by fourteen
of each page.

new

and the
like are used, they must conform in size to the above specifications, and
the blanks must be filled upon one side only. The use of carbon or tissue copies in bills of exceptions or transcripts is forbidden. Photographs shall not be mounted upon cardboard, but upon cloth or paper.
All written or printed matter shall be fully exposed to view, and no writing or printing shall be hidden by metallic fasteners or binding of bills
of exceptions or transcripts. A transcript not made as prescribed by
this rule, or not properly certified, shall be returned by the clerk of this
Court to the clerk of the trial court, who shall make out and transmit
without delay such a transcript as is herein required.
inches.

If

printed forms of indictments, motions for

and transcripts

Bills of exceptions

must not be fastened

An

trial,

shall be certified separately,

and

to each other.

confused transcript will be treated as no transcript, and
a disregard of any of the requirements of this rule will be treated as a
illegible or

contempt of court.
Cross-reference.

— How

prepared in Supreme Court, see

24-3613. (6336) Rule

13.

Arrangement

§

24-4510.

— The various
of time — that

of transcript.

parts of the transcript shall be arranged in the order

is,

first document
be foremost in the transcript, and so on
matters copied from the minutes, such as verdicts, orders, judgments,
etc., being also placed in due order according to dates.

the

filed shall

The pages
bottom

of each transcript shall be consecutively

of each sheet

Cross-reference.

at the

and prefaced with an index to the record.

—How

transcript arranged in

24-3614. (6337) Rule

damus

numbered

14.

Confused or

Supreme Court,
illegible

to the clerk in default be not applied for,

see

record.

§

—

24-4511.

If

a

man-

and the record should

be found confused or illegible, the Court will cause such order, direction,
or judgment to be entered as, in its discretion, should be awarded.

who have

not in the first instance complied with the requirements of these rules may do so voluntarily by sending up a second transcript in conformity thereto, in which event resort to mandamus shall
not be necessary.
Clerks

—

Cross-references. Similar rule in Supreme Court, see § 24-4512. Bill of exceptions to be filed in office of clerk of court where case was tried, etc., see § 6-1001.

—

Nonresident defendant. When a bill of exceptions
has been certified and the defendant therein is a nonresident of this
State, whose post office is unknown and who is not represented bv any
attorney who resides in this State, service of such bill of exceptions may
be perfected by publishing a notice in the newspaper in which sheriff's
advertisements are published in the county where the suit is pending,
24-3615. Rule 15.

which notice
a

shall contain a

statement of the case, and of the fact that

of exceptions has been certified

and filed, and shall call upon the
defendant to appear at the term of this Court to which the bill of exceptions is made returnable; and said notice shall be published once
bill

g

24-3616
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Courts.

within ten days from the certification of the bill of exceptions. When
said notice has been published as above provided, the clerk of the court
in

which the

bill of

exceptions

tions that publication has been perfected in

A

compliance with these requirements shall
defendant in such bill of exceptions.

IV.
24-3616. (6338") Rule

16.

on the bill of excepthe manner above provided.
be a sufficient service on the

shall certify

is filed

BRIEFS.

Briefs,

how

prepared.

— Briefs

must be

ample spacing between the lines. Citabe by name of case as well as by volume and

plainly written or printed, with
tions of authority shall

page.

—

Cross-references. Briefs in
see §§ 6-1502 to 6-1506.

24-3617. Rule 17.
ror shall consist of

Supreme Court,

Plaintiff in error.

see

§

Written arguments,

24-4514.

—The brief of the

plaintiff in er-

two parts

Part one shall contain a succint and accurate statement of such
pleadings, facts, assignments of error, and issues of law as are made by
such assignments, and a citation of such other parts of the record or of
the bill of exceptions as are essential to a consideration of the errors com(1)

plained

of.

Part two shall contain the argument and citation of authorities.
(Amended July 6, 1934; effective as to all cases heard after July 1934.)
(2)

Defendant

24-3618. Rule 18.

in error.

—The

error shall be subdivided in the following

brief of the defendant in

manner:

Part one shall point out any material inaccuracy or incompleteness of statement in the brief of counsel for the plaintiff in error, and
(1)

may

be deemed necessary,

shall contain

such additional statement as

and

such additional parts of the record as are deemed material

shall cite

thereto.

If

the defendant in error should

fail

to do so, he will be held

have consented to a decision of the case on the statement made by the
plaintiff in error.
Except as controverted, the statement of facts by the
plaintiff in error may be accepted by this Court as being prima facie
to

true.

(2)
ties.

Part two shall contain the argument and the citation of authori-

(Amended July

6,

1934; effective as to

cases heard after July

all

1934.)

24-3619. Rule 19.

References to record.

—All

reference to the record

by either party shall be made with such particularity, including page
numbers where practicable, as will enable the Court to identify the same
without

difficulty.

24-3620. Rule 20.

Joint statement.

—Wherever

it

is

reasonably pos-

do so, counsel will, on or before the call of the case for argument, supply a joint statement indicating whether the briefs together
contain such a statement of the facts as to justify a decision upon the
briefs without a reading of the record by the Judges.
Notwithstanding
sible to

Courts.
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such statement, the Judges will refer to the record
it is

24-3 624

g

in all

instances where

deemed necessary.

24-3621. (6339) Rule 21.

Service of

all briefs

brief of counsel for the plaintiff in error

and

all

motions.— The

must be served on counsel

for

the defendant in error ten days before the day set for the call of the cal-

endar to which the case is assigned, and briefs of counsel for the defendant in error must be served on opposing counsel five days before the

day

set

Service

for the

may

call.

Briefs

may

be served personally or by mail.

be shown by written acknowledgment, or by the certificate

by the affidavit of the party who delivered or mailed the
All
brief, showing that service has been made as above prescribed.
briefs, reply briefs, supplemental briefs, and written arguments, and all
motions of whatever nature, must show that they were served before
they are offered for riling. Three copies of all briefs, of every kind,
of counsel, or

shall be furnished.

24-3622. (6339) Rule 22.

Filing briefs.

his original brief counsel for the plaintiff in
in the case, or shall file

with his brief a statement that a pauper's

him from the payment

davit has been duly filed to relieve

The

clerk

is

Paying costs.—Upon filing
error shall pay all costs due
of the costs.

prohibited from receiving the brief of the plaintiff in error

unless the costs have been paid, or a sufficient pauper's affidavit

tained in the transcript.
shall

be

filed

affi-

(Acts 1921, page 239.)

which the case

V.
24-3623. (6340) Rule 23.

is

con-

Briefs for both parties

with the clerk at least three week-days before the

the trial calendar to

is

call of

assigned.

COSTS.

Attorneys bound.

—All attorneys represent-

ing the plaintiff in error, as well those heard orally or by briefs in this

Court as those signing the

bound

bill of

exceptions, are jointly and severally

where the pauper affidavit is filed in the clerk's office of the court below, and the certified original or a certified copy thereof is transmitted to this Court with and as a part of the transcript of the
record, or, if no transcript is required, with the bill of exceptions. This
oath, to be effectual, must assert that the plaintiff in error is, because
of his poverty, unable to pay the costs, and must not add conjunctively
that he is unable to do anything else.
for costs, save

—

Cross-references. Similar rule in Supreme Court, see § 24-4522. Attorney to
furnish costs with written argument, see § 6-1505. Affidavit in forma pauperis,
see § 6-1004. When attorney liable for costs, see §§ 6-1704, 24-4106.

24-3624, (6341) Rule 24.

Costs; payment; execution.

— Xo

case in

which cost is due will be heard (except by special order of the Court)
and if not paid, the clerk shall so inform the Court when the case is
called, whereupon the case will be dismissed. The clerk shall, within
ten days after the disposition of any case, issue execution against the
plaintiff in error and his counsel for any unpaid costs with which they
are chargeable, in form as follows:

;

§

Courts.

24-5625
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State of Georgia
v.

To

all

We

and singular the

command

sheriffs of said State

you, that, of the goods and chattels, lands and tenements

you cause
cents. Court

of

of

made

sum

the

Appeals costs

dollars

of

and

in the case of

v.

., due the State, and also all
and that you make return hereof to the next term of

fa.,

li.

to be

term, 19.

at its

costs on this

and their lawful deputies:

.

this Court,

Witness the Honorable
day of

Chief Judge of said Court, this
,

19.

.

..

Clerk Court of Appeals of Georgia.

Whenever

paid by an attorney for a plaintiff in
error, the same may, upon his request, be transferred and assigned to
a cost execution

is

him by an appropriate indorsement thereon signed by the
Cross-reference.

—When

VI.

costs payable in

Supreme Court,

see

§

clerk.
24-4523.

DIVISIONS— DISQUALIFICATION.

—

Assignment to divisions. The Chief Judge
shall assign the Judges to the two divisions of the Court, and may at any
time change the personnel thereof by transferring one or more of the
Judges from one division to the other.
24-3625. (6342) Rule 25.

Apportionment
apportion the cases between the two
vision shall occupy the bench.
24-3626. Rule 26.

—The

Chief Judge shall
divisions, and direct when each diof cases.

—

Judges. Whenever all the
Judges of either division are disqualified from hearing any case coming
before that division, it shall be transferred to the other division. Where
24-3627. Rule 27.

Disqualification

of

not exceeding two Judges in a division are disqualified, a full division
shall be made by the Chief Judge temporarily assigning other Judges to
that division.

any case four or more Judges are disqualified, so that there will
not be three qualified Judges to decide the case, a full division of three
shall be made up by requesting the Governor to designate one or more
If in

judges of the superior courts to preside.

Whenever

become necessary

under this rule, the
matter should be brought to the attention of the Court promptly. Counsel are expected to exercise due diligence in complying with this requireit

shall

to proceed

ment.
Cross-reference.

— Disqualification

of Justices in

Supreme Court, see

—

§

24-4531.

Chief Judge absent or disqualified. Whenever the
Chief Judge is absent or disqualified, any duty devolving specially upon
him shall be performed by the Judge present who has been longest in
24-3628. Rule 28.

commission.

?
§ 24-.

Courts.
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—

Hearing by quorum. Whenever either dithe Court is on the bench for the purpose of having ca
submitted
it, with or without oral argument, and only two Judges of the
are present (two Judges constituting a quorum of a division, Ga« L. 1916,
p. 56), the division shall proceed with the call of the doeket, and con:
in no case shall have the right to demand that the oral argument be heard
by a full division of three Judges, merely because of the absence of the
third member of the division, he not being disqualified from participat24-3629. Rule 29.

ing in the decision of the case.

VII.

DOCKETS AND CALENDARS.

24-3630. (6343) Rule 30.

how

Cases,

entered.

— All

cases brought to

Court shall be consecutively numbered and entered upon the docket
in the order of their filing in the clerk's office. No case shall be docketed
until both the bill of exceptions and a transcript of the record conforming to Rule 12 are filed in the clerk's office. Cases transferred to this
Court from the Supreme Court shall be docketed as of the date of their
this

The consecutive numbering of the cases shall be continuous from term to term. The filing and the docket number shall be
reception here.
the same.

A

upon the docket
returnable, and no cross-bill shall

cross-bill of exceptions shall be entered

term to which the main bill is
be docketed until the main bill has been entered.
of the

— How

Cross-references.
Time
cases entered in Supreme Court, see § 24-4532.
of entering and hearing writs of error in appellate court, see Const., Art. VI, Sec.
II, Par. IX (§ 2-3009).

24-3631. Rule 31.

Closing of dockets.

—The dockets of

this

Court for

March and October terms shall close respectively on the nineteenth
days of June and December, at noon. If the nineteenth day of either of
these months should fall on Sunday, the dockets shall close at noon of
the following day.

the

Calendar and call of cases.— The calls for
the hearing of cases will be on such days as shall be fixed by the Court.
A calendar of the cases set for hearing at such call shall be prepared by
the clerk, under the direction of the Court, at least fifteen days before
the date of the call. The clerk shall mail to the parties in each case, or
their attorneys, at least fourteen days prior to the day such call is to begin, a written or printed notice of the fact that the case has been assigned
24-3632. (6344) Rule 32.

to that call.

24-3633. (6345) Rule 33.

Order

of hearing.

— Ordinarily cases

will be

assigned to the calendar in the order in which they appear upon the
docket, except that separate calendars will be made for criminal cases.
unless otherwise ordered. When a case has been reached in its order on
the calendar,

it

will not be

postponed except for providential cause or

other good reason shown.
Cross-reference.

—'Order

of cases in

24-3634. (6346) Rule 34.
if

Supreme Court,

Want

see

of prosecution.

§

2 '4535.

— On the

call of a case,

the plaintiff in error be unrepresented, counsel for defendant in error

may move

to

open the record and

ment and an award

of ten per cent,

insist

on an affirmance

damages

of the judg-

for delay; or the case will

Courts.

24-3635

§

698

be dismissed for want of prosecution, and will not be reinstated except
for'providential cause.

—

Cross-references. For similar Supreme Court rule, see § 24-4536. Where plainerror not prepared at first term to prosecute case, see Const., Art. VI, Sec.
II. Par. VI (§ 2-o00o).
Case dismissed when, see § 6-1605. Decisions at first
term, see § 6-1601.
tiff in

—

Notice of motion to dismiss. No motion to
dismiss a writ of error will be considered unless notice of such motion
and of the grounds thereof, in writing, be given to counsel for plaintiff
in error five days before the case is called for argument, service thereof
to be made and shown as required in the service of briefs. If because of
the absence of counsel for the plaintiff in error such notice can not be
given, the motion will be entertained and such direction in reference
thereto given as, in the discretion of the Court, may seem proper. If
the Court has no jurisdiction, it will dismiss the writ whenever and how24-3635. (6347) Rule 35.

ever this

may

appear.

Cross-reference.

— Similar

Supreme Court

JUDGMENTS.

VIII.
24-3636. Rule 36.

How

rule, see § 24-4537.

rendered.

—

It shall

not be essential to the

any judgment that any one or more of the Judges w ho participated in making up the same shall be personally present at the rendition thereof. Each judgment shall show upon its face how many and
which Judges concurred therein, and which, if any, dissented therefrom,
and the facts, with respect to these particulars shall in each case appear
upon the minutes and in the official reports of this Court.
validity of

r

MANDAMUS.

IX.
24-3637. Rule 37.

mandamus

Applications, docketing

of.

Costs.

—Applications

shall be fifteen

docketed as other cases. The costs in such cases
dollars and shall be paid to the clerk on the filing of the

application for

mandamus.

for

not

file

shall be

On

failure to

pay the

costs, the clerk shall

the application.

X.

MINUTES.

Manner of keeping.— Subject to the proembraced in these rules, the minutes shall be kept in substantially
the same manner as has been heretofore observed.
24-3638. (6349) Rule 38.

visions

Cross-reference.

— For

Supreme Court

rule, see § 24-4540.

XL OFFICE PAPERS.
24-3639.
-

— Xo

(6350) Rule 39.

Taking from

paper belonging to the clerk's

office

without leave of Court.
shall be taken therefrom withoffice

out leave of the Court, and, when such leave is granted, the party receiving the paper shall receipt the clerk for the same.
Cross-reference.

— Foi

Supreme Court

rule, see § 24-4541.
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Courts.

24-3640. (6351) Rule 40.

by the Judges

making

Original opinion.

Court

of this

of such copies

§24-3

— All

opinions deli/

shall be filed in the clerk's office.

by the clerk

After

may

be needed for transmittal to
the trial courts or for use on application for certiorari, they are subject to
use by the reporter for publication in the official reports. For no other
purpose shall they be withdrawn from the clerk's office without leave
as

When

returned by the reporter they shall be refiled in such
manner as will secure ready access and reference thereto and the preservation thereof.
the Court.

Cross-reference.

—For

Supreme Court

XII.

rule, see § 24-4542.

PARTIES.

—

How parties made. The death of a party
pending
to a case
in this Court may be suggested by counsel for either
side at any time in open court, and the Court shall thereupon cause to
be issued and served upon the legal representative of the deceased party,
if there be one, a rule nisi requiring him to show cause, upon a day
named, why he should not be made a party, and upon the return of such
rule the Court shall take appropriate action in the premises. The legal
24-3641. (6352) Rule 41.

may

representative of the deceased party

the case at any time.

voluntarily

become

a party to

he does so on or before the call of the case
at the first term, it will, with his consent, be heard at that term, or, in the
absence of such consent, will be continued. Where a representative of
the deceased party has not been appointed and made a party in this Court
on or before the last day for argument at the second term, the case will
be dismissed. A temporary administrator will be regarded in this Court
as a competent party.

—For

Cross-references.
parties after

making

bill

24-3642. Rule 42.

If

Supreme Court

rule, see

of exceptions signed

Death

§

and

after submission.

See

§

6-1201 as to

—Where a party dies

after

unnecessary to make his repThe judgment shall be effective as of

the argument of a case in this Court,
resentative a party to the case.

24-4543.

certified.

it is

the date of the argument.

XIII.

REHEARING.

—

Motion; when and how made; service.
motion for a rehearing will be considered by this Court unless the

24-3643. (6353) Rule 43.

No

same

is filed in

the office of the clerk thereof in duplicate (the original

and a carbon copy being sufficient), during the term at which the judgment sought to be reviewed was rendered, and before the remittitur in
the case to which said motion relates has been forwarded to the clerk of
the trial court. A rehearing will be granted, on motion of the losing
party, only when it appears that the Court has overlooked a material
fact in the record, a statute, or a decision which is controlling as authority and which would require a different judgment from that rendered.
No motion for a rehearing will be entertained which does not expressly
point out what material fact in the record, or controlling statute or decision,

has been overlooked by the Court.

There

shall be attached to

Courts.

24-3644

§

700

the motion a certificate of counsel that upon careful examination of the

opinion of the Court he believes such a fact, statute, or decision, has been
overlooked. The motion, when filed, shall show that a copy thereof has

been served on opposing counsel,

who may thereupon

file

a brief on the

questions raised.
If

movant should

desire to furnish additional copies of the motion or

law for each of the Judges the same must be filed with the clerk
of the Court of Appeals for delivery to the Judges. Such copies of the
motion and brief should not be mailed or sent directly to the Judges.

briefs of

Cross-reference.

— For

Supreme Court

XIV.
24-3644. (6354) Rule

remittitur from

rule, see § 24-4544.

REMITTITUR.
Contents; certification; transmittal.

44.

—The

judgment

Court
of the Court.
It
by the clerk, and unless otherwise ordered, or unless a notice of intention to apply to the Supreme Court for the writ of
certiorari or a motion for a rehearing has been previously filed, shall be
transmitted to the clerk of the trial court as soon as practicable after the
expiration of ten days from the date of the judgment. The certificate to
every remittitur shall state the amount of costs taxed in the case, and
shall contain the

this

shall be duly certified

by

whom

paid.

Cross-references.
§

— For

Supreme Court

rule,

see

§

24-4545.

Remittitur,

see

6-1804.

XV.

REVIEW OF SUPREME COURT DECISIONS.

24-3645. (6355) Rule 45.

Supreme Court.

Request

in brief.

—Whenever counsel

Certification of question

Court desires to
question or to review one or more decisions of the Supreme Court for
the purpose of having the same modified or overruled, a written request
to

in a case in this

to that effect shall be expressly presented in the brief of counsel.

upon consideration

of the question, this

Court

is

of opinion that the de-

cision should be modified or overruled, or that the question

much doubt

If,

is

one of so

should be referred to the Supreme Court for consideration, this Court will certify such question to the Supreme Court.
that

it

—

Cross-references. Organization, jurisdiction, powers, etc., of the Court of ApCertification of question,
peals, see Const., Art. VI, Sec. II, Par. IX (§ 2-3009).
decisions of Supreme Court reversed, see § 6-1611.
see § 24-4529.

How

XVI.

CERTIORARI.

24-3646. Rule 46.

Notice of intention to apply, withholding remittitur
Where, within ten days after the date of the judgment of this Court,
on.
notice is given to the clerk of intention to apply to the Supreme Court

—

for the writ of certiorari, the remittitur shall be withheld for thirty

days
from the date of the judgment, unless such notice be withdrawn within
•

that time.
24-3647. Rule 47.

Issuance of remittitur on refusal of certiorari or

—

affirmance of judgment by Supreme Court. Where a judgment of this
Court is affirmed by the Supreme Court, or where the writ of certiorari

701

is

Courts.

§

24-3801

denied, the remittitur of this Court shall issue immediately upon the

filing of the remittitur

No

from the Supreme Court.

entry upon the min-

utes shall be made.

Duty of clerk on reversal of judgment or giving of
instructions by Supreme Court. Where a judgment of this Court is reversed, or where instruction is given by the Supreme Court, the clerk,
upon receipt of the remittitur, shall bring the matter to the immediate
24-3648. Rule 48.

—

attention of the division which rendered the decision complained of for

such further order as
24-3649. Rule 49.
in time.

may

be proper in the case.

Notice of intention to apply, effect of failure to

—The clerk

is

file

prohibited from receiving a notice of intention to

apply for the writ of certiorari which is not offered for filing within ten
days from the date of the judgment of this Court or from the denial of
a motion for a rehearing by this Court.

Holding remittitur for more than ten days, effect.
Where a remittitur has been held for more than ten days from the date
of the judgment consequent upon the riling of a notice of intention to
apply for the writ of certiorari, the clerk is prohibited from thereafter
filing a motion for a rehearing.
24-3650. Rule 50.

RULES— CONTEMPT.

XVII.

—

Breach of rules. Any breach of one or
the foregoing rules, whether intentionally or by inexcusable

24-3651. (6356) Rule 51.

more

of

negligence, will subject the offender to be dealt with for contempt.

—

Cross-references.' Powers of courts to punish for contempt, see § 24-105. Power
Supreme Court to punish for contempt, see § 24-3901, 11 6. For Supreme Court
rule, see § 24-4547.

of

PART

SUPREME COURT.

IX.

CHAPTER

JUDICIAL DISTRICT.

24-37.

Sec.
24-3701.

State one district.

24-3701. (6098) State one district.

one supreme judicial
Cross-reference.

CHAPTER

I,

Par.

24-38.

I

provisions

for

establishment

of

Court,

see

(§ 2-2901).

SESSIONS

Sec.

AND ADJOURNMENTS.

Sec.

24-3801.

Time and

24-3802.

Attendance of
adjournments.

24-3801. (6099)
sit at

entire State shall constitute

district.

— Constitutional

Const, Art. VI, Sec.

—The

24-3803.

place of session.
Justices,

Time and

and

24-3804.

May

be adjourned to some
other place.
Contingent expenses of Su-

preme Court
place of session.— The

the seat of government, and

its

Supreme Court

terms shall begin on the

first

shall

Mon-

§

Courts.

24-3802

dav

in

March and

the

first

Monday

in

continue until the business of the court
44S.

Acts 1884-5,

702

October of each year and
is

disposed

of.

shall

(Act 1845, Cobb,

p. 45.)

—

Cross-references. Court may
divisions, see § 24-4009.

divisions, see

sit in

§

24-4009.

Quorum

of Court

and of

—

and adjournments. It shall
be the duty of all the Justices of said Court to attend each term thereof;
but if, from providential cause, any of the Justices cannot attend the
Court, such Court may be held by a quorum as denned by section 24-4009.
24-3802. (6100) Attendance of Justices,

than a quorum shall attend, the Justices attending may adjourn
the Court to any time agreed upon by the attending Justices, whose consent shall be in writing and filed with the clerk of said Court.
If no
It less

duty of the clerk and sheriff, or either of
them, to adjourn said Court until the next regular term. (Act 1845, Cobb,
448. Acts 1S77, p. 94.)

Justice attends,

it

shall be the

—

be adjourned to some other place. When from
Supreme Court cannot be held at the time and
place designated by law, it may be adjourned by order of the Justices,
or a quorum thereof, either in term time or vacation, to some other con24-3803. (6101).

May

providential cause the

venient time and place, and the session then held shall be valid; and
notice shall be given of such adjournment
24-3804. (6102) Contingent expenses of

if

possible.

Supreme Court.

—Any contin-

gent expenses incurred in holding the several sessions of the Supreme
Court, for lights, fuel, rent, and stationery, etc., shall be paid to the clerk
of said Court out of the State treasury, on the certificate of the Justices
thereof as to the necessity and fact of such expenditure.

CHAPTER

24-39.

POWERS.

Sec.

Powers enumerated.

24-3901.

24-3901. (6103; 1095 P. C.)

Powers enumerated.— The Supreme Court

has authority
1.

To

exercise appellate jurisdiction, and that only, and in no case to

hear facts or examine witnesses.

—

Cross-references. Jurisdiction of Supreme Court, see Const., Art. VI, Sec. II,
Par.
(I 2-3005); of Court of Appeals, see Const, Art. VI, Sec. II, Par. IX
(§ 2-3009).

V

2.

To

before

hear and determine

it,

all

causes, civil and criminal, that

and to grant judgments

of affirmance or reversal, or

order, direction, or decree required therein, and,
final disposition of

the cause, but in the

if

may come
any other

make

necessary, to

manner prescribed elsewhere

a
in

this Code.
3.

To

grant any writ necessary to carry out any purpose of

ization, or to

compel any inferior tribunal or

its

officers thereof to

organ-

obey

its

order.
Cross-reference.
4.

To

— Powers

appoint

its

own

cute any specific order

it

of courts in general, see

§

24-104.

and to commission any person to exemay make.

officers,

703
5.

Courts.

To

establish,

amend, and

alter its

S4-4004

own

rules of practice,

and

to

ulate the admission of attorneys.

—

Cross-references. Power to make rules, see §§ 9-114, 24-4016. Admission of attorneys, see § 24-4501. Appointment of board of exam;;
C § 9-105.

To

punish for contempt by the infliction of a
and imprisonment not exceeding 10 days, or both.
6.

Cross-reference.
7.

To

— Breach

of rules contempt, see

§

fine as

high as $500,

24-4547.

exercise such other powers, not contrary to the Constitution,

as are or

may

be given to

it

CHAPTER

by law. (Act 1845, Cobb, 450, 452.;

ORGANIZATION.

24-40.

Sec.

Sec.

24-4011.

"Court as a whole" denned.
Court to be separated into two

are eligible.

24-4012.

Power

of office of Justices.

24-4013.

How

24-4014.

Effect of dissent by Justice of

24-4015.

Reversal and affirmance; number of justices.

24-4016.

Power

24-4001.

Officers of Court.

24-4002.

Its justice

24-4003.

Who

24-4004.

Oath

24-4005.

Salaries of Justices.

24-4010.

and the organiza-

tion of the Court.

24-4006.

Vacancies,

24-4007.

When

24-4008.

how

a Justice

divisions.

cided.

filled.
is

division.

disqualified.

Supplying place of Justice

in-

capacitated.
24-4009.

Court

may

divisions;

sit

in

body or

in

Reargument.

of court to

make

rules.

quorum.

24-4001. (6119) Officers of the Court.

Court are a

of a division.
cases considered and de-

clerk, a reporter

and

—The

officers

assistant, a sheriff,

of the

and

Supreme

six stenog-

raphers. (Acts 1896, p. 46.)

—

and the organization of the Court. The
powers of the Supreme Court are vested in, and its duties performed by,
a Chief Justice and five Associate Justices, who are elected by the people, for the term of six years, at the same time and in the same manner
as the Governor and the Statehouse officers are elected. They shall hold
their offices until their successors are elected and qualified. (Act 1845,
Cobb, 447. Acts 1872, p. 82; 1895, p. 15; 1896, p. 42.)
24-4002. (6104) Its Justices

—

Cross-reference. Number of
Par. I (§ 2-3001).

Supreme Court

Justices, see Const., Art. VI, Sec.

II,

24-4003. (6105)

Who

Supreme Court unless

are eligible.

—No person

shall be Justice of the

at the time of his election he shall

have attained

the age of 30 years, and shall have been a citizen of the State three years,

and

shall

have practiced law for seven years.

Cross-reference.

—Same

provisions,

see

Const.,

VI,

Art.

Sec.

XIV,

Par.

I

(§ 2-4101).

24-4004. (6107)

Oath

of office of Justices.

— Before entering on the

dis-

charge of their duties, the Justices shall take the oath prescribed for
judges of the superior courts and all other oaths required for civil
officers.

Cross-references.

—Oath

of superior court judges, see

officers generally, see § 89-302.

§

24-2605.

Oath

of public

24-4005. (322) Salaries of Justices.
of the

Const..
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Courts.

IJ4-4005

—The salary

of each of the Justices

Supreme Court shall be $7,000 per- annum.
Art VI, Sec. XIII, Par. I (§ 2-4001).)

24-4006.

(6106) Vacancies,

how

filled.

(Acts 1904,

72.

p.

— In case of any vacancy which

causes an unexpired term, the same shall be

filled

by executive appoint-

ment, and the person appointed by the Governor shall hold his office until the next regular election, and until his successor for the balance of
the unexpired term shall have been elected and qualified. The returns
of said special election shall be made to the Secretary of State.
(Acts
1895, pp. 15, 16.)

When

— Terms

of office, see Const., Art. VI, Sec. II, Par. IV
of Governor to appoint officers to fill vacancies, see § 40-301.
appointees to unexpired terms hold over, see § 89-503.

Cross-references.
(8 2-3004).

Power

When

24-4007. (6108)

a Justice

is

disqualified.

—When

one or more

from deciding any case, by interest or
designate a judge or judges of the supe-

of the justices are disqualified

otherwise, the Governor shall

rior court to preside in said case.

—

For same provisions, see Const., Art. VI, Sec. II, Par. II
When bondholding judge disqualified, see Const., Art. VI, Sec. II,
2-3002).
Par. Ill (S 2-3003). When judicial officers are disqualified, see § 24-102. Rule of
court as to disqualification of justices, see § 24-4531.
Cross-references.

f§

24-4008. (6109) Supplying place of Justice incapacitated.

—Whenever

one or more of the Justices of the Supreme Court may be unable to preside in any case, from providential cause, and the parties desire a full
bench, it shall be the duty of the Governor, when such fact is made
known to him, to designate a judge or judges of the superior court to
preside in the place of the absent Justice or Justices of the Supreme
Court.

(Acts 1888,

Cross-reference.

p. 40.)

— Rule

of court as to disqualification of justices, see

24-4009. (6110) Court

The Court may,

may

sit in

a

body or

§

24-4531.

quorum.

in divisions;

hearing or for the decision of cases "in a body," of which not less than four Justices shall constitute a quorum, or, for like purposes, in separate divisions of three
Justices each but whenever three Justices are assigned to a division,
in its discretion, sit either for the

;

two

of

them

shall constitute a

quorum

for that division.

(Acts 1895,

p. 15; 1896, p. 42.)

— Court

by divisions, see § 24-4525. Provision of Constitution
Justices, see Const., Art. VI, Sec. II, Par. VIII (§ 2-3008).
Time and place of session, see § 24-3801. Attendance of Justices and adjournments, see § 24-3802.
Cross-references.

as to

Supreme Court

whole" defined.—The phrase "Court as a
whole," as used in this law, shall be understood as meaning the Court
when not sitting or acting in divisions, and such Court shall consist of
four or more Justices. (Acts 1896, pp. 42, 43.)
24-4010. (6111) "Court as a

Cross-reference.

— Rule of Supreme

Court as to "court as a whole," see

24-4011. (6112) Court to be separated into

two

divisions.

—

§

24-4524.

It shall

be

the duty of the Chief Justice to separate the Court into two divisions,

designating which Justices shall compose each; but the personnel of
each division shall, under his direction and in accordance with such rules
as the Court

may

prescribe, be

changed from time to time, so that the

Courts.
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two

divisions will not

vision of

^
§ 24-4

become permanent

which the Chief Justice

is

a

in their constituency.

member

The

di-

always be kno

shall

and distinguished as the "First Division," and he shall be its presiding
Justice. The other division shall always be known and distinguished as
the "Second Division," and its presiding Justice .hall be designated by

Whenever

the Chief Justice.

the Chief Justice

absent or disqualified,

is

any duty devolving specially upon him shall.be performed by the
ciate Justice

who

A

has been longest in commission. (Acts 1896, pp. 42,

43.)
Cross-reference.

—Rules

of

Supreme

Court

as

by

court

to

divisions,

see

§§ 24-4525, 24-4526.

Power of
power to issue

24-4012. (6113)

a division.

— Either

division

of the

Court

have the
the writ of mandamus, or to take any other
action necessary to the perfection of records, according to the practice
which has heretofore prevailed in this Court; and either division may
render a final judgment in any case argued before it, and such judgment
shall have the same force and effect as if rendered by the Court as a
whole Provided, nevertheless, that the Court shall, as far as practicable,
endeavor to so conduct its proceedings as to have the concurrence of all
the Justices in all judgments rendered, except in cases where there is
an express dissent upon the part of one or more of them. (Acts 1896,
shall

:

pp. 42, 43.)
Cross-reference.

—When

24-4013. (6114)

and how judgments rendered, see

How

§

cases considered and decided.

24-4538.

— Every

case ar-

gued before either division may be considered and decided by the Court
as a whole, or any one or more Justices of the other division may participate in the decision thereof without further argument; and where, for
any reason, a case is heard in a division by only two Justices, the Chief
Justice shall direct one or more Justices of the other division to participate in deciding it, or that it may be decided by the Court as a whole.
(Acts 1896, pp. 42, 43.)

Reargument.
Whenever any Justice in either division differs from the other two as
to any particular case pending before it, such case shall go to the Court
as a whole for decision and whenever it decides a case which has been
argued before one division only, it may, upon its own motion, but not
otherwise, order a reargument therein. (Acts 1896, pp. 42, 44.)

—

24-4014. (6115) Effect of dissent

by Justice

of division.

;

Cross-reference.

—When

motion for rehearing made, see

§

24-4544.

—

and affirmance; number of Justices. In all
cases decided by a full bench of six Justices, the concurrence of a majority shall be essential to a judgment of reversal and if the Justices are
evenly divided, the judgment of the court below shall stand affirmed.
In all cases decided by the Court as a whole, with less than six Justices,
24-4015. (6116) Reversal

;

the concurrence of at least three shall be essential to the rendition of a

judgment; and

if

only four Justices act upon a case, and they are evenly

divided, the case shall be reargued before a full bench,

possible, before

judgment of the court below
Both the minutes and the printed official reports

the term closes
affirmed.

if

;

and

if

not, the

shall stand
shall

show

§

Courts.

24-4016

how many and which
which,

if

706

Justices concurred in each

judgment rendered, and

any, dissented therefrom. (Acts 1896, pp. 42, 44.)

Cross-reference.

— When

and how judgments rendered, see

24-4538.

§

—

Court to make rules. The Court shall have
full power and authority to make all such rules, not in conflict with the
Constitution or laws, as may be necessary for carrying the Constitution
To these
into effect and regulating' its proceedings thereunder.
ends it may, by such rules, provide and declare when the Court shall
sit ''in a body," and when in separate divisions, how its minutes
shall be kept, how the cases upon its dockets shall be apportioned and
divided between the two divisions, at what times and to what extent
changes shall be made in the personnel thereof, and generally may make
24-4016.

(6117)

Power

of

may

such regulations as to practice and procedure which experience

all

show

and expedient for the proper transaction of its
business, with due regard to the rights of parties and counsel concerned.
to be convenient

(Acts 1896, pp. 42, 44.)

—

Cross-reference. Power of Supreme Court to alter its rules and regulate admission of attorneys, see § 24-3901, II 5.
»

CHAPTER

24-41.

CLERK.

Sec.

Sec.

24-4101.

Term

Attorneys,

24-4106.

of office; oath.

Appointment

oh Aim
24-4103.
0< <10
24-4104.

t^
Duties.

24-4107.

Salary.
J

~

24-4108.

Payment

24-4105.

Costs,

.

of deputy.

*.-

,

Funds,

,.

,

how applied.
how taxed.
,

24-4101. (6120)

Term

when

liable

for

costs.

24-4102.

of office

;

oath.

of salaries of deputy
clerk and ste nographer out
of costs collected.

—The clerk of the Supreme Court

shall hold his office for six years, unless

removed

for incapacity,

improper

conduct, or neglect of duty; and before entering upon his duties he shall
take an oath faithfully to discharge them, and also

quired of

civil officers.

Cross-reference.

— Oath

24-4102. (6121)

all

other oaths re-

(Act 1845, Cobb, 451.)
of public officers, see

Appointment

of

89-302.

§

deputy.

—He

may

appoint one or

under such rules as the Court may adopt,
he being responsible for the faithful performance of their duties and
when so appointed their powers and duties are the same as his. (Act

more deputies

in his discretion,

;

1845, Cobb, 451.)

24-4103. (6122)

Duties.— It

is

his

duty— (Act

1845, Cobb, 451.

Acts

1851-2, p. 215; 1855-6, p. 199; 1857, p. 93.)
1.

To keep an

office at the seat of

where

ments

of the capitol,

of the

Court shall remain.

2.
3.

all

Government

in

one of the apart-

books, records and archives, and the seal

To attend all sessions of the Court and obey all its lawful orders.
To keep in well-bound books fair and regular minutes of the Court's

proceedings, a record of

its

other books as said Court

judicial acts, a docket of its causes, arid

may

require

him

to keep.

such

707
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To

certify,

when

minutes, records, or

upon payment

required,

files

§

24-4105

of his lawful fees, all

of said Court.

To

arrange the cases on the docket and to give notice in one of the
newspapers printed at the place where the Court is to be held, 20 days
previous to its session, of the order of arrangement.
5.

—

Cross-references. Order of cases for argument, see Const., Art. VI, Sec. II,
Par. IX (§ 2-3009), and §§ 24-4532, 24-4535.

To submit

Governor a

statement of each criminal pauper
case, showing the items of cost, the nature of the crime charged, and the
county from whence it came, under the seal of the Court, as a condition
to a warrant in his favor for their payment.
6.

to the

fair

To make

out a remittitur of every case, together with a certificate
of the amount of the costs, and by whom paid, which remittitur shall
7.

judgment

consist of a copy of the

of the Court as entered on the minutes,

and nothing more, and to transmit the remittitur as provided by rules
of the
8.

Supreme Court.

To

issue

and sign

all

writs and processes of every description issued

under the authority of the Court.
9.

To

administer oaths and affidavits in

all cases,

to take acknowledg-

ments, and to attest deeds, mortgages, and other written instruments of
like character. (Acts 1900, p. 57.)
10.

To

discharge whatever other duty

necessarily appertains to his
11.

To

collect all costs

may

be required by law, or

office.

due on cases

in the

Supreme Court, and

to

pay

over to the Treasurer of the State all money arising from costs collected
as aforesaid in excess of the salaries provided for in sections 24-4107 and
24-4108, which sums of money so paid shall remain as on deposit in the
State treasury, and constitute a separate and distinct fund, to be styled

the "library fund," and subject only to be paid out as provided in section
24-4104.

(Acts 1875,

On

p. 87.)

day

each and every year, to
submit to the treasurer of the State, in writing, a full and fair statement
.of each case before the Supreme Court during the year preceding his report, showing the items of cost, amount collected, and the amount not
collected and if there shall appear any balance due by said clerk not
collected (except costs due in pauper cases), or if collected and not paid
over, then said clerk shall be liable to be ruled by the State Treasurer
in the Supreme Court, in term time, on the same terms that other officers
12.

or before the

first

of

January

in

;

are ruled. (Acts 1875, p. 87.)
24-4104. (6123) Funds,

how

applied.

costs as aforesaid, in excess of the

—The

sum

funds thus arising from
necessary to pay the salaries

provided for in sections 24-4107 and 24-4108, shall be subject to the order
of the Justices of the Supreme Court, upon a warrant of the Governor,
based upon the certificate of the Justices aforesaid, and shall be used and
applied solely to the purchase of such books, pamphlets, or other publications as

may

be selected or directed to be purchased by the Justices

aforesaid. (Acts 1875, p. 87.)

24-4105. (6124) Costs,

nounced

in

how

taxed.

anv cause, the clerk

—When

judgment

shall

shall tax the costs thereof,

be pro-

which

shall

§

Courts.
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be entered on the minutes at the foot of the judgment, without charge.
The clerk shall make no charge for attaching the seal to the remittitur,
nor to any precept issued by him, nor for anything but services actually
rendered, nor shall he record the bill of exceptions or transcript of the
records from the court below. (Act 1847, Cobb, 454. Act 1850, Cobb,
454.

Acts 1851-2,

Cross-references.

XXI.

Far.
§ 6-1705.

1

p. .214;

1855-6, p. 202.)

— Maximum

costs in

24-4106. (6125) Attorneys,

is

when

see

tiled,

§

see Const., Art. VI, Sec.
Taxing costs, see
6-1701.

liable for costs.

— Every attorney for

argues or presents a cause to the Supreme
liable to the clerk for costs, except in a pauper case. (Act 1845,

who

the plaintiff in error,

Court,

Supreme Court,

Transcripts to be

(§ 2-4801).

Cobb. 451.)
Cross-reference.

— See

§§ 6-1704, 24-4522.

—The

Supreme Court shall receive, as compensation for his services, the sum of $4,000 per annum, to
be paid out of the money arising from costs in cases before the Supreme
Court: Provided, said costs shall amount to said sum of $4,000; and if
the costs shall not amount to such sum, then the difference between the
actual amount of costs and $4,000 shall be paid said clerk from the treasury, upon the certificate of the Justices of the Supreme Court. (Acts
24-4107. (6126) Salary.

clerk of the

1875. p. 87.)

—

Cross-reference. Expenses, etc., of every department to be paid out of State
treasury by warrant of Governor on appropriations duly made, see § 40-1102.

Payment of salaries of deputy clerk and stenographers out of
Out of the costs collected as provided by sections 6-1702
costs collected.
6-1703
clerk
and
the
of the Supreme Court is hereby authorized to pay to
his deputy clerk, as compensation for his services, the sum of $2,000 and
to his stenographer the sum of $1,200 per annum. (Acts 1921, p. 240;
24-4108.

—

1925, p. 144.)

CHAPTER

24-42.

Sec.

Sec.
24-4201.
24-4202.

24-4203.

REPORTER.

Tenure and oath of office.
Duties and salary.
To attend Court and publish

24-4204.

Report of cases.

24-4205.

Assistant reporter.

decisions.

—

(6127) Tenure and oath of office. The reporter of the Supreme Court holds his office for the same term and on the same conditions as the clerk, and before entering upon his duties, must take the
same oaths. (Act 1845, Cobb, 452. Act 1847, Cobb, 453.)
24-4201.

Cross-reference.

— Clerk

24-4202. (6128)

of the

Supreme Court,

Duties and salary.

reporter shall remain as

see

§

24-4101.

—The duties of the Supreme Court

now

provided by law; he shall furnish the
printer the manuscript of the decisions, read the proof and carefully correct the same, and furnish for each volume a correct and carefully pre-

pared index; and he shall receive for his services a salary of $2,000 per
annum and no other perquisite or emolument whatever. (Acts 1878-9,
p. 158.)

Cross-reference.

— Filing

original opinion in clerk's office, see

§

24-4542.

§ 24-4303

Courts.
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To

24-4203. (6129)

attend court and publish decisions.

—

It is the re-

porter's duty
1.

To

attend

Supreme Court by himself

sessions of the

all

or hi

sistant.
2.

To

publish the decisions of the Court in such form that

all

tl

made during one term shall be published in one volume, unl
it shall become necessary to add any part of the decisions of the succeeding term to make a volume of proper size; and the reporter is authorcisions

ized to publish the reports as rapidly as

by the

livery of decisions
p.

88; 1882-3,

(Act 1845, Cobb, 452.

Justices.

— Publication

of Georgia Reports, see

(6130) Report of cases.

porter to omit the publication in

may

be practicable after the de-

Acts 1857,

p. 76.)

Cross-reference.

'24-4204.

may

—The

full of

§

90-201 et seq.

may

Justices

such cases

direct said re-

opinion,

as, in their

made

be understood from the written synopsis of the points decided,

by them at the time of the decision

and said reporter

;

shall publish only

said synopsis in such cases. (Acts 1875, p. 88.)
Cross-reference.

— Mode

of

announcing decision, see

24-4205. (6131) Assistant reporter.

—The

sent of the Court, under such rules as the
assistant reporter,

whose

6-1606.

§

may with the conCourt may adopt, appoint an

duties shall be the

reporter

same

as the reporter's.

The

annum, to be paid
from the treasury, and no other perquisite or emolument whatever.
salary of such assistant reporter shall be $2,000 per

(Acts 1888,

p. 35.)

CHAPTER

24-43.

STENOGRAPHERS.

Sec.
24-4301.

Sec.

Number; appointment; removal.
.

24-4301. (6132)

Supreme Court

24-4302.

Duties,

24-4303.

Salaries.

Number; appointment; removal.

—The Justices of the

are authorized to appoint six shorthand writers for the

use of said Court, and to remove them at pleasure. (Acts 1886,

p.

31;

1889, p. 112; 1896, p. 46.)
Cross-reference.
see § 24-3606.

—Stenographers

24-4302. (6133)

Duties.— It

of Court of

shall be the

to attend all sessions of the Court,

if

may

and generally to perform the duties
and scrivener. (Acts 1886, p. 31.)
24-4303. Salaries.

practice,

duty of said shorthand writers

so ordered, to take

hand, from the dictation of said Justices,
points of law or evidence that

Appeals not permitted to

all

down

in short-

decisions or discussions of

be necessary, to transcribe
of a copyist

all

notes,

and expert amanuensis

—The shorthand writers of the Supreme

Court shall

each receive for his services a salary of $3,000 per annum, payable on
warrants from the Governor to the State Treasurer. (Acts 1886, p. 31
1920, p. 272.)

§
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CHAPTER

SHERIFF.

24-44.
Sec.

Sec.
24-4401.

Appointment; term of

24-4402.

Salary,

office.

24-4403.

Costs to be paid into treasury.

—

Appointment; term of office. The sheriff of the Sube appointed by the Justices for such term as may be

24.4401. (6135)

preme Court shall
specified by the order

of appointment, not to exceed six years.

(Acts

1882-3, p. 74.)

24-4402. Salary.

— The

his services a salary of

from the Governor
p.

227; 1919,

Supreme Court shall receive for
$2,400 per annum, payable quarterly, on warrant
sheriff of the

142; 1918,

p.

p. 285.)

24-4403. Costs to be paid into treasury.
bill

(Acts 1916,

to the State Treasurer.

of costs in the

Supreme Court

and paid into the treasury

—The sum of $1.25, taxed

in the

as sheriff's costs, shall be collected

of the State,

and not

(Acts 1916,

to the sheriff.

p. 142.)

CHAPTER

RULES OF THE SUPREME COURT.

24-45.

—

Editorial Note. The following rules, effective April 1, 1934, except as otherwise
noted, were adopted by the Supreme Court pursuant to the authority conferred
by sections 24-3901, par. 5, and 24-4016. These rules, while not strictly a part of
the Code, are included for convenience. Their inclusion does not give them the
force and effect of statute law. They are what they purport to be, rules of court,
and are subject to amendment, modification, and repeal by the Supreme Court.

Sec

Sec.

ATTORNEYS.

I.

24-4501.
24-4502.
24-4503.
24-4504.

24-4505.
II.

III.

Rule 1. Admission to practice.
Rule 2. Foreign attorneys; admission to practice.
Rule 3. Agreements or consents to be in writing.
Rule 4. Argument.
Rule 5. Personal remarks.

RECORDS.
Rule

24-4507.

Rule 6-a. Statement of why
.Supreme Court has exclusive

Contents

of

bills

Additional cost
where writ of error brought
to wrong Court.
jurisdiction.

record,

24-4510.

Rule
Rule

how and when made.

8.

Duty

of clerks below.

9.

How

bills

tions and
pared.
24-4511.

Rule

24-4512.

Rule

10.

Rule
ant.

12.

excep-

transcripts

pre-

parts of
arranged.

how
Where record

fused or
24-4513.

24-4517.

24-4518.

is

con-

briefs prepared.

15.

Brief of defendant in

Rule
Rule

16.

17.

References to record.
statement of

Joint

counsel as to sufficiency of

Rule

18.

Filing and service of

briefs.

24-4520.

Rule

18-a.

Service of briefs in

capital felonies.

24-4521.

Rule

19.

davit.

Costs;

Time

paupers

affi-

for filing briefs

with clerk.

24-4522.

IV.
Rule 20.
bound.
Rule 21.

COSTS.

Attorneys,

etc.,

When costs payable.
V. "COURT AS A WHOLE."
24-4524.
Rule 22. Court to sit as a

24-4523.

whole.

VI.
24-4525.

illegible.

Nonresident

Contents of brief of

briefs.

Various

transcript,
11.

of

How

14.

error.

Rule

7. Objections to
bill of
exceptions or transcript of

BRIEFS.

13.

plaintiff in error.

of

exceptions.

24-4509.

Rule

24-4519.

24-4506.

24-4508.

24-4516.

AND

BILLS OF EXCEPTIONS
6.

24-4515.

Rule
Rule

24-4514.

COURT BY
Rule

23.

DIVISIONS.

Apportionment

of

cases.

defend-

24-4526.

Rule

24.

sions.

Personnel

of

divi-
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Sec.

Sec.

VII.

COURT OF APPEALS.

24-4528.

24-4541.

Rule

24-4542.

out leave of Court.
Rule 38. Original opinion.

Rule 26. Questions on which
Court of Appeals desires inRule

24-4544.

questions.

VIII.

Rule

39.

Rule

40.

Rule

24-4545.

Proceedings upon

28.

41.
tion.

XVII.

dis-

qualification of Justices.

Rule 29. Cases, how entered.
Rule 29-a. Closing of dockets.
Rule 30. Calendar and call of
cases. Notice of calls to par-

24-4533.
24-4534.

or attorneys.

ties

Rule
Rule
Rule

24-4535.

24-4536.
24-4537.

31.

Order

32.

Want

33.

COMMUNICATIONS.

Rule

43.

24-4548.

Notice of motion to

24-4549.

Rule
Rule

24-4550.

gument.
Rule 46. Notice

44.
45.

MANDAMUS.

Rule

35.

24-4551.

How application

docketed.

Costs.

MINUTES.
36. How kept.

24-4552.

file

is

1.

bar of the superior courts

brief.

respondrespondent
When respondto

for

dead.

Rule 47. Time for clerk to submit to court application for
Notice to clerk
certiorari.
of Court of Appeals.
Rule 48. Docketing applications.

Costs.

ATTORNEYS.

I.

24-4501. (6219) Rule

Notice.
Petition;

Time

ent.

ren-

rules.

transcript
of record; evidence; oral ar-

to

XI.

Rule

Breach of

CERTIORARI.

XIX.

ent

24-4540.

copies furnished

of prosecution.

how

cert:

RULES— CONTEMPT.

XVIII.
24-4547.

dered.

XII.

Contents;

Must show

of hearing.

X. JUDGMENTS.
Rule 34. When and

24-4539.

and

opposing counsel.

dismiss.

24-4538.

when

Motion,

Rule 42. Communications regarding pending cases transmitted through clerk".-, office.

24-4546.

DOCKETS AND CALENDARS.

IX.

24-4532.

made.

REMITTITUR.

XVI.

DISQUALIFICATION.
Rule

24-4531.

PARTIES.

how made.

Decision of certified

27.

vith-

tiot to

How parties
XV. REHEARING.

24-4543.

struction.

24-4530.

37.

XIV.

exclusive jurisdiction.
24-4529.

OFFICE PAPERS.

XIII.

Rule 25. Transfer of cases.
Rule 25-a. Clerk to notify
Court of transmission from
Court of Appeals of cases
of which Supreme Court has

24-4527.

Admission to

may

practice.

—Any member of the

be admitted to practice in this Court,

and the certificate of at least two attorneys
of this Court that he is of good private and professional character. The
oath required to be taken in open court, and which shall be subscribed
in a book to be kept by the clerk and known as the "Roll Book/' is as

upon

his written application

follows

swear (or affirm, as the case may be) that I will demean myself as an attorney or counsellor of this Court uprightly and
according to law; and that I will support the Constitution of the State
of Georgia and the Constitution of the United States. So help me God."
"I do solemnly

On
lars,

must pay to the clerk a fee of ten dolhim a license, in proper form, under the

his admission, the applicant

and the clerk

will issue to

seal of the Court, as evidence of his authority to practice.

Cross-references.— Power of court to

make rules, see § 24-4016. Oath of attorpractice, see § 9-101.
Examination of applicants, see
Lawyers admitted to appellate courts, see § 9-301.
§ 9-111.
attorneys admitted to Court of Appeals, see § 24-3601.
ney, see

§

9-115.

Who may

How

§

Courts.

24-4502
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Foreign attorneys; admission to practice.—
Upon anv satisfactory evidence in support of- their application, attorneys
of any of the courts of the United States, or of the highest court of any
State or Territory, in good standing where they reside, may be admitted
As a
here, on taking the like oath and paying a like fee to the clerk.
matter of comity or professional courtesy, a visiting brother from another State, or from a Territory, may, by leave of the Court, be heard
as associate, or even as leading counsel, in a single case, without beingadmitted as a regular practitioner. No such indulgence, however, will
24-4502.

(6220)

Rule

2.

who

be extended to any attorney
Cross-reference.

— Admission

is

a resident of this State.

by comity, see

§

9-201 et seq.

Agreements or consents to be in writing.
If the conduct of a case, no agreement or consent will be recognized or
enforced which is not reduced to writing, signed by the parties or their
counsel, and filed with the clerk.
Cross-references. — Similar rule of the Court of Appeals, see § 24-3603. What
24-4503 (6221) Rule

3.

consents enforced in superior courts, see

24-3318.

§

—

Argument. Argument is limited to two
hours upon each case, one hour on each side, unless by special leave an
extension of time is granted and none will be granted except on application made before the argument of the case is begun. Save when section 6196 of the Civil Code of 1910 (Code of 1933, § 6-1506) applies, only
two counsel on each side will be heard. The plaintiff in error opens and
concludes, and on motions the movant has the like privilege.
24-4504. (6222) Rule

4.

;

Cross-reference.

—'Provisions for

24-4505. (6223) Rule

arguments generally, see

Personal remarks.

5.

§

6-1501 et seq.

— Personal

remarks

dis-

courteous to opposing counsel, or in disparagement of the judge whose
decision

is

under review, are

cases counsel are entitled to

strictly prohibited.

all

In the argument of

the latitude necessary to a full and fair

discussion of the questions involved in the assignments of error or other

matter before the Court, but they must not indulge in denunciation of

any branch

Government, State or Federal, nor call in question the
integrity or impugn the motives of any official, unless he is on trial or
otherwise a party to the record, and his official conduct is properly the
subject of scrutiny and adjudication.
of the

Cross-references.

— For

conduct by counsel, see
personalities, see

II.

§

same
§

9-601, H 4.

BILLS OF EXCEPTIONS

24-4506. (6224) Rule

must

rule of Court of Appeals, see § 24-3605.
Improper
81-1009.
Duty of attorneys to abstain from offensive

6.

Contents of

AND RECORDS.

bills of

exceptions.

—

Bills of ex-

on which error is assigned.
Where the error alleged is in the granting or denying of a new trial, one
assignment of error is sufficient to reach all the grounds of the motion
on which the grant or refusal was based. Counsel, when signing bills
of exceptions, or acknowledging service thereof, will add to their signatures their post-office addresses, and upon failure of counsel to do this
ceptions

distinctly specify the points
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§

24-4510

they shall not be entitled to the benefit of any notices required by these
rules to be given by the clerk.

—

Cross-reference. As to
Error, Chapter 6-7 et seq.

bills

of exceptions generally, sec Title

6,

Appeal and

why Supreme

Court has exclusive
jurisdiction.
Additional cost where writ of error brought to wrong
Court. At the conclusion of the bill of exceptions and immediately preStatement of

24-4507. Rule 6-a.

—

ceding the signature of counsel for the plaintiff in error, there must be
a statement of the reasons why the Supreme Court and not the Court of
Appeals has jurisdiction of the case, with citation of the part or part
the record, and if possible the particular paragraphs thereof, showing

such jurisdiction.

Where

brought to this Court by a writ of error that should
have been directed to the Court of Appeals, or where a case is brought
to the Court of Appeals by a writ of error that should have been directed
to the Supreme Court, and it is obvious that it was brought to the wrong
Court, $10 costs shall be taxed upon the transfer of the case from the
Court to which it was improperly brought, which shall be in addition
to the usual costs that accrue in the reviewing Court having jurisdiction,
and the payment of such additional costs shall be a condition precedent
to the final submission of the case in the proper Court.
a case

is

24-4508. (6225) Rule
of record,

Objections to

7.

how and when made. — Objections

to the transcript of the record

must be made

the Court when, or before, the case

disposed of at once,

by

practicable,

if

Any

consideration.

controlled

bill of

is

exceptions or transcript

to the bill of exceptions or
in

writing and presented to

called for argument.

and

if

be

not, will be reserved for further

suggestion of a diminution of the record will be

— Same rule of Court of Appeals, see
§

6-810.

24-4509. (6226) Rule
bill of

will

this rule.

Cross-references.
record procured, see

a

They

exceptions

is

§

Diminution of record, see

8.

duly

Duty

of clerks

24-3610.
6-812.

How

additional

§

below.— The

clerk with

whom

under the seal
of exceptions, transmit the same,

filed shall, after certifying it

of the court to be the true original bill

within the time prescribed by statute, to the clerk of this Court, together
with a certified transcript of such parts of the record as the judge's certificate to the bill of

exceptions

may

require

him

to transmit.

Neither a

party nor his counsel shall be intrusted by any clerk with these documents for transmission, but the exclusive medium of carriage shall be

by mail or express, charges prepaid, unless delivery is made by the clerk,
or his deputy, in person. If for any cause a clerk delays transmission beyond the statutory limit, he shall certify to this court on the transcript
the true cause of the delay, or be considered as in contempt.

—

Cross-references. Certification of bill of exceptions and record to Court of
Appeals, see § 24-3611. Filing in clerk's office, see § 6-1001. Power of Supreme
Court to punish for contempt, see § 24-3901, H 6.

24-4510. (6227) Rule

pared.

— Every

bill of

9.

How

bills of

exceptions and transcripts pre-

exceptions and transcript of record shall be plainly

written or printed upon white paper, not so thin as to be transparent,

with ample spacing between the

lines, so as to

be easily read.

Single-

§24-4511
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spaced typewritten matter is prohibited. If written with pen or typewriter, the same must be done on only one side of each sheet, and a
margin of at least one and one-quarter inches shall be left at the top of
each page. The paper of pen or typewritten bills of exceptions and
transcripts shall measure not less than seven and three-quarters by
twelve and one-half, nor more than eight and one-half by fourteen inches.
If printed form of indictments, motions for new trial, and the like are
used, they must conform in size to the above specifications, and the
blanks must be filled upon one side only. The use of carbon or tissue
copies in

bills

shall not be

of exceptions or transcripts

Photographs

forbidden.

is

mounted upon cardboard, but upon

cloth or paper.

All writ-

ten or printed matter shall be fully exposed to view, and no writing or

printing shall be hidden by metallic fasteners or binding of bills of ex-

A transcript not made

ceptions or transcripts.

as prescribed

by

this rule,

by the clerk of this Court to
make out and transmit without de-

or not properly certified, shall be returned

the clerk of the trial court,

who

lay such a transcript as

herein required.

Bills of exceptions

must not be fastened

An

is

shall

and transcripts

and

shall be certified separately,

to each other.

confused transcript will be treated as no transcript, and
a disregard of any of the requirements of this rule will be treated as a
illegible or

contempt

of court.

Cross-reference.

— How

prepared

in

Court of Appeals, see

§

24-3612.

Various parts of transcript, how arranged.
The various parts of the transcript shall be arranged in the order of
time that is, the first document filed shall be foremost in the transcript,
and so on matters copied from the minutes, such as verdicts, orders,
judgments, etc., being also placed in due order according to dates.

—

24-4511. (6228) Rule 10.

—

;

The pages

be consecutively numbered at the
bottom of each sheet and prefaced with an index to the record.
of each transcript shall

Cross-reference.

— How

arranged

24-4512. (6229) Rule 11.

mandamus

in

Court of Appeals, see

Where

record

is

§

24-3613.

confused or

illegible.

—

If

be not applied for, and the record
should be found confused or illegible, the Court will cause such order,
direction, or judgment to be entered as, in its discretion, should be
awarded.

a

Clerks

ments

to the clerk in default

who have

of these rules

not in the

may do

first

instance complied with the require-

so voluntarily by sending up a second tran-

script in conformity thereto, in

which event resort to mandamus

shall

not be necessary.

—

Cross-references. For same rule of Court of Appeals, see
ing in clerk's office, see § 6-1001.

—

§

24-3614.

As

to

fil-

Nonresident defendant. When a bill of exceptions
has been certified and the defendant therein is a nonresident of this State,
whose post office is unknown, and who is not represented by any attorney who resides in this State, service of such bill of exceptions may be
perfected by publishing a notice in the newspaper in which sheriff's advertisements are published in the county where the suit is pending, which
notice shall contain a statement of the case, and of the fact that a bill of
24-4513. Rule 12.

Courts.
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8

24-4518

and shall call upon th*-; defendant
to appear at the term of this Court to which the bill of exceptk
made returnable; and said notice shall be published once within
days from the certification of the bill of exceptions. When said notice
has been published as above provided, the clerk of the court in which the
bill of exceptions is filed shall certify on the bill oi
that pubA complilication has been perfected in the manner above provided.
ance with these requirements shall be a sufficient service on the defendant in such bill of exceptions.
exceptions has been certified and

filed,

I

I

III.

24-4514. (6230) Rule 13.

BRIEFS.

How briefs

prepared.

— Briefs must be plain-

with ample spacing between the

ly written or printed,

lines.

Citations

by name of case as well as by volume and page.
Cross-references. — Same rule of Court of Appeals, see § 24-3616. As to attor-

of authority shall be

neys arguing

in writing, see

24-4515. Rule 14.

§

6-1502.

Costs, see

Contents of brief of

of the plaintiff in error shall consist of

§

6-1505.

plaintiff in error.

— The

brief

two parts

Part one shall contain a succinct but accurate statement of such
pleadings, facts, assignments of error, and such other parts of the bill of
exceptions or the record as are essential to a consideration of the errors
(1)

complained

of.

Part one shall also contain succinct and accurate statements of
the issues of law as made by the errors assigned, and reference to the
parts of the record or bill of exceptions necessary for consideration
(2)

same on the adverse
contain the argument and citation

thereof, with proof of service of the
(3)

Part two shall

(Amended July

party.
of authorities.

2, 1934.)

24-4516. Rule 15.

Brief of defendant in error.

— The

brief of the de-

fendant in error shall be subdivided in like manner.

Part one shall point out any material inaccuracy or incompleteness of statement in the brief of counsel for the plaintiff in error, and
shall contain such additional statement as may be deemed necessary,
and shall cite such additional parts of the record as are deemed materia!
thereto. If the defendant in error fails to do so, he will be held to have
consented to a decision of the case on the statement made by the plain(1)

tiff

in error.

Part two shall contain the argument and the citation of authoriExcept as controverted, the statement
ties for the defendant in error.
of facts by the plaintiff in error may be taken by this Court as prima facie
(2)

true.

(Amended July

24-4517. Rule 16.

2,

1934.)

—

References to record. All reference to the record
made with such particularity, including page

by either party shall be

numbers where
without

practicable, as

to identify the

same

difficulty.

24-4518. Rule 17.

—

wiU enable the court

Wherever

it is

Joint statement of counsel as to sufficiency of briefs.
reasonably possible to do so, counsel will, on or before

Courts.
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the call of the case for argument, supply a joint statement indicating

whether the

such a statement of the facts as to
stify a decision upon the briefs without a reading of the record by the
Justices. Notwithstanding such statement, the Justices will refer to the
record in all instances where it is deemed necessary.
24-4519.

briefs together contain

(6231) Rule 18.

Filing and service of briefs.

—The

brief of

counsel for the plaintiff in error must be served on counsel for the defendant in error ten days before the day set for the call of the calendar

which the case is assigned, and briefs of counsel for the defendant in
error must be served on opposing counsel five days before the day set for
the call. Briefs may be served personally or by mail. Service may be
shown by written acknowledgment, or by the certificate of counsel, or
by the affidavit of the party who delivered or mailed the brief, showing
that service has been made as above prescribed. All briefs, reply briefs,
supplemental briefs, and written arguments, and all motions of whatever nature, must show that they were served before they are offered
for filing. At least three copies of all briefs, of every kind, shall be fur-

to

nished.
24-4520. (6231) Rule 18-a.
all

Service of briefs in capital felonies.

—In

must be
general and the Attorney General, and

capital felonies, copies of the briefs for the plaintiff in error

served both upon the solicitor

copies of the briefs of each of these officers shall be served on counsel
for the plaintiff in error.

24-4521. (6231) Rule 19.
briefs with clerk.
in error shall

—Upon

pay

all

Costs; pauper's affidavit.

filing his original brief

the payment of the costs.

The

clerk

is

for filing

counsel for the plaintiff

costs due in the case, or shall

statement that a pauper's affidavit has been duly

Time

with his brief a
to relieve him from

file

filed

prohibited from receiving the

brief of the plaintiff in error unless the costs

have been paid, or a

suffi-

contained in the transcript. (Acts 1921, page
239.) Briefs for both parties shall be filed with the clerk at least three
week days before the call of the trial calendar to which the case is as-

cient pauper's affidavit

is

signed.
Cross-reference.

—See

also

§

6-1702.

IV.

COSTS.

—

bound. All attorneys representing the plaintiff in error, as well those heard orally or by briefs in
this Court as those signing the bill of exceptions, are jointly and severally bound for costs, save where the pauper affidavit is filed in the clerk's
office of the court below, and the certified original or a certified copy
thereof is transmitted to this Court with and as a part of the transcript
of the record, or, if no transcript is required, with the bill of exceptions.
24-4522. (6232) Rule 20.

Attorneys,

etc.,

This oath, to be effectual, must assert that the plaintiff in error is, because of his poverty, unable to pay the costs, and must not add conjunctively that he is unable to do anything else.

—

Cross-references. Affidavit in forma pauperis, see § 6-1004. Costs accompanying written arguments, see § 6-1505. When attorney liable for costs, see §§ 6-1704,
24-4106.

Filing and service of briefs, see §§ 24-4519, 24-4520.
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24-4523. (6233) Rule 21.

costs payable.

— No

case

which
and if

in

heard (except by special order of the Court)
not paid, the clerk shall so inform the Court when the case is called,
whereupon the case will be dismissed. The clerk shall, within ten days
after the disposition of any case, issue execution against the plaintiff in
error and his counsel for any unpaid costs with which they are charge-

cost

is clue

will he

;

form as follows:

able, in

State of Georgia
v.

To

all

We

and singular the

command

,

costs on this

:

you, that, of the goods and chattels, lands and tene-

you cause to be made the sum of
cents, Supreme Court costs in the case

ments of
and
v
all

and their lawful deputies

sheriffs of said State

fi.

of

due the State, and also
and that you make return hereof to the next term
term, 19

at its

fa.,

dollars

.

.

.

,

of said Court.

Witness the Honorable
day of
this

,

19

.

Chief Justice of said Court,

.

Clerk Supreme Court of Georgia.

Whenever
ror, the

a cost execution

same may, upon

is

paid by an attorney for a plaintiff in er-

his request, be transferred

and assigned

by an appropriate indorsement thereon signed by the

—

him

clerk.

Cross-references. Manner of collecting costs in civil cases, see
costs payable in Court of Appeals, see § 24-3624.

V.

to

§

24-3409.

When

"COURT AS A WHOLE."

Court to sit as a whole.— The Court shall
sit as a whole for the purpose of hearing argument, unless otherwise ordered, and at such times as may be prescribed.
24-4524. (6234) Rule 22.

Cross-reference.

— Meaning

of "court as a whole," see

COURT BY

VI.

24-4525. (6235) Rule 23.
sits in

§

24-4010.

DIVISIONS.

Apportionment

of cases.— When the

Court

separate divisions, the Chief Justice shall apportion the cases be-

and direct when each division shall occupy the
bench. Either division, upon the call of any case civil or criminal, may
order it to be argued before the Court as a whole, set a day for hearing
the same, and cause due notice to be given to counsel concerned.

tween the two

divisions,

Cross-reference.

— Court

may

sit in divisions,

see

§

24-4009.

—

Personnel of divisions. At the beginning
of every October term, the personnel of the two divisions of this Court
shall, under the direction of the Chief Justice, be changed by trans24-4526. (6236) Rule 24.

§

Courts.

24-4527

more
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from each division to the
other.
The Chief Justice may, at any other time, order a change in the
personnel of the two divisions, either temporary or to continue till the
beginning- of the next ensuing- October term, as may be deemed expedient.
Whenever at any time an Associate Justice is succeeded in office,
his successor shall be assigned to the division in which such Justice was
ferring one

off

of the Associate Justices

then serving.
Cross-reference.

— See

24-4011.

§

VII.

COURT OF APPEALS.

24-4527. (6237) Rule 25.

Transfer of cases.

—Whenever

pear that a case has been transmitted to this Court which
jurisdiction of the Court of Appeals, this Court

by order

is

it

shall ap-

within the

shall direct that

such case be transferred to that Court.
Cross-reference.
Par.
(5 2-3005).

V

—Jurisdiction

24-4528. (6238) Rule 25-a.

of

Supreme Court, see

Const., Art. VI, Sec. II,

Clerk to notify Court of transmission from

Court of Appeals of cases of which Supreme Court has exclusive

—

juris-

any time the Court of Appeals shall cause to be transmitted to the clerk of this Court the record and bill of exceptions in any
case which may have been filed in that Court, on the ground that in their
opinion the case is one of which the Supreme Court, and not the Court
diction.

If at

of Appeals, has jurisdiction, for determination of the question of juris-

by

diction

Court

this Court, the clerk of this

is

directed to promptly

notify the Court of such transmission, in order that the Court

amine the record and

bill

of exceptions

may

and give proper direction

ex-

in re-

gard to the docketing and disposition thereof.

—

Cross-references. Jurisdiction of
Jurisdiction and
Par.
(§ 2-3005).
Art VI, Sec. II, Par. IX (§ 2-3009).

V

24-4529. (6240) Rule 26.
sires instruction.

Supreme Court, see Const., Art. VI, Sec. II,
powers of the Court of Appeals, see Const.,

Questions on which Court of Appeals de-

—Whenever the

Court of Appeals

shall certify to this

Court a question of law concerning which it desires instruction, it shall
formulate the question upon which it desires instruction, and cause such
question to be certified and transmitted to this Court together with the
bill of

exceptions and record in the case.

— How

Cross-references.
Supreme Court decisions reviewed, see
also cross-references under § 24-4522.

24-4530. Rule 27.

Decision of certified questions.

Court upon questions

—In

all

§

24-3645.

See

cases brought

by the Court of Appeals as necessary to a proper determination of the case, this Court shall determine
whether the questions certified conform to the requisites required by this
Court; and when so, the Court shall answer the questions so certified.
Written synopses of the points decided in such cases, and opinions when
to this

certified

necessary, shall be filed as in other cases.
ses

and opinions

bills of

shall

Certified copies of such synop-

be transmitted to the Court of Appeals with the

exceptions and records in such cases.
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§

24-4534

DISQUALIFICATION.

Proceedings upon disqualification of Justices.
Where cases are to be passed upon by the Court as a whole, and
one or more Justices are disqualified from presiding, a full bench of
must be made up by the Governor's designation of one or more ju'"
of the superior courts to preside therein whenever either party so desires.
24-4531. (6242) Rule 28.

—

Whenever

the Justices of either division are disqualified from hear-

all

ing any case coming before that division, it shall be transferred to the
other division. Where not exceeding two Justices in a division are disqualified, a full division shall be made by temporarily assigning other
Justices to that division.
If in

any case four or more Justices are

disqualified, so that there will

not be three qualified Justices to decide the case, a full division of three
shall be

made up by requesting

the Governor to designate one or more

judges of the superior courts to preside.

Whenever

become necessary

under this rule, the
matter should be brought to the attention of the Court at least seven
days before the call of the calendar to which is assigned the case in which
the services of the judge or judges to be designated are desired. Counsel are expected to exercise due diligence in complying with this reit

shall

to proceed

quirement.

—

Cross-references. Disqualification of Judges of the Court of Appeals, see
24-3627.
When bondholding judge disqualified, see Const., Art. VI, Sec. II,
Par. Ill (§ 2-3003). Appointment in place of disqualified Justice, see § 24-4007.
When judicial officer is disqualified, see § 24-102.
§

IX.

DOCKETS AND CALENDARS.

24-4532. (6243) Rule 29.

Cases,

how

entered.

—All

cases brought to

Court shall be consecutively numbered and entered upon the docket
in the order of their filing in the clerk's office. No case shall be docketed
until both the bill of exceptions and a transcript of the record conforming to rule 9 are filed in the clerk's office. Cases transferred to this Court
from the Court of Appeals or questions certified by that Court, shall be
docketed as of the date of their reception here. The consecutive numbering of the cases shall be continuous from term to term. The filing
and the docket number shall be the same. A cross-bill of exceptions
shall be entered upon the docket of the term to which the main bill is
returnable, and no cross-bill shall be docketed until the main bill has
been entered.
this

Closing of dockets.— The dockets of this Court
for the March and October terms shall close respectively on the nineteenth days of June and December at noon. If the nineteenth day of
either of these months should fall on Sunday, the dockets shall close at
24-4533. Rule 29-a.

noon on the following day.
24-4534. Rule 30.
ties or attorneys.

as shall be fixed

Calendar and

—The

calls for the

by the Court.

at such call shall be prepared

A

call of cases.

Notice of calls to par-

hearing of cases will be on such days
calendar of the cases set for hearing

by the

clerk,

under the direction of the

Courts.

24-4535

§

720

Court, at least fifteen days before the date of the

The

call.

clerk shall

mail to the parties in each case, or their attorneys, at least fourteen days
prior to the day such call is to begin, a written or printed notice of the

has been assigned to that

Eact that the case

(6248) Rule 31.

24-4535.

Order

call.

of hearing.

— Ordinarily

cases will

be assigned to the calendar in the order in which they appear upon the
docket. When a case has been reached in its order on the calendar, it
will not be postponed except for providential cause or other good reason
shown.
24-4536. (6249) Rule
case,

error

if

32.

Want

of prosecution.

— On

the call of a

the plaintiff in error be unrepresented, counsel for defendant in

may move

to

open the record and

judgment and an award
will be dismissed for want

insist

on an affirmance of the

damages for delay; or the case
prosecution, and will not be reinstated ex-

of ten per cent,
of

cept for providential cause.

—

Cross-references. How cases disposed of in Supreme Court, see Const, Art.
When cases dismissed for failure to comply with
II. Par. VI (§ 2-3006).
Decisions at first term, see § 6-1601. Want of prosecution
order, see § 6-1605.
in the Court of Appeals, see § 24-3634.

VI. Sec.

—

Notice of motion to dismiss. No motion
to dismiss a writ of error will be considered unless notice of such motion and of the grounds thereof, in writing, be given to counsel for plaintiff in error five days before the case is called for argument, service thereof to be made and shown as required in the service of briefs. If because
of the absence of counsel for the plaintiff in error such notice cannot be
given, the motion will be entertained and such direction in reference

Rule

24-4537. (6250)

33.

thereto given as, in the discretion of the Court,
the Court has no jurisdiction,

however

this

may

Cross-reference.

any and

cases

If

whenever and

— Notice of motion to dismiss in Court of Appeals,

(6251) Rule 34.

all

will dismiss the writ

proper.

appear.

X.
24-4538.

it

may seem

may

JUDGMENTS.
When and how

rendered.

see

§

24-3635.

—Judgments

in

be rendered whenever the Court as a whole or

and it shall not be essential to the validity
of any judgment that any one or more of the Justices who participated
in making up the same shall be personally present at the rendition thereof; but each case shall be passed upon by at least three Justices, and
each judgment shall show upon its face how many and which Justices
concurred therein, and which, if any, dissented therefrom, and the facts,
with respect to these particulars shall in each case appear upon the minutes and in the official reports of this Court.
Cross-references. — Power of a division, see § 24-4012. Reversal and affirmance,
either division

is

in session,

see §§ 6-1611, 24-4015.

24-4539. Rule 35.
for

mandamus

Reargument and dissenting

division Justice, see

XL MANDAMUS.
How applications docketed.

shall be

docketed as other cases.

Costs.

The

§

24-4014.

—Applications

costs in such cases

Courts.
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and

shall

mandamus.

On

shall be fifteen dollars

application for

not

file

be paid to the clerk on the
failure to

in these rules, the

COStS, the clerk shall

kept.

— Subject

minutes shall be kept

in

emsubstantially the same
to the provisions

as has been heretofore observed.

Cross-reference.

— For

similar rule of the Court of Appeals, see

Not

24-4541. (6254) Rule 37.

24-3638.

§

OFFICE PAPERS.

XIII.

No

filing

MINUTES.

How

24-4540. (6253) Rule 36.

manner

pay the

24-4543

the application.

XII.

braced

§

to be taken without leave of

Court.—

be taken therefrom without leave of the Court, and, when such leave is granted, the party receiving the paper shall receipt the clerk for the same.

paper belonging- to the clerk's

Cross-reference.

— Same

office shall

rule of the Court of Appeals, see

24-4542. (6255) Rule 38.

Original opinion.

—All

§

24-3639.

opinions delivered

by the Justices of this Court shall be filed in the clerk's office, subject to
use by the reporter for publication in the Georgia Reports. For no other
purpose shall they be withdrawn from the clerk's office without leave
of the Court. When returned by the reporter, they shall be refiled in
such manner as will secure ready access and reference thereto and the
preservation thereof.

—

Cross-references. For same rule of the Court of Appeals, see
entry of decision on the minutes, see § 6-1610.

24-3640.

As

to

PARTIES.

XIV.
24-4543. (6256) Rule 39.

§

How

parties made.

—The

death of a party

may

be suggested by counsel for either
side at any time in open court, and the Court shall thereupon cause to be
issued and served upon the legal representative of the deceased party, if
there be one, a rule nisi requiring him to show cause, upon a day named,
to a case pending in this Court

why

he should not be

made

a party, and upon the return of such rule the

Court shall take appropriate action in the premises. The legal representative of the deceased party may voluntarily become a party to the
case at any time. If he does so on or before the call of the case at the
first

term,

it

will,

with his consent, be heard at that term,

or, in

the ab-

Where a representative of the
been appointed and made a party in this Court

sence of such consent, will be continued.

deceased party has not

on or before the
be dismissed.

A

day for argument at the second term, the case will
temporary administrator will be regarded in this Court

last

as a competent party.

Where

a party dies after the

necessary to

make

argument

shall be effective as of the date of the
Cross-references.
also § 6-1201.

of a case in this Court,

his representative a party to the case.

— How

parties

made

in

it is

un-

The judgment

argument.
Court of Appeals, see

§

24-3641.

See

8

722

Courts.

24-4544

XV.

REHEARING.

Motion,

24.4544. (6257) Rule 40.

for a rehearing will be considered

—No

motion

Court unless the same

is filed

when and how made.

by

this

and a carbon
copy being sufficient), during the term at which the judgment sought to
be reviewed was rendered, and before the remittitur in the case to which
said motion relates has been forwarded to the clerk of the trial court. A
rehearing will be granted, on motion of the losing party, only when it
in the office of the clerk thereof in duplicate (the original

appears that the Court has overlooked a material fact in the record, a

which is controlling as authority and which would
require a different judgment from that rendered. No motion for a rehearing will be entertained which does not expressly point out what material fact in the record, or controlling statute or decision, has been overlooked by the Court. There shall be attached to the motion a certificate
of counsel that upon careful examination of the opinion of the Court he
believes such a fact, statute, or decision, has been overlooked. The motion, when filed, shall show that a copy thereof has been served on opposing counsel, who may thereupon file a brief on the questions raised.
statute, or a decision

If

movant should

desire to furnish additional copies of the motion or

law for each of the Justices the same must be filed with the clerk
of the Supreme Court for delivery to the Justices. Such copies of the
motion and brief should not be mailed or sent directly to the Justices.
briefs of

In so far as practicable, the provisions of this rule shall apply to cases
certified to this

Court by the Court of Apoeals.

—

Cross-references. For similar rule of the Court of Appeals, see § 24-3643. Reargument and dissenting division Justice, see § 24-4014. As to additional argu-

ment, see

§

6-1604.

XVI.
24-4545. (6258) Rule

REMITTITUR.
Contents;

41.

certification.

—The

remittitur

Court shall contain the judgment of the Court. It shall be
duly certified by the clerk, and unless otherwise ordered, or unless a
motion for a rehearing has been previously filed under the foregoing rule,

from

this

shall be transmitted to the clerk of the trial court as

soon as practicable
after the expiration of ten days from the date of the judgment.
The certificate to every remittitur shall state the amount of costs taxed in the
case,

and by

whom

Cross-references.
also § 6-1804.

paid.

—For remittitur from the Court of Appeals, see

mitted through clerk's

24-3644

Sec

COMMUNICATIONS.

XVII.
24-4546. Rule 42.

§

Communications regarding pending cases transoffice.

Must show

—All

copies furnished opposing coun-

motions, requests, and communications relating to cases pending in this Court must be transmitted through the clerk's office, and not

sel.

to the Justices directly,

and

shall

nished to opposing counsel.

show

that copies thereof have been fur-

Courts.
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24-4

RULES— CONTEMPT.

XVIII.

—

Breach of rules. Any breach of one or nv.
of the foregoing rules by counsel, whether intentionally or by inexcus24-4547. (6259) Rule 43.

able negligence, will subject the offender to be dealt with for contempt.

—

Cross-references. For same rule of the Court of Appeals, see
of courts to punish for contempt, see §§ 24-105, 24-3901, II 6.

24-4548. Rule 44.

XIX.— CERTIORARI.
Notice. — No decision of the

§

24 3651.

Powers

Court of Appeals will

be reviewed by certiorari unless the applicant gives written notice to the
clerk of the Court of Appeals within ten days after the filing of the judgment of his intention to apply to the Supreme Court for a writ of certiorari, nor unless such application for certiorari be filed with the clerk
of the Supreme Court within thirty days from the filing of the judgment
Where a motion for a rehearing is filed, the
in the Court of Appeals.
time shall run from the date of the final order of the Court of Appeals
thereon.

—

Editorial Note. Acts 1931, p. 163, to regulate the practice upon application for
the writ of certiorari before the Supreme Court of Georgia to the Court of Appeals, to provide for the decision by the Court upon such application as to whether
such writ should be granted or refused, and to provide for the time within which
the court should pass upon such application, etc., was held unconstitutional in
175/232 (165 S. E. 11) as an invasion of a prerogative of the judiciary.

24-4549. Rule 45.

Petition; transcript of record; evidence; oral argu-

—Where an application

submitted to this Court for a writ of certiorari to review a decision of the Court of Appeals, the petitioner must
furnish, as an exhibit to the petition, a certified copy of the entire record
of the case in the Court of Appeals, or, in lieu thereof, a copy of such
record omitting the evidence if the evidence is not deemed necessary by
ment.

is

the applicant.
If

one that has been previously in this Court upon questions
by the Court of Appeals, it will not be necessary to include in

the case

certified

is

the transcript any part of the record contained in the

files

of the

Supreme

Court.

In any event the transcript shall contain a copy of the judgment and of
the opinion of the Court of Appeals. If this Court shall be of the opinion

necessary for a determination of the questions raised
in the petition, the applicant will be required to furnish a certified copy
of the evidence and on his failure to comply with the order of this Court
that the evidence

is

;

in this respect the writ will

be denied.

Oral argument will not be permitted on the petition. Argument and
briefs of authorities must not be included in the petition, but must be
submitted separately. In considering the question of the grant of the
petition for certiorari, and if granted, in disposing of the case, this Court
will only consider the questions raised in such petition.

The

must specify plainly the decision complained

and the
alleged errors. It will not be sufficient to set out the contentions and assignments of error made in the original bill of exceptions or motion for a
new trial, but it shall be necessary to set forth plainly and specifically
the errors alleged to have been committed by the Court of Appeals. A
petition

of

§

comply with this provision
denying the petition.

failure to

for

724
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24-4550

will be

deemed

a sufficient reason

Notice to respondent. Time for respondent to file
When respondent is dead. Unless waived, personal service of
brief.
notice oi the date of the filing of the petition, together with a copy of the
ition, and briefs, if any. in support of the same, shall be made on counsel for the respondent within three days after such date; the brief, if any,
24-4550. Rule 46.

—

for respondent shall be filed within five

days of such service.

Service of

the briefs by mail shall be sufficient.

may

be made upon his attorney of
record in the Court of Appeals, or acknowledged or waived by such attorney notwithstanding the death of the respondent. If the respondent
was not represented in the Court of Appeals by an attorney, administration upon his estate must be taken out within ninety days from the filing
If the

respondent

oi the petition,

is

dead, service

and service of notice

upon the representative

of filing of the petition shall be

of the deceased respondent within five days after

his qualification, or the petition will

24-4551. Rule 47.
certiorari.

made

Time

be dismissed.

for clerk to submit to Court application for

Notice to clerk of Court of Appeals.

writ of certiorari to the Court of Appeals

—All

must be

applications for a

with the clerk of
the Supreme Court and shall be by him submitted to the Court on the
tenth day after such filing. The clerk of the Supreme Court shall give
notice to the clerk of the Court of Appeals of the filing of all applications
filed

for the writ of certiorari.

Docketing applications. Costs.— Applications for
certiorari shall be docketed as other cases. The costs in such cases shall
be fifteen dollars and shall be paid to the clerk on the filing of the application for certiorari. On failure" to pay the costs, the clerk shall not file
24-4552. Rule 48.

the application.

PART XXX.

CHAPTER

24-99.

CRIMES.

IN GENERAL.
Sec.

Sec.
24-9901.

Malpractice

by justice

of

peace.
24-9902.

24-9903.

Officers

demanding excessive

costs.

Justices of the peace indicted
for malpractice may not act.

—

by justice of the peace. Any justice
of the peace who shall fail to comply with either of sections 24-604 or
24-605, relating to dockets and reports to grand juries by justices of the
peace, or who shall make a false entry or return of any matter, shall be
guilty of malpractice in office and punished as for a misdemeanor and
removed from office. ( Acts 1871-2, pp. 45, 46.)
24-9901.

(299 P. C.) Malpractice

24-9902.

(300 P. C.) Justices of the peace indicted for malpractice

not

act.

— Xo

may

justice of the peace shall exercise the duties or functions

§ 24-0

Courts.
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of his office or perform

any act therein

after an indictment

(

>r

general

presentment of a grand jury has been returned against him for malpractice in his office, until the termination of the case made by the indictmi
Provided, the grand jury finding the indictment or
or presentment:
presentment shall in their general presentments recommend such suspen-

A

sion from duty.

misdemeanor.

violation of the provisions of this section shall be a

(Acts 1884-5,

p. 103.)

24-9903. (305 P. C.) Officers

demanding excessive

costs.

— Any

officer

knowingly demanding, as costs from a defendant in a criminal
case, fees to which he is not entitled, and any solicitor general who shall
demand or receive any fee or costs on any criminal case which has not
been tried by a petit jury or otherwise finally disposed of, shall be guilty
of a misdemeanor. (Cobb, 864, 865. Acts 1861, p. 69.)
of court,

— Costs payable

Cross-references.
Par.
(§ 2-110).
costs, see § 24-2916.

X

How

only after conviction, see Const., Art. I, Sec. I,
solicitors general proceeded against for exacting illegal
defendant shall pay costs of prosecution, see § 27-2801.

When

COURT OF APPEALS:
gia,

See Title 2, Constitution of the State of GeorChapter 2-30; Title 24, Courts, Chapters 24-35, 24-36, 24-45.

COURT OF APPEALS REPORTS:

See Title 90, Public Printing,
90-2;
Title
Librarian,
Chapter
Chapter 101-2.
101, State

COURTS OF INQUIRY:

See Title 27, Criminal Procedure, Chapter

27-4.

COURTS-MARTIAL:

See Title

86,

Public Defense, Chapter 86-12.

COVENANTS AND WARRANTIES:
29-3.

See Title

29,

Deeds, Chapter

TITLE

25.

CREDIT UNIONS; SMALL LOANS; SALARY
BUYERS.
Chap.
25-

1.

25-

2.

Sec.

Credit unions
Business of making loans on personal property or of buying
wages or salaries in general
Small loan business

25-101
25-201

i

25-

3.

25-99.

25-301

Crimes

25-9901

CROSS-REFERENCES.
Loans of personalty: See Title 12, Bailments, Chapter 12-5.
Pledges and pawns: See Title 12, Bailments, Chapter 12-6.
See also Title 13, Banks and Banking; Title 16, Building and Loan Associations;
Title 22, Corporations; Title 97, Securities.

CHAPTER

25-1.

CREDIT UNIONS.
Sec.

ec.

Organization.

Petition;
tents; filing; signature.

25-101.

con-

25-113.

sation of directors.

Bylaws.
bylaws;
approval by
Duplicate
Banks.
Superintendent
of

25-102.

Petition; filing.

25-103.

Certificate

Amendments

25-105.

Powers enumerated.

25-106.

Record
Subscribers' meeting.
of certificate of incorporation.

25-107.

Certified

copy of

25-115.

Approval of loans or advances
by credit committee; meet-

tions.

ings.

25-116.

certificate of

Membership.
Expulsions

Supervisory committee; inspec-

to bylaws; record.

renewal as evidence.
25-108.
25-109.

25-114.

of incorporation.

25-104.

and

withdrawals.

Entrance fee.
CanCapital.
of
transfer
cellation
and
shares.

25-111.

Shares and deposits in names
of minors and in trust.

25-112.

Board

of directors.

Loans

to

members;

to officers.

Interest.

25-117.

Fees.

Reserve fund.

25-118.

Dividends.

25-119.

Liquidation.

25-120.

Change

25-121.

Special meetings
Fiscal year.
of members. Proxies.

25-122.

Reports to Superintendent of
Banks. Examinations. Revo-

Disposition of deposits.
25-110.

Duties and compen-

Officers.

of place of business.

cation of certificate.
Illegal
Insolvency.
practices.
25-123.

Taxes to which

subject.

Credit and

supervisory committees.

25-101.

number

Organization.

Petition;

contents;

of persons, not less than eight,

may

filing;

signature.

—Any

incorporate for the purpose

of organizing a credit union, in accordance with the provisions of this

Chapter.

The persons

so desiring to

become incorporated

shall

file

the office of the Secretary of State a petition, in duplicate and signed

in

by

each of them, stating:
fa)

The name

lage in which

its

of the

proposed credit union and the

principal business office

is

city,

to be located;

town or

vil-

Credit Unions; Small Loans; Salary Buyers.
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The names and addresses

(b)

of petitioners

§ 25- 1 03

and the number of

si

subscribed by each;

That incorporation is desired under this Chapter and the par v
of shares, which shall be $5
(d) That the purpose and nature of the business are to conduct a
credit union with the rights and powers granted by this Chapter;
(c)

And any

(c)

may deem

other matters which they

it

advisable to state.

(Acts 1925, pp. 165, 166.)

—

How

corpoCross-references.! By whom corporations created, see § 22-201.
rate powers granted, see Const, Art. Ill, Sec. VII, Far. XVIII (§ 2-1818;.

25-102. Petition; filing.

by a

Bylaws.

—The

petition shall be

and the petition and bylaws

draft of bylaws,

accompanied

shall be filed, in dupli-

cate, in the office of the Secretary of State,

who

shall record the date of

and the name of the credit union
pose. The bylaws shall provide

book

to be kept for that pur-

riling

in a

The date of the annual meeting (which shall be in January of each
year), the manner of notification of meetings and of conducting the same,
the number of members constituting a quorum and regulations as to
(a)

voting;

The number

(b)

of directors (which shall not be less than five),

all

whom must

be members, their powers and duties, together with the
duties of the officers elected by the board of directors

of

The qualifications for membership;
The number of members of the credit committee and

(c)

(d)

of the super-

visory committee (which shall not be less than three each), together with
their respective powers and duties;

The

conditions under which shares

may

be issued, paid
ferred and withdrawn, deposits received and withdrawn, loans
repaid, and the funds otherwise invested;
(e)

(f)

The charges which

shall be

made,

if

for, trans-

made and

any, for failure to meet obli-

whether or not the corporation shall have the power
to borrow; the method of receipting for money; the manner of accumulating a reserve fund the manner of determining and paying a dividend
and such other matters, consistent with this Chapter as may be requisite
to the organization and operation of the credit union in question. (Acts
gations punctually

;

;

1925, p. 166.)

25-103. Duplicate bylaws; approval
tificate of incorporation.

by Superintendent

of Banks.

Cer-

—The duplicate set of bylaws shall be transmit-

ted by the Secretary of State to the Superintendent of Banks, who shall
promptly consider same, and, after making such changes therein, with

consent of petitioners, not inconsistent with this Chapter, as he may deem
necessary, in writing approve same, if he is satisfied that the proposed
field of

operation

is

favorable to the success of said corporation, and that

the standing of the proposed incorporators
that

its affairs

is

will be properly administered.

such as to give assurance

He

shall then

return the said duplicate sets of bylaws as revised, rewriting
duplicate,

if

promptlv

same

in

necessary, with his approval indorsed thereon, to the Secre-

tary of State,

who

shall thereupon,

if

he finds the requirements of this

§
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Chapter have been complied with, issue to said credit union a certificate
of incorporation, under the great seal of the State, and shall attach said
certificate to one of the duplicate sets of the petition and bylaws and

same

deliver

to petitioners, retaining- the other set

.^iid certificate shall

"To

all

whom

to

Whereas,
approved

on

file

in his office.

be substantially as follows, to wit:

these presents

may come

:

Greeting".

pursuance of an Act of the General Assembly of this State,
day of
19.
(names
of persons who signed the petition), having filed in the office of the Secretary of State a certain petition, seeking* the formation of a credit
union, to be known as (insert name), and have complied with the law in
such cases made and provided; therefore, the State of Georgia hereby
grants unto the above-named persons, their successors and assigns, full
authority by and under the name of (insert name) to exercise the powers
and privileges of a credit union, subject to the provisions of the Constitution and the laws of this State, and all the laws, rules and regulations
covering credit unions of force at the date of this certificate, or that may
in

become

hereafter

of force, either

and to which

is

.

.

by constitutional or statute law.

In witness whereof, these presents have been signed
of State,

.

,

annexed the great

by the Secretary

seal of the State, at Atlanta,

Georgia.

day of

This, the

(Acts 1925,

"

,19

p. 167.)

—

bylaws; record. No amendment to the bylaws shall become operative until copy thereof, with the approval of the
Superintendent of Banks indorsed thereon, has been filed with the Sec-

Amendments

25-104.

retary of State.

same under the
provided

The Secretary of State shall
name of the credit union in the

(Acts 1925,

for.

Cross-reference.

— Bylaws

common

the powers

record the date of filing
record book hereinbefore

p. 169.)

and record thereof, see

Powers enumerated.

25-105.
to

to

—A

§ 25-102.

credit union shall have, in addition

to all corporations

under the laws of

this State,

the following powers
fl)

It

may

for shares or

receive the funds and savings of

its

members

in

payment

on deposit.

may receive deposits from nonmembers in such manner as the
bylaws may provide.
(3j It may make loans to members, through its credit committee.
(4j It may also invest, through its board of directors, its surplus funds
(2)

It

fa)

In any investment which

is

legal for savings

banks in

this State;

(b)

In the stock of other credit unions, to a total

amount

exceed 10 per cent, of the capital stock and reserve funds of the investing credit union and

which

shall not

;

(c)

May

deposit

to

the

credit

of

corporation

in

savings

banks, credit unions, State banks, trust companies and national
banks.

(5)

It

may borrow from any

no time exceed 50 per cent,
fund of the borrowing credit union.
It

may undertake such

jj

source, but the total of such borrowing

shall at

(6)

2"
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and

of the capital, surplus

r

other activities, not inconsistent with the

provisions of this Chapter, as the bylaws

may

authorize, and exercise

the powers elsewhere in this Chapter granted.

may

organize and engage in business without having any stated
amount of capital subscribed or paid in, and may begin to do busil
with only such capital stock subscribed and paid in as may be provided
(7)

It

in its bylaws,

vide for

vided

and

may

increase and decrease

in its

bylaws. (Acts 1925,

Cross-references.

— Common

as

25-106. Subscribers' meeting.
receipt of said certificate

and pro-

capital stock

and

manner

in the

pro-

p. 169.)

powers

unlawful use of "credit union," see

Upon

its

the payment and withdrawal thereof

§

of corporations, see
25-9901.

§

22-703.

Penalty for

Record of certificate of incorporation.
from the Secretary of State, petitioners

meeting of the subscribers for the purpose of organizing, of
which meeting five days' notice shall be given to each subscriber, personally, or- by deposit of such notice in the mails, postage paid, directed
shall call a

to his last

known

address or to the address

left

by him

in

writing for

Such notice, however, may be waived. Afc said meeting,
or adjourned meeting thereof, petitioners shall accept said certificate and
bylaws, noting such acceptance on the minutes of the meeting, and proceed to organize by the election of officers and performance of all other
that purpose.

things necessary to complete the organization.

The

but not the petition and bylaws attached thereto, shall be then recorded in the office of the clerk of the superior court of the county in which the credit union has its principal
place of business, and the credit union shall thereupon become and be a
corporation with all the powers and privileges granted by this Chapter,
certificate of incorporation,

from the date

for a period of 20 years

renewal.

The Secretary

of said certificate, with right of

of State shall,

upon application

of the credit

union and approval of the Superintendent of Banks, issue a renewal certificate of like form as the original certificate, which shall likewise be
recorded in the office of said clerk. (Acts 1925, p. 168.)
25-107. Certified

copy

of certificate of

renewal as evidence.

said certificate or renewal certificate, certified

by the

— A copy of

clerk of the superior

court in which same has been recorded, shall be admissible in evidence

any court or place in this State, as proof of the organization of said
credit union and its right to do business as such. (Acts 1925, p. 169.)

in

25-108.
sist of

Membership.

—The

membership

of the credit union shall con-

the incorporators and such persons, societies, associations, part-

nerships and corporations as

may

be^

duly elected to membership and

have subscribed to one or more shares and have paid for same
or in part and have paid the entrance fee and complied with
requirements contained in the bylaws. (Acts 1925, p. 170.)

all

whole
other

—At any

and withdrawals. Disposition of deposits.
meeting of the members, by a two-thirds vote

25-109. Expulsions

regular or called

in

of those
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members may expel from
member may withdraw from

present, the
of.

A

may withdraw
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member thereunion and a nonmember

the corporation any
a credit

deposits, as hereinafter provided,

by

filing-

a written notice

withdrawing member,
with any interest accrued, shall be paid to such member, subject to 60
days notice, and after deducting any amounts due to the corporation by
Siiqh member, said expelled or withdrawing member shall have no further
right in said credit union or to any of its benefits, but such expulsion or
withdrawal shall not operate to relieve said member from any remaining
of such intention.

All deposits of an expelled or

1

liability to the corporation.

— Penalty

Cross-reference.
see § 25-9901.

(Acts 1925,

p. 176.)

for unauthorized use of "credit union" in corporate

title,

Entrance fee. Cancellation and transfer of shares.
The capital of the credit union shall consist of the payments that have
been made to it by the several members therein on shares. A credit
union shall have a lien on the shares of any member and on the dividends
payable thereon for and to the extent of any loan made to him and of
any dues and fines payable by him. A credit union may, upon the resignation or expulsion of a member, cancel the shares of such member and
apply the withdrawal value of such shares toward the liquidation of such
member's indebtedness. A credit union may charge an entrance fee,
as may be provided in the bylaws. Fully paid-up shares of a credit union
may be transferred to any person upon election to membership, upon such
terms as the bylaws may provide and upon the payment of a transfer fee
which shall not exceed 25 cents. (Acts 1925, p. 174.)
25-110. Capital.

—

and deposits in names of minors and in trust. Shares
may be issued and deposits received m the name of a minor and in trust
and in such way and manner as the bylaws may provide. (Acts 1925,
25-111. Shares

p. 175.)

—

Board of directors. Credit and supervisory committees. At
the annual meeting the members shall elect a board of directors, a credit
committee and a supervisory committe. Unless the number of members
of the credit union is less than 11, no member of the board shall be a
member of either of said committees. All members of the board and
committees and all officers shall be sworn to faithfully perform the duties
of their several offices, and shall hold them for such terms as may be determined by the bylaws. The oath shall be subscribed by the individuals
taking it and certified by the officer before whom it is taken and shall
immediately be transmitted to the Superintendent of Banks and filed and
25-112.

preserved in his

office.

(Acts 1925,

p. 172.)

—

Duties and compensation of directors. At the first
meeting and at each first meeting in the fiscal year, the board of directors
25-113. Officers.

shall elect

from

and treasurer.
urer

may
shall

specially

If

own number

a president, vice president, secretary

the bylaws so provide the offices of secretary and treas-

be held by the same person.

the general

and

their

management

The board

of directors shall

have

funds and records of the corporation
be necessary. Unless the bylaws shall

of affairs,

meet as often as may
reserve any and all of the duties

special duty of the directors

to the

members,

it

shall be the
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(1)

To

act

upon

all

applications for

§

25-115

membership and the expulsion of

members
(2)

To

determine, from time to time, rales of interest which shall be

allowed on deposits and charged on loans;
(3)

each

To

fix

officer

the

amount

of the surety

bond which

shall be required

by

having the custody of funds;

To fix the maximum amount of shares which may be held by and
maximum amount which may be loaned to any one member; to de-

(4)

the

clare dividends
(5)

To

fill

and recommend amendments to the bylaws

vacancies in the board of directors and credit committee

until the election

and qualification of successors

To have

charge of the investment of funds of the corporation other
than loans to members, and to perform such other duties as the members
may, from time to time, authorize.
(6)

No member

committee or of
the supervisory committee shall receive any compensation for his services
as a member of said board or committee. (Acts 1925, p. 172.)
of the board of directors or of the credit

25-114. Supervisory committee; inspections.

—The

supervisory com-

mittee shall, at frequent intervals, inspect the securities, cash and ac-

counts of the credit union and supervise the acts of the board of directors,
credit committee and officers, any or all of whom the supervisory committee may, at any time, by a unanimous vote, suspend.

Within seven

days after such suspension, the supervisory committee shall cause notice
to be given to the members of a special meeting to take action on such
suspension, the call for the meeting to indicate clearly its purpose. By
a majority vote the committee may call a meeting of the stockholders to
consider any violation of this Chapter or of the bylaws or any practice of
the credit union, which, in the opinion of the said committee is unsafe
and unauthorized. The committee shall fill vacancies in their own number until the next meeting of the members. At the close of the fiscal
year the supervisory committee shall make or cause to be made a thorough audit of the receipts, disbursements, income, assets and liabilities
of the credit union for the said fiscal year and shall make a full report
thereon to the directors, which report shall be read at the annual meeting and shall be filed and preserved with the records of the credit union.
(Acts 1925, p. 174.)

Approval of loans or advances by credit committee; meetings.
The credit committee shall approve every loan or advance made by the
Every application for a loan shall be in writing, on a form
corporation.
prepared by the board of directors, and shall state the purpose for which
the loan is desired and the security, if any, offered. Indorsement of a
note or assignment of shares in any credit union shall be deemed security
in the meaning of this section.
No loan shall be made unless it has reunanimous
approval of the members of the committee present
ceived the
when the loan was considered, which number shall constitute at least a
majority of the committee, nor if any member of the committee shall disapprove thereof. An applicant for a loan may appeal to the directors
from the decision of the credit committee, if it is so provided in the by25-115.

—

I
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way and manner therein provided. The credit commitmeet as often as may be required, after due notice has been
in the

given to each member. (Acts 1925,

p. 173.)

Loans to members; to officers.
its members at reasonable rates of

Interest.

25-116.

— A credit union may

which shall not exceed
one per cent, a month, for such purposes and upon such security as the
bylaws may provide and the credit committee shall approve, and invest
A member who needs funds with which
its funds as therein provided.
to purchase necessary supplies for growing crops may receive a loan in
A borrower may repay
fixed monthly installments instead of one sum.
the whole or any part of his loan on any day on which the office of the
corporation is open for the transaction of business.
lend to

Xo

officer, director

or

member

interest,

of the credit or supervisory

committee

be allowed to borrow from the corporation or to become indorser
for a borrower, without a favorable vote of the member stockholders in
special meeting called for the purpose of passing on the specific loan or
shall

loans. (Acts 1925, p. 175.)

Reserve fund.

—All

entrance fees, transfer fees and
charges shall, after the payment of the organization expenses, be known
as reserve income and shall be added to the reserve fund of the credit
25-117. Fees.

union.

At the

close of each fiscal year there shall be set apart to the

reserve fund 20 per cent, of the net income of the corporation which has

accumulated during the year.

The members,

increase the proportion of the profits which

may

at

an annual meeting,

is

required by this section

to be set apart to the reserve fund or to decrease

it

when the reserve
The reserve fund

fund equals the paid-in capital of the credit union.
shall belong to the corporation and shall be held to meet contingencies
and shall not be distributed to the members except upon dissolution of
the corporation. (Acts 1925, p. 175.)

—At the close of the

year a credit union may
Dividends shall be paid on all
fully paid shares outstanding at the close of the fiscal year, but shares
which may become fully paid during the year shall be entitled to a proportional part of such dividends calculated from the first day of the month
following such payment in full. (Acts 1925, p. 176.)
25-118. Dividends.

fiscal

declare a dividend from the net earnings.

25-119. Liquidation.
tion

charter and franchises,

by complying with the laws
the voluntary liquidation and dissolution of banks, which

and surrender

of the State for

— Any credit union may go into voluntary liquida-

its

said laws are hereby

made

applicable to the voluntary liquidation or dis-

solution of credit unions, except that the fees to be paid to the Secretary

and except that the application to
be published once a week for two weeks in-

of State shall be $10, instead of $25,

surrender the charter shall
stead of four weeks. (Acts 1925,
Cross-reference.

—Voluntary

Banks and Banking, Chapter
25-120.

Change

p.

176.)

liquidation or dissolution of banks, see Title 13,
13-15.

of place of business.

—A

credit union

may change

its

place of business on written notice and approval of the Superintendent
of Banks. (Acts 1925, p. 177.)
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25-121.

Fiscal year.

Special

meetings of members.

credit union fiscal year shall end at the close of busi:

day

December.

of

Special meetings of the

§

25-122

Proxies.
n

—
'1

the thirty-f.

members may

be held by

order of the directors, or of the supervisory committee and shall be 1.
on written request of 10 per cent, of the members. At all meetings a

have but one vote, irrespective of the number of shai
No stockholder may vote by proxy, but a society, association,
held.
partnership or corporation, having membership in the credit union, may
be represented by one person, duly authorized by said society, a
At any meeting the
tion, partnership or corporation to represent it.
members may decide on any matter of interest to the corporation, may
overrule the board of directors and, by a three-fourths vote of those
present, may amend the bylaws, providing the notice of the meeting shall

member

shall

have stated the question to be considered. (Acts 1925,

Examinations.

25-122. Reports to Superintendent of Banks.

Insolvency.

Illegal practices.

cation of certificate.

p. 172.;

Revo-

— Credit unions shall

be subject to the supervision of the Superintendent of Banks and shall
make a report of conditions to him at least semiannually, upon call and

on blank forms to be supplied by him. Returns shall be verified under
oath of the president and treasurer and additional reports may be required by the said Superintendent. Any credit union which neglects to
make the above reports shall forfeit to the Treasurer of the State $10 for
each day of such neglect, unless excused by the Superintendent of Banks.

Each

credit union shall be

examined

at least annually

perintendent, or his duly authorized deputy.

order other examinations and shall at
all

of the books, papers, securities

For

respect to said credit union.

said Su-

Said Superintendent

may

times be given free access to

all

and other sources

this

by the

of information in

purpose he shall have the power to

subpoena and examine personally, or through one of his deputies, witnesses on oath and documents pertaining to the business of the credit
union.
If a credit

union neglects to make the required reports or to pay the

charges herein required for 15 days, the Superintendent of Banks shall
notify the credit union of his intention to revoke the certificate of apIf said

proval.

neglect or failure continue for another 15 days the Su-

may

revoke said certificate of approval and he, or one of
his deputies, shall take possession of the business of such credit union
perintendent

and retain possession
ness or liquidate
If it

until such time as

its affairs,

he

may

permit

resume busi-

appears to the Superintendent of Banks that a credit union has

over his hand and

official

seal, after

methods and

practices.

by an order made

hearing or an opportunity for a

hearing has been given said credit union, direct
in a

to

pursuant to the banking laws of the State.

violated any of the provisions of this Chapter, he may,

illegal

it

If a credit

union

is

it

to discontinue the

insolvent or has, with-

reasonable time, failed to comply with any order mailed to the last

address

filed

by

said credit union with said Superintendent, he shall

immediately, or within a reasonable time thereafter, take possession of
the business and property of the credit union and retain possession until

G
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such time as he may permit it to resume business or
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its affairs

are finally

—

Cross-references. Taking possession of banks by Superintendent of Banks, see
Penalty for unauthorized use of
Title 13, Banks and Banking, Chapter 13-8.
"credit union" in corporate title, see § 25-9901.

—

which subject. Credit unions shall not be subject to
any tax except the ad valorem tax upon property imposed by the Constitution of this State, unless made subject thereto by express provision
of law specifically naming credit unions and making them subject there25-123.

to.

Taxes

(Acts 1925,

to

p. 177.)

CHAPTER 25-2. BUSINESS OF MAKING LOANS ON
PERSONAL PROPERTY OR OF BUYING WAGES
OR SALARIES IN GENERAL.*
Sec.

Sec.
25-201.

License to do business required.

25-202.

By whom license issued; fee.
How license obtained; contents

25-203.

25-212.

of application.
25-204.
25-205.

Bond

of licensee;
proval.

25-213.

cense because of.
Fees; investigating security or
title; renewal or extension of

25-214.

Original and preexisting loans,

25-215.

Usury,
Charge

amount; ap-

loan.

License not transferable. Duty
of licensee on change of locaPublic exposure of lition.

fees.

25-216.

cense.
25-206.

Sureties on

25-207.

Additional

bond subject to
bond may be

25-209.

25-210.

suit.

re-

when.
Sale or assignment of wages.
Bool to be kept by licensee;
what it shall show; duplicate

25-217.

When

25-219.

Oath

partial payments
entry in licensee's

25-221.

Renewals and

Book

actually

license

becomes

to obtain

void.

criminal war-

rant against borrower.

Pledge of unearned wages or
salary invalid.

Banks

and

pawnbrokers

cepted
from
Chapter.

book.
25-211.

considered.

sums not

Penalty for failure to obtain

25-218.

25-220.

loans;

of

license.

statement of entry to be given
borrower.
of

how

paid unlawful.

quired,

25-208.

Failure to keep book or refusing
inspection, revocation of li-

operation

exof

open to inspection.

to be

25-201. (3446) License to

do business required.

—No

person, firm, or

corporation shall engage generally, regularly, or collaterally to any other
business, in the business of

making loans on household or kitchen

furni-

household goods, wearing apparel, sewing machines, musical
struments, wages, or salaries, or in the business of buying wages or
ture,

aries,

without

(Acts 1904,

first

in-

sal-

obtaining a license for carrying on such business.

p. 79.)

Cross-references.

— Loans

of property,

Pledges and pawns, see Title
25-202. (3447)

12,

By whom

see

Title

12, Bailments,
12-6.

Chapter

12-5.

Bailments, Chapter

license issued; fee.

— The license under which

said business shall be conducted shall be issued,

is

sought

to be conducted within the limits of an incorporated city or town,

by the

if

the business

such city or town whose duty it is to issue licenses granted by
the authority of such corporation; and if without the limits of an incorofficer of

porated city or town, said license shall be issued by the ordinary of the

Loans

of $300 or less, see

Chapter

25-3.
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county within which said business

is

§ 25

Bought to be conducted.

1

dinary or officer issuing the license shall receive, for each license 90
sued, a fee of $1.50, to be paid by the applicant (Acts 1904, pp. 79, 83.)
25-203. (3448)

How

license obtained; contents of application.

applicant for license shall

with the

—The

authorized to issue it a
statement on oath, giving the location where such business is to be conducted, the

name and

file

officer

the private and business addresses of the applicant

an individual, the name and the private and bush
addresses of each of the partners if the licensee is a firm, and the name
and the private and business addresses of each of its officers if the licensee is a corporation, and, in the case of a corporation, the State under the
laws of which it is organized. (Acts 1904, pp. 79, 80.)
if

the licensee

is

25-204. (3449)

Bond

of licensee;

amount; approval.

— No

license shall

be issued to any person, firm, or corporation to carry on the business as
specified in this Chapter, until the applicant shall have filed with the ordinary of the county, or with the mayor of the city or town, wherein said
business is to be conducted, a bond with good security in the penal sum
of $500, payable to the mayor of the city or town, or the ordinary of the
county in which said business is to be conducted, and their successors in
office, for

the faithful performance by the licensee of the duties and obli-

gations pertaining to the business so licensed and the prompt

payment

any judgment which may be recovered against said licensee on account of damages or other claim arising directly or collaterally from any
loan of money or sale of wages or salary. Said bond shall not be valid
until it shall have been approved by the mayor of said town or city or by
of

the ordinary of said county. (Acts 1904, pp. 79, 80.)

Duty of licensee on change
The license shall not be trans-

25-205. (3450) License not transferable.

—

Public exposure of license.
and should the licensee change the location of his business, the
license shall immediately become void, unless the licensee shall, 10 days
before changing the location, file with the officer authorized to issue the
license a notice of the proposed change of location.
Upon so changing
the location the licensee shall have the officer issuing the license indorse
upon it a permit authorizing the change. In default of compliance with
these provisions the license shall be null and void. The license shall at
all times be kept publicly exposed by the licensee on his business premof location.

ferable;

ises.

(Acts 1904, pp. 79, 80.)

25-206. (3451) Sureties

on bond subject to

—Whoever

have
any cause of action against said licensee for a violation of any legal duty
or obligation arising collaterally or directly out of any loan of money or
sale of

wages or salary provided

for in this Chapter,

the surety or sureties on said bond, and

and said sureties as though the

suit.

plaintiffs

may

may

shall

join in said suit

recover from the licensee

were the obligee

in the

bond.

(Acts 1904, pp. 79, 80.)

—

bond may be required, when. Should any
surety on such bond become insolvent, the mayor of the town or city, or
25-207.

(3452) Additional

the ordinary or grand jury of the county, shall immediately require the
licensee to

file

an additional bond with good security; and on

failure to

§
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do so within 10 days after notice, the license shall stand ipso facto

re-

voked. (Acts 1904, pp. 79, 81.)
25-208.

Sale or assignment of wages.

(3453")

— Any sale or assignment

whether made for the purpose of securing a debt in
existence before said assignment is made or for the purpose of procuring
an advancement of money at the time the assignment is made, shall be
governed in all respects by the provisions of this Chapter; and the rate of
discount on any sale or assignment of salary or wages shall not be greater than the rates and fees prescribed in sections 25-213 and 25-214. (Acts

wages or

of

salary,

1904, op. 79, 81.)
Cross-reference.

— Assignment
Book

of choses in action, see

§

85-1803.

show; duplicate statement of entry to
licensee governed
by the provisions of this Chapter shall keep, on the premises where such
business is conducted, a book in which shall be recorded, consecutively
numbered, legibly written in English, at the time of making each loan,
the name and residence of the borrower, the amount of the loan, the time
25-209.

(3454)

what it
be given borrower. Every

to be kept

by

licensee;

shall

—

charged in connection with the
loan, and a full description of the security; and the licensee shall at the
time give to the borrower, legibly written in English, a duplicate statement of the entry in said book, which statement shall be signed by the
licensee, or a duly authorized agent or employee, and numbered to correspond with the number in said book. (Acts 1904, pp. 79, 81.)
of maturity, the rate of interest, the fees

payments of loans; entry in licensee's book.
Whenever any loan governed by the provisions of this
Chapter shall be renewed, or the borrower shall make a partial payment
thereon, an entry shall be made on the book referred to in the preceding
25-210.

(3455) Renewals and partial

—

payment,
and the borrower shall be given a legibly written duplicate of the entry
so made. When the loan shall be paid in full, a proper entry to that effect
shall be made upon the book, and the borrower shall immediately be
given a receipt in full and a cancellation of the mortgage or lien given
section, giving the particulars of the renewal or of the partial

to secure the debt.

(Acts 1904, pp. 79, 81.)

Book

—

open to inspection. Said book shall at all
times, during the usual business hours, be open to the inspection of the
ordinary of the county, the grand jury of the county in which said business is conducted, or any person authorized in writing by such ordinary
or grand jury to inspect said book. (Acts 1904, pp. 79, 81.)
25-211.

(3456)

to be

book or refusing inspection, revocation
of license because of.
Should the book not be faithfully or correctly
kept, or should any licensee or the agent or officer of any licensee refuse
to allow the inspection of said book by any one authorized to inspect the
25-212.

(3457) Failure to keep

—

same, or wilfully hinder or delay such person in said inspection, the license under which the business is conducted shall stand ipso facto revoked. (Acts 1904, pp. 79, 81.)
25-213.

(3458) Fees, investigating security or title; renewal or exten-

sion of loan.

—

If it shall

be agreed on in writing by the borrower and

lender at the time the loan

is

made, the lender

may

charge, for investi-
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25-216

and closing the loan, a fee of not more than
50 cents where the amount borrowed is $5 or less; llbt more than 70
cents where the amount is more than $5 and not more than SJO; not more
than $1 where the amount borrowed is more than $10 and not more than
$20; not more than $1.50 where the amount borrowed is more than
and not more than $35, and not more than $2 where the amount borrowed
is more than $35 and not more than $60; which said fee may be charged,
if so agreed, upon each original loan or any renewal thereof:
Provided,
however, that no fee whatever shall be allowed on any renewal or extension which occurs within 30 days from the time of making the loan
or from the time of the last renewal: and Provided, further, that the
provided for in this section shall not be charged on any renewal made
after the expiration of four months from the date of the original loan,
but that all renewals made after said four months shall be at a fee not
gating the security or

title

greater than one-half the

amount herein provided. (Acts

1904, pp. 79,

82.)
Cross-reference.

— Interest

beyond eight per

25-214. (3459) Original

cent, forbidden, see § 57-101.

and preexisting

loans, fees.

—Any loan

which

made between the parties immediately upon, or a short time
after, the payment of a preexisting loan of approximately the same
amount shall be construed in all cases to be a renewal of said preexisting
shall be

loan.

No

original loan shall be split

up into smaller loans

in

order to

two or more loans are made at or about
the same time between the same parties, they shall be construed to be
increase the fees allowed

;

but

if

but one original loan, unless the contrary plainly and unequivocally appears. On loans of $60 or more, the borrower may, if agreed upon, pay
such fees as will be a fair and reasonable compensation for services actually rendered, if any, by the lender in examining the title or the property
pledged as security, but in no event to be more than six per cent, of the
amount of the loan and this fee shall not be paid on any renewal of said
;

loan. (Acts 1904, pp. 79, 82.)
Cross-reference.

—When

commissions not usurious, see

25-215. (3460) Usury,

how

considered.

—Any

§

57-104.

interest charged

lender to the borrower in excess of the legal rate of interest,
fine,

by the
or any fee,

or charge whatsoever, charged by the lender against the borrower,

whether for negotiating a loan, or for commissions, examination, attorney's fees, or any other bonus or charge whatsoever, additional to those
allowed in this Chapter, and any charge of more than six per cent, of the
amount of any loan of more than $60, shall be considered as a payment
on the principal of said loan, and the same shall be credited with the
amount of such additional charge or excess. (Acts 1904, pp. 79, 83.)

—

Cross-references. How payment applied to debt, see
be pleaded as set-off, see § 57-113.

§ 57-109.

Forfeiture

—

may

Charge of sums not actually paid unlawful. It shall be
unlawful for any licensee under this Chapter to charge any sum of money
for fire insurance on any article of personal property pledged as security
for any loan, or any fee for recording any papers connected with any loan
or sale, under the terms of this Chapter, except such as are actually paid
by such licensee. (Acts 1904, pp. 79, 83.)
25-216. (3461)

Cross-reference.

— Beyond

eight per cent, interest forbidden, see

§

57-101.

§
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(3462) Penalty for

which

firm, or corporation

failure

shall

to

obtain license.
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—Any

engage generally, regularly, or

person,
collat-

some other business, in the business of making loans or purchasing wages or salaries, as prescribed in this Chapter, without first oberally to

taining a license for carrying on such business in the city, town, or

which said business is transacted, shall forfeit all interest
charged on the loan and if any person, firm, or corporation shall concounty

in

;

tinue to conduct said business after forfeiture or cancellation of the

under which the same is conducted, such person, each and every
member of such firm, or each and every officer of such corporation shall
license

forfeit

the license and

all

interest charged

on the loan.

(Acts 1904,

pp. 79, S3.)

25-218.

When

(3463)

license

becomes

void.

—

If

any licensee under this
Chapter or shall charge

any of the provisions of this
for the making of any loan any rate of interest in excess of eight per
cent, per annum or any fee or bonus in excess of those provided in this
Chapter, the license under which said business is conducted shall become
Chapter

shall violate

(Acts 1904, pp. 79, 84.)

ipso facto void.

Oath

—

warrant against borrower.
Before any criminal warrant shall be issued by any justice of the peace,
at the instance of any licensee under this Chapter against any borrower
from such licensee or vendor of wages or salary, where the criminal
25-219.

(3464)

to obtain criminal

charge grows out of the relationship of such lender and borrower or vendor and vendee, such licensee, his agent, or employee shall, in addition

by law to be taken, take and subscribe to the foldo solemnly swear that I have neither directly nor in-

to the affidavit required

lowing oath

:

"I

by myself, agent, or employee, nor has the lender or vendee, directly or indirectly, by himself, his agent, or employee, exceeded, in his
charges against the accused named herein, the fees prescribed in the Act
to regulate the business of money lending, passed by the legislature of
1904, nor has there been charged against or collected from the accused
named herein, either directly or indirectly, more than the lawful rate of
directly,

interest."

(Acts 1904, pp. 79, 84.)

—

wages or salary invalid. Any contract for the assignment or pledge of any unearned wages or salary, for
the purpose of securing a loan of money, shall be void.
(Acts 1904,
25-220.

(3465) Pledge of unearned

pp. 79, 84.;

Banks and pawnbrokers excepted from operation of
Chapter. None of the provisions of this Chapter shall apply to or in any
way affect any regularly chartered bank, or any firm or person engaged
regularly in buying or selling exchange, making collections, or receiving
25-221.

(3466)

—

deposits; nor shall any of the provisions of this Chapter be construed to

apply to or affect any existing laws relating to pawnbrokers. (Acts 1904,
pp. 79, 84.)
Cross-references.

pawns, see Title

— Interest

12,

to be charged by banks, see
Bailments, Chapter 12-6.

§

13-2019.

Pledges and
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CHAPTER

25-3.

SMALL LOAN BUSINESS.
Sec.

Sec.
25-301.
25-302.

25-303.

License to do business required.
Rate of interest on loans.
Application for license; contents; annual fee.
Bond of licensee; amount; con-

25-312.

25-305.
25-306.

25-307.
25-308.

25-309.
25-310.

25-311.

publication

25-313.

Amount

25-314.

of loans.

Interest and

Statement by licensee concerning

loan.

Re< eipt

when.
Revocation of license.
License to be posted.
Name in which loans

25-316.

.Salary assignments.

25-317.

Maximum

Investigations by Superintendent of Banks to discover violations of law.

Books and records

for

pay-

ments made on loan.
Confession of judgment; powet

25-315.

made.

li-

charges.

Issuance of license; time of expiration; assignment.
required,
Additional
bond

Places of business.
Change of place of business;
notice; approval.

by

censee.

ditions.

25-304.

Deceptive

of attorney; note; blanks in
instrument.

ment

interest.

Xonenforce-

of illegal loan.

25-318.

Inapplicability of law to banks,
trust companies, pawnbrokers,
and building and loan asso-

25-319.

Notice of assignment, copy of

ciations.

sale or

pany.

of licensee.

assignment to accomExcess to be paid as-

signor.

—

25-301. License to do business required.

Rate of interest on loans.
No person, partnership, or corporation shall engage in the business of
making loans of money, credit, goods or things in action in the amount
or to the value of $300 or less, and charge, contract for, or receive a
greater rate of interest than eight per centum per annum therefor, except as authorized by this Chapter, and without first obtaining a license
from the Superintendent of Banks. (Acts 1920, p. 215.)
Cross-reference.

— Penalty for violation of

this section, see § 25-9902.

25-302. Application for license; contents; annual fee.

—Application for

such license shall be in writing and shall contain the full name and address, both of the residence and place of business, of the applicant, and
if the applicant is a partnership of every member thereof, or if a corporation of each officer thereof; also the county and municipality, with
street and number, if any, where the business is to be conducted. Every
such applicant at the time of making such application shall pay to the
Superintendent of Banks the sum of $100 as an annual license fee and in
full payment of all expenses of examinations under and administration
Provided, that if the license is issued for a period of
of this Chapter
less than 12 months the license fee shall be prorated according to the
number of months that said license shall run. (Acts 1920, p. 216.)
:

Bond

—

amount; conditions. The applicant shall at
the same time file with the Superintendent of Banks a bond in which the
applicant shall be the obligor in the sum of $1,000, with one or more
sureties, to be approved by the Superintendent of Banks, which bond
shall run to the State for the use of the State and of any person or persons who may have a cause of action against the obligor of said bond
under the provisions of this Chapter. Such bond shall be conditioned
that said obligor will conform to and abide by each and every provision
of this Chapter, and will pay to the State and to any such persons any
and all moneys that may become due and owing to the State and to such
person or persons from said obligor under and by virtue of the provisions
25-303.

of this Chapter.

of licensee;

(Acts 1920,

p. 216.)

§
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'25-304. Issuance of license; time of expiration; assignment.

—Upon

bond and the pay-

the filing oi such application and the approval of said

Superintendent of Banks shall issue a license to the
applicant to make loans in accordance with the provisions of this Chapter for a period which shall expire the first day of January next following- the date of the issuance.
Such license shall not be assignable. (Acts

ment

of said fee. the

1920, p. 217.)

—

25-305. Additional bond required, when.
If, in the opinion of the Superintendent of Banks, the bond shall at any time appear to be insecure
or exhausted, or otherwise doubtful, an additional bond in the sum of
not more than $1,000, satisfactory to the Superintendent of Banks, shall

be

filed

within 10 days after notice to the licensee, and upon failure of

such additional bond, the license shall be revoked by
the Superintendent of Banks. (Acts 1920, p. 217.)

the obligor to

file

—The

Superintendent of Banks may,
upon notice to the licensee and reasonable opportunity to be heard, revoke such license if the licensee shall have violated any provision of this
Chapter, and in case the licensee shall be convicted by a court the second time of a violation of section 25-313, the Superintendent of Banks
shall revoke such license: Provided, that the second offense shall have
occurred after a prior conviction, in which case another license shall not
be issued to such licensee, nor to the husband or wife of the licensee, nor
25-306. Revocation of license.

any partnership or corporation

to

(Acts 1920,

of

which he

is

an

officer or

p. 217.)

25-307. License to be posted.

—The license

shall be kept conspicuously

posted in the place of business of the licensee. (Acts 1920,
25-308.

member.

Name

in

which loans made. Places

partnership or corporation so licensed shall

p. 217.)

of business.

make any

—No

person,

loan provided for

Chapter under any other name or at any other place of business
than that named in the license. Not more than one place shall be maintained under the same license, but the Superintendent of Banks shall
issue more than one license to the same licensee upon the payment of an
additional license fee and the filing of an additional bond for each license.

by

this

(Acts 1920,

p. 217.)

Cross-reference.

25-309.

— Penalty

Change

licensee shall

for violation of this section, see

of place of business; notice; approvals

change his place of business he

notice thereof to the Superintendent of

Banks who

license his approval in writing of the change.

25-310. Investigations

tions of law.

shall at

by Superintendent

of

25-9902.

§

—Whenever the

once give written

shall attach to the

(Acts 1920,

Banks

p. 218.)

to discover viola-

—The Superintendent of Banks, for the purpose of discover-

ing violations of this Chapter,

may

either personally or

designated by him, at any time, and as often as he

may

by any person

desire, investigate

the loans and business of every licensee and of every person, partnership

and corporation by whom or which any such loan shall be made whether
such person, partnership or corporation shall act, or claim to act, as principal, agent or broker or under or without the authority of this Chapter,
and for that purpose he shall have free access to the office or place of busi-
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§

25 -314

and vaults of all such persons, pi
nerships and corporations; he shall also have authority to examine under
oath all persons whomsoever whose testimony he may require, rela\
to such loans or business. (Acts 1920, p. 218.)
ness, books, papers, records, safes,

25-311.

Books and records

of licensee.

— The

licensee shall keep such

books and records in his place of business as, in the opinion of the Superintendent of Banks, will enable the Superintendent of Banks to determine
whether the provisions of this Chapter are being observed. Every such
licensee shall preserve the records of final entry used in such busim
including- cards used in the card system, if any, for a period of at U
two years after making of any loan recorded therein. (Acts 1920, p. 218.;
25-312. Deceptive publication

son, partnership

by

licensee.

— No

licensee or other per-

or corporation shall print, publish

or distribute,

or

cause to be printed, published, or distributed in any manner whatsoever
any written or printed statement with regard to the rates, terms or conditions for the lending of money, credit, goods, or things in action in
amounts of $300 or less which is false or calculated to deceive. (Acts
1920, p. 218.)
Cross-reference.

25-313.

— Penalty

Amount

for violation of this section, see

of loans.

Interest and charges.

nership and corporation licensed hereunder

§

25-9902.

— Every

person, part-

may loan any sum of money
and may charge, contract for

not exceeding in amount the sum of $300
and receive thereon interest at a rate not to exceed three and one-half
per centum per month.

Interest shall not be payable in advance or

com-

be computed on unpaid balances. In addition to the
interest herein provided for, no further or other charge, or amount whatsoever for any examination, service, brokerage, commission or other
thing, or otherwise, shall be directly or indirectly charged, contracted for
or received, except the lawful fees, if any, actually and necessarily paid
out by the licensee to any public officer for filing or recording in any
public office any instrument securing the loan, which fees may be colIf interest or
lected when the loan is made or at any time thereafter.
charges in excess of those permitted by this Chapter shall be charged,
contracted for or received, the contract of loan shall be null and void and
the licensee shall have no right to collect or receive any principal, interest or charges whatsoever.
No person shall owe any licensee, as such,
at any time more than $300 for principal. (Acts 1920, p. 219.)

pounded and

shall

Cross-reference.

— Penalty

for violation of this section, see

§

25-9902.

by licensee concerning loan. Receipt for payments
made on loan. Every licensee shall deliver to the borrower at the time
the loan is made a statement in the English language showing in cler.r
and distinct terms the amount and rate of the loan and of its maturity.
the nature of the security, if any, for the loan, the name and address of
25-314. Statement

—

the borrower and of the licensee, and the rate of interest charged.

Upon

such statement there shall be printed in English a copy of section 25-313.
Every licensee shall give to the borrower a plain and complete receipt
for all payments- made on account of any such loan at the time such payments are made, and upon repayment of the loan in full shall mark indelibly every paper signed by the borrower with the word "paid" or "can-
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and release any mortgage, restore any pledge, caneel and return
any note, and cancel and return any assignment given by the borrower as
celed''

security.

(Acts 1920.

p. 219.)

judgment; power of attorney; note; blanks in
any confession of judgment or any
power of attorney nor shall he take any note, promise to pay, or security
that does not state the actual amount of the loan, the time for which it
is made, and the rate of interest charged, nor any instrument in which
25-315. Confession of

instrument.

— Xo

licensee shall take
;

blanks are

be

left to

filled after

25-316. Salary assignments.

ment

of.

execution. (Acts 1920,

—No assignment

any salary or wages, earned or

any such loan

of,

p. 220.)

or order for the pay-

to be earned, given to secure

such loan is contracted simultaneously with its execution nor unless in writing signed in person by the borrower; nor, if the borrower is married, unless signed in person by both
husband and wife Provided, that written assent of a spouse shall not be
required when husband and wife have been living separate and apart for
a period of at least five months prior to such assignment. Under any
such assignment or order for the payment of future salary or wages given
as security for a loan made under this Chapter, a sum equal to 10 per
centum of the borrower's salary or wages shall be collectible therefrom
by the licensee at the time of each payment of salary or wages from the
time that a copy of such asignment, verified by the oath of the licensee
or his agent, together with a verified statement of the amount upon such
loan is served upon the employer. (Acts 1920, p. 220.)
shall be valid unless
;

:

Maximum

—

Nonenforcement of illegal loan. Except
as authorized by this Chapter, no person, partnership or corporation shall
directly or indirectly charge, contract for, or receive any interest or consideration greater than eight per centum per annum upon the loan, use
or forbearance of money, goods or things in action, or upon the loan, use
25-317.

interest.

or sale of credit, of the

The foregoing

amount

or value of $300 or less.

•

prohibition shall apply to any person who, as security

any such loan, use or forbearance of money, goods or things in action
or for any such loan, use or sale of credit, makes a pretended purchase
of property from any person and permits the owner or pledgor to retain
the possession thereof, or who by any device or pretense of charging for
his services or otherwise seeks to obtain a greater compensation than is
authorized by this Chapter.
No loan for which a greater rate of interest or charge than is allowed
by this Chapter has been contracted for or received, wherever made,
shall be enforced in this State, and any person in any wise participating
for

therein in this State shall be subject to the provisions of this Chapter.

(Acts 1920,

p. 220.)

Cross-reference.

— Penalty

for violation of this section, see

law

§

25-9902.

pawnbrokers,
and building and loan associations. This Chapter shall not apply to any
person, partnership or corporation doing business under any law of the
State or of the United States relating to banks, trust companies, building and loan associations, or licensed pawnbrokers. (Acts 1920, p. 221.)
25-318. Inapplicability of

—

to banks, trust companies,

Cross-reference. What corporations
see §§ 109-301, 109-302.

—

may

acquire powers of trust companies,
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25-9902

copy of sale or assignment to accomExcess to be paid assignor. Before any notice ol
or purchase of wages or salaries shall be binding upon any individual!
firm or corporation to whom said notice is directed, said no
hall be
accompanied by a copy of the contract of sale or assignment verified by
the assignee to be a true and correct copy thereof: Provided, that the
assignee shall file said notice within five days from the time of the
cution of the assignment: and Provided further, that the contract of
signment shall be made in duplicate, one copy to be retained by the assignor and the other by the assignee. Upon receipt of the notice and
verified copy of contract aforesaid, the individual, firm or corporation to
whom same is delivered, if it or they shall be due the assignor the amount
of wages or salary so sold or assigned, shall be authorized to hold said
25-319. Notice of assignment,

pany.

I

wages or salary in its or their possession for the benefit of the assignee,
and thereafter, within a reasonable time after the notice aforesaid, pay
over to the assignee the amount so assigned upon surrender of the original assignment. Any money earned by the assignor or seller in excess
of any assignment or sale of wages or salary shall be paid to said assignor or seller

when

due.

(Acts 1920,

CHAPTER

25-99.

CRIMES.

Sec.

Sec.
25-9901.

Use

of "credit union" in cor-

porate

25-9901.
son,

p. 222.)

Use

25-9902.

title.

of "credit union" in corporate

Violation of law regulating
business of making loans in
sums of $300 or less.
title.

partnership, association or corporation,

—The use by any per-

except corporations

or-

ganized under the provisions of Chapter 25-1, of any name or title which
contains the words "credit union," shall be a misdemeanor and punishable as such. (Acts 1925, p. 169.)
25-9902. Violation of
of $300 or less.
officers

law regulating business

of

making loans

in

sums

—Any person, partnership or corporation and the several

and employers thereof who

shall violate

any

of the provisions of

sections 25-301, 25-308, 25-312, 25-313, or 25-317, relating to the business

making

misdemeanor and upon conviction
thereof shall be punished by a fine of not more than $500, or by imprisonment of not more than six months, or by both such fine and imprisonment in the discretion of the court. (Acts 1920, pp. 215, 221.)

of

loans, shall be guilty of a

CREDITORS:

See Title 28, Debtor and Creditor.

TITLE

26.

CRBIES AND PUNISHMENT.
PART

PRELIMINARY PROVISIONS.

I.

Chap.
26-

Sec.

In general

1.

PART

26-101

II.
DEFINITION OF CRIME. PERSONS CAPABLE OF
COMMITTING CRIME. PERSONS PUNISHABLE.

Chap.

Sec.

26-201

Intention

26-

2.

Definition of crime.-

26-

3.

Infants, lunatics, etc., their counselors

26-

4.

Persons acting under coercion or
or by misfortune

PART

fear,

and instigators

26-301

or while drunk,
26-401

PRINCIPALS AND ACCESSORIES IN CRIME.

III.

Chap.

Sec.

26-

5.

Principals

26-501

26-

6.

Accessories

26-601

PART

CRIMES AGAINST THE STATE AND PEOPLE.

IV.

Chap.

Sec.

26-

7.

In general

26-

8.

Treason

26-801

26-

9.

Insurrection and attempt to incite insurrection

26-901

26-701

PART

V.

CRIMES AGAINST THE PERSON.

Chap.

Sec.

26-10.

Homicide

26-1001

26-11.

Abortion, foeticide and infanticide

26-1101

26-12.

Mayhem

26-1201

26-13.

Rape

26-1301

26-14.

Assault and battery
False imprisonment
Kidnapping, etc
Stabbing and shooting
Blackmail, threatening letters, etc

26-15.
26-16.

26-17.

26-18.
26-19.
26-20.

26-21.

Conspiracy
"Peeping Tom" or eavesdropper
Libel, and defamation of virtuous female

PART VI.

26-1401

26-1501
26-1601

26-1701
26-1801
26-1901
26-2001

26-2101

CRIMES AGAINST HABITATIONS AND OTHER BUILDINGS.

Chap.

Sec.

26-22.

Arson and other burnings

26-2201

26-23.

Destroying or injuring house with explosive substance
Burglary

26-2301

26-24.

PART

VII.

CRIMES RELATIVE TO PROPERTY.

Chap.
26-25.
26-26.

26-27.
26-28.
26-29.
26-30.

26-2401

Sec.

Robbery
Larceny or

26-2501
theft

committing crimes
Embezzlement and fraudulent conversions
State's property or money
Trespass
Tools used

in

26-2601

26-2701
26-2801
26-2901
26-3001
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26-31.

Forcible entry and detainer

26

26-32.

Unlawful mining
Fraudulent seizures
Using horse, skinning cattle, etc., without owner's consent
Disposing of or purchasing drifted timber

26-3201

Firing the woods
Floating sawdust into streams
Interfering with property of electrical or gas companies

26-

26-33.

26-34.

26-35.
26-36.
26-37.

26-38.

PART

VIII.

26-3801

FORGERY, COUNTERFEITING, AND UNLAV/FUL
CURRENCY.
Sec.

26-39.

In general

PART

IX.

26-3901

CRIMES AGAINST PUBLIC JUSTICE AND OFFICIAL DUTY.

Chap.

Sec.

26-40.

Perjury, false swearing, and subornation of perjury and

26-41.

Bribery; influencing Governor or head of department
Conspiracy to defraud State or county

swearing

false

26-43.
26-44.
26-45.
26-46.

26-47.
26-48.
26-49.
26-50.

26-4001
26-4101
26-4201

Personating in bail
Obstructing legal process, and sentence or order of the court
Rescues and escapes
Receiving, harboring, or concealing guilty persons, and
compounding crimes and penalties
Barratry and embracery

Mutiny and instigating mutiny
Appointment of peace officers and detectives
Other offenses against public justice

PART

26-450

26-4601
26-4701

26-4901

26-5001

CRIMES AGAINST PUBLIC PEACE AND TRANQUILITY.

X.

Sec.

26-53.

Carrying weapons, etc
Dueling
Unlawful assemblies, riots, and affrays

26-54.

Mob

26-55.

Other offenses against public peace

PART

XI.

26-51.

26-4301

26-4401

26-4801

Chap.
26-52.

26-3501
26-3701

Chap.

26-42.

26-3301
26-3401

26-5101
26-5201

:

26-5301
26-5401

violence

26-5501

OFFENSES AGAINST PUBLIC MORALITY AND DECENCY,
PUBLIC SAFETY, PUBLIC POLICY.

Chap.

Sec.

Bigamy

26-5601

26-57.

Incest

26-5701

26-58.

Adultery and fornication

26-5801

26-59.

Sodomy and

26-5901

26-60.

Seduction

26-61.

Lewdness; lewd houses; disorderly houses; opium
keeping open tippling houses on the Sabbath

26-62.

Soliciting for prostitution

26-63.

Obscene

26-64.

Gaming

26-65.

Lotteries, gift enterprises,

26-66.

Cockfighting

26-6601

26-67.

Permitting minor to roll tenpins
Furnishing cigarettes to minors

26-6701

26-56.

26-68.

bestiality

26-6001
joints;

and

'

and abusive and vulgar language
gaming tables, and gambling

pictures,

houses,

and trading stamps

26-6101
26-6201

26-6301
26-6401

26-5501

26-6801

26-69.

Disturbing divine service or societies; violating the Sabbath;
intruding on camp grounds; disturbing schools; dancing on

Sabbath

26-6901

26-70.

Vagrancy

26-7001
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Rogues and vagabonds

26-71.

26-7101

26-72.

Misuse

26-~:3.

Offenses against public safety

PART

XII.

United States

of flag of

26-7201

26-7301

CHEATS AND SWINDLERS, OFFENSES COMMITTED

Chap.

BY.
Sec.

means and

26-74.

Deceitful

26-75.

Fraudulent entries and practices

PART

26-7401

artful practices
in

speed contests

26-7501

FRAUDULENT OR MALICIOUS MISCHIEF.

XIII.

Chap.

Sec.

Destroying books or papers, landmarks, buoys, etc
Burning fences or crops, and setting fire to woods

26-76.

26-77.

26-7601
26-7701

26-7901

26-80.

Injuring bridges or dams
Killing or maiming certain animals, and cruelty to animals
Cruelty to children

26-81.

Acts of malicious mischief

26-8101

26-78.
26-79.

26-7801
26-8001

CROSS-REFERENCES.
See Chapter 99 of the various Titles; also Title 2, Constitution of the State of
Georgia. Chapter 2-2; Title 27, Criminal Procedure; Title 44, Fugitives from Justice; Title 50,

Habeas Corpus;

havior Bonds; Title

77,

Title 59, Juries; Title 76,

Peace Warrants and Be-

Penal Institutions.

—

Editorial Note.
Besides the crimes listed in this Title, many other Titles conIn order that the law on a partain regulatory provisions with penal sanctions.
ticular subject may be kept together, these penal provisions are included in the
Titles of which they are a part. They constitute the last Chapters of the respective
Titles, and, that they may be readily distinguished, are designated as Chapter 99.

come down from the Penal Code of
included in Cobb's Digest of 1851. Sections of this Title which cite as their source "Cobb," followed by a number indicating the page, are from the Penal Code of 1833.

Many

1833.

of the sections of this Title have

This Code with

PART

its

amendments

is

PRELIMINARY PROVISIONS.

I.

CHAPTER

IN GENERAL.

26-1.

Sec.

Sec.
26-101.

"Felony"

and

"misdemeanor"

26-103.

defined.
26-102.

Benefit of clergy.
death.

Crimes to be prosecuted and
punished under existing laws.

Penalty of

and "misdemeanor" defined.—The term felony means an offense, for which the offender, on conviction, shall be liable to be punished by death or imprisonment in the penitentiary, and not
otherwise. Every other crime is a misdemeanor. (Cobb, 780.)
26-101. (2 P. C.) "Felony"

—

Cross-references.
Exclusive jurisdiction of superior courts to try felony cases,
see § 24-2615. "Penitentiary" defined, see § 102-103.

26-102.

(17 P. C.) Benefit of clergy.

Penalty of death.

— No

person

convicted of a crime shall be allowed the benefit of clergy; and in
cases where the penalty of death
suffer that punishment.

is

annexed to a crime, the convict

(Cobb, 837.)

all

shall
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»

Crimes to be prosecuted and punished under e
ing laws. All crimes shall be prosecuted and punished under the laws
in force at the time of the commission thereof, notwithstanding the repeal of such laws before such trial takes place. (Cobb, 838.
26-103. (18 P. C.)

—

PART II. DEFINITION OF CRIME. PERSONS CAPABLE OF
COMMITTING CRIME. PERSONS PUNISHABLE.
CHAPTER

DEFINITION OF CRIME. INTENTION.

26-2.

Sec.

Sec.

Definition of crime or misde-

26-201.

26-202.

Intention,

how

manifested.

meanor.
26-201. (31 P. C.) Definition of crime or

misdemeanor.

—A

crime or

misdemeanor shall consist in a violation of a public law, in the commission of which there shall be a union or joint operation of act and intention, or criminal negligence.

(Cobb, 779.)

—

Cross-references. Criminal negligence of railroad employee, see § 66-9910. Involuntary manslaughter, see § 26-1009. Malice, express and implied, see §§ 26-1003
and 26-1004. Misfortune or accident, see § 26-404. Punishment for misdemeanor,
see

§

27-2506.

26-202. (32 P. C.) Intention,
ifested

fense,

how

manifested.

—Intention may be man-

by the circumstances connected with the perpetration of the ofand the sound mind and discretion of the person accused. (Cobb,

779.)
Cross-references.

sound mind, see

— Killing

Who

in defense of habitation, see § 26-1013.

are of

§ 26-301.

CHAPTER 26-3. INFANTS, LUNATICS, ETC., THEIR
COUNSELORS AND INSTIGATORS.
Sec.

Sec.

26-301.

26-302.

Persons who are considered of
sound mind.
Infant under the age of 10
y ears

26-303.

Lunatics.

26-304.

Idiots.

26-305.

Counselors and advisers of

*

26-301. (33 P. C.) Persons

who

in-

fants, lunatics, or idiots.

are considered of sound mind.

—A per-

son shall be considered of sound mind who is neither an idiot, a lunatic,
nor afflicted with insanity, and who has arrived at the age of 14 years,
or before that age
evil.

if

such person

know

the distinction between good and

(Cobb, 779.)

Cross-references.
27-1504.
fined, see

— No

trial

Plea of insanity,

§

§

for crime during time of lunacy
tried, see § 27-1502.
"Lunatic"

how

or insanity, see
"insane'' de-

and

102-103.

26-302. (34 P. C.) Infant under the age of 10 years.

the age of 10 years,

whose tender age renders

—An

infant under

it
improbable that he
should be impressed with a proper sense of moral obligation, or be possessed of sufficient capacity deliberately to have committed the offense,
shall not be considered or found guilty of any crime or misdemeanor.
(Cobb, 779.)

§
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—A lunatic or person insane, without lucid

found guilty of any crime or misdemeanor with
which he may be charged, provided the act so charged as criminal was
committed in the condition of such lunacy or insanity; but if a lunatic
has lucid intervals of understanding, he shall answer for what he does
in those intervals as if he had no deficiency. (Cobb, 779.)
intervals, shall not be

Cross-references.
see § 2o-o01.

25-304.

— Definition

of lunatic, see

— An

§

102-103.

Who

are of sound mind,

found guilty or punished for any crime or misdemeanor with which he may be charged.
(36 P. C.) Idiots.

idiot shall not be

(Cobb. 779.)
26-305.
idiots.

(37 P. C.) Counselors

and advisers of

infants,

lunatics,

or

— Any person counseling, advising, or encouraging an infant under

the age of 10 years, a lunatic, or an idiot to

prosecuted for such offense,

commit an

when committed,

offense, shall be

found
guilty, shall suffer the same punishment as would have been inflicted on
said infant, lunatic, or idiot, if he 'had possessed discretion and been
found guilty. (Cobb, 779.)
as principal

;

and,

if

PERSONS ACTING UNDER COERCION OR
FEAR, OR WHILE DRUNK, OR BY MISFORTUNE.

CHAPTER

26-4.

Sec.

Sec.

women

26-401.

Married

26-402.

punishable;
band.
Persons acting under threats.

26-401.
of

coerced, not
liability of husif

26-403.

excuse

for

Misfortune or accident as

af-

Drunkenness as
crime.

26-404.

fecting liability.

women, if coerced, not punishable; liability
married woman, acting under the violent threats, com-

(38 P. C.) Married

husband.

—A

mand, or coercion of her husband shall not be found guilty of any crime
or misdemeanor not punishable by death or life imprisonment; and, with
this exception, the husband shall be prosecuted as principal, and, if convicted, shall receive the punishment which otherwise would have been
inflicted on the wife, if she had been found guilty. (Cobb, 779.)

—

Persons acting under threats. A person committing a crime or misdemeanor under threats or menaces, which sufficiently show that his life or member was in danger, or that he had reasonable
cause to believe, and did actually believe, that his life or member was in
danger, shall not be found guilty; and such threats and menaces being
proved and established, the person compelling, by said threats and menaces, the commission of the offense, shall be considered a principal, and
suffer the same punishment as if he had perpetrated the offense. (Cobb,
26-402.

(41 P. C.)

778.)
Cross-reference.

— Principal

in first

and second degree, see

§

26-501.

—

Drunkenness as excuse for crime. Drunkenness
shall not be an excuse for any crime or misdemeanor, unless such drunkenness was occasioned by the fraud, artifice, or contrivance of another person, for the purpose of having a crime perpetrated; and then the person
26-403.

(39 P. C.)

so causing said drunkenness, for such malignant purpose, shall be con-
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sidered a principal, and suffer the

jj

on the person committing the offense,
of sound reason and discretion. (Cobb, 77 J.)

if

-

(

would have been
he had been pos c >sed

same punishment

inflicted

26

as

(

26-404. (40 P. C.) Misfortune or accident as affecting liability.

— A per-

son shall not be found guilty of any crime or misdemeanor committed
by misfortune or accident, and where it satisfactorily appears there
v

culpable neglect. (Cobb, 779.)

evil design, or intention, or

no

—

Cross-references. Definition of crime or misdemeanor, see § 26-201. Criminal
Involuntary manslaughter, see
negligence of railroad employee, see § 66-9910.
§

26-1009.

PART

PRINCIPALS AND ACCESSORIES IN CRIME.

III.

CHAPTER

26-5.

PRINCIPALS.
Sec.

Sec.

Principals in
degrees.

26-501.

first

and second

be principal

degree

is

in

and second degrees.

done

;

an offense

in

A

two degrees.

is

he

who

person

A

principal in

present, aiding and abetting the act to be

is

which presence need not always be an

when one commits

immediate standing

actual,

by, wi'thin sight or hearing of the act; but there
tive presence, as

—A

principal in the first

the actor or absolute perpetrator of the crime.

the second degree

in the

second degree.

26-501. (42 P. C.) Principals in first

may

Punishment of principal

26-502.

may

be also a construc-

a robbery, or murder, or other crime,

and another keeps watch or guard at some convenient distance. (Cobb,
781.)
Cross-references.

—Husband

who

coerces wife to

commit crime

see

§

26-402.

26-502. (43 P. C.)

Punishment

of principal in the second degree.

principal in the second degree, except
shall receive the

the

first

where

same punishment that

is

it

is

—

otherwise provided,

provided for the principal in

degree. (Cobb, 781.)

CHAPTER

26-6.

Sec.

ACCESSORIES.
Sec.

26-601.

26-602.

26-603.

Accessory defined.
Accessory before the fact.
Punishment of accessory before

26-605.

26-604.

Accessory

Punishment of accessories

after

the fact.
26-606.

the fact.

Trial and punishment of accessory.

after the fact.

26-601. (44 P. C.) Accessory defined.

—An accessory

is

one

who

is

not

performance, but is some
concerned therein, either before or after the act committed. (Cobb,

the chief actor in the offense, nor present at

way

guilty as prinprincipal,

Person forcing another to commit crime guilty as
Treason in second degree, see § 26-804.

cipal, see § 26-401.

its

781.)
Cross-reference.

— Principals

in first

and second degrees, see

§

26-501.

§
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(45 r. C.)

Accessory before the

when

one who. though absent

counsels, or

commands another

to
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—An accessory before the

fact.

the crime

committed, procures,

is

commit same. (Cobb,

781.)

—

Punishment of accessory before the fact. An accessory before the fact, except where it is otherwise provided, shall receive
the same punishment that is prescribed for the principal in the first de26-603.

gree.

(46 P. C.)

(Cobb, 781.

— Punishment

Cross-reference.

of principal in second degree, see

26-604. (47 P. C.) Accessory after the fact.
fact

is

person who, after

a

ted, conceals

full

and harbors,

it,

—An

§

26-502.

accessory after the

knowledge that a crime has been commit-

assists, or protects the

person charged with

or convicted of the crime. (Cobb, 781.)

—

Cross-references. Receiving stolen goods, see
or concealing guilty person, see § 26-4601.

§

26-2620.

Receiving, harboring,

—

Punishment of accessories after the fact. Accessories after the fact, except where it is otherwise provided, shall be punished as for a misdemeanor. (Cobb, 781. Acts 1878-9, pp. 54, 55.)
26-605.

(48 P. C.)

Cross-reference.

26-606.

— Punishment for

(49 P. C.) Trial

misdemeanor, see

and punishment

may

§

27-2506.

of accessory.

—An

accessory

and punished,
notwithstanding the principal offender may have been pardoned or otherwise discharged after his conviction, or cannot be taken so as to be
prosecuted and punished. (Acts 1873, p 28.)

before or after the fact

Cross-reference.

PART

IV.

—Where

be indicted,

tried, convicted,

principal thief cannot be taken, see

§

26-2621.

CRIMES AGAINST THE STATE AND PEOPLE.

CHAPTER

IN GENERAL.

26-7.

Sec.
26-701.

What

constitute crimes against
the State.

26-701. (50 P. C.)

What

constitute crimes against the State.

against the State and people shall consist in treason in the

and second degree, and
tion.

in inciting, or

attempting to

incite,

— Crimes

first

degree

an insurrec-

(Cobb, 782.)

CHAPTER

26-8.

Sec.

TREASON.

Sec.

26-801.

Definition; punishment.

26-802.

How

26-801.

Jurisdiction of acts done without the State.

26-804.

Treason

proved.

(51 P. C.)

Definition; punishment.

of Georgia shall consist in levying

mies, giving

26-803.

them

aid

in

second degree.

—Treason against the State

war against her, adhering to her eneand comfort, and shall be punished with death;
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f
g 2

,

may

be commuted in conformity with the p
of section 26-1005. (Cobb, 782. Acts 1866, p. 150)

but the punishment
Cross-references.

— Constitutional

Const., U.
cases, see § 27-2701.
(§ 2-202);

26-802. (52 P. C.)

S.,

proviffio

Art. Ill, Sec

How

proved.

3,

Const., Art.

e

i'ar.

1

1-305;.

(§

I

Pardons

ons

[J,

P<ir.

in

trea

— No person shall be convicted of

son except on the testimony of two witnesses to the same overt
on confession in open court. (Cobb, 782.)
26-803. (53 P. C.) Jurisdiction of acts

done without the

State.

II

tft

-

act, or

—When

the overt act of treason shall be committed without the limits of this

may

be arrested and tried in any
county in this State, within the limits of which he may be found, and
shall be punished in like manner as if the treason had been committed
and done within the limits of said county. (Cobb, 782.)
State, the person charged therewith

—

Treason in second degree. Treason in the second
degree shall consist in the knowledge and concealment of treason, without otherwise assenting to or participating in the same, and shall be
punished by confinement and labor in the penitentiary for four years.
26-804. (54 P. C.)

(Cobb, 782.)

CHAPTER

26-9.

INSURRECTION AND ATTEMPT TO INCITE
INSURRECTION.
•

Sec.

Sec.
26-904.

26-901.

Definition.

26-902.

Attempt to incite insurrection.
Punishment.

26-903.

26-901. (55 P. C.) Definition*

insurrectionary

Circulating
papers.

—Insurrection

shall consist in

any com-

bined resistance to the lawful authority of the State, with intent to the
denial thereof, when the same is manifested or intended to be manifest-

ed by acts of violence. (Acts 1866, pp. 152, 153.)

—

Cross-references. Conspiracy, see § 26-1901. Insurrections, riots and
lence, calling out militia, see Title 86, Public Defense, Chapter 86-13.

26-902. (56 P. C.)

Attempt

to incite insurrection.

—Any

mob

vio-

attempt, by

persuasion or otherwise, to induce others to join in any combined resistance to the lawful authority of the State shall constitute an attempt
to incite insurrection. (Acts 1871-2, pp. 19, 20.)
26-903. (57 P. C.) Punishment.

—Any

person convicted of the offense
of insurrection, or an attempt to incite insurrection, shall be punished
with death or, if, the jury recommend to mercy, confinement in the
penitentiary for not less than five nor more than 20 years. (Acts 1S66,
;

pp. 152, 153.)
26-904. (58 P. C.) Circulating insurrectionary papers.

—

If

any person

shall bring, introduce, print, or circulate, or cause to be introduced, cir-

any manner instrumental in
or printing within this State any paper,

culated, or printed, or aid or assist, or be in

bringing, introducing, circulating,

pamphlet, circular, or any writing, for the purpose of inciting insurrection, riot, conspiracy, or resistance against the lawful authority of the

State, or against the lives of the inhabitants thereof, or

any part of them,

§
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he shall be punished by confinement in the penitentiary for not less than
rive nor longer than 20 years. (Cobb, 7S2. Acts 1866, pp. 152, 153.)
Cross-reference.

— Conspiracy,

PART

see

26-1901.

§

CRIMES AGAINST THE PERSON.

V.

CHAPTER

26-10.

HOMICIDE.
Sec.

Sec.
26-1001.
26-1002.

Murder

26-1003.

Express malice.
implied malice.

26-1004.
26-1005.
26-1006.
26-1007.

26-1011.

Definition; kinds.

self-de-

fense; defense of habitation,

defined.

etc.

26-1012.

Punishment for murder;
ommendation by jury.
Manslaughter defined.
Voluntary manslaughter

rec-

26-1013.

#

Same; fear justifying homicide
must be reasonable.
Same; necessity of killing in
defense of habitation.

26-1014.

Same; danger justifying homicide must be urgent and

26-1015.

Same; mutual protection by
parents and children.
Same; all other instances.
Same; punishment.

de-

fined.

pressing.

man-

26-1008.

Punishment

26-1009.

Involuntary manslaughter de-

for voluntary

slaughter.
26-1016.

fined.

26-1010.

homicide;

Justifiable

26-1017.

Punishment for involuntary
manslaughter.

26-1001. (59 P. C.) Definition; kinds.

human

being, and

ble homicide.

is

of three kinds

— Homicide

is

the killing of a

—murder, manslaughter, and

justifia-

(Cobb, 783.)

—

Cross-reference. Destroying or injuring house with explosive substance resulting in death of human being, see § 26-2301.

26-1002. (60 P. C.)
of a

human

Murder

defined.

— Murder

being, in the peace of the State,

is

the unlawful killing

by a person

of

sound mem-

ory and discretion, with malice aforethought, either express or implied.

(Cobb, 783.)

—

Cross-references. Punishment for murder, see § 26-1005. Limitations of prosecutions, see § 27-601. Intention manifested how, see § 26-202. Assault with intent
are of sound mind, see § 26-301.
to murder, see § 26-1403.

Who

26-1003. (61 P. C.) Express malice.

intention unlawfully to take

away

— Express malice

the

life

is

that deliberate

of a fellow creature,

which

is

manifested by external circumstances capable of proof. (Cobb, 783.)
26-1004.

(62 P. C.) Implied malice.

— Malice shall be implied where no

considerable provocation appears, and Avhere
killing

show an abandoned and malignant

26-1005. (63 P. C.)
-

—The

may
If

punishment

Punishment

for

all

heart.

the circumstances of the

(Cobb

783.)

murder; recommendation by jury.
persons convicted of murder shall be death, but
for

be confinement in the penitentiary for

the jury trying the case shall so

life in

recommend, or

the following cases:
if

the conviction

is

founded solely on circumstantial testimony, the presiding judge may
sentence to confinement in the pentitentiary for life. In the former case
it is not discretionary with the judge; in the latter it is.

Whenever

a jury, in a capital case of homicide, shall find a verdict of

•^
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»

guilty, with a

recommendation

of mercy, instead of a

recommendation

of

imprisonment for life, in cases where by law the jury may make such
recommendation, such verdict shall he held to mean imprisonment for
If, in any capital case of homicide, the jury shall make any recomlife.
mendation, where not authorized by law to make a recommendation of
imprisonment for life, the verdict shall be construed as if made without
any recommendation. (Cobb, 783. Acts 1875, p. 100; 1878-9, p. 60.;

— Recommendation

to mercy in capital cases other than homiCircumstantial evidence defined, see § 38-102. Stabbing causArson causing death, see § 26-2206. Death caused by
ing- death, see § 26-1701.
Death resulting from dueling,
injuring house with explosive, see § 26-2301.
Death caused by wrecking train, etc., see §§ 26-7310, 26-7314.
§ 26-5203.

Cross-references.

cide, see § 27-2302.

26-1006. (64 P. C.) Manslaughter defined.

lawful

killing- of

a

human

— Manslaughter

is

the un-

creature, without malice, either express or im-

and without any mixture of deliberation whatever, which may be
voluntary, upon a sudden heat of passion, or involuntary, in the commission of an unlawful act, or a lawful act without due caution and circumplied,

spection.

(Cobb, 783.)

Cross-reference.

—Limitations

of prosecutions, see

§

27-601.

26-1007. (65 P. C.) Voluntary manslaughter defined.

— In

all

cases of

voluntary manslaughter, there must be some actual assault upon the person killing, or an attempt by the person killed to commit a serious personal injury on the person killing, or other equivalent circumstances to
justify the excitement of passion,

and

to exclude

all

idea of deliberation

Provocation by words, threats,
menaces, or contemptuous gestures shall in no case be sufficient to free
the person killing from the guilt and crime of murder. The killing must
be the result of that sudden, violent impulse of passion supposed to be
irresistible for if there should have been an interval between the assault
or malice, either express or implied.

;

or provocation given and the homicide, of which the jury in

all

cases

and humanity to be
heard, the killing shall be attributed to deliberate revenge, and be punished as murder. (Cobb, 783, 784. Acts 1899, p. 41.)
shall be the judges, sufficient for the voice of reason

26-1008. (66 P. C.)

Punishment

for voluntary manslaughter.

—Volun-

tary manslaughter shall be punished by confinement and labor in the penitentiary for not less than one nor longer than 20 years.

(Cobb, 784. Acts

1858, p. 99.)

26-1009. (67 P. C.) Involuntary manslaughter defined.

— Involuntary

manslaughter shall consist in the killing of a human being without any
intention to do so, but in the commission of an unlawful act, or a lawful
act, which probably might produce such a consequence, in an unlawful

manner

:

Provided, that where such involuntary killing shall happen in

the commission of an unlawful act which, in

human

its

consequences, naturally

committed in the prosecution of a riotous intent, or of a crime punishable by death or confinement in the penitentiary, the offense shall be deemed and adjudged to be

tends to destroy the

life

of a

being, or

is

murder. (Cobb, 784.)
Cross-references.

— Definition

manifested how, see

§

26-202.

of crime or misdemeanor, see ? 26-201.
Misfortune or accident, see § 26-404.

Intention
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—

6° P. C.) Punishment for involuntary manslaughter.
Involuntary manslaughter, in the commission of an unlawful act, shall
be punished by confinement and labor in the penitentiary for not less
than one nor longer than three years. Involuntary manslaughter, in the
26-1010.

(6S.

commission or performance

of a lawful act,

where there has not been ob-

served necessary discretion and caution, shall be punished as for a mis-

demeanor. (Cobb, 7S4.)
Cross-reference.

26-1011.

— How

misdemeanor punished, see

§

27-2506.

(70 P. C.) Justifiable homicide; self-defense; defense of habi-

—There

being no rational distinction between excusable and
justifiable homicide, it shall no longer exist. Justifiable homicide is the
killing of a human being by commandment of the law in execution of
public justice by permission of the law in advancement of public justice;
in self-defense, or in defense of habitation, property, or person, against
one who manifestly intends or endeavors, by violence or surprise, to commit a felony on either; or against any persons who manifestly intend and
endeavor, in a riotous and tumultuous manner, to enter the habitation
of another for the purpose of assaulting or offering personal violence to
any person dwelling or being therein. (Cobb, 784.)
tation, etc.

;

26-1012. (71 P. C.)
able.

—A bare fear of

cide

is

Same; fear
any of those

must be reasonprevent which the homi-

justifying homicide
offenses, to

alleged to have been committed, shall not be sufficient to justify

must appear that the circumstances were sufficient to excite the fears of a reasonable man, and that the party killing really acted
under the influence of those fears, and not in a spirit of revenge. (Cobb,
the killing.

It

784.)

26-1013. (72 P. C.)

—

If

Same; necessity

of killing in defense of habitation.

after persuasion, remonstrance, or other gentle

measures used, a

and invasion on the property or habitation of another cannot be prevented, it shall be justifiable homicide to kill the person so
forcibly attacking and invading the property or habitation of another;
but it must appear that such killing was absolutely necessary to prevent
such attack and invasion, and that a serious injury was intended, or might
forcible attack

accrue to the person, property, or family of the person killing.

(Cobb,

785.)
Cross-reference.

— Intention

26-1014. (73 P. C.)

and pressing.

—

If a

manifested how, see

Same; danger

person shall

kill

§

26-202.

must be urgent
defense, it must ap-

justifying homicide

another in his

pear that the danger was so urgent and pressing at the time of the killing, that, in order to save his own life, the killing of the other was abso-

must appear, also, that the person killed was the
assailant, or that the slayer had really and in good faith endeavored to
decline any further struggle before the mortal blow was given.
(Cobb,
and

lutely necessary;

it

785.)

Same mutual protection by parents and chilParents and children may mutually protect each other, and justify

26-1015.

dren.

—

(3025

;

74 P. C.)

;

the defense of the person or reputation of each other.
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Same;

26-1016. (75 P. C.)

all

other instances.

which stand upon the same- tooting

of rea&Ofl

merated, shall be justifiable homicide.

§2

— All

other

and justice

ii.

nu-

afi

(Cobb, 785. )

—

Same; punishment. The homicide appearing to
the person indicted shall, upon the trial, be fully acquitted

26-1017. (76 P. C.)

be justifiable,

and discharged.

(Cobb, 785.)

CHAPTER 26-11. ABORTION, FOETICIDE AND INFANTICIDE.
Sec.

Sec.

26-1101.

26-1104.

Punishment

*,'< + *+

ing killing of infants.
A
r
«

Use of medicine with intent to
u
child.
murder unborn
i

.

t

-i

26-1102.

punishment
Abortion, F

26-1103.

Foeticide; punishment.

1

or.

26-1101. (81

P.

Use

C.)

—Any person

who

«

26-1105.

Concealment

1in/
20-1106.

n
Concealment

.-

'

of personj advis-

-

,

•

of child

s

..

,

f

i

i

death.
-

,

ot death oi bas-

tard child.

of medicine with intent to

murder unborn

any woman, pregnant with
a child, any medicine, drug, or substance whatever, or shall use or employ any instrument or other means, with intent thereby to destroy such
child, unless the same shall be necessary to preserve the life of such
mother, or shall be advised by two physicians to be necessary for such
purpose v shall, in case the death of child or mother be thereby produced,
be guilty of an assault with intent to murder. (Acts 1876, p. 113.)
child.

shall administer to

26-1102. (82 P. C.) Abortion;
wilfully administer to

punishment

any pregnant

of.

—Any person who

woman any

stance, or anything whatever, or shall

shall

medicine, drug, or sub-

employ any instrument or means

whatever, with intent thereby to produce the miscarriage or abortion of
any such woman, unless the same shall be necessary to preserve the life
of such woman, or shall be advised by two physicians to be necessary for
that purpose, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1876, p. 113.)
26-1103. (80 P. C.) Foeticide;

unborn

punishment.— The

wilful killing of an

child so far developed as to be ordinarily called ''quick,"

injury to the mother of such child, which would be murder

if it

by any
resulted

such mother, shall be punished by death or imprisonment
as the jury may recommend. (Acts 1876, p. 113.)

in the death of

for

life,

Punishment

26-1104. (77 P. C.)

—

any person
with which she
If

shall kill

it,

of persons advising killing of infants.

shall counsel, advise, or direct a
is

pregnant, and after she

is

woman

to kill the child

delivered of such child she

every such person so advising or directing shall be deemed

an accessory before the fact to such murder, and shall have the same punishment as the principal. (Cobb, 785.)
26-1105. (78 P. C.) Concealment of child's death.— The constrained

presumption arising from the concealment of the death of any
the child

whose death

is

child, that

concealed was therefore murdered by the mother,

shall not be sufficient or conclusive evidence to convict the person in-

dicted for the
child

murder

was born

alive,

of her child, unless proof shall be given that the

nor unless the attending circumstances shall be

§
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such as shall satisfy the minds of the jury that the mother did wilfully
and maliciously destroy and take away the life of such child. (Cobb,
785.)

Concealment

26-1106. (79 P. C.)

woman

of death of bastard child.

—

any

If

attempt to conceal the death of any issue of her
body, which, if it were born alive, would be a bastard, so that it may not
come to light whether it was murdered or not, she shall be guilty of a
misdemeanor. (Acts 1865-6, p. 233. Cobb, 785.)
shall conceal or

Cross-reference.

— How

misdemeanor punished,

CHAPTER

26-12.

§

27-2506.

MAYHEM.

Sec.

Sec.
J

see

-'.201.

26-1202.

26-1203.
26-1204.

26-1205.

Definition.

26-1206.

Slitting or biting the nose.

Special instances designated.
Cutting out or disabling the

26-1207.

tongue.
Putting out one eye.
Putting out both eyes or the
only one.

26-1208.

Cutting or biting off the nose,
ear, or lip.
Castration; punishment.

26-1209.

Wounding

26-1210.

Other mayhems.

26-1201. (83 P. C.) Definition.

depriving a person of a
it useless. (Cobb, 786.)

member

— Mayhem

in a less degree.

shall consist in unlawfully

of his body, or disfiguring, or rendering

26-1202. (84 P. C.) Special instances designated.

—Any

person

who

and without sufficient cause or provocation, cut out or
disable the tongue, put out an eye, slit or bite the nose, ear, or lip, or cut

shall unlawfully,

or castrate, or cut, or bite

or bite off the nose, ear, or

lip,

any other limb or member

of another,

maim

or disable

off,

with an intention in so doing to

or disfigure such person, or shall voluntarily, maliciously,

and of

purpose, while fighting or otherwise, do any of these acts, shall be guilty
of

mayhem. (Cobb,
26-1203.

786.)

(85 P. C.)

Cutting out or disabling the tongue.

— Cutting out

the tongue, with the intention, or voluntarily, or maliciously, as expressed
in

the preceding section, shall be punished

by confinement and labor

in,

Disabling the tongue, with the intention, or
voluntarily, or maliciously, as expressed in the preceding section, shall
be punished by confinement and labor in the penitentiary for not less
than five years nor more than 15 years. (Cobb, 786.)
the penitentiary for

life.

26-1204. ^86 P. C.) Putting out one eye.

— Putting out an eye with the

intention, or voluntarily, or maliciously, as before expressed, in fight or

otherwise, shall be a misdemeanor.
26-1205.

(Cobb, 786. Acts 1865-6,

p. 233.)

(87 P. C.) Putting out both eyes or the only one.

— Putting

out the eyes of another, or the eye of another having but one eye, with
a similar intention, or voluntarily, or maliciously, while fighting or other-

wise, shall be punished
life.

by confinement and labor

in the penitentiary for

(Cobb, 786.)

nose.— Slitting or biting the
another, with the intention, or voluntarily, or ma-

26-1206. (88 P. C.) Slitting or biting the

nose, ear, or lip of
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liciously, as before expressed, while

fighting or other?.:

(Cobb, 786. Aets 1865-6,

misdemeanor.

§

26-1304

.hall

e,

he a

p. 233.)

—

Cutting
26-1207. (89 P. C.) Cutting or biting off the nose, ear, or lip.
or biting off the nose, ear, or lip of another, with the intention, or voluntarily,

or maliciously, as before expressed, while fighting or otherv.

shall be a

misdemeanor. (Cobb,

786.

Acts 1865-6,

p. 233.)

—

Castrating another, with
26-1208. (90 P. C.) Castration; punishment.
the intention, or voluntarily, or maliciously, as before expressed, while
fighting or otherwise, shall be punished with death; but the

punishment

be commuted in conformity with the provisions of section 26-1005.
(Cobb, 786. Acts 1866, p. 150.)

may

26-1209. (91 P. C.)

Wounding

in a less degree.

—Wilfully

and ma-

wounding, or disfiguring the private parts of another,
with the intention aforesaid, while fighting or otherwise, which injuring,*
wounding, or disfiguring do not amount to castration, shall be punished
by confinement and labor in the penitentiary for not less than five years
nor more than 15 years. (Cobb, 786.)
liciously injuring,

26-1210. (92 P. C.)

abling any limb or

Other mayhems.

member

— Cutting

or biting

off,

or dis-

of another, not hereinbefore designated, with

the intention, or voluntarily, or maliciously, as before expressed, while
fighting or otherwise, shall be a misdemeanor.

(Cobb, 786, 787.

Acts

1865-6, p. 233.)
Cross-reference.

—How

misdemeanor punished,

CHAPTER

26-13.

see

§

27-2506.

RAPE.

Sec.

Sec.

o> nni
26-1301.
26-1302.

-n>

a

26-1303.

'^

Definition.

Punishment; recommendation
by jury to mercy.

26-1301. (93 P. C.) Definition.

26-1304.

—Rape

female, forcibly and against her will.

is

Sexual intercourse with female
under fourteen
Same; punishment; unsupported testimony of female.

the carnal knowledge of a

(Cobb, 787.)

—

Cross-references. Publication of name or identity of female raped or assaulted,
see § 26-2105. Assault with intent to rape, see § 26-1404.

26-1302. (94 P. C.) Punishment;

recommendation by jury to mercy.
crime of rape shall be punished with death, unless the defendant

The
recommended
be for not

less

mercy by the jury, in wdiich case the punishment
than one nor more than 20 years. (Cobb, 7S7. Acts

to

is

shall

1866,

p. 151.)

26-1303. Sexual intercourse with female under fourteen.

—

It shall

be

unlawful for any person to have sexual or carnal intercourse with any
female child under the age of 14 years, unless such person shall have previously become

lawfully

married to such female

(Acts

1918,

of female.

—Any

child.

p. 259.)

26-1304.

person

Same; punishment; unsupported testimony

who

shall violate the provisions of section 26-1303 shall be guilty

§
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oi rape, and on conviction thereof shall be punished as prescribed
tion Jo- 1302, unless the jury trying- the case shall

recommend

by

sec-

that the

defendant be punished as for a misdemeanor, in which event the same
shall be made the judgment and sentence of the court:
Provided, however, that no conviction shall be had for said offense on the unsupported
testimony of the female in question. (Acts 1918, p. 259.)

CHAPTER

ASSAULT AND BATTERY.

26-14.

Sec.

Sec.

26-1401.

Definition of assault.

26-1402.

Punishment.

26-1403.

Assault with intent to murder.
Assault with intent to rape.
Assault with intent to rob de-

26-1404.

26-1405.

26-1408.

Battery; definition and punishment.

26-1409.

Opprobrious words as defense;

26-1410.

Whipping

26-1411.

wife as witness.
Punishing convicts without authonty.

question for jury.

£ nccj

punishment;
.

Punishment

26-1406.

wife;

of assault with in-

tent to rob.

Assault to injure clothes.

26-1407.

26-1401. (95 P. C.) Definition of assault.

commit

a violent injury

on the person

—An assault

of another.

an attempt to

is

(Cobb, 7S7.)

—

Cross-references. Conviction for an assault or attempt when crime actually
perpetrated, see § 27-2508. Opprobrious words as defense, see § 26-1409.

26-1402. (96 P. C.) Punishment.

—A

bare assault shall be a misde-

meanor. (Act 1833, Cobb, 787.)
26-1403. (97 P. C.) Assault with intent to murder.
intent to

murder

—An

assault with

be punished by imprisonment and labor in the penthan two years nor more than 10 years. (Cobb, 788,

shall

itentiary for not less

789. 168 Ga. 690 (148 S. E. 731).)
Cross-references.
to

murder

if

— Stabbing,

see

§

Conviction for assault with intent

26-1701.

murder actually committed, see

§

27-2508.

26-1404. (98 P. C.) Assault with intent to rape.

tent to
in the

commit

assault with in-

by imprisonment at hard labor
than one year nor more than 20 years.

a rape shall be punished

penitentiary for not less

(Acts 1866,

—An

p. 151.)

Cross-references.

—Rape,

see

§

26-1301.

Conviction for assault

rape commit-

if

ted, see § 27-2508.

26-1405. (99 P. C.) Assault with intent to rob defined.

—An

assault

with intent to rob is where any person shall, with any offensive or dangerous weapon or instrument, unlawfully and maliciously assault another, or shall, by menaces, or in and by any forcible or violent manner,

demand any money, goods, or chattels of or from any other
intent to commit robbery upon such person. (Cobb, 7S7.)
Cross-references.

— Robbery,

bery committed, see

§

§

26-2501.

Conviction of assault,

etc.,

if

rob-

27-2508.

—

(100 P. C.) Punishment of assault with intent to rob. An
ault with intent to rob shall be punished by confinement and labor

26-1406.
l

see

person, with

in the penitentiary for

(Cobb, 787.)

not less than two years nor more than four years.
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26-1407. (101 P. C.) Assault to injure clothes.

26-1503

§

— An assault with

int'

garments is where any person shall wilfully
and maliciously assault a person with an intent to tear, spoil, cut, burn,
or deface, and shall tear, spoil, cut, burn, or deface the garments or clothes
of such person; and is a misdemeanor. (Cobb, 787. Acts 1865-6, p. 233.;
to spoil or injure clothes or

26-1408. (102 P. C.) Battery; definition and punishment.

the unlawful beating of another, and

is

a misdemeanor.

— Battery

is

(Cobb, 788. j

words as defense; question for jury.
On the trial of an indictment for an assault, or an assault and battery,
the defendant may give in evidence to the jury any opprobrious words,
or abusive language, used by the prosecutor, or person assaulted or beaten and such words and language may or may not amount to a justification, according to the nature and extent of the battery, all of which
shall be determined by the jury. (Cobb, 841.)
26-1409. (103 P. C.) Opprobrious

—

;

Whipping wife; punishment; wife

26-1410. (104 P. C.)

a

man

as witness.

—

If

shall whip, beat, or otherwise cruelly maltreat his wife, he shall

be guilty of a misdemeanor. On such trials the wife shall be a competent witness. (Acts 1857, p. 126; 1865-6, p. 233.)
Cross-references.

— Competency of wife as witness against husband, see

Cruelty to children, see

§

§

38-1604.

26-8001.

26-1411. (105 P. C.) Punishing

without authority.

convicts

—

If

any

person, other than the one appointed in pursuance of law, for the pur-

punishment upon a convict for a violation of the rules
prescribed for their government, he shall be punished by imprisonment
in the penitentiary for not less than six months nor exceeding two years.
pose, shall inflict

(Acts 1880-1,

p. 107.)

Cross-reference.

— Cruelty

CHAPTER

of jailers, see §§ 77-104, 77-9901.

FALSE IMPRISONMENT.

26-15.

Sec.

Sec.
26-1501.

Definition.

26-1502.

Punishment.
When under

26-1503.

Maliciously causing imprisonent of sane person; punishment.

26-1504.

™

color

of

legal

process.

—

False imprisonment is a violation of
liberty
of
a
person,
and
personal
consists in confinement or detention
the
of such person without sufficient legal authority. (Cobb, 7S8.)
26-1501. (106 P. C.) Definition.

Cross-references.
son, see § 27-211.

—Arrest without warrant,
Kidnapping, see

§

see

§

27-207.

Arrest by private per-

26-1601.

26-1502. (107 P. C.) Punishment.

—Any person

who

shall arrest, con-

or detain a person without process, warrant, or legal authority to
justify it, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Cobb, 788.)

fine,

Cross-reference.

—.What

constitutes an arrest, see

§

When

27-201.

under color of legal process.—Where the
arrest, confinement, or detention of a person by warrant, mandate, or
process is manifestly illegal, and shows malice and oppression, the officer issuing same shall be removed from office and he, and every person
26-1503. (108 P. C.)

;
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knowingly and maliciously concerned therein, shall be punished by imprisonment and labor in the penitentiary for not less than one nor more
than two years. (Cobb, 7$S.)
Cross-reference.

26-1504.

—Arrest

without warrant, see

27-207.

{575 P. C.) Maliciously causing imprisonment of sane person;

punishment.

— Any person who shall maliciously cause the imprisonment

of a sane person,

knowing such person

or private, shall be imprisoned in

lic

§

any asylum, pubthe penitentiary not more than 14
to be sane, in

years nor less than two years. (Acts 1890-1,

CHAPTER

237; 1892,

p.

p. 109.)

KIDNAPPING, ETC.

26-16.

Sec.

Sec.

26-1601.

Kidnapping denned.

26-1604.

Enticing children from Geor-

26-1602.

Inveigling children.
Punishment".

26-1605.

Harboring absconding

26-1603.

gia Industrial

Home,

etc.

child.

—

Kidnapping defined. Every person who shall
forcibly abduct or steal away any person, without lawful authority or
warrant, from this State or any county thereof, and send or convey such
person beyond the limits of the State or a county thereof against his will,
26-1601. (109 P. C.)

shall be guilty of kidnapping.
Cross-references.
ping, etc., see

§

—False

(Cobb, 788.)

imprisonment, see

§

26-1501.

Punishment

26-1602. (110 P. C.) Inveigling children.

—Any person who shall

bly, maliciously, or fraudulently lead, take, or carry

entice away,

for kidnap-

26-1603.

any child under the age

of 18 years

from

forci-

away, or decoy or
its

parent or guar-

dian, or against his will, or without his consent, shall be guilty of kid-

napping. (Cobb, 788.

Acts 1876,

p.

26-1603. (Ill P. C.) Punishment.

imprisonment and labor

39; 1880-1, pp. 74, 75.)

—Kidnapping shall be punishable by

in the penitentiary for

not less than four years,

nor more than seven years: Provided, that kidnapping for ransom shall
be punishable by imprisonment and labor in the penitentiary for not less

than four years, nor more than 20 years. (Cobb, 788.
75

;

1880-1, pp. 74,

1933; p. 37.)

26-1604. (112 P. C.) Enticing children
etc.

Act

from Georgia Industrial Home,

—Any person who shall decoy, entice, or cause an inmate of the Geor-

gia Industrial

Home,

or any other child-saving institution, to abscond or

leave without permission the custody and care of such institution shall

be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1904,
Cross-reference.

— Georgia

Industrial

Home,

p. 93.)

see

§

35-601 et scq.

—

Harboring absconding child. Any person who
shall harbor, entertain, and encourage any child who has absconded or
run away from the Georgia Industrial Home, or any other child-saving
institution, knowing such child to be an inmate of such institution, shall
26-1605. (113 P. C.)

be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1904,

p. 93.)
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CHAPTER

26-17.

§

26-1801

STABBING AND SHOOTING.
Sec.

Sec.
26-1701.

26-1702.

Stabbing; punishment.
Shooting at another; punishment.

Shooting at occupied dwelling;
punishment.

26-1703.

stab another, except in his

own

— Any

person who shall
defense or other circumstances of justifi-

26-1701. (114 P. C.) Stabbing; punishment.

with a sword, dirk, or knife, or other instrument of the like kind,
shall be punished as for a misdemeanor: Provided, that if such stabbing
shall produce death, the offender shall be guilty of murder, or manslaughter, according to the facts and circumstances of the case or if such
stabbing shall not produce death, and the facts and circumstances show
that it was the intention of the person stabbing to commit murder, the
offender shall be guilty of an assault with intent to murder. (Cobb, 789.
Acts 1865-6, p. 233.)
cation,

;

—

Cross-references. Manslaughter, see
with intent to murder, see § 26-1403.

§

26-1006.

Murder, see

§

26-1002,

Assault

—Any

person

26-1702. (115 P. C.) Shooting at another; punishment.

who
own

shall be guilty of the offense of shooting at another, except in his

defense or under circumstances of justification, with a gun, pistol,

or other instrument of the like kind, shall be punished by confinement in
the penitentiary not less than one nor

more than four

years.

(Acts

1855-6, p. 265; 1878-9, p. 63.)

—

Cross-references.. Pointing weapon at another, see § 26-5107. Rocking or shooting at or into railroad cars, see § 26-7308. Shooting on excursion trains or at
picnics, see

§

26-7311.

who

shall shoot at,

gun, pistol,

rifle

—

occupied dwelling; punishment. Any person
toward or into any occupied dwelling house with any

26-1703. Shooting

at

or any other deadly firearm, except in defense of person,

property, or habitation, or under other circumstances of justification,
shall

be guilty of a misdemeanor.

Cross-reference.

— Shooting

(Acts 1910,

p. 137.)

at or rocking railroad cars, see § 26-7303.

CHAPTER 26-18. BLACKMAIL, THREATENING LETTERS,
Sec.

ETC.

Sec.

•

Blackmail; definition; punish-

26-1801.

26-1802.

.

of *
presentment; necessity
J

s 1on
n
26-1803.

ment or indictment.

.j

Sending or delivering threatening letters; punishment,
1
t-u
lnreatemng
to u
burn property
of another;

punishment

26-1801. (118 P. C.) Blackmail; definition; punishment; necessity of

—

presentment or indictment. If any person shall, verbally or by printing
or writing, accuse another of a crime or offense, or expose or publish any
of his or her personal or business acts, infirmities, failings, or compel any
person to do any act, or to refrain from doing any lawful act, against his
will, with intent to extort money or other thing of value from any person, or

if

any person

shall

attempt or threaten to do any of the acts above

enumerated, with the intent to extort money or other thing of value, such
person shall be guily of blackmail, and shall be punished as for a misde-

meanor: Provided, that no court

shall

have jurisdiction to inquire into
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any case under this section before presentment made, or indictment
found, by the grand jury of the county in which the offense has been committed. (Acts 1887. p. 58; 188$ p. 46.)
26-1802.

ment.

(119 P. C.) Sending or delivering threatening letters; punish-

— Any

who

person

shall

knowingly send or deliver any

letter or

writing, threatening to accuse another of a crime, with intent to extort

money, goods, chattels, or other valuable thing, or threatening to maim,
wound, kill, or murder such person or any of his family, or to burn or
otherwise destroy or injure his house, or other property real or personal,
though no money, goods, chattels, or other valuable thing be demanded,
shall be punished by imprisonment and labor in the penitentiary for any
time not less than two years nor longer than five years. (Acts 1876,
PP. 39, 40.)

26-1803.

(782 P. C.) Threatening to burn property of another; pun-

— Any

who

by posting any writing or
printed matter, to injure, damage, or destroy, by burning or other means,
any gin, ginhouse, barn, dwelling, stable, storehouse or any other house
ishment.

person

shall threaten,

containing valuable property, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.

(Acts

1893. p. 130.)
Cross-reference.

—Arson,

see

§

CHAPTER

26-2201.

26-19.

CONSPIRACY.

Sec.

26-1901.

Definition and punishment.

—

and punishment. If any two or more
persons shall conspire or agree, falsely and maliciously, to charge and indict any innocent person of a crime, who is accordingly indicted and acquitted, such persons so conspiring shall be punished by imprisonment
and labor in the penitentiary for not less than 12 months nor longer than
26-1901. (120 P. C.) Definition

five years.

(Cobb, 808.)

CHAPTER

26-20.

"PEEPING TOM" OR EAVESDROPPER.
Sec.

Sec.

26-2001.

26-2002.

Unlawful to be eavesdropper
or "Peeping Tom."
"Peeping Tom" defined.

26-2003.

Law

26-2004.

when.
Punishment.

not to apply to officers,

—

Unlawful to be eavesdropper or "Peeping Tom." It shall be
unlawful for any person or persons to be an eavesdropper or a "Peeping
Tom" on or about the premises of another, or to go about or upon the
premises of another for the purpose of becoming an eavesdropper or a
"Peeping Tom." (A ts 1919, p. 386.)
26-2001.

Tom"

defined.— The term "Peeping Tom," as used
in this Chapter, means one who peeps through windows or doors, or
other like places, on or about the premises of another, for the purpose of
spying upon or invading the privacy of the persons spied upon, and the
doing of any other acts of a similar nature, tending to invade the privacy
of such persons. (Acts 1919, p. 386.)
26-2002. "Peeping
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26-2003.

Law

not to apply to

officers,

when.

§

— Nothing

26-2104

Chapter

in this

shall prevent duly constituted officers of the law from performing their
official duties in ferreting out offenders or sttispectcd offenders aga
the law, or in secretly watching a person suspected of violating the laws

of the State or

any municipality therein,

such suspected violator. (Acts 1919,
26-2004. Punishment.
this

Chapter

26-21.

p. 386.)

— Any person who shall violate the provisions of

shall be guilty of a

CHAPTER

purpose of apprehending

for the

LIBEL,

misdemeanor. (Acts 1919,

p. 386.;

AND DEFAMATION OF VIRTUOUS
FEMALE.
Sec.

Sec.

Defamation of virtuous female;

26-2104.

26-2101.
26-2102.

26-2103.

Libel defined; punishment.

Printer or publisher a competent witness.

The

indictment; privileged com-

mumcations.
Publication of name or identity of female raped or as-

26-2105.

saulted; punishment.

truth in evidence.

26-2101. (340 P. C.) Libel defined; punishment.

—A

libel is a

malicious

defamation, expressed either by printing or writing, or signs, pictures or
the like, tending to blacken the memory of one who is dead, or the honesty, virtue, integrity, or reputation of

one

who

is

alive

and thereby ex-

pose him to public hatred, contempt, or ridicule. Every person convicted
of this offense shall be punished as for a misdemeanor. (Cobb, 812.)

—

Cross-references. Definition and essentials of libel, see § 105-701 et seq. Truth
Proclaiming one a coward for not righting a duel, see
see § 105-708.

justifies,
§

26-5205.

26-2102. (341 P. C.) Printer or publisher a competent witness.

— In

all

prosecutions under the preceding section, the printer or publisher of a
newspaper, handbill, or other publication containing the offensive or
criminal matter shall be a competent witness

;

and

if

lisher shall refuse to testify in the cause, or to give

such printer or pub-

up the

real

name

of

the author or person authorizing and causing the publication, so that he

may

be indicted, such printer or publisher shall be deemed and considered the author himself, and may be indicted and punished as such, and
may be punished for contempt of the court, as any other witness refusing to testify. (Cobb, 812.)

The truth in evidence.— In all cases of indictment
prosecuted
shall be allowed to give the truth in evifor a libel, the person
dence. (Cobb, 812. Const, Art. I, Sec. II, Par. I (§ 2-201).)
26-2103. (342 P. C.)

26-2104. (343 P. C.)

ileged communications.

Defamation of virtuous female; indictment; priv-

—Any person who shall wilfully

or falsely utter

or circulate any defamatory words or statements derogatory to the fair

fame or reputation for virtue of any virtuous female shall be guilty of a
Provided, that prosecutions can only be instituted by
misdemeanor
grand juries by bill of indictment: Provided, that this section shall not
apply to privileged communications as defined in section 105-709. (Acts
:

1909, p. 189.)
Cross-reference.

—Truth

justifies libel, see § 105-708.

§
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or identity of female raped or assaulted;

—

punishment. It shall be unlawful for any newspaper publisher or any
other person to print and publish, or cause to be printed and published,
in any newspaper, magazine, periodical or other publication published in
this State the name or identity of any female who may have been raped
or upon whom an assault with intent to commit rape may have been
made. Any person or corporation violating the provisions of this section
shall, upon conviction, be punished as prescribed in section 27-2506. (Acts
1911, p. 179.)

PART

VI.

CRIMES AGAINST HABITATIONS AND OTHER
BUILDINGS.

CHAPTER

26-22.

ARSON AND OTHER BURNINGS.

Sec.

Sec.

Arson defined.
Burning defined.

26-2208.

26-2202.

26-2203.

Setting

26-2209.

Burning, etc., dwelling or outhouse that is parcel thereof.
Burning, etc., buildings not

26-2204.

Burning railroad bridge; pun26-2210.

Burning goods,

26-2201.

defined.

fire

ishment.
26-2205.
26-2206.

Punishment of arson in daytime and in nighttime.
Punishment of arson causing

parcel of dwellings.

26-2211.

Burning by person

to

de-

Attempt to burn property covered by preceding three sections; punishment.

death.
26-2207.

etc.,

fraud insurer.

in posses-

sion of house.

26-2201. (133 P. C.)
ful

is

the malicious and wil-

—Threatening

to burn property of another, see § 26-1802.
26-7701.
Building fire upon, within or under bridge, see
Firing or sinking vessels, see § 26-8102. Setting fire to ship, etc., see

Cross-references.

§

—Arson

burning of the house or outhouse of another. (Cobb, 789.)

Burning fences, see
§

Arson denned.

26-7802.
26-8103.

§

—

Burning denned. The crime of burning shall be
complete where the house is consumed or generally injured. (Cobb, 790.)
26-2202. (140 P. C.)

26-2203. (141 P. C.) Setting fire defined.—The offense of setting fire

house shall be complete when any attempt is made to burn
no material injury is the consequence. (Cobb, 790.)
to a

Cross-references.
see § 26-8103.

— Punishment,

see §§ 26-2208 to 26-2211.

Setting

it,

though

fire

defined,

—

Burning railroad bridge; punishment. The wilful or malicious burning, or attempt to burn, any railroad bridge shall be
deemed and adjudged arson, and shall be punished with death; but the
punishment may be commuted in conformity with section 26-1005. (Acts
26-2204. (142 P. C.)

1861, p. 69.;
Cross-reference.

—Arson

of public bridge, see

§

26-2209.

Punishment of arson in daytime and in nighttime.
Arson in the daytime (except in a city, town, or village) shall be
punished by a shorter period of imprisonment and labor than arson com26-2205.

(143 P. C.)

—

mitted in the night.

(Cobb, 790.)
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jj

26-2210

—

Punishment of arson causing death. Arson
which produces the death of any person shall be punished by the death of
the person committing the arson, but the punishment may be comrnir
26-2206. (144

in

P.

C.)

conformity with the provisions of section 26-1005.

(Cobb, 790.

A

1866, p. 150.)

—

Burning by person in possession of house. The
fact that the person burning or attempting to burn the house or outho
of another may be himself the occupant of such house, or in possession
of such outhouse, shall make the offense none the less arson or an attempt to commit arson, respectively, provided such occupancy or p
session is as tenant of the owner or as an intruder. (Acts 1887, p. 61.)
26-2207. (145 P. C.)

dwelling or outhouse that is parcel thereof.—
Any person who wilfully or maliciously, or with intent to defraud, sets
fire to, or burns, or causes to be burned, or who aids, counsels or procures
26-2208. Burning,

etc.,

the burning of any dwelling house, or any kitchen, shop, barn, stable or

other outhouse that

is

parcel thereof, or belonging to or adjoining thereto,

the property of himself or of another, shall be guilty of arson and upon

conviction thereof be sentenced to the penitentiary for not less than two

nor more than 20 years, provided the arson shall not produce the death
or maiming of any person. If the arson shall produce the death or maiming of any person the punishment shall be death, in conformity with the
provisions of section 26-1005. (Acts 1924, p. 192.)
§

Cross-references.
26-2203.

— Burning

26-2209. Burning,

who

etc.,

denned,

see

§

26-2202.

Setting

fire

buildings not parcel of dwellings.

defned,

see

—Any person

wilfully or maliciously, or with intent to defraud, sets fire to or

burns or causes to be burned, or

who

aids, counsels or

procures the burn-

ing of any barn, stable, or other building, the property of himself or of
another, not a parcel of a dwelling house or any shop, storehouse, ware-

house, factory, mill, or other building, the property of himself or of an-

any church, meeting house, courthouse, workhouse, school, jail,
or other public building or any public bridge shall, upon conviction
thereof, be sentenced to the penitentiary for not less than one nor more
than 10 years, provided the arson shall not produce the death or maiming
of any person. If the arson shall produce the death or maiming of any
person the punishment shall be death, in conformity with the provisions
other, or

of section 26-1005.
Cross-references.
§

(Acts 1924,

— Burning

p. 193.)

defined,

see

§

26-2202.

Setting

fire

defined,

see

26-2203.

—

Burning goods, etc., to defraud inaurer. Any person who
wilfully or maliciously and with intent to injure or defraud the insurer
26-2210.

sets fire to or burns, or causes to

be burned, or

who

aids, counsels, or

procures the burning of any goods, wares, merchandise, or other chattels
or personal property of any kind, the property of himself or of another,

which

shall at the time

loss or

damage by

be insured by any person or corporation against

penitentiary for not less
p. 193.)

upon conviction thereof, be sentenced to the
than one nor more than live years. (Acts 1924,

fire, shall,
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burn property covered by preceding three sec-

to

— Any person who wilfully or maliciously attempts to

burn or to aid, counsel, or procure the burning
of any of the buildings or property mentioned in the three foregoing sections shall, upon conviction thereof, be sentenced to the penitentiary for
not less than one nor more than two years. (Acts 1924, p. 193.)
set fire to or attempts to

CHAPTER

26-23.

DESTROYING OR INJURING HOUSE WITH
EXPLOSIVE SUBSTANCE.
Sec.

Sec.

26-2301.

Destroying or injuring house
with explosive substance resuiting in death of human
being.

26-2302.

26-2303.

26 _ 2304>

House within a city or town.
House not within a city.
House where no person lodges.

(784 P. C.) Destroying or injuring house with explosive substance resulting in death of human being. If any person shall wilfully
26-2301.

—

attempt to destroy or injure any dwelling house, storehouse, barn, depot, or other house or place of business or
lodging of any person, with or by the use of dynamite, powder, nitroglycerin, or any other explosive substance or compound, and said act

and maliciously destroy,

injure, or

shall cause the death of a

human

being, such person so offending shall be

punished with death, but the punishment may be commuted in conformity with section 26-1005. (Acts 1897, p. 99.)
26-2302.

House within a

(785 P. C.)

city or town.

—The

wilful

and

malicious destroying or injuring any dwelling house, storehouse, barn,
depot, or other house or place of business or lodging of any person within

by the use of dynamite, powder,
nitroglycerin, or other explosive substance or compound, shall be punished with death, but the punishment may be commuted in conformity

the limits of any city or town, with or

with section 26-1005. (Acts 1897,
26-2303.

p. 99.)

House not within a

—The

wilful and maany dwelling house, storehouse, barn, debusiness or lodging place of any person, wherein

(786 P. C.)

city.

licious destroying or injuring
pot, or other place of

any person shall lodge or reside, or so nearly connected therewith as to
endanger the life of any person being or so dwelling therein, not within
the limits of any city or town, with or by the use of dynamite, powder,
nitroglycerin, or any other explosive substance or compound, shall be
punished with death, but the punishment may be commuted in conformity

with section 26-1005.

26-2304. (787 P. C.)

(Acts 1897,

p. 99.)

House where no person

lodges.

—The wilful

and

malicious destroying or injuring any dwelling house, storehouse, depot,
barn, or other house or place of business of

any person, wherein no person
and not so closely connected with any such dwelling house, storehouse, barn, depot, or other house wherein any person
shall reside, lodge, or be, so as to endanger life, or the wilful and malicious
attempting to destroy or injure any dwelling house, storehouse, barn,
depot, or other house or place of business of any person, with or by the
use of dynamite, powder, nitroglycerin, or other explosive substance,

shall lodge or reside,
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shall be

not less

§

26-2502

punished by confinement and hard labor in the penitentiary
than one year nor more than 20 years. (Acts 1897, p. 99.)

CHAPTER

for

BURGLARY.

26-24.

Sec.

Sec.

26-2401.

Definition; outhouses and hired
rooms as part of dwelling.

Punishment,

26-2402.

26-2401. (146 P. C.) Definition; outhouses and hired

dwelling.

— Burglary

is

rooms

as part of

the breaking and entering into the dwelling,

sion, or storehouse, or other place of business of another,

man-

where valuable

goods, wares, produce, or any other article of value are contained or
stored, with intent to

commit a felony

or larceny.

All outhouses con-

tiguous to or within the curtilage or protection of the mansion or dwelling house shall be considered as parts of the same. A hired room or

boarding house shall be considered
as the dwelling house of the person occupying or hiring the same. (Cobb,
790. Acts 1866, pp. 141, 152.)

apartment

in a public tavern, inn, or

—

Cross-references. Larceny from the house, see § 26-2629. Punishment for enBreaking house with intent to
tering house with intent to steal, see § 26-2631.
Breaking, entering, and stealing from house other than dwellsteal, see § 26-2632.
ing, see § 26-2633.
Breaking and entering car with intent to steal, see § 26-2635.
Stealing baled cotton, see § 26-2638.

26-2402. (147 P. C.) Punishment.

prisonment

— Burglary

in the penitentiary for not less

20 years. (Cobb, 790. Acts 1878-9,
Cross-reference.

PART

—Felonies reducible

VII.

shall be

punished by im-

than one year nor more than

p. 65.)

to misdemeanors, see

§

27-2501.

CRIMES RELATIVE TO PROPERTY.

CHAPTER

26-25.

ROBBERY.

Sec.

Sec.

Robbery by intimidation; pun-

26-2503.

26-2501.

Definition.

26-2502.

Robbery by open

ishment.

force; pun-

ishment.

26-2501. (148 P. C.) Definition.

—Robbery

is

the wrongful, fraudulent,

and violent taking of money, goods, or chattels from the person of another by force or intimidation, without the consent of the owner, or the
sudden snatching, taking, or carrying away any money, goods, chattels,
or anything of value from the owner or person in possession or control
thereof without the consent of the owner or person in possession or control thereof. (Cobb, 791. Acts 1903, p. 43.)
Cross-references.

—Larceny

from the person, see

wrongful taking from the person, see
§

§

26-2628.

Secret, sudden or
§ 26-2626.
Assault with intent to rob, see

26-1405.

26-2502. (149 P. C.)

Robbery by open

by open force or violence

shall

force; punishment.

—Robbery

be punished by imprisonment and labor

§
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more than 20

penitentiary for not less than four years nor

years.

(Cobb, 791; Acts 1858, pp. 98, 99.)
26-2503. (150 P. C.)

Robbery by intimidation; punishment.

—Robbery

by intimidation, or without using force and violence, shall be punished
by imprisonment and labor in the penitentiary for not less than two years
nor more than 20 years. (Cobb, 791; Acts 1890-1, p. S3.)

CHAPTER

LARCENY OR THEFT.

26-26.

Sec.

Sec.

26-2601.

The

several kinds of larceny

26-2622.

Bringing stolen property into

26-2623.

Buying or receiving property

26-2624.

stolen in another State.
Plundering or stealing from

26-2625.

wrecked vessels.
Punishment for other

State.

or theft.
26-2602.

26-2603.

Simple theft or larceny defined;
venue of prosecution.
Larceny of motor vehicle; punishment.

26-2604.

Horse

26-2o05.

How

stealing.

26-2606.

Punishment

26-2607.

Cattle stealing.

26-2608.

Indictment for cattle stealing.

Punishment

26-2610.

Hog

26-2611.

Punishment for hog stealing.
Larceny of other animals; pun-

26-2612.

26-2613.
26-2614.

26-2615.
26-2616.

26-2617.

26-2618.
26-2619.

26-2626.

Theft or larceny
person defined.

26-2627.

Punishment

for horse stealing.

26-2609.

26-2628.

for cattle stealing.

26-2629.

things savoring
the realty, and fixtures.

Theft of

when

shall

taking
be lar-

Larceny from the house de-

26-2630.

Punishment for larceny from

26-2631.

Punishment

26-2632.

26-2633.

house with intent to steal.
Breaking with intent to steal.
Breaking and entering and

26-2634.

Larceny

for

entering

stealing.

from

public

build-

ings.

26-2635.

of

Breaking and entering
road car with intent to

rail-

steal,

or stealing therefrom.
26-2636.

Entering

and

stealing

from

hut, railroad car, etc.

becomes personalty.
Punishment

sudden

house.

Property detached from realty

26-2621.

secret,

fined.

election returns.

Receiving stolen goods.

What
ceny.

punishment.
Taking, etc., deeds or papers;
punishment.
Taking, etc., bonds, etc., punishment.

26-2620.

the

from

for larceny

from person

ishment.
Altering brands or marks of
animals; punishment.
Larceny of oysters or shells;

etc.,

from

the person.

stealing; indictment.

Taking,

larce-

nies.

stealing charged
and described.

horse

26-2637.

Breaking and entering auto-

26-2638.

Stealing baled cotton.

mobile.

principal

cannot be taken.

26-2601.

(151 P. C.)

The

several kinds of larceny or theft.

or theft, as contradistinguished from robbery

by

— Larceny,

violence, force, or in-

Simple theft or larceny. 2. Theft or larceny from the person. 3. Theft or larceny from the house. 4. Theft or
larceny after a trust or confidence has been delegated or reposed. (Cobb,

timidation, shall consist of

:

1.

791.)

26-2602.
cution.

(152 P. C.) Simple theft or larceny defined; venue of prose-

— Simple

theft or larceny

is

and carrying away, by any person,
intent to steal the same.

The

which he may carry the goods
Cross-reference.

— Punishment

the wrongful and fraudulent taking

goods of another, with
be indicted in any county in

of the personal

thief

stolen.

may

(Cobb, 791.)

for simple larcenies generally, see § 26-2625.
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26-2603.

% 26-2612

Larceny of motor vehicle; punishment.

— The

larceny of any

automobile, locomobile, motorcycle, or other like vehicle propell
electricity or gasoline shall be a felony; and any person
ed thereof
shall be punished by imprisonment in the penitentiary for a time not
'

i

more than

five

years nor less than one year. (Acts 1916,

—

Cross-reference. Penalty for buying-, selling, or concealing,
not bearing manufacturer's serial number, see § 68-9^16.

p.
etc.,

154.;

motor vehicle

—

Horse stealing. Horse stealing shall be denominated simple larceny; and the term "horse" shall include mule and
and each animal of both sexes, and without regard to the altcrati
which may be made by artificial means. (Cobb, 791.)
26-2604. (153 P. C.)

i

Cross-reference.

—Using

26-2605. (154 P. C.)

horse or mule without owner's consent, see

How

§

26-3401.

horse stealing charged and described.

—The

charged as simple larceny, but the indictment shall designate the nature, character, and sex of the animal, and
give some other description by which its identity may be ascertained.
(Cobb, 791.)
offense shall, in

Cross-reference.

all

cases, be

— Indictments

generally, see

§

27-701.

—

Punishment for horse stealing. The stealing of
a horse shall be punished by confinement and labor in the penitentiary
for not less than four years nor more than 20 years. (Cobb, 792; Acts
26-2606. (155 P. C.)

1868, p. 17.)

26-2607. (156 P. C.) Cattle stealing.— Cattle stealing shall be

denom-

inated simple larceny, and be so charged in the indictment, and shall in-

clude the theft of any horned animal, and
cloven, except hogs.

all

animals having the hoof

(Cobb, 792.)

26-2608. (157 P. C.) Indictment for cattle stealing.
shall sufficiently describe the

preceding section, so that
by the owner. (Cobb, 792.)

Cross-reference.

—Indictments

26-2609. (158 P. C.)

indictment

animal falling under the description of

cattle in the
fied

—The

it

generally, see

Punishment

may
§

be ascertained and identi-

27-701.

for cattle stealing.

—The

stealing of

one or more animals falling under the above description of cattle shall be
punished by imprisonment in the penitentiary not less than two nor more
than four years. (Cobb, 792. Acts 1868, p. 17.)
26-2610. (159 P. C.)

Hog

— The

hog
the indictment, and the hog

stealing; indictment.

simple larceny, and shall be so charged in
so described that it may be identified by the owner.

is

26-2611. (160 P. C.)
of

hog stealing

cattle stealing.

Punishment

for

hog

stealing of a

(Cobb, 792.)

stealing.

—The

punishment

shall be as prescribed in section 26-2609 for the offense of

(Cobb, 792; Act 1875,

p. 26.)

—

Larceny of other animals; punishment. All other
domestic animals which are fit for food, and also dogs, may be subjects
of simple larceny and any person who shall steal any such animal shall
be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Cobb, 792.)
26-2612. (161 P. C.)

;

§
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(162 P. C.) Altering brands or

marks

770
of animals; punish-

—

ment. Any person who shall mark and brand, or mark or brand, any
animal before mentioned, or alter or change the mark or brand of any
such animal, being the property of another, with an intention to claim
or appropriate the same to his own use, or to prevent identification by
the true

owner

for the theft of said animal.
Cross-reference.

26-2614.

same punishment

thereof, shall suffer the

— Marks

Larceny

as

inflicted

is

(Cobb, 792.)

and brands of

live stock, see § 62-101 et seq.

of oysters or shells; punishment.

— Any

who

person

away without permission of the owner any
be deemed guilty of the larceny thereof, and upon

shall take, steal, or carry

oysters or shells shall

conviction thereof shall be punished as for a misdemeanor and be con-

months nor more than six months, or for
the county chain gang, and fined not less than $25 nor more

fined in jail not less than three

a like time in

than $100 for each offense. (Acts 1924,
26-2615.

(163 P. C.) Taking,

etc.,

p. 108.)

deeds or papers; punishment.

—

If

and carry away any paper, document, deed, will,
or other writing relating to real or personal estate, with an intention to

any person

shall take

impair, prevent, or render difficult the establishment of a

title

to real or

personal estate, or mutilate, cancel, burn, or otherwise destroy such paper,

document, deed,

will, or

other writing, with the intention aforesaid,

he shall be guilty of simple larceny, and be punished by imprisonment
and labor in the penitentiary for not less than one year nor more than
three years. (Cobb, 792, 793.)
26-2616. (164 P. C.) Taking, etc., bonds, etc.; punishment.

person shall take and carry away any bond, note, bank

paper or papers securing the payment of

money

bill,

—

due

If

any

bill,

or

or other valuable thing,

or any receipt, acquittance, or paper or papers operating as a discharge
for the

payment

of

money

or other things, belonging to another, with in-

tent to steal the same, he shall be guilty of simple larceny, and be pun-

by imprisonment and labor in the penitentiary for not less than
one year, nor more than four years, when the property is of the value of
$50 or more; and when the property stolen is under the value of $50, he
ished

shall be guilty of a

misdemeanor. (Cobb, 793; Acts 1890-1,

26-2617. (165 P. C.) Taking, etc., election returns.

—Any

p. 84.)

person

who

away, or destroy any election returns or paper connected
with the holding of elections, with intent to steal the same or to prevent
a proper return of such election, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts
shall take, carry

1893, p. 133.)

26-2618. (166 P. C.) Theft of things savoring of the realty,
tures.

—Theft

or larceny

may

and

fix-

be committed of anything which, in the

language of the law, savors of the realty, or of any fixture; and the punishment shall be as for a misdemeanor. (Cobb, 793. Acts 1865-6, p. 233.)
Cross-reference.

26-2619.
alty.

— Fixture

defined, see

§

85-105.

(167 P. C.) Property detached from realty becomes person-

—Anything

detached from the realty becomes personalty instantly
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§ 26- 2

on being so detached, and may be the subject-matter
the person wrongfully detaching it.
Cross-references.

— Severing produce

becomes personalty, see

§

from

realty, see

S

of larceny,

26-8107.

even by

Detached realty

85-105.

26-2620. (168 P. C.) Receiving stolen goods.

—

If

any person

shall

buy

or receive any goods, chattels, money, or other effects that shall hbeen stolen or feloniously taken from another, knowing the same to be
stolen or feloniously taken, such person shall be an accessory after the
fact,

and

shall receive the

same punishment

as

would be

inflicted

on the

person convicted of having stolen or feloniously taken the property.
(Cobb, 807, 808.)
Cross-reference.

—Accessory after the

fact,

see

§

26-604.

—

Punishment when principal cannot be taken. If
the principal thief cannot be taken, so as to be prosecuted and convicted,
the person buying or receiving any goods, chattels, money, or effects
stolen or feloniously taken by such principal thief, knowing the same to
26-2621. (169 P. C.)

be stolen or feloniously taken, shall be punished as prescribed in the preceding section; and a conviction under this section shall be a bar to any
prosecution under the preceding section. (Cobb, 808.)

—When accessory may be

Cross-reference.

tried, see § 26-606.

26-2622. Bringing stolen property into State.

—Any

person

who

shall

bring into this State any goods, chattels, money, or other effects that
have been stolen or feloniously taken from another in another State,
shall,

upon conviction

therefor, receive the

same punishment

as

would

be inflicted on a person convicted of having stolen or feloniously taken
such property in this State. (Acts 1918, p. 272.)

—

Buying or receiving property stolen in another State. If any
person shall buy or receive any goods, chattels, money, or effects that
shall have been stolen or feloniously taken from another in another State,
knowing the same to be stolen or feloniously taken, he shall, upon conviction therefor, receive the same punishment as would be inflicted on a
26-2623.

person convicted of having so stolen or feloniously taken such property
in this State. (Acts 1918, p. 272.)

from wrecked vessels.
Plundering or stealing any article of value from a vessel in distress, or
from a wreck, or any other vessel, boat, or water craft, within the jurisdictional limits of this State, is simple larceny, and shall be punished as
a misdemeanor when any article so taken is under $50 in value and
when of more than the value of $50, by imprisonment and labor in the
penitentiary for not less than one year nor more than five years. (Cobb,
26-2624. (170 P. C.) Plundering or stealing

;

793.

Acts 1890-1,

p. 85.)

26-2625. (171 P. C.)

Punishment

for other larcenies.

—All

simple lar-

cenies of the personal goods of another, not mentioned or particularly

designated in this Code, shall be punished as misdemeanors. (Cobb, 793.)

from the person defined.— Theft
or larceny from the person, as distinguished from robbery, is the wrongful and fraudulent taking of money, goods, chattels, or effects, or any
26-2626. (172 P. C.) Theft or larceny

§
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from the person of another, privately, without his knowl-

article oi value,

edge, in any place whatever, with intent to steal the same.
Cross-reference.

— Robbery,

(Cobb, 794.)

see § 26-2501.

Punishment for larceny from the person.— -The
punishment for larceny from the person shall be as for a misdemeanor
except in those cases where the money, or thing stolen, exceeds in value
$50; then the punishment shall be imprisonment in the penitentiary for
(Cobb, 794. Acts
not less than two years nor more than five years.
26-2627.

(173 P. C.)

1878-9, p. 56.)

What

sudden taking from person shall be
larceny.
Any sort of secret, sudden, or wrongful taking from the person with the intent to steal, without using intimidation, or open force
and violence, shall be within this class of larceny, though some small
force be used by the thief to possess himself of the property, provided
there be no resistance by the owner, or injury to his person, and all the
26-2628.

(174 F. C.)

secret,

—

circumstances of the case show that the thing was taken not so
against as without the consent of the owner. (Cobb, 794.)
26-2629.

the house

—

Larceny from the house defined. Larceny from
the breaking or entering any house with the intent to steal,

(175 P. C.)
is

much

breaking or entering said house, stealing therefrom anything of
(Cobb, 794.)

or, after

value.

Cross-reference.

26-2630.

— Burglary,

see

§

26-2401.

(176 P. C.) Punishment for larceny from house.

— Any

per-

son who shall in any dwelling house, store, shop, warehouse, or any
other building, privately steal any money, or any other thing, under the
value of $50, shall be punished as for a misdemeanor; if the value of the
money or thing thus stolen be $50 or more, he shall be punished by imprisonment and labor in the penitentiary for not less than one nor more

than 10 years.

(Cobb, 794.)

Punishment

house with intent to
steal.
Any person entering a dwelling house, store, shop, or warehouse,
or any other house or building, with intent to steal, but who is detected
and prevented from so doing, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Cobb,
794. Acts 1865-6, p. 233.)
26-2631. (177 P. C.)

for entering

—

26-2632. (178 P. C.) Breaking with intent to steal.

—Any person break-

ing any dwelling house, store, shop, or warehouse, or any other house or
building, with intent to steal, but who is detected and prevented from effecting such intention, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
26-2633. (179 P. C.) Breaking

and entering and

(Cobb, 795.)

stealing.

—Any person

breaking and entering any house or building (other than a dwelling house
or its appurtenances) with intent to steal, but who is detected and prevented from carrying such intention into

effect,

and any person breaking

or entering any such house or building, and stealing therefrom any

money, goods,

chattels, wares, or merchandise, or

ticle of value, shall

Cross-reference.

be guilty of a misdemeanor.

— Burglary,

see

§

26-2401.

any other thing or
(Cobb, 795.)

ar-
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Larceny from public buildings.

— Any

hot
<>t
belonging
\><Ay,
to
the State or a corporate
approbuilding, or edifice
any
taken
and
or
worship
other public purpose, shall be
priated to public
considered as a house or building within which this class of larceny may
26-2634. (180

P.

C.)

(Cobb, 795.)

be committed.

26-2635. (181 P. C.) Breaking

and entering railroad car with intent to
Any person who shall break and enter any
steal, or stealing therefrom.
railroad car with intent to steal any goods, wares, freight, or other thing
of value being therein, or who shall, after breaking, steal therefrom any

—

goods, freight, or other thing of value being therein, shall be punished
by confinement in the penitentiary for not less than one nor more than
five years.

(Acts 1882-3,

p. 132.)

and stealing from hut, railroad car, etc.
Any person entering and stealing from any hut, railroad car, tent,
booth, or temporary building shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Cobb,
26-2636. (182 P. C.) Entering

—

795.

Acts 1862-3,

p. 139.)

—

and entering automobile. If any person shall break
and enter any automobile or other motor vehicle with the intent to commit a larceny or a felony, he shall be guilty of a felony and, upon conviction, shall be sentenced to confinement and labor in the penitentiary
Provided, however, that
for not less than one nor more than five years
if the jury trying the case shall recommend mercy and the trial judge
shall approve the recommendation, the prisoner shall be sentenced as for
a misdemeanor, or in case a plea of guilty shall be submitted, the trial
judge may of his own motion reduce the punishment to that provided by
law for misdemeanors. (Acts 1933, p. 111.)
26-2637. Breaking

:

Cross-reference.

— Punishment

for misdemeanor, see

—

§

27-2506.

any person shall take,
steal, and carry away a bale of cotton from any place where the same
may be stored, whether the same shall be in a house, or within the curtilage, or not, such person shall be punished by imprisonment in the penitentiary not less than one year and not more than five years.
(Acts
26-2638. (183 P. C.) Stealing baled cotton.

If

1880-1, p. 150.)

CHAPTER

26-27.

TOOLS USED IN COMMITTING CRIMES.

Sec.

26-2701.

Making, mending, or possessing tools used in opening
safes and vaults.

26-2701. Making, mending, or possessing tools used in opening safes

—

be unlawful for any person to make or mend, or
cause to be made or mended, or to have in his possession in the day or
nighttime, any engine, machine, jimmy, tool, false key, pick-lock, bit. nippers, nitroglycerin, dynamite cap, dynamite, or other explosive, fuse,
steel wedges, drills, tap-pins, or other implements or things adapted, designed, or commonly used for the commission of burglary, larceny, safecracking, or other crime, with the intent to use or employ or allow the
same to be used or employed in the commission of a crime, or knowing

and

vaults.

It shall
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that the

same are intended

to be so used.

Any
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person guilty of a viola-

deemed guilty of a felony, and shall, upon
punished
be
by imprisonment in the penitentiary for
than three years nor more than 10 years. (Acts 1910,

tion of this section shall be

con vie Lion thereof,
a term of not less
p.

136.)

—

to

Cross-reference.
Possessing- instrument with intent to enter house,
commit crime, see § 26-7101.

CHAPTER

etc., in

order

EMBEZZLEMENT AND FRAUDULENT

26-28.

CONVERSIONS.
Sec.

Sec.

26-2S01.

Public officers, agents,

26-2807.

Bailee converting proceeds of

26-2802.

Pension money.
Corporate officers, servants, or

26 " 2808

C

26-2803!

sale

of

26-2809.

converting assets of

26-2810.

son
Conversion when intrusted for

26-2811.

Conversion when intrusted for

County money;

burden

proof; indictment.
26-2S05.

Trustee

26-2806.

Bailee converting
proceeds.

erk *>

->

,

\lently

stockholders.
26-2S04.

-

frau du "
agents, e tc
taking and converting
*
goo /s intn fsted to them>
Conversions by any other per-

-

,,

. i

.

etc.

_

.

estate.

collection.

goods

or

selling.

26-2801. (184 P. C.) Public officers, agents, etc.

—Any

officer, servant,

or other person employed in any public department, station, or office of
government of this State or any county, town, or city thereof, who shall

embezzle,

steal, secrete,

or fraudulently take and carry

away any money,

not less

by imprisonthan two years nor more

—Any

of the persons connected

paper, book, or other property or effects, shall be punished

ment and labor

in the penitentiary for

than seven years.
26-2802.

(Cobb, 795.)

(185 P. C.) Pension money.

with the payment of the pensions
or divert any part of said

money

who
for

any way,

any time, use
any purpose other than to pay the
shall in

at

same properly to the pensioner or the persons entitled thereto for him,
shall
p.

be guilty of embezzlement and punished accordingly.

(Acts 1907,

107; 1908, p. 70.)
Cross-reference.

26-2803.

Any

— See

Title 78, Pensions.

(186 P. C.) Corporate officers, servants, or stockholders.

employed

—

any department, station, or office in any corporate body in this State, or any president, director, or stockholder of any corporate body in this State, who shall embezzle, steal, secrete, or fraudulently take and carry away any money,
paper, book, or other property or effects, shall be punished by imprisonment and labor in the penitentiary for not less than two years nor more
officer,

servant, or other person

than seven years.
Cross-reference.

in

(Cobb, 795.)

— Embezzlement by bank

officers, etc., see § 13-9920.

County money; burden of proof; indictment.
county treasurer who shall divert, misapply, embezzle, or conceal
any money belonging to the county of which he is such county treasurer,
with intent to appropriate the same to his own use, shall be punished by
imprisonment in the penitentiary for not less than two years nor more
26-2804. (187 P. C.)

Any
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than 20 years, and shall be removed from office. On the trial of such
fendant, proof of his having failed or refused to make an exhibit to the
grand jury of the county of which lie is such treasurer, at the superior
held in each year in said county (unless prevented by pre
dential cause), a full and complete statement of the county's funds, re-

court

first

ceived by him during the preceding year, as required by law, shall be

deemed prima facie evidence of guilt, and throw the burden of proof on
him. The prosecuting officer shall not be required to identify the money,
coin, or bank bills, or other property misapplied, embezzled, or concealed,
but an allegation that any sum of money or evidence of debt has b
received by the defendant belonging to the county, and that he fails or
refuses to account for the same,

if

proved, shall authorize a conviction,

unless the defendant shall set up and sustain a valid and legal defense

(Cobb, 799. Acts 1893,

to the charge.

p. 40.)

—Any

ex-

shall fraudulently

and

26-2805. (188 P. C.) Trustee converting assets of estate.
ecutor, administrator, guardian, or trustee

which may

who

own

use any money, or any other thing of value,
come into his hands as such executor, administrator, guard-

wilfully convert to his

manner, convert to his own use the proceeds of the whole or any part thereof, and to the injury of those entitled
to the same, or the proceeds thereof, and wdthout paying to the person
entitled thereto, on demand legally made in writing, the full value or
market price thereof, shall be deemed guilty of embezzlement, and shall
be punished by imprisonment and labor in the penitentiary for not less
than two nor more than seven years. (Acts 1889, p. 109.)
ian, or trustee, or shall, in a like

26-2806. (189 P. C.) Bailee converting goods or proceeds.

—Any

factor,

commission merchant, warehouseman, wharfinger, wagoner, contract or

common

on land or water, or any other bailee, with wdiom any
money or any other thing of value may be intrusted or deposited, who
shall fraudulently convert the same, or any part thereof, to his own use,
or shall otherwise dispose of the same, or any part thereof, without the
consent of the owner or bailor, and to his injury, and without paying to
such owner or bailor, on demand, the full value or market price thereof,
shall be punished by imprisonment and labor in the penitentiary for not
less than two years nor more than seven years. (Cobb, 795.)
carrier

Cross-reference.

— See

Title 12, Bailments.

26-2807. (190 P. C.) Bailee converting proceeds of sale.

—Any bailee,

whom

any money or other thing of value may be intrusted or deposited, who shall, after a sale of any of said articles with the consent
of the owner or bailor, fraudulently, and without the consent of the owner
or bailor, convert the proceeds or any part thereof to his own use. and
fail or refuse to pay the same over to such owner or bailor on demand,
shall be punished by imprisonment and labor in the penitentiary for not
less than two years nor more than seven years. (Cobb, 796.)
with

26-2808. (191 P. C.) Clerks, agents,

of

fraudulently taking and con-

—Any person employed

any capacity
any store or other place of trade or exchange, where, from the nature
the business or employment, it is necessary or usual to intrust to such

verting goods intrusted to them.
in

etc.,

in

§
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person any goods or any other article of value, who shall fraudulently
take and carry away, or convert to his own use, or otherwise dispose of
any of the said goods or other thing of value thus intrusted to him or
committed to his charge, to the injury and without the consent of the

owner thereof

or person thus intrusting him, shall be punished

prisonment and labor
more than five years.

in the penitentiary for

not less than one year nor

(Cobb, 796.)

(192 P. C.) Conversions

26-2809.

by im-

by any other person.

—Any

person

has been intrusted by another with any money, note, bill of exchange, bond, check, draft, order for the payment of money, cotton, or

who

other produce, or any other article or thing of value, for the purpose of
applying the same for the use or benefit of the owner or person delivering

it,

who

same

shall fraudulently convert the

to his

own

use, shall be

punished by imprisonment and labor in the penitentiary for not less than
one year nor more than five years except that where the money, note,
bill of exchange, bond, check, draft, order for the payment of money,
cotton, or other produce, or any other article or thing of value, so fraudulently converted does not exceed $50 in value, the punishment shall be
as for a misdemeanor. (Cobb, 796. Acts 1866, p. 232; 1910, p. 60.)
;

26-2810.

person

(193 P. C.) Conversion

who

when

intrusted for collection.

has been intrusted by another with any note,

bill

—Any
of ex-

change, bond, check, draft, or order for the payment of money, for the
purpose of collecting money or other thing due thereon and paying the

proceeds over to the owner or other person so delivering the same, who
shall fraudulently convert the same or the proceeds or any part thereof
to his own use, or shall otherwise dispose of the same, to the injury and

without the consent of the owner or other person intrusting or delivering
it and without paying to such owner or person the full value or market
price thereof, shall be punished by imprisonment and labor in the penitentiary for not less than one year nor more than five years. (Cobb, 796.)

when

26-2811. (194 P. C.) Conversion

son

who

the

same and paying the proceeds

intrusted for selling.

—Any per-

has been intrusted by another with any cotton or other produce,
or any goods, animal, or other article of value, for the purpose of selling

son so intrusting or delivering the

of such sale to the
article,

who

owner or other per-

shall fraudulently convert

the same, or any part thereof, or the proceeds of any part thereof, to his

own

use, or shall otherwise dispose of the

same

to the injury

and with-

out the consent of the owner or other person so intrusting or delivering
it, and without paying to such owner or person the full value or market

by imprisonment and labor in the penthan one year nor more than five years. (Cobb,

price thereof, shall be punished
itentiary for not less
796, 797.)

CHAPTER

26-29.

STATE'S PROPERTY OR MONEY.

Sec.

26-2901.

Sec.

Withholding

State's

money

or

26-2903.

property.
26-2902.

Penalty

money.

for

Receiving interest on

money

of State.

using

State's

26-2904.

Receiving interest
funds.

on public
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26-2901. (195 P. C.) Withholding Stale's money or property.— Any
person who shall fraudulently, wrongfully, or illegally receive any money

or personal property belonging to the State, and shall refuse to pay o
said money or deliver Up said personal property to the Treasurer of the
State or his authorized agent,

upon a demand

of the

same by such

1

r<

urer or his agent; or any person who shall lawfully receive money or
personal property belonging to the State, as an officer of said State or
otherwise, and shall, after demand upon him by said Treasurer or authorized agent,

fail

to

pay said money or deliver

said personal property

same being still the propsuch demand, '-hall be punished

to said Treasurer or his authorized agent, the

erty of the State, within 10 days after
by confinement and labor in the penitentiary not less than one nor

than two years.

(Acts 1871-2,

n.

p. 72.)

26-2902. (196 P. C.) Penalty for using State's

money.

—

If

the State

Treasurer, or any other officer of this State, shall use, directly or indirectly, the

money

of this State, he shall be punished

the penitentiary for not less than five nor

by imprisonment

more than 20

in

(Acts

years.

1878-9, p. 32.)

—

Cross-reference. Treasurer prohibited from receiving profit
see Const, Art. V, Sec. II, Par.
(§ 2-2703).

from State funds,

V

26-2903. (197 P. C.) Receiving interest

on money

of State.

—

If

the

State Treasurer, or any other officer of the State or county or any other

person shall receive, or agree to receive, from any person, bank, or corporation, any fee, interest, or reward for the deposit or use of money of
the State, such officer or other person shall be punished by imprisonment
in the penitentiary for not less

than

five

nor more than 20 years. Nothing

preceding section shall be construed to modify or change
any law relative to the conduct or liability of the Treasurer or any officer
of the State. (Acts 1878-9, p. 32.)
in this or the

26-2904. (198 P. C.) Receiving interest on public funds.
ing, directly or indirectly,

by any

—The

receiv-

officer of the State or county, or

mem-

ber or officer of the General Assembly, of any interest, profits, or per-

from the use or loan of public funds in his hands, or
moneys to be raised through his agency for .State or county purposes,
shall be punished by imprisonment in the penitentiary for not less than
two years nor more than seven years, and such offender shall be disqualified from holding office.
(Acts 1878-9, p. 33.)
quisites arising

—

Cross-reference. 'Penalties for
VII, Sec. IX, Par. I (§ 2-5701).

making

CHAPTER

26-30.

Sec.

26-3001.

26-3002.

profit

on public money, see Const., Art.

TRESPASS.

Sec.

What

deemed trespass.
Wilful trespass upon the lands
acts

26-3003.

of another.

26-3001. (216 P. C.)

Cutting or removing timber
or tanbark from uninclosed
land.

What

acts

deemed

trespass.

— The following shall

be deemed and held to be trespass and indictable, to wit:
Acts 1865-6, pp. 237, 238; 1869, p. 146; 1924, p. 63.)

(Cobb, 825.

§
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1.
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any wood, timber, or shade tree,
flowering shrub, or any chestnut tree upon the land, in-

wilful cutting or felling of

ornamental

tree,

closed or uninclosed, of another without the consent of the owner.

The taking and carrying away

2.

away any

or attempting to take and carry

property of any value whatever from the land, inclosed or uninclosed, of another without the consent of the owner.
article or

The

3.

down

pulling

or removing any fence or inclosure of another

without the consent of the owner.

The squatting

4.

or settling upon the land, inclosed or uninclosed, of

another, whether public or private, with no bona fide claim or- color of

and without the consent of the owner: Provided, that this paragraph shall not apply to wayfarers who shall camp for a night or, in case
of providential detention, for a longer time on uninclosed land, nor to an
intruder who shall remove from the land after 10 days' notice.
title

Any

person committing any of the acts of trespass specified in this
section shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. When any person, in violation
of the first division of this section, shall cut or fell any chestnut tree or
trees

upon the

lands, inclosed or uninclosed, of another without the con-

sent of the owner,

counties to

make

it

shall be the

duty of the grand juries in the several

special presentments of all such offenses

coming to

which no informer has appeared; and any person may
prosecute such offenders, whether such person is the owner of the lands
trespassed upon or not, and the informer in such case shall be entitled to
one-half the fine which may be imposed and collected for a violation of
their

knowledge

in

Upon

this section.

the trial for violation of this section, as to chestnut

burden of proof shall be upon the defendant to show the right
or authority under and by which he committed the act, where the detrees, the

fendant was not in actual possession of the land
alleged to have been committed.

(Acts 1869,

when

the trespass

p. 146.)

—When

Cross-references.

Measure

of

damages

grand jurors bound to notice offenses, see
for timber cut, see § 105-2013.

26-3002. (217 P. C.) Wilful trespass

person

who

shall wilfully enter,

was

upon the lands

§

of another.

go upon, or pass over any

field,

59-304.

— Any

orchard,

garden, or other inclosed, or cultivated land of another, after being personally forbidden so to do

by the owner or person

entitled to the posses-

sion for the time being, or authorized agent thereof, shall be guilty of a

misdemeanor.

(Acts 1882-3,

p. 121.)

removing timber or tanbark from uninclosed land.
It shall be a misdemeanor for any person, company, firm,
or corporation to enter or cut or remove from any uninclosed lands any
timber or tanbark on such lands, unless such person, firm, company, or
corporation shall, before so doing, have on record, in the county where
such land lies, a deed of conveyance to the same, prima facie showing
title to such lands, or shall have a written contract from some person,
company, or corporation, who has on record in the county where such,
land lies, deeds of conveyance, prima facie showing title in the person,
company, or corporation entering into said contract. (Acts 1899, p. 59.)
26-3003. (226 P. C.) Cutting or

—
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CHAPTER

26-3202

jj

FORCIBLE ENTRY AND DETAINER.

26-31.

Sec.

Sec.

26-3101.

Forcible entry.

26-3103.

26-3102.

Forcible detainer.

26-3101. (344 P. C.) Forcible entry.

Punishment

for forcible
try or detainer.

— Forcible

entry

is

en-

the violently

taking possession of lands and tenements with menaces, force and arms,
and without authority of law. (Cobb, 812.)
Cross-reference.
see § 105-1607.

— Restitution

of possession in forcible entry and detainer suit,

26-3102. (345 P. C.) Forcible detainer.
lently keeping possession of lands

and arms, and without authority
26-3103. (346 P. C.)

person

who

detainer

is

the vio-

and tenements with menaces, force

of law.

Punishment

— Forcible

(Cobb, 812.)

for forcible entry or detainer.

— Any

shall be guilty of a forcible entry, or a forcible detainer, or

both, shall be punished as for a misdemeanor; and the court before

whom

the conviction takes place shall cause restitution of possession of the

premises to be made to the party aggrieved.
taining lands and tenements, or those under

If

the party forcibly de-

whom

he claims, shall have

been in peaceable possession of the same for the space of three years or
more, immediately preceding the filing of the complaint, he shall not be
subject to the penalties of this section, nor shall the restitution of pos-

The only

session be made.

by the jury

questions to be submitted to and determined

in trials for forcible entry, or forcible detainer, shall

possession and the force, without regard to the merits of the

be the

title

on

either side. (Cobb, 812, 813.)
Cross-reference.

— Civil provisions,

CHAPTER

26-32.

see

105-1601 et seq.

UNLAWFUL

Sec.

26-3201.

§

MINING.

Sec.

Mining without permission

of

26-3202.

landowner.

Erecting or using machinery
to procure gold or other
metals.

—

Mining without permission of landowner. Any
dig or take and carry away from the land of another

26-3201. (212 P. C.)

person

who

any gold,

shall

other mineral or metallic substance, with intent to appropriate the same to his own use, without having previouslv obtained
silver, or

permission of the owner of such land, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
(Cobb, 798, 799. Acts 1865-6, p. 233.)
Cross-reference.

— Injuring

mining works, see

26-3202. (213 P. C.) Erecting or using

§

26-8111.

machinery to procure gold or
other metals. Any person who shall erect or use any machinerv for the
purpose of procuring gold or other metals from the land of another, with
intent to appropriate the same to his own use, or for any other person,
without the permission of the owner of the land or his agent, shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor. (Cobb, 799.)

—
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CHAPTER

FRAUDULENT
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SEIZURES.

See.

26-3301.

Fraudulent

seizure,

property

etc.,

of

pretended

by

United States agents.

26-3301. (214 P. C.) Fraudulent seizure, etc., of property

—

by pretended

any person, fraudulently claiming" to act as
agent or officer of the United States or any department thereof, shall
seize, detain, or remove the property of any citizen or resident of this
State; or, if any person shall claim to be an officer or agent of the United
States or any department thereof, with authority to make said seizure,
detention, or removal, who shall not have such authority, such person,
officer, or agent, shall be punished by confinement and labor in the penitentiarv not less than one year nor more than 10 years. (Acts 1865-6,
United States agents.

p.

If

236.)

CHAPTER

USING HORSE, SKINNING CATTLE,
WITHOUT OWNER'S CONSENT.

26-34.

ETC.,

Sec.

Sec.

26-3401.

Using horse or mule without

26-3402.

Skinning

cattle,

owner's consent.

(222 P. C.) Using horse or mule without owner's consent.

26-3401.

Any

person

who

p.

any horse or mule belonging
be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts

shall wilfully ride or drive

to another, without his consent, shall

1880-1,

—

136.)

Cross-reference.

— Horse

stealing, see

§

26-2604.

26-3402. (223 P. C.) Skinning cattle.

—Any person who shall skin any

dead cow or any other kind of stock, cattle, sheep, or goats, that does not
belong to him, without consent of the owner, his agent, or overseer, and
shall refuse, on demand of the owner, or his agent, or overseer, to pay the
reasonable value of the skin, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.

(Acts

1863-4, p. 64; 1865-6, p. 233.)

CHAPTER

26-35.

DISPOSING OF OR PURCHASING DRIFTED
TIMBER.
Sec.

Sec.

26-3501.

Disposing of drifted timber.

26-3502.

Illegal

purchase

of

drifted

timber.

26-3501.

(224 P. C.)

Disposing of drifted timber.

—No raftsman

or

other person shall dispose, or attempt to dispose, of any drifted timber
or lumber taken up by him, on pain of paying not exceeding $500 for

any court having jurisdiction of the same,
one-half of the penalty to go to the informer, and the other to the use
of the county wherein such offense may be committed, or the offender
may be imprisoned not more than six months; but nothing herein contained shall prevent the finder of drifted timber or lumber from requiring
and receiving from the owner reasonable compensation for delivering to
such offense, to be recovered

the

owner such

in

drifted timber or lumber.

(Cobb, 23.)
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§ 26-3801

(225 P. C.) Illegal purchase of drifted timber.

— Any

person
in
or
drifted
purchase
timber
who
lumber mentioned
the preceding
section, except from factors or timber cutters, shall be guilty of a mi
meanor. (Cobb, 23.
26-3502.
shall

CHAPTER

26-36.

FIRING THE WOODS.
Sec.

Sec.

26-3601.

Firing woods prohibited; expunishnotice;
ceptions;
ment.

26-3601. (227-229 P. C.) Firing

punishment.

26-3602.

Penalty
catch

for
fire,

letting

woods

etc.

woods prohibited; exceptions;

— No person not a resident of the county where

notice;

the firing

is

done, owning lands therein or domiciled thereon, outside of any incor-

porated town, shall set on fire any woods, lands, or marshes, nor shall
such person do so, except between the first of January and the first of
March annually. When such person shall desire to set fire within said
time, he shall notify all persons who occupy lands adjoining him, by resi-

dence thereon, or cultivation, or inclosure of any portion of the tract or
settlement, of the day and hour of the firing, at least one day prior
thereto. Such notice need not be given if, on a sudden emergency, due
caution should require firing to render one's premises safe. Any person
setting fire in violation of this section shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
(Act 1847, Cobb,

p. 64.

Acts 1878-9,

—

Cross-references. Setting
see § 26-7701. Deputy forest
ter, see § 43-208.

p.

63

;

1927, p. 144.)

Burning fences, etc.,
to woods, see § 26-7704.
wardens to make arrests for violations of this Chap-

fire

26-3602. (230 P. C.) Penalty for letting

woods catch

fire, etc.

— Persons

who, either by themselves or agents, permit fire to get into the woods,
lands, or marshes, through neglect, are within the meaning of the preceding section,

CHAPTER

FLOATING SAWDUST INTO STREAMS.

26-37.

Sec.

26-3701.

Floating of sawdust into
streams prohibited; punish-

ment; when law

effective.

26-3701. Floating of sawdust into streams prohibited; punishment;

when law

—

be unlawful to float sawdust into any of the
person
streams
or persons or corporations violating
the provisions of this section shall be punished as for a misdemeanor.
This law shall not go into effect in any county until it has been recommended by two grand juries of the county. (Acts 1911. p. 185.)
effective.

It shall

of this State.

Cross-reference.

Any

—Adulteration

CHAPTER

of running water

by owner, see

§

85-1301.

INTERFERING WITH PROPERTY OF
ELECTRICAL OR GAS COMPANIES.
26-38.

Sec.

26-3801.

Sec.

Injuring or interfering with
property of electrical companies.

26-3802.

Injuring or destroying pipes,
conduits, etc.
Diversion or
use of gas.

26-3801. (783 P. C.) Injuring or interfering with property of electrical

companies.

—Whoever

unlawfully and intentionally injures or destroys,

§
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or permits to be injured or destroyed, any meter, pipe, conduit, wire, line,
post, lamp, or other apparatus belonging- to a

company engaged
or power purposes,

in the

manufacture or sale of electricity for lighting
or unprevents
electric
meter
from
intentionally
an
duly
registerlawfully and
ing the quantity of electricity supplied, or in any way interferes with its
proper action or just registration, or, without the consent of such company, unlawfully and intentionally diverts any electric current from any
wire of such company, or otherwise unlawfully and intentionally uses
or causes to be used, without the consent of such company, any electricity manufactured or distributed by such company, shall be punished
as for a misdemeanor. (Acts 1897, p. 69.)
1

26-3802. Injuring or destroying pipes, conduits, etc.

Diversion or use

— "Whoever
gas.

unlawfully and intentionally injures or destroys, or
permits to be injured or destroyed any meter, pipe, conduit, or other apparatus belonging to a company engaged in the manufacture or sale of
gas for heating or lighting purposes, or unlawfully and intentionally preof

vents any gas meter from duly registering the quantity of gas supplied,
or in any way interferes with its proper action or just registration or,

without the consent of such company, unlawfully and intentionally diverts the flow of gas from any pipe of such company, or otherwise unlawfully or intentionally uses or causes to be used, without the consent
of such company, any gas manufactured or distributed by such company,
shall for every such offense be punished as provided in section 27-2506.
(Acts 1916, pp. 153, 154.)

PART

FORGERY, COUNTERFEITING, AND
UNLAWFUL CURRENCY.

VIII.

CHAPTER

26-39.

Sec.

26-3901.

Sec.

Forging

official

certificates,

etc.

26-3902.

Uttering forged

26-3903.

Forging card or receipt for

26-3904.

Forging

26-3905.

Uttering

dues.

26-3908.

or

26-3910.

26-3911.

26-3912.
26-3913.

forged

receipts

for'
certificates.

Counterfeiting or knowingly
uttering counterfeit coins.
Counterfeiting bank notes.
Counterfeiting bank check or
Alteration of bank notes, etc.
Knowingly uttering or passing bank notes, etc.

Possessing forged or altered
notes, etc., intending to pass
them.
Possessing types, paper, etc.,
intending to counterfeit.

Forging
bills,

26-3916.

Using

lic

26-3917.

certificate.

draft.

26-3909.

Forging any other writing.
Forging or using forged pub-

26-3918.
letter

dues, letters, or

26-3907.

26-3915.

26-3914.

official certifi-

cates, etc.

26-3906.

IN GENERAL.

or

etc.

uttering

certain

seals.

fictitious names.
Personating another.
Obtaining goods, etc., on false

writings.
26-3919.

Unauthorized

issue

of

cur-

rency.
26-3920.

Each

26-3921.

Conveying

bill a new offense; offense by corporation.

title

26-3922.

land

by

forged

a felony.

Tax

collector fraudulently altering digest, guilty of forg-

ery.

26-3923.

Operation

of

slot

machine,

telephones, etc., without deposit of lawful coin; penalty.

26-3924.

Penalty for making or distributing slugs, etc., to defraud
owners, etc., of slot machines,

telephones,

etc.
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26-3901. (231 P. C.) Forging official certificates, etc.

alter,

— Whoever,

with

and fraudulently
or counterfeit, or cause or procure to be falsely and

intent to defraud the State or

make, forge,

26-3904

any person,

shall falsely

fraudulently made, forged, altered, or counterfeited, or willingly aid or
assist in falsely and fraudulently making, forging, altering, or counterfeiting,

Any

1.

audited certificate, or other certificate issued or purporting to

have been issued by any

officer

authorized to issue the same;

Any

order or warrant issued or purporting to have been issued by
any officer of the State, or authorized person, on the treasury of the State,
2.

for

money

3.

any

or other thing;

Any warrant

for land issued or purporting to

tribunal, officer, or person authorized to

Any

have been issued by

do so

warrant, or order, from any of the public officers of this State, issued or purporting to have been issued under an Act
4.

certificate, draft,

or resolution of the General Assembly;
5.

Any

certificate,

purporting to

draft, order, or warrant, issued or

have been issued by any court,

draw on
public money, wherever the same may

officer,

the treasury of the State or for

or person authorized to

be deposited;
6.

Any
Any

deed, will, testament, acquittance, or receipt; or

bond, writing obligatory, bill of exchange, promissory note,
order for money or other thing of value, or any indorsement or assignment of said papers
7.

Shall be punished by imprisonment and labor in the penitentiary for
not less than four years nor more than 10 years. (Cobb, 800.)
Cross-reference.

— Counterfeiting

brands or marks,

etc.,

see

§

106-9907.

26-3902. (232 P. C.) Uttering forged official certificates, etc.— If any

person shall utter or publish as true any of the false, fraudulent, forged,
altered, or counterfeited matters mentioned in the preceding section, or
any indorsement or assignment of any bond, writing obligatory, bill of
exchange, promissory note, or order for money or goods or other thing
of value, with intent to defraud the State, public officers, courts, or persons authorized as aforesaid, or any other person, knowing the same to
be so falsely and fraudulently made, forged, altered, or counterfeited, he
shall be punished by imprisonment and labor in the penitentiary for not
less than four years nor more than 10 years. (Cobb, 800.)
26-3903. (234 P. C.) Forging card or receipt for dues.

who

shall

make,

alter, forge,

—Any

person

or counterfeit any card or receipt for dues,

purporting to be given or issued by any association of railway employees,
or by any of its officers, to its members, with intent to injure, deceive,
or defraud, shall be punished as for a misdemeanor. (Acts 1899, p. 79.)
26-3904. (235 P. C.) Forging letter or certificate.

—Any

person

who

make, alter, forge, or counterfeit any letter or certificate purporting to be given by any corporation or person, or officer or agent of
such corporation or person, to an employee of such corporation or person
at the time of such employee's leaving the service of such corporation or
person, showing the capacity or capacities in which such employee was
shall falsely
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employed by such corporation or person, the date

of leaving* the service,

£

J i-3°05

or die reason or cause of such leaving-, with the intent to injure, deceive,
or defraud, shall be punished as for a misdemeanor. (Acts 1899, p. 79.)

{236 P. C.) Uttering forged receipts for dues, letters, or cer-

26-3905.
tificates.

— Any

person

who

pass, or tender as true, or

shall wilfully

who

shall

and knowingly

have

to utter, publish, pass, or tender as true,

utter, publish,

in his possession

any

with intent

false, altered, forged, or

counterfeited letter, certificate, card, or receipt, the forging, altering, or

counterfeiting whereof

is

two preceding secdeceive, or defraud, knowing* the same to be
for a misdemeanor: Provided, that nothing*

prohibited by either of the

with intent to injure,
forged, shall be punished as
in this and the two preceding sections shall be construed to repeal or
change any of the laws against the crime of forgery. (Acts 1899, p. 79.)
tions,

knowingly uttering counterfeit
coins.
Any person who shall falsely and fraudulently make, forge, or
counterfeit, or be concerned in the false and fraudulent making, forging,
and counterfeiting of any gold, silver, or copper coin, which is in circulation
or shall falsely and fraudulently make, or be concerned in the
false and fraudulent making of any base coin of the likeness or similitude
of any gold, silver, or copper coin which is in circulation or shall falsely and fraudulently utter, publish, pay, or tender in payment any such
counterfeit and forged coin of gold, silver, or copper, or any base coin,
knowing the same to be forged, or counterfeited, or base, or shall aid or
26-3906. (237 P. C.) Counterfeiting or

—
;

;

abet, counsel or

command

the perpetration of either of the said crimes,

punished by imprisonment and labor in the penitentiary for not
than four years nor more than 10 years. (Cobb, 801.)

shall be
less

—Any

person who
shall falsely and fraudulently make, sign, or print, or be concerned in the
false and fraudulent making, signing, or printing of any counterfeit note
or bill of any bank of this State, or the note or bill of any incorporated
26-3907. (238 P. C.) Counterfeiting

bank, whose notes or

bank

notes.

and
be punished by

bills are in circulation in this State, or falsely

fraudulently cause or procure the same to be done, shall

imprisonment and labor

in the penitentiary for

not less than four years

nor more than 10 years. (Cobb, 801.)
26-3908. (239 P. C.) Counterfeiting

who

bank check or

draft.

—Any person

and fraudulently make, sign, or print, or be concerned
and fraudulent making, signing, or printing of any check or
draft upon any bank of this State, or bank as aforesaid, or falsely or
fraudulently procure the same to be done, shall be punished by imprisonment and labor in the penitentiary for not less than three years nor more
shall falsely

in the false

than seven years. (Cobb, 801.)
26-3909.

(240 P. C.) Alteration of bank notes, etc.

—Any

person

who

and fraudulently alter, or be concerned in the false and
fraudulent alteration of any genuine note, bill, check, or draft of or on
any bank as aforesaid, or falsely and fraudulently cause or procure the
shall falsely

same

punished by imprisonment and labor in the
than three years nor more than 10 years. (Cobb,

to be done, shall be

penitentiary for not less
801, 802.)
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26-3910. (241 P. C.)

Any

person

who

Knowingly uttering

shall falsely

payment, utter or publish any
bill,

§26-3915

or passing

bank

notes, etc.

and fraudulently pass, pay, or tender

—
in

false, forged, counterfeit, or altered note,

knowing the same

check, or draft as aforesaid,

to

have

b<

and fraudulently forged, counterfeited, or altered, shall be punished by
imprisonment and labor in the penitentiary for not less than two y
nor more than 10 years. (Cobb, 803.)
26-3911. (242 P. C.) Possessing forged or altered notes,
to pass them.

—Any

person

who

shall

have

in

etc.,

intending

his possession

any such

false, forged, counterfeit, or altered note, bill, draft, or

tion fraudulently to pass the same, shall be punished

and labor

in the penitentiary for

cheek, with inten-

by imprison n.

not less than two years nor more than

10 years. (Cobb, 802.)
26-3912. (243 P. C.) Possessing types, paper,

etc.,

intending to coun-

—Any

person who shall have in his possession any bank paper,
types, plates, or machinery, for the purpose of falsely or fraudulently
forging and counterfeiting any notes, bills, checks, or drafts as aforesaid,
shall be punished by imprisonment in the penitentiary for not less than
terfeit.

four years or more than 10 years. (Cobb, 802.)
26-3913. (244 P. C.) Forging or uttering certain

who

bills,

etc.

— Any

per-

and fraudulently make, forge, counterfeit, or alter
any note, bill, draft, or check of or on any person, body corporate, company, or mercantile house or firm, or purporting so to be, or fraudulently
and falsely utter, publish, pass, pay, or tender the same in payment, or
demand payment of the same, knowing the said bill, note, draft, or check
to be forged and counterfeited, or falsely and fraudulently altered, shall
be punished by confinement and labor in the penitentiary for not less
son

shall falsely

than two nor more than 10 years. (Cobb, 802.)
26-3914. (245 P. C.) Forging

any other writing.

—Any

person who
or be concerned

make, sign, forge, counterfeit, or alter,
in the fraudulent making, signing, forging, counterfeiting, or altering of
any other writing not herein provided for, or shall fraudulently utter,
publish, pass, or tender the same, knowing the said writing to be forged,
or counterfeited, or falsely and fraudulently altered, with intent to defraud any person, firm, or corporation, or shall fraudulently cause or
procure the same to be done, shall be punished by imprisonment and
labor in the penitentiary for not less than two years nor more than five
years.
(Cobb, 802. Acts 1907, p. 57.)
shall fraudulently

Cross-reference.

— Counterfeiting

brands or marks, see

§

106-9907.

26-3915. (246 P. C.) Forging or using forged public seals.

who

—Any

per-

and fraudulently forge or counterfeit or be concerned in forging and counterfeiting the great seal of this State, or any
other seal authorized by law, or shall falsely and fraudently cause or procure the same to be forged and counterfeited, or shall falsely, fraudulently, and knowingly impress, or cause to be impressed, any instrument with
such forged and counterfeit seal, or shall falsely, fraudulently, and knowingly affix it or cause it to be affixed to any instrument, or shall falsely
and fraudulently utter or publish any instrument impressed with it,
son

shall falsely

§
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knowing it to be forged and counterfeit, shall be punished by imprisonment and labor in the penitentiary for not less than two years nor more
than 10 years. (Cobb, 802, 803.)
26-3916.

draw

(247 P. C.) Using fictitious names.

make

—Any

person

who

shall

due bill, or promissory note, or indorse
or accept the same, in a fictitious name, shall be punished by imprisonment and labor in the penitentiary for not less than two years nor more
than seven years. (Cobb, 803.)
or

a bill of exchange,

26-3917. (248 P. C.) Personating another.

own name

—Any person

who

shall

put

any instrument, representing himself to be a different
person of that name, shall be punished by imprisonment and labor in the
penitentiary for not less than two years nor more than seven years.
his

to

(Cobb, 803.)

—

Cross-references. Personating in
another, see § 26-7406.

bail, etc.,

see

§

Falsely personating

26-4301.

26-3918. (249 P. C.) Obtaining goods, etc.,

on

writings.

false

—Any

who shall designedly, by color of any counterfeit letter or writing, made in any other person's name, or fictitious name, obtain from
any person money or other valuable thing, with intent to defraud any
person

person, mercantile house, body corporate, or

company

of the same, shall

be punished by imprisonment and labor in the penitentiary for not less

than two nor more than seven years. (Cobb, 803.)

—

Cross-references. Fraudulently obtaining credit, see
indorsers or other security, see § 26-7407.

§

26-7401.

26-3919. (250 P. C.) Unauthorized issue of currency.

body corporate, except such banking

institutions as

ized to issue bills or notes for circulation,

who

shall

Lying to obtain

—Any person, or

by law are authormake,

issue, circu-

payment (not being an innocent holder thereof)
any check, order, draft, or bill for the payment of money, or other paper
having the form or similitude of a bank note, and intended to be used
and circulated as money or circulating medium, shall be guilty of a mislate,

pay, or tender in

demeanor. (Cobb, 847, 848. Acts 1851-2,
26-3920. (251 P. C.)

Each

bill

a

new

p.

25; 1865-6,

p. 233.)

offense; offense

—The making or issuing each check, order,

draft, or bill

by corporation.
for the payment

money, or other paper having the similitude of money, as above, shall
be a separate offense; and if done by any corporation, the officer or member of the same signing the paper shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
of

(Act 1841, Cobb, 847.)

—

Conveying land by forged title a felony. Any
person who shall sell, lease, rent, or otherwise convey to another any
land or the timber thereon, the title of which is forged, or the grant or
any deed or conveyance whereof is forged, knowing the same to be
forged or any person who shall take possession of or occupy or exercise
any acts of ownership over any land or the timber thereon, under any
grant, deed, bond, lease, or other conveyance which is forged, or any
part of the title whereof is forged, knowing the same to be forged, shall
26-3921. C252P. C.)

;
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26-3924

§

be punished by imprisonment and labor in the penitentiary for
than one nor more than five years: Provided, that the provisions

i.

o

section shall not apply to any person whose title or po e
acquired by him, or those under whom he claims, bona fide and without

notice of the fact of such forgery. (Acts 18X2-3, p. 125j
26-3922. (253 P. C.)

—

Tax

collector fraudulently "altering digest, guilty

any tax collector, with fraudulent intent, alters the digest
rendered to him, or any other of the digests of his county, he shall be
punished by imprisonment in the penitentiary for not less than two nor
more than 10 years.
of forgery.

If

26-3923. Operation of slot machines, telephones,
of lawful coin; penalty.

who

—Any person

who

etc.,

without deposit

shall operate, or cause to be

attempt to operate, or attempt to cause to be operated, any automatic vending machine, slot machine, coinbox telephone,
operated, or

shall

or other receptacle designed to receive lawful coin of the United States
of

America

in

or service, by

connection with the

sale, use,

means

any

of a slug or

or enjoyment of property

false,

counterfeited, mutilated,

sweated, or foreign coin, or by any means, method, trick, or device whatsoever not lawfully authorized by the owner, lessee, or licensee of such

machine, coinbox telephone, or receptacle, or
receive from or in connection with

who

shall take, obtain, or

any automatic vending machine,

slot

machine, coinbox telephone, or other receptacle designed to receive lawful coin of

the United States of America in connection with the sale, use,

or enjoyment of property or service,

any goods, wares, merchandise, gas,
electric current, article of value, or the use or enjoyment of any telephone
or telegraph facilities or service, or of any musical instrument, phonograph or other property, without depositing in and surrendering to such
machine, coinbox telephone, or receptacle lawful coin of the United
States of America to the amount required therefor by the owner, lessee,
or licensee of such- machine, coinbox telephone, or receptacle, shall be

punished as for a misdemeanor. (Acts 1933,
26-3924. Penalty for
ers, etc., of slot

making or

p. 267.)

distributing slugs,

machines, telephones,

etc.

etc.,

to defraud

own-

—Any person who, with intent

to cheat or defraud the owner, lessee, licensee, or other person entitled

any vending machine, coinbox telephone, or other receptacle designed to receive or be operated by lawful coin of the United
States of America, in furtherance of or connection with the sale, use. or
enjoyment of property or service or the use or enjoyment of any telephone, telegraph, or other facilities or service, or whoever, knowingly or
having cause to believe that the same is intended for fraudulent or unlawful use on the part of the purchaser, donee, or user thereof, shall manufacture for sale, sell, or give away any token, slug, false or counterfeited
coin, or any device or substance whatsoever intended or calculated to be
placed, deposited, or used in any such vending machine, coinbox telephone, or other receptacle, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1933,
to the contents of

p. 267.)
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7SS

CRIMES AGAINST PUBLIC JUSTICE AND
OFFICIAL DUTY.

IX.

CHAPTER 26-40. PERJURY, FALSE SWEARING, AND
SUBORNATION OF PERJURY AND FALSE SWEARING.
Sec.

Sec.

26-4001,
->

_

i/ww,

-4002.

Perjury defined.
-n

•

i

Punishment

for penury.

26-4003.

False swearing defined.

26-4004.

Punishment

for

false

26-4007.

^

26-4008.

Contractor making- false

swear26-4009.

Subornation of perjury
false swearing defined.

,

.

affi-

davit.

"lg.

26-4005.

Punishment

for subornation
of perjury
* \ J or false swearing.
,
Palse witness causing death.

26-4006.

or

26-4010.

False oath by taxpayer.
Violation of oath by jury

commissioner and

26-4001. (259 P. C.) Perjury defined.

—Perjury

clerk.

shall consist in wilful-

knowingly, absolutely, and falsely swearing, either with or without
laying- the hand on the Holy Evangelist of Almighty God, or affirming,
in a matter material to the issue or point in question, in some judicial
proceeding, by a person to whom a lawful oath or affirmation has been
administered. (Cobb, 804.)
ly,

—

Cross-references. Fraudulently obtaining credit, see
indorsers or other security, see § 26-7407.

§

26-7401.

Lying to obtain

—

Punishment for perjury. Any person who shall
crime
perjury
shall be punished by imprisonment and
of
commit the
labor in the penitentiary for not less than two years nor more than 10
years. (Cobb, 804. Acts 1933, p. 40.)
26-4002. (260 P. C.)

—

swearing defined. False swearing shall
consist in wilfully, knowingly, absolutely, and falsely swearing, either
with or without laying the hand on the Holy Evangelist of Almighty
God, or affirming in any matter or thing, other than a judicial proceeding, by a person to whom a lawful oath or affirmation has been adminis26-4003. (261 P. C.) False

tered/ (Cobb, 804.)

—

Cross-references. False swearing in applying for pension, see § 78-9901. False
statements, fraudulent representations, etc., as to insurance, see Title 56, Insurance, Chapter 56-99.

Punishment

26-4004. (262 P. C.)

for false swearing.

—Any person who

swearing shall be punished by imprisonment and labor in the penitentiary for not less than three years nor more
than -10 years. (Cobb, 804.)
shall

commit the crime

of false

26-4005. (263 P. C.) Subornation of perjury or false swearing defined.

— Subornation

of perjury

and

false

swearing shall consist

in

procuring

another person to commit the crime of perjury or false swearing. (Cobb,
804.)

26-4006. (264 P. C.)

swearing.

—Any

Punishment

person

who

shall

for subornation of perjury or false

commit the crime

of subornation of

perjury or false swearing shall be punished by confinement and labor in
the penitentiary for not less than three years nor

(Cobb, 804.)

more than 10

years.
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26-4007. (265 P. C.)

§

False witness causing death.

by wilful and corrupt perjury, shall take away the
such wilful and corrupt perjury, convict another

— Any

life

of

26-4102

person w\

of another! or,

any

by

hich

offe:

punishable with death or life imprisonment, shall be punished with
death or life imprisonment. (Cobb, 804, 805.)
is

26-4008. (266 P. C.) Contractor

making

Every person,

false affidavit.

firm, or corporation that gives out to contract the building or con-.truct-

ing of any house, store, mill, railroad, or other structure of like nature
shall retain 25 per cent, of the contract price thereof until the contractor

submit to such person, firm, or corporation an affidavit that all
debts incurred for material and labor in building or constructing such
house, store, mill, railroad, or other structure of like nature have been
paid, or that the persons to whom such debts for material and labor are
owed have consented to the payment of said 25 per cent. and swearing
falsely in making the affidavit is a misdemeanor. (Acts 1890-1, p. 233.;
shall

;

26-4009. (267 P. C.) False oath

taxpayer, in compliance with law,
guilty of false swearing,

and

prescribed in section 26-4004.

by taxpayer.
is false,

—

If

the person taking

shall be liable to be

The entry

any oath taken by a
it

shall

be

punished therefor as

in the digests of the taxpayer's

returns shall be prima facie evidence of his having taken such oath.
Cross-reference.

— Oath

of taxpayer, see

§

92-6216.

26-4010. (269 P. C.) Violation of oath

—Any jury commissioner or clerk

by jury commissioner and

of the superior court

who

clerk.

shall wil-

and intentionally violate the terms of his oath as prescribed bv law,
shall be guilty of false swearing, and shall be punished by imprisonment
and labor in the penitentiary for not less than one year nor more than
fully

five years.

(Acts 1882-3, pp. 101, 102.)

Cross-reference.
§

— False

oath under discharged soldiers' and sailors' law, see

34-9905.

CHAPTER

BRIBERY; INFLUENCING GOVERNOR OR

26-41.

HEAD OF DEPARTMENT.
Sec.

Sec.

26-4101.

Bribery defined.

26-4102.

Punishment

26-4103.

Influencing Governor,

etc.

for bribery.

26-4101. (270 P. C.) Bribery defined.

— Bribery

is

the giving or receiv-

ing any undue reward to influence the behavior of the person receiving

such reward,
of justice.

in the

discharge of his duty in any office of government or

(Cobb, 805.)

26-4102. (271 P. C.)

Punishment

—

any person shall, directly or indirectly, give or offer to give any money, goods, or other
bribe, present, or reward; or give or make any promise, contract, or
agreement for the payment, delivery, or alienation of any money, goods,
lands, or other bribe; or use any promises, threats, persuasions, or other
like sinister, unfair, or

for bribery.

If

fraudulent practices in order to obtain or influ-

ence the opinion, judgment, decree, or behaviour of any

member

of the

§
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General Assembly or officer of this State, referee, or arbitrator, in any
matter or eause pending, or which shall pend before him, such person,
and the officer, referee, or arbitrator, who shall accept or receive such
bribe, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Cobb, 805.)
26-4103.

Governor,

Influencing

(272 P. C.)

any

etc.

—

If

clerk, or

employee

ernment

of this State shall receive or contract to receive

of

any

official of

of the

any

official,

or

departments of the Govany money, fee,

reward, or other thing of value in consideration of or for influencing or
attempting to influence or procuring or attempting to procure any other

person to influence or attempt to influence the Governor or the head of
any of the departments of the Government of this State in the discharge

any official duty of any of them, and shall actually so influence or attempt to influence, or shall procure or attempt to procure any other person to influence or attempt to influence said Governor or the head of either of said departments in the discharge of any official duty of any of
them, such official, clerk, or employee shall be punished by imprisonment in the penitentiary for not less than one nor more than 20 years.
of

(Acts 1878-9,

p. 175.)

CHAPTER

26-42.

CONSPIRACY TO DEFRAUD STATE
OR COUNTY.
Sec.

Sec.

26-4201.

Conspiring

to cheat or defraud the State or county.

26-4203.

26-4202.

Public officers conspiring to
cheat or defraud the State
or county.

26-4204.

26-4201. (291 P. C.) Conspiring

to

cheat

Member

of General Assembly
embraced.
Offenses complete when.

or

defraud

the

State

or

—Any

two or more persons who shall conspire or agree to defraud, cheat, or illegally obtain from the State or any county thereof, or
from any public officer of this State, or any county thereof, or any person
exercising the duties of any such office, any property belonging to the
county.

State or county, or under the control or possession of said officers as

by imprisonment and labor in the penitentiary
than two nor more than 10 years. (Acts 1872, p. 25.)

such, shall be punished
for not less

26-4202. (292 P. C.) Public officers conspiring to cheat or defraud the

State or county.

—Any

spire or agree with

person holding any public

any person,

in or

illegally obtain from, the State or

office, to

any county

tioned in the preceding section, shall
labor in the penitentiary for not less

(Acts 1872,

out of

office

who

shall con-

cheat or defraud, or

any property menbe punished by imprisonment and
than two nor more than 10 years.
thereof,

p. 25.)

26-4203. (293 P. C.)

Members

of

General Assembly embraced.

—All

two preceding sections are extended to members of
the General Assembly, conspiring or agreeing, by fraud, bribery, or other
unlawful means with other members, or persons not members, of the
the provisions of the

General Assembly, to procure the passage of laws to defraud the State
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or any county thereof, or any public officer of the State pi ounty, of any
properly mentioned in section 26-4201. (Acts 1872, p. 25.)
(

26-4204. (294 P. C.) Offenses complete when.

—-The

offenses described

preceding sections shall be complete when the conspiracy is
effected, and shall be punished whether the same are carried into effect or
not. (Acts 1872, p. 25.)
in the three

CHAPTER

PERSONATING IN

26-43.

BAIL.

Sec.

26-4301.

Personating

in bail,

judgment,

etc.

26-4301. (310 P. C.) Personating in bail, judgment, etc.

—Any person,

except the attorney of record, who shall acknowledge, or procure to be
acknowledged, in any of the courts of this State or before any authorized officer, any recognizance, bail, or judgment in the name of any other

person not privy or consenting thereto, shall be punished by imprison-

ment and labor

in the penitentiary for

not less than one year nor more

than four years. (Cobb, 806.)
Cross-reference.

—Personating

another, see

§

26-3917.

CHAPTER 26-44. OBSTRUCTING LEGAL PROCESS, AND
SENTENCE OR ORDER OF THE COURT.
Sec.

Sec.
26-4401.

Obstructing legal process.

26-4402.

Order or sentence

26-4401. (311 P. C.) Obstructing legal process.

knowingly and wilfully obstruct,

resist,

after trial.

—Any person who

shall

or oppose any officer of this

State, or other person duly authorized, in serving or attempting to serve

or execute

any lawful process or order, or

shall assault or beat

or person duly authorized, in serving or executing

any

officer,

any process or order

aforesaid, or for having served or executed the same, shall be guilty of a

misdemeanor. (Cobb, 806.)
26-4402. (312 P. C.)

Order or sentence

after trial.

—Any

person

who

by violence, threat of violence, or any other means, hinder, obstruct, or interfere with any sheriff, constable, or their deputies charged
with the duty and engaged in the business of carrying out and executing
shall,

the sentence or order of court, after trial of criminals, while they are in

the custody of such officers, shall be punished as for a misdemeanor, or

by imprisonment in the penitentiary for not less than one nor more than
[our years, in the discretion of the court. This section shall in no way
interfere with nor affect the penal laws relating to obstructing legal
process before trial of the persons charged with crime, nor shall
the officers aforesaid

from penalties imposed by law

charge their duty. (Acts 1895,

—

it

free

for failure to dis-

p. 69.)

Cross-reference. Duty of officer and grand jury
obstructed, see §§ 24-2817, 59-313.

when execution

of sentence is

§
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CHAPTER

RESCUE AND ESCAPES.

26-45.

Sec.

Sec.

(501.

Rescue defined.

26-450S.

2

4502.

Criminal process.

2

4503.

Civil process.

2

4504.

2O-4505.
26-4506.
2

4507.

792

Attempt

convict

to escape.
26-4509.

Escape from penitentiary;
ing to escape

to rescue.

Assisting to escape from jail
Assisting to escape from custody of officer.
Penalty for escapes in misdenieanor cases.

26-4501.

misdemeanor

Aiding

26 " 4510

-

aid-

'

Voluntary escapes.

26-4511.

Trials for escapes from penitentiary; witnesses.

26-4512.

Aiding- escape of patient
State Hospital.

(313 P. C.) Rescue defined.

— Rescue

the forcibly and

is

from

know-

ingly freeing of another from arrest or imprisonment. (Cobb, 806.)

—Any

person who shall rescue
another in legal custody on criminal process shall on conviction receive
the same punishment as the person rescued would on conviction be sentenced to receive; but if the person rescued shall have been acquitted of
the crime charged against him, the person rescuing shall be guilty of a
26-4502. (314 P. C.) Criminal process.

misdemeanor. (Cobb, 806. Acts 1865-6,
26-4503. (315 P. C.) Civil process.

other in legal custody on

(Cobb, 806.

Acts 1865-6,

p. 233.)

—Any

person

who

shall rescue an-

misdemeanor.

civil process shall be guilty of a
p. 233.)

—

26-4504. (316 P. C.) Attempt to rescue. Any person who shall attempt to rescue another in legal custody on criminal process shall be
punished by confinement and labor in the penitentiary for not less than
one year nor more than two years. (Cobb, 806. Acts 1895, p. 63.)

—

from jail. Any person who
shall aid or assist a prisoner lawfully committed or detained in jail for
an offense against this State, or under any civil process, to make his escape from jail, whether such escape be actually effected or not, or any
person who shall convey or cause to be delivered to such prisoner any
26-4505. (317 P. C.) Assisting to escape

disguise, instrument, or arms, proper to facilitate the escape of such pris-

oner, shall be punished

by confinement and labor

in the penitentiary for

not less than one year nor more than four years. (Cobb, 807.)
26-4506. (318 P. C.) Assisting to escape

person

who

from custody of

officer.

—Any

shall aid or assist a prisoner to escape, or

attempt to escape,
from the custody of an officer or other person who shall have the lawful
charge of such prisoner, shall be punished by confinement and labor in
the penitentiary for not less than one year nor more than five years.
(Cobb, 807.
26-4507. (319 P. C.) Penalty for escapes in

person who

misdemeanor

cases.

—Any

be convicted of an offense below the grade of felony,
and shall escape from the chain gang or other place of confinement or
imprisonment for the violation of any municipal, county, or State law,
and shall be thereafter retaken, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts
shall

1884-5, p. 52; 1876, p. 112.)

26-4508. (320 P. C.) Aiding

person

who

misdemeanor

shall aid or assist, or

convict

attempt to aid or

to

escape.

assist, a

Any

prisoner so
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confined or imprisoned to escape, shall
(Acts 1876, p. 113.)

§ 26-4*7; 1

be guilty of a mi .demeanor.

26-4509. (321 P. C.) Escape from penitentiary; aiding to escape.

person confined

in the

penitentiary

who

shall escape therefrom,

— Any

and

shall

be thereafter retaken, shall be indicted for an escape, and, on conviction,
shall be punished by imprisonment and labor in the penitentiary for not
less than three months nor more than four years; and any person who
shall aid or assist a prisoner confined in the penitentiary to escape, or

an attempt to escape therefrom, shall receive the
(Cobb, 807. Acts 1882-3, p. 48.)

in

Cross-references.

—"Penitentiary"

Penal Institutions, Chapter 77-3

77,

defined, see
et seq.

§

26-4510. (322 P. C.) Voluntary escapes.

102-103.

— Any

like

punishment.

State prisons, see Title

sheriff,

coroner,

con-

keeper, officer, or other person employed in the
penitentiary, who, having any offender, guilty, or accused of, or confined
stable,

keeper of a

jail,

permit or suffer such offender to escape and go at large, shall be punished by confinement and
labor in the penitentiary for not less than two years nor more than seven
years, and shall, if a public officer, be dismissed from office. (Cobb, 807.
for

any crime,

in his custody, shall voluntarily

from penitentiary; witnesses.
The trial of prisoners escaping from the penitentiary shall be had for
such escape before the superior court of the county in which the escape
occurs, and prisoners so escaping shall remain in the penitentiary after
their apprehension, and be treated as other convicts, until such trial shall
take place; and upon such trial, the copies of the records transmitted to
26-4511. (323 P. C.) Trials for escapes

the keeper of the penitentiary, relative to the former trials of such prisoners, shall be produced

and

filed of

record in the said superior court

and any other prisoner or convict, not included
shall be a competent witness. (Cobb, S37.)

in the

same indictment,

—

Cross-references. Convict as witness on trial for mutiny, see § 26-4803.
Expenses of trials for escapes, see § 77-402. Venue of criminal cases, see Const.,
Art. VI, Sec. XVI, Par. VI (§ 2-4306).

26-4512. (576 P. C.) Aiding escape of patient

from State Hospital.

—

Any
who

person who shall aid or assist, or attempt to aid or assist, a patient
has been lawfully committed to the State Hospital, to escape therefrom, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1894, p. 103.)
Cross-reference.
stitutions,

— Milledgeville

Chapter

CHAPTER

State Hospital, see Title 35,

Eleemosynary In-

35-2.

RECEIVING, HARBORING, OR CONCEALING
GUILTY PERSONS, AND COMPOUNDING CRIMES
AND PENALTIES.
26-46.

Sec.

26-4601.
26-4602.

Sec.

Receiving, harboring, or concealing guilty persons.

26-4603.

26-4604.

Compounding
Compounding

crimes.
penalties.

Harboring convicts.

26-4601.

(326 P. C.) Receiving, harboring, or concealing guilty persons.

—Any person who shall receive, harbor,

or conceal any person guilty of

a crime punishable by death or imprisonment and labor in the peniten-
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§

tiary,

knowing such person

after the fact

and

to be guilty, shall be

794

deemed an accessory

punished by imprisonment and labor in the
more than three years. (Cobb,

shall be

penitentiary for not less than one year nor
808.)
Cross-references.

be

—Accessor}'-

after the fact, see § 26-604.

When

accessory

may

tried, see § 26-606.

26-4602. (327 P. C.) Harboring convicts.

—Any person

who

shall har-

bor, secrete, entertain, employ, or keep, or shall directly or indirectly

suiter or permit to be harbored, secreted, entertained, employed, or kept,

about his house or premises, any escaped convict from the penitentiary or any chain gang of the State or any county thereof, knowing such
party to be an escaped convict, shall, if such convict be under sentence
for felony, be punished by imprisonment and labor in the penitentiary
not less than one nor more than four years; and if such escaped convict
be under sentence for a misdemeanor, such person so harboring, secreting, entertaining, employing, or keeping such convict, or permitting the
same to be done, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1876, p. 114.)
in or

26-4603.

(328 P. C.)

Compounding

crimes.

—Any

person

who

shall

take or receive any money, goods, chattels, lands, or other reward, or

promise to compound, or who shall for any cause compound any crime
or offense punishable with death or imprisonment and labor in the penitentiary, shall be punished by imprisonment and labor in the penitentiary for not less than one year nor more than five years. (Cobb, 808.)
26-4604. (329 P. C.)

Compounding

or prosecuting under pretense of

penalties.

—Any

person, informing

any penal law, who

shall

compound

with the offender, or direct the suit or information to be discontinued,
unless it be by leave of the court where the same is pending, shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor. (Cobb, 808. Acts 1865-6, p. 233.)

CHAPTER

26-47.

BARRATRY AND EMBRACERY.
Sec.

Sec.

26-4701.

Common

barratry

defined;

26-4702.

Embracery

punishment.

defined;

punish

ment.

Common

—

punishment.
Common barratry is the offense of frequently exciting and stirring suits
and quarrels between individuals, either at law or otherwise. Any person who shall be found and adjudged a common barrator, vexing others
with unjust and vexatious suits, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and
any attorney who shall violate the provision of this section shall also be
disqualified from practicing his profession. (Cobb, 808.)
26-4701. (330, 332 P. C.)

Cross-references.

— For

barratry

defined;

similar provision as to attorneys, see
§ 9-9901.

§

9-9902.

Attor-

neys at law soliciting business, see

26-4702. (333 P. C.)

Embracery defined; punishment.

— Embracery

is

an attempt, whether successful or not, to influence a jury corruptly to
one side, by promises, persuasions, entreaties, money, entertainments,
and the like. Every embracer who shall procure, or attempt to procure,
a juror to take money, gain, or profit, or shall corruptly influence, or at-
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tempt to influence, a juror, by persuasions, promises, entreaties, or by
any other means, shall be punished by imprisonment and labor in the
penitentiary for not less than one year nor more than four years. The
juror convicted of taking money, gain, or profit, or of being corruptly influenced as aforesaid, shall be punished by confinement and labor in the
penitentiary for not less than two years nor more than five years, and
shall be forever disqualified to act as a juror.

CHAPTER

(Cobb, 808.)

MUTINY AND INSTIGATING MUTINY.

26-48.

Sec.

vSec.

26-4801.

Mutiny

26-4802.

Instigating mutiny.

Mutiny

26-4801. (334 P. C.)

who
member

Convict witnesses on
mutiny.

26-4803.

in penitentiary.

in penitentiary.

itentiary

shall assail, oppose, or resist

or a

of the guard, with a

an

—Any prisoner

trial

in the

for

pen-

officer of the penitentiary,

weapon, or implement calculated to

cause death or serious bodily injury, shall be deemed guilty of mutiny,
and shall be punished by an additional term of imprisonment and labor

than two years nor more than five years, to
be computed from the expiration of the term of imprisonment and labor
to which he shall have been previously sentenced. (Cobb, 810.)
in the penitentiary, not less

—Any

person who shall persuade, entice, or instigate a prisoner to mutiny, shall be punished by confinement and labor in the penitentiary for not less than two years nor
more than five years, to be computed, if a prisoner in the penitentiary,
from the expiration of the term of imprisonment and labor for which he
shall have been previously sentenced. (Cobb, 810.)
26-4802. (335 P. C.) Instigating mutiny.

—

mutiny. On the
trial of a convict in the penitentiary for the crime of mutiny, any other
prisoner or convict, not included in the same indictment, shall be a competent witness, and the infamy of his character and of the crime of which
he has been convicted shall be exceptions to his credit only. (Cobb, 840.)
26-4803. (336 P. C.) Convict witnesses

Cross-reference.

CHAPTER

—Trials

26-49.

for escapes

trial for

from penitentiary, see

§

26-4511.

APPOINTMENT OF PEACE OFFICERS
AND DETECTIVES.
Sec.

Sec.
26-4901.

on

Who may

be appointed. Assuming to act without appointment.

26-4901. (337 P. C.)

out appointment.

—No

to appoint special

26-4902.

Acting as peace

officer

with-

out authority,

Who may
sheriff,

deputy

be appointed. Assuming to act withmayor, or other person authorized by law

sheriffs, constables,

marshals,

policemen,

or

other peace officers, or detectives, to preserve the public peace or detect
crime, shall appoint, as such special deputy, special constable, marshal,

policeman, or other peace

or detective, any person

who

not a
citizen of this State, and no person shall assume or exercise such funcofficer,

is

§
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powers, duties, or privileges incident and belonging to the office
of special deputy sheriff, special constable, marshal, or policeman, or
other peace officer, or detective, without first having received his appointment in writing from the lawfully constituted authorities of the
State. (Acts 1890-1, p. 220:)

tions.

Cross-references.

— Mob

side therein, etc., see

26-4902.

§

violence, see
89-105.

§

26-5401.

Officers of this State

must

(33S P. C.) Acting as peace officer without authority.

who

re-

—Any

without authority, exercise or attempt to exercise the
functions of, or hold himself out to anyone as, a deputy sheriff, marshal,
policeman, constable, or other peace officer or detective shall be guilty
of a misdemeanor
Provided, that nothing in this Chapter shall be construed to interfere with the police powers granted to conductors of passenger trains, nor shall this and the preceding section apply in times of
riot or unusual disturbance, or in other instances provided for by law.
(Acts 1890-1, p. 220.)
person

shall,

:

Cross-reference.

— Police

power

CHAPTER

26-50.

OTHER OFFENSES AGAINST PUBLIC

of conductors,

etc.,

see

§

27-214.

JUSTICE.
Sec.
26-5001.

Punishment.

26-5001. (339 P. C.) Punishment.
justice, not in this Title

PART

provided

for, shall

26-51.

be a misdemeanor.

CARRYING WEAPONS, ETC.
Sec.

Sec.
26-5102.

Carrying concealed weapons.
Carrying of deadly weapons

26-5103.

Carrying

at courts,

etc.

without

pistols

li-

26-5105.
26-5106.

License,

how

obtained.

Fee for license.
Punishment.

26-5107.

Pointing weapon at another.

26-5108.

Selling or furnishing
to minors.

cense,
26-5104.

other offense against public

CRIMES AGAINST PUBLIC PEACE AND
TRANQUILITY.

X.

CHAPTER
26-5101.

—Any

weapons

Rec-

ord of licensees.

26-5101. (347 P. C.) Carrying concealed weapons.

—Any

person hav-

manner and fully exdirk, sword in a cane,

ing or carrying about his person, unless in an open
-

posed to view, any kind of metal knucks, pistol,
spear, bowie knife, or any other kind of knives manufactured and sold for
the purpose of offense and defense, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
(Cobb, 848, 849. Acts 1882-3, p. 48; 1898, p. 60.)
Cross-reference.

— Right

to bear arms, see §§ 1-802, 2-122.

ever shall carry about his

—

weapons at courts, etc. Whoperson any dirk, bowie knife, pistol or revolv-

26-5102. (348 P. C.) Carrying of deadly
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26-5107

or any kind of deadly weapon, to or while at a court of justice or an
election ground or precinct, or any place of public worship, or any other
er,

public gathering, except militia muster grounds, shall be punished as for

This section shall not apply to a sheriff, deputy sheriff,
coroner, constable, marshal, policeman, or other arresting officer, or
posse, acting in the discharge of their official duties. ( Acts 1870, p. 421
a misdemeanor.

;

1878-9, p. 64; 1909, p. 90.)

26-5103. Carrying pistols without license.

—

It shall

be unlawful for any

person to have or carry about his person or to have in his manual
session outside of his own home or place of business any pistol or

t.

volver without
in

taking out a license from the ordinary of the county

first

which the party resides:

be construed to

re-

Provided, that nothing in this law shall

alter, affect, or

amend any laws now

in force relative to.

and Provided
further, that this law shall not apply to sheriffs, deputy sheriffs, marshals, or other arresting officers of this State or the United States, who
are now allowed, by law, to carry revolvers nor to any of the militia
carrying of concealed weapons on or about one's person

:

;

while in service or upon duty; nor to any students of military colleges
or schools

when they

(Acts 1910,

are in the discharge of their duty at such colleges.

p. 134.)

26-5104. License,
of the county in

how

Record of

obtained.

licensees.

—The

which the applicant resides may grant such

ordinary
license,

either in term time or during vacation: Provided, that the applicant shall

be at least 18 years old, and shall give a bond payable to the Governor
said

sum

upon the proper and legitimate use of
weapon, with a surety approved by the ordinary of said county, and

in the

of $100, conditioned

name

the ordinary granting the license shall keep a record of the

of the

person taking out such license, the name of the maker of the firearm to
be carried, and the caliber and number of the same.

(Acts

1910,

pp. 134, 135.)

26-5105.
shall

pay

which

Fee for

license.

—The person to whom such license

to the ordinary for granting said license the

license shall cover a period of three years

sum

from date

is

granted

of 50 cents,
of

granting

same. (Acts 1910, pp. 134, 135.)
26-5106. Punishment.

—Any person violating any of the

provisions of

the three preceding sections shall be punished as for a misdemeanor.

(Acts 1910, pp. 134, 135.)

—

weapon at another. Any person who
point or aim a gun or pistol, whether loaded or unnot in a sham battle by the military, and not in self

26-5107. (349 P. C.) Pointing
shall intentionally

loaded, at another,

defense or in defense of habitation, property, or person, or other instances standing upon like footing of reason and justice, shall be guilty
of a

misdemeanor. (Acts 1880-1,

Cross-reference.

— Misdemeanor

p.

151.)

punished how, see

§

27-2506.

§
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—

(550 P. C.) Selling or furnishing weapons to minors. Any
person who shall knowingly sell or furnish any minor with a pistol,
26-5108.

bowie

dirk,

knife, or

sword cane,

shall be guilty of a

misdemeanor. Noth-

ing herein contained shall be construed as forbidding the furnishing of
such weapons under circumstances justifying their use in defending life,
limb, or property. (Acts 1876, p. 112.)

CHAPTER 26-52. DUELING.
Sec.

Sec.

2o-5201.

Challenging to fight duel.

26-5204.

2-5J02.

Seconds; punishment.

26-5203.

Fighting duel.

26-S20S.

knowing of and not
preventing duels.
Proclaiming one as coward for
not fighting duel.

Officers

25-5201. (354 P. C.) Challenging to fight duel.

—Any person who

shall

by word or writing, another person to fight with
sword, pistol, or other deadly weapon, or any person so challenged who
shall accept the challenge, shall be punished by imprisonment and labor
in the penitentiary for not less than one year nor more than two years.
deliberately challenge,

(Cobb, 811.)

—

punishment. Any person who shall
knowingly and wilfully carry and deliver any written or printed chal26-5202. (355 P. C.) Seconds;

any message or challenge to another, to fight
or other deadly weapon, or shall consent to be a sec-

lenge, or verbally deliver

with sword,

ond

in

pistol,

any such duel or combat,

shall be

punished as prescribed in the

preceding section. (Cobb, 811.)

—Any person who

engaged
in the act of fighting a duel, with sword, pistol, or other deadly weapon,
either as principal or second, shall be punished by imprisonment and
26-5203. (356 P. C.) Fighting duel.

labor in the penitentiary for not less than four years nor

years

:

Provided, that

if

shall be

more than eight

death should ensue from such duel,

all

the par-

both principals and seconds, shall be guilty of murder and suffer
the punishment of death; but the punishment may be commuted in conformity with the provisions of section 26-1005. (Cobb, 811.)
ties,

knowing

—

and not preventing duels.
Any justice of the peace, or other public officer bound to preserve the
public peace, who shall have knowledge of an intention in any person or
persons to fight with any deadly weapon, and shall not use and exert his
official authority to arrest the parties and prevent the duel, by binding
them over to keep the peace toward each other, shall, on conviction, be
dismissed from office. (Cobb, 811.)
26-5204. (357 P. C.) Officers

of

26-5205. (358 P. C.) Proclaiming one as

—Any person who

coward

for not fighting duel.

any newspaper or handbill, written or printed, publish or proclaim any other person as a coward or use any other
opprobrious and abusive language for not accepting a challenge or fighting a duel, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Cobb, 812.)
Cross-reference.

shall, in

— Libel,

see

§

26-2101.
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CHAPTER

§ 26-5401

UNLAWFUL ASSEMBLIES,

26-53.

RIOTS,

AND

AFFRAYS.
Sec.

Sec.
26-5301.

Unlawful assemblies.

26-5302.

Riot.

26-5303.

Affrays; definition and punish-

ment.

—

Unlawful assemblies. Any two or more persons
who shall assemble for the purpose of disturbing the public peace or
committing any unlawful act, and shall not disperse on being Commanded
to do so by a judge, justice, sheriff, constable, coroner, or other peace
officer, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Cobb, 810.)
26-5301. (359 P. C.)

—Any two or more persons who

do an
unlawful act of violence or any other act in a violent and tumultuous
manner, shall be guilty of a riot and be punished as for a misdemeanor.
(Cobb, 811. Acts 1865-6, p. 233.)
26-5302. (360 P. C.) Riot.

§

Cross-reference.
86-1301 et seq.

— Mob

violence, riots, insurrections,

etc.,

see

26-5401 et seq.,

§

—An affray

and punishment.
some public place,

to the terror

the citizens and disturbance of the public tranquility.

Persons so

26-5303. (361 P. C.) Affrays; definition

two or more persons

the fighting by
of-

shall

in

offending shall be guilty of a misdemeanor; and
great aggravation of this offense

commanding

officer

if

it

is

shall be considered a

any contempt or disobedience

of the

the peace, shall be proved. (Cobb, 811. Acts 1865-6,

p. 233.)

CHAPTER

MOB VIOLENCE.

26-54.

Sec.

Sec.

Duty

26-5401.

of officer

tempted

knowing

mob

of at-

citizen.

26-5404.

son summoned.
Persons summoned to bring
firearms.

Duty of officer knowing of attempted mob
Whenever any officer, charged with the duty of

26-5401. (362 P. C.)

lence

upon

citizen.

—

per-

Failure to assist officer

violence upon

Failure of officer to try to suppress mob violence.

26-5402.

by

26-5403.

vio-

pre-

serving the peace and executing the lawful warrants of this State, has

knowledge of any violence attempted to be perpetrated upon any citizen
by mob violence and without due authority of law, it shall be his duty to

summon
any

to his assistance, either in writing or verbally,

when

necessarv,

neighborhood or county, whose duty it shall
violence, if in their power to prevent it, and they

of the citizens of the

be to prevent such
shall use every

mob

means

in their

power

to prevent

it.

It shall

be the duty

charged with this duty, and of the posse
summoned as aforesaid to the end of suppressing a riot or preventing
of the sheriff or other officer

mob

violence, to arrest the persons

in the

common

engaged

in the

same and place them

the county or other place of safety, to be dealt

jail of

with as the law directs and any person so engaged in mobbing or lynching any citizen without due process of law shall be punished by impris;

onment

in the penitentiary for

not less than one nor more than 20 years,

and should death result from such mob violence, the person causing said

Crimes and Punishment.
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death shall be subject to indictment and
(Acts 1893, p. 128.)
Cross-reference.

— Dispersing mobs,

etc.,

trial for

by State

800
the offense of murder.

militia, see Title 86,

Public De-

fence, Chapter So-13.

(363 P. C.) Failure of officer to try to suppress

26-5402.

— Any

mob

violence.

having knowledge of a meeting
or assembling together of any citizens for the purposes set forth in
the preceding section, and failing to attempt in good faith to suppress
the same, either by himself or by summoning a posse as prescribed in
said section, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1893, p. 128.)

-

sheriff or other arresting officer

—

(364 P. C.) Failure to assist officer by person summoned.
person thus summoned, who shall fail or refuse to respond to the

26-5403.

Any

officer's

summons, and

assist in

suppressing any

mob

violence being com-

mitted, or about to be committed as aforesaid, unless such person

is

physically unable to respond, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts
1893, p. 128.)

—

summoned to bring firearms. Whensummoned as aforesaid, it shall be the duty of

(365 P. C.) Persons

26-5404.

ever any citizen shall be
the officer so

summoning

to notify such person to bring with

him such

weapons as are necessary to be used in suppressing
such mob violence, and it shall be the duty of such person to respond
promptly with such arms or weapons as he may be able to procure and
the arresting officer or his posse may, if the exigency of the case require,
in order to prevent human life from being taken by mob violence, take
the life of any person attempting mob violence, in order to prevent it:
firearms or other

;

Provided,

life

shall not be taken, unless

the person being
or his posse.

mobbed

(Acts 1893,

CHAPTER

26-55.

it is

necessary to save the

life

of

or to protect the lives of such arresting officer
p. 128.)

OTHER OFFENSES AGAINST PUBLIC
PEACE.

Sec.
26-5501.

Punishment.

26-5501.
lic

(366 P. C.) Punishment.

—All other offenses against the pub-

peace, not herein provided for, shall be misdemeanors. (Cobb, 813.)

PART

OFFENSES AGAINST PUBLIC MORALITY AND
DECENCY, PUBLIC SAFETY, PUBLIC POLICY.

XI.

CHAPTER

26-56.
Sec.

Sec.

26-5601.

Definition.

26-5602.

Punishment, if before married.
Exceptions; five years' absence.

26-5603.

BIGAMY.

26-5604.

Punishment,
ried.

if

before unmar-
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26-5601. (367 p. C.)

Polygamy

Definition.

knowingly having- a plurality

of

§2
bigamy

or

husbands or wives

consists

in

at the

same

— Any

person be-

time.

(Cobb, 814.)
26-5602. (368 P. C.) Punishment,

who

if

before married.

marry another person, the lawful husband or wife
being alive, and knowing that such lawful husband or wife is living, shall
be punished by confinement at labor in the penitentiary for not less than
two years nor more than 10 years, and the second marriage shall be void.
ing married

shall

(Cobb, 814. Acts 1910,

p. 61.)

—

26-5603. (369 P. C.) Exceptions;

five years' absence.
Five years'
absence of the husband or wife, and there being no information of
the fate of such husband or wife, shall be sufficient cause of acquittal of
the person indicted under the preceding section; and the issue of such
second marriage, born before the commencement of any prosecution for
polygamy, or within the ordinary time of gestation thereafter, shall, notwithstanding the invalidity of such marriage, be considered as legitimate.

(Cobb, 814.)

—Any

unmarried man or woman who shall knowingly marry the wife or husband of
another, shall be punished by imprisonment and labor in the penitentiary
for not less than one year nor more than three years. (Cobb, 814.)
26-5604. (370 P. C.) Punishment,

CHAPTER

if

before unmarried.

INCEST.

26-57.
Sec.

Sec.
26-5701.

Punishment.

26-5702.

26-5701. (371 P. C.) Punishment.

Intermarriage within Levitical
degrees of consanguinity.

—Any person

who

shall

commit

in-

cestuous fornication or adultery shall be punished by imprisonment and
labor in the penitentiary for not less than one nor more than 20 years.

(Cobb, 814.

Acts 1886,

p.

30; 1916, p. 51.)

26-5702. Intermarriage within Levitical degrees of consanguinity.

Any

person

who

shall intermarry within the Levitical degrees of con-

sanguinity, or within any of the relationships

by affinity, enumerated in
imprisonment
by
and labor in the penithan one nor more than three years. (Cobb, 814.

section 53-105, shall be punished

tentiary for not less

Acts 1886,

p.

30

1916, p. 51.)

:

CHAPTER
Sec.
26-5801.

26-58.

Punishment; suspension of
prosecution by marriage.

26-5801. (372 P. C.)
riage.

ADULTERY AND FORNICATION.

Punishment; suspension

—Any man and woman who shall

live

of prosecution

together in a state of adultery

or fornication, or of adultery and fornication, or

commit adultery
erally indicted,

by mar-

who

shall otherwise

or fornication, or adultery and fornication, shall be sev-

and

shall

be severally punished as for a misdemeanor; but
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any time, be within the power of the parties to prevent or suspend the prosecution and the punishment by marriage, if such marriage
shall, at

it

can be legally solemnized. (Cobb, 814, 815.)
Cross-references.

— Husband's

tion with his wife, see

§

CHAPTER

right of action for adultery or criminal conversa105-1203. Soliciting for prostitution, see § 26-6201.

SODOMY AND BESTIALITY.

26-59.

Sec.

Sec.

26-5901.

Sodomy

26-5902.

Punishment

26-5903.

Bestiality defined.

26-5904.

defined.
of

26-5901. (373 P. C.)

sodomy.

26-5905.

Punishment of bestiality.
Attempt to commit sodomy or
bestiality.

Sodomy

defined.

— Sodomy

the carnal knowl-

is

edge and connection against the order of nature, by man with man, or
in the same unnatural manner with woman. (Cobb, 787.)
(374 P. C.) Punishment of sodomy.

26-5902.

omy

shall be

the natural

imprisonment

of the person convicted.

life

(375 P. C.) Bestiality defined.

26-5903.

—The punishment of sod-

at labor in the penitentiary for and during

(Cobb, 787.)

— Bestiality

edge and connection against the order of nature, by
any manner with a beast. (Cobb, 787.)
(376 P. C.) Punishment

26-5904.

bestiality shall be

imprisonment

of

bestiality.

the carnal knowl-

is

man

—The

(377 P. C.)

Attempt

tempt to commit sodomy or

to

commit sodomy

bestiality shall

woman

in

punishment of

not less than five

in the penitentiary for

years nor more than 20 years. (Cobb, 787. Acts 1880-1,
26-5905.

or

p. 74.)

or bestiality.

— An

at-

be a misdemeanor. (Cobb,

787.)
Cross-reference.

— Misdemeanor
CHAPTER

punished how, see

26-60.

§

27-2506.

SEDUCTION.
Sec.

Sec.

26-6001.

Definition and punishment.

26-6002.

Prosecution may be stopped by
marriage; bond of seducer.

26-6003.

Filing the

on

(378 P. C.) Definition and punishment.

26-6001.

bond and

suit there-

-

— Any

person

who

by persuasion and promises of marriage or other false and fraudulent means, seduce a virtuous unmarried female and induce her to yield
to his lustful embraces and allow him to have carnal knowledge of her,
shall be punished by imprisonment and labor in the penitentiary for not
less than two nor more than 20 years. (Acts 1893, p. 39.)
shall,

26-1301.

—

Defamation of virtuous female, see
Adultery and fornication, see § 26-5801.

Cross-references.
5

26-6002.
of seducer.

(379 P. C.) Prosecution

—A

may

§

26-2104.

Rape, see

be stopped by marriage; bond

prosecution under the preceding section

may

be stopped

any time before arraignment and pleading, and not otherwise, by the
marriage of the parties, or a bona fide and continuing offer to marry on

at
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26 6104

§

Provided, that the seducer shall, at the time of
obtaining the marriage license from the ordinary of the county of the
the part of the seducer:

female's residence, give a good and sufficient bond in such

ordinary

may deem

sum

as said

reasonable and just, taking into consideration

condition of the parties, payable to said ordinary and his successors in
office, and conditioned for the maintenance and support of the female

and her child or children,

if

any, for the period of five years.

the de-

If

fendant is unable to give the bond, the prosecution shall not be at an end
until he shall live with the female in good faith for five years.
In case
the defendant fails to comply with the provisions of this section, the wife

competent witness to testify against the husband in all such
cases, whether the marriage to suspend said prosecution was before or
shall be a

(Acts 1893,

after indictment of said defendant.

39; 1899, pp. 42, 43;

p.

1911, p. 68.)

thereon.— The bond, when
so executed and approved by the ordinary, shall be filed in his office and
recorded on his minutes; and upon the failure of the defendant to comply
with its terms, suit may be brought thereon. (Acts 1893, p. 39.)
26-6003. (380 P. C.) Filing

Cross-reference.

—Fee

bond and

suit

of ordinary for filing bond, see

§

24-1717.

LEWDNESS; LEWD HOUSES; DISORDERLY
HOUSES; OPIUM JOINTS; AND KEEPING OPEN TIPPLING
HOUSES ON THE SABBATH.

CHAPTER

26-61.

Sec.

Sec.

26-6101.

26-6104.

Opium

s<,r\c
0<
26-6105.

keeping, etc.
t"
r
t,
lipphng
houses, tkeeping open
on Sabbath.

M
26-6102.
n/.

,.

26-6103.

Lewdness and public indecency.
_,

'

.

.

.

,

.

Maintaining
lewd nouses.
to

Maintaining disorderly houses.

joints,

punishment for
•

—

Lewdness and public indecency. Any person
open
lewdness or any notorious act of public inwho
decency tending to debauch the morals shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
(Cobb, 815. Acts 1865-6, p. 233.)
26-6101. (381

P.

C.)

shall be guilty of

26-6102. (382 P. C.) Maintaining

lewd houses.

—Any person who shall

maintain and keep a lewd house or place for the practice of fornication
or adultery, either by himself or others, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
(Cobb, 815. Acts 1865-6,

p. 233.)

26-6103. (383 P. C.) Maintaining disorderly houses.
shall

—Any person who

keep and maintain, either by himself or others, a common,

ill-gov-

erned, and disorderly house, to the encouragement of idleness, gaming,

common

drinking, or other misbehavior, or to the

neighborhood or orderly citizens,
(Cobb, 815. Acts 1865-6, p. 233.)

—

Cross-reference. Commander may
military camp grounds, see § 86-1405.

shall

prohibit

disturbance of the

be guilty of a misdemeanor.
keeping of disorderly places on

—

punishment for keeping, etc. Any
person who shall keep, set up, maintain, or open any house, room, or
place of any description, for the smoking of opium or any preparation
thereof, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1895, p. 66.)
26-6104. (384 P. C.)

Opium

joints,

Crimes and Punishment.
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804

—

26-6105. (381 P. C.) Tippling houses, keeping open on Sabbath. Any
person who shall keep open a tippling' house on the Sabbath day or Sab-

bath night shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Cobb, 815. Acts 1865-6,
P 253.)
.

CHAPTER

26-62.

SOLICITING FOR PROSTITUTION.

Sec
1201.

Sec.
Soliciting

and procuring.

26-6202.

Forfeiture

of

automobile

li-

cense.

26-6201. Soliciting

and procuring.

—Whoever

shall solicit another for

the purpose of prostitution or shall solicit for a prostitute, or

who

shall

with knowledge or
of the immoral purpose of such directing, taking or

offer to procure a prostitute for another, or shall,

good reason

know

to

transporting, direct or assist in directing, or shall take or transport, as-

taking or transporting, or offer or agree to take or transport, on
foot, or by automobile, or any other means, any person to any house of
ill fame, hotel, rooming house, apartment, room, park, field or woods, or
sist in

any other place whatsoever,

for the purpose of lewdness, assignation, or

prostitution, shall be guilty of a

misdemeanor.

(Acts 1918,

p. 267.)

—

Whenever any person con26-6201
shall be licensed under any law or
victed of a violation of section
26-6202. Forfeiture of automobile license.

ordinance to operate an automobile or other conveyance for hire, the said
license shall immediately become void and of no effect, and no license to
operate an automobile or other conveyance for hire shall thereafter be
granted to such person. (Acts 1918, p. 268.),
Cross-reference.

CHAPTER

— Licensing of motor vehicles

26-63.

OBSCENE PICTURES, AND ABUSIVE AND
VULGAR LANGUAGE.
Sec.

Sec.

26-6301.
26-6302.

obscene pictures.
Making obscene drawings,

Sale, etc., of

26-6301.

(385 P. C.) Sale,

shall bring, or cause to
sell

or offer to

26-6303.

etc.,

Using abusive or obscene

lan-

guage.
26-6304.

prints, etc.

or shall

for hire, see § 68-709.

Indictment or presentment.

of obscene pictures.

—Any person who

be brought, into this State for sale or exhibition,
sell,

or shall give

away

or offer to give away, or

having possession thereof shall knowingly exhibit to another any indecent pictorial newspaper tending to debauch the morals or any indecent or obscene book, pamphlet, paper, drawing, lithograph, engraving,
daguerreotype, photograph, picture, or any model, cast, instrument, or
article of indecent and obscene use, or shall advertise any of said articles
or things for sale, by any form of notice, printed, written, or verbal, or
shall manufacture, draw, or print any of said articles, with intent to sell
or expose or to circulate the same, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
(Acts 1878-9,

p. 163.)

26-6302. (386 P. C.)

Making obscene drawings,

prints, etc.

—

a
public place, on any fence or wall, or other surface contiguous to the
If in

•2(^
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public street, or on the floor or ceiling or on the inner or o

any

closet,

room, passage,

hall,

or any part of

any

-'ill

of

hotel, COttrtttOi

church, school, stationhouse, depot for freight or passengers, capitol, or

other buildings devoted or open to other or like public uses, or on
walls of any outbuilding or other structure pertaining thereto, and fre-

quented by the users thereof, any person shall make or cause
any obscene drawing or picture, or obscene writing or print,

to

m

be

liable to

be

seen of others passing or coming near the same, he shall be guilty of a

misdemeanor.

(Acts 1878-9,

26-6303. (387 P. C.)

son

who

shall,

p. 163.)

Using abusive or obscene language.

— Any

without provocation, use to or of another, and

per-

in his pres-

words or abusive language, tending to cause a breach
of the peace, or who shall, in like manner, use obscene and vulgar or profane language in the presence of a female, or any person who shall communicate to any virtuous female within this State by writing or printing
any obscene or vulgar language or improper proposals, or by indecent
or disorderly conduct in the presence of females on passenger cars, street
cars, or other places of like character, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
ence, opprobrious

(Acts 1865-6,

233; 1872,

p.

Cross-reference.

9; 1875, p. 25; 1890-1, p. 83; 1919,

p.

— Disturbing

public

worship by

obscene

p. 103.)

language,

etc.,

see

§ 26-6901.

26-6304. (388 P. C.) Indictment or presentment.
in the

— Offenses mentioned

preceding section, which are not committed on passenger cars,

street cars, or other places of like character, shall be inquired into only

upon presentment made, or indictment found, by the grand

(Acts

jury.

1890-1, p. 83; 1872, p. 9; 1875, p. 25.)

CHAPTER

26-64.

GAMING HOUSES, GAMING TABLES, AND
GAMBLING.
Sec.

Sec.
26-6401.

Maintaining,
houses.

gaming

26-6406.

26-6402.

Knowingly renting or letting
for gaming purposes.
Keeping gaming tables.

26-6408.

26-6404.

Gambling.

26-6409.

26-6405.

Gambling with minors.

26-6403.

etc.,

26-6401. (389 P. C.) Maintaining,

who

shall,

by

26-6407.

Gambling with post office
clerks and bank officers.
Players competent witnesses.
Suspected rooms or houses

may

be broken open.

Betting on elections prohibited; punishment.

etc.,

gaming houses.

—Any

person

himself, servant, or agent, keep, have, use, or maintain a

gaming house or room, or shall in any house, place, or room, occupied
by him, permit persons, with his knowledge, to come together and play
for money or any other valuable thing at any game or device for the hazarding of

money

or other thing of value, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.

(Cobb, 815. Acts 1865-6,
Cross-references.
§

26-6502.

Cock

p.

— Players

fighting, see

233; 1884-5,

p. 59.)

competent witnesses, see
§

26-6601.

§

26-6407.

Lotteries,

see

§
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26-5402
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gaming puragent, knowingly
any house or room with the view or expectation of the same

CO Knowingly renting or letting
poses. — Any person who shall, by himself, servant, or
26-6402. (390 P.

rent or

let

being used for the purpose mentioned
guilty of a misdemeanor.

in the

for

preceding section, shall be

—

any person shall, by
himself or servant or other agent, keep or employ any table of whatever
name, kind, or description for gaming, and shall, by himself, servant, or
agent, preside or deal at, or use, any such table for the purpose of playing
and betting" at the same, he, his servant, and agent, so offending, shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor. (Cobb, 815. Acts 1880-1, pp. 72, 73; 1853-4,

Keeping gaming

26-6403. (391 P. C.)

p. So'; 1859, p.

59; \86S-6,

Cross-reference.

— Players

tables.

If

p. 233.)

competent witnesses, see

§

26-6407.

—Any

person Avho shall play and bet
for money or other thing of value, at any game played with cards, dice,
or balls or shall play and bet for money or other thing of value, at any
26-6404.

(392 P. C.) Gambling.

;

whatever name, kind, or description, for gaming; or shall bet at
any game of ninepins, or any other number of pins, or at any billiard
or pool table, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Cobb, 819, 820. Acts
table of

1859. p. 59; 1865-6, p. 233.)
Cross-reference.

26-6405.

— Players

(393 P. C.)

competent witnesses, see

Gambling with minors.

§

26-6407.

—Any

person keeping a

game, as above specified, who shall permit any minor
to play and bet thereat, or any person of full age who shall gamble with
a minor at any of the games above specified, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1865-6, p. 233.)
table, or dealing at a

Cross-reference.

26-6406.

—The

— Players

competent witnesses, sec

Gambling with

(394 P. C.)

§

26-6407.

post-office clerks

and bank

provisions of the preceding section shall extend to

gaming with the

officer or

funds, or any clerk in

all

officers.

persons

agent of any bank intrusted with any of

any post

its

office in this State.

26-6407. (395 P. C.) Players competent witnesses.

—On

the

trial

of

any person for offending against section 26-6401, 26-6403, 26-6404,
26-6405 or 26-6406, any other person who may have played and bet at the

same time or

competent witness, and be compelled to
give evidence; and nothing then said by such witness shall at any time
be received or given in evidence against him in any prosecution, except
on an indictment for perjury in any matter to which he may have testified.

table shall be a

(Cobb, 815, 816.)

26-6408.

—Any

(396 P. C.) Suspected rooms or houses

lawful

officer,

may be broken

open.

may break open suspected
commonly known that gaming is carried on,

with legal authority,

rooms or houses where it is
and may take any person found gaming, and bind or cause him to be
bound over to the next superior court to be held for the county where
such offense may be committed; and if he shall fail or refuse to give se-

f

M,
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curity for his appearance at court to answer for such offenses, he

be committed to

jail.

(Cobb, 816,)

26-6409. Betting on elections prohibited; punishment.

lawful for any person to bet or wager

any election or primary

money

for the election of

—

Tt shall

CHAPTER

26-65.

be un-

or other thing of value on

any State or Federal

Any

person violating the provisions
tion shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1910, p. 133.)
candidate or delegate.

-.'.iall

'

oi

.'-c-

LOTTERIES, GIFT ENTERPRISES, AND
TRADING STAMPS.
Sec.

Sec.
26-6501.

Sale, etc., of lottery tickets.

26-6505.

26-6502.
26-6503.

Carrying on a lottery
Lottery wheels, turning.

What
c ^e

26-6506.

Trading stamps, issuance,

26-6504.

Unlawful to advertise

constitutes prima facie
against publishers.
etc.

lottery,

etc.

26-6501. (397 P. C.) Sale,

etc.,

of lottery tickets.

— Any

person who,

by himself or his agent, shall sell or offer for sale, or procure for
or furnish to any person any ticket, number, combination, or chance, or
anything representing a chance, in any lottery, gift enterprise, or other
similar scheme or device, whether such lottery, gift enterprise, or scheme
shall be operated in this State or not, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
either

(Acts 1880-1,

p. 62.)

26-6502. (398, 400 P. C.) Carrying on a lottery.

—Any person

who, by
himself or another, shall keep, maintain, employ, or carry on any lottery
or other scheme or device for the hazarding of any money or valuable
thing, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1877, p. 112.)
26-6503. (399, 400 P. C.) Lottery wheels, turning.— Any person who,

by himself or another, shall turn any lottery wheel, or draw therefrom
any ball, number, letter, or other thing indicating the decision of anv
chance or hazard of the lottery, or in anywise be present, aiding and assisting in the working, turning, or drawing thereof, shall be guilty of a
misdemeanor. (Acts 1877, p. 112.)

Unlawful to advertise lottery, etc— Any person
advertise, or publish any lottery, gift enterprise, or other

26-6504. (401 P. C.)

who

shall print,

scheme

for the hazarding of

money

or other thing of value, forbidden

by

law, or the result of the drawing of prizes or distribution of gifts therein,

by newspaper advertisements or written or printed posters,
dodgers, or circulars, or cause the same to be done, shall be guilty of a

either

misdemeanor.

(Acts 1889,

26-6505. (402 P. C.)
lishers.

—Whenever

p.

What

187.)

constitutes prima facie case against pub-

any advertisement or publication

in

a

journal or

newspaper, contrary to the provisions of the foregoing section, shall be
proved in any criminal trial or proceeding against the publisher, owner,

Crimes and Punishment.
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I

manager

or

of said journal or

newspaper,

it

808

shall create a

prima

facie

him, and shall authorize a conviction unless the defendant
shall show by testimony, satisfactory to the jury, that he did not cause,
authorize, or knowingly permit the publication or advertisement. (Acts
cas<

a

tist

1889, p. 187.)

(404 P. C.) Trading stamps, issuance, etc.

—

be a misdemeanor for any person, firm, or corporation to issue or give away, in
connection with the sale of any article of goods, wares, or merchandise,
any stamp, commonly called a trading stamp, or other like device, which
26-6506.

It shall

stamp or other like device would entitle the holder thereof to receive, from some other person or party than the vendor, any indefinite
or undescribed thing, the nature or value of which was unknown to the
said

purchaser at the time of the purchase of said article of goods, wares, or
merchandise. (Acts 1909, p. 153.)

CHAPTER

COCKFIGHTING.

26-66.

Sec.

26-6601.

Cockfighting

or

betting

on

same forbidden.
26-6601.

person

(405 P. C.) Cockfighting or betting on

who

shall, for sport or

gaming purposes,

same forbidden.

—Any

fight or cause to fight

any chickens, cocks, or other fowls, or who shall maintain, keep, or carry
on any cockpit, or other similar place for the fighting of chickens, cocks,
or other fowls, or who shall bet, wager, or stake any sum of money or
other thing of value on the result of any such fight or contest in this
State, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1889, p. 164; 1890-1,
p. 225.)

CHAPTER

PERMITTING MINOR TO ROLL TENPINS.

26-67.

Sec.

26-6701.

Punishment.

a tenpin alley,

the consent of

—Any

owner or person controlling
who shall permit any minor to roll on the same, without
the -parent or guardian, shall be punished by a fine not to

26-6701. (406 P. C.) Punishment.

exceed $100 for each offense, or imprisonment for 20 days, or both, at
the discretion of the court. (Acts 1869, p. 145; 1897, p. 37.)
Cross-reference.

— Penalty

for violation of law relating to billiard rooms, see

§§ 84-9924 to 84-9926.

CHAPTER

FURNISHING CIGARETTES TO MINORS.

26-68.

Sec.

26-6801.

Punishment.

26-6801. (491

P.

C.)

Punishment.

—Any

person

who,

by

himself,

agent, or in any other way, shall furnish a minor with cigarettes, cigarette tobacco, cigarette paper, or
of a

any substitute

misdemeanor. (Acts 1889, pp.

149, 154.)

therefor, shall be guilty

809
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DISTURBING DIVINE SERVICE OR SOCIETIES; VIOLATING THE SABBATH; INTRUDING ON
CAMP GROUNDS; DISTURBING SCHOOLS;
DANCING ON SABBATH.

CHAPTER

26-69.

Sec.

Sec.

26-6901.

26-6907.

Interfering with religious worship.

o/-

~
o
,1
Social and other societies pro-

^nno

•

26-6902.

i

•

i

4.-

.

26 6999.

tectecj

Running

26-6903.

26 6908.

freight trains

on Sab-

26 _ r)910>
26-6911.

•

proof on the

Allocation and

26-6904.

2 6-6912.

26-6913.
26-6905.

Violating the Sabbath day.

26-6906.

Hunting on Sunday.

26-6901. (412 P.

Discharging gun or pistol on
Sunday.
Fishing
e on Sunday.
*
Causing convict to work on

26-6914.

Indecent bathing on Sunday.
Intrusion on camp grounds.
Vending near camp grounds.
Interfering with schools.
Dancing in public places

Interfering with religious worship.

C.)

on

Sunday.

— Any

p<

son who shall, by cursing or using profane or obscene language, or by
being intoxicated, or otherwise indecently acting, interrupt, or in any
manner disturb, a congregation of persons lawfully assembled for divine
service, and until they are dispersed from such place of worship, shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor. (Cobb, 851. Acts 1851-2, p. 270; 1865-6, p. 233;
1858, p. 100; 1859, p. 62.)
Cross-reference.

—Using

abusive or obscene language, see

26-6902. (413 P. C.) Social

and other

§

26-6303.

societies protected.

—The

pre-

ceding section shall apply to all societies, whether social, charitable, secret, Masonic, or by whatever name they may be called. (Acts 1855-6,
p. 272.)

26-6903. (414 P. C.)

Running

freight trains

on Sabbath.

—

If

any freight

excursion train, or other train than the regular trains run for the

train,

carrying of mails or passengers, shall be run on any railroad on the Sabbath day, the superintendent of transportation of such railroad company,
or the officer having charge of the business of that department of the
road, shall be liable to indictment in each county through
train shall pass,

Acts 1850,

The

p.

and

shall be

338; 1882-3,

rail-

which such

punished as for a misdemeanor. (Cobb, 399.

p. 66.)

foregoing provisions shall not extend to

A

which has one or more cars loaded with live stock, and
which is delayed beyond schedule time. Such train shall not be required
to lay over on the line of road during Sunday, but may run on to the point
where, by due course of shipment or consignment the next stock pen on
the route may be, where such animals may be fed and watered, according
1.

train

to the facilities usually afforded for such transportation.

(Acts 1873,

p. 63.)
2.

A

freight train running over a road on Saturday night,

of its arrival at destination, according to the schedule

if

by which

the time
it

started

on the trip, be not later than nine o'clock Central standard time, Sunday
morning. (Acts 1874, p. 97; 1911, p. 70.)
3.

Empty

refrigerator cars intended for loading with perishable freight

and destined to icing stations or to points of prospective loading; special

§
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26-6904

fruit,

melon and vegetable or

ice trains, the cars of

810

which contain no

other freight except ice or perishable fruits, melons, vegetables, fresh
fish, oysters, fresh meats, ice, live stock, and other perishable goods of a

and leave the station from
which they start in this State before the hour of midnight on Saturday
night previous to the Sunday on which they are operated and all such
trains may stop at any stations in this State to take on and forward other
cars oi like perishable freight, which are ready to be transported. No
company shall be compelled to run the trains mentioned in this paragraph, and all freight trains or cars thus loaded and coming into this
State may run to any point of destination in this State or continue their
run through the State on Sunday. It shall be lawful for railway companies to switch empty cars to ice plants to be loaded with ice, and to
switch such loaded cars out on Sunday. (Acts 1894, pp. 66, 67; 1911,
like character,

and which trains

shall be loaded

;

p.

70; 1912,

p. 76.)

Trains on railroads where the line of said railroad begins and ends
in another State, and does not run a distance of greater than thirty miles
through this State. (Acts 1899, p. 88; 1897, p. 38.)
4.

Solid trains

5.

made up

of

perishables, live stock or ice,

through freight cars, or cars loaded with
or empties for the transportation of same,

reaching on Sunday any point upon a railroad in the State of Georgia,
destined to points within and without the State, such trains may continue as solid through trains along the line of said railroad through the
State,

and

may

stop for the purpose of delivering such cars loaded with

perishables, live stock or ice, or empties for transportation of same, at

any station to which destined in this State, and may also stop and pick
up at any station cars loaded with perishables, live stock or ice, destined
to points within or without the State; said trains may stop also for the
purpose of changing engines and crews, taking on fuel and water and to
receive train orders, but they shall not stop for any other purpose than
those enumerated in this paragraph; except that it shall be lawful for
any railroad or railroad company to run on the Sabbath day through
freight trains, to wit: such trains as do not stop at stations to discharge
or receive freight in less than carload lots, and, also, mixed trains handling carload freight on railroads or branch lines of railroads of less than
100 miles in length.

(Acts 1913,

p.

57; 1921,

p. 120.)

Trains run under the orders or at the request of the Governor or
the proper military authorities of the State, or at the request or under
the orders of the proper military authorities of the United States and it
shall be lawful for the railroads to run such trains under the above conditions on the Sabbath day. (Acts 1912, p. 77.)
6.

;

26-6904.

(415 P. C.) Allegation

and proof on the trial.— On the

for the violation of the preceding section,

trial

be necessary to allege or prove the name of any employee engaged on such train, but it
shall be sufficient to prove that the train was run. The defendant may
justify himself by proving that such employees acted in direct violation of his orders

26-6905.
shall

and

it

shall not

rules.

(416 P. C.) Violating the Sabbath

day.— Any person who

pursue his business or the work of his ordinary calling on the Lord's

Crimes and Punishment.
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day, works of necessity or charity only excepted, shall be guilty o: a mis-

Acts 1865-6,

demeanor. (Cobb, 853.

p.

233.)

—

Editorial Note. Acts 1906, p. 123, making it a misdemeanor for any pef
operate any public dance hall or place of amusement for profit "beyond the limits
of any incorporated town in any county of this State having a city of a population
the
of 80,000 or more, without first obtaining the written consent of one
freeholders within a radius of two miles" of sttch place, has been omitted f
..
this Code because of the limitation upon the number of counties in whi<..
applies.

—

Hunting on Sunday. Any person who shall hunt
game with gun or dogs, or both, on the Sabbath day shall be

26-6906. (417 P. C.)

any kind

of

guilty of a misdemeanor.

(Acts 1873,

26-6907. (418 P. C.) Discharging

son

who

shall wilfully or

wantonly

p. 39.)

gun or
fire off

or pistol on Sunday, except in defense of

guilty of a misdemeanor.

(Acts 1898,

—

on Sunday. Any peror discharge any loaded gun
person or property, shall be
pistol

p. 107.)

26-6908. (419 P. C.) Fishing on Sunday.

or attempt to catch any kind of fish with

—Any

hook and

person

who

shall fish

line, nets, gigs,

or

by

any other manner or means, in any of the waters or streams within the
State on the Sabbath day, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1907,
p. 123.)

Cross-reference.

—Fishing regulated,

see Title 45,

26-6909. (420 P. C.) Causing convict to

Game and

Fish.

work on Sunday.

— Any war-

den or other prison official who shall cause any convict to do any work
on Sunday, except works of necessity, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
(Acts 1908,

p. 1119.)

—

on Sunday. Any person who
shall bathe in a stream or pond of water on the Sabbath day, in view of
a road or passway leading to or from a house of religious worship, shall
be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1866, p. 154.)
26-6910. (421 P. C.) Indecent bathing

on camp grounds.

—Any

person who
shall camp upon a camp ground used for religious purposes and having
26-6911. (422 P. C.) Intrusion

its

boundary

lines plainly

marked by

stakes, posts, or otherwise, except

during the progress of religious services, without the consent of the trustees or other persons in charge of such grounds, or any person who shall
place an animal of any kind within any booth, tent, stall, or arbor on such
camp ground, without the consent of the owner or the person in charge
of the same, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1889, p. 179.)
26-6912. (423 P. C.)

Vending near camp grounds.

—Any

person

who

vend or expose to sale anything whatever, within one mile of the
place of worship in a camp ground and during the period of divine worshall

ship thereat, without the written consent of a majority of the trustees,

commissioners, or owners of such camp ground, shall be guilty of a mis-

demeanor. (Acts 1863-64,

p. 64.)

26-6913. (.424 P. C.) Interfering with schools.

—Any person

who

shall

any public school, private school, or Sunday
school, or any assemblage or meeting of any such school, lawfully and

wilfully interrupt or disturb

peacefully held for the purpose of scientific, literary, social, or religious

I
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improvement, either within or without the place where such school
usually held, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1880-1, p. 144.)

Dancing

on Sunday.

— Dancing

is

any public place on the Lord's day, commonly known as Sunday, is hereby prohibited. The owner, proprietor, manager, agent, lessee or tenant of any
public place who shall permit dancing at said public place on the Lord's
day, commonly known as Sunday, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
26-6914.

(Acts 1925,

in public places

at

p. 339.)

—

Cross-reference. Dance halls or places of
torial note following § 26-6905.

CHAPTER

in certain places, see edi-

VAGRANCY.

26-70.

Sec.

amusement

Sec.

26-7001.

Definition.

Apprehension

of

26-7002.

Court costs,

how

paid.

vagrants.

26-7001.

(449 P. C.)

Definition.

Apprehension

vagrants.

of

—Va-

grants are

Persons wandering or strolling about in idleness,
work, and have no property to support them.
1.

who

are able to

Persons leading an idle, immoral, or profligate life, who have no
property to support them and who are able to work and do not work.
2.

3.

All persons able to work, having no property to support them, and

who

have no visible or known means of a fair, honest, and reputable
livelihood.
The term "visible or known means of a fair, honest, and
reputable livelihood," as used in this section, shall be construed to mean
reasonably continuous employment at some lawful occupation for reasonable compensation, or a fixed and regular income from property or
other investment, which income is sufficient for the support and maintenance of such vagrant.
Persons having a fixed abode, who have no visible property to support them, and who live by stealing or by trading or bartering stolen
4.

goods.
5.

Professional gamblers, living in idleness.

6.

All able-bodied persons

quit their houses

and leave

who

are found begging for a living or

their wives

who

and children without the means

of subsistence.
7.

All persons

who

are able to

work and do not work, and who have

no property or other means of support, but hire out their minor children
and live upon their wages.
8.

work and who do not
support them, and who have not some

All persons over 16 years of age, able to

work, and have no property to
known and visible means of a fair, honest, and reputable livelihood, and
whose parents are unable to support them, and who are not in attendance upon some educational institution.
It shall

police and

be the duty of the sheriff and constables in every county, the

town marshal,

town and city,
empowered by law to is-

or other like officials in every

to give information, under oath, to

any

officer

Q1 3
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vagrants within their knowledge or v.l
ive
they have good reason to suspect as being vagrants, in their
counties, towns, and cities; thereupon the said officer shall
a warrant for the apprehension of the person alleged to be a vagrant, and
n, the
upon being brought before him, and probable cause being
said officer shall bind such person over to any court of the county havsue criminal warrants, of

all

:

Any

person violating any of the
provisions of this section shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Cobb, 820.
Acts 1865-6, p. 234; 1876, p. 39; 1903, p. 46; 1905, p. 109.)
ing jurisdiction in misdemeanor cases.

26-7002. (450 P. C.) Court costs,

how

paid.

—Whenever

said vagrant

committing as well as of the trial
assessed and paid but if he fails to pay

shall be convicted, all costs of the

courts shall be paid out of the fine
the fine and

is

;

gang

sent to the chain

shall be paid their respective costs

or other public works, the officers

by the county hiring out the convict;

and in the event the county fails to hire or work the convict, the ordinary or county commissioners, as the case may be, of the county shall
pay into the court, to the credit of fines and forfeitures, an amount sufficient to pay the reasonable hire of the convict, the same in no case to
be less than the costs incurred, and the costs shall be paid as herein provided.

(Acts 1905,

p. 109.)

CHAPTER

ROGUES AND VAGABONDS.

26-71.

Sec.

26-7101.

Definitions; punishment.

26-7101. (680 P. C.) Definitions; punishment.

—

If

any person

shall be

apprehended, having upon him any instrument with intent to break and
enter into any dwelling house, warehouse, store, shop, coachhouse, stable, or outhouse, in order to steal or commit any other crime
or, shall
have upon him any offensive weapon, with intent to commit crime upon
any person, which, if committed, would be punishable by death or confinement in the penitentiary or, shall be found in or upon any dwelling
house, warehouse, store, shop, coachhouse, stable, or outhouse, with intent to steal any goods or chattels, he shall be deemed a rogue and a
vagabond, and shall be punished by confinement and labor in the penitentiary for not less than one year nor more than five years.
(Cobb,
;

;

817.)

— Possessing,

Cross-reference.
§

etc.,

tools used in opening safes

and

vaults,

see

26-2701.

CHAPTER

26-72.

MISUSE OF FLAG OF UNITED STATES.

Sec.

Sec.

pro-

26-7201.

Advertising,

26-7202.

moting sale of merchandise.
Contemptuous use or defacement.

selling,

or

26-7203.

Use

for decorative or patriotic

purposes not prohibited.
26-7204.

Punishment

for

United States

misuse

of

flag.

26-7201. Advertising, selling, or promoting sale of merchandise.

—

It

unlawful for any person, firm or corporation of this State to
copy, print, publish or otherwise use the flag or national emblem of the
United States of America for the purpose of advertising, selling or proshall be

§
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moting the

sale

any

of

article

of

814

merchandise whatever within this

(Acts 1917, p. 203.)

State.

Cross-reference.

26-7202.

— Penalty

for violation of this section, see

Contemptuous use or defacement.

—

§

26-7204.

be unlawful

It shall also

any person, firm or corporation to mutilate, deface, defile or contemptuously abuse the flag or national emblem of the United States by
any act whatever. (Acts 1917, p. 203.)

for

Cross-reference.

26-7203.

— Penalty for violation

Use

of this section, see § 26-7204.

for decorative or patriotic purposes not prohibited.

Chapter shall be construed so as to prevent any person,
firm or corporation from using any flag, standard, color, shield, ensign
or other insignia of the United States of America for decorative or pa-

Nothing

in this

purposes, either inside or outside of any residence, store, place
of business, public building, or school building. (Acts 1917, p. 204.)

triotic

—

misuse of United States flag. Any person,
firm or corporation who violates any of the provisions of section 26-7201
(Acts 1917, p. 204.)
or 26-7202 shall be punished as for a misdemeanor.
26-7204.

Punishment

Cross-reference.

CHAPTER

for

— Punishment

26-73.

for

misdemeanor, see

§

27-2506.

OFFENSES AGAINST PUBLIC SAFETY.
Sec.

Sec.

26-7301.

26-7302.

Discharge of firearms on or
near public highways.
Hotel keepers, etc., on beaches,
required to keep lifeboats,

Wrecking,

26-7313.

or attempting to
wreck, trains, cars, etc.
Murder if death ensues.
Shooting on excursion trains
or at picnics.
Using explosive oils on passenger cars.
Destroying, injuring, or ob-

26-7314.

Punishment

26-7309.
26-7310.
26-7311.

etc.

26-7303.

Protection of surf bathers by

26-7312.

savers.

life

26-7304.

Other duties

26-7305.

Tide

26-7306.

Penalties.

26-7307.

Removing

of proprietor.

structing railroads.

flags.

lifeline

etc.,

or preserv-

destroying,

when

death

ensues.

ers.

26-7308.

for

railroad,

Rocking or shooting

at or into

Interfering with movement of
locomotives or trains.

26-7315.

cars.

26-7301. (504 P. C.) Discharge of firearms

on and near public highbetween
dark
ways.
person
and daylight, wilfully and
wantonly fire off or discharge any loaded gun or pistol on a public highway, or within 50 yards of a public highway, except on his own premises,
in defense of person or property, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts

—

Any

who

shall,

1882-3, p. 131.)

—

Cross-references. Shooting at another, see
§ 88-801 et seq., §§ 88-9926, 88-9927.

§

26-1702.

Dealers

in

explosives,

see

26-7302.

(505 P. C.) Hotelkeepers,

lifeboats, etc.

etc.,

on beaches, required to keep

—The proprietor or keeper of every hotel, boarding house,

or other public house or bathhouse on the seacoast, where the public

may

resort for purposes of surfbathing, shall at

all

times, during the

surfbathing season, keep and maintain at their respective establish-

view and accessible to bathers and guests of such house,
a suitable and seaworthy lifeboat or liferaft, fully equipped with oars,
ments, in

full
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preservers, and liferopcs, and

life

mounted upon

§

26-7305

a

proper

wheeled carriage, which boat or raft and appliane*
be kept at all
times ready for instant use, in case of emergencies to bathers requiring
the use thereof; and in default of complying with the provisions of this
section, such proprietor or keeper shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and
in addition to the penalty for such offense, he shall not have the right
11

any charge or debt from any guest of such house, the consideration of which is board, lodging, or other service rendered such guest
during the surfbathing season by the proprietor or keeper. (Acts 1890-1,

to collect

p. 228.)

26-7303. (506 P. C.) Protection of surf bathers

by

savers.— The

life

proprietor or keeper of a hotel, boarding house, or other public house or

bathhouse on the seacoast, to which the public

may

resort for purposes

of surfbathing, shall at all times, during the surfbathing season, keep

an expert swimmer attired

in a

bathing

suit, said

bathing suit to be a

bright solid red, the shirt of which shall have on the breast thereof, in
large white letters, the words, "Life Saver."
shall

have on

A

at all times, while

Such expert swimmer

on duty, a leather harness arranged as

around the chest connected with straps over shoulders,
said shoulderstraps to be joined at shoulder blades; at the back of

follows

:

belt

neck-center to be an iron ring about which shall be attached a lifeline
one-fourth of an inch in diameter, and not less than 200 feet in length.

Said expert

swimmer

shall at all times patrol the beach,

stant lookout for anyone

who may

time leave the beach while bathing
practicable and in his power,

who

warn

on the con-

require assistance, and shall at no
is in

all

progress, and shall, so far as

is

bathers of the danger attending

running out, and also of the danger of
sloughs or gullies on the beach, and shall at all times protect and assist
any bather who shall need assistance. (Acts 1905, p. 115.)
those

bathe while the tide

is

26-7304. (507 P. C.) Other duties of proprietor.

—At the beginning of

each bathing season, every proprietor of any hotel, boarding house,
or other public house or bathhouse on the seacoast, or any other person
or persons renting bathing suits on the seacoast, shall have placed in

boxes, which shall not be more than 100 yards apart, a reel on which

be wound 300 feet of rope not less than one-fourth of an inch in
diameter, and said rope shall have attached to one end of the line a cork
shall

life

preserver of standard manufacture, capable of supporting on the

water not

less

than two persons weighing 150 pounds each.

Said boxes

be placed at a point not exceeding 10 feet from high-water mark,
and shall be raised not more than four feet from the beach, and on each
shall

"Box conbe printed, in plain letters, the following notice
tains lifeline and life preserver, to be used only in case of emergency.
Not to be removed or tampered with." (Acts 1905, pp. 115, 116.)

box

shall

:

26-7305. (508 P. C.) Tide flags.—When the tide turns, and

is

running

on which shall be written, in large white letters, the
words, "Tide Running Out," shall be run up on the flag pole, which said

out, a red flag,

§
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pole shall not be further than 10 feet from high-water mark, and in
plain view of all bathers.
(Acts 1905, pp. 115, 116.)
flag:

26-7306.

— Any

such proprietor of a hotel or
boarding house or bath house, or other person renting bathing suits, who
fails to comply with the provisions of the three preceding sections, shall
be guilty of a misdemeanor, and in addition thereto shall forfeit the right
to collect any charge or debt from any guest of such hotel or boarding
house or bathhouse, the consideration of which is boarding, lodging, or
(509 P. C.) Penalties.

other service rendered such guest during such snrfbathing season by
the proprietor or keeper.
(Acts 1905, pp. 115, 116.) •

Removing

26-7307. (510 P. C.)

moving

lifeline or preservers.

—Any person

re-

or tampering with the lifeline or preservers mentioned in section

26-7304, or using the

same except

purpose of relieving persons in
danger, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
(Acts 1905, pp. 115, 116.)
(512 P. C.) Rocking or shooting at or into cars.

26-7308.

who

for the

—Any person

throw a rock or other missile at, towards, or into any car of any
passenger train upon any railroad or street railroad, or shoot any gun,
pistol, or firearms of any kind at, towards, or into any such car, or
shoot, while in such car, any gun, pistol, or other weapon of any kind,
shall be punished by confinement in the penitentiary from one to five
shall

years; unless the jury trying the case shall

mercy,

in

which event he

shall be

recommend

the prisoner to

punished as for a misdemeanor. (Acts

1905, p. 86; 1892, p. 108.)
Cross-references.

— Shooting

at occupied dwelling, see § 26-1703.

excursion trains or at picnics, see

Shooting on

26-7311.

§

Wrecking, or attempting to wreck, trains, cars,
Any person who shall, by any device whatever, wreck, or attempt
etc.
to wreck, a railroad train, locomotive, car, coach, or vehicle of any kind,
when used or run on any railroad track for the purpose of travel or transportation, or assist or advise it to be done, shall be punished with con26-7309. (513 P. C.)

—

finement

in the penitentiary for life, unless the

recommend

jury trying the case shall

the prisoner to mercy; in that event he shall be punished by

confinement in the penitentiary for not less than
years.

If

five

nor more than 10

the conviction shall be founded solely on circumstantial evi-

dence, the presiding judge, without the recommendation of the jury,

may

in his discretion

sentence the prisoner to confinement in the peni-

tentiary for not less than five nor

more than 10

years.

(Acts 1884-5,

p. 131.)

Cross-references.

— Circumstantial

evidence defined, see

injuring, or obstructing railroads, see
locomotives or train, see § 26-7315.

26-7310. (514 P. C.)

Murder

if

§

26-7313.

§

38-102.

Interfering with

death ensues.

—

If

Destroying,

movement

of

death ensues to any

person from the acts mentioned in the preceding section, the offender
shall be guilty of
Cross-reference.

26-7311.

any person

murder.

— Murder,

see

(Acts 1884-5,
§

p.

131.)

26-1002 et seq.

(515 P. C.) Shooting on excursion trains or at picnics.
shall fire a pistol, gun, or other firearm

—

If

on any excursion
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any

train, or at

demeanor.

§ 2

picnic, except in his defense, he shall be guilty of a

(Acts 1897,

26-7312. (516 P. C.)

p. 96.)

Using explosive

on passenger

oils

cars.

— Any

of-

employee of a railroad company who shall light a passenger car
in which passengers are being transported, by burning any explosive oil
in lamps or otherwise, or shall burn such oil in such passenger car; or
any officer having charge of such passenger car, who shall permit such
burning of explosive oil, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. Any such
officer or employee may be indicted in any county through which such
ficer or

passenger

car, lighted

in violation

of this

section,

shall

pass.

(Acts

1874, p. 97.)

26-7313. (522 P. C.) Destroying, injuring, or obstructing railroads.

Any

who

—

and maliciously destroy, or in any manner
injure or obstruct, or shall wilfully and maliciously cause, or aid and assist, or counsel or advise any other person to destroy, or in any manner
to injure or obstruct, any railroad or branch thereof, or any bridge connected therewith, or any vehicle, edifice, right, or privilege granted by
charter, and constructed for use under authority thereof or any unauthorized person who shall turn, move, or in any manner interfere with
any gate, switch, siding, or other appurtenances to any such railroad,
person

shall wilfully

;

shall be

imprisoned in the penitentiary not less than four nor more than

eight years.

(Cobb, 851.)

Punishment for destroying, etc., railroad when
death ensues. If death ensues from the acts mentioned in the preceding
section, the offender shall be guilty of murder, and punished accordingly.
The penalties under this and the preceding section shall not interfere
26-7314. (523 P. C.)

—

with the offender's
Cross-reference.

— Murder,

—

see

§

damages.

(Cobb, 851.)

26-1002 et seq.

with movement of locomotives or
All persons are prohibited from interfering with the running of

26-7315. (524 P.
train.

liability for

C.) Interfering

any locomotive engine or train upon the

any unauthorized person shall start a locomotive engine, either with or without cars
attached thereto, or shall slow down or bring to a stop by a signal, from
the inside or outside of a train or otherwise, any locomotive engine running with or without cars attached thereto, he shall be guilty of a misrailroads,

and

if

demeanor: Provided, that this section shall not apply to officers and
employees of the railroad upon which said locomotive engine or locomotive engines are being operated, whose duty is connected with the move-

ment

of the particular locomotive or locomotives

;

nor shall

it

apply to

any person who acts in case of an emergency in good faith to prevent
an accident: Provided further, that when the schedule of a train requires it to stop at a station on flag, in the absence of the operator it
shall not be unlawful for a person bona fide desiring to take passage on
such train to flag the same
Provided further, that this section shall
not apply to any person who shall do any of the things herein prohibited
because of any reasonable necessity. (Acts 1908, p. 51.)
:
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CHEATS AND SWINDLERS, OFFENSES
COMMITTED BY.

XII.

CHAPTER
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DECEITFUL MEANS AND ARTFUL

26-74.

PRACTICES.
Sec.

Sec.

Fraudulently obtaining credit.
Cheating at play.
Bakers and others selling under assize.

"401.

_

26-7402.
26-7403.

26-7404.

engrossing.

Putting dirt or rubbish into

26-7405.

Falsely personating another.
Lying to obtain indorsers or
other security.

26-7408.

Procuring money on contract

26-7409.

Proof of intent to defraud.
Other offenses of like kind,

for services fraudulently.

and

regrating,

Forestalling,

26-7407.

26-7406.

26-7410.

cotton, rice, etc.

26-7401. (703 P. C.) Fraudulently obtaining credit.

by

false representation of his

own

—Any person who,

respectability, wealth, or mercantile

correspondence and connections, shall obtain a credit, and thereby defraud any person of any

money

or other valuable thing, or shall cause or

procure others to report falsely of his honesty, respectability, wealth, or
mercantile character, and, by thus imposing on the credulity of any per-

and thereby fraudulently get into possession
of goods or other valuable thing, shall be deemed a cheat and swindler,
and shall be punished as for a misdemeanor, and shall be compelled by
son, shall obtain a credit,

the sentence of the court to restore to the party injured the property so

fraudulently obtained

if it

can be done. (Cobb, 820, 821. Acts 1894,

—

Cross-references. Obtaining goods, etc., on false writings, see
frauding hotels and boarding houses, see §§ 52-9903, 52-9904.

26-7402.

do
or
as

—Any person who

26-3918.

shall,

De-

by any

any game, or in or by bearing a share
part in the stakes, or in or by betting on the sides or hands of such as
or shall play, obtain or acquire to him, or to any other, any money
other valuable thing, shall be deemed a cheat, and shall be punished
for a misdemeanor.
(Cobb, 821. Acts 1865-6, p. 233.)

fraud or
or

(704 P. C.) Cheating at play.

§

p. 52.)

ill

practice, in playing at

—

Bakers and others selling under assize. Any
baker or other person selling bread under the assize established by the
:orporation of any city, town, or village, or the rules laid down by law,
shall be deemed a cheat, and shall be punished as for a misdemeanor.
(Cobb, 821. Acts 1865-6, p. 233.)
26-7403.

(705

P.

C.)

—

and engrossing. Any person who shall commit the offenses known to the common law as forestalling, regrating, or engrossing shall be punished as for a misdemeanor.
26-7404.

1.

(707 P. C.)

"Forestalling"

victual

coming

is

Forestalling, regrating,

the buying or contracting for merchandise or

to market, or dissuading persons

or provisions there, or inducing
2.

ket,

"Regrating"

and

selling

it

them

from buying their goods

to raise their prices.

the buying of corn or other dead victuals in any maragain in the same market at an enhanced price.

is
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26-7408

the getting into one's ]><>
ion, or buying up,
large quantities of corn, or other dead victuals, with intent to sell them
3.

"Engrossing"

is

again. (Acts 1863-4,

'

46; Statute 5

p.

&

6

Edward Vi;

115 Ga. 429, 448

(41 S. E. 553).)

26-7405. (709 P. C.) Putting dirt or rubbish into cotton, rice, etc.

Any

who

person

shall put or cause to be put into

any bale

of cotton,

vessel of sugar, rice, pork, beef, or other provisions, wool, or other ar-

prepared for market, any dirt, rubbish, or other thing, for the purpose of adding to and increasing the weight or bulk of said cotton, sugar,
rice, beef, pork, or other provisions or things, shall be deemed a comticle,

mon

cheat,

and

punished by a

shall be

fine equal to the

value of the

thing thus fraudulently packed or put up, and imprisonment and labor
in the penitentiary for

The bare possession
packed or put up,

not less than one year nor more than five years.

or ownership of such commodities, so fraudulently

shall not of itself authorize a conviction,

where

suffi-

knowledge or privity on the part of the owner, or the
possession, is not produced on the trial. (Cobb, 822. Acts 1874,

cient evidence of

person in
p. 22.)

Cross-reference.

—Weighing

of cotton, rice,

etc.,

see

§

5-501, 5-9907.

26-7406. (710 P. C.) Falsely personating another.
shall

person

who

another, and thereby fraudulently obtain any

falsely personate

money

—Any

or other thing of value, or with the intention of thereby fraud-

money

ulently obtaining any

deemed

or other valuable thing, shall be

a

cheat and swindler, and shall be punished by imprisonment and labor

not less than one year nor more than

in the penitentiary for

five years.

(Cobb, 822.)
Cross-references.

judgment,

see

etc.,

—Personating

26-7407. (712 P. C.)

Any

another,

Using

26-4301.

§

Lying

see

fictitious

§

Personating

26-3917.

names, see

§

in

bail,

26-3916.

to obtain indorsers or other security.

person who, by false representation of his solvency, shall induce

another to become his
for the

payment

of

bail, indorser,

money

or security upon any instrument

or performance of

any personal duty, know-

and such bail, indorser, or security
shall suffer loss or damage in consequence of such undertaking and liability on his part, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
(Cobb, 822. Acts

ing at the time that he

is

insolvent,

1865-6, p. 233.)
Cross-references.

— Obtaining goods,

lently obtaining credit, see

§

26-7408. (715 P. C.) Procuring
ulently.

—Any

person

etc.,

on

false writings, see

§

26-3918.

Fraudu-

26-7401.

who

money on

shall contract

contract for services fraud-

with another to perform for

any kind, with intent to procure money or other thing
of value thereby, and not to perform the service contracted for, to the
loss and damage of the hirer, or, after having so contracted, shall procure from the hirer money, or other thing of value, with intent not to
perform such service, to the loss and damage of the hirer, shall be
deemed a common cheat and swindler, and upon conviction shall be
punished as for a misdemeanor. (Acts 1903, p. 90.)

him services

of

§
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(716 P. C.) Proof of intent to defraud.

26-7409.

of the contract, the procuring thereon of

money

— Satisfactory

proof

or other thing of value,

the failure to perform the services so contracted for, or failure to return
the

money

so advanced with interest thereon at the time said labor

was
damage

good and sufficient cause, and loss or
be deemed presumptive evidence of the intent referred

to be performed, without

to the hirer, shall

to in the preceding sction.

(x\cts 1903, pp. 90, 91.)

(719 P. C.) Other offenses of like kind.

26-7410.

—Any

person using

any deceitful means or artful practice, other than those which are mentioned in Part XII of this Title, by which an individual, or a firm, or a
corporation, or the public is defrauded and cheated, shall be punished as
for a misdemeanor. ^Cobb, 822. Acts 1865-6, p. 233; 1902, p. 58.)

CHAPTER

FRAUDULENT ENTRIES AND PRACTICES

26-75.

IN SPEED CONTESTS.
Sec.

Sec.

Entering animals under false
names, etc.
Rules for determining class or
division in which entry is
made.

26-7501.
26-7502.

26-7503.

True name of animal within
meaning of this Chapter.

26-7501. (724 P. C.) Entering animals under false names, etc.

person

who

shall

knowingly and corruptly

for competition, or to

compete

for

any

—Any

enter, or cause to be entered,

prize, purse,

premium,

stake, or

sweepstakes, offered by an agricultural society or driving club, or other
society organized under the laws of this State,

where the same

decided by a contest of speed, any horse, mare, gelding,

under an assumed or

name, or out

false

colt,

is

to be

or

filly,

of its proper class or division,

with intent to cheat or deceive such society or organization or association, shall

be guilty of a misdemeanor.

(Acts 1890-1,

p. 224.)

26-7502. (725 P. C.) Rules for determining class or division in

entry
the

is

made.

meaning

—The class or division in which an entry

of this Chapter, shall be determined

ciety, organization, or association

is

which

made, within

by the rules

of the so-

under whose auspices the contest

is

to

be conducted, and the published terms and conditions under which the
prize, purse,

nounced.

premium,

(Acts 1890-1,

stake, or

sweepstake

is

offered, opened, or an-

p. 224.)

True name of animal within meaning of this
Chapter. The true name of any such animal shall be the name by which
it is known, according to the rules of such society, organization, or association and the name by which any such animal has once competed for
26-7503. (726 P.

C.)

—

;

any
its

prize, purse,

premium,

true name, unless the

(Acts 1890-1,

p. 224.)

stake, or sweepstakes shall be regarded as

name

is

changed as provided by said

rules.
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PART

FRAUDULENT OR MALICIOUS MISCHIEF.

XIII.

CHAPTER

§ 26-7701

DESTROYING BOOKS OR PAPERS, LAND-

26-76.

MARKS, BUOYS, ETC.
Sec.

Sec.

26-7601.

Destroying books

papers

or

26-7603.

Buoys, beacons,

etc.

of value.

26-7602.

Altering

removing

or

land-

marks.

26-7601. (742 P. C.) Destroying books or papers of value.

son

who

— Any per-

shall fraudulently or maliciously tear, burn, or destroy

deed, lease, will, bond, or other writing sealed, or any bank

check, draft, or other security for the
of goods, or

any public security

payment

of

money

bill

any

or note,

or the deliv

United States, or

of this State or of the

any of them, for the payment of money, or any receipt or discharge of
any debt, suit, or other demand, or any transfer or assurance of money
or other property, or any letter of attorney, or other power, or any book
of accounts, or any agreement or contract whatever, with intent to defraud or injure any person or body politic, shall be punished by imprisonment and labor in the penitentiary for not less than one year nor more
than four years. (Cobb, 823.)
26-7602. (743 P. C.) Altering or

who

removing landmarks.

shall knowingly, maliciously, or fraudulently cut,

any certain boundary

tree, or

—Any

alter, or

person

remove

other allowed landmark, to the injury of

another, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.

Acts 1865-6,

(Cobb, 823.

p. 233.)

Cross-reference.
§

— Evidence

concerning ancient boundaries and landmarks, see

38-313.

26-7603. (744 P. C.) Buoys, beacons, etc.

—Any person who

shall,

ma-

down, remove, or destroy any beacon
or buoy erected by any commissioners of pilotage or other person duly
authorized for that purpose, shall be punished by confinement and labor
in the penitentiary for not less than two years nor more than five years.

liciously or without authority, cut

(Cobb, 823.)

CHAPTER

BURNING FENCES OR CROPS, AND
SETTING FIRE TO WOODS.

26-77.

Sec.

Sec.

26-7701.

26-7703.

Wilful and
fire

malicious

When

in a

city.

town or

When

the fire
to a house

26-7704.
26-7/0s.

Setting

fire

Taking

maliciously set

town

fire to

or city.

communicated

to

woods.
trom

material

tence

for fuel.

city.

26-7701. (745 P. C.) Wilful and malicious setting
fences, etc., not in a

is

-

to or burning fences, etc.,

not in a town or
26-7702.

setting

—Any

person

who

fire to

or burning

shall wilfully

and

or burn the fences, or stacks, piles, or shocks of

corn, fodder, grain, straw or hay, or crops not gathered in the field of

another, not in a town, village, or city, shall be punished by imprison-

§
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ment and labor

in the penitentiary for

&Z2

not less than one year nor more

than three years. (Cobb, 824. Acts 1871-2, pp. 72, 73; 1882-3,
Cross-reference.
§

— Injuring

p. 72.)

or destroying turnpike and navigation fixtures, see

26-8101.

26-7702. (746 P.

O

When

in

a

town

or city.— If the fence, stack,

mentioned in the preceding section, shall be in a city, town,
or village, the wilful and malicious burning thereof shall be punished by
imprisonment and labor in the penitentiary for not less than two years
shock or

pile,

nor more than

(Acts 1882-3,

five years.

26-7703. (747 P. C.)

When

the

p. 72.)

fire is

communicated

to a house.

—

If

from the burning mentioned in the preceding section shall be
communicated to a house, the punishment shall be imprisonment and

the

fire

labor in the penitentiary for not less than five years nor
years.

(Acts 1882-3,

more than 20

p. 72.)

—

woods. Any person who shall wilfully, carelessly, or negligently set on fire, or cause to be set on fire, any
woods, lands, or marshes, so as to cause loss or injury to another, shall
be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Cobb, 824. Acts 1865-6, p. 233; 1898, p. 60.)
26-7704.

(748 P. C.) Setting

Cross-reference.

— Who

may

fire

fire to

woods, see

§

26-3601.

—

Taking material from fence for fuel. Any person
who shall wrongfully take from the fence or other inclosure of another
any rail or other material of which it is made, for the purpose of using
the same as fuel, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Cobb, 824. Acts
26-7705. (749 P. C.)

1865-6, p. 233.)

.

CHAPTER

INJURIES TO BRIDGES OR DAMS.

26-78.

Sec.

Sec.

26-7801.

Breaking bridges, dams, banks,

26-7802.

Encamping or building
upon,

etc.

within,

or

a

under

fire

a

bridge.

26-7801. (750 P. C.) Breaking bridges, dams, banks, etc.

who

—Any person

and maliciously break down, open, cut
through, injure, or destroy any bridge, river or meadow bank, rice dam,
mill dam, or any other dam or bank, shall be punished by confinement
and labor in the penitentiary not less than one year nor more than three
shall unlawfully, wilfully,

years. (Cobb, 824.)
Cross-reference.
§

— Injuring

or destroying turnpike and navigation fixtures, see

26-8101.

Encamping or building a fire upon, within, or unAny person who shall encamp or build a fire upon, within,

26-7802. (751 P. C.)

der a bridge.

—

or under a public or private bridge, without the consent of the owner,
shall be guilty of a

CHAPTER

26-79.

misdemeanor. (Acts 1875,

p. 101.)

KILLING OR MAIMING CERTAIN ANIMALS,
AND CRUELTY TO ANIMALS.

Sec.

Sec.

maiming

26-7901.

Killing or
hogs.

26-7902.

Cruelty to animals.

cattle or

26-7903.

Disposition of

26-7904.'

Cruelty denned.

fines.

Crimes and Punishment.
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26-7901. (752 P. C.) Killing or

who

maim

maiming

§ 26-8001

cattle or hogs.

—Any

pel

any horses or cattle, or shall maliciously maim or kill a hog, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
Wl
the person killing or maiming such animal shall set up as a defense that
the killing or maiming was done, not from malice toward the owner, but
shall maliciously

or

kill

to prevent injury to the defendant's crop or other property, such defense
shall not avail to acquit the defendant unless

that the crop or other property
less

it

be

was protected by

made

clearly to appear

a substantial fence not

than four and one-half feet high. (Cobb, 824. Acts 1865-6,

p.

233;

1880-1, p. 73.)

— Every

person who shall infurtherance of an act of cruelty to

26-7902. (753 P. C.) Cruelty to animals.

engage in, or do anything in
a domestic animal shall be punished as for a misdemeanor. (Acts 1878-9,
stigate,

p.

183; 1875, p. 101

Cross-references.
see § 27-109.

;

1876, p. 112; 1880-1, p. 142.)

— Cruelty defined, see

§

26-7904.

26-7903. (754 P.C.) Disposition of fines.

Arrests for cruelty to animals,

—All

under the

fines collected

provisions of the preceding section shall inure, one-half to the public
school fund of the county, and the other half to any society whose object
is

the prevention of cruelty to animals, which

is

incorporated by proper

authority in this State, and whose officer or agent has prosecuted the

imposed; and where the prosecutor is some person other than such agent or officer, then one-half of the fine shall be
paid into the county treasury. (Acts 1878-9, p. 183.)
case in which the fine

is

26-7904. (755 P.C.) Cruelty defined.—The

held to include every wilful act, omission, or
fiable physical pain, suffering, or

death

is

word "cruelty" shall be
neglect, whereby unjusti-

caused or permitted.

It shall

be the duty of the sheriffs of the several counties to furnish to the solicitor general or other prosecuting officer who prosecutes criminal cases
in the county on behalf of the State the names of all persons who shall
be found violating the provisions of this statute, together with the names
of the witnesses and it shall thereupon be the duty of such solicitor or
other prosecuting officer so notified to take active steps to secure the conviction of such persons and the prevention of the violation of this statute,
and he shall proceed by criminal prosecution to secure the enforcement
;

law against such person or persons. Sheriffs are charged with the
duty of being on the alert for violations of this statute and with cooperating with the solicitors and prosecuting attorneys in bringing vioof the

(Acts 1878-9,

lators to justice.

CHAPTER

26-80.

p. 183; 1922, p. 49.)

CRUELTY TO CHILDREN.

Sec.
26-8001.

Punishment.

26-8001. (758 P. C.) Punishment.

—Whoever

shall torture, torment, de-

prive of necessary sustenance, mutilate, cruelly, unreasonably, and maliciously beat or

ill

shall be guilty of
Cross-references.
77-9901.

any child, or cause any
a misdemeanor. (Acts 1878-9,
treat

— Cruelty to wife,

see

§

of said acts to be done,
p. 162.)

26-1410. Cruelty of jailer, see §§ 77-104,

CHAPTER
S

ACTS OF MALICIOUS MISCHIEF.

26-81.

Sec.

:

B101.

Injuring or destroying turnpike and navigation fixtures.

26-8109.

2

s '.0J.

Firing or sinking vessels.

26-8110.

2

N

Setting tire to ship, boat, barge,
or lighter.

2

103.

26-8104.
2

> 105.

Cutting

down

Destroying,

26-8111.
26-81

$106.

26-8107.

12.

trees.

guide-posts,

etc.,

26-8113.

etc.
:

824

Crimes and Punishment.

526-8101

20-8114.

Obstructing highway.

produce

Severing

the

26-8115.

to

coast-survey

26-8116.

fix-

tures.

fixtures.

Injuring

arsenals,

armories,

etc.

Injuries

26-8101.

burying

grounds.
Disturbing private burying
grounds.
Injuring mining works.
Poisoning water in spring, well,
or reservoir.
Obstructing passage of timber.
Injuring telegraph wires or
fixtures.

from

realty.

2o-8103.

Injuries to public

All other acts
mischief.

of

malicious

(760 P. C.) Injuring or destroying turnpike and navigation

— Any person

who

pike gate, or any post,

rail,

shall maliciously injure or destroy

any turn-

wall, chain, bar, or other fence belonging to

any turnpike gate, or any house erected for the use of such turnpike
gate, or shall wilfully and maliciously injure or destroy any lock or other
works erected to protect and secure the navigation of any river or canal,
shall be punished by imprisonment and labor in the penitentiary for not
less than one year nor more than four years. (Cobb, 824. Acts 1865-6,
p. 233.)

Cross-reference.

—Burning fences,

see

§

26-7701.

26-8102. (761 P. C.) Firing or sinking vessels.—Any person

who

shall

and maliciously burn or set fire to any ship or other vessel, above
the value of $200, alongside any wharf, or at anchor in any river, or
in any waters in this State, or any person who shall wilfully and maliciously make or assist in making any hole in the bottom, side, or any
part of any ship or other vessel above the value aforesaid, or do any
other act tending to the loss or destruction of such ship or other vessel,
shall be punished by imprisonment and labor in the penitentiary for not
less than three years nor longer than seven years; and if the ship or
wilfully

other vessel thus injured or destroyed shall be of the value of $200, or
under that, he shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Cobb 824. Acts 1865-6,
p. 233.)

26-8103. (762, 763 P. C.) Setting fire to ship, boat, barge, or lighter.—

Any

who

and maliciously set fire to a ship, boat,
barge, or lighter, or to the goods or cargo contained in or upon any such
vessel, when it is moored to or lying at or near any wharf in any port,
shall be punished by imprisonment in the penitentiary for not less than
seven nor more than 20 years. The offense shall be complete when any
attempt is made to burn the vessel, or goods or cargo, though no mateActs 1894, p. 106.)
rial injury is the consequence. (Cobb, 824, 825.
person

Cross-reference.

shall wilfully

—Arson,

see

§

26-2201.

down

— Any

person who shall wilfully and maliciously cut down, injure, or destroy any tree planted or
growing in any town, village, or city, or in any avenue, yard, garden,
orchard, or plantation, for ornament, shelter, shade, or profit, shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor. (Cobb, 825. Acts 1865-6, p. 233.)
26-8104. (764 P. C.) Cutting

trees.

Crimes and Punishment.

825
26-8105.

who

(765

P.

C.)

Destroying,

etc,

guideposts,

§ 26-81 12

etc.

— Any

shall wilfully or maliciously break, deface, dc.troy,

or

y

:

milestone, milepost, or guideboard, creeled upon a public road or

hi

any mark or inscription upon any such milestone, mil
or guideboard, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Cobb, 82. Acts 1805-0,
way, or

alter

p. 233.)

26-8106. (766 P. C.) Obstructing highway.

highway with

struct a public

act without such intent and

— Any person who

shall ob-

a malicious intent, or shall do the

fail

to

remove the obstruction on notice

same
fr

the overseer or commissioner of the road, shall be guilty of a misde-

meanor. (Cobb, 949. Acts 1859,
Cross-references.

— Obstructing,

highways, see Title

95,

p.

etc.,

65; 1865-6,
railroad, see

p. 233.)
§

26-7313.

Roads, Bridges, and Ferries, Chapter

Crimes relating to
99-1.

—

from the realty. Any person
who shall commit a trespass by wilfully and maliciously severing from
the land of another any produce thereof shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Cobb, 825. Acts 1865-6, p. 233.)
26-8107. (768 P. C.) Severing produce

Cross-reference.

— Detached

realty as subject-matter of larceny, see

26-8108. (769 P. C.) Injuries to coast-survey fixtures.

who

§

26-2619.

— Any

person

wantonly injure, deface, or remove any signal,
monument, building, or any other appendage thereto, erected within the
State by virtue of any Act of Congress authorizing a coast survey, shall
be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1865-6, p. 233.)
shall wilfully or

26-8109. (770 P. C.) Injuries to public burying grounds.

who

—Any person

wantonly injure or destroy any inclosure around
or within any public or private burying ground, or any monument, tombstone, or other fixture therein, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts
shall wilfully or

1875, p. 27; 1865-6, p. 233.)

26-8110. (771 P. C.) Disturbing private burying grounds.

—Any

per-

son who, by himself, his agent, or servants, shall mutilate, or in anywise
injure or destroy, any private burying ground which has been reserved
in any private or public sale of the surrounding land, shall be guilty of
a misdemeanor. (Cobb, 846.)
26-8111. (773 P. C.) Injuring

mining works.

—Any person

who

shall

unlawfully, wilfully, and maliciously cut, break down, destroy, or in any

manner

injure or obstruct, or shall counsel and assist, or advise any per-

son in any manner to injure, obstruct, break down, or destroy any ditch,
canal, flume, dome, or tunnel made or used to control and convey water
to any mine for mining purposes, or any of the appurtenances to such
ditch, canal, flume, dome, or tunnel, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
(Acts 1868,

p. 18.)

Cross-reference.

—Unlawful

mining, see

§

26-3201.

26-8112. (775 P. C.) Poisoning water in spring, well, or reservoir.

Any

—

person who shall wilfully and wantonly poison or procure another
to poison any spring, fountain, well, or reservoir of water, shall be guilty
of a felony, and on conviction therefor shall be imprisoned in the penitentiary for a term of not less than two nor more than 20 years. (Acts
1861-2, p. 46; 1896, p. 84.)

§

Crimes and Punishment.

26-8113

26-8113. (776 P. C.) Obstructing passage of timber.

826

—Any person who,

any watercourse which is navigable, or
boom
which may have been generally used for the purpose of rafting or drifting timber to market, or by any other contrivance shall prevent the free
and usual passage of timber upon such watercourse, and who, for two
days after being requested to do so by any person, his agent, or employee, whose timber is detained by such boom or other contrivance,
by placing a

in or across

channel in such watercourse to allow the passage of the timber so detained, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. Nothing in this section shall affect the rights of the owner of a stream not
navigable. (Acts 1880-1, p. 180.)
shall fail to clear sufficient

Cross-reference.
§

— Rights

of

owner

of

land over streams

not navigable, see

105-1407.

26-8114. (779 P. C.) Injuring telegraph wires or fixtures.— Any person

any way injure the posts, wires, or fixtures of a magnetic telegraph company, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
(Cobb, 736. Acts 1865-6, p. 233.)

who

shall wilfully destroy or in

26-8115. (780 P. C.) Injuring arsenals, armories, etc.
shall wilfully injure

any arsenal or armory

—Any person who

or its fixtures, or

any uni-

forms, arms, or equipments, or other property therein deposited, shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1884-5, p. 88.)
26-8116. (781 P. C.) All other acts of malicious mischief.
acts of wilful

and malicious mischief,

—All

other

in the injuring or destroying

any

other public or private property not herein enumerated, shall be misde-

meanors. (Cobb, 825.)
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PART

PROCEEDINGS TO COMMITMENT, INCLUSIVE.

I.

CHAPTER

PROCEEDINGS PRIOR TO ARREST.

27-1.

Sec.
27-101.

Sec.

Governor may

offer
arrest of felons.

27-102.

Who may

27-103.

What

27-104.

Form
Form

issue

rewards for

arrest
27-105.

must

and warrant

27-108.

Warrant

any

backing.
Arrests for cruelty to animals.

state.

warrant for

for arrest issued in

to

county and executed without

for

27-109.

of affidavit for arrest.
of

Special warrant for arrest.
Officer may, require bond
prosecute.

warrants for

arrest.
affidavit

27-107.

27-106.

arrest.

(902 P. C.) Governor

may

rewards for arrest of felons.
The Governor shall, in his discretion, offer, and cause to be paid, rewards
for the detection or apprehension of the perpetrator of any felony committed within this State, such reward not to exceed the sum of $250 in
case of felonies not capital, and not to exceed the sum of $500 in capital
felonies but no such reward shall be paid to any officer who shall arrest
such person in the regular discharge of his duty, by virtue of process in
his hands to be executed, nor to any person who has arrested the offender
previously to the publication of the reward. Whenever the Governor receives reliable information that any gin house has been unlawfully
burned or set on fire, he shall offer a reward of not less than $250, nor
more than $500, for the apprehension of the incendiary with proof sufficient to convict, and in no event shall the reward be paid until after the
27-101.

offer

;

conviction of the offender.

(Acts

1872,

p.

1875,

11;

104;

p.

1878-9,

pp. 165, 166.)
27-102.

(903 P. C.)

Who may issue

warrants for arrest.

—Any judge of

a superior, city, or county court, or justice of the peace, or

any munic-

by law with the powers of a justice of the peace, may
issue his warrant for the arrest of any offender against the penal laws,
based either on his own knowledge or the information of others given to
him under oath.
ipal officer clothed

Cross-reference.
§

24-1501, H

—Jurisdiction

27-103. (904 P. C.)

—An

of

justice

of

peace

in

issuing

warrants,

see

2.

What

affidavit

and warrant

for arrest

must

state.

made, or warrant issued, for the arrest of an offender
against the penal laws shall state, as nearly as practicable, the following
affidavit

Criminal Procedure.
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§27-109

The offense, the county in which the same as committed!
time when committed; and when the offense charged is larceny,

facts, to wit:

v.

and the
the ownership of the property alleged to have been stolen, or the person
from whose possession it was taken, shall, as far as practicable, be Stated
in the affidavit and warrant. (Acts 1865-6, p. 235. )

Form

27-104. (905 P. C.)
tially

of affidavit for arrest.

complying with the following- form

— An

affida

shall, in all case

L

.,

ibstan-

\i

r

;

sufficient:

County.

Georgia,

Personally came A.

who on

oath says that, to the host of his knowlin
in the year
C. D. did, on the
day of
B.,

edge and belief,
the county aforesaid, commit the offense of
this affidavit that a warrant may issue for his

Sworn

to

and subscribed before me,

,

,

and

this

deponent makes
A. B.

arrest.

day of

this the

j.

,

Form

27-105. (906 P. C.)

may

of

warrant for

arrest.

— The

19

,

—

p.

following form

be used for a warrant, a substantial compliance with which shall

be deemed sufficient:

County.

Georgia,

To any

deputy
Greeting

sheriff,

—

State

sheriff, coroner,

constable, or marshal of said

in the
day of
A. B. makes oath before me that on the
in the county aforesaid, C. D. did commit the offense of
year 19
,

*

—

You

,

.

are therefore

commanded

to arrest the

body

of the said C. D.,

and

bring him before me, or some other judicial officer of this State, to be
dealt with as the law directs. You will also levy on a sufficiency of the
property of said C. D. to pay the costs in the event of his final conviction.

Herein

—

fail not.

-

27-106. (907 P. C.) Special warrant for arrest.

—No judicial

-,

j.

p.

officer, ex-

cept a judge of the superior court, shall issue a special warrant for ar-

any judge issue such warIn such cases the warrant, though

rest returnable only before himself; nor shall

rant out of his
special, shall

own

judicial circuit.

be treated as a general warrant.

27-107. (908 P. C.) Officer

issuing a warrant for arrest

require the applicant

may require bond

upon any

first to file

sufficient

to prosecute.

—The

officer

grounds of suspicion may

a bond, with sufficient sureties, to prose-

cute the suit in the event of a committal.

Warrant

any county and executed without backing. A warrant for arrest may be issued in any county, though the crime was committed in another; and a warrant once issued may be executed in any county, without being backed or indorsed
by a judicial officer upon its being carried from one county to the other.
27-108. (909 P. C.)

for arrest issued in

—

(Acts 1865-6,

p. 39.)

—Upon

complaint
on oath or affirmation to any magistrate authorized by law to issue war27-109. (910 P. C.) Arrests for cruelty to animals.

G

Criminal Procedure.

27-201

830

rants in criminal cases, that the affiant has just and reasonable cause to

suspect that any of the provisions of law for the prevention of cruelty to

animals are being violated, or are about to be violated, in any particular
building" or place, such magistrate shall immediately issue and deliver
a warrant to anyone authorized by law to make arrests in criminal cases,
authorizing and requiring him to enter and search such building or place
and to arrest any person there present, found violating any of said laws;
and to bring such person before the nearest or most accessible magistrate of competent jurisdiction, to be dealt with according to law. (Acts
1878-9, p. 183.)
Cross-reference.

— Punishment

for cruelty to animals, see

CHAPTER

Sec.

What

27-202.

Privilege of electors.

27-203.

Privilege of
eral

constitutes an arrest.

members

of

of person arresting without warrant.
Police power of railroad train
conductors.
Police power of street car conductors and others.

Gen-

27-213.

Assembly.
27-214.

Privilege of militiamen.

Breaking open doors.

27-206.

Summoning

27-207.

27-208.

Arrest without warrant.
Selection of judge to try cause.

27-209.

Officer

27-210.

Duty

27-212.

27-205.

27-211.

26-7902.

ARREST.

27-2.

Sec.
27-201.

27-204.

§

Authority

27-215.

of posse.

others
etc.

at places of worship;
appointment and duties.
Police powers of captains of

Police

27-216.

may make

arrest in any
county.
Duty to carry prisoner to county in which offense committed.

27-217.

steamboats.
Duties and powers of captains
of steamboats enumerated.

27-218.

Diligence of officer arresting.
Arrest by private person.

27-201.

(914 P. C.)

with the hand

What

of conductors and
to eject passengers,

constitutes an arrest.

—An

actual touching

not essential to constitute a valid arrest. If the defendant voluntarily submits to being considered under arrest, or yields on
condition of being allowed his freedom of locomotion, under the discreis

tion of the officer, the arrest

27-2C2.

(911 P. C.)

is

complete.

Privilege of electors.

— Electors

shall in all cases,

except for treason, felony, larceny, and breach of the peace, be privileged
from arrest during their attendance on elections, and in going to and re-

turning from the same. (Const., Art.
27-203. (912 P. C.) Privilege of

II, Sec. Ill,

members

Par.

of General

I

(§ 2-801).)

Assembly.

—The

both Houses shall be free from arrest during their attendance
on the General Assembly, and in going thereto or returning therefrom,
except for treason, felony, larceny, or breach of the peace. (Const., Art.

members

of

Ill, Sec.

VII, Par. Ill (§ 2-1803).)

27-204. (913 P. C.) Privilege of militiamen.

unteer forces shall, in

all cases,

—The members of the vol-

except treason, felony, or breach of the

peace, be privileged from arrest during their attendance at drills, parades,

meetings, encampments, and the election of

and during the perany public duty as such members, and in going to and reofficers,

formance of
turning from the same. (Acts 1884-5, p. S3.)
Cross-reference. — Members of National Guard or

naval militia, see

§

86-702.
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27-205. (915 P. C.) Breaking

open doors.

— In

warrant charging a crime, the officer may
house where the offender is concealed.

Summoning

27-206. (916 P. C.)

§ 27-21

order to arrest under a
break open the door of
;

of posse.

— Every

officer

is

bound

execute the penal warrants placed in his hands, and to that end he
summon to his assistance, cither in writing or verbally, any of the
zens of the neighborhood or county.

As

citi-

a posse of such officer, their

same protection and consequences

acts shall be subject to the

to

may

as official

acts.

27-207. (917 P. C.) Arrest without warrant.

may
if

be made by an

the offense

is

officer, either

committed

want

of

an

arrest for a crime

under a warrant, or without a warrant

in his presence, or the offender is

ing to escape, or for other cause there
for

— An

endeavor-

likely to be a failure of justice

is

warrant.

officer to issue a

cause.— The arresting ofcarry the prisoner before the most convenient and accessible

27-208. (918 P. C.) Selection of judge to try
ficer shall

judicial officer authorized to hear the cause, unless the prisoner shall de-

otherwise; in which case,

sire

if

there be no suspicion of improper

him before some other

tive,

the arresting officer shall carry

cer.

In no case has a prisoner the right to select the justice before

he shall be

whom

tried.

Cross-reference.

—Who

may

hold court of inquiry, see

27-209. (919 P. C.) Officer

may make

arrest in

§

27-401.

any county. Duty

carry prisoner to county in which offense committed.

may

mo-

judicial offi-

—An arresting

to

offi-

any person charged with crime, under a warrant issued
by a judicial officer, in any county, without regard to the residence of
said arresting officer; and it is his duty to carry the accused, with the
warrant under which he was arrested, to the county in which the offense
is alleged to have been committed, for examination before any judicial
cer

arrest

officer of that

county.

The county where

committed

pay the expenses of the arresting officer in carrying the prisoner to the county and
the officer may hold or imprison the defendant long enough to enable
the alleged offense

is

shall

;

him

to get ready to carry the prisoner

off.

(Acts 1865-6, pp. 38, 39; 1895,

p. 34.)

27-210. (920 P. C.) Diligence of officer arresting.

— Every

officer

ar-

resting under a warrant shall exercise reasonable diligence in bringing

the person arrested before the person authorized to examine, commit, or
receive bail.
27-211. (921 P. C.) Arrest

by

private person.

—A

private person

may

arrest an offender, if the offense is committed in his presence or within
his immediate knowledge and if the offense is a felony, and the offender
is escaping, or attempting to escape, a private person may arrest him
;

upon reasonable and probable grounds
27-212. (922 P. C.)

Duty

of

of suspicion.

person arresting without warrant.

every case of an arrest without warrant, the person arresting

shall,

— In

with-

out delay, convey the offender before the most convenient officer author-
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No such imprisonment
allowed for this purpose.

receive an affidavit and issue a warrant.

shall be legal

beyond

a reasonable time

—

Cross-references. Penalty for arresting officer advising dismissal of warrant,
see 5 27-9901,
Penalty for arresting officer receiving costs, etc., before return of
warrant, see § 27-9902.

27-213.

(925 P. C.) Police

power

of railroad train

conductors.

—The

conductors of trains carrying passengers are invested with all the powers, dtities. and responsibilities of police officers while on duty on their
trains: Provided, nothing* herein contained shall affect the liability of
any railroad company for the acts of its employees. When a passenger
is guilty of disorderly conduct, or uses any obscene, profane, or vulgar
language, or plays any game of cards or other game of chance for money

upon any passenger train, the conductor of the
train may stop it at the place where such offense is committed, or at the
next stopping place of the train, and eject the passenger from the train,
or other thing of value,

may be
conductor may command

using only such force as

necessary to accomplish the removal

and the

the assistance of the employees of the

company and

on the train to assist in the removal
and the conductor may cause any person violating the provisions of this
section or the laws of this State to be detained and delivered to the propof the passengers

er authorities for trial as

soon as practicable. (Acts 1880-1,

p. 138.)

—

Cross-references. Ejecting passengers, see § 27-215. Carrier's duty
sengers, see § 18-204. What passengers may be. refused, see § 18-203.

power of street car conductors and
The conductors, motormen, and drivers of street railroad cars
27-214.

—

to

(926 P. C.) Police

vested with

all

pas-

others.

are in-

the powers, duties, and responsibilities of police officers

while on duty on their trains or cars, and while on duty at the termini
of their lines
ity of
p.'

:

Provided, nothing herein contained shall affect the

any railroad company

for the acts of its employees.

liabil-

(Acts 1890-1,

'

230.)

—

Cross-references. Acting as officer without authority, see
carriers as to passengers, see § 18-204.

27-215.

§

26-4902.

Duty

of

(927 P. C.) Authority of conductors and others to eject pas-

sengers, etc.

—When a passenger

is

guilty of disorderly conduct, or uses

any obscene, vulgar, or profane language, or plays any game of cards or
other game of chance for money or other thing of value, or is guilty of
any disorderly or improper conduct tending to cause a breach of the
peace, said conductors,

him from the

using only such force as

may

to eject

be necessary to ac-

and they may command the assistance of the emthe company, and the passengers on such trains or cars, to

complish the
ployees of

cars,

motormen, and drivers are authorized

rerrtoval,

and they may cause any person who violates the
provisions of this section, or who commits acts in violation of law, to
be detained and delivered to the proper officers for trial as soon as practicable; and said officers are authorized to exercise the police powers
hereby conferred, at the termini also of their lines, while on duty either
as conductors, motormen, or drivers. (Acts 1880-1, p. 230.)
Cross-references. — Police powers of conductors, see § 27-213. What passengers
may be refused, see § 18-203.

assist in the removal,
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27-216.
ties.

—The

B

27-302

(928 P. C.) Police at places of worship; appointment and dujustices of the peace in each militia district, in whicl
sit-

uated an incorporated church or camp ground, shall, upon application
in writing signed by the trustees or members of the corporation of such
church, or camp ground, or other incorporated place of divine worship,
appoint three or more suitable persons to act as a police \<>r such place
of public worship, whose duty it shall be to apprehend all persons disturbing the congregation assembled at such place for religious worship,
or otherwise violating the laws, and immediately carry them before the

who

nearest justice of the peace,

shall issue a

and proceed to make examination
by law. (Acts 1871-72, p. 73.)

in

such cases

powers

27-217. (929 P. C.) Police

of

warrant for said persons,
in the

captains

of

manner prescribed

steamboats.

— The

captains of steamboats engaged in carrying passengers are invested with
all

the powers, duties, and responsibilities of police officers, while on duty

Provided,
on their boats and while on duty at the termini of their lines
nothing herein contained shall affect the liability of any steamboat owner or owners for the acts of his employees. (Acts 1905, p. 113.
:

and powers

27-218. (930 P. C.) Duties

of

captains

of

steamboats

—

enumerated. When a passenger is guilty of disorderly conduct, is
drunk, uses any obscene, vulgar, or profane language, or is guilty of any
other disorderly or improper conduct tending to cause a breach of the

hereby authorized to arrest such
passenger, and either eject him at the first point at which said steamboat lands, using only such force as may be necessary to accomplish such
removal, and said officer may command the assistance of the employees
peace, the captain of such steamboat

owner

is

steamboat and the passengers to assist in such removal, or he may cause any person who violates the provisions of this
section, or who commits acts which are in violation of the laws, to be
detained, and delivered to the proper authorities for trial, as soon as
practicable; and said officer is authorized to exercise the police powers
hereby conferred at the termini of his lines while on duty as such cap-

of the

tain.

of the

(Acts 1905,

p. 113.)

CHAPTER

SEARCH WARRANTS.

27-3.

Sec.

Sec.
27-301.

How

27-302.

Goods restored

rant.

to owner.

How

(1326 P. C.)

27-301.

warrant

executed.

may

27-303.

Forcible taking of goods.

27-304.

Binding over offender.

executed.

—The

officer

executing a search

break the door of the house or room specified

The warrant

is

his justification.

cause, the breaking and search

is

If it

in the

war-

was taken without probable

a trespass on the part of the applicant

therefor.
Cross-reference.

Const, Art.
.

I,

— Provision

Sec.

1,

Par.

27-302. (1327 P. C.)

the officer shall seize

of

XVI

Constitution relating to

search

warrants,

see

(§ 2-116).

—

Goods restored to owner. If the goods are found,
and bring them before the court, who ma}' hear

g

::-3
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evidence as to ownership and possession and grant possession to the
whom the same have been feloniously taken.

owner from

goods.— The

27-303. (1328 P. C.) Forcible taking of

forcible taking of

goods, if not done with criminal intent, shall not be probable cause for
a search warrant.
(132° P. C.) Binding over offender.

27-304.

court

may

to give

—Upon

the hearing the

whose possession the goods are found,
appearance to answer either a charge for larceny,

require the person in

bond

for his

or receiving stolen goods, as the facts

may

be.

—

Cross-references. Larceny, see Crimes and Punishment,
ceiving stolen goods, see § 26-2620.

CHAPTER

Chapter 26-26.

Re-

COURTS OF INQUIRY AND PROCEEDINGS

27-4.

THEREIN.
Sec.

Sec.

27-401.

Who may

in-

27-414.

Attendance of witnesses for ac-

holding

27-415.

parties for prep-

27-416.

Continuance for nonattendance
of witnesses refused, when.
County sending prisoner to jail
in adjoining county liable for

hold courts

of

cused.

quiry.
27-402.

Associates of officer
court of inquiry.

27-403.

Time granted

aration of case; bail.
27-404.

fees.

Attendance of witnesses.

27-405.

Evidence.

27-406.

Abstract of evidence

Jailer

when.

in felony

cases.
27-407.

not bound to receive
prisoner from another county,

27-417.

Rule of decision; commitment

27-418.

Bail.

27-419.

27-421.

of hearing; memoranentered on warrant; supersedeas.
Disposition of papers.
Duty of justice of the peace

27-422.

and clerk as to costs.
Informality no ground of

Waiver

of accused.
27-408.

Committing

dum

different

for

of-

fense.

27-420.

27-409.

Form

27-410.

Binding over witnesses.

27-411.

Amount

27-412.

27-413.

of

commitment.

of bonds for appearance of witnesses; sureties.
Names of State's witnesses to
be indorsed on warrant.
Attendance of witness before

charge.
27-423.

Courts

27-424.

may commit offenders.
Officers may visit and search

of

municipal

vessels, etc.

Who may

27-401. (931 P. C.)

hold courts of inquiry.

—Any

the superior or county court, or justice of the peace, or city or

who may

corpora-

tions

grand jury.

cer,

dis*

be ex-officio justice of the peace,

may

judge of

town

offi-

hold a court of in-

quiry to examine into an accusation against a person legally arrested and

The time and

brought before him.

place of such inquiry shall be de-

termined by him.
Cross-references.

— Selection

justices of the peace, see
see § 21-201 et seq.

27-402.

§

of judge, see
24-1501. Inquests

27-208.

Criminal jurisdiction

of
therein,

(932 P. C.) Associates of officer holding court of inquiry.

officer before

whom

the accused

the investigation, one or

majority shall decide

all

more

is

brought

may

all

If there are

—The

associate, with him, in

justices of the peace; in

questions.

original justice shall determine

agreed.

§

by coroners and proceedings

which event

a

only two presiding, the

the questions where the court

is

not
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Time granted

27-403. (933 P. C.)

—A

27-410

§

parties for preparation of case

;

bail.

reasonable time shall be given to the defendant or prosecutor \<>r
the preparation of his case, and in no event shall the defendant be for
to trial without the aid of counsel, if there be a reasonable probability of
his securing counsel without too great delay.
Whore the can:-/: is p

poned

day at the instance

by the court, it
commit the defendant to jail pending the hearing; but he shall have the right to give bail for appearance at the hearing before said court of inquiry, if the offense is bailable under the auto a future

of either party, or

shall not be necessary to

thority of said court. (Acts 1865-6, p. 236.)
27-404. (934 P. C.) Attendance of witnesses.

—A court of inquiry shall

have power to compel the attendance of all witnesses resident within
the county, after notice of 24 hours, and to this end may order their
arrest.

27-405. (935 P. C.) Evidence.

—The court

shall hear all legal evidence

submitted by either party, and shall always permit the defendant to
make his own statement of the transaction (not under oath) if he desires
to do so. The weight to be given to such statement shall be entirely in
the discretion and sound judgment of the court. Whenever such statement is made, it shall be the duty of the court to reduce it to writing,
and return it with the other papers to the proper court in the event of a

commitment.
Cross-reference.

—Prisoner's

statement to jury, see

§

38-415.

be of a felony, the court shall cause an abstract of
made and returned as above.
27-407. (937 P. C.) Rule of decision;

all

—

charge
the evidence to be

27-406. (936 P. C.) Abstract of evidence in felony cases.

commitment

If the

of accused.

— The

duty of the court of inquiry is simply to determine whether there is sufficient reason to suspect the guilt of the accused, to require him to appear
and answer before the court competent to try him and whenever such
probable cause exists, it is the duty of the court to commit.
;

27-408. (938 P. C.)

quiry
rant,

may commit
if

for different offense.

—A

court of in-

for a different offense than that stated in the war-

the evidence requires

27-409. (939 P. C.)
in

Committing

Form

substance the same, shall

it.

—

commitment. The following form, or one
be deemed a sufficient commitment:

of

County.

Georgia,

and
A. B. having been arrested on a warrant for the offense of
brought before me, after hearing evidence it is ordered that he be comAnd the jailer of said county (or
mitted for trial for the offense of
any other county, if necessary) is required to receive and safely keep
him until discharged by due process of law.
.

Witness

my

hand and

seal, this

day of

,

19

—
,

27-410. (940 P. C.) Binding over witnesses.

mitment, the court,

in its discretion,

may

— In

J.

P. (Seal.)

the event of a com-

require the witnesses, in be-

Criminal Procedure.
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bonds for their appearance at
as the circumstances seem to demand.

half of the State or others, to give suitable

court, with or without sureties,

27-411.

Amount

bonds for appearance of witnesses;

of

sureties.

—The

and constables shall accept bail in such reasonable amount as
may be just and fair, for the appearance of any witness to attend the
courts, provided the sureties tendered and offered on said bond are approved by a sheriff of any county. (Acts 1921, p. 241.)
sheriffs

Cross-reference.

27-412.
rant.

— Bail

(941 P. C.)

in

misdemeanor

Names

cases, see

§

27-902.

of State's witnesses to be indorsed

— Whenever any justice of the peace or other judicial

on war-

officer sitting

as a court of inquiry shall bind over a defendant to appear at the superior

court to answer any charge,

it

shall be the

duty of such

officer to indorse

on the warrant the names of each witness for the State. (Acts 1873,
p. 31.)

27-413.

(942 P. C.) Attendance of witness before grand jury.

—When

any person accused of a criminal offense before a court of inquiry is
bound over or committed for trial in the superior court, the officer holding the court of inquiry shall, at the time of the preliminary
a subpcena to

all

trial,

give

material witnesses examined for the State to appear

and testify before the grand jury at the term to which the defendant is
committed or bound to appear, and after such preliminary trial and commitment or binding over the prosecutor may apply to the clerk of the
superior court and obtain a subpcena for any person deemed by him to
be a material witness for the State before the grand jury; and the subpoenas issued under this section shall be effectual in compelling the attendance of the witnesses to appear and give evidence before the grand
jury; and the officer holding the court of inquiry and the clerk shall, at
the term of the court to which the accused is committed or bound to
appear, furnish, on the first day of the term, the prosecuting officers with
a complete
27-414.

accused
clerk of

list

of all

persons so subpoenaed. (Acts 1873,

p. 33.)

(943 P. C.) Attendance of witnesses for accused.

may

—The person

upon application to the committing officers or to the
the superior court to which he is committed or bound to appear
also,

subpoenas for such witnesses as he may deem material
for his defense, which subpoenas said officers shall issue, requiring the
witnesses to appear at the term of the court to which the accused is committed or bound to appear, and until his case is ended; and the subpoenas so issued shall have power and authority to compel the attendance
for trial, obtain

of the witnesses at said court:

Provided, that such subpoenas shall not

extend to witnesses for the defendant, out of the county, until a true
bill is

found against the defendant. (Acts 1873, pp.

27-415. (944 P. C.) Continuance

fused, when.

33, 34.)

for nonattendance

of witnesses

— Xo party failing to use the means provided
when within

re-

in the preced-

power, shall be entitled to a continuance
because said witnesses are not in attendance at the term of the court
ing sections,

when
act.

his case

is

(Acts 1873,

his

called for trial,
p. 34.)

if

he

is

prosecuted for the same criminal
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County sending prisoner

27-416. (945 P. C.)

ty liable for fees.— When there

§ 27-422

to jail in adjoining coun-

no secure jail in a county, any per
committing an offense in said county shall be sent to jail in the
county having a secure jail; the county where the offense
committed
shall be primarily liable for jail fees and costs and shall pay the same
monthly in advance, and for the purpose of raising funds to pay the same
the ordinary may levy and collect an additional tax. (Acts 1865-6, p. 40.)
is

11

i

27-417. (946 P. C.) Jailer not

county, when.

— No

jailer shall

bound to
be bound

other county until the
the preceding section.

(Acts 1865-66,

—

from an-

to receive a prisoner

and costs are provided

jail

fees

receive prisoner from another
for as set forth in

p. 40.)

tendered and accepted, no regular
commitment need be entered, but a simple memorandum of the fact of
A reasonable opportunity shall be
bail being taken shall be sufficient.
allowed the accused to give bail and even after commitment and im27-418. (947 P. C.) Bail.

If bail is

;

prisonment, the committing court

him

may

order the prisoner brought before

to receive bail.

Cross-reference.

—Who

27-419. (948 P. C.)

rant; supersedeas.

memorandum of
may be done by

—

may

take

Waiver
If

bail,

see

§

of hearing;

27-901.

memorandum

entered on war-

the party waives a hearing and tenders bail, a

these facts shall be entered on the warrant

the party charged before arrest, and,

when

and

;

this

done, shall

operate as a supersedeas.
27-420. (949 P. C.) Disposition of papers.

delivered to the officer in

—The

commitment

whose charge the prisoner

is

shall be

placed, to be de-

and a memorandum of the fact
The warrant and all the other papers

livered with the prisoner to the jailer,

be entered on the warrant.
shall be forwarded to the clerk of the superior court or other court having jurisdiction of the crime, to be delivered to the solicitor general.
shall

27-421. (950 P. C.)

—A

Duty

justice of the peace

of justice of the peace

who commits

and clerk as

a prisoner to

jail,

to costs.

or binds

him

appearance at the superior or city court to answer to a criminal
offense, shall make out a bill of the costs which may have accrued in the
court below, and send it up with the other papers in the case and the
clerk of said court shall tax said costs with the other costs which may
have accrued in the case, in the superior or city court, as the case may
be; and the sheriff of said county shall collect the costs due the justice
and constable, with the other costs in the case, and pay them over to the
If -the accused shall be discharged for want of
officers entitled thereto.
commitment,
the justice may, in his discretion, direct
cause
of
sufficient
the costs to be paid by the prosecutor. (Cobb, 644. Acts 1S74. p. 91.)
for his

:

—

no ground of discharge. Xo prisoner
be discharged on a writ of habeas corpus because of informality in

27-422. (951 P. C.) Informality
shall

the

commitment

or of the proceedings prior thereto, provided the fore-

going provisions of this Chapter have been substantially complied with.
(Cobb, 856.)
Cross-reference.

— Discharge

for irregularity, see

§

50-116, H 2.

§
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Courts of municipal corporations may commit offenders.
Any mayor, recorder, or other proper officer presiding in any
court of a municipal corporation, shall have authority to bind over, or
commit to jail, offenders against any criminal law, whenever, in the
course of an investigation before such officer, a proper case therefor shall
(952 P.

27-423.

—

C)

be made out by the evidence. (Acts 1880-1,
27-424.
officers

{953 P. C.) Officers

may

at all times visit

and boats engaged

arks,

may

visit

p. 176.)

and search

and search

all

—

vessels, etc.

Civil

vessels, covered flats, or

in fishing or trading illegally

on any

river,

and

cause offenders, therein found, against any of the laws, to be committed
or

bound over

to

answer

for such offenses.

CHAPTER

27-5.

(Cobb, 911.)

CRIMINAL BONDS.
Sec.

Sec.

27-501.

Fees of sureties.

27-502.

Professional bondsmen; defini-

27-503.

Same; suggesting employment

27-504.

Same; soliciting business by
bondsmen and attorneys.

27-505.

27-507.

of attorney.

27-501. Fees of sureties.
not,

when

in

defense

prohibited.
27-506.

tion.

Same; participation

Same; payments to and by.
Same; forfeiture of bond; surrender of custody of defendant
«

— Sureties on criminal bonds

receiving compensation, charge or receive

in any court shall
more than 10 per

$100 principal, and not more than five per cent, on each
succeeding $100, from defendants or from anyone acting for defendants.
(Acts 1921, p. 243.)
cent, of the first

Cross-reference.

27-502.

—Punishment

for violation of this Chapter, see

Professional bondsmen; definition.

§

27-9903.

— Bondsmen or persons who

hold themselves out as signers or sureties of bonds for compensation are
declared to be professional bondsmen. (Acts 1921, p. 245.)

—

Same; suggesting employment of attorneys. Professional
bondsmen, their agents or representatives, shall not suggest or advise the
employment, or name for employment, any attorney or attorneys to represent the defendant, during the negotiations for the bondsmen to sign
the bond or subsequent thereto. (Acts 1921, p. 243.)
27-503.

—

Same; soliciting business by bondsmen and attorneys. Professional bondsmen shall not by themselves, agents or employees, solicit
business as such bondsmen, nor shall any of them lounge about or
around prisons or places where prisoners are confined or the courts,
for the purpose of engaging in or soliciting business as such bondsmen.
Nor shall any officer clothed with power to arrest offenders of the law,
27-504.

either State or municipal, or keepers or turnkeys of prisons, suggest to

manner whatever any prisoner or prisoners in custody
employment of the services of any professional bondsman to sign criminal bond or bonds for appearance in any court or courts
at any time.
Nor shall any attorney at law lounge about and around
any prison where prisoners are confined, to engage in the solicitation of
criminal cases to defend as an attorney at law, nor shall any attorney at

or advise in any
of the law, the
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law pay over to or give, either directly or

moneys

§

indirectly,

27 -601

any part

pi

any criminal case to
any arresting officer prosecuting the case in which the fees were paid.
Nor shall any attorney at law pay to any profe tonal bondsman any
greater sum out of fees collected in cases in which the fees were p<
than this law provides for. Nor shall any keeper, turnkey or other employee of a prison advise or name for employment an attorney at law in
any case where prisoners are confined in such prisons, or receive any sum
of money paid as fees or otherwise to attorneys at law in criminal case or
cases against any prisoner in the custody of the law confined in prison
with which they may be connected in any capacity. (Acts 1921, p. 244. )
collected or received as attorney's fees in

27-505.

Same;

participation in defense prohibited.

— Professional bonds-

men, their agents or employees, shall not advise defendants, principals in
bonds signed by them, or give any directions in the defense or disposition of the cases in which bonds are signed. (Acts 1921, p. 244.)
27-506.

Same; payments

to

—No

and by.

professional bondsman, be-

coming surety on a criminal bond and receiving the compensation in the
case for signing such bond as surety, or his agent or employee, shall
thereafter receive

same.

any other sum

Whenever

in the case to the final disposition of the

the surety at any time surrenders the defendant, the

must first return
signing said bond as surety.

principal in the bond, into the custody of the court, he
to the principal in the

(Acts 1921,
27-507.

bond the sum paid

for

p. 245.)

Same

;

forfeiture of

bond surrender
;

of custody of defendant.

In event of a forfeiture of the bond, the surety shall have the right to surrender into custody the defendant, the principal in said bond, without
the return of any moneys paid for the signing of said bond. (Acts 1921,
p. 245.)

PART

LIMITATION OF PROSECUTIONS.

II.

CHAPTER

27-6.

IN GENERAL.

Sec.
27-601.

Limitation periods enumerated.

27-601. (30 P. C.) Limitation periods enumerated.

be found and

filed in

the proper courts, as follows:

1.

For murder, at any time

2.

In

all

—Indictments

may

(Cobb, 838.)

after the death of the person killed.

other cases where the punishment

is

death or perpetual im-

prisonment, within seven years next after the commission of the offense,
and at no time thereafter.
3.

In

all

other felonies, within four years next after the commission

of the offense,

and

at

no time

thereafter.

misdemeanors, within two years after the commission of the
offense, and at no time thereafter.
4.

In

If

the offender shall abscond from this State, or so conceal himself

all

that he cannot be arrested, such time during which he has been absent

8
o
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,

from the

State, or concealed, shall not be

computed or constitute any

part of said several limitations.

Xor

any limitation run so long as the offender or offense

shall

known. (Cobb,

is

un-

842.)

found within the time limited, and for any informality shall be quashed or a nolle prosequi entered, a new indictment
may be found and prosecuted within six months from the time the first
is quashed or the nolle prosequi entered.
the indictment

If

No

fees

PART

—

Xol. pros, of indictments by solicitor general, see §§ 24-2915,
on gaming indictment entered nol. pros., see § 24-2905.

Cross-references.
27-1801.

is

INDICTMENTS, PRESENTMENTS, AND
ACCUSATIONS.

III.

CHAPTER

27-7.

IN GENERAL.

Sec.

Sec.

27-701.

Form.

27-703.

27-702.

Two

27-704.

returns of "no bill" as bar

Presentments treated as indictments; entry upon minutes.
Trial on accusation; waiver of
indictment.

to prosecution.

—

Form. Every indictment or accusation of the
grand jury shall be deemed sufficiently technical and correct, which
states the offense in the terms and language of this Code, or so plainly
that the nature of the offense charged may easily be understood by the
The form of every indictment or accusation shall be as follows:
jury.
27-701. (954 P. C.)

County.

"Georgia,

"The grand

jurors selected, chosen, and

sworn

county of
in the name and behalf of the citizens of Georgia, charge
to wit
and accuse A. B., of the county and State aforesaid, with the offense of
for that the said A. B. (here state the offense, and the time and
place of committing the same, with sufficient certainty), contrary to the
laws of said State, the good order, peace, and dignity thereof."
:

for the

,

,

;

If

there should be

more than one count, each additional count

commence with the following form:
"And the jurors aforesaid, in the name and

shall

behalf of the citizens of

Georgia, further charge and accuse the said A. B. with having committed
(here state the offense as before directed)

the offense of
etc.

;

for that,"

(Cobb, 833.)

—

Cross-references. Indictment for stealing cattle, see § 26-2608; for stealing hog,
see § 26-2610; for defamation of virtuous female, see § 26-2104; for indecent conduct, see § 26-6304.

27-702.

Two

(955 P. C.)

Two

returns of "no bill" as bar to prosecution.

—

returns of "no bill" by grand juries, on the same charge or accusa-

be a bar to any future prosecution for the same offense, either
under the same or another name, unless such returns have been procured by the fraudulent conduct of the person charged, on proof of which,
tion, shall
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§ 27-801

or of newly discovered evidence, the judge may allow a third
presented, found, and prosecuted. (Cobb, 864.)

bill

to

27-703. (956 P. C.) Presentments treated as indictments; entry

minutes.

—All

special presentments

by the grand

upon

char^in^

jury,

de-

fendants with violations of the penal laws, shall be treated as indictments. It shall not be necessary for the clerk to enter such present'

ments

upon the minutes, but only the statement

in full

finding of the grand jury as in cases of indictments

of the case,

and

nor shall it be ne<
sary for the solicitor general to frame bills of indictment on such presentments, but he may arraign defendants upon such presentments and

put them upon trial
ment. (Acts 1873, p.

in like

manner

as

the

if

;

i

same were

bills of indict-

51.)

—

on accusation; waiver of indictment. In all misdemeanor cases in which the defendants have been bound over to the superior court, or are confined in jail pending commitment trial, or are in
jail, having waived commitment trial, the prosecuting officers of such
court shall have authority to prefer accusations, and such parties shall
be tried upon such accusation: Provided, that parties going to trial under such accusations shall in writing waive indictment by a grand jury.
27-704. Trial

(Acts 1915,

p. 32.)

PART IV. ARREST AND BAIL AFTER INDICTMENT,
AND PROCESS AGAINST CORPORATIONS.
CHAPTER

ARREST AFTER INDICTMENT.

27-8.

Sec.
27-801.

Bench warrant;
ecution;

definition; ex-

who may

27-801. (957 P. C.)

—A

take

bail.

Bench warrant;

definition; execution;

who may

bench warrant is one issued by a judge for the arrest of
one accused of a crime by a grand jury. Every officer is bound to execute it within his jurisdiction, and every person so arrested must be
committed to jail until bail is tendered; any judicial officer, or the
sheriff of the county where the accusation was found, may receive the
bail, fix the amount of the bond, and approve the sureties, unless it be
take

bail.

a case that

bailable only before

is

some

particular officer.

—

Cross-reference. Denial of habeas corpus to person imprisoned under bench
warrant, see § 50-116, 11 3.

CHAPTER

27-9.

SURRENDER OF PRINCIPAL, AND
FORFEITURE OF BOND.

BAIL,

Sec.
27-901.

Sec.

Before
able.

whom offenses
When person

with

misdemeanor

are bail-

charged
may be

27-903.
97 ~ 9
on
2?
°4
,

'

Amount

of bail in misdemeanor
cases; acceptance by sheriffs
and constables.

;

i

^^denng
„

,

.

•

.

.

principal;

costs; death oi principal.

bailed,

27-902.

Bail but twice.
r» „
Bai1

27 905
"

-

27-906.

Proceedings
mzances.

to

forfeit

Judgment against

bail.

recog-
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27-901.

whom
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offenses are bailable.

—

When

person

charged with misdemeanor may be bailed. Capital offenses are bailable
only before a judge of the superior court; and this is, in every case, a
matter of sound discretion. All other cases are bailable by the committing court. At no time, either before the commitment court, when
indicted, after a motion for a new trial is made, or while a bill of exceptions is pending, shall any person charged with a misdemeanor be
refused

bail.

(Acts 1878-9,

p".

55; 1922, p. 51.)

—

Cross-references. Personating in bail, see § 26-4301. Bail in court of inquiry,
see § 27-418. Judgment against bail, see § 27-906. Excessive bail, Const., Art. I,
Sec. I, Par. IX (§ 2-109); Const. U. S., Amend. VIII (§ 1-808).

Amount of bail in misdemeanor cases; acceptance by sheriffs
and constables. The sheriffs and constables shall accept bail in such
reasonable amount as may be just and fair, for any person or persons
27-902.

—

charged with the offense of a misdemeanor, provided that the sureties
tendered and offered on said bond are approved by a sheriff of any county.
(Acts 1921, p. 241.)
Cross-reference.

— Bonds

for appearance of witnesses, see

27-903. (959 P. C.) Bail but twice.

than twice before
ment found. (Cobb, 862.

trial for

the same

—No

§

27-411.

person shall give bail more
presentment or indict-

offense, after

Acts 1878-9,

p. 55.)

27-904. (960 P. C.) Bail surrendering principal; costs; death of prin-

— Bail

may

surrender their principal in vacation to the sheriff, or
in open court, in discharge of themselves from liability, and such privilege shall continue to the last day of the term, without liability for costs
cipal.

for a forfeiture of the bond.

After forfeiture, and before

final

judgment,

payment of all
the principal at any time

the bail may, at any time, surrender their principal, upon

up to that time. The death of
judgment shall be equivalent to a surrender.

costs accruing

before final

(961 P. C.) Proceedings to forfeit recognizances.

27-905.
failure of

any principal

in

—Upon

the

any bond or recognizance given by a person

charged with a penal offense to appear, or of a prosecutor to prosecute,
or of a witness to appear and testify, the prosecuting attorney shall proceed to forfeit such bond or recognizance.
of its regular order

on the docket

shall

No

recognizance called out

be forfeited, for the nonappear-

ance of the principal, unless the solicitor general or other prosecuting
officer shall state in his place that the State is

B61.

Acts 1878-9,

p.

27-906. (962 P. C.)
scire facias

on

all

returnable to the
sureties,

which

ready for

trial.

(Cobb,

57.)

Judgment against

bail.

—The

clerk shall issue a

forfeited bonds, recognizances, or other obligations,

nexfterm

of such court, against the principal

shall be served

days before the return thereof,

by the
or, if

and

his

deputy at least 20
the party resides out of the county
sheriff or his

may

be served by publication as in cases of scire
facias to revive judgment.
If, at such return term, no sufficient cause

or State, scire facias

be shown to the contrary, judgment, on motion, shall be entered
against such principal and sureties, or such of them as have been
served.
(Cobb, 862.)
shall
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CHAPTER

27-10.

1 27-1101

PROCESS AGAINST CORPORATIONS, AND
MODE OF TRIAL.

Sec.

Service of notice of filing- of
indictment or presentment;

27-1001.

plea;
costs.

judgment for

and

fine

27-1001. (963 P. C.) Service of notice of filing of indictment or pre-

sentment; plea; judgment for fine and costs.—Whenever an indictment
or special presentment against a corporation doing business in this
State is returned or filed in any court having jurisdiction of the offense,
the clerk of said court shall issue an original and copy notice to the
defendant corporation of the filing of such indictment or special presentment, which copy notice shall be served by a sheriff upon any of-

county and if there be no
such officer in his county, then upon any agent of such corporation and
the sheriff serving such copy notice shall make an entry of such servficer of

such corporation to be found

in his

;

;

on the original notice, and return the same to the court from which
it issued, and such service shall be service upon the corporation, and
the indictment or special presentment shall, upon the return of said noice

tice
if

executed as provided in this section, stand for

trial.

On

the

trial,

the defendant corporation fails to appear, or appearing fails to plead,

the judge shall cause to be entered a plea of not guilty, and the trial

though the defendant had appeared and pleaded. Upon
the conviction of any corporation in any such trial, there shall be rendered against it a judgment for the fine imposed, together with the costs
of the prosecution, upon which judgment an execution shall issue against
shall proceed as

the property of the defendant.
Cross-references.
§

—

(Acts 1889,

Service in general, see

§

p. 120.)

Service by publication

22-1101.

see

22-1104.

PARTY. VENUE.
CHAPTER

27-11.

VENUE DETERMINED.

Sec.

Sec.

27-1101.

County where crime was com-

27-1105.

Death from an act done on

27-1102.

mitted; exception.
Counties divided by water.

27-1106.

27-1103.

Boundary

soil ceded to United States.
Offenses committed on boundary watercourses.

27-1107.

Boundary

line

of

two coun-

ties.

27-1104.

Death from an act done

in

lines

of the State;

determination oi question of
jurisdiction.

another county.

County where crime was committed; exception.
All criminal cases shall be tried in the county where the crime was
committed, except cases in the superior courts where the fudge is satisfied that an impartial jury cannot be obtained in such countv.
"When
he becomes thus satisfied, he may change the venue for the trial.
27-1101. (29 P. C.)

(Const, Art VI, Sec. XVI, Par.

VI

(§ 2-4306.)

Acts 1S95,

p. 71.)
Cross-references. Certiorari on ground that venue or time not proved, see
Reversal for lack of proof of venue or time, see § 6-1609.
§ 19-404.

—
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—

Counties divided by water. Whenever a stream
the boundary of a county, the jurisdiction of the county shall
(23 P. C.)

extend to the center of the main channel of such stream; and if an offense is committed on such stream, and the evidence on the trial does
not definitely disclose in which county it was committed, the courts of
either county may maintain jurisdiction for the. trial and punishment of
the offender.
27-1103.

(26 P. C.)

Boundary

line of

two

counties.

—When an offense

committed on the boundary line of two counties, it shall be
considered and adjudged to have been committed in either county, and
an indictment for such offense may be found and tried, and conviction
shall be

thereon

may

be had. in either of said counties.

(Cobb, 840.)

Death from an act done in another county.
When any mortal wound shall be given, or any poison shall be administered, or any other means shall be employed in one county, by which
a

27-1104. (27

P.

human being

shall be killed,

C.)

who

shall die thereof in another county,

the indictment shall be found and the offender shall be tried in the

county where the act was performed or done from which the death ensued.' (Cobb, 840.)

Death from act on ceded

within adjoining
State.
\\ nen a mortal wound shall be given or poison shall be administered upon soil the jurisdiction over which has been ceded to the United
States, within the geographical limits of this State, or within the terri27-1105.

(28 P. C.)

soil or

—

tory of an adjoining State, and death shall ensue therefrom in any county
in this State, the indictment shall be found and the cause tried
county where the death occurs. (Acts 1855-6, p. 265.)

Cross-reference.

—Jurisdiction

of the State, see

§

in the

15-201.

—

committed on boundary watercourses.
\\ nenever an offense is committed on the waters of any river which
forms a boundary between this and any other State, the whole of which
river belongs to Georgia, the county which is situated on the side of the
river opposite the point where the offense is committed has jurisdiction
of the same; and if the evidence on the trial does not definitely disclose
on which side of the line, between two counties, at the place where it
touches the river, the offense was committed, the courts of either county
27-1106.

may

(24 P. C.) Offenses

maintain jurisdiction.

27-1107.

("25

P. C.)

Boundary

question of jurisdiction.

—This

lines of the State;

determination of

State claims jurisdiction of an offense

committed on any of her boundary lines with other States, for the county bordering on that part of the line where the offense was committed,
and if doubtful as to which of two counties (as set forth in the preceding
section), for either county, and will proceed to arrest, indict, try, and
execute, until such other State shall

make

a

demand

for the accused as

from justice, in which event the progress of the case shall be
suspended by order of the Governor until the question of jurisdiction

a fugitive

is settled.

Cross-reference.

— See

Title 15, Boundaries

and Jurisdiction of the

State.
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CHAPTER

27-12.

27-1201

§

CHANGE OF VENUE.

Sec.

Sec.

27-1201.

When

27-1202.

changed.
Clerk to transmit papers, etc.;
subpccnas for witnesses.

how venue

and

Subsequent change of venue.

27-1203.

When

and how venue changed.— The defendant
in any criminal case in the superior court maymovc, by petition in writing, for a change of venue, whenever, in his judgment, an impartial jury
cannot be obtained in the county where the crime is allege' to have L'; :n
committed. Upon the motion it .shall not be necessary to examine all
persons in the county, liable to serve on juries, but the judge shall hear
27-1201.

(964 P. C.)

1

r

evidence by- affidavit or oral testimony in support of or against the mo-

and if, from the evidence submitted, the court shall be satisfied
that an impartial jury cannot be obtained to try the case, the judge shall
transfer it to any county that may be agreed upon by the solicitor general and the defendant or his counsel, to be tried in the county agreed
upon. If a county is not thus agreed upon, the judge shall select such
county as, in his judgment, will afford a fair and impartial jury to try
the case, and have it transferred accordingly. The judge of the superior court of the circuit in which a crime is alleged to have been committed may change the venue for the trial of said case, on his own motion, with or without petition, whenever, in his judgment, the accused
party will be lynched, or there is danger of violence being attempted to
be committed on said accused, if carried back, or allowed to remain in
the county where the crime is alleged to have been committed. If a
motion by petition shall be made by the accused for a change of venue,
said judge shall hear the same at chambers, with or without the presence of the accused, at such time and place as he may direct and if
the evidence submitted shall reasonably show that there is probability
or danger of lynching, or other violence, then it shall be mandatory on
said judge to change the venue to such county as, in his judgment, will
avoid such lynching. The petitioner shall have the right to except to
the ruling of the court at such interlocutory hearing and the bill of extion

;

:

ceptions

when signed

case, until passed

shall operate as a supersedeas in the trial of said

on by the Supreme Court:

oner shall present said

bill

Provided, that said pris-

of exceptions to the judge hearing said

mo-

tion within six days after the refusal to grant said motion.
Said bill of
exceptions shall be filed in the office of the superior court clerk of the
county of the alleged crime within two days after being signed by the
judge, and said clerk shall transmit said bill and the required record of
said case as early as possible

and not exceeding 10 days from the

in said office to the

Supreme Court.

said writ of error

received in said Court

filing

Said case in the Supreme Court
shall be heard as soon as possible, taking precedence of all other causes
Provided, that should the Supreme Court not be in session at the time
clerk of said

is

Supreme Court

it

shall be the

dutv of the

to at once notify the Chief Justice of said

Court, or, in his absence or illness, one of the other Justices of said
Court, of the receipt of said writ of error; and it shall be the duty of
said Justice to at once convene said Supreme Court for the purpose of
hearing said case, and said Supreme Court shall remand said case with

§
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directions or pass such final order as

(Acts 1895,

rect.

Cross-references.

Change

70; 1911,

p.

be deemed proper and cor-

p. 74.)

— For constitutional

provision, see § 2-4401. See also § 27-1101.
a writ of error lies, see § 6-701. Bills of

When

in civil cases, see § 3-207.

exceptions in criminal cases, see

may
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§

6-904.

27-1202. (965 P. C.) Clerk to transmit papers, etc.; subpoenas for wit-

—Whenever

change of venue is had, the clerk of the
court of the county from which the case has been transferred shall
d to the superior court to which the case has been transferred a transcript of the order for the change of venue, the evidence before the court
of inquiry, a list of all the witnesses subpoenaed in the case, and all other
nesses.

a

-

'

papers connected with the case.

The

clerk of the court of the county

selected to try the case shall issue subpoenas to said witnesses

others as

may

be applied for by either party.

Cross-reference.

—Duty

of officers

when venue

is

(Acts 1895,

changed, see

§

—

If

27-1203. (966 P. C.) Subsequent change of venue.

made

and such

p. 71.)

77-112.

it

should be

to appear to the judge of the superior court, presiding in the coun-

which a case has been transferred, that a fair and impartial jury
cannot be had therein, he shall, in the manner prescribed in section
27-1201, transfer the case to some other county where a fair and impartial jury can be had to try it.
(Acts 1895, p. 71.)
ty to

PART

VI.

FROM THE CALL OF THE DOCKET TO
SENTENCE.

CHAPTER

27-13.

CALL OF THE DOCKET.

Sec.

27-1301.

Cases called in order in which
they stand on docket.

27-1301. (967 P. C.) Cases called in order in

docket.

—The

which they stand on

cases on the criminal docket shall be called in the order

which they stand on the docket, unless the defendant be in jail, or
otherwise in the sound discretion of the court.
(Acts 1862-3, pp. 138,
in

140.)

—

Cross-reference. Time of filing and hearing writs of error in
see Const., Art. VI, Sec. II, Par. IX (§ 2-3009), and § 24-4535.

CHAPTER

27-14.

ARRAIGNMENT AND PLEAS.

Sec.

Sec.

27-1401.

Prisoner not brought
court in fetters.

27-1402.

When

27-1403.

Supreme Court

prisoner
in bar dock.

Copy

may

be placed

accusation and
of witnesses furnished
cused.
of

into

27-1404.

27 " 1405

-

Form

of arraignment; plea of
"guilty;" withdrawal of plea.

^ol^uih^
®

**

pleading

1

-

,

Af r
.

27-1406.

may

,

be recorded after-

ward.

list

ac-

T

Issue

27-1407.

Arraignment and plea to be
entered on the indictment.
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27-1401. (968 P. C.) Prisoner not brought into court in fetters.

prisoner shall be brought into court,

for

arraignment or

bound, or fettered, unless the court shall deem
arraignment or trial. (Cobb, 835.)
27-1402. (969 P. C.)

When

prisoner

may

it

trial,

t

necessary, during his

be placed in bar dock.

—

person indicted for an offense which may, on conviction, subject him to
death or imprisonment in the penitentiary for thfee years or more, may
be put for his arraignment in the bar dock or other place set apart in
the courtroom for the arraignment of prisoners. If the health of the
prisoner or other circumstances should render it more convenient to him
and his counsel that he should not be placed for his arraignment, or
during his trial, within the bar dock or other place assigned in the courtroom for prisoners, the court may grant the indulgence of removing him
to any place in the courtroom, or contiguous to it, requested by him or
A person indicted for an offense which, on conviction, will
his counsel.
not subject him to death or imprisonment in the penitentiary for the
term of three years shall not be put for his arraignment in the bar dock
or other place set apart in the courtroom for the arraignment of pris(Cobb, 834, 835.)
oners.

Copy

27-1403. (970 P. C.)

—

of accusation

and

list of

witnesses furnish-

ed accused. Every person charged with an offense against the laws
shall be furnished, on demand, previously to his arraignment, with a
copy of the accusation, and a list of the witnesses on whose testimony
(Const., Art I, Sec. I, Par. VI
the charge against him is founded.
(§2-105). Cobb, 834.)
27-1404. (971

P. C.)

—

Form

of arraignment; plea of "guilty ;" with-

drawal of plea. Upon the arraignment of a prisoner, the indictment
shall be read to him, and he shall be required to answer whether he is
guilty or not guilty of the offense charged in the indictment, which answer or plea shall be made orally by the prisoner or his counsel. If he
shall plead "guilty," such plea shall be immediately recorded on the
minutes of the court by the clerk, together with the arraignment; and
the court shall pronounce upon such prisoner the judgment of the law,

same manner as

he had been convicted of the offense by the
verdict of a jury; but, at any time before judgment is pronounced, the
prisoner may withdraw the plea of "guilty," and plead "not guilty/' and
such former plea shall not be given in evidence against him on his trial.
in the

if

(Cobb, 834, 835.)
27-1405. (972 P. C.) Standing
prisoner,

upon being arraigned,

mute or pleading "not guilty."— If

the

shall plead "not guilty," or shall stand

mute, the clerk shall immediately record upon the minutes of the court
the plea of "not guilty," together with the arraignment, and such ar-

raignment and plea shall constitute the issue between the prisoner and
(Cobb, 834.)
the State.
27-1406. (973 P. C.) Issue

may be

shall fail or neglect to record the

at the time the

same

is

made,

it

recorded afterward.

arraignment and plea

may and

shall be

—

If the clerk

of the prisoner

done at any time

after-

§
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ward, by order of the court, and this shall cure the error or omission of
the clerk.

(Cobb, 835.)
(974 P. C.) Arraignment and plea to be entered on the in-

27-1407.

dictment.

— The arraignment and plea or answer of the prisoner shall be

entered on the indictment by the solicitor general, or other person acting as prosecuting officer on the part of the State.

CHAPTER

(Cobb, 835.)

DEMURRERS AND SPECIAL PLEAS.

27-15.

Sec.

Sec.

Demurrers and

27-1501.

pleas

special

Plea of insanity,

27 " 15()4

demur

-

persons

how

afflicted with.

Misnomer, plea

27-1505.

tried.

of.

Demurrers and special pleas to be in writing.
plead "not guilty." If the prisoner, upon being arraigned, shall

27-1501.

Right to

persons acquitted on
ground of insanity dealt with.
Lunac y and insanity trial of

Right to

to be in writing.

plead "not guilty."
B
*
27-1502.

How

27-1503.

(975 P. C.)

—

to the indictment, or plead to the jurisdiction of the court, or in

abatement, or any special plea in bar, the demurrer or plea shall be made
in

writing; and

prisoner, he

may

"not guilty."

nevertheless plead and rely on the general issue of

(Cobb, 834, 835.)

Cross-reference.
§

such demurrer or plea shall be decided against the

if

— Exceptions

to

form and motions

in arrest of

judgment, see

27-1601.

27-1502. (976 P. C.) Plea of insanity,
of insanity

is filed, it

that plea to be

shall be the

first tried

how

tried.—Whenever the plea

duty of the court to cause the issue on

by a special

jury,

and

if

found to be

true, the

court shall order the defendant to be delivered to the superintendent of
the Milledgeville State Hospital, there to remain until discharged in the

manner prescribed by law.

—

Cross-references. Who are considered sane, see § 26-301.
sane convicts, see Chapter 27-26. Where insane convicts cared

27-1503.
dealt with.

(977 P. C.)

—When

How

a person

on the ground of insanity,
pital,

is

Disposition of infor, see § 77-401.

persons acquitted on ground of insanity

who

has been acquitted of a capital crime,

committed

to the Milledgeville State

Hos-

he shall not be discharged therefrom, except by special Act of the

legislature.

If

the crime

rant or order from the

ground

of insanity,

is

not capital, he shall be discharged by war-

Governor.

upon restoration

certify the fact to the presiding

If

sentence

is

suspended on the

to sanity the superintendent shall

judge of the court where he was con-

victed.

27-1504.

with.

(978 P. C.)

Lunacy and

— No lunatic or person

afflicted

insanity, trial of persons afflicted

with insanity shall be

tried, or

put

any offense, during the time he is afflicted with such
lunacy or insanity, which shall be tried in the manner hereinbefore
pointed out where the plea of insanity at the time of trial is filed, and,

upon

his trial, for
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on being- found true, the prisoner
(Cobb, 840. Aets 1857, p. 126.)
Cross-references.
§

— Lunacy,

see

shall be disposed

How

26-303.

§

§ 27-1801

plea

man:

of in like

insanity

of

tried,

see

27-1502.

Misnomer, plea

—A

misnomer should
state the true name of the accused, that he had never been known by
any other name than that, and that he was not known and called by the
name under which he was indicted. (69 Ga. 224; 80 Ga. 468 (5 S. E.
27-1505. (979 P. C.)

of.

plea of

503).)

CHAPTER

EXCEPTIONS AS TO FORM AND MOTIONS
IN ARREST OF JUDGMENT.

27-16.

Sec.

27-1601.

Time

for

making exception or

motion.

27-1601. (980 P. C.)

Time

making exception or motion.

for

—All

ceptions which go merely to the form of an indictment shall be

before

trial

;

and no motion

any matter not affecting the
indictment.

judgment

in arrest of

ex-

made

shall be sustained for

real merits of the offense

charged

in the

(Cobb, 833.)

Cross-reference.

— Civil

cases, see

CHAPTER

110-702 et seq.

§

SETTLEMENT OF

27-17.

CASES.

Sec.

27-1701.

Approval

settlement

of

by

court.

27-1701. (981 P. C.) Approval of settlement

by

court.

—All

cases of

indictments or special presentments shall be submitted to and passed

upon by the

under the direction of the presiding judge, unless
there is a settlement thereof between the prosecutor and defendant,
which settlement shall be good and valid only by the approval and or(Cobb,
der of the court on examination into the merits of the case.
Acts 1870, p. 422.)
864.
jury,

Cross-references.
disposed of, see

— Settlement

where property held under conditional purchase

Compounding crimes, and penalties therefor, see
67-9907.
Satisfaction of torts, see § 105-1901.
§§ 26-4603, 26-4604, 105-1902.

is

§

CHAPTER

27-18.

NOLLE PROSEQUI.

Sec.

27-1801.

When

and how allowed.

27-1801. (982 P. C.)
of the case in

open court,

the solicitor general
court.

may

and how allowed. After an examination
and before it has been submitted to the jury,

enter a nolle prosequi with the consent of the

After the case has been submitted to the jury, a nolle prosequi

shall not be entered except

836.

Acts 1870,

Cross-references.

Loss

—

When

of fees in

p.

by the consent

422; 1877,

—Solicitor

gaming cases

(Cobb,

of the defendant.

p. 108.)

general

may

enter nolle
§ 24-2905.

nol. pros'd., see

prosequi,

see

§

24-2915.
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27-19.

DEMAND FOR
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AND ANNOUNCE-

TRIAL,

MENT OF READY OR NOT READY.
Sec.

Sete.

Demand by

2**-1901,

accused for trial.
Discharge when not tried

for

27-1902.

Announcement

by

State

ready or not ready for

of

trial,

two terms.

Demand by accused for trial. Discharge when
not tried for two terms. Any person against whom a true bill of indictment is found for an offense not affecting his life may demand at
either the term when the indictment is found, or at the next succeeding
regular term thereafter, a trial or, by special permission of the court,
27-1901. (°S3 P. C.)

—

;

may

any subsequent term thereafter demand a trial. In either
case the demand for trial shall be placed upon the minutes of the court.
If such person shall not be tried when the demand is made, or at the
next succeeding regular term thereafter, provided at both terms there
were juries impaneled and qualified to try him, he shall be absolutely
discharged and acquitted of the offense charged in the indictment.
he

at

(Cobb, 836; 115 Ga. 578 (41
Cross-reference.

— Granting

27-1902. (984 P. C.)
for trial.

—The

S. E.

983)

;

126 Ga. 580 (55 S. E. 487).)

continuance to State, see

Announcement by

27-2001.

§

State of ready or not ready

State shall be required in every case to announce ready

except in those cases where the defendant is entitled by law to demand a trial, before the defendant shall be called on
to make such announcement.
(Acts 1862-3, pp. 138, 140.)
or not ready for

trial,

CHAPTER

27-20.

Sec.

CONTINUANCES.
Sec.

27-2001.

When showing
ance

27-2002.

When

is

for continurequired of State.

27-2003.

When

and when

27-2004.

upon the General Assembly.
Continuance by codefendant;

cases
continued.

tried

27-2001. (985 P. C.)
State.

— In

demand

all

witness

is

in

attendance

effect.

When

showing

for continuance

is

required of

cases in which the defendant cannot, according to law,

a trial, a continuance shall not be granted to the State, except

upon a reasonable showing therefor. (Acts
Cross-reference. — Demand by accused for trial,
generally, see

§

1862-3, p. 138.)
see

§

27-1901.

Continuances

81-1401 et seq.

—

When cases tried and when continued. Every
person against whom a bill of indictment is found shall be tried at the
term of the court at which the indictment is found, unless the absence
27-2002. T986 P. C.)

witness or the principles of justice should require a postponement of the trial, and then the court shall allow a postponement
until the next term of the court; and the court shall have power to alof a material

low the continuance of criminal causes from term to term, as often as
the principles of justice may require, upon sufficient cause shown on
oath
Provided, however, that no continuance shall be granted in any
of the courts which have a continuous session for 30 days or more, over
the objection of the adverse party, where the cause for the same can be
obviated by a postponement to a later day during the term; and the
:
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§ 27-2201

whenever a motion and a proper showing for a continuance is made by either party, at any time, shall set the a
>wn
for a later day during the same term, if it shall be practieable thei'
(Cobb 835, 836. Acts 1893, p. 56.)
to avoid the continuance.
presiding- judge,

—

When motion made, sec § 24-3320. Motion insisted on, see
24-3342.
For similar prbviso in civil
Continuance on appeal, see § 81-1418.
cases, see § 81-1420.
Grounds for continuance, see §§ 27-2003, 81-1407, 81-1410,
81-1413. Discretion of judge, see § 81-1419.
Cross-references.

§

When

27-2003. (988 P. C.)

sembly.

—In

witness

criminal cases in the courts,

all

upon General As-

in attendance

is

it

shall be the

duty of the

on motion of either the State or defendant, to continue
such case when it shall appear that a material witness is absent from
the court, by reason of his attendance upon the General Assembly.
presiding- judge,

(Acts 1905,

p. 93.)

Cross-reference.

— Similar provisions,

see

27-2004. (993 P. C.) Continuance

§

81-1407.

by codefendant;

effect.

— The

con-

tinuance of a case by one of several defendants indicted jointly shall in

no case operate as a continuance as to the other defendants objecting
thereto.

(Acts 1858,

CHAPTER

p. 99.)

TRIAL OF JOINT OFFENDERS.

27-21.

Sec.
27-2101.

trials. Competency as
witnesses. Operation of acquittal or conviction.

Separate

Competency as witnesses. Operation of acquittal or conviction. When two or more persons shall be
jointly indicted, they shall be separately tried, if they or either of them
27-2101. (995 P. C.) Separate trials.

—

elect so to sever;

and when defendants are separately

be competent to testify for or against each other.

tried,

If the

they shall
offense be

such as requires the joint action and concurrence of two or more persons, the acquittal or conviction of one shall not operate as the acquittal
or conviction of any of the others not tried, but they shall be subject to

be tried in the same manner.
severance on the

trial.

The

State also shall have the right of

Acts 1855-6,

(Cobb, 841.

p.

226; 1858, p. 99;

1878-9, p. 59.)
Cross-reference.

—Trial

CHAPTER

of accessories, see

27-22.

§

26-606.

ARGUMENT OF COUNSEL.
Sec.

Sec.
27-2201.

Order of argument.

27-2202.

Number

27-2203.

argue case.
Limit of one-half hour in cases

of counsel

27-2204.

who may
27-2205.

below felony.
27-2201. (1055 P. C.) Order of argument.

Hour

limit in cases of felony

not capital; two
other cases.
Extension of time,
lowed.

—After

hours

in

when

al-

the testimony shall

have been closed on both sides, the State's counsel shall open and conclude the argument to the jury, except that, if the defendant shall in-

§
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troduce no testimony, his counsel shall open and conclude after the
testimony on the part of the State is closed. (Acts 1851-2, p. 242.)
Cross-references.
see

8

—Argument

in

Supreme Court,

see

§

24-4504; Court of Appeals,

24-3604,

27-2202.

Number

of counsel

who may argue

case.

—Not more than two

counsel shall be permitted to argue any cause for each side, except by

express leave of the court

be heard

in

— Rule

and

in

no case

(Acts 1924,

conclusion.

Cross-reference.

;

shall

more than one counsel

p. 75.)

of superior court, see

24-3305.

§

27-2203. Limit of one-half hour in cases

below felony.

—In

criminal

all

cases below felony, counsel for neither party shall, without special leave
of the court obtained before the

argument

is

opened, occupy more than

one-half hour in the whole discussion of the case after the evidence

(Acts 1924.

closed.

is

p. 75.)

—

Cross-references. Rule of superior court governing number of and time of arguments, see § 24-3305. See also §§ 81-1008, 81-1009.

27-2204.
cases.

— In

Hour

limit in cases of felony not capital;

two hours

in other

felony cases other than capital felonies counsel shall be lim-

hour to the side in capital felonies counin all other cases counsel
sel shall be limited to two hours on a side
(Acts 1924, p. 75.)
shall be limited to two hours on a side.
ited in their

arguments

to one

;

;

Cross-references.

— Rule

of superior court, see

§

24-3305.

See also §§ 81-1008,

81-1009.

27-2205. Extension of time,

when

allowed.

—

If

counsel on either side

before argument begins shall apply to the court for extension of the

time prescribed for argument and shall state in his place or on oath, in
the discretion of the court, that he or they cannot do the case justice

within the time prescribed, and that
ditional time, stating

how much

it

will require for that

additional time will be necessary, the

court shall grant such extension of time as

proper

:

may seem

reasonable and

Provided, that the extension of time asked for in misdemeanor

cases shall not exceed 30 minutes.

CHAPTER

27-23.

(Acts 1924,

p. 75.)

.

THE VERDICT.
Sec.

Sec.
27-2301.

purpose ad-

Jury judges of law and facts;

27-2302.

Recommendation

general verdict; form and
construction of verdicts.

27-2303.

Jury may

27-2301.

to

mercy.

find the attempt.

(1059 P. C.) Jury judges of lav/ and facts; general verdict;

form and construction

of verdicts.

— On the

trial of all

criminal cases the

jury shall be the judges of the law and the facts, and shall give a general verdict of "guilty" or

Verdicts are to have a reason-

"not guilty."

able intendment, and are to receive a reasonable construction, and are

not to be avoided unless from necessity.
Cobb, 835.)
I (§ 2-201).
Cross-references.

— Construction of verdicts

to jury, see § 81-1102 et seq.

(Const., Art.

I,

Sec. II, Par.

in civil cases, see § 110-105.

Charges

853
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§

27-2401

—

Recommendation to mercy. In all capital
cases, other than those of homicide, when the verdict is guilty, with a
recommendation to mercy, it shall be legal and shall mean imprisonment for life. (Acts 1875, p. 106.)
Cross-references. — In homicide cases, see § 26-1005. When jury may prescribe
minimum and maximum term, see § 27-2503.
27-2302. (1060

P.

C.)

27-2303. (1061 P. C.) Jury

may

find the attempt.

—Upon

the

trial

of

an indictment for any offense, the jury may find the accused not guilty
of the offense charged in the indictment, but, if the evidence warrants
it, guilty of an attempt to commit such offense, without any special
count in the indictment for such attempt. (Cobb, 840.

—

Cross-references. Attempts, how punished, see
tempt, when crime perpetrated, see § 27-2508.

CHAPTER

§

Conviction for at-

27-2507.

REPORT OF TESTIMONY

27-24.

IN

FELONY

PROSECUTIONS.
Sec.
27-2401.

Stenographic notes; entry of
testimony on minutes of
court; transcript or brief.

27-2401. (1007 P. C.) Stenographic notes; entry of testimony on min-

utes of court; transcript or brief.

— On

the trial of

felonies the pre-

all

siding judge shall have the testimony taken down, and,

by the judge, the court reporter

shall exactly

when

directed

and truly record, or take

the testimony and proceedings in the case, except
the argument of counsel.
In the event of the jury returning a verdict
of guilty, the testimony shall be entered on the minutes of the court or

stenographic notes

of,

book to be kept
sults from any cause

in a

for that purpose.
in the trial of a

In the event that a mistrial re-

defendant charged with the com-

mission of a felony, the presiding judge may, in his discretion, either
with or without any application of the defendant or State's counsel,
direct that a brief or transcript of the testimony had in the case be duly
filed

by the court reporter

in the office of the clerk of the superior court

wherein such mistrial occurred. If said brief or transcript shall be ordered it shall be the duty of the judge to provide in said order requiring
such brief or transcript for the compensation of said reporter, and that
said transcript or transcripts shall be paid for on the order of said judge,
as now provided by law for transcripts in cases wherein the law requires the testimony to be transcribed, at a rate not to exceed that provided by existing statutes in cases wherein a sentence
cases

:

is

made

in felony

Provided, however, nothing herein contained shall be deemed

or construed to in any wise impeach or avoid the operation of section

24-3104.

(Cobb, 841; Acts 1876,

—
Note. — This

p.

133; 1925,

Cross-references. Reporters in superior courts, see
reporter in criminal cases, see § 24-3104.

p. 101.)
§

24-3101.

Compensation

of

was amended by Acts 1920, pp. S3. 84. and by
two sentences are the same as § 1007 P. C. of the
Code of 1910. The rest was added by the 1925 Act.
Apparently the purpose of the 1920 amendment was to make the above section
conform to the dissenting opinion in the case of 138/72 (74 S. E. 792) in counties
Editorial

Acts 1925,

p.

101.

The

section

first

having a population of 45,000 or less "by the census of 1910.'' This amendment
has not been included in this Code. The proviso of the above section, as originally

8
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enacted, provided that nothing therein contained should in any wise impeach or
avoid the operation of sections 5988 and 5989 and 1131 P. C. of the Code of 1910.
Sections 5°>S and 5989, being applicable only in certain counties, have not been
included in this Code (set note following § 24-3104). Section 1113 of the Penal

Code

of 1910

is

codified as § 24-3104.

CHAPTER

THE SENTENCE. EXECUTIONS.

27-25.

Sec.

Sec.
27-2501.

Punishment; recommendation

27-2514.

Sentence of death; copy for
penitentiary

of the jury.

27-2503.

for
Indeterminate
sentences
felonies not punishable by
Rules of
life imprisonment.
Prison Commission.
Discretionary penitentiary sen-

27-2504.

Form

27-2502.

tence; guilty pleas.
of sentence for offenses

onment.

27-2515.

27-2506.

Misdemeanors, how punished.
Attempts to commit crime,

Execution by warden and as-

27-2516.

27-2517.

Certificate of execution.
Disposition of body; expenses
of transporting body.
Change of date for execution;
limit for new date; record

of order.

run.

27-2507.

how
27-2508.

27-2509.

27-2510.

27-2519.

No

conviction for an assault
or attempt when the crime
is actually perpetrated.

Conviction in court having jurisdiction must precede punishment.
Several imprisonments to be

27-2512.
27-2513.

Conviction of second offense,
longest time.
Electrocution substituted for
hanging; place of execution.
Death chamber and apparatus.

27-2501. (1062

P.

C.)

Sentence to specify time and
place

punished.
27-2520.

of

27-2521.

27-2522.

27-2523.

27-2524.

its

execution;

fe-

male quick with child.
Suspension of sentence when
pregnant.
Writ of habeas corpus or warrant to issue if execution not
done.
Convicts confined in jail until
sent for by penitentiary
guard.
Clerk to notify Prison Commission of sentence, etc.
Convicts conveyed to penitentiary by guard.
convict

successive.
27-2511.

Ex-

sistants; witnesses.

27-2518.

Time from which sentences

of conveying

prisoner to penitentiary.
penses.

carrying penitentiary impris27-2505.

superintendent.

Time and mode

is

Punishment; recommendation of the

jury.

All felonies, except treason, insurrection, murder, manslaughter, assault

with intent to rape, rape, sodomy, foeticide, mayhem, seduction, arson,
burning railroad bridges train-wrecking, destroying, injuring, or obstructing railroads, perjury, false swearing, and subornation of perjury
or false swearing, shall be punished by imprisonment and labor in the
penitentiary for the terms set forth in the several sections in this Code
prescribing the punishment of such offenses; but on the recommendation of the jury trying the case, when such recommendation is approved
by the judge presiding on the trial, said crimes shall be punished as misdemeanors. If the judge trying the case sees proper, he may, in fixing
the punishment, reduce such felonies to misdemeanors. (Acts 1895,
p. 63.)

27-2502. Indeterminate sentences for felonies not punishable

—

by

life

imprisonment. Rules of Prison Commission. The jury in their verdict
on the trial of all cases of felony not punishable by life imprisonment
shall prescribe a minimum and maximum term, which shall be within
the minimum and maximum prescribed by law as the punishment for
said crime, and the judge in imposing the sci tence shall commit said
convicted person to the penitentiary in accordance with the verdict of
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§ 27-2

The Prison Commission shall fix rules by which said convict,
serving the minimum sentence, may be allowed to complete his

the jury.
after

term without the confines of the penitentiary upon complying with said
rules.

(Acts 1919,

p. 387.)

27-2503. (1063 P. C.) Discretionary penitentiary sentence; guilty pleas.

— In

where the term of punishment in the penitentiary is discretionary, and the defendant pleads guilty, the court shall have the
right to prescribe such minimum and maximum term as he may see fit.
cases

all

(Cobb, 837.)
Cross-reference.

—"Penitentiary"

27-2504. (1064 P. C.)
tiary imprisonment.

— In

Form

defined, see

§

102-103.

of sentence for offense carrying peniten-

sentencing a person convicted of an offense
subjecting him to penitentiary imprisonment, the judge shall frame the
sentence so as to authorize his confinement and labor in the penitentiary or at such other place as the Governor may direct. (Cobb, 842.)
27-2505.

Time from which

sentences run.

—

It shall

be the duty of the

several judges, in the imposition of sentence for violation of the penal

laws, to specify that the term of service under such sentence shall be

computed as from the date

of sentence, provided the defendant

fined in jail or otherwise incarcerated,

new

trial

is

con-

and has no appeal or motion

pending, except in such cases as

may

for

be appealed to the State

Court of Appeals or the Supreme Court for reversal of the conviction,
in which event the sentence shall be computed from the date the remittitur of the appellate court

is

made

the judgment of the court in

which the conviction is had, provided the defendant is not at liberty
under bond but is incarcerated or in custody of the sheriff of the county
where convicted. (Acts 1931, p. 165.)

—

how punished. Except where
crime
declared
every
to be a misdemeanor shall be
otherwise provided,
punishable by a fine not to exceed $1,000, imprisonment not to exceed
27-2506. (1065 P. C.) Misdemeanors,

work in the chain gang on the public roads, or on such
other public works as the county or State authorities may employ the
chain gang, not to exceed 12 months, any one or more of these punishsix months, to

ments

in the discretion of the judge:

Provided, that nothing herein

contained shall authorize giving control of convicts to private persons,
or their
ical

employment by the county or State

authorities in such

mechan-

pursuits as will bring the products of their labor into competition

with the products of free labor.

If

the convict be a female, the judge

and confinement in the woman's prison on the State farm, in lieu of a chain gang sentence, not to
exceed 12 months: Provided, that the trial judge shall have the discretion also of sending any person convicted of a misdemeanor to the State

may,

farm.

in his discretion, sentence her to labor

(Acts 1865-6,

p.

233; 1878-9,

p.

54; 1895, p. 64; 1908. p. 1119.)

— Conviction must precede punishment, see 27-2509. Limita27-601,
Editorial Note. — Acts 1927,
317, authorizes juries in constitutional city courts
Cross-references.

tion of prosecution, see

§

§

11

4.

p.
in counties having a population of 60,000 to 70,000 to prescribe the sentence to
inflicted upon the defendant in cases involving misdemeanors, and to prescribe

alternative sentence, etc.

be
an

§
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—

Attempts to commit crime, how punished. If
any person shall attempt to commit a crime, and in such attempt shall
do any act toward the commission of such crime, but shall fail in the
perpetration thereof, or shall be prevented or intercepted from executing the same, he shall, in cases where no punishment is otherwise provided for the punishment of such attempt, be punished as follows:
27-2507. (1066 P. C.)

(Cobb. 844.)
First.
The attempt to commit a crime punishable with death shall
be punished by imprisonment and labor in the penitentiary for not less
than two years nor more than seven years.

The attempt

Second.

to

commit

a crime punishable

by imprisonment

and labor in the penitentiary for not less than four years shall be punished by imprisonment and labor in the penitentiary for not less than
one year nor more than four years.

The attempt

Third.

commit

to

a crime punishable

by imprisonment

and labor in the penitentiary for not less than three years shall be punished by imprisonment and labor in the penitentiary for not less than
one nor more than two years. (Acts 1877, p. 22.)

The attempt

Fourth.

ment and labor

to

commit

a crime punishable

by imprison-

not less than two years shall be
punished by imprisonment and labor in the penitentiary for one year.
in the penitentiary for

The attempt

Fifth.

and labor

in the

commit

to

by imprisonment

penitentiary for not less than one year shall be pun-

ished as a misdemeanor.

The attempt

Sixth.

a crime punishable

(Acts 1877,

commit

to

foregoing provisions shall

p. 23.)

a felony not falling under

any of the
be punished by imprisonment and labor in

the penitentiary for not less than one year.

(Acts 1877,

p. 23.)

The attempt to commit a misdemeanor shall be punished
same manner as the misdemeanor which was attempted is pun-

Seventh.
in the

(Acts 1877,

ishable.

p. 23.)

—

Cross-references. Jury may find attempt, see § 27-2303.
perpetrated, see § 27-2508.

Conviction for attempt

when crime

27-2508. (19 P. C.)

No

conviction for an assault or attempt

— No

when

the

person shall be convicted of an ascrime is
sault with intent to commit a crime, or of any other attempt to commit
any offense, when it shall appear that the crime intended, or the offense
attempted, was actually perpetrated by such person at the time of such
(Cobb, 840.)
assault, or in pursuance of such attempt.
actually perpetrated.

Conviction in court having jurisdiction must prepunishments prescribed by this Code shall be
inflicted only upon a legal conviction in a court having jurisdiction.
27-2509.

("20

P. C.)

cede punishment.

Cross-reference.

—The

— Punishment

for

misdemeanor, see

§

27-2506.

imprisonments to be successive.
Where a person shall be prosecuted and convicted on more than one
indictment, and the sentences are imprisonment in the penitentiary, such
sentences shall be severally executed, the one after the expiration of
the other; and the judge shall specify in each the time when the imprisonment shall commence and the length of its duration. (Cobb, 836.)
27-2510.

(1067 P.

C.)

Several

r
§ 27-2
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27-2511. (1068 P. C.) Conviction of second offense, longest time.

1

—

5

If

any person who has been convicted of an offense and sentenced to confinement and labor in the penitentiary shall afterwards commit a crime
punishable by confinement and labor in tjie penitentiary, he shall be
sentenced to undergo the longest period of time arid labor prescril
for the punishment of the offense of which he stands convicted.
(Cobb,
840.)

27-2512. Electrocution substituted for hanging; place of execution.

who

shall be convicted of a capital

who

crime and

—

have
imposed upon them the sentence of death, shall suffer such punishment
by electrocution within the walls of the State penitentiary instead of by
hanging. (Acts 1924, pp. 195, 197.)
All persons

shall

—

Death chamber and apparatus. The Prison Commission of
Georgia shall provide a death chamber and all necessary apparatus, machinery and appliances for inflicting such penalty by electrocution, the
expense thereof to be paid by the Treasurer of the State, on vouchers
approved by the Governor, out of moneys in the treasury not otherwise
27-2513.

appropriated.

(Acts 1924,

p. 195.)

27-2514. Sentence of death;

copy for penitentiary

superintendent.

Time and mode of conveying prisoner to penitentiary. Expenses.
Upon the conviction of any person of a crime the punishment of which
duty of the presiding judge to sentence such
convicted person to death according to the provisions of this law, and to
make such sentence in writing, which shall be filed with the papers in
the case against such convicted person, and a certified copy thereof
shall be sent by the clerk of the court in which said sentence is pronounced to the superintendent of the State penitentiary, not less than
is

death,

it

shall be the

10 days prior to the time fixed in the sentence of the court for the exe-

cution of the same; and in

all

cases

it

shall be the

duty

of the sheriff

county in which such convicted person is so sentenced, together
with one deputy or more, if in his judgment it is necessary, and provided that in all cases the number of guards shall be approved by the
trial judge, or if he is not available, by the ordinary of said county in
of the

which such prisoner

is

sentenced, to convey such convicted person to

more than 20 days nor less than two days prior
to the time fixed in the judgment for the execution of such condemned
person, unless otherwise directed by the Governor, or unless a stay of
execution has been caused by appeal, granting of a new trial, or other
said penitentiary, not

order of a court of competent jurisdiction, and the expense for trans-

porting of said person to the penitentiary for the purpose of electrocu-

by the ordinary

county wherein the conviction
was had, or the board of commissioners of roads and revenues, the county commissioner, or other person or persons having charge of the county
tion shall be paid

of the

funds, out of any funds on hand in the treasury of such county.

(Acts

1924, p. 195.)

—

by warden and assistants; witnesses. There shall
be present at such execution the warden of the penitentiary, who shall
serve as executioner, at least two assistants, two physicians to determine
27-2515. Execution
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when death supervenes, an electrician, a suitable guard, and, if the condemned person so desires, his counsel, relatives and such clergymen and
friends as he may desire.
(Acts 1924, p. 196.)

—

of execution.
The executioner and attending
physician shall certify the fact of such execution to the clerk of the su-

27-2516. Certificate

perior court of the county in which said sentence

which

was pronounced,

by the clerk with the papers

in the case.

27-2517. Disposition of body; expenses of transporting

body.—The

certificate shall

(Acts 1924,

body

be

filed

p. 196.)

person so executed shall be delivered to the relatives if they
so desire, and in case no claim is made by relatives for such body the
same shall be disposed of as bodies of convicts dying in the State penitentiary: Provided, that if the nearest relatives of the person so executed desire that the body be carried to the former home of the person
of the

expenses of such transportation shall
be paid by the ordinary, or the board of commissioners of roads and revenues, county commissioners or other person or persons having charge
of the county funds out of any funds on hand in the treasury of the
county in which such person was convicted. (Acts 1924, p. 196.)
so executed,

27-2518.
order.
tal

in the State, the

if

Change

of date for execution; limit for

new

date; record of

—Where the date for the execution of any such convict

in a capi-

case has passed by reason of a supersedeas incident to the suing out

judgment

of a bill of exceptions to the

of the trial court, or a respite

by

the Governor, or for any other reason, the judge of the superior court

county where the case was tried shall have power and authority
without requiring the convict to be brought before him by habeas corpus, as provided in section 27-2521, to pass an order in term time or vaof the

cation fixing a

new

date for the execution of the original sentence, said

order to be recorded on the minutes of said court as other official orders
and sentences are required by law to be done and a certified copy of
said order shall be sent immediately to the superintendent of the State

The judge

penitentiary at the place of execution.

shall fix the

new

date

not less than 10 nor more than 20 days from the date of such order.
(Acts 1924, p. 197.)
27-2519. (1070 P. C.) Sentence to specify time

and place of

its execusentenced to the punishment of death, the court shall specify the time of execution in the
The time shall not be less than 20 days nor more than 60
sentence.

tion; female quick with child.

—When a convict

is

days from the date of the sentence. If the convict be a female, who,
at the time, is quick with child, the court shall appoint a day that will
arrive after she shall have been delivered of the child.
(Cobb, 840.)
Cross-reference.

27-2520.

nant.

—

If a

— Place

of execution, see

§

27-2512.

(1071 P. C.) Suspension of sentence

sheriff,

is

preg-

with the concurrence and as-

sistance of the ordinary, shall select one or

with

convict

female convict sentenced to the punishment of death shall

be found pregnant with child, the

make

when

inquisition,

and

if

more physicians, who

upon such inquisition

child, the sheriff shall

it

appear that she

is

shall

quick

suspend the execution of the sentence, and
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27-2524

report of the inquisition and suspension of execution to the presiding judge of the circuit, who shall cause the same to be entered on
ion
the minutes of the superior court of the county where the CO

make

when

appear to said jud
that said convict is no longer quick with child, he shall issue a
warrant directing the sheriff to do execution of the sentence, at such
time and place as the judge may appoint and direct in the warrant,
which the sheriff shall be bound to do accordingly, and the judge shall
cause the new warrant and other proceedings in the case to be entered

At any time

was had.

thereafter,

it

shall

i.

on said minutes.

(Cobb, 839.)

Writ of habeas corpus or warrant to issue if
Whenever, for any reason, any convict sentenced

27-2521. (1072 P. C.)

execution not done.

—

punishment of death shall not have been executed pursuant to
such sentence, and the same shall stand in full force, the presiding judge
of the superior court where the conviction was had, on the applicato the

tion of the solicitor general of the circuit, or other person prosecuting
for the State, shall issue a habeas corpus to bring such convict before

such convict be at large, said judge or any judicial officer
may issue a warrant for his apprehension; and upon the convict being
brought before the judge, either by habeas corpus or under such warrant, he shall proceed to inquire into the facts and circumstances of the

him;

or,

and

if

no legal reason exists against the execution of the sentence,
he shall sign and issue a warrant to the warden of the penitentiary, commanding him to do execution of such sentence at such time and place
as shall be appointed, which the warden shall do accordingly; and the
judge shall cause the proceedings to be entered on the minutes of the
superior court of the county. (Cobb, 839. Acts 1924, p. 196.)

case

;

if

27-2522. (1079 P. C.) Convicts confined in jail until sent for

by pen-

—When

any person

— Sentence

to State Training School for Boys, see § 77-602.

itentiary guard.

be convicted of an offense
which subjects him to confinement in the penitentiary, it shall be the
duty of the presiding judge, by his sentence, to order the convict into
custody, to be safely kept in jail; or if there be no jail in the county,
then in the nearest jail, or under a suitable guard, until he shall be demanded by a guard to be sent from the penitentiary for the purpose of
conveying him to the penitentiary. (Cobb, 837.)
Cross-reference.-

shall

Commission of sentence,
etc.
The clerk of the superior court of the county where such person
may be convicted and sentenced shall notify the Prison Commission immediately thereafter, by mail, of the conviction and sentence, and that
27-2523. (1080 P. C.) Clerk to notify Prison

—

the convict

is

detained in the county

jail,

or under guard, subject to the

order of the superintendent. (Cobb, 837.)

— Report of

Cross-reference.

clerk to Prison

Commission, see

§

77-339.

27-2524. (1081 P. C.) Convicts conveyed to penitentiary

by guard.

Such convict shall, as soon as possible after conviction, together with a
copy of the record of his conviction and sentence, be safely conveyed to
the penitentiary by a guard to be sent therefrom for that purpose, and
therein be safely kept during the term specified in the sentence of the
court. (Cobb, 837.)

§
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VII.

CHAPTER
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27-26.

INSANITY AFTER CONVICTION.
Sec.

Sec.
27 2601.

Xo

capital

27-2603.

27 2602.

Disposition of insane convicts.
Cost of investigations.

27-2604.

inquisition
conviction.

27-2601. (1073 P. C.)

who

after

Insane convict committed to

Resentence and warrant on recovery of convict.

Milledgeville State Hospital.

No

inquisition after capital conviction.

— No person

has been convicted of a capital offense shall be entitled to any in-

(Acts 1903,

quisition or trial to determine his sanity.
Cross-reference.

27-2602.
gations.

—

— Picas

of insanity, see

Chapter

p. 77.)

27-15.

(1074 P. C.) Disposition of insane convicts. Cost of investiUpon satisfactory evidence being offered to the Governor that

the person convicted of a capital offense has

Governor may, within

become insane subsequent

have said
person examined by such expert physicians as the Governor may choose
and said physicians shall report to the Governor the result of their investigation and the Governor may, if he shall determine that the person convicted has become insane, have the power of committing- him to
the Milledgeville State Hospital until his sanity shall have been reThe cost of the investigastored, as determined by laws now in force.
(Acts
tion shall be paid by the Governor out of the contingent fund.
to his conviction, the

his discretion,

;

1903, p. 77.)

27-2603.

(1075 P. C.) Insane convict committed to the Milledgeville

—When

any person shall, after conviction of a capital
crime, become insane, and shall be so declared in accordance with the
State Hospital.

provisions of the preceding section, the convict shall be received into
the Milledgeville State Hospital, there to be safely kept and treated as

other adjudged insane persons.

All the provisions of the law relating

under sentence of imprisonment in the penitentiary
apply to the class of cases herein provided for, so far as applicable.
(Acts 1874, p. 30.)

to insane persons
shall

Cross-reference.

— "Penitentiary"

n076

defined, see

§

102-103.

Resentence and warrant on recovery of convict.
If the convict mentioned in the preceding section should recover,
the fact shall be at once certified by the superintendent of the Milledgeville State Hospital to the judge of the court in which the conviction
occurred. Whenever it shall appear to the judge by said certificate, or
by inquisition or otherwise, that the convict has recovered and is of
sound mind, he shall have the convict removed to the jail of the county
in which the conviction occurred, or to some other safe jail, and shall
pass sentence, either in term time or vacation, upon the convict, and he
shall issue a new warrant, directing the sheriff to do execution of the
sentence at such time and place as may be named in the warrant, which
the sheriff shall be bound to do accordingly. The judge shall cause the
new warrant, and other proceedings in the case, to be entered on the
minutes of said superior court. (Acts 1874, p. 30.)
27-2604.

—

P.

C.)
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CHAPTER

27-27.

§

27-2703

REPRIEVES; PARDONS; PROBATION.
Sec.

Sec.

Governor

27-2701.

Power and duty

27-2702.

as to reprieves and pardons.
Power of court to place offenders on probation.

of

Probation officers; volunteers
and assistants.

27-2703.

27-2701. (1078 P. C.)

—The

Duties of county probation of-

27-2704.

<
I

27-2705.

i

-r s.

Delinquent probationers;
OCatlOfl of order of court.
Suspension of sentence;
i

27-2706.

feet; exceptions.

Power and duty

of

Governor as

to reprieves

and

have power to grant reprieves and pardons, to commute penalties, remove disabilities imposed by law, and to
remit any part of a sentence for offenses against the State, after conviction, except in cases of treason and impeachment, subject to such regulations as may be provided by law relative to the manner of applying
for pardons. Upon conviction for treason he may suspend the execution
of the sentence and report the case to the General Assembly at the next
meeting thereof, when the General Assembly shall either pardon, commute

pardons.

Governor

the sentence, direct

its

shall

execution, or grant a further reprieve.

He

shall,

Assembly, communicate to that body each
case of reprieve, pardon, or commutation granted, stating the name of
the convict, the offense for which he was convicted, the sentence and its
date, the date of the reprieve, pardon, or commutation, and the reasons
for granting the same. (Const., Art. V, Sec. I, Par. XII (§ 2-2612).)

at each session of the General

Power

—

on probation. In all prosecutions for crime, except as hereinafter provided, where the defendant
has been convicted either upon a trial or upon his plea, where the court
has power to sentence such defendant to the chain gang, jail or other
place of detention, where it appears to the satisfaction of the court that
the circumstances of the case and the public good does not demand or
require the defendant's incarceration, said court may mold its sentence
27-2702.

of court to place offenders

so as to allow the defendant to serve

chain gang,

jail

same outside the confines

of the

or other place of detention, under the supervision of the

such manner and on such conditions as it may see fit, giving the reasons therefor, which shall be made part of the record. Nothing in this law shall in any manner affect the laws providing the method
of dealing with delinquent, wayward or dependent children, in those
court,

and

in

counties which

may

establish juvenile courts.

No

person shall have the benefit of this law, except those convicted
of misdemeanors or felonies which have been reduced to misdemeanors
either

by the court upon

jury.

(Acts 1913,

its

own motion

or

upon recommendation

of the

p. 112.)

27-2703. Probation officers; volunteers

and

—

be the
duty of the court molding the sentence, in those counties which do not
provide a regular salaried probation officer, to secure the written consent
of some responsible person in the community, who will agree to be a
volunteer probation officer for the person whose sentence is molded. It
shall be the duty of each volunteer probation officer to aid the probationer in abiding by the terms of his or her probation as set forth by the
judge at the time of molding the sentence, and to report to the court
when such conditions are not faithfully observed. The grand jury of any
assistants.

It shall

§
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county may recommend to the judge of its superior court that he appoint
a county probation officer, and such assistants as may be deemed necessary, who shall have supervision and oversight of all probationers from
the several courts of criminal jurisdiction in the county, and it shall be
the duty of the judge to appoint such person or persons as seem best
qualified for the duties devolving upon a probation officer, to serve durthe pleasure of the court making the appointment, and to fix the salary, which shall be paid out of the' county treasury, as part of the court
expenses Provided, the judge may require of said officer a bond in such
smn, with security, as the court may determine. Men or women are
eligible as volunteer or assistant probation officers, provided they are
not members of a county or municipal police force. (Acts 1913, pp. 112,
\

:

113.)

—

Editorial Note. Acts 1931, p. 154, makes bailiffs of city and superior courts
probation officers of their respective courts in counties having a population of
not less than 70.000 or not more than 74,000, to discharge the duties required by
the two preceding sections. Acts 1933, pp. 233, 234, authorizes the judge of the
superior court in counties having a population of not less than 75,000 and not
ir.ore than 100.000 inhabitants, to appoint a county probation officer, upon the
rv commendation of the county board of commissioners, and to have supervision
of probationers from the several courts of criminal jurisdiction in the county.

27-2704. Duties of county probation officers.

—The duties of the county

probation officer shall be:
First, to investigate, in his discretion, the case of

any person brought

before the court, to ascertain the history and previous conduct of the

person arrested, and such other facts as may show whether he or she may
properly be released as a probationer under the provisions of this law,
and to accomplish this, the probation officer shall have opportunity to
confer with the accused.
Second, to preserve complete records of all cases investigated, including descriptions sufficient for identification, with the findings of the court,
its action in the case, the subsequent history of the probationer, in such

form as may be prescribed under the provisions of this law. Such records shall be a part of the records of the courts, and shall at all times be
open to the inspection of all officers of the courts.
persons placed on probation under this law,
to instruct probationers in their duty under the orders of court, enforce
the terms and conditions of same, keep regular books of accounts showing any receipts and disbursements of money received by him under the
terms of said orders of court. In so far as necessary to the performance
of their official duties, probation officers shall have all the powers of
police officers. (Acts 1913, pp. 112, 114.)
Third, to take charge of

all

27-2705. Delinquent probationers; revocation of order of court.

—Every

person placed on probation under the provisions of this law shall, during the term of his release without the confines of the chain gang, jail
or other place of detention, observe all rules prescribed for his conduct
by the court, report to the probation officer as directed, and maintain a
correct life. In case of failure to meet any of these requirements, and at
any time prior to the final disposition of the case of any probationer in
the custody of a probation officer, the officer may bring him without warrant before the court or the court may issue a warrant directing that he
be arrested and brought before it. When such person is brought before
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§

27-2801

the court, the court after due examination may revoke its leave to the
probationer to serve his sentence outside the confines of the chain gang,
jail

or other place of detention. (Acts 1913, pp. 112, 114.)

27-2706. Suspension of sentence; effect; exceptions.

— In

all

criminal

cases in which the defendant shall be found guilty or in which a plea of
guilty shall be entered, and the trial judge after imposing sentence shall

further provide that the execution of such sentence shall be suspended,

such provision shall have the effect of placing such defendant on probaProvided, however, that
tion as provided in sections 27-2702 to 27-2705
nothing contained in this section shall apply to cases arising under any
action for abandonment or bastardy. (Acts 1933, p. 266.)
:

PART

AND FINE AND FORFEITURE

COSTS, FINES,

VIII-

FUND.

CHAPTER

27-28.

COSTS.

Sec.

Sec.
27-2801.

When

defendant

shall
costs; imprisonment for

pay

27-2804.

Discharge of insolvents by or-

27-2805.

When

non-

payment.
27-2802.

Liability of defendant for costs
of witnesses.

27-2803.

Cost of inquest when defend-

dinary.

27-2806.

Payment

ant is convicted of murder
or manslaughter.

27-2801. (1105 P. C.)
for

nonpayment.

When

the prosecutor shall pay

costs.

of

costs

penses when
changed.

and ex-

venue

is

defendant shall pay costs; imprisonment

—The costs of a prosecution, except the fees of his own

demanded of a defendant until after conviction
on final trial. If convicted, judgment may be entered up against him for
all costs accruing in the committing or trial courts, and by any officer
pending the prosecution. The judgment shall be a lien on all the propwitnesses, shall not be

erty of the defendant from the date of his arrest, and the clerk shall issue

an execution on the judgment against said property. The court may also
direct the defendant to be imprisoned until all costs are paid. (Const.,
Art. I, Sec. I, Par. X (§ 2-110). Cobb, 857, 859, 860.)

— Demanding

Cross-references.

excessive costs, see

§

24-9903.

Fees of

sheriff,

see § 24-2823.

Editorial Note.—Acts 1910, p. 81, as amended by Acts 1915, p. 34; 1921, p. 241;
1922, p. 94; 1923, p. 85, and 1933, p. 126, provides that in counties "having, according to the last census, a population of not less than 24.890 nor more than 24.995,"
and in counties "having a population of not less than 22,625 nor more than 22,675,
and which' said counties operate and maintain a chain gang for work upon the
public roads of same," the officers having charge of the fiscal affairs shall, upon
receipt of misdemeanor convicts which have been convicted in superior or city
courts of said county, pay to the officers of said court out of the county treasury,
as compensation for services rendered in trial and conviction of said convicts so
delivered, their legal fees and costs as fixed by law, the costs and fees of justices
of the peace and constables in said cases also to be paid by said authority: and
provides that such Act shall also apply in counties "having, according to the last
census, a population of not less than 23,550 nor more than 23,5o0, of not less than
14,325 nor more than 14,335, and not less than 9.980 nor more than 9,990;" and
that it shall apply in all counties "having, according to the United States Census
of 1930, a population of not less than 26,505 nor more than 26,515, and in all
counties having, according to any future census of the United States, a popula-

—

—

g
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Acts 1910, p. US, makes similar provisions as
tion coming- within said numbers."
to counties "having therein a city with a population of not less than 10,000 nor
more than 12.000, according to the United States Census of 1900."

27-2802. (1106P. C.) Liability of defendant for costs of witnesses.

Xo

defendant shall be liable for the costs of any witness of the State, unless such witness was subpoenaed, sworn, and examined on the trial, nor
for the costs of more than two witnesses to the same point, unless the
court shall certify that the question at issue was of such a character as
rendered a greater number of witnesses necessary to a single point.

(Cobb, 277.)
27-2803.

(1107 P. C.) Costs of inquest

when defendant

is

convicted of

—

murder or manslaughter. If any person is convicted of murder or manslaughter, in a case where an inquest has been held over the body of the
person for slaying

whom

he

is

convicted, the costs of the inquest are a

part of the costs of conviction and shall be so charged.

27-2804. (1108 P. C.) Discharge

common

of

insolvents

by ordinary.

—

If

any

imprisonment expires,
or otherwise, is detained merely until his costs, or his fine and costs,
are paid, and the ordinary is satisfied that he is unable to pay the costs
and fine, or either of them, said ordinary may discharge him from further
confinement. (Cobb, 863. Acts 1861, p. 57.)
prisoner

in

the

27-2805. (1109 P. C.)
ecutor's

name

jail,

after the time of his

When

shall be indorsed

compelled to pay all costs and
of the person accused
1.

press

When
it

the prosecutor shall pay costs.

—The pros-

on every indictment, and he

jail

be
fees upon the acquittal or discharge

the grand jury, by their foreman, on returning "no

as their opinion that the prosecution

shall

bill,"

ex-

was unfounded or malicious.

(Cobb, 833.)
2.

When

a jury on the trial of the prosecution finds

(Acts 1871-2,

When

it

to be malicious.

p. 53.)

abandoned before trial. When it is thus
abandoned, the officer who issued the warrant shall enter a judgment
against the prosecutor for all the costs, and enforce it by an execution in
the name of the State, or by an attachment for contempt.
3.

the prosecution

is

Payment

and expenses when venue is
changed. When the venue is changed, the whole costs of the case and
expenses of the trial in the county to which it was transferred shall be
borne by the county from which the case was removed. The jail fees, if
any, of the person to be tried shall be collected and paid by the county
treasurer of the county from which the case was removed, and the mode
of collecting and regulating the amount of fees shall be the same as in
27-2806.

(1110 P. C.)

of costs

—

other like cases.

The

entire court costs, including the costs of sheriff,

and jurors shall also be paid by the county treasurer of the
county from which the case was removed, and shall have the same priority as jail fees, and shall be paid to the county treasurer of the county
where the case is tried, after having been paid by him. (Acts 1871-2,
bailiff, clerks,

pp.49, 50; 1895,

p. 71.)
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CHAPTER

AND FINE AND FORFEITURE

FINES,

27-29.

§ 27-2905

FUND.
Sec.

Sec.

27-2901.
27-2902.

Time of payment of fines.
Moneys from forfeitures and
to be paid
county treasury.
lines

into

the

fines

and

27-2903.

How

27-2904.

Moneys to be kept separate;
payment for insolvent costs.

27-2905.

How

moneys from

27-2903.

Local laws not rep

27-2909.

Exceptions.

27-2910.

Lien

of

officers

alcd.

on

fine

and

forfeiture fund.

forfeitures distributed.

claims on the fund are

to be paid.

27-2906.
27-2907.

Justices
others,

of

how

the

and

peace

27-2911.

Proceedings for allowance of
costs; order for payment.

27-2912.

Order

in

which money applied.

27-2913.

Payment

of costs due justices

paid.

of the peace

Treasurer to report to grand

amounts of fines
forfeitures received.

jury

Time

Fund

27-2914.

and

arising

and constables.

from the labor

of convicts, application of.

—

payment of fines. Every fine imposed
by the court under the authority of this Code shall be paid immediately
27-2901. (1111 P. C.)

of

or within such reasonable time as the court
27-2902. (1116 P. C.)
to the

county treasury.

Moneys from

—The

may

forfeitures

grant. (Cobb, 837.

and

fines to

be paid

in-

officers of the several courts, including the

pay into the county treasury of the county
where said court is held all moneys arising from fines and forfeitures by
them collected, and, on failure to do so, shall be subject to rule and atprosecuting

officers,

shall

tachment, as in case of defaulting sheriffs. No such officer shall be required to pay into the treasury, as aforesaid, any such moneys, until all
the legal claims on such funds held and owned by said officer bringing
the money into court, and the costs due the justices and constables in the
particular case by which the funds for distribution were brought into
court, shall have been allowed and paid. (Acts 1876, p. 108 1878-9, p. 189.)
;

—

Cross-references. Penalty for manufacturing
contract in violation of ten hour a day law, see
see § 54-204.

27-2903. (1117 P. C.)

How

moneys from

—All moneys arising from such

company making
§

54-203.

fines

or enforcing
Collection of penalty,

and forfeitures

distrib-

and forfeitures shall be, at each
term of the court, distributed by the solicitor, under order of the court,
to such persons and according to the priorities now prescribed by law
and on his failure to do so, he shall be subject to a rule at the instance
of any party aggrieved. (Acts 1878-9, p. 189.)
uted.

fines

Moneys to be kept separate; payment for insolThe moneys so paid in shall be kept separate and distinct

27-2904. (1118 P. C.)

—

vent costs.
from the county funds arising from other sources, and distinct and separate accounts of said funds shall also be kept as to what court the same
was received from, by the county treasurer, and the same shall be paid
only for insolvent costs, and in cases where defendants have been acquitted in the

manner

hereinafter directed. (Acts 1876,

How

p.

108.)

—

claims on the fund are to be paid. Any
having a claim against said fund for insolvent costs, or in cases
where defendants have been acquitted, if the same accrued in the superior
27-2905. (1119 P. C.)

officer

court (or a magistrate's court prior to indictment), shall present to the
judge of the superior court an itemized bill of costs claimed; and if the

§

Criminal Procedure.

27-2906

866

approved by him, he shall order the same entered on the
minutes of the court, and the same shall be a warrant on the county
treasurer, to be paid by him out of any fines and forfeitures in the treasury received from the superior court. (Acts 1876, p. 109.)

same

shall be

(1120 P. C.) Justices of the peace and others,

27-2906.

how

paid.

—Any

county court, having jurisdiction for the trial of misdemeanors in any county, or any notary public or justice of the peace, having a like claim for costs, or before whom a preliminary investigation
shall be had. and also constables having a like claim for costs, shall present the same to the judge of said court in the form prescribed in the preceding section and when an order is approved and entered on the minutes of said county court, if any, and if not, on a book prepared and kept
by said county court, notary public, or justice of the peace, for that
purpose, the same shall be a warrant on the county treasurer, to be paid
out of any fines and forfeitures arising from proceedings in said county
court in accordance with the laws providing for the distribution of fines
and forfeitures in the superior court. (Acts 1876, p. 109.)
officer of the

;

(1121 P. C.) Treasurer to report to grand jury

27-2907.

amounts

of

—

and forfeitures received. The county treasurer shall report to the
grand jury, at each regular term of the superior court, the amounts of
fines and forfeitures received by him, and to whom disbursed, for the six
months preceding said report, and shall receive, as his compensation, two
and one-half per cent, on the amounts paid out by him. (Acts 1876,
fines

p. 109.)

27-2908. (1122 P. C.) Local laws not repealed.

—Nothing

in the pre-

ceding section shall affect the distribution of funds arising from fines
and forfeitures, or the compensation of county treasurers, as regulated
by any local law. (Acts 1876, p. 109.)

—The

27-2909.

(1123 P. C.) Exceptions.

27-2910.

(1112 P. C.) Lien of officers on fine and forfeiture

foregoing sections do not apply to a city court; nor do they authorize a judge to draw his warrant to
pay insolvent costs, or costs where the defendant has been acquitted, or
any other fund in the county treasury than the fund arising from fines
and forfeitures, nor do they affect any local law. (Acts 1876, p. 109.)

The

have a

upon

fund.—

funds arising from fines
and forfeitures, for the payment of their insolvent costs. (Acts 1875,
officers of court shall

lien

all

p. 88.)

27-2911. (1113 P. C.) Proceedings for allowance of costs; order for

—

payment. In cases where a bill of indictment is preferred and not found
true by the grand jury, or where a defendant shall be acquitted by a jury,
or where persons liable by law for the payment of costs shall be unable
to pay the same, the officers severally entitled to such costs may present
an account therefor to the judge of the court in which the prosecutions
were pending, which, being examined and allowed by him, he shall order
to be paid in the manner prescribed by law, and such account and order
shall be entered on the minutes of the court. (Cobb, 833, 836. Acts 1868,
pp. 25, 26.)
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27-2912. (1114 P. C.)

from

fines- for

Order

in

which money applied.

guishment

— Money

a violation of the penal laws, or collected on

recognizances in the superior courts, shall be

first

the peace and constables pro

ari

forfeited

applied to the extin-

of the insolvent lists of the officers bringing

those of justices of

27-9901

jj

rata,

it

into court

and then

orders of former officers in proportion to their claims.

and

to the

(Acts

1868,

pp. 25, 26.)

Payment

due justices of the peace and
Costs due justices of the peace and constables, in cases

27-2913. (1115 P. C.)

constables.

—

of costs

—

2.

When
When

3.

In counties in which there are no county courts,

1.

parties have been acquitted;

they are unable to pay costs

when persons have

been bound over by the justice, or have been committed to jail in default
of bail and the grand jury make a return of "no bill;" or when, after an
investigation, the party has been discharged by the justice;
4.

In counties where there are county courts, in felony cases

misdemeanor cases

;

and

in

which an indictment has been demanded

in

Shall be paid out of fines and forfeitures

and are

upon the order

of the

judge

with the accounts of the
officers of the superior court, and entitled to participate pro rata upon a
distribution of any funds arising from fines and forfeitures. (Acts 1874,
of the superior court,

pp. 90, 91

;

of equal dignity

1882-3, p. 94; 1889, p. 101.)

Fund

from the labor of convicts, application of. When a county hires out convicts, the money received as compensation for their labor shall be applied to the payment of the fees of
the officers of court, including justices and constables who rendered services in such cases, and to the witnesses' fees, and the balance shall be
27-2914. (1124 P. C.)

—

arising

paid into the county treasury for county purposes. (Acts 1890-1,
Cross-reference.

— Hiring

out convicts, see

PART XXX.
CHAPTER

27-99.

§

p. 212.)

77-207, 77-336.

CRIMES.

IN GENERAL.
Sec.

Sec.
27-9901.
27-9902.

Arresting officer advising dismissal of warrant.
Arresting officer receiving
costs before return of war-

27-9903.

Penalty for violating Chapter
27-5.

rant.

27-9901. (923 P. C.) Arresting officer advising dismissal of warrant.

Any

who

encourage the dismissal or settlement of any criminal warrant placed in his hands for execution, either
before or after an arrest is made on the same or who shall procure or
encourage the dismissal or settlement of such warrants by threats, duress, intimidation, promises, or any other artifice or means, shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1897, p. 98.)
arresting officer

shall advise or

;

§

Criminal Procedure.

27-9902
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27-9902. (°24 P. C.) Arresting officer receiving costs before return of

warrant.

— Any arresting

officer

who

any costs or
case made on a State's

shall collect or receive

other charges of a prosecutor or defendant in a

warrant, or of anyone acting in the interest of either of them, before the
warrant is returned to the court to which it is made returnable, shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor:

Provided, that nothing' in this or the preceding section shall be construed as prohibiting arresting officers from receiving from prosecutors sums of money sufficient to defray their ex-

going beyond the limits of the jurisdiction of such arresting officer to search for or to make the arrest of the offender. (Acts 1897, p. 98.)
penses

in

27-9903. Penalty for violation of Chapter 27-5.

any
bondsmen,

violation of

Chapter
punished as for a misdemeanor, under section 27-2506.

of the provisions of
shall be

—A

27-5, relating to professional

(Acts

1921, p. 245.)

CROPS: See Title 5, Agriculture; Title 85, Property, Chapter 85-19.
CROPPERS: See Title 61, Landlord and Tenant, Chapter 61-5.
CROSS-BILLS: See Title 81, Pleading and Practice, Chapter 81-1.

CRUELTY TO CHILDREN AND ANIMALS:

See Title 26, Crimes

and Punishment, Chapters 26-79, 26-80.

CURTESY, ESTATES BY: See Title 85, Property, Chapter 85-6.
DAIRIES AND DAIRY PRODUCTS: See Title 42, Foods and Drugs,
Chapters 42-4 to 42-6.

DAMAGES:

See Title 105, Torts, Chapter 105-21.
Breach of contract: See Title 20, Contracts, Chapter 20-14.

DEAD BODIES:

See Title 88, Public Health, Chapters 88-6, 88-7.
Coroner's inquest: See Title 21, Coroners, Chapter 21-2.

DEAF AND DUMB PERSONS:
Chapter

See Title 49, Guardian and Ward,

49-6.

DEATH:

See Title 105, Torts, Chapter 105-14.
Coroner's inquest: See Title 21, Coroners, Chapter 21-2.

DEBENTURES:

See Title 97, Securities.

TITLE

28.

DEBTOR AND CREDITOR.
Chap.
28-

1.

28-

2.

28-

3.

28-

4.

Sec.
,

23-101

General principles
Acts void as against creditors
Preferences and assignments for benefit of creditors
Insolvent traders

28-201

28-301
28-401

Crimes

28-99.

28-9901

CROSS-REFERENCES.
Attachment: See Title 8, Attachment.
Corporations and stockholders, powers and liabilities: See Title 22, Corporations,
Chapters, 22-7, 22-9.
Decedents' estates, debts of: See Title 113, Wills, Descent, and Administration
of Estates.

See Title 46, Garnishment.
Hiring; deposits, etc.: See Title 12, Bailments.
Liens: See Title 67, Mortgages, Conveyances to Secure Debt, and Liens, Chap-

Garnishment:

ter 67-17.

See Title 67, Mortgages, Conveyances to Secure Debt, and Liens,
Partners: See Title 75, Partnership.
Principal and surety: See Title 103, Suretyship.
Sales: See Title 96, Sales.
Statute of frauds: See Title 20, Contracts, Chapter 20-4.

Mortgages:

CHAPTER

28-1.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES.
Sec.

Sec.
28-101.
28-102.

28-103.
28-104.

Relation of debtor and creditor.
Rights of creditors favored.
Equitable assets.

28-105.

Pursuing two remedies prohib-

28-106.

Compulsory

Attacking Judgments

28-107.

Composition by debtor;

or

con-

ited.

election.
effect

of misrepresentation, etc.

veyances.

—

and creditor. Whenever one person, by contract or by law, is liable and bound to pay to another an
amount of money, certain or uncertain, the relation of debtor and creditor exists between them.
28-101. (3215) Relation of debtor

28-102. (3216) Rights of creditors favored.

—The

rights of creditors

by the courts, and every remedy and facilitv afforded
defeat, and annul any effort to defraud them of their just

shall be favored

them

to detect,

rights.
Cross-reference.

—Creditors'

petition, see § 37-407.

28-103. (3217) Equitable assets.

— Courts

of equity shall assist cred-

reaching equitable assets in every case where to refuse interference would jeopardize the collection of their debts.

itors in

—

Cross-references. For similar provision, see § 37-408.
Marshaling assets, see
Receiver for insolvent trader, see § 28-402. Disposition of assets of dissolved corporation, see § 22-1208.
§

37-405.

§

Debtor and Creditor.

28-104

870

(3218) Attacking judgments or conveyances.

28-1C4.

— Creditors

may

attack as fraudulent a judgment or conveyance, or any other arrange-

ment interfering with

their rights, either at

law or

in equity.

—

Cross-reference. Setting aside judgment for fraud, see
provisions, see § 110-711.
Void acts, see § 28-201.

two remedies prohibited.

(3219) Pursuing

28-105.

For similar

8-902.

§

— The

creditor

may

not pursue the person and property of the debtor at the same time, except in cases specially provided for; but the process last sued out shall

be void.
Cross-references.

— Election

ment against person
see

§

by

plaintiff

for contempt, see

§

between two

Attachsuits, see § 3-601.
Election in attachment cases,

37-1208.

3-605.

28-106.

Compulsory

(3220)

shall so prosecute their

own

election.

—As among themselves, creditors

rights as not unnecessarily to jeopardize

the rights of others; hence a creditor having a lien on

two funds

of the

debtor, equally accessible to him, will be compelled to pursue the one

on which other creditors have no

lien.

—

Cross-references. When a case of election arises,
cases of marshaling assets, see § 37-406.

Composition by debtor;

28-107. (3221)

—

see

§

of

effect

Election in

37-501.

misrepresentation,

debtor misrepresents or suppresses any material fact in the
statement of his affairs either as to the amount of his property or of his
indebtedness, the composition is void; so, too, if he privately agrees to
etc.

If a

more than the

give one creditor a better security or to pay one
the contract with the others

CHAPTER

28-2.

is

void.

other,

(70 Ga. 271.)

ACTS VOID AS AGAINST CREDITORS.
Sec.

Sec.
28-201.

Enumeration of void

28-202.

Innocent subsequent vendee.
Merchandise, how sold in bulk.

28-203.
28-204.

Duty

28-201.

ors shall

acts.

When

fraud

28-206.

What

sales

fraudulent
bulk

is

presumed.
be deemed

shall

or

a

transfer

in

'

of purchaser.

—

Enumeration of void acts. The following acts by debtbe fraudulent in law against creditors and others, and as to them
(3224)

and void, viz: (Act 1818, Cobb,

null

28-205.

168. 59 Ga. 258.)

—

Cross-references. Corporation assigning for benefit of creditors, see § 28-302.
Legislature may provide for reaching concealed property, see Const., Art. I, Sec.
Debtor may prefer creditor, see § 28-301. Illegal and void
II, Par. VI (§ 2-206).
Fraud, see § 37-701 et seq. Conveyances and judgcontracts, see § 20-501 et seq.
ments to avoid payment of taxes, see § 92-5710.
Editorial

Note.— History

of section, see 107/812, 815 (33 S. E. 709).

Every assignment or transfer by a debtor, insolvent at the time, of
or personal property, or choses in action of any description, to any

1.

real

person, either in trust or for the benefit

where any trust or benefit

is

of,

or in behalf

of,

creditors,

reserved to the assignor or any person for

him. (Act 1818, Cobb, 168. Acts 1865-6,

p. 29.)

—

Cross-references. Sales to defraud creditors and purchasers, see § 96-204. Gifts
void against creditors, see § 48-110. Fraudulent omission in homestead schedule,
see § 51-203. Fraudulent assignment of partnership property, see § 75-419. Creditors may attack judgments, see § 28-104. Transactions between husband and wife,
see

§

53-505.

Editorial Note.

— As

to history of this provision, see 38/245, 249.
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g

Every conveyance of real or personal estate, by writing or
wise, and every bond, suit, judgment and execution, or contract of any
description, had or made with intention to delay or defraud credit
'ion
and such intention known to the party taking. A bona fide trj
able
on a valuable consideration, and without notice or ground for r<
2.

<

suspicion, shall be valid.
Cross-reference.
3.

tion,

— Sales

to defraud creditors or purchasers, see

§

96 204.

Every voluntary deed or conveyance, not for a valuable consideramade by a debtor insolvent at the time of such conveyance.
Innocent subsequent vendee.

28-202. (3225)

against creditors
step taken to set

—Where

a

sale

void as

made, and the property has not been seized, and no
the sale aside, the fraudulent vendee can convey to an
is

innocent purchaser from him, for value and without notice of the
a

title

good as against the claims or judgments

fraud-,

of the defrauded creditors.

(89 Ga. 314 (15 S. E. 315).)
28-203.

(3226) Merchandise,

of every person

who

how

sold in bulk.

shall bargain for or

—

It shall

be the duty

purchase any stock of goods,

wares, or merchandise in bulk, for cash or credit, before paying or delivering to the vendor any part of the purchase price therefor, to

demand

and receive from the vendor thereof, and if the vendor is a corporation,
then from the managing officer or agent thereof, a written statement
under oath of the names and addresses of all the creditors of said vendor, together with the amount of indebtedness due or owing by said
vendor to each of such creditors and it shall be the duty of such vendor
It shall further be the duty of said vendor
to furnish such statement.
to give to the vendee a statement of his assets and liabilities and the
cost price of the merchandise to be sold, said cost price to be arrived at
by an inventory taken at the time by the seller and purchaser. (Acts
;

1903, p. 92.)
Cross-references.

— Sales to defraud creditors and purchasers, see

ishment for violation of
28-204. (3227)

this section, see

Duty

§

of purchaser.

96-204.

Pun-

shall be the

duty

§

28-9901.

—Thereupon

it

of the purchaser, at least five days before the completion of the purchase

or the

payment

therefor, to notify, personally or

of said creditors, of the said

proposed

by registered

sale, the price to

mail, each

be paid therefor,

and the terms and conditions thereof, and to give to each of said creditors a copy of the statement of the assets and liabilities as furnished
him by the vendor. (Acts 1903, pp. 92, 93.)
28-205. (3228)

When

fraud

is

presumed.

—"Whenever any person

purchase any stock of goods, wares, or merchandise

shall

and shall
pay the price or any part thereof, or execute or deliver to the vendor
thereof, or to his order, or to any person for his use. any promissory note
or other evidence of indebtedness for said purchase price, or any part
thereof, without having first demanded and received from said vendor
the statement under oath required by section 28-203, and without first
in bulk,

giving to each of said creditors the notice provided for in section 28-204,

28

5

2

)

Debtor and Creditor.

i

such sale or transfer

shall, as to

any and

conclusively presumed to be fraudulent.
Cross-references.

conveyance, see

— Sales

— Any

to defraud creditors

28-201, H

What

(322°')

2S-206.

bulk.

§

all

872

creditors of the vendor, be

(Acts 1903, pp. 92, 93.)
and purchasers, see § 96-204.

Void

2.

sales shall be

deemed fraudulent

or a transfer in

sale or transfer of a stock of goods, wares, or

merchandise

out of the usual or ordinary course of the business or trade of the vendor,
or whenever thereby substantially the entire business or trade thereto-

conducted by the vendor shall be sold or conveyed, or attempted to
more persons, shall be deemed a fraudulent transaction or transfer in bulk in contemplation of this and the
three preceding sections: Provided, that nothing contained in this and
the three preceding sections shall apply to sales by executors, administrators, receivers, or any public officer under judicial process. (Acts 1903,
fore

be sold or conveyed, to one or

pp. 92, 93.)

CHAPTER

28-3.

PREFERENCES AND ASSIGNMENTS FOR
BENEFIT OF CREDITORS.
Sec.

Sec.
28-301.

Right of debtor to prefer credi-

Foreign assignments must conform to law of State.

28-310.

tors.

2S-302.

Corporation, not municipal,

may

assign; preferences.
23-303.
28-304.

Persons and firms may assign
and prefer.
Deed; execution, filing, and recording.

28-305.

Assignment conveys
liens,

all

prop-

Duties of assignee.

28-313.

Powers and

28-314.

Direct attack on assignment.
Parties to proceedings to set

28-315.

of assignee.

rights of assignee.

all

books,

annexed

to as-

28-316.

Not necessary

28-317.
28-318.

Creditor not having judgment
may ask relief.
Notice of filing assignment.

28-319.

Innocent mistake

28-320.

New

to show fraud or
notice in assignee.

etc.

28-307.

Affidavit to be

28-308.

signment.
List to be prepared
tached; affidavit.

and

List to remain on

10 days.

28-309

Bond

28-312.

aside.

Assignment to convey
erty of assignor.

28-306.

28-311.

file

at-

ed,

assignees

in

may

lists,

etc.

be appoint-

when.

—

Right of debtor to prefer creditors. A debtor may
prefer one creditor to another, and to that end he may bona fide give a
lien by mortgage or other legal means, or he may sell in payment of the
debt, or he may transfer choses in action as collateral security, the surplus in such cases not being reserved for his own benefit.
28-301.

(3230)

Cross-references.
trader, see

debtor, see

§
§

— No

28-405.
28-201.

preferences in appointment of
Distribution of equitable assets, see

receiver
§

37-110.

for

insolvent

Void acts by

Editorial Note.— As to history of this section, see 82/1, 12 (9 S. E. 278).
also § 28-201 and note.

28-302.

Any

See

may assign; preferences.
may make an assignment for the bene-

(3231) Corporation, not municipal,

corporation, not municipal,

no such corporation shall be allowed therein to prefer any creditor or class of creditors, except such as have debts entitled
to priority by law. (Acts 1894, p. 90; 1884-5, pp. 53, 100; 1889, p. 108;
fit

of creditors, but

1878-9, p. 148.)

28-303.

(3232) Persons and firms

may

and firms may make assignments and prefer

assign and prefer.
creditors.

— Persons

(Acts 1894,

p. 90.)

Debtor and Creditor.
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§

28-309

Deed; execution, filing, and recording. —In all a
assignment shall be executed, filed, and recorded
provided

28-304. (3233)

deed of

a:-,

case of deeds. (Acts 1894,

in

p. 90.)

—

Cross-references. When instruments requiring record take effect, sec 3 67 21
and where deeds are recorded, see § 29-401. Notice of filing assignment,
see § 28-318

When

—

Assignment to convey all property of assignor. All
such assignments shall convey all of the property of every sort, claimed
or owned by the assignor at the time of the execution then
hall
identify any lands owned or any interest in lands; shall identify go*
wares, and merchandise by general words of description, indicating the
location, kind and quality thereof, with a statement as near as may be
of the purchase price and selling price of the lot as a whole, and shall
also describe in general terms any shares of capital stock, live stock, personal property, not connected with any mercantile or manufacturing
28-305. (3234)

business.

Said assignor shall attach a

post-office addresses

list

of all creditors, with their

and amounts due to each. (Acts 1894,

p. 90.)

—

Assignment conveys all books, liens, etc. Such assignment shall convey all books, books of account, choses in action, notes,
drafts, bills, judgments, liens and mortgages, held or owned, indicating,
as near as may be, the aggregate amount thereof, with a statement as to
the total amounts which are considered good, doubtful, or bad. (Acts
28-306. (3235)

1894, p. 90.)

—

28-307. (3236) Affidavit to be annexed to assignment. At the time of
signing said deed of assignment, the person or firm making an assign-

ment, or the officer acting for the corporation making an assignment,
shall make an affidavit annexed to such assignment, that the said assignment conveys all property held, claimed, or owned by the assignor at
the time of making the assignment that all recitals and all estimates of
totals and values therein and all list creditors are true to the best of his
knowledge and belief; and that the debts set out as due to the preferred
creditors are bona fide just, due, and unpaid; and that said assignment
is not made for the purpose of hindering, delaying, or defrauding creditors. (Acts 1894, p. 90.)
;

28-308. (3237) List to be prepared

and attached;

affidavit.

—Within

15

days after the recording of such assignment, said assignor shall, in connection with the assignee, prepare a full and complete list of all property
of every kind, character, and description held, claimed, owned, or possessed by said assignor at the date of making such assignment, to which
shall be attached the affidavit of the assignor that said list is true. The
assignee shall also attach an affidavit that he has examined the books

and other papers
the

list

tion,

of the assignor, that he assisted in the preparation of

and that to the best of his knowledge, informais correct.
If he cannot make such affidavit, he

as far as possible,

and

belief the list

shall state the reason therefor.

28-309. (3238) List to

on

file

(Acts 1894,

remain on

file

p. 91.)

10 days.

in the clerk's office for 10 days, subject to

son interested.

(Acts 1894,

p. 91.)

— Said

remain
examination of any perlist

shall

Debtor and Creditor.
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I

(3239) Foreign assignments

28-310.

No

874

property

in this State shall

must conform to law of State.
pass under any assignment made by cor-

porations, persons, or firms out of this State, unless such foreign assign-

ment

comply with the law

shall

of

assignments

in this State.

(Acts 1894,

p. 91.)

Cross-references.

ments, see

§

28-311.

— Lex

102-10S.

Bond

(3240)

governs validity, form and

loci

Comity

of States, see

of assignee.

§

—Upon

the request of any three of

the creditors of the assignor, the assignee shall
surety, in a

sum

to be fixed

effect of written instru-

102-110.

by the judge

make and

file

a

bond with

of the superior court, condi-

tioned for the faithful performance of his trust, which bond shall be

made

payable to the ordinary of the county and his successors in office, for
the benefit of all creditors of the said assignor. In no case shall the bond
be less than the estimated value of the property assigned. (Acts 1894,
p. 91.)

(3241) Duties

—The

assignee shall proceed to
carry out the duties imposed upon him by the assignment,. but he shall
not pay any preferred debt until after 60 days from the filing of said
28-312.

assignment
28-313.

of

assignee.

in the clerk's office.

(3242)

(Acts 1894,

Powers and rights

p. 91.)

of assignee.

—The

assignee shall

succeed to all rights of the assignor, but may attack and set aside any
fraudulent conveyances, or recover property conveyed by the. assignor
for the purpose of hindering, delaying, or defrauding creditors. (Acts
1894, p. 91.)

28-314.

(3243) Direct attack on assignment.

set aside except in a direct

proceeding

—No assignment

filed for that

shall be

purpose, and no cred-

any priority or preference of payment out of the assets
assigned, on any judgment rendered after the filing of a petition to set
aside the assignment, in case the same is set aside and decreed to be void.
itor shall obtain

(Acts 1894,

p. 91.)

Cross-reference.

—Appointment

of

new

assignees and trustees, see

§§

28-320,

108-315.

—

(3244) Parties to proceedings to set aside. In all proceedings
to set aside assignments, the assignee and assignor shall be necessary
parties, and any preferred or unpreferred creditor may be made party
28-315.

plaintiff or

defendant at anytime

in

term or vacation. (Acts 1894,

p. 91.)

—

Cross-references. Parties to creditors' bills, see § 37-1006. Parties to proceedCreditors' petitions in administration of
ings for equitable relief, see § 37-1004.
assets, see § 37-407.

28-316.

When
it

(3245)

Not necessary

the assignment

is

to

show fraud

or notice in assignee.

attacked as fraudulent or void for any reason,

show fraud or collusion or notice thereof in
render the same void. (Acts 1894, pp. 91, 92.)

shall not be necessary to

the assignee, in order to
28-317.

(3246) Creditor not having

creditor shall be required to reduce his

—

judgment may ask relief. No
debt to judgment before asking

equitable relief in any proceedings against the assignor or assignee, or
both.

(Acts 1894, pp. 91, 92.)

—

Cross-references. Parties to creditors' petition, see § 28-404.
lien generally cannot obtain equitable relief, see § 55-106.

out

Creditors with-

Debtor and Creditor.
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§ 2S

(3247) Notice of filing assignment.— With in 30 'lays after

fil-

same
same

ing the assignment, the assignee shall notify each creditor that the

has been filed; and where proceedings are instituted attacking the
within 30 days thereafter, the assignee shall also give notice thereof to

each creditor named. Depositing a letter in the post office, stamped and
properly addressed, shall be sufficient notice under thl4 section. (Acts
1894, pp, 91, 92.)

28-319.

(3248) Innocent mistake in

lists, etc.

—

If it shall

appear that an innocent or unintentional mistake or omission

made

to

been

ha-,

in the description of the property, or in the list of assets, or in the

method

may

made

be

of preparing the list of assets, or in the list of creditors, the

be amended upon proof thereof to the court.

28-320. (3746)

New

assignees

may

same

(Acts 1894, pp. 91, 92.;

be appointed, when.

— In

all

of assignments for the benefit of creditors, heretofore or hereafter

cases

made,

where the sole or surviving assignee shall have departed this life or removed beyond the jurisdiction of the courts of the State, the superior
courts of the several counties in this State shall have full power and authority, when sitting either as a court of law or equity, upon the petition
of two or more of the parties interested in such assignment, and on such
notice as the court shall direct, in a summary manner, to appoint a new
assignee or assignees in the place of such deceased or nonresident as-

and such new assignee shall have all the authority, and be subject to all the pains and penalties of such deceased or nonresident assignee and all laws or enactments shall be as applicable and in as full
force in respect to the new as to the old assignee and said court may in
(Acts 1861,
its discretion require bond and security of such assignee.
signee,

;

;

p. 32.)

CHAPTER

28-4.

INSOLVENT TRADERS,
Sec.

Sec.
28-401.
28-402.

28-403.

Who

28-405.

a trader.

is

Receiver for insolvent trader.
Judge's power in such cases;
injunction;

receivers;

28-404.

Who may

28-401. (3254)

be parties.

Who

who

is

a trader.

preferences;

assets,

how

distributed.

28-406.

Allowance for defendant's sup-

28-407.

Judge

port,

audi-

tors.

No

may recommend

debtor's

release.

—Any person

or firm shall be consid-

engaged as a business in buying and selling real
or personal estate of any kind, or who is a banker or broker or commission merchant, or manufacturer manufacturing articles to the extent of
$5,000 per annum. (Acts 1880-1, p. 125.)
ered a trader

is

28-402. (3249) Receiver for insolvent trader.

— In

case any corpora-

not municipal, or any trader or firm of traders shall fail to pay. at
maturity, any one or more matured debts, payment of which has been

tion,

properly demanded of such debtor, and by him refused, and shall be insolvent, it shall be in the power of a court of equity, under a creditor's
petition, to which one or more creditors, representing one-third in

amount

of the unsecured debts of such insolvent corporation, trader, or

firm of traders,

whose debts are matured and unpaid,

shall be necessary

§

Debtor and Creditor.
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to collect the assets, real

and personal, including

28-403

parties, to proceed

in action and money, and appropriate the same to the creditors
such
trader, firm of traders, or corporation.
(Acts 1880-1, p. 125 1889,
of

choses

;

p. 74; 1894,

p. 89.)

—

Cross-references. When receiver is officer of court, see § 55-301. Creditors'
petitions in administration of assets, see § 37-407.
Reaching equitable assets, see
Disposition of assets of dissolved corporations, see § 22-1208.
B 28-103.
is
a trader, see 8 28-401.

Who

power

such cases; injunction; receivers;
auditors.
The judge, under such proceedings as are usual in equity, may
grant injunctions and appoint receivers for the collection and preservation of the assets in the cases provided by this Chapter, and may at any
time appoint an auditor and take all proper steps to bring the matter to
28-403.

(3250) Judge's

—

(Acts 1880-1,

a final hearing.
Cross-reference.

— See

in

p. 25.)

Title 10, Auditors; Title 55, Injunctions

and Receivers.

—

(3251) Who may be parties. Any creditor may become a
party to said petition, under an order of the court, at any time before the
final distribution of the assets, he becoming chargeable with his propor28-404.

tion of the expenses of the previous proceedings.

(Acts 1880-1,

p. 125.)

—

Cross-references. Parties to creditors' bills, see § 37-1006. Counsel fees, where
receiver is appointed, see § 55-314.
Receiver's fees, see § 55-315. Creditor not
having judgment may ask relief, 'see § 28-317. Creditors without liens, see § 55-106.

28-405.

(3252)

No

preferences; assets,

how

distributed.

—Upon

the

appointment of a receiver, no creditor shall acquire any preference, by
any judgment or lien, on any suit or attachment under proceedings commenced after the filing of the petition, and all assignments and mortgages
to pay or secure existing debts, made after the filing of said petition,
shall be vacated, and the assets be divided pro rata among the creditors,
preserving

all

existing liens. (Acts 1880-1, p. 125.)

—

Preference alCross-references. Assignments by corporations, see § 28-302.
Legal and equitable assets, see § 37-401. Equality
to debtor, see § 28-301.
equity, when, see § 37-110.

lowed
is

(3253) Allowance for defendant's support.

—

It shall be in the
suitable
allowance
make
a
for
judge
to
the
power
defendant for a
support during the pendency of the proceedings, having in so doing respect to the condition of the defendant and the circumstances of the
(Acts 1880-1, p. 125.)
failure.

28-406.

of the

28-407. (3255)

power

in the

Judge

may recommend

of the judge, in his final

to express his opinion,

if

debtor's release.

judgment

the facts authorize

in the cases

it,

that,

—

It shall

provided

be
for,

from the facts as

they have transpired during the progress of the cause, the defendant has
honestly and fairly delivered up his assets for distribution under the law,
and to recommend to the creditors of the defendant that they release him

from further

liability.

(Acts 1880-1,

CHAPTER

p. 125.)

28-99.

CRIMES.

Sec.

28-9901.

Sale of goods in bulk.

28-9901. (718 P. C.) Sale of goods in bulk.

goods, wares, or merchandise in bulk,

who

— Any vendor of a stock of

shall

knowingly or wilfully

Debtor and Creditor.
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make

or deliver, or cause to be

made

or delivered, any false Statement

or any statement of which any material portion

include the

names

of all his creditors in

in section 28-203, shall

f
§ 28- 7

is

any such statement as

be guilty of a mis/demeanor.

DECEDENTS' ESTATES:

false, or shall fail to
is

(Acts 1903,

required
p. 92. j

See Title 113, Wills, Descent, and Admin-

istration of Estates.

DECREES:

See Title 37, Equity, Chapter 37-12; Title
Judgment, -Chapters 110-3 to 110-10.

110,

Verdict and

TITLE

29.

DEEDS.
Chap.
29-1.

Sec.

Conveyances of

title

number

29-2.

Deficiency in

29-3.

Covenants and warranties
Recording

29-4.

29-101

:

of acres

and defect

29-201

in title

29-301
29-401

CROSS-REFERENCES.
See Title 113, Wills, Descent, and Administration of EsChapter 113-17.
Commissioners of deeds: See Title 71, Notaries Public and Commissioners of
Deeds.
See Title 48, Gifts, § 48-104.
Gift, effect of written deed:
Husband's voluntary deed for support of wife: See Title 30, Divorce and AliAdministrator's sale:
tates,

mony,

§

30-211.

Judicial sales: See Title 39, Executions
39-11 to 39-13.

Mortgages:
Quia timet:

See Title
See Title

67,
37,

CHAPTER

Mortgages, Conveyances to Secure Debt, and Liens.
Equity, Chapter 37-14.

CONVEYANCES OF

29-1.

29-102.

Requisites of a deed to lands.
Grantee bound by conditions in
deed.

29-103.

Future

29-104.

Form

29-105.

Escrows; presumption.
Deed of an infant; avoidance.
Adverse possession does not
void deed.

interest

may

be

con-

29-109.

Inconsistent

29-110.

29-111.

Estoppel by recitals in deed.
Claim adverse to deed; estop-

29-112.

Ancient deed; admissibility

veyed.

29-106.
29-107.
29-108.

TITLE.

Sec.

Sec.
29-101.

and Proceedings Thereunder, Chapters

deed;

pel.

of deed.

Deeds to personalty; attesting

in

evidence.
29-113.
29-114.

Copies established, how.
Execution of bonds for

title,

etc.

29-115.

Purchaser to pay costs of conveyance.

witnesses.

29-101.

clauses in
intention of parties.

(4179) Requisites of a deed to lands.

—A

deed to lands must

signed by the maker, attested by at least two witnesses,
and delivered to the purchaser, or someone for him, and be made on a

be

in writing,

valuable or good consideration.

ways

be inquired into

when

The

consideration of a deed

the principles of justice require

may
it.

al-

(Act

1785, Cobb, 164.)
Cross-references.— Attestation, see §§ 29-405 to 29-409.
Will and deed distinForm of grants, see § 85-302. Instrument may be both
§ 113-102.
Decree for specific performance operates as deed,
deed and will, see § 113-103.
Punishment for conveyance of title by forged deed, see § 26-3921.
see § 37-1202.
Parol evidence admissible to prove
Execution of bonds for title, see § 29-114.
mistake in deed, see § 38-510.
guished, see

—

bound by conditions in deed. When a grantee
and
enters thereunder, he will be bound by the covenants
accepts a deed
29-102.

(4180) Grantee

Deeds.
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§

29

contained therein, although the deed has not been signed by him. (64
Ga. 495.)

—

be conveyed. A future interest or
estate may be conveyed by deed; but it must operate to transfer the
title immediately, or the instrument will be testamentary and revocable.
29-103. (4181) Future interest

Cross-references.

not be sold, see

— Intention

of

maker

of will,

Bee

Possibility can-

113-102.

§

Mortgage, when covering after-acquired property, see

96-102.

§

may

§ 67-103.

Form

29-104. (4182)

of deed.

— No prescribed

validity of a deed to lands or personalty.

known
date

it.

the transaction between

(Act 1768, Cobb,

is

essential to the

If sufficient in itself to

no want

the parties,

Act

163.

form

of

form

make

will invali-

1785, Cobb, 164.)

—

Cross-references. Requisites of a deed to land, see § 29-101. Intention of
Form of grants, see § 85-302. Error in form of
of will, see § 113-102.
conveyance, see § 37-215. Extent of possession under duly recorded deed, see
Reducing deed to mortgage, see § 67-104.
§ 85-405.

maker

—

Escrows; presumption. A deed delivered to another,
to be delivered on certain conditions to the grantee, is an escrow. Possession of the deed by the grantee is presumptive proof of a delivery, but
29-105. (4183)

may

be rebutted.

Cross-reference.

— Rules

of interpretation of contracts, see

Deed

§

20-704.

—

an infant; avoidance. The deed of an infant
The making of another deed at
is voidable at his pleasure on majority:
that time voids the first, without an entry on the lands.
29-106. (4184)

Cross-references.

of

— Minors,

see

79-208.

§

When

an infant

bound, see

is

—A

Adverse possession does not void deed.
lands, made while the same are held adversely to the maker
29-107. (4185)

is

not void.

(Acts 1859,

113-1714.

20-201.

deed to

of the deed,

p. 24.)

—

Administrator not to
Possession as notice of title, see

Cross-references.
§

§

sell

property

held

adversely,

see

85-408.

§

—

Deeds to personalty; attesting witnesses. A deed to
personalty needs no attesting witness to make it valid in other respects
29-108. (4186)

;

the principles applicable to deeds to lands are applicable to
a deed is not necessary to convey title to personalty.

it.

Generally,

—

Cross-references. Assignment of choses in action, see § 85-1803. What is personalty, see § 85-1701. Attestation of mortgages, bills of sale, etc., see §§ 67-105,
67-106, 67-1106, 67-1302, 67-1303, 67-1402.

29-109. (4187) Inconsistent clauses in deed; intention of parties.

two

—

If

clauses in a deed are utterly inconsistent, the former shall prevail

but the intention of the parties, from the whole instrument, should,
possible, be ascertained and carried into effect.
Cross-reference.

—Inconsistent

29-110. (4188) Estoppel

the receipt of the purchase

:

if

provisions in will, see § 113-407.

by

recitals in deed.

money

—The

deed of
does not estop the maker from denyrecital in a

ing the fact and proving the contrary.

—

Cross-references. Receipts, their effect, see
in deed, see § 38-510.

§

38-508.

Parol evidence to prove

mistake

—

Claim adverse to deed estoppel. The maker of a deed
cannot subsequently claim adversely to his deed under a title acquired
29-111. (4189)

;

§29-112
since the making- thereof.

He

is

see

§

Deeds.
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estopped from denying his right to

sell

and convey.
Cross-reference.

— Estoppels,

38-114.

—

Ancient deed; admissibility in evidence. A deed more
than 30 years old, having the appearance of genuineness on inspection,
and coming from the proper custody, if possession has been consistent
therewith, is admissible in evidence without proof of execution.
29-112.

(4190")

—

Cross-references. Ancient documents admissible in evidence, see § 38-312. Production of proof, see § 38-701. Ancient writings prove themselves, see § 38-706.

(4191) Copies established, how.

29-113.
a

copy

may

—

an original deed

If

is

lost,

be established by the superior court of the county where the

when

so established, shall have

land

lies,

nal.

(Act 1799. Cobb, 463. Act 1785, Cobb, 166.)

and,

all

the effect of the origi-

— How

Cross-references.
papers are established, see § 63-203.
or instrument as evidence, see § 24-3340.

29-114. Execution of

bonds for

title, etc.

Copy

— Every bond for

of lost deed

title,

bond

rcconvey realty, contract to sell or to convey realty, or any interest
and every transfer or assignment of any of such instruments
shall, except as between the parties thereto, be executed with the same
formality as is required by the laws of this State for the execution of
deeds conveying realty. (Acts 1921, pp. 157, 158.)
to

therein,

—

Cross-references. Form of deed, see § 29-104. Requisites of deed, see
Attestation of deeds, see §§ 29-405 to 29-409. Registration, see § 29-418.

29-115. (4108) Purchaser to

pay costs

of

§

29-101.

conveyance.— Without an ex-

pressed stipulation to the contrary, a purchaser must pay the costs of
the conveyance. (78 Ga. 702 (3 S. E. 902).)

CHAPTER

29-2.

DEFICIENCY IN NUMBER OF ACRES AND

DEFECT IN TITLE.
Sec.

Sec.
29-201.

Deficiency in quantity of lands;

29-202.

apportionment of price; "more

Purchaser losing land from defeet of title; rights of.

or less."

29-201.

"more

(4122)

or less."

number

Deficiency in quantity of lands; apportionment of price;

— In a sale of lands,

if

the purchase

is

per acre, a deficiency

may

be apportioned in the price. If the sale is
by the tract or entire body, a deficiency in the quantity sold cannot be
apportioned. If the quantity is specified as "more or less," this qualification will cover any deficiency not so gross as to justify the suspicion
of wilful deception, or mistake amounting to fraud; in this event the deficiency is apportionable; the purchaser may demand a rescission of the
sale or an apportionment of the price according to relative value.
in the

of acres

Cross-references.

ment, see

29-202.
If

§

20-113.

— Conditional

and absolute contracts, see § 20-109. ApportionGeneral principles as to sales, see Title 96, Sales, Chapter 96-1.

(4124) Purchaser losing land from defect of

the purchaser loses part of the land from defect of

title,

title,

rights of.

he

may

—

claim

either a rescission of the entire contract, or a reduction of the price ac-

cording to the relative value of the land so

lost.

Cross-reference.— Rescission, see §§ 20-906, 20 907, 29-201.
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CHAPTER

§

29-306

COVENANTS AND WARRANTIES.

29-3.

Sec.

Sec.

29-301.

Covenants running with land
go to purchaser.

29 305.

Offer to rescind not necessary

29-302.

No

29-306.

Burden

implied warranty.
General warranty; scope.
General warranty of land cov-

29-303.
29-304.

ers

known

to

re<

very.

of proof in suits
breach of warranty.

tot

defects.

—

Covenants running with land go to purchaser. The
purchaser of lands obtains with the title, however conveyed to him, at
public or private sale, all the rights which any former owner of the land,
under whom he claims, may have had by virtue of any covenants of warranty of title, or of quiet enjoyment, or of freedom from incumbrances,
29-301. (4192)

contained. in the conveyance from any former grantor, unless the

mission of such covenants with the land

covenant

is

-

trai

expressly negatived in the

itself.

—

Cross-references. Definition of realty, see § 85-201. Judicial sale, purchaser's
Fraud, covenants of warranty, etc., see § 39-1307.
title, see § 39-1305.

original

No

29-302. (4193)
plied

warranty of

Cross-reference.
§

implied warranty.
(55 Ga. 289.

title.

—Patent

—In a

88 Ga. 681 (16

defects not covered

is

no im-

S. E. 59).)

by general express warranty,

see

96-304.

29-303. (4194) General warranty; scope.

against the claims of
sell,

and

—A general warranty of

persons includes in

all

of quiet enjoyment,

Cross-reference.
§

sale of land there

—Punishment

itself

title

covenants of a right to

and of freedom from incumbrances.
for

conveyance

of

title

by forged

deed,

see

26-3921.

29-304. (4195) General

general warranty of

title in

ers defects in the title

taking the deed.
Cross-references.

warranty, see

§

warranty of land covers known
a deed against the claims of

all

defects.

persons cov-

though known to the purchaser at the time

An

offer

is

of

(75 Ga. 407.)

—Patent

96-304.

defects in personalty not covered by general express
Effect of breach of warranty on sale, see § 96-306.

29-305. (4196) Offer to rescind not necessary to recovery.
to rescind

—

—An

offer

not necessary to a recovery upon a covenant of warranty.

by the warrantor

to rescind

and a refusal by the warrantee

should be considered in estimating damages.
Cross-reference.
§

— Damages

for breach of covenant of warranty

to

land,

see

20-1412.

29-306. (4197)
suits for

Burden

of proof in suits for breach of warranty.

breach of warranty the burden of proof

is

on the

— In

plaintiff, ex-

cept in cases where outstanding incumbrances have been paid off or possession has been yielded in consequence of legal proceedings of which

the warrantor had notice and an opportunity to defend.

(4 Ga. 606.

74

Ga. 793.)

—

Cross-references. Burden of proof generally, see
as codefendant in ejectment, see § 33-115.

§

38-103.

Previous warrantor

g

CHAPTER

29-4.

40L

29-402.

When

where

and

deeds

re-

29-410.

corded; priority.
When deeds and other instruments may be rerecorded.

29-411.
29-412.

Rerecording of deed when new
county is formed or county
line changed.

29-404.

Effect of rerecording.

29-405.

list
Registrable instruments
be attested or acknowledged.
Officers authorized to attest
registrable instruments.

29-407.

m

Record

one

in

county

when

execution is before officer of
another county without juris-

29-413.

29-409.

Acknowledgment by

officer subsequent to execution.
If executed out of this State.

29-401.

(4198)

When

Deeds and

bills of sale to personalty, record of.

29-414.

Laws

continued.

29-415.

Deed

evidence, when.

29-416.

Affidavits of forgery of deeds
to be withdrawn, when.

29-417.

Copy, when evidence.

29-418.

Bonds

29-419.

Satisfaction of bonds for
how entered of record.

29-420.

Method

diction.

29-408.

Probate by witness.
Probate by other persons.
Record of execution; copy as
evidence.

29-403.

2°-406.

RECORDING.
Sec.

See.
2

882

Deeds.

29-401

for title, record, etc.;
priority over deeds, etc.

recording

of

ments affecting land

and where deeds recorded

;

priority.

title,

instrutitle.

—Every deed

conveying lands shall be recorded in the office of the clerk of the supeThe record may be made
rior court of the county where the land lies.
at any time, but such deed loses its priority over a subsequent recorded
deed from the same vendor, taken without notice of the existence of the
(Act 1785, Cobb, 164; Act 1837, Cobb, 175; Act 1755, Cobb, 159;
first.
Act 1768, Cobb, 162.)

—

Cross-references. Registration of transfers and liens, see § 67-2501. Record of
Mortgages recorded, where,
marriage contracts and settlements, see § 53-408.
Recording deed executed out of this State, see § 29-409. Registered
see § 67-108.
deed as evidence, see § 29-415. Clerk to keep records, see § 24-2715, H 10. Extent
of possession under duly recorded deed, see § 85-405.

29-402.
ed.

(4199)

— Clerks

When

deeds and other instruments

of the superior courts

may

may be

rerecord-

record the second time any deed

or other recorded instrument, and the certificate of record,

destroyed by

when

the

Such rerecording shall be as valid as the first, and shall take effect from the date of
the first record: Provided, the second record is within 12 months after
record of such instrument

is

the loss or destruction of the

lost or

first.

(Acts 1882-3,

—

fire.

p. 148.)

Cross-references. Missing records, how proved, see §
see § 38-620. Second record, when evidence, see § 38-621.

(4200) Rerecording of deed

Rerecording,

38-607.

when new county

formed or
county line changed. Any holder of a deed to land, or a mortgage or
other lien upon land, which was recorded in the county in which the
land was situated at the date of the record, may, where such land is now
included in another county, either by the creation of a new county or a
change of county lines, have his deed, mortgage, or other lien rerecorded
in the clerk's office of the superior court of the county in which the land
Tt shall be the duty of the clerk of such court, upon
is now situated.
payment of record fees, to cause such deed, mortgage, or other lien to
be entered upon the proper records for such papers, and such clerk shall
note on the record book where such deed, mortgage, or other lien may
be recorded the date of the original record of said paper, the book, and
page or pages upon which the same was recorded. (Acts 1908, p. 95.)
29-403.

—

Cross-reference.

— Change

of

county

lines, see Title 23,

is

Counties, Chapter 23-3.

Deeds.
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§29-409

rerecording.— The rerecord of BOCh deed,
mortgage, or other lien shall in no wise affect the validity of such original record as notice, and in case the original of such deed, mortgage, or
other lien is lost, a certified copy thereof from the reeord where the
same was recorded may in like manner be rerecorded in the county in
29-404. (4201) Effect

of

which the land affected thereby
29-405. (4202)

—To

now

is

situated.

(

Acts 1908, pp.

95, 96.)

Registrable instruments must be attested or acknowl-

authorize the record of any deed, whether a deed to realty
or personalty, or of a mortgage, bond for title or other registrable in-

edged.

strument,

executed

if

in this State,

as hereinafter provided.

it

must bo attested

But nothing herein

other witness where an additional witness
171, 172.

Acts 1849-50,

is

shall

required.

or

acknowledged

dispense with an-

(Act 1827, Cobb,

p. 49; 1853-4, p. 26; 1893, p. 97; 1924, p. 83;

1931, p. 153.)

—

Cross-references. Requisites of deed, see
see §§ 67-105, 67-106.

§

29-101.

Attestation of mortgage,

29-406. (4202) Officers authorized to attest registrable instruments.

such instrument may be attested by a judge of a court of record
(including a judge of a municipal court), or by a justice of the peace, or
notary public, or clerk or deputy clerk of the superior court or of a city
court created by special Act of the General Assembly. Such officers,
except judges of courts of record, may attest such instruments only in
(Act 1827,
the county in which they respectively hold their offices.
Cobb, 171, 172. Acts 1849-50, p. 49; 1853-4, p. 26; 1893, p. 97; 1924,

Any

p.

83; 1931,

p. 153.)

—

Cross-references. City courts as courts of record, see § 24-2204. Jurisdiction
of superior courts, see § 24-2615 and cross-references; of courts of ordinary, see
Powers of deputy clerk of superior court same
§ 24-1901 and cross-references.
as those of clerk, see § 24-2713. Seal of notary not required to attestation of
deeds, see § 71-107. See editorial note on city courts in Title 24, immediately preceding Chapter 24-22.

Record in one county when execution is before officer of another county without jurisdiction. Wherever any such instrument appears by the caption only to be executed in one county, and the official
attesting witness appears to be an officer of another county not having
jurisdiction to witness deeds, mortgages, bonds for title and other registrable instruments in the county named in the caption, the same shall
be conclusively considered and construed to have been attested by the
officer in the county in which he had authority to act, the caption to the
contrary notwithstanding. Such deed, mortgage, bond for title or other
29-407.

—

registrable instrument so witnessed shall be entitled to record

respects

it is

so entitled.

29-408. (4202)
If,

Acknowledgment by

subsequently to

edged

in the

(Acts 1918,

its

p.

209; 1923,

if

in other

p. 111.)

—

subsequent to execution.
execution, any registrable instrument is acknowlofficer

presence of either of the officers referred in section 29-406,

that fact certified on the deed

by such

corded. (Act 1827, Cobb, 171, 172.

officer shall entitle

Acts 1849-50,

p.

it

to be re-

49; 1853-4,

p.

26;

1893, p. 97; 1924, p. 83; 1931, p. 153.)

29-409. (4203) If executed out of this State.
of a deed to realty or personalty,

—To authorize the record

when executed out

of this State, the

§

.>M10

Deeds.
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deed must be attested by or acknowledged before a commissioner of
deeds for the State of Georgia, or a consul or vice consul of the United
States (the certificate of these officers under their seal being evidence
of the fact), or by a judge of a court of record in the State or country
where executed, with a certificate of the clerk under the seal of such
court of the genuineness of the signature of such judge, or by a clerk
of a court of record under the seal of the court, or by a notary public or
justice of the peace of the State or State and county, city or country
where executed, with his seal of office attached; and if such notary public or justice of the peace has no seal, then his official character shall be
certified by a clerk of any court of record in the county, city, or country of the residence of such notary or justice of the peace.
A deed to
realty must be attested by two witnesses, one of whom may be one of
the officials aforesaid.
(Acts 1895, p. 73; 1900, p. 52; 1912, p. 71; 1924,
p.

sa)
Cross-reference.

29-410.

— Effect

of affidavits

(4205) Probate

made out

of this State, see

—

is

by witness.

a deed

If

81-409.

§

neither attested by,

nor acknowledged before, either of the officers aforesaid, it may be admitted to record upon the affidavit of a subscribing witness, before either
of the above-named officers, testifying to the execution of the deed and
its attestation according to law.
A substantial compliance with this

requirement shall be held sufficient, in the absence of
fraud.
(Act 1850, Cobb, 181 1931, p. 153.)

all

suspicion of

;

—

Cross-references. Probate of mortgages for record, see
davits out of this State shall be recognized, see § 81-409.

§

67-112.

When

affi-

—

(4206) Probate by other persons. If the subscribing witness
or witnesses are dead, or insane, or have removed without the State, or
29-411.

are otherwise incapacitated to

make

the affidavit, the affidavit of a third

person to the fact and to the genuineness of the handwriting of the subscribing witness or witnesses shall be sufficient to admit the deed to
record.
(Act 1838, Cobb, 176. Act 1841, Cobb, 178. Acts 1858, p. 53.)
Cross-reference.

— Proof

of handwriting, see

§

38-708.

(4207) Record of execution; copy as evidence.

—A

purchaser
at sheriff's sale may have the execution under which the property was
sold recorded with his deed, together with all the entries on said execution and in the event of the loss or destruction of the original execution, a copy of such record shall be admitted in evidence.
(Act 1845,
Cobb, 179.)
29-412.

;

—

Cross-references. Certified copy as evidence, see § 38-609. Proof of loss adPurchaser at judicial sale has original
mits secondary evidence, see § 38-702.
Copies of deeds and grants, when admitted, see §§ 24-3340,
title, see § 39-1305.
24-3341.

Deeds and
Absolute deeds and bills of
29-413.

(4208)

bills

of sale to

sale to personalty

personalty; record

may

of.

be recorded in the

the superior court of the county where the

maker
Such record, being permissive and not compulsory, is not constructive or implied notice to any one; it is otherwise where the law requires the record to be made, and it is properly made.
(Act 1819, Cobb,
office of the clerk of

resides.

168.

Acts 1855-6,

p.

142.)

Cross-reference.— As to record of deeds to realty to secure debts, see

§

67-1305.

§ 29-419

Deeds.
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Laws

deeds heretofore by any Act
declared valid, or where improperly recorded the record has been declared valid or sufficient, shall continue under this Code in the
29-414. (4209)

uation as

if

continued.

All

the original Acts remained in force.

29-415. (4210)

Deed

evidence, when.

—A

registered deed shall be ad-

mitted in evidence in any court without further proof, unless the maker
of the deed, or one of his heirs, or the opposite party in the cause will
file an affidavit that the said deed is a forgery, to the best of his knowledge and belief, when the court shall arrest the cause and require an
issue to be made and tried as to the genuineness of the alleged deed.

(Act 1812, Cobb, 167.

Act

1827, Cobb, 172.

Act

1841, Cobb, 178.

Acts

1855-6, p. 143.)

—

Cross-references. Registration of mortgages, see § 67-108. Recordation of deeds,
see § 29-401. Production and proof, see § 38-701. Party executing may testify to
execution, see § 38-706.

29-416. (4211) Affidavits of forgery of deeds to be withdrawn, when.

—Where affidavits of forgery have been

•

and the

filed to plaintiff's deeds,

deeds have been turned over to the defendant or his counsel in order to
procure evidence upon the issue of forgery, and shall have been destroyed or lost by the defendant or his counsel, or for any cause shall not be
returned to plaintiff, then the judge trying said case shall strike the

and withdraw said issue from the jury, until such
be produced. The same rule shall apply where the plaintiff

affidavit of forgery,

deed shall
files an affidavit of forgery as to the deeds of the defendant.

(Acts

1887, p. 60.)
Cross-references.— Registration of mortgages, see
gages for record, see § 67-112.

29-417. (4212) Copy,

when

evidence.

—

If

§

67-108.

Probate of mort-

the original deed be

lost, a

copy from the registry, if duly recorded, shall be admitted in evidence
whenever the court is satisfied of the fact of loss or destruction and to
this fact the party may be a witness.
(Act 1845, Cobb, 179.)
;

—

Cross-references. Certified copy of any registered paper admissible, see § 38-609.
registry destroyed, see § 38-610.
Secondary evidence, when admitted,
Proof of loss of paper will admit secondary evidence, see § 38-702.
see § 38-212.
Missing papers, see §§ 24-3340, 24-3341.

When

—

Bonds for title; record, etc.; priority over deeds, etc.
Every bond for title, bond to reconvey, contract to sell or convey realty,
or any interest therein, and any and all transfers or assignments thereof
29-418. (4214)

and recorded in the office of the clerk of the superior court
of the county where the land referred to therein lies.
The filing and
recording may be made at any time, but such bond for title, bond to reconvey, contract to sell or convey realty, or any interest therein, and any
transfer or assignment thereof, shall lose its priority over deeds, loan
deeds, mortgages, bonds for titles, bonds to reconvey, contracts to sell
or convey realty, or any interest therein, and any transfer or assignment
thereof from the same vendor, obligor, transferror, or assignor, which
may be executed subsequently, but previously filed for record, and taken
without notice of the former instrument. (Acts 1900, p. 6S; 1921, p. 158.)
shall be filed

Cross-reference.

29-419.

When

— Execution

of bonds for

title, etc.,

(4215) Satisfaction of bonds for

any bond

for title shall

see

§

how

29-114.

—

entered of record.
have been recorded and subsequently
title,

§

29-420

Deeds.
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surrendered, or satisfied, such surrender or satisfaction may be entered
of record by the clerk of the superior court, in the same manner that
cancellations of mortgages and deeds to secure debts are

(Acts 1900,

of record.

entered

p. 6S.)

—

Cross-references.
Cancellation of mortgage, see § 67-117.
to secure debt reconveys property to grantor, see § 67-1306.

Method

now

Cancellation of deed

—

instruments affecting land title. All decrees, deeds, mortgages, or other instruments affecting the titles to lands
shall be recorded by the clerk upon good and substantial white paper,
in either printing, typewriting, or handwriting in ink, which record shall
be clear, legible, and permanent, but any record may be in any one or
more oi said methods. (Acts 1929, p. 321.)
29-420.

of recording

—

Cross-references. When instruments requiring record take effect, see § 67-2501.
Registration of mortgages, deeds to secure debt, etc., see Title 67, Mortgages,
Conveyances to Secure Debt, and Liens.

DEEDS TO BENEFICIAL INTERESTS:
Chapter

See Title

108,

Trusts,

108-6.

DEFAMATION OF CHARACTER:

See Title 26, Crimes and Pun-

ishment, Chapter 26-21.

DEFAULT JUDGMENTS:

See Title

Verdict and Judgment,

110,

Chapter 110-4.

DEMURRERS:

Chapter 27-15;

See Title 27, Criminal Procedure,
Title 81, Pleading and Practice, Chapter 81-3.

DENTISTS:

See Title

84, Professions, Businesses,

and Trades, Chap-

ter 84-7.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE:
Chapters 5-1 to

See

Title

5,

Agriculture,

5-3.

DEPARTMENT OF ARCHIVES AND HISTORY:

See Title 40,

Executive Department, Chapter 40-8.

DEPARTMENT OF AUDITS AND ACCOUNTS:

See

Title

40,

Executive Department, Chapter 40-18.

DEPARTMENT OF BANKING: See Title
DEPARTMENT OF GAME AND FISH:

13,

Banks and Banking.

See Title 45,

Game and

Fish, Chapter 45-1.

DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS:

See Title

54, In-

dustrial Relations, Chapter 54-1.

DEPARTMENT OF LAW:

See Title 40, Executive

Department,

Chapter 40-16.

DEPARTMENTS OF GOVERNMENT:

Executive, see Title 40,
Executive Department; judicial, see Title 24, Courts; legislative,
see Title 47, General Assembly.

DEPOSITS: See Title 12, Bailments, Chapter 12-3.
DEPOSITIONS: See Title 38, Evidence, Chapters 38-21 to
DEPOSITORIES: See Title 100, State Depositories.
DESCENT AND DISTRIBUTION: See Title 113, Wills,
and Administration

of Estates.

38-25.

Descent,

Devises and Legacies
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DEVISES AND LEGACIES:

—Distress Warrants.

Sec Title 113, Wills, Descent, and Ad-

ministration of Estates.

DISBARMENT
Chapter

of attorneys at law:

9,

Attorneys at

J

9-5.

DISCOVERY:
DISEASE:

See Title

See Title
Health.
Public

DISMISSAL:
Writ

See Title

5,

38,

Evidence, Chapters 38-11, 38-12.

Agriculture; Title 62, Live Stock; Title 88,
3, Actions, Chapter 3-5.
Appeal and Error, Chapter

Actions, see Title

of Error, see Title 6,

DISORDERLY HOUSES,
Punishment, Chapter

maintaining:

See Title

26,

6-13.

Crimes and

26-61.

DISPOSSESSORY PROCEEDINGS:

See Title 61,

Landlord and

Tenant, Chapter 61-3.

DISTRESS WARRANTS:
ter 61-4.

See Title

61,

Landlord and Tenant, Chap-

TITLE

30.

DIVORCE AND ALIMONY.
Chap.

Sec.

30-1.

Divorce.

30-101

30-2.

Alimony,

30-201

CROSS-REFERENCES.
Marriage:

See Title

53,

Husband and Wife, Chapters

CHAPTER

30-1.

53-1 to 53-4.

DIVORCE.

Sec.

Sec.

Total and partial; how granted;
concurrent verdicts.

30-101.

30-103.

Grounds
Grounds

30-.104.

Discretionary grounds.

30-105.

Petition; process;
pleading.

30-102.

for partial divorce.
rules

of

30-107.

Period of petitioner's residence

30-108.

Petitioner

30-109.

when.
Condonation;

have

a

di-

in State.

30 112.
30-113.

30-114.

Form
Form

di-

30-118.

Judgment or

30-119.

Effect of total divorce.

30-120.

Effect of partial divorce.

30-121.

Name

of verdict for partial divorce.

collusion;
consent to conduct; both parties
guilty of like conduct.

Confessions of party to acts
of adultery or cruel treatment.
Schedule of property by party
applying for divorce.
Transfer of property after suit
for divorce filed.
Verdict or judgment by default.
Competency as juror of person
having conscientious scruples
as to granting divorce.

decree.

of wife changed in divorce cases, when.
Rights and disabilities, determination by jury.

dismiss,

and

verdict for total

30-117.

30-122.

may not

of

vorce.

Respondent may
vorce, when.

30-111.

Verdict of jury; contents.

30-116.

for total divorce.

30-106.

30-110.

30-115.

30-123.

How

30-124.

Application to remove disabilities may be resisted by

30-125.

When

disabilities relieved.

whom.
and

how

application

tried.

Rules for continuances.

30-126.

30-127.

Custody

30-128.

Renewed

of children.

cohabitation by persons divorced from bed and
board.
Ex parte cases, duty of judge

30-129.

in.

New

30-130.

trials.

how

granted; concurrent verdicts.
Divorces may be granted by the superior court, and shall be of two
kinds total and from bed and board. The concurrent verdicts of two
juries, at different terms of the court, shall be necessary to a total di30-101. (2944) Total

—

partial;

—

vorce.

A

one jury.

divorce from bed and board

(Acts 1866,

p. 21

;

may

be granted on the verdict of

1880-1, p. 66.)

—

Cross-references. Form of verdict for total divorce, see § 30-116.
Exclusive
jurisdiction of superior courts, see Const., Art. VI, Sec. IV, Par. I (§ 2-3201).
Jurisdiction of Supreme Court, see Const., Art. VI, Sec. II, Par.
(§ 2-3005).
Bigamy, see § 26-5601 et seq.

V

30-102.
shall

be

f2945)

Grounds

for total divorce.

—The

following

sufficient to authorize the granting of a total divorce:

grounds

Divorce and Alimony.
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g 30-107

Intermarriage by persons within the prohibited
sanguinity and affinity.
1.

d< g

.

I

(

—

Cross-reference. Prohibited degrees of consanguinity, and nearness of relationship as a disability to marriage, see § 53-102.

Mental incapacity at the time of the marriage.
Cross-reference. As a disability to marriage, sre § 53-102.
2.

—

Impotency

3.

Cross-reference.

at the time of the marriage.

— As

a disability to marriage, see

§

53-102.

Force, menaces, duress, or fraud in obtaining the marriage.

4.

Cross-reference.

— Consent

Pregnancy

5.

necessary to marriage, see

§

53-103.

of the wife, at the time of the marriage,

unknown

to

the husband.
Cross-reference.

—After

divorce, legitimacy of children, see §§ 30-119, 74-101.

6.

Adultery

7.

Wilful and continued desertion by either of the parties for the

term
8.

in either of the parties after marriage.

of three years.

The

conviction of either party for an offense involving moral tur-

which he or she is sentenced to imprisonment in the
the term of two years or longer. (Act 1850, Cobb, 226.)

pitude, and under

penitentiary for

—

Grounds for partial divorce. Divorces from bed and
board may be granted on any of the grounds recognized by the common
(Act 1850, Cobb, 226. 2 Ga.
law, to wit, adultery and cruel treatment.
30-103. (2947)

191.)

30-104. (2946) Discretionary grounds.

—In

case of cruel treatment or

habitual intoxication by either party, the jury, in their discretion,

grant either a total or partial divorce.
Cross-reference.

— Punishment

may

(Act 1850, Cobb, 226.)

for cruelty to wife, see

§

26-1410.

30-105. (2951) Petition; process; rules of pleading.

—The

action for

divorce shall be by petition and process, as in ordinary suits, filed and

served as in other cases, unless the defendant shall be nonresident of this
State, when service shall be perfected as prescribed in causes in equity.

The same

rules of pleading shall obtain as in other causes at law. (Act

1802, Cobb, 223.)

—

Deposit of costs required, see § 24-3406. Suits, how com81-101. Date of riling to be indorsed, see § 81-112. Service on nonService by publication, see §§ 81-205 to 81-207.
residents, see § 81-204.
Cross-references.

menced, see

§

—

Respondent may have divorce, when. When a petition for divorce shall be filed, the respondent may, in his or her plea and
answer, recriminate and ask a divorce in his or her favor; and if on the
30-106. (2952)

trial

the jury shall believe that such party instead of the petitioner

may

entitled to divorce, they

necessity of a cross-action.

so find

upon

(Acts 1863-4,

is

legal proof, so as to avoid the
p. 45.)

30-107. (2950) Period of petitioner's residence in

State.

— Xo

court

a bona fide resident of

any character to any person who has not been
the State 12 months before the filing of the ap-

plication for divorce.

(Acts 1893,

shall grant a divorce of

Cross-reference.
Par. I (§ 2-4301).

—Where

p. 109.)

cases shall be brought, see Const., Art. VI, Sec.

XVI,

Divorce and Alimony.

30-10$

§

may

(2953) Petitioner

30-108.

890

not dismiss, when.

—

one verdict shall

If

be found in favor of the respondent, the petitioner may not dismiss his
or her suit without the consent of the opposite party.
(Acts 1863-4,
p. 45.)

(2948) Condonation;

30-109.

parties guilty of like conduct.

consent

collusion;

—

If

conduct;

to

both

the adultery, desertion, cruel treat-

ment, or intoxication complained of shall have been occasioned by the
collusion of the parties, and with the intention of causing" a divorce, or

the party complaining

if

been guilty of

was consenting

conduct, or

like

if

thereto, or

if

both parties have

there has been a voluntary condonation

and cohabitation subsequently to the acts complained of, and with notice thereof, then no divorce shall be granted; and in all cases, the party
sued may plead in defense the conduct of the party suing, and the jury
may, on examination of the whole case, refuse a divorce. (Act 1850,
Cobb, 226.)
(2949) Confessions of party to acts of adultery or cruel treat-

30-110.

ment.

—The confessions of a party to acts of adultery or cruel treatment

shall be received

with great caution, and

circumstances, and

made with

a

if

unsupported by corroborating

view to be evidence

in the cause, shall

not be deemed sufficient to grant a divorce.
(2954) Schedule of property

30-111.

In

all suits

for divorce.

for divorce, the party applying shall render a schedule,

owned

oath, of the property

the application

separated

by party applying

— or

or possessed

by the

on

parties at the time of

at the time of the separation,

— distinguishing

—

if

the parties have

the separate estate of the wife,

if

there be

any, which shall be filed with the petition, or pending the suit, under

the order of the court.
Cross-references.

— Provisions

permanent alimony, see
see

(Act 1806, Cobb, 224, 225.)

§

Jury may grant
Wife's property remains separate after marriage,

as to alimony, see Chapter 30-2.

30-209.

53-502.

§

30-112.

(2955) Transfer of property after suit for divorce

suit for divorce has

been

filed,

property, except bona fide in
title

.

filed.

—After

no transfer by the husband of any of the

payment

of preexisting debts, shall pass the

so as to avoid the vesting thereof according to the final verdict of

the jury in the cause.
30-113.

(2959, 5658) Verdict or

judgment by default

shall

judgment by

be taken

or

but the allega-

by evidence before both

juries.

p. 46.)

Cross-reference.

30-114.

—No verdict

in a suit for divorce,

tions in the petition shall be established

(Acts 1895,

default.

—Verdicts

(2962)

of

two

Competency

juries required, see

§

30-101.

as juror of person having conscientious

scruples as to granting divorce.

—A juror having

conscientious scruples

as to granting divorces shall be incompetent to serve on such applications.

At

the request of the complainant, the court

panel touching such scruples.

may

(Act 1840, Cobb, 225.)

inquire of the

Divorce and Alimony.
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30-115. (2956) Verdict of jury, contents.

jj

— The

verdict

30- 122

the jury

of

and the disposition to be made

shall specify the kind of divorce granted

of the scheduled property.

—

Cross-references. Schedule of property by petitioner for divorce, see
Alimony, see Chapter 30-2.

30-116.

(2957)

Form

of verdict for total divorce.

—The form

I

30-111.

of a vi

-

may

be as follows, to wit: "We, the jury,
find that sufficient proofs have been submitted to our consideration to
authorize a total divorce that is to say, a divorce a vinculo matrimonii,
diet in case of a total divorce

—

upon

between the parties

legal principles,

in

this

(Act 1802,

case."

Cobb, 224.)
Cross-reference.

— How divorce
Form

30-117. (2958)

form

granted, see

§

30-101.

of verdict for partial divorce.

— In cases of a par-

may

be as follows, to wit: ''We, the
jury, find that sufficient proofs have been submitted to our considerathat is to say,
tion to authorize a partial divorce between the parties
tial

divorce, the

of a verdict

—

mensa

a divorce a
shall

pay

natural

life,'

on the

upon legal
day of

sum

dollars, for the

the

et thoro,

of

principles.
,

That the

plaintiff

to the defendant during her

support and maintenance of

the issue of such marriage during their minority."
30-118. (2961)

Judgment or

decree.

—The verdicts

of juries disposing

of the property in divorce cases shall be carried into effect

by the courts,

by entering up such judgment or decree, or taking such other steps
usual in courts of equity, as will effectually and fully execute the same.
30-119. (2963) Effect of total divorce.

the marriage from the time of

its

—A

annul
shall be for a cause

total divorce

rendition, except

it

shall

rendering the marriage void originally; but in no case of divorce shall
the issue of the marriage be rendered illegitimate, except in cases of
pregnancy of the wife at the time of the marriage. (Act 1806, Cobb,
225.

Acts 1861,

Cross-references.

p. 62.)

— Renewed

Pregnancy

at marriage as
dren, see § 74-101.

cohabitation

after

ground for divorce, see

30-120. (2970) Effect of partial

divorce.

partial divorce, see § 30-128.
Legitimacy of chil§ 30-102.

—A

divorce from bed and

board shall authorize neither party to marry; and if a sufficient provision for the maintenance of the wife has been made by the verdict of the
jury, the husband shall not be liable for her future support.
The wife
shall be a feme sole as to her earnings after a divorce from bed and
(Act 1806, Cobb, 225.)
board.
Cross-reference.

—Definition

of alimony, see

§

30-201.

Name of wife changed in divorce cases, when. — In
the wife may pray in her pleadings for the restoration

30-121. (2965)

divorce cases
the

name which she bore

;

or decree therein rendered shall specify and restore to her the

prayed for

in her pleadings.

30-122. (2964) Rights

and

(Acts 1880-1,
disabilities,

of

and in the
the judgment

at the time of her last marriage

event a total divorce shall be granted to her in said case,

all

name

so

p. 121.)

determination by jury.

—When

a divorce shall be granted, the jury rendering the final verdict shall de-

§
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termine the rights and disabilities of the parties, subject to the revision
of the court.
Cross-reference.
II (8 2-4202).

30-123.

— Provision
How

(2966)

of Constitution, see Const., Art. VI, Sec.

disabilities

relieved.

—When

XV,

Par.

any person labor-

ing under disabilities imposed by the granting- of a divorce shall desire
to be relieved of the

same, such person shall

the county wherein the divorce

file

was granted,

in the superior court of

which there
grounds

a petition in

shall be stated the date of the application for the divorce, the

and the substance of the

for the divorce,

last verdict,

which petition

shall

with the clerk of the superior court of said county. Notice of
said application shall be published for 60 days before the first day of
the term of the court to which the same is returnable in a newspaper
wherein the legal advertisements of the ordinary or sheriff of such
county are published, and where and when the same is to be heard; and
if the divorced person is in life and resides in the county, such divorced
person shall be served personally with a notice of such application 20
days before the first term of the court to which the same is returnable.
(Acts 1S72, p. 14.)
be

filed

(2967) Application to

30-124.

whom.

remove

disabilities

—The

may

be resisted, by

divorced person, or any citizen of the county wherein the
divorce was granted, may resist the application; and should no person

same, the solicitor general shall represent the State, with
power to resist the same, as in ordinary divorce cases. (Acts 1872, p.

resist the

When

30-125. (2968)

from

and

how

application

tried.

—The

full

14.)

application

term of the court by
a jury, selected as juries are selected for the trial of common law cases,
who shall hear all the facts, and if, in their judgment, the interest of the
applicant or of society demands the removal of such disabilities, the
jury shall so find, and the party relieved shall be allowed to contract a
second marriage, as though no marriage had ever existed between the
(Acts 1872, p. 14; 1878-9, p. 51.)
applicant and the divorced person.
for relief

30-126.

disabilities shall

be tried at the

(2969) Rules for continuances.

first

—All the

statutes

and rules

in

reference to continuances in other cases in the superior court shall ap-

ply to the applications provided for in the three preceding sections.

(Acts 1872,

p.

14.)

Cross-reference.

30-127.

— Continuances

generally, see

(2971) Custody of children.

§

81-1401 et seq.

— In

all cases of divorce granted,
the party not in default shall be entitled to the custody of the minor
children of the marriage. The court, however, in the exercise of a sound

discretion,
parties,

may

make

look into

all

the circumstances, and, after hearing both

a different disposition of the children,

withdrawing them

and placing them, if necesThe court
sary, in possesion of guardians appointed by the ordinary.
may exercise a similar discretion pending the application for divorce.
from the custody

of either or both parties,

— Alimony

for children, see § 30-207.
Charitable institutions
35-501 et seq. Custody of minor children not prima
Mother's rights to minor children, see § 74-106. Ordinary msv appoint guardian, see § 49-105. Discretion of court as to custody of
wife or child where habeas corpus sued out, see § 50-121.

Cross-references.

for custody of children, see
facie in father, see § 74-107.

§
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6

30-202

Renewed cohabitation by persons divorced from bed

(2973)

— Parties divorced from bed and

board, on subsequent reconciliation, may live together again as husband and wife by first filing in
the office of the ordinary of the county where the divorce was grarr
their written agreement to that effect, attested by the ordinary.

and board.

—

Cross-references. Effect of total divorce, see § 30-119.
cohabitation annuls permanent alimony, see § 30-217.

Ex

30-129. (2974)

parte cases, duty of judge

in.

Subsequent voluntary

— In divorce cases pro-

ceeding undefended by the opposite party the judge shall see that the
grounds are legal and sustained by proof, or shall appoint the solicitor
general or some other attorney of the court to discharge that duty for
him.

New trials. — New

30-130. (2560)

may be

trials

granted

in

divorce suits

as in other cases.
Cross-reference.

—Who

may

grant

CHAPTER

new

30-202.

30-203

30-204
30-205

30-206

see §§ 70-101, 70-102.

ALIMONY.

30-2.

Sec.

Sec.

30-201

trials,

Definition.

Permanent

and

temporary.
Proceedings to obtain temporary alimony.
Discretion of the judge as to
temporary alimony.
Revision and enforcement of
order allowing alimony.
Merits not in issue on application for temporary alimony.

Support and custody of children pending suits for divorce; liability of husband

Permanent

30-210.

Alimony

for

children on final
of husband for

30-212.

30-213.

tion for divorce pending.

Writs of error and proceedings

30-214.

thereon.

30-208.

Judgments,

orders,

etc.,

how

Liability to third
necessaries.

30-216.

Liability of husband after alimony granted.

30-217.

Subsequent
f ect

as to

Interest
estate

30-218.

mony

enforced.
30-209.

person

30-215.

trial; liability

necessaries.

when

Husband's voluntary deed as
bar to permanent alimony.
Decree in equity.
Proceedings for alimony before the judge where no ac-

30-211.

tor necessaries.
30-207.

alimony,

granted.

cohabitations,

for

ef-

permanent alimony,

of wife in husband's
after permanent ali-

granted.

Jury may provide permanent
alimony.

30-201. (2975) Definition.

Permanent and temporary.

—Alimony

is

an allowance out of the husband's estate, made for the support of the
wife when living separate from him. It is either temporary or permanent.
Cross-reference.

— Effect

of partial divorce, see

30-202. (2976) Proceedings to obtain

§

30-120.

temporary alimony.

—Whenever

an action for divorce, at the instance of either party, or a suit by the
wife for permanent alimony, shall be pending, the wife may, at any regular term of the court in which the same shall be pending, apply to the
presiding judge, by petition, for an order granting to her temporary

alimony pending the cause; and, after hearing both parties and evidence
as to all the circumstances of the parties and as to the fact of marriage,
the court shall grant an order allowing such temporary alimony, includ-

Divorce and Alimony.
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ing expenses of litigation, as the condition of the husband and the facts
of the ease

may

Cross-reference.
see

8

justify.

— Alimony

when

living apart

and no divorce action pending,

30-213.

(2^77) Discretion of the judge as to temporary alimony.

30-203.

—In

arriving at the proper provision, the judge shall consider the peculiar

pending litigation; also any
evidence of a separate estate owned by the wife, and if such estate is
ample, as compared with the husband's, temporary alimony may be
necessities of the wife,

growing out

of the

refused.

(2978) Revision and enforcement of order allowing alimony.

30-204.

— The

order allowing alimony shall be subject to revision by the court
any
time, and may be enforced either by writ of fieri facias or by atat
tachment for contempt against the person of the husband. A failure to
comply with the order shall not deprive the husband of his right either
to prosecute or defend his cause.

— Enforcement

of alimony judgments in favor of family, see
of courts to punish for contempt, see § 24-105.
Writs of execution or fieri facias, generally, see § 39-101 et seq.

Cross-references.

Powers

30-208.

§

(2979) Merits not in issue on application for temporary

30-205.

mony.

— On

ali-

application for temporary alimony, the merits of the cause

amount

are not in issue, though the judge, in fixing the

of alimony,

may

inquire into the cause and circumstances of the separation rendering the

alimony necessary, and

may

in his discretion

refuse

it

altogether.

(2980) Support and custody of children pending suits for di-

30-206.

vorce; liability of husband for necessaries.

judge presiding may, either

— In

suits

for divorce, the

term or vacation, grant alimony, or decree a sum sufficient for the support of the family of the husband dependent upon him, and who have a legal claim upon his support, as well
as for the support of his wife; and may also hear and determine who
shall be entitled to the care and custody of the children pending the litigation, as if the same were before him on a writ of habeas corpus and
in case a sum shall be awarded for the support of said family, the husband shall not be liable to third persons for necessaries furnished them.
in

;

i

Acts 1870,

p. 413.)

Cross-references.

— Custody

of children, see

§

30-127.

Charitable institutions for

custody of children, see § 35-501 et seq. Discretion of court as to custody of wife
or child where habeas corpus sued out, see § 50-121.
30-207.

(2981)

for necessaries.

—

Alimony
If

for children

on

final trial; liability of

husband

the jury, on the second or final verdict, shall find in

favor of the wife, they shall also, in providing permanent alimony for
her, specify what amount the minor children shall be entitled to for their

permanent support; and

when

shall be paid;

in

what manner, how

and

this they

may

often, to

whom, and un-

from any legal
cause, the wife may not be entitled to permanent alimony, and the said
children are not in the same category; and when such support shall be
thus granted, the husband shall likewise not be liable to third persons
for necessaries furnished the children embraced in said verdict who shall
til

it

be therein specified.

(Acts 1870,

p. 413.)

also do,

if,
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§30-214

Judgments, orders, etc., how enforced. —On
crecs, or verdicts, permanent or temporary, in favor of the children or
family of the husband, may be enforced as those in favor of tl
30-208. (2982)

(Acts 1870,

exclusively.

Cross-reference.
§

— Order

p. 413.)

allowing alimony,

revi .ion

and enforcement

of,

see

30-204.

30-209. (2954) Jury

may

provide permanent alimony.

The

jury ren-

may

provide permanent alimony
for the wife, either from the corpus of the estate or otherwise, accorddering the final verdict in a divorce suit
-

ing to the condition of the husband.

Acts

(Act 1806, Cobb, 224, 225.

1866, pp. 146, 147.)
Cross-reference.

30-210.

mony

— Schedule

(2983)

of property

by petitioner

for divorce, see

Permanent alimony, when granted.

§

30-111.

— Permanent

ali-

granted in the following cases: 1. In cases of divorce,
as considered in Chapter 30-1. 2. In cases of voluntary separation.
3. Where the wife, against her will, shall either be abandoned or driven
off by her husband.
(90 Ga. 687, 689 (16 S. E. 960).)
shall be

—

Cross-reference. Proceeding before judge for alimony were no action for
vorce is pending, see § 30-213.

di-

Husband's voluntary deed as bar to permanent alieither of the latter two cases the husband may voluntarily,
deed,
make
an adequate provision for the support and maintenance
by
of his wife, consistent with his means and her former circumstances,
which shall be a bar to her right to permanent alimony.
30-211. (2984)

mony. — In

30-212. (2985) Decree in equity.

— In

the absence of such provision,

on the application of the wife equity may, by decree, compel the husband to make such provision for the support of the wife and such minor
children as may be in her custody as indicated in the foregoing section.

alimony before the judge when no acWhen husband and wife shall be living seption for divorce pending.
arate, or shall be bona fide in a state of separation, and there shall be
no action for divorce pending, the wife may, in behalf of herself and her
minor children, if any, or either, institute a proceeding by petition setting forth fully her case and upon three days' notice to the husband,
the judge may hear the same in term time or vacation, and grant such
order as he might grant were it based on a pending petition for divorce,
to be enforced in the same manner, together with any other remedy
applicable in equity, such as appointing a receiver and the like and
should such proceeding proceed to a hearing before a jury, they shall
decree as provided by section 30-212 for such cases, but such proceeding
shall be in abeyance when a petition for divorce shall be filed bona fide by
either party, and the judge presiding shall have made his order on the
motion for alimony, and when so made, such order shall be a substitute
for the aforesaid decree in equity, as long as said petition shall be pend(Acts 1S70. p. 413.")
ing and not finally disposed of on the merits.
Cross-references. Proceeding for temporary alimony when divorce suit pend30-213. (2986) Proceeding for

—

;

;

—

ing, see § 30-202.

30-214. (2987)

ments

of the

When

permanent alimony granted, see

Writs

judges of

§§ 30-209, 30-210.

—

and proceedings thereon. The judgthe superior court in such cases, whether at law
of error

§
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or in equity, in term or vacation, or in the progress of the cause, shall be

the subject of writ of error and on the

(Acts 1870,

cases of injunctions.
Cross-reference.

30-215.

— Fast

bills

same terms

as are prescribed in

p. 414.)

of exception, see

§

6-903.

(2988) Liability to third person for necessaries.

—Until

pro-

made for the support and maintenance of the wife and
minor children, voluntarily or by decree or order of the court, the husband shall be liable to third persons for the board and support of the
wife and for all necessaries furnished to her or for the benefit of his
vision shall be

children in her custody.
is

—

When

Wife as agent in purchase of necessaries, see § 53-510.
liable for necessaries, see § 53-508. General agency of wife, see § 53-509.

Cross-references.

husband

—

alimony granted. When
permanent alimony shall be granted, the husband shall cease to be liable
for any debt or contract of the wife, and the property of the husband set
30-216. (29S9) Liability

of

husband

after

apart for the suppoVt of the wife shall not be subject to his debts or contracts as long as she shall live.
Cross-reference.

30-217.

mony.

—Wife's

property remains separate after marriage, see

§

53-502.

(2990) Subsequent cohabitations, effect as to permanent

ali-

— The

subsequent voluntary cohabitation of the husband and
wife shall annul and set aside all provision made, either by deed or decree, for permanent alimony.
The rights of children under any deed of
separation or voluntary provision or decree for alimony shall not be affected thereby.
Cross-reference.

30-218.

— Renewed

cohabitation after partial divorce, see

§

30-128.

(2991) Interest of wife in husband's estate after permanent

—

alimony granted. After permanent alimony shall be granted, upon the
death of the husband the wife shall not be entitled to any further interest in his estate in her right as wife, but such permanent provision shall
be continued to her, or a portion of the estate equivalent thereto shall
be set apart to her.
Cross-reference.

— Rules

of inheritance, see

DOMESTIC RELATIONS:

§

113-903.

Title 30, Divorce and Alimony;
Title 49, Guardian and Ward; Title 53, Husband and Wife; Title
66, Master and Servant; Title 74, Parent and Child.

DOMICILE:

DONATIONS:

See

See Title 79, Persons, Chapter 79-4.
See Title 48, Gifts.

DORMANT JUDGMENTS AND DECREES:

See Title 37, Equity,

Chapter 37-12; Title 110, Verdict and Judgment, Chapter 110-10.

TITLE

31.

DOWER.
Chap.

Sec.

31-1.

In general

31-101

31-2.

Assignment of dower

31-201

CROSS-REFERENCES.
Dispossession of widow and lessee: See Title 39, Executions and Proceedings
Thereunder, § 39-1314.
Homestead: See Title 51, Homestead and Exemptions.
Sale by administrator or executor during life of widow:
See Title 113, Wills,
Descent, and Administration of Estates, § 113-1710.

CHAPTER

31-1.

IN GENERAL.
Sec.

Sec.
31-101.

Definition.

31-106.

31-102.

Dwelling house and

How

possession before

Election by widow in case of
bequest in lieu of dower; effect.

31-104.

31-105.

Election by widow in ignorance; effect.
Dower in several tracts of land.

31-101. (5247) Definition.

—Dower

in

land

money.

signed.
31-103.

dower assigned

partly paid for; liability of
estate in dower for purchase

furniture,
dower as31-107.

Life estate in proceeds of sale
of land in lieu of dower.

31-108.

31-109.

Absolute estate in specified sum
in lieu of dower.
Lien no bar to dower.

31-110.

How

is

barred.

the right of a wife to an estate

for life in one-third of the lands, according to valuation, including the

not to be valued unless in a town or city),
of which the husband was seized and possessed at the time of his death,
or to which the husband obtained title in right of his wife.
dwelling house (which

Cross-references.

is

— Estates

during widowhood, see

estate separate after marriage, see

§

§§

85-603,

85-712.

Wife's

53-502.

and furniture, possession before dower
assigned. The widow is entitled to the possession of the dwelling house
from the death of her husband, and before dower is assigned, and also
of the furniture therein, until her portion thereof is set apart by the appraisers as provided by this Code.
31-102. (5253) Dwelling house

—

Cross-references.

—Year's

dower, see Chapter

support to family, see

31-103. (5250) Election
effect.

—

If

§

113-1002.

Assignment of

31-2.

by widow

in case of bequest in lieu of

dower;

the husband by will shall give to his wife an interest in his

lands, her election of

dower

shall bar her of that devise, but shall not

deprive her of any interest in the personalty bequeathed to her in the
will,

unless

it is

expressed to be in lieu of dower.

—

Cross-references. Provision by will in lieu of year's support, see
Election of legatee taking under will, see § 113-819.

§

113-1007.

Dower.

§31-104

j&8

—

(5251) Election by widow in ignorance, effect. An election
by the widow to take a child's part of the realty, in ignorance of the
31-104.

condition of the estate, or of any fact .material to her interest, shall not
bar her right to dower: Provided, the rights of third persons acting

bona

fide

upon her

election shall not be disturbed or prejudiced.

Dower

—Where the

husband
shall die seized of several distinct tracts of land lying in the same county, the widow may elect to take her entire dower in one body, and may
If a tract
select the tract or tracts out of which the dower shall be laid.
or body of land is divided by county lines, the entire dower may be laid
off in either county if several tracts lie in different counties, the dower
must be applied for and laid out in each county. (Act 1824, Cobb, 228.
Act 1S50, Cobb, 231.)
31-105.

{5252)

in several tracts of land.

;

How

dower assigned in land partly paid for; liability
of estate in dower for purchase money.
Dower may be assigned in
lands held under deed, bond for title, or other instrument in writing
having like effect, where a portion of the purchase money has been paid,
but the estate in dow er shall be liable for the unpaid purchase money
where the vendee held under bond for titles or other instrument having
the same effect, or under deed where contemporaneously with the execution of the deed the vendee encumbered the land with a mortgage for
the purchase money.
(Acts 1884-5, p. 92.)
31-106.

(5248)

—

r

—

Year's support inferior to mortgage for purchase money, see
Lien in favor of mortgagee established, see § 67-1701. Levy and sale
where another than vendor has judgment, see § 39-201. Year's support to family,
Cross-references.

§ 113-1010.

see

§

113-1002.

31-107. (5255) Life estate in proceeds of sale of land in lieu of dower.

—With

the assent of the executor or administrator of the estate, the

widow may

elect a life estate in one-third part of the proceeds of the sales

any distinct tract or tracts of land, in lieu of the dower in
such land in which event, such third part of the proceeds of the sale
shall be invested by the executor or administrator under the direction of
the ordinary where his returns are made, and the annual income thereof
paid to the widow during her life.
(Act 1841, Cobb, 230.)
of the land, or
;

sum

31-108. (5256) Absolute estate in specified

With

in lieu of

dower.

the assent of the executor or administrator of the estate, and the

approval of the ordinary, the widow may elect, in lieu of her dower, an
amount in money to belong absolutely to her, to be estimated and determined by the commissioners appointed to assign dower, and whose
report shall be subject to the

same objections

as are

admeasurements

of

Both before the ordinary and on the return of the report of the commissioners, any person interested in the question shall
be allowed to become a party and be heard. The amount so awarded

dower

in land.

shall be paid in preference to all other claims out of the proceeds of the

sale of the land.
of property

—

Wife's election of dower or
exempted under homestead, see

Cross-references.

Use

(Act 1841, Cobb, 230.

—

Act

1850, Cobb, 231.)

child's share, see
§

§

113-903,

1f

3.

51-1503.

no bar to dower. No lien created by the husband
in his lifetime, though assented to by the wife, shall in any manner interfere with her right to dower.
(Act 1768, Cobb, 163.)
31-109. (5254) Lien

Dower.
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How

31-110. (5249)

Cobb,

Act

161.

By

1.

§31-203

barred.— Dower may be barred—
Cobb, 163. Acts 1866, pp, 146, 147.)

1768,

made

provisions

(Act 1760,

prior to the marriage and accepted by the

wife in lieu of dower.

By

2.

a provision

made by deed

or will, and accepted by the wife aft-

dower, or where the intenplain and manifest that it shall be in lieu of

er the husband's death, expressly in lieu of

tion of the

husband

is

dower.
Cross-references.

—Wife's interest in husband's estate after alimony,

Wife may execute marriage agreement during life
lidity of sale to husband or trustees, see § 53-504.

By

3.

of husband, see

the election of the widow, within 12

§

see 5 30-218.
53-401. Va-

months from the grant

of

testamentary or of administration on the husband's estate, to
take a child's part of the real estate in lieu of dower.
letters

Cross-reference.

By

4.

—Wife's

By

dower or

a failure to apply for the

dower

child's share, see § 113-903, ^

for seven years

(Act 1839, Cobb, 230. Acts 1855-6,

of the husband.
5.

election of

the adultery of the wife unpardoned

CHAPTER

31-2.

3.

from the death

p. 234.)

by the husband.

ASSIGNMENT OF DOWER.
Sec.

Sec.

when made.

31-201.

Application,

31-202.

Notice

31-203.

Appointment of commissioners.
Oath of commissioners.
Employment of surveyor by

in

31-206.

tion.

31-204.
31-205.

commissioners;

record

plat; returns; objections.

31-201. (5258) Application,

Traverse

of

missioners;
continuance.

writing of applica31-207.

31-208.

trial

of comof
issue;

Finding of jury and its effect.
Return of commissioners made
final
judgment; conclusive-

of

ness;

.

costs.

when made.

returns

—The

writ

of

possession;

dower
three months from the
application for

be made until after the expiration of
death of the person to whom said lands and tenements belonged.
1839, Cobb, 230.)
shall not

31-202. (5259) Notice in writing of application.

—The

(Act

applicant shall

give ten days' notice in writing to the representative of such estate, or,

she be the representative, to the person or persons interested, of such
intended application for such assignment of dower, if they reside in this
if

however, they reside without the State, the applicant shall give
two months' notice in some public newspaper of this State. (Act 1824,
Cobb, 229; 1839, Cobb, 230; 1850, Cobb, 231. Acts 1858, p. 48.)
State

;

if,

—

of commissioners.
The superior courts,
thereof
chambers,
term
or
the
judges
shall
time,
at
have power and
in
authority, upon the written application of any person entitled to dower
in any lands and tenements, to appoint five fit and discreet freeholders
of the county in which the application is made, and cause the clerk of
31-203. (5257)

Appointment

the court to issue a writ for that purpose, directing said freeholders, or

upon such lands and tenements, and to admeasure, lay off, and assign the dower to which the applicant is entitled
by law in such lands, having regard to the shape and valuation of the

a majority of them, to enter

5
V

Power.

31-204

900
_____^_

Provided, such lands shall be without the limits of any city,
town, village, or place of public business; and of all lands within a city,
town, village, or place of public business, said freeholders, or a majority

same:

may

and tenements
to which the applicant is entitled, according to quantity and valuation,
(Act 1839, Cobb, 229.
as they may think proper, just, and equitable.
Acts 1862-3, pp. 100, 161; 1894, p. 51.)
of

them,

lay off

and assign one-third part

of the lands

—

commissioners. The persons appointed to lay
off dower as aforesaid shall take the following oath, to be administered
by an officer authorized to administer oaths, or before one of their number, he first swearing before the rest:
31-204.

(52^0)

Oath

of

do solemnly swear that I will duly and impartially execute the law,
to the best of my understanding.
So help me God." (Act 1839, Cobb,
"I

229.)

31-205.

Employment of surveyor by commissioners; record of
objections.
The commissioners so appointed shall have

(5261)

plat; return;

power

—

procure the aid of the county surveyor of the county, or other
competent surveyor, in making the survey and admeasurement of dower,
who shall be required to make a careful plat of such survey of dower,
which shall be recorded with the return of the commissioners. The commissioners shall make return of their proceeding to the succeeding term
of the court after their appointment.
If the representative of the estate,
or any person or persons interested, shall object to the widow 's right under the law to dow er, he or they shall make their objections in writing at
the term of the court to which the commissioners return is made, and
said objections shall be tried or heard in the same manner as provided
in section 31-206 for the trial of a traverse to return of commissioners.
to

r

r

,

(Acts 1878-9,
31-206.

p. 68.)

(5262) Traverse of returns of commissioners; trial of issue;

continuance.

—When the return of the commissioners

is

made,

it

shall be

the right of every person interested to enter a traverse in writing, plain-

grounds upon which it is made; in which case it shall be
the duty of the court to cause an issue to be made up, which shall be
tried by a special jury at the same term of the court, unless good cause
be shown for a continuance, which shall be granted for one term, and no
longer. (Act 1824, Cobb, 228; Acts 1862-3, pp. 160, 161.)
ly stating the

31-207.

(5263) Finding of jury and

and the jury

—

its effect.

If

such issue be formed,

find in favor of the return, then the return of the

sioners shall be confirmed and

made

the

judgment

commis-

of the court; but

if

the issue be found against the return of the commissioners, then the court

new writ to be issued to other commissioners named,
them to make the admeasurement and assignment, and make

shall order a

re-

quiring

re-

turn thereof to the next term of the court. (Acts 1862-3, pp, 160, 161.)
31-208. (5264)

Return of commissioners made

clusiveness; writ of possession; costs.
sioners

tween

is

all

made

—When

judgment; conthe return of the commis-

the final judgment of the court,

it

final

shall be conclusive be-

parties interested, and the clerk shall issue writs of possession

Dower.

901
in favor of the applicant,

and judgment

§31-208
shall be entered against the

r

resentative of the estate of the deceased husband for

all costs, including
commissioners.
(Acts
1802-3, pp. 160, 161.)
$2 per day each for the

DRAINAGE,

county system: See Title

23, Counties,

Chapter 23-25.

DRUGS AND DRUGGISTS:

See Title 42, Foods and Drugs; Title 84,
Professions, Businesses, and Trades, Chapter 84-13.

DUELING: See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment, Chapter 26-52.
EASEMENTS: See Title 85, Property, Chapters 85-12, 85-14.
EAVESDROPPING: See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment, Chapter
26-20.
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Chap.
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Georgia School for the Deaf:

See Title

|32-1(M

(ON.

35,

Eleemosynary

Chapter

Institutions,

35-8.
*' r 77 6.
Georgia Training School for Boys: Sec Title 77, Penal Institutions, CI
Georgia Training School for Girls: See Title 77, Penal Institutions, Chapter 77-7.
InGeorgia Training School for Mental Defectives: See Title 35,
stitutions, Chapter 35-3.
Incorporation of schools: See Title 22, Corporations, §§ 22-401, 22-603.
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See Title 84, Professions, Businesses, and Trades, § 84-1018 et seq.
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Taxation, constitutional provisions:
Georgia, Chapters 2-49, 2-66, 2-68, 2-69.
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PART

BOARD OF REGENTS AND THE UNIVERSITY

I.

SYSTEM.

CHAPTER

32-1.

Sec.

Sec.
32-101.

Creation of Board of Regents.

name

Corporate

University
changed.
University system.

Georgia

32-104.
32-105.

Terms

32-106.

Vacancies
Chairman.

in office.

Secretary;
bond.

duties,

stituted; ineligibility.

32-107.
32-108.

32-109.

of

Title

32-120.

vested in Board of Regents.
Campus grounds not subject to
alienation.

Branches of the University.
Board of Regents; how con-

32-103.

members

32-121.

General powers of Board.

32-122.

No

32-123.

Females

of Board.
32-124.

salary

Meetings of Board; duty to

32-110.

Visits, inspection, reports.

32-111.

Per

members.

of

at-

32-113.

of Board of
as to University.

Powers

Government

of

Laws

as

branches
32-115.
32-116.

to

University

University

still in

and

force.

Government of branches vested
in Board of Regents.
Allocation of funds by Board

Use

to

rename

institutions.

boards.
32-128.

32-129.
32-130.

Powers,

etc., of boards of trusof branches vested in
Board of Regents.

Trust funds or other property
of particular branch.

Reports to Governor.
Chancellor of University
appear before General
sembly.

32-131.

Fiscal year.

32-132.

Use

of

tions.

of funds of particular in-

Board

Regents' authority to readjust
budgets.

Power

may
As-

unexpended appropria-

Bond

of official receiv-

ing funds.

stitution.

32-118.

Authority of Regents to con-

Authority to establish regulations.
Regents vested with
powers, etc., of former

of

of Regents.
32-117.

branch

tees

Georgia.
32-114.

to

32-126.

No

Regents

admitted

religious

32-127.

compensation.
32-112.

for

solidate or discontinue institutions, etc.

and

tend; effect of absence.

exclusion
views.
colleges.

32-125.

diem

of property of branches

32-119.

trustees

of
of

of

32-102.

IN GENERAL.

32-133.
32-134.

Expenses of Board of Regents.
Redemption of bonds.

Corporate name of trustees of
University of Georgia changed. There is hereby constituted a department of the State Government of Georgia, to be known as the ''Board of
Regents of the University System of Georgia." The name of the corpo32-101. Creation of

of Regents.

—

ration heretofore established and existing under the

name and

style,

hereby changed to "Regents
of the University System of Georgia." (Acts 1931, pp. 7, 20.)

"Trustees of the University of Georgia,"

is

Education.

§32-102
32-102. University system.

—The

university system of Georgia shall

consist of the University of Georgia and
PP.

904

all of its

branches. (Acts 1931,

7, 20.)

—

(1397) Branches of the University. The branches of the University of Georgia shall be and consist of the following:
32-103.

(a)

(b)
(c)

School of Technology, Atlanta.
College of Agriculture, Athens.
South Georgia Teachers College, Statesboro.

Georgia State College for Men, Tifton.
(e) State Agricultural and Normal College, Americus.
Fourth District A. & M. School, Carrollton.
(£)
(g) Georgia Vocational and Trades School, Monroe.
(h) Georgia Industrial College, Barnesville.
(i)
Seventh District A. & M. School, Powder Springs.
Eighth District A. & M. School, Madison.
(j)
(k) Ninth District A. & M. School, Clarkesville.
Tenth District A. & M. School, Granite Hill.
(1)
(m) South Georgia State College, Douglas.
(n) Middle Georgia College, Cochran.
(d)

(o)

(p)

(q)
(r)

(s)
(t)

(u)
(v)

(w)

Bowdon

State

Normal and

Industrial College.

Georgia State Woman's College, Valdosta.
State Teachers College, Athens.
State Medical College, Augusta.
North Georgia College, Dahlonega.
School of Agriculture and Mechanical Arts, Forsyth.
Georgia Industrial and Normal College, Albany.
Georgia Industrial and Normal College, Savannah.
Georgia Experiment Station, Griffin.

(x)

Coastal Plains Experiment Station, Tifton.

(y)

Georgia State College for

pp.

7,

'

Women,

Milledgeville,

(Acts 1931,

20.)

—

Editorial Note. The Board of Regents of the University System of Georgia,
exercising the authority granted by §§ 32-116 and 32-124 to 32-126, discontinued
the following institutions, effective June 30, 1933: Fourth District A. & M. School,
Carrollton; Seventh District A. & M. School, Powder Springs; Eighth District A.
& M. School, Madison; Ninth District A. & M. School, Clarkesville; Georgia Vocational and Trades School, Monroe; Georgia Industrial College, Barnesville;
Bowdon State Normal and Industrial College, Bowdon; Georgia State College for
Men, Tifton. At Carrollton was established West Georgia College, a junior college.
In place of the Georgia State College for Men, a four year institution at
Tifton, there was established a two year agricultural college known as Abraham
Baldwin Agricultural College. The Georgia State College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts and the Georgia State Teachers College at Athens were intergraded
with the University, each being under a dean. Later the State Teachers College
was merged with the department of education of the University, and the Coordinate College, for freshman and sophomore women students, was established and
installed on the campus of the State Teachers College. The Georgia Experiment
Station at Griffin and the Coastal Plains Experiment Station at Tifton were combined with the experiment station at the College of Agriculture and placed under
a director of research responsible to the dean of the College of Agriculture.

Other changes effective June 30, 1933 were as follows: The four year liberal
Dahlonega was made a junior college; the Georgia State Womans
College at Valdosta was made a four year liberal arts college; the Department of
Civil Engineering at the University was abolished; the Department of Veterinary
Medicine at the College of Agriculture was abolished; the two year course for
elementary teachers at the University was discontinued; the Department of Home
Economics formerly a department in the College of Agriculture was made a department in the University to be presided over by a dean; the School of Commerce in the Georgia School of Technology was abolished; and the Evening
arts college at

Education.
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1

Commerce formerly conducted by

the Georgia School of Techno'
the Division of General University Extension and headquarters of the Division of General University Extetl .ion was transferred to AtL
and housed with the Evening School of Commerce.

School of

was combined with

The Regents
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

By

§

also discontinued high school

work

at the following institutions:

South Georgia Teachers College, Statesboro.
North Georgia College, Dahlonega.
Georgia Southwestern College, Americus.
Middle Georgia College, Cochran.
South Georgia State College, Douglas.
32-126 the Regents are authorized to

rename

institutions.

There are now 18 institutions operating as units in the University System,
whereas formerly there were 26. The following institutions now constitute the
University System:

The University

of Georgia, Athens.
Georgia School of Technology, Atlanta.
Georgia State College for Women, Milledgeville.
Georgia State Womans College, Valdosta.,
(5). South Georgia Teachers College, Statesboro.
(6). University of Georgia School of Medicine, Augusta.
(7). North Georgia College, Dahlonega.
(8). Abraham Baldwin Agricultural College, Tifton.
(9). Georgia Southwestern College, Americus.
(10). Middle Georgia College, Cochran.
(11). South Georgia State College, Douglas.
(12). Georgia State Industrial College, Savannah.
(13). Georgia Normal and Agricultural College, Albany.
(14). State Teachers and Agricultural College, Forsyth.
(15). Georgia Experiment Station, Griffin.
(1).

(2).
(3).
(4).

(16). Coastal Plain Experiment Station, Tifton.
(17). West Georgia College, Carrollton.
(18). Evening School of Commerce, Atlanta.

The following-named institutions are senior colleges, where
work are given:
(1). The University of Georgia, at Athens.

four years of col-

lege

(2).
(3).
(4).
(5).
(6).

(7).

Georgia School of Technology, at Atlanta.
Georgia State College for Women, at Milledgeville.
Georgia State Womans College, at Valdosta.
South Georgia Teachers College, at Statesboro.
University of Georgia School of Medicine, at Augusta.
Georgia State Industrial College, at Savannah.

The following

are junior colleges,

where only two years

of college

work are

given:
(1). North Georgia College, at Dahlonega.
(2). Abraham Baldwin Agricultural College, at Tifton.
(3). Georgia Southwestern College, at Americus.
(4). Middle Georgia College, at Cochran.
(5). South Georgia State College, at Douglas.
(6). West Georgia College, at Carrollton.
(7). Georgia Normal and Agricultural College, at Albany.
(8). State Teachers and Agricultural College, at Forsyth.

The two

institutions located at Griffin

and

at Tifton, Georgia, are agricultural

experiment stations, having no student bodies.
The colleges at Savannah, at Albany, and at Forsyth are conducted for Negroes.
The first-named is a four year college and the other two are junior colleges. In
addition to their college work, these three institutions for Negroes give high
school courses.
Section 111 of the Reorganization Act (Acts 1931, pp. 7, 44) abolished the Alexander H. Stephens Institute as a branch of the University of Georgia.
The Act changing the name of the School of Agriculture and Mechanical Arts,
at Forsyth, to that of "State Teachers and Agricultural College for Negroes" (Acts
1931, p. 134) was approved August 27, 1931, one day before the approval of the
Reorganization Act (Acts 1931, pp. 7, 20) designating this institution by the
former name.
An Act of 1933 provided for the conveyance of all real estate and improvements
theretofore owned by the trustees of the Tenth Congressional District Agricultural and Industrial School, at Granite Hill, Hancock county, Georgia, to Hancock county, such property to be controlled, managed, or disposed of by the
county authorities having control of the county affairs of such county (Acts 1933,
This Act has not been codified.
p. 57).

§ 32-103
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The Act of 1°1S, creating the Georgia Coastal Plain
191$. p. 158), has not been included in this Code.
For earlv law and references relating to colleges
to

Experiment Station (Acts

in Georgia, see

Cobb, pp. 1082

1

The several Acts by which the various branches of the State University were
established have not been codified in their entirety. To ascertain such details as
the method oi management, powers to confer diplomas, certificates, degrees, etc.,
with respect to a particular branch, prior to the enactment of the law codified
in this Chapter it will be necessary to refer to the Act by which it was created,
and the amending Acts. The following notes should prove helpful for this purpose.
Establishment of Georgia Normal and Industrial College, provided for by Acts
Acts 1890-1. p. 123, provides for appointment of board of visitors to
the school.
By Acts 1922, p. 135, the name of this institution was changed to
"The Georgia State College for Women," and authority given to confer degrees.
1SS^, p. 10.

Establishment of State Normal School, provided for by Acts 1890-1, p. 126. This
Act was amended by Acts 1893, p. 63, so as to provide for admission of female students as well as male students. By Acts 1927, p. 171, the name of this school was
changed to "The Georgia State Teachers College."
Georgia Experiment Station established by Acts 1888, p. 49.
Acts of 1877, p. 117, provides, among other things, for establishment of a normal
department in the North Georgia Agricultural College at Dahlonega. Provisions
for a new board of trustees for this institution were made by Acts 1906, p. 78,
which Act was amended by Acts 1911, p. 161.
Creation of technological school was authorized by Acts 1884-5, p. 69. This Act
was amended by Acts 1890-1, p. 118. By Acts 1894, p. 63, the rate of tuition required of nonresident students by the original Act was reduced. By Acts 1911,
p. 159, "nonresident students" is defined and the institution was designated as
the "Georgia School of Technology," compensation of chairman of local board
of trustees provided, and recommendation by board for granting honorary degrees
authorized. One section of this Act was amended by Acts 1912, p. 181, and the
By Acts 1917, p. 193, the board of trusrest of it reenacted by Acts 1912, p. 182.
tees was authorized to dispose of certain property, and provision made for officer
to keep records, superintend investment of permanent endowments, for securing
donations,

etc.

Acts of 1890-1, p. 114, providing for the establishment of a school for colored
persons as a branch of the State University, was amended by Acts 1895, p. 95, by
naming the institution "The State Industrial College for Colored Youths."
By Acts 1906, p. 75, the Agricultural, Industrial and Normal College in South
Georgia, at Valdosta, was established as a branch of the University of Georgia.
This Act was amended by Acts 1914, p. 155, by which the name was designated as
The name of this institution was
the "South Georgia State Normal College."
changed by Acts 1922, p. 174, to "Georgia State Woman's College at Valdosta."
The establishment of Alexander H. Stephens Institute was provided for by Acts
1916 p. 98. It was abolished by Acts 1931, p. 7, § 111, as a branch of the Uni;

versity of Georgia.

The establishment of the Colored Teachers Agricultural, Industrial and Normal
School is provided for by Acts 1917, p. 195. The annual sum appropriated for its
maintenance was increased from $5,000.00 to $15,000.00 by Acts 1919, p. 364. The
Act of 1917 was amended again by Acts 1920, p. 101, which amendment is of no
importance now.

The Bowdon

State

Normal and

Industrial College

was established by Acts

1919,

p. 262.

The establishment of agricultural and mechanical schools in the several Congressional Districts is provided for by Acts 1906, p. 72.
By Acts 1911, p. 161,
these schools were designated as Agricultural District Schools.
By Acts 1917,
By Acts 1918, p. 143,
p. 191, the 12th district agricultural school was established.
the counties composing the several agricultural districts were regrouped and the
schools designated as Agricultural and Mechanical Schools, prefixed in each case
by the numeral of the agricultural district in which they are respectively located.
The Acts of 1924, p. 165, provides for the establishment of the Georgia Normal
School at Statesboro, to include the organization, equipment, etc., of the First
By Acts 1929, p. 186, the name of
District Agricultural and Mechanical School.
this school was changed to "South Georgia Teachers College," and the authority
to confer degrees,

etc.,

given

it.

The establishment

of the South Georgia Agricultural and Mechanical College
from the Second District Agricultural and Mechanical School is provided for by
Acts 1924, p. 177. By Acts 1929, p. 195, the name of this school was changed to
"Georgia State College for Men."

The State Agricultural and Normal College was, by Acts 1926, Extra.
established from the Third District Agricultural and Mechanical School.

Sess.,
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By Acts 1929, pp. 191, 192, the name of the Fifth District Agricultural and
Mechanical School, at Monroe, was changed to "The Georgia Vocational and
Trades School."
By Acts 1929, pp. 191, 192, the name of the Sixth District Agricultural i
Mechanical School, at Barnesville, was changed to "Georgia Industrial Colic:
established
By Acts 1927, p. 169, the South Georgia Jnr<'or State College
from the Eleventh District Agricultural and Mechanical School, at Douglas. By
Acts 1929, p. 196, the name of this school was changed to "South Georgia State
College."

By Acts 1927, p. 161, the Middle Georgia Agricultural and Mechanical Junior
College was established from the Twelfth District Agricultural and Mechanical
School. By Acts 1929, p. 191, the name of this school was changed to "Middle
Georgia College."
Section 76 of the Reorganization Act (Acts 1931, pp. 7, 28) repealed many provisions relating to the various branches of the University of Georgia.

how

—-The

Board
of Regents shall be composed of 11 members appointed by the Governor
and confirmed by the Senate, one from the State at large, and one from
each of the congressional districts. The Governor shall be ex officio a
member of said Board. No person shall be a member of said Board of
Regents who at the same time holds any official position with the University of Georgia or any of its branches nor shall any person be eligible
for membership on said Board of Regents who is employed by any
schoolbook publishing company; nor shall more than five members of
said Board be alumni of any one of the institutions or schools named

Board

32-104.

of Regents;

constituted; ineligibility.

;

(Acts 1931, pp.

herein.

32-105.

Terms

of

7, 21.)

members

of Board.

—The term of

bers of the Board of Regents shall be as follows

:

One

office of the

mem-

shall be appointed

term concurrent with that of the Governor, and shall hold office at
the pleasure of the Governor and be subject to removal by him two shall
be appointed for a term ending July 1, 1933; four shall be appointed for
a term ending July 1, 1935; and four shall be appointed for a term ending July 1, 1937; and thereafter their successors shall be appointed for
terms of six years, except as to the one member to be appointed who
holds his office for a term concurrent with that of the Governor. (Acts
for a

;

1931, pp. 7, 22.)

32-106. Vacancies in office.

member

—In case of the death or resignation of any

Governor shall fill such unexpired term by appointment, subject to confirmation by the Senate. (Acts 1931, pp. 7, 22.)
of the Board, the

32-107. Chairman.

members chairman.

—The

Board of Regents

(Acts 1931, pp.

shall elect

one

of

their

7, 22.)

and bond.

—The

Board of Regents
shall elect a secretary, not a member thereof, for such term and salary as
it may fix, except that his salary shall not exceed $5,000 per annum. The
secretary shall maintain his office" in the State capitol and shall devote to
the Board his entire time. He shall give good and sufficient bond payable to the Governor of this State, for the faithful performance of his
duties and for the faithful accounting for all funds coming into his hands
as such secretary. The surety on such bond shall be a surety company
duly qualified to do business in this State. The Board may pay out of
funds coming into its hands, premiums for such bond.
(Acts 1931,
32-108. Secretary; duties, salary

PP.

7, 22.)

§

32409
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—

Board; duty to attend; effect of absence. It shall
be the duty of the members of the Board of Regents to attend the meetings of the Board so as to take part in its deliberations. The office of
32-109. Meetings of

any member of the Board shall be vacated if he neglects to furnish a
good and satisfactory excuse in writing to the Board for absence from
two consecutive meetings of the Board. If any member, for any cause,
fails to attend three successive meetings of the Board, without good and
valid cause or excuse and/or without leave of absence from the chairman, or. if the chairman for any cause cannot act, from the vice chairman
of said Board, his office shall be declared vacant by the Board, and the
secretary shall in either event notify the Governor of a vacancy in the
Board, and the Governor shall fill the same as provided by this Chapter.
(Acts 1931, pp.

7, 23.)

Cross-reference.

which member

—Attendance

at

meeting as ground for continuance of case in

party or counsel, see

is

§

81-1404.

— The

Board, through committees
of not less than two of its members, shall make at least one annual visit
and inspection of each of the institutions in the university system, and
report their visit and inspection to the Board. (Acts 1931, pp. 7, 24.)
32-110. Visits, inspection, reports.

—

No

compensation. The members of
the Board shall each receive the sum of $7 for each day of actual attendance at the meetings of the Board or on tours of inspection, in lieu of
expenses incurred in connection therewith, and actual cost of transportation to and from the place of meeting or place of visits and inspections

Per diem of members.

32-111.

by the nearest practicable route from their
respective homes, such expenses and mileage to be paid by the State
Treasurer out of the funds of the State by executive warrant, on presentation of vouchers by the members of the Board, approved by the chairman
and signed by the secretary. The members of the Board shall receive no
emolument or compensation for their services as such members. (Acts
of the respective institutions

1931, pp.

7, 24.)

—

Regents as to University. The powers,
rights, privileges and duties originally conferred upon and exercised by
the Board of Trustees of the University of Georgia are vested in the
Board of Regents and all laws pertaining to the powers and/or duties of
the Board of Trustees of the University of Georgia are applicable to the
Board of Regents as successors to said Board of Trustees. (Acts 1931,
32-112.

Powers

of

Board

of

;

pp.

7,

25.)

—

Government of University of Georgia. The management and
government of the University of Georgia, and all of its branches named
(Acts 1931, pp. 7,
in section 32-103 are vested in the Board of Regents.
32-113.

21.)

—

Editorial Note. Section 63 of the Reorganization Act (Acts 1931, pp. 7, 25)
abolished the Board of Trustees of the University of Georgia. Section 66 abolished the Board of Visitors of the University of Georgia. Section 68 abolished
the several boards of trustees or directors of the institutions named in § 32-103.
None of these sections has been codified. Section 64 vested the management and
government of the University of Georgia in the Board of Regents, its provisions
being contained in the preceding sections.

32-114.

Laws

the General

as to University

Assembly

and branches

still

relative to the University of

in force.

—All Acts of

Georgia and to each

Education.
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of the institutions

named

is

32-103

in

force at the time of the

.tent with
not embraced herein and not inCOtl
so embraced, are still of force and effect. (Acts 1931, pp. 7, 25,

adoption of this law,

what

in section

§32-118

if

28.)

—

Sections 74 and 75 of the Reorganization Act (Acts 1931, pp. 7,
which provided that the Board of Regents should carry out the pfirpO
and intent of the various Acts creating the institutions named in § 32-103, it not
being the intent of the Reorganization Act to repeal any of the laws creating such
institutions or defining their functions, but merely to abolish the separate boards
of trustees or directors of such institutions and place the control of such institutions in one board with all the powers formerly vested in the several boards of
trustees or directors except such powers and duties expressly or by implication
See
repealed, have been omitted as superseded or repealed by Acts 1933, p. 62.
Editorial Note.

27, 28),

§§ 32-124 to 32-126.

Section 1364 of the Code of 1910, not included herein, provided that for the
purpose of the government of the University of Georgia, the trustees thereof were
a body corporate and politic having a perpetual succession, and that they should
be able to plead, be impleaded, to hold and acquire realty and personalty, with
power to lease and otherwise manage the same for the good of the University;
and that all money or property granted by the State, or individuals, for the advancement of learning in general, was vested in such trustees.

32-115.

Government

of branches vested in

Board

—

The
named

of Regents.

government, control, and management of each of the institutions
in section 32-103 are hereby vested in the Board of Regents. (Acts 1931,
pp.

7, 26.)

—

Editorial Note. This section is section 69 of the Reorganization Act. Section
68 of that Act, not codified, abolished the boards of trustees of the several institutions referred to in the above section.
Section 66 of that Act, not codified, abolished the Board of Visitors of the University of Georgia.

32-116. Allocation of funds

made

by Board

made

of Regents.

—All

appropriations

any or all institutions in
the university system shall be paid to the Regents in a lump sum, with
the power and authority in said Regents to allocate and/or distribute
the same among the institutions under their control in such way and
manner, and in such amount or amounts, as will further an efficient and

already

or hereafter

for the use of

economical administration of the university system.
32-117.

Use

of funds of particular institution.

erties are appropriated

by the

(Acts 1933,

p. 61.)

—When moneys or prop-

legislature or received

from any other

source by the Board of Regents for the use and benefit of any particular
institution, the said Board, unless directed otherwise

by the General As-

sembly, shall not use said moneys or properties except for the benefit of
the institution for whose use the moneys or property was appropriated
or donated. (Acts 1931, pp. 7, 26.)
32-118. Trust funds or other property of particular branch.

—Any trust

mixed, that may have been heretofore
created by will or otherwise as a fund or gift or donation or devise to
any board of trustees of any of the institutions hereinbefore mentioned,
or to any executor or trustee to and for the use, benefit, or behoof of any
such institution, shall not lapse by virtue of any of the provisions of this
Chapter, but the same shall remain valid and of full force and effect, and
such beneficial interest under any such deed of gift or will or other conveyance shall vest in said Board of Regents as trustee to and for the
fund or property,

real, personal, or

and behoof of the institution intended to be benefited by said
gift, devise, or other conveyance in its favor.
In any case where provisions of any deed of gift, or will, or other conveyance hereinbefore re-

use, benefit,

Education.
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ferred to, require a trustee, aud no trustee shall in any contingency exist,

Regents shall be and become a substituted trustee to carry
out the beneficial purposes of said gift, devise, or conveyance. (Acts
said

Board

1931, pp.

of

7,

21.)

32-119. Title of property of branches vested in

Title to

all real,

Board

of Regents.

personal, and mixed property of whatever nature of each

oi the institutions

named

in section 32-103

is

vested in the Board of

Regents, to be held by said Board in trust for the benefit and use of the
institutions entitled thereto, it being the purpose and intent of the General

Assembly that the Board

of

Regents

shall hold title to the property

or assets of each institution, so that each institution shall receive the use

and benefit of the property devoted to its use, and in no event shall the
property or assets of one institution be subject to the liabilities or obligations of any other institution
Provided, however, that this restriction
shall not prevent the Board of Regents from utilizing the facilities, educational or otherwise, of one school for the advancement or assistance of
:

another.

(Acts 1931, pp.

7, 26.)

—

(1393) Campus grounds not subject to alienation. There is
reserved and set apart for the University of Georgia campus, not subject
32-120.

to alienation, 37 acres of the tract of land

donated to the University by

former Governor John Milledge.

power:

1,

to

powers

—The

Board of Regents shall have
make such reasonable rules and regulations as are necessary

32-121. General

of Board.

performance of its duties; 2, to elect or appoint professors, educators, stewards, or any other officers necessary for all of the schools in
the university system, as may be authorized by the General Assembly,
to discontinue or remove them as the good of the system or any of its
schools or institutions or stations may require, and to fix their compensations 3, to establish all such schools of learning or art as may be useful to the State, and to organize the same in the way most likely to attain the ends desired; 4, to exercise any power usually granted to such
corporation, necessary to its usefulness, which is not in conflict with the
Constitution and laws of this State. (Acts 1931, pp. 7, 24.)
for the

;

32-122.

(1388)

No

exclusion for religious views.

—No person of any

re-

denomination shall be excluded from equal advantages of education and the immunities of the University of Georgia on account of his
speculative sentiments in religion, or being of a different religious profession from that of the trustees or faculty. (Acts 1877, p. 17.)

ligious

32-123.

(1398) Females admitted to branch colleges.

colleges of the University of Georgia,

now

—All

the branch

or hereafter established, ex-

cept the Georgia School of Technology at Atlanta and the colleges for

Negroes, shall be open to all white female students of proper age and
qualifications, with equal rights and privileges as those exercised and
enjoyed by the male students of such institutions, under such rules and
regulations as may be prescribed by the Board of Regents. (Acts 1889,
p. 123; 1931, pp. 7,20.)

32-124. Authority of
etc.

—The Regents of

Regents

tc consolidate or discontinue institutions,

the university system are authorized and

empow-

Education.
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§32-132

ered to consolidate, suspend, and/or discontinue institutions merge de-

partments, inaugurate or discontinue courses, and abolish or add de(Acts 1933, p. 62.)

grees.

—

Editorial Note. As to changes
note following § 32-103.

made pursuant

to this authority, sec editorial

32-125. Regents' authority to readjust budgets.

—Whenever

any such

modifications, changes, consolidations, or suspensions are put into effect,

empowered to readjust budgets
reallocation of the moneys appropriated

the Regents are authorized and

extent necessary by the
institutions affected.

Power

32-126.

among

to

(Acts 1933,

rename

to the

for the

p. 62.)

institutions.

—Where

similarity in

names

the several institutions gives rise to confusion, the Regents

rename the same.

(Acts 1933,

may

p. 62.)

Regents vested with powThe Board of Regents may establish such

32-127. Authority to establish regulations.
ers, etc., of

former boards.

—

and regulations for their own direction, as they may deem proper;
may fix the term of office of their chairman, their vice chairman, and
their secretary, and are vested with all of the powers, privileges, and
rights vested in former boards of trustees of the University of Georgia,
and all former boards of trustees or directors of its branches, named in
section 32-103 and they are charged with all of the duties, obligations,
and responsibilities incumbent upon and/or pertaining to said former
rules

;

(Acts 1931, pp.

boards.

7, 23.)

32-128. Powers, etc., of boards of trustees of branches vested in
of Regents.

—All of the powers, duties, privileges, and rights

by law vested

Board

heretofore

boards of trustees or directors of the various institutions named in section 32-103 are hereby vested in the Board of Regents,
and all laws now existing pertaining to the powers or duties of said separate boards of trustees or directors shall be applicable to the Board of
Regents as successors to each of said separate boards of trustees, except
where repealed herein expressly or by implication. (Acts 1931, pp. 7, 26.)
in the

32-129. Reports to Governor.

—The Regents

submit to the Governor annually reports of their transactions, together with such information as is necessary to show the condition of the university system, with
such suggestions as it may deem conducive to the good of said system,
and the cause of education. (Acts 1931, pp. 7, 24.)
32-130. (1390) Chancellor of University

shall

may

appear before General
Assembly. The Chancellor of the University may appear before the
General Assembly once at each session and address them in person on
the condition, interests, and wants of the University.

—

32-131. Fiscal year.

—The

fiscal

year of Regents and

all

of the institu-

tions in the university system, shall be from July 1st in each year through

June 30th

in the following year.

Cross-reference.

—

year for public

p. 63.)

officers, see § 89-901.

Use of unexpended appropriations. Bond
The State Treasurer is hereby directed, out

32-132.

funds.

—Fiscal

(Acts 1933,

of official receiving

of

appropriation to the University of Georgia and any of

any unexpended
its

branches, to

§

Education.

32-133
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pay to the Board of Regents thereof, at periods and times now provided
by law, such sums as may be requisitioned by said Board and as may be
approved by the Governor, upon warrants of the Governor, to and for
the use of said University of Georgia and/or any of its branches or any
or each of them, respectively.

money

All

der the provisions of this section to said

by said Board, which

to an official elected or appointed

upon the discharge

or before entering

sums of money payable unBoard of Regents shall be paid
or

official shall,

of his duties, give

good and

on

sol-

vent bond with a surety company qualified to do business in this State, as
surety for the faithful performance of his duties and faithful accounting for all moneys coming into his hands as such official, which bond
shall be payable to the

mium

Governor and

The

his successor in office.

pre-

which may be paid out of funds lawfully coming into the hands
of said Board. The Board of Regents, however,, in their discretion, may
authorize the local treasurer of any of the educational institutions to retain such fees and matriculation fees as they deem proper to facilitate the
prompt payment of incidental expenses of said institution, strict account
being made to the Board of Regents as to all such receipts and expendifor

(Acts 1931, pp.

tures.

Cross-reference.

32-133.

7, 27.)

—Allocation

Expenses

of

of funds

Board

by Board

of Regents.

of Regents, see

32-116.

§

—The expense of the

Board

of

Regents, other than that of the institutions under its control, shall be
met out of a separate appropriation enacted for its maintenance and support.

(Acts 1931, pp.

7, 31.)

—

Editorial Note. Section 62 of the Reorganization Act (Acts 1931, pp. 7, 25),
not codified, provided that the board of trustees or directors and/or treasurers
of the University of Georgia and its branches should turn back to the State treasury all unexpended appropriations, and should transfer to the Board of Regents
all funds, credits and property from whatever sources received and directed the
officers of such boards to deliver to the Board of Regents all records in their
custody or control.

32-134.

Redemption of bonds.

(1395)

—Whenever

the Board of Re-

gents shall, through their duly authorized agent or

present at

officer,

the State treasury for redemption any valid matured bond of this State
as the property of the University,

duty of the Governor to
issue to them, in lieu of said matured bond so presented for payment, an
obligation in writing in the nature of a bond, in amount equal to the
principal of the matured bond, the same to bear interest at the rate of
three and one-half per cent, per

it

shall be the

annum, and

falling

date of such issue, and not subject to be called in

due 50 years from the
for redemption before

that time, nor to be negotiated or transferred by the Regents, the

bond or obligation
under the great

new

Regents alone, and to be issued
of the State, and signed by the Governor and coun-

to be payable to the

seal

tersigned by the Secretary of State.

semiannually on the

The

interest thereon shall be paid

days of January and July of each year, the
terms prescribed by this section for the issue of such obligations shall
be fully expressed in the body thereof, and the money necessary to pay
first

the interest on such obligations shall be provided in the regular appropriation

bills.

TActs 1898,

Cross-references.

be transferred, see

p.

68; 1931, pp.

—Authentication of bonds,
§

87-118.

7, 21.)

see

§

87-101.

Registered bonds

Bonds negotiable by indorsement,

see

§

may

14-1801.

Education.
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CHAPTER

32-2.

g

32-301

FARMERS INSTITUTES.
Sec.

Sec.

Board of Repents to have

32-201.

Support of

32-202.

in-

institutes,

stitutes conducted.

32-201. (1399)

Board

—

of Regents to have institutes conducted.
The
have conducted throughout the State each year,

Board of Regents
during the season most convenient to the agriculturists, a series of farmshall

ers institutes for the instruction of the citizens of this State in better

methods

These

of agriculture in its various branches.

institutes shall

be held at such times and places as the Board may direct. The Board
shall make such rules and regulations as it may deem proper for organizing and conducting such institutes.
stitutes, preference shall

In selecting lecturers for said

in-

be given to practical, successful farmers pos-

sessing aptitude for the work.

The

exercises of such institutes shall be

so arranged as to present the results of the most recent investigations in
practical agriculture.
Cross-references.

lowing

§

(Acts 1889,

— Extension

work

p.

166; 1931, pp.

in agriculture, see

7, 20.)
§

See note

32-944.

fol-

32-103.

—

Support of institutes. It shall be the duty of the Board
of Regents to apply exclusively to the support of said institutes any
moneys which may come into its possession under any Act which the
Federal Congress may pass in aid of farmers institutes, and any moneys
which may be derived from any other source as a gift or donation in aid
32-202. (1400)

of farmers institutes.

The Board

shall

account to the Governor for

all

such moneys, quarterly, showing in detail amounts received, sources

whence

derived, and

how

expended.

Reports as to moneys which

may

be received under any Act of the Federal Congress, as above indicated,
shall

conform to congressional requirements.

Biennially said Board

shall report to the Governor, in detail, its acts
institutes.

The

biennial reports shall embrace

all

and doings as

to said

the facts contained in

the quarterly reports herein required. (Acts 1889, p. 166.)

CHAPTER

32-3.

ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION.

Sec.
32-301.

Sec.

Engineering experiment station

32-304.

Appropriations to be paid to
the Board of Regents.

32-305.

Work

established.
32-302.

Objects and duty of station.

32-303.

Bulletins.

to conform to Federal
law when aided by Federal

appropriations.

32-301. Engineering experiment station established.

—To

aid

in

the

promotion of engineering and industrial research, and for the more complete development and utilization of the natural resources of Georgia,
and for the encouragement of industries and commerce, and insuring the
public welfare of the people consistent with

paredness, there

is

hereby established at and

in

gia School of Technology, a department to be

the State engineering experiment station.

modern progress and

pre-

connection with the Geor-

known and

(Acts 1919,

designated as

p. 367.)

§

32-302

Education.
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—

and duty of station. It shall be the object and duty
of said experiment station to conduct original researches, perform and
verify experiments, and make tests and investigations in any or all
branches of engineering, manufacturing and the industries, and the sciences related thereto, and to compile data relating to such researches,
for the promotion of the same in the interests of the people, particularly
such as are engaged in engineering and industry; also researches, investigations and experiments in connection with the production, preparation and transportation of materials utilized in engineering and industry also researches, investigations and experiments relating to trans32-302. Objects

;

portation, road building, drainage, irrigation, flood protection, aeronau-

power, lighting, heating, refrigeration, ventilation, sanitation, architecture and such other researches, experiments,
tests and investigations bearing upon the industries, occupations and
public welfare of the people as may in each case be deemed advisable,
tics,

aerodynamics,

fuels,

practicable and within the resources of said station.
32-303. Bulletins.

(Acts 1919,

p. 368.)

— Bulletins giving results of said researches, •investi-

gations and experiments, or reports of progress, shall be published at
said station at least once in 12 months, copies of

which

shall be sent to

persons, newspapers, institutions and libraries interested in research, engineering, manufacturing and industry as
as the

means

of the station will permit.

may

request the same, as far

Copies of said report are to be

sent to the State Geologist, and other State officials requesting same, free

(Acts 1919,

of charge.

Cross-reference.

p. 368.)

—Furnishing

State

Librarian with

reports

and

bulletins,

see

§ 101-217.

32-304. Appropriations to be paid to the

eys

now

or hereafter appropriated

by the

Board

of Regents.

—All mon-

legislature for the establish-

ment and operation of the said engineering experiment station, together
with any sums which may be appropriated by the United States Congress
or apportioned to the State from the treasury of the United States for

purposes substantially the same as specified in this Chapter, shall be paid
to the Board of Regents for the prosecution of the work of the said engineering experiment station hereby authorized:

Board

shall formally present to the

ditions of this law.
Cross-reference.

Work

(Acts 1919,

— Board

p.

Provided, that such

Governor their acceptance of the con-

368; 1931, pp.

7,

21.)

of Regents' authority to readjust budgets, see

§

32-125.

conform to Federal law when aided by Federal approIn the event of the Congress of the United States making appriation.
propriations to the States and Territories for the conduct of work sim32-305.

to

—

ilar to

that hereinbefore specified, the

work

of the said station shall con-

form to the requirements imposed as the conditions for such Federal
appropriations, and as may be hereafter accepted by the General Assembly, in order that the

work

of the State engineering

experiment station

may

be aided and extended by means of such Federal appropriations for
engineering and industrial research. (Acts 1919, p. 369.)
Cross-reference.
I 32-944.

— Extension

work

in

agriculture

and home

economics,

see

915
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32-402

THE PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM.

II.

—

Since the adoption of the Code of 1910 a great many chants
laws governing the public schools have been made. In 1911 the public school
laws were "revised" (Acts 1911, p. 94). The revising Act did not expressly r';p':al
any of the provisions of §§ 1432 to 1551 of the Code of 1910 but it undoubtedly
repealed some of them by implication and modified others.
In 1918 the General Assembly appointed a committee to prepare a code of school
laws from the existing laws, for adoption or rejection by the General Assembly
of 1919 (Acts 1918, p. 225). The code prepared by this committee was adopted
in 1919 (Acts 1919, p. 288), the adopting Act providing that it should be "substituted for the existing school laws of this State, and all laws or parts of laws in
conflict herewith are hereby repealed."
But see note under § 32-913 and case cited
in source note.
The code of school laws as amended is included in this Code as Chapter 32-4
et seq., except that the provisions of the code of school laws which are but repetitions of provisions of the Constitution have not been included in this Title.
For
such provisions, see §§ 2-4901, 2-5004, 2-5402, 2-6601, 2-6701, 2-6801, 2-7001, and
Editorial Note.

in the

2-7101.

CHAPTER

32-4.

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION.

Sec.

Sec.

32-401.

Members; appointment,

32-402.

and terms.
Oath of members; meetings of
board; compensation; ex-

quali-

32-405.

Board an advisory and appel-

fications

late

32-406.

penses.

body.

Gifts from, or offer of gifts by,

publishers or their agents.

32-403.

Powers and

32-404.

School

duties of Board.

districts; distribution of
school fund; and normal in-

32-407.

Board's approval of charter to
educational institution.

struction.

—

Members; appointment, qualifications, and terms. There shall
State Board of Education composed of six members, as follows

32-401.

be a

The Governor, the
sons,

two

who

State Superintendent of Schools, and four other per-

shall be appointed

by the Governor, two

for

two years and

for four years, their terms of office thereafter to be for four years

each, or until their successors are appointed
of said appointees shall

be

men

and

qualified.

At

least three

of practical experience in teaching schools

work, having at least three years
practical experience as teachers in the schools of Georgia, and being thoroughly conversant with the operation of rural schools. Should a vacancy
occur at any time it shall be filled by the Governor, subject to confirmation by the Senate, and an appointment made when the Senate is not
in session shall be effective until the legislature acts on the appointment.
No person who is or has been connected with or employed by a schoolbook publishing concern shall be eligible to membership on the Board,
and if any person shall become so connected or employed after becoming a member of the Board his place shall become vacant. (Acts

and of high standing

in educational

1919, p. 291.)
Cross-references.

— State

Superintendent as

member

of State Board, see

§

32-504.

from schoolbook publishers prohibited, see § 32-406. County boards of
education, see Chapter 32-9. Vocational education, see Chapters 32-JJ. 32-23,
Duties of State Board of Education regarding illiteracy, see Chapter 32-24.
Gifts

Oath of members; meetings of board; compensation; expenses.
The Board shall take oaths of office and enter upon the discharge of
32-402.

—

Education.

§ 32-403
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immediately after appointment. They shall meet in the
office of the State Superintendent of Schools.
The Governor shall preside as chairman when it is practicable for him to be present, but when
he cannot be present, the Board shall select a chairman and proceed
with their business whenever a majority is present. The Board shall
meet at least quarterly in regular session, and whenever an emergency
arises and they are called together by the Governor or State School
Superintendent. The four appointees shall each receive a compensation
of $250 per annum, to be paid out of the State treasury on the warrant
of the Governor, and shall be allowed their actual traveling expenses in
going from and returning to their homes, upon submitting a sworn
itemized statement, accompanied by proper vouchers, and not otherwise.
The total expenses for the four appointees shall not exceed $200. (Acts
their duties

1919, p. 292.)

32-403.

Powers and duties

of Board.

—The

Board

shall provide rules

and regulations for the supervision of all schools. They shall provide
the course of study for all common and high schools receiving State
aid. and shall prepare a list of textbooks to be used in said schools,
which shall be changed only every five years, unless the peculiar conditions of any county or community demand changes, in which case,
the county board and county superintendent shall make application to
the State Board suggesting such changes and giving their reasons therefor; whereupon, if the Board see fit, the request shall be granted. The
Board shall be the final court of appeal to hear and decide all matters
appealed from the State Superintendent, shall determine the necessary
(Acts
office force of the Superintendent, and fix their compensation.
1919, p. 292.)

—

State Board of Education as Textbook Commission, see
Appeal by teacher to State Board from county superintendent, etc., see
Duties of State Superintendent, see §§ 32-501, 32-505. Appeal by county
§
superintendent of schools and county board of education to State Board, see
32-912.
Bond of county superintendent, see § 32-1005. Duties, etc., of State
§
Eoard of Education as to vocational education, see Chapters 32-22, 32-23.

Cross-references.

§

32-701.
32-1010.

and normal incounty shall constitute a school district and the public
school funds shall be apportioned among the several districts by the
Board as provided by law. They shall provide for normal instruction
32-404. School districts; distribution of school fund;

struction.

— Each

of teachers in each district,

by

institutes or otherwise.

They

have
power to compel the attendance of teachers upon such normals and inshall

provide penalties for nonattendance, to provide for the examination of teachers, and to grant licenses to those who are qualified
stitutes, to

and desire a State or special

—

license.

(Acts 1919,

Cross-references. Every county a school
County institutes, see §
fund, see § 32-936.
Duties of State School Superintendent, see
superintendent of schools, see § 32-1009.
§ 32-510.

32-405.

p. 293.)

district, see § 32-901.

Unused school

32-514.
Local budgets, see § 32-945.
Duties of county
§§ 32-501, 32-505.

Disbursement of school funds, see

Board an advisory and appellate body.

—The Board shall

con-

with whom the State School Superintendent
may consult when in doubt as to his official duty, and also act as a
court to which appeals shall be made from decisions of the Superintendent upon any question of construction or administration of the
stitute an advisory body,

Education.
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§

32-501

school laws, and the decision of the Board shall be final and conclusive.

Appeals to the Board must be made in writing through the county superintendents of schools, and must distinctly set forth the question of law,
as well as the facts, in the case.

Upon

questions involving construction

or administration of school laws, the concurrence of a majority of the

whole Board

(Acts

shall be necessary to give validity to the decision.

1919, p. 293.)
Cross-references.

— Powers

School Superintendent, see

and duties of State Board, see

of State

32-403;

§

§§ 32-501, 32-505.

32-406. Gifts from, or offer of gifts by, publishers or their agents.

member

— No

or appointee of the Board, or any other person having authority

to select or aid in the selection of textbooks for the schools, shall for him-

any member of his family receive any gift, compensation or remuneration from any schoolbook publishing house, corporation, individual, or agent or representative of either; nor shall any such person,
publishing house or corporation offer, directly or indirectly, to any member of said Board, or his family or appointees, any gift, compensation,
or remuneration.
Should any such publishing house, corporation, or
person offer to any such officers, their families or appointees, any compensation, remuneration, or gift, they shall report the same to the grand
self or

juries of their respective counties.
Cross-references.
32-9902.

See

— Punishment

(Acts 1919,

p. 294.)

for violation of this section, see §§ 32-9901

and

32-401.

§

32-407. Board's approval of charter to educational

institution.

— Xo

charter giving the right to confer degrees or issue diplomas shall be

granted to any university, college, normal or professional school until

proper showing has been made to the Board of
standard requirements set up by the Board.

CHAPTER

32-5.

(Acts 1919,

meet the

p. 294.)

Sec.

Election.

Office.

Powers and

duties.

32-509.
32-510.

32-502.

Qualifications.

32-503.

Bond and

32-504.

Secretary and agent of Board.

32-505.

Duties.

•20

t\

32-511.

Duty
r
*.

*.~

32-512.
,

to visit *.u
the several1 coun•

-*.

.

.....

ties.

„_ -_„
32-507.

',
n
Duty in

32-508.

Annual

Preparation of text on civics.
Disbursement of school funds.
Salary; expenses; clerk; assistants.

oath.

'

cn/c
32-506.

ability to

STATE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS.

Sec.
32-501.

its

cases of misapplication
of school funds.
reports.

32-513.

Estimate of common school
fund
\ Payment of teachers.

Apportionment

of funds where
JT
there are local school laws.
Teachers' countv institutes, establishment e'tc.
Reports from county superin .
,

32-514.

32 _ 51S>

,

.

.

.

tendents, requiring.

Powers and duties.—The State Superintendent of Schools shall be elected by the people at the same time and in the
same manner as the Governor and Statehouse officers are elected. A
suitable office shall be furnished him at the seat of government. He shall
32-501. Election.

Office.

be charged with the administration of the school laws and general super-

§

Education.

32-502
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intendence of the business relating to the common schools. He shall prescribe suitable forms for the reports required of subordinate school officers and blanks for their guidance in transacting their official business,

from time to time prepare and transmit to them such instructions as he may deem necessary for the faithful and efficient execution
of the school laws; and by what is thus communicated to them they
shall be bound to govern themselves in the discharge of their official
duties
Provided, there shall always be an appeal from the State School
Superintendent to the State Board of Education. (Acts 1919, p. 311.)

and

shall

:

Cross-reference.

— Constitutional

see Const., Art. \ 111, Sec. II, Par.

authority for State Superintendent of Schools,
I

(§ 2-6701).

— To

render a person eligible to hold the office
of State Superintendent of Schools he shall be a man of good moral character, of high educational standing, have had at least three years' prac32-502. Qualifications.

experience as a teacher, or in lieu thereof shall have a diploma from
a reputable college or normal school, or shall have had five years' experience in the actual supervision of schools, and be at least 30 years of
tical

age.

(Acts 1919,

32-503.

p. 311.)

Bond and

cial duties,

sum

oath.

—Upon entering upon the discharge of his

offi-

the State Superintendent of Schools shall give bond in the

with some approved surety company
which shall be acceptable to the Secretary of State, conditioned that he
will truly account for and apply all money or other property which may
come into his hands in his official capacity for the use and benefit of the
purposes for which it is intended, and that he will faithfully perform the
duties enjoined upon him by law. He shall take and subscribe an oath to
The bond,
diligently and faithfully discharge the duties of his office.
with certified indorsement thereon, shall be filed with the Secretary of
State, and the premium charged for said bond shall be paid out of the
treasury of the State. (Acts 1919, p. 312.)
penal

of $10,000 to the State,

32-504. Secretary

and agent

of Board.

— The

State Superintendent of

Schools shall be the secretary and executive agent of the State Board of
Education, for which services he shall receive $2,500 annually. (Acts
1919, p. 312.)

—
Note. — Under

Cross-references. Salary of State Superintendent of Schools,
are members of State Board of Education, see § 32-401.

Who

Editorial

see

the provisions of the above section as enacted

§

32-511.

by Acts

1919, p. 312, the State Superintendent of Schools was a member of the State Board
of Vocational Education (abolished by Acts 1931, pp. 7, 40), of the State Geological Board (abolished by Acts 1931, pp. 7, 13), of the State Board of Health,
of the Budget and Investigation Committee by Acts of 1894, 1903 and 1917 (never
codified), and he was also an ex-officio member of the board of trustees of each
eleemosynary, corrective or educational institution to which public funds are
appropriated. By the Reorganization Act (Acts 1931, p. 7 et seq.), the control of
eleemosynary institutions and of the two Georgia training schools was vested

the Board of Control, and the control of the University of Georgia and its
branches was vested in the Board of Regents, the boards of trustees of all these
institutions being abolished.
See Title 35, Eleemosynary Institutions; Title 77
Penal Institutions, and Chapter 32-1.
in

f

32-505. Duties.

—The

State Superintendent of Schools shall carry out

and enforce all the rules and regulations of the State Board of Education
and the laws governing the schools receiving State aid; he shall from
time to time make such recommendations to the State Board as may

Education.
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§

32-510

and efficiency of the public schools; he shall have authority to suspend a county superintendent of schools for incompetency,
wilful neglect of duty, misconduct, immorality or the commission of
crime involving- moral turpitude: Providing, of course, that all of hi-,
acts in this matter shall be subject to the approval of the State Board
of Education, and the party so suspended may appeal his case to the
affect the welfare

State Board,

whose decision

Cross-reference.

Duty

— Powers

shall be final.

(Acts 1919,

and duties of State Board, see

—

§

p. 312.)

32-403.

be the duty of the
State School Superintendent to visit, as often as possible, the several
counties for the purpose of examining into the administration of the
school law, counseling with school officers, delivering popular addresses,
32-506.

to visit the several counties.

It shall

inspecting school operations, and of doing such other acts as he

deem

to the interest of popular education.

Cross-reference.
see § 40-1812.

32-507.

Duty

(Acts 1919,

may

p. 313.)

— Department of Audits and Accounts to audit books of schools,
in cases of misapplication of school funds.

of a misapplication of

any

of the funds apportioned to

— In the event

any

of the insti-

tutions of learning or schools receiving State aid, the State Superin-

tendent of Schools shall at once proceed to recover the same by the institution of proper procedure in the courts after demand to settle same
is made upon the party misapplying the funds. (Acts 1919, p. 313.)
Cross-reference.

32-508.

— Department

Annual

make an annual

reports.

of

Law, see

—The

40-1607 et seq.

§

State Superintendent of Schools shall

report to the General Assembly, in which he shall pre-

sent a statement of the condition and

amount

of all funds

and property

appropriated to the purpose of public education; a statement of the number of common public schools of the various grades; the number of
pupils attending such schools, their sex, color, and the branches taught;
a statement of the average cost per pupil of instruction under the com-

mon

school system in each county; a statement of the plans for the man-

agement, extension and improvement of the

ment

of the

accuracy as

common

schools

;

a state-

number of children of school age in the State, with as much
the same can be ascertained also, a statement of the num;

ber of private schools and colleges of the different kinds in the State,
the

number

of pupils in such schools or colleges

;

their sex, the branches

taught, the average cost of tuition per pupil in said schools and colleges.

(Acts 1919,

p. 313.)

—

Cross-references. Annual report of Comptroller General to Governor covering
school funds, see § 40-1510. Reports to State Librarian, see §§ 101-204, 101-217.

32-509. Preparation of text

Schools
civil

is

civics.

—The

State Superintendent of

required to prepare, with necessary assistance, a textbook on

government and have

(Acts 1919,

it

printed and sold to the schools at cost.

of

manual on physical education,

p. 314.)

Cross-reference.

32-510.

on

— Preparation

Disbursement of school funds.

—

see

§

32-1901.

be the dutv of the
State Superintendent of Schools annually to equitably apportion the
State school revenue to the different counties and independent local s}r sIt shall

terns,
3

920

Education.

§ 3-2-51

upon the

basis of the aggregate of children

ears of age. inclusive, in each county.

(Acts 1919,

between

six

and 18

p. 314.)

—

Cross-references. School fund, see § 32-935. Local boards to file budget before
funds transmitted to them, see § 32-945. Equalization fund, see § 32-948. Building requirements to be met before school funds paid, see § 32-2001. Distribution
of funds to school maintained by local taxes, see § 32-513.

32-511. Salary; expenses; clerk; assistants.
of Schools shall receive for his services the

quarterly installments.

—The State Superintendent
sum

of $2,000 annually, in

All his necessary traveling expenses incurred in

postage and other expenses
absolutely necessary arising in his office, shall be paid by the State. He
may employ one clerk and secretary and such other assistants as may be
necessary in the judgment of the State Board of Education, to aid him
in his official duties.
His clerk shall receive an annual salary not exceeding $2,000, to be paid quarterly. The secretary shall receive an annual
salary of $1,S00. The salaries and other expenses named in this section
shall be paid out of the State school fund on executive warrant. It shall
also be the duty of said Superintendent to keep an itemized account of
all expenses connected with his department. (Acts 1919, p. 315; 1931,
the performance of his official duties, and

pp.

7,

all

40.)

—

Cross-references. Salary as secretary of the State Board of Education, see
32-504.
State Board to fix office force of State Superintendent, see § 32-403.
Duties of Department of Audits and Accounts, see § 40-1812.
§

32-512. Estimate of

common

school fund.

Payment

of teachers.

State Superintendent of Schools shall, on or before the

first

—The

Tuesday

of

each year, make an estimate of the entire common school
fund for the next succeeding calendar year, and shall at once communicate in writing to the county superintendent of schools of each county
the amount of money that will be payable to his county; and on the first
Tuesday in January in each year, or as soon thereafter as practicable,

December

in

each county board of education shall meet and make the necessary arrangements for placing the schools in operation for the next school year,

and
the

shall

have

payment

full

authority in their discretion either to

fix salaries for

pay them according to the enrollment or
Provided, that nothing in this Chapter shall be construed

of teachers, or to

attendance:

to affect the right of the respective counties to select the time of oper-

ating their schools, which shall be left entirely to the county boards of

change the time of operating their schools
under any special or local laws in any county: Provided, further, it shall
not affect the monthly payment of teachers as by this Chapter directed.
education, nor shall

(Acts 1919,

p.

it

affect or

316; 1926, Extra. Sess.

p. 42.)

—

Cross-references. Reports by coynty superintendents as to amount due, see
Failure to arrange for school as forfeiting right to participate in school

32-920.
fund, see
§

§

32-940.

—

Apportionment of funds where there are local school laws. In
those counties having local school laws where the schools are sustained
by local taxation for a period of five months or more, the State Superintendent of Schools shall, on the first day of each month, or as soon
thereafter as practicable, notify the Governor of the amount of funds
standing to the credit of each of such counties on the books of the Treasurer on said dates, arising from the monthly apportionment aforesaid,
32-513.
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and thereupon the Governor shall issue his warrants for said sums and
the Treasurer shall draw his checks for said sums without requiring the
itemized statements as provided and the State Superintendent of Schc
shall immediately transmit said checks to the officers under the local
school system authorized to receive its funds, and the State Superintendent of Schools shall in like manner pay over to the proper of:
under the school board of any town or city having- a school system sustained by a local taxation for a period of five months or more, and to
which he is now authorized by law to make direct apportionments, such
proportion of the entire county fund as shown on the books of the Treas;

town or

urer as the school population of the
of the county, as

shown by the

last school

city bears to the population

census

:

Provided, that

all

children of school age resident in said county, and attending- the public

town

schools of such
of such

town

or city, shall be counted in the school population

or city and be entitled to have their share of such county

fund paid over to the proper
city. (Acts 1919, p. 316.)

officer of the school

board of such town or

32-514. Teachers county institutes, establishment, etc.

—The

State Su-

perintendent of Schools shall organize and establish in each county a
teachers county institute for the assembling and instruction of the com-

mon

school teachers of each county, said institute to hold an annual ses-

sion of one week's duration, in each county in the period of June, July

such other months as the State Superintendent of
Schools may deem best and expedient: Provided, however, that the
State Superintendent of Schools may, in his discretion, combine the annual session of such institutes, or any number of them, so that the same
may be held in any county named by him to prepare a program of exer-

and August, or

in

;

with a syllabus of each subject in each program, for each day's

cises,

session of said institute, to require county superintendents of schools to

operate at their regular per diem said institute sessions under such

may deem

general rules and regulations as he

sons, teaching or having licenses entitling

best; to require

them

all

per-

to teach, to attend all

sessions of said institutes held in the county of their residence, and per-

form

all

duties required of

providentially prevented

;

members of said institutes, unless
secure prompt attendance of the teachers

them

to

as

upon said institutes by causing the county superintendents of schools
and county boards of education to collect such fines from absentees as
may be deemed just and reasonable by said superintendents and boards
Provided, that no teacher shall be fined until he has stated the cause of
his absence, in writing, to said superintendents

duly considered the same, and
in

all

and boards, and they have

money thus

collected shall be used

purchasing teachers' libraries for the counties in which said

fines

may

be collected to provide separate institutes for the white and colored to
cause all sessions of said institutes to be held at county seats, or such
;

;

other places as

and allow

all

may

be selected by the county superintendents of schools,

persons so desiring to attend the sessions of said institutes

Provided, that

all visitors shall

be subject to the rules and regulations

of said institutes while attending the exercises of the

scribe

same; and

to pre-

from time to time such other rules and regulations as he and the

Education.
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county superintendents of schools may deem best for successfully operating said institutes. (Acts 1919, p. 319.)
Cross-references.
tion, see

— Normal

instruction, see

§

32-404.

Course

educa-

in physical

Supervisors to act as instructors at institutes, see

32-1902.

§

§

32-601.

—

from county superintendents, requiring. The State
Superintendent of Schools shall have the right to require the county superintendents of schools to make such reports as he may prescribe, and
32-515. Reports

complying, as far as may be practicable, with this requirement, the county school superintendents shall not be entitled to compensation for their official services. He shall also have the right to
require the report mentioned in section 32-508 of the president of the
board of education or the chief executive officer of any public school organization, operating under any special law, and until the report is
made, said organization shall not receive the pro rata share of the State
school fund to which it otherwise would be entitled. (Acts 1919, p. 320.)
in default of

Cross-reference.

— County

CHAPTER

superintendents of schools, see Chapter 32-10.

SUPERVISORS OF SCHOOLS.

32-6.

Sec.

Sec.
32-601,

school supervisors; appointment; number; qualifica-

State

32-602.

High school supervisor;

quali-

fications, duties, salary, etc.

tions; salaries; duties.

32-601. State school supervisors; appointment;
salaries; duties.

—The

number;

qualifications;

State Superintendent of Schools shall have the

power, with the consent and approval of the State Board of Education,
to appoint three State school supervisors, whose professional qualifications shall be the same as the State Superintendent's, who shall act under
the direction of the State Superintendent of Schools. The salaries paid
these supervisors shall be fixed by the State Board of Education and
shall not exceed $3,000 each per annum, together with necessary traveling expenses, which shall not exceed $3,000. The supervisors shall keep
itemized statements of their expenses, which shall be sworn to monthly,
be approved by the State Superintendent of Schools, and be paid out of
the State treasury. It shall be especially the duty of these supervisors
to act as instructors of institutes; to give State normal instruction and
training as the State Superintendent of Schools may direct in each county; to grade the papers of applicants for professional certificates or State
licenses, and to aid generally in supervising, systematizing and improving the schools of the State under the direction of the State Superintendent of Schools. (Acts 1919, p. 314.)
Cross-references.
institutes, see

32-602.

§

— Qualifications

of State Superintendent, see

§

32-502.

County

32-514.

High school supervisor;

standardization of schools

is

qualifications, duties, salary, etc.

a function of the State

Department

—The

of

Edufrom

and the State Board of Education is hereby directed to elect
a nomination by the State Superintendent of Schools a high school supervisor who can meet the same qualifications prescribed for the State
cation,

Superintendent of Schools.

It shall

be the duty of the State high school

supervisor to inspect the various high schools of the State with a view

Education.
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and supervision under the State Board of
accordance with standards set up by said Board. The

to their proper classification

Education and in
taut to the State SuperState high school supervisor shall serve as a
intendent of Schools in this and in other capacities as directed by the
State Board of Education in making effective the school laws of the
State and the regulations of said Board.

The term

of office of said high

school supervisor shall be fixed by the State Board of Education; the
salary shall be fixed by the said Board, not to exceed $4,000 and neces-

sary traveling expenses, which shall be paid out of the public school fund
or other funds which said Board

purposes specified

CHAPTER

in this section.

32-7.

may have on hand
(Acts 1925,

at its disposal, for the

p. 206.)

TEXTBOOK COMMISSION. UNIFORM
REQUIRED INSTRUCTION.

TEXTBOOKS.

Sec.

Sec.
32-701.

Textbook Commission created;
how constituted; compensa-

Revolving fund from

32-713.

school fund, etc.
Lower grades to be supplied
first when funds insufficient.

.

tion.

32-702.
32-703.

32-704.

Oath of members.
Uniform textbooks.

Nothing

Prices.

partisan or sectarian to be in
books.

32-714.

common

32-715.

Uniform textbooks

for

32-706.

Bible reading.

stitutions.

Study of American
and ideals.

Buying; publishing;
to

make

32-708.

No

32-709.

Contracts for printing. Author-

32-710.

Contracts with publishers for
purchase of books. Sales to

authority to adopt books in
manner formerly authorized.

"Adoption" defined.
ity of

32-711.

Contracts with publishers for
use of books.

Com-

Requirements as to

Committee

to

examine manu-

quired of bidders.
32-717.

Contracts for not less than

five

years.
32-718.

Standard of books.

32-719.

Central depository for distribution of books, etc.
Distribution. Duties and bonds
of county school superintend-

32-720.

Commission.

patrons.

Textbook

of

Adoption. Right to
scripts.
reject bids. Bond may be re-

authority

rules.

to

bids.

32-716.

Instruction
in
essentials
of
United States and State Coninstitutions

32-707.

Meetings
mission.

Addition to the State course of
study.

Books formerly adopted not
be sold for school use.

schools.
32-705.

common

32-712.

ents.

32-721.

32-722.
32-723.

Use

of books other than those
adopted unlawful.
Teacher violating this Chapter.
School funds to go only to
schools using adopted books.

Textbook Commission created; how constituted; compensaA special Textbook Commission is hereby created. The State
tion.
Board of Education shall be the Textbook Commission. The Governor
shall be ex officio a member of the Commission and the State Superintendent of Schools shall be the secretary and executive officer of the
Commission. The members of the Commission shall serve without com32-701.

—

pensation, but shall be allowed their actual traveling expenses in attend-

ing meetings of the Commission, upon submitting a sworn itemized

statement accompanied by proper vouchers, to be paid out of the State
treasury upon the warrant of the Governor.

members

shall not exceed $300 per year.

Cross-reference.
ter,

The

total

(Acts 1931,

expenses for

p. 136.)

— Adoption of books other than those provided for in

see Chapter 32-8.

all

this

Chap-

Education.

32-702

E

_o

924
.

—

Editorial Note. Section 21 of Acts 1931, p. 136 (not codified), provides that
"the present hiws in regard to the adoption, use, purchase, distribution and sale
of textbooks for the public schools of this State are hereby expressly repealed,
except where they do not conflict with the provisions" of such Act. Pursuant to
this provision, the sections of the school code (Acts 1919, p. 288 et seq.), relat:o the Schoolbook Commission and the adoption, etc., of uniform textbooks
in the manner therein provided, except those provisions codified as §§ 32-718 and
_
Acts 1933. p. 59, relating to the distribution of books
722, have been omitted.
in Ideal systems in counties having or which may hereafter have, a city wholly
or partly within its territory, with a population of 200,000 or over, has not been
codified because of such limitation upon the number of counties in which it applies.
;

v

Oath

—

members. Before transacting business relating to the
duties of the Commission, they shall each take an oath before an officer
authorized to administer same, as follows: "We, and each of us, do solemnly swear that we will faithfully discharge all the duties imposed
upon us as members of the Textbook Commission, and we, and each of
us, do further swear that we are not interested, directly or indirectly, in
the publication or sale of any schoolbook now in use in the common or
high schools of this State and we further swear that we will not become
interested in any contract that may be made by the Textbook Commission and that we will receive no personal benefits therefrom, so help us
32-702.

of

;

God."

(Acts 1931,

p. 136.)

Uniform textbooks. Nothing partisan or sectarian to be in
books. The Textbook Commission shall adopt a uniform series of textbooks for use in all the common schools, and shall have the authority to
32-703.

—

adopt a uniform series of textbooks for use in the high schools, when in
their judgment it is advisable and for the best interests of the patrons
of said high schools so to do. The textbooks so adopted shall include the
elements of an English education as defined and enumerated by law,
and such other branches of study as may be provided by statute. None
of said books so adopted shall contain anything of a partisan or sectarian nature. The manner of adoption shall be as provided herein. (Acts
1931, p. 136.)

32-704.

Uniform textbooks

for

of textbooks shall be used in all

manner and

common schools. —A uniform series
the common schools, to be adopted in

which uniform series
books shall be in use in all the common schools, and shall include the
following elements of an English education only to wit: Orthography,
reading, writing, arithmetic, geography, English language lessons, Eng-

the

for the time hereinafter provided,

of

grammar, history

Georgia, including the Constitution of the
State of Georgia, history of the United States, including the Constitu-

lish

of

United States, physiology and hygiene, the elementary principles of agriculture and civil government, the elementary rudiments of vocal music:
Provided, that teaching the elementary rudiments of vocal
music shall be optional with the county and city boards of education
and not required as in the case of the other elements of an English education, and such other branches of study as may be from time to time
provided by statute, and not conflicting with the Constitution of this
Provided, that no county, city or town that levies a local tax
State:
for the purpose of maintaining a system of graded schools, which local
tax, together with the State fund, is sufficient to maintain said system
of graded schools, for as long a period as eight months in each year,
tion of the

shall be included in the provisions of this Chapter, but

if

the duly con-

§ 3 2-708
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any local system should desire to u
any of the books selected by said Commission, the local system hall
d and
have the privilege of buying the hooks at the same price
on the same terms granted the common schools. (Acts 1919, p. 2
stituted authorities in charge of

<

1922, pp. 150, 154.)

—

Cross-references. Furnishing textbooks other than uniform textbooks, see
32-8.
Instruction in animal, bird and fish life,
apter 32-17. Phyfl
education and training, see Chapter 32-19. Punishment for violation of this sec-

Chapter

tion, see

§

32-9903.

32-705. Addition

the

to

State

course

of

study.

Eible

reading.

Health and hygiene, the nature of alcoholic drinks and narcotics, the
elements and principles of agriculture, and the elements of civil government shall be taught in the common or public schools as thoroughly and
in the same manner as other like required branches, and the board of
education of each county and local system shall adopt proper rules to
carry the provisions of law into effect
Provided, however, that the
Bible, including the Old and the New Testaments, shall be read in all
the schools receiving State funds, and that not less than one chapter shall
be read at some appropriate time during each school day. Upon the
parent or guardian of any pupil filing with the teacher in charge of said
pupil in the public schools, a written statement requesting that said
pupil be excused from hearing the said Bible read as required by this
section, such teacher shall permit such pupil to withdraw while the
reading of the Bible is in progress. Such request in writing shall be
sufficient to cover the entire school year in which said request is filed.
:

(Acts 1919,

p.

296; 1921,

Cross-reference.

p. 156.)

—Punishment

for violation of section, see

§

32-9903.

32-706. Instruction in essentials of United States

and State Constitutions.
Study of American institutions and ideals. All schools and
colleges sustained or in any manner supported by public funds shall
give instruction in the essentials of the United States Constitution and
the Constitution of Georgia, including the study of and devotion to
American institutions and ideals, and no student in any school or col-

—

lege shall receive a certificate of graduation without previously passing

upon the provisions and principles
United States Constitution and the Constitution of Georgia.
a satisfactory examination

of the

(Acts

1923, p. 130.)
Cross-reference.

on

civil

— Duty of State

government, see

§

Superintendent to prepare and furnish textbook

32-509.

—

Buying; publishing; authority to make rules. The Textbook
Commission is empowered and directed to formulate and put into effect
a system of purchasing, publishing, and distributing the textbooks
adopted by them, which will reduce the prices of textbooks in effect under existing contracts and methods of sale and distribution. For the
purpose of putting such system into effect the Textbook Commission is
authorized to make any and all necessary rules and regulations they
32-707.

may deem
32-708.

proper.

No

(Acts 1931,

p. 136.)

authority to adopt books in

"Adoption" defined.

—Nothing

in

Chapter shall be construed to
to- adopt textbooks in the manner

this

authorize the Textbook Commission

manner formerly authorized.

§

Education.

32-709
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and numbers heretofore authorized by law, and the sale and distribution
oi all textbooks adopted shall be by and through the agency or agencies
created in accordance with the provisions of this Chapter. The term
"adoption" shall mean the purchase of manuscripts outright or upon
a royalty basis, the purchase of copyrights for the State, the renting of
plates, the purchase of textbooks by the Commission direct from the
publishers in quantities, and/or a contract with any publisher for the
(Acts 1931, p. 136.)
use of any textbook as provided in 32-711.

—

Authority of Commission. The Textbook Commission is empowered and authorized to have books for the
common or high schools printed by contract by the lowest and best
bidders after due advertisement for at least 30 days in at least four newspapers of general circulation, which advertisement shall contain the
specifications of such proposed contract; and to carry out this provision
the said Commission is authorized to rent plates, secure copyrights for
use in this State, buy manuscripts outright or on a royalty basis, and
to have the same electrotyped or plates made thereof and copyrights
secured, to employ competent authors or to do any other act or thing
necessary to carry out the provisions of this Chapter in publishing said
textbooks by contract.
(Acts 1931, p. 136.)
32-709. Contracts for printing.

32-710. Contracts with publishers for purchase of books.

Sales to

— The

Textbook Commission is hereby empowered to contract
with the publishers of any textbook the Commission may adopt, for the
patrons.

purchase of textbooks in quantities sufficient to supply the children in
any or all of the grades of the common schools, based on estimates and
Provided, said textbooks shall be sold to patrons of
the school census
the common school system at prices fixed by said Commission, which
said prices shall be the actual cost of purchase and/or production and
(Acts 1931, p. 136.)
distribution as here provided.
:

—The

Textbook
Commission is authorized and empowered to contract with any publisher of schoolbooks for the use of any book which may be adopted at
a lower cost than is possible by having a similar text of equal grade and
character and on the same subject or course of study, printed by con32-711. Contracts with publishers for use of books.

tract or

purchased

in

quantities

:

Provided, that said publisher will

agree to have such books handled through the agency of distribution
created and recognized by the Textbook Commission, without any
Provided, that only one textbook on any one
profit to the distributor:
subject or course of study for any one grade shall be so adopted and

then for no longer perod of adoption than other textbooks adopted by
the Commission.
(Acts 1931, p. 136.)

—

from common school fund, etc. For the purpose of carrying out the provisions of this Chapter the Textbook Commission is authorized and the State Board of Education is directed, upon
recommendation of the Commission, to set apart from the appropriation made to the common schools in any year, beginning in the year
32-712. Revolving fund

1933, a

sum not

to exceed $400,000, or so

much

thereof as

may

be

Provided, that not more than $400,000
shall at any time constitute and be used as such revolving fund.
Said

necessary, for any one year:

Ed
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/cation.

fund shall constitute a revolving fund for the purpose oi Carrying out
the provisions of this Chapter, whether to print textbook
by contract,
secure the copyrights, purchase manuscripts outright or on a royaltybasis, to rent plates, to have plates and electrotypes made, to purcl.
textbooks in quantities, and to cover the cost of distribution of textbooks; any and all of such items to be taken into account in computing
the prices at which said textbooks shall be sold, and to be repaid into
After the plan
said revolving fund in the manner hereinafter prescribed.
or system formulated and adopted by the Commission for the publication and/or purchase and sale and distribution of textbooks under the
I

provisions of this Chapter are fully in effect and operation in

any surplus in said revolving fund not required
the said system and in carrying out the provisions

all

the

schools,

in the

opera-

tion of

of this

Chap-

ter shall be repaid into the

32-713.

—

Lower grades

common

school fund.

(Acts 1931,

when funds

to be supplied first

p.

136.

insufficient.

not sufficient in amount
to enable the Textbook Commission to print, purchase, contract or otherwise render available, textbooks for all the grades of the common
schools in any one year, the Commission is authorized first to supply
textbooks under the plan adopted by them to the lower grades, beginning with the first grade and adding a grade or grades each year until
textbooks for all the grades in the public schools shall be supplied under
Prices.

If

the revolving fund provided herein

the plan or system adopted:

is

Provided, that said textbooks sball be

supplied to patrons of schools of the

common

school system at prices

by said Commission, which said price shall be actual cost
chase and/or production and distribution as herein provided.
fixed

of pur-

(Acts

1931, p. 136.)

32-714.

Books formerly adopted not

to be sold for school use.

— The

sale for use in the public schools, except as supplemental texts as pro-

vided herein, of any textbook adopted at the time of the passage of this
Chapter is prohibited after the period of adoption or term of the contract

has expired or

is

changed by the Textbook Commission. (Acts

1931,

p. 136.)

Meetings of Textbook Commission. Requirements as to bids.
The Textbook Commission shall meet in the office of the State Superintendent of Schools not later than June 1, 1932, and shall advertise in
such manner and form as they may deem best, that at a time to be fixed
by the said Commission, but not later than September 1, 1932, the Commission will receive at the office of the Secretary manuscript texts of
schoolbooks, specifying the subjects, grades and courses of study, to be
purchased outright or adopted on a royalty or copyright basis. At the
32-715.

—

same time the Commission
from publishers

shall advertise for sealed bids or proposals

purchase of textbooks in sufficient
quantities to supply the children in any or all of the grades of the common schools, specifying the quantities of each textbook required, as well
as such other specifications as to the Commission shall seem necessary,
and any bidder under such advertisement shall state in his proposal the
price or prices at which the said textbooks will be sold to the Commisof textbooks, for the

sion delivered to their office in Atlanta,

and

shall also state in said pro-

§
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32-716

posal the rate at which plates for the printing of such texts will be rented
Each and every proposal from a publisher shall
to the Commission.

be accompanied by specimen copies of all books specified in said bid or
proposal. The Commission shall, at the same time, advertise for bids
from publishers of schoolbooks for textbooks to be furnished upon contract as provided in section 32-711.

(Acts 1931,

p. 136.)

—

Editorial Note.
By a resolution adopted February 15, 1933, the General Assembly authorized the appointment of a committee to investigate the letting of conBy another resolution adopted on the same
tracts by the Textbook Commission.
date, the Textbook Commission was called upon to recall contracts for further
consideration, and was requested to "hold another adoption," under stated limitaThis resolution also requested
tions, at a date between March 1 and July 1, 1933.
that in the event of noncancellation of the contracts the Commission should
permit the use of textbooks already in use as long as the supply lasted and permit the recently adopted books to be put into the schools gradually and only as
necessary.

32-716.

Committee

to

examine manuscripts.

Bond may be

Adoption.

—The

Right to

re-

Textbook Commission shall, at the time of, or before the meeting aforesaid, appoint a committee of outstanding and specially qualified educators, not more than
nine in number, to whom the manuscripts, bids and specimen copies
shall be submitted for examination.
The said committee shall serve for
a term concurrent with that of the members of the Commission and in
such manner as the Commission shall determine. The said committee
shall, each, from the school funds, receive the sum of $10 per day for the
ject bids.

required of bidders.

time devoted thereto, but such sum so paid shall not exceed the total
amount of $150 each, and in addition each member shall be paid his actual expenses, not to exceed $100, upon submission of vouchers and affidavit thereto.
The said committee shall carefully examine and consider the matters submitted to them, having due regard to the subject

makeup and price, and shall within 60 days recomthe Commission in writing three books or texts for each subgiven course of study, and in so doing shall not recommend

matter, mechanical

mend

to

ject in a

more than one book for any one grade in each course of study from or
by the same author or publisher. From the recommendation made by
the said committee the Commission shall select one text or book, which
shall be the text or book adopted and shall not be changed during the
period of adoption:

Commission a

Provided, however, that

suitable text as to subject-matter

subjects or courses of study,
that said committee

the

if

same manner

may

is

in the opinion of the

and

price, in

any or

all

not included in said recommendation,

be required to make

new recommendations

in

as before.

the committee should recommend, and the Commission

should
adopt, a manuscript or text submitted by any person, instead of a published book, then the Commission shall at once advertise for bids for
making plates, and/or electrotypes, and/or printing said book from the
If

manuscript.

submitted

in

Commission should elect to rent plates of any text
the proposal of any publisher, instead of buying such books
If

the

under contract as provided in section 32-711, then the
Commission shall at once advertise for bids for printing books from
such plates, as hereinbefore provided.
in quantities or

The Commission
shall

shall

have the right to reject any and

have the right to readvertise as often and in any

all

bids and

manner

as they

.
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32-720

deem necessary to carry out the plan or system adopted by them. The
Commission shall have the right to require bidders to post a SttfHc
bond with

good

their bids to insure

cessful bidders in

amounts

terms of their contracts.

and to require bond-, from -.ucto insure their compliance with the

faith

sufficient

(Acts 1931,

—
Cross-reference. "Adoption"

defined, see

p. 136.)
§

32-708.

32-717. Contracts for not less than five years.
tract or purchase of textbooks

— Any

adoption, con-

by the Textbook Commission
All contracts

a period of not less than five years.

shall be for

made by county

boards of education or independent school districts for schoolbooks prior
to the adoption of this Chapter shall not be affected by this Chapter.
(Acts 1931,

p. 136.)

32-718. Standard of books.

—The books

furnished under any contract

specimen or sample copies furnished
with the bids; and it shall be the duty of the State Superintendent of
Schools to preserve in his office, as the standards of quality and excellence to be maintained in such books during the continuance of such
shall be equal in all respects to the

contract, the specimen or sample copies of

all

books which have been

the basis of any contract, together with the original bid or proposal.

(Acts 1919,

p. 300.)

32-719. Central depository for distribution of books, etc.

—The

Text-

book Commission is authorized and directed to create a central depository or agency for the distribution to the several counties of the textbooks adopted, printed or purchased by them, which depository or agency
of distribution shall be under the direct supervision and control of the
Textbook Commission. The expense of maintaining such agency shall
be paid from the revolving fund herein provided and shall be added to
(Acts 1931,
the prices of the books sold as a part of the cost thereof.
p. 136.)

32-720. Distribution.
ents.

—Textbooks

book Commission

Duties and bonds of county school superintend-

purchased, published or contracted for by the Textshall be distributed

county school superintendent

in

county school superintendent

by the Commission through the

each county to the school patrons.

in

each county

the duty of ascertaining the requirements of

is

all

The

hereby charged with
schools in his county,

including independent school districts and systems, of schoolbooks for
all

grades in such schools for which adoptions shall have been made

under the provisions of this Chapter, at least 60 days before the beginning of each school term, and the county school superintendent shall

make

requisition to the

Commission

for such requirements 60 days be-

approved
by the chairman of the county board of education or the chairman of
the board of education or board of trustees of each independent school

fore the beginning of each school term, said requisitions to be

district or

system

Commission

shall

in his county.

Upon

receipt of such requisition, the

determine whether same

for the needs of the

common

is

reasonable and sufficient

schools in said county, and upon the ap-

I

Education.
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proval thereof shall cause the books so requisitioned to be forwarded to
the county school superintendent and charged to him upon the books

Commission. Said books shall then be sold to the school patrons
by the county school superintendent at the prices fixed by the Commission, for cash.
The amounts received by the county school superintendent, from the sale of textbooks shall immediately be remitted by him
to the Commission to reimburse the revolving fund for such expenditure made in the purchase, preparation and distribution of such books.
The Commission shall have the authority to require the return of all
unsold books from the county school superintendent at any time. At
least 60 days before the beginning of any school term the county school
superintendent shall execute and file with the Commission a good and
sufficient bond to be approved by the Commission, conditioned upon the
proper handling of said textbooks and the faithful accounting for same
and for all funds received from the sale of or in connection therewith.
Such bond shall be in the amount of $1,000 or such larger amount as the
Commission shall prescribe and in no event shall be for a sum less than
of the

the total

amount

of the invoices of all schoolbooks furnished to said

county for one school year.
32-721.

Use

of

(Acts 1931,

p. 136.)

books other than those adopted unlawful.

unlawful for any teacher in the

common

—

It shall

or high schools to use any

be

book

in place of the

books adopted, published, or purchased for use and distribution by the Textbook Commission, except as otherwise herein provided.

(Acts 1931,

32-722.

p.

136.)

Teacher violating

this Chapter.

—Any teacher of a public com-

mon

school violating the provisions of this Chapter shall not receive
any salary so long as he shall fail to carry out the provisions thereof.

(Acts 1919,

p. 304.)

Cross-reference.

— Punishment

32-723. School funds to

for violation of this section, see

§

32-9903.

—

go only to schools using adopted books. No
public school, board of education, board of trustees, or independent or
local school system shall receive any part of the appropriation made to
the common schools by the General Assembly in any year unless such
school, board, or system shall use the textbooks adopted and provided
by the Textbook Commission as provided for in this Chapter: Provided, however, that supplemental books may be used by any school or
school system, the cost of such supplemental books to be paid by the
school system and the books loaned to the school children without
charge: Provided, further, that the provisions of this section shall not

apply to nor be mandatory upon those systems of public schools whose
boards of education or boards of trustees now own and furnish free, or

upon

a rental basis, the textbooks for their schools; until the textbooks

adopted and

now

use by said systems shall be by them changed; any
future adoptions and/or purchases of textbooks, except supplemental
in

texts as provided herein, shall be from the lists adopted by the Commission and through the agency of distribution created by them.
(Acts
1931, p. 136.)
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Sec.

how purchased, sold, or
furnished free.

Books,

32-802.

Filing

and

copies

of

books with

Sworn statement

32-804.

Bond

32-809,

Purchases and payment for
Free b<
books ordered.
and rental.

32-810.

list

of

to be filed

by

32-811.

Retail prices of books limited.
Second-hand books; when pur-

amount and

32-812.

Payment

prices.

32-803.

chased.

publisher.

32-807.
32-808.

3

32-8.

Sec.
32-801.

32-806.

32

FURNISHING BOOKS OTHER THAN
UNIFORM TEXTBOOKS.

CHAPTER

32-805.

§

of publisher;
condition.

new

Approval of bond and
bond after five years.
State
out

Superintendent
of books.

32-815.

Nonrepeal of certain laws.
Local option as to free schoolbooks. Rental price limited.
Indigents to be furnished books

32-816.

Duties

32-813.
32-814.

send

to

list

Forfeiture by publisher on
ure of duty.

free.

fail-

Local board's duty as to select-

how

education of counties,

county boards
as to supply

of

education

books and public

ing books.

32-801. Books,

for vote or influence

forbidden.

purchased, sold, or furnished
cities, local

free.

— All

of
of

notice.

boards of

school systems, and separate school

adopt all schoolbooks required by the course of study in
their schools, other than the regular basal elementary schoolbooks provided for by the uniform textbook law (Chapter 32-7), from an approved list issued by the State Board of Education; and shall purchase,
and in their discretion may sell, rent or furnish free all schoolbooks to
pupils attending their schools, and for that purpose may use such part
of the school funds, or any other funds coming into their hands, as may
(Acts 1919, p. 334.)
be necessary for the purchase of such books.
districts, shall

32-802. Filing of copies

and

list

of

books with

prices.

—All publishers

of schoolbooks, or persons desiring to offer schoolbooks, other than those

basal elementary textbooks provided for under the uniform textbook

law (Chapter 32-7), for the use

of pupils in the public schools, as here-

Superintendent of
Schools a copy of each book proposed to be offered, together with the
list price as shown by the publisher's catalogue, and such books shall
be approved and placed upon a list issued by the State Board of Education, provided the persons or publishers offering said books comply with
the provisions of this section, and then they may be legally adopted and
purchased by any public school authorities. No revised or different
edition of any such book shall be used in the public schools, unless a
copy of such edition has been filed in the office of the State SuperintendThe State
ent of Schools, together with the publisher's list thereof.
Superintendent of Schools shall carefully preserve in his office the sample copies of all such books filed and approved by the State Board of
(Acts 1919, p. 305.)
Education, and the prices thereof.
inafter provided, shall

Cross-reference.

32-803.

file

in the office of the State

— Punishment

Sworn statement

for violation of this section, see

to be filed

by

publisher.

§

— Each

32-9904.

publisher of

any such book filed shall also file in the office of the State Superintendent
of Schools a sworn statement giving the net wholesale price at which
each book is sold anywhere in the United States the said sworn statement shall also give the list price and the lowest exchange price given
anywhere in the United States when old books on the same subject and
;

§

Education.

32-804

oi like kind

and grade, but of a different

(Acts 1919,

p.

series, are received in

exchange.

305.)

Cross-reference.

32-804.
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Bond

— Punishment for violation of this section, see
of publisher;

amount and

condition.

§

32-9904.

— Each

publisher

with the State Superintendent of Schools a bond payable to
the State, with some surety company authorized to do business in the
State, as surety thereon, in a sum to be determined by the State Superintendent of Schools, said sum being not less than $1,000, nor more than
$5,000, according to the number of books filed; the bond to be condishall

file

tioned as follows

books

First,

:

that the publisher will furnish any of the

any other statement subsequently
filed by him within five years, to the board of education of any county,
city, local school system, and separate school district, at the lowest net
wholesale price contained in said statement, which price shall not exceed the lowest price the publisher has made elsewhere in the United
States, and that he will maintain said price uniformly throughout this
State on the books filed under the provisions of this section.
Second,
listed in said statement,

and

in

that the publisher will reduce such price automatically to the State

whenever reductions are made elsewhere in the United States, so that
at no time shall any book so filed and listed be sold to school authorities
in Georgia at a higher net price than is received for such book elsewhere
in the United States and that upon failure or refusal of the publisher to
make such reduction, all contracts for such book or books shall become
null and void.
Third, that all such books offered for sale, adoption or
exchange in the State shall be equal in quality to those filed in the office
;

of the State

Superintendent of Schools, as regards paper, binding, print,

illustration, subject-matter,

value of such schoolbooks.
into

and

all

other particulars that

may

affect the

Fourth, that the publisher shall not enter

any understanding, agreement, or combination to control the prices

or restrict competition in the sale of schoolbooks. (Acts 1919, p. 306.)

—

Cross-references. Bond of bidders under uniform textbook law, see § 32-716.
Forfeiture by publisher on failure to furnish books, see § 32-807. Punishment for
violation of this section, see § 32-9904.

Approval of bond and new bond after
be approved by the Attorney General, and

32-805.
shall

five years.

— Such bond

shall continue in force

for a period of five years after its filing, at or before the expiration of

which period a new bond

shall be given, or the right to continue selling

such textbooks shall be forfeited.

(Acts 1919,

p. 307.)

32-806. State Superintendent to send out list of books.

—The

State

Superintendent of Schools shall, within 30 days after the filing of such
textbooks and bond for same, send out a list of such books to the superintendent of schools, and the chairman of the board of education of each
county, city, local school system, and separate school district, and the
State Superintendent of Schools shall, on or by the

day

January
of each year, publish and send to the superintendent of schools and the
chairman of the board of education of each county, city, local school
system, and separate school district, a printed copy of all such lists then
in force in his office.

(Acts 1919,

p. 307.)

first

of

Education.
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32-807. Forfeiture

by publisher on

§ 32-809

failure of duty.

—

If

any

publisl

comply with the foregoing sections and then fail or refuse to furnish such books to the board of education of any county, city, local
school system, or separate school district, upon the terms herein proshall

vided, said school authority shall at once notify the State Superintendent

and he shall at once cause an investigation of such charge to be made.
If the State Superintendent of
Schools finds such charge to be true, he shall at once notify such publisher and notify the superintendent of schools and the chairman of the
board of education of each county, city, local school system, and separate school district that such books shall not thereafter be adopted or
purchased by any of the public school authorities. Said publishers shall
forfeit and pay to the State the sum of $100 for each failure or refusal
to furnish said book or books, to be recovered in the name of the State
in an action to be brought by the Attorney General in any proper court,
of Schools of such failure or refusal,

the

amount when

the

common

collected to be paid into the treasury to the credit of

school fund.

Cross-reference.

(Acts 1919,

p. 307.)

—Punishment for violation

of this section, see

§

32-9904.

—

duty as to selecting books. The board of education of each county, local school system, and separate school district,
at a regular meeting to be held between the first Monday in January and
the first Monday in August of each year, shall adopt textbooks for use
in the schools under its control until a complete list of textbooks covering the entire course of study has been adopted. A majority vote of the
membership of any board shall determine which of said books so filed
shall be used in the schools under its control; and after said books have
been selected and adopted by said board of education, no book shall be
changed, nor any book substituted therefor, for a period of five years
after the date of its adoption, as shown by the official records of the
32-808. Local board's

board.

(Acts 1919,

32-809. Purchases

—All

p. 308.)

and payment for books ordered.

Free books and
this Chapter shall be

textbooks adopted as provided for in
bought by the various school authorities direct from the publishers at
the price listed with the State Superintendent of Schools.
The board of
education of each county, city, local school system, and separate school
district, shall, at a regular meeting, cause to be ascertained the number
of each of such books adopted, as the schools under its charge require.
The secretary of each board of education shall order the books so agreed
rental.

upon direct from the publishers, who, on receipt of such order, shall ship
the books as directed without delay. It shall be the duty of the secretary, or other person named by the board for such purpose, to examine
the books when received, and if found to be correct and in accordance
with order, a warrant, payable out of the school fund or any fund the
board may have on hand, for the proper amount, shall be issued and remitted to the publisher within 30 days. Each board of education shall
pay all charges for transportation of the books. It shall be the duty of
each board of education to make all necessary provisions and arrangements to place the books so purchased within easy reach and accessible
to all the pupils in the schools under its control. For this purpose each
board of education may make contracts, and take such security as it

§
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and sale of such books, and accounting tor the proceeds. The proceeds from the sale or rental of said
books shall be paid into the public school fund of the board. The board

deems necessary,

of education

may

for the custody, care

also contract with the local or retail dealers to sell the

books to the pupils and patrons of the schools, at prices to be specified
by the said board, each board being responsible to the publishers for all
books purchased by it. All orders for books under this Chapter shall
be made by a duly authorized agent of the board of education and billed
by the publisher to the board of education. Nothing in this Chapter
shall prevent the board of education of any county, city, local school
system, or separate school district, from furnishing free textbooks to the
pupils in the schools under its control, or from buying books and renting them to the pupils in the schools under its control. (Acts 1919,
p. 308.)

Cross-reference.

— Punishment

for violation of this section, see

§

32-9904.

—

books limited. No retail dealer selling said
school textbooks as the agent of any school shall sell the same at a
greater price than the price agreed upon between such dealers and said
school authorities
Provided, that in no case shall books be sold to the
school children at a price to exceed 15 per cent, advance on the wholesale price of such books.
(Acts 1919, p. 309.)
32-810. Retail prices of

:

Cross-reference.

32-811.

— Punishment

for violation of this section, see

Second-hand books; when purchased.

—When

§

32-9904.

pupils

remove

from any county, city, local school system, or separate school district,
and have textbooks of the kind adopted in said school, and not of the
kind used in the school to which they remove, and wish to dispose of
them, the board of education of the school from which they remove, if
requested, shall purchase such books at a fair value thereof, and resell
(Acts 1919,

to other pupils.

32-812.

Payment

p. 310.)

for vote or influence forbidden.

—No

publisher of

school textbooks, nor agents of such publisher, shall offer or give any

emolument, money, or other valuable thing, or any inducement, to any
member or any board of education or school official connected with any
of the public schools, for his vote, or for the use of his influence for the

adoption of any school textbook to be used in any of the public schools,

nor shall any

member

of

any board

of education or school official con-

nected with any of the public schools, accept any emolument, money, or
other valuable thing, or any other inducement, from any publisher, or

agent of any publisher, for his vote or promise to vote, or for the use
of his influence for the adoption of

any school textbooks:

that nothing in this Chapter shall be construed to prevent
publisher, or publisher's agent from sending a reasonable

Provided,

any person,

number

of

sample copies of school textbooks to any member of a local board of
education or school official for examination of such book or books before the adoption of books, as provided for in this Chapter, and nothing shall be construed to prevent such
or school

official

Cross-reference.

member

of a

from receiving such sample copies.

— Punishment

for violation of section, see

board of education
(Acts 1919,
§

32-9904.

p. 310.)
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32-813. Nonrepeal of certain laws.

[16

—

This Chapter shall not be conor
strued to repeal directly
indirectly the present law as to adoption of
basal elementary books by the State Board of Education for the put
schools.
(Acts 1919, p. 311.)
32-814. Local option as to free schoolbooks.

Rental price limited.

—

For the purpose of furnishing free schoolbooks, cither by renting, lending or giving them to the children, any county, city, separate districts,
or independent school districts may have the right to use a part of this
school fund derived from State appropriation, local taxation, gifts or bequests, according to the wish of the local school authorities. If a county

whole wishes to rent, lend, or give
be determined by the board of education
as a

free books, the question
of the county.

separate district wishes to so furnish books, the question

may

If a local

may

or

be de-

termined by the board of trustees of such district, but must be approved
by the county board of education. If the books are rented to the children, the rental price shall in no event be greater than 50 per cent, of
the price of the book.

For the purpose of carrying out the provisions of this section, it shall
be the duty of the State Board of Education, through the State Superintendent of Schools, to devise plans, methods, rules and regulations governing the same.
Cross-reference.

(Acts 1923, Extra. Sess.,

— How

books purchased,

32-815. Indigents to be furnished

p. 19.)

sold, or furnished free, see § 32-801.

books

— School

boards of any
division handling school funds are authorized to furnish books free to
children whose parents or guardians, in the judgment of the school
board, are unable to provide their children with books. (Acts 1923, Extra.
free.

Sess., p. 19.)

32-816. Duties of county boards of education as to supply of

books and
public notice. County boards of education shall be required to have on
hancl a sufficient supply of books for the various schools under their
charge and shall give public notice five days prior to the opening of
such school session that such books are available; and the county boards
of education may designate some agent or agents to handle such books
for the various schools under their jurisdiction. (Acts 1923, Extra. Sess.,

—

p. 20.)

Cross-reference.

— County boards,

CHAPTER

32-9.

etc.,

§

32-S01.

COUNTY BOARDS OF EDUCATION.
Sec.

Sec.

School

32-902.

Membership

•?o nn?
32-903.

r\'''i m £

32-904.

Compensation

32-905.

Certificate of election; removal;

districts.

in

32-910.

School term. School property
and facilities.
Powers of countv
boards as
J
™

32 _ 911

school court.
Vaccination of pupils of public

32-912.

Organization; powers and du-

Employment

32-914.

Reports by teachers.
Consolidation of schools.

32-909.

32-901.

county boards.

4.Qualifications
ofc
**

of

members.
members.
1

vacancies.
32-906.

to adopt certain books, see

,

,

schools.

Resignation.

ties.

32-907.

Officers of county boards; quorum; record of proceedings.

32-913.

32-908.

Sessions.

32-915.

of teachers.

Sec.

Sec.
32-916,
}
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32-901

§

17.

Division of school districts.
Consolidation or rearrangement

32-934.

Industrial
schools.

Annual appropriation

for con-

solidated schools.
32-919.

Transportation

of

pupils

and

Statement by county superin-

School fund.

32-936.

Unused school

32-937.

Free tuition; colored and white

Borrowing

pay teachers.

to

32-938.

32-939.
32-940.

32-°22.

Resolution authorizing loan.

32-923,

Term

32-924.

Interest on

32-°25.

Reports to grand

32- Q 26.

Notes for money borrowed.

32-927.

How money

32-928.

Expenditures

32-941.

of loan.

32-942.

money borrowed.

32-943.

32-944.

excess of ap-

Warrants

in

anticipation

of

32-946.

32-930.

Sale of warrants at discount.

32-931.

Manual labor

32-932.

Evening or part-time schools,

schools,

organ-

Failure to arrange for schools.
Liability for and distribution of
funds.
School fund to be kept sepa-

School property exempt from
levy and sale.
Extension work in agriculture
and home economics; powers

of.

Annual budget to be filed with
State Board of Education.
Classification of receipts and

32-947.

expenditures.
Duplicate copies of budget. ApDuties of State Suproval.

32-948.

Extra appropriation to

ization of.

establishment

perintendent.

number.

— Each

and every county

shall

school district, and shall be confided to the control and
a county board of education.
Cross-reference.

— Each

common

school fund. Equalization fund
provided.

High schools; establishment;

32-901. School districts.

line schools.

entitled to part of funds.

conferred.
32-945.

revenue.

32-933.

fund.

rate.

juries.

used.
in

County
County

propriations.
32-929.

in-

children separate.

tendents of sums due.
32-921.

of

32-035.

teachers.
32-920.

Department

dustrial education.

oi districts.
32-918,

education in public

(Acts 1919,

compose one

management

of

p. 320.)

county a separate school

district, see

§

32-404.

—

county boards. The grand jury of each county (except those counties which are under a local system) shall, from
time to time, select from the citizens of their respective counties five
Said
freeholders, who shall constitute the county board of education.
members shall be elected for the term of four years, and shall hold their
Provided, howoffices until their successors are elected and qualified:
ever, that no publisher of schoolbooks, nor any agent for such publisher,
nor any person who shall be pecuniarily interested in the sale of schoolbooks, shall be eligible for election as members of any board of education or as county superintendent of schools:
Provided, further, that
32-902.

Membership

whenever there

is in

in

a portion of any county a local school system hav-

ing a board of education of

its

own, and receiving

its

pro rata of the

public school fund directly from the State Superintendent of Schools, and

having no dealings whatever with the county board of education, then
the members of the county board of education of such county shall be
selected from that portion of the county not embraced within the territory covered by such local system.
(Acts 1919, p. 320.)

—

Cross-references. Enumeration of school children, see § 32-1601. Board to lay
county into school districts, see § 32-1101. Board to elect county superintendent to fill vacancy, see § 32-1003. Removal of county superintendent, see § 32-1008.
Powers and duties of trustees of local districts, see § 32-1113. Board to exercise
supervision over local school districts and local taxes, see § 32-1118. Educational
work of county to be directed by county board, see § 32-1127. Special days to be
observed, see Chapter 32-15. Attendance officer, see § 32-2103.
off
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§

32-905

—

Acts 1933, p. 52, provides that the county board of edncal
having a population of not more than 4,350 nor lefl than 4
according to the official census of 1930 or any future census, shall he appointed
by the superior court judge. Acts 1927, p. 156, authorizes the COi
members of county boards of education in counties having above 200,000 populaActs 1923, p. 12'J,
tion according to the last or any future United States census.
authorizes the commissioners of roads and revenues of all counties having a pc
lation of not less than 200,000 to supplement the funds of the board of education
of any independent system of schools in said counties, provides that such funds
Act3
shall be paid over to the county board of education of such system, etc.
1929, p. 225, as amended by Acts 1931, p. 134, directs the commissioners of roads
and revenues of each county having a population of not lesfl than 200,000 to pay
to the county board of education sums not to exceed $240,000 annually. Acts K
p. 56, authorizes the commissioners of roads and revenues, or other authority
having charge of county matters, in all counties having a population of not less
than 61,000 and not more than 71,000, according to the Federal census of 1930 or
any future census, to pay to the county board of education sums not to exceed
$1500 a month for nine months in each year. Acts 1929, p. 189, authorizes the
board of education of each county having a population of not less than 200,000 by
the 1920 census, to insure the lives and health of teachers. Acts 1929, p. 184,
authorizes the consolidation of all public schools, the jurisdiction thereof to be
placed under the county board of education, in any county "wherein is situated
wholly or in greater territorial part a city of more than 200,000 population, according to the latest United States census, as taken from time to time."
Editorial Note.

in all counties

^

32-903. Qualifications of

members.

—The

grand jury

in selecting- the

members of the county board of education shall not select one of their
own number then in session, nor shall they select any two of those selected from the same militia district or locality, nor shall they select any
person who resides within the limits of a local school system operated
independent of the county board of education, but shall apportion members of the board as far as practicable over the county they shall select
men of good moral character, who shall have at least a fair knowledge
of the elementary branches of an English education and be favorable to
the common school system. Whenever a member of the board of education moves his residence into a militia district where another member
of the board resides, or into a district or municipality that has an independent local school system, the member changing his residence shall
immediately cease to be on the board and the vacancy shall be filled as
(Acts 1919, p. 321.)
required by law.
;

—

Compensation of members. The members
education in each county shall be paid a per diem not
.32-904.

board of
to exceed §2 for

of the

each day's actual service out of the school fund appropriated to the
county; and their accounts for service shall be submitted for approval
to the ordinary or county superintendent of schools; and they shall not
receive any other compensation, such as exemption from road duty and
jury duty.

(Acts 1919,

p. 321.)

—

Cross-references. County officers incompetent to serve as grand jurors, see
Qualifications of grand jurors, see § 59-201.

§ 59-201.

32-905. Certificate of election; removal; vacancies.^—Whenever

bers of a county board are elected or appointed,

it

shall be the

mem-

duty of the

clerk of the superior court to forward to the State Superintendent of

Schools a certified statement of the facts, under the seal of the court, as
evidence upon which to issue commissions. This statement must eive

board chosen and state whom thev succeed, whether the officers were vacated by resignation, death or otherwise. The evidence of the election of a county superintendent of schools
the

names

of the

members

of the

shall be the certified statement of the secretary of the

meeting of the

§ 32-00-3
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board at which the election was held. Any member of a county board of
education shall be removable by the judge of the superior court of the
county, on the address of two-thirds of the grand jury, for inefficiency,
incapacity, general neglect of duty, or malfeasance or corruption in office,
after opportunity to answer charges; the judges of the superior courts
shall have the power to fill vacancies, by appointment, in the county
board of education for the counties composing* their respective judicial
circuits, until the next session of the grand juries in and for said counties, when said vacancies shall be filled by said grand juries. (Acts 1919,
p. 322.)

—

When any member of a board, or a county superintendent of schools resigns, his resignation shall be tendered in writing to the State Superintendent of Schools. (Acts 1919, p. 322.)
32-906. Resignation.

county boards; quorum; record of proceedings.
The board of education shall elect one of their number president, who
shall serve as such during the term for which he was chosen a member
of the board. The county superintendent of schools shall be an ex-officio
secretary of the board. A majority of the board shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of business. It shall be the duty of said secretary
to be present at the meetings of the board, and to record in a book, to be
provided for the purpose, all their official proceedings, which shall be a
public record open to the inspection of any person interested therein, and
all such proceedings, when so recorded, shall be signed by the president
and countersigned by the secretary. (Acts 1919, p. 322.)
32-907. Officers of

—

Cross-references. County superintendent of schools, see Chapter 32-10.
dent to sign notes for borrowed money, see § 32-926.

—

Presi-

be the duty of the county board of education to hold regular sessions on the first Tuesday of the month succeeding the election, and each month thereafter at the courthouse of the
county, for the transaction of business pertaining to the public schools,
32-908. Sessions.

It shall

with power to adjourn from time to time; and in case of the absence of
the president or secretary, they may appoint one of their own number to
serve temporarily. (Acts 1919, p. 323.)
Cross-reference.
see § 32-1601.

— Duty

of county

and

city

boards to have children enumerated,

—

School property and facilities. The county
boards of education shall have the power to define and regulate the
length of the public school terms of their respective counties, and power
32-909. School

term.

to purchase, lease, or rent school sites; build, repair or rent schoolhouses,

purchase maps, globes, and school furniture, and make all arrangements
necessary to the efficient operation of the schools. The said boards are
invested with the

title,

care and custody of

property belonging to the subdistricts

power

to control the

the interests of the

same

may

sell

the

schoolhouses or other

or hereafter defined, with

in

such manner as they think will best serve

common

schools; and when, in the opinion of the

board, any schoolhouse site has

they

now

all

same

in the

become unnecessary

name

or inconvenient,

of the county board of education

such conveyance to be executed by the president or secretary of the
board, according to thet>rder of the board. They shall have the power to
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grant, donation, or devise made for the use of the comschools within their respective counties, and all conveyances of

receive

mon

any

§32

gift,

which may be made to said board shall vest the property in
board of education and their successors in office. It shall also be the duty
of said board of education to make arrangements for the instruction of
the children of the white and colored races in separate schools. They
shall, as far as practicable, provide the same facilities for both races in
respect to attainments and abilities of teachers and for a minimum six
months' length of term time; but the children of the white and colored
races shall not be taught together in any common or public school. In
respect to the building of schoolhouses, the said board of education may
provide for the same, either by labor on the part of the citizens of the
subdistricts, or by a tax on their property. The construction of all public school buildings must be approved by the superintendent and board
of education and must be according to the plans furnished by the county
school authorities and the State Board of Education. (Acts 1919, p. 323.
estate

—

county boards as school court. The county board
of education shall constitute a tribunal for hearing and determining any
matter of local controversy in reference to the construction or administration of the school law, with power to summon witnesses and take testimony if necessary; and when they have made a decision, said decision
Either of the parties shall have the
shall be binding upon the parties.
right of appeal to the State Superintendent of Schools, and said appeal
shall be made through the county superintendent of schools in writing
and shall distinctly set forth the question in dispute, the decision of the
county board and testimony as agreed upon by the parties to the controversy, or if they fail to agree, upon the testimony as reported by the
32-910.

Powers

of

county superintendent of schools.

(Acts 1919,

p. 324.)

32-911. Vaccination of pupils of public schools.

—The boards of educa-

and local system may make such regulations as in
their judgment shall seem requisite to insure the vaccination of the pupils
in their respective schools and may require all scholars or pupils

tion of each county

to be vaccinated as a prerequisite to admission to their respective schools.

(Acts 1880-1,

p.

97; 1919,

Cross-references.

— Health

p. 325.)

regulations, see Chapter 32-18.

Compulsory vaccina-

tion, see § 88-417.

32-912. Organization;
of schools

powers and

and county board

duties.

—The county superintendent
make rules to govern the
Upon being called together

of education shall

county schools of their respective counties.
by some one of their number, after their election, they shall organize
by selecting a chairman. The county superintendent of schools shall act

and keep the minutes of their meetings and
make a permanent record of the same, and do any other clerical work
that they may direct him to do. Said board may suspend the county suas secretary of the board,

perintendent of schools for incompetency, wilful neglect of duty, misconduct, immorality or the commission of crime involving moral turpitude,

and may suspend teachers for nonperformance of duty, incompetency,
immorality or inefficiency, and for other good and sufficient cause. In

Education.

§32-913

may

each case appeal

940

be taken to the State Board of Education.

(Acts

1919. p. 325.)

—

Cross-references. Board to investigate nonattendance of pupils, see § 32-2102.
Notice to parent or guardian of child not attending' school, see § 32-9906. Enumeration oi school children by county and city boards, see § 32-1601. Teacher suspended by county superintendent, appeal to county and State boards, see § 32-1010.
Editorial Note.

— See

note preceding Chapter 32-4.

—

Employment of teachers. The county boards of education are
empowered to employ teachers to serve in the schools under their juris32-913.

diction,

and the contracts for said service

shall be in writing, signed in

own
and by the county superintendent of schools on behalf of the board. (Acts 1887, p. 68; 1889, p. 124;
160 Ga. 480 (128 S. E. 765).)
duplicate by the teacher on his

behalf,

—

Cross-references. Teachers to be paid monthly, see § 32-920. Payment of teachsee Chapter 32-13.
Special teachers of physical education, see § 32-1903.
Suspension of teachers by county superintendent, see § 32-1010.

ers,

—

Editorial Note. Acts 1929, p. 193, relating to pensions for teachers in counties
having a population of not less than 200,000 by the 1920 census, has not been
included in this Code because it applies in only one county.

—

by teachers. It shall be the duty of the teachers to
with
file
the county superintendent of schools at the expiration of each term of school, a full and complete report of the whole number of pupils admitted to the school during said term, distinguishing between males and females and colored and white, with the names thereof;
the entire and the average attendance, the branches taught, the number
of pupils engaged in the study of each of the said branches, and such
other statistics as they may be required to report by the county superintendent of schools or by the State Superintendent of Schools. Until
such report shall have been filed by a teacher, it shall not be lawful for
said county superintendent of schools to audit the account of said teacher
for his or her services. (Acts 1919, p. 325.)
32-914. Reports

make and

—

Cross-references. Examination and license of teachers, see § 32-1015. Duty of
teachers to keep record, see § 32-1020. Payment of teachers, see Chapter 32-13.

32-915. Consolidation of schools.

ty shall have the right

if,

—The board of education of any coun-

in their opinion, the welfare of the schools of

the county and the best interests of the pupils require, to consolidate
or
to

two

more schools located in the same or different districts into one school,
be located by said board at a place convenient to the pupils attending

the same, the schoolhouse to be located as near the center of the district
or districts as practicable. Whenever two or more schools are consolidated, the county superintendent of schools shall call an election of trustees for said consolidated schools

from the

district or districts

concerned;

said election shall be held in accordance with the provisions of existing

law, and the result determined and declared
cation.

(Acts 1919,

Cross-reference.

and counties, see

of edu-

p. 326.)

Joint building
—32-1404
seq.

§

by the county board

and maintenance of schools

for municipalities

et

32-916. Division of school districts.

—The

county board of education

have the further power, when the best interests of schools demand,
to separate or divide any school district into two or more school districts
and to provide for the election of a board of trustees for each of said districts, and to do all other things for the government and control of said
shall

§32-918
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herein provided for the organization and control of school
districts: Provided, that such county boards of education shall have audistricts as

is

thority to establish

best to do so.

two schools

(Acts 1919,

in

any school

district

if

they deem

it

p. 326.)

—

Cross-references. Duty of board to lay off county into districts, see
Election of trustees, see § 32-1104.

32-917. Consolidation or rearrangement of districts.

§

32-1101.

— Whenever

in

the

opinion of the county board of education, the best interests of the school
demand, the board of education shall have the right to consolidate two

one district or to add any part
of one district to any other district or to change the line or lines of any
district at any time, for the purpose of electing the board of trustees and
locating the school at some central place as in section 32-915 provided;
but should as many as one-fourth of the patrons of the said school or
schools object to the consolidation (provided that said one-fourth of said
patrons shall consist of at least 10), it shall be the duty of the county
or

more

districts or parts of districts into

superintendent of schools to

call

an election to be held

in said district or

same by publishing the same
once a week for four weeks in the paper in which the county advertisements are published, and also by posting notices at three or more public
places in the district or districts to be affected thereby, at which election
districts affected, giving 30 days' notice of

should a majority of the qualified voters vote for consolidation, the
schools shall be consolidated, otherwise not. The result of such election
shall be determined and declared by the board of education and the same
shall be held as other elections are held.

p. 326.)

—

Duty of board to lay off county into districts, see
of independent school systems, see Chapter 32-12.

Cross-references.

Merger

(Acts 1919,

§

32-1101.

—

Annual appropriation for consolidated schools. The State Superintendent of Schools shall set aside each year $400,000 or so much
thereof as may be necessary, from funds derived from the poll tax col32-918.

and paid into the treasury, to aid

establishment and maintenance of consolidated schools. When the county board of education
shall combine smaller schools into a standard or approved consolidated
school with at least four teachers, and evidence of this fact is furnished
lected

by the county superintendent

in the

and board of education to the
State Superintendent of Schools, and w hen it is made to appear to the
State Superintendent of Schools that aid is needed to support such conof schools
r

solidated school, the State Superintendent of Schools shall be authorized
to transmit $500 annually to the support of such school.
If in addition

the local school authorities provide for an approved or
standard four-year high school, and the fact is made to appear to the
State Superintendent of Schools that aid

is

needed to support said four-

year high school, the State Superintendent of Schools shall be authorized
to transmit $1,000 annually to the support of said school; such funds in
both cases shall be used by local authorities in the payment of salaries
of principal

and teachers.

When two

or

more schools

in

any county qualify under

this section,

either for the $500 aid or for the $1,000 aid, the State Superintendent of

Schools shall determine to which one of such schools said sums shall be
paid; the State Superintendent of Schools shall be governed in his de-

§
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which the consolidated district has utilized its
local ability in building, equipping, and supporting its school, and the
number of children to be reached by the consolidation, the number of
teachers, the qualifications of the teachers employed, and the character
of the work being done by the school. No county now receiving, or that
may hereafter receive, aid for both the consolidated school ($500) and
cision

by the extent

to

the high school ($1,000) shall be eligible to further apply for such aid
If those counties
until every county has had an opportunity to apply.

not receiving both aids fail to qualify, then the State Superintendent of
Schools is authorized to extend further aid to those counties receiving
either or both aids as provided in this section, and on the same conditions
as set forth above.

(Acts 1927,

p. 157.)

32-919. Transportation of pupils

and teachers.

—Whenever the county

board of education or local district trustees deem it for the best interest
of the school, they shall have the right to provide means for the transportation of the pupils and teachers to and from said school.
trustee, teacher or

No

school

county superintendent of schools shall be financially

interested in the transportation of pupils. (Acts 1911, pp. 105, 106; 1919,
'

p.

327; 1927,

p.

174; 160 Ga. 480 (128 S. E. 765).)

—

by county superintendents of sums due. On the
each month the county superintendent of schools of each

32-920. Statement

day of
county shall, under the approval of the county board of education, transmit to the State Superintendent of Schools an itemized statement of the
various sums due and unpaid by the county board of education whether
the same be for teachers' salaries, for pay of the county superintendent
of schools or for any other item of expense properly charged under the
law to the county board of education, and when said itemized statements
have been approved by the State Superintendent of Schools and presented to the Governor, the Governor shall issue his warrants upon the
Treasurer for all the funds standing to the credit of each of the several
counties upon the books of the Treasurer, or for such part thereof as may
be needed to liquidate the indebtedness of the county board of education
of such county, as shown by each itemized statement aforesaid. The
State Treasurer shall, upon the presentation of the warrants aforesaid,
draw his checks for the amount of said warrants in favor of the county
superintendent of schools of the several counties, and the State Superintendent of Schools shall immediately transmit said checks to the several
county superintendents of schools, who shall promptly disburse the
first

money

so received in

payment

of the

sums

set out in the itemized state-

money is not sufficient to pay said sums in
full, it shall be pro rated among the various items:
Provided, that the
expenses of administration for each month shall first be paid in full, and
the county boards of education are hereby authorized to make their con-

ment aforesaid; and

if

the

manner that the amounts payable to teachers for services
rendered shall become due and payable monthly. (Acts 1919, p. 327.)
tracts in such

Cross-reference.

— Reports

to grand jury, see §§ 32-925, 32-1014.

—

pay teachers. The county boards of education
of the several counties shall have the power and authority, whenever they
deem it necessary, to borrow sufficient amounts of money, and no more,
32-921.

Borrowing

to

Education.
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§

32 927

hools of their countu .: Pn
pay for the operation of the publh
education
shall
that no board of
have authority to borrow a MSm of
money greater in the aggregate than the sum to which the county may
be entitled from the public school fund. (Acts 1919, \>. 32--:.;
Cross-references. Governor may borrow to pfay teachers) see § 32-1301.
ho
to

.<

—

for building schoolhouses, sec

§

32-1401.

money

cation to borrow

— In

order for any board of edufor the purposes hereinbefore stated, there shall

32-922. Resolution authorizing loan.

be passed by said board a resolution authorizing said money to be borrowed, in which resolution shall be stated the amount of money to be
borrowed, the length of time the same is to be used, the rate of inter- t
to be paid, for what purpose borrowed and from whom the same is to
be borrowed, which resolution shall be by the county superintendent of
schools recorded on the minutes of the meetings of said board of education.

(Acts 1919,

32-923.

time than

coming

Term
is

p. 328.)

of loan.

— No

money

necessary, and the

into the

same

shall

borrowed

any longer
be paid back out of any funds

shall be

hands of the county superintendent

for

of schools that can

be legally applied to the payment of the same. (Acts 1919,

p. 328.)

—

on money borrowed. Said board of education so borrowing money shall borrow the same at as low a rate of interest as possible, and they are authorized to pay the interest on said money out of
32-924. Interest

the public school fund for said county.

(Acts 1919,

p. 329.)

—

grand juries. At the opening term of the superior
court of each county, where money has been borrowed by the board of
education under the provisions of this law, the county superintendent of
schools shall include in his report to the grand jury the amount of money
so borrowed during the preceding year, from whom borrowed, the rate
of interest paid, the date or dates the same was borrowed and when paid
32-925. Reports to

back.

(Acts 1919,

Cross-reference.

p. 329.)

— Report

to grand jury, see

§

32-1014.

—

Notes for money borrowed. After the resolution aforesaid has
been passed by any board of education, the president of the board of education, together with the county superintendent of schools, shall have the
32-926.

right to execute a note or notes in the

any money that
resolution passed by said board
said county for

Cross-reference.

32-927.

— County

is

name

of the board of education of

authorized to be borrowed, under the

of education.

(Acts 1919,

p. 329.)

superintendent of schools, see Chapter 32-10.

How money used. —When

any.

money

shall be

borrowed under

same shall be paid over to the county superintendent of schools and become a part of the public school fund of
said county, and the same shall be by the county superintendent of
schools paid out to the teachers of said county. The county superinthe provisions of this law, the

money borrowed under
hands in the same way and to

tendent of schools shall be responsible for any
the authority of this law and paid into his
the same extent that he

is

coming

(Acts 1919,

into his hands.

responsible for any other public school funds
p. 329.)

Education.
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—

be unlawful
for any board of education to make any contract involving- the expendio of funds in excess of the total appropriation for the current fiscal
year. Any indebtedness created, contract made, or order or draft issued
32-928. Expenditures in excess of appropriations.

in violation thereof shall

32-929.

Warrants

(Acts 1919,

be void.

in anticipation of revenue.

It shall

p. 329.)

— For the purpose

of an-

any year, the Governor is authorized
the end of each and every month during any

ticipating collection of the taxes of
to

draw

his

warrant

at

year, in the favor of the State Superintendent of Schools or of the sev-

county superintendents of schools and treasurers of local school systems, in the discretion of the State Board of Education, for such amount
or amounts as are then due to the teachers. Said warrants shall be drawn
on the funds appropriated by the legislature for any year, and shall not
eral

aggregate amount the appropriation for the public schools
so made for that year. The honor of the State is pledged to the payment
thereof. (Acts 1919, p. 330.)

exceed

in the

32-930. Sale of warrants at discount.

—

It shall

be lawful to

sell at

a

discount said warrants to any person, bank, or banking institution, the
said sale to be made at the lowest possible rate of discount. (Acts 1919,
p. 330.)

32-931.

Manual labor

schools, organization of.

—The

county board of

may

organize in each county one or more manual labor schools
on such a plan as may be self-sustaining Provided, that the plan be
(Acts 1919, p. 86; 1919,
first approved by the State Board of Education.

education

:

p. 330.)

—

Evening or part-time schools, establishment of. The board of
education of any county or municipality shall have power to establish,
32-932.

at such places as they

may deem

number

evening
or part-time schools for the instruction of youths over 14 years of age
who are prevented by t\eir daily vocations from attending the all-day
schools, subject to such regulations as may be provided by the State
Board of Education. (Acts 1919, p. 330.)
32-933.

proper, a suitable

of

High schools; establishment; number.-—The board

of educa-

any county or municipality shall have the right to establish one
more high schools or junior high schools as in their opinion may be
necessary and may be possible through local taxation funds. (Acts 1919,
tion of
or

"

p. 330.)

32-934. Industrial education in public schools.

—The

Department

of indus-

board of education, or other constituted authorities having charge of the public schools in those counties or municipal
corporations having a system of public schools supported by local taxation, may open and annex to said schools, in their discretion, a departtrial

education.

which the students may be taught agrihome economics, or trades and industries under such rules and
regulations as may be prescribed by the State Board of Education. It

ment

of industrial education, in

culture,

procure the necessary equipment and pay teachers, and
the said board, or other constituted authority, shall determine the numshall be lawful to

ber of such schools, the place where located, and the terms or sessions

§ 32-938

Education.
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of same, together with the ages at

(Acts 1919,

p. 331.)

Cross-reference.

—Teachers

32-935. School fund.

State from

which children may attend the same.

all

licensed

— Fifty

by State Board

per cent, of

all

of Education, see

§

32-1021.

revenues received by the

sources of income or taxation shall be used and expended

and maintenance of the common schools for the year in
which said income or taxes are due and payable. (Acts 1919, p. 238;

for the support

1919, p. 331.)

—

Cross-references. Disbursement of school funds, see § 32-510. Fines and forProceeds from escheated property to
feitures part of school fund, see § 32-9906.
be paid to school fund of county, see § 85-1104. School fund provided for by Constitution, see Const, Art. VIII, Sec. Ill, Par. I (§ 2-6801).

—

Editorial Note. The Act of 1919, purporting to authorize counties operating a
county system of public schools, which have in their boundaries a city of 100.000
or more inhabitants maintaining an independent school system, to increase their
tax levy for school purposes from five mills to seven and one-half mills ''Acts
1919, p. 63), was held unconstitutional in 172/465 (157 S. E. 462) as violating
Const., Art. I, Sec. IV, Par. I (§ 2-401), providing that laws of a general nature
shall have uniform operation throughout the State.

32-936.

Unused school

fund.

any part

—Where any

of the counties leave

unused

which they are
entitled under the law, such fund shall be kept separate and applied to
the use and benefit of the respective counties entitled to it, and may be
used by the respective boards of education of the counties entitled to it
for school purposes in their respective counties and drawn on for such
purposes as provided by law. (Acts 1919, p. 317.)
in the State treasury

Cross-reference.

—Distribution

of the public school fund to

of school fund, see

32-937. Free tuition; colored

§

32-404.

and white children separate.

— Admission

common

schools shall be gratuitous to all children between the
ages of six and 18 years residing in the subdistricts in which the schools

to all

Colored and white children shall not attend the same school
and no teacher receiving or teaching white and colored pupils in the
same school shall be allowed any compensation at all out of the common
school fund. (Acts 1919, p. 331.)
are located.

Cross-references.— Compulsory school attendance, see Chapter 32-21. Tuition
and schools separate for white and colored races, see Const, Art. VIII, Sec.

free,
1,

Par.

I

(§ 2-6601).

32-938.

County

line schools.

— In special

demand

cases to meet the

convenience, children residing in one subdistrict

of

may by express perthe common school of

mission of the county board of education attend
another subdistrict, and when a common school is located near a countv
line, children from an adjoining county shall be permitted to attend the
school: Provided, such children reside near such schools or said school
is

more

accessible to the residence of such children than

school in the county of their residence.

any public

In such cases the teachers shall

report separately the pupils from each county, but

make

the reports to

the superintendent of schools of the county in which the school

is

located,

and with which superintendent the teacher shall contract and from whom
she shall receive her pay; but such superintendent shall report to the
superintendent of the other county, and shall be reimbursed by him for
the proportionate amounts paid for maintenance of said school in the
ratio of the attendance from the other countv to the whole attendance.

§

Education.
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Arrangement for attendance upon county line schools is under the authority and direction of the superintendents concerned representing their
respective boards, and provisions shall be

(Acts 1919,

as for others.

Cross-reference.

32-939.

— Local

County

made

for such children just

p. 331.)

tax districts across county lines, see

entitled to part of funds.

§

32-1102.

—As soon as the county board

communicate satisfactory evidence to the State SuperSchools that arrangements have been made, by taxation or

of education shall

intendent of

otherwise, for continuing- the

common

schools, free to

for at least

all,

months in the year, throughout the entire county, said county shall
be deemed and held entitled to draw her proportionate part of the State
six

funds.

(Acta 1919,

p. 332.)

32-940. Failure to arrange for schools.

any year

tion shall fail in
tion,

it

to

—Whenever

make arrangements

a board of educa-

to put schools in opera-

shall forfeit all rights to participation in the school funds of that

was from providential
be judged of by the State

year, unless the failure to arrange for such schools

cause, or other

Board

good and

of Education.

Cross-references.
for school use, see

(Acts 1919,

—School
§

sufficient reason to

year, see

p. 332.)
§

Setting aside

32-1501.

money

for county

32-512.

—

and distribution of funds. When the funds drawn
under apportionment, and any funds raised by local taxation, are placed
in the hands of any county superintendent of schools, he shall be liable
on his official bond as treasurer for all amounts received, and shall disburse the same only upon the order of the county board of education,
and the said- county superintendent shall not be entitled to compensation for receiving any funds as herein provided. (Acts 1919, p. 332.)
32-941. Liability for

—

Cross-references. Bond of superintendent, see
part of school fund, see § 32-9906.

32-942. School fund to be kept separate.

§

Fines and forfeitures

32-1005.

—When

said

common

school

fund shall be received and receipted for, it shall be the duty of the officers
authorized by law to receive such fund and keep the same separate and
distinct from other funds, and said funds shall be used for educational
purposes and none other, and shall not be invested in bonds of this
State, or in any other bonds or stocks, except when investment is necessary to carry out the conditions of an endowment, devise, gift, or bequest; and
troller

when

taxes are paid into the treasury of the State the

that part of

separated in

Comp-

no case receipt a tax collector for the same until
the tax so paid in, which was raised for school purposes, is
amount from the gross amount paid in. (Acts 1919, p. 333.)

General shall

in

32-943. School property

exempt from levy and

— Each

and every
lot or parcel of land which has been or may hereafter be obtained by any
county board of education, independent school district, or consolidated
school district for the use of the

common

sale.

schools, or

common

high

any buildings erected thereon for school purposes,
and all school furniture, shall be exempt from levy and sale under any
execution or other writ or order in the nature of an execution Provided,
the lot of land so exempted shall not exceed 10 acres and if there be any
schools, together with

:

;

excess over that

number

of acres, then that portion not to exceed 10

Education.
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§ 32-947

be exempt as aforesaid,
of county board of education,
or boards of trustees of independent school systems, or consolidated
school districts. (Acts 1919, p. 331; 1926, Extra. Sess., p. 17.;

most convenient for school purposes
the exempted portion to be set off by order
acres

Cross-reference.

— Property

exempt from

shall

taxation, see

§

92-201.

and home economics powers
conferred.
Power is hereby conferred upon the county tax levying authorities of the several counties, as well as the county boards of education, to carry on educational work for the promotion of the extension
work in agriculture and home economics under the provisions of Act of
Congress, approved May 8, 1914 (Barnes' Federal Code, §§ 8413, 8414,
8518, U. S. C. A. Title 7, Agriculture, sections 341 to 348;, and resolution of the General Assembly, under date of August 14, 1914, giving
assent of the State to said Act of Congress, by employing county agricultural agents and home demonstration agents and supervising their
work, and paying therefor. The board of education of the several counties may employ and pay county agents and home demonstration agents
to carry on said extension work. (Acts 1922, p. 82; 1923, pp. 82, 88.;
32-944. Extension

—

Cross-references.

Board may employ

work

in agriculture

;

—Teachers licensed by State
agricultural

Board of Education, see § 32-1021.
and home economics teachers, see § 32-2205.

—

Annual budget to be filed with State Board of Education.
Each county and independent public school system receiving funds from
32-945.

the State shall annually, through

its

executive

officer,

make out and

submit to the State Board of Education an estimated budget of its refrom all sources and its proposed expenditures for the next year,
according to blank forms to be prescribed and furnished by the State
Board of Education, and upon such dates as may be required by the
State Board of Education, and the filing of such estimated budgets shall
be made before the State Superintendent of Schools may transmit to such
public school systems any of the State school funds for the year for
which such budget is made. (Acts 1925, p. 135.)
ceipts

Cross-Reference.

— Distribution

of school funds, see

32-946. Classification of receipts

§

32-510.

and expenditures.

—The budgets

pro-

vided for in this law shall be so made out as to properly systematize and
classify the estimated receipts and proposed expenditures for the year,

showing whether estimated receipts

from the State, from the
county, the district, the city, donations, bonds, or from other sources
and the estimated expenditures shall definitely set up amounts to be expended for "administrative expenses," "instruction," "operating exwill be

penses," "maintenance," "buildings," "equipment," "debts," or such other
classifications as the State

Board

of

Education

may

prescribe. (Acts

1925, p. 135.)

32-947. Duplicate copies of budget. Approval.

intendent.

—When the completed budget

State Board of Education,

is

Duties of State Supermade out as required by the

and sworn to by the
chairman of the board and executive officer. When duly approved by
the Board a copy shall be put on file in its office, and another copy sent
to the State Superintendent of Schools, who shall then be authorized to
send such funds as may be in his hands to the credit of the county or
it

shall be in duplicate

§

Education.
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independent system, and sneh county or independent system shall, in
their expenditures of all public school funds from whatever sources, conform to said budget No budget of expenses shall exceed its estimated
income. (Acts 1925, p. 136.)
32-948. Extra appropriation to

provided.

— In

common

school fund. Equalization fund

addition to the regular appropriation for the support of

Assembly shall provide an equalization
which
fund,
shall be disbursed by the State Board of Education for the
purpose of more nearly equalizing the educational opportunities of the
children of the several counties. The State Board of Education, in its
distribution of said equalization fund to county boards of education,
shall take into consideration the possible returns from taxable values for
school purposes, the extent to which local tax aid has been utilized, the
educational needs, and the local inequalities existing in the several counties.
Xo county or independent system shall share in the equalization
fund for any year unless it levies at least five mills for a local tax for its
the public schools, the General

public schools for that year. (Acts 1926, Extra. Sess., pp. 39, 40.)

—

Cross-references. Allocation of motor-fuel tax for equalization
Distribution of motor-fuel taxes to counties, see § 92-1410.

fund,

see

§ 92-1402.
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for
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Duties.
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of
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teachers.

missioner.

in

teachers.

su-

or.

32-1001.

upon teach-

er's license.

Election

Bond.
Compensation.
Oath.

32-1005.

Sec.

•

Duties of teachers.
Vocational studies; certificates.

County superintendent substituted

—The

county school comcounty superintendent of schools shall be subof county school commissioner. (Acts 1919, p. 349.)
for

office of

stituted for the office

—

Editorial Note. Acts 1919, p. 354, provides that none of its provisions shall
apply to the school system of any municipality having a population of 100,000
people or more. Acts 1933, p. 52, relates to the election of the county superintendent of schools in counties having a population of not more than 4,350 and
not less than 4,340. Acts 1931, p. 127, relates to the eligibility of persons as regards their residence, to become county superintendent of schools in counties
having a population of not more than 48,670 and not less than 48,665. Acts 1931,
p. 129, makes a similar provision as to counties having a population of not more
than 25,145 and not less than 25,140. Acts 1933, p. 52, requires the county superintendent of schools of counties having a population of not more than 4,350 and
not less than 4,340 to reside in or become a resident of the county site. Acts 1933,
p. 54, authorizes the qualified voters residing within an independent school district
in counties "having a population of not less t^an 12,640 and not more than 12,655,
according to the United States census of 1930, in which there are one or more

EgucgnoN.
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]

independent school districts," to vote in primaries and elections for the county
superintendent of schools. Acts 1931, p. 130, requires the county superintendent
of schools of counties "having a population of not more than 23,000 nor letfl than
21,118, according to the official census of the United States of 1930," to reside in
the county site. Acts 1931, p. 132, makes a similar provision as to counties "having a population of not more than 12,405 nor less than 12,400, according to the
Acts 1931, p. 130, authorizes quah
official census of the United States of 1930.
voters residing in a municipality maintaining an independent school system in
counties having a population of not more than 23 000 nor less than 21,118 to
Acts 1931, p. 132, makes a similar profor the county superintendent of schools.
vision as to counties "having a population of not more than 12,405 and a population of not less than 9,000."
•

and term of office. Residents of independent
system disqualified to vote. All county superintendents of schools shall
be elected by the qualified voters of their respective counties quadrenially
on Tuesday after the first Monday in November, for terms of four years
beginning on the first day of January following the day of election. Each
shall hold office until his successor is elected and qualified: Provided, if
there is in any county one or more independent school systems not under the supervision of the county superintendent, the voters of such independent system or systems shall not vote in any primary or election
for the county superintendent. But this section shall not disqualify reg32-1002. (1489) Election

—

residing in the limits of a quasi-independent

istered, qualified voters

school district from voting in any primary or election for county superin-

tendent of schools. (Acts 1887,
p.

349; 1931,

p. 124.

p.

68; 1909,

p.

154; 1914,

Const., Art. XI, Sec. II, Par.

I

p.

(§ 2-8301.)

47; 1919,
172 Ga.

497, 500 (158 S. E. 11).)

—

Cross-references. Election of county officers, see § 34-2601 et seq. Superintendent may be suspended by county board and may appeal to State Board, see
§ 32-912.

Editorial Note.
years.

— Elections

32-1003. Vacancies,

under

how

this section are held in Presidential election

filled.

resignation or removal from

—In

office,

the case of a vacancy by death,

or from any cause whatever, in the

county superintendent of schools in any county, the county
board of education shall elect a county superintendent of schools for the
unexpired term. (Acts 1919, p. 350.)
office of

Cross-reference.

— County

board of education, see Chapter

32-1004. Qualifications of county superintendents.
shall be qualified or eligible to the office of

32-9.

—

Before any person
county superintendent of

have had at least three years' practical experience in
teaching, hold a first-grade high school license, or in lieu thereof shall
have a diploma from a literary college or normal school, or shall have
had five years' experience in the actual supervision of schools, or stand
an approved examination before the State Board of Education as to his
qualifications, be a person of good moral character, never convicted of
any crime involving moral turpitude. The county superintendent of
schools shall perform all the clerical duties which were formerly required
of the county school commissioner. Before being eligible to qualify for
election, candidates for the position must file with the State Board of
Education a certificate showing at least one of the above qualifications.
This certificate must be signed by the president of the county board of

schools, he shall

education. (Acts 1919,

p. 350.)

— First-grade

Cross-references.
dence, see § 89-101.

license, see § 32-1018.

Eligibility as regards resi-

§

Education.

32-1005
32-1005. Bond.

950

— The county superintendent of schools must give bond

with an approved surety company payable to the county board of education, the amount to be decided by the board. This bond must be filed
with the ordinary and a copy recorded on the ordinary's records; and it
shall be the duty of the ordinary to send a certified copy of the superintendent's

bond

shall be recorded

which copy

to the State Superintendent of Schools,

and kept on

file

at the State

Board

of Education. (Acts

1919, p. 350; 1925. p. 250.)
Cross-reference.

— Measure

32-1006. Compensation.

minimum

receive a

of

damages

for misconduct, see

89-421.

§

— Each county superintendent of schools shall

salary of $450 per

annum, and an annual allowance

purpose of defraying the expenses of visiting the schools
within his county at least every 60 days, or a total of $600, which salary
shall be paid out of the school funds of Georgia monthly; and in addition thereto, the county board of education shall allow such additional
compensation for the services to be rendered as may be in their judgment proper and just. (Acts 1919, p. 350.)
of $150 for the

Cross-reference.

— Payment

32-1007. Oath.

of teachers, see Chapter 32-13.

— Before entering upon the discharge

of his official du-

ties

the said county superintendent of schools shall take and subscribe to

the

same oath required

p.

of the other officers of this State.

351.)
Cross-reference.

—Additional

oath, see § 89-302.

Removal from office;
schools may be removed from

32-1008.
of

(Acts 1919,

office

—The

county superintendent
before the expiration of his term

successor.

by a majority vote of the board of education for inefficiency, incapacity,
Provided, that
neglect of duty or malfeasance or corruption in office
:

any superintendent so removed shall have the right of appeal from the
action of the county board to the State Superintendent of Schools, and
from the State Superintendent of Schools to the State Board of Education.

(Acts 1919,

p. 351.)

— The

county superintendent of schools shall constitute the medium of communication between the State Superintendent
of Schools and the subordinate school officers. He shall be the agent of
the county board in procuring such school furniture, apparatus, and ed32-1009. Duties.

ucational requisites as they

may

order,

and

shall see that

prescribed textbooks are used by the pupils; shall audit
fore an application

ment; he

is

made

shall procure a

all

none but the
accounts be-

to the county board for an order for pay-

book

which he

keep a record of his official acts, which, together with all the books, papers and property appertaining to his office, he shall turn over to his successor. It shall be his
in

shall

duty to enforce all regulations, rules, and instructions of the State Superintendent of Schools and of the county board of education according to
the laws of the State and the rules and regulations made by the said
board of education that are not

with the State laws; and he
shall, together with the State supervisors, superintend the county normals and institutes for the teachers of his county, and shall visit every
school, both white

in conflict

and colored, wimin his school

district

which receives

Education.
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State aid, at least once every 60 days, and familiarize him

itfa

:

the

what advancement ti being made
the pupils, advise with the teachers and otherwise aid and a
t in the
advancement of education. (Acts 1919, p. 351.)
studies taught in said schools, see

ti

—

Cross-references. Distribution of funds on order of county board, see \ 32*941.
Inspection of school buildings, see i 32 2002.
line schools, see § 32-9.38.
Secretary of county board, see § 32-907.

County

Examination and suspension

32-1010.

of teachers.

—The county

intendent of schools shall superintend examinations of

.super-

teachers of

all

suspend any teacher under his
his county as provided by law. He
supervision for nonperformance of duty, incompetency, immorality or
From his decision
inefficiency, and for other good and sufficient causes.
the teacher may appeal to the county board of education, and either the
superintendent or the teacher, being dissatisfied with the decision of the
board, may appeal to the State Superintendent of Schools or from him
to the State Board of Education, the decision of which shall be final.
shall

(Acts 1919,

p. 352.)

—

Cross-references. County board to employ teachers, see § 32-913. Payment of
teachers, see Chapter 32-13. Appeal to State Board of Education by teachers, see
Powers of county boards as school courts, see § 32-910.
§ 32-405.

upon
place upon

32-1011. Seal to be placed

tendents of schools shall

— County

superin-

teachers' licenses issued

by them

teacher's license.
all

the seal of the board of education of the county for which they are super-

(Acts 1919,

intendents.

Cross-reference.

p. 352.)

—Punishment for altering

or forging license, see

32-1012. Office of superintendent in courthouse.
ties of

§

32-9905.

—The county authori-

the different counties shall furnish the county superintendent of

schools thereof an office in the courthouse, provided there

is

room

with

as

courthouse after furnishing the county
provided by law. (Acts 1919, p. 352.)

in said

now

32-1013.

Who may

schools and

administer oaths.

members

of the

—The

officers

sufficient
offices

county superintendent of

county board of education are authorized

to administer oaths necessary in transacting school business or in con-

ducting investigations before the county boards

when

sitting as judicial

tribunals for determining controversies arising under school laws. (Acts
1919, p. 352.)

32-1014. Reports.
of schools to

make

—

It shall

be the duty of the county superintendent

a report of the school operations of the preceding

year to the grand jury, at the spring term of the court, and to place his
books before them for examination and in making up the general pre;

duty of the jury to take proper notice of the
matters thus brought to their attention. (Acts 1919, p. 353.)

sentments

it

shall be the

—

Cross-references. Monthly statement to State Superintendent, see § 32-920.
Statement of borrowed money, see § 32-925. Report to State Superintendent, see
§

32-515.

Examination and license of teachers.
tendents of schools shall examine all applicants
32-1015.

—The

county superin-

for license to teach in

their respective counties, giving previous public notice of the

which the examinations are

to take place,

day upon

and said superintendents

shall

Education.
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be allowed to employ such persons as they think proper to assist in these
examinations. Said examinations shall be held throughout the State on
days to be fixed by the State Superintendent of Schools and on questions
prepared and sent out by him to the county superintendent of schools.

The

State Superintendent of Schools shall prepare and supply the coun-

ty superintendents of schools with printed instructions as to grading

applicants by a uniform grade, and shall fix the lowest standard for each
class of license.

No

applicants for teachers' licenses shall be examined

on any other day than the one above described except in cases where
the county board of education shall order a special examination no special examination shall be ordered by said board except for good and suffiIn such cases the
cient reasons and to meet some special emergency.
questions shall be prepared by the county superintendent of schools or
by some competent person under his authority, and their contents shall
not be made known to the applicant or applicants until the examination
actually commences; said examination shall be conducted under the same
rules and regulations as are provided by law for other examinations, but
the licenses granted shall be valid only until the next examination ordered by the State Superintendent of Schools. The county board of
education shall have power, if they deem best, to employ teachers at a
salary. (Acts 1919, p. 353.)
;

—

Cross-references. Reports by teachers to county superintendent, see § 32-914.
Penalty for violation of this section, see § 32-9905. County board of education
County superintendent to sign contracts with
to employ teachers, see § 32-913.
teachers on behalf of county board, see § 32-913. Teachers payable monthly, see
§ 32-920.
Payment of teachers, see Chapter 32-13. Punishment for altering or
forging license, see § 32-9905.

32-1016. Schools locally established

and maintained.

—

It is

not the in-

tention of this law to repeal or interfere with the laws which have been

enacted establishing local tax district schools, municipal schools or other
schools already established by law, except that no person shall be al-

lowed to teach in any school receiving State aid without first standing an
examination and procuring a license as provided by the State Board of
Education and State Superintendent of Schools: Provided, they are
hereby authorized and directed to prescribe and require a different examination of teachers who are engaged in teaching primary grades only
from that required of teachers of higher grades
Provided, nevertheless,
that the State Board of Education may, when the authorities in charge
of any local municipal schools are maintaining a sufficiently high standard of examination for its teachers, delegate to the authorities of these
:

systems the right to license teachers to teach in their respective systems, upon examinations to be provided by such local authorities, reserving, however, to the State Board of Education the right to revoke
this delegation of authority as to any local system whenever it appears
that the authorities of that system have relaxed the standards or failed
to give examination.

Nothing herein contained

shall be construed as

affecting the right of the authorities of local municipal systems to prescribe the course of study therein, or select textbooks in those schools

where they are now allowed
in cities

—

by law.

(Acts 1919,

p. 354.)

Merger of independent school systems, see Chapter
and towns, see § 32-1112.

Cross-references.

Schools

to do so

32-12.
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§ 32-1021

32-1017. Local county and municipal systems.

— None of the provi

:--.ions

of this law shall apply to local county school systems which were
istence at the time of the adoption of the Constitution of 1877.
Cross-reference.
I (§

— Constitutional

in ex-

provisions, see Const., Art. VIII, Sec. V, Par.

2-7001).

32-1018. Grading of applicants for teachers' licenses.

—

be the

It shall

duty of the county superintendent of schools to grade the applicants according to the instructions furnished them by the State Superintendent
of Schools, submitting his report and recommendations thereon in writing to the county board of education, who shall grant to the applicants
licenses of the first, second or third grade, to be determined by the qualifications exhibited and the standard attained: Provided, they shall attain at least the lowest grade mark fixed by the State Superintendent
of Schools for each grade: and Provided further, that each applicant submits with his or her examination paper satisfactory evidence in writing
of good moral character. A license of the first grade shall continue in
force for three years, a license of the second grade for two years, and a
license of the third grade for one year, which said licenses shall be good
Licenses to
in any of the common schools of the county where issued.
be good in another county other than the one in and for which they are
issued, must be indorsed by the county superintendent of schools of the
county in which the applicant desires to teach. (Acts 1919, p. 354.)

—Punishment

Cross-reference*

for altering or forging license, see

32-1019. Revocation of teachers' licenses.

have power, and

of schools shall

it

§

32-9905.

—The county superintendent

shall be his duty, to revoke licenses

granted by him or his predecessors, for incompetency, immorality, cruelty to pupils, or neglect of his duties,

and the revocation of the

license

any teacher shall terminate the connection of said teacher with any
school in which he may have been employed to teach but any teacher
so dismissed shall have the right to appeal to the county board of eduof

;

cation. (Acts 1919, p. 355.)
Cross-reference.

—Right

of appeal

32-1020. Duties of teachers.

from county board's

—After legal

decisions, see

tendance.

by the

For

this

32-910.

qualification through license

or certificate, each teacher shall keep an accurate account of the
of pupils entering the school

§

room and the number

number

of days of actual at-

purpose the teacher shall be provided with a register

local school authorities.

Each teacher

shall

make

reports and

returns to the county superintendent of schools required by law, and
plete

make

payment
reports and returns have been made

shall not be legal to

schools.

(Acts 1919,

to

the

until

it

com-

superintendent of

p. 356.)

—

32-1021. Vocational studies;

trade and industrial and

certificates.

home economics

— In

356; 1931, pp.
Cross-reference.

vocational agriculture

education, the certification

teachers by the State Board of Education
p.

to any teacher

Reports by teachers, see § 32-914. Pavment of teachers, see
Report to include what, see §§ 32-1703, 32-2102.

Cross-references.

Chapter 32-13.

the final

is

authorized. (Acts 1919

7, 40.)

—Vocational

education, see

§

oi

32-2201 et seq.

§ 32-1101

Education.
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32-11.

Sec.

Sec.

School districts.
Local tax districts
county lines.

32-1101.
;

.

:
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32-1103.

across

32-1104.

Failure to lay off districts.
Election of trustees.

32-1105.

Duties

32-1106.

Local tax election for county.

32-1107,

Election expenses.
Election for school districts.
Local tax election for munici-

bond

of trustees;
treasurer.

32-11 OS.

32-1109.

to

repeal

local

Tax
Tax

32-1114.
32-1115.

Method

32-1123.

Audit of books and accounts

32-1124.

Application of this law.
Elections, how governed.
General school laws to be ob-

32-1126.

32-1127.

32-1129.

Other provisions made

32-1118.

collect

Additional tax levy election;
conduct.
Additional tax to be specified.
Successive elections.

32-1131.

Election to repeal additional
tax levied.

32-1132.

Board

returns of citizens; arbi-

Returns of corporate property
and distribution for taxation.

and

Levy

32-1133.

taxation.
32-1117.

levy

to

32-1130.

collector, duties of.

Corporate property subject to

Power
taxes.

tration.

32-1116.

of disbursement.

served.

tax

Local school systems.
School systems in cities and
towns.
Trustees and secretary; powers and duties.

32-1113.

of treasurer.

32-1122.

32-1125.

law.
32-1112.

Failure to give bond.

32-1128.

Election

32-1111.

Bond

32-1121.

of treasurer.
of

palities.

32-1110.

32-1120.

of tax.

of

trustees

of

local

school district authorized to
borrow to pay teachers for
current year.
Resolution to borrow to be
recorded in minute book of
trustees.

32-1134.

Chairman of board

32-1135.

with secretary to execute
notes for loan.
Period of loan. Repayment.

appli-

cable.

of trustees

Secretary and treasurer, reports t>3 and compensation

32-1119.

r

,

of.

—

be the duty of the county board of
education of each county to lay off the county into school districts, the
lines of which shall be clearly and positively defined by boundaries such
as creeks, public roads, land lots, district lines or county lines. The school
district thus marked out shall contain an area of not less than 16 square
miles: Provided, that the board of education may have the right to establish districts with areas less than 16 square miles where there are
natural causes or local conditions that make it necessary to do so. The
natural causes which will permit the creation of smaller districts are
mountains, streams over which there are no bridges, and dangerous
roads. Local conditions which will permit the creation of smaller districts must be determined by the board of education. (Acts 1919, p. 333.)
32-1101. School districts.

It shall

—

Cross-references. General school laws to be observed regardless of provisions
of this Chapter, see § 32-1126.
Territory of former independent school system
Each county a school district, see
constitutes a school district, see § 32-1203.
$

Constitutional provision for local school tax, see Const., Art. VIII, Sec.

.12-001.

]\\ Par.

I

(§ 2-6901;.

32-1102. Local tax districts across county lines.

sent and action, boards of education of

may

— By

concurrent con-

two or more adjoining counties

lay off and define school districts without regard to county lines:

Provided, that the board of education of the county in which the schoolhouse is located shall have supervision of same: and Provided, that the

ordinary of the county
the election

:

in

which the schoolhouse

is

located shall order

and Provided, that the tax collector of each county from

Education.
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which territory has been

§32 -1104

trustees of the school district thus formed

county, and shall pay the same
the board

:

by the
cut from his

cut, shall collect the school tax levies

when

and Provided further,

if

in

the territory

collected to the authorized officer of

either county votes county- \vid<

taxation for schools, thus automatically absorbing existing local tax districts into the

county-wide system, that

in

such cases that part of any

existing local tax district lying outside of the county so voting the

wide

com

local school tax shall be also automatically included for purposes of

school support and administration in the county so voting the county-

wide

local school tax so as

ditions.

(Acts 1919,

Cross-reference.

hot to interfere with existing

local school con-

p. 334.)

— County

line schools, see § 32-938.

—The

on the part of any
board of education to perform the duties required by this Chapter shall
be immediately inquired into by the first grand jury sitting after such
neglect of duty, and if said grand jury shall find any member or members
of said board have failed to perform their duty, it shall report the same
to the judge of the superior court, who shall cause a rule nisi to issue
against such member or members, and they shall be heard by the judge
in their own behalf; if said member or members cannot give a good and
sufficient reason why they have not performed their duties as required
by this Chapter, they shall be discharged, and the said judge shall fill the
vacancies until the next grand jury shall meet. (Acts 1919, p. 334.)
32-1103. Failure to lay off districts.

32-1104. Election

of

trustees.

—Within

failure

90 days after the board of

education has laid off the county as required in section 32-1101 or section
32-1102, said board shall order the citizens of the several school districts

an election for the purpose of electing three trustees for each district in the county. The election shall be held at a time and place and in
The trustees
a manner prescribed by the county board of education.
shall be intelligent citizens of good moral character who are known to be
earnest 'supporters of public education, and they shall serve, one for three
years, one for two years, and one for one year, as the county board of
education may determine. In districts containing incorporated towns
there may be five trustees, one of whom shall be elected for one year, two
for two years, and two for three years. The notice of their election shall
be filed by the election managers with the county superintendent of
schools, who shall submit the same to the county board of education for
their approval. After the local board of trustees have been approved and
properly commissioned by the county board of education, it shall meet
immediately and organize by electing one of the members president, and
one secretary and treasurer. If the county board of education should
consider any member or members unqualified for the work, they shall
refuse to confirm the election of such member or members and require
the citizens of a district at a time and place and in a manner prescribed
by the county board of education to elect others. At the expiration of
to hold

the term of office of the

members thus

elected, the citizens of a district

meet at a time and place, and in a manner, prescribed by the county
board of education, and elect their successors, who must be approved by
the county board of education as hereinbefore provided, and the election
shall

$ 3
O
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term of three years. If any member should refuse to act, or
should be guilty of any conduct unbecoming the dignity of a school trustee, the county board of education shall have the right, upon writ'ten
complaint of a majority of the voters of the district, to remove said member and have his successor elected as hereinbefore provided. No trustee
shall be removed from office without sufficient proof, and he shall be
served with a copy of such complaint at least 10 days prior to the day
set for the hearing, when such trustee shall be afforded an opportunity to
shall be for a

be heard in his defense. (Acts 1919,
Cross-reference.

— Election

p. 335.)

of trustees for consolidated schools, see § 32-915.

32-1105. Duties of trustees;

bond

of treasurer.

—Where

trustees are

elected, they shall be commissioned by the county superintendent of
schools and board of education through certificates furnished by the State
Superintendent of Schools. This certificate shall be the warrant for the
trustees to enter upon the performance of the duties of their office. These

duties are as follows

To

visit the

schools as often as practicable

;

to inspect the school

work

done to make recommendations to the board of education for the advancement of the school interests; to recommend to the county superintendent of schools and board of education desirable applicants for positions as teachers to aid the county educational authorities in keeping
the school supplied with fuel, water, and proper sanitary necessities, and
in keeping the schoolhouse and grounds in good condition and equipped
for good work to make a written report once a year, and oftener if necessary, to the county board of education, and in addition the trustee appointed as treasurer shall keep an accurate account of moneys received
and paid out, in a substantially-bound book, and submit a report each
year to the county superintendent and the State auditor. Further, the
treasurer shall make proper bond payable to the county board of education.
In the event of failure to make this bond as required, all funds
raised by local taxation, or otherwise, shall be paid over to the county
board of education, to be disbursed by order of that body. (Acts 1919,
;

;

;

p.

336; 1931, pp.

7, 40.)

—
Note. — In

Bonds to build or equip schoolhouses to be held by trustees,
Health regulations, see Chapter 32-18.

Cross-references.
see § 32-1402.

Editorial
the second paragraph of the above section the provisions,
"to recommend to the county superintendent of schools and boards of education
desirable applicants for positions as teachers; to aid the county educational authorities in keeping the school supplied with fuel, water and proper sanitary necessities and in keeping the schoolhouse and grounds in good condition and
equipped for good work," was inserted in lieu of the rather confusing provisions
appearing in the code of school laws of 1919 (Acts 1919, pp. 288, 336), which read
as follows: "to aid by recommendation of desirable applicants, the county superintendent and board of education in keeping the schoolhouse and grounds in good
condition and equipped for good work; to aid the county educational authorities
in keeping the school supplied with fuel, water, and proper sanitary necessities."
Also, the word "to" was omitted from the provision which read, "and in addition
."
to the trustee appointed as treasurer shall

—

32-1106. Local tax election for county.

—Whenever the citizens of any

county wish to supplement the public school fund received from the State
by levying a tax upon the property of the county, it shall be the duty of
the ordinary to order an election not earlier than 20 days, nor later than
60 days, after receiving a petition of one-fourth of the qualified voters of

Education.
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the county, unless the
5,000, in

number

£ 32-1

county

of qualified voters in a

which event the ordinary

shall

<

shall order the election after

I

ing a petition of one-tenth of said voters, and notice shall be published
in at least three weekly issues of the county newspaper in whirl) legal
Said elections shall be held

advertisements of the county are published.
as ordinary county elections are held.
local tax shall vote

"For

Those favoring the levying

local tax for public schools

vote "Against local tax for public schools."
shall be made to the ordinary of the county,

and two-thirds of those voting

;"

of the

those opposed shall

The

returns of said election

who

shall declare the result,

shall be necessary to carry said election

for local taxation for public schools.

An

election for the

same purp

No

person shall be allowed to vote in said election except those regularly qualified to vote in

shall not be held oftener than every 12

the State and county elections.

If

months.

the election

is

carried for local taxa-

ordinary or board of county commissioners, whichever levies
the county tax, shall levy a local tax as recommended by the county
board of education, or such board of public education, whether estabtion, the

lished

by

a general or local law, as has control of the public schools of

the county,

upon

all

the property of the county, not to exceed one-half

of one per cent., and the

and paid by him

same

shall be collected

by the county tax

col-

county board of education or such board of
public education, whether established by a general or local law, as has
lector

to the

control of the public schools of the county.
shall

The county

tax collector

keep the funds thus collected separate and distinct from

and State funds and he

shall receive a

per cent, for collecting the same.

moneys

shall

of

all

that

there be an incorporated

provided in this section

now

town

in a

county

two and one-half

pay over to the board

collected for the schools once a

cation
if

He

commission

all

month

:

of edu-

Provided,

county holding an election as

operating a public school system,

it

shall

not be included in the election without the consent of the municipal authorities,

but

the municipal authorities should so wish, they

if

may

abol-

system by a special Act of the legislature and avail themselves
of the provisions of this Chapter. This section shall not be construed as
abridging or impairing any right of taxation for public schools now possessed by any board of education of any county under* existing laws.
ish their

(Acts 1919,

p. 337.)

— Persons entitled to vote, see 34-405.
Note. — The word "one-tenth," appearing in the

Cross-reference.

§

Editorial
first part of this secwas inserted in lieu of "one-fourth," appearing in this section in the printed
Act (Acts 1919, p. 337). In the enrolled Act of 1919 signed by the Governor, 'onetenth" appears instead of "one-fourth." See Acts 1916, p. 37, amending section
1534 of the Code of 1910, which the above section supersedes.
<

tion,

The Act of 1919, authorizing counties operating a county system of public
schools, which have in their boundaries a city of 100.000. or more inhabitants maintaining an independent school system, to increase their tax levy for school purposes from five mills to seven and one-half mills, was held unconstitutional in
172/465 (157 S. E. 462), as violating Const., Art. I, Sec. IV. Par. I (i 2-401), providing that laws of a general nature shall have uniform operation throughout the
^

State.

32-1107. Election expenses.

county or

district to

the support of

—The

expense of an election held in a

determine whether there shall be local taxation for

common

or public schools, as provided for by the preced-

$32-1108
o
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ing section, shall be paid by the county and shall not he taken from the
common or public school fund. (Acts 1919, p. 33S.)
32-1108. Election for school districts.

—Whenever

the citizens of any

school district wish to supplement the funds received from the State pubschool fund by Levying a tax for educational purposes, they shall pre-

lic

sent a petition from one-fourth of the qualified voters of the district to

the ordinary

who

shall order the election not earlier than 20

days nor

60 days after the petition is received: Provided, that notice
same shall be posted in at least three conspicuous places in the disThe election shall be held at a time
trict 10 days prior to the election.
and place prescribed by the proper authorities, and under rules governing
later than

ordinary elections.

Those favoring

local

taxation for public schools

"For local taxation for public schools;" those opposed shall
vote "Against local taxation for public schools." The returns of said
shall vote

made

election shall be

who

to the ordinary of the county,

shall declare

the results, and two-thirds of those voting shall be necessary to carry

No

the election for local taxation for public schools.

person shall vote in

said election except the regularly qualified voters residing in the district
six

months prior

to the election.

An

—

same purpose

election for the

not be held oftener than every 12 months.
Cross-references. Building schoolhouses in
Who are entitled to vote, see § 34-405.

(Acts 1919,
tax

local

shall

p. 338.)

see

districts,

Chapter

32-14.

32-1109. Local tax election for municipalities.

—Any

municipality au-

thorized by law to establish and maintain a system of public schools by
local taxation, in

whole or

in part,

and which

is

not

now

specifically au-

thorized to hold an election on the question of local taxation for school

purposes, shall have the right to submit the question of local tax for public

Upon

schools to the qualified voters of the municipality.

petition of

one-fourth of the qualified voters of such municipality, the municipal
authorities shall order an election to be held not earlier than 40 days after

Notice of such election shall be published in a
newspaper in the municipality at least once a week for two weeks before
the election, or if there be no such newspaper, then notice of such election
receiving such petition.

conspicuous places within the municipality 10 days, prior to the election. Those favoring local taxation for
public schools shall have written or printed on their ballot "For local taxshall be posted in at least three

ation for public schools," and those opposed shall have written or printed

on their ballots "Against local taxation for public schools." The returns
of such election shall be made and the result declared, as prescribed for
other elections in and for the municipality. Two-thirds of those voting
shall be necessary to carry the election for local taxation.
An election
for the purpose herein named shall not be held oftener than once every
12 months. (Acts 1919, p. 339.)

—

Cross-references. Merger of independent school systems, see
number of votes ascertained, see § 87-204.

How

32-1110. Election to repeal local tax law.

— An

the local tax law provided for in this Chapter

election for repealing

when

the

established for over three years shall be called as in the
if

Chapter 32-12.

same has been

first

abolished by vote under similar regulations as in the

instance; and

first

instance,

no

Education.
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new election for recreating same shall be called within o
r.
If
abolished by vote, no election for the same purpose shall be called within

one year:

Provided, that

in

the event such election

is

favorable to

repealing of the local tax as aforesaid, the then existing board of trustees of such district or county shall be empowered, authorized and directed to continue to levy and collect tax in such district or county to

meet

all of

the then existing- legal obligations and the indebtedness pf

such district or county to pay
Cross-reference.

— Merger

off the

same. (Acts

(

(

\

J\ ), p. 339.;

of independent school systems, see Chapter 32-12.

—Authority

given by the Constitution
to municipalities to establish and maintain public or common schools in
their respective limits by local taxation. It is not in accordance with the
32-1111. Local school systems.

is

laws to incorporate a school district and mark off a town inside of it, the
town to exercise all the municipal functions and the school district none.
It shall not be legal to establish the form of a municipal corporation in a
rural district with practically no other powers nor purposes than the
local control and management of the schools of that territory. (Acts
1919, p. 340.)
Cross-reference.

— Merger

of independent school systems, see Chapter 32-12.

—

and towns. Nothing in this Chapter
shall be so construed as to prevent any city with a population greater
than 2,000 inhabitants, or any county or town from organizing under the
authority of the General Assembly, a public school system independent
of this system, or to prevent said organization from drawing its pro rata
Provided, the chief
share of all educational funds raised by the State
executive officer of such independent organization shall make the same
32-1112. School systems in cities

:

regular reports to the State Superintendent of Schools as are required

from county superintendents of schools by this Chapter. Nothing contained in this Chapter shall be construed to annul or repeal any local law
now of force in any city or county providing for the organization and
maintenance of the common or public schools in such city or county.
(Acts 1919,

p. 340.)

32-1113. Trustees

which levy a

make

and secretary; powers and

duties.

—In those

local tax for educational purposes, the

districts

board of trustees

and regulations to govern the schools of the districts,
and build and equip schoolhouses under the approval of the county board
of education. They shall have the right and power to use the schoolhouses and school properties in the district or permit the same to be used
Provided, the use of the schoolhouses and
for educational purposes:
school properties in no way conflicts with the public school or schools in
the district. They shall have the right to fix the rate of tuition for nonresident pupils, and to fix the salaries of the teachers. They shall receive
from the county board of education the share of public school funds apportioned to the district by the county board of education. They shall
determine the amount necessary to be raised by local tax on all the property of the district. The secretary of the board of trustees of said district, with the aid of the county superintendent of schools of said county,
shall ascertain from the tax returns made to the tax receiver, and from
shall

the returns

all

rules

made

to the Comptroller General, the total value of all the

§

Education.
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county purposes, and a
regular digest of all such property in said district shall be made by said
secretary in a book furnished by the board of trustees and kept for that
purpose. At or before the time of fixing the rate of taxation for said
county, the secretary of each local board of trustees, with the aid of the
county superintendent of schools, shall levy such rate on the property
thus found as will raise the total amount to be collected: Provided, that
such rate shall not exceed one-half of one per cent. The county superintendent of schools of each county, at or before the time for fixing- the rate
of said county by the ordinary thereof, or the county board of commisproperty

in said district subject to taxation for

sioners, as the case

may

be, shall certify to the said ordinary, or said

board of commissioners, as the case may be, and to the Comptroller General the rate of taxation fixed for each school district in the county, and
said taxing authority of said county shall levy such special tax at the
same time and in the same manner as is now prescribed for levying taxes
for county purposes. A copy of the special tax digest of said local tax
district shall be furnished by the secretary of the local board of trustees
to the tax collector of the county. (Acts 1919, p. 341; 1925, p. 87.)

Tax

—

be the duty of the tax collector to compute and collect said taxes, keeping the same separate by
school districts from the county and State funds, and monthly turn same
over to the secretaries of such local school districts, as well as tax received for said districts from railroads and other corporations which
make their returns to the Comptroller General, taking the receipt for the
32-1114.

collector, duties of.

It shall

same, upon order from the county superintendent of schools, and said tax

compensation therefor two and one-half per
cent, of the amount collected up to $18,000 and one and one-fourth per
collector shall receive as

cent,

on any additional amount collected. (Acts 1919,

32-1115.
is

Tax

returns of citizens; arbitration.

impossible to determine from tax returns

p. 342.)

— In any case

made

in

which

it

to the tax receiver of

the county the value of the property of any citizen situated in any school
district

and subject to taxation in said

of trustees shall issue a

summons

district, the secretary of the

to said taxpayer requiring

him

to

board

make

returns within five days to said secretary of his property situated in said

and subject to taxation for school purposes. Should said return
be unsatisfactory to said secretary, he shall reject the same and submit
said returns to arbitration as is now provided by law for such cases when
district

returns are rejected
Cross-reference.

by tax

(Acts 1919,

receivers.

—Arbitration,

see

§

p. 342.)

92-6703.

32-1116. Corporate property subject to taxation.

—All

property, both

and personal, including franchises, belonging to railroads, telegraph
and telephone companies, and to all other corporations which are required to make their returns to the Comptroller General, which is in the
real

taxable limit of any school district, shall be subject to taxation by said
school district as fully and completely as

porations within such taxable limits.
Cross-references.
§

92-2303.

— Railroad

returns,

is

the property of the other cor-

(Acts 1919,

see

§

92-2701.

p. 342.)

Other

franchises,

see

§32-1120
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32-1117. Returns of corporate property

and distribution

for taxation.

reduty of every such corporation in addition to the fad
quired to he included in their returns to the Comptroller General, to si.
in said returns the value of such corporation's property in each of
school districts through which it runs. For the purpose of enabling such
corporation to show in said returns the value of its property in such
school districts, it is hereby made the duty of the county superintendent of
schools of each county to furnish to each such corporation, information
as to the boundaries of each school district in which such corporation may
have property such as will enable such corporation to determine the
amount of its property in such district, and he shall also furnish similar information whenever the boundaries of any school district may be changed.
It is the

The

and other personal property of said corporations shall be distributed to said school districts on the same basis
that rolling stock, franchises and other personal property are distributed
to counties and municipalities under the law; that is, as the value of the
property located in the particular district is to the whole located property,
real and personal, of said corporation, so shall the amount of rolling
stock, franchises, and other personal property be distributed for taxing
rolling stock, franchises

purposes to each school
Cross-references.

(Acts 1919,

district.

p. 342.)

— Rolling stock assessed how, see

§

92-2803.

Returns to Comp-

troller General, see § 92-5901 et seq.

32-1118. Other provisions

made

applicable.

—All

of the other provi-

sions of Chapter 92-27, so far as they can be applied are applicable to the

assessment and collection of taxes of all such companies and corporations
which are required by law to make their returns to the Comptroller General by and for school districts upon the property and franchises of such
companies located in such school districts and upon the rolling stock,
franchises and other personal property distributed under the provisions
of this Chapter. The board of education must exercise supervision over
the local tax district as well as other districts under its jurisdiction and is
authorized to distribute and apportion the public or common school fund
to the different school districts of the county either on the basis of the
salaries of the teachers, or according to enrollment or allowance, as

may

be for the best interest of the district and county as a whole. (Acts

1919, p. 343.)

and treasurer, reports by, and compensation of.
The board of trustees of a local school district may pay the secretary and
treasurer a commission on the amount of local tax collected not to exceed two and one-half per cent., but there shall be no commission allowed
on the amount received from the State. They shall furnish quarterly to
the county board of education a statement showing all receipts, disbursements and cash on hand. They shall also furnish statements showing
32-1119. Secretary

the school population, enrollment, average attendance, courses of study

and other data the county board of education may require whenever
called upon to do so. (Acts 1919, p. 344.)

Bond

—

be the duty of the treasurer or
the secretary and treasurer of any board of trustees of a public school
32-1120.

receiving

money

of treasurer.

raised

by

It shall

local taxation for public schools, to

make

a

Education.
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performance of his duties, payable to the county board of education in a sum not less than double the
amount of money likely to be received by him during his term of office,
the amount and sufficiency of said bond to be judged by the county board
of education, which amount may be increased in the discretion of the
county board of education. (Acts 1919, p. 344.)

good and

sufficient

for the faithful

32-1121. Failure to give bond.

— In the event the treasurer or secretary

and treasurer as aforesaid, shall fail to make the bond as required in section 32-1120, then and in that event, any money raised by local taxation
for public schools or otherwise, which under the laws should have been
paid over to the treasurer or the^secretary and treasurer, shall be paid
over to the county board of education to be by them paid out on the
orders of the board of trustees of such school district in the manner other
moneys are paid out by them. (Acts 1919, p. 344.)

Method

32-1122.

of disbursement.

—The

treasurer or secretary and

treasurer as aforesaid shall not pay out any

money

in his hands, except

upon the order of the board of trustees of which he is treasurer or secretary and treasurer, signed by the president or chairman. He shall further
in all cases take a receipt for all moneys expended or paid out, which
same, which, when properly done, shall
constitute a proper voucher for the money thus paid out. (Acts 1919,
shall be attached to the order for

p. 344.)

32-1123. Audit of books

and accounts

of treasurer.

—The treasurer or

the secretary and treasurer as aforesaid, shall keep an accurate account
of all

money

which, together with

all

him

bound book,
vouchers, shall be submitted once each year to

received and paid out by

in a substantially

the county superintendent of schools to be audited

when he

shall audit the

by the State Auditor

county superinendent's books, but the county
direct that any other competent person audit

board of education may
these books also. (Acts 1919,

p. 345.)

32-1124. Application of this law.

—The provisions of this law shall ap-

school districts which have adopted or

may

adopt local taxation
for public schools under the district plan as provided under this code.
This law shall not apply to any municipal system of schools. (Acts 1919,
ply to

all

p. 345.)

32-1125. Elections,

how

governed.

— All

elections held under the pro-

visions of this Chapter shall be governed as to registration and qualification of voters as the general laws

(Acts 1919,

governing special elections provide.

p. 345.)

Cross-reference.

— Registration

and

qualification, see

32-1126. General school laws to be observed.

§

34-407.

—While

it is

the purpose

Chapter to encourage individual action and local selfhelp upon the part of the school districts, it is expressly understood that
the general school laws as administered by the county board of education
shall be observed. (Acts 1919, p. 345.)

and

spirit of this

to,

Power

—

Power is hereby delegated
and conferred upon, the several counties to levy and collect taxes for

32-1127.

to levy

and

collect taxes.

963
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such amounts as the county authorities shall
termine, the same to be appropriated to the use of the county be
education, and the educational work directed by them. (Acts 1922,
educational purposes

in

pp. 81, 82.)
Cross-references.

bonds, see

§

— County boards

of education, sec Chapter 32-9.

Taxei

to

;

/

32-1407.

32-1128. Additional tax levy election; conduct.

—Whenever

the voters

an independent local
tern, desire to hold an election in pursuance of Paragraph I, Section IV,
Article VIII, of the Constitution of the State (§ 2-6901), to determine
in a county, municipality, school district, or in

whether a levy
levy of the

for public school taxes shall be

maximum

made

additional to the

tax of five mills on the dollar allowed by said con-

be made on the recommendation of boards of education without an election, such election shall be called, held and the restitutional provision to

sult declared for counties in the

and for school

manner prescribed

and independent local systems

districts

in section 32-1106,

scribed in section 32-1108, and for municipalities in

scribed in section 32-1109.
Cross-reference.

—Additional

(Acts 1922,

pre-

pre-

p. 153.)

tax to pay bonds, see

32-1129. Additional tax to be specified.
call for said election

manner
the manner

in the

§

32-1407.

Successive elections.

— In

the

the additional tax proposed to be levied shall be

and successive elections may be held until the additional maxtax of five mills on the dollar shall be levied as permitted by said

specified;

imum

constitutional provision.
32-1130.

Levy

of tax.

taxes for the county

manner

is

—

(Acts 1922,
If

p. 154.)

the election for the levy of such additional

carried, such additional tax shall be levied in the

specified in section 32-1106.

(Acts 1922,

p. 154.)

32-1131. Election to repeal additional tax levied.

—An

election for re-

pealing the additional tax levied in pursuance of an election held as above

may

be had under the conditions prescribed by and in conformity with
section 32-1110. (Acts 1922, p. 154.)

Board

borrow
The board of trustees of any local
to pay teachers for current year.
school district levying a local school tax shall have authority to borrow
money for a period not longer than 12 months in amounts not to exceed
the local tax collected on property within the district during any current
year, said fund or funds borrowed to be used only for the purpose of
32-1132.

of trustees of local school district authorized to

—

paying teachers for the current year. (Acts 1926, Extra.

Sess., p. 38.)

—

Resolution
Cross-references. Rules governing county schools, see § 32-912.
authorizing loan, see § 32-922. Governor may borrow to pay teachers, see § 32-1301.

Resolution to borrow to be recorded in minute book of
trustees.
In order for any board of trustees of any local school district
to borrow money for the purpose hereinbefore stated, there shall be
32-1133.

—

passed by said board of trustees a resolution authorizing said money to
be borrowed, in which resolution shall be stated the amount of money
to be borrowed, the length of time the same is to be used, the rate of interest to be paid, and for what purpose borrowed, and from whom the
same is to be borrowed; which resolution shall be by the secretary of

Education.
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minute book of said board of
copy of said resolution forwarded to the county superin-

said board oi trustees reeorded in the
trustees,

and

a

tendent oi schools. (Acts 1926, Extra. Sess.,

Chairman

p. 3S.)

board of trustees with secretary 1o execute notes
for loan.
After the resolution aforesaid has been passed, the chairman
of said board of trustees together with the secretary, shall have the right
to execute the note, or notes, in the name of said board of trustees of said
local school district for any money that it is authorized to borrow under
the resolution passed by said board. (Acts 1926, Extra. Sess. pp. 38, 39.)
32-1134.

of

—

Repayment. No money shall be borrowed
for a longer time than is necessary, and the same shall be paid back out
of any funds coming into the hands of said board of trustees from local
district tax collected on property within said district. (Acts 1926, Extra.
32-1135. Period of loan.

Sess., pp. 38, 39.)

CHAPTER

32-12.

MERGER OF INDEPENDENT SCHOOL
SYSTEMS.
Sec.

Sec.

32-1201.

Municipality or independent
school district authorized to
repeal special school law.
Procedure, etc.

32-1202.

32-1203.

Proceedings after election.
formerly included

Territory

constitutes school district.

32-1201. Municipality or independent school district authorized to re-

—

Procedure, etc. Whenever the citizens of a
municipality or independent school district authorized by law to estab-

peal special school law.

and maintain a system of schools by local taxation, in whole or in
part, and which is operating a system of public schools independent of
the county schools system, wish to annul their special school law and become a part of the county school system, they shall present and file with
the mayor or chief executive officer of the city a petition signed by onefourth of the qualified voters of their territory, and said mayor or chief
executive officer shall then within not less than 20 days and not more
than 60 days thereafter call an election. Notice of such an election shall
be published once a week for two weeks in the paper in which the sheriff
of the county publishes his advertisements, and posted at three public
places within the territory concerned, at least 10 days prior to such election. The election shall be held at the place and in the manner of usual
elections. Those favoring the repeal of the independent local law shall
have written or printed on their ballots "For Repeal," and those against
repealing their independent local law shall have written or printed on
their ballots "Against Repeal."
The returns of said election shall be
lish

made

to the

mayor

or chief executive officer,

who

shall declare the result,

and a majority of those voting shall be necessary to carry the election.
Only qualified voters residing within the municipality or district for six

months prior to the election shall vote. An election shall not be held for
the same purpose oftener than every 12 months. (Acts 1926, Extra. Sess.,
p. 40.)

Cross-references.

systems

in cities

— Regulations as to local

and towns, see

§

32-1112.

school systems, see

§

32-1111. School
§ 32-1109.

Local tax election, see

Education.
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Acts 1927, p. 160, provide! that nothing contained in this
apply to a municipal or independent local school system of a municipality
having a population of 200,000 or more.
Editorial Note.

ter shall

32-1202. Proceedings after election.

—When the results of said election

are declared and published in favor of repealing such independent school

system, making the territory included in said system thereby to become
a part of the county school system, said independent or local school
:

under its local laws, organizations, and
regulations until the county board of education shall arrange for the
operation by them of such school or schools within said local system as a
tern shall continue to function

part of their public school system. (Acts 1926, Extra. Sess.,
32-1203. Territory

Where any

local or

formerly

included

independent system

is

constitutes

p. 40. J

school

district.

—

repealed by and in the manner

provided in sections 32-1201 and 32-1202, the territory formerly included
in

such independent system shall become and constitute a sch'ool

district

which it is located, and shall enjoy the same privileges
be governed by the same laws as other school districts in said

of the county in

and

shall

county, including the authority to levy local taxes for school purposes

Provided, that the rate for such taxation shall not exceed the rate

lowed by law to other similar school

districts.

al-

(Acts 1926, Extra. Sess.,

p. 40.)

Cross-reference.

— School

districts, see

32-1101.

§

i

CHAPTER

32-13.

PAYMENT OF TEACHERS.

Sec.

32-1301.

Sec.

Governor

.

s

authority to

32-1302.

make

debt to pay teachers.

32-1303.

make debt

Authority to use allocated
funds to pay teachers.
Limit of authority.

—

pay teachers. Pursuant
to the amendment to Article VII, Section III, Paragraph I (§ 2-5101), of
the Constitution of this State, authorizing the contraction by or on behalf of the State of a debt in an amount of $3,500,000 for the purpose of
paying the public school teachers, the Governor is hereby authorized and
empowered to execute a note or notes for such amount and for such time
of payment as the condition of the treasury may demand, at any time in
his discretion, for the purpose of paying the public school teachers. The
32-1301. Governor's authority to

to

aggregate of said note or notes shall not at any time exceed the aforesaid constitutional limit, and said note or notes shall not mature later
than February of the year succeeding the time of the execution thereof,

and the principal amount so borrowed shall be repaid each year out of the
common school appropriation, and the interest thereon shall be paid each
year out of the general funds of the State, accrued during the year of
issue of said notes.
Said notes shall be signed by the Governor and
countersigned by the Comptroller General and Secretarv of State. (Acts
1927, p. 168.)

—

Cross-references. County board of education may borrow to pay teachers, see
32-921.
Board of trustees of local school district may borrow to pay teachers,
see § 32-1132.
^

§

§
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32-1302. Authority to use allocated funds to

ernor

is

further authorized and empowered, at

—

pay teachers. The Govany time in his discretion,

and employ for the payment of public school teachers,
and without payment of interest thereon, any funds in the treasury
which may have been allocated for any special fund or purpose, so as to
obviate the necessity of increasing- the public debt of the State and the
payment of interest: Provided, however, that it shall be the duty of the
Governor, when any fund shall be so used to replace said fund or funds
by borrowing the same, if necessary, at such time as will not interfere
with the expenditure for the purpose appropriated of any special or allocated fund or funds so drawn upon by the Governor by virtue of the
to impress, use,

authority granted in this Chapter. (Acts 1927,

p. 168.)

—The

Governor shall not during any calendar year impress, use, or employ any funds in the treasury allocated
or belonging to any special fund or purpose in excess of the borrowing
power of the Governor under this Chapter. (Acts 1927, p. 168.)
32-1303. Limit of authority.

CHAPTER

BUILDING SCHOOLHOUSES IN LOCAL

32-14.

TAX DISTRICTS.
Sec.

Sec.

32-1401.

Election for bonds to build
and equip schoolhouses in
school districts.

32-1405.

n~
32-1402.

a
u
held
Proceeds of u
bonds,
how 111
and used.

'32-1406.

32-1403.

ond
Bond

32-1404.

High
[igh schools;

-?->

.

,

-r,

i

r

election.
Tax
elect
bonds and interest
joint
joint

confirmation.

pay

districts.

for joint building and
,.,•{
u school.
maintenance ofc uhigh
Levy of taxes to pay bonds,
\

i

e ^ c#

32-1408.

building

and maintenance.
32-1401. Election for

Bonds

,

32-1407.
to

Contract for joint building of
h i§' h school; approval and

Exclusiveness

of
preceding
sections as to building high

schools

bonds to build and equip schoolhouses

in school

—When one-fourth of the registered qualified voters of a school

district or consolidated district, in

which a

local tax

is

now

or

may

here-

county now levying a local tax, shall file with the board of trustees of such a school district or consolidated district a petition asking for an election for the
purpose of determining whether or not bonds shall be issued for the
purpose of building and equipping a schoolhouse or schoolhouses for said
after be levied for school purposes, or of a district in a

school district or consolidated district, the required
to be determined

by the

said board of trustees,

number

of petitioners

duty of said
board of trustees to fix the amount, denomination, rate of interest, and
dates when due and call such election in terms of law now provided for
a county issue of bonds except as herein otherwise provided. The said
board of trustees, in case the election is for a bond issue, shall follow the
law as required of county authorities as embodied in section 87-201 et
seq., in the issue thereof. Said board of trustees may order such election
to be held on the school site or other suitable place in the school district
it

shall be the

or consolidated district, of which they shall give notice by posting

same

at three public places in said school district or consolidated district not
less

than 10 days previous to said election.

None but

registered qualified

Kim/cation.
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§

32-1403

hall
voters shall be permitted to vote in said election. The tax colli
furnish a certified list of registered voters in such school district or consolidated district to the managers of the election 10 days before such

election

is

The

held.

ballots cast shall have written or printed thereon

"For schoolhouse," or "Against schoolhousc." The ballots cast and the
voting list shall be lodged with the board of trustees, who shall declare
the result. Said board of trustees or a majority of them shall be the
election managers, and if for any reason they fail to act, any three freeholders of the school district or consolidated district may qualify and act.
The board of education shall have nothing to do with the location of the
school site in local districts except on appeal. (Acts 1919, p. 345; 1921,
pp. 221, 223.)
Cross-references.

— Building

Who are qualirequirements, see Chapter 32-20.
Registered voters' list to be filed with clerk of superior

fied voters, see § 34-405.

court, see § 34-404.

Bond

election in counties, see § 32-1403.

32-1402. Proceeds of bonds,

how

held and used.

— Should bonds

be

is-

sued and sold, the proceeds shall be turned over to the board of trustees
in trust for the purpose of erecting a school building or buildings or purchasing buildings already erected which said board of trustees may deem
suitable. Said board of trustees is authorized to remove, sell or otherwise dispose of old buildings or buildings and grounds and select a new
site and erect a new building thereon, and add to the proceeds from the

bonds any other proceeds which may come from disposition of
building or buildings and site, or from donations or otherwise, all to be
held in trust to be used for the purpose aforesaid, and no compensation
shall be paid to said board of trustees or any member thereof for service.
For the purpose of taking care of and paying the principal and interest
of these bonds, the board of trustees shall recommend, and the board of
county commissioners or the ordinary, as the case may be, shall levy
upon the property subject to taxation in the district, such tax as may be
necessary to provide a sinking fund for the retirement of said bonds and
for paying the principal thereof and the interest thereon; this to be in
addition to the general tax for the maintenance of the schools of said
sale of

territory.

32-1403.

(Acts 1919,

Bond

p.

347; 1925,

p. 251.)

election in counties.

Tax

to

pay bonds.

— In

all

coun-

which a local tax is now or may hereafter be levied for school purposes, throughout the entire county, or throughout the entire county except that part embraced wdthin the incorporated limits of a municipality
ties in

or municipalities,

when

such territory shall

file

one-fourth of the registered qualified voters of

with the board of education of such county, a

petition asking for an election for the purpose of determining

whether

or not bonds shall be issued for the purpose of building and equipping

a schoolhouse or schoolhouses for said county, or for the purpose of pur-

chasing sites and buildings to be used for such purposes, or for the pur-

and erecting schoolhouses thereon, either one
the required number of petitioners to be determined by said board

pose of purchasing a
or

all,

site

duty of said board of education to fix the
amount, denomination, rate of interest, and dates when due, and call such
of education,

it

shall be the

election in terms of

law now provided or which may hereafter be pro-

Education.
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vided for a county issue of bonds, except as herein otherwise provided.
Said board of education shall order such election to be held at the various

throughout the county or throughout the territory to be
affected, of which they shall give notice by publication thereof once a
polling- places

week

weeks previous

for four

to said election in the

in

which

None but

regis-

newspaper

the legal advertisements of said county are published.

tered qualified voters residing within the territory to be affected shall be

permitted to vote
tified list of

in said election.

The tax

collector shall furnish a cer-

registered voters in such county or in the territory to be af-

managers of the election, 10 days previous to said election
and after the same has been purged by the board of registrars, as now
provided by law in cases of special elections. The ballots cast shall have
written or printed thereon "For schoolhouse bonds" or "Against schoolhouse bonds." The managers of the election, including such clerks as
may be necessary, shall be appointed by the ordinary. The polls shall
remain open during the hours as now fixed by law for general elections.
fected, to the

The

returns of the election, including

all

ballots cast, tally sheets, voters

and other papers relating to the election, shall be made to the ordinary, who shall on the day following said election consolidate the vote
lists

and declare the result.
such election shall be
thirds
tion,

now

is

In the event that two-thirds of the votes cast at
in favor of

"schoolhouse bonds," and such two-

also a majority of all of the voters qualified to vote in said elec-

then the bonds shall be issued and sold, under

provided by law for other county bonds

;

all

of the regulations

the proceeds shall be turned

over to the board of education in trust for the purpose or purposes aforeSaid board shall be authorized to remove,

said.

sell

or otherwise dispose

and grounds, and select new sites and erect
new building's thereon, or to contract for and purchase sites or sites and
buildings, and add the proceeds of the sale of any such property to the
proceeds from the sale of the bonds, and all to be held in trust for the
purposes aforesaid, and no compensation or commission shall be paid to
said board of education or any member thereof for services rendered in
this respect. The county authorities, in levying and assessing taxes for
the purpose of paying the interest and returning and paying off of said
bonds shall, in the event that the entire county is not embraced within
the area or territory in which said election is held, levy and assess such
of old buildings, or buildings

taxes only against the property located within the area or territory within

which said election is held. For the purpose of taking care of and paying
the principal and interest of these bonds, the board of education shall
recommend, and the board of county commissioners or ordinary, as the
case
tire

may

upon the property subject to taxation in the enthe area or territory within which said election is held,

be, shall levy

county or

in

may

be necessary to provide a sinking fund for the retirement of said bonds and for paying the principal thereof and the interest

such tax as
thereon
the

;

this to

schools

of

be

in addition to the

said

county

general tax for the maintenance of
or territory. (Acts 1919, p. 347; 1921,

pp. 221, 225.)
Cross-references.— When and how elections held, see
and consolidated districts, see § 32-1401.

in local

§

34-1302.

Bond

elections
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—

Editorial Note. Acts 1922, p. 152, provides that in elections for school nobonds, as provided in the above section, in counties having a population of 10
or more, according to the last census, the polls shall remain open from 7 A.

M.

until 7 P.

32-1404.

High schools;

joint building

and maintenance.

— Counties

and

municipalities located therein (having independent school systems sup-

ported in whole or in part by local taxation) may contract with each other
for the joint building and maintenance of high school buildings to be located within such municipalities for the joint use of the children living

such municipalities and those living in the county outside of the limit
of such municipalites. (Acts 1923, pp. 98, 99.)
in

Cross-reference*
§

— Consolidation

same or

of schools in

different

see

districts,

32-915.

32-1405. Contract for joint building of high school; approval and con-

—The contract provided for

preceding section shall be
entered into, in the first instance, by the city board of education and
county board of education, or by other authorities by whatever name

firmation.

in the

having charge of the educational affairs of the city and county, respectively, upon such terms and conditions as may be agreed on, and

called,

approved and confirmed by the mayor and council and
board of county commissioners, or other authorities by whatever name
called, having charge of the fiscal affairs of the city and county, respecshall then be

tively.

(Acts 1923,

Bonds

p. 99.)

—

and maintenance of high school.
When the contract has been made and approved, as provided in the two
preceding sections, then the authorities of the county and municipality
having charge of their fiscal affairs may issue bonds for their proportion
32-1406.

for joint building

of the cost of such buildings, as agreed on, in the

law

for the issuance of

bonds by a county or municipality; and the

for election shall provide that

if

the other contracting party shall

carry an election for bonds, for the

provided for in the

call,

manner provided by

even

if

same purpose, the

election for

carried, shall not be effective

call

fail

to

bonds

and that

all

previous acts in connection with the issuance of said bonds shall, in such
event, be void

32-1407.

and of no

Levy

bonds provided

effect.

of taxes to

(Acts 1923,

pay bonds,

p. 99.)

etc.

—When

for in the preceding section has

an election for the

been carried as provided

by law, then the county and municipal authorities may thereafter each
levy a tax sufficient to pay the principal and interest of such bonds, issued
by each party, and the cost of maintenance of such building, in addition
to any other taxes they are now authorized by law to levy. (Acts 1923,
p. 100.)

32-1408.
schools.

Exclusiveness of preceding sections as to building high

—The provisions of sections 32-1404 to 32-1407 shall not be con-

strued to be the exclusive means for the building of high school buildings,

but the provisions of said section shall be construed to be permissive
and cumulative to any other means now or hereafter provided bv law.
(Acts 1923, p. 100.)

§32-1501
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CHAPTER

SCHOOL YEAR, SCHOLASTIC MONTH,
AND SPECIAL DAYS.

32-15.

Sec.

Sec.

*

32-1502,

School year.
Scholastic month.

32-1503.

Observance of special days.

32-1501.
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32-1504.

Temperance Day designated;
program in schools.

—The

school year shall be from July 1st to the
next June 30th, inclusive, of each year. (Acts 1919, p. 316; 1926, Extra.
32-1501. School year.

Sess., p. 42.)

32-1502. Scholastic month.

— Twenty

school days shall constitute and

be treated as a scholastic month in the public schools.

(Acts

1919,

p. 317.)

32-1503.

Observance of special days.

—The

county and local boards of

education shall see that the following days are observed either by holidays or appropriate exercises and it shall be the duty of the State Superintendent of Schools to arrange programs for the proper observance of
these occasions, and of the Superintendent and teachers to direct the attention of the pupils to these dates and topics by practical exercises:
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

Thanksgiving Day, last Thursday in November.
Uncle Remus Day, December 9.
Lee's Birthday, January 19.
Georgia Day, February 12.
Washington's Birthday, February 22.
Arbor and Bird Day, first Friday in December.
Memorial Day, April 26. (Acts 1919, p. 356.)

Cross-reference.

— Holidays

enumerated, see

§

14-1808.

—

Temperance Day designated; program in schools. The fourth
Friday in March of each year shall be designated and known as Temperance Day in the public schools. On Temperance Day at least two hours
shall be devoted in the public schools to a program, which shall be educational in nature, teaching the good of temperance and prohibition, and
the evils of intemperance and disobedience to law. (Acts 1922, pp. 183,
32-1504.

184.)

CHAPTER

32-16.

ENUMERATION OF SCHOOL CHILDREN.

Sec.

Sec.

32-1602.
32-1601.

Duty

of

county

and

city

boards of education.

Duty

How

enumeration

is

to

be

taken.
32-1603.

New

enumeration, when.

—

county and city boards of education. It shall be the
duty of the county and city boards of education to cause an enumeration
of the children between six and 18 years of age inclusive to be made under
instructions from the State Superintendent of Schools every five years,
32-1601.

of

as hereinafter prescribed. (Acts 1919,
Cross-reference.

— County

How

p. 318.)

boards of education, see Chapter

—

32-9.

enumeration is to be taken. The different county or
city boards shall employ one or more competent, reliable persons to take
32-1602.

Education.
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§

32-1702

the enumeration in their respective jurisdictions, and the person* BO

em-

ployed shall go from house to house, making- a thorough canvass of
territory assigned them, taking the number of children between th<

i

and 18 years inclusive and distinguishing between the sexes and
races. The persons thus employed shall be known as enumerators of the
school census, and shall take and report any additional statistics required
by the State Superintendent of Schools. They shall receive as compensation a per diem not to exceed $4, to be paid out of the school fund of
the jurisdiction in which the work is done. They shall, moreover, be required to make oath that the work done by them has been carefully and
faithfully done according to the true intent and meaning of this Chapter,
the form of oath to be prescribed by the State School Superintendent.
Nothing herein contained shall be construed to prevent the county boards
from employing the county superintendent of schools to do the work
contemplated in this Chapter. (Acts 1919, p. 318.)
of six

New

enumeration, when.

— The 'State

Board of Education is
hereby empowered to order at once a new enumeration when they are in
doubt as to the accuracy of the return made from any county or city
but the enumerators first making their return shall receive no compensation in case it is found their enumeration was not correct. In case their
enumeration is verified by the second enumeration, both enumerations
shall be paid for, but the amount paid shall be deducted from the school
32-1603.

fund appropriated to this special territory.

CHAPTER

(Acts 1919,

p. 319.)

INSTRUCTION IN ANIMAL, BIRD, AND

32-17.

FISH LIFE.
Sec.

Sec.

32-1701.

Purposes of Chapter.

32-1702.

Public

school
bird, animal,

32-1703.

Certification

by teachers.

instruction in
fish, forest life,

etc.

32-1701. Purposes of Chapter.

—The

purposes of this Chapter are the
lessening of crime and the raising of the standard of good citizenship

and inculcating in the minds of the children a spirit of thrift, economy,
and kindness, by including in the curriculum of all public schools a
course of training to teach, promote, and encourage the conservation and
protection of birds, animals, fish, and any and all other forms of useful
wild life, and the forests. (Acts 1929, p. 188.)
Cross-reference.

— Courses

of study, see §§ 32-705, 32-706.

32-1702. Public school instruction in bird, animal, fish, forest

life. etc.

— In

every public school a period of not less than 25 minutes of each
week during the entire school term shall be devoted to teaching the pupils
thereof the practical value of conserving and protecting birds, animals,

and other forms
ment and protection
fish,

part they play in the

and the forests also the humane treatour domestic birds and animals, as well as the

of wild
of

life,

economy

of nature.

;

It

may be

optional with the

teacher whether this period shall be a consecutive 25 minutes or be di-

vided into shorter periods during the week; and

it

shall also be within

the discretion of the teacher as to the

The

ployed.
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method

of instruction to be

em-

instruction herein prescribed shall constitute a definite pur-

pose of the curriculum of study in

all

the public schools. (Acts 1929,

p. 188.)

Cross-reference.

— Courses

32-1703. Certification

of study, see §§ 32-705, 32-706.

by

teachers.

— Each

and every teacher

in

the

schools shall certify in his or her reports that the instruction provided
for has

been

in

accordance with the provisions of this Chapter.

(Acts

1329, p. 1SS.)

Cross-reference.— Reports of teachers, see §§ 32-914, 32-1020.

CHAPTER

32-18.

Sec.

HEALTH.

Sec.

32-1801.

Regulations by county
municipal boards.

and

32-1802.

Isolation and quarantine in infectious diseases.

—

Editorial Note. Sections 32-1801 and 32-1802, while general in terms, were
enacted in 1919 as a part of the school code; for this reason they are included in
this Title.

—

by county and municipal boards. The county
and municipal boards of health shall have full power and authority to
32-1801. Regulations

adopt, enact, establish, and maintain

all

such rules and regulations, not

inconsistent with the laws and Constitution of this State and of

may deem

United States, as they

thre

necessary and proper for protecting the

health of their respective counties or municipalities, and for preventing

the introduction, generation, and spread of infectious and contagious diseases therein
Provided, that the rules and regulations of the county
:

boards of health shall not apply to any incorporated city or town. (Acts
1919, p. 356.)

—

Cross-references. County boards of education, see Chapter 32-9.
See also
Title 88, Public Health. Protection against fire or stampede hazards, see Chapter
32-20. Vaccination of pupils, see § 32-911.
County superintendent of schools exofficio member of board of health, see § 88-201.
Editorial Note.

—This

section

is

a recodification of section 1670 of the

Code

of

1910, except that in the school code of 1919 the section was expanded to include
municipal boards of health in addition to county boards of health. Section 1670
appears in this Code as section 88-203.

32-1802. Isolation

and quarantine

in infectious diseases.

—No parent or

householder shall permit infected persons (or persons exposed to infection)

to

leave,

or clothing, bedding, furniture,

school books, library

books, or other articles likely to convey infection, to be removed from
the house until properly disinfected, under the supervision of the local

board of health or

its

attending physician, in
Health.

The

isolation

where no board exists, by the
the manner recommended by the State Board of
of patients and duration of quarantine in infec-

proper

officer,

or

tious diseases shall be as follows:

Diphtheria or membraneous croup:

For the patient: Isolation for
21 days from persons and domestic animals, and disinfection of premises.
For persons associated with or in the house with the patient: adults,
quarantine until after death or recovery of patient and disinfection

Education.
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days after disinfection ol
premises, The length of quarantine should be enforced whether antitoxins are or are not used.
of premises; children, quarantine for seven

Scarlet fever (scarlatina, scarlet rash, roseola)

:

Isolation

patient

of

and quarantine of children associated with, or in the house with the patient, for 10 days after complete desquamation or scaling of patient and
disinfection of premises.

For the patient: Isolation until after all crust or scales
have fallen off, and the disinfection of patient's body and the premises.
Quarantine for 16 days from date of last exposure.
For exposed persons
Small pox:

:

Isolation until after complete recovery

For the patient:

Cholera:

and disinfection of the premises. For exposed persons
five days from date of last exposure.

Yellow fever:

Isolation in screened

after complete recovery

Typhus

fever:

:

room (protected

and disinfection

Quarantine for
fireplace) until

of premises.

Isolation until after complete re-

For the patient:

Quarcovery and disinfection of the premises. For exposed persons
antine for 21 days from date of last exposure. (Acts 1919, p. 357.)
:

— See Title
Note.—This section

Cross-references.
§

32-911.

Editorial

enacted

Board

88,

is

Health.

Public

Vaccination

of

pupils,

see

a codification of section 170 of the school code,
of the State

and represents extracts from rules and regulations

in 1919,

of Health.

CHAPTER

32-19.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING.
Sec.

Sec.
32-1901.
32-1902.

Course prescribed. Manual.
Courses at normal schools.

32-1903.

Special teachers.

—

Manual, The Georgia State Board of
Education shall prescribe a course of study in physical education for all
common schools, and shall fix the time when said course shall go into
effect. This course shall occupy periods totaling not less than 30 minutes
each school day which shall be devoted to instruction in health and safety,
32-1901. Course prescribed.

to physical exercises

and to recess play under proper supervision.

A

manual setting out the details of said course of study shall be prepared by the State Superintendent of Schools in cooperation with the
State Board of Health and State Board of Education, and such expert advisers as they may choose. Said manual when published shall be sent bv
said State Board of Education to the teachers of the common schools.
(Acts 1920, pp. 232, 233.)
Cross-reference.— Course of study, see §§ 32-705, 32-706.

32-1902. Courses at normal schools.

—The

curriculum of

all

State nor-

mal schools and of all other institutions supported wholly or in part by
public funds having special courses adopted for the preparation of teachers, shall contain one or more courses in physical education and each
person graduating from a teachers' course in any of these institutions
shall have completed one or more courses in physical education. (Arts
1920, p. 233.)

6
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— County boards of education

and boards oi
school districts may employ

education of cities and of graded common
supervisors and special teachers of physical education in the same man-

ner as other teachers are employed, provided they possess such qualifications as the State Board of Education

may

Boards of edu-

prescribe.

two or more school districts, city, graded school, or county, may
employ a supervisor or special teacher of physical education.

cation of
jointly

Boards of education may allow the use of school buildings or school
grounds after the regular school hours and during vacation as community
centers for the promotion of play and other healthful forms of recreation,
under such rules and regulations as to them seem proper. (Acts 1920,
p. 233.)

Cross-reference.

—Teachers employed by county board

CHAPTER

of education, see

§

32-913.

FIRE OR STAMPEDE HAZARDS,
PROTECTION AGAINST.

32-20.

Sec.

Sec.

32-2001.

Payments

for maintenance of
schools operated in buildings without fire escapes,

32-2003.

safety requirements;

escapes

e ^ c>

32-2002.

Minimum

on

both

sides

of

buildings.

Inspection and report by
county superintendent or by
president of board of edu-

32-2004.

Defects in heating installation.

cation.

Payments

maintenance of schools operated in buildings
without fire escapes, etc. It shall be illegal for any county superintendent of schools, school treasurer, or other disbursing officer, to pay
out any money for the maintenance of any public school while operated
in a schoolhouse of two or more stories not provided with ample means
of escape from fire or stampedes from other causes, as prescribed in sections 32-2003 and 32-2004. (Acts 1923, pp. 88, 89.)
32-2001.

for

—

Cross-reference.

— See Title

88,

Public Health.

and report by county superintendent or by president of board of education. No county board of education shall pay out
any funds for maintenance of the public schools in their respective counties until said board shall have required and caused the county superin32-2002. Inspection

—

tendent of schools to

make an

inspection of the school buildings of said

with the county board of
requirements
education that the
of this law as to fire escapes and safety
as prescribed in sections 32-2003 and 32-2004 have been fully complied

county and

file

his report of said inspections

Provided, however, that in incorporated towns and cities owning
with
and maintaining school buildings, said inspection and report shall be
made and filed by the president of the board of education or chairman of
the board of trustees or other school authorities in said towns or cities.
(Acts 1923, p. 89.)
:

Minimum safety requirements; escapes on both sides of building. — Minimum requirements for safety as required in this law shall con32-2003.

easy means of exit from not less than two opposite sides of the
school building; all hall doors shall open outward; and where, in cases

sist of

Education.
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§

32-2102

only one stairway, there must be provided before the school can be legally operated, another Stairway for exit on the
opposite side of the building, or a safe ladder securely fastened to the
of old buildings, there

is

building and extending from one or more windows on the side of the
building opposite the stairway and reaching to within six feet or the

ground. (Acts 1923,

p. 89.)

32-2004. Defects in heating installation.

— No

public

moneys

shall be

paid out for the operation of a public school in a house where the stove
pipe runs through the side of the building, or through a window, or

through the roof without being safely encased

in a brick flue.

(Acts

1923, p. 89.)

CHAPTER 32-21. COMPULSORY SCHOOL ATTENDANCE.
Sec.

Sec.

32-2101.

Duty

and guardian.
Enrollment and attendance
of child.
Excuse of abof parent

32-2102.

Duties of board of education

32-2103.

and teachers.
Attendance officer.

sences.

Duty

and guardian. Enrollment and attendance
of child. Excuse of absences.
Every parent, guardian or other person
having charge and control of a child between the ages of eight and 14
years, who is not exempted or excused as hereinafter provided, shall
cause the said child to be enrolled in and to attend continuously for six
months of each year a public school of the district or of the city or town
in which the child resides which period of attendance shall commence
at the beginning of the first term of said school in the year.
Such attendance at a public school shall not be required where the child attends
for the same period some other school giving instruction in the ordinary branches of English education, or has completed the seventh grade
of school work as prescribed by the State Board of Education, or where,
for good reasons, the sufficiency of which shall be determined by the
board of education of the county or of the city or town in which the
child resides, the said board excuses temporarily the child from such at32-2101.

of parent

—

;

tendance, such boards being authorized to take into consideration the
seasons for agricultural labor and the need for such labor, in exercising
their discretion as to the time for

which children

in

farming

districts

shall be excused: Provided, that no guardian shall be compelled to send
such child or children to school out of any other than the funds belonging to the ward or wards. Temporary absence of any child enrolled as

may

be excused by the principal or teacher in charge of the school,
because of bad weather, sickness, death in the child's family, or other
reasonable cause. (Acts 1919, p. 358.)

pupil

—

Cross-references. Penalty for violation of child labor law, by parent, guardian,
or school superintendent, see § 54-9905. Punishment of parent or guardian
for violating provisions of this section, see § 32-9906.
etc.,

.

32-2102. Duties of board of education

and teachers.

—

It shall

be the

duty of the county and municipal boards of education to investigate as
to the attendance and nonattendance of children required by this Chapter to attend the schools under their supervision, and it shall also be
their duty to institute or cause to be instituted prosecutions against per-

§

Education.
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sons violating this Chapter. It shall be the duty of the principal or
teacher in charge of any public school, in which pupils between the ages

and 14 years of age are instructed, to keep an accurate record of
the attendance of such pupils, and at the end of each month to make a
written report of the same to the board of education having supervision
of the school, and to note therein excused absences and the reasons there-

of eight

for.

(Acts 1919,

p. 360.)

—

Cross-references. Duties of board of education, see §§ 32-902, 32-912.
teachers, sec § 32-914.

32-2103. Attendance officer.

Duties of

— Each county and municipal board of ed-

ucation shall employ an attendance officer whose duty

it

shall be to re-

port to the board of education failure of attendance on the part of pupils

between the ages

of eight

and 14 years.

For

this service these officials

than $1 nor more than $3 per day during the time
employed, and said payment shall be paid, so far as possible, from the
fines collected. The balance due shall be made from the school funds of
the county or local system. Any board or local school system failing to
comply with this section shall not be entitled to receive funds from the
State treasury until it is shown that said attendance officer has been appointed and has entered upon his duties. (Acts 1919, p. 360.)
shall be paid not less

PART

III.

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION.

CHAPTER

32-22.

IN GENERAL.
Sec.

Sec.

32-2201.

32-2202.

Acceptance of provisions of
Act of Congress.
Duties of State Board of Edu-

32-2203.
32-2204.

32-2205.

Custodian of funds.
Representing the State.
Extension work agents,

cation as to vocational education.

—

Act of Congress. The State of
Georgia hereby accepts the provisions of an Act of the Congress of the
United States approved February 23, 1917 (20 U. S. C. A., § 11 et seq.
c. 114, § 1, 39 Stat. 929), the caption of which said Act is as follows:
32-2201. Acceptance of provisions of

"An Act

promotion of vocational education to provide for cooperation with the States in the promotion of such education
in agriculture and the trades and industries; to provide for cooperation
with the States in the preparation of teachers of vocational subjects and
to appropriate money and regulate its expenditure, and for other purposes," and the provisions of said Act as set forth in sections 1, 2, 3, and
4 of said Act and the provisions thereunder and appropriations therefor
to be used according to and as provided in said Act. (Acts 1917, p. 200;
to provide for the

;

;

1919, p. 361.)

—

Editorial Note. Section 95 of the Reorganization Act (Acts 1931, pp. 7, 40)
abolished the State Board of Vocational Education and transferred the powers,
duties, and functions thereof to the State Board of Education.

32-2202. Duties of State
tion.

—The

Board

of

Education as to vocational educa-

State Board of Education, in offsetting the Federal appro-

W7
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priation,

832-2301

directed to take advantage of whatever appropriation

is

makes

and county, normal schools and
the teacher training- department of the University of Georgia in order to
secure these funds under the regulations provided by the Federal Vocational Board and also take advantage, when permitted by the Federal
Vocational Board of any appropriations made by any municipality or
county to any school of vocational character. To make up any deficiencies that may occur, said Board is empowered to use each year so far as
may be necessary, an amount equal to one-half of the Federal appropriation from any funds not otherwise appropriated in the State treasury.
So far as possible said Board shall encourage municipal and county educational boards to meet the conditions and secure advantages of this
State

to local schools, municipal

(Acts 1917,

Federal appropriation.
Cross-references.

Board

200; 1919,

362; 1931, pp.

p.

7,

40.)

—State

in rehabilitation of

of Education, see

p.

§

Board of Education to act with Federal Vocational
disabled persons, see § 32-2303. Members of State Board

32-401.

—The State Treasurer

hereby made the
custodian of any and all moneys received by the State from the National
Government under this Chapter, and it shall be his duty to collect said
32-2203. Custodian of funds.

.

money and pay out
cation, evidenced

same upon the order

the

by

of the State

(Acts 1917,

warrant.

its

is

Board

200; 1919,

p.

p.

Edu-

of

363; 1931,

pp. 7, 40.)

32-2204. Representing the State.
shall

have the

full

power

—The

State

to represent the State in

Board of Education
any and all matters in

reference to the expenditure, distribution and disbursement of

ceived from the United States
ate

and use said moneys

in

Government

whatever way

in this State

and

money

re-

to appropri-

in their discretion will best sub-

serve the interests of the State, and carry out the spirit and intent of
said

Act

of

1919, p. 363

Congress
;

conformity to

work

agents.

provisions.

(Acts 1917,

p.

200;

—The boards of education of the sev-

may employ and pay

nomics teachers when employed
ties junder

its

1931, pp. 7, 40.)

32-2205. Extension
eral counties

in

agricultural teachers and

home

in the consolidated schools of the

eco-

coun-

provisions of the Vocational Education Act of Congress of

February 23rd, 1917 (20 U. S. C. A., §
and this Chapter. (Acts 1922, p. 82.)

— Extension work,

Cross-reference.

CHAPTER

32-23.

see

§

11 et seq.;

c.

114, §

1,

39, Stat. 929),

32-944.

VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION OF
DISABLED PERSONS.
Sec.

Sec.

32-2301.

Provisions of Act of Congress

32-2303.

State Board: duties,

32-2304.

Gifts

32-2305.

Annual appropriation.

accepted.
32-2302.

Money

for vocational rehabil-

itation.

32-2301. Provisions of

Act

of

Congress accepted.

gia does hereby accept the provision of the

Act

to provide for the

and donations.

promotion

Act

—The State of Geor-

of Congress, entitled ''An

of vocational rehabilitation of persons

§

32-2302

Education;

978

disabled in industry or otherwise and their return to civil employments,"

1920 (Public 236, 66th Congress; 29 U. S. C. A., § 31
c. 219, g 1,-41 Stat. 735; c. 265, 43 Stat. 431), and will observe and
comply with all the requirements of such Act. (Acts 1920, pp. 279, 280.)

approved June

32-2302.

2.

Money

for vocational rehabilitation.

—The State Treasurer

is

hereby designated and appointed custodian of all moneys received by the
State from appropriations made by the Congress of the United States
for the vocational rehabilitation of persons disabled in industry, or otherwise,

and

is

authorized to receive and provide for the proper custody of

same and to make disbursement therefrom upon the
the State Board of Education. (Acts 1920, p. 280.)
the

32-2303. State Board; duties.

by designated

—The State Board. of Education

is

here-

as the State board for the purpose of cooperating with

Board

the said Federal
said Federal

requisition of

in

carrying out the provisions and purposes of

Act providing

for the vocational rehabilitation of persons

disabled in industry or otherwise, and

empowered and

directed to coop-

Board in the administration of said Act of Conadminister any legislation pursuant thereto enacted by the
prescribe and provide such courses of vocational training as

erate with said Federal

gress

;

State

;

may
in

to
to

be necessary for the vocational rehabilitation of persons disabled

industry or otherwise and their return to

civil

employment;

to pro-

vide for the supervision of such training, and to direct the disbursement

and administer the use

by the Federal Government
such persons and to do all things

of all funds provided

for the vocational rehabilitation of

;

necessary to insure the vocational rehabilitation of persons disabled in
industry or otherwise.
32-2304. Gifts

(Acts 1920,

and donations.

p.

280; 1931, pp.

7, 40.)

—The State Board of Education

is

hereby

authorized and empowered to receive such gifts and donations from either
public or private sources as

may

be offered unconditionally or under such

conditions related to the vocational rehabilitation of persons disabled in

industry or otherwise, as in the judgment of the said State Board are

proper and consistent with the provisions of this Chapter. All the moneys
received as gifts or donations shall be deposited in the State treasury

and

shall constitute a

permanent fund to be

called the special fund for

the vocational rehabilitation of disabled persons, to be used by the said

Board

in

carrying out the provisions of this Chapter, or for purposes re-

lated thereto.

A

full

report of

cepted, together with the

names

contributed by each, and

all

and donations offered and acthe donors and the respective amounts

all gifts

of

disbursements therefrom shall be submitted
annually to the Governor by said State Board. (Acts 1920, p. 281.)
32-2305.

Annual appropriation.

—There

shall be appropriated for the

purpose of carrying out the provisions of this Chapter a sum of money
available for each fiscal year not less than the maximum sum which may
be allotted to the State under the provisions of the said Federal Act.
(Acts 1920, p. 281.)
Cross-reference.— Fiscal year, see

§§ 89-901, 89-902.
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PART
CHAPTER

32-24.

§32-2

ILLITERACY.

IV.

DUTIES, ETC., OF STATE

BOARD OF

EDUCATION.
Sec.

Sec.
32-2401.

Duties; reports; authority to
use funds, etc.

Rules and regulations,

32-2402.

32-2401. Duties; reports; authority to use funds, etc.

—

It shall

be the

duty of the State Board of Education and it shall have the power to make
researches, collect data and statistics, and procure surveys of any and all
communities, districts or vicinities, looking, to the obtaining of a more
detailed, definite and particular knowledge as to the true conditions with
regard to its adult illiteracy, and report regularly the results of its labors
to the General Assembly; and to interest persons and institutions in the
dispensation of any and all funds and endowments of whatsoever kind

which will or may aid in the elimination of the adult illiteracy, and to do
or perform any other act which in its discretion will contribute to the
elimination of adult illiteracy by means of education, instruction and enlightenment; and said Board shall be empowered to receive, accept, hold,
own, distribute and expend, to the end of educating, instructing, enlightening and assisting in the education, instruction and enlightenment of
illiterate persons, any and all funds or other things of value with which
it may be endowed or may otherwise receive; and in the expenditure
and disbursement thereof said Board shall be controlled by such expedient and discreet regulations as it may from time to time adopt: Provided, however, that any and all such funds which may come to the
hands of said Board shall be expended in keeping with the general purposes of this Chapter. (Acts 1919,

p.

255

;

1931, pp,

— Schools for
Note.— Section 94 of

Cross-reference.

illiterate adults, see

7, 40.)

Chapter 32-25.

the Reorganization Act (Acts 1931, pp. 7, 40)
Editorial
abolished the Georgia Illiteracy Commission and transferred the powers, duties,
and functions thereof to the State Board of Education.

—

and regulations. The State Board of Education shall
adopt such rules and regulations as may seem expedient to it for the carrying on of its business in regard to adult illiteracy, in the manner which
shall seem to it most systematic and satisfactory. (Acts 1919, p. 255
32-2402. Rules

1931, pp. 7, 40.)

CHAPTER

32-25.

SCHOOLS FOR ILLITERATE ADULTS.
Sec.

Sec.
32-2501.

Schools authorized.

32-2502.

Expenses.

—The

county commissioners, or the ordinaries of such counties as have no commissioners, shall have authority
in their discretion to provide for the carrying on in their respective
32-2501. Schools authorized.

counties of schools for instructing adult illiterates in the elementary

branches of an English education only.

(Acts 1920,

p. 249.)

§

Education.

32-2502

980

—

The expenses of maintaining- said schools, when
they shall be established in accordance with this law, shall be paid out
oi the county treasury and to that end the said county commissioners
or ordinaries are hereby authorized and empowered to levy such tax as
32-2502. Expenses.

may

be necessary to pay said expenses over and above the sums for
which they are now authorized to levy a tax. (Acts 1920, p. 249.)

PART

STATE LIBRARY COMMISSION AND PUBLIC

V.

LIBRARIES.

CHAPTER

32-26.

STATE LIBRARY COMMISSION.

Sec.

Sec.

32-2601.

Commissioners; appointment;
quahhcation;

man;
32-2602.

terms;

32-2603.

No

compensation for services;

chair-

expenses;

secretary.

Duties and reports of

Com-

quarters

in

cap-

itol.

mission.

32-2601. (1563) Commissioners; appointment;

—

qualifications; terms;

chairman; secretary. The Governor shall appoint four persons who
with the State Librarian shall constitute a State Library Commission,
and no person shall be eligible to appointment on said Commission who
is interested in any publishing house or the sale of any book or books,
or agent for the same. The members of said Commission shall be appointed for a term of three years, and shall annually elect a chairman
and a secretary. (Acts 1897, p. 93; 1919, pp. 86, 87.)
Cross-reference.

— See

Title 101, State Librarian.

—

and reports of Commission. The Commission
shall give advice and counsel to all libraries and to all communities which
may propose to establish them, as to the best means of establishing and
administering such libraries, the selection of books, cataloguing, and
other details in library management. The Commission may also conduct
a system of traveling libraries and circulate such libraries within this
State among communities and institutions, free of cost except for transportation. The Commission is authorized to purchase and accept gifts of
books, periodicals and traveling libraries. The Commission may also
employ a trained paid secretary, not from its own number, to carry on
the work of the Commission as herein outlined. The Commission may
also send its members to aid in organizing new libraries or improving
those already established. The Commission shall make annual reports
32-2602. (1564) Duties

to the Governor.

(Acts 1919, pp. 86, 87.)

No compensation

32-2603. (1565)
capitol.

— Xo

member

tion for services

of this

for services; expenses; quarters in

Commission

shall receive

any compensa-

and traveling expenses as a member of

this

Commis-

sion except that the secretary, in addition to the salary, shall receive
actual traveling expenses while engaged upon the work of the Commission.

sum

To

enable the Commission to properly discharge

of $10,000 per

annum

is

its

duties, the

hereby appropriated for the service of the

Education.
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§

32-2704

secretary and other legitimate expenses, to be paid by the State Treas-

urer upon warrant based on vouchers signed by the
tary and approved by the chairman. Said secretary shall devote his or her entire
time to said office under the direction of the Commission. The Commission shall be provided with suitable quarters in the State capitoL

(Acts 1919, pp. 86, 88; 1923,

CHAPTER

p.

57; 1924, p. 50.)

32-27.

PUBLIC LIBRARIES.
Sec.

Sec.
32-2701.

How

32-2702.

Disbursements,
Donations.

32-2703.

libraries maintained.

how made.

How

32-2704.

Duties of board of trustees.

32-2705.

Powers

of the city.

—Any

city

may, through
its properly constituted municipal authorities, raise by taxation, from
year to year, and permanently appropriate money for the purpose of
32-2701. (1566)

libraries maintained.

establishing or erecting or maintaining a public library, or assisting in

Any

such sum or sums of money so appropriated shall be expended by and under the direction of the board
of trustees of such public library elected by the city council of said city.
(Acts 1901, p. 52; 1904, p. 90.)
maintaining a public library.

—

Cross-references. Exceptions to "current expenses," see § 92-4102. Cities not
restricted in taxing for certain purposes, see Const., Art. VII, Sec. VII, Par. I
State may furnish libraries, schools, etc., with public documents, see
(§ 2-5501).
Municipal taxation, see § 92-4001 et seq.
§ 101-210.

—

Acts 1925, p. 244, authorizes an annual appropriation by the
having charge of county affairs in counties "which according to census of
1920 had a population of not less than 24,530 and not more than 24,550 people,"
for the support of a public library. Acts 1931, p. 229, makes a similar provision
as to counties "which according to the Federal census of 1930 had a population of
not less than 32,610 and not more than 32,612."
Editorial Note.

officer

32-2702. (1567) Disbursements,

how made.

— In

any

city in

which an

made under or by virtue of the authority conChapter, the money so appropriated shall be drawn from

appropriation shall be
ferred

by

this

the treasury of said city on the warrant of said board of trustees of such
public library elected by the city council of said city, and shall be paid
out from time to time in the payment of salaries, purchase of books, and

other necessary expenses of said library, and an itemized statement of
the amounts so paid out shall be made annually to the mayor of said
city,

and by him submitted

said city.

(Acts 1901,

to the properly constituted authorities of

p. 52; 1904, p. 90.)

32-2703. (1568) Donations.

— Said

board of trustees are authorized to
accept and receive donations, either in money, land, or other property
for the purpose of erecting or assisting in the erection of suitable buildings for the use of said public library, for maintaining the same, or for
assisting in maintaining the same.

(Acts 1901,

32-2704. (1569) Duties of board of trustees.

p. 52; 1904, p. 90.)

— Said

board of trustees

and rigid supervision over said public librarv, and
shall pass all necessary rules and regulations for the government and
control of the same; shall elect a librarian and, if necessary, an assistant
shall exercise a strict

librarian, or designate

some

officer or officers to

perform the duties of

§

Education.

32-2705

librarian or assistant librarian,

and

officer or officers at pleasure.

(Acts 1901,

982

shall appoint
p.

and discharge the said

52; 1904, p. 90.)

—

of the city.
The municipal government of
have authority to enter into a legal and binding agreement to accept and receive any donation offered by any person or persons on such terms as may be agreed upon between said person or persons and said municipal government, and such agreement so made shall
be legal and binding upon said municipal government and its successors;
and all agreements by said municipal government of said city to pay
any sum or sums of money annually thereafter for the use of said public library shall be legal and binding on the said city; and any ordinance
or ordinances carrying said agreement into effect shall have the force
and effect of law and be binding on the said city during the time men(Acts 1901, p. 52.)
tioned in said agreement and said ordinance.

Powers

32-2705. (1570)

any such

city shall

PART XXX.
CHAPTER

M

____

32-9902.

Sec.

school
publishers

Gifts

to

_ „
Officers,
.
,

r

etc.,

officials

..

,

by

,

failure of duty;

.

punishment.
F
32-9903.

IN GENERAL.

32-99.

Sec.

32-9901.

CRIMES.

32-9904.

32-9905.
,, mn ,
32-9906.

for_ furnishing

Punishment
books and

supplies.

Intent to defraud.
.;«-

XT
Noncompliance
with
:* compul,.

.

/

..

.

,

sory school attendance law;
suspension of punishment;
notice; bond; indictment.

Penalty for violating Chapter
32-7.

by

—Any

person violating
the provisions of section 32-406, in regard to gifts by school book publishers, or their agents, to school officials, shall be guilty of, and pun32-9901. Gifts to school officials

ishable for, a misdemeanor.

publisher.

(Acts 1911, pp. 94, 107; 1919, pp. 288,

294.)
Cross-reference.

—'Punishment

for interfering with schools, see

32-9902. Officers', etc., failure of duty; punishment.

§

26-6913.

— On

the failure

any person or persons mentioned in section 32-406
to perform their duty in reporting to grand juries of their respective
counties any offer of remuneration or reward of any kind ^from any of
the publishing houses, corporations or persons engaged in publishing or
selling schoolbooks, they or either of them so failing or refusing shall
be guilty and punishable for a misdemeanor, and such officers, on conviction thereof, shall be removed from office.
(Acts 1919, p. 294.)
or the refusal of

32-9903. Penalty for violating Chapter 32-7.

—Any person violating the

provisions of Chapter 32-7, relating to uniform textbooks for the

common

misdemeanor and upon conviction

shall be

schools, shall be guilty of a

punished as provided therefor. (Acts 1931, pp. 136, 145.)

—

books and supplies. Any publisher of school textbooks, or agent of such publisher, or any member of
any board of education, or public school official who violates any of the
32-9904.

Punishment

for furnishing

Education.
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provisions of sections 32-801 to 32-812, relating to furnishing books other
than uniform textbooks, etc., on conviction thereof shall be punished

misdemeanor; and any such member of a board
public school official shall, in addition, be removed from

as for a

tion.

Any

retail dealer of

who

school textbooks

of education or

his official p
acting as agent for any board

any of said provisions shall, upon conviction,
be punished as for a misdemeanor.
(Acts 1919, p. 310.)
of education,

32-9905. Intent

violates

defraud.

to

State or any county,

—Whoever,

town or

with intent to defraud

the

or any person, shall falsely and

city,

fraudulently make, forge, alter or counterfeit, or cause or procure to be

and fraudulently made, forged, altered or counterfeited, or shall
willingly aid or assist in falsely and fraudulently making, forging, altering or counterfeiting, any certificate or license issued by any county
superintendent of schools or the executive officer of any local school
board to a teacher, shall be guilty of a felony, and upon conviction therefor shall be punished as prescribed by section 26-3901. (Acts 1919,
falsely

p. 355.)

—

Cross-references. License to be sealed, see § 32-1011.
Examination and license of teachers, see §§ 32-1015, 32-1018. Felonies reduced to misdemeanors, see
§

27-2501.

Noncompliance with compulsory school attendance law;
suspension of punishment; notice; bond; indictment. Any parent,
guardian, or other person who has charge and control of a child between the ages of eight and 14 years and who wilfully fails to comply
with the requirements of section 32-2101, relating to compulsory school
attendance, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and on conviction thereof
shall be punished by a fine not to exceed $10 for the first offense, and
32-9906.

—

not to exceed $20 for each subsequent offense, said fines to include all
costs; but the court trying the case may, in its discretion, suspend enforcement of the punishment, if the child be immediately placed in attendance at a school, and may finally remit the same if such attendance

has continued regularly for the number of months prescribed for attendSchool attendance may be proved by an attested certificate of
ance.
the principal or teacher in charge of the school. No person shall be
prosecuted for violation of the requirements of section 32-2101 unless
the board of education of the county or municipality in which the person accused of such violation resides shall have caused to be served
upon the accused, at least 10 days before such prosecution, a written
notice of the charge with the

name

of the child to

whom

it

refers.

Any

person so notified, not previously convicted of violation of this law as
to the child referred to in said notice,

may

prevent prosecution on the

charge set out therein, by giving, at any time before such prosecution
is

instituted, a

bond

in the

penal

sum

of $50, payable to the ordinary of

the county, with security to be approved by the ordinary, conditioned

comply with the requirements of this law as to the said child. Each day's wilful failure
of a parent, guardian, or other person in charge and control of a child
as aforesaid, after the expiration of 10 days from such notice, to cause
the child to attend school, when such attendance is required by this
law, shall constitute a separate offense. In prosecutions under this law
that the said person shall thenceforth faithfully

§
B

32-^\^6

Education,
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the exemptions and excuses provided for shall be matters of defense,

by the accused, and need not be negatived in the indictment or accusation. All fines imposed hereunder and all sums required to be paid as penalties under bonds given under Chapter 32-21,
shall, after payment of the cost of prosecution and of recovery thereof,
be paid into the county treasury and become a part of the school fund of
to be established

the county. (Acts 1919, pp. 359, 360.)

TITLE

33.

EJECTMENT.
Chap.
33-1.

Sec.

In general

33-101

CROSS-REFERENCES.
Defense, rule of superior courts: See Title 24, Courts, § 24-3322.
Forcible entry and detainer: See Title 105, Torts, Chapter 105-16.
Title by prescription: See Title 85, Property, Chapter 85-4.

Trespass:

See Title

105, Torts,

Chapter 105-15.

CHAPTER

33-1.

Sec.
33-101.

IN GENERAL.
Sec.

Plaintiff

recovers on his

own

33-112.

Defendant

33-102.

may

recover

on

his

33-113.

owner may sue alone;

33-114.

Plaintiff

prior possession, when.
33-103.

Joint

effect of

judgment.

how

33-104.

Mesne

33-105.

33-106.

Separate suit for mesne profits
not maintainable.
When improvements may be

33-107.

Bona

33-108.

value of permanent improvements; verdict.
Verdict and subsequent pro-

profits,

recovered.

33-115.

fide

holder

may

set

When

several claimants may
not join.
True claimant made defendant;
effect of judgment.
Previous warrantor as code-

33-116.

Death of codefendant

33-117.

ment.
Abstract of

Process where land divided by
county lines.

33-119.

Judgment

Moulding decree

to carry out

33-120.

Writ

title

33-121.

Against

of possession;
contents.

acquires

of

plaintiff or defendant.

Consent

conclusive

as

to

title.

verdict.

33-111.

annexation to

33-118.

ceedings.

Purchaser

title,

in eject-

declaration.

off

the

33-110.

disclaim; effect

fendant.

set off in ejectment.

33-109.

may

as to costs.

title.

rule.

Fictitious

sion

whom

may

issuance;

writ of posses-

issue.

forms

in pleading.

33-101. (5582) Plaintiff recovers

on his own

ment must recover on the strength

title.

own

—A

plaintiff in eject-

and not on the
weakness of the defendant's title. Where both parties claim under a
common grantor, it is not necessary to show title back of such common
grantor.

of his

title,

(44 Ga. 638; 73 Ga. 140.)

may recover on his prior possession, when.
A plaintiff in ejectment may recover the premises in dispute, upon his
prior possession alone, against one who subsequently acquires posses33-102. (5586) Plaintiff

sion of the land

by mere entry and without any lawful right whatever.

—

Cross-references. Bare possession, rights given by, see
presumptions rebuttable, see § 38-118.

33-103. (5577) Joint
joint tenant, tenant in

§

105-1403.

Prima

—

facie

owner may sue alone; effect of judgment. Any
common, or other person having a part interest

Ejectment.

§ 33-104

986

tenements may have and maintain an action of ejectment for
the recovery of such lands or tenements, or an action for damages for
injury thereto, without joining with him any other person as plaintiff;
but the judgment in such case shall not affect the rights of those interested in such lands or tenements who are not parties to the suit. (Acts
in lands or

1855-6. p. 227.)

—

Tenant in common suing alone, see § 3-111. When parties
separately, see § 3-110. Death of codefendant in ejectment, action proceeds against survivor, see § 33-116.
Cross-references.

must sue

33-104.

(5575)

ment may add

Mesne

profits,

how

recovered.

—The

plaintiff in eject-

and submit the evidence to the
jury, and recover by way of damages all such sums of money to which
he may be entitled by way of mesne profits, together with the premises
in dispute.
(Act 1834, Cobb, 489.)
a count in his petition,

Cross-reference.
§

—Set-off

improvements against claim for mesne

of

profits, see

20-1308.

33-105. (5576) Separate suit for

mesne

profits not maintainable.

—No

ejectment shall have and maintain a separate action in his
behalf for the recovery of mesne profits which may have accrued to him
from the premises in dispute. (Act 1834, Cobb, 489.)
plaintiff in

—

When

improvements may be set off in ejectment.
trespasser may not set off improvements in an action brought for mesne
profits, except when the value of the premises has been increased by
the repairs or improvements which have been made. In that case the
jury may take into consideration the improvements or repairs, and
diminish the profits by that amount, but not below the sum which the
premises would have been worth without such improvements or re33-106.

(5671)

pairs.
Cross-reference.
§

— Set-off

of

improvements against claim for mesne

profits, see

20-1308.

33-107. (5587)

improvements
fendant
of title

;

Bona

verdict.

holder

fide

— In

all

may

set off the value of

permanent

actions for the recovery of land, the de-

who has bona fide possession of such land under adverse claim
may set off the value of all permanent improvements bona fide

placed thereon by himself or other bona fide claimants under

if

he

found to be in the plainthe value of such improvements at the time of the trial exceeds

claims; and in case the legal
tiff,

whom

mesne

title

to the land

is

may

render a verdict in favor of the plaintiff
for the land and in favor of the defendant for the amount of the excess
(Acts 1897,
of the value of the improvements over the mesne profits.
the

profits, the jury

p. 79.)

Cross-references.
39-606.

Set-off of

— What may be

set off, and judgment for excess, see §§ 20-1310,
improvements against claim for mesne profits, sec § 20-1308.

—

Verdict and subsequent proceedings. The verdict mentioned in the preceding section shall also find the value of the land itself
at the time of the trial, and shall give the plaintiff the alternative right to
have and recover the premises, subject to the payment to the defendant
of such excess of value of improvements over mesne profits, the pay33-108.

ment

may

(5588)

the plaintiff to the defendant within such time as
be fixed by the court in the decree; and in the event the plaintiff
to be

made by

Ejectment.
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make

the

payment within

§33-112

the time allowed

the decree, then
the defendant shall have the right to pay to the plaintiff the value of the
fails to

in

land and the mesne profits that shall be found due plaintiff by the jury
on the trial of the case; the payment by the defendant shall be made
within such time as the court may direct by itfl decree. In all e

improvements are sought in excess of mesne profthe jury shall have the right to fix the time from which mesne profshall be allowed; and upon the defendant making such payment to

which such
its,

its

set-off of

the plaintiff, with

court costs of the proceedings, the defendant shall

all

then acquire and have

all

the right and

and to the property

in

dispute

in

quire the plaintiff to

make such

;

title

the plaintiff had and held

and the court may by

titles to

its

decree re-

the lands in dispute as

may

be

necessary in the premises, or else to have the premises sold by a commissioner appointed by the court, and the proceeds of such sale divided

between the

plaintiff

and defendant

in the ratio or

said value of the land itself bears to the

improvements over the mesne

of

the land

the

mesne

of said excess of value

profits, or else to

amount

recover the value of

any excess of the value of
over and above the value of the improvements and

together with the

itself,

amount

proportion that the

profits

of

;

in case the plaintiff elects to

recover the value of the land

itself,

to-

gether with the amount of the excess of value of mesne profits over the
value of the improvements, the fi. fa. issued upon the verdict and judg-

ment therein entered shall be levied upon the lands and improvements,
and the same shall be sold by the sheriff after due advertisement under
the law governing sheriffs' sales. (Acts 1897, pp. 79, 80.)

—

Cross-references. Superior courts may mould verdicts, see
see Title 39, Executions and Proceedings Thereunder,

§

110-106.

Judicial

Chapters 39-11 to

sales,

39-13.

—

Moulding decree to carry out verdict. In all such
cases the court shall mould a decree to fully carry out and effectuate
33-109.

(5590)

the provisions of the verdict.
Cross-reference.

— Moulding

(Acts 1897, pp. 79, 81.)

decree in partition, see

§

85-1502.

33-110. (5589) Purchaser acquires title of plaintiff or

The purchaser

defendant.

—

whether the same shall be sold by a
commissioner appointed by the court or by the sheriff under fi. fa. as
herein provided, shall acquire all the right, title, and interest in said
land and improvements owned and possessed by the plaintiff or defendant.

of the premises,

(Acts 1897, pp. 79, 80.)

Cross-reference.

—Judicial

33-111. (5585)

sale passes title, see § 39-1303.

Consent

Fictitious forms in pleading.

rule.

sent rule in ejectment shall always be considered as
lease, entry,

and ouster.

The

fictitious

forms

—The

con-

and admits

filed,

in pleading in

ejectment

shall be sufficient.
Cross-reference.

— Defendant

33-112. (5581)

must admit possession, see

Defendant

may

may

§

24-3322.

disclaim; effect as to costs.

—A defend-

term disclaim any claim of title or
right of possession; and after such disclaimer is filed, such defendant
shall not be liable for any future cost.
ant in ejectment

at the first

Ejectment.

§33-113
33-113. (5578)

When

several claimants
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may

persons claim several parcels of land under
sustain to each other the relation of landlord
of ejectment may not be maintained against
several recovery be had in such action, either
profits.
(17 Ga. 303.)

not join.

—When

several

and do not

distinct titles,

and tenant, a joint action
them, nor

may

a joint or

mesne

for the premises or

—

Cross-references.
Xo joinder when against different persons, see
must sue separately, see 3-110.

§

When

3-110.

parties

33-114.

A

—

made defendant; effect of judgment.
ejectment may in all cases make the true claimant de-

(5579) True claimant

plaintiff in

fendant by serving a copy of the pending action upon him, and the per-

son so notified shall be bound by the judgment.

—A

33-115. (5584) Previous warrantor as codefendant.

rantor of the

title

to the land in dispute

action of ejectment, provided he

may be

previous war-

a codefendant in an

would be answerable

damages

in

in

case of eviction.
Cross-reference.

33-116.

— Effect

(5620)

of

Death

of codefendant in ejectment.

one made a codefendant

ment

judgment on party vouched into

in

thereof, the action

any action of ejectment

may

court, see

—On

38-624.

§

the death of

after the

commence-

proceed against the surviving defendant

without making the representative of the deceased codefendant a party.
33-117. (5580) Abstract of

title,

annexation to petition.

and mesne profits the
relied on for such recovery.

tion for the recovery of land

an abstract of the
Cross-reference.

title

— Similar

general provisions, see

§

—To

the peti-

annex

plaintiff shall

(Acts 1860,

p. 43.)

81-105.

—

where land divided by county lines. In all
cases where the plantation or land of any person who resides in one
county extends over the line into an adjoining county, and there is no
one upon whom service in an action of ejectment can be legally perfected in the county where such land may lie, it shall be lawful for the
33-118.

(5574) Process

clerk of the superior court of the county wherein such land

may

issue process in behalf of the plaintiff against the defendant,

lie

to

which

process shall be directed to the sheriff of the county wherein such land

may

and such sheriff shall serve the same, and such service shall be
good and valid. (Acts 1853-4, p. 54.)
Cross-references. — Process, how served generally, see § 81-202. Second original
lie,

and copy if defendant resides out of county, see
gage on realty, see § 67-201.
33-119.

ment

T5583)

Judgment conclusive

as to

shall be conclusive as to the title

less the jury find for the plaintiff less

33-120.

(6023)

Writ

§

81-215.

title.

Foreclosure of mort-

—A judgment

in eject-

between the parties thereto, un-

than the

fee.

of possession; issuance; contents.

—When

dict in ejectment shall be rendered in favor of the plaintiff,

a ver-

and a judg-

ment entered thereon, the clerk of the superior court shall issue a writ
of possession, in which the clerk shall incorporate a clause directing the
sheriff to collect, by levy and sale of the defendant's property, all such

§ 3 3-121

Ejectment.
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sums of money as shall have been awarded
as mesne profits and costs.
33-121. (6024) Against

whom

to such plaintiff in ejectment

writ of possession

may

writ of possession shall not issue against third persons not

The

issue.

known

in the

on which such writ of possession is founded, nor put in po e ion
by, or claiming under or by virtue of, any conveyance from the defendant in such suit.
(Act 1811, Cobb, 511.)
suit

-

Cross-references.
S

39-1309.

Writ

— Purchaser

of possession

at

judicial

and double

sale to be put in possession,
rent, in what cases, see § 61-305.

see
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Chap.
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Chap.

Sec.
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Chap.

Sec.
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Chap.

Sec.
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CROSS-REFERENCES.
Bond

elections:

See Title

Constitutional provisions:

87,

Public Finance, Chapter 87-2.

See Title

2,

Constitution of the State of Georgia, Chap-

ters 2-6 to 2-11.

County manager form of government, establishment
§

of:

See Title

23,

Counties,

23-925.

County

change of: See Title 23, Counties, § 23-502 et seq.
General Assembly, elections by: See Title 47, General Assembly,
sites,

§§ 47-106, 47-201,

47-301, 47-401.

Particular officers:

Stock law:

See specific

See Title

62,

PART

I.

titles.

Live Stock, Chapter 62-5.

REGISTRATION OF VOTERS.

—

Editorial Note. The registration law as codified in the Code of 1910 was taken
from the Act of 1894 (Acts 1894, p. 115), as amended by the Act of 1908 (Acts
This was modified by the Act of 1913 (Acts 1913, p. 115), which
1908, p. 58).
provided a permanent registration system. In 1920 the 19th Amendment to the
United States Constitution (§ 1-828), giving to women the right to vote, was
The Act of 1931 (Acts 1931, p. 102), ratified in the general election of
ratified.
1932, amended the Georgia Constitution so as to require payment of poll taxes

only (instead of all taxes) to qualify voters (see § 2-603). From all these sources
has been arranged Chapter 34-1, the sections being rewritten where necessary to
give effect to the constitutional and statutory changes.

CHAPTER

34-1.

VOTERS' BOOKS AND OATH.
Sec.

Sec.
34-101.
34-102.

Tax

collectors required to keep
books. Oath of voter.

Separate printed oath

may

be

34-109.

Oath must actually be made.

34-110.

Name

illegible

used.
34-103.

Form

of oath required to qual-

ify elector.

Who may

34-106.

take charge of books
and administer oaths.
Books to be kept open for signatures.
When books shall be closed.

34-107.

Application and

34_104.

34-105.

method

of

Oath

to be read or repeated at
request of applicant; signing

by mark.

be written

opposite

signature.

34-111.

Race

34-112.

Signatures
dence.

34-113.

Registration

to be noted in book.

payment

prima facie

evi-

upon
months

dependent

of taxes six

before election.
34-114.

registering.
34-108.

to

Tax

collector

must be

satisfied

applicant entitled to register.
34-115.

Qualified electors not required
to again qualify

and

register.

§

Elections.

34-101
34-101.

(36)

Tax

992

collectors required to keep books.

Oath

of voter.

—

The

tax collectors of the several counties are required to keep a book
to be called the permanent qualification or voters' book, upon which all

persons desiring to qualify as electors shall be required to qualify as required by the Constitution and laws of this State. Said book shall con-

on the first page thereof, or near the first page, the oath required to
qualify an elector. (Acts 1S94, p. 116; 1908, p. 58; 1913, p. 115.)
tain,

—

Registered voters, see § 34-402. Contesting right of registra34-605.
Compensation of tax collector, see § 34-1001. Punishment for
violation of registration laws, see § 34-9901. Persons entitled to vote, see § 34-405.
Discharged soldiers' and sailors' list, see § 34-501. Inspection and disnosition of
Registration required, see § 2-601. Qualification of
voters' books, see § 34-1101.
voters, see Const, Art. II, Sec. I, Pars. I to IX (§§ 2-601 to 2-609).
Cross-references.

tion, see

§

—

Separate printed oath may be used. The tax collector
may use a separate printed oath for each person, instead of the books
named in section 34-101 said printed oaths to be pasted into a suitable
34-102.

(46)

;

book, from which the

provided for shall be taken. Signing one of
said separate printed oaths shall be, in all respects, equivalent to signing in said voters' book.
(Acts 1894, p. 117.)
34-103.

(36)

Form

list

of oath required to qualify elector.

qualify an elector shall be as follows

a citizen of the United States

that

;

day of

oath to

"I do swear, or affirm, that

:

I

—The

am

I

am

21 years of age, or will be on

have resided in this State for one year, and in this county for six months, immediately preceding the date of this oath, or will have so resided on the
of this' calendar year; that I have paid all
day of
poll taxes which I have had an opportunity of paying agreeably to law;
that I possess the qualification of an elector required by the Constitution and that I am not disfranchised from voting by reason of any ofthe

of this calendar year; that I

;

fense committed against the laws of the State.
firm, that

district, G.

reside in the

I

of the city of

street;

my

age

116; 1908,

p.

p.

,

is

making

34-104.

The

— Additional

false oath, see

(40)

my

58; 1913, p. 115

Cross-references.
for

,

at

§

Who may

;

number

on

occupation

when

."

(Acts 1894,

Par. Ill (§2-603).)

I,

challenged, see

34-9901.

ward

M., or in the

Const., Art. II, Sec.

oath

further swear, or af-

I

§

34-806.

Punishment

,

take charge of books and administer oaths.

—

him and authorized by him
his employment, is hereby em-

tax collector, or any clerk employed by

to receipt for taxes in the usual course of

powered

to take charge of the voters*

required to qualify an elector.

books and to administer the oath

(Acts 1894,

p. 116.)

—

open for signatures. The tax collector
may open as many of said voters' books as he may deem necessary, and
he shall always keep one of such voters' books open for signatures at
his office at the county site, at any and all times when his office is open
for the payment of taxes or other business and he shall also carry with
him and keep open for signatures one such voters' book in each and all
of his visits to the several militia districts of his county for the purpose
34-105. (37)

Books

to be kept

;

of collecting taxes.

(Acts 1894,

p. 116.)

Elections.
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34-106.

When

(38)

books

g 34-1

shall be closed.

—The

1

tax collector shall, in

each year in which there is a general election to be held for Governor
and members of the General Assembly, close the voters' book
aid
(Acts 1908, p. 58.)
election six months before the date of the election.

—

Cross-reference. When
see §§ 34-406, 34-407.

books closed

34-107. (41) Application

case

in

and method

of

primary

or

special

of registering.

— Any

election,

person de-

may

apply to the tax collector or his
clerk, and, after reading the oath required to qualify an elector or having the same read to him, shall subscribe the same by signing his name
in the voters' book, underneath the written or printed oath above described, or on some page following the one on which said oath is printed
or written, or upon a separate printed oath; a memorandum or entry of
siring to be registered as a voter

ward (giving the name of the street, and the number of
the residence, if any, in which affiant lives, and the age and occupation;
being first made by the officer in charge of the book, or by the affiant
the district or

above the place of signature of the

affiant.

When

affiant is

not 21 years of

memorandum
year when he will

age at the date of taking the oath, a similar entry or
in like

manner, be made, showing the date

in that

shall,

reach

and when the affiant has not resided in the State one year or in the
county six months at the date of taking the oath, a similar entry or
memorandum shall be made, showing the date in that year when he will
have resided in the State one year and in the county six months. (Acts

21

;

1894, p. 116.)

—

Cross-references. Punishment for making false oath, see § 34-9901.
Where
voter to register, see § 34-804. Power of General Assembly to provide for registration, see Const, Art. II, Sec. II, Par. I (§ 2-701).

—

Editorial Note. Acts 1933, p. 236, authorizes the county board of registrars and
the ordinary, in counties having a population of not less than 4,340 and not more
than 4,350 to assist the tax collector in registering voters of such county.

Oath

34-108. (42)

signing by mark.
of the voters'

cant,

sign

and
it

to be read or

—Upon

book

repeated at request of

applicant;

request of the applicant, the officer in charge

shall read or repeat said oath distinctly to the appli-

the applicant cannot sign his name, the said officer shall

if

for him, the applicant

making

his

mark

thereto.

(Acts 1894,

pp. 115, 117.)
34-109. (47)

Oath must actually be made.

—The

tax collector or his

no instance permit a person to sign the voters' book or any
separate printed oath unless such person shall have actually made the

clerk shall in

oath before him thereon contained.
Cross-reference.

34-110. (40)

— Punishment

Name

the

same

book

for violation of section, see

is

§

not clearly legible, the

shall, at the

in clearly legible

(Acts 1894,

p. 58.)

34-9902.

to be written opposite illegible signature.

the signature of any person
of the voters'

(Acts 1908,

time the signature

letters

is

— When

officer in

charge

made, write out

opposite or under said signature.

p. 116.)

34-111. (44)

Race to be noted

in book.

— For

the

purpose

easily identifying voters, the officers in charge of the voters'

of

book

more
shall

note therein, in connection with each signature, the race of the person

g

34-112

signing

994

Elections.

— that

to say,

is

whether white or colored.

(Acts 1894, pp. 115,

117.)
Cross-references.
see

— Persons of color defined,

see

79-103.

§

White person

defined,

53-312.

§

made

prima

Signatures

34-112. (43)

in said voters'

books

son so signing swears, or

facie

evidence.

be prima

shall

—The

signatures

so

facie evidence that the per-

every material fact contained in said oath, and also of the said written memoranda or entries
preceding his signature. (Acts 1894, pp. 115, 117.)
.affirms, the truth of

dependent upon payment of taxes six
months before election. Xo one shall be allowed to register for a general election unless he shall have paid all poll taxes due by him at least
34-113.

(39)

Registration

—

months before the date

six

Art.

II, Sec. I,

Cross-references.

voters'

p. 58.

Const.,

— Persons

Tax

entitled to vote, see § 34-405.
(Chapter 2-6).

Qualification of vot-

must be satisfied applicant entitled to regNo tax collector shall allow any person to sign his name in the
book unless he is satisfied, at the time, that the poll taxes due by

34-114.

—

(Acts 1908,

Par. Ill (§ 2-603).)

ers, see Const., Art. II, Sec. I

ister.

of the election.

(45)

collector

£aid voter are paid and that he

Const., Art. II, Sec.

pp. 115, 117.

otherwise qualified.

is
I,

(Acts 1894,

Par. Ill (§ 2-603).)

and register.
and have signed the permanent voters'

34-115. Qualified electors not required to again qualify

The

electors

book

who have

qualified

shall not thereafter be required to register or further qualify, ex-

be required by the board of registrars. No person shall remain a qualified voter longer than he shall retain the qualification under
which he registered. (Acts 1913, p. 115.)
cept as

may

Cross-references.

— Hearings

before registrars, see Chapter 34-6.

of voters, see Const., Art. II, Sec.

CHAPTER

34-2.

1

LISTS OF

(Chapter

Qualifications

2-6).

VOTERS AND DISQUALIFIED

PERSONS.
Sec.

Sec.
34-201.

Registration

lists,

how made

34-203.

Lists of persons disqualified to

county

34-204.

be filed.
Preparation of

up.

34-202.

Lists to be filed with
registrars; contents.

34-201. Registration lists,

of the several counties shall

list

of disquali-

fied persons.

how made
make up

up.

— Each year the tax collectors

the registration

lists for

the year

now

provided by law by putting on such registration lists the names
of such electors as appear on the permanent qualification or voters' book,
and who have duly paid all poll taxes due and required of them at least
as

six

months

prior to the election for

which the registration

list is

made

up. (Acts 1913, p. 115.)

—

county registrars; contents. Within 10 days after closing the voters' books, as provided in section 34-106,
the tax collector shall file with the county registrars an accurate and
complete copy of the registration list made up as provided in the pre34-202.

(48) Lists to be filed with

995

Elections.

§ 34-302

ceding section, arranged in alphabetical order, and by militia disti
and city wards, and also showing the dales in that year when per
will arrive at full age or will have resided in the State and county the
requisite time, as sworn to in the voters' hooks. The list shall also show
the race of each person

— that

is

to say,

and residence. (Acts

age, occupation,

whether white or colored

1894, p.

117;

58;

1908, p.

—his
1913,

p. 115.)

Cross-references.

and disposition of

—Tax collector to open voters'

list,

books, see

§

Inspection

34-101.

see §§ 34-605, 34-1101.

34-203. (49) Lists of persons disqualified to be filed.

— The

tax col-

and the clerk of the superior court of each county
shall, before the 20th day of April of each year, prepare and file with the
county registrars a complete list, alphabetically arranged, of all persons
living in the county on April 10 of that year, who appear to be disqualified from voting by reason of nonpayment of poll taxes, or by reason of
lector, the ordinary,

idiocy, insanity, or conviction of crime

whose penalty

is

disfranchise-

ment, unless such convict has been pardoned and the right of suffrage
restored to him; and said list shall also show the race of such person
that is to say, whether white or colored. (Acts 1899, p. 21; 1908, p. 58.

—

Const, Art.

II, Sec. I,

Par. Ill (§ 2-603).)

34-204. (50) Preparation of list of disqualified persons.

—In

preparing

and clerk
of the superior court shall act upon the best evidence obtainable by
them, and they shall especially examine and consider the records of the
criminal courts of the county, the insolvent tax lists, tax digests, and
tax execution dockets and tax executions, wherever they may be. In
said

list

of disqualified persons, the said tax collector, ordinary,

the event that there
as to

a difference of opinion

whether any name or names

fied persons, the
ter.

is

(Acts 1894,

CHAPTER

shall be placed

said three officers

on said

list

of disquali-

concurrent votes of any two shall control in the matp. 118.)

34-3.

COUNTY REGISTRARS, APPOINTMENT
AND OATH.
Sec.

Sec.
34-301.

among

Appointment; term of

office;

removal.

34-302.
34-303.

Board to be bipartisan.
Oath of registrars.

—

Appointment; term of office; removal. The judge of the
superior court of each county shall appoint biennially three upright and
intelligent citizens of said county as county registrars, and have the appointment entered on the minutes of the court. Said appointment shall
be for a term of two years and until their successors are appointed and
qualified. The said judge shall have the right, however, to remove sr.id
registrars at any time in his discretion, with or without cause, and at
once appoint their successors. (Acts 1894, pp. 115, 118.)
34-301. (52)

Cross-reference.

34-302.

(53)

— Duties

Board

of registrars, see

to be bipartisan.

shall not appoint all the registrars

§

34-401.

—The judge of the superior court

from any one

political interest or

§

34-303

Elections.

party, and

any time

996

appear that all the registrars are from
one political interest or party, one of said registrars shall at once be removed and a successor from a conflicting interest or party appointed,
so as to maintain a bipartisan board.
(Acts 1894, pp. 115, 118.)
if

at

Oath

it

shall

— Before

entering upon his duties
each of the county registrars shall take the following oath before some
officer authorized to administer an oath under the laws of this State,
34-303.

to wit:

(54)

"I

of

registrars.

do solemnly swear that

and impartially disthe duties imposed upon me by law
I

will faithfully

charge, to the best of

my

as county registrar."

(Acts 1894, pp. 115, 118.)

CHAPTER

34-4.

ability,

LIST OF REGISTERED VOTERS.

Sec.

Sec.

Duties

of registrars; list as
prima facie evidence of right
of named persons to register.

34-401.

What names

34-402.

tered on

34.406.

Persons entitled to vote.
Supplemental registration
tions.

34-407.

Additional

registration list;
preparation, etc.; special elec-

of registrars shall

be completed.

Time

34-404.

for riling

tions.
list;

alphabeti-

34-408.

names;
unlisted persons barred from
cal

list;

preparation, etc.; special elec-

required to be en-

list.

When work

34-403.

34-405.

arrangement

of

Registrars to examine qualification of electors.

voting.

34-401.
of

(55) Duties of registrars; list as

named persons

to register.

which a general election

Monday
work

thereafter

if

is

—The

prima

registrars

facie evidence of right

shall,

each year in

in

meet on the 20th of April, or the
April falls on Sunday, and begin the

to be held,

the 20th of

and correct list of the qualified voters of their
county. The list furnished by the tax collector shall be prima facie
evidence of the right of the person whose name appears thereon to
vote in any case where the registrars question the right of a party
whose name is furnished by the tax collector, to vote, such person
shall be notified of that fact and be given an opportunity to appear beof perfecting a true

;

fore the registrars as provided in section 34-604.

registrars shall

furnished by the tax collector and compare the same

examine the

list

with the

of disqualified persons,

list

The

prepared and

filed

by the tax

col-

lector, the ordinary, and the clerk of the superior court, and shall pro-

make up a list to be known as "registered voters," in alphabetical
order of names and by militia districts and city wards, distinguishing in
said lists between the white and colored voters, said list to show the
ceed to

age, occupation,

and residence of said voters.

(Acts 1894,

p. 118; 1908,

p. 58.)

—

Cross-references. Time of filing lists by tax collectors, see § 34-201. List of
Proceeding when unlawfully prevented from
disqualified persons, see § 34-203.
Proceedings of registrars to be public, see
signing voters' book, see § 34-601.
Appointment of county registrars, see § 34-301. Registration list to be
§ 34-1102.
purged for special election, see § 34-407. Registrars to furnish lists to election
managers, see § 34-701.

34-402.

(56)

What names

appearing on the

on the

list of

lists

required to be entered on

list.

—All

names

taken from the voters' books, and not appearing

disqualified voters, shall be entered

on the

list

of "regis-

997

Vaaj tio

§34-404

,.

tercd voters," unless withheld therefrom as hereinafter

name appearing on
list

A

the

list of

\>v,

.'•'.•

No

<\.

disqualified voters shall be entered on

of registered voters, unless placed thereon as hereinafter provided.

name appearing on

pcaring on the

taken from the voters' books, and not
of disqualified voters aforesaid, shall be withheld

list

the

list

from the list of registered voters when the county registrars are convinced by sufficient legal proof that such person is, in fact, not qualified
to vote.
A name appearing on the list of disqualified voters shall be
entered on the list of registered voters when said name appears on the
list taken from the voters' books, and when, in addition thereto, the
county registrars are convinced, by sufficient legal proof, that such person was not disqualified, or that his disqualification has been removed.
No name shall be entered on the list of registered voters unless it was
signed in the voters' books as shown by the list taken therefrom. (Acts
1894, p. 119.)

—Who

Cross-references.
has charge of books, see § 34-104. What constitutes
the disqualified list, see § 34-204. Additional registration list, see § 34-407. Voters'
books, see § 34-101. Hearings before registrars, see Chapter 34-6.

34-403. (57)

When work

of registrars shall be completed.

trars shall proceed with their

June

1.

work and complete

the

same not

the judge of the superior court in his discretion

more

later

than

In any county in which, in the opinion of the judge of the su-

perior court, one board of registrars cannot complete the
1,

—The regis-

may

work by June
appoint one or

and responsibilities,
board may direct: Provided, that should the said registrars for any cause fail or refuse to
make up and file said list of registered voters within the time required
by law, then the said registrars may, at any time before the 20th day of
August during the year in which general elections are held, make and
Provided, further, this provision
file such list of registered voters
shall not be construed to change laws with reference to special elec(Acts 1908, p. 58; 1924, p. 47.)
tions.
assistant boards of registrars with like duties

and the work

shall be divided as the regular

:

Cross-reference.
see § 34-407.

34-404. (58)

—When

Time

registration

list

shall

be purged for special election,

for filing list; alphabetical

unlisted persons barred from voting.

—Within

arrangement of names;

five

days after completing

with the clerk of the superior
court of their county a complete list of the registered voters of the countv
as prepared and determined by them. Said list shall be alphabetically
arranged by militia districts, and, in case a city is located in the county.
by wards of the city, and said list shall be the list of registered voters for
the general election to be held in said year for the Governor and other
State officers and members of the General Assembly, and no person shall
vote or be allowed to vote at said general election, or at any party primary to nominate candidates for the offices to be filled at said general
the. list of voters, the registrars shall file

name

upon the said registration list so filed by said
and no person whose name is not on said list shall vote or be
vote at any other election or primary except as hereafter pro-

election, unless his

registrars,

is

allowed to
vided in this Title. (Acts 1908, pp. 58, 60.)
Cross-references. Primary elections, how conducted, see
manager, see § 34-3205. Duty of registrars to prepare roster

—

Art. II, Sec.

I,

Par.

V

(§ 2-605).

Oath of
§ 34-3201.
of voters, see Const.

§

Elections.

34-405
34-405.

Persons entitled to vote.

(59)

upon the registration

list

998

— Each

name

person whose

is

for the general election provided for in the

foregoing section shall be entitled to vote at the general State election
primaries to nominate candidates for offices to be

for said year

and

tilled at said

general State election and also at the Federal election in

November

all

and the election for justices of the peace and
constables to be held in said year, and at all primaries for the nomination of candidates for the offices to be rilled at said elections, and also
at all primaries for nomination for county offices, and all other primaries
and elections to be held for any purpose during said year after the filing
of said year,

of said registration

such person

is

list

or during the succeeding year:

Provided, that

not otherwise disqualified from voting at any election or

Provided, that no person

primary held during such succeeding year:

any election unless he shall have paid all
poll taxes due at least six months before the same, except when said
election is held within six months from the expiration of the time fixed
by law for the payment of said taxes. (Acts 1908, pp. 58, 60. Const.,
shall be qualified to vote at

Art.

II, Sec. I,

Par. Ill (§ 2-603).)

—

Cross-references. Qualifications of voters, see Const., Art. II, Sec. I (Chapter
Voter's name must be on list, see § 34-801. Elections for members of

2-6).

when and where held, see § 34-1302. Conducting primary elec34-3201. Punishment for falsifying voters' books or lists, see § 34-9903.
Persons entitled to vote in special election or primary, see § 34-407.
General Assembly,

tions, see

§

34-406. (60) Supplemental registration list; preparation, etc.; special

—

any person whose name is not on said registration list
desires to vote at any election or primary subsequent to the general
State election whether in the said year or the succeeding year, he shall,
upon paying all poll taxes due by him, at least six months before the
election at which he desires to vote, if otherwise qualified, have the
right to take the oath and subscribe the same in the voters' book. The
tax collector shall, six months before every such election other than the
general State election, close his voters' books for said election and within five days file with the registrars a list of all names in the voters'
books of persons who have so qualified themselves to vote for such election in the same manner and with the same information as required
by law in filing lists of persons registering as voters, and the registrars
shall within 20 days thereafter pass upon the same as provided in regard
to the list originally furnished, and shall within said 20 days file with
elections.

If

the clerk of the superior court a supplemental registration
the

names

of additional voters

who

list

may

nominate candidates for
of all

manner

who

Any

person whose

name

ap-

vote at such election and at any primary to

offices to be« filled at

that the registrars shall purge said

persons

showing

are entitled to vote at such election

subsequent to the general State election.
pears upon said

list

list,

such election:

before filing

will not be qualified at

it,

Provided,

names
the same

of the

such election,

in

and purging the registration list for
the general State election. All voters on said list shall have the same
rights as to elections subsequent to such election as persons on the list
as provided for preparing

for the general election:

Provided, that at any special election the pro-

Elections.
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visions of the next succeeding section shall be followed as to regi tration

and voting. (Acts

Art.

II, Sec. I,

1908, pp. 58, 61

;

1911, p. 167; 1914, p. 47.

—

Books, when to be closed. Bee
Registered voters'
see §§ 34-201, 34-202.
34-101
et
seq.
Voters' books, see §
lists,

34-407. (61) Additional
elections.
if

,

Par. Ill (§ 2-603).)

Cross-references.

of

Coi

registration

list;

§

34-106.

list

to be

Filing and
filed,

preparation,

see

its
34-404.

§

special

etc.;

—Any person who has registered for any general election

shall,

otherwise qualified to vote at any special election before the next

general election, be listed and entitled to vote at such special election.

Within

days after the

five

call of said special election, the

tax collector

and within five days thereafter he shall
file with the county registrars an accurate and complete list of all names
signed in said voters' books since the close of the voters' books for the
last general election and not before filed with said registrars for the last
general election, said list to be made out and arranged as provided in
section 34-201. Within five days thereafter the registrars shall file with
shall close his voters' bodies,

the clerk of the superior court said supplemental registration

ing the names of additional voters

who

list

show-

are entitled to vote at said spe-

and any person whose name appears upon said list may
vote at such special election and at any primary to nominate candidates
for offices to be filled at such special election, but the registrars shall purge
cial election,

said

before filing

list

it

of all persons

same manner

at said election in the

tration list for the general election.

upon the

who

will not be qualified to vote

and purging the regisbe the duty of the registrars

as preparing
It shall

call of a special election to

purge the

list

of registered voters

prepared for the last general election of any names subsequently
qualified

by

failure to

pay

poll taxes

becoming due subsequent

dis-

to the last

general election, and

it

names

by reason of their registration for the
and the other made up of the names of those en-

duty of the registrars to furnish to
the managers of said special election two lists, one composed of the
last

of voters entitled to vote

general election,

titled to
for,

shall be the

and

vote by their subsequent registration as hereinbefore provided
if

a primary

is

held for said special election,

of the registrars to furnish said lists also to the

mary

in

it

shall be the

managers

duty

of said pri-

time for use in said primary, and no one shall be entitled to

vote either in said special election or in said primary unless his
upon one of the lists furnished by the registrars. (Acts 1894,
1897, p. 95; 1908, p. 62; 1911, p. 167.

Const, Art.

II,

Sec.

I,

name
p.

is

119;

Par. Ill

(§ 2-603.)

Cross-reference.

— Opening voters'

books, see

§

34-101.

—

examine qualification of electors. The board
have the right and shall be charged with the dutv

34-408. Registrars to

registrars shall

of
of

examining each two years the qualification of each elector whose name
is entered on the voters' books, and shall not be limited or stopped by

any action taken
Cross-reference.

at

any prior time.

— Hearings

(Acts 1913.

p.

115.)

before registrars, see Chapter 34-6.

.

Elections.

34-501

1000

I

CHAPTER

DISCHARGED SOLDIERS' AND SAILORS'
REGISTRATION LIST.

34-5.

Sec

Sec.

Compilation of list authorized.
Eligibility of persons listed.

34-501.

34-502.

34-503.

Registration

for

lists

county

elections.

34-501. Compilation of list authorized.

—The tax collectors of the sev-

upon application therefor by any persons discharged
from the United States Army or Navy, place the name of such person
upon a list to be known as ''Discharged Soldiers' and Sailors' List,"
which shall be kept in his office, open to public inspection, during office
eral counties shall,

(Acts 1920,

hours.

p. 145.)

34-502. Eligibility of persons listed.

placed upon said

list

—The name of no person

shall be

unless the following requirements are complied

with

Such persons

shall apply to the tax collector of the

county of which

he was a resident before entering the service of the United Sates, and

and subscribe an oath before said

shall take

official, his

lawful deputy

or any other officer of this State authorized to administer an oath, stat-

ing his name, age, residence and occupation at date of entering the
service,
shall

and also the exact date and place of entering the service; and

produce to the tax collector, for his inspection, the original or a

copy of

certified

States

Army

his discharge signed

Navy and

or

said discharge

;

is

tax collector of

if

it

by the proper

shall

official of

appear to said tax collector that

regular and in proper form, and upon
all

the United

poll taxes except those

payment

to said

which may have accrued

within six months previous to his entering the service of the United
States,

during such service, or which

months

after his discharge, the

name

may have

accrued within six

of said person shall be placed

upon

said "Discharged Soldiers' and Sailors' List." (Acts 1920, p. 145; Const.,
Art. II, Sec.

I,

Par. Ill (§ 2-603).)

—

Cross-references. Punishment for false oath, see § 34-9905.
soldiers' discharge certificate as evidence, see § 38-613.

34-503. Registration lists
shall furnish said list to the

before or at the time of
registration

list

for

county

elections.

—The

Certified

tax

copy of

collector

boards of registrars of the several counties

making up the regular

biennial or

for elections to be held in said county;

and

any
all

special

persons

whose names appear on said list shall, if not otherwise disqualified, be
entitled to vote at any election held in said county and shall not be disqualified on account of nonpayment of poll taxes which may have accrued within six months previous to their entry into the service of the
United States, during such service, or within six months after their discharge

:

Provided, however, that nothing herein shall be construed to

permit any person to vote
as

above

set forth.

(§ 2-603).)

who may be

(Acts 1920,

p. 146;

disqualified for cause other than

Const, Art.

II, Sec.

1,

Par. Ill

Elections,
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CHAPTER

§_34

i

HEARING BEFORE REGISTRARS.

34-6.

Sec.

Sec.

Showing by persons unlawfully

34-601.

denied
book.

right

to

sign

34-604.

voters'

of

two

34-605.

I

etc.;

Open to inspection;

List

|

ceedings to contest right to

registrars to govern.

Service of summons,
pensation.

34-603.

name

ing.

Production of books, etc., may
be required; concurrent votes

34 602.

Disputed right to have
on book placed on list;

register.

com-

Showing by persons unlawfully denied right to si (n
voters' book.
Any person who, after application, was unlawfully denied
the right to sign the voters' book, may have his name placed upon the
list of registered voters, upon satisfactory showing made to the registrars that he is entitled to be registered. The county registrars shall not
34-601.

r

(62)

—

be confined to the evidence furnished by the list of disqualified voters, but
may have access to the original papers or books from which said lists
were compiled, and may hear any competent w ritten evidence or oral
testimony, under oath, concerning the disqualification of any person
r

taken from the voters' books. The
county registrars may likewise hear any competent written evidence
or oral testimony, under oath, concerning the removal of the disqualification of any person whose name appears on the list of disqualified vot-

whose name appears on the

ers.

The names

list

of all persons

who were

not of age, or

who had

not

resided in the State and county the requisite time at the date of signing

the oath in the voters' books, shall be placed on the proper

lists

pre-

pared for any election occurring after the date when such persons reached
full age or have resided in the State and county the requisite time.
(Acts 1894, p. 119.)

—

Cross-references. Voters' books, see § 34-101. Duties of registrars, see § 34-401.
Proceedings of registrars to be public, see § 34-1102. Appeal from decision of
registrars, see Const., Art. II, Sec. I, Pars. VI, VII (§§ 2-606, 2-607).
Disqualified

voter to be stricken from

list,

see

§

34-402.

34-602. (63) Production of books, etc.,

may

be required; concurrent
votes of two registrars to govern. For the purpose of determining the
qualification or disqualification of persons as aforesaid, the county registrars may, upon one day's notice, require the production of books, papers, etc., and, upon like notice, may subpoena and swear witnesses. If
the county registrars shall differ among themselves upon any question
coming before them, the concurrent votes of two of said registrars shall

—

control.

(Acts 1894,

p. 119.)

34-603. (64) Service of

summons,

etc.;

compensation.

—The

sheriff,

any lawful constable of said county may serve all summonses, notices, and subpoenas, as issued by said county registrars, and
shall receive such compensation as is customary for like services.
(Acts
his deputy, or

1894, p. 120.)

Disputed right to have name on book placed on list;
hearing. If the right of any person whose name appears on the voters'
book to have his name placed upon the list of registered voters is ques34-604. (65)

—

tioned by the registrars, said registrars shall give said person at least
one day's notice of the time and place of hearing the question; which

§

Elections.

34-605

notice shall be in writing" and served
or by leaving the
1894,

same

at his

1002

upon said person,

most notorious place

either personally
of abode.

(Acts

120.)

p.

*

34-605.

(66)

— The

List open to inspection; proceedings to contest right to

from the voters' books furnished by the tax collector
to the registrars shall be open to public inspection, and any citizen of
the county shall be allowed to contest the right of registration of any
person whose name appears upon the voters' list, and upon filing a conregister.

list

test as to the qualifications of the voter the registrars shall notify said

Each challenge

voter and shall pass upon said contest.
the grounds of the challenge, and

when

shall specify

given the voter by the
registrars, a copy of such challenge shall be furnished the challenged
voter at least one day before passing upon the same. (Acts 1908, p. 58.)
notice

is

—

Cross-references. Inspection of voters' books, see § 34-1101. Inspection
of public officers, see § 89-601. Challenge of voter, see § 34-805.

of

books

CHAPTER

34-7.

LIST OF VOTERS FURNISHED ELECTION

MANAGERS.
Sec.
34-701.

Duty

of county registrars.

Duty

34-701. (67)

of county registrars.

—The

county registrars

shall,

hour appointed for opening the polls, place in possession
of the managers of the election at each voting precinct in the county
one or more printed or clearly written copies of the lists of registered
voters for such militia district or city ward in which the voting precinct
at or before the

is

situated, said lists to contain all the information hereinbefore provided

and the county registrars shall, in like manner, place in possession
of the election managers of the voting precinct at the courthouse, at the
county site, proper lists for each militia district, the voting precinct of
which is situated outside of an incorporated town. Said lists of registered voters shall be duly authenticated by the signature of two of said
county registrars. (Acts 1894, p. 120.)
for

;

—

Cross-references. Majority to rule, see § 102-102, 11 5. Lists returned by elecmanagers to clerk of superior court, see § 34-901. Lists furnished election
•.<*•
managers for special elections, see § 34-407.
tion

*•«•

CHAPTER

34-8.

BALLOTS, BY

Sec.
34-801.

-„

Who may

vote.

WHOM AND WHERE
Sec.

•

Place of vot-

34-803.

Voters

from one
county to another.
Voter changing residence.
(
Challenge of voter; oath.
transferred

district or

ing.

34-802.

CAST.

Oath to be taken by persons
whose names are not on list.

Who may

34-804.

34-805.

—All

persons whose
names appear on the list of registered voters placed in possession of the
election managers, and no others, shall be allowed to deposit their ballots according to law, at the voting precinct of the militia district or city
ward in which they are registered, but not elsewhere, except as herein34-801.

(68)

vote.

Place of voting.

1003

Elections.

after provided.

If in

any

city

ward or

§_34

militia district a voting precinct

not established and opened, the county registrars shall furnish to the
election managers at the voting precinct at the courthouse, at the county
site, the lists of registered voters of such ward or militia district, and
is

persons whose names appear on such lists shall be allowed to vote at
the voting precinct at the courthouse, at the county site, under the same
rules that would have governed if a voting precinct had been established

and opened

in said

ward or

militia district.

(Acts 1894,

p. 120. )

—Voting by

ballot, see § 34-1303, 1! 1.
Filing roistered voters'
34-404.
Persons entitled to vote, see § 34-405. Voting in
elections, see § 34-3204.
List to be furnished election managers, see

Cross-references.
with clerk, see

list

primary

§

34-701.

§

—

Oath

34-802. (69)

any person

If

the county

site,

to be taken

by persons whose names

list.

shall offer to vote at the precinct at the courthouse, at

whose name does not appear on the

lists for

that

ward or

the lists for one of the militia dis-

but does appear on
which the voting precinct is situated outside

militia district,
tricts in

are not on

of an incorporated

town, such person shall be allowed to vote at the courthouse, at the county site, upon taking the following oath, to be administered by one of
the managers
"I swear, or affirm, that I have not voted elsewhere in
this election." (Acts 1894, p. 120.)
:

Cross-reference.

— Challenging

voter, see

§

34-1303,

If

4.

from one district or county to another.
When any portion of a county is changed from one county or district
to another, the persons who would have been qualified to vote in the
county or district from which taken, at the 'time of any election, shall
vote in the county or district to which they are removed, and if required

—

34-803. (70) Voters transferred

to swear, the oath

may

be so qualified as to contain

this fact.

—

Voter changing residence. If any person shall change
his residence from one militia district to another or from one county to
another after signing the oath in the permanent qualification or voters'
book and should desire to vote in any election in the district or county
into which he removes at which he would be qualified to vote, he shall
have the right, upon application to the registrars and satisfactory proof
before them that he will be qualified to vote at said election, to have his
name placed upon the list of registered voters for the district or county
into which he has removed, for said election, with the same rights as
34-804. (71)

others registered for said election. (Acts 1908,

—Penalty
—

Cross-reference.

for voting

more than

p.

58; 1913, p. 115.)

once, see

§

34-9904.

Editorial Note. Acts 1919, p. 272, relating to registration and voting by a qi:alified voter at a precinct nearest his residence, though in a district other than that
of his residence, is omitted from this Code because of the limitation as to the districts to which applicable, it expressly providing that it should not apply to
districts in which is located a town or city with a population not exceeding 10.000
and in counties having a population of more than 45,000 "by United States census
of 1910."

34-805. Challenge of voter; oath.

—When

any person desires

to vote

may

be challenged and required to take, in addition to the oath required to qualify an elector, the following oath in writing: "I do solemnly swear that I am (here insert name, the same as on registration
that I duly qualified as a permanent elector, and at the time gave
list)
my address as (here give address given in registration book) that I

he

;

;

Elections.

§ 34-901

have for the

months resided

last six

1004

at the following addresses

(here

give detailed addresses during last six months with such particularity

same can be

that the

readily verified or disproved)

;

that

I

have resided

such plaees under the name of (here insert any name or alias used)."
Such written oath shall be filed with the manager of the election and
preserved. (Acts 1913, p. 115.)
at

—

Cross-references. Oath required to qualify an elector, see
contest right of registration, see § 34-605.

§

34-103.

Citizen

may

CHAPTER

LISTS

34-9.

RETURNED BY MANAGERS.

Sec.

Duty

to return lists to clerk of
superior court; disposition of

34-901.

lists.

34-901.
of lists.

Duty

(72)

— The

to return lists to clerk of superior court; disposition

managers

of the elections at the different precincts shall

by
which officer said lists shall be kept open for public inspection, and by
said officer placed with the foreman of the next grand jury for such action as may be deemed proper by the grand jury. Said list is not to be
placed with said clerk until after examination by the board of consolidareturn the

(Acts 1894,

tion.

registered voters to the clerk of the superior court,

lists of

p. 121.)

—

Cross-references. Grand jury to examine lists, see
agers, how riled and controlled, see § 34-3207.

CHAPTER

34-10.

§

34-1601.

Returns of man-

PAYMENT OF TAX COLLECTORS,
REGISTRARS, ETC.

Sec.

34-1001.

Amount

of
of voters'

compensation; cost
books and lists.

Amount of compensation; cost of voters' books and lists.
— For each name signed in the voters' books, the tax collector shall reFor each name on the list of disqualified
ceive the sum of five cents.
34-1001. (73)

voters each year prepared, listed, and filed

by them, the tax

collector,

ordinary, and clerk of the superior court shall each receive the

one and one-half cents
at least $2 per day.

:

Provided, that in

all

sum

of

cases they shall receive each

For each day the county registrars may be actually

discharge of their duties, they shall each receive the sum
of $2. All of said sums shall be paid out of the county treasury as other
county bills are paid Provided, however, that the county commission-

engaged

in the

:

any county shall have the power to fix a different compensation
for the above-named officers in their respective counties; and in counties having no county commissioners, such power to change the compensation herein provided shall belong to that officer or officers exercising the power usually vested in county commissioners. The cost of the
voters' books and of printing the lists provided for shall be paid out of
the county treasury as other county bills are paid. (Acts 1894, p. 121
ers of

1899, p. 21.)
Cross-references.

— Compensation

of

certain

statements of county officers, see § 89-704.
Art. VII, Sec. VI, Par. II (§ 2-5402).

officers,

Quarterly
see § 24-110.
of counties, see Const.,

Taxing powers

Elections.
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§

34-1201

—

Editorial Note. Acts 1931, p. 233, authorizes registrars of cotMtiefl baring I
population of not less than 22,435 and not more than 22,450 "according to the
United States census of 1930" to employ a clerk, and prescribe! the co.
for such registrars and clerk in revising the voters' list.

CHAPTER

INSPECTION AND DISPOSITION OF
LISTS AND BOOKS.

34-11.

Pec.

Sec.

Inspection of books,

34-1101.
.

34-1102.

etc.

'

34-1101. (74) Inspection of books, etc.

taken therefrom, said

lists of disqualified

Proceedings
be public.

— Said

registrars

of

to

voters' books and lists

persons, said

lists of

registered

open to reasonable inspection of any citizen
of the county, but shall not be removed for such inspection from the
custody of the ordinary or other officer in charge. At the end of each
year the county registrars shall file, in the office of the ordinary, certified

voters, shall be at all times

copies of the lists of registered voters prepared for each election. (Acts
1894, p. 121.)
Cross-references.

—Inspection

open to inspection, see

§

of books of public officers, see

§

89-601.

List

34-605.

34-1102. (75) Proceedings of registrars to be public.

herein required of the county registrars and

all

—All

the duties

hearing of evidence upon

the qualifications of voters shall be discharged and had in public.

(Acts

1894, p. 122.)
Cross-reference.
§

— Persons

unlawfully prevented from signing voters' book, see

34-601.

PART

II.

ELECTIONS FOR MEMBERS OF THE GENERAL
ASSEMBLY,

MANAGERS OF ELECTIONS;
QUALIFICATIONS AND OATH.

CHAPTER
Sec.
oa 10A1
34-1201.

34-12.

Sec.

•

£

Managers
tv/t

of

members

4.'

1
elections

of the General As-

sembly.

34-1201. (76, 81)

Assembly.

—The

*
for
£

Managers

34-1202.

34.1203.

Manager

to take oath; form of
oath
Before whom oath of manager taken.

of elections for

members

of the General

persons qualified to hold elections for members of the

General Assembly are ordinaries, justices of the peace, and freeholders.

There must be three managers, and one must either be an ordinary or
a justice of the peace, except that if by 10 o'clock A. M. on the day of
election there is no proper officer present to hold the election, or there
is one and he refuses, three freeholders may superintend the election, and
shall administer the oath required to each other, which shall be of the
same effect as if taken by a qualified officer. Persons who cannot read

§34-1202

and write

Elections.

1006

not be competent to serve as managers of elections. (Acts

shr.il

1880-1, p. 151.)

— Manner

Penalty for
of conducting election, see § 34-1303.
shall superintend elections for
to clerk, see. § 34-9909.
Conduct of primary elections,
justices of the peace and constables, see § 34-2702.
Conduct of election changing county site, see § 23-502. Rules
see § 34-3201.
governing all elections, see Chapters 34-19, 34-20.
Cross-references.

nondelivery of

Who

lists

Managers

—

form of oath. Before proceeding- with the election, each manager must take and subscribe the following oath "All and each of us do swear that we will faithfully super34-1202. (77)

to take oath;

:

we are ordinaries, justices of
may be) of this county; that we

intend this day's election; that

the peace,

or freeholders (as the case

will

a just and true return thereof,

vote unless

we

believe he

is

make

and not knowingly permit any one to

entitled to do so according to the laws of

nor knowingly prohibit any one from voting who is so entitled by law, and will not divulge for w4iom any vote was cast, unless
called on under the law to do so. So help me God." Said affidavit shall
be signed by the managers in the capacity each acts, in full, both as to
this State,

name and

Cross-reference.
§

and not by abbreviation.

station,

— Oath

of

manager,

clerk,

of

etc.,

primary

elections,

see

34-3205.

34-1203. (78) Before

whom

oath of manager taken.

— Said

oath shall

be taken before some officer qualified to administer an oath, if present, and if none such are on the spot and acting at the time required, then
said managers may swear each other, and the oath shall be of the same
effect as

if

taken before a qualified

Cross-reference.

CHAPTER

— Conduct of primary

34-13.

officer.
elections, see § 34-3201.

WHERE, WHEN, AND

HOW

ELECTIONS

HELD.
Sec.

Sec.

34-1301.

Election precincts.

34-1302.

Elections,

how and when

held.

34-1301. (79) Election precincts.
eral

Assembly

Manner

conducting

elec-

— Elections for members of the

Gen-

34-1303.

of

tions.

shall be held at the courthouses of the respective coun-

and if no courthouse, at some place within the limits of the county
site and at the several election precincts thereof, if any, established or to
be established. Said precincts must not exceed one in each militia district, except in militia districts lying in whole or in part in incorporated
cities, towns and villages, in which militia districts as many precincts
may be established as may be necessary and convenient for the holding
of such elections. Such precincts shall be established, changed, or abolished by the ordinaries at regular terms of their courts, descriptions of
which precincts must be entered on the minutes at the time. (Acts 1893,
ties,

p. 29.)

—

Cross-references. Oath when voting out of own district, see § 34-802. Ordinary's authority as to precincts and districts, see § 23-701, 11 4. Legislature may
not make or change election precincts, see Const., Art. Ill, Sec. VII, Par. XVIII
(§ 2-1818).

1007

Elections.

34-1302. (80) Elections,

§34-1

how and when

I

held.—- The day of holding

such elections shall be Tuesday after the first Monday in November in
the even-numbered years, and the time of day for keeping open the elections shall be from seven o'clock A. M. to six o'clock P. M., at the courthouse, and from eight o'clock A. M. to three o'clock P. M., at t!
cincts. In incorporated towns and cities having more than one election
precinct situated in the corporate limits of such incorporated town or
city, such precincts, at all elections held, shall be kept open from seven
o'clock A. M. to six o'clock P. M., and when there are in such incorporated towns or cities precincts other than the courthouse precinct for the

holding of elections, the elections in such precincts shall be kept open
for the same time and during the same hours as provided by law for
keeping open elections at the courthouse. (Acts 1865-6, p. 24; 1898, p. 93
1914, p. 47.)

—

Cross-references. Time of electing Congressmen, see § 34-2302. County officers,
elected, see § 34-2602.
Time of election for members of General Assembly,
see Const, Art. Ill, Sec. IV, Par. II (§ 2-1502).

when

—

Editorial Note. Acts 1925, p. 187, prescribes the hours during which election
precincts shall remain open in counties "having by the United States census of
1920 a population of at least 11,709 inhabitants and not more than 11,712 inhabitants," except as to elections solely municipal.
Acts 1927, p. 130, makes similar
provisions as to election precincts in cities or towns of 1,000 or more population
"according to the 1920 census of the United States" in all counties having a population of not less than 14,501 and not more than 14,505 inhabitants, except as to
municipal elections and elections by the local board of education. Acts 1931,
p. 261, makes similar provisions as to counties having a population of not less than
9,421 and not more than 9,424 "according to the United States Government census
of 1930;" and Acts 1933, p. 34, makes similar provisions as to cities having a popuActs 1933, pp. 131, 132, prolation of "not less than 3,357 or more than 3,360."
vides that in counties having a population "under the census of 1930" of not less
than 19,300 nor more than 19,500 inhabitants, all offices at the courthouse shall
be closed on all election days; and that in all elections for State or county officers
at least two polling places conveniently located, as far as four blocks apart, shall
be provided for the voters in the county seat. See note following § 34-1901.

Manner

34-1303. (82)

of conducting

have such elections conducted
1.

Ballot.

—The vote

in the following

shall be given

by

clerks.

—There

shall

numbered

shall

manner:

ballot.
§

34-3202.

be kept by the managers, or by

three clerks under their appointment, three
shall be

managers

—

Managers and

which

—All

Exhibition of ballot box in primary elections, see
be provided, see § 34-3208.

Cross-references.
Official ballot to
2.

elections.

lists

of the

in the order of their voting,

names

of voters,

and also three

tally

sheets.
Cross-reference.
§

— Lists

of voters

and

tally

sheets

primary elections, see

in

34-3202.
3.

Ballots marked.

on the

list shall

—As each ballot

is

received, the

number

of the voter

be marked on his ballot before being deposited in the

box.
4.

Challenge.

—When any voter

written opposite his
Cross-reference.
5.

name on

the

is

challenged and sworn,

list,

and also on

all

elections shall be authorized to employ,
cient
all

number

of

district, see § 34-S02.

— In order to promote the more

ervation of peace and good order on

temporary

police,

shall be so

his ballot.

— Oath to be taken when voting out of own

Preservation of order.

it

efficient pres-

days of election, the managers of

when deemed

whose duty

it

necessary, a

shall be to

suffi-

guarantee

legal voters, irrespective of race or color, the free exercise of the right

§

Elections.

34-1303

1008

Provided, that this provision shall not refer to
towns having- a legalized police force. (Acts 1869, p. 23.)
of franchise:

Count,
at any time
6.

are closed,

when

and

—The managers may begin to count the votes

but they shall not do so until the polls
a candidate in person or by written authority, objects.

in their discretion,

if

Cross-reference.

— Public

Tally sheet

7.

to begin.

cities

count of votes

— When

in

the votes are

primary
all

elections, see

§

34-3202.

counted out, there shall be a

managers, stating the number of votes
each person voted for received; and each list of voters and tally sheet
shall have placed thereon the signatures of the managers.

by

certificate signed

8.

all

of the

Tally sheet sent to county

site.

—The managers of the precincts shall

send their certificates and all other papers of the election, including the
ballots, under seal, to the county site for consolidation, in charge of one
of their number, which shall be delivered there by 12 o'clock M., of the
next day. Such person shall be allowed $2, to be paid out of the county
treasury, for such service.
9.

Consolidation and returns to Secretary of State.

consolidate the vote of the county shall consist of
at the

county

site,

all

—The managers to

those

who

officiated

or a majority of them, and at least one from each pre-

They shall make and subscribe two certificates, stating the whole
number of votes each person received in the county; one of them, tocinct.

and one tally sheet from each place of holding the election, shall be sealed up and without delay mailed to the
Secretary of State; the other, with like accompaniments, shall be directed
to the clerk of the superior court of the county, and be by him deposited
Each of said returns shall contain copies of the original
in his office.
oaths taken by the managers at the courthouse and precincts. (Acts
gether with one

list

of voters

1921, p. 91.)
Cross-references.

— Result

and returns made in primary elections, see
of force pending an appeal, see Const., Art.

certified

34-3202. Judgment of registrars
II, Sec. I, Par. VII (§ 2-607).
§

is

—

Separate consolidation of vote for Governor. At the election for
Governor a third package shall be made up, containing a certificate for
10.

the Governor's vote alone, together with the other papers of the election,

members

General Assembly, which shall be directed by mail to the President of the Senate and Speaker of the House
of Representatives, and transmitted to the Secretary of State.
as in the case of

—

of the

Cross-references. Return and publication of results of election for Governor,
Secretary of State to
(§§ 2-2604, 2-2605).
see Const., Art. V, Sec. I, Pars. IV,
furnish election blanks, see § 40-601, II 7.
11.

V

Illegal votes to be rejected.

—

If

any voter who has not paid

taxes and been registered shall vote, his vote shall be

illegal,

his poll

and the

commissioners who consolidate their returns of the election shall not
count such vote in making out the returns. (Acts 1874, p. 111. Const.,
Art.

II, Sec. I,

Par. Ill (§ 2-603).)

Cross-reference.

—Poll

taxes

must be paid

six

months before

election,

see

§§ 2-603, 34-405, 34-407.
12.

Ballots not to be examined.

—The ballots shall not be examined by

the managers or the bystanders, but shall be carefully sealed in a strong

envelope (the managers writing their names across the seal), and delivered to the clerk of the superior court, by whom they shall be kept un-

El ections.
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opened and unaltered
that time

—

if

for 60 days,

if

g_34-l

the next superior court sits within

term -after which time,

not, until after said

not be a contest begun about said election, the said hallo*

if
.

there shall
hall

be de-

stroyed without opening or examining the same, or permitting others to

do

so.

The

clerks shall deliver the lists of voters to their respective

grand juries on the
13.

Pay

of

day of the next term of the superior courts.

managers and

county

trol of the

first

clerks.

—The county authorities who have conand prescribe

affairs shall fix

in

each voting precinct,

before the day on which the elections are held, such compensation as

they deem reasonable for managers and clerks of election, and
said county authorities shall fail to fix

in

case

and prescribe such compensation,

each manager shall receive $2, and each clerk, not exceeding three at a
precinct, $1 to be paid
thorities:

by the county treasurer on order by county au-

Provided, this section shall not apply to municipal elections.

(Acts 1896,

p. 40.)

—

Cross-references. Return of lists by election managers, see § 34-901. Proceedings in case of contest, see § 34-3211. When suspected ballots may be examined,
see § 34-2802. Returns to be made to Secretary of State, see Const., Art. II, Sec.
VI, Par. I (§ 2-1101). Penalty for violation of this section, see § 34-9908. Larceny
of election returns, see § 26-2617.

—

Editorial Note. Acts 1929, p. 337, is entitled "An Act to authorize the county
commissioners of any county in the State of Georgia of a population of not less
than 63,690 or more than 63,692 according to the State census of 1920 to adopt"

voting machines, etc.; but nowhere within the Act
population mentioned.

itself is

the limitation as to

>

CHAPTER

34-14.

ELECTION BLANKS.
Sec.

Sec.
34_1401.

Blank forms to be furnished
by Governor and ordinary.

34-1402.

Additional blanks to be furnished by the Governor.

34-1401. (86)

Blank forms

—The Governor

34-1403.

Headings and certificates in
tally sheets and lists of voters.

to be furnished

by Governor and

shall furnish the several ordinaries all

ordinary.

blank forms nec-

essary for said elections, which they shall furnish the justices of the

peace at least 10 days before election day, and on failure to do so shall

be

liable to a fine

not exceeding $100.

(Acts 1895,

p. 23.)

—

Cross-references. As to penalties in other elections, see § 34-2101,
of Secretary of State to furnish election blanks, see § 40-601, IT 7.

34-1402. (87) Additional blanks to be furnished

11

5.

Duty

by the Governor.

In addition to the blank forms mentioned in the preceding section, the

Governor

shall furnish to the proper authorities of the several counties,

for all State, presidential, congressional,

blanks, tally sheets and blank

and county

lists for voters.

elections, sufficient

(Acts 1900,

p. 69.)

Headings and certificates in tally sheets and lists of voters.
The tally sheets shall have printed therein proper headings and certificates, and, as far as practicable, the names of the several candidates,
and the blank lists for voters shall have printed therein proper headings
and certificates. (Acts 1900, p. 69.)
34-1403. (88)

—

Elections.

§34-1501

CHAPTER

34-15.

1010

PENALTY FOR MANAGERS' DEFAULT.

Sec.

34-1501.

Penalty where managers make
false returns, etc.

34-1501.

the

Penalty where managers make false returns,

(^8-H

managers or

etc.

—

If

such election shall make a fraudulent return

officers of

thereof, or they or either of them, while so officiating, shall influence or

attempt to influence or persuade any voter not to vote as he designed, or

any undue means to obtain a vote, they shall forfeit for the
offense $100, to be recovered by information, and if the person shall be
a justice of the peace, he shall forfeit his office on proceedings for reshall take

moval.

—

Cross-references. Larceny of, or preventing, election returns, see
Penalty for manager's failure to deliver voters' lists to clerk, etc., see

CHAPTER

34-16.

§
§

26-2617.
34-9909.

EXAMINATION OF ELECTION PAPERS
BY GRAND JURY.

Sec.

34-1601.

Grand jury

to

examine voters'

lists.

—

examine voters' lists. The grand juries
shall examine the lists of voters, and if the name of any voter who was
not entitled to vote is found thereon, they shall present said illegal voter.
If the superintendents shall fail to return, as required, the lists and the

Grand jury

34-1601. (85)

ballots,

to

they shall be presented.

Cross-references.

— Examination of suspected ballots,

for failure of clerks to deliver

CHAPTER

34-17.

of voters to

list

see

§

34-2802. Punishment
§ 34-9910.

grand jury, see

ELECTIONS TO FILL VACANCIES.
Sec.

Sec.
34-1701.

34-1702.

Authority; notice.

34-1701. (90) Authority; notice.

Provisions

of
to elections.

— Elections to

fill

law applicable

vacancies for

mem-

Assembly shall take place under the authority of a
writ of election issued by the Governor to the ordinary of the county
where the vacancy occurs, who must order and publish a day for holding
the same by giving at least 20 days' notice.

bers of the General

Cross-reference.

XIII

— Provisions

of

Constitution, see Const., Art. V, Sec.

I,

Par

(§ 2-2613;.

34-1702. (91) Provisions of

law applicable to

elections.

visions of this law shall apply equally to elections to

and any other special

—

fill

—All

the pro-

such vacancies

elections.

Cross-references. As to other elections, sec § 34-2101, f 4. Vacancy in office
of Governor, how filled, see § 40-102.
Jurisdiction of ordinary to fill vacancies,
see § 23-701, 1 5.
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§34-1902

Kj.i.

CHAPTER

VOTERS' FREEDOM FROM ARREST.

34-18.

Sec.

Privileges of an elector.

34-1801.

34-1801. (89) Privileges of an elector.

— No

civil

officer shall

execute

process upon the body of any person qualified to
at elections for members of the General Assembly, while going to, or returning from, or during his stay there, on the day, under the penalty of

any writ or

civil

$500, to be recovered

by

lowed for the journey

to

action.

A

reasonable and

and from the

full

time shall be

Electors shall, in

polls.

all

al-

cases

except treason, felony, larceny, or breach of the peace, be privilej

from arrest during their attendance on elections and
turning from the same. (Act 1799, Cobb, 233.)

re-

— Provisions

Other

malicious, see

PART

going to and

in Constitution, see Const., Art. II, Sec. TIT, Par.
elections, see § 34-2101, H 7.
Arrest of exempt person deemed
105-1004.
Electors privileged from arrest, see § 27-202.

Cross-references.
(§ 2-801).

I

in

§

III.

RULES AND REGULATIONS GOVERNING ALL
ELECTIONS.

CHAPTER

34-19.

IN GENERAL.
Sec.

Sec.

34-1901.

34-1907.

Election supplies, ballots, etc.
Preparation of ballots; to

34-1906.

Chapter effective only on recommendation of two grand

whom

juries.

ballots delivered.

34-1902.

Booths; arrangement; supplies.

34-1908.

Instruction cards.

34-1903.

Primary

elections; ballots;
qualifications of candidates.

34-1909.

Improper voting; disorderly

34-1904.

Ballots in elections other than

34-1910.

34-1905.

primary elections.
Voting; procuring of ballot;
duty of managers; spoiling

Effect of Chapter as to registration laws.

34-1911.
34-1912.

Ordinary's fee.
Preservation of election sup-

34-1913.

Nullification of law.

conduct.

plies.

ballot; assistance in preparing ballot.

34-1901, Chapter effective only on

—
is

recommendation

two grand juries.
This Chapter shall not become or be operative in any county until it
first recommended to be put into force and operation by two consecu-

tive

grand juries

of

such county.

—Penalties
Note. — Acts 1933,

Cross-references.
34-9919.

(Acts 1922,

for violations of this

of

p. 105.)

Chapter, see §§ 34-9911 to

Editorial
p. 131, provides that this section shall not apply to
counties having a population "under the census of 1930." of not less than 19.300
nor more than 19,500 inhabitants, and that this Chapter should go into effect in
such counties on March 23, 1933, without the recommendation of the grand jury.
The Act also provides that all county offices shall be closed on election days and
See note
that at least two polling places shall be provided in the county seat.
following § 34-1302.

34-1902. Booths;

arrangement;

supplies.

—Whenever

any

election,

whether general, special or primary, State, county, municipal, city, town
or village, or any election to determine any matter or question which is
or

may

be referred to the vote of the people of the State, of a county, or

of a city,

town

or village, or

any election

of

any kind or character

is

to

§

1012
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be held, it shall be the duty of the ordinary of each county at the expense
of the county, or in a case of a purely municipal election, at the expense
of the municipality, to provide at each polling- place, a private room or
rooms, a booth or booths, or an enclosure or enclosures, with such compartments therein as may be necessary to accommodate the persons
qualified to vote at such polling places, and shall furnish each compartment with a shelf or table for the convenience of the electors in the prep-

Each booth

compartment

arranged
that it will be impossible for one elector at a shelf or table in one compartment, or anyone else, to see an elector, at a shelf or table in another
compartment in the act of marking- his ballot. Each voting shelf or table
shall be kept supplied with conveniences for marking the ballots.
No
person or persons, other than the voter himself while occupying the
booth or while in the immediate act of voting, shall come within 10 feet
of said booth or booths while said polls are open. This section shall not
apply to any of the officers in charge of holding said election. (Acts
aration of their ballots.

or

shall be so

1922, pp. 97,' 98.)
Cross-reference.
§

— Penalty

for

neglect of duty imposed by this

Chapter,

see

34-9915.

34-1903.

Primary

elections; ballots; qualifications of candidates.

—In

primary elections, it shall be the duty of the county or city executive
committee, or other party authority of the political party holding the
election, to provide official ballots, with the names of all candidates who
have properly qualified in accordance with the rules of such party, printed thereon such names to be arranged upon said ballots in alphabetical
all

;

order as to candidates for the same

office,

numbered
such manner that
Each ballot shall

said ballots to be

consecutively and bound together in blocks or pads in

may

be detached and removed separately.
have attached at the top thereof a sheet which may be easily detached,
with a blank space for the name of the voter, and printed thereon a letter
of the alphabet or some other designation and a number, and the same
designation and number shall be printed on the ballot itself; but a difeach ballot

ferent designation or letter shall be printed on the ballots used at the

various polling places, so that the ballots at no two polling places in the

same county
shall

same designation, and so that all the ballots
be so arranged that the printed designation and number on the stub
shall bear the

and on the ballot

appear on the reverse side of the ballot, so that
the voter, after he has prepared his ballot, may fold the same and after
folding the

shall

manager may examine and compare the number and

nation on the sheet bearing the

name

of the particular voter

posing, inspecting or disclosing the face of the ballot

itself.

desig-

without ex-

On

the bal-

lot shall be printed such words as will enable the voter to express his

choice, such as

"Vote

for one,"

voter or elector shall erase,

"Vote

mark out

whom

for two,"

and the

or cancel the

name

like;

or

and the

names

of

he does not wish to vote. If at
any time, the proper authorities of any political party shall submit to
the members of such party any matter or question to be voted upon, said
authorities shall also have printed on said ballots the necessary language
to guide the voter in the expression of his desire as to any such matter
or question. All candidates for nomination for State and county offices
including members of the General Assembly shall qualify as such canthe candidate or candidates for

Elections.
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34-

i

didatcs in accordance with the rules of the party calling the primary,

not later than 30 days previous to the holding of such primary, and the
committee or other party authority of such party shall not fix any other
or different time limit for qualification: Provided, however, that
'

provision shall not apply to special primary elections to

(Acts 1922,

fill

vacanr

p. 98.)

Cross-reference.

—For

general law governing primaries, sec §§ 34-3201 et leq.

34-1904. Ballots in elections other than primary elections.

— In

all elec-

tions other than primary elections held under the auspices of a politi-

be the duty of the ordinary to provide and furnish at
the expense of the county, and in case of purely municipal elections, at
the expense of the municipality, official ballots for all such elections, having printed thereon, in separate columns, the names of the candidates of
each political party, designating- the names of the political party to which
cal party, it shall

they belong, and also the names of any other candidates for the offices
to be rilled at said election and in case of election for President and
;

Vice President of the United States, the names of the candidates for
such offices may be added with the electors and party designation Provided, however, 'it shall not be the duty of said officers to place the names
of any candidates on said official ballots, unless notice of their candidacy
shall be given in the following manner, to wit:
All candidates for national and State offices, or the proper authorities of the political party
nominating them, shall file notice of their candidacy, giving their names
and the offices for which they are candidates, with the Secretary of State,
at least 30 days prior to the regular election, except in cases where a
second primary election is necessary. The names of such candidates shall
be filed with the Secretary of State as soon as possible after the determination of the result of said second primary. All candidates for district and county offices, either by themselves or by the proper authorities of the party nominating them, shall file notice of their candidacy
with the ordinary of the county at least 15 days before the regular election, and all candidates for municipal offices shall file notice of their candidacy, either by themselves or by the proper authorities of the party
nominating them, with the mayor or other chief executive officer of the
:

municipality at least 15 days before the regular election.

any nominee

In the event

any political party prior to
the regular election, at which the name of said nominee is to appear on
the official ballot, said vacancy in nomination shall be filled in such manner as may be determined by the proper authorities of such party. Said
officers shall also have printed on said ballots such language as may be
necessary for the voters to express their desires as to any question or
matter which may be submitted at any such election. In all other particulars said ballots shall be arranged, printed, and prepared for regular
of the resignation or death of

elections as provided in section 34-1903.

of

(Acts 1922,

p. 100.)

34-1905. Voting; procuring of ballot; duty of managers; spoiling bal-

preparing ballot.

— Only

one voter shall be allowed in
a compartment of a room or booth or enclosure at a time, and immedi-

lot; assistance in

upon entering the booth or compartment the voter must procure
a ballot from the managers, immediately prepare, vote the same and re-

ately

§

344906
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be the duty of the managers before handing a ballot to the
voter to ascertain that he is duly registered and qualified under the law
to cast a vote, then write the name of the voter on the sheet of the ticket
tire.

It shall

or ballot, and after the voter has prepared the ballot and before deposit-

ing the

same

in the ballot

box,

it

shall be the

duty of the manager to

by the voter bears the same
letter or designation and the same number as the sheet on which appears
the name of the identical voter, and it shall be unlawful for any manager
or clerk to receive or count any ticket or ballot except in conformity with
these regulations, and any voter attempting to vote any other ticket or
ballot, knowingly or wilfully, shall lose his vote for the election in which
he offers to vote. If a ticket shall be spoiled by a voter it shall be the
see that the ticket attempted to be voted

duty of the managers, before delivering another ticket or ballot to the
voter, to get from the voter the ticket or ballot so spoiled. Any voter
applying to vote who shall state under oath in writing to any of the managers, which said oath may be administered by any of the managers,
that by reason of his inability to read the English language, or by reason of blindness or the loss of the use of his hands or other physical infirmity, he is unable to prepare his ballot, may have the assistance of
any two managers, jointly and not separately, in the preparation of his
ballot. No voter shall at any time take or remove any ticket or ballot

from the polling place. The managers shall preserve these written oaths
or affidavits, and return them with the other election papers to the proper
officials.

(Acts 1922,

p. 101.)

—

Cross-references. Hours election precincts shall remain open in certain counsee note following § 34-1302. Penalty for voting more than once, see § 34-9904.

ties,

34-1906. Election supplies, ballots, etc.

—The

party authorities furnishing to the election managers the ballots provided for in sections 34-1903 and 34-1904 shall provide at least 25 per cent, more ballots
officers or

at each polling place than there are qualified voters registered at said

polling place, and shall also furnish

by law, such as blanks

all

other election supplies required

for lists of voters, tally sheets, etc., at the expense

of the county, municipality, or political

the

same be

party, according to

whether

a regular State or county election, municipal election or

any election official or
party authorized to deliver any ballot or ticket to any person other than
a duly appointed manager or clerk of the election, and it shall be unlawful for any manager or clerk or other election official to deliver any
ballot or ticket to any person other than a qualified voter or elector upon
primary

election,

and

it

shall be unlawful for

applying for one at the proper voting place for the purpose of voting
the same. (Acts 1922, p. 102.)
Cross-reference. Punishment for violation of this section, see § 34-9919.
his

—

34-1907. Preparation of ballots

;

to

whom ballots delivered.— No printer,

publisher or other person engaged to print or prepare election ballots,
shall deliver or furnish a ballot or ballots, or any likeness of the same,

any person other than the officials or party authorities designated in
this Chapter to provide and furnish ballots, or on their written order;
and no person engaged by such printer or publisher or other person to
to

aid or assist in the printing or preparation of said ballots shall retain or

deliver or furnish a ballot or ballots of the likeness or

form

of the

same

Elections.
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1

any person other than said officials or party authorities) or on t
written order. Nor shall any person, who having in any mariner procured an official ballot or likeness thereof, furnish, deliver or
the
same to anyone other than one of said officials, said party authorities
or an election manager. (Acts YJ22, p. 102.)
to

Cross-reference.

— Punishment

for violation of this section, sec

—

I

34-9917.

be the duty of the ordinary to
cause to be printed in large type cards of instructions for the guidance
of voters in preparing their ballots; they shall furnish to the sheriff three
of such cards, or more if necessary, in each booth or compartment for
34-1908. Instruction cards.

It shall

the preparation of ballots, and not less than three prominent places else-

where about the outside
(Acts 1922,

of the polling- place

on the day of the

election.

p. 103.)

Cross-reference.

— Punishment

for violation of this section, see

§

34-9919.

—

Improper voting; disorderly conduct. No person without
said voting room, booth or enclosure shall in any manner, either by words
or gestures, attempt to influence or interfere with any voter who is in
said booth, room or enclosure preparing his ballot, nor shall any person
enter or go in any booth, room, or enclosure while another person or
voter is therein; nor shall any person commit any act of disorder or be
guilty of any disorderly conduct in, near or at any of said voting rooms,
34-1909.

booths, or enclosures.
Cross-reference.

(Acts 1922,

—Punishment

for

p. 103.)

violation

of

§§

34-9918,

— Nothing

in this

section,

this

see

34-9919.

34-1910. Effect of Chapter as to registration laws.

Chapter contained shall be construed to alter or change the requirements
of law as to the registration of voters now or hereafter to be enforced
under the laws of this State. (Acts 1922, p. 104.)
Cross-reference.

— Registration laws, see

34-1911. Ordinary's fee.

Chapter 34-1

—The ordinary

et seq.

shall be entitled to the

sum

of

$3 for each election for which he makes the arrangement and performs
the duties imposed by this Chapter out of the county treasury, except in
cases of purely municipal elections, when same shall be paid out of the
treasury of the municipality. (Acts 1922, p. 105.)
34-1912. Preservation of election supplies.

—

be the duty of the
ordinary of each county, after each election, to preserve and secure for
subsequent use for the same purpose all of the partitions, sections and
parts of the private rooms, booths, compartments, or enclosures, and all
materials, apparatus or paraphernalia in connection therewith which it
is

possible or practicable for

as

much

them

as possible the expense of

to preserve

and secure so as to reduce

making provision

Provided, whenever, in any particular county,
regular or primary election

It shall

city,

held in which there

for future elections

town

or village, any

no contest for any
office to be filled at said election and in which each and every candidate
has no opponent, the ordinary of the county shall incur no expense for,
nor provide or furnish any private rooms, booths, or enclosures as provided by section 34-1902, and whenever in any particular county, city,
town or village any primary or regular election is held in which there
is

is

Elections.
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§

1016

no contest for any office to be filled at said election, and in which each
and every candidate has no opponent, neither the party authorities in
c se of a primary, nor the ordinary of the county in case of a regular
election, shall be required to provide tickets or ballots in conformity to
sections 34-1903 and 34-1904, respectively, but shall be required to furnish tickets or ballots only In the simple form heretofore used. (Acts
is

1922, p. 105.)

34-1913. Nullification of law.

been

in

—At

any time

after this

operation in any county for as long" as six years,

law
if

shall

have

two separate

consecutive grand juries of said county shall recommend that its operation shall cease, such law shall be inoperative in said county. (Acts 1922,
p. 106.)

CHAPTER

CAMPAIGN EXPENSES.

34-20.

Sec.

Sec.

34-2001.

Publication
penses.

of

campaign ex-

34-2002.

When

—

campaign expenses. All candidates for
Justices of the Supreme Court, Judges of

34-2C01. (92) Publication of

Governor,
the Court
days from
they shall

candidate shall not be
declared the nominee.

Statehouse officers,
of Appeals, and for United States Senator, shall, within 20
the date of holding the election or primary election at which
be candidates, file with the Comptroller General an itemized

statement, under oath, of

all

campaign expenses incurred by them, show-

money expended

in such campaign, the purposes for
amount of
which it was used, and the source from which it was derived, and shall
at the same time publish said sworn statement in some newspaper of

ing the

general circulation published at the Capital of this State; likewise

all

candidates for Congress or for the State Senate shall, within 20 days
after the holding of the election or primary election at which they shall

be candidates,

file

with the clerk of the superior court of each of the sev-

composing

and senatorial districts, respectively, an itemized statement under oath of all campaign expenses
incurred by them, showing the amount of money expended in such campaign, the purposes for which it was used, and the source from which it
was derived, and shall at the same time publish, in some one or more
newspapers having a general circulation in such district or districts,
said sworn statement; likewise all candidates for judge of the superior
courts, and solicitors general, and members of the General Assembly,
and all county officers, including county and city judges and solicitors
elected by the people, shall, within 20 days from the date of holding said
election or primary election, in the cases of judges and solicitors general,
eral counties

said congressional

with the clerk of the superior court of each of the counties of the
circuit a similar statement under oath as that required of the abovenamed candidates, and shall at the same time publish the same in some
file

newspaper having a general circulation in the
of the county officers, including city judges and
people, they shall

circuit;

and

in the

case

by the
such county

solicitors elected

with the clerk of the superior court of
a similar statement under oath, but said county officers, including city
file

§34-2
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1

1

judges and solicitors elected by the people, shall not be required to p
(Acts 1908, p. 63.)
lish in any paper said expenses.

—

Cross-references. Punishment for violation of this section, see
duct of primary elections, see § 34-3201.

§

34-9920.

Con-

—

When

candidate shall not be declared the nominee. No
person violating- the provisions of the preceding section shall be declared
the nominee of his party. (Acts 1908, pp. 63, 64.)
34-2002. (93)

Cross-reference.

PART

—'Proceedings

in

contested election, see

§

34-2801.

GOVERNOR, CONGRESSMEN, PRESIDENTIAL
ELECTORS, STATEHOUSE OFFICERS, COUNTY
OFFICERS, JUSTICES OF THE PEACE,
IV.

AND CONSTABLES.
CHAPTER 34-21. PROVISIONS APPLICABLE TO ELECTIONS
OF GOVERNOR, CONGRESSMEN, PRESIDENTIAL
ELECTORS, AND STATEHOUSE OFFICERS.
Sec.

34-2101.

Provisions governing elections
of members of General As-

sembly applicable

to certain
elections in certain particu-

lars.

34-2101. (94) Provisions governing elections of

Assembly applicable

members

of General

to certain elections in certain particulars.

Members

— Elec-

United States Senators, electors for President and Vice President, State Treasurer, Comptroller General, and Attorney General, shall be governed by the same rules as those
governing the elections for members of the General Assembly, in the foltions for Governor,

of Congress,

lowing particulars
1.

Oaths to be taken by the voters.

2.

Class of persons to hold the election and the oath to be taken by

them.
3.

Places and the time of day to hold them.

4.

Manner

tions,

and

of conducting

in the

and returning them, including

all

special elec-

duty of the clerks of the superior courts and the grand

juries.
5.

Several penalties attached to the managers or other persons.

6.

Furnishing of blanks by the Governor.

7.

In

all

other respects where applicable, and there

is

not a contrary

provision of law.

—

Cross-references. Qualification of voters, see Const., Art. II. Sec. I (Chapter
Elections to fill vacancies, see § 34-1702. Manner of conducting elections,
see § 34-1303.
Election returns of Statehouse officers, see Chapter 34-22. Crimes
relating to elections, see Chapter 34-99.
Blanks to be furnished by Governor and
ordinary, see § 34-1401. Election of Commissioner of Agriculture, see § 5-102.

2-6).

When

Governor

is

elected, see

§

40-101.

g

34-2201

Elections.

CHAPTER

1018

ELECTION RETURNS FOR STATEHOUSE

34-22.

OFFICERS.
Sec.

Sec.

34-2201.

Returns of elections for Statehouse officers to General
Assembly.

Returns to Secretary of State.

34-2202.

34-2201. Returns of elections for Statehouse officers to General
bly.

— The

urer,

Assem-

returns for every election for Secretary of State, State Treas-

and Comptroller General

shall be sealed

up by the managers sep-

arately from the other returns and directed to the President of the Senate

and Speaker of the House of Representatives, in the same manner and at
the same time that the returns of the election for Governor are made, and
shall be transmitted to the Secretary of State, who shall, without opening
the same, cause the same to be laid before the Senate on the day after the
two Houses shall be organized, and at the same time the returns for
the election for Governor are laid before the Senate, and they shall be
transmitted by the Senate to the House of Representatives. (Acts 1918,
154.)

p.

Cross-reference.
H

— Separate

consolidation of vote for Governor, see

§

34-1303,

10.

34-2202. Returns to Secretary of State.

—The

returns of the elections

commissioned by the
Governor shall be sealed up in a separate package and transmitted to the
Secretary of State, whose duty it shall be to open the returns, consolidate the vote and declare the result and certify to the Governor the
names of persons elected, and the Governor shall issue commissions to
such officers as shall appear from the certificate of the Secretary of State
to have been elected. (Acts 1918, p. 154; 1921, p. 232. 155 Ga. 384 (116
of every other Statehouse officer required to be

S. E. 823).)

CHAPTER

34-23.

MEMBERS OF CONGRESS.
Sec.

Sec.

34-2301.

Congressional

34-2302.

Time

34-2303.

Governor must order election,
when.
Candidates must reside one

34-2304.

districts.

of election.

year in

district, to

be

34-2305.

Governor

34-2306.

In case of
ordered.

34-2307.

Members-elect to apply for
commissions within 30 days;

to count votes, etc.
tie,

new

election

vacancies.

eligi-

ble.

34-2301. (33) Congressional districts.
into 10 congressional districts, in

—The

hereby divided
conformity with the Act of Congress
State

is

United States approved June 18, 1929, decreasing the number of
Congressmen from Georgia to 10, each of said districts being entitled to
elect one Representative to the Congress of the United States. The dis-

of the

tricts shall

be composed of the following counties, respectively:

First District: Bryan, Bulloch, Burke, Candler, Chatham, Effingham,
Emanuel, Evans, Jenkins, Liberty, Long, Mcintosh, Montgomery,
Screven, Tattnall, Toombs, Treutlen, and Wheeler.

Second District: Baker, Brooks, Calhoun, Colquitt, Decatur, Dougherty, Early, Grady, Miller. Mitchell, Seminole, Tift, Thomas, and Worth.

Elections.
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Third District: Ben Hill, Chattahoochee, Clay, Crisp, Dodge, Dooly,
Harris, Houston, Lee, Marion, Macon, Muscogee, Pulaski, Quitman,
Randolph, Schley, Stewart, Sumter, Taylor, Peach, Terrell, Turner,
Webster, and Wilcox.

Fourth District: Butts, Carroll, Clayton, Coweta, Fayette, Heard,
Henry, Lamar, Meriwether, Newton, Pike, Spalding, Talbot, 1 roup,
and Upson.

DeKalb, Fulton, and Rockdale.

Fifth District:

Baldwin, Bibb, Bleckley, Crawford, Glascock, Hancock, Jasper, Jefferson, Jones, Johnson, Laurens, Monroe, Putnam,
Twiggs, Washington, and Wilkinson.
Sixth District:

Seventh District: Bartow, Catoosa, Chattooga, Cobb, Dade, Douglas,
Floyd, Gordon, Haralson, Murray, Paulding, Polk, Walker, and Whitfield.

Eighth District: Atkinson, Appling, Bacon, Berrien, Brantley, Camden, Charlton, Clinch, Coffee, Cook, Echols, Glynn, Irwin, Jeff Davis,
Lanier, Lowndes, Pierce, Telfair, Ware, and Wayne.

Ninth District: Banks, Barrow, Cherokee, Dawson, Fannin, Forsyth,
Gilmer, Gwinnett, Habersham, Hall, Jackson, Lumpkin, Pickens, Rabun, Towns, Stephens, Union, and White.

Tenth

District: Clarke, Columbia, Elbert, Greene, Hart, Lincoln,

Mad-

McDuffie, Morgan, Oconee, Oglethorpe, Richmond, Taliaferro,
Walton, Warren, Wilkes, and Franklin. (Acts 1911, p. 146; 1912, pp. 38,

ison,

41; 1912,

p.

108; 1914,

p. 17; 1917, p.

p.

41; 1917,

p.

23; 1914,

p.

44; 1918,

p.
p.

27; 1914,

p.

29; 1914, p. 33; 1916,

102; 1918,

p.

106; 1919,

p.

68; 1920,

34; 1920, p. 38; 1920, p. 48; 1920, p. 52; 1921, p. 88; 1924, p. 39; 1931,

p. 46.)

—

Cross-references. Election for Congressmen, see Const. U. S., Art. I, Sec.
Par. 1 (§ 1-114); Chapter 34-21. Elections for U. S. Senators, see Const. U.

Amend.

4,

S.,

17 (§ 1-823); Chapter 34-21.

—

Editorial Note. Pursuant to Acts 1929, p. 551, Campbell county was merged
with Fulton county, and pursuant to Acts 1931, p. 527, Milton county was merged
with Fulton. Prior to these mergers Campbell county was in the fifth congressional district and Milton in the ninth.

34-2302. (97)

Time

of

election.

— Members

of the

House

of Repre-

sentatives of the United States Congress shall be elected on
after the first

Monday

in

November

of each

Tuesday

even-numbered year. (Acts

1872, p. 29.)

—

Governor must order election, when. If an extra session of Congress shall be called after expiration of the congressional
term, and before the next regular time for holding such elections, the
Governor shall issue his proclamation ordering an election of such Rep34-2303. (98)

resentatives for such extra session.
34-2304. (99) Candidates
gible.

— Besides

must

reside one year in district, to be

eli-

the qualifications required by the Constitution of the

United States, a residence of one year next preceding the day of election,
in the district for which the candidate offers, shall be necessary to make

him

eligible to election.

—

Cross-reference. Qualification of members of House of Representatives of U.
see Const. U. S., Art. I, Sec. 2, Par. 2 (§ 1-103).

S.,

§

34-2305

Elections.
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—

Within 20 clays after
(100) Governor to count votes, etc.
the election the Governor shall count the votes, and immediately there34-2305.

person having the highest
number of votes, and otherwise qualified, to be duly elected to represent
this State in the House of Representatives of the United States, and for
what period. (Act 1799, Cobb, p. 234.)
after issue his proclamation, declaring the

—

34-2306. (101) In case of tie, new election ordered.
If two or more
persons, equally qualified, shall have the same number of votes, the Gov-

ernor shall issue his proclamation ordering a

than 30 days. (Act 1799, Cobb,

less

(102) Members-elect

new

election, within not

p. 234.)

apply for commissions within 30
days; vacancies. If any person duly elected as aforesaid shall not, within
30 days after the Governor's proclamation, apply for his commission, the
Governor shall order a new election, as prescribed in the preceding section and vacancies for any cause shall be filled in like manner. (Act
1799, Cobb, p. 234.)
34-2307.

to

—

;

—

Cross-references.
Granting of commissions by the Governor, see § 40-203.
ions failing to obtain commissions ineligible for reelection, see § 89-104.

CHAPTER

Per-

UNITED STATES SENATORS.

34-24.

Sec.

Sec.

34-2401.

Time

of election; voters.

34-2402.

How

election

held;

34-2403.
34-2404.

sion.

Time

Vacancy

in office;

or election to

commis-

—There

appointment

fill.

Votes necessary to

elect.

an election for a
Senator to represent the State in the Senate of the United States, which
shall be held on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November
next preceding the expiration of the term of office of any Senator who
shall have been elected to represent the State in Congress, and said election shall be held by the duly qualified voters entitled to vote for members of the House of Representatives of the General Assembly. (Acts
34-2401.

of election; voters.

shall be

1913, p. 135.)

—

Cross-references. Elections for members of legislature, see $ 34-1302.
Provisions of Federal Constitution, see Const. U. S., Art. I, Sec. 2, Par. 2 (§ 1-114),

and Amend.
34-2402.

17 (§ 1-823).

How

election held; commission.

same places and

held at the

in the

by law
by the Governor, the Secretary

—The

same manner

said election shall be

as are

now

prescribed

for the election of Governor, except the vote shall be canvassed

and the Comptroller General,
who shall declare the result of the election. The Governor shall issue an
appropriate commission to the person declared by the majority of the
said board of canvassers to have been elected. (Acts 1913, p. 135.)
officers

—

Granting of commissions by the Governor, see
must be commissioned under the great seal, see § 89-201.

Cross-references.

What

of State

Vacancy

—

§

40-203.

appointment or election to fill. In every
case where a vacancy shall occur by death, resignation or otherwise, the
Governor shall make temporary appointment of a Senator to serve until
the people fill the vacancy by election as herein prescribed. The Gov34-2403.

in office;

Elections.
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§ 34-2

ernor, in the event of a vacancy, shall by proclamation order a

such vacancy upon the date of the next regular
election to be held in the State for the members of Congress. (Acts 1913,

election to be held to

fill

p. 135.)

34-2404. Votes necessary to elect.

the largest

number

— Tn

every case the person receiving

of votes cast at said election shall be declared the

duly elected Senator of the United States for the term afore

aid.

(Acts

1913, p. 135.)

CHAPTER

PRESIDENTIAL ELECTORS.

34-25.

Sec.

Sec.

34-2501.

Time

34-2502.
34-2503.

Meeting of electors.
Proceedings on failure to

34-2504.

or in case of vacancy.
On failure of majority of elec-

34-2505.

of election.

Electors shall choose a presidin S officer, etc.

34-2506.

elect,

Electors to choose a messen&er.

34-2507.

Pay

of electors.

tors to attend, etc.

Time

34-2501. (103)
in

November

in

of election.— On

every fourth year as

Tuesday after the
provided by the Act

first

Monday

of Congress,

there shall be an election for electors of President and Vice President
of the

United States. (Act 1824, Cobb,

p. 235.)

—
Editorial Note. — The Act of Congress, Jan.

Cross-reference. Provisions governing elections of members of General Assembly apply to elections for electors for President and Vice President, see § 34-2101.

"The
19, 1886, provides as follows:
electors of President and Vice President shall be appointed, in each State, on the
Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding every election of a President and Vice President." (R. S. 131; Jan. 19, 1886,
c. 4, § 3, 24 Stat. 2; U. S. C. A., Title 3, § 1.)
34-2502. (104)

Meeting of

electors.

—On

the 20th day after said elec-

duty of the Governor to consolidate the several returns, and immediately notify those persons of their
election who have received a majority of the votes cast, and to require
their attendance at the capitol on such date as may be fixed by Act of
Congress, to meet at 12 M., and give their votes for President and Vice
President of the United States and all acts and proceedings of said electors and other officers, relating to the electoral votes thereof, shall conform to the Acts 'of Congress in such cases made and provided. (Acts

tion shall have taken place,

it

shall be the

;

1880-1, p. 67; 1888, p. 33.)

—

Editorial Note. The date for the meeting of the electors of each State, for the
purpose of giving their votes, is fixed by Act of Congress. A State law fixing a
date which is in conflict with that set by Congress is not wholly void, but such
conflicting provision must give way.
McPherson vs. Blacker, 146 U. S. 1, 36 L.
Ed. 869, 13 S. Ct. 3. The Act of Congress, May 29, 1928. provides that "The electors of President and Vice President shall meet and give their votes on the first
Wednesday in January next following their appointment at such olace in each
State as the Legislature of such State shall direct."
(May 29, 1928. c. §59, § 1.
45 Stat, 945; U. S. C. A., Title 3, § 5a.)

34-2503. (105) Proceedings

In the event

on

failure to elect, or in case of vacancy.

or a majority of said electors

may

not have received a
majority, the Governor shall communicate the fact to the General Assembly, if in session, and if not, he shall issue his proclamation convening them in time to insure the vote of the State in the electoral college.
The General Assembly shall, by joint ballot, elect as many electors as
all

§

1022

Elections.

34-2504

have not received said majority.
chosen by the people, they may

If a

majority of electors shall have been
the remaining vacancies themselves

fill

communicated to the Governor. If,
when the electors elected by the people, or by the General Assembly, or
some by each, convene at the capitol, any of their number may not be
by

ballot,

which election

shall be

present at the time specified for counting the vote, a majority of the
elected

may

vacancies, which shall be duly communicated to the

all

till

Governor. (Act 1824, Cobb,

On

34-2504. (106)

p. 240.)

failure of majority of electors to attend, etc.

majority of the electors shall

pointed by law, from providential cause, those

journ from day to day for 10 days, and
at the expiration of that time, the

(Act 1824, Cobb,
Cross-reference.
thereunder.

may

ad-

shall

fill

shall,

on 10 days' notice,

the vacancies by election.

p. 241.)

—Time

and place of meeting of

34-2505. (107) Electors
electors,

attend

a majority shall not be present

Governor

who

convene the General Assembly,

if

who do

If a

and place ap-

to attend at the time

fail

—

when assembled

shall

electors, see

choose a presiding

§

34-2502 and note

officer,

etc.

—The

to cast the vote, shall choose a president of

number, and a secretary not of their number; said
secretary shall make a record of their proceedings in a book from the Executive Department kept for that purpose.

their

body from

Cross-reference.

their

—Proceedings

of electors, see

§

34-2502.

34-2506. (108) Electors to choose a messenger.

by a majority

— Such

electors shall

messenger to convey the vote of Georgia to
the Congress of the United States, and shall, in regard to that and all
other matters, proceed according to the Acts of Congress in such cases
elect,

made and

vote, a

provided.

34-2507. (109)

Pay

of electors.

—The pay of electors shall be $50 each

whole time they are required to remain at the capitol on their
mission, and 10 cents for each mile traveled by the nearest practicable
route going to and returning from the capitol the pay of the secretary
shall be $8 per day for every day required in attending the electoral college as secretary thereof; all of which shall be paid either out of the contingent fund or out of any money in the treasury not otherwise appro-

for the

;

priated, in the discretion of the Governor.

CHAPTER

34-26.

Sec.

34-2601.

Laws

34 2002.

Time

applicable.
of

terms of

holding

Election of other county
J

Notice of elections.

34-2605.

Special election where ineligibility declared.

34-2606.

Mariner of holding such elec-

A
, r^
34-2607.

>T

elections;

office.

cers
34-2604.

p. 54.)

COUNTY OFFICERS.

Sec.

34-2603.

(Acts 1882-3,

offi-

<,

'

Newly
,

,

,

elected

az

-

1

official

to

cu

fill

unexpired term of ousted official.

Elections.
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34-2601. (110, 112)

Laws applicable—-Section

34 210]

shall

apply to

elections for sheriffs, clerks of the superior courts^ tax colic
ceivers,

:ax re-

county treasurers, county surveyors, and coroners.

—

Sheriffs, see § 24 2801. Clerk* of superior courts, see 8 24-2701
Tax collectors, see § 92-4701. Tax re<
92-4601.
§
ounty
seq.
e
County surveyors, see § 23-1101 et seq
treasurers, see § 23-1001.
Coroners, see
Ordinaries, see § 24-1702. Justices of the peace, see § 34-2701. Con§ 21-101.
County superintendent of schools, see § 32-1002.
stables, see § 34-2705.

Cross-references.

r

et

34-2602. (Ill, 112)

Time

of holding elections; terms of office.

— All

he elected quadrennially on Tuesday after the first
Monday in November for terms of four years beginning on the first day
of January following the day of election. (Acts 1872, pp. 80, 82; 1894,

county

officers shall

40; 1914,

p.

p. 47.

Const., Art. XI, Sec. II, Par.

— See cross-references
Note.— Elections under this

Cross-reference.
Editorial
years.

I

(§ 2-8301).)

under preceding section.
section are held in Presidential election

34-2603. (113) Election of other county officers.

—The

election of

any

not mentioned in the preceding- section whose duties are entirely
of a county nature, shall be held at the same time, unless otherwise proofficer

vided

for.

34-2604. (114) Notice of elections.

— When

any of the

officers

men-

tioned are to be elected, the ordinary shall give 30 days' notice of the
officers to

be elected and the time of the election, which shall be adverand also in some newspaper pub-

tised at the door of the courthouse,

lished in the county,

if

any.

—

where ineligibility declared. Whenever any
person shall be elected to any county office, including the office of ordinary, and shall qualify therefor by filing the bond and taking the oath
required of him by law, and shall receive his commission as such, and
thereafter shall be declared ineligible to hold such office by the judgment of a court of competent jurisdiction in a proceeding brought for
34-2605. Special election

the purpose of determining his right or eligibility to hold such

office,

be the duty of the officer required by law to call a special election
in the event of a vacancy in such office, and, in the event there is no
provision of law for the calling of such special election, then it shall be
the duty of the clerk of the superior court of the county in which such
office exists, to call a special election for the purpose of electing a successor to fill the remainder of the unexpired term to which such person
so declared ineligible to hold office was elected. (Acts 1933, p. 129.)
it

shall

34-2606.

Manner

of holding such elections.

— All

such special elections

provided
be called and held in the manner
provided by law for the calling and holding of special elections to fill vacancies in such offices. (Acts 1933, p. 129.)
for in section 34-2605 shall

Newly elected official to fill unexpired term of ousted official.
Whenever a special election shall be called and held as provided in this
34-2607.

—

Chapter, the person elected to such office shall be entitled to

fill

such of-

and discharge the duties thereof for the remainder of the term to
which such person so declared ineligible was elected, and any incumbent
or predecessor holding over in any such office shall cease to have any
fice

1024
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34-2701

§

right or authority to hold such office or discharge the duties thereof

when-

ever the person so elected thereto in such special election shall qualify
by filing the bond and taking* the oath required of him by law and shall

have received

CHAPTER

commission.

his

(Acts 1933,

p. 129.)

JUSTICES OF THE PEACE

34-27.

AND CONSTABLES.

Sec.

Sec.

34-2701.

34-2705.

Laws governing elections.
Time of constables' election.

34-2706.

Who

Time and

34-2704.

place of election of
justices of the peace.

34-2702.

Who

superintend

34-2703.

Returns, to

whom

shall
tions.

34-2701.

to preside at constables'
elections.

made.

Time and

(115)

elec-

place of election of justices of the peace.

Justices of the peace shall be elected quadrennially on the

December,

in

first

terms of four years beginning on January

for

by the voters

1

Saturday
following

Provided, they
have resided in the district for 30 days immediately preceding the election, and are otherwise qualified. The election must be held at the place
their election,

of their respective districts

:

of holding justices' courts for the district; of none, then at the election

precinct

no election precinct, then at some place

if

;

named

which 10 days' written notice must be given in the
(Acts 1869, p. 22; 1898, p. 42. Const, Art. XI, Sec. II, Par. I

by the ordinary,
district.

in the district

of

(§2-8301).)
Cross-reference.

— Filling

vacancies, election, qualifications,

etc.,

see

§§

24-406

to 24-408.

Editorial Note.
held in 1900.

—The

34-2702. (116)

first

Who

elections under this section as

shall superintend elections.

amended

—The

in 1898

were

elections shall

be superintended by three freeholders of the district, who shall be appointed by the ordinary of the county, and upon the failure of one or
more of the freeholders appointed to act, the place or places shall be filled

by any other freeholder or freeholders

of the district,

oath required in section 34-1202. (Acts 1900,

who

shall take the

p. 39.)

—

whom

made. The managers shall transmit
one return of said elections to the Governor and another to the clerk of
the superior court of the county, who shall keep the same on file. The
ballots shall be sealed up, and the number of the district marked thereon,
and delivered to such clerk.
34-2703. (117) Returns, to

Laws governing

—The

laws governing the
elections for members of the General Assembly shall govern in the elections for justices of the peace, whenever they may be applied, and are not
inconsistent with this Chapter.
34-2704. (118)

Cross-reference.

34-2705.

(119)

elected at the

the peace.
the

first

— See

Chapter 34-12

Time

of

elections.

et seq.

constables'

election.

same place and by the same

The

— Constables

shall

class of voters as justices of

elections for constables shall be held quadrennially

Saturday

in

December,

for

be

terms of

on
four years beginning on

Electtons.

1025

January

§

following their election. (Acts 1898,

1

Sec. II, Par.

\>.

43.

Corr-.t.,

34-2801

Art. XT,

(§2-8301).)

I

Cross-reference.
Editorial Note.
held in 1900.

— Number,

— The

34-2706. (120)

§

24 801.

amended

elections under this section as

first

Who

election, etc., see

to preside at constables' elections.

elections shall be conducted in the

same manner

Cross-reference.

—Jurisdiction

PART

CHAPTER

1898 were

— Constables'

as those of justices of

the peace, with the exception that the returns shall be

nary of the county. (Acts 1893,

in

made

to the ordi-

p. 30.)

of ordinary, see

§

23-701.

CONTESTED ELECTIONS.

V.

34-28.

IN CASES

WHERE GOVERNOR

COMMISSIONS.
Sec.

Sec.

Proceedings

34-2801.

in

contested elec-

34-2803.

Illegal votes

tions.

When

suspected ballots
be examined.

34-2802.

the election of a person

ings in

all

be proven,

may

34-2801. (121) Proceedings in contested elections.

sion from the

may

etc.

Governor

by the people
is

to

any

office

—In

cases

all

when

requiring a commis-

contested, the following shall be the proceed-

contests arising therefrom:

(Acts 1893,

p. 124.)

—

Cross-references. Other contested elections, see § 34-3001.
Governor commissions what officers, see § 40-203. Election to change county site, proceedings when
contested, see § 23-505 et seq.
1.

Notice to Governor to withhold commission.

—The contestant or his

Governor of an intention to consuch notice the Governor shall withhold the is-

attorney, shall give written notice to the

and upon receipt of
suing of a commission until the contest is decided or until the time hereinafter prescribed shall have elapsed without the riling of such contest.

test,

In

all

cases the Governor shall withhold the issuing of commissions to

persons elected, for five days after said election shall have been held.
2.

Notice to adverse party.

—Such contest shall be begun by giving the

adverse party five days' notice in writing, stating the grounds of contest,
the time and place where the contestant intends to take testimony, and
the judicial officer before

whom

the testimony will be taken

for providential cause or other sufficient reason,

than that named in the notice, qualified to
of such testimony, the cause of such

act,

any other

may

:

Provided,

judicial officer

preside at the taking

change being made

to appear

by the

and to be made a part of the record in said case.
Said notice may be served by the sherifT, his deputy, or any constable of
the county where the contest is pending, who shall be paid by the party
cast in the contest "$2 for service of notice of contest and 50 cents for
affidavit of the contestant

each subpoena served.

§

1026
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34-2801

—

Testimony, how and before whom taken. Any judicial officer of
the county where the testimony is taken may preside, to preserve order,
to swear witnesses, to see that the testimony is fairly and impartially
taken and reduced to writing". Said officers shall have power to subpoena
witnesses and compel their attendance, if in this State, and to issue com3.

missions to take testimony of persons out of this State, and to adjourn

from day

day

to

Provided,

:

all

testimony submitted on the part of the

contestant shall be taken within 30 days from the day of the election con-

The

tested.

contestee shall be allowed 10 days after the closing of the

contestant's tesimony, to submit and take testimony in rebuttal or on

The

cross-grounds of contest.

judicial officer presiding shall be allowed

$2 per day for his services, and the clerk

who

down

takes

the testimony

$2 per day for his services, which, with the cost of service of notice and

subpoenas herein provided

may

for,

be enforced by execution issued by

the judicial officer presiding in said contest against the party cast in the
contest.
Cross-reference.
§

— Officer

presiding over

contest

of

county

site

election,

see

23-509.
4.

Examination

of witnesses.

— Either party may appear by himself or

attorney, or both, and cross-examine the witnesses and have noted and
certified all legal exceptions to the admissibility of

by the opposite party, which exceptions
finally
5.
file

shall

testimony submitted

be passed upon by the court

determining said contest.

Countercharge by contestee and notice thereof.

—The contestee may

cross-grounds of contest, in which case he shall give like notice to the

contestant as

is

required to be given to the contestee, and the testimony

on such cross-grounds of contest shall be taken after the close of contestant's testimony, and within 10 days thereafter, in the same manner as
is

herein prescribed for the taking of testimony for the contestant, and

certified
6.

No

by the presiding

officer as such.

contest after commission has been issued.

— No proceedings shall

be begun to contest an election after the Governor shall have issued the

commission

to the officer elected.

Cross-reference.
7.

— Governor

commissions what

officers, see § 40-203.

Transmission of papers, hearing and decision.

—All papers and

ceedings or copies thereof duly certified by the presiding
to

by the parties

in writing, shall

officer,

be transmitted within

five

pro-

or agreed

days after

the closing of the testimony to the judge of the superior court of the circuit

wherein the contest shall

arise,

who

shall hear

and determine the

same, either in term time or at chambers, after giving reasonable notice
to the parties concerned or their counsel of the time and place of hearing,

and

event the judge of the superior court of said circuit shall be
disqualified to hear the contest, or for any legal cause refuses to hear it,
in the

he shall certify this fact and transmit the papers and proceedings to a
judge of the superior court of an adjoining circuit, qualified to hear said
contest, who shall hear and determine it. (Acts 1898, p. 45.)

—

Cross-references. Judge of another circuit
judge disqualified, another to act, see § 24-2623.

may

preside, see

§

24-2617.

When

8.

§ 34-2803

Elections.
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Copy

Commission, where to

of notice.

issue.

— The contestant shall

send to the Governor a copy of the notice, in writing, required by subsection 2 of this section to be served on the contestee, stating the groil

and place of taking testimony, and the name of the
If no such copy shall be
officer before whom testimony is to be taken.
sent to the Governor within 20 days after the holding of the election, he
shall proceed to issue commission as though no notice of contest had
been received. Should the copy of notice above specified be rej j
within the 20 days, but nothing more, and the time for taking testimony
shall have passed, the party whose election was proposed to be contested may procure, from the officer named in the notice as the one before whom the testimony was to be taken, a certificate showing that the
contestant has taken no steps to prosecute his claim, and that the delay
is not due to any fault on the part of said officer nor to the selection of
any other officer to preside, nor to continuances granted by said officer
of contest, the time

:i

to either party, to be signed

by

said officer before the clerk of superior

court or ordinary of the county,

genuine and the

officer

who was

tical officer

who

shall certify that the signature

signing the same

is

known

to

him

is

to be the iden-

selected to take testimony in the case, and

upon the
the com-

Governor shall proceed to issue
mission as though no notice of contest had ever been sent to him. (Acts
receipt of such certificate the

1898, p. 44.)

— Contesting
Note. —Acts 1929,

Cross-reference.

office

by quo warranto, see

§

64-201.

Editorial
p. 226, provides that the procedure outlined in subdivisions 2, 3, 4, 5, and 7 of the above section, and in §§ 34-2802 and 34-2803 shall
be the procedure to contest nominations in any primary election to any county
office in counties having a population of not less than 6,458 and not more than
6,462 "as determined by the census of the United States of 1920;" that the candidate receiving the highest number of votes shall be the nominee, and that the
judgment of the judge of the superior court declaring the nominee in any such

contest shall be

final.

See note following

is

34-3201.

When

34-2802. (122)
election

§

suspected ballots

may

be examined.

—When

contested on the ground of illegal votes, any of which

claimed, on affidavit, can probably be proved to be illegal

what

ballots, specifying

by

it

an
is

resort to the

be the duty of the clerk of the
superior court to deliver the same, together with the list of voters, to the
person who shall preside at the taking of testimony, who shall examine
ballots,

it

shall

and none other, and have put down, as part of the
testimony, their contents, and all other testimony attacking and defendsaid suspected ballots,

ing their legality. (Acts 1851-2,

p.

84; 1880-1,

p. 95.)

—

Cross-references. Grand jury to examine lists, see § 34-1601. Ballots not to
be examined, see § 34-1303, 11 12. Presiding officer at contest of primary election
may examine, see § 34-3211. Section applicable to contests of county site election,
see

§

23-514.

Penalty for failure of clerk to deliver up ballots, see

may be
and otherwise, may

34-2803. (123) Illegal votes

method aforesaid

proven,

etc.

§

34-9921.

— Illegal votes, by the

be proven by both parties, and

if

such shall be proven on both sides, one shall stand against another, and

he shall be declared elected who has the greatest number of legal votes.
All not proven to be illegal shall be considered legal. (Acts 1S51-2, p. 79.)
Cross-reference.

— Illegal

votes to be rejected, see

§

34-1303,

11

11.

§

Elections.

34-2901

CHAPTER

1028

ELECTIONS OF MEMBERS OF GENERAL
ASSEMBLY.

34-29.

Sec.

Proceedings when seat of a
member of General Assem-

34-2901.

bly

(124) Proceedings

34-2901.

bly

contested.

is

contested.

is

the General

— The

Assembly

when

seat of a

member

of General

proceedings to contest the seat of a

shall be the

same

who

shall

(Acts 1894,

may

or they

of

send the same, imme-

diately after the organization, to the presiding officer of the
lies,

member

as stated in the preceding Chapter

and may be transmitted to the Governor,
the contest

Assem-

House where

be sent direct to such presiding

officer.

p. 41.)

Cross-reference.

— Contest

of primary election, see § 34-3211.

CHAPTER

34-30.

OTHER ELECTIONS.

Sec.

34-3001.

Hearing and determination of
contest by ordinary.

—

Hearing and determination of contest by ordinary.
Whenever any contest shall arise over an election of any constable, municipal officer, or other officers not hereinbefore provided for, the same
shall be filed with, heard and determined by the ordinary of the county
wherein such contest may arise, under the' same rules and regulations
as to the mode of procedure as prescribed in contests where commission
34-3001.

is

(125)

issued by the Governor.

The ordinary

shall be entitled to a fee of $2

per day for each day occupied in hearing said contest, to be taxed as
costs,

which may be enforced by execution against the party cast

contest.

(Acts 1893,

in the

p. 124.)

—

Cross-references. Contests of primary elections, see § 34-3211. When Governor commissions, see § 34-2801. County site elections, see § 23-505 et seq. Contesting right of person to hold office by quo warranto, see § 64-201 et seq.
Editorial Note.

CHAPTER

— See

34-31.

note following

§

34-2801.

ELECTION NOT SET ASIDE FOR FORMAL
DEFECTS, WHEN.

Sec.
34-3101.

Necessity of showing that result

was

affected.

—

showing that result was affected. No
election shall be defeated for noncompliance with the requirements of
the law, if held at the proper time and place by persons qualified to hold
it, unless it is shown that, by such noncompliance, the result is different
from what it would have been had there been proper compliance.
34-3101. (126) Necessity of

Cross-reference.

sembly, see

§

— Manner

34-1303.

of conducting elections for

members

of General As-

1029

Ele<

PART

to

§

34-32.

Sec.

IN GENERAL.
Sec.

How elections conducted; oath

34-3209.

of managers.

34-3202.

34-3201

PRIMARY ELECTIONS.

VI.

CHAPTER
34-3201.

'i

34-3210.

34-3204.

Where
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elections

to

of force.

elections conducted; oath of managers.

— Every

primary election held by any political party, organization, or
association, for the purpose of choosing or selecting candidates for office,
or the election of delegates to conventions in this State, shall be presided over and conducted in the manner and form prescribed by the rules
of the political party, organization, or association holding such primary
elections, by managers selected in the manner prescribed by such rules.
Such managers shall, before entering upon the discharge of their duties,
each take and subscribe an oath that he "will fairly, impartially, and honestly conduct the same according to the provisions of the law providing
how primary elections shall be held in this State, and in accordance with
the laws of this State governing regular elections for the offices of this
State." Should one or more of the managers thus appointed to hold such
elections fail to appear on the day of election, the remaining manager or
managers shall appoint others in their stead and administer to them the
oath herein prescribed. The managers shall take the oath before a notary
public or other officer authorized to administer oaths but if no such
officer can be conveniently had, the managers may administer the oath
to each other. The oath, after being made and subscribed, shall be filed
in the office of the clerk of the superior court of the county in which the
primary election shall be held, within five days after an election. (Acts
political

;

1890-1, p. 210.)

—

Cross-references. Elections for members of General Assembly, see § 34-1303.
Filing of registered voters' list, see § 34-404.
Persons entitled to vote, see
Campaign expenses of certain officers, see Chapter 34-20. Manager of
§ 34-404.
primary election violating duty, see § 34-9922. Fraud in managers, see § 34-9924.
Rules and regulations governing all elections, adopted upon recommendation of
grand jury, see Chapter 34-19. Participant in primary must be qualified voter,
see Const., Art. II, Sec. I, Par. VIII (§ 2-608). As to unit system of primary
elections for certain officers, see § 34-3212 et seq.
Editorial Note.—Acts 1907, p. 98 (§ 138, Code of 1910), requires a majority vote
for nomination in municipal primaries in cities having a population of 75.000 or
more, and provides for a second primary for the two candidates receiving the
highest votes in the first primary, where no candidate receives a majority in the
first.
The penalty for violation of that section is provided by Acts 1908, p. 55
(§ 668 P. C, Code of 1910).
Acts 1933, p. 226, provides the dates for holding primaries for city positions in cities of 200,000 or more population. Acts 1933, p. 227,
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c 34-3202

,

an Act to regulate primary elections in all municipalities having a population of
more, by providing how such elections shall be conducted, and the returns thereof made, and to provide penalties for the violation thereof, etc.
Acts 1925, p. 205, as amended by Acts 1927, p. 246, provides that candidates for
the General Assembly in counties having within their borders a city or part of a
city of a population of 200.000 or more, and candidates for judges of the superior
courts in judicial circuits having a county of 200,000 or more population, shall,
when qualifying for primary, specify the incumbent whom such candidate desires
to oppose or succeed; and that the candidate receiving a plurality shall be the
nominee.
Acts 1929, p. 227. provides that candidates for the General Assembly, in counties of 25.397 to 25,700 population, shall, when qualifying for a primary, specify
the incumbent whom the candidate desires to oppose or succeed; and that a pluActs 1933, p. 225, makes a similar provision as to counties
rality shall nominate.
having a population of not less than 30,620 and not more than 30,624 "according
Acts 1933,
to the Federal census of 1930;" and prescribes the form of ballot, etc.
p. 232, provides for the time for holding primary elections for county officers in
is

COO. 000 or

counties of 75.000 to 100,000 population.
See note following § 34-2801.

and locking of ballot box; count of votes;
Before any ballots are received at such primary
certification of result.
elections, and immediately before opening the polls, the managers shall
open each ballot box to be used in the election, and shall exhibit the same
publicly, to show that there are no ballots in the box. They shall then
close and lock or seal the box, except the opening to receive the ballots,
and shall not again open the same until the close of the election. They
shall keep a list of voters voting at the election, and shall, before receiving any ballot, administer to the voter an oath, provided the voter's vote
34-3202.

(128) Exhibition

—

duly qualified to vote according to the rules of
the party, and according to the election laws of this State, and that he has
not voted before in such primary election then being held. At the close
of the election the managers shall proceed publicly to count the votes
is

challenged, that he

and declare the

result.

is

They

shall certify the result of the election,

and

with
together with the
and all other papers relating to such primary election, within
the time and in the manner prescribed in this Chapter. (Acts 1890-1,
transmit the certificate

the tally sheet or poll

list,

ballots cast,

p. 210.)

—

Cross-references. Grand jury to examine lists, see § 34-1601. When suspected
may be examined, see § 34-2802. Punishment for violation of duty by
manager of primary election, see § 34-9922.

ballots

34-3203. (129)

Time

for

holding election.

—Whenever

any

political

party shall hold primary elections for nomination of candidates for

office,

such party or its authorities shall cause all candidates for nominations
for Governor, Statehouse officers, members of Congress, United States
Senators, judges of the superior courts, Justices of the Supreme Court,
Judges of the Court of Appeals, solicitors general and members of the
General Assembly to be voted for on one and the same day throughout
the State at such date as may be fixed by the State executive committee
of such party, except where a second primary shall have been called by
the authorities of said party for any particular office on some subsequent
day, through failure to make, for any cause, a valid nomination at the
first primary, or in consequence of a contest:
Provided, that said executive committee shall not fix the date for the said general primary
earlier than 60 days before the date of the general State election in November: Provided further, that this section shall not have the effect of
requiring a primary for judges and solicitors except in their respective
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circuits, or for

members

of the General

*

Assembly except

3

their

in

3207

J

:

tive counties, or for State senators except in their counties, as the au-

thorities of said party

may

Where

34-3204. (130)

authorize or direct. (Acta 1908,

elector shall vote.

p.

— No elector shall

55.)

vote

in

any

such primary election in a militia district other than the one in which he
resides, or, if he resides in a city, in a ward other than the one in which
he resides, if ah election precinct shall be located in such ward. (Acts
1908, pp. 55, 56.)

—

Cross-references. Punishment for violation of this section, see § 34-9923.
Voter's
to be on list, see § 34-801. Voting where county or district transferred, see
34-803. Rights of voter changing his residence, see § 34-804.

name
§

—

manager, when to be taken. No person who
has not first taken the oath prescribed by law for managers of primary
elections shall act as manager, clerk, or assistant or in any way take part
in receiving, counting, or consolidating the votes or results in any such
primary election, and no manager of any primary election shall permit
any person who has not first taken the oath now prescribed by law for
the managers. of primary elections, to act as assistant or clerk or in any

Oath

34-3205. (131)

way

of

take part in receiving, counting, or consolidating the votes or re-

sults in

any such primary

—

of

(Acts 1908, pp. 55, 56.)
manager violating duty, see § 34-9922.

Oath

— No

man-

election.

Cross-references. Punishment of
managers of primary, see § 34-3201.

34-3206. (132) Elector's

name must be on

registration

list.

ager of any such primary election shall receive the ballot of any elector
until he has first ascertained that the name of such elector appears upon
the registration list furnished for such election by the registrars, or filed

by them in the office of the
which the primary election

clerk of the superior court of the county in

be held, and upon the receipt of such
ballot the name of the elector voting shall be checked or marked on said
(Acts 1908, pp. 55, 56.)
list.
shall

—

Cross-references. Manager of primary violating duty, punishment, see § 34-9922.
Grand jury to examine lists, see § 34-1601. Lists of registered voters to be furnished by registrars to election managers, see § 34-701.

34-3207. (133) Returns of managers,

how

returns of the managers, with the tally sheets,

together with
office of

all

filed

and

controlled.

lists of voters,

papers connected with said election, shall be

and

— The

ballots,

filed in

the

the clerk of the superior court of the county in which said elec-

tion shall be held, within four days after the final declaration of the result
thereof.

One

of the lists of the voters

and one

of the registration lists

with names of those checked or marked as voters shall be exhibited by
said clerk to anyone desiring to inspect same, but the other documents
deposited as aforesaid shall be kept unopened and under seal until the

next meeting of the grand jury, to which grand jury one registration
list, one list of voters, and the checked registration list above mentioned
shall be exhibited;

and

if

jury and no contest shall

no action shall be taken thereon by the grand
have been filed within the time prescribed bv

the authorities of said party,

(Acts 1890-1,

all

of said election papers shall be destroyed.

210; 1908, pp. 55, 56.)
Cross-reference. Punishment of manager violating
p.

—

his duty, see

§

34-9922.

Elections.

§ 34-3208

Official ballot shall

34-3208. (134)

ized

the

be provided.

—The persons

author-

rules of the party, organization, or association to hold such

by the

primary election shall provide an
all
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names

whereon

official ballot

shall be printed

of the candidates for the various offices hereinbefore

named.

(Acts 190S, pp. 55, 57.)

—

Party authorities may formulate additional rules. The
party authorities shall, in all matters not provided for in this Chapter,
formulate rules and regulations for holding said primary election and
for making returns thereof to the proper party authorities. (Acts 1908,
34-3209. (135)

pp. 55, 57.)

34-3210.

(136)

Time and

place of election; returns; declaration of re-

— Every such

primary election shall be held at the time and place,
and under the regulations prescribed by the rules of the party, organization, or association holding the same, and the return shall be made and
sult.

the result declared as prescribed in this Chapter.

(Acts 1890-1,

p.

210;

1900. p. 40; 1908, p. 55.)
Cross-reference.

—False

returns by managers, see

34-3211. (137) Contests.
illegal votes,

any

proved to be

illegal

of

—When

34-1501.

§

a contest

is

filed

on the ground of

which it is claimed on affidavit can probably be
by resort to the ballots, specifying what ballots, it

duty of the clerk of the superior court to deliver the same,
together with all papers connected with said primary election, to the
person or persons who shall preside at the taking of the testimony in
such contested election, upon demand, who shall examine said suspected
ballots and none other. (Acts 1900, pp. 40, 41.)
shall be the

Cross-reference.
§

— Punishment

of clerk

for

failure

to

deliver

up

ballots,

see

34-9921.

34-3212.

County unit

vote.

—Whenever

any

political party shall

hold

primary elections for nomination of candidates for United States Senator, Governor, Statehouse officers, Justices of the Supreme Court, and
Judges of the Court of Appeals, such party or its authorities shall cause
all candidates for nominations for said offices to be voted for on one and
the same day throughout the State, which is hereby fixed as the second
Wednesday in September of each year in which there is a regular general election.
Candidates for nominations to the above-named offices
who receive, respectively, the highest number of popular votes in any
given county shall be considered to have carried such county, and shall
be entitled to the full vote of such county on the county unit basis, that
is to say, two votes for each representative to which such county is
entitled in the lower House of the General Assembly. If in any county
any two or more candidates shall tie for the highest number of popular
votes received, the county unit vote of such county shall be equally divided between the candidates so tying. All such county unit votes shall
within 10 days after such primary be accurately consolidated by the
chairman and secretary of the State committee of the political party holding such primary, and published in a newspaper published at the capital,
within three days after the completion of the consolidation, certified
under the hands and seals of said chairman and secretary; and the candidates for said offices, respectively,

who

shall receive a majority of all
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§

the county unit votes, throughout the entire slate, upon the

34-32

1

basifl ab<

set forth, shall be declared by the State convention of the party holding
such primary, or the permanent chairman thereof, or other party author-

without the necessity of a formal ballot, to be the nominees of
party for the above-named offices, respectively, and it shall be the duty
of the State executive committee elected or appointed at such convention,
or by its authority, or the chairman or secretary thereof, or other authority,

such party, to see to it that the names of all such successful candidates shall be placed upon the tickets or ballots of such party at the
general election following such primary, and such successful candidates
shall be considered, deemed and held as the duly nominated candidates
of such party for the offices named: Provided, that in the event there
ity of

are only

two candidates

for

any particular

office referred to in this sec-

and it shall appear, after the consolidation of all of the county unit
votes throughout the State, that said candidates have received an equal
number of county unit votes, the one who shall have received a majority
of the popular votes shall be declared by the State convention of the
party holding such primary, or the permanent chairman thereof, or other
party authority, without the necessity of a formal ballot, to be the nominee of such party for such office; and it shall be the duty of the State
executive committee elected or appointed at such convention, or by its
authority, or the chairman or secretary thereof, or other authority of
tion,

such party, to see to it that the name of such successful candidate shall
be placed upon the tickets or ballots of such party at the general election following such primary, and such successful candidate shall be considered, deemed and held as the duly nominated candidate of such party
for the office named
Provided, further, that if no convention of such
shall
called
or
held, the declaration of the result shall be made
party
be
in such manner as may be prescribed by the State committee or other
authority of such party. (Acts 1917, pp. 183, 184.)
:

34-3213. Second primary election.

—In the event

such consolidation of all the county unit votes throughout the State, it shall be
made to appear that in the contest for any one or more of said offices,
no candidate has received a majority of all of the county unit votes
throughout the State, upon the basis as above set forth, and it shall further appear that there are more than two candidates for any one or more
of said offices, such political party shall hold a second primary election
throughout the State on the first Wednesday in October following such
first primary election, and in such second primary election only the two
candidates ascertained to have received the highest number of county
unit votes at the first primary election for any particular office shall be
voted for; and the vote shall be consolidated and the result declared
and certified within 10 days after said second primary election, and published in a

newspaper published

that, after

at the Capital within three days after

the completion of such consolidation, certified under the hand and seal

chairman or secretary; and the candidate who shall receive a
majority of the county unit votes throughout the State shall be declared
by the State convention of the party holding such primary, or the permanent chairman thereof, or other party authority, without the neces-

of said

sity of a

formal ballot, to be the nominee of such party for the particular

§

34-3213
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which he is a candidate and it shall be the duty of the State
executive committee elected or appointed at such convention, or by its
office for

;

authority, ov the chairman or secretary thereof, or other authority of

such party, to see to it that the names of all such successful candidates
shall be placed upon the tickets or ballots of such party at the general
election following such primary, and such successful candidates shall
be considered, deemed and held to be the duly nominated candidates of
such party for the offices named
Provided, that if both candidates for
:

second primary election shall receive an equal number of county unit votes, after the consolidation of all of the county unit
votes of all the counties, said State convention or the permanent chairman thereof, or the secretary thereof, or other authority of such party,
shall declare the candidate receiving the majority of the popular votes
cast the regular nominee of such party for that particular office
Provided, further, that if no convention of such party shall be called or held,
the declaration of the result shall be made in such manner as may be prescribed by the State committee or other authority of such party: Provided, further, that said second primary election shall not affect the nomination of any candidate or candidates for any one of said offices who
shall have received a majority of the county unit votes at the first primary election, and said second primary election shall be held only for the
purpose of deciding contests for offices in which no candidate shall have
received a majority of the county unit votes at the first primary election:
Provided, further, that in the event there shall be more than two candidates in the first primary and any two candidates shall tie in said
first primary for the next or second highest number of county unit votes
received, the candidate who shall receive the highest number of popular votes in said first primary, as between said two candidates so tying,
shall make the contest in said second primary, against the candidate
who shall have received in said first primary the highest number of
county unit votes and in the event any three or more candidates shall
tie in said first primary for the highest number of county unit votes, the
two candidates (among said candidates so tying for the highest number
of county unit votes) who shall have received the highest number of popular votes in said first primary, shall make the contest against each other
in said second primary: Provided, further, that all of the provisions of
this section relative to a second primary, in the event no candidate shall
receive a majority of all of the county unit votes throughout the State,
in the first primary, shall apply only to the offices of United States Senator and Governor; and no second primary shall be necessary to decide
finally the contest for any other office named in section 34-3212; and in
the contest for all of said offices, except United States Senator and Governor, the candidates for such offices who shall receive the highest number of county unit votes, throughout the State, upon the basis above set
forth, shall in like manner be declared the nominees of such party for said
Provided, further, that in the event, after such conoffices, respectively:
solidation, it shall be made to appear that any two or more candidates
for the same office (except in contests for United States Senator and
Governor) shall have received an equal number of county unit votes, the
candidate or candidates who shall receive the highest number of popular
votes throughout the State, shall, in like manner, be declared the nomi-

any

office in said

:

;
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§34-3.

nee or nominees of such party for said office
re p< CtiVely; it being the
intention of this proviso to provide that the majority of the county unit
,

vote shall be the determining factor for the nomination of United

Senator and Governor and that the plurality of the comity unit vote .hall
be the determining- factor for the nomination to all other offices named
(Acts 1917, p. 185.;
in section 34-3212.

when

34-3214. Convention,

— In

each tegular election year in
which a second primary shall be necessary, by reason of a failure of a
candidate or candidates to receive a majority of the county unit votes at
held.

primary election, such party or its authority shall not hold its
convention until after the expiration of 15 days from the date of :-.uch
second primary election. (Acts 1917, p. 188.)
the

first

34-3215. Special primary elections to

— Special

primary
elections to fill vacancies in any of the offices referred to in this law shall
be held on such date as may be fixed by the State executive committee of
such party but the same rules prescribed in this law for determining the
result in general primary elections for the offices named shall govern in
determining the result of any special primary election; and a second primary election shall be held within 15 days after the date of such first primary election, in the event no candidate receives a majority of all of the
county unit votes throughout the State; and the same duties and obligations are hereby imposed upon the chairman, secretary, convention or
other party authorities in the case of such special primary elections as
are in this law imposed upon them in the case of general primary elecProvided, that if no convention of such party shall be called or
tions
held, to follow a special primary election, the declaration of the result
shall be made in such manner as may be prescribed by the State committee or other authority of such party. (Acts 1917, p. 188.)
fill

vacancies.

;

:

34-3216. Expenses; payment.
elections shall be paid
held.

(Acts 1917,

by the

—The

political

expense of holding such primary
party which causes the same to be

p. 189.)

—Nothing

law shall be construed to provide or require any definite unit of election for candidates for nomina34-3217. Limitations.

tions for

general,

in this

members of Congress, judges of the superior
members of the General Assembly and county

courts, solicitors

and this
be construed to require a primary for any of the last-named
officials, except in their respective districts, circuits or counties, as proProvided, however, that primaries for nomination of
vided by law
members of Congress, judges of the superior courts, solicitors general
and members of the General Assembly shall be held on the date named in

law

officers;

shall not

:

section 34-3212 for primaries for United States Senator, Governor, State-

house

officers, Justices of

(Acts 1917,

Appeals.
34-3218.
of voters

who
and who

son

Laws

and
is
is

the

Supreme Court and Judges

of the

Court of

p. 189.)

of force.

— All

the laws in reference to the qualification

their registration shall apply to said elections,

and no pernot a duly qualified and registered voter according to law
not also duly qualified in accordance with the rules and reg-

§34-3301
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ulations of the party holding the same, shall be entitled to vote at
such primary election. (Acts 1917, p. 189.)

any

Cross-reference.— Registration of voters, see Chapter 34-1 et seq.

PART VII.
CHAPTER

VOTING BY MAIL.

IN GENERAL.

34-33.

Sec.

Sec.

Right to vote by mail; notice

34-3301.

34-3309.

by voter.

to registrars

lots, etc., to registrars.

34-3302.

Application for ballot.

34-3303.

Opening envelope containing
blank ballot; marking bal-

34-3311.

Signing

34-3304.

in presence of
or officer of
or

consul

Navy.

34-3312.

Registrar's duty on receiving
application.
Certificate and

34-3313.

Army

34-3305.

34-3310.

return.

lot;

34-3306.

Certificate of registration, etc.

34-3307.

Opening envelope from

34-3308.

Voucher signed by applicant

etc.;

when

by mail;

in

regular

ballot

box

34-3214.

34-3315.

velopes.
Liberal construction of election laws.

regis-

receiving ballot.

voter,

entry by registrar, etc.
Delivery of box with ballots,
etc., to election managers.
Opening box. Deposit of bal-

without examination.
Return of envelopes, etc., to
regular box.
Rejected en-

secrecy.

34-3301. Right to vote

Un-

used ballots.
Ballots for primary elections;
forms and stubs.
Deposit of returned ballot;

lots

coupon.

trar,

Ordinary to furnish blank bal-

notice to registrars

by

voter.

—Any

required by his regular business and habitual duties to be

absent from the city or county, ward or district in which he is regisProvided, that he shall give notice
tered, may vote by registered mail
in writing of such intention to the registrars of his county, not less than
30 days nor more than 60 days prior to the primary or general election
(Acts 1924, p. 186.)
in which he may desire to participate.
:

34-3302. Application for ballot.

— Said

voter shall by registered mail

forward to the registrars of the county of his residence a letter of application for a ballot,
rect

amount

ballot,

and

and

shall enclose therewith postage, or the cor-

necessary for the return to him of a blank
instructions as to marking the said ballot and its proper

in legal tender,

full

return to the said registrars. (Acts 1924, p. 186.)

Opening envelope containing blank

marking ballot; reUpon receipt of the registered letter, forwarded by the registrars,
turn.
as is hereinafter provided, the applicant shall open the sealed envelope
marked "ballot within" in the presence of the postmaster or his assistant, and shall then and there mark and refold the ballot without assistance and without making known the manner of marking the same. He
shall then and there place the ballot within the envelope in the presence
of the postmaster or his assistant, who shall witness the same in writ34-3303.

ballot;

—

ing, as hereinafter provided; or, in case of the refusal of said

may be
deeds. The

and his assistant to witness the same,
son qualified under the law to attest

pon hereinafter described

it

postmaster

witnessed by any perenvelope with the cou-

shall be enclosed within the envelope directed
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and the registration date
that of the coupon enclosed. (Acts 1924, p.

to the registrars,

§

same

of

shall be the

34-3306

same as

187.)

Army or Navy.
directed
consulate, an
been
to
the
United
States
If the letter shall have
elector receiving his ballot shall conform to all the requirements of section 34-3303, except that he shall sign and seal the ballot in the presence
of the American consul or his assistant, preserving all the secrecy of the
ballot, as provided in section 34-3303, and it shall be forwarded by the
consulate within two days after receipt of same. In the Army and Xavy
the commanding officer or a commissioned officer duly delegated by him
shall witness and register the return envelope by first mail leaving said
command or ship, provided all the requirements of section 34-3302 shall
have been complied with. (Acts 1924, p. 187.)
34-3304. Signing in presence of consul or officer of

34-3305. Registrar's

—

duty on receiving application.

Certificate

and

coupon. The registrar, upon receipt of the application for ballot, shall
satisfy himself that the applicant is duly qualified to vote in the county

which said application is made, and shall enroll the name and adif found eligible, in a book to be provided for the
purpose, and make out the certificate and coupon attached, as hereinafter
provided, and forward same to the applicant by registered mail, general
delivery (cost of same having been forwarded as hereinbefore provided),
and also shall enclose in said letter:

for

dress of the applicant,

An

(a)

envelope containing the folded ballot, sealed and marked

"ballot within."
(b) An' envelope, for resealing the

marked

ballot,

form

of

which

is

hereinafter provided, and called "voucher."

A
A

(c)

properly addressed envelope for the return of said ballot.

manner of
marking the ballot, in order that the same may be counted, and the manner of preparing and returning the same, which printed slip shall be provided by the ordinary or executive committee. (Acts 1924, p. 187.)
(d)

printed

slip,

giving

full

instructions regarding the

34-3306. Certificate of registration, etc.
shall be printed,

This

is

—The

certificate of registration

and worded as follows:

to certify that

is

a quali-

(ward)
voter of the

fied

(district)

of

(city)

County, State of Georgia, and entitled
to vote in the election to be held on
19....

Application for ballot received
19.

.

.

.,

,

from

(post office) and mailed to

(post office) as requested on

,

19....

A

copy of

this certificate is filed

No

with the

letter of application.

(Signed)
Registrar.

(Detach the coupon below and return.)
(Acts 1924,

p. 188.)

§

Flections.

34-33 07
34-3307.

Opening envelope from

1038

registrar,

etc.;

marked

plicant shall open the sealed envelope

secrecy.

—The

ap-

"ballot within" in the

presence of the postmaster or his assistant, who shall register the same
in return.
The voter shall mark and refold the ballot without assistance

manner

which

has been marked, shall
seal and sign the voucher, the postmaster or assistant signing as witness to said voucher.

and

shall not disclose the

The postmaster

in

it

out the following blank, detach the coupon from the certificate, and place it within the return envelope containing the sealed ballot:
or his assistant shall

fill

Name

Color

Age

Height
Color of eyes
Birthplace given by voter

Color of hair
Weight (estimated)

Occupation
State and county where voter claimed to have last voted
county
State.

To

my

knowledge, the above information is correct and
the applicant has complied with the requirements of the law as above
provided.
I have no knowledge whatever of the marking, erasures or
the best of

intent of the ballot enclosed.

(Signed)

(Post

office

Postmaster.

stamp.)

(or other person designated in section 34-3303.)

In the

Army and Navy

a

commissioned

officer,

commanding

officer,

or

commissioned representative, shall sign the foregoing in lieu of the postmaster. In territory without the jurisdiction of the United States the
consular officer shall sign the certificate.

(Acts 1924,

—

Voucher signed by applicant receiving ballot. The voucher
on the back of the return envelope containing the marked bal-

34-3308.
shall be
lot,

and

This

p. 188.)

shall be as follows:

was received by me

as per
County,
State of Georgia.
The envelope marked "ballot within" was opened by
me in the presence of
postmaster,
consul or commissioned officer, of
marked
while in the office, without assistance or knowledge on the part of any
one as to manner in which same was prepared, and then and there sealed
as provided by law.
(Signed)
Teste:

my

is

to certify that the enclosed ballot

application to the Registrars of

'

,

Date
Postmaster (or other person designated
(Acts 1924,

p.

,

19

in section 34-3303.)

189.)

34-3309. Ordinary to furnish blank ballots, etc., to registrars.

—

Un-

used ballots. It shall be the duty of the ordinary of each county, at the
expense of said county, to furnish the registrars of said county with a
sufficient number of blank ballots, each properly sealed in an envelope

Elections.
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marked

"ballot within,"

and take

§ 34-3

Within

their receipt for same.

five

days subsequent to the election, the registrars shall return to the ordinary
all unused ballots in their original sealed envelopes and a list of the vot(Acts
ers who have been furnished ballots as provided in this Chapter.
1924, p. 189.)

34-3310. Ballots for primary elections; forms and stubs.

mary

elections,

it

shall be the

duty of the county or city

— In

all

pri-

executive com-

mittee, or other party authority of the political party holding the pri-

mary election, to provide official ballots for all such
names of the candidates who have properly qualified,

elections, with the

accordance with
the rules of such party, printed thereon. All ballots furnished by the
ordinary to the registrars under the provisions of this Chapter shall be
printed and prepared in pads with a series number different from that
used in the election for voters who vote in person, and with the words
"Absent Voter's Ballot" written thereon at the top of said pad or pads;
in

and each ballot shall be arranged so as to show the same series letter,
and each ballot numbered consecutively, and with a stub for each ballot
containing the series letter and number of ballot, which can be detached
from the ballot, conforming thereto, and the ballot shall show the same
(Acts 1924, p. 190.)
series letter and number as appears on the stub.

by

34-3311. Deposit of returned ballot; entry

registrar, etc.

—Upon the

from the voter, the registrars shall, opposite the name of the voter in the book heretofore mentioned, write in ink
,"
the words "Deposited in sealed box by me on
19 ....
and then add his own signature, and shall deposit the envelope containing the ballot, unopened, in the sealed box to be provided for this purThe coupose, and there it shall remain until the day of the election.
pons enclosed with the return ballots shall be filed with the letter of apreceipt of the return ballot

:

plication.

,

The

return envelope shall

of the ballot deposted therein.

34-3312. Delivery of

box with

show

(Acts 1924,

the series letter ana!

number

p. 190.)

ballots, etc., to election

managers.

— On

the day of the election the registrars shall deliver the

box containing
application and return

the sealed ballots, together with the letters of
coupons attached, with a list of the same in triplicate, sealed, to the
managers of the election, at the ward or district in which the ballots are
to be cast, and shall take receipt for said box and sealed papers.
The
registrars shall also deliver to the managers the pad or pads with stubs
showing series letters and numbers of ballots furnished, and no ballot
shall be counted unless the series letter and number on the stub shall
correspond with the series letter and number on the ballot contained in
the envelope returned by the absent voter.
(Acts 1924, p. 191.)

Opening box. Deposit of ballots in regular ballot box withexamination.
At the close of the regular balloting the box shall be
out
opened by the managers of the election, and the ballots deposited in the
As each envelope shall be removed from
regular ballot box, as follows
34-3313.

—

:

the box, the

name

were voting

in person.

of the voter shall be called

and checked as

if

the voter

found entitled to cast his vote, the envelope
shall then, but not until then, be opened, and the ballot deposited in the
(Acts 1924, p. 191.)
regular box without examining or unfolding it.
If

§
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34-3314. Return

velopes.

— When

of

all

envelopes,

etc.,

1040
regular

to

Rejected en-

box.

the ballots shall have been accounted for and either

voted or rejected, the empty envelopes that previously contained the
sealed ballots shall be returned to the original box together with the
led package of letters of applications and coupons, and the rejected
envelopes, if any, on which, or on a paper attached thereto, shall be
plainly written the cause of rejection, signed by a majority of the man-

The box

thereupon be resealed and not opened
within 90 days except by order of court. (Acts 1924, p. 191.)
agers of election.

shall

34-3315. Liberal construction of election laws.

—The

laws

election

with respect to this Chapter, so that
(Acts 1924, p. 192.)
be given its provisions.

shall be liberally construed

force

and

may

effect

POLITICAL MASS MEETINGS AND
CONVENTIONS.

part vm.

CHAPTER

34-34.

IN GENERAL.
Sec.

Sec.

34-3401.

Participants in political mass
meetings or conventions.

34-3402.

Place of holding mass meetings or conventions; notice.

—

mass meetings or conventions. No
participate or be allowed to participate in any manner in
mass meeting, convention or any other kind of meeting

34-3401. Participants in political

person shall

any

full

political

held for the purpose of electing or nominating officers or delegates to

any other kind

mass meeting
or convention unless such person at the time is a duly registered and
qualified voter of the county or district where such meeting is held.

any county,

(Acts 1925,

district, State or

of political

p. 321.)

34-3402. Place of holding

mass meetings or conventions;

—All

notice.

meetings, mass meetings, county and district conventions of any political party held in this State shall be held in the county courthouse of the
county wherein held, and the day and hour of such meeting or convention shall be posted at the courthouse door 10 days prior to the date

therein

named

for holding such

meeting or convention. (Acts 1925,

p. 321.)

PART XXX.
CHAPTER

34-99.

Sec.
34-9901.

34-9903.

IN GENERAL.
Sec.

Violations

of

registration

laws.
34-9902.

CRIMES.

Duty

of tax collector
clerk as to voters' oath.

and

books

or

Falsifying
lists.

voters'

34.9904.

Voting more than once,

34 -" 05

Fal se

'

oath " nde
th
y
u
charged
soldiers
and
ors law

<f

'

34-9906.

*

Illegal voting

by a minor.

etc.

di

^

sail-
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Ele<

'i

'

n

Sec.

34-9908.

Buying- or selling votes, ami
voting illegally; competency
of witnesses.
List of voters, violation of

34-9909.

Failure of

34-9910.

Clerk failing to return voters'

34-9911.

grand jury.
Violation of Chapter 34-19 by
managers, clerks, and other

34-9907.

duty by
voters'

clerk.

Failure

34-9921.

Contested

Manager

34-9923.

Vote

34-9913.

Interfering

34-9914.

Illegal

soliciting

managers

by

mary
34-9924.

officials.

by

with

ballots
of elections.

by

information

offi-

Neglect of duty

34-9916.

Illegal inspection of ballots or

in general.

other election papers.

Preparation

34-9917.

34-9926.
34-9927.

of

election

Improper influencing

34-9918.

Violation

34-9919.

of
to 34-1909.

34-9928.
34-9929.

bal-

near

Any

person

election law.

man-

34-9931.
34-9932.

Political

mass

conventions,

shall sign his

in

Voting more than once at
primary election.
Voting by mail; fraud.
Attempt to vote by mail by

law relating

sections 34-1902

who

clerks oi sucourts violating pri-

ager of primary election.
False oath, etc., by voter at
primary election.
Buying or selling votes at
primary election.
Party participating a compe-

34-9901. (660 P. C.) Violations of registration
1.

ele-

signing name of another.
Public official violating law
relating to voting by mail.

of vot-

ing. Disorderly conduct
or at voting room.

primary

tent witness.

34-9930.

lots.

of

Fraud or corruption

cials.

34-9915.

name

or

meetings

or

violation

of

to.

laws.—

mark

to the oath in the

permanent qualification or voters' book as prescribed by law, and who
not in fact qualified as stated in the oath

Who

to

Managers and
perior

34-9925.

officers.

34-9912.

.lerk

el''

violating duty.'

to

list

statements of

file

deliver ballots.

to deliver

to clerk, etc.

to

campaign expenses.

34-9922.

manager

list

34 9920.

;

is

or

mark in said voters' book more
than once unless required to reregister by the registrars or
3. Who shall in like manner sign any assumed or fictitious name in
2.

shall sign his

name

or his

;

said voters' book; or
4.

Who

mark

in

any other person to sign his name or his
said voters' book more than once unless such person shall have
shall aid or abet

been required to reregister; or
5.

Who

fictitious
6.

name

Who

any other person
said voters' book; or

shall aid or abet
in

to sign

any assumed or

shall deposit or aid or abet another to deposit a ballot at

any name other than his own, as appears on the
voters prescribed by law; or

election in
istered
7.

Who

any

of reg-

without having signed the oath provided by the tax
said voters' book, unless his name shall have been entered
of legal voters as provided by law,

shall vote

collector in

on the

list

lists

Shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.

(Acts 1894, pp. 121, 122.)

—

Cross-references. Registration of voters, see Chapter 34-1 et seq.
corporation contributing to election campaign funds, see § 22-9902.

34-9902. (661 P. C.)

Duty

Penalty for

and clerk as to voters' oath.
Any tax collector or his clerk who shall permit any person to sign the
voters' book or any separate printed oath unless such person shall have
actually made the oath before him thereon contained, as prohibited by
section 34-109, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
(Acts 1908, p. 58.)

—

of tax collector

34-9903

§

Flections.
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34-9903. (662 P. C.) Falsifying voters' books or
clerk,

lector,

lists.

—Any

tax col-

who shall falsify the voters' book pretaken therefrom, and any county registrar who

or other person

scribed by law, or

lists

be punished by confinement in the penitentiary for not less than one nor more than five years,
and shall be forever afterwards prohibited from holding any office in this
State. (Acts 1894, p. 122.)
shall falsity the lists of registered voters, shall

Cross-reference.

—List

of registered voters, see

Chapter

34-4.

—

Voting more than once, etc. Any person who
shall vote more than once at any election which may be held in any
county, or vote out of the county in which he may usually reside, for
members of the legislature, or for county officers, unless authorized by
law, shall be punished by imprisonment and labor in the penitentiary
(Cobb, 819.)
for not less than one year nor more than two years.
34-9904. (663 P. C.)

34-9905. False oath under the discharged soldiers'

Any

who

person

shall

and

knowingly and wilfully subscribe a

sailors' law.

—

false oath un-

der the provisions of section 34-502, relating to applications by persons

discharged from the United States

Army

or

Navy

to have their

names

placed on the "Discharged Soldiers' and Sailors' List," shall be guilty
of a felony

and on conviction

punished by confinement

shall be

penitentiary for not less than three nor

more than 10

years.

in the

(Acts 1920,

p. 146.)

34-9906. (664 P. C.) Illegal voting

by a minor.

age of 21 years, and above the age of

who

misdemeanor.

election, shall be guilty of a
p.

14,

—Any person under the

shall vote illegally at

(Cobb, 819.

any

Acts 1865-6,

233.)

34-9907. (665 P.

competency
1.

Buy

C.)

Buying or

of witnesses.

or

sell,

—

If

or offer to

selling votes,

and voting

illegally;

any person shall:

buy or

sell,

a vote, or shall be in any

way

buying or selling, or contribute money or any other thing
of value for the purpose of buying a vote at any election in this State,
or in any county thereof; or
concerned

in

(Cobb, 819.
2.

If

in this

Acts 1880-1,

p.'

129; 1906, p. 46.)

any person shall vote at any such election who has not resided
State one year next preceding such election; or

(Acts 1878-9,

p. 157.)

Who

has not resided six months next preceding said election in the
county in which he has voted; or
3.

(Acts 1878-9,
4.

of

Who

p.

157.)

has not paid

all poll

taxes which he has had an opportunity

paying agreeably to law; or
(Acts 1878-9,

p. 157.

Const., Art. II, Sec.

I,

Par. Ill (§ 2-603).)

Who

has been convicted in any court of competent jurisdiction of
treason against the State, of embezzlement of public funds, malpractice
5.

in office, bribery, or larceny, or

any crime involving moral turpitude,

Elections.
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§

punishable by the laws of tin's State with imprisonment
tiary, unless he shall have been pardoned,
(Acts 1878-9,

He
On

34-9912

in the peniten-

p. 157.)

shall be guilty of a

misdemeanor.

the trial of any person for offending against this section, any other

person

who may have

same

participated in any violation of the provision:-, of

competent witness and be compelled to give evidence
and nothing then said by such witness shall, at any time, be received
or given in evidence against him in any prosecution, except on an indictment for perjury in any matter to which he may have testified. All the
the

shall be a

provisions of this section shall be applicable, so far as the same

may

be,

primary elections. The hiring of workers qualified to vote in said
election or primary before or on the day of election, for the purpose of
canvassing for or influencing votes in behalf of any candidate, or the
being hired for said purpose, shall be a misdemeanor. (Acts 1906, p. 46.)
to all

—

Cross-references. Conviction of certain crimes as disqualifying- voter, see
Qualifications of voters, see Const., Art. II, Sec. I (Chapter 2-6;.
Illegal voting at municipal election, see § 69-9901.
§ .2-701.

34-9908. (82; 657 P. C.) List of voters, violation of duty
If the clerk of the

by clerk.—

superior court shall violate, or permit another to vio-

keep unopened and unaltered
the envelope containing the ballots for 60 days, and if there shall be no
contest, to destroy the ballots without examining same, or permitting
others to do so, he and the other persons offending shall be guilty of a
misdemeanor. (Acts 1859, p. 32.)
late section 34-1303, requiring the clerk to

34-9909. (83; 658 P. C.) Failure of
clerk, etc.

manager

to deliver voters'

—Any manager of an election who shall

fail to

list

deliver the

to
list

of voters and accompanying documents to the clerk of the superior court,
as required by law, within three days from the day of election, or who
shall fail to discharge any other duty required of him, shall be guilty of
a misdemeanor. Any manager of election failing to discharge any duty
required of him by law, shall be liable to a like penalty.

—Penalty

Cross-references.
vote, see § 34-1501.

Manner

for false return or for undue influence
of conducting elections, see § 34-1303.

34-9910. (82; 659 P. C.) Clerk failing to return voters'
jury.

—Any

clerk of the superior court

who

list

to

obtain

to

grand

shall fail to deliver the list

grand jury on the first day of the next term of the superior court, as required by section 34-1303, fl 12, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.

of voters to the

Cross-reference.

— Examination

of lists

by grand

juries, see

§

34-1601.

by managers, clerks, and other
or other officer, knowingly and wilfully

34-9911. Violation of Chapter 34-19

—Any

manager, clerk
aiding, assisting, permitting, procuring or being otherwise concerned in
any violation of any part of the provisions of Chapter 34-19 shall be
(Acts 1922, p. 103.)
guilty of a misdemeanor.
officers.

Vote
engaged

34-9912.
officer,

for or solicit

by

—Any

manager, clerk or other
in any election of any kind or character, who shall ask
the vote or votes of any voter or elector, in any such elecsoliciting

officials.

Elections.
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t'on, in behalf of

(Acts 1922,

any
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of the candidates, shall be guilty of a

msidemeanor.

p. 103.)'

—

with ballots by managers of elections. Any
manager who may be called in by any voter or elector to assist such
voter or elector in the preparation of his ballot, as provided in section
34-1905, and who shall prepare or cause to be prepared the ticket or
ballot of such voter or elector in any way or manner different from his
desire, instruction or direction as given to such manager by the voter
(Acts 1922, p. 104.)
or the elector, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
34-9913. Interfering

34-9914. Illegal information
officer,

who

engaged or

by

officiating in

officials.

any election

make known

shall give out, tell,

—Any manager, clerk or other
of

any kind or character,

or furnish, during the progress of

any other time, except when making official returns or when required by legal process, any data, memorandum or other
information, concerning which voter or voters have voted, concerning
which voter or voters have not voted, concerning for whom any voter
or voters have voted, concerning for whom any voter or voters have
not voted, or concerning how many votes have been polled for any candidate, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1922, p. 104.)
any such election or

at

—Any

manager, clerk, or officer
or other person upon whom a duty is imposed by Chapter 34-19, relating
to elections, who intentionally and wilfully neglects or fails to perform
the same, where no violation is specifically denned, shall be guilty of a
misdemeanor. (Acts 1922, p. 104.)
34-9915. Neglect of duty, in general.

34-9916. Illegal inspection of ballots or other election papers.

whose custody

clerk or other officer into

ballots

and other election pa-

who shall look into or inspect the same for the purpose of ascertaining how any elector voted, or who shall give out, tell,
make known or permit any data, memorandum, or other information
pers

may

—Any

be placed

concerning for whom any elector voted or against whom any elector
voted, except when required by legal process, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1922, p. 106.)
34-9917. Preparation of election ballots.

or wilfully violates

any of the provisions

—Any person who knowingly
of section 34-1907, relating to

the preparation of election ballots, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.

(Acts 1922,

p. 102.)

Improper influencing of voting.

Disorderly conduct near or
Any person who violates any of the provisions of secat voting room.
tion 34-1909, relating to disorderly conduct in, near, or at any voting
34-9918.

—

room, improper influencing of voters, and entering a booth while another
person is therein, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1922, p. 103.)
34-9919. Violation of sections 34-1902 to 34-1909.

—Any

person

who

votes or attempts to vote, knowingly or wilfully, in violation of the provisions of sections 34-1902 to 34-1909 at any election, or who shall oth-

erwise violate any of the provisions of said sections, shall be guilty of a
misdemeanor. (Acts 1922, p. 103.)
Cross-references.

duty by election

— Illegal

officials,

voting

see

§

at

nrimary

34-9915.

election, see

§

34-9928.

Neglect of

Elections.
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34-9928

;

34-9920. (671 P. C.) Failure to

statements of campaign expenses.

file

—Whoever shall violate any of the provisions
ing the
-

filing-

of statements of

misdemeanor. (Acts 1908,

of section 34-2001, requir-

campaign expenses,

shall be guilty of a

p. 63.)

34-9921. (122; 674 P. C.) Contested elections, clerk to deliver ballots.

—Any clerk
lots of

who by law

of the superior court,

an election,

who

is

entrusted with the bal-

when

shall fail or refuse to deliver such ballots

they are required as evidence in a contested election case and are legally
demanded of him, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1880-1, p. 95;
1900, pp. 40, 41.)
Cross-reference.

— When

Manager

34-9922. (667 P. C.)

Any manager

may

suspected ballots

of

be examined, see

§

34-2802.

primary election violating duty.

primary election, who shall be guilty of wilfully violating any of the duties and obligations devolving upon him as such
manager, shall be punished as for a misdemeanor. (Acts 1890-1, p. 211.)
of a

Cross-reference.

— Primary

elections generally, see Chapter 34-32.

Managers and
law. Any manager

34-9923. (668 P. C.)

primary election

—

the superior court,

who

misdemeanor. (Acts 1900,

tion.

primary election or clerk

of a

p.

primary elections,

shall be guilty of a

40; 1908, pp. 55, 57.)

Fraud or corruption

in

manager

—Any manager of a primary election, who shall

or corruption in the
for a

misdemeanor.

Cross-reference.

of

shall violate the provisions of sections 34-3204

to 34-3209 or 34-3211, relating to

34-9924. (669 P. C.)

clerks of superior courts violating

of

primary

elec-

be guilty of fraud

management

of an election, shall be punished as

(Acts 1890-1,

p. 211.)

— Primary

elections generally, see Chapter 34-32.

by voter

primary election.
Any voter at a primary election, who shall, if challenged, swear falsely in
taking the prescribed oath, or shall personate another and take the oath
in his name in order to vote, shall be guilty of perjury, and shall be pun34-9925. (670 P. C.) False oath, etc.,

ished as for perjury.
Cross-reference.

— Punishment

34-9926. (675 P. C.)

Any

person

(Acts 1890-1,

who

shall

at

p. 211.)

for perjury, see

§

26-4002.

Buying or selling votes at primary
either buy or sell, or offer to buy or

election.
sell,

or be

any way concerned in buying or selling, or contribute money for the
purpose of buying a vote in any primary election, whether the election
shall be for nominees for State, county, municipal, or Federal office,
shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
(Acts 1904, p. 97; 1905, p. 111.)
in

—

34-9927. (676 P. C.) Party participating a

competent witness. In
case of a prosecution under the preceding section, any person participating in a violation of the provisions of the same shall be both competent and compellable to testify, except where he himself is on trial, as
is

provided in prosecutions for violation of gaming laws. (Acts 1904,

p. 97.)

Cross-reference.

—Witnesses

in prosecutions for

34-9928. (673 P. C.) Voting

Any

person

who

gambling, see

more than once

shall vote at a

at

§

26-6407.

primary

election.

primary election more than once or at

_J34-Oojo
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more than one polling
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place, shall be guilty of a

misdemeanor.

(Acts

1890-1, p. 211;)
Cross-reference.

— Primary

34-9929. Voting

elections generally, see Chapter 34-32.

by mail;

— Any

person attempting to aid or
abet fraud in connection with any vote cast, or to be cast, or attempted
to be cast, under the provisions of Chapter 34-33, regulating voting by
mail, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
(Acts 1924, p. 191.)
34-9930.

person

shall

—

by mail by signing name of another. Any
attempt to vote by mail under the provisions of Chap-

Attempt

who

fraud.

to vote

by fraudulently signing the name of a regularly qualified voter
be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1924, p. 191.)

ter 34-33

shall

—

law relating to voting by mail. Any
who shall knowingly violate any of the provisions of
relating to voting by mail, and shall thereby aid in any

34-9931. Public official violating

public official

Chapter 34-33,

way

the illegal casting or attempting to cast a vote, or

who

shall con-

nive to nullify any provision of said Chapter, shall be guilty of a mis-

demeanor.

(Acts 1924,

p. 192.)

mass meetings or conventions, violation of law reAny person wilfully violating any provision of Chapter 34-34,
political mass meetings and conventions, shall, upon convic-

34-9932. Political
lating to.

—

relating to
tion,

be punished as for a misdemeanor. (Acts 1925,

ELECTION OF REMEDIES:

See Title

3,

p. 321.)

Actions,

Chapter

3-6;

Title 37, Equity, Chapter 37-5.

ELECTRICAL COMPANIES,
Title 26,

Crimes and Punishment, Chapter

ELECTROCUTION:
27-25.

interfering

See

Title

27,

with

property

of:

See

26-38.

Criminal

Procedure,

Chapter

TITLE

35.

ELEEMOSYNAKY INSTITUTIONS.
Chap.

Sec.

35-

1.

Board

35-

2.

35- 9.

Hospital
Georgia Training School for Mental Defectives
State Tuberculosis Sanatorium
Charitable institutions for custody of children
Georgia Industrial Home
Academy for the Blind
Georgia School for the Deaf
Confederate Soldiers Home of Georgia

35-99.

Crimes

35-

3.

35-

4.

35-

5.

35-

6.

35-

7.

35- 8.

of

35-101

Control

35-201

Milledgeville State

35-301
35-401
35-501

35-601
35-701
35-801
35-901

35-9901

!

CROSS-REFERENCES.
Bonds
§

of contractors with State, public boards, etc.:
23-1705 et seq.

County poor:

See Title

See Title

23,

Chapters 23-21 to 23-24.
See Title

23, Counties,

Milledgeville State Hospital Training School for Nurses:
sions, Businesses, and Trades, § 84-1017 et seq.

Counties,

84,

Profes-

See, also, Title 88, Public Health; Title 99, Social Welfare.

CHAPTER

35-1.

BOARD OF CONTROL.
Sec.

Sec.
35-102.

Creation and establishment.
Membership; appointment.

35-103.

Terms

35-101.

35-104.
35-105.
*r m/r
35-106.

35-108.

from

meetings, when.

of office.

35-109.

Visits

Vacancies. Chairman.
Secretary; his duties;
and bond.

35-110.

Per diem; mileage; dealings
with institutions prohibited

t>

11,,.
a

Powers and

a

*•

r

salary,

„

P1

„

35-111.
a

r?

to

institutions;

reports.

Payments

treasury;
to
adBond of
to Board.
£
member receiving
& funds.

vances

duties of Board:
and regulations.
Meetings; duty to attend.
.

•

,

'

rules

35-107.

Office vacated for absence

•

,

.

—

and establishment. There is hereby created and established a department of State Government to be known as Board of
Control of Eleemosynary Institutions. (Acts 1931, pp. 7, 15.)
35-101. Creation

—

Membership; appointment. The Board shall be composed of
eleven members appointed by the Governor and confirmed bv the Senate, one from the State at large and one from each congressional disThe Governor shall be ex officio a member of said Board. (Acts
trict.
35-102.

1931, pp.

35-103.

7,

15.)

Terms

of office.

—The

term of

office for the

10

members

first

appointed from the several congressional districts shall be as follows
two shall be appointed for a term ending July 1, 1933, four for a term
ending July 1, 1935, and four for a term ending July 1, 1937, and their
successors shall be appointed for

full

terms of six years.

The member

Eleemosynary Institutions.

35-104

§

from the State
(Acts 1931, pp.

at large shall

1048

serve at the pleasure of the Governor.

7, 15.)

Cross-reference.

— Congressional

districts, see § 34-2301.

—

Chairman. In case of the death or resignation
of any member of the Board, the Governor shall fill the unexpired term
The Board
by appointment, subject to confirmation by the Senate.
(Acts 1931, pp. 7, 16.)
shall elect one of their members as chairman.
35-104. Vacancies.

35-105. Secretary; his duties, salary,

point a secretary, not a

member

and bond.

thereof,

who

— Said

Board

shall ap-

shall devote his entire

time to the work of the Board; hold office at its pleasure; be provided
with an office in the State capitol receive a salary to be fixed by the
Board, but which shall not exceed $5,000 per annum and give bond for
the faithful performance of his duties and the faithful accounting for
;

;

moneys coming

all

into his

hands as such secretary,

under such terms and conditions as
(Acts 1931, pp. 7, 16.)

may

in

such amount and

be prescribed by said Board.

—

Powers and duties of Board; rules and regulations. The
Board shall establish such rules and regulations for their own direction
as they may deem proper, and may fix the terms of office of their chairman, vice chairman and secretary. The Board is vested with all the
powers, privileges, and rights heretofore vested in former boards here35-1C6.

tofore in control of the several institutions hereby

and

made subordinate

to

charged with all the duties, obligations, and responsibilities incumbent upon and/or pertaining to such former boards. (Acts 1931,

it,

pp.

is

7, 16.)

—

Editorial Note. The Reorganization Act of 1931 (Acts 1931, pp. 7, 15), creating
the Board of Control, vested such Board with the powers, duties and functions of
the several boards formerly in control of the following institutions: Milledgeville
State Hospital, Georgia Training School for Mental Defectives, State Tuberculosis Sanatorium at Alto, Academy for the Blind, School for the Deaf, Confederate Soldiers Home of Georgia, Training School for Boys, and Training School
for Girls. The Board of Public Welfare was also abolished and its powers, duties
and functions transferred to the Board of Control. The sections of this Act providing for these changes (sections 36 to 44-A) have not been codified, but effect
has been given to the provisions thereof.

The law

relating to the

two training schools

and that relating to the public welfare

tutions,

is found in Title 77, Penal Instiin Title 99, Social Welfare.

In the cases of the Academy for the Blind and the School for the Deaf, not
only were the boards of trustees abolished, but also the boards of visitors (Acts
1931, pp. 7, 18, §§ 39 and 40). The corporate franchise of the board of trustees of
the Academy for the Blind was revoked and its property vested in the State. The
office of treasurer of the board of trustees of the School for the Deaf was specifically abolished and the secretary of the Board of Control vested with the duties
of such office, consistent with the provisions of the Reorganization Act (Acts
1931, pp.

The

7,

18j.

of treasurer of the board of trustees of the Confederate Soldiers
abolished by § 38 of the Reorganization Act and the secretary of the
Board of Control, under its direction and control, vested with such treasurer's
office

Home was
duties.

As

to disposition of other provisions of the Reorganization Act, see note preI of Title 40, Executive Department.

ceeding Part

—

bers of

duty to attend. It shall be the duty of the memthe Board to attend its meetings and take part in its delibera-

tions.

(Acts 1931, pp.

35-107. Meetings;

Cross-reference.

which member

is

7,

16.)

—Attendance

at

meeting as ground for continuance of case

party or counsel, see

§

81-1403.

in

Eleemosynary Institutions.
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35-108. Office vacated for absence

§ 35-111

from meetings, when.-- The

office of

any member of the Board shall be vacated if he shall neglect to furnish
a good and satisfactory cause in writing to the Board for absence from
two consecutive meetings of the Board. If any member for any ca
meetings of the Board, without valid
excuse or leave' of absence from said Board or the chairman or vice
chairman thereof, his office shall be declared vacant by the Board, and
shall fail to attend three successive

the secretary shall in either event notify the Governor of a vacancy in

the Board, and the Governor shall

(Acts 1931, pp.

fill

same

as

heretofore provided.

7, 17.)

35-109. Visits to institutions; reports.

two

tees of not less than

of its

—The

members,

shall

Board, through commit-

make

at least one annual

and inspection of each of the institutions hereby made subordinate
and report their findings and conclusions to the Board in writing.

visit to

to

it,

(Acts 1931, pp.

7, 18.)

Per diem; mileage; dealings with institutions prohibited.
The members of the Board shall each receive the sum of $7 for each day
of actual attendance at the meetings of the Board or on tours of inspection, in lieu of their personal expenses incurred thereby, and shall receive mileage to and from the place of meeting or place of visits and in35-110.

by the nearest practical route
from their respective homes such expenses and mileage to be paid by
the State Treasurer out of the funds of the State, by executive warrant,
on presentation of vouchers by the members of the Board approved by
the chairman and signed by the secretary. The members of the Board
shall receive no emoluments or compensation for their services as such
members. No member of said Board shall directly or indirectly sell to
(Acts
or buy from any institution under its control or supervision.
spections of the respective institutions,
;

1931, pp. 7, 17.)

35-111.

Payments

receiving funds.

to treasury; advances to Board.

—All

moneys received by
The State Treasurer

the State treasury.

unexpended appropriation

to

said

said
is

Bond

of

member

Board must be paid

into

hereby directed, out of any

Board, upon requisition by

it,

re-

ceived on or before the 15th of each month, to advance to the Board

such sums as said Board
tions subordinate to
shall be in

it

may

specify as needed for the several institu-

for the succeeding

month, which requisitions

accordance with and upon such form as

may

be established

by the State Auditor. All said sums to be paid to said Board shall be
paid by the Treasurer of the State to such official of said Board as may
be designated by the Board, for use of the Board under the law, which
said official shall give
ified to

do business

for the faithful

good and solvent bond

in this State,

in a surety

company

qual-

payable to the Governor, conditioned

performance of his duties and faithful accounting for

all

funds in anywise coming into his hands for the use and/or benefit of
said Board. (Acts 1931, pp.

7, 19.)

535-2
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CHAPTER

35-2.

MILLEDGEVILLE STATE HOSPITAL.

c

Sec.

35 201.

35-202.

Authority of Board of Control.
Patients,
how admitted and

35-220.

To whom marshal

35 203.

35-204.

35-205.
;

5-206.

35-207.

witnesses.

of Control may make
and change rules and regula-

35-221.

tions.

35-222.

Board

Harmless lunatics discharged.
Offices to be separate.

o5-210.

Itemized accounts of steward

35-211.

and treasurer.
Annual reports of Board.

Classification of inmates.

Harmless

Resident pay patients;

examinations

of

1.

may

Pay

Pauper patients; how admitted.

35.233.

How pauper

35-235.

patients

be classified,

patients

sup-

Pauperism ceasing, patients

re-

Discharged

paupers

must

be

clad, etc.

Tr&1

of

kmacy may be

manded,

examina-

How

35-238.

Temporary

trial

rfe _

etc.

35-237.

may

be demanded.

disposition

of

pa-

tients.

duty

35-239.

and

35-240.

appointment

duty.

trol

how

35-231.

35 _ 236<

of office, salary, and
of assistant physician.

35-201.

Nonresident pay patients;

35-232.

35-234.

examinations for
open to

competitive
tions suspended.

Marshal;

Exemplification of proceedings
must be certified.

quired to pay.

When

35-219.

ad-

ported.

examinations for assistant physician conducted.

Term

how

admitted.

How

35-218.

into

35-228.

35-230.

assistant physicians
women; notice.

35-217.

divided

Georgia inmates preferred.

-

Physicians for Hospital; exami-

Competitive

Hospital to be
apartments.

when.

Applicants must be citizens of
Georgia.

applicants,
35-215.

,

35-227.

35-229.

Estimates of amount of money
required; use of appropria-

Subsequent

idiots rejected,

,

.

35-226.

nations; elections.
35-214.

TT

mitted.

tions.

35-213.

35-223.

Officers designated.

Treasurer's bond.

Duties of superintendent.

35.224.
„ r -_ r
35-225.

Copies of rules and regulations
furnished to ordinaries.

35-209.

Hospital;

Superintendent of
qualifications.

Hospital free, to whom: addiHonal food etc., for pay patients; tunds ot patients.

35-20S.

35-212.

turn

shall

oy er offenders; prosecutions;

discharged.

v
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Absentees for 12 months must
be recommitted in form.
Insane criminals, how dealt
with.

Board

(1573) Authority of

of

Control.— The Board of Con-

has authority

To

prescribe

all

and regulations for the management

rules

of the

Milledgeville State Hospital not conflicting with the law.
2.

To

appoint annually

the ofheers, point out their duties, and fix

all

their salaries.
3.

To

create such other offices, and select the incumbents,

judgment such
4.

is

To remove from

office,

cause to be prosecuted any

any inmate of said

when

the incumbents

fail

to discharge well

any immoral or unfaithful conduct, and

officer,

or other person,

institution, or use

violence than the occasion

To

in their

necessary to an efficient administration.

their duties, or are guilty of

5.

if

may

who

shall assault

toward such any other or greater

require.

hold in trust for said hospital any grant or devise of land, or

bequest or donation of

money

or other property, for the general use of

the institution, or the particular use defined.
6.

To

visit

and inspect the institution as provided

in section 35-109.

1

Eleemosynary Institutions.
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7.

To

bring suit in

its

name

any claims the institution may have,

for

whether arising upon contract or

§ 35- 204

tort.

(Act 1850, Cobb, pp. 732, 733. Acts 1929, p. 324; 1931, pp. 7,
Cross-references. Compensation of members of Board of Control, see

—

Unlawful contracts by

officers

of

supported

institutions

18, 19.)

8 35-110.
funds, see

by State

§§ 89-904, 89-9915.

Editorial Note.

—See

note under

§

35-106.

how

35-202. (1574, 1595) Patients,

admitted and discharged.

— Luna-

and demented inebriates may become inmates of
the hospital and shall be admitted to, and discharged from, the Hospital
under such rules and regulations as the Board of Control shall pretics, epileptics, idiots,

(Acts 1877,

scribe.

Cross-reference.
see § 26-4512.

p.

— Penalty

Board
The Board

35-203. (1575)

regulations.

—

113; 1929,

p. 324.)

for aiding escape

of Control

from Milledgeville State Hospital,

may make and change

of Control shall prescribe rules

and

rules

and regulations

and from time to time, as experience may
demonstrate to be necessary, alter and change the same, which rules
and regulations, when thus established, shall be executed and carried
into effect by the superintendent and other officers of said Hospital.

for the purposes, aforesaid,

(Acts 1877,

p.

113; 1929, p. 324; 1931, pp.

Cross-reference.

— Employees

exempt from road

35-204. (1576) Hospital free, to

patients; funds of patients.

7,

—The

whom;

19.)
duty, see

§

95-401.

additional food,

etc., for

Hospital shall be free to

all

pay

resident

who may

be lunatics, idiots, epileptics or demented inebriates,
and who are paupers. These, when admitted, shall receive free the
same food, raiment and medical and other attention as shall be provided for inmates generally; and all resident citizens of the above decitizens,

scription

whose

estate shall not exceed the

sum

of $3,000 or be suffi-

them may be admitted upon the payment of such
reasonable sum for board and keep as may be prescribed by the Board of
Control of Eleemosynary Institutions
Provided, however, that no

cient to provide for

:

paralytics, epileptics, imbeciles, idiots,

drug or alcoholic addicts, or per-

sons suffering from tubercular, venereal or other contagious diseases,
whether paupers or not, who are harmless and inoffensive in spirit, and

who,

if

unconfined, would reasonably involve no danger to the

life

or

limb of those with whom they would be associated, shall be committed
or admitted to said Hospital
Provided further, that the family or
friends of any inmate may furnish extra or additional food or other
comforts, at their own expense, under such rules and regulations as said
:

Board may prescribe
Provided further, that any funds belonging to
any inmate of said Hospital where there has been no guardian appointed
for such inmate, shall be turned over to the Board of Control and
used toward the board and clothing and other expense of such inmate,
and in the event any such inmate shall be discharged as being cured,
any balance remaining in the hands of said Board shall be turned over
:

to such inmate.

PP.

(Acts 1877,

p.

113; 1918, p. 163; 1929,

p.

324; 1931,

7, 19.)

—

Appointment of
Cross-references. Who may become inmates, see § 35-202.
guardian for insane persons, see § 49-601 et seq. Expenses of conveying insane
persons to Hospital, see § 49-613.

Eleemosynary Institutions.

35-205

§

1052

Copies of rules and regulations furnished to ordinaries.
As soon as regulations shall have been made by the Board for the
reception of patients, it shall be the duty of the Board to cause copies
of said rules and regulations to be furnished to the different ordinaries.
35-205.

(,1577)

—

(Acts 1857,

p.

113; 1931, pp.

7, 19.)

—

(1578) Harmless lunatics discharged. The Board of Control
may, upon the certifying thereunto by the medical officer of the institution, discharge or remand to the county authorities whose duty it is
made by law to provide for the paupers of the county from which he
or she was sent, any patient in said Hospital, whose condition is such
that no probability exists of his or her restoration to full reason and
sanity by medical ministrations thereto, and who is regarded harmless
and inoffensive in spirit, and whose return to social life would reasonably
involve no danger to the life of those with whom he or she would be as35-206.

(Acts 1874,

sociated.

Cross-reference.

p. 91

—When

;

1884-5, p. 61

;

1929, p. 324; 1931, pp. 7, 19.)

harmless idiots to be rejected, see

35-207. (1579) Officers designated.

—The

§

35-224.

officers of the Hospital, ap-

pointed by the Board, shall be a superintendent, assistant physicians,
a treasurer, a steward, assistant steward, and matron, whose salaries
be paid quarterly out of the annual appropriations.

shall

Cobb,

p. 732.

Acts 1929,

p. 324; 1931, pp.

35-208. (1580) Ofnces to be separate.

(Acts 1873,

7, 19.)

—The

offices of treasurer

and

and no two offices pertaining to
government shall be held by the same person.

steward shall be separate and
said institution or its

(Act 1850,

distinct,

p. 60.)

35-209. (1581) Treasurer's bond.

security in the

sum

of $40,000.

—The

treasurer shall give bond and

(Acts 1878-9,

87; 1882-3, p. 68; 1900,

p.

P. 44.)

—

accounts of steward and treasurer. The
steward and treasurer, or either of them, shall present to the Governor,
with each quarterly application for funds from the treasury, an exact
itemized account of his expenditures for the preceding quarter, accompanied with a duplicate voucher for the sums disbursed by him for the
said preceding quarter. (Acts 1873, p. 58.)
35-210. (1582) Itemized

Cross-reference.

35-211.

— Budget,

(1583)

which

preparation and submission

Annual reports

of Board.

—At

of,

see

§

40-401 et seq.

the close of each fiscal

on the first day of September, the Board of
Control shall make to the Governor, to be by him laid before the General Assembly, in connection with his biennial message, a full report of
the condition of the Hospital in all its departments, embracing the
amount of each kind of provisions, drugs, clothing, and bedding purchased, of whom purchased, price paid, and aggregate cost; number of
persons received, discharged, and who have died; dates of reception,
discharge, and death male and female, pauper and pay patients, and
partial pay, if any; and also whether payment was made in clothing, proyear,

shall terminate

;

visions, or currency.

1931, pp.

p.

30; 1903, pp. 25, 26; 1929, p. 324;

7, 19.)

Cross-references.
official

(Acts 1893,

and

— Reports

to State Librarian, see

fiscal years, see § 89-902.

§

101-217.

Coincidence of

Eleemosynaky Institutions.
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35-212. (1584) Estimates of

—The

Board

amount

of

money

jj

35-215

required; use of appro-

an exact estimate of the
amount of money required for the support of the Hospital, in such form
and manner and at such times as required by law, pursuant to the provisions of section 40-402; and they shall set forth, under separate and

priations.

of Control shall prepare

distinct heads, a division, to wit:

subsistence, clothing, fuel, and trans-

portation, salaries, wages, medical supplies, ordinary repairs, and special

improvements, and the several amounts required for each of said departments of expenditures; and- appropriations made by the General Assembly on the basis of such estimate, or so much thereof as may be necessary, shall be used only for the division of expense for which it is estimated, and no portion estimated for any department of expenditure shall
be diverted to or used for any other department of expenditure. (Acts
1873, p. 59; 1929, p. 324; 1931, extra. Sess., pp. 94, 95; 1931, pp.

7, 19.)

35-213. (1585) Physicians for Hospital; examinations; elections.

— No

person shall be elected a physician of the Hospital until after he shall
have been rigidly and thoroughly examined by the Board of Control

and found to be well qualified to discharge the duties of the office. The
Board shall select three competent physicians and rec[uire all applicants
for election to the position of superintendent and assistant physicians to
appear before said commission and stand their examination, and the examination papers shall be returned to the Board of Control, with such
recommendations as said board of physicians may make. If the examination shall be satisfactory, the Board of Control shall commission said
applicants, who shall hold their respective offices two years, subject to
removal by the Board. All questions, with the answers made by each
applicant in the presence of the board of physicians, shall be filed in the
archives of the Hospital for future reference. The examining board of
physicians shall be paid such sum as said Board may allow out of the
contingent fund of the Hospital.

(Acts 1890-1,

p.

232; 1929,

p.

The

election shall be held biennially.

324; 1931, pp.

7, 19.)

—

Editorial Note.' Prior to Acts 1931, pp. 7, 15, creating the Board of Control,
one of the three physicians mentioned above was required to be the chairman of
the board of trustees. See Chapter 35-1 and note following § 35-106.

35-214. (1586) Subsequent examination of applicants.

amination shall not be required of those
ined and elected.

Those

officers

who have

who have

—A

second ex-

already been exam-

served continuously for a

period of 10 years shall not be required to stand the examinations provided for.
(Acts 1890-1, p. 232.)
35-215. (1587) Competitive examinations for assistant physicians open

to

women;

notice.

—In the event of a vacancy

in the corps of assistant

physicians at the Hospital by death, removal, or resignation, it shall be
the duty of the Board of Control to give 30 days' notice, in two of the
leading public newspapers of this State, of such vacancy, that a written
competitive examination will be held on a day and at a place to be

named

in said notice, for the

petitive examination will be

whether

women

or men.

purpose of filling such vacancy. Such comopen to all physicians in good standing.

Such notice

shall gdve the

term of

office

and

Eleemosynary Institutions.

§ 35-216

(Acts 1897,

salary attached to said office.
PP. I I
Cross-reference.

— Privileges

of

women,

see

§

p.

1054

110; 1929,

p.

324; 1931,

79-207.

How

examinations for assistant physician conducted.
The competitive examination provided for in the preceding section
shall be conducted by a board of physicians in pursuance of the requirements of section 35-213, and the applicant who, other necessary qualifications being considered, shall make the highest general average in such
competitive examination, whether woman or man, shall be employed to
(Acts 1897, p. 110.)
fill such vacancy.
35-216.

(1588)

—

—

When

competitive examinations suspended. As it is
the purpose to have at least one woman physician as assistant physician
35-217.

(1589)

duty of the Board of Control, in the event
that a woman physician shall be employed in pursuance of the requirements of the foregoing section to fill the first vacancy that may occur in
the corps of assistant physicians aforesaid, to suspend the competitive examinations provided for but should a man be employed, the next vacancy shall be open, through written competitive examination, to men
and women physicians alike. (Acts 1897, pp. 110, 111 1929, p. 324; 1931,
at the hospital,

it

shall be the

;

;

pp.

7, 19.)

Cross-reference.

35-218.

— Privileges
Term

(1590)

— The term of

of

women,

see

of office, salary,

§

79-207.

and duty

of assistant physician.

such assistant physician shall be two years, unless
sooner removed for cause. The salary shall be the same as that which
attached to the position at the time the vacancy occurred. In the event
a woman physician shall be employed to fill such vacancy, the Board of
Control shall assign her to duty in the line of her profession. (Acts 1897,
office of

pp. 110, 111; 1931, pp.

35-219.
trol shall

7, 19.)

(1591) Marshal; appointment and duty.

appoint a marshal, whose duty

it

—The

shall be to

Board of Conarrest any person

upon the premises of said institution, guilty of disorderly conduct; or who shall use any obscene, profane, or vulgar language or who shall play at any game of cards or any game of chance
for money or other thing of value or who shall sell any malt beer, wine,
or other alcoholic liquors; or who shall.be found within or upon the
premises in a state of intoxication or who shall trespass upon the premor persons found

;

;

;

ises or lands of said Hospital after due notice has been given. (Acts 1889,
p.

162; 1929, p. 324; 1931, pp.
35-220.

(1592)

tions; witnesses.

7,

19.)

To whom marshal shall turn over offenders; prosecuThe said marshal is authorized to turn over to the

—

municipal authorities of the city of Milledgeville any person or persons
arrested who may commit offenses that shall come within the jurisdiction
of said municipal authorities

(and authority

hereby conferred upon
the municipal authorities of the city of Milledgeville to try and to punish
such offenders), and to the authorities of Baldwin county any person or
persons arrested who commit offenses that shall come within the juris*
diction exercised by said county authorities, to be dealt with as the law
directs in each case.

All witnesses shall be

is

summoned by

said marshal,
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§35

on process issued by the mayor
authorities of Baldwin county:

of Millcdgevilh-, or

the preceding- section shall not

foe

penses of said Hospital.
35-221.

by the ptoptt U

Provided, the provisions of

so construed as to increase the ex-

(Acts 1889,

p.

162; 1929,

p.

324.;

(1593) Superintendent of Hospital; qualifications.

(Act 1850, Cobb,

— The

who

cipal officer of said Hospital shall be the superintendent,
skillful physician.

til

prin-

shall b

p. 732.)

35-222. (1594) Duties of superintendent.

—

It shall

be the duty of the

superintendent
1.

To

reside constantly on the premises, and devote his professional

services exclusively to the use of the Plospital, for

which purpose he

shall

be furnished with a suitable residence.
2.

To

take charge of and exercise control, subject to the Board of

Control, over every department of the institution, and have control over
resident officers, attendants, and servants employed therein.

all

3.

To

discharge

all

duties in

any way connected with the restoration

to health or sanity of the inmates.

To make an

annual report to the Board of Control, on the first day
of October, of all the affairs of the institution under his supervision, and
to account for all his expenditures on vouchers in the same form as those
which are made in accounting for disbursements in the commissary department of the United States. (Act 1850, Cobb, p. 732. Acts 1865-6,
4.

p.

24; 1929,

p.

324; 1931, pp.

7, 19.)

—

Cross-references. Private hospitals and sanitariums subject to inspection bysuperintendent of Milledgeville State Hospital, see § 88-1004. Contracts by officer
Duty of superinof institution supported by State funds, see §§ 89-904, 89-9915.
tendent to report list of employees to ordinary or commissioners of roads and
revenues, see § 95-401.

35-223. (1596) Classification of inmates.

—The

inmates shall be

di-

vided into the following classes

Pay

or pauper patients residents of this State. (Act 1850, Cobb,

2.

Pay

patients

3.

Insane penitentiary convicts. (Act 1842, Cobb, 731.)

1.

733.)

35-224. (1597)

may

who

are nonresidents. (Act 1850, Cobb, 734.)

Harmless

idiots rejected,

refuse to receive into the institution

when.
all

—The

superintendent
harmless idiots, and such

other harmless subjects as do not actually require treatment in the hospital,

so long as there are any recent and dangerous cases unprovided

granted to him until ample accommodations are made to receive within the institution all persons who, under
the law, are entitled to admittance therein. (Acts 1878-9, p. 424; 1929,
for; this discretionary

power

is

p. 324.)

Cross-reference.

— Discharge

of harmless lunatics,

see

§

35-206.

—

Hospital to be divided into apartments. The Board
of Control shall see that proper and distinct apartments are arranged for
said patients, so that in no case shall Negroes and white persons be to35-225. (1598)

gether, nor the penitentiary convicts with inmates of

any other

males and females shall be kept separate. (Acts 1931, pp.

class

7, 19.)

;

and

§
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— Citizens of this State shall

have preference over nonresidents when, at the time of the application,
all cannot be accommodated, and if such a contingency should happen, it
must be reported without delay to the Governor, who shall communicate
the fact to the General Assembly.
35-227.

(1600) Applicants

must be

citizens of Georgia.

sent to the Hospital from any county in this State

— Every

must be shown,

one

in the

exemplification of proceedings, to be at the time strictly a citizen of this
State, in terms of the

law relating to citizenship. (Acts 1874,

p.

91

;

1929,

P. 324.)

Cross-reference.

— Commitment

to Milledgeville State Hospital, see

§

49-604 et

seq.

35-228. (1601) Resident

pay patients; how admitted.

—A pay patient,

resident of this State, shall not be admitted unless accompanied

by

authentic evidence of lunacy, according to law, or there shall be pro-

duced the

certificate of three respectable practicing physicians, well ac-

quainted with the condition of the patient, or from one of such physicians and two respectable citizens, stating the cause of the application.
(Acts 1857,
35-229.

p. 123.)

must be

(1602) Exemplification of proceedings

certified.

—The

exemplification of proceedings sent with the party committed shall, in
all

copy from the book of record kept for

cases, be certified to be a true

that purpose.

(Acts 1874,

Cross-reference.

p. 92.)

— Commitment

to

Milledgeville

State

Hospital,

see

§

49-604

et seq.

—

Nonresident pay patients; how admitted. A pay patient not a resident of this State, shall not be admitted unless his application shall be accompanied by an authentic record showing that he is
afflicted with a malady which by the law is a ground of admission, from
a court having jurisdiction, or a certificate like that required in this State,
together with the certificate of the judge having jurisdiction, who shall
state officially that the certificate of said physicians and other persons
are genuine and entitled to full credit; and said patient shall not be received until the payment of expenses shall be secured.
35-230. (1603)

35-231. (1604)

Pay

patients

divided into different classes,

—

be classified. Pay patients may be
according to the accommodation desired

may

and their means of paying.
35-232.

(1605) Pauper patients;

have been adjudged

trial to certify if said

in

admitted.

—When a person shall

with a malady requiring him to be comshall be the duty of the court presiding at the

afflicted

mitted to said hospital,

pauper unless

how

it

person be a pauper.

whole or

in part

He

shall not be certified a

supported by the county, or the county

bound for his support under the law. If there shall be persons who
by law are bound and able to support him, the names of such persons
shall be given. If the person shall have means enough to support himself in part, the amount of such means shall be stated, and shall be paid
toward his support. (Acts 1929, p. 324.)
is
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§ 35-240

—

How

pauper patients supported. A certificate of pauperism shall entitle the person to be supported at the expense of the
State. Those for whose support others are bound shall be furnished
suitable support by the State, and the expense shall be collected fl
such other persons by the Board of Control. (Acts 1931, pp. 7, 19.)
35-233. (1606)

•

35-234. (1607)

Pauperism ceasing, patients required

committed as a pauper, or as

to pay.

—

If a

pa-

means, shall become entitled to an estate, said estate shall be bound for his support according to
its value, and whoever shall hold it may be compelled to secure to the
Hospital its proper charges or to turn over to the Board of Control the
property to be held for such purpose. (Acts 1931, pp. 7, 19.)
tient

of limited

—

Discharged paupers must be clad, etc. A pauper patient shall not be discharged from the Hospital without proper clothing
and a sum of money necessary to carry him to his residence or the county
from which he was sent. (Acts 1929, p. 324.)
35-235. (1608)

35-236. (1609) Trial of lunacy

may

be demanded,

etc.

— Before or after

admission of a pay patient, resident or nonresident, by certificate, the
person alleged to be a lunatic, or his friend or relative, may make a demand of the superintendent for a trial of the question of lunacy by jury,
which shall be had without delay, according to law, in the county of
Baldwin.
Cross-reference.

— Commitment

to

Milledgeville

State

Hospital,

see

49-604

§

et seq.

35-237. (1610)
trial

may

How

be had by

all

may be demanded.—The like demand and
patients who have been adjudged lunatics, if the

trial

being relative or friend, will make an affidavit that
he believes the alleged cause of commitment did not and does not exist,
and that the conviction was obtained by fraud, collusion, or mistake. The
same right shall exist, when there shall be an affidavit that the cause of
commitment has ceased to exist, and there shall be a refusal by the superintendent to discharge after demand made.

person demanding

35-238. (1612)

it,

Temporary

disposition of patients.

—Whenever

there

an application for admission unattended by the requisite evidences, the superintendent may receive and provide for the person for
a reasonable time, provided a sufficient sum shall be advanced for his
shall be

maintenance

in the

meantime.

35-239. (1613) Absentees for 12

—When
shall

months must be recommitted

in form.

a person shall have been properly received as a patient, but

be absent for as long as 12 months, either from discharge, escape,

by friends, he shall not be received at the Hospital without
going through the process required in this Chapter, according to the class
of patients of which he may be. (Act 1850, Cobb, 732, 734. Acts 1920,
or removal

p.

74; 1929, p. 324.)
35-240. (1614) Insane

criminals,

how

dealt

with.

—When

a

person

have been acquitted of a capital crime on the ground of insanity,
and such person shall be committed to the Hospital, he shall not be discharged except by special Act of the legislature. If the crime shall not
shall

§
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be capital, he shall be discharged by warrant or order from the Governor.
If sentence shall be suspended on the ground of insanity, upon restoration to sanity the superintendent shall certify the fact to the presiding

judge of the court

CHAPTER

in

which he was convicted. (Acts

35-3.

1929, p. 324.)

GEORGIA TRAINING SCHOOL FOR

MENTAL DEFECTIVES.
Sec.

Sec.
35-301.

Management and

35-302.

appointment
Manand qualifications of.
agement of School
defined.
defectives"
"Mental

5S-303.

control.

Superintendent.

35-304.

Method

35-305.

Training and treatment.
Discharge or parole.
Guardian appo nt ed, when.

35-306.

35.3^

of securing admission.

i

Class of inmates preferred.

Management and

—The

Georgia Training School for
Mental Defectives, established pursuant to the Act approved August 19,
1919, Acts 1919, p. 377, shall be under the sole and direct control and
management of the Board of Control of Eleemosynary Institutions.
35-301.

(Acts 1919,

p.

control.

377; 1931, pp.

Cross-reference.

7, 19.)

— Control of Training School for Mental Defectives, see

§

35-106

and note.

appointment and qualifications of. Management of School. The Board of Control shall appoint a superintendent for the Georgia Training School for Mental Defectives. The superintendent shall be a physician scientifically trained in psychiatry and
with special training relating to mental deficiency. The institution shall
be operated upon thoroughly scientific lines, as set forth in section
35-305, and the said Board of Control is hereby given the authority, and
it shall be its duty, to provide for such scientific management. (Acts
35-302. Superintendent,

—

1919, p. 378; 1931, pp. 7, 19.)
Cross-reference.

— Contracts

by

officers of institutions

supported by State funds,

see §S 89-904, 89-9915.

—

"Mental defectives" defined. Class of inmates preferred.
There shall be admitted to the Georgia Training School for Mental Defectives the following types of persons
Those with mental defectiveness from birth or from an early age, or those that become mentally defective from injury or disease so pronounced that they are unable to care
for themselves and manage their affairs with ordinary prudence, and
35-303.

:

menace to the happiness of themselves or of
the community, and therefore require care, supervision and

that they constitute a

others in

control, either for their

own

protection or for the protection of others,

and yet who are not insane or of unsound mind. These types of persons
shall be known and designated as "mental defectives." Should the institution at any time not be able to accommodate all who shall be admitted
thereto under the terms of section 35-304, preference in admission shall
be given to children and women of child-bearing age. (Acts 1919, p. 379.)
35-304.

Method

of securing admission.

— Mental defectives

shall be ad-

mitted to the Georgia Training School for Mental Defectives in the

lowing manner:

fol-
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(a)

The

father,

mother or guardian

or any health officer or school

of

official of

jj

any mentally defect!
the county in which

35-304

men-

said

person shall live, may apply to the superintendent of the
School, supplying such data as the superintendent may require; and if,
after examination, both physical and mental, has been made by or under
tally defective

the direction of the said superintendent, said person shall be adjudj

a mental defective under the terms of this Chapter, the said superintendent may receive said person into the said School.
(b)

The

court of ordinary shall have jurisdiction in

all

inquiry in regard to mental defectives, and application for

cases of legal

commitment

of persons to the School shall be filed with the ordinary of the county in

which said person lives. Any relative of the person may make application to have the person so adjudged; but when the relatives of such a
mentally defective person either neglect or refuse to place said person in
the School or in some private institution of a like nature, and shall permit him or her to go at large, any reputable citizen of said county may,

and under oath, make application for commitment to the ordinary of said county, which application shall not be subject to exception
or demurrer for defects of form. When the application is filed in the
court of ordinary, the judge of that court shall appoint two physicians to
examine such person and determine whether or not such person is mentally defective. Both of these physicians shall be selected as being the
most capable physicians available because of knowledge of and training
in mental diseases, and neither of them shall be related in any wise to
the person sought to be committed. When the judge of any court where a
prisoner is on trial for a misdemeanor shall have cause to believe that
such prisoner is mentally defective, he may appoint two physicians to
examine said prisoner, to ascertain whether or not said prisoner is in
reality mentally defective and if said physicians shall pronounce said
prisoner to be mentally defective, then the judge may commit said prisoner to the Training School. In either of the cases named above, the
physicians making the examination shall be required to make such examination complete and thorough, both physically and mentally, and
shall be required to make to the court appointing them, certification as
to their findings in the matter. This certification shall be in the form
prescribed by the Board of Control, and shall be made in duplicate, and
one copy of the same shall be sent with the patient when committed to
the Training School and the other copy shall be filed with the court of
ordinary in the county from which said person shall be committed and
it shall be the duty of the superintendent of said Training School to refuse admission to any person unless he or she shall present a copy of said
It shall be the duty of the sheriff, when directed by writ
certification.
issued by the clerk of the court, to convey such mentally defective person
to the Training School, as ordered by the court. It shall be the duty of
the sheriff to protect such persons until such time as they can be conin writing

;

;

veyed to the institution directed.
the institution, a female attendant

In the case of a female being taken to

must be provided.

All expenses con-

nected with the conveying of such mentally defective person to the

Training School shall be borne by the county in which said person has
legal residence.

§
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guardian or friend of any inmate of any State institution shall have the right and power to appeal to the court placing said
inmate in said institution for an order directing an examination of said
inmate in the regular and legal method, to determine whether or not
he or she is mentally defective, and if such inmate shall be adjudged
mentally defective, the said court shall have the right to remove him or
her from the institution in which said inmate may be, and commit him
or her to the Georgia Training School for Mental Defectives: Provided,
that this shall apply only to those who might have in the first instance
been committed to the said Georgia Training School for Mental Defectives as provided in clauses (a) and (b) of this section: Provided,
however, nothing in this Chapter shall have the effect of denying the
rMit of appeal to any person so adjudged a person of feeble mind, but
(c)

relative,

issues of fact arising

all

mission herein provided

any report of any officer or comduly traversed by the person so adjudged

by virtue
for,

of

or by anyone acting for such person, shall be tried before a jury in
the court in which the question shall arise. (Acts 1919, p. 379; 1931,
pp.

7, 19.)

35-305. Training

and treatment.

—The training and treatment of those

admitted to the Georgia Training School for Mental Defectives shall be
along such educational, medical and industrial lines as have proved effective in the most approved institutions for this type of persons. (Acts
1919, p. 381.)
•5

35-306. Discharge or parole.

—When,

judgment of the superinMental Defectives, a patient

in the

tendent of the Georgia Training School for

or inmate of said institution, shall, under the treatment given therein,

improve mentally and physically to such an extent as no longer to constitute a

menace

to himself or others as set forth in section 35-303, the

and it shall be his duty to parole
or discharge such patient or inmate, under such rules and regulations as
may be promulgated by the Board of Control. (Acts 1919, p. 382; 1931,

said superintendent shall have the right

pp. 7, 19.)

—

Guardian appointed, when. In case there is no room in the
Training School for Mental Defectives for any person found to be mentally defective, and suitable and competent guardian for said mentally
defective person shall be found, the court may appoint such person
guardian both of the estate and of the person of the one so found to be
35-307.

mentally defective.

CHAPTER

(Acts 1919,

35-4.

p. 382.)

STATE TUBERCULOSIS SANATORIUM.

Sec.
35-401.

Sec.

Management

of

State

sanato-

35-405.

rium.
35-402.

Doctor, assistants, nurses, etc.
departments; indigent

35-403.

Two

35-404.

and pay patients.
Appropriations and contributions by cities, etc., of charity funds.

Use and expenditure

of

moneys

appropriated.
35-406.

35-407.

Acceptance of patients.
Rules and regulations by Board
of Control.
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35-401.

Management

of State sanatorium.

—The

§35-406
mai

ent of the

sanatorium for the treatment of tuberculous or consumptive patiei
created by Acts 1908, p. 101, establishing and organizing such sanatorium and providing for the management thereof, shall be vested in the
Board of Control, and it shall be managed according to the rules and
regulations prescribed by said Board. (Acts 1918, p. 237; 1931, pp. 7,
19.)

—

Cross-references. Contracts by officers of institutions supported by State fun'Is
unlawful when, see §§ 89-904, 89-9912.
Powers and duties of State Board of
Health, see § 88-112.

Note,— By Acts
amended. The
The provisions

p. 237, the Act of 1908, referred to in this
1908 act appeared in the Code of 1910 as secti
of these two Acts have been consolidated and appear
in this Chapter as §§ 35-401 to 35-403.
Acts 1931, pp. 7, 19, transferred to the
Board of Control the powers and duties of the State Board of Health with respect
to the sanatorium for tuberculous patients. See note under § 35-106.

Editorial

section, was
1615 to 1623.

1918,

35-402. (1620) Doctor, assistants, nurses, etc.

—A medical doctor

shall

be selected by the Board of Control and placed in charge of said sanatorium. Said doctor shall be qualified to take charge of said institution by
having had some experience in the treatment of tuberculosis or consumpThe Board shall select such assistants, nurses, etc., as the suction.
cessful conduct of the institution shall require. (Acts 1908, p. 101; 1931,
pp. 7, 19.)

—

Two

departments; indigent and pay patients. The
Board of Control shall have two departments in said sanatorium one for
the treatment of indigent patients, who shall be received therein, and
treated free of charge; the other a pay department, where patients shall
be received and treated upon such terms and conditions and for such
fees as the Board of Control shall from time to time prescribe. (Acts
35-403. (1621)

;

1908, p. 101; 1931, pp. 7, 19.)

35-404. Appropriations

funds. —
ties to

and contributions by

of

etc.,

It shall be lawful for the towns, municipalities, cities

appropriate and expend public

moneys

for the purpose of enlarging, maintaining
ties

cities,

at the

charity

and coun-

set apart as charity

funds

and operating hospital

facili-

State sanatorium for tubercular patients, at Alto,

Banks

money appropriated or other propaddition to the moneys biennially appropri-

county, Georgia, and such sums of
erty contributed, shall be in

ated by the General Assembly for such purposes.

(Acts 1922, pp. 184,

185.)

—

Use and expenditure of moneys appropriated. The Board of
Control shall make and enforce all necessary rules, regulations and requirements relative to the use and expenditure of the moneys appropri35-405.

ated under the terms of this law, for the enlargement, maintenance and
operation of the State sanatorium for tubercular patients.
p.

185; 1931, pp.

(Acts 1922.

7, 19.)

35-406. Acceptance

of

patients.

—The

terms

and conditions under

which patients shall be accepted, as well as the direction, custody, discipline and control of such patients, shall at all times be subject to such
reasonable rules, regulations and control as may be prescribed by the
Board of Control. (Acts 1922, p. 185; 1931, pp. 7, 19.)
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—

35-407. Rules and regulations by Board of Control.
The additions
and contributions to the said State sanatorium for tubercular patients
shall at all times conform to and be expended and disbursed under rules
and regulations prescribed and laid down by the Board of Control.

(Acts 1922,

185; 1931, pp.

p.

CHAPTER

19.)

7,

CHARITABLE INSTITUTIONS FOR
CUSTODY OF CHILDREN.

35-5.

Sec.

Sec.

35-501.

How

institution

35-502.

May

hold real estate and re-

incorporated.

35-511.

Officer's duty.

35-512.

Second commitment

ceive gifts.
35-503.

Government

of

such

institu-

35-513.

no-

Managers

of such institutions
surrender custody of
children to parents or guard-

may

tions.

35-504.

Custody, care, and indenture of

35-505.

Abandoned

35-506.

Destitute
mitted.

35-507.

Commitment; how executed.

35-508.

Notice of commitment.

35-509.

Service

35-510.

ment.
Parent or guardian may
cover custody of child.

ians.

children.

how com-

children;

35-515.

Debased children restored to
committing officer, when.
Indentures revoked, how.

35-516.

Guardians

35-514.

mitted to such institutions.

35-501.

final;

tice.

children;

notice

of

How

(2845)

how com-

of

of

children

inden-

tured.
35-517.

commit-

Extension of law to institut
o n s heretofore incorpoi

rated.

re-

institution incorporated.

—Any three or more per-

sons desiring a charter for any benevolent institution shall

file,

in the

superior court of the county in which they shall
desire to transact business, a petition or declaration specifying the oboffice of the clerk of the

with their corporate name, and the
time (not exceeding 50 years) for which they desire to be incorporated;
which petition shall be recorded by said clerk, and shall also be published once a week for four weeks in the public newspaper nearest to the
point where such institution shall be located, before said court shall pass
an order declaring said application to be granted. (Acts 1894, p. 80.)
jects of their association, together

—

Cross-references. Jurisdiction of equity over charitable bequests, see § 108-201.
Incorporation of charitable or social organizations, see § 22-413. Enticing children away from child-saving institution, see §§ 26-1604, 26-1605. Juvenile courts,
see

§

24-2401 et seq.

—

May

hold real estate and receive gifts. Said corporation shall have power to purchase and hold real estate sufficient for the
actual occupation and necessary uses of the society or institution, and
may receive, by gift, or devise, property of any kind on the terms contained in the gift or devise. (Acts 1894, p. 80.)
35-502.

(2846)

Cross-reference.

— Charitable

trusts, see § 22-405.

—

Government of such institutions. The directors or
board of managers of such institution shall have power to make bylaws
and regulations for the government of the institution, and may control
35-503.

(2847)

the children under their care and
tion

may

prescribe their course of instruc-

and management to the same extent and with the same rights as

the case of natural guardians.

(Acts 1894,

p. 80.)

in
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f

—

Custody, care, and indenture of children. In all
where a child shall have been surrendered by its natural guardian or
custodian to the care and management of any such institution by any
instrument or declaration in writing, or committed to its custody accord35-504. (2848)

ing- to

law,

it

shall be lawful for the directors or

their discretion, to place such child,

board of manager-., at

by adoption or

at service, in

some

employment, and with some proper person or persons: Provided,
such cases the terms of the indenture shall be first approved
by the ordinary of the county, which approval shall be signified on such
indenture by the signature of said ordinary; but in every such case the
suitable

that in

all

requisite provisions shall be inserted in the indenture or contract of

binding to secure to the child so bound such treatment, education, or
instruction as shall be suitable and useful to its situation and circumstance in life; and in all such cases where a child shall have been surrendered by its natural guardian or other legal custodian to the care and
management of such institution without any instrument or declaration in writing, but because of poverty or other inability to care for such
child, it shall be lawful for the board of managers to place such child
for adoption or at service, in the manner hereinbefore provided, after
having kept such child at least one year, and there being no reasonable
probability of such parent or custodian being able to resume the care of
such child. (Acts 1894, p. 80.)

—

Cross-references. Duty of master to teach apprentice, etc., see § 66-206. Parents may bind out minor children, see § 66-202. Ordinary may bind out in certain
Placement of children under 16 years of age, see § 99-201.
cases, see § 66-203.

35-505. (2849)
tions.

Abandoned

children;

how committed

to such institu-

—In case of the death or legal incapacity of a father, or

of his im-

prisonment for crime, or of his abandoning and neglecting to provide
for his family, the mother shall be deemed the guardian of her children
for the purpose of making such surrender as aforesaid, and if in any
such case the mother shall be either dead or legally incapable of acting,
or imprisoned for crime, or an inmate of a house of ill fame, or shall have
abandoned or neglected to provide for her child or children, the ordinary
of the county in which such institution shall be established shall be, by
virtue of his office, the legal guardian for the like purpose and in all
cases where said child has been abandoned by the person legally entitled
to its custody, the said ordinary shall be ex officio such guardian for the
same purpose, and in either case, whether such surrender be made by
;

the mother or by the ordinary, and whether before or after admission

deemed a legal surrender for the purposes and within the true intent and meaning of this Chapter. (Acts
into said institution,

it

shall be

1894, p. 81.)

35-506. (2850) Destitute children;

how

committed.

—Whenever

any

under the age of 14 years, or any boy under the age of 10 years, shall
be found, by any policeman or other officer of the county in which any
such institution devoted to the relief or care of children is located, in any
street, highway, or public place in said county, or any city therein, in
circumstances of destitution and suffering or abandonment, exposure,
girl

or neglect, or of beggary, or in any house of
of

any such policeman or other

officer to

ill

fame,

it

shall be the

duty

bring such child before the

I
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mayor, recorder, or other judicial

officer

in
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said county, or

any

city

therein, for examination as to the cause of such suffering, exposure, or

neglect; whenever any such child

and

is

so brought before the mayor, re-

proved to the satisfaction of
such mayor or other judicial officer, by competent testimony, that, by
reason of the neglect, habitual drunkenness, or other vicious habits of
the parents or lawful guardians, or the person having the custody of
such child, it is a proper object for the care and instruction of such institution located in such county, such mayor, recorder, or other magistrate, instead of committing such child to the almshouse, or such other
place, if any, as may have been provided by the city or county authorities of such county, may, in his discretion, by warrant in writing under
his hand, commit such child to such institution, to be and remain under
the guardianship of its managers until therefrom discharged in the mancorder, or other magistrate,

ner prescribed by law.

it

shall be

(Acts 1894,

p. 81.)

—

Cross-references. Courts to commit certain classes of children, see
Ordinary may commit child when in destitute circumstances, etc., see
Ordinary may bind out in certain cases, see § 66-203. Juvenile courts, see

§

35-601.
74-110.

§

24-2401

§

et seq.

35-507. (2851)

Commitment; how executed.

—Any

order so

made by

any such mayor, recorder, or magistrate may be executed by any policeman or constable to whom it shall be delivered by the official issuing it,
by conveying the child therein named to such institution, and such child
shall be detained in said institution until discharged or

from

in the

manner hereinafter provided.

there-

p. 82.)

—

commitment. Immediately upon the makany such order, the officer making the same shall deliver to the

35-508. (2852) Notice of

ing of

(Acts 1894,

removed

policeman or constable a notice in writing addressed to the father of such
child, if its father shall be living and resident within the county, and if
not, then to its mother if she shall be living and so resident, and if there
shall be no father or mother of such child, then addressed to the lawful
guardian of such child, if any, or to the person with whom, according to
the examination of the child and the testimony, if any, received by the
mayor, recorder, or magistrate, such child may reside in which notice
the party to whom the same is addressed shall be informed of the commitment of such child to said institution, and shall be notified that, unless taken therefrom in the manner prescribed by law within 10 days
after the service of such notice, the child therein named shall be deemed
legally surrendered to the institution for the purposes and within the
true intent and meaning of this Chapter. (Acts 1894, p. 82.)
;

35-509. (2853)

Service of notice of commitment.

served by the officer to

whom

same to the party to whom it
by leaving it with some person

it

— Such notice shall be

shall be delivered

shall

by delivering the

have been addressed, personally, or

of sufficient age, at the place of residence

or business of such party, and

it

the officer issuing the notice.

(Acts 1894,

duty of such officer immediately to report the fact and the time and manner of such service to
shall be the

35-510. (2854) Parent or guardian
If the

party to

person

shall,

whom

p. 82.)

may

recover custody of child.
such notice shall have been addressed or any other

within the time specified therein, prove to the satisfaction
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of the officer issuing- the
fering-,

jj

same that the circumstance

I

of

35-514

want and

or other circumstances under which the child shall

suf-

hav

found, have not heen occasioned by the habitual neglect or misconduct
of the parents or legal guardian of such child, it shall be the duty of such
magistrate, by order in writing addressed to the directors or
of said institution, to direct such

managers

manag

to deliver such child to the

custody of the party named in such order, who shall thereupon be entitled to take such child away from the said institution. (Acts 1894,
p. 82.)

Cross-reference.

—Custody

of children after divorce, see

35-511. (2855) Officer's duty.

—

If

30-127.

§

such proof shall not be produced
shall be the duty of the officer by

within the time above prescribed, it
whom such child shall have been committed to said institution, to make
and transmit to the directors or managers thereof a notice in writing to
that effect.

(Acts 1894,

p. 83.)

—

Second commitment final; notice. If any child who
shall previously have been arrested and delivered to the parent or
guardian, as hereinbefore provided, shall again be found in any of the
35-512. (2856)

conditions hereinbefore described, the officer before
shall be brought,

upon proof

thereof,

may

afterwards

whom
make

such child

a final order

committing such child to the care and instruction of the institution,
without giving the notice hereinbefore provided for. (Acts 1894, p. 83.)
35-513. (2857)

Managers

of such institution

of children to parents or guardians.

—

If,

at

may

any time

surrender custody

after the child shall

have been committed as above provided, it shall be made to appear to
the satisfaction of the directors or board of managers that such child was
so committed on insufficient cause, false or deficient testimony, or otherwise wrongfully or improvidently, the directors or board of managers
on the application of the parents, guardian, or protector, and also,
after a child shall have been properly committed to said institution,

shall,
if,

any circumstances should occur which, in the judgment of the directors
or board of managers, would render expedient and proper the discharge
of such child from the guardianship of said board, having due regard
for the welfare of such child and the purposes of the institution, the directors or board of managers, on the application of the parents, guardian,
or protector of such child, may, in their discretion, deliver the child to its
parents, guardian, or protector, on such reasonable condition as the said
directors or board of managers may deem right and proper: Provided,
the consent of the ordinary shall be

first

obtained. (Acts 1894. p. 83.)

Debased children restored to committing officer, when.
The directors or board of managers shall have power, and it shall be
their duty, whenever any child entrusted or committed to their charge
shall, by the commission of any infamous crime, or by confirmed habits
of vagrancy, have become so degraded and debased as to be an improper
subject for their care and management, to return such child to the com35-514. (2858)

—

mitting officer or other proper authority, to be disposed of in due course
of law.

(Acts 1894,

p. 83.)
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If

managers of
be guilty of any cruelty, misuse, or

directors or board of
child shall

—

any party to whom the
said institution shall have entrusted a

(2859) Indentures revoked, how.

35-515.
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refusal or neglect to fur-

nish the necessary provisions or clothing, or of any other violation of the
terms of indenture or contract, to any such child so indentured, such

any

may make

complaint thereof 'to any justice
of the peace of the county in which such child is so indentured, or to the
mayor, recorder, or other judicial officer in any city in the county in
which such child is bound to service and it shall be the duty of such
child or

reliable person

;

summon

him and examine into, hear, and
determine the said complaint, and if, upon such examination, the said
complaint shall appear well founded, such officer shall, by certificate
officer to

the parties before

under his hand, discharge such child from his obligation of service and
restore him or her to the charge and management of such institution in
the same manner and with like powers as before the indenture of such
child.

(Acts 1894,

p. 83.)

—

Guardians of children indentured. The directors or
board of managers of such institutions shall be the guardian of every
child indentured by virtue and in pursuance of the provisions of this
35-516. (2860)

Chapter, to the extent that they shall take care that the terms in the con-

and that such ward shall be properly
treated and it shall be their special duty to inquire into the treatment of
every such child and redress any grievance in the manner prescribed by
law and it shall be the duty of the person to whom any such child shall
be indentured, and he shall by the terms of the indenture be required, as
often as once in six months, to report to said directors or board of managers the conduct and behavior of said apprentice and anything of spetract shall be faithfully fulfilled,
;

;

cial interest

pertaining to his welfare.

35-517. (2861) Extension of

—The provisions

(Acts 1894,

p. 84.)

law to institutions heretofore incorporated.

of the preceding section shall apply to orphans'

homes

and charitable or benevolent institutions incorporated under the laws
prior to December 18, 1894, in addition to the rights, powers, and privileges already vested in said institutions.

CHAPTER

(Acts 1898,

p. 104.)

GEORGIA INDUSTRIAL HOME.

35-6.

Sec.

Sec.
35-601.

Courts

35-602.

Duty

commit

to
classes of children.
of officers

certain

35-603.

35-604.

and others to

Maintenance fund.
Committee from General Assembly to visit institution.

report children to judge.

35-601. (2862) Courts

to

commit

certain classes of children.

—Any

judge of the superior court, the court of ordinary, or any other court of
record shall have authority, upon presentation before him of the facts
hereinafter recited, to commit to the Georgia Industrial Home, or any
other similar undenominational institution that

may

be ready and will-

ing to receive them, any of the following classes of children

be brought before him

:

who may

n
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1.

All children over four and under 14 years of age

T.'.si

en ro

who may

be found

roaming- the streets of any city or town or the public highwa;
or who may be homeless and without parental care.
2.

All children between the ages of four and 14

who may

ng,

be found

the hands of profligate, immoral, or destitute parents, or other

pi

grow up and suffer, and by reason
to become paupers or criminals.

neglected or in want and likely to

such suffering and neglect Liable
3.

All children between the ages of four and 14

who may

in

of

be confined

poorhouses or pauperfarms.

in

All children between the ages of four and 14 who may be found in
any house of ill fame or in the hands of persons or parents who are liv4.

ing lives of shame.
5.

whose parents have
the penitentiary or any chain

All children between the ages of four and 14

been convicted of crime and sentenced to
gang, or who may be confined in any common
the law. (Acts 1904,

jail

under sentence

of

p. 93.)

—

Cross-references. Ordinary may commit children when in destitute circumOrdinary may bind out in certain cases, see § 66-203.
stances, etc., see § 74-110.
Commitment of destitute children, see § 35-506. Enticing children from IndusHarboring runaway from Industrial Home, see
trial Home, see § 26-1604.
Juvenile courts, see § 24-2401 et seq.
§ 26-1605.

Duty

and others to report children to judge.
It shall be the duty of any arresting officer or any citizen of the commonwealth, who may 'know of any child or children embraced in the

—

35-602. (2863)

of officers

class or classes described in the preceding section, to

known

to

named

in the

make

the facts

any judge of the superior court or other court of record by a
written affidavit; whereupon such judge shall order the child or children
brought before him and shall carefully examine into the facts, and also
examine said child or children, and should, in his judgment, the child or
children, under the facts, come within the class or classes of children
preceding section, he

may

in his discretion order

such

committed to the Georgia Industrial Home, or some
other similar undenominational institution willing and ready to receive
them, until such child or children shall have attained the age of 16 years
Provided, however, that any child so committed to such institution may
be withdrawn from the same upon the application for or in behalf of
such child, made to the ordinary of the county from which the child is
committed, upon sufficient reason therefor shown as for the best interests
child or children

of said child, in the discretion of said ordinary.
Cross-reference.

—Juvenile

courts, see

§

(Acts 1904, pp. 93, 94.)

24-2401 et seq.

—

Maintenance fund. The proper authorities of the
county from which such child or children shall be committed may pay out
of the pauper or educational funds of such county, to the proper authorities of said institution to which said child or children shall be committed,
a maintenance fund such as may be agreed on by said county authorities and the authorities of said institution, not to exceed the sum of $50
35-603. (2864)

per

annum

for each child so committed, as long as such child shall be an

inmate of such institution, and the proper

officers of

such institution shall

have the right to make claim upon the county from which such child shall
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§

be committed for such agreed amount per
mitted. (Acts 1904, pp. 93, 94.)
35-604.

annum
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for each child so

Committee from General Assembly

(2865)

com-

to visit institution.

—The

President of the Senate and Speaker of the House of Representatives shall biennially appoint from the members of the General Assem-

House and

bly a special committee of nine, six from the

three from the

Georgia Industrial Home and
such other institutions as shall have inmates committed to them under
this law and look into the conduct and management of such institutions.
The officers of each and all such institutions shall make a report to the
General Assembly, through the committee, of the number and names of
the inmates from each county under this law, together with date of entrance, and as to the general work of the institution.
Such committee
so appointed shall visit said institution without notice, inspect same, and
render a report to the General Assembly as to the condition of each and
every institution so visited, together with such comments upon the work
there being done as they may see fit and proper. (Acts 1904, pp. 93, 95.)

whose duty

Senate,

it

CHAPTER

shall be to visit the

ACADEMY FOR THE

35-7.

BLIND.

Sec.

Sec.

35-701.
35-702.

.

Location and control.

35-706.

Pay

Powers

35-707.

Board

of

Board of Control.

35-703.

Education of indigent blind.

35-704.

Applicants,

35-705.

Number

how

apportioned.
of pupils, how regu-

lated.

35-701. (1401) Location
tion of the blind

is

and

located at

pupils,

how

received.

of Control

must report

to Governor.
35-708.

Statistics of the blind,
ta me d

35-709.

List orr indigentt blind.

.

control.

4

—An

Macon under

\

..

.

,.

how

ob-

.

institution for the educa-

the control of the Board of

(Acts 1931, pp. 7, 18.)
Cross-references. Employees exempt from road duty, see § 95-401. Board of
trustees of Academy for Blind and board of visitors abolished and powers transControl.

—

ferred, see note

under

§

Powers
have the power

35-702. (1403)
shall

To

1.

35-106.

appoint such

of

Board

of

Control.— The Board of Control

and matrons as may be necestheir salaries, and to remove or dis-

officers, teachers,

sary; to prescribe their duties, fix

continue them at pleasure.

To

2.

prescribe the course of studies, establish the rates of tuition, and

adjust the expenditures of the institution.

—

Cross-reference. Contracts by officers of institutions supported by State funds
unlawful, when, see § 89-904, 89-9915.
3.

the

To adopt such rules and regulations, not in conflict with law, as
interest of the Academy may require. (Acts 1851-2, pp. 4, 5; 1931,

p. 7.)

35-703.

(1404) Education of indigent blind.

son between the ages of seven and 25 years,

—Any indigent
who

shall

blind per-

have given sat-

isfactory evidence of having been a resident of this State for at least two
years prior to his or her application, shall be received into the Academy,
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§ 35 709

and supported and educated gratuitously to the extent the funds
permit. (Acts 1882-3,

—

Cross-reference.
Deaf, see § 35-810.

61; 1931, pp. 7, 18.)
Provisions of Chapter applicable to Georgia School
p.

35-704. (1405) Applicants,

how

apportioned.-

-When

more applicants than can be accommodated, they

among

shall

there

shall be

for the

shall

be

apportioned

the several counties according- to population.

Number

35-705. (1406)

of pupils,

how

regulated.

—Unless

the fundi

but one indigent pupil from each
of the counties applying, and in case there shall not be means enough to
receive one from every county applying, those shall be received first who
first make application.
A beneficiary shall not remain at the charge of
the institution longer than four years.
shall otherwise permit, there shall be

Pay

35-706. (1407)

are to be received

(Acts 1931, pp.

pupils,

how

received.

—All other than the indigent

upon such terms as the Board

of Control

may

impose.

7, 18.)

—

must report to Governor. The Board
make annual reports to the Governor of all the affairs
Board

35-707. (1409)
of Control shall

of Control

of the institution, sending therewith the annual report of the principal

or superintendent, and shall propose such alterations or improvements
as they

may

sembly with

desire,

which the Governor

his regular message.

Cross-reference.

—Reports

shall lay before the

(Acts 1931, pp.

General As-

7, 18.)

to State Librarian, see § 101-217.

35-708. (1413) Statistics of the blind,

how

obtained.

—The tax receiver

column for and receive the number of the
blind between the ages of seven and 25, a statement of which shall be
obtained annually by said Board of Control from the Comptroller General's office.
Before the digest shall be sent by the tax receiver to the
Comptroller, the ordinary of each county shall examine (with such receiver) his list of the blind, and correct (by memoranda thereto attached)
any mistake. (Acts 1931, pp. 7, 18.)
of each county shall keep a

35-709. (1414) List of indigent blind.

down

—The

ordinary shall also take

names of such as are indigent, and procure their admission into
the Academy, if possible; and if from any cause they shall not be received, he shall report the names, ages, and sex of such to the Board
the

of Control,
PP.

who

shall

keep a record of

such reports. (Acts 1931,

7, 18.)

CHAPTER

35-8.

GEORGIA SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF.

Sec.

Sec.

35-801.

Principal, how elected
whom responsible.

and to

35-802.

Subordinate

regula-

officers,

35-803.

nnA

35-804.

35-805.

Exclusive powers and duties of

P« nci P al

-

Report of Board of Control.
Who are entitled to admission
as pupils.

35-806.
35-807.

tions, etc.

-e>

all

cost
during
vaRailroad fare; care

Shoes and clothing

free of

cation.

35-809.

may be admitted.
Teachers may be educated.

35-810.

Provisions of Chapter 35-7 ap-

35-808.

Day

pupils

plicable.
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The

how

(1417) Principal,

35-801.

and to whom responsible.
the Deaf shall be elected by the

elected

principal of the Georgia School for

Board

and shall reside in the institution. He shall be rethe said Board and his acts shall be subject to their veto.

of Control

sponsible to

(Acts 1877,

p.

32; 1931, pp.

7, 18.)

—

Cross-reference. Duty of superintendent to report
ordinary, see § 95-401.

nominate

of the School shall have authority to

and employees, subject

make

all

all

to the approval of the

and

shall

examine and

such supplies. (Acts 1877,

p.

employees to

of

—The

principal

his subordinate officers

Board

of Control.

regulations of internal police; shall authorize

of ordinary supplies,
bills for

number

(1418) Subordinate officers, regulations, etc.

35-802.

shall

1070

all

He

purchases

certify to the correctness of

32; 1931, pp.

7, 18.)

—

Cross-reference. Contracts of officers of institutions supported by State funds
unlawful, when, see §§ 89-904, 89-9915.

35-803.

(1419) Exclusive powers and duties of principal.

medium

—The

prin-

communication between the
Board of Control and the subordinate officers and employees of the institution, and shall have the exclusive direction and control of the system of religious and moral instruction. (Acts 1877, p. 32.)
cipal shall be the sole official

Cross-reference.

— Employees

of

exempt from road duty, see

§

95-401.

Control.—The Board of Control
shall make an annual report to the Governor of all their acts and doings and a full statement of the condition of said institution, which report shall be submitted to the General Assembly. (Acts 1877, pp. 32, 33
35-804.

1931, pp.

(1425) Report of

of

7, 18.)

Cross-reference.

35-805.

Board

— Reports

(1426)

Who

to State Librarian, see § 101-217.

are entitled to admission as pupils.

—All persons

seven and 25 years, who are too deaf to be educated
in the common schools, and who are otherwise in a condition mentally
and physically to receive instruction profitably, and free from any immoral conduct or contagious disease, shall be entitled to admission as
pupils to all the privileges of the respective departments of the Georgia
School for the Deaf, free of cost, to remain such a number of school terms

between the ages

of

or portion thereof as the

principal, shall see proper to

to

upon recommendation by the
grant: Provided, no pupil shall be allowed

Board

remain more than 12 terms.
35-806.

of Control,

(Acts 1896,

p.

83; 1931, pp.

(1427) Shoes and clothing free of cost.

—In

7, 18.)

case a parent or

guardian shall be unable to furnish the pupil with such clothing as may
be prescribed by the Board of Control, such clothing shall be supplied

by the authorities of the School, free of cost, upon certificate
nary of the county from which the pupil shall come, with his
attached, that said parent or guardian
to furnish said clothing.

shop free of
35-807.

cost.

All pupils

(Acts 1931, pp.

is

may

destitution,

which

official seal

not in a pecuniary condition
be furnished shoes from the

7, 18.)

(1428) Railroad fare; care during vacation.

made

to appear

— In cases of great

under seal
county from which the pupil shall come, the rail-

fact shall be

of the ordinary of the

of the ordi-

by

certificate
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1 35-901

road fare of such pupils coming to and from the school shall be paid
from the support fund of the school and in case such pupils shall have
no home to which they can be sent for the vacations, the board of commissioners of their counties or other proper authority shall make the nec;

essary provision for their care during- vacation.

—

pupils may be admitted. The parent or guardian
semi-mute,
of any deaf mute, or
shall be permitted to send such child to
the State School for the Deaf, as a day pupil, boarding such child at
his own expense outside of said institution at such convenient and acces-

Day

35-808. (1429)

sible place as

he

may

select.

may be educated.— The Board of Control may,
some educated young men who may desire to

35-809. (1430) Teachers
in their discretion, select

learn the

mute or sign language, upon the condition that they

ligate themselves to teach in the institution as

many

years as

will ob-

may

be

agreed upon by the Board at the time they shall enter the institution.
(Acts 1858, p. 13; 1876, p. 31.)
35-810. (1431) Provisions of Chapter 35-7 applicable.

—All

the provi-

sions of Chapter 35-7 not in conflict with the preceding sections of this

Chapter shall apply to the Georgia School for the Deaf, its officers, and
other officers of the State or county upon whom any duty shall be enjoined, the words "Georgia School for the Deaf being substituted whenever the words

"Academy

CHAPTER

35-9.

for the Blind" occur. (Acts 1876, p. 31.)

CONFEDERATE SOLDIERS' HOME
OF GEORGIA.
Sec.

Sec.
35-901.

Duties of the Board of Control.

35-904.

Pensions.

35-902.

Time of
Home.

35-905.

Admission according to popu-

35-903.

continuing

Soldiers

lation.

Inmates; admission, clothing,
medical attention, duties, etc.

Control.— The Board of
Control shall have charge of the Confederate Soldiers' Home and provide all necessary rules and regulations for the government thereof and
for admission thereto; exercise all other powers incident to the same
not conflicting with the law; appoint a superintendent thereof at a salary not to exceed $1,000 per annum, treasurer, steward and such other
assistants or employees as may be necessary to the efficient administration of the institution prescribe their duties, fix their compensation and
remove said incumbents from office when, from any cause, the good of
the institution may require it; hold in trust for said institution any devise or bequest of property of any kind or money for its general use or
35-901. (1515 P. C.) Duties of the

Board

of

;

any particular use designated visit the institution as provided in section
35-109, and on the first day of October of each year make to the Governor, to be by him laid before the General Assembly, a complete report
of the condition of the same in all its departments. The Board of Control shall prepare an exact estimate of the amount of money required for
the support of the Home, in such form and manner and at such times as
;
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required by law, pursuant to the provisions of section 40-402. (Acts 1900,
p.

$6; 1906,

p.

124; 1922, p. 79; 1931, pp.

7, 18.)

—

Cross-references.
Hoard of trustees of Confederate Soldiers' Home abolished
etc.. transferred to Hoard of Control, see note following § 35-106.
Contracts of officers of institutions supported by State unlawful, when, see

and powers,

H

6S

89-9915.

04,

Time

35-902.
dier?

Home

continuing Soldiers

of

Home.

—The

Confederate Sol-

of Georgia shall be maintained for the benefit of such ex-

Confederate soldiers as may need the benefit thereof for a period of
two years from June 3rd, 1933, or for such period as the number of in-

mates or applicants may justify or require, in the discretion of the General Assembly: Provided that the Home may be closed by the Governor
at any time during that period when the number of inmates decreases to
the extent that

same may be

justified.

(Acts 1920,

p.

123; 1931, p. 165;

1933, p. 120.)

35-903. Inmates; admission, clothing-, medical attention, duties, etc.

—

Ex- Confederate soldiers who are residents of the State and have resided
in the State for one year prior to the application for admission to the
Home and were honorably discharged from the Confederate service, and
who are unable by age, infirmity, or poverty to maintain themselves,
may be admitted to the said Home, and receive its benefits, under the
regulations prescribed by the Board of Control, and shall be furnished
with clothing, lodging, medicine, and medical attention, and shall perform such duties as may be prescribed by the superintendent, with the
sanction of the Board of Control, and, in case of death, shall have a de(Acts 1920,

cent burial.

p. 124; 1931, pp. 7, 18; 1931, p.

35-904. (1518 P. C.) Pensions.

Home

—No

soldier

who

165; 1933, p 120.)

accepts the benefits

same time draw any pension under the laws of
this State, but his becoming an inmate of said Home shall be in lieu of
Provided, those who are drawing a pension from the State
his pension
of the

shall at the

:

shall be given the preference in the selection of

inmates in said institution by the authorities thereof: Provided, no soldier shall be admitted
the same year he receives from the State a pension. (Acts 1900, pp. 86,
88.)

—

Admission according to population. Those admitted into the Home shall be from the several counties, according to
their population, in the event the number of applicants shall be more
than can be accommodated. (Acts 1900, pp. 86, 88.)
35-905. (1519 P. C.)

CHAPTER

35-99.
Sec.

Sec.
35-9901.

CRIMES.

Abandoning or leaving patients on grounds of State
Hospital.

35-9901.

Abandoning

35-9902.

Loitering or trespassing, driving or riding on grounds of
State Hospital.

or leaving patients on grounds of State Hospital.

be unlawful for any person to abandon or leave any patient
on the grounds of the Milledgeville State Hospital without the permission of the superintendent of the Hospital. Any person who shall violate

-

It shall

'
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£

35-0

the provisions of this section shall be guilty of a trespass and shall be

punished as for a misdemeanor.
1931, pp.

(Acts 1918, pp. 274, 275; 1020,

p.

324;

7, 19.)

—

Cross-references. Penalty for aiding escape of inmate of Millcdgeville S'ate
Hospital, see § 26-4512. Millcdgeville State Hospital Training School for Nui
see § 84-1017 et seq.

35-9902. Loitering or trespassing, driving or riding, on grounds of

—

be unlawful for any person to loiter about or
trespass on the property of the Millcdgeville State Hospital or to drive or
ride over the grounds or roads of said Hospital property with horcarriages, automobiles, bicycles, motorcycles or other vehicles, except
in accordance with such rules and regulations as may be posted under
the authority of the Board of Control. Any person who shall violate the
provisions of this section shall be guilty of a trespass and shall be punState Hospital.

It shall

ished as for a misdemeanor.
pp.

(Acts 1918, pp. 274, 275; 1929,

p.

324; 1031

7, 19.)

EMBALMEP~:

See Title 84, Professions,

Businesses,

and

Trades,

Chapter 84-8.

EMBEZZLEMENT:

See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment, Chapter

26-28.

EMBRACERY:

See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment, Chapter 26-47.

TITLE

36.

EMINENT DOMAIN.
PART

GENERAL PROVISIONS.

I.

Chap.
36-

1.

Sec.

When

PART

and
II.

how

exercised.

Compensation

36-101

CONDEMNATION OF PROPERTY. PROCEDURE.

Chap.

Sec.

36-

2.

To what condemnation

36-

3.

Notice.

Payment

36-201

applicable

of compensation

36-301

36-

4.

Assessors; appointment and oath

36-401

36-

5.

H earing

36-501

36-

6.

Appeals, and

PART

before assessors

III.

final

judgment

36-601

CONDEMNATION FOR SPECIAL PURPOSES.

Chap.
36-

7.

36-

8.

36-

9.

36-10.

36-11.

Sec.

Condemnation by telegraph companies
Condemnation, etc., by power companies
Condemnation by waterworks companies
Condemnation for roads
Condemnation by State or National Government

PART

CHAPTER

I.

36-1.

36-701

36-801
36-901

36rl001

36-1101

GENERAL PROVISIONS.

WHEN AND HOW EXERCISED.
COMPENSATION.

Sec.

Sec.

36-101.

Right of eminent domain de" nec*-

36-102.

When

36-101.

How

36-104.

Just compensation.

right exercised.

right to be exercised.

(3624) Right of eminent

nent domain

36-103.

is

domain

defined.

the right of the State, through

its

—The

right of emi-

regular organization, to

reassert, either temporarily or permanently, its

tion of the soil of

dominion over any porthe State on account of public exigency and for the

public good; thus, in time of

may
mon

war or insurrection the proper authorities
possess and hold any part of the territory of the State for the comsafety; and in time of peace the legislature may authorize the appro-

priation of the

same

to public purposes, such as the

opening of roads,

construction of defenses, or providing channels for trade or travel.
Cross-references.— Condemnation for comity drainage, see § 23-2514. Condemnation of private property, see Chapter 36-3.
General Assembly may exercise
right of, see Const., Art. IV, Sec. II, Par. II (§ 2-2502).
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36-102.

When

(3625)

§ 36-202

right to be exercised.

—

Tt is

the province of the

legislature to judge of the exigencies requiring the exercise of this

r;

one is taken for
the private use of another, the courts should declare the law inoperat:
but

under pretext of such necessity, the property

if,

How

36-103. (3626)

right exercised.

—The

of

legislature

rmy

exercise

through the officers of the State, through the
medium of corporate bodies, or by means of individual enterprise.
this right either directly

— Except

extreme necr-sity and great urgency, the right of eminent domain cannot be exercised
without first providing for just compensation to the owner for the interference with his exclusive rights.
36-104. (3627) Just compensation.

in cases of

—

Destroying property for public good, see $ 88-401. Granting
and compensation for, private ways, see Const., Art. I, Sec. Ill, .Par. I

Cross-references.
of,

(§ 2-301).

PART

CONDEMNATION OF PROPERTY.

II.

PROCEDURE.

CHAPTER

TO WHAT CONDEMNATION APPLICABLE.

36-2.

Sec.

Sec.
36-201.

Meaning

of "persons."

36-202.

To what and
of

36-201.

Meaning

of "persons."

shall include individuals,

domestic or foreign
(Acts 1929, p. 219.)

;

and

—The

to

whom method

condemnation applicable.

word "persons"

as herein used

partnerships, associations, and corporations,

shall include the singular as well as the plural.

To what and to whom method of condemnation applimethod
cable.
The
of condemnation of property and assessment of
damages hereinafter provided shall apply to condemnation by cities,
counties, railroads, telegraph, canal, mining, and waterworks companies,
drainage by counties, tramroads, lighthouses, and beacon constructions,
and to all persons or corporations having the privilege of exercising the
right of eminent domain. The method herein referred to shall also apply
to persons who are or may be engaged in constructing or operating pipe
36-202. (5235)

—

lines for the transportation

and/or distribution of natural or

artificial

and upon persons who are or may be engaged in furnishing natural
or artificial gas for lighting, heating and/or power purposes. (Acts 1897,
gas

p.

;

34; 1898,

p.

54; 1894,

—

p.

99; 1929,

p. 219.)

Cross-references. Compensation for private ways, see Const., Art. I, Sec. Ill,
Par. I (§ 2-301), § 83-105. General Assembly may exercise right of eminent domain, see Const., Art. IV, Sec. II, Par. IV (§ 2-2502). Condemnation for lighthouses, see § 36-1101.
Redress for damage* by roads, see § 95-208.
Condemnation for mining purposes, see §§ 83-201, 83-208. Right of way for tramroads,
see § 83-302. Railroad right of way, see Title 94, Railroads, Chapter 94-3.
Condemnation by waterworks companies, see § 36-902. County drainage, see § 23-2514.
Construction of telegraph or telephone lines, see § 104-205. Destroying property
for public good, see § 88-401. Western and Atlantic Railroad, see Title 91, Public
Property, Chapter 91-3. Condemnation of private property for airports, etc., see
§

11-203.

E minent Domain.

56-301

§

CHAPTER

PAYMENT OF COMPENSATION.

NOTICE.

36-3.

Sec.

Sec.

36-301.

Taking

or
property.

Payment

302.

damaging

or tender of

private

36-308.

Notice

compen-

36-309.

Service

in case of trust property or remainders.

When

parties cannot agree as
compensation.
Notice to owner.
Notice if owner under disabil-

36-303.

Where

36-310.

36-305.

ity.

Notice where there

36-306.

no per-

is

When

unknown,

or

unborn

re-

maindermen.

How

36-312.

Where

36-313.

Direction and contents of no-

service effected.

notice cannot be served.

tice.

ordinary disqualified.

—

damaging private property. All corporapersons authorized to take or damage private property for pub-

36-301.
tions or

of

36-311.

sonal representative.
36-307.

owner

possibility

to

KM.

on nonresi-

notice

of

dents.

sation.

lic
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(5206) Taking or

purposes shall proceed as herein set forth.

—

Cross-reference. Compensation to
Art. I, Sec. Ill, Par. I (§ 2-301).

36-302.

(5207)

Payment

tions or persons cannot

(Acts 1894,

p. 95.)

be made for property taken, see Const.,

or tender of compensation.

by contract procure the

—

If said corpora-

land, easement, right of

way, waterway, franchise, or other interest or property useful, needful,
and necessary for public purposes, and authorized by law to be taken
or damaged, said corporation or person may take or damage said property, upon paying or tendering to the owner thereof just and adequate
compensation for the land, franchise, or other interest or property so to
be taken or used.
Cross-reference.
$

(Acts 1894,

p. 95.)

— Corporate powers

of railroads over disputed right of way, see

94-3U8.

36-303.

(5208)

When

parties cannot agree

parties cannot agree as to compensation.

upon the compensation

to be paid, the

assessed and determined as hereinafter provided.
36-304. (5209) Notice to owner.

—The

same

(Acts 1894,

—

If the

shall

be

p. 95.)

corporation or person seeking

condemn property for public purposes shall serve a notice upon the
owner of the property and upon the owner of any remainder, reversion,
to

mortgage,

lease, security deed, or other

interest therein.

(Acts 1894,

p. 96.)

Cross-reference.

—How

notice signed and served, see § 36-1003.

36-305. (5210) Notice

if

owner under

disability.

—

If

the owner, or any

minor or under any disability whatsoever, such
be served upon his or their personal representatives. (Acts

of the owners, shall be a

notice shall
1894, p. 96.)

36-306.

(5211) Notice where there

is

no personal representative.

—

If

no personal representative, such notice shall be served personally
upon the minor and upon the ordinary of the county where the property
there

is

is

located,

who

shall appoint a

in said litigation.

(Acts 1894,

guardian ad litem to represent the minor

p. 96.)

—

(5212) When ordinary disqualified.
If such ordinary, by reason of interest or other cause, is disqualified, such notice shall be served
36-307.
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upon the clerk

of the superior court of the county,

guardian ad litem to represent the minor.

36-313

§

who

(Acta 1894,

shall

appoint a

p. 96.)

—

Cross-references. Appointment of guardian ad litem, see § 37-1304.
to decree in vacation, see § 37-1205. Appointment in probate matters, see

r

8

36-308. (5213) Notice in case of trust property or remainders.

113

—

If

&

the

property sought to be condemned is trust property, or property in which
remainders have been created, such notice shall be served upon the
trustee, and also upon such persons as have an interest under the convey-

ance and

who

(Acts 1894,

are of age.

p. 96.)

—

Purchasers
Cross-references. Sales by trustees, see § 108-408.
see § 108-416. Definition of estate in remainder, see § 85-701.
36-309. (5214) Service of notice on nonresidents.

—

If

from

trustees,

the owner, or any

any way interested in the property, reside
out of the State, notice shall be served upon the person in possession,
and a like notice shall be enclosed in an envelope, properly stamped and
directed, and be by the said corporation or person delivered to the ordinary of the county, who shall mail the same to said owner or owners, at
their address if known, and if the address be not known, the ordinary
shall act for such nonresident owners in the manner herein provided for
unrepresented minors. An entry of the facts and his action therein shall
be entered on the minutes by the ordinary. (Acts 1894, p. 96.)
of the owners, or persons in

36-310. (5215)

—

Where owner unknown,

or possibility of unborn re-

owner or owners of such property, or of any interest
therein, are unknown, or there is possibility of unborn remaindermen
having an interest, notice shall be served upon the person in actual possession of the property, and also upon the ordinary, who shall act for
Provided, howsaid Unknown owner as provided for in case of minors
ever, that whenever the unknown owner may appear, he may ask for and
maindermen.

If

the

:

have another assessment under the terms of this law, and he shall receive
the amount then assessed; and in the event the second assessment is less
than the first, the ordinary shall return the overplus to the corporation
or person originally condemning. (Acts 1894, p. 96.)
36-311. (5216)

How

service effected.

—Unless service

is

acknowledged

or waived, a copy of such notice shall be served by a sheriff or deputy,
personally or by leaving a copy at the residence of the owner, or mailed
in case of nonresidents, at least 15

the damages.

(Acts 1894,

36-312. (5217)

Where

days before the day fixed for assessing

p. 96.)

notice cannot be served.

— In cases where service

cannot be effected by leaving notice at place of residence or by personal
service, the notice shall be posted at the courthouse door 15 days and be
published once in the
sessing the damages.

official

paper one week before the day fixed for as-

(Acts 1894,

p. 97.)

—

and contents of notice. All notices shall be
directed to the owner or owners, and shall describe the property or franchise and the amount of interest therein sought to be condemned, fix the
time when the hearing will be had on the premises, give the name of the
assessor selected by the persons seeking condemnation, and request the
36-313. (5218) Direction

I
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owner, trustee, or representative, as the case
(Acts 1S94,

sessor.

CHAPTER

may

be, to select

an as-

p. 97.)

ASSESSORS; APPOINTMENT AND OATH.

36-4.

Sec.

Sec.
36-401.

When

assessor to be appointed
by ordinary; notice.

36-401.

When

(5219)

Third assessor, selection

36-402.
36-403.

Oath

assessor to be appointed

of.

of assessors.

by ordinary;

notice.

the persons seeking such condemnation and assessment shall notify

If

owner or persons interested have failed to select an
assessor, or that the owners fail to agree upon an assessor, or that the
owner is unknown, or that the owner or any one of the owners is a minor
or otherwise under disability and without legal representative, the ordinary of the county where the property is situated, or the franchise sought
to be condemned is used, shall select an assessor for such persons or
owners and if such ordinary is disqualified, then the clerk of the superior
court of the county shall make the selection, after like notice by such
the ordinary that the

;

corporation.
36-402.

(Acts 1894,

p. 97.)

(5220) Third assessor, selection

selected shall select a third assessor; but

upon

if

of.

—The

in five

two assessors thus

days they do not agree

a third assessor, the judge of the superior court of the county,

application of either party, of

make

which the other

the selection in term time or vacation.

shall

upon

have notice, shall

(Acts 1894,

p. 97.)

—

Oath of assessors. The three assessors thus selected
shall be sworn by some officer authorized to administer an oath "to do
equal and exact justice between the parties according to law." (Acts
36-403.

(5221)

1894, p. 97.)

CHAPTER

36-5.

HEARING BEFORE ASSESSORS.
Sec.

Sec.
36-501.

When

36-502.

Subpoenas

hearing cannot be had
at time fixed.

36-504.

Assessment of value and dam-

of

36-505.

Evidence to be heard by asRepresentation by
sessors.

36-507.

Value of land, how estimated.
Consequential damages.
Finding of assessors, how and
where entered.
Filing and record of award.

and

attendance

witnesses.
36-503.

36-506.

36-508.

attorney.

36-501.

(5223)

ages.

When

hearing cannot be had at time fixed.

—

If

by

rea-

son of delay in appointing assessors, or other cause, the hearing cannot

be had at the time fixed in the original notice, the assessors shall

fix

the

time for the hearing and notify both parties in writing of the time and
place of the hearing.
36-502.
shall

(Acts 1894,

p. 97.)

(5222) Subpoenas and attendance of witnesses.

—The assessors

have the same power to issue subpoenas and compel the attendance

of witnesses as

is

Cross-reference.

vested in the superior court.

— Compelling

(Acts 1894,

attendance of witnesses, see

§

p. 99.)

38-1501.
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Evidence to be heard by assessors.

36-503. (5224)

—The

§ 36-508

Representation by

evidence offered by either
party as to the value of the property to be taken or used, or afl to damages done the owners of the same, and the benefits to the owner accruing
attorney.

said assessors shall hear

all

from the use of the property by the corporation or persons. Parties may
be represented in person or by attorney before the assessors. (Acts
1894, p. 97.)

Assessment of value and damages.

36-504. (5225)

—The

assessors, or

a majority of them, shall assess the value of the property taken or used,
or damage done, and shall also assess the consequential damages to the

property not taken, and deduct from such consequential damages the consequential benefits to be derived by the owner from the operation of its
franchise by the corporation, or by the carrying on of the business of the
Provided, the
corporation or person taking or damaging the property
consequential benefits assessed shall in no case exceed the consequential
:

damages assessed: Provided

further, that nothing in this section shall be

owner

so construed as to deprive the

(Acts 1894,

so taken or used.

p. 97.)

Value of land, how estimated.

36-505. (688)

of land

of the actual value of his property

when taken

for public uses,

it is

— In

estimating the value

not restricted to

its

agricultural

or productive qualities, but inquiry may be made as to all other
mate purposes to which the property could be appropriated.

—

Cross-reference. Ascertaining damages to landowner,
teration of public road, see § 95-208 et seq.

36-506. (689) Consequential damages.

legiti-

from construction or

al-

—Prospective and consequential

damages resulting therefrom may also be taken into consideration, if
the same are plain and appreciable; and on the other hand, the increase
of the value of the land from the proposed public improvement may be
considered, but in no case shall the owner be deprived of the actual damages by such estimated increase.
36-507. (5226) Finding of assessors,

how and where

entered.

— Said

as-

sessors shall enter their finding on the notice substantially as follows

"Upon
C. D.

condemn the following property of
was duly served by the sheriff (or his deputy) on

the application of A. B. to

:

,

notice

C. D. (owner, trustee, representative, or ordinary, as the case

by (mailing, posting,

etc.,

as the case

The (owner,

E. F. as assessor.

may

be).

The

may

be),

applicant appointed

mav

ordinary, representative, as the case

be) appointed G. H. as assessor, and they two (or judge of the superior

who, after being duly sworn and hearing the evidence, find and award that for taking the property sought to
the said A. B. shall pay to C. D.. as owner,
be condemned, to wit:
court) appointed

I. J.

as assessor

;

,

the

sum

of $

.

The

consequential damages to the property of C. D.
and the consequential benefits to S
and

not taken amount to $
the said A. B. shall pay said C. D. the difference between such damage
and such benefit." (Acts 1894, p. 98.)
,

:

—

and record of award. Within 10 days after the
award is made, it shall be filed and recorded in the office of the clerk of
the superior court of the county where the property is situated or franchise sought to be condemned is exercised. (Acts 1S94, p. 98.)
36-508. (5227) Filing

Eminent Domain.
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CHAPTER

36-6.

APPEALS, AND FINAL JUDGMENT.
Sec.

Sec.
;

.

1080

601.

Right of appeal; time;

trial of

:

2

.

36-603.
:
.

-604.

and award to be en-

Notice

3o-o05.

tered on minutes.

issue,

Appeal not to delay, when.
Tender, payment, or acceptance not to prevent appeal.
When execution shall issue.

What

36-606.

interest to vest in party

seeking condemnation.

Payment

minor or repre-

to
sentative,

36-607.

—

(5228) Right of appeal; time; trial of issue. In case either
party, or the representative of either party, is dissatisfied, he or they
36-601.

may, within 10 days from the time the award is filed, enter in writing an
appeal from the award to the superior court of the county where the
award is filed and at the term succeeding the filing of the appeal, it shall
be the duty of the judge to cause an issue to be made and tried by a jury
;

as to the value of the property taken or the

the

same

right to

move

for a

new

other cases at law. (Acts 1894,

trial

amount

and

file

a

of

damage done, with

bill of

exceptions as in

p. 98.)

— Adjusting

difference between damages awarded by assessors
For what causes new trial granted, see § 70-202 et seq.
Bills of exceptions generally, see Title 6, Appeal and Error, Chapter 7 et seq.
Appeals generally, see Title 6, Appeal and Error.

Cross-references.

and by

jury, see

36-602.

36-603.

§

(5229) Appeal not to delay, when.

—The

entering of said ap-

peal and the proceedings thereon shall not hinder or delay in

work

the corporation's or person's

or the progress thereof,

if

any way

the applicant

to condemn shall pay or tender to the owner the amount of the award,
and, in case of the refusal of the owner to accept the same, deposit the
amount awarded with the clerk of the superior court for the benefit of

the owner.
36-603.

—The

(Acts 1894,

p. 98.)

(5230) Tender, payment, or acceptance not to prevent appeal.

tender, payment, or acceptance of the

amount shall not prevent
the amount so awarded by

from prosecuting the appeal. If
the assessors is less than that found by the final judgment, the person
seeking condemnation shall be bound to pay the sum so finally adjudged,
in order to retain the property; and if it be less than that awarded by the
assessors, the owner shall be bound to refund any excess paid to or received by him, and a judgment for such excess shall be rendered against
him, to be collected by levy as in other cases. (Acts 1894, p. 98.)
either party

When

—

no appeal be entered
within 10 days after the award is filed, or if the persons seeking condemnation shall fail to pay the amount of the award or final judgment, the
clerk shall issue execution upon such award or judgment, which may be
levied upon any property of the corporation or person condemning. (Acts
36-604.

(5231)

execution shall issue.

If

1894, p. 99. j

36-605.

(5232) Notice and

cases the clerk shall

award

—

be entered on minutes. In all
enter the notice and award thereon upon the minutes
to

of the court, and the corporation or person

condemning

shall

pay the

costs for the condemnation proceedings to each assessor, not exceeding
$2 per day, and other cost as now provided by law in civil cases in the

superior court.

(Acts 1894,

p. 99.)
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36-606.

What

(5233)

jj

36-702

interest to vest in party seeking condemnation.

— Upon the payment, by the corporation or
of the

amount

of the award,

and

poration or person shall become

person seeking to condemn,
judgment on appeal, such cor-

final

vested with such interest

in

the prop-

may

be necessary to enable the corporation or person taking to exercise its franchise or conduct its business; and whenever the
corporation or person shall cease using- the property taken for the purpose of conducting its business, said property shall revert to the person
erty taken as

whom

whenever any municipality
condemns land for protection against floods and freshets, said municipality may acquire a fee simple title to the property condemned on payment of the condemnation money. (Acts 1894, p. 99; Acts 1914, p. 61.;
from

taken, his heirs or assigns; but

Payment

whom

—

minor or representative. If the person to
the money belongs shall be a minor or under any disability, and

36-607. (5234)

to

without a legal representative entitled to receive the same, the money
who shall at once cause the
same to be invested; and to this end the ordinary of the county of his
residence shall appoint a guardian or other proper representatives to receive said money and manage the property in which it may be invested.
(Acts 1894, p. 99.)

shall be paid to the ordinary of the county,

PAUT III. CONDEMNATION FOR SPECIAL PURPOSES.
CHAPTER

CONDEMNATION BY TELEGRAPH

36-7.

COMPANIES.
Sec.
36-701.

Sec.

When

telegraph
demns; notice

tents
36-702.

How

company conand

on

whom

But one proceeding, and when

36-704.

Hearing.

con-

its

-

and

36-703.

it

shall be had.

notice

served.

When

company condemns; notice and its
contents. When a telegraph company undertakes to condemn so much
of the right of way of a railroad company as may be necessary for its
36-701. (5236)

telegraph

—

use for the purpose of constructing, maintaining, and operating its telegraph lines along and upon such right of way, the notice provided for
in section 36-313 shall be directed to the railroad company, and shall set
out the manner in which the telegraph

company proposes

to construct

its

on the right of way of the railroad company, fix the time when the
hearing shall be had, give the name of the assessor selected by said telegraph company, and request the railroad company to select an assessor.
lines

(Acts 1898,

p. 54.)

—

Cross-references. Right to condemn private property
see § 104-202. Construction of lines, see § 104-205.

How

and on

whom

by telegraph companies,

—Notice

be
served upon said railroad company as is provided for the service of other
suits upon railroad companies.
It shall not be necessary to serve such
notice upon any person or corporation other than the railroad company
36-702. (5237)

notice served.

shall

§

Eminent Domain.
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and operating the railroad whose right of way is sought
to be condemned by the telegraph company for its use, and only the interest of such railroad company so served shall be affected by the proin possession of

ceedings.

(Acts 1898,

p. 54.)

—

Cross-references. Lessee of franchise of corporation liable same as lessor, see
Perfecting service of process, see § 22-1101. Service on lessee of rail? 22-715.
road, see § 94-1103.

—

(525$) But one proceeding, and when it shall be had. There
be
need
but one condemnation proceeding against the same railroad com36-703.

may

be had in any county where service can be made upon
said company, as herein provided; but if the railroad company has a
pany, which

main or principal office located in this State, then the proceeding shall
be had in the county in which the main or principal office is located, and
the assessors shall make their findings of the damages to which the railroad company may be entitled by reason of the construction, maintenance, and operation of the telegraph lines in the manner set out in the
notice.

(Acts 1898,

Cross-reference.
§

p. 54.)

— Must

sue

railroad

where cause of action

originates,

see

94-1101.

36-704. (5239) Hearing.

—The hearing may be had in the

office of

the

ordinary of the county in which the condemnation proceedings are had or
may fix; and it shall not be necessary for
the assessors to go upon or inspect the premises sought to be condemned,

at such place as the assessors

but they shall
to the

make

damages that

(Acts 1898,

upon the testimony heard by them as
be done the railroad company in the premises.

their findings
will

p. 54.)

CHAPTER

36-8.

CONDEMNATION,

ETC.,

BY POWER

COMPANIES.
Sec.

Sec.

36-801.

36-807.

Right of action of owner of
damaged property not prej-

36-808.

Condemnation of road or high-

36-809.

way. Notice.
Procedure. Officers notified to

Water power owners may purchase, lease, or condemn
easements; payment of compensation.

36-802.

Payment

36-803.

damages.
"Public road" and "public high-

way"
36-804.

36-805.
36-806.

of

udiced.

compensation or

defined.

Acquisition of right to
roads and highways.

flood

Appeal to superior court.
Rights pending the appeal.

act for State or county.
36-810.

Condemned road not to be used
until- new road approved.

36-8 U.

When
erty

36-812.

and how

may

interest in propbe condemned.

Acquisition of

certain

mills,

factories, etc.

Water power owners may purchase, lease, or condemn
easements; payment of compensation. Any corporation or individual
owning or controlling any water power, or location for steam plant here36-801. (5240;

—

and operating or constructing or preparing to construct thereon a plant or works for generating electricity by water or
steam power, to be used for the purpose of lighting towns or cities, or
supplying motive power to railroad or street car lines, or supplying light,
heat or power to the public, shall have the right to purchase, lease or
condemn rights of way or other easements over the lands of others in
order to run lines of wires, maintain dams, flow backwater or for other
inafter mentioned,

1

Eminent Domain.

083

uses necessary to said purposes, upon

owner

the

of the land to be affected.

§ 36-807

paying just compensation to

first

(Acts 1897,

p. 68. )

—

Payment of compensation or damages. Tn fixing the compensation or damage for both actual and consequential damages, either or
both shall be paid by the persons seeking to condemn property as herein
36-802.

provided.

(Acts 1925, pp. 272, 276.)

and "public highway" defined.— The terms "public road" or "public highway," whenever used in this Chapter, shall include not only highways and roads proper, but bridges, culverts, and
36-803. "Public road"

appurtenances as well. (Acts 1927,

p. 373.)

—

and highways. Such corporation or individual shall have the right and authority to acquire by
purchase or condemnation the right to flood private roads, and shall have
the right to acquire by condemnation the right to flood public roads or
highways, by paying to the State or county authorities having jurisdiction
over the same the cost of locating, laying out, constructing and opening
other public roads or highways in lieu of and to the same extent as the
public roads or highways flooded or intended to be flooded, and also by
paying to the State and county authorities any other damages that may
be the natural and probable consequence thereof. (Acts 1925, pp. 272,
36-804. Acquisition of right to flood roads

276.)
Cross-reference.

— Condemned

county authorities, see

§

road cannot be used until new road approved by

36-810.

—

Appeal to superior court. Either party may appeal to the superior court of the county in which said public roads or highways lie
within 30 days after the award of condemnation is made, by filing with
the ordinary of the county a written notice of appeal which shall be by
him transmitted to said superior court within 10 days, and on such appeal the trial shall be de novo. (Acts 1925, pp. 272, 276.)
36-805.

Cross-reference.

—Appeals,

generally, see Title

36-806. Rights pending the appeal.

6,

—Upon

Appeal and Error.
the

poration or individual to the said authorities of

payment by such corthe sum fixed by such

award, together with the cost of proceedings, pending such appeal, and

upon the execution of a bond in double the amount of the award so fixed,
with good and sufficient surety to pay the eventual condemnation money,
the corporation or individual shall be entitled to flood the public roads or

highways which are made the subject
shall not vest absolutely in

of the case
tion

money

of the proceedings, but such right

such corporation until the

and the payment or deposit
as shall be adjudged.

in court of

final

such

determination

final

condemna-

(Acts 1925, pp. 272, 276.)

Right of action of owner of damaged property not prejudiced.
right of action of any property owner or public utility whose

36-807.

—Any

-

may

be damaged by the closing of said public roads or highways, against such corporation or individual closing same, shall not be

property

construed as being taken
p.

68; 1925, pp. 272, 276.)

away

or in any

way

prejudiced. (Acts 1897,

§

Eminent Domain.
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Condemnation

36-808.

ceeding to condemn

of road or

a public road or
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highway.

highway

Notice.
is

—Where any pro-

instituted,

if

the

same

is

highway system, or jurisdiction or control thereof has
been taken over or assumed by the State Highway Board or other State
authority, the notice of intention to condemn shall be addressed to and
s
rved upon the chairman of the State Highway Board or such other
a part of the State

officer as

may

said State

highway system and

hereafter be vested with the supervision and control of
said road or

if

;

highway

is

under the su-

pervision or control of county authorities, the notice of intention to con-

demn

and served upon the ordinary, chairman of
the board of commissioners of roads and revenues, commissioner of roads
and revenues, or such other officer as is by law vested with jurisdiction
over and control of the public roads of the county in which said road to
shall be addressed to

be condemned

(Acts 1927,

located.

is

—
Cross-reference. "Public

and appurtenances, see

§

36-809. Procedure.

p. 373.)

road" and "public highway" include bridges, culverts

36-803.

Officers notified to act for State or county.

—The

such condemnation of public roads and highways shall be the
by the general laws as now embodied in Chapters 36-2
to 36-6, and as the same may hereafter be amended, in so far as the same
are not in conflict with the provisions of this Chapter, and the public offiprocedure

same

in

as provided

cer or officers to be notified and served as aforesaid shall act for and in be-

may

half of the State or county, as the case

assessor and in
respect to the

(Acts 1927,

all

other respects as provided in

owner or owners

appointment of an
said general law with

be, in the

of property sought to be

condemned.

p. 373.)

Condemned road not to be used until new road approved.
Before any public road condemned under the provisions of this Chapter
may be used by the condemnor, the new road, including any and all
36-810.

bridges and culverts that

may

be necessary as a part thereof, shall be

and constructed by the condemnor, and by the condemnor made
ready for use by the public, all of which new construction shall be approved by the authorities having control of the road condemned. (Acts
laid out

1927, p. 373.)

36-811.

—

If said

(5241)

When

and

how

interest in property

may

be condemned.

corporation or individual does not by contract procure the ease-

ment, right of way, or other interest

in

property provided for in the

preceding sections of this Chapter, they shall have the right to acquire or

condemn

the

same

in

Chapters 36-2 to 36-6.
36-812.

accordance with, and subject
(Acts 1897,

to,

the provisions of

p. 68.)

(5242) Acquisition of certain mills, factories, etc.

— Such

cor-

poration or individual shall have the right and authority to acquire by

condemnation any

mill, factory,

dam

or other property connected with

same, except cotton mills or factories, or any power plant engaged in
furnishing electric current to the public, in the manner prescribed for
the condemnation of and acquiring of other property.
pp. 272, 277.)

(Acts

1925,

Eminent Domain.
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CHAPTER

36-9.

^3

,

CONDEMNATION BY WATERWORKS
COMPANIES.
Sec.

Sec.

Right conferred on corporations
operating waterworks.

36-901.

Assessors

36-902.

of

Consent of

36-903.

conferred

36-901. (2923) Rights

on

corporations

condemn

to

way or

rights

sit'

city.

water-

operating

—

works. Corporations, companies, partnerships, or individuals, constructing, owning, operating, or carrying on waterworks in this State, shall
have the right, power, privilege, and authority to lease, purchase, or condemn land, receive donations, grants, easements, or other uses of land
for the purpose of constructing

and carrying on waterworks. (Acts 1889,

p. 184.)

36-902. (2924) Assessors to

condemn

rights of

way

or

sites.

— In

the

event any of the above-recited corporations or individuals do not procure
from the owners thereof, by contract, title to the land necessary or proper

and successful operation of waterworks, and the
parties cannot agree upon the damage done, the same shall be assessed

for the construction

as provided in Chapters 36-2 to 36-6. (Acts 1889, p. 184.)
Cross-references.

— Right

To what condemnation

of corporations to take private property, see
applicable, see § 36-202.

Consent of

36-903. (2925)

city.

—None

§

36-301.

of the provisions of the

two

preceding sections shall become operative until after the said corporation, company, or individual shall have bona fide entered into a contract
with the proper authorities of some incorporated city or village, for supplying water for public purposes.

CHAPTER

36-10.

(Acts 1889, pp. 184, 186.)

CONDEMNATION FOR ROADS.

Sec.

Sec.

36-1001.
36-1002.

Laying

36-1003.

etc.,

36-1004.

out, altering, grading,
of public roads.

Notice, how signed and served,
County may decline to accep*

Procedure; notice; expense.

the land.

Laying out, altering, grading, etc., of public roads.—
cases when it shall become necessary to condemn land in any coun-

36-1001. (5243)

In all
ty for the purpose of laying out, altering, grading, improving, turnpiking, paving, widening, or macadamizing public roads, for the use and
convenience of the public, the county authorities, consisting of the ordinary or county commissioners, as the case may be, shall have power and
authority to condemn the lands of private persons or corporations. The
width of the roads shall not exceed 50 feet at the base. (Acts 1897,
p. 107; 1900, p. 66.)

Cross-references.— Assessment of damages, see

Highway Board

to

condemn

right of

way

§

95-208 et seq.

36-1002. (5244) Procedure; notice; expense.

come necessary

to

Right of State

for roads, see § 95-1724.

condemn lands under

—Whenever

it

shall be-

the preceding section, the

man-

ner of procedure shall be as set forth in Chapters 36-2 to 36-6, with the
exception that five days' notice to the owner of land sought to be con-

demned under

the preceding section shall be

deemed

sufficient:

Pro-
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vided, that the county shall bear the expense of condemnation.

(Acts

1900, p. 66.)
Cross-reference.

36-1003.
thorities of

— How

service effected, see

(52451 Notice,

any county

how

§

36-311.

signed and served.

—Whenever

the au-

shall seek to avail themselves of the provisions of

by existing laws to be served upon
the property, or upon the owner of any remainder, rever-

this Chapter, the notice prescribed

the

owner

of

lease, security deed, or other interest therein, shall

mortgage,

sion,

be

signed by the county commissioners of said county, or a majority of
them, and if there be no county commissioners in said county, then by

deemed to be
the commence-

the ordinary thereof; and such notices shall be held and

the official decision and action of said county in regard to

ment

of said

condemnation proceedings.

Cross-reference.

— Who must receive notice,

(Acts 1900,

p. 66.)

see § 36-304 et seq.

—

County may decline to accept the land. The county
authorities, at any time after the award of the assessors or the final judgment fixing the damages to be paid by reason of said condemnation, may
decline to accept the land so sought to be condemned; but in the event
of such declination the county whose authorities are seeking to condemn
said land shall pay all costs of said proceedings up to the time of said
36-1004. (5246)

declination.

(Acts 1900,

CHAPTER

p. 66.)

CONDEMNATION BY STATE OR
NATIONAL GOVERNMENT.

36-11.

Sec.
36-1101.
36-1102.

36-1103.

36-1104.

Lands condemned

for United
States lighthouses, etc.

Coast surveyors.
to landowners.
When proceeding authorized.

Damage

36-1105.

Petition; contents.

36-1106.

Order

36-1107.

36-1108.

Service of copy of petition and
order of court. Parties.
Additional notice and service.

36-1109.

Assessment;

of court.

36-1111.
36-1112.
36-1113.
36-1114.

Process.

appointment

36-1110.

of

36-1115.
36-1116.

Appeal from assessors' award.
Scope of award or verdict;
molding; directions.
Power of judge. Jury trial.
Person interested heard at any
time before condemnation.
Taxes; notice to and directions by court.
Provisions of Chapter supplementary and cumulative.
Recording of proceedings; fees.

assessors; hearing.

36-1101. (27)

Lands condemned

for

United States lighthouses,

etc.

United States, and the mayor of any city, in the county
in which it is proposed to erect lighthouses, beacons or range lights, or
any other structure designed to assist the navigation of the waters of

The

ardent of the

by the Government of the United States, shall
mark out, by metes and bounds, the land necessary to be taken, and adIf the agent of the United States
vise the respective owners thereof.
and the owners cannot agree upon the compensation to be paid for taking the land, the Governor shall appoint one person and the owner of
the land another, and these two shall select a third person, who shall
constitute a commission to assess the just and adequate compensation to
this

State, authorized
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be paid, according to the general method of condemning land
Title provided. (Acts 1882-3, p. 119.)
Cross-references.

—To

in

1

this

what condemnation

jurisdiction of Congress, see Const. U.

S.,

Exclusive
applicable, see $ 36-202.
Art. J, Sec. 8, Par. 17 (§ l-125j.

—

36-1102. (28) Coast surveyors. Any person employed under the Act
of the Congress of the United States, providing for a survey of the coa v
,

may enter upon lands and clear or cut timber within this State upon
the same, for any purpose legitimately connected with and requisite to
Provided, no unnecessary injury be done thereby,
damages to the owner of the land be promptly paid. (Act 1847,

effect the said object:

and all
Cobb, 155.)

—

Damage

to landowners.
If the parties representing the
United
States,
and
the
owner
or possessor of the land
Government of the
so entered upon, cannot agree upon the amounts to be paid for the same,
the damages shall be assessed as in this Title provided.

36-1103. (29)

Cross-reference.

36-1104.

—Assessment

When

of compensation, see

proceeding authorized.

§

36-303 et seq.

—Whenever the

gia or the United States shall desire to take or

State of Geor-

damage

private prop-

erty in pursuance of any law so authorizing, and shall find or believe
that the title of the apparent or presumptive

owner

of

such property

is

defective, doubtful, incomplete or in controversy; or that there are or

may

be persons unknown or nonresident

claim or

demand

tate therein

or

may

;

thereon, or

some

who have

or

may have some

actual or contingent interest or es-

or that there are minors or persons under disability

be interested therein

;

who

are

or that there are taxes due or that should

be paid thereon; or shall, for any reason, conclude that it is desirable
to have a judicial ascertainment of any question connected with the matter such Government may, through any authorized representative, either
in term time or vacation, petition the superior court of the county having jurisdiction, for a judgment in rem against said property, condemning the same to the use of the petitioner upon payment of just and adequate compensation therefor to the person or persons entitled to such
;

payment.

(Acts 1914,

p. 92.)

36-1105. Petition; contents.

—The

petition

shall

set

forth

the facts

showing the right to condemn the property to be taken or damaged
the names and residences of the persons whose property or rights are
;

to be taken or otherwise affected, so far as

known

;

shall describe the

persons or classes of persons unknown, whose rights therein are to be
excluded or otherwise affected shall set forth such other facts as are
necessary for a full understanding of the cause and shall pray for such
judgment of condemnation as may be proper and desired. If any of the
;

;

persons referred to are minors or under disability, the fact shall be stated.
(Acts 1914, pp. 92, 93.)

—

Order of court. Process. The presiding judge may thereupon make an order requiring all persons concerned to appear at a time
and place therein named, and make known their objections, if any. their
36-1106.

rights,

interest

if

any, their claims as to the value of the property or of their
therein,

and any other matters material

to

their

respective
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may

be convenient, having due
regard to the necessities of notice, and shall in said order give appropriate directions for such notice and the service thereof.
It shall not
be necessary to attach any other process to the petition except the order
so made, and the cause shall proceed as in rem. (Acts 1914, pp. 92, 93.)
rights,

shall be as early as

copy of petition and order of court. Parties.
All persons entitled to notice under the facts stated in the petition, who
are sui juris and within this State and whose residence is known, shall
be served by the sheriff with a copy of the petition and order as in other
causes at law, unless such service be waived in writing. All other service shall be made in the method pointed out by Chapter 36-3, providing
a method for condemning property, and all persons so served shall be
36-1107. Service of

deemed

parties to the cause.

36-1108. Additional notice

(Acts 1914 pp. 92, 93.)

and

—In

any cases where
the interest of justice and

service.

it

shall

of more
judge to be in
effective notice, to cause additional notice or service, it shall be within
his discretion so to order, and, in such cases, the additional notice and
service shall be made as ordered, before the cause proceeds to final hearing.
In cases where any taxes are alleged or supposed to be due or unpaid, the order shall direct that a separate notice to that effect be given

seem

to the presiding

the proper tax collector.

(Acts 1914, pp. 92, 93.)

36-1109. Assessment; appointment of assessors; hearing.

— On the day

any other time to which .the hearing may be
continued, the court, having first passed on and adjudged all questions
touching service and notice, shall, after hearing from all persons responding and desiring to be heard, make such order as to the appointment of assessors as shall conform most nearly to the provisions of
Chapters 36-2 to 36-6 and give all persons interested equal rights in the
selection thereof.
If, by reason of conflicting interests or otherwise,

named

in the rule, or at

such equality of right cannot be preserved, the judge presiding shall
himself make such order on the subject as shall secure a fair and impartial assessment, or may, in his discretion, order the issues tried in the
In any event it shall be within the power
first instance by a jury.
of the court to hear said cause as speedily as may be consistent with
justice and due process of law, and, if necessary, at the term at which it
(Acts 1914, pp. 92, 94.)
is filed, or the first term after filing.

—

from assessors' award. In case assessors are appointed, the same right of appeal shall lie from their award to a jury in the
superior court, as is given in Chapter 36-6, and upon like terms and con36-1110. Appeal

ditions in

all

respects as are therein provided.

36-1111. Scope of

award or verdict; molding;

or verdict, as the case

and unencumbered

may

be, shall

(Acts 1914, pp. 92, 94.)
directions.

—The award

have respect, either to the entire

any separate claim against the property or
interest therein, as may be ordered, and may be molded under the direction of the court so as to do complete justice and avoid confusion of
interests; and it shall be within the power of the court, upon payment
of the award or verdict into the registry of the court, to adjudge a condemnation of the title in fee simple, and give such direction as to the
fee, or to
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disposition of the fund as shall be proper, according to the rights of the

several respondents, causing such pleadings to be

and such
made up as shall be appropriate for an ascertainment and determination
of such rights.
(Acts 1914, pp. 92, 94.)

Power

36-1112.

of judge.

Jury

trial.

filed

— All

questions of law arising
arising from the cause may be

upon the pleadings or in any other way
passed on by the presiding judge, who may, from time to time, in term
or vacation, make such orders and give such directions as are necessary
to speed the cause, and as may be consistent with justice and due
process of law; but no jury trial shall be had except in open court.
(Acts 1914, pp. 92, 95.)

any time before condemnation.
Chapter in reference to any rule or or-

36-1113. Person interested heard at

No

provision contained in this

responding thereto, shall be held or construed to exclude any person, as by way of default, from making known his rights
or claims in the property or in the fund arising therefrom. Any such
person claiming an interest or any rights therein may file appropriate
pleadings or intervention at any time before verdict or award, and be
fully heard thereon.
If any person, after judgment of condemnation,
shall desire to come in and be heard on any claim to the fund or to any
After condemnation is
interest therein, he shall be allowed to do so.
had and the fund paid into the registry of the court, the petitioner shall
not be concerned with or affected by any subsequent proceedings unless
upon appeal from the verdict or award as hereinbefore allowed. (Acts
der, or time for

1914, pp. 92, 95.)

36-1114. Taxes; notice to and directions
of

any tax

by

court.

—

collector, notified as herein required, to

It shall

be the duty

make known

to the

court in writing the taxes due on the property, and the court shall give

such direction as will satisfy the same and discharge the
(Acts 1914, pp. 92, 95.)
36-1115. Provisions of Chapter supplementary

lien thereof.

and cumulative.

— This

Chapter shall not be construed as repealing Chapters 36-2 to 36-6. prescribing a method of procedure for the condemnation of private property, but as supplementary thereto and cumulative thereof in cases in
which the State or the United States is concerned, and as intended to
make simpler and more eflective the method of condemnation in those
cases where conflicting interests or doubtful questions render a judicial
supervision of the procedure desirable. In all particulars not otherwise
herein specially provided for, the court shall conform

nearly as
shall

may

its

procedure as

be to the provisions of the said Chapters, and the same

remain of

force.

(Acts 1914, pp. 92, 95.)

36-1116. Recording of proceedings; fees.

—When

such condemnation

award, whether made by assessors or the verdict
of a jury, together with the decree of the court based thereon and a
minute description of the property or interest condemned, or a duly

is

fully completed, the

copy

such award, decree and description, shall be filed and
recorded in the records of deeds in the office of the clerk of the superior
court of the county where the land so condemned lies, and if the land
certified

of

Eminent Domain.

§36-1116
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more than one county, such filing and recording shall be made
in each county in which such land lies, and the clerk shall be entitled
to the same fees for such filing and recording as are now, or may hereafter be. allowed by law for the filing and recording of deeds; said fees
(Acts
to be paid by the party in whose favor said condemnation is had.
lies in

1919, p. 231.)
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See Title
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Equity

37-101

PART
CHAPTER

GENERAL PRINCIPLES.

I.

JURISDICTION, MAXIMS, ETC.

37-1.

Sec.
37-101.
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Sec.

Courts vested with equity juris-

Purchaser without notice from
one with notice, and vice

37-114.

diction.

versa.

37-102,

Grounds for

37-103.

Equity follows the law.
Complainant must do equity.
Complete justice.
What ought to be done is con-

37-104.
37-105.

37-106.

relief.

Where

37-103.

Volunteers.

37-109.

Party misled.

37-110.

Equality

37-111.

Bona

37-112.

Both

37-113.

Which

equities equal.

is

equity.

37-117.

Lis pendens, notice by.

37-118.

Compelling persons to

37-119.

Laches.

37-120.

Common

37-121.

Equity not to

law remedy.
interfere

with

Concurrent jurisdiction.

37-122.
37-123.

parties' at fault.

Attachment and execution on
decrees.

two innocent persons

of

litigate.

creditor.

fide purchaser, interference with.

shall bear loss.

37-101.

Notice extends to facts discoverable.

sidered done.
37-107.

Notice.

37-115.
37-116.

Extent of jurisdiction.

37-124.

(4518) Courts vested with

equity jurisdiction.

—All

equity

jurisdiction shall be vested in the superior courts of the several counties.

(Act 1799, Cobb, 467.)

—

Cross-references. Extent of jurisdiction, see § 37-124. Superior courts as courts
Superior courts must give effect to all rights of
of equity, see § 24-2615, U 2.
parties, see § 37-901.
Superior courts' exclusive jurisdiction, see Const., Art. VI,
Sec. IV, Par. I (§ 2-3201).

37-102.

(4519) Grounds for

relief.

and allowed for the protection and

— Equity

jurisdiction

relief of parties,

established

where, from any pe-

culiar circumstances, the operation of the general rules of
deficient in protecting

is

law would be

from anticipated wrong or relieving for

injuries

done.

—

Cross-references. Protection to fraternal and other organizations, against inJurisdiction as to affairs of a church, see § 22-408.
fringement, see § 106-202.
Person remediless at law may be assisted by equity, see § 37-1001.

37-103.

(4520) Equity follows the law.

— Equity

is

ancillary, not an-

law where the rule of law
applicable, and the analogy of the law where no rule is directly ap-

tagonistic, to the law; hence equity follows the
is

plicable.

—

Cross-references. Assets partly legal and partly equitable, see
of limitations in subsisting trusts, see § 3-713.

§

37-402.

Statute

—

Complainant must do equity. Tie who would have
equity must do equity, and give effect to all equitable rights in the other
37-104. (4521)

party respecting the subject-matter of the

—

Complete justice. Equity seeks always to do comand hence, having the parties before the court rightfully,

37-105. (4522)
plete justice;
it

will

suit.

proceed to give

full relief to all parties in

reference to the sub-

ject-matter of the suit, provided the court has jurisdiction for that purpose.
Cross-reference.
§

37-1203.

— Superior

court

may mould

its

decrees to

fit

each case, see

Equity.

1093
37-106.

What ought to be done

(4523)

§37-116
is

considered dene.

done which ought to be done, and directs

siders that

— Equity con-

its relief

accordingly.

—

Cross-reference. Change of property from real to personal or vice versa takes
from date on which change to be made, sec § 113-814.

effect

Where

37-107. (4524)

law

equities equal.

equities are equal, the

unequal, the superior equity shall preSuperior diligence as to time will create such inequality.
If equities arc

shall prevail.

vail.

Cross-reference.

—Where assets are partly legal and partly equitable, see

37-108. (4525) Volunteers.

value

—Where

is

—The

superior to that of a mere

37-402.

§

equity under trust or contract for
volunteer.

—When

marriage articles may be executed in favor of volunAccidents or mistakes of volunteers, when effective, see
Voluntary promises, see § 37-804.

Cross-references.
see § 53-406.

teers,
§

37-217.

37-109. (4526) Party misled.

misled

is

superior to that of

—The

him who

37-110. (4527) Equality is equity.

who

equity of a party

has been

wilfully misleads him.

— In

many

cases, equality

is

equity

in the distribution of equitable assets.
Cross-references.

— No preference

Legal and equitable
equitable,

acquired after receiver appointed, see § 28-405.
Where assets are partly legal and partly
Possession notice of title, see § 85-408.

assets, see § 37-401.
distributed, see § 37-402.

how

Bona

37-111. (4531)

fide purchaser, interference with.

—A

bona

fide

purchaser for value, and without notice of an equity, will not be interfered with by equity.

—

Cross-references. Taking with notice subjects to equity, see § 37-115. Protection of bona fide purchaser, see § 96-111. Protected if without notice, see § 96-208.
Rights of the holder of negotiable instrument, see § 14-501 et seq. Against whom
equity relieves, see § 37-213.

Both

37-112. (4534)

and equally

—When both parties are at

fault,

equity will not interfere, but will leave them where

so,

The

finds them.

parties at fault.

rule

otherwise

is

if

it

the fault of one overbalances, de-

cidedly, that of the other.

—

Cross-references. Equal and unequal equities, see § 37-107. Where party
misled, see § 37-109. Equality is equity in many cases, see § 37-110.

is

—

two innocent persons shall bear loss. When
one of two innocent persons must suffer by the act of a third person, he
who put it in the power of the third person to inflict the injury shall
37-113. (4537)

bear the

of

(77 Ga. 381.)

loss.

Cross-reference.
4,

Which

— Rights and

Agency, Chapter

liabilities of principal as to third

37-114. (4535) Purchaser without notice

—

persons, see Title

4-3.

one with notice shall

from one with

notice,

and

one without notice, the latter shall be protected; or if one without notice shall sell to one with
notice, the latter shall be protected, as otherwise a bona fide purchaser
might be deprived of selling his property for full value. (34 Ga. 454.)

vice versa.

37-115.

If

(4529) Notice.

sell to

—He who takes with notice of an equity takes

subject to that equity.
37-116. (4530) Notice
cient to excite attention

everything to which

it is

extends to facts discoverable.

— Notice

suffi-

and put a party on inquiry shall be notice of
afterwards found such inquiry might have led.

§37-117

Equity.

Ignorance

of a fact,

due

1094

to negligence, shall be equivalent to

(74 Ga. 120; 76 Ga. 823.)

in fixing- the rights of parties.

—

Cross-reference. Notice of dishonor of
Notes. Chapter 14-8.

bills,

(4533) Lis pendens, notice by.

37-117.

and

knowledge,

notes,

etc.,

— Decrees

see Title 14, Bills and

ordinarily bind only

pending suit shall be a general notice of
an equity or claim to all the world from the time the petition shall be
riled and docketed; and if the same shall be duly prosecuted and shall
not be collusive, one who purchases pending the suit shall be affected
by the decree rendered therein. (75 Ga. 867; 69 Ga. 383; 72 Ga. 849.)
parties

their privies; but a

— Res

Cross-references.

adjudicate, see §§ 3-607, 110-501.

(4532) Compelling persons to litigate.

37-118.

— Equity

will not force

persons to litigate in order to have done what they ought, and are willing,
voluntarily to do. (57 Ga. 415
(4536) Laches.

37-119.

;

78 Ga. 250

(1 S. E. 383).)

— Equity gives no

relief to

lay renders the ascertainment of the truth difficult,

one whose long de-

though no

legal limi-

tation bars the right.

—

Cross-references. Equity will consider lapse of time in decreeing an account,
see § 3-713. Limitations in equity, see § 3-712. Superior diligence as to time
creates inequality, see § 37-107.

37-120.

Common law remedy. — Equity

(4538)

of a plain legal right where- an adequate

will not take

cognizance

and complete remedy

is

pro-

vided by law; but a mere privilege to a party to sue at law, or the existence of a common law remedy not as complete or effectual as the
equitable

relief, shall

not deprive equity of jurisdiction.

—

Cross-references. Injunction to prevent erection of a nuisance, see § 72-204.
Petition for discovery, etc., not sustained unless proceeding at law shown to be
inadequate, see S 38-1302. No interference with administration of estates; excepNo remedy at law, etc.,
tions, see § 37-403. All rights given effect, see § 37-901.
must be shown in ne exeat proceedings, see § 37-1402.

—

with creditor. A diligent
creditor shall not needlessly be interfered with in the prosecution of his
(4539) Equity

37-121.

legal remedies.

not

to

interfere

(90 Ga. 518 (16 S. E. 216).)

(4540) Concurrent jurisdiction.

37-122.

—Where

law and equity have

concurrent jurisdiction, whichever first takes jurisdiction shall retain
unless a good reason shall be given for the interference of equity.
Cross-references.
effect, see

concurrent

8

37-901.

it,

— Distribution

All rights shall be given
of assets, see § 37-401.
sue in equity, see § 37-1001. Plaintiff may pursue
3-114. As to administration of equitable assets, see § 37-402.

Who may

suits, see §

—

Attachment and execution on decrees. All orders and
decrees of the court may be enforced by attachment against the person;
decrees for money may be enforced by execution against the property.
Cross-references. — Creditor pursuing two remedies, see § 28-105. Ordinary may
37-123.

(4541)

guardian, see § 49-307.
Plaintiff must elect between suits, see § 3-601.
Execution of money
of courts to punish for contempt, see § 24-105.
Enforcement of injunctions, etc., see § 37-1210. Enforcedecrees, see § 37-1207.
ments of extraordinary remedies, see § 37-1210. Executions, generally, see Title
attach

Powers

Executions and Proceedings Thereunder.

39,

37-124. (4542)

Extent of jurisdiction.

— Generally,

equity

dence embraces the same matters of jurisdiction and modes
as were allowed and practiced in England.
Cross-references,

—Visitorial

powers, see

§

22-704.

Equity

may

jurispruof

remedy

appoint receiver

Equity,

1095

g

37-204

for insolvent trader, see § 28-402. Jurisdiction over certain matters of charity,
see § 108-203. A charity once inaugurated, is always subject to §up<
o!
equity, see § 108-204. Judge must sanction extraordinary writs, see 8 81-113.

PART

II.

GROUNDS FOR AND OBJECTS OF EQUITABLE
RELIEF.

CHAPTER

37-2.

ACCIDENT AND MISTAKE.
Sec.

Sec.
37-201.
37-202.
37-203.

37-204.
37-205.

What
What

accident.

is

mistake.
Division of mistakes.

Mistake

37-207.

Cancellation of contract for
mistake of one party, when.
Reforming or executing contract in case of mistake.

37-210.
37-211.

37-213.

Against

37-215.
37-216.

Rule of construction as to conditions; relief against forfeitures.

of fact.

What

Volunteers.

Execution of power; remedy.
Equity may set aside judgments.
Setting aside judgments for

37-220.

good defense.

accident.

is

37-217.
37-218.
37-219.

Ignorance of law.
Mutual ignorance of fact, etc.
Negligence and concealment.

37-201. (4565)

whom

equity relieves.
Payment of lost bonds or notes.
Error in form of conveyance.

37-214.

Mistake of law by parties.
Mistake of law by draftsman

37-206.

37-209.

Relief in equity in cases of negligence by complainant.

is

or agent.

37-208.

37-212.

—An

accident relievable in equity

is

such an occurrence, not the result of negligence or misconduct of the
party seeking relief in relation to a contract, as was not anticipated by
the parties when the same was entered into, and which gives an undue
advantage to one of them over another in a court of law.
Cross-reference.

—How grants
What

37-202. (4570)

is

may

be set aside, see

mistake.

§

85-310.

—Mistake relievable

in equity is

some

unintentional act, or omission, or error, arising from ignorance, surprise,

This power shall be exercised with
the evidence shall be clear, unequivocal, and

imposition, or misplaced confidence.
caution,

and to justify

it

decisive as to the mistake.
Cross-references.

— Recovery

by insurer

of

money

paid for loss, see

§

56-705.

Will inoperative, when executed under mistake of fact, see § 113-210. Payments
through ignorance of law, etc., deemed voluntary and not recoverable, see
§

20-1007.

37-203. (4574) Division of mistakes.

— Mistakes

may

be either of law

or of fact.

—

Promise by surety in ignorance of discharge not binding, see
Annulling contract, see § 96-210. Consideration founded on mistake,
promise not enforceable, see § 20-308. Ignorance, when not justify interference,
Cross-references.

§

103-207.

see

§

37-211.

37-204. (4576) Mistake of

law by

parties.

—An

honest mistake of the

law as to the effect of an instrument on the part of both contracting parties, when such mistake operates as a gross injustice to one, and gives
an unconscionable advantage to the other, may be relieved in equity.
Cross-reference.
§

96-210.

— Effect

of mistake

or ignorance, as to a sale

contract,

see

Equity.

§ 37-205
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by draftsman or
other agent, by which the

(4577) Mistake of law

37-205.

law by the draftsman or

agent.

—A

mistake of

contract, as executed,

does not fulfill or violates the manifest intention of the parties to the
agreement, may be relieved in equity.
Cross-reference.

— Error

form

in

of conveyance, see

§

37-215.

—

(4580) Mistake of fact. In all cases of a mistake of fact material to the contract or other matter affected by it, if the party com37-206.

plaining applies within a reasonable time, equity will relieve.

mistake of one party,
when. Equity will not reform a written contract, unless the mistake is
shown to be the mistake of both parties but it may rescind and cancel
upon the ground of mistake of fact material to the contract of one party
only.
(89 Ga. 626 (15 S. E. 813).)
(4579) Cancellation

37-207.

—

of

contract for

;

Cross-reference.— Mistake in instrument required to be in writing provable by
parol, see

§

38 510.

37-208. (4578)

A

Reforming or executing contract in case of mistake.
between reforming a contract and executing a con-

distinction exists

To

tract in case of mistake.

authorize the former, the court shall be sat-

but the court may
the mistake shall be confined to the

by the evidence that the mistake was mutual

isfied

refuse to act in the latter case,

if

;

party refusing to execute.
Cross-reference.

— Error

form of conveyance, see

in

§

37-215.

—

law Mere ignorance of the law on the
part of the party himself, where the facts are all known, and there is no
misplaced confidence, and no artifice or deception or fraudulent practice
is used by the other party either to induce the mistake of law or to pre37-209. (4575) Ignorance of

vent

its

correction, shall not authorize the intervention of equity.

—

Cross-references. Ignorance of law no excuse, see § 102-105.
Recovery by
Effect of mistake or ignorance, as
insurer of money paid for loss, see § 56-705.
Payments through ignorance of law, etc., deemed
to a sale contract, see § 96-210.
voluntary and not recoverable, see § 20-1007.

37-210.

(4582)

Mutual ignorance

of fact, etc.

—Ignorance by both par-

not justify the interference of the court; nor shall a
mistake in judgment or opinion merely as to the value of property auties of a fact shall

thorize such interference.
Cross-reference.

37-211.

— Deficiency

in sale of lands, see § 29-201.

(4581) Negligence and concealment.

able diligence, could have had

knowledge

relieve; nor shall the ignorance of a fact,

—

If a party,

by reason-

of the truth, equity shall not

known

to the opposite party,

an interference, if there has been no misplaced confidence, nor
misrepresentation, nor other fraudulent act.

justify

—

Cross-references. Promise by surety in ignorance of discharge not binding,
Consideration founded on mistake, promise
see § 103-207. Duress, see § 96-209.
not enforceable, see § 20-308. Mistakes may be either law or fact, see § 37-203.

Relief in equity in cases of negligence

by complainant.

negligence of the complaining party, preventing

relief in equity,

37-212. (4571)

—The
is

that

want

which would be a
granted
be
even in cases of negli-

of reasonable prudence, the absence of

violation of legal duty.

Relief

may

Eq uity.
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g

gcnce by the complainant, if it appears that thr-. other party has not
been prejudiced thereby. (89 Ga. 629 (15 S. E. 813).)

whom

37-213. (4573) Against

as

lief

estate,

equity relieves.

— Equity

grant

will

between the original parties or their privies in law, in fact, or
except bona fide purchasers for value without notice.

Cross-reference.

— Bona

fide

Payment

37-214. (4566)

or negotiable securities,

given against

purchaser not interfered with, see

in

37-111.

§

—

bonds or notes. Tn cases of
t bonds
the court shall decree payment, upon indemnity
of lost

\

(

>

liability or loss thereon.

37-215. (4567) Error in

ance shall be,

form of conveyance.

—

by accident or mistake, contrary

If

the form of convey-

to the intention of the

parties in their contract, equity shall interfere to

make

conform there-

it

to.

—

Cross-references. Where terms used in bequest or deed are ambiguous, other
Mistake by draftsman or agent, see
evidence may be looked to, see § 108-206.
§

Reforming a contract, see

37-205.

§

37-208.

Rule of construction as to conditions; relief against
Equity seeks always to construe conditions subsequent into
forfeitures.
covenants, and to relieve against forfeitures, where the rules of construc37-216. (4568)

—

tion will allow.

—

Cross-references. Conditions precedent or subsequent, see § 85-902. Determining dependence or independence of covenants or conditions, see § 85-905. CondiConditions as defense, see
tions uncomplied with in contracts, see § 20-110.
§ 20-902.

37-217. (4569) Volunteers.

— Equity

will

not

against accidents or mistakes of mere volunteers
actually executed,

anybody

it

but

if

the contract

53-406.

against or in favor of

— Equity
When

37-218. (4583) Execution of

power; remedy.

—Accident

or mistake in

the execution of a power, or causing the defective execution of the
er, will

is

under trust or contract superior to that of volunmarriage articles may be enforced in favor of volunteers,
Voluntary promises, no specific performance, see § 37-804.

Cross-references.
§

the rights growing out of

;

relieve

to

will be enforced.

teer, see § 37-108.

see

all

interfere

pow-

be remedied in equity.

Cross-reference.

— Similar

provisions, see

§

37-602.

—

Equity may set aside judgments. The judgment of a
court of competent jurisdiction may be set aside by a decree, for fraud,
37-219. (4584)

accident, or mistake, or the acts of the adverse party

unmixed with the

negligence or fault of the petitioner.
Cross-references.— Division of mistakes, see § 37-203. Creditors
judgments, see § 28-104. Similar provisions, see §§ 37-709, 110-710.

may

attack

—

judgments for good defense. Equity
will interfere to set aside a judgment of a court having jurisdiction onlv
where the party had a good defense of which he was entirety ignorant,
or where he was prevented from making it by fraud or accident, or the
act of the adverse party, unmixed with fraud or negligence on his part.
37-220. (4585) Setting

aside

Cross-references.— Similar provisions, see §§ 37-709, 110-710.
accident, mistake, fraud, etc., see § 7-219.

made under

Trial

of

award

§

Equity.

37 -301

CHAPTER

37-3.

ACCOUNT AND

Sec

37-306.

37-302.
37 303.

Contribution.

37-307.

Discharge of incumbrances.
Apportionment.

37-308.

37-304.

37-305.

SET-OFF.

Sec.

Account.
Mingling of goods.

301.

1098

Party shall surcharge and

fal-

sify.

Offer to pay balance.
Equitable set-off.

—

Equity jurisdiction over matters of account
growing out of privity of contract, or
accounts
shall extend to mutual
where accounts are complicated and intricate, or where a discovery or
writ of ne exeat is prayed and granted, or where the account is of a trust
fund, or accounts between partners and tenants in common, or where a
37-301. (4586) Account.

multiplicity of suits

would render a

trial difficult,

expensive, and unsat-

isfactory at law.

—

Equity considers lapse of time
Accounts of administrators, see § 113-2203.

decreeing account, see
equity will interfere
with administration, see § 37-403. May refer facts to an auditor, see § 10-101.
May consolidate actions see § 37-1007. Auditor at law, see § 10-102.
Cross-references.

§

3-713.

in

When

—

Mingling of goods. If a party, having charge of the
property of others, shall so confound it with his own that the line of distinction cannot be drawn, all the inconvenience shall be thrown upon
him who causes the confusion, and he shall distinguish his own prop37-302. (4587)

erty or lose

it.

Cross-references.
see § 111-107.
see § 4-210..

— Receipt as

title for portion of mixed property covered by it,
incapable of separation, the whole belongs to the principal,

When

(4588) Contribution.

37-303.

—In

cases of joint, joint and several, or

two or more persons, where all are equally bound
to bear the common burden, and one has paid more than his share, he
shall be entitled to contribution from the others; and whenever the cirseveral liabilities of

cumstances are such that an action at law will not give a complete remedy, equity

may

entertain jurisdiction.

—

Cross-references. Double insurance, see § 56-1203.
Insolvent partner, see
In cases where there are several sureties, see §§ 103-311, 103-401. Judgment against several trespassers, see § 105-2012. Members of fraternal benefit
societies, see § 56-1626.
§

75-207.

(4589) Discharge of incumbrances.

37-304.

—Where

several persons

be interested in an estate as tenants for years, or for life, or in remainder or reversion, and incumbrances are to be discharged, the equita-

shall

ble division of the burden, according to the several interests, shall be a

question for equitable interference.

—

Cross-references. Taxes against one enjoying use, see § 92-110. Rights and
tenant for life, see § 85-604. Rights in estate for years, see § 85-803.
Estates in remainder and reversion, see § 85-701 et seq.

liabilities of

(4590) Apportionment.

37-305.

—Apportionment

of a contract, or of

rent or hire, may, from peculiar circumstances rendering the

common

law remedy incomplete, become the subject of equitable jurisdiction.
Cross-reference.

—Apportionment

of contract, see

20-113.

(4591) Party shall surcharge and falsify.

37-30G.

to a stated account shall surcharge

omission

§

;

the latter

is

to

and

falsify.

—A

party objecting

The former

is

to allege

deny the correctness of certain of the items ren-

§ 37-

Equity.

1099

One palpably

dcred.

I

fraudulent item casts suspicion upon the

count.
37-307. (4592) Offer to

pay balance.

need not offer to pay a balance

if

the law, or

if

petition

for an

accounting

found against complainant.

37-308. (4593) Equitable set-off.

lows the law; but

—A

—As

to sot-off, equity generally fol-

there shall be an intervening equity not reached by

if

the set-off shall be of an equitable nature, the courts of

equity shall take jurisdiction to enforce the set-off.
Cross-reference.

— Set-off,

CHAPTER

demand against

37-4.

the plaintiff, see

§

20-1301.

ADMINISTRATION OF ASSETS.

Sec.

Sec.

37-401.

37-405.

Marshaling

37-406.

Election, compelling.

37-407.

Creditors' petitions.

37-408.

Equitable assets for creditor.

37-409.

Joint and individual assets.

Legal and equitable assets.
Partly legal and partly equita-

37-402.

ble assets.
37-403.

Interfering with administration
of estates.

37-404.

assets.

Petitions for direction.

37-401. (4594) Legal

and equitable

equitable; the former are such as

assets.

—Assets are

either legal or

may

be reached by the ordinary process of law; the latter are such as can be reached only through the intervention of equity. The former, when properly before the court, shall

be distributed according to legal liens and priorities; the latter, according to justice and right in the particular case, the general rule being that
equality

equity.

is

receiver, see

§

—

Equity to assist in reaching assets, see § 28-103. Attack on
assets, see § 28-314.
Assets divided pro rata after appointment of
28-405.
Equality as equity, see 37-110.

Cross-references.

assignment of

and partly equitable

37-402. (4595) Partly legal

assets are partly legal and partly equitable

;

in

assets.

— Sometimes

such cases, while the

above rule shall be adhered to as to the legal assets, equity shall so administer the equitable as to produce general equality.
Cross-references.
§

37-107.

— Equity follows the law, see

Equality

is

equity, see

37-403. (4596) Interfering

§

37-103.

§

Equality of equities, see

37-110.

with administration

of

estates.

— Equity

upon
the application of the representative, either, first for construction and
direction, second for marshaling the assets or upon application of any
person interested in the estate where there is danger of loss or other in-

will not interfere with the regular administration of estates, except

;

jury to his interests.
Cross-references.

— Settlement

of accounts

of

administrators,

Adequate remedy at law, see § 37-120. Jurisdiction over matters
Who need not join as parties, see § 37-1004.
§ 37-301.
37_404.

(4597) Petitions for direction.

—In

see § 113-2203.
of account, see

cases of difficulty in con-

struing wills, or in distributing estates, in ascertaining the persons entitled, or in determining under what law property should be divided, the
representative
difficulties or

may

ask the direction of the court, but not on imaginary

from excessive caution.

Equity.

37-405

§

37-405. (459S) Marshaling assets.

— In

1100
cases where legal difficulties

all

shall arise as to the distribution of assets in

payment

of debts, or where,

from any circumstances, the ordinary process of law would interfere
with the due administration, without fault on the part of the representative of the estate, a petition to marshal the assets shall be maintained at
his instance.

—

Cross-references. Assets of deceased partner, how distributed, see § 75-311.
Equity to assist in reaching assets, see § 28-103. Attack on assignment of assets,
sec S 28-314.
Equity to appoint receiver, see § 28-402. Creditors' petitio i, see
37-407.

§

37-406.

(4599) Election, compelling.

— In

marshaling the assets, the

court shall look to the equities of creditors, and, where cases arise for
election, shall

compel the parties to

Cross-references.

may compel
37-407.

— Election

election, see

§

elect.

where two funds

(4600) Creditors' petitions.

at the instance of

any

Equity

accessible, see § 28-106.

37-501.

— Creditors' petitions

creditor, the privilege being

may

extended to

be

filed

all to

ap-

pear and become parties in a reasonable time.

—

Cross-references. Relation of debtor and creditor, see § 28-101. Creditors may
made parties, see § 28-315. Equity may appoint receiver upon creditor's petition, see § 28-402.
Payment of debts after estate distributed, see § 113-1506. All
necessary parties may be made, see § 37-1005. Legatees, etc., need not join others
as parties, see § 37-1004. Parties by intervention when property in hands of re-

be

ceiver, see

§

55-304.

—

37-408. (4601) Equitable assets for creditor.
Equitable assets may be
reached by a creditor in every case where he shows that there is danger
of not being satisfied out of legal assets.

—

Cross-references. Equity to assist in reaching assets, see § 28-103. Beneficiary
Persons aiding in misapplying
of trust estate may trace funds, see § 108-424.
trust assets are accountable, see § 108-423.

—

and individual assets. Joint assets shall be applied to joint debts, and individual assets to individual debts; but when
the joint assets are exhausted, the joint debts may come upon individual
assets the individual debts, without regard to relative dignity as compared with the joint debts, being first advanced the pro rata amount received on the joint debts from joint assets.
37-409. (4602) Joint

;

Cross-reference.

— Distribution

of assets of deceased partner, see

CHAPTER

37-5.

37-502.

37-503.

75-311.

ELECTION.
Sec.

Sec.
37-501.

§

When

case of election rises.

When

whenever a person

Compensation

to defeated lega-

te e.

Election by legatee.
Election by the court.

37-501. (4609)

37-504.
37-505.

Election under deeds.

case of election arises.

—A case of election arises

one of two benefits, to each of which he
has legal title, but to enforce both would be unconscionable and inequitable to others having claims upon the same property or fund.
In such
cases equity

is

entitled to

may compel an

—

election.

Cross-references. Election compelled, where two funds accessible, see § 28-106.
Substitution of property bequeathed, see § 113-818. Compelling election in marshaling assets, see § 37-406.

Equity.

1101
37-502.

(4610) Election

by

lias

37

— When a testator has attempted to

legatee.

give property not his own, and

'..

given a benefit to a person to ivhom

that property belongs, the devisee or legatee shall elect either to t

under or against the
other causes,

will.

The

rule shall not apply

not effective in passing the

is

devisee or legatee; nor

if

if

the will

itself,

from

to the property of the

title

the testator has an interest in such property

may

shows that the
testator intended to bequeath only in the event that his own title was
good; nor if the benefit given to the party called upon to elect is not from
testator's own property, but by virtue of a power of appointment in him.
upon which the

Cross-reference.

will

— Must

incompetent to

the bequest

if

claim under or against

37-503. (4611) Election
is

operate; nor

elect,

by the

court.

—

will, see §

113-819.

from any cause the legatee

If

the court will, after investigation as to values,

elect for him.
Cross-reference.

—Void

37-504. (4612)
shall be

made

entitled to

conditions, see

§

113-820.

Compensation to defeated

legatee.

—

the

If

election

against the will, the defeated legatee or devisee shall be

compensation out of the property bequeathed to the party

electing, to the value of the defeated legacy.
Cross-reference.

— Substitution

of property bequeathed, see

37-505. (4613) Election under deeds.

apply to deeds as well as to

CHAPTER

—The

§

113-818.

foregoing principles shall

wills.

EXECUTION OF POWERS.

37-6.

Sec.

Sec.

37-601.

Jurisdiction over powers.

37-602.
„„ „„
37-603.

Discretionary powers.
« „

37-604.

Illusory appointment.

37-605.

Consent of trustees to marriage.

.

37-606.

Cases of no discretion, or disu
cretion abused.
,.

.

,

Collusive execution.

37-607.

Power

of sale in deeds of trust,

etc.

37-601. (4614) Jurisdiction over powers.

—Powers,

especially of ap-

pointment, being always founded on trust or confidence, are peculiarly
subjects of equitable supervision.

—

Cross-references. Remedying execution of a power, see § 37-218.
peculiarly subjects of equity, see § 108-117.

37-602. (4615) Discretionary

powers.

— Equity

may

Trusts are

compel a
party, having a discretion, to exercise a power of appointment; but it
may relieve against mistaken or defective executions, or collusive or ilnot

lusory executions.
Cross-references.— Actual and constructive fraud, see § 37-702. One confidenmay not acquire adverse, rights, see § 37-70S. Remedying execution of a power, see § 37-218.

tially interested

37-603. (4616) Collusive

—Every

execution whereby the
person exercising the power uses it by contrivance for his own benefit,
he not being legitimately an intended beneficiary, is collusive.
execution.

Cross-reference.— Trustee not to profit from use of trust funds, see § 10S-429.

Equity.

37-604

§

(4617) Illusory appointment.

37-604.

whore

nominal benefit only

a

substantial benefit

1102

—An illusory appointment

given to one of a class, to

all

of

is

one

whom

a

was intended.

(4618) Consent

37-605.

is

*

of

trustees

marriage.

to

—Where

marriage

and from any corrupt or
insufficient motive such consent shall be withheld, equity will compel a
consent, or give relief as if such consent were had.

shall be required to be

Cross-reference.

—Void

by consent

of trustees,

and valid restraints on marriage, see

§

53-107.

—

Cases of no discretion, or discretion abused. In all
cases where no discretion shall be allowed, or the discretion allowed
shall be abused, equity may compel a faithful execution of the power.
37-606. (4619)

Cross-reference.

37-607.

— Relief

(4620)

granted in trust must render

Power

effectual, see § 108-118.

it

of sale in deeds of trust, etc.

— Powers of sale

in

deeds of trust, mortgages, and other instruments shall be strictly construed and shall be fairly exercised. In the absence of stipulations to
the contrary in the instrument, the time, place, and manner of the sale
shall be that pointed out for public sales.

(54 Ga. 450.)

—

Cross-reference. Trust deeds to secure debt, see § 67-1201 et seq.
Rules for
by trustees same as for administrators, see § 108-409. Sheriff may not purchase at his own sale, see § 24-2821. Place, time and manner of holding judicial
sale, see § 39-1201.
sales

CHAPTER

FRAUD.

37-7.

Sec.

Sec.

37-701.

Jurisdiction over fraud.

37-702.

Actual and constructive fraud;

Confidential relations preventhig acquisition of adverse

37-708.

rights.

definitions.

37-703.

Misrepresentation.

37-704.

Suppression of the truth.

How

37-705.

Fraud annuls deeds, judgments,

37 7ia

Inadequacy of consideration.

37 " 711

Surprise.

'

"

fraud consummated.

Presumption; slight circumstances sometimes sufficient.

37-706.

37-709.

-

Fraudulent trade-marks,

37-712.

etc.

Confidential relations.

37-707.

(4621) Jurisdiction over fraud.

37-701.

— In

all

cases of fraud

(ex-

cept fraud in the execution of a will) equity has concurrent jurisdiction
with the law.

—

Cross-references. Jurisdiction of equity, see
see § 37-122.
What is fraud, see § 96-202.
§ 85-310.

may

and

(4622) Actual

37-702.

37-101.

§

How

constructive

grants

fraud;

Concurrent with law,

may

be set aside, see

definitions.

—Fraud

be actual or constructive.

Actual fraud consists in any kind of
by which another is deceived. Constructive fraud consists in
any act of omission or commission, contrary to legal or equitable duty,

artifice

trust, or confidence justly reposed,

and operates
the latter

to the injury of another.

may

§

contrary to good conscience

The former

implies moral guilt;

is

fraud, see

§

96-202.

Effect of fraud as to contracts,

20-502.

37-703.
fact,

is

be consistent with innocence.

Cross-referances.— What
see

which

(4623) Misrepresentation.

made

— Misrepresentation

of

a

material

wilfully to deceive, or recklessly without knowledge,

and

Equity.

1103

acted on by the opposite party, or

g 37-710

made by mistake and

if

and acted on by the opposite party, constitutes
Cross-reference.

— Wilful

legal fraud.

misrepresentation and concealment, see

37-704. (4624) Suppression of the truth.

innocently,

— Suppression

5

105-302.

of a fact

mate-

be known, and which the party is under an obligation to communicate, constitutes fraud. The obligation to communicate may arise
rial to

from the confidential relations of the parties or from the particular circumstances of the case.
Fraud by acts or
Cross-references. Concealment, when fraud, see § 96-203.

—

Confidential relations, see

silence, see § 105-304.

How

37-705. (4625)

§

fraud consummated.

37-707.

— Fraud

may

or through agents employed

mated by signs or tricks,
any other unfair way used

—Fraud

Cross-reference.

be

consumby

to deceive, or

to cheat another.

by acts or

silence, see

§

105-304.

Presumption; slight circumstances sometimes sufficient.
Fraud may not be presumed, but, being in itself subtle, slight
circumstances may be sufficient to carry conviction of its existence.
37-706. (4626)

—

Cross-references.
§ 28-205.

What

—What

sales

is

deemed

fraud, see § 96-202.
When fraud presumed,
fraudulent, see § 28-206.

deemed
from nature or created by law, or resulting from

37-707. (4627) Confidential relations.
confidential, arising

contracts,

—Any relations

see

where one party

is

shall be

so situated as to exercise a controlling in-

from
similar relation of mutual confidence, the law requires the utmost good
faith; such as partners, principal and agent, etc.
Cross-references. — Good faith between partners, see § 75-201. Gift by wife to
fluence over the will, conduct, and interest of another

;

or where,

husband, see § 53-506. Agent buying or selling for himself, see § 4-204. Concealment, when fraud, see § 96-203. Gift by person lately minor to parent, guardian,
Sheriff may not purchase at his own sale, see § 24-2821.
etc., see § 48-107.

preventing acquisition of adby the act or consent of parties, or the act of a

37-708. (4628) Confidential

verse rights.

—Where

relations

third person or of the law, one person

is

placed in such relation to an-

other that he becomes interested for him or with him in any subject or
property, he is prohibited from acquiring rights in that subject or property antagonistic to the person with
sociated.

whose

interest he has

become

as-

(86 Ga. 474, 475 (12 S. E. 684).)

—

Cross-references. Trustee not to profit from use of trust funds, see § 108-429.
Administrator's sale, regulations as to, see § 113-1702. Gift by person lately minor
Collusive execution, see § 37-603.
to parent, guardian, etc., see § 48-107.

—

Fraud annuls deeds, judgments, etc. Fraud will authorize equity to annul conveyances, however solemnly executed, and to
relieve against awards, judgments, and decrees obtained by imposition.
Cross-references.—What is fraud, see § 96-202.
Rescission for fraud, see
20-906.
What judgments may be set aside, see § 37-219. Setting aside judgment
§
for good defense, see § 37-220. Award, how set aside for fraud, see § 7-111. " Trial
37-709. (4629)

of award made under accident, mistake, etc., see § 7-219.
set aside for fraud, see § 8-902.

—

Judgment

in

attachment

Inadequacy of consideration. Great inadequacy of
consideration, joined with great disparity of mental ability in contract37-710. (4630)

1104

Equity.

§57-711
ing a bargain,

may

justify equity in setting aside a sale or other con-

tract.

Cross-references.

— Rescission

fect of inadequacy, see

§

for inadequacy of consideration, see

20-307.

Its effect

on

specific

§

96-105. Ef§ 37-805.

performance, see

—

which happens without the
(4631) Surprise. AnythingDcy or fault of the party affected by it, tending to disturb and confuse the judgment, or to mislead him, and of which the opposite party
37-711,

takes an undue advantage,

fraud for which relief
Cross-reference.

is

— Mutual

is

in equity a surprise,

of

granted.
mistake of law

may

be relieved, see

(4632) Fraudulent trade-marks, etc.

37-712.

and one species

—Any

§

37-204.

attempt

en-

to

croach upon the business of a trader, or other person, by the use of similar

trade-marks, names, or devices, with the intention of deceiving and

misleading the public,

is

a fraud for

which equity

will grant relief.

—

Cross-references. Protection of trade-marks of labor unions, see §
for counterfeiting and using counterfeit label or trade-mark,
SS 1 Qo-9901 to 106-9903.

Punishment

CHAPTER

SPECIFIC

37-8.

Sec.

37-801.

When

37-802.

Parol contract as to land.
Possession of personalty; damages or specific performance.
Specific performance of voluntary promises.

37-803.
37-804.

37-805.

decreed.

When

37-801. (4633)

the

see

PERFORMANCE OF CONTRACTS.

Sec.

(if

106-101.
etc.,

decreed.

37-806.
37-807.

— Specific

Inadequacy of price; effect as
to specific performance.
Ability of complainant vendor
to comply.
Damages for breach of contract.

performance of a contract

within the power of the party) will be decreed, generally, whenever

damages recoverable

at

law would not be an adequate compensation

for the nonperformance.
Cross-references.
cific

— Suits

performance, see

37-802.

§

for breach of contract, see
37-1202.

(4634) Parol contract as to land.

if

it

20-1401.

—The

of a parol contract as to land shall be decreed,

the contract, or

§

if

Decree for spe-

specific

performance

the defendant admits

be so far executed by the party seeking

relief,

and

by the inducements of the other party, that if the contract shall be abandoned he cannot be restored to his former position.
Full payment alone accepted by the vendor, or partial payment accomat the instance or

panied with possession, or possession alone with valuable improvements,
if clearly proved in each case to be done with reference to the parol contract, shall

be sufficient part performance to justify a decree.

—

Cross-references. Contracts concerning land required to be in writing, see
r
Exceptions, see § 20-402. Decree for specific performance operates
4.
as deed, see § 37-1202. Voluntary promises, see § 37-804.
§

20-401,

damages or specific performance. Any good reason in equity and good conscience why the complainant should have the possession of specific personalty to which he
37-803.

(4635) Possession of personalty;

—

has

title shall

sustain a petition for specific performance or delivery, and,

1105

Equity.

:

unless rebutted by other equitable reasons, shall justify a

may

jury in such cases
Cross-reference.
see § 37-1202.

—Decree

37

i

decree either damages or specific delivery.
for specific performance operates to convey property,

37-804. (4636) Specific performance of voluntary promises.

— Specific

performance will not be decreed of a voluntary agreement or men
gratuitous promise. If, however, possession of lands has been given under such agreement, upon a meritorious consideration, and valuable improvements made upon the faith thereof, equity will decree the performance of the agreement.
Cross-references.

—Parol
When

§§ 37-108, 37-217.
§ 53-406.

contract

for

see

land,

§

marriage contracts executed

37-802.
Volunteers, sec
in favor of volunteers, see

Inadequacy of price; effect as to specific performance.
Mere inadequacy of price, though not sufficient to rescind a contract,
may justify a court in refusing to decree a specific performance; so also
any other fact showing the contract to be unfair, or unjust, or against
good conscience.

—

37-805. (4637)

Cross-reference;

— Effect

of inadequacy of consideration, see §§ 20-307, 37-710,

96-105.

37-806. (4638) Ability of complainant vendor to comply.

—The vendor

seeking specific performance shall show an ability to comply substantially with his contract in every part and as to all the property; but a

want

of title or other inability as to part shall not be a

the vendee seeking performance,

who

is

good answer

willing to accept

title

to

to the

compensation for the other. If the defects in the vendor's title shall be trifling, or comparatively small, equity shall decree
at his instance, granting compensation for such defects.
Cross-references. — Deficiency in number of acres in sale of lands, see § 29-201.

part, receiving

Effect of breach of warranty, see

37-807. (4639)

Damages

§

96-306.

Decrees generally, see Chapter, 37-12.

for breach of contract.

—

If,

for

any cause,

the specific performance shall be impossible, or the vendee shall decline
to accept a performance in part, the court may proceed to assess dam-

ages for the breach of the contract.

—

Cross-references. Effect of breach of warranty, see
performance, see § 37-1202.

§

96-306.

Decree for spe-

cific

PART III. EXTRAORDINARY AND EQUITABLE
REMEDIES.

CHAPTER

37-9.

Sec.

Sec.

37-901.

IN GENERAL.

Equitable or legal rights, reme-

37-906.

Equitable relief for defendants;
pleading and evidence.
Extraordinary remedies for de-

37-907.

Extraordinary remedies

37-905.

dies applied.

37-902.

Proceedings to obtain equitable
relief, in

37-903.

Amendments
equitable

37-904.

fendant.

general.
in

order to secure

relief.

of suit
tained.

Extraordinary remedies in aid
of suit; rigiit

to.

37-903.

Pleadings.

or defense,

in

aid

how

ob-

—
Equity.

§ 37-901

1106

—

(5406) Equitable or legal rights, remedies applied. The superior courts, on the trial of any civil case, shall give effect to all the
37-901.

rights of the parties, legal or equitable, or both,

and apply on such

trial

legal or equitable, or both, in favor of either party,

remedies or relief,
such as the nature of the case

may

allow or require.

(Acts 1887,

p. 64.)

—

Cross-references. Jurisdiction of equity, see § 37-101. Remedy at law not deConcurrent jurisdiction, see § 37-122.
prive equity of jurisdiction, see § 37-120.
Equitable relief for defendants, see § 37-905. Extraordinary relief or remedy in
may sue in equity, see § 37-1001.
aid of suit may be claimed, see § 37-907.
Joinder of legal and equitable
Distinctions of actions abolished, see § 3-104.
Commencement of suits, see § 81-101. Verification of petiactions, see § 81-101.
Forms of special statutory proceedings not
tion, when necessary, see § 81-109.
What issues may be raised by defendant, see § 81-303.
affected, see § 81-102.
Equity may be merged in
Demurrer to pleas and answers, see § 81-309.
common law courts, see Const., Art. VI, Sec. IV, Par. II (§ 2-3202).

Who

S.

Editorial Note.
E. 74).

37-902.

— As

to history of

Uniform Procedure Act, see

114/921, 926, (41

(5407) Proceedings to obtain equitable relief, in general.

Any

person desiring to obtain equitable relief may, in a separate suit for
that purpose, or in connection with a suit claiming- only such remedy or
relief as is administered in courts of common law, claim equitable relief
by appropriate and sufficient pleadings and obtain the equitable relief

proper

in the case.

(Acts 1884-5,

p. 36.)

—

Cross-references. Remedy at law not deprive equity of
37-120.
Privileges of party as to discovery, see § 38-1102.
and equitable actions, see § 81-101.
§

37-903.

Amendments

(5408)

jurisdiction, see
Joinder of legal

in order to secure equitable relief.

—Any

person claiming equitable relief may, to secure same, make amendments
(Acts 1884-5, p. 36.)
in matter of form or substance.

—

Cross-references.
Cross-bills, see § 81-106.
Supplemental petition, see § 81-107.
of pleadings, when allowed, see § 81-1301.

Amendments
37-904.

(5409) Extraordinary remedies in aid of suit, right to.

—Any

person claiming equitable relief may at any time, in aid of his suit, apply for and obtain, by proper pleading and proof, any of the extraordinary remedies known in equity, or such as are or may be granted by
the judge of the superior court exercising equity jurisdiction,

same terms and conditions as are now granted
ings.

(Acts 1884-5,

Cross-references.

upon the

in equitable proceed-

p. 36.)

— Mandamus

to enforce official duty, see

§

64-101.

Remedy

at

law not deprive equity of jurisdiction, see § 37-120. Extraordinary relief or remedy
may be claimed in aid of suit, see § 37-907. Discovery, see § 81-108. Verification
of petition, when necessary, see § 81-109. Judge to sanction extraordinary process,
Forms of special statutory proceedings not affected, see § 81-102.
see § 81-113.
Cases of emergency, how ne exeat issued without sanction, see § 37-1406. Specific
performance, see Chapter 37-8.
37-905.

—A

(5410) Equitable relief for defendants; pleading and evidence.

defendant to any suit or claim in the superior court, whether such
suit be for legal or equitable relief, may claim legal or equitable relief,
or both, by framing proper pleadings for that purpose, and sustaining

them by
§

sufficient evidence.
(Acts 1884-5, p. 36.)
Cross-references.— As to cross-bills, see § 81-106.
Supplemental petition, see
81-107.
What issues may be raised by defendant, see § 81-303.

37-906.

may

(5411) Extraordinary remedies for defendant.

—Any

defend-

by proper pleadings and sufficient evidence, obtain the
benefit of extraordinary remedies allowed in equitable proceedings by

ant

also,

§ 37-1003

Equity.

1107

the superior court or by the judge thereof exercising equity jurisdiction,
at such times and on such terms as such remedies are granted by said

court or by said judge exercising equity jurisdiction. (Acts 1884-5,

—

Cross-references. Judge must sanction extraordinary writ, see §
ment may not add new cause of action or parties, see § 81-1303.

81-113.

p. 36.)

Amend-

37-907. (5412) Extraordinary remedies in aid of suit or defense,

obtained.

equity

—Whenever

is

claimed in

how

any extraordinary relief or remedy as known in
aid of any action or defense, the same may be

claimed from the superior courts or judges thereof either in the original
petition and answer, or by amendment thereto by special petition and
pleading for that purpose. (Acts 1887, p. 64.)

—

Cross-references. Extraordinary remedies, see § 37-904. Remedy at law not
deprive equity of jurisdiction, see § 37-120. Verification of petition, see § 81-10 >.
f

Nonresident plain-

Supplemental petition, see § 81-107.
Cross-bills, see § 81-106.
must deposit costs, see § 24-3407.

tiff

37-908. (5413) Pleadings.

and

when any

sufficient pleadings

ed.

(Acts 1884-5,

—The

may

superior court

proper

require

equitable claim or defense

present-

is

p. 36.)

—

ComJoinder of legal and equitable actions, see § 81-101.
of suits, see § 81-101.
Special pleadings not admitted, see § 81-115.
Petition and answer make issue, see § 81-311.
Cross-references.

mencement

CHAPTER 37-10. PARTIES

IN

EQUITABLE PROCEEDINGS.

Sec.

Sec.

37-1001.

37-1004.

37-1002.

37-1003.

Who may

sue.

Who

37-1005.

should be parties; legaand wards.
Making necessary parties;

37-1006.

Parties to creditors'

bills.

37-1007.

Multiplicity ground
solidation, when.

for

tees, distributees,

Representatives of a class
represent all.

may

amendment.

Persons under disabilities suing by guardian or next
friend,

37-1001. (5414)

Who may

sue.

con-

—Any person who may not sue at law

may complain in equity, and every person who is
may claim the protection and assistance of equity

remediless elsewhere
to enforce

any right

recognized by the law.
Cross-references.

—Where

Concurrent jurisdiction, see
given

effect, see § 37-901.

Who may

bring action on

may

law

insufficient, equity
give relief, see § 37-102.
Creditors' petitions, see § 37-407. All rights
For every right there shall be a remedy, see § 3-105.
contract, see § 3-108.
§

37-122.

37-1002. (5415) Representatives of a class

may

represent

all.

— Mem-

numerous class may be represented by a few of the class in litigation which affects the interest of all.
(85 Ga. 23 (11 S. E. 442V)

bers of a

Cross-references.

—Suits

by labor unions,

ground for consolidation, see

§

etc.,

see

§

106-104.

37-1003. (5416) Persons under disabilities suing
friend.

— Persons

not sui juris

may

appear either

friend or guardian ad litem appointed

cases the court

may

Multiplicity as

37-1007.

by the

by guardian
by guardian

court.

or next

or next

In the latter two

require such bond as shall protect the interest of

the person under disability.

—

Cross-references. Husband or guardian refusing, who may apply for homestead, see § 51-702.
Guardian ad litem to be appointed for minor, see §5 37-1304,
49-111, 113-608.
Guardian must consent to decree in vacation, see § 37-1205. Suit
by infant not void, see § 3-115. Bond of prochein ami, see §§ 24-3348, 24-3365.

§

Equity.

37-1004

Who

37-1004. (5417)

wards.

1108

— Generally

all

should be parties; legatees, distributees, and
persons interested in the litigation should be par-

proceedings for equitable relief; but legatees, distributees, and
wards suing executors, administrators, and guardians need not join
others interested in the estate as parties plaintiff or defendant, unless
ties to

ne special adverse claim

-

is

set

up as against such codistributees or

(Act 1836, Cobb, 468.)

legatees.

—

Cross-references. Parties to proceedings to set aside assignments, see § 28-315.
Equity's interference with administration of assets, see § 37-403. All creditors
may become parties to petitions, see § 37-407. No joinder of distinct claims, see
Parties by intervention when receiver holds assets, see § 55-304.
§ 3-110.
t

Making necessary
person claiming equitable relief may make
37-1005. (5408,

amendment.

parties;

5411)

—Any

necessary -parties to secure equitable relief, either at the beginning of his suit or afterwards
by amendment. Any defendant may also, if it is necessary to secure

complete

relief,

make necessary

(Acts 1884-5,

parties.

—

Cross-references. All creditors may
Parties made on motion, see
allowed, see § 81-1301. As to adding
amendment, see § 81-1303.
§

37-407.

all

become
§

parties to creditors' petition, see
When amendments of pleadings
cause of action or new parties by

3-401.

new

37-1006. (5418) Parties to creditors' bills.

under a proceeding

in the

—While

nature of a creditors'

and assert their right thereto.

the funds raised

bill shall

custody of the court, creditors having claims thereon
ties

p. 36.)

may

remain
be

in the

made

par-

(51 Ga. 185; 52 Ga. 249.)

—

Cross-references. Parties to proceedings to set aside assignments, see § 28-315.
creditor may become party to creditor's petition, see §§ 28-404, 37-407.

Any

37-1007. (5419) Multiplicity

there

one

is

is

one

common

ground

for consolidation,

right to be established

asserting the right against many, or

determine the whole matter

in

by or against

many

one action.

when.

—Where

several,

and

against one, equity will

(87 Ga. 316 (13 S. E. 496).)

—

Cross-references. Equity jurisdiction over accounts, see § 37-301. No joinder
Consolidation of cases, see § 3-112. When parties
of distinct claims, see § 3-110.
must sue separately, see § 3-110. Bill of peace to avoid multiplicity, see § 37-1501,
1

2.

CHAPTER

37-11.

TRIAL AND ITS INCIDENTS.

Sec.

37-1101.

Sec.

Interlocutory decrees and or-

37-1104.

ders.

37-1102.

Trial term.

37-1103.

Jury

trial;

37-1105.

right to open and

conclude.

Special verdict; charge of
court; written decree upon.
Right of jury to find special
verdict; determination of li-

abdity for costs.

—

and orders. At any stage in
the progress of a cause for equitable relief, if any portion of the same
shall be ready for or require a decree, the court may hear and determine
such matters, and pass such interlocutory decree or order as may advance the cause and expedite a final hearing. If no issue of fact shall be
37-1101. (5420) Interlocutory decrees

involved, the verdict of a jury shall be unnecessary.

—

Cross-references. Proceedings to appoint or remove trustees, see § 108-303.
may hear demurrers, etc., in vacation, see §§ 24-2616, H 5; 24-2618. Proceedings ex parte by petition, see § 37-1301. Trial by jury, see Const., Art. VI,
Sec. XVIII, Par. I (§ 2-4501), § 37-1103.

Judges

Equity.

1109

—The

§37-1105

term of all causes for equitable
relief shall be the second term after service has been perfected on all
the parties. Parties to proceedings for equitable relief may, by consent,
dispose of all equity causes at the first term, if service shall have
properly perfected. (Act 1799, Cobb, 467. Acts 1857, p. 106; 1889, p. Ill;
37-1102. (5421) Trial term.

trial

1,

1872, p. 9.)

—

Cross-references. When issues raised in proceedings on trust deeds to secure
debt stand for trial, see § 67-1204. Service on nonresidents, sec § 81-204. Service
too late, good for next term, see § 81-218. Sufficiency of pleas determined at first
term, see § 81-1001.
Filing and determination of demurrers, etc., see § 81-301,

Judgments by

81-1002.

110-401.

see §

default,

37-1103. (5141,5142) Jury trial; right to open and conclude.

— Inequi-

where an auditor has been appointed by the superior
the judge shall approve any exception of fact, the same shall be

table proceeding's
court,

if

submitted to the jury as in other cases. The report shall be taken as
prima facie correct, and the burden shall be upon the party making the
exceptions, who shall have the right to open and conclude the argument. (Acts 1894, p. 125; 1895, p. 48.)
Cross-references.

— Equity

seeks complete justice, see § 37-105.
Right of trial
XVIII, Par. I (§ 2-4501), § 37-1101. Burden of

by

jury, see Const., Art. VI, Sec.
proof generally, see § 38-103.

37-1104. (5422) Special verdict; charge of court; written decree upon.

—In the

any proceedings

trial of

either party to said cause,

for equitable relief,

made

after the

same

is

upon the request of
called for trial and

before the beginning of the introduction of evidence, the presiding judge
shall instruct

and

only,

and require the jury

inform the jury what issues of fact are made by the

shall

pleadings.

to find a special verdict of the facts

Upon

the special verdict of facts, so rendered, the presiding

judge shall make a written judgment and decree in said cause under the
law applicable to the same. (Acts 1876, p. 105. 108 Ga. 158 (5) (33
E. 958).)

S.

—

Cross-references. Decree on auditor's report with and without exceptions, see
10-407.
Trial of collateral issues, see § 81-1010.
Appointment of an auditor,
Right
Issues of fact only in equity, how submitted, see § 24-3366.
see § 38-617.
of trial by jury, see Const., Art. VI, Sec. XVIII, Par. I (§ 2-4501), §§ 37-1101,
§

37-1103.

37-1105. (5423) Right of jury to find special verdict; determination

— Special

may

be found by the jury, and
they may recommend to the court the assessment of costs upon the respective parties. It is the province of the judge, however, to determine
of liability for costs.

upon

whom

the costs shall

Cross-references.

verdicts

fall.

—Auditor's

issues, see § 110-101.

Who

fees, see §§ 10-501, 10-502.
Verdict to cover the
generally pays costs in civil cases, see § 24-3401.

CHAPTER

37-12.

Sec.
37-1201.

37-1202.

Sec.

Definition; signature; entry
minutes of court.

Decree for

on

Confirmation

of

sale

under

perform-

37-1207.

operation; record.
Moulding decrees and enforce-

37-1208.

Execution of money decree.
Attachments for contempt.

37-1209.

Transfer of decree;

ment

,„.„.

_

37-1205.

Decree

37-1204.

37-1206.

decree.

specific

ance;

37-1203.

DECREES.

thereof.

..',/»
effect

Extraterritorial

r

of

«

.,-

ioin
37-1210.

Attachment

37-1211.

Dormant

de-

A A

,

lien.
£

enlorce
to
traordinarv remedies.

cree.
in vacation.

decrees; revival.

ex-

A
;

I

~"

[2

.

Equity.

1

1110

on minutes

37-1201. (5424) Definition; signature; entry

decree

is

the

of court.

—

judgment of the judge in equitable proceedings upon the
and should be signed by him and entered on the min-

facts ascertained,

utes of the court.

—

Cross-references. Special verdicts in equitable proceedings, see § 37-1104. Superior court may mould verdicts, see § 110-106. Judgment, how and when signed,
sec § 110-302.

37-1202. (5425) Decree for specific performance; operation; record.

—A

decree for specific performance shall operate as a deed to convey
land or other property without any conveyance being executed by the

vendor.

Such decree,

registry of deeds in

the place of a deed.
Cross-references.
tract for land, see

by the clerk, shall be recorded in the
the county where the land lies, and shall stand in
certified

(Act 1839, Cobb, 469.)

— When

§

decreed on a contract, see

§

On

37-801.

a parol con-

37-802.

—

Moulding decrees and enforcement thereof. A superior court shall have full power to mould its decrees so as to meet the
exigeucies of each case; and shall have full power to enforce its decrees
37-1203. (5426)

when

rendered.

Cross-references.

— Relief

punish for contempt, see
seeks complete justice, see

Powers of courts to
Powers enumerated, see § 24-104. Equity
Court may mould verdict, see § 110-106.

in cases of trust, see § 108-118.
§
§

24-105.
37-105.

37-1204. (5427) Extraterritorial

effect

decree.

of

— Equity

may

de-

cree in cases of fraud, of trust, or of contract, although property not

within the jurisdiction
Cross-reference.

may

— Enjoining

be affected by the decree.

transactions outside State, see

37-1205. (5428) Decree in vacation.
ble to carry out

any

(40 Ga. 210.)

last will

—When

and testament

it

§

shall

55-112.

become impossi-

whole or

in

and in
have pow-

in part,

matters of contract, the judges of the superior courts shall
er to render at chambers during vacation any decree that may be necesProvided, all parties in interest shall consent thereto
sary and legal

all

:

in writing,

and there

shall be

no issue as to the

facts, or,

if

there shall be

such an issue, there shall be a like consent in writing that the judge presiding may hear and determine such facts, subject to a revision by the
Supreme Court, as in other cases. In all cases where minors are interested the consent of the guardian at law, or the guardian ad litem, shall
be obtained before such decree
3, p.

is

rendered. (Acts 1865-6, p. 221

;

1882-

69.)

—

Cross-references. Notice of application to sell by guardian, see § 49-204. Authority of judge, see § 24-2616, H 5. Motion for new trial in vacation, see §§ 24-2618,
24-2619.
Power to render .judgment in vacation, see § 24-2622. Guardian ad
Proceedings at chambers, by pelitem for persons not sui juris, see § 37-1003.
Court of equity always open, see § 37-1302. Guardians ad
tition, see § 37-1301.
litem for minors, see §§ 37-1304, 49-111, 113-608.

— Sales

under decrees in equity shall be subject to confirmation by the judge, who has
a large discretion vested in him in reference thereto. Such sales shall
37-1206.

(5429) Confirmation of sale under decree.

not be consummated until confirmed by him.
Cross-reference.

— Setting

aside execution sale, see

37-1207. (5430; Execution of

any party

for a specific

(70 Ga. 312; 61 Ga. 268.)

sum

of

money

§

decree.

money, or

39-1316.

—A

decree in favor of

for regular installments of

£ 37-1302

Equity.

1111

money,

shall be enforced

The

by execution against property.

plaintiff

such execution shall be the person actually entitled, without
The defendant in such execution
to his relative position in the cause.
shall be entitled to all the privileges and defenses allowed to executions
in

from a judgment
Cross-references.

at law.

— Attachment

ity of executions, see § 39-1001
levied, see § 39-101.
Judge

may

and execution on decrees, see
seq.

Attachments for contempt.

37-1208. (5431)

Illegali 37 123.
issued, directed and
39-105.

how

Executions,
frame executions, see
et

I

— Every

decree or order

may

of a superior court in equitable proceedings

be enforced by attachment against the person for contempt; and if a decree shall be partly for
money and partly for the performance of a duty, the former may be enforced by execution, and the latter by attachment or other process.

—

Cross-references. Ordinary may attach guardian for contempt, see § 49-307.
Creditor may not pursue both person and property, see § 28-105. Attachment and
execution on decrees, see I 37-123. Powers of courts to punish for contempt, see
Extraordinary remedies enforced by attachment, see § 37-1210.
§ 24-105.

37-1209. (5432) Transfer of decree; lien.

able like other judgments, and,
Cross-references.

when

for

—A

decree shall be transfer-

money,

shall

have a

— Liens, how transferred, see §§ 67-1705 to 67-1707.

binding effect of judgments, see

§

110-507.

like lien.

Dignity and

Judgments may be transferred,

see

§ 110-901.

37-1210. (5433, 5474)

— Injunction,
may

Attachment

to enforce extraordinary remedies.

ne exeat, prohibition, and other extraordinary remedies
be enforced also by attachment.

Cross-references.

— Creditor

cannot

pursue

person

both

Attachment and execution on decrees, see

§ 28-105.

§

37-123.

and property, see
Attachments for con-

tempt, see § 37-1208.

—

Dormant decrees; revival. Decrees for the payment
become dormant like other judgments when not en-

37-1211. (5434)

money

of

forced,

shall

and may be revived upon petition and

notice, without suit

by

petition or writ of scire facias.
Cross-reference.

— Dormancy

CHAPTER

37-13.

of judgments, see

§

110-1001.

PROCEEDINGS AT CHAMBERS.

Sec.

Sec.

37-1301.
37-1302.

Proceedings by petition.
What may be done at cham-

when

37-1303.

Notice,

37-1304.

Appointment

bers; record of proceedings.

necessary.
of

guardians ad

and notice to
litem

of

mi-

nors.

37-1301. (5436) Proceedings

by

—All

proceedings ex parte.
or in the execution of the protective powers of equity over trust estates
petition.

or the estates of the wards of equity shall be presented to the court by

and such other proceedings may be had therein as the necessity
of each cause shall demand.

petition,

—

Judge may remove or appoint trustees, see § 108-303. Sales
trustees, see § 108-408.
Investment by trustee, see §§ 108-417, 108-418. Motion
for new trial, etc., in vacation, see §§ 24-2618, 24-2619.
Interlocutory decrees and
orders, see § 37-1101. Decree in vacation, see § 37-1205.
Cross-references.

by

37-1302.
ings.

—-The

(5437)

judge

What may be done at chambers; record
may receive and act upon such petitions

of proceedin vacation

:

Equity.

§37-1303

1112

chambers, always transmitting the entire proceedings to the clerk
to be entered on the minutes or other records of the court. (Acts 1853-4,

and

at

p. 60.)

37-1303.

when

(5438) Notice,

necessary.

— In

all

cases of applications

removal of trustees, or the sale of trust property, or the investment of trust funds, or similar cases where any person is interested besides the applicant, notice to such persons must be shown, or its absence accounted for, before the court shall proceed in the cause.
for the

37-1304. (5439)

—

Appointment

and notice to guardians ad litem of
be interested, and they shall have no guardians,
be appointed and notified before the cause pro-

minors shall
guardians ad litem shall
minors.

If

of

ceeds.

— Guardians

ad litem for minors, see §§ 49-111, 113-608. For
Notice by guardian, application to sell estates,
Decree in vacation, to carry out
Sales by trustees, see § 108-408.
see § 49-204.
will, see § 37-1205.
Suit by infant not void, see § 3-115. Service on minors, see
Cross-references.

persons not sui

§

juris, see § 37-1003.

81-212,

CHAPTER

NE EXEAT AND QUIA TIMET.

37-14.

Sec.

Sec.
37-1401.

Ne

37-1402.

Complainant's showing

37 - 1405

exeat issued in what cases.
ap-

37-1406.

plication for writ of ne exeat

37-1407.

in

*

37-1403.

'

Defendant's bond;

When

writ of ne exeat issued
without sanction.
Proceeding quia timet.
In what cases quia timet proceedings sustained.

sufficiency

37-1408.

Court's decision as to 'disposition of property.

37-1409.

Costs,

37-1410.

Removing cloud on

of security.

37-1404.

bond of com-

Affidavit and
plainant.

37-1401. (5459)

Ne

exeat issued in what cases.

how

taxed.
title.

—The writ of ne exeat

person from leaving the jurisdiction of the State,
be granted in the following cases

shall issue to restrain a

and may

—

Cross-reference. Judges
IV, Par. V (§ 2-3205).
1.

may

grant, see

§

24-2616,

11

2,

and Const., Art. VI, Sec.

In favor of an obligor or promisor or partner, against his coob-

promisor or copartner equally or partly responsible with him
for any duty to be performed.

ligor or joint

2.

removing the property of a decedent or
the instance of any person interested therein, or of a next

Against persons

of a minor, at

illegally

friend of such minor. (Act 1814, Cobb, 526.)
3.

At

attempting to
exists, or

remainderman or reversioner, against anyone
remove the property in which such remainder or reversion

the instance of a

may

contingently exist.

Cross-reference.
4.

— Removal

At the instance

of a

of personalty

by tenant for

life,

see

§

85-1708.

mortgagee against a person holding the equity

of redemption.

At the instance

any person interested legally or equitably
property about to be removed, where no adequate remedy is afforded
5.

of

in

at

law.
Cross-reference.
Editorial

—Attachment

Note.— For history

to enforce, see
of the law

§

37-1210.

on ne exeat, see 123/827

(51 S. E. 763).

§37-1408

Equity.
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37-1402. (5460) Complainant's

showing

ne
In every case of application for the writ of ne exeat, the party
exeat.
shall show that no adequate remedy is afforded at law, and that the
fendant is cither removing, or about to remove, himself or his property,
or the specific property to which the complainant claims title or an inin application for writ of

—

terest.

Cross-reference.

— Remedy at law not deprive equity of jurisdiction,

see

37-1403. (5461) Defendant's bond; sufficiency of security.

fendant

may

§

37-120.

— The

relieve himself or his property or the specific property

by

bond

de-

from

double the value of plaintiff's
claim, with good security, to the officer serving the process, for the forthcoming of each or either (according to the tenor of the writ), to answer
to complainant's claim or abide by the order and decree of the court.
The judge granting the writ may, in his discretion, require a larger bond.
the restraint imposed

The

giving-

in

be held surety himself,
be held responsible therefor. (Act 1830,

officer receiving insufficient security shall

and the sureties on
Cobb, 527.)

his

bond may

37-1404. (5462) Court's decision as to disposition of property.

defendant shall
its

If

the

or refuse to replevy the property, the court may, in

make such

discretion,

tageous to

fail

—

disposition of

it

as shall appear

most advan-

all parties.

—

and bond of complainant. In every application for a writ of ne exeat, the petition must be verified by one or more
of the complainants; and the judge may, in his discretion, require the
complainant to give bond and security for the payment of any damages
which the defendant may recover of him for suing out the writ, before
granting an order for'the issuing of the same, and may require a verification by all or any of the complainants. (Acts 1855-6, p. 219; 1857, p. 109.)
37-1405. (5463) Affidavit

37-1406. (5464)

When

cases of emergency,

writ of ne exeat issued without sanction.

upon the

affidavit of the

—In

complainant that he cannot

obtain the sanction of the judge in time to remedy the mischief, the writ
of ne exeat

which

to

may

it is

issue at once, to continue until the first term of the court

returnable, unless earlier heard

—

by order

of the judge.

Cross-references. Obtaining extraordinary remedies in aid of
Sanction of judge, see § 81-113.

37-1407. (5465) Proceeding quia timet.

suit, see § 37-904.

—The proceeding quia timet

is

sustained in equity for the purpose of causing to be delivered up and canceled any instrument which has answered the object of its creation, or

any forged or other iniquitous deed or other writing, which, though not
enforced at the time, either casts a cloud over complainant's title or
otherwise subjects him to future liability or present annoyance, and the
cancellation of

which

necessary to his perfect protection.

—

what cases quia timet proceedings sustained. In
proceedings quia timet, or to remove clouds upon titles to real estate,

37-1408. (5466) In
all

is

the relief sought shall, in a proper case made, be granted to any suitor,

whether the invalidity of the instrument sought to be
canceled appears upon the face of the instrument, or whether such inirrespective of

—
Eq uity.

§37-1409
validitv appear? or arises solely

(Acts 1905,

strument.

from facts outside of or dehors said

in-

p. 102.)

how

(5467) Costs,

37-1409.
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taxed.

— In

such cases the costs shall be
(Acts 1905,

against the litigants, in the discretion of the court.

taxed

PP. 102, 103.)
Cross-reference.

— Special

verdicts

and

costs, see

Removing cloud on

§

37-1105.

—An

instrument which, by
itself or in connection with proof of possession by a former occupant, or
other extrinsic facts, gives the claimant thereunder an apparent right in
or to the property, may constitute a cloud on the title of the true owner,
37-1410.

and the

(546S)

latter

may

title.

proceed to have the same removed upon proof

That he cannot immediately or effectually maintain or protect
rights by any other course of proceeding open to him.
1.

2.

ate

his

That the instrument sought to be canceled is such as would operto throw a cloud or suspicion upon his title, and might be vexatiously

or injuriously used against him.

That he either suffers some present injury by reason of the hostile
claim of right, or, though such claim be not asserted adversely or aggressively, he has reason to apprehend that the evidence upon which he relies to impeach or invalidate the same as a claim upon his title may be
lost or impaired by lapse of time. (91 Ga. 538 (17 S. E. 663).)
3.

CHAPTER

37-15.

BILLS OF PEACE

AND INTERPLEADER.

Sec.

Sec.

37-1501.

When

37-1502.

Perpetual injunction.
Grounds for grant of

37-1503.

of
entertained,
bill

peace

will

be

37-1504.

Affidavit to petition for inter-

37-1505.

Collateral interpleading.

plead-er.

inter-

pleader.

When

—

peace will be entertained. It being the
interest of this State that there shall be an end of litigation, equity will
entertain a bill of peace:
37-1501. (5469)

1.

To

2.

To

bill of

confirm some right which has been previously satisfactorily established by more than one legal trial, and is likely to be again litigated.
avoid a multiplicity of suits, by establishing a right, in favor of

or against several persons, which

likely to be the subject of legal con-

is

troversy, or in other similar cases.

—

Cross-references. Multiplicity as ground for consolidation, see § 37-1007.
Injunction to restrain a trespass, see § 55-104. Distinct claims may not be joined,
Consolidation of cases, see § 3-112. When parties must sue sepa•ee § 3-110.
rately, see § 3-110.

37-1502.

(5470) Perpetual injunction.

tion, equity will

ancillary to this jurisdic-

grant perpetual injunctions.

Cross-reference.— When granted, see

37-1503.

— As

(5471)

Grounds

§

55-111.

for grant of interpleader.

—Whenever

a per-

son shall be possessed of property or funds, or owe a debt or duty, to
which more than one person shall lay claim of such a character as to ren-

der
to

it

§37-1505

Equity.
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may

doubtful or dangerous for the holder to act, he

apply to equity

compel the claimants to interplead.

Cross-reference.

— Conflicting claims to insurance companies' bonds,

37-1504. (5472) Affidavit to petition for interpleader.
for interpleader shall be verified,
in collusion

and

shall

show

see

— Every

56-304.

8

petition

that the petitioner

with either party claiming the property.

(32 Ga. 62; 37

(

j'.x.

577.)

37-1505. (5473) Collateral interpleading.

—

If,

in

the progress of any

proceeding in equity, the court shall perceive the necessity for parties to
interplead, it may order such interpleader as collateral and ancillary to
the main case.
Cross-reference.

—Trial of collateral issues, see
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See Title
26,

6,

§

81-1010.
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Crimes and Punishment, Chapter 26-45

;

Title
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See Title 85, Property, Chapter 85-11.
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Chapter
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Title 61, Landlord and Tenant, Chapter 61-3; Title 105, Torts, Chapter 105-17.
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Chap.

Sec.
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38-701
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III.
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Chap.
38-8.
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Sec.
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Chap.
38-11.
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,

Equitable proceedings
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PART

V.

Sec.

38-1101
38-1201

PERPETUATION OF TESTIMONY.

Chap.

Sec.

38-13.
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38-1301

38-14.

Method

38-1401

of perpetuating testimony

PART
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Chap.

Sec.

38-15.

Attendance and fees

38-1501

38-16.

38-1601

38-19.

Competency
Examination
Impeachment
Witnesses from other

38-20.

Convicts as witnesses

38-17.
38-18.

PART

VII.

38-1701
38-1801
counties,

and when venue

is

changed

38-22.

38-23.
38-24.

38-25.

38-2001

INTERROGATORIES AND DEPOSITIONS.

Chap.
38-21.

38-1901

Sec.

how issued and returned
Depositions taken on notice
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Depositions in cases tried on affidavits
Return and transmission of interrogatories and depositions
Commissions,

38-2101
38-2201
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Chap.
38-99.

Sec.

In general

:

38-9901
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'.

CROSS-REFERENCES.
Sec Title 6, Appeal and Error, Chapter! 6 8,
Sec Title 27, Criminal Procedure, Chapter 27-4.
newly discovered evidence as ground:
See Title 70, New

Bill of exceptions or record:

6 9

Courts of inquiry:

New

trial,

1

rial,

§§ 70-204, 70-205.

Rules of superior court:
Trial of joint offenders:

Sec Title
See Title

24,

Courts, Chapter 24-33.

27,

Criminal Procedure, Chapter 27-21.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES AND RULES GOVERNING
ADMISSION OF TESTIMONY.

PART I.

CHAPTER

GENERAL PRINCIPLES.

38-1.

Sec.

Sec.
38-101.

38-102.

Object of evidence.
Definitions of competent

38-111.

38-104.

Burden of proof.
Changing burden of proof.

38-106.

Preponderance of evidence de-

of mental conviction;
preponderance of evidence.

Estoppel

38-118.

38-119.

Determination of where
ponderance of evidence

Same

rules
cases.

in

all

pre38-120.

lies.

courts

and
38-121.

as

to

title

to

real

Equitable estoppel.
Trustees estopped to claim
adverse to estate.
Prima facie presumptions.

Presumption arising from
ure to produce evidence.
Presumption arising from
ure to answer letter.

Number

of

witnesses

title

fail-

fail-

neces-

sary.

Circumstantial evidence, when
sufficient in criminal prosecutions.

38-110.

Estoppels.

38-115.

38-117.

fined.

38-109.

38-114.

38-116.

Amount

38-108.

Matters judicially recognized.
Presumptions of law and fact.

estate.

38-105.

38-107.

testi-

38-113.

38-112.

sufficient

cumulative

38-103.

negative

mony.

evidence,
direct
evidence,
evidence, indirect or circumevidence, presumpstantial
tive evidence.

dence,

and

Positive

evi-

38-122.

Alibi as a defense.

38-123.

Inference of existence of cer-

When evidence warrants conviction; reasonable doubt.

tain facts.

Object of evidence.—The object of all legal
investigation is the discovery of truth. The rules of evidence are framed
with a view to this prominent end, seeking always for pure sources and
38-101. (5728; 1008 P. C.)

the highest evidence.
Cross-references.

—Written

communications, see

evidence as best evidence, see

§ 38-205.

Confidential

§ 38-418.

38-102. (5729; 1009 P. C.) Definitions of

competent evidence,

sufficient

evidence, cumulative evidence, direct evidence, indirect or circumstantial
evidence, presumptive evidence.
admissible.

Sufficient evidence

— Competent

is

that which

evidence
is

is

that which

is

satisfactory for the pur-

which is additional to other alreadv
obtained. Direct evidence is that which immediately points to the quesIndirect or circumstantial evidence is that which only
tion at issue.
tends to establish the issue by proof of various facts, sustaining by their
consistency the hypothesis claimed. Presumptive evidence consists of
inferences drawn by human experience from the connection of cause and
effect, and observations of human conduct.

pose.

Cumulative evidence

—

is

that

Cross-references. Relevant, see § 38-201. Primary and secondary evidence, see
Positive and negative testimony, see § 38-111. New evidence as ground
for new trial, see §§ 70-204, 70-205.
§ 38-204.

§

Evidence,

3S-1C3

Burden

(5746; 1020 P. C.)

38-103.

1118

of proof.

—The burden of proof gen-

upon the party asserting or affirming a fact and to the
ence of whose case or defense the proof of such fact is essential.
erally lies

existIf a

negation or negative affirmation be so essential, the proof of such negative lies on the party so affirming it.

—

Injury places onus on railroad, see § 94-1109. Cases of loss
Cross-references.
by common carrier, see § 18-102. Diligence of bailee, see § 12-104. When burden on buyer to prove goods not of the quality ordered, see § 96-305. Breach of
warranty suits, see § 29-306. Claims to property in execution, see § 39-904. Proceedings on auditor's report, see §§ 10-402, 10-403, 37-1103. Plaintiff concludes in
claim and illegality cases, when, see § 24-3312. Who shall open and conclude on
rules to

show

cause,

etc.,

see

§

24-3343.

(5747; 1021 P. C.) Changing burden of proof.—What

38-104.

amount

change the onus or burden of proof is a question to be
each case by the sound discretion of the court.

of evidence will

decided

in

—

Cross-references. Cases of loss by
in execution, see § 39-904.

common

carrier, see

18-102.

§

Claims to

property

Amount

38-105. (5730; 1012 P. C.)

ance of evidence.

—Moral and reasonable certainty

pected in legal investigation.

dence

is

of mental conviction; preponder-

In

all civil

is all

that can be ex-

cases the preponderance of evi-

considered sufficient to produce mental conviction.

cases a greater strength of mental conviction

is

In criminal

held necessary to justify

a verdict of guilty.

—

Preponderance of evidence defined. By preponderance
of evidence is meant that superior weight of evidence upon the issues involved, which, while not enough to wholly free the mind from a reasonable doubt, is yet sufficient to incline a reasonable and impartial mind to
one side of the issue, rather than to the other.
38-106. (5731)

38-107.

(5732) Determination of

where preponderance

— In determining where the preponderance of evidence

of evidence lies.

lies,

the jury

may

all the facts and circumstances of the case, the witnesses' manner of testifying, their intelligence, their means and opportunity for

consider

knowing the
they

facts to

which they

testified,

the nature of the facts to which

and the probability or improbability of their testimony,
their interest or want of interest, and also their personal credibility so far
as the same may legitimately appear from the trial. The jury may also
consider the number of the witnesses, though the preponderance is not
necessarily with the greater number. (80 Ga. 232 (5 S. E. 26) 62 Ga.
testified,

;

411; 67 Ga. 236; 68 Ga. 91.)

—

Cross-references. Number of witnesses necessary, see § 38-121. Positive and
negative testimony, see § 38-111. Who are competent to testify, see § 38-1603.
What credit to impeached witState of feeling and relationship, see § 38-1712.
Credibility of witnesses, see § 38-1805. Juror not to act on
ness, see § 38-1806.
private knowledge, see

38-108.
of

§

110-108.

Same

(5733)

evidence are the same in

all

—

and cases. Generally the rules
the courts, and upon every trial the ex-

rules in all courts

ceptions shall exist only by express statute.
38-109.

fl010 P. C.) Circumstantial evidence,

inal prosecution.

— To

the proved facts shall

when

sufficient in crim-

warrant a conviction on circumstantial evidence,
not only be consistent with the hypothesis of guilt,

but shall exclude every other reasonable hypothesis save that of the guilt
of the accused.

(38 Ga. 295

;

46 Ga. 637; 85 Ga. 228 (11

S. E. 555).)

Evid ence.
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When

38-110. (1013 P. C.)

£

38

1

14

evidence warrants conviction; reasonable

— Whether

dependent upon positive or circumstantial eviden
the true question in criminal cases is, not whether it be possible that the
conclusion at which the evidence points may be false, but whether tfc
is sufficient evidence to satisfy the mind and conscience beyond a readoubt.

sonable doubt.

(33 Ga. 257.)

Cross-reference.
§

— Conviction

of rape

upon unsupported testimony

of female, see

26-1304.

38-111. (5751; 1011 P. C.) Positive and negative testimony.

istence of a fact testified to

by one positive witness

rather than that such fact did not exist because

same opportunity

many

is

—The

ex-

to be believed,

who had
see or know

witnesses

swear that they did not
of its having existed. This rule shall not apply when, two parties having
equal facilities for seeing or hearing a thing, one swears that it occurred,

the

the other that

it

of observation

did not. (27 Ga. 649; 66 Ga. 260.)

—

Cross-references. Definitions, see
determined, see § 38-107.

38-112. (5734, 5797

5>

§

38-102.

Preponderance of evidence, how

5818) Matters judicially recognized.— The exist-

ence and territorial extent of States, their forms of government, and symbols of nationality, the laws of Nations, all laws and resolutions of the
General Assembly and the journals of each branch thereof, as published

by

authority, the laws of the United States and of the several States

by authority, general customs of merchants, the admiralty and maritime courts of the world and their seals, the political
constitution and history of our own government, as well as the local dithereof, as published

own

departments of the government of the United States and of the several States of the Union, and
all similar matters of public knowledge, shall be judicially recognized
without the introduction of proof. (Act 1819, Cobb, 272.)
visions of our

State, the seals of the several

—

Cross-references. Foreign corporations recognized by comity, see § 22-1501.
Recognition of affidavits made out of State, see § 81-409. What calendars admissible as evidence, see § 38-208.
Reports, etc., of Public Service Commission, see
§ 93-504.
Best evidence, see § 38-203. Proving laws of other States, see § 38-627.

Notarial acts, see

§

38-625.

Lex

loci, see § 102-103.

Comity

law and

38-113. (5735; 1014 P. C.) Presumptions of

tions are either of law or of fact.

The former

ences which the law draws from given facts.

of States, see

fact.

§

102-110.

— Presump-

are conclusions and infer-

The

latter are exclusively

questions for the jury, to be decided by the ordinary test of

human

ex-

perience.

—

Cross-references. Term of employment and wages when none specified, see
Between near relatives gift presumed, see § 108-116. Presumption oi
§ 66-101.
quality of goods after acceptance, see § 96-305. Presumption of gifts,' see §§ 48-105,
48-106.
Prima facie presumptions rebuttable, see § 38-118. Jury may infer what,
On failure to produce evidence, see § 38-119. Presumption against
see § 38-123.
common carrier in cases of loss, see § 18-102. Presumption of legitimacy, see
§ 74-101.

38-114. (5736) Estoppels.

— Presumptions

law are sometimes connot be allowed. These are

of

and an averment to the contrary shall
termed estoppels, and are not generally favored. Among these are the
presumptions in favor of a record or judgment unreversed of the proper
conduct of courts and judicial officers acting within their legitimate
clusive,

:

sphere; of other officers of the law, after the lapse of time has rendered

—
Evidence.

§38-115
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dangerous to open the investigation of their acts in regard to mere
formalities of the law of ancient deeds, and other instruments more than
30 years old, when they come from the proper custody, and possession
has been held in accordance with them; recitals in deeds, except payment
of purchase money, as against the grantor acting in his own right, and
sui juris, and his privies in estate, blood, and in law; the landlord's title,
as against his tenant, while tenant in possession; solemn admissions
made in jiulicio, and other admissions upon which other parties have
acted, either to their own injury or the benefit of the persons making the
admissions; and similar cases where it would be more unjust and productive of more evil to hear the truth than to forbear the investigation.
it

;

— Acts

the public, when, see § 89-903.
Fidelity insurance
56-1103.
Collateral
attack as to corporate existence, see § 22-714. Estoppel on carrier, see § 18-305.
Estoppel as to agent, see § 4-206. Ratification by principal cannot be revoked, see
Estoppel as to tenant disputing landlord's title, see § 61-107. Recital in
§ 4-303.
administrator's deed as prima facie evidence of compliance with law, see § 113-1711.
When recitals do not estop, see § 29-110. Estoppel as to maker of deed to deny right
to sell, etc., see § 29-111. Ancient deeds, see § 29-112. Former judgment should
end litigation, see § 3-607. Fraud by acts or silence as estoppel, see § 105-304.
Former recovery, etc., as defense, see § 105-1805. When*illegality cannot go behind judgment, see § 39-1009. Former judgment, when not a bar, see § 110-503.
Ancient documents, see § 38-312. Effect of judgment as evidence, see § 38-623.
Proving notarial acts, see § 38-625. Ancient writings need not be proved, see
Conclusiveness of judgments, see § 110-501.
Ratification of transfer
§ 38-/06.
When defendant bound by void sale, see
estops plaintiff's denial, see § 110-902.
As to recitals in deed under a sale for municipal taxes, see § 92-4407.
§ 39-1315.

Cross-references.

of officers not estop

Judgment validating bonds forever conclusive, see § 87-305.
company, when estopped to deny corporate power, see §

38-115. (5737) Estoppel as to title to real estate.

—Where the estoppel

have been influenced by the other's acts or declarations must not only be ignorant of
the true title, but also of any convenient means of acquiring such knowledge. Where both parties have equal knowledge or equal means of obtaining the truth, there shall be no estoppel. (86 Ga. 770 (13 S. E. 84).)
relates to the title to real estate, the party claiming to

Cross-reference.

38-116.

— Fraud

by acts or

silence as estoppel, see

(5738) Equitable estoppel.

to arise, there

§

105-304.

— In order for an equitable estoppel

must generally be some intended deception

in the

conduct

or declarations of the party to be estopped, or such gross negligence as to
amount to constructive fraud, by which another has been misled to his
injury.

(86 Ga. 770 (13 S. E. 84).)

Cross-reference.

— Estoppels,

see

§

38-114.

(5739) Trustees estopped to claim

adverse to estate.
Trustees and other representatives with custody of papers have ample
opportunities to discover defects in the title of property in their care,
and are estopped from setting up title adverse to their trust. (54 Ga.
38-117.

title

485; 45 Ga. 111.)
38-118.

(5740; 1016 P. C.)

Prima

facie.

presumptions.

— Other presump-

and in some cases of guilt,
seven years, of a mental state once proved to

tions of law, such as of innocence,

of contin-

uance of

exist,

all

life

for

similar presumptions,

may be

and

rebutted by proof.

—

Cross-references. Presumptions of law and fact, see § 38-113. Recognition of
Proof of Mentitv see 8 38 -."W4
affidavits made out of State, see 8 81-409
TiMcfments of justices' courts in other States, see § 38-628. Certificate to such judg-

ments by successor

in office, see § 38-629.

—
§38-1 23

Evidence.
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(5749; 1015 P.C.) Presumption arising from failure to produce
evidence. Where a party has evidence in his power and within his reach,
by which he may repel a claim or charge against him, and omits to pro38-119.

—

having more certain and satisfactory evidence in his power,
relies on that which is of a weaker and inferior nature, a presumption
arises that the charge or claim is well founded but this presumption may
duce

it,

or,

;

be rebutted. (77 Ga. 443 (3
540; 77 Ga. 785.)
Cross-references.

what, see

§

S. E. 158)

— Presumptions

of

;

83 Ga. 581 (10

law and

fact,

see

§

S. E.

38-113.

234;

;

71 Ga.

Jury to infer

38-123.

—

Presumption arising from failure to answer letter. In
the ordinary course of business, when good faith requires an answer, it
is the duty of the party receiving a letter from the other to answer within
a reasonable time. Otherwise he is presumed to admit the propriety of
the acts mentioned in the letter of his correspondent, and to adopt them.
38-120. (5741)

(52 Ga. 48; 53 Ga. 148.)
38-121. (5742; 1017 P. C.)

mony

Number

of witnesses necessary.— The testi-

generally sufficient to establish a fact. Exceptions to this rule are made in specified cases; such as, to convict of
of a single, witness

is

treason or perjury, in any case of felony where the only witness

is

an

accomplice, and to rebut a responsive statement in an answer in equity
in these cases (except in treason) corroborating circumstances may dis-

pense with another witness.

—

Cross-references. Answer responsive to discovery sought, how far evidence,
see § 38-1105.
Defendant answering on information from others, two witnesses
not needed to overcome, see § 38-1106. Determining preponderance of evidence,
see § 38-107.

38-122. (1018 P. C.) Alibi as a defense.— Alibi, as a defense, involves

the impossibility of the accused's presence at the scene of the offense at

commission and the range of the evidence, in respect to
time and place, must be such as reasonably to exclude the possibility of
the time of

presence.

its

;

(59 Ga. 142; 65 Ga. 756; 64 Ga. 344.)

38-123. (5743) Inference of existence of certain facts.

— In

arriving at

a verdict, the jury, from facts proved, and sometimes from the absence of

counter evidence,

may

infer the existence of other facts reasonably

logically consequent on those proved. (79 Ga.

E. 102)

;

74 Ga. 164

Cross-references.

(4 S. E. 13), 182 (4 S.

68 Ga. 820.)

— Answer

sumptions of law and

CHAPTER

;

1

and

evasive, charge presumed true, see § 81-308.
PreFailure to produce evidence,- see § 38-119.

fact, see § 38-113.

38-2.

ADMISSION OF EVIDENCE IN GENERAL.

Sec.

Sec.

38-201.

38-205.

Evidence must be relevant.

Written evidence as best

evi-

dence.
38-202.

.-I

Character and conduct of parr
£
ties, relevancy of.
.

38-203.

Best evidence,
producing.

38-204.

Primary

and

dence defined.

necessity

of

m

~~~- „
iv;n^
-— ~~i~. coDies.
\\ ills -~a
and records:
_ „
Oracer de facto, proving.
Stern s United Stateg and gtaf _

38-209.

Roster of Georgia soldiers as

, Q on<
Jo-ZUo.
nn _ rtl_
38-207.

38 _

~

.

.

forcrs office ca i endars#

secondary

evi-

evidence.

Evidence.

§ 38-201

Sec

1122

Sec.

38-210.
38-211.

38 2 12.

monuments,
on
etc., proof by copies.
Exceptions to general rule.
Secondary evidence admitted,
when.
Inscriptions

Degrees in secondary evidence.
Proof of existence of original
as to admission of copy.

38-213,

38-214.

—

must be relevant. The evidence must relate
the questions being tried by the jury and bear upon them either di(5744) Evidence

38-201.
to

Irrelevant matter should be excluded.

rectly or indirectly.
Cross-references.

38-202.
of.

— Definitions,

see

§

38-102.

Right of witness, see

§

38-1704.

(5745; 1019 P. C.) Character and conduct of parties, relevancy

— The general character of the parties, and especially their conduct in

other transactions, are irrelevant matter, unless the nature of the action
involves such character and renders necessary or proper the investigation of such conduct.

—

Treatment of witnesses, see § 38-1704. Privileges of wit38-1711. State of witnesses' feelings and relationship, see § 38-1712.
Impeachment of witness by proof of bad character, see § 38-1804. Convicts as
witnesses on trial for mutiny, see § 26-4803.
Cross-references.

nesses, see

38-203.

§

(5748) Best evidence, necessity of producing.

—The

best evi-

dence which exists of the fact sought to be proved shall be produced, unless its absence shall be satisfactorily accounted for.

—

Cross-references. In justices' courts, see § 24-1301. Written part of contract
given most consideration, see § 20-704. Records and public documents, see Chapter 38-6.
When records lost or destroyed, see § 38-607. Production and proof, see
See also cross-references under § 38-601.
§ 38-701.

38-204.

(5750) Primary and secondary evidence defined.

—Primary evi-

such as in itself does not indicate the existence of other and better proof. Secondary evidence is such as from necessity in some cases is
substituted for stronger and better proof.
dence

is

—Exemplifications of records,

see §§ 38-601 to 38-603.' Records
Certified copy, see § 38-609.
When registry deProof of loss admits secondary evidence, see § 38-702.
stroyed, see § 38-610.
Proof when subscribing witnesses to instrument are incompetent or inaccessible,
see § 38-707.

Cross-references.

lost or destroyed, see § 38-607.

—

Written evidence as best evidence. Written evidence
and in all cases where the parties
is considered of higher proof than oral
have reduced their contract, agreement, or stipulation to writing, and
38-205. (5752)

;

assented thereto,
Cross-references.

it is

— Parol

evidence affecting written contract, see § 20-704.
38-101.
General rule on parol evidence, see § 38-501.
proof, see § 38-701.

ject of evidence, see

duction and

the best evidence of the same.

§

38-206. (5753) Wills

and records; copies.

ObPro-

— Copies of records of judicial

proceedings, and wills admitted to probate, shall be admitted as primary
evidence,

when properly

authenticated.

In

all

other cases a copy shall

be secondary evidence.

—

Admission
Cross-references. Ordinary to retain original will, see § 113-612.
Best evidence, see § 38-203.
of foreign will devising personalty, see § 113-613.
Degrees of secondary evidence, see § 38-213. Exemplifications of records, see
§ 38-601. When primary evidence, see § 38-602. Production of writing, see § 38-701.
38-207. (5754)

proved by his
ment.

Officer de facto, proving.

acts,

Cross-reference.

— An

officer

de facto

may be

without the production of his commission or appoint-

— De facto

officers, see § 89-101.

§ 38-214

Evidence.
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Stern's United States

38-208. (5755)

and Stafford's

calendars.—

office

Stern's United States calendar and Stafford's office calendar shall be ad-

by

missible, in proof of dates for the space of time covered respectively

them, without further proof.
Cross-reference.

— Matters

(Acts 1882,

p.

125; 1897,

judicially recognized, see § 38-112.

Georgia soldiers as evidence.

38-209. (5756) Roster of

roster of Georgia soldiers, sailors, and marines

Army

the

of the State, or the

in 1865, shall

p. 87.;

Navy

thereof,

who

served

from 1861

— When

any part

in

of

to the surrender

be completed and certified by the majority of the board of

the Georgia Soldier Roster Commission, as prescribed by law,

be accepted as prima facie evidence of the truth thereof.
pp.

the

shall

it

(Acts 1903,

7, 8.)

—
Editorial Note. — For the Act of

Application
Cross-references. Prima facie presumptions, see § 38-118.
proof required for obtaining pensions, see Title 78, Pensions, Chapter 78-2.

and

1903, creating the Georgia Soldier Roster Commission and prescribing the effect as evidence of the roster compiled by it, and
also for the subsequent history of this Commission, see editorial note following
§

78-101.

—

on monuments, etc., proof by copies. Inscriptions on walls, monuments, and other fixed objects may be proved
38-210. (5757) Inscriptions

by copies established

as such.

38-211. (5758) Exceptions to general rule.

—Other

cases of necessity

or manifest convenience, resting on like principles of reason and justice,

may

be made exceptions to the general

rule.

—

Secondary evidence admitted when. In order to admit
secondary evidence, it shall appear that the primary evidence for some
sufficient cause, is not accessible to the diligence of the party.
This
38-212. (5759)

showing

shall be

made

to the court,

who

shall hear the party himself

on

the question of diligence and the inaccessibility of the primary evidence.

—

Cross-references. Copy of deed as evidence, see § 29-417. Best evidence, see
38-203.
Records lost or destroyed, see § 38-607. Certified copy, see § 38-609.
Proof of loss admits secondary evidence, see
If registry destroyed, see § 38-610.
38-702.
secondary evidence admitted, see § 24-3340. Copies of grants, see
§

When

§24-3341.

38-213. (5760)

Degrees

in

secondary evidence.

—There

are degrees in

secondary evidence, and the best should always be produced. Thus a
duplicate is better than a copy, and an examined copy than oral evidence.
Cross-references.
see § 38-206.

38-214. (5761

;

— Best

evidence, see

§

38-203.

Copies of wills and records,

1022 P. C.) Proof of existence of original as essential to

admission of copy.

—The

existence of a genuine original

the admissibility of a copy.

The amount

of evidence to

ence must vary with the circumstances of each case.
issue

is

made upon

—

is

essential to

show such

exist-

Where no

direct

the fact, slight .evidence shall be sufficient.

Cross-references. Matters judicially recognized, see § 38-112.
Production of
original writing, see § 38-701.
Copy of deed or other instrument as secondary
evidence, see § 24-3340. Copy of grant, see § 24-3341.

§

CHAPTER

38-3.

Sec

HEARSAY.
Sec.

38-311.

Matters of public interest; an-

Prpof of identity.
Res gestae.

38-312.

Declarations by conspirators.

38-313.

Ancient documents.
Ancient boundaries and landmarks.
Testimony of witness on former tnal

38-302.

Original

3C 303.

Pedigree,

38 30$.
306.

by

38-310.

Definition;
mitted.

AM.

when and why

Declarations and entries
deceased persons.
Books of account.

38 301.

38

U24

Evidence.

38-301

ad-

evidence, when.

how

proved.

3S-309.

cient rights.

38-307.

Dying

3S-30S.

Declarations by persons in pos-

declarations.

38 - 314

'

session.

38-301.

when and why

(5762) Definition;

admitted.

—Hearsay

evi-

which does not derive its value solely from the credit of
the witness, but rests mainly on the veracity and competency of other
persons. The very nature of the evidence shows its weakness, and it is
admitted only in specified cases from necessity.
dence

that

is

38-302. (5763

;

1023 P. C.) Original evidence,

when.—When,

and similar
to explain conduct and ascertain motives, they shall be

investigation, information, conversations, letters

evidence are facts

in a legal

and

replies,

admitted in evidence, not as hearsay, but as original evidence.
38-303.

(5764) Pedigree,

how

proved.

—Pedigree,

including descent,

and death, may be proved either by the
declarations of deceased persons related by blood or marriage, or by general repute in the family, or by genealogies, inscriptions, ''family trees,"
and similar evidence.
relationship, birth, marriage,

38-304.

(5765) Proof of identity.

required.

In

may

tablished.

an

act,

some

it is

is all

that can be

are generally relieved from the onus of

a fact generally

more

easily disproved than es-

(71 Ga. 724.)

Cross-reference.

38-305.

Reasonable certainty

be proved.

civil suits parties

proving identity, as

is

Residence, vocation, ownership of property, and

evidence of identity.
other like facts

— Concordance of name alone

— Burden

of proof generally, see

(5766; 1024 P. C.)

Res

gestae.

§

38-103.

—Declarations

or so nearly connected therewith in time as to

accompanying
be free from all

suspicion of device or afterthought, shall be admissible in evidence as
part of res gestae.
Crors-references.
see

§

— Declarations

by agent, see

§

4-315.

Admissions by agents,

38-406.

38-306.

(1025 P. C.) Declarations

by

conspirators.

—After

the fact of

conspiracy shall be proved, the declarations by any one of the conspirators during the pendency of the criminal project shall be admissible
against

all.

Cross-reference.

38-307.

— Confessions by conspirators,

(1026 P. C.)

in the article of death,
of his death

dence

in a

see § 38-414.

— Declarations by any person

Dying

declarations.

who

conscious of his condition, as to the cause

is

and the person who

killed him, shall be admissible in evi-

prosecution for the homicide.

:

Evidence.
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38-308. (5767) Declarations

§38-3 14

by persons

in

possession.

— Dcclaratio

possession of property, in disparagement of his own title,
shall be admissible in evidence in favor of anyone and against priv

by a person

in

Declarations in favor of his

own

be admissible to prove his

title shall

adverse possession.
Cross-reference.

—Admissions

by

privies, sec § 38-407.

—

Declarations and entries by deceased persons. The
declarations and entries by a person, since deceased, against his interest,
38-309. (5768)

and not made with a view
evidence in any case.

Books

38-310. (5769)

to

pending

of account.

be admissible in

litigation, shall

—The books

of account of

any mer-

chant, shopkeeper, physician, blacksmith, farmer, dairyman, planter or

other person doing a regular business and keeping daily entries thereof

may

be admitted in evidence as proof of such accounts, upon the

fol-

lowing conditions

That he kept no clerk, or else the clerk is dead or otherwise inaccessible, or for any other reason the clerk is disqualified from testifying.
1.

2.

ered
3.

4.

Upon
is

his

proof (the party's oath being sufficient) that the book tend-

book

Upon
Upon

of original entries.

proof (by his customers) that he usually kept correct books.
inspection by the court, to see

if

the books are free from any

suspicion of fraud. (Act 1843, Cobb, 275. Acts 1910, p. 57.)

— Interest

Cross-reference.

on accounts, see

§

57-111.

38-311. (5770) Matters of public interest;

ancient rights.

— Hearsay

evidence of declarations of deceased persons as to ancient rights,

made

before the litigation arose, shall be admissible to prove matters of public

which the whole community are supposed to take
to have knowledge.
interest in

38-312. (5771) Ancient documents.
to be a part of the transaction to

—Ancient

which they

interest

and

documents, purporting

relate, shall

be admissible

in evidence.

—

Cross-references. Estoppels, see
writings, see § 38-706, U 1.

§

38-114.

Ancient deed, see

§

29-112.

Ancient

—

and landmarks. Traditionary evidence as to ancient boundaries and landmarks shall be admissible in evidence, the weight to be determined by the jury according to the source
38-313. (5772) Ancient boundaries

whence

it

comes.

Cross-references.— General reputation as to landmarks, see
for altering or removing landmarks, etc., see § 26-7602.

§

85-1602.

Punish-

ment

38-314.

(5773; 1027 P. C.) Testimony of witness on former trial.— The

testimony of a witness, since deceased, or disqualified, or inaccessible

any cause, given under oath on a former trial, upon substantially the
same issue ~*id between substantially the same parties, may be proved
by anyone who heard it, and who professes to remember the substance of
the entire testimony as to the particular matter about which he testifies.
for

§

1126

Evidence.
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CHAPTER

ADMISSIONS AND CONFESSIONS.

38-4.

Sec.

Sec.

3S-40J.

Admissions

38-403.

Admissions by parties

how

pleadings,

in
far evidence.

to

38-413.
38-414.

Confession by joint offender or

38-412.

rec-

ord.
38-404.

Confessions must be voluntary.
Confessions under spiritual exhortation or promise of secrecy or collateral benefit.
Material facts discovered by

38-411.

38 401.

Definitions!

Admissions by real parties in
interest, though not of rec-

confession.

conspirator.

ord.

38-405.

by

Admissions

to

38-415.

Admissions by agents.
Admissions by privies.
improperly
obAdmissions
tained or made with view to
compromise.

38-416.

strangers

statement; oath;
weight; cross-examination.
Person not competent or compellable
to
testify
for
or
Prisoner's

suit.

38-406.

38-407.
38-408.

38-409.

Effect of acquiescence or of

Entire conversation admissible
when admission given in evidence.

cases

38-420.

Weight

etc.

client.

of admissions or confessions.

same

in evidence, either party

tions or admissions

made

how
may

far evidence.

in the pleadings of the other.

(92 Ga. 193 (18

68 Ga. 417.)

;

(5776) Admissions

by

parties to record.

—The
when

admission by a

by the

offered

In case of a mere nominal party or naked trustee.

Cross-reference.
2.

—Without

avail himself of allega-

party to the record shall be admissible in evidence
other side, except in the following cases:
1.

usually refer to

confessions to criminal.

;

offering the

38-403.

Communications to attorney by

(5775) Admissions in pleadings,

38-402.

S. E. 18)

38-419.

(5774; 1028 P. C.) Definitions.—Admissions

38-401.
civil

self.

38-418.

si-

lence.

3S-410.

against

Criminating testimony.
Confidential
communications,

38-417.

Where

—Admission

by executor,

etc.,

not impeach

113-616.

there are several parties with no joint interest, the admis-

sions of one cannot be received, unless the issue

that the effect of the admission can be confined to
3.

The admissions

4.

Defendants

38-404.

will, see §

in

of a trustee before
fa. in

fi.

he

is

is

of

him

such a character
alone.

clothed with the trust.

claim cases, after the pendency of litigation.

(5777) Admissions

by

real parties in interest,

— The admission by the real party

though not of

be admissible,
though he be not of record, subject to the exceptions stated above.
record.

Cross-reference.

38-405.

— See

§

38-403,

(5778) Admissions

II

in interest shall

1.

by strangers

to suit.— The admissions

by

third persons, strangers to the suit, shall be received in evidence:
1.

When

a party refers another to such third person for information.

Admissions by a third person against his interest, as to a fact collateral to the main issue between the litigants but essential to the ad2.

judication of the cause.
3.

Statements by an interpreter where from any cause he cannot be

sworn.
Cross-references.
terpreter, see

§

—

Interpreter,
38-1609.

see

§§

113-207,

113-306.

Evidence through

in-

Evidence.
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attorney

by agents.

(5779) Admissions

38-406.

in

fact,

§38-415

— The admissions by an

during the existence and

in

pursuance

<>v

icy,

of hi

shall be admissible against the principal.

—

Cross-references. Declarations of agent, sec § 4-315.
Declarations of persons in possession, see § 38-308.

Res

gestae, see

*

38-305.

—

Admissions by privies. The admissions by privies in
blood, privies in estate, and privies in law shall be admissible as against
the parties themselves; but declarations by privies in estate, after the
title shall have passed out of them, shall not be received.
38-407. (5780)

Cross-reference.

— Declarations

of persons in possession, see

§

38-308.

Admissions improperly obtained or made with view to
Admissions obtained by constraint, or by fraud, or by

38-408. (5781)

—

compromise.
drunkenness induced for the purpose, or admissions or propositions made
with a view to a compromise, are not proper evidence.
38-409. (5782

;

when the circumstances require an answer
conduct, may amount to an admission.

escence or silence,
or other

38-410. (5783

;

— Acqui-

1029 P. C.) Effect of acquiescence or silence.

1030 P. C.) Entire conversation admissible

—When

or denial

when

ad-

an admission shall be given in evidence, it shall be the right of the other party to have the whole admission
and all the conversation connected therewith.
mission given in evidence.

—

must be voluntary. To make a confession admissible, it must have been made voluntarily, without being
induced by another, by the slightest hope of benefit or remotest fear of
38-411. (1032 P. C.) Confessions

injury.

under spiritual exhortation or promThe fact that a confession shall have
ise of secrecy or collateral benefit.
been made under a spiritual exhortation, or a promise of secrecy, or a
promise of collateral benefit, shall not exclude it.
38-412. (1033 P. C.) Confessions

—

38-413.

(1034 P. C.)

Material facts discovered by confession.

material facts discovered by a confession by an accused

and the

fact of its discovery

by reason

may

—Any

be proved,

of such information, though the

confession shall be rejected.
38-414. (1035 P. C.) Confession

by

joint offender or conspirator.

confession of one joint offender or conspirator,
is

made

—The

after the enterprise

ended, shall be admissible only against himself.
Cross-reference.

— Declarations

of conspirators, see

§

38-306.

38-415. (1036 P. C.) Prisoner's statement; oath; weight; cross-examination.

—In

all

criminal

trials,

the prisoner shall have the right to

make

and jury such statement in the case as he may deem proper
defense. It shall not be under oath, and shall have such force only

to the court
in his

as the jury

may

think right to give

sworn testimony in the case.
answer any questions on cross-examination, should he think proper

to the
to

They may believe it in preference
The prisoner shall not be compelled

it.

to decline to answer.
Cross-reference.

— All

(Acts 1868,

p.

24; 1874, pp. 22, 23; 1878-9,

legal evidence shall be heard, see

§

27-405.

p. S3.)

—
§

Evidence.

38-416
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(1037P. G.) Person not competent or compellable to testify
for or against self.
No person, who shall be charged in any criminal
proceeding with the commission of any indictable offense or any offense
punishable on summary conviction, shall be competent or compellable
to give evidence for or against himself. (Acts 1866, pp. 138, 139.)
38-416.

—

38-417.

(1037 P. C.) Criminating testimony.

(Acts 1866, pp. 138, 139.

— No person shall be com-

any manner to criminate himself.

pelled to give testimony tending in
Const., Art.

I,

Sec.

I,

VI

Par.

(§ 2-106).)

—

Cross-references. Constitutional provisions, see § 2-106. Privileged matters, see
oS-1205.
As to testimony against one for gambling by one participating with
him, see § 26-6407.
§

38-418.

(5785) Confidential communications, etc.

—There

are certain

admissions and communications excluded from considerations of public

Among

policy.

these are

1.

Communications between husband and

2.

Between attorney or counsel and

wife.

client.

Cross-reference.— See §§ 38-419, 38-1605.
3.

Among

grand jurors.

—

Cross-references. Confidential communications, see
rors may disclose, see § 59-302.
4.

When

59-303.

§

grand jui

Secrets of State.

Cross-reference.

— Privilege

of party in equitable proceedings, see § 38-1102.

Communications

38-419. (5786)

to attorney

by

client.

— Communica-

any attorney, or his clerk, to be transmitted to the attorney
pending his employment, or in anticipation thereof, shall never be heard
by the court. So the attorney shall not disclose the advice or counsel he
may give to his client, nor produce or deliver up title deeds or other
papers, except evidences of debt left in his possession by his client. This
rule shall not exclude the attorney as a witness to any facts which may
transpire in connection with his employment. (Act 1850, Cobb, 280.
Acts 1859, p. 18.)
tions to

Cross-references.

torneys as against

38-420.

— Privilege

of party, see §§ 38-1102, 38-1205.
38-1605 and editorial note.

Evidence of

at-

clients, see §

(5784; 1031 P. C.)

Weight

of admissions or confessions.—All

admissions shall be scanned with care, and confession of guilt shall be
received with great caution. A confession alone, uncorroborated by any
other evidence, shall not justify a conviction.

CHAPTER

38-5.

PAROL EVIDENCE AFFECTING WRITINGS.
Sec.

Sec.
38-501.

Admissibility of parol contemporaneous evidence.

38-502.

Explanation of ambiguities.

-503.

38-504.

Showing

invalidity of writing.

Admissibility where part only
of stipulations is in writing.

38-505.

Surrounding circumstances.

38-506.

Usage.

38 " 507

-

^^

Rebuttal

of equity; discharge
of contract; subsequent agree.
ment; enlargement of time;
change of place of performctn cc

j^.J

Qr

ceipts for
38-509.
„_ -v*
38-510.

Blank

explanation

of

re .

money.

indorsements,

explana-

".

i

•

:

i

*

.

Mistake in deed or contract in
writing.
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38-501. (5788) Admissibility

parol

of

Parol contemporaneous evidence

§38
contemporaneous evidence. —

inadmissible generally to contra

is

or vary the terms of a valid written instrument.

—

'

Cross-refererfces.
Rules of interpretation of contract, see § 20-704, 1 1. ( j
of evidence, see § 38-101. Written evidence, see § 38-205.
Parol evidence to prove
mistake in deed on other written contract, see § 38-510.

38-502. (5789) Explanation of ambiguities.

—All contemporaneous writ-

ings shall be admissible to explain each other; and parol evidence shall

be admissible to explain

all

ambiguities, both latent and patent.

Showing invalidity of writing.
be admissible to show that the writing was either
sequently became so.
38-503. (5790)

38-504. (5791) Admissibility
ing.

—

If

where part only

— Parol

evidence shall

originally void or sub-

of stipulations

the writing does not purport to contain

is

in writ-

the stipulations of

all

the contract, parol evidence shall be admissible to prove other portions

thereof not inconsistent with the writing; so collateral undertakings be-

tween parties

of the

same part among themselves would not properly be

looked for in the writing.

—

Cross-references. Parol evidence in trust cases, see
partly written and partly printed, see § 20-704, H 7.

38-505. (5792) Surrounding circumstances.

§

108-108.

When

contract

—The surrounding circum-

stances are always proper subjects of proof to aid in the construction
of contracts.

—

Cross-references. Interpretation of contracts, see
case of ambiguities in will, see § 113-807.

20-704.

Parol evidence in

manner evidence of known and estabbe admissible for the same purpose as well as to annex

38-506. (5793) Usage.
lished usage shall

—In

§

like

incidents.
Cross-references.

—Technical

leases responsibility, see

§

words, see

§

20-704,

11

2.

Delivery by carrier re-

18-306.

38-507. (5794) Rebuttal of equity; discharge of contract; subsequent

agreement; enlargement of time; change of place of performance.

—

Parol evidence shall be admissible to rebut an equity, to discharge the

new and

subsequent agreement, to enlarge the time, or change the place of performance.
entire contract, to prove a

Cross-references.
H

2.

General

—In

trust cases, see

distinct

§

108-108.

Technical words, see

money

20-704,

—

money. Receipts
payment, and may

38-508. (5795) Denial or explanation of receipts for
for

§

rule, see § 38-501.

are always only prima facie evidence of

be denied or explained by parol.
Cross-reference.

— Recital

of

§

29-110.

—

Blank indorsements, explanation of. Blank indorsenegotiable paper may always be explained between the parties

38-509. (5796)

ments

of receipt does not estop, see

themselves, or those taking with notice of dishonor or of the actual facts
of such indorsements.

S

Evidence.
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(4572) Mistake in deed or contract in writing.

38-510.
is

1130

— Parol evidence

admissible to prove a mistake in a deed or any other contract required

by law to be

in writing".

—

To imply or rebut a trust, see § 108-108.- Impeachment of
85-311.
Generally inadmissible to contradict or vary valid written instruments, see § 38-501.
Cross-references.

prams, see

§

PART

RECORDS AND OTHER WRITINGS.

II.

CHAPTER

38-6.

RECORDS AND PUBLIC DOCUMENTS.

Sec.

Sec.

38-601.

Exemplifications.

38-616.

38-602.

Exemplifications primary evidence, when.
Copies of letters of administra-

38-617.

38-603.

tion, etc., as

primary evidence.

38-604.

Transcript

38-605.

Use

38-606.

Exemplification

of proceedings
justice's court.

in

of transcript as evidence.
of

municipal

or

destroyed,

records, etc.
38-607.

Records

lost

proof of contents
38-608.
38-609.

Proof of registry of paper.
Certified copy of lost or de-

38-613.

Proof of registered paper when
registry has been destroyed.
Presumption of proper probate.
Former Acts continued in force.
Certified copy of soldiers' dis-

38-614.

charge certificates as evidence.
Establishment of mutilated, de-

38-611.
38-612.

stroyed, or lost public records.
38-615.

port.
38-620.
38-621.
38-622.

38-623.

Paper rerecorded, when.
Second record admissible in
evidence, when.
Foreign laws and judgments.
Admissibility and effect of judg-

ment

of.

stroyed paper.
38-610.

38-618.
38-619.

Same; petition to contain what.
Same; auditor to hear evidence.
Same; fee of auditor.
Same; exception to auditor's re-

38-624.
38-625.

as evidence.

of judgment on party
vouched into court.
Notarial acts; proof by certifi-

Effect

cate.

38-626.
38-627.
38-628.

38-629.

38-630.

Same; proceedings; discretion

Extracts from books of incorporated companies.
Laws and judicial proceedings
of other States, how proved.
Judgments and proceedings of
justices' courts in other States.

Judgments of former justices.
Public books and records of
other States,

how

proved.

of court.

38-601.

(5798; 1041 P. C.)

testation of

any public

Exemplifications.— The

officer, either of this

of

file,

any copy or transcript of

or other matter or thing in their re-

spective offices, or pertaining thereto, to admit the

same

(Act 1819, Cobb, 272; Act 1830, Cobb, 273; Acts 1855-6,
Cross-references.

— Secretary

at-

State or any county thereof,

shall give sufficient validity or authenticity to

any record, document, paper

or

certificate

in evidence.

p. 143.)

of State to furnish copies of records, see

§

40-601.

Entry on validated bonds as evidence, see § 87-306. Comptroller must give copies
of office papers, see § 40-1 5C5.
Record books of tax collectors, see § 92-4905.
Minutes of Board of Examiners of Nurses, see § 84-1005. Copy of official analysis
of fertilizer as evidence, see § 5-1120. Corporation returns, see § 22-1706. Minutes
Incorof meeting changing capital stock of fire insurance company, see § 56-802.
poration of railroads, see § 94-104; of street railroads, see § 94-1016. Reports, etc.,
Ordinary's copy of will as evidence,
of Public Service Commission, see § 93-504.
Primary and secondary evidence, see § 38-204. Copies of wills
see § 113-612.
and records, see § 38-206. Proving laws, etc., of other States, see § 38-627. Proving public books and records of other States, see § 38-630.

38-602.

(5799) Exemplifications primary evidence, when.

emplifications shall be primary evidence as to

required by law to remain in such

offices,

all

— Such

ex-

records or other things

but only secondary evidence

Evidence.
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as to such

§

documents as by law properly remain

in the

3%-OQ

p

of

i

the party.
Cross-references.

— Copy

secondary evidence, sec
38-603.

I

of deed, when evidence, see § 29-417.
38-204.
Wills and records, sec § 38-206.

(5800) Copies of letters of administration,

— Copies of

etc.,

Primary

as primary evi-

testamentary and of administration and guardianship shall be primary evidence of the fact of administration and
guardianship, to the same extent as the original letters: Provided, such
copy letters shall have been duly certified to from the proper record of
the proper officer. (Acts 1878-9, p. 151.)
dence.

Cross-reference.

letters

— Primary

and secondary evidence, see

§

38-204.

38-604. (5801) Transcript of proceedings in justice's court.
of the peace

and notaries public ex

officio justices of

—

Justi<

the peace shall fur-

nish to any party at interest a certified transcript of any judicial proceed-

may charge such

fees as are al-

lowed clerks of the superior courts for similar services.

(Acts 1884-5,

ings had in their respective courts, and

p. 100.)

Cross-reference.

— Exemplifications,
Use

38-605. (5802)

see

§

38-601.

of transcript as evidence.

—The certified transcript

may

be used as evidence in any of the
courts; but shall not be used outside of the county where certified, until
the official character of the officer giving such transcript shall have been
certified to by the ordinary of the county. (Acts 1884-5, p. 100.)
of such judicial proceedings

Cross-reference.

— Exemplifications,

see

§

38-601.

38-606. (5803) Exemplification of municipal records, etc.

— Exemplifi-

cations of the records and minutes of municipal corporations of this State,
when certified by the clerks or keepers of such records, under seal, shall

be admitted in evidence under the same rules and regulations as exemplifications of the records of the courts of record of this State. (Acts
1890-1, p. 109.)
Cross-reference.

— Exemplifications,

see

§

38-601.

38-607. (5804) Records lost or destroyed, proof of contents

a record has been burned, or otherwise destroyed,

its

of.

contents

— When
mav

be

proved by secondary evidence which does not disclose the existence of
other and better evidence. (Acts 1855-6, p. 138; 1858, p. 53.)

—

Cross-references. When deeds, etc., may be rerecorded, see § 29-402.
Copy of
deed, when evidence, see § 29-417. Primary and secondary evidence, see § 38-204.
Secondary evidence, when admitted, see § 38-212. If registry is destroyed, see
§

38-610.

38-608. (5805) Proof of registry of

proper

officer

on a paper shall be

Cross-reference.

— Registered

38-609. (5806)

Certified

paper.— The

official

entry of the

sufficient evidence of its registry.

deed evidence, when, see

copy of

lost or

§

29-415.

destroyed paper.

—

If

the origi-

any paper, properly registered, is lost or destroyed, a certified
copy from the registry shall be deemed good secondary evidence.
nal of

—

Cross-references. Copy of deeds, when evidence, see § 29-417. Record of execusee § 29-412.
Primary and secondary evidence, see § 38-204. Secondary
evidence, when admitted, see §§ 24-3340. 38-212.
Second record evidence, when.
Proof of loss admits secondary evidence, see § 38-702. Copy of
see § 38-621.
grant admitted, see § 24-3341.
tion,

.

—
§

38-610

Evidence.

38-610.

stroyed.

—
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when registry has been dethe registry has also been destroyed before a copy has been

(5807) Proof of registered paper
If

made and

any secondary evidence shall be admissible to prove
the original and its registry, which does not disclose the existence of
other and better evidence.
certified,

Cross-references.

— Copy

secondary evidence, see

§

of deed, when admitted, see § 29-417.
Primary
38-204.
Records lost or destroyed, see § 38-607.

(5808) Presumption of proper probate.

38-611.

—

the

If

original

and

is

found to have been recorded, and it does not appear whether it was done
on proper probate, the court shall presume, until the .contrary appears,
that the same was done on proper probate.
38-612.

Former Acts continued

(5809)

in force.

—All

tofore passed, allowing papers improperly registered,

when

lost, to

copy

certified

States,

dence

when

and

their copies,

be admitted in evidence, shall be continued in force.

copy of soldiers' discharge certificates as evidence.
any discharge from the military service of the United

38-613. Certified

A

the Acts here-

of

the original

be admitted in eviany of the courts without further proof of the original. (Acts

in

is

lost or destroyed, shall

1921, pp. 184, 185.)
Cross-reference.

38-614.

records.

— Record

and index of such

certificates, see § 24-2726.

(5810) Establishment of mutilated, destroyed, or lost public

—Where any public records have been

lost,

mutilated, stolen, or

destroyed, the superior court of the county where such records

may

be-

and when so established, such records shall
respects evidence as the original records would have been. (Acts

long

may

be in

all

establish copies

;

1887, p. 112.)

—

Cross-reference. Establishment of lost papers
Lost Papers, Chapter 63-2.

in superior court, see Title 63,

—

Same; proceedings; discretion of court. The ordinary
of the county may proceed by petition, which may be heard and determined at the first term after or during which the same may be filed.
The court shall give precedence to the case and proceed with the same as
38-615. (5811)

speedily as possible.

the court to

(Acts 1887,
38-616.

Upon

the hearing

of

p. 112.)

(5812)

Same

forth the fact that

;

petition to contain what.

some portion

books

in

which they

of the same.

The

and conform

to the original

existed,

and

shall

may

been

book and pages

(Acts 1887,

lost,

mutilated,

books or parts

be, the

pray for the establishment

copies so established shall, as nearly as

originally existed.
38-617. (5813)

—The petition shall set

of said records has

stolen, or destroyed, specifying, as nearly as

of the

with
such records established.

shall be discretionary

it

order the whole or any part

of the

may

be, specify

same on which they

p. 112.)

Same; auditor

to hear evidence.

—The

court, or the

judge thereof in vacation, in all cases where he shall deem it proper,
may appoint an auditor, who shall hear evidence, summon witnesses,
compel the production of books and papers, under such rules and regulations as are now practiced in the courts; he shall make his report of
such copies of such lost, stolen, mutilated, or destroyed records, and such

A

Evidence.
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report

when

made

§

38-624

judgment of the court, unless obto the same or some part thereof as being incorrect,
if any, shall be heard and determined by the court withbe

filed shall

jection be filed

which objection,

(Acts 1887,

out the intervention of a jury.
Cross-references.

— Auditor

in

the

p. 113.)

superior court, see § 10-101. Jury trial in
When exceptions of fact to auditor's
I

ble proceedings, see §§ 37-1103, 37-1104.
report tried by jury, see § 10-402.

Same;

38-618. (5814)

fee of auditor.

—The auditor

shall receive for his

may

be allowed by the court, to be paid
out of the public funds of the county. (Acts 1887, p. 113.)
services such compensation as
Cross-reference.

— Auditor's

fees, see

§

Same; exception

38-619. (5815)

10-501.

to auditor's report.

terested in the report adversely to the same, or

who

—Any

person

in-

shall claim that there

same, shall have the right to file objections thereto
as specified in the preceding sections and none other, which objections
shall be filed within 30 days after the filing of said report, and shall be
heard and determined in the manner prescribed in the preceding sections. (Acts 1887, p. 113.)
is

any mistake

in the

—

Paper rerecorded, when. Whenever the book containing
the record of any deed, will, execution, or other paper, the record of
which is provided for by law, is destroyed or lost, or when the record
of such paper shall have been incorrectly made or destroyed, the person
whose duty it is to record such paper, shall, upon receiving the fees for
such cases provided, record said paper, together with the certificate or
certificates of former record thereof. (Acts 1882-3, p. 96.)
38-620. (5816)

—

Cross-references. When deeds, etc.,
Effect of rerecording, see § 29-404.

38-621. (5817)

may

be rerecorded, see §§ 29-402, 29-403.

Second record admissible in evidence, when.

— In

case

such original paper, the records above
provided for, or certified copies thereof, shall be admitted as evidence
in all cases where the original record, if had, would be admissible.
of the loss or inaccessibility of

Cross-reference.

— Certified

copy as evidence, see

and judgments.
be authenticated under the great

38-622. (5819) Foreign laws

ments

shall

§

38-609.

— Foreign laws and judgseals of their respective

States.
Cross-references.

—Lex

loci,

see

§

102-108.

Matters judicially recognized, see § 38-112.
other States, see §§ 38-627 to 38-629.

Comity

of

Laws and

States,
judicial

see

§

102-110.

proceedings in

—

and effect of judgment as evidence.
judgment shall be admissible between any parties to show the fact
the rendition thereof; between parties and privies it is conclusive as
38-623. (5820) Admissibility

of
to

the matter directly in issue, until reversed or set aside.

—

Cross-references. Estoppels, see § 38-114. Judgment validating bonds is forever conclusive, see §§ 87-305, 87-406. Former judgment should end litigation.
Former judgment, when not a bar, see § 110-503. Conclusiveness of
see § 3-607.

judgments, see

§

110-501.

—

judgment on party vouched into court.
Where a defendant may have a remedy over against another, and vouches
him into court by giving notice of the pendency of the suit, the judgment
rendered therein shall be conclusive upon the party vouched, as to the
38-624.

(5821) Effect of

§

1134
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3S-625

amount and

right of the plaintiff to recover.

(74 Ga. 774; 78 Ga. 780

^4 S. E. 3).)
Cross-references.

— Effect

of

judgment against

warrantor as codefendant in ejectment, see

38-625.

(5822) Notarial acts; proof

surety,
§ 33-115.

by

see §

certificate.

103-303.

—All

of notaries public in relation to bills of exchange, drafts,

Previous

notarial acts

and promissory

done by law, may be proved by the certificate of
such notary under his hand and seal: Provided, such certificate is filed
in the court at its first term, and permitted there to remain until the
(Act 1836, Cobb, 273.)
trial.
notes, required to be

Cross-references.
notaries, see

§

— Matters

judicially

recognized,

see

§

38-112.

Authority of

71-108.

—

from books of incorporated companies.
"When any portion of the contents of the books or records of any incorporated company (located in this State) shall be material and competent
evidence in any civil cause, the party desiring to use the same in evidence, upon procuring a correct transcript from said books, certified under the hand of the chief officer in charge of the office where said books
may be, that said extract is a true and complete transcript of all that
appears upon the books in said office relative to that subject-matter, may
Provided,
use said extract in evidence, in lieu of the books themselves
he shall have first served the opposite party with a copy of such extract,
with notice that the same will be offered in evidence, 20 days before
court. Nothing in this section shall be construed to impair or diminish
the right of either party to compel the production of books and papers,
by notice, where in the hands of the opposite party, or by subpoena duces
tecum, where in the hands of third persons. (Acts 1873, p. 35.)
Cross-references. Production of books, etc., may be compelled, see § 38-801.
38-626.

(5823)

Extracts

:

—

Production of papers required by subpeena duces tecum, see
transcript of books may be used, see § 38-1001.

38-627. (5824)

Laws and

—The Acts

§

38-901.

judicial proceedings of other States,

When

how

any State or Territory, or any
Country subject to the jurisdiction of the United States, shall be authenticated by having the seals of such State, Territory, or Country affixed
thereto. The records and judicial proceedings of the court of any State
or Territory, or of any such Country, shall be proved or admitted in any
other court within the United States, by the attestation of the clerk,
and the seal of the court annexed, if there be a seal, together with a cer-

proved.

of the legislature of

tificate of the judge,

Chief Justice, or presiding magistrate, that the said

due form. The said records and judicial proceedings,
so authenticated, shall have such faith and credit given to them in every
court within the United States as they have by law or usage in the courts
of the State from which they are taken. (Acts of Congress, May 1790,
and March 1804. United States Revised Statutes, § 905. U. S. C. A.,
attestation

is

in

Title 28, § 687.)

—

Cross-references. Full faith and credit to judicial proceedings of other States,
Comity of States, see § 102-110. Probate
see § 1-401. Lex loci, see § 102-108.
Admitted to probate in this State, if
of foreign wills, see §§ 113-702, 113-705.
admitted in State of testator's residence, see § 113-703. Muniments of title, see
Acts of General Assembly, see § 38-112. Exemplifications, see § 38-601.
§ 113-709.
Laws of United States and the several States judicially recognized, see § 38-112.
Foreign laws and judgments, how authenticated, see § 38-622.
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38-628.

Judgments and proceedings

(5825.)

—The

g 38-630
of justices' courts in other

a justice of the peace of any State ol
the United States to any judgment, and the preliminary proceedings beStates.

official certificate of

fore him, with the official certificate of the clerk of

any court
which such

under the seal of said court, within the county in
sides, stating that he is an acting justice of the peace
that the signature to his certificate

is

of record,

justice re-

of that county,

and

genuine, shall be prima facie evi-

dence of such proceedings and judgment. (Acts 1900, p. 78.)
Cross-references. Prima facie presumptions, see § 38-118. Foreign laws and

—

judgments,

how

authenticated, see

Judgments

§

38-622.

former justices.— In the event the term
of office of any such justice shall have expired, or said office shall for any
reason be vacated, the official certificate of his successor in said office to
any judgment and the preliminary proceedings before such retired justice, stating that he is the successor in office of such retired justice and
the proper custodian of such judgment and preliminary proceedings, the
same being in his custody, with the official certificate of the clerk of any
court of record, under the seal of said court, within the county in which
such justice making such certificate resides, stating that he is an acting
justice of the peace of that county and the successor in office of the justice before whom the proceedings were had and by whom the judgment
was rendered, and that the signature to his certificate is genuine, shall
be prima facie evidence of such proceedings and judgment. (Acts 1900,
38-629. (5826)

of

p. 78.)

38-630. (5827) Public books

—All

and records

of other States,

records and exemplifications of books, which

how

proved.

may

be kept in
any public office of any State or Territory, or any Country subject to the
jurisdiction of the United States, not appertaining to a court, shall be

proved or admitted in any court or office in any other State or Territory,
or in any such Country by the attestation of the keeper of the said records
or books, and the seal of his office annexed, if there be a seal, together
with a certificate of the presiding justice of the court of the county, parish,
or district in which such office may be kept, or of the Governor, or Secretary of State, the chancellor, or keeper of the great seal of the State,
or Territory, or Country, that the said attestation is in due form, and
by the proper officers. If the said certificate is given by the presiding

by the clerk or prothonotary of the said court, who shall certify, under his hand and the seal
of his office, that the said presiding justice is duly commissioned and qualified; or, if given by such Governor, secretary, chancellor, or keeper of
justice of a court,

it

shall be further authenticated

under the great seal of the State, Territory, or
Country aforesaid, in which it is made. The said records and exemplifications, so authenticated, shall have such faith and credit given to them
in every court and office within the United States as they have by law
or usage in the courts or offices of the State, Territory, or Country, as
(Acts of Congress, March, 1804,
aforesaid, from which they are taken.
and February 1871. United States Revised Statutes, § 906. U. S. C. A.,
the great seal,

it

shall be

Title 28, § 688.)

—

Cross-references. Exemplifications, see § 38-601. Laws of United States and
the several States judicially recognized, see § 38-112. Full faith and credit to
public records, etc., of other States, see §§ 1-401, 38-627.
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PRIVATE WRITINGS.

38-7.

Sec.

Sec.
38-701.
38 702.

Production; proof of execution.
Proof in case of loss; competeney of party as witness;

Subscribing witness, production

38-706.

when subscribing witnesses dead, insane, incompetent inaccessible, or without

Proof

38-707.

diligence,
38 703.
38 704.

Tart of paper introduced, balance admissible if relevant.
Explaining alteration in paper

'

memory

offered in evidence.
>5,

7

exceptions.

oU

of transaction.

38-708.

Handwriting, proof

38-709.

Comparison

of.

of writings.

Production of paper by opposite party as dispensing with
proof.

(5828) Production; proof of execution.

38-701.

nal writing shall be produced

cases are prescribed
S

its

29-415.
38-1103.

the origi-

The excepted

execution proved.

by law.

—

Ancient deeds, see
Ordinarv to retain original

Cross-references.
see
see

and

— Generally,

Registered deed as evidence,

29-112.

§

will, see § 113-612.

Extent of discovery,

Best evidence, see § 38-203. Written evidence, see § 38-205.
and records, see § 38-206. Existence of original is essential, see § 38-214.
§

Wills

<

38-702.
diligence.

(5829) Proof in case of loss; competency of party as witness;

—

the paper shall have been lost or destroyed, proof of the

If

fact to the court shall

admit secondary evidence. The party

The question

competent witness to this point.
sound discretion of the court.

of diligence

be a
one for

shall
is

—

Cross-references. Copy of deed, when admitted, see § 29-417. Primary and
secondary evidence, see § 38-204. Secondary evidence, when admitted, see § 38-212.
Certified copy of registered paper, see § 38-609.
If registry is destroyed, see
38-610.
Parol evidence after failure of subpoena duces tecum, see § 38-903.
Secondary evidence in case of lost deed or other instrument, see § 24-3340. Copy
of grant admitted, see § 24-3341.
i

38-703.

— Where
party

site

(5830) Part of paper introduced, balance admissible
either party introduces part of a

may

(5 S. E. 764)

;

read so much of the balance as
72 Ga. 567; 64 Ga. 33.)

Cross-reference.

38-704.

document or

— Entire

conversation, see

§

relevant.

record, the oppo-

relevant.

is

if

(80 Ga. 477

38-410.

(5831) Explaining alteration in paper offered in evidence.

—

If

paper shall appear to have been materially altered, unless it shall be
the paper sued on and no plea of non est factum shall be filed, the party
offering it in evidence shall explain the alteration, unless the paper shall
come from the custody of the opposite party.
a

Cross-references.
see

§

20-803.

38-705.

— Effect of alteration of contract,

see

§

20-802.

By whom

Preliminary explanation of alteration in contract, see

§

tried,

20-804.

by opposite party as dispensing
the paper by the opposite party (if he

(5832) Production of paper

with proof.

—The

production of
it) dispenses with the necessity of proof, and
the notice to produce shall dispense with proof as against the party givclaims any benefit under
ing the notice.

—

Cross-references. Extent of discovery,
may be compelled, see § 38-801.

see

38-1103.

§

Production of books,

etc.,

38-706.

(5833) Subscribing witness, production of; exceptions.

subscribing witness shall be produced in
1.

all

—The

cases except the following:

Ancient writings which prove themselves.

Cross-references.

documents, see

§

—Ancient deed, see

38-312.

§

29-112.

Estoppels, see

§

38-114.

Ancient

E vidence.
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2.

§38-801

from any cause the witness cannot be produced or sworn.

If

Cross-reference.

— Probate

of

deed

on

of

affidavit

subscribing

see

wi\

§ 29-410.

3.

Office

bonds required by law to be approved or tested by a

partic-

ular functionary.
Cross-reference.

— Bonds

the paper

4.

If

5.

If the

is

officers, sec

§

89-905.

only incidentally or collaterally material to the ca

party executing the written instrument

(Acts 1895,

tion.

taken by

Cross-reference.

testifies to its

execu-

p. 31.)

—Probate

of

deed

on

of

affidavit

subscribing

witness,

see

§ 29-410.

38-707. (5834) Proof

where subscribing witnesses dead, insane, incom-

petent, inaccessible, or without

memory

of transaction.

— Whenever

subscribing witnesses to an instrument in writing are dead, insane,

competent or inaccessible,

the
in-

being produced, do not recollect the transhandwriting of, the alleged maker shall be received as primary evidence of the fact of execution; and if such evidence shall not be attainable, the court may admit
evidence of the handwriting of the subscribing witnesses, or other secor,

action, proof of the actual signing by, or of the

ondary evidence, to establish such fact of execution.

(Acts 1895, pp. 90,

91; 96 Ga. 584 (24 S. E. 23).)

—

Probate of deed on affidavit of subscribing witness, see
Primary and secondary evidence, see § 38-204.

Cross-references.
§

29-410.

1042 P. C.) Handwriting, proof of.— Proof of handbe resorted to in the absence of direct evidence of execu-

38-708. (5835;

writing

may

In such case, any witness shall be competent to testify as to his
belief, who shall swear that he knows or would recognize the handwriting. The source of his knowledge shall be a question for investigation,
tion.

and

shall

go entirely to the credit and weight

of his evidence.

—

Cross-reference. Probate of deed on affidavit of persons other than subscribing
witnesses, see § 29-411. Production of original writing, see § 38-701.

38-709. (5836)

Comparison

of writings.

— Other

writings, proved or

acknowledged to be genuine, may be admitted in evidence for the purpose of comparison by the jury. Such other new papers, when intended
to be introduced, shall be submitted to the opposite party before he an-

nounces himself ready for

PART

III.

CHAPTER

trial.

PRODUCTION OF PAPERS.
38-8.

NOTICE TO PRODUCE.
Sec.

Sec.

38 801.

Necessity of notice; proof there-

38-804.

Continuance when papers cannot be produced.

38-805.

Affidavit of nonresident.

38-806.

Notice,

38-807.

When

of.

38-802.

Form and

38-803.

Consequences of
duce papers.

service of notice.
failure to pro-

how made

notice unnecessary.

38-801. (5837) Necessity of notice; proof thereof.
shall

available,

—The several courts

have power, on notice and proof thereof having been previously

:

§

Evidence.

38-802
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given by the opposite party or his attorney, to require either party to
produce books, writings, and other documents in his possession, power,
custody, or control, which shall contain evidence pertinent to the cause

under circumstances where such party rnight be compelled
to produce the same by the ordinary rules of proceeding in equity. (Act
1799, Cobb. 463.)

in question,

—

Cross-references. Extent of discovery, see § 38-1103.
Extracts from books of
incorporated companies, see § 38-626. Production of original writing, see § 38-701.
Producing paper dispenses with proof, see § 38-705. Applicable to motions for
injunction, etc., see § 38-2405.
Searches and warrants, see § 2-116.

38-802.

Form and

(5838)

service of notice.

—The

by

notice required

the preceding section shall be in writing, signed by the party seeking
the production of the books or other writings, or his attorney, and

served on the adverse party or his attorney,
perior courts, 10 days, and

when

when

returnable to the su-

returnable to a justice's court, five days,

before the production of the books or other documents shall be required

Provided, such party resides in the county where the suit
if

out of said county and within 100 miles, 15 days;

less

if

is

pending;

over 100 miles and

than 200 miles, 20 days and if beyond the limits of this State, 60
(Act 1841, Cobb, 465. Acts 1880-1, p. 79.)
;

days.

Cross-references.

What deemed
38-803.

— Applicable

to motions for injunctions, etc., see
compliance under this section, see § 24-3345.

sufficient

(5839) Consequences

of

failure

to

§

produce papers.

38-2405.

—

the

If

being so notified, shall fail or refuse to comply
with such order, the court shall, on motion, give judgment against such
plaintiff as in case of nonsuit; and if the defendant shall fail or refuse to
comply therewith, the court, on motion, shall give judgment against
plaintiff or his attorney,

such defendant as in case of judgment by default.
38-804.

(Act 1799, Cobb, 463.)

—In case

when papers cannot be produced.
as aforesaid, when it shall appear to

(5840) Continuance

of the service of

any

notice,

the sat-

by an affidavit of the party or otherwise, that such
party has used due and proper diligence, and cannot procure the books,
writings, or other documents required, the cause may be continued at
isfaction of the court,

the instance of the party notified.
38-805.

(5841) Affidavit of nonresident.

—When

the party notified re-

sides without the limits of this State, but in one of the States or Terri-

United States, such party may make the oath required before a commissioner of this State, resident in such State or Territory, or
before any officer of such State or Territory in which the party notified
may reside, who is authorized by the laws of such State or Territory to
administer an oath, which shall be sufficient: Provided, the official chartories of the

acter of the officer attesting said affidavit shall be properly proved

by

the certificate of the Governor, the Secretary of State, the chancellor, oi
the keeper of the great seal of the State or Territory in which such
davit

is

affi-

made.

38-806.

vided for

(5842) Notice,
in the

or his agent,

how made

available.

— Before

the notice pro-

preceding section shall be available, the party giving

must make oath

it,

(or his attorney state in his place) that he

has reason to believe that the paper required

is

or has been in existence;

—

;
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that

it is

that

it is

in the possession,

§38

power, or control of the p'-r-on notified; and

material to the issue.

38-807. (5843)

be necessary

When notice unnecessary. — Notice

when

the action

is

brought

produce shall not
to recover the paper or set it
to

aside.

CHAPTER

38-9.

SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM.

Sec.

om
38-901.
•so

Sec.
~„.-„ 4-^ u„ „™,1
~e papers
Production of
to be used
-d'

i.,~4.-~

as evidence;

poena.

service of sub-

38-902.
_

38 903

Penalty for failure to obey subduces tecum>
Secondary evidence admissible,

^J

when.

.

38-901. (5844) Production of papers to be used as evidence; service of

subpoena.

—When any deed, writing, or other document which

it

may

be

necessary to use as evidence in any cause may be in the possession of
any person resident in this State who is not a party to the cause, the
clerk of the court, or justice of the peace, in
shall,

upon application

which the cause

is

pending,

of the party or his attorney desirous of using

such testimony, issue a subpoena duces tecum, directed to the person
having such book or other document in his possession, requiring him to
appear and bring with him into court the paper desired to be used as
testimony. Said subpoena shall be served upon such person, if a resident of the county where such case is pending, 10 days, and if not a resident of such county, 20 days, when returnable to the superior courts
when returnable to a justice court, five days before the date on which it
Service shall be by a sheriff, constable, or some priis made returnable.
vate person; and the official return of the sheriff or constable, or the
affidavit of such private person, shall be sufficient evidence that the same
was duly served. In all cases the judge may require the summary production of any book or document by subpoena duces tecum, where the
witness is able to produce it and where the ends of justice require such
summary production. (Act 1829, Cobb, 278. Acts 1877, p. 21; 1880-1,
p.

78; 1892, p. 60.)

—

Cross-references. Extracts from books of incorporated companies, see § 38-626.
Depositions taken
Applicable to motions for injunctions, etc., see § 38-2405.
without order or commission, see § 38-2301.

38-902. (5845) Penalty for failure to

When

obey subpoena duces tecum.

and served as provided in the preceding section, and the person whose attendance is thereby required shall
fail to comply with the requisitions thereof, the court shall, on motion,
issue an attachment against such defaulting person, returnable to the
next term of said court, and shall fine such person in a sum not exceeda subpoena shall be issued

ing $300, unless he shall make a sufficient excuse for such failure, to be
judged of by the court but such person shall nevertheless be subject to
;

an action at the instance of the party by whom he was subpoenaed, for
any damages which such party may have sustained by reason of such
failure: Provided, that if the person so subpoenaed shall, within 10 days
after the service of such subpoena, deliver to the party at whose instance
the subpoena was sued out, or his attorney, or file in the office of the

-

I
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38-903

court, or justice of the peace,

the production of which

is

from which such subpoena issued, the paper
required by such subpoena, or shall deliver

to the said party or his attorney, or shall hie in the said office, his affi-

not in his power, custody, possession, or control, and that it was not at the time of serving said subpoena, then such
delivery and filing- of the paper so sought as aforesaid, or of such affidavit that the said paper

is

and complete compliance with the requisuch subpoena duces tecum. (Act 1829, Cobb, 278.)

davit, shall be considered a full
sitions of

—

Cross-references. Powers of courts to punish for contempt, see § 24-105. Failure oi witness to attend, see § 38-1504. Depositions taken without order or comssion, see § 38-2301.

—

Secondary evidence admissible, when. In all cases
pending in any court, where any party shall pursue the course in this
Chapter pointed out, and is unable thereby to procure such book or
other document, such party shall be permitted to go into parol evidence
of the contents. (Act 1829, Cobb, 279.)
38-903.

1^5846)

— In

Cross-references.
admitted, see

when

CHAPTER

§

case of loss of paper, see

38-1002.

38-702.

Secondary evidence,

TRANSCRIPT OF EXAMINATION
OF BOOKS.

38-10.

Sec.

Sec.

38-1001.

§

38-212.

transcript of books may
be used.
When books may be examined

When

38-1003.

Withdrawal

of

evidence;

documentary
substitution of

copies.

by commissioners.

When

—

be used. When any
person shall be served with subpoena duces tecum to produce books in
his possession, to be used as testimony on the trial of any cause, as hereinbefore provided, if such person shall make oath that he cannot produce the books required without suffering a material injury in his business, and shall also make, or cause to be made out, a full transcript from
such books of all the accounts and dealings with the opposite party, and
have such transcript examined and sworn to by an impartial witness
and produce the same in court, it shall be a compliance with the notice
or subpoena duces tecum.
38-1001. (5847)

Cross-reference.

— Extracts
When

transcript of books

from books

may

may

of incorporated companies, see

§

38-626.

—

be examined by commissioners.
When the transcript provided for in the preceding section shall be produced in court, if the adverse party shall be dissatisfied therewith, and
shall swear that he believes that the books contain entries material to
him which do not appear in the transcript, the court will grant him a
commission to be directed to certain persons named by the parties and
approved by the court, to cause the adverse party to produce the books
required (he being sworn that the books produced are all that he has
or had that answer to the description in the notice), and to examine said
books, and to transmit to the court a full and fair statement of the accounts and entries between the parties under their hand, which shall be
38-1002. (5848)

books

sealed up and transmitted to the court as in case of interrogatories;

;

§38-1102

Evidence.
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which statement, when received by the court,

shall be

deemed

a

com-

pliance with the notice or subpoena duces tecum.

Withdrawal

38-1003.

— Parties

of

documentary evidence; substitution

interested and participating- in the trial of

all

of copies.

cases tried in

the courts are hereby authorized and empowered, on the order of the

court trying- the case, to withdraw from the court and record of the
case

and documents
evidence on the trial, on

original deeds, maps, blueprints, notes, papers

all

them and which are introduced in
substituting therefor, when required by the court, copies thereof, verified as such by such parties or their agents, representatives or attorneys:
Provided, however, that if any such deeds, maps, blueprints, notes,
papers or documents shall be attacked by any party to the case as forbelo'nging to

genuine originals, it shall be in the discretion of
the court to require such originals, deeds, maps, blueprints, notes, papers
or documents so attacked to remain on file in the court as a part of the
record in the case. (Act 1919, p. 235.)
geries, or as not being

PART
CHAPTER

38-11.

IV.

DISCOVERY.

EQUITABLE PROCEEDINGS.
Sec.

Sec.

Answer

38-1101.

Compelling discovery. Waiver.

38-1102.

Privilege of party.

38-1103.

Extent of
ments.

docu-

38-1107.

What

38-1104.

Oath or affirmation. Scope.
Answer; how far evidence; re-

38-1108.

Answers

38-1105.

buttal.

discovery;

38-1106.

when

discovery

is

sought.
is responsive; question
for court
-

of codefendants.

Costs.

38-1101. (4543) Compelling discovery.

Waiver.

—The

superior court

proceedings may compel either party to discover facts within
his knowledge, beneficial to the other party and material to his case
and this either upon a petition for discovery and relief, or for discovery
alone, ancillary to some other civil proceedings. The party seeking relief may waive discovery, and in such case the defendant's answer is
in equitable

not evidence.

—

Cross-references. Answer, how far evidence, see § 38-1105. Discovery, and perpetuating testimony, see § 38-1302. Complainant disclaiming discovery in revoking extraordinary writs, see § 55-203. In equitable proceedings, see § 81-108. How
defendant must answer, see § 38-1106. Number of witnesses necessary, see § 38-121.

38-1102. (4544) Privilege of party.

—No party

shall be required to dis-

cover matters tending to criminate himself, or to expose him to a penalty
or forfeiture, nor to make discovery of irrelevant matters, nor the advice

nor his consultation with them, nor matters
relating to his OAvn and not the plaintiff's case; nor shall official persons
be called on to disclose any State matters of which the policy of the
State and the interest of the community require concealment.
of his professional advisers,

—

Cross-references. Privileged matters, see § 38-1205. Communication between
attorney and client, see § 38-419.
Evidence of attornevs against clients, see
§

38-1605.

1142
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§38-1103

—

Extent of discovery; documents. The discovery shall
which it is properly sought,
be
and shall include the respondent's information and belief. If documents
in defendant's possession or power shall be desired, he must produce
or satisfactorily account for them.
38-1103.
full

(4545")

and

free as to all matters of. fact of

Cross-references.

—

I

original writings, see
pelled, see 8 38-801.

38-1104.

low defendant must answer,
§

Oath or

(4546)

see

38-1106.

§

Production of books, papers,

38-701.

Scope.

affirmation.

under oath or affirmation, but

may

—The

etc.,

Production of
may be com-

discovery shall be

be confined to those points to which

special interrogatories are placed in the petition.
Cross-reference.
§

— Discovery

prayed

specially

in

equitable

proceedings,

see

81-108.

Answer; how

38-1105. (4547)

swer

far evidence; rebuttal.

of a defendant, as to facts within his

the discovery sought, shall be evidence in

Costs.

—The an-

own knowledge, responsive to
his favor, and may be rebutted

only by two witnesses, or one witness and corroboiating circumstances:

Provided, discovery shall be expressly prayed for in the plaintiff's petition.
The petitioner shall not be bound to read any portion of the an-

The defendant may read

swer, except that responsive to the petition.
as pleading.

all

If

the petition shall be for discovery alone, the whole

answer must be read together. In the latter case the petitioner
pay the cost. (Acts 1898, p. 53.)
Cross-references. — Superior court may compel discovery, see § 38-1101.

How

covery and perpetuating testimony, see § 38-1302.
when discovery sought, see § 38-1106. Number
§

Dis-

defendant must answer

witnesses

necessary,

see

38-121.

Answer when discovery

38-1106. (5644)
is

of

shall

sought.

is

—When

discovery

sought, the defendant shall answer to the best of his knowledge, in-

formation, and belief.
to his belief

If

the defendant

from the information

quire the testimony of

knows nothing, but answers only

of others,

two witnesses

to

such an answer shall not

overcome

re-

it.

—

Cross-references. Discovery in equitable proceedings, see § 81-108.
Number of
witnesses necessary, see § 38-121. Defendant may move revocation of extraordinary writ in vacation, see § 55-203. Discovery in equity generally, see § 38-1101.
Extent of discovery, see § 38-1103. Answer, how far evidence, see § 38-1105.

38-1107. (4548)

What

is

responsive; question for court.

—What

is re-

sponsive is a question for the court. Any explanation of an admission
made, or fact necessarily connected with it, shall be part of the response.
Any matter in avoidance thereof is new matter, and shall be proved.
38-1108. (4549)

Answers

of codefendants.

—The

answer of one de-

fendant shall be evidence for another, whenever it shall state facts against
his own interest, and in favor of his codefendants.

CHAPTER

38-12.

OTHER

Sec.

Sec.

38-1201.

38-1203

Discovery

at law.

CASES.

Who

shall

and return
38-1202.

Subpoenas;

interrogatories;

cross-examination;
tions as parties.

38-1204

When

party subject to attachfor conrempt.
Privileged matters.

ment

corpora38-1205

see to execution
of interrogatories.

A

-

Evidence.
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§38-1205

—

Discovery at law. Discovery may be had from the
opposite party, cither nominal or real, in any ease pending in any court.
(Act 1847, Cobb, 465; Act 1850, Cobb, 270, 466)
38-1201. (4550)

Cross-reference.

— Discovery

and perpetuating testimony, see

§

38-1302.

38-1202. (4551) Subpoenas; interrogatories; cross-examination; corpo-

rations as parties.
1.

—

The party seeking such discovery may

either subpoena the other

party as a witness, or else file interrogatories and sue out a commission,
as in cases provided for other witnesses. In the latter event, the right
of cross-examination shall exist as in other cases.

Acts 1853-4,

p. 51.)

Cross-references.
2.

In

fendant
it

is

— Interrogatories

and deposition, see Chapters 38-21

cases in any of the courts,

all

(Act 1847, Cobb, 465.

where

to 38-25.

either the plaintiff or de-

a corporation, either foreign or domestic, public or private,

shall be the right of the opposite party to

court where such case

is

file,

with the clerk of the

pending, interrogatories directed to the presi-

dent, secretary, treasurer, or other officer or agent of said corporation,

and

duty of the

agent named

such interrogatories to sue out a commission directed to himself, and to have said interrogatories executed and returned to the next term of the court the
opposite party, or his attorney, shall give 20 days' notice before the sitting of said court, to the attorney of record, or to any officer or agent
of such corporation in the county where suit is pending, that interrogatories have been so filed. Said corporation or its agent shall not be required to advance the costs of executing said interrogatories. (Acts
it

shall be the

officer or

in

;

1889, p. 87.)
Cross-reference.

— Discovery

38-1203. (4552)

Who

38-1204. (4553)

When

and perpetuating testimony, see

§

38-1302.

and return of interrogaWhen interrogatories are filed in office, and notice given theretories.
of, it shall be the duty of the party sought to be examined to see to the
execution and return of the same before the return term thereof.

—

shall see to execution

party subject to attachment for contempt.

—

party failing to appear, without sufficient excuse, when properly subpoenaed, or failing or refusing to answer either orally or to the interrogatories

filed,

or answering evasively, shall be subject to attachment

and the court may also dismiss his case if he be plaintiff,
or strike his pleas if he be defendant, or give such other direction to the
cause as is consistent with justice and equity; and if either party be a
corporation, the officer called on to give testimony shall be subject to
attachment for contempt upon his failure to answer, and the court may
for contempt,

dismiss the case or strike the plea, according as the party corporation

may

be plaintiff or defendant, upon the failure of any of its officers or
agents to give testimony or to execute and return interrogatories as provided by law. (Act 1847, Cobb, 460. Acts 1853-4,
Cross-reference.

— Powers

self,

;

1889, p. 87.)

of courts to punish for contempt, see

§

24-105.

— No

party shall be required to
criminate or tend to criminate him-

38-1205. (4554) Privileged matters.

any matter which may
or which shall tend to work a forfeiture

testify as to

p. 51

of his estate, or

which

shall

A
Evidence.
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tend to bring infamy or disgrace or public contempt upon himself or any

member

of his family.

—

Cross-references. Privilege of
attorney and client, see § 38-419.

Communications between
see § 38-1102.
person compelled to give incriminating tes-

part}',

No

timony,' see §§ 2-106, 38-417.

PART

PERPETUATION OF TESTIMONY.

V.

CHAPTER

IN GENERAL.

38-13.

Sec.

Sec.

Cases

38-1301.

which

proceedings

38-1303.

be entertained.
Discovery and perpetuating
testimony; grounds.

38-1304.

in

may

3S-1302.

mony,

may

in all cases

38-1305.

which proceedings may be entertained.

38-1301. (4555) Cases in

perior courts

Possession immaterial.
testimony may be used.
Costs; liability of complainant.

When

— Su-

entertain proceedings for the perpetuation of testi-

where the

fact to

which the testimony

relates cannot

be made immediately the subject of investigation at law, and the common law proceeding authorized under this Code, for any cause, cannot
be available, or as completely available, as a proceeding in equity.
38-1302. (4556) Discovery

and perpetuating testimony; grounds.

—

petition for discovery merely, or to perpetuate testimony, shall not

some reason

sustained unless
at

law

is

shall be

shown why

be

the usual proceeding

inadequate.

—

Cross-references. Adequate
dence, see § 38-1105.

remedy

38-1303. (4557) Possession

Answer, how

at law, see § 37-120.

—

far evi-

immaterial as to the
possession of the property, nor shall the proceeding be denied though
all parties in interest cannot be ascertained or reached.
immaterial.

It

is

—

When

testimony may be used. Testimony thus taken
shall be afterward used only from the necessity of the case, but in such
case may be used against all persons, whether parties to the proceeding
38-1304. (4558)

or not.
Cross-reference.

— Effect

38-1305. (4559) Costs
in all

of perpetuated testimony, see
;

liability of

complainant.

§

38-1404.

—The

complainant shall

such cases be taxed with the costs.

CHAPTER

38-14.

METHOD OF PERPETUATING TESTIMONY.
Sec.

Sec.

38-1401.

Application and order.

38-1402.

Deposition;
vation.

38-1401.

filing,

and preser-

38-1403.
38-1404.
38-1405.

(4560) Application and order.

—

If

Application and order to be
recorded.
Use of testimony de bene esse.
Fees.

any person

shall desire to

perpetuate the testimony of a witness, in anticipation of litigation not
yet pending, and which it shall not be in his power to commence, he

Evidence.
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§ 38- 1 501

may make

written application to the judge of the superior court of the
county where the witness resides, or, if a nonresident, where he may be
temporarily, stating the facts, the proof expected, and the parties pi

ably interested on the other side, accompanying such application
the written interrogatories to be propounded to the with'
the judge shall pass an order requiring

some

;>on

disinterested attorney of

the court to act as commissioner and take such testimony, providing in

such order for the most effectual notice to the opposite parties, and for
any cross-interrogatories which may be filed. (Act 1823, Cobb, 267.
Acts 1855-6, p. 142.)

—

and preservation. Such commissioner, after executing the commission in the same manner as in ordinary
cases, shall file the package with the clerk of the superior court, with his
indorsement of the fact thereon, which package shall be safely kept until
produced by him for publication, under the order of the court. (Acts
38-1402. (4561) Deposition; filing

1855-6, p. 142.)

38-1403.

(4562) Application and order to be recorded.

—The application

and the order, shall be entered on the minutes before delivery to the commissioner for execution.

for the order,

Use

38-1404. (4563)

of testimony de

bene

esse.

—Testimony thus taken

used de bene esse, if, at the time the litigation
satisfactory examination of the witness may be had.
shall be

Cross-reference.

—Testimony

38-1405. (4564) Fees.

arises,

taken for perpetuation, when used, see

—The

no more
§

38-1304.

court granting the order shall prescribe

the fees to be paid to the commissioner.

(Acts 1855-6,

p.

142; 1871-2,

p. 51.)

PART
CHAPTER

38-15.

VI.

WITNESSES.

ATTENDANCE AND

FEES.

Sec.

Sec.
38-1501.

Subpoena. Attendance of witness from term to term. Witness fee.

38-1505.

Witnesses in imprisonment;
habeas corpus ad testilicandum.

38-1502.

Payment

38-1506.

Freedom

38-1503.

Excessive

38-1504.

Failure to attend; attachment;

of fees.

claim

38-1507.

forfeiture.
fine;

liability

in

of

witnesses

from

arrest.

by witness;

Fees
f or

where cause continued
witnesses' absence.

damages.

Attendance of witness from term to term.
the attendance of any person resident in the county

38-1501. (5849) Subpoena.

Witness

fee.

—When

shall be required as a witness in

any

court, the clerk of such court (or,

if

there be no clerk, the presiding judge or justice) shall, on application,
issue a writ of subpoena, directed to such person, requiring

and

him

to appear

and at the time stated. Such subpoena shall
be served on the witness personally, by any person capable of proving
the same, at least one day before the trial of the cause. The witness so
testify in the case stated,

Evidence.
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summoned

shall attend the court

there be an appeal or

If

new

1146

from term to term

trial,

until the case is tried.

notice of the fact, without a

new

poena, shall be sufficient to require the attendance of the witness,

witness fee shall be 75 cents per diem.

Cobb. 276. Acts 1873,

sub-

The

(Act 1792, Cobb, 353; Act 1799,

p. 25.)

—

Cross-references. Witness may be subpoenaed, see § 24-1303. How testimony
obtained in application lor injunction, etc., see § 38-2401. Time for serving witness in justice of the peace court, see § 24-1303.

—

Payment of fees. The payment of
not be demanded as a condition precedent

38-1502. (5850)

ness shall

the fees of a witto

an attendance,

but at the close of each term, or any term, the witness may make affidavit
before any justice of the peace, or clerk of the court, of the number of

days he has attended on such subpoena for which his fees are due, which
affidavit, when countersigned by the clerk (or, if no clerk, the judge) and
attached to the subpoena, shall have the force and effect of an execution
against the property of the party at whose instance he was subpoenaed
(unless in behalf of the State). (Act 1799, Cobb, 277; Act 1842, Cobb,
280.)

—

Cross-references.
Costs of witnesses of adverse party, see
taxed, see § 24-3410.

§

Costs,

24-3408.

how

—

Editorial Note. Acts 1910, p. 58, provides that in counties "with an area of not
than 1070 square miles, according to the Hudgins Company's new Survey
Map of Georgia," witnesses on behalf of the State residing more than five miles
from the court they are required to attend, and residing in the county, shall be
paid their fees out of the county treasury; that such fees shall be fixed in the bill
of cost, and, when collected, shall be paid into the county treasury.
less

—

by witness; forfeiture. A witness
who shall claim more than is due to him forfeits all his fees, and shall
pav to the injured party, in addition thereto, four times the amount so
38-1503. (5851) Excessive claim

unjustly claimed.
38-1504.

— The

(5852) Failure to attend; attachment; fine; liability in

dam-

may

proceed by attachment to compel the attendance
of a witness who fails to obey the subpoena, and also to punish him by a
In addition thereto such a witness shall be liable
fine not exceeding $300.
ages.

in

damages

attend.

court

to the person causing

him

to be subpoenaed, for his failure to

(Act 1799, Cobb,. 276.)

—

Cross-references. Powers of courts to punish for contempt, see § 24-105. PowPenalty for failure to obey subpoena duces tecum, see
ers of courts, see § 24-104.
Compelling witnesses to answer, see § 38-2110. Witness compelled to
§ 38-902.
Depositions taken without order or commission, see
depose, see § 38-2203.
Liability of defaulting witness in injunction cases, etc., see § 38-2406.
§ 38-2301.
Witnesses failing to attend justice's court, see § 24-1305.

38-1505.

candum.

(5853) Witnesses in imprisonment; habeas corpus ad

— The writ of habeas

corpus ad testificandum

may

testifi-

be issued by

the superior court to cause the production in court of any witness under
legal imprisonment.

—

Cross-references
Same provisions, see § 50-122. Convicts produced as witnesses, see § 38-2001 et seq.
imprisoned witnesses brought into court, see
Convicts as witnesses on trial for mutiny, see § 26-4803.
§ 50-123.

How

—

A witness shall
(5854) Freedom of witnesses from arrest.
not be arrested on any civil process while going to or returning from and
38-1506.

attending on any court, and an officer

who

shall hold

him imprisoned

—
§33-1603

Evidence.
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after seeing his subpoena or being satisfied of the fact shall be liable for

(Acts 1799, Cobb, 463.;

a false imprisonment.
Cross-reference.

— Definition

of false imprisonment, see

105-901.

8

where cause continued for witnesses' absence.
A witness shall not receive any fees whatever for attendance on a subpoena, if the cause at any time shall be continued for his absence, or if
he shall be absent from the trial, provided such absence in neither a
arose from providential causes; nor shall any witness receive fees from
both parties in the same case, but the fees shall be paid equally by each,
38-1507. (5855) Fees

'-

unless one shall be cast in
Cross-reference.

— Costs

all

the cost.

to witness after continuance, see

CHAPTER

38-16.

§

81-1422.

COMPETENCY.
Sec.

Sec.
38-1602.

Court decides competency.
Religious belief.

38-1608.

38-1603.

Who

38-1609.

38-1604.

Husband and wife

38-1601.

38-1605.

as witnesses

38-1610.

Idiots, lunatics, and children.
Drunkards.
Evidence through interpreter.
Decision of capacity of wit-

against each other in criminal proceedings.

38-1611.

ness by examination.
Objection tocompetency, when

38-1612.

taken; proof.
Restoration of competency.

38-1607.

are competent to testify.

Testimony

of

attorneys

as

against clients.
38-1606.

Adultery and breach of marriage contract cases.

38-1601. (5856) Court decides competency.

ness shall be decided by the court.
Cross-references. Decision by examination, see

—

of witness, see

§

—The competency of a wit-

§ 38-1610.

Time

of

competency

113-303.

38-1602. (5857) Religious belief.
credit of the witness.

—Religious belief shall go only to the

(Act 1841, Cobb, 2S0.)

—

Cross-references. Oath framed according to religious belief, see
of conscience, see Const., Art. I, Sec. I, Par. XII (§ 2-112).

§

38-1701.

Freedom

38-1603. (5858, 5859)

Who

are competent to testify.

—No

person

of-

by reason of incapacity, for crime
or interest or from being a party, from giving evidence, either in person
or by deposition, according to the practice of the court, on the trial of
any issue joined, or of any matter or question, or on any inquiry arising
in any suit, action, or proceeding, civil or criminal, in any court or before any judge, jury, sheriff, coroner, magistrate, officer, or party having
by law or consent of parties authority to hear, receive and examine evidence; but every person so offered shall be competent and compellable
to give evidence on behalf of either or any of the parties to the said suit.
fered as a witness shall be excluded

action, or other proceeding, except as follows:

(Acts 1866, pp. 138, 139;

1890-91, p. 107.)

—

Cross-reference. This section not applicable in cases instituted in consequence
of adultery or for breach of promise for marriage, see § 38-1606.

Where any

be instituted or defended by a person insane
by an indorsee, assignee, or transferee, or the personal representative of a deceased person, the opposite party shall not be
admitted to testify in his own favor against the insane or deceased per1.

suit shall

at the time of trial, or

Evidence.
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son as to transactions or communications with such insane or deceased
person whether such transactions or communications were had by
such insane or deceased person with the party testifying or with any
other person. (Acts L§89, p. 85; 1893, p. 53; 1900, p. 57.)

Where any

be instituted or defended by partners, persons jointly liable or interested, the opposite party shall not be admitted
to testify in his own favor as to transactions or communications solely
2.

suit shall

with an insane or deceased partner, or person jointly liable or interested.
(Acts 1889, pp. 85, 86.)
3.

Where any

defended by a corporation,

suit shall be instituted or

the opposite party shall not be admitted to testify in his

own

behalf to

transactions or communications solely with a deceased or insane officer
or agent of the corporation.
4.

Where

(Acts 1889, pp. 85, 86.)

a person not a party, but a person interested in the result

of the suit, shall be offered as a witness, he shall not be competent to
testify,

as a party to the cause he

if

would

for

any cause be incompetent.

(Acts 1889, pp. 85^ 86.)

No agent or attorney at law of the surviving or sane party, at the
time of the transaction testified about, shall be allowed to testify in favor
of a surviving or sane party, under circumstances where the principal,
5.

a party to the cause, could not testify; nor shall a surviving party or

agent testify

in his

own

favor, or in favor of a surviving or sane party,

as to transactions or communications 'with a deceased or insane agent,

under circumstances where such witness would be incompetent
ceased agent had been principal.
6.

In

all

cases

(Acts 1889, pp. 85, 86; 1890-91,

where the personal representative

if

de-

p. 107.)

of the deceased or

insane party has introduced a witness interested in the event of a suit,

who

has testified as to transactions or communications on the part of the

surviving agent or party with a deceased or insane party or agent, the
surviving party or his agent
testified to
7.

may

be examined in reference to such facts

by said witness. (Acts

When

suit shall

1889, pp. 85, 86.)

be instituted against joint defendants, one of

shall be the representative of

whom

an insane or deceased person, the sane or

living party defendant shall not be admitted to testify as to

action or communication with the insane or deceased party,

any trans-

when

his

evidence would tend to relieve or modify the liability of the party offered as a witness and tend to

make

the estate of said insane or deceased

party primarily liable for the debt or default.
8.

The

plaintiff or

own testimony by
life

in

and such depositions or interrogatories shall
evidence upon the trial of such case, notwithstanding

competent

In the

shall be

trial of

such case the opposite party

to testify in rebuttal of the

such depositions or interrogatories.

There

take and preserve his

testify,

the death of either party.
shall be

may

p. 53.)

interrogatories or depositions while both parties are in

and competent to

be admissible

defendant in any case

(Acts 1897,

(Acts 1924,

testimony contained in
p. 62.)

no other exceptions allowed under the foregoing para-

graphs. (Acts 1889, pp. 85, 86.)
Cross-reference.

— Interrogatories

and depositions, see Chapters 38-21

to 38-25.

K—

Husband and wife as witnesses
proceedings. Husband and wife shall not

38-1604. (1037 P. C.)

other in criminal

V;

§ 38-

Evidence.
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—

against each
be

I

ompetent

or compellable to give evidence in any criminal proceeding for or agai
each other, except that either shall be competent, but not compellable,

upon the trial for any criminal offense committed, or attempted to have been committed, upon the person of either
by the other. The wife shall be a competent witness to testify for or
against her husband in cases of abandonment of his child, as provided in
to testify against the other

section 74-9902. (Acts 1866,
Cross-reference.
see

§

—Wife

p.

139; 1880-1,

competent to

p.

121; 1927,

p. 145.)

husband

testify against

for wife-beating,

26-1410.

Testimony of attorneys as against clients.
No attorney shall be competent or compellable to testify, for or against
his client, to any matter or thing, knowledge of which he may have acquired from his client, by virtue of his relations as attorney, or by reason
of the anticipated employment of him as attorney, but shall be both competent and compellable to testify, for or against his client, as to any matter or thing, knowledge of which he may have acquired in any other man-

—

38-1605. (5860; 1037 P. C.)

ner.

(Acts 1866, pp. 138, 139; 1887,

Cross-references.

— Privilege

tions, see §§ 38-418, 38-419.

witnesses, see

§

p. 30.)

Confidential communicaof party, see § 38-1102.
Protection of witnesses, see § 38-1704. Privilege of

38-1711.

Editorial Note.— The Act of 1850 (Act 1849-50, p. 46, Cobb, 280) forbade an
attorney to testify "of any matter or thing either for or against his client, the
knowledge of which he may have acquired from his client, or during the existence
and by reason of the relationship of client and attorney," but provided that no
attorney should be exempted from making answer as defendant in equity. The
Act of 1859 (Acts 1859, p. 18) repealed the Act of 1850, but contained a proviso
that an attorney should not testify to any fact, admission, or confession which
came to his knowledge by the admission or confession of the opposite party after
attorney had been employed as counsel in the case. Apparently the next enactment on the subject is that contained in §§ 3720 (2) and 3721 of the Code of 1863.
These sections have appeared in all the Codes. See § 38-418, II 2, and § 38-419
The Act of 1859, supra, was repealed by the Act of 1866 (Acts
of this Code.
The Act of 1866, while declaring that no attorney "shall be com1866, p. 138).
pellable to give evidence for or against his client," permitted him to testify, if he
wished, leaving his credibility to the jury. See 60/613. The last Act passed on
the subject is the Act of 1887, here codified, which repealed the provision of the
Act of 1866 above quoted.

and breach of marriage contract
section 38-1603 shall apply to any action,

38-1606. (5861) Adultery

Nothing contained in
proceeding in any court, instituted

in

—Adultery as ground

suit,

or

consequence of adultery, or to any

action for breach of promise of marriage.
Cross-reference.

cases.

(Acts 1866, pp. 138, 139.)

for divorce, see

§

30-102, H

6.

and children.— Persons
who have not the use of reason, as idiots, lunatics during lunacy, and children who do not understand the nature of an oath, shall be incompetent
38-1607. (5862; 1038 P. C.) Idiots, lunatics,

witnesses.

(Acts 1866, pp. 138, 139.)

Cross-reference.

— Sanction of an

38-1608. (5863;

1039

P.

oath necessary, see

C.)

§

38-1701.

Drunkards.— Drunkenness, which

thrones reason and memory, shall incapacitate during

its

de-

continuance.

38-1609. (5864; 1040 P. C.) Evidence through interpreter.— Xo physical defect in any of the senses shall incapacitate a witness.
An interpreter

may

explain his evidence.

—

Cross-references. Interpreter must be competent to be a witness, see
Statements of an interpreter as evidence, see § 38-405. I3L

§

113-306.

§

1150

Evidence.

38-1610

—

(5865) Decision of capacity of witness by examination. The
court shall, by examination, decide upon the capacity of one alleged to
be incompetent from idiocy, lunacy, or insanity, or drunkenness, or in38-1610.

fancy.
Cross-references.

competency, sec

— Time

of

competency

of witness, see

(5866) Objection to competency,

38-1611.

objection to competency,

examined

at

testimony;

if

known,

when

taken; proof.

—The

shall be taken before the witness

is

be proved by the witness himself, or by other
proved by other testimony, the witness shall be incompeIt

all.

if

Court decides

113-303.

§

oS-loOl.

§

tent to explain

away.

it

Cross-reference.

may

— Time

competency

of

of witness, see

§

113-303.

competency.— Any act which, in the
remove the ground of incompetency, shall

38-1612. (5867) Restoration of

judgment

of the court, shall

competency

restore the

of the witness.

—

Cross-references. Time of competency of witness, see
witness being legatee, see § 113-304.

CHAPTER

38-17.

Effect

113-303.

of

EXAMINATION.
Sec.

See.

38-1701.

§

Oath or

affirmation, necessity

Memorandum

38-1707.

in

aid

of

wit-

memory.

ness'

of.

38-1702.

Witnesses'

criminal

38-1708.

Opinions of witness admissible, when.

38-1703.

Separate examination; effect of

38-1709.

Market

38-1710.

38-1704.

Experts; opinions admissible,
.when.

38-1705.

Protection of witnesses.
C r o s s-examination of

38-1711.

Privilege of witnesses.

38-1712.

State of feeling and relation-

38-1706.

Leading questions; discretion

oath

in

cases.

mere

irregularity.

nesses, right

wit-

of.

value,

how

proved.

ship.

of court.

38-1701.

(5868)

Oath

or affirmation, necessity of.

—The sanction of an

oath, or affirmation equivalent thereto, shall be necessary to the reception of

any

oral evidence.

The

court

may frame

such affirmation accord-

ing to the religious faith of the witness.

—

Cross-references. Who are incompetent, see
nesses in civil case's, see § 24-3358.

§

38-1607.

Form

38-1702. (1006 P. C.) Witnesses* oath in criminal cases.

of oath to wit-

— The follow-

ing oath shall be administered to witnesses in criminal cases, viz:

evidence you shall give to the court and jury upon the

between the State of Georgia and A.

B.,

who

is

"The

trial of this issue

charged with (here state

the crime or offense), shall be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but
the truth.
38-1703.
regularity.

So help you God." (Cobb, 836.)
(5869; 1043 P. C.) Separate examination; effect of

— In

all

mere

ir-

cases either party shall have the right to have the wit-

nesses of the other party examined out of the hearing of each other.

The

court shall take proper care to effect this object as far as practicable and
convenient, but no mere irregularity shall exclude the witness.

Evidence.
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38-1704. (5870) Protection of witnesses.— It shall be the right of a wit-

ness to be examined only as to relevant mailer; and to be protected from

improper questions and from harsh or insulting demeanor.
Cross-references.
see § 81-1009.

— Privilege

§

Exclusion

38-1710.

38-1705.

The

of party, see § 38 1102.
Improper conduct of
of counsel, see § 9-601, 1 4.
Privilege of with'
of irrelevant evidence, see § 38-201.

(5871

coun-

Duty

sel,

1044 P. C.) Cross-examination of witnesses, right of.—

;

right of cross-examination, thorough and sifting, shall belong to

every party as to the witnesses called against him. If several parties to
the same case shall have distinct interests, each may exercise this right.

—

Cross-references. Privilege of witnesses, see § 38-1711. State of feeling and
relationship, see § 38-1712.
Service of interrogatories, where there are several
%
parties, see § 38-2106.

38-1706. (5872; 1045 P. C.)

Leading questions; discretion

Leading questions are generally allowed only
the court

may

cross-examination

in

;

—

but

exercise a discretion in granting the right to the party call-

ing the witness, and in refusing

when, from the

to the opposite party,

it

conduct of the witness or other reason, justice shall require
Cross-reference.

— In

interrogatories, see

§

may

refresh

ten instrument or

it.

24-3334.

Memorandum in aid
and assist his memory by

38-1707. (5873; 1046 P. C.)

—A witness

of court.

memorandum, provided he

the use of any writ-

finally shall

recollection thus refreshed, or shall be willing to

memory.

of witness'

speak from his

swear positively from

the paper.
38-1708. (5874; 1047 P. C.) Opinions of witness admissible,

Where
shall be

when.—

the question under examination, and to be decided by the jury,

one of opinion, any witness

giving his reasons therefor; but

if

may swear

to his opinion or belief,

the issue shall be as to the existence

of a fact, the opinions of witnesses, generally, shall be inadmissible.

38-1709. (5875)

market value

is in

Market value, how proved.

— Direct

the nature of opinion evidence.

may

expert or dealer in the article, but

testimony as to

One need

testify as to value,

if

not be an

he has had

an opportunity for forming a correct opinion. (86 Ga. 693 (12

S.

E.

1017).)

38-1710. (5876; 1048 P. C.) Experts; opinions admissible,

opinions of experts, on any question of science,

always be admissible

tions, shall

;

skill,

when.—The

trade, or like ques-

and such opinions may be given on

the facts as proved by other witnesses.

words and

—

Construction of words by experts, see § 102-102. r
local usage in construing contracts, see § 20-704, % 2.

Cross-references.
nical

,

38-1711. (5877) Privilege of witnesses.

from testifying as
to a party

to the

—A

1.

Tech-

witness shall be relieved

same matters hereinbefore

specified in relation

making discovery.

Cross-references.— Privilege of party making discovery, see §§ 38-1102. 3S-1205.
communications, see § 38-418. Attorney and client, see § 38-419.
Evidence of attorneys as against clients, see § 38-1605. Protection of witnesses,

Confidential
see

§

38-1704.

Evidence,
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38-1712. (5878; 1049 P. C.)
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State of feeling and relationship.—The

state of the witness' feelings to the parties,

and

his relationship,

may

always be proved for the consideration of the jnry.

—

Character and conduct of parties generally irrelevant, see
Preponderance of evidence, how determined, see § 38-107. Agent as

Cross-references.
38-202.

§

competent witness, see

§

4-315.

CHAPTER

38-18.

Sec.

IMPEACHMENT.
Sec.

38-1801.

Impeaching own witness.

-.->

t^-

•mz-i'i

3o-loOZ.

38-1803.

r

*t>

Disproving facts

38-1804.

Proof of general bad charac-

38-1805.

~

... ...
^
Credibility

38-1806.

What

ter;

*

testified to.

statements.
Contradictory
Proof of general good char-

,

or

.

r

particular transactions.
£

of
witnesses
question for jury.

as

credit to impeached witness; question for jury.

acter.

—

Impeaching own witness. A party may
not impeach a witness voluntarily called by him, except where he can
show to the court that he has been entrapped by the witness by a pre38-1801. (5879; 1050 P. C.)

vious contradictory statement: Provided, that in the trial of all civil
cases, either plaintiff or defendant shall be permitted to make the opposite
•

whose immediate

benefit such suit

prosecuted or
defended, a witness, with the privilege of subjecting such witness to a
thorough and sifting examination, and with the further privilege of imparty, or

anyone

for

peachment, as if the witness had testified
being cross-examined. (Acts 1890-1, p. 78.)

in his

own

to.— A witness

be impeached by disproving the facts testified to by him.

38-1803. (5881
eral

and were

behalf,

38-1802. (5880; 1051 P. C.) Disproving facts testified

may

is

;

1052 P. C.) Contradictory statements.

good character.

—A

statements previously

mony and

to the case.

witness

may

made by him

be impeached by contradictory

as to matters relevant to his testi-

Before contradictory statements

against him (unless they are written statements
nection with

some

Proof of gen-

may

be proved

made under oath

in con-

judicial proceedings), the time, place, person,

and
mind

circumstances attending the former statement shall be called to his
with as much certainty as possible; and if in writing, the same shall be
shown to him, or read in his hearing, if in existence; and to lay this
foundation, he

may

be recalled at any time.

When

thus impeached, he

may

be sustained by proof of general good character, the effect of the
evidence to be determined by the jury.
38-1804. (5882; 1053 P. C.) Proof of general

bad character; particular
transactions.
A witness may be impeached by evidence as to his gen-'
eral bad character. The impeaching witness should be first asked as to
his knowledge of the general character of the witness, and next as to
what that character is, and lastly he may be asked if, from that character,
he would believe him on his oath. The witness may be sustained by

—

similar proof of character.

The

particular transactions, or the opinions'

of single individuals, shall not be inquired of on either side, except

upon

Evidence.
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§_3S-1

cross-examination in seeking for the extent and foundation of the witness'

knowledge.

Cross-reference.
§

— Character

and

conduct of parties generally

irrelevant;

see

38-202.

38-1805. (5883; 1054 P. C.) Credibility of witnesses as question for
jury.

—The credibility of a witness

is

a matter to be determined by the

jury under proper instructions from the court.

—

Cross-references. Preponderance of evidence, how determined, see § 38-107.
38-202.
Character and conduct of parties generally irrelevant, see
No conviction for rape upon unsupported testimony of female, see § 26-1304.
\

What

38-1806. (5884)

—When

credit to

impeached witness; question

for jury.

a witness shall be successfully contradicted as to a material

matter, his credit as to other matters shall be for the jury, but

if

a wit-

ness shall swear wilfully and knowingly falsely, his testimony shall be

disregarded entirely, unless corroborated by circumstances or other un-

impeached evidence. The credit to be given his testimony where impeached for general bad character or for contradictory statements out of
court shall be for the jury to determine. (59 Ga. 63; 93 Ga. 488 (21 S. E.
66)

;

72 Ga. 254.)

Cross-reference.

CHAPTER

—Preponderance

of evidence,

determined, see

§

38-107.

WITNESSES FROM OTHER COUNTIES, AND
WHEN VENUE IS CHANGED.

38-19.

Sec.

38-1901.

how

Sec.

Subpoena

for

nonresident

State's witness.

38-1902.

Pay

38-1903.

Claim of witness for pay; payment; costs.

38-1905.

Local laws not repealed.
Law may apply to defendant's

38-1906.

When venue has

38-1904.

of nonresident witness.

witnesses.

been changed,

38-1901. (1143 P. C.) Subpoena for nonresident State's witness.

— Xo

subpoena for a nonresident witness for the State shall be issued, unless
signed by the clerk of the court and the solicitor general of the circuit.
(Acts 1878-9, p. 66; 1893, p. 38.)
38-1902. (1144 P. C.)

Pay

of nonresident

witness.— A witness for the

State attending in a different county from that of his residence shall receive $2 per day during his attendance, and his actual traveling expenses,

not to exceed four cents per mile in going and returning. If he is subpoenaed in more than one case, he shall receive per diem pay and mileage
in

one case only

place of business

:

is

Provided, that a witness whose residence or usual
within three miles of the courtroom attended by him

shall be paid for attendance 75 cents per

day and no mileage.

(Acts

1878-9, p. 66; 1893, p. 38; 1894, p. 50; 1907, p. 58.)

38-1903. (1145 P. C.) Claim of witness for pay;

payment;

costs.

— The

claim for pay and expenses shall be verified, by the witness, on the subpoena, and shall distinctly state the days of the

and the number

month

of the attendance,

of miles traveled; and the attendance and mileage shall
be certified by the solicitor general after the case has been tried or disposed of for the term. The amount due shall be paid out of the county

—
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funds, and. in case of conviction, shall be taxed in the

bill of costs.

(Acts

1878-9, p. 66; 1893, p. 38.)

—

(1146 P. C.) Local laws not repealed. Laws requiring county
commissioners in particular counties to approve accounts against the
38-1904.

county are not affected by the preceding section, nor does it repeal any
local law on the subject of paying witnesses. (Acts 1893, p. 38.)

—

Law may

apply to defendant's witnesses. The
foregoing provisions of this Chapter shall apply to the defendant's witnesses when, in the discretion of the presiding judge, the ends of justice
38-1905. (1147 P. C.)

may demand

it.

(Acts 1893,

p. 38.)

—

When

venue has been changed. Witnesses attending court out of the county of their residence, for the purpose of
testifying in cases in which the venue has been changed, shall receive the
fees of witnesses as prescribed in this Chapter, and shall be paid by the
county treasurer out of the county funds of the county where the case
38-1906.

(1148 P. C.)

originated.

(Acts 1870, p. 68.)
Change of venue,

Cross-reference.

—

see Title 27, Criminal Procedure,

Chapter

27-12.

CHAPTER

38-20.

CONVICTS AS WITNESSES.
Sec.

Sec.
38-2001.

How

convicts may be
,,
witnesses.
duced

pro-

38-2003.

.'

as

38-2002.

When

„ n ^ nnJ
38-2004.

needed for the defend-

How

38-2001. (1180 P. C.)

When

a person

who

is

_

witness

for

when witness

for

State,

Expenses,

defendant.
38-2005.

ant.

...

Expenses, when

convicts

Proceeding

may be produced

is

cumulative.

as witnesses.

confined in the State penitentiary or in a county

chain gang, under sentence, shall be needed as a witness for the State in
a criminal case in any of the courts, the solicitor general or other prosecuting officer shall

make

a written application to the

Governor

for the at-

tendance of such person; and when such application is approved by the
judge of the court in which such person is needed as a witness, the Governor shall order the person having charge of such convict to deliver him

which the convict is desired as a witness,
and such sheriff shall receive and safely keep such convict, and return
him to the person from whose custody he was received as soon as the
court discharges him as a witness. (Acts 1882-3, p. 106.)
to the sheriff of the county in

—

Cross-references. Habeas corpus for production of witness under legal imprisonment, see §§ 38-1505, 50-122. Production of imprisoned person without writ
of habeas corpus, see § 50-123.

When

needed for defendant— If the witness shall
be needed for the defendant in any criminal case, the defendant or his attorney may make the application and if the same is approved by the
judge, as provided in the preceding section, the Governor shall issue his
order, and all other proceedings shall be had as in case of application on
38-2002.

(1181 P. C.)

;

behalf of the State.
38-2003.

(Acts 1882-3,

T1182 P. C.) Expenses,

p. 106.)

when witness

tions in behalf of the State, the county in

for State.

which the case

— In
is

applica-

tried shall

1155
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pay the per diem and mileage of the sheriff, the jail fees tot the convict
while detained in the county as a witness, and any other proper expense
that may be incurred by the removal of the convict, the bill of expe
to be approved by the presiding judge of the court in which the convict
In the event of a conviction, the expense herein reis used as a witness.
ferred to shall be taxed in the

bill of cost.

38-2004. (1183 P. C.) Expenses,

when

(Acts 1882-3,

p. 106.)

witness for defendant.— When

such convict shall be needed as a witness by the defendant
defendant shall deposit enough

inal case, the

money with

in

any crim-

the sheriff to

cover the expense mentioned in the preceding- section, unless he
able to pay such expense; and

if

is

un-

the judge of the superior court of the

embracing the county in which such convict shall be needed as a
witness shall, after examining into the financial condition of the defendcircuit

ant and the evidence sought to be obtained, determine that the ends of
justice require the production of such convict as a witness, then the ex-

pense shall be paid as provided
(Acts 1882-3,

for the State.

in case the convict is

p. 106.)

38-2005. (1184 P. C.) Proceeding

is

cumulative.

thorized in this Chapter shall be cumulative.

PART

used as a witness

—The

proceeding au-

(Acts 1882-3,

p.

106.)

INTERROGATORIES AND DEPOSITIONS.

VII.

CHAPTER

COMMISSIONS,

38-21.

HOW

ISSUED AND

RETURNED.
Sec.

38-2101.

Sec.

Who may

be examined on

in-

38-2112.

terrogatories.
38-2102.

oranda.

When

the witness is a member of the General Assembly.

Witnesses may write out their
own answers; use oi mem-

38-2113.

•

Answers under

oath.
Duties
commissioners, postmasters, and express company
of

38-2103.

If the facts cease to exist, de-

positions excluded.
38-2104.

Mode

of

obtaining

agents.

commis-

38-2114.

sion.

38-2105.

38-2106.

taining interrogatories

Issuance of commission without service, when.

Proceedings where there are

38-2115.

of

opened.
38-2116.

How

3S-2117.

Failing to return or abstracting commission as contempt.

38-2118.

Application to inspect interdepositions.
or
rogatories
Return for proper execu-

38-2119.

Waiver

commission-

ers.

38-2108.

Who may
sioner.

act

as

commis-

Compensation.

38-2109.

How

38-2110.

Compelling witnesses to an-

commission executed.

swer.
38-2111.

Where

By whom and how packages
containing
interrogatories
or depositions received and

tion.

Appointment

or

depositions.

several parties; cross-interrogatories;
cross-examina38-2107.

Reception and delivery by
postmasters of package con-

packages containing interrogatories or depositions
received and disposed of.

tion, etc.

witnesses to be exam-

ined; fees.

return.

of commission: oath;

Evidence.
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—

Who may

be examined on interrogatories. A witness
may be examined on interrogatories by commission, at the instance of
either party, in any civil cause pending in any court, when either of the
following states of facts exists: (Act 1799, Cobb, 265.)
38-2101.

(5886)

Cross-references.

on interrogatories

— On

may

appeal of a pilot, see § 80-207. Testimony
in justice's court, see § 24-1304.
Depositions without

be taken

commis-

how

sion,
see §

taken, see § 38-2201.
Depositions taken without order or commission,
Interrogatories in injunction and like cases, see § 38-2401 et seq.
38-2301,

Where

1.

the witness resides out of the county.

Where, from the condition of his health, from age, or otherwise, he
cannot attend the court, or, from the nature of his business or occupa2.

not possible to secure his personal attendance without manifest
inconvenience to the public or to third persons such as postmasters,
tion,

it is

—

public carriers, physicians, school teachers, etc.

Act

Acts 1858,

1858, Cobb, 268.

(Act 1811, Cobb, 266;

p. 54.)

Where the witness is about to remove from the county, or is about
leave home on business, for a sojourn or a tour, which will extend be-

3.

to

yond the term

of the court.

4.

All female witnesses.

5.

Where he

(Act 1829, Cobb, 267.)

the only witness to a material point in the case.

is

(Acts

1851-2, p. 90.)

When

38-2102. (5887)

sembly.

— In

all civil

the witness

cases

it

is

a

member

of the General As-

shall be the right of either party thereto to

have taken the interrogatories, as provided by law, of any person desired
to be used as a witness in such case, and who shall be a member of the
General Assembly, when the session of the General Assembly shall
conflict with the session of the court in which such case is to be tried.
(Acts 1905,

p. 93.)

—

Cross-reference. Legislator attending General
in criminal cases, see § 81-1407.

Assembly excused

as witness,

continuance

38-2103. (5888) If the facts cease to exist, depositions excluded.

—

If

the state of facts on which the commission issued shall cease to exist

before the

cause, and the witness shall then be accessible

trial of J:he

by

subpoena, the testimony taken on interrogatories shall not be used.
Cross-reference.

— Depositions,

38-2104. (5889)
to

Mode

how

delivered, see

38-2205.

of obtaining commission.

examine a witness by commission

—The

party seeking

shall prepare written interrogatories

inform the other party of the nature of the

sufficiently explicit to

mony sought and

§

testi-

expected, and yet not liable to the objection of being

leading questions, which shall also state the residence of the witness; and
shall serve a

copy

of

such interrogatories on the opposite party, or his

attorney, with a notice of the time of filing.

The

original interrogatories

and there remain for 10 days, during which time
cross-interrogatories may be filed. At the expiration of 10 days a commission shall issue by the clerk (or presiding judge, if no clerk), for the
examination of such witness upon the interrogatories. (Act 1799, Cobb,
shall be filed in office

265.

Acts 1875,

p. 23.)

Cross-references.

Commissioners

to

— Form

of commission to take interrogatories, see
take testimony in pilotage cases, see § 80-207.

§

24-3329

1157
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commission without service, when. -If
in any case the opposite party shall be beyond the jurisdiction of the
court, or cannot be found, and shall not be represented by attorney, a
38-2105. (5890) Issuance of

notice at the courthouse door for 10 days of the filing of the interrogatories shall authorize a

commission to

issue.

where there are several parties; cross-interrogatories; cross-examination.
If there shall be more than one party
38-2106. (5891) Proceedings

—

opposing, and they have not a joint interest, but several independent interests shall be represented by different attorneys, copies of the interrogatories shall be served

upon each; and the right

to

file

cross-inter-

rogatories shall belong to each.

In every case the court shall see that
the party really to be affected by the evidence shall have an opportunity
of cross-examination.
Cross-reference.

— Cross-examination

38-2107. (5892)

Appointment

of witnesses, see

of commissioners.

§

38-1705.

— Commissions

shall

issue generally in blank, allowing the party to select his commissioners
but in any case the opposite party shall have the privilege of naming
two competent'commissioners, whose names shall be inserted in the commission, and one of whom shall act in the execution thereof, unless a
good and sufficient reason shall be shown for his failure. (Act 1850,
;

Cobb, 269.)
Cross-reference.

—Form

of

commission to take interrogatories, see

Who may

§

24-3329.

—

Compensation. Xo
person shall be competent to act as commissioner who would be incompetent as a juror on account of relationship, or as a witness on account
of interest; nor shall the attorney of the party, or his clerk, or an agent
paid to discharge this duty, be a competent commissioner. A commissioner, like a judge should stand perfectly impartial between the parties.
Reasonable compensation may be paid to the commissioners, but not
more than $2 per day shall be taxed as costs against the party cast in
38-2108. (5893)

act as commissioner.

the suit. (Acts 1866, p. 25.)

How

—

commission executed. No party, his counsel,
his agent, or other person on his behalf shall be present at the execution
of the commission, and everything attending the execution shall show
a perfect impartiality and freedom from bias.
38-2109. (5894)

38-2110. (5895) Compelling witnesses to answer.

—

If a

witness shal!

refuse to appear before the commissioners or to answer the interroga-

upon the

"

one of the commissioners, or the afndavi
of the party or his attorney, to the fact, presented to a judge of the superior court, or the ordinary, it shall be his duty to issue an order to the
sheriff, his deputy, or any constable, to arrest the witness and bring him
before such judge or ordinary, and, after hearing his excuse and examining the interrogatories to see that the same are legal, he shall order
the said witness to be lodged in jail until he answers the same. This
provision shall extend to commissions sent from the courts of other
States or the United States. (Act 1794, Cobb, 264; Act 1840. Cobb. 269.)

tories,

certificate of

—

1

Cross-references. Powers of courts to punish for contempt, see § 24-105. Witness failing to attend, penalty, see § 3S-1504. "Witness compelled to depose, how
examined, see § 38-2203. Depositions taken without order or commission, see
§

38-2301.

;

§

Evidence.
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;

—

witnesses to be examined; fees. No female
witness shall be required to leave her home to appear before commissioners, nor shall any witness be required to go out of the county, or
38-2111. (5896)

Where

more than 10 miles from his residence; and any witness leaving his home
to be examined shall have the fees of a witness subpoenaed and attending court.
38-2112. (5897) Witnesses

memoranda.

— Witnesses

may

may

own answers;

write out their

write out their

own answers

use of

in the pres-

ence of the commissioners, and by their consent, but in no other way
shall they prepare the same; and if the witnesses shall answer from
written memoranda, such memoranda shall be sent with the commission,

and the

fact certified

by the commissioners.

Answers under oath. Duties of commissioners, postmasters, and express company agents. The answers shall be made under oath, and certified to be so taken. They shall be written out plainly,
38-2113. (5898)

and be

and

—

and cross-interrogatories they
shall be signed by the witness and attested officially by the commissioners named in the commission, and the place of execution shall also appear. The interrogatories, answers, and commission shall be sealed up
in an envelope with the names of the commissioners written across the
seal and directed to the officer of the court whence the commission issued. The package may be sent by mail or express, or intrusted to the
party, or some private hand. The postmaster or agent of the express
company receiving it from the commissioner shall certify to the fact
and the postmaster delivering it to the court shall certify to its reception by due course of mail, and the agent of the express company delivering it to the court shall certify to its reception by due course of express. In case the package shall be intrusted to the party or some private hand, the person receiving and delivering it in court shall make
affidavit of the fact and of its freedom from alteration. (Acts 1895, p. 31.)
Cross-references. — Depositions, how delivered, see § 38-2205. Depositions, how
full

returned, see

§

explicit to all the direct

;

38-2306.

and delivery by postmasters of package
containing interrogatories or depositions. Whenever any package containing interrogatories or depositions shall be received by mail, the postmaster of the office to which they are directed shall immediately, upon
their receipt, indorse upon the package the fact of its reception by due
course of mail, and at once deliver the package to the clerk, or presiding
38-2114. (5899) Reception

—

judge or justice of the court to

whom

it

is

directed.

(Acts 1SS2-3,

p. 102.)

Cross-reference.

— Commissions

returned by mail, see

By whom and how

§

24-3333.

packages containing interrogatoThe clerk or presiding judge or
justice of the court shall receive all such packages, either in term time
or vacation, indorsing thereon from whom received and the time of reception if received in vacation, it shall be the duty of said clerk, judge,
or justice to file the same away with the seal unbroken until the next
regular term of the court. Said package may be opened at any time by
consent in writing of counsel for both sides. (Acts 1882-3, p. 102.)
38-2115. (5900)

ries or depositions received

;

and opened.

—

:

:

Evidence.
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§38-2119

packages containing interrogatories or depositions received and disposed of.
The package thus forwarded
thus received shall become an office paper, to be used by cither party
under the direction of the court.
38-2116. (5901

)

—

i

38-2117. (5902) Failing to return or abstracting commission as con-

tempt.

—A commission once executed shall be returned; and a party

h

ing to return, or wilfully abstracting same, shall be attached for con-

tempt, and otherwise dealt with until the same

is

produced.

—

Cross-references. Powers of courts to punish for contempt, see § 24-105. Continuance for nonreturn of interrogatories, see § 81-1417. Time allowed for return, see § 24-3331.

38-2118. Application to inspect interrogatories

turn for proper execution,

etc.

or

depositions.

Re-

— When any interrogatories or deposit*

have been returned in any case pending in any court, either party
at interest may, on five days' written notice to adverse party, his agent
or attorney at law, apply to the judge or justice in whose court such
case is pending, and obtain an order from such judge or justice directing that the said interrogatories or depositions be opened and examined and if upon inspection it shall appear that they have been improperly executed, transmitted or returned, such judge or justice shall
order the same to be returned to the commissioner or person before
whom the same were taken, for proper execution, transmission and reSuch application may be heard and the order thereon granted in
turn.
vacation as well as in term time. The provisions of this section are
merely cumulative of other provisions of the law regarding the execution, transmission and return of interrogatories and depositions and not
shall

;

in exclusion thereof.

(Acts 1917,

p. 107.)

—

commission; oath; return. Where any
party to a suit shall desire to take the testimony of a witness by written interrogatories and depositions, and the opposite party or his attorney shall in writing waive commission, the answers of the witness or
witnesses may be taken by virtue of such agreement, which shall operate in lieu of a commission and the persons acting as commissioners

Waiver

38-2119. (5903)

of

;

thereunder shall be authorized to administer the usual oath to the witness or witnesses, upon which perjury may be assigned and punished
A caption in
as under the penal laws of the State governing the same.
substance as follows shall be a sufficient return under said agreement,
to wit

"State of Georgia,

"By

County.

virtue of an agreement between the parties or counsel in the case

pending

(county or district,
as the case may be), the undersigned, acting as commissioners, have
caused A. B., a witness in said case, to come before us, who, being duly
sworn true answers to make to the annexed interrogatories, deposes and
of

vs.

;

in the

court of

answers as follows

"To first interrogatory, he answers, etc.
"To second interrogatory, he answers, etc.
"To first cross-interrogatory, he answers, etc.
"To second cross-interrogatory, he answers, etc.
"A.

B.,

Witness."

—
38 22
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"Answered, subscribed, and sworn
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to before us, this

"K
*'G.

And
let

a

II.,

shall

,

(Seal.)
(Seal.)

be sufficient to

on other grounds, and to

legal

if

Commissioner.
Commissioner.

same

substantial compliance with the

answers go to the jury,

the

F.,

clay of

give legal sanction to the oath administered as aforesaid.

(Acts 1873,

p. 40.)

—

Form of commission to take interrogatories, see
ior return, see § 24-3331.

Cross-references.

Time allowed

CHAPTER

24-3329.

§

DEPOSITIONS TAKEN ON NOTICE.

38-22.

Sec.

Sec.

3S-2201.

Manner

38-2202.

without commission; com-petency of officer.
Notice; time for giving, con-

38-2203.

and how given.
Witness compelled to appear;

of taking depositions

38-2204.

-

•
>

38-2205.

Oath

of deponent; reduction
of
testimony to writing;
signing.

Depositions

delivered,

when

and how.

tents,

how examined.

Manner of taking depositions without commission;
officer.
Whenever it shall be legal to examine witnesses

38-2201. (5905)

—

competency of
on written interrogatories by commission, the testimony of such wit-

may

nesses

also be taken, without a commission, before a notary public

or any officer authorized to issue attachments,
or,

if

if

taken within this State,

taken without this State, before any officer of the State or county

where the deposition

is

attest deeds or take

acknowledgements.

taken, authorized

by the laws

of this State to

The

shall

officer

not be of

counsel to either of the parties, nor interested in the result of the case.

(Acts 1908,

p. 84.)

—

Cross-references. Attestation of deed executed out of this State, see § 29-409.
be examined on interrogatories, see § 38-2101. Depositions taken without order or commission, see § 38-2301.

Who may

38-2202. (5906) Notice; time for giving, contents,

A

reasonable notice, not less than 10 days, shall

by the party, or

his attorney,

first

and how given.
be given

in

writing

proposing to take such deposition, to the

opposite party or his attorney of record, which notice shall state the

name

and the time and place of the taking of his deposition and whenever by reason of the absence from the county and want
of an attorney of record, or by other reason, the giving of the notice
herein required shall be impracticable, it shall be lawful to take such
depositions as there shall be urgent necessity for taking, upon such notice as the judge of the court for which the deposition is to be taken
of the witness,

;

shall think reasonable
Cross-reference.

38-2203.

witness

and

— Deposition

shall direct.

(Acts 1908,

taken without order or commission, see

§

38-2301.

examined.

— The

be examined and cross-examined as in open court.

Any

(5907) Witness compelled to appear;

may

p. 84.)

how

Evidence.
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may be
witnesses' may
person

§38-2

compelled to appear and '1' pose,
be compelled to appear in court.

as

in the sail

(Acts 1908,

p. 84.;

—

Cross-references. Powers of courts to punish for contempt, see § 24-105.
vcr,
ure of witness to attend, penalty, sec § 38-1504. Compelling v/r
see § 38-2110. Depositions taken without order or commission, see § 38 230L
i

Oath of deponent; reduction of testimony to writing; signing.
Every person deposing as provided in the preceding
tion shall be sworn to testify the whole truth, and carefully examined.
His testimony shall be reduced to writing by the officer taking the deposition, or by himself in the officer's presence; but the officer may em38-2204. (5908)

—

ploy a disinterested stenographer to take down and write out the testimony. The testimony, after it shall have been reduced to writing, shall

be subscribed by the deponent.

(Acts 1908,

38-2205. (5909) Depositions delivered,

p. 84.)

when and how.

— Every

dep-

under the preceding sections of this Chapter shall be retained by the officer taking it until he delivers it with his own hands
into the court for which it is taken; or it shall, with a certificate of the
reasons for taking it, and of the want of interest of the officer and of
the stenographer if one be employed, and with the notice, if any be given
to the adverse party, be sealed up and directed to such court, and remain under his seal until opened in court. If the reasons for taking the
deposition cease to exist before the trial, such deposition shall not be
used in the case. (Acts 1908, pp. 84, 85.)
osition taken

Cross-references.

—

By whom and how

If the facts cease to exist, depositions excluded, see
received and opened, see § 38-2115.

CHAPTER

38-23.

38-2302.

38-2303.

Sec.

without
taken
Depositions
order or commission.
Depositions taken by whom
and where.
Form of caption and certificate of the return.

38-2304.

38-2103.

DEPOSITIONS BEFORE COURT
COMMISSIONER.

Sec.

38-2301.

§

Motions and objections, how
made and returned.

38-2305.

Order and scope

of

examina-

tion.

38-2307.

Return of depositions.
Power and fees of commis-

38-2308.

Commissioner's

38-2306.

sioner.

orders,
directed and executed.

how

taken without order or commission.—
In all counties, either party litigant in any court of record in any such
county may, without any order or commission, take the deposition of
any witness or witnesses in any case, whether resident in the county or
not, upon giving the opposite party five days' notice of the time and
place, with the names of the witnesses. The commissioner before whom
the evidence under this section is to be taken shall have power, on notice
being given to the opposite party or his attorney, or on subpoena duces
tecum being served five days previously to the hearing, to require any
witness or party to produce, at the hearing, books, writings, and other
documents in his possession, power, custody, or control. Any witness
or party refusing to produce, appear, or answer, without legal excuse,
shall be guilty of contempt
and upon certification of said act bv the
commissioner to the judge in whose court the case is pending, the judge
38-2301. (5910) Depositions

;

:

38-2302

§

shall
p.

Evidence,
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punish the same as though committed before him. (Acts 1894,

50; 1898. pp. 56, 57.)

—

Cross-references. Powers of courts to punish for contempt, see § 24-105. Production of papers, required by subpoena duces tecum, see § 38-901.
Parol evidence of contents of books, etc., see § 38-903. Failure of witness to attend, penalty, see § 3S-1504.
Compelling witnesses to answer, see § 38-2110. Notice to
opposite party of deposition, see § 38-2202. Witness compelled to appear, how

examined, see

§

38-2203.

38-2302. (5911) Depositions taken

by

—

whom

and where. Such depositions shall be taken before any commissioner appointed by the judge
of the superior court of said county for the purpose of taking such depositions and the appointment entered on the minutes; or, in case of
failure to appoint or of a vacancy in the office of commissioner, the
clerk of the superior court is hereby authorized as an ex-officio commissioner to take such depositions. All witnesses shall be examined in the
county of their residence, and before the commissioner or ex-officio> commissioner of such county. (Acts 1898,
Cross-reference.

— Clerk

may

Form

38-2303. (5912)

p. 57.)

administer oaths,

of caption

and

etc.,

see

24-2720.

§

—The

certificate of the return.

caption and certificate of the return of such cases shall be substantially
as follows

"A. B.
vs.

C. D.

^|

> In

court of

the

county, Georgia.

J

(and
), witness (or witnesses) for the plaintiff (or defendant) in the above case, taken upon notice, beginning on
19
the
day of
at
in the presence of the plaintiff and
defendant (either or both), in person or by attorney (as the case may
The said witness (or witnesses), being first duly sworn, deposed
be).
(Here stating each question, both direct and cross, with
as follows
the answer as delivered by the witness immediately after it, and concluding as follows :) The foregoing depositions were taken before me,
as stated in the caption, and the answers reduced to writing by me, or
by the witness in my presence and I certify that I am not interested in
the cause, nor of kin or counsel to either of the parties. " And signed
by the commissioner. (Acts 1871-2, p. 47.)
''Depositions of

,

—

,

,

:

;

38-2304.

(5913) Motions and objections,

how made and

returned.

All motions or applications to postpone or adjourn the proceedings,
all

objections to the witnesses or proceedings, shall be

made

—

and

to the com-

with the return, and if not in writing,
noted in and become part of the return, with the ruling of the commissioner thereon, and the answer of the witnesses, whether the objection
(Acts 1871-2, p. 47.)
be sustained or not.
missioner, and

if

Cross-reference.

38-2305.

in writing, filed

— Returned

commission not regular, see

§

(5914) Order and scope of examination.

24-3332.

—The

order

and

scope of the examination shall be had in conformity to the rules of the
superior court governing the examination of witnesses in trials at law.

(Acts 1871-2,

p. 47.)

38-2306. (5915) Return of depositions.

been made up and signed as provided

—When

in the

the return shall have

preceding sections, the same

—
Evidence.
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§38-2

shall be, together with evidence of the service of the notice

ealed up

may
where the ca e
g,
be delivered either by tlie commissioner to such clerk in pel on,
by the hand of any other person; and the clerk is lurreby ant' 0112
whether the court be in session or not, to administer the usual oath, and
enter the same on the package, with leave to open, as practiced in this
State as to interrogatories, and the package may be thereupon opei
and published without further delay. (Acts 1871-2, p. 47. )
By whom and
Cross-references. Duty of commissioners, see § 38-2113.
received and opened, see § 38-2115. Depositions, how delivered, see § 38-2205.
and directed

to the clerk of the court

i

pendii

and
i

—

I

—

Power and fees of commissioner. The commissioner
same power and authority to summon witne
and

38-2307. (5916)

have the
compel their attendance to testify before him, as are conferred upon
justices of the peace to compel witnesses to appear and testify in justices' courts; and the said commissioner shall receive, from the party
seeking the testimony of the witnesses examined before him, the following fees, to wit: For the examination of each witness, $2; for certifying and returning the testimony taken before him for the plaintiff or defendant, in each case, 50 cents; for issuing, each subpoena, 20 cents.
shall

(Acts 1872,

p. 54.)

38-2308. (5917) Commissioner's orders,

The attachments

how

directed and executed.

by said commissioner, for the purpose of compelling witnesses to appear and testify, shall
be directed to, and may be executed by, the sheriff, his deputy, or any
or orders, or other process issued

constable of the county.

CHAPTER

38-24.

(Acts 1872,

p. 54.)

DEPOSITIONS IN CASES TRIED ON
AFFIDAVITS.
Sec.

Sec.

obtained
how;
cross-examination.
Procedure when witness resides out of county.
Procedure when witness is a
female or attendance incon-

Testimony

38-2401.

38-2402.

38-2403.

38-2404.

Fees.

38 " 2405

Notices^ to produce books.

.
-

38-2406.

Defaulting witness.

venient.

—

Testimony obtained how; cross-examination. Anv
an application for injunction, motion for new trial, or other

38-2401. (5918)

party to

case tried only on affidavits, desiring to introduce in evidence the
davit of any witness not a party to the record,

ing to

make

where the

shall be unwill-

may

apply to the clerk of the superior court
pending, for a subpoena to compel the attendance

affidavit,

suit is

who

affi-

such witness at the hearing, subject to the rules applicable to
the case of ordinary witnesses. Written questions may be prepared
of

by the party desiring the evidence, and the witness shall answer the
same in the presence of the judge or of some person to be designated
as commissioner by the judge, who may swear the witness to testify
truly in answer to the questions propounded, and such answers shall be
written down, sworn to, and subscribed by the witness at the hearing.

S
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however, the witness at the hearing shall consent, an affidavit may
be prepared, containing the facts, and may then be sworn to by the witness.
Xo cross-examination shall be allowed: Provided, that when
any application for injunction, motion for new trial, or other case tried
only on affidavits, shall be heard in any county other than where the
suit shall be pending-, any party to such injunction, motion for new trial,
or other case, who shall be desirous of introducing in evidence the affidavit of any witness not a party to the record, and the witness shall
be unwilling to make affidavit, may prepare written questions to elicit
the information he desires, and, on application, the clerk of the superior court of the county where the suit is pending and where the
witness resides, shall issue a subpoena requiring the witness to attend
before some officer of the county named therein, authorized to administer oaths, on a day therein fixed, to answer the questions.
The answers
shall be reduced to writing and sworn to by the officer, who shall forward or deliver the questions and answers to the clerk of the court where
the case is pending as in case of interrogatories.
It shall be the duty
of said clerk to enter on the questions and on the answers a certificate
of the date of receipt and from whom or in what manner he received
them, and sign the same, and on application of the party or his counsel
interrogating the witness deliver the same to him. (Acts 1882-3, p. 96;
If.

1921, p. 119.)

—

Cross-references. Injunctions, in what manner granted, see § 55-201.
Subpoena of witness, see § 38-1501. Cross-examination of witnesses, see § 38-1705.
Rule as to new trial because of new evidence, see §§ 70-204, 70-205.

when witness

(5919) Procedure

#38-2402.

resides out of county.

—

If

whose affidavit is desired shall reside out of the county, or
within any of the classes for whom interrogatories must be

the witness
shall fall

ordinary cases, the party desiring to use such witness' testimony in the cases referred to in the foregoing section may prepare written questions to elicit the information he desires; and on application the

taken

in

where the witness resides shall
some officer of
the county, named therein, authorized to administer oaths, on a day
therein fixed, to answer the questions. The answers shall be reduced to
writing and sworn to before the officer, who shall forward or deliver the
questions and answers to the clerk of the court where the case shall be

clerk of the superior court of the county

issue a subpoena requiring the witness to attend before

(Acts 1882-3, pp. 96, 97.)

pending, as in cases of interrogatories.

—

Cross-references. Who may be examined on interrogatories, see
Depositions without commission, how taken, see § 38-2201.

38-2403. (5920) Procedure

convenient.

—

If

the witness

when witness
is

is

§

38-2101.

a female or attendance in-

a female, or from the condition of his

not possible to secure the attendance of the witness without manifest inconvenience to the public
health or the nature of his business

and to himself, the

is

on the day named in the subpoena shall prothe witness and take the answers to the ques-

officer

ceed to the residence of
tions.

it

(Acts 1882-3, pp. 96, 97.)

38-2404. (5921)

Fees.— The

fees of the officer shall be paid

party desiring the testimony, and
in the suit

on the

final trial.

may

by the

be taxed against the party cast

(Acts 1882-3, pp. 96, 97.)

—
J

§ 38-2503
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38-2405. (5922) Notices to produce books.

—The

provisions

of

tl

subpoena duces tecum and production of books unbe applicable to motions for injunction and other

Title in relation to

der notice shall

(Acts 1882-3, pp. 96, 97.)

lar cases.

—

Cross-references. Production of books, etc., may be compelled, see § 36 801,
Subpoenas duces tecum, see
of papers, see Chapters 38-9, 38-10.
38-901
et
seq.
§

Production

38-2406. (5923) Defaulting witness.

—Any

the provisions of the preceding five sections,

obey such subpoena,

witness

who

CHAPTER

shall fail or refuse to

shall be liable to the penalties prescribed in case of

(Acts 1882-3, pp.

defaulting witnesses in the superior court.
Cross-reference.

summoned under

—Failing

to attend, penalty, see

§

96, 97.

38-1504.

RETURN AND TRANSMISSION OF INTERROGATORIES AND DEPOSITIONS.

38-25.

Sec.

Sec.

Return by
Receipt and

38-2503.

registered mail.

38-2501.

prescribed

not

ex-

elusive.

preservation of
deposiinterrogatories
or

38-2502.

Method

38-2504.

When

exceptions taken.

tions.

by registered mail. —-Whenever a witness may be examined on interrogatories, by commission or without commission, as
provided by Chapters 38-21 and 38-22, and whenever a witness may be
examined by depositions as provided by Chapter 38-22, and whenever
a witness may be examined by depositions before a court commissioner,
as provided by Chapter 38-23, the commissioner or commissioners so
38-2501. Return

taking said interrogatories or depositions may, in addition to the methods prescribed for the return and transmission of said interrogatories or
depositions, return and transmit said interrogatories or depositions to

the court in which the case in which said interrogatories or depositions

by sending the same in an envelope which
shall be directed to the clerk of the court in which said case is to be
tried, if said court shall have a clerk, or to the justice or judge of said
court, if said court shall not have a clerk, indorsing upon the face of
are to be used

is

said envelope the

to be tried,

name

of the case, the

name

of the witness or witnesses

is so taken, and by writing his name across the seal
and
transmitting the same to the clerk of said court or
of said envelope,
to the justice or judge of said court by registered mail without further

whose testimony

formalities.

(Acts 1922,

38-2502. Receipt

p. 127.)

and preservation

of interrogatories or depositions.

Said interrogatories or depositions so transmitted by registered mail,
shall, when received by said clerk, or judge or justice of said court, be
preserved intact as is provided by law, and with the right to open same
as

now

provided by law. (Acts 1922,

38-2503.

Method prescribed not

p. 128.)

exclusive.

—The

method herein pre-

scribed for the transmission of such interrogatories or depositions shall
not be the exclusive method, but shall be in addition to and cumulative
of the

methods prescribed by law. (Acts

1922, p. 128.)

§

Evidence,

38-2504
38-2504.

(5904)

When

exceptions taken.

cution and return of commissions shall be
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—All
made

exceptions to the exe-

thereof shall be given to the opposite party before the case
to the jury:

and notice

in writing,
is

submitted

Provided, the same shall have been in the clerk's

for 24 hours prior to the trial.

Depositions read on the

not be subject to formal exceptions on subsequent

office

first trial shall

trial.

(Acts 1854,

P- *9.)

Cross-references.

— Returned

tion for leading question, see

commission not regular, see
§

§

24-3332.

No

excep-

24-3334.

PART XXX. CRIMES.
CHAPTER

38-99.

IN GENERAL.

Sec.
38-9901.

Personating another as

wit-

ness or otherwise, etc.

38-9901. (711 P. C.) Personating another as witness or otherwise, etc.

—Any

who

and in
such assumed character answer as a witness to interrogatories, or do any
other act in the course of any suit, proceeding, or prosecution, or in any
other way, or matter, or thing, whereby the person so personated or represented, or any other, might suffer damage, loss or injury, shall be
punished by confinement and labor in the penitentiary for not less than
one year nor more than five years. (Cobb, 822.)
person

shall falsely represent or personate another,

EXCEPTIONS, BILLS OF:

See Title

6,

Appeal and Error, Chap-

ter 6-9.

EXCHANGE OF PROPERTY:

See Title 96, Sales, § 96-115.

EX-CONFEDERATE SOLDIERS AND SAILORS:
Pensions.

See

Title

78,

TITLE

39.

EXECUTIONS AND PROCEEDINGS
THEREUNDER.
PART

EXECUTIONS.

I.

Chap.
39-

1.

39- 2.

39-

3.

39- 4.

39-

5.

39-

6.

39-

7.

Sec.

and return
Levy and sale where defendant has only equitable
Forthcoming bonds
Transfer of executions
Stay of executions
Satisfaction of executions
Registration of executions on

PART
8.

39- 9.

How

whom

and by

39-12.

39-13.

PART

III.

39-401
39-601

money judgments

39-701

39-801

39-901

tried

ILLEGALITY OF EXECUTIONS.
Sec.

In general

39-1001

PART

JUDICIAL SALES.

IV.

Sec.

Advertisement of judicial sales
When and where made
Rights and liabilities of purchasers

39-1101
39-1201
39-1301

PART XXX. CRIMES.

Chap.
39-99.

39-301
39-501

claims interposed

When, where, and how

Chap.
39-11.

39 201

Sec.

Chap.
39-10.

interest

CLAIMS BY THIRD PARTIES TO PROPERTY LEVIED
UPON.

II.

Chap.
39-

39-101

Issue, levy,

Sec.

In general

39-9901

CROSS-REFERENCES.
See Title

Administrators' sales:

113,

Descent,

Wills,

and Administration of

Estates, Chapter 113-17.

Homestead, levy on and

See Title

sale of:

51,

Homestead and Exemptions, Chap-

ter 51-9.

Tax

executions and sales:

See, also, Title

8,

See Title

92,

Attachments; Title

Public Revenue, Chapters 92-73 to 92-83.
46,

Garnishment.

PARTI. EXECUTIONS.

CHAPTER

39-1.

ISSUE, LEVY,
Sec.

Sec.
39-101.

AND RETURN.

How

executions

rected,

and

issued,
levied.

di-

39-105.

Judge may frame executions.

39 106

Execution against principal and
suret >' on a PP eaL

-

39-102.

When

39-103.

Form

39-104.

Execution to follow the judgment.

execution to issue.

'

of levy.

39-107.

Execution against sureties and
indorsers.

5

S
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Sec.

•

39-103.

Executions
against

39-109.

favor

Amendment

Property of joint contractors

of

or

39-117.

to

conform

to

39-118.

Sale of separate parcels subject
to lien.

to

conform

to

39-119.

Growing crop

39-120.

Notice of levy on land.
Constable may levy on land,

in
firms.

or of partnership.

judgment.
39-110.

Amendment

amended judgment.
39-111.

Mistakes

39-112.

Preference

execution amend-

in

39-121.

able.

39-113.
39-114.

when.
in

case

ments at same
Levy on choses

When

to be sold, how.

of judgterm of court.

how

is

39-115.

Time

39-116.

by appeal.
On what property

39-123.

Levy on

39-124.

How

39-125.

Term

suspension

issuance;

of

Officer not to sell land out of
his county; notice of levy on
land.

action.

in

a party,
directed and executed.
sheriff

39-122.

stock.

corporate shares of stock

sold.

of court to
tion returnable.

execution

which execu-

first levied.

39-101.

(6018)

How

executions issued, directed, and levied.

— Execu-

tions (except as hereinafter provided) shall be issued

by the clerks of
the several courts in which judgment shall be obtained, and bear teste
in the name of the judge of such court, and shall bear date from the time
of their issuing, and (except as hereinafter provided) shall be directed
''To all and singular the sheriffs of this State and their lawful deputies,"
and may be levied on all the estate, real and personal, of the defendant,
(Act 1799, Cobb, 510.)
subject to levy and sale.

—

§

Cross-references. Power of judge in vacation, see § 24-2622. Duties of sheriff
Execution of money decree, see
respect to executions, see § 24-2813, H 4.
37-1207.
Necessity for issuance of execution in attachment proceedings, see

§

8-903.

in

Homestead, see

Title 51,

Homestead and Exemptions, Chapter

51-9.

Ex-

ecution against deceased defendants, see § 3-419. Where decree is partly for money
and partly for performance of a duty, see § 37-1208. Tax executions, see Title 92,
Public Revenue, Chapter 92-73 et seq. Military property not subject to levy, see
School property exempted from levy and sale, see § 32-943. Execu§ 86-702.
tions on judgments from justice of the peace courts, see § 24-1408 et seq. Dormant

judgments, see Title
39-102. (5934)

110,

Verdict and Judgment, Chapter 110-10.

When

execution to issue.

— No

execution shall issue

judgment shall be entered up and signed by the party in whose
favor verdict was rendered or his attorney, or by the presiding judge or
until

justice.

(Act 1799, Cobb, 494.)

39-103.

the

(6026)

Form

of levy.

— The

making

a levy shall enter

which such levy is made, and in
plainly describe the property levied on and the amount

same on the process by virtue

such entry shall

officer

of

of the interest of defendant therein.

39-104.

(6022) Execution

shall follow the

to

follow

the

judgment upon which they

judgment.
issued,

and

—All

executions

shall describe the

parties thereto as described in such judgment.
Cross-reference.

39-105.

— Amendment

(6025) Judge

perior court

of executions, see §§ 39-109 to 39-111.

may frame

may frame and

executions.

—The

judge of any su-

cause to be issued by the clerk any writ of

execution, to carry into effect any lawful judgment or decree rendered
in his court.

—

Cross-references. Power of superior court to enforce its decrees, see § 37-1203.
Execution of money
of superior court to mould decree, see § 37-1203.

Power

decree, see § 37-1207.

—
Executions and Proceedings Thereunder.
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§39-112

(5937) Execution against principal and surety on appeal.

— In

cases of appeal, where security has been given, and judgment

been entered up against the principal and surety, jointly and severally,
execution shall issue accordingly, and procc-d against cither or both, at
the option of the plaintiff, until his debt is satisfied.
39-107. (5938) Execution against sureties

and indorsers.

a judgment against sureties or indorsers on a

—Where,

in

exchange, promissory note, or other instrument in writing, the plaintiff or his attorney
shall have designated and identified the relation of the parties under the
contract on which such judgment was rendered, execution shall issue

accordingly.

(Act 1845, Cobb, 598.

Act

bill of

1850, Cobb, 600.)

39-108. (5941) Executions in favor of or against firms.

when
names of

— Executions

issued in favor of or against partners,

the partnership style

therein instead of the individual

the persons composing

used

is

said

firm, shall be good.

—

conform to judgment. A fieri facias
may be amended so as to conform to the judgment upon which it issuer!,
and also as to the time of its return, and such amendments shall in no
manner affect the validity of the fieri facias, nor shall the levy of said
(Acts 1890-1,
fieri facias fall or be in any manner invalidated thereby.
39-109. (5698)

Amendment

to

p. 76.)

Cross-reference.

— Execution

must follow the judgment, see

Amendment

§

39-104.

conform to amended judgment.
Where a judgment has been amended by order of the court in conformity to the verdict upon which it is predicated, and execution shall have
previously issued thereon, the clerk of the court in which such judgment
was rendered shall have power to amend the execution at any time, so
as to make it conform to the amended judgment, and such amendment
(Acts 1902, p. 55.)
shall not cause any levy thereon to fall.
39-110. (5697)

to

39-111. (5699) Mistakes in execution amendable.

—When

the clerk of

any court has made, or shall make, any mistake in issuing any execution, such clerk or any of his successors in office may correct such mistake by amending said execution, and shall note and certify on the
execution the fact that such amendment was made by him or such clerk
may issue an alias execution, to be signed and dated by him at the time
and
it is issued, instead of the execution in which the mistake was made
clerk
shall
note
the
fact
of
the
issuing
such
alias
of
on the original,
such
which original shall remain of file in his office, and shall likewise make a
memorandum thereof on the execution docket, and shall also transcribe
upon the alias all the entries and credits from the original and no order
of court shall be necessary in the cases contemplated by this section.
;

;

;

(Acts 1869,

p. 137.)

Cross-reference.

—Attachments

and returns thereon amendable, see

§

8-610.

same term of court.
In the case of judgments signed on verdicts rendered at the same term
of the court, no execution shall be entitled to any preference by reason

—

39-112. (5944) Preference in case of

of being first placed in the

Cobb, 497.)

judgments

at

hands of the levying

officer.

(Act 1822,

•

§

Executions and Proceedings Thereunder.

39-113
39-113.

Levy on choses

(5948)

liable to be seized

by

in action.

— Choses

117(3

in action are

not

and sold under execution, unless made so specially

statute.

39-114.

When

(6019)

sheriff is a party,

how

directed and executed.

—

All executions, orders, decrees, attachments for contempt, and final proc-

by the clerks

ess, issued

of the superior courts in favor of or against

any

be directed to the coroner of the county in which said
sheriff resides, and to all and singular the sheriffs of the State except
shall

sheriff,

the sheriff of the county in which the interested sheriff resides, and
may be levied, served, and returned by the coroner, or other sheriff, or

constable of the county, at the option of the plaintiff or the party seeking
the remedy.
(Act 1847, Cobb, 517.)
Cross-references.
constable or

When

39-115.

issue at

on

— When
bailiff

Time

(6020)

any time

sheriff is disqualified or a party, see § 21-106, 81-219.
service, see § 81-203.

may make

—

by appeal. A fi. fa. may
rendered and judgment entered there-

of issuance; suspension

after a verdict

is

but if it is issued before the expiration of the time allowed for entering an appeal, the same will be suspended on the entering of an ap;

peal by either party.

—

property execution first levied. When a defendant in fi. fa. shall point out any property on which to levy the execution, such property being in the hands or possession of a person not
a party to the judgment from which such execution issued, the sheriff
or other officer shall not levy thereon, but shall proceed to levy on such
property as may be found in the hands and possession of the defendant,
who shall nevertheless be at liberty to point out what part of his property he may think proper, which the sheriff or other officer shall be
bound to take and sell first, if the same is, in the opinion of such levying
officer, sufficient to satisfy such judgment and costs.
(Act 1811, Cobb,
39-116.

(6028)

On what

510.)

—

Cross-references. Levying on thing hired, see § 12-211. Duty of officer to put
purchaser in possession of real property sold, see § 39-1312. Borrower's interest
not subject to levy and sale, see § 12-506. Property in pawn may be seized, see
Property upon which to levy tax fi. fas., see § 92-7404.
I 12-610.

(5591, 5592) Property of joint contractors or of partnership.

39-117.

Where,

in suit against

two or more

joint contractors, or joint

eral contractors, or partners, service shall

said contractors or partners,

and the

and sev-

be perfected on only part of

officer

that the others are not to be found,

—

serving the writ shall return

judgment obtained

shall bind,

and

may

be levied on, the joint or partnership property, and also
the individual property, real and personal, of the defendant or defendants
who shall have been served with a copy of the process, but shall not
bind or be levied on the individual property of the defendant or defendants not served with process. (Act 1820, Cobb, 485.)
execution

39-118.

erty

is

(6029) Sale of separate parcels subject to lien.

subject to a lien and part of

maining

in

him

it is

—Where prop-

sold by the debtor, the part re-

shall be first applied to the

payment

of the lien. If the

property subject to such lien is sold in several parcels at different times,
the parcels shall be charged in the inverse order of their alienation. (85
Ga. 443 (11 S. E. 838).)
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39-119.
ficer shall

PROCEEDINGS THEREUNDER.

Growing crop to be
levy on any growing crop

(6030)

sold,

how.

§ 39

— No sheriff or other

!

!

of-

of corn, wheat, oats, rye, rice,

any other crop usually raised or cultivated by planters
or farmers, nor sell the same, until such crop shall be matured and fit to
be gathered: Provided, this section shall not prevent any levying officer from levying on and selling crops in case.-, where the debtor shall
abscond or remove from the county or State, or from selling %r
crops with the land.. (Act 1836, Cobb, 514.)
ton, potatoes, or

fj

39-120. (6031) Notice of levy on land.

—The

officer

levying on land

under an execution shall, within five days thereafter, leave a written notice of such levy with the tenant in possession of the land, if any, or
with the defendant if in the county, or transmit such notice by mail to
(Act 1808, Cobb, 509.)
the defendant within the time aforesaid.
Cross-reference.
§

— Notice

of levy to holder of title

when

tenant

is

defendant, see

39-202.

39-121. (6034) Constable

may

levy on land, when.

— No constable

(ex-

cept as provided by this Code) shall be authorized to levy on any real
estate, unless there shall be

no personal estate

to be

found

sufficient to

satisfy the debt, or such real estate, being in the possession of the de-

fendant,

was pointed out by such defendant, which he may

do,

and then

such constable is authorized to levy on such real estate, if in his county,
and deliver over the execution to the sheriff of the county, with a return
of the property levied upon, who shall proceed to advertise and sell the

same

as in case of levies

made by

himself.

—

Cross-references. Levy on land of execution from
Levy by constable under tax fi. fa., see § 92-7406.

justice's court, see

§

24-1413.

39-122. (6033) Officer not to sell land out of his county; notice of

levy on land.
of the

—A

county

in

sheriff or other levying officer shall not sell land out

which he

fendant in execution shall

or such officer, except

is sheriff

own

when

the de-

a tract or tracts of land divided by the

county of his residence, in which case it may be sold in the
county of his residence or, if such tract of land shall be in a county other
than that of the defendant's residence, it may be levied on and sold in
either county. In all cases of levying on land, written notice of such levy
must be given to the tenant in possession and to the defendant if not
line of the

;

in possession.

(Act 1808, Cobb, 509.

39-123. (6035)

may

Levy on

stock.

be levied on and sold under

Act

— Shares
fi.

fa. in

1847, Cobb, 516.)

bank or other corporation
any county where the corporain a

tion does business, notice of such levy being given to the defendant,
if

known, and also to the officer
the county where the levy shall be made.

his residence shall be

corporation in

or agent of the

Upon demand

by any sheriff, constable, or other levying officer, having in his hands
any execution against any person who is the owner of any shares of
stock of said bank or company, upon the president, superintendent,
manager, or other officer of any corporation having access to the books
thereof, said president, superintendent, manager, or other officer aforesaid shall disclose to said levying officer the number of shares and the
par value thereof owned by the defendant in said execution, and on re-

§

Executions and Proceedings Thereunder.
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.

do

fusal to

1172

be considered in contempt of court and punished ac(Act 1822, Cobb, 511. Acts 1890-1, p. 73; 1894, p. 46.)

so, shall

cordingly..

—

Cross-references. Attachment of shares in bank or corporation, see § 8-206.
or other corporate stock by constable, see § 24-1414. Levy on
Powers of courts to puncertificates of interest issued by trustees, see § 108-602.
ish for contempt, see § 24-105.

Levy upon bank

39-124.

How

(6036)

be

made only by

on

shall turn over

— Such

sale shall

the sheriff or his deputy, and constables levying there-

such levies to the

The

sold at a time.

corporate shares of stock sold.
sheriff.

sheriff shall give the

Only one share

shall be

purchaser a certificate of his

purchase, which, on presentation to the officers of the corporation, shall

Transfers of stock 'after judgment, and with notice to the corporation of the judgment, shall be absoIf the shares shall be in a railroad, canal, turnpike, or plank
lutely void.
road company, they may be levied on and sold in any county through
authorize a transfer of the stock to him.

which the same
p.

shall pass.

(Act 1822, Cobb, pp. 511, 512.

Acts 1890-1,

73; 1894, p. 46.)

Term

—

which execution returnable. All executions, except as otherwise provided by this Code, shall be made returnable to the next term of the court from which they issued respec39-125.

(6021)

of court to

tively.

Cross-reference.

— Sheriff's

when property remains

CHAPTER

39-2.

duty where no levy or service has been made, or

unsold, see

§

24-3350.

LEVY AND SALE WHERE DEFENDANT HAS
ONLY EQUITABLE INTEREST.
Sec.

Sec.
39-201.

Where another than
etc.,

vendor,

39-202.

has judgment.

Where another than

Notice of levy and sale must
be given.

has judgment.—
Where any person other than the vendor, or other than the holder or
assignee of the purchase money or secured debt, shall have any judgment against a defendant in fi. fa. who does not hold legal title to property but has an interest or equity therein, such plaintiff in fi. fa. may
take up the debt necessary to be paid by the defendant in order to give
such defendant legal title to the property, by paying such debt with
interest to date if due, and interest to maturity if not due; and thereupon
a conveyance to the defendant in fi. fa., or, if he be dead, to his executor
or administrator, shall be made by the vendor or holder of title given to
secure the debt, or, if dead, by the executor or administrator thereof;
and when such conveyance shall have been filed and recorded, the said
property may be levied on and sold as property of the defendant. The
proceeds shall be applied, first, to the payment of liens superior to the
claims taken up by the plaintiff in fi. fa.; next, to the payment of principal advanced by said plaintiff in fi. fa. to put title in defendant, with
interest to date of sale; and the balance to the execution under which
said property shall be sold, and to other liens according to priority, to
(Acts 1894, p. 101.)
be determined as in other cases of money rules.
39-201.

(6038)

title,

—

etc.,

Foreclosure of deeds to secure debts; purchase contracts and
see Title 67, Mortgages, Conveyances to Secure Debt, and Liens,

Cross-references.

bonus tor

vendor,

Executions and Proceedings Thereunder.
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Chapters 67-15, 67-16. Sale of mortgaged property, see § 67-118. Priority of lien
judgment on evidence of debt given for purchase money, sec § 67-1702. J.
and sale for purchase money of personalty when title reserved in vendor,
of
§

67-1603.

Punishment for fraudulent

levies, see § 39-9901.

—

and sale must be given. Tn all ca
provided for in sections 39-201 and 67-1501 notice of the levy and time of
sale shall be given by the levying officer to the vendor or holder of the
title given to secure the debt, if known, and also to the defendant in
39-202. (6039) Notice of levy

fa.

fi.

and, in case of death, their legal representatives.

Depositing a

properly addressed and stamped, shall be deemed
(Acts 1894, p. 101.)
sufficient notice under this section.
letter in the post office

Cross-reference.

— Duty

of levying officer in respect to notice, see

CHAPTER

39-3.

§

39-120.

FORTHCOMING BONDS.
Sec.

Sec.
39-301.

Forthcoming bond when

ille-

39-303.

Rights of plaintiffs not affected
by taking of bond.

offi-

39-304.

Measure of damages on
coming bond.

gality filed.
39-302.

Bonds taken by executing
cers, valid.

Forthcoming bond when illegality
be levied on personal property, and an

39-301. (6040)

ecution shall

and the party

filed.

forth-

—When an ex-

illegality filed there-

such illegality shall desire to take or keep possession of such property, he shall deliver to the sheriff, or other levying
officer, a bond payable to the levying officer, with good security, in a
sum equal to double the value of the property so levied upon, to be
judged of by the levying officer, conditioned for the delivery of the
to,

filing

property levied upon at the time and place of

such

illegality shall

any court having cognizance

— How

taken, see § 39-1001.
third person, see § 39-804.
illegality

when property claimed by
39-302. (6041)

the event that

be dismissed by the court or withdrawn, which bond

shall be recoverable in
Cross-references.

sale, in

Bonds taken by executing

taken by the sheriffs or other executing

thereof.

Forthcoming bond

officers, valid.

—All

bonds

from the defendants in
execution, for the delivery of property (on the day of sale or any other
time) which they may have levied on by virtue of any fi. fa., or other
legal process from any court, shall be good and valid in law, and recoverable in any court having jurisdiction thereof.
(Act 1829, Cobb,
officers,

534.)

—

Cross-references. Any person interested in bond taken by public officer may
sue thereon, see § 89-905. Action on bond of claimant of property subject to levy.
see

§

39-805.

39-303. (6042) Rights of plaintiffs not affected

No bond

by taking

of

bond.—

taken in conformity with the previous section shall in any case

prejudice or affect the rights of plaintiffs in execution, but shall relate
to and have effect alone between the officer to whom it is given and the

defendant in execution

and such

no case excuse himself
having made the money on an execution by having taken such
bond, but shall be liable to be ruled as now prescribed bv law. (Act
1829, Cobb, 535.)

for not

;

officer shall in

§

Executions and Proceedings Thereunder.
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—

damages on forthcoming bond. Whenever
personal property shall be levied upon under any judicial process from
the courts of this State, and a forthcoming bond shall be given for the
same, the measure of damages to be recovered upon such bond shall be
39-304.

Measure

(6043)

of

the value of the property at the time of

its

delivery under the bond, with

and if the property shall deteriorate in value, by reason of being used by the person giving the bond or otherwise, and shall
then be delivered up to the officer making the seizure, such officer or
the plaintiff may recover on the bond the difference between the value
at the time of the delivery of the property under the bond and its value
when turned over to the officer making the levy, with interest thereon.
The amount of damages shall in no case exceed the amount due on the
interest thereon

;

(Acts 1893,

execution levied.
Cross-reference.

— Penalties

CHAPTER

in

39-4.

p. 123.)

bonds not liquidated damages, see

§

20-1403.

TRANSFER OF EXECUTIONS.
Sec.

Sec.

Right to transfer; rights and

39-401.

liabilities

39-403.

of transferees.

Transfer of executions issued
without judgment of court.

Transfer by attorney of rec-

39-402.

ord; estoppel to deny transaction by ratification.

and liabilities of transferees.
Any plaintiff or transferee may bona fide, and for a valuable consideration, transfer any execution to a third person, and in all cases the transferee of any execution shall have the same rights, and be subject to the
same equities, and subject to the same defenses as the original plaintiff
(Act 1829, Cobb, 499.)
in judgment was.
39-401. (5969) Right to transfer; rights

—

by attorney of record estoppel to deny transThe transfer of an execution by the attorney of

39-402. (5970) Transfer

action

by

ratification.

—

;

record shall be good to pass the

title

thereto as against every person, ex-

cept the plaintiff or his assignee without notice.
plaintiff shall estop

of the

money

him

shall be

also

such a

—Whenever

same has

ratification

transfer.

The

by the

receiving

ratification.

executions issued without judgment of
any person, other than the person against whom the

39-403. (1145) Transfer
court.

from denying the

The

of

pay any execution issued without the judgment
under any law, the officer whose duty it is to enforce said
execution shall, upon the request of the party paying the same, transfer
said execution to said party and said transferee shall have the same
rights as to enforcing said execution and priority of payment as might
have been exercised or claimed before said transfer: Provided, said
transferee shall have said execution entered on the general execution
docket of the superior court of the county in which the same was issued,
and if the person against whom the same was issued resides in a different county, then also in the county of such person's residence, within
30 days from said transfer, and in default thereof such execution shall
lose its lien upon any property which has been transferred bona fide and
for a valuable consideration before the record and without notice of the
issued, shall

of a court,

;

Executions and Proceedings Thereunder.
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existence of such execution. (Acts 1894, pp. 37, 38; 1872, p. 75; 1875,
p. 119.)

CHAPTER

STAY OF EXECUTIONS.

39-5.

Sec.

Sec.

Defendant may stay execution.

39-501.

How

39-502.

execution

stayed.

—

Defendant may stay execution. In all cases in the
superior court where a verdict or judgment shall be rendered, the party
against whom the same shall be entered may, either in open court or in
the clerk's office, within four days after the adjournment thereof, enter
into bond with good and sufficient security for the payment of such ver(Act 1799, Cobb, 494. )
dict or judgment and costs, within 60 days.
39-501. (6044)

39-502. (6045)

How

execution stayed.

— When

bond

and

security

have been given as provided in the preceding section, the verdict
and judgment, or the execution thereon, shall be suspended for the said
60 days, and if the party shall fail to pay the said verdict or judgment
within that time, execution shall issue against such party and his security without further proceedings thereon.
shall

CHAPTER

39-6.

SATISFACTION OF EXECUTIONS.
Sec.

Sec.

Effect of unexplained levy on
personalty or dismissal of

39-601.

levy.

Release of property subject to

39-602.

execution.
^

39-603.

Allowing fund to be applied
to younger lien, effect of.

39-604.

Contract not to enforce execu-

Set-off of judgments.
of assignees.

39-605.

Rights

39-606.

Excess of

39-607.

Security to have control, when.
Joint debtors may control exe-

39-608.

cution,

set-off.

when.

tion, effect of.

on personalty or dismissal
of levy.
A levy upon personal property sufficient to pay the debt, unaccounted for, shall be prima facie evidence of satisfaction to the extent
of the value of such property, and the dismissal of such levy, unexplained, shall be an abandonment of the lien so far as third persons are
39-601. (6047) Effect of unexplained levy

—

concerned.
39-602. (6048) Release of property subject to execution.
tiff

which

—

If the plain-

execution, for a valuable consideration, shall release property

in

subject to execution,

is

it

shall be a satisfaction of

such execution

to the extent of the value of the property so released, in so far as pur-

chasers and creditors shall be concerned

;

but nothing

in

this section

any such release made by the transferee of any execution
issued for taxes due the State or any county or municipality therein, or
of any execution issued by any municipality on account of assessments
made against real estate for street or other improvements. In all such

shall apply to

cases the

amount

fi.

fa.

shall be discharged or satisfied only to the extent of the

of taxes

(Acts 1929,

or other assessments

owing by the parcel

p. 172.)

Cross-reference.

— Release

by operation of law, see

§

20-910.

released.
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—

(6049) Allowing fund to be applied to younger lien, effect of.
an execution creditor, having the older lien on a fund in the hands of

39-603.
If

the sheriff or other officer, shall allow such fund
plied to a

younger

li.

fa.,

by

his consent to be ap-

an extinguishment pro
so far as third persons may be concerned.

shall be considered

it

tanto of such creditor's lien in

—

Cross-references. Where creditor has lien on two funds of debtor, see
Creditors setting up claims to money held by sheriff, see § 24-211.

§

28-106.

—

Contract not to enforce execution, effect of. An agreement for a valuable consideration never to enforce a judgment or execu39-604.

(6050")

tion shall release the

judgment or execution.

—

<

is

Cross-references. Accord and satisfaction, see § 20-1201. Covenant not to sue
release, see § 20-909.
Rescission or release is defense, see § 20-905.

39-605.

ments

(4342, 5670)

in the

Set-off of judgments. Rights of assignees.

same court may be

set off against each other

—Judg-

on motion, the

balance on the larger being collectible under execution. The rights of
an assignee shall not be interfered with, if bona fide and for value.
Cross-references.

be transferred, see

39-6C6.

— Plea
§

of set-off against estates, see
110-901.

(5672) Excess of set-off.

— In

all

§

Judgments may

81-802.

cases of mutual debts and set-

where the jury shall find a balance for the defendant, such defendant may enter up judgment for the amount, and take out execution in
such manner as plaintiffs may do by this Code Provided, such defendant shall, at the time of filing his answer, file therewith a true copy or
offs,

:

(Act 1799, Cobb, 487.)

copies of the subject-matter of such set-offs.
39-607.
off

(6046) Security to have control, when.

an execution shall have control thereof.

—The

security paying

(Act 1826, Cobb, 593.)

See, also, §§ 103-308 to 103-311.

—

when. When
judgments have been obtained against several persons and one of them
has paid more than his just proportion of the same, he may, by having
such payment entered on the execution issued to enforce said judgment,
have full power to control and use said execution as securities in execution control the same against principals or cosureties, and shall not be
compelled to sue the codebtors for the excess of payment on such judg39-608.

(5971) Joint debtors

ment. (Acts 1871-2,
Cross-references.

control

execution,

p. 54.)

— Control

Contribution
103-309.
dorser, see § 103-312.

may

of execution

by cosureties, see

§

by surety paying
103-311.

it,

see

§§

103-308,

Control of judgment by in-

CHAPTER 39-7. REGISTRATION OF EXECUTIONS ON MONEY
JUDGMENTS.
Sec.

Sec.
39-701.

General execution docket.

39-705.

Clerk's fees.

39-702.

Judgments take effect against
property out of county, when.
Judgments as lien on land in
county other than where ob-

39-706.

Judgment against nonresidents

39 703.

recorded on general execution
docket.
39-707.

Liens as between parties unaffected by preceding section.

39-708.

Clerk's fees,

tained.
39-704.

'

Validity of lien as between parties unaffected by Chapter.

Executions and Proceedings Thereunder.
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39-701. (3321) General execution docket.

—The

§ 39-704

clerk of the superior

court of each county shall be required to keep a general execution d
and as against the interest of third parties acting in good faith and with-

who may have acquired a
property, no money judgment

out notice,

transfer or lien binding the defend-

obtained within the county of defendant's residence, in any court of this State, whether superior court,

ant's

ordinary's court, county court, city court, or justice court, or United
States court in this State, municipal court or other courts, shall have a

from the rendition thereof, ur.
the execution issuing thereon shall be entered upon said docket within
10 days from the time the judgment is rendered. When the execution
shall be entered upon the docket after the 10 days, the lien shall date
from such entry. (Acts 1889, p. 106; 1921, p. 115.)

lien

upon the property

of the defendant

—

Cross-references. Binding effect of judgments, see § 110-507. Bona fide purDormant judgments and their revival, see
chaser protected, see § 96-208.
§§ 110-1001 to 110-1003. Judgments at same term of court are of equal dignity, see
§ 110-505. Lien of judgment on transferred property discharged how, see § 110-511.
Sheriff to keep execution docket, see § 24-2813. Transfer and record of tax executions, see § 92-7602.
When instruments requiring record take effect, see § 67-2501.
Judgments may be transferred, see § 110-901.

—

*

Editorial Note. Acts 1929, p. 165, provides that in counties having a population
of more than 200,000 inhabitants, the lien mentioned in the above section shall
date only from the time the execution shall have been entered upon such general
execution docket.

39-702. (3322)

when.

Judgments take

effect against property out of county,

—As against the interests of third parties acting
who may have acquired a
property, no money judgment

without notice,

in

good

faith

and

transfer or lien binding the de-

obtained in any court of this
State, or United States court in this State, outside of the county of the

fendant's

defendant's residence, shall have a lien upon the property of the defend-

ant in any other county than where obtained, unless the execution issuing

thereon shall be entered upon the general execution docket of the county
of his residence within 30 days from the time the judgment is rendered.

When

the execution shall be entered upon the docket after the 30 days,

the lien shall date
Cross-reference.

from such entry. (Acts

— Binding

effect of

1889, p. 106.)

judgments, see

§

110-507.

Judgments as lien on land in county other than where* obtained.
No money judgment obtained in any court of this State, or United
States court in this State, shall create any lien on land, in any other
county than where obtained, as against the interests of third parties acting in good faith and without notice, who may have acquired a transfer
39-703.

—

or lien binding defendant's property, unless at the time of said transfer

the execution

was recorded on the general execution docket

where such land
Cross-reference.

39-704.

is

located.

— Binding

(Acts 1914,

effect of

in the

p. 98.)

judgments, see

§

110-507.

(3323) Validity of lien as between parties unaffected

— Nothing

county

by Chap-

Chapter shall be construed to affect the validity or
force of any deed, or mortgage, or judgment, or other lien of any kind, as
between the parties thereto. (Acts 1889, pp. 106, 107.)
ter.

in this

—

Cross-references. Deeds to secure debt, bills of sale to secure debt and condisale contracts good against grantor though not recorded, see § 67-1305.
Mortgages remain good as against mortgagor though not recorded, see § o~-109.

tional
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Record of tax officers' bonds not necessary as between parties, see §§ 92-4606,
Retention title contract good between parties though not in writing, see
92-4806.
IS O7-1401, 67-1402.

—

For entering such execution as aforesaid
(3324) Clerk's fees.
upon the general execution docket the clerk shall be entitled to a fee of
10 cents, to be taxed in the bill of costs, and also a fee of 10 cents for en39-705.

tering on the filing docket each deed or

mortgage or other

(Acts

lien.

1889, pp. 106, 107.)
Cross-reference.

— Fees

39-706. (3325)

ecution docket.

—

of clerk, see

§

24-2727.

Judgment against nonresidents recorded on general exAs against the interests of third parties acting in good

and without notice, who may have acquired a transfer or lien binding any real estate, situated in this State, of a nonresident thereof, no
money judgment obtained in any court of this State, whether superior
court, ordinary's court, county court, city court, or justice court, or
United States court in this State, against said nonresident, shall have a
lien upon real estate of said nonresident from the rendition thereof, unless the execution issuing thereon shall be entered upon the general execution docket of the county in which such real estate is situated, within
10 days from the time the judgment is rendered. When the execution
shall be entered upon the docket after the 10 days, the lien shall date
from such entry. (Acts 1890-1, p. 207.)

faith

—

Cross-references. Binding effect of judgments, see § 110-507. Judgment a lien
against nonresident defendant when, see § 110-512. Dormant judgments and their
revival, see §§ 110-1001 to 110-1003.

by preceding secpreceding section shall be construed to affect the
validity or force of any judgment, as between the parties thereto. (Acts
39-707.

tion.

(3326) Liens as between parties unaffected

— Nothing

in the

1890-1, p. 207.)

39-708.

(3327) Clerks fees.

— For

entering such execution, as afore-

upon the general execution docket, the

clerk shall be entitled to a

fee of 10 cents, to be taxed in the bill of costs.

(Acts 1890-1, pp. 207, 208.)

said,

Cross-reference.

PART

of clerk, see § 24-2727.

CLAIMS BY THIRD PARTIES TO PROPERTY
LEVIED UPON.

II.

CHAPTER

— Fees

39-8.

HOW AND

BY

Sec.
39-801.
39-802.

39-803.
39-804.

WHOM
Sec.

Claims to be on oath.
Bond and security for damages.
Sale to be postponed, when.

39-807.
39-808.

Bond recoverable on
.

or

failure.

be

made

in

forma

property,
of

'

how

dis-

compensation for

keeping property.
Disposition of property where
J

39 809
"

-

no bond

.

owner may
claim and execute bond for all.

Partner

may

Personal
)0se ^

Forthcomingbondmaybegiven,
_,

Claims

pauperis.

etc.

39-805.
„_ ___
39-806.

CLAIMS INTERPOSED.

is

given.

joint

—

(5157) Claims to be on oath. When any sheriff or other officer shall levy an execution or other process on property claimed by a
39-801.
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jj

39-806

third person not a party to such execution, such person, his agent or at-

torney

may make

oath to such property. (Act 1839, Cobb, 535.

At

1877, p. 22.)

—

Claims
Cross-references. Interposing claims in justices' courts, see § 24-1416.
attachment proceedings, see Title 8, Attachment, Chapter 8-8. Claims in forma
Claims against distrained property, see § 61-407.
pauperis, see § 39-807.
second claim after property found subject, see § 24 3311. Claims to property
interlevied on under execution against tax collector or taxpayer, see § 92-7801.
Parties to creditors' bills,
vention in equitable proceedings, see § 55-304.
Practice on money rules, see § 24-211. Rules of superior courts as to
§ 37-1006.
claims, see §§ 24-3311 to 24-3313. Attorney's rights in claim cases, see § 9-612.
Lien of attorneys at law, see § 9-613. Claims at sales by executor, administrator,
guardian or other trustee, see §§ 49-208, 113-1801.
in

39-802. (5158,

Bond and

5161)

damages.

security for

—The

person

claiming such property, or his agent or attorney, shall give bond to the
sheriff, or such other officer, as the case may be, with good and sufficient
security, in a sum not larger than double the amount of the execution

and made payable to the plaintiff in execution and where the
property levied on is of less value than the execution, the amount of the
bond shall be double the value of the property levied upon, at a reasonable valuation to be judged by the levying officer, conditioned to pay the
plaintiff all damages which the jury on the trial of the right of property
levied,

may

;

appear that said claim was made
for the purpose of delay only. (Act 1821, Cobb, 533. Acts 1872, p. 41.)
assess against

Cross-reference.

him

— How

in case

damages

it

shall

to be assessed, see

§

39-907.

—

When affidavit and bond
made
required
been
and
delivered
as
in the preceding section,
shall have
it shall be the duty of the sheriff or other levying officer to postpone the
sale of said property until otherwise ordered. (Act 1821, Cobb, 532.)
39-803. (5159) Sale to be postponed,

39-804. (5160,

5161) Forthcoming

cases where a levy shall be

when.

bond may be

made upon property

given, etc.

— In

all

claimed by a third
person, and such person shall desire the possession thereof, it shall be
the duty of the sheriff or other levying officer to take bond made payable
to the sheriff, with good security for a sum equal to double the value of
the property levied on, to be estimated by the levying officer, for the dethat

is

livery of such property at the time

and place of sale, provided the property so levied upon shall be found subject to such execution: Provided,
that it shall not be lawful to require or take a forthcoming bond for real
estate. (Act 1811, Cobb, 532. Act 1841, Cobb, 536. Acts 1872, p. 40.)
Cross-references.

Measure

of

39-805. (5162)
shall

—When

damages, see

§

Bond

to be
39-304.

given in illegality proceedings, see

recoverable on failure.

have been given as provided

§

39-301.

—When bond and security

in section 39-804,

it

shall be the

duty

of the sheriff or other levying officer to leave such property in the pos-

session of such claimant; and in case the said claimant or his security
shall fail to deliver said property, said bond shall be made recoverable in

any court having cognizance of the same. (Act

1811, Cobb, 532.)

Cross-references.— Suit on and return of bonds, see § 89-905. Bonds taken by
Measure of damages on forthcoming bond, see § 39-304.

officers, valid, see § 39-302.

owner may claim and execute bond for
all.
One of several partners or persons jointly interested may make the
affidavit and execute the bond in the name of the firm or persons jointly
39-806. (5163) Partner or joint

—

Executions axd Proceedings Thereunder.
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I

who

interested,

signed

it

shall be

though eaeh individual had

as

(Act 1838. Cobb, 589,)

himself.

Cross-reference.

bound thereby
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— rowers

of each partner, see

§

75-202.

—

may

be made in forma pauperis. In all cases
where claimants shall be unable to give bond and security as required in
tli is Chapter, in claim cases, such claimants may file, in addition to the
bath required in section 39-801, an affidavit as follows: "I, A. B., do
swear that I do not interpose this claim for delay only; that I bona fide
claim the right and title to the same; that I am advised and believe that
the claim will be sustained; and that from poverty I am unable to give
39-807.

Claims

(^5164)

bond and security as now required by law." When said affidavit shall
have been made and delivered to the levying officer, the same shall suspend the sale in the same manner as if bond and security had been given.
(Acts 1870.

p.

411.)

—

Cross-references. Claims in attachment proceedings, see
be interposed when tax fi. fa. is levied, see § 92-7801.

39-808.

(5165) Personal property,

how

§

Claim may-

8-801.

disposed of; compensation for

—

keeping property. If the claimant to personal property levied on shall
be unable to give a forthcoming bond, it shall be the privilege of the
plaintiff in fi. fa. to give such bond, and upon such bond being given, to
be approved by the levying officer, it shall be the duty of the levying officer to deliver said property to said plaintiff; but in no event shall the
plaintiff be allowed any compensation for keeping said property. (Acts
1870, p. 411.)

—

where no bond is given. In
be unable, and the plaintiff shall neglect or

39-809. (5166) Disposition of property

the event the claimant shall
refuse to give said

may

bond

forthcoming of the property, the claimant

for the

apply to the ordinary and procure an order for the sale of the same,

and when said order

shall

have been granted,

it

shall

be the duty of the

levying officer to advertise the time and place of sale at not less than three
public places, to be selected in different parts of the county in which the
sale

is

and on the day
hands

between the hours of 10 A. M. and 1 P. M., said
and the money arising from such sale shall remain

of sale,

property shall be sold,
in the

days immediately preceding the time of sale;

to take place, for 15

of the levying officer subject to the order of court

hearing of the claim.

final

(Acts 1870,

upon the

p. 411.)

Cross-reference.— Sale of perishable property, see §§ 39-1203, 107-204.

CHAPTER

39-9.

WHEN, WHERE, AND

Sec.

Where

39-902.

Trial by jury.

39-903.

Oath of jurors in claim cases;
damages where claim made

claim to be returned.

39-906.

Damages where

39 " 907

How ^mages

-

.

for delay
rr

TRIED.

Sec.

39-901.

~r

HOW

*

39-904.
39-905.

t.

rr
Burden of proof on plaintiff.
Withdrawal or discontinuance
r

of claim.

r

,

•

._ _._
39-908.

.

39-909.

claim is discontinued or dismissed.
are

to

be as-

sessecl
_.

;

.

...

,.

.

Claims and illegalities against
execution from court of ordinary.
Original execution in claim
cases may be withdrawn.

-
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§

39-906

—

claim to be returned. When an execution issued from the superior court shall be levied upon personal property, and
clain/ed by a person not a party to such execution, it shall be the duty
of the levying officer to return the same, together with the execution
39-901.

Where

(5167)

the next term of the court from which said execution issued; but should

such execution be levied upon real property, and the same shall be
claimed in the manner aforesaid, it shall be the duty of the officer making the levy to return the same, together with the execution and claim, to
the next term of the superior court of the county in which the land so
levied

upon

39-902.

shall

(Act 1821, Cobb, 532.)

lie.

(5168) Trial

by

jury.

—The court to which a claim

turned shall cause the right of property to be decided

by

-a

shall

be

re-

jury at the

term thereof, unless continued as other cases at law. (Act 1821,
Cobb, 532, 533.)
first

Oath of jurors in claim cases; damages where claim
Every juror, on the trial of the claim of property either

39-903. (5169)

made

for delay.

—

be sworn, in addition to the oath usually administered, to give such damages, not less than 10 per cent., as may seem
reasonable and just, to the plaintiff against the claimant, in case it shall
be shown that such claim was made for delay only, and such jury may
real or personal, shall

give a verdict in the manner aforesaid, by virtue whereof judgment may
be entered up against the claimant and his security for the damages so
assessed and the costs of the

Burden

39-904. (5170)

trial.

of proof

(Act 1821, Cobb, 532.)

on

plaintiff.

—Upon

the trial of

all

claims provided for in this Chapter, the burden of proof shall lie upon
the plaintiff in execution in all cases where the property levied on is. at
the time of such levy, not in possession of the defendant in execution.

(Act 1821, Cobb, 533.)
Cross-reference.

— Burden

of proof generally, see

§

Withdrawal or discontinuance

39-905. (5171)

made

38-103.

of claim.

—Whenever

a

terms of this Code, and returned to the
proper court by the sheriff or other levying o.fncer, the claimant shall not
be permitted to withdraw or discontinue his said claim more than once,
without the consent of the plaintiff in execution', or some person duly authorized to represent such plaintiff; but such court shall proceed to the
trial of the claim of such property, and it shall be the duty of the jury to
assess damages accordingly. (Act 1821, Cobb, 533.)
claim of property

is

in

—

Cross-references. Second claim not received after property found subject, see
24-3311. When plaintiff in execution entitled to conclusion, and when claim;
entitled to conclusion, see § 24-3312.
Making party when claimant dies, see
§ 24-3313.
§

39-906. (5172)

Whenever

Damages where claim

is

discontinued or dismissed.

—

a claim shall be dismissed for insufficiency or withdrawn,

execution may have a case made up and submitted to the
jury, charging that said claim was filed for the purpose of delay, and
plaintiff in

upon proof

of the

—defendant and claimant having the same power
claim cases where damages are claimed — the jury,

same

to resist the case as in

under instructions from the court, may give damages as in cases where
the claim is not withdrawn but submitted for trial to the jury; said cases

—
I

Executions and Proceedings Thereunder.
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so submitted shall be tried at the time of the disposal of the claim

the

if

parties are ready, but continuances shall be granted as in other cases.

(Acts L871-2,
39-907.

p. 52.)

How

(5173")

damages are

to be assessed.

—Upon

the trial of

may

be pending" in the superior court, when
damages shall be found by the jury, the said damages shall be assessed
upon the whole amount then due upon the execution, provided the value
claims to property which

amount

of the property in dispute exceeds the

upon the value

of the property

ordinary.

the value of the property

is less

and
than

(Act 1821, Cobb, 534.)

the execution levied.
39-908.

when

of said execution,

(5174) Claims and illegalities against executions from court of

—Whenever an execution issued from a court of ordinary shall

be levied upon personal property, and a claim to said property or an affidavit of illegality shall be interposed, it shall be the duty of the sheriff
or other levying officer to return the same, together with the execution

and all the other papers, to the next term of the superior court of the
county from wmich the fi. fa. was issued but if said levy shall have been
made upon realty, the fi. fa., with the claim or illegality papers, shall be
returned by the levying officer to the next term of the superior court of
the county where the land lies, and the issue shall be tried as is provided
for the trial of claim and illegality cases. (Acts 1876, p. 100.)
;

Cross-reference.

39-909.

—

Illegalities, generally, see

Chapter 39-10.

(5175) Original execution in claim cases

The plaintiff in execution in
draw the original fi. fa. from

all

may be

withdrawn.

claim cases shall have the right to with-

the

files

of the court,

by making application

by attorney, to the clerk of the court if there be a
clerk, or to the court if there be no clerk; upon application being made,
such clerk or court shall make a true copy of such fi. fa. with all the
entries thereon and shall certify the same to be true which certified copy
shall be filed with the claim papers in lieu of the original fi. fa., and an
therefor, in person or

;

entry of the filing

PART

made

III.

thereon.

(Acts 1887,

p. 62.)

ILLEGALITY OF EXECUTIONS.

CHAPTER

39-10.

Sec.

IN GENERAL.
Sec.

39-1001.

Illegality,

how

39-1002.

Who may

file

taken.

39-1006.

How

39-1007.

Damages

39-1008.

may be sold under
other executions; release of
bond.
When illegality may not go
behind judgment.

affidavit of ille-

j/ality.

39-1003.

Affidavit of illegality not to
be received until after levy.

39-1004.

Illegality not
ccssive levy.

39-1005.

Amendment

remedy

for ex-

39-1009.

of affidavits of

il-

illegality returned
tried ; continuance.

and

for delay only.

Property

legality.

39-1001.

(5305) Illegality,

how

taken.

property of any person shall issue

—When an execution against the

illegally, or shall

be proceeding

il-

1 1 83
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and such execution shall be levied on property, such person
make oath in writing, and shall state the cause, of such illegality, and
legally,

i

same

liver the

to the sheriff, or other executing officer, as the case D

with bond and good security for the forthcoming of
(Act 1799, Cobb, 509; Act 1838,
property, as provided by this Code.
Cobb, 514.)
be, together

—

Cross-references. Illegalities in justices' courts, see § 24-1419. Forthcoming
bonds, see § 39-301. Affidavit of illegality on mortgage execution, see § 67Affidavits of illegality amendable, see § 39-1005.
Defendant in money execution

When

affidavit of illegality made on account
Illegality to execution by
§ 24-3327.
92-5505
Comptroller General against defaulting tax collector and sureties,
to 92-5507. Illegalities against fi. fas. from court of ordinary, see § 39-908. Second
affidavit of illegality, see § 24-3328.

allowed

defenses, see

all

of partial

§

37-1207.

payment made on execution, see

Who may

39-1002. (5310)
illegality

may

be

filed

affidavit of illegality.— An affidavit oi

file

by an attorney

in fact, or

by an executor, admin-

istrator, or other trustee.

39-1003. (5306) Affidavit of illegality not to be received until after
levy.

— No

executing

be received by any sheriff, or other
until a levy shall have been made. (Act 1838, Cobb,

affidavit of illegality shall
officer,

514.)

—

remedy for excessive levy. An affidavit of ilnot be a remedy for an excessive levy, except where author-

39-1004. Illegality not
legality shall

ized

by

statute. (106 Ga. 102 (31 S. E. 808).)

—

Cross-references. Affidavit of illegality to execution by ordinary for money due
county, see § 92-3810. Liability for motor carrier tax contested by affidavit of
illegality, see § 92-2920.
State tax on railroads' personalty resisted by affidavit of
Illegality to execution for excessive amount of taxes,
illegality, see § 92-2604.
see § 92-3810. Affidavit of illegality to executions by State Revenue Commission,
see § 92-7301.

39-1005. (5704)
illegality are,

the insertion

Amendment

of affidavits of illegality.— Affidavits of

upon motion and leave of court, amendable instanter by
of new and independent grounds
Provided, the defendant
:

swear that he did not know of such grounds when the original
davit was filed. (Act 1850, Cobb, 518.)
Cross-references. — Illegality, how taken, see § 39-1001. Second affidavit of
gality, see § 24-3328.
New facts or defense by amendment on affidavit,
shall

§

affi-

ille-

see

81-1310.

39-1006. (5307)

When

How

illegality

returned

and

tried;

the levy shall have been made, and affidavit and

the officer as herein provided,

continuance.—

bond delivered

to

duty of such officer to suspend further proceedings on such execution, and return the execution,
affidavit, and bond to the next term of the court from which the execution issued; and it shall be the duty of said court to determine thereon
at the first term thereof, unless the plaintiff or his attorney shall desire
it

shall be the

to controvert the facts contained in said affidavit, in

which case an issue
by a jury at the same term, un-

be joined, which issue shall be tried
less good cause is shown for a continuance.
shall

Cross-reference.

—Affidavits

39-1007. (5308)

formed on an

of illegality are amendable, see

Damages

for delay only.

— Upon

§

39-1005.

the trial of an issue

affidavit of illegality filed in the superior courts, the jury

trying the case shall have power to assess such damages, not exceeding

Executions and Proceedings Thereunder.

39-1008

g

25 per cent., as

may

upon the principal debt,
appear that snch illegality was interposed

scorn reasonable

and

provided it shall be made to
for delay only. Whenever an illegality
or informality, or

provided

is

1859,

p.

in

is

cases

49; 1871-2,

1184

withdrawn,

just,

may be

dismissed for insufficiency

where claims may

may

proceed as
be dismissed or withdrawn. (Acts

plaintiff in execution'

p. 52.)

—

Cross-references. Damages where affidavit is filed to prevent process against
persons holding exhibitions without license, see § 92-3910. Affidavit of illegality
to execution by Comptroller General against defaulting tax collector and sureties,
see § 92*5505 to 92-5507. Damages when claims dismissed or withdrawn, see
§

39-90o.

may

be sold under other executions; release
When an execution shall have been levied on property and
of bond.
ao affidavit of illegality hied to stay proceedings thereon, the property
so levied on shall be subject to levy and sale under other executions, and
the officer making the first levy shall claim, receive, hold, and retain such
amount of the proceeds of the sale as the court shall deem sufficient to
pay the execution first levied, including interest up to the time of the
court at which said illegality shall be determined; and any bond given
by the defendant on filing such affidavit shall be released and discharged
so far as relates to the property sold. (Act 1845, Cobb, 516.)
39-1008. (5309) Property

—

When

—

may

not go behind judgment. If the
defendant shall not have been served and does not appear, he may take
39-1009. (5311)

illegality

advantage of the defect by affidavit of illegality but if he shall have had
his day in court, he may not go behind the judgment by an affidavit of
;

illegality.

Cross-references.
toppels, see

S

— Provisions as

to

former judgment, see

PART
CHAPTER

IV.

Es-

JUDICIAL SALES.

ADVERTISEMENT OF JUDICIAL SALES.

39-11.

Sec.

Sec.

how

39-1101.

Sales,

39-1102.

Notices published once a week
for four weeks.
Selection of official organ.

39-1103.

§§ 3-607, 110-503.

38-114.

advertised.

make

39-1106.

Advertising fee to be paid in
advance, when; pauper affi-

39-1107.

Notice

davits.

contracts.

39-1104.

Officer to

39-1105.

Fees for advertising.

39-1101. (6062) Sales,

how

of

change

must

be

given.

advertised.

— The sheriffs and coroners shall

some newspaper published in their
counties respectively, and if there be no such paper published in the
county, then in the nearest newspaper having the largest or a general
publish weekly, for four weeks, in

—

circulation in such county
(

— notice of

all

ccuted by him; in which advertisement he shall
te description of the property to be sold, making

the plaintiff and defendant and the person
of

and other property
give a full and com-

sales of land

such property, except horses, hogs, and

any time by the consent of the defendant;

who may

the

name

of

be in the possession

which may be sold at
which case it shall be the

cattle,
in

known
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duty of such

officer to give the plaintiff 10 days' notice thereof, ancj

same

to advertise the

such property
509.

>

may

be, at least 10

Act 1850, Cobb,

Cross-references.

at three or

580.

— Notice

more public

place

days before the

Acts 1851-2,

p.

of change

sheriff to publish sales, citations,

in

39-1102. (6063) Notices published once a

week

163.;

p.

of newspapers, see
and other proceedings, see

\

the county w\
(Act 1799, Cobb,

sale.

78; 1866,

1103

§
§

39-1107.
24-2813,

Outy of
11

for four weeks.

3.

— In

all

cases where the law requires citations, notices, or advertisements by

county bailiffs, administrators, execute
guardians, trustees, or others to be published in a newspaper for 30 days,
or for four weeks, or once a week for four weeks, it shall be sufficient
and legal to publish the same once a week for four weeks (that is, one
insertion each week for each of the four weeks) immediately preceding

ordinaries,

clerks,

sheriffs,

when the order is to be granted, or the sale is to take
place; and the number of days between the date of the first publication
and the term or day when the order is to be granted or the sale to take
place, whether more or less than 30 days, shall not in any manner inthe term or day

validate or render irregular the said notice, citation, advertisement, order

or sale. (Acts 1890-1,
Cross-reference.
§

p.

241

— Publication

1876, p. 99.)

;

of

citation

where administrator appointed, see

113-1212.

39-1103. Selection of official organ.

—No

lished in this State shall be declared or

county for the publication of
other advertising

journal or newspaper pub-

made

the official organ of any

sheriff's sales, ordinary's citations or

commonly known and termed

"official

any

or legal adver-

and required by law to be published in such county official newspaper, unless such newspaper shall have been continuously published
and mailed to a list of bona fide subscribers for a period of two years, or
is the direct successor of such journal or newspaper, and no change shall
be made in the official organ of any county except upon the concurrent
action of the ordinary, sheriff and clerk of the superior court of said
county or a majority of said officers: Provided, that in counties where
no journal or newspaper has been established for two years the official
organ may be designated by the ordinary, sheriff and clerk of the superior
tising"

court, a majority of these officers governing.

(Acts 1910,

p. 87.)

—

This section was amended by Acts 1922, p. 48, Acts 1929,
and Acts 1929, p. 175. The 1922 Act purported to amend this section by inserting between the words "except" and "upon" the words "in those counties in
which there is a city having a population between 38,000 and 52,900 according to
the official census of the United States for the year 1920, upon the action of the
county commissioners or a majority of said officers and in all other counties."
Acts 1929, p. 173, purported to add a proviso providing the method for selecting
the official organ for publication of sheriff's sales, and other official and legal
advertising, "in counties having a population of not less than 11.370 and not more
than 11,450, according to the census of the United States for 1920, or any future
census." Acts 1929, p. 175, purported to add a new section providing how and
by whom the official organ shall be selected, etc., in counties "in which there is
a city having a population between 6,860 and 6,880 according to the official census
of the United States for the year 1920, where there are published two or more
journals or newspapers qualified under this section to be the official organ of any
county." Each of these amendments has been omitted because of the limit upon
the number of counties in which it applies. On the question of whether such
statutes as Acts 1922, p. 48, and Acts 1929, p. 175, violate Const, Art. I, Sec. IV,
Par. 1 (§ 2-401), prohibiting the enactment of a special law in any case for which
provision has been made by an existing general law, see 103/701 (30 S. E. 627*)
Editorial Note.

p. 173,

:

135/269 (69 S. E. 182); 139/117 (76 S. E. 747); 146/576 (91 S. E. 671); 150/5S3
S. E. 418).

U04

;
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It seems that Acts 1929, p. 175, the title of which contains no limitation as to
the counties in which it purports to apply, violates Const., Art. Ill, Sec. VII, Par.
Y1II (.§ 2-1808). providing that no law shall pass which contains matter different
from that expressed in the title thereof.

The 1922 Act purports to amend § 6065 of the Code of 1910; but it is evident
that the intention was to amend § 6065 (a) of Park's Ann. Code the above sec-

—

1929, p. 173, is "An Act to amend an Act approved August 15, 1915,
codified as S 6065 (a) oi Park's Ann. Code (1914).../' etc. Doubtless the intention
was to amend an Act approved August 15, 1910... etc. the above section. Acts
1929, p. 175, is "An Act to amend section 6065 (1) of the Civil Code of Georgia
(1910)..." etc. There is no such Code section. Doubtless the intention was to
amend § 6065 (1) of Michie's Georgia Code of 1926 the above section. In view
of these facts the constitutionality of each of the amendments seems to be questionable under the provisions of Const., Art. Ill, Sec. VII, Par. XVII (§ 2-1817),
providing that no law, or section of the Code, shall be amended by mere reference
to its title, or to the number of the section of the Code, but the amending or
repealing Act shall distinctly describe the law to be amended or repealed, as well
tion.

Acts

—

—

as the alteration to be made.

39-1104.

(6067) Officer to

make

contracts.

—

If

the ordinary, sheriff, or

unable to procure the advertisements at the rate herein
prescribed, in a newspaper published at the county site of said county,
he may have said advertisements published in any newspaper in this
other officer

is

State having the largest general circulation in the county

upon

Provided,

:

Provided further, if contracts cannot
be made with newspapers at the rates prescribed, then the sheriff and
ordinary, or other advertising officers, shall post their advertisements
at the courthouse and in a public place in each militia district in the
county for the length of time required by law for advertising in newspapers Provided, if there is no newspaper published at the county site,
then any paper published in the county shall be next entitled to the pubsaid rates shall be agreed

:

:

lic

advertisements.

(Acts 1878-9,

p.

81

39-1105. (6066) Fees for advertising.

;

1899, p. 40.)

— The rates to be allowed to pub-

lishers for publishing legal advertisements shall be as follows

100 words, the

sum

For each

:

of $1 for each insertion for the first four insertions

for each subsequent insertion, the

sum

of 50 cents per 100 words.

same

cases fractional parts shall be charged for at the

rates

;

In

all

and no or-

dinary, sheriff, coroner, clerk, marshal or other officer shall receive or
collect

from

parties, plaintiff or defendant, other or greater rates

herein set forth.

(Acts 1878-9,

p.

81; 1920, p. 86.)

39-1106. (6064) Advertising fee to be paid in advance,
affidavit.

— No sheriff or deputy sheriff shall be

property of any defendant in

tisement shall have been
attorney

:

his poverty he
sheriff or his

is

the cost of such adver-

paid by the plaintiff in

when any such party
make and file an affidavit

unable to pay such cost,

it

fi.

fa.,

his agent or

plaintiff, or his

in

shall

must be given.

agent or

writing that owing to

deputy to proceed as required by law.

(6065) Notice of change

when; pauper

required to advertise the

fa. for sale, until

Provided, that

attorney for him, shall

39-1107.

first

fi.

than

be the duty of said
(Acts 1872,

— No

p. 42.)

sheriff, coroner,

or other officer shall change the advertising connected with his office

from one paper to another, without first giving notice of his intention to
do so in the paper in which his advertisements may have been published.
(Act 1850, Cobb, 580.)
Cross-reference.— Duty of sheriff to publish

sales, etc., see § 24-2813,

If

3.
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CHAPTER

39-12.

WHEN AND WHERE

§ 39-1203

MADE.

Sec.

Sec.

Place,

39-1201.

manner

and

time,

of

sales.

39-1202.

Sale may continue
to day.

from day

39-120.3.

Sale of perishable property.

39-1204.

How

perishable property sold.
Sale of perishable property
under tax fi. fas., etc.

39-1205.

—

and manner of sales. Sales of property
taken under execution shall be made by the sheriffs or coroners only at
the courthouse of the county where such levy was made, on the first
Tuesday in each month, between the hours of 10 A. M. and 4 P. M., and
at public outcry: Provided, that in all cases where any sheriff, coroner, or
other levying officer shall levy any execution or other legal process upon
any corn, lumber, timber of any kind, bricks, machinery, or other articles
difficult and expensive to transport, said officer may sell said property
without carrying and exposing the same at the courthouse door on the
day of sale, but the levying officer shall give a full description of the
property and the place where it is located in the advertisement of the
sale. (Act 1799, Cobb, 509. Act 1821, Cobb, 511. Acts 1871-2, p. 49.)
39-1201. (6060) Place, time,

—

Cross-references. Administrator's sale of land, see § 113-1706.
of constable for carrying property to place of sale, see § 24-1415.
able property, see § 39-1203. Disposition of personal property
unable and plaintiff refuses to give forthcoming bond, see § 39-809.
to keep record of sales, etc., see § 24-2813, 11 5.

Compensation
Sale of perish-

where claimant
Duty of sheriff

—

may

continue from day to day. Any sheriff, coroner, constable, tax collector, guardian, trustee, or any other officer of
39-1202. (6061) Sale

this State,
this State,

when selling property at public sale by virtue of any law of
may continue such sale from day to day until such sale may

be completed:

Provided, such trustee or other officer shall have given

notice of such intended continuance in the advertisement of such sale.

(Acts 1851-2, pp. 242, 243.)
39-1203. (6068) Sale of perishable property.

—Whenever any personal

property of a perishable nature, or liable to deteriorate from keeping, or
there

is

expense attending the keeping of the same, shall be levied on by

virtue of any

fi.

fa.,

attachment, or other process, and the defendant shall

to replevy the same,

and

remain

hands of the levying
officer, upon the facts being made plainly to appear to the judge of the
court from which such process shall have issued, or to the judge of the
superior court of the county, or to the ordinary of the county in which
the levy shall have been made, during the absence of the judge of the superior court, it shall be the duty of the judge of the court to which the
fail

it

shall

process shall be returnable or from which

it

in the

shall

have been issued, or

judge of the superior court of the county, or ordinary in his absence, to

Such sale shall be at the usual place of holdthe county where the property may be, except that

order a sale of the property.
ing sheriff's sales for

when

the

fi.

fa. shall

be returnable to a justice's court the sale shall be at

the usual place of constable's sales of the district where the property

may

be, or at such other place as the magistrate ordering the sale

direct.

(Acts 1873,

—

p.

may

48; 1880-1, p. 60.)

Cross-references. How perishable property in trover case sold, see
Sale of perishable goods by common carriers, see § 18-405.

§

107-204.

—
Executions and Proceedings Thereunder.
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§

How
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—The

time and place
of holding such sale shall be advertised at the courthouse, and at two
other public places when the sale is to take place, at least 10 days before
39-1204. (6069)

when

the day of sale; and
court,

it

shall

perishable property sold.

fi.

fa.

shall be returnable to a justice's

be advertised at the courthouse door of the district in which

made; and the money

said levy shall have been
shall be held

the

by the

officer

arising from said sale

making- the same, subject to the order of the

court having jurisdiction of the same:

Provided, that the judge, ordi-

may

order a sale of live stock, fruit, or other personal
Provided
property in a perishable condition, after three days' notice
further, that no judicial officer shall grant any order for the sale of pernary, or justice

:

sonal property, where the defendant in
torney, has not had at least

fi.

fa.

two days' notice

or other process, or his atof applicant's intention to

apply for such order, which notice shall specify the time and place of
hearing; and in cases of attachment for purchase money falling within
this section, like notice shall be furnished the plaintiff or his attorney;
and in no case shall such notice be dispensed with, except where it shall
be made to appear that it is impracticable to have such notice perfected,

an urgent one, in which latter event the court may, in the
exercise of a sound discretion, grant such order without notice. (Acts

or

.the

case

is

1873, p. 48; 1880-1, p. 60.)
Cross-reference.

— See

cross-references under

§

39-1203.

39-1205. (6070) Sale of perishable property under tax

Whenever

a tax

fi.

fa.

or county court

fi.

property of a perishable nature, or that

fa.

shall

is liable

fi.

fas.,

etc.

have been levied on

to deteriorate in value

from keeping, or that is attended with expense in keeping, the same may
be sold under the provisions of the preceding sections, except that in the
case of a county court

CHAPTER

39-13.

fi.

fa.

the county judge shall order the sale.

RIGHTS AND LIABILITIES OF PURCHASER.

Sec.

Sec.

39-1301.
39-1302.

Purchaser's liability.
Form of action against purchaser.

39-1303.

Judicial sale passes

39-1304.

Titles

39-1305.

Title of purchaser

39-1306.

Memorandum

title.

made by successor

Seizure of personalty.

39-1311.

Purchaser

sion.

Purchaser has covenants of
warranty running with land.

not

trace

Officer shall put purchaser in
possession.

how

39-1313.

Possession,

39 1314.

Widow

39-1315.

Defendant,
void sale-

39-1316.

Setting aside execution sale.

obtained.

and lessee not to be

dispossessed.

(6071) Purchaser's liability.

—Any

when bound

by

who may become
any sale which may be

person

the purchaser of any real or personal estate at

made

need

funds.

original.

unnecessary to
charge person at judicial sale.
Caveat emptor, fraud, war-

39-1301.

39-1310.

39-1312.
is

ranty.
39-1308.

Purchaser shall have posses-

of

sheriff.

39-1307.

39-1309.

by any executor, administrator, or guardian, or by
any sheriff or other officer under and by virtue of any execution or other
legal process, and shall fail or refuse to comply with the terms of such
sale when requested so to do, shall be liable for the amount of such purat public outcry
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chase money; and

§ 39-1308

be at the option of such sheriff or other <AU
either to proceed against such purchaser for the full amount of the purchase money, or to resell such real or personal estate and then prcw
against the first purchaser for the deficiency arising from such sale.
it

shall

(Act 1831, Cobb, 514.)

—

Bonds of
Cross-references. Bond of purchaser of life estate, see § 85-1709.
purchasers of property subject to liens, see § 67-119. Sales by auction, see § 96-114.
No writing necessary to charge person at judicial sale, see § 39-1306.
39-1302. (6072)

Form

of action against purchaser.

may

vided for in the preceding section
sheriff or other officer

making

be brought

—The
the

in

action pro-

name

may

fendant in execution, or any other person in interest, as the case
81-1307.

§

—

Name of party suing for another's use
Set-off against usee, see § 20-1304.

Cross-references.
see

of the

the sale, for the use of the plaintiff or de-

39-1303. (6051) Judicial sale passes

title.

—A

be.

added by amendment,

sale regularly

made by

virtue of judicial process issuing from a court of competent jurisdiction,
shall

convey the

son against

as effectually as

title

whom

if

the sale were

made by

the per-

the process shall have issued.

—

Cross-references. Title of purchaser at sale of premises after verdict of set-off
in ejectment suit, see §§ 33-108, 33-110.
Deed made at sale for taxes, see § 92-8107.

made by

39-1304. (6058) Titles
fail to

in the

make

titles to

same manner

Cross-reference.

successor of sheriff.

—

a purchaser, his successor in office

as

if

If a sheriff shall

may make them

he had sold the property. (Act 1799, Cobb, 576.)

—Duty of sheriff to receive from his predecessor

writs, etc., see § 24-2813,

11

all

unexecuted

6.

39-1305. (6052) Title of purchaser

is

original.

—In

all

controversies in

the courts of this State, the purchaser at a judicial sale shall not be re-

show

deeds back of his purchase, unless it shall be necessary for his case to show good title in the person whose interest he purchased. (10 Ga. 74. See 115 Ga. 733, 734 (42 S. E. 86).)

quired to

title

—

Cross-references. Recording execution with sheriff's deed, see
deed under tax sale, see § 92-8107.

§

29-412.

Valid-

ity of

Memorandum unnecessary to charge person at judiNo note or memorandum in writing shall be necessary to

39-1306. (6053)
cial sale.

—

charge any person at a judicial

sale.

(Act 1831, Cobb, 514.)

—

Cross-references. Statute of frauds, see § 20-401. Sales
Liability of purchaser at public sale, see § 39-1301.

39-1307. (6054) Caveat emptor, fraud, warranty.

look for himself as to the

title

and soundness

by auction, see

§

96-114.

—The purchaser shall

of all property sold

under

Actual fraud or misrepresentation by the officer or his
agent may bind him personally. No covenant of warranty shall bind him
individually, unless made with that intention and for a valuable consideration. (Acts 1853-4, p. 56.)

judicial process.

Cross-references.

—Warranty

ties in private sales of

of administrator, see
personalty, see § 96-301.

§

113-1713.

Implied warran-

39-1308. (6055) Purchaser has covenants of warranty running with
land.

—The purchaser at judicial sales may enforce any covenants of war-

ranty running with the land which
title

may

be incorporated in the previous

deeds.

Cross-reference.

— For

similar provision, see

§

29-301.

§39-1309

Executions and Proceedings Thereunder.
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—Whenever a present

(6056) Purchaser shall have possession.
interest in land shall be sold by any judicial officer,
39-1309.

it

shall be his

duty

and to this
end he may dispossess the defendant in the process, his heirs and his
tenants, or his lessees or vendees of younger date than the judgment
upon which the process shall have issued; but he may not dispossess
other tenants claiming under an independent title. (Act 1823, Cobb,
to place the purchaser or his agent in possession of the land,

512.)

—

Cross-references. Duty of sheriff to place purchaser in possession, see
24-2613, 11 6. Against whom writs of possession shall not issue, see § 33-121. As
For similar provisions, see
to sales under tax ii. fas., see §§ 92-8102, 92-8108.
S 39-1312.
§

39-1310. (6057) Seizure of personalty.

—To

authorize a sale of per-

sonal property, there shall be an actual or constructive seizure.

A

future

may

not be seized and sold, but the lien of judgments shall attach thereto, so far as to prevent alienation, before the
interest in personalty

right to present possession shall accrue.

39-1311. (6059) Purchaser need not trace funds.
judicial sale shall not be

bound

—The

purchaser at

to look to the appropriation of the pro-

made by

ceeds of the sale, nor to the returns

the officer, nor shall he be

required to see that the officer has complied fully with

all

regulations

prescribed in such cases. All such irregularities shall create questions

and

liabilities

between the

officer

and parties interested

in the sale.

The

innocent purchaser shall be bound only to see that the officer has competent authority to sell, and that he is apparently proceeding to sell under the prescribed forms.
Cross-reference.
of proceeds, see

§

— Purchaser at trustee's

sale not required to see to reinvestment

108-412.

39-1312. (6073)

Officer shall put purchaser in possession.

—When

any
and under

any real estate by virtue of
be the duty of such sheriff or other levying

sheriff or other officer shall sell

any execution, it shall
upon application, to put the purchaser,
sion of the real estate sold

:

officer,

his agent or attorney, in posses-

Provided, that the officer shall not turn

out any person other than the defendant, his heirs, or their tenants, or

(Act 1811, Cobb, 510.

assignees since the judgment.

Act

1823, Cobb,

512.)

—

Cross-references. Sales under tax fi. fas., see §§ 92-8102, 92-8108. Duty of sherto receive from predecessor all unexecuted writs, etc., see § 24-2813, 11 6. Titles
made by successor, see § 39-1304. Purchaser shall have possession, see § 39-1309.
iff

39-1313. (6074) Possession,

how

obtained.

—

If

the purchaser of real

and other sales under execution, shall fail to make application for possession thereof until the next term of the superior court
after such sale shall have taken place, or until the officer making such
sale shall have gone out of office, such possession may be obtained only
under an order of said superior court.
estate, at sheriff's

Widow and

—

not to be dispossessed. The
widow of the defendant, claiming dower, may not be dispossessed of the
mansion, nor may a lessee, whose lease shall be older than the judgment
under which the sale was made, be dispossessed under the provisions of
the two preceding sections.
39-1314. (6075)

lessee

Executions and Proceedings
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39-1315. (6077) Defendant,

Th ereunder.

when bound by

void sale.

§ 39-9901

— Where

pr<

erty shall be sold under void process and the proceeds applied to

he shall receive the benefit thereof, he
he shall be present and not object to the -ale.

liens against the defendant, or

be bound thereby, if
(89 Ga. 1 (15 S. E. 123).)

shall

Cross-references.
§

— Fraud

by acts or

silence,

sec

§

105-304.

Esloppeh,

see

38-114.

39-1316. (6032) Setting aside execution sale.

making execution

power over

their officers

that a sale

made under process

is

— Courts

sales;

shall

have

and whenever

full

satisfied

infected with fraud, irregularity, or

error to the injury of either party, the sale shall be set aside.

(72 Ga.

638.)
Cross-reference.

— Confirmation

of sale under decree, see

§

37-1206.

PART XXX. CRIMES.
CHAPTER

39-99.

IN GENERAL.

Sec.

39-9901.

Fraudulent

levies.

39-9901. (215 P. C.) Fraudulent levies.

—Any person who shall fraud-

ulently cause any process, attachment, distress, or execution to be levied

on any estrayed animal, or any lot of land, or other property, knowing
the same not to be subject to such process or writ, shall, on conviction for
the first offense, be punished as for a misdemeanor, and on any subsequent conviction shall be sentenced to labor in the penitentiary not less
than two nor more than four years. (Cobb, 849, 850. Acts 1865-6, p. 233.)
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M E NT.

CROSS-REFERENCES.
Agriculture, Department of: See Title 5, Agriculture, Chapters 5-1 to 5-3.
Banking Department: See Title 13, Banks and Banking, Chapter 13-3.
Boards of Examiners: See Title 84, Professions, Businesses, and Trades*
Bureau of Markets: See Title 5, Agriculture, Chapter 5-2.
Education, State Board of: See Title 32, Education, Chapter 32-4.
Eleemosynary Institutions, Board of Control of: See Title 35, Eleemosynary Institutions, Chapter 35-1.
Forestry and Geological Development, Department of: See Title 43, Forestry and
Geology, Chapter 43-1.
Game and Fish, Department of: See Title 45, Game and Fish, Chapter 45-1.
Highway Department: See Title 95, Roads, Bridges, and Ferries, Chapter 95-15
et seq.

Industrial Relations,

Department

of:

See Title

54, Industrial

Relations, Chapter

54-1.

Insurance Department: See Title 56, Insurance, Chapter 56-1.
Prison Commission: See Title 77, Penal Institutions, Chapter 77-3.
Public Health, Department of: See Title 88, Public Health, Chapter 88-1.
Public Service Commission: See Title 93, Public Service Commission.
Regents, Board of: See Title 32, Education, Chapter 32-1.
Veterans' Service Office: See Title 78, Pensions, Chapter 78-1.
Warehouse Department: See Title 5, Agriculture, Chapter 5-3.

—

Editorial Note. The Reorganization Act (Acts 1931, pp. 7-46) has been codified
and given effect as follows: Section 1, continuing in force and effect the Department of Audits and Accounts, omitted. Sections 2, 3, and 4 codified as §§ 40-1901,
Sections 5 and 6 have not been codified but have been given
40-1902, and 40-1905.
Sections 7 and 8 codified as §§ 40-1813 and
effect in Title 90, Public Printing.
40-1814.
Sections 9 to 13, relating to the Veterans' Service Office, have been given

Pensions. Sections 14 to 18, relating to the Department of
Public Health, were repealed by Acts 1933, p. 8. Sections 19 to 24, relating to
the Department of Forestry and Geological Development, have been codified and
given effect in Title 43, Forestry and Geology. Section 25, abolishing the State
Board of Game and Fish and the office of Tidewater Commissioner, has been given
As to sections 26 to 35 and 38 to 44, relating
effect in Title 45, Game and Fish.
to the Board of Control of Eleemosynary Institutions, see Title 35, Eleemosynary
The changes effected by section 36, relating to the
Institutions, and § 81-1403.
Georgia Training School for Boys, and by section 37, relating to the Georgia
Training School for Girls, the control of both of which institutions is vested in
the Board of Control, have been made in Title 77, Penal Institutions, and those
effected by section 44-A, abolishing the Board of Public Welfare, have been made
effect in Title 78,

in Title 99, Social Welfare.

As

to sections 45 to 77, relating to the Board of Regents of the University SysTitle 32, Education. For changes effected by sections 78 to 85,
relating to the State Revenue Commission, except as to section 84, abolishing the
office of Commissioner of Motor Vehicles, see Title 92, Public Revenue, Chapter
92-45.
As to section 84, see Title 68, Motor Vehicles, Chapters 68-1, 68-2. As to
section 86, prescribing the salary of the Secretary of State, see § 40-504: sections
89 and 89-A, relating to the Joint-Secretary, State Examining Boards, see §§ 84-101
and 84-102. As to section 87, abolishing the Securities Commission and 88, authorizing the Secretary of State to employ certain assistants and section 89-B, abolishing the State Historical Commission, see § 40-603 and editorial note thereunder.

tem of Georgia, see

Sections 90 to 93-B, except section 93-A, relating to the Department of Law,
Section 93-A, providing for the aboin this Title as §§ 40-1607 to 40-1611.
lition of the office of attorney for the State Highway Board, has not been codified.
As to sections 94 and 95, respectively abolishing the Georgia Illiteracy Commission
and the State Board of Vocational Education and transferring the duties, etc.,
thereof to the State Board of Education, see Title 32, Education. As to section
96, abolishing the office of accountant appointed by the State Superintendent of
Schools and transferring his duties, etc., to the Department of Audits and AcAs to section 97, relating to the State Veterinarian, see
counts, see § 40-1812.
Section 98, abolishing the State Board of Entomology, has been given
§ 62-901.
effect, and section 98-A, relating to funds for the support of the Department of
Agriculture, has been codified in Title 5, Agriculture. See §§ 5-701, 5-112.
As to sections 99 and 100, relating to the Public Service Commission, see editorial
notes following §§ 93-207 and 93-210 and the next-to-the-last sentence of § 93-209;
sections 101 to 109, relating to the Department of Industrial Relations, see Title
See also, Title 113, Workmen's Compensation, as regards
54, Industrial Relations.
section 108, abolishing the Industrial Commission.

appear

§ 40-101
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By

section 110 (a), the Board of Harbor, Port, and Terminal Commissioners
abolished, and the Georgia Canal and Waterways Commission and Community
Service Commission were abolished by subdivisions (b) and (c) of that section.
See Title 17. Canal and Navigation Companies. Section 111 abolished the Alexander H. Stephens Institute as a branch of the University of Georgia.
Sections 11 J. 114, 115 contain general provisions relating to the Act as a whole
(Acts 1931, pp. 7 to 46\ some of which are of a temporary nature. These sections
have not been codified. Section 112 provides that all funds in the possession of
any board, officer, etc., abolished by that Act should be turned back into the State
treasury and all records of any such board, etc., should be delivered to the board
or officer, etc., succeeding to the powers, etc., of the board, office or organization
so abolished; and that if there be none succeeding to such powers, etc., then the
records should be delivered to the Secretary of State. Section 114 provides that
the Reorganization Act should be construed as a continuation of existing law
except in so far as it modified such law, and that the unconstitutionality of one
portion shall not render the rest invalid. Section 115 provides that wherever in
that Act it is provided that powers, etc., of any board, office, etc., was transferred
to any other office, etc., designated thereunder, such powers, etc., should be those
provided under existing laws.
s

Section 113, authorizing the Governor to settle conflicts between departments,
is

codified as

§

40-210.

Section 116, relating to vacancies filled by appointments by the Governor by and
with the consent of the Senate, has been codified as the last paragraph of § 40-302.
Section 117, providing that the effective date of the Reorganization Act should
be January 1, 1932, and section 119, repealing laws conflicting with such Act, have
not been codified. Section 118, relating to the ineligibility of members of the
General Assembly for appointments, appears as section 89-102.

PART

GOVERNOR.

I.

CHAPTER

40-1.

Sec.

Sec.
40-101.

Election.

40 102.

Vacancy

40-103.

Inauguration.
Oath.

40-104.

IN GENERAL.

in office;

40-101. (95) Election.

how

filled.

—The

40-105.

Salary.

40-106.

40-107.

Executive
Executive

40-108.

Resignation.

Governor

shall

seal.

office

and residence.

be elected biennally, at

the same time members of the General Assembly are regularly elected.
Cross-references. — When members of General Assembly are elected, see
Provisions governing election of Governor, see § 34-2101. Consolida§ 34-1302.
tion of vote for Governor mailed to President of Senate, see § 34-1303, H 10. Provisions of Constitution relating to election of Governor, see Const., Art. V, Sec. 1,
Pars. IT-VI (§§ 2-2602 to 2-2606). Qualification of Governor, see Const., Art. V,
Sec. I, Par. VII (§ 2-2607).

40-102. (96)

Vacancy

in office;

how

filled.

—"Whenever a vacancy shall

Governor by death, resignation, or otherwise, the
President of the Senate, or Speaker of the House of Representatives, as
the case may be, exercising the executive powers of the government, as
occur

in the office of

provided by the eighth paragraph of the

first

section of the fifth article

of the Constitution (§ 2-2608), shall issue his proclamation, immediately

upon

assumption of the duties of the executive, ordering a special
election for Governor, to fill the vacancy so occasioned, for the unexpired
term, to take place at a time not less than 30 nor more than 60 days from
his

the date of such proclamation

;

and

shall

in extra session to receive the returns

convoke the General Assembly
and declare the result of such

Executive Department.
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Governor

special election, or to elect a

§40

case no person shall

in

r<

/

<

majority of the whole number of votes cast at such special election, as
ion of the General A>
provided in the Constitution. .Said cxlni
bly shall convene within 15 days from the date of such special elect:
Provided, nevertheless, that if such vacancy occurs within six months

next preceding the time prescribed by law for the regular election for
Governor, there shall be no special election, but the President of the S
ate, or Speaker of the House of Representatives, as the case may be, shall
exercise the executive powers of the Government until such vacancy shall
be

filled

by a regular

Cross-reference.

— See

(Acts 1872,

election.

p. 31

1878-9, p. 173.;

;

cross-references under preceding section.

40-103. (139) Inauguration.

—The

Governor

shall begin the discharge

The ceremony

of his duties from the time of his inauguration.

auguration shall take place during the

first

week

of in-

of the session of the

General Assembly next after the election, and on such day of that week
as the General Assembly, by joint resolution, shall appoint. On failure
of appointment, it shall take place at 12 o'clock meridian, on Saturday of
that week, unless prevented by providential causes.

—

Cross-reference. Time of meetings of General
Const., Art. Ill, Sec. IV, Par. Ill (§ 2-1503).

40-104. (140) Oath.

the

—The

Assembly, see

§

and

47-103

oath prescribed by the 10th paragraph of

section of the Fifth Article of the Constitution of this State

first

and the oath to support the Constitution of the United
by the governor-elect in the presence of the GenAssembly.

2-2610)

(§

States, shall be taken
eral

3

—

Oath to support Federal Constitution, see Const. U.
1-603).
Additional oath required of public officers, see §
for unlawfully influencing Governor, see § 26-4103.

Cross-references.

VI, Par.

Art.
89-302.

S.,

(§

Punishment

Salary.— The salary of the Governor

40-105. (317)

annum. (Acts

shall be $7,500 per

1873, p. 8; 1904, p. 71; 1918, p. 109.)

—Salary
Editorial Note. — Section
Cross-reference.

of

Governor,

see

Const.,

Art.

V,

Sec.

I,

Par.

II

(§ 2-2602).

317 of the Code of 1910 lists certain executive officers
was not exhaustive, and the salaries of some of the officers
therein given were provided for by other sections. The salaries of the Attorney
General and his assistants are provided for by §§ 40-1607 and 40-1608, respectively:
those of the State Treasurer and his assistant by §§ 40-901 and 40-904; those of
the State Librarian and his assistant by § 101-103, and that of the second assistant
librarian by § 101-104. The provisions of the old section duplicating the provisions of the sections enumerated above were therefore omitted. The portions of
the old section which were retained appear in this Code as this section and
§§ 40-307, 40-504, and 40-901.

and

their salaries.

It

40-106. (165) Executive seal.

Department.
shall not

The

—There shall be

a. seal

device shall be the same as that

of the Executive

now used

therein,

and

be altered except by authority of the General Assembly.

—

Cross-references. Necessity for keeping seal, see § 89-105.
Officers commissioned under seal of Executive Department, see § 89-202. Great seal of the State,
see

§

40-701.

—

and residence. The Executive office
the seat of Government. If from any cause

40-107. (166) Executive office
shall be in the Statehouse at

there shall be no Statehouse, or
at the seat of

unless

Government

as the

made necessary from

it

shall

be abandoned, then

Governor may

direct,

at

such place

and not elsewhere,

invasion, insurrection, pestilence, or rebel-

Executive Department.

§40-108

The Governor

lion.

term of
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Government during

shall reside at the seat of

his

office.

Cross-reference.

— Officers

of this State

40-108. (266) Resignation.

must reside

herein, see

—The resignation of the

transmitted by him to the General Assembly,

who

if

§

89-105.

Governor

in session

;

if

shall

be

not in ses-

on the same day notify the
President of the Senate. If the office shall become vacant by death or
any other cause when the General Assembly shall not be in session, the
Secretary of State shall inform the President of the Senate. In either
case, the President of the Senate, when informed, shall within 10 days
repair to the capital and take the oath of office before any Justice of the
Supreme Court or judge of the superior court, and the General Assembly,
if in session
which fact shall be entered on the minutes of the Executive
Department. If he shall not so appear in said time, he shall be considered as having resigned, and the Secretary of State shall then, or in case
there shall be no President of the Senate, inform the Speaker of the House
of Representatives, and the proceedings shall be the same.
sion, to the Secretary of State,

shall

;

— Who

Cross-references.
Art. V, Sec. I, Par VIII
Governor, see § 89-504.

shall act as Governor in case of vacancy, see Const,
Officers who report their resignations to
(§ 2-2608).
public offices vacated, see § 89-501.

How

CHAPTER 40-2. POWERS AND DUTIES IN GENERAL.
Sec.

Sec.
40-201.

Calling out military to enforce

aw

*

40-207.

Officers

o^o
40-208.

__

pro

tern,

cases

in

of

such suspension, appointment.

.

40-202.

Calling out military in case of
insurrection or invasion.

40-203.
40-204.

Grant of commissions.
Warrants for payments from

40-205.

State Treasury.
Suspension of collection of taxes.

40-206.

Suspension of State Treasurer

.

Keeping and preserving journal of official acts.

40-209.

Defense of
or j n

40-210.

Duties

suits against State

w hich
in

State has interest.

case of conflict be-

tween departments.

or Comptroller.

—

Calling out military to enforce law. It shall be the duty
For this purpose he
of the Governor to see that the laws are executed.
shall have power, as commander in chief, to call out the military when40-201. (141)

ever, in his discretion, the
shall be so resisted

and set

due enforcement of the process of the courts
at defiance as to require such interposition.

— Governor

the commander in chief of army, navy and militia,
Par. XI (§ 2-2611), and § 86-101. When Governor shall
Militia and organization, see
call out National Guard, see §§ 86-1301, 86-1302
Title 86, Public Defense, Chapter 86-2.

Cross-references.

see Const., Art. V, Sec.

40-202. (142)

I,

Calling out military in case of insurrection or invasion.

— In

case of invasion or insurrection, the Governor may call out the
National Guard or the militia, or both, for the defense of the State, until

.

such time as the General Assembly shall meet; and when so called into
action, he shall have power to make all necessary provision for their
transportation, accommodation, equipment, and support.
Cross-reference.

40-203.

— When militia may be

called out, see

all officers,

86-207.

Governor shall grant comincluding Senators and Representatives in Con-

(144) Grant of commissions.

missions to

—The

§

:

Executive Department.
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grcss, required to hold them, and

in

all

§40-2

cases may,

in

his

di

I

crctiotl,

issue a dedirnus potcstatem to officers authorized to administer Oal

requiring qualification of the officer-elect as provided by law, and to

The forms

issue his commission.

of commissions shall be in the disCommissions thus issued shall be final, except
where the Constitution and laws shall otherwise provide.
Cross-references. — Commission to members of Congress, see § 34-2307.
Com-

cretion of the Governor.

mission to United States Senators, see § 34-2402. Official bonds to be prepared
and furnished at time of forwarding dedirnus potestatem, see § 89-403. Notice to
Governor to withhold commission pending contested election, see § 34-2801. Officers to fill vacancies shall hold office until successor commissioned, see Const.,
Art. V, Sec. I, Par. XIV (§ 2-2614). What officers commissioned under executive
What officers commissioned under great seal, see § 89-201.
seal, see § 89-202.
Military officers commissioned by Governor, see § 86-505.

40-204. (163)

Warrants

for

payments from State treasury.

— All

pay-

ments from the State treasury, unless otherwise provided, shall be made
upon the warrant of the Governor, and he may withhold his approval on
any account audited by the State Auditor and certified by the Comptroller General. The warrant shall always specify on what appropriation
or fund it is drawn. (Act 1836, Cobb, 1028.)
Cross-references. — Duties of the State Treasurer, see § 40-1101. Duties of Comptroller General, see § 40-1505.
How public money drawn, see Const., Art. Ill,
Sec. VII, Par. XI (§ 2-1811).
40-205. (162) Suspension of collection of taxes.

— The

Governor may

suspend collection of taxes, or any part thereof, due the State until the
meeting of the next General Assembly, but no longer nor shall he otherwise interfere with the collection thereof. (Act 1821, Cobb, 1025.)
;

—

Cross-reference. May suspend collection of execution against defaulting tax
§ 92-5509.

collector, see

40-206. (160) Suspension of State Treasurer or Comptroller.

—When-

ever the Governor shall have trustworthy information that the State

Treasurer or Comptroller General
neglects his duties, or

is

is

insane, or has absconded, or grossly

guilty of conduct plainly violative of his du-

ties, or demeans himself in office to the hazard of the public funds or
credit of the State, the Governor shall suspend said Treasurer or Comptroller General, as the case may be, and report his reasons for such sus-

pension to the General, Assembly. Said suspension shall continue until
the General Assembly shall otherwise direct. (Acts 1878-9, p. 30.)

— Examination

of Treasurer and Comptroller General, see
Par. XVIII (§ 2-2618). Suspension of Treasurer by council
appointed by Governor, see § 40-1301. Suspension of Treasurer or Comptroller
General by General Assembly, see § 47-701.

Cross-references.

Const., Art. V, Sec.

I,

40-207. (161) Officers pro tern, in cases of such suspension, appointment. Whenever the State Treasurer or Comptroller General shall be

—

suspended, the Governor shall appoint some suitable person to discharge
the duties of the office until the suspended official shall be restored bv law
or his successor elected and qualified. The person so appointed shall take
the oath and give the bond required by law of the regular incumbent.
(Acts 1878-9, p. 30.)

—

Keeping and preserving journal of official acts. The
Governor shall cause to be kept and preserved in the Executive office the
following books of record
40-208. (164)

Executive Department.
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— A journal or minute-book, showing of his
Appropriation book. — A book of appropriations, in which
Journal.

1.

2.

official acts.

all

shall be

account of all annual appropriations, setting forth the
amounts under their appropriate heads, together with the date of his
warrant lor such appropriation, and in whose favor drawn.

entered a

full

—A

book giving a statement of the public debt, the
dates and numbers of the bonds issued, in whose favor, and for what
amounts, the date of payment and the disposition thereof; also, a full
and accurate account of all sums set apart as a sinking fund for the
redemption of the public debt, particularly setting forth the amount for
the several specific purposes, when drawn, and in whose favor drawn.
3.

Public debt.

4.

Bonds

of officers.

—A book

in

which

bonds of
bonds and

shall be kept copies of

agents disbursing public funds; also, a schedule of
other evidences of debt due the State and the disposition thereof.
officers or

Commissions.

5.

sued, for

—A book of commissions

all officers, civil

Cross-reference.

must grant commissions, see

§

40-203.

—A book showing the exact condition of the edu-

cational fund of the State,

Land books.

is-

and military.

— Governor

Educational fund.

6.

showing the dates when

and the annual income thereof.

—A

book or books containing a list of the respective
numbers, districts, sections, and counties of the several lots of land disposed of by the several land lotteries, and the names of the drawers of
each, to whom and when granted, and a similar schedule of all lands sold
by the State, by whom purchased, and to whom and when granted.
7.

—

documents to be filed. He shall also keep, and cause to be carefully filed away, properly marked or numbered, all documents appertaining to his office, whether there as the place of deposit or received by mail
or express, and keep a book as an index or key to the same.
All

8.

Other records.
Department needs.
9.

—Any other books or

files that, in his

40-209. (23) Defense of suits against State or in
terest.

— When

any

judgment, his

which State has

in-

suit shall be instituted against the State or against

any person, in the result of which the State has an interest, under pretense of any claim inconsistent with its sovereignty, jurisdiction, or
rights, the Governor shall, in his discretion, provide for the defense of
such

suit,

unless otherwise specially provided for.

—

Cross-references. Suits for debts due State, see § 91-405. Comptroller General
require services of Attorney General in collecting claims of State, see § 40-1604.
Department of Law to represent State departments, see § 40-1609.

may

40-210. Duties in case of conflict
in

course of the administration of

—

between departments. In the event,
the Reorganization Act of 1931, any

between the respective offices, departments, boards
and commissions therein affected, the Governor is requested to report
same to the next General Assembly and in the interim, as Executive
conflict shall arise

of this State,

he

is

empowered

conflict as will best

pp.

7, 45.)

to give such direction to the matters in

subserve the interests of this State.

(Acts 1931,

;
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CHAPTER

40-3.

eve

$40

Department.

302

APPOINTMENTS AND VACANCIES.

Sec.
40-301.

Duty

to appoint officers

and

fill

40 307.

Salary

vacancies.
40-302.

Mode

of filling certain vacan-

cies.

40-303.
40-304.

40-308.

40-309.

Power

to appoint and remove
secretaries and others.

40-310.

Salaries of Governor's secreta-

40-311.

ries.

40 312.

40-305.

Power

40-306.

Authority to appoint messen-

to

of

Governor's messen-

ger.

employ agents.

Duties of messenger.
Employment Of person to per-

form special services.
Guard of capitol.
Governor's power over guard.
Pay of officers whose salaries
are not fixed.

ger.

40-301. (155)

Duty

to appoint officers

and

fill

vacancies.

—The

Gov-

and fill all vacancies unless otherwise prescribed by the Constitution and laws. All appointments to discharge a
public duty by the General Assembly, or by the Governor under its
authority, are offices within the meaning of the Constitution.
ernor shall appoint

all officers

Cross-references.—Appointment, Judges of Court of Appeals to fill vacancies,
see Const., Art. VI, Sec. II, Par. IX (§ 2-3009); Supreme Court Justices to fill
vacancies, see § 24-4006 and Const., Art. VI, Sec. II, Par. VIII (8 2-3008); superior
court judges to fill vacancies, see Const., Art. VI, Sec. Ill, Par. Ill (§ 2-3103),
and § 24-2604; solicitors general, see Const, Art. VI, Sec. XI, Par. I (8 2-3901);
Commissioner of Agriculture, see § 5-103; member of Public Service Commission,
see § 93-204; Superintendent of Banks, see § 13-302; Commission of Forestry and
Geological Development, see § 43-102; Board of Control of Eleemosynary Institutions, see § 35-102; Board of Regents of the University System of Georgia, see
§ 32-104 et seq.; State Board of Education, see § 32-401; Commissioner of Game
and Fish, see § 45-101; members of State Board of Health, see § 88-102; Governor's
staff, see §§ 86-103, 86-402, 86-501; State Flighway Board, see § 95-1601; State
Board of Architects, see § 84-304; Board of Barber Examiners, see § 84-403; Board
to examine accountants, see § 84-203; Board of Chiropody Examiners, see
§ 84-602; Board of Chiropractic Examiners, see §§ 84-502, 84-503; Board of Dental
Examiners, see § 84-702; Board of Embalming, see § 84-803; Board of Medical
Examiners, see § 84-903; Board of Examiners of Nurses, see § 84-1001; Board of
Examiners in Optometry, see § 84-1102; Board of Osteopathic Examiners, see
§ 84-1201; Board of Pharmacy, see §§ 84-1303 to 84-1305; Real Estate Commission,
Must grant comsee § 84-1404; Board of Veterinary Examiners, see § 84-1502.
missions, see § 40-203. Filling vacancy in office of Governor, see § 40-102.
may not be appointed, see Const, Art. V, Sec. I, Par.
(§ 2-2615) and §§ 89-101
to 89-105. Vacancy in office of Director of Veterans' Service Office, see § 78-104.

XV

40-302. (156)

Mode

of filling certain vacancies.

Who

— In case of a vacancv

from any cause in any office, the full term of which, by the Constitution,
is to be filled by the Governor with the advice and consent of the Senate,
the Governor shall appoint and commission some qualified person to
supply it until the next meeting of the General Assembly, when said vacancy shall be filled in the manner described in the Constitution for filling the full term of such office. All vacancies which may occur during
the session of the General Assembly, or may then exist, shall be filled
in pursuance of the provisions of this section.

Where

it

incumbent upon the Governor to appoint a public
confirmation of or by and with the advice and consent

shall be

officer subject to

of the Senate, the office shall be

deemed vacant

at the expiration of the

term of such officer, and he shall not hold over until his successor shall
have been appointed and confirmed. The Governor may make an appointment to fill such vacancy ad interim, and the appointee shall hold
office until the Senate shall next convene, when the Governor shall subsuch vacancy to the Senate for confirmation
confirmed, shall hold over until the expiration of the

mit an appointment to
the appointee,

if

fill

—
§

—

:

Executive Department.

40-303
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for which he was appointed: Provided, however, the Governor shall
not appoint ad interim any person previously rejected by the Senate:
and Provided further, that the Governor shall submit to the Senate when-

term

ever

in session

the

names of appointees to fill all vacancies which shall
months after the date fixed for the convening of the

occur within eight
Senate. (Acts 1871,
Cross-reference.

p.

Filling

2S4.

Acts 1931, pp.

vacancies,

see

7,

Const.,

45.)

V,

Art.

Sec.

I,

Par.

XIV

(5 J-2ol4).

Power

and remove secretaries and others.
The Governor shall have the power to appoint the following officers,
who shall hold their offices during the time for which he is Governor,
subject to be removed at his pleasure, viz.
40-303.

Two

(157)

to appoint

secretaries of the Executive Department.

—

Cross-reference. Governor's authority to appoint his
Art. Y, Sec. I, Par. XIX (§ 2-2619).

A

messenger

see

Const.,

for his office.

Cross-reference.

A

secretaries,

—Authority

to appoint messenger, see § 40-306.

guard for the capitol buildings.

— Appointment

Cross-references.
guard, see § 40-311.

of guard of capitol, see

§

40-310.

Power over

A

person to keep the capitol grounds and other State property at the
seat of government in proper order.

—

Cross-references. See Title 91, Public
office of State Librarian, see § 101-101.

40-304.

Property.

Appointment and term

(6488) Salaries of Governor's secretaries.

of

—The Governor shall

have power to appoint his own secretaries, not exceeding two in number, and to provide such other clerical force as may be required in his
office
but salaries and compensation of the clerical force in his office
shall not exceed the sum of $10,000, and this sum shall not be exceeded
directly or indirectly for any services rendered the Governor in the way
of clerical assistance, or in any other manner. (Const., Art. V, Sec. I,
;

Par.

XIX

(§2-2619).)

—

Cross-references. Limitation on sum of salaries of Governor's clerical force,
Extra compensation to public
see Const., Art. V, Sec. I, Par. XIX (§ 2-2619).
officers after services rendered prohibited, see Const., Art. VII, Sec. XVI, Par. II
(§ 2-6402;.

—

(159) Power to employ agents. The Governor shall have
engage the services of any competent person for the discharge
of any duty required by the laws, and essential to the interests of the
State, or necessary, in an emergency, to preserve the property or funds
40-305.

power

to

of the State.

—

Cross-references. Pay of officers whose salaries not fixed, see § 40-312. Governor to exercise general superintendency over State Treasurer, see § 40-1302.
Governor's powers and duties as to State property, see § 91-401 et seq.

40-306. (167) Authority to appoint messenger.
his discretion, as the exigency

may

—The Governor may

in

messenger to the
Executive Department, or have that duty performed by some other employee about the Statehouse, engaged by him under the general authority granted to him, and when so performed it shall be done without adrequire, appoint a

ditional compensation.
Cross-reference.

—Appointment

of special messenger, see

§

40-309.

;

Ex ec
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40-307. (317) Salary of Governor's messenger.

messenger

ernor's

— The salary of the Gov-

$950 per annum.

shall be

40-308. (168) Duties

40-401

§

.

messenger.

of

— The

messenger

perforin

shall

such duties for the Executive office, the other officers in the Statehotl
and such other service connected with the State business at the capitol
as the Governor shall prescribe, and be governed by such rules and regulations as he may adopt.

Employment

—

perform special service.
Where there is no messenger, the Governor may, if occasion should
require, employ some person to perform any special service, for a reasonable compensation, such as is the duty of the messenger to perform,
but which cannot be performed by the person acting as such.
40-309. (169)

Guard

of person to

—The

Governor

guard
for -the capitol buildings, including the captain of the guard, whom he
shall designate as such, whose business it shall be to remain in said buildings from sundown until sunrise of the next day, every night in the year,
and on Sundays and holidays, to keep watch over the same and protect
them from fire or intruders.
40-310. (170)

of capitol.

— Power to appoint guard, see

Cross-references.
is not fixed, see

pay

§

§

shall appoint a

40-303.

Salary of officers whose

40-312.

40-311. (171) Governor's

power over guard.

—The Governor shall have

keep the number of said guard full, when lessened by providential or other cause, and adopt such rules and regulations in regard

power
to
§

to

them

as in his

Cross-reference.
91-401 et seq.

40-312. (318)

judgment the public service may demand.

— Powers
Pay

and duties of Governor as to State property, see

of officers

whose

sons employed by the Governor, for

salaries are not fixed.

whom

—All

no compensation

shall be

prescribed, shall be paid, according to his discretion, out of the

appropriated therefor.

employment

If

no money

shall be thus appropriated,

shall be indispensable, he

may pay them

per-

money
and the

out of the con-

tingent funds.

—

Cross-reference. Extra
Par. II (§ 2-6402).

compensation forbidden, see

Const.,

Art.

VII,

Sec.

XVI,

CHAPTER

40-4.

BUDGET BUREAU.
Sec.

Sec.
40-401.

Establishment.

and
40-402.

40-403.

40-404.
40-405.

Legal services

40-406.

clerical assistance.

Preparation of the budget.
Submission of the budget.
Amendment of budget bill by
General Assembly.
Representatives of departments, etc., heard concerning budget.

Supplementary

appropriation

bills.

40-408.

Execution of the budget.
Contingency appropriation.

40-409.

Inspection of public

40-410.

Powers

40-407.

offices.

of the assistant director of the Budget Bureau.

—

Legal services and clerical assistance. There
shall be established in the office of the Governor a Budget Bureau, for
the purpose of promoting economy and efficiency in the management of
40-401. Establishment.

§

Executive Department.

40-402

The Governor

the State's finances.
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shall be ex-officio Director of the

Budget, and the State Auditor shall be assistant Director of the Budget.
The necessary legal advice and services shall be rendered by the Attorney General, and the necessary clerical assistance shall be performed by
employees of the Executive Department and of the State Auditor's office without extra compensation. (Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., p. 94.)
Cross-reference.

— State

Auditor, see

§

40-1801.

40-402. Preparation of the budget.

— For the purpose of making up the

budget, the Director of the Budget shall have the power, and
his duty, to require

from the proper State

officials,

it

shall be

including herein

all

executive and administrative officers, bureaus, boards, commissions, and
agencies expending or supervising the expenditure of, and all institutions
applying for, State moneys and appropriations, such itemized estimates
and other information, in such form and manner and at such times as
said Director shall direct. The estimates for the Legislative Department, certified by the presiding officer of each House, and of the Judiciary, as certified by the State Auditor, shall be transmitted to the Director in such form and manner and at such time as he shall direct, and
The Director may provide for public
shall be included in the budget.
hearings on all estimates, and may require the attendance at such hear-

departments, agencies, boards, commissions
After
or institutions applying for State moneys and appropriations.
such public hearings, and after examination of the estimates submitted,
ings of representatives of

the Director

may

all

in his discretion revise all estimates,

the Legislative and Judicial Departments.

except those for

The Governor-elect may

ad-

and confer with the Director in the preparation and revision of the
estimates, and for this purpose he shall have access to all estimates and
requests submitted by the departments, agencies, commissions, and institutions, in compliance with the instructions of the Director. (Acts
vise

1931, Extra. Sess., p. 94.)

40-403. Submission of the budget.

—Within

seven days after the convening of the General Assembly, the Governor shall submit to the General Assembly in printed form a budget covering the ensuing two fiscal
years. The budget shall contain a complete plan of proposed expenditures and actual revenues and expenditures for each of the particular
If the proposed expenditures for either
fiscal years to which it relates.
year shall exceed the estimated revenues therefor, the Governor
shall recommend the sources from which the additional revenues shall
be provided. The Governor shall submit to each House of the General

fiscal

Assembly, at the same time he submits his budget, (1) printed copies
of a budget message containing any explanations or comments he may
desire to make as to the important features of the budget, and (2) printed
copies of a tentative bill for all appropriations under the budget, clearly
and properly classified, for each fiscal year in the ensuing biennial period.

The

presiding officer of the

House

of Representatives shall cause said

promptly introduced therein, and such bill shall be known as
the budget bill. Before final action thereon by the General Assembly,
the Governor may amend or supplement the budget to correct an oversight or in case of an emergency, with the consent of the General Asbill

to be

:

Executive Department.
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sembly, by delivering such an amendment or supplement to the pre
ing officer of each House. The appropriation for each department, offier, bureau, board, commission, agency, or institution receiving and

may

be by lump sum, in which shall be distinguished, for each fiscal year, the amount appropriated to be expended
for maintenance and operation, and the amount appropriated to be expended for capital improvements and/or fixed charges. (Acts 1931, Ex-

pending State moneys

tra. Sess., pp. 94, 95.)

—

Amendment of budget bill by General Assembly. The GenAssembly may amend the budget bill in any way it may deem de-

40-404.
eral

sirable,

provided such amendments do not create a

deficit.

(Acts 1931,

Extra. Sess., pp. 94, 96.)
40-405. Representatives of departments, etc., heard concerning budget.

—The

Governor and such representatives of the departments, officers,
commissions, agencies and institutions expending or applying for State
moneys as have been designated by the Governor for this purpose shall
have the right, and when requested by the General Assembly it shall be
their duty, to appear and be heard with respect to any budget bill during
the consideration thereof and to answer inquiries relative thereto. (Acts
1931, Extra. Sess., pp. 94, 95.)

40-406.

Supplementary appropriation

bills.

—Neither House

shall con-

budget bill shall have been finally
adopted by both Houses and approved by the Governor, and no such
other appropriation bills shall be valid except in accordance with the
sider other appropriation bills until the

following provisions

Every such appropriation bill shall be embodied
limited to some single work, object, or purpose therein
herein a supplementary appropriation bill.
1.

in a separate bill

stated,

and called

and until
the revenue necessary to pay such appropriation shall have been provided by a tax laid and collected for such purpose, unless it shall appear
from such budget that there is sufficient revenue available and any unused portion of any such supplemental appropriation shall be paid into
2.

No* supplementary appropriation shall be available unless

;

the general treasury.
40-407. Execution

(Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., pp. 94, 95.)

— Before

an appropriation to any
spending agency shall become available, such agency shall submit to the
Governor, not less than 20 days before the beginning of each quarter of
the calendar year, a requisition for an allotment of the amount estimated
to be required to carry on the work of the agency during the ensuing
quarter, and such requisition shall contain such details of the proposed
expenditures as may be required by the Governor. Such requisition shall
be approved by the Governor as to all its requests, except such as in the
judgment of the Governor may not conform to 'the provisions of the
Act of the General Assembly making appropriations, and as to such exceptions the responsible head of the spending agency shall be notified
and shall have the right to be heard by the Governor before final action
in the matter. After such final action shall have been taken by the Governor, he shall submit the same to the State Auditor, who shall be govof

the

budget.

§
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erned in his control of expenditures by said allotments. No allotment
shall be changed nor shall transfers be made, except upon the written
request of the responsible head of the spending- ag'ency and by approval
of the Governor in writing. Before such changes or transfers shall become effective, a copy of the request and approval shall be transmitted
to the State Auditor. (Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., pp. 94, 97.)

—

Contingency appropriation. To the end that all expenses of
the State may be brought within the budget, the budget appropriation
bill shall also contain a specific sum as a contingent or emergency appropriation. The manner of the allocation of such contingent or emergency appropriation shall be as follows: Any department, commission,
board, institution, or other agency of the State, desiring an allotment
40-408.

out of such emergency appropriation, shall, upon forms prescribed by

him, present such request in writing to the Director of the Budget, with

may

such information as he

and the Director may allow or

require,

allow the request in his discretion.

dis-

(Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., pp. 94, 98.)

40-409. Inspection of public offices.

—The Director of the Budget shall

have such supervision of every public department, agency and institution as shall be necessary to secure uniformity and accuracy of accounts

and

efficient

conduct of

its fiscal affairs.

He may

inquire into the meth-

ods of conducting the affairs of any public body; he

may

prescribe and

forms of accounts, records, and reports as may be
necessary to further efficiency, and an adequate system of records for
budget-making purposes and he may prescribe and direct the use of
direct the use of such

;

standards of efficiency for public employees.

(Acts 1931, Extra. Sess.,

pp. 94, 98.)

40-410.

Powers

of the assistant Director of the

Budget Bureau.

—The

Budget Bureau shall actively assist the Director in the compilation and analysis of estimates, in the preparation
of the budget and the accompanying message and appropriation bill, and
He shall, when directed by the Govthe inspection of public offices.
ernor and subject to his supervision, perform any other duty herein provided to be exercised by the Director of the Budget. (Acts 1931, Extra.
assistant Director of the

Sess., pp. 94, 98.)

PART
CHAPTER

SECRETARY OF STATE.

II.

40-5.

ELECTION, BOND, OFFICE, AND

COMPENSATION.
Sec.

Sec.

\

ak em
40-o01.

t-i
~ ofc office.
~«v
Election
and term

40-503.

40-502.

Bond; copy as evidence.

40-504.

i.-

40-501.

i

j

(205) Election and term of office.

of State, elected

by persons

Office in
canital

Salary; fees and perquisites.

—There

qualified to vote for

capitol;

residence in

shall be a Secretary

members

of the General

Executive Department.
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Assembly,

at the

same time and

§

same manner

in the

40-601

as the Governor.

(Acts 1872, pp. 80, 81.)
Cross-references.

When
see

§

— How

elections held, see
34-2201 et seq.

§

elected, see Const., Art. V, Sec. IT, Far. I ($ 2-2701;.
34-1302.
Returns for elections of Statehouse offr

Bond; copy

40-502. (206)

as evidence.

— Before entering on

of his office, the Secretary of State shall execute a

the

bond with

dtlti

sufficient

be approved by the Governor, in the sum of $10,000, conditioned for the faithful performance of all the duties of his said, office
securities, to

and

all

such duties as shall be required of him by the General Assembly

or the laws of this State, and for a faithful account of

money

may come

all

the public

hands during his continuance in
office.
It shall be filed in the Executive office, and a copy thereof, certified by one of the Governor's secretaries under the seal of the Executive
Department, shall be received in evidence in lieu of the original in any
of the courts of this State. (Act 1843, Cobb, 1034.)
or effects that

Cross-references.

moneys, see Title

into his

—Time
89,

Accounting

for filing bonds, see § 89-408.
Public Officers, Chapter 89-8.

40-503. (207) Office in capitol; residence in capital.

—The

of public

Secretary

of State shall be provided with suitable apartments in the State capitol,

furnished at the State's expense.
his office

open

daily,

He

shall reside at the capital,

Sundays and holidays excepted.

and keep

(Acts 1861,

—

Cross-references. Governor's duty to provide offices, see
cers must reside at designated place, see § 89-105.

91-402.

§

p. 72.)

State

offi-

—

and perquisites. The salary of the Secretary of State shall be $5,000 per annum, payable monthly, which shall
be in lieu of all fees, perquisites, and other emoluments. He shall receive no perquisites for any official act, but the fees prescribed shall be
collected by him and paid into the State treasury. (Act 1826, Cobb,
1027. Acts 1931, pp. 7, 35.)
40-504. (209, 317) Salary; fees

—

Cross-references. Compensation for recording bonds of corporations, see
Fees of Secretary of State to be paid to Treasurer, see § 92-3503. Fees
received by Secretary of State as corporation commissioner, see § 22-1702.
§ 22-721.

CHAPTER

40-6.

DUTIES AND POWERS IN GENERAL.
Sec.

Sec.
40-601.

40-602.

Duties enumerated.
Speculation in wild lands for-

Assistants,

40-604.

Duties of Surveyor General imposed on Secretary of State.

bidden.

40-601. (208,210,212) Duties enumerated.
of State

employment

40-603.

—The

offices

of.

of Secretary

and Surveyor General are consolidated, and the Secretary

of

State shall be required to discharge the duties of both of said offices.

(Act 1838, Cobb, 1030. Acts 1861,

p.

72\ 1865-6,

p. 249.)

—

Cross-references. Duties of Surveyor General, see § 40-604. Ex-officio corporation commissioner, see § 22-1701.
Fee for incorporation of insurance companies,
see § 56-205. Securities, duties in connection with, see § 97-201 et seq.
1.

Keeper

of the great seal.

—The

great seal of the State, adopted

Secretary of State shall keep the

August

17, 1914,

and now on deposit

in

Executive Department.
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the office of the Secretary of State. (Act 1799, Cobb, p. 959. Acts 1914,
p. 1247.)

Cross-references.

— Authentication

of bonds for State debt, see

87-101.

§

Great

seal kept where and used how, see Const., Art. V, Sec. Ill, Par. I (§ 2-2S01).
Description, see £ 40-701.
What officers commissioned under great seal, see § 89-201.

—

Care of records. It is his duty to keep the original Acts passed by
the General Assembly, and all the public records of the State not appertaining specially to other offices. He shall look to and preserve the records and papers belonging to the Senate and House of Representatives.
He shall see that the original journals of both Houses are deposited in
and kept in his office.
2.

Cross-references.

— Bonds

of corporations, see

§

Engrossed copies of

22-718.

laws and resolutions passed by General Assembly, see § 47-901. Hearing and determining contested elections for changing county site, and recording papers, see
23-516.
Fees of Secretary of State for certified copies of papers to be paid to
S
Treasurer, see § 92-3503.
3.

Affixing great seal.

— He

documents requiring the great

and other public
issuing from the Execu-

shall attest all grants,
seal of the State,

tive of the State.

—

Cross-references. Form of grant, see § 85-302.
Governor to issue grants, see
How grants set aside, see § 85-310. Corrected grant where original lost,

91-401.
see § 85-308.
§

—

Record of grants. He
grants issued by the State.
4.

keep a record

shall

in

—

Care of bonds of agents. He shall keep safely
appointed to disburse public money.
5.

Cross-reference.
6.

Stationery,

— Bond of State Treasurer, see
etc., for

fuel, lights, servants, or

sembly;

§

proper books of

all

all

bonds of agents

40-1001 et seq.

use of General Assembly.

— He

shall provide all

other contingents necessary for the General As-

also, all stationery for their use,

and

shall report the

amount

of

same to the finance committee of the House of Representatives before the adjournment of the session. He shall perform all other duties
required of him by law, or which necessarily attach to his office.
the

7.

Election blanks.

of Governor,

—At

members

days previous to the clay of election
General Assembly, representatives to Con-

least 30

of the

and Vice President

United States, and
county officers, he shall furnish each ordinary with printed forms of returns, certificates, and directions, together with any advice he may deem
necessary to secure proper returns and he shall provide and keep on
hand a sufficient quantity of self-sealing envelopes of uniform appeargress, electors of President

of the

;

ance and suitable size and quality for use in the elections aforesaid.
(Acts 1873,

p. 26.)

—

Cross-references. Governor to furnish election blanks, see §§ 34-1401, 34-1402.
and when elections held, see § 34-1302
Jurisdiction of ordinary, see § 23-701.
cross-references.
and

How

8.

Shall furnish copies of records.

upon the payment
documents within
to

— He shall furnish to

all

applicants,

of the prescribed fees, copies of all records

and public

and shall attach the great seal of the State
such transcripts as the Governor or General Assembly may direct.

Cross-reference.
9.

his office,

— Fee for copies of papers to be paid to Treasurer,

Quadrennial

destruction of

State shall destroy, quadrennialy,

election
all

returns.

—The

see

§

92-3503.

Secretary

returns of elections, on

file

of

in his

Executive Department.
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those

office, of

officials

whose terms

of

offi< t

§

have expired

40-604

(Acta 1878

9,

p. 434.)

40-602. Speculation in wild lands forbidden.

— The

Secretary of State
shall not, directly or indirectly, be interested or engaged in the purchi

on speculation, on pain
ernor or the General Assembly.
and

sale of wild lands

Cross-reference.
§

— Comptroller

General

not

to

of

removal by the Gov-

speculate

in

wild

lands,

see

40-1509.

employment

40-603. Assistants,

of.

—The

Secretary of State

may em-

ploy such assistants to discharge the functions imposed on him relative
to the Georgia Securities Law as may be necessary: Provided, that an
appropriation therefor shall have been

(Acts 1931, pp.

made

in

accordance with law.

7, 35.)

Cross-reference.

— Secretary of

Examining Boards, see

§

State authorized to appoint Joint-Secretary, State

84-101.

—

Editorial Note. Sections 86 to 89-B of the Reorganization Act (Acts 1931, pp. 7,
Section 86 of that
35) relate to the salary, duties, etc., of the Secretary of State.
Act is codified as § 40-504, section 89 as § 84-101, and section 89-A as § 84-102.
Section 87 (not codified) abolished the Securities Commission and transferred all
of its powers, duties and functions to the Secretary of State, and transferred the
office of examiner as provided by the Securities Commission law to the office of
Secretary of State, making the examiner subordinate to the Secretary of State.
Section 88 was rewritten by reason of the omission of section 87 to read as shown
Section 89-B (not codified) abolished the State Historical Commisin § 40-603.
sion and transferred all its powers, duties and functions to the Secretary of State.
See Title 97, Securities, and Chapter 40-8 of this Title.

Duties of Surveyor General imposed on Secretary of
State. -The Secretary of State shall also discharge the following duties,
heretofore devolving on the Surveyor General, to wit:
40-604. (214)

—

—

Care of plats. To keep safely all the records of plats of land
granted, and to report the condition of such records to the Governor at
least once a year.
1.

2.

Record

of plats.

—To record

all

plats of land legally authenticated

and returned to him by the several county surveyors, or other surveyors
acting by authority, for which grants are sought, and to attach the originals thereof to the grants.

,

—

3.

Maps

4.

Register of grants.

of surveys, etc.
To keep in his office correct maps of all the
surveys
(made
different
by State authority), and of those comprising
the land lotteries, their divisions into numbers, districts, sections, and
the like, having for every district a separate map.

thereto,
5.

and the dates

Maps

—To

keep a register of the various grantees

of the grants.

of rivers, surveys, etc.

swamps, or

of rivers, harbors,

—To keep

land,

made by

correct

maps

of all surveys

the special direction of the

General Assembly.

—

6.

New

7.

Certificates.

maps. He shall, when necessary, contract for the execution
of new maps, or the reexecution of, or repair of, old maps, subject to
the ratification of the General Assembly.
troller

General

— He

is

under his official seal, as the Comp(Act 1783, Cobb, 665.)

shall certify

directed to do.

—

Cross-references. Duties of Secretary of State, see § 40-601. Duties in case of
dispute over county line, see § 23-405. Comptroller General, see Title 40, Executive

Department, Chapters 40-14, 40-15.

§
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GREAT SEAL OF THE STATE,

40-7.

AND

ITS

CUSTODY.

Sec.
40-701.

Description of great seal. Secretary of State as keeper.

(213) Description of great seal.

Secretary of State as keeper.
The Secretary of State shall keep the great seal of the State adopted
August 17, 1914, and now on deposit in the office of the Secretary of
40-701.

—

State. The said seal shall be either of silver or of some harder and more
durable metal or composition of metals, two and one-quarter inches in
diameter.

The

device on one side

is

a

view

of the seashore, with a ship bearing

the flag of the United States riding at anchor near a wharf, receiving on

board hogsheads of tobacco and bales of cotton, emblematic of the exports of this State at a small distance a boat, landing from the interior
of the State, with hogsheads, etc., on board, representing the State's internal traffic in the back part of the same side a man in the act of plowing, and at a small distance a flock of sheep in different postures, shaded
by a flourishing tree; the motto thereon, "Agriculture and Commerce,
;

;

1776."

The device on the other side is three pillars supporting an arch, with
the word "Constitution" engraven within the same, emblematic of the
Constitution, supported by the three departments of government, viz., the

—

and executive the first pillar having engraven on
"Wisdom," the second "Justice," the third "Moderation;" on the right

legislative, judicial,
it

man

standing with a drawn sword, representing the
aid of the military in the defense of the Constitution; the motto, "State
(Act 1799, Cobb, p. 959. Acts 1914, p. 1247.)
of Georgia, 1776."
of the last pillar a

Cross-reference.

— Officers

commissioned under great

seal, see § 89-201.

CHAPTER 40-8. DEPARTMENT OF ARCHIVES AND HISTORY.
Sec.

Sec.

40-801.

Establishment.

40-805.

Preservation of books, records,

40-802.

and Kpurposes.
Objects
J

An or c
40-806.

c
Statistical

.

*

40-803.

Management,
salary, etc.,

40-804.

Powers

control,
duties,
of Director.

of Secretary of State.

40-801. Establishment.

—There

,

,.

,.

,

,

and

&

.

,

official

register

of State; compilation.
40-807.

Publications.

40-808.

Printing, etc.

shall be established a

Department

of

Archives and History in lieu of the office of compiler of State records.
(Acts 1918, p. 137; 1919, p. 234; 1929, pp. 1516, 1517.)

—

Editorial Note. Section 89-B of the Reorganization Act (Acts 1931, pp. 7, 38)
abolished the State Historical Commission formerly in control of the Department
of Archives and History created in 1918 (Acts 1918, pp. 137 to 144), and transferred the powers, duties and functions of the Commission to the Secretary of
Changes effected by that section have been made in this Chapter. Section
State.
9 of the Act creating the Department of Archives and History provided that such
Department should not continue for a period longer than three years; but that
section was repealed in 1919 (see Acts 1919, p. 234).

When originally created this Department was located in the State capitol. In
1929 the heirs of A. G. Rhodes donated to the State the Rhodes home, since known
as the Rhodes Memorial Building, located on Peachtree Street in Atlanta, "to be
used by the State for historical purposes, including the preservation of historical
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jj

emblems, documents, and records of all kinds bearing upon the history of
State and Nation," etc. The General Assembly of 1929, by a Resolution (Acts
1929, pp. 1516, 1517) accepted this gift.
The Resolution provided, among
things: "That the Department of Archives and History of the State of
now located in the State capitol, shall be removed to and be located itl the building so conveyed, which shall be the permanent home of said Department, which
shall continue therein and be otherwise supported and operated in all
tS a3
heretofore supported and conducted in the capitol building of this State."
'

I

40-802. Objects

partment

and purposes.

—The

objects and purposes of the De-

shall be to prevent the destruction of records; to provide a cen-

depository in which to assemble the

archives of the State,
including the old records of the various departments of the State, not in
tral

common

use; to collect from the

files of

official

old newspapers, court records,

church records, private collections, and other sources, data of all kinds
bearing upon the history of the State; to secure from private individuals,
either by loan or gift, rare volumes, manuscripts, documents and
pamphlets for the use of this Department and to obtain in like manner
historical trophies, souvenirs and relics; to classify, edit, annotate, and
publish from time to time such records as may be deemed expedient and
proper, including messages of Governors, executive orders, State papers,
military rosters of the Revolutionary, Indian, Mexican, Civil and
European Wars to diffuse knowledge in regard to the State's history,
and to prepare biennially an official register, giving the latest information of an official character in regard to the State, including a full list
of Statehouse officers, legislators, judges and solicitors, members of
Congress, county officials, etc., together with other pertinent items of
information to encourage the proper marking of battlefields, houses
and other places celebrated in the history of the State; to encourage
the study of Georgia history in our public schools, and to assist in the
observance of patriotic occasions to stimulate historical research, especially in the prosecution of local histories to foster sentiment looking
to the better protection, classification and arrangement of records in the
various courthouses of the State to prepare a bibliography of Georgia,
and to indicate, by title at least, every book written about Georgia or by
Georgia authors; and to collect biographical information in regard to all
public officials and to keep same on file, in a classified arrangement, for
convenient reference by investigators. (Acts 1918, p. 137; 1931, pp. 7,
;

;

;

;

;

;

38.)

—

Management, control, salary, duties, etc., of Director. The
Department shall be under the immediate management and control of a
Director or State Historian, who may be a woman, who shall be appointed by the Secretary of State for a term of six years, and until his
40-803.

successor shall be appointed and qualified. He shall take an oath of
office as other public officials are required to do and shall be commissioned in like manner.

He

shall devote his time to the

work

of the

De-

partment, using his best endeavors to develop and build it up. so as to
carry out the design of its creation, and shall receive for his services the
sum of $3,000 per annum, payable monthly. He shall have control and
direction of the various activities of the Department, preserve

its collec-

which may come into its custody,
the duties enumerated in section 40-802. He shall

tions, care for the official archives

and perform all of
also make an annual report to the Secretary

of State,

who

shall transmit

§
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Governor, including" all receipts and expenditures, together
with a full report of the work accomplished during the 12 months immediately preceding, and he shall contract for the printing and binding of
said report, to be paid for as other printing and binding; and he shall
perform such other duties as may rightfully pertain to his office. (Acts
to the

it

1918. p. 140: 1931, pp. 7, 38.)
Editorial Note.— Section 89-B of the Reorganization Act (Acts 1931, pp. 7, 38),
abolishing the State Historical Commission, provided that the Director or State
Historian then in office should serve out her then unexpired term at the same
salary she was receiving prior to that Act. The Appropriation Act of 1933 fixes
the salary of the Director at $2,400. (Acts 1933, pp. 13, 23.)

—

Powers of Secretary of State. The Secretary of State is hereby
empowered to adopt rules for the government of the Department; to ap40-804.

point a Director, and to provide for the selection or appointment of

such other

employees as

officials or

may

be authorized

;

to provide for

the publication under the supervision of the Director, of historical

ma-

and expend such appropriations
as may be made for the maintenance of the Department of Archives and
History, and to do such other acts and things as may be necessary to
carry out the true intent and purpose of this Chapter. (Acts 1918, p. 138;
pertaining to the State

terial

193l',

pp.

;

to control

7, 38.)

40-805. Preservation of books, records, etc.

—Any

State,

county or

hereby authorized and empowered in his discretion to
turn over for permanent preservation in the Department of Archives
and History any official books, records, documents, original papers,
manuscript files, newspaper files, portraits, and printed volumes, not in
current use in his office. The Secretary of State shall provide for the
other

official

is

preservation of said materials, and

when

so surrendered, copies thereof

by the Director upon the application of any
person interested, which certification shall have the same force and effect
as if made by the officers originally in custody of them, and for which
the same fees shall be charged. (Acts 1918, p. 140; 1931, pp. 7, 38.)
shall be

made and

certified

40-806. Statistical

and

official register of

State; compilation.

—An

offi-

and statistical register of the State shall be compiled every two
years by the Director to contain: (1) brief sketches of the several State
officials, the members of Congress from Georgia, the Supreme Court
Justices, Judges of the Court of Appeals, members of the Senate and
House of Representatives, judges and solicitors general of the superior
courts (2) rosters of all State and county officials (3) lists of all State
institutions and all official boards; (4) State and county population and
election statistics, and (5) miscellaneous statistics bearing upon related
matters of current interest or likely to be of value to the future hiscial

;

;

(Acts 1918,

torian.

p. 141

40-807. Publications.

;

1931, pp. 7, 38.)

—The Secretary of State shall

fix a fair price for

publications published pursuant to this Chapter, the revenue arising

devoted to extending the work contemplated
herein Provided, that at least one copy of such publications shall be
furnished free of charge to any State institution making application for
same through its constituted authorities. The Secretary of State is also
authorized in his discretion, either by sale or otherwise, to dispose of

from such
:

sales

to be

Ex ecutive Department.
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such excess copies of such publications as may from time to time accumulate; and in like manner dispose of any editions heretofore published,
(Acts 1918, p. 139; 1931,
of which there may be an excess on baud.
pp.

7, 38.)

40-808. Printing, etc.

— All

which may be needed

printing], blanks, circulars, notices or

forms,

Department, and all official
shall be printed and paid for as other print-

for the use of said

communications, reports, etc.,
ing- of the State. (Acts 1918, p. 141.)
Cross-reference.

— See

Title 90, Tublic Printing".

PART
CHAPTER

40-9.

STATE TREASURER.

III.

ELECTION, SALARY, ORGANIZATION

OF OFFICE, ETC.
Sec.

40-901.

Sec.

and

term of office;
salary; fees and perquisites.

Election

40-902.

Oath

40-903.

Office,
ies

where kept;

Assistant

Treasurer;

Appointment
40-905.

of office.

salary.

of clerks.

Appropriation for

clerical

ex-

penses.

clerk; cop-

of records.

40-901. (215, 227, 317) Election
quisites.

40-904.

and term of

—There shall be a Treasurer

same time and
hold his office for two
at the

in the

years,

of the State,

same manner
and

office; salary; fees

who

shall be elected

as the Governor.

until his successor

is

and per-

He

shall

elected and qual-

His salary shall be $4,800 per annum. He shall receive no perU be collected by
quisites for any official act, but the fees prescribed r
him and paid into the State treasury. (Act 1826, Couu, 1027. Acts 1876,
ified.

1

128; 1919, p. 73.)

p.

—

Cross-references. Similar provision as to election, see Const., Art. V, Sec. II,
Par. I (§ 2-2701). Salary of Treasurer as Bond Commissioner, see § 40-1201. General Assembly may prescribe duties and fix salaries, see Const., Art. V, Sec. II,
Par. II (§ 2-2702). Fees and perquisites prohibited, see Const., Art. V, Sec. II,
Par. VII (§ 2-2705). Fees to be paid to Treasurer, see § 92-3503. Fees to Treasurer as Bond Commissioner, see § 40-1202. Governor to exercise general superintendency over Treasurer, see § 40-1302. Appropriations for military purposes
kept as separate fund in treasury, see § 86-901.

40-902. (217)
office,

Oath

of office.

— Before

entering on the duties of his

the State Treasurer shall take an oath before the Governor, or

one of the Justices of the Supreme Court or judges of the superior courts,
to support the Constitution of the United States and the Constitution of

which oath
by the State Treasurer, and filed

the State, and faithfully to execute the duties of his

and subscribed to
the Executive office. (Acts 1876,

shall be in writing,

and recorded

in

Cross-reference.

— Oath

required of public officers, see

40-903. (216,227) Office,

where kept;

office,

p. 126.)
§

89-302.

clerk; copies of records.

State Treasurer shall be provided with suitable apartments
capitol, furnished at the State's expense.

and keep his

office

open

daily,

He

—The

in the State

shall reside at the Capital,

Sundays and holidays excepted, and he

§

Executive Department.
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upon the payment of the prescribed
records and public documents within his office. (Act

shall furnish to all applicants,

copies of

all

Cobb. 1027, Acts 1876,

fees,

1826,

p. 128.)

—

Cross-references. Officers must reside at place designated, see
oi Treasurer, see Chapter 40-11.

Rights

89-105.

§

and duties

Appointment

40-904. Assistant Treasurer; salary.
shall be

an

Treasurer,

officer in the

who

—There

Treasury Department, to be styled Assistant

annum. The Assistbe appointed by the State Treas-

shall receive a salary of $3,600 per

ant Treasurer and

(Acts 1919,

urer.

of clerks.

other clerks shall

all

p. 383.)

40-905. Appropriation for clerical expenses.

—The

sum

of $6,000 shall

be allowed the Treasury Department for clerical expenses in that De-

partment, and the general appropriation

bills shall

make appropriations

amount, as well as the salary of the Assistant Treasurer

to cover said

provided for in section 40-904. (Acts 1919,

CHAPTER

40-10.

p. 383.)

BOND.

Sec.

Sec.

Amount and

40-1001.

conditions;

se-

40-1003.

Record of bond; copy admissible in evidence,

curity.

on property of Treasurer and bondsmen.

Lien

40-1002.

40-1001. (217,

219)

Amount and

40-1004.

Insufficiency of security.

40-1005.

Failing to perform duties; execution instanter.

conditions;

security.

—The

State

Treasurer shall give bond to the State of Georgia in the sum of $200,000,
in some bonding company approved by the Governor, the annual pre-

mium

bond

of said

to be paid

from the State treasury. The said bond

shall be conditioned as follows:

That he

1.

will

faithfully discharge,

execute, and perform

singular the duties of hirn required, and which

may be

all

and

required by the

Constitution and laws.
Cross-reference.

That he

2.

may

of Treasurer, see Chapter 40-11.

will faithfully

account for and pay over

all

be received by him from time to time, by virtue of his

That he

3.

— Duties

will

moneys
office.

safely deliver to his successor all books,

moneys,

vouchers, accounts, and effects whatsoever belonging to his said

(Acts 1876,

p.

that

office.

126; 1919, p. 383.)

—

Fi. fa. instanter
Cross-references. Bonds payable to Governor, see § 89-402.
Record of bond, see § 40-1003. Sefailure to perform duties, see § 40-1005.
curities on bond, see §§ 40-1002, 40-1004, 89-414. Time for filing: bond, see § 89-408.
Remedies in case of default by fidelity insurance company, see § 56-1106.

upon

40-1002. (218) Lien on property of Treasurer and

surety may, by express stipulation in writing, limit
cific

sum

its liability

—The

to a spe-

and all the property of the Treasurer
said bond, and the property of the securities to

to be stated in said bond,

to the full

the

bondsmen.

amount

amount
for

of

which they may be severally bound,

shall be liable for the

Executive Department.
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performance by the Treasurer of the duties of hifl office from
the date of the execution of said bond. A lien is hereby created in favor
of the State upon the property of the Treasurer to the amount of said
bond, and upon the property of the securities upon his said bond to the
amount for which they may be severally liable, from the date of the
faithful

execution thereof.
Cross-references.

upon

(Acts 1876,

— Bond

p.

127; 1919,

p. 383.)

of State depositories, see

§

100-104.

Fi.

instanter

fa.

perform duties, see § 40-1005. Guaranty companies may
89-415.
Sureties on official bonds, see § 89-414.
Remedy against

failure to

surety, see

§

bond company

I

for default, see

§

56-1106.

40-1003. (220) Record of bond; copy admissible in evidence.

bond

when duly executed and approved,

of the Treasurer,

corded

in the

Secretary of State's

and a copy thereof,
the seal of

office,

and

shall be re-

the Executive

office,

by one of the Governor's secretaries, under
the Executive Department, or a certified copy taken from the
certified

records of the Secretary of State's
lieu of the original, in

Cross-reference.

any

—Time

office, shall

of the courts.

for filing bonds, see

be received in evidence, in

(Acts 1876,

—The

Governor, at

in his opinion, the security or securities of

or are likely to

become

p. 127.)

89-408.

§

40-1004. (221) Insufficiency of security.

when,

filed in

—The

invalid or insufficient, shall

all

times

any Treasurer have
demand and require

such Treasurer forthwith to renew his bond to the State, in the penalty
and according to the form prescribed in this law, and in case of neglect

by any Treasurer to give bond, with security or securities,
within 10 days after the same shall be demanded and required by the

or refusal

Governor, such neglect or refusal shall be a disqualification under the
law, and shall create a vacancy in said office of Treasurer; and the Gov-

ernor shall proceed forthwith to appoint a

fit

and proper person to

fill

the vacancy occasioned thereby, until the next session of the General

Assembly
curity,

and

thereafter; and such appointee shall give like
in the

same manner, and upon the same terms

for the Treasurer.

(Acts 1876,

bond and

se-

as prescribed

p. 127.)

40-1005. (224) Failing to perform duties; execution instanter.

—

If the

perform the duties of his office, misapply or use
the funds of the State, fail to account for and pay over any moneys that
he may have received by virtue of his office, whereby he becomes liable
Treasurer shall

fail to

to the State,

shall not be necessary to sue

the Governor

and

it

may

on his

official

bond, but

issue an execution instanter against the Treasurer

his securities for the

the penalties and costs

;

amount due the

State by the Treasurer, with

said execution shall be directed to

lar the sheriffs of this State,

and

shall

and sinsrube executed by them; and the
all

Treasurer and his securities shall have only those defenses now allowed
tax collectors against executions issued by the Comptroller General
against them. (Acts 1876, p. 132.)

—

Cross-references. Enforcement of bond of State depositories, see § 100404.
against defaulting tax collector, see § 92-5504. Penalty for private use of
public fund, see § 40-1101, 11 10. Suspension of Treasurer by General Assembly,
see § 47-701. Suspension of Treasurer by Governor, see § 40-206. Treasurer defaulting or absenting himself, see § 40-1304.
Fi. fa.

—
Executive Department.
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DUTIES IN GENERAL.
Sec.'

40-1101.

Duties enumerated.

40-1102,

Expenses of departments of
State Government, how paid.
Form of bond book.

40-1103.

40-1101.

(228, 252)

40-1104.

Canceled bonds and coupons;
reports to General Assemby*'

Duties enumerated.— It shall be the duty of the

State Treasurer
1.

Money and

which

warrants.

shall be paid to

—To

him

receive and keep safely

in behalf of the State

all

the

money

(giving certificates

amount, on what account,
and by whom paid, and shall be lodged as vouchers in the Comptroller's
office), and to pay out the same only upon the warrants of the Governor,
when countersigned by the Comptroller General, excepting the drafts of
the President of the Senate and Speaker of the House of Representatives
for sums due to the members and officers of their respective bodies.
therefor,

which

(Acts 1876,

p.

shall specially set forth the

129.)

—

Cross-references. Payments from treasury on Governor's warrant, see
2.
Warrants countersigned by Comptroller General, see § 40-1505,

§

40-204.

11

Book

and warrants.

— He

keep a durable book,
wherein he shall enter each day, in charge against himself, all and every
sum of money received by him, stating from whom and on what account
received, and per contra, crediting himself with any and alb sums disbursed by him in any manner, stating to whom paid, when paid, and on
what account or purpose paid; and for all disbursements whatsoever, he
shall take receipts or other vouchers therefor. He shall also keep a true
and faithful record in a book of all warrants drawn by the Governor on
the treasury, stating the number of the warrant, the amount, the date
and the payee of the same, and to what fund the same is chargeable, and
he shall carefully keep on file said warrants. (Acts 1876, p. 129.)
2.

of accounts

— He

Ledger and entries therein.
counts, into which he shall post

shall

keep a general ledger of acall the receipts and disbursements of
his office, arranging the receipts and disbursements under the heads to
which they properly belong. He shall open in said ledger an account
with each appropriation made by the General Assembly, and with each
salaried officer of the State, in which he shall credit the object for which
the appropriation was made with the amount appropriated to the object,
and shall charge such appropriation with the payments made by him
upon the same. He shall open in said ledger .a general account of receipts and disbursements; which last-mentioned account he shall compare with the books kept by the Comptroller in his office, on the last
day of each quarter of the fiscal year; and, after having compared them,
shall strike the balance on said account, showing the amount at that time
in the treasury to the credit of the State, and he shall carry said balance
forward on the book to the general account for the next quarter. (Acts
3.

shall

1876, p. 129.)
Cross-references.
S§ 40-1505, 1
4.

Bank

1,

— Comptroller

40-1506.

accounts.

General to keep account of appropriations, see

Fiscal year, see

— He

shall

§

89-901.

books of his office
which the public revenue or

keep accounts

in the

with the different State depositories in
money is deposited, on which balances shall be struck at the aforesaid

1

Executive Department.
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1

bank to the credit or debit of the State.
The depository or depositories where public deposits are made by the
Treasurer, or by any other person by the direction of the Treasurer,
transmit to the Comptroller General and Treasurer monthly statements
of the deposits, checks, and drafts received and paid by them on account
periods,

in

-

of the treasury.

(Acts 1876, pp. 129, 130; 1878-9,

p. 88.)

—

Cross-references. Stat<: depositories in various cities, see § 100-101. Treasurer
to advise Governor as to financial condition of State depositories, see § 100-100.

—

Cash accounts; quarterly balancing. He shall keep a general cash
account, which shall be balanced at the expiration of each quarter of the
fiscal year, showing the balance in the treasury at the end of each quar5.

ter.

(Acts 1876, pp. 129, 130.)

— He

shall

7 of

228 of the Code of 1910, relating to esti-

keep check books, within which
there shall be suitable margins. The checks shall be numbered by numbers in the margins corresponding with the numbers upon the checks;
and he shall note in the margin the date and amount of the check, the
appropriation to which it shall be charged, and the person to whom it
shall be issued; and he shall balance his accounts with all banks or other
depositories holding State deposits as often as once in each month. (Acts
6.

Check book and

stubs.

1876, pp. 129, 130.)
Editorial Note.

— Subdivision

§

mates and reports to the Governor was omitted as superseded by Chapter
relating to the Budget Bureau.

40-4,

—

which fund appropriated. He shall
pay all funds pledged to the payment of the public debt, or interest
thereon, or to any object of education, and to these objects only, and
All payments from the treasury shall
in nowise to any other purpose.
be paid from the fund appropriated for such purpose, and not from any
7.

Payment only

other.

to purpose for

(Acts 1876, pp. 129, 130.)

—

Quarterly report to Governor. At the end of every quarter of the
year, he shall make a written report, under oath, to the Governor, of the
several amounts received by him during the three months preceding
such report; and he shall also submit to the Governor itemized monthly
8.

reports of the condition and transactions of the treasury, and the in-

formation contained in such monthly reports may be given to the public from time to time at the discretion of the Governor. (Acts 1876,
pp. 129, 130.)
Cross-reference.
(§ 2-6301).

— Quarterly

report,

see

Const.,

Art.

VII,

Sec.

XV,

Par.

I

»

—

Deposit in bank; supervision thereof by Governor. He shall keep
safely certificates of stock, State bonds, and other evidences of the educational fund, and manage and control the same for the purposes to
which they are pledged. He may deposit all funds set apart for the
purpose of education, or any other purpose not required for immediate
9.

use, in the State depositories, subject to his draft as Treasurer.

The

Governor may make such contract with the depositories for the use of
such funds as may be beneficial to the State. If, at any time when the
legislature is not in session, the Governor shall be of opinion that the
safety of the public funds requires it, he shall, by his order in writing,
direct the Treasurer to transfer the money held by any depository or
depositories, on account of the treasury, to any other safe and proper
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State depository or depositories, as the Treasurer

may

with the

select,

approval of the Governor, which approval shall be in writing, and shall
designate the depository or depositories thus selected, and the Treasurer
shall thereupon transfer the same as directed but all such orders shall be
;

duly recorded in the Executive office, and, as soon as possible thereafter, shall be submitted to the General Assembly, with the reasons
therefor. (Acts 1876, pp. 129, 130; 1878-9, p. 88.)

—

funds for private purposes forbidden. He shall not,
under any circumstances, use or allow others to use the funds of the
State in his hands; and for every violation of this section he shall be
10.

Use

of public

sum

liable to the State for the

his salary,

if

of $500, as a penalty, or a forfeiture of

pay the penalty incurred. (Acts 1876,

said forfeiture will

pp. 129, 131.)

—

Cross-references. Fees and perquisites prohibited, see Const., Art. V, Sec. II,
Par. VII (§ 2-2705). Execution instanter if Treasurer misapplies public funds, see
§ 40-1005.
Fee or reward for deposit or use of public fund, see Const, Art. V,
Receiving interest, profit, etc., from State funds a
Sec. II, Par.
(§ 2-2703).
felony, see Const., Art. VII, Sec. IX, Par. I (§ 2-5701).
Punishment for using or
receiving interest on public funds, see §§ 26-2902, 26-2903. See Title 100, State
Depositories.

V

11.

Payment

ized to pay

of salaries in

all officers of

amount

advance;

the State,

how

whose

far allowed.

—He

salaries are fixed

is

author-

by law, 75

which service shall have been actually rendered at the date of said payment, taking receipts for the same, which
shall be his vouchers and exhibits to executive warrants for said salary;
and may also pay members of the General Assembly in the same way,
where their accounts are duly audited, unless prevented by the resolu(Acts 1876,
tion of either or both branches of the General Assembly.
per cent, of the

for

pp. 129, 131.)
12.

the

Report of State debt.

amount

— He

shall annually report to the

of the State debt bearing interest for each year; the rate

amount

per cent, paid on each kind of bonds; the

exchange,

if

Governor

any; premiums on gold,

of interest paid in

if

of each rate paid; the

any; and the aggregate amount

each year, and the probable amount due and unpaid

semiannual payment, and the reasons for such nonpayment, as
far as can be ascertained by him. (Acts 1876, pp. 129, 131.)
at each

Cross-reference.

— Bond book,

see

§

40-1103.

Cancellation of bonds and coupons.

—When

he shall pay the interest or principal of the State debt, upon a warrant issued in %his favor,
13.

and indelible manner, the coupons or
bonds on which the payments are made, "paid," and deposit the same in
he shall stamp or mark,

in a plain

the vault of the treasury, to be preserved in the Treasurer's office with
the
eral

same care

as the funds of the State, subject to the order of the

Assembly.

Cross-reference.
14.

Gen-

(Acts 1876, pp. 129, 131.)

— Canceled

bonds disposed

Lapsed appropriations.

— He

of,

how, see

shall not

§

40-1104.

pay any appropriation due

and not called for within six months after the expiration of the fiscal
year for which it is appropriated, but it shall revert to the general fund
in the treasury.

(Acts 1876, pp. 129, 131.)

—

Cross-references. Fiscal year, see
orders for payment, see § 23-1607.

§

89-901.

Effect of failure to present county

Exfxutive Department.
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1

04

—

annual reports required to be made to
the Governor by the Treasurer shall be made on or before the 31st day
15.

filed,

-All

December, and shall be filed in his office, and by him laid before the
General Assembly, in connection with his first regular message there-

of

(Acts 1876, pp. 129, 132.)

after.

—

Cross-references. Reports furnished to State Librarian, see §§ 101-204, 101-217.
Meetings of General Assembly, see Const., Art. Ill, Sec. IV, Par. Ill (f 2-1503;.
16.

Contents of reports.

—The

annual reports shall contain only the

available funds or cash in the treasury as the balance therein.

He

shall

from the Comptroller General, and under the head of
"Assets Belonging to the State," all bank or railroad stocks or bonds,
or other assets; the State Road to be reported without any stipulated
value. He shall make such transfers or alterations on his books as are
necessary to comply with this section. All uncurrent funds shall remain
in the treasury, and be omitted from the annual reports. (Acts 1859,
report, separately

p. 67.)

—

Cross-references. Duties as Bond Commissioner, see Chapter 40-12. Certificate
as to deposit by building and loan associations, see § 16-203. Treasurer as custodian of vocational education funds, see § 32-2203; of rehabilitation funds, see
§ 32-2302.

Expenses of departments of State Government, how paid.—
The costs and expenses of the maintenance and support of every department, commission, bureau, and other branch or agency of the State Government shall be paid out of funds in the State treasury by warrant of
the Governor drawn on appropriations duly made by the General As40-1102.

sembly.

(Acts 1927,

p. 311.)

—

Cross-reference. Branches, etc., of State Government created by special law
and supported by appropriations made by special law, required to pay fees, etc.,
into State treasury, see

92-3601.

§

Form

bond book.—The dates and maturity
bonds and coupons, the authority under which they were issued, by
40-1103. (229)

negotiated, or to

whom

of

sold,

when

of all

whom

negotiated and sold, shall be, as far as

bond book to be provided by the Treasurer;
and the paid and canceled bonds and coupons of this State, when paid,
shall be pasted in such bond book in such manner that they can, at all
times, be referred to and verified. (Acts 1889, p. 644.)
practicable, incorporated in a

Cross-reference.

— Book

of registration for State bonds, see

§

87-117.

bonds and coupons; report to General
Assembly. All bonds and coupons of bonds, which shall be paid by
the Treasurer, after having been canceled, shall be pasted in the
40-1104. (230) Canceled

—

spaces provided in said book, according to their respective numbers

;

and

it shall be the duty of the committees of the legislature appointed to make
examinations of the Treasurer's office, to make a memorandum by numbers and dates of all past due bonds and coupons that are outstanding

and unpaid and report the same to the General Assembly, and furnish to
the Treasurer a copy of such memorandum. The Treasurer shall exhibit
the same to each successive committee of each legislature, and such committee shall check the same, so as to verify such bonds or coupons as have
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(Acts 1889,

p.

44; 1873,

p. 15.)

—

Cross-references. Report of State debt, see § 40-1101, H 12. Cancellation of
bonds and coupons, see § 40-1101, H 13. Examination of Treasurer's accounts and

vouchers, see

47-uOl.

§

CHAPTER

40-12.

DUTIES AS EX-OFFICIO BOND
COMMISSIONER.

Sec.

Sec.

40-1202.

Treasurer ex-officio
Bond Commissioner; assist-

State

40-1201.

ant;

clerical

expense;

40-1203.

du-

Fees of Commissioner.
Reports to Insurance Commissioner.

ties.

40-1201. (232) State Treasurer ex-officio Bond Commissioner; assistant; clerical expense; duties. The State Treasurer shall be ex-officio

—

Bond Commissioner and as such he shall receive a salary of $1,200 per
annum and he is hereby authorized to appoint the chief clerk in the
treasury department, or some other fit and competent person, to be Assistant Bond Commissioner, and said assistant shall receive a salary of
$1,200 per annum. The said Bond Commissioner shall be allowed such
sum as may be necessary, not to exceed the sum of $10,000 per annum,
;

which said
sum, together with the salaries of the Bond Commissioner and the Assistant Bond Commissioner, shall be paid from the State Treasury. It
shall be the duty of the Bond Commissioner and his assistant to receive,
file, record, care and provide for the deposit of bonds or other securities
offered for deposit as the law may direct. (Acts 1904, p. 145 1927, p. 131.)
for clerical assistance in performing the duties of his office,
-

;

Cross-references.

— Bond book to be kept,

surance companies, see

§

56-301.

see § 40-1103. Deposits of foreign inSalary of State Treasurer, see § 40-901.

— Each

and every depositing
corporation or individual of whatever name or class, which now has or
may hereafter have on deposit bonds or other securities, as the law provides, is hereby required, on or before January 15 of each year, to pay
the said Bond Commissioner the following schedules of fees, namely:
Bonds or other securities aggregating not over $5,000, $2; not over
40-1202. (233) Fees

of

Commissioner.

$375; not over $25,000, $7.50; not over $50,000, $12.50; not over
Provided, however, that the
$100,000, $20; more than $100,000, $25:
Western & Atlantic Railroad lessees shall be exempt from the operation
$10,000,

of this section.
eral

All fees collected as aforesaid shall be paid into the gen-

fund of the State Treasury.

herein prescribed, the
posits required

by law

In default of the payment of the fees

Bond Commissioner
to be

made, and

shall refuse to accept the de-

shall not certify their acceptance

until the fee shall be fully paid each year as herein provided, but shall

report said default to the Insurance Commissioner,

or revoke the license of said delinquent
fee required

under

this section shall

company or

be fully paid.

who

shall

suspend

individual until the

(Acts 1909,

p.

145;

1927, p. 131, 133.)
Cross-references.
see § 92-3503.

— Salary

of Treasurer, see

§

40-901.

Fees paid into treasury,

Executive Department.
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40-1203. (234) Reports to Insurance Commissioner.

§40-1303

—

It

shall be the

duty of the Bond Commissioner to furnish to the Insurance Commissioner, semiannually, a certified list of all companies or individuals making deposit as the law requires, giving the name of the company or individual, the amount and kind of bond or other security so deposited,
when due, and such other information in detail as the Insurance Commissioner may require. (Acts 1909, pp. 145, 146.)
Cross-reference.

— Comptroller

CHAPTER

General as Insurance Commissioner, see

§

56-101.

RESIGNATION, SUSPENSION, AND

40-13.

REMOVAL.
Sec.

Sec.

(

40-1301.

Suspension of Treasurer; appointment of person to discharge his duties.

40-1302.

Governor to exercise general
superintendence over

40-1303.
40-1304.

or removal; appointment of successor.
Treasurer in default or absent-

Resignation

ing himself; duties of
troller General.

office.

Comp-

40-1301. (222) Suspension of Treasurer; appointment of person to dis-

—

charge duties. Upon representation made to the Governor by any person under oath, or where the Governor has received reliable information
from any source, that the Treasurer is insane or manifestly insolvent,
or that he has absconded or concealed himself, or is guilty of conduct
which is to the hazard of the public treasury, he shall call a council to
be composed of the Attorney General, Secretary of State, and Comptroller General, and if they, or a majority of them, after an examination
into the truth of such representation, shall find the same to be true, the
Governor shall suspend the Treasurer from office until the next session
of the General Assembly and issue proclamation thereof, and he shall
submit to said body his action in the premises and the reasons therefor.
In the event of a suspension of the Treasurer, the Governor shall appoint some fit and proper person to discharge the duties of said office
during the period of such suspension, who shall take an oath and give
bond and security upon like terms and in the same manner as provided
(Acts 1876, p. 127.)
for the Treasurer elected by the people.

— Governor

to examine Treasurer, see Const., Art. V, Sec. I,
Governor may suspend Treasurer, see § 40-206. Suspension
by General Assembly, see § 47-701.

Cross-references.
Par. 18 (§ 2-2618).

Governor to exercise general superintendence over
The Governor may exercise a general superintendence over the

40-1302. (223)
office.

—

office of State

Treasurer, not inconsistent with the provisions prescribed

by law, and may .at any time appoint some competent person to
examine into the state of such office for any period of time he may designate and report its condition to him and shall have power to require,
in writing, of such Treasurer, the withdrawal of public funds from any
(Acts 1876, p. 128.)
place of deposit deemed unsafe by him.
Depositories,
Cross-references. Governor may employ agents, see § 40-305.
for

it

;

—

see

§

100-101.

40-1303. (225) Resignation or removal; appointment of successor.

—

the Treasurer shall resign or shall be removed, he shall, within 10
days thereafter, state his accounts to the Comptroller General, and de-

If

Executive Department.

§ 40-1304
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and money of the treasury to his successor, taking his receipt therefor: and the Comptroller General shall record a
statement of such settlement and receipt in his office, and report the
same forthwith to the Governor. (Acts 1876, p. 128.)
liver the books, papers,

Cross-reference.
§

— Duty

of

officer

to

deliver

papers,

etc.,

to

successor,

see

89-602,

40-1304. (226) Treasurer in default or absenting himself; duties of

—

Comptroller General. If the Treasurer shall fail to comply with the
provisions of the preceding section, or if he shall die, abscond, or absent
himself without sufficient cause for as long as 20 days, the Comptroller
General, after giving 10 days' notice by publication in some public newspaper at the seat of government, shall proceed, in the presence of any
person who may appear in behalf of the late State Treasurer, or, if none
appear, in the presence of the Attorney General, to state his account and
deliver the books, papers, money, and all other appurtenances of his
office to his successor, taking his receipt therefor, and shall record and
file such statement and receipt in his office and report forthwith to the
Governor. (Acts 1876, p. 128.)
Cross-reference.

— Suspension

PART
CHAPTER

§

40-1301.

COMPTROLLER GENERAL.

IV.

40-14.

of Treasurer, see

ELECTION, BOND, ORGANIZATION OF
OFFICE, ETC.
Sec.

Sec.

40-1401.

Election.

40-1405.

Seal.

40-1402.

Bond.

40-1406.

Settlement

40-1403.

40-1404.

with

declaration

where kept; residence;
copies of records.

Office,

of

successor;

vacancy

in

omce.

Salary; fees and perquisites.

—There

Comptroller General
elected by persons qualified to vote, at the same time and in the same
40-1401. (235) Election.

manner

as the

Governor

is

shall

be

a

elected.

—

Cross-references. How Comptroller General elected, see Const., Art. V, Sec.
Provisions governing election of Governor, Comptroller
Par. I (§ 2-2701).
General and certain other officers, see § 34-2101. Qualifications of voters, see
Qualifications of Comptroller General, see
Const., Art. II, Sec. I (Chapter 2-6).
Suspension, see § 47-701.
Const., Art. V, Sec. II, Par. VI (§ 2-2704).

II,

40-1402. (236) Bond.

conditioned the

same

—The

Comptroller General shall give a bond

as that of the Secretary of State and for the

of $20,000, subject to the

same

rules

and regulations.

sum

(Act 1843, Cobb,

1034.)
Cross-references.

— Bond

of Secretary of State, see

§

40-502.

Bond

required of

Comptroller General, see Const., Art. V, Sec. II, Par. VI (§ 2-2704). Record of
bonds, see § 40-1505. Time for filing bonds, see § 89-408. Failure to file bond, see
§

89-409.

40-1403. (237) Office,

The Comptroller General

where kept; residence; copies
shall be provided with suitable

the State capitol, furnished at the State's expense.

He

of

records.

—

apartments in
shall reside at

—
Executive
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§40

ment.

1501

the capital, and keep his office open daily, Sundays and holidays ex-

upon payment of the prerecords and public documents in his ob.

cepted, and he shall furnish to

scribed fees, copies of

all

all

applicants,

(Act 1826, Cobb, 1027.)

—

Cross-references. Duty to report to Governor concerning resignation or removal of State Treasurer, see § 40-1303. Authority and duties in general, see
Chapter 40-15. Holidays enumerated, see § 14-1808.

—

and perquisites. The Comptroller General shall receive an annual salary of $6,200, which shall be in lieu of all
fees and other emoluments.
He shall receive no perquisites for any official act, but the fees prescribed shall be collected by him and paid into
40-1404. (317) Salary; fees

the State treasury. (Act 1826, Cobb, 1027. Acts 1931, pp.
Art. V, Sec. II, Par. VII, (§ 2-2705).)

7, 31.

Const.,

—

Cross-references. Authority of General Assembly to fix Comptroller General's
salary, see Const., Art. V, Sec. II, Par. II (§ 2-2702).
Receiving profit on public
funds a felony, see Const., Art. VII, Sec. IX, Par. I (§ 2-5701). Fees payable to
Treasurer, see § 92-3503, 11 4. Monthly statements from State depositories, see
§ 40-1101, 11 4.

—

Editorial Note. Prior to the Reorganization Act from which the above section
codified, the Comptroller General received annual salaries as follows:
$2,000
as Comptroller General, $3,000 as Insurance Commissioner, and $1,200 as Chief
Oil Inspector.

was

40-1405. (247) Seal.
as follows:

made

seal of the

Comptroller General's

Circular in form, one and one-half inches in

human hand holding

office is

diameter,

pen in the attitude of writthe center, surrounded by the words, "Comptroller General's

of brass, with a

ing, in

—The

Office, State of Georgia."

(Acts 1870,

a

p. 12.)

40-1406. (251) Settlement with successor; declaration of vacancy in
office.

—

If

the Comptroller General shall resign, or shall be removed, he

immediately state his account and deliver everything pertaining
to his office to his successor; or if he shall die, abscond or absent himself for as long as 30 days without the Governor's permission, the Governor may, without delay, declare the office vacant, supply his place by
appointment, examine the condition of his office, and deliver over to the
shall

appointee.

—

Cross-references. Governor may suspend Comptroller, see § 40-206. Treasurer
resigning or being removed must state accounts to Comptroller, etc., see § 40-1303.
Duty of incumbent of public office to deliver books, etc., to successor, see § 89-602.

CHAPTER

40-15.

AUTHORITY AND DUTIES

Sec.

Sec.

40-1501.

Authority

40-1502.

Making

40-1503.

Furnishing collectors and receivers with rules and regu-

40-1504.

Publication of rules.
Account of appropriations and
other duties.
record appropriations
and warrants.

in general.

rules and regulations
for collectors and receivers.

lations.

40-1505.

40-1506.

IN GENERAL.

40-1507.

Record of tax
receiver's

collector's

bonds,

and

keeping.

Furnishing

40-1510.

list of wild lands.
Speculation in wild lands forbidden.
Annual report to Governor.

40-1511.

Report of Comptroller Gen-

40-1508.
40-1509.

eral.

40-1512

Repor" to General Assembly.

Must

40-1501. (242) Authority in general.

have authority

—The

Comptroller General shall

—
Executive Department.

§40-1502
1.

Settling up business of prior years.

—To

1222

settle

up the business

of

the office for previous years.

—

Cross-reference. When Comptroller General
General, see § 40-1604.

may

require services of Attorney

—

Allowance of commissions. To allow receivers and collectors of
taxes their commissions, and to balance the tax books and other books
of the office, upon satisfactory proof of payment or settlement.
(Acts
2.

1S55-6. p. 276.)
3.

unpaid taxes.

Collection of

—To

collect

all

unpaid ad valorem

taxes of previous years, returnable to the tax receivers.

—

Editorial Note. As to the power, duties, and functions of the Comptroller
General in relation to matters of taxation, see Chapter 92-45 and editorial notes
following §§ 92-4505, 92-4506.

—

Administration of oaths. To administer oaths to all persons in
like manner as judges of the superior courts and justices of the peace.
(Acts 1878-9, p. 180.)
4.

—

§

Cross-references. Judges of superior courts may administer oaths,
Justices of the peace may administer oaths, see § 24-601, 11 5.
11 6.

see

24-2616,

40-1502. (1236)

Making

rules

and regulations for collectors and

re-

—The

Comptroller General has authority to make all needful
rules and regulations for the government of tax collectors and receivers,
and any other rules that may be necessary to insure the prompt and
faithful execution of the tax laws, if not in violation thereof or inconceivers.

sistent therewith.
Cross-reference.

— Suggesting

improvements

in

revenue laws, see

§

40-1511.

and receivers with rules and
regulations.
These rules, when made, shall be entered in a book in his
office, kept for that purpose, and be binding upon all successors until
amended or repealed, copies of which shall be printed and furnished to
receivers and collectors at the time of sending them the forms required.
40-1503. (1237) Furnishing collectors

—

40-1504. (1238) Publication of rules.

—The rules

shall also

be printed

during the month of March every year in a public newspaper published
at the seat of government, if in the discretion of the Comptroller General

he shall deem

it

beneficial.

40-1505. (238, 246)

Account

of appropriations

and other

duties.

—

It

shall be the duty of the Comptroller General

—To keep

an account showing the several appropriations authorized by law, the time when the same are
drawn from the treasury, in whose favor and to what fund charged.
1.

Account

of appropriations.

§

47-601.

— Book

of appropriation bills, see § 47-501.
to examine accounts of Comptroller and
Treasurer to keep account for each appropriation, see

Cross-references.
finance committee

Joint standing
Treasurer, see
§

40-1101,

If

3.

—To examine, check,

and countersign all
warrants upon the treasury drawn by the Governor, President of the
Senate, and Speaker of the House of Representatives, and charge the
amount thereof to the funds on which they may be respectively drawn,
previous to their being presented to the Treasurer for payment.
2.

Countersigning warrants.

—

Record of approCross-references. Payment of salaries, see § 40-1101, II 11.
priations and warrants, see § 40-1506. Treasurer to pay warrants only when
countersigned by Comptroller, etc., see § 40-1101, If 1. Warrants of Governor, see
§ 40-204.
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Exfxutive Department.
Audit accounts.

3.

or reject the

— To audit

all

§

40-1505

accounts against the State, and allow
to the Governor.

same before they are submitted

—

Examination of tax digests. To examine all the digests of tax returns forwarded to his office by the several tax receivers, and note and
correct all mistakes therein, and notify the tax collectors of such cor4.

rections.

—

Cross-references. Digest
tax collector, see § 92-4901.

filed

with Comptroller, see

§

92-4611, 1

7.

Duties of

—

Settlement with tax collectors. To settle with the several tax collectors and all other persons indebted to the State, and in all cases where
payments may be made at the treasury, to give receipts for the same,
founded on the Treasurer's certificates.
5.

—

Cross-references. Execution against tax collector for failure to settle his accounts, see § 92-5504. Settlement with tax collectors, see § 92-5002.

—

Executions against defaulting tax collectors. To collect all
amounts due from defaulting collectors of taxes, and issue execution
6.

them and

therefor against
Cross-reference.

their securities.

—Execution

issued

how and when,

see §§ 92-5501, 92-5504.

—

Warrants only on fund appropriated. To see that no draft or warrant shall be countersigned by him to be paid out of any appropriated
fund after the same shall have been exhausted and in such case, or any
case of illegal payments from the treasury upon warrants countersigned
by the Comptroller, he, as well as the Treasurer, with all their securities, shall be jointly and severally liable upon their several bonds for the
repayment of such amounts, with all expenses of prosecution, to the
7.

;

State.
Cross-references.

— Order of payment

to pay only for purpose for

of county debts, see § 23r 1604. Treasurer
which fund appropriated, see § 40-1101, H 7.

—

Debts due State. To receive and keep safely and collect all evidences of debt due to the State from any other source than taxes, and
pay over the same to the Treasurer as soon as collected.
8.

Cross-reference.

—Revenue

from sources other than taxation, see

§§ 92-3501

to

92-3503.
9.

of

Report from Attorney General.

all

—To

notify the Attorney General

executions against defaulting tax collectors, and require of him an-

nually a report of the state or condition of such executions prior to the
session of each General Assembly.
Cross-reference.

Comptroller, see
10.

Book

of

taken and to

books

General to collect State claims when ordered by

24-2908, H 10.

—To keep a book

bonds taken.
file

Cross-reference.
11.

— Solicitor

§

.

the originals in his

—Time

in

—To

to enter

all

bonds

office.

for filing official bonds, see

Index of records.

which

§

89-408.

have made suitable indexes to the record

in his office.

—

Copies of papers, certification. To certify under his official seal,
at all times when necessary for public use, and, on application and payment of his legal fees therefor, for private use, copies of any papers kept
(Act 1799, Cobb, 1022. Act 1821, Cobb, 1023. Act 1823,
in his office.
12.

—
Executive Department.

§40-1506

Act

Cobb, 1025.
p. 81

92-3503, 1

Act

1839, Cobb, 1031.

— Fees

for

copies

7,

papers

of

Acts 1861,

3S.)
to

be

paid

to

Treasurer,

see

4.

Must record appropriations and warrants.

40-1506. (244)

keep

Cobb, 1029.

1923. Extra. Sess., pp. 7,9; 1931, pp.

;

Cross-reference.
§

1838,

1224

in his office a

well-bound book

betical order, the full

amount

which

in

— He

must

shall be entered, in alpha-

of all annual appropriations, setting forth

amounts under their several heads all warrants that he may check
and pass, together with the fund on which they are drawn, the time,
amount, and in whose favor drawn and make all entries necessary to
a true exhibit of the finances of the State. (Act 1839, Cobb, 1031.)
the

;

;

40-1507. (245) Record of tax collector's

and receiver's bonds, keeping.
The Comptroller General shall keep a book in which to enter all
bonds of tax collectors and receivers, and keep the same on file in his

—

office.

(Acts 1855-6,

p.

276; 1873,

p. 21.)

—

Cross-references. Time for filing official bonds, see § 89-408. Comptroller's
authority to collect unpaid taxes, see § 40-1501, 11 3. Fees and perquisites denied,
see Const., Art. V, Sec. II, Par. VII (§ 2-2705).
Bonds of tax collectors, see Title
92, Public Revenue, Chapter 92-48.

40-1508. (239) Furnishing list of wild lands.— The Comptroller

Gen-

eral shall furnish to each clerk of the superior court of the several coun-

such as he has in his office, of all the lots of wild land lying
in the county of such clerk, and it shall be the duty of the clerk of each
county to fully prepare and keep a book of record of such wild lands
in his county, properly indexed so that the same may be readily re*
ferred to.
(Acts 1880-1, p. 45.)
ties a list,

Cross-reference.

—Sale

of wild lands

by administrators, see

40-1509. (240) Speculation in wild lands forbidden.

§ 113-1704.

—The Comptroller

General shall not, directly or indirectly, be interested or engaged in the
purchase and sale of wild lands on speculation, on pain of removal by
the Governor or the General Assembly.
Cross-reference.

— Secretary of State not to speculate in

40-1510. (241)
shall

make

Annual report

to Governor.

wild lands, see

§

40-602.

—The Comptroller General

a report annually to the Governor,

showing

—

Account current. An account current, from his books, between the
Treasurer and the State, of all receipts and payments, including
amounts paid on the drafts of the President of the Senate and Speaker
of the House of P.epresentatives, as reported to him by the Treasurer.
1.

—

Taxes paid, in default, etc. A statement of the taxes paid to the
State by each of the counties, as appears by the digest thereof, and the
counties whose collectors shall be in default, and the amount of such
2.

default.

—

Claims due State. A statement of all uncollected evidences of debt
due the State which remain in his office, the condition of the same, and
the report of the Attorney General thereon.
3.

—

Educational fund. A statement of the educational fund of the
State, its annual income, the amounts paid out, when and to whom.
4.

5.

Public debt.

State, the

—A statement of the condition of the public debt of the

amount

of interest paid,

and the fund from which paid.

—
Executive Department.
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Disbursing agents.

6.

§

—A statement of the accounts of

40-1512

all officers

agents disbursing public money, and the names of such as shall

comply with the laws relating to their
and the several sums for which they shall be
failed to

Salaries of public officers.

7.

—The

salaries

offices

and

1.

I

and appointments,

in default.

and pay of

all

officers of

the State.
Incidental expenses.

8.

—The

incidental expenses of the General As-

sembly, Executive and Judicial Departments.
All other payments.

9.

cial contract.

(Act 1821,

—All

sums paid or due to individuals by speCobb, 1024. Act 1828, Cobb, 1027. Act 1839,

Cobb, 1032. Act 1843, Cobb, 1033. Acts 1931, pp.

7, 38.)

—

Cross-references.
Suggestion of improvements in revenue laws, see § 40-1511.
Quarterly report to Governor, see §§ 2-6301, 40-1101, 11 8. Report filed at same
time of Treasurer's report and communicated to General Assembly, see § 40-1511.
Report filed with State Librarian, see §§ 101-204, 101-217. Report to General Assembly, see § 40-1512.

40-1511. (243) Report of Comptroller General.

—In

his annual report

the Comptroller General shall suggest such improvements in the rev-

enue laws as his experience and observation may approve. His report
shall be made at the time the State Treasurer's report is made and likewise be communicated to the General Assembly. (Act 1821, Cobb, 1024.)

—

Cross-references. Annual report to Governor, see § 40-1510. Duties of State
Revenue Commission to recommend improvements in tax laws, see § 92-4505.
Comptroller General as member of State Revenue Commission, see § 92-4501.
Powers and duties of State Revenue Commission, see § 92-4505. Comptroller

General as Insurance Commissioner, see

§

56-101 et seq.

Reports to State Libra-

rian, see § 101-204.

40-1512. (252) Report to General Assembly.
eral shall

make out

for the use of the General

—The

Comptroller Gen-

Assembly

—

Taxable property. A table containing the taxable property and
other items on the tax digest of each county for the year in which he
makes his annual report.
1.

—

Other items. A table annually of the polls in each county for the
year immediately preceding his report; the number of voters in each
county at the general election next preceding his report; the amount
drawn by each county from the educational fund; the amount drawn
by each county for pay of members of the General Assembly; the total
amount drawn by each county from the treasury, and the total amount
2.

of net tax paid into the treasury for the year preceding

He

shall also furnish

such other

statistical

by each county.
information connected with

may

be useful to the General Assembly. The annual report of the Comptroller General shall contain only the available funds
or cash in the treasury as the balance therein. He shall report, sep-

his office as

arately from the State Treasurer, and under the head of "Assets Belonging to the State," all bank or railroad stocks or bonds, or other
assets
shall

;

the State

make such

comply with

Road

to be reported without

transfers or alterations on his

this section.

any stipulated value. He
books as are necessary to

All uncurrent funds shall remain in the treas-

—
Executive Department.

8 40-1601

nrv and be omitted from the annual reports.
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(Acts 1859,

p.

67; 1919,

p. 313.)

—

Cross-references. Copies of Comptroller General's reports to General Assembly to be Furnished State Librarian, see § 101-204. Annual report of State Superintendent of Schools to General Assembly, see § 32-508.

PART

ATTORNEY GENERAL AND DEPARTMENT
OF LAW.

V.

CHAPTER

IN GENERAL.

40-16.

Sec.

Sec.

How

40-1601.

Department of

40-1607.

elected.

40-1602.

Duties required by Governor.

40-1603.

May

be required to attend

Assistant Attorneys

General;
appointment, salary, and removal.
Authority of Department. Em-

40-1608.

Comptroller General may require services, when.

40-1605.

Duties

in

40-1609.

connection with the

&

Western

ployment of counsel.

Atlantic Railroad.

40-1610.

Governor's power to direct institution of proceedings. Advice to General Assembly.

40-1611.

Clerical assistance; expense.

Services beyond the limits of
State without extra compen-

40-1606.

sation.

40-1601. (253)

who

the State,

How

elected.

—There

shall be

an Attorney General of

by the people at the same time,
the same manner as the Governor.

shall be elected

same term, and

in

created.

General.

cir-

cuits.

40-1604.

Law

Attorney General and assistants.
Salary of Attorney

for the

—

Cross-references. Constitutional provisions, see Const, Art. VI, Sec. X, Par.
Election of Governor, see §§ 34-1302, 40-101. Compensation of Attorney General, see § 40-1607. Penalties for taking fees, etc., see § 40-9901.
I

(§ 2-3801).

—

by Governor. It is the duty
Attorney General when required so to do by the Governor

40-1602. (254; 901 P. C.) Duties required
of the

Acts 1873,

(Act 1799, Cobb, 574.

p. 31.)

—

Written opinion. To give his opinion in writing, or otherwise, on
any question of law connected with the interest of the State or with the
duties of any of the departments.
1.

Cross-references.

2.

to

of Attorney General, see Const, Art. VI, Sec. X, Par.
§ 40-1607 et seq.

Preparation of contracts.

any matter

relation to
3.

— Duties

Department of Law, see

II (§ 2-3802).

Attend

all

trial of

in

what

—To prepare

which the State
cases.

—To

all

interested.

is

attend, on the part of the State,

criminal causes in any of the circuits,

thereof

is

the State

prosecuted, and to
is

all

contracts and writings in

when

other criminal or

the solicitor general
civil

causes to which

a party.

—

Cross-references. Governor to defend suits against State, see § 40-209. Attorney General's duties in cases to validate bonds, see §§ 87-302, 87-403, 87-404.
Attorney General to represent State in railroads' contests of taxes on rolling
stock, etc., see

§

92-2604.

—

Legal adviser of Executive Department. To act as the legal adviser
of the Executive Department. (Const, Art. VI, Sec. X, Par. II (§ 2-3802).)
4.

5.

In Supreme Court.

in all capital felonies.

—To

represent the State in the Supreme Court

(Const, Art. VI, Sec. X, Par. II (§ 2-3802).)

Executive Department.
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6.

In other courts; other services.

§ 4Q- 1

—To represent the

State in

606

all civil

and criminal cases in any court when required by the Governor, and to
perform such other services as shall be required of him by law. (<
Art. VI, Sec. X, Par. II (§ 2-3802).)

—

be required to attend circuits. When the services of the Attorney General shall be needed in any of the judicial circuits, the presiding judge thereof shall notify the Governor 20 days be40-1603. (255)

May

and cause, and the Governor may
cretion) order the Attorney General to represent the State.
fore of the time, place,

40-1604. (256) Comptroller General

may

(in his dis-

require services, when.

—

It

Comptroller General to require the Attorney
General, when the services of a solicitor general are necessary in collecting or securing any claim of the State in any part of the State, either
is

in the discretion of the

to

command

Law

the services of the Department of

general in their respective circuits in any and

all

or of the solicitors

of such cases.

(Acts

1931, pp. 7, 38.)
Cross-reference.

— Suits

to recover debts or

property due to State, see

40-1605. (257) Duties in connection with the

Railroad.

—The Governor

to perform

Western

&

is

Western

§

&

91-405.

Atlantic

authorized to require the Attorney General
may be necessary on account of the

such legal services as

Atlantic Railroad, without compensation other than his

(Acts 1902, pp. 97, 98.)
Cross-reference. Western and Atlantic Railroad,

offi-

cial salary.

—

beyond the

see

§

91-201 et seq.

limits of State without extra

compensaAttorney General shall represent the State in all cases before the Supreme Court of the United States and perform all other services required of him by law beyond the limits of the State without extra
compensation. (Acts 1919, p. 134.)
40-1606. Services

tion.

—The

Department

Law

Attorney General and assistSalary of Attorney General. There is hereby created a Departants.
ment of Law, with the Attorney General at the head thereof, with six
assistant Attorneys General of equal rank among said assistants.
The
said assistant Attorneys General shall give their full time to the duties
of the office, and shall not otherwise engage in the practice of law during their tenure of office. One of said assistant Attorneys General shall
serve the Highway Department as its special attorney, and another
40-1607.

of

shall serve the Public Service

salaries of the

two

—

Commission as

its

special attorney; the

said assistants shall be paid out of the funds of said

respective departments.

The Attorney General

per annum, payable monthly.
Cross-reference.

created.

— Provision

see Const, Art. VI, Sec.

(Acts 1931, pp.

shall

be paid $5,500

7, 38.)

of Constitution as to salary of Attorney General,
2-40).

XIII (Chapter

40-1608. Assistant Attorneys General; appointment, salary, and removal. Five of the six assistant Attorneys General shall be appointed

—

by the Governor, with the approval of the Attorney General, and subThe Attorney General may appoint
ject to confirmation by the Senate.
assistant
Attorney
General.
Each assistant Attorney General
the other
shall receive a salary of $5,000 per annum, payable monthly. Any as-

§

Executive Department.

40-160°
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Attorney General may be removed at any time by the Governor
with the approval of the Attorney General. (Acts 1919, p. 134; 1931,
sistant

pp.

7, 39.)

—

Authority of Department. Employment of counsel. The
Department of Law is hereby vested with complete and exclusive authority and jurisdiction in all matters of law relating to every department of the State other than the judicial and legislative branches
40-1609.

The

thereof.

several departments, commissions, institutions, offices and

boards of the State Government are hereby prohibited from employing
counsel in any matter whatsoever. However, the Governor in specific
instances and on special causes

Governor may

appoint therein and thereto for such

Attorneys General, to be compensated there-

specific service additional

for as the

may

direct.

(Acts 1931, pp.

7, 38.)

Editorial Note.— Section 93-A of the Reorganization Act (Acts 1931, pp. 7, 39),
abolished the office of attorney for the State Highway Board and transferred
his powers, duties and functions to the Department of Law.
See note following
§

95-1723.

power to direct institution of proceedings. Advice to General Assembly. The Governor shall have power to direct the
Department of Law, through the Attorney General as head thereof, to
40-1610. Governor's

—

name of the State such matters, proceedings, and litigations as he shall deem to the best interest of the people
of the State. It shall be the duty of the Department of Law, when reinstitute

and prosecute

in the

quested, to advise with the General Assembly, either branch thereof or

any committee
lation.

of same,

(Acts 1931, pp.

and to aid

in the preparation of

proposed

legis-

7, 39.)

—The

Attorney General as the
hereby authorized and directed to

40-1611. Clerical assistance; expense.

head of the Department of Law is
employ such clerical assistants as may from time to time be needed, the
expense of which shall have been first provided for and authorized in
the current appropriation enacted for the support and maintenance of
said

Department

PART

(Acts 1931, pp.

7, 39.)

REPORTS TO MEMBERS OF GENERAL

VI.

ASSEMBLY.

CHAPTER
Sec.
40-1701.

40-17.

IN GENERAL.

of Statehouse officials to
mail reports to members of

Duty

General Assembly.

40-1701.

Duty

of Statehouse officials to mail reports to

General Assembly.

— Each

Statehouse

official

members

directed by law to

file

of

an

annual report shall mail a copy of such report to each member of the
General Assembly at his home address, on or before June 1 of each
year.

(Acts 1917,

p. 998.)
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PART

840-U

.

DEPARTMENT OF AUDITS AND ACCOUNTS.

VII.

SUPERVISOR OF PURCHASES.

CHAPTER

DEPARTMENT OF AUDITS AND

40-18.

ACCOUNTS.
Sec.

Sec.

40-1801.

40-1808.

Duty

40-1809.

for examination, etc.
Cooperation required of State

40-1810.

Effect

40-18.11.

Authority of State

Creation of Department. State
Auditor; appointment, term
of office, etc.

40-1802.

Salary,

bond
40-1803.

40-1804.

expenses, duties,
of State Auditor.

and

of

Duties and powers
Auditor.

40-1806.

Special examinations and au-

who may

State

40-1813.

require.

Audit of accounts of motor
fuel distributors and of cigar
and cigarette dealers.

40-1814.

officials to

agencies.

Audit of books and accounts

State University and
branches, county superintendents of schools, schools
receiving State aid, etc.
Forms for departments, etc.,
preparation of.
Renorts

of

State

personnel
partments, salaries,

showing

Auditor
of

de-

etc.

State Auditor; appointment, term

40-1801. Creation of Department.

—The

State

of

40-1805.

dits;

40-1812.

etc.

of

of Chapter on
Banking Department.

employ other

Department;

equipment, furniture,

40-1807.

Auditor.

Authority of appointment in
State Auditor; examiners,
clerks, and stenographers.

Quarters

of State departments to
produce books and records

and Accounts is hereby created and established; the head of said Department shall be an experienced auditor and accountant, who shall be appointed by the Governor and whose appointment shall be confirmed by the Senate, and who
shall serve for a term of four years and until his successor is appointed
and qualified, and who shall be known and designated as State Auditor.
The State Auditor may be removed from office by the Governor on account of inefficiency or malpractice, but only after being heard with reof office, etc.

Department

(Acts 1923, Extra. Sess., pp.

spect to such charges.

— Budget Bureau, see
Note.—The Reorganization

Cross-reference.
Editorial

of Audits

partment of Audits and Accounts

Chapter

40-4.

Act of 1931, pp.
and effect.

7,

8,

continued the De-

in force

—

and bond of State Auditor. The
be paid a salary of $6,000 per annum, payable

40-1802. Salary, expenses, duties,

State Auditor shall

7, 8.)

monthly, and shall also be paid his actual traveling expenses while
actually engaged in the performance of his official duties, to be proved
by his sworn itemized statement and approved by the Governor. The
State Auditor shall devote his entire time to the performance of the
duties of his office, and shall give bond, to be filed with and approved
by the Comptroller General, in the sum of $10,000, payable to the Governor and his successors in office, conditioned that he shall truly and
faithfully perform the duties of his office and shall account for all public funds coming into his hands or under his control, the premium on
which bond shall be paid by the State. (Acts 1923, Extra. Sess., p. 8;
1925, p. 256.)

40-1803. Authority
clerks,

of

and stenographers.

appointment

in

State

—The State Auditor

is

Auditor; examiners,
hereby authorized and

:

§
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40-1804

empowered

to appoint

and employ the following

each of whom shall hold
tor, to wit
(^a)

One

1230
officers

and

assistants,

during the pleasure of the State Audi-

office

assistant State Auditor at a salary not to exceed $4,000 per

annum.
(b)
(c)

Two
Two

examiners at a salary not to exceed $3,000 per annum.
assistant examiners at a salary not to exceed $2,400 per

annum.

A

(d)

stenographer-bookkeeper at a salary not to exceed $1,800 per

annum.
(e)

All the employees of the

Department

shall be paid their actual

traveling expense while actually engaged in the performance of their

be proved by their sworn itemized statements approved
by the State Auditor: Provided, no expense shall be paid to any employees of the Department while they are engaged in the performance
of their duties in Fulton county. (Acts 1925, pp. 256, 257.)
official duties, to

Department

of

—

Department; equipment, furniture, etc. The
Audits and Accounts shall be provided with suitable

40-1804. Quarters

of

apartments at the State capitol, furnished at the State's expense, as
may appear proper and necessary by the Governor, and said Department shall be furnished from time to time, upon approval of the Governor, necessary equipment, furniture, fuel, light and other proper conveniences for the transaction of the business of said Department, the
expense of which shall be paid by the State in the same manner as the
expenses of other offices at the capitol are paid. (Acts 1923, Extra. Sess.,
p. 12.)

40-1805. Duties
ers of the State
(a)

To

and powers

of State Auditor.

—The

duties and

pow-

Auditor shall be as follows:

devise, and, with the approval of the Governor, to promulgate,

and establish forms and records for the collecting and paying out
of all moneys, funds and revenues of the State and to insure the protection and proper use of all stores, equipment and property of the
install,

State.

(b)

To thoroughly examine

all financial

transactions of

all

the State

departments, institutions, agencies, commissions, bureaus and officers
and to keep such accounting records as are necessary to provide and

maintain a current check upon the

fiscal affairs

State departments, institutions, agencies,
(c)

To examine and thoroughly

frequently
ers,

if

possible, each

warrants,

bills

and

all

and

and transactions

etc.

audit, at least once a year,

all of

who

and more

the books, records, accounts, vouch-

other papers and records of each and every

department, institution, agency, commission, bureau and
State which or

of all

officer of the

receives funds from the State or which

maintained in whole or in part by public funds or fees or commissions; and
upon the completion of each such audit the State Auditor shall prepare
a complete report of the same in triplicate, one copy of which he shall
file with the official in charge of the department, institution, etc., so examined, one copy of which he shall transmit to the Governor, and the
is
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§40-1807

copy of which shall be filed in the office of the State Auditor
permanent record and for the use of the press of the State; and in
report the State Auditor shall call special attention to any illegal, improper or unnecessary expenditures, all failures to keep records and
vouchers required by the law, and all inaccuracies, irregularities and
shortages, and shall make specific recommendations for the future avoidance of the same.
third

(d)

|

To

prepare annual and, whenever required, special reports to the

Governor and the General Assembly, showing- the general financial operation and management of each State department, institution, agency,
commission and bureau, and whether or not the same is being handled
in an efficient and economical manner, and calling special attention to
any excessive cost of operation or maintenance, any excessive expense,
and any excessive price paid for goods, supplies or labor by any such
department, institution, agency,

To make

etc.

and report of the place and
manner in which the funds of the State are kept by the several departments, institutions, agencies, commissions, bureaus, and officers after
the same have been drawn from the State treasury or after the same
have been collected and report who has possession of the same or where
the same are deposited, and whether the same draw interest, the rate of
Prointerest, and whether the same are properly protected by bond
vided, this Chapter shall not be construed to authorize the State Auditor to remove or in any way interfere with any funds so deposited.
(e)

special examination into

:

(Acts 1923, Extra. Sess.,
Cross-reference.

p. 9.)

— State Auditor as assistant director of the budget, see

§

40-401.

—

and audits; who may require. Either
the Governor, the appropriations committee of the House of Representatives, or the appropriations committee of the Senate shall have the right
and authority to direct and require the State Auditor to make a special
examination into and audit of all of the books, records, accounts, vouchers, warrants, bills and other papers and records, and the financial transaction and management of any department, institution, agency, commission, bureau or office of the State at any time. (Acts 1923, Extra.
40-1806. Special examinations

Sess., p. 11; 1931, Extra. Sess., p. 94.)

40-1807. Audit of accounts of
cigarette dealers.

—The

motor

fuel distributors

and

of cigar

and

State Auditor shall, upon the request of either

the Governor or the Comptroller General,

make an examination

into

and report upon the necessary books, records and accounts of those persons, firms and corporations required by law to pay an occupation tax
as distributors of motor fuels, and also, at the request of the State Revenue Commission, of those persons, firms and corporations required by
law to pay a tax upon the retail sales price of cigarettes and cigars, as
prescribed in section 92-2202; said examination to be made at such time
as shall be fixed by the Comptroller General or State Revenue Commission, as the case may be, and for the purpose and to the extent of ascertaining whether or not said tax shall have been paid and collected as

§
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provided by law. (Acts 1923, Extra. Sess.,

p.

1232
11;

1931, Extra.

Sess.,

PP. 11, 12.)

—

Cross-reference. Taxation of
enue, Chapter 92-14.

Duty

motor

Rev-

fuel distributors, see Title 92, Public

departments to produce books and records for
examination, etc. All officers, agents, employees, departments, institutions, commissions and bureaus of the State are hereby directed and
required to conform to and comply with all rules, regulations and forms
devised, promulgated and installed by the State Auditor in conformity
with this Chapter, and shall produce and turn over to the State Auditor
or his assistants for examination and audit, whenever demanded by said
40-1808.

of State

—

State Auditor,

all of their

books, records, accounts, vouchers, warrants,

and other papers dealing with or reflecting upon the financial transactions and management of such department, institution, agency, commission, bureau, or officer, including any and all cash on hand, but not
including cash in bank, the amount of cash in bank to be ascertained by
certificate furnished the State Auditor by the bank.
(Acts 1923, Extra.
bills

Sess., p. 11.)

40-1809. Cooperation required of State Auditor.
shall cooperate

with and shall furnish

all

—The

State Auditor

information requested by the
(Acts 1923, Ex-

appropriations committees of the General Assembly.
tra. Sess., p. 12; 1931,

Extra. Sess., p. 94.)

—

Banking Department. The prono way affect the rights, powers and

40-1810. Effect of Chapter on State
visions of this Chapter shall in

Banking Department. (Acts

duties of the State

1923, Extra. Sess., p. 12;

1931, pp. 7, 40.)

40-1811. Authority of State officials to

State Auditing
ficial of

Department

employ other agencies.

shall audit all State institutions.

—The

No

of-

the State shall have authority to employ or hire any other au-

diting agency.

(Acts 1925, pp. 256, 257; 1931, pp.

40-1812. Audit of books

7, 40.)

and accounts of State University and branches,

—

county superintendents of schools, schools receiving State aid, etc. It
shall be the duty of the Department of Audits and Accounts to thoroughly audit and check the books and accounts of the county superintendents of schools and treasurers of local school systems, of municipal systems, of the several units of the University System and all other
schools receiving State aid and making regular and annual reports to the
State Superintendent of Schools, showing the amount received, for what
purpose received, and for what purposes expended. All such funds held
by officials must be kept in banks separate from their individual bank accounts. (Acts 1919, p. 315; 1931, pp.

7, 40.)

—
Note. — The

Cross-references. Accounts of treasurer of local school district to be audited,
see § 32-1123. Branches of University of Georgia, see § 32-103.

Reorganization Act (Acts 1931, pp. 7, 40) repealed so
Editorial
of the above section as provided for the appointment of a bookkeeper and
accountant by the State Superintendent of Schools, and transferred the powers,
duties, and functions of such bookkeeper or accountant to the Department of
Audits and Accounts. See § 40-1905.

much

40-1813.

Forms

for departments, etc., preparation of.

ditor shall prepare

—The

State

Au-

and publish, by and with the approval of the Gov-

Executive Department.
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§

40-1903

ernor, complete forms applicable to the business transacted in each of

the several boards, offices, institutions, departments, and commissions
of the Executive

Department

of the State

Government, the same

to be
as uniform as the business respectively transacted therein shall permit,

and

duty of each of said boards, offices, institutions, departments, and commissions, as directed by the Governor, to employ
such forms and none other in recording- their several financial transactions of every nature whatsoever.
(Acts 1931, pp. 7, 9.)
it

shall be the

showing personnel of departments,
salaries, etc.
The State Auditor shall publish by July 1 of each year
a report showing the entire personnel of every office, institution, board,
department, and commission in the Executive Department of the State
Government, listing name, address, duty, salary, and expense incurred
by such individual, which information shall be allocated to the respective
office, board, commission, institution, or department affected, the total
cost of the maintenance of which for the period audited shall be stated
40-1814. Reports of State Auditor

—

with the appropriation allowed for the support of same. Copies of said
report shall be furnished to each member of the General Assembly.
(Acts 1931, pp.

7, 9.)

Cross-reference.

—Purchase of automobiles and mileage allowances, see

§

40-2001

et seq.

CHAPTER

40-19.

SUPERVISOR OF PURCHASES.
Sec.

Sec.
40-1901.

Supervisor of Purchases; appointment, term of office,

and
40-1902.

40-1904.

Stationery, reports, and pamphlets to be product of cotton or cotton fabrics.

40-1905.

Power

salary.

Duties of Supervisor of Purchases.

40-1903.

etc.;

to examine records,
reports of purchases.

Georgia prod-

Preference to
ucts, etc.

and
salary.
There is hereby established within the Executive Department
the office of Supervisor of Purchases.
He shall be appointed by the
and
Governor
serve at his pleasure, at a salary of $4,000 per annum,
40-1901. Supervisor of Purchases; appointment,

—

payable monthly.

(Acts 1931, pp.

term

of office,

7, 8.)

—The

Supervisor of Purchases shall assemble and collate complete data and information concerning the most available source for supplies, materials, and equipment
40-1902. Duties of Supervisor of Purchases.

in current

demand by

the several boards, departments, commissions, in-

and offices of the State Government, and the best prices at
which the same may be acquired and delivered, which information shall
be currently revised and amplified and kept available at all times for

stitutions,

the guidance of said several boards, departments, commissions, institu-

with the purchasing agents of which he
(Acts 1931, pp. 7, 8.)
rected to confer and advise.
tions,

and

offices,

Editorial Note.

—See

note under

§

is

hereby

di-

40-1905.

—

Georgia products, etc. The Supervisor of
Purchases, and all the departments, boards, and institutions of the
State, are hereby directed and required to purchase the products of the
40-1903. Preference

to

§

Executive Department.

40-l°04

farms, mines, and factories of this State,
in

the maintenance of

its institutions,

when

1234

the

same are

to be used

or the construction, maintenance,

and repair of its roads, bridges, and buildings, and of all other public
works, in preference to those produced elsewhere, when the same may
be purchased on equal terms, and are of like price and quality, as those
produced elsewhere. (Acts 1933, p. 1178.)

and pamphlets to be product of cotton or
cotton fabrics. All stationery, reports, and pamphlets used, other than
those going into the permanent records, shall be of material produced
from cotton or cotton fabrics. (Acts 1931, p. 1055.)
40-1904. Stationery, reports,

—

Power

—

examine records, etc.; reports of purchases. The
Supervisor of Purchases shall have power to examine books, records,
and papers of any board, department, commission, institution, and office of the State Government, relative to purchases, and to require those
in control thereof to furnish him with copies of any and all records pertaining thereto, and at the direction of the Governor he shall report in
such detail as he may be required any purchase or purchases made by
any such branch of the State Government. (Acts 1931, pp. 7, 8.)
40-1905.

to

—

Editorial Note. Section 5 of the Reorganization Act (Acts 1931, p. 7) abolished
the Commissioners of Public Printing and vested in the Supervisor of Purchases
their powers, duties and functions.
Section 6 of that Act abolished the office of
Superintendent of Public Printing and vested his powers, duties and functions in
the Supervisor of Purchases.
Neither of these sections is codified, but changes
effected by them have been made in Title 90, Public Printing.

Section 96 of the Reorganization Act abolished the office of bookkeeper and
accountant appointed by the State Superintendent of Schools and the office of
assistant to the State school auditor, and transferred the powers, duties and functions of such officers to the Department of Audits and Accounts.
See §§ 40-1812,
32-504 and note.

PART

VIII.

AUTOMOBILE AND MILEAGE ALLOWANCES.

CHAPTER

40-20.

Sec.

S<*c.

40-2001.

Purchase of passenger automobiles from State funds
prohibited;

40-2003.

Mileage for State
employees.
J

officers

Officials to furnish

40-2004.

State Supervisor of Purchases
to administer law.
Mileage

40-2005.

Listing of officials and employees entitled to mileage.

40-2006.

Transportation of political
..
,.
,.
erature or solicitation
votes while traveling
State's expense.

tickets.

for

exception

Governor.
4 0-2002.

IN GENERAL.

and

,

own

auto-

mobiles; mileage.

40-2001. Purchase of passenger automobiles

lit-

ofc
at

from State funds prohibited; exception for Governor.
No funds appropriated to any department, institution, board, bureau, or agency of this State shall be used
for the purchase of any passenger-carrying automobile whatsoever, and
it shall be unlawful to expend any funds appropriated to any such department, institution, board, bureau, or agency or any State funds otherwise coming into the possession of any such department, institution,

—

Executive Department.
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§

40-2004

r-carrying
board, bureau, or agency for the purchase of any pQ
automobile, except one passenger automobile and motorcycles for
of the Governor.

Nothing

trucks, tractors, or trailers.

in this

law contained

shall affect or relate to

(Acts 1933, pp. 106, 110.)

40-2002. Mileage for State officers

and employees;

rate.

— It

shall

be

the duty of the State Supervisor of Purchases with the heads of the
several departments, by proper order, to fix the

amount

or rate per

mile, not to exceed five cents per mile, to be paid to officers, officials,

or employees of the various departments, institutions, boards, bureaus

and agencies, as traveling expense when traveling in the service of the
State or any agency thereof by automobile. The said rate per mile shall
be uniform and of general application to all departments, agencies, and
institutions. Said rate shall be subject to change by the State Supervisor of Purchases, who shall consult with the heads of the several departments, agencies, boards, bureaus, and institutions interested therein,
and such mileage allowance shall be fixed in such manner as will reasonably cover the cost of operating such automobile, but the same shall
not exceed five cents per mile. (Acts 1933, pp. 106, 107.)
40-2003. Officials to furnish
officials,

own

automobiles; mileage.

—All

officers,

or employees of the State and of the various departments, in-

and agencies of the State, required to travel
the performance of their official duties, shall them-

stitutions, boards, bureaus,

by automobile

in

selves furnish out of their

own

personal funds such automobiles as

may

be necessary for their official use, and shall receive, for the use of such
automobile and as expense of operating the same, such mileage allowance as is fixed by the State Supervisor of Purchases in conjunction
with the head or heads of the various departments and bureaus. (Acts
1933, pp. 106, 108.)

40-2004. State Supervisor of Purchases to administer law.
tickets.

—The

Mileage

State Supervisor of Purchases, assisted by the heads of

the departments, agencies, bureaus, or institutions, shall be charged with
the duty of the enforcement of this law; and he shall supply such de-

partment, agency, bureau, or institution with suitable blanks for the
purpose of carrying into effect the purpose and intent of this law, including tickets to be known as mileage tickets, which shall be in triplicate consecutively numbered, to

show the date any

trip

was made,

origin and destination of trip, miles traveled on the trip, and purpose

which the trip was made. No ticket shall cover more than one
day's travel, and shall be signed by the officer or employee making such
trip, who shall keep one copy thereof and forward the other two copies
to the head of such department, board, bureau, agency, or institution in
which he is employed, at the end of the week filing a weekly report to
the head of the said department, agency, or bureau. The head of such

for

agency, board, bureau, or institution, or his authorized agent, shall,
within five days after receipt of such weekly report, audit the same and
place thereon his approval or disapproval of the same, and promptly
forward copy of each ticket to the State Supervisor of Purchases for
his records.

The

State Supervisor of Purchases shall have authority

to inquire into the correctness and legality of such mileage tickets, and

§

Executive Department.

40-2005
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duty to do so. When any mileage ticket shall have been
approved by the head of such department, agency, or bureau, the amount
represented by said ticket shall be paid to the officer or employee making the said ticket from the general funds appropriated for such department or institution. (Acts 1933, pp. 106, 108.)
it

shall be his

40-2005. Listing of officials

and employees

entitled to mileage.

—The

head of each department, board, agency, or institution of this State
shall file with the State Supervisor of Purchases a list of all officials

and employees entitled to receive compensation under the provision of
this law, said list to be approved by the State Supervisor of Purchases,
and no employee or official of any department or institution whose
name has not been so enrolled shall receive any compensation under
the provisions of this law. (Acts 1933, pp. 106, 109.)
40-2006. Transportation of political literature or solicitation of votes

while traveling at State's expense.

—

It shall

be unlawful for any

officer

any department, bureau, agency, board,
or institution, while traveling in vehicles upon which the State is paying transportation mileage, to transport any political campaign literature or matter, or to engage in soliciting votes, or to transport any person or persons soliciting votes in any election or primary. (Acts 1933,

of this State or

any employee

of

pp. 106, 109.)
Cross-reference.

— Penalty for violation

of this section, see

§

40-9902.

—

Editorial Note. Section 9% of Acts 1933, pp. 106, 110, limited the "subsistence
and hotel or board allowance" of officers and employees of the State to $2.50 per
day. There is no reference in the title of the Act to any such provision. It does
not seem to be germane to any purpose expressed in the title. The section therefore appears to be unconstitutional, and the Attorney General in an official opinion
has so declared. It has been omitted from this Code for this reason.

PART XXX. CRIMES.
CHAPTER

40-99.

Sec.

Sec.

40-9901.

IN GENERAL.

Attorney General taking

fees,

40-9902.

Penalty for violating Chapter
40-20.

etc.

40-9901. (304 P. C.) Attorney General taking fees, etc.

—

If

the Attor-

ney General shall charge or demand or receive any fee, perquisite, or
compensation other than his salary, in any case in which the State shall
be a party or in any manner interested, he shall be guilty of extortion
and shall be imprisoned in the penitentiary for any time not less than
two nor more than 20 years, and shall be removed from office, and be
forever disqualified from holding any office of honor, profit, or trust in
this State.

(Acts 1878-9,

—

Attorney General, see Chapter 40-16.
Governor, see § 26-4103.

Cross-references.
fully influencing

p. 158.)

Punishment for unlaw-
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40-9902. Penalty for violating Chapter 40-20.

§

—Any person

40-9902

or persons

violating any provision of Chapter 40-20, relating to purchase of auto-

mobiles with State funds and use of automobiles by State officers or
employees, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall be removed from
office.
(Acts 1933, pp. 106, 110.)

EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS:

See

Title

113,

Wills,

Descent, and Administration of Estates.

EXEMPTIONS:
EXPLOSIONS:
EXPLOSIVES:

See Title

51,

Homestead and Exemptions.

See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment, Chapter 26-23.

See Title 88, Public Health, Chapter 88-8.

TITLE

41.

EXPRESS COMPANIES.
Chap.
41-1.

41-2.

Sec.

Incorporation and powers
Where and how sued

41-101
41-201

CROSS-REFERENCES.
See Title 18,

Carriers; Title 22, Corporations; Title 93,

Public Service

Com-

mission.

CHAPTER

41-1.

INCORPORATION AND POWERS.
Sec.

Sec.
41-101.

How

41-102.

Organization.

incorporated.

How

41-101. (2381)

41-103.

Principal office to be in Geor-

41-104.

General corporate powers.

gia.

incorporated.

—Upon

any number

of persons not

than five filing a petition with the Secretary of State, setting forth
that they desire to be incorporated as an express company, the name
under which they desire to be incorporated, the amount of capital stock
which said company proposes to have, the place where the principal office of said company shall be located, and the States, Territories, and
Countries in which said company proposes to operate, and paying to the
Secretary of State a fee of $100, to be covered by the Secretary into the
treasury of the State, the Secretary shall issue to the petitioners the
less

following certificate, to wit:
State of Georgia.

To whom

it

may

concern

— Greeting:

having filed their petition in terms of the statute in such case
provided, they and their associates and successors are hereby created
and declared a body corporate for the period of 30 years, under the name
for the purpose of carrying on an express business in
of
dollars, with its principal
with a capital stock of
in
county
the
of
business
Georgia, with
place of
at
the powers, duties, and liabilities as now or hereafter prescribed by the
laws of this State.
,

,

,

,

Witness my official hand and seal of this State, this
19—. (Acts 1893, p. 84.)
Cross-references. Amending charter of express companies,

—

of express companies, see

see

§

day of

,

22-505.

Chang-

Returns of corporations,
Control by Public Service Commission, see § 93-305. Corporate
see § 22-1703.
powers, how granted, see Const., Art. Ill, Sec. VII, Par. XVIII (§ 2-1818).

ing name,

etc.,

41-102. (2382) Organization.

§

—The

22-510 et seq.

petitioners shall

be the

first

di-

company, and upon receiving the prescribed certificate
they shall organize by electing one of their number president, and shall
elect such other corporate officers as may be necessary; and they shall

rectors of said

Express Com panies.
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§41-202

open books of subscription to the capital stock of said company. When
all the capital stock shall have been subscribed for and one-tenth in

amount

actually paid

notice of that fact shall be published at

in,

\<

three times in the newspaper in which the sheriff's notices are published
in the

county of the principal

company; whereupon, but

office of said

not before, said company may begin the transaction of business. If the
transaction of any business shall be commenced without complying with
the above requirements, the corporators and stockholders shall be personally liable for

all

said requirements.
Cross-reference.

obligations incurred prior to a full compliance with

(Acts 1893,

— Organization

p. 84.)

before capital subscribed, see

41-103. (2384) Principal office to be in Georgia.

§

—All

22-707.

companies

in-

corporated under this Title shall always have their principal offices in
(Acts 1893,

this State.

Cross-reference.

p. 84.)

— Returns

of corporations, see

41-104. (2383) General

corporate

§

powers.

22-1703.

—Any

company

incorpo-

may

sue and be sued, have a
corporate seal, contract and be contracted with, take bonds of indemnity
rated under the provisions of this Title

with security from their agents and employees, acquire by purchase, devise, or otherwise, and hold, real and personal estate of any value to the
amount necessary and proper for the purpose for which the company
shall be incorporated, sell, mortgage, or otherwise dispose of the same,
appoint all necessary officers, make rules, regulations, bylaws, and ordinances for the control, direction, management, and operation of their
affairs and business, not inconsistent with the laws of this State or of
the United States, and have, enjoy, and exercise all the rights, powers,
and privileges pertaining to corporate bodies and necessary for the purposes for which such corporation shall be created within this State and
within all the States and Territories of the United States and any foreign Countries enumerated in the certificate of incorporation, that shall
permit or suffer the exercise of said corporate powers within their limits.

(Acts 1893,

p. 84.)

Cross-references.
§

— Powers

Common powers

93-306.

CHAPTER

and duties of Public Service
of corporations, see § 22-703.

41-2.

WHERE AND HOW

Venue; binding

effect of judg-

41-203.

Name

ment.
41-202.

SUED.

How

of

chief

officer

to

be

posted.

companies

may

be sued.

—

Venue; binding effect of judgment. The court sitting
the county where goods are received for shipment, or where goods are

41-201. (2385)
in

see

Sec.

Sec.
41-201.

Commission,

have jurisdiction over all express companies doing
State, and the judgment shall bind all the property of

to be delivered, shall

business in this

(Acts 1862-3,

said companies.
Cross-reference.
§

— Suits

against

p.

162; 1865-6,

corporation

on

p. 222.)

contracts

or

for

torts,

see

22-1102.

How

—

companies may be sued. Any express company
may be effectually sued in any proceeding against it (in all cases where
41-2C2.

(2386)

g

41-203

its

Express Companies.

chief officer does not reside in this State),

writ, or other original process necessary to

of the offices of

any agent

such company

of said

obtained in cases
chief officer.

(Acts 1862-3,

Cross-reference.
§

— Service

by

leaving- the petition,

commence

the same, at any

by serving the same upon
State; and the judgment or decree

in this State, or

company within this
so commenced shall bind

as fully as though service
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the property of the defendant

had been effected on the president or other
162; 1865-6, p. 222.)

p.

of

on

process

corporations,

how

perfected,

see

22-1101.

41-203.

(23S7)

Name

of chief officer to

be posted.

—When

the presi-

company shall reside in this
such company to post in a public and conwhere it transacts business, the name of its

dent or other chief officer of any express

duty of
spicuous place, at each office
State,

it

shall be the

president or other chief officer on

whom

may

be perfected in this
State otherwise, service made as provided for in the preceding section
shall be deemed sufficient and proper service.
(Acts 1862-3, p. 162;
service

;

1865-6, p. 222.)

EXTORTION: See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment, Chapter 26-18.
FACTORS: See Title 12, Bailments, Chapters 12-4, 12-7.
FALSE IMPERSONATION: See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment,
§§ 26-3917, 26-4301.

FALSE IMPRISONMENT:

See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment,
Chapter 26-15; Title 105, Torts, Chapter 105-10.

FALSE SWEARING:

See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment, Chap-

ter 26-40.

FARM PRODUCTS:
Title 65,

See Title

5,

Agriculture, Chapters 5-4 to 5-6;

Marketing Associations.

FARMERS INSTITUTES: See
FEDERAL CONSTITUTION:

Title 32, Education, Chapter 32-2.

See

Title

1,

Constitution

of

the

United States.

FEES of particular officers, etc.: See specific Titles.
FEE SIMPLE ESTATE: See Title 85, Property, Chapter 85-5.
FEEDING STUFFS: See Title 42, Food and Drugs.
FELONIES: See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment; Title 27, Criminal
Procedure.

FENCES: See Title 62, Live Stock, Chapters 62-4, 62-5.
FERRIES: See Title 95, Roads, Bridges, and Ferries.
FERTILIZERS: See Title 5, Agriculture, Chapters 5-10
FIDELITY INSURANCE: See Title 56, Insurance.
FIERI FACIAS:

to 5-14.

See Title 39, Executions and Proceedings There-

under.

FINANCE: See Title 87, Public Finance.
FINES AND FINE AND FORFEITURE FUND:
Criminal Procedure, Chapter 27-29.

See Title 27,

Fire Insurance
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— Foe-hcide.

FIRE INSURANCE: See Title 56, Insurance.
FIRING WOODS: Sec Title 26, Crimes and

Punishment, Chapters

26-36, 26-77.

FIRMS:
FISH:

FLAGS:

See Title 75, Partnership.

See Title 45,

Game and

See Title 26,
86, Public Defense,

Fish.

Crimes and Punishment, Chapter 26-72; Title
Chapter 86-10.

FLOATING SAWDUST INTO STREAMS:
and Punishment, Chapter

See Title

26,

Crimes

26-37.

FLOUR, CORN MEAL, GRAIN, ETC.:
FOETICIDE: See Title 26, Crimes and

See Title

5,

Agriculture.

Punishment, Chapter 26-11.

TITLE

42.

FOOD AND DRUGS.
Chap.

Sec.

Regulations in
Concentrated commercial feeding stuffs
Flour, corn meal, and grain
general

42-

1.

42-

2.

42-

3.

42-

4.

42-

5.

Sanitary regulations for slaughter houses, dairies, etc
Dairies and dairy products

42-

6.

Milk powder

42-601

42-

7.

Sale of poisons and narcotics

42-701

Crimes

42-9901

42-99.

Inspectors.

42-101
42-201

42-301

.•

42-401
42-501

CROSS-REFERENCES.
Agricultural products: See Title 5, Agriculture, Chapters 5-4 to 5-6.
Health, injuries to: See Title 105, Torts, Chapter 105-11.

Hotels and inns, sanitary regulations: See Title 52, Hotels and Inns, Chapter 52-2.
Malpractice of medicine:
See Title 84, Professions, Businesses, and Trades,
§

84-922.

Marketing associations:

See Title 65, Marketing Associations.
See Title 84, Professions, Businesses, and Trades, Chapter

Medicine, practice of:
84-9.

Pharmacists: See Title 84, Professions, Businesses, and Trades, Chapter 84-13.
Taxation of food dealers and purveyors: See Title 92, Public Revenue, Chapter
92-10.

Weights and measures:

CHAPTER

42-1.

See Title 112, Weights and Measures.

INSPECTORS. REGULATIONS IN GENERAL.
Sec.

Sec.
42-101.

42-102.
42-103.

Chief food inspector; appoint-

ment, duties, salary.
Chief drug inspector; appointment, duties, salary.
Proceedings to be had on in-

42-111.

fix

42-112.

State Chemist's assistants, and

laboratory

42-113.

Department

42-106.

Rules and regulations for enforcement.

Terms "drugs" and "food"

de-

42-108.
42-109.
42-110.

"Person" and "party" defined.
Adulterated, when an article is.
Application
branded."

of

term

"mis-

for

analysis,

how

Examination of specimens of
foods and drugs.
Seizure and condemnation of
adulterated or misbranded ar-

42-115.

Dealers protected by guaranties
of manufacturers and

42-116.

Reports of State Chemist.
Regulations for places used for
sale, manufacture, etc., of

others.
42-117.

fined.

Samples

ticles of food, drug, or liquor.

of Agriculture, du-

ties of.

42-107.

42-114.

facilities.

42-105.

to

standards; definitions.

taken.

spector's report.
42-104.

Commissioner of Agriculture

foods.
42-118.

Officers authorized
sanitary rules.

to

make

42-101. (2092, 2093) Chief food inspector; appointment, duties, salary.

— The

Commissioner of Agriculture is hereby authorized to appoint, by
and with the advice of the State Chemist, a chief food inspector, who
shall receive a salary not to exceed $3,000 per annum, and actual expenses

——
Food and Drugs.
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lie shall be chargeable with

while discharging his duties.

and

shall exercise all the

g 42-104

powers as prescribed

all

in this Title,

as appertain to the adulteration, misbranding,

the du1

except such

and imitation

of

''rugs

His whole time shall be at the disposal of the Com;
sioner of Agriculture, and his duty shall be to travel about the Statdirected, and take samples of articles as directed, and forward them to
the Department of Agriculture for scientific examination and anal;
and medicines.

(Acts 1906,

p.

83; 1908,

p.

80; 1910,

p.

84; 1919,

p. 281.)

—

of

Cross-references. Duties of Commissioner of Agriculture, see
Department of Agriculture, see § 5-112.

§

5-107.

Funds

drug inspector; appointment, duties, salary.
The Commissioner of Agriculture shall appoint, upon the recommendation of the Georgia State Board of Pharmacy, a chief drug inspector, and
whenever in the future a vacancy may occur in this office, the appointee
shall be named at the suggestion and upon the recommendation of the
Georgia State Board of Pharmacy. The salary of the chief drug inspector
shall not exceed the sum of $3,000 per annum. His whole time shall be at
the disposal of the Commissioner of Agriculture and his duties shall be
to visit and inspect manufacturing establishments, chemical laboratories
and such other establishments as manufacture and put up for sale such
42-102. (2094) Chief

articles as are

known

as family remedies, grocers' drugs, flavoring ex-

tracts, flavoring essences, toilet articles, bottlers' supplies, stock

pow-

and to perform such other duties as may
be directed by the Commissioner of Agriculture. He shall report to
the Commissioner of Agriculture any and all violations of any of the
drug laws of this State and particularly any person operating without
licenses as required by law. (Acts 1908, pp. 80, 81; 1911, p. 170; 1919,
ders and veterinary remedies

;

p. 281.)

—

Cross-references. State Board of Pharmacy, see § 84-1301 et seq. Paints and
see § 73-101 et seq. Inspection, etc., of petroleum products, see § 73-201 et seq.

oils,

42-103. (2095) Proceedings to be

had on inspector's

report.

—When

such report shall have been made to the Commissioner, he shall cite such
person to appear before him and the Attorney General for a hearing, as
provided in section 42-113. If after such hearing they shall decide that

any

of the

drug laws have been violated, the Commissioner of Agricul-

ture shall certify the facts to the proper prosecuting official, as directed

When

such facts shall have been certified to any
solicitor general, it shall be his duty to prosecute the offenders, whether
the prosecution shall arise under the provisions of this law or under the
general laws of this State. (Acts 1908, pp. 80, 81.)
in section 42-113.

and laboratory facilities.
the Commissioner of Agriculture,

42-104. (2096) State Chemist's assistants,

The

State Chemist, with the consent of

appoint such assistants and experts in his office as may be required
Provided, that the number of
to carry out the provisions of this Title
such assistants and experts and the salaries and compensation to be paid

may

:

them

be first submitted to and approved by a board composed of
the Governor, the Commissioner of Agriculture, and the Comptroller
General. The State Chemist and the Commissioner may also make such
expenditures for apparatus, chemicals, and increased laboratory facilities
as in their judgment may be required: Provided, that the total expendishall

:

$

Food and Drugs.

42-105

tares for any one year shall not exceed the

(Acts 1908, pp. SO. 82.)
Cross-reference. Funds

—

42-105.

for support of

Department

(2097)
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sum

Department

of Agriculture,

appropriated by law.

of Agriculture, see

duties

of.

—The

§

5-112.

Depart-

ment

of Agriculture is hereby charged with the duties of inspection
and analysis required for the proper enforcement of this Title. The Com-

missioner of Agriculture shall appoint officers, who shall perform all the
duties required in the execution of this Title. Such officers shall not be

removed from

office

except for cause

:

Provided, such term of

said officers shall terminate with that of the office of

office of

Commissioner

of

(Acts 1906, pp. 83, 89.)

Agriculture.

—

and regulations for enforcement. The Commissioner of Agriculture, with the advice of the Attorney General, may establish such rules and regulations as shall not be inconsistent with the
provisions of this Title, and as in his judgment will best carry out the requirements thereof. (Acts 1906, pp. 83, 94.)
42-106. (2098) Rules

Terms "drug" and "food" defined.—The term "drug"

42-107. (2099)

medicines and preparations recognized in the United States Pharmacopoeia or National Formulary for internal or external use, and any substance or mixture of substances intended to be used for the cure, mitigation, or prevention of disease of
as used in this Title, shall include

either

clude

man

man

or other animals.

all

The term "food"

as used herein shall in-

used for food, drink, confectionery, or condiment by
or other animals whether simple, mixed, or compounded. (Acts
all

articles

1906, p. 83.)

and "party" defined.— The words "person"
import both the plural and the singular, as the case demands, and shall include corporations, companies, societies, and associations.
42-108. (2100) "Person"

and "party"

shall be construed to

When

construing and enforcing the provisions of this Title, the act,
omission, or failure of any officer, agent, or other person acting for or em-

ployed by a corporation, company, society, or association, within the
scope of his employment or office, shall in every case be also deemed to
be the act, omission, or failure of such corporation, company, society, or
association as well as that of the person.

(Acts 1906, pp. 83, 88.)

—

Cross-references. Corporation responsible for acts of officers, see
Construction of words, see § 102-102, II 4. Meaning of certain words, see

42-109.
this Title

(2103) Adulterated,

when an

article

an article shall be deemed to be

is.

— For

§
§

22-712.
102-103.

the purposes of

adulterated. —

In case of drugs

drug shall be sold under or by a name recognized in the
United States Pharmacopoeia or National Formulary, it shall differ from
the standard of strength, quality, or purity as determined by the test laid
down in the United States Pharmacopoeia or National Formulary official
Provided, that no drug defined in the
at the time of investigation:
United States Pharmacopoeia or National Formulary shall be deemed to
be adulterated under this provision if the standard of strength, quality,
or purity shall be plainly stated upon the bottle, box, or other container
1.

If,

when

a

—

:
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god and Diujcs.

down

in

42-110

from that determined by
the United States Pharmacopoeia or National form-

thereof, although the standard
test laid

may

§

differ

ulary.
If its

2.

strength or purity shall

quality under which

it is

below the professed standard or

fall

sold.

In the case of confectionery:
If

it

contain terra-alba, barytes,

talc,

chrome yellow, or other mineral

substance or poisonous color or flavor, or other ingredient deleterious or
detrimental to health, or any vinous, malt, or spirituous liquor, or com-

pound or narcotic drug.
In case of food
1.

If

any substance

shall

have been mixed and packed with

reduce or lower or injuriously affect
2.

If

any substance

shall

its

it

so as to

quality or strength.

have been substituted wholly or

in part for

the article.
3.

If

any valuable constituent

of the article shall

have been wholly or

in part abstracted.

powdered, coated, or stained
ner whereby damage or inferiority shall be concealed.
4.

If

it

shall be mixed, colored,

in a

man-

contain any added poisonous or other added deleterious
Provided,
ingredient which may render such article injurious to health
5.

If it shall

:

that when in preparation of food products for shipment they are preserved by any external application applied in such manner that the preservative is necessarily removed mechanically, or by maceration in water,
or otherwise, and directions for the removal of said preservative shall be
printed on the covering or the package, the provisions of this Title shall
be construed as applying only when said products are ready for consumption.
6.

If

the package, vessel, or bottle containing

it

shall be of such a

com-

any attachment made of such a composition or metal
or alloy, as will be acted upon in the ordinary course of use by the contents of the package, vessel, or bottle in such a way as to produce an inposition, or carry

jurious, deleterious, or poisonous
7.

If

it

consists in

whole or

compound.
decomposed, or putrid
an animal unfit for food,

in part of a filthy,

animal or vegetable substance, or any portion of
whether manufactured or not, or if it is the product of a diseased animal,
or one that has died otherwise than by slaughter. (Acts 1906, pp. 83, 85.)
42-110. (2104) Application of

term "misbranded."

branded/' as used herein, shall apply to

all

—The

term "mis-

drugs or articles of food, or

which enter into the composition of food, the package or label of
which shall bear any statement, design, or device regarding such articles,
or the ingredients or substances contained therein, which shall be false
or misleading in any particular, and to any food or drug product which
is falsely branded as to the State, Territory, or Country in which it is
manufactured or produced. (Acts 1906, pp. 83, 86.)
articles

For the purposes of
misbranded.

this Title,

an

article shall also

be deemed to be

:

Food and Drugs.
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In case of drugs:

be an imitation

If it

1.

of,

or offered for sale under the

name

of,

an-

other article.

contents of the package as originally put up shall have been
removed, in whole or in part, and other contents shall have been placed
in such package, or if the package shall fail to bear a statement on the
If the

2.

may

be prescribed by the United
States law or rules and regulations, of the quantity or proportion of any
alcohol, morphine, opium, cocaine, heroin, alpha or beta eucaine, chloro-

conspicuous letters as are or

label, in as

form, cannabis indica, chloral hydrate, or acetanilide, or any derivative
or preparation of any such substances contained therein

nothing

Provided, that

:

paragraph shall be construed to apply to the

in this

filling of

written prescriptions, furnished by regularly licensed practicing physicians,

and kept on

preparations as

by druggists as required by law, or as to such
are specified and recognized by the United States Pharfile

macopoeia or National Formulary.
If its

3.

package or label

shall bear or contain

any statement, design,

or device regarding the curative or therapeutic effect of such article or

any

of the ingredients or substances contained therein,

fraudulent.

(Acts 1913,

w hich
r

is

false or

p. 44.)

In case of food
1.

tive

be an imitation
another article.

If it shall

name

of,

or offered for sale under the distinc-

of,

be labeled or branded so as to deceive or mislead the purchaser, or shall purport to be a foreign product when not so, or shall be
an imitation in package or label of another substance of a previously established name, or which has been trade-marked or patented, or, if the
2.

If it shall

contents of the package as originally put up shall have been removed in

whole or

and other contents

have been placed in such package, or, if it shall fail to bear a statement on the label in conspicuous letters of the quantity or proportion of any morphine, opium, cocaine,
in part

shall

heroin, alpha or beta eucaine, chloroform, cannabis indica, chloral hydrate, or acetanilide, or

any derivative or preparation of any

of such sub-

stances contained therein.

package form, the quantity of the contents shall not be plainly
and conspicuously marked on the outside of the package in terms of
weight, measure, or numerical count: Provided, however, that reasonable variations shall be permitted, and tolerances and also exemptions
as to small packages shall be established by rules and regulations made
in accordance with the provisions of section 42-303. (Acts 1913, p. 44.)
3.

If in

4.

If

the package containing

it

or

its

label shall bear

any statement,

design, or device regarding the ingredients of the substances contained

which statement, design, or device shall be false or misleading
in any particular
Provided, that an article of food which does not contain any added poisonous or deleterious ingredients shall not be deemed
to be adulterated or misbranded in the following cases:
therein,

:

In the case of mixtures or compounds which may be now, or
from time to time hereafter, known as articles of food, under their own
CI.)

distinctive names,

and not an imitation of or offered for

sale

under the

:
:
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name

name

§42-1

1J

accompanied on
the same label or brand with a statement of the place where said articleshall have been, manufactured or produced.
distinctive

of another article,

if

the

shall he

In the case of articles labeled, branded, or tagged so as to plainly
indicate that they are compounds, imitations, or blends, and the \
"compound," "imitation," or "blend," as the case may be, shall be plainly
(2.)

stated in conspicuous letters on the package in which

it is

offered for sale

Provided, that the term "blend," as used herein shall be construed to
mean a mixture of like substances, not excluding- harmless coloring- or
flavoring ingredients used for the purpose of coloring and

flavoring

only: and Provided further, that nothing in this Title shall be construed
as requiring or compelling proprietors or manufacturers of proprietary

foods which contain no unwholesome added ingredients to disclose their
trade formulas, except in so far as the provisions of this Title

may

re-

quire to secure freedom from adulteration or misbranding.

Commissioner of Agriculture to fix standards; definitions.
It shall be the duty of the Commissioner of Agriculture and the
State Chemist to fix standards of purity for food products, where the
same are not fixed by this Title, in accordance with those promulgated
under and pursuant to the laws of the United States, when such standards shall have been published and when not yet published, the Commissioner of Agriculture and the State Chemist shall fix such standards
Provided, that the standards for lard, mixed edible fats, and cottonseed
oils are hereby defined as follows
Lard is hereby defined to be the fat
of freshly slaughtered swine. It shall not be made from a diseased animal, or any portion of an animal unfit for food, or contain less than 99
per cent, of pure fat. A mixed edible fat is defined to be a mixture which
contains not less than 99 per cent, of sweet mixed fat, and may consist
42-111. (2115)

—

;

:

of a mixture of refined cottonseed oil or other edible vegetable oils with

animal fat, and shall be sold under a registered or proprietary brand and properly labeled with a distinctive trademark or name bearing the name of the manufacturer. Edible cottonseed
oil is hereby defined as refined cottonseed oil, free from disagreeable
taste or odors. White cottonseed oil for edible purposes is cottonseed
oil which has been refined in such a manner as to be nearly colorless,
flavorless, and odorless. Winter cottonseed oils for edible purposes are

sweet beef

fat or other edible

those from which a portion of the stearine has been removed

be either white or yellow.

Whenever

the State Chemist

;

they

may

may

find,

by

analysis, that adulterated, misbranded, or imitation drugs, liquors, or

food products have been manufactured for sale or put on sale, he shall
forthwith furnish a certificate of analysis to that effect to the Commissioner of Agriculture, who shall transmit the same to the solicitor gen-

county where the said adulterated, misbranded, or imitation
drug, liquor, or food product shall have been found. It shall be the duty
of the solicitor general to prosecute all persons violating any provision
of this Title as soon as he shall receive the evidence transmitted by the
eral in the

Commissioner

of Agriculture. (Acts 1906, pp. 83, 93.)

— Examination of food and drugs, see
Editorial Note. —The laws of the United States relative
Cross-reference.

collected in U. S. C. A., Title 21.

§

42-113.

to foods

and drugs are
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(2105) Samples for analysis,

how
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taken.

and sworn inspectors shall take samples of such

—The

duly qualified

articles as

may

be

di-

rected by the Commissioner of Agriculture for analysis, and, whenever

unbroken packages, which
securely and sealed over the cord with

practicable, samples shall be taken in original

wrapped in paper and tied
sealing-wax on which the inspector shall impress his official seal. In
cases where it is not practicable to send a sample for analysis in an
shall be

original package, as, for instance, in case of syrups or other liquids in
barrels, or flour in barrels, etc., the inspector shall take a fair
of the

same

in

the presence of the seller, place

and wax

it

in

sample

a suitable re-

and impress his official seal upon
the wax, and forward the same to the Commissioner of Agriculture.
In the execution of his duties the inspector shall have free access at all
reasonable hours to any place where it is suspected that impure foods
are being manufactured, or wherein any article of food or drink, drug
or medicine, adulterated with any deleterious or foreign ingredients,
exists.
In calling for and taking a sample of any goods, the inspector
shall tender to the seller the market price asked for the same. (Acts
ceptacle, securely close

it

1906, p. 83.)

42-113.

(2102) Examination of specimens of foods and drugs.

—The

examination of specimens of foods and drugs shall be made by the State

Chemist or under his direction and supervision for the purpose of determining from such examination whether such articles are adulterated
or misbranded within the meaning of this Title; and if it shall appear
from any such examination that any of such specimens is adulterated or
misbranded within the meaning of

culture shall cause notice thereof to

such sample was obtained.

Any

Commissioner of Agribe given to the party from whom

this Title, the

party so notified shall be given an op-

portunity to be heard before the Commissioner of Agriculture and the

Attorney General, under such rules and regulations as may be prescribed
by them, and if it shall appear that any of the provisions of this Title
have been violated by such party, the Commissioner of Agriculture shall
at once certify the facts to the proper prosecuting attorney, with a copy
of the results of the analysis or the examination of such article, duly authenticated by the analyst or officer

oath of such

Commissioner

officer.

In case

it

making such examination, under the

shall

appear to the satisfaction of the

and the Attorney General that the article
involved was shipped in interstate commerce, or the act complained of
comes under the supervision and jurisdiction of the United States, the
Commissioner of Agriculture shall certify the case to the United States
district attorney in whose district the violation may have been committed but if it shall be under the jurisdiction of the courts of this State,
the Commissioner shall certify the case to the solicitor of the court in
the county where the offense occurred. It shall be the duty of the solicitor general to prosecute all persons violating any provisions of this Title,
as soon as he shall receive the evidence transmitted by the Commissioner
of Agriculture. After judgment of the court, notice shall be given by
;

of Agriculture

Food and Drugs.
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publication

may

such manner as

in

lations aforesaid.
Cross-reference.

—

42-114. (2117)

be prescribed by the rules and regu-

(Acts 1906, pp. 83, 84.)
Commissioner to fix standards,

see

§

42-111.

Seizure and condemnation of adulterated or misbranded

articles of food, drug, or liquor.
is

£

— Any article of food, drug, or liquor that

adulterated or misbranded within the meaning of

be proceeded against

liable to

same

is

found, and seized for

demnation.

Title shall be

tin's

any court within the county where the
confiscation by a pro' e
of libel for conin

such article shall be condemned as being adulterated or

If

misbranded, or of a poisonous or deleterious character, within the meaning of this Title, the same shall be disposed of by destruction or
the court

may

and charges,

direct,

shall

and the proceeds thereof,

any jurisdiction contrary

Title or the laws of that jurisdiction.

others.

sold, less the legal

be paid into the treasury of the State, but such

shall not be sold in

42-115.

if

(Acts 1906, pp. 83, 88.)
of manufacturers

shall establish a

and

guaranty signed by the wholesaler, jobber, man-

ufacturer, or other party residing in this State, from
articles, to the effect that the

branded within the meaning of

making the

whom

he purchases

same are not adulterated

this Title, designating

anty, to afford protection, shall contain the
party,

g<

to the provisions of this

by guaranties

(2116) Dealers protected

c<

— No dealer shall be prosecuted under the provisions of this Title

when he
such

sale, as

sale of such articles to

or mis-

them. Said guar-

name and address

such dealer, and

in

of the

such case

the said party shall be amenable to the prosecutions, fines, and other
penalties

which would attach,

due course, to the dealer under the

in

provisions of this law. (Acts 1906, pp. 83, 88.)

—

Cross-reference. Penalty
drugs, etc., see § 42-9901.

for

selling,

etc.,

misbranded or adulterated foods,

Chemist.—The State Chemist shall
make an annual report to the Commissioner of Agriculture on work done
in execution of this Title, which report may be included in that made on
commercial fertilizers, and published therewith. (Acts 1906, pp. S3, 94.)
42-116. (2118) Reports of State

42-117. Regulations for places used for sale, manufacture, etc., of foods.

— Every place occupied or used for the preparation for

sale,

manufacture,

packing, storage, sale or distribution of any food shall be properly lighted,
drained, ventilated, screened, and conducted, with strict regard to the in-

upon the health of operatives, employees, clerks,
or other persons therein employed and the purity and wholesomeness of
fluence of such condition

the foods therein produced.
Cross-reference.

—Punishment

(Acts 1914,

for violating this section, see

42-118. Officers authorized to

make

of Agriculture, State Veterinarian,

ized and directed to

p. 134.)

— Punishment

—The Commissioner

in

to be published such sanitary rules

food inspection and to carry out the

provisions of this and the preceding section.
Cross-reference.

42-9906.

and State Chemist are hereby author-

make and cause

and regulations as are necessary

sanitary rules.

§

(Acts 1914.

for violation of this section, see

p. 134.)
§

42-9906.

—
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CONCENTRATED COMMERCIAL FEEDING

42-2.

STUFFS.
Sec.

Sec.

42-201.

42-206.

Concentrated commercial feed;~~
lllg
a

,.«.,,}-

StUrt.

Registration of feeding

42-203.

Samples

..mi
42-204.

mercial feeding stuff.
c
11
j
Sample shall
be analyzed.

42-205.

Inspection fees.

42-201.

stuff.

of concentrated

i

of Agriculture
niav refuse to register certain
",.
rr
r
teeding stuffs.
.

42 202,

1

Commissioner

(2106) Concentrated

Penalties for selling mouldy or
damaged feeding stuff,

42-203.

Samples, how collected.
Tax stamps, application

42-209.

i

1

42-207.

com-

for

uge of Evidence; use of
over stamps.
.

commercial

feeding

stuff.

—The

and
left-

term

"concentrated commercial feeding stuff," as used herein, shall include
cottonseed meal, linseed meal, corn and cob meal, cocoanut meal, gluten
feeds, gluten meal,

germ

feeds, corn feeds, starch feeds, sugar feeds, dry

brewer's grains, malt sprouts, dried

hominy

distiller's grain,

dried beet refuse,

peanut
meal, oat feeds, corn and oat feeds, corn bran, wheat bran, wheat midfeed, cerealine feeds, rice meals, rice brans, rice polish,

wheat shorts, ground beef or fish scraps, mixed feeds, clover meal,
alfalfa meal and feeds, peavine meal, cottonseed meal feeds, whole seeds
and grains and meals, mixed or unmixed, made from such seeds or grains,
and all other materials of a similar nature. (Acts 1906, pp. 83, 90.)
dlings,

42-202.

(2107) Registration of feeding stuff.

— Every

lot or parcel of

concentrated commercial feeding stuff and condiment feed used for feeding domestic animals or poultry, sold, or offered or exposed for sale, shall

be registered annually with the Commissioner of Agriculture, and shall
have affixed thereto, or printed on the bag* or other package, in a conspicuous place on the outside thereof, a legible and plainly printed statement, clearly and truly certifying the number of net pounds of feeding
stuff contained therein
Provided, that all concentrated commercial
feeding stuffs shall be in standard-weight bags or packages of 50, 75, 100,
125, 150, 175 or 200 pounds each; also the name, brand, or trade-mark
under which the article is sold, the name and address of the manufacturer,
importer, or jobber, and a statement of the maximum percentage it contains of crude fibre, and the minimum percentage it contains of crude fat
and crude protein, allowing one per cent, of nitrogen to equal six and onequarter per cent, of protein; both constituents to be determined by the
method in use at the time by the Association of Official Agricultural
Chemists of the United States. (Acts 1906, pp. S3, 90.)
:

42-203.

(2108) Samples of concentrated commercial feeding stuff.

Every manufacturer, importer, jobber, agent, or seller, before selling, or
offering or exposing for sale, any concentrated commercial feeding stuff,
shall, for each and every feeding stuff bearing a distinct name or trademark, file with the Commissioner of Agriculture a copy of the statement
named in section 42-202, and accompany said statement, when so requested by the Commissioner of Agriculture, with a sealed glass jar or
bottle containing at least one pound of the feeding stuff to be sold, or
exposed or offered for sale, which sample shall correspond within reasonable limits to the feeding stuff which it represents in the percentage of
protein, fat, and fibre which it contains. (Acts 1906, pp. 83, 91.)
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42-204. (2109)

Sample

shall be analyzed.

§

42-207

—The Commissioner of Agri-

culture shall cause at least one sample of each distinct brand of feeding

analyzed annually by or under the direction of the State
Chemist. Said analysis shall include determinations of crude fat and of
crude protein and such other determinations as may at any time be
deemed advisable by the State Chemist. (Acts 1906, pp. 83, 91.)
stuff sold to be

42-205. (2110) Inspection

fees.

— Each

manufacturer, importer,

any concentrated commercial feeding
the Commissioner of Agriculture an inspection tax

ber, agent, or seller of

pay to

job-

stuffs shall

of 20 cents

per ton for each ton of such concentrated feeding stuffs sold, or offered
or exposed for sale, and shall affix to each car shipped in bulk, and to

each bag, barrel, or other package of such concentrated feeding stuff, a
stamp to be furnished by said Commissioner of Agriculture, indicating
Provided, that
that all charges specified in this section have been paid
:

the inspection tax of 20 cents per ton shall not apply to cottonseed hulls,

hays and straws, whole seeds and grains and pure meals made from
whole grains and seeds, not mixed with other substances, but sold separately as distinct articles of commerce. Should any of these materials
otherwise exempt be mixed or adulterated with any substance for the
purpose of sale, the package which contains it, or in which it is offered
for sale, shall have plainly marked or indicated thereon the true compoTax stamps
sition of the mixture or the character of the adulteration.
One-half cent, three-quarters cent,
shall be in denominations as follows
one cent, one and one-quarter cents, one and one-half cents, one and
three-quarter cents, two cents, and multiples thereof. The Commissioner
Whenever
of Agriculture may prescribe the form of such tax stamps.
importer,
manufacturer,
or
jobber
concentrated
feeding stuff shall
a
of a
statement
named
section
42-202,
filed
the
in
and
paid
have
the inspection
tax, no agent or seller of said manufacturer, importer, or jobber shall be
required to file such statement or pay such tax. (Acts 1906, pp. 83, 91.)
:

Commissioner of Agriculture may refuse to register
certain feeding stuffs. The Commissioner of Agriculture shall have the
power to refuse the registration of any feeding stuffs under a name
which would be misleading as to the materials of which it is made, or
when the percentage of crude fibre is above, or the percentage of fat and
protein is below, the standards adopted under section 42-202.
Should
materials referred to above be registered, and should it afterwards be discovered that they are in violation of the above provision, the Commissioner of Agriculture shall have the power to cancel the registration.
42-206. (2111)

When

—

the special inspector provided for in this Chapter shall be unable

to cover the territory sufficiently, the
utilize the fertilizer inspectors in

Commissioner

of Agriculture

taking samples of drugs, feeding

may

stuffs,

or food products, without extra compensation. (Acts 1906, pp. 83, 92.)
42-207. (2112) Penalties for selling

—The

sale of

except on

full

mouldy or damaged feeding

mouldy and damaged feeding

stuff.

stuff as feeds is prohibited,

notice in writing to the purchaser of the nature and ex-

the damage.

Any

manufacturer, importer, jobber, agent, or seller
expose
who
for sale or distribution any concentrated
commercial feeding stuff, without complying with the requirements of
tent of

shall sell, offer, or

§

Food and Drugs.

42-208

the preceding- section, or

who

125?

expose

shall sell, offer, or

for, sale or dis-

which contains subtribution any concentrated commercial
stantially a smaller percentage of constituents than are certified to be
contained, or who shall adulterate any feeding stuff with foreign, mineral,
feeding- stuff

or other similar substance or substances, such as rice-hulls or chaff, corncobs, oat-hulls, or other similar material of

little

or no feeding value,

or with substances injurious to the health of domestic animals, shall be

and the lot of feeding stuff in question shall be subject to seizure, condemnation, and sale
or destruction by the Commissioner of Agriculture; and it shall be the
duty of the sheriff to seize and sell by public sale each and every bag,
package, or lot of commercial concentrated feeding stuffs sold, or offered
for sale or for distribution, which shall not have securely attached to it
Provided, that should the owner
the stamp mentioned in section 42-205
guilty of a violation of the provisions of this Chapter,

:

or agent

show

to the satisfaction of the sheriff that

such stamps had been

attached and the same had become detached, the sheriff shall release the
said feeding stuff without cost to the

owner or

agent.

All

moneys or

proceeds derived from the seizure and sale of concentrated commercial
feeding stuffs shall be covered into the State treasury
centrated commercial feeding stuff

may

:

Provided, con-

contain as ingredients peanut

meal feeds, peanut-vine hay, peanut-stem meal, peanut skins or peanut
shells, when the name of every such ingredient shall be clearly and correctly printed on the

mercial feeding stuff
tainer.

(Acts 1906, pp. S3, 92; 1931,

42-203. (2113)

culture

bag or other container of such concentrated comor on the tag or label attached to said bag or con-

Samples,

how

p. 112.)

collected.

—The

Commissioner of Agri-

hereby authorized to have collected a sample, not exceeding

is

two pounds

in

weight, for analysis, from any

concentrated feeding stuff which

may

lot,

parcel, or

package of

be in the possession of 'any manu-

facturer,

importer, agent, or dealer; but said sample shall be taken

from not

less

than 10 per cent, of the whole

lot inspected.

(Acts 1906,

pp. 83, 93.)

42-209. (2114)

Tax stamps,

of left-over stamps.

—All

application for and use of; evidence; use

manufacturers and manipulators, importers,

and jobbers, or agents representing them, who have registered their
feeding stuff in compliance with this Chapter, shall forward to the Commissioner of Agriculture a request for tax stamps, stating that said stamps

upon brands of feeding stuffs registered in accordance with
Chapter, and said request shall be accompanied by the sum of 20

are to be used
this

cents per ton as an inspection tax, except in case of cottonseed meal,

where the tax of 10 cents per ton shall be paid; whereupon it shall be the
duty of the Commissioner of Agriculture to issue stamps to the party
applying, who shall attach a stamp to each bag, barrel, or package thereof, which, when attached to said package, shall be prima facie evidence
that the seller has complied with the requirements of this Chapter.

stamps

left in

Any

the possession of the manufacturer, manipulator, importer,

jobber, or agent,

may

be used

in

another season. (Acts 1906, pp. S3, 93.)

:
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CHAPTER

-

§42

FLOUR, CORN MEAL, AND GRAIN.

42-3.

Sec.

Sec.

and corn meal,
how packed and marked.
Amount of flour, grits, or corn
meal to be packed in barrels
and sacks.
Allowance for variations in
Flour,

42-301.

42-302.

42-303.

grits,

42-304.

42-305.

Packages of corn meal, BOW
marked.
White wheat flour, when to be
branded "low quality;" enforcement of law.

weights.

—

and corn meal, how packed and marked.
All flour, grits, and corn meal packed in barrels or half-barrels made of
any material, or any package made of wood or metal in which flour, grits,
or corn meal are or may be offered for sale, shall be well made and of
good material shall have the net weight of flour, grits, or meal plainly
marked on the head, top, or side of the barrel or package with a stencil,
or paper label or pencil, with letters and figures not less than one inch in
length, and shall have the tare marked on the reverse end or side of the
barrel or package in like manner. (Acts 1906, p. 111.)
42-301. (1867) Flour, grits,

;

Cross-reference.

—Penalty

Amount

42-302. (1868)

barrels and sacks.

son

for violation of this section, see

— Every

who manufactures

or

of flour, grits, or corn

§

42-9904.

meal to be packed

in

miller, bolter, blender, or mixer, or other per-

who buys

flour, grits, or

purpose of repacking, shall put into each barrel the

corn meal, for the
full

quantity and

weight of 196 pounds of flour, grits, or corn meal. When flour, grits, or
corn meal is packed in sacks, the gross weight shall be as follows sacks
:

containing 140 pounds, sacks containing 280 pounds, half-barrel sacks,

96 pounds, quarter-barrel sacks, 48 pounds,

eighth-barrel

sacks,

24

pounds, sixteenth-barrel sacks, 12 pounds, thirty-second-barrel sacks, 6

pounds and when packed in smaller sacks than 6 pounds, the number of
pounds net weight shall be clearly designated on the outside of the sack,
so that the amount contained shall be clearly indicated and protect the
purchaser from fraud. (Acts 1906, p. I'll; 1933, p. 36.)
;

Cross-reference.

—Penalty

42-303. (1869)

for violation of this section, see 1 42-9904.

Allowance

for variations in weights.

— From the weights

above specified variations for inaccuracies will be allowed as follows
On all packages weighing 90 pounds or over, an allowance of one-fourth

and on all packages smaller than 90 pounds an allowone-half of one per cent., less than the weight specified in the

of one per cent,

ance of

preceding section.
Cross-reference.

(Acts 1906,

—Penalty

p. 111.)

for violation of this section, see

§

42-9904.

—

Packages of corn meal, how marked. It shall be unlawful for any person to pack for sale, sell, or offer for sale any corn meal
except in bags or packages containing by standard weight two bushels,
or one bushel, or one-half bushel, or one-fourth bushel, or one-eighth
42-304. (1870)

Each bag or package of corn meal shall have plainly
printed or marked thereon whether the meal is ''bolted" or "unbolted,"
the amount it contains in bushels or fraction of a bushel, and the weight

bushel, respectively.

in

pounds:

Provided, the provisions of this section shall not apply to

Food and Drugs.
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§

1254

the retailing of meal directly to customers from bulk stock,

when

am! delivered by actual weight or measure.

118.)

Cross-reference.

White wheat

42-305.

ment

— Penalty

of law.

expose for

(Acts 1906,

for violation of this section, sec

flour,

when

§

p.

42-9903.

branded "low quality ;" enforce-

to be

— Any manufacturer or distributor who shall
any white wheat

sale,

priced

flour, as defined

sell,

or offer or

by the United States

Department of Agriculture, containing more than one-half of one per
centum ash, exclusive of added chemical ingredients, shall print on the
face of the package in plain black letters not less than one inch in height,

"Low

the following:

Quality Flour:"

Provided, however, that nothing

apply to graham flour or whole-wheat flour. It shall
be the duty of the Commissioner of Agriculture to enforce the provi-

in this section shall

now

sions of this section under the provisions of law

drugs, and liquors as embodied in this Title.
Cross-reference.

CHAPTER

— Penalty for violation

42-4.

relating to foods,

(Acts 1933,

of section, see

§

p. 283.)

42-9911.

SANITARY REGULATIONS FOR SLAUGHTER
HOUSES, DAIRIES, ETC.

Sec.

Sec.

42-401.

42-402.

Supervision of sanitary conditions of slaughter houses,
dairies, etc.; standards; excenses

Unsanitary

conditions

42-403.

Inspection of meat
manufactories, etc.

42 " 404

R

-

42-405.
in

slaughter houses. Installation
of meat-inspection systems.

°

markets,

y^rinarian;

fP°f
n
tical bulletin,

statis-

,

Statistics in regard to

meat and

dairy foods.
42-406.

Municipal

inspection

of

meat

and dairy products.

42-401. Supervision of sanitary conditions of slaughter houses, dairies,
etc.;

standards; expenses.

—The

State Veterinarian shall assume super-

vision and control over the sanitary conditions of

all

slaughter houses,

milk depots, milk and its by-products, under the provisions of this law and such rules and regulations as
shall be promulgated by him and approved by the Commissioner of AgProvided, that no rule shall be adopted in the supervision of
riculture
slaughter houses to prevent the carrying into and reception in such
houses of cattle infected with ticks and intended for slaughter, except in
counties where the work of tick eradication shall be in progress or where
the work shall be completed and the county released from quarantine.

meat and meat food products,

dairies,

:

As

far as practicable, the standards recognized

and approved by the

United States Department of Agriculture for such meat and meat food
products, milk and milk food products shall be adopted. The necessary
expenses incurred in the enforcement of this law shall be paid from the
fees arising from the inspection of food. It shall be the duty of the State
Veterinarian to employ competent assistants of unimpeachable character
and with reputations for integrity and fitness for service to carry into
effect the provisions of this law.

(Acts 1914,

p. 148.)

Cross-references.— Punishment for violation of this Chapter, see
Veterinarian as to dairy inspection, see § 42-503.

§

42-9908.

Du-

ties of State

Editorial Note.

— See

and dairy products.

following Chapter as to additional regulations of dairies
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§42

conditions in slaughter houses.

Installation

of

—

meat-inspection system. It shall be unlawful for any person, firm or corporation to sell within this State or to have in possession to sell within
e
of any anthis State for human food, the carcasses or parts of carca
imal which has been slaughtered, prepared, handled or kept under unsanitary conditions, and unsanitary conditions shall be deemed to exist

wherever and whenever any one or more of the following conditions shall
appear or be found, to wit: if the slaughter house is dilapidated or in
a state of decay, if the floors or sidewalls are soaked with decaying blood
or other animal matter, if efficient fly screens are not provided, if the
drainage of the slaughter house or slaughter house yard is not efficient,
if maggots or filthy pools or hog wallows exist in the slaughter house
yard or under the slaughter house; if the water supply used in connection with the cleaning or preparing is not pure and unpolluted if hogs
are kept in the slaughter house yard or fed therein on animal offal, or if
;

the odors' of putrefaction plainly exist therein;
carcasses are transported from place to place

if

carcasses or parts of

when

not covered with

kept in unclean, bad-smelling refrigerators or in

white cloths, or if
unclean, bad-smelling cold storage rooms. It shall be the duty of the
State Veterinarian to install an adequate system of meat inspection at
any time and in such places as public welfare may demand, under rules
and regulations which shall provide ways and means for shipping homegrown and home-killed meats into any city in this State. As far as practicable the rules established under this law shall conform to this law and
to the meat and milk inspection requirements of the United States Buclean,

reau of Animal Industry.
Cross-reference.

(Acts 1914,

—Punishment

42-403. Inspection of

p. 148.)

for violation, see

§

42-9908.

meat markets, manufactories,

may deem

Veterinarian at such time as he

etc.

—The

State

proper shall cause to be

in-

where dairy products are made, stored or served as
food for pay, and all places where cows are kept by persons engaged in
the sale of milk or cream, and may require the correction of all unsanitary practices found therein. He may take samples anywhere of any
dairy products or imitations thereof and cause same to be sent to the
Such analysis or
State Chemist for analysis or bacteriological tests.
tests shall be recorded and preserved as evidence, and when sworn to by
such Chemist shall be prima facie evidence of guilt in all prosecutions
spected

under

all

places

this law.

In the performance of their

official

duties the State Vet-

erinarian or any duly accredited representative of his, acting for him,

is

hereby authorized and empowered to enter, during business hours, any
slaughter house, meat market, dairy, creamery, butter and cheese factory, milk depot, or any other place or places where meat and meat food
products, milk and dairy products are sold or kept for sale, or any railroad cars, wagons, boats or other vehicles used in the transporting of
such products. (Acts 1914, p. 148.)
Cross-references.

—Punishment

for

violation,

see

§

42-404. Report of Veterinarian

;

Duties

42-9908.

Veterinarian as to inspection, of dairies and dairy products, see
ing and testing of dairy products, see § 42-506.
statistical bulletin.

§

42-503.

of

State

Weigh-

—The State Veteri-

narian shall annually render to the Commissioner of Agriculture a de-

$
c
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found upon inspection, and he shall issue a statistical bulletin showing the condition of the dairies and meat markets
with relation to the production of home supplies; such report may be
published jointly with the report of the chief food inspector and shall be
published for free public distribution. (Acts 1914, p. 148.)
tailed report of conditions

—

Cross-references. Punishment for violation, see
Librarian, see § 101-217.

§

42-9908.

Reports to State

—

meat and dairy fooos. The State Veterinarian shall devise some system by which accurate statistics regarding the home supply of meat and meat food products, dairies and dairy
products may be correctly ascertained and for that purpose he is hereby
authorized to require every owner, agent or manager of a public dairy,
creamery, butter and cheese factory, milk depot or other place where
42-405. Statistics in regard to

dairy products are sold or kept for sale to report annually on or before

September

ending July 1, on blanks furnished by the State
Veterinarian full and accurate information concerning the quantity of
milk or cream bought, sold or used, the average price paid for same, the
number of cows used in or contributing to the operation of such creamand the number, name and address of the
eries, dairies or factories
patrons of creameries, public dairies, or milk depots, and the number of
cows owned or milked by each said patron, and the number of gallons
of milk sold to such creamery, public dairy, milk depot and other milk
distributing places. In like manner record shall be kept of the slaughter
of all animals in this State and whether or not such animals originated
in this State or were shipped here for slaughter, and the amount of
dressed meat and meat food products shipped into this State annually.
(Acts 1914, p. 148.)
1,

for each year

;

Cross-references.

— Punishment

to dairy products, see

§

42-503.

for violation, see

§

42-9907.

Statistics in regard
§ 42-517.

Reports of milk and cream purchased, see

—

meat and dairy products. Nothing in
this law shall prevent the governing authority of any municipal corporation from enacting ordinances providing for the inspection of meat markets, meats, and meat food products, dairies, and dairy products sold
within its limits, and to affix penalties for violation thereof; but, no such
ordinances shall conflict with any power or authority of the State Vet42-406. Municipal inspection of

erinarian or his subordinates.
Cross-reference.

— Punishment

CHAPTER

42-5.

(Acts 1914,

for violation, see

DAIRIES

Enforcement of law.

42-502.

Definitions.

42-503.

Duties of State Veterinarian as
to dairy inspection; statistics.
Test of milk, cream, etc.;
method and apparatus.
Licensing of cream testers; fee.
Weighing and testing; duty of
Veterinarian; false testing.

42-505.

42-506.
42-507.

§

42-9903.

AND DAIRY PRODUCTS.
Sec.

Sec.
42-501.

42-504.

p. 148.)

Bottles

and

marked;

pipettes;

tests of.

42-508.

Unlawful acts and omissions in
handling and sale of milk, etc.

42-509.

Pasteurization;

42-510.

equipment of vats; charts.
Quarterly reports to State Vet-

definition;

erinarian.
42-511.

Additions to c o n d e n
evaporated milk, etc.

42-512.

Ice cream,
erated.

42-513.

Licenses and fees therefor.

how

s e

when deemed

d or

adult-
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§ 42-503

Sec

Sec.
42-514.

Cream

super-

42 517.

Reports as to milk and

42-515.

intendent's licenses; fees.
Milk- or cream-buying station

42-518.

Shipments from foreign
Moneys n
d by State Vct-

42-516.

Milk and cream brokerage

and

tester's

field

license; fee.

purchased.
42-519.

erinarian; disposition.

li-

cense; fee; reports.

Enforcement of law.

42-501.

his deputies, shall be

—The

State Veterinarian,

by himself or

charged with the enforcement of this Chapter;

(Acts 1929, pp. 280, 292.)
Editorial Note.

— This

Chapter modifies the preceding Chapter.

— For

the purpose of this Chapter, (1) the term
"dairy manufacturing plants" shall embrace creameries, condenseries,
42-502. Definitions.

public dairies, butter, cheese, ice cream, and other like factories, and

such other concerns as manufacture for sale dairy products, either at
wholesale or retail. (2) The term "public dairies" shall mean any place
where milk and cream are purchased from producers and sold or kept
for sale, either at wholesale or retail.
(3) The term "milk or cream station" shall mean any place where milk or cream may be received or purchased and held for shipment or delivery to a dairy manufacturing plant.
(4) The term "milk or cream brokerage" shall mean any business that is
conducted for the purpose of purchasing milk, cream, or butter fat with
the intent of resale without being converted into a finished product. (5)
The term "field superintendent" shall mean any qualified person who is
the duly authorized representative of any person, firm company, or corporation engaged in buying, selling, or manufacturing dairy products,
,

and who has supervision over buying stations and operators. (6) The
term "cream tester" shall mean any person who performs the act of
sampling or testing milk, cream, or other dairy products, the test of
which is to be used as a basis of making payment for said products.
(Acts 1929, pp. 280, 281.)
42-503. Duties of State Veterinarian as to dairy inspection; statistics.

—

be the duty of the State Veterinarian or his authorized representative
(1) To inspect or cause to be inspected as often as may be
It shall

:

deemed

practicable

all

creameries, public dairies, condenseries, butter,

cheese and ice cream factories, or any other place where dairy products
are produced, manufactured, kept, handled, stored, or sold. (2) To prohibit the production and sale of unclean or unwholesome milk, cream,
butter, cheese, ice cream, or other dairy products.

(3)

To condemn

for

unclean or unwholesome dairy products, wherever
found. (4) To take samples anywhere of any dairy product or imitation
thereof, and cause the same to be analyzed or satisfactorily tested according to the method of the Association of Official Agricultural Chemfood purposes

all

ists in force at

the time.

(5)

and information concerning

The manufacturers

To compile and

all

publish annually statistics
phases of the dairy industry in this State.

of dairy products,

upon

his request, shall furnish the

State Veterinarian such data and statistics as he

used for the purpose of compiling
eral dairy interests. (Acts 1929, p. 280.)
shall be

—

may

statistical

and these
reports of the genrequire,

Cross-references. Sanitary regulations for slaughter houses, dairies, etc., see
42-401.
Inspection of meat markets, slaughter houses, dairies, etc., see § 42-403*
Statistics in regard to meat and dairy foods, see § 42-405.
§
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—

methods and apparatus. In determining the value of milk, cream, or other dairy products by the use of the
Babcock test, it shall be unlawful to give any false reading or in any
42-504. Test of milk, cream, et<\;

way manipulate

the test so as to give a higher or lower per cent, of butter

than the milk, cream, or other dairy products actually contains, or to
cause any inaccuracy in reading the per cent, of butter fat by securing

fat

from any quantity of milk, cream, or other dairy products to be tested
an inaccurate sample for the test. None other than the Babcock method,
or such method of testing as may be approved by the State Veterinarian,
may be employed when testing milk or cream, the test of which is to be
used as a basis for making payment for the milk or cream thus tested.
None other than the Torsion balance scales, or such scales as may be approved by the State Veterinarian, may be used when weighing cream for
testing, when such tests are to be used as a basis for making payment for
such cream. It shall be unlawful to use adjustable scale weights in determining the weight of cream used in the Babcock test. Only such
centrifuge shall be used as shall meet the approval of the State Veterina-

apparatus and chemicals and directions for
testing milk and cream must conform to those adopted by the American

rian.

Specifications

for

Dairy Science Association, with such additions as shall be deemed advisable by the State Veterinarian, to make them conform to the pn>
visions of this Chapter.

All test tubes, bottles, pipettes, burrettes or in-

struments used in connection with testing or determining the value of
milk, cream, or other dairy products by the use of the Babcock test, must
be United States Government standard and shall be approved by the
State Veterinarian. All milk and cream tests shall be maintained at a
temperature of 135 to 140 degrees Fahrenheit for at least three minutes
before the reading of the per cent, of butter fat shall be made and recorded. In reading cream tests, glymol or its equivalent must be used,
and the samples under test must be held for three minutes in a water
bath extending up as high on the graduated neck as the sample itself
does.

(Acts 1929, pp. 280, 281.)

42-505. Licensing of

cream

testers; fee.

—

It shall

be the duty of the

State Veterinarian to establish a department for the licensing of cream

and of testing apparatus for milk and cream. Cream testers'
licenses shall be issued for a period of one year from date of issue, unless
previously revoked for cause. Applications for new licenses by cream
testers whose licenses shall have expired shall be granted upon payment of the required fee, provided the applicant shall not have been
found guilty of making fraudulent tests or of otherwise violating any of
the provisions of this Chapter or shall not have permitted his license to
lapse for a period of 12 months. It shall be unlawful for any person, firm,
or corporation to employ as tester any person who does not have a license
It shall be unlawful
to operate testing apparatus for milk and cream.
for any person operating testing apparatus for milk and cream to fail to
have said license posted in a conspicuous place in plain view of all persons entering the room in which all testing is done. The fee for issuing
said license shall be $5, payable upon issuance of the license. The same
fee of $5 shall accompany the application for the renewal of license.
testers

(Acts 1929,

p. 280.)

5

42-506.

D rugs.
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Weighing and

_§ 42-

testing; duty of Veterinarian; false testing.

—

It

duty of the State Veterinarian and his deputies, and they archereby authorized, to weigh and test milk, cream, and other dairy products for the purpose of ascertaining the percentage and weight of butter
fat or other ingredients contained therein; and if said Slate Veteri1

shall be the

narian or any of his deputies shall find, upon test, that there is a variance
of one per cent, or more of butter fat between his test and that made by
any person engaged in testing, buying, or selling cream, or two-tenths

buying or selling milk, said Veterinarian or deputy
shall cause his test to be verified and substantiated by the State Chemist,
and if such Chemist shall find that the test made by said Veterinarian or
deputy is correct, the test thus made and verified shall, in all prosecutions for violations of the provisions of this Chapter, be prima facie evidence that the test made by the person engaged in testing, buying, or
selling such milk, cream or other dairy products was falsely and fraudulently made, and the State Veterinarian is hereby authorized to recall
and cancel the tester's license, or to bring criminal action against such
of one per cent, in

person, or both. (Acts 1929, pp. 280, 282.)
42-507. Bottles

and pipettes; how marked; tests
measuring milk or milk products

of.

—All

bottles

and

determining the
percentage of fat in said milk or milk products shall have clearly blown
or otherwise permanently marked in the side of the bottle or pipette the
word "sealed," and in the side of the pipette or the side or bottom of
the bottle, the initials or trade-mark of the manufacturer and his designating number, which number shall be furnished by the State Veterinarian upon application by the manufacturer and the filing of a bond
in the sum of $1,000 with sureties to be approved by said State Veterinarian, conditioned upon conformance with the requirements of this section. A record of the bonds furnished, the designating numbers, and to
whom furnished, shall be kept in the office of the Department of AgriculAny manufacturer who sells Babcock, or other milk, cream, or
ture.
butter test bottles or milk pipettes, to be used in this State, that do not
comply with the provisions of this section, shall suffer a penalty of $500,
to be recovered by the Attorney General in an action in the name of the
State, under the bond of such manufacturer.
The State Veterinarian
shall prescribe specifications with which the glassware mentioned in this
The unit of graduation for all Babcock or
section shall comply.
other glassware shall be the true cubic centimeter, or the weight of one
gram of distilled water at four degrees centigrade. The State Veterinarian shall from time to time make tests of individual bottles and
pipettes in use, in order to ascertain whether the above provisions are
being complied with, and shall report any violations to the Attorney
General, through the office of the Commissioner of Agriculture.
(Acts
pipettes used in

for

1929, pp. 280, 284.)
Cross-reference.

— Punishment of dealer in milk products, measuring bottles,

for using bottles, etc., not

complying with

this section, see

Unlawful acts and omissions

§

etc.,

42-9912.

handling and sale of milk, etc.
It shall be unlawful: (1) To handle milk, cream, butter, ice cream or
other dairy products in unclean or unsanitary places, or in an unsanitary
manner, or to keep, store or prepare for market any milk, cream or other
42-508.

—

in
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dairy products in the same building or enclosure with any hide or fur

house, or any cow, horse, or hog- barn or shed, or other places where

Cream- or milk-receiving- and buying stations must
have outside doors or adjustable outside windows; and if cream stations
shall have connecting doors with any other part of the building- in which

live stock is kept.

said station

may be

located, there shall be installed at the connecting

having solid doors provided with strong springs to keep
them closed, and such vestibule shall meet the approval of the State Veterinarian. The cream room shall be used exclusively for the handling
It shall have a concrete floor, with proper drainage
of dairy products.
and sewerage for the disposition of all waste water. It shall be equipped
with running water, steam, and other equipment necessary for the thorough washing and sterilization of all cans, pails, separator parts, and
anything that may come in direct contact with the milk or cream. The
State Veterinarian and his deputies shall have the power, and they are
hereby authorized, to forbid the handling of cream, milk, butter, ice
cream or other dairy products in any place which in their judgment is
unsanitary and will affect the purity of the milk, cream, butter, ice cream,
or other dairy products handled therein, or that will in any way injure
the flavor or market value thereof. (2) To handle or ship milk, cream,
or ice cream, or other dairy products, in unclean or unsanitary vessels, or
to expose milk, cream, ice cream, or other dairy products to flies or other
contaminating influence likely to convey pathogenic or other injurious
bacteria to such milk, cream, ice cream or other dairy products.
(3)
For any common carrier to neglect or fail to remove or ship from its
depot, on the day of its arrival there for shipment, any milk, cream, or
other dairy products left at such depot for transportation. Railway and
express companies must not allow merchandise of a contaminating nature to be stored on or with dairy products.
(4) For railway and excans
or ice cream cans or ice
press companies to allow milk or cream
railroad
longer
remain
at
a
depot
than one day from
packers
cream
to
the date of their arrival.
(5) To use any branded or registered cream
can or milk can or ice cream packer or container for any purpose other
than the handling, storing, or shipping of milk, cream, or ice cream. No
person other than the rightful owner thereof shall use any can, bottle,
or other receptacle if such receptacle shall be marked with the brand or
trademark of the owner. (6) For any person, firm, or corporation, purchasing ice cream in cans, shipping bags or tubs which are to be returned
to the manufacturer not to cause such cans to be washed and cleaned as
soon as emptied and with the bags and tubs stored in a dry place. (7)
To sell or oiler for sale milk, cream, butter, cheese, ice cream, or other
door

a vestibule

dairy products that are not pure and fresh and handled with clean uten-

To

cream from diseased or unhealthy animals or handled by any person suffering from or coming in
contact with persons afflicted with any contagious disease. (9) To sell
or offer for sale any milk or cream which shall have been exposed to contamination or into which shall have fallen any unsanitary articles or any
foreign substance which would render the milk or cream or the product
manufactured therefrom unfit for human consumption. (10) To sell or
sils.

(8j

sell

or offer for sale milk or

expose for sale milk, cream, butter, cheese,

ice

cream, or other dairy

—
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r,
except
products containing any preservatives of any kind whal
common salt or sugar, or that shall hot comply with the Standards pro-

mulgated by the State Veterinarian and approved by the Commissioner
(Acts 1929, pp. 280, 285.)

of Agriculture.
Cross-reference.

— Penalty

for violation of this section, see

42-509. Pasteurization;

definition;

equipment

§

42 9913.

vats;

of

charts.

means the heating

Pasteurization, for the purpose of this Chapter,

of

milk, cream, or milk products to a temperature of at least 145 degrees

Fahrenheit and holding the same at such temperature for not less than 30
minutes. All vats used for pasteurizing shall be equipped with a recording thermometer, and for each vat of product pasteurized a separate
record chart shall be used, said charts being dated and kept on file until
No pasteurized milk,
called for by the State Veterinarian or deputy.
cream, or ice cream mix shall be used without having on file, subject to
the demand of the State Veterinarian, a true record of pasteurization of
said product.

The

facilities for

holding said product at a low tempera-

ture until frozen shall have the approval of the

State Veterinarian.

Samples of ice cream taken for an official test shall be taken with a butter
trier from a full or nearly full can of ice cream in solid condition or directly from the ice cream freezer. In all fruit creams an allowance of
two per cent, reduction in fat content shall be permitted. (Acts 1929,
pp. 280, 286.)
42-510. Quarterly reports to State Veterinarian.

— Each

manufacturer
of ice cream, butter, cheese, condensed milk, powdered milk, evaporated
milk or pasteurized milk in this State shall make a quarterly report to
the State Veterinarian, on blanks furnished by the State Veterinarian,
setting forth the amount of their production during the quarter. In the
report on ice cream the average fat and serum solids content shall be
given. Each manufacturer of the dairy products set forth herein shall
also furnish the State Veterinarian, on blanks furnished by the Veterinarian, the number of pounds of milk, cream, sweet or salt butter, evaporated milk, condensed milk, sweetened condensed milk or powdered
milk, used during the quarterly period under report.
The average fat
content of the milk and cream used shall be reported. (Acts 1929,
pp. 280, 287.)
42-511. Additions to condensed or evaporated milk, etc.

—

It shall be
unlawful to sell, keep for sale, or offer for sale any condensed or evaporated milk, concentrated milk, sweetened condensed milk, sweetened
evaporated milk, sweetened concentrated milk, sweetened evaporated

skimmed
shall

the

any

milk, or any of the fluid derivatives of

have been added any

name

of said products or articles

fictitious

or trade

Cross-reference.

42-512. Ice

deemed

when deemed

to be adulterated:

tive, mineral, or

which
than milk fat, either under
or the derivatives thereof, or under

name whatsoever. (Acts

— Penalty for violation

cream,

any

of them, to

fat or oil other

(1)

If it

other substance or

1929, pp. 280, 2S7.)

of this section, see

§

42-9913.

— Ice

cream shall be
contains saccharin or any preservaadulterated.

compound

deleterious to health

vided, that this clause shall not be construed to prohibit the use of

:

Pro-

harm-

:

6
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___

less coloring

matter

when not used

for fraudulent purposes.

(2)

If

contains any fats other than milk fat or any oils or paraffin added

it

to,

blended or compounded with it Provided, that chocolate ice cream and
the coating of coated ice cream may contain cocoa butter.
(3) If it is
made in whole or in part from, or contains, any milk product which is
unfit for food. It shall be deemed unlawful for any person, firm or corporation, his or its servant or agent, to manufacture, sell or offer or expose for sale or have in possession with intent to sell or offer or expose
for sale under the name of ''ice cream" any substance not conforming to
:

the provisions of the three preceding sections
a container or a

any

compartment

food other than

article of

;

or to sell ice cream from

of a cabinet or fountain,
ice

which contains

cream or dairy products.

(Acts 1929,

pp. 280, 2SS.)
Cross-reference.

— Penalty
and

42-513. Licenses

for violation of this section, see

fees therefor.

—No

§

42-9913.

person, firm, or corporation

milk plant to manufacture butter, ice
cream, cheese, condensed milk or milk powder without first having applied for and obtained a license, signed by the State Veterinarian, bearing the seal of his office. Such license shall be conspicuously displayed

shall build a wholesale or retail

in the place of business of the

manufacturer,

who

shall

pay the quarterly

butter-fat tax in accordance with the following schedule

Creameries
Each person, firm, partnership, company, or corporation
engaged in the manufacture of butter shall pay, through the office of the
State Veterinarian, not later than the 15th day of January, April, July and
October, five cents for each 1,000 pounds of butter fat purchased from
producers during the three preceding calendar months.
:

cream factories
Each person, firm, partnership, company or corporation engaged in the manufacture of ice cream shall pay, through the
office of the State Veterinarian, not later than the 15th day of January,
April, July and October, 50 cents for each 1,000 gallons of ice cream
manufactured during the three preceding calendar months.
Ice

:

Cheese factories

engaged

:

Each person,

firm, partnership,

company

or corpora-

manufacture of cheese shall pay, through the office
of the State Veterinarian, not later than the 15th day of January of each

tion

in the

year, five cents for each 1,000

pounds or fraction thereof of butter

fat pur-

chased during the preceding year.

Condenseries and milk powder plants: Each person, firm, partnership,
company or corporation engaged in the manufacture of condensed milk,

condensed skimmed milk, powdered milk or powdered skimmed milk,
shall pay, through the office of the State Veterinarian, not later than the
15th day of January, April, July and October, five cents for each 1,000

pounds
months.

of butter fat purchased

during the three preceding calendar

Milk plants: Each person, firm, partnership, company or corporation
engaged in the pasteurization of milk or the bottling of raw or pasteurized milk or the handling of whole milk for the purpose of wholesale or
through the office of the State Veterinarian, not
later than the 15th day of January, April, July and October, five cents
retail sale, shall pay,

Food and Drugs.
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§42-517

for each 1,000 gallons of milk purchased during- the three preceding cal-

endar months.

Chapter pertaining to the manufacture of butter shall
apply to farmers or producers of milk and cream when churning milk or
cream produced on their own farms into what shall be known as dairy,
country, or farm butter, or to prohibit such producers from making
cheese out of milk and cream produced on their own farms, or prevent
them from selling their milk or cream to individuals, hotels, restaurants
or boarding houses. (Acts 1929, pp. 280, 288.)

Nothing

42-514.

in this

Cream

tester's

and

field

superintendent's licenses;

fee.

—

It shall

be unlawful to establish a cream- or milk-buying station and install any
person or persons as station operators without first having obtained a

cream

tester's license

from the State Veterinarian.

may

be obtained by making application
to the State Veterinarian, passing the examination given under his direction, and paying the annual fee of $5, such licenses being renewable
each year on the payment of the annual fee unless canceled because the
holder thereof shall have been found guilty of violating the dairy law
Field superintendent's license

or the rules

and regulations based thereon.

(Acts 1929, pp. 280, 290.)

—

cream-buying station license; fee. It shall be unlawful to establish any milk- or cream-buying stations without first having obtained a station license from the State Veterinarian. Such license
may be obtained by making application accompanied by the annual fee
of $2, such license to be in force for one year, subject to revocation by
the State Veterinarian at any time the station shall be found to be con42-515. Milk- or

structed or operated in violation of the provisions of this

Chapter.

(Acts 1929, pp. 280, 290.)

—

Milk and cream brokerage license; fee; reports. It shall be
unlawful to engage in the milk- or cream-brokerage business without
first having obtained a license from the State Veterinarian to operate
and conduct such business. Milk and cream brokers shall pay an annual
license fee of $10. The State Veterinarian may require from such brokers
quarterly reports, showing the quantity of dairy products they are sell42-516.

ing in the State. (Acts 1929, pp, 280, 290.)

—

and cream purchased. Creameries, ice
cream plants, milk plants (and cream and milk stations when buying
cream or milk for plants operating outside the State) shall report annually on or before the 1st day of January of each year the amount of
milk or cream or both purchased during the year, with the amount of
Any other data or
fat in the milk or cream, and price paid for same.
statistics desired by the State Veterinarian shall be reported to him by
said parties, according to and on blanks furnished by said Veterinarian.
The above concerns shall keep complete and accurate records of their
business, and the State Veterinarian shall have free access to all such
42-517. Reports as to milk

records.

Plants located outside the State but which buy their milk and cream
in

this

State shall be subject to

all

regulations specified within this

Chapter, being subject to the payment of

all

taxes and licenses and the

—
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of the
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raw material purchased within

this

(Acts 1929, pp, 280. 290.)

State.

Statistics in regard to

Cross-reference.

meat and dairy foods, see

§

42-405.

—

Shipments from foreign State. Nothing* in this Chapter shall
be construed to prohibit the shipments into this State from a foreign
State and the first sale thereof in this State, in the original package intact and unbroken, of any of the products or articles, the manufacture,
sale or exchange of which, or possession of which with intent to sell or
42-518.

exchange,

prohibited thereby.

is

Moneys

42-519.

moneys paid

received

(Acts 1929, pp. 280, 292.)

by State Veterinarian;

disposition.

—All

by the State Veterinarian under the provisions of this Chapter shall be handled through the funds of the Department of Agriculture and be paid into the State treasury, quarterly, by
the Commissioner of said Department, there to be placed in a separate
fund, which is hereby appropriated to the Department of Agriculture
for administering the provisions of this Chapter.
Any unexpended balance now in funds available for the dairy division are hereby reappropriated and made a part of the above-named fund, and any unexpended
balance in said fund at the close of any fiscal year is hereby reappropriated to the Department of Agriculture for the ensuing year. The
State Auditor is hereby authorized to draw warrants against this separate fund upon presentation of properly itemized and fully verified
vouchers, approved by the Commissioner of Agriculture.
(Acts 1929,
to or received

pp. 2S0, 291.)

CHAPTER

42-6.

Sec.

Sec.

42-601.
42-602.

MILK POWDER.

Permit to sell milk containing
milk powder.
Label of package. Signs to be
posted by hotels, soda foun-

42-603.

Stamps for containers of milk
powder. Enforcement of
Chapter,

tains, etc.

42-601. Permit to sell milk containing milk powder.

tribution of milk containing

—The

sale or dis-

powdered milk, except as hereinafter pro-

hereby prohibited. All manufacturers, dealers in, or distribmilk
made out of milk powder, before selling, offering for sale,
utors of
or distributing such milk in this State, shall secure a permit authoriz-

vided,

is

ing the sale or distribution of such milk, from the Commissioner of

who

hereby authorized to issue such permit governing
the sale of such milk under the regulations promulgated by him. (Acts

Agriculture,

is

1931, Extra. Sess., p. 61.)
Cross-reference.

— Punishment for violation

of this law, see

§

42-9914.

Signs to be posted by hotels, soda founcontaining
package
such milk shall be plainly labeled,
Each
in heavy type, "This product contains milk powder;" and if any substitute for cream shall be used in the manufacture of such milk, the label
shall also indicate the percentage and origin of such substitute fats. All
hotels, restaurants, lunch stands, soda fountains and all other distributors, where such milk is made, distributed, or served, shall post in not
42-602. Label of package.

tains, etc.

—

;
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than three conspicuous places in their places of business a la
placard, in heavy-type letters not less than six inches high, stating, in
case of a manufacturer, "We manufacture milk of milk powder," and in
case of each distributor, "We sell milk containing milk powder," and
in case of hotels, restaurants, lunch stands or soda fountains where such
milk is served, the legend shall read "We serve milk containing rnilk
powder." It shall be the duty of the Commissioner of Agriculture to
devise a fair and adequate system for checking up the manufacture and
sale of such milk, and for this purpose he is authorized to have full access, during regular business hours, to all books, storerooms or pk
where such articles shall be manufactured or sold. (Acts 1931, Extra.
less

Sess., p. 61.)

Stamps for containers of milk powder. Enforcement of Chapter.
Every manufacturer of such milk shall, before selling or offering
the same for sale, make application to the Commissioner of Agriculture
for stamps which shall be issued by the Commissioner of Agriculture,
in suitable denominations, which stamps shall be applied to each original carton or container of milk powder used by such manufacturer.
The number of stamps applied to each carton or container must amount
to five cents per pound on each pound of milk powder or fraction
thereof.
The Commissioner of Agriculture shall enforce this Chapter
through inspectors of the Veterinary Bureau, and shall not employ ad(Acts 1931, Extra. Sess.,
ditional help in such Bureau for such purpose.
42-603.

—

pp. 61, 62.)

—

Cross-references. Duties of State Veterinarian, see
violating this section, see § 42-9914.

CHAPTER

42-7.

§

62-902.

Punishment

for

SALE OF POISONS AND NARCOTICS.
Sec.

Sec.
42-701.

Sale of poisons.

42-705.

Prescriptions for habitual users

42-702.

42-706.

Board of Pharmacy

42-703.

Druggists required to keep
books.
Dispensing poisons on prescrip-

42-704.

Narcotic drugs, sale

of narcotics.

42-707.

tions.
of,

to prose-

cute violators of law.

regu-

Who

liable to prosecution for
violation of law.

lated.

tail,

—No

person shall furnish, by reany poison enumerated in Schedules "A" and "B," as follows, to

42-701. (454 P. C.) Sale of poisons.

wit:

Schedule "A."

—Arsenic

and

its

preparations,

corrosive

sublimate,

white precipitate, red precipitate, biniodide of mercury, cyanide of potassium, hydrocyanic acid, strychnia, and all other poisonous vegetable
alkaloids

and their

salts

;

essential oil of bitter almonds,

preparations, except paregoric and other preparations of

opium and its
opium contain-

ing less than two grains to the ounce

Schedule "B."

—Aconite,

belladonna, colchicum, conium, nux vomica,

henbane, savin, ergot, cotton root, cantharides, creosote, digitalis, and
croton oil, chloroform, chloral hytheir pharmaceutical preparations
;

drate, sulphate of zinc, mineral acids, carbolic acid,

and oxalic acid;

§
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distinctly labeling the bottle, box, vessel, or paper in

which

and also the outside wrapper or cover
thereof, with the name of the article, the word "Poison/' and the name
and place of business of him who furnishes the same; nor unless upon
due inquiry it shall be found that the person to whom it shall be delivered shall be aware of its poisonous character, and shall represent that
said poison shall be contained,

it is

Cross-reference.
§

(Acts 1876,

to be used for a legitimate purpose.

— Penalty

p. 24.)

and two following sections, see

for violation of this

42-9915.

42-702. (455 P. C.) Druggists required to keep books.

—No

any

or registered druggist or pharmacist shall sell or deliver

poisons included in Schedule

"A" without, before

licensed
of the

delivering the same,

causing an entry to be made in a book kept for that purpose, stating the
date of the delivery, the

same, the

name and address

name and quantity

of the person receiving the

of the poison, the purpose for

represented by such person to be required, and the

name

which

it is

of the dis-

Such book shall be always open for inspection by the proper
authorities, and shall be preserved for reference for at least five years.

penser.

(Acts 1860,

p.

55; 1876, p. 24.)

42-703. (456 P. C.) Dispensing poisons

on prescriptions.

—Nothing

in

the preceding sections shall apply to the dispensing of poisons in not un-

usual quantities or doses, upon the prescriptions of practitioners of medicine.

(Acts 1876,

42-704.

p. 24.)

(1651) Narcotic drugs, sale

of,

or corporation shall sell, furnish or give

regulated.

away any

—No

person, firm,

cocaine, alpha or beta

eucaine, opium, morphine, heroin, chloral hydrate, or

any

compound of any of the foregoing substances, or any preparation or compound containing any of the foregoing substances or their salts or compounds, except upon the original written order or prescription of a lawsalt or

fully authorized practitioner of medicine, dentistry, or veterinary

which order or prescription

cine,

name

of the

person for

whom

shall be dated

prescribed, or,

if

and

shall contain the

ordered by a practioner

of veterinary medicine, shall state the kind of animal for

and

shall

medi-

which ordered,

be signed by the person giving the prescription or order.

Such written order or prescription shall be permanently retained on file
by the person, firm, or corporation who shall compound or dispense the
articles ordered or prescribed, and it shall not be again compounded or
dispensed except upon the written order of the prescriber for each and
every subsequent compounding or dispensing. No copy or duplicate of
such written order or prescription shall be made or delivered to any
person, but the original shall at all times be open to inspection by the
prescriber and properly authorized officers of the law: Provided, however, that the above provisions shall not apply to preparations containing not more than four grains of opium, or not more than one grain of
morphine, or not more than one-fourth grain of heroin, or not more
than one-eighth grain of alpha or beta eucaine, or not more than twenty
grains of chloral hydrate in one fluid ounce or, if a solid preparation, in
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42-707

one avoirdupois ounce: Provided, also, that the above provision
not apply to preparations containing opium and recommended and sold
in good faith for diarrhea and cholera, each bottle or package of which
is accompanied by specific directions for use and a caution against habitual use, nor to powder of ipecac and opium, commonly known as Dover's powder, nor to liniments or ointments plainly labeled, "For external
use only:" Provided further, that the above provisions shall not apply
to sales at wholesale by jobbers, wholesalers, and manufacturers to retail druggists or qualified physicians or to each other, nor to sales at
retail

by

druggists to regular practitioners of medicine, dentistry,

retail

or veterinary medicine, nor to sales to manufacturers of proprietary or

pharmaceutical preparations for use in the manufacture of such preparations,

nor to sales to hospitals, colleges, scientific or public institutions.

(Acts 1907,

p. 121.)

Cross-reference.

— Punishment

for violation, see

42-705. (1652) Prescriptions

for

§

habitual

42-9917.

users

of

narcotics.

— No

practitioner of medicine, dentistry, or veterinary medicine shall furnish

any habitual user of the same any cocaine,
heroin, alpha or beta eucaine, opium, morphine, chloral hydrate, or any
salt or compound of any of the foregoing substances, or any preparation
containing any of the foregoing substances or their salts or compounds,
and no practitioner of dentistry shall prescribe any of the foregoing substances for any person not under his treatment in the regular practice of
his profession, nor shall any practitioner of veterinary medicine prescribe any of the foregoing substances for the use of any human being:
to or prescribe for the use of

Provided, however, that the provisions of this section shall not be construed to prevent any lawfully authorized practitioner of medicine from

furnishing or prescribing in good faith, for the use of 'any habitual user
of narcotic

he

drugs

may deem

who

is

under his professional care, such substances as

necessary for his treatment,

when such

prescriptions are

not given or substances furnished for the purpose of evading the provisions of this and the preceding section.
Cross-reference.

—Punishment

for violation, see

(Acts 1907, pp. 121, 122.)
§

42-9917.

—

Pharmacy to prosecute violators of law. It
shall be the duty of the Board of Pharmacy to cause the prosecution of
all persons violating the provisions of the two preceding sections.
Xo
42-706. (1653)

Board

of

prosecution shall be brought for the sale of any patent or proprietary

medicine containing any of the drugs or preparations hereinbefore mentioned until the Board of
tains

Pharmacy

shall certify that

any of the said drugs or preparations

percentage hereinbefore mentioned.
42-707. (1654)

Who

liable

such medicine con-

in excess of the

maximum

(Acts 1907, pp. 121, 123.)

to prosecution for violation

of law.

— In

any proceedings under the provisions of the three preceding sections
the charge may be brought against any or all of the members of a partnership, or against the directors or executive officers of a corporation,

or against the agent of any person, partnership, or corporation.
1907, pp. 121, 123.)

(Acts

42-9901

§
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CRIMES.

Sec.
42

or
misbranded
foods, drugs, etc.

Adulterated

-01.

Failure to stamp weights on
sacks of flour and meal.

2,

Penalty for violating section
relating to packing corn
meal.
42

42-9909.

Sale of oleomargarine without
notice.

42-9910.

Failure

relating to packing,
flour,

etc.,

of

42-9911.

Misbranding certain
wheat flour.

white

42-9912.

Punishment of dealer
products, measuring

in

etc.

'

:

42-

Obstructing inspectors and
others in performance of

05.

etci,

manufacture,

sale,

etc.,

of

food.

Failure to supply statistics as
to certain food products.
Violation of law and regulations as to sanitary conditions of slaughter houses,

42-9907.

42-9908.

42-9901. (2101

—

etc.

It shall

any

sale,

451

;

Violation

42-9913.

dairies

failing

to

bottles,

comply

of law relating to
and dairy products.

42-9914.

Violation of milk powder law.

42-9915.

Selling,

etc.,

proper

poisons without

label, etc.

wrap and

Failure to properly

42-9916.

label

morphine.

Narcotic drugs, illegal sale

42-9917.

dairies, etc.

for

milk

with law.

duties.

Violation- of law or regulations as to places used for

42-Q905.

etc.,

margarine.

Penalty for violating sections

04.

notify guests of
of use of oleo-

to

hotels,

of.

misbranded foods, drugs,

P. C.) Adulterated or

be unlawful for any person to manufacture,

article of food, drugs, medicines, or liquors,

or offer for

sell

which

is

adulter-

ated or misbranded, or which contains any poisonous or deleterious substance within the meaning of Chapter 42-1.
late

any

and

for each offense shall,

of the provisions of this section shall

upon conviction

Any

person

who

shall vio-

be guilty of a misdemeanor,
thereof, be fined not to ex-

ceed $500, or shall be sentenced to one year's imprisonment, or both

and imprisonment, in the discretion
subsequent offense, and on conviction thereof,

such

fine

of the court;

and for each

shall be fined not exceed-

ing $1,000, or sentenced to one year's imprisonment, or both such fine and

imprisonment, in the discretion of the court: Provided, that

in case of

feeding stuffs for domestic animals, the punishment shall be by a fine not

exceeding $50, or imprisonment not exceeding 30 days, or both, in the
discretion of the court.

(Acts 1906,

p. S3.)

42-9902. (1865; 562, 563 P. C.) Failure to
flour

—

and meal.

If

stamp weights on sacks

any miller or manufacturer

of

of flour or corn meal, or

any merchant or dealer offering said articles for sale, shall fail to stamp
or have printed on each sack in which either of said articles is packed, in
plain figures, not less than one and one-half inches in length, the exact
weight

of the contents thereof,

he shall be guilty of a misdemeanor:

Provided, that this section shall not apply to grist ground for
to millers, merchants, or dealers, selling flour or

than a
p.

full sack,

170; 1890-1,

or in

meal

toll,

nor

in quantities less

any quantities when sold by weight.

(Acts 1889,

p. 236.)

Cross-reference.

— Mills

and

millers, see Title

5,

Agriculture, Chapter 5-17.

42-9903. (564 P. C.) Penalty for violating section relating to packing

corn meal.

—Any

person

who

shall violate section 42-304,

relating to

—
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packing and marking corn meal for
meanor. (Acts 1906, p. 118.)

g

sale, etc., shall

42-9909

be guilty of a

42-9904. (565 P. C.) Penalty for violating sections relating to packing,
etc., of flour, etc.
Any person who shall violate sections 42-301, 42-302,

—

and 42-303, relating to packing, marking, and weighing flour, grits, and
corn meal, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1906, p. 111.;
42-9905. (452 P. C.) Obstructing inspectors

—Any

and others

in

performance

manufacturer, dealer, or other person, who shall impede, obstruct, hinder, or otherwise prevent or attempt to prevent any
inspector or other person in the performance of his duty in collecting
samples or otherwise in connection with this Title shall be guilty of a
of duties.

misdemeanor, and

shall,

more than $50; and any

upon conviction, be

fined not less than $10 nor

violation of the provisions of this Title, rela

to feeding stuffs for domestic animals, shall be punished

by a

fine

exceeding $50, or imprisonment not exceeding 30 days, or both,
discretion of the court. (Acts 1906, p. S3.)
42-9906. Violation of

ufacture,

etc., of

food.

law or regulations as to places used

—Any person or persons

4

.

not

in the

for sale,

man-

or associations violating

the provisions of sections 42-117 and 42-118, in regard to sanitary regulations for places used for the preparation for sale, manufacture, packing, storage, sale or distribution of food, or

any person or persons or

associations violating any of the rules and regulations

made

or published

under the provisions of section 42-118, shall upon conviction be fined
in a sum not exceeding $100. (Acts 1914, p. 134.)
42-9907. Failure to supply statistics as to certain food products.

Failure on the part of any person, persons, firm or corporation to supply the State Veterinarian, without undue delay, with the true and correct information in regard to the statistics as to certain food products

referred

to

in

section

42-405,

be a misdemeanor. (Acts

shall

1914,

pp. 148, 151.)

42-9908. Violation of law and regulations as to sanitary condition of

slaughter houses, dairies,

etc.

—Any

person, firm or corporation violat-

ing any of the provisions of sections 42-401 to 42-406, in regard to the
sanitary condition of slaughter houses, dairies,

etc.,

or the rules and

regulations promulgated by authority of same, shall be guilty of a mis-

demeanor.
in

Violations of said sections shall be tried without undue delay

any court

of

competent jurisdiction.

(Acts 1914,

p. 134.)

42-9909. (559 P. C.) Sale of oleomargarine without notice.
ufacturer, merchant, shopkeeper, or other person
for sale the product

marking, or labeling
the

known
it

meanor.

article is

(Acts 1882-3,

expose

manner and conspicuous place with

so as to be easily observed by persons offer-

ing to purchase, and also without

purchase that the

shall sell or

as "oleomargarine," without first branding,

in a legible

word "oleomargarine, "

who

—Any man-

first

informing the person offering to

oleomargarine, shall be guilty of a misde-

p. 124.)

§
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42-9910.

(560 P. C.) Failure to notify guests of hotels, etc., of use of
oleomargarine. If the proprietor, keeper, or manager of any hotel, inn,

—

restaurant, or house of public entertainment shall

knowingly furnish,

permit to be offered, furnished, or set before, his
guests the article known as "oleomargarine,'' without first putting his
guests on notice by posting in conspicuous places in the dining room,
oilier rooms where the quests of such house are accustomed to take
meals, and in the private rooms of the guests, notices that may be easily
"This house
observed and read by the guests, in the following words
uses oleomorgarine, and also by printing said notice on their bills of
fare when bills of fare are used by such house, he shall be guilty of a misoffer, or set before, or

:

,,

demeanor.

(Acts 1SS2-3,

p. 124.)

42-9911. Misbranding certain white

or distributor

who

shall sell, or offer or

wheat

flour.

expose for

—Any

sale,

manufacturer
any white wheat

denned by the United States Department of Agriculture, containing more than one-half of one per centum of ash, without marking
the same as required by section 42-305, shall be guilty of misbranding
such flour, and shall, on conviction, be punished as provided by section
flour, as

(Acts 1933,

42-9901.

p. 283.)

Punishment of dealer in milk products, measuring bottles,
failure to comply with law.
Any dealer who uses, for the pur-

42-9912.
etc.,

for

—

pose of determining the per cent, of milk fat in milk or milk products,
any bottles or pipettes that do not comply with the provisions of section 42-507, relating to such articles, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
(Acts 1929, pp. 280, 284.)

—

law relating to dairies and dairy products. Any
person, firm or corporation, and any officer, agent, representative, servant or employee of such person, firm or corporation who shall violate any
of the provisions of Chapter 42-5, regulating dairies and dairy products,
shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and his or their permit or license shall
be subject to suspension or cancellation by the State Veterinarian. Upon
conviction the offender shall be punished by a fine of not less than $25
nor more than $500 for each offense. (Acts 1929, p. 280.)
42-9913. Violation of

42-9914. Violation of milk
tion

who

any provision

—Any person, firm, or corpora-

Chapter 42-6, relating to the disof milk containing milk powder, shall be guilty of a mis-

shall violate

tribution, etc.,

powder law.

demeanor. (Acts 1931, Extra.

of

Sess., pp. 61, 62.)

42-9915. (457 P. C.) Selling, etc., poisons without proper label, etc.

—

Any

person violating the provisions of Chapter 42-7, relating to the sale,
etc., of poisons, opium, etc., shall be punished as for a misdemeanor.
(Acts 1876, p. 24).
42-9916. (458 P. C.) Failure to properly

wrap and

label morphine.

—

any druggist, or other dealer in drugs and medicines, shall sell or offer
for sale any sulphate or other preparations of morphine in a bottle, vial,
envelope, or other package, unless it shall be wrapped in a scarlet paper
or envelope, and unless the bottle or vial also shall have on it a scarlet
If

label, lettered in

white

letters, plainly

naming the contents

of the bottle
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misdemeanor

§ 42-9917

(Acta 1884-5,

p.

134; 1895,

p. 63.)

— Any

person who
shall violate any of the provisions of sections 42-704 and 42-705, on the
subject of the traffic in and the sale of narcotic drugs, shall be guilty of
42-9917. (459 P. C.) Narcotic drugs, illegal sale

a misdemeanor.

(Acts 1907,

p. 121.)

FORCIBLE ENTRY AND DETAINER:
Punishment, Chapter 26-31; Title

FOREIGN CORPORATIONS:
22-15, 22-16.

of.

See Title 26, Crimes and
Chapter 105-17.

105, Torts,

See Title 22, Corporations, Chapters

TITLE

43.

FORESTRY AND GEOLOGY.
Chap.
43-

1.

43-

2.

43-

3.

43-

4.

Sec.

43-99.

Department of Forestry and Geological Development
Forestry and State Forester
State Geologist
Phosphates and gold

43-101

Crimes

43-9901

43-201

43-301
43-401

CROSS-REFERENCES.
Horticulture and pomology: See Title 5, Agriculture, Chapters 5-7 to 5-9.
Rights of way for mining operations: See Title 83, Private Ways, Chapter 83-2.
Unlawful mining: See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment, Chapter 26-32.

CHAPTER

DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY AND

43-1.

GEOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT.
Sec.

Sec.
43-101.
43-102.

Creation; direction
mission.
State

Commission

Com-

by

43-103.

Duty

Commission to inquire
and report upon geological and forest conditions.
Duties and powers of the Deof

into

of Forestry

and Geological Development;

43-104.

creation, qualifications, meetings, secretary, compensation,

partment; Federal funds,

and expenses.
43-101. Creation; direction

by Commission.

—There

is

hereby created

and Geological Development, to consist of a
consolidation of the Forestry and Geology Departments; said Department of Forestry and Geological Development shall be under the direction of a Commission, as hereinafter provided. (Acts 1931, pp. 7, 12.)

a

Department

of Forestry

Editorial Note.— The Reorganization Act of 1931 (Acts 1931, pp. 7, 13) abolished the State Board of Forestry and the Advisory Board to the State Geologist
and vested their powers, etc., in the Department of Forestry and Geological Development. The latter part of the above section provided that "the present State
Forester shall serve as State Forester until Jan. 1, 1936, at an annual salary of
The Geological Division shall be in charge of a State
$4,500, payable monthly.
Geologist; the present State Geologist shall serve as State Geologist hereunder
until Jan. 1, 1936, at an annual salary of $4,500 payable monthly."

43-102. State

Commission

of Forestry

and Geological Development;
and expenses.

creation, qualifications, meetings, secretary, compensation,

— There

hereby created a commission to be known as the State Commission of Forestry and Geological Development, to consist of six members, who shall be appointed by the Governor for terms of six years and
upon the expiration of the respective terms of such members, the Govis

ernor shall appoint successors to serve for a period of six years.
Governor shall be chairman and president of said Commission.
cancies shall be

filled

constituted shall be

for the unexpired term.

composed

of the

The
Va-

The Commission thus

Governor and

six citizens,

and as

Forestry and Geology.
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far as possible all appointees shall be selected with reference to

knowledge

of

and interest

in the

production and use

<>\

t\

forests and

mineral products in the industries of the State, and due consideration
shall be given to the membership with reference to geographical \<
tion.
The meetings of the Commission shall be held quarterly at the
State capitol, and at such other times and places as may be directed in
writing by the president. The board shall have a secretary, who shall

be either the State Forester or State Geologist, to be designated by the

The members

Commission

no compensation for their services as such, but they shall be reimbursed for
their reasonable expenses while in attendance upon the meetings of
Commission, out of the funds appropriated by the legislature, upon the
certificate of the secretary of the Commission when approved by the
Governor. (Acts 1931, pp. 7, 12.)

Commission.

of said

shall receive

-

Duty

and report upon geological and forest conditions.
It shall be the duty of the Commission, in
conjunction with the State Forester and State Geologist, to inquire into
and make public reports upon the geological and forest conditions in
Georgia, including economic and industrial surveys, soils, minerals, effects of erosion, and water power and flood control. These reports shall
be made to the Governor and shall be given such distribution as the Commission directs. It shall be the duty of the Commission to report to each
regular session of the General Assembly and make such recommenda43-103.

of

Commission

to inquire into

—

tions therein as

it

may deem

advisable.

(Acts 1931, pp.

7,

13.)

—

and powers of the Department; Federal funds. It shall
be the duty of the Department to encourage the development of new
markets for Georgia forest and geological products, and use its efforts
The Commission may receive
to bring new industries into the State.
Department,
and expend the same under
gifts or donations made to the
the terms of such gifts or donations, and may do special research work
in wood-pulp and cellulose within the State, as funds may become available. The Commission shall be the designated agency to expend, through
the Department, all Federal-aid funds available under the Clark-McNary
law for fire prevention and nursery work [16 U. S. C. A., § 565; c. 119,
43-104. Duties

44 Stat. 242]. (Acts 1931, pp.

CHAPTER

7, 14.)

FORESTRY AND STATE FORESTER.

43-2.

Sec.

Sec.

43-201.

and

43-205.

Acquisition of forest land and
acceptance of gifts; reserva-

to give advice, aid, etc.,

43 on<
206

-r^.

.„ ;L-_

43-202.

Policy

—

of

reforestation

timber culture.

Duty

.

,

.

tion of

.,

to landowners.

™*
43-203.
a*

rs

•

-1

.ilicense or privilege
Occupation,
Forestry
fund. Surplus
tax

.,,

"

-

43-207.

funds.
43-204.

Reports by State Commission
of Forestry and Geological
Development.

43-201. Policy of reforestation

43-208.

and timber

mining

rights.

,

m
Fire ControL

Forester; appointment,
removal,
qualifications,
dutj eSj officej bondj and com .
pensation.
Deputy forest wardens: authority, duties, compensation, and
State

terms of
culture.

—

office; arrests.

It is the

declared

policy of this State to encourage reforestation of cut-over lands, and

;

§

Forestry and Geology.

45-202

timber culture generally, on
other purposes.
43-202.

Duty

all
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lands not better suited for farming or

(^Acts 1925, p. 203.)

to give advice, aid, etc., to landowners.

—The State Com-

mission of Forestry and Geological Development shall give such advice,

and cooperation as

may

be practicable to Georgia landowners and forest users when requested, and promote, so far as it may
be able, a proper appreciation among all classes of the population of
the benefits to be derived from forest culture and preservation. (Acts
1925, p. 201; 1931, pp. 7, 13.)
aid. assistance,

43-203. Occupation, license or privilege tax.

Forestry fund. Surplus
funds.
Occupation, license or privilege taxes required of persons or corporations engaging in any business dealing with timber or other products
from the forests of this State shall be separately reported by the official
collecting the same and when paid into the treasury shall be kept in a
separate fund to be known as the State Forestry Fund, and the same
shall be used for the administration of this law and the payment of the
appropriations herein made. All moneys going into said fund are hereb)r
appropriated to the State Commission of Forestry and Geological Development for the purpose of administering this law: Provided, however, that any sums so allocated for any one calendar year not used by

—

such year shall revert to and become a part of
the general funds in the State treasury and thereby become available
for payment of other appropriations. (Acts 1925, pp. 203, 204; 1931,
the said

pp.

Commission

in

7, 13.)

Cross-reference.

—Taxes

43-204. Reports

upon dealers

in

lumber,

by State Commission

see

etc.,

§

92-901.

and Geological Development. It shall be the duty of the State Commission of Forestry
and Geological Development to inquire into and make an annual report
upon forest conditions, with reference to preservation of forests, the
effect of the destruction of forests upon the general welfare and all other
matters pertaining to the subject of forestry and tree growth, including
recommendations to the public generally as to reforestation and approved methods of lumbering and turpentining. This report shall be
made to the Governor and shall be given such distribution as the Com-

—

mission, in

its

discretion,

may

of Forestry

think feasible.

It shall further

be the

duty of said Commission to report to each regular session of the General

Assembly the

result of its investigations

sary legislation with reference to forestry,

other duties as
1931, pp.

may

be imposed upon

it

if

and

to

recommend

neces-

any, and to perform such

by laws.

(Acts 1925,

p.

201

7, 13.)

and acceptance of gifts; reservation
of mining rights.
The Governor is authorized upon the recommendation of the State Commission of Forestry and Geological Development to
acquire forest land by purchase approved by an Act of the General Assembly and to accept gifts of land to the State, the same to be held and
administered by the Commission as State forests and to be used to demonstrate the practical utility of timber culture. Such gifts shall be absolute, except the mineral and mining rights over and under said lands
(but no reservation of any timber in connection therewith) may be re43-205. Acquisition of forest land

—

Forestry and Geology*.
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§

43-206

served, and except for a stipulation that they shall be held and administered as State forests;

and the Attorney General

hereby directed to
see that all deeds of gift or other grants of land mentioned above are
properly executed and convey good title before the gift is accepted.
(Acts 1925, p. 202; 1931, pp. 7, 13.)
43-206. Fire control.

—The State Commission

is

of Forestry

and Geologi-

Development shall have power to take action such as may be
able and profitable to prevent and suppress forest fires, to enforce any
and all forest fire laws, and may, with the approval of the Governor, apcal

:

ply such parts of the forestry fund as

may

be necessary for such purp<

and to provide for such fire control as it may establish, either independently or in cooperation with the Federal Government. (Acts 1925,
202; 1931, pp.

p.

7, 13.)

43-207. State Forester; appointment, removal, qualifications,

duties,

—

and compensation. The State Forester shall be appointed by the Governor after nomination by the State Commission of Forestry and Geological Development, and shall be a technically trained forester with at least two years' experience in technical
and administrative work. He shall be charged with the duty of enforcing the provisions of this law, and shall perform all other duties that
may be designated by the State Commission of Forestry and Geological
Development. He shall be provided with an office at a point in Atlanta
to be fixed by the Commission, the furnishings of such office to be paid
for upon the requisition of the secretary of the Commission with the approval of the Governor. The Commission shall fix the compensation
and bond of the State Forester, subject to the approval of the Governor.
The Governor shall remove the State Forester upon a majority vote of
the members of the Commission. (Acts 1925, p. 202; 1931, pp. 7, 13.)
office,

bond,

Deputy

wardens; authority, duties, compensation, and
term of office; arrests. All sheriffs, deputy sheriffs, constables, marshals,
farm demonstrators and such other persons as may be willing to serve
without compensation, and who may be appointed by the Governor, are
hereby declared to be deputy forest wardens and it shall be their duty to
report to the State Commission of Forestry and Geological Development
and to the solicitor of the county and circuit in which the same occur
any violations of any provisions of this law. Upon the appointment of
such persons as aforesaid there shall be issued to each of them by the
Governor a commission, for such term as the Commission may determine,
clothing said deputy forest wardens with the authority to enforce the
provisions of this law as herein provided and to make summary arrests
for violations of the fire laws as contained in sections 26-3o01 and
26-3602, and in case of such arrests such deputy forest wardens shall
immediately deliver the arrested parties to the custody of the sheriff of
the county wherein the offense was committed. (Acts 1925, p. 203; 1931,
43-208.

forest

—

pp.

7, 13.)

—Firing or burning
Note. — Section 21 of the

Cross-reference.

woods, see

§§ 26-3601, 26-3602, 26-7704.

Reorganization Act (Acts 1931, pp. 7, 13)
Editorial
abolished the State Board of Forestry and transferred the powers, etc., thereof to
the Department of Forestry and Geological Development. It also abolished the
officers appointed under such Board.
See § 43-101.

Forestry and Geology.

§ 43-301
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CHAPTER 43-3. STATE GEOLOGIST.
Sec.

Sec.

43-301.

43-307.

State

Geologist;

qualirications,

43-301
503.

43-304.

by State Geol-

of

by

expenses

Commission.

employment

43 _ 309

Specialists,

43.310.

When

topographers

43-311.

be published.
Maps of surveys of State prop-

Supervision of work of survey
by State Geologist; report.

43-312.

Salaries

Survey of watercourses,

lakes,

-

Employment

43-301.
fice.

Supervision

43-308.

Duties of Geologist, in general.

and
4o-306.

Special surveys
ogist.

Assistant State geologists.

etc

43-305.

appointment,

office.

of

drivers.

results

of.

of surveys

may

erty.

(1963, 1972)

of

Geologist and as-

sistants.

State Geologist; appointment, qualifications, of-

— The State Geologist shall be appointed by the Governor after nomi-

nation by the State Commission of Forestry and Geological Develop-

He

have a thorough, scientific, and practical knowledge of
the science of geology and minerology, and shall not be connected with
any school or college as an instructor. The office of the State Geologist
shall be at the seat of Government. The Governor shall remove the State
Geologist upon a majority vote of the members of the Commission. (Acts

ment.

shall

1889, p. 18; 1931, pp. 7, 13.)

—

Cross-references.
Employment of geologist, see § S-107, 11 5. Duty of Commissioner of Immigration to collect information as to mineral and geological resources, see § 5-110. Duty of Commissioner of Agriculture to prepare handbook
describing geological formation of various counties, see § 5-107, If 1.
Commissioner of Agriculture as ex-officio Commissioner of Immigration, see § 5-109.
Editorial Note.

43-302.

—See

note under

§

43-101.

(1966) Assistant State geologists.

—Two

competent assistant
State geologists shall be chosen by the State Geologist, who may remove
them at any time for incompetency, inefficiency, or misconduct. As
soon as a general outline of a geological survey of the entire State shall
have been made, the State Geologist shall divide up the work between
himself and his assistants in such way as shall be to the State's best interest, and under his direction and control the corps shall proceed to
make a careful and complete geological, mineralogical, and physical survey of the State to enter upon record, to be kept for that purpose in his
office, an accurate statement of the extent of all water powers, roads,
springs, and water courses, and the climate, topography, and general
physical character of the country, and locate the belts of ores, useful
minerals, and building materials; to report characteristics and composition of soils, and the deposits of marls and phosphates; to collect, analyze, and classify specimens of minerals, rocks, ores, fossils and soils,
and enter the same on record; to cause to be preserved in a museum
specimens illustrating the geology, mineralogy, soils, and whatever else
;

may

be discovered in the mineral or geological resources of Georgia,
having scientific or economic value; and he shall make a report of the

survey of every county, accompanied with
trations. (Acts 1894, p. 112.)
Cross-reference.
c
5.
see § 5-107,

— Duty

of

all

necessary maps and

Commissioner of Agriculture

to

employ

illus-

geologist,

;

43-303.

H965) Duties

of Geologist, in general.

—

be the duty
of the State Geologist to give his attention to the administration of the
It shall

Forestry and Geology.
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§

43-309

survey; to visit all parts of the State, so as to make him
familiar with the needs of each section; to supervise the work of his
sistants, including all reports submitted by them for publication; to undertake such fieldwork as his time will permit, and to perform such other
affairs of the

(Acts 1894,

duties as properly pertain to his office.

p. 111.;

—

Survey of water courses, lakes, etc. The State Geologist shall make a survey of the water courses, ponds, lakes, and swamp
region of this State, and submit, in the report provided for, a topographical map showing the location, extent, means, and .plans of drainage, and
also an estimate of the cost of such drainage of the ponds, lakes, and
swamps. The State Geologist shall also make an estimate of the value
and extent of the lands to be reclaimed by such drainage. (Acts 1894,
43-304. (1967)

p. 113.)
•

43-305. (1968)

Employment

and

of topographers

drivers.

— The

State

may employ two competent topographers and four assistant
topographers and two drivers, or so many as may be necessary to carry
Geologist

out the purpose of this Chapter. (Acts 1894, pp. Ill, 113.)
43-306. (1969) Supervision of
port.

—The

State Geologist shall

work

by State Geologist; rehave supervision of the entire work of
of survey

the survey, and shall be responsible for the accuracy of the same.

It

duty of the State Geologist to make report to the State Commission of Forestry and Geological Development once in every three
months to wit, on the second Wednesdays in March, June, September,
and December of each year. (Acts 1894, pp. Ill, 113; 1931, pp. 7, 13.)
shall be the

—

—

by State Geologist. No individual,
firm, or corporation shall have the right to call upon or require the State
geologist to enter upon any special survey for his or their special benefit; but the survey shall proceed upon a settled plan for the benefit of the
public, and investors and developers in general. (Acts 1894, pp. Ill,
43-307. (1970) Special

survejrs

113.)

—

by Commission. The State
Commission of Forestry and Geological Development shall have the supervision of the money expenditures in the presecution of the work contemplated. The State Geologist shall make to the Commission monthly
43-308. (1971) Supervision of expenses

statements under oath, of

all

incidental expenses necessarily incurred by

himself and his assistants, accompanied by proper vouchers, in the dis-

charge of their labors.

The Commission

shall audit

such accounts, item

judgment may be
right. When an account shall be approved, the Governor shall draw his
warrant for the amount thereof. The Governor, with the advice and
consent of the Commission, may at any time suspend the field operaby item, and approve or

tions.

(Acts 1889,

reject the same, as in their

p. 18; 1931, pp. 7, 13.)

employment of.— The State Geologist, with
the consent of the State Commission of Forestry and Geological Development, may employ a specialist or specialists at any time. (Acts
43-309. (1974) Specialists,

1880-1, p. 129; 1889, p. 18; 1931, pp.

7,

13.)

$

Forestry and Geology.

43-310
43-310. (1975)

When

may

results of surveys
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be published.

— Neither

the State Geologist, nor his assistants shall disclose to any person, ex-

cept to the

owner

same shall
the report by the State Commission of

of the land, the result of a survey, until the

be made public by publication of
Forestry and Geological Development.
pp.

(Acts

1894,

113;

p.

1931,

7, 13.)

43-311.
ogist

(1976)

and

Maps

of surveys of State property.

—The

his assistants shall deposit in the office of the

State Geol-

Governor

all

maps, surveys, notes, or memoranda of surveys, when the surveys shall
have been completed, which maps, surveys, notes, and memoranda of
surveys are hereby declared to be the property of the State. (Acts
18S0-1, p. 129.)

—

and assistants. The salary of the
State Geologist shall be $4,500 per annum, and each assistant shall receive such salary per annum as shall be determined by the State Commission of Forestry and Geological Development on recommendation
43-312. (1973) Salaries of Geologist

of the State Geologist:

Provided, that each assistant shall not receive

more than $3,000 per annum.
pp.

(Acts 1902,

p.

96; 1925, p. .90;

1931,

7, 13.)

Editorial Note.

— See

note under

CHAPTER

43-4.

§

43-101.

PHOSPHATES AND GOLD.

Sec.
43-401.

Sec.

Rights of discoverers of phosphate deposits; licenses to

43-404.

Lapse

43.405.

Duties of purchasers

dig, etc.

43-402.
43-403.

of licenses.

of

gold

bullion.

License and other fees.
Affidavit and bond, filing by

43-406.

Ordinary to make annual

re-

port.

licensees.

43-401. (1977) Rights of discoverers of phosphate deposits; licenses to

—Whenever

any person

phosphate rock or phosphatic deposits in the navigable streams or waters of this State, or in
any public land on their banks or margins, and shall file with the Secretary of State notice of said discovery and a description of the location
thereof, he shall be entitled to receive from the Secretary of State a
license giving him or his assigns the exclusive right, for 10 years from
the date of said license, of digging, mining, and removing from the aforesaid location and from an area for a di.c+ ance of five miles in any or all
directions therefrom the phosphate rock and phosphatic deposits that
may be found therein Provided, that persons receiving or holding such
licenses shall in no way interfere with the free navigation of the streams
and waters, or the private rights of any citizen residing on or owning the
lands upon the banks of the said navigable rivers and waters
Provided,
that no person, natural or artificial, shall have the privilege of locating a
claim within 20 miles of any other claim for which he has received a
license, during the continuance of such license. (Acts 1884-5, p. 125.)

dig, etc.

shall discover

:

:

43-402. (1978) License

and other

— Licenses

be granted
upon the express condition that the grantees shall pay to the Treasurer
fees.

shall

\

.

Forestry and Geology.
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of this State the

sum

43-406

§

per ton for every ton of phosphat

of $1

and phosphatic deposit mined and rcaiovcd from said navigable ri
pay
11
and waters and the banks and margins thereof; said grant*
the Treasurer the sum of $100 as a license fee before commencing business under said license.

(Acts 1884-5,

43-403. (1979) Affidavit

and bond,

p. 125.)

filing

by

licensees.

mencing" operations, the holders of each of said

cause to be

filed

in the office of the State

— Before

comor

license

Treasurer, an affidavit and

bond in the penal sum of $20,000, approved by the Attorney General,
and conditioned that the said holders shall make true and faithful returns to said Treasurer, annually, on or before the

first

day

of October,

number of tons
phosphate rock and phosphatic deposits mined and removed by him
them from the beds of the navigable streams and waters and the banks
and oftener

if

required by the said Treasurer, of the

margins thereof, and

of

or

or

pay to the Treasurer, annually, on
the first day of October, $1 per ton for every ton of phosphate rock and
phosphatic deposits by him or them mined and removed from the beds of
the navigable streams and waters and the banks and margins thereof
shall punctually

during the year preceding.

(Acts 1884-5, pp. 125, 126.)

—

Lapse of licenses. Any license granted under the proChapter shall lapse and become void unless within three

43-404. (1980)

visions of this

years from the date of the license the privileges granted shall be utilized

and work

in

good

faith shall

be commenced.

(Acts 1884-5, pp. 125, 127.)

43-405. (1981) Duties of purchasers of gold bullion.

— Every

person

purchasing within this State, native gold, gold bullion, gold dust, gold

amalgam shall keep a register in a book of the date of
purchase, amount purchased, name of seller, and lands from which it
was obtained and every such purchaser shall file, on or by the first day
nuggets, or gold

;

of January, April, July,

and October

of each year,

with the ordinary of

the county of his residence, a copy of the register kept as aforesaid for
the previous quarter.
Cross-reference.

(Acts 1899,

— Punishment

p. 56.)

for violation, see

43-406. (1982) Ordinary to

make annual

§

43-9903.

report.

— Each ordinary

with

whom

such report shall have been filed shall make an annual report of
the same, by certified copy, on or by the 15th of January of each year,
to the State Geologist, who shall keep a record thereof, open for public
inspection.

(Acts 1899,

p. 66.)

CHAPTER

43-99.

CRIMES.

Sec.

Sec.

43-9901.

Digging ginseng.

43-9902.

Digging, cleansing, etc., phosphate rock or phosphatic deposits from beds of navigable streams.

43-9903.

Purchasers of native gold failin S t0 comply with law.

§

Forestry and Geology.

43-9901
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—

Digging ginseng. If any person shall dig ginseng, other than that which is cultivated, before the first day of September, he shall be punished as for a misdemeanor. (Acts 1868, p. 194.
43-9901. (778 P. C.)

Digging, cleansing, etc., phosphate rock or phosphatic deposits from beds of navigable streams. Any person, natural
or artificial, who, without first having obtained a license, and not en43-9902.

(201 P. C.)

—

ged in the prosecution of searches authorized by law, shall dig, mine,
remove, or cleanse phosphate rock or phosphatic deposits from the beds
g

banks and margins thereof,
be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts

of the navigable streams of this State, or the

when

the property of the State, shall

1884-5, p. 126.)

43-9903.

for

—

Punishment for unlawful mining,
misdemeanor, see § 27-2506.

Cross-references.

Punishment

see

§

26-3201,

(699 P. C.) Purchasers of native gold failing to

26-3202.

comply with

— Any

purchaser of native gold, gold bullion, gold dust, gold nuggets, or gold amalgam, who shall fail to comply with the provisions of
section 43-405, relating to such purchases, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1899, p. 66.)
law.

FORFEITURES: See Title 85, Property, Chapter 85-11.
FORGERY: See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment, Chapter 26-39.
FORMER JEOPARDY: See Title 1, Constitution of the United States,
§ 1-805

;

Title

2,

Constitution of the State of Georgia,

§ 2-108.

FORMER JUDGMENT OR RECOVERY:

See Title 3, Actions, Chapter 3-6; Title 110, Verdict and Judgment, Chapter 110-5.

FORNICATION: See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment, Chapter 26-58.
FRANCHISES: See Title 22, Corporations; Title 92, Public Revenue,
Chapter 92-23.

FRATERNAL BENEFICIARY ORDERS:

See Title

56,

Insurance,

Chapter 56-17.

FRATERNAL BENEFIT SOCIETIES:

See Title

56,

Insurance, Chap-

ter 56-16.

FRAUD AND DECEIT:

See Title 20, Contracts, Chapter 20-5; Title
Equity, Chapter 37-7; Title 96, Sales, Chapter 96-2; Title 105,
Torts, Chapter 105-3.
37,

FRAUDS, STATUTE OF:

See Title

FRAUDULENT CONVERSION:
ment, Chapter

20, Contracts,

See Title

26,

Chapter 20-4.

Crimes and Punish-

26-28.

FRAUDULENT CONVEYANCES:

See Title 28, Debtor and Creditor,

Chapters 28-2, 28-3.

FRAUDULENT SEIZURES:

See Title

26,

Crimes and Punishment,

Chapter 26-33.

FREIGHT,

carriage of: See Title 18, Carriers; Title 68,
Chapters 68-5 to 68-7.

FRUIT:

See Title

5,

Agriculture, Chapters 5-7, 5-8.

Motor Vehicles,

:

TITLE 44

FUGITIVES

FROM

JUSTICE.

Chap.

Sec.

Rules for granting requisitions
Expenses for returning fugitives from beyond limits of State
Arrest within this State and proceedings

44-1.

44-2.
44-3.

CHAPTER

44-301

Sec.

Rules to be observed by applicants for requisitions.

44-102.

Duty

44-103.

Fees of

44-101. (1357 P. C.) Rules to be observed
tions.

of Governor,
officers.

by applicants

for requisi-

— In addition to rules adopted by the Governor, the following rules

shall be

1.

44-201

RULES FOR GRANTING REQUISITIONS.

44-1.

Sec.
44-101.

him

44-101

observed as a condition precedent to obtaining a requisition by

for the extradition of

The

any fugitive from the

application for a requisition shall be

of this State

by a

made

solicitor general, solicitor of a

a city or county court, or the

and must show the

full

name

mayor

of

any

justice of this State
to the

Governor

county court, judge

city or

of the fugitive for

town

whom

of this State,

extradition

asked, the crime charged, the State or Territory to which he has
full

name

of

fled,

is

the

of the person suggested to act as agent of this State to receive

and convey said fugitive to this State, said agent in no case to be the
prosecutor; but the Governor may, in his discretion, appoint some other
suitable person as agent of this State to receive and convey the prisoner.
The application must also show that the ends of public justice require
that the fugitive shall be brought back to this State for trial, and that the
requisition is not wanted for the purpose of enforcing the collection of
a debt or for any private purpose whatever, but solely for the purpose of
a criminal prosecution as provided by law.
2.

The

cutor,

if

any, stating that the requisition

punishing the accused, and not in any
or to enforce the
3.

If

by the affidavit of the prosewanted for the sole purpose of

application shall be accompanied

payment

is

way

to collect a debt or

money

thereof.

the fugitive shall have been indicted,

two

certified copies of the

indictment or presentment shall be forwarded to the Governor with the
application.

have been preferred and an affidavit shall be
the basis of the requisition, it shall describe the crime committed, with
all the particularity required in an indictment, and two certified copies
4.

If

no indictment

of the affidavit shall

shall

accompany the

petition for the requisition.

(Acts

1884-5, p. 141.)
Cross-references.

— Delivery

tion of crime, see Const. U.
§§ 26-4505 to 26-4512.

of fugitives from justice to State having jurisdicArt. IV, Sec. 2, Par. 2 (§ 1-403).
Escapes, see

S.,

§

Fugitives from Justice.

44-102
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—

(1358P.C.) Duty of Governor. When application shall be
made as herein provided, and in accordance with other rules adopted by
the Governor, he shall make his requisition for the extradition of such
fugitive according to the provisions of the laws of the United States.
44-102.

(Acts 18S4-5.

1410

p.

—

Cross-reference. Delivery of fugitives from justice to State having jurisdiction
of crime, see Const. U. S., Art. IV, Sec. 2, Par. 2 (§ 1-403).

44-103.

(1359 P. C.) Fees of

officers.-

—The

cation shall be entitled to a fee of $5 for

making the applieach application on which a
solicitor

and to be

requisition shall issue, to be paid as other fees in said cases,

included in the

(Acts 1884-5,

bill of

which the

costs in the court in

trial

may

occur.

p. 142.)

Cross-reference.

— Fees

of solicitor general, see §§ 24-2904, 24-2906, 24-2910.

EXPENSES FOR RETURNING FUGITIVES
FROM BEYOND LIMITS OF STATE.

CHAPTER

44-2.

Sec.

Sec.

44-201.

Expense

by

authorized

ordi-

nary.

44-202.

Additional expense.

44-203.

How

far

Chapter applicable.

—

Expense authorized by ordinary. Before any expenses shall
be incurred by any officer or duly authorized agent of the State for
bringing back to the county where the crime was committed any fugitive
from the justice of this State, who may be beyond the limits of the State,
so as to become a charge upon any county where the crime was committed, the incurring of any such expense and the amount thereof shall be
first authorized by the ordinary, commissioners or other officers in charge
44-201.

of the fiscal affairs of the county.

44-202. Additional expense.

of not to

p. 123.)

—In addition to such expenses,

ized, there shall, in that event,

sum

(Acts 1914,

if

so author-

be payable out of the county treasury the

exceed $2 per day for each

officer or

agent necessary in

the opinion of such officers, to bring back such fugitives, while necessarily

engaged

44-203.

fugitives

in

How

such service. (Acts 1914,

far

Chapter applicable.

who may be

— See

CHAPTER

—This Chapter

shall not apply to

captured within the State, but laws applicable to

such fugitives shall remain in
Cross-reference.

p. 123.)

full force

and

effect.

(Acts 1914,

p. 123.)

Chapter following for "laws applicable."

44-3.

ARREST WITHIN THIS STATE AND
PROCEEDINGS.

Sec.
44-301.

Sec.

Fugitives

from foreign Coun-

44-304.

How

44-305.

Officers must execute warrants
for the arrest of fugitives.

tries.

44-302.

Fugitives from other States.

44-303.

When

Governor

shall
delivery of fugitives.

suspend

fugitives not demanded
shall be disposed of.

Fugitives from Justice.

1283

44-301. (1352 P. C.) Fugitives

from

§ 44-305

foreign

Countries.

—Whenever

there shall be found, within this State, a fugitive from justice from a foreign Country, and by the treaty stipulations of the United States such

person

is

to be surrendered

up to the authorities

of such foreign

Country

upon requisition from the proper officers, the Governor, by his warrant,
him to be arrested and delivered over to such officer.

shall cause

44-302. (1353 P. C.) Fugitives

from other

States.

—

It is

the duty of the

Governor, under his warrant, to cause to be arrested and delivered up to
the proper officers of any other State of the United States any fugitive

upon demand made of him by the Executive
of such other State in the manner prescribed by the laws and Constitution of the United States. If such fugitive shall have assumed another
name in this State, and the Governor shall be satisfied, by evidence under
from

justice

oath

filed in his office, of

from said

demanded, he

State,

the identity of such person with the fugitive

warrant for the

shall state the fact in his

When

Governor

arrest.

suspend delivery of fugitives.
If any person demanded as a fugitive from justice shall be, at
the time of such demand, under prosecution for an offense against the
laws of this State, the Governor shall suspend his delivery until the issue
shall be determined as to his guilt, and, if condemned, until he shall
have suffered the penalty of the law imposed.
44-303. (1354 P. C.)

—

shall

How fugitives

not demanded shall be disposed of.
When a person, charged with the commission of an offense in some
other State, shall flee into this State, and shall be pursued and caught,
or some person in this State, finding, shall arrest him, it is the duty of

—

44-304. (1355 P. C.)

the Governor, on oath of the commission of the offense and the identity

and

locality of the party, filed in his office, to issue his

warrant for his

and command his lodgment in any jail in this
State for as long as 20 days, and if, at their expiration, no formal demand shall have been made by the Governor of the State where the offense is alleged to have been committed, he shall be discharged from custody; but upon affidavit made before any proper officer of the commission of the offense, and of such intended application, the accused shall
be held under it five days.
arrest, as in other cases,

44-305. (1356 P. C.) Officers
fugitives.
it is

—When the Governor or other

the duty of the sheriffs,

execute

must execute warrants

it

when placed

for the arrest of

warrant of arrest,
their deputies, coroners, and constables to

in their

officer issues a

hands.

FUNGICIDES AND INSECTICIDES:

See Title

5,

Agriculture, Chap-

ter 5-15.

FUTURE DELIVERY,

contracts for: See Title 20, Contracts, Chapter

20-6.

GAMES,

taxation: See Title 92, Public Revenue, Chapter 92-6.

TITLE

45.

GAME AND
PART

FISH.

DEPARTMENT OF GAME AND

I.

FISH.

Chap.

Sec.

45-101

Organization, powers, duties, etc

45-1.

PART

II.

LICENSES.

Chap.

Sec.

In general

45-2.

45-201

PART

GAME BIRDS AND ANIMALS.

III.

Chap.

Sec.

In general

45-3.

45-301

PART

POSTING LAND AND REGISTRATION.

IV.

Chap.

Sec.

In general

45-4.

45-401

PAIVr V.

FISHING.

Chap.

Sec.

45-5.

In general

45-501

45-6.

Shad

45-601

45-7.

Terrapins and turtles
Cysteis, shrimp, and prawn

45-701

45-8.

45-801

CROSS-REFERENCES.
Deposits and increase on land:
Landowners' rights: See Title
Property in wild animals: See

See Title 85, Property, § 85-1704.
85, Property, §§ 85-1307, 85-1309.
Title 85, Property, § 85-1703.

—

Editorial Note. In this Title the numerous penal provisions have been so interthe civil regulations that it was thought best, for convenience and to
prevent many duplications, not to separate them as has been done generally.
There is therefore no Chapter 99, Crimes, at the end of this Title as there
in
most of the other Titles containing penal provisions.

woven with

^

1

PART
CHAPTER

I.

45-1.

DEPARTMENT OF GAME AND

ORGANIZATION, POWERS, DUTIES, ETC.
Sec.

Sec.
45-101.

...

,

FISH.

r

„

4^-102.

45-103.

-

Commissioner of Game and
Fish; appointment and term
^

°

l

f'~

.

.

Salary of Commissioner.
Commission and oath of
missioner.
Office of
lto ^

Commissioner

45-105.

Bond

Commissioner.

of

45-107.

Violation of certain regulations
f the Commissioner of
and Fish.

45 _ 108

^

in

General powers and duties of
Commissioner.

Com-

^

4o-104.

45-106.

cap-

Game

Commissioner's duty to seize
R ame unlawfully killed, etc.
Disposition of such game.
Service of criminal process.

Game am.

1285

Ii

§ 45-105

if.

Sec

Sec.

Rules and regulations govern-

45-109.

Chief inspector of coastal

45-118.

ing

catching, etc., of fish;
power of Commissioner to
make; effective date of
changes of regulations.

45-111.

Penalty for violation of preceding section or rules
adopted thereunder.
Hearings on proposed changes

45-112.

Accounts of Commissioner; au-

45-113.

Records

45-110.

of office.

45-119.

Bond

45-120.

Duties and functions of chief

45-121.

Game and

in regulations.

45-122.

diting.

45-123.

Commissioner;

of

place of keeping;
spection.

public

45-114.

Commissioner's seal of

45-115.

Bond and powers

45-124.

in-

office.

45-125.

patrolmen.
and
Game wardens.
Tidewater Georgia; definition;
powers and duties of Com-

inspector of coastal fisheries.
fish protection fund
and coastal fisheries fund;

moneys constituting.
Use and disposition of fund.
Moneys expended charge on
what fund.

Game

wardens,

deputies,

and

Number

of deputies limited.

45-126.

Duties of wardens; bonds.

45-127.

Disposition of fines. Reports by
clerk of court and fee there-

45-123.

Penalty for violating hunting,
fishing, or fur-bearing animal

for.

men, etc.
Tidewater inspectors to devote
entire time to service of

of

expenses.

of tidewater

missioner; inspectors, patrol45-117.

of chief inspector
coastal fisheries.

supervisor;
appointment;
number; compensation and

inspectors

45-116.

fish-

appointment and term

'•nV.s;

Com-

laws.

missioner; salaries.

Commissioner of Game and Fish; appointment and term of
office.
The Commissioner of Game and Fish shall be appointed by the
Governor for a term of four years. (Acts 1931, pp. 7, 14.)
45-101.

—

—

Editorial Note. This section is taken from § 25 of the Reorganization Act of
Prior to that Act, the Commissioner of Game and Fish was elected by the
State Board of Game and Fish for a term of four years, the first election being,
by a provision of Acts 1924, p. 102, on January 1, 1931. Section 25 of the 1931
Act, which abolished the State Board of Game and Fish and vested the functions
of that Board in the Commissioner of Game and Fish, provided that the Commissioner of Game and Fish then in office should serve out the term for which he
1931.

had been

elected.

Fish shall receive a salary of

moneys on hand
PP.

—The

Commissioner of Game and
$4,800 per annum, to be paid only from

45-102. Salary of Commissioner.

to the credit of the

game

protection fund.

(Acts 1931,

7, 14.)

Cross-reference.

— Game

and

fish

protection fund, see

§

45-121 et seq.

—

Commission and oath of Commissioner. The Governor shall
issue a commission to the Commissioner of Game and Fish who shall
qualify by taking the oath required of other officers of the State. (Acts
45-103.

1924, p. 101; 1931, pp. 7, 14.)
Cross-reference.

— Other oath

required of officers, see § 89-302.

—

Editorial Note. This provision, modified to conform to § 25 of the Reorganization Act of 1931 (Acts 1931, p. 7, § 25), abolishing the State Board of Game and
Fish, was retained from Acts 1924, p. 101.

—

Commissioner in capitol. The Governor shall prothe Commissioner of Game and Fish in the State cap-

45-104. Office of

vide an office for
itol.

(Acts 1924,

45-105.

Bond

shall give a

p. 102.)

of Commissioner.

bond

good and solvent

—The Commissioner of Game and Fish

sum of $10,000, payable to the Governor, in some
surety company to be approved by the Secretary of

in the

State, for the faithful

performance of the duties of his

office

and a proper

;

§

Game and

45-106

1286

Fish.

sioner.

moneys that may come into his hands as such CommisThe premium on such bond shall be paid out of the State game

and

protection fund.

accounting for
fish

all

Cross-reference.

— Game

and

(Acts 1924,
fish

p. 102.)

protection fund, see § 45-121 et seq.

—

powers and duties of Commissioner. The Commissioner of Game and Fish shall see that all laws for the protection, propagation and preservation of game animals or birds and fish in the State
are observed, and that the violations thereof are promptly and speedily
prosecuted. He shall be responsible for the conduct of all officers and
employees of his office. He is authorized to make the necessary rules
and regulations to carry into effect the game and fish laws of this State
to introduce into this State desirable species of birds, fish, and game, and
fur-bearing animals and to cause them to be distributed in such locali45-106. General

may

be best suited to their habits to establish hatcheries for the
propagating
purpose of
fish to be distributed in the various streams of
this State, and to adopt rules and regulations concerning the operation
and management of such game preserves and fish hatcheries; to set aside
or close, with the consent of the landowners, areas for use as game pre:serves or refuges and to prescribe the time, methods, and conditions for
hunting in such areas Provided, that when such preserves shall be reopened for hunting they shall be for the common use of all the people
of the State for hunting in compliance with the game laws and to adopt
any other rule or regulation having for its purpose the conservation and
propagation of the fish and game of this State: Provided, that none of
the rules and regulations shall in any wise conflict with the established
laws and Provided, that all moneys used for the purpose of carrying
out any of the powers vested by this section shall be drawn from the
moneys actually on hand to the credit of the game protection fund and
shall in no event be a charge upon the general treasury of the State.
ties as

;

:

;

;

(Acts 1924,

p.

102; 1925, pp. 302, 308; 1925, p. 339; 1931, pp.

Cross-reference.

—Duties

as to tidewater Georgia, see

45-107. Violation of certain regulations of the

—

§

7, 14.)

45-116.

Commissioner

of

Game

and Fish. Any person who shall violate any rule or regulation duly
adopted by the Commissioner of Game and Fish pursuant to the provisions of section 45-106 shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and fined not
less than $25 nor more than $200 and all costs of court, or sentenced to
work on the public works for not less than 30 days nor more than 90
days, or to imprisonment in the common jail for not less than 30 days
nor more than 90 days, either or all of said punishments in the discretion
of the court.

(Acts 1925, pp. 302, 309; 1931, pp.

45-108. Commissioner's duty to seize

7, 14.)

game unlawfully

position of such game. Service of criminal process.
of the

Commissioner

—

killed, etc.

It shall

Dis-

be the duty

Game and

Fish to seize or cause to be seized,
game birds or other birds, animals, and fish caught or killed at any time
in any manner, or which have been shipped, contrary to the provisions
of this law.

of

Such game or

fish so seized shall

be donated to some chari-

table institution in this State, except live birds, animals, or fish, which

He

with the State game wardens and deputy
State game wardens be authorized to serve all criminal processes for

shall be liberated.

shall

1

Game and

1287

Fish.

§ 45- 1

1

violations of this law which could be served by the sheriffs and constables.

(Acts 1911, pp. 137, 138; 1931, pp. 173, 174.;

and regulations governing catching, etc., of fi::h; power
of Commissioner to make; effective date of changes of regulations.
The Commissioner of Game and Pi\sh is hereby authorized to reguli
45-109. Rules

—

prohibit or restrict in time, place, character or dimensions, the use Oi
nets, appliances, apparatus

all

means employed

in

taking or killing

which the various species may be taken in the several waters of this State, and to prescribe the minimum sizes of fish, oysters and other seafood which may
be taken in the said several waters, or which may be bought, sold or
in possession by any firm, person or corporation to prescribe and adopt
forms of leases and applications therefor and forms of reports and applications provided for by this law; to purchase and hold for and in the
name of the State such boats and other equipment as may be necessary to
carry on the work of his office; to open or close certain designated lands
or waters for hunting or taking fish and oysters when the same is necessary for the conservation of the supply; to employ surveyors and other
help that may. be necessary for the purpose of surveying any of the
oyster lands in tidewater Georgia to be leased under the provisions of
this law. All of such regulations after being published once a week for
four consecutive weeks in some newspaper of general circulation in one
fish or

any kind

and

of seafood; to regulate the season during

1

;

of the tidewater counties shall be recorded in the records of the

Com-

missioner and shall be of equal force and effect with the provisions of
The Commissioner shall have power and authority to make
this law.

such rules regulating the shipment and transportation of fish, oysters,
clams, crabs, escallops and other water products as he may deem necesIn making regulations the Commissioner shall give due weight
sary.
and consideration to all the factors which will affect the right of any individual or a present investment in fisheries, and no change in the existing rules and regulations which, if it should go into effect immediately,
would tend to cause persons to sustain loss of their property shall go
into effect until one year from the date the change has been made by
the Commissioner. (Acts 1924, p. 112; 1931, pp. 7, 14.)
45-110. Penalty for violation of preceding section or rules adepted

thereunder.

—Any

person

who

shall violate the provisions

of

45-109 or any of the rules and regulations promulgated by the

section

Commis-

Game and

Fish pursuant thereto shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction shall be fined or imprisoned at the discretion of the court. (Acts 1924, p. 112; 1931, pp. 7, 14.)
sioner of

45-111. Hearings on proposed changes in regulations.
tion signed

by

five or

more voters

of the district or

—When

a peti-

community which
with the Commis-

by the proposed changes shall be filed
sioner of Game and Fish, they may be heard regarding the change. The
Commissioner shall in that event designate by advertisement for a period
of 30 days at the courthouse and three other public places in the county
and also by publication in a newspaper in the said county once a week
for two consecutive weeks a place at which the Commissioner shall appear and hear argument for and against said changes, and may ratify,
will be affected

g

Game and

45-112

rescind or alter the previous order as

(Acts 1924,

p.

113; 1931, pp.

1288

Fisit.

may seem

just in the premises.

7, 14.)

—

Commissioner; auditing. The Commissioner of
Game and Fish shall keep a public record, correctly disclosing all moneys
received and expended by him and all such other information as may be
necessary or proper in the conduct of the affairs and business of his
The books and accounts of the Commissioner shall be audited in
office.
the same way as other books and accounts of the other departments of
45-112.

Accounts

of

the State are audited.
Cross-reference.

(Acts 1924,

— Department

p.

of audits

104; 1931, pp.

7, 14.)

and accounts, see

§

40-1801 et seq.

Commissioner; place of keeping; public inspection.
The Commissioner of Game and Fish shall keep a record of all his acts
and doings in a minute book provided for such purpose, and shall keep
his records in his office in the State capitol, and they shall be open to
45-113. Records of

—

public inspection like the other records of this State.
1931, pp.

(Acts 1924,

102;

7, 14.)

45-114. Commissioner's seal of office.

—The

Commissioner

shall

and keep a seal of office which shall be used to authenticate
and documents issued and executed by him as such
p.

p.

104; 1931, pp.

officer.

all

have

papers

(Acts 1924,

7, 14.)

—

Editorial Note. Prior to Acts 1931, pp. 7, 14, the above section applied to the
tidewater commissioner. See note under § 45-116.

45-115.

wardens.

Bond and powers

of tidewater inspectors

and patrolmen. Game

— Before entering upon the discharge of his

official

tidewater inspector and patrolman shall give bond in the

duties each

sum

of $1,000,

payable to the Governor, with sufficient security, to be approved by the
ordinary of the county of his residence, conditioned that he will well and
truly account for and legally apply all moneys which may come into his
hands in his official capacity, and pay all judgments rendered against said
inspector or patrolman for malicious prosecutions or for unlawful search
or imprisonment, and that he will faithfully perform all the duties enjoined upon him by law. The State game wardens, the tidewater inspectors and the tidewater patrolmen shall be vested with all the pow-

and authority formerly vested by law in the game and fish wardens,
and also in the sheriffs and constables, for the protection of game and
The tidewater inspector shall exercise all the
shellfish and the forests.
powers and perform all the duties of game and fish wardens in the tideers

water counties.
Editorial Note.

game and

fish

(Acts 1924,

— Section

1

p.

112; 1931, p. 173.)

of Acts 1931, p. 173, abolished the offices of county

warden and deputy county game and

fish

warden.

Tidewater Georgia; definition; powers and duties of Commissioner; inspectors, patrolmen, etc.
The Commissioner of Game and Fish
shall have charge, control and management of the protection, propagation and distribution of food or game fish, shellfish and Crustacea in the
following counties, to wit: Chatham, Bryan, Liberty, Mcintosh, Glynn
and Camden, which shall be known as tidewater Georgia; he shall have
the conduct, control and management of all hatching and biological stations owned and operated, or that are hereafter acquired by the State in
such counties; he shall have charge of the enforcement of all laws for
45-116.

—

;

Game and

1289

§45-121

Fjsii.

and Crustacea, and land-, under water which
shall be or have been designated, surveyed and mapped out pursuant to
law, as oyster beds or bottom or shellfish grounds; the power to grant
leases of lands for shellfish culture according to law, and to grant
licenses where the same are prescribed by law; also power to employ
inspectors, patrolmen and other helpers in tidewater Georgia. (Acts V/Z4,

the protection of

p.

fish, shellfish

104; 1931, pp.

7, 14.)

—

Editorial Note. The Reorganization Act (Acts 1931, pp. 7, 14) abolished the
State Board of Game and Fish and the office of Tidewater Commissioner and
vested the Commissioner of Game and Fish with the powers, duties, and functions
of such Board and Tidewater Commissioner and provided for the appointment of
a chief inspector of coastal fisheries (Acts 1931, pp. 7, 15, § 25). See S§ 45 118
to 45-120. The duties of the Commissioner of Game and Fish prescribed by the
above section are those formerly prescribed for the Tidewater Commissioner.
The duties of the chief inspector of coastal fisheries are prescribed by § 45-120.

45-117. Tidewater inspectors to devote entire time to service of

missioner; salaries.

—The

tidewater inspectors employed pursuant to

section 45-116 shall devote their entire time to the service of the

missioner of

Game and

Fish.

exceed $1,800 per annum.

The

—The

Commissioner

spector of coastal fisheries
sioner.

His salary

Com-

salary of no tidewater inspector shall

(Acts 1924,

p.

104; 1931, pp.

Game and Fish
who shall serve at
of

7, 14.)

appointment and term of

45-118. Chief inspector of coastal fisheries;
office.

Com-

shall appoint a chief in-

the will of the

shall not exceed $1,800 per

annum.

Commis-

(Acts 1931,

PP. 7, 14.)

—

Editorial Note. Section 25 of the Reorganization Act of 1931, from which the
above section is taken, provided that the chief inspector of coastal fisheries should
be one of the inspectors appointed by the Tidewater Commissioner, as provided
by Acts 1924, p. 104 (§ 45-116).

45-119.

Bond

of chief inspector of coastal fisheries.

spector of coastal fisheries shall give bond in

—The

chief in-

some solvent surety com-

approved by the Game and Fish Commissioner, in the sum of
$10,000, for the faithful performance of the duties of his office and the
proper accounting of all moneys that may come into his hand as chief
inspector of coastal fisheries, the premium on such bond to be paid from

pany

to be

the coastal fisheries fund. (Acts 1931, pp.
45-120. Duties

The

and functions

7,

14.)

of chief inspector of coastal fisheries.

—

under the supervision and direcand Fish, shall have charge of the

chief inspector of coastal fisheries,

tion of the

Commissioner

of

Game

laws for the protection of

enforcement of

all

(Acts 1931, pp.

7, 14.)

and Crustacea
in tidewater Georgia, and shall perform such other duties and functions
as may be delegated to him by the Commissioner of Game and Fish.

45-121.

moneys

Game and

fish

—All

fish, shellfish

protection fund and coastal fisheries fund;

moneys

from hunting
licenses, fines for violating hunting laws and other receipts derived from
the enforcement of the laws pertaining to game and fresh water fishing
shall be kept in a fund to be known as the game and fish protection fund
and all moneys derived from boat licenses, salt-water fishing, tax on seafoods, fines, forfeitures, leases or other sources from tidewater Georgia
constituting.

collected or derived

Game and

§45-122
shall be kept in a separate

fund.

(Acts 1924,

Fish.

1290

fund to be known as the coastal

fisheries

p. 115.)

—

Use and disposition of fund. The game and fish protection
fund shall be used for the payment of the salary and expenses of the
Commissioner of Game and Fish, the salaries and expenses of inspectors,
wardens and deputies, and for the conservation and propagation of game
and fish in Georgia Provided, that such salaries and other expenses
shall not be payable out of any fund other than the game and fish protection fund. All such moneys not used for this purpose shall be paid
45-122.

:

over to the State Treasurer for the benefit of the

provided by law.

The

common

schools as

coastal fisheries fund shall be used to defray the

expenses of the Commissioner in tidewater Georgia and for the propropagation and distribution of seafood during the

tection,

first

year in

which received and the following fiscal year, and at the end of said fiscal
year the surplus remaining shall be paid over to the State Treasurer for
the benefit of the

307; 1931, pp.

common

school fund.

(Acts 1924,

p. 115; 1925, pp. 302,

7, 14.)

—

Editorial Note. Section 32 of Acts 1924, pp. 101, 115, provided that the game
fish protection fund should be used for certain specified purposes "and all
other legally authorized expenses for the year in which same is collected and the
following fiscal year, and at the end of said following fiscal year the surplus, if
any, shall be paid over to the State Treasurer for the benefit of the common
schools of Georgia." Apparently this explains the expression "as provided by
law'' used in the above section.

and

Acts 1911, pp. 137, 145, provided that all moneys arising from the provisions of
that Act should be deposited in the State Treasury to the credit of the game protection fund, and that said fund should not be drawn upon nor used for any purpose save such as was designated in that Act.

Moneys expended charge on what

45-123.

fund.

—No

moneys

ex-

pended pursuant to any of the provisions of the preceding section shall
be a charge upon the general fund, but all of such moneys so expended
shall be drawn from any amount actually on hand to the credit of the
game and fish protection fund. (Acts 1925, p. 309.)

Game

wardens, deputies, and supervisor; appointment; number; compensation and expenses. The Commissioner of Game and Fish
45-124.

—

have authority to employ such number of assistants as in his judgment is necessary to adequately enforce the game, fish, and fur-bearing
animal laws of this State, such assistants to be known as State game
wardens, whose compensation shall be fixed by the Commissioner of
shall

Game and

Fish, but in no case shall the salary of

any warden exceed

$1,800 per annum, nor shall his actual traveling expenses exceed $100

per month.

He

shall also

wardens, whose salary shall

have authority to appoint a supervisor of
not exceed $2,400 per annum, nor shall his

actual traveling expenses exceed $150 per month.

He may

also appoint

deputy State game wardens in each county who shall serve without
compensation Provided, however, that when such deputy game wardens
shall perform special duties under the direction of said Commissioner,
:

he may, within his discretion, pay such deputies not more than $3 per
day for each day's service, plus actual expenses. All moneys expended
for the

employment

of

State

game wardens and deputy

State

game

Game and
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Fish.
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wardens under authority of this law shall be paid from the actual balance on hand to the credit of the game and
protection fund, and such
payments shall never be a charge against any other fund. (Acts 1931,
,li

fi

p. 173.)

Cross-reference.

Number

45-125.
of

— Penalty

Game and

cial deputies,

for violating this section, see

of deputies limited.

Fish have in

its

—At no time

§

45-128.

shall the

employment more than 30

Department

de;,

game wardens. (Acts

besides the regularly appointed

1931,

pp. 173, 177.)
Cross-reference.

— Penalty

for violating this section, see

45-126. Duties of wardens; bonds.

—

It shall

§

45-128.

be the duty of the State

game wardens and deputy wardens to enforce all the laws of this State
in reference to game and fish, and to perform such other duties as may
be required of them by the Commissioner of
to the sale of

Game and

Game and

Fish, except as

hunting and fishing licenses and other licenses sold by the

Fish Department.

All such State

game wardens

shall give

bond in the sum of $1,000 in some solvent surety company, payable to
the Commissioner of Game and Fish, and conditioned upon the faithful
performance of their duties, the premiums on such bonds to be paid by
said wardens.

(Acts 1912,

Cross-reference.

113; 1931, pp. 173, 174.)

p.

—Penalty for violating

this section, see

§

45-128.

by clerk of court and fee therefor.
No State game warden or deputy game warden or other employee of
the Game and Fish Department shall receive any portion of any money
arising from any fines imposed by any court for violation of the game
and fish laws. Half of all money arising from such fines shall be remitted, by the clerk of the court in which said case is disposed of, to
the Commissioner of Game and Fish, for credit to the game and fish
protection fund. The other half shall be paid by said clerk into the
county treasury. The clerk of the court in which each case is disposed
45-127. Disposition of fines. Reports

—

of shall

make

promptly disburse such

a written report to the

and shall
and Fish Commissioner, showing

fine or fines as herein set out,

Game

the disposition of each case; and for

making each report he

shall be en-

an additional fee of $1 in each case, to be added to the cost allowed by law against the defendant, to be retained by said clerk as his
special compensation for making such report. (Acts 1931, pp. 173, 174.)
titled to

Cross-references.

— Game

and

for violating this section, see

§

fish

protection fund, see

§

45-121 et seq.

Penalty

45-128.

—

Editorial Note. Other sections of Acts 1931, p. 173, are codified as §§ 45-124,
45-125, 45-126, 45-128, 45-206, 45-218, 45-219 and 45-220.

45-128. Penalty for violating hunting, fishing or fur-bearing animal

laws.

—Any person,

firm, or corporation violating the provisions of sec-

tions 45-124 to 45-127 or

mal laws

any

of the hunting, fishing, or fur-bearing ani-

of this State shall be guilty of a

misdemeanor.

Acts 1931,

pp. 173, 177.)
Editorial

Note— This

rest of that section

is

section is a portion of
codified as § 45-125.

§

9 of

Acts 1931, pp.

173, 1/7.

Th«

Game and

45-201

§

PART
CHAPTER

II.

45-2.

Sec.

Fish.
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LICENSES.

IN GENERAL.
Sec.

Necessity of procuring licenses
to hunt; application; author-

45-201.

ity

45-202.
45-203.
45-204.

under

45-212.

45-213.

45-206.

Fenalty for failure to procure
and carry hunting license.
Fees for issuance of hunting
licenses; who entitled to resident licenses; exemption of
landowner and tenants.

45-207.

45-214.
45-215.

45-216.

45-217.

in

salt

waters; fees; nonresidents.
False swearing to procure fishing license.
Record books of tidewater
Georgia fishing boats; duty to
keep; contents. Reports.
Nonresidents prohibited from
catching shrimp and prawn.

License

Fishing

employers of

licenses issued
invalidation of

whom;

Fee for trapper's license; au-

to
li-

censes.
45-218.

Sale of hunting, fishing, and
trapper's licenses; bond of
seller; records.

necessity of pro-

45-219.

Duplicate licenses; applications

License fees levied on commercial fishing boats; amounts.
Licenses for salt water commercial fishing boats; appli-

45-220.

Moneys from

game warden

45-208.

Commission

45-209.

on trappers' licenses.
Licenses for commercial
ing boats,
curing.

45-211.

operating in
tidewater Georgia; fees.
Licenses of persons engaged in

for
alien fishermen.

thority of licensee.

45-210.

commercial

boats

commercial fishing

den.
45-205.

on

tags

fishing

licenses.

Signature to and contents of
hunting license.
False statement in application
for hunting license.
Hunter to carry and exhibit
license upon request of war-

License

to

fish-

for; fee.

licenses, disposi-

tion of.

cation; fees.

45-201. Necessity of procuring license to hunt; application; authority

under

licenses.

—A license shall be required to hunt, and shall be issued

only upon a written application on a form to be prescribed by the Commissioner of Game and Fish. All licenses shall be dated and if issued

the holder to

;

302; 1931, pp.

7,

§

45-203.

14; 1931, p. 173.)

—

Punishment for false statement in application as to residence,
Punishment for hunting on Sunday, see § 26-6906. Penalty for

Cross-references.
see

hunt during the remainder

and if issued during the closed season shall authorize
hunt during the next succeeding open season. (Acts 1925,

of said season

p.

shall authorize the holder to

open season

in

hunting without license, see

§ 45-205.

—

and contents of hunting license. The hunting
license shall be signed by the Commissioner of Game and Fish, countersigned by the authorized person selling the license, and numbered.
It shall contain the residence, age and sex, and the post-omce address of
the person to whom issued, and shall state the race, approximate height
and weight, and the colors of the hair and the eyes of the applicant.
45-202. Signature to

(Acts 1911, pp. 137, 140.)
45-203. False statement in application for hunting license.

son

who

shall

make

—Any

per-

a false statement as to his residence in his written

application for license to hunt required by section 45-201 shall be guilty

misdemeanor, and shall be fined not less than $25 nor more than
$200 and all costs of court, or sentenced to work on the public works

of a

—
Game and
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Frsn.

§45-2

more than 90 days or to imprisonment in
than 30 days nor more than 90 days, either

for not less than 30 days nor

common

the
or

all

jail for

of said

not less

punishments

in the discretion of the court.

(Acts 1925,

pp. 302, 309.)

Hunter

and exhibit license upon request of warden.
Each person hunting shall carry with him his license and exhibit the
same promptly upon the request of any game warden or deputy war45-204.

to carry
-

(Acts 1911, pp. 137, 142; 1916, pp. 114, 119.)

den.

and carry hunting license.
hunt as required of
him by law, and who shall fail to carry such license on his person while
hunting, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction shall be
fined not less than $25 nor more than $200 and all costs of court, or sentenced to work on the public works for not less than 30 days nor more
than 90 days or to imprisonment in the common jail for not less than
30 days nor more than 90 days, either or all of said punishments in the
45-205. Penalty for failure to procure

Any

who

person

shall fail to procure the license to

(Acts 1925,

discretion of the court.

309; 1931, pp. 178, 180.)

p.

45-206. Fees for issuance of hunting licenses;

—

who

entitled to resident

exemption of landowner and tenants. A license shall be issued
to a person permitting him to hunt in the county of his residence upon
licenses;

payment

the
to

of a fee of $1

hunt throughout

fee of $3.25

:

;

a license authorizing a resident of this State

upon the payment

this State shall be issued

of a

Provided, that before any person shall be entitled to pur-

chase a resident hunting license, he shall have been a bona fide resident
of the State for a period of six months prior to the date such license is

A

may

procure a license to hunt in
any one county upon the payment of a fee of $10; a nonresident of the
State may procure a license authorizing him to hunt throughout the
applied for.

State upon the

nonresident of Georgia

payment

The ordinary

of a fee of $25.

or other person

issuing such licenses shall be entitled to receive the following fees,

which he is authorized to deduct in remitting
Game and Fish, to cover licenses sold by him,
county hunting
25 cents

;

license, 15 cents; for issuing

for issuing each nonresident

:

for issuing each

license, $1

;

for issuing

Said ordinary or other person

issuing such licenses shall, not later than the

Game and

to wit

of

each State hunting license,

county

each nonresident Statewide license, $2.

Commissioner

to the

fifth

day

of each

month,

moneys received from
the sale of licenses herein prescribed, or other moneys of the Game and
Fish Department coming into his possession, less the amount of the
lawful fees, and otherwise account for all licenses issued to him during
remit to the Commissioner of

Fish

all

the preceding month, and shall at any time give a complete account of

and return
All

of all unsold licenses

moneys derived from

treasury according to law

this
:

law

upon demand

of the

Commissioner.

shall be forthwith paid into the State

Provided, that nothing herein shall prevent

landowner or his tenants and their families, with the landowner's
consent, from hunting on his own land without a license. (Acts 1931,

a

p.

173.)
Cross-reference.

— Game

protection fund, see

§

45-121 et seq.

—
§

Game and

45-207
45-207.

Fee
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Fish.

for trapper's license; authority of licensee.

—A

trapper's

upon the payment of a
All
fee of $3 and to a nonresident upon the payment of a fee of $25.
trapper's licenses shall authorize the holder to engage in trapping anywhere in the State. (Acts 1925, p. 305.)
license shall be issued to a resident of the State

—

Editorial Note. Section 12 of Acts 1925, pp. 302, 305, required trappers of furbearing animals to provide themselves with a trapper's license. This provision
was repealed by Acts 1929, p. 334, approved seven days after the approval of Acts
The later 1929 Act
1929, p, 333. purporting to amend section 12 of the 1925 Act.
makes no reference to the earlier one. See editorial note following § 45-329.

—

Commission to game warden on trappers' licenses. Any State
game warden shall receive a commission of $1 on each resident trapper's
license sold by him and a commission of $5 on each nonresident trapper's license sold by him. The remaining portion of each license fee shall
be remitted to the Commissioner of Game and Fish on the first day of
each month following the date of sale for credit to the game protection
45-208.

fund.

(Acts 1925,

p.

305; 1931,

p. 173.)

—

Cross-references. Fees for hunting licenses, see § 45-206.
trappers of fur-bearing animals, see note following § 45-329.

As

to license for

commercial fishing boats, necessity of procuring.
No boat shall engage in commercial fishing in this State without being provided with a license and no individual fisherman shall be taken
upon such boat unless such fisherman shall be duly licensed. (Acts
45-209. Licenses for

—

;

1919, p. 237.)

on commercial fishing boats; amounts.
A license fee of $5 shall be levied on all bateaux; on all boats of less than
five tons propelled by sail or power a license fee of $10 shall be paid;
and on all boats of over five tons a license fee of $2 per ton, or fraction
45-210. License fees levied

of a ton, shall be paid.

(Acts 1919,

p. 237.)

45-211. Licenses for salt water commercial fishing boats; application;
fees.

—All boats engaged

in

taking

fish,

oysters, shrimp, or other seafood

purpose of sale from any of the waters of this State, shall, before
beginning operation, secure from the Commissioner of Game and Fish
a license, and for this purpose the owner of the vessel shall present in
writing an application setting forth the name and description of said
vessel, the name and post-office address of the owner and the captain of
said vessel, the number of the crew, and such other data or information

for the

as the said

Commissioner

shall

deem

necessary.

Said application shall

made on blanks

prescribed by the Commissioner and shall be made
under oath and duly witnessed by the officer authorized by law to administer oaths; thereupon said Commissioner shall register said vessel

be

and issue license upon payment of cost thereof. The schedule of license
fees for boats shall be the same as provided in section 45-210.
(Acts
1924, p. 116; 1931, pp. 7, 14.)
Cross-reference.

— Penalty

for violation of this section, see

§

45-214.

on commercial fishing boats operating in tidewater Georgia; fees. Every boat engaged in commercial fishing in
tidewater Georgia, required by law to obtain a license, shall have securely fixed on each side of the bow thereof, and conspicuously displayed
in order that it may be read from a reasonable distance, a metal license
45-212. License tags

—

Game and
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tag of such style and size as

Game and

Fish.

The

may

g 45-21

Fistt.

be prescribed by the Commissioner of

licensee of said boat shall be required to pay in

addition to the boat license such fee to cover the cost of said

by the Commissioner:

be fixed

may

ta;

Provided, the price charged for

tags shall not exceed $1 per boat. If any person si all operate a boat,
or if the owner thereof shall permit same to be operated, contrary to the
i

provisions of this section, either or both of said persons shall be guilty
(Acts 1925 pp. 339, 340; 1931, p. 7.)
of a misdemeanor.
45-213. Licenses of persons

waters; fee; nonresidents.

engaged

in

commercial fishing

in

salt

—Any

person desiring to take or catch fish
from the salt waters of this State, for commercial purposes, shall obtain
from the Commissioner of Game and Fish a license therefor, and said
license shall have effect for a period of 12 months from the first day of
the month following the date of issue; the fee for such individual license
shall be $2. No such license shall be issued to any person not a citizen
of this State, and said license shall not issue until the applicant therefor
shall state under oath on application provided therefor by the CommisProvided,
sioner of Game and Fish, that he is a citizen of this State:
that fish licenses may be issued to persons not citizens of this State, under the terms and conditions prescribed in section 45-216.
p.

117; 1931, pp.

(Acts 1924,

7, 14.)

—

Any person procuring a license for fishing under sections 45-211 or 45-213 by falsely
swearing as to his citizenship shall be guilty of a felony and punished
as provided in section 26-3901 by imprisonment and labor in the pen(Acts
itentiary for not less than four years nor more than ten years.
45-214. False swearing to procure fishing license.

1924, p. 117.)

Record books of tidewater Georgia fishing boats; duty to keep;
contents. Reports.
Every boat engaged in commercial fishing in tidewater Georgia, shall be required to maintain and carry thereon at all
times a record book to be prescribed by the Commissioner of Game and
Fish, showing the amount of fish, oysters, prawn and other sea food
caught daily, to whom sold, the date of sale and delivery, and such other
information as may be required by the Commissioner. Such record
shall be open at any and all times to the duly authorized officers and
deputies of the Department of Game and Fish. The owner or licensee of,
or any person operating, said boat shall be required to make such reports, monthly or otherwise, as may be required by the Commissioner
Any person failing to keep the record herein reof Game and Fish.
quired, or failing to produce same upon the demand of a duly authorized
officer or deputy, or who shall in any manner fail to comply with the
requirements of this section, shall be guilty of misdemeanor. (Acts 1925,
45-215.

—

p.

340; 1931, pp.

7, 14.)

prohibited from catching shrimp and prawn.
employers of alien fishermen. All persons not citizens of
this State are hereby prohibited from engaging in the taking or catching of shrimp or prawn from the salt waters of this State for commercial
Provided, that where the Commissioner of Game and Fish
purposes
shall be shown that a bona fide Georgia concern owning and operating
45-216. Nonresidents

License for

:

—

—
:

Game and

45-217

6
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Fish.

and having its
own fleet of boats, cannot operate all or a part of such fleet by reason
of inability to secure competent fishermen, the Commissioner shall
license such boats to be manned by alien fishermen upon the payment
of $10 per fisherman in addition to any license required of such boats:
a packing or canning- plant, duly licensed

by

this State

Provided, further, that the foregoing provisions of this section shall not
apply to an alien who shall have had a fixed and continuous residence
period of three years prior to January 1, 1925, and
shall have filed his first citizenship papers signifying his intention

in this State for a

who

becoming

United States; these conditions to be proved
to the satisfaction of the Commissioner of Game and Fish before a
license shall be issued, it being the intent of this section that all boats
shall be manned by citizens of this State except as herein provided.
of

(Acts 1924,

a citizen of the

p.

114; 1931, pp.

7, 14.)

45-217. Fishing licenses issued to

No

whom;

invalidation of licenses.

license to operate a boat for the purpose of taking fish, oysters or

other seafood from the waters of this State shall be issued except to a

bona

fide citizen thereof, or to a resident corporation, or to that class of

aliens described in section 45-216:

Provided, that

all

persons or cor-

porations holding licenses under this section shall be prohibited from

employing any person not a

citizen of this State, except as provided in

Provided, further, that should the owner of any boat

section 45-216:

duly licensed under the laws of this State sell or transfer said boat by
bill of sale or otherwise to any person not a citizen of this State or a
resident corporation as aforesaid, then said license shall

null

Any

person violating the provision of this section
upon conviction, be punished as for a misdemeanor. (Acts 1924,

and void immediately.
shall,

become

p. 114.)

and trappers' licenses; bond of seller;
records. The Commissioner of Game and Fish shall place for issuance
and sale, with the ordinary of each county, hunting, fishing, and trappers' licenses that may be required by law, and it shall be the duty of
said ordinary to place such licenses on sale and remit the proceeds therefrom to the Commissioner of Game and Fish as hereinafter required
Provided, however, the Commissioner of Game and Fish may also, within his discretion, place licenses on sale with any reputable individual or
corporation, who shall be required to give a special bond in the sum of
not less than $1,000, in some solvent surety company to be approved by
the Commissioner, conditioned for the proper accounting for all licenses
so received and sold, and such person or corporation selling licenses shall
be required to remit for licenses sold in the same manner as herein required of ordinaries. Each person who shall sell licenses shall be required to keep a record book, open to the public inspection, in which he
shall list all licenses sold by him, such book to be prepared and furnished
by the Commissioner of Game and Fish along with necessary forms for
making monthly reports or such other reports as may be required by
45-218. Sale of hunting, fishing,

—

the Commissioner.

—

(Acts 1931, pp. 173, 175.)

Cross-reference. As to license for trappers of fur-bearing animals, see note
following § 45-329.

Game and
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§ 45-230

Fish.

45-219. Duplicate licenses; applications for; fee.

—The State Game and

Fish Commissioner shall furnish to each ordinary or other licei
Her
a form for issuing duplicate licenses.
Applications for such lie:?
shall be made under oath, stating that licensee has lost <>r destroyed the

and explaining- the circumstances thereof. Such application shall be made to the person from whom the original licen
purchased, and a fee of 25 cents shall be collected by such person and retained by him for issuing such duplicate license.
(Acts 1931, pp. 173,

original license

177.)
Editorial Note.— This section is § 7 of Acts 1931, p. 173.
codified as § 45-206, relates only to hunting licenses, but §
relates to hunting, fishing and trappers' licenses.

Moneys from

45-220.

from the

licenses,

sale of licenses as herein

missioner of

Game and

disposition

codified as

§

45-218,

— All

moneys received
be received by the Com-

of.

provided shall

Section 6 of that Act,
5,

Fish and promptly paid into the State treasury

as required by law, and kept in a special fund as authorized by law.

(Acts 1931, pp. 173, 177.)
Cross-reference.
Editorial

— Game

Note.— See

PART

protection fund, see

editorial note following

45-3.

game

Enumeration of
and animals.

IN GENERAL.

game

birds

45-313.
45-314.

Penalty for purchase,
of

45-303.

sale, etc.,

birds or animals.

Possession and sale for propagation or scientific purposes;

45-315.
45-316.

registry and reports.
45-304.

45-306.

45-320.

Baited lands.
Destruction of nongame birds.
Killing buzzards lawful.
Hunting on lands of another.

pur-

45-321.

Hunting on island game pre-

carrier
out of

45-322.

Use

45-323.

Unlawful

transportation,
chase, or sale of game.

Punishment

of

common

for transporting

game

45-317.

45-318.

45-319.

serves.

of traps, poisons, drugs, or
explosives: hunting at night.

car-

45-324.

for unlawfully
receiving game for shipment.

45-325.

Unlawful trapping; exception.
Traps and devices to pre
fowls not prohibited, when.
Punishment for unlawful trap-

45-326.

Trapping

for wild turkeys.
of law as misde-

45-327.

Duty

45-311.

Hunting ruffed grouse or na-

45-328.
45-329.

45-312.

pheasant prohibited.
Closed season for deer where
recommended by grand juries.

Fur-bearing animals, what are.
Open season for fur-bearing
animals; permit for posses-

State.
%

Report of deer killed.
Game bag limit; exceptions as
to landowner and guest.
Time allowed for consuming
game.
Penalty for violating preceding
five sections.

Licenses to take birds or wild
animals for propagation or
scientific purposes; transportation of birds or wild animals.

45-305.

45-127.

Sec.

Sec.

45-302.

§

GAME BIRDS AND ANIMALS.

III.

CHAPTER
45-301.

45-121 et seq.

§

45-307.

Punishment
rier's

of

common

agent

45-308.

Open season

45-309.

Penalty for hunting or possessing certain birds and animals

45-310.

Open season

for hunting.

ping.

out of season.

Violation

struction of traps.

meanor.
tive

quail for propagation.
Permits; fee. Punishment for
trapping without permit; de-

of officers to confiscate
traps, etc., illegally used.

sion.

—
§

Game and

45-301

So,\

Fish.
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Sec.

Use

45-330.

of trap* in capturing fur-

bearing

animals.

45.334.

Wildcats

Molesting

c

fox dens.

Punishment for unlawfully trap-

45-331.

Pin-, etc., fur-bearing animals.

Reports

45-33*

transactions;
rules and regulations govern-

•

of

fur

Q„

bears,

hunting

45-335.

Destructive muskrats; killing.

45 _ 336

Federal game regulations on
United States Government
„
,
lands in Georgia; consent of
,

.

;

State.

Fox-hunting with dogs lawful;
landowner's permission to

45-333.

and

sport; possession.

hunt.

—

Enumeration of game birds and animals. The following shall
be deemed game birds and animals: Quail, commonly known as bobwhite partridges, doves, snipe, woodcock, curlews, wild turkeys, grouse,
pheasants, deer, squirrels, ducks and marsh hens. (Acts 1911, pp. 137,
45-301.

142; 1912, pp. 113, 117.)

—

Cross-reference. Duty of superior court judges to specially charge law as to
protection of game and fish, see § 59-601.

45-302. Penalty for purchase, sale, etc., of

Any

person

game

who

game

birds or animals.

shall purchase, sell, export for sale, or offer to sell

named

any

be guilty of
a misdemeanor, and upon conviction shall be punished by a fine, of not
less than $10 nor more than $100 and costs for each offense, or shall be
sentenced to work on the public works not less than 10 nor more than
of the

P0

days

;

birds or animals

in section 45-301, shall

and any one or more of these punishments

the discretion of the judge.

and

may

be ordered

in

(Acts 1911, pp. 137, 142; 1916, pp. 114, 116.)

propagation or scientific purposes;
registry and reports. Any person may have in his possession at any
time any of the birds or wild animals of this State, or the plumage, skin,
or body thereof, for propagation or scientific purposes or for pets
Provided, that such person shall register with the Commissioner of Game
and Fish the number and variety of such birds or animals which he may
have in his possession, and how acquired, and that such birds or wild
animals are used only for propagation or scientific purposes or for pets:
and Provided, further, that such person may sell such birds or animals
alive to be used for said purposes, and when so doing he shall report
promptly to the Commissioner of Game and Fish the number and species
of birds and wild animals sold and to whom sold, and that the person
buying or otherwise acquiring such birds or wild animals shall promptly
report to the Commissioner the person from whom he purchased or obtained such birds or animals, and the number and species thereof so acquired, and setting forth that they are to be held and kept only for propagation or scientific purposes or for pets. Any person who shall fail to
comply with the provisions of this section shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1916, pp. 114, 116.)
45-303. Possession

sale for

—

:

45-304. Licenses to take birds or wild animals for propagation or
scientific purposes; transportation of birds or wild animals.
The Com-

—

missioner of Game and Fish may, in his discretion, issue licenses or permits to any person or persons to take any of the birds or wild animals

plumage, skin, or body thereof, or the nests or eggs
the same for propagation or scientific purposes or for pets, under such

of this State, or the
of

Game and
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Frsii.

§

45-306

may be imposed by the Commissioner*
Such licenses or permits may be Issued by the Commissioner upon the
payment of a fee of $1, and the same may he revoked at the pleasure of
the Commissioner at any time.
Such permits or licenses, unless
revoked, shall be good for one year from the date of issuance:
vided, that any person may transport or ship from any point within this
State to any other point within this State birds or wild animals, all
for propagation or for scientific purposes, and the transportation companies may accept such shipments, and both the shipper and the Importation company accepting such shipment shall, on the same day that
the shipment is made, report to the Commissioner of Game and Fish the
number and species of such birds or wild animals shipped, and to whom
and by whom shipped. Any person violating this section shall be punished by a fine of not less than $10 nor more than $100 and all costs for
each offense, or shall be sentenced to work on the public works for not
less than 10 nor more than 90 days and any one or more of these punregulations and restrictions as

i

i,

;

ishments

may

be ordered in the discretion of the judge. (Acts 1916,

pp. 114, 116.)
45-305.

Unlawful transportation, purchase, or

sale of

game.

—Any per-

who shall transport or ship, or offer to transport or ship, any of the
game birds or animals mentioned in section 45-301, without the limits
of the State, or from the county in which the game shall have been
killed, into another county in this State, or who shall sell or offer for
son

purchase or offer to purchase, any part of the plumage, skin, or
body of any of the game birds or animals mentioned in said section, or
who shall take or wilfully destroy the nests or eggs of any of the said
birds, except as provided in section 45-303, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction, shall be punished by a fine of not less
than $10 nor more than $100 and all costs for each offense, or shall be
sentenced to work on the public works not less than five nor more than
30 days and any one or more of these punishments may be ordered in
the discretion of the judge: Provided, that it shall be lawful for any
person duly authorized to hunt, to personally transport, openly, the
game actually killed by him, from the county in which it was killed to
any county of this State, or without the State, but the person killing
(Acts
said game must, in each instance, accompany the game so killed.
sale, or

;

1911, pp. 137, 142; 1916, pp. 114, 116.)

—

Cross-reference. Hunter
den, see §§ 45-204, 45-205.

45-306.
State.

game

must carry

Punishment of common

—Any

common

carrier

who

license and exhibit

it

upon request

carrier for transporting

game

of

war-

out of

shall ship or transfer, or carry

any

birds or animals without the limits of this State, except as herein

provided, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction shall be

punished by a fine of not less than $10 nor more than $100 and all costs
for each offense, or shall be sentenced to work on the public works not
less than five nor more than 30 days
and any one or more of these
punishments may be ordered in the discretion of the judge Provided,
that this section shall not apply to game in the personal possession of'
the person killing the same and who has obtained a license then of
(Acts 1911, pp. 137, 144; 1916, pp. 114, 122.)
force.
;

:

;

§

Game and

45-307

Punishment

45-307.

ing

who

game

common

of

for shipment.

— Any

Fish.

carrier's

1300

agent for unlawfully receiv-

common

agent or employee of a

carrier

any game bird or animal for shipment without the
State, or from one county to another county within this State, except
as herein provided, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction, shall be punished by a fine of not less than $10 nor more than
SI 00 and all costs for each offense, or shall be sentenced to work on the
public works not less than five nor more than 30 days; and any one or
more of these punishments may be ordered in the discretion of the judge.
shall receive

(.Acts 1911, pp. 137, 144; 1916, pp. 114, 123.)

Open season

45-308.

game
Bob white

for hunting.

— The lawful open season for hunting

birds and animals in this State shall be as follows, to wit:

November 20

quail,

Cat squirrels, October
Deer,

November

15 to

Doves, September

January
.

Marsh

1

to

1

January

January

to

March

to

5,

1,

inclusive;

15, inclusive;

inclusive;

September

30, inclusive,

and November 20 to

31, inclusive;

hens, September

1

November

to

Migratory duck, November

to

1

30, inclusive

January

31, inclusive;

November 1 to January 31, inclusive;
Summer or wood duck, September 1 to December
Wild geese, November 1 to January 31, inclusive;
Woodcock, September 1 to December 31, inclusive.
Snipe,

(Acts 1929,

p.

271; 1931,

p.

178; 1933, pp. 156, 157.)

— Penalty for hunting out of season, see
45-310.
taken from Acts 1931,
Note. — This section

Cross-references.

for wild turkeys, see

Editorial
visions of that

31, inclusive;

§

45-309.

Open season

§

is

Act are codified as

Other prop. 178, § 1.
§§ 45-205, 45-309, 45-311, 45-314, 45-315, 45-316

and 45-326.
Prior to the approval of Acts 1931, p. 178, enacting the above section, the open
season for hunting was prescribed by Acts 1925, pp. 302, 303. Prior' to the approval of the 1925 Act the open season was provided for by Acts 1911, pp. 137, 143
as amended by Acts 1912, pp. 113, 117, 1916, pp. 114, 119, and 1921, p. 122, which
Sections 2 and 3 of Acts 1925, pp. 302, 303, prescribing
the 1925 Act superseded.
the open season and bag limit, were expressly repealed by Acts 1931, p. 178.
Statutes relating to game and fish, which apply to only one or to only a few
counties have not been included in this Code. Some of these statutes are doubtless violative of Const., Art. I, Sec. IV, Par. I (§ 2-401), prohibiting the enactment
of a special law in any case for which provision has been made by an existing
general law. On this question, see 103/701 (30 S. E. 627); 135/269 (69 S. E. 182);
139/117 (76 S. E. 747); 146/576 (91 S. E. 671); 150/583 (104 S. E. 428). Such
statutes relating to the open season are as follows: Acts 1929, p. 272, amending
§ 2 of Acts 1925, pp. 302, 303 (see this note, supra), prescribing the open season
for hunting cat squirrels in counties having "a population of not less than 12,100
and not more than 12,123 as determined by the census of the United States of
1920;" Acts 1929, pp. 270, 271, prohibiting the hunting of deer in 18 specified counties for five years; that portion of section 1 of Acts 1931, p. 178, prescribing open
seasons for cat squirrels in 18 specified counties, and prohibiting deer hunting in
two specified counties for five years; Acts 1933, p. 156, prohibiting deer hunting
in seven specified counties for 10 years; and Acts 1931, p. 181, prescribing the

open season for cat squirrels

in 19 specified

mountain counties.

The above section was codified from section 1 of Acts 1931, p. 178, as specifically
amended by Acts 1933, p. 156, and by Acts 1933, p. 157, by implication, as it reNot aU of that section applies to every
lates to the onen season for turkeys.
county in the State, and, as explained
fied counties has not been codified.
Acts 1931,

p.

181,

of Acts 1931, p. 178.

above, that portion relating only to 18 speci-

was approved August

28, 1931, three days after the approval
Section 2 of the later Act, not codified, provided that section

—
Game and
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§ 45-313

r
2 of Acts 1925, pp. 302, 303, prescribing the open season for hunting
Tally,
,i
was thereby repealed so far as that section applies to bunting cat squirrels in the
19 mountain counties specified by Acts 1931, p. 181, but that the lawful Bcasoti
hunting- cat squirrels prescribed in the 1925 Act was not changed in so far as the
remainder of the State was concerned. But as itated above, section 2 of
The 18 counl
1925, pp. 302, 303, was specifically repealed by Arts 1931, p. 178.
specified in section 1 of Acts 1933, p. 178, mentioned above, are included in the
19 mountain counties specified in Acts 1933, p. 181, the later of these two Acts.
In view of these facts the general law governing the open season for hunting cat
squirrels seems to be the above section and Acts 1931, p. 181.
.'

45-309. Penalty for hunting or possessing certain birds

out of season.

—Any person who shall hunt,

whatever or have

in his

kill

and animals

or destroy by any

possession any of the birds or animals

means
named

between the respective dates therein specified
shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction shall he fined not
less than $25 nor more than $200 and all costs of court, or shall be sentenced to work on the public works for not less than 30 days nor more
than 90 days or to imprisonment in the common jail for not less than
30 days nor more than 90 days, either or all of said punishments in the
in section 45-308 except

(Acts 1925,

discretion of the court.

p.

305; 1929,

p.

271; 1931, pp. 178,

181.)

—

Editorial Note. This section was codified from sections 1 and 7 of Acts 1931,
the punishment prescribed by section 27 of Acts 1925, p. 305, by reference
made a part of section 7 of the 1931 Act, being inserted in the above section.

p. 178,

Open season for wild turkeys. Violation of law as misdemeanor. The open season for hunting, shooting, and killing wild turkeys shall be from November 20 to March 1 of each year. Any per45-310.

—

son violating this section shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.

(Acts

1933, p. 156.)

45-311.

Hunting ruffed grouse or native pheasant prohibited.

— The

hunting or killing of ruffed grouse, otherwise known as native pheasant,
shall be prohibited for a period of five years from August 25, 1931
Provided, however, that persons stocking their own lands with nonnative pheasants may permit the hunting of same on their own premises
from November 20 to Februry 15, inclusive. (Acts 1931, pp. 178, 180.)
:

Cross-reference.

— Penalty

for violation of this section, see

45-312. Closed season for deer

The Commissioner

§

45-316.

where recommended by grand

juries.

Game and

Fish shall prohibit the hunting of deer
in any county, upon the recommendation and request of two successive
grand juries of such county: Provided, however, that any official order issued by the Commissioner, pursuant to this section, shall specify
the number of years during which said closed season on deer shall remain in force. Such order shall not become effective in any county
until it shall have been published once a week for four consecutive

weeks

in a

of

newspaper

of general circulation in said county.

(Acts 1931,

pp. 178, 179.)
Cross-reference.

— Penalty

for violating this section, see

—

§

45-316.

Report of deer killed. Every person killing a deer in this
State shall within five days report the fact in writing to the game warden of the county in which said deer was killed, and if the name or address of said warden shall not be known to the hunter, or if for any
good reason he cannot notify said warden, he shall make the report in*
45-313.

6
c

Game and

45-314

writing to the Commissioner of
specified.

(Acts 1925.

p.

Game and

303; 1931,

— Penalty for
Note. — Acts 1931,

Cross-reference.

1302

Fish.

Fish, within the time above

p. 173.)

violation of this section, see

§

45-316.

Editorial
p. 173. abolished the offices of county game and fish
wardens and deputy county game and fish wardens and provided for State game
wardens and deputy State game wardens. See § 45-124.

Game bag

landowner and guest.
During the open seasons specified in section 45-308, it shall be unlawful to kill more than two deer or two wild turkeys during any one season, or 15 cat squirrels, 20 quail, 15 ducks of all species in the aggregate, eight geese, four woodcock, 20 snipe, or 25 game birds of any
other species in any one day: Provided, how ever, that no person shall
kill more than 40 quail during any one week from Monday to Saturday,,
inclusive: and Provided further, that it shall be unlawful for any person
to have in his possession during the open hunting season more than two
days' bag limit of any one species of birds or other game specified in
this law, and the possession by such person at any time of more than
two days' bag limit shall be prima facie evidence that said game was
killed in violation of the bag limits herein prescribed:
Provided, however, that a landowner and/or his guest may be allowed to kill 20 quail
a day each, and that the limitation of 40 quail per week shall not apply
(Acts 1931, pp. 178, 179.)
to a landowner and/or his guest.
Cross-references. — Penalty for violating this section, see § 45-316. Open season
45-314.

—

exceptions

limit;

as

to

r

for wild turkeys, see

45-315.

lowed to

§

45-310.

—

Time allowed for consuming game. Three days shall be alconsume game killed during the legal season. (Acts 1931,

p. 178.)

— Penalty for having possession of certain birds or
Editorial Note. — This section was codified from Acts 1931,
178,
Cross-reference.

of season, see

§

p.

torial note

under

animals out

45-309.

§

§

1.

See edi-

45-308.

—Any

person
violating any of the provisions of sections 45-311 to 45-315 shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction shall be fined not less
than $25 nor more than $200 and all costs of court, or shall be sentenced
to work on the public works for not less than 30 days nor more than
90 days or to imprisonment in the common jail for not less than 30
45-316. Penalty for violating preceding five

sections.

days nor more than 90 days either or all of said punishments in the
(Acts 1925, p. 309; 1931, pp. 178, 181.)
cretion of the court.
;

45-317. Baited lands.

—

It shall

dis-

be unlawful for the owner of land or

other person to scatter any corn, wheat or other grain or to bait for the

purpose of drawing game birds to the land where such bait was scattered or placed for the purpose of shooting, or allowing to be shot at,
or killing such game birds at or near the land so baited; and it shall be
unlawful for any person to shoot at or kill any game birds at, upon,
over or near any baited field or land. Any person violating this section
shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and fined not less than $25 nor more
than $200 and all costs of court, or shall be sentenced to work on the
public works for not less than 30 days nor more than 90 days or to imprisonment in the common jail for not less than 30 days nor more than

Game and
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§ 45-323

90 days; either or all of said punishments in the discretion of the court.
(Acts 1925, pp. 303, 309.)
45-318. Destruction of

nongame

birds.

— Any

person

who

shall kill,

any wild nongame bird, or take or destroy the nest or eggs of any nongame bird, or have the same in his of
her possession, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction
shall be fined not less than $10 nor more than $100 and all costs for eaf;h
offense, or shall be sentenced to work on the public works not less than
five nor more than 30 days; and any one or more of these punishments
catch, or have in his possession

may be

ordered in the discretion of the judge: Provided, that this section shall not apply to English sparrows, owls, hawks, eagles, crows,
rice birds, and field or meadow larks except that persons may ship into
(Acts 1911, pp. 137,
this State birds mounted for millinery purposes.
;

145; 1912, pp. 113, 118.)
45-319. Killing buzzards lawful.
at

any and

all

times of the year.

—

It shall

be lawful to

kill

buzzards

(Acts 1916, pp. 114, 123.)

—Any

person who shall hunt
upon the lands of. another with or without a license, without first having
obtained permission from such landowner, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and fined not less than $10 nor more than $100 and all costs for
each offense, or shall be sentenced to w ork on the public works not less
than five nor more than 30 days; and any one or more of these punishments may be ordered in the discretion of the judge. (Acts 1911,
45-320.

Hunting on lands

of another.

r

pp. 137, 142.)

—

Hunting on island game preserves. Any person who shall
any of the creeks, streams or estuaries leading from the Atlantic

45-321.

hunt in
Ocean, sounds, rivers or bays of this State, surrounding the several
islands of this State, used or maintained in whole or in part as private
or public game preserves, when such creek, stream or estuary leads into
such islands, or who shall enter such creek, stream or estuary for the
purpose of hunting therein without the consent of the owners or resident custodian of such island, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor: Provided, that this law shall be held to apply only to a salt water creek,
stream or estuary that enters and ends in an island owned in its entirety

by a

45-322.

single ownership, family or estate.

Use

(Acts 1918,

p. 262.)

of traps, poisons, drugs, or explosives; hunting at night.

—Any

person who shall at any time kill, capture, or wound any game
bird or animal by the use of any pitfall, deadfall, snare, trap, net, pen,
or other device, or by the use of any poison, drug, or explosive, or who
shall hunt, catch, or kill any game bird or animal at night, shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction, shall be fined not less
than $10 nor more than $100 and all costs for each offense, or shall be
sentenced to work on the public works not less than five nor more than
30 days; and any one or more of these punishments may be ordered in
(Acts 1911, pp. 137, 142.)
the discretion of the judge.

Unlawful trapping; exception.

—

be unlawful for any
person, firm, or corporation to use a steel trap or other like device, in
trapping or catching any bird, game, or animal in any of the counties,
45-323.

It shall

—
§

Game and

45-324

1304

Fisti.

whether same be caught or trapped for profit or otherwise. But this
law shall not apply to the salt-water marshes and the islands along the
coast:
Provided, however, that the Commissioner of Game and Fish
may issue special permits to game wardens, deputies, or other responsible persons, authorizing the taking, by means of steel traps, of vermin
and predatory animals in localities where such vermin or predatory
animals are a menace to quail or other game birds, and each steel trap
used for this purpose shall have securely fastened thereto a tag issued
by the Department of Game and Fish, showing authority for its use.
(Acts 1929,

p. 335.)

Traps and devices to protect fowls not prohibited, when.
Xo person, firm, or corporation shall be prohibited from using steel traps
or other like devices for the purpose of protecting fowls: Provided, that
45-324.

said steel traps or other like devices shall not be set or placed at a dis-

tance greater than 100 feet from said fowl house

:

and Provided further,

that said fowl house shall be located within the curtilage of the dwell-

ing house of said person, firm, or corporation. (Acts 1929,

p. 335.)

—

Punishment for unlawful trapping. Any person, firm or corporation violating any provision of the two preceding sections shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor.
(Acts 1929, pp. 335, 336.)
45-325.

45-326.

Trapping quail for propagation.

Permits;

without permit; destruction of traps.

for trapping

fee.

Punishment

— In order to encourage

the propagation and increase of bobwhite quail, the Commissioner of

Game and

Fish

is

authorized to issue permits authorizing the trapping

propagation purposes only.

of quail for

All traps used for trapping

quail under authority of special permits issued pursuant to this section

have securely attached thereto a metal tag to be prescribed by the
Commissioner of Game and Fish, indicating that the trap used has bden

shall

Permits shall be issued only upon the payment; of
50 cents for each trap to be used. All persons operating or maintaining
traps without obtaining the permit as herein provided shall be guilty of
duly authorized.

:

a

misdemeanor and

more than $200 and
work on the public works

fined not less than $25 nor

costs of court, or shall be sentenced to

all

for

not less than 30 days nor more than 90 days or to imprisonment in the

common

for not less than 30

jail

days nor more than 90 days; either or

punishments in the discretion of the court. It shall be the
duty of all game wardens and other representatives of the Department
of Game and Fish to destroy all traps used in violation of this section.
all

of said

(Acts 1925,

309; 1931, pp. 178, 180, 181.)

p.

Editorial Note.

45-327.

Duty

— See

§

45-308.

of officers to confiscate traps, etc., illegally used.

be the duty of State
ties or

note following

game wardens, deputy wardens, and

employees of the Commissioner of

all traps,

Game and

all

—

It shall

other depu-

Fish to confiscate

deadfalls, or other similar devices used in violation of law,

to dispose of

same

as

may

be directed by the Commissioner of

Fish. (Acts 1925, p. 305; 1931, pp.

7,

14; 1931, p. 173.)

and

Game ,and

—
Game and
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45-328. Fur-bearing animals,

what

Frsn.

are.

g 45- 3 30

—The following

shall be

deemed

fur-bearing animals: Mink, otter, beaver, bear, wildcat, muskrat, skunk,
raccoon, opossum and fox. (Acts 1925, p. 304.)

Open season

45-329.

The season

for fur-bearing- animals; permit for possession.

mu-krat
the last day of

for taking or possessing mink, otter, beaver, bear,

and raccoon shall be from the 20th day of November to
February, inclusive. At any and all other times it shall be unlawful to
take in any manner, to possess, to kill, or in any manner to destroy any
of said animals: Provided, however, that nothing herein shall prevent a
person from killing any of said animals while destroying or damaging
or about to destroy or damage such person's crops, domestic fowls or
other personal property:

Provided, further, that

it

shall be lawful for

any person to have in his possession at any time of the year any live animals above mentioned for pets or for scientific purposes or for the purpose of propagation, upon obtaining a permit therefor from the Commissioner of Game and Fish and by complying with the provisions of law
for obtaining permits for keeping birds or wild animals. (Acts 1925,
p. 304.)

Editorial Note.—Section 12 of Acts 1925, pp. 302, 305, required a license for
trappers of fur-bearing animals. Acts 1929, p. 333, amended that section by providing that it should not apply in counties "having a population of not more than
8,406 or less than 8,400 according to the official United St" -** ce^ c "s of 10^0"
That Act was approved August 21, 1929. Section 1 of Acts 1929, p. 334, which was
approved August 28, 1929, soecifically repealed section 12 of Acts 1^25, pp. 3(j2,
305; yet section 2 of Acts 1929, p. 334, provided that any person who should buy
hides of fur-bearing animals for the purpose of resale "without first procuring the
The title of
license required by this Act," should be guilty of a misdemeanor.
this Act is "An Act to repeal section 12 of the Act entitled 'An Act for the protection of
fur-bearing animals, approved August 26, 1925, as contained in the
1925 Acts of the General Assembly, page 305.'" Section 2 of that Act doubtless
is unconstitutional as being matter contained in the Act different from that expressed in the title thereof. See Const, Art. Ill, Sec. VII, Par. VIII (§ 2-1808).
Acts 1931, pp. 167, 168, purported to amend section 12 of Acts 1925, pp. 302, 3^5.
by making it inapplicable in counties "having a population of not more than 12.970
and not less than 12,968, according to the official census of the United States
Government for the year 1930."
4

.

Acts
means,
census
day of

.

.

1929, p. 244, makes it unlawful to capture fur-bearing animals by specified
"in counties of not less than 23,600 nor more than 23,890 according to the
of the United States for the year 1920," between November 20 and the last

February.

None

of these statutes have been codified in this Code.
Acts 1929, p. 333. and
Acts 1929, p. 244, and Acts 1931, pp. 167, 168, seem to violate Const., Art. I, Sec.
IV, Par. I (§ 2-401), prohibiting the enactment of a special law in any case for
which provision has been made by an existing general law. On this question, see

103/701 (30 S. E. 627): 135/269 (69 S. E. 182); 139/117 (76 S. E. 747); 146/576 (91
E. 671); 150/583 (104 S. E. 418).

S.

45-330.

—

Use

of traps in capturing fur-bearing animals.

Molesting fox

be unlawful for any person to capture any of the fur-bearing animals described in section 45-328 by means of traps, deadfalls or
dens.

It shall

other similar devices, or to set or use any trap, deadfall or other similar
device for the purpose of capturing any of the said fur-bearing animals

except between

November 20 and

Provided, however,

it

shall be

the last day of February, inclusive:

unlawful to take or catch foxes at any time

by means of traps, deadfalls or other similar devices, or to
dig up a fox, or in anywise to molest the den of foxes except from September 1 to January 31, inclusive: and Provided, further, that skunks and
wildcats may be killed or captured at any time of the year by shooting
of the year

—
:

Game and

45-331

§

Fish.

or any other

menus except with traps or

(Acts 1925,

304; 1931,

45-331.

p.

Punishment

1306

deadfalls or similar devices.

p. 172.)

for unlawfully trapping, etc., fur-bearing animals.

—Any person violating any of the provisions of sections 45-329 or 45-330
shall be guilty of a

misdemeanor and

fined not less than $25 nor

more

all costs of court, or shall be sentenced to work on the pubworks for not less than 30 days nor more than 90 days or to imprisonment in the common jail for not less than 30 days nor more than 90
days; either or all of said punishments in the discretion of the court.

than $200 and
lic

(Acts 1925,

p. 309.)

45-332. Reports of fur transactions; rules

and regulations governing.

Every person, firm or corporation who shall buy, sell, ship or transport the skins, hides or pelts of any of the fur-bearing animals mentioned in section 45-328 shall be required to

make such

reports of pur-

may

be prescribed by the Commissioner
of Game and Fish, and the Commissioner is hereby empowered to enact
the necessary rules and regulations to carry out the purpose of this secchases, sales and shipments as

tion.

—

(Acts 1925,

p.

306; 1931, pp.

7, 14.)

45-333. Fox-hunting with dogs lawful; landowner's permission to hunt.

be lawful to hunt, chase, or catch foxes with dogs at any time
Provided, that no hunter shall go upon the land of another without the
permission of the owner or owners thereof. (Acts 1931, p. 172.)
It shall

—

and bears, hunting for sport; possession. Wildcat
and bear may be hunted for sport and may be taken in any manner at
any time and possessed by the lawful holder of a State hunter's license.
45-334. Wildcats

(Acts 1920,

p. 235.)

45-335. Destructive

muskrats;

killing.

—Whenever

muskrats

cause damage to dams or cultivated or pastured land, they

may

shall

be killed

by the Department of Game and Fish, and a permit issued by that Department: Provided, that where muskrats are destroying property any person may kill or destroy them without obtainafter an investigation

ing a permit. (Acts 1920, p. 235.)
45-336. Federal

game

Government lands
the General Assembly is

regulations on United States

—

Georgia; consent of State. The consent of
hereby given to the making by Congress of the United States, or under
its authority, of all such rules and regulations as the Federal Government
shall determine to be needful in respect to game animals, game and nongame birds, and fish on such lands in the northern part of Georgia as
shall have been, or may hereafter be, purchased by the United States
under the terms of the Act of Congress of March 1, 1911, entitled, "An
Act to enable any State to cooperate with any other State or States or
with the United States for the protection of the watersheds of navigable
streams and to appoint a commission for the acquisition of lands for the
purpose of conserving the navigability of navigable rivers" (36 United
States Statutes at Large, page 961), and Acts of Congress supplementary
thereto and amendatory thereof, and in or on the waters thereof. (Acts
in

1922, p. 106.)

Game and
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PART

IN GENERAL.

45-4.

Sec.

Sec.

Hunting on land or

45 -403

fishing in

water of another.
45-402.

who

hunt with

registration, effect

AC A[ A
45-404.

n
Registration,

45-405.

Register, where kept.

Hunting on land or

shall

*°***g and

«

.

Register for posting lands.

45-401. (1958)

person

45-404

§

POSTING LAND AND REGISTRATION,

IV.

CHAPTER
45-401.

Fish.

•

.-

.

v
A
made.
how

fishing in water of another.

clogs, firearms, or in

—Any

any other way on any

lands, enclosed or unenclosed, of another, or fish with hook, seine, nets,

way

any streams, lakes, ponds or lagoons of another,
after being forbidden so to do or when ordered to desist therefrom by
the owner thereof or by the person having the same in charge or his
agent, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. It shall be the duty of the landowners to post a notice in two or more places on each tract of land, forbidding all persons to hunt thereon or fish in the streams, ponds, lakes, or
or in any other

in

lagoons belonging to said landowners.
22; 1878-9, p. 52; 1882-3,
Cross-reference.

—Fishing

p.

73; 1897,

p.

on Sunday, see

(Acts 1868,

p.

155; 1874, pp. 21,

36; 1903, p. 44.)
§

26-6908.

45-402. (1959) Register for posting lands.

—

be the duty of the
ordinaries, or the commissioners of roads and revenues in the counties
where such boards exist, to furnish a suitable book, to be known as the
"register for posting lands," to the clerk of the superior court of their
It shall

respective counties, in which the landowner shall register his or her

name, after having first stated in the presence of the officers in charge of
said book that the two notices have already been posted upon said landowner's land, as required by the preceding section. (Acts 1903, p. 44.)
45-403. (1960) Posting

notices at

and

registration, effect of.

two or more places on each

—The posting

of the

tract of land (although such no-

from any cause, shall thereafter be defaced, knocked down, or destroyed) and the registering of the landowner's name in the register for
posting lands shall be legal notice under this Chapter. (Acts 1878-9,
tices,

p. 52; 1882-3, p.

73; 1897, p. 36; 1903, p. 44.)

45-404. (1961) Registration,

how made.

—

be the duty of the

It shall

tax receivers or county tax commissioners, as the case
eral counties to carry the register for posting lands

may

be, of the sev-

with them on

all

their

rounds when receiving tax returns, and all landowners who have placed
a notice at two or more points on their lands as required by this Chapter are hereby authorized to register their names in the register for
posted lands in the presence of the tax receiver or county tax commissioner, as the case

may

be, of their counties, in the

same way

as

if

reg-

istered in the presence of the clerks of the superior courts of their several counties.

At the time

of the registering of the

names

of the land-

owners, he shall also register a description of the lands that have been
posted, giving the district in which said lands are located and either the
numbers of the lots or other description of the lands sufficient to put the

§
o

Came and

45-405

public on notice of the lands referred

Fish,

to.

1308

For registering said name and

whose presence the registry is made is authorcharge and collect a fee of 25 cents from the person so registering.

description the officer in
ized to

(Acts 1903,

p. 44.)

Cross-reference.

— Duties

of tax receivers enumerated, see § 92-4611.

(1%2) Register, where

45-405.

kept.

—The

register for posted lands

shall be kept in the office of the clerk of the superior court, except while

being used by the tax receiver or tax commissioner, as the case
while making his rounds

;

it

may

be,

being the purpose of this Chapter to afford

the parties posting the lands, as well as the parties desiring to hunt or
fish,

the privilege and opportunity of examining said register. (Acts

1903. p. 44.)
Cross-reference.
filed, etc.,

see

— Duty

24-2715,

§

of clerks of superior courts to keep books, papers, etc.,

11

10.

PART
CHAPTER

V.

45-5.

FISHING.

IN GENERAL.
Sec.

Sec.

Closed

45-501.

season

for

fishing

in

fresh waters.

Selling

45-502.

purchasing fresh
during spawning

or

water

45-508.

Use

45-509.

Poisoning fish.
Obstructing passage of

45-510.

fish

season.
45-503.

Fish peddler's and

45-504.

Use

45-505.

Mode

fish

of fund

and use thereof.
from licenses.

45-511.

Heading shrimp or
prima facie proof.

45-512.

Use

of fresh-water fishing restricted to hook and line; exception; shad fishing laws not

45-513.

changed;

45-514.

45-506.

Use

45-507.

Use

gill-net fishing.

of traps, fish baskets, etc.;
destruction.
of explosives or other destructive substances to kill

fish in

fresh waters.

seller's

licenses; fees

of firearms for killing fish.

of

nets

in

prawn;

inside

salt

waters; boundaries of sounds.
"Outside salt waters;" "inside
salt waters."
Fishing on lands of another.
Fishing on island game preserves.

45-515.

Duty

of sheriffs, etc., as to
writs and warrants, and reporting violations of law.

fish.

45-501. Closed season for fishing in fresh waters.

—

It shall

be a misde-

meanor for any person to fish in any of the fresh waters of this State by
any other means from April 15 to June 1. (Acts
hook and line or by
J
1931, pp. 169, 170.)

—

Cross-references. Fishing licenses, see Chapter 45-2 of this Title. Sunday fishConsent of State to Federal game and fish regulations on
see § 26-6908.
United States Government lands in Georgia, see § 45-336.
ing,

—

Several statutes relating to seining and fishing in certain counbeen omitted from this Code because of the limited number of counties
they apply. Such statutes are as follows: section 3 of Acts 1931, pp. 169,
170, as amended by Acts 1933, p. 150, providing that the above section shall not
apply to 18 specified mountain counties and prescribing different open seasons
for fishing therein; Acts 1933, pp. 149, 150, permitting the use of certain kinds of
fish baskets in 14 specified counties, and allowing seining during July and August
Prior to Acts 1933, p. 150, section 3 of Acts 1931, pp. 169, 170,
in such counties.
contained provisions limiting the number of trout to be taken in a single day in
such mountain counties, prohibiting seining there at any time, and providing for a
Although neither the title nor the enactfee of $5.25 for each nonresident license.
ing clause of the amending Act purported to change these provisions, the amended
section as set out does not include them.
Editorial Note.

ties have
in which

—
Game and
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—

Fish.

§45;

r
5

45-502. Selling or purchasing fresh water fish during spav/ning season.

be a misdemeanor to sell or purchase fresh water fish during
the spawning season of April 15 to June 1. (Acts 1931, pp. 169, 171 j
Tt shall

and fish seller's licenses; fees and use thereof.
fresh water fish, and each and every person, firm, or cor-

45-503. Fish peddler's

Each peddler

who

poration

of

shall sell or offer for sale fresh-water fish, shall first pro-

each county in which fresh-water fish are peddled, sold,
or offered for sale. Said license shall expire one year from date of issue,
and shall be issued in the same manner and by the same official that huntcure a license

in

now

upon the payment of a fee of S5,
50 cents of which shall be retained by the official selling same as his fee,
and the remainder remitted to the Commissioner of Game and Fish for
credit to the special fund to be known as the game and fish protection
fund. Not less than one-half shall be set aside and used only for estabing and fishing licenses are

sold,

lishing or operating fish hatcheries of the State, or otherwise procuring
fish for

restocking the fresh waters of this State; and the remainder shall

be used only for the enforcement of the fishing laws of this State.

Xo

person or class of persons shall be exempted from the requirements of
(Acts
this section. A violation of this section shall be a misdemeanor.
1931, pp. 169, 172; 1933, p. 152.)

—

Cross-references. Hunting licenses, see Chapter 45-2 of this Title.
fish protection fund, see §§ 45-121, 45-122.

45-504.

Use

of

fund from

licenses.

—All

moneys

Game and

arising from the sale

law shall be kept in a special fund
to be known as the fish propagation and protection fund, and shall be
used only for the establishment and operation of fish hatcheries, for
otherwise propagating fish for restocking the waters of this State, for the
enforcement of the provisions of this law and all other fresh-water fishof fishing licenses as provided in this

ing laws of this State.

All

moneys

into the State treasury as provided

so collected shall be forthwith paid

by law.

A

violation of this section

misdemeanor. (Acts 1931, pp. 169, 172.)
Note. The words "this law" in the above section

shall be a

—

Editorial

p. 169, codified as §§

Mode

refer to Acts 1931,

45-501 to 45-505.

water fishing restricted to hook and line exception; shad fishing laws not changed; gill-net fishing.
It shall be a mis.

45-505.

of fresh

;

—

demeanor for any person or persons to take fish from any of the fresh
waters by means of seines, traps, nets, or similar devices or by means of
dynamite, poison, or by other means except with hook and line
Provided, however, that any person in lawful possession of a private pond
under lease or ownership, and others with his consent, may fish in said
ponds at any time and in any manner: Provided, further, that nothing
herein shall be deemed to modify or repeal the laws regulating shad fish:

ing:

Provided, further, that

it

shall be lawful to use. gill-nets for the

purpose of taking fresh-water mullet, carp, gar, and suckers during the

months

of

December, January, and February, provided that the mesh

of said gill-net shall not be less

when

than three inches square or six inches

(Acts 1931, pp. 169, 171.)
Cross-reference. Shad fishing, see Chapter 45-6.
stretched.

—

—
§

Game and

45-506

Use

45-506.
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Fish.

of traps, fish baskets, etc.; destruction.

shall place or cause to be placed in

any

—Any person who

of the waters of this State, ex-

cept private ponds, any trap, basket or similar device for the purpose of

catching

fish shall

be guilty of a misdemeanor.

be the duty of

It shall

game warden, deputy game warden,

sheriff or other officer to de-

stroy such trap, basket or other device

upon discovery of same and
Game and Fish. (Acts 1925,

the

report that fact to the Commissioner of
p. 307.)

Use

45-507.

Any

of explosives or other destructive substances to kill fish.

who

dynamite or other explosives or destructive
substances in any of the waters of this State for the purpose of killing
fish, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and shall, upon conviction, be
sentenced to pay a fine of not less than $100 nor more than $1000 and all
costs, or to work on the public works for not less than three months nor
person

more than

shall use

12 months, or to imprisonment in the

common

than three months nor more than 12 months, either or

ishments

in the discretion of

the judge

:

jail

for not less

all of

said pun-

Provided, that the provisions of

any other section shall not apply to mills, dyeplants or
other industries of this State emptying refuse into waters necessary in
this section or of

the operation of said mills, dyeplants or other industries. (Acts 1925,
p. 306.)

45-508.

Use

of firearms for killing fish.

— Any person who

kind of firearms for the purpose of killing

demeanor. (Acts 1925,

fish shall

shall use

any

be guilty of a mis-

p. 306.)

45-509. (611, 774 P. C.) Poisoning fish.

—Any

who

person

shall di-

by himself, or by aiding or abetting others, place in any of the
waters of this State any poisonous substances, walnut hulls, lime, or
rectly

other substance likely to destroy

(Acts 1862-3,

p.

Cross-reference.

46; 1889,

—Floating

p.

be guilty of a misdemeanor.

fish, shall

68; 1903, p. 100.)

sawdust into streams, see

§

26-3701.

45-510. (603 P. C.) Obstructing passage of fish in fresh waters.

person

who

shall place in

any

river, creek or

—Any

fresh-water drain, any dam,

main channel
rivers and one-

trap, net, seine, or other device for catching fish, unless the

open for a space of 10 feet for
third of the channel of a creek, at low-water mark, unobstructed for the
free passage of fish up or down such stream, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. The sheriff of the county, upon complaint of persons in the territory of such obstructions, shall have authority to break and open any
dam, net or other obstruction that may be placed in such waters in violation of this section. This section shall not apply to dams for milling
or manufacturing purposes. The words "low-water mark" shall not ap-

of

such stream shall be

left

ply to fresh-water drains.

(Acts 1890-1,

p.

85; 1895,

p. 33.)

—

Heading shrimp or prawn; prima facie proof. It shall be a
misdemeanor for any person to head shrimp or prawn on the fishing
grounds where the same are caught or where shrimp or prawn commonly
45-511.

Game and
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When

run or are caught.

Fish.

headless shrimp or

§45-515

prawn

shall be

found

in

the

possession of any person while on the salt waters of this State, the same
shall be accepted as

been headed
45-512.
side salt

prima

facie proof that said

in violation of this section.

Use

(Acts 1924,

fa

p. 116.;

"Outhandhereby

of nets in inside salt waters; boundaries of sounds.
salt waters. "
The use of all nets exc -pt

—

waters;" "inside

drawn nets

shrimp or prawn

water

and estuaries, is
hand-drawn
The
nets is prohibited in the
this State during the months of March, April, May, June, and
in the inside salt

rivers, creeks

use of nets except

prohibited.

sounds of
July of each year. The boundaries of the sounds are as shown in Bulletin 19 of the United States Geodetic Survey.
Outside salt waters are
defined as those waters from the outermost part of the coast line to the
limit of the three-mile jurisdiction, and embrace that part of the Atlantic Ocean under the jurisdiction of this State. Inland salt waters not
included in outside salt waters include all sounds, estuaries, salt-water
Any person violating any of the provisions of this
rivers and creeks.
section shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1924, p. 116.)

—

Editorial Note. The above section was amended by Acts 1933, p. 154, by providing that nothing in that section shall authorize the use of other than handdrawn cast nets in the sounds of any county "having a population of not less
than 8,153 nor more than 8,160, as shown by the 1930 census of the United States."

—

on lands of another. Any person who shall fish upon
the lands of another with or without a license, without first having obtained permission from such landowner, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor
and shall be fined not less than $10 nor more than $100 and all costs for
each offense, or shall be sentenced to work on the public works not less
than five nor more than 30 days; and any one or more of these pun45-513. Fishing

ishments

may be

ordered in the discretion of the judge. (Acts 1911,

pp. 137, 142.)
45-514. Fishing

any

on island game preserves.

—Any person who shall

fish

from the
Atlantic Ocean, sounds, rivers, or bays of this State, surrounding the several islands of this State, used or maintained in whole or in part as private or public game preserves, when such creek, stream or estuary leads
into such islands, or who shall enter such creek, stream or estuary for
the purpose of fishing therein without the consent of the owners or resident custodian of such island, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor: Provided, that this law shall be held to apply only to a salt-water creek,
stream or estuary that enters and ends in an island ow ned in its entirety
in

of the salt-water creeks, streams or estuaries leading

r

by a

single ownership, family or estate.

Duty

(Acts 1918,

p. 262.)

and warrants, and reporting
violations of law. All sheriffs, deputy sheriffs, and constables in tidewater Georgia, shall execute all writs and warrants placed in their hands
against violators of the game and fish laws, and such sheriffs, deputy
sheriffs, and constables shall report to the Commissioner of Game and
Fish all violations of the game and fish laws that come under their knowledge, and procure warrants for such offenders and apprehend the same.
45-515.

of sheriffs, etc., as to writs

—

(Acts 1924,

p.

115; 1931, p. 7.)

6
o

Game and

45-601

CHAPTER

45-6.

45-602,
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SHAD.

Sec.

Fee.
45-601.

Fish.

Open

season: taking shad in
closed season.
"Closed times" during open sea-

45-603.

Taking shad

45-604.

Possession of nets, etc., prima
facie evidence of guilt.

son.

Open season; taking shad

45-601.

for purposes
sale without license.

in closed season.

of

—The open season,

during which any person may take shad from the waters of this State in
any manner, shall be from February 1 to April 20, following. Any person who shall, in any manner, take shad from the waters of this State
on any date other than those included within the said open season, shall
be guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction thereof, shall be fined
not less than $10 and all costs in each case, nor more than $100 and all
costs in each case, or shall be sentenced to serve upon the public works
of the county in which convicted for not less than 30 nor more than 90
days. (Acts 1918, pp. 270, 272.)

—

Editorial Note. Acts 1921, p. 234, amended the above section by adding the following qualification: "Provided, that on the St. Mary's River in said State the open
season for taking shad shall be from January 1st to April 20th, following."

45-602. "Closed times" during

open season.

—During each week of the

open season provided for in the preceding section, there shall be a "closed
time" during which no shad shall be taken from the waters of this State
in any manner, beginning at sundown on Friday of each week, and extending until sunrise on Monday following. Any person who shall, in
any manner, take shad from the waters of this State during any such
"closed time" shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction
thereof, shall be punished as provided in the preceding section. (Acts
1918, pp. 270-272.)

—

Editorial Note. Acts 1921, p. 234, amended the above section by adding the following qualification: "Provided that nothing contained in this section shall apply
to the St. Mary's River."

—

Taking shad for purposes of sale without license. No person
shall take shad from the waters of this State for purposes of sale without
first having procured from the Commissioner of Game and Fish a license,
Persons having a residence within this State and being citias follows
zens of the United States shall pay a fee of $1 for such license citizens
of other States, residing outside of this State, shall pay a fee of $10; and
aliens, whether residents of this or another State, shall pay a fee of $10.
45-603.

:

;

All licenses provided for in this section shall be effective for one year

month during which they may be issued. Any
shad from the waters of this State for the purpose
of sale, in violation of the provisions of this section, without having first
procured the license herein required, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor,
and, upon conviction thereof, shall be punished as provided in section
45-601. (Acts 1918, pp. 270-272.)
from the

person

first

who

day

of the

shall take

45-604. Possession of nets, etc.,

prima

possession, or the having in any boat in or

facie evidence of guilt.

upon the waters

—The

of this State,

any net or other device for the purpose of taking shad during such
time as the law prohibits the taking of such fish, shall be prima facie evidence that the person having such nets or equipment in his possession
of

is

guilty of taking shad in violation of law. (Acts 1918, pp. 270, 271.)

Game and
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CHAPTER

Ftsti.

§

45-705

TERRAPINS AND TURTLES.

45-7.

Sec.

Sec.

45-701.

45-703.

Evidence and exception.

45-704.

Size of meshes or openin:
nets used to capture tern.

45-705.

Time

Time within

may
45-702.

which

terrapins

not be captured.

Female terrapins

of certain size

not to be captured.

—

45-701. (595 P. C.)
If

any person

for taking turtles within

tidewater.

Time within which

terrapins

shall capture terrapins in

bays, sounds, creeks, or tidewaters by

any

means

may

not be captured.

of the rivers, estuaries,
of seines, nets, traps, or

day of March to the 25th day of July, he
be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1887, p. 99.)
other device, from the

first

shall

Female terrapins of certain size not to be captured.
No person shall capture in any manner, or at any time, female terrapins of a size less than five and one-half inches, measured lengthwise on
the lower shell; and when any such terrapins are caught, they shall be
at once returned to the waters from which they were taken. A violation

—

45-702. (596 P. C.)

of this section shall

be a misdemeanor.

(Acts 1887,

p. 99.)

—

45-703. (597 P. C.) Evidence and exception.
It shall be prima facie
evidence of a violation of the provisions of the preceding two sections

any person or persons to be found in possession of any terrapin of a
size less than five and one-half inches, measured lengthwise on the lower
shell, at any season of the year, or of any terrapin of any kind between
the first of March and the 25th of July: Provided, that nothing in this
section shall be so construed as to apply to persons owning and maintaining a bona fide and duly established terrapin crawl or pen in which
terrapins may be kept for the purpose of raising and cultivation. (Acts
for

1887, p. 99; 1902, p. 56.)

meshes or openings in nets used to capture
terrapins.
If any person shall at any time use any seine, net, trap, or
other device for the capture of terrapins, with meshes or openings smaller
than five and one-half inches stretched, or four and one-fourth inches
loose measure, he shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1887, p. 99.)
45-704. (598 P. C.) Size of

—

Time

—

any
person shall take turtles within tidewater at any time other than from
the first day of May to the first day of September, he shall be punished
as for a misdemeanor. (Acts 1855-6, p. 14; 1887, p. 99; 1895, p. 63.)
45-705. (599 P. C.)

CHAPTER

45-8.

for taking turtles within tidewater.

OYSTERS, SHRIMP, AND PRAWN.
Sec.

Sec.
45-801.

Leases of oyster beds; terms;

45-804.

Staking or using oyster beds
prohibited wl en: retusal to

45-805.

Reasonable time allowed to
when.
move oysters,
*

re-

45 _ 806<

Prohibite d

assignment

of

fee; notice of application; for-

remove obstruction.

feiture
45-802.

Record of survey;
rental;

ment;

fee;

annual

penalty for nonpaydeposit of shells or

grQund by patrolman or sur .

oysters by lessee.
45-803.

If

)ption to lease gi
Option
given to certain persons.

45-807.

veyor.
Interference with
stakes, etc.

boundary

Game and

§45-801
Sec.
45-S03.

Fish.

Sec.

How

owners of private oyster
beds may come under provi-

45-814.
45-815.

sions of law.
45-809.

45-810.

45-311.

45-812.

45-S13.

1314

again.

Penalty for taking oysters out
of season or between Satur-

day and Monday.
Penalty for rough taking oysters from public beds.
Punishment for taking oysters
with scoop, etc.,
feet from shore;
excepted.
Dealers in 03'sters
occupation tax;
stamps.
Sale of

unstamped

Occupation stamps; sale, etc.
Stamped sea food not taxable

within 1000
private beds

and shrimp;
exemptions;

45-816.

Counterfeiting stamp issued by

Commissioner
45-817.

Game and

Oysters sold in shell; how
measured; dimension of tubs;
brands.

45-81S.

Dealer's record of oysters and
shrimp; reports; copy of bill
of lading.

45-819.

Catching

fish

transporting
oysters.

of

Fish; uttering same.

and prawn and
beyond State

without payment of tax.

45-801. Leases of oyster beds; terms; fee; notice of application; for-

—

be lawful for the Commissioner of Game and Fish
to lease to any citizen of this State, or to any corporation chartered under the laws of this State and having its principal shucking plant or canning factory in this State, portions of the oyster beds or bottoms, other

feiture, etc.

It shall

than natural or privately owned beds or bottoms, for a period of not exceeding 20 years, with the privilege of renewal at such rate as may be
prescribed by the Commissioner, but in no event shall any person, firm,
corporation, or combination of persons, lease or hold in excess of 1,000
acres, not to consist of more than two parcels, nor have the privilege of
this section until he shall have demonstrated to the Commissioner his
willingness, ability and intention to comply with the laws, as well as the
rules and regulations prescribed by the Commissioner of Game and Fish
for leasing and cultivating oyster beds. The owners of lands having
water fronts thereon suitable for planting oysters shall have prior rights
over all other applicants for assignment and lease of oyster plantinggrounds adjacent thereto. All applications for lease of land under this
law shall be made on blanks to be prescribed by the Commissioner of
Game and Fish and shall be sworn to by the applicant. Each application shall be accompanied by a deposit of $10 as a guarantee of good
faith, and to apply on cost of survey. Notice of such application shall be
published once a week for four weeks in the official newspaper of the
county or counties in which such lands lie four weeks prior to making
such application. If no good cause shall be shown to the contrary, the
Commissioner may have said ground surveyed and a plat made thereof,

and grounds marked off, at the cost of the applicant, at the time the survey shall be made, and at the direction of the surveyor, with suitable
stakes, smooth and free from snags and spurs and suitable stakes shall
be kept by the lessee in their proper places during the continuance of
such lease, so as to conform accurately to the survey. Should such stakes
be removed, rot down, or be carried away, the lessee shall replace them
at his own expense in their proper places, and if he shall fail to do so
within 30 days after being notified by the patrolman of the district
within which the ground lies, the said lease shall be forfeited. (Acts
1924, p. 105; 1931, p. 7.)
Cross-references.— Larceny of oysters or shells, see § 26-2614. Tidewater
Georgia defined, etc, see § 45-116.
Duties of chief inspector of coastal fisheries, see
Taxation of oysters, etc, see § 45-812 et seq.
% 45-120.
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45-802.

Record

§ 45

Fistt.

of survey; fee; annual rental; penalty for

deposit of shells or oysters

by

lessee.

-D4

nonpayment;

—The

survey and plat of any
made, and after said grounds

signment, as soon as practicable after it is
shall have been assigned to said applicant, shall be delivered to said
plicant, who shall record the same in the office of the clerk of the superior
court of the county or counties in which said ground lies, and a copy
thereof shall also be filed in the office of the Commissioner of

The surveyor surveying such

Fish.

tract so assigned shall

Game
make

plats

such surveys for such office, and for the person to whom such assignment is made. Such plat shall be duly recorded in such office in a wellbound and substantial book, and indexed in the name of the assignee.
The clerk of the superior court shall receive for recording the same in
his office the fee now required for recording deeds and plats.
The annual rental of land leased under this section shall be such amount per
acre as the Commissioner may fix upon, but in no case less than 25 cents
per annum, and shall be due on the first of September of each year after
the date of the assignment, and payable on or before the first day of November following. If not paid on or before November first, a 25 per
cent, fine shall be added, and the inspector of such district shall proThe lessee shall be required to
ceed to levy for rental and fines.
deposit, under the supervision of the inspector of his district within
such time as may be designated by the Commissioner in his lease,
shells or oysters to the amount of not less than 10 nor more than 1,000
bushels per acre for the entire area leased, the amount to be fixed by the
Commissioner. The lessee shall be required to deposit, under the supervision and direction of the Commissioner of Game and Fish, every year
during the life of the lease, a number of bushels of shells or oysters on
of

each acre of the tract or parcel of ground leased by him, equal to 25 per

centum

The

of the

number

of bushels of oysters taken

lessee shall be required to prove compliance with both of these pro-

visions as to deposit of shells or oysters on the

and

by him therefrom.

in default of

ground so leased by him,

such proof thereof the lease shall be annulled.

(Acts

1924, p. 106; 1931, pp. 7, 14.)

45-803. Option to lease given to certain persons.

—Any

person 'who

on lands prior to August 8, 1924,
shall have the first option or refusal to have said land leased to him by
the Commissioner of Game and Fish, who shall take the fact into conshall

have planted oysters

in

good

faith

sideration in fixing the lease fee to be charged. (Acts 1924, p. 107; 1931,
pp.

7, 14.)

45-804. Staking or using oyster beds prohibited,

move

—

when;

refusal to re-

not be lawful for any person to stake in or
use, for the purpose of propagation of oysters or shellfish, any natural
oyster bed, dock, shoal or bottom, or clamming or crabbing ground
obstruction.

It shall

which has not been assigned to him according to law, nor shall any person who may have occupied and staked off such natural bed, rock, or
shoal, or clamming or crabbing ground, or bottom, which has not been
assigned to him according to law, continue to occupy the same, and any
person violating this provision shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. Said
person shall be notified by the Commissioner of Game and Fish to re-

•

Game and

§45-805

move

all

Fish.
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stakes, watchhouses, or other obstructions

beds, rock, or shoal

;

and

if

from such natural

after the notice such person shall refuse to

remove such stakes or other obstructions, the same shall be removed by
the said Commissioner of Game and Fish or patrolman, at the cost of
the offender, who shall also be punished as for a misdemeanor. (Acts
1924, p. 107; 1931, pp.

7, 14.)

—

time allowed to remove oysters, when. When
from any resurvev of oyster planting-grounds or survey made to reestablish the lines of the State survey of natural oyster beds, rocks, or
shoals, which may be made under the direction of the Commissioner of
45-805. Reasonable

Game and

appear that any holder, without his own default
and by mistake of any officer of the State, has had assigned to him and
included in the plat of his assignment any portion of the natural oyster
beds, rocks, or shoals, as denned by law, and it shall appear that any such
holder has oysters or shells planted on the said ground, before the stakes
shall be removed from said grounds, or the same opened to the public,
the said holder shall be allowed a reasonable time, the length of which
shall be determined by the Commissioner of Game and Fish in his discretion, within which to remove his planted oysters or shells from the
said ground, under the supervision of the Commissioner. (Acts 1924,
Fish,

it

shall

p. 107; 1931, pp. 7, 14.)

—

ground by patrolman or surveyor.
Any patrolman or surveyor who shall knowingly assign to any person
any ground within the public survey of the natural oyster beds, rocks, or
shoals, or clam beds that have been set aside by the Commissioner of
Game and Fish shall be fined not less than $100 nor more than $500, and
any such assignment shall be void, and such official shall be discharged
from the employ of the Department of Game and Fish. (Acts 1924,
45-806. Prohibited assignment of

p.

108; 1931, pp.

7,

14.)

—

boundary stakes, etc. Any person who shall
wilfully injure, remove, or displace any boundary oyster stakes, range
monuments, signal beacon, boundary stone or post, or buoy, or any appurtenance or enclosure therein erected, constructed or set by the Commissioner of Game and Fish, or by his order, on the land or water of this
State or upon the lawful beds of any lessee for the purpose of designating, locating, surveying, or mapping any shellfish grounds, shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1924, p. 108; 1931, pp. 7, 14.)
45-807. Interference with

45-808.

How

sions of law.

beds

in

owners

—Any

of private oyster

beds

may come under

person, firm or corporation

tidewater Georgia

may come under

provi-

owning private oyster

the provisions of this law and

have the same protection as is afforded the lessees of State-owned oyster
grounds under the provisions of this law, by planting oysters upon such
grounds and placing oysters or shells thereon in the manner prescribed
for leased oyster lands under the provisions of this law.
(Acts 1924,
p. 112.)

Cross-reference.

45-809.

— Tidewater

Georgia defined, see

§

45-116.

(1937; 615 P. C.) Penalty for taking oysters out of season or

between Saturday and Monday.

—Any

person

who

shall

prick,

tong,

Game and
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Fish.

§45-812

any other mariner take or catch oysters from any of the
waters of this State, except from private beds, from the first day of May
to the 31st day of August, except for the purpose of replanting the same
in the waters of this State, and any person who shall take oysters for
any purpose during any season from one hour after sunset on Satur
until one hour before sunrise on the following Monday, shall be guilty
of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1889, pp. 143, 144.)
dredge or

in

rough taking oysters from public
beds. Any person who shall rough take and catch oysters from any of
the public beds within the waters of this State, unless the same shall be
culled over the beds from which they may be taken, except when the
weather is such as to render it dangerous to remain at the beds, shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor: Provided, that the terms of this section shall
not apply to the taking of oysters for the purpose of replanting the same
in any of the waters of this State. (Acts 1889, p. 143, 144.)
45-810. (1938; 616 P. C.) Penalty for

—

45-811. (1940; 618, 619 P. C.)

scoop,

etc.,

who

Punishment

for taking oysters with

within 1,000 feet from shore; private beds excepted.

—Any per-

any of the waters of this State
with or by a scoop, rake, drag, or dredge, or by the use of any other instrument than the oyster tongs heretofore in general use for taking oysters, except within the waters more than 1,000 feet from the shore line at
ordinary mean low tide, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. Oysters may
be taken by any means or device from any private bed by the owner or
lessee thereof, for the purpose of transplanting to other beds in this
State from unleased territory within said limits. (Acts 1889, p. 144; 1905,
son

shall take or catch

any oysters

in

p. 73.)

45-812. Dealers in oysters

stamps.

—All

and shrimp; occupation tax; exemptions;

distributors or dealers

who

tributors or dealers)

sell

(including canners

who

are dis-

oysters in this State (except those im-

porting and selling the same in the original package in which brought

pay thereon an occupation tax as follows One
cent on each 60 ounces of canned oysters two cents on each gallon of
raw shucked oysters five cents upon each bushel of oysters sold in the
shell.
A tax of one-sixteenth of a cent is hereby imposed upon every
pound of shrimp or prawn caught or taken for sale from the waters of
Provided, that nothing in this law shall be construed to
this State
place a tax upon or prohibit the sale of oysters or shrimp or prawn for
local consumption by peddlers or hucksters who sell direct to the conProvided, that no one person shall take or remove from the
sumer
public beds more than 10 bushels of oysters in any one day for such
purpose. Each package containing oysters canned in this State, or raw
shucked oysters, or oysters in the shell, gathered in this State, shall be
stamped by the canner, dealer, or distributor with the quantity of oysters
contained in each can, barrel or other package in which the same are
offered for sale within the State or shipped therefrom.
Each distributor
into this State)

shall

:

;

;

:

:

or dealer, including the canners

place stamps in the

who

are distributors or dealers, shall

amount necessary upon each

of said packages, to

Game and

§45-813

comply with the requirements

of the

hereinbefore set out. (Acts 1924,

1318

Fish.

payment

of the occupation taxes

p. 109.)

—

Cross-references. Penalty for sale of unstamped oysters, see § 45-813. Catchfish or prawn and transporting beyond State without payment of tax, see
45-819. Nonresidents catching shrimp and prawn, see § 45-216.

ing§

unstamped

—Any

person or persons, firm or
corporation who shall sell, ship, or receive for sale any canned oysters,
raw shucked oysters or oysters to be sold in the shell, unless there is
affixed to each package a stamp or stamps furnished by the Commissioner of Game and Fish indicating that the occupation tax thereon
45-813. Sale of

oysters.

has been paid, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1924,
1931, pp.

7,

p.

110;

14.)

Cross-reference.

— Stamps for dealers in oysters and shrimp, see

§

45-812.

—The

Commissioner of Game
and Fish shall adopt an occupation stamp or stamps of such sizes and
denomination as shall be deemed advisable by him, which shall have a
serial number, and be of such design as the Commissioner shall select,
suitable for the purpose of stamping the cans and packages in which
oysters are canned or shipped as hereinbefore provided. The Commissioner shall provide for the sale of such stamps direct to the distributors,
dealers, and canners, as will best meet their requirements. (Acts 1924,
45-814. Occupation stamps; sale, etc.

p.

109; 1931 pp.
Cross-reference.

45-815.

sea food,
tion, shall

7, 14.)

—Penalty for

counterfeiting stamp, see

§

45-816.

—A

Stamped sea food not taxable again.
stamped to comply with the provisions
not be subject to a further tax

hands of another distributor. (Acts 1924,

when

can or package of
of the preceding secpassing through the

p. 110.)

stamp issued by Commissioner of Game and
Fish; uttering same. It shall be unlawful for any person or persons to
counterfeit any stamp adopted by the Commissioner of Game and Fish
or to purchase any stamps similar thereto, or to aid or assist in uttering
the same, or to use or attempt, to use a stamp more than one time. Any
45-816. Counterfeiting

—

person, firm or corporation violating the provisions of this section shall

be guilty of a felony and on conviction shall be punished by imprisonment and labor in the penitentiary for not less than four years nor more
than 10 years. (Acts 1924, p. 110.)
45-817. Oysters sold in shell;

how measured;

dimensions of tubs;
brands. All oysters sold in the shell in tidewater Georgia shall be measured in circular tubs, with straight sides, straight and solid bottoms, with
holes in the bottom not more than one-half inch in diameter. A bushel
tub shall measure 18 inches from the inside across the bottom, and 21
inches from the bottom to the top or chine. All measures used for buying or selling oysters shall have a brand, to be adopted by the Commissioner of Game and Fish, stamped thereon by the Commissioner or his
lawful inspectors or patrolmen. All measures found in the possession
of any person not meeting the requirements of this section shall be destroyed by the Commissioner of Game and Fish. Any person or persons violating this section shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and upon
conviction thereof shall be fined not less than $10 nor more than $50

—

Game and
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Fisti.

or imprisoned for not less than 10 days nor

§

more than 30 days

discretion of the court. (Acts 1924, p. 110; 1931, pp.
45-818. Dealer's record of oysters

of lading.

7,

in

the

14.;

and shrimp; reports; copy

—All persons owning or operating canning

45-819

factories,

of bill

shucking

shrimp or oysters for commercial purposes, shall keep a record in which shall be entered the
amount of oysters and shrimp taken from Georgia waters, the name of
each person from whom they shall purchase oysters and shrimp, together with the date of purchase and quantity purchased; the name,
number and approximate tonnage of the boat in which they were brou
to the factory, the quantity canned and packed for shipment, and the
date and amount of each shipment, as well as a record of all oysters and
shrimp shipped raw and oysters sold in the shell, and make an itemized
written report to the Commissioner of Game and Fish not later than the
fifth day of each month.
They shall also keep on file a copy of the bill
of lading for each shipment; said book and said file of bills of lading to be
open at all times to the inspection of the Commissioner of Game and Fish
or to his agents or employees, or to the Comptroller General or his
agents, and they, shall, between the first and 15th days of May in each
year, make a report to the Commissioner of Game and Fish of the number of canned oysters and the number of stamps of each denomination
on hand on the first day of May. Any person or persons violating the
provisions of this section shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and upon
conviction shall be fined not less than $25 nor more than $200, or be
sentenced to labor for not more than six months nor less than 30 days
on the public works of the connty. (Acts 1924, p. Ill; 1931, pp. 7, 14.)
plants, or otherwise dealing in or supplying

45-819. Catching fish or

—

prawn and transporting beyond

State with-

out payment of tax. Any person who shall take or catch fish or prawn
in this State and transport same beyond the limits of this State without

bringing the same into some Georgia port, having the same weighed
by the Commissioner of Game and Fish or his authorized inspector or
other assistant and paying the tax thereon before the same are permitted to leave the boundaries of this State shall be guilty of a misfirst

demeanor. (Acts 1924,

p.

109; 1931, pp.

7,

14.)

GAMING: See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment, Chapter
GARAGES: See Title 12, Bailments, Chapter 12-4.
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CROSS-REFERENCE.
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CHAPTER

46-1.

in:

See Title

RIGHT TO WRIT;

Attachment, Chapter

8,

HOW

8-5.

OBTAINED AND

SERVED.
Sec.

Sec.

im
46-101.
.,

la
-i..
nRight
to writ; wages„ exempt
-

i.

until after final

46-102.

and

Summons
.

judgment.

necessity

Affidavit;

46-105.

and

of garnishment; serv*

bond

; ub

quent proceedings>

con-

46-106.

Service of

summons

of garnish-

ac ir\->
46-103.

,
ao;j
t u
~ attorney.
Affidavit
or
by
J
&
3 agent

46-107.

ment upon corporation.
Nonresident individuals en-

46-104.

Affidavit

and bond by one of

46-108.

business in c
State.
Interrogatories, how sued out

Bond.

tents.
-

4.4.

,

gaged

•

in

,

•

,

,

and served.

firm, etc.

Right to writ; wages exempt until after final judgment.
In cases where suit shall be pending, or where judgment shall have
been obtained, the plaintiff shall be entitled to the process of garnishment
Provided, however, no garnishment
under the following regulations
shall issue against the daily, weekly or monthly wages of any person residing in this State until after final judgment shall have been had against
said defendant: Provided further, that nothing in this section shall be
construed as abridging the right of garnishment in attachment before
judgment is obtained. (Act 1882, Cobb, 77. Acts 1855-6, p. 36; 1933,

—

46-101. (5265)

:

P 35.)
.

—

Cross-references. Obtaining garnishment in attachment, see § 8-501. Attachlevied by service of garnishment, see § 8-205.
Garnishment for city taxes,
Tax collector may issue garnishment, see § 92-7501. Proceedings
see § 92-4301.
thereon, § 92-7502.

ment

—

Editorial Note. Section 2 of Acts 1933, p. 35, amending the above section, provided that nothing in that Act should alter, change or interfere with the right to
the issuance of garnishment, as against any debt then existing or theretofore incurred.

That Act was approved March

46-102.

1933.

(5059, 5268) Affidavit;- necessity

plaintiff, his agent, or

officer

16,

attorney at law shall

and contents.

make

Bond.— The

affidavit before

some

authorized to issue an attachment, stating the amount claimed to

Garn ishment.
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be due

in

g 46-105

such action, or on such judgment, and that he

'

to

'

1

apprehend the loss of the same or some part thereof unless proa
garnishment shall issue, and shall give bond, with good security, in a
sum at least equal to double the amount sworn to be due, payable to
defendant in the suit or judgment, as the case may be, conditioned to
pay said defendant all costs and damages that he may sustain in cor
quence of suing out said garnishment, in the event that the plaintiff
shall fail to recover in the suit, or it shall appear that the amount sworn
to be due on such judgment was not due, or that the property or money
sought to be garnished was not subject to process of garnishment. No
person shall be taken as security on the bond who is an attorney for the
nonresident unless the nonresident

possessed of real estate in the county where the garnishment issues of the value of the
amount of such bond. (Act 1822, Cobb, 77. Acts 1855-6, p. 36; 1873,

plaintiff or a

p.

is

29; 1884-5, p. 54.)

—

Cross-references. Before whom affidavit of attachment made, see § 8-109.
issue attachments, see § 8-114. Notaries public, see §§ 71-109, 71-205.

Who

may

46-103. (5266) Affidavit
shall be

made by

by agent or attorney.

—When

the affidavit

the agent or attorney at law of the plaintiff, he

may

may

sign

swear according to the best of

his

knowledge and

belief,

and

name of the plaintiff to the bond, who shall be bound thereby in
same manner as though he had signed it himself. (Act 1822, Cobb,
the

Acts 1855-6,

the
77.

p. 36.)

—

and bond by one of firm, etc. When the debt
for the recovery of which the garnishment is sought shall be due to
partners or several persons jointly, any one of said partners or joint
creditors may make the affidavit and give bond in the name of the plain46-104. (5267) Affidavit

tiff,

as prescribed in cases of attachment.

Cross-references.

may make

—Partner

affidavit in
terest, see § 75-315.

etc.,

46-105. (5269)

may execute bond for firm, see § 75-314. Partner,
attachment, see § 8-110. Garnishment of partner's in-

Summons

—

of garnishment; service and return; bond;

subsequent proceedings. When such affidavit shall have been made and
bond given, it shall be the duty of the officer before whom the same was
made, or any other officer authorized to issue attachments, to whom the
said bond and affidavit may be delivered, upon the request of the plaintiff or his agent or attorney at law to issue a summons of garnishment,
directed to the person sought to be garnished, requiring him to appear
at the next term of the court where such suit is pending, or where such
judgment was obtained; but if the next superior court shall be held
within less than ten days from the time such summons shall issue, then
the garnishee shall be required to appear at the next court thereafter,
then and there to depose on oath in what

sum he

is

property and effects he has in his hands belonging

indebted
to,

to,

or

what

the defendant, or

had at the time of the service of the summons of garnishment and also in
what sum he has become indebted to the defendant, or what property and
effects he has received or got possession of belonging to the defendant,
between the time of the service of said summons and the time of making
his return and upon such affidavit, bond, and summons of garnishment
being delivered to any officer authorized by law to levy an attachment,
;

;

§

Garnishment.

46-106
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shall be his duty to serve such summons of garnishment upon the person to whom it is directed, if to be found in his county, and to make an
entry of such service and of his actings and doings in the premises upon
it

the affidavit and bond, and return the

same

to the court to

which the per-

son summoned as garnishee is required to appear; and all subsequent
proceedings shall be the same as prescribed in relation to garnishment
in cases of

Summons

attachment.

garnishment

of

may

issue under the

provisions of this section, from time to time, before trial, without giving
additional bond. (Act 1822, Cobb, 77. Act 1823, Cobb, 79. Acts 1855-6,
p.

37; 1884-5,

p.

96; 1866,

24; 1869, p. 136.

p.

60 Ga. 306.)

—

Garnishee's answer, what to include, see § 46-301. Garnishcollector and proceedings thereon, see §§ 92-7501, 92-7502.
may issue attachments, see § 8-114. Before whom affidavit made, see §§ 8-109,
46-102.
Proceedings on garnishment in attachment, see § 8-501 et seq.
Cross-references.

Who

ment by tax

summons

46-106. (5270) Service of

of garnishment

upon corporation.

— Service of a summons of garnishment upon the agent

charge of the
office or business of the corporation in the county or district at the time
of service shall be sufficient. (Acts 1884-5, p. 99.)
in

—

Cross-references. Garnishment proceeding against corporation, see
Service of process upon corporations generally, see § 22-1101.

46-107. Nonresident individuals

engaged

in business in State.

§

22-1103.

—When-

ever an individual residing outside of this State shall be regularly en-

gaged

in business

within this State and shall have an agent and place of

business in any county in the State, such nonresident individual shall be
subject to the process of garnishment in any county in which he shall

be doing business and shall have such agent and place of business; and

summons

garnishment in such cases upon the agent in
charge of the office or business of such nonresident individual in the
county at the time of service shall be sufficient to require such nonresident garnishee to appear and answer as to all debts owing to the defendant and as to all property, moneys or effects of the defendant in this
State coming into the hands of the garnishee or his agent. (Acts 1925,
service of the

of

pp. 204, 205.)

46-108. (5112) Interrogatories,

may

garnishment, interrogatories
other cases.

(Acts 1855-6,

CHAPTER

—

how

sued out and served. In cases of
be sued out and served as provided in

p. 30.)

PROPERTY AND PERSONS SUBJECT;

46-2.

EXEMPTIONS.
Sec.

Sec.
46-201.
46-202.

What is subject to garnishment.
Attorney at law subject to garnishment, when.
Indebtedness accruing after
_

46-203.

service of
ac oa/«

46-204.

46-205.

46-206.

wrt,

When

summons;

lien.
;

•

.

^fo

Salaries of officers of corporations, when subject.

Collateral securities not subject
to garnishment.

Exemption

of

46-209.

^
Transfer

r

46-210.

Damages,

46-211.

Prima

A

^

^ nn

j-

,
r
of disegacy or interest
tnbutee or heir subject to
garnishment.
Executors and administrators
may be garnished, when.
i

46-207.

r

wages; amoU nt.
.

.

of claims to parties
without the State to evade
exemption
of wages.
to
*

right to recover in
case of transfer of claim to
parties without the State.
facie evidence of violation of two preceding sections.

§ 46-201

Garnishment.
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Sec.

Sec.
46-212.
46-213.

Deposit of deceased depositor
exempt, when.

Exemption

of benefits of fraternal benefit society.

What

46-201. (5272)

is

46-214.

Exemption
retired

of pensions :,•'

tfl

employeei ly Conner

employers.

subject to garnishment. -All debts owing to

property, money, or effects of the defendant coming into the hands of the garnishee at the date of the service of the summons of garnishment or at any time from the date of said service to the

the defendant, and

all

date of the garnishee's answer shall be subject to process of garnishment, whether the garnishee had anything in his hands or was indebted
to the defendant at the date of the service of the summons or not. (Acts
1880-1, p. 109.)

—

Cross-references. Obtaining garnishment in attachment, see § 8-501. Answer
Exemption of wages from garnishment, see § 46-203.
of garnishee, see § 46-301.
Garnishment of partSalaries of corporation officers, when subject, see § 46-206.
Garnishment for city taxes, see § 92-4301.
ner's interest, see § 75-315.

—

law subject to garnishment, when. An atlaw, who has money or other effects in his hands belonging to

46-202. (5297) Attorney at

torney at
the defendant, shall be subject to be garnished.
Cross-reference.

— Receiver

not subject to garnishment, see

§

55-311.

46-203. (5273, 5274) Indebtedness accruing after service of

—

Whenever

summons

summons;

garnishment shall be served on any person, and such person, after the date of such service, shall become indebted to the defendant, such subsequent indebtedness immediately upon
its accruing shall become subject to the lien of such garnishment, and no
payments made by the garnishee to the defendant or to his order after
the date of the service of the garnishment shall defeat the lien of such
garnishment. The service of a summons of garnishment shall in all cases
operate as a lien on all the garnishee's indebtedness at the date of the
service and also on all future indebtedness accruing up to the date of the
answer, and such lien shall not be defeated by any payments by the garnishee or overdrafts by the defendant or other arrangements between the
defendant and the garnishee. This section shall not operate to change
or alter the laws exempting from the process and liabilities of garnishment the daily, weekly, or monthly wages of journeymen mechanics and
day laborers. (Acts 1901, p. 55.)
Cross-references. Garnishment in attachment, how obtained, see § 8-501. An-

lien.

a

of

—

swer of garnishee and judgment, see
garnishment, see § 46-208.
46-204. (5303)
to garnishment.

Exemption

§§ 46-301, 46-406.

of

wages from

When

—As

legacy or interest of distributee or heir subject
a general rule, the interest of a legatee or distribu-

garnishment issued against an executor or adthe legacy shall have been assented to by the execu-

tee shall not be subject to

ministrator; but

if

and such legacy

and when

shall not be defeated by debts against the estate,
there shall have been a final settlement by the administrator,

and there

shall

tor,

remain in his hands a fixed balance, such legacy or the
interest of the distributee or heir may be reached by process of garnishment at the instance of a creditor of such legatee, distributee, or heir at
law, as the case
Cross-reference.

may

be.

— Payment of debts

of testator, see

§

113-821.

Garnishment,

46-205

§

1324

Executors and administrators may be garnished, when.
In every case a garnishment may be issued against an executor or administrator for a legacy or distributive share, or for any debt or demand
owing by the estate to any other person, if the creditor shall swear, in
46-205.

^5304")

—

addition to the oath required in ordinary cases, that his debtor resides

without the State or
Cross-references.

insolvent.

— Attachment

Answer by executor
46-206.

is

may

(Acts 1865-6,

p. 33.)

issue against administrator, etc., see
§ 40-302.

§

8-105.

or administrator, see

(5302) Salaries of officers of corporations,

when

subject.

—All

corporations in this State, except municipal corporations, shall be liable

garnishment for the salaries of their officers in all cases where any
such salary shall exceed the sum of $500 per annum. (Act 1850, Cobb,
to

88. 72

Ga. 740.)

46-207.

(5296) Collateral securities not subject to garnishment.

lateral securities in the

garnishment

hands

— Col-

of a creditor shall not be the subject of

at the instance of other creditors.

Cross-reference.

— Pledge

of notes, see

§

12-603.

—

Exemption of wages amount. All persons shall be exempt from the process and liabilities of garnishment on $1.25 per day of
their daily, weekly or monthly wages and on 50 per cent, of the excess
thereof, whether in the hands of their employers or others. All wages
46-208.

(5298)

;

above the exemption herein provided for shall be subject to garnishment.
(Act 1845, Cobb, 88. Acts 1872, p. 43; 1875, p. 21 1876, p. 17; 1914, p. 62.)
;

Cross-references.

— Receiver

not subject to garnishment, see

§

55-311.

Garnish-

ment does not affect exemptions, see § 46-203. Wages of deceased employee of
corporation exempt from garnishment, see § 66-103. Confederate pensions exempt
from garnishment, see § 78-218. Final judgment against defendant before issuance
Recovery for husband's or father's homicide not
of garnishment, see § 46-101.
subject to his debts, see

§

105-1305.

—

Editorial Note. This section was materially changed in 1914 (Acts 1914, p. 62).
In the Code of 1910 and prior Codes, except the Code of 1873, this section reads:
All journeymen mechanics and
"Laborers' wages exempt from garnishment.
laborers shall be exempt from the process and liabilities of garnishment on their
daily, weekly, or monthly wages, whether in the hands of their employers or
others." The amendment of 1914 changed it to read as set out above, with the
additional provision, "and garnishee in making answer shall state specifically when
the wages therein referred to were earned by defendant and whether the same
were earned as daily, weekly or monthly wages," added to the end thereof. This
provision appears in section 46-301 of this Code. In the Code of 1873, this section
contains the following provision, in addition to the provisions contained therein
"Provided, that the wages of no person in the employment of
in the Code 1910:
another shall be exempt from the process of garnishment, when the consideration
of the debt is provisions for the use of the employee or his family, or when the
consideration of said debt is for board of himself or family." This provision was
added by the Act of 1872. The Act of 1875 added to the proviso the following:
"Or when the consideration of said debt is services rendered by any physician, or
surgeon, to the employee, or his family, or medicine furnished by any physician,
surgeon, druggist, or apothecary, to said employee, or his family." The Act of
1876 is entitled, "An Act to exempt from process of garnishment the wages of
journeymen mechanics and day laborers." It simply reenacted the provisions of
§ 3476 of the Code of 1863, which section was brought forward into the Code of
1910 as § 5298. That Act did not purport to repeal the provisos enacted by the
Act of 1872 and the Act of 1875.

46-209. (5299) Transfer of claims to parties without the State to evade

exemption

of

wages.

— No person

shall assign or transfer or

send out of

by himself or agents, any claim for debt against a resident of
this State, for the purpose of having the same collected by proceedings
in attachment or by garnishments in courts outside of this State, with

this State,

Garnishment,
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2:14

intent to deprive a resident of this State of the right to have

1.

exempt from garnishment as provided by the laws of this State, wl.
the creditor and debtor and person or corporation owing the money intended to be reached by such proceedings shall be within the jurisdiction
of the courts of this State, thereby seeking to evade said law and dd
(Acts 1898,

the public policy of this State.

—

Cross-references. Punishment for violation, see
public policy, see § 20-504.

46-210. (5300)

Damages, right

to parties without the State.

p. 90.)
§

Contracts against

46-9901.

to recover in case of transfer of claim

—The person whose personal

earnings shall

be so attached or garnisheed shall have a right of action before any court
of this State having jurisdiction, to recover the amount attached and

any costs paid by him in such attachment proceedings, together with all
damages which he or they may sustain thereby, particularly such damages as may result because of any loss of employment, or discharge or
suspension from work, because of any levy of such attachment or garnishment proceedings, either from the person so assigning, transferring,
or sending such claim out of the State to be collected, or the person to

whom

such claim may be assigned, transferred, or sent, at the option of
bringing such suit. The money thus recovered shall not be
person
the
(Acts 1898, pp. 90, 91.)
subject to garnishment.
46-211. (5301)
sections.

Prima

facie

—The assignment,

evidence of violation of two preceding

transfer, or sending of such claim to a per-

son not a resident of this State, and the commencement of such proceedings in attachment outside of this State, shall be considered prima
(Acts
facie evidence of the violation of the two preceding sections.
1898, pp. 90, 91.)

of

any person

intestate,

$300, such deposit shall

(Acts 1927,

having a deposit in
be exempt from the process

of

garnishment.

p. 204.)

Cross-reference.

— Wages

empt from garnishment,
46-213.

—

when. Upon the death
a bank of not more than

46-212. Deposit of deceased depositor exempt,

Exemption

of deceased
see § 66-103.

employee of corporation, up to

of benefits of fraternal benefit society.

$300, ex-

— No

money

or other benefit, charity or relief, or aid to be paid, provided, or ren-

dered by any fraternal benefit society mentioned in section 56-1601
shall be liable to attachment, garnishment or other process or be seized,
taken, appropriated or applied by any legal or equitable process or
operation of law to pay any debt or liability of a
or any other person

member

or beneficiary,

who may have

a right thereunder, either before or
(Acts 1914, pp. 99, 112.)
Editorial Note. This section does not apply to such societies whose membership does not exceed 5,000 members. See § 56-1602, and 158/175 (122 S. E. oS2\

after

payment.

—

Exemption

of pensions paid to retired

employees by former
employers. The sum of $15 per week shall be exempt from process of
garnishment out of all pensions paid by former employers to retired
employees, when such employees are not actually in the service of their
former employers, but are receiving bona fide pensions from such former employers by reason of previous employment and predicated upon
46-214.

—

Garnishment.

46-301

g
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Length of service, old age, disability, or other like cause.
P

.

(Acts 1931,

182.)

CHAPTER

ANSWER AND TRAVERSE THERETO.

46-3.

Sec.

Sec.

46-301.

46-305.

Contents of answer.

1/w
4o-j0.:.

.

,

Answer

,

.

,

bv administrator or
„• i„,
_~
A ~„**v.. ,„.t,
AM adebtor
u<.~
executor
where
resides
•„
^j,*
„.;«-i,^„«.
Cfof.
^i
witnout btate or is insolvent.

,

A
, A/
46-300.
-

Traverse,

on answer

Notice
o tice

,

of

46-307.

When

of
o traverse; writing;

46-308.

Garnishee relieved
of answer, when.

etc.,

traverse,

of

*.>
c
ofc notice ofc 1traverse on
Service
..
attorney
ofr nonresiJ or agent
!*?
dent corporation.
,

garnishee.
46-304.

of notice
perfected.
.

•

46-303.

Service

how

.

time.

notice
necessary.

traverse

of

from

not
cost

(5271, 52S1, 5293, 5298) Contents of answer.— In all cases of
garnishment, whether the same be based on an attachment or on a suit
or judgment, the garnishee shall file his answer stating in what amount
he was indebted to the defendant at the date of the service of the summons of garnishment and also in what sum he may have become indebted at any time between such date and the time of the answer thereto, or what property, money or effects belonging to defendant he had
in his hands at the time of the service of the summons, or what prop-

46-301.

erty,

money

or effects belonging to the defendant have

come

into his

hands between the time of the service of the summons and the making
of his answer. If the garnishee shall be due the defendant any sum for
wages, the answer shall also state specifically when the wages were
earned by defendant and whether the same were earned as daily, weekly,
or monthly wages. If the garnishee shall be unable to answer as herein
provided, his inability shall appear in his answer, together with all the
facts plainly, fully, and distinctly set forth, so as to enable the court to
give judgment thereon.

(Acts 1880-1,

p.

108; 1884-5, p. 96; 1914,

p. 62.)

—

Cross-references. What is subject to garnishment, see § 46-201. Indebtedness
accruing after service of summons, see § 46-203. Garnishment in attachment, how

How

obtained, see § 8-501.
and by whom garnishment issued, see
default in absence of answer, see § 46-406.

§

46-105.

Judg-

ment by

Answer by administrator or executor where debtor
without State or is insolvent. Where, in proceedings against an

46-302. (5304)

resides

—

administrator or executor for a legacy or distributive share of decedent's estate, the creditor shall swear, in addition to the oath required
in

ordinary cases, that his debtor resides without the State or

vent, thr executor or administrator shall not be compelled to

garnishment
tered to

is

insol-

answer the

hands shall be sufficiently adminisenable him safely to answer the same.
(Acts 1865-6, p. 33.)
until the estate in his

—

on answer of garnishee. The garnishee, upon answering, shall be discharged from all further liability,
and the plaintiff's remedy shall be upon the dissolution bond executed
as provided in section 46-402, if such bond shall have been given. The
plaintiff or claimant, or both of them, may traverse said answer, and
the issue upon said traverse shall be submitted to a jury as other issues
upon the answer of garnishee if said garnishee shall fail to answer within
the time required by law, judgment shall be had against him, and he
46-303. (5283) Traverse,

etc.,

;

Garnishment.
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§

46-308

any bond that may have been

shall be liable thereon, notwithstanding-

executed by any claimant of the fund or property

in his

(Acts

hands.

1871-2, p. 50.)

—

Cross-references. Plaintiff may traverse answer of garnishee in attachment
returnable to superior or county court, see § 8-505. Trav
of answer, and proceedings thereon in justice's court, see § 46-703. Claimants if. ay
dissolve garnishment, see § 46-402. When garnishee shall answer, sec § 46-105.

when summons

46-304. (5284) Notice of traverse; writing; time.
of the garnishee shall be traversed,

if

—When

the answer

the proceedings are in a justice

court, notice of such traverse shall be given in writing to the garni- bee

such garnishee

if

is

accessible,

not, then to his agent or attorney of

if

record, at least five days before the trial of such traverse, and in

any

other court at least ten days before the trial of such traverse. (Acts
1897, p. 54.)

46-305. (5287) Service

of

notice

traverse,

of

service of notice of traverse shall be perfected

by the proper

or his attorney of record, or

how

by the

perfected.

— The

plaintiff, his agent,

officer of said court, either

by

serving the garnishee, his agent, or his attorney of record in person or
by leaving a copy of such notice of traverse at the most notorious place
of

abode of such garnishee, his agent, or his attorney, or by acknowl-

edgment

of service.

(Acts 1897,

—

Cross-references. Summons
Service of process,

24-1105.

§

in

p. 54.)
court, how served
generally, see § 81-202.

46-306. (5285) Service of notice of traverse

nonresident corporation.

—

If

generally,

justice's

how made

on attorney or agent

see

of

the garnishee shall be a nonresident corpora-

tion, service of notice of traverse

upon any duly authorized agent or the

attorney of record of such corporation shall be sufficient.

(Acts 1897,

p. 54.)

— Service

Cross-reference.

46-307. (5286)

When

on corporations, see

of process

§

22-1101.

notice of traverse not necessary.

—

the gar-

If

nishee, his agent, or his attorney of record shall be inaccessible, notice
of

such traverse shall not be necessary, and any judgment taken against

the garnishee shall be valid; but in

all

other cases any judgment taken

against the garnishee without service of such notice of traverse shall be
void.

(Acts 1897,

Cross-reference.

p. 54.)

—Judgments,

when

void, see

§

110-709.

—

from cost of answer, when. In all
cases where process of garnishment shall be served upon any person,
and such person shall make a true answer to the garnishment and shall
pay the sum due to the defendant into court, or shall turn over and deliver up any personal property of the defendant that he may have in his
possession, as required by law, or shall answer truly that he owes the
defendant nothing, if the garnishee shall have to incur any expense in
making his or her answer to the garnishment, or in turning over said
personal property, the amount so incurred shall be taxed in the bill of
costs, under the approval of the court, and shall be paid by the party
46-308. (5294) Garnishee relieved

cast in the suit as other costs are
Cross-reference.

—Who

shall

now

pay costs

in

paid.
civil

(Acts 1873,

p.

cases generally, see

38.")
§

24-3401.

Garnishment.

§ 46-401

CHAPTER

DISSOLUTION, CLAIMS, AND JUDGMENT.

46-4.

Sec
i
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Sec.

garnishments;
bond; judgment on bond.
Claimants may dissolve garnishment, when; proceedings;
bond.
Fund or property to be delivered to claimant upon dissolution of garnishment.
Claimant as party to subsequent proceedings; judgment
upon bond.
Dissolution

401.

46-402.

46-403.

46-404.

46-401.

of

Judgment against garnishee
on y a f ter judgment against

46-405.

i

defendant.

Judgment

defendant.
Default judgment against gar-

46-406.

against

nishee on failure to answer.
46 4Q?
_

Garnishee

^

for

liable

interest

,

when

(5280) Dissolution of garnishments; bond; judgment on bond.

— When garnishment shall have been issued, the defendant may dissolve
such garnishment upon
the justice of the peace,

filing in the clerk's office of the court, or

where

suit is

with

pending or judgment was obtained,

bond with good security, payable to the plaintiff, conditioned for the
payment of any judgment that shall be rendered on said garnishment.
The plaintiff may enter up judgment upon such bond against the principal and securities, as judgment may be entered against securities upon
appeal, whenever said plaintiff shall obtain the judgment of the court
against the property or funds against which garnishment shall have
a

been issued.

(Acts 1884-5,

p. 96.)

—

Cross-references. Garnishment in attachment, how dissolved, see § 8-507. Claimants may dissolve garnishment, see § 46-402. Answer of garnishee and judgment,
see §§ 46-301, 46-406.

46-402.

ings

(5282) Claimants

bond.

;

—

may

when; proceed-

of garnishment shall be served
attachment, or judgment, and there
or property of any kind or description in the hands of

upon any person, based upon

money

shall be

dissolve garnishment,

Whenever any process

come

the garnishee, or any shall

summons

suit,

into his hands so as. to fall within the

garnishment so served as aforesaid, which
is claimed to be the property or money of any person not a party to
the proceeding upon which said garnishment shall be based, said claimant may dissolve said garnishment by filing in the clerk's office of the
operation of the

of

superior court of the county, or of the city court, or in the office of
the justice of the peace, according as said garnishment

may

be return-

able to the superior, city, or justice's court, a

bond with good security

sum claimed upon

said suit, attachment, or

in twice the

amount

of the

judgment, to be approved by said clerk or said justice of the peace, conditioned to pay to the plaintiff the
said defendant

upon the

trial of

answer

of the garnishee, or that

swer,

untraversed.

if

sum

any issue

may

(Acts 1871-2,

may be found to be due to
that may be formed upon the

that

be admitted to be due in said an-

p. 50.)

—

Cross-references. Garnishment on attachment,
solution of garnishments, see § 46-401.

46-403.

(5288)

Fund

ment

in

dissolved, see

§

or property to be delivered to claimant

solution of garnishment.

money

how

— The

8-507.

upon

Dis-

dis-

garnishee shall pay over or deliver any
or property to the claimant upon the dissolution of the garnish-

manner

1871-2, p. 51.)

aforesaid, unless prevented

by other

legal process. (Acts

Garnishment.
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§

46

46-404. (5289) Claimant as party to subsequent proceedings;

!

judg-

—

ment upon bond. The claimant of any fund or property, to whom the
same may have been paid or delivered upon the dissolution of the garnishment, shall be a party to all further proceedings upon said garnishment; and judgment shall be had instanter upon said bond for any sum
or the value of any property that may be found to have been in the hat
of said garnishee, liable to the operation of said summons of garnishment. (Acts 1871-2, pp. 50, 51.)

Judgment against garnishee only after judgment against
defendant. The plaintiff shall not have judgment against the garnishee
until he shall have obtained judgment against the defendant.
46-405. (5292)

—

Judgment against defendant. Default judgment against

46-406. (5281)

—

garnishee on failure to answer. In the event the court shall decide
that the fund or property in the hands of the garnishee was subject to

garnishment had the garnishment not been dissolved, the court shall
render judgment against the defendant and his securities and in case
the garnishee shall fail or refuse to file the answer provided for in section 46-301, judgment by default may be entered against him for the
amount of such judgment as may have been obtained against the defendant, which judgment may be enforced against the garnishee, notwithstanding a bond to dissolve the garnishment may have been filed by the
defendant; and upon such judgment being entered, judgment may be
had for the amount thereof against the defendant and the sureties on
(Acts 1884-5, p. 96; 1901,
the bond given to dissolve the garnishment.
;

p. 43.)

46-407. (5291) Garnishee liable for interest,

who

when.

—As a general

rule,

prevented from paying over money by process of law
is not liable for interest; but if a garnishee shall resist the payment of
the fund in his hands, or shall controvert his indebtedness, he shall be
a party

liable

for

is

interest thereon.

He may

relieve himself

from

interest

by

paying the fund into court.

CHAPTER

DELIVERY AND DISTRIBUTION OF MONEY.

46-5.

Sec.

Sec.
46-501.

Remedies against garnishee to
enforce delivery of money.

46-502.

Distribution

money

of

Remedies against garnishee to enforce delivery
Whenever the garnishee shall answer that he has money in

46-501. (5295)

money.

—

raised

by garnishment.
of
his

control belonging to the defendant in the principal suit, or the fact shall

be ascertained in the manner provided by law, the plaintiff, in addition
to other remedies, shall have the same remedy to enforce the delivery
of such money as exists under section 8-504 to enforce the delivery of
property or effects

;

and

all

garnishments. (Acts 1873,
Cross-reference.

— Powers

the provisions of said section shall apply to

p. 37.)

of courts to punish for contempt, see

46-502. (5290) Distribution

money

raised

by virtue

of

money

of the process of

raised

§

24-105.

by garnishment.

garnishment

—All

shall be paid over

—
Garnishment.

§ 46-601

133C

to the creditors of the defendant, according to the priorities established
by law. the expenses of the moving creditor being first paid pro rata by

(Act 1822, Cobb,

the creditors receiving the benefit of his diligence.

Acts 1855-6.

p. 38.)

—

Cross-references. Lien of attorneys at law, see
claim cases, see § 9-612.

CHAPTER

78.

§

9-613.

Attorney's rights in

GARNISHMENT IN COURTS OF ORDINARY;

46-6.

IN DIFFERENT COUNTIES.

,

Sec.

Sec.
46-601.

Garnishments on judgments

in

court ot ordinary.
46-602.

in

46-604.

46-605.

How

.,

Garnishments against persons

Garnishment

against persons
residing out of the county,
_
Garnishment in another county.

46-603.

,.

,

-

M

.

other counties.

,

issued,

.

,

served,

returned,

etc.

(5275) Garnishments on judgments in court of ordinary.

46-601.

Plaintiff in a

judgment obtained

in a court of

ordinary shall be entitled

garnishment based on
such cases shall be the same as though

to process of garnishment, as in other cases of

judgments, and the proceedings in
such judgment had been obtained in the superior court: Provided, however, that the person sought to be garnisheed shall be directed and required to answer at the next term of the superior court of the county
wherein the garnishee resides; but if the next term of the superior court
shall be held within less than ten days after the summons shall issue, the
garnishee shall be required to appear and answer at the next term of the
court thereafter. (Acts 1880-1, p. 109.)
46-602. (5276)
plaintiffs

named

Garnishments against persons
in the

foregoing section

may

in other counties.

—The

garnishee persons in coun-

other than the county within their judgments have been obtained,

ties

and the defendants in such judgments
and claimants to the money or property in the hands of the garnishee
may dissolve such garnishments or claim said money or property in the
same manner as in other cases of garnishment. (Acts 1880-1, p. 109.)

as in other cases of garnishment;

Cross-references.
see

§

8-503.

— When garnishee in attachment resides out of the

Persons

in

another militia

district,

how

garnisheed, see

county,
§

etc.,

46-702.

Garnishment against persons residing out of the
county. When any of the persons sought to be garnisheed shall reside
in a county other than the one where suit shall be pending or in which
judgment shall have been obtained, it shall be the duty of the officer
taking such affidavit and bond, or any other officer of the county where
such suit shall be pending or where such judgment shall have been obtained, authorized to issue an attachment, to whom said bond and affidavit may be delivered, to make out a copy thereof and certify the
same to be true, and to deliver said certified copy to the plaintiff, his
agent, or his attorney at law; and upon such certified copy being delivered to any officer authorized to issue an attachment, of the county
where the person sought to be garnisheed shall reside, it shall be the
duty of such officer to issue summons of garnishment for such person
as he may be directed by the plaintiff, his agent, or his attorney at law,
requiring him to appear at the next superior or justice's court of said
46-603. (5277)

—

;

Garnishment.
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§

46-605

county, according" as such suit shall be pending- or judgment shall have
been obtained in the superior or justice's Court, then and there to dep

according to the provisions of section 46-105; but if the said superior
court shall be held within less than twenty days, or said justice's court
shall be held within less than ten days, from the time such garnishment
shall issue, the garnishee shall be required to appear at the next court
thereafter.
(Act 1823, Cobb, 79. Acts 1855-6, p. 37.)

— See

Who

may issue attachments, see 5 8-114. Be8-109.
persons in another militia dial
garnisheed in justice court, see § 46-702. Garnishment in attachment when
nishee resides out of the county, see § 8-503.
Cross-referc

fore

whom

afj

s.

vit

46-604. (5278)

§

46-602.

made, see

§

Garnishment

in

How

another county.

—When

any

of

the

persons sought to be garnisheed shall reside in a county other than the
one where suit shall be pending or in which judgment shall have been
obtained, the plaintiff, his agent, or his attorney at law may make af-

and give bond in' any county in the State, before any officer authorized to issue an attachment, and it shall be the duty of the officer
taking such affidavit and bond to make out a copy thereof and certify
the same to be true, and to issue summons of garnishment for such person as he may be directed by the plaintiff, his agent, or his attorney at
fidavit

law, requiring

him

to appear at the next superior or justice's court of

the county of the garnishee's residence, according as such suit shall be

pending or judgment shall have been obtained in the superior or justice's court, then and there to depose according to the provisions of law
and it shall be the duty of the officer serving such summons to return
or transmit the certified affidavit and bond, together with his actings
and doings thereon, to the superior or justice's court of the county in
which such suit shall be pending or judgment shall have been obtained,
and to return the original affidavit and bond, with his actings and doings thereon, to the court where such person shall be summoned to appear; and all subsequent proceedings shall be the same as prescribed in
relation to garnishment in cases of attachment where the garnishee
shall reside out of the county in which the attachment shall be returnThis section shall not be so construed as to repeal the preceding
able.
section, but as providing an additional mode of obtaining garnishment
against persons residing out of the county where suit shall be pending

much of said
summons of garnish-

or in which judgment shall have been obtained; and so
section as relates to the time in

which service

ment shall be made returnable to the superior or
made a part of this section. (Acts 1873, p. 38.)
Cross-references.

— Situs

Also see references under
46-605. (5279)

How

of

justice's court is

of debt due by garnishee in attachment,
§§ 46-602 and 46-603.

issued, served, returned, etc.

—Upon

see

hereby

§

such

8-502.

certi-

copy of affidavit, bond, and summons of garnishment being .delivered to any officer authorized by law to levy an attachment, it shall
be his duty to serve the summons upon the person to whom it is directed, and to return the said copy of the affidavit and bond to the court
where such person is summoned to appear, together with his actings
fied

subsequent proceedings shall be the
relation to garnishment in cases of attachment,

and doings entered thereon, and

same

as prescribed in

all

£

Garnishment.

46-701
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where the garnishee shall reside out of the county in which the attachment shall be returnable. (Act 1823, Cobb, 79. Acts 1855-6, p. 37.)

—

Cross-references. Garnishment in attachment when garnishee resides out of
the county, sec S 8-503. How persons in another mi.itia district garnisheed in justice court, see § 46-702.

CHAPTER

GARNISHMENT

46-7.

IN JUSTICE

OF PEACE

COURTS.
Sec.

Sec.
46-701.

46-702.

Garnishee must answer, when.
Persons in another militia district,

46-701.

how

46-703.

Traverse of answer, and proceedings thereon,

garnisheed.

(4753) Garnishee

must answer, when.

—When

a process of

sued out, returnable to any justice's court and
served upon the garnishee, it shall be the duty of the garnishee to answer at the term to which the garnishment shall be made returnable.
In case of failure so to answer, the justice of the peace shall enter a de-

garnishment

shall be

and

fault against the garnishee,

nishee for such an

amount

shall enter

judgment against the gar-

may have been obtained by judgment
such amount as may be recovered in the

as

against the defendant or for

pending suit. After judgment obtained, and when the garnishee shall
appear and answer that he is indebted to or has effects in his hands belonging to the defendant, the court shall proceed as prescribed in section 8-504.

(Acts 1880-1,

56; 1873, pp. 47, 48.)

— Dissolution of garnishment, see 46-401 seq.
Note. — Section 4771 of the Code of 1910, as amended by

Cross-reference.
Editorial

p.

§

et

Acts 1911,

the answer and traverse to the answer to summons of garnishment
in justice of the peace courts in militia districts having a city with a population of
59,000 or more by the last preceding census of the United States.

p. 66, relates to

46-702.

(4754) Persons in another militia district,

how

garnisheed.

—

When

any person or persons sought to be garnisheed reside in a militia
district in the same county, different from the militia district in which
suit is pending or judgment shall have been obtained, the plaintiff, his
agent, or his attorney at law may make affidavit and give bond in the
militia district where the person or persons sought to be garnisheed
resides, before any officer of said district authorized to issue an attachment; and it shall be the duty of the officer taking such affidavit
and bond to make out a copy thereof and certify the same to be true,
and to issue summons of garnishment for such person or persons as he
may be directed by the plaintiff, his agent, or his attorney at law, requiring such person or persons to appear at the next justice's court of
the district of the garnishee's residence, at the time fixed in said summons

depose and answer according to law. The officer
serving such summons shall return or transmit the certified affidavit
and bond, together with his actings and doings thereon, to the justice's
court of the district in which suit shall be pending or judgment shall
have been obtained, and he shall return the original affidavit and bond,
with his actings and doings thereon, to the court of the district of the
garnishee's residence where such person so summoned shall appear;
and all subsequent proceedings shall be the same as are provided for in
cases where the garnishee shall reside in a county other than the one
of garnishment, to

—
Garnishment.
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where

suit shall

(Acts 1874,

§46-91

be pending, or judgment shall have been

obtained

p. 86.)

Cross-references.

— Garnishment

issue attachments, sec

§

8-114.

in another county, see § 46-604.
Who rnay
Before whom affidavit made, Bee § 8-109.

(4755) Traverse of answer, and proceedings thereon.

46-703.

—

If

the

such suit shall desire to traverse the answer of the garnis:
he shall do so when the same is filed; and if such traverse shall be filed,
the issue shall be heard at the same term, unless continued for cause.
(Acts 1873, p. 48. 78 Ga. 18 (1 S. E. 178). )
plaintiff in

—

Cross-references. Plaintiff may traverse answer of garnishee in attachment,
see § 8-505. Traverse to answer, see Chapter 46-3. Illegalities in justices' courts,
see § 24-1419.

CHAPTER

46-99.

CRIMES.

Sec.

46-9901.

When

creditor shall not trans-

fer claim.

When

46-9901. (5299; 131 P. C.)

Whoever

creditor shall not transfer claim.

shall violate section 46-209, relative to transferring claims to

parties without the State, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor,

and

shall be

punished by a fine of not less than $10 and not more than $50 for each
account or claim so unlawfully transferred, assigned, or sent out of this
State.
(Acts 1898, p. 90.)

GASOLINE:

See Title 73 Paints, Oils, and Petroleum
Title 92, Public Revenue, Chapters 92-11, 92-14.
,

Products;

:

TITLE

47.

GENERAL ASSEMBLY.
Chap.
47-

1.

47-

2.

Sec.

In general
Secretary of Senate and Clerk of House of Representatives and

47-201

their assistants

47-

3.

47- 4.
47-

5.

47-

6.

47-

7.

47-

8.

47-

9.

47-10.

47-101

Doorkeepers, messengers, and other employees
Elections by General Assembly
Appropriations
Joint finance committee
Suspension of Comptroller or Treasurer
Local bills
Engrossed copies of laws and joint resolutions

47-301

Lobbying

47-1001

47-401
47-501

47-601
47-701
47-801
47-901

CROSS-REFERENCES.
See Title 2, Constitution of the State of Georgia,
Chapters 2-12 to 2-23.
Election: See Title 34, Elections, Chapters 34-12 to 34-18.
Ineligibility to appointment to public office: See Title 89, Public Officers, § 89-102.
Legislative reference department: See Title 101, State Librarian, Chapter 101-3.
Constitution, provisions of:

See, also, Title 89, Public Officers.

CHAPTER

47-1.

Sec.

Sec.
47-101.

IN GENERAL.

House

of

Representatives;

47-108.

membership apportioned.
Senatorial districts.

47-103.

Meetings; time and place.
How General Assembly organ-

47-109.

Who

47-106.

President

47-110.

dies during

Accounts of members and

how

offi-

audited.

mem-

47-111.

Visiting committees of legislature; membership; expenses.

and

47-112.

Appointments for special purposes; compensation of ap-

bers.

of the Senate
Speaker of the House,

how

pointee.

elected.

47-107.

Pay when member

cers,

administers oath to

members; pay when

the session.

ized.

47-105.

of sick

absent generally.

47-102.

47-104.

Pay

Per diem of members; mileage.

House of Representatives; membership apportioned.
The membership of the House of Representatives shall be as follows
Three members each from the counties of Fulton, Chatham, Bibb, Richmond, DeKalb, Muscogee, Floyd, Troup; two members each from the
counties of Cobb, Carroll, Laurens,- Thomas, Colquitt, Hall, Lowndes,
Burke, Gwinnett, Sumter, Ware, Bulloch, Walker, Clarke, Bartow, Polk,

—

47-101. (333)

Coweta, Washington, Emanuel, Decatur, Mitchell, Spalding Baldwin,
Meriwether, Jackson, Dodge, Brooks, Walton, Worth, Dougherty; and
one member each from each of the other counties of the State. (Acts
-

,

1921, p. 229; 1931, p. 48.)

—

Cross-references. Number and apportionment of representatives, see Const.,
Art. Ill, Sec. Ill, Par. I (§ 2-1401).
apportionment changed, see Const.,
Art. Ill, Sec. Ill, Par. II (§ 2-1402). Counties enumerated, see § 23-101.

How

Gener al Assembly.
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47-102. (334) Senatorial districts.

State shall be distributed and be

—The

of the various counties as

follows, to wit:

No.

1.

Chatham, Bryan and Effingham.

No.

2.

Liberty, Tattnall,

No.

3.

Appling, Brantley, Jeff Davis and Wayne.

No.

4.

No.

5.

Camden, Charlton and Glynn.
Atkinson, Clinch and Ware.

No.

6.

Berrien, Cook, Echols, Lanier and

No.

7.

Brooks, Grady and Thomas.

No.

8.

Decatur, Miller, Mitchell and Seminole.

No.

9.

Baker, Calhoun and Early.

No.

10.

Dougherty, Lee and Worth.

No.

11.

Clay,

No.

12.

Quitman, Stewart and Webster.

No.

13.

Macon, Schley and Sumter.

No.

14.

No.

15.

Dooly and Pulaski.
Montgomery, Toombs and Wheeler.

No.

16.

Emanuel, Johnson, Laurens and Treutlen.

No.

17.

Burke, Jenkins and Screven.

No.

18.

Glascock, Jefferson and Richmond.

No.

19.

Greene, Taliaferro and Warren.

No.

20.

Baldwin, Hancock and Washington.

No.

21. Jones,

No.

22.

Twiggs and Wilkinson.
Bibb, Lamar, Monroe and Pike.

No.

23.

Crawford, Houston, Peach and Taylor.

No.

24.

Chattahoochee, Marion and Muscogee.

No.

25. Harris,

No.

26. Butts,

No.

27.

No.

28. Jasper,

No.

29.

No.

30. Elbert,

No.

31. Franklin,

No.

32.

Habersham and Stephens.
Dawson, Lumpkin and White.

No.

33.

Banks, Hall and Jackson.

No.

34.

DeKalb, Newton and Rockdale.

No.

35.

Clayton, Fulton and Henry.

No.

36.

No.

37.

Coweta and Meriwether.
Carroll, Heard and Troup.

No.

38.

Haralson, Paulding and Polk.

No.

39.

Cherokee, Cobb and Douglas.

No.

40.

Rabun, Towns and Union.

No.

41.

Fannin, Gilmer and Pickens.

No.

42.

Bartow, Chattooga and Floyd.

Mcintosh and Long.

Randolph and

02

senatorial districts of this

51

composed

§ 47-]

Lowndes.

Terrell.

Bleckley,

Talbot and Upson.

Fayette and Spalding.

Barrow, Oconee and Walton.

Morgan and Putnam.

Columbia, Lincoln and McDuffie.

Hart and Madison.

'

§

General Assemhly.

47-103

No.

43.

Gordon, Murray and Whitfield.

Xo.

44.

Catoosa.

No,

45.

Ben

Xo.

46.

Bacon, Coffee and Pierce.

No,

47.

Colquitt, Tift

Xo.

4S. Crisp,

Xo.

49.

Bulloch, Candler and Evans.

Xo.

50.

Clarke, Oglethorpe and Wilkes.

Xo.

51.

Forsyth and Gwinnett.
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Dade and Walker.
Irwin and Telfair.

Hill,

>

Dodge and Wilcox.

(Acts 1905. pp.

Nov.

54, 55, 57, 58;

\

•

1906, p. 80; 1912, p. 38; 1917, pp. 41,

1918; 1918, pp. 84, 102, 106, Ratified Nov. 5, 1918;
68; 1920, pp. 34, 38, 48, 52, Ratified Nov. 2, 1920; 1924, p. 39,

44. Ratified

1919, p.

and Turner.

Ratified Nov.

1924.)

4,

Cross-references.

5,

— As

Art. Ill, Sec. II. Tar.
Par. II (§ 2-1303).

to

number

(§ 2-1301).

I

of senators and senatorial districts, see Const.,
changed, see Const, Art. Ill, Sec. II,

How

—

Editorial Note. Pursuant to Acts 1929, p. 551, Campbell county was merged
with Fulton county, and pursuant to Acts 1931, p. 527, Milton county was merged
with Fulton county. Prior to these mergers, Campbell county was in the 36th
senatorial district and Milton county was in the 51st district.

47-103. (331) Meetings; time

and

—The

meetings of the General Assembly shall be held as prescribed in Art. Ill, Sec. IV, Par. Ill
The hour of meeting shall be 10
of the State Constitution (§ 2-1503).
(Acts 1855-6, p. 258;
o'clock A. M., and the place at the State capitol.
place.

1863-4, p. 30; 1870, p. 419; 1890-1, p. 55; 1902, p. 66; 1924, p. 31; 1931,
p.

1053.)

—

How

General Assembly organized. The Senate and
House of Representatives shall be organized by the secretary or clerk
thereof, who shall be ex officio presiding officer until such officer is
No question except one relating to the organization shall be
elected.
entertained by such officer, and in deciding such question he shall be
47-104.

(335)

governed, as far as practicable, by the standing rules of the House over

which he presides.
officiate.

In the absence of such

In the absence of both, the body

whose powers and duties

shall

officer,

may

his assistant

may

appoint a chairman

be the same as those of the secretary

or clerk.

—

Cross-references. Legislative power vested in General Assembly, see Const.,
I, Par. I (§ 2-1201).
Quorum, see Const, Art. Ill, Sec. IV, Par.

Art. Ill, Sec.
IV (§ 2-1504).

47-105.
fice

(336)

Who

administers oath to members.

prescribed by Const., Art. Ill, Sec. IV, Par.

V

— The

oaths of of-

(§ 2-1505),

may

be

administered to the members of the General Assembly by any Justice
of the

Supreme Court

or judge of the superior courts, to be procured

by the person organizing each branch.
47-1C6.
elected.

(337) President of the Senate and Speaker of the House,

— The

how

President of the Senate and Speaker of the House shall

be elected by their respective bodies viva voce, and a majority of votes
shall

be necessary to a choice.

In like manner the Senate shall elect

General Assembly.
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§ 47-1

12

and the House a speaker pro tern., whose po
and duties, while presiding, or in the absence of the permanent offici
a president pro tern.,

shall be the same.

—

President of Senate, see Const., Art III, Sec. V.
Speaker of House of Representatives, see Const., Art HI,

Cross-references.
(§ 2-1602).

Par.
-Sec.

II

VI,

Par. II (§ 2-1702).

—

diem of members; mileage. The per diem of members of the General Assembly shall be $7, and the mileage shall not exceed 10 cents for each mile traveled, by nearest practical route, in going to and returning from the Capital but the President of the Senate
and the Speaker of the House of Representatives shall each receive $10
47-107. (351) Per

;

(Acts 1918,

per day.

Cross-reference.

89; 1919, pp. 76, 77.)

p.

—Same

provisions,

see

Const.,

Art.

Sec.

Ill,

IX,

Par.

I

(§ 2-2001).

47-108. (352)

any member

shall

ing to the Capital,

member

—

members; pay when absent generally. If
be detained by sickness, after leaving home, in comor shall be unable to attend the House of which he is

Pay

of sick

have arrived at the seat of government, he shall
be entitled to the same daily pay as an attending member; but no member shall receive pay for absent time unless on account of sickness of
himself or family or by express leave of the House of which he is a
a

after he shall

member.
47-109. (353)

member

of the

Pay when member dies during the
General Assembly shall die during the

session.

—

If

any

session or after-

wards without having received the whole or any portion of his pay, the
amount due for the whole session shall be paid to the widow of the deceased, and if there shall be no widow, in like manner to the children.

—

Accounts of members and officers, how audited. The
compensation due to the officers and members of the General Assembly
shall be certified by the President of the Senate and Speaker of the
House of Representatives, respectively, upon the report of the auditing
committee to the State Treasurer, who afterwards shall pay each mem47-110. (354)

ber

who

shall present his

account duly audited.

committees of legislature; membership; exAll committees appointed by the President of the Senate and

47-111. (355) Visiting

penses.

—

Speaker of the House of Representatives to visit the various institutions
of the State shall consist of not more than three from the Senate and
nine from the House of Representatives. Said committees shall receive
as compensation, in addition to their per diem, the actual and necessary
money paid out by them as expenses in visiting said institutions. (Acts
1898, p. 109.)

Appointments for special purposes; compensation of
appointee. When it shall be necessary to carry into effect Section VII
of Article III of the Constitution [§§ 2-1801, '2-1802]
or for any like
47-112. (343)

—

,

purpose, either the President of the Senate or the Speaker of the House
of Representatives may appoint any person to execute the orders of the
House over which he presides and the warrant of the presiding officer,

which appointee may receive for the service such compensation
General Assembly may appropriate.

as the

§

General Assembly.

47-201
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CHAPTER 47-2. SECRETARY OF SENATE AND CLERK OF
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES AND THEIR ASSISTANTS.
Sec

Sec.

47-201.

Election; terms of

47-202

Oatli

47-203.
47-204.
47-205.

47-206.

47-207.

office.

of secretary and clerk
and their assistants, and engrossing and enrolling clerks.

47-208.

uQtk.

President and Speaker to administer oaths.

47-209.

and engrossing clerks;
appointment;
qualification;
removal.

47 " 210

47-201. (358) Election; terms of office.

members

and clerk

of each

House

of the

Journalizing, recording, enrollin §>

Bond; amount; approval.
Secretary and clerk to aid when
both Houses meet.
Secretary and clerk to file
papers and documents.

of the Senate

Secretary and clerk to be paid
when papers filed.
Assistant clerks and stenographic reporter; compensa-

House

-

Salaries

—There

and

fees

-

shall be a secretary

of Representatives, elected

respectively, viva voce,

and a majority

by the

of votes

Their terms of office shall be the time for
which the members of the General Assembly are elected.
cast

is

necessary to

Cross-reference.
Par. 1 (§ 2-2101).

47-202.

(359)

elect.

— Elections
Oath

by General Assembly,

of secretary

grossing and enrolling clerks.

—

see Const., Art. Ill, Sec. X,

and clerk and

their assistants,

and enand en-

Said officers, their assistants,
grossing and enrolling clerks, before entering on the discharge of their

an oath before the respective presiding officers of the
two Houses to discharge their duties faithfully and to the best of their
skill and knowledge, of which a minute shall be made and entered on
duties, shall take

the journals.

—

and Speaker to administer oaths. The President of the Senate and Speaker of the House shall administer the oaths
required to the subordinate officers of their respective Houses.
47-203. (360) President

—

Bond; amount; approval. Immediately after their elecand clerk shall each give bond and security in the
payable to the Governor and his successors in office, and

47-204. (363)

tion, said secretary

sum

of $5,000,

conditioned for the faithful discharge of their respective duties, said
bonds to be approved by the President of the Senate and Speaker of the

House

respectively.

(Acts 1878-9,

p. 185.)

—

and clerk to aid when both Houses meet.
"When there is a meeting of both branches of the General Assembly in
one chamber, said secretary and clerk shall be present and join in the
discharge of the duties required, and shall enter the proceedings on the
journals of each House.
47-205. (367) Secretary

—

papers and documents. The
secretary of the Senate and the clerk of the House of Representatives
shall, within 10 days after the adjournment of each session, file, in
proper order, all the papers and documents of their respective Houses.
47-206. (365)

Secretary and clerk to

file

—

and clerk to be paid when papers filed. The
records, papers, and documents thus filed shall be delivered to the Secretary of State, who upon receipt of the same shall certify that such
secretary and clerk have respectively complied with said requisition,
47-207. (366) Secretary

—
General Assembly.
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and the State Treasurer

shall not

pay

§

47-210

their respective salaries until such

be produced.

certificate shall

—

SecCross-references. Salaries and fees of secretary and clerk, see § 47-210.
retary of State to preserve records and papers of General Assembly, see § Ai)- r/j\,
K 2.

and stenographic reporter; compensation.
Said secretary and clerk shall each select and appoint such assistants as may be necessary for the performance of the clerical work of
their respective Houses, including clerks for such standing or special
committees as may be allowed a clerk by order of their respective
Houses; the compensation of their said assistants shall be fixed by said
secretary and clerk respectively, and be paid out of the amounts allowed said secretary and clerk respectively in section 47-210: Provided,
however, that if either House shall for any purpose employ a steno47-208. (362) Assistant clerks

—

graphic reporter, the cost of such reporter shall not be considered a part
of the clerical expenses of such House, but shall be provided for by a
special appropriation.

(Acts 1878-9,

p. 185.)

47-209. (364) Journalizing, recording, enrolling,

and engrossing clerks

—

;

appointment; qualification; removal. No journalizing, recording, enrolling, or engrossing clerk shall be appointed by the secretary of the Senate or clerk of the House of Representatives until such clerk has been
examined by the enrolling committee, and certified to his respective
House to be competent and well qualified to the discharge of the duties
required of him and such clerk shall be removed at any time upon the
recommendation of the enrolling committee of the House in which he
is employed.
;

47-210. (321, 361) Salaries

The

and fees.—

secretary of the Senate shall be paid, per day for each session

The

$

House

clerk of the

of Representatives shall be paid, per

day

for each session

The

70.00

fees of said officers shall be

For every extract of a private nature, per copy sheet
For certifying an extract of a private nature
For certifying an Act for the benefit of an individual, corporation, or society

(Acts 1878-9,

47-3.

sliall

not be paid until they have

filed

DOORKEEPERS, MESSENGERS, AND OTHER
EMPLOYEES.
Sec.

Sec.

Doorkeepers and messengers;

47-303.

Subletting

tract
tions.

employment or conprohibited;

substitu-

Office

vacant when original
cannot discharge

employee

election; compensation.
47-302.

.50

p. 185.)

—

CHAPTER

.15

3.00

Cross-reference. Secretary and clerk
papers, see § 47-207.

47-301.

60.00

4? _

m

47-305.

duties.

Qfficers
paid.

and

Employing

cmployeeSi

how

substitutes, penalty.

§

General Assembly,

47-301

47-301.

1

338^ Doorkeepers and messengers; election; compensation.

— Each House
may

duties as

is

who

be required of them,

the Senate, and

who

General Assembly.
(339)

and messenger, to perform such

entitled to a doorkeeper

the election of clerk of the

47-302.
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House

and secretary of

of Representatives

shall receive the

(Acts 1862-3,

shall be elected as provided for

same pay

as the

members

of the

p. 139.)

Subletting employment or contract prohibited; substitu-

— Xo

doorkeeper or other employee of the House of Representatives or Senate shall sublet his employment or contract in any way, nor
shall the person having the appointment of any of said employees contions.

sent to any substitution of any other person for any of said employees.

(Acts 1S89,

—Whenever

when

employee cannot discharge
any reason the person appointed to any of said

(340) Office vacant

47-303.
duties.

p. 173.)

for

original

positions cannot personally discharge the duties of the same, said office

become vacant, and it shall be the duty of the person in whom is
vested the appointing power to appoint another person for such time as
the original employee cannot discharge his duties, and the compensation
shall, from the date of such new appointment, be paid to the new emshall

(Acts 1889,

ployee for the time he shall serve.

p. 173.)

—

and employees, how paid. All officers and employees provided for in this and the preceding Chapter shall be paid for
their services by the State Treasurer only upon the approval of their
accounts by the auditing committee of the Senate and House of Repre47-304. (342)

(Acts 1889,

sentatives.

47-305.

Officers

(341)

p. 173.)

Employing

substitutes, penalty.

sions of this Chapter shall be violated, and

—Whenever

any person

the provi-

shall be substi-

tuted for another in violation of the same, neither the person so substi-

whom

tuted, nor the person for

he

is

substituted, shall receive

pensation out of the State treasury; and

it

Treasurer, whenever any change shall be
ing any of

cording to
the

new

shall be the

made

any com-

duty of the State

any of the persons fillsaid positions, to ascertain that the change was made acthe provisions of this Chapter, before paying any money to

officer or

CHAPTER

employee.

(Acts 1889,

in

p. 173.)

ELECTIONS LY GENERAL ASSEMBLY.

47-4.

Sec.
47-401.

Other

officers,

when and how

elected.

47-401.
officer

(372)

whose

the General

Other

election

is

Assembly

when and how

officers,

not otherwise provided
in

the

elected.

— Every

for, shall

same manner and

at the

State

be elected by

same time

as

other officers are elected by them.
Cross-reference.
Par. I (§ 2-210U.

— Elections

by General Assembly, see Const., Art.

Ill,

Sec. X,

—
General Assembly.
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CHAPTER

§ 47-503

APPROPRIATIONS.

47-5.

Sec.

Sec.

Book

47-501,

of appropriation bills to

47-503.

Resolutions.

be furnished annually.

Permanent

47-502.

cluded

appropriations
general bill.

in

in-

Book of appropriation bills to be furnished annually.
The clerk of the House of Representatives shall provide, out of the contingent fund of the House of Representatives, a well-bound book, which
47-501. (344)

he shall deliver to the chairman of the appropriations committee of the

House, as soon as such chairman

shall be appointed,

and said chairman

shall enter or cause to be entered in such book, in the order of their in-

trrduction,

all bills

seeking, directly or indirectly, to obtain appropria-

tions

from the State treasury, with a

such

bill,

together with the

and any other
light

number

brief statement of the contents of

thereof, the

facts developed before the

name

of the introducer,

committee that

on the nature of the legislation proposed by the

adjournment

Assembly, said chairman

of the General

book with the Secretary

of State,

who

shall deliver the

will

throw any
After the

bill.

shall deposit said

same

to each suc-

cessive chairman of said committee as soon as he shall have been ap-

pointed.

(Acts 1880-1,

p. 175.)

—

Cross-references. General
Par. IX (§ 2-1809). Duty of
Annual
tions, see § 40-1505.
Appropriations for military
Budget Bureau, see
§ 86-901.

47-502. (345)

of the

appropriation for salaries of officers, see § 89-701.
purposes kept in treasury as separate fund, see
§

40-401 et seq.

Permanent appropriations included

general appropriation

ments

bill, see Const., Art. Ill, Sec. VII,
Comptroller General to keep account of appropria-

appropriation

bills, in

and

— All

addition to the customary itemized state-

amounts appropriated

ecutive, legislative,

in general bill.

judicial

for the usual expenses of the ex-

departments of the Government, and

for the support of the public institutions

and educational interests

State, shall contain also a like itemized statement of all

of the

amounts appro-

priated by any previous law to be paid annually out of the treasury

;

and

such amounts so appropriated by previous laws shall not be paid from
the treasury, unless they are embraced in the general appropriation Act.

(Acts 1889,

p. 15.)

—

See references under preceding section.
expenses of treasury department, see § 40-905.

Cross-references.
clerical

47-503.

money

(356)

Resolutions.

—All
bills

which may appropriate
respects, in the manner of

resolutions

out of any fund shall be treated in

introduction and procedure, as

Appropriation for

;

all

they shall originate

in the

House

of

Representatives, and shall receive three readings previous to their passage, but the Senate
bills.

(Acts 1873,

Cross-references.

may

propose or concur

in

amendments

as in case of

p. 14.)

— General appropriation

bill, see Const., Art. III. Sec. VII. Par.
appropriating money, yeas and nays must be recorded, see
Const, Art. Ill, Sec. VII, Par. XII (§ 2-1812). Same 'when two-thirds vote is
required, see § Const, Art. Ill, Sec. VII, Par. XXI (| 2-1821).

IX

(§ 2-1809).

Bills

—
g

General Assembly.

47-601

CHAPTER

47-6.
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JOINT FINANCE COMMITTEE.

Sec.
47 501.

Duty

examine accounts.

to

Duty

—

examine accounts. It is part of the duty of
the joint standing committee on finance to examine the accounts and
vouchers of the Comptroller General and State Treasurer as to all moneys
received into and paid out of the treasury during the last fiscal year, to
compare the warrants drawn during that period with the several laws
by authority of which they purport to be drawn, to examine into the
other accounts and books of such officers, to count the money on hand
at the time of the examination, and to examine the annual reports made
by said officers, to see if they are sustained by the true condition of their
offices, and report the result to each branch of the General Assembly.
47-601. (346)

to

—

Comptroller General to keep account of appropriations, see
40-1505.
Records of canceled bonds, see § 40-1104. Duties of State Auditor,
see § 40-1S05.
Cross-references.

§

CHAPTER

47-7.

SUSPENSION OF COMPTROLLER OR
TREASURER.

Sec.
47-701.

Comptroller
Suspension
of
General or State Treasurer.

47-701.

(347) Suspension of Comptroller General or State Treasurer.

The General Assembly may suspend from
office either

the functions and duties of

the State Treasurer or the Comptroller General (by joint

resolution duly adopted after being read one time in each
ferent days,

and by a two-thirds vote

whenever the

of

House on

members voting on

dif-

the same),

interests of the State or the proper administration of the

law demand such suspension. (Acts 1878-9,

p. 30.)

—

Cross-references. Governor may suspend, see § 40-206. Suspension of Treasurer, see §§ 40-1301, 40-1302. Fi. fa. instanter against Treasurer and securities, see
Governor to examine books and accounts, see Const., Art. V, Sec. I,
§ 40-1005.
Par. XVIII (§ 2-2618).

CHAPTER

LOCAL

47-8.

BILLS.

Sec.
47-801.

Notice of intention to apply
for passage of local bills.

47-801. (357) Notice of intention to apply for passage of local bills.

Notice of an intention to apply for the passage of a local or special bill
shall be given in the following manner:
The title of the bill shall be
published once in the newspaper in which the sheriff's sales are advertised, or in a newspaper published in the town or city whose charter is
proposed to be amended or affected by such local legislation, and shall
be posted at the door of the courthouse in the county or counties of the
residence of the person or persons, natural or artificial, to be affected
thereby, or in which the locality or municipality is situated, 30 days beProvided, that where there is no
fore the introduction of such bill
newspaper published in the county where local legislation is asked, notice
of said bill shall be published in the paper where sheriff's sales are pub:

Gknkkal Assembly.
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lished; and in

g

47-10 01

notices to be published under this section, no news-

all

paper shall charge more than $1 per square for said notice; and in case
of refusal to publish at said rates, a publication in any other
pe?
having a circulation in the county where the local legislation
shall be sufficient. The production of the newspaper dated 30 days prior
to the introduction of such bill into the General Assembly, containing
the notice required by this section, with the certificate of the ordinary or
the mayor of the town or city, that the notice has been posted, shall be
sufficient evidence that notice has been given in accordance with the requirements of the Constitution. (Acts 1878-9, p. 176; 1915, p. 10.)
r.

i

—

Cross-reference. Notice of intention to enact local
Art. Ill, Sec. VII, Far. XVI (fc 2-1816).

CHAPTER

47-9.

bills

necessary, see Const.,

ENGROSSED COPIES OF LAWS AND JOINT
RESOLUTIONS.

Sec.
47-901.

Engrossed copies

how

of laws, etc.,

preserved.

—

Engrossed copies of laws, etc., how preserved. The engrossed copies of all laws and joint resolutions passed by the General
Assembly shall be preserved by the chairman of the enrolling committee,
and deposited in the office of the Secretary of State.
47-901. (350)

—

Cross-references. Secretary and clerk not to be paid until they have filed
papers, see § 47-206. Secretary of State to preserve records and papers of General

Assembly, see

§ 40-601, 1 2.

CHAPTER 47-10. LOBBYING.
Sec.

Sec.
47-1001.

Definition and punishment.

47-1002.

Registration of attorneys
agents employed.

47-1003.

Contingent fees prohibited.

47-1004.

or

47-1005.
47-1006.

Reports of expenses.
Attorneys and agents excluded
from halls.
Punishment.

47-1001. (324, 325 P. C.) Definition and punishment.

member

— Lobbying

is

any

General Assembly, during a session thereof, by private interview, or letter, or message, or other means,
not addressed solely to the judgment, to favor or oppose, or to vote for
or against any bill, resolution, report, or claim, pending or to be introduced in either branch thereof, by any person who misrepresents the,
nature of his interest in the matter to such member, or who is employed
for a consideration by a person or corporation interested in the passage
or defeat of such bill, resolution, report, or claim, for the purpose of procuring the passage or defeat thereof. But this shall not include such service as drafting petitions, bills, or resolutions, attending to the taking of
testimony, collating facts, preparing arguments and memorials, and submitting them orally, or in writing, to a committee or member of the
General Assembly, and other services of like character, intended to
reach the reason of the legislators. Lobbying shall be punished by confinement in the penitentiary for not less than one year nor more than
personal solicitation of a

five years.

of the

(Acts 1878-9, pp. 29, 30.)

§

General Assembly.

47-1002
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47-1002. Registration of attorneys or agents employed.

— Every person

retained or employed for compensation, as attorney at law, or agent, by

any person,
sel of

firm, corporation or association, or regularly retained

coun-

the same, to aid or oppose, directly or indirectly, the enactment of

a bill, or bills, resolution or resolutions,

Assembly,

shall before

such legislation,

file

any service

is

by

either

House

of the General

entered upon in aiding or opposing

in the office of the

Secretary of State a writing, sub-

ibcd by such attorney at law or agent, stating the name, or

names

of

the person, or persons, firm, or firms, corporation, or corporations, association, or associations, in

whose behalf they

are retained, or employed,

together with a statement of the subject matter of the legislation in reference to which such service

is

This registration shall

to be rendered.

be valid only for the term or session of the legislature in which the legislation referred to is pending.
It shall be the duty of the Secretary of
State to provide a suitable docket for registration, which shall be known
as the docket of legislative appearance, with appropriate indices, and to

promptly enter therein the names of the parties appearing, and on whose
behalf they appear, together with the subject-matter in reference to
which service is to be rendered, which docket shall be open to inspection.

(Acts 1911,

p. 151.)

47-1003. Contingent fees prohibited.

—No person,

employ an attorney

firm, corporation or

law or agent to aid or
oppose legislation, for compensation contingent, in whole or in part,
upon the passage or defeat of any legislative measure. Nor shall any attorney at law or agent be employed to aid or oppose legislation for compensation contingent, in whole or in part, upon the passage or defeat of
any legislation. (Acts 1911, p. 151.)
association, shall retain or

47-1004. Reports of expenses.

ment

at

—Within two months after the adjourn-

which the legislation was pending in which
shall be the duty of the person, firm, corporation

of the legislature in

they are interested,
or association, to

it

file

in the office of the Secretary of State

an itemized

statement verified by the oath of such person, or in case of a firm, by a
member thereof, or in case of a domestic corporation or association, by an
officer thereof, or in the case of a foreign

an

officer or

agent thereof or an

a resident of this State

corporation or association, by

officer of said firm or

and conversant with the

corporation

facts,

showing

who

is

in detail

expenses paid, incurred, or promised, directly or indirectly, in connection with the legislation pending at the last previous session, with
the names of the payees and the amounts paid each, also specifying the
all

nature of such legislation and the interest they had in same.

(Acts 1911,

pp. 151, 153.)

47-1005. Attorneys and agents excluded
ful for the

from

halls.

—

It shall

be unlaw-

regularly retained attorney or special attorney or agent, em-

ployed for a compensation, for any person, firm, corporation or association, whether or not they have registered as required in section 47-1002,
to
is

go upon the floor of either House of the legislature while the same
in session and discuss privately measures then pending in the legisla-

ture.

(Acts 1911, pp. 151, 153.)

General Assembly.
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47-1006. Punishment.

§

47-1006

—Any

person violating any of the provisions of
the preceding four sections shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Act:- VJil,
pp. 151, 153.)

GEOLOGY:

Sec Title 43, Forestry and Geology.

GEORGIA:

See State of Georgia, post.

GEORGIA BOARD OF CHIROPRACTIC EXAMINERS:
and Trades, Chapter

84, Professions, Businesses,

GEORGIA CHILDREN'S CODE COMMISSION:
lic

See Title

84-5.

See Title 99, Pub-

Welfare, Chapter 99-3.

GEORGIA CONSTITUTION:

See Title

2,

Constitution of the State

of Georgia.

GEORGIA EXPERIMENT STATION:

See Title

32,

Education, Chap-

ter 32-1.

GEORGIA INDUSTRIAL HOME:
stitutions,

Chapter

See Title 35, Eleemosynary In-

35-6.

GEORGIA NORMAL AND AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE:
32,

See Title

Education, Chapter 32-1.

GEORGIA REAL ESTATE COMMISSION:
sions, Businesses,

See Title 84, Profes-

and Trades, Chapter 84-14.

GEORGIA REPORTS:

See Title 90, Public Printing, Chapter 90-2;
Title 101, State Librarian, Chapter 101-2.

GEORGIA SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF:
Institutions,

Chapter

See Title 35, Eleemosynary

35-8.

GEORGIA SCHOOL OF TECHNOLOGY:
Chapter

See Title 32, Education,

32-1.

GEORGIA SOUTHWESTERN COLLEGE:
Chapter

See Title

32,

Education,

32-1.

GEORGIA STATE BOARD FOR THE EXAMINATION AND REGISTRATION OF ARCHITECTS: See Title 84, Professions, Businesses,

and Trades, Chapter

84-3.

GEORGIA STATE BOARD OF EXAMINERS IN OPTOMETRY:
See Title 84, Professions, Businesses, and Trades, Chapter 84-11.

GEORGIA STATE BOARD OF PHARMACY:
sions, Businesses,

See Title 84. Profes-

and Trades, Chapter 84-13.

GEORGIA STATE BOARD OF VETERINARY EXAMINERS
Title 84, Professions, Businesses,

and Trades, Chapter

GEORGIA STATE COLLEGE FOR WOMEN:
tion,

Chapter
Chapter

See

See Title

32,

Educa-

See Title

32,

Educa-

32-1.

GEORGIA STATE INDUSTRIAL COLLEGE:
tion,

:

84-15.

32-1.

GEORGIA STATE TRAINING SCHOOL FOR BOYS:

See Title

77,

Penal Institutions, Chapter 77-6.

GEORGIA STATE TRAINING SCHOOL FOR GIRLS:
77,

See Title

Penal Institutions, Chapter 77-7.

GEORGIA STATE WOMANS COLLEGE:
Chapter

See Title

32,

Education,

32-1.

GEORGIA TRAINING SCHOOL FOR MENTAL DEFECTIVES:
See Title

35,

Eleemosynary

Institutions, Chapter 35-3.

TITLE

48.

GIFTS.
Chap.

Sec.

48-1.

Gifts inter vivos

48-101

48-2.

Gifts causa mortis

48-201

CROSS-REFERENCES.
See Title 108, Trusts, Chapter 108-2.
Corporations: See Title 22, Corporations, § 22-703.
Devises and legacies:
See Title 113, Wills, Descent,
Charities:

and Administration of

Estates, Chapter 113-8.

Donations by State forbidden: See Title

2,

Constitution of the State of Georgia,

2-6401.

§

See Title 92, Public Revenue, Chapter 92-34.
See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment, Chapter 26-65.
Governor, authority to accept donations: See Title 86, Public Defense, § 86-1410.
Municipal corporations: See Title 69, Municipal Corporations, §§ 69-501, 69-504.
Narcotics: See Title 42, Food and Drugs, § 42-704.
Religious societies: See Title 22, Corporations, § 22-414.
Trusts: See Title 108, Trusts.
United States officers: See Title 1, Constitution of the United States, § 1-133.
University of Georgia: See Title 2, Constitution of the State of Georgia, § 2-7101.
Estate tax:

Gift enterprises:

CHAPTER 48-1. GIFTS INTER VIVOS.
Sec.

Sec.

48-101.

Essentials of

48-102.

Acceptance of

48-103.

Delivery.

gift.
,

48-104.

Effect of written deed.

48-105.

Presumption

of

48-107.

Presumption of gift of realty.
Gifts by persons lately minors.

48-108.

Gifts for illegal purposes.

48-109.

Void conditions,

48-110.

Gifts void against creditors, etc.

48-106.

gift.

of

gift

per-

effect of.

sonalty.

48-101. (4144) Essentials of gift.

—To

constitute a valid gift, there

by the donor, acceptance by the donee, and
given or some act accepted by the law in lieu

shall be the intention to give

delivery of the article
thereof.
Cross-references.

Between near
§

— Effect

of written deed, see § 48-104. Delivery, see § 48-103.
presumed, see § 108-116. Essentials of a sale, see

relatives, gift

96-101.

48-102. (4145) Acceptance of gift.

—

donation shall be of substantial benefit, the law will presume the acceptance, unless the contrary
shall be shown. A parent, guardian, or friend may accept for an infant.
The officers of a corporation may accept for it.

of

—Actual

manual delivery shall not be essenwhich shall indicate a renunciation
dominion by the donor, and the transfer of dominion to the donee,

48-103.
tial

If the

(4147) Delivery.

to the validity of a gift.

Any

act

shall be a constructive delivery.
Cross-reference.

— Essentials

of a gift, see

§

48-101.
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Gifts.

48-104. (4146) Effect of written deed.

conveyance

|__48-110

—When

the law shall require a

conveyance shall
be made for a good consideration, such conveyance, executed and delivered, shall dispense with the necessity of a delivery of the article given.
A gift in writing, without good consideration and without delivery, shall
in writing to the validity of a gift, or the

be void.
Cross-reference.

— Essentials

of a

gift,

Presumption of

48-105. (4150)

see

§

48-101.

gift of personalty.

—The delivery of per-

sonal property by a parent into the exclusive possession of a child living

separate from the parent shall create a presumption of a gift to the child.

This presumption may be rebutted by evidence of an actual contract of
lending, or by circumstances from which such a contract may be inferred.

—

Cross-references. Between near relatives, gift presumed, see
give to her husband, but gift not presumed, see § 53-506.

§

108-116.

Wife

may

Presumption of

48-106. (4151)

gift of realty.

—The

exclusive posses-

sion by a child of lands belonging originally to the father, without pay-

ment

of rent, for the space of seven years, shall create conclusive pre-

sumption of a gift, and convey title to the child, unless there shall be evidence of a loan, or of a claim of dominion by the father acknowledged
by the child, or of a disclaimer of title by the child.
48-107. (4152) Gifts

by persons

lately minors.

—A

gift

by any person

just arriving at majority, or otherwise peculiarly subject to be affected

by such

influences, to his parent, guardian, trustee, attorney, or other

person standing

in a similar relationship of confidence, shall

be scruti-

nized with great jealousy, and, upon the slightest evidence of persuasion
or influence toward this Object, shall be declared void at the instance of

the donor or his legal representative, at any time within five years after
the

making

of such gift.

—

Cross-references. Confidential relations, see
to husband, see § 53-506.

§§

48-108. (4153) Gifts for illegal purposes.
specific
illegal,

—

37-708.

37-707,

If

Gift

a gift shall be

by wife

made

for a

purpose expressed or secretly understood, and such purpose is
or from other cause fails or cannot be accomplished, the donee

shall hold as trustee for the
Cross-reference.

—Implied

donor or

trusts, see

§

his next of kin.

108-106.

—

Void conditions, effect of. Impossible, illegal,
moral conditions are void, and do not invalidate a perfect gift.
48-109. (4148)

—Repugnant

or im-

85-903.

Restraints on marriage,

48-110. (4149) Gifts void against creditors, etc.

—An insolvent person

Cross-references.
see § 53-107.

may

not

make

conditions, see

§

a valid gift to the injury of his existing creditors;

where possession,

partial or entire, shall

parol gift shall be void against bona fide

and

remain with the donor, every
creditors and purchasers with-

out notice.

—

Cross-references. Acts void as against creditors, see
fide purchasers, see §• 96-205.

bona

§

28-201.

Protection of

Gifts.

§ 4S-201

CHAPTER

48-2.
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GIFTS CAUSA MORTIS.

Sec.
4S-J01.

Requisites enumerated.

—

enumerated. A gift in contemplation of
death (donatio causa mortis) must be made by a person during his last
illness or in peril of death, must be intended to be absolute only in the
event of death, and must be perfected by either actual or symbolical delivery. Such a gift, so evidenced, may be made of any personal property
by parol and proved by one or more witnesses.
48-201.

(4154) Requisites

GOVERNOR:

See Title 2, Constitution of the State of Georgia, Chapter 2-26; Title 40, Executive Department, Chapters 40-1 to 40-4.

GRAND JURY:
GRANTS:

See Title

59, Juries,

Chapters 59-2 to 59-6.

See Title 85, Property, Chapter 85-3.

GRIST MILLS:

See Title

5,

Agriculture, Chapter 5-17.

TITLE

49.

GUARDIAN AND WARD.
Chap.
49-1.

49-2.
49-3.

49-4.
49-5.
49-6.

49-7.

49-8.

S<;c.

In general
Powers, duties, and

49-101

guardians
Settlement, resignation, and letters dismissory
Foreign guardians
County guardians
Guardians of insane or deaf and dumb persons and persons non
compos mentis
Ordinaries as custodians of minors' or insane persons' moneys
Guardians of incompetent World War veterans
liabilities of

49-201
49-301
49-401

49-501
49-601
49-701
49-801

CROSS-REFERENCES.
Bank
§

deposits by guardians; duty of bank:

See Title

13,

Banks and Banking,

13-2042.

Domicile:

See Title 79, Persons, Chapter 79-4.
Embezzlement: See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment, § 26-2805.
Execution against guardian for costs: See Title 24, Courts, § 24-2001.
Fraud and deceit: See Title 37, Equity, § 37-707.
Gifts by persons lately minors: See Title 48, Gifts, § 48-107.
Juvenile courts: See Title 24, Courts, Chapter 24-24.
Limitations of actions: See Title 3, Actions, § 3-709.
Mental defectives: See Title 35, Eleemosynary Institutions, § 35-307.
Necessaries, contract for: See Title 20, Contracts, § 20-201.
Parties in equitable proceedings: See Title 37, Equity, § 37-1004.
Process, service of: See Title 81, Pleading and Practice, § 81-212.
Receipts under Workmen's Compensation Act: See Title 114, Workmen's Compensation, §§ 114-306, 114-307, 114-420.
words of description: See Title

Signature,

4,

Agency,

§

Statute of frauds: See Title 20, Contracts, § 20-401.
Torts to ward: See Title 105, Torts, § 105-107.
Trusts and trustees: See Title 108, Trusts.
Wages of employees: See Title 66, Master and Servant,

CHAPTER

49-1.

4-401.

§§ 66-103, 66-104.

IN GENERAL.
Sec.

Sec.

49-101.

Kinds of guardians of minors.

4^-102.

Natural guardian; bond.

49-103.

Testamentary guardian; appointment, bond, and dismis-

49-109.

Appointment of county guardclerk of superior court,
or stranger, when no application made.

ian,

sal.

49-104.

Appointment of testamentary
guardians by widows.

49-105.

General guardian; appointment;
selection by minor.

49-106.

Guardian of property of non-

49-111.

Guardian of illegitimate child.
Guardian ad litem; when ap-

49-112.

pointed; responsibility.
Application for appointment;

49-110.

49-114.

whom made; notice; temporary appointment.
Bond and oath or affirmation.
Bond and oath or affirmation

49-115.

Additional bond; special guard-

49-116.

New

to

49-113.

resident minor.
49-107.

Appointment

49-108.

Married women
ians, when.

in vacation.

of collaterals.

may

ian.

be guard-

sureties required,

when.

—
Guardian and Ward.

49-101
§
O
49-101.

may
3.

be
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—

—

i

—

(3031) Kinds of guardians of minors. Guardians of minors
2. Testamentary guardians.
Natural guardians.
1.
either

—

Guardians of person and property, or

either.

49-102. (3032) Natural guardian; bond.

natural guardian
tural guardian

if

;

may

dead, the mother

not

demand

is

—The

father,

if

alive, is the

The

the natural guardian.

na-

or receive the property of the child until

a guardian's bond shall be filed and accepted by the ordinary of the
county. If such natural guardian shall fail or refuse to give bond and

may

appoint another guardian to receive such property.' (Act 1S23, Cobb, 322. Act 1845, Cobb, 335. Acts 1851-2, p. 101.)
surety, the ordinary

—

Parental power, how lost,
Cross-references. Father's obligation, see § 74-105.
Custody of minor children, see
Mother's rights, see § 74-106.
see § 74-108.
§ 74-107.
Bond of county guardians, see § 49-502. Guardians appointed by ordinaries, see § 49-112 et seq.

Testamentary guardian; appointment, bond, and dismissal.
Every father may, by will, appoint guardians for the persons or
property, or both, of his children, and such guardians shall not be required to give bond and security, except in case of waste committed or
apprehended, or property coming to the ward from sources other than
49-103. (3033)

—

the father's will,

when

mentary guardian

the ordinary shall require the same.

shall fail to give

If

a testa-

bond as required, the ordinary may

dismiss him as guardian and appoint another, or

guardian for the property thus accruing.

In

all

may

appoint another

other respects a testa-

mentary guardian shall stand on the same footing with other guardians
appointed by the ordinary. (Acts 1851-2, p. 101.)

Appointment of testamentary guardians by widows.
a widow, shall have the power by will to appoint testa-

49-104. (3034)

The mother,

if

mentary guardians for such children as have none, as to their persons,
and as to such property as they may inherit from her. (Act 1845, Cobb,
335.)

49-105. (3035) General guardian; appointment; selection

The ordinary

by minor.

county of the domicile of a minor having no guardian
shall have the power of appointing a guardian of the person and property, or either, of such child.
If the ward shall be above the age of 14
years before a guardian shall be appointed, he shall have the privilege of
selecting a guardian, and if such selection shall be judicious the ordinary
shall appoint him. The ward having once exercised this privilege may
not do so again, except upon cause shown for the removal of the first
selection. (Act 1839, Cobb, 286. Act 1850, Cobb, 338.)
of the

—

Cross-references. See also, § 24-1901. Domicile of minor, see § 79-404. Trust
Custody of children after divorce, see
as guardian, see § 109-201, U 8.
Cruel treatment by parents, see § 74-109.
Notice of application for
§ 30-127.
guardianship, see § 49-112.

company

49-106. (3036) Guardian of property of nonresident minor.
shall be nonresident, but shall

have property

—

If a

minor

in this State, the ordinary

county where the property shall be may appoint a guardian, who
have control only over such property.

of the
shall

49-107. (3037)

Appointment

of collaterals.

—Among collaterals apply-

ing for the guardianship, the nearest of kin by blood, if otherwise unobThe ordinary, however, in every case,
jectionable, shall be preferred.

GrjARDTAN AND WARD.
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may

§49-112

exercise his discretion according- to the circumstances and,

sary, grant the letters to a stranger in blood.

1845, Cobb, 335.

Editorial

neces-

(Act 1828, Cobb, 327.

Acts 1876, p. 19; 1922, p. 46.)
Trust company as guardian, see § 109-201, H 8.
Prior to the amendment of 1922, the first sentence

—
Note. —

Cross-reference.

if

of this

Act

-

tion, which was cut out by that amendment, read: "In the appointment of guardians the widowed mother shall have the preference, upon complying with the
law." At the end of the first sentence of this section as it now reads was a
provision that males should be preferred to females.

women may

be guardians, when.

—A

married
woman may be guardian of the person or property, or both, of any minor,
whether her own child or that of another, by complying with all the
provisions required by law of other guardians in this State. (Acts 1876,
49-108. (3038) Married

p. 19; 1922, p. 46.)
Editorial Note.

women

— Prior to the amending Act of 1922, this

section read: "Married
to act as guardians for their minor children by a

shall be authorized

former husband, by complying

.

.

." etc.

Appointment of county guardian, clerk of superior
court, or stranger, when no application made.
If there shall be no application for letters of guardianship, and a necessity for a guardian shall
49-109. (3039)

—

exist, the ordinary, after

giving notice for 30 days,

may

vest such guard-

ianship in the county guardian, clerk of the superior court of the county,

whom

he shall deem
fit and proper in his discretion, requiring bond and security as in other
cases. (Act 1826, Cobb, 324. Act 1845, Cobb, 336. Act 1850, Cobb, 339.)
or in any person or persons residing in said county,

—

Guardian for illegitimate child. The ordinary may appoint a guardian for the person and property of an illegitimate child in
all cases where he may deem' it necessary.
49-110. (3045)

Cross-reference.

—Definition

of a bastard, see

§

74-201.

—

Guardian ad litem; when appointed; responsibility.
"Whenever a minor shall be interested in any litigation pending in any
court in this State, and shall have no guardian, or his interest shall be
adverse to that of his guardian, such court may appoint a guardian ad
litem for such minor, which guardian shall be responsible to such minor
for his conduct in connection with such litigation in the same manner as
if he were a regularly qualified guardian.
49-111. (3057)

—

Cross-references. In probate of wills, see § 113-608. Guardian not acting, next
Consent of guardian ad litem to
friend may apply for homestead, see § 51-702.
decree in vacation, see § 37-1205. Appointment in proceedings at chambers, see
In equitable proceedings, see § 37-1003. Amendment of suit to allow
§ 37-1304.
appointment of guardian, see § 3-115.

49-112. (3046) Application for appointment; to

—

whom made;

notice;

temporary appointment. Every application to be appointed guardian of
a minor under the age of 14 years, other than the child of the applicant,
shall be made to the ordinary, and notice thereof given by him in the
newspaper in which the legal advertisements of the county are pubonce a week for four weeks before such letters shall be granted.
At the regular term next after the expiration of the notice, the letters

lished,

may be

granted either to the applicant or some other person, in the discretion of the court.
In the meantime a temporary guardian may be

Guardian and Ward.
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appointed under the same rules as apply to the appointment of temporary administrators. (Act 1850, Cobb, 33S. Acts 1890-1, p. 241.)

— General

Cross-references.
ministration, see §
§ 113-1202.

113-1207.

guardian, see § 49-105. Temporary letters of adRules for granting letters of administration, see

Bond and oath

— Every

guardian appointed by the ordinary, before entering on the duties of his appointment,
shall take before the ordinary an oath or affirmation well and truly to
perform the duties required of him as guardian and faithfully to account
with his ward for his estate; and shall also give bond with good and sufficient security, payable to the ordinary and his successors, to be approved by the ordinary, in double the amount of the supposed value of
the property of the ward, for the faithful discharge of his duty as guardian. A substantial compliance as to all matters of form shall be sufficient.
(Act 1820, Cobb, 320. Act 1826, Cobb, 325. Act 1841, Cobb, 333. Acts
49-113.

(3047)

or affirmation.

1851-2, p. 96; 1857, p. 61.)

—

Cross-references. Natural guardian, see
Construction of statutes, see
see § 49-502.

49-114.

(3048)

Bond and oath

§

§

49-102.
Bond of
102-102, Us 6, 7.

county guardians,

or affirmation in vacation.

—The taking

and giving of the bond may be done at any
time in vacation, the appointment having been made at a regular term.
The bond when taken shall be recorded by the ordinary in a book to be
kept by him for that purpose, and the original shall be kept of file in his
Act 1829, Cobb, 327. Act 1850, Cobb, 339.)
office. (Act 1820, Cobb, 320.
of the oath or affirmation

49-115.

(3049) Additional bond; special guardian.

—

If at

any time

after

the appointment other property shall descend, be given, or otherwise

accrue to the ward, the ordinary

may

require the guardian to give an

bond with security in double the amount of such property,
and on his failure to comply the ordinary may appoint a special guardian
for such property and whenever it shall come to the knowledge of the
ordinary, either by annual returns or otherwise, that the bond and security of any guardian is not of sufficient amount to be of double the
amount of the property or funds in the hands of such guardian, or that
such bond and securities are otherwise insufficient in the judgment of
additional

;

such ordinary, it shall be his duty to give notice to said guardian to
come forward at the next term of the court of said ordinary and give additional security to said ordinary, or give a new bond with good securities and on failure to do so, the authority of said guardian shall cease,
and said ordinary shall appoint, in terms of the law, a guardian to take
the place of said defaulting guardian. (Acts 1861, p. 33.)
;

—

Cross-reference. Additional
ordinary, see § 49-504.

New

security of county guardians,

—

when

required

by

when. If one or more of the
sureties on the guardian's bond shall die, become insolvent, or remove
from this State, or if from other cause the security shall become insufficient, the ordinary may, of his own motion or at the instance of any relative of the ward, require the guardian to give other and sufficient security, and on his failure so to do, the court shall revoke his letters of
guardianship and appoint some other person in his place.
Cross-reference. Provisions as to new sureties on guardians' bonds applicable
to new sureties on administrators' bonds, see § 113-1222.
49-116. (3050)

—

sureties required,

Guardian akd Ward.
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CHAPTER

!

POWERS, DUTIES, AND LIALILITIES OF
GUARDIANS.

49-2.

Sec.

Sec.

Power and duty

49-201.

of guardian in

49-221.

49-202.

Amount

49-203.

Sale of estate for reinvestment.

49-204.

Notice of application for order

of expenditure; use of
corpus of estate.

to sell and reinvest estate;
petition; hearing; guardian ad
litem.
'

49-206.
49-207.

Sale of estate other than for
reinvestment.
Sales of corporate stock; proceedings for.
Sales on premises for benefit
of cestuis que trustent; no-

49-209.
49-210.

Affidavit claiming real propertyoffered for sale; service of

copy.
Trial of right of property in
county where land lies.
Claim to personalty offered for

49-212.

wnere tried.
Sale postponed by claim.
Renting of lands, rules govern-

49-213.

Contracts for labor or service.

sale; affidavit;

49-211.

49-222.

49-215.

49-216.
49-217.
49-218.
49-219.
49-220.

Cultivation and managing
plantations or farms.

i-

Transfer of corporate stock by
foreign
guardian; deposits;

49-223.

Commissions, extra compensation, and traveling expenses.

49-224.

Commissions

turning over

for

new guardian

estate to

49-225.

or receiving estate.
Sureties bound though appoint-

49-226.

ment of guardian void.
Borrowing and contracts

49-228.
49-229.
49-230.
49-231.

by

guardians; binding effect.
Appointment of attorney in fact.
Binding out indigent orphans.

treatment of ward by person to whom bound.
Returns by guardians; verification; allowance.
Ill

make

Failing to

returns;

cita-

tion; effect.

49-232.

Proceedings

49-233.

Proceedings by

ing.

49-214.

of doubtful d<

dividends.

49-227.

tice.

49-208.

Compromise

owing to estate where
ests advanced thereby.

general.

49-205.

§49

in case of misconduct; revocation of letters.

of

sureties on

bonds

guardians'

to

be

re-

lieved.

Investment

in stocks, bonds,
or other securities issued by
State; return of guardian.

49-234.

Revocation of

letters of guard-

ianship not to abate

suit.

49-235.

Suit against guardian and sureties on his bond.

in State securities
at less than seven per cent.

49-236.

Ward may

Investments in validated county
or municipal bonds.

49-237.

Investment
Investment

in land.

Compromises

of doubtful claims
for or against wards.

Compromise
of

sureties,

the
49-238.

49-239.

liver property.

49-201. (3058)

Power and duty

sureties may be sued in
instance.

first

Property of principal

to be

Removal

of proceedings to
another county.

of guardian in general.

the guardian over the person of his

first

exhausted.

of claims in favor

wards where debtors de-

When

sue his guardian and

when.

ward

shall be the

the father over his child, the guardian standing in

his-

—The power of

same

place

;

as that of

and

in like

duty of the guardian to protect and maintain, and,
according to the circumstances of the ward, to educate him.

manner

it

shall be the

Cross-references.

— Arbitration,

Guardians of lunatics,
power, how lost, see
law, see

§

see § 7-103.
Consent to tort, see § 105-1803.
see § 49-603. Parent's obligation, see § 74-105. Parental
74-108.
Penalty for guardian's violation of child labor

etc.,
§

54-9905.

49-202. (3060)

Amount

of expenditure

guardian shall be allowed

all

;

use of corpus of estate.

— Every

reasonable disbursements and expenses

ward committed to his care. The
expenses of maintenance and education must not exceed the annual
profits of the estate, except by the approval of the ordinary previously
granted. The ordinary may, in his discretion, allow the corpus of the
suitable to the circumstances of the

j
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be used for the education and maintenance
(Act 1799, Cobb, 312. Acts 1859, p. 37.)

whole or

of the ward.

in part, to

—

Disposition of income of trust estate, see § 108-426.
Cross-references.
commissions, see § 49-223.

Guard-

ian's

49-203. (3064) Sale of estate for reinvestment.

—By order,

term or
vacation, of the judge of the superior court of the county of the guardian 's appointment, any guardian may sell the whole or any part of the
estate of his ward, for reinvestment, upon such terms and at such time
and place as said judge may order. (Acts 1889, p. 156.)
49-204. (3065) Notice of application for order to sell

—

in

and reinvest

es-

ad litem. Before application shall be
made for an order to sell and reinvest, such guardian shall publish once
a week for four weeks in the newspaper in which county advertisements
are usually published in the county of said guardian's appointment, and,
if the property sought to be sold shall be land, also in the county where
the land lies, a notice of his intention to apply for such order, which
notice shall describe the property sought to be sold, and the reasons for
making the application, and the time and place where said application
If said application shall be made in vacation, the judge
shall be made.
may hear and pass upon the same at any place within his judicial cirSaid guardian shall, in his petition,
cuit, as business heard in chambers.
fully describe the property sought to be sold, the income therefrom, the
expense, if any, of keeping the same, the reasons for asking the sale, describe the property in which he wishes to reinvest the proceeds, and
whether he seeks to sell the property privately or at public outcry. Said
petition shall be verified by the oath of the guardian. The guardian shall
cause a copy of said petition to be served personally upon each of his
wards who is over the age of 14, and shall also cause a copy of said petition to be served personally upon one or more of the next of kin of said
ward, which next of kin shall be other than the guardian. Service of all
said copies shall be made at least 10 days before the time of hearing the
tate

;

petition; hearing; guardian

At

application.
shall

the hearing the judge, before granting the application,

carefully examine into the matter, and

satisfy himself

by evidence

other than the verified petition that said order to sell and reinvest should

be granted. The judge shall also appoint a guardian ad litem, as provided for the sale of trust estates where minors are interested. (Acts
1889, p. 156; 1890-1, p. 229.)

—

Cross-references.
Guardians ad litem, see § 49-111. Interested parties to see
to reports of sale and reinvestment by trustee, see § 108-412.
Consent of guardian
ad litem to decree in vacation, .see § 37-1205. Notice to minors as to changes in
Minors to be served, how, see § 81-212.
trusts, see § 37-1304.

49-205. (3066) Sale of estate other than for reinvestment.
sales of

of the property of the

are prescribed for sales by administrators of estates.
319.

Act

49-206.

other

ward shall be made under the
the ordinary, and under the same rules and restrictions as

any portion

direction of

—All

1827, Cobb, 325.

Acts 1851-2,

(Act 1811, Cobb,

p. 95.)

(4027) Sales of corporate stock; proceedings for.

any guardian

shall desire to sell railroad or

—Whenever

bank stock wherever found,

or stocks of other incorporated companies, he shall

first

apply to the or-

dinary of the county which has jurisdiction over him, for leave to

sell

—
Gr/ARDTAN and Ward.
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§

49-212

such stock, which application shall be heard and determined aftef the
usual citation for leave to

After such sale

estate.

ducted

in the

same

sell is issued, as

applications for sale of

-

ordered, the sale of such stocks shall be
manner as sales of real estate are conducted. (Acts
is

r

1877, p. 115.)

on premises for benefit of cestuis que trustent;
notice.
Any guardian who by law is managing any trust estate or fund,
under the supervision of the ordinary or court of ordinary, may sell any
property situated in this State, if upon petition the ordinary shall, in the
exercise of a sound discretion, deem that it is for the best interest of
the cestuis que trustent that said real estate be sold on the premises, and
Provided, that such
shall so direct by order entered on the minutes:
sales shall be advertised as provided by law, and one hour's public notice
of the commencement of the same shall be given at the courthouse door
on sale day. (Acts 1872, p. 32; 1920, p. 80.)
49-207. (4028) Sales

—

49-208. (5176) Affidavit claiming real property offered for sale; service
of copy.

— When

a guardian shall advertise that

his intention to ap-

it is

any real estate as the property of his ward, or has obtained such order, any person claiming such real estate may, either by

ply for leave to

sell

an affidavit claiming said property, a copy of which shall be served on such
guardian previously to the day of sale. (Act 1809, Cobb, 315.)
himself, his agent, or his attorney,

file

in the court of ordinary

—

Cross-reference. Mortgagee's claim to proceeds of
under other process, see § 67-118.

49-209. (5177) Trial of right of property in county

made and

mortgaged property

sale of

where land

lies.

and notice having been given as required in the preceding section, it shall be the duty of the ordinary to
transmit such claim affidavit to the next term of the superior court of
the county where the land lies; and the right of property shall be there
tried upon an issue made up in the same manner and under the same
regulations, restrictions, and penalties as are provided for the trial of
claims to property levied on by execution. (Act 1809, Cobb, 315.)
Affidavit having been

filed,

—

Cross-references. No second claim received after property found subject, see
24-3311. When plaintiff in execution entitled to conclusion, and when claimant
Making party when claimant dies, see
entitled to conclusion, see § 24-3312.
Claims, how tried, see § 39-901 et seq.
§ 24-3313.
§

Claim to personalty offered for sale; affidavit; where
When any guardian shall advertise to sell any personal property
tried.
as the property of his ward, and the same shall be claimed on oath, and
the claim affidavit shall have been filed and served as required in section
49-208, it shall be the duty of the ordinary to transmit such claim affi49-210. (5178)

—

davit to the superior court next to be held after such claim

county where such guardian resides.
49-211. (5179) Sale postponed

by

is filed in

the

(Act 1809, Cobb, 315.)
claim.

—When a

claim has been in-

terposed as provided in the preceding sections, the sale of the property
advertised and claimed shall be postponed until after the termination of
the claim case.

(Act 1821, Cobb, 532.)

—

Renting of lands, rules governing. Every renting of
lands of a minor, unless by special order of the ordinary, shall be in
49-212. (3067)

Guardian and Ward.
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public to the highest bidder, and under the

may

except that credit
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same

rules as sheriff's sales,

be given on good security.

—

49-213. (3068) Contracts for labor or service.
Guardians may make
contracts for labor or service, for the benefit of the estates of their wards,

upon such terms as they may deem best, and all such contracts made in
good faith shall be a charge upon and bind said estates whenever the
same shall be approved by the ordinary of the county. (Acts 1866, p. 87.)
Cross-references. — Contracts by guardians, see § 49-226. Trustees may contract
for labor, see § 108-406. Administrators may contract for labor, see § 113-1524.
49-214. (3069)

"When

it

Cultivation and

managing

of plantations or

shall be manifestly expedient, guardians,

may

court of ordinary,

managed and

farms.—

under an order of the

cause plantations or farms of their wards to be

cultivated for their benefit.

(Act 1829, Cobb, 327.

Acts

1878-9, p. 69.)

49-215. (3070) Investment in stocks, bonds, or other securities issued

—

by State; return of guardian. Any guardian, in his discretion, may invest any funds of his ward in his hands in bonds, or other securities
issued by this State. In every such case his return shall set forth the
time of such purchase, the price paid, and the name of the person from
whom purchased. (Act 1845, Cobb, 333. Act 1847, Cobb, 337. Acts 1851,
p. 32.)

49-216.

(4008) Investment in land.

vest any funds held by

them

— Guardians

are authorized to in-

as such guardians in lands

:

Provided, that

an order to that effect shall first be obtained from the judge of the superior court, who is authorized to consider and pass upon such applications either in term time or vacation.
49-217. (3764) Investment in State securities at less than seven per
cent.

— Guardians

may

invest trust funds in bonds, and other securi-

by this State, bearing a lower rate of interest than seven
per cent, per annum, and shall, in the settlement of their accounts on the
funds so invested, be chargeable with no greater interest than that received from the State: Provided, that such guardian shall, within 30
ties issued

days after such investment, make a return to the ordinary of the amount
and character of the bonds purchased and the price paid. (Acts 1884-5,
p. 128.)

49-218. (3765) Investments in validated county or municipal bonds.

—

Guardians are authorized to invest trust funds in any bonds which have
been or may be issued by any county or municipality of this State, and
have been validated as required by law for the validation of county and
municipal bonds, upon the same terms and conditions as they are authorized to invest trust funds in State bonds and securities. (Acts 1901,
p. 57; 1908, p. 72.)

49-219. (4004)

— Guardians

Compromises

are authorized to

of doubtful claims for or against wards.

compromise

all

contested or doubtful

claims for or against the wards they represent, to submit such matters
to arbitration, to release a debtor if to the interest of the ward, and to
appoint an attorney in fact, being responsible for the acts of said attorney.

(Acts 1866,

p. 23.)

—
Guardian and Ward.
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(4005)

§49-226

of claims in favor of

—

wards where debtors

Guardians are also authorized to compromise claims
in favor of their wards, where their debtors deliver bona fide all their
property for the use of creditors, except such as is or may be exempt
from levy and sale in cases of insolvent debtors: Provided, that the ordinary, after an examination of the facts, shall first make an order directing such compromise. (Acts 1866, p. 67.)
deliver property.

Compromise

49-221. (4006)
interests

advanced thereby.

of doubtful debts

owing

to estate

where

— Guardians are authorized to compromise

all

doubtful debts in favor of their wards, where such settlements will advance the interests of such wards. All persons acting under the pro-

making their returns, shall make oath that
the settlements thus made were in good faith and to the best interests of
Provided, that the ordinary shall first make an order directthe wards

visions of this section, on

:

ing such compromise. (Acts 1866,

p. 67.)

49-222. (4105) Transfer of corporate stock
posits; dividends.

—A

foreign guardian

may

by foreign guardian;

de-

transfer the stock of any

bank or other corporation in this State standing in the name of the ward,
and check for deposits made by him and dividends declared on his stock,
first filing with the bank or corporation a certified copy of his appointment and qualification. (Acts 1855-6, p. 146; 1893, p. 36; 1929, p. 168.)
Commissions, extra compensation, and traveling exGuardians
penses.
shall be allowed the same commissions for receiving
and paying out the estates of their wards as are allowed to administrators. Extra compensation and traveling expenses shall be allowed to
them upon the same principles as to administrators. (Acts 1847, p. 337;
49-223. (3071)

—

1851-2, pp. 99, 100; 1857, p. 61.)
Cross-references.
tra compensation,
113-2006.

— Ordinary commissions of administrators,
see

§

113-2008.

Commissions

49-224. (3072)

or receiving estate.

—

If

Forfeiture

of

see

§

113-2001. Ex§§ 49-231,

commissions, see

for turning over estate to

new guardian

the guardian shall resign or die, or shall be re-

moved under any circumstances, no commissions shall be allowed for
turning over the estate to a new guardian, or to the new guardian for receiving the same and where a guardian shall be removed for waste or
;

gross mismanagement, no commissions shall be allowed for any of his
services.

bound though appointment of guardian void.
If the appointment of a guardian for any cause shall be declared void,
his sureties shall nevertheless be responsible on the bond for any property which may have been received by him by virtue or reason of his
49-225. (3073) Sureties

appointment.

Borrowing and contracts by guardians binding effect,
The guardian may not borrow money and bind his ward therefor, nor
may he, by any contract other than those specially allowed by law, bind
his ward's property, or create any lien thereon.
Cross-references. — May contract for labor, see § 49-213. Liens by trustees, see

—

49-226. (3074)

§ 108-427.

;

§

Guardian and Ward.
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—The

guardian may
appoint an attorney in fact to act for him where he is unable to act himself, and he and his sureties shall be bound for the acts of such attorney
as if they wore his personal deeds. (Acts 1855-6, p. 148; 1860, p. 31.)
49-227.

Appointment

(3075)

Cross-references.

— Guardians,

Compromises by guardian,

of attorney in fact.

etc.,

see

§

may convey by

attorney in

fact, see

§ 4-104.

49-219.

—

Binding out indigent orphans. If the annual profits of
the estate of any orphan, with or without a guardian, shall not be sufficient for his education and maintenance, and the ordinary shall not allow
the corpus of the estate to be used for such education and maintenance,
it shall be the duty of the ordinary forthwith to bind out such orphan
for the whole or such part of the time of his minority as to him shall
seem best and on such conditions as will most promote the interest of
such orphan, in all cases requiring that such orphan shall be allowed to
49-228. (3061)

attend the nearest school, where education

months

in the year.

Cross-references.
children, see

minor

(Act 1799, Cobb, 313.

—Adult may bind
§

66-202.

is

free to him, at least three

Acts 1865-6,

p. 28.)

Parents may bind out
§ 66-201.
bind out in certain cases, see § 66-203.

self out, see

may

Ordinary

—

treatment of ward by person to whom bound. It
shall be the duty of the ordinary and of the guardian of such orphan to
be informed as to his treatment, and on complaint of ill usage, or any
condition broken, the ordinary shall bind such orphan to some other
person. (Act 1799, Cobb, 313.)
49-229. (3062)

111

—

Cross-references. Parents may bind out minor children, see
for cruelty to children generally, see § 26-8001.

66-202.

§

Punish-

ment

—

Returns by guardians; verification; allowance. Every
guardian within 12 months after his appointment, and by the first Monday in July in every year thereafter, shall make a return to the ordinary
under oath, making an accurate exhibit of all the property of his ward
received by him up to that time and since his last return, together with
an account current of his receipts and expenditures, accompanied by the
vouchers for the same and any other matter connected with the said
property, which said returns shall be examined by the ordinary and if
found correct shall be allowed by him and entered of record with the
vouchers; and the judgment thus rendered by the ordinary shall be
prima facie evidence of the correctness of said return in favor of said
guardian. If the guardian shall have removed beyond the limits of this
State, the oath of his surety shall be sufficient to verify the return; and
if the guardian be dead, his representatives may make his returns as provided in case of deceased administrators. (Act 1799, Cobb, 312. Act
1810, Cobb, 317. Act 1820, Cobb, 320. Act 1843, Cobb, 333. Act 1850,
Cobb, 340. Acts 1851-2, p. 97; 1855-6, p. 146; 1860, pp. 33, 35.)
49-230. (3059)

—

Cross-references. Fiduciaries to keep accounts, see § 4-211. Expenses of giving
Proceedings to remove trust to
in lawful expenses, see § 49-308.
another county, see § 49-239.

bond included

Editorial Note.—Acts 1920, p. 79, amended § 113-1409 by changing the time for
administrator's annual returns from July to January. It did not amend this
section nor refer to returns of guardians.
filing

49-231. (3063) Failing to
shall

keep a docket of

and upon the

failure of

all

make

returns; citation; effect.

the guardians liable to

any one

to

make

—The ordinary

returns to him,

do so by the time required by law, he
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shall cite the said guardian to

§ 49-234

appear and show the reason for his delay;

and every guardian who shall fail or refuse to make his return before
the end of the year, shall receive no commission or compensation for
any service done during that year, unless by special order of the court
of ordinary, exonerating him from all blame. (Act 1764, Cobb, 304, 305.
Act 1850, Cobb, 340. Acts 1855-6, p. 147.)
Cross-reference.

—Provisions for annual returns by administrators,

see § 113-1409.

49-232. (3051) Proceedings in case of misconduct; revocation of letters.

—

If

the ordinary shall know, or shall be informed, that any guard-

any manner mismanages the property, or does not take
due care of the maintenance and education of his ward according to his
circumstances, or refuses to make returns as required by law, or for any
ian wastes or in

cause

is

unfit for the trust, the ordinary shall cite such

guardian to an-

swer to such charge at some regular term of the court, when, upon investigation of his action, the ordinary may, in his discretion, revoke his
letters, or pass such other order as in his judgment is expedient under
the circumstances of each case. (Act 1799, Cobb, 312. Act 1810, Cobb,
317. Act 1821, Cobb, 321. Act 1828, Cobb, 326.)

by sureties on guardians' bonds to be relieved.—The surety on the bond of any guardian, or, if dead, his representative, may at any time make complaint to the ordinary of any mis49-233. (3052) Proceedings

conduct of his principal in the discharge of his trust, or for any other
reason show his desire to be relieved as surety; thereupon the ordinary
shall cite the guardian to appear at a regular term of the court and show
cause why such surety shall not be discharged; and upon hearing the
parties and their evidence, the ordinary may, in his discretion, pass an
order discharging such surety from all future liability and requiring such
guardian to give new and sufficient security or be discharged from his
trust; such new sureties shall be liable for past as well as future waste
or misconduct of the guardian. Such discharged surety shall be relieved
only from the time the new security shall be given. If new security
shall not be given, and the guardian's trust shall be revoked, the discharged surety shall be bound for a true accounting of such guardian
with the new guardian, or with his ward if no other guardian shall be
appointed.

The death

discharge from future

of a surety shall be a sufficient
liability,

In

the granting of the order.

ground

for his

on application of his representative and
all

cases

where

letters of

guardianship

on the bond shall be liable for all the acts
of the guardian in relation to his trust up to the time of his settlement
with the new guardian or his ward. (Act 1805, Cobb, 314. Act 1810,
shall be revoked, the sureties

Cobb, 317.)
Cross-references.

— Removal

Provisions applicable to

•

—

new

of proceedings
sureties, see

§

to

another county, see

§

49-239.

49-116.

49-234. (3053) Revocation of letters of guardianship not to abate suit
The revocation of letters of guardianship shall not abate any suit pend-

ing for or against the guardian, but the new guardian shall be made a
party by scire facias, as in case of the death of a party. (Act 1821, Cobb,
321.)
Cross-reference.

—Parties,

how made when both

die, see § 3-416.
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—

(3054) Suit against guardian and sureties on his bond. Suit
be instituted against the guardian and his sureties on his bond in

49-235.

may
the

same action

ward, or a new guardian, or any
suing the guardian and if the

at the instance of his

other person interested, without

first

;

guardian shall be beyond the jurisdiction of the court, or shall place
himself in the position of a debtor liable to attachment, or shall be dead
and his estate unrepresented, suit may be commenced against the sureties alone
Provided, that the fi. fa. issued upon a judgment against the
guardian and his sureties shall not be levied upon the property of the
sureties until a return of nulla bona as to the guardian, unless the prop:

being removed from the county. If the failure to
sue the guardian shall have arisen from his voluntary act, the judgment
against the sureties shall be conclusive in any suit against him. (Act
1820, Cobb, 320. Acts 1851-2 p. 235; 1855-6, p. 145.)
erty of the sureties

is

—

Cross-references. Property of principal exhausted before that of surety levied
Punishment of guardian for converting- ward's property to his
on, see § 49-238.
own use, see § 26-2805.

—

sue his guardian and sureties, when. When
any guardian shall fail or refuse to settle and account with his ward upon
his coming of age, such ward may institute his suit in the first instance
against his guardian and sureties without first suing his guardian. (Acts
49-236.

(3055)

Ward may

1851-2, p. 235.)
Cross-reference.

— Provisions

49-237 (4083)

When

When

any guardian

applicable to

sureties

shall

may

remove from

new

sureties, see

be sued in the

§

49-116.

instance.

first

—

this State, or shall place himself

such situation as by the provisions of this Code an attachment would
lie against a debtor, or if such guardian is dead and his estate unrepresented, any party in interest, or any person having demands against such
guardian, in such representative character, may institute his suit against
the sureties, or any one or more of them, upon the bond of such guardian
in the first instance without first obtaining a judgment against such
in

guardian

in

his

representative character. (Acts

1851-2, pp.

235, 236;

1855-6, p. 145.)

49-238. (4084) Property of principal first to be

exhausted.

—When

judgment shall be obtained against principal and sureties, as provided
in the two preceding sections, the property of the sureties shall not be
levied upon until that of the principal shall be exhausted, which may
be evidenced by a return of nulla bona. (Acts 1851-2, pp. 235, 236.)
49-239.
ian

(3056)

Removal

whose residence

is,

of proceedings to another county.

—A guard-

or by removal or otherwise becomes, in a county

other than that of his appointment,
diction of the ordinary of his

own

security to such ordinary, as

if first

may remove

county, by

the trust to the juris-

first giving bond and good
appointed by him, and filing a certificate of such fact with the ordinary by whom he was appointed.
He
shall also obtain from such ordinary an exemplification of all the records
concerning his guardianship, and of the order transferring the same to
the county of his residence, which exemplification shall be filed with and
recorded by the ordinary of said county, who shall then have the same
jurisdiction over such guardian as if first appointed by him. Every case
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growing out

of or affecting said trust shall be

§

49-303

heard and tried only

that county to

in

which said trust shall have been removed.
he .ureties
upon such guardian's first bond shall be liable only for past miseonduct;
the sureties upon the new bond shall be liable for both past and futi
misconduct. (Act 1812, Cobb, 318. Acts 1851-2, p. 235; 1855-6, p. 145.
'J

6 Ga. 432.)

— Proceeding by surety for
Note. — The next-to-the-last sentence

Cross-reference.

relief,

see § 49-233.

of this section does not appear
section had its beginning in the Act of
1812, Cobb, 318. That section as originally enacted applied to executors, administrators and guardians.
It was amended by Acts 1855-56, p. 152.
The sentence
above referred to is taken from Section I, Acts 1855-56, which apparently was
never codified. It should be noticed that the orginal Act has been divided and
the portion relating to guardians placed as this section and that relating to administrators placed as § 113-1901. See 174/191 (162 S. E. 802;.
in

Editorial
the Code of 1910.

CHAPTER

Apparently

this

SETTLEMENT, RESIGNATION, AND
LETTERS DISMISSORY.

49-3.

Sec.

Sec.
49-301.

Settlements before the ordinary; citation; proceedings ex

49-310.

49-311.

parte.

49-302.

Citation of ward or new guardian at instance of guardian.

49-312.

49-303.

Duty

49-313.

of the court

on return of

citation.

49-304.

49-305.
49-306.
49-3C7.

49-308.
49-309.

ex parte.

—A

appointed,

Right of ward to reopen settlement.
Resignation of guardian; order
of court; settlement; account-

Continuance.
Proceedings.
Order by ordinary; interest on
amount due from guardian.
Enforcement of order of ordinary; attachment for contempt.
Expenses of giving bond.
Same; allowance of expenses.

49-301. (3076)

Basis of settlement.
Final receipts from wards; record; copy as evidence.

ing.

49-314.

Letters of dismission granted,

when.
49-315.

49-316.

Disposition of money, etc., in
hand.
Ward dying, guardian to distribute estate as if appointed
administrator.

Settlements before the ordinary; citation; proceeding

ward, on arriving at majority, or a

may

new guardian

legally

apply to the ordinary for an order requiring the guardian

and submit to a settlement of his accounts. Such citation shall
be served as. other citations and shall be returnable to a regular term of
to appear

the court.

court

may

If

the guardian shall

a

or refuse to appear as cited, the

proceed ex parte.

49-302. (3077) Citation of
ian.

fail

—The guardian

new guardian
49-303. (3078)

ward

shall, in like

to appear

Duty

or

new guardian

at instance of guard-

manner, be allowed

and be present

of the court

to cite his

ward or

at a settlement of his account.

on return of

citation.

turn of such citation, the court shall proceed to examine

—Upon the
all

re-

the returns

and accounts of such guardian to hear all evidence which may be produced by either party; and to make a full, fair, and final settlement between such guardian and his ward, making a full record of such final set;

tlement.

£
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—The court may allow such continuances

as the principles of justice require.
Cross-reference.

— Continuances

generally, see Title 81, Pleading and Practice,

Chapter 81-14.

(3080) Proceedings.

49-305.

— Such

other proceedings

may

be had in

the case as are usual in other causes in said court.

on amount due from guardian.
The ordinary may order any property in the hands of the guardian
to be delivered to the ward or the new guardian, and also issue an execution for any balance of money found due by the guardian to the ward.
If the ward shall not appear, the court may pass an order stating the balance found due from the guardian, which balance shall not bear interest
from that date until demanded by the ward or new guardian.
(3081) Order

49-306.

—

Cross-reference.

—

property

may

Enforcement

the guardian shall

If

;

interest

— Enforcing order of transfer

49-307. (3082)

tempt.

by ordinary

to foreign guardian, see

§

49-405.

of order of ordinary; attachment for confail

or refuse to deliver to the

ward the

hands, ordered to be delivered by the court, the ordinary

in his

him for contempt, and imprison him in the common jail until
comply with such order, such proceedings to be had in the is-

attach

he shall
suing of such attachments as are usual in equity.

—

Cross-references. Enforcing order of transfer to foreign guardian, see § 49-405.
Ordinaries may attach for contempt, see §§ 24-2113, 24-2114. Orders and decrees
enforceable by attachment against person, see § 37-123.

—

Expenses of giving bond. Guardians who are required
by law to give bond as such, who have given as security on such bonds
one or more guaranty companies, surety companies, fidelity insurance
companies, or fidelity and deposit companies, as authorized by law, may
49-308. (4071)

include as part of their lawful expenses or cost of administration such

reasonable

sum

or

sums paid

to such

company

or companies for such

centum per annum on the
bond, as the court or judge or other officer by whom they

suretyship, not exceeding one-third of one per

amount

of said

were appointed

shall allow.

(Acts 1903,

p. 75.)

—

Same; allowance of expenses. Any court, judge, or
other officer whose duty it is to pass upon the account of any person or
corporation required to execute a bond with surety or sureties, shall,
whenever such person or corporation has given any such company or
49-309. (4072)

companies as security, as provided in the preceding section, allow in the
settlement of such account a reasonable sum for the expenses and premiums incurred in securing such surety, not exceeding the amounts specified in said section.

(Acts 1903,

p. 75.)

49-310. (4077) Basis of settlement.

—All statements for

final

with guardians shall be made out on the following basis:
Cobb, 336.)
1.

that
2.

The

now
No

settlement

(Act 1847,

rate of interest charged against guardians shall be the

same as

regulated by law.
interest shall be charged either

way

for the first year, as one

year is allowed by law for the collection of assets and to ascertain the indebtedness of an estate.

—
;
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§49-313

A

3.
guardian, in the management of an estate, may retain in his
hands, at the beginning- of each year, an amount of money
icnt to
pay the current expenses of said year; upon- which amount no inte

shall be

charged

in final settlement.

The guardian

however, pay interest upon all balances left in
hand at the beginning of each year, over and above the payment of expenses for said year, the same to be ascertained and computed in final
4.

shall,

settlement.
5.

When

6.

The annual

happen

beginning of any year, a guardian shall not have an amount in hand sufficient to pay the current expenses of said year, and his annual returns show that fact, he shall be
allowed to charge, in final settlement, interest on the amount advanced
by him during the year for such expenses.
it

shall so

that, at the

returns of guardians shall be

made out

in the

manner

regulated by law and practiced in this State; and the reservations,
charges, and computations of interest set forth in this section shall be

made when the parties come to make statement
The expenditures and receipts of each year
7.
reference to annual returns, and in

all

shall be considered as a part of the

for final settlement.
shall be ascertained

by

cases the commission annually

annual expenses.

(Acts 1865-6,

pp. 84, 85.)

from wards; record; copy as evidence.
Any guardian, by having his final receipt from his ward attested by a
judge, justice of the peace, or notary public, may cause the same to be
recorded by the clerk of the superior court of the county of his residence
and the original, or a copy thereof, shall be admitted in evidence on the
same terms as registered deeds. (Act 1834, Cobb, 329.)
49-311. (3083) Final receipts

49-312. (3084) Right of

ward

to reopen settlement.

ment made between the guardian and ward

—No

final settle-

ward, at any
time within four years thereafter, from calling the guardian to a settlement of his accounts, unless it shall be made to appear that the same
was made after a full exhibit of all the guardian's accounts and with a
full

knowledge by the ward

shall bar the

of his legal rights.

—

Cross-references. Period of limitation runs from time of discovery of fraud,
see § 3-807. Guardian may cite ward or new guardian for settlement, see § 49-302.

49-313. (3085) Resignation of guardian; order of court; settlement;

—Any guardian

who, from age,

removal from the
county, or for any other cause, desires to resign his trust as such may
apply to the ordinary having jurisdiction of the trust, setting forth the
reasons therefor, and also the name of some suitable person willing to
accept the trust; whereupon the ordinary shall cite such person and the
nearest of kin of such ward to appear at the next term of said court, and
if the ordinary shall be satisfied that such change of guardians will not
be detrimental to the interest of the ward, and no good cause shall be
shown against it, he shall grant the prayer of the applicant, discharging
him from his trust on condition that he shall forthwith deliver all property and pay all money held by him as such guardian, upon a fair settlement of his accounts, to his successor; and upon the filing of the evidence of such settlement and the receipt in full of his successor, the

accounting.

infirmity,

g
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guardian shall be discharged from his said trust. The ward shall have
the privilege, within five years after he shall have come of age, to reopen
such settlement and call for an accounting. (Act 1850, Cobb, 339. Acts
1853-4, p. 36; 1857, pp. 60, 61.)

—

Letters of dis(3086) Letters of dismission granted, when.
mission may be granted by the ordinary to any guardian, upon his com49-314.

pliance with the following provisions:

An

1.

application in writing, setting forth his full discharge of the

duties of his trust.

An

2.

examination of his accounts and vouchers by the ordinary, to

verify the truth of the application.

The

3.

publication of such application once a

which the

the public newspaper in

week

for four

weeks

in

legal notices of the ordinary's office

are usually published.

The examination of any objections filed, and the proof to the ordinary that the ward is of age. (Act 1826, Cobb, 324. Act 1850, Cobb,
4.

340.)'

—

money, etc., in hand. If it shall appear
any money, property, or effects of
his ward, the ordinary may cause the same, if money, to be deposited in
some solvent bank, and if other property, to be delivered to some proper
person to be appointed by the ordinary, under such restrictions as he
may deem best for the preservation of the property, and then grant the
49-315.

(3087) Disposition of

that such guardian has in his hands

letters

may pass an order requiring the
own hands at an interest not exceed-

dismissory; or the ordinary

guardian to retain the funds in his
ing four per cent, per annum, his sureties being
Act 1840, Cobb, 332.)
for. (Act 1826, Cobb, 324.
49-316. (3088)

Ward

pointed administrator.

responsible there-

still

dying, guardian to distribute estate as

—When

a

ward

shall die intestate,

if

ap-

pending his

same
manner as if he had been appointed administrator upon such estate, and
the sureties on his bond shall be responsible for his faithful administra-

minority, the guardian shall proceed to distribute his estate in the

and distribution

tion

of

such estate.

CHAPTER

49-4.

(Acts 1858,

FOREIGN GUARDIANS.
Sec.

Sec.
49-401.
49-402.

49-403.

Transfer of property to foreign
guardian, proceedings for.

49-407.

Order of transfer by ordinary.
Evidence as to fitness of guard-

49-408.

Ar\A

49-404.

-n

49-405.

Enforcement of order.
Removal of guardian and ward

49-406.

iguardian.
Receipt ofr rforeign
b
fe
•

i

49-401.
for.

guardian

or

trustee

sue.

Copy

of letters of guardianship
b e fiIed Pending action by
J°
foreign guardian or trustee.
.

49-409.

Resident

parties to be pro„4.
j u r
tected
before removal ofc assets beyond limits of State.
Foreiern guardian or trustee
authorized to sell property.
*

1

without State; order of court.

Foreign

may

ian; discretion of ordinary.
ac

p. 57.)

49-410.

i

(3107) Transfer of property to foreign guardian, proceedings

— When

a minor, idiot, lunatic, or insane person shall reside in an-

other State, and shall be entitled to property in the hands of any exec-
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49-406

§

within this State, and there
such property should not be trail

utor, administrator, trustee, or guardian

no sufficient reason why
to a guardian appointed under the laws
may be done in the following manner:
shall be

1.

The

foreign guardian shall give

of

such other State, the

bond with good security

to the

proper authority in his own State, for the faithful execution of such
guardianship, in double the amount of the value of the property in this
State, over and above the sum in which he may be bound for the guardianship of property then in that State.

He

shall

He

shall give 20 days' notice of

produce to the ordinary to whose court such executor, administrator, trustee, or guardian is bound to make returns, an exemplification, authenticated as required by the Act of Congress, showing that
he has complied with the above condition, and produce also the certificate
of the proper officer as to the sufficiency of the security on his bond.
2.

such intended application to such
executor, administrator, trustee, or guardian. (Act 1837, Cobb, 329. Act
1850, Cobb, 341. Acts 1855-6, p. 146.)
3.

Cross-reference.
see § 38-627.

—Laws

49-402. (3108)

and

judicial proceedings of other States,

Order of transfer by ordinary.

how

—Upon compliance with

the conditions set out in the preceding section, the ordinary

may

a transfer of all such ward's estate to the foreign guardian,

order the sale of any real estate,

proved,

order

and may

necessary for settlement with such
foreign guardian. If there shall exist any reason why such estate, or
any portion of it, should not be removed from this State, the ordinary
may hear anyone interested in the question and refuse the order in his
discretion.

if

Acts 1851-2,

(Act 1837, Cobb, 321.

p.

102.)

49-403. (3109) Evidence as to fitness of guardian; discretion of ordi-

nary.

—The

exemplification

and

certificate

produced by the foreign

guardian shall not be conclusive, but the court may hear evidence as to
the fitness and competency of the guardian for his trust, or the sufficiency
of his security, or any other matter or thing going to show the impropriety of granting the order asked for, and in his discretion the ordinary
may refuse such order. (Acts 1851-2, p. 102.)
49-404. (3110) Receipt of foreign guardian.

—The

receipt of the for-

eign guardian under such order shall be a sufficient voucher for the
fiduciary in Georgia.
Cross-reference.

— Returns

by trustees

to the ordinary, see

§

108-404.

—

Enforcement of order. The court may enforce such
order in the same manner as provided in cases of settlements made with
guardians, and the foreign guardian, after such order, may sue for the
property of his ward in the possession of any person, in any court in
49-405. (3111)

(Act 1837, Cobb, 330.)
Cross-references. Power of ordinary

this State.

—

Enforcement

to

with guardian, see

§

49-306.

Removal

and ward without State; order
court.
If any guardian appointed in this State shall desire to remove
another State and carry his ward with him, before removing the per-

49-406. (3112)
of

in settlement

of order in general, see § 49-307.

—

of guardian

§

Guardian and Ward.
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son or property of his ward, he shall, in the proper court of his intended
domicile, rirst comply with all the conditions required in the preceding"
sections of a foreign guardian, and obtain the order of the ordinary con(Act 1812, Cobb, p. 318.)
senting to such removal.

may sue. —Any guardian
reside out of this State and who shall be regularly
the State in which he resides, may institute suit in

49-407. (3113) Foreign guardian or trustee

or trustee

who

shall

appointed as such

any court

in

in this State to

enforce any right of action or recover any

property belonging to his ward or cestui que trust, or accruing to said
guardian or trustee as such. (Act 1850, Cobb, 341. Acts 1895, p. 85.)
Cross-reference.

—Foreign

49-408. (3114)

tion

Copy

trustees, see §

108-447.

of letters of guardianship to

by foreign guardian or

trustee.

be

filed

pending ac-

— Pending the action, a properly au-

thenticated exemplification of the letters of guardianship or of the ap-

with the clerk of the court, to become
a part of the record, provided the cause is pending in a court of record.
If it shall be a summary proceeding, the exemplification shall be filed
with the papers. (Acts 1895, p. 85.)

pointment as trustee

(3115) Resident parties to be protected before removal of as-

49-409.
sets

shall be filed

beyond

limits of State.

—

If

any

citizen of this State shall be inter-

ested as creditor, heir, or legatee in the estate of
or trustee

is

which such guardian

the representative, he may, by application to the proper

compel such foreign guardian or trustee to protect his interest according to equity and good conscience, before removing such assets beyond the limits of this State. (Acts 1895, p. 85.)
court,

49-410. (3116) Foreign guardian or trustee authorized to sell prop-

—Any

guardian or trustee who shall reside in any other State is
hereby authorized to sell and convey any property of his ward or cestui
que trust, lying or being in this State, under the rules and regulations
prescribed for the sale and conveyance of real estate by executors, adProvided, such forministrators, guardians, or trustees of this State:
eign guardian or trustee shall file and have recorded in the ordinary's
or other proper office, at the time of making his application for sale, an
erty.

authenticated exemplification of his letters of guardianship, or of his
appointment as trustee, and shall also file with the ordinary or other

proper authority bond with good and sufficient security, in double the
value of the property to be sold, for the faithful execution of such guard(Acts 1895, p. 85.)
ianship or trusteeship as required by law.

CHAPTER

49-5.

COUNTY GUARDIANS.
Sec.

Sec.
49-501.

County administrators ex
_

of-

guardians; accounty 6
ceptance and appointment.
.

,

Bond; actions

.
n PA
49-504.
„ r CAr
49-505.
.

.

Letters of guardianship; rights
and liabilities; law governing,
....
Additional security,
j.-\
T
Law as to county administrator
.

,

•••'

.

applicable.

on.

County administrators ex officio county guardians; acappointment. County administrators are ex officio county

49-501. (3040)

ceptance of

-

,.

.

ncio

49-502.

49 " 503

—

Guardian' and WarDi
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guardians, and shall accept

all

appointments as guardians

I

49-505

in fcas< B

v.here

there shall be no application for letters of guardianship, and a necessity
for a guardian exists.

(Acts 1890-1,

Bond; actions

49-502. (3041)

on.

p. 102.)

— County

administrators shall give

another bond with good security, to be approved by the ordinary, in the
sum of $5,000, payable to the ordinary for the benefit of all Concerned,
and to be attested by him or his clerk, conditioned for the faithful discharge of the duties of county guardian, as required by law; suits thereon

may

be brought by any person aggrieved by the misconduct of the
county guardian, as provided by law for suits on the bonds of other
guardians.
(Acts 1890-1, p. 102.)
Cross-references.

— Natural

guardians, see

§

49-102.

Guardians appointed by or-

dinaries, see § 49-112 et seq.

and liabilities; law
governing. The ordinary shall grant to said county guardian separate
letters of guardianship upon each appointment; he shall be subject to
all liabilities and entitled to all the rights and emoluments prescribed for
other guardians, and shall be governed by the law provided for other
49-503. (3042) Letters of guardianship;

rights

—

(Acts 1890-1, pp. 102, 103.)

guardians.

49-504. (3043) Additional security.

—The

ordinary shall require additional security upon any bond, or an additional bond with security,
whenever he may deem it best for all parties concerned, or whenever it

made to so appear to said ordinary by any person in interest
ami. (Acts 1890-1, pp. 102, 103.)
prochein
or as

shall be

Cross-references.
§

—Additional bond of guardian, see

§

49-115.

New

sureties, see

49-116.

Law

49-505. (3044)

as to county administrator applicable.

—All

the

Code creating the county administrator, applicable to
and powers conferred by this Chapter, are hereby made part

provisions of this
the duties

of the same.

(Acts 1890-1, pp. 102, 103.)

CHAPTER 49-6. GUARDIANS OF INSANE OR DEAF AND
DUMB PERSONS AND PERSONS NON COMPOS MENTIS.
Sec.

Sec.
49-601.

For

whom

guardians

may be

49-612.

appointed.
49-602.

Wife may be guardian.

49-603.

Oath, bond, powers, and duties.

49-604.

Examination

manage
49-605.

of
estate.

capacity

49-614.

49-608.
49-609.

Proceedings

end guardian-

Same;

issue,

how made and

49-616.

Confinement of ward;
for injuries inflicted

Rules

governing

such

guard-

Lunacy commission

in

certain

counties.
49-617.

Compensation of lunacy com-

49-618.

Other provisions same as for

mission in certain counties.
guardians of minors.

tried.

49-611.

of guardians within State Hos-

when

ians.

ship.

49-610.

trial

pital.

49-615.

subpoenas.
to

Appointment
out

of guardian.

Appeal to superior court.
Second application; requisites.
Witnesses before commission;

49-607.

paid.

to

Return of commission; appoint-

ment
49-606.

49-613.

Proceedings by third persons
looking to confinement of
ward.
Expenses of proceedings; how

liability

by ward.

49-619.

Bonds

for titles by guardians
for insane persons.

Guardian and Ward.
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—

may be appointed. The ordiappoint guardians for the following
persons, viz. Insane persons, deaf and dumb persons when incapable
of managing their estates, habitual drunkards, and persons imbecile
from old age or other cause and incapable of managing their estates.
(3089) For

49-601.

guardians

naries of the several counties

may

:

(Act 1818, Cobb, 342.

Acts 1840,

p. 345.)

—

Cross-references. Guardians for insane persons, see § 79-209. Trust estate for
persons non compos mentis, see § 108-114. Meaning of "insane persons," see
§

102-103.

49-602.

(3091)

Wife may be guardian.

—The wife

shall, in all cases,

be

appointment as guardian, and her bond
be held and construed as if she were a

entitled to the preference in the

and all acts as guardian shall
feme sole. (Act 1818, Cobb, 342.)

—

bond, powers, and duties. Guardians so appointed shall take the same oath and give a like bond as guardians
of minors, and their powers, duties, and liabilities shall be the same and
shall be exercised under the same rules and regulations.
49-603. (3090) Oath,

—

Cross-references. Bond and oath, see § 49-113.
see § 49-201. May appoint an attorney in fact, see

49-604.

(3092) Examination of capacity to

Power and duty
§

of a guardian,

49-227.

manage

estate.

—Upon the

any person, on oath, setting forth that another is liable to
have a guardian appointed (or is subject to be committed to the Milledgeville State Hospital), and upon proof that 10 days' notice of such
application has been given to the three nearest adult relatives of such
person, or that there is no such relative within the State, or where such
notice is waived in writing by such relatives, and affidavit is made by
any one of such relatives or other person that such person is violently
insane and is likely to do himself bodily injury, and where the truth of
such affidavit has been verified in writing by a practicing physician appointed by the ordinary to examine such person, the ordinary shall issue
a commission directed to three reputable persons, two of whom shall be
practicing medical physicians in good standing, said physicians to be
residents of the county, if that number reside therein, and the county
attorney, or some attorney of the county appointed by said county attorney (or, in case of disqualification of the county attorney, an attorney appointed by the ordinary of the county), or the solicitor of any
city court located in said county, and, if no county attorney or solicitor
petition of

some attorney
of the county appointed by him, requiring them to examine by inspecting the person for whom guardianship or commitment to the Hospital

of said city court, the solicitor general of the circuit or

is

sought, and to hear and examine witnesses on oath,

if

necessary, as

and capacity to manage his estate, and to make return
of such examination and inquiry to the said ordinary, specifying in such
returns under which such classes they find said person to come. Such
commission shall be sworn by any officer of this State, authorized by
the laws of this State to administer an oath, well and truly to execute
such commission to the best of their skill and ability, which oath shall
to his condition

be returned with their verdict.

No

guardian shall be appointed for the
estate of such person, nor shall such person be committed to the Hos-

—
1

9-510
§ 4

Guardian and Ward.

3 f)9

without the unanimous verdict of such commission. (Act 1834,
Cobb, 343. Act 1838, Cobb, 345. Acts 1855-6, p. 151; 1889, p. 70; 1892,

pital,

38; 1915,

p. 109; 1901, p.

p.

20; 1918,

162; 1931, p. 184.;

p.

—

Cross-references. Proceedings by third persons, see §
pointed without trial when ward in State Hospital, see §
be on jury, see § 49-616. Persons exempt from jury duty,
ment in State Hospital, see § 35-204. Lunacy commission
§

49-612.
Guardian ap49 614
Physician! to
Confinesee § 59-111.
in certain counties, see

49-616.

49-605. (3093)

Return of commission; appointment

guardian.

of

Upon such

return finding the person to be as alleged in the petition! or
within either of said classes, the ordinary shall appoint a guardian for
him or commit him to the Milledgeville State Hospital. (Act 1834,

Cobb, 343.)
49-606. (3094)

Appeal to superior court.

mission, or the person for

whom

—The

applicants for a com-

the guardianship shall be sought, or

any friend or relative for him, dissatisfied with the return of the commission, may, upon paying all costs, and giving bond and security for all
future costs and damages, within four days after the report shall have
been acted on by the ordinary, enter an appeal to the superior court of
the county, where the issue shall be submitted to a jury, selected as in
other cases but the guardian appointed by the ordinary shall act as such
pending the litigation. (Act 1834, Cobb, 343.)
;

Cross-reference.

—Appeals

generally,

see

Title

6,

Appeal and Error, Chapter

6-1 et seq.

—

Second application; requisites. When one application
guardianship under this law shall have failed upon the merits, the

49-607. (3095)
for

ordinary shall not issue a second commission, unless the petition shall
be verified by at least three respectable disinterested neighbors, in addition to the oath of the applicant.

49-608. (3096) Witnesses before commission; subpoenas.

may

nary

issue subpcenas for witnesses to appear before the

—The

ordi-

commission

thus appointed; and on their failure to appear, the ordinary may take
the same steps to compel attendance as if the proceeding were before
his court.

—

Proceedings to end guardianship. Any person for
a guardian shall be appointed under this law, upon restoration to

49-609. (3097)

whom

may

personally or by attorney petition the ordinary, setting forth the fact and praying the revocation of such guardiansanity and capacity,

may examine into the truth
and
the
guardian consenting thereto,
thereof, and if
the ordinary shall grant the prayer and order the guardian forthwith to
deliver over to such person his property, money and effects.
(Acts
ship.

Upon such

petition the ordinary

satisfied of its truth,

1855-6, p. 149.)

49-610. (3098)
shall not

any

Same;

issue,

how made and

tried.

—

If

the ordinary

be satisfied as to the truth of the petition, or the guardian or

relative of the applicant shall object to the revocation of the letters,

the ordinary shall require the sheriff to

summon

18 men, competent to

serve as jurors, to appear before said ordinary on a day specified, any
12 of whom, being duly sworn, shall constitute a jury before whom
shall be tried the issue as to the truth of the application;

upon

a verdict

;

Guardian and Ward.

§49-611
affirming

its

truth, the ordinary shall grant the prayer

(Acts 1S55-6,

specified.

— Guardians
them

to place

and order above

p. 150.)

Confinement of ward;

49-611. (3100)

ward.
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liability for injuries inflicted

by

of insane persons are authorized to confine them, or

in the Milledgeville State Hospital, if

such a course shall

be necessary either for their own protection or the safety of others and
a guardian wilfully failing to take such precaution with his ward shall
be responsible for injuries inflicted on others by such ward.
;

49-612.
of ward.

by

(3101) Proceedings

third persons looking to confinement

—When there shall be no guardian for an insane person, or the

guardian, on notice, shall refuse or fail to confine his ward, and any
person shall make oath that such insane person, for public safety or

other good and sufficient reason, should not longer be left at large, the
ordinary, or in his absence from the county, or when he is unable to act

any cause, the judge of the superior court before whom said oath
shall be made, shall issue a warrant as in criminal cases for the arrest
of such insane person, to bring him before him on a day specified and
said ordinary, or in his absence from the county, or when he is unable
to act for any cause, the judge of the superior court, on an investigation of the facts, may commit such insane person to the Milledgeville
State Hospital, and, if necessary, cause him to be temporarily committed to jail until he can be removed to the Hospital, and the expense
of such confinement and the proceedings shall be paid out of the estate
of such insane person, if any, and if none, out of the county funds. The
fees of the ordinaries of the several counties for making out commissions of lunacy and all other services connected therewith shall be $5
and the fees of sheriffs and bailiffs, for summoning juries and other
(Act 1838, Cobb,
services connected with cases of lunacy, shall be $3.
for

;

344.

Acts 1866,

p.

Cross-reference.

22; 1878-9,

— Examination

p.

77) 1894, p. 43.)

of capacity, see

§

49-604.

—

Expenses of proceedings; how paid. The ordinary
draw his warrant upon the treasurer of his county for such sum

49-613. (3102)
shall

or

sums

as shall be actually necessary or requisite to defray the expenses

commission of lunacy and for carrying ,or conveying such
insane person from such county to the Milledgeville State Hospital:
Provided, the sum to be paid in each case shall not exceed $10, and acof trying a

tual expenses to each of said reputable physicians.

The

reputable per-

son not a physician shall not receive more than $5 in each case when
such insane person shall be lawfully committed to such Hospital. When
females shall be committed to the Milledgeville State Hospital, they

accompanied thereto by a relative, female nurse or female attendant, at the expense of the county: Provided, that no money shall
be drawn from the county treasury for the purposes herein set forth
shall be

when

the estate of such insane person shall be sufficient to defray such

expenses.

(Acts 1880-1,

Cross-reference.

— Pay of

p. 182; 1918, p. 163.)

commissioners

in

lunacy

trials in certain cbunties, see

i 49-617.

49-614. (3103)

Hospital.

Appointment

of guardians without trial

—The ordinaries of the several

when

in State

counties are hereby authorized

Guardian and Ward.
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§ 49-619

to appoint guardians for insane persons without a trial, as provided for

made

in section 49-604,

whenever

insane person

in the Milledgeville State

is

it

shall be

thereto, as provided in section 49-604, or
certificate

of

to

appear to them thai

commitment
be shown by the

Hospital Upon

when

shall

it

the superintendent of the Milledgeville

that such person

is

hopelessly insane and that

it

is

Hospital

State

necessary for such

person to have a guardian to take charge of his property. (Acts 1884-5,
p.

130; 1925, p. 270.)
49-615. (3104) Rules governing such guardians.

— Guardians appointed

under section 49-614 shall be appointed under the same rules and regulations as govern the appointment of guardians for minor children, and
the ordinary of the county where such insane person lived at the time
he was sent to the Hospital shall have jurisdiction of the appointment
of such guardian.
(Acts 1884-5, p. 130.)
Cross-references.

and

—As to appointment of guardians for minors, see

Chapters 49-1

49-2.

Lunacy commission

— In

any

county
where there shall be no regularly employed county physician, or no
regularly employed county attorney, the commission provided for in
section 49-604 shall be issued by the ordinary to six reputable persons,
one of whom shall be a practicing physician of the county in good standing, and the remaining five shall be qualified jurors of the county, not
related to any person at interest in said cause. Said commission shall
conduct such examination and make a return thereof in the same manner and subject to the same provisions as the commission provided for
in section 49-604. In case there shall be no practicing physician in any
such county, said commission shall be issued to some reputable practicing physician of an adjoining county. If no such physician is available either in the county in which the proceeding is had or in an adjoining county, said commission shall issue to six reputable persons, residents of said county, who are qualified jurors thereof and not related to
any party interested in said cause. (Acts 1933, p. 178.)
49-616.

in

certain

counties.

—

Compensation of lunacy commission in certain counties. Each
member of the commission provided for in section 49-616, including the
physician, shall receive the sum of $1 for his services, and in addition
49-617.

thereto the physician shall receive his actual traveling expenses, not to

exceed $5 in any case. (Acts 1933,
Cross-reference.

— Expenses

p. 178.)

of lunacy commission, generally, see

§

49-613.

—

Other provisions same as for guardians of minors. All
the provisions in this Code as to the settlements of guardians of minors,
their resignation, letters of dismission, and distribution of the estates
of deceased wards, shall apply to guardians appointed under this
49-618. (3099)

Chapter.
Cross-reference.

—Settlement,

resignation,

and

letters

dismissory,

see

Chapter

49-3.

49-619.

Bonds

for titles

—

by guardians for insane persons. If any perexecute a bond to make titles to lands, and
infirmities or other causes become non compos

sons during sanity shall
afterwards from old age,
mentis, without making such

titles,

the holder or transferee of such

r

Guardian and Ward.
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bond, after having: complied with its conditions, may apply to the ordinary having jurisdiction of the estate for an order requiring the guardian of such person to make title according to the terms of the bond, in all
cases annexing to his petition a copy of the bond. Sections 113-1602 to
113-1605,

where applicable,

compos mentis. (Acts

shall

apply to guardians of persons non

1920, pp. 159, 160.)

ORDINARIES AS CUSTODIANS OF MINORS'
OR INSANE PERSONS' MONEYS.

CHAPTER

49-7.

Sec.

Sec.

49- 701.

49 - 704

Custody and distribution when
..
no legal guardian.
,

Record

moneys

,

«•«.-•

of
spection.

-

,

49- 702.

Employment

49- 703.

Compensation of ordinaries.

^

.

of counsel.

-

.

.

...

received; in-

49-/05.

Liability of ordinaries

49-706.

Payments authorized.

49-707.

Deposit of funds.

j
on bonds.
.

—

Custody and distribution when no legal guardian. The ordinaries of the several counties are hereby made and constituted the legal
custodians and distributors of all moneys due and owing to any minor
or insane person who has no legal and qualified guardian, and they are
authorized to receive and collect all such moneys arising from insurance
policies, benefit societies, legacies, inheritances, or any other source:
Provided, that the amount due from all sources shall not exceed the
amount of $500. Without any apportionment or qualifying order, the
49-701.

authorized to take charge of such money or funds for such
minor or insane person by virtue of his office as ordinary in the county
of the residence of such minor or insane person, and the certificate of

ordinary

is

such ordinary, that no legally qualified guardian has been so appointed
and that the estate, from all sources, does not exceed the amount of
$500, shall be conclusive and shall be sufficient authority to justify any
debtor or debtors in making payment of moneys due as aforesaid,
claims therefor having been made by such ordinary. (Acts 1918, p. 198;
1927, p. 256.)
Cross-reference.

— County

Employment

guardians, see

§

49-501 et seq.

—The

hereby authorized,
in his discretion, to employ counsel to bring suit to recover any amount
due such minor or insane person, in his name or in the name of such
ordinary as guardian, in any court having jurisdiction thereof, and such
ordinary shall have authority to pay out of the funds so collected, to
such counsel so employed, a reasonable fee for his services in such suit
or proceeding, necessary to enforce the right of such minor or insane
49-702.

of counsel:

ordinary

is

person. (Acts 1918, p. 199; 1927, p. 258.)

Compensation of ordinaries.
compensation for such services

49-703.
their

handled.

(Acts 1918,

Record

p.

—The
five

ordinaries shall receive as

per cent, on the amount so

199.)

moneys received;

—

be the duty
of the ordinary to keep a well-bound book, properly indexed, in which
a complete record shall be kept of all money received by him for such
minor or insane person; said record shall show from what source said
49-704.

of

inspection.

It shall

Guardian and Wakd.
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whom

funds were derived, and to

which book

shall be

other records in his

and

for

open for inspection
(Acts 1918,

office.

49-705. Liability of ordinaries

held accountable on their

official

duties as such guardians and for

49-801

what such money was

paid,

of the public at all times, as

p. 199; 1927, p. 258.)

—

on bonds. Such ordinaries shall be
bonds for the faithful discharge of thoir
the proper distribution of funds coming

into their hands as such guardians.

Payments authorized.

§

(Acts 1918,

p. 199.;

—The

ordinary receiving- such funds is
hereby authorized and directed to pay out said funds so received by him,
or whatever amount he may think necessary, for the support, education,
49-706.

and maintenance of such minor or insane person, as in his judgment
may be proper and right. Such expenditures, when made by the ordinary, shall be final, and no liability shall attach to such ordinary or his
bondsmen by reason of such expenditures when properly made. (Acts
1918, p. 199; 1927, p. 256.)

49-707. Deposit of funds.

—When

any such funds

come

shall

hands of the ordinary of any county, belonging to

person, and there shall be no cause or necessity arising for the
of said funds for support, education,

into the

such minor or insane

and maintenance

payment

of such

minor

duty of such ordinary to place said funds
in the savings department of some good and solvent bank at the current rate of interest allowed on savings deposits, and there shall be no
further liability against such ordinary or his bondsmen when such deor insane person,

posit

is

made

CHAPTER

it

shall be the

good

in

49-8.

faith.

(Acts 1918,

p.

199; 1927, p. 257.)

GUARDIANS OF INCOMPETENT WORLD
WAR VETERANS.

Sec.

Sec.

49-801.

Definitions

words

49-809.

49-810.

Investment of funds.
Authority for expenditures.

49-802.

used in Chapter.
Manner of appointing guardian
when Director requires appointment.

49-811.

Annual accounting.

49-812.

Removal

49-803.
49-804.

49-805.

49-806.

49-807.
49-808.

of

certain

Director's certificate prima facie
evidence of necessity.
Petition

for

appointment

49-801. Definitions of certain
this Chapter, the

term "person"

49-813.

Bureau or

clude only

its

to Hospital: noof proceedings; defense;

tice
trial.

49-814.

Discharge of guardian upon
ward's being declared compe-

49-815.

Compensation of guardian; ex-

49-816.

traordinary services.
Construction and application of
Chapter.

tent.

words used

in Chapter.

—As

used in

shall include a partnership, corporation,

or an association; the term "Bureau" shall
erans'

Commitment

of

guardian; contents.
Petition in case of minor as
prima facie evidence of necessity of appointment.
Notice of petition for appointment of guardian.
Fitness of guardian. Bond.
Guardianship limited to five
wards; exceptions.

of guardian for fail-

ure to account.

mean

the United States Vet-

successor; the terms "estate" and "income" shall in-

moneys received by the guardian from

earnings, interest, and profits derived therefrom

;

the Bureau and

all

the term "benefits"

—
§
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mean
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moneys payable by the United States through the Bureau the term "Director" shall mean the Director of the United States
Veterans' Bureau or his successor; the term "ward" shall mean a beneficiary of the Bureau; and the term "guardian" shall mean any person
shall

all

;

acting as a fiduciary for a ward.

(Acts 1929, pp. 248, 251.)

of appointing guardian when
—
pointment. "Whenever, pursuant to any law of

49-802.

Manner

Director requires apthe United States or

payment

regulation of the Bureau, the Director requires, prior to

of

guardian shall be appointed for a ward, such appointment shall be made in the manner hereinafter provided. (Acts 1929,

benefits, that a

pp. 248. 251.)
49-803. Director's certificate

Where

prima

evidence

facie

necessity.

of

a petition shall be filed for the appointment of a guardian of a

mentally incompetent ward, a certificate of the Director of the Bureau
or his authorized representative, setting forth the fact that such person
has been rated incompetent by the Bureau on examination in accordance with the laws and regulations governing such Bureau, and that the
appointment of a guardian is a condition precedent to the payment of
any moneys due such person by the Bureau, shall be prima facie evidence of the necessity for such appointment, and the ordinaries of the
several counties are hereby authorized to appoint guardians without a
trial, as in section 49-604, for any incompetent ward entitled to any benefits

which may be payable

to such incompetent

by the Bureau or

its

successor. (Acts 1925, p. 270;' 1929, p. 248.)

—

appointment of guardian; contents. A petition
for the appointment of a guardian may be filed in the court of ordinary
having jurisdiction by or on behalf of any person who is entitled to
priority of appointment.
If there shall be no person so entitled, or if
the person so entitled shall neglect or refuse to file such a petition within 30 days after mailing of notice by the Bureau to the last known address of such person, indicating the necessity for the same, a petition for
such appointment may be filed in the court of ordinary having jurisdiction by or on behalf of any responsible person residing in this State.
The petition for appointment shall set forth the name, age, and place of
residence of the ward, the names and places of residence of the nearest
relatives if known, the fact that such ward is entitled to receive moneys
payable by or through the Bureau, the amount of moneys then due and
the amount of probable future payments, and the name and address of
the person or institution, if any, having actual custody of the ward. In
the case of a mentally incompetent ward, the petition shall show that
such ward has been rated incompetent on examination by the Bureau
in accordance with the laws and regulations governing the Bureau.
49-804. Petition for

(Acts 1929, pp. 248, 252.)
49-805. Petition in case of
of appointment.

minor as prima

—Where a petition shall be

a guardian of a

minor ward, a

facie evidence of necessity

filed for

certificate of the Director or his repre-

sentative setting forth the age of such minor as
of the

the appointment of

shown by

the records

Bureau, and the fact that the appointment of a guardian

is

a con-

Guardian and Ward.
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dition precedent to the

payment
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any moneys due the minor by the
evidence of the necessity for such appointof

Bureau, shall be prima facie
ment.
(Acts 1929, pp. 248, 252.)

49-806. Notice of petition for appointment of guardian.
filing of a petition for

the appointment

— Upon

the

of a guardian under the provi-

sions of this Chapter, the court shall cause notice to be given as pro-

vided by law. (Acts 1929, pp. 248, 253.)

Bond.

49-807. Fitness of guardian.

— Before

making" an appointment

under the provisions of this Chapter, the court shall be satisfied that the
guardian whose appointment is sought is a fit and proper person to be
appointed. Upon the appointment being made the guardian shall execute and file a bond to be approved by the court, in an amount not less
than the sum then due and estimated to become payable during the ensuing year. The said bond shall be a surety bond made by a solvent
surety company in the form, and be conditioned as, required of guardians appointed under general guardianship laws.
The court shall have
the power from time to time to require the guardian to file an additional
bond: Provided, however, that where the total estate coming into the
hands of such guardian shall at no time exceed the sum of $500, a bond
with personal sureties, with at least two such sureties thereon, may be
accepted if such personal sureties are solvent and are each worth the

amount named

as the penalty of the bond. (Acts 1929, pp. 248, 253.)

49-808. Guardianship limited to five wards; exceptions.

— Except

as

otherwise provided in this Chapter, it shall be unlawful for any person
to accept appointment as guardian of any ward if such proposed guardian shall at that time be acting as guardian for five wards. In any case,

upon presentation

section, alleging that a guardian

than

five

Bureau under this
a fiduciary capacity for more

by an attorney

of a petition

wards and requesting

is

acting in

of the

his discharge for that reason, the court,

upon proof substantiating the petition, shall require a final accounting
forthwith from such guardian, and shall discharge such guardian in said
The limitations of this section shall not apply where the guardcase.
ian is a bank or trust company acting for the ward's estate, only,
nor where the wards are members of the same family. (Acts 1929,
pp. 248, 251.)
49-809. Investment of funds.
of the

estate in

the

general guardians, in

—Every guardian

shall invest the funds

manner and in securities provided by law for
which the guardian has no interest. (Acts 1929,

pp. 248, 254.)
Cross-reference.

— See

Chapter

49-2.

—A

guardian shall not apply any
portion of the estate of his ward for the support and maintenance of any
person other than his ward, except upon order of the court after a hearing, notice of which has been given the proper office of the Bureau in
(Acts 1929, pp. 24S, 254.)
the manner provided in section 49-815.
49-810. Authority for expenditures.

—

Annual accounting. Every guardian, who shall receive on account of his ward any money from the Bureau, shall file with the court
annually, in the same manner as provided under the general law for
49-811.

§

Guardian and Ward,

4°-S12

guardians, a

full,
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true and accurate account, on oath, of

all

moneys

disbursements thereof, and showing the balance thereof in his hands at the date of such account, and how invested.
A certified copy of each of such accounts hied with the court shall be
sent by the guardian to the office of the Bureau having jurisdiction
(Acts 1929, pp. 248, 253.)
over the area in which such court is located.
so received by him, of

Removal

all

—

any guardian
shall fail to file any account of the moneys received by him from the
Bureau, or shall fail to furnish the Bureau a copy of his accounts as required by this Chapter, such failure shall be ground for removal. (Acts
49-812.

of guardian for failure to account.

If

1929, pp.248, 254.)

Commitment to hospital; notice of proceedings; defense;
Whenever it shall appear that an incompetent or insane veteran

49-813.
trial.

—

any war, military occupation or expedition is eligible for treatment
in a United States Veterans' Bureau hospital and commitment to such
hospital is necessary for the proper care and treatment of such veteran,
the courts of ordinary are hereby authorized to communicate with the
official in charge of such hospital, with reference to available facilities
and eligibility, and upon receipt of a certificate of eligibility from the
official in charge of such hospital the court may then direct such vetThereafter such veteran upon
eran's commitment to such hospital.
admission shall be subject to the rules and regulations of such hospital,
and the officials thereof shall be vested with the same powers now exercised by the superintendent of the Milledgeville State Hospital with
reference to the retention of custody of the veteran so committed. Notice of such pending proceedings shall be furnished the person to be
committed, and his right to appear and defend shall not be denied Provided, that if a veteran shall choose to defend such action, he shall be
tried before a lunacy commission in the court of ordinary having jurisdiction, in the same manner as is provided for other lunatics, idiots, and
persons non compos mentis in section 49-604. (Acts 1929, pp. 248, 254.)
of

:

Cross-reference.
§

— Duties

of superintendent of Milledgeville State Hospital, see

35-222.

49-814. Discharge of guardian

upon ward's being declared competent.

— When a minor for whom a guardian has been appointed under the provisions of this Chapter or other laws of this State shall have attained his

or her majority, and

incompetent shall be declared competent by the
Bureau and the court, and when any incompetent ward, not a minor,
shall be declared competent by said Bureau and the court, the guardian
shall upon making a satisfactory accounting be discharged upon a petiif

tion filed for that purpose.
Cross-reference.
sanity, see

49-815.

§

— Proceedings

(Acts 1929, pp. 248, 255.)
to end guardianship

upon ward's restoration to

49-609.

Compensation of guardian; extraordinary

services.

— Compen-

sation payable to such guardians shall not exceed five per cent, of the

income
services

ward during any year. In the event of extraordinary
rendered by such guardian, the court may, upon petition and

of the

compensation therefor, payable from the estate of the ward. Notice of such petition and hearing*
after hearing thereon, authorize additional

Guardian and Wakd.
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§ 49- ^

Bureau not less than 30 days prior
on such petition. No compensation shall be allowed on
an estate received from a preceding guardian.
The
be allowed from the estate of his ward reasonable prehim to any corporate surety upon his bond. (Acts Yji'J,

shall be given the proper ofliee of the

to the hearing

corpus of
guardian may

the

miums

paid by

pp. 248, 254.)
Cross-reference.

— Expenses

of giving bond, see §§ 49-308, 49-309.

and application

— This

Chapter shall
be construed liberally to secure the beneficial intents and purposes
thereof, and shall apply only to beneficiaries of the Bureau, who are entitled to any benefits of said Bureau.
(Acts 1929, pp. 248, 255.;
49-816. Construction

of Chapter.

TITLE

50.

HABEAS CORPUS.
Chap.

Sec.

50-101

In general

50-1.

CROSS-REFERENCES.
See Title 1, Constitution of the United States,
Constitution of the State of Georgia, § 2-111.

Suspension of writ prohibited:
§

1-127; Title

2,

CHAPTER

50-1.

IN GENERAL.
Sec.

Sec.
50-101.

Who may

50-102.

Application;

50-103.

Petition,

50-104.

whom presented.
When writ must be

50-105.

Penalty for refusing writ.

50-106.

Form

what

50-107.
50-108.

sue out writ.

50-115.

how made and
50-116.

to contain.

how

50-117.

When

50-110.
50-111.

50-113.

50-119.

Powers

50-120.

Notice of the hearing.
How wife or child may be dis-

State.
writ.

whom

the

writ

50-121.

may

be arrested.
Within what time return to
writ must be made.
Return to be under oath, and
body produced.
hen process must be produced.
Transfer of custody must be

W

T

50-112.

Offense committed in another

and how the party de-

tained

50-122.
50-123.
50-124.

50-125.

50-126.

of court in other cases.

posed of.
Production of witnesses under
legal imprisonment.
How imprisoned witnesses may
be brought into court.
Proceedings must be recorded.
Costs; discretion; execution.
Practice as to bills of exceptions; hearing in habeas cor-

pus cases.

stated in return.
50-114.

discharge for defect in pro-

50-118.

of writ.

Return day of
How and by

No

ceedings.

granted.

shall be served.

50-109.

charged.

and to

verified

Disobedience of the writ, how
punished.
When party shall not be dis-

Trial of issue on the return.

50-101. (1291 P. C.)

Who may

sue out writ.

—Any person

restrained

under any pretext whatever, or any person alleging that
another, in whom for any cause he is interested, is restrained of his liberty or kept illegally from the custody of the applicant, may sue out a
writ of habeas corpus to inquire into the legality of such restraint.
of his liberty

Cross-references.

— Custody

bail proceedings for

50-10?.

The

of child, see
of jail fees

nonpayment

(1292 P. C.) Application;

how made and what

1.

2.

to contain.

—

application for the writ shall be by petition in writing, signed by

the applicant, his attorney or agent, or

and

74-106.
Discharge of defendant in
by nonresident plaintiff, see § 107-208.

§

some other person

in his behalf,

shall state:

The name or description of the person whose liberty is
The person restraining, the mode of restraint, and the

tention, as nearly as practicable.

restrained.

place of de-

—

:

Habeas Corpus.
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3.

The cause

g 5 0-108

or pretense of the restraint; and

process, a copy of the process,

if

if

under pretext of legal

within the power of the applicant, must

be annexed to the petition.
4.

A

distinct

other reason
5.

A

averment of the alleged

why

the writ of habeas corpus

is

in

the restraint or

sought.

prayer for the writ of habeas corpus.

50-103. (1293 P. C.) Petition,

The

illegality

petition

must be

how

verified

by the oath

verified

and

whom

to

presented.

of the applicant or

some other

person in his behalf, and may be presented to the judge of the superior
court of the circuit where the illegal detention exists, who may order
the party restrained of his liberty to be brought before him from any
county in his circuit; or it may be presented to the ordinary of the
county, except in cases of capital felonies or where a person is held for
extradition under warrant of the Governor.
(Cobb, 543. Acts 1868,
p. 128; 1872, p. 44.)

—

§

Cross-references. Power of judges of superior courts
Jurisdiction of Supreme Court, see § 2-3005.

to

grant

writ,

see

24-2616.

50-104. (1294 P. C.)

is illegal,

writ must be granted.

—

If

upon examina-

appear to the judge that the restraint of libhe shall grant the writ of habeas corpus, requiring the

tion of the petition

erty

When

it

shall

person thus restraining the liberty of another, or illegally detaining another in his custody, to bring such person before him, at a time and
place to be specified in the writ, for the purpose of an examination into
the cause of the detention.

writ.—When any perhabeas corpus to a judge whose duty it is to

50-105. (4860; 1315 P. C.) Penalty for refusing

son shall apply for a writ of
grant it, and it shall be refused, such judge shall forfeit to the party aggrieved the sum of $2,500, to be recovered in any court of law in this
(Cobb, 1133. Acts 1863-4, p. 45.)
State having jurisdiction thereof.
50-106. (1295 P. C.)

Form

of writ.

—The

writ of habeas corpus

may

be substantially as follows:
"State of Georgia,

To

County.

"You

A. B.

commanded

to produce the body of C. D., alleged to
by
you,
together
with the cause of the detention,
be
day of
before me, on the
at
then and there to be
disposed of as the law directs.

are hereby

illegally detained

,

"Given under

my

hand and

official

,

signature, this the

day

of

.

(Signed) E. F."

Return day of the writ.—The return day of the
always be within 20 days after the presentation of the petition

50-107. (1296 P. C.)

writ shall
therefor.

50-108. (1297 P. C.)

How

and by

whom

the writ shall be served.

—

The

writ shall be served, by delivering a copy thereof, by any officer authorized to make a return of any process, or by any other citizen and
;

the entry of the officer, or the affidavit of the citizen, shall be sufficient

evidence of the service.

The person

serving the writ shall exhibit the

—
§

_o

Habeas Corpus.

50-109
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personal service cannot be effected, the
writ may be served by leaving a copy at the house, jail, or other place
in which the party in whose behalf the writ issues shall be detained.
original

if

50-109.
rested.

—

required so to do.

If

(1296 P. C.) When and how the party detained may be arIt with the petition there shall be filed the affidavit of the ap-

apprehend that the party detaining or
holding the other in custody will remove him beyond the limits of the
county or conceal him from the officers of the law, the judge granting
the writ shall at the same time issue his precept, directed to the sheriff,
deputy sheriff, coroner, or any lawful constable of the county, requiring
them to search for and arrest the body of the person detained, and
bring him before such judge, to be disposed of as he may direct.
plicant, that he has reason to

50-110. (1299 P. C.)

Within what time return to writ must be made.

— The return of the party served with the writ shall be made at the time
Two

days from the time of service shall be allowed
for every 20 miles which such party has to travel from the place of detention to the place appointed for the hearing; and if the service shall
not have been made a sufficient time before the hearing to cover the
time allowed in this section to reach the place of hearing, the return
shall be made within the time so allowed immediately after the service.

and place

specified.

(1300 P. C.) Return to be under oath, and body produced.
Every return to a writ of habeas corpus shall be under oath and if the
50-111.

;

custody or detention of the party in whose behalf the writ issues shall
be admitted, his body shall be produced, unless prevented by providential cause, or prohibited by the law of the land.
50-112.

(1301 P. C.)

When

process must be produced.

—In every case

where the detention is justified under legal process, such legal process
shall be produced and submitted to the judge at the hearing of the return.

50-113. (1302 P. C.) Transfer of custody
If

must be stated

in return.

the return shall deny the custody or detention of the party,

further state distinctly the latest date at which the custody

it

shall

was had,

and when and to whom transferred; and if it shall appear that the transfer of custody was made to avoid the writ of habeas corpus, the party
making the return may be imprisoned, in the discretion of the judge hearing the same, until the body of the party kept or detained shall be pro-

duced.
50-114. (1303 P. C.) Trial of issue

on the return.

—

If the

return shall

deny any of the material facts stated in the petition, or allege others
upon which issue is taken, the judge hearing the return may, in a summary manner, hear testimony as to the issue, and to that end may compel the attendance of witnesses, the production of papers, or

may

ad-

journ the examination of the question, or exercise any other power of a
court which the principles of justice may require.
50-115. (1304 P. C.) Disobedience of the writ,

attachment for

punished.

—Any

any manner whatever
contempt, issued by the judge granting

person disregarding the writ of habeas corpus
shall be liable to

how

in

Habeas Corpus.
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may

the writ, under whieh attachment such person

be imprisoned until

he shall comply with the legal requirements of the writ.

—

When

party shall not be discharged. No p
son shall be discharged upon the hearing of a writ, of habeas corpus in
the following cases, to wit:
50-116. (1305 P. C.)

Where he

imprisoned under lawful process issued from a court
of competent jurisdiction, unless in cases where bail is allowed and
proper bail is tendered.
1.

is

By

reason of any irregularity in the warrant or commitment, where
the same substantially conforms to the requirements of this Code; nor
2.

want

for

of

bond

Cross-reference.

Where

3.

(Cobb, 856.)

to prosecute.

—For similar provision,

the party

is

see

§

See also

27-422.

§

102-102,

r

C>.

imprisoned under a bench warrant regular upon

its face.

Cross-reference.

— Bench

warrant, see

§

27-801.

By

reason of any misnomer in the warrant or commitment, where
the court is satisfied that the party detained is the party charged with
4.

the offense.
5.

Where

the party

is

court has not exceeded

in
its

custody for a contempt of court, and the
jurisdiction in the length of the imprison-

ment imposed.
Cross-reference.
6.

—Powers of courts

In any other case where

it

to punish for contempt, see

24-105.

§

appears that the detention

authorized

is

by law.
50-117. (1308 P. C.)

No

discharge for defect in proceedings.

party shall be detained upon a criminal charge, and

it

shall

—

If

the

appear to

probable cause for his detention, he shall not be
discharged for any defect in the affidavit, warrant, or commitment, until

the court that there

is

a reasonable time shall have been given to the prosecutor to

defect

by a new proceeding.

remedy the

(Cobb, 856.)

committed in another State.— If the
charge shall be for an offense committed in another State, and the party
is arrested on suspicion, he shall not be discharged, if the suspicion
50-118. (1309 P. C.) Offense

shall be reasonable, until a sufficient time shall be given for a

to be

made on

the Governor for his rendition.

50-119. (1310 P. C.)

Powers

of court in other cases.

cases, the judge hearing the return shall discharge,

party to

demand

bail, or deliver

him

—In

remand

all

other

or admit the

to the custody of the officer or person en-

titled thereto, as the principles of

law and justice may require.

50-120. (1314 P. C.) Notice of the hearing.

—

If the

person shall be de-

tained upon a criminal charge, and the solicitor general shall be in the

county, he shall be notified of the hearing;

be given to the prosecutor.
50-121. (2972; 1307 P. C.)
all

(Acts 1851-2,

How wife

if

he

is

not, the notice shall

p. 236.)

or child

may

be disposed of.— In

writs of habeas corpus sued out on account of the detention of a wife

§

Habeas CoRrus.

50-122

or child, the court, on hearing-

whom

as to

all

the facts,

1382

may

exercise his discretion

the custody of such wife or child shall be given,

and

have power to give such custody of a child to a third person.

shall

(Cobb,

335.)

—

Cross-reference. See, also, § 74-106 as to possession of child
arate or surviving parent remarries.

50-122.

ment.

when parents

sep-

(1306 P. C.) Production of witnesses under legal imprison-

—The writ of habeas corpus ad testificandum may be issued by the

superior court to cause the production in court of any witness under
legal

imprisonment.

—

Cross-references. For same provision,
witnesses, see § 38-2001 et seq.

50-123.

(1311 P. C.)

—Any judge

How

see

§

Convicts produced as

38-1505.

imprisoned witnesses

may

may

be brought into

any officer having any person in his custody lawfully imprisoned, to produce
such person before his court for the purpose of giving evidence in any
criminal cause pending therein, without any formal application or writ

court.

of the superior court

issue his order to

of habeas corpus for that purpose.

50-124.
in all

(1313 P. C.) Proceedings

must be recorded.

—The proceedings

cases of habeas corpus shall be returned to the clerk of the supe-

rior court of the

of ordinary,

if

county whose judge shall have heard the same, or court

heard by the ordinary, and shall be by such

officer re-

corded as in other cases, for which he shall receive the like fees as in
other cases recorded by him.
50-125.

(1312 P. C.) Costs; discretion; execution.

—The

judge hear-

ing the return to a writ of habeas corpus may, in his discretion, award
the costs of the proceeding against either party, and
tion to issue therefor

by the

order execu-

clerk.

C.) Practice as to bills of exceptions; hearing in

50-126. (1316 P.

habeas corpus cases.

—All

bills of

exceptions in habeas corpus cases shall,

as regards the practice of the lower court
lating to the time

may

and manner

and

in the

Supreme Court

re-

of signing, filing, serving, transmitting,

and hearing the same, be governed, in all respects where applicable, by
the laws in reference to bills of exceptions in cases of injunction; and
it shall be the duty of the Supreme Court to give a speedy hearing and
determination in such habeas corpus cases, either under existing rules
or under special rules to be formulated by said court for that purpose;
and if the judgment of the court below is affirmed by the Supreme Court,
the clerk of the Supreme Court shall promptly transmit the remittitur
to the clerk of the court from which the writ of error was taken. Upon

same the clerk shall notify the judge of said court,
who shall have full power in term or vacation to pass an order, sentence, or judgment necessary to carry into execution the judgment of
the receipt of the

the court.

(Acts 1897,

p. 53.)

—

Cross-references. Fast bills of exceptions, see § 6-903. Bills of exceptions in
criminal cases generally, see § 6-904. Supreme Court has jurisdiction of habeas
corpus cases, see Const., Art. VI, Sec. II, Par.
(§ 2-3005.).

V
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&c.,

— Home Guard.

Guilty Persons

HARBORING, RECEIVING, OR CONCEALING GUILTY PERSONS:

See Title

26,

Crimes and Punishment, Chapter

HAWKERS AND PEDDLERS:
nesses,

and Trades, Chapter

HEALTH:

See

Title

84,

26-46.

Professions,

Busi-

84-20.

See Title 88, Public Health; Title

105,

Torts,

Chapter

105-12.

HEIRS:

See Title 113, Wills, Descent, and Administration of Estates.

HIGHWAYS:

See Title 95, Roads, Bridges, and Ferries.

HISTORY, DEPARTMENT OF ARCHIVES AND:

See Title 40,

Executive Department, Chapter 40-8.

HOG CHOLERA:
HOLIDAYS:

See Title 62, Live Stock, Chapter' 62-12.

See Title

14, Bills

and Notes,

§ 14-1808; Title 32,

cation, §§ 32-1503, 32-1504.

HOME GUARD:

See Title 86, Public Defense, Chapter 86-15.

Edu-

TITLE

51.

HOMESTEAD AND EXEMPTIONS.
PART

CONSTITUTIONAL HOMESTEAD.

I.

Chap.

Sec.

51-

5.

Exemptions allowed and to whom granted
Application and schedule
Notice to creditors
Surveyor's return; approval of plat and application
Town property

51-

6.

Exemption

51-

7.

Rights of wife and children,

51-

8.

Sale, reinvestment,

51-

9.

Levy and

51-

1.

51-2.
51-

3.

51- 4.

of

sale,

51-101
51-201
51-301
51-401
51-501

money

51-601

how

protected

51-701

*

and income

51-801

when allowed

51-901

51-10.

Receiver for excess

51-1001

51-11.

Waiver

51-1101

51-12.

homestead right
Supplemental homestead
of

PART

II.

51-1201

STATUTORY OR SHORT HOMESTEAD.

Chap.

Sec.

51-13.

Property exempted from sale

51-1301

51-14.

How

set apart

51-1401

51-15.

Effect of exemption

51-1501

CROSS-REFERENCES.
Constitutional provisions:

See Title

2,

Constitution of the State of Georgia, Chap-

ters 2-72 to 2-80.

Tax exemptions:

PART
CHAPTER

See Title

I.

51-1.

92,

Public Revenue, Chapters 92-2, 92-31.

CONSTITUTIONAL HOMESTEAD.

EXEMPTIONS ALLOWED AND TO
GRANTED.

WHOM

Sec.
51-101.

What

is exempt, and
claim exemption.

What

who may

—

exempt, and who may claim exemption.
There shall be exempt from levy and sale by virtue of any process whatever under the laws of this State, except as hereinafter excepted, of the
property of every head of a family, or guardian or trustee of a family of
minor children, or every aged or infirm person, or person having the
care and support of dependent females of any age, who is not the head
51-101.

(3377)

is

of a family, realty or personalty, or both, to the value in the aggregate

and no court or ministerial officer in this State shall ever have
jurisdiction or authority to enforce any judgment, execution, or decree
of $1,600;

—
Homestead and Exemptions.
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against the property set apart for such purpose, including such

51-201

ir:

mcnts as may be made thereon from time to time, except for to
for
the purchase money of the same, for labor done thereon, \<jt r.\
furnished therefor, or for the removal of incumbrances thereon. (Acts
1868, p. 27.)

—

Cross-references. Lien upon impounded animal superior to exemption under
lead of family, see 8 53-501. Yei
homestead and exemption laws, see § 62 603.
Claims against trust estates, sec 'I itle 108,
support for family, see § 113-1002.
Trusts, Chapter 108-5.
J

CHAPTER

51-2.

APPLICATION AND SCHEDULE.
Sec.

Sec.
51-201.
51-202.

Application,

Homestead
ties;

how made.
in

51-203.

different

Schedule must be

full; effect of

fraudulent omission,

coun-

survey.

51-201. (3378) Application,

how made.

Every person seeking the benefit of exemptions provided in the
Constitution shall apply by petition to the ordinary of the county in
which he shall reside, or in which minor beneficiaries reside where the
application is made for their benefit, stating for whom the exemption is
claimed; if by the head of a family, stating the names and ages of members of the family; if by a guardian or trustee of a family of minor children, stating the names and ages of the minor children; if by or for any
aged or infirm person, stating the age of the person and the character of
the infirmity; and if by a person having the care and support of dependent females, stating the names and ages of the females, and how dependent; and stating out of what and whose property exemptions are claimed,
and complying with all the requirements of the laws for setting apart
and valuation of homesteads and exemptions.
1.

2.

The

applicant shall also

accompany

his petition with a schedule

containing a minute and accurate description of

and personal
property belonging to the person from whose estate the exemption is to
be made, so that persons interested may know exactly what is exempted,
and what is not; and also with a list of his or her creditors and their
post offices, if known, which must be sworn to by the applicant or his
all

real

agent.

For a failure to comply with this section, either in the original petition which may be amended at any time prior to the final proceedings
3.

before the ordinary, or in the

amended

petition, the ordinary shall dis-

miss the petition.
4.

The

applicant shall apply to the said ordinary for an order to the

county surveyor, and

some other surveyor, to lay off his
homestead allowed by the Constitution, and to make a plat of the same,
if

there be none,

which order the ordinary

shall issue at once

(Acts 1868, pp. 27, 28; 1876,

—

p.

and give to the applicant.

48; 1878-9, p. 99.)

Editorial Note. The following words have been omitted from the end of para1 of the above section: "in force at the time of the ratification of the Constitution, to which laws all subsequent proceedings before the ordinary or under
his direction shall conform, except as otherwise, provided in this law." The laws
referred to in the omitted portion are included in this Code.

graph

—
§
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in different counties; survey.

the applicant shall not be possessed of a sufficient

uated

in the
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county of his residence, he

amount

may embrace

—Whenever
of realty sit-

within his applica-

tion tracts of land situated in counties other than that of his residence;

and

whom

such case the ordinary before

in

made

said application shall be

and plat of said lands, lying in
made by the

shall cause the survey, valuation,

counties other than the residence of the applicant, to be

county surveyor of the county where said lands shall be situated. (Acts
1S69, p. 25.)

51-203.
It shall

(3380) Schedule

must be

full; effect of

who

be the duty of each and every person

fraudulent omission.
shall claim the benefit

exemption allowed in this law, as the allowance is a liberal one,
to act in perfect good faith; and as it is in the power of the debtor,
claiming the exemption of personal property, to conceal part of his property or money, and to claim the balance as exempt, it shall be the duty
of such debtor, when he shall take steps in the court of ordinary to have
said exemption of personal property set off to him, to make a full and

of the

fair disclosure of all the

bonds, of which he

property which he

may be possessed
may hold in excess

and all such money or
the said exemption shall be subhis just debts, and if the money

at the time,
of

payment of
other personal property of which he shall be possessed

ject to levy

or

personal property, including money, stocks, and

and

sale for the

at the time of

his said application or at the time he obtains the order of court setting
off the

property exempt shall be fraudulently concealed or shall not be

delivered up for the benefit of his creditors, no exemption shall be
in his

favor until

it

shall be so delivered

up

;

and

all

made

orders of court ob-

tained by the fraudulent concealment of property as aforesaid, or obtained while the debtor had personal property, money, stocks, or bonds

which he kept out of the reach of the levying officer or did not in good
faith deliver up for the benefit of his creditors, shall be null and void and
of no effect, and the property set off to the debtor by such order or judgment shall be subject to levy and sale, if no such order or judgment
had been rendered and all property in which the debtor shall have invested the money, stocks, bonds, or personal property fraudulently concealed by him or kept out of the reach of his creditors, shall be subject
to levy and sale and liable to be sold for the payment of any debt then
The debtor guilty of wilful fraud in the concealment of
in existence.
part of his property, of which he shall be possessed when he shall seek
the benefit of the exemption, shall, on account of his fraud, lose the benefit of such exemption, and his property shall be subject to the payment
of all just debts which he owed at the time such fraud was committed;
;

but the property,

when once

be exempt as against

all

to the

up to

payment

exemption.

him by order

of the court, shall

debts contracted after that time, but not as

against preexisting creditors
failing to give

set off to

whom

he has attempted to defraud by

his creditors all property in his possession, subject

of his debts, at the time

he applied for the benefit of the

(Acts 1869, pp. 23, 24.)

Cross-reference.

—Acts

void as against creditors, see § 28-201.
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CHAPTER

§ 51-401

NOTICE TO CREDITORS.

51-3.

Sec.

Sec.

Notice of application,

51-301.

how pub-

51-303.

Time

of

bearing application.

lished.

Notice to creditors personally
or by mail.

51-302.

51-301. (3381) Notice

schedule shall have been

how

application,

of

published.

—Wlvn

said

and application made, the ordinary shall
which the le^al advertisements of the county

filed

publish in the newspaper in

more than

"A. B. has applied for exemption of personalty, and setting apart and valuation of
homestead, and I will pass upon the same at
o'clock
on the
are published, not

twice, a notice as follows

:

,

day

of

,

blanks so that

on said

—

,

at

my

(Acts 1868,

p.

C. D.,

office.

may know

persons

all

petition.

19

Ordinary;"

said

the time for action by the ordinary

28; 1871-2,

p. 53.)

—

by mail. In addition
be given by the preceding sec-

51-302. (3382) Notice to creditors personally or

to the notice

filling

by publication required

to

agent shall give notice in writing of the riling
of such application, and of the day of hearing the same, to each of his
creditors residing in the county, at least five days before the hearing,
which notice shall be served personally, or by leaving a copy at the residence or place of business of his creditor, and the fact that such notice
has been given shall be verified by oath of the applicant or his agent.
Said applicant shall also notify creditors residing out of the county of his
application, by preparing written notices of his application and the day of
hearing, which notices shall be delivered by him to the ordinary, with
stamped envelopes, and shall be by said ordinary directed and mailed to
said persons so residing out of said county, if the residence of such creditors shall be known to the petitioner, at least 15 days before the day of
hearing. (Acts 1876, p. 48.)
tion, the applicant or his

Time

of hearing application.

—The

time fixed by said
notice shall not be less than 20 nor more than 30 days from the date of
the filing of the application and schedule (Acts 1876, p. 48.)
51-303. (3383)

CHAPTER

51-4.

'

Sec.
51-401.

,™
51-402.
**

SURVEYOR'S RETURN; APPROVAL OF
PLAT AND APPLICATION.
Sec.

Surveyor's duty and

liability.

,•..-,
r

a

,.

•

.

,

51-401. (3384)

Objections

C1 An .
51-404.

and when made.
c
Surveyors
return:
contents
and when ma d e objections to

,

Approval of application for
homestead;
transmittal
of
copy of homestead to county
in which land located.

how

51-403.

to

schedule,

;

survey.
51-405.

Surveyor's duty and

Appraisal and appeals.

liability.

— The

surveyor to

whom

by the applicant shall lay off the homestead on or out of the land claimed by the applicant and make a plat of
the same, and shall make an affidavit that the same is correctly platted
and laid off and betting out its value, and return the same to the ordinary
before the day appointed in the order for passing upon said application.
said order shall be delivered

;

I
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Should any county surveyor fail to comply with his duty as prescribed
he shall be, by said ordinary, punished for a contempt of

in this law,

(Acts 1868,

court.

— When

Cross-reference.

of

surveyor's return to be made, see

§

51-404.

(3385) Approval of application for homestead; transmittal of

51-402.

copy

p. 28.)

homestead

county

to

in

which land

located.

—

If,

at the time

and

place appointed for passing upon said application, no objection shall be

urged by any creditor of the applicant, the ordinary shall indorse upon
said schedule and upon said plat "Approved this the
day of
,"
19
filling the blanks, and shall sign the same officially and hand the
same to the clerk of the superior court of his county and when land out
of his county shall be exempted, the ordinary shall transmit a certified
copy of the homestead to the clerk of the superior court of each county
in which exempted land shall be situated, each of whom shall record the
same in a book to be kept for that purpose in his office, which record or
a certified transcript of same shall be competent evidence in all the courts
of this State. (Acts 1898, p. 51; 1877, p. 18.)
:

,

—

;

Cross-reference.
§

— Fees,

clerks of superior courts, see

24-2727; ordinaries, see

§

24-1716.

(3386) Objections to schedule,

51-403.

any creditor
of sufficiency

how and when made.

— Should
want

of the applicant desire to object to said schedule for

and fullness or

for fraud of

any kind, or

to dispute the val-

uation of said personalty, or the propriety of the survey, or the value of
the premises so platted as the homestead, he shall, at said time and place

appointed, specify the same in writing. (Acts 1868,

p. 28.)

(3387) Surveyor's return; contents and

51-404.

tions to survey.

law, shall be

— In

made

all

when made;

objec-

cases the return of the surveyor, as required

by

to the ordinary at least five days before the time ap-

pointed for passing upon the application for exemption, in which he
shall state, on oath, the value of the realty platted by him for exemption

and

it

shall be a valid

that the

ground

of objection to the propriety of

same has been so made

value of any land

left

Cross-references.

51-405.

§

as to unjustly or needlessly injure the

unexempted, by a disregard of the shape and loca-

tion of the entire tract.
liability, see

any survey,

— How

(Acts 1878-9,

p. 99.)

objections tried, see

§

51-1403.

Surveyor's duty and

51-401.

(3388) Appraisal and appeals.

—Upon

objection

made

as pro-

vided for in section 51-403, unless the applicant shall so alter said schedule or plat, or both, as to remove the objections, the ordinary shall appoint three disinterested appraisers to examine the property concerning
which the objections shall be made, and to value the same, and on their
return (which shall be made under oath), if either shall be found to be
too large, such alterations shall be made in such schedule and in such
plat as the ordinary may deem proper to bring the same within the limits
of the value allowed by the Constitution, and he shall then and there
approve said schedule and said plat as required by section 51-402, and
hand the same to the clerk of the superior court of his county, who shall
record the same as required by said section 51-402. Either party dissatisfied with the judgment shall have the right to appeal under the same
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rules, regulations,

§

and restrictions as are provided by law

51-601

in cases of

appeals from the court of ordinary. (Acts 1868, pp. 28, 29.;
Cross-references. Appeals from court of ordinary, see § 6-201. Value of exemption allowed by the Constitution, see Const., Art. IX, Sec. I, Par. I (§ 2-7201;.

—

CHAPTER

51-5.

TOWN PROPERTY.

Sec.
51-501.

How

51-502.

Liability of ordinary and other
officers for failure to observe
law.

town property exempted.

—

How

town property exempted. Tf the applicant shall
seek to have an exemption set apart out of town property exceeding- in
value the amount of exemption which he claims, and to which he may be
51-501. (3389)

complete his legal exemption, and it cannot be so
divided as to give an exemption of that value, the ordinary may pass
an order that, should said property (describing the same) be thereafter
sold by virtue of any order, judgment, or decree of any court in this
State, so much of the proceeds of such sale as may be necessary to make
up, when added to his other exempted property, if any, the full amount
of the exemption allowed by this law shall be, by the officer making
sale, paid over to the ordinary, to be invested, by some proper person
entitled, in realty to

appointed by the ordinary, in property selected by the applicant, which

exemption of said applicant, or a part thereof, as the
case may be, when said order and the deed of reinvestment shall have
been recorded by the clerk of the superior court. (Acts 1868, p. 29; 1876,

shall constitute the

p.

48; 1878-9,

p. 99.)

Cross-reference.

—Town

property

in statutory

51-502. (3390) Liability of ordinary

serve law.

— Should any ministerial

homestead, see

and other

§

51-1404.

officers for failure to ob-

upon being shoAvn
the ordinary mentioned in the preceding
officer of this State,

a certified copy of the order of
section, fail to retain and pay over to said ordinary said proceeds, as required in said section, or should any ordinary receiving the same fail to

appoint said person to have the same invested and turn over the proceeds
to him, said officers and their securities, respectively, shall be liable to
said applicant for said money and 20 per cent, interest thereon, while
they, respectively, wrongfully withhold the same or any part thereof.

(Acts 1868,

p. 29.)

CHAPTER

51-6.

EXEMPTION OF MONEY.

Sec.
51-601.

How

cash exempted.

How

—

When any person shall apply
exemption of personalty, and said personalty sought to be exempted
consists wholly or in part of cash, before the same shall be allowed
finally, it shall, under the direction of the ordinary, be invested in such
51-601. (3391)

cash exempted.

for

property as the applicant may desire, and when so
invested and returned by schedule, with or without other property, as

articles of personal

the law requires, shall constitute the exemption of personalty, and in no

—
R
a
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case shall the allowance of cash without such investment be a valid ex-

emption.

(Acts 1870. pp. 70. 71; 1875,

p. 21.)

—

Cross-references. What is exempt, see § 51-101. Head of family, see
Acquisitions by wife living separate from husband, see § 53-507.

CHAPTER

§

53-501.

RIGHTS OF WIFE AND CHILDREN,
HOW PROTECTED.

51-7.

Sec.

Sec.
to wife when separate from husband.

Homestead

51-701.

Husband

51-702.

or guardian refusing,
apply for exemp-

who may

51-703.

When

sale

may

be

made upon

application of beneficiaries.

whom

51-704.

Costs, by

51-705.

Property set apart,

paid.

how

vested.

tion.

51-701.

When

(3392)

Homestead

husband and wife

to

wife

when

separate from husband.

shall be in a state of separation,

children shall reside with the wife, or by the law she
possession, or the court awards

them

is

and the minor

entitled to their

to her, the wife shall be the

head

contemplation of the homestead and exemption laws,
and as respects her separate property may have it set apart. (Acts 1870,

of the family in the

p. 71.)

—

Cross-references. Husband as head of family, see
wife living separate from her husband, see § 53-507.

Husband

or guardian refusing,

§

53-501.

Acquisitions by

who may

apply for exemption. Should the husband refuse to apply for the exemption, his
wife, or any person acting as her next friend, may do the same, and it
shall be as binding as if done by the husband.
Should any trustee or
guardian of a family of minor children fail to apply for said exemption,
the ordinary may, upon application of any next friend for the minors,
allow him or her to act in lieu of such trustee or guardian, and this shall
(Acts 1868,
be as binding as if done by the said guardian or trustee.
51-702.

(3393)

—

pp. 29, 30.)

When

sale may be made upon application of beneany property has been set apart, and the beneficiaries shall desire the same sold for reinvestment, and the debtor shall
fail or refuse to join with the beneficiaries in the application to have it
sold for reinvestment or where a divorce shall have been granted the
wife, and the homestead property sought to be sold for reinvestment
shall have been awarded to the wife for the support of the wife and her
children, the proceedings shall be in all respects as binding upon all parties as if the debtor or husband had joined with the beneficiaries in such

51-703.

ficiaries.

(3394)

—Whenever

;

(Acts 1894,

application.

—

by whom paid. In all cases, before the approval
the ordinary may be demanded as hereinbefore provided, the appli-

51-704.

of

p. 93.)

(3395) Costs,

cant shall pay to the ordinary the cost of said proceedings, including the
The applicant shall be bound for
clerk's cost for recording the same.
the ordinary shall approve the application.

If any person
have the same sustained, he shall pay the cost of said proceedings. (Acts 1868, p. 29; 1870,

such costs
filing

if

objections to said schedule or plat shall

p. 72.)

fail

to

r
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51-705. (3396) Property set apart,
for a wife or for a wife

how

vested.

and minor children, or

:

— Property

set

apart

minor children alone,

for

upon the death of the wife or her marriage, when set apart to bcr
and upon majority of the minor children or their marriage during
minority, when set apart for minor children, and upon the death or marriage of the wife and majority or marriage of the minor children, when
set apart to wife and minor children, revert to the estate from which
it was set apart, unless sold or reinvested in pursuance of the provisions
of this law, when the same provision as to reversion shall follow all reshall,

alone,

investments, unless the fee simple shall be sold as herein provided. (Acts
1868, p. 29; 1869, p. 25; 1876, p. 49.)

—

Cross-reference. Property exempted under statutory homestead law stands for
uses, see § 51-1503.

what

CHAPTER

51-8.

SALE, REINVESTMENT,

Sec.

AND INCOME.

Sec.

How

51-801.

exempted property sold

51-802.

for reinvestment.

How

51-801. (3397)

Whenever

1.

Rents and
posed of.

exempted property sold

the debtor and his wife,

if

profits,

how

for reinvestment.

dis-

—

any, shall jointly desire the

property exempted, whether real or personal, to be sold for reinvestment,
the application must be made to the judge of the superior court of the
county where the debtor shall reside or the property shall be situated,
unless such judge shall be disqualified, when application may be made
to the judge of the superior court of an adjoining circuit, for the sale

and the judge may upon proper showing, either in term or vacaorder a sale of the property, and the proceeds shall be reinvested

thereof,
tion,

upon the same
2.

and

The

sale shall operate to pass to the purchaser the entire interest

title of

the beneficiaries in the exempted property, and also the entire

owned, before the exemption was made, by the party
whose estate the property was so exempted.

interest

out of

uses.

and

title

The purchaser

and hold the same, as to
all liens thereon against the original debtor, with the same exemption
therefrom, and for the same length of time as was allowed to said original debtor before such sale and by consent of all lien creditors, the liens
of such creditors may be, by such order, divested and transferred to such
newly acquired property.
3.

shall receive the property

;

4.

A

trustee or guardian of minor children, for

has been exempted,
provisions; but
5.

all

whose

benefit property

may

apply for an order of sale under the foregoing
persons interested shall be parties to the proceeding.

Said judge shall order the entire proceedings recorded in the min-

by the clerk

which the parties applying for the order of sale shall reside, and, where land shall be
sold, in the county where the land shall be situated and said judge shall
have all the power of a chancellor to provide the means and mode of
sale and reinvestment, as aforesaid.
utes

of the superior court of the

county

in

;

6.

The

provisions of this section shall apply to the sale of any home-

—
6

«

51-802
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stead or exemption set apart under the Constitution of 1868.
p. 49; 1878-0 p. 100.)

(Acts 1876,

—

Cross-references. Sale upon application of beneficiaries, see § 51-703. How far
homestead exemption may be waived, see Const., Art. IX, Sec. Ill, Par. I
(5 2-7401). Sale and reinvestment of homestead, see Const., Art. IX, Sec. Ill, Par.
I (S 2-7401), and Const., Art. IX, Sec. IX, Par. I (§ 2-8001).

(3398) Rents and profits,

51-802.

how

from homesteads

or profits arising-

disposed

of.

—All produce, rents,

in this State shall

be for the sup-

port and education of the families claiming said homesteads, and shall

be exempt from levy and sale except as provided in the Constitution.
(Acts 1869, p. 24.)

CHAPTER

LEVY AND SALE, WHEN ALLOWED.

51-9.

Sec.

Sec.

51-901.

51-903.

Levy on

homestead

or sale of
...

,•

,

as constituting trespass.
51-902.

How

and when homestead sold
by officer; affidavit by plain-

tiff;

51-901.

Any

counter-affidavit,

nnt

Levy on

when and how

51-904.

Issue,

51-905.

Effect of finding

51-906.

Other exemptions not denied
by this law.

counter-affidavit.

(3399)

officer

_

Suspension of proceedings by
tried.

upon

issue.

or sale of homestead as constituting trespass.

knowingly levying on or

selling property

made exempt from

sale (except as provided in the next section) shall be guilty of trespass,

and the wife or family of the debtor
clusive use.

(Acts 1868,

may

recover therefor for their ex-

p. 29.)

—

Cross-references. What are torts, see § 105-101. Trespass by officer under statutorv homestead law, see § 51-1501. Protection of exempted property guaranteed,
see Const., Art. IX, Sec. II, Par. I (§ 2-7301).

How

i

and when homestead sold by officer; affidavit by
plaintiff; counter-affidavit.
In all cases when any defendant in execution
has applied for and had set apart a homestead of realty and personalty,
or either, or where the same has been applied for and set apart out of his
property, as provided for by the Constitution and laws of this State, and
the plaintiff in execution is seeking to proceed with the same, and there
is no property except the homestead on which to levy, upon the ground
that his debt falls within some one of the classes for which the homestead is bound under the Constitution, such plaintiff, his agent, or his
attorney may make affidavit before any officer authorized to administer
oaths, that, to the best of his knowledge and belief, the debt upon which
such execution is founded is one from which the homestead is not exempt, and it shall be the duty of the officer in whose hands the execution
and affidavit are placed to proceed at once to levy and sell, as though
the property had never been set apart. The defendant in such execution
may deny the truth of the plaintiff's affidavit by filing with the levying
51-902.

(3400)

officer a counter-affidavit.

Cross-reference.
taxes, see

§

— Statutory

—

(Acts 1871-2,

p. 43.)

or short homestead subject to purchase

money and

51-1502.

—

proceedings by counter-affidavit. In
cases where such counter-affidavit shall be filed, it shall be the duty of
the levying officer to suspend further proceedings under such execution
51-903.

(3401) Suspension

of

J
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and to return the same together will) the two
which the execution issued. (Acts 1871-2, p.
51-904.

when and how

(3402) Issue,

tried.

§ 51-K/Jl

affidaVtts to the court

f:

43.

— At

the

first

term of the

court to which such execution and affidavits shall be returned, an
shall be

formed upon the same and

tried as in cases of illegality.

i

(/.

1871-2, p. 43.)

upon

51-905. (3403) Effect of finding

such issue shall be in favor of the

duty of the levying

officer to

issue.

it

upon such issue

it

shall be the

proceed forthwith with the collection of
if

necessary; and

when

the

shall be in favor of the defendant in execution,

shall operate to release the

any other right

the finding upon

plaintiff in execution,

such debt by sale of the homestead property,
finding

— When

homestead property, without prejudicing
(Acts 1871-2,

of the plaintiff.

p. 43.)

—

Other exemptions not denied by this law. Nothing
contained in this law shall be construed to prevent any debtor, who does
not wish to avail himself of the benefits of this law, from claiming the
exemptions allowed by section 51-1301. No person who shall be allowed
the exemptions under said section shall take any benefit under this law.
Nor shall any person who shall be allowed the exemptions under this
law be allowed the exemptions under said section 51-1301, unless the
homestead and exempted property so elected shall be lost by virtue of a
51-906. (3404)

sale

wnich event sirch election shall not
a homestead and exemptions not liable to such

under an outstanding claim,

bar an application for

outstanding claim.
Cross-reference.

(Acts 1868,

— Debtor

property set apart, see

§

may

in

30; 1876, p. 50.)

p.

select property not

CHAPTER

RECEIVER FOR EXCESS.

51-10.

Sec.

Sec.
51-1001.

Appointment

by

ordinary,

when.
51-1002.
„A

</wx „

51-1003.

waived; contest of value of

51-1102.

51-1004.

Sale of personalty.

51-1005.

More than one

Receiver to dispose of excess
of personalty.
F
J
,
,.
^
Sale cf realty and disposition
of proceeds; priorities in dis,

,

,

.

receiver unau-

thorized.

.

ri
nri ^
51-1006.

Xt

„^_
51-1007.

_,

,

_..,

51-1008.

tribution.

No

1

sale,

t.
when.
.

,

Receiver to give bond.
Applicant's right to selection.

—

Appointment by ordinary, when. Whenever any person shall make an application for a homestead of realty and exemption
of personalty, and it shall appear by the return of the surveyor that said
applicant is the owner of more real estate than is allowed him as a home51-1001. (3405)

stead under the provisions of this law,

it

shall be the

duty of the ordi-

nary to appoint a receiver to take charge of the excess and sell the same
for the benefit of the creditors of said applicant, under regulations here(Acts 1872,

inafter set forth.

—

p. 44.)

Cross-references. When receiver
ceiver to give bond, see § 51-1007.

is

an

officer of the court, see § 55-301.

Re-

§
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51-1002. (3406) Receiver to dispose of excess of personalty.

the application oi any person for exemption of personalty as

now

—When

provided

by law. and the schedule filed by said person so applying, shall disclose that said person has and is the owner of personal property in excess of that to which he is entitled as exempt, the excess shall be delivered by the ordinary to a receiver, who shall dispose of the said exfor

cess for the benefit of the creditors of said applicant.

p. 44.)

(3407) Sale of realty and disposition of proceeds; priorities

51-1003.

in distribution.
in the

(Acts 1872,

— When a receiver shall have been appointed as provided

two preceding

sections, said receiver shall proceed to advertise

the real estate in the public newspaper in which the sheriff's sales of
said

county are advertised, once a week for four weeks, and

shall,

on the

Tuesday of the month immediately following the advertisement,
expose the same for sale at public outcry, and the money arising from

first

the sale of said property shall be delivered to the ordinary for distribu-

among the several creditors
made according to the dignity

of said applicant, said distribution to be

tion

(Acts 1872,

of the claims of the several creditors.

p. 44.)

51-1004. (3408) Sale of personalty.

—Personal

property shall be dis-

manner provided in section 51-1003, except that the receiver shall advertise the same in three of the most public places of said
county for 30 days, and shall not be required to advertise the same in
posed of

a public

in the

newspaper. * (Acts 1872,

51-1005. (3409)
this

law

p. 44.)

More than one

receiver unauthorized.

shall be construed to authorize the

one receiver.

(Acts 1872,

51-1006.

No

(3410)

to said applicant.

51-1007.

when.

—

If

appointment of more than

no creditors

day set apart for the

sale shall not take place,

in

p. 44.)

sale,

their claims before the

—Nothing

shall

appear and

file

sale of said property, said

but the property in excess shall be turned over

(Acts 1872,

p. 44.)

(3411) Receiver to give bond.

—When a receiver shall be ap-

pointed under section 51-1001, good bond and security shall be required
of

him by the ordinary

for the

performance of his duty.

shall be subject to rule in the superior court of the

Said receiver

county where ap-

moneys received by him as
sheriffs do when there are conflicting claims to moneys in his hands, under rule of said court and not under the order of the ordinary; and when
pointed, as sheriffs are, and shall pay out

there are no conflicting claims, the receiver shall settle

turn over the excess,

(Act* 1876,

the claims and

any, to the party legally entitled to the same.

p. 50.)

Cross-reference.

51-1008.

if

all

— When

receiver

is

an

officer of the court, see

(3412) Applicant's right to selection.

—The

§

55-301.

applicant shall

be permitted to select the property to be exempted, not to exceed the

amount allowed by

law.

(Acts 1872,

p. 44.)
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CHAPTER

51-11.

§ 51-1

WAIVER OF HOMESTEAD RIGHT.
Sec.

Sec.
51-1101.
51-1102.

Ritfht of debtor to waive exemption.
Debtor may select property

51-1103.

Mode

of setting apart houseand kitchen furniture
and provisio.

hold

not waived.

—

debtor to waive exemption. Any debtof
may, except as to wearing- apparel and $300 worth of household and
kitchen furniture and provisions, waive or renounce his right to the
51-1101. (3413) Right

benefit of the

of

exemption provided for by the Constitution and laws

of

by a waiver, either general or specific, in writing, simply stating that he does so waive or renounce such right, which waiver may be
stated in the contract of indebtedness, or contemporaneously therewith
this State,

or subsequently thereto in a separate paper.

(Acts 1878-9,

p. 99.)

—

Cross-references. For similar provision of the Constitution, see Const., Art. IX,
Sec. Ill, Par. I (§ 2-7401). Short homestead may be waived, see Const., Art. IX,
Sec. V, Par. I (§ 2-7601). Waiver of law generally, see § 102-106.

51-1102. (3414)

Debtor

may

select property not waived.

— In

case of

such waiver, and the levy of an execution, the debtor and his wife,
any,

may

and

select

set apart, as free

from levy and

if

$300 worth of
when such selec-

sale,

household and kitchen furniture and provisions. If,
tion is made, the plaintiff in fieri facias shall be of opinion that said
property is of greater value than $300, he may indemnify the officer and
require him to proceed with the levy upon some part of said property
or all if it be incapable of division; and it shall then be the right of the
debtor or his wife, if any, to make and deliver to the levying officer an
affidavit, stating substantially that the property selected is not of greater
value than $300. Said levy and affidavit shall be returned to the next
term of the superior court of the county of the residence of the debtor,
to be tried as cases of illegality, the only issue being the value of the
property selected. The jury may find generally for the defendant in
fi.

fa.,

when

the levy shall be dismissed, or

portion of said property

and the balance

is

may

of the value of $300,

find specifically

which

shall be

what

exempted,

Provided, that the jury or other tribunal
trying the issue made by the levy and affidavit may assess damages not
exceeding 25 per cent, of the value of the property levied upon, against
shall be sold

:

the plaintiff in execution, for any levy made, not in good faith for the
collection of the execution but for the purpose of harassing the debtor.

(Acts 1878-9,

p. 99.)

Cross-references.
stead, see

§

—Property exempted from

51-1301.

Mode

See also

§

sale

under statutory or short home-

51-906.

and kitchen furniture and
provisions. The mode of setting apart said household and kitchen furniture and provisions shall be as follows
Every debtor seeking the
benefit of section 51-1102, and his wife, if any, shall make out a schedule
of their household and kitchen furniture and provisions, setting out the
items and value thereof claimed to be exempt, and return the same to
the ordinary of the county in which said applicant resides, without making any application for said exemption, and it shall not be necessary
The ordinary shall record the
to publish the same in a newspaper.
schedule in a book to be kept by him for that purpose and he shall receive
51-1103.

—

of setting apart household

:

§
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approved and recorded the sum of

for each schedule filed,

$2.

(Acts

1924, p. 57.)

CHAPTER

51-12.

SUPPLEMENTAL HOMESTEAD.

Sec.
51-1201.

Exemptions may be

supple-

mented, when.

—

Exemptions may be supplemented, when. It shall
be the right of the applicant to supplement his exemption by adding to
an amount already set apart, which is less than the whole amount of
exemption allowed by the Constitution and laws of the State, enough
to make his exemption equal to the whole amount, by resorting to the
methods for setting apart and valuation of the exemptions provided in
51-1201. (3415)

law.

this

The proceedings

shall

be in

all

respects the same.

(Acts

1878-0, p. 99.)
Cross-reference.

PART

— Similar

§

2-7701.

STATUTORY OR SHORT HOMESTEAD.

II.

CHAPTER

provision of the Constitution, see

51-13.

PROPERTY EXEMPTED FROM SALE.

Sec.

51-1301.

Exempt items enumerated.

51-1301.
of

(3416)

every debtor

Exempt items enumerated.

who

is

—The

following property

the head of a family shall be exempt from levy

and sale by virtue of any process whatever, under the laws of this State,
and no valid lien shall be created thereon, except in the manner hereinafter pointed out, but it shall remain for the use and benefit of the family
of the debtor: (Act 1822, Cobb, 385. Act 1841, Cobb, 389.)
1.

Fifty acres of land, and five additional acres for each of his or her

This land shall include the dwellinghouse, if the value of such house and improvements does not exceed the
sum of $200: Provided, that none of the above land shall be within the
limits of a city, town, or village, and shall not include any cotton or
wool factory, saw or grist mill, or any other machinery propelled by
water or steam, the value of which exceeds the sum of $200: and Provided also, that such land shall not derive its chief value from other
cause than its adaptation to agricultural purposes. Or, in lieu of the
above land, real estate in a city, town, or village, not exceeding $500 in
value. (Act 1843, Cobb, 390. Act 1845, Cobb, 591. Act 1834, Cobb, 388.)
children under the age of 16 years.

1

—Waiver

Cross-references.
See also
Const, Art. IX, Sec.
(§ 2-7401).

2.

One farm horse

7, p.

3.

4.

of homestead, see Const., Art. IX, Sec. Ill, Par. I
51-906. Protection of homestead exemption guaranteed, see
II, Par. I (§ 2-7301). Year's support to family, see § 113-1002.

§

or mule, or in lieu thereof one yoke of oxen.

(Acts

43.)

One cow and calf.
Ten head of hogs and $50 worth

tional for each child.

of provisions,

and $5 worth addi-
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1

Fifty bushels of corn, 1,000 pounds of fodder, one one-horse wagon,
one table and a set of chairs sufficient for the use of the family, and
5.

household and kitchen furniture not to exceed $150
p.

in value.

(Acts 1877,

19.)
6.

Beds, bedding, and

7.

One

pounds

common

bedsteads sufficient for the family.

loom, one spinning- wheel, and two pairs of cards, and 100

of lint cotton.

8.

Common

9.

Equipment and arms

tools of trade of himself

and wife.

and trooper's horse.

of a militia soldier,

10.

Ordinary cooking utensils and table crockery.

11.

Wearing apparel

12.

Family

Bible, religious works,

13.

Family

portraits.

14.

The

of himself

and family.

library of a professional

and schoolbooks.

man,

in actual practice or business,

not exceeding $300 in value, and to be selected by himself.
15.

One

family sewing machine; this exemption to exist whether persaid machine is the head of a family or not, and to be good

son owning
against

all

debts except for the purchase money. (Acts 1876,

CHAPTER

HOW

51-14.

Sec.

SET APART.

Sec.
of obtaining exemption.

51-1404.

Town

land laid off.
Objections to survey or value

51-1405.

Sale subject to incumbrance.

51-1401.

Mode

51-1402.

How

51-1403.

p. 55.)

of

improvements,

51-1401. (3417)

Mode

how

property.

tried.

of obtaining exemption.

—Every

debtor seek-

he refuses, his wife or any
person acting as her next friend, shall make out a schedule of the property claimed to be exempt and return the same to the ordinary of the
county, without making any application for homestead, and it shall not
be necessary to publish the same in a newspaper. The ordinary shall
record the schedule in a book to be kept by him for that purpose and
when land out of his county is exempted, he shall transmit the schedule
ing the benefit of the preceding Chapter, or,

if

;

to the ordinary of the county in

which the land

is

situated, for record

manner, and he shall receive for each schedule filed, approved,
and recorded, the sum of $2, and for each and every plat returned by the
county surveyor under the following section, to be recorded by him in
a book kept for* that purpose, the further sum of $1. (Acts 1S98, p. 52.)
in like

51-1402. (3418)

How

land laid

off.

—Upon

application

by

a

debtor,

duty of the county surveyor, or any other surveyor if
there shall be no county surveyor, to lay off the land allowed to his family under this law and make a plat of the same, which plat shall be reit

shall be the

turned to the ordinary within 15 days after the application is made to
the surveyor by said debtor, and recorded as before provided for schedules returned.
p.

(Act 1841, Cobb, 389. Act 1843, Cobb, 390. Acts 1S70,

74; 1878-9, pp. 69, 70.)
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— Should
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how

any cause, desire to dispute the propriety of the survey or the value of the improvements, upon application
to the ordinary and notice to the debtor, the ordinary may appoint three
appraisers to view the survey and to value the improvements, and, on
tried.

any

creditor, for

their return, the ordinary

may

make such

direct the surveyor to

tions as shall, in his judgment, be conformable to law.

altera-

It shall

be a

ground of objection to the propriety of any survey, that the same
has been so made, by a disregard of the shape and location of the entire
tract, as to unjustly or needlessly injure the value of any land left un-

valid

exempted.

(Acts

Cross-reference.

1*870, p.

74; 1878-9, p. 70.)

— Surveyor's
Town

51-1404. (3420)

return, see

property.

sum

erty exceeding in value the

—

§

51-404.

of $500,

as to give to his family that amount, he

levying thereon

and when

;

as

if

in a

laid

oft*

and

may

same

cannot be so divided

to be invested

for the family of the debtor,

under

this law.

— Exemption

prop-

give notice to the officer

home

Cross-reference.
law, see § 51-501.

of

which

town property under

land exempt has not been laid off

by some proper
shall be

exempt,

constitutional homestead

—

from any cause, the
when the remainder is offered for sale,

(3421) Sale subject to incumbrance.

51-1405.

it

own town

the proceeds of the sale are to be distributed,

the court shall order $500 of the

person

debtor shall

If the

If,

notice being given of the fact, the purchaser shall

buy subject

to the in-

cumbrance.

CHAPTER

EFFECT OF EXEMPTION.

51-15.

Sec.

Sec.
51-1501.

what con-

51-1503.

Short homestead subject to
purchase money and taxes.

51-1504.

Trespass by

officer,

stitutes; action.

51-1502.

51-1501. (3422) Trespass

by

Exempted property stands for
what uses.
Exemption extended to insolvent estates.

officer,

what

constitutes; action.

—Any

officer knowingly levying on or selling any property of a debtor exempt
under this law, a schedule of which shall have been returned as required,

name

and

may

be brought therefor in the
of the wife or family of the debtor, and the recovery shall be for

shall be guilty of a trespass,

suit

their exclusive use.
Cross-references.

— See

51-901 and cross-references.

§

homestead subject to purchase money and taxes.
Property exempted from levy and sale, as provided for in this law,
shall not be exempt from levy and sale for the purchase money or State
and county or municipal taxes. (Acts 1874, p. 19.)
51-1502. (3423) Short

—

Cross-references.

— How

constitutional

homestead sold by

officer,

see

§

51-902.

Lien upon impounded animal superior to exemption under homestead and exemption laws, see

51-1503.

62-603.

(3424)

Exempted property stands

for

what

uses.

—The prop-

exempt under this law shall be for the use and benefit of the family
the debtor from whose estate said property has been exempted and

erty
of

§

Homestead and Exemptions.
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allowed; and upon the death of the wife, or her subsequent marriage,
said property shall remain for the support and benefit of the minor chil-

dren of said debtor during their minority. (Acts 1880-1,

p. 69.;

—

Cross-references. Property set apart under constitutional homestead law, how
vested, see § 51-705. Absolute estate in specified sum in lieu of dower to he paid
in preference to all other claims, see § 31-108.
Rulei of inheritance, see § 113- >03.
Claims against trust estates, see Title 108, Trusts, Chapter 108-5.
f

51-1504. (3425)

Exemption extended

to

insolvent estates.

—The

ex-

emptions and protections contained in the preceding sections are hereby
extended to intestate insolvent estates, in all cases where there is living
a

widow

or child of the intestate. (Acts 1865,

HOMICIDE:

HONEY

p. 29.)

See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment, Chapter 26-10.

BEES:

See Title

HORTICULTURE: See
HORTICULTURISTS:

5,

Title

Agriculture, Chapter 5-9.
5,

Agriculture, Chapters 5-7,

See Title 84,

Professions,

5-8.

Businesses,

and

Trades, Chapter 84-19.

HOSPITALS, ASYLUMS,
mosynary

AND

SANITARIA: See Title 35, EleeInstitutions; Title 88, Public Health, Chapters 88-9, 88-10.

TITLE

52.

HOTELS AND

INNS.

Chap.
52-

1.

52-

2.

52-99.

Sec.

In general
Sanitary and safety regulations

52-101

Crimes

52-9901

CHAPTER

52-201

52-1.

Sec.

IN GENERAL.
Sec.

52-101.

"Inn" and "guest" defined.

52-102.

Persons

guests not considered innkeepers; diligence required.
Duty of innkeeper to receive
persons offering themselves

52-103.

52-106.

Enforcement

52-107.

Checks or receipts for baggage.

52-108.

Liability of innkeeper
stolen goods.

52-109.

Proof of* actual delivery
property unnecessary.

52-110.

Deposit- of valuables by guest
with innkeepers.

52-111.

Presumption

few

entertaining

as guests.

Inkeeper

52-104.

hire;

depositary

as
rules

governing

for

liabil-

ity.

Lien of innkeeper on property

52-105.

of guests
priorities.

or

their

of lien; possession of property, sale, etc.
for

of

of law.

agents;

"Inn" and "guest" defined.—Under the term "inn"
the law includes all taverns, hotels, and houses of public general entertainment for guests. All persons entertained for hire at an inn are
52-101.

(3505, 3507)

guests.
Cross-reference.

— See

also § 52-201.

few guests not considered innkeepers diligence required. Persons entertaining only a few individuals, or simply for the accommodation of travelers, are not innkeepers,
but depositaries for hire, bound to ordinary diligence.
52-102.

(3512) Persons entertaining

—

;

Cross-reference.

— Sanitary

52-103. (3512)

selves as guests.

and safety regulations, see Chapter

Duty of innkeeper
The innkeeper who

—

52-2.

to receive persons offering

them-

advertises himself as such

bound

is

accommodate them, all persons of
themselves, who are willing to comply with his

to receive as guests, so far as he can

good character offering
rules.

52-104.
bility.

(3506) Innkeeper as depositary for hire; rules governing

— An

innkeeper

is

a depositary for hire, but,

ture of his business, his liability
Cross-references.
loss, see

§

— Deposit

is

from the peculiar na-

governed by more stringent

of valuables, see

§

52-110.

lia-

Presumption

rules.
in case of

52-111.

52-105. (3360,3513) Lien of innkeeper on property of guests or their
agents; priorities. The keeper of every inn, boarding house, lodging
house and eating house shall have a lien on all furniture, baggage, wear-

—

'
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ing apparel and other property brought into such inn, boarding hoi
lodging- house or eating house by any guest or patron of the same who

such property or by an agent who has legally acquired p
session of such property for the purpose of dealing therewith for the
benefit of the owner and in and about the business of the owner, to
secure the payment by such guest or patron of all sums due for food,
lodging or other accommodation. The lien shall attach in all cas'
has

title to

where a

has been created without regard to the time of furnishing such food, lodging or other accommodation and shall be superior to
other liens except liens for taxes, liens for purchase money or retention
liability

of title of record, special liens of landlords for rent, liens of laborers,

and

all

general liens of which the keeper of such inn, boarding ho

1
:

lodging house or eating house had actual notice or constructive notice
before the property claimed to be subject was brought into such inn,
boarding house, lodging house or eating house. (Acts 1873, p. 45; 1923,
P. 101.)

—

Cross-references. Priority of liens for taxes, see §§ 92-5707, 92-5709.
Landlord's lien, see Title 61, Landlord and Tenant, Chapter 61-2.
Liens generally, see
Title 67, Mortgages, Conveyances to Secure Debt, and Liens, Chapter 67-17 et
seq.

52-106. (3368)
-

Enforcement of

—For the enforcement of the

lien; possession of property, sale, etc.

lien created

by the preceding

section, the

keeper of the inn, boarding house, lodging house or eating house claiming the lien may retain possession of the property against which the
lien is claimed and at any time after 30 days after the person creating
such debt or obligation has left the inn, boarding house, lodging house
or eating house, the debt or obligation being still due and unpaid, may
sell at public auction at the office of the inn, boarding house, lodging

house or eating house where such lien is claimed, to the highest bidder for cash, any and all property subject to such lien, without any
process of law or equity; and the proceeds of such sale shall be applied,
first,

to the

payment

of the expense of

such sale; second, to the reduc-

tipn or discharge of the debt or obligation due to the inn, boarding

house, lodging house or eating house; and any surplus remaining shall

be held subject to the demand of the person creating such debt or
gation

:

obli-

Provided, that such sale shall be advertised by written or

printed posters at the office of the inn, boarding house, lodging house or

eating house and at the courthouse door of the county in which the inn,

boarding house, lodging house or eating house

is

located for at least 10

which advertisement shall specify the time and
place of sale and the keeper of the inn, boarding house, lodging house
or eating house shall give said owner or agent or both written notice
days before such

sale,

;

him at
notifying him

by registered mail addressed
10 days prior to said sale,

to

his last

known

of the time

address at least

and place

of sale

and

amount claimed against him. Any surplus proceeds of said sale,
after payment of the amount claimed against such owner or agent and
the cost of sale, if not claimed by said owner or agent within 12 months
of the

after said sale, shall be turned over to the

county
p.

in

which said

46; 1880-1,

p.

board of education of the

sale occurred, for educational purposes.

63; 1923, p. 102.)

(Acts 1873,

'

§
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(3514; 634 P. C.) Checks or receipts for baggage.

—Keepers of

inns and other houses of public entertainment for travelers shall give
receipts or checks for

baggage

such inn,
or house of entertainment, when requested so to do by such guest and
such keeper shall not make any additional charge for receipting for,
checking, or keeping such baggage, while the owner remains a guest
of the house. (Acts 1865, pp. 61, 62; 1865-6, p. 233.)
all

of their guests, delivered in

;

Cross-reference.

52-108.

— Penalty

for violation of this section, see

§

(3508) Liability of innkeeper for stolen goods.

52-9901.

—An innkeeper

bound

to extraordinary diligence in preserving the property of
his guest, intrusted to his care, and shall be liable for the same, if stolen,

shall be

where the guest
Cross-references.

sumption of law
52-109.

shall

have complied with

— Definition

of

in case of loss of

reasonable rules of the inn.

all

extraordinary diligence, see
goods, see § 52-111.

§

Pre-

105-202.

(3509) Proof of actual delivery of property unnecessary.

shall not be necessary to

show

—

It

actual delivery of property to the inn-

Depositing goods in a public room set apart for such articles,
or leaving them in the room of the guest, or placing a horse in the stable,
shall be a delivery to the innkeeper if, however, the guest shall deliver
his goods to a servant under special charge to him to keep the same,
keeper.

;

the innkeeper shall not be liable therefor.

—

Deposit of valuables by guest with innkeeper. The
provide an iron safe or other place of deposit for val-

52-110. (3510)

innkeeper may
uable articles, and, by posting a notice thereof, may require his guests to
place such valuable articles therein, or he shall be relieved from responsibility for them.
For all valuable articles placed by a guest with an
innkeeper for safe-keeping the innkeeper shall give and the guest shall
receive a receipt therefor to evidence the fact of such deposit.

No

guest

innkeeper more than $100 for loss of valuable articles
deposited with the innkeeper for safekeeping unless such guest shall
have in his possession the receipt of the innkeeper for the valuable arshall recover of the

ticles

claimed to have been

Cross-reference.

—Liability

lost.

(Acts 1922,

of innkeeper, see

§

p. 52.)

52-104.

—

52-111. (3511) Presumption of law.
In case of loss of property of
any guest the presumption is want of proper diligence of the innkeeper.
Negligence or default by the guest himself, of which the loss is a con-

sequence, shall be a sufficient defense.

The

liability of the

for loss of or injury to personal property placed

innkeeper

by any guest under

his

than valuable articles which must be delivered to the innkeeper to be deposited in an iron safe or other place of deposit, shall not
exceed the sum of $100; Provided, however, any guest may at any time
before loss, damage, or destruction of his property notify the innkeeper
in writing that his property exceeds in value the sum of $100, and shall,
upon demand of the innkeeper, furnish him a list or schedule of the same,
care, other

with the value thereof, in which case the innkeeper shall be liable for the
full value of such property in case of loss, damage or destruction because of negligence on his part: Provided further, however, that the innkeeper shall post a copy of this section printed in distinct type on the
inside of the door of the guest's room. The innkeeper may adopt rea-

.
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§ 52-9901

sonablc regulations for his own protection and the publication of such
rules to his guests shall bind them to comply therewith.
(Acts 1922.
p. 52.)

CHAPTER

SANITARY AND SAFETY REGULATIONS.

52-2.

Sec.

Sec.
52-201.
52-202.

Hotels and inns included.

and inns
clean bed linens.

Hotels

to

52-204.

Screens on doors and windows.
Closets and toilet rooms.

52-205.

Fire escapes.

52-203.

furnish

—

and inns included. The hotels or inns covered by this
include only those which charge their patrons or guests $2

52-201. Hotels

Chapter shall
per day or more. (Acts 1910, pp.

88, 89.)

—

Cross-references. Definition of "inn," see § 52-101.
Penalty for violations of
this Chapter, see § 52-9902. Duties of hotels, etc., to provide life guards, life boats,
etc., see §§ 26-7302 to 26-7307.

52-202. Hotels

and inns to furnish clean bed

linens.

—

It shall

be the

duty of every hotel or innkeeper to furnish clean bed linens, unused by
any other person since the last laundering thereof, on all beds assigned
to the use of any guest or patron of such inn or hotel. (Acts 1910, p. 88.)

—

on doors and windows. It shall be the duty of every
hotel or innkeeper to properly screen with wire, cloth or gauze, the
doors and windows of the kitchen and dining room, or all openings
therein, in such inn or hotel. (Acts 1910, p. 88.)
52-203. Screens

and

rooms.

—

be the duty of every hotel
or innkeeper to keep the closets, toilet rooms or privies used in connection with such inn or hotel in a clean and sanitary condition. (Acts
52-204. Closets

toilet

It shall

1910, pp. 88, 89.)

52-205. Fire

escapes.

— Every

hotel

height or over shall be provided with a

or inn that
fire

is

three stories

in

escape on the outside of such

building connecting on each floor above the

first

and accessible

to the

occupants of all floors above the first, and said fire escape shall be
guarded and protected in such way that the guests or patrons of said
hotel or inn may have reasonable means of escape in case of fire. (Acts
1910, pp. 88, 89.)

—

Cross-references. Punishment for failure to comply with requirements as to
buildings more than two stories high, see § 54-9908. Fire escapes for such buildings, see § 54-402.

CHAPTER

52-99.

CRIMES.

Sec.

Sec.

52-9901.

Failure of innkeepers to give

52-9903.

Defrauding hotels and board-

52-9904.

Proof of intent to defraud,
Copies of law to be posted.

checks for baggage.
52-9902.

Sanitary conditions of hotels

and

inns.

ing houses.
52-9905.

52-9901. (634 P. C.) Failure of innkeepers to give checks for baggage.

—A

violation of the provisions of section 52-107, requiring keepers of

hotels, etc., to give receipts or checks for

baggage without additional

r

«
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charge while the owner remains a guest of the house, shall be a misdemeanor. (Acts 1S65, pp. 61, 62; 1S65-6 p. 233.)
Cross-reference.

— Oleomargarine, serving without notice,

52-9902. Sanitary conditions of hotels

and

inns.

see §§ 42-9909, 42-9910.

—Any proprietor,

les-

manager or agent of an inn or hotel charging its patrons $2 or more
per day, empowered to control the conditions of said inn or hotel, who
see,

any provision of sections 52-202 to 52-205, inclusive, relating to sanitary conditions of hotels and inns, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1910, pp. 88, 89.)
shall violate

52-9903. Defrauding hotels

and boarding houses.

—Any

person who,

with intent to defraud, shall obtain food, lodging or other accommodation at any hotel, inn, boarding house or eating house, except when credit

by express agreement,

shall be guilty of a

misdemeanor, and shall be fined a sum not exceeding $200 or imprisoned for a
period not exceeding three months, either or both, in the discretion of
shall be given therefor

the court. (Acts 1910, p. 137.)
52-9904. Proof of intent to defraud.

—Proof that food, lodging or other

accommodation was obtained by false pretense, or by false or fictitious
show or pretense of any baggage or other property, by such person obtaining such food, lodging or other accommodation; or that such person
absconded without paying or offering to pay for such food, lodging or
other accommodation or that such person gave in payment for such
food, lodging or other accommodation any check or draft made payable
at sight, on demand or on a date not subsequent to the date when the
same was drawn, on which check or draft payment was refused on presentation or that such person surreptitiously removed or attempted to
remove therefrom his baggage or other property brought with him to
;

;

such hotel, inn, boarding house or eating house, without having paid for
or having offered to pay for such food, lodging or other accommodation
so furnished him, shall be prima facie evidence of the fraudulent intent
Provided, that no person shall be
mentioned in the preceding section
:

convicted under the provisions of this law where there shall have been an
agreement to delay payment for such food, lodging or other accommodations until a date after such person shall

a guest at such hotel, inn,

have terminated his relation as
boarding house or eating house. (Acts 1910,

pp. 137, 139.)

—

law to be posted. It shall be the duty of every
innkeeper,
hotelkeeper,
boarding house keeper and eating house keeper
52-9905. Copies of

to keep a

copy

of the

two preceding

sections, printed in distinct type,

waiting room, or that portion of his establishment most frequented by the guests thereof, and no conviction shall be

posted

in the lobby, public

had under the provisions of this law until it shall be made to appear that
such copy was posted, as above provided, in the hotel, inn, boarding
house or eating house, the owner or keeper of which shall claim to have
been defrauded, at the time such food, lodging or other accommodation

was obtained. (Acts

HUNTING:

1910, pp. 137, 139.)

See Title 45,

Game and

Fish.

—

TITLE

53.

HUSBAND AND

WIFE,

Chap.
53-

1.

53- 2.
53-

3.

53-

4.

53-

5.

53-99.

Sec.

Marriage
Marriage licenses

53-101
53-201

53-301

Registration of individuals as to race
Marriage contracts and settlements
Rights and liabilities of husband and wife

53-501

Crimes

53-9901

53-401

CROSS-REFERENCES.
See Title 113, Wills,
Estates, §§ 113-1202, 113-1204.

Administrator, wife as:

Descent, and Administration of

Adultery and fornication: See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment, § 26-5801.
See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment, Chapter 26-56.
Coercion of wife to commit crime: See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment, § 26-401.
Confidential communications: See Title 38, Evidence, § 38-418.
Criminal conversation: See Title 105, Torts, § 105-1203.
Guardian, married woman as: See Title 49, Guardian and Ward, § 49-108.
Habeas corpus for wife or child: See Title 50, Habeas Corpus, § 50-121.
Husband as sole heir of wife: See Title 113, Wills, Descent, and Administration

Bigamy:

of Estates,

§

113-902.

Incestuous marriage: See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment, § 26-5702.
Peace warrants and behavior bonds, wife requiring: See Title 76, Peace Warrants
and Behavior Bonds, §§ 76-104, 76-205.
Transfer of registered land from wife to husband or vice versa: See Title 60,

Land Registration, § 60-512.
Whipping wife: See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment, § 26-1410.
Wills, revocation by marriage: See Title 113, Wills, Descent, and Administration
of Estates,

§

113-408.

See also Title

30,

Divorce and Alimony; Title

31,

Dower;

Title 74, Parent

and

Child.

'

CHAPTER

MARRIAGE.

53-1.

Sec.

Sec.
53-101.

Essentials of marriage.

53-102.

Persons able to contract.
Consent to be voluntary and
without fraud.
Void marriages; legitimacy of

53-103.
"

53-104.

53-105.
53-106.

53-107.
53-108.

issue of marriage.

53-101. (2930) Essentials of marriage.
in this State there

Degrees of relationship within
which marriage prohibited.
Miscegenation prohibited.
Restraints of marriage.
Contracts or bonds restricting
or forcing marriage.

—To constitute a valid marriage

must be

1.

Parties able to contract.

2.

An

3.

Consummation according

actual contract.

Cross-reference.

to law.

— Polygamy and bigamy,

see §§ 26-5601 to 26-5604.

53-102. (2931) Persons able to contract.
riage, a person

must be

of

sound mind;

if

—To be able to contract mar-

a male, at least 17 years of age,

:

§

Husband and Wife.

53-103

and

if

a female, at least 14 years,
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and laboring under none

of the follow-

ing disabilities, viz.

—

at

Mental incapacity

Cross-references. Consent of parents, see §§ 53-204, 53-208.
time of marriage as ground for total divorce, see § 30-102,

2.

11

1.

Previous marriage undissolved.

2.

Nearness of relationship by blood or marriage, as hereinafter ex-

plained.

—

Cross-references. Marriage within prohibited degrees
divorce, see § 30-102, 1 1. Prohibited degrees, see § 53-105.
3.

ground

as

for

total

Impoteney.

Cross-reference.

— Impoteney as ground for total divorce, see

§

30-102,

11

3.

—

(2933) Consent to be voluntary and without fraud. To constitute an actual contract of marriage, the parties must consent thereto
53-103.

and without any fraud practiced upon either. Drunkenness
the time of marriage, brought about by art or contrivance to induce

voluntarily,
at

consent, shall be held a fraud.
Cross-reference.

53-104.

— Force,

etc.,

as

ground

(2935) Void marriages

;

for total divorce, see

§

30-102, H 4.

legitimacy of issue of marriage.

—Mar-

riages of persons unable to contract, or unwilling to contract, or fraudulently induced to contract, shall be void.

The

before they are annulled and declared void

by

issue of such marriages,

a competent court, shall be

In the latter two cases, however, a subsequent consent and

legitimate.

ratification of the marriage, freely

and voluntarily made, accompanied by

cohabitation as husband. and wife, shall render valid the marriage.
Cross-reference.

53-105.

—Who

are legitimate children, see

§

74-101.

(2932; 371 P. C.) Degrees of relationship within which mar-

— Marriages

between persons related by affinity in the
following manner are prohibited, viz. A man shall not marry his step-

riage prohibited.

:

mother, or mother-in-law, or daughter-in-law, or stepdaughter, or granddaughter of his wife. A woman shall not marry her corresponding relaMarriages within the Levitical degrees of consanguinity shall be
tives.
within the degrees prohibited by this section shall be
Marriages
void.
incestuous.

—

Cross-references. Marriage witl in prohibited degrees as grounds for total
divorce, see § 30-102, 11 1.
able to contract marriage, see § 53-102, U 2.
Marriage within prohibited degrees punished by imprisonIncest, see § 26-5701.
ment, see § 26-5702.

Who

—

Editorial Note. Levitical degrees of consanguinity refer to those set forth in
Leviticus, Chapter XVIII.

(2941) Miscegenation prohibited.

—

be unlawful for a
white person to marry anyone except a white person. Any marriage in
violation of this section shall be void. (Acts 1927, p. 277.)
53-106.

It shall

—

Cross-references. Punishment for violation of this section, see § 53-9903. Persons of color defined, see § 79-103. White person defined, see § 53-312. Who
may perform ceremony for colored persons, see § 53-212. Penalty for issuing
license for intermarriage of white and colored persons, see § 53-9902.

53-107.

(2929) Restraints of marriage.

— Marriage

encouraged by
the law, and every effort to restrain or discourage marriage by contract,
condition, limitation, or otherwise, shall be invalid and void. Prohibiting
marriage to a particular person or persons, or before a certain reasonable
is

—
Husband and
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Wri-E.

§

53-202

age, or other prudential provisions looking only to the interest of the per-

son to be benefited, and not

lowed and held

in general restraint of

marriage, will be

al-

valid.

—

Cross-references. Limitations over on marriage of a widow, see % 85-712. ConConsent of trustees, see § 37-605. Penalty
ditions in devises, etc., see § 113-820.
for performing marriage ceremony illegally, see § 53-9901.

bonds restricting or forcing marriage.—
The policy of the law being opposed equally to restrictions on marriage
and to marriages not the result of free choice, all contracts or bonds
made with a view to trammel or to force marriage are deemed fraudulent
and void.
53-108. (2934) Contracts or

Cross-ieference.

— Estates

during widowhood, see

CHAPTER

53-2.

85-712.

MARRIAGE LICENSES.
Sec.

Sec.
53-201.

How

53-202.

Application for license; information as to impediments, etc.

53-203.

Record of application.

53-204.

Notice of application; posting;

granted, returned, and recorded.

53-208.

When

licenses

sued within

may

five

not be isdays; excep-

Liability of ordinary for failure

post facts pertaining to
application or issuing license
unlawfully.
to

53-209.

Return of marriage banns.

53-210.

Penalty on person

53-211.

Jewish marriages.

53-212.

Colored marriages,
perform.

53-213.

Want

53-214.

Marriage

contents.
53-205.

§

officiating.

tions.

53-206.

Proof of majority.

Notice to

be posted when parties
to establish majority.
53-207.

fail

Ordinary to inquire as to ages.
No license for female under
18 except by parents' or
guardian's written consent.

53-201.

(2936)

How

who may

of authority in minister
or justice of the peace.
in

another State.

granted, returned, and recorded.

—Marriage

li-

censes shall be granted by the ordinary, or his clerk, of the county where
the female to be married resides,

if

resident in this State.

If

she be a

nonresident of this State, then by the ordinary of the county in which
the ceremony is to be performed. The license shall be directed to any
judge, justice of the peace, or minister of the gospel, authorizing the
marriage of the persons therein named, and requiring such judge, justice of the peace, or minister of the gospel to return the said license to

the ordinary, with his certificate thereon as to the fact and date of the
marriage, within 30 days after the date of said marriage, which license,

with the return thereon, shall be recorded by the ordinary in a book kept
by him for this purpose. (Act 1805, Cobb, 282. Act 1809, Cobb, 282. Acts
1851-2, p. 50; 1924, p. 53.)

53-202. Application for license; information as to impediments, etc.

A

marriage license shall be issued on written application therefor made
by the person seeking such license, verified by oath of the applicant, which
application shall state that there is no legal impediment to the marriage,
and shall give the full name of the proposed husband, with date of birth,
present address, and name of his father and mother if known, and if unknown shall so state, with present name of the proposed wife with date

§

Husband and Wife.

53-203

name

of her birth and present address, with
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and mother if
be supported by affida-

of her father

known, and if unknown shall so state, and shall
vits of two reputable citizens of the United States as
in said application.

to truth of recitals

(Acts 1927, pp. 224, 226.)

—

Cross-references. Registration of individuals, see Chapter 53-3. Form for application of marriage license provided, see § 53-307. Punishment for issuing license
to parties, one of African descent and other white, see § 53-9902.

—

Such application shall be filed in the
license shall be issued, and shall
marriage
office of the ordinary before a
remain in the permanent files in the office of the ordinary, and may be
used as evidence in any court of law under the rules of evidence made
and provided in similar cases. (Acts 1927, pp. 224, 226.)
53-203.

Record

53-204.

(2938) Notice

where the

of application.

of

application;

posting;

contents.

— In

cases

parties applying for a license shall not have reached the age

be proved to the ordinary as hereinafter provided, the ordinary immediately upon receiving the application, shall
post in his office a notice giving the names and residences of the parties
applying therefor and the date of the application; except that where the
parents or guardian of the female appear in person before the ordinary
and consent in writing to the issuance of the license, the posting may be
of 21 years, their ages to

(Acts 1924,

dispensed with.
Cross-reference.
§

—When

p.

53; 1927, p. 224.)

equity will compel trustee to consent to marriage, see

37-605.

53-205. (2938)

ceptions.

— In

When

licenses

may

not be issued within

cases in which notice of the application

is

days; exrequired to be
five

posted, no license shall be issued earlier than five days following the date

which five-day period objections to the
proposed marriage may be entered except that in case of an emergency
of the application therefor, within

;

or extraordinary circumstance the ordinary

may

authorize the license to
be issued at any time before the expiration of the five days. (Acts 1924,
p.

53; 1927, p. 224.)
53-206.

fail to

(2938) Proof of majority.

establish majority.

—When

Notice to be posted

when

parties

the applicant claims that the parties

are 21 years of age or over, the ordinary to

whom

application

is

made

shall satisfy himself that the applicant's contention as to their ages
true.

If the

parties for

over, he

ordinary does not

whom

know

a marriage license

of his
is

own knowledge

is

that both

sought are 21 years of age, or

shall require applicants to furnish birth certificates or, in lieu

thereof, affidavits

two persons showing the ages of both
or over; and upon failure of applicant to convince

from

parties to be 21 years,

at least

the ordinary that both parties are of such age, the ordinary shall post
notice of said application for the period of five days, as hereinbefore provided. (Acts 1924, p. 53; 1927, p. 224.)
53-207.

(2938) Ordinary to inquire as to ages.

No

license for female

—

under 18 except by parents' or guardian's written consent. The ordinary
shall inquire as to the ages of all persons for whom marriage licenses are
asked; and if there shall be any grounds of suspicion that the female is
under the age of 18 years, the ordinary shall refuse to grant the license
until the written consent of the parents or guardian,

if

any, controlling

;

Husband and Wife.
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such minor, shall be produced and

g

filed in his office.

(Acts 1924,

53-214

p.

53;

1927, p. 224.)

53-208.

(2938) Liability of ordinary for failure to post facts pertaining

to application or issuing license unlawfully.

provision, or

who

who

shall issue a license in violation of the time

knowingly grant

shall

consent or without proper precaution

who

who by him-

post in his office the required notice pertaining

self or clerk shall fail to

to the application, or

— Any ordinary

in

a license without the required

inquiring into the question of

marriage of a female to his
knowledge domiciled in another county, shall forfeit the sum of $500 for
every such act, to be recovered at the suit of the clerk of the superior
court, and added to the educational fund of the county. (Acts 1924, p. 53
minority, or

shall issue a license for the

1927, p. 224.)

—

Return of marriage banns. If any judge, justice of the
peace, or minister shall join in marriage persons whose banns have been
53-209. (2937)

published, such judge, justice of the peace, or minister shall certify the

county where such banns were published,
which ordinary shall record the same in the same book with marriage
fact to the ordinary of the

licenses.

53-210. (2939) Penalty

on person

who

officiating.

—Any

judge, justice of

marriage any couple without a
license, or the publication of banns, shall forfeit the sum of $500, to be
recovered and appropriated as set forth in section 53-208.
the peace, or minister

shall join in

—

§

Cross-reference. Penalty for performing
Void marriages, see § 53-104.

marriage

ceremony

illegally,

see

53-9901.

—

Jewish marriages. Upon request, the ordinary may
direct the marriage license to any Jewish minister or other person of any
religious society or sect authorized by the rules of such society to perform the marriage ceremony, who shall make return thereon as before
53-211. (2940)

required.
53-212. (2179) Colored marriages,

ored ministers of the gospel

may

who may

perform.

— Ordained

col-

celebrate marriages between persons

under the same terms and regulations required
by the law for marriages between white persons. (Acts 1866, pp. 156,
of African descent only,

157.)
Cross-references.

—Licenses,

how

granted,

see

§

53-201.

Miscegenation pro-

hibited, see § 53-106.

53-213.

A

Want

(2942)

marriage valid

of authority in minister or justice of the peace.

in other respects,

and supposed by the parties

—

to be

by want of authority in the minister or justice
solemnize the same; nor shall such objection be heard

valid, shall not be affected

of the peace to

from one party who has fraudulently induced the other to believe that
the marriage was legal.
53-214.
in

(2943) Marriage in another State.

—All

marriages solemnized

another State by parties intending at the time to reside in this State

shall

have the same legal consequences and

State.

Parties residing in this State

may

effect as

if

solemnized

in this

not evade any of the provisions

Husband and Wife.

53-301

§

by going

of its laws as to marriage
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into another State for the solemniza-

tion of the marriage ceremony.
Cross-references.— Lex

CHAPTER

loci,

see

§

102-108.

Comity

of States, see

§

102-110.

REGISTRATION OF INDIVIDUALS

53-3.

AS TO RACE.
Sec.

Sec.

53-301.

53-309.

Report by State Board of Health
after examination as to regis-

53-310.

Nonresidents, application by.
Return of marriage license.
,
„
„„„.,
c
White person denned.
Report of violat n of Chapter.
Duty of State Board of Health.
Birth of legitimate child of
white parent and colored pare nt, report of, and prosecu-

Registration of individuals as
Supervision, forms,
to race.

tration of applicant.

etc.

53-302.

Supplv of forms.

r „

T

,,.,

5o-303.

1"

•

53-311.

•

Local registration.

_

,

53-312.
53-304.

Authenticity of statement.

53-305.

Fee for registration.

53-306.

False registration prohibited.

53-307.

Marriage

license,

form

of

53.3x3,

53 " 314 -

ap-

plication for provided.
53-308.

i

tion.

Filing of application for marriage license.

53-315.

Attorney General, duty to enforce

53-301. Registration of individuals as to race.

Chapter.

Supervision, forms, etc.

—The State Board of Health shall prepare a form for the registration of
whereon

be given the racial composition of such individual, as Caucasian, Negro, Mongolian, West Indian, Asiatic Indian, Malay, or any mixture thereof, or any other non-Caucasian strains, and if
there shall be any mixture, the racial composition of the parents and other
individuals,

shall

ancestors in so far as ascertainable, so as to

show

in

what generation such

mixture occurred. Said form shall also give the date and place of birth of
the registrant, name, race, and color of the parents of registrant, together
with their place of birth if known, name of husband or wife of registrant,
'with his or her place of birth, names of children of registrant with their
ages and place of residence, place of residence of registrant for the five
years immediately preceding registration, and such other information as
may be prescribed for identification by the State Board of Health. (Acts
1927, p. 272; 1933, p. 12.)
Editorial Note.

tempt to put

it

in

— No

appropriation to carry this Chapter into effect nor any atoperation has been made. It appears to be a dead letter.

—

The State Board of Health shall supply to
each local registrar a sufficient number of such forms to carry out the
provisions of this Chapter. (Acts 1927, p. 273; 1933, p. 12.)
53-302.

Supply of forms.

53-303. Local registration.

— Each local registrar shall personally or by

deputy, upon receipt of said forms, cause each person in his district or
jurisdiction to execute said form in duplicate, furnishing all available in-

formation required upon said form, the original of which form shall be
forwarded by the local registrar to the State Board of Health, and a duplicate delivered to the ordinary of the county. Said form shall be signed

by the

registrant, or, in case of children

under 14 years of age, by a par-

person standing in loco parentis. The execution
of such registration certificate shall be certified to by the local registrar.
(Acts 1927, p. 273; 1933, p. 12.)

ent, guardian, or other

Cross-reference.— Bureau of Vital Statistics, see § 88-1102 et seq.

TTusband and Wife.
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53-304. Authenticity of statement.

—

If

53-309

§

the local registrar shall have

reason to believe that any statement made by any registrant is not true,
he shall so write upon such certificate before forwarding the same to the
State Board of Health or ordinary, giving his reason therefor. (Acts
1927, p. 273

;

1933, p. 12.)

—

Cross-references. Miscegenation prohibited,
statement in application, sec § 53-9904.

—The

sec

§

53-106.

Penalty

for

false

from
each registrant a registration fee of 30 cents, 15 cents of which shall go
to the local registrar and 15 cents of which shall go to the State Board
of Health, to be used in defraying expenses of the State Bureau of Vital
Statistics. If any registrant shall make affidavit that through poverty he
is unable to pay said registration fee of 30 cents, the local registrar shall
receive a registration fee of only 10 cents for such registration,
which sum shall be paid out of the funds of the State Bureau of
Vital Statistics, and the State Bureau of Vital Statistics shall receive no
fee for such registration. This section shall not apply to the registration
of births or deaths, the registration of which is otherwise provided for.
53-305.

Fee

(Acts 1927,

for registration.

collect

registrar shall

local

p. 274.)

53-306. False

prohibited.

registration

— No

person shall wilfully or

knowingly make or cause to be made a registration certificate false as to
color or race, and upon conviction thereof in such case the State Board
of Health may change the registration certificate so that it will conform
to the truth.

(Acts 1927,

p.

274; 1933,

p. 12.)

—

Cross-references. Miscegenation prohibited, see § 53-106. Penalty for false
in application for marriage license, see § 53-9904.
Penalty for violation
of above section, see § 53-9907.

statement

—

Marriage license, form of application for, provided. The State
Board of Health shall prepare a form for application for marriage license,
which form shall require the following information to be given over the
signatures of the prospective bride and groom name and address race
and color place of birth age name and address of each parent race and
color of each parent and whether the applicant is registered with the
Bureau of Vital Statistics of this or any other State, and, if registered, the
county in which such registration was made. The State Board of Health
shall at all times keep the ordinary of each county in this State supplied
with a sufficient number of said forms of application for marriage license
to care for all applications for marriage license. Each prospective bn le
and each prospective groom applying for a marriage license shall fill out
and execute said application in duplicate. (Acts 1927, p. 274; 1933, p. 12.)
53-307.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

53-308. Filing of application for marriage license.

—Upon

cation for marriage license being filed with the ordinary

such appli-

by the pros-

pective bride and groom, the ordinary shall forward the original of such
application to the State Board of Health, and retain the duplicate of such

application in his

files.

(Acts 1927,

p.

Cross-reference.—Application for license,

275

;

etc.,

1933, p. 12.)
see

§

53-203.

Report by State Board of Health after examination as to registration of applicant. The ordinary shall withhold the issuing of any
marriage, license until a report upon such application shall have been re53-309.

—

§

Husband and Wife.

53-310

ceived from the State Board of Health.
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Said report shall be forwarded

and shall state whether or not
each applicant is registered in the Bureau of Vital Statistics; if registered, the report shall state whether the statements made by each applicant as to race and color are correct according to such registration certificate.
If the registration certificate in the office of the Bureau of Vital

by the next return

to the ordinary

Statistics shall

color
in

is

show

mail,

that the statement of either applicant as to race or

untrue, the report of the State Board of Health shall so state, and

such case the ordinary shall not issue a marriage license to the appli-

cants until the truth of such statements of the applicants shall have been

proceeding brought against the ordinary to compel
the issuing of such license. If the report from the State Board of Health
shall show that the applicants are not registered, and if the State Bureau
of Vital Statistics shall have no information as to the race or color of said
applicants, the ordinary shall issue the marriage license if he shall have

determined

in a legal

no evidence or knowledge that such marriage would be illegal. If one of
the applicants shall be registered with the State Bureau of Vital Statistics and the other applicant shall not be so registered, if the records of
the Bureau of Vital Statistics shall contain no information to disprove
the statements of either applicant as to color or race, the ordinary shall

he shall have no evidence or knowledge that
such marriage would be illegal
Provided, that where each party is registered and such registration certificate is on file in the office of the ordinary of the county where application for marriage license is made, it shall
not be necessary for the ordinary to obtain any information from the
State Bureau of Vital Statistics and Provided further, that when any
person who has previously registered as required herein shall move to
another county, he may file with the ordinary of the county of his new
issue the marriage license,

if

:

:

residence a certified copy of his registration certificate, which shall have
the

same

effect as

if

county. (Acts 1927,

such registration had been made originally in said
p.

275; 1933,

p. 12.)

53-310. Nonresidents, application by.

'

—Where

any application

for a

marriage license shall show that such applicant was not born in this
State and is not registered with the Bureau of Vital Statistics of this
State, the ordinary shall forward a copy of such application to the State
Board of Health of this State, and shall also forward a copy of the application to the clerk of the superior or circuit court, as the case

of the county of the applicant's birth, and another copy to the

may

be,

Bureau

of Vital Statistics, at the capital of the State of the applicant's birth,

with the request that the statements therein contained be verified.

answer

shall be received

from such clerk or Bureau

within 10 days, the ordinary shall issue the license

evidence or knowledge that such marriage would be
shall be received within 10 days,

If

no

of Vital Statistics
if

he shall have no

illegal.

showing the statement

If

an answer

of such applicant

to be untrue, the ordinary shall withhold the issuing of the license until

the truth of such statements of the applicant' shall have been determined

proceeding brought against the ordinary to compel the issuing
of such license. In all cases where answers shall be received from such
in a legal

clerk or

Bureau

of Vital Statistics, a

copy of the answer

shall be for-
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warded

to the State

Board

of

AND WlFE.

Health

§ 53-315

of this State.

(Acta 1927,

p.

276;

1933, p. 12.)

Return of marriage
be issued by the ordinary, it
53-311.

license.

— When

a marriage license shall

shall be returned to the ordinary by the
solemnizing
the marriage and forwarded by the ordiofficer or minister
nary to the State Board of Health, to be permanently retained by said

Board. (Acts 1927,

"White

277; 1933,

p.

p. 12.)

— The

term "white person" shall include only persons of the white or Caucasian race, who have no ascertainable trace of either Negro, African, West Indian, Asiatic Indian,
Mongolian, Japanese, or Chinese blood in their veins. No ]><-r~,(>n, any
one of whose ancestors has been duly registered with the State Bureau
of Vital Statistics as a colored person or person of color, shall be deemed
to be a white person. (Acts 1927, p. 277.)
53-312.

Cross-reference.

person'* denned.

—Who

are persons of color, see

53-313. Report of violation of Chapter.

—

§

Duty

79-103.

of State

Board

of Health.

Chapter
shall be reported, to the State Board of Health, it shall investigate such
report and shall turn over to the Attorney General the information obtained through such investigation. (Acts 1927, p. 278; 1933, p. 12.)
If

any case

of a marriage in violation of the provisions of this

and colored parent,
report of, and prosecution. When any birth certificate, showing the
birth of a legitimate child to parents one of whom is white and one of
whom is colored, shall be forwarded to the Bureau of Vital Statistics, it
shall be the duty of the State Board of Health to report the same to the
Attorney General of the State, with full information concerning the
same. Thereupon it shall be the duty of the Attorney General to institute criminal proceedings against the parents of such child for any violation of the provisions of this Chapter which may have been committed.
53-314. Birth of legitimate child of white parent

—

(Acts 1927,

p.

278; 1933,

p. 12.)

—

53-315. Attorney General,

duty to enforce Chapter. It shall be the
duty of the Attorney General of this State, as well as the duty of the
solicitor general of the superior court where such violation shall occur,
to prosecute each violation of any of the provisions of this Chapter, when
the same shall be reported to him by the State Board of Health. If the
Attorney General shall fail or refuse to prosecute any such violation so
reported to him, the same shall be grounds for impeachment, and it shall
be the duty of the State Board of Health to institute impeachment proceedings in such case. (Acts 1927, p. 278; 1933, p. 12.)

CHAPTER

MARRIAGE CONTRACTS AND

53-4.

SETTLEMENTS.
Sec.

Sec.

53-401.

Marriage

articles or parol agree-

53-404.

53-402.

ment,
Minority of party to contract,

53-405.

Voluntary execution of agreement; trust deeds.
Appointing and removing trus-

53-406.

When

effect.

53-403.

Marriage

as valuable
eration for contract.

tee.

consid-

executed

volunteers.

in

favor

of

§

Husband and Wife.

53-401
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Sec.

See.

Construction and attestation of
contract in contemplation of

53 107.

max

Record of marriage contracts
and voluntary settlements.
Wife may force a record.

53-408.

53-409.

iage.

(2999) Marriage articles or parol agreement.

53-401.

— Any agreement

between the parties to a marriage, contemplating a future settlement
upon the wife, whether by parol or in writing, may be executed and enforced by a court of equity at the instance of the wife at any time during the life of the husband: Provided, that the rights of third persons,
purchasers or creditors, in good faith and without notice, are not affected
thereby. An agreement perfect in itself, and which needs no future conveyance to effect its purposes, is an executed contract, and does not
come under the definition of marriage articles.
Cross-references.
wife, see

—Need

not be in writing, see

§

20-401,

11

3.

Separate estate of

108-115.

§

—

(3008) Minority of party to contract, effect. The minority of
either party to marriage articles, or a marriage contract, shall not in53-402.

validate

it

Provided, such party

:

Cross-references.

minors, see

§

— Minors,

20-205.

see

§

is

of lawful age to contract marriage.

79-208.

Loan

of

educational trust fund

Marriage contracts of infants, see

§

(3006) Marriage as valuable consideration for contract.

53-403.

to

20-204.

—Mar-

and the wife stands, as to property of
the husband settled upon her by marriage contract, as other purchasers
for value: Provided, that by such contract the husband does not incapacitate himself from paying his existing just debts.
Cross-reference. Good and valuable consideration, see § 20-303.
riage

a valuable consideration,

is

—

—

Voluntary execution of agreement; trust deeds. The
husband may voluntarily execute such agreement, or he may at any time
during the coverture, either through trustees or directly to his wife, convey any property to which he has title, subject to the rights of prior
purchasers or creditors without notice.
53-404. (3000)

Cross-references.

— Effect

upon

creditors of conveyances between husband and

wife, see §§ 28-201, 53-505.

(3004) Appointing and removing trustee.

53-405.

—The

judge of the

superior court of the county of the wife's domicile may, at any time,

upon petition, exercise the powers of a chancellor in appointing, removing, or substituting trustees, or granting any order for the protection of the trust estate, exercising a wise discretion as to the terms on
shall be made or such order granted. The proeach case shall be transmitted to the clerk of the superior
court, to be recorded in the book of the minutes of such court, next to
the minutes of the last term thereof.

which such appointment

ceeding

in

—

Cross-references. Similar provisions, see § 108-303. Corporation as trustee, sec
109-201, 1 7. Wife's property separate, see §§ 53-502, 108-115 and Const., Art. Ill,
Sec. XI, Par. I (§ 2-2201).
I

When

executed in favor of volunteers.— Marriage contracts and postnuptial settlements shall be enforced at the instance of
all persons in whose favor there are limitations of the estate.
Marriage
articles shall be executed only at the instance of persons coming within
the scope of the marriage consideration; but when executed at their in53-406.

(3005)

Hush and and Wipe.
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£ 5.3-409

may

execute also in favor of volunteers. All persona
except the parties to the contract and the offspring of the wife are
stance, the court

volunteers.
53-407. (3001) Construction

and attestation

of contract

contem-

in

— Every

marriage contract in writing, made in contemplation of marriage, shall be liberally construed to carry into el
the intention of the parties, and no want of form or technical expression
Such contract must be attested by at lea t
shall invalidate the same.
plation of marriage.

two witnesses.
Cross-reference.

— Separate

estate of wife, see §§ 2-2201, 108-115.

Record

marriage contracts and voluntary settlements. Every marriage contract and every voluntary settlement made
by the husband on the wife, whether in execution of marriage articles
or not, shall be recorded in the office of the clerk of the superior court
of the county of the residence of the husband, within three months after
the execution thereof. On failure to comply with this provision, such
contract or settlement shall not be of any force or effect against a purchaser, or creditor, or surety who, bona fide and without riotice, may become such before the actual recording of the same. If such contract or
settlement shall be made in another State, and the parties shall subsequently move into this State, the record shall be made within three
months from such removal. If the settled property shall be in this
State, and the parties shall reside in another, the record shall be made
in the county where the property is, and within the time specified above.
(Act 1847, Cobb, 180.)
53-408. (3002)

of

—

Cross-references.

Deeds,

— Instruments

when and where

53-409. (3003)

requiring record take effect, when, see
recorded, see § 29-401.

Wife may

force a record.

—

If

§

67-2501.

the trustee or husband

having possession of such contract or settlement shall fail or refuse to
have the same recorded, the wife or any friend of hers may apply to the
judge of the superior couft at any time for an order compelling such
record; and the trustee thus refusing, after demand, shall be personally
responsible to his cestui que trust for all damages sustained by reason
of the failure to record; and such application of the wife or her friend,
when entered on the minutes of the superior court, shall be a notice
equivalent to the record of the marriage contract or trust deed.

CHAPTER

53-5.

RIGHTS AND LIABILITIES OF HUSBAND

AND WIFE.
Sec.

Sec.

%

53-501.

Husband

53-502.

Wife's property,

53-503.

Wife feme

as head of the family.

when

Acquisitions of wife living separate from her husband.

53-508.

Liability of husband for necessaries when {iy]n
separate

53-509.

General agency of wife: proof

separate.

sole as to her separate estate; binding separate

\

53-504.

Sale to husband or trustees.

53-505.

Married

woman may

53-507.

contract;

from wife
f

53-510.

Agency

53-511.

Torts to wife;

presumptions.
53-506.

Gifts

of wife in respect to
necessaries: presumption; re-

buttal.

by wife to husband; pre-

sumption.

authority.

who may

sue.

6
g

Husband and Wife.

53-501
53-501.

Husband

(2992)

as head of family.

in

— The husband

the head

civil existence is
and the wife is
the
law
except
far
recognizes
her sepahusband,
so
as
the

rately, either for her

own

protection, or for her benefit, or for the preser-

(Acts 1S55-6,

vation of public order.

p. 229.)

—

Cross-references. Acquisitions of wife living
Homestead to wife when separate from
$3-507.
sion as notice of title, see § 85-408.
I

(2993) Wife's property,

53-502.

is

subject to him; her legal

of the family

merged

1416

when

from

separate

husband, see

separate.

—All

§

husband, see
Posses-

51-701.

the property of

the wife at the time of her marriage, whether real, personal, or choses

and remain the separate property of the wife and all
property given to, inherited, or acquired by the wife during coverture
shall vest in and belong to the wife, and shall not be liable for the payment of any debt, default, or contract of the husband. (Acts 1866,
pp. 146, 147^
in action, shall be

Cross-references.

;

— Constitutional

provision, see

§

Separate estate, see

2-2201.

108-115.

I

Wife feme sole as to her separate estate; binding sepThe wife is a feme sole as to her separate estate, unless
controlled by the settlement.
Every restriction upon her power in it
must be complied with but while the wife may contract, she may not
bind her separate estate by any contract of suretyship nor by any assumption of the debts of her husband, and any sale of her separate estate, made to a creditor of her husband in extinguishment of his debts,
53-503.

(3007)

arate estate.

—

;

shall be absolutely void.
Cross-references.
§

53-507.

—Acquisitions

Widow may pay

references under

from

of wife living separate
debts out of year's support, see

§

husband, see
See also

113-1003.

53-502.

§

53-504. (3009)

Sale to husband or trustees.

—No contract of sale by a

wife of her separate estate to her husband or her trustee shall be valid,
unless the

same

shall be allowed

by order

of the superior court of the

county of her domicile.
53-505.

(3011) Married

woman may make

woman may

contract; presumptions.

—A mar-

but when a transhusband and wife shall be attacked for fraud by the
creditors of either, the onus shall be on the husband and wife to show
that the transaction was fair.
If the wife shall have a separate estate,
and shall purchase property from persons other than her husband, and
the property shall be levied on as the property of the husband, the onus
shall be upon the creditor to show fraud or that the wife did not have
the means wherewith to purchase the property.
(82 Ga. 427 (9 S. E.

ried

contracts with other persons

;

action between

1089).)
Cross-reference.

—Acts

void against creditors, see

§

28-201.

—

husband; presumption. A wife may
give property to her husband, but a gift will not be presumed. The
evidence to support it must be clear and unequivocal, and the intention
of the parties must be free from doubt.
(82 Ga. 329 (9 S. E. 1089).)
53-506.

(3010) Gifts

Cross-references.

by wife

— Confidential

of adverse rights, see

§

37-708.

to

relations,

see

§

37-707.

Preventing acquisition

Husband and Wife.
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r
§ 53- 7

2995) Acquisitions of wife living separate from her
When living separate from her husband, the acquisitions of

53-507. (2994,

—

husband.
a wife and of her children living with her shall be vested

in

the wife

\<jT

her separate use, free from the debts, contracts, or control of her husband, and at her death, intestate, the same shall descend to her children,
and,

if

none, to her next of kin.

in reference to

her

Cross-references.
separate, see

own

acquisitions.

— Husband

when

§

The

may

wife

made

enforce contracts

(Acts 1851-2,

p. 237.)

as head of family, see 8 53-501.
Wife's property,
sole as to her separate estate, see § 53-503.

Wife feme

53-502.

husband for necessaries when living separate from wife. The husband shall be bound for necessaries furnished
to the wife when separated from him, subject to the limitations herein
provided. If the wife shall be living in adultery with another man, the
husband shall not be liable. Notice by the husband shall not relieve
him from liability, if his wife shall be separated from him by reason of
his own misconduct. If she shall voluntarily abandon him without sufficient provocation, notice by the husband shall relieve him of all liability
53-508. (2997) Liability of

—

for necessaries furnished to her.

—

Cross-references. Liability before divorce decree rendered, see
be agent, see § 4-102.

§

Who

30-215.

may

53-509.

may

(2998) General agency of wife

;

proof of authority.

—The wife

act as attorney and agent for the husband, but, except in cases be-

fore mentioned, proof of such authority

Agency

53-510. (2996)

—The husband

must be made

as in other cases.

of wife in respect to necessaries; presumption;

bound to support and maintain his wife,
and his consent shall be presumed to her agency in all purchases of
necessaries suitable to her condition and habits of life, made for the use
This presumption may be rebutted by proof.
of herself and the family.
rebuttal.

shall be

53-511. (2994) Torts to wife;

who may

—

If a tort shall be committed upon the person or reputation of the wife, the husband or wife
may recover therefor; if the wife shall be living separate from the husband, she may sue for such torts and also torts to her children, and

sue.

recover the same to her use.
Cross-references.

— Recovery

tort, see § 105-1803.

by husband authorized,
Recovery for wrongful death of

CHAPTER

53-99.

Performing

mony
53-9902.
53-9903.
53-9904.

§

105-107.

Consent to

CRIMES.

Sec.

Sec.

53-9901.

see

child, see § 105-1307.

marriage

cere-

53-9905.

Intermarriage of whites and
colored people.
Miscegenation; penalty.
False statement in application
'for marriage license; penalty.

Performing

mony

illegally.

marriage

cere-

illegally.

53-9906.

Refusal to execute registration

53-9907.

False registration.
Ordinary's noncompliance with
Chapter 53-3. Penalty.

certificate,

53-9908.

53-9901. (677 P. C.) Performing marriage

ceremony

etc.

illegally.

—

If

any

minister of the gospel, judge, or justice of the peace shall join together

matrimony any man and woman, without a license or publication of
banns, as provided by law, or where either of the parties within his own

in

•

Husband and Wife.

53-9902

g
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knowledge shall be an idiot or lunatic, or subject to any other disability
which would render such contract or marriage improper and illegal, he
shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Cobb, 818, 819.)
Cross-reference.

of

principles relating to marriage, see Chapter 53-1.

(678 P. C.) Intermarriage of whites and colored people.

53-9902.

any

— General

If

knowingly issue a marriage license to persons, either
African descent and the other a white person, or if any

officer shall

whom

is

of

gospel shall join such persons in marriage, he

officer or minister of the

misdemeanor. (Acts 1865-6,

shall be guilty of a
Cross-reference.

— Miscegenation

prohibited, see

53-9903. Miscegenation; penalty.
shall

—

marry or go through

§

p. 241.)

53-106.

—Any person, white or colored, who

a marriage

ceremony

in violation of the pro-

vision of section 53-106 shall be guilty of a felony,

ished by imprisonment in the penitentiary for not less

not more than two years.

(Acts 1927,

and

punthan one year and
shall be

p. 277.)

53-9904. False statement in application for marriage license; penalty.

—Any person who

make

shall

or cause to be

made

a false statement as

any application for a marriage
felony, and shall be punished by imprisonnot less than two nor more than five years.

to race or color of himself or parents, in
license, shall

ment

be guilty of a

in the penitentiary for

(Acts 1927, pp. 272, 277.)

—

Performing marriage ceremony illegally. Any civil officer,
minister, or official of any church, sect, or religion, authorized to perform a marriage ceremony, who shall wilfully or knowingly perform any
marriage ceremony in violation of the terms of Chapter 53-3, shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1927, pp. 272, 278.)
53-9905.

53-9906. Refusal to execute registration certificate, etc.

—Any

person
who shall refuse to execute the registration certificate as provided in
Chapter 53-3, or who shall refuse to give the information required in the
execution of the same, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. Each such re(Acts 1927, p. 274.)
fusal shall constitute a separate offense.
53-9907. False registration.

ingly

make

or cause to be

—Any person who shall

made

wilfully or

know-

a registration certificate false as to color

or race, in violation of section 53-306, shall be guilty of a felony and

punished by imprisonment in the penthan one year and not more than two years. (Acts

upon conviction thereof
itentiary for not less

shall be

1927, p. 274.)

—

noncompliance with Chapter 53-3. Penalty.
Any ordinary who shall issue a marriage license without complying with
each and every provision of Chapter 53-3 shall be guilty of and punished
(Acts 1927, p. 277.)
as for a misdemeanor.
53-9908. Ordinary's

Editorial

Note.— See

editorial note following

§

53-301.

ILLEGALITY PROCEEDINGS:

See Title 39, Executions and Proceedings Thereunder, Chapter 39-10.

ILLEGITIMATE CHILDREN:
Chapter 74-2.

See

Title

74,

Parent

and

Child,
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Incest

INCEST:

—Industrial Life, Accident and

Sec Title

INCOME TAXES:

26,

Health Insurance.

Crimes and Punishment, Chapter 26

57.

See Title 92, Public Revenue, Chapters 92-30 to

92-33.

INDICTMENTS, PRESENTMENTS, AND ACCUSATIONS:
Title 27, Criminal Procedure, Chapter

See

27-7.

INDUSTRIAL LIFE, ACCIDENT, AND HEALTH INSURANCE:
See Title

56,

Insurance, Chapter 56-13.

TITLE

54.

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS.
Chap.

Sec.

54-

1.

2.

Department of Industrial Relations
Hours of labor in factories

54-101

5454-

3.

Child labor regulated

54-301

54-

4.

Seats and

54-401

54-99.

fire

54-201

escapes

Crimes

54-9901

CROSS-REFERENCES.
See, also, Title

4,

Work-

Agriculture; Title 66, Master and Servant; Title 114,

men's Compensation.

CHAPTER

DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL

54-1.

RELATIONS.
Sec.

Sec.

personnel;

Creation;
ment.

54-101.

appoint-

Office of

54-110.

Duties

54-111.

Blanks for furnishing

54-102.

Terms

54-103.

Qualifications of directors; to
devote entire time to duties
of office.

54-112.

Assistants and clerical help.
Salaries of directors and chair-

54-113.

54-104.

54-105.

54-106.
54-107.

54-108.

in capitol.

of Commissioner
assistants.

of office of directors.

man.
Expenses of Department.
Commissioner of Commerce
and Labor; election; term of
office; vacancy in office.
Whole time of Commissioner

Department

54-109.

and

statisti-

cal data.

54-114.

54-115.

of names of persons supplying information.
County officers required to furnish information.
Investigation of operation of
laws relating to safety of
employees.

Use

Report

of

Commissioner

of

Commerce and Labor.

to be devoted to office.

54-101. Creation; personnel; appointment.

—There

is

hereby created

under the control and managedirectors, the chairman of whom shall be the Commissioner of Commerce and Labor, which office is specifically retained.

Department
ment of three

a

of Industrial Relations

The remaining members

Department
Governor by and with the advice and consent
PP.

7,

of said

shall be appointed
of the Senate.

by the

(Acts 1931,

42.)

Cross-reference.

— Election

of

Commissioner

of

Commerce and Labor,

see

§ 54-107.

Editorial Note.— By § 106 of the Reorganization Act (Acts 1931, pp. 7, 43), the
Department of Commerce and Labor and the offices connected therewith, except
that of Commissioner of Commerce and Labor, were abolished, and the powers,
duties, and functions of that Department were transferred to the Department of
Section 107 of that Act abolished the office of Factory
Industrial Relations.
section
108 abolished the Industrial Commission and transferred
and
Inspector,
all of its powers, duties and functions to the Directors of the Department of

See Title 114, Workmen's Compensation. Section 117 of
Industrial Relations.
the Act provided that the effective date thereof should be January 1, 1932.
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Terms

§ 54-106

—The

terms of office of the pri
ent Industrial Commissioners heretofore appointed by the Governor shall
terminate with the effective date of this law. The two present Industrial Commissioners serving under appointment shall be directors of
ich
the said Department of Industrial Relations and shall serve
54-102.

of office of directors.

when

their present respective

—See

note under preceding section.

appointments as Industrial
Commissioners would expire under said appointments, at which time
their terms of office as such directors shall expire.
The Governor shall
appoint their successors for terms of four years each, which shall be the
term of office of such directors thereafter. (Acts 1931, pp. 7, 42.)
until the time

Editorial Note.

54-103. Qualifications of directors; to devote entire time to duties of

—No

more than one

by the Governor
shall be a person who on account of his previous vocation, employment,
or affiliation shall be classified as a representative of employers, and not
more than one of such appointees shall be a person who on account of
his present vocation, employment, or affiliation shall be classed as a
representative of employees. Each of the appointees by the Governor
as directors of said Department shall devote his entire time to the duties
of his office, and shall not hold any position of trust or profit, or be engaged in any occupation or business interfering or inconsistent with his
office.

of the directors appointed

duties as such director. (Acts 1931, pp.
54-104. Assistants

ment

and

and

is

—The

chairman of the Departhereby empowered to employ such as-

clerical help.

of Industrial Relations

7, 42.)

powers, duties,
and functions hereby imposed on the Department as may be necessary:
Provided that the expense thereof shall have been provided in the apsistants

clerical help to aid in the discharge of the

propriation enacted for the support of said Department.
pp.

(Acts 1931,

7, 43.)

—

and chairman. The two directors appointed under the terms of this law shall each receive a salary of $4,000
per annum, payable monthly. The chairman shall receive a salary of
$4,800 per annum, in lieu of all fees, perquisites, or other emoluments.
54-105. Salaries of directors

(Acts 1919,

p.

278; 1922, pp. 77, 78; 1931, pp.

43.)

— Expenses of Department of Industrial
Commerce and Labor, see
Note. — See note under
54-101.

Cross-reference.

expenses of Commissioner of
Editorial

7,

Relations and traveling
§

54-106.

§

specific amount of the salary of the chairman of the directors of the Department of Industrial Relations, who is the Commissioner of Commerce and
Labor, was inserted in the above section in lieu of the words, "the amount of his
present compensation." Acts 1911, pp. 133, 136, as amended bv Acts 1913, p. S2;
1919, p. 278; 1925, p. 141, provided that his salary should be "$3,600. per annum,
and Acts 1922, pp. 77, 78, provided that as ex-officio chairman of the Industrial
Commission he should receive a salary of $1,200 per annum.

The

—

Department. The sum of SI, 800 per annum shall
be allowed for the incidental expenses of the Department of Industrial
Relations, including the actual traveling expenses of the Commissioner
of Commerce and Labor and assistants while traveling for the purpose
of collecting information and statistics as provided for in this law. (Acts
54-106.

Expenses

of

1911, pp. 133, 136; 1913, p. 82; 1919, p. 278; 1925, p. 141
Editorial Note.

— See

;

preceding section and notes thereunder.

1931, pp.

7,

43.)

§

^o
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Commissioner of Commerce and Labor; election; term of ofThe Commissioner of Commerce and Labor shall
fice: vacancy in office.
be elected by persons qualified to vote for members of the General Assemblv. at the same time, in the same manner and under the same rules and
regulations as the Governor and Statehouse officers; and shall hold his
office for two years and until his successor is elected and qualified, unless
removed in the manner prescribed by law for the removal of officials of
In case of a vacancy in the office of Commisthe State Government.
sioner of Commerce and Labor from any cause, such vacancy shall be
filled by appointment by the Governor, and the appointee shall hold office until his successor is elected and qualified. (Acts 1911, p. 133.)
54-107.

—

—

Cross-references. Qualifications of voters, see Const., Art. II, Sec. I (Chanter
Election of Governor, see §§ 34-2101, 40-101; Const., Art. V, Sec. I, Pars.
).
1 1 1- VI (§§ 2-2603 to 2-2606).
2

—

Whole time of Commissioner to be devoted to office. The
Commissioner of Commerce and Labor shall devote his whole time to
54-108.

the duties of his office and shall not hold any other office during his

term of

office.

(Acts 1911,

54-109. Office of

p.

133; 1931, pp.

Department

in capitol.

7, 43.)

—The

office

of the Depart-

be kept in the capitol and shall be
furnished and provided for as are other departmental offices. (Acts 1911,

ment

p.

of Industrial Relations shall

133; 1931, pp.

7,

43.)

—

Commissioner and assistants. The Commissioner
of Commerce and Labor and his lawful assistants shall collect and collate information and statistics concerning labor and its relation to capital,
showing labor conditions throughout the State, the hours of labor, the
earnings of laborers, and their educational, moral and financial condition, and the best means of promoting their mental, moral and material
welfare shall investigate the cause and extent of labor shortage, and
the migration of labor; shall also collect and collate information and statistics concerning the location and capacity of mills, factories, workshops
and other industries, and actual output of manufactured products, and
also the character and amount of labor employed; the kind and quantity
of raw material annually used by them, and the capital invested therein,
and such other information and statistics concerning the natural resources of the State and the industrial welfare of the citizens as may be
deemed necessary and of interest and benefit to the public, and by the
dissemination of such data to advertise the various industrial and natural
resources of Georgia in order to attract desirable settlers and to bring
The Department of Industrial Relations is also
capital into the State.
54-110. Duties of

;

charged with the following duties:

Commissioner shall organize a division of labor or free employment bureau, having for its purpose the
listing of the names of all persons desiring employment in this State
and the endeavor to secure employment for such persons, and the listing
of the names of such persons, firms or corporations applying for labor
and the endeavor to supply the demand. In conducting the division of
labor the Commissioner is herewith authorized and empowered to assist
and act in concert with any person or persons, county organization,
1.

As soon

as practicable the
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§54-110

municipal or Governmental agency, having for

purpose the distribution of labor in this State, not conducted for profit, and to cooperate
with similar exchanges in other States and with the United States employment service; and in every other way the Commissioner is charged
with the duty of endeavoring to be of assistance to both employer and
employee, and of working in harmony with others having a like end in
view, and for which no remuneration is received. For securing employment for those who wish employment and for securing labor for tb
who need help there shall be no charge whatever made or accepted, directly or indirectly, by any person connected with the Department of
Industrial Relations.

its

All officials of the State and the various counties

are herewith charged with the duty of lending such aid

may be
sioner may

as

called for

by the Commissioner:

and assistance

Provided, said Commis-

inquire into the causes of strikes and lockouts and other

disagreements between employers and employees, and whenever practicable offer his good offices to the contending parties with a view to bringing about friendly and satisfactory adjustments thereof.
2.

The Commissioner

shall exercise jurisdiction

firm or corporation acting as a private

over each person,

employment agency or

intelli-

gence bureau, hereafter referred to as agency; shall, as frequently as
may be necessary, examine into the condition of each agency shall require each agent to make application for license to do business, which
application must be indorsed by two taxpayers in the county where such
agency proposes to conduct business, said license to be granted by the
;

Commissioner upon the payment to the State of such tax as may be
charged, and the filing of a bond in the sum of $500 for the faithful performance of duty, said license to be renewed annually. The Commissioner shall require each agency to report to him once a month in writing,
showing the names, addresses and number of persons for whom positions
were secured, where secured, the kind of position, the pay of same, the
amount of fee collected and the amount still to be collected. Nothing in
this paragraph shall authorize any employment agency or persons with
such agency, or any employee thereof, to act as an emigrant agent. If
any agent shall be found to be violating the law, it shall be the duty of
the Commissioner to immediately proceed to have such person presented
to the proper authorities for prosecution and to cancel the license of such
agency to do business.
3.

The Commissioner

shall exercise jurisdiction over each

person,

firm or corporation acting as an emigrant agent or agency, hereinafter
referred to as emigrant agent; shall require each emigrant agent to

make

application for license to do business, said application to be in-

dorsed by two taxpayers and accompanied by a bond of $1,000 for the
faithful performance of duty, and the payment of such tax as may be re-

Each emigrant agent shall make a daily report to the
Commissioner, showing the names, addresses and number of people carried out of the State, the points to which they have been carried, the kind
and character of work secured for them, the pay to be received by them,
the fee charged them or to be collected and from whom. The emigrant
agent shall show clearly by whom employed, if paid a salary, or from
whom he receives a commission, and how much. The Commissioner
quired by law.
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6

_o

and work of each emigrant agent as often as may
be necessary and, if any emigrant agent shall be found to be violating- the
law, it shall be the duty of the Commissioner to immediately proceed to
have such person presented to the proper authorities for prosecution and
Each emigrant agent must secure
to cancel the license to do business.
annually a license to do business. In contemplation of this section, the
emigrant agent is any person who shall solicit or attempt to procure
labor in this State to be employed beyond the limits of the same.
shall inspect the office

Any

person desiring to secure labor within the State for the use
of himself beyond the boundaries of the State shall first notify the
Commissioner of his intention to secure labor within the State for use
4.

how many

outside the State, stating
the labor

to be secured,

is

where

it is

where said labor

why

to be given said labor,

where
be transported, the pay

laborers are to be secured,
is

to

the labor cannot be secured in the State

number of laborers employed, and any
movement of such labor desired by the

to be used, the average

additional facts concerning the

Commissioner. If satisfied that the person desiring to secure such labor
is acting bona fide for himself and desires the labor for his sole use and
behalf outside the State, and if in his judgment the labor can be spared
by the section from which it is sought to be carried, the Commissioner
may issue a permit for the removal of such labor beyond the confines of
(Acts 1911, pp. 133, 136; 1917, p. 88; 1920, p. 118; 1931,
the' State.
pp.

7,

43.)

—

Cross-references. Refusal to give information; false representations; penalty;
see § 54-9901. Enforcement of child labor law, see § 54-306. Acting as emigrant
agent without license, see § 54-9902.

54-111. Blanks for furnishing statistical data.

Commerce

—The

Commissioner

of

and Labor shall furnish suitable blanks to the heads of the

various industries upon which answers are desired in the collection of

such

statistical data.

Cross-reference.
tions, see

§

54-112.

be

made

(Acts 1911, pp. 133, 135.)

— Penalty for refusal to give information or for false representa-

54-9901.

Use

of

names

of persons supplying information.

Department

in the report of the

of the

names

— No use shall
of individuals,

firms or corporations supplying the information called for

by

this law,

such information being deemed confidential and not for the purpose of
disclosing any person's private affairs. (Acts 1911, pp. 133, 135.)
54-113.

County

officers

required to furnish information.

when
Commerce and Labor all

of the various counties shall,

sioner of

within their

— All

called upon, furnish the

officers

Commis-

statistical and other information
knowledge or keeping concerning such industrial and
within the purview and intent of this law. (Acts 1911,

official

other interests,
pp. 133, 135.)
Cross-reference.
tations, see

§

— Penalty

for refusal to give information or for false represen-

54-9901.

54-114. Investigation of operation of laws relating to safety of

ployees.

— The

Commissioner

of

Commerce and Labor

em-

shall investigate

the operation of the various laws relating to the safety of the

life

and

limb of employees, especially those concerning the employment of child
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labor and of

women, and he
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shall lake legal Steps looking to the pfOj

enforcement and due observance of such laws. (Acts 1911, pp.
Cross-references.

— Seats

of labor in factories, see

§

133, 135.)

Hours

for females, and fire escapes, see Chapter 54-4.
54-201. Child labor regulations, sec Chapter 54-3.

—The

Report of Commissioner of Commerce and Labor.
missioner of Commerce and Labor shall annually publish a
dressed to the Governor, embodying" therein such information
tics as he may deem expedient and proper, which report shall
54-115.

Com-

report ad-

and

statis-

be printed

and paid for by the State as reports of other public officers are printed
and paid for. The number of copies of such report to be printed shall be
designated by the Commissioner. He shall also make a full report to
the Governor as other officers are required to do, embodying therein
such recommendations as he may deem calculated to promote the efficiency of his Department. (Acts 1911, pp. 133, 136.)
Cross-reference.

— Reports

CHAPTER

to State Librarian, see § 101-217.

HOURS OF LABOR

54-2.

IN FACTORIES.

Sec.

Sec.

Maximum

per day and week.
Contracts for longer time void.

54-205.

Hours

54-203.

Penalty for violation of law.

54-206.

Corporal punishment of minors

54-204.

Suits for violation of law.

54-201.

54-202.

54-201.

(3137)

Maximum

of labor by minors; invalidity of contracts.

prohibited.

per day and per week.

—The

hours of labor
cotton or woolen manufacturing

persons employed in all
establishments in this State, except engineers, firemen, watchmen, mechanics, teamsters, yard employees, clerical force, and all help that may

required of

all

be needed to clean up and make necessary repairs or changes in or of
machinery, shall not exceed 10 hours per day; or the same may be regulated by employers, so that the number of hours shall not in the agProvided, that nothing herein congregate exceed 60 hours per week
:

tained shall be construed to prevent any of the aforesaid employees from

working such time

as

may

be necessary to

make up

lost time, not to ex-

ceed 10 days, caused by accidents or other unavoidable circumstances.

(Acts 1889,

p.

163; 1911,

p. 65.)

—

Cross-references. Hours of service for railway trainmen, see §§ 18-106, 66-410.
of labor for children, see §§ 54-205, 54-302, 54-305.

Hours

54-202. (3138) Contracts for longer time void.

by a longer time

for labor than

is

—All

contracts, where-

provided in the foregoing section shall

be required of said employees, shall be null and void, so far as the same
shall relate to the enforcement of said contracts with said employees,

any law, usage, or custom to the contrary noth withstanding. (Acts

1889,

p. 163.)

Cross-reference.

Chapter

— Illegal

and void contracts generally, see

Title 20, Contracts,

20-5.

54-203.

(3139) Penalty for violation of law.

—Any

cotton or woolen

manufacturing establishment that shall make or enforce any contract
violation of the foregoing section, with

in

any person as an employee there-

§

1426
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be subject to a forfeiture of an amount not less than $20 and not
more than $500 for each and every such violation. (Acts 18S9, p. 163.)
in, shall

Cross-reference.

— Fine

and

forfeiture fund,

see

Criminal Procedure,

Title 27,

Chapter 27-29.
54-204.

(3140) Suits for violation of law.

— Any person with whom said

contract shall be made, or any person having knowledge thereof,
stitute suit

may

in-

against said cotton or woolen manufacturing establishment;

and the amount recovered as a forfeiture shall inure to the benefit of the
board of education of the county in which said violation shall have occurred. (Acts 1S89, p. 163.)
54-205.

(3141)

Hours

of labor

by minors;

invalidity of contracts.

—The

hours of labor by all persons under 21 } ears of age, in all manufacturingestablishments or machine shops other than cotton and woolen manufacturing establishments except as modified by Chapter 54-3, shall be
from sunrise until sunset, the usual and customary times for meals being
r

allowed from the same and any contract made with such persons or
their parents, guardians, or others, whereby a longer time for labor is
eed upon or provided for, shall be null and void, so far as relates to
the enforcement of said contracts against such laborers. (Acts 1853-4,
;

p. 37.)

—

Cross-references. Hours of labor in factories, see
for railway trainmen, see §§ 18-106, 66-410.

54-206.

§

54-201.

Hours

(3142) Corporal punishment of minors prohibited.

of service

— No

boss

or other superior in any manufacturing establishment or machine shop

punishment upon minor laborers; and the owners
of such factory or machine shop shall be directly liable for all such conduct on the part of their employees and such minor may sue in his own
name for damages for such conduct, and the recovery shall be his own
property and not belong to his parents.
shall inflict corporal

;

—

Cross-references. Husband's or father's right to recover for tort, see § 105-107.
Parties to actions for torts, see § 3-109. Suits by infants, see § 3-115. Liability
for torts committed by servant, wife or child, see § 105-108.
Cruelty to children,
see § 26-8001.

CHAPTER

54-3.

CHILD LABOR REGULATED.
Sec.

Sec.
54-301.

Employment

of children under

54-304.

54-302.

54-303.

Employment

of children under
16 years of age between 7
F. M. and 6 A. M.
Employment of children under
16 years of age in certain

Children

and

14 years of age in mills, etc.,
prohibited.

between ages of
years;

18

14

employment

certificate.

54-305.

Employment in delivery of messages, when forbidden.

54-306.

Enforcement of law, duty of
Commissioner of Commerce
and Labor.

dangerous occupations.

Employment

under 14 years of age in mills, etc.,
prohibited.
Xo child under the age of 14 years shall be employed by or
permitted to work in or about any mill, factory, laundry, manufacturing
establishment, or workshop: Provided, that this law shall not be construed as affecting domestic employment or agricultural pursuits. (Acts
54-301.

of children

—

1925. pp. 291, 292.)

—

Cross-references. Penalty for violating this section, see
permitting certain children to work, see § 54-304.

§

54-9905.

Certificate

;

§ 54-304

Inpustktal Relations.
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under 16 years of age between
No child between the ages of 14 and 16 shall be em7 P. M. and 6 A. M.
ployed by or permitted to work in or about establishments or occupati
named in section 54-301 between the hours of 7 P. M. and 6 A, II. aCC€
ing to the standard time of the community in which such establ:
nient shall be located, and unless all of the requirements of the compulsory education law shall have been complied with. (Acts 1925, p. 292.;
ComCross-references. Penalty for violation of this section, sec § 54-9905.

Employment

54-302.

of

children

—

—

pulsory school attendance, see § 32-2101. Certificate permitting children to work
between 7 P. M. and 6 A. M., see § 54-304.

Employment

under 16 years of age in certain dangerous occupations. No child under the age of 16 years shall be employed, permitted, or suffered to work at any of the following- occupaOperating or assisting in
tions or in any of the following- positions:
operating any of the following machines circular or band saw wood
shapers; wood jointers; planers; sandpaper or wood-polishing machinery; wood-turning or boring machinery; machine used in picking wool,
cotton, hair, or any other material; job or cylinder printing presses;
boring or drilling presses; stamping machines used in sheet metal or tin
ware, or in paper or leather manufacturing or in washer or nut factories
metal- or paper-cutting machines; corner staying machines; steam boilers dough brakes or cracker machinery of any description wire or iron
straightening or drawing machinery; rolling-mill machinery; power
punches or shears; washing, grinding, or mixing machinery; laundering
machinery; nor engaged in any work in or about a rolling mill, machine
shop or manufacturing establishment, which is hazardous, or dangerous
to health, limb or life; or in proximity to any hazardous or unguarded
gearing; or upon any railroad, whether steam, electric, or hydraulic; or
upon any vessel or boat engaged in navigation or commerce within the
jurisdiction of this State. Nor shall any child under the age of 16 years
be employed, permitted, or suffered to work in any capacity, in, about, or
in connection with any process in which dangerous or poisonous acids
are used; nor in the manufacture or packing of paints, colors, white or
red lead; nor in soldering; nor in occupations causing dust in injurious
quantities nor in the manufacture or use of poisonous dyes nor in the
manufacture or preparation of compositions witfi dangerous or poisonous
gases; nor in the manufacture or use of compositions of lye in which the
quantity is injurious to health; nor on scaffolding; nor in heavy work in
the building trades nor in any tunnel or excavation nor in, about, or in
connection with any mine, coke breaker, coke oven, or quarry; nor be
employed to operate any automobile, motor car or truck; nor to work in
any bowling alley nor in any place or occupation which the State Board
of Health may de-clare dangerous to life or limb or injurious to the health
or morals of children under 16 years of age
Provided, that this law
shall not apply to job or cylinder presses operated in connection with
charitable or eleemosynary institutions. (Acts 1925, p. 292.)
54-303.

of children

—

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

—

Cross-references. Penalty for violation of this section, see § 54-9905. Certificate
permitting children to work, see § 54-304. Persons under 16 years old prohibited
from operating automobile, see § 68-307.

between ages of 14 and 18 years; employment certifchild between the ages of 14 and 16 shall be employed by or

54-304. Children
icate.

— No

u6
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t

permitted to work in or about any of the establishments named in section
54-501, unless and until a certificate showing* the true age of such child

and that said child

not less than 14 years of age and

is

is

physically

fit

employment sought to be obtained, shall be issued by the
superintendent of the schools (or by some member of his staff authorized
by him in writing) in the county or city where said child resides. A like
certificate shall be issued in cases of all children between the ages of 16
and 18. The certificates must show that the said child is fully 16 years
of age to qualify said child to work between the hours of seven P. M.
and six A. M. and to be employed in any of the occupations enumerated
in section 54-303.
No employment certificate shall be issued to any child
to follow the

until

he shall have submitted to the issuing officer:

A

(1)

statement from the employer that at the present time,

if

he

from the school superintendent as required by law, he could place the child at work, giving the character of
employment, it being understood that the employer shall not undertake
to employ the child for any specific length of time.

were furnished with a

A

(2)

ment

certificate

showing satisfactory

certificate that

to the authority issuing such

employ-

such child has attained the age specified and that

able to read and write simple sentences in the English

such child

is

language.

One

of the following evidences of age,

showing such

have attained the age of 14 years, shall be required

child to

in the order herein

designated:
(a)

A

birth certificate or duly attested transcript thereof issued

by

the State Board of Health or officer charged with the duty of recording
births.

(b)

A baptismal

certified,

(c)

certificate or transcript of the record of

showing the date

A

bona

fide

of birth

and place of baptism of

contemporary record of the date of the

comprising a part of the family record of births

baptism duly
child.

child's birth

in the Bible, or other

documentary evidence satisfactory to the issuing officer, such as a certificate of arrival in the United States issued by the United States immigration officers and showing the age of the child, or a life insurance policy:
Provided, that such other satisfactory documentary evidence shall have
been in existence at least one year, and in case of life insurance policy
and Provided, further, that a school record or a
at least four years:
school census record or a parent's, guardian's or custodian's affidavit or

other statement of age shall not be accepted except as specified in the

succeeding paragraph.
fd)

A

certificate

physician, or,

if

signed by a public health physician or public school

neither of such physicians

is

available, a certificate

from

by the issuing officer, stating, in his opinion, the
physical age of the child. Such certificate shall show the height and
weight of the child and other evidence of physical age revealed by the
physician's examination or upon which the opinion of the physician is
a physician designated

based.

A

age of the

parent's, guardian's, or custodian's signed statement as to the
child,

and a record of age as given on the register of the school
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attended by the child, or in any school census,

if

obtainable, shall

be submitted with the physician's certificate showing physical age.
be issued

certificate shall

if

the physician's certificate of physical age or

the parent's statement or the register of the school

school census shall

The evidence

show the

first

attended or the

child to be under 14 years of age.

paragraph (a) shall be required in preference to that specified in any subsequent paragraph, and evidence of age
permitted by any later paragraph shall not be accepted unless there -hall
be received evidence that the proof of age required by the preceding
paragraph or paragraphs cannot be obtained. Upon the termination of
the employment of any child between 14 and 16 years of age, the employer knowing of such termination, the employer shall return within
five days the employment certificate to the authority issuing same, and
thereafter a new certificate shall be issued only upon presentation by the
child of a new statement for employment.
If the employer shall have
no knowledge of the child's having terminated employment, but the child
shall have failed to appear for work during the period of 30 days, the
employer shall then return the certificate to the authority issuing same.
The certificate mentioned in the foregoing paragraph shall state the full
of age stated in

name, date and place of birth of the

child,

with the name and address of

the parent, guardian, or person sustaining the parental relationship to

such child, and that the child has appeared before the
evidence of age required herein.

Blank forms

officer,

and the

of these certificates shall

be furnished by the Commissioner of Commerce and Labor to the superintendents of schools in the respective cities and counties.

A

duplicate

copy of each certificate shall be filed with the Commissioner of Commerce and Labor within four days from its issuance. The Commis-

Commerce and Labor may,

sioner of

at

any time, revoke any

certificate

ized to investigate the true

was improperly issued. He is authorage of any child employed, hear evidence,

and require the production

of relevant

judgment, the

in his

if,

certificate

books or documents.
If the
certificate shall be revoked, the then employer shall be notified, and said
child shall not thereafter be employed or permitted to labor until a new
certificate shall have been legally obtained.
(Acts 1925, p. 294; 1933,
pp.

7, 12.)

—

Cross-references. Penalty for violation of this section, see § 54-9905.
pulsory school attendance, see Title 32, Education, Chapter 32-21.

54-305.

Employment

in delivery of messages,

when

forbidden.

Com-

— No

minor under 16 years of age shall be employed in the delivery of messages by any concern or person engaged in the messenger service business, or in the general work of the messenger service between the hours
of nine P. M. and six A. M. (Acts 1910, p. 117.)
Cross-reference.

54-306.

—

— Penalty

Enforcement

for violation of this section, see

of law,

§

54-9906.

duty of Commissioner of Commerce and

duty of the Commissioner of Commerce and
Labor and his authorized assistants to see that the provisions of this law
are enforced.
(Acts 1925, p. 296.)
Labor.

It

shall be the

Cross-reference.

— Duties

of

Commissioner of Commerce, see

§

54-110.

—
R
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CHAPTER

54-4.

SEATS AND FIRE ESCAPES.
Sec.

Sec.
54 401.

Employers

of females

must pro-

54-404.

Authority of municipal authori-

doors to

54-405.

Alteration of buildings to meet
requirements. Examination
and reports made, when.

vide seats.
54 402.

ties.

Alain

escapes.

Fire

Means

open outwardly.
extinguishing
54 403.

Examination

for

fires,

of buildings.

(3150; 130 P. C.) Employers of females must provide seats.
All persons or corporations employing females in manufacturing, mechanical, or mercantile establishments shall provide suitable seats and
54-401.

permit their use by such females when not necessarily engaged in the
active duties for which they shall have been employed. (Acts 1889, p. 167.)
Cross-reference.
see § 54-9907.

— Penalty

for failure to

54-402. (3151) Fire escapes.

comply with provision

Main doors

to

of this section,

open outwardly.

Means

—

Owners of every building more than two stories
for extinguishing
in height, not including the basement, used in the third or higher stories,
in v hole or in part, as factory or workshop, shall provide more than one
way of egress from each story of said building above the second story,
fires.

by stairways on the inside or outside of said building, and such stairways

may

be practicable, at opposite ends of each story
and so constructed that, in case of fire, the ground can readily be reached
from the third and higher stories. Stairways on the outside of said
buildings shall have suitable railed landings at each story above the first,
and shall connect with each of said stories by doors or windows opening
outwardly, and such doors, windows, and landings shall be kept at all
times clear of obstructions. All the main doors of such buildings, both
inside and outside, shall open outwardly, and each story shall be amply
supplied with means for extinguishing fires. (Acts 1889, p. 168.)
shall be, as nearly as

—

Cross-references. Hotels required to provide fire escapes, see § 52-205. Protection against fire and stampede hazards in schools, see Title 32, Education,

Chapter 32-20.

—

Editorial Note. Acts 1933, pp. Ill, 113, provides for safeguards for employees
in constructing buildings in counties having a population of 200,000 or more.

—

Examination of buildings. The municipal authorities
of the town or city where such building shall be situated, or the ordinary
of the county if the building shall be situated outside of any town or city,
shall require the fire marshal or chief officer of the fire department, and
if there shall be no fire marshal nor chief fireman, some other suitable
official, to examine such buildings at least once a year and report in writ54-403. (3152)

ing to said municipal authorities or said ordinary that said requirements

have or have not been complied with.

If

authorities or the ordinary, as the case

the

owner

(Acts 1889,

not complied with, the municipal

may

be, shall notify in writing

of such building to provide needful alterations or additions.
p. 168.)

—

Cross-reference. Penalty for failure to comply with requirements of this and
following two sections, see § 54-9908.

—

(3153) Authority of municipal authorities. The municipal
authorities of any town or city may, by ordinance, provide that the pro54-404.

visions of this Chapter shall apply to

all

buildings within their limits not

§ 54-9904
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used as private residences, three or more stories

(Acts 1889,

in height.

pp. 168, 169.)

54-405.

Exami-

(3154) Alteration of buildings to meet requirements.

nation and report made, when.

— The

owners

of buildings referred to in

Chapter shall make all alterations or additions necessary to comply
with the requirements of this Chapter. Examinations and reports shall
(Acts 1889,
be made during the month of December of each year.
this

pp. 168, 169.)

CHAPTER

54-99.

CRIMES.

Sec.

Sec.
54-9901.

Refusal to give information as
to labor; false representa-

54-9906.

Acting as emigrant agent with-

54-9903.

out license.
Pufting children to dangerous
or improper vocations.

54-9904.

Receiving and using child.

54-9905.

Child labor, law, violation

of

minors as mes-

sengers, penalty.

tions.

54-9902.

Employment

of employers of
males to provide seats.

fe-

comply with

re-

54-9907.

Failure

54-9908.

Failure

to

quirements as to buildings
more than two stories in
height.

of.

54-9901. Refusal to give information as to labor; false representations.

—Any person, firm, or corporation, or any employee of such
who

person, firm

and refuse to give any information called
for by Chapter 54-1, or who shall make any false representation relative
thereto, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1920, pp. 118, 123.)

or corporation,

shall fail

54-9902. (632 P. C.) Acting as emigrant agent without license.

person

who

without

shall solicit or procure emigrants,

license as required

by section

An

is

emigrant agent

in this State to

a person

first

—Any

procuring a

54-110, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.

who

solicits or

attempts to procure labor

be employed beyond the limits of the same.

An

emigrant

any person who has been solicited, persuaded, enticed, or employed to
leave the State to be employed or worked beyond the limits of the same.
is

(Acts 1877,

p.

120; 1920, p. 87; 1929, p. 176.)

—

Cross-references. Tax on emigrant agents, see
sioner of Commerce and Labor, see § 54-110.
§ 54-110,

11

92-506.

§

Who

is

Duties of Commis-

emigrant agent,

see

3.

54-9903. (756 P. C.) Putting children to dangerous or improper vocations.

—Any person who

shall sell, apprentice, give

away,

let out,

or other-

wise dispose of any child under 12 years of age, to any person, for the
vocation, occupation, or service of rope or wire walking, begging, or as

gymnast, contortionist, circus rider, acrobat, or clown, or for any indecent, obscene, or immoral exhibition, practice, or purpose, shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1878-9, p. 162.)
a

54-9904. (757 P. C.) Receiving

and using

shall be disposed of in violation of the

under such

child.

—Whenever

a child

preceding section, the person who,

selling, apprenticing, or letting out, shall receive

such child for any of the purposes condemned
guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1878-9, p. 162.)

and use

in said section, shall

be

§

Industrial Relations.
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54-9905. Child labor law, violation of.

—Any
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person, agent, or repre-

any

sentative of any firm or corporation, violating

of the provisions of

any parent, guardian,
or other person standing in parental relationship to any child, who shall
hire or place for employment or labor any child under the age limit and
other qualifications as fixed by said sections, in any of the establishments
or occupations named in said sections, or any superintendent of any
county or city school who shall issue a certificate, knowing its issuance
or any person who shall knowingly furnish any untrue
to be illegal
sections 54-301 to 54-304. relating to child labor, or

;

evidence with reference to the date or place of birth of said child, or age
oi said child, or its educational qualifications, shall be guilty of a mis-

demeanor.

(Acts 1925, pp. 291, 296.)
Cross-references. Compulsory school attendance,

—

of guardian, see

§

see

§

32-2101 et seq.

Duty

49-201.

—

minors as messengers, penalty. Any person,
firm, or corporation, violating any of the provisions of section 54-305, relating to the employment of minors as messengers, shall be deemed guilty
of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1910, p. 117.)
54-9906.

Employment

of

54-9907. (130 P. C.) Failure of employers of females to provide seats.

— Any person who shall

fail

to

comply with the requirements

of section

54-401, requiring certain employers of females to provide suitable seats

them when not necessarily engaged in the active duties for which
they were employed, and the officers of any corporation which shall fail
to comply with said requirements, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
for

(Acts 18S9,

p. 167.)

comply with requirements as to buildings more than two stories in height. Any owner of a building more
than two stories in height who shall fail to comply with the requirements of sections 54-402 to 54-405, and, after receiving the notice pre54-9908.

(511 P. C.) Failure to

—

scribed therein, shall refuse or neglect to
in said

make

the alterations specified

written notice, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.

(Acts 1889,

pp. 168, 169.)

INFANTS:

See Title 49, Guardian and Ward; Title 74, Parent and
Child; Title 99, Social Welfare, Chapter 99-2.

INFANTICIDE:

See Title

INHERITANCE TAX:

26,

Crimes and Punishment, Chapter 26-11.

See Title

92, Public

Revenue, Chapter 92-34.

TITLE

55.

INJUNCTIONS AND RECEIVERS.

PART

INJUNCTIONS.

I.

Chap.
55-1.
55-2.

Sec.

55-101

In general
Procedure

55-201

PART

RECEIVERS.

II.

Chap.
55-3.

Sec.

55-301

In general

CROSS-REFERENCES.
Accounts, receiver to keep:

See Title

Advertising of liquors, restraining:

4,

Agency,

See Title

4-211.

§

58,

Intoxicating Liquors,

Attachment to enforce injunction: See Title 37, Equity, § 37-1210.
Contempt for withholding money from receiver: See Title 24, Courts,
Depositions and interrogatories: See Title 38, Evidence, Chapter 38-24.
Fast bill of exceptions: See Title 6, Appeal and Error, § 6-903.
See Title

Fraternal benefit society, receiver of:

Insurance companies, restraining:
Tax, restraining levy by ordinary:

Venue

in equitable proceedings:

56,

Insurance,

92,

Public Revenue,

3,

Actions,

in

55-106.

remedy

55-107.

Administration of criminal laws,

55-108.

inadequate

Enjoining proceedings or pro-

55-109.

cesses of court of law.

Restraining trespasses; avoidance of circuity and multiplicity of actions.

55-105.

56-1630.

56-922.
§ 92-3714.

3-202.

§

Waste not enjoined when

title

Creditors without lien, rights of.
Restraining breach of contract
for personal services.
Discretion of judge; caution to
be exercised.
Second injunction granted in

55-111.

discretion of judge.
Injunction cannot compel.
Perpetual injunction.

55-112.

Enjoining transactions outside

55-110.

State.

in dispute.

55-101.

remedy

24-105.

IN GENERAL.

interference by equity.

55-104.

§

Sec.

Purposes for which issued
general;
at law.

55-103.

§

58-303.

INJUNCTIONS.

I.

Sec.

55-102.

§

See Title

CHAPTER 55-1.
55-101.

Insurance,

See Title

See Title

PART

56,

§

(5490) Purposes

at law.

for

— Equity, by a

ings in another or the

same

which issued

in

writ of injunction,

general;

may

inadequate

restrain proceed-

court, or a threatened or existing tort, or

any other act of a private individual or corporation which

is

illegal

or

—
Injunctions and Receivers.
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contrary to equity and good conscience and for which no adequate

remedy

provided at law.

is

—

Power of superior court judges to grant injunctions, see
Arresting nuisance, see § 72-204. Equitable relief denied when adequate
remedy at law exists, see § 37-120. Restraining use, etc., of counterfeited trade-marks,
see § 106-103.
Restraint against infringement of name, etc., of benevolent societies, see § 106-202.
Equity interfering with administration of estates, see § 37-403.
Equity jurisdiction, see § 37-102. Enjoining houses of prostitution, see § 72-301.
Cross-references.

§

24-2616.

(5491) Administration of criminal laws, interference

55-102.

— Equity will take no part

by

equity.

in the administration of the criminal law.

It

will neither aid criminal courts in the exercise of their jurisdiction,

nor

will

it

restrain or obstruct them. (74 Ga. 365.)

(5492) Enjoining proceedings or processes of court of law.

55-103.

Equity will not enjoin the proceedings and processes of a court of law,
unless there shall be some intervening equity or other proper defense of
which the party, without fault on his part, cannot avail himself at laAV.
Writs oi injunction may be issued by judges of the superior court to
enjoin sales by sheriffs, at any time before the sale takes place, in any
proper case made by the application for injunction. (Acts 1878-9, p. 139.)
Cross-references.

— Grounds

for equitable relief, see §§ 37-102, 37-120.

Interfer-

ence with administration of assets, see § 37-403. Equity jurisdiction over matters
Interference of equity to arrest nuisance, see § 72-204.
of account, see § 37-301.

Time, place,

etc.,

of judicial sales, see

§

39-1201.

(5493) Restraining trespasses; avoidance of circuity and mul-

55-104.

tiplicity of actions.

— Equity will not interfere to

restrain a trespass, un-

be irreparable in damages, or the trespasser shall
be insolvent, or there shall exist other circumstances which, in the discretion of the court, render the interposition of the writ necessary and
proper, among which shall be the avoidance of circuity and multiplicity
less the injury shall

of actions.

(Act 1842, Cobb, 528.)

Cross-references.

— Preventing

multiplicity of suits, see

55-105. (5494)

§

nuisances, see
37-1501, II 2.

§

Waste not enjoined when

peace to prevent

72-204.

Bill of

title in

dispute.

—Equity will

not interfere by injunction to restrain waste when petitioner's title shall
not be clear. Such relief shall be granted only when the title shall be
free

from dispute. (71 Ga. 379.)

—

Cross-references. Application to enjoin cutting of timber, see § 55-204. Rights
Rights of tenant for years, see
liabilities of tenant for life, see § 85-604.
85-803.
Rights of tenants generally, see § 61-109.

and
§

55-106.
lien

may

(5495) Creditors without lien, rights

of.

— Creditors

not, as a general rule, enjoin their debtors

without

from disposing of

property, nor obtain injunction or other extraordinary relief in equity.
(86 Ga.'lOO. (12 S. E. 205).)

—

Cross-references. Necessity of judgment to ask for relief in assignment for
Receiver for insolvent trader, see §§ 28-402,
benefit of creditors, see § 28-317.
When receivers appointed, see § 55-305.
28-403.

(5496) Restraining breach of contract for personal services.—
Generally an injunction will not issue to restrain the breach of a contract
55-107.

for personal services, unless they shall be of a peculiar merit or character,

and cannot be performed by others.

—

(91 Ga. 703. (17 S. E. 986).)

Cross-references. Provisions of the Constitution relating to involuntary servitude and imprisonment for debt, see Const., Art. I, Sec. 1, Pars. XVII, XXI
(§§ 2-117, 2-121).

—
Injunctions and Receivers.
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§

55-202

55-108. (5477, 5497) Discretion of judge; caution to be exercised.

The

granting- and continuing of injunctions shall always rest in the

sound

The

discretion of the judge, according to the circumstances of each case.

power shall be prudently and cautiously exercised, and except in clear
and urgnt cases should not be resorted to. (77 Ga. 320 (3 S. E. 264),)
Second injunction granted

55-109. (5498)

A

second injunction
1842, Cobb, 528.)

may

be granted in the discretion of the judge. (Act

(5499) Injunction cannot compel.

55-110.

discretion of judge.

in

—An

may

not compel a party to perform an
until performance.
restrain;

it

Cross-reference.
§

— Mandatory injunction

may only
may restrain

injunction
act.

It

behalf of Insurance Commissioner, see

in

56-107.

55-111. (5500) Perpetual injunction.

—A perpetual injunction

granted only after hearing and upon a

—

Cross-reference. Perpetual
peace, see § 37-1502.

final decree.

injunction as ancillary to jurisdiction

55-112. (5427) Enjoining transactions outside State.

beyond the

join the defendant as to transactions

shall be

of

bill

of

— Equity may en-

limits of this State.

(40

Ga. 210.)

CHAPTER

PROCEDURE.

55-2.

Sec.

Sec.
55-201.

In what manner injunctions
granted; notice; hearing; re-

55-203.

55-204.

straining order.
55-202.

Dissolution at chambers.
in application
enjoin cutting timber.

Averments

to

Hearing; writ of error; judge's
order.

(5501) In

55-201.

restraining order.
to

whom

what manner injunctions granted;

— In

all

notice; hearing;

cases of applications for injunctions, the judge

presented shall, before granting an order for the same, cause

sufficient notice of the application to

enjoined, and of the time and place

no order for such injunction
heard, unless

it is

shall

be given to the party sought to be

when he

will hear the

be granted

until-

motion; and

such party can be

manifest to such judge, from the sworn allegations in

the application or the affidavit of a competent person, that the injury ap-

prehended will be done if an immediate remedy is not afforded, when he
may grant instanter an order restraining the party complained of until
the hearing or the further order of the court, which restraining order
shall

have

the court.

all

the force of an injunction until rescinded or modified by

(Act 1811, Cobb, 524.

Act

1842, Cobb, 528.

Acts 1855-6,

p. 19; 1870, p. 405.)

Cross-references.— Powers of superior court judges as to injunctions, see § 24-2616.
to be cautiously exercised, see § 55-108. Petitions for receiver, injunction,
etc., to be verified, see §§ 81-109, 81-110.

Power

55-202. (5502) Hearing; writ of error;

judge's

order.

—When

any

hearing shall take place in conformity to the rules of law for granting

Injunctions and Receivers.

§ 55-203
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and dissolving- injunctions, the judge may grant or refuse said injunction
on the terms the law requires; and either party may have a writ of error
to the Supreme Court from such decision, upon complying- with the law
appertaining to the same; but no such writ of error nor any proceeding
for obtaining the same, shall have the effect of establishing or denying an
injunction independently of the order of the judge, who shall, on rendering the decision or in granting the writ of error, make such order and
require such bond as may be necessary to preserve and protect the rights
of the parties until the judgment of the Supreme Court can be had
thereon, which he shall do as well in cases of refusal as of granting- an
injunction.

(Acts 1870, pp. 405, 406.)

Cross-references.

— Fast

bills

of exceptions, see

6-903.

§

How

supersedeas ob-

tained, see §§ 6-1002 to 6-1004.

55-203.

(5503) Dissolution at chambers.

—The

defendant

may move

the dissolution of an injunction, or the revoking of any other extraor-

dinary writ,

in vacation,

on 10 days' notice to the opposite party or

upon the same

attorney, and the judge shall decide thereon
as

if

The complainant, by

presiding in term.

his

principles

disclaiming discovery, can-

not deprive the defendant of the benefit of his answer on a motion to dissolve the injunction;

upon such a motion

affidavits of witnesses

may

be

adduced by either party.

—

Discovery in equitable proceedings, see §§ 38-1101, 81-108.
defendant must answer, see § 38-1106. Number of witnesses necessary to
Powers of judges of superior courts generally, see
establish a fact, see § 38-121.
Verified answer as evidence in equitable proceedings, see § 81-402.
§ 24-2616.
Cross-references.

How

55-204.
ber.

— In

Averments

(5504, 5505)
all

in application to enjoin cutting tim-

applications to enjoin the cutting of timber for sawmill pur-

poses or railroad

ties

or bridge timbers for railroad purposes, or to

enjoin the cutting of timber or boxing or otherwise working the
for turpentine purposes,

solvency, or that the

it

shall not be necessary to aver or

damages

will

be irreparable

:

same

prove

in-

Provided, the peti-

upon which the timber shall
be situated, or shall have perfect title to the timber on any lands, and
shall attach an abstract of his title, stating names of grantors and grantees, dates, consideration, description of property, names of witnesses of
each conveyance and when and where the same is recorded, to his petition, and produce the original titles before the judge: and Provided, that
the judge granting said temporary restraining order shall require the
petitioner to give such bond as in his discretion he may deem proper, to
be approved by the clerk of the superior court, to answer the damages, if
any, which may be sustained by the defendant by reason of the granting
of said injunction; and if, on the final hearing of the cause, damages
against the petitioner shall be proved, judgment shall be entered against
the sureties on said bond as in appeal cases. The respondent or defendant shall have the same privileges as are given the petitioner in this sec-

tioner shall have perfect title to the land

tion.

(Acts 1884-5,

p.

93; 1887,

p.

63; 1889,

p.

183; 1890-1,

p.

109; 1899,

p. 39.)

—

Cross-references. As to inadequate remedy at law, see § 37-120. Tenants' rights
as to trees and timber, see § 61-109. Restraining trespass, see § 55-104.

Injunctions and Receives
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PART

RECEIVERS.

II.

CHAPTER

305

'
.

IN GENERAL.

55-3.

Sec.

^ec.

Grounds for appointment.
When officer of court.

55-308.

Protection of property in danger of destruction and loss.

55-309.

55-303.

Power

be

55-310.

Receiver liable
bank, when.

for

55-304.

Intervention in equitable proceedings.

55-311.

Garnishment of

receivers.

55-312.

Liens

55-301.
55-302.

of appointment
cautiously exercised.

Accounting to court appointing
receiver.

When

Binding

55-307.

may

fund

effect

be invested.
of

Removal

court.

55-301. (5475)

for

receiver's

how made.
how regulated.

55-313.

Returns,

Counsel

55-315.

Receiver's and attorney's fees.
Expenses of giving bond.
Same; allowance of expenses.

55-317.

appointment.

any fund or property may be

by

in

55-314.

55-316.

orders of
of receiver.

Grounds

divested

money

sale.

in order to protect assets of debtor; notice;
discretion as to terms.

55-306.

discretion of

in

court.

Appointment,

55-305.

When

to

Bonds required

fees,

When

of

officer

and the rights

in litigation,

or both parties cannot otherwise be fully protected, or

when

court.

—

of either

may

there

be a fund or property having no one to manage it, a receiver of the same
may be appointed (on a proper case made) by the judge of the superior

A

court having jurisdiction thereof, either in term time or vacation.
ceiver

is

an

officer of the court

by which he

is

re-

appointed. (Acts 1855-6,

p. 219.)

—

Cross-references. Appointment of receiver for liquidation of bank, see § 13-1604.
Duties of receivers of railroads, see § 94-805. Liability of receivers operating railroads to employees, see § 66-407. Receiver for excess in homestead exemption,
see § 51-1001. Power of superior court judge to- change order appointing a receiver,
see § 24-2616, 11 5. Taking possession of banks by Superintendent, see Title 13, Banks
and Banking, Chapter 13-8. Receiver where fidelity insurance company fails to
pay, see § 56-1109. Receiver for insolvent trader, see § 28-402. Receiver for disposition of assets of dissolved corporation, see

§

22-1208.

and

55-302. (5476) Protection of property in danger of destruction
loss.

— Equity

may

appoint receivers to take possession of and protect

trust or joint property

and

loss shall require

and funds, whenever the danger

of destruction

such interference.

Power

—

appointment to be cautiously exercised. The
power of appointing receivers should be prudently and cautiously exercised, and except in clear and urgent cases should not be resorted to.
55-303. (5477)

of

(77 Ga. 320 (3 S. E. 264).)
55-304. (5478) Intervention in equitable proceedings.

erty has been placed in the hands of a receiver,

all

—Where

prop-

persons properly

seeking to assert equitable remedies against these assets shall become
parties to the cause by intervention and prosecute their remedies
therein. (91 Ga. 297 (18 S. E. 160) 91 Ga. 643 (17 S. E. 972).)
;

Cross-references.
see

§

— Creditors'

petitions, see

§

37-407.

Parties to creditors'

bills,

37-1006.

55-305. (5479)

Appointment,

tice; discretion as to terms.

possession

of,

in order to protect assets of debtor; no-

— Equity

may

appoint a receiver to take

and hold subject to the direction

of the court,

any assets

S
o

_

Injunctions and Receivers.

55-506

;

,

charged with the payment of debts, where there
loss, or destruction,
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manifest danger of

is

Under

or material injury to those interested.

ex-

traordinary circumstances, a receiver may be appointed before and
without notice to the trustee or other person having charge of the as-

The terms on which

sets.

a receiver

appointed shall be in the discre-

is

tion of the court.

—

Cross-references. Receiver for assets of dissolving corporation, see § 22-1208.
Receiver for excess ot homestead, see § 51-1001. Receiver for insolvent trader,
Bee S JS-402. When equity will interfere with administration of assets, see § 37-403.
Power of superior court judges to change orders appointing receiver, see § 24-2616,
| 5.

When

55-306. (54S0)
in his discretion

—

may be invested. The presiding judge,
law, may order any funds in the hands of a

fund

under the

receiver or any other officer of court, awaiting the termination of a pro-

tracted litigation, to be invested in State bonds, as provided in the case

and administrators.
Crcss-references. — Power of trustees

of executors

seven per cent, interest, see

55-307.

§ 108-419.

to invest in State securities paying less than
Investments by administrators, see § 113-1518.

(5481) Binding effect of orders of court.

Removal

of receiver.

— The receivers so appointed shall discharge their trust according to the
orders or decrees of the courts appointing them, and are at
ject to their orders,

all

times sub-

and may be brought to account and removed

at their

pleasure.
Cross-reference.

— Receiver

55-308. (5482)

is

officer of court, see § 55-301.

Bonds required

in discretion of court.

—The

judges of

the superior courts may, in their discretion, require such receivers to

give bonds conditioned for the faithful discharge of the trust reposed;

and

if

they require them, they shall

fix

the

amount and determine the

and also regulate the compensation paid.
Receiver for fidelity insurance company required to give bond,

sufficiency of the security,
Cross-reference.
see

§

—

56-1109.

—

appointing receiver. The receiver is an officer and servant of the court appointing him, is responsible to no other tribunal than said court, and must in all things obey its
55-309.

(5483) Accounting

to

court

direction.

money

—

bank, when. Where
money shall be in the hands of a receiver for preservation to await final
di -position by order or decree, and the same shall be deposited in a bank
selected by himself, the receiver shall be personally liable therefor in
the event of the failure of the bank. (78 Ga. 610 (3 S. E. 772).)
55-310.

(5484) Receiver

Cross-reference.

55-311.

liable

for

in

—Appointment of receiver for liquidation of bank,

(5485) Garnishment of receivers.

—A

receiver

see

shall

§

13-1604.

not be

subject to the process of garnishment.

—

Cross-references. Liability of receiver of railroad to employees, see § 66-407.
of receiver appointed to take charge of bonds necessary to satisfy
judgment against insurance company, see § 56-1109.

Bond required
55-312.

(5486) Liens divested

by

receiver's

sale.

— Persons

holding

on property in the hands of a receiver may be made parties to the
cause at any time. Unless otherwise provided in the order, liens upon
the property, held by any parties to the record, shall be divested by the
liens

Injunctions and Receivers.
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receiver's sale

86 Ga. 81 (12

and transferred

S. E.

215)

;

to the funds.

90 Ga. 301 (16

55-317

Ga. 690 (8 S. E. 321);

(81

S. K.

g

85)0

—

Cross-references. Priority of debts of decedent, lee § 113 1508. LieHfl on land
Ii.
sold by administrator divested and transferred to fund) W€ I 113-1709.
tion in equitable proceedings, see § 55-304. Parties to creditors1 bills, see § 37-1000.
Practice on money rules, see § 24-211.

55-313. (5487)

Returns,

how made. — Receivers

of corporations

shall

be amenable to, and shall make their returns to, the superior court of the
county where they reside at the time of the appointment.
55-314. (5488) Counsel fees,

how

regulated.

— In

all

cases where a re-

ceiver shall be appointed under the laws of this State to take charge of

the assets of any person, firm, or corporation, and a fund shall be brought

having jurisdiction thereof shall
award to counsel filing the petition and representing the moving creditor or creditors, out of the fund, no greater sum as fees for services rendered in filing such petition and bringing the fund into court than such
services shall be actually worth, taking as a basis therefor the amount
represented by such counsel in the original petition, and the assets
brought into the hands of the receiver by the services of such counsel,
not including the assets turned over to the receiver by defendants under
into court for distribution, the court

order of the court. (Acts 1897,
Cross-reference.

—Amount

of fee

55-315. (5489) Receiver's

p. 55

;

which

1898, p. 86.)
is

retainer, see

and attorney's

fees.

§

9-611.

— In

all

cases

where a

receiver shall be appointed to take charge of the assets of any person,

having jurisdiction thereof shall award to
such receiver as full compensation for his services, out of the fund coming into his hands, not more than eight per cent, of the first $1,000, four
per cent, of the excess up to $5,000, three per cent, of the amount above
$5,000 and not exceeding $10,000, and two per cent, of all such sums
over $10,000 Provided, that in case the business of an insolvent person,
firm, or corporation shall be continued and conducted by a receiver, the
judge may allow compensation for such services in lieu of commissions
as may be reasonable, not exceeding the compensation paid by persons
Provided further,
in the usual and regular conduct of such business
that in all cases the presiding judge, or other competent tribunal, shall
allow such compensation to the attorney or attorneys filing the original
petition, and the receiver or receivers appointed * thereunder, as their

firm, or corporation, the court

:

:

services are reasonably worth. (Acts 1897, p. 55

;

1898, p. 87.)

—

Expenses of giving bond. Receivers who are required
by law to give bond as such, who have given as security on such bonds
one or more guaranty companies, surety companies, fidelity insurance
companies, or fidelity and deposit companies, as authorized by law, may
55-316. (4071)

include as part of their lawful expenses or cost of administration such

reasonable

sum

or

sums paid

to such

company

or companies for such

centum per annum on the amount of
the court or judge or other officer by whom they were ap-

suretyship, not exceeding one per
said bond, as

pointed shall allow. (Acts 1903,
55-317.

—

Same; allowance of expenses. Any
whose duty it is to pass upon the account

(4072)

other officer

p. 75.)

court, judge, or
of

any person or

§

In junctions and Receivers.

55-517
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corporation required to execute a bond with surety or sureties, shall,
whenever such person or corporation has given any such company or

companies as security, as provided

preceding section, allow in the
settlement of such account a reasonable sum for the expenses and premiums incurred in securing such surety, not exceeding the amounts

specified in said section.

INNS:

See Title

INQUESTS:

52,

in the

(Acts 1903,

p. 75.)

Hotels and Inns.

See Title 21, Coroners, Chapter 21-2.

INSANE ASYLUMS:
ter 35-2; Title 88,

See Title 35, Eleemosvnary Institutions, ChapPublic Health, Chapter" 88-9.

INSANE PERSONS:

See Title 35, Eleemosynary Institutions, ChapGuardian and Ward, Chapters 49-6, 49-8; Title
Public Health, Chapter 88-9.

ter 35-2: Title 49,
88.

INSECT PESTS: See Title 5, Agriculture, Chapter
INSECTICIDES AND FUNGICIDES: See Title
Chapter

5-7.
5,

Agriculture,

5-15.

INSOLVENT TRADERS:

See Title 28, Debtor and Creditor, Chap-

ter 28-4.

INSTRUCTIONS TO JURY:
Chapter 81-11.

See.

Title 81, Pleading

and Practice,

TITLE

56.

INSURANCE.
Chap.
56-

1.

56- 2.

Sec.

Insurance Department
Incorporation, powers, duties,

56-101
etc.,

of

companies

insurance

in

56-

4.

general
Deposits by companies doing business in State
License to do business

56-

5.

Agents and

56-

6.

56-

7.

56-17.

56-601
Actions against insurance companies
56-701
Amount of recovery and damages
55-801
Fire insurance
56-901
Life insurance
56-1001
Accident liability and casualty insurance
56-1101
Fidelity insurance
56-1201
Marine insurance
56-1301
Industrial life, accident, and health insurance
.56-1401
insurance.
Mutual or cooperative insurance. Burglary and robbery
56-1501
Assessment insurance companies
56-1601
Fraternal benefit societies
56-1701
Fraternal beneficiary orders

56-99.

Crimes

'

56-

3.

56- 8.
56-

9.

56-10.
56-11.
56-12.
56-13.
56-14.

56-15.
56-16.

56-201

56-501

56-301
56-401

solicitors

56-9901

CROSS-REFERENCES.
Burning goods to defraud insurer: See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment, § 26-2210.
See Title 2, Constitution of the State of Georgia,
Constitutional provisions:
§§ 2-2301 to 2-2305.

Incorporation of companies in general: See Title 22, Corporations.
Securities, sale of, etc.: See Title 97, Securities.
State-owned buildings, insurance of: See Title 91, Public Property, §§ 91-403, 91-404,
Workmen's compensation: See Title 114, Workmen's Compensation, Chapter 114-6.

CHAPTER

56-1.

INSURANCE DEPARTMENT.
Sec.

Sec.
56-101.

Officers of Department. Comptroller General as Insurance

Commissioner; deputy;

seal;

56-107.

56-103.
56-104.

56-105.

56-106.

how

enforced; testing

validity of.
56-108.

Blank

Compensation of deputy.
Collection and disposition of
fees and taxes.
Examination of insurance, com-

56-109.

companies.
Additional rules

panies doing business as assessment, fraternal, industrial,
or charitable companies; appointment of and reports by
hearings;
examiners;
expenses.
Investigation of affairs of companies by Commissioner; expenses.

56-111.

records; reports.
56-102.

Orders,

Duty

of

Insurance

sets.

for

reports

by

and regulaauthority to prescribe.
Supervision of companies before organization.
tions,

56-110.

State

fire

sistant;

inspector

and

appointment,

as-

etc.

56-112.

Investigations by State lire inspector or assistant; reports.

56-113.

Authority of State

56-114.

go upon premises.
Compensation of State fire

fire

inspec-

tor to

in-

spector for making investigations: liability of insurance
companies for expenses.

Commis-

sioner in case of insolvency,
fraud, or insufficiency of as-

forms

56-115.

Commissioner

may

and inspectors
administer oaths.

§

Insurance.
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Department. Comptroller General as Insurance
Commissioner; deputy; seal; records; reports. There' is hereby established in the office of the Comptroller General a department which shall
be called the Insurance Department of the State of Georgia, and which
shall be charged with the enforcement of the laws relating* to insurance.
Its chief officer shall be the Comptroller General, who shall be styled
"Insurance Commissioner." The Insurance Commissioner shall exercise the powers and perform the duties conferred and imposed upon him
by law. lie may appoint a deputy insurance commissioner to assist him
in the discharge and performance of his duties, and in the event of a*
vacancy in the office of Insurance Commissioner, or in his absence or
disability for any reason, the deputy shall perform all the duties required of the Insurance Commissioner. The said deputy shall execute
a bond with proper security in the sum of $5,000, said bond to be approved by the Insurance Commissioner and conditioned upon the faithful performance of his duties.
The said deputy shall be removable at
the pleasure of the Commissioner.
The Commissioner shall have an
official seal of such device as he shall, with the approval of the Governor,
select. Every certificate and other document or paper executed by such
Insurance Commissioner in pursuance of any authority conferred upon
him by law, and sealed with the seal of his office, and all copies of papers
certified by him and authenticated by said seal, shall in all cases be evidenced equally and in like manner as the original thereof and shall have
the same force and effect as the original would have in any suit or proceeding in any court in this State. The office of the Insurance Commissioner shall be deemed a public office and the records, books and papers thereof, on file therein, shall be deemed public records of the State,
except as may be provided otherwise herein. The Commissioner shall
publish and report annually to the legislature his official transactions,
and shall include in such report abstracts of the annual statements of
the several insurance companies and bonding and fidelity companies, and
an exhibit of the financial condition and business transactions of the said
companies as disclosed by official examinations of the same, or their annual statements. He shall include therein a statement of receipts and
expenditures of the Department for the preceding year, and such other
information and recommendations relative to insurance and the insurance
laws of the State as he shall deem proper. (Acts 1912, p. 119.)
56-101. Officers

of

—

— Reports to State Librarian, see 101-217.
Editorial Note. — The provision of the above section as
appears in the original
Cross-reference.

§

it

Act, which authorized the Insurance Commissioner to appoint a clerk, and the portion of the following section which prescribed his salary, have been cut out as superseded by Const., Art. V, Sec. II, Par. II (§ 2-2702) authorizing the General Assembly to provide help and expenses necessary for the operation of the Comptroller
General's department, and by Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., pp. 94, 96, creating the Budget
Eureau, under which law appropriations are made in lump sums to the several
departments. See § 40-403. The effect of these laws was to abolish such special
clerkships and to authorize the heads of the several departments to employ assistants at such salaries as they think proper, within the limits of their respective appropriations.

56-102.
sioner,

Compensation of deputy.

who

shall

all

Statehouse

deputy

insurance

commis-

man of actuarial experience, shall be paid out of
is now provided by law for the payment of salaries

be a

the State treasury as
of

—The

officers, a salary of $3,000

per annum, and he shall not

Insurance.
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§ 56- 104

receive any other fees or compensation whatsoever. (Acts 1912, pp. 119,
128; 1919, p. 283; 1931, pp. 7, 31.)

— Salary of Comptroller General, see 40-1404.
Editorial Note. — See editorial note under the preceding section.
Cross-reference.

56-103. Collection

Commissioner

§

and disposition

—

of fees

shall collect the charges, fees,

and taxes. The Insurance
dues and taxes imposed on

insurance companies as provided by law and give proper receipts therefor, and at the end of every calendar month, or oftener, in the discretion

Commissioner, shall pay into the State treasury,
lected by him. (Acts 1912, pp. 119, 121, 128.)
of the

all

amounts

col-

—

Cross-reference. Occupation taxes on insurance companies, agents, and adjustsee Title 92, Public Revenue, Chapter 92-25.

ment bureaus,

Examination of insurance companies doing business as assessment, fraternal, industrial, or charitable companies; appointment of and
reports by examiners; hearings; expenses. The Insurance Commissioner may at any time examine into the affairs of any insurance company doing business in this State as, an assessment, fraternal, industrial
56-104.

—

or charitable

company

or otherwise, and into the affairs of any

com-

pany organized under the laws of any other State, having an office in
this State, which company is engaged in or is claiming or advertising
that it is engaged in organizing or receiving subscriptions for or disposing of stock of, or in any manner aiding or taking part in the formation
or business of, an insurance company or companies, or which is holding
capital stock of one or more insurance companies for the purpose of controlling the management thereof or as voting trustee or otherwise. For
such purpose the Commissioner may appoint as examiners one or more
competent persons, not officers of, or connected with, or interested in
any insurance company, other than as policyholders, and upon such examination, he, his deputy or any examiner authorized by him, may examine under oath the officers and agents of such company and all persons deemed to have material information regarding the company's
property or business. Every such company, its officers and agents,
shall produce at the office of the company where the same are kept, its
books and all papers in its possession relating to its business, and any
other person may be required to produce any book or paper in his custody relevant to the examination, for the inspection of the Commissioner,
his deputies or examiners whenever required and the officers and agents
of such company shall facilitate such examination and aid the examiners
in making the same so far as it is in their power to do so. Every such examiner shall make a full and true report of every examination made by
him, verified by his oath, which shall comprise only facts appearing upon
the books, papers, records or documents of such company or ascertained
from the sworn testimony of its officers or agents or other persons
examined under oath concerning its affairs, and said report so verified
shall be presumptive evidence in any action or proceeding against the
company, its officers or agents, as to the facts therein stated. The Insurance Commissioner shall grant a hearing to the company examined
before filing any such report and may withhold any such report from
public inspection for such time, not to exceed 60 days, as he may deem
proper, and may after so filing, if he deems it for the interest of the pub;

8
_o

Insurance.

56-105
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of any such examinaduty
It shall be the
of the Insurance
tion in one or more newspapers.
insurance
company
at least
Commissioner to examine every domestic
once in five years. The expense of all examinations of insurance comlie

to do so. publish

any such report or the result

panies shall be paid by the companies so examined:

Provided, this sec-

tion shall not apply to farmers' assessment cooperative fire insurance

companies doing business
in a division.

not more than four counties

in this State in

(Acts 1912, pp. 119, 121.)

—

Powers of
Cross-references. Investigation by Commissioner, see § 56-105.
Insurance Commissioner or deputy, see § 56-1312. Examination of domestic fraternal benefit societies, see § 56-1029. Examination of foreign fraternal benefit societies, see § 56-1631.
Penalty on agents of unauthorized companies, see § 56-9905.
Neglect of summons or obstructing examination, penalty, see § 56-9901.

by Commissioner;
expenses. It shall be the duty of the Insurance Commissioner, whenever he shall deem it expedient so to do, and he is hereby empowered,
either in person or by an expert examiner by him appointed, to investigate the affairs of any insurance company doing business in this
State to require free access to all books and papers of any company or
of the agents thereof to summon and examine under oath any person in
this State relative to the affairs and condition of said company; for probable cause, to visit at its principal office, wherever it may be, any insurance company not of the State, in which the substantial requirements
of this law, as to valuations of policies of life and accident insurance
companies, and calculations for the reinsurance reserve of fire, marine,
(2433) Investigation of affairs of companies

56-105.

—

;

;

and inland insurance companies, are not in force, for the purpose of investigating its affairs and condition and to revoke its authority to do
business, if said company shall refuse to permit the examination. All
expense incurred in the investigation of said companies shall be paid by
;

the companies so examined. (Acts 1887, p. 118.)

—

Examination of assessment, industrial, etc., companies, see
Domestic fraternal benefit societies, see § 56-1629. Foreign fraternal
56-104.
benefit societies, see § 56-1631.
Cross-references.

§

56-106. (2442)

Duty

of Insurance

fraud, or insufficiency of assets.

Commissioner

—Whenever

in case of insolvency,

the

Insurance Commis-

sioner shall have reason to believe that any insurance

solvent or fraudulently conducted, or that

its

company

is

in-

assets are not sufficient for

conducting the business of the company, or during any noncompliance
with the provisions of this law, he shall proceed as prescribed in section 56-832.

(Acts 1887,

p. 121.)

how enforced; testing
Commissioner may invoke the aid of any
56-107. Orders,

validity

any order made or action taken

—The

Insurance

court of competent jurisdic-

tion through injunction or other proceedings,
to enforce

of.

in

mandatory or otherwise,
pursuance of the law, and

nothing contained in the insurance laws of this State shall be so construed as to prevent any company or person affected by any order or action of the Insurance Commissioner from testing the validity of same in

any court

of

competent jurisdiction. (Acts 1912, pp.

119, 126.)

Insurance.
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Blank forms

56-108.

§ 56-112

by companies. -The Insurance Comthe month of December furnish to each of

for reports

missioner shall annually in
the insurance companies authorized to do business in tin. State and required to make annual statements to the Department, two or more
blanks in form approved by him and adopted for such statement-,.

(.

1912, pp. 119, 125.)

—

and regulations, authority to prescribe. The
Insurance Commissioner shall have full power and authority to prescribe such additional reasonable rules and regulations as he may deem
proper for the control and government of all insurance companies mentioned in this law. It shall be the duty of such companies to comply
fully with such rules and regulations before they shall procure any busi56-109. Additional rules

ness in this State, either directly or indirectly, or continue to do business in this State. (Acts 1912, pp. 119, 126.)

—

companies before organization. Immediately
upon the granting of the charter to any insurance company, and before
it shall ofler for sale any of its capital stock, such company so receiving
a charter in this State or being chartered in any other State and offering
its stock for sale in this State, before it has been organized and has pro56-110. Supervision of

cured a license to do business in this State, shall come under the super-

and disburse
its funds under such rules and regulations as the Insurance Commissioner
may prescribe. The Insurance Commissioner shall give directions as to
all use of funds so collected until same shall be invested as the law directs and the company fully organized and licensed to do business in
this State, thereby becoming subject to the rules and regulations herein
vision of the Insurance Commissioner,

and

shall collect, hold

provided. (Acts 1912, pp. 119, 136.)
56-111. State fire inspector

surance Commissioner
State

fire

inspector,

inspector.

The

may

and

assistant; appointment, etc.

appoint a competent person to be

—The

In-

known

and also a person to be known as assistant State

as

fire

assistant fire inspector shall be continued in office for

such term, and at such compensation as the exigencies of the Depart-

ment may,

in the discretion of the

Commissioner, warrant and require.

(Acts 1912, pp. 119, 131; 1922, pp. 120, 121.)
Cross-reference.

— Compensation

56-112. Investigations

When
shall

any property

deem

it

of fire inspector, see

by State

fire

56-114.

inspector or assistant; reports.

shall be destroyed

by

fire,

proper to have the cause of such

cause the State

investigation of

and report to him

in writing

all

fire

investigated, he shall
fire

inspector to

the facts connected with such

under oath.

—

and the Commissioner

inspector or the assistant State

make a thorough

when

fire

§

Such inspector, or

fire

his assistant,

such proceedings shall be necessary, shall take the
persons supposed to be cognizant or have information

in his opinion

testimony of

all

knowledge in relation to the matter investigated, and he shall cause
the same to be reduced to writing, and if he shall be of the opinion that
there is evidence sufficient to charge any person with the crime of arson,

or

I

Insurance.
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he shall cause such person to be arrested on a warrant, and cause the
same to be fully investigated before an officer as is provided for committal trials, or he shall furnish the solicitor general of the circuit in
which the tire occurred all such facts, together with the names of witnesses, and all the information obtained by him in such investigation.

Such

inspector and his assistant shall have the

fire

same power

as jus-

pence for the purpose of summoning before him, in the
county where the fire occurred, and compelling the attendance instanter
or at such time as may be designated by the said State fire inspector or
his assistant, to testify in relation to any matter which, by the provisions
oi this law, is the subject of investigation.
Said State fire inspector or
his assistant may administer oaths to witnesses appearing before him,
and may compel witnesses to answer questions pertaining to any investigation as now provided by law for committal courts, and said inspector and his assistant shall have all the power now conferred by law
on courts of inquiry in the investigation of any matter coming before
him under this law. (Acts 1912, pp. 119, 131 1922, p. 120.)
tices oi the

;

56-113. Authority of State fire inspector to

State

by

fire

go upon premises.

—The

making the investigation required
go upon the premises where the fire

inspector, for the purpose of

this law, shall

occurred and

have authority to

make

investigation as to the cause and origin of the

fire.

(Acts 1912, pp. 119, 132.)

Compensation of State fire inspector for making investigations;
liability of insurance companies for expenses.
The Insurance Commissioner shall have power to prescribe the compensation of the fire inspector for all examinations required by this law, and said compensation
shall be paid and all other expenses incurred in such examination shall
be defrayed by the fire insurance companies doing business in this State,
and a tax of not more than one-tenth of one per cent, in the discretion
of the Insurance Commissioner on the gross premium receipts of all
such companies is hereby levied for this purpose, to be collected by the
Insurance Commissioner as other taxes on premiums are collected. The
Insurance Commissioner shall keep a separate account of all moneys received and disbursed under the provisions of this section and shall include them in his report to the legislature: Provided, that should the
amount thus collected in any one year be in excess of the amount required to meet the expenses herein contemplated, such excess shall be
held subject to the order of the Commissioner to be used for the same
purpose in the succeeding year: Provided further, that section 56-113
56-114.

—

and this section shall not apply to farmers' assessment cooperative fire
companies doing business in this State in not more than four counties
in a division.

56-115.

(Acts 1912, pp. 119, 132.)

(2464) Commissioner and inspectors

may

administer oaths.—

The Insurance Commissioner and such person or persons as m^- he appointed by him to make inspections are hereby authorized to administef
anv and

all

oaths to parties and witnesses, as required under the pro-

visions of this law.

(Acts 1887,

p. 127.)

.
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$6 201

:

CHAPTER 56-2. INCORPORATION, POWERS, DUTIES,
OF INSURANCE COMPANIES IN GENERAL.
Se<

Sec.

56 201.

56-202.

Charters to insurance companies; authority of Secretary
of State and Comptroller
General.

Formation

company;

of

tion; affidavit;

56-203.

Form
to

56-204.
56-205.

56-206.
56-207.

56-208.
56-209.
56-210.

Corporate existence and name;
powers and privileges.
Fee required to be paid.
Certificate prima facie evidence
of corporation's existence.
Capital stock; subscription to,
before commencing business;
investment in bonds.

Organization; meeting; notice;
board of directors.
Amount of capital required before beginning business.
Subscriptions to stock; payinstallments;

in

commence
56-213.

56-215.

business

within

years.

Contracts of insurance to be
evidenced by policy; signaDividends, declaration of.
Stock dividends in lieu

56-220.

money

dividends.

56-221.

56-222.

Same; practice as to testimony,
etc., on hearing of complaints.
Same; place of hearing of complaints; costs and fees; execution.

Method

56-224.

of putting rompanies
hands of receivers.
Authorized investments by in-

56-225.

Approval

56-223.

in

surance companies.
of Insurance

Powers

56-226.

56-228.

more than 10
securities of a
single company or individual

Investment

in

per cent,

of

not allowed.
Required investments.
Authority to sell and buy property

or

securities

money has been

in

which

invested.

56-230.

Reinsurance and reserve.
Extent of liability of stockhold-

56-231.

Law

56-232.

Annual

56-229.

ers.

applicable to individuals.

business;
of
verification; publica-

report

tion.

56-234.

of live-stock insurance

companies.

Com-

missioner, when required for
investment.

56-233.

56-217.

b».

citizens;

citation.

of

Participation by policyholders
in net profits.

Rebates

Same; complaints by

forms;

56-216.

56-218.

i

56-227.

tures to policy.
56-214.

uta prc\ entsng
ing competition; re
of U< etise to do trasifi<

for-

nonpayment.

Stock deemed personalty.
Termination of powers, etc.,
on failure to organize and

two

Arrangements by compj

record.

of certificate to be issued

feitures for

56-212.

filing;

peti-

56-219.

company.

ments
56-211.

ETC.,

56-235.

and

discriminatory
oolicies or contracts prohib-

Fees to be paid; annual report;
tax on gross receipts.
Failure to -make such report or

pay tax.
Exemption of fraternal, secret,
and industrial societies from
operation of law.

ited.

56-201. (2388) Charters to insurance companies; authority of Secretary of State and Comptroller General. All corporate powers and priv-

—

companies

and granted by the Secretary of State, upon the terms, liabilities, restrictions, and subject to all
the provisions of this Chapter and the laws and Constitution of this State.
If from any cause the Secretary of State should be disqualified from issuing and granting said powers, the duties required by this Chapter to be
performed by the Secretary of State shall be performed by the Compileges to insurance

(Acts 1893,

troller General.

shall be issued

p. 73.)

—

Cross-references. Tax on premiums of insurance companies, see § 92-2509.
Corporate powers, how granted, see Const., Art. Ill, Sec. VII, Par. XVIII
Fee of State Treasurer, see § 56-205. Organization of fraternal benefit
(§ 2-1818).
societies, see § 56-1614 et seq. Penalty on agents of unauthorized companies, see
To what extent provisions of this Chapter applicable to mutual insur§ 56-9905.
ance companies, see § 56-1402.

—

Editorial Note. The Act of 1893 was passed to carry into effect Art. Ill, Sec.
VII, Par. XVIII of the Constitution (§ 2-1818). in so far as the same relates to
issuing and granting corporate powers and privileges to insurance companies.

§

Insurance.
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56-202.

record.

(2389) Formation
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company;

of

— Any number of persons not

less

petition;

than

five

affidavit;

may form
under

but, before receiving- a certificate of incorporation

a

filing;

company,

this Chapter,

addressed to the Secretary of State, in which
shall be stated: the name and residence of each of the persons desiring
to form said corporation; the name of the company; the kind or kinds
of insurance they propose to carry on the amount of the proposed capshall first

file

a petition,

;

ital

stock; the

number

of shares each of the petitioners agrees to take;

good faith intend to go forward without delay to raise
the capital stock and organize said company a request to be incorporated
under the laws of this State that they have given 30 days* notice of
their intention to apply for said charter by the publication of said petition in the newspaper publishing the legal advertisements of the county
where the principal office of said company is to be located, once a week
for four weeks before the filing of said petition. There shall be annexed
to said petition an affidavit made by at least two of the persons forming
said company, that the names subscribed are the genuine signatures of
the persons named therein and that the facts stated in the petition are
true.
Said petition thus sworn to shall be filed in the office of the Secretary of State, who shall indorse thereon the date of the filing and record
the same in a book to be kept by him for that purpose. (Acts 1893, p. 73.)
that petitioners in

;

;

Cross-reference.
9

— Incorporation

Masonic and

of

other

secret

societies,

see

22-412.

56-203.

Form

(2390)

said petition shall

have been

he shall issue to said

lowing form of

To

all

to

of Georgia,

in

filed in

company.

—When

the office of the Secretary of State,

company under

the great seal of the State the fol-

certificate, to wit:

whom

Whereas,

of certificate to be issued to

these presents

may come

— Greeting:

pursuance of an Act of the General Assembly of the State

approved December

signed the petition) having

18, 1893,

filed in

and (naming the persons who

the office of Secretary of State a cer-

tain petition seeking the formation of a corporation to

be

known

as (in-

for the purpose of organizing
name), with a capital stock of $
and running a (kind or kinds) insurance company, and having complied
with the statutes in such cases made and provided therefore, the State
of Georgia hereby grants unto the above-named persons, their successors
and assigns, full authority, by and under the said name of (insert name),
sert

,

;

to exercise the

powers and privileges

of a corporation for the purposes

above stated, subject to the provisions of the Constitution of this State,
and all the laws, rules, and regulations governing insurance companies
of force at the date of this certificate, or that

may

hereafter

become

of

by constitutional or statute law, or by any rules or regulations of the Insurance Commissioner of this State or otherwise, which
govern insurance companies in this State.
force either

In witness whereof, these presents have been signed by the Secretary
of State (or

when he

is

disqualified,

by the Comptroller General), and

which is annexed the great seal of the State,
19—. (Acts 1893, p. 74.)
day of
,

to

at Atlanta, Georgia, this

—
Insurance.
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56-204.

(2391) Corporate existence and

—Thereafter the persons who signed
become stockholders

shall

in said

g

name; powers and
and

said petition,

all

jfcj

privileges.

persons

company, shall be a corporation by the
and privand shall possess the po

name

specified in said certificate,

ileges

and be subject to the provisions contained

in this

Chapter.

(A

1893, p. 74.)

Fee required to be paid.

56-205. (2392)

— Before

Secretary

the

oi

State shall issue said certificate, the petitioners shall pay to the State

Treasurer a fee of $100.
Cross-references.

VII, Par. XVIII

(Acts 1893,

— Corporate

(§ 2-1818).

powers, how granted, see Const., Art. ITT, Sec.
Charters to insurance companies, sec § 56-201.

56-206. (2393) Certificate

ence.

—Any

shall be

p. 74.)

prima

facie evidence of corporation's exist-

under

certificate or a duplicate thereof, issued

prima

facie evidence of the existence of

this Chapter,

such corporation.

(Acts

1893, p. 74.)

56-207. (2394) Capital

stock;

business; investment in bonds.
issued, the persons
capital stock,

named

subscription

therein, in

may open books

to,

commencing

before

—When

such certificate shall have been
case they have not taken the whole

of subscription to obtain the full capital

stock of the company, and, after giving such notice as they
expedient,

may from

may deem

time to time receive subscriptions until the whole

capital stock shall be subscribed.

The

capital stock of said

company

shall

be divided into shares of $100 each, and shall not be less than S100.000 for
each class of insurance to be engaged in, and no insurance company
chartered under this Chapter shall
until at least this
shall

amount

have been paid

commence

the insurance business

engaged in
the United States,

for each class of insurance to be

in cash, or invested in

bonds

of

of this State, or of the cities or counties of this State, estimated at their

cash market value, or in mortgages on real estate worth twice the amount

which the same

mortgaged, which investment shall be approved
by the Secretary of State, or, when he is disqualified, by the Comptroller
General. When the investment shall be in bonds of the cities or counties of this State, the Secretary of State, or. Comptroller General, as the
case may be, shall require an opinion from the Attorney General that
the bonds are good, legal, and valid bonds, before approving the investment. (Acts 1893, pp. 74, 75.)
for

—

is

Cross-reference. Insurance companies
see § 23-2567.

may

invest in

bonds

of

drainage dis-

tricts,

56-208. (2395) Organization; meeting; notice; board of directors.

When

amount of the capital stock shall have been subscribed, the
persons named in said certificate may call a meeting of the stockholders
the

purpose of organization, of which meeting every subscribing
stockholder shall have 10 days' notice personally, or by notice deposited in the post office, postage paid, directed to him at the post office
nearest his usual place of residence.
At said meeting there shall be
elected a board of directors of not less than five, nor more than 15. to
manage the affairs of said company, said directors to be chosen bv a
majority vote of the stockholders, each share of stock being entitled to
one vote; said election to be governed by such bylaws as said company

for the

§

56-2QQ

Insurance.

may adopt

;
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the persons elected as directors to continue in office until

others shall be elected to

No

person shall be elected a
director unless he shall be a stockholder, owning stock in his own name,
or as trustee, or personal representative, and qualified to vote at the election at which he is chosen. If for any reason the election shall not be
held at the time appointed, the same may be held at any time thereafter
on 10 days' notice to all stockholders; but at any meeting of the stockholders or their legal representatives, the notice may be waived, and an
fill

The

their places.

from their number a
president*, vice president or vice presidents, secretary and treasurer, and
such other officers and agents as they may deem necessary. The regular
elections for directors shall be held annually, at such time and place as
may be prescribed in the bylaws of said company. All meetings of dielection held at once.

rectors of said

company
bona

directors shall be
Cross-reference.

— No

shall be held in this State.

fide residents of

— Number

56-209. (2396, 2418)

directors shall elect

of directors of

Amount

A

majority of said

Georgia. (Acts 1893,
life

p. 75.)

insurance companies, see

§

56-907.

of capital required before beginning busi-

except Masonic, Odd
Fellows, religious and mutual aid societies, and cooperative or assessment life insurance companies, shall be allowed to transact any business
of insurance in this State, unless possessed of at least $100,000 of actual
cash capital paid up, or assets and invested bonds or stocks, estimated at
ness.

insurance

their actual

56-402, or in

the

same

is

company

of

whatever

class,

market value at the date of the statement required by section
mortgages on real estate worth double the amount for which
mortgaged. (Acts 1887, p. 113; 1893, p. 80.)

56-210. (2396) Subscriptions to stock;

payments

in installments; for-

—

nonpayment. The directors may require the subscribers to
pay the amounts subscribed in such installments as they may deem
proper, which sums they may lend until the company shall be ready to
engage regularly in business. If any subscriber shall neglect to pay
any installment required by resolution of the directors, the said board
shall declare his stock and all previous payments thereon forfeited to the
feitures for

use of the

company but they
;

have served a notice

in

shall not declare

it

forfeited until they shall

writing on him personally, or by depositing said

notice in the post office, postage paid, directed to

nearest his usual place of residence, stating he

payment

is

him

at the post office

required to

make such

and place expressed in such notice, and if he shall
fail to make the same, his stock and all previous payments thereon will
be forfeited for the use of the company; which notice must be served at
least 60 days previous to the day on which such payment shall be required to be made. (Acts 1893, p. 75.)
at the time

—

deemed personalty. The stock in an insurance
company shall be deemed personalty and shall be transferable in the
manner prescribed by the bylaws of the company; and no share shall be
56-211.

(2398) Stock

transferable until

(Acts 1893,

all

previous calls thereon shall have been fully paid

in.

p. 76.)

—

Cross-references. What
complete, see § 22-706.

is

personalty, see

§

85-1701.

Transfer of shares, when

Insurance.
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§

56

2

7

56-212. (2399) Termination of powers, etc.,

on failure to organize and
commence business within two years. All the powers and privileges and
the certificates of incorporation of insurance companies shall
and
terminate at the expiration of two years from the date of said certifier
if, at the expiration of said two years, said companies shall not have organized and commenced business. (Acts 1893, p. 76; 1902, p. 52.)

—

i

by policy; sigbe entered into by any

56-213. (2404) Contracts of insurance to be evidenced

natures to policy.

— Contracts

company organized under

this

of insurance to

Chapter shall not be binding unless

evi-

denced by a policy of insurance in writing or print or both, and the
bility of said

company

in case of loss sustained

by any policyholder

lia-

shall

be governed by the terms, stipulations, and conditions appearing upon
the face of the policy. No policy or other contract of said corporation
shall be binding unless it shall be signed by the president or vice president and secretary or assistant secretary of the company.

(Acts 1893,

p. 77.)

Cross-references.
policy, see

§

— Contract

of fire insurance, see

§

56-801.

Standard form of

56-810.

56-214. (2405) Dividends, declaration of.

any company organized under

board of directors of

may

declare dividends out

Chapter

this

of the earnings of said corporation

—The

:

Provided, no dividend shall be de-

clared until the earnings shall be sufficient to pay the same, after deduct-

expenses and losses, and after providing for such reserve as
be required by law. (Acts 1893, p. 77.)

ing

all

56-215. (2406) Stock dividends in lieu of

money

dividends.

may

— Corpora-

Chapter may issue stock dividends in lieu of
cash dividends if the board of directors shall so decide, and thereby add
to the capital stock, hot to exceed the highest limit of the capital stock
fixed by their charters. (Acts 1893, p. 77.)

tions

formed under

this

56-216. (2407) Participation

by policyholders

in

net

board of directors, after providing for such reserve as

profits.

may

—The

be required

by law, by a majority vote, may give the holders of policies of any
company organized under this Chapter on any particular line or class of
insurance the right to participate in the net profits of such company to
such an extent, in such manner, and upon such terms as the board of
directors may agree, the same to be plainly stipulated on the face of the
policy; and unless

on the face of the policy that the
policyholder has the right to participate, no policyholder shall participate
in any of the profits of such company. If the incorporators of any stock
company shall see proper, they may embrace this principle in their charter, stating therein the average amount of dividends the stockholders
shall receive on the face value of their stock, in which case all net profits
above this dividend and the reserve shall be paid as a dividend to all the
policyholders.
56-217.

it

shall be stipulated

(Acts 1893,

(2403)

Powers

p. 77.)

of live-stock insurance companies.

insurance companies organized under this law

may

— Live-stock

insure against loss

arising from the death of or injury to domestic animals, and shall have
all

powers incident

to the live-stock insurance business

which are not in

—
§

Insurance.
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with the laws and Constitution of this State or of the United
(Acts 1893, p. 77.)

conflict

States.

and discriminatory

56-218. Rebates

No
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insurance

company

policies or contracts prohibited.

or insurance agent doing business in this State

any contract to rebate any insurance premium or any
part thereof of any insured or other person. No person shall sell or offer
for sale in this State, and no insurance company shall do business in this
te which sells or offers for sale to the public, any "special contract,"
5
board contract," or any other form of policy or contract whereby any
discrimination in any form or character is allowed to any particular pershall enter into

son or persons.
section

Any

may have

its

insurance

company

violating the provisions of this

license revoked as provided in section 56-407.

(Acts

1912, pp. 119, 129.)

Cross-reference.— Punishment for violation, see

§

56-9903.

Arrangements by companies or agents preventing or
lessening competition; revocation of license to do business. No insur56-219.

(2466)

—

ance company authorized to do business in this State, or the agent
thereof, shall make, maintain, or enter into any contract, agreement, pool,

any other insurance company or companies,
licensed to do business in this State, or the agent or agents thereof, for
the purpose of, or that may have the tendency or effect of, preventing
or other arrangement with

or lessening competition in the business of insurance transacted in this

When

it shall be made to appear to the Commissioner of Insurany
company or agent has entered into any such contract,
ance that
agreement, pool, or other arrangement, said Commissioner shall revoke
the license issued to such company and the same shall not be reissued

State.

such company shall file an affidavit
with said Commissioner, stating that such contracts, agreements, pools,
Provided,
or other arrangements have been annulled and made void
that nothing in this Chapter shall be so construed as to prevent any insurance company, legally authorized to transact business in this State,
from separately surveying, inspecting, or examining the premises to be
insured, by and with the consent of the owner, for the purpose of bringuntil the president or chief officer of

:

ing about improvements in

insurance by reducing rates.

fire

protection, so as to lessen the cost of

(Acts 1890-1,

p. 206.)

—

Cross-references. Definition of insurance agent, see
Constitution as to restricting competition, see § 2-2504.

Same; complaints by citizens;
State whose rates of insurance have been

56-220.

(2467)

§

56-501.

citation.

Provisions of

—Any

citizen

who

has
been refused insurance at reasonable rates, may file a written complaint
under oath, to the best of his knowledge and belief, with the Insurance
Commissioner, charging any company or companies authorized to do
of this

increased, or

business in this State with a violation of the preceding section, and thereupon it shall be the duty of said Insurance Commissioner to issue a

addressed to the company or companies against whom said
complaint shall be made, requiring it or them to be and appear before
said Insurance Commissioner at a time and place to be fixed by said

citation,

Insurance Commissioner, not less than 20 nor more than 40 days from
the date of the filing of the complaint, and show cause why their licenses

Insurance,
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§

56-223

should not be revoked as provided by the preceding section. Said citation shall be served not less than 10 days from the date of filing said
complaint by the sheriffs or constables of the State in the same manner
as provided by law for the service of process upon insurance compafl
(Acts 1890-1,

p. 206.)

Cross-references.

— Investigation

of complaint,

see

§§

56-1003.

56-807,

Service

on nonresident companies, see § 56-603. Suits against insurance companies, see
56-601.
§
Service on nonresident, assessment, etc., insurance companies, see
§§ 56-602 to 56-604.

56-221. (2468)

complaints.

Same;

practice as to testimony,

— For the purposes of the provisions of

etc.,

on hearing

of

this Chapter, the In-

surance Commissioner may administer oaths, issue subpoenas for witnesses, hear testimony, and issue commissions for taking testimony by
interrogatories; and the party or parties complaining, and the company
or companies defending, may serve notice for the production of books
and papers, under the rules provided by law for civil actions in the superior courts.

56-222.

trial.

p. 206.)

Same; place of hearing of complaints; costs and fees;
The Insurance Commissioner shall fix the place of hearing

(2469)

execution.
or

(Acts 1890-1,

—

The

costs

and

fees for the sheriff or constable, witnesses,

and

now

pro-

the commissioners taking interrogatories shall be the

same

as

vided by law for similar service in the superior courts, the same to be

taxed against and paid by the party or parties cast in said suit, and
against whom said Insurance Commissioner shall find for which costs
;

Commissioner

hereby authorized to issue execution to
be levied and collected as executions from the courts. (Acts 1890-1,
said Insurance

is

p. 206.)

Method of putting companies
any insurance company chartered under
56-223.

in

hands

of receivers.

— Before

the laws of this State or doing

business in this State shall hereafter be put in the hands of a receiver by

any court of equity, upon any claim or demand not in judgment, it must
first appear that the cause of complaint and the matters and grounds
upon which the receivership is sought have been submitted by the complainant to the Insurance Commissioner, and that such complaint and
the matters charged against such insurance company have been passed
upon by the Insurance Commissioner sitting in connection with the
Governor and the Attorney General in the manner hereinafter provided,
The Insurance Commissioner, the Governor, and the Attorney
to wit
General, sitting as a board as provided in section 56-407, shall, upon such
matters and complaint as referred to previously in this section being
filed with the Insurance Commissioner, proceed to hear the same after
giving both the complainant and the insurance company in question opportunity to be heard, ample and legal time, however, being given for
:

the production of such evidence as either party

During the pendency

may deem

necessary.

such proceedings, the Insurance Commissioner
shall order the company and its officers to maintain the assets in statu
quo. Upon hearing same, said commission, or a majority of them, shall
render a decision and judgment recommending or declining to recommend that the Commissioner make application, in accordance with secof

tion 56-921 et seq., for an order directing the

company

to

show cause why

—
G
o

Insurance.
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the Commissioner should not take possession of
its

property and conduct
business. No receiver for an insurance company shall be appointed
the petition of any person other than the Insurance Commissioner,

made

its

which application for such appointment is made, that the Insurance Commissioner has failed or refused to comply and proceed with the findings of said board. (Acts 1914,

unless

it

be

to appear to the court to

p. 135.)

56-loJ9.

—

Examination of domestic fraternal benefit societies, see
Application for receiver for fraternal benefit society, see § 56-1630.

Cross-references.
S

investments by insurance companies.
Every insurance company organized and doing business by virtue of the
laws of this State shall have authority to invest its money and assets
in the following securities, to wit:
56-224.

(240S) Authorized

Any and

bonds or securities issued by the United States of
America, the District of Columbia, or any State of the United States,
or any county or city therein bonds of any township or school district
therein bonds issued by the Federal Land Banks under provisions of
the Act of Congress of July 17, 1916, its amendments and supplements.
(a)

all

;

;

Loans secured by any

(b)

of the classes of securities specified in (a)

hereof.
(c)

Loans secured by

first liens

on improved

real estate in

any of the

States, not exceeding 50 per cent, of the value of said property.

(d)

Loans on

policies issued

by the insurance company, not exceed-

ing the reserve on such policies.
(e)

shall

A

building for

home

Provided, that no

purposes:

office

hereafter invest in such building unless

assets shall exceed

more than 25 per cent.
such a building: and Provided further, that any such
building for home office use shall first be approved by

$100,000, and that such
of its assets in

company

its

company

shall not invest

investment in a
the Insurance Commissioner.

Evidences of indebtedness which
by Federal Reserve Banks.
(f)

(g) Investment securities, that

is,

may

be purchased or discounted

marketable bonds, notes, and/or de-

bentures, evidencing indebtedness of solvent persons or corporations,

which, under the regulations of the Comptroller Qf the Currency of the

United States, national banks
(h)

Bonds and debentures

may buy and
of

in

any solvent

which they may

deal.

railroad, street railway, or

other public utility corporation, or industrial corporation, on which no
default of interest has occurred,

when and

if

secured by a mortgage or

deed of trust covering physical assets or securities of ample value to
exceed the indebtedness secured.
(i)

Preferred stocks of solvent corporations, where at the time of

acquisition the equity of

all

preferred stock outstanding in the assets

which the investment
is made, is more than twice the amount of such preferred stock, and the
earnings applicable to dividends on such preferred stock have, for two

of the issuing corporation, including the issue in

consecutive years prior to the date of acquisition, exceeded twice the

dividend requirements.

Insurance.
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§ 56-229

Common

stocks of solvent railroads, street railways, and other
utility corporations and industrial corporations which are listed on an
(j)

established stock exchange, where, prior to the date of acquisition of
the stock, the company issuing such stock has maintained and paid divi-

dends thereon for three consecutive years, and the current earning
such company issuing such stock have been sufficient in each of such
three consecutive years to fully pay the dividends.
(k)

Promissory notes amply secured by pledges of securities

company

the

authorized to invest

is

1918, pp. 119-122; 1925,

p.

92; 1929,

its

in

which

(Acts 1912, pp. 119, 137;

funds.

p. 274.)

—

Cross-references. Penalty for violation, see § 56-9904.
invest in drainage district bonds, see § 23-2567.

Insurance companies

may

Approval of Insurance Commissioner, when required for investment. Investments in the classes of securities defined in the pre56-225.

—

ceding section, except as to a building for home office purposes, may be
made by insurance companies without the approval of the Insurance
Commissioner, and all other investments of funds by insurance companies in classes of securities other than those specified in the preceding
section shall be

made only when

the approval of the Insurance

missioner shall have been obtained.
56-226. Investment in

company

more than

or individual not allowed.

(Acts 1929,

Com-

p. 275.)

10 per cent, of securities of a single

—No

insurance

company organized

and doing business by virtue of the laws of this State shall acquire or
hold more than 10 per cent, of the securities of any single corporation;
nor shall more than 10 per cent, of the assets of any insurance company
be invested in the securities of any single company or in securities issued
by any single individual. (Acts 1929, p. 276.)
Cross-reference. Insurance companies may invest in drainage district bonds,

—

see

§

23-2567.

—

Required investments. Every insurance company organized
and doing business by virtue of the laws of this State shall, to the extent of the paid-in outstanding capital stock of such insurance company,
if it shall be a stock corporation, keep its funds and assets invested in
the classes of securities defined and described in sub-paragraphs (a), (b),
(c), (d), (e), (f), and (h) of section 56-224. (Acts 1929, p. 276.)
56-227.

and buy property or securities in which
money has been invested. Insurance companies organized and doing
business by virtue of the laws of this State ma}' sell, assign, transfer, and
56-228. Authority to sell

—

convey, either with or without warranty, or either with or without recourse upon it, as it may prefer, any real estate, personal property, bond,
note, mortgage, deed of trust, deed to secure debt, or other form of prop-

which it may have invested its money or its assets
may
have made loans as allowed by law, and may also
or on which it
buy and sell any realty that may he necessary for the protection of any
loan such insurance company may lawfully make. (Acts 1929, p. 276.)
erty or securities in

—

and reserve. Any company organized
under this Chapter may reinsure any or all its risks and every company
incorporated under this Chapter shall provide for such reserve as may
be required by law. (Acts 1893, p. 78.)
56-229. (2410) Reinsurance

;

Insurance.

56-230

§
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(2411) Extent of liability of stockholders.— Stockholders in
corporations organized under this Chapter shall be individually liable to
56-230.

creditors of the corporation to the extent of their unpaid subscription to

the capital stock and for no greater amount.
56-231.

Law

(2465)

(Acts 1893,

applicable to individuals.

p. 78.)

—All laws regulating- the

business of insurance in this State by companies shall apply to individuals, associations,

and corporations

Annual report

(Acts 1893,

in like business.

p. 81.)

forms; verification; publication.
Every corporation or association shall, on or before the first
day of March in each year after it shall have commenced to do business,
make and file with the Insurance Commissioner a report of its affairs
and operations during the year ending the 31st day of December next
preceding. Such annual reports shall be made upon blank forms to be
provided and furnished by the Insurance Commissioner, and shall be
verified under the oath of the president or secretary or other like officers,
and shall be published, or the substance thereof, in the annual report of
said Insurance Commissioner. (Acts 1887, p. 126.)
56-232.

—

(2458)

Cross-references.

— Returns

of corporations,

fraternal benefit societies, see

56-233.

—There
tion

of business;

see

§

22-1703.

Annual report of

56-1626

§

(2459) Fees to be paid; annual report; tax on gross receipts.

Commissioner by each corporaor association authorized to do business the same fees as required by
shall be paid to the Insurance

such subsequent fees as are prescribed
under said section. In addition to the foregoing fees, every such corporation or association shall, on or before the first day of July of each
year, report under oath of its president and secretary, or other like officers, to the Insurance Commissioner the gross amount received on business done in this State during the year ending the 30th of April next
preceding, and shall at the same time pay into the treasury of this State
a tax of $1.50 upon each $100 of such gross amount so received by said
association or corporation.
If such corporation or association shall at
any time be the owner of any real or personal property situated in this
State, such property shall not be exempt from taxation by reason of the
provisions of this section. (Acts 1887, p. 126; 1927, p. 92.)
section 56-506, together with

Cross-reference.

56-234.

— Company

all

not complying, fees,

(2460) Failure to

make such

etc.,

see

§

56-506.

report or pay tax.

—

If

such cor-

poration or association shall at any time fail or refuse to make the annual report or to pay the tax on the gross amount received, as hereinbefore provided, the Insurance

Commissioner

shall forthwith

suspend or

revoke all authority to such corporation or association and all its agents
to do business, and shall publish such revocation in some newspaper
published in this State, and may proceed to collect whatever sum of
money may be due or owing on account of such tax by suit or action, in
the name of the State, against such corporation or association. (Acts
1887, p. 126.)

56-235.

(2461)

from operation
to require any

Exemption of fraternal, secret, and industrial societies
Nothing in the insurance law shall be construed

of law.

—

fraternal, secret, or industrial societies or other associa-

Tnsi;kance.
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to
tions exempt by law, now organized or to be organized in this
pay any lieense fee or tax, or to make or file reports with the Insurance
Commissioner, or to prevent the same from doing business, when the
money, benefit, charity, or relief is payable by the grand or supreme
body of the same, and is derived from assessments on subordinate
councils, or other bodies or their members. (Acts 1887, p. 126,)
i

Cross-references.

— Annual report of fraternal

ties,

benefit societies, see § 56*1626.
Exemption of certain SO

societies, see § 56-1606.

emptions of fraternal benefit
see § 56-1634.

CHAPTER

56-3.

DEPOSITS BY COMPANIES DOING
BUSINESS IN STATE.

Sec.
56-301.

Sec.

and inland insurcompanies of other

Fire, marine,

ance

56-313.

quired;

States' or Countries.
56-302.

When

56-303.

Bond

56-304.

tion.

notice

of loss given,
bonds to be retained; appointment of receiver.

56-314.

Same;

56-315.

Deposits by foreign companies
or agents when amount re-

to be given by receiver.
Delivery of bonds to receiver;
sale of bonds; disposition of
proceeds and residue.

bonds;

56-316.

than imposed by this State.
Foreign life and accident insurance companies.

Additional deposit when amount
reduced below amount required; revocation of license

56-317.

Domestic

Conflicting

on
56-306.

claims

to

56-318.

make.

failure to

Life insurance companies doing
business on legal reserve
plan; measure of required deposit; renewal of deposit an-

Same;
to

certificate

companies;

to be issued
expiration of

56-319.

Same;

56-309.

Same; changes

56-310.

Same;

annual increases until
aggregates required
amount.

accident, or casualty insurance companies; what securities may be deposited;

Life,

make

deposit;

56-321.

Industrial life, accident, or
health insurance companies.

of securities de-

56-322.

Life

posited.

approval of securities
offered for deposit and of
substitution of securities.

56-311.

Fidelity insurance companies.

56-312.

Mutual, cooperative, or assessment fire insurance compa-

companies

cepted.

56-301.

Same;

56-320.

notice; revocation of license.

what

in-

valuation.

failure to

nies;

and accident

deposit

certificate.

56-308.

life

surance companies.
Mutual or stock-plan life insurance companies; amount
of deposit; nonresident companies.

nually.
56-307.

receipt of deposits by
State Treasurer authorized.

quired of companies of this
State by foreign State greater

affidavit; interpleader.

56-305.

amount of assets reemergency clause in
policies; deposit for exemp-

Same;

ex-

56-323.

indemnity or insurance
companies doing business
upon assessment plan.
Withdrawal by company from
State, return of bonds deposited.

56-324.

required to be satisbefore withdrawal.
Withdrawal of fire insurance
companies or associations;
reinsurance of policies.
Policies
fied

56-325.

(2419) Fire, marine, and inland insurance companies of other

States or Countries.

—

All fire, marine, and inland insurance companies.
chartered by other States or foreign Governments, shall deposit with
the State Treasurer bonds of the United States, or bonds of this State
which according to the Acts and resolutions of the General Assembly are

bonds

any county or municipality in this State which have
been validated under the laws of this State, of the face value of $25,000,
which bonds shall be receipted for by the Treasurer and specially de-

valid, or

of

—
§

Insurance,

56-502

posited in the treasury; and whenever such
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company

shall cease to

do

business in this State, and shall have settled all claims against it, said
bonds shall be delivered to the proper party on presentation of the
Treasurer's receipt. While said bonds are so deposited the owners shall,
subject to the notices hereinafter provided for or given, be entitled to
collect the interest thereon. For the bonds so deposited the faith of the

pledged that they shall be returned or disposed of as hereinafter
provided. All bonds deposited by insurance companies under this or any
other section of this Title shall be registered bonds. (Acts 1887, p. 116;
S

te is

1899, p. 45

;

1900, p. 77; 1905, p. 75.)

— Provisions

of Constitution as to requirements of nonresident
charges imposed on companies of this State by
other States are greater than imposed by this State, see § 56-315. State Treasurer
ex-omcio Bond Commissioner, see § 40-1201. Bonds of counties or municipalities,
how validated, see § 87-301. When amount deposited reduced below amount required, see § 56-305. Annual report of business, see § 56-232. Deposits by domestic mutual fire insurance companies, see § 56-312.

Cross-references.

companies, see

§

When

2-2301.

56-302. (2420)

When

pointment of receiver.

notice of loss given, bonds to be retained; ap-

—Whenever any loss insured against shall

occur,

the insured, in order to secure his recovery, may give notice to the State
Treasurer of the occurrence of said loss and of the amount claimed, after

which notice the State Treasurer shall be bound to retain, subject to the
order of the court trying any suit that may be brought for the recovery
of such loss, a sufficient amount to pay the judgment in said case in the
event of recovery and if the amount for which said company is liable
;

shall not be paid within 10 days, said plaintiff

may

file

an application

with the judge of the superior court of the county where the case was
tried, for a receiver to take charge of as many bonds as shall be necessary
to satisfy the aforesaid judgment. (Acts 1887, p. 116.)
Cross-reference.

— Proceedings

56-303. (2421)

Bond

when

loss occurs, see

to be given

by

receiver.

§

56-1109.

Delivery of bonds to

—

and residue. When said
receiver shall be appointed by the judge, he shall always require bond
and security of him for the faithful performance of his duty. The State
Treasurer, on application by the receiver, shall deliver to him bonds of
sufficient market value, if in his custody, to satisfy said judgment. The
receiver's receipt shall be a complete discharge to said Treasurer and the
State. The receiver shall apply to the judge of the superior court for an
receiver; sale of bonds; disposition of proceeds

order of

sale,

and, in pursuance of said order, shall sell said bonds.

After

deducting such expenses and commissions as shall be allowed by the
judge, he shall pay over to the plaintiff or his attorney a sufficient amount
to satisfy the

judgment; and

if

there shall remain any residue in the

hands of such receiver, he shall pay over the same to the agent of the
company, taking his receipt for the same, which shall be filed and recorded with the other papers in the case. (Acts 1887, p. 116.)

—

Cross-references. Receiver not subject to garnishment, see
ings when loss occurs; receiver, see § 56-1109.

56-304.

§

55-311.

Proceed-

(2422) Conflicting claims to bonds; affidavit; interpleader.

be conflicting claims, the State Treasurer shall deliver over
to the receivers, in the order of their application, the aforesaid bonds;

If there shall

Insurance.
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§

56-3%

there shall be any contest between creditors, which cannot be
settled in this mode, the party not receiving sufficient bonds through the
receiver appointed in his behalf may become a party to the other C2

and

if

and make known his claim to the other receiver by making affidavit
the claim and filing the same with him, and the receiver shall report such
claim to the judge of the superior court appointing him, who shall, by
order, provide for a bill of interpleader, as in cases in equity.

(Act b

1887, p. 117.)

—

Cross-references. Proceedings
pleader, see § 37-1503.

when

loss occurs; receiver, see

when

§

56-1 109.

Inter-

amount

reduced below
amount required; revocation of license on failure to make. Whenever,
by means of the provisions of this law, the amount of bonds so deposited
shall be reduced, the Treasurer of this State shall at once notify the
Insurance Commissioner in writing, who shall give notice to the company depositing, and require more bonds to be deposited, so as always
to maintain the original amount; and if the company so notified by the
Insurance Commissioner shall fail to comply within 30 days, the license
to do business in this State shall be revoked, and said Insurance Commissioner shall at the same time give notice, by publication in a newspaper published at the State capital, of the fact of such failure and revocation of license; the cost of which publication shall be paid by the company failing to comply with the provisions of this law. (Acts 1887.
56-305. (2424) Additional

deposit

—

p. 117.)

—

Cross-references. Deposits by companies of other States, see § 56-301. When
excess of bonds of fidelity companies shall be returned, see § 56-1110. Amount of
bonds of fidelity companies must be maintained, see § 56-1115.

companies doing business on legal
reserve plan; measure of required deposit; renewal of deposit annually.
The Insurance Commissioner shall, as soon as practicable after the
filing of the annual statement of any life insurance company organized
and doing business on the legal reserve plan under the laws of this State.,
proceed to ascertain the net reserve value of each policy in force on the
31st day of December immediately preceding, upon the basis of calculation fixed by existing laws and should any such company issue policies
based upon a higher standard, such policy shall be valued according to
such higher standard. For the purpose of making such valuation the
Insurance Commissioner may employ a competent actuary, who shall
be paid by the company for which the services shall be rendered; but
nothing in this section shall prevent any company from making said
valuation, which may be received by the Insurance Commissioner upon
such proof as he may determine. The expense of procuring such proof
shall be paid by the company. Upon ascertaining, in the manner above
provided, the net reserve value of all policies in force issued by any
such life insurance company desiring to operate under the provisions oi
this section, the Insurance Commissioner shall notify such company of
the amount thereof, and within 60 days after the date of such notification the officers of such company shall have the right to deposit with the
Treasurer of this State, for the security and benefit of all its policyholders, securities to an amount which, together with the sum already deposited with said Treasurer, and such sums as may be deposited by said
56-306. (2428, 2429) Life insurance

—

;

§

Insurance.

56-307

company with other
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States and Governments,

by requirements of the
laws oi such other States or Governments in which said company is doing business, shall not be less than the amount of such ascertained valuaIn case the deposits made with other States
and Governments shall be by the laws of such States and Governments
held as security first for the policyholders of such States and Govern-

tion of

all

policies in force.

ments, said policyholders in such other States shall not participate in the
securities held in this State until due allowance or credit shall have been
given for the securities held by their
all

policyholders of the

ties shall

company

own

States or Governments, so that

shall stand

The

on equal terms.

securi-

be such as are described in section 56-224, or certificates of de-

any solvent bank or trust company, or satisfactory evidences of
ownership of unincumbered improved real estate as may be acquired by
such company under the provisions of law, at such value as may be determined upon by two disinterested appraisers residing in the county in
which the real estate shall be situated, such appraisers to be appointed
by the Insurance Commissioner. Such real estate shall not be sold or
incumbered unless securities of equal value as herein required shall be
posit in

deposited with the Treasurer of this State in lieu thereof.

The

herein provided for shall be renewed annually. (Acts 1906,

p. 107.)

Cross-reference.

— Calculation
Same;

of net value of

life policies,

see

§

deposit

56-912.

be issued to companies; expiration
of certificate.
Upon the deposit being made by any company as provided in the foregoing section, the Insurance Commissioner shall issue
56-307.

(2429)

certificate to

—

name

a certificate setting forth the corporate

of the

company,

its

princi-

has fully complied with the provisions of this law,
stating the amount deposited and the net reserve value of outstanding

pal office, that

policies,

it

and the table upon which the same

authorized to transact the business of

life

is

computed, and that

it is

insurance in this State: Pro-

day of May in
requested by such company, the Insur-

vided, that any such certificate shall expire on the 30th

the year following

its issue.

If

ance Commissioner shall furnish such company with a certificate over
his signature, to be attached to or printed on policies issued by such company, in substance as follows
State of Georgia, Insurance Depart19
ment, State Capitol, Atlanta, Ga.,
The net reserve value of
:

—

,

policies issued

by

life

insurance

.

company

of

,

Georgia,

is

secured by a deposit of acceptable securities in accordance with the

compulsory reserve deposit laws of this State, enacted in the year 1906.
Insurance Commissioner.
(Acts 1906, pp. 107, 109.)
,

56-308.
license.

(2430)

— Upon

privilege of
in

Same;

make deposit; notice; revocation of
any company having once exercised the
provisions of this law to make the deposit

failure to

the failure of

coming under the

the time provided in section 56-306, the Insurance Commissioner shall

no new policies in this State until there
shall have been compliance with said requirements.
The Insurance
Commissioner shall revoke the license of any company issuing policies
notify such

company

after such notice

to issue

and before compliance with said requirements. (Acts

1906, pp. 107, 109.)
Cross-reference.

— Licenses

are revocable, see

§

20-117.

Insurance.
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56-309.

Same; changes

(2431)

§

of securities deposited.

— All

56-312

compan

coming within the provisions of this law may at any time change their
securities on deposit by substituting for those withdrawn a like amount
in other securities of the character provided for, and whenever the net
reserve value of policies outstanding and in force against any company
shall be less than the amount of securities then on deposit with the
Treasurer of this State, said company may withdraw such excess but
at least $100,000 shall remain on deposit.
Companies having on deposit stocks or bonds as security may collect the dividends and interest
accruing on such deposits; but upon default by such company to deposit additional security as called for by the Insurance Commissioner,
the State Treasurer shall collect the interest on such stocks or bonds as
it becomes due, and add the same to the securities in his hands belonging to such company.
(Acts 1906, pp. 107, 110.)
;

—

Cross-reference. Provisions of Constitution as to requirements of resident
panies, see § 2-2303.

56-310.

(2432)

Same; approval

of substitution of securities.

of securities offered for deposit

— Securities

com-

and

offered for deposit under the

preceding section shall be passed upon by the Insurance Commissioner
and approved by him before being deposited with the State Treasurer,
and before the withdrawal of any securities from the Treasurer by the
company the Insurance Commissioner shall first approve such with-

drawal and the substitution of securities therefor.

(Acts 1906, pp. 107,

110.)

56-311. Fidelity insurance companies.

company

shall write

sum

any bonds

— Before

in this

State,

any surety or bonding
it

shall be required

to

with the State Treasurer, conditioned as is
provided by law for the deposits required of such companies in writing
Provided, that whenever any
bonds of public officials of this State
such company shall have already deposited $25,000 as provided by law
for writing bonds of public officials it shall not be required to deposit
an additional sum. (Acts 1912, pp. 119, 133.)
deposit the

of $25,000

:

56-312. Mutual, cooperative, or assessment fire insurance companies;

what companies excepted.

—All

the laws of this State to do a

insurance companies chartered under

fire

insurance business upon the mutual,

cooperative or assessment plan, shall, before receiving a license from the

Insurance Commissioner, deposit with the State Treasurer registered
bonds of the United States or this State, or county or municipal bonds

and validated, in the sum of $10,000. Said deposit shall be made under the same conditions that deposits of nonresident fire insurance companies are made with the State Treasurer Provided, that this section shall not apply to such companies as operate in
not more than four counties in a division in this State, or to farmers'
cooperative companies doing fire insurance business in this State on
the assessment plan where their policies stipulate that all the property,
real and personal, of the policyholders is pledged for the payment of the
of this State, registered

:

policy.

(Acts 1912, pp. 119, 142.)

—

Bonds of county or municipality, how validated, see
Deposits by companies of other States, see § 56-301.

Cross-references.
Ct seq.

§

87-301

—
:

§

Insurance.

56-313
56-313.

cies

;

Same; amount
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of assets required;

deposit for exemption.

— Companies

emergency clause

in poli-

chartered under the laws of

do a tire insurance business upon the mutual, cooperative
or assessment plan shall always have in good assets an amount equal
to the unearned premium liability of the company, required of all classes
of fire insurance companies by the laws of this State.
All policies issued
by such companies shall embrace what is termed an emergency clause,
whereby the company reserves the right to call for extra assessments
from its policyholders whenever the contingency shall arise. Samples
of all policy contracts to be used by such companies shall, before issuance, be submitted to the Insurance Commissioner for his approval
Provided, that nothing in this law shall require any mutual fire insurance company chartered under the laws of this State to embrace in its
policies said emergency clause when such company shall have deposited
with the Treasurer of the State registered securities in the amount of
SI 00,000, consisting of bonds of the United States, bonds of the State,
bonds of municipalities or counties of the State, which have been duly
validated, or such other securities as the Insurance Commissioner shall
deem adequate, nor shall the policyholders of any such company that
shall make said deposit be liable for any assessments, except for unpaid
this State to

premiums, to meet any losses or liabilities that may be incurred by any
such company; which deposit shall be in lieu of any other deposit required by this law, and the amount of said deposit shall always be
maintained as a surplus in excess of the reinsurance reserve required
under the law. (Acts 1912, pp. 119, 143; 1922, p. 122.)
56-314.

Same;

The Treasurer

receipt of deposits

by

State Treasurer authorized.

hereby authorized and directed to receive
deposits of bonds or other securities as provided in sections 56-312 and
56-313 when the deposit of the. same is approved by the Insurance Commissioner, and hold the same subject to the provisions of the laws of this
(Acts 1922,
State relating to deposits by fire insurance companies.
of this State

is

pp. 122, 124.)

56-315. (2449)

Deposits by foreign companies or agents

when amount

required of companies of this State by foreign State greater than im-

—

posed by this State. Whenever the laws of any other State shall require of insurance companies chartered by this State and having agencies
in such other State, or of the agents thereof, any deposit of securities in
such State for the protection of policyholders or otherwise, or any pay-

ment

of penalties, certificates of authority, license fees, or otherwise,

greater than the amounts required for such purposes from similar com-

companies of such States establishing or having theretofore established an
agency or agencies in this State shall make the same deposit for a like
purpose with the Insurance Commissioner of this State and pay to said
Commissioner, for penalties, certificates of authority, license fees, or
otherwise, an amount equal to the amount of such charges imposed by
the laws of such State upon companies of this State and agents thereof.
panies of other States by the then existing laws of this State,

(Acts 1887,

all

p. 124.)

Cross-references.

— Comity

Bond Commissioner,

of States, see § 102-110.
State Treasurer ex-officio
Foreign corporations recognized by comity,
see § 40-1201.

Insurance.
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§ 56- 3 19

May transact business,
Returns by corporations, see § 22-1703.
see § 22-1501.
§§ 56-209, 56-403.
Deposits by companies of other States, see $ 56-301.
Provisions of Constitution as to insurance companies, see §§ 2-2301 to 2-2304.

when, see

—

and accident insurance companies. All
life and accident insurance companies chartered by other States or foreign Governments shall show, by a certificate from the officer having supervision of the insurance department in the State in which they are
chartered or elect to make their deposit, that they have deposited not
less than $100,000 in such securities as may be deemed by such officer as
56-316. (2426) Foreign life

equivalent to cash, subject to his order, as a guaranty fund for the security of policyholders of said companies.
Cross-reference.

companies, see

§

—Provisions

(Acts 1887,

p. 118.)

of Constitution as to requirements of nonresident

2-2301.

—

Domestic life and accident insurance companies. All
such companies chartered by this State shall, before doing business, de56-317. (2427)

posit with the Treasurer of this State $100,000, in such securities as

may

be deemed by the Insurance Commissioner equivalent to cash, to be subject to his order, as a guaranty fund for the security of the policyholders of the company making such deposit. All interest and dividends arising from such securities shall be paid when due to the company so de-

Any

such securities as may be needed by the company
may be taken from the Treasurer at any time by replacing them with
other securities equally acceptable to the Insurance Commissioner. The
Treasurer's certificate for the same shall be furnished to the company.
(Acts 1887, p. 118; 1905, p. 76.)

positing them.

Mutual or stock-plan

56-318.

posit; nonresident companies.

life

—No

insurance companies; amount of delife insurance company, including in-

which may hereafter be
whether organized on the mutual or the stock

dustrial life insurance companies, chartered, or

by
and which

chartered,

this State,

not now authorized to transact business in this State,
shall be so authorized or licensed until such company shall have deposited with the Treasurer of this State securities, deemed by the Insurance Commissioner to be the equivalent of cash, in an amount of not less
plan,

is

than $100,000, as a guaranty fund for

and no such company organized, or which may hereafter be organized, under the laws
of any State of the Union or foreign State, and not now authorized to do
its

policyholders

;

business in this State, shall be authorized or licensed to transact the
business of insurance in this State until it shall have produced evidence
satisfactory to the Insurance Commissioner, that

the State in

which

it is

it has on deposit in
chartered or organized, with the proper officer

may

be deemed by such officer
equivalent to cash, subject to his order, as a guaranty fund for the seProvided, however, that such nonresident incurity of policyholders
surance company may make deposit with the Treasurer of this State
instead of in the State of its organization, should it elect to do so. (Acts
thereof, $100,000 in such securities as

:

1920, pp. 212, 213.)

—

Cross-references. Insurance companies
drainage district bonds, see § 23-2567.

56-319.

amount.

may

invest in and deposit as securities,

Same; annual increases until deposit aggregates required
Every life insurance company, including industrial life insur-

—

I
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56-320

ance companies, authorized to transact the business of life insurance,
whose deposit is less than $100,000, shall annually, on or before the 31st
day of December of each year, increase its deposit in an amount, not less
than 10 per cent, of the amount of deposit which it is required to have
under existing laws, until such deposit aggregates not less than $100,000.
(Acts 1920,

p.

213.)

what

56-320. Life, accident, or casualty insurance companies;

securi-

—

may

be deposited; valuation. All deposits of bonds, collateral, or
assets required under the law of any life, accident, or casualty insurance
ties

company incorporated under

the laws of this State as a condition to

may

made

its

bonds of the United
States, bonds of this State which according- to the Acts and resolutions
of the General Assembly are valid, or bonds of any county or municipality in this State which have been validated under the laws of this
State.
The said bonds shall be accepted by the appropriate officer for
such deposit to the extent of the face value thereof, but in no event in
excess of such face value however, if the actual market value of said
bonds shall be less than their face value, they shall be so accepted at
only their said market value at the time they shall be so offered. (Acts
being authorized to do business,

be

in

;

1924, p. 121.)
Cross-reference.

—Validation

56-321. Industrial

life,

of county

and municipal bonds, see

§

87-301 et seq.

accident, or health insurance companies.

— Be-

do business in this State, industrial life, accident, or health insurance companies shall deposit with the Treasurer of
fore being authorized to

an amount equal to 60 per cent, of its capital stock, consist(Acts 1912,
ing of United States, State, county, or municipal bonds.

this State

pp. 119, 126.)

56-322.

(2450) Life indemnity or insurance companies doing business

upon assessment

—All

indemnity or insurance corporations or
associations, organized under the laws of this or any other State or
Country, to do business upon the assessment plan, shall deposit with
the Treasurer of this State stock or bonds approved by that officer in an
amount equal to $20,000 par value, and of not less than $20,000 market
value
Provided, how ever, that industrial associations or assessment
life insurance companies doing business on the industrial or weekly payment plan, and issuing no policies for an amount greater than $500, shall
be required to deposit a sum equal to $1,000 for each $1,000,000 in force,
and thereafter such industrial associations or assessment life insurance
companies doing business upon the industrial or weekly payment plan,
and issuing a policy for no greater amount than $500, shall be required
to deposit a sum not less than $1,000 in each $1,000,000 of insurance in
force on the last day of the last calendar year, as shown by its annual
statement, until the sum so deposited shall be equal to $100,000. The
security so deposited shall be held in trust for the benefit and protection
of, and as security for, the policyholders of such corporation or association, their legal representatives, and beneficiaries.
A corporation or
association organized under the laws of other States or Countries shall
not be required to make such deposit, if the corporation or association
shall make it appear to the satisfaction of said Insurance Commissioner
plan.

r

:

life
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that

it

has on deposit with the proper State

amount

§ 56-325

the State or Coun-

official in

required under
the terms of this section, and which are held by said authority in trust
try of

its

incorporation a like

for the benefit

and protection

of,

of securities as

and as security

is

the policyholders of

for,

such corporations or associations, their legal representatives, or beneficiaries.
Said securities shall so remain on deposit until it has been
made to appear to the satisfaction of said Insurance Commissioner of

and obligations of said company or associathis State have been discharged, or, in case of

this State that all the debts

tion due the citizens of

nonresident companies, that, after making deposit, or after similar dep<
has been made with the proper State officials in the State or Country of
its

incorporation, said securities shall be subject to the debts due policy-

holders and beneficiaries under the same rules and regulations as govern the deposits required to be made by fire insurance companies under
the laws of this State, in so far as the

same may be

applicable.

(Acts

1887, p. 124; 1900, pp. 47, 74; 1901, p. 33; 1905, p. 77.)

Withdrawal by company from State, return of bonds
deposited. When any company shall desire to withdraw from the State,
and will satisfy the Insurance Commissioner that all suits pending
against such company, and of which no notice has been given, have been
fully satisfied, or whenever no notice of claim shall have been given, and
when rights under existing policies shall have been satisfied and released
56-323. (2423)

—

as the provisions of this law require, the Treasurer shall return to said

company

the bonds so deposited, upon order from the Commissioner.

(Acts 1887,

p. 117.)

Cross-references.

—Withdrawal

of policies before withdrawal, see

of fidelity
§ 56-324.

company, see

§

56-1111.

Satisfaction

56-324. (2425) Policies required to be satisfied before withdrawal.

—

When

any company, having made the deposit required by this law, has
existing policies on property of citizens of this State on which no losses
have accrued, and the company wishes to withdraw its deposits, before
being allowed so to do said company shall take up and satisfy said policies, and give notice of its intention to withdraw from the State, and of
the fact that it has satisfied all losses and the claims of policyholders
above designated, which notice shall be published once a week for two
months in a newspaper to be designated by the Insurance Commissioner
of the State, and at the expense of said company. Any claims of the citizens of this State for losses, or on existing policies where no losses have
occurred, must be fully settled before said deposits shall be withdrawn.
(Acts 1887,

p. 117.)

56-325.

fidelity

—

Withdrawal by company from the
company, see § 56-1111.

Cross-references.

drawal of

Withdrawal

—

of fire insurance

State, see

§

56-323.

With-

companies or associations; rein-

surance of policies. Any foreign fire insurance company or association
doing business in this State and desiring to retire from this State before
the maturity or expiration of its policies or contracts, upon filing with
the Insurance Commissioner a written notice of such intention to withdraw, together with a sworn statement of its outstanding liabilities or
obligations under

such policies or contracts, and of any and all securities on deposit with the State official designated by law for the proall

—
§

56-401
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tection of the beneficiaries of such policies or contracts, may so retire or
withdraw: Provided, that such company or companies, as a condition
precedent to such withdrawal, shall reinsure all such policies or contracts in some other company or companies authorized to do business
in this State and shall file with said Insurance Commissioner a list showing the name or names of such company or companies in which such outstanding- policies, contracts or obligations have been so reinsured: and
Provided further, that the securities on deposit as aforesaid shall not be
so withdrawn from the custody, control and possession of said State
official until after such proof as may be required by said Commissioner
shall have been furnished him that there are, at the time of such withdrawal, no unsettled claims or losses outstanding against said company
so desiring to withdraw: and Provided further, that said reinsurance
shall be approved by the Insurance Commissioner.
(Acts 1913, p. 86.)

CHAPTER

56-4.

LICENSE TO DO BUSINESS.
Sec.

Sec.
56-401.

Companies required

to

be

Renewal

56-409.

li-

of

license

forfeited

56-404.

Fidelity insurance companies.

under preceding section.
Failure to pay judgment as
ground for revoking license.
Hearing in proceeding to revoke license for failure to pay
judgment; order of revoca-

56-405.

Same; applicability
ments relating to

56-412.

Renewal

56-413.

Revocation of licenses when
companies are insolvent or
fraudulently conducted; reinStatement of companies.

censed.
56-402.

How

obtained; stateto be filed.
Issuance of license; renewal;
further statements required.
license

56-410.

ment required

56-403.

56-406.
56-407.
56-408.

of requirelife insur-

ance companies.
Issuance of license.
Revocation of license.
Revocation of license of company removing cause to Fed-

56-411.

tion.

of license revoked for
failure to pay judgment.

eral court.

Companies required to be licensed.— No insurance company chartered by this State, or by another State or a foreign Government, shall transact any business of insurance in this State without first
(Acts 1887,
procuring a license from the Insurance Commissioner.
56-401.

(2414)

'

p. 114.)

—

Cross-references. Issuing license, see
thorized companies, see § 56-9905.

How

§

56-406.

Penalty on agents of unau-

be filed.
Before the Insurance Commissioner shall issue a license to an insurance company, the company shall fully comply with all of the provisions
of this Title, and shall file with said Insurance Commissioner a statement under oath of its president and secretary, specifying
56-402.

—

(2415)

license obtained; statement required to

The name and locality of the company.
Second. The condition of such company on the thirty-first day of
December then next preceding, if such company was engaged in busiFirst.

and if not so engaged on said date, then on the date
when said company began to do business, exhibiting the following facts
and items in the following form, namely:
ness on said date

1.

The amount

;

of the capital stock of the

company, and what part of

—
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the

same has been paid

holders, and

how

in cash,

(2)

of the
(3)

if

is

in

notes of the ItC

such notes are secured.

The property or assets held by
(1) The value, as near as may be,
;

§ 56-402

and what part

2.

pany

— —

the company, specifying
of the real estate held

by such com-

encumbered, to what amount.

The amount

of cash

on hand and deposited

in

banks to the credit

company.

The amount

of cash in the

hands of agents and

in the

course of

transmission.
(4)

The amount

of loans secured

by bonds and mortgages on

real

estate.

(5)

and how secured.

The amount
The amount

of other loans,

The amount
The amount

of interest actually

bonds of

United
States, and of any stocks owned by the company, specifying the amount,
number of shares, and par and market value of each kind of stock.
(6)

(7)

(8)

of

of

this State, of other States in the

due and unpaid.

premium notes on hand upon which

policies

have

been issued.
(9)

The amount

of all other assets, real

and personal, not included

hereinbefore.

The liabilities of the company, specifying
1. The amount of losses due and yet unpaid.
2. The amount of claims for losses resisted by the company.
3. The amount of losses not yet due, including those reported to the
company on which no action has yet been taken.
4. The amount of dividends declared and due and remaining unpaid.
5. The amount of dividends declared but not yet due.
6. The amount of money borrowed.
7. The amount of all other claims against the company.
8. The amount of reserve for reinsurance.
Fourth. The income of the company during the preceding year, specifying—
1. The amount of the cash premiums received.
2. The amount of notes received for premiums.
3. The amount of interest money received.
4. The amount of income received from other sources.
The expenditures during the preceding year, specifying
Fifth.
1. The amount of losses paid during the year.
2. The amount of dividends paid during the year.
3. The amount of expense paid during the year, including fees and
Third.

commissions to agents and

officers of the

company.

The amount paid in taxes.
5. The amount of all other payments and expenditures.
Sixth. The greatest amount insured in any one risk, and
amount of insurance outstanding.
4.

the total

§

Insurance.
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charter or act of incorporation, unless the

plying for a license

is

unincorporated. (Acts 1887,

p.

company

ap-

114; 1929, pp. 162,

163.)
Cross-reference.

56-403.

quired.

— Punishment

for false statements, see § 56-9902.

Issuance of license; renewal; further statements refiling such statement, the Insurance Commissioner, when

^2418")

— Upon

satisfied that

it is

correct,

and that the company has fully complied with

the laws regulating the business of insurance, shall issue a license to said

company

to transact business in this State.

Said statement and license

must be renewed annually on the first day of January, or within 60 days
thereafter, and must show the condition of said company on the 31st day
of December.
In addition to this statement, all companies, including
cooperative or assessment life insurance companies doing business in
through their chief officer or agent residing in this State,
make to the Governor semiannual statements on the first day of January
and July of each year, or within 60 days thereafter. The January statement shall contain a full and exact report of their condition on the 31st
day of December next preceding said statement to be made in accordance with the terms and conditions set forth and required under the
preceding section, which shall be sworn to by the officer or agent making the same. The statement for July shall contain a report in short
form of income, assets, expenditures, and liabilities in gross, as of the 30th
day of June preceding, and be sworn to by the officer or agent making
the same. At the time of making such report to the Governor, each
company shall publish at its own expense a duplicate thereof in a newspaper of general circulation published in this State. Should any one of
such insurance companies fail or refuse to make said statement to the
Governor, it shall, by such failure or refusal, forfeit its right to do business until the first of January of the next year, and on such failure or
refusal the Insurance Commissioner shall recall and cancel the license of
such delinquent company. (Acts 1887, p. 115; 1893, p. 80.)
this State, shall,

;

—

Cross-references. Provisions of Constitution as to requirements of insurance
companies before doing business, see §§ 2-2301 to 2-2303. As to their reports,
When charges on companies of this State greater than imposed by
see § 2-2305.
this State, see § 56-315. Life insurance on assessment plan, see §§ 56-917 to 56-920.
Punishment for false statements, see § 56-9902. Insurance companies may deposit
drainage district bonds as security, see § 23-2567.

56-404.

(2553; Fidelity insurance companies.

— Fidelity insurance com-

panies or other corporations or companies doing a fidelity insurance
business, before beginning business in this State or signing any bond,

from the Insurance Commissioner, which license
shall be revoked if said companies shall begin in a United States court,
or remove or cause to be removed thereto, any suit as to any bond signed
or business done in this State. (Acts 1887, p. 108.)
shall obtain a license

Cross-reference.

— Revocation

Federal court, see

§

of license of foreign

company removing cause

to

56-408.

Editorial Note.— See 257 U. S. 529 (42 Sup. Ct. Rep. 188, 66 L. Ed. 352), as to
constitutionality of this section.

56-405.

(2462)

Same

surance companies.

;

applicability of requirements relating to life in-

— Any

corporation organized under the laws of this

State for the purpose of transacting the business of fidelity insurance

§56-408
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shall be licensed to transact business

upon compliance with

all

the re-

quirements in this law prescribed with reference to life insurance companies organized under the laws of this State, so far as the same may be
applicable to such fidelity insurance company; any fidelity insurai
company incorporated and organized under the laws of any other State
or foreign Government, and which has a paid-up capital of not less than
$250,000, may be licensed to transact business in this State upon compliance with all the requirements prescribed by law, as far as the same
may be applicable, for license to foreign life insurance companies to
transact business in this State. (Acts 1887, p. 127.)

—

be the duty of the Insurance Commissioner to issue licenses to the insurance companies and agents when
they shall have complied with the requirements of the laws of this State
and the rules and regulations prescribed by the Commissioner so as to
56-406. Issuance of license.

entitle

do business. In each case, license shall be issued under
of the Commissioner, authorizing and empowering the person,

them

the seal

It shall

to

company

firm, association or

to transact the kind of business specified in

Before an insurance company shall be licensed to transact
business, the Insurance Commissioner shall be satisfied by such examination as he may make or such evidence as he may require that such
company is duly qualified under the laws of this State to transact business herein. (Acts 1912, pp. 119, 123.)
the license.

—

Cross-references. Annual license of fraternal benefit societies, see §§ 56-1619,
56-1620. Organization of fraternal benefit societies, see §§ 56-1614 to 56-1616. Penalty on agents of unauthorized companies, see § 56-9905.

56-407. Revocation of license.

—Whenever

appear to the Insurance Commissioner that a license granted to an insurance company
should be revoked, the Insurance Commissioner shall, by first giving the
company 10 days' notice, require the company to show cause before a
board to be composed of the Insurance Commissioner, the Attorney General and the Governor why said license should not be revoked.
Upon
the hearing of the said cause, the said board may in its discretion revoke
the license of any such insurance

company

upon which the company may be allowed
State.

it

shall

or prescribe the conditions
to continue business in this

(Acts 1912, pp. 119, 123.)

Cross-references.

— Revocation

company

§ 56-1633; of

of license of foreign fraternal benefit society, see
Method of

failing to make required deposit, see § 56-308.
in hands of receivers, see § 56-223.

putting companies

56-408. (2416) Revocation of license of

Federal court.

—

other insurance

If

any foreign

fire,

life,

company doing business

company removing cause

to

accident, fidelity, guaranty, or
in this State shall,

without the

consent of the other party to any suit or proceeding brought against

it

remove said suit or proceeding to any Federal
court, the Insurance Commissioner shall forthwith revoke all authority
to such company and its agents to do business in this State, and publish
such revocation in some newspaper of general circulation published in
in

any court

this State.

of this State,

(Acts 1909,

Cross-reference.

—For

p. 147.)

similar provision as to fidelity companies, see

§

56-404.

Editorial Note.— See 257 U. S. 529 (42 Sup. Ct. Rep. 188, 66 L. Ed. 352) as to
constitutionality of this section.

—
R
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under preceding section.
When a license shall be forfeited as provided in the foregoing section,
said license may be renewed by the Insurance Commissioner upon terms
Provided, such license shall not be renewed
to be prescribed by him
56-409.

(,2417)

Renewal

of license forfeited

:

in less

than two years from the date of

its forfeiture.

(Acts 1909, pp. 147,

148.)

—

pay judgment as ground for revoking license. If
any insurance company, domestic or foreign, insuring against loss or
damage to the insured by reason of liability assessed on account of accident to, injuries to, or the death of any other person, or injuries or
damage to the property of others, shall fail or refuse to pay off and discharge any judgment rendered against such insured for liability covered
by such insurance written by said company in this State, within 30 days
after such judgment shall have become final by reason of having been
affirmed, or by reason of the time within which proceedings to appeal
from the same having expired, shall not be permitted or licensed to do
56-410. Failure to

Provided, that this section shall not apply when
the amount of the judgment shall exceed the amount of the insurance,
and the company has paid so much of said judgment as equals the amount
business in this State

stated in

its

:

contract of insurance.

The

failure of

any such company to

judgment or the amount stated in its contract
of insurance, as the case may be, shall be ground for the revocation of
any license granted to it to do business in this State, and for the refusal
to grant or renew such license as long as said company shall fail to
make such payment. The provisions of this law shall be cumulative of
pay

off the

amount

of said

other provisions of the laws of this State as to revoking the license of

such companies. (Acts 1922,
56-411.

Hearing

p. 125.)

revoke license for failure to pay judgWhenever it shall be brought to the atten-

in proceeding to

—

ment; order of revocation.
tion of the Insurance Commissioner that any company has failed to pay
a judgment under the circumstances stated in the preceding section, it
shall be the duty of the said Insurance Commissioner to notify the said
company to show cause before him in not less than five days why its
license to do business should not be revoked.
Upon said hearing if it
shall be made to appear to the Insurance Commissioner that the said
company has failed to pay a judgment, or so much thereof as is required
by this law, under the circumstances provided in the preceding section,
it shall be the duty of the Insurance Commissioner to declare the said
company's license to do business revoked, and after such declaration the
company shall no longer be authorized to transact business in this State,
except that it shall be authorized to take such proper steps as may be
necessary to liquidate
"

its

existing business in this State.

(Acts 1922,

p. 126.)

Renewal

—

revoked for failure to pay judgment. After
a company's license shall have been revoked under this law, the same
may be renewed and reinstated by the Insurance Commissioner whenever it shall be made to appear to him that the judgment or judgments
of the kind provided in this law, or so much thereof as is required by this
law, have been paid, but no company, the license of which may hereafter
56-412.

of license

Insurance.
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i

be revoked under the terms of this law, shall have its license rein ttated
or renewed, or a new license granted to it, as long as the judgment
judgments, because of which its license was revoked, shall remain unpaid.

(Acts 1922,

p. 126.)

when companies are insolvent or
conducted; reinstatement of companies. Whenever the In-

56-413. (2437) Revocation of licenses

fraudulently

—

surance Commissioner shall have reason to believe, from an examination
into the affairs of a company, that any insurance company is insolvent
or fraudulently conducted or that

its

assets are not sufficient for carrying

on business, as contemplated by law, he shall revoke the license of such
company and require said company to cease to do business, giving public
notice of such revocation of authority. Any insurance company which
has been suspended or which has had its license revoked may be reinstated upon showing that its condition is such as to authorize it to do
business, and the Insurance Commissioner may reinstate such company
whenever it makes such showing. (Acts 1887, p. 119; 1899, p. 45.)
Cross-reference.

— Proceedings

in case of insolvency, see §§ 56-106, 56-915, 56-921

et seq.

CHAPTER

AGENTS AND SOLICITORS.

56-5.

^ec.

Sec.
56-501.

Definition of insurance agent.

56-502.

Civil liability of agents of un-

56-513.

dent agents;
revocation.

authorized companies.

when

56-503.

License,

56-504.

Prerequisites
cense.

56-505.

Statement by managing agent of

56-506.

company showing agents, etc.
Acting as agent of company not

required.

to

obtaining

complying with law;

fees; re-

56-507.

Fire and casualty insurance
agents; liabilities; definitions.

56-508.

Same;

license of agents

56-509.

Same; nonresident's

56-510.

Same;

56-511.

Same; where

56-512.

Same; sections 56-1408
56-1425 and 56-9910 saved.

56-516.

Licenses to agents of assessment life insurance companies.

56-517.

Industrial life, accident, or
health insurance companies,

investigation of agents;
or suspension of

sections 56-503 and
56-504 superseded to certain
extent.

56-518.

Corporations soliciting or writing life insurance.

56-519.

False or fraudulent representa-

56-520.

Nonresident

tions.

solicitors

of

life

insurance.
56-521.

Agencies of foreign mutual
surance companies to be

inli-

censed.
56-522.

Commissions on

sale of stock,

policies,

revocation

life

licenses.

agency contracts.

56-501. (2443) Definition of insurance agent.
solicit in

to

Agents.

etc.

license of corporations.

to place business;
revocation of license.

Same;

56-515.

license; ap-

plication for; term; fee.

or

Same;

by In-

surance Commissioner.

suspension

56-514.
li-

ports.

into immoral or
improper conduct of nonresi-

Same; inquiry

insurance

—Any

person

who

or

shall

behalf of any insurance company, or agent of the same, incor-

porated by the laws of this or any other State or foreign Government, or
who shall take or transmit, other than for himself, any application for
insurance or any policy of insurance to or from such company or agent
of the same, or

who

shall advertise or otherwise give notice that he will

who shall receive or
company, or who shall examine

receive or transmit the same, or

deliver a policy of

insurance of any such

or inspect any risk

Insurance.
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any time, or receive or collect or transmit any premium of insurance,
or make or forward any diagram of any uilding or buildings, or do or
periorm any other act or thing in the making or consummating of any
contract of insurance for or with any such insurance company, other than
for himself, or who shall examine into or adjust or aid in adjusting any
loss for or in behalf of any such company, whether any of such acts shall
be done at the instance or request or by the employment of such insurance company, or of, or by, any broker or other person, shall be held to
be the agent of the company for which the act shall be done or the risk
(Acts 1887," p. 121.)
shall be taken,
at

1

—

Licenses to agents of assessment life insurance companies, see
50-516.
Unlawful for companies to make contracts affecting competition, see
Regulating business of fire and casualty insurance companies, see §§
§ 56-219.
56-b05, 56-1001.
Penalty on agents of unauthorized companies, see § 56-9905.
Cross-references.

§

(2445) Civil liability of agents of unauthorized companies.

56-502.

—

Any

person who shall do any of the acts mentioned in section 56-501
without such insurance company's having obtained from the Insurance
Commissioner a certificate of authority as required by law, shall also be
personally liable to the holder of any policy of insurance, in respect of

which such act was done,

for

any loss covered by the same:

Provided,

that the penalties provided for shall not apply to adjusters or inspectors
of authorized insurance

companies from

whom

the citizens of this State

have purchased insurance for themselves, as provided for in this section,
whenever the person or persons purchasing said insurance shall immediately notify the Insurance Commissioner, giving the name and locality
of said company in which they have policies, and at the same time pay to
said Insurance Commissioner the same licenses, fees, and taxes for each
company as are now or may hereafter be required of fire insurance companies authorized to do business by the laws of this State; and when the
license fees for any company have been paid in any one year by any
person or persons who have purchased insurance from said company, no
person or persons purchasing insurance from said company thereafter
shall be liable for the license fees of said company during the said year,
but only for such taxes on premiums as may be required from time to
time of insurance companies authorized to do business: Provided further, that said inspectors shall not solicit business for their companies.
(Acts 1890-1,

p. 205.)

Cross-references.
tition, see

§

—Unlawful

56-219.

55-503. License,

Criminal

when

for

companies to make contracts affecting compe-

liability,

required.

see

§

56-9905.

—All persons shall be required to pro-

cure a license from the Insurance Commissioner before soliciting business except those agents whose names are furnished the Insurance Com-

missioner by some reputable insurance company as

its

accredited agents.

(Acts 1912, pp. 119, 124.)

—

Cross-references.
Licenses to agents of assessment life insurance companies,
Apfent or solicitor required to procure license, see § 56-517. Sections
56-503 and 56-504 partly superseded, see § 56-514. Taxation of agents, see § 92-2501

see § 56-516.
et seq.

56-504. Prerequisites to obtaining license.

ance

shall,

sioner,

—All agents soliciting insur-

before procuring the license from the Insurance

make

application to the Commissioner, and before the

CommisCommis-

sioner shall issue such license, he shall satisfy himself that such agent

—

)
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g

56-507

and
authorized by some reputable insurance company to do bttsifU
the Commissioner shall be advised and convinced as to the moral charis

acter and integrity of such applicant for license. (Acta 1912, pp. 119, 124;
151 Ga. 609 (1) (107 S. K. 857).
Cross-reference.

—This

section partly superseded, see

§

56-514.

company showing agents, etc.
The managing agent of each insurance company shall, on the first
day of each quarter of the calendar year, file with the Insurance Commissioner a statement showing the agents of his company, the amount paid
by managing agent

56-505. Statement

of

—

and the date of its payment, which statebe verified by such managing agent. (Acts 1912, pp. 119,

for the license of each agent,

ment

shall

128.)

56-506. (2448) Acting as agent of
fees; reports.

company

company not complying with law;

— No person shall act as agent in this State of any insurance

any other State or foreign Government, doing a business in any manner, until said company shall have fully complied with the
provisions of this Title and received from the Insurance Commissioner
certificates of authority for itself and its agents to transact business in this
The fees of the Insurance Commissioner shall be as follows For
State.
filing certified copy of charter, $20; for examination of annual statement,
$20; and for certificates of authority or license to agents, S3 each, onefifth of which shall be paid to the Commissioner in full compensation for
of this or

:

services

that

,in

all fire

executing the provisions of this Title Provided, however,
insurance companies shall in lieu of such fees and charges
:

pay to the Insurance Commissioner one fee of $200, and upon paying
such fee and having otherwise fully complied with the provisions of this
Title such fire insurance companies shall be entitled to receive from the
Insurance Commissioner certificates of authority for itself and its agents
to transact business fire and storm assessment insurance companies in
the State, the business of which is confined to four counties or less, or
operated by independent divisions composed of four counties or less,
shall pay to the Insurance Commissioner a fee of $25, in lieu of $200.
In
addition to the payment of the above fees, each of said companies shall
make a report to the Commissioner on the first day of May of each year,
or within 60 days thereafter, under oath of the president or secretary
thereof, showing the entire amount of premium receipts of every character and description (deducting return premiums on canceled policies)
of said companies during the year or fractional part of a year ending the
30th day of April next preceding, whether said premiums were received
in money or in notes, credits, or any substitute for money, to be taxed
as may be provided by law from time to time. (Acts 1887, p. 124; 1909,
;

p.

87; 1910,

p. 55.)

Cross-references.— Fees to be paid, see

§

56-233.

Payment

of

fees

into

State

treasury, see § 40-1404.

56-507. Fire and casualty insurance agents; liabilities; definitions.
For the purposes of sections 56-507 to 56-515, an "insurance a^ent" is
hereby defined to be an individual or a corporation, or any member of a
partnership or association, or any officer or agent of a corporation, authorized by any insurance company lawfully qualified to transact business, to solicit, negotiate or effect contracts of insurance

on behalf of any

§

1474

Insurance.

56-508

insurance company. All such agents shall thereby become liable to all
the duties, requirements, liabilities and penalties herein provided, but

law shall not apply to any executive or traveling salaried employee
The phrase "company" or "insurance
of any such insurance company.
company" shall include only insurance companies writing fire or casualty
this

insurance or both. (Acts 1925, pp. 211, 212.)

—

Cross-references. As to effect of this and the following sections on prior law,
56-514, 56-515.
see

M

—

Same; license of agents by Insurance Commissioner. No insurance company admitted to do business in this State shall write or issue
any rire or casualty insurance policy on any risk except through a resident agent or agents licensed by the Insurance Commissioner; nor shall
any company or agent pay any remuneration or commissions for said
business to anyone except to an agent licensed by said Insurance Com56-508.

missioner

:

Provided, however, that this section shall not apply to prop-

erty of railroad companies and other

common

carriers.

No

person ex-

cept as hereinafter provided shall be licensed as an insurance agent except upon the application of a

company authorized

to

do business

in this

accompanied by a certificate signed
by an executive officer of such company and certifying that after inquiring into the affairs of such company, to the best of his knowledge, judgment and belief such person is of good character and is or expects to become bona fide engaged in the business of an insurance agent, that he
has such moral and financial standing as to make it probable that he can
carry on such an agency without detriment to the public, that he expects
bona fide to serve the public and not to procure the license chiefly for the
purpose of getting a rebate or commission on insurance written for himself or his family or some partnership or corporation in which he is interested or with which he is connected, and that he has such knowledge
of the business and of the law and practices governing and relating to
the same as will enable him to carry on the business in a competent manner and without detriment to the public. (Acts 1925, p. 212.)
State,

which said application

56-509.

shall be

Same; nonresident's

cense to be

known

license; application for; term; fee.

as a "nonresident's license" shall be granted

—A

li-

by the

Insurance Commissioner to any nonresident of this State upon the written application of such nonresident certifying that he is regularly licensed
by the department of insurance of the State in which he resides, and that
he will not negotiate nor effect any contract of insurance on property in

whole or in part in any company not qualified to do business
State, and upon payment to the Insurance Commissioner of a fee
The license shall be good for one year from date of its issuance.

this State in
in this

of $10.

(Acts 1925,

p. 213.)

—

No corporation shall be licensed as an insurance agent unless its charter expressly authorizes it
to engage in that business and unless the company such corporation represents or is to represent certifies in the manner provided for in sec^
tion 56-508 that some officer of said corporation is qualified to act as insurance agent; the name of such officer shall be stated in the license of
such corporation and such license shall automatically expire if and when
56-510.

Same;

license of corporations.

—
Insurance.
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such

officer so certified ceases to

§ 56- 513

hold active connection with said cor-

may

be revived upon the substitution of some other of:
of said corporation, duly certified to and licensed as provided in section
56-508. (Acts 1925, p. 213.)
poration, but

Same; where

56-511.

to place business; revocation of license.

No

agent or nonresident shall solicit or be instrumental in placing insurance
upon any risk except in a company or companies admitted to do business
in this State; and the violation of this provision shall be sufficient cause
for the revocation of such agent's or nonresident's license. (Acts 1925,
p. 213.)

Same; investigation of agents; revocation or suspension of
licenses.
The Insurance Commissioner may, upon his own motion, and
shall, upon a written complaint signed by a citizen of this State and filed
56-512.

—

with the Commissioner, inquire into any alleged illegal or improper conduct of any licensed insurance agent, and any agent's license may be revoked or may be suspended by the Insurance Commissioner after giving
such agent notice and opportunity to be heard, upon satisfactory proof
that the agent has been guilty of immoral or illegal conduct or such
practices as to render

him

unfit to carry

on the business or to make

his

continuance therein detrimental to the public interests, or that he is no
longer bona fide carrying on the business of an insurance agent, but
holds his license chiefly for the purpose of securing rebates or commis-

on insurance written for himself or his family or some partnership
or corporation in which he is interested or with which he is connected,
or that the license was improperly or improvidently granted. Notice to
such agent shall be sufficient if given personally or by registered mail to
sions

the last

known address

unknown, by posting

of such agent, or,

if

the agent's address shall be

Insurance Commissioner
in the State capitol for 10 days prior to the date of such inquiry.
In connection with such inquiry, the Insurance Commissioner shall have the
power to summon witnesses against any agent, and shall, upon the application of such agent, summon his witnesses for the purpose of testifying at such inquiry. (Acts 1925, p. 214.)
56-513.

in the public office of the

Same; inquiry

into

immoral or improper conduct

of nonresi-

—

dent agents; suspension or revocation of licenses. The Insurance Commissioner may, upon his own motion, and shall, upon a written complaint
signed by a citizen of this State and filed with the Commissioner, inquire
into any alleged illegal or improper conduct of any licensed nonresident
insurance agent, and any nonresident's license may be revoked or may
be suspended by the Insurance Commissioner after giving such nonresi-

dent notice and opportunity to be heard, upon satisfactory proof that the
nonresident has been guilty of immoral or illegal conduct or such practices as to render him unfit to carry on the business or to make his continuance therein detrimental to the public interests, or that the license
was improperly or improvidently granted. Notice to such nonresident
shall be sufficient if given personally or by registered mail to the last

known address of such nonresident or
known by posting in the public office

if

the nonresident's address be un-

of the Insurance

Commissioner

the State capitol for 10 days prior to the date of such inquiry.

in

In con-

§

Insurance,

56-514
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with such inquiry, the Insurance Commissioner may summon
witnesses against any agent, and shall, upon the application of such nonresident, summon his witnesses for the purpose of testifying at such inflection

(Acts 1925,

quiry.

56-514.

p. 214.)

Same; sections 56-503 and 56-504 superseded

— Sections

to certain extent.

5o-507 to 56-513 shall supersede the provisions of sections

56-503 and 56-504. as far as they relate to the business of

fire

and cas-

ualty insurance, except to the extent that the agent shall

first be designated by some company authorized to do business in this State as its
agent before a license other than a nonresident license shall be issued to
him. (Acts 1925, p. 215.)

56-515.

Same; sections 56-1408

to 56-1425

and 56-9910 saved.

— Noth-

ing in sections 56-507 to 56-514 contained shall be construed as repealing
or affecting the provisions of sections 56-1408 to 56-1425 or 56-9910,

and taxation of incorporated mutual cooperative fire insurance companies; nor shall the
provisions of said sections apply to said companies or to their agents in
the transaction of their business
Provided, also, that mutual insurance
companies which issue policies upon which no compensation is paid to a
local agent in this State, licensed to do business in this State, may have
their agents licensed on the application for the license and the payment
of the license fee, and the requirements of section 56-508 as to the qualifications for agents to obtain license shall not apply in such instances.
relating to the organization of, or the regulation

;

(Acts 1925,
56-516.

p. 215.)

(2456) Licenses to agents of assessment

—After

life

insurance com-

indemnity or insurance corporation or
association to do business upon the assessment plan as provided in sections 56-322 and 56-1501, the Insurance Commissioner shall issue licenses
to agents thereof, to be designated by the corporation or association, or
a general agent thereof, authorizing them to act as such agents during
the year for which said company is licensed; but such licenses must be
renewed annually. (Acts 1887, p. 125.)
panies.

authorizing a

life

—

Cross-references. Regulating business of fire and casualty insurance companies,
Penalty on agents of unsee §§ 56-805, 56-1001. Agent's license, see § 56-503.
authorized companies, see § 56-9905. Taxation of agents, see § 92-2502. Taxation of traveling, etc., agents, see § 92-2504.

56-517. Industrial

Agents.

accident, or health insurance companies, etc.

life,

— Xo person shall act as agent or solicitor for any insurance com-

pany, benefit association, or fraternal organization issuing industrial

life,

accident, or health policies, memberships, or beneficial certificates with-

out

first

ment

having procured a license therefor from the Insurance Depart-

as required

by law. (Acts

1913, pp. 98, 99.)

56-518. Corporations soliciting or writing life insurance.

pany incorporated

for the

purpose of soliciting or writing

or for the purpose of offering stock in said

company

—Any

life

com-

insurance

for sale to the public,

before procuring a license for such corporation, shall comply with such

reasonable rules and regulations as the Insurance Commissioner
his discretion prescribe.

(Acts 1912, pp. 119, 130.)

may

in

Insurance.
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56-519. False or fraudulent representations.

any person, firm or corporation

make

to

—

be unlawful for

It shall

or cause to be

j

made any

fraud-

ulent or false representations as to the form, nature and character of the
policy offered for sale, and no person shall sell a different form or char-

which he represents himself

acter of policy from that

as selling, or nu

any other material misrepresentation as to the benefits accruing under
any policy which he sells or offers for sale. Any note or other evidence
of debt given in consideration of said policy shall be null and void and
any premiums paid on such policy may be recovered by such policyholder in any court having jurisdiction thereof. (Acts 1912, pp. 119, 124.;
Cross-reference.

— Punishment for violation,

see

§

5G-9906.

56-520. Nonresident solicitors of life insurance.

— Residents

of other

States which permit residents of this State to be licensed to solicit

may

insurance in such States

reciprocally be authorized to solicit

life

life in-

surance in this State, upon procuring a certificate of authority from the
Insurance Commissioner, and upon paying the fee required by law for
issuing licenses to resident agents

:

Provided, application shall be

made

by a life insurance company, duly authorized to do
business in this State. (Acts 1933, p. 180.)

for such certificate

mutual insurance companies to be
licensed.
Agents of all foreign insurance companies shall obtain a license before taking insurance in this State, under the penalties and in
56-521. (2534) Agencies of foreign

—

accordance with the provisions of this Code.

—

Cross-references. Definition of insurance agent,
agents of assessment companies, see § 56-516.

Commissions on

56-522.

contracts.
in

— No

officer,

see

§

56-501.

Licenses

sale of stock, life insurance policies, or

to

agency

agent or other person selling or negotiating stock

any insurance company

shall receive either directly or indirectly

than 10 per cent, of the sales of any of said stock.

No

more

president, vice

any other executive officer
of any insurance company shall participate in the commissions received
by any person selling or negotiating the sale of any stock of any insurance company either directly or indirectly, nor shall any salaried officer
of any insurance company participate in the commissions arising from
the sale of life insurance policies or agency contracts of such companies.
president, secretary, treasurer, or director or

(Acts 1912, pp. 119, 129.)

CHAPTER

ACTIONS AGAINST INSURANCE.
COMPANIES.

56-6.

Sec.

Sec.
56-601.

Venue.

56-602.

Service of process.

56-603.

Same; nonresident companies.
Same; nonresident cooperative

56-604.

or assessment
companies.

56-605.

life

Same; attorney appointed by
Insurance Commissioner to
receive service, when.

insurance

—

Venue. Whenever any person shall have any claim or
demand upon any insurance company having agencies or more than one
place of doing business, such person may institute suit against the com56-601. (2563)

—
Insurance.

56-602

§
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county where the principal office of the company is located,
or in any county where the company shall have an agent or place of doing business, or in any county where such agent or place of doing business was located at the time the cause of action accrued or the contract
was made, out of which said cause of action arose. (Acts 1861, pp. 58, 59;

panv

in the

1862-3, p. lol

;

1878-9, p. 54; 1902, p. 53.)

—

In all such suits service shall be
such
perfected upon
insurance company by leaving a copy of the petition
or writ with the agent of the company, if any. (Acts 1861, p. 58; 1890-1,
(2564) Service of process.

56-602.

p. 75.)

—

Cross-references. Service on nonresident companies, see § 56-603. Service on
corporations, how perfected, see § 22-1101. Where suits on contracts or for torts
may be brought against corporations, see § 22-1102. Power of attorney, and service of process on fraternal benefit societies, see § 56-1621.

—

Editorial Note. The second sentence of the above section as it appears in the
of 1910 lias been omitted because it was declared unconstitutional in 140/637
(2) (79 S. E. 467). That sentence provided: "If no agent should be in the county,
then at the agency or place of doing business, or where the same was located at
the time such cause of action occurred, or the contract made out of which the
same arose."

Code

56-603.

(2446)

Same; nonresident companies.

pany not organized under the laws

—Any

insurance com-

of this State, desiring to transact

with the Insurance Commissioner a written instrument or power of attorney, duly signed and sealed, appointing
and authorizing some person, who shall be a resident of this State, to
acknowledge or accept service of process for and in behalf of such -company, and upon whom process may be served, in all proceedings that
may be instituted against such company in any court of this State or any
court of the United States in this State, and consenting that service of
process upon any agent or attorney appointed under the provisions of
this section shall be taken and held to be as valid as if served upon the
company and such instrument shall further provide that the authority
business in this State, shall

file

;

appointment is
made by such company by filing a similar instrument with said Insurance Commissioner, whereby another person shall be appointed as such
attorney Provided, however, that the provisions of this section shall
not be construed to alter or amend the laws relative to bringing suits
and serving process on foreign corporations doing business in this State.
of such attorney shall continue until revocation of his

:

(Acts 1887,

p. 123.)

—

Cross-references. Service on corporations, how perfected, see
on appointed attorney of mutual company, and otherwise, see
against insurance companies, see § 56-601.
ice

§
§

22-1101.
56-1433.

ServSuits

Same; nonresident cooperative or assessment life insurance companies. In suits upon any certificate or policy issued by a
56-604.

(2564)

—

nonresident religious or mutual aid society, cooperative or assessment
life insurance company or society, service upon the chief executive officer,
or the person acting officially for or as such chief executive officer of a
local lodge, shall be sufficient service upon such society or company
officers of local lodges

societies or companies,

being hereby declared agents of such nonresident
and such local lodges agencies of said companies

or societies. (Acts 1890-1,
Cross-references.

p. 75.)

— Service on

wise, see § 56-1433.

See also

appointed attorney of mutual company, and otherthree references under § 56-602.

first

Insurance.
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g 5 6-702

Same; attorney appointed by Insurance Commissioner

(2447)

to receive service,

tion 56-603 shall

—

any attorney appointed as provided in
absent himself from this State or his usual place of

when.

If

may

business or abode, or shall secrete himself, so that process

not be

served upon him, or shall have become disqualified from any cause whatever, or shall die, the Insurance Commissioner shall immediately appoint

an attorney for service for such company, of which appointment notice
in writing shall immediately be given by said Insurance Commissioner
to such appointee and also be sent to the company or to its general agent
or manager by mail, which appointment shall be as valid as if made by
the company, and shall continue in force until such absent agent or attorney shall return and give to said Insurance Commissioner written
notice thereof, or until the company shall have made another appointment in the manner above prescribed. Service of process as aforesaid,
issued by any such court, upon any such attorney appointed by the company, or by the Insurance Commissioner, shall be valid and binding and
be deemed personal service upon such company so long as it shall have
any obligations or liabilities outstanding, although such company may
have withdrawn, been excluded from, or ceased to do business in this
State. If any company shall fail, neglect, or refuse to appoint and maintain within this State such attorney or agent, it shall forfeit the right to
do or continue business. (Acts 1887, p. 123.)
Cross-reference.

— Power of attorney, and

service of process on fraternal benefit

societies, see § 56-1621.

CHAPTER
Sec.
56-701.

56-7.

AMOUNT OF RECOVERY AND DAMAGES.
Sec.
56-704.

Full amount of loss paid, when;
losses on stocks of goods and

merchandise.

56-705.

56-702.

Recovery where there are sev-

56-703.

Estimation of value; contingent

56-706.

eral policies.
profits.

56-701. (2545) Full

amount

goods and merchandise.

—

of loss paid,

Privilege of rebuilding
instating property,

Recovery back by insurer,
when; nature of action.
Insurance companies shall pay
damages and attorney's fees,
when.

when;

All insurance companies

losses on stocks of
shall

pay the

of loss sustained upon the property insured by them

amount
said amount
in the policy

of loss does not exceed the
;

and

all

or re-

amount

:

full

Provided,

of insurance expressed

stipulations in such policies to the contrary shall be

on stocks of goods and merchandise
and other species of personal property changing in specifics and quantity
by the usual customs of trade, only the actual value of the property at
the time of loss may be recovered Provided, the loss does not exceed

null

and void. In cases

of losses

:

the

amount expressed

in the policy.

(Acts 1895,

p. 51.)

—

Cross-references. Liquidated damages, see § 20-1402. Open policies, see
56-1210. Value, how ascertained, see § 56-1211. Insurance on changing- property,
Contracts against public policy, see § 20-504.
see § 56-814.
§

—

Recovery where there are several policies. If the inhave several policies on the same property, the recovery from

56-702. (2544)

sured shall

each company shall be pro rata as to the amount insured.

— Double marine insurance,

Cross-references.
see § 56-830. Loss

from

fire,

what

is,

see

§

see § 56-1203.
56-816.

Second

fire

insurance,

1480
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§ 5o-/~03

—

(2546) Estimation of value; contingent profits. The value of
property shall be estimated at the time of the loss. Contingent profits
56-703.

shall not be a part of such value.
Cross-reference.

56-704.

— Remote

damages

for breach of contract, see

§

20-1406.

Privilege of rebuilding or reinstating property.

(,-547)

—The

privilege of rebuilding or reinstating the property shall be reserved in

the policy or

In such cases, the insured shall have no

shall not exist.

it

done within a reasonable time, nor the insurer for
creased value from the fact of new and more valuable materials.
claim for rents,

Cross-reference.

if

— Casualties

in-

not to abate rent, see § 61-113.

—

(2548) Recovery back by insurer, when; nature of action. If,
after payment of loss, the insurer discovers evidence to show himself not
56-705.

on the policy, he
money had and received.

liable

Cross-references.

—Loss

may

unknown

of material fact, see § 56-821.
What is mistake, see § 37-202.
in equity, see § 37-211.

56-706.

recover the

to parties,

money
see

§

paid in an action for

Misrepresentation

56-818.

Recovery back of voluntary payments, see
Negligence and concealment as grounds

(2549) Insurance companies shall pay

20-1007.
for relief

§

damages and attorney's

—

when. The several insurance companies of this State and foreign
insurance companies doing business in this State in all cases when a loss
shall occur and they shall refuse to pay the same within 60 days after a
demand shall have been made by the holder of the policy on which said
loss occurred, shall be liable to pay the holder of said policy, in addition
to the loss, not more than 25 per cent, on the liability of said company

fees,

reasonable attorney's fees for the prosecution of
the case against said company: Provided, it shall be made to appear to

for said loss

;

also, all

the jury trying the case that the refusal of the

was

in

bad

faith.

Cross-references.

(Acts 1872,

— Expenses

company

to

pay said

loss

p. 43.)

of litigation as damages, see
torts, see § 105-2004.

§

20-1404.

Necessary

expenses as item of damages for

CHAPTER

56-8.

FIRE INSURANCE.
Sec.

Sec.
56-801.

Nature of contract; necessity

56-809.

Failure to pay expenses of examination, proceedings on.

56-810.

Standard form of policy.

of writing; delivery.
56-802.

Capital stock of companies; increase or decrease.

56-803.

Powers

56-804.

Policies covering losses ascribable to lightning, explosives,
elements of nature, riot, theft,
etc.; petition for added pow-

of companies.

and

Policies to
contract.

56-812.

Interest of insured which
be subject of policy.

Insuring interest of another; reinsurance to protect against

56-805.

Contracts of insurance to be
made through regularly commissioned and licensed agents.

56-813.

56-806.

Affidavit of president or chief
officer, fding prerequisite to
issuance of license.
Investigation of complaint of
violations of law.

56-814.

56-808.

Forfeiture of right to do business upon refusal to submit
to examination.

void.

56-811.

ers; fee.

56-807.

Poli-

cies requiring certificates null

contain

the

entire

may

loss.

Insurance

on

changing prop-

erty.

56-815.

Construction of contract.

56-816.

Loss, what constitutes.

56-817.

Umpire

to appraise loss; appointment; notice and service

thereof.

Insula >:(.]:.
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Sec.

Sec.
56-818.

Loss unknown

to the parties,

828.

Transfer Of property or policy

56 829.

Transfer of property or policy
by operation of law, effect.

56-830.

Second insurance,

56-831.

Right

:/>

after loss, effe'.t

effect.

56-819.

56-820.

Diligence by insured.
Application, good faith

in

mak-

ing.

56-821.
56-822.

Misrepresentation, effect of.
Concealment of material fact,
effect.

56-823.

56-824.
56-825.

56-826.

Increasing risk, effect.
Misrepresentation as to interest, other insurance, etc.
Effect of alienation of insured
property.
Transfer of policy to one of
several insured.

56-827.

56-832.

proof of loss.
Calculation of reinsurance reserve for fire, marine, and
inland insurance by Commissioner.

56-833.

Call on stockholders to bring
capital up to charter amount.

56-834.

Calculations of reinsurance reserve by commissioners of
other States.

not fully

sale or sale
executed, effect.

Fartial

effect.

insurer to prescribe
regulations ai to notice and
of

—

Nature of contract; necessity of writing; delivery
The contract of fire insurance is one whereby an individual or company,
in consideration of a premium paid, shall agree to indemnify the assured
56-801. (2470)

against loss by

fire

to the property described in the policy, according to

the terms and stipulations thereof.

Such contract, to be binding,

be in writing; but delivery shall not be necessary
the contract shall be consummated.

if,

shall

in other respects,

—

Cross-references. Obligations which must be in writing, see § 20-401. ConContract of life insurance, see
tracts to be evidenced by policy, see § 56-213.
Law of fire insurance applicable to life insurance, see § 56-911.
§ 56-901.

56-802. (2397) Capital stock of companies; increase or decrease.
capital stock of

any

fire

—The

insurance company, whether incorporated by

Assembly or by the Secretary of State under
the general law, may be increased to such an amount as may be desired
by the stockholders of such company, or said capital stock may be decreased to any sum, not less than $100,000, as may be desired by the
stockholders of such company, at a meeting of such stockholders, called
for the special purpose by order of the board of directors of such company, of which meeting notice shall be given to each stockholder (or in
special

Act

of the General

case of death to his legal representative or heirs at law), personally, or

by mail addressed

to his last

known

residence, at least 30 days previous

and such increase or decrease shall be made in
have been determined by the stockholders at such

to such special meeting,

such manner as shall
meeting, it requiring the vote of a majority in amount of the entire capital stock of such company to authorize such increase or decrease, and

manner

of effecting the same.
If at such meeting the stockholders,
majority
in amount of such capital stock, shall vote for such
holding the

the

increase or decrease, the proceedings of the meeting shall be reduced to

writing and entered upon the books or minutes of the company, and a
copy thereof, verified by the president or secretary thereof, shall be filed
and recorded in the office of the Secretary of State, and when so filed and

recorded shall become an

and a

certified

tained in

all

amendment

copy thereof shall be evidence of

all

Insurance Commissioner, to

company,

facts therein con-

courts of this State, without further proof

:

Provided, such

by the Comptroller General as
be evidenced by indorsing his

increase or decrease shall be approved
officio

to the charter of said

ex-

a£-

;

§

Insurance.
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proval on the said verified copy of such proceedings of said stockholders,

which indorsement

shall be recorded in the office of the Secretary of

State, together with said verified copy,

and become a part thereof. (Acts

1900, p. 76.)

—

Cross-references. Charters of certain corporations, how amended, see § 22-505.
oi name or capital stock, or place of business, see §§ 22-510 to 22-515.
Exemplifications, see § 38-601.

Change

56-803.

(2401)

Powers

of companies.

incorporated under Chapter 56-2
all

may

—Any

fire

insurance

company

insure against any loss by

kinds of property, either real, personal, or mixed, also against

fire

on

all

the

hazards of ocean or inland navigation, and transportation of every kind
and may insure all classes of property that are now or may hereafter be

allowed to be insured by the laws of this State; and may do any and all
things necessary for the purpose of carrying on a fire insurance company,
not in conflict with the laws of this State or of the United States. (Acts
1893, p. 76.)

56-804. Policies covering losses ascribable to lightning, explosives, el-

ements

—

added powers; fee. The
insurance companies incorporated

of nature, riot, theft, etc.; petition for

Secretary of State

may

grant to

fire

cover by their policies losses
ascribable to lightning, explosives, storms of every character, earth-

under the laws of

this State, authority to

commotion, theft and sprinkler
leakage Provided, the company desiring any one or more of the powers
herein mentioned shall file in the office of the Secretary of State a petition, signed with its corporate name, stating the name and character of
the corporation, the date of its charter and all amendments thereto, that
it desires an amendment to its charter covering any one or more of the
powers herein mentioned, and shall file with such petition a certified
abstract from the minutes of the board of directors of the said company,
showing that the application for the proposed amendment has been authorized by a two-thirds vote of the entire capital stock of the company
at a meeting of the stockholders called for the purpose by resolution of
the said board of directors, notice of which meeting shall have been
quake,

hail, frost,

snow,

riot

and

civil

:

mailed to each stockholder, or, in case of death, to his legal representatives or heirs at law, and addressed to his last known residence at least
10 days previous to the day of said meeting. An affidavit, made and
signed in due form of law by the president or secretary, shall be attached
to said petition, showing that it has been published once a week for four

weeks
ments

newspaper in which are published the sheriff's advertisethe county in which the principal office of said corporation is
The said corporation shall pay to the Secretary of State a fee
be covered by him into the State treasury. (Acts 1921, p. 206.)

in the

of

located.
of $25 to

56-805.

(2491) Contracts of insurance to be

commissioned and licensed agents.

— Fire

made through

regularly

insurance companies not in-

corporated by the laws of this State, but legally authorized to do business in this State through regularly commissioned and licensed agents
located in this State, shall not

make

contracts of

fire

insurance on prop-

erty herein, save through agents of such companies regularly commis-

sioned and licensed to write policies of insurance in this State: Provided,

1483

Insl-rance.

§56-809

.

however, that this section shall not apply to property of railroad companies and other common carriers. (Acts 18%, p. 61 1901, p. 74.;
;

—

Cross-references. Definition of insurance agent, sec § 56+501.
Civil liability of
agents of unauthorized companies, see § 56 502. Penalty on agents of unauthorized companies, see § 56-9905.

56-806. (2492) Affidavit of president or chief officer, filing prerequisite

to issuance of license.

insurance

company

— Before issuing a

certificate of license to

to transact the business of fire insurance

any

fire

in

this

Commissioner shall require, in addition to requirements already provided for by law, that such fire insurance company
shall file with him the affidavit of its president or other chief officer that
it has not violated any of the provisions of this Chapter for the space of
12 months last past, and that it accepts the terms and obligations of this
Chapter as a part of the consideration of its license. (Acts 18%, p. 62;
State, the Insurance

1901, p. 76.)

56-807. (2493) Investigation of complaint of violations of law.

—Upon

complaint being filed by any citizen of this State that a company authorized to do business in this State has violated any of the provisions
of this Chapter, the Insurance Commissioner shall diligently investigate
the matter, and if necessary examine, by himself or his accredited rep-

United States, and also such
other offices or agencies of such companies as may be deemed proper, all
books, records, and papers of the same, and also the officers thereof
under oath as to such alleged violation or violations Provided, that before making such examinations the Insurance Commissioner shall require the person making complaint to file with him a good and sufficient
bond to cover any expense or cost that may be necessary in making
such examination; and in the event that the insurance company shall be
found not guilty of a violation of this Chapter, said bond shall be responsible for all the expense incurred by reason of said investigation.
If the
company shall be found guilty of a violation of this law, it shall be responsible for the expense thereof. (Acts 1896, p. 62.)
resentative, at the

head

offices located in the

:

56-808. (2494) Forfeiture of right to do business

mit to examination.

—Any

fire

insurance

company

upon

refusal to sub-

violating any provision

of sections 56-805 to 56-807, or refusing to

submit to the aforesaid examination when required, shall forfeit the right to do business for the next
12 months thereafter, and the Insurance Commissioner shall immediately
revoke the license already issued to said company to do business. (Acts
1896, p. 62.)
Cross-reference.

—License

revocable, see

§

20-117.

pay expenses of examination, proceedings
on.
If any such company shall fail or refuse to pay such expense of
examination upon the presentation of a bill therefor by the Insurance
Commissioner, the Commissioner may issue his fieri facias against such
56-809. (2495) Failure to

—

company
its

therefor, to be collected out of the property of the

deposit with the State Treasurer, in the

same manner

company

as

or

judgments

against insurance companies not chartered by this State, but (Joing business herein, are collected. If any company shall dispute the amount of

such

bill

and

fieri facias,

it

may

contest such

amount and

its liability

§

Insurance.

56-810
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•

therefor by affidavit of illegality returnable to the superior court of Ful-

ton county, in the same
for railroad

manner

county taxes

56-S10. Standard

may

form

of

as the Comptroller General's executions

be contested. (Acts 1896,
policy. Policies

—

p. 62.)

requiring certificates null

and void. Every fire insurance company shall adopt and write a standard or uniform policy, such as may be prescribed by the Commissioner.

Any

policy condition requiring' the insured to procure the certificate of

the nearest magistrate or notary public (not interested in the claim as

nor related to the insured) living nearest the
place of the lire, stating that he has examined the circumstances and believes the insured has honestly sustained loss to the amount that such
magistrate or notary public shall certify, shall be null and void. No
a creditor or otherwise,

class of policy other than that prescribed in this section shall be issued

Provided, however, that local assessment

in this State:

fire

insurance

companies doing business in not more than four counties in a division in
the State, may issue and write such form of policy as may be prescribed
by the Commissioner. (Acts 1912, pp. 119, 131 1921, p. 208.)
;

56-811.

ance

(2471) Policies to contain the entire contract.

policies

—All

fire

insur-

issued upon the property of persons within this State,

whether issued by companies organized under the laws of this State or
by foreign companies doing business in this State, which contain any
reference to the application for insurance, or the constitution, bylaws,

company, either as forming part of the policy or
contract between the parties thereto or having any bearing on said contract, shall contain, or have attached to said policy, a correct copy of said
application signed by the applicant, and of the constitution, bylaws, and
rules referred to; and unless so attached and accompanying the policy,
no such constitution, bylaws or rules shall be received in evidence either
as part of the policy or as an independent contract in any controversy
between the parties to or interested in the said policy, nor shall such application, constitution, bylaws or rules be considered a part of the policy
or contract between such parties. (Acts 1906, p. 107.)
or other rules of the

—

Bylaws as part of
Cross-references. Good faith in application, see § 56-820.
Certificate of fraternal benefit societies,
policv of mutual company, see § 56-1403.
see § 56-1610.
56-812.

(2472) Interest of insured

which may be subject

of policy.

—

appear that the insured has
some interest in the property or event insured, and such as he represented himself to have. A slight or contingent interest, whether legal
or equitable, shall be sufficient, and several having different interests
may unite in procuring one policy; so a husband or parent may insure
the separate property of his wife or child, the recovery being held by him
in trust for them; but a mere expectation of an interest is not insurable.

To

sustain any contract of insurance,

Cross-references.

— Wilful

shall

misrepresentation voids policy, see

of alienation of property, see

56-813.

it

§

§

56-824.

Effect

56-825.

(2473) Insuring interest of another; reinsurance to protect

—

one shall undertake to insure the interest of another,
but
it shall be done by his consent or be subsequently ratified by him
an insurer may reinsure to protect himself against loss on his contract.
against loss.

If

;

—

;

Insurance.
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56-814.

ance

may

j[56-820

—A

(2474) Insurance on changing property.
be made to cover property changing daily in

policy of insur-

its specific articles,

as a stock of goods.

Valued

Cross-reference.

56-815.

policy, sec

§

56-701.

(2475) Construction of contract.

— The

contract of insurar

should be construed so as to carry out the true intention of the part:
Cross-reference.

56-816.

— Intention

(2476) Loss,

of parties, see

what

20-702.

§

constitutes.

—A

loss or injury

may

occur

from fire without the actual burning of the articles or property; as, a
house blown up to stop a conflagration, or goods removed from imminent
danger, or damage by water used to extinguish the flames.
Cross-reference.

—Valued

policy, see

Umpire to appraise
When, in the event of

§

56-701.

appointment; notice and service
thereof.
loss of or damage to property described
in a policy of fire insurance and covered thereby, the ascertainment of
such loss or damage is, as provided in the policy, to be determined by
appraisers, one to be appointed by the insurer, the other by the insured,
which appointees .shall select an umpire, if the two so chosen shall have
failed or neglected, for a space of 10 days after both have been chosen,
to agree upon and select an umpire, either the insured or the insurer
may apply to any court of record in the county where the loss occurred,
on five days' notice in writing to the other party of his or its determination so to do, to appoint a competent and disinterested umpire.
Any
such notice in writing, when served by the insured, may be served upon
any local agent of the company; and the said court shall, on proof by
affidavit of the failure or neglect of said appraisers to agree upon and
select an umpire within the time aforesaid, and of the service of notice
aforesaid, forthwith appoint a competent and disinterested person to act
as umpire in the ascertainment of the amount of said loss or damage
and the acts of the umpire so appointed shall be binding upon the insured and the insurer to the same extent as if such umpire had been
Any
selected in the manner provided for in said policy of insurance.
stipulation in any policy of fire insurance contrary to the terms of this
section shall be void. (Acts 1916, p. 128. 156 Ga. 774, 775 (120 S. E.
56-817.

—

loss;

102).)

56-818.

(2477) Loss

unknown

to the parties, effect.

—

If

the loss shall

have already occurred, and both parties shall be ignorant of it, the contract is valid; but the slightest grounds of suspicion known to the insured shall vitiate the contract unless
56-819.

(2478) Diligence

ordinary diligence

in

made known

by insured.

—The

insured shall be bound to

protecting the property from

gence on his part shall relieve the insurer.

to the insurer.

and gross negliSimple negligence by a servfire,

ant or the insured, unaffected by fraud or design in the latter, shall not
relieve the insurer.
Cross-references.— Perils of the sea, see
56-820.

§

56-1207.

Increasing

(2479) Application, good faith in making.

for insurance shall be

made

in the

utmost good

faith,

risk, see

— Every

§

56-S23.

application

and the representa-

§

1486

Insurance.

5o-S21

tions contained in such application shall be considered as covenanted to

Any

be true by the applicant.
character of the risk

is

variation by which the nature, extent, or

changed

shall void the policy.

—

Cross-references. What is fraud, see § 96-202. Policies must contain the entire
Increasing risk, see § 56-823. Stricter good faith
contract, see §§ 56-811, 56-904,
in mutual contracts, see § 50-1406.

—

(2480) Misrepresentation, effect of. Any verbal or written
representations of facts by the insured to induce the acceptance of the
56-821.

must be

be void. If, however,
the party shall have no knowledge, but shall state on the representation
of others, bona fide, and shall so inform the insurer, the falsity of the information shall not void the policy.
risk,

if

material,

Cross-references.
policy, see

56-822.

§

— What

is

true, or the policy shall

fraud, see

§

96-202.

Wilful misrepresentation voids

56-824.

(24S1) Concealment of material fact, effect.

a material fact,

if

—A failure to state

not done fraudulently, shall not void the contract

the wilful concealment of such a fact,

which would enhance the

but

;

risk, shall

void the policy.
Cross-reference.

56-823.

— Concealment,

when

fraud, see

(2482) Increasing risk, effect.

the use to which

it is

§

96-203.

—Any change

in the

property or

applied, without the consent of the insurer,

whereby

the risk shall be increased, shall void the policy.

—

Cross-references. Increase of risk in marine insurance, see
good faith, see § 56-820.

§

Applica-

56-1209.

tion,

Misrepresentation as to interest, other insurance,

56-824. (2483)

—Wilful misrepresentation by the insured, or his agent, as to the
of the insured, or as to other insurance, or as to

etc.

interest

any other material

in-

quiry made, shall void the policy.
Cross-references.
see § 56-830.

56-825.

— Effect

of misrepresentation, see

§

56-821.

Second insurance,

(2484) Effect of alienation of insured property.

—An

aliena-

tion of the property insured and a transfer of the policy, without the
consent of the insurer, shall void the policy; but the mere hypothecation
of the policy, or creating a lien
Cross-references.

embrace, see

56-826.

— Recitals

§ 67-103.

on the property,

shall not void the policy.

do not estop, see § 29-110.
Interest of insured, see § 56-812.

What mortgage may

(2485) Transfer of policy to one of several insured.

issuing to several

may

—A policy

be transferred to one of the insured without the

consent of the insurer.
56-827.

(2486) Partial sale or sale not fully executed, effect.

sale of property insured shall void the policy only pro tanto.
fully executed, possession

— A partial
A

sale not

remaining with the assured, shall not void the

policy.

56-828.

(2487) Transfer of property or policy after loss, effect.

—After

the loss shall occur, a sale of the property insured and transfer of the

policy shall not affect the liability of the insurer, but the assignee

may

recover on the policy to the same extent as the assignor could have done.

r

Insurance.
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g

.

r

>

834

by operation of law, effect.
the policy by operation of
-,

56-829. (2488) Transfer of property or policy

— A transfer of the property insured or of

\i

or under the order of the court, shall confer on the assignee

all

the rights

of the insured.

56-830.

same

(2489) Second insurance, effect.

—A

second insurance on the

property, unless by consent of the insurer, will void the policy.

—

Cross-references. Amount of recovery, see
voids policy, see § 56-824.

§

56-702.

Wilful misrepresentation

56-831. (2490) Right of insurer to prescribe regulations as to notice

and proof

of loss.

— Every

insurer shall have a right to prescribe regu-

and preliminary proof of loss, which shall be substantially complied with by the assured: Provided, the same shall be
made known at the time of the insurance, and shall not be materially
changed during the existence of the contract. An absolute refusal to pay
shall waive a compliance with these preliminaries.
lations as to notice

56-832. (2434) Calculation of reinsurance reserve for

fire,

marine, and

— For

every fire insurance company
doing business in this State, the Insurance Commissioner shall calculate
the reinsurance reserve for unexpired fire risks, by taking 50 per cent, of
the premium received on all policies that are written for a period of one
inland insurance

by Commissioner.

year or less, and an amount determined according to the New York percentage table for calculating reinsurance on all premiums received that

have more than one year to run and in marine and inland insurance, he
shall charge all the premiums received on unexpired risks as a reinsurance reserve. Having charged against the company the reinsurance reserve as above determined for fire, marine, and inland insurance, and
added thereto all other debts and claims against the company, he shall,
in case he finds the capital stock of the company impaired more than 20
per cent., suspend the license issued to said company and require the
;

company to cease to do new business, and give notice to said company
to make good its whole capital stock within 90 days, and if this shall not
be done he shall revoke the license of such company and debar the same
from doing business. (Acts 1887,

p.

119; 1899,

p. 45.)

—

Cross-references. Licenses are revocable, see § 20-117. Reserve to be stated in
application for license, see § 56-402. Proceedings if Commissioner knows of insolvency, see § 56-106. Regulating business of fire and casualty insurance companies,
see §§ 56-805, 56-1001.

on stockholders to bring capital up to charter
amount. Any such insurance company, receiving the aforesaid notice
of the Insurance Commissioner to make good its whole capital stock
within 90 days shall forthwith call upon its stockholders for such amounts
as will make its capital equal to the amount fixed by the charter of said
company. (Acts 1887, p. 119.)
56-833. (2435) Call

—

by commissioners
companies chartered by other States or

56-834. (2436) Calculations of reinsurance reserve
of other States.

— In the case of

foreign Governments, the Insurance Commissioner of this State shall

accept calculations of the reserve
of the States in

made by

the insurance commissioners

which they are chartered, when such calculations are

§

56-901

Insurance.

made and furnished to
first of March in every
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the Insurance Commissioner of this State by the
year. (Acts 1SS7, p. 119.)

CHAPTER

LIFE INSURANCE.

56-9.

See.

Sec.

56-901.

Contract of

life

insurance de-

56-916.

fined.

56-902.

By whom

may

be

money

to

contracts

taken.
56-903.

56-917.

To whom

insurance

Authority of industrial life insurance companies to do ordinary life insurance business.
Authority of companies doing
business on assessment plan
to transact general

be paid.
56-904.

56-905.

contain the entire

Policies to
contract.

56-918.

Creditor's rights in proceeds of

Notice by
Annuity contracts.
policy.

creditor.

56-919.

56-906.

Powers

56-907.

Directors of companies;

of companies.

56-908.

num-

quorum.

ber; qualifications;

56-920.

Rules and regulations binding

and certificates of assessment companies hereto-

fore made; valuation; reserve.
Compliance with law as prerequisite to doing business;
valuation of policies and
maintenance of reserve.

Certain laws inapplicable.
ternal societies to
applicable.

56-921.

Death by suicide or by hands

56-922.

Control of business of company
by Insurance Commissioner;
proceedings seeking.
Same; injunction; hearing and

56-923.

Same;

order.

Time

policy effective;

how

cal-

Law

of fire insurance applica-

56-924.

ble.

56-912.

Calculation of net value of

56-914.

56-915.

Same; assistants
Commissioner

56-925.

life company to cease
business where net value of
policies is not on hand.
Valuation by commissioners of
other States; certificate to be
furnished.

Requiring

of Insurance
liquidation

in

of companies; compensation.

life

policies.

56-913.

liquidation of business;

order of court.

culated.

56-911.

Fra-

which law

for insurance.
Effect of fraud or misrepresentations by insured or beneficiary. Warranties and representations.
of justice, effect.

56-910.

insur-

Policies

upon applicant

56-909.

life

ance business; prerequisites.

56-926.

Same; rules and regulations.
Same; report by Commissioner
to legislature and by deputy
commissioner to Commissioner.

56-927.

Proceedings where home companies fail to maintain stand-

Live-stock and steam-boiler insurance companies subject to
life insurance law.

ard.

(2496) Contract of

56-901.

policy

is

a contract

life

by which the

insurance defined.

—A

insurer, for a stipulated

life

insurance

sum, engages to

pay a certain amount of money if another shall die within the time limited by the policy. The life may be that of the insured or of another in
the continuance of whose life the insured has an interest.

—

Cross-references. Policies must contain entire contract, see §§ 56-811, 56-904.
Beneficiaries under fraternal benefit society policies, see § 56-1608.
Contract of fire
insurance, see § 56-801.

56-902.

insurance

(2497)

may

By whom

be' taken

contracts

only

by

may

be taken.

persons

or

— Contracts

corporations

of life

specially

authorized by law so to do.
56-903.

may

(2498)

To whom

money

insurance

money

to be paid.

—The

insured

be paid to his personal representative or to his
widow, his children, or his assignee. Upon such direction given, and
assented to by the insurer, no other person may defeat the same: Prodirect the

to

:

Insurance.
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vided, however, that assignment of the

money

§

shall be

56

good without such

assent.
56-904. (2471) Policies to contain the entire contract.

— All

life

insur-

ance policies issued upon the lives of persons within this State, whether
issued by companies organized under the laws of this State or by foreign companies doing business in this State, Which contain any r€
ence to the application for insurance, or the constitution, bylaws, or other

company, either as forming part of the policy or contract between the parties thereto or having any bearing on said contract, shall
contain, or have attached to said policy, a correct copy of said application signed by the applicant, and of the constitution, bylaws, and rules referred to; and unless so attached and accompanying the policy, no such
application, constitution, bylaws or rules shall be received in evidence
either as part of the policy or as an independent contract in any controversy between the parties to or interested in the said policy, nor shall
rules of the

such application, constitution, bylaws, or rules be considered a part of
the policy or contract between such parties. (Acts 1906, p. 107.)

—

Cross-references. Good faith in application, see § 56-820.
Bylaws as part of
Certificate of fraternal benefit societies,
policy of mutual company, see § 56-1403.
see § 56-1610.

56-905. Creditor's rights in proceeds of policy. Notice
ity contracts.

—

If a policy of life

fore or hereafter issued,

is

or

effected

endowment

by

creditor.

Annu-

insurance, whether hereto-

by any person on

his

own

life,

or on an-

person other than himself, or, except in cases of
transfer with intent to defraud creditors, if a policy of life or endowment
insurance is assigned or in any way made payable to any such person, the
lawful beneficiary or assignee thereof, other than the insured or the person
so effecting such insurance, or his executors or administrators, shall be
entitled to its proceeds and avails against the creditors and representatives of the insured and of the person effecting the same, whether or not
the right to change the beneficiary shall be reserved or permitted, and
whether or not the policy shall be made payable to the person whose life
is insured if the beneficiary or assignee shall predecease such person
other

life,

in favor of a

Provided, that, subject to the statute of limitations, the amount of any
premiums for said insurance paid with intent to defraud creditors, with
interest thereon, shall enure to their benefit

from the proceeds of the

but the company issuing the policy shall be discharged of all liability thereon by payment of its proceeds in accordance with its terms,
unless before such payment the company shall have written notice, by or
policy

;

in behalf of a creditor, of a claim to recover for transfer

miums paid with
amount claimed.

made

or pre-

intent to defraud creditors, with specifications of the

an annuity contract, whether heretofore or hereafter issued, shall be effected by any person, based on his own life or on
another life, payable to a person other than himself, the lawful beneficiary or assignee thereof, other than the person so effecting such contract or his executors or administrators, shall be entitled to its proceeds
and avails against the creditors and representatives of the person effecting such contract, to the same extent and under the same conditions hereinbefore provided with reference to the proceeds and avails of policies of
life or endowment insurance. (Act 1933, p. 181.)
If

§

1490

Insurance.

56-906
56-906.

(2400^

Powers

of companies.

— Every

insurance

life

company

incorporated under Chapter 56-2 may insure the lives of all persons who
apply for insurance therein, stand the necessary examinations, and comply with such laws as may hereafter be enacted and with such reasonable

requirements as the directors of such company may establish; and may
make any and every insurance appertaining to or connected with life
(Acts 1893,

risks.

p. 76.)

—

companies; number; qualifications; quorum.
The board of directors of all life insurance companies chartered by the
laws of this State shall consist of not less than five nor more than 20
members, a majority of whom shall be bona fide residents of this State,
and the majority of which board shall constitute a quorum for the purpose of transacting business. (Acts 1912, pp. 119, 137.)
56-907. Directors

of

and regulations binding upon applicant for insurance.
Effect of fraud or misrepresentations by insured or beneficiary. Warranties and representations.
All persons applying for life insurance in a life
insurance company writing life insurance in this State shall submit to
such reasonable rules and regulations as may be prescribed by such insurance company; and after a policy shall be issued on the life of such
56-908. Rules

—

person, the beneficiary of such policy shall be entitled to collect the

under the terms of the contract when it shall mature, unless the applicant or beneficiary shall have been guilty of actual
fraud or shall have made material misrepresentations in procuring such
policy, which representations change the character and nature of the risk
as contemplated in the policy so issued by the company. No statements,

amount

of such policy

covenants, or representations contained in applications for insurance
shall ever

be held or construed to be warranties, but shall be held to be

representations only. (Acts 1912,

p.

130; 1927,

p. 223.)

—

Death by suicide or by hands of justice, effect. Death
by suicide, or by the hands of justice, either punitive or preventive, shall
release the insurer from the obligation of his contract.
56-909.

(2500)

56-910.

(2501)

Time

policy effective

;

how

—A policy of

calculated.

life

insurance shall run from midday of the date of the policy, and the time
shall be estimated accordingly,

if

the policy

is

limited to a specified

num-

ber of years.
56-911.

Law of fire

(2499)

stated as to

fire

insurance applicable.

—The principles before

insurance, wherever applicable, shall be equally the law

of life insurance.

56-912.

(2438) Calculation of net value of

ance Commissioner

shall, as

life

policies.

—The

Insur-

soon as practicable in each alternate year,

day of December of the previous
force on that day in each life insurance company

calculate the net value, as of the 31st
year, of

all

the policies in

doing business

in this State that shall fail to furnish

him, as hereinafter

provided, a certificate of the Insurance Commissioner of the State by
whose authority the company was organized, or by the State in which
it

may

elect to

net value of

all

have

its

policies valued

policies in force in the

and

its

deposit made, giving the

company on

the 31st day of De-

Ins ur ance.
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cember of the preceding- year, which calculation of the net vi lue of each
policy shall be based upon the American Experience or Actuaries' table
of mortality, at four per cent, interest per

any

life

company

shall

have a cash capital

annum

:

Provided, that

vv;

of not less than 8100,000, fully

00
paid up and safely invested, the reserve to provide for the liabilit:
all policies of such company, not participating in the profits of the com.

pany, shall be computed by the American Experience or Actuaries' u
of mortality, with interest at not less than three nor more than six per

Commissioner, and with reference to the rates of premiums charged by such company. The net v;
of a policy, at any time, shall be taken to be the single net premium
which will at that time effect the insurance, less the value at that time
of the future net premiums called for by the table of mortality and rate

cent, per

annum,

in the discretion of the

of interest designated. (Acts 1887, p. 120.)
Cross-references.
certificates of

—Measure

Policies and
of the required deposit, see § 56-306.
Reserve of assessment com§ 56-918.

assessment companies, see

panies, see § 56-919.

company

where net
value of policies is not on hand. In case it shall be found that any life
company doing business in this State has not on hand the net value of
all its policies in force after other debts of the company and claims
56-913. (2439) Requiring life

against

it,

to cease business

—

exclusive of capital stock, have been provided for,

it

shall

be

the duty of the Insurance Commissioner to publish the fact that the then
existing condition of the affairs of the

company

is

below the standard

of

and he shall require the company
at once to cease doing new business; and it is hereby made the duty of
the Insurance Commissioner, after having determined, as above, the
amount of the net value of all policies in force, to see that the company has that amount in safe legal securities after all debts and claims
against it, exclusive of capital stock, have been provided for. (Acts 1887,
legal safety established

by

this State,

p. 120.)

by commissioners of other States; certificate to be furnished. The Insurance Commissioner shall accept the valuations made by the insurance commissioner of the State under whose
authority a life insurance company is chartered, when such valuations
have been made on the basis mentioned above Provided, the company
shall furnish to the Insurance Commissioner of this State, on or before
the first day of March in each alternate year, a certificate from the in56-914. (2440) Valuation

—

:

surance commissioner of such other State, setting forth the value, calculated on the dates designated above, of all the policies in force in the
company on the previous 31st of December, and stating that after all

company and claims against it at that time were
provided for, the company had in safe securities an amount equal to the
net value of all its policies in force, and that said company is entitled to
do business in its own State; and every company doing business in the

the other debts of the

State during the year for which the statement shall be made, that fails
to furnish

promptly the

make
company

certificate aforesaid, shall be required to

and securities held or owned by the
to the Insurance Commissioner of this State, and shall be liable for all
charges and expenses consequent upon not having furnished said cer-

full detailed list of policies

tificate.

(Acts 1887,

p. 120.)

S >o- Q
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56-915.

(2441^ Proceedings

—

where home companies

fail

to maintain

be the duty of the Insurance Commissioner, after he
has notified a life insurance company chartered by the State to cease
doing new business until the net value of its policies in force is equal to
that called for by the standard of safety established by the State, at once
standard.

It shall

examination into the affairs of such company; in case it
shall appear that there is no fraud or gross incompetency or recklessness
in the management, he may, upon publishing the facts in the case, permit such company to continue its business for one year: Provided, there
is. in his opinion, reason to believe that the company may be able to reestablish the legal net value of all its policies in force. At the end of the
year named above, he may renew the permission, in case on examination
he is satisfied that the company is likely to retrieve its affairs. (Acts
to cause a rigid

1887, p. 120.)
Cross-reference.

— Proceedings

when home companies

insolvent, see

56-413.

§

—

companies to do ordinary
Any corporation organized under section 56-1307

life,

health or accident insurance business or for

56-916. Authority of industrial life insurance
life

insurance business.

to do an industrial

the purpose of doing any of said businesses,

an ordinary

life

be authorized to do

insurance companies and by filing its cerwith the Secretary of State showing that it has made the deposit

of the laws applicable to
tificate

may

insurance business by complying with the requirements

required for

life

life

insurance companies, has procured a license from the

Insurance Commissioner, and has complied with the other requirements
of life insurance companies. (Acts 1912, pp. 119, 127.)

Authority of companies doing business on assessment
plan to transact general life insurance business prerequisites. Any corporation chartered to do a life insurance business on the assessment plan,
and doing business in this State, may, by a compliance with this and the
three succeeding sections, be relicensed and authorized to transact a
general life insurance business, upon filing with the Insurance Department all papers and documents and making the payments required under
existing laws, so far as the same are or may be applicable to such life
insurance companies, and all business thereafter transacted by such cor56-917. (2451)

;

—

porations shall be done in accordance with and governed by the pro-

insurance companies other than those
doing business on the assessment plan, except as provided in this and

visions of the laws relating to

life

the three succeeding sections. (Acts 1900,
Cross-reference.

— Penalty

p. 74.)

for fraudulently procuring insurance, see

§

56-9911.

(2452) Policies and certificates of assessment companies heretofore made; valuation; reserve.
Every such corporation, upon com56-918.

—

plying with the requirements of this section and sections 56-917, 56-919,
and 56-920, may carry out, in good faith, its contracts heretofore made

with

its

members, but

all

policies or certificates of insurance heretofore

issued by such corporations and

now remaining

in force, which contain
payment other than the premium stipulated therein, and
under which the donation of premium payments is coequal with the duration of the contract (endowment policies and endowment certificates ex-

a provision for a

cepted;, shall be valued and reserve maintained thereon on the basis of

;

H93
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renewable term insurance as fixed by age,

To

visions of section 56-912.

with the prodetermined as abc

in accorrlance

the reserve liability

.

i

the Insurance Commissioner shall add the determinate contract reserve

under any other policies or certificates heretofore issued and remaining
in force, and in the absence of such contract reserve shall value them
contracts providing- similar benefits are to be valued under the provisions
of section 56-912: Provided, that under no policy or certificate shall a
greater aggregate reserve liability be charged than is required by said
section.

(Acts 1900, pp. 74, 75.)

56-919 (2453) Compliance with law as prerequisite to doing business
valuation of policies and maintenance of reserve. No policy or certifi-

—

insurance shall be issued by a company licensed under section
56-917 in this State, unless in compliance with the provisions thereof.

cate of

life

All policies of

life

insurance issued by such corporation, under this law,

whether or not they contain a provision

premium

for a

payment other than the

and the reserve maintained
the provisions of section 56-912 and the nature of

specified therein, shall be valued

thereon according to

the insurance as defined in each policy. (Acts 1900, dv. 74, 75.)
56-920. (2454) Certain laws inapplicable.

Fraternal societies to which

—No

law which relates to the formation of corporations
to transact the business of life insurance upon the assessment plan, or
which provides for the regulation of the business of life insurance by
such corporations, shall be applicable to companies doing business under
this and the three preceding sections, except to the extent of permitting
Provided,
the carrying out of contracts heretofore made with members
nothing in this and said preceding sections shall be construed to apply
to any fraternal beneficiary order or society operating on the system of
lodges, councils, or chapters, as defined by the laws regulating such

law applicable.

:

orders or societies. (Acts 1900, pp. 74, 75.)
Cross-reference.

—Fraternal

beneficiary societies, see Chapter 56-17.

company by Insurance Commissioner;
Whenever any domestic life insurance company

56-921. Control of business of

proceedings seeking.
(a)

is

—

insolvent; or (b) has unlawfully refused to submit

its

books,

papers, accounts, or affairs to the reasonable inspection of the Insur-

ance Commissioner or his deputy or examiner; (c) or, in the case of a
capital stock company, has neglected or refused to observe an order of
the Commissioner to make good within the time prescribed by law any
deficiency of

its capital, or, in

have not become equal to

the case of a mutual company,

if its

assets

within 90 days from the date of
notification thereof by the Commissioner; or (d) has, by contract of reinsurance or otherwise, transferred or attempted to transfer substantially
its

its liabilities

entire property or business, or entered into

any transaction the

effect

merge substantially its entire property or business in the
property or business of any other company, association, society or order

of

which

is

to

without having

first

obtained the written approval of the Commissioner;

found, after an examination, to be in such condition that its further transaction of business will be hazardous to its policyholders, or to its
or (e)

is

has wilfully violated its charter or any
law of this State; or (g) any officer thereof has unlawfully refused to be

creditors, or to the public

;

or

(f)

g

Insurance.
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examined under oath touching its affairs, the Commissioner, the Attorney General representing- him, may apply to the superior court or any
judge thereof in the judicial circuit in which the principal office of
such company

located, for an order directing such

is

company

to

show

cause why the Commissioner should not take possession of its property
and conduct its business, and for such other relief as the nature of the
CJ se, the interest oi its policyholders, creditors, stockholders or the public

may

require.

(Acts 1912, pp. 119, 133.)

Cross-references.
§

— Examination

Method

56-loJ9.

of putting

of domestic fraternal benefit
companies in hands of receivers, see

Same; injunction; hearing and

societies,
§ 56-223.

see

—On

such application,
or at any time thereafter, such court may in its discretion, issue an injunction restraining such compam^ from the transaction of its affairs or
disposition of its property until the further order of the court. On the
56-922.

return of such order to

show

order.

cause, the court shall hear, try,

and de-

termine the issues forthwith and shall either deny the application or
direct the Commissioner to take possession of the property, conduct

company and

and conduct
such business until on the application of either the Commissioner, the
Attorney General representing him, or such company, it shall, after a
the business of such

like hearing,

retain such possession

appear to the court that the ground for such order directing

the Commissioner to take possession has been removed, and that the

company can properly resume possession
duct of

its

of its property

and the con-

business. (Acts 1912, pp. 119, 134.)

—

Same; liquidation of business; order of court. If on like application and order to show cause and after like hearing the court shall
order the liquidation of the business of such company, such liquidation
shall be made by and under the direction of the Commissioner, who may
deal with the property and business of such company in his own name
as Commissioner or in the name of the company as the court may direct,
and the Commissioner shall be vested by operation of law with title to
all the property, contracts and rights of action of such company, as of
the date of the order so directing him to liquidate. The filing or record56-923.

ing of such order in the office of the clerk of the superior court of the

made, shall impart the same notice
that a deed, bill of sale or other evidence of title duly filed or recorded
by such company would have imparted. (Acts 1912, pp. 119, 135.)
county wherein said liquidation

Same;

is

Commissioner in liquidation of
companies; compensation. For the purpose of this Chapter the Commi-siorier may appoint under his hand and official seal one or more special deputy commissioners of insurance as his agent or agents and
employ such clerks and assistants as may by him be deemed necessary,
and give each of such persons such powers to assist him as he may conThe compensation of such special deputy commissioners,
sider wise.
clerks and assistants and all expense of taking possession of and conducting the business of liquidating any such company shall be fixed by
the Commissioner subject to the approval of the court, and shall on cer56-924.

assistants of Insurance

—

Insurance.
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tificate of the

Commissioner be paid out

company. (Acts
Cross-reference.

departments,

etc.,

I

of the funds or asse*

1912, pp. 119, 135; 1931, pp.

— Exclusive
see

§

56

I

uch

38.;

7,

authority of Department of

Law

to represent State

40-1609.

—

Same; rules and regulations. For the purpose of this Chapter
the Commissioner shall have power subject to the approval of the court
to make and prescribe such rules and regulations as to him may seem
56-925.

proper. (Acts 1912, pp. 119, 136.)

Same; report by Commissioner to

and by deputy
commissioner to Commissioner. The Insurance Commissioner shall
transmit to the legislature in his annual report the names of the companies so taken possession of, whether the same have resumed business
or have been liquidated, or such other facts as shall acquaint the policyholders, creditors, stockholders and the public with his proceedings under
this law, and to that end the special deputy commissioner in charge of
any such company shall file annually with the Commissioner a report
of the affairs of such company, similar to that required by law to be filed
by such company. (Acts 1912, pp. 119, 136.)
56-926.

legislature

—

and steam-boiler insurance companies subAll live-stock and steam-boiler insurance comject to life insurance law.
panies chartered by this State or other States, or foreign Governments,
and doing business in this State, shall be subject to all the requirements
of law in relation to life insurance companies, except the requirements
56-927. (2463) Live-stock

—

(Acts 1887,

in relation to valuation of policies.

CHAPTER

ACCIDENT LIABILITY AND
CASUALTY INSURANCE.
56-10.

Sec.

Sec.
56-1001.

Contracts of insurance to be

made through
missioned

regularly

56-1007.

Creditor's rights in proceeds
of policy.
Notice by creditor.
Annuity contracts.

56-1008.

Reserve for outstanding losses;
computation; liability policies; compensation claims.

56-1009.

Distribution of unallocated

com-

and licensed

agents.
56-1002.

p. 127.)

Affidavit of president or chief
officer, filing as prerequisite
to issuance of license.

bility loss

56-1003.

56-1004.

56-1005.

56-1006.

Investigation of complaint of
violations of law.

Forfeiture of right to do business upon refusal to submit
to examination.
Failure or refusal to pay expenses of examination, proceedings on.

Powers

of accident insurance

companies.

unallocated

compensation

loss payments; additional reserves.

56-1010.

Schedule of experience, inclusion in annual statement.

56-1011.

Unearned premium

56-1012.

Definition of terms used in
law: "earned premiums:"

reserve.

"compensation ;" "liability ;"
"loss payments:" "loss expense payments."

56-1001. (2491) Contracts of insurance to be

—

lia-

expense payments;

made through

regularly

commissioned and licensed agents. Accident liability or casualty insurance companies not incorporated by the laws of this State, but legally
authorized to do business in this State through regularly commissioned
and licensed agents located in this State, shall not issue a policy of acci-

§

Insurance.
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dent liability or casualty insurance to any person, or corporation, resident
in said State, save through agents of such companies regularly commissioned and licensed to write policies of accident liability or casualty in-

surance

in this State.

(Acts 1896,

61

p.

;

1901, p. 74.)

—

Cross-references. Definition of insurance agent, see § 56-501. Civil liability of
agents of unauthorized companies, see § 56-502. Penalty on agents of unauthorised companies, see § 56-9905.

56-1002.

(2492) Affidavit of president or chief officer, filing as pre-

requisite to issuance of license.

any accident

liability

— Before

issuing certificate of license to

company

or casualty insurance

to transact the

business of accident liability or casualty insurance, the Insurance Commissioner shall require, in addition to requirements already provided for

by law, that such accident liability or casualty insurance company shall
file with him the affidavit of its president, or other chief officer, that it
has not violated any of the provisions of this Chapter for the space of 12
months last past, and that it accepts the terms and obligations of this
Chapter as a part of the consideration of its license. (Acts 1896, p. 62;
1901, p. 76.)

56-1003.

(2493) Investigation of complaint of violations of law.

complaint being

filed

by any

citizen that a

—Upon

company authorized

to

do

business in this State has violated any of the provisions of this Chapter,
the Insurance Commissioner shall diligently investigate the matter, and
if

necessary examine, by himself or his accredited representative, at the

United States, and also such other offices or
agencies of such company as may be deemed proper, all books, records,
and papers of the same, and also the officers thereof under oath as to
Provided, that before making such
such alleged violation or violations
examinations the Insurance Commissioner shall require the person making complaint to file with him a good and sufficient bond to cover any
expense or cost that may be necessary in making such examination; and
in the event that the insurance company be found not guilty of a violation of this Chapter, then said bond shall be responsible for all the expense incurred by reason of said investigation. If the company shall be
found guilty of a violation of this law, it shall be responsible for the
expense thereof. (Acts 1896, p. 62.)

head

offices located in the

:

56-1004. (2494) Forfeiture of right to do business

mit to examination.

—Any

refusal to sub-

accident liability or casualty insurance com-

pany violating any provision
the aforesaid examination

upon

submit to
the right to do

of this Chapter, or refusing to

when

required, shall forfeit

business for the next 12 months thereafter, and the Insurance

Commis-

sioner shall immediately revoke the license already issued to said com-

pany

to

do business. (Acts 1896,

Cross-reference.

56-1005.

— Licenses

p. 62.)

revocable, see

§

20-117.

(2495) Failure or refusal to pay expenses of examination,

—

any such company shall fail or refuse to pay such
expense of examination upon the presentation of a bill therefor by the
Insurance Commissioner, the Commissioner may issue his fieri facias
proceedings on.

against such
the

company

If

company
or

its

therefor, to be collected out of the p operty of

deposit with the State Treasurer, in the

same man-

:
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ner as judgments against insurance companies not chartered by this
State, but doing business herein are collected.
If any company shall d

putc the amount of such

and

its liability

and

bill

fieri facias, it

may

contest such

amount

therefor by affidavit of illegality returnable to the SU

Fulton county, in the same manner as the Comptroller Genexecutions for railroad county taxes may be contested. (Acts

rior court of
eral's

1

p. 62.)

Powers

companies.- Accident
insurance companies, chartered under Chapter 56-2, may insure persons
against accident, loss of life, or personal injury and may provide a
weekly indemnity to its members in case of accident. They shall have
all the usual and ordinary powers incident to accident insurance, not
in conflict with the Constitution and laws of this State and of the United
56-1006. (2402)

States.

(Acts 1893,

of accident insurance

p. 76.)

56-1007. Creditor's rights in proceeds of policy.

Annuity contracts.

—

or hereafter issued,

another

life,

If a
is

is

policy of accident insurance whether heretofore

effected

by any person on

his

own

life

or on

person other than himself, or, except in cases
to defraud creditors, if a policy of accident inin any way made payable to any such person,
or assignee thereof, other than the insured or
such insurance, or his executors or administra-

in favor of a

of transfer with intent

surance

Notice by creditor.

assigned or

the lawful beneficiary
the person so effecting

proceeds and avails against the creditors
and representatives of the insured and of the person effecting the same,
whether or not the right to change the beneficiary shall be reserved or
permitted, and whether or not the policy shall be made payable to the
person whose life is insured if the beneficiary or assignee shall predecease such person: Provided, that, subject to the statute of limitations,
the amount of any premiums for said insurance paid with intent to detors, shall

be entitled to

its

fraud creditors, with interest thereon, shall enure to their benefit from
the proceeds of the policy but the company issuing the policy shall be
;

thereon by payment of its proceeds in accordance with its terms, unless before such payment the company shall have
written notice, by or in behalf of a creditor, of a claim to recover for

discharged of

transfer

made

all liability

or

specifications of

premiums paid with intent
the amount claimed. (Acts

to defraud creditors, with

1933, p. 181.)

56-1008. Reserve for outstanding losses; computation; liability policies;

compensation claims.

insurance against loss or

—The

reserve for outstanding losses under

damage from accident

to or injuries suffered

by an employee or other person and for which the insured

is

liable shall

be computed as follows
(1)

For

all liability suits

being defended under policies written more

than
(a)

Ten years

prior to the date as of

which the statement

is

made,

$1,500 for each suit.

Five and less than 10 years prior to the date as of which the
statement is made, $1,000 for each suit.
(b)

Three and less than five years prior
statement is made, $850 for each suit.
(c)

to the date as of

which the

§

(2)

For

1498
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all

liability policies

written during the three years immedi-

which the statement is made, such reserve
shall be 60 per centum of the earned liability premiums of each of such
three years less all loss and loss expense payments made under liabilit)'
policies written in the corresponding years; but in any event, such reately preceding the date as of

serve shall, for the

each outstanding

first

of such three years, be not less than $750 for

liability suit

on said year's

policies.

compensation claims under policies written more than
three years prior to the date as of which the statement is made, the
present values at four per centum interest of the determined and estimated future payments.
(3)

For

all

For all compensation claims under policies written during the three
years immediately preceding the date as of which the statement is made,
such reserve shall be 65 per centum of the earned compensation premiums
of each of such three years, less all loss and loss expense payments
made in connection with such claims under policies written in the corresponding years but in any event, in the case of the first year of any
such three-year period such reserve shall not be less than the present
value at four per centum interest of the determined and the estimated
unpaid compensation claims under policies written during such year.
(4)

;

(Acts 1920, pp. Ill, 112.)
56-1009. Distribution of unallocated liability loss expense

unallocated compensation loss payments; additional reserves.

payments;

—All unal-

payments made in a given calendar year
subsequent to the first four years in which an insurer has been issuing
liability policies, shall be distributed as follows: Thirty-five per centum
shall be charged to the policies written in that year, 40 per centum to
the policies written in the preceding year, 10 per centum to the policies
written in the second preceding year, 10 per centum to the policies written in the third preceding year and five per centum to the policies written in the fourth year preceding; and such payments made in each of
the first four calendar years in which an insurer issued liability policies
In the first calendar year 100 per centum
shall be distributed as follows
located liability loss expense

:

be charged to the policies written in that year; in the second calendar year 50 per centum shall be charged to the policies written in that
year and 50 per centum to the policies written in the preceding year; in
shall

the third year 40 per centum shall be charged to the policies written in
that year, 40 per

centum

to the policies written in the preceding year

and 20 per centum to the policies in the second year preceding; and in

centum shall be charged to the policies
written in that year, 40 per centum to the policies written in the preceding year, 15 per centum to the policies written in the second year
preceding, and 10 per centum to the policies written in the third year
preceding; and a schedule showing such distribution shall be included in

the fourth calendar year 35 per

the annual statement.

payments made in a given calendar
three years in which an insurer has been

All unallocated compensation loss

year subsequent to the

first

issuing compensation policies shall be distributed as follows:

centum
centum

Forty per

charged to the policies written in that year, 45 per
to the policies written in the preceding year, 10 per centum to
shall be

—
Insurance.
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centum
year preceding; and such payments

the policies written in the second year preceding and five per
to the policies written in the third

made

ues
three calendar years in which an i:
compensation policies shall be distributed as follow-,: In the first calendar year 100 per centum shall be charged to the policies written in
in

each of the

first

centum shall be charged to the
policies written in that year and 50 per centum to the policies written
in the preceding year; in the third calendar year 45 per centum shall be
charged to the policies written in that year, 45 per centum to the policies written in the preceding year and 10 per centum to the pollwritten in the second year preceding; and a schedule showing such disthat year; in the second year 50 per

tribution shall be included in the annual statement.

Whenever

judgment

of the Insurance

Commissioner, the liability or compensation loss reserves of any insurer under his supervision, calculated in accordance with the foregoing provisions, are inadequate, he may, in his discretion, require such insurer to maintain additional reserves based upon estimated individual claims or otherwise.
(Acts 1920,

in the

p. 114.)

56-1010. Schedule of experience, inclusion in annual statement.

— Each

insurer writing liability or compensation policies shall include in the

annual statement required by law a schedule of
under in such form as the Insurance Commissioner

its

experience there-

may

prescribe.

(Acts

1920, p. 115.)

Unearned premium reserve. On all policies of casualty insurance in force and written for one year or less, there shall be maintained the unearned premium reserve of 50 per centum of the current
year's premium on all such policies in force and written for more than
56-1011.

;

one year there shall be maintained an unearned premium reserve of 50
per centum of the current year's premium, plus the entire

premium

for

Provided, such unearned premium reserve may be
subsequent years
the
amount
of unearned commissions on premiums not more
reduced by
than 90 days past due, which premiums are due from agents or agencies
whose accounts with the insurance company are secured by bonds executed by companies licensed to do business in this State. (Acts 1920,
:

p. 116.)

56-1012. Definition of terms used in law; "earned

premiums ;" "com-

pensation ;" "liability ;" "loss payments;" "loss expense payments."
1.

The term "earned premiums,"

include gross

as used in section 56-1008 et seq., shall

premiums charged on

all

policies written, including all

determined excess and additional premiums, less return premiums, other
than premiums returned to policy holders as dividends, and less reinsurance premiums and premiums on policies canceled, and less unearned
premiums on policies in force. But any participating company which
has charged in

its

premiums

a loading solely of dividends shall not be

required to include such loading in

its

earned premiums, provided a

statement of the amount of such loading has been

filed

and approved

by the Insurance Commissioner.
2.

The term "compensation,"

as used in this law, shall relate to

all

6

Insurance.
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1500

insurance effected by virtue of statutes providing' compensation to employees for personal injuries irrespective of fault of the employer.

The term

compensafrom
accident
damage
to or injuries suffered by an employee or other person and for which the insured is liable.
3.

"liability" shall relate to all insurance except

tion insurance against loss or

The terms

payments" and "loss expense payments," as herein
used, shall include all payments to claimants, including payments for
medical and surgical attendance, legal expenses, salaries and expenses
oi investigators, adjusters, and held men, rents, stationery, telegraph
and telephone charges, postage, salaries and expenses of office employees,
home office expenses, and all other payments made on account of claims,
whether such payments shall be allocated to specific claims or unallo4.

cated.

"loss

(Acts 1920,

113.)

p.
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56-1101.

(2550) Contract of fidelity insurance defined.

—The

contract

contemplated by this Chapter is one whereby a
fidelity insurance company, or such other corporation or company as
may be doing a fidelity insurance business, for a stipulated sum of
money or premium, insures against loss caused by the defalcation, deof fidelity insurance

fault, neglect, or

dishonesty of a trustee, officer of the law, officer of

and of such other persons as may be
required to give bond, or guarantees the performance of all such bonds
or other obligations in favor of the insured as individuals do under the
law who sign the bonds of all such persons as sureties. (Acts 1887,
court, agent, or other employee,

p. 108.)

—

§

Cross-references. Guaranty companies as sureties on bonds of officers, see
Annual reports of companies, see § 56-232. Licenses, see § 56-404.

89-415.

What companies may become sureties on bonds; refrom liability. — Any fidelity insurance company or such other cor-

56-1102.
lease

poration or

(2551)

company

that

may do

a fidelity insurance business, incorpo-

rated and organized under the laws of this State, or of any other State
or a foreign Country, for the purpose of transacting business of fidelity
insurance, which has a paid-up capital of not less than $250,000, and

—
Tnsuranxe

1501

§ 56-110 4

which has complied with all requirements of law for license to tran
business in this State, may, upon proper proof thereof and upon prodi
tion of evidence of solvency and credit, satisfactory to the judge, head of
department, or other officer or officers authorized to approve and ac<
bonds, be accepted as surety upon the bond of any person, company, or
corporation required by law to execute bonds, in lieu of any surety
sureties now required by law; any such fidelity insurance company, or
other company doing a fidelity insurance business, may be released from
its liability on such bond on the same terms and conditions as are prescribed by law for the release of individuals; it being- the true intent and
meaning of the provisions of this Chapter to enable the companies and
corporations doing a fidelity insurance business to become sureties on all
bonds required by law to be taken, with all the rights and subject to all
the liabilities of individual sureties. (Acts 1887,

p. 108.)

deny corporate power to execute bond.
Any fidelity insurance company, or other corporation or company doing
a fidelity insurance business, which shall execute any bond as surety
under the provisions of this Chapter, shall be estopped, in any proceeding to enforce the liability which it shall have assumed or incurred, to
deny its corporate power to execute such instrument, or assume such
56-1103. (2552) Estoppel to

liability.

(Acts 1887, pp. 108, 109.)

Cross-reference.

— Estoppels

56-1104. (2554)

Bonds

generally, see

§

38-114.

of city, county,

and State

officers.

— Solvent

guaranty companies, surety companies, fidelity insurance companies,
and fidelity and deposit companies, incorporated and organized under
the laws of this State, or any other State of the United States, for the
purpose of transacting the business of fidelity insurance, which have a
paid-up capital of $250,000, and which have complied with all the requirements of law as to license required by the State, may, upon proper
proof thereof, and upon production of evidence of solvency, be accepted
upon the bonds of all city, county, and State officers and the various
officers, whose duty it is to approve the sureties upon such bonds, are
;

hereby authorized to accept such company or companies as one of the
sureties, or the only surety,

upon such bonds as the solvency

No company

company may warrant.

of such

shall be relieved of its liability

upon any such bond by reason of the fact that the books and accounts of
the principal have been examined and approved as correct -by the proper
authorities, when in fact there has been a breach of said bond and a loss
occurring from such breach. Upon a recommendation by the grand jury
of any county in regular session convened, immediately prior to any general election of county officers that may be held in and for any such
county, each county officer so elected in such county shall give as one of

bond some one of the companies heretofore resection and such surety company so given by any such

the sureties on his
ferred to in this
officer

may

grand jury
p.

58; 1897,
89-415.

;

be accepted as the only surety on said bond, provided the
shall also include this in their
p.

60; 1920,

Cross-reference.
«

official

recommendation. (Acts 1896,

p. 75.)

— Guaranty

companies as sureties on bonds of

officers,

see

Insurance.

§56-1105

surety upon

the sole

have

real estate in

Cross-reference.

—

Such company may be taken as
attachment bonds, whether it has or does not
this State. (Acts 1S96, pp. 58, 59.)

(2555) Attachment bonds.

56-1105.

1502

—Who

all

not to be surety on attachment bonds, see

§

8-112.

—

Remedies in case of default. In case of default upon
any bond upon which such company is surety, then the city, county, or
State authorities shall have all the remedies against the principal and
surety upon said bond, including the right to issue fi. fas. instanter, as
are provided by law. (Acts 1896, pp. 58, 59; 1897, p. 60.)
56-1106. (2556)

—

Fi. fa. against State Treasurer failing- to perform duties, see
Execution against defaulting tax collector and surety, see § 92-5504

Cross-references.
40-1005.
et seq.
§

56-1107. (2557) Deposit to be

made

before becoming security.

—All

companies described in this Chapter chartered by this State or other
States or foreign Governments, now doing business in this State or
hereafter doing business in this State, which offer or undertake to become security upon any bond required by law of city, county, and State
before being accepted as surety thereon, shall be required to

officers,

deposit with the Treasurer bonds of the United States, or bonds of this
State which according to the Acts and resolutions of the General As-

sembly are valid, and which amount, according to their face value, to
$25,000, which bonds shall be receipted for by the State Treasurer, and
specially deposited by him in the vaults of the treasury, and whenever
such company ceases to do business in this State and has settled up all
claims against it, as hereinafter provided, and has been released from
all the bonds upon which it has become surety, said bonds shall be delivered up to the proper party on presentation of the Treasurer's receipt.
(Acts 1896, pp.
Cross-reference.

58, 59; 1897, p. 60.)

— Deposit required,

see

§

56-311.

56-1108. (2558) Collection of coupons

bonds are so deposited, the owner

;

of the

faith of the State.

same

—While said

shall, subject to the

no-

provided for or given, be entitled to collect the coupons and use
them. For the bonds so deposited the faith of the State is pledged that
they shall be returned to the parties entitled to receive them, or disposed of as hereinafter provided. (Acts 1896, p. 58.)
tices

Cross-reference.
see § 56-301.

— Deposits by

fire,

56-1109. (2559) Proceedings

any

marine and inland companies of other States,

when

loss occurs; receiver.

—Whenever

loss insured against occurs, the insured, in order to secure his re-

covery,

may

give notice to the State Treasurer of the pendency of the

and of the amount claimed, after which notice the State Treasurer
shall be bound to retain, subject to the order of the court trying any
suit that may be brought for the recovery of such loss, a sufficient
amount to pay the judgment in the case, in the event of recovery when
suit is ended, and the ascertained amount for which the party sued may
loss

;

be liable

is

not paid in 10 days, then the plaintiff

may

file

an application

with the judge of the superior court of the county where the case was
tried, for a receiver to take charge of so many bonds as shall be necessary to satisfy the judgment.

Insurance.

1503

When

J

56

1

1

11

require
appointed by the judge, who shall al
bond and security of him for the faithful performance of his duty, the
State Treasurer, on his application, shall deliver to him bonds suffn
in their market value, if in his custody, to satisfy the judgment. 1
receiver's receipt shall be a complete discharge to the Treasurer and the

a receiver

is

Then

State of Georgia.

the receiver shall apply to the judge of the

superior court for an order of sale, and in pursuance of the order
the bonds.

After deducting such expenses and commissions as

be allowed by the judge, he shall pay over to the

amount

sell

si

plaintiff, or his attor-

judgment; and if there shall remain
any residue in the hands of the receiver, he shall pay it to the agent of
the company, taking his receipt for it, which shall be filed and recorded
ney, a sufficient

with the other papers
If

to satisfy the

in the case.

there are conflicting claims, then the State Treasurer shall deliver

to the receivers, in the order of their application, the

bonds

;

and

if

there

any contest between creditors which cannot be settled in this mode,
then the party not receiving sufficient bonds through the receiver appointed in his behalf may become a party to the other case and make
known his claim to the other receiver by making affidavit of the claim
and filing the same with him, and then the receiver shall report such
claim to the judge of the superior court appointing him, who shall by
is

order provide for a

bill

of interpleader, as in cases in equity. (Acts 1896,

pp. 59, 60.)
Cross-references.— Interpleader, see

When

receiver an officer of court,
to secure
to bonds,
Receivers generally, see Title 55, Injunctions and Receivers, Chap§

37-1503.

Bond by receivers, see §§ 55-308, 56-303. Retaining bonds
recovery when notice of loss is given, see § 56-302. Conflicting claims
see

§

55-301.

see § 56-304.
ter 55-3.

56-1110. (2560)

When

excess of bonds shall be returned.

—The

State

demand made upon him by said companies, shall return
and
fidelity and deposit companies and fidelity and surety
to insurance
companies the excess of the deposits held by him over and above the
deposits required of said companies by law. In case the deposits required
of said companies are lessened by law, the excess of the sums required by
law after such decrease shall, upon demand of said companies, be returned to them by the State Treasurer. (Acts 1899, p. 54.)
Treasurer, upon

Cross-references.

Amount

of

—When amount reduced

bonds must be maintained, see

When

company

§

below amount required, see

§

56-305.

56-1115.

withdraw from the State.
When any company desires to withdraw from the State and will satisfy the Insurance Commissioner that all suits pending against it, and
of which no notice has been given, have been fully satisfied, or whenever no notice of claim has been given, and when it has been released
from all bonds theretofore given by it, then the Treasurer shall return
to it the bonds so deposited upon order from the Insurance Commissioner. When any company, having made the deposit required by this
law, has assumed any liability, by suretyship or otherwise, on which no
losses have accrued, and it wishes to withdraw its deposit, before being
allowed to do so it shall have itself released from such obligation,
whether suretyship or otherwise, and give notice of its intention to
withdraw from this State, and of the fact that it has satisfied all losses
56-1111. (2561)

—

a

desires to

:

1504

Insurance.
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and claims against it. and has been released from all obligations assumed
by it. which notice shall be published in a newspaper to be designated by
the Insurance Commissioner, and at the expense of said company; and it
IS hereby provided, that any claims of the citizens of this State must,
whether for losses accrued or upon obligations theretofore assumed by
said company (where no losses have occurred), be fully settled before
said deposit shall be withdrawn. (Acts 1896, pp. 58, 60.)
5

Cross-references.

— Withdrawal

-323 to 56-325.

Policies

of insurance

must be

companies from the

satisfied before

withdrawal, see

State,

see

§§

§ 56-324.

company; how accomplished; conditions specified.
In case any fidelity insurance company,
or any surety or bonding company authorized to do the business of
56-1112.

Withdrawal

deposit by retiring

of

—

insurance or acting as surety on bonds under the provisions of
the laws touching that subject has retired from doing that business
in this State, or wishes so to retire, and wishes to withdraw the deposit

fidelity

required to be

made with

the State Treasurer, as required of such

com-

same may be accomplished in the following manner: The
company so desiring to retire from business and to withdraw the deposit
shall file with the Insurance Commissioner a writing, verified by the

panies, the

has retired, or on or
after the date of the filing of such writing will retire from doing the
business of fidelity insurance or becoming surety upon bonds, and stating its desire to withdraw the deposit with the State Treasurer made
In
in pursuance of the laws regulating the business of such companies.
oath of one of

its

executive officers, stating that

addition thereto the

Submit

company

shall

it

do one of the following three things

under oath verified by one of its executive
officers that such company has settled all losses which have accrued
against it on account of bonds written or suretyships assumed in this
State, and that its liability has terminated as to all obligations incurred
on account of bonds written or suretyships assumed, and shall, if required
by the Insurance Commissioner, make such further proof of these facts
as will satisfy the Commissioner of the truth thereof, and shall further
show that there has been published in some daily newspaper of general
circulation an advertisement for four insertions in separate weeks preceding the date of the application to withdraw the deposit, a notice
stating the intention of such company to retire from business and withdraw its deposit with the State Treasurer, and that it claims to have
settled all losses and to have procured its release from all obligations
incurred on any and all bonds and any and all assumptions of suretyship; and also giving notice of the date on which application will be
made to the Insurance Commissioner for authority to withdraw the
deposit, and warning all persons that if they have any cause to show
why said company should not be allowed to withdraw its deposit that
they should make the same known in writing to the Insurance Commissioner on or before the date named. The Insurance Commisssioner
First.

shall

a statement

have jurisdiction to hear evidence and determine the validity of

any such objection,

Commissioner a bond in a sum to
by the Insurance Commissioner, and to be approved by him, in

Second.

be fixed

if filed.

File with the Insurance

an amount not exceeding the amount of such deposit, payable to the

Insurance,

1505

1J3

1

State of Georgia, for the use and benefit of

ditioned that said

company

shall

pay

all

whom

lov.es

may concern,
which it may have
it

taincd upon any bond or contract of suretyship written or

afl

con.

(timed and

perform and fulfill all of its outstanding oh!
tions so written or assumed according to the legal tenor and effect
thereof. Such bond so to be given shall have as surety thereon soi
fidelity insurance company or surety or bonding company, which shall
have been authorized to do business in this State, and which shall have
made the deposit provided by the laws governing the business of such
companies. It shall be stated in said bond that it is made in pursuance
of this section; and any person, having a right of action against the
fidelity insurance company, surety or bonding company on account of
any bond written or act of suretyship assumed by the retiring company
may join the surety on the bond in this subsection of this section provided for, as defendant upon the obligation of suretyship or indemnity of
the retiring company in like manner as if it were a joint obligor or joint
surety upon every bond or assumption of suretyship made or executed
by said retiring company. The surety upon the bond so given by such
retiring company shall be liable to the same extent and in the same manner as if it were a cosurety with the retiring company upon each and all
of the obligations assumed upon risks and bonds written in this State.
that

it

will faithfully

Third.

Or make proof

to the Insurance

Commissioner that

it

has

and obligations, so far as they exist, in some
other solvent fidelity insurance company or companies which have complied with the laws and been authorized to do business in this State
and made the deposit required of such companies, and shall produce
and file with the Commissioner a w ritten contract signed by the proper
executive officers of such reinsuring company or companies, that it or
they have reinsured such risks, and that it or they consent to be bound
reinsured

all of its

risks

r

thereon in the manner provided in this law.

The

reinsuring

company

may

be joined as defendant in any action on any obligation of suretyship or indemnity of the company whose risks have thus been reinsured,
and it shall be liable in like manner as if it were a joint promisor or a

company upon each and every risk upon
which such retiring company may be liable as to business done, and
shall be subject to suit therefor in like manner as if it were the surety
solely or in connection with such retiring company upon each and all
cosurety with the retiring

of its obligations of suretyship or indemnity.

(Acts 1916,

p. 129.)

—

Order to Treasurer to surrender bonds. Upon the Insurance
Commissioner's being satisfied that the provisions of any of the three
subsections of the foregoing section have been complied with, he shall
thereupon pass an order reciting compliance and directing the State
Treasurer to return to such retiring company the bonds which have
been deposited with the State Treasurer by such company under the
laws regulating the business of such companies, and a certified copy
of such order of the Insurance Commissioner shall be authority to the
State Treasurer thereupon to deliver such bonds to said company or to
such person, firm or corporation as it may in writing direct the State
56-1113.

Treasurer to deliver them to and upon such company or person duly
authorized in writing by such company to receive such bonds for it,
;

§

Insurance.

56-1114
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receipting the Treasurer therefor, the Treasurer shall deliver such bonds
to said

company

or the person to

they be delivered. (Acts 1916,

whom

said

company

shall direct that

p. 132.)

Judgment. Defense. Subrogation.
Reimbursement. Nothing in this law shall be construed to relieve any
such company so retiring from business in this State from liability upon
any of its obligations, but it shall still remain bound thereon until the
same shall have been fully discharged and satisfied. If the company
which shall have guaranteed or assumed the liability of such retiring
company is sued upon a bond executed or a risk originally assumed by
such retiring company without such retiring company also being joined
therein, it may give to the company whose risk it has guaranteed or
assumed, notice of the pendency of the suit, and as between the two
companies and their privies the judgment rendered in such action shall
be conclusive as to the validity and extent of the liability claimed in the
suit
and the company originally liable may cause itself to be made
party defendant and may defend the action with like effect as if it were
sued in the first instance. Upon judgment being rendered against the
company assuming or guaranteeing the liability of the retiring company,
it shall be subrogated to all the rights of the company for whose undertaking it shall so have been held liable. Any right of action for reimbursement which the retiring company would have had if it had been
directly sued and held liable, against the principal on the bond, against
56-1114. Liability.

Notice of

suit.

—

;

indemnitors or other third persons or corporations, or collateral deposited, or upon funds or against persons to which or to whom it might
otherwise, either in law or equity, have the right to look for reimbursement, shall survive and may be enforced by a suit brought in the name
of such retiring company for the use of the company so held liable.
(Acts 1916,

p. 132.)

56-1115. (2562)

Amount

—

bonds must be maintained. Whenever,
Chapter, the amount of bonds so deposited

of

under the provisions of this
is reduced, the Treasurer shall at once notify the Insurance Commissioner in writing, who will give notice to the company depositing, and
require more bonds to be deposited, so as to always maintain the original
amount; and if the company so notified by the Insurance Commissioner
fails to comply within 30 days, the right of the company to do business
shall be revoked, and the Insurance Commissioner shall, at the same
time, give notice, by publication in a newspaper published at the Capital,
of the fact of such failure and revocation of license, and shall mail written or printed notice to the several ordinaries, the cost of which publication shall be paid by the company failing to comply with the provisions
of this law.

(Acts 1896, pp. 58, 60.)

—

Cross-references. When amount reduced below amount required, see
excess of bonds shall be returned, see § 56-1110.

§

56-305.

When

—

on bonds; venue; service of process. In the
event any fidelity insurance company, or other corporation or company
doing a fidelity insurance business in this State, shall become surety
on any of the bonds or obligations mentioned in this Chapter, such corporation or company shall be subject to be sued on such bonds or obli56-1116. (2553) Actions

—
Insurance.
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gations in the county of the residence of the principal in such bond of
obligation, and service may be perfected on said corporation or com-

pany

in the

manner prescribed

doing business

in this State.

CHAPTER

for service on fire insurance

companies

(Acts 1887, pp. 108, 109.)

MARINE INSURANCE.

56-12.

Sec.

Sec.

56-1201.

Contract of marine insurance
defined.

56-1202.

What

56-1203.

Double insurance.

56-1204.

Implied warranty.

56-1205.

Illegality of voyage, effect.

56-1206.

Deviation from voyage,

56-1207.

Perils of the sea.

56-1208.

Continuance of

uninsurable.

56 1209.

Increase of

56-1210.

Open

56-1211.

Statement of value rebuttable.

56-1212.

Fire insurance

risk, effect

policy, definition.

applica-

rules

ble.

Rights of owners of merchan-

56-1213.

dise
effect.

on

vessels.

Owner

or master of vessel to
care for damaged property.

56-1214.
risk.

56-1201. (2515) Contract of marine insurance defined.

—A

contract of

marine insurance is one by which a person or corporation, for a stipulated premium, insures another against losses occurring by the casualties of

the sea.

56-1202. (2516)

or

What

uninsurable.

— Prohibited

or illegal commerce,

commerce with an enemy, or goods contraband

of war, shall not be

the subjects of marine insurance.

—Double

marine insurance may be
obtained by a person having an insurable interest; but in case of loss,
he may recover from both companies only the full value of such interest.
If one underwriter shall pay the whole amount, he shall be entitled to
contribution from the other.
56-1203. (2517)

Cross-references.

Double insurance.

— Contribution, see

§

37-303.

Amount

of recovery, see

§

56-702.

—

The insured impliedly warrants
seaworthy, and shall not be changed except from necessity, and that she shall be employed, conducted, and navigated with
reasonable skill and according to law.
56-1204. (2518) Implied warranty.

that the ship

is

56-1205. (2519) Illegality of voyage, effect.
age, whether

known

—The

illegality of the

voy-

to the assured or not, shall render the contract void.

—

from voyage, effect. A deviation from the
voyage, if voluntary and not from necessity, voids the policy. This
necessity may arise from
56-1206. (2520) Deviation

1.

Stress of weather.

2.

Want

3.

Joining convoy.

4.

Succoring ships in distress.

5.

Avoiding capture or detention.

6.

Sickness of master or crew.

7.

Mutiny on board.

8.

Any

of necessary repairs.

similar cause founded

upon reason.

§

Insurance.

?o-1207

—

The ''perils of the sea" compre(2521) Perils of the sea.
those misfortunes to which goods and ships at sea are exposed

56-1207.

hend
from

all

earth, air,

fire,

expressly named.
iners

is

owners

1508

or water.

The

Loss from enemies

is

not included, unless

negligence, or unskillfulness of masters or mar-

not included in a policy on the ships or goods belonging to the
of the vessel.

underwriter
by him.

may

Cross-reference.

occur to third persons therefrom, the

If loss shall

recover from the owner

of the ship the

— Diligence by assured to protect property from

amount paid

fire,

see

§

56-819.

—

56-1208 (2522) Continuance of risk. Generally the risk continues till
the goods are delivered on shore at the port of destination, or to others

by direction of the assured.
56-1209. (2523) Increase of risk, effect.
risk

is

— Increasing

56-1210. (2524)

which the amount
is left

to be filled

Open

risk in case of fire insurance, see

policy,

definition.

—An

of the interest of the insured

is

56-823.

open policy is one in
not fixed by the policy,

be adjusted in case of loss; such policies may issue in blank
by the insured as new risks may be desired.

—Valued

policy, see

§

56-701.

56-1211. (2525) Statement of value rebuttable.
is

§

to

Cross-reference.

policy

change by which the

increased shall void the policy.

Cross-reference.

but

—Any

always subject to be reduced by

Cross-reference.

— Estimation

of value, see

§

—The value stated

56-703.

56-1212. (2526) Fire insurance rules applicable.
ranties, misrepresentations,

in a

proof.

—The rules as to war-

and concealment, are the same

in

marine as

in fire insurance.
.

Cross-reference.

— See

§§ 56-820 to 56-824.

—

owners of merchandise on vessels. Whenever any cotton or merchandise, on any vessel loading or loaded, within
the waters of this State is damaged by fire or water, or both, while
within the waters of this State, the owners or insurers of such cotton
or merchandise, or the agents of either or any of them, shall, after having given a satisfactory bond for the payment of the pro rata share of
said cotton or merchandise in any liability for salvage, and in the expenses of general or particular average, and after having given a bond
56-1213. (2527) Rights of

harmless against the liens of those holding the bills of
lading for said cotton or merchandise, be authorized to take possession
of and control such damaged cotton or merchandise, and use, manage,
to hold the ship

and dispose of the same for the protection of the interest of such owners
or insurers in such property, any law, usage, custom, or anything in the
contract of affreightment with the owner, master, or agent of such vessel
to the contrary nothwithstanding: Provided, that, as between the owner
and insurer, the rights and powers of the owner shall be prior and superior to the rights and powers of the insurer, except as specially stipulated in the contract of insurance.

56-1214. (2528)
erty.

— Nothing

Owner

in the

(Acts 1889,

p. 165.)

damaged proppreceding section shall be construed to relieve
or master of vessel to care for

Insurance.
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§

56

1

303

owner or master of such vessel from taking proper care of Stich
damaged property in the event the owners or insurers, within a reasonthe

able time after such damage,

fail

to take control of such cotton or

v..

chandisc, and nothing herein contained shall be construed to relieve said
damaged property from the liability imposed by existing laws and ci

toms

to contribute its proportion to the expenses accruing

up to the

time said property is taken possession of by the owner, insurer, or agent.
(Acts 1889, p. 165.)

CHAPTER

INDUSTRIAL LIFE, ACCIDENT, AND

56-13.

HEALTH INSURANCE.
Sec.

Sec.

56-130L

Industrial

life

insurance

de-

56-1309.

fined.-

56-1302.

What companies
industrial
panies.

56-1303.

life

regarded as
insurance com-

payments dependent on contingency;

Prerequisites to doing business; domestic companies,

56-1305.

Same; foreign companies, etc.
Companies subject to this law.

56-1306.

When

laws to apply to indus-

56-1310.

False representations in regard
io policies prohibited; operation of this and following

56-1311.

Receiving premium or assess-

56-1307.

of companies;
stock; rights and

Incorporation
capital

section.

ment

insurance.

trial life

56-1312.

powers.
56-1308.

examina-

medical

tions.

etc.

56-1304.

Policies of mutual cooperative
or assessment companies to
show amount to be paid;

Mutual companies may become

after

insolvency.

Fraudulent reinstatement.
Powers of Insurance Commissioner or deputy to issue
subpoenas; failure to comply
with subpoena as contempt.

stock companies.

56-1301. (2502) Industrial

life

insurance defined.

— Industrial

life

in-

surance is that insurance for which the stipulated premiums, advance
assessments, or dues, are regularly payable and collectible weekly, biweekly, monthly, quarterly, semiannually or annually, and the policies
or benefit certificates for which are for sums of not more than $500 on a
single life, and which policies or benefit certificates may provide a weeklybenefit for disability, caused by sickness or accident, not greater than
$20 per week. (Acts 1905, p. 96; 1924, p. 51.)
56-1302. (2503)

companies.

What companies

regarded as industrial

—All corporations, associations,

life

insurance

relief organizations, societies,

or fraternal orders, with or without capital stock, and having or not hav-

ing a ritualistic form of government, whether operating under the insur-

ance laws as insurance companies or operating under the laws governing
fraternal beneficiary orders,

and issuing

policies or benefit certificates,

definition set forth in

manner and within the meaning and
the preceding section, shall be held and deemed to

be doing an industrial

life

and conducting their business

section and

all

the business of

in the

insurance business, and shall be subject to this
the other laws not repugnant to this section, regulating

life,

health,

and accident insurance. (Acts 1905,

p. 96.)

56-1303. (2504) Prerequisites to doing business; domestic companies,
etc.

—Any

corporation, association, society, or fraternal order organized

whether organized upon the mutual assessment plan or as a stock company, for the purpose of doing the business

under the laws of

this State,

§

1510

.Insurance.

56-1304

of industrial

life

insurance, shall, before commencing- to do business, com-

ply with the laws regulating- the

manner

which other insurance com-

in

panies shall be authorized to do business in this State, except that the
deposit, required of companies operating upon the plan and according

manner specified in the two preceding sections, shall be $100,000,
to be made in such securities as are required of such other insurance
companies as are now required to make a deposit. (Acts 1905, p. 96;
to the

1920, pp. 212, 213.)

56-1304. (2505)

Same; foreign companies,

etc.

— Any corporation, asso-

organized under the laws of any other
State upon the mutual assessment plan, or as a stock company, for the
purpose of doing the business of industrial life insurance, shall be authorized to do business in this State upon complying with the other laws of
ciation, society, or fraternal order,

manner

which foreign insurance companies
shall be authorized to do business in this State, and filing with the Insurance Commissioner a certificate from the officer having* supervision of
the insurance department of the State under the laws of which such cor-

this State regulating the

in

poration, association, society, or fraternal order

make

to

its

was

chartered, or elects

deposit, that such corporation, association, society, .or fra-

ternal order has deposited with said State a

sum

of not less than $100,000

such securities as are required to be deposited by insurance companies. (Acts 1905, pp. 96, 97; 1920, pp. 212, 213.)
Cross-reference. Bonds and deposits required of insurance companies, see Chapin

—

ter 56-3.

56-1305. (2506)

Companies subject

to this law.

—The

provisions of

no way apply to any company, association, organization, or society which does not collect its premiums or dues weekly,
biweekly, monthly, quarterly, semiannually or annually; but any comthis

Chapter shall

in

pany, association, organization, society or fraternal beneficiary order,

with or without a ritualistic form of government, which collects its dues
or premiums weekly, biweekly, monthly, quarterly, semiannually, or annually, and which for the purpose of securing business or members, and
for collection of premiums, dues, or assessments, employs paid agents,
collectors, or solicitors, shall come under the provisions of this section.
(Acts 1905, p. 96; 1924, pp. 51, 52.)

—

When

laws to apply to industrial life insurance. No
law hereafter passed shall be held, or deemed, to refer to the business of
56-1306.

industrial

(2507)

life

insurance, unless the

same

is

expressly referred to in said

law. (Acts 1905, pp. 96, 98.)
56-1307. Incorporation of companies; capital stock; rights

and powers.

^-Stock companies or corporations for the purpose of doing an industrial life, health or accident insurance business or for the purpose of
doing any of said businesses, may be created under the laws of this
State, with a minimum capital stock of $25,000: Provided, that the petitioners for such charter shall comply with the laws applicable to the incorporation of insurance companies as set out in section 56-207 et seq.,
except that the minimum capital stock may be $25,000 and that said
company so organized may engage in any or all branches of said business
without increasing its capital stock, and it shall have all the powers,

Insurance.
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rights and

upon

privileges conferred

the aforementioned sections, except that

write ordinary

life

insurance, nor shall

policy whatever exceeding the
-

Cross-references.
§§ 56-322, 56-1501.

— .Sworn

amount

§

it

it

shall

filed

under

not be authorized

be permitted to write any

of $500.

statement to be

Deposit, see

insurance companies

life

(Acts 1912, pp. 119, 126.)

by assessment companies,

§€€

56-321.

Mutual companies may become stock companies.— Any mutual industrial life, health or accident insurance company may become a
stock company by filing a certificate with the Secretary of State, sh
in
ing that three-fourths of its outstanding policyholders have vote
company,
and that the
lawful meeting assembled to become a stock
56-1308.

!

capital of said

company

is

and that the
behalf have been complied with:

fixed at not less than $25,000,

other requirements of the laws in this

Provided, however, that no publication or petition for charter shall be
Policyrequired in such instance, except as is hereinafter provided.

may

vote by proxy at meetings held for the
Said stock company when organized as afore-

holders in mutual companies

aforementioned purpose.
said shall have the same power and authority as though it had been originally organized as. a stock corporation. (Acts 1912, pp. 119, 128.)

mutual cooperative or assessment companies to
show amount to be paid; payments dependent on contingency; medical
examinations. All industrial life insurance companies chartered under
the laws of this State to do business on the mutual cooperative or assessment plan, and limiting their policies to a sum not exceeding $500, shall
stipulate definitely on the face of the policies the amount to be paid to
the beneficiaries under said policies in the event of the death of the insured. In no event shall payments to beneficiaries by such companies be
contingent upon the number of policyholders in the company nor on the
number in any division or branch of such company. The intention of
this law is to require the payment of the full face of the policy as stipulated therein without regard to the subdivisions of the membership by
such insurance companies in the management of their affairs. No policies shall be issued by such companies without subjecting applicants
56-1309. Policies of

—

for such insurance to medical examination.

It shall

be the duty of the

Insurance Commissioner to investigate the rates of premiums which are

by all such companies and he is hereby authorized to require said companies to charge such rates as are adequate to pay their
policies at maturity: Provided, that companies doing business on the
industrial plan shall not be required to have medical examiners. (Acts

to be charged

1912, pp. 119, 140.)
Cross-reference.
§

— Mutual

insurance

plan,

regulations

and

requirements,

see

56-1407.

56-1310. False representations in regard to policies prohibited; operation of this

and following

section.

—No insurance company or association

doing business in this State, and no

knowingly

officer, director or

issue, circulate or cause to

agent thereof, shall

be issued or circulated any

esti-

mate, illustration, circular or statement of any sort misrepresenting the

terms of any policy issued by

it,

or the benefits or advantages promised

Insurance.

§56-1311
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thereby, or dividends or shares of surplus to be received thereon, nor
shall they use

any name or

title of

any policy or class of policies which

shall misrepresent the true nature thereof:

Provided, that this section

companies doing an industrial life, health or accident insurance business, and only to industrial
health, life or accident insurance policies, memberships or beneficial cer-

and the following sections

(Acts 1913,

tificates.

Cross-reference.

p.

shall apply only to

980

— Punishment

for violation, see

premium

56-9908.

§

Fraudulent reinstatement.
No agent, director or officer shall knowingly and
wilfully receive any premium or assessment on behalf of any insurance
company, association or fraternal organization, knowing at the time of
receipt of said premium or assessment that said company or association
is insolvent according to the laws of the State of the organization of said
company, without giving notice thereof to the person paying the said
56-1311. Receiving

or assessment after insolvency.

—

premium

No

or assessment.

officer, director,

agent, physician or other

person shall knowingly issue or cause to be issued a policy or benefit
certificate, nor aid in the issuing of any policy or benefit certificate or
in reinstating in membership or policy standing any infirm or unhealthy
person not at the time of such reinstatement or insurance in an insurable
condition, with the intent to defraud. (Acts 1913, pp. 98, 99.)
Cross-reference.

56-1312.

— Penalty

Powers

for violation, see §§ 56-9908, 56-9909.

of Insurance

Commissioner or deputy

poenas; failure to comply with subpoena as contempt.

to issue sub-

—The

Insurance
Commissioner or deputy insurance commissioner may issue subpoenas
and process requiring the presence of witnesses and the production of
books and papers before him at the place where any investigation is
being had by them, or either of them and in the event any person who
is served with such subpoena shall fail to comply therewith, he shall be
punished as for a contempt by the superior court of the county in which
the hearing is being had, and the superior courts are fully empowered
hereunto, including the power to issue attachments or other processes
on notice, to the end that the person so subpoenaed may have his proper
notice and his day in court. (Acts 1913, pp. 98, 100.)
;

—

Cross-references. Examination of insurance companies, see
for violating regulations, see § 56-9908.

§

56-104.

Punish-

ment

CHAPTER 56-14. MUTUAL OR COOPERATIVE INSURANCE.
BURGLARY AND ROBBERY INSURANCE.
Sec.

Sec.
56-1401.

56-1402.

Contract of mutual insurance,
nature of.
General laws applicable to formation; contents of petition;

56-1407.

Bylaws become part
r\ca

insurance;

policies;

contents of
of pay-

amounts

ments;

medical

tions;

rates

of

examinapremiums;

regulations and requirements.

capital stock.

56-1403.
ctiAriA
56-1404.

Life

of policy.

r

56-1408.

56-1405.

Liability for reducing funds.

56-1406.

Good

faith requirements.

who may

be-

come body corporate for
mutua insurance pur p 0se s
number of incorporators.

c

Officers of company agents of
all insured.
4.

Fire insurance;
,

56-1409.

Same;
tion.

articles

;

of

incorpora-

;

•

Insuran<
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Sec.

Sec.
56-1410.

Same; name of company to
contain word "mutual" or
"cooperative."

56-1411.

charter; issuance; filing
copy with Insurance Com-

56-1412.

Same; commencement

56-1413.

Same; authority

56-1414.

Same; conditions precedent to

to insure and
reinsure; kinds of insurance.

56-1417.
56-1418.
56-1419.

56-1420.

Same; applications and

Same; form

56 1424.
56-1425.

Same; taxable premiums.
Same; reinsurance.
Same; exception of certain
companies from pro
of law; election to become
gubject to law.

56-1426.

Burglary, robbery, etc., ill
ance; when companies to be

56-1427.

Same; prerequisites

licensed.

to obtain-

ing license.

poli-

cies validated; personal liaof legal representability
tives; incidental rights.

56-1428.

Same;

Same; voting powers.
Same; maximum premiums;
cash premiums and surplus.
Same; investment of assets.
Same; unearned premiums and

56-1429.
56-1430.

Same; statement of condition
to be renewed annually; fees.
Same; certificate of authority

56-1431.

Same;

reserves for each kind of insurance.

56-1432.

assets and astherefor; defici-

56-1433.

Same; membership fee and
premium.
Same; service of process on

copy of charter and
statement of condition to be
filed.

before doing business.
line of business; rein-

surance reserve.

Same; required
sessments
ency.

56-1421.

of policy and in-

dorsement!.

of existence and business; bylaws.

transaction of business.

56-1416.

1422.

56-1423.

Same;

missioner; amendment.

56-1415.

f/>

appointed

Same; advances of

money

which may be made. Commissions or promotion ex-

attorney

and

otherwise.
56-1434.

Same; penalty for violation

of

law.

penses.

—

mutual insurance, nature of. The contract of insurance is sometimes upon the idea of mutuality, by which
each of the insured becomes one of the insurers, thereby becoming interested in the profits and liable for the losses without a charter, such
an organization would be governed by the general law of partnership
when incorporated, they are subject to the terms of their charters.
56-1401. (2529) Contract of

;

—

Cross-references. Effect of provisions of preceding Chapter on those of this
Chapter, see § 56-1425. To what extent provisions of Chapter 56-2 applicable to
mutual insurance companies, see § 56-1402. See also § 56-1407.

laws applicable to formation; contents of
petition; capital stock.
The provisions of Chapter 56-2, in so far as they
be
applied
applicable,
may
are
to the formation of mutual or cooperative
fire, live-stock, life, or accident insurance companies; but applicants for
a charter to engage in writing this class of insurance shall not be required in their petition to set out the amount of the proposed capital
stock or the number of shares of the same; nor shall it be necessary for
56-1402. (2412) General

—

the Secretary of State to incorporate in his certificate of incorporation

any reference

to the capital stock of said

company. (Acts

1893, p. 7S

;

1895, p. 53.)
Cross-reference.

— See

§§ 56-1413, 56-1425.

—

Bylaws become part of policy. The rules and regulations of a mutual company, adopted in pursuance of the charter, become a part of each policy, and all the insured are presumed to have
56-1403. (2530)

notice thereof, except as provided in section 56-811.

may

not be annexed to the policy after

it

New

conditions

shall be issued, except

consent of the insured. (137 Ga. 579, 580 (73

S. E. 851).)

by the

Insurance.

56-1404

§

56-1404.

company agents

(2531) Officers of

cers of a mutual

company

1514

are the agents of

all

of all insured.

—The

offi-

the insured, and to the ex-

tent of their misconduct or neglect, shall affect each,

upon the general

principles governing principal

and agent, except as to the transaction of
making the contract of insurance; up to the time of its execution, the
insured stands as a third party, and the officer issuing the policy acts
for those already in the company.
Cross-reference.

— Principal bound by acts of agent, see

—

§

4-311.

mutual insurance
company, by dividends, reduces its available funds below the point of
remaining able to meet all losses occurring on policies then in existence,
the directors of such company primarily, and the parties receiving the
dividends, ultimately and pro rata, shall be liable individually, jointly,
and severally, for the amount of such unpaid losses.
56-1405. (2532) Liability for reducing funds.

56-1406. (2533)

Good

faith requirements.

representations and concealments
in

is

—A

see

§

good faith as to
mutual insurance than

stricter

required in

any other similar contracts.
Cross-reference. — Good faith in application,

If a

56-820.

56-1407. Life insurance; contents of policies; amounts of payments;
medical examinations rates of premiums regulations and requirements.
Life insurance companies chartered by the laws of this State to operate on the mutual cooperative or assessment plan without limitation as
;

;

—

to the

amount

for

which

policies of said

company

stipulate definitely in the face of the policies the

are to be issued, shall

amount

to be paid to

the beneficiaries on the said policies in the event of the death of the insured.

In no event shall payments to beneficiaries by such companies

be contingent upon the number of policyholders in the company or on
the number in any division or branch of such company. The intention
of this

law

is

to require the

payment

of the full face of the policy as

stipulated therein without regard to subdivisions of the

membership

of

such insurance companies in the management of their affairs. No policy
shall be issued by such companies without subjecting applicants for such
insurance to medical examination. It shall be the duty of the Insurance

Commissioner to investigate the rates of premiums which are to be
charged by all such companies, and he is hereby authorized to require
said companies to charge such rates as are deemed by him adequate to
pay their policies at maturity. (Acts 1912, pp. 119, 141.)
Cross-reference.

—Regulation

of mutual or assessment companies, see § 56-1309.

who may become body corporate for mutual
insurance purposes; number of incorporators. — Any number of persons,
not less than 20, who shall be bona fide residents of this State, by complying with the provisions of this law, may become, together with others
who may hereafter be associated with them or their successors, a body
56-1408. Fire insurance;

corporate for the purpose of carrying on the business of mutual insur-

ance as herein provided. (Acts 1923,

—

p. 113.)

Cross-references. Punishment for violation, see § 56-9910. To what companies
and the following sections of this Chapter are applicable, see § 56-1425.
Sections 56-1408 to 56-1425 not affected by §§ 56-507 to 56-514, see § 56-515.

this section

—
Insurance.
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§56-1413

—

Same; articles of incorporation. Any person* proposing
form any such company shall subscribe and acknowledge article-, of
56-1409.

to
in-

-

corporation specifying

:

The name, the purpose for which formed and the location of its
principal or home office, which shall be within this State.
(b) The names and addresses of those composing the board of directors in which the management shall be vested until the first meeting
(a)

members.

of the
(c)

The names and

places of residence of the incorporators.

(Acts

1923, p. 114.)
Cross-reference.

— Punishment

for violation, see

56-9910.

§

Same; name of company to contain word "mutual" or "cooperative."
No name shall be adopted by such company which does not
contain the word "mutual" or "cooperative" or which is so similar to any
name already in use by any such existing corporation, company, or asso56-1410.

—

organized or doing business in the United States, as to be confusing or misleading. (Acts 1923, p. 114.)
ciation,

Cross-reference.— Punishment for violation, see

§

56-9910.

Same; charter; issuance; filing copy with insurance commissioner; amendment. -When a petition and articles of incorporation shall
be submitted to the Secretary of State and found by him to comply with
56-1411.

—

he shall indorse his approval thereon and shall issue a charter
as now provided by law. A copy of such petition and charter shall also
thereupon be filed in the office of the Insurance Commissioner. The
charter may be amended in the manner now provided by law and any
such amendment shall be approved, recorded and filed as in the case of
the original charter. (Acts 1924, p. 122.)
this law,

Cross-reference.

56-1412.

—Punishment for violation,

Same; commencement

see

56-9910.

§

of existence

and business; bylaws.

Such corporations shall have legal existence as soon as the charter shall
have been issued by the Secretary of State. The board of directors

named

in the articles of incorporation

may thereupon

adopt bylaws,

fix

the

membership of all applicants for insurance, accept applications for insurance, and proceed to transact the business of such company Provided, that no insurance shall be put into force until the company has been licensed to transact insurance as provided by this law.
Such bylaws and any amendments thereto shall, within 30 days after
qualifications for

:

adoption, be filed with the Insurance Commissioner.
Cross-reference.

— Punishment

of unauthorized companies, see

§

for violation, see
56-9905.

§

(Acts 1924,

56-9910.

p. 122.)

Penalty on agents

—

Same; authority to insure and reinsure; kinds of insurance.
Any company organized under the provisions of sections 56-140S to
56-1413.

56-1412

may make

contracts of insurance or reinsurance or accept rein-

surance or any portion thereof to the extent specified in
incorporation for the kinds of insurance following:

its

articles of

Against loss or damage to property and loss of the use and occupancy
by fire, lightning, hail, tempest, flood, earthquake, explosion, fire ensuing;
against loss or damage to person or property occasioned by the operation

of
1

Insurance.

56-1414

§

1516

motor vehicles duly licensed by the Public Service Commission. (Acts

>23, p.

115.)

— Punishment

Cross-reference.

56-1414.

for violation, see

Same; conditions precedent

corporation organized under

56-9910.

§

to transaction of business.

—No

any
comply with the conditions following, nor until the Insurance Commissioner has, by formal license,
authorized it to do so, which license shall not issue until the corporation
this

business of insurance unless

law

shall issue policies or transact

shall

it

has complied with the following conditions:
hold bona fide applications for insurance upon wliich it
shall issue simultaneously, or it shall have in force, at least 20 policies to
at least 20 members for the same kind of insurance upon not less than
200 separate risks, each within the limit herein prescribed for the maxi(a)

mum

It shall

single risk.

The maximum

(b)

single risk shall not exceed 20 per cent, of the ad-

mitted assets or three times the average risk or one per cent, of the insurance in force, whichever is the greatest, any reinsurance taking effect

simultaneously with the policy being deducted in determining such maxi-

mum

single risk.

have collected a premium upon each application, which
premium shall be held in cash or securities in which" insurance companies
are authorized to invest, and which shall aggregate not less than twice
the maximum single risk assumed subject to one fire, nor less than
(c)

It shall

$10,000.
(d)

It shall satisfy

the Insurance Commissioner that

con-

its financial

methods of operation, and manner of doing business are adequate
meet its obligations to all policyholders in this State. (Acts 1923,

dition,

to
p.

115.)
Cross-reference.

56-1415.

— Punishment

for violation, see

Same; applications and

§

56-9910.

policies validated; personal liability

of legal representatives; incidental rights.

—Any

public or private cor-

poration, board, or association in this State or elsewhere
plication, enter into

insurance company.

agreements

Any

for,

officer,

and hold

policies in

may make

ap-

any such mutual

stockholder, trustee or legal representa-

any such corporation, board, association, or estate may be recognized as acting for or on its behalf for the purpose of such membership,
but shall not be personally liable upon such contract of insurance by
reason of acting in such representative capacity. The right of any corporation organized under the laws of this State to participate as a member of any such mutual insurance company is hereby declared to be incidental to the purpose for which such corporation is organized, and as
fully granted as if the rights and powers were expressly conferred. (Acts
tive of

1923, p. 116.)
Cross-reference.

56-1416.

— Punishment

for violation, see

Same; voting powers.

— Every

§

56-9910.

member

of the

company

shall

be entitled to one vote, or to such a number of votes, based upon the insurance in force, the number of policies held or the amount of premiums
paid, as may be provided in the bylaws. (Acts 1923, p. 116.)
Cross-reference.

— Punishment

for violation, see

§

56-9910.

—
-

Insurance.
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§ 56-1421

Same; maximum premiums; cash premiums and surplus. —
in
The maximum premium payable by any member shall be ex;,
the policy, or in the application for the insurance. Such maximum premium may be a cash premium and an additional contingent premium
not less than the cash premium, or may be solely a cash premium. No
policy shall be issued for a cash premium without an additional contingent premium unless the company shall have a surplus of at U
$100,000, or a surplus which is not less in amount than the capital stock
required of domestic stock insurance companies, writing the same kind
56-1417.

of insurance. (Acts 1923, p. 117.)
Cross-reference.

56-1418.

any

of its

— Punishment

for violation, see

Same; investment

of assets.

56-9910.

§

— No

such company shall invest

assets except in accordance with the laws of this State rela-

ting to the investment of the assets of domestic stock insurance com-

panies writing the same kind of insurance. (Acts 1923,
Cross-reference.

—Punishment

for violation, see

§

p. 117.)

56-9910.

Same; unearned premiums and reserves for each kind of inSuch company shall maintain unearned premiums and other
surance.
reserves separately for each kind of insurance upon the same basis as
that required of domestic stock insurance companies writing the same
56-1419.

—

kind of insurance. (Acts 1923, p. 117.)
Cross-reference. Punishment for violation,

—

see

§

56-9910.

Same; required assets and assessments therefor; deficiency.
Such company not possessed of assets at least equal to the unearned
premium reserve and other liabilities shall make an assessment upon its
members liable to assessment to provide for such deficiency, such assessment to be against each member in proportion to his liability as expressed in his policy: Provided, the Insurance Commissioner may, by
written order, relieve the company from an assessment or other proceed56-1420.

ing to restore such assets during the time fixed in such order: and

Provided further, that any domestic company which shall be deficient
in providing the unearned premium reserve required hereby may, notwithstanding such deficiency, come under this law on the condition that
it shall each year thereafter reduce such deficiency at least 15 per cent,
of the original amount thereof and in such case it may increase its
assessments accordingly. (Acts 1923, p. 117.)
Cross-reference.

—Punishment for violation,

see

§

56-9910.

Same advances of money which may be made. Commissions
or promotion expenses. Any director, officer, or member of any such
company, or any other person may advance to such company anv sum
or sums of money necessary for the purpose of its business or to enable
56-1421.

;

—

comply with any

law and such moneys
and such interest thereon as may have been agreed upon shall be payable only out of the surplus remaining after providing for all reserves
and other liabilities and shall not otherwise be a liability or claim against
the company or any of its assets.
No commission or promotion expenses
shall be paid in connection with the advance of any such money to the
company and the amount of such advance shall be reported in each an-

it

to

of the requirements of the

nual statement. (Acts 1923, p. 118.)
Cross-reference. Punishment for violation, see

—

§

56-9910.

§

56-1422.
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56-1422

Same; form

of policy

and indorsements.

— No

law requiring

that policies be countersigned and be delivered to a resident agent shall

apply to any policy of such mutual company on which no commission
be paid to any local agent. Such mutual company may insert in
any form or policy prescribed by the law of this State any provisions or
conditions required by its plan of insurance which are not inconsistent
and in conflict with any law of this State. Such policy, in lieu of con1

forming to the language and forms prescribed by such law, may conform
thereto in substance, if such policy includes a provision or indorsement
reciting that the policy shall be construed as if in the language and form
prescribed by such law, and a copy of such policy and indorsement, if
any, shall have been first filed with and shall not have been disapproved
by the Insurance Commissioner. (Acts 1923, p. 118.)
Cross-reference.

— Punishment

for violation, see

§

56-9910.

—

Same; taxable premiums. The taxable premiums or premium
receipts of any mutual insurance company organized in this State, for
the purposes of taxation under any law of this State, shall be the gross
premiums received for direct insurance upon property or risks in this
State, deducting amounts paid for reimbursement upon which a tax has
been or is to be paid in this State, and deducting premiums upon policies
not taken, premiums returned on canceled policies, and any refund or
return made to policyholders other than for losses. (Acts 1923, p. 118.)
56-1423.

Cross-reference.

—Punishment

for violation, see

§

56-9910.

Same; reinsurance.—Any such mutual insurance company
organized in this State may reinsure any part or all of any risk or risks
in any insurance company or insurer licensed in any State of the United
States or in the District of Columbia Provided, that no such reinsurance
shall be effected with any company or insurer disapproved therefor by
written order of the Insurance Commissioner filed in his office. (Acts
56-1424.

:

1923, p. 119.)
Cross-reference.

—Punishment for violation, see

§

56-9910.

Same; exception of certain companies from provisions of law;
election to become subject to law. All laws or parts of laws in conflict
with this law, so far as companies organized under this law are concerned, are hereby repealed, but no such repeal and nothing in this law
shall apply to or affect any company or association of this State now doing business, or any law under which any such company or association is
56-1425.

—

organized or doing business.

Any

such company or association may, however, by resolution of its
board of directors, duly approved by a majority of the members at a
meeting especially called for that purpose, and duly certified to by the
president and secretary and filed with and approved by the Insurance
Commissioner, elect to adopt and become subject to the provisions of this
law in lieu of any law or laws theretofore governing such companies or
associations. Any company or association so electing and fully complying with this law may thereafter effect insurance as authorized by this
law and so specify in its certificate of insurance then in force, or as then or
hereafter amended. (Acts 1923, p. 119.)
Cross-reference.

— See

§ 56-1413.

Insurance.
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§

when companies

56-1426. (2535) Burglary, robbery, etc., insurance;

to be licensed.

—Any insurance

56-1429

company organized and incorporated on

the mutual plan under the laws of this State or any other State for the

purpose of insuring against loss or damage resulting from burglary and
robbery or attempt thereat, and insuring against the loss of money and
securities in course of transportation when shipped by registered mail,
shall be admitted and licensed to do business in this State as hereinafter
provided. (Acts 1897, p. 64.)
Cross-reference.

— See

§§ 56-1402, 56-1413.

—

Same; prerequisites to obtaining license. Before such
company shall be permitted and licensed to transact business it shall
have in force 500 or more policies on which the premium shall have been
paid in cash, or shall be evidenced by the written contracts of the policyholders, on which not less than one-fifth of the amount shall have been
paid in cash, and the cash and net face value of contracts for premiums
on hand shall amount to a sum of not less than $50,000. The premium
contracts so held shall constitute a part of the assets of the company.
56-1427. (2536)

(Acts 1897,

p. 64.)

56-1428. (2537)
filed.

Same; copy

of charter

and statement of condition

— Every such company, association, or partnership

fice of

the Insurance Commissioner a certified copy of

shall

its

file

to be

in the of-

charter together

with a statement under oath of the president, or vice president, and secretary of the company for which they may act, stating the name of the
company and place where located, a detailed statement of its assets,
showing the number of policyholders, aggregate amount of premium
contracts, the amount of cash on hand, in bank, or in the hands of agents,
the amount of real estate, and how the same is incumbered by mortgage,
the number of shares of stock of every kind owned by the company, the
par and market value of the same, amount loaned on notes and mortgages, the amount loaned on other securities, stating the kind and the
amount loaned on each, and the estimated value of the whole amount of
such securities, and any other assets or property of the company; also
stating the indebtedness of the company, the amount of losses adjusted
and unpaid, the amount incurred and in process of adjustment, the
amount resisted by the company as illegal and fraudulent, and all other
claims existing against the company; also a copy of the last annual report, if any, made under any law of the State by which such company
was incorporated and no agent shall be allowed to transact business for
any such company when its reinsurance reserve, as required in this section, is impaired to the extent of 20 per cent, thereof while such deficiency
shall continue. (Acts 1897, p. 64.)
;

Same; statement of condition to be renewed annually;
The statement required by the preceding section shall be renewed
fees.
from year to year in such manner and form as may be required by said
Insurance Commissioner, with an additional statement of the amount
of premiums received during the preceding year, and the said Insurance
56-1429. (2538)

—

Commissioner, on being satisfied that the membership, assets, securities,
and investments remain secure, as heretofore mentioned, shall furnish a
renewal of the certificate as aforesaid, upon the payment to the State, at

—

;

§

Insurance.

56-1430
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the time of filing the statement herein provided for, of a fee of $5 for each
corporation, and $25 lor each foreign corporation. (Acts 1897, p. 64.)

Same;

doing business.
No agent or agents shall act for any company or companies referred to
in sections 56-1420 to 5o-1434, directly or indirectly, in taking risks or
transacting the business of burglary and robbery insurance, or the insurance of the safe shipping of money and securities by registered mail
in this State, without procuring from the Insurance Commissioner a certificate oi authority, stating that such company has complied with all the
requisitions of said sections which apply to such companies, giving the
name of the attorney appointed to act for the company. (Acts 1897,
56-1430.

(2539)

certificate of authority before

p. o4.)

—

Cross-references. Definition of insurance agent,
agents of unauthorized companies, see § 56-9905.

56-1431. (2540)

Same;

company permitted and

line

of business;

see

§

56-501.

Penalty

reinsurance reserve.

on

—Any

licensed to transact business in this State under

sections 50-1426 to 56-1434 shall confine

its

business to that stated in

section 56-1426, and to banks, bankers, loan companies, and county treasurers,

and

shall not issue

any policy or

policies to

any persons,

firms, or

corporations in this State other than banks, bankers, loan companies, and

Every such company shall set aside a reinsurance reserve of 50 per cent, of its premiums, whether collected in cash or represented by obligations of the policyholders, as written in its policies
county treasurers.

this reinsurance reserve to be

(Acts 1897,

56-1432.
of

§

is in force.

p. 64.)

Cross-reference.
States, see

maintained so long as the risk

— Calculation

of reinsurance reserve

by commissioners of other

56-834.

(2541)

Same; membership

any company permitted

fee

and premium.

— Policyholders
under

sec-

pay the membership

fees

to transact business in this State

tions 56-1426 to 56-1434, shall be held liable to

and premiums on their insurance as paid or contracted to be paid at the
time the policy is taken out or the risk begins, and shall not be held liable
for any other or further assessments or claims on the part of the company
or its policyholders. The membership fee and premium agreed upon may
be collected in cash at the time the policy is issued, or evidenced by a
written obligation of the policyholder as may be agreed upon by the
company and the policyholder. Such payment or obligation shall be the
limit of the liability of the policyholder to the company for premiums on
his insurance.

56-1433.

otherwise.

(Acts 1897,

(2542)

— No

Same;

p. 64.)

service of process

on appointed attorney and

insurance company, association, or partnership incorpo-

rated by or organized under the laws of any other State for any of the

purposes specified in section 56-1426, shall directly or indirectly take risks
or transact any business of insurance in this State, by any agent or
agents in this State, until it shall have appointed an attorney in this State
on whom process of law can be served, and file in the office of the Insurance Commissioner a written instrument, duly signed and sealed, certifying such appointment, which shall continue until another attorney shall

be substituted, and any process issued by any court of record in this

Insurance.
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§56-1501

and served upon such attorney by the \>r<>\><:r officer of the county
in which such attorney may reside or may he found, shall be deemed a
sufficient service of process upon such company, but service of pro*
upon such company may also be made in any other manner provided by
State,

law. (Acts 1897, p. 64.)

—

Cross-references. Service on nonresident companies, see § 56 603.
Service of
process against corporations, how perfected, see § 22-1101.
Service on nonresident, assessment, etc., insurance companies, see §§ 56-602 to 56-604.

56-1434. (2543)

Same; penalty

for violation of law.

—Any

violation of

any of the provisions of sections 56-1426 to 56-1433 shall subject the
party violating the same to a penalty of not less than $100 nor more than
$500, (Acts 1897, p. 64.)

CHAPTER

56-15.

ASSESSMENT INSURANCE COMPANIES.
Sec.

Sec.

Sworn statement

56-1501.

by

be filed
companies,

56-1502.

to

assessment

Policies;
contents;
tion of section,

applica-

etc.

Sworn statement

56-1501. (2450)
etc.

— No

to be filed

by assessment companies,

corporation or association, organized under the laws of this

or any other State or Country for the purpose of furnishing

life

indemnity

or insurance upon the assessment plan, shall do any business in this
State until such corporation or association shall deposit with the In-

surance Commissioner

copy of its charter or articles of incorporation a copy of its statement of business for the year ending the
31st day of the next preceding December, sworn to by the president
or secretary or like officer thereof, setting forth the number and amount
of certificates of membership or policies in force and a detailed account
of its expenditures, income, assets, and liabilities, and also a certificate
sworn to by the president and secretary or like officer thereof, setting
forth that it has paid, and has the ability to pay, its certificates or policies
a

certified

;

to the full limit

named

therein, that its certificates or policies are payable

only to the beneficiaries having a legal insurable interest in the
the member or the insured, that an ordinary assessment upon its
bers

is

sufficient to

pay

its

maximum

mem-

membership or policy
amount or limit named

certificate of

theretofore or thereafter to be issued to the

full

from the Insurance Commissioner, or other like ofcharged with the duty of executing or enforcing the execution of

therein
ficer,

of

life

;

a certificate

insurance laws of

do business

home State, certifying that it is legally entitled to
home State a copy of the application for membership

its

in said

;

more than one form is used a
copy of the constitution and bylaws, and of every amendment thereof,
which must show that all indemnities to beneficiaries are in the main
provided for by assessments upon all surviving members. Whenever
said company shall fail to pay a valid claim to the full limit named in
any policy issued to any resident of this State, the Insurance Commisor insurance, and of each form thereof

sioner shall revoke
p.

its

;

authority to do business in this State. (Acts 18S7,

124; 1900, pp. 47, 74; 1901,

—

if

p.

33; 1905,

p. 77.)

Cross-references. Incorporation, etc., of industrial life insurance companies,
see §§ 56-321, 56-1307. Deposits required, see §S 56-312 to 56-314, 56-322. Penalty
for fraudulently procuring insurance, see § 56-9911.

Insurance.
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contents;

(2455) Policies;

56-1502.
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application

of

section.

—Every

by any corporation
insurance upon the assessment

policy or certificate issued to a resident of this State

transacting therein the business of

life

under the assessment laws of Georgia,
shall print in bold type, in red ink, in every policy or certificate issued
upon the life or lives of the citizens of Georgia, making one of the principal lines near the top thereof, the words "issued upon the assessment
plan," and the words "assessment plan" shall be printed conspicuously
In red ink in or upon every application, circular, card, advertisement, and
other printed documents issued, circulated, or caused to be circulated by
such corporation within this State Provided, that this section shall apply only to such corporations or associations as shall write or issue policies or certificates on the post mortem assessment plan, and shall not
apply to such corporations or associations as shall only issue policies
under which the premiums are stipulated, and made payable at fixed
periods in advance. If any such corporation or association shall at any
time fail or refuse to comply with this section, the Insurance Commisplan, or admitted into this State

:

sioner shall forthwith suspend or revoke
ration or association and

such revocation
p.

67; 1898,

p.

in

— Licenses

are revocable, see
§ 56-9911.

(Acts 1897,

20-117.

Penalty for fraudu-

SOCIETIES.

Sec.

Definition.

56-1602.

Law

56-1614.

what

applicable to

socie-

ties.

Rules and regulations by Insurance Commissioner.

56-1604.

Lodge system

56-1605.

Representative

ernment

56-1615.

defined.

laws.
Benefits;
fund.

56-1608.

Beneficiaries;

classes.

Reserve

who may

change; vested

be;

56-1610.

Certificate; contents; binding
effect of amendments to constitution or bylaws.

56-1611.

Funds; maintenance and disbursement; individual rights

members

or beneficiaries;
contributions. Deferred payments or installments of
claims.
56-1612.

Investment of funds.

56-1613.

Distribution
poses.

of

56-1617.

funds;

pur-

Same; issuance of certificate
by Insurance Commissioner;
charter null and void, when;
constitution and bylaws.
Powers retained; reincorporation; amendment of articles
of incorporation.

right.

Qualifications for membership;
age; medical examination;
general or social members.

mem-

cates.

insurance
56-1616.

56-1607.

of

medical examination;
issuance of benefit certifibers;

proxy.

from

fil-

ing bond and articles.
Same; preliminary certificate
of incorporation; soliciting

members; number

form of govVoting by

defined.

Exemption

of

Organization; articles of incorporation; number of incorporators; name of society; election of officers;

56-1603.

56-1609.

§

FRATERNAL BENEFIT

56-16.

Sec.

56-1601.

56-1606.

in this State.

p. 77.)

lently procuring insurance, see

CHAPTER

agents to do business, and shall publish

some newspaper published

97; 1901,

Cross-references.

all its

authority to such corpo-

all

56-1618.

Mergers;

transfers

of

mem-

berships or funds.
56-1619.
56-1620.

Annual license; fee; certified
copy of license as evidence.
Admission of foreign society;
requirements for; revocation
of license.

56-1621.

Process, appointment of
surance Commissioner

56-1622.

Place

56-1623.

Personal

Infor

service of.

Location
of meeting.
of principal office.
liability

and members.

of

officers

1

523

Insure

85

Sec.
56-1624.

56-1625.

Waiver

~J>

ciety.

56-1633.

Constitution and laws; filing
amendments; evidence.

No

publication of statement
without notice to societ
Revocation of license of

1632.

of provisions of constitution and laws of the so-

eign society;

Exemption

56-1634.

r<

certain

of

socie-

ties.

56-1626.

Annual reports; valuation of

56-1036.

Taxation, exemption from.
Certificates to persons une'er
16 years of a

56-1637.

Premiums, how based.

56-1638.

Benefit certificates in classes.

56-1639.

Incorporation

56-1640.

Exemption

56-1635.

certificates.

56-1627.

financial condissolution or revocation of license.

Maintenance of
dition;

56-1623.

Provisions as to valuation of
certificates

in

of

lieu

re-

quirements of two preceding sections; "accumulation
basis;" "tabular basis."

of
fraternal
benefit
societies
of
other
States; proceedings for.
of foreign society

incorporated
56-1629.

domestic soenjoining continu-

Examination
cieties;

of

ance of business.

56-1641.

State

this

expenses.

56-1630.

Application for receiver, etc.,
to be by Attorney General.

56-1631.

Examination of foreign societies; refusal to submit to;

56-1643.

Forms of certificates issuable.
Supreme governing body, sub-

56-1644.

Remedy

56-1642.

ordinate branches.
in forum of society
to be sought before suit.

suspension.

56-1601. Definition.

in

from taxes, licenses, or fees.
Funds which may be used for

—Any

corporation,

order

society,

or

voluntary

and carried on solely for the
mutual benefit of its members and their beneficiaries and not for profit,
and having a lodge system with ritualistic form of work and representative form of government and which shall make provision for the payment of benefits in accordance with section 56-1607, is hereby declared
association, without capital stock, organized

to be a fraternal benefit society. (Acts 1914, p. 99.)
Cross-reference.

—Penalties for violations of §§ 56-1601

to 56-1635, see §§ 56-9912

to 56-9915.

Note.—Trie Act of 1914, codified herein as §§
"An Act for the regulation of all fraternal benefit

Editorial
titled,

32 of that Act (§ 56-1602 of this Code) provides that

it

56-1601 to 56-1635,

is

.

.

Apparently the 1914
5,000 members.
supersedes Chapter 56-17 as to societies whose membership exceeds 5,000.

whose membership does not exceed
56-1602.

Law

applicable to

what

societies.

en-

," etc.
societies.
Sec.
shall not apply to societies

Act

—The provisions of sections

56-1601 to 56-1635 shall not apply to fraternal benefit societies

whose

membership does not exceed 5,000 members, and all societies writing insurance for the employees of the Federal Government and public utility
companies shall come within the provisions of said sections. (Acts 1914,
pp. 99, 122.)

Note.— See notes under §§ 56-1601, 56-1616, and 56-1629, which seem to
with the above section, and editorial notes thereunder.

Editorial
conflict

—

and regulations by Insurance Commissioner. All such
societies and organizations as are mentioned in sections 56-1601 to
56-1635 shall be subject to such rules and regulations as may be prescribed by the Insurance Commissioner. (Acts 1914, pp. 99, 123.)
56-1603. Rules

Cross-reference.

— Penalties

for violating §§ 56-1601 to 56-1635, see §§ 56-9912 to

56-9915.

56-1604.

Lodge system

defined.

—Any

society having a supreme gov-

erning legislative body and subordinate lodges or branches by whatever
name known, into which members shall be elected, initiated, and ad-

mitted in accordance with

its

constitution, laws, rules, regulations,

and

§

Insurance.

56-1605
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prescribed ritualistic ceremonies, which subordinate lodges or branches
shall be required

meetings at least

by the laws of such society to hold regular or stated
once in each month, shall be deemed to be operated on

the lodge system. (Acts 1914,

p. 99.)

government defined. Voting by
proxy. Any such society shall be deemed to have a representative form
of government when it shall provide in its constitution and laws for a
supreme legislative or governing body, composed of representatives
elected either by the members or by delegates elected directly or indirectly
by the members, together with such other members as may be prescribed
by its constitution and laws Provided, that the elective members shall
constitute a majority in number and have not less than two-thirds of the
votes, nor less than the votes required to amend its constitution and
laws: and Provided further, that the meetings of the supreme or governing body, and the election of officers, representatives or delegates shall
be held as often as once in four years. The members, officers, representatives or delegates of a fraternal benefit society shall not vote by
56-1605. Representative

form

of

—

:

proxy. (Acts 1914,

p. 99.)

—

56-1606. Exemption from insurance laws.
Except as herein provided,
such societies shall be governed by sections 56-1601 to 56-1635, and shall
be exempt from all provisions of the insurance laws, not only in governmental relation with the State, but for every other purpose, and no law

hereafter enacted shall apply to them, unless they shall be expressly

designated therein. (Acts 1914, pp. 99, 100.)
Cross-reference.

— Exemptions of fraternal,

etc., societies,

Reserve fund.

56-1607. Benefits; classes.

see

§

56-235.

—

Every society transacting business under sections 56-1601 to 56-1635
shall provide for the payment of death benefits and may provide for
the payments of benefits in case of temporary or permanent physical
1.

disability, either as the result of disease, accident or old

age

:

Provided,

which the payment of benefits for disability on account of old age shall commence shall not be under 70 years, and may
provide for monuments or tombstones to the memory of its deceased
members, and for the payment of funeral benefits. Such society shall
have the power to give a member, when permanently disabled or on atthe period of

life at

taining the age of 70 years,

all

or such portion of the face value of his

laws of the society may provide: Provided, that nothlaw
contained
shall be so construed as to prevent the issuing
ing in this
of benefit certificates for a term of years less than the whole of life which
are payable upon the death or disability of the member occurring within
the term for which the benefit certificate may be issued. Such society
shall, upon written application of the member, have the power to accept
a part of the periodical contributions in cash and charge the remainder,
certificate as the

not exceeding one-half of the periodical contribution, against the certificate, with interest payable or compounded annually at a rate not lower

annum

Provided, that this privilege shall not be
granted except to societies which have readjusted or may hereafter readjust their rates of contributions, and to contracts affected by such read-

than four per cent, per

justments.

:

Insurance.
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2.

Any

society which shall

show by

§ 56-1 610

the annual valuation hereinafter

accumulating and maintaining a reserve not lower
than the usual reserve computed by the American experience table and
four per cent, interest, may grant to its members extended and paidup protection or such withdrawal equities as its constitution and laws
may provide: Provided, that such grants shall in no case exceed in value
the portion of the reserve to the credit of the members to whom they are
made. (Acts 1914, pp. 99, 100.)
provided for that

Cross-reference.

it is

— Exemption

56-1608. Beneficiaries;

ment

from garnishment,

who may

etc.,

see

§

46-213.

be; change; vested right.

— The

pay-

of death benefits shall be confined to wife, husband, relative

blood to the fourth degree, father-in-law,

mother-in-law,

by

son-in-law,

daughter-in-law, stepfather, stepmother, stepchildren, children by legal
adoption, Or to a person or persons dependent upon the
vided, that
shall

if

member:

after the issuance of the original certificate the

become dependent upon an incorporated

Pro-

member

charitable institution, he

have the privilege with the consent of the society to make such
Within the above restrictions each member
institution his beneficiary.
shall have the right to designate his beneficiary, and, from time to time,
have the same changed in accordance with the laws, rules or regulations
of the society, and no beneficiary shall have or obtain any vested interest
in the said benefit until the same has become due and payable upon the
death of the said member: Provided, that any society may, by its laws,
Provided, howdefine the class of beneficiaries within the above limits
ever, this section shall not be construed as prohibiting the payment by
such society of any benefit or benefits to other members of the society
in good standing when the said benefit or benefits are provided for in the
policies or certificates of such society. (Acts 1914, p. 98; 1917, p. 104.)
shall

:

membership; age; medical examination;
general or social members. Any society may admit to beneficial membership any person not less than 16 and not more than 60 years of age,
who has been examined by a legally qualified physician, and whose examination has been supervised and approved in accordance with the laws of
the society Provided, that any beneficiary member of such society who
56-1609. Qualifications for

—

:

shall apply for a certificate providing for disability benefits

need not be

required to pass an additional medical examination therefor.

Nothing

herein contained shall prevent such society from accepting general or
social

members. (Acts

1914, pp. 99, 101.)

56-1610. Certificate; contents; binding effect of
stitution or bylaws.

— Every

certificate issued

amendments

by any such society

specify the

amount

certificate,

the charter or articles of incorporation, or,

of benefit provided thereby

to con-

and

shall

shall provide that the
if

a voluntary

association, the articles of association, the constitution and laws of the

membership and medical examination,
signed by the applicant, and all amendments to each, shall constitute the
agreement between the society and the member, and copies of the same
certified by the secretary of the society, or corresponding officer, shall be
received in evidence of the terms and conditions thereof, and any changes.
additions or amendments to said charter or articles of incorporation, or

society and the application for

—
§

1526
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voluntary association, constitution or laws,
duly made or enacted subsequent to the issuance of the benefit certificate
articles of association,

a

if

member and

and shall govern and control
the agreement in all respects the same as though such changes, additions
or amendments had been made prior to and were in force at the time of
the application for membership. (Acts 1914, pp. 99, 102.)
shall bind the

Cross-reference.

his beneficiaries

— Policies must contain the entire contract,

see §§ 56-811, 56-904.

Funds; maintenance and disbursement; individual rights of
members or beneficiaries; contributions. Deferred payments or installments of claims.
56-1611.

1.

Any

society

may

create, maintain, invest, disburse

and apply an

emergency, surplus or other similar fund in accordance with its laws.
Unless otherwise provided in the contract, such funds shall be held, invested, and disbursed for the use and benefit of the society, and no member or beneficiary shall have or acquire individual rights therein or become entitled to any apportionment or the surrender of any part thereof,
except as provided in section 56-1607, If 2. The funds from which benefits shall be paid and the funds from which the expenses of the society
shall be defrayed, shall be derived

members

from periodical or other payments by

and accretions of said funds Provided, that
no society shall hereafter be incorporated which does not provide for
stated periodical contributions sufficient to provide -for meeting the mortuary obligations contracted, when valued upon the basis of the National
Fraternal Congress table of mortality as adopted by the National Fraternal Congress, August 23, 1899, or any higher standard with interest
assumption not more than four per cent, per annum, nor shall any such
society be admitted to transact business which does not provide for
stated periodical contributions sufficient to provide for meeting the
mortuary obligations contracted when valued upon one of the bases
the

named

of the society

in section 56-1627

:

and applicable thereunder to such

society.

No

society, domestic or foreign, shall hereafter be incorporated or admitted
to write, or accept

tables based

upon

members

for,

permanent

reliable experience

disability benefits except

upon

with an interest assumption not

higher than four per cent.
2.

Deferred payments or installments of claims shall be considered as

on the happening of the contingency upon which such
payments or installments are thereafter to be paid; such liability shall be
the present value of such future payments or installments upon the rate
fixed liabilities

and mortality assumed by the society for valuation, and every
society shall maintain a fund sufficient to meet such liability regardless
of proposed future collections to meet any such liabilities. (Acts 1914,
of interest

pp. 99, 102.)

56-1612. Investment of funds.

— Every

society shall invest

its

funds

only in securities permitted by the laws of this State for the investment
of the assets of life insurance

companies

:

Provided, that any foreign

society permitted or seeking to do business in this State, which invests
its

funds

in

accordance with the laws of the State in which

it is

incorpo-

—
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rated, shall be held to

mcnt

§

meet the requirements of

this

(Acts 1914, pp. 99, 103.)
Cross-reference. Investments by insurance companies,

56-1615

law for the inve x-

of funds.

—

56-1613. Distribution of funds; purposes.
of the society for

payment by members

see

8

56-224.

— Every provision of the

of such society, in

la

whatever form

purpose of the same and the proportion
thereof which may be used for expenses, and no part of the money collected for mortuary or disability purposes or the net accretions of either
or any of said funds shall be used for expenses. (Acts 1914, pp. 99, 104.)

made,

shall distinctly state the

56-1614. Organization; articles of incorporation;

rators;

name

of society; election of officers; filing

number of incorpobond and articles.

Seven or more persons, citizens of the United States, and a majority of
whom are citizens of this State, who desire to form a fraternal benefit
society as defined by this law may make and sign (giving their addresses)
and acknowledge before some officer competent to take acknowledgment
First, the
of deeds, articles of incorporation, in which shall be stated
proposed corporate name of the society, which shall not so closely resemble the name of any society or insurance company already transacting
:

business in this State as to mislead the public or lead to confusion second,
;

formed, which shall not include more liberal
powers than are granted by this law: Provided, that any lawful social,
intellectual, educational, charitable, benevolent, moral or religious adthe purpose for which

vantages

mode

may

be set forth

which
residences and
in

persons

ment

who

it is

its

among

corporate powers are to be exercised; third,

official titles of all

and the
the names,

the purposes of the society

;

the officers, trustees, directors or other

are to have and exercise the general control and

manage-

and funds of the society for the first year or until the
ensuing election at which all such officers shall be elected by the supreme
legislative or governing body, which election shall be held not later than
one year from the date of the issuance of the permanent certificate. Such
articles of incorporation and duly certified copies of the constitution and
laws, rules and regulations and copies of all proposed forms of benefit
certificates, applications therefor, and circulars to be issued by such society and a bond in the sum of $5,000, with sureties approved by the Insurance Commissioner, conditioned upon the return of the advanced payments to applicants as provided in this Chapter if the organization shall
not be completed within one year, shall be filed with the Insurance Commissioner, who may require such further information as he deems necesof the affairs

sary. (Acts 1914, pp. 99, 104.)

Same; preliminary certificate of incorporation; soliciting
members; number of members; medical examination; issuance of bene56-1615.

—

the purposes of the society shall conform to the requirements of this law, and all provisions of law have been complied

fit,

certificates.

If

with, the Insurance

Commissioner

shall so certify

(or file) the articles of incorporation,

and retain and record

and furnish the incorporators a pre-

liminary certificate authorizing said society to solicit

Upon

members

as here-

from the Insurance
Commissioner, said society may solicit members for the purpose of completing its organization and shall collect from each applicant the amount

inafter provided.

receipt of said certificate

§
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monthly payment, in accordance with its
table of rates as provided by its constitution and laws, and shall issue to
each such applicant a receipt for the amount so collected, but no such
society shall incur any liability other than for such advanced payments,
nor issue any benefit certificate nor pay or allow, or offer or promise to
pay or allow, to any person any death or disability benefit until actual
bona fide applications for death benefit certificates have been secured
upon at least 500 lives for at least $1,000 each, and all such applicants
for death benefits shall have been regularly examined by legally qualified
practicing physicians, and certificates of such examinations have been
duly filed and approved by the chief medical examiner of such society;
oi not less than one regular

nor until there shall be established 10 subordinate lodges or branches
into which said 500 applicants have been initiated; nor until there has
been submitted to the Insurance Commissioner under oath of the president and secretary, or corresponding officers of such society, a list of
such applicants, giving their names, addresses, dates examined, dates approved, dates initiated,

which each applicant

is

name and number
a member, amount

of stated periodical contributions,

which

of the subordinate

branch of

of benefits to be granted, rate

shall be sufficient to provide for

meeting the mortuary obligations contracted, when valued for death
benefits upon the basis of the National Fraternal Congress table of
mortality, as adopted by the National Fraternal Congress August 23,
1S99, or any higher standard at the option of the society, and for disability benefits by tables based upon reliable experience, and for combined death and permanent total disability benefits by tables based upon
reliable experience, with an interest assumption not higher than four per
cent, per annum; nor until it shall be shown to the Insurance Commissioner by the sworn statement of the treasurer, or corresponding officer
of such society, that at least 500 applicants have each paid in cash at least
one regular monthly payment as herein provided per $1,000 of indemnity
to be effected, which payments in the aggregate shall amount to at least
$2,500; all of which shall be credited to the mortuary or disability fund
on account of such applicants, and no part of which may be used for exSaid advanced payment shall, during the period of organization,
penses.
be held in trust, and if the organization is not completed within one year
as hereinafter provided, returned to said applicants. (Acts 1914, pp. 99,
104.;
Editorial Note.

— See

editorial note

under the following section.

Same; issuance of certificate by Insurance Commissioner;
charter null and void, when; constitution and bylaws. The Insurance
Commissioner may make such examination and require such further information as he deems advisable, and, upon presentation of satisfactory
56-1616.

—

evidence that the society has complied with

all

the provisions of law, he

shall issue to such society a certificate to that effect.
shall be

prima

facie evidence of the existence of

of such certificate.

such certificate to

Such

certificate

such society at the date

The Insurance Commissioner shall cause a record of
be made and a certified copy of such record may be

received in evidence with like effect as the original certificate.

No

pre-

liminary certificate granted under the provisions of the preceding section

Insurance.
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1

be valid after one year from its date or after such further period,
not exceeding one year, as may be authorized by the Insurance Comti
sioner, upon cause shown, unless the 500 applicants therein required have
shall'

been secured and the organization hasbeen completed as therein provided
and the articles of incorporation and all proceedings thereunder shall become null and void in one year from the date of said preliminary certificate, or at the expiration of said extended period, unless Buch so;

have completed its organization and commenced business as
therein provided. When any domestic society shall have discontinued
business for the period of one year, or has less than 400 members, its
Every such society shall have the
charter shall become null and void.
power to make a constitution and bylaws for the government of the society, the admission of its members, the management of its affairs and
the fixing and readjusting of the rates of contribution of its members
from time to time; and it shall have the power to change, alter, add to
or amend such constitution and bylaws and shall have such other powers
as are necessary and incidental to carrying into effect the objects and
purposes of the society. (Acts 1914, pp. 99, 104.)
ciety shall

— Charters
—

Cross-reference.

to insurance companies, see

§

56-201.

Editorial Note. This section provides that the preliminary certificate shall be
invalid unless 500 applicants have been secured within one year. It also provides
that when a domestic society shall have less than 400 members, its charter shall
become void. Section 56-1602 provides that the provisions of this law shall not
apply to fraternal benefit societies whose membership does not exceed 5,000

members.

Under Const., Art. Ill, Sec. VII, Par. XVIII (§ 2-1818), all charters to insurance companies are granted by the Secretary of State. This Act seems to contemplate the issuing of a certificate which is the equivalent of a charter, by the
Insurance Commissioner, and makes no reference to the incorporation by the
Secretary of State. Its constitutionality therefore appears to be doubtful.
56-1617.

Powers retained; reincorporation; amendment

incorporation.

— Any

of articles of

society engaged in transacting business

may

exer-

law and all of the rights, powers,
and privileges exercised or possessed by it under its charter or articles
of incorporation not inconsistent with this law, if incorporated or, if it
is a voluntary association, it may incorporate hereunder, but no society
already organized shall be required to reincorporate hereunder, and any
such society may amend its articles of incorporation from time to time
in the manner provided therein or in its constitution and laws, and all
such amendments shall be filed with the Insurance Commissioner and
shall become operative upon such filing, unless a later time be provided
cise all of the rights conferred

by

this

;

such amendments or in its articles of incorporation, constitution or
laws. (Acts 1914, pp. 99, 107.)

in

Editorial Note.

—See

editorial note

56-1618. Mergers; transfers of

under the preceding section.

memberships or funds.

— No

domestic

merge with or accept the transfer of the membership or
funds of any other society unless such merger or transfer is evidenced
by a contract in writing setting out in full the terms and conditions of
such merger or transfer, and filed with the Insurance Commissioner, together with a sworn statement of the financial condition of each of said
societies, by its president and secretary or corresponding officers, and a
society shall

certificate of

such

officers,

duly verified under oath of said officers of

—
§

56-161Q
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each of the contracting- societies, that such merger or transfer has been
approved by a vote of two-thirds of the members of the supreme legisUpon the submission
lative or governing body of each of said societies.
of said contract, financial statements and certificate, the Insurance Com-

he shall find such financial
Statements to be correct and the said contract to be in conformity with
the provisions of this section, and that such merger or transfer is just
and equitable to the members of each of said societies, he shall approve
said merger or transfer, issue his certificate to that effect, and thereupon
missioner shall examine the same, and,

if

the said contract of merger or transfer shall be of full force and effect.

submission
contents shall not be disclosed by the Insurance Commissioner.

In case such contract shall not be approved, the fact of

and

its

its

(Acts 1914, pp. 99, 10S.)

Annual license; fee; certified copy of license as evidence.
Societies which are now authorized to transact business may continue
such business until the first day of April next succeeding the passage of
this law, and the authority of such societies may thereafter be renewed
annually but in all cases to terminate on the first day of the succeeding
April Provided, however, the license shall continue in full force and
effect until the new license shall be issued or specifically refused.
For
each such license or renewal the society shall pay the Insurance Commissioner $40. A duly certified copy or duplicate of such license shall
be prima facie evidence that the licensee is a fraternal benefit society
within the meaning of this law. (Acts 1914, pp. 99, 108.)
56-1619.

;

:

56-1620.
license.

Admission

—Any

of foreign society; requirements for; revocation of

foreign society shall be entitled to a license to transact

business within this State upon filing with the Commissioner a duly cer-

copy of its charter or articles of association; a copy of its constitution and laws, certified by its secretary or corresponding officer; a pow er
of attorney to the Commissioner as hereinafter provided; a statement of
its business under oath of its president and secretary, or corresponding
officers, in the form required by the Commissioner, duly verified by an
examination made by the supervising insurance official of its home State
or other State satisfactory to the Insurance Commissioner; a certificate
from the proper official in its home State, Province or Country, that the
society is legally organized; a copy of its contract which must show that
benefits are provided for by periodical or other payments by persons
holding similar contracts; and upon furnishing the Commissioner such
other information as he may deem necessary to a proper exhibit of its
business and plan of working, and upon showing that its assets are invested in accordance with the laws of the State, Territory, District,
Province or Country where it is organized, he shall issue a license to
such society to do business in this State until the first day of the succeeding April; and such license shall, upon compliance with the provisions of this law, be renewed annually, but in all cases to terminate on
the first day of the succeeding April Provided, however, that such license
shall continue in full force and effect until the new license shall be issued
tified

r

:

or specifically refused.
State, shall

Any

foreign society desiring admission to this

have the qualifications required of domestic societies or-
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§

56-1622

ganized under this law, upon a valuation by any one of the standards
authorized in section 56-1627, and have its assets invested as required by
the laws of the State, Territory, District, Country, or Province where it
is organized. For each such license or renewal the society shall pay the

When

Commissioner shall refuse to license any
society or shall revoke its authority to do business in this State, he shall
reduce his ruling', order or decision to writing and file the same in his
office, and shall furnish a copy thereof together with a statement of his
reason, to the officers of the society, upon request, and the action of the
Commissioner shall be reviewable by proper proceedings in any court
of competent jurisdiction: Provided, however, that nothing contained in

Commissioner

$20.

.the

this or the preceding section shall be taken or construed as preventing
in

good

State during the time such society

was

any such society from continuing

faith all contracts

made

in this

legally authorized to transact

business herein. (Acts 1914, pp. 99, 109.)
Cross-references.

— Examination

tion, see §§ 56-1614 to 56-1616.

of foreign societies, see
§§ 56-1601.

56-1621. Process, appointment of Insurance

— Every

§

Organiza-

56-1631.

See note under

Commissioner

for service

whether domestic or foreign, shall, before being
licensed, appoint in writing the Insurance Commissioner and his successors in office to be its true and lawful attorney, upon whom all legal
process in any action or proceeding against it shall be served, and in such
writing shall agree that any lawful process against it which is served
upon such attorney shall be of the same legal force and validity as if
served upon the society and that the authority shall continue in force so
long as any liability remains outstanding in this State. Copies of such
appointment, certified by said Insurance Commissioner, shall be deemed
sufficient evidence thereof and shall be admitted in evidence with the
same force and effect as the original thereof might be admitted. Service
shall be made only upon such attorney, must be made in duplicate upon
the Insurance Commissioner, or, in his absence, upon the person in
charge of his office and shall be deemed sufficient service upon such society Provided, however, that no such service shall be valid or binding
against any such society when it is required thereunder to file its answer,
pleading or defense in less than 30 days from the date of mailing the
copy of such service to such society. When legal process against any
such society shall be served upon said Insurance Commissioner he shall
forthwith forward by registered mail one of the duplicate copies prepaid
and directed to its secretary or corresponding officer. Legal process
shall not be served upon any such society except in the manner provided
of.

society,

:

herein. (Acts 1914, pp. 99, 110.)
Cross-reference.

— Service on fraternal benefit societies, see note under

56-1622. Place of meeting.
tic society

may

Location of principal

provide that the meetings of

body may be held

in

any

office.

§

56-1601.

—Any domes-

its legislative

or governing

State, District, Province, or Territory

wherein

such society has subordinate branches, and all business transacted at
such meetings shall be as valid in all respects as if such meeting's were
held in this State

;

but

its

(Acts 1914, pp. 99, 111.)

principal office shall be located in this State.

§
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—

and members. Officers and members of the supreme, grand or any subordinate body of any such incorporated societv shall not be individually liable for the payment of any disability or death benefit provided for in the laws and agreements of such
society but the same shall be payable only out of the funds of such society and in the manner provided by its laws. (Acts 1914, pp. 99, 111.)
56-1623. Personal liability of officers

;

Waiver

and laws of the society.
The constitution and laws of the society may provide that no subordinate body, nor any of its subordinate officers or members shall have
the power or authority to waive any of the provisions of the laws and
constitution of the society, and the same shall be binding" on the society
and each and every member thereof and on all beneficiaries of members.
56-1624.

of provisions of constitution

—

(Acts 1914, pp.

99,'

112.)

—

and laws; filing amendments; evidence. Every
society transacting business under this law shall file with the Insurance Commissioner a duly certified copy of all amendments of or additions to its constitution and laws within 90 days after the enactment of
the same.
Printed copies of the constitution and laws as amended,
changed or added to, certified by the secretary or corresponding officer
of the society, shall be prima facie evidence of the legal adoption
56-1625. Constitution

thereof.

(Acts 1914, pp. 99, 112.)

56-1626.

Annual reports; valuation

of

certificates.

— Every

society

transacting business in this State shall annually, on or before the

day

first

with the Insurance Commissioner, in such form as he
may require, a statement under oath of its president and secretary or
corresponding officers of its condition and standing on the 31st day of
December next preceding, and of its transactions for the year ending
on that date, and also shall furnish such other information as the Commissioner may deem necessary to a proper exhibit of its business and
plan of working. The Commissioner may at other times require any
further statement he may deem necessary to be made relating to such
In addition to the annual report herein required, each society
society.
shall annually report to the Commissioner a valuation of its certificates
in force on December 31, last preceding, excluding those issued within
the year for which the report is filed, in cases where the contributions
for the first year in whole or in part are used for current mortality payments and expenses. Such report shall show as contingent liabilities,
the present mid-year value of the promised benefits, provided in the
constitution and laws of such society under certificates then subject to
valuation; and as contingent assets, the present mid-year value of the
future net contributions provided in the constitution and laws as the
of

March,

same are
in lieu of

file

At the option of any society,
the above, the valuation may show the net value of the cer-

in practice actually collected.

tificates subject to

valuation as hereinbefore provided, and said net value,

monthly contributions, may be the mean of
the terminal values for the end of the preceding and of the current insurance years. Such valuation shall be certified by a competent accountant or actuary, or, at the request and expense of the society, verified by
the actuary of the department of insurance of the home State of the

when computed

in case of
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and

society,

shall be filed with the

627

Commissioner within 90 days

the submission of the last preceding annual report

The

legal

a:'

minimum

standard of valuation for all certificates, except i<>r disability bene!
shall be the National Fraternal Congress tables of mortality a
ted
the
by the National Fraternal Congress, August 23, 1899, or at
option
table
higher
table;
or,
option,
use
a
society,
at
its
may
any
it
of the
based upon the society's own experience of at least 20 years and covering not less than 100,000 lives with interest assumption not more than
four per centum per annum.
clearly

and

fully the mortality

Any

valuation.

Each such valuation report

shall set forth

and interest basis and the method

of

society providing for disability benefits shall keep the

net contributions for such benefits in a fund separate and apart from
all other benefits and expense funds and the valuation of all other busi-

Provided, that where a combined contribution
table is used by a society for both death and permanent total disability
benefits, the valuation shall be according to tables of reliable experience, and in such case a separation of the funds shall not be required.

ness of the society

The

:

valuation herein provided for shall not be considered or regarded

as a test of the financial solvency of the society, but each society shall

be held to be legally solvent so long as the funds
equal to or in excess of

and an explanation

tion

its

matured

liabilities.

possession are

report of such valua-

of the facts concerning the conditions of the so-

ciety thereby disclosed shall be printed

member

A

in its

of the society not later

and mailed to each beneficiary

than June

1

of each year; or, in lieu

thereof, such report of valuation and showing of the society's condition

may

be published in the society's official paper and
the issue containing the same mailed to each beneficiary member of the
society. The laws of such society shall provide that if the stated periodas thereby disclosed

contributions of the

ical

members

matured
the creation and

are insufficient to pay

all

death and disability claims in full, and to provide for
maintenance of the funds required by its laws, additional, increased or
extra rates of contribution shall be collected from the members to meet

such deficiency; and such laws may provide that, upon the written application or consent of the member, his certificate may be charged with
its proportion of any deficiency disclosed by valuation, with interest not
exceeding five per centum per annum. (Acts 1914, pp. 99, 112.)
Cross-reference.
see

§

—Annual report of business

of assessment

and other companies,

56-232.

56-1627. Maintenance of financial condition; dissolution or revocation

of license.

—

vided, on

December

If

the valuation of the certificates, as hereinbefore pro31, 1917, shall

show

that the present value of fu-

ture net contributions together with the admitted assets

the present value of the promised benefits and accrued

is

less

liabilities,

than
such

society shall thereafter maintain said financial condition at each suc-

ceeding triennial valuation in respect of the degree of deficiency as
shown in the valuation as of December 31, 1917. If at any succeeding
triennial valuation such society does not show at least the same condition, the Commissioner shall direct that it thereafter comply with the
requirements herein specified. If the next succeeding triennial valuation, after the receipt of such notice shall show that the society has
failed to maintain the condition required herein, the Commissioner may,

§

Insurance,
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absence of good cause shown for such failure, institute proceedfor the dissolution of such society, in accordance with the provi-

in the
*S

sions of section 56-lo29, or in the case of a foreign society,

may

be canceled in the manner provided in this law.

its

license

Any

such society
31, 1917, not
to have maintained the condition herein required, shall, within two
years thereafter, make such improvement as to show a percentage of
deficiency not greater than as of December 31, 1917, or thereafter as to
all new members admitted be subject so far as stated rates of contribution are concerned to the provisions of sections 56-1614 to 56-1616, applicable in the organization of new societies:
Provided, that the net
mortuary or beneficiary contributions and funds of such new members
shall be kept separate and apart from the other funds of the society. If
such required improvement shall not be shown by the succeeding trien-

shown by any

triennial valuation,

nial valuation, the said

and

subsequent to December

new members may be

their certificates valued as

placed in a separate class

an independent society

in respect of con-

tributions and funds. (Acts 1914, pp. 99, 114.)

56-1628. Provisions as to valuation of certificates in lieu of require-

ments

— In

of

two preceding sections; "accumulation basis;" "tabular basis."
requirements of sections 56-1626 and 56-1627, any so-

lieu of the

ciety accepting in its laws the provisions of this section

may

value

its

"accumulation basis" by crediting each member with the net amount contributed for each year and
with interest at approximately the net rate earned and by charging him
with his share of the losses for each year, herein designated "cost of
insurance" and carrying the balance, if any, to his credit. The charge
for the cost of insurance may be according to the actual experience of
the society applied to a table of mortality recognized by law and shall
take into consideration the amount at risk during each year, which
shall be the amount payable at death less the credit to the member.
Except as specifically provided in its articles or laws or contracts no
charge shall be carried forward from the first valuation hereunder
against any member for any past share of losses exceeding the contri-

certificates

on a

basis, herein designated

butions and credit.
losses for

If after

any year exceeds

the

first

valuation any member's shares of

his credit including the contribution for the

year, the contribution shall be increased to cover his share of the losses.

such excess share of losses chargeable to any member may be paid
out of a fund or contributions especially created or required for such
purposes. Any member may transfer to any plan adopted by the society with net rates on which tabular reserves are maintained and on
such transfer shall be entitled to make such application of his credit as
provided in the laws of the society. Certificates issued, rerated, or readjusted on a basis providing for adequate rates with adequate reserves,
to mature such certificates upon assumptions for mortality and interest

Any

recognized by the law shall be valued on such basis, herein designated
as the "tabular basis:"

Provided, that

this section a deficiency in reserve shall
cate, the

same

shall be valued

if

on the

first

valuation under

be shown for any such

on the accumulation

basis.

certifi-

Whenever

any society having members upon the tabular basis and upon the accumulation basis, the total of all costs of insurance provided for any
in

§56-1029
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year shall be insufficient to meet the actual death and disability lo
for the year, the deficiency shall be met for the year from the availfunds after setting aside all credits in the resei <: or from i;

011-

by an increase in the number of a
applied to the
members
society as a whole or to such classes of
as may b<
ified in its
laws. Savings from a lower amount of death losses may be returned
tributions or

'

;

such manner as may be specified in its laws. If the laws of the a
so provide the assets representing the reserves of any separate class of
members may be carried separately for such class so set apart as if in
an independent society and the required reserve accumulation of such
class so set apart shall not thereafter be mingled with the assets of other
in

A

showing the credits to individual members for each age and year of entry and showing opposite each cp
the tabular reserve required on the whole life or other plan of insurance
specified in the contract, according to assumptions for mortality and interest recognized by law and adopted by the society, shall be filed by
the society with each annual report and also be furnished to each memclasses of the society.

table

ber before July 1 of each year. In lieu of the aforesaid statement there
may be furnished to each member within the same time a statement giving the credit for such

member and

giving the tabular reserve and level

rate required for a transfer carrying out the plan of insurance specified
in the contract.

No

table or statement need be

made

the reserves are maintained on the tabular basis.
dividual bookkeeping accounts for each

may

member

or furnished

For

where

this purpose, in-

shall not be required

Nothing herein
be made by
contained shall prevent the maintenance of such surplus over and above
the credits on the accumulation basis and the reserves on the tabular
basis as the society may provide by or pursuant to its laws nor be construed as giving to the individual member any right or claim to any
such reserve or credit other than in manner as expressed in the contract and the laws of the society, nor as making any such reserve or
credits a liability in determining the legal solvency of the society. (Acts
and

all

calculations

actuarial methods.

;

1914, pp. 99, 115.)

56-1629.

business.

Examination

of domestic societies; enjoining continuance of

—The Insurance Commissioner, or any person he may appoint,

have the power of visitation and examination into the affairs of any
domestic society. He may employ assistants for the purpose of such
examination, and he or any person he may appoint shall have free access
to all the books, papers and documents that relate to the business of the
society and may summon and qualify as witnesses under oath and examine its officers, agents and employees or other persons in relation to the
The expense of such
affairs, transactions and condition of the society.
examination shall be paid by the society examined, upon statement furnished by the Insurance Commissioner, and the examination shall be
made at least once in three years. Whenever after examination the Insurance Commissioner shall be satisfied that any domestic society has
failed to comply with any provisions of this law, or is exceeding its
shall

powers, or

is

not carrying out

its

contracts in good faith, or

is

transact-

ing business fraudulently; or whenever any domestic society, after an
existence of one year or more, shall have a

membership

of less than 400

^
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or shall determine to discontinue business, the Insurance

Commissioner

may

present the facts relating- thereto to the Attorney General who shall,
he deem the circumstances so warrant, commence an action in quo

it

warranto in a court of competent jurisdiction and such court shall thereupon notify the officers of such society of a hearing', and if it shall then
appear that such society should be closed, said society shall be enjoined
from carrying on any further business and some person shall be appointed receiver of such society, and shall proceed at once to take possession of the books, papers,

moneys and other

assets of the society

and

under the direction of the court, proceed to close the
afrairs of the society and distribute its funds to those entitled thereto.
Xo such proceedings shall be commenced by the Attorney General
against any such society until after notice shall have been duly served
on the chief executive officers of the society and a reasonable opportunity
given to it, on a date to be named in said notice, to show cause why such
proceedings should not be commenced. (Acts 1914, pp. 99, 118.)

shall forthwith,

Cross-references— Examination of insurance companies, see § 56-104. InvestiProceedings in case of insolvency, see
§ 56-105.
§§_56-223, 56-921 to 56-926.
Examination of foreign fraternal benefit societies, see

gation by Commissioner, see

Xo adverse publication, see
§ 56-1631.
see Chapter 56-17.
Editorial

Note.— See

editorial

notes

§

56-1632.

under

Fraternal beneficiary societies,

§§

56-1601,

56-1602,

56-1616,

and

56-1701.

56-1630. Application for receiver, etc., to be

by Attorney General.

—No

application for injunction against or proceedings for the dissolution of

appointment of a receiver for any such domestic society or
branch thereof shall be entertained by any court unless the same shall
be made by the Attorney General. (Acts 1914, pp. 99, 119.)

or

the

Cross-reference.

—Attorney

General and Department of Law, see Chapter 40-16.

Examination of foreign societies; refusal to submit to;
suspension. The Insurance Commissioner or any person whom he may
appoint may examine any foreign society transacting or applying for
admission to transact business in this State. The said Commissioner
may employ assistants and he or any person he may appoint shall have
free access to all the books, papers and documents that relate to the business of the society and may summon and qualify as witnesses under oath
and examine its officers, agents and employees and other persons in reHe may
lation to the affairs, transactions and conditions of the society.
56-1631.

—

in his discretion

accept in lieu of such examination the examination of

the insurance department of the State, Territory, District, Province or

Country where such society is organized. The actual expenses of examiners making any such examination shall be paid by the society upon
statement furnished by the Insurance Commissioner. If any such society or its officers refuse to submit to such examination or to comply
with the provisions of this section relative thereto, the authority of such
society to write

new

business in this State shall be suspended or license

refused until satisfactory evidence
lating to the conditions

and

furnished the Commissioner re-

affairs of the society,

pension the society shall not write

—

is

new

and during such sus-

business. (Acts 1914, pp. 99, 119.)

Cross-references. Examination of insurance companies, see § 56-104.
gation by Commissioner, see § 56-105. See note under § 56-1601.

Investi-
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§56-1634

publication of statement without notice to society.

—

Pendexamination
investigation
or
of any such society,
ing, during, or after an
Insurance
the
foreign,
domestic
or
Commissioner
either
shall make public no financial statement, report or finding, nor shall he permit to be-

come public any

financial statement, report or finding affecting the status,

standing or rights of any such society, until a copy thereof shall have
been served upon such society at its home office, nor until such society
shall have been afforded a reasonable opportunity to answer any such
financial statement, report or finding and to make such showing in connection therewith as

it

may

desire.

(Acts 1914, pp. 99, 119.)

56-1633. Revocation of license of foreign society; review.

—When

the

Insurance Commissioner on investigation shall be satisfied that any foreign society transacting business under this law has exceeded its powers,

or has failed to comply with any provision of sections 56-1601 to

conducting business fraudulently, or is not carrying out its
contracts in good faith, he shall notify the society of his findings and state
in writing the grounds of his dissatisfaction and after reasonable notice
require said society on a date named, to show cause why its license
should not be revoked. If on the date named in said notice such objections shall not have been removed to the satisfaction of the said Commissioner or the society does not present good and sufficient reasons
why its authority to transact business should not at that time be revoked,
he may revoke the authority of the society to continue business. All
decisions and findings of the Commissioner made under the provisions
of this section may be reviewed by proper proceedings in any court of
competent jurisdiction, as provided in section 56-1620.
(Acts 1914,
56-1635, or

is

pp. 99, 120.)

—

Revocation of license of insurance company, see § 56-407.
license of fraternal benefit society, see § 56-1619. Organization, see §§ 56-1614
to 56-1616. To what societies this law applicable, see § 56-1602.
Cross-references.

Annual

Exemption

—Nothing

contained in sections 56-1601 to 56-1635 shall be construed to affect or apply to grand or
subordinate lodges of Masons, Odd Fellows, or Knights of Pythias (exclusive of the insurance department of the supreme lodge Knights of
56-1634.

of certain societies.

Pythias), and the Junior Order of United American Mechanics (exclusive

branch of the national council
Junior Order United American Mechanics), or societies which limit their
membership to any one hazardous occupation, nor to similar societies
which do not issue insurance certificates, nor to an association of local
lodges of a society which provides death benefits not exceeding $500 to
any one person or disability benefits not exceeding $300 in any one year
to any one person, or both, nor to any contracts of reinsurance business
on such plan, nor to domestic societies which limit their membership to
the employees of a particular city or town, designated firm, business
house, or corporation, nor to domestic lodges, orders or associations of a
purely religious, charitable and benevolent description, which do not provide for a death benefit of more than $100 or for disability benefits of
more than $150 to any one person in any one year. The Insurance Commissioner may require from any society such information as will enable
him to determine whether such society is exempt from the provisions of

of the beneficiary degree or insurance

—

1
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fraternal benefit society, heretofore organized

and incor-

porated and operating within the definition set forth in sections 56-1601,
56-1604 and 56-1605, providing for benefits in case of death or disability
resulting solely from accidents, but which does not obligate itself to pay

may

be licensed under the provisions of this law,
the privileges and shall be subject to all the provisions

death or sick benefits,

and shall have all
and regulations of

law except that the provisions requiring medical
examinations, valuations of benefit certificates, and that the certificate
shall specify the amount of benefits, shall not apply to such society. (Acts
this

1914, pp. 99, 120.)

56-1635. Taxation, exemption from.

—Every

fraternal benefit society

organized or licensed under this law is hereby declared to be a charitable
and benevolent institution, and all of its funds shall be exempt from
every State, county, district, municipal and school tax, other than taxes

on

real estate

and

office

equipment. (Acts 1914, pp. 99, 121.)

—

Cross-references. Property exempt from taxation, see § 92-201. Provisions of
Constitution as to tax exemptions, see § 2-5002. Laws exempting other property
void, see § 2-5005.

56-1636. Certificates to persons under 16 years of age.

may

benefit society
tificates,

issue to persons

when such persons

—Any fraternal

under 16 years of age benefit

are related to a

member

of said society as

son, daughter, ward, stepson, or stepdaughter, or shall be dependent

member

a

:

cer-

upon

Provided, however, the amount of death benefit payable

under the terms of such benefit

certificate

the years of the insured increase:

may

be made to increase as

and Provided, further, that no benefit

be issued wherein the death benefit payable shall exceed
the sums specified in the following table, the ages therein specified being the ages at time of death:
certificate shall

Between the ages
1

2
3

4
5

6
7
8

9
10
1

12
13

14

and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and
and

of

2 years

$

35.00

3 years

39.00

4 years

45.00

years

50.00

6 years

60.00

7 years

150.00

8 years

175.00

9 years

200.00

10 years

250.00

5

years

350.00

12 years

380.00

13 years

460.00

11

14 years

600.00

16 years

1000.00

(Acts 1917,

p. 103.)

—

Editorial Note. The 1917 Act codified as this section and the two following
sections, is general in its terms and does not purport to amend either the 1914
Act codified as sections 56-1601 to 56-1635, or the Act of 1900 codified in Chapter
56-17. Apparently it applies to societies operating under either of these laws.

56-1637.

Premiums, how based.

charged for the benefits

in

—The

periodical

dues or premiums

such certificates of membership must be based

Insurance.
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§56-

upon some recognized mortality table the premium

1

which is not
than the National Fraternal Congress tables of mortality and an interest
assumption of four per centum per annum, or upon a table of the actual
experience of at least 20 years of any similar society compiled from a
membership of not less than 100,000 members. The method of determining the dues or premium charges shall be the joint life plan at equal aj
and shall be so computed that each member's dues or premium char
shall be based upon the exact amount of death benefit which the memin

I

bership certificate provides shall be payable to the legal beneficiaries

such certificate in event of the death of the member and the
other benefits provided for in the certificates of membership. (Acts 1917,

named

in

p. 103.)

56-1638. Benefit certificates in classes.
in this State

may

—Any

issue benefit certificates to

fraternal benefit society

its

members

in

accordance

laws providing for the establishment of its membership into
divisions and classes of the same age of entry, and may provide in its
laws and certificates for the payment of benefits from special funds
created for such purposes to the oldest membership of a division and
class upon the death of a member in the same division and class. (Acts

with

its

1917, p. 103.)

56-1639. Incorporation of fraternal benefit societies of other States;

—

proceedings for. Any fraternal benefit society or association organized
and incorporated under the laws of any other State, and licensed to do
business in this State, which has assets including liens charged against
certificates in excess of the required reserve liability

when

outstand-

its

ing certificates or contracts are valued on the National Fraternal Congress tables of mortality with an interest assumption of not more than
four per centum, or upon the optional standard set forth in section
56-1626 or upon some higher standard,

may

be incorporated under the
laws of this State, as a fraternal benefit society under such name or
names as it may select, and with a continuation without intefmission or
cessation of all of its powers, rights, and privileges and of all mutual existing corporate rights, obligations, liabilities, powers, contracts, liens,
privileges, and duties at the time existing between said corporation and
its members.
Its officers shall be continued in office for the terms for
which they were elected, with the same rights, responsibilities, liabilities,
duties, powers, and privileges as at the time enjoyed and imposed upon
them, it being the purpose of this law to extend and continue such society or association as such a corporation of this State, the same as if
it had in all respects originally been incorporated under the laws of this
In order to become such a corporation, the officers of such so-

State.

ciety or association such as the

board of control, trustees, directors,

by whatever name known, when thereunto
supreme representative or governing body, by

council, executive council, or

duly authorized by

its

whatever name known,
copy of

its articles of

shall file

with the Secretary of State a

incorporation or charter under which

it

certified
is

then

operating, together with a petition asking that such society or association be incorporated as such fraternal benefit society under

name

or

names

it

may

select.

Upon

the filing

whatever
of the same with the

§

1540
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Secretary of State and paying a fee of $100 therefor, such society or
association shall immediately thereby become incorporated as a fraternal
benefit society of this State

and the Secretary

of State shall issue to

it

with the powUpon filing- a copy of said cerers and privileges appertaining- thereto.
tificate of incorporation with the Insurance Commissioner and paying a
fee of $25 therefor, the Commissioner shall issue to such fraternal benefit
Such society shall, except
society a license to do business in this State.
as provided in this law, be governed by the general laws in respect to
a certificate of incorporation as a fraternal benefit society

no event shall any
charter rights be granted under this law which conflict with the general laws of Georgia applicable to such societies or organizations; and
wherever such conflict, if any, shall occur, that part of such charter shall
be considered stricken, and the remainder not so conflicting with such
laws shall be and constitute the charter rights granted hereunder. (Acts
fraternal benefit societies: Provided, however, that in

1929. p. 241.)

56-1640.

Exemption

taxes, licenses, or fees.

of foreign society incorporated in this State

—Nothing

from

in sections 56-1639 to 56-1644 shall in

any way exempt such societies or organizations (provided for herein)
from any taxes, licenses, or fees which may be required of them under
existing laws applicable to such societies or organizations. (Acts 1929,
pp. 241, 243.)

56-1641.

Funds which may be used

for expenses.

— Such

benefit so-

up the required reserves on the mortality standard
aforesaid, may use any portion of its assets in excess of such reserves
as and for its expenses in the procuring, maintaining, and conducting its
ciety, after setting

business.
56-1642.

(Acts 1929, pp. 241, 243.)

Forms

of certificates issuable.

—Any fraternal benefit society

maintaining a reserve as provided in section 56-1639 may issue to its
members or to juveniles such forms of certificate upon such plan of insurance, providing for paid-up insurance, extended insurance, cash-surrender value, whole life and endowment, accident or indemnity, and payable to such beneficiary as may be authorized in the laws of such society.
(Acts 1929, pp. 241, 243.)

—

Supreme governing body, subordinate branches. Such society shall have a supreme representative governing body, said representatives to have the qualifications which are required by the laws of
such society, and subordinate lodges or branches by whatever name
known, into which members may at their option be admitted in accord56-1643.

ance with
56-1644.

its

laws.

Remedy

(Acts 1929, pp. 241, 243.)
in

forum

of society to be sought before suit.

—No

court shall have jurisdiction to entertain any suit or suits against any

such fraternal benefit society, unless and until such member shall have
first exhausted his remedies within the forums of the society:
Provided, that any

member

or beneficiary

pp. 241, 243.)

sue upon any certificate or

any death or disability loss provided under
such contract or by the laws of such society. (Acts 1929,

contract, seeking to recover

the terms of

may

§56-1702
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CHAPTER

FRATERNAL BENEFICIARY ORDERS.

56-17.

Sec.

Sec.

56-1701.

56-1708.

Definition. • Grand lodge personnel. Constitution and bylaws.

for service of
of actions filed.

56-1709.

56-1702.

Benefits; classes. Reserve,
funds.

56-1703.

Assessments and dues.

ment

of

whom
56-1704.

What

death

56-1706.

bylaws.

56-1711.

License to societies of other

56-1712.

Incorporation of domestic

56-1713.

License to domestic societies;

56-1714.

Form

States; issuance; revocation.

law governs; operation

cieties.

Associations of other States.

Reports; blanks; verification;

issuance; revocation.
of

of government;
elective members

su-

Grand lodge personnel. Constitution and

capital stock, but

for the benefit of its

of

manager.

one
formed or organized and carried on

fraternal beneficiary order, association, or society

which has no

number

preme governing body; fees
or premiums to director or

Service of process on nonresident societies; appointment
of attorneys for service.

—A

not applicable to certain

Societies of other States; b;
on which admitted to do
business.

to

made.

56-1701. (2866) Definition.

and

56-1710.

Pay-

benefits,

process

orders.

publication; effect of failure
to make.
56-1707.

Law

etc.,

of insurance laws.
56-1705.

Record of attorneys appoii

is

members and

is

their beneficiaries, having- a repre-

government and a lodge system, with ritualistic form
of work for the meeting of its lodges, chapters, councils, or other designated subordinate bodies, and the benefits, insurance, charity, or relief
being payable by a grand or supreme body of the same, excepting sick
Such
benefits, which may also be paid by local or subordinate bodies.
grand or supreme bodies may be composed of its officers, incorporators,
representatives elected by local, district, or grand bodies, past officers,
and standing committees. Such orders or associations may make a
constitution, bylaws, rules, and regulations consistent with the existing
laws of this State, for the government of all under its authority, for the
management of its properties, and for the due and orderly conduct of
sentative form of

its affairs.

(Acts 1900,

p. 71.)

—When

Cross-references.
insurance companies may transact business, see
Form of government of fraternal beneficiary orders, etc., see
§§ 56-209, 56-403.
Penalty for acting for fraternal beneficiary order illegally, see §§
§ 56-1714.
56-9917, 56-9918. See § 56-1601 and note.
Editorial Note.— It appears from the title of the Act of 1914 (Acts 1914, p. 99,
Chapter 56-16 of this Code) that the Act was intended to supersede this Chapter,
but section 32 of that Act (§ 56-1602) provides that it shall not apply to societies
whose membership does not exceed 5,000. Therefore this Chapter is unaffected
by the Act of 1914, so far as it relates to societies with less than 5,000 members.
See notes following §§ 56-1601 and 56-1616.

56-1702. (2867) Benefits; classes.

or associations

may make

of death, sickness,

Reserve,

etc.,

funds.

— Such

orders

payment of benefits in case
permanent physical disability, either

provision for the

temporary or

Provided, the age at which
payment of old age benefits commences shall not be under 70 years. Any
as the result of disease, accident, or old age

:

such order or association may also accumulate, maintain, apply, or disburse among its membership reserve, emergency, or other funds, as may
Provided, however, that no
be provided in its constitution and laws
profit or gain shall be added to the payments made by a member. (Acts
:

1900, p. 71.)

I
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and dues. Payment of death benefits, to
made. The funds from which the payment of benefits shall be
made, and the funds from which the expenses shall be defrayed, shall
be derived from assessments, dues, or other payments collected from its
members, as may be provided by the constitution or bylaws of such
56-1703. (2868) Assessments

—

whom

order or association.
heirs,

Payment

of death benefits shall be to families,

blood relatives, affianced husband, or affianced wife

sons dependent upon, the member, as
(Acts 1900,

or to per-

be designated by the member.

p. 71.)

Cross-reference.

56-1704.

may

of,

— Definition

of

life

What law

(2869)

insurance contract, see

§

56-901.

governs; operation of insurance laws.

—

Such orders or associations shall be governed by this Chapter, and shall
be exempt from the provisions of the insurance laws of this State; and
no law hereafter passed shall apply to fraternal beneficiary orders or associations unless

it

expressly so provides. (Acts 1900, pp. 71, 72.)

—

Cross-references. Exemption of fraternal societies, etc., from license fees and
Extaxes, etc., see § 56-235. Incorporation of domestic societies, see § 56-1712.
emption of benefit societies having more than 5,000 members from insurance laws,
see § 56-1606.

56-1705. (2871) Associations

of other

States.

—Any

fraternal

bene-

coming within the description set
section 56-1701, organized under the laws of any other State,

ficiary order, association, or society

forth in

province, district, or Territory, not

members
State when it

bodies or
this

certificate

of

its

now having

in this State, shall

shall

from the

have

official in

incorporation that

filed

be permitted to do business within

w ith
T

the Insurance Commissioner a

charge of insurance matters in the State
authorized to transact business therein

is

it

as a fraternal beneficiary order or association
of its charter

and

lodges, councils, or other

articles of association,

;

also a duly certified

and a copy of

its

copy

constitution

and laws, certified to by its secretary or corresponding officer, together
with an agreement as to the designation of the person upon whom legal
process

may

be served as hereinafter provided. (Acts 1900, pp.

71, 72.)

—

Cross-references. Service on such associations, see § 56-1707.
Admission of
foreign society having membership of more than 5,000, see §§ 56-1602, 56-1620.

56-1706. (2872,2873) Reports; blanks; verification; publication; effect
of failure to

make.

— Every

such corporation, society, order, or associa-

on or before the first day of March
in each year, make and file with the Insurance Commissioner a report of
its affairs and operations during the year ending the 31st day of December immediately preceding, which annual report shall be in lieu of all
other reports required by any other law. Such reports shall be made on
blanks provided by the Insurance Commissioner, and shall be verified
under oath by the duly authorized officers of any such order, and such
tion doing business in this State shall,

report or the substance thereof shall be published in the annual report
of the Insurance

Commissioner under a separate head,

ternal Beneficiary Societies."

refusing or neglecting to

Any

make

entitled "Fra-

such order, association, or society

said report to the Insurance

Commis-

sioner shall be excluded from doing business within this State, and the

Insurance.
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Insurance Commissioner shall at once

§_56- 1710

recall

and

<

anccl

its

license*

(Acts

1900, pp. 71-73.)

—

Cross-references. Annual report of business of associations or companies, see
>\
more
Annual report of fraternal benefit societies having memb<
than 5,000, see §§ 56-1602, 56-1626.
§

56-232.

56-1707. (2874) Service of process on nonresident societies; appoint-

ment

— Each

such corporation, society, or
ciation now doing, or hereafter admitted to do, business in this State,
and not having its principal office within this State and not being organized under the laws of this State, may be served with proce
whether mesne or final, in any action or special proceedings against said
The party in whose
corporation, society, or association, as follows:
favor suit is being brought, through his attorney at law, shall notify the
Insurance Commissioner in writing of his intention to bring such suit
of attorneys for service.

or action, and request the said Insurance Commissioner to appoint

some

resident of the county of the residence of said plaintiff in said case, and

duty of the Insurance Commissioner immediately to appoint some resident of said county to accept service of process in all cases
in the name of the said corporation, society, or association and the said
service, when so made, shall be deemed and held and accepted by said
corporation, society, or association to be legal personal service and binding, the same as if made upon any agent or officer of said society or corporation
Provided, that the said party or his attorney shall, 20 days
before the appearance term for said suit or action, cause to be sent to
the Insurance Commissioner a copy of the petition. When such service
has been made upon such attorney for service on any such corporation,
society, or association, and copy of same has been forwarded to said
Commissioner as hereinbefore provided, it shall be the duty of said Insurance Commissioner immediately to notify the said corporation, society, or association of such service by letter, inclosing copy of said petition, together with process filed in said case, prepaid and directed to the
secretary or its corresponding officer. (Acts 1900, pp. 71, 72.)
it

shall be the

;

:

—

Cross-references. Attorney to receive service, see § 56-605.
Venue of suits
against insurance companies, see § 56-601.
Service on nonresident, assessment,
Location of office of fraternal benefit societc., companies, see §§ 56-602 to 56-604.
eties having more than 5,000 members, see §§ 56-1602, 56-1622.

Record of attorneys appointed for service of process
actions filed. The Insurance Commissioner shall keep a record

56-1708. (2875)

and

of

—

of all such attorneys appointed for such service, together with a record

any such petition with process was received by him in any
and forwarded to any such corporation, society, or association.

of the time
case,

(Acts 1900, pp.

71, 73.)

Law

—

not applicable to certain orders. Nothing in this
Chapter shall be held to affect or to apply to grand or subordinate lodges
of Masons, Knights of Pythias, Odd Fellows, Red Men. Junior Order
American Mechanics, or similar orders that do not have as their principal object the issuance of benefit certificates to members. (Acts 1900,
56-1709. (2877)

pp. 71, 74.)

56-1710. Societies of other States; basis
ness.

—

on which admitted

do busiFraternal beneficiary societies or organizations chartered under
to

§

Insurance.

$6-1711
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the laws of other States or foreign Governments, except societies which
limit their membership to any one hazardous occupation, shall not be

allowed to do business in this State with a membership of less than
1.000 members, and they shall be required to submit evidence to the
Insurance Commissioner that they have in cash or approved securities a
sum equivalent to at least one assessment on said membership. Said
societies or associations shall file with the Insurance Commissioner a

copy of the rates charged on classes of policies being issued by
them. Said societies or associations shall stipulate definitely on the face
oi the policy the amount to be paid to the beneficiaries under said policies, which amount shall not be contingent upon the amount collected
from the membership of any division or branch of said society or association.
No policies shall be issued by such societies or associations
without subjecting the applicant for insurance to medical examination.
certified

(Acts 1912, pp. 119, 138.)
Cross-references.

—Fraternal

tions of other States, see

§

beneficiary order defined, see
56-1705. License; regulation, see

§
§

56-1701.
56-1713.

Associa-

56-1711. License to societies of other States; issuance; revocation.

The Insurance Commissioner

—

hereby authorized to investigate fully
the financial condition of such nonresident societies or associations, and
if. in his judgment, the management of their affairs is not such as to
justify the issuance of a license, he is hereby fully empowered to decline
to license such societies or associations, and, in case they have already
been licensed, to revoke their authority to do business as provided for
the revocation of license of insurance companies. In the event such societies or associations fully comply with all the requirements of the laws
of this State, they may be licensed to do business upon the payment of
a license fee of $40.

is

(Acts 1912, pp. 119, 138.)

—

Cross-references. Issuing of licenses to insurance companies, see § 56-406.
Revocation of license, see § 56-407. Annual license of fraternal benefit societies
having more than 5,000 members, see §§ 56-1602, 56-1619. Admission of foreign
society having membership of over 5,000, see § 56-1620. Revocation of license of
fraternal benefit societies having membership of more than 5,000, see § 56-1633.

State,

and

shall

conform to

all

—

Domestic fraternal benchartered
by the Secretary of
be

56-1712. Incorporation of domestic societies.
eficiary societies or associations shall

the requirements of law with reference to

the incorporation of insurance companies except that they shall not be

required to have any capital stock. (Acts 1912, pp. 119, 139.)

—

Cross-references. Charters to insurance companies, see § 56-201 et seq.
Organization of fraternal benefit societies having more than 5,000 members, see
§§ 56-1614 to 56-1616.

56-1713. License to domestic societies; issuance; revocation.

—When

such companies or associations have been duly chartered by the Secretary of State and have received from

him a

certificate of their incorpora-

upon application to the Insurance Commissioner, they may be authorized by the Commissioner to solicit applications for membership in
said societies or associations, under such rules and regulations as may
be prescribed by the Insurance Commissioner. When a society or association has obtained not less than 300 bona fide applications for insurance, the advance assessments on which have been paid, and a list of the
subscribers with their post-office addresses and the amount of their adtion,
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§

56-1714

vance assessments has been submitted to the Insurance Commissioner,
and by him verified, together with an affidavit that said assessments are
deposited with some bank or trust company, duly certified by said bank
or trust company, the Insurance Commissioner, if satisfied that the character of the officers of such society or association guarantees honest and
efficient

management

of the association's affairs, shall issue a license to

such society or association to do business upon the payment of a lie
fee of $40.
No policies shall be issued by such societies or associations
without subjecting applicants to medical examination. The Insurance
Commissioner is hereby authorized to investigate fully the financial condition of such societies or associations at any time, and if in his ju

ment the management

of the affairs of

any society or association

is

not

such as to justify the issuance of the license, he is hereby fully empowered to refuse license to such society or association, and in case it has
already been licensed, such license may be revoked, as provided for the
revocation of licenses of insurance companies. (Acts 1912, pp. 119, 139.)

—

Cross-references. Fraternal beneficiary order defined, see § 56-1701 and note.
Issuing of licenses to insurance companies and agents, see § 56-406. Revocation

Nonresident fraternal orders, see § 56-1710.
§ 56-407.
License for such societies, see § 56-1711. Annual license for fraternal benefit
societies having more than 5,000 members, see §§ 56-1602, 56-1619. Admission of
such foreign societies, see § 56-1620.

of licenses generally, see

56-1714.

Form of government; number

of elective

members

of

supreme

—

governing body; fees or premiums to director or manager. All foreign
or domestic fraternal companies, corporations, orders, associations and
beneficiary societies soliciting business in this State must have a representative form of government. Any such company, corporation, order,
association or beneficiary society shall be deemed to have a representative form of government when it shall provide in its constitution and
laws for a supreme legislative or governing body composed of repre-

by the members or by delegates elected either
directly or indirectly by the members, together with such other members as may be prescribed by its constitution and laws: Provided, that
the elective members shall constitute a majority in number, and shall
have not less than two-thirds of the vote, nor less than the votes required to amend its constitution and laws. No member of any domestic
insurance society, who is a director or manager of such insurance society, shall have a contract for fees or premiums from such society.
sentatives elected either

(Acts 1912, pp. 119, 140.)

—

Representative form of government for fraternal benefit
having more than 5,000 members defined, see §§ 56-1602, 56-1605.

Cross-references.
societies

CHAPTER

56-99.

Sec.
56-9901.

56-9902.

Sec.

Neglect, of summons or obstructing Commissioner s exanimation.

statements by officers,
of insurance
etc.,
companies.
Giving rebates or making discriminatory contracts.

False

agents,

56-9903.

CRIMES.

56-9904.

Investments by insurance com^o«;

56-9905.

e

Penalty on. agents

thonzed

.

insurance

of

unau-

compa-

nies.

56-9906.

False representation as to policy sold.

Insurance.
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Sec.

Sec.

Receiving commissions from
undertakers on account of
employment.

907.

56-9!

regulations

for inor accident insurance business.

Violating

8

dustrial health,

statement.

Incorporated mutual or cooperative fire insurance companies, violation of law re-

56-9910.

Same;

56-9914.

Same;

false statements as to
death or disability, etc.

soliciting

society

membership

not

licensed or
authorized to do business in
in

lite,

Receiving premium after insolvency or fraudulent rein-

56-9009.

56-9913.

State.

56-9915.

Same; punishment for violation of law where not fixed
by preceding sections.

56-9916.

Fraudulent insurance claims.

56-9917.

Acting for fraternal benefici-

lating- to.

Fraudulently procuring insur-

56-0011.

Fraternal
societies;
benefit
fraudulent
representations
with reference to applications for membership or for
purpose of obtaining money.

56-9912.

56-9901. Neglect of
tion.

summons

56-9918.

Acting for fraternal beneficiary order not complying
with law.

or obstructing Commissioner's examina-

—Whoever without justifiable cause

mons being served within

from

ary order prohibited
doing business.

ance.

shall neglect,

upon

sum-

legal

appear and testify before the
Commissioner or his examiner in the examination of any company as
provided in section 56-104, and whoever wilfully and without just cause
shall obstruct the Commissioner, his deputy or examiner, in any such
examination, shall be punished by a fine of not more than $1,000 or by
imprisonment for not more than one year. It shall be the duty of the
Insurance Commissioner to report any and all such offenses under this
"section to the solicitor general of the circuit in which it or they shall
occur. (Acts 1912, pp. 119, 125.)
Cross-reference.
§

this State, to

—Punishment

burning

for

goods

to

defraud

insurer,

see

26-2210.

by

insurance companies.
Any director, officer, agent or employee of any insurance company who wilfully and knowingly subscribes, makes or concurs in making any annual or other statement required by law containing any ma56-9902. False statements

—

officers, agents, etc., of

statement which is false shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor.
It shall be the duty of the Insurance Commissioner to report all such
misrepresentations and false statements to the solicitor general of the
circuit in which they shall occur. (Acts 1912, pp. 119, 125.)
terial

—

Cross-references. Issuing license, see § 56-402. When certain insurance companies may transact business, see §§ 56-209, 56-210, 56-403.

—

making discriminatory contracts. Any
person acting as agent for any insurance company in giving a rebate on
any insurance premium, or in making any discriminatory contract, and
56-9903. Giving

rebates

or

the party receiving the benefit of any such rebate or discrimination, in
violation of section 56-218, shall be

deemed

guilty of a misdemeanor.

(Acts 1912, pp. 119, 130.)

—

by insurance companies. Any person acting as
agent for any company contemplated by section 56-224, with regard to
investments by insurance companies, who shall knowingly and wilfully
violate the provisions of said section, shall be deemed guilty of a misde56-9904. Investments

meanor. (Acts 1912, pp. 119, 137.)
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8 56-9!

on agents of unauthorized insurance companies. Any person who shall do or perform any of the acts
or things specified in section 56-501 for any insurance company, or
agent of said company, without such company's having first ret :ived a
certificate of authority from the Insurance Commissioner, as required by
law, shall be punished as for a misdemeanor, and shall also pay a sum
56-9905. (2444 626 P. C.) Penalty
;

—

r

equal to the State, county, and municipal taxes and licenses required to
be paid by insurance companies legally doing business in this State. It

be the duty of the Insurance Commissioner to see that violators of
the provisions of this section are prosecuted. (Acts 1887, p. 122.;
shall

—

Cross-reference.

Civil liability, see § 56-502.

56-9906. False representation as to policy sold.

—Any person violating

making unlawful false representations as to the policy
be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1912, pp. 119,

section 56-519,
sold, shall
124.)

from undertakers on account of emor corporation engaged in the life insurance

56-9907. Receiving commissions

ployment.

—No person, firm,

business or the industrial

life

insurance business shall contract for or re-

any compensation or gratuity, directly or indirectly, on account of
the employment of any undertaker in connection with a burial or preparation for burial of any person whose life is insured by said company and
no undertaker shall give or agree to give any such compensation or
ceive

;

commission to such person,
ance business.

Any

in the insur-

person, firm, or corporation violating the provisions

of this section shall be guilty of a

(Acts 1933,

engaged

firm, or corporation

misdemeanor, and punished as such.

p. 186.)

56-9908. Violating regulations for industrial health,

surance business.

—Any

person

who

shall

violate

life,

or accident in-

sections

56-517 or

56-1310 to 56-1312, regulating the business of industrial health,

life

cident insurance, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1913,

p. 98.)

56-9909. Receiving

ment.

premium

or ac-

after insolvency or fraudulent reinstate-

—Any person violating any provision of section

56-1311, prohibit-

ing the receiving of premiums or assessments with knowledge of the in-

solvency of the insurance company or association without giving notice
to the person

paying the premium or assessment, and prohibiting the

fraudulent issuance of policies or benefit certificates as therein prescribed,
shall

be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1913, pp. 98, 99.)

56-9910. Incorporated

violation of

mutual or cooperative

law relating

to.

—Any

fire

insurance companies,

person or corporation violating the

provisions of sections 56-1408 to 56-1424, regulating incorporated mutual
or cooperative fire insurance companies, shall

be guilty of a

::::sde-

meanor, and upon conviction shall be punished by a fine^of net less than
$50 nor more than $500, and the Insurance Commissioner shall have
power to revoke the license of any such person or corporation. (Acts
1923, pp. 113, 119.)

Insurance.
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—

Fraudulently procuring insurance. Any
agent, physician, or other person who shall knowingly secure, or cause to
be secured, a certificate of membership in any assessment life insurance
company on any person without his knowledge or consent, or, by means
of misrepresentations, false, fraudulent, or untrue statements, shall be
instrumental in securing a certificate of membership in any such company on any aged or infirm person, or in restoring to membership any
person not in an insurable condition, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and said certificate or renewal shall be absolutely void. (Acts
(2457; 627 P. C.)

56-9911.

1887, p. 125.)
Cross-reference.

—Assessment

life

insurance, see §§ 56-1501, 56-1502.

56-9912. Fraternal benefit societies; fraudulent representations with

reference to applications for

money.

— Any person,

officer,

membership or for purpose of obtaining
member or examining physician of any fra-

do business under sections 56-1601
to 56-1635, who shall knowingly or wilfully make any false or fraudulent
statement or representation in or with reference to any application for
membership, or for the purpose of obtaining money from or benefit in
any society transacting business under said sections, shall be guilty of a
misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof shall be punished by a fine
of not less than $100 nor more than $500 or imprisonment in the county
jail for not less than 30 days nor more than one year, or both, in the
ternal benefit society authorized to

discretion of the court.

56-9913.

person

Same;

who

(Acts 1914, pp. 99, 121.)

false statements as to

shall wilfully

make

death or disability,

etc.

—Any

a false statement of any material fact or

thing in a sworn statement as to the death or disability of a certificate

holder in any fraternal benefit society for the purpose of procuring pay-

ment
son

named in the certificate of such holder, and any perwilfully make any false statement in any verified report

of the benefit

who

shall

or declaration under oath required or authorized by sections 56-1601 to
56-1635 shall be guilty of perjury, and shall be proceeded against and

punished as provided by the statutes
(Acts 1914, pp. 99, 121.)
Cross-reference.

56-9914.

—Perjury, see

Same;

soliciting

in relation to the

crime of perjury.

§§ 26-4001, 26-4002.

membership

in society not licensed or author-

—Any person who shall

membership
for, or in any manner assist in procuring membership in any fraternal
benefit society not licensed to do business, or who shall solicit membership for, or in any manner assist in procuring membership in any such

ized to do business in State.

solicit

society not authorized to do business in this State, shall be guilty of a

misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof shall be punished by a
not less than $50 nor more than $200. (Acts 1914, pp. 99, 121.)
56-9915.

Same; punishment

preceding sections.

for violation of

—Any society or any

officer,

fine of

law where not fixed by
agent, or employee there-

neglecting or refusing to comply with or violating any of the provisions of sections 56-1601 to 56-1635, the penalty for which neglect, reof,

not specified in the preceding three sections, shall be
fined not exceeding $200 upon conviction thereof. (Acts 1914, pp. 99,

fusal or violation

121.)

is

§56-9918
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56-9916. Fraudulent insurance claims.

ingly or wilfully make, or aid in the

—Any

making

person

of,

any

who

know-

shall

false or fraudulent

statement or representation of any material fact or tiling in any written
statement or certificate, for the purpose of procuring- or attempting to
procure the payment of any false or fraudulent claim against any industrial, health, life or accident insurance company, or fraternal or benefit
association licensed, or which may be licensed, to do business in this
State, and any person who shall make any false or fraudulent statement
in any application for insurance, or as to the death or disability of a
policy or certificate holder in any such industrial, health, life or accident insurance company, or fraternal or benefit association, for the purpose of fraudulently obtaining any money or benefit from any such insurance company, or from any fraternal or benefit association licensed
or which may be licensed, to do business, shall be guilty of a misde-

meanor. (Acts 1921, pp. 250, 251.)
56-9917. (629 P. C.) Acting for fraternal beneficiary order prohibited

from doing business.

—Any

officer,

agent, or person acting for any fra-

ternal beneficiary order, or subordinate

while

it

body

thereof, within this State,

from doing business pursuant to the provishall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall be

shall be prohibited

sions of Chapter 56-17,

punished by a

fine of

not less than $25 nor more than $100. (Acts 1900,

PP. 71, 74.)

56-9918. (630 P. C.) Acting for fraternal beneficiary order not comply-

ing with law.

—Any person who shall act within this State as an

agent, or otherwise, in soliciting or procuring

new

business or

officer,

members

any fraternal beneficiary order which shall have neglected or refused
comply
with the provisions of Chapter 56-17, on the subject of frato
ternal beneficiary orders, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and be punfor

ished as provided in the preceding section. (Acts 1900, pp. 71, 74.)

INSURRECTION:

See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment, Chapter 26-9;
Title 86, Public Defense, Chapter 86-13.

TITLE

57.

INTEREST AND USUR1
Sec.

Chap.
57-

1.

57-99.

In general

57-101

Crimes

57-9901

CHAPTER

57-1.

IN GENERAL.
Sec.

Sec.

57-101.

Legal

of

rate

interest;

rate

higher than eight per centum
forbidden.
57-102.

Usury

57-103.

ColPlea of usury personal.
lection of usurious interest
from insolvent debtor.

57-104.

Recovery of back

57-106.

Lex

interest.

contractus to govern

loci

interest.

Interest

from

only

57-108.

applied

57-111.
57-112.

Merchants', etc., accounts.
Forfeiture of entire interest,

57-113.

when.
Pleading forfeiture as

57-114.

How

57-115.

Bar of

57-116.

Interest on loans to be repaid
in monthly installments.

57-117.

Rate greater than

demand.

Interest on judgments.

57-101.

how

Interest on liquidated demands;
promissory notes payable on

demand,

when.

debt,

57-110.

Commissions, when not usuri-

57-105.

Payment on
to interest.

defined.

ous.

57-107.

57-109.

suit for
lapse of time.

per

set-off.

forfeiture discharged.

month

forfeiture

five

by

per cent,

prohibited.

(3426,3436) Legal rate of interest; rate higher than eight per

—

centum forbidden. The legal rate of interest shall be seven per centum
per annum, where the rate per centum is not named in the contract, and
any higher rate must be specified in writing, but in no event shall any
person, company, or corporation reserve, charge, or take for any loan or
advance of money, or forbearance to enforce the collection of any sum
of money, any rate of interest greater than eight per centum per annum,
either directly or indirectly by way of commission for advances, discount,
exchange, or by any contract or contrivance or device whatever. (Act
1822, Cobb, 393. Act 1845, Cobb, 393. Acts 1873, p. 52; 1878-9, p. 184.)
Cross-references.

— Rate

of

interest

by building and

loan

associations,

see

§§ 16-101, 16-103, 16-210. Recovery from principal of usury paid by surety for principal, see § 103-304. Fee paid for investigating security or title made to secure

loan, see § 25-213. Interest charged by banks, see § 13-2019. Plea of usury, see
Rate of interest under small loan law, see §§ 25-313, 25-317. Rate of in§ 81-901.
terest on installment contracts, see § 57-116. Rate greater than five per cent, per
usury considered, see § 25-215. Administramonth prohibited, see § 57-117.
te: s, final settlements. and receipts by, see §§ 113-2207, 113-2304. Taxes and settlements of collectors, see Title 92, Public Revenue, Chapter 92-50. Tax fi. fas., see
5§ 92-7601 to 92-7603.

How

Editorial Note.

— History

of interest and usury laws:

See 107/606, 609-614 (34

S. E. 217;.

57-102.

63427)

Usury

defined.

— Usury

is

the reserving and taking, or

contracting to reserve and take, either directly or by indirection, a greater

sum

for the use of

money than

the lawful interest.

1
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57-103.

jj

57 -1

1

(3428) Plea of usury personal. Collection of usurious interest

—The plea

but a creditor may
not collect usurious interest from an insolvent debtor to the prejudice
of other creditors. (90 Ga. 518 (16 S. E. 216).)

from insolvent debtor.

Cross-reference.

57-104.

— Plea of usury,

of usury

see

(3437) Commissions,

is

;

81-901.

§

when not

neither takes nor contracts to take

personal

usurious.

—Where

more than lawful

the lender

interest, the loan is

not rendered usurious by money paid or agreed to be paid others by the
borrower in order to obtain the loan. (79 Ga. 213 (7 S. E. 265; 83 Ga.
308 (9 S. E. 1092).)
;

Recovery of back

57-105. (3429)

interest.

— Interest

from date,

if

the

may

be recovered when so stipulated in the contract: Provided, interest has not already been included
in the principal amount.
debt

is

not punctually paid at maturity,

Lex

57-106. (3430)

loci contractus to

govern

interest.

— Every contract

law of the place of the contract at the
time of the contract, unless upon its face it shall be apparent that the in-

shall bear interest according to the

tention of the parties referred the execution of the contract to another

forum

;

in this case, the

law

of the

forum

shall govern.

from demand, when.

—In the

absence of
an agreement to the contrary, interest shall not run until default; hence
where money can be recovered because of mistake or other like reasons,
no interest shall run until after demand and refusal to refund. (83 Ga.
634 (10, S. E. 235).)
57-107. (3431) Interest only

—

on judgments. All judgments in this State
bear lawful interest upon the principal amount recovered. (Act

57-108. (3432) Interest
shall

1845, Cobb, 394.)
Cross-reference.

—Judgment

for principal

Payment on

57-109. (3433)

debt,

and

how

interest, see § 110-304.

applied to interest.

—When

a

payment is made upon any debt, it shall be applied first to the discharge
of any interest due at the time, and the balance, if any, to the reduction
If the payment does not extinguish the interest then
of the principal.
due, no interest shall be calculated on such balance of interest, but only
on the principal amount up to the time of the next payment.
Cross-references.
set-off, see

§

— How

usury considered, see

§

25-215.

Forfeiture pleaded as

57-113.

on liquidated demands; promissory notes payable on demand. All liquidated demands, where by agreement or otherwise the sum to be paid is fixed or certain, bear interest from the time
the party shall become liable and bound to pay them; if payable on demand, from the time of the demand. In case of promissory notes payable on demand, the law presumes a demand instantly and gives interest
from date. (Acts 1858, p. 90.)
57-110. (3434) Interest

—

Cross-references.

mand, see

§

— Contribution

103-402.

by surety bears interest and
Liquidated damages, see § 20-1402.

57-111. (3435) Merchants', etc., accounts.

tradesmen, mechanics, and

all

others,

is

liquidated de-

—All accounts of merchants,

which by custom become due

at

§

Interest and Usury.
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the end of the year, shall bear interest from that time upon the amount
actually due whenever ascertained. (Acts 1858. p. 90; 1873, p. 22.)
Cross-reference.

— Interest

on rent contracts, see

§ 61-114.

when.

57-112. (343S) Forfeiture of entire interest,

—Any person, com-

pany, or corporation violating the provisions of section 57-101, shall- forfeit the entire interest so charged or taken, or contracted to be reserved,

No

charged or taken.

further penalty or forfeiture shall be occasioned,

suffered or allowed. (Acts 1916, p. 48.)
Editorial Note.

— History

of laws relating to forfeitures for usury, see 107 Ga.

60S, 609-614 (34 S. E. 217).

57-113.

(3439) Pleading forfeiture as set-off.

may be
principal sum

as aforesaid
of the

(Acts 1875,

—The

amount

forfeited

pleaded as a set-off in any action for the recovery
loaned or advanced, by the defendant in said action.

p. 105.)

—

Cross-references. Payment applied to interest
considered, see § 25-215.

How

57-114. (3440)

first,

discharged.

forfeiture

see

—No

§

57-109.

How

contrivance

usury

or

ar-

rangement between the parties to any such unlawful transaction, or their
privies, except an actual and full payment of the amount so forfeited,
shall have the effect of discharging such forfeiture. (Acts 1875, p. 105.)
57-115. (3441)

Bar

of suit for forfeiture

by lapse

of time.

— No plea or

such forfeiture shall be barred by lapse of time
shorter than one year. (Acts 1875, p. 105.)
suit for the recovery of

—

Cross-references. Plea of usury, see
of statutory rights, see § 3-704.

§

Period of limitation for enforce-

81-901.

ment

monthly installments.

57-116. Interest

on loans to be repaid

in

person, natural or

artificial, in this State,

lending

monthly installments, may charge

in

annum

money

—Any

to be paid

back

interest thereon at six per cent,

he entire period of the loan, aggregating the principal and interest for the entire period of the loan, and dividing the same
into monthly installments, and may take security therefor by mortgage with waiver of exemption or title or both, upon and to real estate
or personal property or both, and the same shall be valid for the amount
of the principal and interest charged, and such contracts shall not be
per

or less for

held usurious. (Acts 1912,
Cross-reference.

57-117.
hibited.

— Loans

(3444, 3445)

— Xo

p. 144.)

by building and loan associations, see

Rate greater than

five

§

per cent, per

16-101.

month

pro-

person, company, or corporation shall reserve, charge, or

take for any loan or advance of money, or forbearance to enforce the col-

any sum of money, any rate of interest greater than five per
centum per month, either directly or indirectly, by way of commission
for advances, discount, exchange, the purchase of salary or wages, by
notarial or other fees, or by any contract, contrivance, or device whatever; save and accept only that regularly licensed pawnbrokers, where
personal property is taken into their actual physical possession and stored
by them, may charge, in addition to said rate of interest, not exceeding
25 cents at the time said property is first taken possession of by them

lection of

for the storage of said property.

This section shall not be construed as
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repealing- or impairing- the
lative thereof.

(Acts 1908,

Cross-references.

— Penalty

and cross-references.

usury laws

now

existing-,

jj

57-90 ';!

but as being cumu-

p. 83.)

for violation of section, see § 57-9901.
§ 25-301 et ieq.

See

S

57-101

Small loan law, see

CHAPTER

57-99.

CRIMES.

Sec.
57-9901.

Exacting interest at greater
rate than five per cent, per
month.

57-9901. (700 P. C.) Exacting interest at greater rate than five per
cent, per

month.

—Whoever

shall violate section 57-117, forbidding the

charging of interest at a greater rate than five per cent, per month, shall
be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1908, p. 83.)

INTERPLEADER: See Title 37, Equity, Chapter 37-15.
INTERROGATORIES AND DEPOSITIONS: See Title

38,

Evidence,

Chapters 38-21 to 38-25.

INTERURBAN RAILROADS:

See Title

94, Railroads,

Chapter 94-10.

—

TITLE

58.

INTOXICATING LIQUORS.
Chap.

Sec.

and furnishing of liquors and beverages.. .58-101

58-1.

Sale, keeping, bartering,

58-2.

58-201

58-5.

Manufacture or transportation
Advertising and soliciting orders
Pure alcohol
Ethyl alcohol

58-6.

Miscellaneous provisions

58-601

58-3.
58-4.

CHAPTER

.

58-301

58-401
58-501

SALE, KEEPING, BARTERING

58-1.

AND

FURNISHING OF LIQUORS AND BEVERAGES.
See.

Sec.
58-101.

58-102.

and beverages, what embraced in term.
Selling, offering, keeping for

58-114.

bartering, furnishing

58-115.

Prohibited

sale,

liquors

liquors forbidden.
58-103.

Licensing of

sale, dealing in,
or furnishing of liquors pro-

58-116.

hibited.

58-117.

58-104.

Drinking places

58-118.

58-105.

Allowing use of premises.

58-119.

58-106.

Forfeiture of rights
or tenant.

58-107.

Keeping prima

denned; nuisances; evidence and practice;
charter forfeiture.

facie

evidence

of intent.
58-108.
58-109.

Delivery prima facie evidence
of unlawful disposition.

Common

58-120.

nuisances, places de-

fined as.
58-110.
58-111.

"Blind tiger" a nuisance.
Service of process in abatement
or injunction proceedings,

what
58-112.

58-113.

sufficient.

of court to order officers to break open "blind
tiger" and arrest inmates.

Internal

dence

revenue
of

58-121.

receipt

guilt;

burden

Sheriff to furnish

names

of per-

sons who have paid Federal
tax to prosecuting attorney;
duty of prosecuting attorney
to prosecute or bring injunction proceedings.
Duty of solicitor general or
prosecuting attorney as to
prosecutions.
Evidence, competency of, in
prosecutions for violation of
law or for abatement of nuisance.

58-122.

Power

required to answer generally.
Charge by judge to grand jury.
Testimony by agent or servant,
and by principal; use against
witness.

lessee

of

Receiving for storage or distribution or on consignment for
another a misdemeanor.
Testimony before grand jury;
use against witness.
Witnesses before grand jury

Property
liquors

in

prohibited

denied;

contraband

right

articles; forfeiture.

58-123.

evi-

Penalty for violation
Chapter.

of

this

of

proof.

58-101. Prohibited liquors

and beverages, what embraced

in term.

The term

"prohibited liquors and beverages," used in any law to promote temperance or to suppress the evils of intemperance, shall include
the following:

(1) Alcohol, alcoholic liquors, spirituous liquors

mixed

any part

liquors,

of

which

spirituous,

is

spirits, or rectified or distilled spirits

;

and

all

foreign or domestic

absinthe, whiskey, brandy,

rum

and gin; (2) vinous liquors and beverages; (3) all malted, fermented or
brewed liquors of any name or description, manufactured from malt,
wholly or in part, such as beer, lager beer, near-beer, porter and ale

;
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§

58-104

brewed or fermented liquors and beverages in which maltose is
a substantial ingredient, whether alcoholic or not or whether in
ing or not; (4) and any drinks, liquors or beverages containing one
of one per cent, of alcohol or more by volume at 60 d<
Fahrenheit;
or any other liquids or liquors manufactured or sold, or Otherwi
posed of, for beverage purposes, containing- said amount of one-half of
one per cent, of alcohol or more; (5) any intoxicating hitters or bevera
by whatever name called; (6) all liquors and beverages or drinks n.
in imitation of or intended as a substitute for beer, ale, wine or whisk
and

all

1

.

I

or other alcoholic or spirituous, vinous, or malt liquors, including those
liquors and beverages commonly known as and called near-beer. (Acts
1915, Extra. Sess., pp. 77, 79.)

—

Cross-references. Violation of this Chapter, see § 58-123. Manufacture and
of ethyl alcohol, see Chapter 58-5. Drunkenness no excuse for crime, see § 26-403.
Commander may prohibit sale of liquors, etc., upon military camp grounds, see
§ 86-1405.
-

58-102. Selling, offering, keeping for sale, bartering, furnishing liquors

—

be unlawful for any person, firm, association of persons, or corporation to sell, offer for sale, keep for sale, barter, furnish at
public places, keep on hand at a place of business or at or in any social,
fraternal or locker club, or otherwise dispose of any of the prohibited
forbidden.

It shall

liquors and beverages described in section 58-101, or

any

of

them, in any

quantity. (Acts 1915, Extra. Sess., pp. 77, 80; 1917, Extra. Sess., p. 18.)

—

Cross-references. Penalty for violation of this Chapter, see
for manufacturing liquor, see § 58-206.

§

58-123.

Penalty

—

Editorial Note. Section 58-206 provides that the manufacture of any alcoholic
liquor shall be a felony. Section 58-123 provides that a violation of this Chapter
The word "manufacture" which immediately preceded
shall be a misdemeanor.
the word "sell" in the above section has therefore been omitted.

58-103. Licensing of sale, dealing in, or furnishing of liquors prohibited.

—

It shall

not be lawful for the State or any county or municipality

therein, to license the sale, dealing in, or furnishing of

any

of said pro-

hibited liquors or beverages, including imitations of or substitutes therefor.

(Acts 1915, Extra. Sess.,

p. 80.)

Drinking places defined; nuisances; evidence and practice;
charter forfeiture. It shall be unlawful for any person, firm, association of persons, or corporation, directly or indirectly, to keep or maintain or in any manner aid or abet in keeping or maintaining, any of the
58-104.

—

following places:

(1)

Any

place or resort

where the liquors or bevthem, are kept to be drunk

erages mentioned in section 58-101, or any of
upon or about the premises by persons resorting there for that purpose
(2) any club, room or other place in which are received or kept for the

purpose of barter, or
or division

among

sale,

and beverages, or any

room

or

gift, as

a beverage, or for distribut'

or to be furnished to or used

or association of persons

club

or use, or

room

by members of any club

by any means whatever, the prohibited liquors

of them, referred to in section 58-101

for or of

any

any association

of persons in

:

(3)

which

a:iy
sa

I

them, are kept or stored for the purpose
of being drunk or consumed by the members of such club or other association of persons, or their guests or others on the premises, or at or near
the place where such liquors or beverages, or any of them, are kept or
liquors or beverages, or

of

§
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any place adjacent to or near the premises of any club, corporation or association or other combination of persons to which members or their guests, or others, by the permission of members, resort for
the purpose of drinking the said liquors and beverages, or any of them,
that are kept at or near such places. Any of the places herein designated, if kept and maintained, shall be and constitute an unlawful drinking place, and the act of keeping and maintaining any such room or
place shall be deemed a separate offense for each day that it continues.
Any place or room kept or maintained in violation of the provisions of
this section shall be deemed to be a common nuisance and may be
abated by writ of injunction issued out of the superior court upon a bill
filed by the Attorney General or the solicitor general of the circuit, or by
any citizen or citizens of such county, such bill to be filed in the county
in which the nuisance exists. All rules of evidence and the practice and
procedure that pertain to proceedings in equity generally in this State
may be invoked and applied to any injunction proceeding hereunder. Any
chartered club or incorporated association of persons under the law of
Georgia that is guilty of violating any of the provisions of this section, or
maintains or keeps any such place as hereinbefore described, shall forfeit
its charter, and such forfeiture may be declared by proceedings in quo
warranto against the club or incorporated association in a court of competent jurisdiction in the county where the unlawful act is committed.
stored

:

(4)

(Acts 1915, Extra. Sess.,

—
Cross-references. "Blind

p. 80.)

tiger" a nuisance, see § 58-110.
Abatement of nuisances generally, see § 72-201 et seq. Injunctions generally, see Title 55, InjuncQuo warranto, see § 64-201 et seq.
tions and Receivers, Chapters 55-1 and 55-2.
Penalty for violation of this Chapter, see § 58-123.

58-105.

Allowing use of premises.

—Any person who

shall let or suffer

any other person, persons, firm or corporation to use any premises which
he owns or controls, for the illegal sale, keeping for sale, manufacture or
other unlawful disposition of the liquors and beverages mentioned in
section 58-101, or any of them, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts
1915, Extra. Sess., p. 82.)

58-106. Forfeiture of rights of lessee or tenant.
facture, sale or keeping for sale or disposition of

—The unlawful manuany

of the liquors

and

beverages mentioned in section 58-101, contrary to the law of the State,
shall, at the option of the landlord, work a forfeiture of the rights of any
lessee or tenant under any lease or contract for rent of the premises
where such unlawful act is performed by the lessee or tenant, or by any
agent, servant, clerk or employee of the lessee or tenant with the latter's

knowledge or permission. (Acts

1915, Extra. Sess., p. 82.)

—

Keeping prima facie evidence of intent. The keeping of the
liquors or beverages mentioned in section 58-101, or any of them, in any
building not exclusively used for a dwelling, shall be prima facie evidence that they are kept for sale or with intent to dispose of same con58-107.

trary to the law. (Acts 1915, Extra. Sess., p. 82.)

—

prima facie evidence of unlawful disposition. The
delivery of the liquors and beverages mentioned in section 58-101, or
any of them, from any store, shop, warehouse, boat or other vessel or
vehicle of any kind, or from any shanty or tent, or building or place used
58-108. Delivery

—
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for the purpose of traffic, or

any part

same

§58-113

any dwelling house or dependency

thereof,

used as a public eating- house, grocery store
or other place of common resort, shall be prima facie evidence of a sale
or other unlawful disposition. (Acts 1915, Extra. Sess., p. 82.)
if

of the

is

—

58-109. Common nuisances, places defined as.
The following are
hereby declared to be common nuisances and may be abated as such upon
complaint of the Attorney General, or the solicitor general of the circuit, or any citizen or citizens of the county: (1) Any rooms or structures used for the unlawful manufacture, sale, keeping for sale or other
unlawful disposition, of the liquors and beverages mentioned in section
58-101, or any of them; (2) all houses, shops or places where the said
liquors and beverages, or any of them are sold, bartered, kept for sale
or otherwise disposed of, to be drunk on or near the premises, or where
such liquors or beverages, or any of them, are kept for the purpose of
sale or other unlawful disposition thereof; (3) all places of resort where
persons are permitted to resort for the purpose of drinking such liquors
or beverages, or any of them, mentioned in section 58-101, on or about
the premises; (4) any public eating place where the said liquors and
beverages, or any of them, mentioned in section 58-101 are sold or served
for beverage purposes. (Acts 1915, Extra. Sess., p. 83.)
Cross-reference.

—Abatement of nuisances,

see §§ 72-201 et seq.

58-110. (5335) "Blind tiger" a nuisance.

as a "blind tiger,"

where

—Any place commonly known

spirituous, malt, or intoxicating liquors are

deemed a nuisance, and the same may
now provided by law, on the applicaof the county where the same may be

sold in violation of law, shall be

be abated or enjoined as such, as
tion of

any

citizen or citizens

located. (Acts 1899, p. 73.)

—

Cross-references. Places where liquor kept, etc., as nuisances, see § 58-104.
Internal revenue receipt as evidence of guilt, see § 58-113. What nuisances inHow public nuisance restrained, see § 72-202.
dictable, see § 72-9901.

abatement or injunction proceedthe party or parties carrying on said nuisance

58-111. (5336) Service of process in
ings,
shall

—

what sufficient. If
be unknown or concealed,

it

shall be sufficient service, in the abate-

ment or injunction proceedings under the preceding section, to
writ, or other papers to be served, at the place where such

may

be sold, and the case
known," as defendants. (Acts 1899,

liquors

may

leave the
liquor or

proceed against "parties un-

p. 73.)

Power of court to order officers to break open "blind
inmates. The court shall have authority to order the
arrest
and
tiger"
officers to break open such "blind tiger" and arrest the inmates thereof,
and seize their stock in trade, and bring them before him to be dealt
with as the law directs. (Acts 1899, p. 73.)
58-112. (5337)

—

58-113. Internal revenue receipt evidence of guilt;

burden of proof.
trial
abate
or
any
to
enjoin
any
common
In
nuisance as defined by this
law or in any prosecution of any person or persons or corporations for
any violation of this law, any application for an internal revenue special
tax receipt of the United States, as required by the laws of the United
States, or any internal revenue special tax receipt as required by said laws
for retail or wholesale of spirituous, malt or intoxicating liquors in this
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prima facie evidence of guilt, and shall be sufficient to
charge the burden of proof on the defendant in any such case
Provided
that nothing- in this law shall apply to regularly licensed retail or wholeState, shall be

:

sale druggists,
p.

who

are allowed to sell alcohol. (Acts 1915, Extra. Sess.,

S3; 1919, pp. 123, 124.)

5S-114. Receiving for storage, or distribution or on consignment for
another a misdemeanor. It shall be unlawful for any person, firm or
association or corporation to receive for storage or distribution or on
consignment for another, the liquors and beverages mentioned in section
58-101, or any of them, or to have and maintain any warehouse or other

—

place for the receiving, storing or disposition of said liquors for another,

and any person violating

this section shall

be guilty of a misdemeanor.

(.Acts 1915, Extra. Sess., p. 84.)

—

Testimony before grand jury; use against witness. No person shall be excused from testifying before the grand jury or in any trial
in any prosecution for violation of this law upon any complaint for the
enforcement thereof, but no disclosure or discovery made by such person as a witness shall be used against him in any penal prosecution for,
58-115.

or on account of the matters disclosed.

(Acts 1915, Extra. Sess.,

p. 84.)

—

Witnesses before grand jury required to answer generally.
Witnesses before the grand jury to give evidence may be required to
answer generally as to any offense against the laws of Georgia for the
promotion of temperance and the suppression of intemperance, committed within their knowledge during the two years next preceding or
as to any violation within said time of any law of the State prohibiting
the manufacture, sale or other disposition of any of said prohibited
liquors and beverages, or the maintaining of any unlawful drinking place
or liquor nuisance, and it shall not be necessary to first specially interrogate the witness as to any particular offenses, but a witness shall not be
prosecuted for any offense as to which he testifies before the grand jury,
and the solicitor or any member of the grand jury may be a witness to
prove that fact. (Acts 1915, Extra. Sess., p. 84.)
58-116.

—

Charge by judge to grand jury. The judge of any court impaneling a grand jury shall give in charge to said grand jury the antiliquor laws of this State, and those enacted for the purpose of promoting
temperance and suppressing the evils of intemperance, and he shall instruct them to investigate and return indictments against all persons
guilty of violating said laws, or any provision of them. (Acts 1915, Extra.
58-117.

Sess., p. 84.)

Testimony by agent or servant, and by principal; use against
witness.
Xo clerk, servant, agent or employee of any person accused
of a violation of the laws to promote temperance and to suppress in58-118.

—

manufacture or other disposition of
prohibited liquors or beverages, shall be excused from testifying against
his principal for the reason that he may thereby incriminate himself, nor
temperance, or prohibiting the

sale,

any principal be excused from testifying against any clerk, servant,
agent or employee in such cases; but no testimony so given by any of

shall
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any prosecution be used as evidence,

said parties shall in

(Acts 1915, Extra. Sess.,

directly, against him.

58-119. Sheriff to furnish

names

of persons

1

21

directly or in-

p. 85.;

who have

paid Federal tax

duty of prosecuting attorney to prosecute or
When a sheriff shall obtain from the internal revenue collector a list of persons who have paid United States
to prosecuting attorney;

bring injunction proceedings.

—

special tax as a wholesale or retail liquor or malt dealer, or as a brewer,

or have qualified under the laws of the United States to be a rectifier or

county, he shall promptly furnish the solicitor
general or other prosecuting officer who prosecutes criminal cases in the
distiller of spirits in his

county on behalf of the State, with said list, or a copy, and it shall thereupon be the duty of such solicitor or other prosecuting attorney so notified to take active steps to secure the conviction of such persons and the
prevention of a continued violation of the law of the State by such person or party, and he shall proceed by injunction, or criminal prosecution,
one or both, according as his judgment dictates shall be most effective
in securing the enforcement of the law against such party or parties, if he
is willing and able to make the affidavit required by law, and if he is not,
he shall proceed by such injunction or criminal prosecution, one or both,
according as his judgment dictates shall be most effective in securing
the enforcement of the law, if any reputable citizen offers to make or
will

make

the affidavit necessary to secure the warrant, or preliminary

injunction, in

which case he

shall superintend the preparation of the

papers and the prosecution of the cause; and any solicitor general or
other prosecuting attorney or sheriff who fails to comply with the requirements of this section shall forfeit the sum of $500 to the State for
such dereliction. (Acts 1915, Extra. Sess., p. 86.)
58-120.

cutions.

Duty

—Any

of solicitor general or prosecuting attorney as to prosesolicitor

county whose duty
State

it

may commence

general or other prosecuting attorney in the
is

to prosecute criminal cases

prosecution on his

own

affidavit

on behalf of the
against any party

violating any provision of any law of this State for the suppression of

the evils of intemperance, and

duty of every such solicitor
general upon receiving information giving him probable cause to believe
that there has been a violation of any statute upon the subject named,
to lay the matter before the grand jury or to institute a criminal prosecution against said party by affidavit before a court or judge of competent
jurisdiction, if he is willing and able to make such affidavit for the institution of a criminal prosecution, or if he is not, he must superintend
the preparation of the papers and the institution of the prosecution, if
any citizen is willing to make an affidavit for the institution of a criminal prosecution against any party for such violation, provided the solicitor

is

of the opinion

it

upon the

shall be the

facts at

hand that there

ground to believe that a conviction ought to be had.

is

reasonable

Sheriffs are charged

with the duty of being on the alert for violations of any of such statutes
and cooperating with the solicitors and prosecuting attorneys in bringing violators to justice. (Acts 1915, Extra. Sess., p. S6.)
58-121. Evidence,

competency

or for abatement of nuisance.

of, in

—In

all

prosecutions for violation of law
prosecutions against any persons

I
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keeping or having or otherwise disposing of prohibited liquors and beverages or for any one of the
said acts, it shall be competent for the State to give in evidence the fact
that the beverage which the evidence may tend to show the defendant
had manufactured, sold, bartered, exchanged, furnished, given away or
otherwise disposed of, possessed or possesses the same color, odor and
general appearance, or the same taste, color and general appearance of
a prohibited liquor or beverage, such as whiskey, rum, gin, ale, porter,
beer and other prohibited liquor or beverage and the fact that the beverage in question is of the same color, odor and general appearance, or
same taste, color and general appearance as beer, shall constitute prima
facie evidence that the beverage is beer, or a malt liquor or a substitute;
and the like rule of evidence shall apply in respect to whiskey and the
other beverages named, and in the event the defendant claims the beverage in question is not within the inhibition of the statute when it possesses the same color, odor and general appearance, or the same taste,
color and general appearance as a prohibited liquor or beverage, such
as whiskey, beer or other beverages named, the burden of proof shall
be upon him to establish to the reasonable satisfaction of the judge,
court or jury trying the case, that the beverage in question is not within
the inhibition of the said statute, and that it is a beverage not prohibited
by the said statute to be manufactured, sold, offered for sale, or otherwise disposed of. The same rule of evidence shall be applicable in all
cases for the abatement of liquor nuisances, and in all prosecutions for
violations of statutes for the suppression of the evils of intemperance
when it becomes necessary to determine whether the liquor or beverage
is a prohibited liquor or beverage. (Acts 1915, Extra. Sess., p. 87.)
for manufacturing, selling-, offering for sale,

58-122. Property right in prohibited liquors denied; contraband articles

;

forfeiture.

— No property rights of any kind shall exist

in said pro-

and beverages, or in the vessels kept or used for the purpose of violating any provision of this law or any law for the promotion
of temperance or for the suppression of the evils of intemperance; nor in
any such liquors when received, possessed or stored at any forbidden
place or anywhere in a quantity forbidden by law, or when kept, stored
or deposited in any place in this State for the purpose of sale or unlawful
disposition or unlawful furnishing or distribution; and in all such cases
the liquors and beverages, and the vessels and receptacles in which such
liquors are contained, and the property herein named, kept or used for
the purpose of violating the law as aforesaid, are hereby declared to be
contraband and are to be forfeited to the State when seized, and may be
ordered and condemned to be destroyed after seizure by order of the
court that has acquired jurisdiction over the same, or by order of the
judge or court after conviction when such liquors and such property
named have been seized for use as evidence. (Acts 1915, Extra. Sess.,
hibited liquors

p. 88.)

Cross-reference.
§

— Articles

used in manufacturing liquor are contraband, see

58-207.

58-123. Penalty for violation of this Chapter.

—Any

violation of

any

provision of this Chapter shall be a misdemeanor. (Acts 1915, Extra.
Sess., p. 89.)
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CHAPTER

§58-203

MANUFACTURE OR TRANSPORTATION.

58-2.

Sec.

Sec.

Unlawful to carry,

58-201.

receive,
possess specified liquors.

58-202.

Prima

58-203.

Carriage

or

58-206.

Distilling or

making

58-207.

Contraband

articles;

facie case of guilt.

of wine
mental purposes.

for

Du

priest, minister, etc.
tion.

seizure;

destruction; sale.
sacraof
t y

Apphca-

58-208.

Costs

on conviction; addition

to officer arresting, etc.

58-209.

Custody of wine.
Testimony, no exemption from

58-204.

58-205.

liquors.

Permitting possession, etc., of
apparatus for distilling or
making liquors; prima facie
evidence; burden of proof.

giving.

—

Unlawful to carry, receive, or possess specified liquors. It
shall be unlawful for any common carrier, corporation, firm or individual to transport, ship or carry, by any means whatsoever, with or
without hire, or cause the same to be done, from any point without this
State to any point within this State, or from place to place within this
State, whether intended for personal use or otherwise, any spirituous,
vinous, malted, fermented or intoxicating liquors, or any of the prohibited liquors or beverages denned in section 58-101, or any alcoholic
compound or malt or liquor whether intended for beverage purposes or
not, but which can be diluted, and when so diluted may be used as a
beverage and will produce intoxication. It shall be unlawful for any
corporation, firm, or individual to receive from any common carrier,
corporation, firm, or individual, or to have, control or possess any of
said enumerated liquors or beverages whether intended for personal use
58-201.

or otherwise, save as

is

hereinafter excepted. (Acts 1917, Extra. Sess.,

PP. 7, 8.)

—

Cross-reference. Penalty for violation of this Chapter
agent, see § 58-409.

58-202.

Prima

facie case of guilt.

or private, his, her or
ing, or transporting

its

—Upon the

by common

trial of

any

carrier or

carrier, public

agents, charged with transporting, or deliver-

and delivering liquors

in violation of law, proof of

the fact of the transportation or delivery, or both as the case
shall be sufficient to

make

may

be,

a prima facie case of guilt. (Acts 1917, Extra.

Sess., p. 15.)

wine for sacramental purposes. Duty of priest,
minister, etc. Application. Any common carrier may, with or without
hire, transport, ship or carry from any point without this State to any
point within this State wine which is to be used for sacramental pur58-203. Carriage of

—

poses or in the observance of the Lord's Supper, only,

when

the pack-

marked and branded showing the contents, the quantity
and the purpose for which it is to be used, and under the following conage

is

ditions

plainly

:

It shall

be the duty of the ordained minister, priest in actual

charge of a church or religious order, or head of the official board of any
church or religious order, who may desire a permit to have shipped, and

wine for sacramental purposes only, to apply to the
ordinary of the county in which the church or religious order is located
for permission to receive said wine, which said application shall be in
the following form:
to receive, such

.

I

1562
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GEORGIA,

County.
(giving

I,

name and

official

connection)

(here state quantity)
apply for the right to receive
of wine which is to be used for sacramental purposes only in
(here give name of church).

day of

This the

,

19

.

.

.

Applicant.

The above
day

application

is

approved and granted by

of

,

me

this the

19
,

Ordinary.

This application shall be made in triplicate and the ordinary shall retain in his office one of said applications; one of said applications shall
be forwarded with the order for such wines, and it shall be the duty of
the party shipping said w ine at the time of presenting the same for shipr

ment

to present said application to the

common

carrier,

who shall
Upon said

trans-

applimit said application with the shipment of such wines.
ordinary
aforesaid
the
same
shall
issued
being
presented
the
be
cation
to
and approved by him, for which service he shall receive the sum of 25

by the applicant, and when so issued and approved, the
same may be presented to any common carrier, and will authorize said
common carrier to deliver, and said applicant to receive, the stated quantity of wine for the purposes therein specified.
cents, to be paid

common

on the back of said application the
date of delivery and quantity of wine so delivered on said application,
and no further deliveries shall be made on said application. The ordinary shall enter said application in a book to be provided by the county
for that specific purpose. It shall be the duty of the applicant to return
the application to the ordinary; and upon his failure to do so he shall
be guilty of a. misdemeanor. (Acts 1917, Extra. Sess., p. 13.)
Said

58-204.

carrier shall indorse

Custody

of wine.

— Said

wines when so received shall be

tained in the custody and possession of the said applicant, save

re-

when

the said wines are being administered in said sacramental service.

Only
one such application shall be made and allowed per each calendar month
to each church or congregation, and the amount so obtained thereon
shall not

exceed that required for said sacramental purposes. (Acts 1917,

Extra. Sess.,

p. 15.)

—

Testimony, no exemption from giving. No person shall be
exempt from testifying as to any offense committed by another under
the terms of this Chapter by reason of his testimony tending to criminate himself, but the testimony given by such person shall in no case
be used against him. (Acts 1917, Extra. Sess., p. 15.)
58-205.

58-206. Distilling or

who

making

liquors.

— Any person, firm or corporation

manufacture or make any alcoholic, spirituous, vinous,
malted or mixed liquors or beverages, any part of which is alcoholic,
shall be guilty of a felony and upon conviction therefor be punished by
confinement and labor in the penitentiary for not less than one year nor
longer than five years. (Acts 1917, Extra. Sess p. 18.)
shall distill,

,

:
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Contraband

§58-207

articles; seizure; destruction; sale.

— All apparatus

or appliances which shall be used for the purpose of distilling or
facturing-

any

manu-

alcoholic, spirituous, vinous or malt liquors or bcv<

are hereby declared to be contraband, and no corporation, firm or indi-

vidual shall have any property right in or to the same, and when*
said apparatus or appliances so used or about to be used for the pur;.
of manufacturing, using, holding or containing

any

of the liquors or

beverages specified in this law shall be found or discovered by any
sheriff, deputy sheriff or other executing officer of this State the same
shall be summarily destroyed and rendered useless by him without any
formal order of the court. All vehicles and conveyances of every kind
and description which are used on any of the public roads or private ways
and all boats and vessels of every kind and description which are u
in any of the waters of this State in conveying any liquors or beverages,
the sale or possession of which is prohibited by law, shall be seized by
any sheriff or other arresting officer who shall report the same, within
10 days after said seizure, to the solicitor of the county, city or superior
court having jurisdiction in the county where the seizure was made,
whose duty it shall be within 10 days from the time he receives said
notice to institute' condemnation proceedings in said court by petition,
a copy of which shall be served upon the owner or lessee, if known, and
if the owner or lessee is unknown notice of such proceeding shall be published once a week for two weeks in the newspaper in which the sheriff's
advertisements are published. If no defense shall be filed within 30
days from the filing of the petition judgment by default shall be entered
by the court at chambers, otherwise the case shall proceed as other civil
cases in said court. Should it appear upon the trial of the case that said
vehicle, conveyance, boat or vessel was so used with the knowledge of
the owner or lessee the same shall be sold by order of the court after
such advertisement as the court may direct. The proceeds arising from
said sale shall be applied as follows
(a)

To

the

payment

of the expenses in said case, including the ex-

penses incurred in the seizure.
(b) One-third of the remainder to the officer

furnishing the proof:

making the

Provided, that should such officer

seizure and

fail

or refuse

to report such seizure to the proper prosecuting officer within 10 days

from the date thereof he shall not be entitled to any of the proceeds of
such sale, and any citizen of this State having knowledge of the facts
may report said seizure at the end of said period of 10 days, upon the
failure of the officer making the seizure to do so, to the proper prosecuting officer, whose duty it shall be to proceed as hereinbefore directed,
and all the proceeds of said sale, in case of the failure of the officer making the seizure to report the same, to which said officer would otherwise
have been entitled shall inure to the public school fund of the county
in which such seizure was made.

To the payment
now allowed by law

(c)

as

(d)

The remainder,

of the costs of the court

which

shall be the

same

in cases of forfeiture of recognizance.
if

any, shall be paid into the county treasury to

be held as a separate fund to be paid out under order of the court as
insolvent costs in other cases arising from the violation of any of the

8 58 2
£

8

•

provisions of this law

:
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Provided, that in any county in which any of

the officers of either the county, city or superior courts are

now on

a

salary, or hereafter placed on a salary, such remainder of the funds appli-

cable to the

payment

of insolvent costs of

be retained in the general fund
county. (Acts 1917, Extra. Sess.,
Cross-references.

— Offenses

ors, see §§ 20-5001, 26-5501.

of,

such

officer or officers shall

and become the property

of

such

p. 16; 1924, p. 198.)

against public justice or public peace as misdemean-

Other contraband, see

§

58-122.

—

on conviction; addition to officer arresting, etc. Whenever any person shall be arrested and convicted for the offense of using
any of the apparatus or appliances referred to in the preceding section
in the distilling or manufacturing of any of the liquors or beverages
58-208. Costs

specified in section 58-201, there shall be taxed in addition to the costs

already provided by law and as a part of the costs in such cases the sum
of $25, which sum shall be paid over to the officer making said arrest and

procuring the evidence resulting in conviction of said accused. (Acts
1917, Extra. Sess, p. 18.)
58-209. Permitting possession, etc., of apparatus for distilling or

ing liquors; prima facie evidence; burden of proof.

mak-

—

It shall be unlawful
knowingly
permit or allow any
for any corporation, firm or individual to
locate
premises
any
on his
apparatus for the
one to have or possess or
manufacturing
liquors
beverages
of
the
and
specified in secdistilling or
tion 58-201. When any such apparatus is found or discovered upon said
premises the same shall be prima facie evidence that the person in actual
possession had knowledge of the existence of the same, and upon conviction therefor, shall be punished as for a misdemeanor, the burden of
proof in all cases being upon the person in actual possession to show the
want of knowledge of the existence of such apparatus on his premises.

(Acts 1917, Extra. Sess,

CHAPTER

p. 18.)

ADVERTISING AND SOLICITING ORDERS.

58-3.

Sec.

Sec.

de-

58-303.

and taking of orders

58-304.

58-301.

Advertising

58-302.

Soliciting

in

all

forms

clared unlawful.

unlawful.

58-301. Advertising in all

Injunction against continuing
act; ev idenc e> Practice, and
procedure.
Contracting to sell, taking orders for, or soliciting.

forms declared unlawful.

—

It shall

be a mis-

demeanor:
1.

To

upon any vehicle of transportation or at any public
or upon any sign or bill board, or upon any circulars,

advertise

place or resort,

newspapers, periodicals or otherwise alcoholic, spirituous, vinous or malt liquors and beverages, or any of them, or any
posters, price

lists,

liquors and beverages prohibited

by the laws of Georgia to be manu-

factured and sold in this State, or to advertise the manufacture, sale,

keeping for sale or furnishing any of them, or the person from whom
or firm or corporation from which, or place where, or the price of which,
or the method by which the whole or any of them may be obtained.

—
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2.

To

§

circulate or publish, sell or offer for sale

58-304

any newspaper,

peri-

which an advertisement in
this section specified shall appear, or for any owner or occupant to per*
mit any sign or bill board containing- such advertisement to remain u%
his premises, or to circulate any price lists, order blanks or other matter
for the purpose of inducing or securing orders for such liquors and b<
erages or any of them no matter where located. (Acts 1915, Extra. Se
odical or other written or printed matter in

p. 105.)

58-302. Soliciting

meanor

and taking

of orders unlawful.

It shall

be a misde-

any person to solicit or receive any order for said liqu
and beverages mentioned in section 58-101 or any of them in any quantity to be shipped into this State, or to be, shipped from one point in this
State to another point in this State, and the taking or solicitation of such
orders within the inhibition of this section shall alsd be a misdemeanor,
although the orders are subject to approval by some other person, and
no part of the price is paid nor any part of the goods delivered when the
for

order was taken. (Acts 1915, Extra. Sess.,

p. 106.)

58-303. Injunction against continuing act; evidence, practice,

cedure.

—When and where any violation of any

and pro-

of the provisions of sec-

tion 58-301 or 58-302 shall have occurred, the continuation or repetition
of the unlawful thing or act or

any

of like kind,

by the offending person,

may

be prevented by a writ of injunction issued out
of the superior court upon a bill filed by the Attorney General, or by any
solicitor general of the circuit or by any citizen or citizens of the county
firm or corporation,

which the offense has been committed, and all rules of evidence, practice and procedure that pertain to equity generally in this State may be
invoked and applied in the cause as well as the granting of preliminary
injunctions all persons, whether agents, servants or officers of corporations or agents or servants of any individual, aiding or abetting in the
commission of the offense, may be made parties defendant to such suits.
in

;

(Acts 1915, Extra. Sess.,

—

p. 107.)

58-304. (434 P. C.) Contracting to sell, taking orders for, or soliciting.

any person shall contract to sell, take orders for, or solicit, personally or by agent, the sale of spirituous, malt, or intoxicating liquors
in any county, he shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1893, p. 115;
If

1897, p. 39.)

CHAPTER

58-4.

Sec.

Sec.
58-401.

58-402.

Transporting- and receiving;
permit; oath; certificate; false
statement.

Ordinary's

duty;

penalty

Entry of application on record;
fee; public inspection.

58-404.

Return of indorsed application.

co ai\c
58-405.

rs
u £for £false oath.
.u
Penalty

58-406.

Penalty for false

58-407.

Penalty for nonreturn of appli-

58-408.

Penalty for permitting forbidden use of alcohol.
Carrier and agents subject to

cation.

for

violation of section.
58-403.

PURE ALCOHOL.

58-409.

penalty.
^

„

58-410.

58 " 411

-

58-412.

Forged application; penalty.
denatured alcohol
Dispensing alcohol by drug-

i

character.

gists;

formulas; prescription

of physician.

certificate of

58-413.

Misdemeanor by

dealer.

.

:
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and receiving; permit; oath;

— Any common carrier may

certificate;

transport, ship or carry from

false

any

point without this State to any point within this State, pure alcohol to

be received only by any practicing- physician who is the sole proprietor
of a drug store, licensed drug-gists, pharmacists, manufacturers, chartered colleges, chartered hospitals, or State institutions, and to be used
only for medicinal, mechanical and scientific purposes not contravening
in

any way the prohibition laws

ditions

Any

:

under the following conthe sole proprietor of a drug

of this State,

who

practicing physician

is

any licensed druggist, pharmacist, manufacturer, chartered college, chartered hospital, or State institution, desiring to have shipped and
to receive pure alcohol for said purpose within this State shall make
sworn application to the ordinary of the county of his residence for a
store, or

permit to receive said alcohol, upon the certificate of two responsible
citizens of said county as to his good moral character in the following

form

GEORGIA,

County.

(naming applicant) applies for right to receive
gallons of pure alcohol, which is to be used for the
following scientific, mechanical or medicinal purposes only,
(state purposes for

plicant

is

The business

which intended).

(state business or occupation).

that of

(Name
Personally comes

who
the

or occupation of ap-

of party

,

making

application.)

the above stated applicant,

being duly sworn says that the facts herein set forth are true. This
Ordinary,
day of
19 ...
.

,

County, Georgia.

We,

County,
.the above

citizens of

State of Georgia, do hereby certify that

named
and

is

pation

applicant
of

is

personally

good moral character, and

named

in the

The above
of

to us as a citizen of this county,

is

engaged

above stated application.
,

day

known

application

is

in the business or occu-

This the

day of

19....

approved and granted by

me on

i

this the.

.

.

,19....

Ordinary,

County, Georgia.

This application shall be presented in duplicate, the ordinary to retain
one copy in his office. When said application is presented to the ordinary
aforesaid he shall issue and approve the same, and when so issued and
approved it will authorize said applicant to present the same to any common carrier, and will authorize said common carrier to deliver to said
applicant and the said applicant to receive the quantity of pure alcohol
therein specified. Said common carrier is hereby required to endorse on
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§58-407

the back of said application the date of delivery and the quantity of

Whereupon

alcohol so delivered on said application.

said application

shall cease to be authority for the delivery or receiving of

any

fur

4

quantity of alcohol on said certificate, and no other or further certificate
shall be issued to said applicant until he shall have made a sworn state-

showing in what manner and
alcohol has been used, and the names of parties

ment
said

to the ordinary

what purpc

for
to

whom

sold.

If

any person under the provisions of this section shall make a false statement of the use made of said alcohol, he shall, on conviction thereof, be
punished as for a misdemeanor, and on conviction for the second offense
be forever denied the right to receive any further shipments of alcohol.
(Acts 1917, Extra. Sess.,
Cross-references.

upon conviction

p. 9.)

— Denatured

alcohol not forbidden, see

of second offense, see

§

§

Punishment

58-411.

27-2511.

58-402. Ordinary's duty; penalty for violation of section.

nary shall issue any such application or certificate as
prescribed to any corporation, firm or individual,

— No

is in this

when

ordi-

Chapter

he. knows or has

probable cause to suspect that the party aforesaid is not setting forth
the truth in the same, and every ordinary violating this provision shall

upon conviction therefor be punished as

for a

misdemeanor. (Acts 1917,

Extra. Sess., p. 11.)
58-403.

Entry

of application

on record;

fee; public inspection.

— Said

ordinary shall enter said application in a book to be provided by the

county for that

specific purpose, for

fee of 50 cents to be paid

which service he

shall receive a

by the applicant.

open to public inspection during

office

Said record shall always be
hours. (Acts 1917, Extra. Sess.,

p. ii.)

58-404.

Return of indorsed application.

—

be the duty of said

It shall

same has been indorsed
required by section 58-401, to the

applicant to return said application, after the

by said transportation company as

is

ordinary issuing the same. (Acts 1917, Extra. Sess.,
58-405. Penalty for false oath.

—Any

p. 11.)

applicant knowingly

making

a

false oath to said application described in section 58-401 shall

be guilty
of the offense of false swearing and upon conviction therefor shall be
punished as is prescribed in section 26-4004. (Acts 1917, Extra. Sess.,
p. ii.)

58-406. Penalty for false certificate of character.

—Any

person know-

ingly and falsely signing the certificate of good character, as specified
in section 58-401, shall

upon conviction therefor be punished as

misdemeanor. (Acts 1917, Extra.

for a

Sess., p. 12.)

58-407. Penalty for nonreturn of application.

—Any

to return said application to the ordinary issuing the

applicant failing

same within

five

days from receipt of shipment made in accordance therewith, unless the
same should be lost, destroyed or mislaid (to be shown by affidavit), as
is

provided in section 58-404, shall be denied

and upon conviction therefor
(Acts 1917, Extra. Sess.,

shall be

p. 12.)

all

further applications,

punished as for a misdemeanor.

§
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58-408. Penalty for permitting forbidden use of alcohol.

—

be

It shall

unlawful for any person receiving alcohol under the provisions of this
Chapter to use or permit the use of any portion of said pure alcohol so
received, for any purpose other than those specified in said application.

Any

corporation, firm or individual violating the provisions of this sec-

misdemeanor, and shall forfeit his license to
profession or to do a like business within this State. (Acts

tion shall be guilty of a

practice his

1917, Extra. Sess., p. 12.)

58-409. Carrier

and agents subject to penalty.

—Any

common

carrier

delivering any such alcohol to any corporation, firm or individual

upon

knowing the same to be such, or without
such application having been made as herein provided and without the
package being plainly marked showing its contents, shall be guilty of a
a false or forged application,

Any agent, or official, or employee of said corporation,
individual who shall violate any of the provisions of this Chap-

misdemeanor.
firm or

ter shall

be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1917, Extra. Sess.,

58-410.

Forged application; penalty.

—Any person who

p. 12.)

shall forge, or

use a forged application as herein prescribed, shall be guilty of a mis-

demeanor. (Acts 1917, Extra.

Denatured alcohol.

Sess., p. 13.)

—Nothing

Chapter shall affect or
limit the shipping or receiving of denatured alcohol which cannot be
used for beverage purposes, and which can be used only for scientific or
mechanical purposes. (Acts 1917, Extra. Sess., p. 16.)
58-411.

in this

—

Cross-references. Dispensing alcohol by druggists; formulas; prescription of
physician, see § 58-412. Denatured ethyl alcohol, see § 58-508.

58-412. Dispensing alcohol

physician.

—The

retail

by druggists; formulas; prescription

druggists shall be allowed to

sell

or dispense

of

any

such alcohol only in one of the following methods, to wit:
(a)

By

denaturing or medicating such alcohol in accordance with

first

one of the following formulas: (1) carbolic acid 1 part, alcohol 99 parts;
(2) formaldehyde 1 part, alcohol 250 parts; (3) bichloride of mercury
1

part, alcohol 2,000 parts

chloric acid 60

c.

;

(4) bichloride of

c, alcohol 640

c.

mercury

c, water 300

c. c.

;

0.8

gram, hydro-

(5) bichloride of

mercury 11/2 grains, hydrochloric acid 2 drams, alcohol 4 ounces; (6)
formaldehyde 2 parts; glycerine 2 parts, alcohol 96 parts; (7) carbolic
ounce, foracid 1 dram, tannic acid 1 dram, alcohol 1 pint; (8) alum
maldehyde 2 drams, camphor 1 ounce, alcohol and water, each 1 pint;

%

(9) liquor cruolis

(b)

By

compound (U.

S. B.), 10

c, alcohol 1,000

c. c.

dispensing same upon a physician's prescription which so

medicates such alcohol as to render
erage.

c.

When

it

absolutely unfit for use as a bev-

dispensed in prescriptions the druggist will be held abso-

lutely responsible as to the sufficiency of the medication.

(Acts 1919,

p. 124.)

—

Misdemeanor by dealer. Any dealer who shall order, purchase,
receive or dispense any shipment of alcohol otherwise than in this law
58-413.

provided shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1919,

p. 124.)
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CHAPTER

58-5.

r

58

02
„

ETHYL ALCOHOL.
Sec.

Sec.

Manufacture permitted, when.
Statement by person, firm, etc.,
desiring to manufacture ethyl

58 501.
58-502.

58-505.

Sale and transportation.

58 506.

Inspection of plant.
Failure to comply with provisions
f this Chapter, effect
"Denatured alcohol" defined.

58-507.

alcohol.
58-503.

58-504.

Unauthorized use of equipment.
Manufacture as beverage pro-

58-508.

hibited.

—

Manufacture permitted, when. It shall be lawful for any person, firm or corporation to manufacture in this State ethyl alcohol from
sawdust, chips, slabs or any other wood substances, or material or materials produced therefrom, or from waste material of any kind, or from
58-501.

molasses, with the aid of such fermenting materials or boosters as

such alcohol from any or

assist in the production of

all

may

such materials,

subject to the conditions and restrictions hereinafter set out. (Acts 1925,
pp. 297, 298.)
58-502. Statement
alcohol.

by person,

firm, etc., desiring to

manufacture ethyl

— Before

any person, firm or corporation shall be authorized to
the manufacture of ethyl alcohol as provided in section 58-501,

engage in
such person, firm or corporation shall file with the ordinary of the county
in which the plant for the manufacture of such alcohol is to be located a
statement giving the following information:

The name and address of the applicant, if an individual; and if a
firm, the names of all members thereof with the addresses of the firm
and of the individual members and if a corporation, with the name of
1.

;

the president or other chief executive officer and his address.
2.

The name and address

of the person

who

is

to be in charge of the

proposed plant as manager or superintendent.
3.

A

tracing or blue print showing the location and layout from and

equipment to finished and/or stored alcohol
the proposed plant, with the dimensions shown thereon.

including fermentation

equipment

of

Such application shall be verified by the affidavit of the applicant if
an individual, or by a member if the applicant is a firm, or by an executive officer

if

the applicant

is

a corporation.

The

affidavit shall also con-

tain the declaration that the applicant does solemnly promise that the

terms, conditions and restrictions placed upon the manufacture of ethyl
alcohol in this Chapter shall be faithfully kept and observed

by the ap-

plicant in the operation of the proposed plant.

Upon the filing of such statement the applicant shall pay the ordinary
the sum of $5.00 as his fee for filing such statement, and thereupon shall
be authorized to proceed with the construction of such plant in accordance with the plans shown in the statement so filed.
If during the course of construction or after completion the applicant
should make alterations in or additions to the plant as shown by the

tracing or blue print so filed with the application, a supplemental state-

ment accompanied by

showing such alterations
or additions shall be filed in the same manner and with a similar affidavit.
If there should be a change of the person in charge of such plant as
manager or superintendent, or a change in the ownership thereof, the
a tracing or blue print

§
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supplemental statement showing such
change, verified as aforesaid. The ordinary shall be paid a fee of $1 for
filing each supplemental statement.

A

of the plant shall

file

copy of the statement so

a

filed, certified

as exemplifications

from the

court of ordinary are required to be certified, shall be admissible in evi-

dence either for or against the applicant or owner in any court proceeding in which the matter appearing- in such statement would be relevant
and material evidence. (Acts 1925, p. 298.)

—

Unauthorized use of equipment. It shall not be lawful for
any equipment to be used in the manufacture of ethyl alcohol unless such
equipment is shown on the statement or supplements thereto on file
with the ordinary of the county in which it is located, as provided in the
preceding section nor shall it be lawful for any such equipment shown
on the statement to be used for any purpose in connection with the
manufacture, storage or handling of such alcohol, except for the purpose designated on the statement or supplements thereto. No unauthorized use of any such equipment shall fall within the operation of
this Chapter, but shall be governed by the existing laws of this State
prohibiting such use, and the owner or owners thereof, and any other
person or persons guilty of making such use shall be subject to the pen58-503.

;

alties fixed

by existing laws. (Acts

1925, p. 299.)

—

Manufacture as beverage prohibited. No ethyl alcohol shall
be manufactured under the provisions of this Chapter to be used either
within or without this State as a beverage. (Acts 1925, p. 300.)
58-504.

—

and transportation. Ethyl alcohol manufactured under
the terms of this Chapter may be sold by the manufacturer in Georgia,
and may be transported to points within the State, in the same manner
and to the same extent and for the same purposes that such alcohol lawfully may be purchased outside of the State and brought into the State
under the laws of the United States governing such matters, and the
rules and regulations prescribed by the department of the United States
Government having at the time jurisdiction and control thereof. All
such alcohol manufactured under the terms of this Chapter not sold and
transported within the State shall be handled and kept from the date of
its manufacture until denatured, or until delivered to some common carrier for shipment without the State, and shall be handled and transported by the common carrier to whom delivered, in accordance with the
laws of the United States governing such matters, and the rules and regulations prescribed by the department of the United States Government
having at the time jurisdiction and control thereof. (Acts 1925, p. 300.)
58-505. Sale

58-506. Inspection of plant.

— Any plant operating under the provisions

Chapter shall, subject to the laws and/or regulations of the
United States, be open to the inspection of the sheriff, or any deputy
sheriff, or any committee of the grand jury, or any person designated by
the grand jury, or the solicitor of any city or county court, of the county
in which the plant is located, or of the solicitor general of the circuit in
which such county is located, or any person or persons designated by
him, or of any State, United States, county or municipal prohibition enof this
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forcemcnt officer within whose jurisdiction the plant is located, at any
and all reasonable hours, without a search warrant or other legal p
or authority, providing" such person or persons, officer, repr
t
and/or committee shall tender credentials duly identifying him
and/or such committee. (Acts 1925, p. 300.;
58-507. Failure to

comply with provisions

of this Chapter, effect.

— In

order for the manufacture and handling of ethyl alcohol within this State
to be lawful the manufacturer thereof must comply with the terms and
1

provisions set out in sections 58-501 to 58-506, inclusive.

comply with

all

A

failure to

or any such provisions will operate to remove such

manufacture and handling of ethyl alcohol from the protection afforded
by this Chapter, and in that event the existing prohibition laws of Georgia against the manufacture, sale, transportation, handling, storage and
being in possession of intoxicating liquors and beverages shall apply with
full force and effect to any person, firm or corporation undertaking or
claiming and purporting to operate under the terms of this Chapter, and
to all agents and employees of such person, firm or corporation. (Acts
1925, p. 301.)

—

"Denatured alcohol" defined. "Denatured alcohol" as used in
this Chapter shall mean ethyl alcohol denatured in accordance with the
rules and regulations prescribed by the department of the United States
Government having at the time jurisdiction and control of such matters.
58-508.

(Acts 1925,

p. 301.)

CHAPTER

58-6.

MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS.

Sec.

Sec.
etc., of liquors near the
State Hospital.

58-601.

Offering to sell liquor within
three miles of a church.

58-607.

Sale,

58-602.

Carrying liquor to Sunday or
day schools.

58-608.

Drunkenness in public places;
power of municipal corpora-

58-603.

Liquors not to be carried to
places of divine worship.

58-604.

Unlawful to be intoxicated at

tions to legislate; "public
street or highway" defined.

58-609.

places for divine worship.
58-605.

58-606.

of liquor at place for divine worship.

58-601. (435 P. C.)

church.

physicians.

Use

Exceptions to provisions
preceding sections.

Giving or furnishing liquor on
election day; exception as to

58-610.

Definition of primary.

58-611.

Furnishing liquor to habitual
drunkard.
Furnishing liquor to minors.

of

Offering to

58-612.

sell

—Any person who shall offer to

liquor within three miles of a
sell

any spirituous,

alcoholic, or

malt liquors, in any quantities, within a radius of three miles of any
church or public or private schoolhouse, shall be guilty of a misde-

meanor. (Acts 1890-1, pp.

132, 133.)

58-602. (436 P. C.) Carrying liquor to

person

who

Sunday or day

schools.

—Any

shall carry intoxicating liquor, except for medicinal purposes,

any place where people are assembled for Sunday school, or for a Sunday school celebration, or day school celebration, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1880-1, p. 152.)

to

—
§

Intoxicating Liquors.

rS-r^
58-603.

worship.

(413. 438 P. C.)
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Liquors not to be carried to places of divine

— Any person who shall carry to a church, or other place where

the people have assembled for divine worship, any liquor or intoxicating
drink, or shall keep or have in his possession, custody, or control any
intoxicating liquor at such place, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
section shall apply to

all

societies,

Masonic, or by whatever name they

whether

may

be

social,

called.

This

charitable, secret,

(Acts 1855-6,

p.

272;

1890-1, p. 129.)

(439 P. C.) Unlawful to be intoxicated at places for divine worAny person who shall be and appear at any church, or other place

5S-604.
ship.

—

any manner under the influence of
intoxicating liquors, while the people are assembled for the purpose of
engaging in any religious services, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
of divine worship, intoxicated or in

(Acts 1890-1,
58-605.

p. 129.)

(440 P. C.)

who

Use

of liquor at place for divine worship.

—Any

any manner use any intoxicating liquor
at any church or other place of divine worship, where the people are
assembled for the purpose of engaging in any religious services shall
be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1890-1, p. 129.)
person

58-606.

Nothing

shall drink or in

(441 P. C.) Exceptions to provisions of preceding sections.

preceding sections shall prevent the use of intoxicating
liquor at such place in case of accident or misfortune, nor prohibit practicing physicians and surgeons from carrying and using such liquor as they
may deem necessary in their regular practice, nor prohibit the proper
in the

from carrying to, and ministers of the gospel using at, such place
such wines as they may wish for sacramental purposes. (Acts 1890-1,
officers

p. 129.)

58-607.

(437 P. C.) Sale,

who

etc.,

of liquors near the State Hospital.

—Any

expose for sale, or sell, barter, or give away alcoholic,
vinous, or fermented liquors of any kind, within a distance of two miles
from the Milledgeville State Hospital buildings, or who shall sell, barter
or give away such liquors to any patient or lawful inmate of said Hosperson

pital,

shall

or to any employee in the service of that institution, shall be pun-

ished as for a misdemeanor.

This section shall apply only to the country

outside of the corporate limits of the city of Milledgeville. (Acts 1874,
p.

92; 1875,
58-608.

p. 328.)

(442 P. C.) Drunkenness in public places;

power

of municipal

corporations to legislate; "public street or highway" defined.

who

—Any per-

be and appear in an intoxicated condition on any public
street or highway, or within the curtilage of any private residence not
in the exclusive possession of the person or persons so intoxicated, or
upon any steamboat engaged at the time in carrying passengers, or upon
any railway passenger train, or at or on any fair grounds, ball grounds,
show grounds, park, or at any other place of public gathering or assembly, which said drunkenness or intoxication may be caused by the excessive use of intoxicating wines, beers, liquors, or opiates, and must be
made manifest by boisterousness, or by indecent condition or acting, or
by vulgar, profane or unbecoming language, or loud and violent disson

shall

2
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1

course of the person or persons so intoxicated or drunken, shall be guilty
This section shall not he construed to affect the powof a misdemeanor.
ers delegated to municipal corporations to pass laws to punish drunken-

ness or disorderly conduct within their corporate limits.

r
J

,rds

I

"public street or highway" used in this section are intended to include

be construed to mean any public or private street, road or
private way generally used and traveled by the public or by the community where said street, road or private way is located. (Acts 1905,

and

p.

shall

14; 1912, p. 78.)

— Drunkenness

Cross-reference.

no excuse for crime, see

§

26-403.

Giving or furnishing liquor on election day;
exception as to physicians. Any person who shall give or furnish spirituous, intoxicating, or malt liquors to any person, in any quantity,
within two miles of any election precinct, on days of election, either
State, county, municipal, or primary elections, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. This section does not prevent prescriptions by physicians,
when made as prescribed by law. (Acts 1869, pp. 145, 146; 1878-9, p. 29;
58-609. (445, 446 P. C.)

—

1884-5, p. 123; 1887, p. 42.)
Cross-reference.

—For

similar

provision,

see

Const.,

Art.

II,

Sec.

V, Par.

I

(§ 2-1001).

58-610. (447 P. C.)

construed to

mean

or candidates for

Definition of primary.

elections

by

—Primary elections shall be

ballot for the nomination of a candidate

opposed to nominations by conventions, to
run at subsequent elections to be held under the laws of this State, for
State, county or municipal offices. (Acts 1887, p. 42.)
Cross-reference.

office, as

—Primary elections,

see Title 34, Elections, Chapter 34-32.

58-611. (443 P. C.) Furnishing liquor to habitual drunkard.

who

—Any per-

any spirituous, malt, or intoxicating liquors in any
quantity to an habitual drunkard personally known to him, of whose
intemperate habits such person has been notified in writing, protesting
against the selling or furnishing such intoxicating liquors, by the wife,
son

shall furnish

father, mother, brother, or sister of such drunkard, shall be guilty of a

misdemeanor. (Acts 1882-3,

p. 130.)

58-612. (444 P. C.) Furnishing liquor to minors.

—Any person who, by

himself or another, shall furnish or cause to be furnished, or permit any

other person in his employ to furnish any minor spirituous or intoxicating or malt liquors, without

first

obtaining written authority from the

parent or guardian of such minor, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.

(Acts 1875,

p.

102; 1877,

Cross-reference.

minor son, see

JAILS:

§

— Parent's

p. 107.)

right of action against person furnishing liquor to

105-1205.

See Title

77,

Penal Institutions.

JEWELRY AUCTIONS:

See Title 84, Professions, Businesses, and

Trades, Chapter 84-17.

JOINT TENANCIES:

See Title 85, Property, Chapter S5-10.

Judges

JUDGES:

;

Department.
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Constitution of the State of Georgia, Chapters
Title 24, Courts.

See Title

2-40, 2-41

—Judiciary

JUDGMENTS:

2.

See Title 110, Verdict and Judgment.

JUDICIAL SALES:

See Title 39, Executions and Proceedings There-

under, Chapters 39-11 to 39-13.

JUDICIARY DEPARTMENT:

Constitution of the United
States, Chapter 1-3; Title 2, Constitution of the State of Georgia,
Chapters 2-29 to 2-48; Title 24, Courts.

See Title

1,

TITLE

59.

JURIES.

PART

I.

SELECTION OF JURORS; EXEMPTIONS.

Chap.
59-

Sec.

59-101

In general

1.

PART

GRAND JURY.

II.

Chap.

Sec.

59- 2.

In general

59-

Powers and

3.

59-201
59-301

duties in general

59- 4.

Inspection of certain institutions

59-401

59-

Transfer of investigation to grand jury in another county

59-501

Special charges to grand jury

59-601

5.

59- 6.

PART

TRAVERSE JURY.

III.

Chap.
59-

Sec.

7.

59- 8.

In general

59-701

Impaneling the jury in felony cases

59-801

PART XXX. CRIMES.
Chap.

Sec.

In general

59-99.

59-9901

CROSS-REFERENCES.
Abatement of nuisances:

See Title

Annual reports of county

officers,

Nuisances,

§

72-206.

duty of grand jury as to:

See Title

Coun-

23,

23-1202.

ties, §

Appeals to jury in justice courts:

Charge of judges:

See Title

Claims tried by petit jury:
§

72,

81,

See Title

6,

Appeal and Error, Chapter

6-4.

Pleading and Practice, Chapter 81-11.

See Title

39,

Executions and Proceedings Thereunder,

39-902.

Condemnation proceedings by State or Federal Government: See
Domain, § 36-1112.
Coroner's inquest:

See Title

21,

Title 36,

Eminent

Coroners, Chapter 21-2.

Forcible entry and detainer proceedings:

See Title

105,

105-1601

Torts,. §§

to

105-1606.

Jury

See Title 1, Constitution of the United States, §§ 1-304, 1-806, 1-807;
Constitution of the State of Georgia, §§ 2-105, 2-4501.

trials:

Title

2,

Justice's duty to report to grand jury as to
Courts, §§ 24-605, 24-9901.

Rule of superior courts:

See Title

Solicitors general taking
§ 24-2917.

money

See Title

24,

24, Courts, § 24-3339.

to influence grand jury:

See Title 27, Criminal Procedure, Chapters
and Judgment.

Verdict:
dict

books of predecessor:

See Title

24,

Courts,

27-23, 27-25; Title 110.

Ver-

50-101

TURIES.

PART

SELECTION OF JURORS; EXEMPTIONS.

I.

CHAPTER

59-1.

Sec.
59-101.

59-102.

Same;

ineligibility of

Same; oath; entry on minutes

Same; compensation of commissioners and clerk for revising jury

59-106.

lists.

Revision of jury
tion of
jurors.

lists.

and

grand

Selectraverse

Judge may order revision
jury list, when.

59-108.

59-109.

Jury boxes, how made up.
Book lists to be made.

59-110.

Jury box or

list,

how

of

supplied

Member

59 114.

Ineligibility

de-

from jury

of General Assembly
excused.

juror

of

at

next

succeeding term.

Name

of ineligible person re-

turned to box.

59-117.

Judge may adjourn court and
have jurors drawn, when.
Delinquent jurors.

59-118.

Term

59-119.

Effect of failure of court.

59-120.

Compensation

59-116.

59-121.

of service.

of

jurors

and

bailiffs.

Compensation when no grand
jury impaneled.
of jurors who appear but
are not sworn.

59-122.

Pay

59-123.

Compensation of jurors subpoenaed by ordinary.

destroyed.

59-101. (813 P. C.) Jury commissioners; appointment;
fications; terms; removal.

or

lost

supplied.

exempt

59-113.

court

59-107.

when

Persons

when

how

duty.

59-115.

as clerk of the board; oath;
59-105.

59-112.

of superior court

duties.

Precept,
stroyed,

of

court of ordinary.

Same; clerk

59-111.

members

ers.

59-104.

IN GENERAL.
Sec.

Jury commissioners: appointment; number; qualifications;
terms; removal.
of board of roads and revenues and count)' commission-

59-103.

1576

—In each county there

number;

shall be a

quali-

board of jury

commissioners, composed of six discreet persons, who are not practicing
attorneys at law nor county officers, who shall hold their appointment

and who shall be appointed by the judge of the superior
court. On the first appointment two shall be appointed for two years,
two for four years, and two for six years, and their successors shall be
appointed for six years. The judge shall have the right to remove said
commissioners at any time, in his discretion, for cause, and appoint a

for six years,

successor. (Acts 1878-9, p. 27'; 1887, p. 52; 1901, p. 43.)
59-102. (814 P. C.)

Same;

ineligibility of

members

of board of roads

—

and revenues and county commissioners. No person while serving as a
member of the board of roads and revenues or as county commissioner
shall be eligible to serve as jury commissioner, and the acts of either as
jury commissioner shall be illegal and void. (Acts 1899, p. 78.)
59-103.

(815 P. C.)

Same; oath; entry on minutes

of court of ordinary.

—Jury

commissioners, before entering on the discharge of their duties,
shall take and subscribe before the ordinary of their respective counties,
the following oath which shall be entered on the minutes of the court

"You

and impartially discharge the
duty of jury commissioners for the county of
in accordance with
the Constitution of this State, to the best of your skill and knowledge;
and the deliberations and counsel of the jury commissioners, while in
the discharge of their duties, you shall forever keep secret and inviolate,
unless called upon to give evidence thereof in some court of justice or
of ordinary, viz.:

shall

faithfully

,

;
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other legal tribunal of this State.

So help you G&&J'

(Acts 1882-3,

p. 101.)

Cross-reference.

— Punishment

for violation of oath

by jury commissioner or

clerk, see § 26-4010.

Same;

59-104. (817 P. C.)

oath; duties.

—The

clerk of superior court as clerk of the board

clerk of the superior court shall be the clerk of the

board of commissioners, and shall perform all the clerical duties required
by law. Before entering upon the performance of his duties as clerk of
said board he shall take an oath, before the ordinary, to faithfully discharge his duties as required by law, and that he will never divulge any
of the proceedings and deliberations of the jury commissioners, unl<
compelled to testify thereof in some court in this State. (Acts 1878-9,
p.

28; 1882-3, p. 101.)

and clerk
for revising jury lists. Jury commissioners shall receive $2 each day for
every day's service in revising the jury lists, to be paid from the county
treasury. The clerk of the board shall receive $3 for each day's service,
to be paid in like manner. (Acts 1878-9, p. 27; 1880-1, p. 124.)
59-105. (1138 P. C.)

Same; compensation

of commissioners

—

—

Editorial Note. This section was amended or modified by Acts 1921, p. 209,
1922, p. 132, 1925, p. 216, 1927, p. 146, 1927, p. 222, 1929, p. 182, and 1929, p. 277,
as it relates to certain counties. These amendments have not been codified because of the limitations upon the number of counties in which they apply. Some
of them probably violate Const, Art. I, Sec. IV, Par. I (§ 2-401), prohibiting the
enactment of a special law in any case for which provision has been made by an
this question, see 103/701 (30 S. E. 627)
135/269 (69
existing general law.
S. E. 182); 139/117 (76 S. E. 747); 146/576 (91 S. E. 671); 150/583 (104 S. E. 418).
The 1921 Act prescribed a fee of $10 a day for jury commissioners for revising the
jury list in counties having a population of 200,000 or more. The 1922 Act reduced
Acts 1925, p. 216, prescribed $5 a day as the compensation
this fee to $6 a day.
for each of the jury commissioners and their clerks for revising the jury list in
counties "having a population according to the United States census of 1920 of
not less than 39,837 and not more than 39,845." Acts 1927, p. 146, made the same
provision as to counties "having a population, according to the United States
census of 1920, of not less than 33,000 and not more than 33,050." Acts 1927,
p. 222, prescribed $10 a day for jury commissioners and their clerks in revising jury
lists in counties having a population according to the United States census of
1920 or any future census, of 200,000 or more. Acts 1929, p. 182, prescribed $5 a
day instead of $2 as the compensation for jury commissioners and their clerks
in counties "having a population, according to the United States census of 1920,
Acts 1929, p. 277, made the
of not less than 26,108 and not more than 26,110."
same provision as to counties "having a population according to the United States
census of 1920 of not less than 18,355 and not more than 18,365."

On

;

59-106. (816, 819 P. C.) Revision of jury

traverse jurors.

—Biennially,

or,

if

lists.

Selection of grand and

the judge of the superior court shall

on the first Monday in August, or within 30 days
thereafter, the board of jury commissioners shall revise the jury lists.

direct, triennially

The

jury commissioners shall select from the books of the tax receiver

upright and intelligent

men

to serve as jurors,

and

shall write the

names

on tickets. They shall select from these a
sufficient number, not exceeding two-fifths of the whole number, of the
most experienced, intelligent, and upright men to serve as grand jurors,
of the persons so selected

whose names they
first selected,

constitute the

shall write

upon other

tickets.

The

entire

number

including those afterwards selected as grand jurors, shall

body

of traverse jurors for the county, to be

drawn

for

by law, except that when in drawing juries a name
which has already been drawn for the same term as a grand juror shall
be drawn as a traverse juror, such name shall be returned to the box and

service as provided

§

59-107

another drawn
p. 61

:
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in its stead.

(Acts 1878-9, pp. 27, 34; 1887,

p.

31; 1892,

1899, p. 44.)

—

Editorial Note. The first paragraph of this section was codified in the Code of
1910 as § S16 P. C, in the Code^of 1S95 as § 815 P. C, and in the Code of 1882
as $ 3910(b).
It was amended by Acts 1887, p. 31: 1897, p. 40; 1899, p. 44, and
The amendments relating only to certain counties have not been
1925, p. 9S.
included in this Code. Section 3910(b) of the Code of 1882 required that the jury
list be revised biennially.
The amendment of 1887 provided that within those
counties within whose limits there is an incorporated town of 10,000 or more
inhabitants, the revision should be made annually, and that in determining the
number of inhabitants of any town the last preceding census of the United States
should be taken as the number of inhabitants. Acts 1897, p. 40, added a proviso
that such annual revision should be made when so ordered by the judge of the
superior court of said county. Acts 1899, p. 44, added next after the word "biennially" the words, "or if the judge of the superior court shall direct, triennially."
Acts 1925. p. 98, added a provision that the judges of the superior courts in the
counties of Laurens and Lincoln may, in their discretion, order the jury commissioners to revise the list annually on the first Monday in August or within 60
days thereafter. Acts 1931, p. 186, requires the jury commissioners in counties
having a population exceeding 200,000 inhabitants to revise the jury lists and to
place thereon the names of 10,000 upright and intelligent men to be selected from
the books of the tax receivers, to serve as grand jurors and traverse jurors, etc.,
and Acts 1931, p. 187, makes similar provisions as to counties "having a population according to the last United States census report of not less than 24,101 and

not more than 24,105."

—

Judge may order revision of jury list, when. On
commissioners
of any county to revise the jury list as profailure of the
vided in this Chapter, the judge of the superior court of such county,
either in term time or at chambers, shall order the revision made at such
time as he may direct. (Acts 1878-9, p. 27.)
59-107. (818 P. C.)

59-108. (820 P. C.) Jury boxes,

how made

—The

up.

jury commis-

names of grand jurors in a
box to be provided at the public expense, which box shall contain compartments marked number "one" and "two," from which grand jurors
sioners shall place the tickets containing the

drawn, and the jury commissioners shall place the tickets containing the names of traverse jurors in a separate box, from which traverse jurors shall be drawn. (Acts 1878-9, pp. 27, 34.)
shall be

59-109. (821 P. C.)

court shall

make

Book

lists to

be made.

out, in a book, lists of the

—The

clerk of the superior

names respectively contained

in the grand jury box and in the traverse jury box, alphabetically ar-

ranged, and place the book in his
certified

by the clerk and commissioners

names placed
59-110.

When

office, after

in the

the

lists

therein have been

to contain, respectively, all the

jury boxes. (Acts 1878-9, pp. 27, 34; 1889,

(872 P. C.) Jury box or

list,

how

supplied

when

p. 84.)

destroyed.

—

and jury box, or either, shall be lost or destroyed
between the time of drawing juries and the beginning of the term for
which such drawing was made, or before the service of the precepts on
the persons named therein, the judge of the circuit in which such loss
or destruction occurs shall, immediately on being informed thereof, issue an order to the jury commissioners of the county to meet at the
county site and prepare a list of citizens eligible to serve as jurors under
the Constitution of the State, which list shall contain the names of not
less than two-thirds of the "upright and intelligent" citizens of the
county, and from this list they shall select a sufficient number, not exceeding two-fifths of the whole, taking for this purpose the names of
the most experienced, intelligent, and upright citizens, and, from the
the jury

list

—
;

:
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so selected, shall at once proceed to draw 30 names of p<
serve as grand jurors at the next term of the court; and from the

to

list

maining

three-fifths of the

names on such

list

then proceed to

shall

draw, in the same manner, not less than 36 to serve as traverse jur
at the next term of the court, and when such drawings have been completed, the commissioners shall immediately make out and deliver to
the clerk of the superior court correct lists of the grand and trave
jurors so drawn, and the clerk shall at once deliver to the sheriff, or to
the coroner in case the sheriff shall be disqualified, proper precepts con-

drawn

to serve as grand

and traverse
jurors, respectively, to be served personally, as required by law; and
the persons so drawn and served shall, if otherwise eligible, be competent to serve as jurors, during the term for which they were drawn,
without regard to the time of the preparation of the list, the drawing of
the jurors, or the date of the service of the venire on the persons who^e
taining the

names

of the persons

names are contained

therein. (Acts 1873, p. 41; 1880-1, p. 116.)

when

59-111. (873 P. C.) Precept,

lost or destroyed,

—In case the precepts containing the names

how

supplied.

grand and traverse jurors
drawn for any term of the superior court, or either of such precepts, shall
be lost or destroyed before the persons named in them, or either of them,
shall have been served, and there shall be no record or official list of the

names contained

of

in the original precept so lost or destroyed, the jury

commissioners of the county shall meet immediately on being informed
of such loss or destruction and draw and deliver to the clerk of the superior court lists of the jurors so drawn, and the clerk shall forthwith
prepare and deliver to the proper officer new precepts to be served personally, and the persons so drawn, listed, and served shall, if otherwise
competent under the Constitution of this State, be competent and compellable to serve as jurors for the term for which they were drawn, without regard to the date of the drawing and delivering of the lists to the
clerk, or the date of the issuing or service of the precepts.

(Acts 1880-1,

p. 117.)

59-112. (871 P. C.) Persons

persons shall be exempt from

exempt from jury duty.

all

jury duty,

civil

—The

following

and criminal

Ministers of the gospel, engaged regularly in discharging ministerial
duties.

(Acts 1872,

p.

33; 1878-9,

p. 171.)

All physicians (except as provided in sections 49-604 and 49-615) and

apothecaries in the practice of their professions.

(Acts 1873,

p.

31

1878-9, p. 171.)

School teachers engaged in teaching school. (Acts 1878-9,

p.

171.)

Millers and ferrymen engaged in their occupations. (Acts 1S75.

All railroad employees

whom

the superintendent of a railroad shall

certify to the judge are necessary

of running railroad trains.

p. 98.^

and are actually engaged

(Acts 1878-9,

p.

All male persons over 60 years of age.

171; 1875,

p.

p.

(Acts 1875,

46; 1878-9,

work

98; 1876, p. 16.)
p.

p. 171.)

All telegraph operators. (Acts 1874,

in the

p. 171.)

98; 1878-9,
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and members of each fire company to the number of 25, doing
actual duty as firemen, whose names shall be filed in the office of the
clerk of the superior court by the secretary of such company on or before
(Acts 1871-2, pp. 29, 30; 1878-9,
the first day of January of each year.
Officers

p. 171.)

Clerks connected with the several State departments at the capital.

(Acts 1875,

p. 96.)

Persons employed at the Milledgeville State Hospital. (Acts 1874,
P- 91.)

Persons practicing" dentistry: Provided, that this exemption shall not
operate to disqualify those dentists who may wish to serve as jurors.
132,' 143.)

(Acts 1920, pp.

together with one boatkeeper for each pilot
boat, actually engaged in the regular management of their boats. (Acts

Regularly licensed

pilots,

1880-1, p. 114.)

Members

and town marshals of the several
while
employed
towns,
and
so
on such police forces. (Acts 1884-5,

cities

of the various police forces

p. 94.)

Telegraph

company

telegraph
tually

line repairers

engaged

whom

the manager or superintendent of the

shall certify to the court to be line repairers

in repairing telegraph lines.

(Acts 1884-5,

and

ac-

p. 102.)

Regularly licensed stationary engineers actually engaged in the regular management of engines at their places of occupation. (Acts 1890-1,
pp. 219, 220.)

Railway postal

clerks.

(Acts 1899,

p. 69.)

any company of the volunteer forces of this
State, whose certificate of membership, signed by the company commander and attested by the first sergeant, when produced in any court,
Special pay

members

of

shall be evidence of the right to the

exemption. (Acts 1884-5, pp. S3, 84.)

Licensed embalmers actually engaged in the practice of embalming.

•

(Acts 1905,

p. 105.)

Nothing herein contained shall be construed to work a disqualification
of any of the classes named, or to exclude them from the jury box. (Acts
1875, p. 98; 1890-1, pp. 219, 220.
Cross-references.
§

86-701.

141 Ga. 82 (80 S. E. 850).)

— Special

pay members of militia exempt from jury duty, see
of county boards of education, see §§ 32-904, 59-201.
Agclaiming damages by alteration of road, etc., incompetent juror,

Members

grieved landowner
see § 95-212.

59-113.

(828 P. C.)

summoned

Member

of General

Assembly excused.

—Any per-

any court of this State shall be excused from such service during his absence from such court, when his
absence is caused by his attendance as a legislator upon the General
son

to serve as a juror in

Assembly. (Acts 1905,

p. 93.)

59-114. (824 P. C.) Ineligibility of juror at next succeeding term.

Any

juror

who

—

has served as a grand or traverse juror at any session of

the superior courts, county courts, or city courts shall be ineligible for
duty as a juror at the next succeeding term of said superior court, county
court or city court in which he has previously served: Provided, that

Juries.
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.

nothing herein contained shall prevent any traverse juror from serving
as a grand juror at the next term of the superior court of his county:
Provided, further, that nothing herein contained shall apply to any court
in any county wherein the grand jury box contains not exceeding 100
names and the petit jury box contains not exceeding 350 names. (A
1903, p. 83; 1911, p. 72.)

59-115. (825 P. C.)

Name

of ineligible person returned to box.

—When

any juror who is disqualified by the preceding section is
drawn, the same shall not be recorded as a juror, but shall be returned
to the box from which it was drawn, and the drawing continued until

the

name

the jury

is

of

secured. (Acts 1903, p. 83.)

Judge may adjourn court and have jurors drawn,
when. If juries shall not have been drawn for any regular term of the
superior court, and there is not time sufficient for drawing and summon59-116. (874 P. C.)

—

ing jurors to serve at such regular term, the judge of the superior court

county in which such failure has occurred may, by order passed
at chambers, adjourn such court to another day, and require the requisite
number of grand and traverse jurors to be summoned, and may enforce
their attendance at such adjourned term. (Acts 1880-1, pp. 117, 118.)
for the

59-117. (868 P. C.) Delinquent jurors.

—

If

any person

shall be

drawn

and duly summoned to appear as such at court, or if any person shall be summoned as a tales juror and shall neglect or refuse to
appear, or if any juror shall absent himself without leave of the court,
the court may fine such person in a sum of not more than $40, unless he
shall show good and sufficient cause or excuse, on oath, filed in the
clerk's office of such court within 30 days after the opening of said court;
the merits of which excuse shall be determined by the court at the next

as a juror

succeeding term. (Acts 1869,

Term

p. 141.)

—No person

be compellable
to serve on the grand or petit jury of the superior court, or on any jury
in other courts, exceeding four weeks in any year.
Nor shall he be al59-118. (869 P. C.)

of service.

shall

lowed to serve on the petit jury of the superior court, or as tales juror in
any criminal cause, or on any jury in other courts, exceeding four weeks
in any one year, unless actually engaged upon the trial of a cause when
the four weeks expire, in which case he shall be discharged as soon as the
cause

is

decided.

(Acts 1872,

p. 15.)

court.—Whenever there shall
consequence of the nonattendance

59-119. (880 P. C.) Effect of failure of

be a failure of the superior court, in
of the judge or other cause, the jurors summoned for such court shall
stand over to the next succeeding term, in the same manner as suitors
and witnesses do. (Cobb, 550.)

—

Compensation of jurors and court bailiffs. The
grand jury empaneled at the fall term of the superior courts of the
several counties shall fix the compensation of jurors and court bailiffs in
the superior courts of such counties for the next succeeding year, such
compensation not to exceed $3 per diem and the same compensation
shall be allowed to bailiffs and jurors of the several city courts and spe59-120. (876 P. C.)

first

;

§

50-121

cial

1582
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courts as

is

allowed

bailiffs

and jurors

may

be located.

such city or special court

superior courts in which

in the

The pay

of tales jurors shall

be the same as the regularly drawn traverse jurors. (Acts 1878-9,

>

p.

190;

0, p. 80; 1895 p. 74: 1919, p. 104.)

—

Compensation of jurors in justice courts, see § 6-407. Forand detainer, see § 105-1606. Ordinary's court, see § 59-123.
Editorial Note. Section 876 P. C. of the Code of 1910 the above section was
amended by Acts 1919, P- 104; 1922. p. 50; 1925, p. 100, and 1927, p. 135. The 1919
amendment increased the limit of compensation therein provided for from $2 to
$3 per diem. The 1922 amendment authorized the grand jury "in counties of
.000 population or more"' to fix the compensation of court bailiffs in a sum
2
not to exceed $5 per day. The 1925 amendment provided that in counties having
a population of 200,000 or more, according to the last United States census, the
compensation of court bailiffs as fixed by the grand jury should be $150 per
month, if first approved as therein provided. Acts 1927, p. 135, increased the
amount to $200 per month. The amendments of 1922, 1925, and 1927 have not
been codified herein because each applies to only one county. See note following
Cross-references.

cible entry

—

§

24-3202 as to

—

—

bailiffs.

—

(878 P. C.) Compensation when no grand jury impaneled.
If in any county no grand jury should be impaneled in the fall of any
59-121.

year, then, as to such county, the compensation provided for in the pre-

ceding section shall remain as fixed by the grand jury of the preceding
year.

(Acts 1878-9,

p. 90.)

Pay

—

who

appear but are not sworn. The
grand and petit jurors who are drawn on the regular panel, and who appear in arswer to the summons, shall receive compensation for the day
of their appearance, though they may not be sworn. (Acts 1890-1, p. 225.)
59-122.

(879 P. C.)

59-123.

(877 P. C.) Compensation of jurors subpoenaed

All jurors subpoenaed

of jurors

by the ordinary

of

by

ordinary.

—

any county who do actual servwhich the county is interested,

any cause or action in
shall each receive from the county treasury or depository of said county,
upon warrant of the ordinary, $1 per diem. (Acts 1897, p. 52.)
ice as jurors in

PART
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CHAPTER

GRAND JURY.

59-2.

Sec.
59-201.

59-202.
59-203.

59-204.

Sec.

Qualifications of grand jurors;
incompetency of certain pub-

he officers to serve.
of grand jurors.
of drawing.
Junes to be drawn for

Number
Manner

.

59-206.

59-201.

(811 P. C.)

.

S9 _ 209#

Tales jurors, when summoned,
Appointment of foreman. Oath
of the grand jury>
0ath of bainff to grand jury

59 _ 210>

Foreman may adm

59-211.

and examine witnesses.
Oath of witnesses before grand

59-207.

59 _ 208#

each

week
How drawn in vacation.
Summoning; time and manner.
-

59-20o.

IN GENERAL.

i

nist er

oath

to

jury.

Qualifications of grand jurors; incompetency of

—All male citizens of

above the
age of 21 years, being- neither idiots, lunatics, nor insane, who have resided in the county for six months preceding the time of serving, and
who are the most experienced, intelligent, and upright persons, are quali-

certain public officers to serve.

this State,

1583
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and liable to serve as grand jurors, unless exempted by law: Protax receivers, tax collectors,
vided, however, that county commissionei
members of the county board of education, county school commission
ordinaries, and county treasurers shall be incompetent to serve as grand
jurors during their respective terms of office. (Const., Art. VI, Sec.
XVIII, Par. II (§ 2-4502). Acts 1887, p. 53.)
fied

—

Cross-references. .Punishment of juror for being corruptly influenced, c.tt
26-4702. Grand jurors competent to serve as traverse jurors, see Const., Art. VI,
Sec. XVIII, Par. II (§ 2-4502).
§

sist of

not less

—

grand jurors. A grand jury shall conthan 18 nor more than 23 persons. (Cobb, 547. Acts 1869,

Number

59-202. (812 P. C.)

of

p. 140.)

59-203. (823 P. C.)

Manner

of drawing.

—The

judges of the superior

open court, shall unlock the box, and
break the seal, and cause to be drawn from compartment number "one"
not less than 18 nor more than 30 names to serve as grand jurors at the
next term of the court; all of which names shall be deposited in compartment number "two ;" and when all the names shall have been drawn out
of compartment number "one," then the drawing shall commence from
compartment number "two," and the tickets be returned to number
"one," and so on alternately; and no name so deposited in the box shall,
on any pretense whatever, be thrown out of it, or destroyed, except when
it shall be satisfactorily shown to the judge that the juror is dead, removed out of the county, or otherwise disqualified by law. (Acts 1869,
courts, at the close of each term, in

p.

140; 1874, p. 20.)
Cross-reference.

— May draw separate panels

59-204. (866 P. C.) Juries to be

superior court

is

drawn

§

week.

for each

59-204, 59-710.

— When

held for longer than one week, the presiding judge

draw separate panels

of

public interests require
Cross-reference.

for each week, see

grand jurors for each week,
it.

(Acts 1871-2,

— Similar provision as

p.

How

in his opinion, the

if,

48; 1884-5,

to petit jurors, see

the

may

p. 41.)

§

59-710.

—

drawn in vacation. Whenever from any
cause the judge shall fail to draw a grand jury as provided in section
59-203, the ordinary of the county in which such failure may have oc59-205. (826 P. C.)

curred, together with the jury commissioners and clerk of the superior

meet at the courthouse at least 20 days previous to the next
ensuing term of the court, whether such term is a regular or adjourned
term, and then and there draw grand jurors to serve at that term all of
which shall be duly entered by the clerk on the minutes of the court and
signed by the ordinary. (Acts 1869, p. 140.)
court, shall

;

—

Summoning; time and manner. Within 30 days
after the grand jurors shall have been drawn by a judge of the superior
court, and within five days after they may have been drawn by the ordi59-206. (827 P. C.)

nary and commissioners, as provided in section 59-205. the clerk of the
superior court shall issue and deliver to the sheriff, or his deputy, a precept containing the * names of the persons

drawn

as grand jurors; and

upon the receipt of the precept, the sheriff or his deputy shall cause the
persons whose names are therein written to be served personally, or by

§

^-207
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summons

leaving the

at their

10 days prior to the term of

Acts 186^

most notorious places of residence, at least
the court the jurors were drawn to attend.

p. 140.)

Cross-references.

— Petit jury,

how

selected,

drawn and summoned,

see

§

59-701.

Court held Longer than one week, separate panel for each week, see §§ 59-204,
59-710.

—

($67 P. C.) Tales jurors, when summoned. When from challenge or from any other cause there shall not be a sufficient number of
59-207.

persons

may

in

attendance to complete the panel of grand jurors, the judge
his discretion draw the tales jurors from the jury boxes of the
in

summon

county, and order the sheriff to

the jurors so drawn, or the

deputy to summon persons qualified, sufficient to complete
the panel; and when the sheriff or his deputy shall be disqualified to
summon talesmen, they may be summoned by the coroner, or such other
person as the judge may appoint. (Acts 1869, p. 141 1884-5, p. 63.)
sheriff or his

;

Cross-reference.

— Same

provisions as to petit jurors, see

(829 P. C.) Appointment of foreman.

59-711.

§

Oath

grand jury.
The judge of the superior court may appoint the foreman of the grand
jury or may direct the grand jury to elect its own foreman. The following oath shall be administered to the foreman and each member of all
grand juries, viz.
"You, as foreman of the grand jury for the county of
59-208.

—

of the

:

,

and true presentment make of all
be given you in charge, or shall come

shall diligently inquire

such matters and things as shall

your knowledge, touching the present service; the State's counsel,
your fellows', and your own, you shall keep secret, unless called upon
to

some court

you shall
present no one from envy, hatred, or malice, nor shall you leave any one
unpresented from fear, favor, affection, reward, or the hope thereof, but
you shall present all things truly, and as they come to your knowledge.
So help you God." (Act 1812, Cobb, 551. 178 Ga. 675 (173 S. E. 850).)

to give evidence thereof in

59-209.

Oath

(832 P. C.)

of

law

in this State;

grand jury.— The following oath
attending grand juries, to wit: "You

of bailiff to

shall be administered to all bailiffs

do solemnly swear that you will diligently attend the grand jury during
the present term, and carefully deliver to that body all such bills of indictment, or other things, as shall be sent to

and as carefully return
the court. So help you God."

alteration,
to

Cross-reference.

— Petit

59-210. (835 P. C.)

jury, see

§

all

them by the

court, without

such as shall be sent by that body

59-717.

Foreman may administer oath

to

and examine

—The

foreman of the grand jury may administer the oath
prescribed by law to all witnesses required to testify before such grand
jury, and may also examine such witnesses. (Acts 1857, p. 109.)
v/itnesses.

59-211.

(838 P. C.)

Oath

of witnesses before

grand jury.

—The follow-

ing oath shall be administered to witnesses before the grand jury:

evidence you shall give the grand jury on this

sentment, as the case

whole

truth,

may

be

bill of,

—here state the case)

and nothing but the

truth.

"The

indictment (or pre-

shall be the truth, the

So help you God." (Cobb,

836.)

—
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CHAPTER

5

POWERS AND DUTIES

59-3.

IN GENERAL.

Sec.

Se<

59-301.

59 309.

Inspection

59-310.

Appointing citizens to examine
records, etc., of county offi-

Matters and

which

to

tilings

of books,
certain county o

duties confined.

When

59-302.

grand jurors

close

may

disoccuring in

matters

cers;

their service.

make

Confidential communications

59-303.

59 311.

and admissions among grand

59-312.

jurors.
59-304.

When bound

59-305.

Recommendation

59-313.

to notice offenses.

for

compensation

and

petit jurors.

59-314.

to

i

when execution
obstructed.

grand

of

officers

Same; powers of appointees.
Same; production of books,
Duty of officer and grand jury

extra tax

of

failure of
exhibits.

of

etc.,

sentence

of

Inspection of county

jails; rec-

ommendations.

59-306.

Mistake of tax receiver, recom-

59-315.

59-307.

mending correction of.
Requirihg exhibit from solicitor
general and clerk showing

Inspection of public buildings
and property;
proceedings"
against ordinary.

59-316.

Examination of

accounts.

Examination of voters'

59-308.

lists

and

59-317.

ballots.

59-301. (833 P. C.) Matters

The
as

Publication of grand jury presentments.

which duties confined.
be confined to such matters and things

and things

duties of a grand jury shall

to

by the law they are required to perform. (Acts

Cross-reference.

list of pensioncharge of section.

ers; report;

—Duty to

select roads of

59-302. (5787; 831 P. C.)

occurring in their service.

When

county to be repaired, see

grand jurors

— Grand jurors

occurs in their service whenever

it

1869, p. 140.)

may

§

95-410.

disclose matters

shall disclose everything

becomes necessary

in

which

any court of

record in this State. (Cobb, 277.)

communications and admissions among
grand jurors. Admissions and communications among grand jurors are
excluded as evidence, from public policy.
59-303. (830 P. C.) Confidential

—

Cross-reference.

— Confidential

59-304. (834 P. C.)

communications, see

When bound

§

38-418,

to notice offenses

11

3.

— Grand jurors are

bound only to notice or make presentments of such offenses as may or
shall come to their knowledge or observation after they shall have been
sworn nevertheless they have the right and power, and it is their duty
as jurors to make presentments of any violations of the laws which they
may know to have been committed at any previous time, which are not
barred by the statute of limitations. (Cobb, 553.)
;

Cross-reference.
11

—Presentment

of person cutting chestnut trees, see

§

26-3001,

4.

Recommendation of extra tax for compensation of
jurors.
Upon the recommendation of the grand jury,

59-305. (836 P. C.)

grand and petit

—

the ordinaries, or other authorities having charge of county affairs, of
the several counties

grand and

may

petit jurors.

assess and raise a tax for the compensation of

When

such tax

perior court shall issue to the jurors,

vided

for,

is

raised, the clerk of the su-

whose compensation

is

thus pro-

a certificate, which shall be a warrant on the county treasurer

juror, according to

may

amount of the money due such
the per diem pay fixed by the ordinary; and the

or depository, as the case

be, for the

§
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59-306

countv treasurer or depository shall pay the same out of the fund so
raised by taxation and the tax collector shall collect the tax and pay it
over as other county taxes. (Acts 1855-6, pp. 274, 275 1858, p. 102.)
;

;

recommending correction
of.
Whenever it shall satisfactorily appear to the grand jury of any
county, that the receiver of tax returns has made an error in making an
59-306.

(S3

P.

C) Mistake

of tax receiver,

—

entry in his digest, of either quantity or quality of property returned in
such digest, or in the amount of taxes assessed, such grand jury may
recommend that the ordinary of the county and the Comptroller General
of the State cause

such error, particularly specifying the same, to be

corrected.
59-307.

(846 P. C.) Requiring exhibit from solicitor general and clerk

—

showing accounts. Upon application of the ordinary, the grand jury
may at any term require an exhibit from the solicitor general and clerk,
showing the disposition of all money arising from fines and the present
state of their accounts.

59-308.

(847 P. C.) Examination of voters' lists and ballots.

grand jury shall examine the

who was

and

lists of voters,

if

any voter

is

—The
found

any
person shall be suspected of voting for members of the General Assembly who was not entitled, but was entitled to vote for some other candidate at the same election, the foreman of the grand jury may examine
the ballot, and that one alone, and lay it before the grand jury and return it. If the managers of elections shall fail to return the lists and the
thereon

not entitled to vote, they shall present him.

If

ballots as required, they shall be presented.

59-309. (840 P. C.) Inspection of books, etc., of certain county officers.

— In

addition to the duties of the grand jury as indicated in the

oath administered to them, and as required by law, it shall be their
special duty, from term to term of the superior court, to inspect and ex-

amine the offices, papers, books, and records of the clerk of the superior
court and ordinary, and also the books, papers, records, accounts, and
vouchers of the county treasurer or depository, as the case may be, and
cause any such clerk, ordinary, or county treasurer or depository, who
shall have failed or neglected to do his duty as required by law, to be
presented for nonperformance of official duty. In making up their general presentments, they shall take proper notice of the matters brought
to their attention by the report and books of the county school superintendent. (Cobb, 195. Acts 1877, p. 116; 1901, p. 57; 1905, p. 107.)

—

Cross-references. Alternative road law effective upon recommendation of grand
jury, see § 95-811.
Proceedings against road commissioners for neglect of duty,
see § 95-309. Report by county superintendent of schools to grand jury, see
Selection of members of county boards of education, see
§§ 32-925, 32-1014.
Removal of members of county boards of education, see § 32-905.
§ 32-902.

59-310.

county

(841

P. C.) Appointing citizens to

officers; failure of officers to

make

examine records,

exhibits.

—The

etc.,

of

grand jury

may, when they shall deem it necessary, appoint any one or more citizens of the county to inspect and examine, during vacation, the offices,
papers, books, records, accounts, and vouchers of the ordinary, or other
authority having charge of county affairs, clerk of the superior court,

—
1587
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county treasurer or depository, tax collector, ta;< re< ftircr, d
superintendent, sheriff, and all other county officers; and if any oi
officers shall be the custodians of county funds by virtue of their offii
or have in their possession funds belonging to the county, they shall
hibit them to said committee, and it shall be the duty of the committee
to count the same and to make a full and complete report of the finances,
disbursements, and conditions of the several offices to the grand jury at
the succeeding term of the superior court. (Acts 1872, p. 45; 1890-1,
P- 79.)

— Expert accountant, see 23-1301 and note thereunder.
requires grand juries
Note. —Acts 1921,
counties "having

Cross-reference.
Editorial

§

p.

in

156,

a

population of more than 100,000 and less than 125,000 inhabitants, which hi
more than two terms of the superior court a year" to examine the county records,
contracts and accounts of all county officers, including the board of education,
and to make a report thereon.

59-311.

(842 P. C.)

sons so appointed to

—

Same; powers of appointees. The person or
inspect and examine shall have power to take

perfull

control of the offices, papers, books, records, accounts, and vouchers of
the several different offices, to compel the attendance of witnesses, hear

evidence in regard to fraud, and the nonperformance of

official

the improper disbursement of the county funds. (Acts 1872,
59-312.

(841, 843 P. C.)

Same; production

of books, etc.

duty, and

p. 46.)

—

If

any

of

produce the papers, books, records, accounts,
and vouchers, it shall be the duty of the judge of the superior court of
the county, upon evidence being- adduced, to enforce the provisions of
this and the two preceding sections, by mandamus or attachment, as the
case may require; or if any of such officers shall fail or refuse to exhibit
to the committee the funds on hand or claimed by them to be on hand,
upon notice of that fact to the judge of the superior court by the committee it shall be his duty to compel the delivery of the funds to the
committee for the purpose of counting the same, by mandamus or attachment. (Acts 1872, pp. 45, 46; 1890-1, p. 79.)
such

officers shall refuse to

Cross-reference.

— Mandamus

§

64-101.

Duty of officer and grand jury when execusentence obstructed. Whenever any person shall hinder, ob-

59-313. (848, 849 P. C.)

tion of

to enforce official duty, see

—

with the sheriff or other officer, as prohibited in section 26-4402, the officer so interfered with shall make out a list of the
persons so offending and present same to the grand jury of the county
having jurisdiction, at the next term of the superior court thereof, together with all information necessary to acquaint the grand jury with
the details of the transaction. It shall be the duty of the grand jury
to investigate the facts and make presentment of the matters and things
in this section referred to, in all cases where lawless conduct has so
hindered or interfered with the order or sentence of any court in the
county, and the clerk of the superior court shall immediately transmit
a copy of such presentments to the Governor. (Acts 1S95, pp. 69. 70.^
struct, or interfere

—

Cross-reference. Suspension of sheriff or constable for failure to supply grand
jury with names of persons obstructing or interfering with sheriff, see § 24-2817.

59-314. (844 P. C.) Inspection of county jails; recommendations.

Grand

juries shall carefully inspect the sanitary condition of the jails

§

50-315
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term of the superior court,

of their respective counties, at each regular

and

make such recommendations

shall

thorities

having charge of county

to the ordinaries, or other au-

affairs, in their

general presentments

may

be necessary to provide for the proper heating and ventilation of
such jails, which recommendations the ordinaries, or such other county
authorities, shall strictly enforce. Said juries shall also make such presentments as to general sanitary condition of the jails and the treatment
as

of the

inmates as the facts

Cross-reference.

59-315.

— Sheriffs

justify.

as jailers;

may

(Acts 1887,

appoint

p. 102.)

jailers, see § 77-101.

(S45 P. C.) Inspection of public buildings and property; pro-

ceedings against ordinary.
all

may

—

It is

the duty of the grand jury to inspect

the public buildings and other property of the county, and the county

records, and to report, in their general presentments, their condition;

and if they report that the ordinary, or other authority having charge of
county affairs, has failed to comply with the law touching the same, it is
the duty of the solicitor general of the circuit to commence proceedings
against him, or such other authority, that he may be compelled so to do,
if he does not in good faith comply by the next term of the superior
court.

59-316.

(1496 P. C.) Examination of

—

list of

pensioners; report; charge

be the duty of the grand jury to inspect and examine
the list of pensioners, and to report the same in their general presentments, stating whether in their opinion all persons whose names appear
of section.

upon

said

It shall

list

are entitled to receive pensions, and giving the

names

of

such persons whose claims to pensions are, in the opinion of said grand
jury, of a doubtful character.
In making said examination the grand
jury shall have power to subpoena witnesses and examine them touching
the validity of said claims for pensions, and the clerk of the superior

court shall promptly transmit to the Director of the Veterans' Service
Office an exact

copy

of that portion of the

presentments of the grand

jury which refers to pensions, and the Director shall cause additional
proofs or evidence to be given in

all

claims which are reported as doubt-

by said grand jury, and unless the claim is supported by
satisfactory proof the same shall be disallowed and the name stricken
from the pension roll; and the judges of the superior courts are hereby
required to give this law specially in charge to the grand juries before
ful or illegal

whom

said pension lists are placed for examination. (Acts 1890-1, p. 204;

1931, pp. 7, 10.)

—

Cross-references. Eligibility for pension, see Title 78, Pensions, Chapter 78-2.
Ordinaries to furnish lists of pensioners to Director of Veterans' Service Office,
Record to be used by grand jury for their examinations and reports,
see § 78-223.
see

§

78-110.

59-317.

(851 P. C.) Publication of

juries are authorized to

whole or any part of

recommend

grand jury presentments.

— Grand

to the court the publication of the

and to prescribe the
manner of such publication; and when such recommendation is made,
the judge shall order the publication as recommended, reasonable charges
therefor to be paid out of the county treasury, upon the certificate of the
their general presentments,

judge, as other court expenses are paid. (Acts 1889,

p. 156.)
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CHAPTER

Sec.

59-401.

Appointment
visit

59-402.

of committee to
inspect certain in-

and

59-405.

Duty

of judges to char;":

:

stitutions.

jury as to duties under this

of committee to make
certain inquiries of inmates.

of court.

Chapter; continuance of tern

Duty

Report by committee; publica59-406.

tion.

59-404.

&

INSPECTION OF CERTAIN INSTITUTIONS.

59-4.

Sec.

59-403.

8

Committee to demand release
of inmate illegally held.

Obstruction of committee in
performance of duty; summary removal.

Appointment of committee to visit and inspect certain institutions.
The grand juries in the respective counties shall at each regular
term of the courts in their respective counties, appoint a committee of
not less than five members from the grand jury, whose duty it shall be,
as soon as practicable after they are named on said committee, to visit,
inspect, and carefully inquire into every orphanage, sanitarium, sanatorium, hospital, asylum, House of the Good Shepherd, convent, monastery, house of correction, reformatory, penitentiary, school and college,
for the purpose of ascertaining what persons are confined within said
institutions and by what authority such persons are held within the
59-401.

—

same. (Acts 1916,

p.

126; 1918,

p. 166.)

—
—

Cross-reference. Penalty for nonperformance of duties required by this Chapsee § 59-9901.
Editorial Note. The Act of 1916, from which this section and §§ 59-402 to
59-404 were codified, is known as the Veasey Bill. See title to Acts 1918, p. 165.
It is provided by § 16 of Acts 1919, pp. 222, 228, that the Veasey Inspection Law
is not modified by that Act, which creates the Board of Public Welfare for the inspection of jails, reformatories, charitable institutions, etc. That Act as amended
is codified in this Code in Title 99, Social Welfare.
ter,

—

committee to make certain inquiries of inmates. It
duty
of
said committee appointed by the grand jury, to sepshall be the
arately confer with each inmate of said institutions, for the purpose of
ascertaining from said inmate how he or she came to be confined in
said institution, and what service, if any, in the way of labor has been
imposed upon said inmate, and whether said inmate desires to remain
(Acts 1916, p. 127.)
in the custody of said institution.
59-402.

Duty

of

—

Cross-reference. Penalty for refusing admittance to institution required to be
inspected, see § 59-9902.

59-403. Report

by committee;

publication.

—The

said committee

of

inquiry shall report to the judge and to the solicitor of said superior
court, the names of any and all dissatisfied inmates of said institutions,

together with a brief
shall either

summary

of the facts in each case;

be made in open court,

or,

where the court

and
is

this report

in vacation,

shall be published, at the expense of the county, in the newspaper in

which the

legal advertisements of said

county are published.

(Acts

1916, p. 127.)

Committee
every case where it
59-404.

to

demand

release of inmate illegally held.

shall be ascertained

by

said committee that

— In
any

person is illegally deprived of his or her liberty in any of the instituabove named, said committee shall demand of the proprietor,
keeper, or custodian of said institution the immediate liberation of such
person. (Acts 1916, p. 127. 148 Ga. 832 (2) (98 S. E. 538)0

tions

§

59-405
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Duty

grand jury as to duties under this
Chapter; continuance of term of court. It shall be the duty of the
judges of the superior courts at each term where a grand jury is in attendance to give in charge to said grand jury, as one of its sworn duties,
to diligently and faithfully execute the law of this State, which requires
the visitation and inspection of all lay and eleemosynary institutions
wherein persons are confined. It shall be the duty of the judge to continue the term of court until five days prior to the next term thereof, and
to hold said grand jury until it shall have discharged its duty by the
actual visitation and inspection of said institutions, as shown by its writ59-405.

of judges to charge

—

ten official report to the court. (Acts 1918, pp. 165, 166.)

committee in performance of duty; summary
removal. It shall be the duty of said judge, whenever the grand jury
or a committee thereof, shall report back to the court that the said grand
jury, or its committee, are obstructed in the performance of their duty,
to order the sheriff, with such deputies as he may deem necessary, to
summarily remove said obstruction by arresting and bringing before
the court the person or persons obstructing the legal procedure of the
grand jury, and to use such force as may be necessary to effect an entrance into the institution which closes its doors against the State's
right of visitation and inspection. (Acts 1918, p. 166.)
59-406. Obstruction of

—

CHAPTER

59-5.

TRANSFER OF INVESTIGATION TO GRAND
JURY IN ANOTHER COUNTY.

Sec.

Sec.

59-501.

Grounds

59-502.

Procedure

ea -r\->
o9-o03.

t?

t TcL

for transfer.

59-505.

Expenses of investigation and
trial; change of venue.

59-506.

Sheriff

in order to secure

n s i cr

^j
u
box
Exhaustion
ofr grand jury u
•

before transfer.
59-504.

County

to

which investigation

and clerk of county
r
where crime committed, au.

thority; binding effect of orders.

transferred.

—

Grounds for transfer. The judges of the superior courts are
authorized and empowered to transfer the investigation by a grand jury
from the county where the crime was committed to the grand jury in
any other county in the State when it appears that a qualified grand
59-501.

jury cannot be had for the purpose of such investigation in the county

where the crime was committed. (Acts
Cross-reference.

—Venue

1922, p. 193.)

of civil cases at law, see Title

59-502. Procedure in order to secure transfer.
fer shall

be as follows

:

The

3,

Actions, Chapter 3-2.

—The

solicitor general shall

file

manner

of trans-

a written motion

asking for the transfer; stating the reason for transfer, naming the day
and hour when the motion is to be heard, serve the accused with a copy
of the motion at least one day before the hearing on the motion if the

accused shall be in the custody of the officers of the court, and in the
event the accused is not in the custody of the officers of the court, service may be perfected by calling the name of the accused and reading the
motion for change of venue in open court one day before the hearing of
the motion.

(Acts 1922,

p. 194.)
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—

Exhaustion of grand jury box before transfer. The grand
jury box shall be exhausted in trying to secure a qualified jury before
a transfer of the investigation shall be made, unless the accused -hall
59-503.

consent to a transfer. (Acts 1922,

p. 194.)

—

which investigation transferred. The soli' i'or general and the counsel for the accused may, by agreement, determine the
county to which the transfer of the investigation shall be made, but in
59-504.

County

to

duty of the presiding judge
(Acts 1922,
to name the county to which the transfer shall be made.
the event they shall not agree

it

shall be the

p. 194.)

—

Expenses of investigation and trial; change of venue. The
expenses of the investigation and trial shall be paid by the county in
which the crime was committed, and no greater amount shall be paid
as per diem or for mileage than would have been paid in the event the
investigation and trial had been in the county where the crime was
committed: Provided, that no change of venue shall be had for the trial
of the accused except as provided by law, unless by consent of the ac59-505.

cused.

(Acts 1922,

p. 194.)

and clerk of county where crime committed, authorThe sheriff and clerk of the superior
ity; binding effect of orders.
court of the county in which the crime was committed shall be qualified
and authorized to perform the duties of said officers in the same manner
as if there had been no change of venue, and any order or summons is59-506. Sheriff

—

sued in connection with the investigation or trial shall be as binding as
(Acts 1922, p. 195.)
if no change of venue had been made.

CHAPTER

SPECIAL CHARGES TO GRAND JURY.

59-6.

Sec.
59-601.

Enumeration of subjects on
which charges to be given.

59-601.

(1627; 850 P. C.) Enumeration of subjects on which charges

to be given.

—The judge of the superior court

each term of said
grand jury the law

shall, at

court in every year, give specially in charge to the
as to:

Gaming, sections 26-6401, 26-6403 to 26-6406.
Forestalling, regrating, and engrossing, section 26-7404.

Carrying deadly weapons, section 26-5101.

Vending near camp grounds,
Interfering

section 26-6912. (Acts 1871-2, p. 55.)

with religious worship,

section

26-6901. (Acts

1S71-2,

p. 55.)

Requiring railroads to furnish water and light on
18-206, 18-211, 18-9907, 18-9908. (Acts 1863-4, p. 132.)

trains,

sections

Illegal sale of narcotic drugs, section 42-9917.

Duty

of clerks to record papers, section 24-2714.

Requiring

officers

to

make

inventories of public property, sections

91-801 to 91-806. (Acts 1882-3, p. 126.)

:

§

59-601

159:

Juries,

Requiring: tax collector to lay before the grand jury returns of special

taxes collected, section 92-4913,

Inspection of

jails,

section 59-315. (Acts 1887, p. 102.)

Obstructing- officers in executing sentence, sections 26-4402, 26-5102.

(Acts 1895,

p. 69.)

Requiring' grand jurors to examine pension rolls, section 59-316. (Acts
1890-1, p. 204.)

Forest

fires,

sections 26-3601, 26-3602. (Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., p. 130.)

Protection of

game and

Title 45,

fish,

Game and

(Acts 1911,

Fish.

p. 137.)

At each

fall

term he

shall

charge as to:

Requiring grand jurors to fix the pay of jurors and court bailiffs in
the superior courts and jurors in the city courts, section 59-120. (Acts
1S78-9, p. 191; 1890-1, p. 80.)

When

necessary, he shall call the attention of the grand jury to the

duties required of ordinaries in sections 23-1503, 23-1701

to

23-1704,

91-602. 91-701, 91-702 and to violations of sections 26-3919 and 26-3920, as
to issuing unauthorized currency.

And

in counties

where such

institutions are located, he shall charge

the law as to

by

unlawful diplomas
84-9914. (Acts 1884-5, p. 63.)
Issuing

medical

colleges,

sections

84-907,

Protection of inmates of private insane asylums, sections 26-1504,
88-9928, and sections 88-901 to 88-903. (Acts 1890-1, p. 238; 1892, p. 110.)

At

the

first

lication of

session after an election, he shall charge the law as to pub-

campaign expenses, section 34-9920. (Acts

PART

III.

CHAPTER

TRAVERSE JURY.

59-7.

59-702.

How
How

drawn and summoned.
juries drawn when judge
to draw.

fails

59-703.

IN GENERAL.
Sec.

Sec.
59-701.

how made; procedure
where parties do not agree
on panel; striking jurors.

Panels,

59-704.

Parties entitled to full panels;
filling panel with tales jurors.

59-705.

Challenge for favor.

59-706.

Oath

59-707.

Juries

to

59-708.

Judges

may make up

59-711.

to be drawn for each
week.
Tales jurors, when summoned.

59-712.

Term

59-713.

Juries in special emergencies.

59-714.

Competency

59-710.

of service

59-715.

tales jurors.
in criminal cases.

tales jurors.

jurors when

corporation

inter-

ested.

of panels of jury.

panels,

of

by

Who are competent jurors when
municipal

try misdemeanors;
peremptory challenges.

Oath

Juries

counties are interested.

if

59-716.

Disqualification of jurors by
relationship to party or inter-

59-717.

Oath

59-718.

Refreshments and heat; local

est in case.

regular panels cannot be had;
59-709.

1908, p. 63.)

of bailiffs taking charge
of juries.

laws not repealed.
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59-701. (856 P. C.)

How

drawn and summoned.

— Petit juries

be
sections 59-106
shall

and their names placed in a box, as provided in
and 59-108. At the same time, and in the same manner, that grand jtli
are drawn, the judge of the superior court shall draw out of the same
compartment of the jury box 36 names to serve as petit jurors for the
trial of civil and criminal cases; and such petit jurors shall be summo:
in the same manner as is provided in section 59-206 for summoning grand
selected,

(Acts 1869, pp. 139, 140; 1878-9, p. 27.)
Cross-references.' Grand jurors, how summoned, see § 59-206. Court held long r
than one week, jurors drawn in separate panels for each week, see §§ 59-204,
59-710. Trial by jury, see Const., Art. VI, Sec. XVIII, Par. I (§ 2-4501;; Const.
jurors.

—

Art. Ill, Sec. 2, Par. 3 (§ 1-304); Const. U. S., Amendments 6, 7 f§§ i-806,
Selection of jurors, see Const., Art. VI, Sec. XVIII, Par. II (§ 2-4 r 02;.
Punishment of juror for being corruptly influenced, see § 26-4702. Exemption
from jury duty, see § 59-112.

U.

S.,

1-807).

How

59-702. (822)

juries

drawn when judge

fails to

ever the presiding judge of the superior court shall

any regular term

at

traverse jurors at the
are

drawn

in

fail

draw.
to

—When-

draw

juries

commissioners may draw
the same manner as grand jurors

of the court, the jury

same time and

such cases.

in

(Acts 1878-9,

59-703. (857 P. C.) Panels,

p. 27.)

how made;

not agree on panel; striking jurors.

procedure where parties do

—The judges of the

superior courts,

from the petit jurors, have made up two panels of
12 jurors each, which shall be known and distinguished as panels "number one" and "number two;" all cases in said courts shall be tried by
one or the other of said panels if the parties shall agree upon a panel.
If the parties shall not agree upon a panel, the clerk shall furnish the
parties or their attorneys a list of both panels, from which the parties
at

each term,

shall,

or their attorneys

may

strike alternately until there shall be but 12 left,

which shall constitute the jury to try the
(Acts 1869, p.
shall have the first strike.

case.

In

all

cases the plaintiff

141.)

59-704. (858 P. C.) Parties entitled to full panels; rilling panel with
tales jurors.

—In

civil

court, each party
tial

jurors from

cases and cases of misdemeanors in the superior

may demand

which to

a full panel of 24 competent and impar-

and when one or more of the
be absent or for any reason dis-

strike a jury,

regular panel of traverse jurors shall

qualified, the presiding judge, at the request of counsel for either party,

shall cause the panel to be filled

by

tales jurors to the

number

before requiring the parties, or their counsel, to strike a jury.

of 24,

(Acts

1878-9, p. 145.)

59-705. (859 P. C.) Challenge for favor.

—In

a civil cause

it

shall be

good cause of challenge that a juror has expressed an opinion as to
which party ought to prevail, or that he has a wish or desire as to which
shall succeed. A party may avail himself of this cause of challenge by
motion to put the jurors on their voir dire. In such case the court may
propound the questions indicated in this section to each juror, or he may
propound them to the entire panel, adopting such plan as will assure a
response to each question from each individual juror. A preliminary
oath should be administered to the jurors before propounding the questions.

(15 Ga. 39; 135 Ga. 696 (70 S. E. 234).)

Cross-reference.

— Aggrieved

landowner incompetent, when, see

§

95-212.

§

59-706
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—

(860 P. C.) Oath of panels of jury. Each panel of the petit
jury shall take the following oath "You shall well and truly try each
cause submitted to you during the present term, and a true verdict give,
59-706.

:

according to the law as given you in charge, and the opinion you entertain of the evidence produced to you, to the best of your skill and
knowledge, without favor or affection to either party, provided you are
not discharged from the consideration of the case submitted. So help

you God."

(Acts 1869,

Cross-reference.

p. 141.)

— Petit jurors' oath

in criminal cases, see § 59-709.

misdemeanors; peremptory challenges.
For the trial of misdemeanors, the solicitor and the accused
may select either panel of the petit jury. If they shall not agree upon a
panel, the court shall have a panel made up of the 24 petit jurors in attendance, of which the accused shall have the right to challenge seven
peremptorily, and the State five. The remaining 12 shall constitute the
jury.
(Cobb, 842. Acts 1869, p. 141.)
59-707.

P.

(861

to try

C.) Juries

—

Cross-reference.

59-708.

(

— Peremptory

challenges, see

863 P. C.) Judges

§

59-805.

may make up

panels,

regular panels

if

—

cannot be had tales jurors. When the regular panels of petit jurors, or
either of them, cannot be furnished to make up panels of 24 from which
to take juries in misdemeanors, because of the absence of any of such
;

panels,

where they, or any part

of a case, the presiding

judge

of them, are

may

engaged

in the consideration

cause said panels to be

filled

by sum-

moning such numbers of persons, who are competent jurors, as may be
necessary to make full the said panels and such panels of 24 shall be
used as the regular panels of 24 are. The presiding judge may draw the
tales jurors from the jury boxes of the county, and order the sheriff to
;

them, or he may order the sheriff to summon tales jurors as
provided by law. (Acts 1871-2, p. 42; 1889, p. 118.)

summon

Cross-reference.

59-709.

—Impaneling jury for trying one indicted for felony, see

(1005 P. C.)

Oath

in criminal cases.

—In

all

§

59-801.

criminal cases,

the following oath shall be administered to the petit jury, to wit:

"You

and truly try the issue formed upon this bill of indictment
between the State of Georgia and A. B., who is charged (here state the
crime or offense), and a true verdict give according to evidence. So
(Cobb, 836.)
help you God."
shall well

59-710.

(866 P. C.) Juries to be

perior court

is

drawn

for each week.

—When the su-

held for longer than one week, the presiding judge shall

draw separate panels

of petit jurors for each

week

of the court.

(Acts

1871-2, p. 48; 1884-5, p. 41.)
Cross-references.
§

— Selection

of petit jury,

see

§

59-701;

of

grand jurors, see

59-204.

59-711.

(867 P. C.) Tales jurors,

when summoned.

—When from chal-

lenge or from any other cause there shall not be a sufficient

number

of

persons in attendance to complete either panel of petit jurors, the judge

may

draw the

from the jury boxes of the
county, and order the sheriff to summon the jurors so drawn, or the
sheriff or his deputy to summon persons qualified sufficient to complete
in his discretion

tales jurors
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summon

when

the sheriff or his deputy shall be disqualified to
talesmen, they may be summoned by the coroner or :.uch other

the panel; and

may

person as the judge
Cross-reference.

—Same

appoint. (Acts 1869,

141

1884-5, p. 63.;

;

provisions as to grand jurors, see

Term

59-712. (870 P. C.)

p.

of service

by

tales jurors.

§

(

S J-2b7.

— No person

shall

be competent or compellable to serve as a talcs juror upon the traverse
jury in the superior court more than two weeks at any one term. The
provisions of this section shall not apply to any person regularly drawn
for jury duty, nor to jurors actually engaged in the trial of a case at
the expiration of the two weeks. (Acts 1882-3, p. 99; 1884-5, pp. 90, 91.)
59-713.

(875 P. C.) Juries in special emergencies.

—Whenever the ses-

any court of record shall be prolonged beyond the week or period
for which juries were drawn at the close of the preceding term, or the
judge shall anticipate that the same is about to be so prolonged, or from
any other cause such court has convened or is about to convene, and
there have been no juries drawn for the same, the judge shall, in the
manner prescribed for drawing juries at the close of the regular term,
draw such juries as may be necessary, and cause them to be summoned.
sion of

(Acts 1873,

p. 41.)

59-714. (383; 881
interested.

—All

Competency

P. C.)

inhabitants of counties

of jurors

who

when

counties are

are competent jurors in

other cases shall be competent jurors in any case,

when such

counties are

parties to the suit or interested therein in their capacity as corporations

(Acts 1863-4, pp. 72, 73.)
Aggrieved landowner claiming damages by

or quasi corporations.

—

Cross-reference.
incompetent as juror, see

etc.,

59-715. (903; 882 P. C.)

corporation interested.

§

alteration of road,

95-212.

Who

— Being a

are competent jurors

when municipal

citizen or resident of a municipal cor-

poration shall not render a person incompetent to serve as a juror in
cases in which such municipal corporation shall be a party or interested.

(Acts 1874,

p.

45; 1875, p. 96.)

59-716. Disqualification of jurors
in case.

—Any juror

by

relationship to party or interest

shall, irrespective of his relationship to a

party to

the case or his interest in the cause, be qualified to try any civil case

when

there

is

no defense

filed,

unless one of the parties to the cause shall

object to the related juror. (Acts 1933, p. 187.)

—

Editorial Note. This section as enacted relates to both judges and jurors. For
provision relating to judges, corresponding to the above section, see § 24-111.

59-717. (883 P. C.)

Oath

of bailiffs taking charge of juries.— The fol-

lowing oath shall be administered to

on duty in the superior
committed to your charge during
the present term to the jury room, or some other private and convenient
place, where you shall keep them without meat or drink (water excepted), unless otherwise directed by the court. You shall make no communication with them yourself, nor permit anyone to communicate with
them, except by leave of the court. You shall discharge all other duties
which may devolve upon you as bailiff, to the best of your skill and
power. So help you God." (Cobb, 553, 554. Acts 1887, p. 33.)
court, to wit:

"You

all bailiffs

shall take all juries

Cross-reference.— Grand jury, see

§

59-209.

—
(SS4 P. C.) Refreshments and heat; local laws not repealed.

59-718.

When
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§ 59-7 IS

the jury shall be confined in the investigation of a case for a

length of time which exposes them to hunger and cold, the court may,
on application from such jury, direct them to be furnished with such re-

freshments as the presiding judge may deem proper; and the judge shall
draw his warrant on the officer whose duty it is to audit claims against
the county where the investigation is had, who shall order the same
paid out of any funds on hand. The judge may also allow the jury heat
This section shall not repeal any local
if the circumstances require it.
law on this subject. (Cobb, 554. Acts 1859, p. 52; 1884-5, p. 43.)

CHAPTER

59-8.

IMPANELING THE JURY IN FELONY CASES.
Sec.

Sec.
59-S01.

Panel

of

trials;

48 jurors

in

felony

59-806.

Questions on voir dire on

tales jurors.

trial

for felony.

Putting panel on prisoner.

59-807.

Setting aside juror for cause.

59-S03.

Challenge to the array.

59 - 808

When

=59 904
;>y-bU4.

for cause.
cause
Challenges tor

59-805.

Peremptory challenges, number.

59-S02.

-

59-809.

J

urors sworn

-

Investigation before triors; procedure upon finding juror in-

competent.

Panel of 48 jurors in felony trials; tales
When any person shall stand indicted for a felony, the court
jurors.
shall have impaneled 48 jurors, 24 of whom shall be taken from the two
panels of petit jurors, from which to select the jury. When the regular
panels of petit jurors, or either of them, cannot be furnished to make up
panels of 48 for the trial of felonies, because of the absence of any of such
panels, where they, or any part of them, are engaged in the consideration of a case, the presiding judge may cause said panels to be filled by
summoning such numbers of persons, who are competent jurors, as may
be necessary to make full the said panels. If the jury shall not be made
up from said panel of 48, the court shall continue to furnish panels, consisting of such number of jurors as the court, in its discretion, may think
proper, until a jury shall be obtained. In making up said panel of 48
jurors, or successive panels of any number, the presiding judge may
(862, 863, 996 P. C.)

59-P01.

—

draw the

from the jury boxes of the county and order the
sheriff to summon them, or he may order the sheriff to summon tales
jurors from among persons qualified by laAv to serve as jurors. (Acts
tales jurors

1855-6, p. 230; 1869, p. 141
59-802.

;

1871-2, p. 42; 1880-1, p. 120; 1889, p. 118.)

(997 P. C.) Putting panel on prisoner.

out three

lists of

—The clerk

make

shall

each panel, and furnish one to the prosecuting coun-

and one to the counsel for the defense. The clerk shall then
the panel, and it shall be immediately put upon the accused.
sel,

call

over

(Acts

1855-6, p. 230.)
Cross-reference.

59-803.

— How

panels made, see

§

59-703.

(998 P. C.) Challenge to the array.

— The

writing, challenge the array for any cause going to
fairly or properly

ficiency of

may,

accused

show

that

it

impaneled, or ought not to be put upon him

which challenge the court

shall'

;

determine at once.

in

was not
the sufIf sus-
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new

tained, a

panel shall be ordered;

(Acts 1855-6,

jurors shall proceed.

if

not sustained, the selection of

p. 230.)

59-804. (999 P. C.) Challenges for cause.

see him, and then the State, or the accused,

1.

That he

is

2.

That he

is

(Acts 1855-6,

That he

may make any

of the follow-

p. 230.)

not a citizen, resident in the county.

under 21 years of age. (141 Ga. 82 (80

Cross-reference.
3.

calling each juror, be

accused in such a manner that he can distinctly

shall be presented to the

ing objections, viz.:

— On

— Persons

is

an

exempt from jury duty, see

§

E. 850;.)

S.

59-112.

idiot or lunatic, or intoxicated.

—

Cross-references. Persons who are considered of sound mind, see § 26-301.
Idiots, etc., as incompetent witnesses, see § 38-1607.
Persons exempt from jury
duty, see § 59-112. Provision of Constitution as to selection of jurors, see Co
Art. VI, Sec. XVIII, Par. II (§ 2-4502). Setting aside jurors for cause, see § 59-807.
4.

That he

is

so near of kin to the prosecutor, or the accused, or the

deceased, as to disqualify

him by law from serving on the

jury.

be the duty of the court to hear immediately such evidence as
may be submitted, the juror being a competent witness, in relation to
the truth of these objections and if he shall be satisfied of the truth of
any of them, the juror shall be set aside for cause. If any one of these
It shall

;

objections shall be true in fact, but the fact shall be

unknown

to either

party or the counsel of such party at the time the juror is under investigation, and is subsequently discovered, such objection may be made

and the proof heard at any time before the prosecuting counsel submits
to the jury any of his evidence in the case but if known to the party
or his counsel, the objection shall be made before the juror is sworn in
;

the case.

—

Peremptory challenges, number. Every person
indicted for a crime or offense which may subject him to death or imprisonment in the penitentiary for not less than 4 years may peremptorily challenge 20 of the jurors impaneled to try him, and every person
indicted for an offense which may subject him to imprisonment in the
penitentiary for any time less than four years may peremptorily challenge 12 of the jurors impaneled to try him and the State shall be allowed one-half the number of peremptory challenges allowed to the
59-805. (1000 P. C.)

;

prisoner.

(Cobb, 835.

Cross-reference.

—Juries

Acts 1855-6,

p. 231.)

to try misdemeanors, see

§

59-707.

—

on voir dire on trial for felony. On
trials for felonies any juror may be put upon his voir dire and the following questions shall be propounded to him, viz. (Acts 1855-6, p. 231.)
59-806. (1001 P. C.) Questions

:

1.

any

"Have you, from having seen

the crime committed, or having heard

on oath, formed and expressed any opinion in regard to the guilt or innocence of the prisoner at the bar?" If
the juror shall answer in the negative, the following question shall be
propounded to him
(Cobb, 843.)
of the testimony delivered

:

2.

"Have you any

prejudice or bias resting on your

against the prisoner at the bar?"
tive, the
3.

If

mind

either for or

the juror shall answer in the nega-

following question shall be propounded:

"Is your

mind

(Cobb, 843.)

perfectly impartial between the State and the ac-

,

:
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§

cused?" If the juror shall answer this question in the affirmative, he
shall be adjudged and held a competent juror in all cases where the offense does not involve the life of the accused; but when it does involve
the life of the accused, the following- additional question shall be put to

him
4.

shall

"Are you conscientiously opposed to capital punishment?" If he
answer this question in the negative, he shall be held a competent

Provided, nevertheless, that either the State or the defendant
shall have the right to introduce evidence before the judge to show that
the answers, or any oi them, arc un'rue; and it shall be the duty of the
juror:

judge to determine upon the truth of such answers as
questioned before the court. (Acts 1853-4, p. 87.)
Cross-references.

— Felonies,

generally, see Title 26,

may

be thus

Crimes and Punishment;

Homicide, see Chapter 26-10.

Setting aside juror for cause.

59-807. (1002 P. C.)

—

If a juror shall

answer any of the questions set out in the preceding section so as to
render him incompetent, or he shall be so found by the judge, he shall
(Acts 1855-6,

be set aside for cause.
Cross-reference.

59-808.

p. 231.)

— Challenges for cause, see

(1003 P. C.)

When

§

59-804.

jurors sworn.

—

If a

juror shall be found

competent and he shall not be challenged peremptorily by the State, he
shall be put upon the prisoner, and, unless challenged peremptorily by
him, shall be sworn to try the cause. (Acts 1855-6, p. 231.)
59-809.

(1004 P. C.) Investigation before triors; procedure

ing juror incompetent.

—When a juror

shall

upon

find-

have been found competent

no other or further investigation before triors or otherwise
shall be had, except upon newly discovered evidence to disprove his
answer or to show him incompetent as aforesaid, which may be heard
by the judge at any time before any of the evidence on the main issue
shall be submitted
and if the juror shall be proved incompetent, the
judge may order him withdrawn from the jury and cause another juror

as aforesaid,

;

to be selected in the

manner provided

in this Chapter.

(Acts 1855-6,

p. 231.)
^

Editorial

Note.— City Courts.

Section 864 P. C. (1910) provides for the selec-

grand jurors and traverse jurors for "any city court, the judge of which is
commissioned by the Governor of this State, and the civil jurisdiction of which
does not extend beyond the limits of the city where such court is held." Section
865 P. C. (1910) provides that the laws relative to the drawing and selecting of
jurors in the superior courts shall apply in such city courts, except as to compention of

sation of jurors.

Acts 1893, p. 54, entitled "An Act to allow additional jurors to be summoned
and to require jurors in City Courts in counties where there are more than one
division of the City Court to serve in either division, and to require that they
shall be interchangeably used in the several divisions when needed," was left out
of the Code of 1910, but was included in Park's
to 4831 fee). See note preceding Chapter 24-22.

Ann. Code as sections 4831 (aa)

Pursuant to the general policy of not codifying general laws having only lim864 and 865 P. C. (1910) and the Act of 1893, above
referred to, have not been included in this Code.
County Courts. Sections 756, 757, and 772 F. C. (1895), relating to the manner
of selecting jurors, to impaneling the jury, and to the pay of jurors, respectively,
in county courts, were not codified in the Code of 1910, but were included in
Park's Ann. Code as sections 790 (w), 790 (x), and 790 (mm) P. C, respectively.
These sections, as well as others relating to county courts, have been omitted
from this Code. See note immediately preceding Chapter 24-22.

ited local application, sections

1
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PART XXX.
CHAPTER

59-99.

CRIMES.

IN GENERAL.
Sec.

Sec.
rn rvnm
59-9901.

~
c
nonperformance
of duties required by Chap-

t.
i^
Penalty

r

for

59-9902.

Penalty
*

for refusing
" Zi
jury a ]miUance to inbtitu _
required to be int ons
j

spected.

ter 59-4.

59-9901. Penalty for nonperformance of duties required

by Chapter

—Any

person or persons who shall be appointed by the superior
court, the grand jury or the committee of the grand jury, or the sheriff,
or the deputies of the sheriff in the discharge of the legal duties pre-

59-4.

scribed by Chapter 59-4, relating to the inspection by grand juries of
certain institutions,

who

shall refuse or negligently fail to

duties, shall be guilty of a
Cross-reference.
§

misdemeanor. (Acts 1918,

— Punishment

of

juror

for

being

perform such

p. 166.)

corruptly

influenced,

see

26-4702.

59-9902. Penalty for refusing grand jury admittance to institutions re-

—Any superior

any corporation, lay or
eleemosynary, or any proprietor, or the manager of such institutions as
quired to be inspected.
are

named

officer of

in section 59-401 for inspection, to wit:

orphanages, hospitals,

asylums, sanitariums, sanatoriums, Houses of the Good Shepherd, houses
of correction, reformatories, penitentiaries, convents, monasteries, schools

and

who

by private or public utterances defy the State's
authority and instruct the persons in immediate charge of said institutions, or any one or more of them, to refuse the grand jury or its comcolleges,

shall

mittee, or the sheriff or his deputies, admittance to said institution,

demanded

in the discharge of their legal duty, shall

demeanor. (Acts 1918,
Cross-reference.

p.

when

be guilty of a mis-

166.)

—Inspection

of certain institutions, see Chapter 59-4.

JURISDICTION: See Title 24, Courts.
JURISDICTION OF THE STATE: See

Title 15,

Boundaries and

Jurisdiction of the State.

JUSTICES OF

THE PEACE:

See Title 2, Constitution of the State
of Georgia, Chapters 2-35, 2-40; Title 24, Courts, Chapters 24-4 to
24-16.

JUVENILE COURTS: See Title 24, Courts, Chapter 24-24.
KEROSENE: See Title 73, Paints, Oils, and Petroleum Products.
KIDNAPPING: See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment, Chapter 26-16.

LABOR UNIONS,

trade-marks of:

Trade Names, Chapter

LACHES:

See Title 106, Trade-Marks and

106-1.

See Title 3, Actions, Chapters 3-7 to 3-10; Title 27, Criminal Procedure,. Chapter 27-6; Title 37, Equity, § 37-119.

TITLE

60.

LAND REGISTRATION.
Chap.

Sec.

60-

1.

60-

2.

In general
Proceedings to secure registration

60-

3.

Examiners

60-101

60-201
60-301

and owner's

60- 4.

Register of decrees,

60-

Conveyance, transfer, or descent of registered estates
Books, records, and forms
Assurance fund
Fees
Crimes

5.

60-

6.

60-

7.

60-

8.

60-99.

title register,

60-401

certificate

60-501

60-601
60-701
60-801

60-9901

CROSS-REFERENCES.
See Title 29, Deeds, Chapter 29-4.
Registration of mortgages, liens, etc.: See Title 67, Mortgages, Conveyances to
Secure Debt, and Liens, §§ 67-105 to 67-112, 67-1304, 67-1305, 67-1403, 67-2501 to
Registration of deeds:

67-2503, 67-2601 to 27-2604.

CHAPTER

IN

60-1.

Sec.

Sec.
60-101.

GENERAL

Name

60-101.
istration

60-102.

of Title.

Name

of Title.— This Title shall be

Law," and may be

Definitions of
used in law.

known

cited or referred to

as

certain

words

"The Land Reg-

by that name. (Acts

1917, p. 108.)
Cross-reference.

— Punishment for acts of forgery, fraud,

60-102. Definitions of certain

words used

theft, etc., see § 60-9901.

in law.

—As

used in this

Title, unless the context plainly indicates otherwise:

The words

"registered land" shall include any estate or interest in

lands which shall have been registered under the provisions of this
Title.

The words

"the court" shall

wherein the land

The word

mean

the superior court of the county

lies.

"clerk" shall

mean

the clerk of the superior court of the
and shall include his lawful deputies, and

county wherein the land lies,
any person lawfully acting as clerk under the provisions of the general
laws or of this Title.

The words "judge"

or "judge of the court" or "judge of the superior
superior court of the county wherein the land
"judge
of
the
court" or
lies," or words of similar purport, shall mean, embrace, and include any

judge of the superior court presiding in the superior court of the county
where the land lies; and while it is intended that as a usual matter the
judge of the superior court of each circuit shall be the judge who shall

Land

1601

act

upon and

sit in

§60-201

Reg] ITRA1 [ON.

the various mailers arising in that circuit with

wh

the judges of such courts are charged under the provisions of this

'J

itle,

any judge of the superior court shall have jurisdiction to perform the functions of judge under this Title; and in the event
the judge of the superior court of the circuit in which the transaction
or matter arises is disqualified, absent from the circuit, ill, dead, or from
any other cause cannot act in the matter, it shall be the duty of any
other judge of the superior court to whom the matter is presented, to
act in the matter to the same extent as if the same arose in one of the
counties of his own circuit; and furthermore, any judge of the superior
court may, in any matter arising- under this Title, upon the request of
the judge of the superior court of the circuit in which it arose, act upon
it as if it had arisen in his own circuit.
as to such matters

The words "voluntary

transaction" shall embrace and

mean

con-

all

and other voluntary acts or dealings (except by will; by any
registered owner of any estate or interest in land, with reference to such
estate or interest and any right of homestead or exemption therein and
the words "involuntary transaction" shall embrace and mean all other
transmission of registered land or any interest therein and all other
rights or claims, judicial proceedings, liens, charges, or incumbrances
not created directly by contract with the registered owner, but arising
by operation of law or of equitable principles, dower, the exercise of the
right of eminent domain, delinquent taxes and levies, and all like matters affecting registered land or any interest therein.
(Acts 1917,
tractual

;

pp. 108-110.)

CHAPTER

60-2.

PROCEEDINGS TO SECURE REGISTRATION.

Sec.
60-201.
60-202.

Sec.

Superior court's jurisdiction.
Nature of proceedings; operation of decree;

muniment

of

60-212.
60-213.

entry of service; false return,

title.

60-203.

Parties, pleading,
in general.

etc.

and practice
60-214.

Same;

60-215.

cross-

60-216.

Same; additional notices.
Same: manner in which addi-

signature and oath,
and addresses, de-

60-217.

Survey of land; notice; protest.

60-218.

Dismissal

60-204.

Parties; persons claiming
terest less than fee.

60-205.

Same; defendants.
Same; objections

60-206.

and

in-

Petition;

names,

scription of land,

and amend-

ment.
60-208.

Same;

of

separate

60-210.

without

Amendments,

severances,

etc.

60-220.

Dealings pending registration.

60-221.

and notice; service;
publication; nonresidents; in-

60-222.

fants, etc.

60-223.

Judgment or decree; default.
Same; scope; separate decree.
Same: land and persons con-

60-224.

Review

Process

cluded.

Same;

nonresident petitioner
to appoint agent or attorney

Same;

State, county, and
nicipality, how served.

of judgments and deon writ of error.
Court considered as open and

crees

for service of process.
60-211.

petition

of

prejudice.
60-219.

inclusion

parcels.
60-209.

posting, service, conclusiveness, waiver of notice;
sheriff to ascertain occupants.

tional notice given.

action.
60-207.

Same; waiver of service; acknowledgment of service.
Same; effect of judgment as to

mu-

60-225.

60-201. Superior court's jurisdiction.

in session at all times.

— For the purpose

persons owning real estate within this State to have the

of

title

enabling

all

thereto set-

§

Land Registration.

60-202

1602

and registered as prescribed by the provisions of this Title, the superior court of the county in which the land lies shall have exclusive
original jurisdiction of all petitions and proceedings had thereupon.
tied

(Acta L917,

p. 108.)

Nature of proceedings; operation of decree; muniment of
title.
The proceedings under any petition for the registration of land,
and all proceedings in the court in relation to registered land, shall be
proceedings in rem against the land, and the decree of the court shall
operate directly on the land and vest and establish title thereto in accordance with the provisions of this Title as well as upon all persons
who are parties to said proceedings, whether by name or under the gen60-202.

—

eral designation of

"whom

it

may

concern." (Acts 1917,

p. 110.)

For the purposes of this Title no tax deed shall be treated as a muniment of title, or admitted in evidence, or considered by the examiner or
the court as a conveyance of title, color of title, or claim of title, unless
the same shall have been executed, delivered, and recorded more than
seven years before the filing of the petition for registration of title of
the land described in such deed. This paragraph shall apply only to this
Title,

and

shall not be construed to prohibit the introduction of tax deeds

as evidence in

any other matter or

action.

(Acts 1931,

—

and practice in general. Suit for registrabe begun by a petition to the court by the person or

60-203. Parties, pleading,

tion of title shall

p. 190.)

persons or corporation claiming, singly or collectively, to

own

or to

have the power of appointing or disposing of an estate in fee simple in
any land, whether subject to liens, incumbrances, or lesser "estate, or
not.
Infants and other persons under disability may sue and defend by
guardian, guardian ad litem, next friend, or trustee, as the case may be.
Except as otherwise provided, the suit shall be subject to the general
rules of equity pleading and practice. (Acts 1917, p. 110.)
Cross-reference.

— References

to examiners,

etc.,

see Chapter 60-3.

60-204. Parties; persons claiming interest less than fee.

— Any

person

the possession of lands claiming an interest or estate less than the

in

fee therein,

may have

his title thereto established

of this Title, without the registration

under the provisions

and transfer features herein pro-

vided. (Acts 1917, p. 110.)

—

Same; defendants. The petition
persons who by the petition are disclosed

60-205.
all

shall include as defendants

to

have any

interest, equity,

or claim adverse to the petitioner or otherwise, vested or contingent,

upon
ants

said land or
all

any interest therein, and

other persons

"whom

may

concern." (Acts 1917,

p. 111.)

—

Same; objections and cross-action. Any person, whether
or not, may become a party to the proceeding for the purpose

60-206.
notified

it

shall also include as defend-

granting of the relief prayed for in the petition,
by filing in court an answer, showing that he claims
some interest in the premises, and the grounds of his objection; or he
may file a cross-action praying that the title to the land, or some interest therein, be decreed to be in him, and registered accordingly. (Acts
of filing objections to the

or any part thereof,

1917, p. 116.)

Land Registration.
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and oath, names, and addresses, descripThe petition, and amendments thereto,
tion of land, and amendment.
shall be signed and sworn to by each petitioner, or, in the case of a corporation, by some officer thereof, or, in the case of a person under disIt shall contain a full descripability, by the person filing the petition.
tion of the land and its valuation and its last assessment for county taxation shall show when, how, and from whom it was acquired, a description of the title by which he claims the land, and an abstract of
title, and shall state whether or not it is occupied; and shall give an
account of all known liens, interests, and claims, adverse or otherwise,
vested or contingent. Full names and addresses, if known, of all persons that may be interested in any wise, including adjoining owners
and occupants, shall be given. The description of the land to be given
in the petition shall be in such terms as shall identify the same fully,
and such as shall tend to describe the same as permanently as is reasonably practicable under all the circumstances. If the land is in a portion
of the State in which the land is by State survey divided into land districts and lot numbers, in the petition there shall be stated the number
of land district and of the lot number or numbers in which the tract is
contained. The judge, on his own motion or upon recommendation of
the examiner, may, before passing a decree upon any petition for registration, require a fuller and more adequate description, or one tending
more permanently to identify the tract in question, to be included into
the petition by amendment, and if, in the discretion of the court, it shall
be necessary, may, for that purpose, require a survey of the premises to
be made and the boundaries marked by permanent monuments. The
acreage or other superficial contents of the tract shall be stated with
approximate accuracy; and where reasonably practicable the court may
require the metes and bounds to be stated. (Acts 1917, p. 110.)
Cross-reference. Form of petition, see § 60-602.
60-207. Petition; signature

—

;

—

Same

60-208.

;

—

Any number of separate
by the petitioner under the same general claim
the same county, may be included in the same pro-

inclusion of separate parcels.

parcels of land, claimed

and lying in
ceeding; and any one tract may be established in several parts, each of
which shall be clearly and accurately described and registered sepaof title

rately.

(Acts 1917,

60-209. Process
fants, etc.

p. 111.)

and

notice; service; publication; nonresidents; in-

—Upon the petition being

the office of the clerk of the
superior court in the county where the land lies, the clerk shall issue a
process directed to the sheriffs of this State and their lawful deputies,

requiring

sons

all of

"whom

day not

less

petition,

if

it

the defendants

may

,

concern' to

filed in

named in the petition and all other pershow cause before the court, on a named

than 40 nor more than 50 days from the date thereof, why
the prayers of the petition should not be granted and why the court
should not proceed to judgment in such cause; and shall make the necessary copies of the petition and process for service. Within 30 days from
the time of the issuance of process, a copy of the petition and process
shall be served, in like manner as ordinary process is served in ordinary actions at law, upon each party named as defendant in the original
a resident of this State. Second originals and copies

may

issue

Land Registration.
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manner as second originals are issued and copies
ordinary actions. The clerk of the superior court shall also

and be served
served

in

1604

in like

cause to be inserted

the newspaper in which the advertisements of

in

county are advertised, for four insertions in separate weeks, a notice addressed "to whom it may concern," and also to
each person named in the petition as a defendant who resides beyond
the limits of the State, or whose place of residence is unknown, and giving notice of the filing of the petition by the petitioner, and a description
of the land which petitioner seeks to register, and warning them to show
cause to the contrary, if any they can, before the court on the date named
in the process.
The judge of the court may grant additional time for
service or return of the process, and may provide for service in cases not
herein provided for, wherever the exigencies of justice may so, require.
\\ nerever the petition discloses, or it otherwise becomes disclosed to the
court in the progress of the proceedings, that any nonresident is interested, such nonresident, if his post-office address be known, shall be notified also by the clerk of the court mailing to him a copy of the petition
and process by registered mail to the post-office address as the same may
be disclosed to the court through the petition or other proceedings in the
Guardians ad litem shall be appointed for infants and other percase.
sons under disability, in like manner as they are appointed in equity
cases in the general practice. (Acts 1917, p. 112.)
sheriff's sales in the

60-604.

Form

—

Form of process, see
of return, see § 60-606.

Cross-references.
S

60-603.

§

Form

of advertisement, see

Same; nonresident

60-210.

service of process.

petitioner to appoint agent or attorney for
nonresident petitioner shall appoint a resident

—A

whom

agent or attorney upon

process and notices

may

be served. (Acts

1917, p. 110.)

Same;

60-211.

State, county,

petition shall disclose that

it

and municipality,

how

served.

—

If the

involves the determination of any public

right or interest of this State or of

any county or municipality

thereof,

the process or notice, in order to affect the State or the county or the

municipality, shall be served upon the Attorney General, in the case of

upon the ordinary, in the case of a county (or, if the ordinary
be disqualified, upon the clerk of the superior court) or upon the mayor
of the municipality, in the case of a municipality (or, in case there is no
mayor or the mayor is disqualified, upon a majority of the members of
the council or other governing body of the municipality). (Acts 1917,
the State

;

;

113.)

p.

60-212.

Same; waiver

of service;

acknowledgment

of service.

—Any

person entitled to notice or service of process under this Title may waive
such notice or service by a written acknowledgment of service, or waiver
of service, entered upon the petition or entitled in the cause and signed
by him in the presence of the judge of the superior court or of the clerk of
the superior court of the county, or of the examiner, his signature being
attested by such officer. (Acts 1917, p. 113.)
Cross-reference.

60-213.
etc.

—The

— Form

Same;

of

effect of

acknowledgment

judgment as

of service, see § 60-605.

to entry of service; false return,

court, before passing the decree authorizing the registration

;

Land Registration.
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§ 60-215

of land, shall satisfy himself that publication of notice and

of

process, as herein required, have been made.

After judgment the entry
of service by the sheriff or his deputy shall be conclusive evidence and
shall not be subject to traverse, nor shall any acknowledgment of serv-

be subject to traverse. The recital of service of process and of the
giving and publishing of notices, contained in the decree or final judgment in the cause, shall be conclusive evidence that such service, publiice

and notice have been legally given: Provided, however, that
nothing herein shall prevent any person aggrieved from having his right
of action against any sheriff who shall make a false return of service, or
against any clerk or examiner who shall falsely attest a waiver or
acknowledgment of service, or any clerk who shall fail to publish the
notice or to mail the notice as required by this Title. (Acts 1917, p. 113.)
cation,

60-214.

Same;

posting, service, conclusiveness, waiver of notice; sheriff

to ascertain occupants.

—A

notice similar to the notice directed to be

published, as provided in section 60-209, shall also be delivered by the
clerk to the sheriff of the county or one of his lawful deputies and the
;

deputy

sheriff or his lawful

tion

and

is
if

filed,

shall,

within 30 days from the date the peti-

post the same upon the land in some conspicuous place

more than one

there shall be

furnished by the clerk to the sheriff or his
the

same upon each

enough notices shall be
deputies, and he shall post

tract of land,

The

tract of land included in the petition.

sheriff

go upon the land and ascertain, and make
official return to the court stating, the names of each and every person
above the age of 14 years actually occupying the premises, together with
the postoffice addresses of such persons. Upon such return being made,
the clerk shall send, by registered mail, to each person so upon the land,
a copy of the petition and process, or he may require such persons to be
served by the sheriff or his deputy. The clerk shall make entry of having mailed the notices unless the sheriff shall have made the service, in
which event the sheriff shall make the return. The notices provided for
and to be given under this and other sections of this Title shall stand
as personal service of process, and shall be conclusive and binding on all
persons so notified and on all the world. Appearances or pleading in
the case shall constitute a waiver of process and service, and of notice
and of any defect therein. (Acts 1917, p. 114.)
shall also, within said 30 days,

—

Cross-references. Form of return of posting, see
of mailing, see § 60-607.

60-215.

Same; additional

notices.

—

If it shall

§

60-606.

such persons

in like

manner

copy of the petition

as other persons

petition are required to be served

copy

by

named

who

shall

re-

have been

shall be served

upon

as defendants in the

this Title, and, in addition to the

of the petition, there shall be attached a notice

rected to such person, informing

of certificate

be disclosed, from the

port of the examiner, that persons other than those
notified are entitled to notice, a

Form

him that he

shall

from the

clerk, di-

appear and show

cause against the judgment being rendered in the case, if any he has,
within 10 days from the date of the service of the notice. However,

nothing herein shall be construed to require the giving of additional

Laxd Registration.
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notice by publication, otherwise than in this Title provided for, to nonresidents or persons who, by reason of absence from the State or

by

rea-

son of their whereabouts being- unknown, cannot be found and served

with process. (Acts 1917,
60-216.

notice

is

be given

Same; manner
required by this
is

p. 115.)

—

which additional notice given. Wherever
Title and no provision as to how notice shall

in

made, or wherever,

in the discretion of the judge, additional

notice to that provided for in this Title should be given to any particular

person or persons, or to the public generally, the judge
notice to be given, and provide the

(Acts 1917,

manner

which

in

it

may

order such

shall be given.

p. 140.)

—

Survey of land; notice; protest. While the cause is pending
before the examiner of titles, or at any time before final decree, the judge,
or the examiner with the approval of the judge, may require the land to
be surveyed by some competent surveyor, and may order durable bounds
to be set and a plat thereof to be filed among the papers of the suit. Before such survey is made all adjoining landowners shall be given at least
five days' notice.
The petitioner, or any adjoining owner, dissatisfied
with the survey, may file a protest with the court within 10 days from
the time the plat is filed; and thereupon an issue shall be made up and
60-217.

tried as in case of protest to the return of land processioners.

(Acts 1917,

p. 118.)

60-218. Dismissal of petition without prejudice.

petitioner so desires, or
title is

not and cannot be

if

the court

If in

any case the

of opinion that the petitioner's

is

made proper

—

for registration, the petition

may,

with leave of the court, be dismissed without prejudice, on terms to be

determined by the court. (Acts 1917,
60-219.

Amendments, severances,

p. 119.)
etc.

—Amendments

to petitions or

other pleadings or the severance thereof, including joinder, substitution,
or discontinuance of parties, and the omission or severance of
tion or parcel of the land,

may

any por-

be ordered or allowed by the court at

any time before final decree, upon terms that may be just and reasonable and the court may require facts to be stated in the petition in addition to those prescribed by this Title. The examiner shall have these
powers, subject to review by exception to his reports. (Acts 1917, p. 119.)
;

60-220. Dealings
tion

been

may
filed

pending registration.

—The land described

be dealt with pending registration as
;

but any person

who

shall acquire

if

any

in

any

peti-

no such petition had
interest in or claim

against any such land shall at once appear as a petitioner, or answer as
a party defendant, in the pleadings for registration, and such interest or

claim shall be subject to the decree of the court. (Acts 1917, p. 119.)

Judgment or decree;

— No

judgment or decree shall
be rendered by default so as to authorize any decree to be rendered
without the necessary facts being shown. (Acts 1917, p. 118.)
60-221.

default.

Land Registration.
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Same; scope; separate

60-222.

decree.

§ 60-225

— After

the record

shall

!

been perfected and settled, the judge of the superior court shall th<
upon proceed to decide the cause; and if, upon consideration o
record, the title shall be found in the petitioner, the judge shall ent'
decree to that effect, ascertaining all limitations, liens, encumbran
etc., and declaring the land entitled to registration accordingly as he
shall find, and such decree shall be entered upon the minutes of the supe-

and become a part

rior court

of the records thereof.

If,

eration of the record, he shall find that the petitioner

upon con

not entitled to
a decree declaring the land entitled to registration, he shall enter judgment and decree accordingly. If any person shall have filed a crossaction praying for the title to be found in him, the judge may enter a
is

decree to that effect, in like manner ascertaining and declaring all limitations, liens, etc., and declaring the land entitled to registration accordingly.

If

separate parcels shall be involved, the court shall render sepa-

and the same

done where the
petitioner has divided a tract into separately described parcels and has
rate decree as to each parcel;

shall be

accurately described each parcel for separate registration. (Acts 1917,
p. 119.)

—

Same; land and persons concluded. Every decree rendered as
herein provided, shall bind the land and bar all persons claiming title
60-223.

thereto or interest therein, quiet the

title thereto,

binding and conclusive upon and against

all

and

shall be forever

persons, including the State

whether mentioned by name in the order of publication, or
included under the general description, "whom it may concern." It shall
not be an exception to such conclusiveness that the person is an infant,
lunatic, or is under any disability, but said person may, in the manner
provided, have recourse upon the indemnity fund hereinafter provided
for, for any loss he may suffer by reason of being so concluded. (Acts
of Georgia,

1917, p. 120.)
Cross-references.
§

—Form

of decree of

title,

see

§

Book

60-613.

of decrees, see

60-614.

60-224.

Review

of

judgments and decrees on writ of

error.

—All judg-

ments and decrees of the superior court or the judge thereof rendered
under the provisions of this Title shall be subject to review by the Supreme Court upon writ of error, and the procedure to obtain such review
shall be by what is known as fast writ of error, and such as obtains in
injunction and criminal cases. (Acts 1917, p. 143.)
60-225. Court considered as

open and in session at

all

times.

— For the

purposes of this Title the superior courts of the various counties of this
State shall be considered as being open and in session at all times, except on Sundays and every official act of the judge on any matter shall
be considered as having been rendered in open court; and no recess or
adjournment of the court taken generally or for any particular purpose
;

be considered as having recessed or adjourned the court so far as
the purposes of this Title are concerned; and no limitations existing,
shall

either under general

law or special

time in which the
in the various counties, shall

acts, as to length of

various superior courts of this State

may

sit

be construed as affecting the provisions of this

Title.

(Acts 1917,

p. 139.)

§
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CHAPTER

EXAMINERS.

60-3.

Sec

1608

Sec.

60-301.

Appointment; nature

of office;

60-304.

Powers; report; evidence; no-

60-305.

exceptions; jury trial;
continuance; verdict; procedure; new trial; recommittal,
Inspection of records by exam-

60-306.

Stenographer.

tlce:

qualifications; oath; removal.

.

Reference; preliminary report;
time of filing; prima facie
evidence.

iner.

Hearing; report; notice.

60-303.

60-301.

Appointment; nature of

— The judge

office; qualifications;

oath; removal.

each judicial circuit shall appoint
at least one master or auditor, who shall be known as the examiner, and
who shall discharge the duties provided herein for the examiner, but

whose

of the superior court of

relation

and accountability to the court

shall be that of auditor

or master in the general practice existing in this State; and the judge

many more examiners

shall appoint as

in the circuit as the public con-

venience in connection with the carrying out of the provisions of this
Title may require, and may in any case appoint a special examiner. Such

examiners shall hold office at the pleasure of the judge, and shall be removable at any time with or without cause. Each examiner so appointed
must be a competent attorney at law, of good standing in his profession, and of at least three years' experience in the practice of law. Each
examiner shall take and file in the office of the clerk of the superior court
of the county of his residence, along with the order of his appointment,
an oath or affidavit substantially in the form hereinafter prescribed.
(Acts 1917,

p. 114.)

Cross-references.

— Form of appointment, see

§

60-608.

Form

of oath, see

60-302. Reference; preliminary report; time of filing;

—

Upon

prima

§

60-609.

facie evi-

provided in this Title, the clerk
shall at once notify the judge, who shall refer the cause to one of the
general examiners or to a special examiner. It shall thereupon become
the duty of such examiner to make up a preliminary report containing
an abstract of the title to the land from public records and all other evidences of a trustworthy nature that can reasonably be obtained by him,
which said abstract shall contain full enough extracts from the records,
and other matters referred to therein, to enable the court to decide the
questions involved also a statement of the facts relating to the possession of the lands; also containing the names and addresses, so far as he
is able to ascertain, of all persons interested in the land, as well as all
adjoining owners, showing their several apparent or possible interests,
and indicating upon whom and in what manner process should be served
or notices given, in accordance with the provisions of this Title. The
preliminary report of the examiner shall be filed in the office of the clerk
of the superior court, on or before the return day of the court, as stated
in the process, unless the time for filing the same shall be extended by
dence.

the filing of a petition, as

;

the court; and the said report shall be prima facie evidence of the contents thereof.

(Acts 1917,

Cross-references.
port, see

§

—Form

p. 115.)

of reference, see

§

60-610.

Form

of preliminary re-

60-611.

60-303. Hearing; report; notice.

turn day stated in

—As

soon as practicable after the rethe process the examiner shall proceed to hear evi-
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§60-304

shall ha
dence and make up his final report to the court, unless
veloped, from the preliminary report filed by him, that persona of
than those named as defandant in the original petition were entitled to
service or notice, in which event he shall not begin the hearing until
after 10 days from the date of the service of notice upon such p€
He shall give notice of the time and place of hearing to the petitioner
and to such persons as shall have filed any pleading in the case. (Acts
it.

1917, p. 116.)
Cross-reference.

— Form

of final report, see

§

60-612.

Powers; report; evidence; notice; exceptions; jury trial; continuance; verdict; procedure; new trial; recommittal. At the time and
place set for the hearing the examiner shall, in like manner as other
auditors or masters in chancery, proceed with similar powers as to the
compelling of the attendance of witnesses, the production of books and
papers, and of adjournment and recessing to hear all lawful evidence
60-304.

—

may make such independent examimay deem necessary. Upon his request the clerk

In addition thereto he

submitted.
nation of the

title

as he

commissions for the taking of testimony of such witnesses
as, under the provisions of law on that subject, may have their testimony taken by interrogatories in ordinary actions. He shall also have
the powers of a commissioner appointed by the superior court under
Title 38, Evidence, Chapter 38-23. Within 15 days after such hearing
shall have been concluded the examiner, unless for good cause the time
shall be extended by the judge, shall file with the clerk a report of his
conclusions of law and of fact, setting forth the state of the title, any
liens or incumbrances thereon, by whom held, the amounts due thereon,
together with the abstract of title to said land, and any other information affecting its validity, and a brief or a stenographic report of the evidence taken by him. He shall mail to each of the parties who have appeared in the cause notice of the filing of his report. Any of the parties
to the proceeding may, within 20 days after such report is filed, file exceptions to the conclusions of law or of fact or to the general findings of
the examiner. The clerk shall thereupon notify the judge that the record
is ready for his determination.
If the petitioner, or any contestant of
petitioner's right, shall demand a trial by jury upon any issue of fact
arising upon exceptions to the examiner's report, the court shall cause
the same to be referred to a jury, either at the term of court which may
then be in session or at the next term of the court, or at any succeeding
term of the court, to which the case may be continued for good and lawful reasons but it shall be the duty of the judge to expedite the hearing
of the case, and not to continue it unless for good cause shown, or upon
shall issue

;

the consent of

all

parties at interest.

The

issue or issues of fact shall be

tried before the jury, in the event jury trial shall be requested,

upon the

evidence reported by the examiner, except in cases where, under the provisions of law, evidence other than that reported by the auditor may be

submitted to the jury on exceptions to an auditor's report; and except,
further, that in case the examiner has reported to the court findings
of fact based on his personal examination, either party

may

additional testimony as to such facts, provided that he will
pear, under oath, that he has not been fully heard

and given

introduce

make
full

it

ap-

opportu-

§

1610
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same matter before the examiner. The
the jury upon the questions of fact shall operate to the same

nity to present testimony on the

verdict of

extent as in the case of exceptions to an auditor's report in an ordinarycase in equity. In all matters not otherwise provided for, the procedure

upon the examiner's report and the exceptions thereto

shall be in accord-

ance with procedure prevailing as to auditor's reports in equity and exceptions thereto. The right to grant a new trial upon any issue submitted to a jury, and right of exception to the

Supreme Court,

are prescribed.

The judge may refer or recommit the record to the examiner in like
manner as auditor's reports may be recommitted in any equity cause;
or he may, on his own motion, recommit it to the same or any other examiner for further information and report. (Acts 1917,

by examiner.

60-305. Inspection of records
rior court, every ordinary,

and every other

p. 116.)

— Every clerk of the

officer in this State

supe-

having

charge of public records shall allow every examiner appointed by any
court in this State, for the purposes of this Title, free inspection of

all

the

public records relating to his office and in any wise appertaining to any

matter under the investigation of such examiner. (Acts 1917,
60-306. Stenographer.

p. 139.)

—In any case, by consent of the parties or upon

order of the judge, the examiner

may

procure the services of a stenog-

rapher to report the testimony taken before him; and the compensation
of such stenographer, unless agreed

on by the

parties, shall

be fixed by

the judge and taxed as costs. (Acts 1917, p. 139.)

CHAPTER

60-4.

REGISTER OF DECREES, TITLE REGISTER,
AND OWNER'S CERTIFICATE.
Sec.

Sec.
60-401.

Clerk of superior court to be
furnished with books; duty of
clerk

issue

to

certificate

60-402.

ownership.
Entries to be signed,

60-403.

Record

other

tion,

when not

60-410.

of

cancellation.
60-411.

Clerk's duty before registering
voluntary transfers.

60-412.

Duplicate of lost certificate,
proceedings to secure.
Clerk's duty; registration, en-

etc.

than

registrarequired; certified copy as evidence; filing
instrument; record and ref-

60-413.

Notation

of

certificate
register.

60-405.

incumbrance
of

in

on
title

60-414.

Notations on outstanding certificates of title and owners'

60-415.

title

60-407.

Involuntary transactions.
Letters of administration or
executorship; cancellation of

60-408.

certificate

of title;

new

cer-

tificate.

60-409.

Heirs' title, registry of; procedure on application; publication; transfer of registered
title; cancellation; new certificates.

when

Deputy

clerk and sheriff authorized to perform duties of
clerk

Notice by registry.

notations,

conclusive;
direction
by
court to clerk.
Disqualification
or death of
clerk; duties performed by

whom.

certificates.

60-406.

and

tries,

erence thereto.
60-404.

Production of owner's certificate compelled. Transfer and

and

sheriff.

60-416.

Caveat to

60-417.

Procedure to obtain notation.

60-418.

Cancellations, entry of.

60-419.

Adverse claims, land

entry, registration,
or notation; judgment thereon.

except as stated;

free

from

limitation

of action to set aside.
60-420.

Limitations of actions; operation.

—
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60-403

Sec.

Sec.

00-421.

§

Decree of registration and entry

of

certificate

of

title

running

agreement

Freedom from

60-423.

No

;

liens,

etc.

(:r '

'
'

Change

further registra-

prescriptive
tered land.

A

.

60-425.

60-422.

necemry

Registration

with

land.
tion

60-424.

as

trj

f

.

of

.

to

af-

,

****-

name, Dotation on

register.

not affected.

title

to

regis-

60-426.

Lien and
noted on

lis

p'-mlens

title

to

be

register.

60-401. Clerk of superior court to be furnished with books; duty of

—The

county commissioner or
other officer having charge of the county business of each county shall
provide for the clerk of the superior court in said county a book in which
he shall enroll and register and index all decrees of title, to be known
as the "register of decrees of title;" also a book to be prepared, printed,
and ruled in substantially the manner hereinafter provided, to be called
the "title register," in which said clerk shall enroll, register, and index,
as hereinafter provided, the certificate of title hereinafter provided for,
and all subsequent transfers of title, and note all voluntary or involuntary transactions in any wise affecting the title to said land, authorized
to be entered thereon and they shall from time to time furnish such
additional books as may be necessary. Upon the registration of such
decree and certificate of title the clerk shall issue an owner's certificate
of title, under the seal of his office, which shall be delivered to the owner,
or his duly authorized agent or attorney. (Acts 1917, p. 120.)
clerk to issue certificate of ownership.

;

Cross-references^
see § 60-621.

—Title

Form

register, see § 60-615.

of owner's certificate of

title,

60-402. Entries to be signed, etc.

—Every

entry

made

in the register

upon the owner's certificate,
under any of the provisions of this Title, shall be signed by the clerk and
dated with the year, month, day, hour, and minute, accurately stated.
of decrees of title, or in the title register, or

(Acts 1917,
60-403.

p. 120.)

Record other than

registration,

when not

required; certified

instrument; record and reference thereto.
Wherever a transfer, or transfer as security for debt, or mortgage, as to
an estate in registered land, shall be executed in the form prescribed in
this Title and the same duly registered and noted in the register of titles,
and the same shall contain nothing more than the filling in of the blanks
in said forms prescribed, so that the entry of registration on the title
register, construed in connection with the prescribed form, shall show
the full transaction, it shall not be necessary to record the transfer, security transfer, or mortgage, otherwise than by the registration in the title
register; and such registration shall, for all purposes, take the place of
recordation as to such instruments so executed; and a certified copy of
such registration shall be admissible in evidence on like terms and with

copy as evidence;

filing

copy of a deed, mortgage, or other similar instrument is admissible under existing laws. In such cases the original instrument of transfer (together with the canceled owner's certificate), or
original instrument of transfer as security for debt, or original mortgage, as the case may be, shall be numbered with the registration number of the title to which it relates, and carefully filed away in such manner as to be of easy access, and preserved as a part of the records of the
like effect as a certified

Land Registration.
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In case of a mortgage so exe-

office of the clerk of the superior court.

cuted the clerk shall, on request,

make
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copy and deliver it to
stand for all purposes in

a certified

the mortgagee, and such certified copy shall

and shall be original evidence to the same extent
that an original mortgage ordinarily is, in any court. If the instrument
of transfer shall not be in the short form herein prescribed, or if it shall
contain any provisions not provided for in said form, or if it shall be
executed for the purpose of transferring any estate or interest in the
registered land in trust, or upon any condition, or upon any peculiar,
unusual limitation, the details at variance with or additional to those
provided for under the prescribed form need not be entered in full on
the title register and the owner's certificate, but the clerk shall record
such instrument in full on the deed book of the county, in like manner
as deeds to unregistered land are recorded, and shall, after the general
entry of the transfer on the title register and on the owner's certificate,
add thereto a notation that the same is "in trust," upon condition," or
"on special terms," as the case may be, followed by the words "See deed
"
book (or mortgage book, as the case may be)
P a ge
Like procedure shall be followed in case of a transfer to secure debt or
a mortgage not following the form herein prescribed, but in such cases
lieu of the original,

rt

the clerk shall not retain the original instrument, but shall return the

same

to the creditor after

(Acts 1917,

it

have been registered and recorded.

shall

p. 124.)

Cross-reference.

— Form

of mortgaging, see § 60-626.

incumbrance on certificate of title in title register.
Any writing or instrument for the purpose of incumbering or otherwise

60-404. Notation of

—

dealing with equitable interests in registered land, or tending to

claim of lien or incumbrance thereon or right therein,
the

certificate of title in

entitled to have.

(Acts 1917,

60-405. Notations
tificates.

—

the

title

may

show

a

be noted on

register with such effect as

it

may

be

p. 131.)

on outstanding

certificates of title

and owners'

cer-

All registered incumbrances, rights, or adverse claims affect-

ing the estate represented thereby shall continue to be noted upon every

outstanding certificate of title and owner's certificate, until the same
shall have been released or discharged, unless the same shall relate to
only a particular portion of the property, when the same shall be noted
only upon such certificates and duplicate certificates as relate to that
portion of the property. (Acts 1917, p. 125.)

by

—Every

voluntary or involuntary transaction, which, if recorded, filed, or entered in any clerk's office, would
affect unregistered land, shall, if duly registered on the title register, and
not otherwise, be notice to all persons from the time of such registration,
and operate in accordance with law and the provisions of this Title upon
60-406. Notice

registry.

such registered land. (Acts 1917,

p. 126.)

— Except

as herein otherwise protransactions
transfer of the title shall
involuntary
no
vided, in cases of
be registered except upon an order granted by the judge of the court, in

60-407. Involuntary transactions.

the form substantially as that hereinafter prescribed. (Acts 1917, p. 126.)
Cross-reference.

— Form,

see §§ 60-601, 60-613.

.

;
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60-408. Letters of administration or executorship; cancellation of certificate of title;

new

certificate.

— Upon

the grant of letters of ad mi:

by the court of ordinary and upon presentation of
the same to the clerk of the superior court and the

tration or executorship

a certified

copy

of

presentation of the owner's certificate, the clerk shall

make

a special

entry on the certificate of title on the title register, showing the presentation of the letters of administration or executorship, the name of the
representative, the court and county of his appointment, and the date

and of the transfer
thereupon cancel the

of the title to the representative.

of the letters

The

and the owner's certificate outstanding in the name of the decedent, and issue to the administrator or the executor, as the case may be, a new owner's certificate.
In the event the decedent was the owner of only a fractional undivided
interest in the title and the outstanding certificate stood in the name of
the decedent and others, or where from any other cause the decedent was
not the sole owner of the certificate, the outstanding certificates shall
nevertheless be canceled, and a new certificate registered and new owner's certificate issued with the name of the personal representative subclerk shall

stituted for the

60-409. Heirs'

name
title,

certificate of title

of the decedent.

registry of

;

(Acts 1917,

p. 127.)

procedure on application

transfer of registered title; cancellation;

new

certificates.

;

publication

— In

case the

owner of registered land shall die intestate, and there is no administration upon the estate within 12 months from the date of his death, or in
the event administration shall terminate without the land being disposed
of,

the heirs at law of such intestate, or any one or

who

claim to be heirs at law of such intestate,

may

more

of the persons

petition the superior

court of the county to have their title by descent declared as to such
registered land. In such application there shall be set forth the names
of all persons who are alleged to be the heirs at law; and if all are not
joined, process or notice shall be served, as in cases in equity,

The

so joined.

petition shall be verified

petitioners, shall set forth in detail the
of the decedent, a statement as to

widower
names of

by the

name and

upon

affidavit of

not

one of the

address, as last

whether he was married or

all

known,

single, or a

married more than once, the names of all of his wives the
all children and descendants of children, if any, showing in
detail whether the parents of such children are living or dead, and showing in detail how and wherein the persons who are alleged to be the heirs
at law are in fact the heirs at law of such decedent under the rules of
inheritance.
It shall also give the date of the death of the decedent
and set forth that he died leaving no will, and that, in the judgment
of the applicant, there is no need for administration upon the estate.
Upon such application being filed the judge shall thereupon grant an
order setting the application down to be heard at the courthouse in
the county where the land lies, on some day not less than 30 days from
the date of the application, and calling on all persons to show cause
before the court on that day why the persons named as heirs at law in
the application should not be so declared to be by the judgment and
decree of the court. A copy of the application and the order of the court
thereon shall be published in the newspaper in which the sheriff's sales of
the county are advertised in like manner as sheriff's sales are advertised.
;

if

;

§
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the day named, unless the matter shall be continued

orders of the judge to

some future

by order or

time, the court shall proceed to hear

and determine the question, together with all objections, if any, which
may be filed, and to adjudge and decree that the alleged decedent is dead
and that there is no administration on his estate, and that he left no will,
and who are his heirs at law unless it appears that the alleged decedent
is not dead, or that there is administration upon the estate, or that an
;

application for administration

is

pending, or that the decedent

left

a will,

in either of which events the petition shall be dismissed.
Upon granting
an order of heirship the court shall thereupon order a transfer of the
registered title from the decedent to the heirs at law to be registered;
and upon production of the owner's certificate of the decedent, and the

judge's order for a transfer, the clerk shall register the transfer and

cancel the certificate registered in the

name

of the decedent

and the

owner's certificate, and issue a new owner's certificate in the name of the
persons declared to be the heirs at law. In such an application, if the
alleged heirs at law shall be of full age and under no disabilities, and the
same shall so appear to the court, and it shall further appear that they
have voluntarily partitioned the land in kind among themselves, the
court may, in connection with the order of transfer, direct that the certificate standing in the name of the decedent be canceled and that new
be registered and issued to each of the heirs for the particular parcel of land coming to each under the voluntary partition set
forth in the application. If the decedent shall have left a widow, the

certificates shall

application shall disclose whether the
or to

become an

heir of the estate,

widow has

and she

elected to take

dower

shall be a party to the pro-

what interest or estate
and, except where in the decree

ceedings, and the court shall specifically provide

she shall take under the decree of heirship,
the land

is

of heirship

partitioned into separate tracts, the court shall, in the decree

and

in the

order of transfer, specifically set forth (except in

what undivided interest each heir shall take. In
shall
decedent
case the
be a female, the procedure shall be similar, except
in so far as the difference between the rights of the husband and wife
upon the death of the spouse shall make changes necessary. Where the
wife shall claim to be entitled to take possession of the estate without
the case of sole heir),

administration, under the provisions of subsection
the procedure shall be substantially in the

of section 113-903,

1

same manner. (Acts

1917,

p. 127.)

60-410. Production of owner's certificate compelled. Transfer
cellation.

—Wherever

it is

and can-

sought to have an involuntary transfer regis-

tered under the provisions of this Title, and the owner's certificate

is

not produced so as to be attached to the order directing a transfer, the
court shall have the power to issue subpoena duces tecum or any other
process designed to compel the production of the owner's certificate,
including attachment for contempt; and if after the process issues the

owner's certificate shall not have been produced, or
court that there
court

may

is

no practical means

it

shall

appear to the

of compelling its production, the

nevertheless grant the order of transfer, but shall cause the

clerk to enter a cancellation of the certificate of title on the title register,

and to give notice once a week

for four

weeks

in the

newspaper

in

which

.
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§60

the sheriff's sales of the county are advertised that such certificate has

been canceled, the cost of making such advertisement to be depo
ed
shall
order
the
the
transfer
clerk
before
without
judge
grant
of
with the
the production of the certificate. (Acts 1917, p. 131.)

—

duty before registering voluntary transfers. The clerk
shall satisfy himself, before registering any voluntary transfer, that the
same is witnessed and attested or acknowledged in accordance with law;
and he and the sureties on his bond shall be liable for any loss or damage occasioned to any person through registration of a transfer not so
60-411. Clerk's

executed. (Acts 1917,

p. 165.)

60-412. Duplicate of lost certificate, proceedings to secure.

an owner's

—Whenever

be lost or destroyed, the owner, or
petition the court for the issuance of

certificate of title shall

his personal representative,

may

Notice of such petition shall be published once a week for

a duplicate.

four successive weeks in the newspaper in which the sheriff's sales of
the county are published; and
hibited before

may

it

upon satisfactory proof having been ex-

that said certificate has been lost or destroyed, the court

direct the issuance of a duplicate certificate,

which

shall be appro-

and take the place of the original owner's certificate:
Provided, that the court may in any case order additional notice to be
given, either by publication or otherwise, before directing the issuance
priately designed

of a duplicate certificate

:

Provided, further, that in case the application

made by personal representative of a deceased person, claiming
that the certificate was lost or destroyed while in the possession of the
decedent, the notice of the petition shall be published once a week for
shall be

eight successive weeks, instead of four, as required in other cases. (Acts
1917, p. 134.)
Cross-reference.

— Establishment

of lost papers, see §§ 63-203, 63-302.

60-413. Clerk's duty; registration, entries,

clusive; direction

by court

and notations, when con-

to clerk.^-The clerk of the superior court

is

charged with the primary duty of determining whether any instrument,
writing or record, or other matter is in proper shape for registration, and
with the duty of correctly and legally making the registration, including
all formal incidents thereto, and shall be liable to any injured person for
any failure of duty in this respect. All registrations of title and all
entries and notations made by him upon the title register of transfers
or of the cancellation or discharge of liens or incumbrances shall be
prima facie conclusive; and unless a caveat shall be filed, as provided for
in this Title, seeking to set aside, modify, or otherwise affect such entry,
notation, or registration, within 12 months from the date of the making

same upon the title
conclusive upon all persons

;

this shall

same

become absolutely
be considered and construed as a

register, the

of the

shall

statute of limitations against the questioning of the correctness of the
clerk's action,

but

and

shall be

without exception on account of

shall not operate as a limitation in favor of the clerk as to

him

disabilities,

any action

wrong-doing or neglect of duty. In the event application shall be made to a clerk to have any' transfer or other transaction
registered or noted, and he shall be in doubt as to whether the same
should be registered, entered, or noted, or shall be in doubt in regard to
against

for

§
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any party at interest may petition
the judge of the court for direction; and such judge, after it shall have
appeared that the parties at interest have had reasonable notice, may
proceed to hear the matter and to give directions and instructions to the
clerk, whose duty it shall be to follow the directions and instructions of
the court. In all matters required of the clerk under this Title, he shall
be subject to the direction and orders of the court. (Acts 1917, p. 134.)
any

detail thereof, either the clerk or

60-414. Disqualification or death of clerk; duties

performed by whom.

— In case any clerk shall be disqualified by reason of relationship or
terest, or

from any other cause, or

in case of the

in-

death or other disability

any matter arising under this
such clerk may be performed either by the
ordinary of the county or by a special clerk appointed by the judge for
that purpose, the entry of appointment of such special clerk and of the
purpose for which he is appointed being duly entered and recorded upon
of the clerk of the superior court to act in
Title, the duties required of

the minutes of the court. (Acts 1917, p. 139.)

Deputy
and sheriff. The

and

perform duties of clerk
duties required of the clerk and sheriff hereunder may
be performed through their lawful deputies, the clerk or sheriff as the
case may be, how ever, being responsible for the acts of such deputy.
60-415.

clerk

sheriff authorized to

—

r

(Acts 1917,

p. 143.)

60-416. Caveat to entry, registration, or notation;

judgment thereon.

—

any person at interest shall object to any entry, registration, or notation made by the clerk upon the title register, he may, unless such entry,
registration, or notation shall have become conclusive by lapse of time
under the provisions of this Title, file with the clerk of the court a caveat,
setting forth the entry, notation, or registration to which he objects, what
interest he has in the subject-matter, and the ground of his objection,
and praying for such relief as he desires and deems appropriate in the
premises. Thereupon the clerk shall note upon the register of titles the
fact that caveat has been filed, and by whom, and to what entry, notation, or act of registration it applies.
Thereupon the matter shall be
If

who shall order all
day named why the relief prayed

presented to the judge,
cause on a

persons at interest to show
for in the caveat should not

and upon proof being made that due notice has been given
to all parties at interest, the judge shall proceed to hear the matter and
shall render a judgment of the court, giving direction to the matter, and
may thereupon require such entry, registration, or notation to be canceled or modified, and may require the outstanding certificate of title
and owner's certificate to be modified accordingly. To that end the
be granted

court

may

;

require the outstanding owner's certificate of

be
brought into court by subpoena duces tecum or other process, including
attachment for contempt, and if the court shall find that production of
title

to

the certificate cannot be compelled, he shall provide for publication of
notice of the court's action thereon for a period of time not less than

once a week for four weeks

in the

paper

the county are advertised, the expense of

in

which the

sheriff's sales of

making the publication

provided for in such manner as the court shall order. (Acts 1917,
Cross-reference.

— See

§

60-419 as to adverse claims.

to be

p. 135.)

:
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60-417. Procedure to obtain notation.

— The

§60-419

method

of causing D

tions of judgments, liens, incumbrances, or special rights of

any kind,

other than voluntary transactions claimed by any person against rej
tered land, shall be as follows: The person desiring the notation to be
made shall, by himself, his agent or attorney, file, upon a form substan-

compliance with that hereinafter provided for, a request for the
notation to be made, giving the particulars; and in case the lien or special
rights relate to any other matter of record or court proceeding, he shall
state the book and page where recorded, and, if it relates to any special
right, shall succinctly give the details of such right so claimed.
In case
the notation is for the purpose of protecting the lien of a judgment, the
persons making the application for the notation shall produce and exhibit
to the clerk the execution or a certified copy of the judgment, except in
cases where the judgment is rendered in the superior court of the same
county where the registration is made, in which event production of the
execution or certified copy of the judgment shall not be required, but
the clerk may act upon inspection of the original judgment on the minutes of his own court. (Acts 1917, p. 136.)
tially in

Cross-reference.

—Form

of request for notations, see §§ 60-627 to 60-629.

60-418. Cancellations, entry of.

any mortgage,

of

brance,

lis

certificate of indebtedness, or

and the owner's

such cancellation
for

whose

any

lien,

equity, incum-

pendens, or other similar matter relating to registered land

or any interest therein, and
register

—Voluntary cancellations may be made

may

be

may

be entered by the clerk upon the

title

certificate.

The

made upon

the written authority of the person

entry, notation, or registry of

benefit the original registration, notation, or entry

was made,

or his personal representative, or lawful assignee, in a form substantially

compliance with that herein prescribed, attested by any officer authorized to attest deeds; or upon order of the judge. In case of a creditor's
certificate the same shall also be surrendered and canceled. Notations of
delinquent taxes or assessments may be canceled upon the production
of a certificate of the proper tax officer showing that such taxes or assessments have been paid. (Acts 1917, p. 136.)

in

Adverse claims, land free from except as stated; limitation of
action to set aside. Every registered owner of any estate or interest in
land brought under this Title shall, except in cases of fraud or forgery
to which he is a party, or to which he is a privy without valuable consideration paid in good faith, hold the land free from any and all adverse
claims, rights, or incumbrances not noted on the certificate of title in the
60-419.

—

title register,

First.

except

Liens, claims, or rights arising or existing under the laws or

Constitution of the United States which the statutes of this State can-

not require to appear of record under registry laws.

Taxes and

Second.

levies assessed thereon for the current calendar

year.

Any

Third.
the land

is

Fourth.

lease for a

term not exceeding three years, under which

actually occupied.

Highways

in public use,

and railroads

in actual operation.

—
§
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proceedings to attack or to set aside any transaction for such fraud
or such forgery as is referred to in this section shall be brought or be
entertained by any court unless the same shall have been brought within
seven years from the date of the transaction or of the registration to
which the same relates. Nothing herein shall conflict with the provisions

No

of this Title allowing attack for
tion

made by

to be

made upon

a registra-

the clerk at any time within 12 months from the date of

such registration. (Acts 1917,
Cross-references.
I

good cause

— Limitations

p. 137.)

of actions, see

§

60-420.

Summary remedy,

see

60-416,

60-420. Limitations

actions;

of

operation.

— Neither

the limitations

provided by this Title within which proceedings hereunder may be
brought, nor the provisions setting times whereupon matters and things
shall become conclusive, shall prevent any injured party from having an

whose fraud or neglior damage arising out of any acts

action at law against any person or officer through

gence he may have suffered any loss
of omission or of commission of such person or officer in connection with
the matters and things arising from the provisions of this Title, but all
such actions shall be governed by the statutes of limitation which would
otherwise relate to the transaction. (Acts 1917, p. 143.)
Cross-reference.

— Limitations

of actions generally, see Title

3,

Actions, Chap-

ter 3-7.

Decree of registration and entry of certificate of title as agreement running with land. The obtaining of a decree of registration and
the entry of a certificate of title shall be construed as an agreement running with the land, and, except as hereinafter provided, the same shall
60-421.

—

remain registered land subject to the provisions of this

Title.

(Acts

1917, p. 138.)

Freedom from further registration;
The registered owner of the fee simple title
60-422.

liens, etc.,

not affected.

to the land

transfer of the title to be registered to himself, "his heirs

may

cause a

and assigns,

from further registration." Thereupon the land and the title thereto
shall be free from the necessity of subsequent registration, and shall as
to subsequent transactions be exempt from the provisions of this Title,
so far as the interest of the person thus freeing it from registration and
subsequent holders under him are concerned but as to such interest the
certificate of title and owner's certificate registered and issued on the
last transfer shall stand as a conclusive source of subsequent title to the
same extent as if it were a grant from the State. However, if the interfree

;

est thus freed
tions,

is,

according to the

title register,

subject to liens, excep-

incumbrances, trusts or limitations of any kind, such

liens,

ex-

ceptions, incumbrances, trusts or limitations shall not be affected, but
shall

and

be noted on the owner's certificate as issued on the last transfer,
shall

be effective against the same as long as they shall subsist.

the fee simple shall be registered undividedly in the

one person, as tenants

common

interest,

unanimous action

it

in

common

shall not

of the

name

of

If

more than

or other like relationship of joint or

be freed from registration except upon the

owners

of the entire fee.

(Acts 1917,

p. 138.)
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60-423.

No

prescriptive

title

\<>-'-.

g

to registered land.

— No

title to

60436

nor right

or interest in registered land in derogation of that of the registered
ML
(Acta
shall be acquired by prescription or adverse pofl

1917,

p. 138.)

60-424. Registration necessary to affect registered land.

— Except

as

otherwise specially provided by this Title, registered land and ownership therein shall be subject to the same rights, burdens, and incidents
as unregistered land, and may be dealt with by the owner, and shall be
subject to the jurisdiction of the courts, in the

same manner

as

if

had

it

not been registered. Registration shall be the only operative act to transfer or affect the title to registered land, and shall date from the time the
writing, instrument, or record to be registered shall be duly registered on

Subject to the provisions of section 60-419, no voluntary or involuntary transaction shall affect the title to registered land
until registered or noted on the title register in accordance with the pro-

the

title register.

visions of this Title. (Acts 1917, p. 140.)
60-425.

Change

name, notation on

of

title register.

ing any interest in registered land, whose

name

—Any person

hav-

have been changed
by marriage or other cause, may, by petition to the judge of the court,
and upon proof of the facts, obtain an order directed to the clerk to note
the change of name upon the title register, and upon the owner's certificate upon the same being produced. (Acts 1917, p. 132.)
60-426. Lien

and

lis

pendens to be noted on

shall

title register.

—No judg-

except lien for taxes, as to which special provision is herein made, shall be effective against registered land, so as to
affect any person taking a transfer thereof or obtaining any right or in-

ment, levy, or other

lien,

terest therein, unless
lien

and

be made upon the

until a notation of

title register.

such judgment or levy or

The pendency

any

of

suit affecting

the title to registered land or any interest therein shall not be held to
be notice to any person other than the actual parties to such suit, unless
a notation of the pendency of such suit be

(Acts 1917,

— Form

60-5.

of notation of judgment, lien,

when.

Part transfer; undivided interest; entries

60-503.

Conveyance

on

register, etc.

to

secure

60-506.

60-507.
60-508.

debt;

entries.

60-504.

60-509.

see

§

60-628.

Sale to pay debt; transfer to
purchaser; notice; objections;
application of proceeds of
sale.

Transfer to secure debt.
Presentation of certificate
voluntary transactions.

in

Registered land as personal estate of decedent.
Personal representative as
trustee;

Assignment of creditor's cersurrender and
tificate, and

power

commissions:

b

to require transfer of

estate.

cancellation thereof.
60-505.

etc.,

Sec.

Transfer of registered estate;
notation and registration; new
certificate,

60-502.

title register.

CONVEYANCE, TRANSFER, OR DESCENT OF
REGISTERED ESTATES.

Sec.
60-501.

the

p. 132.)

Cross-reference.

CHAPTER

made upon

60-510.

Administration after registry to

60-511.

Administrator's

heirs.

heirs.

transfer

to

§
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Sec.

Sec.

60-512.

Husband and

60-513.

between.
Transfer bv clerk, how made.
..-^^,1
t
i
*c~proceedInvoluntary transter,

en
60-M4.
-1

i

transfers

wife,

60-516.

60-517.

i

laxes or

assessments;
»

effect

.

fers

creditors;

defeat

attack and procedure.

=

duty of tax

officer;

pen-

alties.

60-501. Transfer of registered estate; notation

when.

on condition

°* delinquencies as to trans-

Transfers to

certificate,

trust,

or limitation.

in^s for.
60-515.

Transfer in

—Whenever

and registration; new

the whole of any registered estate shall

be transferred or conveyed, the same may be done by a transfer or conveyance upon, or attached to, the owner's certificate of title, substan-

form hereinafter provided for. The same shall be signed and
acknowledged or attested as if it were a deed to land, and shall have
Provided, that if the said sale or
the full force and effect of a deed
transfer shall be in trust, upon condition, with power to sell, or other
unusual form of conveyance, the same shall be set out in said transfer,
and shall be entered upon the registration of titles book as hereinafter
provided. Upon presentation of the said transfer, together with the
owner's certificate of title, to the clerk, it shall be duly noted and registered in the title register, in accordance with the provisions of this
title, and the certificate of title on the title register and the owner's
certificate of title so presented shall be canceled, and a new certificate
of title in the name of the transferee shall be registered on the title register, and a new owner's certificate of title shall be issued to the transferee, which new certificate shall refer to the former certificates just
tially in the

:

(Acts 1917,

canceled.

Cross-reference.

— Form,

p. 121.)

see

§

60-622.

60-502. Part transfer; undivided interest; entries

Whenever

on

register, etc.

—

any registered land shall be transferred or conveyed, the same shall be by form substantially as in case of a total transfer, but setting forth, particularly and specifically, the portion of
a part of

the land transferred,

shall be

an undivided

be
a particular portion of the tract, describing the same accurately and
definitely. In case an undivided interest shall be transferred, upon presentation of such transfer, together with the owner's certificate of title,
the clerk shall not cancel the owner's certificate so presented nor the
certificate of title on the title register, but shall enter a notation of such
partial transfer on the certificate of title, on the title register, and on the
owner's certificate; and said clerk shall also register upon the title register a certificate of title in the name of the grantee of the undivided portion of said estate so transferred, and issue to him an owner's certificate
correspondingly, setting out the part or amount of land transferred, as
the case may be. If the transfer shall be of a divided part of the land,
the clerk shall
title

on the

title

register

new
name

ister

first

if it

interest, or

enter the fact of the transfer

title register,

and

and the owner's

certificates of title

upon the

if it

certificate of

shall cancel the certificate of title
certificate of title.

on the

Thereupon he

title register,

shall

on the

shall reg-

separately, the one in

conveyed to him,
and the other to the transferror for the portion retained; and the clerk
shall also issue a new separate owner's certificate accordingly. The said
the

of the transferee for the portion of the tract

1

1
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clerk shall note

upon the

title

§60-505

register anr] the owner's certificate the

reference and cross-reference to the certificates herein referred

to.

''Acts

1917, p. 121.)
Cross-reference.

— Form,

see

§

60-622.

Conveyance to secure debt; entries.- Whenever the owner of
any registered land shall desire to convey the same as security for debt,
with power of sale without foreclosure, it may be done by a short form
of transfer, substantially in the form hereinafter set forth. The same
shall be signed and properly acknowledged or attested as if it were: a
deed to land, and shall be presented, together with the owner's certificate, to the clerk, whose duty it shall be to note upon the owner's certificate and on the certificate of title in the title register the name of the
creditor, the amount of debt, and the date of maturity of same, and
showing that a creditor's certificate has been issued therefor, and when
60-503.

only a part of the registered estate shall be so conveyed, the clerk shall
note upon the said book and owner's certificate the part so conveyed.
The clerk shall retain, number, and file away the instrument of transfer,

and deliver to the creditor what shall be known as a
creditor's certificate, over his hand and seal, setting out the portion so

and

shall issue

conveyed. All registered incumbrances, rights, or adverse claims affecting the estate represented thereby, in existence at the time the creditor's
certificate is issued, shall
Cross-reference.

60-504.

Assignment

lation thereof.
ble to the

—Form,

—The

see

§

(Acts 1917,

p. 122.)

60-622.

of creditor's certificate,

and surrender and cancel-

creditor's certificate shall be assignable or negotia-

same extent

may

be noted thereon.

as the note or other evidence of indebtedness se-

but assignments or transfers of the creditor's
certificate need not be noted on the title register. A transfer or assignment of the indebtedness shall operate to transfer the creditor's certificate securing the same, in like manner and to the same extent as is set
forth in section 14-1802, relating to the case of transfer of indebtedness
secured by mortgage, unless otherwise agreed between the parties. The
creditor's certificate may be surrendered and canceled at any time by
the owner thereof. It shall be the creditor's duty to surrender the same
and give order for cancellation of the same when the debt is paid. If he
shall refuse to do so he may be compelled by the court to do so. and in
any proper case the judge may order a cancellation on the title register.
Upon presentation of an order of cancellation, with the surrendered
cured thereby

be,

creditor's certificate, or

upon presentation

of the judge's order directing

cancellation, the clerk shall enter a notation of the
of titles

and on the owner's

Cross-reference.

—Form

60-505. Sale to

certificate of title.

same

in the register

(Acts 1917,

p. 122.

of cancellation of creditor's certificate, see

pay debt; transfer

—

§

">

60-630.

to purchaser; notice; objections; ap-

If the debt secured by the creditor's cerany part thereof, shall be due and unpaid, the holder
of said creditor's certificate may, after advertising the property for sale
in the manner prescribed by law for advertising sheriff's sales of land,
expose the same at auction before the courthouse door of the county
and sell the same to the highest and best bidder for cash. The sale need

plication of proceeds of sale.
tificate so issued, or

§
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not be conducted by the creditor or holder of the creditor's certificate
personally but may be conducted through any agent or attorney. The
holder of said certificate, his agent or attorney, shall thereupon

make

oath to the facts and apply to the judge for an order of transfer to the
purchaser.

The

application shall be accompanied

by a

certified

copy of

the certificate of title from the title register as of the date of the sale.

The judge

shall cause at least five days' notice to be given to the debtor

and to any persons who, according to the title register, shall have acquired any interest in the property subsequently to the issuance of the
creditor's certificate; and if no objections shall be made (or after hearing, if objections be made) the judge shall grant an order of transfer,
with such directions for cancellation of other certificates and entries, and
otherwise as shall be in accordance with the justice of the case and with
the spirit of this Title. The proceeds of the sale shall be applied first to
the payment of the costs of advertising the sale and obtaining the judge's
order of transfer, then to the payment of the debt, and the remainder,
if

any, shall be paid to the-debtor, or his order.
60-506. Transfer to secure debt.

the

owner from transferring

from causing the

title

—Nothing

(Acts 1917,

p. 123.)

in this Title shall prevent

his registered title as security for debt, or

to be registered in the

name

of the creditor

by

he were an ordinary vendee of the registered title and if bond for title or bond to reconvey shall be given, the
same may be noted on the certificate of title on the title register and on
the owner's certificate, provided the same shall be attested or acknowledged as if it were a deed. (Acts 1917, p. 124.)
transferring to the creditor as

if

;

Cross-reference.

—Form,

see

§

60-622.

60-507. Presentation of certificate in voluntary transactions.

— In

all

voluntary transactions the owner's certificate of title must be presented,
along with the writing or instrument filed for registration; and thereupon, and not otherwise, the clerk shall be authorized to register the
transaction. (Acts 1917, p. 124.)
60-508. Registered land as personal estate of decedent.

—

Lands, and
any estate or interest therein registered under this Title, shall, upon the
death of the owner, testate or intestate, go to his personal representative
in like manner as personal estate, and shall be subject to the same rules
of administration as personalty, except as otherwise provided in this

and except that nothing herein contained shall alter or affect the
course of ultimate descent under the statute of descents and distributions and the rights of dower, when duly registered, nor alter or affect
the order in which real and personal assets respectively are now applicable in and towards the payment of funeral and testamentary expenses,
debts, or legacies, or the liability of real estate to be charged with the
payment of debts and legacies. (Acts 1917, p. 126.)
Title,

60-509. Personal representative as trustee; commissions; heirs'
to require transfer of estate.

— Subject to the powers, rights,

power

and duties

of administration, the personal representative of such deceased

owner

persons by law beneficially
entitled thereto, but, unless otherwise entitled by law to commissions,
shall hold

such

real estate as trustee for the

Land Registration.
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shall be entitled to
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no commissions thereon, except

eases of necei

in

ary

due course of administration. The heirs at law or beneficiaries
aforesaid shall have the same power of requiring a transfer of such ';-,tate
as if it were personal estate. (Acts 1917, p. 126.)
sales in

60-510. Administration after registry to heirs.
of registered land shall have been

made

—Wherever

a trail

to heirs at law, or to the

[er

widow

claiming to be the sole heir, as stated in section 60-409, if at any time
thereafter a personal representative shall be appointed upon the estate
of the decedent, he shall not be entitled to have such registered land

him

for purposes of administration; but

appear
that the heirs have thereby appropriated to their use and ownership
property which should have been appropriated to-the purposes of administration, the personal representative of the decedent shall have a right
of action against the heirs for the value of the property so appropriated,
the judgment in such action to be moulded according to the exigencies
transferred to

if it

shall

of the particular case, in accordance with the principles of equity.

(Acts

1917, p. 129.)

60-511. Administrator's transfer to heirs.

—Wherever

an administra-

have been appointed and shall have caused registered land to
be transferred into his name, and he stands ready to be discharged, and
it is not necessary to sell such registered land for the purposes of administration and it should properly go to the heirs at law of the decedent,
he may institute a proceeding substantially similar to that prescribed in
section 60-409, for the ascertainment of the heirs at law and for an order
directing the transfer of such estate from him to such heirs at law when
so ascertained. In case any other trustee shall hold title, where the
beneficiaries of the trust are not definitely and particularly disclosed, and
it shall become appropriate that they be definitely ascertained, such
trustee may in like manner petition the court, upon showing that the
trust has become executed, for a decree settling and ascertaining who
the beneficiaries are, and directing a transfer to such beneficiaries. (Acts
tor shall

1917, p. 130.)

60-512.

Husband and

wife, transfers between.

—In

cases of transfer of

registered land, or any interest therein, from wife to husband, or vice
versa, the transfer shall not be entered nor

made

until the

same

shall

have been approved by the judge of the superior court, and the fact of
such approval shall be entered upon the register of titles. (Acts 1917,
p. 130.)

60-513. Transfer

by

clerk,

how made.

—Wherever,

as the result of a

proceeding in any court of law or in equity, it shall be adjudged that a
transfer of registered land should be made, such transfer may be made
by the clerk upon the production of a certified copy of such decree showing in what book and page of the minutes of the court that rendered it
the decree is recorded, and an order of the judge of the superior court of
the county in which the land lies, directing such transfer to be made;
and the certificate of title on the register of titles, and the owner's certificate, shall be canceled and new certificates shall be registered and
issued accordingly. Production of the certified copy of the decree shall

:

Land Registration.
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when

not be required
the

title is

rendered in the same court as that

is

it
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own minute

book.

60-514. Involuntary transfer, proceedings for.

case

it

is

hear the facts or,

an examiner of
that

all

(Acts 1917,

of

p. 130.)

—Wherever in any other

desired to have an involuntary transfer entered of record, ap-

plication therefor shall be

may

which

upon the judge's order

registered, but the clerk shall act

transfer and the inspection of his

in

if

titles to

made

The judge

to the judge of the court.

he deems best, he

make up and

may

refer the application to

report the facts.

He

shall see to

parties at interest are given reasonable notice before

it

any order

judgment, the interests of justice
so require, he shall, before granting such order, cause notice of the application to be published in the newspaper in which the sheriff's sales
of the county are advertised for not less than four insertions in separate
weeks. Before granting such order directing the transfer, he shall fully
satisfy himself that all parties who have or may have an interest in the
matter of the transfer have been notified, and, in the case of minors or
other persons under disability, that guardians ad litem have been appointed to represent their interests, and that there is no valid reason
why the order directing involuntary transfer should not be made, and
thereupon he shall enter a decree or judgment upon the minutes of the
court, reciting the facts and that an order of transfer has been issued,
and shall issue the order of transfer in substantially the form and manner herein prescribed. (Acts 1917, p. 131.)
of transfer is

made. Wherever,

in his

60-515. Transfers to defeat creditors; attack

and procedure.

—Nothing

prevent any transfer or other dealing with registered
land from being attacked in a court of law or equity as having been
made for the purpose of hindering, delaying, or defrauding creditors
Provided, that the court having jurisdiction of the case, upon the trial
thereof, shall find that the person taking the transfer, or the apparent
in this Title shall

same with knowledge
the transaction was to hinder, delay, or

beneficiary of such dealing, took the benefit of the
of the fact that the intention of

Provided, further, that none of the rights of innocent
parties shall be affected thereby. If a court having jurisdiction of the
case, upon such proceeding, shall find that any transfer or other dealing

defraud creditors

:

with registered land shall have been made for the purpose of hindering,
delaying, or defrauding creditors and that the rights of no innocent parties will be prejudiced by the court's judgment or decree, the court may
pass such judgment or decree as will avoid such transfer or the effect
of such other transaction as may have been made to hinder, delay, or
defraud creditors; and upon the decree or judgment of such court the
judge of the superior court of the county where the land lies, upon application as hereinbefore provided,

transfers to be entered
tificate as shall
p.

upon the

title

may

direct such

register

cancellations and

and upon the owner's

be necessary to carry the same into

cer-

(Acts 1917,

effect.

132.)

—

Cross-references. Sales to defraud creditors and purchasers, see
void as against creditors, see § 28-201, U 2.

—

96-204.

Acts

on condition or limitation. Whenever a
be filed for the purpose of transferring registered

60-516. Transfer in trust,

writing or record shall

§
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60-517

land in trust, or upon any condition or unusual limitation CXp
therein, or where power is given to sell, incumber, or deal with the land

any manner, no subsequent transfer or voluntary transaction purporting to be exercised under the powers given in such writing or instrument or record shall be registered on the title register or on the owner's
certificate, except upon application to the court and order of direction
from the judge to the clerk as to how the same shall be entered. ( Acts
in

1917, p. 133.)

60-517.

Taxes or assessments;

effect of delinquencies as to transfers;

—

duty of tax officer; penalties. It shall be the duty of every of:
charged with the collection of taxes or assessments which shall be a
charge upon any registered land or any interest therein, if such taxes or
assessments are not paid when due, on or after the expirat on of the 31st
day of December of the year in which such tax or assessment shall become due, to cause to be entered upon the certificate of title on the title
register a notation of the fact that such tax or assessment on such registered land or interest therein has not been paid, and the amount thereof.
Until and unless such notation is made, such delinquent tax or assessment shall not affect any transfer or other dealing with such registered
land, but the tax officer failing to perform such duty, and his surety, shall
be liable for the payment of said taxes and assessments, with all lawful
penalties and interest thereon if any loss is occasioned to the political
body, whether State, county, municipality, or other division, by which
such loss is sustained. (Acts 1917, p. 133.)
:

Cross-reference.

— Form

CHAPTER

of notation, see

60-627.

BOOKS, RECORDS, AND FORMS.

60-6.

Sec.

Sec.

60-601.

Forms by judges

60-602.

Form

60-603.
60-604.

Form
Form

60-605.

Acknowledgment

of

to be uniform.

petition

to

60-621.

register

land.

60-606.

§

60-622.

of service.

60-623.

etc.

60-607.

Certificate of mailing.

60-608.

Form

60-609.

Oath

60-610.
60-611.

Form
Form

60-612.

Form

examiner's

Schedules.

of final report of

exam-

Form
Book

of decree of

of
index.

decrees,

Form

of

Form

60-626.

Form

60-627.

Form

60-628.

Form
Form

60-629.

of
order.

certificate;

title.

60-630.

transfer

on judge's

of mortgaging.
try of mortgages.

Regis-

of notation of delinquent
taxes and assessments.
of notation of judgment.

of

right.
tion.

how made;

creditor's

60-625.

of preliminary report of

iner.

60-613.

esdivided portion, to secure debt.

Interest or portion.

of examiner.
of reference to examiner.

whole

interest,

60-624.

appoint-

ment.

60-614.

of transfer;

undivided

indorsement.

Return of service and of post-

examiner.

Forms
tate,

of advertisement.

of

of owner's certificate of

title.

of process.

ing,

Form

notation of special
Reference to descrip-

Cancellation of creditor's

cer-

tificate.

60-615.

Title register book; registered
title number; index.

60-631.

Cancellation of entry.

60-632.

Voluntary transaction, registry

60-616.

Entries.

60-617.

Certified copies.

60-618.

60-619.

Plat record; copy; fee.
Description, reference to.

60-620.

Description, certified copy;

of.

60-633.

Owner's

certificate, entries

notations.
fee.

60-634.

Filing cases.

and

:

:

£
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—

be uniform. The judges of the superior
courts in convention may from time to time make general rules and
forms for procedure relating to the subjects in this Title dealt with, and
may modify the forms herein prescribed, but such rules and forms shall
be uniform throughout the State, and shall be subject to the provisions
of this Title and the general laws of this State. (Acts 1917, p. 139.)
60-601.

Forms by judges

60-602.

Form

as the

to

of petition to register land.

form of petition

to

—The following

be used when application

is

made

is

prescribed

for the orig-

inal register of lands:

Original Petition for Registration of Lands.

County.

Georgia,

To

the Superior Court of said County:

The

petition of

shows

The

petitioner applies to have the land hereinafter described brought

under the provisions of the Land Registration Law, and his title thereto
confirmed and registered as provided therein, and under oath shows the
following facts
of each applicant

Full

(2)

Residence of each applicant

(3)

Postoffice address of each applicant

(4)

The name and address

whom
is

name

(1)

process or notices

may

of applicant's

agent or attorney upon

be served (not required unless applicant

a nonresident)

(5)

Full description of the lands (giving also land district and lot

numbers where the land lies in that portion of the State where the lands
have been surveyed by districts and numbers; and if more than one parcel is included, describe each parcel separately and distinctly).

containing

acres.

(6)

What

(7)

At what value was

(8)

What

interest or estate does the applicant claim therein?,

(9)

What

is

is

the value thereof? $
it

last assessed for taxes?

$

the value of the interest or estate claimed

,

by the

appli-

cant?
(10)

From whom

(11)

Does the applicant claim

(If so,

tion

is

did the applicant acquire the land?

by prescription?
set forth fully the color of title, if any, under which the prescripclaimed, and state the details of the possession by which it is
title

Land Registration.
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claimed prescription has ripened. If the color of title consists of one or
more instruments of record on the public records of the county, such ine
struments need not be copied or exhibited to the application other,
than by giving the name of the grantor and the grantee, the date and

nature of the instrument, and a reference to the book and page where
recorded.)

(12)

Does applicant claim

title

by a complete chain

of title

from the

State or other original source of title?

(13) Is there a true

and correct abstract of applicant's

title

papers

attached hereto ?
(14)

Do you know,

or have information, of any other deed, writing,

document, judgment, decree, mortgage, or instrument of any kind not
set forth in the abstract which relates to this land or any part thereof,
or which might affect the
state the

(15)

title

thereto or

interest therein?

If so,

same

Has

the land, or any part thereof, ever been set apart as a home-

stead or exemption or as dower?

(16)

Who

(17)

Do you know any

is

now

If so, state

in possession of the

one

particulars

land?

who claims to be in possession
give name and address

else

land or any part thereof? If so,

(18)

some

of the

Give name and address of each person occupying the land or

any part thereof, and state by what right or claim
cupancy is held

of right

such oc-

Give the name, residence, and address of each and every person,
other than the applicants, who claim any interest, adverse or otherwise,
(19),

vested or otherwise, in the land or any part thereof, stating the nature
of the claim, and if any such persons are under disability of any kind,
state the nature of the disability.

Disability

Name

Residence

Address

(if

any)

Nature of
Claim

Give the name, residence, and address of the holder of every
known lien, whether considered by the applicant to be valid or not.
(20)

§
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Nature

Name

(21)

Address

Residence

of

Lien

Give the names and addresses of the owners and occupants of

all

adjoining lands

(22)

Is the

land subject to any easement, except public highways and

railroads in actual operation?

(23)

Give age of applicant

(24)

Is the applicant

single

him

male or female?

?

(25)

;

If

If so, state fully

widow

or

married or

;

widower?

married, give wife's (or husband's) name, and include her or

defendants

in the list of

(26) The applicant names as defendants the following persons whose
names have been given above, viz.
•

:

and also

all

other persons

"whom

it

may

concern."

"Wherefore the applicant prays process and judgment accordingly.

Petitioner's Attorney.

(To be sworn

by each applicant. Verification in case of a corporation may be made by any officer thereof; in case of minor or other persons under disability, by the person filing the petition in his behalf.)
to

have read the foregoing petition, and have examined
the schedules thereto attached, and that the same are true to the best of
my knowledge and belief, and that nothing has been withheld in the
I

do swear that

I

answers which would

any wise affect the title to the land or any interest therein or which would disclose any person claiming an adverse
interest, valid or not. I do further swear that I bona fide believe that the
applicant is the true owner of the estate he seeks to have registered.
in

:

:

:

,
.
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Sworn

to

of

§60 4
day

and subscribed before me, this
i%...
,

(If

more than one

may

applicant, tliey

verify jointly or

by Separate

affidavits.)

EXHIBIT

A.

Abstract of Title.
(Acts 1917,
60-603.

p. 145.)

Form

of process.

—The

following

prescribed as the form of

is

process to be attached to the petition

County

Georgia,

In the Superior Court of said County.

To

the sheriffs of said State and their lawful deputies:

The defendants
and

all

whom

other persons

it

may

concern are required to show cause

day of
than 40 nor more than 50 days from date

before said court, on the
(not less

,

why
and why

of process)

prayers of the foregoing petition should not be granted,

19.

.

.

the

the

court should not proceed to judgment in such cause.

Witness the Honorable

,

day

of said court, this the

of

(Acts 1917,
60-604.

p.

Form

19 ...

,

,

judge
.

Clerk.

150.)

of advertisement.

the newspaper in which sheriff's

—The

advertisement to be inserted in
sales of the county are advertised for

four insertions in separate weeks should be substantially in the follow-

ing form
Georgia,

County.
In the Superior Court of said County.

To whom
ants,

if

any,

residence

Take
has

is

may concern, and to (here
who reside beyond the limits
it

unknown)

names of all defendthe State, or whose place of

insert the
of

:

notice that

court a petition seeking to register the following lands
under the provisions of the Land Registration Law, to wit: (Here defiled in said

scribe lands).

You

are

warned

to

show cause

have, before said court on the

to the contrary,

day

day of

This

of

if

anv you
,

,

19.

.

19 ...

..

Clerk.

(Acts 1917,

p. 150.)

—

Acknowledgement of service. Acknowledgement of sen-ice
may be made in the following form, provided it be entered on the peti60-605.

tion or entitled in the cause
clerk, or the examiner,

and signed

in the

and attested by such

presence of the judge, the

officer:

:

::

Land Registration.
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Due and
tration

:

:

is

this the

1630

and foregoing petition for regisFurther service, process, and notice waived,

legal service of the within

acknowledged.
day

oi

19

,

In the presence of

(Acts 1917,
60-606.

p. 151.)

Return of service and of posting,

etc.

—The

return

sheriff's

should be made substantially in the following form, and entered on or
attached to the petition:

County

Georgia

have served copies of the within petition for registration and process
upon the following persons at the time and in the manner stated as
I

follows

have also posted in a conspicuous place on the land described herein
and on each separate tract thereof a copy of the notice as required by
law. I have furthermore gone upon the land, and the following is the
name and post-office address of each and every person above the age of
14 years actually occupying the premises, viz.:
I

day

This the

of

,

—The

clerk should also enter on the

petition a certificate substantially in the following

to

to

..

p. 151.)

60-607. Certificate of mailing.

form

day of
each of the following persons a copy of the within
his post-office address as disclosed by the record,

I

.

Sheriff.

,

(Acts 1917,

19.

certify that

on the

,

19.

petition

.

.,

I

mailed

and process

viz,

and that advertisement has been published in accordance with law, a
copy of said advertisement being hereto attached.
This

day of

,

19.

.

..

,

(Acts 1917,
60-608.

Clerk.

p. 152.)

Form

of examiner's appointment.

— Substantially,

the follow-

ing form should be used in appointing examiners

Mr
of

good standing

'

,

in his profession

and of

a competent attorney at law,

at least three years' experience,

:

Land

1631

§ 60-611

Registration'.

hereby appointed a master or auditor

is

::

:

in

and

for the

Judicial Circuit, to discharge the duties of examiner as provided
Land Registration Law. This appointment is

may

(either general or for a particular case, as the case

day of

This

,

the

in

be;.

19, ...

judge Superior Court.
(Acts 1917,

p. 153.)

Oath

60-609.

of examiner.

lowing oath to be
office of

filed

—The examiner

is

required to take the fol-

along with the order of his appointment in the

the clerk of the superior court of his residence

do swear that I will faithfully,
well and truly perform the duties of examiner under the Land Registration Law, according to law to the best of my skill and ability.
I,

,

Sworn

to

and subscribed before me,

60-610.

of

19....

•

(Acts 1917,

day

this

p. 153.)

Form

of reference to examiner.

—Upon

the clerk's notifying

he shall promptly refer
examiner in substantially the following form
the judge that a petition has been

filed,

In the Superior Court of

it

to an

County, Georgia

In re
Application to register

Land.

Ordered that

this

matter be and is hereby referred to
as examiner for proceedings in conformity with
,

the

Land Registration Law.
day of

This

,

19. ...

Judge.

(Acts 1917,
60-611.

lowing is
examiner:

p. 153.)

—

Form

of preliminary report of examiner. Schedules. The folsuggested as the general form of the preliminary report of an

In the Superior Court of

County, Georgia

In re
Application to register

Land.

The undersigned,

as examiner,

makes the following preliminary

re-

port:
I

have examined

I

attach an abstract of the

all

Land Registration Law.
(Schedule A) as shown on the public

records as required by the
title

records and so far as obtainable from other trustworthy sources.

:

§
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I have been able to
interest
in
land,
are
the
set
out in Schedule B
have
any
who
hereto, showing their several apparent or possible interests and indicating upon whom and in what manner service shonld be made. A like disclosure of all adjoining landowners is set out in Schedule C hereto.

of

persons, so far as

all

ascertain,

I find

the following- to be a history of the possession

Special attention

•

•

is

called to the following matters:

••••••••••••••••

...«••

•••••

This

•••••••••••

'

,

19
t

Examiner.

SCHEDULE

A.

Examiner's Full Abstract.

SCHEDULE
Names and

addresses of

all

persons having apparent or possible inter-

ests in the land, other than applicants,

what manner further

service,

if

and indicating upon

any, should be

SCHEDULE
Names and

addresses of

(Acts 1917,

p. 154.)

60-612.

Form

as the general

all

B.

and

in

made

C.

adjoining owners:

of final report of examiner.

form

whom

—The following

is

suggested

of the examiner's final report:

In the Superior Court of

County, Georgia

In re

Application to register

Land.

The undersigned,
The preliminary
and

is

as examiner,

makes

this his final report:
is made a part hereof,
The following proceed-

report filed by the undersigned

correct, except as herein otherwise stated.

accompanying herewith is
the evidence taken on the hearing:

ings have occurred before the examiner, and
a brief for a stenographic) report of

In Exhibit

,

hereto,

by the independent examination

My

is

a report of the matters ascertained

of the examiner.

conclusions of fact are set forth in Exhibit

annexed.

hereto

::

:

.
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My

:

§

conclusions of law are set forth in Exhibit

60 rA

3

hereto

annexed.
I

find the state of the title to

I

find that there are liens

be as follows

:

and encumbrances on the land

This

,

as folio

19....
>

Examiner.
(Acts 1917,
60-613.

p. 155.)

Form

of decree of title.

— Decrees

of title should be rendered

accordance with the following form

in

County

State of Georgia,

In the Superior Court of said County

In re

Application to register

Land.

The above

coming on to be heard and it appearing to
the court that process has been served and notice given and publication
made, all in full compliance with the Land Registration Law, and that
all

entitled cause

Law

the requirements of said

ordered, and adjudged that the
describe lands)

The

is

held and

have been complied with,

title

owned

it is

decreed,

to the lands involved, to wit: (here

as follows

fee simple belongs to

subject to the following limitations and conditions

:

ordered and decreed that said lands be and they are hereby
brought under the operation and provisions of the Land Registration
It is further

Law, and the

title

of the said

and to the estate herein set forth above is confirmed and ordered registered; subject, however, to the following liens and incumbrances, viz.:

in

and subject also to
Let

this decree

be entered on the minutes of

this court

and on the

register of decrees of title of said county.

In open court this

,

19 ...
.'

,

(Acts 1917,

p. 156.)

Judge.

:
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—

contemplated by this
Title that the book known as the register of decrees of title shall be
made up in the following- manner
It shall be of such size that each
pace may contain a full copy of the decree of title. Only one decree
should be entered on any page. Each page should have printed thereon
the form of the decree of title as herein prescribed, with ample spacing
left in the blanks. At the bottom of the page should be the words, "En60-614.

of decrees,

index.

It is

:

day of

tered and registered this
o'clock,

at

.

.

.M., and certificate of title

,

No

.

.,

issued thereon.
,

At the top

19.

Clerk."

page and preceding the copy of the decree should be

of the

the words, "Registered Title

No

"

The

first

decree entered

numbered, "Registered Title No. 1," the second, "Registered Title
No. 2," and so on in continuous, consecutive order. The registered title
number of a registered tract never changes, though any number of subsequent certificates may be issued thereon; therefore the registered title
number and the certificate number will usually be different.
is

Even though

may

be joined in the same application, the judge should fender separate decrees as to each tract; and
these decrees should be separately entered and given separate registered
title numbers. Every certificate of title and every owner's certificate and
several separate tracts

must carry on it (in addition to its own certificate
number) the registered title number of the decree under which the, tract
to which it pertains was registered.
creditor's certificate

A

part of the register of decrees of title shall be an alphabetical index

thereto,

which the clerk

shall carefully keep.

tered on the register of decrees of

title,

Whenever

a decree

is

en-

the clerk shall immediately in-

dex the same in the name of the person in whose favor the title is registered, under proper alphabetical head; the name being followed by
the registered title number. If the decree is in favor of more than one
person, it shall be separately indexed under the name of each and all of
them the name of each of said persons being shown under the proper
;

alphabetical head.

(Acts 1917,

p. 157.)

60-615. Title register book; registered title

number; index.

—

It is

con-

templated by this Title that the title register shall be a well-bound book
with pages not less than 18 inches wide. It shall be labeled on the back
with the words, "Title Register," followed by the name of the county.
Additional labels may be put on to show what certificates are included
(as,

for example, "Certificates 1501-2000, inclusive"), or other similar

information, for convenience's sake. It shall be printed and ruled in substantially the

form here shown

I
ii

i
i

1

"
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The two pages thus
original certificate of

by the

clerk.

The

"Registration.

g

60 6

1

facing each other on the register constitute the

title,

when

the blanks are duly

filled in

and

the hook should be nun

first certificate of title in

"Certificate No. 1," the next one "Certificate No. 2," and SO on, in con-

tinuous, consecutive order.

therein should begin with the
in the

book

new book be opened, the number
number next succeeding the last number

If a

just completed.

In registering a certificate of

addition to the certificate

title, in

num-

number should also be inserted. The reg
title number is always the same as that which appears on the decree of
title, by virtue of which the land to which the certificate relates was origber, the registered title

inally registered. Therefore every certificate of title registered in the
title

register bears a different certificate

number from every other

cer-

but all certificates of title which refer
to the same registered tract, no matter how many such certificates may
be issued in the course of time, bear the same registered title number.
tificate of title registered therein,

The

clerk shall keep an alphabetical index of the title register. This

may most

conveniently be kept in a separate book. Whenever a certificate of title is entered in the title register the clerk shall insert in the
index, under proper alphabetical head, the name of the person in whose
favor the certificate is registered, and the reference to the certificate

number and the registered title number. Whenever a certificate is entered
in the name of more than one person, the name of each shall be likewise
alphabetically indexed.

(Acts 1917,

p. 158.)

—When registering a

upon a transfer the clerk shall bring forward and appropriately enter on the new
certificate of title all entries and notations appearing on the certificate
from which the transfer is made, except such as shall have been can'celed. In transcribing entries brought forward the clerk will note under
the column headed ."Remarks" against such entries the words "Brought
60-616. Entries.

forward." (Acts 1917,

certificate of title

p. 162.)

60-617. Certified copies.

—The

clerk shall,

upon request

of any person
any certificate

and the payment of lawful fees, issue a certified copy of
of title or of any entry thereon, in like manner as he may issue certified
copies of any other public record in his office, but whenever he so does

he shall plainly mark in large legible letters across the face of the certificate the word "copy."
If certified copy of a canceled certificate or
entry shall be made, in addition to transcribing a copy of the entry of
cancellation, the clerk shall also plainly mark the words "canceled certificate," or "canceled entry," as the case may be, across the face of
copy.

(Acts 1917,

p. 163.)

60-618. Plat record; copy; fee.

—Whenever a plat of the

premises, too

large or too intricate for easy transcription on the register of decrees of
title

or on the certificate of

title, is

a part of the description of the lands

used to aid description, it shall not be necessary for the clerk to
copy the same on the register of decrees of title or on the certificate of
title, but he shall record the same in one of the public record books in
or

is

his office

and

in lieu of

copying the plat shall note the existence of the

g

Land Registration.
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same, together with a reference to the book and page where recorded.
If the holder of the owner's Certificate shall desire a copy of the plat
attached as a part of his owner's certificate, the clerk shall make a copy

and

certify

and so attach

it

(Acts 1917,

ticular service.

it

upon payment

p. 163.)

60-619. Description, reference to.
certificate of title or

of a fee of $1 for that par-

—Whenever in the registering of any

any notation or entry on the

title register it shall

be found that the description of the premises or the portion thereof involved, or any other detail in connection with the transaction, is too
lengthy to be transcribed in full in the proper space on the register, it
shall be permissible to record the instrument, document, or writing in

which such lengthy detail or description is contained on some public
record book of the county, and, instead of setting forth the description
or other detail, as the case may be, in extenso, on the title register, to
state

it

terms with the reference for further particulars to

in general

where recorded, thus: "For further detail, see Deed
," and such registration shall be
page
intents and purposes, and the record thus made on the

the public record

Book

,

adequate to

all

public record shall be considered as a part of the certificate of

tained on the

title register.

(Acts 1917,

p. 163.)

60-620. Description, certified copy; fee.

scription or details of a certificate of title
set out in full in

thereto on the

made on

be

some other record

title register,

—Whenever
on the

title

any of the deregister shall be

of the clerk's office with reference

as hereinbefore provided, like reference shall

the owner's certificate and on creditor's certificates

thereafter issued; but

if

con-

title

when

the holder of such owner's certificate or credi-

tor's certificate shall so require, the clerk shall

make

a full and complete

copy of such record to which reference is made, and certify it as such,,
and attach it to the owner's certificate or the creditor's certificate, as the
case may be. For making and certifying such copy of the recorded doc-

ument or writing and attaching
tor's certificate, as the case

may

owner's

certificate, or credi-

be, the clerk shall

be paid 10 cents per

it

to the

100 words in addition to the other regular fees in this Title provided.

(Acts 1917,
60-621.

p. 164.)

Form

of owner's certificate of

title,

except that

tificate of Title."

it

proper

inner pages

(i.

(i.

e.,

headed with the words, "Owner's Cersuggested that it be prepared on paper of suit-

It is

page to contain the cere., omitting the notations, and special entries)
the
pages 2 and 3) to be ruled and written or printed
first

;

(preferably the latter) in conformity with the form herein
the printing and ruling of the
liens,

owner's

shall be

able size, to be folded into four pages; the
tificate

—The form of the

correspond in general form with the certificate

certificate of title shall

of

title.

incumbrances, creditor's

two pages being treated

title

shown

for

register for the entry of transfers,

certificates,

and other

like matters, these

for this purpose as a single sheet, so that

ample

space will thereby be given for the crosswise extension of the entries.

On

the back or fourth page

it is

to be indorsed thus:

:

Land Registration.
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OWNER'S CERTIFICATE OF TITLE.
Registered Title
Certificate

No

No

Issued to

County.

Georgia,

Entered and Registered
has been canceled).

(in lieu of certificate

day

This the
o'clock,

at

.

.

.

No

which

,

of

19. ..,

,

M.
Clerk Superior Court.

In case of the first issuance of the owner's certificate on the granting of a decree of registration the words shown in parenthesis in the indorsement above should be omitted.

suggested that convenience will be subserved by folding the certificate in the manner of folding documents written on legal cap or foolscap paper, and by writing or printing the indorsement in the style and
It is

manner
ments.

in

which similar indorsements are usually put on

When

legal docu-

printed blanks are prepared for use in this connection,

it

form of transfer be printed on part of the
fourth page, other than that part used for the indorsement. Space, however, should be left on the fourth page for such entries as the clerk may
be required to make from time to time, under the provisions of this Title,
is

also suggested that blank

certifying that the certificate

is

valid with

all

entries to date noted. (Acts

1917, p. 164.)

60-622.

Forms

of transfer;

whole

estate,

—The

undivided interest, divided

following are prescribed as the regular
forms of transfer. Other forms may be used in accordance with the pro-

portion, to secure debt.

visions of this Title

TRANSFER OF WHOLE OF REGISTERED ESTATE.
In consideration of
the undersigned,

hereby transfers,

sells,

and conveys to
his entire right, title, estate,

tract of land described in the certificate of title

attached, registered as Registered Title

No

the clerk of the superior court of

Georgia. This

day

No

and interest
,

in the

hereto

in the office of

County,
of

Signed, sealed, and delivered in presence of

19 ...

.

.

§

Land Registration.
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TRANSFER OF UNDIVIDED INTEREST

IN

REGISTERED

ESTATE.
In consideration of

,

,

conveys to

the undersigned,

hereby transfers,
an undivided

interest in the tract of land described in the certificate of title

hereto attached, registered as Registered Title
office of the clerk of the

sells

and

No

No

in the

superior court of

day

County, Georgia. This

of

,

19.

.

.

Signed, sealed, and delivered, in the presence of:

TRANSFER OF DIVIDED PORTION OF A REGISTERED
ESTATE.
In consideration of

,

and conveys to

undersigned hereby transfers,

sells,

his entire right, title, interest,

and estate

viz.

the

in

and to the following lands,

:

being- a divided portion of the tract of land described in the certificate

No

of title

hereto attached, registered as Registered Title

No

in the office of the clerk of the superior court of

County, Georgia.
This

day

of

.

.

.

.

,

19 ...

Signed, sealed and delivered, in the presence of:

TRANSFER TO SECURE DEBT, WITH POWER OF SALE.
To
in

secure a debt payable to

the

sum

of

evidenced as follows

the undersigned hereby transfers,

all

the

title of

No

title

No

,

herewith shown, registered as Reg-

in the office of the clerk of the superior court

County, Georgia, with power to

of
sell

and conveys to said

the undersigned in and to the tract of land described in

the certificate of
istered Title

sells,

the

same

after lawful advertisement,

without foreclosure, in accord-

:

Lan d Registration.
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g

ance with the provisions of the Land Registration Law,
said debt is not paid at maturity.

day

This

of

if

60

any part

of

19

,

Signed, sealed, and delivered, in the presence of:

(Acts 1917,
60-623.

p. 165.)

Form

of creditor's certificate; indorsement.

— The

following

is

the form of creditor's certificate referred to in this Title:

CREDITOR'S CERTIFICATE.
County

State of Georgia,

Registered Title No.

No

Certificate
I

hereby certify that the

title

to the estate hereinafter

the following described land lying in said county, viz.

is

registered under the provisions of the

mentioned

in

:

Land Registration Law and

thereby vested in
as security for a debt created
title

to said estate, viz.

certificate)

;

by the holder

(here insert

:

name

of the owner's certificate of

of the holder of the owner's

said debt being particularly described as follows

with power conferred to

sell

the

same

:

after lawful advertisement, with-

Land Regismaturity. The estate

out foreclosure, in accordance with the provisions of the
tration

Law,

if

any part

of said debt is not paid at

in said land so held is as follows

:

subject to the following limitations, conditions, incumbrances,

etc., viz.:

and such other as may be noted hereon.
Witness

my

hand and
,

day

seal of office, this

19. .., at

o'clock,

of

M.

Clerk Superior Court,

County.

(Official Seal.)
»

All uncanceled entries appearing on the certificate of

the creditor's certificate

is

title at

the time

issued shall be noted and entered on the cred-

itor's certificate.

The

creditor's certificate shall bear

following form:

an indorsement on

its

back

in

the

:

:

§

Land Registration.
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CREDITOR'S CERTIFICATE.
Registered Title No.

No

Certificate

On

lands registered in the

name

ssued to
Georgia,

of.

I

County.

Entered and registered
19.

.

.,

of

M.

o'clock,

at

day

this

Clerk Superior Court.
(Acts 1917,

p. 168.)

60-624. Interest or portion.

—Where

only a portion of the registered

land or only an undivided interest shall be transferred to secure a debt,
the instrument of transfer and the creditor's certificate

may

be in the
same form as those prescribed in the two preceding sections, with the
exception that the portion or the undivided interest shall be distinctly
stated. (Acts 1917, p. 169.)
60-625.

Form

transfer to

—

on judge's order. Where the judge orders a
be made under any of the provisions of this Title, the judge's
of transfer

order of transfer shall be in the following form, unless the exigencies of
the case require a different form:

JUDGE'S

ORDER OF TRANSFER.
County, Georgia

In the Superior Court of

For good cause shown to the court, the clerk
Certificate of Title

standing in the

on the

title

No

name

register

is

directed to cancel the

Registered Title

,

No

,

of

and to register a

certificate of title in lieu thereof, as

follows
in

accordance with the decree of court rendered in suit of
vs

and transfer of title is accordingly ordered. You will enter this transfer upon the title register, noting
upon the same a reference to the book and page upon which the abovecourt

in

recited order or decree

may

;

be found.

This order of transfer to be effective upon the presentation of the outstanding owner's certificate, which you will cancel. *

This

day

of

,

19.

.

..
,

Judge.

been able to require the, production of the outstanding owner's certificate, the judge shall erase this sentence from the
(*If the court has not

order and substitute in the blank space below
will cause notice to

it

the following:

"You

be published, in accordance with the law, that the

certificate is canceled.")

.

.

:

Land Registration.
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§ 60- C/J

the exigencies of the case require a variation from form above prescribed, the clerk shall also record the judge'* order on the nrinutefl of
If

the court, and, under the appropriate heading in the entry of
the title register, write the words "Special, See Minute Book
"

page

If

the judge's order of transfer

trail \itt

on
,

made without

is

obtaining production of the outstanding owner's certificate, the clerk in
entering the transfer shall, under the heading "Remarks," write "Owner's certificate not produced, but canceled by publication." (Acts 1917,
p. 169.)

Form

60-626.

form

mortgaging

of

Registry of mortgages.

of mortgaging.

—The

regular

shall be as follows

The undersigned
to secure T.he following indebtedness, viz.

:

mortgages to
the estate,

title,

and interest

of the

undersigned

of land described in the certificate of title

shown, registered as Registered Title

in

and

to all of the tracts

No

,

No

herewith

in the office of the

County, Georgia.

clerk of the superior court of

Signed, sealed, and delivered, in the presence of:

mortgaged, strike the word "all"
and insert particularly a description of the portion or interest mortgaged.
Mortgages so executed may be registered as regular instruments, as
hereinbefore provided. Mortgages in other forms and with other provisions may be registered but shall also be recorded in accordance with
the provisions cf this Title regulating the registration of such irregular
If

only a part or undivided interest

instruments. (Acts 1917,
60-627.

Form

p.

is

170.)

of notation of delinquent taxes

and assessments.

linquent taxes and assessments shall be noted on the

title register,

— Deupon

the officer charged with the collection of taxes filing with the clerk a cer-

the following form:

tificate substantially in

NOTATION OF DELINQUENT TAXES.
I certify that

as the case

case

may

No

may

.

be) has a lien for unpaid taxes (or assessments, as the

be) for the year 19.

•

(State, county, or city,

%

,

.

.

against the land described in certificate

Registered Title

No

office of

the clerk of the Superior Court of.

County,

in the

the

amount

same on the

The

registered in the

clerk will please note

title register.

day

This

(Acts 1917,

of $

,

of

,

19

.

.

.

'Tax
p. 171.)

Collector.

:

§

Land Registration.

pO-6JS
60-628.

Form

of notation of

judgment.

1644

—The regular form

to be used

by any person, his agent or attorney, desiring a judgment to be noted
on the title register is as follows:

NOTATION OF JUDGMENT;
To

the Clerk of the Superior Court

Please note on eertiticate of

No

a

title

County, Georgia:

No

,

Registered Title

judgment issued from

Court of
in favor of

vs
for the

This

amount

•.

.

of $

day of

(Acts 1917,

.

...,19

p. 172.)

Form

—

Reference to description.
The regular form to be used where any person desires a notation to be
made of any lien, incumbrances, or special" right (other than voluntary
transactions, and other than those herein otherwise provided for) is as
60-629.

of notation of special right.

follows

REQUEST FOR NOTATIONS OF SPECIAL RIGHT.
The undersigned
claims against the land described in certificate
tered Title No...

,

No

,

registered in the office of the clerk of the

County, the

Superior Court of

lowing

lien

in proof of

which reference

to

fol-

be)

:

had to the following record or court pro-

is

:

Please note the same upon the register of

Sworn

may

(incumbrance, equity, or special right, as the case

ceeding, viz.

Regis-

and subscribed before

me

title

accordingly.

day of

the

19....

The above form may be used

to give notice of a

lis

pendens.

the description of the alleged incumbrance, equity or special right
be too lengthy to note with convenience on the blanks in the title register, the request for the notation of the same ^hall be recorded on the
If

deed book of the county and the clerk shall register only a general description of it, but shall note, under the appropriate column heading in
the

title register,

page

the reference "Special, see
" (Acts 1917,

Deed Book
p. 172.)

60-630. Cancellation of creditor's certificate.

— Authority may be given

by the owner thereof
please cancel the same on the

to register the cancellation of a creditor's certificate

writing thereon "Canceled. The clerk will
title register," dated and signed in the presence of an officer authorized
to attest deeds.

If

the person

owning the

creditor's certificate

is

not the

.:

.
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person in whose name it was issued, and if the original creditor shall
have indorsed it in blank, the owner signing the cancellation shall

make

affidavit that

titled to cancel

he

is

The

it.

owner

the

i

and en-

of the creditor's certificate

creditor's certificate shall be surrendered to the

clerk at the time of the registration of the cancellation.

(Acts 1917,

p. 173.)

—

Authority to the clerk to cancel entries
incumbrances,
special claims, and like matters
of other liens, mortgages,
may be conferred by the person in whose favor the same cxht, or his
personal representative, executing a request as follows:
60-631. Cancellation of entry.

REQUEST TO CANCEL ENTRY.
To

County

the Clerk of the Superior Court of

You

my

are directed to cancel the entry registered in

cate of title

No

,

Registered Title

favor on

No

,

day of

This
(Acts 1917,
60-632.

claiming

may

the following lien (incumbrance or special right, as the case

certifi-

be)

.

.

19 ...

,

p. 173.)

Voluntary transaction, registry

of.

—Where

it is

desired to reg-

voluntary transaction other than those for which forms have been
otherwise indicated or prescribed, the instrument showing the voluntary
ister a

transaction shall be presented along with the owner's certificate, and the

same

shall be noted, not only

on the

certificate of title in the title register,

but also on the owner's certificate. If the instrument shall be already
recorded on some public record, reference shall be made in the title register and on the owner's certificate to the book and page where it is recorded; if it be not already recorded, the clerk shall record it, making like
reference in the title register and on the owner's certificate to the book

and page where recorded. (Acts 1917,
60-633.

Owner's

certificate, entries

owner's certificate of

title

may

at

p. 174.)

and notations.

any time present

it

—The

holder of an

to the clerk, and,

if

title on the register has not been canceled, the clerk shall
thereupon enter on the owner's certificate all entries and notations of
every kind which shall appear on the certificate of title, if all such entries
shall not have already been entered on the owner's certificate, and shall
thereupon indorse upon the owner's certificate the words, "Valid, with
This
all entries noted to this date.
day of
o'clock,
19.
M.," signing the same officially. (Acts
., at

the certificate of

,

.

.

1917, p. 174.)

—The

county commissioners or other officers in
each county having in charge county business shall furnish the clerk with
the necessary durable filing cases, and he shall carefully number and file
60-634. Filing cases.

away

all

papers relating to registered lands and dealing therewith.

the papers relating to each registered
arately from the papers relating to

title shall

be

filed

All

together and sep-

any other registered

title

;

they shall

§
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away in such regular consecutive numerical arrangement
make them easily accessible at all times. (Acts 1917, p. 174.)
be

filed

CHAPTER

60-7.

as to

ASSURANCE FUND.
Sec.

Sec.

Creation; amount.
State Treasurer custodian.

60-701.
60-702.

Investment of the fund; income, how applied.
Action against fund; defense;
measure of damages; persons
under disability.

60-703*

60-704.

60-701. Creation;

amount.

60-705.

Parties defendant.

60-706.

Payment

60-707.

Nonliability of fund for breach

60-708.

Insufficiency of fund, effect.

of execution; liability
of other persons.
°f trust.

— Upon the original registration of any land

be paid to the clerk one-tenth of one per
centum of the value of such land, to be determined by the court, as an
assurance fund, which shall be subject to the trusts and conditions here(Acts 1917,
inafter declared for the uses and purposes of this Title.

under

p.

this Title there shall

140.)

60-702. State Treasurer custodian.

—All

moneys received by the

clerk

under the preceding section shall be kept in a separate account and be paid

promptly into the State treasury upon the special trust and condition
that the same shall be set aside by the Treasurer in trust as a separate
fund for the uses and purposes of this Title, to be known as the "Land
Registration Assurance Fund," which said fund is hereby appropriated
to the uses and purposes set forth in this Title. (Acts 1917, p. 140.)

in so far as the same

may

—

how applied. Said moneys,
not be required to satisfy any judgment certi-

60-703. Investment of the fund; income,

against the assurance fund under section 60-706, shall be invested by
the Treasurer of the State in State bonds or validated county or municipal
fied

bonds, in trust for the uses and purposes set forth in this Title, until said
fund amounts to the sum of $500,000; but the income, or so much thereof

be required therefor, may be applied towards the payment of the
expenses of the administration of this Title and the satisfaction of any
such judgment. Whenever and so long as the face value of the bonds
purchased as aforesaid shall equal said sum of $500,000, other moneys
thereafter coming into said fund, together with any income not required
for the purposes aforesaid, shall be transferred from the land registration assurance fund to the general treasury. (Acts 1917, p. 141.)
as

may

Cross-reference.

— Validation

of county

and municipal bonds, see

60-704. Action against fund; defense;

§

87-301 et seq.

measure of damages; persons
under disability. Any person entitled to notice and who had no actual
notice of any registration under this Title by which he may be deprived
of any estate or interest in land, and who is without remedy hereunder,
may, within two years next after the time at which the right to bring
such action shall have first accrued to him, or to some person through
whom he claims, bring an action against the Treasurer of the State, in
the superior court in the county where such land is located, for the recovery, out of the assurance fund, of any damages to which he may be

—

Land Registrat
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i

on.

g
r

any such deprivation. The 'r< lire*
by second original of proceedings so filed, which service

by reason

entitled

cient.

60-708

of

\

The assurance fund

defended

shall be

in

shall be

I

shall be suffisuch action and in any

appeal by the Attorney General. The measure of dama^f s in such action shall be the value of the property at the time the right to bring such
action

first

accrued, and any judgment rendered therefor shall be paid as

hereinafter provided.

If

any person

entitled to bring such action shall

be under the disability of infancy, insanity, imprisonment, or absence
from the State in the service of the State or of the United States, at
the time the right to bring such action first accrued, the

same may be

brought by him or his privies within two years after the removal of such
disability: but Provided, nevertheless, that all persons nonresident of the
State, all persons who are described in the proceedings as being unkno
or of unknown address, or as to whom it appears from the record that
they could not be found so as to be served, shall be considered as having
had actual notice where notice has been published in accordance with the
provisions of this Title. (Acts 1917, p. 141.)

—

such action shall be brought to recover
for loss or damage arising only through the legal operation of this Title,
the Treasurer of the State shall be the sole defendant. If such action
shall be brought to recover for loss or damage arising on account of any
registration made or procured through fraud, neglect, or wrongful act of
any person not exercising judicial function, both the Treasurer of the
State and such person or persons shall be made parties defendant. (Acts
60-705. Parties defendant.

If

1917, p. 142.)

60-706.

Payment

of execution; liability of other persons.

shall be rendered for the plaintiff in

againt the defendants,

if

any such

—

If

judgment

action, execution shall issue

any, other than the Treasurer of the State.

If

such execution shall be returned unsatisfied in whole or in part, or if there
shall be no such defendants, the clerk of the court in which the judgment
was rendered shall certify to the Treasurer the amount due on account
thereof, and the same shall be paid by said Treasurer out of the assurance
fund under the special appropriation hereby made of said fund for that
purpose. Any person other than the Treasurer, against whom any such
judgment may have been rendered, shall remain liable therefor, or for so
much thereof as may be paid out of the assurance fund and said Treasurer may bring action at any time to enfore the lien of such judgment
against such person or his estate for the recovery of the amount, with
interest, paid out of the assurance fund as aforesaid. (x\cts 1917, p. 142.)
;

60-707. Nonliability of fund for breach of trust.

—The

assurance fund
damage, or dep-

under any circumstances, be liable for any loss,
rivation occasioned by a breach of trust, whether express, implied, or
constructive, on the part of the registered owner of any estate or interest
shall not,

in land.

(Acts 1917,

p. 142.)

60-708. Insufficiency of fund, effect.
shall
said,

of

—

If at

any time the assurance fund

be insufficient to satisfy any judgment certified against it as aforethe unpaid amount shall bear interest and be paid in its order out

any moneys thereafter coming into said fund.

(Acts 1917,

p. 143.)

:

§
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FEES.

60-8.

Sec.
801,

and sheriff,
Clerk, examiner,
fees oi, enumerated; cost deposits; award of costs.

60-801. Clerk, examiner,

award

of costs.

and

sheriff, fees of,

enumerated; cost deposits;

— The fees payable under this Title shall be as follows
CLERK OF THE SUPERIOR COURT:

For all services in initial registration from the time of filing the petition up to and including the registration and issue of the first certificate
and owner's certificate registered on a decree of title, $4 and postage, unless

when he

separate decrees are registered,

shall get $1 extra for each

additional decree and the registering and issuing of the

thereon.

may be

In contested cases $3 additional

first certificates

taxed as costs.

Registering a transfer and registering thereupon certificate of title and
issuing new owner's certificate and making necessary cancellations in

connection therewith,

full service, $1.

For issuing a duplicate
For issuing a

certified

certificate in lieu of a lost certificate,

copy of

certificate of title

For noting a judgment or other
For certifying an owner's

lien

on

50 cents.

and entries thereon,

$1.

title register, 15 cents.

certificate as "valid,

with

all

entries noted

to date," 25 cents.

For the notation or registration

of

any mortgage or other voluntary

transaction not herein otherwise provided, including every act necessary
therefor, and, in the case of creditor's certificate, including the issuance
of the creditor's certificate, 75 cents.

Other notations and entries (not otherwise provided
In case further record of an instrument

is

for),

50 cents.

required on account of

its

form, the clerk shall be paid for the record of such instrument at the rate
of 10 cents per 100 words, in addition to other fees herein prescribed.

For each entry of cancellation, 25

cents.

In cases of involuntary transactions, and in case of caveats and other

matters referred to the court for action, the clerk shall be allowed, in addition to the fees herein otherwise prescribed, the sum of 10 cents per 100
words for recording such proceedings upon the minutes of the court, and
50 cents for each judgment rendered therein.

any matter be carried to the Supreme Court the clerk's fees in connection with proceedings to take the case to the Supreme Court shall be
the same as in other cases carried from the superior court to the Supreme
If

Court.

EXAMINER OF TITLES:
and making report to the court, $1 per $1,000 (or
fraction thereof) on the value of land, as determined by the court (but
not to exceed a maximum $100), and postage, plus $10.

For examining

a title

In contested cases, for hearing the case and

the judge

may

in his discretion

amount not exceeding

the

same

making report

to the court,

allow additional compensation, but
fee as that allowed

in

an

an auditor for report-

Land Registration.
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§

6Q-V

ing his finding's in equity cases under section 10-501. He shall not. be
paid extra for reporting the evidence; but when a stenographer is u
by consent of the parties or order of the judge, the stenographer shall be
paid his usual

fee.

SHERIFFS:
and reporting to the courts the names and addresses
of the persons actually occupying the premises described in the petition,

For

ascertaining-

$1.

For each service
For

posting* a

of process

and notice required,

$1.

copy of petition upon the premises, 50 cents.

For any other services of the

clerk, sheriff, or surveyor, not especially

provided for herein, a fee to be fixed by the court in conformity with what
is usual and lawful for similar services rendered by such officer in ordi-

nary cases.

With each

application for initial registration the applicant shall deposit

with the clerk the sum of $20 as a deposit to guarantee costs, and may
from time to time be required by the court to make additional deposits.
The clerk shall not be required to enter any notation, entry, or registration upon the register of title or the owner's certificate, unless fees preIn all contested cases, and in all matscribed therefor are paid to him.
judge
for
his
direction
the
ters referred to
by any of the provisions of this
Title, he shall award the cost of such proceeding accordingly as in his
discretion the justice of the case may dictate, and to that end may assess
all the costs against one of the parties, or may divide it among the parties
in such ratio as seems just. (Acts 1917, p. 175.)

CHAPTER

60-99.

Sec.

CRIMES

Sec.

nnm
60-9901.
tc\

u
Punishment
t>

•

m.

r

r

i

*.

as felony for acts

60-9903.

portSj

of fraud, forgery, theft, etc.

j

60 9904
~

60-9902.

Felonious

court,

acts

by clerks of
f

.

deputies,

clerks, or others

special

performing

-

^^

duties of clerks.

60-9901.

Any

Punishment as felony

person

who

Malpractice
ners

in office, false re-

and fraud by exam .
f

^tle.

Fraud

by

false entries, etc.,
sheriffs and deputies.

Reduction

of
felonies
scribed by
preceding
tions to misdemeanors.

de _
sec-

for acts of fraud, forgery, theft, etc.

shall fraudulently obtain or

—

attempt to obtain a decree

any land or interest therein, or who shall knowingly offer in evidence any forged or fraudulent document in the course
of any proceedings in regard to registered lands or any interest therein,
or who shall make or utter any forged instrument of transfer or instrument of mortgage, or any other paper, writing, or document used in connection with any of the proceedings required for the registration of lands,
or the notation of entries upon the register of titles, or who shall steal or
fraudulently secrete any owner's certificate, creditor's certificate, or other
certificate of title provided for under this Title, or who shall fraudulently
alter, change, or mutilate any writing, instrument, document or record,
or registration or register provided for under this Title, or who shall
of registration of title to

I
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make any

false oath or affidavit in respect to

for in this Title, or

who

any certificate provided for by
be punished by imprisonment

counterfeit of

be guilty of a felony and
the penitentiary for not less than one

this Title, shall
in

nor more than 10 years. (Acts 1917,

by

any matter or thing provided

make or knowingly use any

shall

60-9902. Felonious acts
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p. 143.)

clerks of court, deputies, special clerks, or

others performing duties of clerks.

—Any clerk, deputy clerk, special clerk,

or other person performing the duties of clerk

who

shall fraudulently

enter a decree of registration without authority of the court, or

fraudulently register any
tion or entry

upon the

title,

or

who

title register,

who

make any

shall fraudulently

shall

nota-

or shall fraudulently issue any certif-

instrument provided for by
this Title, or who shall knowingly, intentionally, and fraudulently do any
act of omission or commission under color of his office in relation to the
matters provided for by this Title, shall be guilty of a felony and be
punished by imprisonment in the penitentiary for not less than one nor
more than 10 years, and shall, upon his conviction, be removed from
office and thereafter forever disqualified from holding any public office.
icate of title, or creditor's certificate or other

(Acts 1917,

p. 143.)

and fraud by examiners of
title.
Any examiner of title who shall knowingly and fraudulently make
any false report to the court as to any matter relating to any title which
it is sought to register under the provisions of this Title, or as to any
matter affecting the same, or as to any other matter referred to him under
60-9903. Malpractice in office, false reports,

—

the provisions of this Title, or

who

shall fraudulently conspire or con-

federate with any other person or persons to use the provisions of this

defrauding of any other person or persons,
ration, or who shall be guilty of any wilful malpractice in
be guilty of a felony and be punishable by imprisonment
tiary for not less than one nor more than 10 years. (Acts
Title, to the

60-9904. Fraud, false entries, etc.,
iff

by

sheriffs

firm or corpohis office, shall
in the peniten-

1917, p. 143.)

and deputies.

—Any sher-

or deputy sheriff or other person performing the duties of the office

who

knowingly and fraudulently make any false entry
or return in connection with any matter arising under the provisions of
this Title, or who shall fraudulently conspire with any person or persons
to defraud any other person or persons through the provisions of this
Title, shall be guilty of a felony and be punished by imprisonment in
the penitentiary for not less than one nor more than 10 years, and on
conviction shall be removed from office and thereafter forever disqualified from holding any public office in this State. (Acts 1917, p. 143.)
of sheriff,

shall

60-9905. Reduction of felonies described

—

by preceding

sections to mis-

demeanors. The felonies provided for in this Title may, in the matter
of punishment, be reduced to misdemeanors in the manner prescribed in
section 27-2501. (Acts 1917, p. 143.)

TITLE

61.

LANDLORD AND TENANT.
Chap.
61-

1.

61-

2.

61- 3.

61- 4.
61-

5.

61-99.

Sec.

In general
Landlords' liens
Proceedings against tenants holding over
Distress warrants

61-101
61-201

61-301

61-401

Croppers
Crimes

61-501

61-9901

CROSS-REFERENCES.
Employing or enticing away

servants, croppers, farm laborers, etc.:
Master and Servant, §§ 66-9904, 66-9905.
Remainders and reversions: See Title 85, Property, Chapter 85-7.
Tenancy in common: See Title 85, Property, Chapter 85-10.
Years, estates for: See Title 85, Property, Chapter 85-8.

CHAPTER

61-1.

Sec.

See Title

66,

IN GENERAL.
Sec.

61-101.

Relation of landlord and tenant exists, when.

61-110.

Removal

61-102.

How

61-111.

Repairs

61-103.

61-105.

Implied contract to pay rent.
Duration of tenancy.
Notice to terminate tenancy at

61-106.

Emblements, right of tenant

61-107.

Estoppel to dispute landlord's

61-108.

title or to attorn to another.
Delivery of possession.
Rights of tenants.

61-104.

relationship created.

of fixtures

and

by tenant.

improvements,

duties as to.
61-112.

Liability of landlord for negligence of tenant and for failure to repair.

61-113.

Casualties not to abate rent.

61-114.

Interest

will.

at

will to.

61-109.

61-115.

61-101. (3691) Relation of landlord

the

owner

on rent
judgment in suit

contracts;
for rent.

Portion of crop paid for rent

exempt

from

other

liens

against tenant.

and tenant

exists,

when.

—When

of real estate grants to another simply the right to possess

and

enjoy the use of such real estate, either for a fixed time or at the will of
the grantor, and the tenant accepts the grant, the relation of landlord and

tenant exists between them.

In such case no estate passes out of the

which he may not convey
except by the landlord's consent and which is not subject to levy and
sale and all renting or leasing of such real estate for a period of time less
than five years shall be held to convey only the right to possess and enjoy such real estate, and to pass no estate out of the landlord, and to give
only the usufruct, unless the contrary shall be agreed upon by parties to
the contract and so stated therein. (Acts 1876, p. 35.)

landlord, and the tenant has only a usufruct,

;

Cross-references.

—

Statute of frauds, see §§ 20-401, 20-402. Hirer generally has
right to relet, see § 12-208. Definition and effect of lease, see § 85-806.
Deiinition of estate for years, see § 85-801.

no

Landlord and Tenant.

§61-102
61-102.

tion of landlord

by

How relationship

(3693)

and

parol,

if

created.

1652

— Contracts creating the rela-

any time not exceeding- one year may be
made for a greater time shall have the effect of a tenancy
and tenant

for

at will.
Cross-references.

where

r.o

— Statute

time specified, see

Duration of tenancy

of frauds, see §§ 20-401, 20-402.
§ 61-104.

—

(3692) Implied contract to pay rent. When title is shown in
the plaintiff and occupation by the defendant, an obligation to pay rent
61-103.

is

generally implied; but

possession

is

the entry

if

was not under the

plaintiff,

or

if

adverse to him, no such implication arises. (83 Ga. 310 (9

S. E. 1041).)

—

Cross-references. Distress for rent, see § 61-401. Implied promise to pay where
one receives property or valuable services from another, see § 3-107. Landlord's
liability for repairs, see § 61-111.

—

Duration of tenancy. Where no time is specified for
the termination of the tenancy, the law construes it to be for the calendar
year; but if it is expressly a tenancy at will, either party may terminate
61-104. (3708)

it

at will.
Cross-reference.

61-105.

—How

relation of landlord

and tenant created, see

(3709) Notice to terminate tenancy at will.

—Two

necessary from the landlord to terminate a tenancy at
month's notice is necessary from the tenant.
notice

is

61-106.

§

61-102.

months'

will.

One

—

(3710) Emblements, right of tenant at will to. The tenant at
emblements, if the crop is sowed or planted before

will is entitled to his

by the landlord, or the tenancy is otherwise suddenly
terminated, as by sale of the estate by the landlord, or by judicial sale,
notice to quit

or death of the landlord or tenant.

—

Cross-references. Right of life tenant to emblements, see
tenant for years to emblements, see § 85-804.

§

85-606.

Right of

61-107. (3698) Estoppel to dispute landlord's title or to attorn to another.

—The tenant may not dispute his landlord's

title

nor attorn to an-

other claimant while in possession.
Cross-references.
pute his principal's

61-108.

— Estoppels
title,

see

§

in general, see § 38-114.

(3697) Delivery

of

possession.

—The

possession at the expiration of his term, and
a

summary remedy
Cross-reference.

is

Agent estopped

to dis-

4-206.

if

he

tenant
fails

shall

deliver

or refuses to do so

given to the landlord.

— Proceedings

against tenant holding over, see

§

61-301.

—

The tenant has no right beyond the
use of the land and tenements rented to him and such privileges as are
61-109.

(3695) Rights of tenants.

necessary to the enjoyment of his use.

He may

not cut or destroy growing trees, remove permanent fixtures, or otherwise injure the property.
JJe may use other timber for firewood and the pasturage for his cattle.

—

Cross-references. Definition and effect of lease, see § 85-806. Creation and effect of relation of landlord and tenant, see § 61-101.
Injunction to restrain cutting of timber, etc., see § 55-204.

61-110.

(3696)

Removal

of fixtures

by

term or a continuation thereof, or while he
landlord,

may remove

is

—A

tenant during the
in possession under the

tenant.

trade fixtures erected by him.

After the term and

—
Landlord and Tenant.
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g 61-115

:
possession are ended, they are regarded as abandoned to the use r the
r
landlord and become the latter's properly. (GH Ga. 633; 114 Ga. 7C J, 770
>

(40 S. E. 747).)

— Fixtures,

Cross-references

see 85-105.

and improvements, duties as
must keep the premises in repair, and shall be liable
improvements placed upon them by his consent.
61-111. (3699) Repairs

to.

—The

landlord

for all substantial

—

Cross-references. Tenant for years bound for repairs, etc., see
struction of tenement, etc., does not abate rent, see § 61-113.

85-805.

§

De-

(3694) Liability of landlord for negligence of tenant and for
failure to repair.
The landlord, having fully parted with possession and
61-112.

—

not responsible to third persons for damages resulting from the negligence or illegal use of the premises by the tenant;
but he is responsible to others for damages arising from defective conright of possession,

struction or for

is

damages from

keep the premises

failure to

in repair.

(58

Ga. 204; 63 Ga. 615.)
Cross-reference.

—Tenant

for years

bound

for repairs, see

61-113. (3711) Casualties not to abate rent.

ement by

fire,

or the loss of possession

landlord or from defect of his

title,

§

85-805.

—The destruction of a ten-

by any casualty not caused by the

shall not abate the rent contracted

to be paid.
Cross-reference.

—When insured has' no claim

for rents, see § 56-704.

on rent contracts; judgment in suit for rent.
All contracts for rent shall bear interest from the time the rent is due,
and judgments upon suits for rent may be rendered at the first term.
Interest

61-114. (3704)

(Act 1811, Cobb, 901.)
Cross-references.
see § 110-401.

— Interest

on accounts, see

§

57-111.

Judgments by

default,

exempt from other liens
against tenant. In all cases where landlords shall rent lands, and it is
agreed that the tenant shall pay the landlord a part of the crop or crops
produced on the lands so rented for the use of the same, and the tenant
shall in good faith deliver to his landlord in discharge of said rent the
61-115. (3703) Portion of crop paid for rent

—

part of the crop agreed on, the articles so delivered shall be discharged

from the

lien of

any judgment, decree, or other process whatsoever

against said tenant. (Acts 1884-5,

p. 91.)

Cross-references.— Mortgages and bills of sale covering crops, see
Croppers generally, see Chapter 61-5.

§

67-1101 et

seq.

CHAPTER

61-2.

LANDLORD'S LIEN.

Sec.
61-201.

Sec.

Farming

utensils,
provisions,
etc, furnished tenant.
'

.

61-202.

Supplies,

61-203.

Rent,
ties;

61-204.

Rank

etc.,

....
furnished

tenant.

for;

priori-

special

lien

general

lien.

of general lien.

61 _ 2 05.

Enforcement by

distress

war-

rant.

61 " 206

-

Transferees of rent contracts,
liens ot.

61-207.

Foreclosure bv transferee.

§

Landlord and Tenant.

61-201
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—

Farming utensils, provisions, etc., furnished tenant.
Landlords may have, by special contract in writing, a lien upon the crops
61-201.

(3702)

of their tenants for stock,

farming

utensils,

tenants for the purpose of making their

and provisions furnished such
crops and such lien shall be
;

enforced in the manner prescribed elsewhere in this Code.
p. 141

;

1873, p. 43.)

Cross-references.
etc.. see
07-1101 et seq.

— Enforcement of liens

supplies,
§

(Acts 1866,

61-202.

on personalty, see § 67-2401. Liens for
Mortgages and bills of sale covering crops, see

61-202.

§

(334S) Supplies,

etc.,

furnished tenant.

—Landlords

furnishing

money, horses, mules, asses, oxen, farming utensils necessary
to make crops, shall have the right to secure themselves from the crops
of the year in which such things are furnished, upon such terms as may
(Acts
be agreed upon by the parties, with the following conditions:
supplies,

1874, p. 18.)

—

Cross-references. Priority of mortgages on crops, see § 67-1102 et seq. Lien for
provisions, see § 61-201.
Lien for supplies superior to year's support, see
Penalty for giving false information as to liens under this section,
§ 113-1012.
see § 61-9901.

The

provided for in this section shall arise by operation of law
from the relation of landlord and tenant, as well as by special contract
1.

liens

whenever the landlord shall furnish the articles enumerated
in said section, or any of them, to the tenant for the purpose therein
named. Said liens may be enforced in the manner provided in section
in writing,

67-2401.
2.

Whenever

said liens

may be

created by special contract in writing,

by section 61-201, the same shall be assignable by the landlord, and may be enforced by the assignees in the manner provided for
the enforcement of such liens by landlords. (Acts 1890-1, p. 72; 1895,
as provided

p. 26.)

Cross-references.— Transfer of

liens,

see

61-206,

§§

61-207,

67-1706,

67-1707,

67-2302.
3.

They

shall only exist as liens

on the crops of the year

in

which they

and may be foreclosed before the debt is due if the tenant is
removing or seeking to remove his crops from the premises, or when
other legal process, not in favor of the landlord nor controlled by him nor
are made,

levied at his instance or procurement,

is

being enforced against said

crops.
4.

Every person giving a

given a lien or liens under
lien

under

this section

such person,
liens
5.

and to

if

this section,

or any other lien, shall,

interrogated, as to the facts of the

whom

having previously

when giving

a

new

amount

of such lien or

given.

common

Cross-reference.
5

under

on the same property to another person, inform

Such person giving

be deemed a

it

lien

false information as to the facts aforesaid shall

cheat and swindler.

— Punishment

for

deceiving

as

to

existence

of

a

lien,

see

67-9909.
6.

The

rior in

liens created

rank to other

liens of laborers,

under

liens,

this section are

hereby declared to be supe-

except liens for taxes, the general and special

and the special

liens of landlords for rent, to

which they

Landlord and Tenant.
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§

and shall, as between themselves and other
herein excepted, rank according to date.
Cross-references. Rank of liens for taxes, see 5§ 92-5707, 92-5709.
shall be inferior,

61-207

liens not

—

Laborers'
Landlords' liens for provisions, fee § 61-201
or supplies for making crops secured by bill of sale, see < 67-1105.

liens, sec §§ 67-1801 to 67-1803.

vances of

money

61-203. (3340) Rent, special lien for; priorities; general lien.

lords shall have a special lien for rent on crops

made on

— Land-

land rented from

them, superior to all other liens except liens for taxes, to which they
shall be inferior, and shall also have a general lien on the property of
the debtor, liable to levy and sale, which general lien shall date from the
time of the levy of a distress warrant to enforce the same. (Acts 1873,
p.

43; 1887,

p.

34; 1889,

p. 71.)

—

Similar provisions as to distress warrant, see § 61-403. Mortliens on crops attested and recorded as chattel mortgages, see
Priority of mortgages on crops, see § 67-1102 et seq. Liens for supplies,

Cross-references.

gages and other

§67-1106.
furnished, see
see § 113-1012.
etc.,

61-202.

§

Rank

61-204. (3341)

Lien for rent and supplies superior to year's support,

of general lien.

— Such

general lien of landlords

be inferior to liens for taxes and the general and special lien of
laborers, but shall rank with other liens, and with each other according
The
to date, the date being from the time of levying a distress warrant.
special liens of landlords for rent shall date from the maturity of the
crops on the lands rented, unless otherwise agreed on, but shall not be
enforced by distress warrant until said rent is due, unless the tenant is
removing his property, or when other legal process is being enforced
against said crops, when the landlord may, as provided elsewhere in this
Code, enforce said liens, both general and special. (Acts 1873, p. 43; 1887,
shall

p.

34; 1889, p. 71.)

—

Cross-references. Distress warrants, see Chapter 61-4. Enforcement of liens on
personalty, see § 67-2401.

—

Enforcement by distress warrant. Landlord's special lien for rent shall be enforced by distress warrant in the same manner
as the general liens for rent are enforced, and no further allegations in
the affidavit to procure a distress warrant to enforce a special lien for
61-205. (3342)

rent shall be necessary than are necessary to enforce the landlord's gen-

(Acts 1887, pp. 34, 35.)

eral lien for rent.
Cross-reference.

—Distress

warrant, see Chapter 61-4.

61-206. (3343) Transferees of rent contracts, liens of.

contract for rent

is

evidenced by writing and

—"Whenever any

transferred by written

is

assignment before the maturity of the crops on the lands rented, the
special lien in favor of landlords shall, on the maturity of the crops, arise
in favor of the transferee of such rent contract in the same manner as it
would have done in favor of the landlord had no transfer been made.
(Acts 1882-3,

p. 109.)

—

Cross-references. Liens assignable, see
signable by landlord, see § 61-202, H 2.

61-207.

(3344) Foreclosure

for in the foregoing sect'ion

own name.

The

by

may

§

67-1705.

transferee.

Liens for supplies,

—The

etc.,

as-

special lien provided

be foreclosed by the transferee

in his

affidavit of foreclosure shall contain a recital of the fact

§ 61-301
o
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of transfer and such other allegations as are necessary in the foreclosure

by landlords. (Acts 1882-3,

ci special liens

CHAPTER

p. 109.)

PROCEEDINGS AGAINST TENANTS
HOLDING OVER.

61-3.

Sec

Sec.

61-301.

Demand

for possession: proceedin2:s on tenant s reiusal
to deliver.

61-302.

Warrant

Cl-303.

Arrest of proceedings by tencounter-affidavit and
ant:
bonds.

61-304.

Issue tried in superior court.

for tenant's removal.

Demand

61-301. (5385)
fusal to deliver.

— In

6l _ 3Q5

DouhU

rent and wrIt of

.

session,
61-306.

s_

,

when.

Three days' notice

to

tenant,

etc.

61-307.

Officer failing in duty to give

notice to tenant.

for possession; proceedings

on tenant's

re-

cases where a tenant shall hold possession of

all

lands or tenements over and beyond the term for which the same were
rented or leased to him, or shall fail to pay the rent when the same shall
become due, and in all cases where lands or tenements shall be held and
occupied by any tenant at will or sufferance, whether under contract of
rent or not, and the owner of the lands or tenements shall desire possession of the same, such owner may, by himself, his agent, attorney in fact
or attorney at law,

demand

the possession of the property so rented,

and if the tenant shall refuse or omit to deliver
possession when so demanded, the owner, his agent or attorney at law
or attorney in fact may go before the judge of the superior court or any
justice of the peace and make oath to the facts. (Act 1827, Cobb, 901.
Acts 1853-4, pp. 53, 55; 1855-6, p. 268; 1865-6, p. 34.)
leased, held, or occupied

Cross-reference.
§

—Tenant

;

must

deliver

possession at expiration of term, see

61-108.

61-302.

(5386)

Warrant

for

tenant's

removal.

—When

the

affidavit

provided for in the preceding section shall be made, the officer before
whom it was made shall grant and issue a warrant or process directed to
the sheriff, or his deputy, or any lawful constable of the county where the

land

lies,

commanding and

representative

full

requiring him to deliver to the owner or his
and quiet possession of the lands or tenements men-

tioned in the affidavit, removing the tenant, with his property found
thereon, away from the premises. (Act 1827, Cobb, 902. Acts 1865-6,
p. 35.)

—

in

Cross-references. Notice to tenant, see
duty to give notice, etc., see § 61-307.

§

(5387) Arrest of proceedings

61-306. Liability of officer for failing

by tenant;

and
arrest the proceedings and prevent the removal
of himself and his goods from the land by declaring on oath that his lease
or term of rent has not expired, and that he is not holding possession of
the premises over and beyond his term, or that the rent claimed is not
61-303.

bond.

—The tenant

counter-affidavit

may

due, or that he does not hold the premises, either

by

lease, or rent, or at

by sufferance, or otherwise, from the person who made the affidavit on which the warrant issued, or from anyone under whom he claims
will, or

7

1
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the premises, or from anyone claiming- the premises under him:

Pro-

same time tender a bond with good ccurity, payable to the landlord, for the payment of such sum, with costs,
as may be recovered against him on the trial of the case. (Act 1827, Cobb,
vided, such tenant shall at the

902.

Acts 1866,

p. 25.)

61-304. (5388) Issue tried in superior court.

—

If

the counter-affidavit

and bond provided in the preceding section shall be made and delivered
to the sheriff or deputy sheriff or constable, the tenant shall not be re-

moved but
;

the officer shall return the proceeding's to the next superior

court of the county where the land
there tried

by a

Cross-reference.

jury.

lies,

and the

fact in issue shall be

(Act 1827, Cobb, 902.)

—Venue

of suits respecting titles to land, see

§

3-203.

Double rent and writ of possession, when.

61-305. (5389)

—

If

the

is-

sue specified in the preceding section shall be determined against the

go against him for double the rent reserved or
stipulated to be paid, or if he shall be a tenant at will or sufferance, for
double what the rent of the premises is shown to be worth and the
tenant,

judgment

shall

;

movant or
sheriff,

plaintiff shall

have a writ of possession, and

deputy, or constable placed in

full

shall

be by the

possession of the premises.

(Act 1827, Cobb, 902.)

—

How

Cross-references. Double rent in distraint proceedings, see § 61-401.
chaser at sale under execution obtains possession, see § 39-1313.

pur-

—

Three days' notice to tenant, etc. Whenever a warrant
shall be sued out, under existing laws, for the eviction of any person as
an intruder, or as a tenant holding over, it shall be the duty of the officer
in whose hands such warrant may be placed, to exhibit the same at once
to the defendant, and to give him notice that after the expiration of three
days (not counting Sundays or public holidays) said officer will proceed
with the execution of such warrant; and unless a counter-affidavit, as
provided by law, is filed with said officer within that time, and, in case
of tenants holding over, unless bond with good security, payable to the
landlord, for the payment of such sum, with costs, as may be recovered
against him on the trial of the case, shall at the same time be given bv
the tenant as now required by law, it shall then be his duty to proceed
61-306. (5393)

forthwith to execute said warrant. (Acts 1878-9,

p. 145.)

—

Cross-references. Notice to be given in executing fi. fa. on land, see § 39-120.
Procedure for ejecting intruders, see §§ 105-1501, 105-1502. Holidays enumerated,
see

§

14-1808.

61-307. (5394) Officer failing in duty to give notice to tenant.
ficer violating the

provisions of the preceding section,

by

—Any

failing to give

the notice therein required, or by executing any such warrant as
in

named

tice, shall

of-

is

there-

before the expiration of three days from the time of said no-

be deemed guilty of a trespass, and

sureties on his official bond, in

—

damages

liable,

together with the

to the defendant.

Cross-references. Definition of tort, see § 105-101. Measure of damages on ofbond, see § 89-421. What acts covered by bond, see § 89-41S, H 4. Sheriff's
duties in general, see § 24-2813.
ficial
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DISTRESS WARRANTS.

61-4.

Sec.

Sec.

Power

61-401.

61-404.

of landlord to distrain

recovery of double

for rent;
rent.

How

61-402.

61-405.

warrant issued and exe-

61-406.

Counter-affidavit;
verdict; charge

61-407.

Claims by third persons,
interposed and tried,

cuted.

Lien of landlord to attach from
time of levy of warrant;

61-403.

Replevy of property distrained;
affidavit; bond; trial.
Forthcoming bond.
election
of court.

of

how

priorities.

(3700) Power of landlord to distrain for rent; recovery of douThe landlord shall have power to distrain for rent as soon as

61-401.
ble rent.

the

—

same

due, or before due

is

if

the tenant

seeking- to

is

remove

his

goods from the premises. If the tenant shall fail to pay the rent due at
any time, the landlord may reenter immediately and dispossess the
tenant.
If the tenant shall hold over after his term expires, the landlord may recover double rent for such time. (Act 1811, Cobb, 901.)

—

Cross-references. Implied contract to pay rent, see
writ of possession, when, see § 61-301.

§

61-103.

Double rent and

—

How

warrant issued and executed. Any person who
may have rent due may, by himself, his agent or attorney, make application to any justice of the peace within the county where his debtor may
reside or where his property may be found, and obtain from such justice
a distress warrant for the sum claimed to be due for the said rent, on
the oath of the principal, his agent or attorney, in writing, which may be
levied by any constable, duly qualified, onany property belonging to said
debtor, whether found on the premises or elsewhere, who shall adverProtise and sell the same, as in case of levy and sale under execution
61-402.

(5390)

:

vided,

if

the

sum claimed

shall be levied

by

to be due shall exceed $100,

a constable,

it

shall

and said warrant

be his duty to deliver the warrant,

with a return of the property levied upon, to the sheriff of said county or
his deputy,

who

(Act 1811, Cobb, 900.

sales.

61-204.

—

Landlord's lien, see § 61-203. Rank of landlord's
Landlord's lien foreclosed by distress warrant, see § 61-205.

Cross-references.
§

and sell as provided by law for
Acts 1869, pp. 14, 15; 1875, p. 23.)

shall advertise

contract to pay rent, see § 61-103. Advertisement of judicial sales, see
Levy and sale, see § 39-101 et seq.

sheriff's

lien,

see

Implied
§

39-1101

et seq.

61-403.
priorities.

(3701) Lien of landlord to attach from time of levy of warrant;

—The landlord's

from the time of
take precedence of no lien of

lien for his rent shall attach

levying his distress warrant, but

it

shall

older date except as to the crop raised on the premises.
Cross-reference.

61-404.

—The

— Landlords'

liens,

see Chapter 61-2.

(5391) Replevy of property distrained; affidavit; bond;

party distrained

may

in

all

trial.

cases replevy the property so dis-

by making oath that the sum or some part thereof distrained
not due, and giving security for the eventual condemnation money;

trained,
for

is

and in such case the levying officer shall return the same to the court
having cognizance thereof, which shall be tried by a jury as provided for
in the trial of claims:

Provided, that

when

the levying officer shall re-

tain possession of the property of the tenant levied on,

it

shall not be

—
1
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necessary to give the bond for the eventual condemnation money.
1811, Cobb, 9(30. Acts 1894, p. 52.)

—

Cross-references. Similar provisions in attachment proceedings, see
claims tried, see § 39-901 ct scq. See also § 61-407.

How

Forthcoming bond.

61-405.

— Tn

(

8 701.

f

cases where property shall be levied

all

and the tenant shall desire the p
session of such property, it shall be the duty of the sheriff or other
levying officer to take a bond with good security for a sum equal to
double the value of the property levied on, to be estimated by the levying- officer, for the delivery of such property at the time and place of
sale, provided the property so levied on shall be found subject to such
Provided, that it shall not be lawful to require or take a forthrent:
coming bond for real estate. This is in addition to replevy bond required in such cases, as is now provided by law. (Acts 1920, p. 147.)

on under distress warrant

for rent

61-406. Counter-affidavit ; election of verdict; charge of court.

tenant shall

file

—

If

the

a counter-affidavit to said distress warrant requiring

bond as provided by law, the levying officer may
accept the same security on both bonds. On the trial of the case the
plaintiff shall elect whether he will take a money verdict or whether he
will proceed against the property so levied upon, and the judge shall inthe giving of a replevy

struct the jury to render a verdict in accordance with the election of the
plaintiff,

if

(Acts 1920,

the jury shall find that the plaintiff
p. 147.)

61-407. (5392) Claims

When

entitled to recover.

is

by

third persons,

how

interposed and tried.

may be claimed by a third person, the same
and
claimed
oath
bond given as required in cases of other
on
shall be
claims, which shall be returned and tried as provided by law for the trial
of the right of property levied upon by execution.
property distrained

—How claims

Cross-references.
see § 39-801.

CHAPTER

CROPPERS.

61-5.
Sec.

Sec.
61-501.
61-502.

Claim to be on oath,

tried, see § 39-901 et seq.

Nature of relationship.

61-503.

Title to cropper's crop in landlord.

consent.

Nature of relationship.

61-501. (3707)

Right of landlord to recover
crops disposed of without his

—Where

work

for part of the crop, the relation of landlord

arise.

The

title

one

is

employed to

and tenant does not

to the crop, subject to the interest of the cropper therein,

and the possession of the land remain
Cross-references.

— Discharge

in the

owner.

(46 Ga. 584.)

of crop delivered to landlord as rent, from other
and "growing crops'' as used in bills of

liens, see § 61-115. Definitions of "crops"
sale, liens, etc., see §§ 67-1107, 85-1902.

61-502. (3705) Title to cropper's crop in landlord.

—Whenever the

re-

and cropper shall exist, the title to and right to control
and possess the crops grown and raised upon the lands of the landlord by
the cropper shall be vested in the landlord until he shall have received
lation of landlord

his part of the crops so raised

and

shall

have been

fully paid for all ad-

Landlord and Tenant.
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making

made

1660

were raised to aid

to the cropper in the year said crops

said crops.

in

(Acts 188°. p. 113.)

—

Cross-reference. Punishment
tenants, see § ol-9902.

for

unlawfully purchasing farm products from

(3706) Right of landlord to recover crops disposed of without
In all cases where a cropper shall unlawfully sell or otherhis consent.
wise dispose of any part of a crop, or where the cropper shall seek to
61-503.

—

take possession of such crops, or to exclude the landlord from the possession oi said crops, while the title thereto remains in the landlord, the
landlord shall have the right to repossess said crops by possessory warrant or by any other process of law

recover

it

under the laws of

Cross-reference.

— See

by which the owner

this State.

Title 82, Possessory

CHAPTER

(Acts 1889,

of property can

p. 113.)

Warrants.

61-99.

CRIMES.

Sec.

Sec.

False information as to liens.
Purchase of farm products

61-9^01.
61-9902.

61-9904.

Illegal sale by cropper; refusal to deliver by landlord.

from tenants.
Unlawful sale of property
under lien for advances and

61-9903.

rent.

61-9901.

(713 P. C.) False information as to liens.

— A person who has

given a lien under section 61-202 or any other lien, shall, when giving a
new lien under said section on the same property to another person, in-

form such person, if interrogated as to the facts, of the amount of such
prior lien and to whom given. If he gives false information as to such
(Acts 1873, p. 42;
facts, he shall be punished as for a misdemeanor.
1875, p. 20; 1878, p. 47; 1890-1, p. 72; 1895, p. 25.)
Cross-reference.
§

— Penalty

for deceiving as to existence of lien, generally, see

6/-9909.

—

farm products from tenants. Any
buy any corn or any cotton in the seed from persons

61-9902. (554 P. C.) Purchase of

person

who

shall

residing on the land of another as tenant or laborer of such other person,
or from the agent of such tenant or laborer,

when

said tenant or laborer

had no right to sell, after notice of such disability to sell has been given
in writing by the landlord or employer to such buyer, shall be guilty of a
misdemeanor. (Acts 1876, p. 115.)
61-9903. (721 P. C.)

Unlawful

sale of property

under

lien for

—

advances

and rent. Any person who shall sell or otherwise dispose of crops upon
which there is a lien for rent and advances, before the payment of the
rent and advances, without the consent of, and with intent to defraud,
the lienor or assignee of the lien, and loss shall thereby be sustained by
the lienor or assignee of the lien, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts
1875, p. 26; 1876, p. 114.)
Cross-reference.
see § 61-503.

61-9904.
lord.

— Landlord

may

recover crops disposed of without his consent,

(729 P. C.) Illegal sale

— Any cropper who shall

sell

by cropper;

refusal to deliver

by land-

or otherwise dispose of any part of the

La ndlord and Tenan t.
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§

61-9904

crop grown by him, without the consent of the landlord, and before the
landlord has received his part of the entire crop and payment in full for

advances made to the cropper in the year the crop was raised, to aid
vho
in making it, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. And any land
shall fail or refuse, on demand, to deliver to the cropper the part of the
all

crop, or

made

its

to

coming

value,

him

(Acts 1889,

to the cropper, after

payment

for all advai.

likewise be guilty of a misdemeanor.

as aforesaid shall

113; 1892, p. 115.)

p.

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS:

See Title 84, Professions, Businesses,

and Trades, Chapter 84-19.

LARCENY:
LAWS: See

See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment, Chapter 26-26.
Title 102, Statutes.

LAW DEPARTMENT OF
ment, Chapter

STATE:

See Title 40, Executive Depart-

40-16.

LAWYERS: See Title 9, Attorneys
LEAF TOBACCO, statistics on:
Chapter

at

Law.

See

Title

Warehousemen,

111,

111-2.

LEASES: See Title 61, Landlord and Tenant.
LEGACIES: See Title 113, Wills, Descent, and

Administration of Es-

tates.

LEGISLATIVE DEPARTMENT:

See Title

Constitution of the
United States, Chapter 1-1 Title 2, Constitution of the State of
Georgia, Chapters 2-12 to 2-23; Title 47, General Assembly.
1,

;

LEGISLATIVE REFERENCE DEPARTMENT:

See

Title

101,

State Librarian, Chapter 101-3.

LEWDNESS AND LEWD HOUSES:

See Title

Crimes and Pun-

26,

ishment, Chapter 26-61.

LIBEL AND SLANDER:
Chapter 26-21

LIBRARIAN:
LIBRARIES:

;

See Title 26, Crimes
Title 105, Torts, Chapter 105-7.

See Title 101, State Librarian.

See Title

LICENSES:

and Punishment,

32,

Education, Chapters 32-26, 32-27.

See Title 84, Professions, Businesses, and Trades; Title
Chapter 85-14.

85, Property,

Chauffeurs:

See Title 68, Motor Vehicles, Chapter 68-2.

Hunting and

fishing:

Insurance companies:

Marriage:

See Title

56,

Fish, Chapter 45-2.

Insurance, Chapter 56-4.

Husband and Wife, Chapter
and chauffeurs: See Title 68, Motor

See Title

Motor vehicles
.

Game and

See Title 45,

53,

53-2.

Vehicles, Chap-

ter 68-2.

Sale of securities:

LIENS:

See Title

See Title 97, Securities, Chapter 97-4.
67,

Mortgages, Conveyances to Secure Debt, and

Liens.

LIFE ESTATES: See Title 85,
LIFE INSURANCE: See Title

Property, Chapter 85-6.
56,

Insurance, Chapter 56-9.

Lightning Rods

LIGHTNING RODS:

See
Trades, Chapter S4-18.

—Literary

Title

LIMITATION OF ACTIONS:

84,

Professions,

See Title

1662

Societies.

3,

Businesses,

and

Actions, Chapters 3-7 to

3-10.

LIMITATION OF PROSECUTIONS:

See Title 27, Criminal Pro-

cedure, Chapter 27-6.

LINSEED OIL:
Chapter

LIQUORS:

See Title 73

f

Paints, Oils, and Petroleum Products,

73-1.

See Title 42, Food and Drugs; Title

58,

Intoxicating

Liquors.

LITERARY SOCIETIES,
tions,

Chapter 22-4.

incorporation of:

See Title

22,

Corpora-

TITLE

62.

LIVE STOCK.
Chap.
62-

Sec.

1.

62- 2.
62-

3.

Marks and brands

62-101

Estrays
Estrays valued at $20 or less

62-201

62-401

62-301

62-

5.

Fences and inclosures
Stock law

62-

6.

Impounding animals

62-601

62-

7.

Hogs running

62-701

62-

8.

Proceedings in case of damage by animals

62-801

62-

9.

State Veterinarian

62-901

62- 4.

62-10.

62-11.
62-12.

62-99.

62-501

at large

Quarantine and inspection of live stock. Cattle tick eradication ..62-1001
62-1101
Tuberculosis in domestic animals
.62-1201
Suppression and prevention of hog cholera
Crimes
62-9901
.

.

.

.

CROSS-REFERENCES.
See Title

Carcasses of animals, disposition of:

Carriage of

live stock:

See Title

18, Carriers,

88,

Public Health,

Chapter

Cattle guards:

See Title

94,

Railroads, Chapter 94-6.

Feeding

See Title

42,

Food and Drugs, Chapter

stuffs:

§

88-9923.

18-3.

42-2.

Chapter 94-7.
Skinning cattle: See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment, Chapter 26-34.
Using horse or mule without owner's consent: See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment, Chapter 26-34.
Injuries to stock:

See Title

CHAPTER

94, Railroads,

62-1.

MARKS AND BRANDS.

Sec.

Sec.

62-101.

62-104.

Marks and brands must be
,

re-

Preference

corded.

lowed
62-103.

mark and brand

al-

-

^
62-106.
1A/:

,

62-107.

Mark and brand

62-101. (2016)

favor of marks

Oldest record has preterence.
..
v
AT
Marketing, etc., by whom done.
Change of recorded marks and

62-105.

62-102.
i^.
u-i.

Only
vyn
v,
y one

in

and brands recorded.

j

of increase.

.

.

,

brands.

Marks and brands must be

recorded.

— All persons hav-

ing marks and brands on cattle shall have them recorded by the ordinary of the county where the owner resides, or, if a nonresident, where
the cattle frequents, in a book kept by

him

for that purpose.

—

Cross-references. Punishment for altering brands or marks of animals of an~
other with intention to claim them, etc., see § 26-2613. Cattle stealing, see § 26-2".

—

Only one mark and brand allowed. No person or corporation owning live stock running at large on open ranges shall be allowed
to have more than one mark and brand. (Acts 1915, p. SO.)
62-102.

Cross-reference.

— Punishment

for violation, see

§

62-9901.

§

Live Stock.
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62-103.

Mark and brand

of increase.

mark
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— Should any person buy

live stock

brand the increase thereof in
the mark and brand he already has. In the event he has no mark and
brand, he may adopt the mark and brand so purchased. Any person who
for breeding purposes, he shall

an.d

already has two or more stocks of live stock marked in different marks
and brands shall mark and brand the increase thereof in one mark and
brand. (Acts 1915, pp. 50, 51.)
Cross-reference.

— Punishment

for violation, see

62-9901.

§

—

marks and brands recorded. If
live stock are in dispute between one whose marks and brands are recorded, and one whose are not, both having the same mark and brand,
and such live stock shall be found in possession of him whose marks and
(2017) Preference in favor of

62-104.

brands are recorded, the other party claiming may not get possession of
the same, but must sue and prove his right to the property and damages.
(Act 1792. Cobb, 17.)
(2018) Oldest record has

62-105.

preference.

—When

two or more

persons have the same marks and brands, and both are recorded, the
prima facie right is with the older record. (Act 1792, Cobb, 17.)
(2019) Marking,

62-106.

etc.,

by

whom

done.

—There

shall be

no mark-

some

ing or branding of live stock except by or under the supervision of

competent person, on

pain of forfeiting $50 for each violation, to be

recovered at the suit of the informer, who shall have one-half the recovery; the other half shall go to the educational fund.

mark

or brand shall

unless permission

is

—

marks and brands. No recorded
be changed, so as to be of any avail to the owner,
first granted by the ordinary, and a minute made

Change

62-107. (2020)

of recorded

thereof.
Cross-reference.

— See

§ 26-2613.

CHAPTER

62-2.

Sec.

Sec.

62-203.

Who may take up estrays.
How disposed of.
How estrays advertised.

62-204.

When

62-201.

62-202.

estrays sold;

manner

62-266.

62-207.

Expenses,

62-208.

How

of

by sheriff or constable
ordinary,
of
under order
when.
Proceeds of sale, how disposed of.
(2001)

Who may

or person in charge of one,

how

Conflicting claims,

62-210.

Liability of taker-up
appraising, etc.

62-211.

Abandoned and diseased

-

mals,

how

Stone-horses

62-212.

tried.

for

not
ani-

dealt with.

may

be

gelded,

when.

take up estrays.

may

estrays

determined.
reclaimed
by

62-209.

Sale

62-201.

how

owner.

sale.

62-205.

ESTRAYS.

—Any

owner

of a freehold

take up upon such freehold or highway

adjacent thereto, and not elsewhere, all estrays of a domestic or useful
nature either for their labor or flesh. (Act 1801, Cobb, 257.)
62-202.

(2002)

How

disposed

days, exhibit said animal to

taken up,

who

of.

—The

two freeholders

taker-up

shall,

within

of the militia district

five

where

shall prepare in writing a particular description of its
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§ 62-208

marks, natural and artificial (brands, stature, age, and color), and annex
thereto their appraisement of its value, which description and appraisement shall be handed to the ordinary of the county by the taker-lip,
within five days more. He shall, at the time of handing- the same to said
ordinary, make an affidavit before him that the marks and brands of said
estray are correct, and have not been altered or disfigured, to his knowledge, since he took it up. (Act 1801, Cobb, 257.)

—

Cross-references. Description and appraisement, see
how disposed of, see § 62-603.

62-301.

§

Impounded an-

imals,

How

— Such

said appraisement, description,

ordinary shall copy
the estray book, and

advertise substantial copies of

for 60

62-203. (2003)

estrays advertised.

and affidavit in
the two first named

days at the door

of the courthouse, at the place of holding justice's court of the district

where taken up, and

in the public

county advertises his

sales.

Cross-references.
see § 62-301.

62-204. (2004)

— Sale

newspaper where the

of estrays, see

When

manner

estrays sold;

that time, the right to the property

When

62-205.

§

is

sheriff of the

valued at $20 or

of sale.

—If'by the

less,

end of

not established and the property

taken away, the sheriff of the county shall advertise and sell said estray
as he does property under execution, designating it as an estray and
giving

its

appraised value.

by

under order of ordinary,
when. If the property is not of sufficient value to pay the expenses of
said proceedings, said ordinary may order it sold by the sheriff or constable of the district where taken up, on the freehold where taken up,
after 10 days' notice at the courthouse door, and at the place of holding
justice's court of the district in which said property is taken up
Provided, that if such estray is a sheep, hog or goat, it shall only be neces62-205. (2010) Sale

—

sheriff or constable

:

sary for the ordinary to advertise the
in the district

same

at the place of holding court

where the estray was taken up, and

at the courthouse door

county site, for 10 days, without advertising the same
newspaper. (Acts 1877, p. 17.)
of the

Cross-references.
see § 62-204.

— Estrays,

how

62-206. (2005) Proceeds

money,

sale,

how

§

Estrays,

62-203.

disposed

of.

when

—The

sold,

purchase

after deducting all lawful expenses, shall be paid to the treasurer

of the educational

estray

of

advertised, see

in a public

if

fund of the county, to be paid to the owner of the
is not proved within 12 months.

right to the property

62-207. (2008) Expenses,

how

determined.

—The

taker-up

of

any

estray shall be entitled to and receive such compensation as shall be

awarded and determined by the freeholders before whom said estray
may be exhibited, as provided in section 62-202, and said freeholders are
empowered and required to award and determine such compensation as
to them may seem reasonable and just, from all the circumstances in
each case.

(Acts 1866,

62-208. (2006)

How

p. 20.)

estrays reclaimed

by owner.

— Property

may

be

proved by an affidavit of ownership before the ordinary, and by filing
with him bond and security in double the appraised value, payable to

—
§

1666
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62-209

such ordinary, conditioned to answer any demand thereon that
be proved against the obligor within two years.
Cross-reference.

— Claims

before justice, see

(2007) Conflicting claims,

62-209.

62-302.

§

how

may

tried.

—

more than one

If

per-

son shall claim said estray before delivery is made, or a counter-affidavit
to a claim shall be filed by any person, an issue shall be made thereon

and

tried

by a jury

with privilege of appeal.

in the court of ordinary,

—

not appraising, etc. The
taker-up shall be liable to the county or the owner, as the case may be,
in five times the value of the estray, if, after taking it up, he shall fail to
have it appraised and returned, or forthcoming, according to law (providential causes only excepted). Suit may also be brought, either by the
owner or county, for the same. He shall be liable, in like manner, for
any damage caused by wilful abuse or neglect of the animal. (Act
1799. Cobb, 256.)
62-210.

(2009) Liability

Cross-reference.

62-211.

— Penalty

(2014)

taker-up

of

for

against taker-up of estray, see

62-9902.

§

Abandoned and diseased animals, how

dealt with.

For the purpose of putting an end speedily to the suffering of hopelessly
diseased and disabled animals, any person finding any domestic animal
which is abandoned, glandered, or otherwise diseased or injured past
recovery and not properly cared for, may apply to any justice of the
peace of the county, who may summarily decide whether such animal
should be destroyed, after giving notice to the owner, if known, whenever such notice can be given without defeating the object of this secThe order authorizing the destruction of such animal shall not
tion.
defeat the owner's claim for

damages against the person destroying or

procuring the destruction of such animal.
Cross-reference.

62-212.

— Owner may

kill live

(2015) Stone-horses

above 18 months

old shall be

take him up and take

(Acts 1878-9,

p. 183.)

stock rendered useless, see

§

94-709.

—

may

be gelded, when. If any stone-horse
found running at large, any person may

him before the nearest

justice of the peace, and,

by permission of said justice, may geld the same, taking care that it is
done by a person competent to do so, and that the horse is properly
cared for afterwards, the expenses of which shall be paid by the owner.
(Act 1791, Cobb, 256.)

CHAPTER

62-3.

ESTRAYS VALUED AT

62-302.

OR

LESS.

Sec.

Sec.
62-301.

$20

Description and appraisement.
Filing papers; fees, claims, and

62-303.

General

estray

laws

applica-

hie.

costs.

62-301.

(2011) Description and appraisement.

—Whenever

any stock

taken up as an estray shall be appraised at the value of $20 or less, it
shall be the duty of the taker-up to hand the description and appraisement provided by law, within the time prescribed, to the justice of the

peace

make

in the district

where taken up, instead

of to the ordinary,

before such justice the prescribed affidavit; and

it

and to
duty

shall be the

Live Stock.
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of such officer to order the sale of such estray

§

62-403

by the constable

of the

on the freehold where taken up, after 10 days' notice at the
door of the courthouse of the county and at the place for holding justice's court in said district, and such sale shall take place pursuant to
such order. (Acts 1884-5, p. 146.)
district,

Cross-reference.

— Estrays, how

disposed

of,

see

§

62-202.

—

and costs. The said justice shall file the affidavit and appraisement and description in his office,
and shall at once enter the case on his docket, together with the order
of sale, and for the services thus rendered shall receive the sum of 50
cents. All claims of ownership of such property made before sale shall
be made in such justice's court, under the same rules and regulations
provided for hearing the same before the court of ordinary, and the
costs in such cases shall be the same as provided by law for similar
62-302. (2012) Filing papers; fees, claims,

(Acts 1884-5,

services in justice's court.

—

Cross-references. Estrays, how reclaimed
claims, how tried, see § 62-209.

p. 146.)

by owner, see

§

Conflicting

62-208.

—

General estray laws applicable. All the laws with
reference to estrays, and with reference to the disposition of the proceeds of sale, shall apply to the class of estrays provided for in sections
62-301 and 62-302, except in so far as the same are altered by the said
two sections. (Acts 1884-5, p. 146.)
62-303. (2013)

Cross-reference.

—Proceeds

CHAPTER

of sale,

how

'

Lawful fences described.

62-402.

Inclosures by
r
trenches.

62-403.

Wire

commonly

ditches and

fences.

62-401. (2021)
called

see § 62-206.

Sec.
62-404.

When

AO
Anc
62-405.

fences.
r :-.~~ ^t
Lines of

62-406.

Erection of gates.

Lawful fences described.

worm

of,

FENCES AND INCLOSURES.

62-4.

Sec.
62-401.

disposed

watercourses are deemed

~
*
county
anda
fences, when.

—All

fences

or

a-

*

•

*

district

inclosures,

fences, shall be five feet high, with or without

being staked and ridered, and from the ground to the height of three
feet the rails shall not be more than four inches apart. All paling fences
shall be five feet from the ground, and the pales not more than two
inches apart. (Act 1759, Cobb, 18.)
62-402. (2022) Inclosures

made by means
feet

feet

by ditches and

trenches.

—Any

of a ditch or trench shall be three feet

wide and two

and if made of both fence and ditch, the latter
wide, and the fence five feet high from the bottom

deep

;

(Act 1759, Cobb,
62-403.

inclosure

shall be four
of the ditch.

18.)

(2023, 2024)

Wire fences.—The following

inclosure shall be

deemed and held to be a lawful fence: Any inclosure made by stretching not less than six horizontal strands of barbed wire between posts
firmly set in the ground or between

growing trees not more than 10
feet apart, the bottom wire to be not more than four inches from the
ground, the next wire to be not more than four inches from the first,

§

Live Stock.

62-404

the next wire to be not

more than

1668

from the second, the next

six inches

wire to be not more than eight inches from the third, the next wire to
be not more than 10 inches from the fourth, and the topmost wire to be
not less than four and a half feet from the ground, with a plank strip
not less than four inches in width either above or below the topmost
wire. All fences known as woven wire fences constructed of substantial
wires of size and weight not less than quality known as American or
Page number 12 wire, and of not less than 10 strands of horizontal wires
securely stayed by vertical wires of similar character from top to bot-

tom, with spaces between the vertical wires of not more than 12 inches,
and with spaces between the horizontal wires as follows: First wire not
more than three inches from the general surface of the ground; first,
second and third spaces not more than four inches; fourth, fifth, and

more than

and one-half inches, and the remaining
spaces not more than nine inches; the total height of fence from ground
Fences constructed as above of
to top will be not less than four feet.
woven wire of less height than four feet, and not lower than 26 inches,
with horizontal strands or barbed wire above, and with horizontal spaces
from top barbed wire to woven wire not over 12 inches, the top barb
being not less than four feet from the ground, shall be deemed lawful
Provided, said fences are tightly stretched and securely fasfences
tened to trees or posts firmly set in the ground, not more than one rod
This section shall not apply to any county in which the "noapart.
fence" or stock law is in operation. (Acts 1878-9, p. 165; ISS2-3, p. 139;
sixth spaces not

five

:

1893, p. 129; 1904, p. 64.)

—

When

watercourses are deemed fences. All watercourses that are or have been navigable, as far as navigation has ever
extended up said streams, shall be deemed and considered fences, whenever, by reason of freshet or otherwise, fences cannot be kept on said
streams, and shall be subject to the rules applicable to other fences.
62-404.

(2030)

Cross-reference.

62-405.

— Where

streams are fences, see

62-518.

§

(2031) Lines of county and district fences, when.

— In

any

county and district the boundary lines of each lot, tract, or parcel of land
Provided, that this
in said county and district shall be a lawful fence:
section shall not become operative in any county or district which has
not heretofore abolished or removed fences, either by a vote of the people or in pursuance of valid or invalid legislative action; or

which has
abolished
or
removed
heretofore
fences
by
an
election
in the manner
not
provided for in section 62-501 or 62-502. The fact that such election may
have been held at a time other than that prescribed in section 62-501
shall not render it invalid for the purpose of this section. (Acts 1872,
p.

34; 1892,

p.

105; 1890-1, p. 69.)

— Election

Cross-references.
years, see § 62-505.

in militia district, see

Where streams

are fences, see

(2028) Erection of gates.

§
§

62-502.
62-518.

Election after nine

—Any

person living on or near the
line, and owning or controlling land in counties and districts, in one of
which the "fence law" if of force, and in the adjoining counties and dis62-406.

tricts

the "no-fence law" has been adopted,

highway or public road on the

line of said

may

any
which

erect gates on

county and

districts,

;

Live Stock.
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gates shall be self-latching, opening each way, and shall be kept i:
repair by the person or persons so erecting said gates, and upon failure

do so the same shall be removed as other obstructions across public
roads; and said person or persons shall have hitching posts placed on
to

each side of said gate or gates.
Cross-references.
legalized, see

p.

128.;

— Punishment

62-512.

§

(Acts 1884-5,

for violation, sec § 620903.
Stock
Gates to be erected under stock law, see
62

CHAPTER

'15.

STOCK LAW.

62-5.

Sec.

ccs

Is

Sec.

County

62-501.

proceedings for;
tice;

no fences;
number; no-

election for
returns.

62-502.

Election in militia districts.

62-503.

Deposit of cost of notices,

62-504.

Expense

62-505.

Election after nine years.

62-506.

How

62-507.

Rules governing elections.

of publishing,
notices after election.

election ordered

Result

62-508.

of

election,

mountain

of

dis-

trict.

62-511.

Election,

62-512.

vStock

how

ordered.

etc.

62-513.

etc.;

62-514.

law fences legalized.
Fences protected.
Stock drivers shall avoid tres-

62-515.

Gates

pass.

de-

62-517.
62-518.

Militia districts, fences around.

be

erected at highcrossings.

Pasturage furnished, when.
Rights of voters.
Where streams are fences.
Part of county excepted.

62-516.

how

to

way and road

and held.

clared.

62-509.

Exemption

62-510.

62-519.

no fences proceedings for number
notice; returns. The provisions of sections 62-405, 62-601 to 62-603, and
62-9905, shall become operative in any county, upon the following terms
and conditions Whenever so many as 50 freeholders in any county shall
petition the ordinary of such county for the benefit of the provisions of
said sections, said ordinary shall at once make known throughout said
county, by advertisement in a public newspaper, if there be one published
in said county, and by notices at all election precincts and public places
therein, that such petition has been filed in his office, such notices to be
published and posted for 20 days. If a counter-petition of as many as
50 freeholders is filed, then the ordinary shall proceed no further. If such
petition of freeholders is not met by such counter-petition, or, if met by
such counter-petition, is supported by a petition of so many as 25 addi62-501. (2036)

County

election for

;

;

—

:

tional freeholders, then the ordinary aforesaid shall at once proceed to

have an election held

in

such county on the

first

Wednesday

in

July

fol-

lowing, in which the question shall be submitted to the lawful voters of
said county of "fence" or "no fence," said election to be held at the court-

house or ground in each militia

regulations as provided for election of
bly,

and

county.

members

after 30 days' notice posted at the

No

shall not be held oftener than

tion shall be

ciding upon

Assem-

most public places

in said

made
all

for

:

Provided, that such election

once in any year.

to the ordinary,

questions which

who,

may

after

The

returns of said elec-

examining the same and de-

arise out of said election, shall pro-

claim the result by notice as aforesaid.
is

of the General

person shall be allowed to vote at said election except in

the militia district in which he resides

election

and under the same rules and

district

If the

"no fence," then said provisions

lawful majority in said
shall take effect in

such

;

g
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1

county within six months thereafter. (Acts 1S72,
1882-3, p. 49; 1889,

p.

670

34; 1880-1, pp. 60, 61

p. 60.)

—

Cross-references. Rights of voters, see § 62-517. Where streams are fences,
§ o2-5 IS.
Election to prohibit hogs running at large, see § 62-702. Election
members of General Assembly, see Title 34, Elections, Chapters 34-12 to 34-18.

see
for

—

Acts 1922, pp. 134, 135, providing that in counties "having not
nor more than 23,500 population according to the last available
United States census," and "in which there are one or more militia districts, that
have no fence law," the result of any fence or no-fence election shall not affect or
change in any way the no-fence law in such militia district, and Acts 1925, p. 190,
declaring that when two such elections held in successive years in counties "having
a population of not less than 33.000 and not more than 33,044 according to the
national census of 1920," shall have resulted against "no fence," no election on
that question shall be held for three years from the last election so held, have
not been included in this Code because of the limitations upon the number of
counties to which they apply. As to whether such statutes violate Const., Art. I,
Sec. IV. Far. I (§ 2-401), prohibiting the enactment of a special law in any case
tor which provision has been made by an existing general law, see 103/701 (30
S. E. 627); 135/269 (69 S. E. 182); 139/117 {76 S. E. 747); 146/576 (91 S. E. 671);
Editorial Note.

less than 23,300

150/583 (104 S. E. 418).

62-502.

(2037) Election in militia districts.

—The provisions of sections

and 62-9905, shall become operative in any militia
Whenever so many
district, upon the following terms and conditions
as 15 freeholders, or a majority of freeholders, in any militia district shall
petition the ordinary of the county in which said district is located, for
62-405. 62-601 to 62-603,

:

the benefit of the provisions of said sections, said ordinary shall give

by advertising the same in a public newspaper if
there be one published in said county, and by public notices at all election
precincts and public places in said district, which said notices shall be
published and posted for 20 days and said ordinary shall at once proceed to have an election held in said militia district at as early a day as
practicable, to be designated by him, after said notices have been given,
in which the question shall be submitted to the lawful voters of said district in the following form, to wit: "For fence" or "Stock law;" said
election to be held at the places and under the same rules and regulations
notice of said petition

;

as are provided for elections for
after 15 days' notice at the

election

all

persons

who

members

Assembly, and
said district; at which

of the General

most public places

in

are qualified to vote for

members

of the General

Assembly, and who have been bona fide residents of said district for 90
days immediately preceding said election, shall be qualified to vote. The
returns of said elections shall be

made

to the ordinary of said county,

examining the same and deciding upon

who,

after

may

arise out of said election, shall proclaim the result

aforesaid.

If

the lawful majority in said elections

is

all

questions which

by notice as

for stock law, then

the provisions of said sections shall take effect in such militia district

within six months thereafter:

Provided, that said last election shall not
be held oftener than once in any year: and Provided further, that within

months

after such election, a lawful fence

with proper gates be
erected around parts of such district as touch nonstock law or fence-law
districts or counties as is provided for in section 62-515, and if within
such time such fences and gates shall not be so erected, then the provisions of said section shall not go into effect. (Acts 1899, p. 29.)
six

—

Cross-references. Election after nine years, see § 62-505. Militia districts, fences
around, see § 62-509. Election for members of General Assembly, see Title 34,
Elections, Chapters 34-12 to 34-18.
Editorial Note.

— See

note under preceding section.

•
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§

62-503. (2038) Deposit of cost of notices, etc.

— No ordinary

lish and post notices of the filing of a petition of freeholders

tion

upon the question

of fence or

deposited with such ordinary an
of advertisement

no fence

amount

sufficient to

hall

\<>r

until there shall

pay the

62-509

pub-

an elec-

have
legal

1,

I

and the actual cost of posting notices. (Acts 1882-3,

p. 129.)

Expense of publishing, etc.; notices
publishing and posting the notices required,

62-504. (2039)

The

cost of

had, shall be paid out of the

62-505. (2040) Election after nine years.

was obtained by

after the election

p. 129.)

—Any militia

district in

which

a district election, and in which said stock

may vote "for stock law"
majority
Provided, that a
of the freeholders of such disa petition with the ordinary with sufficient money to pay

of force for nine years or more,

law has been
or "for fence

—

county treasury of such county as

has been
other county expenses are paid. (Acts 1882-3,

the stock law

after election.

:"

trict shall file

the cost of posting the notices of said election. (Acts 1905, p. 132.)

How

62-506. (2041).

—

and held. When such petition
order an election to be held in said

election ordered

shall be so filed, the ordinary shall
district within 30 days, in

which election the voters may vote "for stock

law" or "for fence;" the ordinary shall give 20 days' notice of the election

by posting notices thereof

in the district.

(Acts 1905,

in three or

more

of the

most public places

p. 132.)

—

Cross-reference. Elections for members of the General Assembly, see Title 34,
Elections, Chapters 34-12 to 34-18.

62-507. (2041) Rules governing elections.

— Such election shall be held

under the same rules and regulations governing elections for members
of the General Assembly. (Acts 1905, p. 132.)

made

election shall be

to the

—

how declared. The
ordinary, who shall declare

62-508. (2042) Result of election,

returns of the
the result.

If

a majority of the votes cast in the election shall be "for fence," the ordi-

nary shall so declare, and the district shall return to and be under the
same laws now governing the fence districts of said county, within six
months from the day of the election. (Acts 1905, p. 132.)
62-509. (2043) Militia districts, fences around.

—Whenever any

militia

adopt the provisions of the stock law, it shall be the dutv of
the ordinary (or such other tribunal as may have jurisdiction over county
district shall

matters), as soon as practicable after said adoption, to have good and
substantial fences erected around the lines of said district in order to

prevent the incursion of stock from other counties or districts, and for
this purpose he is empowered to enter upon the land of any person of
said district or county, and have fences constructed across any public or
Provided, that proper gates are established in such public
or private roads and Provided further, that in no event shall the proviprivate road:

:

sions of the stock law go into effect, as the result of a militia district elec-

and unless within six months after such election
favor of "stock law") such fence, with gates, as above provided,

tion hereafter held, until
(if

in

g
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has been erected around portions of such district as touch nonstock or
fence-law districts or counties. (Acts 18804, p. 80; 1899, p. 29.)
Cross-references.
see

§

— Election

in militia district, see § 62-502.

Gates to be erected,

62-515.

—

Exemption of mountain district. In those several counties
the mountain region wherein the consent of the State has been given
62-510.

of

to

the United States for the acquisition of land for the establishment of

National Forest Reserves, any area composed of three or more militia
districts, in which the United States has acquired a majority of the forest

which area

from other stock-law or no-fence territory
by reason of natural barriers such as mountain ranges, or which is adjacent to nonstock-law or fence-law territory, and located in counties
which heretofore or may hereafter vote in favor of county-wide stock
law or no-fence law, may be exempted from the operation of the stock
law or no-fence law when a majority of the lawful voters of said area
lands,

is

isolated

vote in favor of the same. (Acts 1927,
62-511. Election,

how

ordered.

of the county wherein such area

him, signed by 10 or more

—
is

p. 217.)

be the duty of the ordinary
located, when a petition is filed with

It shall

of the freeholders of the several militia dis-

hear and determine said petition; and if he
shall be satisfied that the area described in said petition is so isolated
from other stock-law territory or adjacent to nonstock-law territory,
tricts located in said area, to

be his duty to call an election, giving notice of the same for 20
days in each of the districts named in said petition, by posting notices
at three or more public places, and submit the question of "fence" or
it

shall

"no fence" for said area to the qualified -voters of the area described
in said petition, which election shall be held in each district embraced in
the area, under the same rules and regulations governing the holding of
elections for members of the General Assembly.
If a majority of the
votes polled in said area at said election shall be for "fence," then the
fence law shall become operative and effective in said area 90 days from
the date of said election, and said area shall then be

exempt from the op-

eration of county-wide stock law. (Acts 1927, p. 217.)

—

Stock law fences legalized. In any militia district
where a stock law election has been or shall be held and determined in
favor of stock law, and an honest effort has been made by the citizens
of the district to build good fences and gates on or about the district
line, and said fence and gates have been erected and have been recog62-512. (2044)

nized as the boundary fence between the said district and the adjoining

by the county commissioners or the ordinary, either by direction
or acquiescence, the fence shall be considered a legal fence, and the district thus having voted shall be entitled to all the rights and protection
of the stock law. (Acts 1909, p. 158; 1916, p. 41; 145 Ga. 52 (88 S. E.
district

573).)
62-513.

(2045) Fences protected.

the legal fences shall apply to

all

—The

laws of force with regard to

fences erected in pursuance of the fore-

going section, and all persons disturbing or injuring the same shall be
punished as now prescribed by law. (Acts 1880-1, p. 79.)
Cross-reference.

— Punishment

for violation, see

§

62-9904.

—
Live Stock.
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62-514. (2046) Stock drivers shall avoid trespass.

— Any person

or p

sons driving- stock of any kind over the public roads of any district in
which the "stock law" is of force, shall so herd and drive the same that

they shall not be allowed to enter upon or work injury to the land
crops of the citizens thereof, and for violation of this section
dealt with as other trespassers. (Acts 1880-1, p. 79.)
62-515. (2047) Gates to be erected at

highway and road

crossings.

be

It

duty of the ordinary (or such tribunal as aforesaid;, in any
county where any district of the same has adopted the provisions of the
stock law aforesaid, to have erected substantial and convenient gates in
fences at the crossings of all public highways and neighborhood ro<
and whenever any person residing in said district shall desire a crossing
on his own lands, he shall be permitted to erect and keep up such gates
Any gate erected across a public road under the
at his own expense.
provisions of this law shall be so constructed that the same can be opened
and shut without dismounting from any horse or vehicle that may pass
through the same. (Acts 1880-1, p. 79.)
shall be the

—

Fences around
Punishment for

Cross-references. Election in militia districts, see § 62-502.
Erection of gates, see § 62-406.
militia districts, see § 62-509.
injuring or disturbing gates, see § 62-9904.

62-516. (2048) Pasturage furnished,

when.

—Each owner or proprietor

adopting the provisions of this law, who
system of tenantry thereon, shall furnish pasturage for at least one cow and calf for the family of each tenant: Provided, that said tenant shall do his proportionate part of fencing. (Acts 1880-1, p. 79.)
of lands in

any

militia district

shall rent his lands or establish a

62-517. (2049) Rights of voters.

—Nothing herein contained

shall pre-

vent any district which has adopted this law from voting at any county
election on the stock law. (Acts 1880-1, pp. 79, 81.)
Cross-reference.

— Election

62-518. (2050)

for no fence,

Where streams

how

ordered, see

are fences.

§

62-501.

—The provisions

of sections

and 62-9905 shall become operative in
of any county that is divided by any watercourse that is or
shall be deemed and considered a fence, upon the following terms and
conditions
Whenever so many as 50 freeholders residing on that side
of such watercourse in any county that is divided by any watercourse,
that is or shall be deemed and considered a fence, shall petition the ordinary of said county for the benefit of said stock law in that portion of
the county, said ordinary shall at once make known throughout said portion of said county, by advertisement in a public newspaper, if there
be one published in said county, and by posting notices at all election
precincts and public places therein, that such petition has been filed in
his office, such notice to be published and posted at least 20 days, and all
subsequent proceedings shall be the same as provided when whole coun62-405, 62-501, 62-601 to 62-603,

any part

:

ties

apply for the provisions of said sections. (Acts 1880-1,

Cross-reference.

—When

watercourses are deemed fences, see

177.)

62-404.

The result of such election
have no force or effect in that part of the county lying on the opposide of such watercourse. (Acts 1880-1, p. 177.)

62-519. (2051) Part of county excepted.
shall
site

—

§

p.
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IMPOUNDING ANIMALS.

62-6.

Sec.

Sec.

*i
*m
O2-601.

a
Animals

o2-602.

Impounding permitted, when.

•

62-601.

i

62-603.

~
c
a
to u
be contined.
*

How

impounded animals
~*. a~~~
ot;
damages, how

,^^j
posed

i

dis-

as-

sessed.

(2032) Animals to be confined.

— In

any county which shall
Chapter 62-5, no horse, mule, cow, or

adopt the stock law as provided in
hog, or any other animal or animals, used or fit either for food or labor,
shall be permitted to run at large beyond the limits of the lands of its'
owner or manager. (Acts 1872, p. 34.)
Cross-references.

— Election

for

in militia districts, see § 62-502.

no fence, how ordered, see § 62-501. Election
Election after nine years, see § 62-505. Where

streams are fences, see § 62-518. Hogs running at large, prohibited, see § 62-701.
Penalty for illegally impounding an animal or breaking a pound, see § 62-9905.

—

Impounding permitted, when. If any of the animals
enumerated in the foregoing section shall commit any trespass or damage, or shall be found going at large on the premises of any person other
than the owner of such animals or stock, whether inclosed or uninclosed,
and whether such animals wandered from the premises of the owner in
the county in which the trespass was committed or from another county,
the owner of such premises may impound such animals and retain them
until the owner thereof shall make full satisfaction or reparation for the
damages committed by such animals, including all costs and expenses,
62-602. (2033)

unless disposed of according to the provisions of the following sections.

(Acts 1872,

p. 34.)

Cross-reference.

— Hogs,

when

to be impounded, see

§

62-703.

How

impounded animals disposed of; damages, how
In case any of the said animals shall be impounded under the
assessed.
provisions of the preceding section, the person so impounding them shall
give them all necessary care, feed, and attention, for which he shall have
62-603.

(2034)

—

such compensation as

is

allowed sheriffs for

and attention
known, notice

like care, feed,

be his duty to give the owner, if
of the fact of such impounding in 24 hours, and if not known or ascertained within three days from the taking up and impounding, such animals shall be disposed of as provided by law in cases of estrays; except
that in case any such animal or animals shall be sold under the provisions of law, the proceeds of such sales, after the payment of legal
to stock.

It shall also

costs, including advertising, shall be applied first to the

payment

of the

damages sustained by the aggrieved party, including compensation for
the care, feed, and attention. In case of disagreement between taker-up
or party claiming to be damaged, and the owner of such animal or animals, as to the amount of damages sustained on account of the alleged
trespass of such animal or animals, or for the expenses for care, feed,

and attention, the aggrieved party may make complaint to the justice of
the peace of the district, and if no justice in such district, then to the most
convenient justice in any other district, setting forth the amount claimed.

Whereupon such

justice shall issue a

summons

as in other suits, return-

able five days from the date thereof, requiring the

owner or claimant of
such stock to appear at a time and a place therein named, and which
shall be served as other summons, at least three days before the time of
hearing,

when

said justice shall proceed to hear evidence

and give judg-
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all apj
such owner or claimant for such damage
care
ich
expenses
of
and feeding
reasonable and just, including the
stock, and all legal costs, which shall be enforced by execution, le
sale, as other judgments of such justice: Provided, nevertheless., that a
special lien upon the trespassing animal or animals for the payrnerr
such judgment shall attach from the time of the committing of such t
pass, superior to all liens or previous claims, except public dues, and

mcnt

agaittSt

exemptions under the homestead and exemption la
but the defendant in such case against whom a judgment for da
has been rendered may appeal to a jury, as other appeals are allowed in
justices' courts: and Provided further, that in case of any litigation, as
contemplated by this section, the owner of such animals may redeem or
replevy the same by giving to the complaining party a bond, with good
and sufficient security, conditioned to pay all damages and costs which
may be finally recovered against him in such suit, said bond to e
proved by the justice of the peace issuing the summons. If for any r
son said animals, while going at large, cannot be captured or impounded,
the person whose premises or whose property of any kind is damaged by
them may proceed before a justice of the peace against the owner or
claimant of said animals, for the purpose of collecting his damages, in
the same manner and to the same extent as is herein provided in the case
of disagreement as to damages committed by animals that have been
impounded. (Acts 1872, p. 34; 1888, pp. 36, 37; 1900, p. 45; 1901, p. 33.)
superior also to

all

1

-

—

Cross-references. Fees of sheriffs, see § 24-2823.
Estrays, how disposed of,
see § 62-202. Description and appraisement, see § 62-301. Suits, how commenced,
see § 24-1102. Rank of liens for taxes, see § 92-5708.
Exemption for homestead,
and who may claim it, see § 51-101. Property exempt from sale, see § 51-1301.
Short homestead subject to purchase money, etc., see § 51-1502.
Care of impounded hogs, see § 62-704. Appeals, see Title 6, Appeal and Error, Chapter 6-4.

CHAPTER

62-7.

HOGS RUNNING AT LARGE.

Sec.

Sec.

Running

62-702.

at large prohibited.
Election to prohibit.

62-703.

When

62-701.

62-704.
62-705.

Care of impounded hogs.
Provisions of law made appli-

hogs to be impounded.

cable.

—

Running at large prohibited. It shall not he lawful for
any person to permit any hog to run at large beyond the limits of his
own land, or of the land of which he is in control, in those counties which
62-701. (2052)

have not wholly or
ter 62-5,

in part

adopted the "stock law" as contained

whenever the provisions

Cross-references.

Chap-

of the next succeeding section shall

have been complied with. (Acts 1903,

p. 97.)

—Animals shall be confined, see

stealing, see § 26-2611.

in

See also references under

62-702. (2053) Election to prohibit.

§

62-601.

Punishment

for hog-

§ 62-601.

—Whenever as many as

150 freeholders of any county not operating under the "stock law" wholly or in
part shall petition the ordinary of such county for the benefit of the pre-

ceding section, said ordinary shall order an election as

in cases of peti-

tion under section 62-501, except that there shall be

no counter-petition
entertained or accepted by said ordinary against such election and said
election shall be conducted in conformity with the provisions of said
;

§

1676
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section 62-501, and the qualifications of voters shall be the

therein provided; and those

who

same

as

favor the adoption of this Chapter shall

have written or printed on their ballots the words "Against hogs at
large." and those who are opposed thereto shall have written or printed
on their ballots "For hogs at large," and whenever such election shall

Chapter the ordinary shall so announce,
Chapter shall not take effect in such county

result in the adoption of this

and the provisions

of this

months from such

until after the lapse of six

election.

(Acts 1903,

p. 97.)

—

When

hogs to be impounded. If any hog shall commit any trespass or damage or be found at large on the premises of any
person other than the owner thereof, the owner of such land may impound such hog until the owner shall make satisfaction for the damage
committed by such hog, including cost and expenses. (Acts 1903, p. 97.)
62-703.

(2054)

Cross-reference.

—Animals

impounded, when, see

§

62-602.

—

impounded hogs. In cases of impounding such
hog. the person so impounding shall conform to all the requirements as
62-704.

(2055) Care of

to care. feed,

and attention as contained

in section 62-603.

(Acts 1903,

pp. 97, 98.)

62-705.

—

made applicable. The provisions
same may be applicable, shall apply

(2056) Provisions of law

section 62-9905, in so far as the

of

to

the subject-matter of this Chapter. (Acts 1903, pp. 97, 98.)

CHAPTER

62-8.

PROCEEDINGS IN CASE OF DAMAGE
BY ANIMALS.

Sec.

Sec.

62-801.

62-802.

Trespass by animal upon inclo,

62-803.

fence.

62-801.

(2025) Trespass

Landowner

prohibited from
trespassing animal,
Liability of owner of animal.
Poisoning crops; presumption.

killing

..
sure not protected by lawful

by animal upon

inclosure not protected

by

—

lawful fence. In any county which has not adopted the stock law as
provided in Chapter 62-5, if any trespass or damage shall be committed

any inclosure, not protected by lawful fence, as prescribed in Chapter
62-4, by the breaking in of any animal, the owner of such animal shall
not be liable to answer for the trespass; and if the owner of the inclosure
shall kill or injure such animal in any manner, he shall be liable in three
in

times the damage.
Cross-reference.

— Lawful

fences, see § 62-401 et seq.

Landowner prohibited from killing trespassing animal.
When fences are made pursuant to law
Liability of owner of animal.
and any animal shall break in, the owner of the inclosure shall not kill or
62-802. (2026)

—

him for the first breaking, and not until after notice shall be given
to the owner or agent, if possible, but said last-mentioned owner shall be
liable for double the damages done by his stock.
injure
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(2027) Poisoning crops; presumption.- If stock shall be killed
the
or injured by poisoned crops or other poison upon the prem
62-803.

presumption is that the poisoning was done by the person
and charge of the same.

CHAPTER

62-9.

in

po

.ion

•

STATE VETERINARIAN.
Sec.

Sec.

62-901.

Creation

of

appoint-

office;

ment; term of

office.

62-902.

Duties.

62-903.

Salary; expenses.

—

term of office. The office of
State Veterinarian in the State Department of Agriculture is hereby
created, and the Commissioner of Agriculture is hereby authorized to
appoint a competent and qualified veterinarian (who must receive the
indorsement of the Georgia State Board of Veterinary Examiners) to fill
this position under the title of "State Veterinarian." The term of office
62-901. Creation of office; appointment;

of the State Veterinarian shall be four years.

PP.

(Acts 1910,

p.

125; 1931,

7, 40.)

Cross-reference.

— State

62-902. Duties.

Board

—The

of Veterinary Examiners, see § 84-1502 et seq.

duties of the State Veterinarian shall be to in-

vestigate and take proper measures for the control and suppression of

all

contagious and infectious diseases among the domestic animals within
the State, under such rules and regulations as may be promulgated by
him and approved by the Commissioner of Agriculture; he shall assume

charge of the work of cattle tick eradication in cooperation with the Federal authorities, and shall devote his whole time to the improvement of
the live stock industry of the State. He shall make report upon his work
annually, the

same

to be published in the annual report of the

Commis-

sioner of Agriculture. (Acts 1910, pp. 125, 126.)

—

Cross-references. Duty to quarantine live stock, see § 62-1004.
Disinfection,
see § 62-1007. Inspection authorized, see § 62-1008. Tick extermination supervised
by State Veterinarian, see § 62-1012. Sanitary regulations for dairies, slaughter
houses, etc., see Title 42, Food and Drugs, Chapters 42-4, 42-5. Report of Veterinarian, see § 42-404.

62-903. Salary; expenses.

—The

salary of the State Veterinarian shall

be $4,200 per annum, and he shall in addition be reimbursed his actual
traveling expenses incurred while traveling in the service of the State
in the regular discharge of his duties, not to exceed $2,000; he shall receive no other salary or remuneration from any other source. (Acts
1910, pp. 125, 126; 1929, pp. 336, 337.)

CHAPTER

QUARANTINE AND INSPECTION OF LIVE
STOCK. CATTLE TICK ERADICATION.
62-10.

Sec.

Sec.

62-1001.

Quarantine for the protection

62-1004.

62-1002.

Cooperation with

other

offi-

62-1005.

Rules and regulations governing movements of quarantined stock.

of

diseased

live

Removal

of stock to or

from

quarantine.

cials.

62-1003.

Quarantine

stock; notice.

of cattle.

62-1006.

Rules relative to removal.

62-1007.

Disinfection
places.

of

stock

or

J

62-1001
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Sec.

62-1008.
O2-1009.

62-1010.

62-1015.

Inspection authorized.
tick eradication; suppression of diseases; notice;
appropriations.

Cattle

Federal

62-1016.

inspector,

live-stock

appointment as State inspecVeterinary surgeon; when employed; compensation.

of animals.

Rules and regulations of Department of Agriculture not

62-1018.

Reinfestation eradicated without expense to county, when.

Quarantine along border of
Florida and Alabama.
Transporting hides and use of

affected

62-1012.

Work

under supervision of
State Veterinarian; report.

62-1019.

62-1013.

Cattle inspectors and supervising veterinarians; duties.

62-1020.

62-1014.

Movement
with

of

by

pine straw,

infested

cattle

appoint-

inspectors;

ment; salaries; supervision
by State inspectors.
Quarantine and dipping; notice; lien for expense; sale

62-1017.

tor.

62-1011.

County

this law.

etc.,

when

pro-

hibited.

tick.

—The Commis-

62-1001. (2071) Quarantine for the protection of cattle.
sioner of Agriculture shall from time to time ascertain in

what

sections

from disease and splenetic fever; and whenever the cattle of any section are found to be free from contagious and
infectious diseases and splenetic fever, he is authorized and required to
establish and maintain such quarantine lines, and to make and enforce
such rules and regulations as may be necessary for the protection of
of this State cattle are free

such

cattle.

(Acts 1899,

Crcss-reference.

p. 97.)

— Penalty

for violation, see

§

62-9908.

62-1002. (2072) Cooperation with other officials.

— Said

Commissioner

with the officials of other States, and with the Secretary
of Agriculture of the United States, in establishing such quarantine lines,
rules, and regulations as he shall deem proper and best for the protecshall cooperate

tion of the cattle of this State free
in the

from any

of the diseases referred to

foregoing section. (Acts 1899, pp. 97, 98.)

and regulations governing movements of quarantined stock. The Commissioner of Agriculture shall have full power
to make or establish such rules and regulations as he may deem necessary
for governing the movement, transportation, or disposition of live stock
that may be quarantined on account of being infected or affected with
a contagious or communicable disease, or for controlling the cause of
any disease, the tendency of which is to cause the death of such live
62-1003. (2073) Rules

—

stock.

(Acts 1909,

p. 131.)

—

Cross-reference. Punishment for driving diseased cattle from infected localisee §§ 62-9907 to 62-9910.

ties,

—

Quarantine of diseased live stock; notice. The State
Veterinarian or any duly authorized live-stock inspector, acting under
62-1004. (2074)

the authority of the Commissioner of Agriculture,

quired to quarantine any

stall, lot,

militia district, county, or
shall

yard, pasture,

any part or the whole

determine the fact that

live stock in

is

authorized and re-

field,

farm, town, city,

of the State,

when he

such place or places are

fected or infected with a contagious disease, or with anything

might cause such

disease.

The

af-

which

State Veterinarian or live-stock inspec-

tor shall give written or printed notice of the establishment of said quar-

antine to the owners or keepers of said live stock, and to the proper of-
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fj

62-1009

steamboat, or other transportation companies doing
c
business in or through the quarantined territory. (Acts l J(/J, pp 131, 132.;
Federal
Cross-references. Veterinary surgeon, when employed, see I 62-1011.
fleers of railroad,

—

live

stock inspector, see

§ 62-1010.

Duties of State Veterinarian, see

—

§ 62-902.

Removal of stock to or from quarantine. No
company, nor the owner or master of any steam or other vessel
62-1005. (2075)

shall receive for transportation or shall transport live stock

railroad

or boat,

from any

quarantined part to any other part of Georgia, except as hereinafter profor
vided. No person, company, or corporation shall deliver live
transportation to any railroad company or vessel or boat in a quarantined part of this State, except as hereinafter provided.

No

person, com-

pany, or corporation shall drive, or cause to be driven, or permit to
astray any live stock from a quarantined part to a nonquarantined part
of this State, except as hereinafter provided. (Acts 1909, pp. 131, 132.;
62-1006. (2076) Rules relative to removal.

— Live stock may be moved

within the limits of a quarantined area, or from a quarantined part of
Georgia, only under and in compliance with the rules and regulations of

be unlawful to move, or allow
to be moved, any live stock within a quarantined area, or from a quarantined to a nonquarantined part of this State, in any other manner or

the Commissioner of Agriculture.

It shall

method, or under any conditions other than those prescribed by the rules
and regulations of the Commissioner of Agriculture. (Acts 1909, pp. 131,
133.)

62-1007. (2077) Disinfection of stock or places.

— Owners,

renters, or

persons in possession of quarantined live stock or quarantined places
shall follow the directions in the rules of the Commissioner of Agriculture in disinfecting diseased or infected live stock, or infected quarantined places, and in destroying the cause or causes of a contagious or
infectious disease.

The

places shall be done

disinfection of said live stock or quarantined

by the owners or

parties in possession of such live

stock and places within a reasonable time after receiving a written or
printed notice from the Commissioner of Agriculture, or State Veterinarian.

(Acts 1909, pp. 131, 133.)

Cross-reference.

—Duties

of State Veterinarian, see

62-1008. (2078) Inspection

authorized.

§

—The

62-902.

State

Veterinarian,

or

any duly authorized live-stock inspector, is hereby authorized and empowered to enter upon the premises or into any barn or other building
where live stock are temporarily or permanently kept in this State, in
the discharge of the duties prescribed in this law.

(Acts 1909, pp. 131,

133.)

—

Cross-references. Punishment for interference, see § 62-9911.
Cattle inspecsame authority, see § 62-1013. See also references under § 62-1004.

tors have

62-1009. (2079) Cattle

tick

eradication;

suppression

of

diseases;

—

The work of cattle tick eradication, or the suppression or eradication of any contagious or infectious diseases of animals, shall be taken up under this law in any county or part of a county,
or in any part or the whole of the State, when the Commissioner of

notice; appropriations.

Agriculture

may deem

wise and best and shall issue notice to that

effect.

<

Live Stock.
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The county commissioners,
a

the

work

or other authority having charge of county

which the State or Federal authorities take up
eradication, of the suppression of any contagious or in-

any county

Fairs, of

of tick

in

fectious disease of live stock,

sum

li

m
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may

appropriate for aiding in said work,

as the county commissioners or such other authority

may

adequate and necessary. (Acts 1909, pp. 131, 134.)

62-1010.
spector.

(20S1) Federal live-stock inspector, appointment as State in-

— The

Commissioner of Agriculture may appoint or commission

Federal veterinarians or live-stock inspectors, who may be doing work
in Georgia, as State live-stock inspectors: Provided, they shall act without pay from the State of Georgia.
Cross-references.

— Quarantine

(Acts 1909, pp. 131, 134.)

of live stock, see

§

Inspection author-

62-1004.

ized, see § 62-1008.

when employed; compensation.
shall, upon application made to him

62-1011. (2069) Veterinary surgeon;

—The Commissioner of Agriculture

any county, or upon the application of the county
any county, reciting that an infectious' or contagious

by the ordinary

of

commissioners of
disease has appeared affecting the life of the live stock in said county,
and that it is apprehended the disease is likely to spread unless checked,
and the disease is unknown or beyond the control of the owners of said
stock to treat, certifying the application over his or their seal, and reciting that in the opinion of such ordinary or county commissioners, as the
case may be, the conditions call for prompt investigation and treatment
by a competent person or persons, said Commissioner of Agriculture
shall employ a competent veterinary surgeon or expert to investigate
the causes of said disease, to prevent the spread thereof, and .to treat the
same and the Commissioner of Agriculture is hereby authorized to pay
such expert a sum not exceeding $5 per day and traveling expenses while
treating the same. (Acts 1905, p. 121.)
;

Cross-references.
erinarian, see

§

— See references under preceding section.

Duties of State Vet-

62-902.

—

Work

under supervision of State Veterinarian; report. The
work of exterminating the cattle tick and developing the live stock industry in this State shall be under the supervision and control of the
State Veterinarian who is hereby authorized, under rules and regulations approved by the Commissioner of Agriculture, to employ and dis62-1012.

charge

men

qualified to act as cattle inspectors, or supervising veteri-

narians, and a clerk for keeping the records of this work.

Annually he

with the Commissioner of Agriculture a detailed statement of
the expenditure and progress of this work, same to be published in
shall

file

pamphlet form

for free

distribution

among

the people.

(Acts 1912,

pp. 22, 24.)
Cross-reference.

— Duties

of State Veterinarian, see § 62-902.

—

and supervising veterinarians; duties. All
cattle inspectors and supervising veterinarians employed under the provisions of this law are hereby vested with authority to discharge the
62-1013. Cattle inspectors

duties of live-stock inspector as defined in section 62-1008. (Acts 1912,
pp. 22, 24.)

J
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62-1014.

Movement

8 62-1

of cattle infested with tick.

cattle infested with the cattle fever tick

—The

movement

(margaropir-, annulatus)

'

/

of

fa

within or through the State at any time or for any purpose, except
hereinafter provided, is hereby prohibited. (Acts 1918, p. 256.
62-1015.

County inspectors; appointment;

State inspector.

—The

aries of the necessary

several counties shall

number

who

salaries;

supervision

by

provide and pay the sal-

of local county inspectors, or agents, to

be appointed by the county officials in
charge of county affairs, subject to the approval of the State Veterinarian, and commissioned by him; the salaries of said inspectors shall be
fixed by the county authorities, and shall be sufficient to insure the employment of competent men. The State Veterinarian shall be empowered to employ at least one State inspector, whose duty it shall be to
inspect the work of the county inspectors, or to do any special work at
any time and place when directed by the State Veterinarian, and who
shall be paid from the funds appropriated by the State for the work of
tick eradication. (Acts 1918, p. 257.)
assist in this

work,

shall

and dipping; notice; lien for expense; sale of anCattle, horses or mules infected with cattle ticks, or exposed to
imals.
tick infestation, the owner or owners of which, after 30 days' written
notice from a local or State inspector, shall fail or refuse to dip such
62-1016. Quarantine

—

animals regularly every 14 days in a vat properly charged with arsenical
solution, as

recommended by

the United States Bureau of

Animal

In-

dustry, under the supervision of the local inspector in charge of tick

and dipped and cared for at
the expense of the owner by the local inspector. Quarantine and dipping
notice for cattle, horses or mules, the owner or owners of which cannot
be found, shall be served by posting copy of such notice in not less than
three public places within the county, one of which shall be at the county
courthouse. Such posting of quarantine notice shall be due and legal
notice. It shall be the duty of the sheriff of any county in which the
work of tick eradication is in progress to render said inspector any assistance necessary in the enforcement of this law. Any expense incurred
in the enforcement of this provision shall constitute a lien upon any
animals so quarantined and should the owner fail or refuse to pay said
expense after three days' notice, the animals shall be disposed of as provided by section 62-603, so far as said section refers to advertising and
other proceedings to sell. The proceeds of said sale shall be applied to
the payment of legal costs, including the expense of advertising, feed
and expense of quarantine and dipping or disinfecting said animals, and
the balance shall be paid to the owner, if known, and if unknown, shall,
at the expiration of 90 days from the date of sale, if no legal claim has
been established to same, be applied and paid into the tick eradication
fund of the county: Provided further, that the lien herein created shall
eradication, shall be placed in quarantine

;

be superior to

all liens

Cross-references.

See also

§

except liens for taxes. (Acts 1918,

— Penalty

for

movement

by

of tick-infested cattle, see § 62-9912.

62-9914.

62-1017. Rules and regulations of

fected

p. 257.)

this law.

—

Department of Agriculture not afNothing contained in this law shall be construed as

—
1682
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any rule or regulation heretofore or hereafter passed by the
Department of Agriculture governing tick eradication in Georgia. "(Acts

affecting

1918. pp. 25o. 259.)

when.
After a county has completed tick eradication as evidenced by complete
release of all State and Federal quarantine restrictions, any subsequent
reinfestation of the tick-free area shall be eradicated by the State Veterinarian at the expense of the State and without expense to the county,
62-1018. Reinfestation eradicated without expense to county,

as provided in section 62-1015.
Cross-reference.

(Acts 1924,

— Penalty for violation

p. 79.)

of this section, see

62-1019. Quarantine along border of Florida

62-9913.

§

and Alabama.

—The State

Veterinarian shall provide and maintain an effective quarantine along
the border between Georgia and Florida and Alabama by the use of
patrols or in such other

manner

as in his

judgment

prevent reinfestation of the tick-free area

will

in the State

most

effectively

with the

cattle-

fever tick. (Acts 1924, pp. 78, 79.)
Cross-reference.

— Penalty

for violation of this section, see

62-1020. Transporting hides
hibited.

§

and use of pine straw,

62-9913.
etc.,

when

pro-

— To prevent reinfestation of the tick-free area of Georgia through

tick-infested hides or through pine straw or other material used for bed-

ding or other purposes, the shipping or transporting of hides, or the use
of pine straw or other materials exposed to tick infestation originating
in the tick-infested and quarantined area of any other State into, within
or through this State
Cross-reference.

CHAPTER

is

— Penalty

62-11.

hereby prohibited.

for violation of this section, see

62-9913.

Sec.

State

duty as

62-1103.

Indemnity to owner; amount,

County ap-

62-1104.

Use

Veterinarian's

eradication.
propriations.
to

62-1102.

§

p. 79.)

TUBERCULOSIS IN DOMESTIC ANIMALS.

Sec.

62-1101.

(Acts 1924,

or sale of veterinary tuberculin.

Notice; branding; disposition
of tubercular animals; in-

demnity to owners.
62-1101. State Veterinarian's duty as to eradication.

—

County appro-

be the duty of the State Veterinarian to eradicate
domestic animals. To enable the State Veterinarian to
eradicate bovine tuberculosis effectively, and to aid him in establishing
a modified accredited tuberculosis-free area, in conformity with the rules
and regulations promulgated by the United States Livestock Sanitary
Association and adopted by the Bureau of Animal Industry, United
States Department of Agriculture, the authority having charge of county
affairs of any county in which the State and Federal Governments jointly
priations.

It shall

tuberculosis in

campaign may appropriate for aiding in said work such sums as they may deem adequate and necessary.
The State Veterinarian shall have full and complete authority and responsibility in all live stock sanitary control work, and he or his duly
authorized agent is hereby empowered to enter upon any premises, barn,
engage

in a tuberculosis eradication
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where

§62

1

1

04

purpose of applying
tests with tuberculin to ascertain whether or not the animals
are affected with tuberculosis. The owners or keepers of such cattle
shall render such reasonable assistance as may be required to enable the
State Veterinarian or his agent to apply the test with accuracy and
patch. (Acts 1927, p. 349.)
lot,

or any other place

cattle are kept, for the

(

Cross-reference.

— Penalty

for violation of this law, see

§

62-9914.

62-1102. Notice; branding; disposition of tubercular animals; indem-

nity to owners.

— Should

the State Veterinarian receive information or

have reason to believe that tuberculosis exists in any animal or herd
animals, he shall promptly notify the owner or owners and shall arrange
to have such animal or animals, tested by a qualified veterinarian. All
cattle which shall react to a tuberculin test shall immediately after such
reaction be branded on the left jaw with the letter "T" said letter to be
not less than two inches in length, and in addition said reactors shall be
tagged in the left ear with a special tag to be adopted by the State Veterinarian. All cattle so identified shall be slaughtered within a period of
14 days immediately following such reaction, such slaughter to be under
the direction of the State Veterinarian in an abattoir where Federal or
competent local meat inspection is maintained. The owners of such reactors to the tuberculin test shall be indemnified for such animals, as
s

hereinafter provided.
Cross-reference.

(Acts 1927,

—Penalty

p. 350.)

for violation, see

§

62-1103. Indemnity to owner; amount.

62-9914.

—Before

having such reacting

animal or animals slaughtered, the State Veterinarian shall notify the
owner of his findings as to the condition of said animal or animals and if
such animals shall have been purchased by the owner not less than six
months prior to the examination by said veterinarian, the owner and said
;

veterinarian shall,

if

possible, agree

on the value

of such

animal or ani-

mals so condemned. If said State Veterinarian or his agent and the owner
of said animal or animals fail to agree as to the value of said animal or
animals, each shall select a citizen from the county in which said animal
or animals are located, to act in his place. These two arbitrators shall
fix the value of such animal or animals, and in the event said two citizens fail to agree, the United States Veterinary Inspector in charge
of cooperative tuberculosis eradication in Georgia shall act as umpire.
In no case shall the value fixed by said owner and State Veterinarian,
or by the arbitrators, exceed the amount at which said animal or animals
were returned by the owner for taxation to State and county authorities, nor shall the value fixed in the case of a pure-bred cow or bull exceed $150, nor in case of a grade cow or bull the sum of $90. Upon the
value being fixed by agreement as hereinafter provided, said owner shall
be paid, within the limitations hereinbefore provided, jointly by the
county commissioners out of county appropriations and by the United
States Bureau of Animal Industry out of special Federal government
tuberculosis eradication funds now available. (Acts 1927, p. 350.)

—Penalty for violation,

Cross-reference.

62-1104.

Use

see

§

62-9914.

or sale of veterinary tuberculin.

— Xo person, firm,

or cor-

poration shall administer veterinary tuberculin, except qualified veteri-
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person, firm or corporation shall

offer for sale or dis-

sell,

on hand any veterinary tuberculin, except qualified
veterinarians, licensed druggists or others lawfully engaged in the sale

tribution, or keep

of veterinary biological products.

meaning

''Qualified veterinariajis" within the

Chapter shall be veterinarians approved by the State
Veterinarian and the chief of the United States Bureau of Animal Industry for testing with tuberculin cattle intended for interstate shipment.
of this

(Acts 1927,

p.

351.)

Cross-reference.

CHAPTER

— Penalty

for violation, see

§

62-9914.

SUPPRESSION AND PREVENTION OF
HOG CHOLERA.

62-12.

Sec.

Sec.

62-1201.

62-1204.

Ho?

cholera serum; plant for

Permits required; sale of se-

rum inspection of
plants; regulations.

production of; intent of law.
62-1202.

Distribution of serum by
J State
, T
\ etcrinanan; records.
,

.

62-1203.

/--> 10 ne
62-1205.

t>

•

,

to be furnished at cost
of production.

Hog

•

Training in use ofr serums;
•*
,_.
permits to administer serums; reports; supply to
farmers and swine growers.

Serum

62-1201.

serum

5

.

•

'

,

cholera serum; plant for production of; intent of law.

—

For the benefit of instruction to the agricultural students at the State
College of Agriculture at Athens, and for the protection of the swine
breeding industry, the State College of Agriculture at Athens shall, in
connection with its veterinary department, establish a plant for the production of the Bureau of Animal Industry, or Dorest-Niles, hog cholera
serum. This plant shall at all times be open for the inspection and instruction of swine breeders, the intention of this law being not only to
produce the above named preventive serum, but also to instruct the public in its use and to disseminate practical information among the breeders of swine for the prevention of this disease. (Acts 1911, p. 41.)
Cross-reference.
see editorial note

—Veterinary
under

§

department of the State College of Agriculture,

32-103.

—

serum by State Veterinarian; records. To
prevent the use of the serum in outbreaks other than true hog cholera,
which would be an economic loss to the people, the distribution of the
serum shall be under the direction of the State Veterinarian, whose duty
62-1202. Distribution of

it

shall be to investigate reported outbreaks

and then direct the distribu-

communities where the disease is in progress. He
shall keep a record of all serum so distributed, and to whom, and with
what result, such record to be published annually in pamphlet form.

serum

tion of the

(Acts 1911,

to

p. 41.)

—

be furnished at cost of production. The serum produced under the provisions of this law shall be furnished to all citizens
at the actual cost of production, and all moneys received from the sale
of such serum shall revert to the veterinary department at the State Col62-1203.

Serum

to

lege of Agriculture.

(Acts 1911, pp. 41, 42.)

62-1204. Permits required; sale of serum; inspection of

regulations.

—All

serum companies and jobbers

serum plants;

in veterinary biological

Live S tock.
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products, before doing business
tbe State Veterinarian.

The

§ t

must secure a permit v.
distribution oi bog cholera vi:

in Ibis State,

sale or free

mallein, tuberculin, or anthrax vaccine, except through the office of the
State Veterinarian, is prohibited. The Stale Veterinarian shall inspect

or cause to be inspected all serum plants within the State, and shall
a license only to plants equipped and operated in conformity with Federal regulations governing the manufacture of veterinary biological
i

The State Veterinarian shall arrange to supervise the test of
serum made in such plants under regulations promulgated by him

products.
all

and approved by the Commissioner of Agriculture, uniform, as far as
practicable, with regulations of the United States Bureau of Animal Industry governing the manufacture of hog cholera serum. No license
shall be issued to any hog cholera serum plant unless such plant be arranged, equipped, and conducted as provided by regulations previously
referred

to.

(Acts 1918, pp.

Cross-reference.

— Punishment

34, 35.)
for violation, see

62-9915.

§

62-1205. Training in use of serums; permits to administer serums; re-

—

and swine growers. The State Veterinarian
shall, upon request filed with him by the commissioners of roads, and
revenues of any county or counties, or by the ordinaries in counties
which have no commissioners of roads and revenues, send into such
county or counties an expert who shall instruct and train to proficiency
in the proper and efficient use of hog cholera serum and virus, not less
ports; supply to farmers

than four persons in such county or counties so requesting; said four
persons to be residents of different sections of such county or counties.
All persons so trained and qualified shall be issued a permit by the State
Veterinarian to administer hog cholera serum and virus and it shall be
;

the duty of

persons holding such permits and all licensed veterinaridaily, on blanks furnished by the State Veterinarian, a full

all

make
report on number of hogs inoculated, Federal
number of serum and virus used, the condition

ans to

license

number and

serial

and any other
information that may be necessary or helpful in the suppression of hog
cholera. All persons holding such permits shall keep on hand a reasonable supply of serum and virus and shall supply same to farmers and
swine growers at cost. Failure to make these reports and otherwise cooperate with the State Veterinarian shall revoke the permit. (Acts 1911,
p.

41

;

1912, p. 25

Cross-reference.

;

1914, p. 21

— Funds

;

1918, pp. 34, 35

for support of

CHAPTER
Sec.

•

62-9901.

Single

™no
62-9902.

1919, pp. 32. 33.)

Department

62-99.

of Agriculture, see

5-112.

§

CRIMES.

Sec.

u
Penalty

and mark;
and marking in-

brand

branding
/:o

;

of the herd

'

t>

•

againstt

*

taker-up
1

oft

impounding an animal or breaking a pound.

62-9905.

Illegally

62-9906.

Violation of quarantine regulation as tQ catde
_

estray.

open

62-9903.

Opening and leaving

62-9904.

on public highway,
punishment.
Leaving open or injuring

62-9907.

gates or fences at crossings.

Driving
driving

gates

diseased
cattle

cattle,

into

and

certain

localities.

62-9908.

Driving

cattle

localities.

from infected

—
§

62-9901

Live Stock.
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Sec.

Driving stock into the State

62-9909.

^nm?

62-9913.

ir-

*•

1
Violation
ofr sections relating
i

,_•

t

ao
oom
GZ-yylQ,

r_»,-.~4.~*:*v_
«r
Importation or

62-9911.

Interfering with State Veterinarian or live-stock inspec-

t0 cattle-tick quarantine.
*

,r,^^,4
^~.idiseased stock.
62-9914.

Punishment

for

violating tu-

berculosis eradication law.

tor.

Penalty for movement of

62-9912.

infested
of fines.

cattle;

62-9901. Single brand

tick-

62-9915.

Sale, free distribution, or use

of

disposition

hog cholera

virus, etc.

and mark; branding and marking increase.

person or corporation who shall violate the provisions of section
62-102 or 62-103 allowing owners of live stock to have but one mark- or
brand, and providing for the marking and branding of the increase of

Any

be guilty of a misdemeanor.

live stock, shall

(Acts 1915, pp. 50,

51.)

—

Cross-references. Punishment for misdemeanor, see § 27-2506.
Stealing doKilling or maiming
mestic animals, see §§ 26-2604, 26-2607, 26-2610, 26-2612.
Cruelty to animals, see § 26-7902. Using
horses, cattle or hogs, see § 26-7901.
horse or skinning cattle without owner's consent, see Title 26, Crimes and Punishment, Chapter 26-34.

62-9902. (585 P. C.) Penalty against taker-up of estray.
of an animal,

who, under section 62-210

is

liable to the

—The taker-up
county or the

owner, as the case may be, in five times the value of the estray, if, after
taking it up, he shall fail to have it appraised and returned, or forthcoming, according to law, providential causes only excepted, shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor if he shall appropriate such animal to his own
use and shall fail to pay said forfeiture after demand in writing by the
(Act 1799, Cobb, 256.)

ordinary.

Opening and leaving open gates on public
highway. After a gate shall have been erected on a highway or public
road according to the provisions of section 62-406, if any person shall
open and leave it open or in a condition for stock to enter, he shall be
62-9903. (2029; 548 P. C.)

—

guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1884-5, p. 128.)

Leaving open or injuring gates or fences at crossings.
Any person who shall wilfully and unlawfully leave open any
gate, or do any wilful damage to the same, or to the fences, erected in
pursuance of sections 62-513 and 62-515, shall be punished as for a misdemeanor. (Acts 1880-1, p. 81.)
62-9904. (767 P. C.)

—

62-9905.
a pound.

—

(2035
If

;

584 P. C.) Illegally impounding an animal or breaking

any person

shall,

under the pretext of Chapter

62-6,

unnec-

mere vexation take up and impound any such animal
as is therein described, or, after having taken up and impounded such
animal, shall fail to give the notice required by section 62-603, or to
estray it in case the owner is not known or ascertained within the time
prescribed by said section, or shall fail to give proper care and attention
as therein provided, or in any manner shall injure or maltreat it, or shall
break a pound and release an animal which has been legally impounded
or estrayed, without first having paid all damages that may have been
essarily or out of

incurred, he shall be punished as for a misdemeanor, and, in addition,
shall

pay the owner of such animal, or pound, double the amount of

'
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damages actually sustained by a
(Acts 1872,

tion.

p.

34; 1882-3,

%/;/.

violation of the provisions of said

p. 52.)

62-9906. (2082; 582 P. C.) Violation of quarantine regulation as to
cattle.

—Any

person, company, or corporation

who

shall

violate

any

quarantine provision, rule, or regulation established by the Commissioner of Agriculture, under the authority of law for the protection of
cattle, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1899, p. 97; 1909, p. 131.)
Cross-reference.

— Regulatory

provisions, see Chapter 62-10.

and driving cattle into
certain localities. Any person who shall knowingly drive or move, for
the purpose of grazing, any cattle having the disease known as "murrain," or having any other distemper or infectious disease, to any place
other than the place where the cattle at the time are so diseased, or who
shall drive work oxen or other cattle into or through such localities between April 15 and October 15 annually, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1880-1, p. 143.)
62-9907. (577 P. C.) Driving diseased cattle,

—

—

from infected localities. Any person who shall wilfully and knowingly drive or move, for the purpose of
grazing, any cattle from any locality infested with a distemper or infectious disease to any place where cattle are not liable to have said disease
(unless associated with cattle from localities infested with distemper or
(Acts 1882-3,
infectious disease) shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
62-9908. (578 P. C.) Driving cattle

p. 147.)

62-9909. (579, 580 P. C.) Driving stock into the State to graze.—

Any

person who, either by himself or another, shall drive any horses,
mules, hogs, cattle, or other live stock from another State into any
county of this State for the purpose of grazing the same, or, after having

driven the same into any county, shall permit them to graze or run at
large in any marsh or forest range in any county, shall be guilty of a

misdemeanor. This section shall not prevent persons owning lands in
this State from driving or permitting the driving of such stock to their
own premises there to be kept. (Acts 1882-3, p. 129.)
62-9910. (581 P. C.) Importation of diseased stock.
shall

knowingly import within the

—Any

limits of this State

contagious diseases, except distemper, shall be guilty of

(Acts 1901,

person

who

any stock with
a misdemeanor.

p. 82.)

62-9911. (583 P. C.) Interfering with State Veterinarian or live-stock
inspector.

—Any

person

who

shall forcibly resist, oppose, assault, pre-

vent, impede, or interfere with the State Veterinarian or

any dulv authorized live-stock inspector in the execution of his duties, or on account
of the execution of such duty, shall be punished as for a misdemeanor.
(Acts 1909, pp. 131, 133.)
Cross-reference.

— Inspection

authorized, see

§

62-1008.

movement of tick-infested cattle: disposition of
fines.
Any person who shall move any cattle infested with fever ticks
into or within or through any county, except upon his own premises for
62-9912. Penalty for

—

the purpose of slaughter, or for the purpose of taking

same

to a vat for
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the purpose of dipping, and any inspector who shall knowingly permit
any cattle, horses or mules to be kept in the territory for which he shall

be appointed, or any person who shall own or keep any cattle, horses or
mules infected with fever ticks in any county, after notice, as provided
in section 62-1016, shall

be guilty of a misdemeanor, and

under the provisions of

this section, after the

payment

all

fines paid

of actual court

proper county authorities and become a part
of the fund to be used for tick eradication in said county. (Acts 1918,
costs, shall be paid to the

p.

258.)

62-9913. Violation of sections relating to cattle-tick quarantine.

person, persons, firm,

company

or corporation

who

shall violate

—Any
any of

the provisions of sections 62-1018 to 62-1020, relating to cattle-tick quarantine,

upon conviction,

shall be guilty of a

misdemeanor and

fined not less than $100 for each such offense.

shall

be

(Acts 1924, pp. 78, 80.)

—

Punishment for violating tuberculosis eradication law. Any
violation of any provision of Chapter 62-11 is hereby made a misdemeanor, and shall be punishable by a fine of not less than $25 for each
62-9914.

offense.

(Acts 1927,

p. 351.)

62-9915. Sale, free distribution, or use of

hog cholera

virus, etc.

—Any

violation of the provisions of section 62-1204 relating to the sale, free

and use of hog cholera virus,
misdemeanor. (Acts 1918, pp. 34, 35.)

distribution,
a

etc., shall

LOANS:

See Title 12, Bailments, Chapter
Unions; Small Loans; Salary Buyers.

LOAN ASSOCIATIONS:

See Title

16,

be punishable as for

12-5;

Title

25,

Building and Loan Associa-

tions.

LOBBYING: See Title 47,
LODGING HOUSES: See

Credit

General Assembly, Chapter 47-10.
Title 52, Hotels

and Inns.

TITLE

63.

LOST PAPERS.
Chap.
63-1.
63-2.
63-3.

Sec.

Summary

establishment
Establishment in superior court
Establishment in justices' courts

63-101
63-201
63-301

CROSS-REFERENCES.
Bonds or coupons: See Title 87, Public Finance, §§ 87-108, 87-109, 87-111.
Equity, decreeing payment in: See Title 37, Equity, § 37-214.
Grant, original: See Title 85, Property, § 85-308.
Protest where

bill is lost:

CHAPTER

See Title

14, Bills

§

14-1309.

SUMMARY ESTABLISHMENT.

63-1.

Sec.
63-101.

and Notes,

Sec.

citation
or notice;
Petition;
order; defense; record; appeal; bond for costs.

63-102.

Nonresidents,

how

63-103.

Compensation

of ordinary.

63-101. (5326) Petition; citation or notice;

appeal; bond for costs.

—The owner, or agent

served.

order; defense; record;

of the

owner, or legal rep-

any bond, bill, note, draft, check, or other
evidence of indebtedness, which has been lost or destroyed, may estabSaid owner,
lish a copy of the same in the following- summary manner:
resentative of the

owner

of

agent, or representative shall

file

a petition with the ordinary of the

county of the residence of the alleged debtor, or maker, if he is a resident of this State (said ordinary being hereby created judicial officer
for the purpose herein), which petition must be sworn to by the party
applying, and shall contain as full and accurate description as possible
of said lost paper, and of the loss and mode of loss, and of the inability
to find the same, and why, and a prayer for the establishment of a copy,
setting forth the copy desired to be established.
Thereupon said ordinary shall issue a citation, or notice, to said alleged debtor or maker.
requiring him to appear at a day not more than 10 days distant, and show
cause, if any he has and can show, why said copy should not be established in lieu of the lost original. This citation or notice shall be personally served by an officer, either sheriff or bailiff, or person specially
appointed by said ordinary for the purpose, at least five days before the
time of hearing. If no successful defense shall be made at the time and
place appointed, the ordinary shall proceed to establish, by an order entered on the petition, the copy so prayed to be established, which shall
have all the effect of said original. Said petition, notice, and order shall
be entered in a book of record specially prepared for the purpose. If
the debtor or maker so served shall file a defense under oath to the effect
that such original never existed as claimed, said ordinary shall decide,

1690
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after giving- the parties time for preparation

and hearing (said time not
and if in favor of the appli-

upon the case so made
and no appeal shall be entered as hereinafter provided, said decree
shall be entered on the petition, and the copy so established shall have
the same effect as an original. If the ordinary's decision shall be in favor
to exceed 20 days)

;

cant,

of the alleged debtor or maker, the ordinary shall also enter his decision

on said petition.
above provided.

In

all

cases

If either

all

the proceedings shall be recorded as

party to the aforesaid proceedings shall be

and claim an appeal, the ordinary shall grant the same upon
the applicant's giving the usual bond and security for costs, as in cases
of appeal from the court of ordinary to the superior court.
Said appeal
shall be tried in the superior court and returned to the next term after
such decision, with all the pleadings and proceedings had before the ordinary. In the superior court said case shall be tried and determined as
provided in section 63-203, and following sections. (Acts 1876, p. 101.)
dissatisfied,

—

Cross-references. Certified copy as evidence, see § 38-609.
Establishment of
mutilated or lost records, see § 38-614 et seq. Appeals from court of ordinary, see
§

6-201.

63-102. (5327) Nonresidents,

maker

to be a debtor or

how

served.

—When

of the lost or destroyed

the person' alleged

paper set forth

in the

preceding section shall not reside in this State, such alleged debtor or

maker may be made a party to the proceedings by publication, in a
newspaper to be designated by said ordinary, twice a month for two
months; and when so made a party (which shall be according to the
form in cases in equity), all the provisions of this Title shall apply in
this case, and all the provisions thereof shall apply throughout, except
as herein excepted.

(Acts 1876,

p. 102.)

(5328) Compensation of ordinary.

63-103.

ordinary for

all

—The

services in such cases shall be the

compensation of the

sum

of $5.

(Acts 1876,

p. 102.)

CHAPTER

63-2.

ESTABLISHMENT IN SUPERIOR COURT.

Sec.

Sec.

63-201.
63-202.
63-203.

Copy

of office papers established instantcr on motion.

Papers sued on are office papers, when.
How other papers established;
petition; rule nisi.

63-204.

63-205.
63-206.

63-207.

Continuance, when granted.
Rule absolute.
Certified indorsement of copy.
Suit on lost note; plea of non
est factum.

63-201.

— Upon

-

(5312)

Copy

63-208.

Suit on lost paper.

63-209.

Oyer

63-210.

of lost paper shall
be demanded.
When execution lost, alias

not

may

issue.

63-211.

Stock

certificates established;
and citation.

petition
63-212.
63-213.

Same; trial; order; decree.
Same; judgment; record; writ
of error.

63-214.

Same;

liability

of corporation.

of office papers established instanter

on motion.

the loss of any original petition, answer, declaration, plea,

of indictment, special presentment, or other office paper, a

copy

bill

may

be

established instanter on motion. (Act 1799, Cobb, 463.)

When

—

Establishment of mutilated or lost records, see § 38-614
copy of deeds, etc., admitted as secondary evidence, see § 24-3340.

Cross-references.
seq.

et

;

Lost Papers.
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—

(5313) Papers sued on are office papers, when. The instrusued on shall be deemed an office paper, after the case of which

63-202.

ment
it is

the foundation has gone to

How

63-203. (5314)

owner

63-208

trial.

other papers established; petition; rule

an

of a paper (other than

nisi.

— The

and which cannot be sued

office paper,

on and collected in a justice's court) lost or destroyed, desiring to establish the same, shall present to the clerk of the superior court of the
county where the maker of the paper resides, if a resident of this State,
a petition in writing, together with a copy, in substance, of the paper lost
or destroyed, as nearly as he can recollect, which copy shall be sworn
to

whereupon the

petitioner, his agent, or attorney;

by the

clerk shall

name of the judge of the superior court, calling
party to show cause, if any he has, why the copy sworn

issue a rule nisi in the

upon the opposite

to should not be established in lieu of the lost or destroyed original

which rule

shall be served

by the

deputy, or any constable of
to be found in this State, 20 days

sheriff, his

upon the party, if
the court to which the

this State, personally

before the sitting of

and
in

if

is

made

returnable;

the party cannot be found in this State, the rule shall be published

some public newspaper twice

final

rule nisi

month

a

hearing of the rule. (Acts 1855-6,

two months before the

for

p. 238.)

—

Cross-references. Summary establishment, how made, see § 63-101.
Copy of
a will, how established, see § 113-611. Rules as to admitting lost papers or grants,
Duplicate
see §§ 24-3340, 24-3341. Establishment in justices' courts, see § 63-302.
of lost certificate of registered land title, see § 60-412.

63-204. (5315) Continuance,

when

granted.

—In a proceeding to estab-

papers under the provisions of the preceding section, no continuance shall be granted, unless it shall appear reasonable and just to
the court; nor shall a continuance be allowed to the same party more
than once, except for providential cause. (Acts 1855-6, p. 239.)
lish lost

Cross-reference.

— Continuances

63-205. (5316)

generally, see

Rule absolute.

§

81-1401 et seq.

—When the rule

nisi shall

have been duly

served as hereinbefore provided, the court shall grant a rule absolute
establishing the copy of the lost or destroyed paper sworn to, unless

good and

sufficient cause shall

not be granted. (Acts 1855-6,
Cross-reference.

— Establishing

be shown

why

such rule absolute should

p. 239.)

copy of

lost deed, see § 29-113.

63-206. (5317) Certified indorsement of copy.

—When

the copy shall

be established, the clerk of the court in which it is done shall furnish the
copy to the party who had it established, with a certified indorsement
thereon of the day and term of the court when the rule absolute was
granted: Provided, all costs of the proceeding shall have been paid.
(Acts 1855-6,

p. 239.)

—

non est factum. A lost instrument may be sued on; and if a plea of non est factum shall be filed,
the- same may be met by proof that the lost note was genuine, and that
63-207. (5318) Suit

on

lost note; plea of

the copy attached to the declaration

a note,

correct.

(60 Ga. 133.)

—

on lost paper. If the paper lost or destroyed is
bond, or other instrument upon which suit may be brought,

63-208. (5319) Suit
bill,

is

the owner thereof

may

institute suit thereon as

soon as the rule

nisi

has

§
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been issued as hereinbefore provided for, and it shall be set forth in the
declaration that the paper sued on is lost or destroyed; and in no case
shall there be a judgment had in such suit until it shall be determined
whether the application to establish the paper be granted or not; and if
(Acts 1855-6,
granted, then judgment shall be had as in other cases.
p. 239.)

—

paper shall not be demanded. In a suit
such as provided for in the preceding section, oyer of the paper sued on
shall not be demanded until at the time of the rendition of judgment in
such suit; and then if the plaintiff shall produce a copy of the paper,
with a certified indorsement thereon by the clerk of the court in which
it was established, as hereinbefore directed, it shall be taken and consid63-209.

(5320)

Oyer

of lost

ered as the original. (Acts 1855-6,
63-210.

(5321)

When

execution

p. 239.)

lost, alias

may

issue.

—When any exe-

cution which shall have been regularly issued from the superior courts

judge of the court from which the same
issued may at any time, either in open court or vacation, upon proper
application being made and the facts proved by the affidavit of the applicant, his agent, or his attorney, or by any other satisfactory proof, grant
an order for the issuing of an alias execution in lieu of the lost original
execution. (Acts 1857, p. 104.)
shall be lost or destroyed, the

Cross-reference.

—Alias

tax

fi.

fas.,

see

§

92-7407.

63-211. Stock certificates established; petition

and

citation.

—When-

ever any certificate or other evidence of the stock of any bank or private corporation organized under the laws of this State, United States or

any

of the States or Territories of the

United States where said corpora-

tion's principal office is located in this State, shall

be lost or destroyed,

and the owner thereof or legal representative shall desire to establish the
same, such person or legal representative shall present a petition to the
superior court of the county wherein the principal office of the bank or
corporation is located, which petition must be sworn to by the party
applying and shall contain as full and accurate a description as possible
of said lost or destroyed certificate or other evidence of said stock and
of the loss and mode of loss and of the inability to find the same, and
a prayer for the establishment of a copy, setting forth the copy desired
Thereupon the judge of said court presiding shall
to be established.
issue a citation or notice directed "To whom it may concern," which
citation shall contain the description of the copy sought to be established, the time and place of hearing and the name of the bank or corporation that issued the original and the name of the person claiming
to own the same, and seeking to establish the same, and the number of
shares of stock embraced in said certificate, and said citation shall be
served upon the bank or corporation at least 10 days before the date of
the hearing, and shall be published once a week for four weeks, next
preceding the hearing in the newspaper in which sheriff's advertisements are published in the county in which the principal office of said
corporation is located; and if the applicant shall reside in another county,
said citation shall also be published in the county or counties where the
petitioner has lived for 12

months next preceding the

application.

Cer-

4
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1

be made by the publishers of the ne
hall
papers, with a copy of the advertisement attached, which certif.
be filed in the court trying the case and shall be used as evidence in such
case. (Acts 1910, p. 103.)
tificates of said publication shall

—

no successful defense shall be
made at the time and place appointed for the hearing by said bank or
other corporation or any person or persons who may be intere ted in

Same;

63-212.

trial;

order; decree.

If

said lost certificates of stock, the said court shall proceed to establish

by an order entered on the petition the copy so prayed to be established,
which shall have all the effect of said lost original. If the bank or other
corporation or parties interested shall

file

a defense under oath to the

such original never existed, as claim'ed, or shall produce the
original in court, or that for any reason said copy should not be established in lieu of the original, then the judge of said court shall decide
after giving the parties time for preparation for hearing at the next regular term of the said superior court, upon the case so made, and if in
favor of the applicant and no writ of error shall be sued out as hereinafter
provided, said judgment or decree shall be entered on the petition, and

effect that

then the copy so established shall be recognized and treated as corporate
stock in lieu of said original stock. (Acts 1910, pp. 103, 104.)

—

Same; judgment; record; writ of error. If the decision of said
court shall be in favor of the bank or other corporation, or any person or
persons interested, the said court shall enter its judgment or decree on
63-213.

said petition.

In

all

cases, all the proceedings shall be recorded in the

book of minutes of said court. Either party dissatisfied with the judgment or decree may carry the case to the Court of Appeals by writ of
error as provided in other cases. (Acts 1910, pp. 103, 105.)

—

Cross-reference. Taking cases to Court of Appeals, see Title
Error, Chapter 6-7 et seq.

63-214.

Same;

liability of corporation.

6,

Appeal and

—Upon the establishment of the

bank or corporation as provided in the three preceding sections, all liability of said bank or corporation to any person who may be the owner or holder of the original
certificate of stock, copy of which has been established in its stead, as
provided under the three preceding sections, shall cease and determine.
and after said copy shall have been established in lieu of said original
stock, then and after that date said corporation shall recognize said
established copy of stock only as part of its corporate stock, and shall
recognize only the holder of said established copy of stock as one of its
corporate stockholders. It is the intent and purpose of this law that the
proceeding described in section 63-211, and the advertisement made
certificate or other evidence of stock of a

thereunder, shall be notice to

all

parties interested in the stock, the cer-

which is sought to be established, of the said proceeding, and
the judgment therein rendered shall be binding upon all such persons.
and the bank or other corporation shall thereafter treat the established
copy just as it should have done the original: Provided, that ail costs
of the proceedings under this law shall be paid by the applicant, and if
defense shall be filed, then by the party against whom the issue shall be
tificate of

decided. (Acts 1910, pp. 103, 105.)
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63-3.
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ESTABLISHMENT IN JUSTICES' COURTS.
Sec.

Sec.

Copy

63-301.

of

papers belonging to

63-303.

Who may

on

63-304.

Alias executions from justices'

suits established instanter

motion.

be party.

courts.

Other papers, how established;
petition; rule nisi; judgment.

63-302.

Copy

papers belonging to suits established instanter
on motion. When any bond, bill, note, or other evidence of debt, or any
summons, execution, or any other paper belonging or appertaining to
63-301.

(5322)

of

—

any

suit or other proceeding in

any

justice's court, shall be lost, de-

stroyed, or mislaid from the hands of the justice of the peace, such justice

may. by virtue of his office, establish instanter a copy in substance of
such paper in lieu of the original so lost; and if any such paper be lost,
destroyed, or mislaid from the hands of any person other than the justice
of the peace, the party plaintiff or defendant, or any one interested, wishing to use such lost paper, shall be permitted to establish and use in lieu
of the original a substantial copy of the same, by making affidavit of the
loss of the original, and that the copy proposed to be used is a copy in
substance of the lost original. (Acts 1851-2,
63-302. (5323)

—

how

Other papers,

p. 245.)

established; petition;

rule nisi;

judgment. The owner of a lost paper which may, according to law, be
sued on and collected in a justice's court, who wishes to establish the
same, may present to one of the justices of the peace of the district in
which the maker resides, if a resident of this State, a copy in substance
of the paper lost, as nearly as he can recollect, which copy shall be sworn
to by the applicant, his agent, or attorney, or be proved by other evidence whereupon such justice of the peace shall issue a rule nisi, calling upon the opposite party to show cause, if any he has, why the copy
should not be established in lieu of the original so lost or destroyed;
which rule shall be served by any constable upon the party personally,
if to be found, 10 days before the sitting of the court to which he is called
upon to show cause and if the party is not to be found, then the rule
may be published in a public newspaper once a week for four weeks before the final hearing of the rule and if no sufficient cause shall be shown,
the justice shall give judgment establishing the copy in lieu of the original so lost or destroyed, and the copy so established shall be certified to
by the justice of the court in which it was established, and shall have all
the force and effect of the original. (Acts 1855-6, p. 255.)
;

;

;

63-303. (5325)

Who may be party. — In

all

cases for the purpose of es-

tablishing any lost or destroyed paper (other than an office paper) any

person whose interest shall be affected by the establishment of such lost
papers shall upon motion, by order of the court, be made a party defendant to such proceeding, and shall be allowed all the rights of defense
against the

same

as fully as

if

he were the maker of said lost paper. (Acts

1866, p. 139.)

63-304.

(5324) Alias

executions

from

justices'

issued from the justices' courts of this State,

when

courts.

— Executions

lost or destroyed,

may

be supplied by an alias execution, to be issued by the justice of the peace
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under the same rules and regulations as those which prevail

6 3-3 04

in the

supe-

rior court for issuing alias executions.

LOST PROPERTY:

See Title

12,

Bailments,

g

12-207; Title 96, Sales,

§ 96-108.

LOTTERIES:

See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment, Chapter 26-65.

LUMBER: See Title 5, Agriculture, Chapter 5-16.
MALICIOUS ARREST: See Title 105, Torts, Chapter
MALICIOUS MISCHIEF:

See Title 26,

105-10.

Crimes and Punishment,

Chapter 26-76 to 26-81.

MALICIOUS PROSECUTION:

See Title 105, Torts, Chapter 105-8.

fl

TITLE 64

MANDAMUS, QUO WARRANTO, AND
PROHIBITION.
Chap.

Sec.

Mandamus
Quo warranto

64-101

64-2.

64-3.

Prohibition

64-301

64-1.

64-201

CROSS-REFERENCES.
Appellate court's compelling clerk of lower court to complete transcript: See Title
6. Appeal and Error, § 6-812.
Banks, mandamus against Superintendent of: See Title 13, Banks and Banking,

Chapter

13-17.

Bill of exceptions,

Error,

mandamus compelling judge

See Title

to certify:

6,

Appeal and

6-910.

§

Corporators, enforcing property rights of: See Title 22, Corporations, § 22-705.
Drinking places, forfeiture of charter of:
See Title 58, Intoxicating Liquors,
§

58-104.

Rules of Court of Appeals and of Supreme Court: See Title 24, Courts, § 24-4512.
Sheriff, clerk or other officer, mandamus "against, in appellate proceedings:
See

Appeal and Error, § 6-1006.
Supreme Court, power of division of: See Title 24, Courts, § 24-4012.
Tax, failure to levy: See Title 92, Public Revenue, § 92-3714.
Title

6,

CHAPTER

64-1.

MANDAMUS.

Sec.

Sec.

64-101.

of official duty;
of legal remedy.

64-106.

Writ denied where nugatory or

remedy;

64-107.

Time

Enforcement
inadequacy

64-102.
64-103.

64-104.

64-105.

Lies not as
exception.

private

fruitless; suspicion or fear.

of

tion,

trial;

heard

Facts in issue,

64-108.

for plaintiff to enforce public
right.

64-109.

Issue of fact,
vacation.

Prerequisite to enforcement of
private right by mandamus.

64-110.

Bill of exceptions.

64-111.

Hearing

—All

vaca-

how and when

Mandamus by private person.
No special interest necessary

64-101.

in

when.

tried.

in

when heard

in

Supreme Court.

(5440) Enforcement of official duty; inadequacy of legal remduties should be faithfully performed

and whenever,
from any cause, a defect of legal justice would ensue from a failure or
improper performance, the writ of mandamus may issue to compel a due
performance, if there shall be no other specific legal 'remedy for the legal

edy.

official

;

rights.

—

Cross-references. Superior courts may issue mandamus, see Const., Art. VI,
Authority of judges to issue, see § 24-2616. Man(§ 2-3205).
Sec. IV. Par.
damus for levying and collecting tax in drainage district, see § 23-2548. Production of books of county officers, see § 59-312.

V

64-102.
shall not

(5441) Lies not as
lie

as a private

private remedy;

exception.

remedy between individuals

— Mandamus

to enforce private

—
Manda mus, Quo Warranto, and

1697

Protttp>ttton.

§

64

nor to a public officer who has an absolute discretion to act or
not, unless there is a gross abuse of such discretion; but it shall not be
confined to the enforcement of mere ministerial duties: Pi
ever, that on the application of one or more citizen-, of any count/
rights,

;

the county commissioners of roads and revenue

by law supervision and

uch counties where

such commissionei
the public roads of such counties and the overseers of the public roads
complained of, or the ordinaries of such counties where by law supervision, control, and jurisdiction over such public roads is .(ted in the
jurisdiction

is

vested

in

ordinaries and the overseers of the public roads that

named

may

be complained

and method- of
working the public roads in the respective counties may justify, which
application or petition for mandamus shall show that one or more of the
public roads of the county of such petitioner's residence are out of repair, and do not measure up to the standards and do not conform to the
legal requirements as prescribed by sections 95-105, 95-106, and 95and are in such condition that ordinary loads, with ordinary ease, cannot
be hauled over such public roads, the judges of the superior courts are
hereby authorized and given jurisdiction, and it is hereby made their
duty, upon such showing being made, to issue the writ of mandamus
against such parties having charge of and supervision over the public
roads of such county, and to compel by such proceedings the building,
repairing, and working of such public roads as are complained of, up to
the standard required by existing laws of this State as embodied in said
sections, and so that ordinary loads, with ordinary ease and facility, can
be continuously hauled over such public roads and the judges of the superior courts shall, by proper order, in the same proceedings compel the
work done necessary to build, repair, and maintain such public roads up
of, either,

both, or

all

of said

parties, as the facts

;

to the standard so prescribed.
Cross-reference.

—Mandamus

(Acts 1903,

for certificate

Mandamus by

64-103. (5442)

p. 41.)

by auditor, see

private person.

—A

§§ 10-303, 10-304.

private person

may

by mandamus enforce the performance by a corporation of a public duty
as to matters in which he has a special interest.
(91 Ga. 401 (17 S. E.
937).)
Cross-reference.

— Enforcing

property rights of corporators, see

No special interest necessary for
Where the question is one of public

64-104.
right.

—

plaintiff to

§ 22-705.

enforce public

right and the object

is

to

procure the enforcement of a public duty, no legal or special interest
need be shown, but it shall be sufficient that plaintiff is interested in having the laws executed and the duty in question enforced.

366 (153

(170 Ga. 361,

S. E. 34).)

64-105. Prerequisite to enforcement of private right

In order for plaintiff to enforce a private right by

show pecuniary

loss for

which he cannot be compensated

(154 Ga. 882 (115 S. E. 912)
64-106.
fear.

(5443)

—Mandamus

by mandamus.
mandamus he must

;

170 Ga. 361, 366 (153

Writ denied where nugatory or
will not be

granted when

it

is

in

damages.

S. E. 34).)

fruitless; suspicion or

manifest that the writ

Mandamus, Quo Warranto, and Prohibition.

64-107

§

1698

would, for any cause, be nugatory or fruitless; nor will it be granted on
a mere suspicion or fear, before a refusal to act or a wrongful act done.

—

(5444) Time of trial; heard in vacation, when. Upon the presentation oi an application for mandamus, if the mandamus nisi shall be
64-107.

granted, the judge shall cause the same to be returned for

trial

not less

than 10 nor more than 30 days from said date; the defendant to be served
If the answer
at least live days before the time fixed for such hearing.
to said mandamus nisi shall involve no issue of fact, the same shall be

heard and determined in vacation, unless court shall then be in session,
when it may be determined in the superior court. (Acts 1882-3, p. 103.)
Cross-references.

— Quo

warranto and prohibition granted
for certificate by auditor, see §

(5445) Facts in issue,

64-108.

shall be involved in said cause,

how and when

it

tried.

—

If

time,

see

an issue of fact

upon the

shall be in order for trial

first

term of the superior court as other jury causes are tried.
the superior court shall be in session, or shall be taking a recess at the

day
If

at any
10-304.

Mandamus

§§ 64-205, 64-302.

of the next

time fixed for trial in the mandamus nisi, the same shall stand for
at the then present term. (Acts 1882-3, p. 103.)
(5446) Issue of fact,

64-109.

fact shall be involved,

consent of

it

may

when heard

nisi,

the petitioner

If

an issue of

p. 103.)

64-110. (5447) Bill of exceptions.

damus

—

be heard by the judge in vacation upon the

(Acts 1882-3,

all parties.

in vacation.

trial

may have

—Upon

manthe Supreme

refusal to grant the

his bill of exceptions to

Court, as in cases of the granting and refusing of injunctions; and either

party dissatisfied with the judgment on the hearing of the answer to the

mandamus

may

nisi

likewise

file

his bill of exceptions.

(Acts 1882-3,

p. 103.)

Cross-reference.

—Fast

bills

of exception, see

§

—

Hearing in Supreme Court. Mandamus cases shall be
the Supreme Court under the same laws and rules as apply to

64-111. (5448)

heard

in

6-903.

injunction cases. (Acts 1882-3, p. 103.)
Cross-reference.

— Fast

exception, see

bills of

CHAPTER

64-2.

QUO WARRANTO.

whose

64-206.

Proceedings in cases of quo
warranto; exceptions to de-

to dispose of books
and papers.
Hearing in vacation, when.

64-207.

Foregoing provisions extended

64-208.

Shall not

64-209.

Quo warranto

Grounds for issuance;

at

instance issued.
64-202.
64-203.
64-204.

64-205.

6-903.

Sec.

Sec.
64-201.

§

cision.

Judgment

how

tried; nocontinuance.
Quo warranto may be granted
at any time. Trial of fact issue.

Issue

64-201.

of fact,
tice to parties;

(5451)

Grounds

to other cases.

for issuance; at

officers,

lie

against Governor.

lies to executive
except Governor, and

to military officers.

whose instance

issued.

—The

writ of quo warranto may issue to inquire into the right of any person
to any public office the duties of which he is in fact discharging, but

Mandamus, Quo Warranto, and Prohibition.
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must be granted

at the suit of

some person

§

64-206

either claiming the office Of

interested therein.

—

Cross-references. Superior court may issue quo warranto, see Const., Art. VI,
Authority of judges to grant quo warranto, see
Sec. IV, Par. V (§ 2-3205).
Quo warranto against Governor, see § 64-208.
§ 24-2616.

64-202. (5457)

Judgment

—

books and papers. Whenever
be decided, the judgment fixing such right

to dispose of

the right to any office shall
shall further provide for the delivery, to the person held to be entitled
to such office, of all the books and papers of every sort belonging to the
office;

which judgment

shall be enforced as decrees in equity are en-

forced. (Acts 1871-2, p. 42.)

—

when. The writ of quo warranto
may be returned, heard, and determined by the judge of the superior
court within 10 days from its service on the defendant, in all cases where
there is no fact in dispute. (Acts 1868, p. 130; 1871-2, p. 41.)
64-203. (5452)

Hearing

in vacation,

64-204. (5453) Issue of fact,

how

tried; notice to parties; continuance.

— In case the facts alleged are denied, which
fendants shall

make on

denial the defendant or de-

oath, the judge shall forthwith, in the usual

manner, draw a jury of 12 men to try the issue of fact, and the judge
shall have the power to fix a day for trial of said issue of fact, with an
order that the sheriff shall notify the parties of the time and place of
Provided, that the date fixed for such trial shall not be less than
trial
10 nor more than 30 days from the date of said order. The judge shall
have the discretion to continue the hearing from day to day, as provided
:

for other cases. (Acts 1868, p. 130.)

Quo warranto may be granted at any time. Trial of fact
The writ of quo warranto may be granted at any time, on proper
issue.
showing made; but any issue of fact made thereon must be tried as
64-205. (5449)

—

equity causes.

(Acts 1851-2,

p. 241.

59 Ga. 804, 805.)

—

Cross-references. Same provision as to prohibition, see § 64-302. Jury trial in
equitable proceedings, see § 37-1103. Special verdicts in proceedings for equitable
relief, see § 37-1104.

64-206.
decision.

(5454) Proceedings in cases of quo warranto; exceptions to

— In

all

applications for writs of quo warranto, or of informa-

quo warranto, or of proceedings by such writs to
determine the right to hold office, where the case presented by the applicant or petitioner shall involve only questions of law, the same may
be determined as equitable proceedings, by the judge of the superior
court, before whom such case shall be begun, in vacation, and such judge
shall, whether such writ, information, or proceeding is prayed for, sued
out, or begun in vacation or term time, so order all the proceedings
connected with and usual in such cases that the final determination shall
be had by him in 10 days from the commencement of such suit, application, or proceeding; and if either party to such application or proceeding
tions in the nature of

judge of the superior
court, he shall, if the Supreme Court of the State be in session, within
10 days after such decision carry the same to said Supreme Court by bill
of exceptions, which shall be tendered and signed as is prescribed, in
section 6-903, in cases of applications for and decisions granting or reshall desire to except to the decision of the said

—

;

§

Mandamus, Quo Warranto, and Prohibition.

54-207

fusing: injunctions; said bill of exceptions to
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be served upon the opposite

and all the rules and
and duty of the clerk of the

partv in such suit as prescribed in said section
regulations in said section, as to service,

;

superior court, shall apply to this class of cases.

(Acts 1871-2,

p.

41

1875, p. 104.)

—

Cross-references. Shall not lie against Governor, see §§ 64-208, 64-209.
diction of Supreme Court, see Const., Art. V, Sec. II, Par.
(§ 2-3005).

Juris-

V

—

Foregoing provisions extended to other cases. All the
the two preceding sections are hereby extended to pro-

64-207. (5455)

provisions of

ceedings quo warranto, or writs of that nature, involving issues of fact
to be tried by a jury, when the same can be applied; but nothing in said

two preceding sections

dies in this class of cases,

(Acts 1871-2,

tions.

Cross-reference.

any rights or remenot covered by the provisions of said two sec-

shall be construed to affect

p. 42.)

— Special

verdict in equitable proceedings, see

64-208. (5456) Shall not lie against Governor.
is

may

the lawful Governor of this State

(Acts 1875,

37-1104.

question of

not be tried by quo warranto.

— Shall

not

against Governor, see

lie

§

64-209.

Contested elec-

Governor determined by General Assembly, see Const., Art. V,

VI

who

p. 104.)

Cross-references.
tion for

Par.

—The

§

Sec.

I,

(§ 2-2606).

64-209.

Quo warranto

(5450, 5454)

lies to

executive officers, except

—

Governor, and to military officers. The writ of quo warranto will not
lie to the duly inaugurated Governor, but it does lie to all other civil or
military officers. (Acts 1871-2, p. 41.)
Cross-references. For similar provision as to Governor, see § 64-208.
Same

—

provision as to prohibition, see § 64-303. Contested elections for Governor determined by legislature, see Const, Art. V, Sec. I, Pars. V, VI (§§ 2-2605, 2-2606).

CHAPTER

64-3.

Sec.

Sec.
64-301.

Grounds

when
64-302.

for issuance of writ;
issued; return.

Prohibition

may

64-303.

Prohibition lies to executive
officers, except Governor, and
to military officers.

be granted at

any time. Trial

of fact issue.

(5458) Grounds for issuance of writ;

64-301.

The

PROHIBITION.

when

issued; return.

may

be granted in vacation. It is the counterpart of mandamus, to restrain subordinate courts and inferior judicial
tribunals from exceeding their jurisdiction, where no other legal remedy
or relief is given; and the granting or refusal thereof is governed by the
writ of prohibition

same

principles of right, necessity,

and

justice.

The

return must be in

term. (70 Ga. 112; 155 Ga. 607 (117 S. E. 753).)

—

Cross-references. Authority of courts to grant, see § 24-2616.
issue, see Const., Art. VI, Sec. IV, Par.
(§ 2-3205).

Superior courts

V

may

may be granted at any time. Trial
prohibition may be granted at any time, on

64-302. (5449) Prohibition
issue.

—The

writ of

showing made; but any issue
equity causes.

(Acts 1851-2,

—

of fact

p. 241.

made thereon must be

of fact

proper

tried as

59 Ga. 804, 805.)

Cross-references. Same provision as to quo warranto, see § 64-205. Jury trial
in equitable proceedings, see § 37-1103.
Special verdicts in trials for equitable
relief,

see

§

37-1104.

Mandamus, Quo Warranto, and PKo mniTioN.
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(5450) Prohibition lies to executive officers, except Governor,

64-303.

and

to military officers.

— The

inaugurated Governor, but
officers

when

33S (127

§64-303

it

writ of prohibition will not

does

lie

to all other

e

lie

to the

duly

Utive or miliV

acting as a judicial or quasi-judicial tribunal. (16

S. E. 855).)

Cross-reference.

— Similar

MANSLAUGHTER:

provision as to quo warranto, eee

See Title 26, Crimes and run:

§

A

(

209i

Cha)

r

26-10.

MARINE INSURANCE:
MARKS AND BRANDS:

See Title

56,

See Title

Insurance, Chapter 56-12.

106,

Trade-Marks and Trade

Names.

MARKETS, BUREAU OF:

See Title

5,

Agriculture, Chapter 5-2.

TITLE

65.

MARKETING ASSOCIATIONS.
Sec.

Chap.
65-1.
65-2.

CHAPTER

Sec.

Organization

capital
title;

of

association;

stock;

application;

65-105.

dividend; reserve; prof65-106.

65-107.

65-103.

Articles of incorporation.
Certified

copy

corporation
65-104.

Amount

65-109.

filed.

of capital stock.

mencement

65-108.

of articles of in-

of business.

Com-

Directors;

election,

term

of

and removal. Officers.
Voting by stockholders.
Powers.
Stock ownership limit.
Bylaws.
Annual report. Application of
law to corporations operating under other laws.
office,

its.

65-102.

65-201

COOPERATIVE ASSOCIATIONS UNDER ACT
OF 1920.

65-1.

Sec.
65-101.

65-101

Cooperative associations under Act of 1920
Nonprofit cooperative associations under Act of 1921

65-110.

Title "cooperative," use of.

65-111.

Dissolution.

65-101. Organization of association; capital stock; application; title;

dividend; reserve; profits.

— Five or more citizens of the State may asso-

with such other persons as they desire for the
purpose of conducting any agricultural, dairy, mercantile, manufacturing, mechanical, or other business on the cooperative corporation plan,
either with or without capital stock, but when the organization is organized or conducted for profit, it shall have capital stock, and when the
purpose of the members is for mutual help only, no capital stock shall
Provided, that the provisions of this law shall apply only
be required
to those persons engaged in agricultural pursuits, dairy business, nut
growers and fruit growers. The title of such corporation shall begin
with ''The," and end with "association," "company," "corporation," "exchange," "society" or "union." For the purpose of this law the "cooperative plan" shall be construed to mean a business corporation, when organized with a capital stock, that distributes the net profits of the business, by: First, the payment of a fixed dividend not to exceed eight per
cent, on its capital stock; second, setting aside a fixed per cent, annually
not to exceed 10 per cent, of the remaining profits until the reserve fund
reaches an amount not to exceed 50 per cent, of the capital stock; third,
dividing the remaining profits each year among the stockholders or patrons, or both as provided by bylaws, in proportion to patronage: Provided, that any agricultural or dairy business incorporated hereunder,
shall have the right to manufacture and deal in any article necessary to
the conduct of its business. (Acts 1920, p. 125.)
ciate themselves together

:

—

Editorial Note. The purpose and intent of this Chapter (Acts 1920, p. 125) seem
to be practically the same as those of Chapter 65-2 (Acts 1921, p. 139), and the as-

A
Marketing Associations.
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sociations authorized under the two Chapter! are very
and the right to organize an association thereunder are
later Act.

See

§

65-105

§

But

similar,
e:

\>ltr

tl
1

-

by the

65-226.

—The

incorporators shall sign and
acknowledge written articles of incorporation, which shall contain the
name of the corporation, the names and residences of the persons form65-102. Articles of incorporation.

ing same, the purposes of the organization, the principal place of business, the amount of capital stock, if any, the number of shares and par

and the names of those
term, and the time for which the corporation is to

value of each share, the
selected for the first

number

of directors,

continue, not to exceed 50 years. (Acts 1920, p. 126.)
65-103. Certified

copy
State,

copy of

articles of incorporation filed.

—A

certified

of the articles of incorporation shall be filed with the Secretary of

who

shall

them, and

file

edgment of said
which service he

filing

which

in his discretion issue his official

acknowl-

shall be returned to said corporation, for

shall receive the

sum

A

of $1.

certified

copy

of the orig-

and of the certificate of filing of the Secretary of State shall be filed with and recorded by the clerk of the superior
court in the charter book of the county in which said corporation has its
office or principal place of business, and for which said clerk shall be paid
the sum of $3. Said clerk shall thereupon deliver to said corporation a
certificate of such filing and recording which is hereby made its certificate of incorporation and right to commence business as such. (Acts
inal articles of incorporation

1920, p. 126.)

—

Editorial Note. The method of incorporation here provided is not permitted by
the Constitution. The Secretary of State is authorized to grant corporate powers
and privileges to banking, insurance, railroad, canal, navigation, express, and telegraph companies (see Const, Art. Ill, Sec. VII, Pan XVIII (§ 2-1818) and
§ 22-201); but manifestly, cooperative marketing associations do not come within
any of these classes. All other private companies are incorporated by the superior
courts, or the judges thereof in vacation. The filing of the copy of articles of incorporation with the clerk and recording such articles in the charter book is not
the action of the court or the judge thereof, and is not authorized by the Constitution.
An association such as is contemplated by this Chapter may be incorporated by the superior court, or the judge thereof in vacation, under Chapter 22-3.

65-104.

Amount

charter under this law
of capital stock.

No

Commencement

stock.

of capital

of business.

—

may

be granted for a corporation with any amount
corporation organized under this law with capital

commence business

20 per cent, of its capital
stock has been paid in in actual cash and a sworn statement to that effect has been filed with the Secretary of State. (Acts 1920, pp. 127, 129.)
stock shall

65-105. Directors

;

election,

until at least

term

of office,

and removal.

Officers.

Vot-

ing by stockholders. — Every association shall be managed by a beard of
directors of not less than five.

The

by and
such term

directors shall be elected

from the stockholders of the association at such time and for
of office as the bylaws may prescribe and shall hold office for the time for
which elected and until their successors are elected and shall enter upon
the discharge of their duties. A majority of the stockholders shall have
the power at any regular or special stockholders' meetings legally called,
to remove any director or official for cause, and fill the vacancy, and
thereupon the directors or officials so removed shall cease to be directors or officials of said association.

The

officers of

every such associa-

Marketing Associations.

5-106

§

tion shall be a president, one or
a treasurer,

who

said officers

must be a director

more

1704

vice presidents, a secretary and

shall be elected annually

by the

of the association.

directors,

The

and each

office of

of

secretary

may

be combined. Each stockholder shall be entitled to
e vote on all matters regardless of the amount of stock held or
owned. Voting by written proxy shall be permissible when the subject
shall have been plainly specified in writing. (Acts 1920, p. 127.)

and treasurer

65-106. Powers.

— Such association shall have the right to carry on the

any branches thereof, or any other
business. Such association shall have and may exercise the powers authorized by this Chapter and all other powers necessarily incidental
business for which

it

was

created, or

powers as may be exercised by private corporations
under the law, where the same are not inconsistent with those granted
by this Chapter. A corporation operating under this Chapter may buy,
sell, and own real estate and other property, sue and be sued in its corporate name, and may subscribe for, own, hold, and vote stock in any
thereto, with such

other similar corporation, or become a

where organized without
Cross-reference.

65-107. Stock

— Common

member

of

such corporation

capital stock. (Acts 1920, pp. 127, 128.)

powers of corporations, see

ownership

limit.

—No person

have an interest of more than 20 per

§

22-703.

shall be allowed to

own

cent, of the capital stock of

or

such

corporation. (Acts 1920, p. 127.)
65-1 CS.

Bylaws.

— Such associations shall have the power to adopt by-

laws prescribing qualifications for membership; the manner of becoming

member; on what conditions and when membership shall cease, and
the manner of expulsjon of a member; the duties of the directors and
officials; the manner of distributing the profits of the business; and such
other rules and regulations for its officials and members as will tend to
make the corporation an effective business organization. (Acts 1920,
a

pp. 127, 128.)

Annual

report.

Application of law to corporations operating

under other laws.

— Each

corporation organized under the provisions of

65-109.

law shall make an annual report to the Secretary of State
Provided, such cooperative corporations shall be required to report the
this

names

:

and the amount of stock owned by each for
such years only as may be required by the Secretary of State. All cooperative corporations, companies or associations heretofore organized
and doing business under prior statutes, or which have attempted to
organize and do business, shall have the benefit of the provisions of this
law, and may be bound thereby on the paying of the fees provided for
in this law and filing with the Secretary of State a written declaration,
signed and sworn to by the president and secretary, to the effect that
such cooperative corporation or association has by a majority vote of
the stockholders decided to accept the benefit of and be bound by the
provisions of this law. No association organized under this law shall
be required to do or perform anything not specifically required herein
of its stockholders

Matm/i [NG Associai
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in order to

become

(Acts 1920,

p. 128.)

10

a corporation or to continue

business a.

itfl

—
Note. — This

Cross-reference. How corporate powers granted, see Const., Art. Ill, Sec. VII,
Par. XVIII (§ 2-1818).

See editorial r
section seems to be unconstitutional.
existing corporal ion may amend its charter 10 as to incoi
rate therein the provisions of this Chapter in the mam r provided by 8 22-308 et
seq. for the amendment of charters by the superior courts.
Editorial

under

An

65-103.

§

65-110. Title "cooperative," use of.

— No

company

corporation,

or

\

sociation hereafter organized or doing business for profit in this State,
shall be entitled to use the title "cooperative" as part of its corporate

or business

name

or

title,

unless

it

has complied with the provision

and any corporation, association or company violating the provisions of this section may be enjoined from doing business under such
name, at the instance of any stockholder or any association legally orthis law,

ganized hereunder.

(Acts 1920,

65-111. Dissolution.

—Any

p.

129.)

under the terms of
request by two-thirds of its members.
ciation organized

CHAPTER

company

cooperative corporation,
this

or asso-

law may dissolve on written

(Acts 1920,

p. 129.)

NONPROFIT COOPERATIVE ASSOCIATIONS
UNDER ACT OF 1921.

65-2.

Sec.

Sec.

Definitions of terms. Associations deemed nonprofit. Title
of Act.

65-201.

65-214.

Activities authorized.

65-215.

Marketing contracts.

65-216.

Use

of preferred stock to purchase property.

Organization.

65-202.
65-203.

Petition for charter; contents.

65-217.

Privileges and powers of asso-

65-204.

Amendment of charter.
Members of association.
Members without capital

65-218.

warehouse receipts.
Agreements and contracts

65-219.

Admission

65-205.

ciations;

stock;
stock; liability;
common stock; votes; preferred stock; transfer of common stock.

65-206.

issuance

of

among

65-220.

65-221.

associations.
of

associations

or-

ganized under other statutes.
Associations not deemed illegal.
Reports of associations.
General corporation laws appli-

65-207.

Adoption of bylaws.

65-208.

Directors.

65-209.

Officers.

65-210.

Removal

of officers or directors.

65-224.

Inapplicable provisions of law
Word "cooperative" in business

65-211.

Meetings.
Special meetings of stockhold-

65-225.

names.
License fee;

65-212.

65-222.

cable.

65-223.

Powers; handling of products,

65-213.

exemption

from

franchise and license taxes.

ers.

65-226.

Effect of and as to earlier law.

borrowing, acquiring stocks,
ownership of property, etc.
65-201. Definitions of terms.
of Act.
(a)

—As

Associations deemed nonprofit.

used in this law,

The term

"agricultural products" shall include horticultural, viti-

cultural, forestry, dairy, live stock, poultry, bee

(b)

Title

The term "members"

shall include actual

without capital stock and holders of
ganized with capital stock.

common

and any farm products.

members

of associations

stock in associations or-

§
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The term

(c)

der this law

:

"association" shall

mean any corporation organized un-

and

The term "persons"

(d)

1706

shall include individuals, firms, partnerships,

corporations and associations.

Associations organized hereunder shall be deemed nonprofit, inasmuch
as they are not organized to make profits for themselves, as such, or for
their

members,

members

as such, but only for their

as producers.

This Chapter shall be referred to as "Cooperative Marketing Act."
(Acts 1921,

139.)

p.

— Five

more persons engaged in the producagricultural products may form a nonprofit, cooperative associa-

65-202. Organization.

tion of

or

with or without capital stock, under the provisions of this law.
(Acts 1921, p. 140.)

tion,

65-203. Petition for charter; contents.

— Such

persons desiring to be

incorporated under this Chapter must prepare and
clerk of the superior court of the county in

file

in the office of the

which they desire to transact

business, a petition for articles of incorporation, setting forth:
(a)

(b)
(c)

(d)

The
The
The
The
The

name

of the association.

purpose for which

it

is

formed.

place where its principal business will be transacted.

term for which

number

it is

to exist, not exceeding 20 years.

which must not be less than
five and may be any number in excess thereof, and the term of office
of such directors and the names and addresses of the persons who are
to serve as incorporating directors until their successors are elected and
(e)

of directors thereof,

;

qualified.
(i)

If

organized without capital stock, whether the property rights

and interest

of each

member

shall be equal or

unequal; and

if

unequal,

the articles shall set forth the general rule or rules applicable to

all

members by which the property rights and interests, respectively, of
each member may and shall be determined and fixed; and the association shall have the power to admit new members who shall be entitled
to share in the property of the association with the old

members,

in ac-

cordance with such general rule or rules. This provision of the charter
shall not be altered, amended, or repealed except by the written consent
or the vote of three-fourths of the

members.

organized with capital stock, the amount of such stock and
the number of shares into which it is divided and the par value thereof.
(g)

The

If

capital stock

may

be divided into preferred and

so divided, the petition for incorporation

number

must contain

common

stock.

If

a statement of the

which preference is granted and the number of shares of stock to which no preference is granted and the nature
and extent of the preference and privileges granted to each.

The

of shares of stock to

must be subscribed by the incorporators and verified by
them before an officer authorized by the law of this State to attest
petition

one of
deeds and conveyances; and shall be filed and further proceedings had
in accordance with the provisions of the general law for the incorpora-
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companies by the superior court

tion of private

(Acts 1921,

22-3.

§65
set forth in

a:-,

Chap

142; 1924, p. 83.;

p.

—

Cross-references. P>y whom corporations created, see § 22-201 and Con*t, Art.
VII, Par. XVIII (§ 2-1818). Corporations created by superior courts,
see Title 22, Corporations, Chapter 22-3.

Ill, Sec.

—

Editorial Note. The Act of 1921 from which this Chapter is codified provided
for "articles of incorporation to be filed in accordance with the general incorporaJ24, p. 83, int
tion law of the State." The General Assembly, by Acta
this to mean incorporation by the superior court under the general law.
tions 65-203 and 65-204 have been made to conform to the legislative intent thus
The Act of 1924 also provided that "all associations incorporated
expressed.
under charters granted by the superior courts or judges thereof prior to August
13, 1924 are hereby recognized and declared to be valid corporations."
(

\

!

Amendment

65-204.

of charter.

—Amendments

may

of the charter

be

authorized at any regular meeting of the stockholders or members, or at

any special meeting called
be approved by two-thirds

for that purpose.

representing a majority of

all

ments
in

to the charter,

when

of the directors

the

members

An amendment must
and then adopted by
of the association.

first

a vote

Amend-

so adopted, shall be applied for and secured

accordance with the provisions of the general law for the amendment

of charters of corporations created

by the superior

courts, as provided in

section 22-308 et seq. (Acts 1921, p. 143.)
Cross-reference.

by superior
65-205.

Members

prescribed in

common

—Amendments and

renewals of charters of corporations created

courts, see §§ 22-308 et seq.

its

of

association.

—Under

bylaws, an association

the

terms and conditions

may admit

as

members

(or issue

stock to) only persons or associations or corporations com-

posed solely of persons engaged in the production of the agricultural
products to be handled by or through the association, including the

and tenants of land used for the production of such products and
any lessors and landlords who receive as rent all or part of the crop
raised on the leased premises; and any such persons or associations of
persons or corporations may be citizens of or organized under the laws
of this State or any other State of the United States.
If a member of
a nonstock association shall be other than a natural person, such member may be represented by any individual, associate, officer or member
lessees

thereof, duly authorized in writing.

under

may become

a

member

One

association organized here-

or stockholder of any other association or

associations organized hereunder.

(Acts 1921,

p.

142;

1925, p.

150;

1929, p. 222.)

65-206.

Members without

capital stock; issuance of stock; liability;

common

stock; votes; preferred stock; transfer of

When

member

a

common

stock.

—

of an association established

without capital stock
have paid his membership fee in full, he shall receive a certificate
of membership.
No association shall issue stock to a member until it
shall have been fully paid for.
The promissory notes of the members
shall

may

be accepted by the association as full or partial payment. The association shall hold the stock as security for the payment of the note,
but such retention as security shall not affect the member's right to
vote.

Except for debts lawfully contracted between him and the asso-

:

§
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no member shall be liable for the debts of the association to an
amount exceeding the sum remaining- unpaid on his membership fee or
ciation,

his subscription to the capital stock, including

any promissory notes given
cooperative association shall

any unpaid balance or

payment thereof. No stockholder of a
own more than 20 per cent, of the common
in

and an association, in its bylaws, may limit
common stock which one member may own to any

stock of the association

;

amount of
amount less than 20 per
the

cent, of the

common

stock.

stockholder shall be entitled to more than one vote.

No member or
Any association

may issue preferred stock, with or
Such stock may be redeemable or retirable
terms and conditions as may be provided for

organized with stock under this law

without the right to vote.

by the association on such
by the articles of incorporation and printed on the face of the certificate.
The bylaws shall prohibit the transfer of the common stock of the association to persons not engaged in the production of the agricultural
products handled by the association, and such restrictions must be
printed upon every certificate of stock subject thereto. The association
may at any time, except when the debts of the association exceed 50
per cent, of the assets thereof, buy in or purchase its common stock at
book value thereof as conclusively determined by the board of directors
and pay for it in cash within one year thereafter. (Acts 1921, p. 147.)

—

Adoption of bylaws. Each association incorporated under
this law shall within 30 days after its incorporation, adopt for its government and management a code of bylaws not inconsistent with the
powers granted by this law. A majority vote of the members or stock65-207.

holders, or their written assent, shall be necessary to adopt such bylaws.

Each association under

its

bylaws may provide

for

any or

all of

the fol-

lowing matters
(a)

The

time, place

and manner

of calling,

and conducting

its

meet-

ings.

(b)

The number
The

of stockholders or

members

members

constituting a quorum.

by proxy or by
mail or by both, and the conditions, manner, form and effects of such
(c)

right of

or stockholders to vote

votes.

(d)

The number

(e)

The

of directors

of directors constituting a

qualifications,

and

officers

;

quorum.

compensation and duties and term of office
time of their election and the mode and man-

ner of giving notice thereof.
(f)

Penalties for violations of bylaws.

The amount of entrance, organization and membership fees, if
any; the manner and method of collection of the same, and the pur(g)

poses for which they
(h)

may

be used.

The amount which each member

or stockholder shall be required

on the business
of the association; the charge, if any, to be paid by each member or
stockholder for services rendered by the association to him and the time

to

pay annually or from time to time,

if

at

all,

to carry

1
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payment and the manner

of

§ 65 /

and the marketing contract
members or stockholders which every

between the association and

of collection;
its

member or stockholder may be required to sign.
(i) The number and qualification of members

or stockholders of the

membership or ownership
of common stock; the method, time and manner of permitting memL
to withdraw or the holders of common stock to transfer their stock; the
manner of assignment and transfer of the interest of members and oi
the shares of common stock; the conditions upon which and time when
membership of any member shall cease. The automatic suspension of
the rights of a member when he ceases to be eligible to membership in
the association, and mode, manner and effect of the expulsion of a member; manner of determining the value of a member's interest and provision for its purchase by the association upon the death or withdrawal
of a member or stockholder, or upon the expulsion of a member or forfeiture of his membership, or, at the option of the association, by conclusive appraisal by the board of directors. In case of the withdrawal
or expulsion of a. member, the board of directors shall equitably and
conclusively appraise his property interests in the association and shall
fix the amount thereof in money, which shall be paid to him within one
association and the conditions precedent to

year after such expulsion or withdrawal.
65-208. Directors.

by

a

board of not

—The

affairs

than

less

(Acts 1921,

p. 144.)

five directors, elected

by the

own number. The bylaws may

stockholders from their

managed
members or

of the association shall be

provide that the

which the association shall have members shall be divided
into districts and that the directors shall be elected according to such
districts.
In such a case the bylaws shall specify the number of directors to be elected by each district, the manner and method of reapportioning the directors and of redistricting the territory covered by the
The bylaws may provide that primary elections sha-11 be
association.
territory in

held in each district to elect the directors apportioned to such districts,

and the result of all such primary elections must be ratified by the next
regular meeting of the association. The bylaws may provide that one
or

more

directors

may

be appointed by the State Commissioner of Ag-

dean of the College of Agriculture or any other public
or commission. The director or directors so appointed need not

riculture, the
official

be members or stockholders of the association, but shall have the same

powers and rights as other directors. An association may provide a
fair remuneration for the time actually spent by its officers and directors
in its service.

No

director, during the

term of

his office, shall be a party

with the association differing

to a contract for profit

the business relations accorded regular

members

in

any way from

or holders of

common

stock of the association, or to any other kind of contract differing from

terms generally current

in that district.

of directors shall occur, other

members

of the board,

by

When

a

vacancy on the board

than by expiration of term, the remaining

a majority vote, shall

the bylaws provide for an election of directors

fill

the vacancy, unless

by

district.

In such a

,

§
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case the board of directors shall immediately call a special meeting of

members

the

or stockholders in that district to

the vacancy.

fill

(Acts

1921, p. 146.)

65-209. Officers.

— The

directors shall elect

from

their

number

a presi-

dent and one or more vice presidents. They shall also elect a secretary
and treasurer, who need not be directors, and they may combine the

two

and designate the combined office as secretary-treasurer. The treasurer may be a bank or any depositary, and as such shall
not be considered as an officer but as a function of the board of directors.
In such case the secretary shall perform the usual accounting
latter offices

duties of the treasurer, excepting that the funds shall be deposited only
as authorized

65-210.

by the board

Removal

of directors.

(Acts 1921,

of officers or directors.

by

—Any

p. 147.)

member may bring

them

with the
secretary of the association, together with a petition signed by 10 per
cent, of the members, requesting the removal of the officer or director
in question.
The removal shall be voted upon at the next regular or
special meeting of the association, and, by a vote of a majority of the
charges against an

officer or director

filing

members, the association may remove the

in writing

and fill the
charges
such
shall have
whom
been brought shall be informed in writing of the charges previous to the
meeting and shall have an opportunity at the meeting to be heard in
person or by counsel and to present witnesses and the person or persons bringing the charges against him shall have the same opportunity.
In case the bylaws provide for election of directors by districts with
primary elections in each district, the petition for removal of a director
shall be signed by 20 per cent, of the members residing in the district
from which he was elected. The board of directors shall call a special
meeting of the members residing in that district to consider the revacancy.

The

officer or director

director or officer against

;

moval

of the director.

that district,

(Acts 1921,

By

a vote of the majority of the

the director in question shall be

members

removed from

of

office.

p. 148.)

65-211. Meetings.

— In

bylaws each association shall provide for
one or more regular meetings annually. The board of directors shall
have the right to call a special meeting at any time, and 10 per cent, of
the

members

its

or stockholders

may

file

a petition stating the specific busi-

ness to be brought before the association and

any time.

Such meeeting

demand

a special meeting

thereupon be called by the directors.
Notice of all meetings, together with a statement of the purpose thereof,
shall be mailed to each member at least 10 days prior to the meeting:
at

shall

Provided, however, that the bylaws

may

may

require instead that such notice

be given by publication in a newspaper of general circulation, pub-

lished at the principal place of business of the association.

(Acts 1921,

p. 145.)

65-212. Special meetings of stockholders.

—Upon

demand

of one-third

board of directors, any matter that has been approved or
passed by the board must be referred to the entire membership or the
of the entire

stockholders for decision at the next special or regular meeting:

Pro-
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vided, however, that a special meeting

(Acts 1921,

may

\2\\

be called for the plirpc

I

p. 149.)

Powers; handling of products, borrowing, acquiring stocks,
ownership of property, etc. Each association incorporated under this
law shall have the following powers:
(a) To engage in any activity in connection with the marketing,
65-213.

—

drying,

preserving,

harvesting,

selling,

processing,

packing,

canning,

any agricultural products promembers; or the manufacturing or market-

storing, handling, ginning or utilizing of

duced or delivered to it by its
ing of the byproducts thereof; or in connection with the purchase, hiring,
or use by its members of supplies, machinery or equipment; or in the
financing of any such activities; or in any one or more of the activities
specified in this section. The association, however, may handle and deal
in the agricultural

products of nonmembers equal in value

greater in value than, that handled by

for

but not

members.

To borrow money and to make advances to members.
To act as the agent or representative of any member or members

(b)
(c)

in

it

to,

above-mentioned

any

of the

(d)

To purchase

activities.

or otherwise acquire,

and to hold, own, and exercise

and to sell, transfer, or pledge shares of the
capital stock or bonds of any corporation or association engaged in any
related activity or in the handling or marketing of any of the products
handled by the association.
all

rights of ownership in,

(e)

To

such other property as
(f)

To

and

establish reserves

may

to invest the funds thereof in

be provided in the bylaws.

buy, hold and exercise

real or personal property as

bonds or

may

all

privileges of ownership over such

be necessary or convenient for the con-

duct and operation of any of the business of the association or incidental
thereto.

To

(g)

apply

for, establish, register, secure,

own, and develop patents,

trade-marks and copyrights.

To do

(h)

ment

everything necessary, suitable or proper for the accomplish-

any one of the purposes or the attainment of any of the objects
herein enumerated; or conducive to or expedient for the interest or benefit of the association; and to contract accordingly; and to exercise and
possess all powers, rights and privileges necessary or incidental to the
purposes for which the association is organized or to the activities in
which it is engaged and in addition, any other rights, powers and privileges granted by the laws of this State to ordinary corporations, except
such as are inconsistent with express provisions of this law; and to do
any such thing anywhere. (Acts 1921, p. 140; 1929, p. 222.)
of

;

65-214. Activities authorized.

engage

in

any

—An

association

may

be organized to

marketing or selling of
members, or with the harvesting, pre-

activity in connection with the

the agricultural products of

its

serving, drying, processing, canning, packing, storing, handling, shipping,

ginning or utilizing thereof; or in connection with the manufacture,
ing or supplying to

its

members

of machinery,

sell-

equipment or supplies

;

or

—
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the financing of the above-enumerated activities; or in any one or

more

(Acts 1921,

of the activities specified herein.

p. 140.)

—

Marketing contracts. The association and its members maymake and execute marketing contracts, requiring the members to sell,
for any period of time, not over 10 years, all or any specified part of
their agricultural products or specified commodities exclusively to or
through the association or any facilities to be created by the associa65-215.

tion.

The

contract

the products of

its

may

provide that the association
members, with or without taking

may

sell

title

thereto; and

or resell

pay over to its members the resale price, after deducting all necessary
selling, overhead and other costs and expenses, including dividends on
preferred stock, not exceeding eight per cent, per annum, and reserves
for retiring the stock, if any; and other proper reserves; and dividends
not exceeding eight per cent, per annum upon common stock; or other
The bylaws and the marketing contract may
items deemed proper.
fix. as liquidated damages, specified sums to be paid by the member or
stockholder to the association upon the breach by him of any provision
of the marketing contract regarding the sale or delivery or withholding
of products and may further provide that the member will pay all costs,
premiums on bonds, expenses and fees in case any action is brought
upon the contract by the association and any such provisions shall be
In the event of any
valid and enforceable in the courts of this State.
such breach or threatened breach of such marketing contract by a member, the association shall be entitled to an injunction to prevent the
further breach of the contract, and to a decree of specific performance
Pending the adjudication of such an action and upon filing a
thereof.
verified petition showing the breach or threatened breach, and upon
filing a sufficient bond, the association shall be entitled to a temporary
restraining order and preliminary injunction against the member. (Acts
;

;

1921, p. 149.)

65-216.

Use

of preferred stock to purchase property.

—Whenever

an

association organized hereunder with preferred capital stock shall pur-

chase the stock or any property, or any interest in any property of any
person, firm, corporation, or association,
so incurred, wholly or in part,

shares of

its

it

may

by exchanging

preferred capital stock to an

discharge the obligations
for the acquired interest,

amount which

at par value

would equal a fair market value of the stock or interest so purchased, as
determined by the board of directors. In that case the transfer to the
association of the stock or interest purchased shall be equivalent to pay-

ment

in

cash for the shares of stock issued. (Acts 1921,

p. 150.)

and powers of associations; warehouse receipts.
An association may organize, form, operate, own, control, have an interest in, own stock of, or be a member of any other corporation, or
corporations, with or without capital stock, and engaged in preserving,
65-217. Privileges

drying, processing, canning, packing, storing, handling, shipping, ginning, utilizing, manufacturing, marketing, or selling of the agricultural

products handled by the association, or the byproducts thereof. If such
corporations shall be warehousing corporations, they may issue legal

warehouse receipts

to the association or to

any other person, and such

—
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legal

warehouse receipts

shall be considered

the extent of the current value of the

§6.5-222

as adequate collateral to

commodity

repri tented

tl

In case such warehouse shall be licensed or licensed and bonded
the laws of this State or the United States, its warehouse receipt

u:

not be challenged or discriminated against because of ownership or
(Acts 1921, p. 151.)
trol, wholly or in part, by the association.

c

—

Agreements and contracts among associations. Any association may, upon resolution adopted by its board of directors, enter into
all necessary and proper contracts and agreements, and make all necessary and proper stipulations, agreements and contracts and arra:
ments with any other cooperative corporation, association or associations formed in this or in any other State, for the cooperative and more
economical carrying on of its business or any part or parts thereof. Any
two or more associations may by agreement unite in employing and
using or may separately employ and use the same methods, means and
agencies for carrying on and conducting their respective businesses.
65-218.

(Acts 1921,

p. 152.)

Admission of associations organized under other statutes.
Any corporation or association organized under any statute of this or
any other State may by majority vote of its stockholders or members be
brought under the provisions of this Chapter by limiting its membership
to the classes mentioned herein and adopting the other restrictions provided herein and securing a charter, if it has not done so already, from
the superior court or the judge of the circuit in which such association
has or is to have its principal office and place of business, which charter
shall be recorded, as are charters of other corporations created by superior courts, or the judges thereof; and such corporations shall thereby
become entitled to all the privileges and imir unities, and subject to all
65-219.

;

the restrictions contained in this law. (Acts 1925, pp. 150, 151.)
65-220. Associations not

deemed

illegal.

—No

association

organized

hereunder shall be deemed to be a combination in restraint of trade or
an illegal monopoly; or an attempt to lessen competition or fix prices
arbitrarily; nor shall the marketing contracts or agreements between
the association and its members or any agreement authorized in this
Chapter be considered illegal or in restraint of trade. (Acts 1921, p. 153.)
65-221. Reports of associations.

— Each

association formed under this

Chapter shall prepare and make out an annual report on forms furnished

by the Secretary

of State containing the

cipal place of business

tions during the fiscal

name

of the association, its prin-

and a general statement of its business operayear, showing the amount of capital stock paid

up and the number of stockholders of a stock association or the number
of members and amount of membership fees received, if a nonstock association

;

the total expenses of operation

ness, or liability,

and

its

balance sheets.

;

the

amount

(Acts 1921,

65-222. General corporation laws applicable.

—The

p.

of its indebted150.)

provisions of the

general corporation laws of this State, and all powers and rights thereunder, shall apply to the associations organized hereunder except where

§
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such provisions are

in conflict

Cross-references.

Powers and

with or inconsistent with the express pro-

(Acts 1921,

visions of this law.

1714

p. 153.)

— Corporations

liabilities of

created by superior courts, see Chapter 22-3.
corporations and stockholders, see Title 22, Corporations,

Chapters 22-7 to 22-11.
65-223. Inapplicable provisions of law.

— No

provisions of law which

are in conflict with this law shall be construed as applying to the associations herein provided for.

65-224.

Word

(Acts 1921,

p. 151.)

"cooperative" in business names.

— No person, firm, cor-

poration or association, hereafter organized or doing business in this
State as a cooperative association to market agricultural products shall
be entitled to use the word "cooperative" as part of its corporate or
other business name or title unless it shall have complied with the provisions of this Chapter or of the law on cooperative marketing associations provided for in Chapter 65-1. (Acts 1921, p. 151.)

—

exemption from franchise and license taxes.
Each association organized hereunder shall pay an annual license fee of
$10. but shall be exempt from all franchise or license taxes.
(Acts 1921,
65-225. License fee;

p.

153.)

65-226. Effect of

and as

to earlier law.

—The provisions

of this

Chapter

no way interfere with, or make void, the cooperative law as contained in Chapter 65-1 (Acts 1920, p. 125), or affect associations previously organized, or prevent the formation, organization, and incorporation of associations in the future under the said Chapter; nor shall the
said Chapter in any way interfere with or make void the provisions of
shall in

this Chapter, as it affects associations

for incorporation of cooperative

organized hereunder.

marketing associations

Petitions

shall set forth

under which Chapter the said association is to be incorporated, and the law so specified shall be the law governing the said association. (Acts 1921, p. 153.)
specifically

MARRIAGE:
and

See Title

30,

Divorce and Alimony; Title

53,

Husband

AVife.

MARSHALING ASSETS:
37-406.

See Title

37,

Equity, §§ 37-403, 37-405,

TITLE

66.

MASTER AND SERVANT.

'

Chap.

Employment and wages

66-101

Indentured servants and apprentices

66-201

3.

Injuries to employees in general

66-301

4.

Injuries to railroad employees

66-401

Crimes

66-9901

66-

1.

66- 2.
6666-

Sec.

66-99.

CROSS-REFERENCES.
Agent's liability for exceeding his authority: See Title 4, Agency, § 4-409.
Aiding or inducing seamen to desert: See Title 98, Shipping and Seamen, § 98-9908.
Child labor: See Title 54, Industrial Relations, Chapter 54-3.
Contract for services, fraudulently procuring money on: See Title 26, Crimes and
Punishment, §§ 26-7408, 26-7409.
Hours of labor in factories: See Title 54, Industrial Relations, Chapter 54-2.
Laborers' liens: See Title 67, Mortgages, Conveyances to Secure Debt, and Liens,
Chapter 67-18.
Personal services, injunction to restrain breach of contract for: See Title 55,
Injunctions and Receivers, § 55-107.
Torts by and to employees: See Title 105, Torts, Chapters 105-5, 105-6, §§ 105-107
to 105-109.

Workmen's compensation:

CHAPTER

See Title

66-1.

114,

EMPLOYMENT AND WAGES.
Sec.

Sec.

Term

66-102.

employment.
Payment of wages in lawful

66-103.

money or checks.
Wages of deceased employee

66-101.

Workmen's Compensation.

of

paid to widow, minors, or
guardian; exemption from

66-104.

Fund to be paid over on demand of widow or minor
children.

6 6-105.

Payment operates

66-106.

Redemption

of checks, etc., for

wages.

garnishment.

66-101. (3133)

Term

of employment.

—That

wages are payable

stipulated period raises the presumption that the hiring

period; but

if

as release,

anything

in the contract shall

show

is

for

that the hiring

at a

such

was

for a longer term, the mere reservation of wages for a lesser time will
not control. An indefinite hiring may be terminated at will by either
party. (83 Ga. 778 (10 S. E. 584).)

—

Cross-references. Suit by agent on breach of contract of agency, see § 4-215.
Parol contracts of overseers, see § 4-502. Question of fact for jury, see § 38-113.
Presumptions rebuttable, see § 38-118. Hiring, see Title 12, Bailments, Chapter
12-2.

66-102.

Payment

of

wages

in lawful

money

or checks.

— Every person,

firm or corporation, including steam and electric railroads, but not in-

cluding farming, sawmill and turpentine industries, employing wageworkers, skilled or unskilled, engaged in manual, mechanical or clerical
labor, including all employees, except officials, superintendents, or other

;;

§
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who may

be employed by the month
year at stipulated salaries, shall make payments in cheeks or lawful
money oi the United States to said employees, laborers and workers or
to their authorized representatives; such payments to be made on such

heads or subheads of departments,

during the month as may be decided upon by such person, firm or
corporation
Provided, however, that the dates so selected shall be such
ites

:

month will be divided into at least two equal periods; and the
payments made on each such date snail in every case correspond to the
full net amount of wages or earnings due said employees, laborers, or
wageworkers for the period for which said payment is made. (Acts 1919,
that the

P. 388.)

—

Cross-reference. Tender, see § 20-1105. State cannot make anything but gold
silver coin a tender in payment of debts, see Const. U. S., Art. I, Sec. 10, Par.
Penalty for employer's failure to pay wages semimonthly in lawful
<§ 1-134).
money or check: insolvency as defense; extension of time, see § 66-9901. Redemp-

and
1

tion of checks for wages, see § 66-106.

Wages

employee paid to widow, minors,
It shall be lawful upon the
death of any person employed by any railroad company or other corporation doing business in this State, who may have wages due him
by said railroad company or other corporation, and who shall leave surviving him a widow or minor child or children, to pay all of said wages
when they do not exceed $300, and, in case such wages exceed $300
to pay the sum of $300 thereof to the surviving widow of such employee
in case he has no surviving widow, but leaves surviving a minor child
or children, said sum shall be paid to said minor child or children without any administration upon the estate of said employee, and said
funds to the amount of $300 after the death of said employee shall be
exempt from any and all process of garnishment. (Acts 1898, p. 91
66-103.

(3134)

or guardian

;

of deceased

exemption from garnishment.

—

1901, p. 60; 1915, p. 21.)
Cross-reference.

Chapter

— Exemptions

from garnishment, see

Title

46,

Garnishment,

46-2.

on demand of widow or minor
children.
It shall be the duty of such railroad company, or other corporation, to pay over said fund on the demand of the widow, and in
case there be no surviving widow, then on the demand of the minor
66-104.

(3135)

Fund

to be paid over

—

child or children, or the guardian thereof.

66-105.

(3136)

Payment operates

(Acts 1901,

as release.

p. 60.)

—The paying over of the

fund under the preceding sections shall operate as a release from all
claims to said fund or against said railroad company or other corporation
by the estate of said employee or creditors thereof, or the claims of the

widow

or minor child or children, or the guardian thereof. (Acts 1901,

p. 60.)

—

Redemption of checks, etc., for wages. Any corporation
or person doin^ business of any kind in this State, who shall issue checks
or written evidences of indebtedness for the wages of laborers, shall redeem at full value, in cash, such written evidences of indebtedness, on
demand and presentation to the proper person on the regular monthly
pay day, and if there shall be no regular monthly pay day, then upon
demand and presentation on any regular business day after 30 days
66-106. ("2235)

;

866
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from the issuance thereof; and

redeem such

for every failure to

evi-

dences of indebtedness, said corporation or person shall be Liable to the
owner thereof in the sum of $10, to be recovered by suit, unless
corporation or person shall, upon the trial, prove insolvency or actual
(/.
inability to redeem at the time of demand and presentation.
1888, p. 48.)
Cross-reference.

— Payment

CHAPTER

of

wages

in

lawful

money

or checks, see § 60-102.

INDENTURED SERVANTS AND

66-2.

APPRENTICES.
Sec.

Sec.

66-201.

Indenture service; consideration; term; duplicate contract;

66-208.

Ri^ht of master.
Right of apprentice to maintenance, protection and hu-

66-209.

Jurisdiction

66-207.

record.
66-202.

may

Parents

bind

mane

out minor

children.
66-203.

over disputes

be-

tween master and apprentice.

Ordinary or judge of county
court may bind out minors in

66-210.

certain cases.
66-204.

treatment.

How

relation

dissolved

or

changed.

Apprentice need not sign in-

66-211.

Allowance

denture.

at the expiration of

service.

66-205.

Evidence of indenture of imported servant.

66-206.

Master's duties to apprentice.

66-212.

Right of action against person
employing apprentice.

66-201. (3117) Indenture service; consideration; term; duplicate contract; record.

—Any person

of full

age

may

bind himself for a valuable

consideration to any citizen of this State for a limited

not exceeding five

;

number

of years,

the contract of apprenticeship shall be in duplicate,

and witnessed in the same manner as deeds the original shall be kept
by the master, and the duplicate shall be filed and recorded either in the
office of the judge of the county court or in the ordinary's office. (Acts
;

1866, p. 8.)

—

Cross-references. Binding out indigent orphans, see § 49-228. Custody, care
and indenture of children by institutions, see § 35-504. Directors of institution are

guardians of children, see
29-406, 29-408.

§

35-516.

Deeds,

how

attested for record, see §§ 29-405,

—

may

bind out minor children. All minors
may, by whichever parent has the legal control of them, be bound out
as apprentices to any respectable person until they attain the age of 21
years or for a shorter period. (Acts 1865-6, p. 6.)
66-202. (3123) Parents

Cross-reference.

— Custody

of

minor

children, see

§

74-107.

county court may bind out
minors in certain cases. It shall be the duty of the judge of the county
court, or the ordinary, to bind out in like manner all minors whose parents are dead, or whose parents reside out of the county, the profits
of whose estates are insufficient for their support and maintenance;
also, all minors whose parents, from age, infirmity, or poverty, -are unable to support them: Provided, that before the judge of the county
court or ordinary shall bind out any such minor, such judge or ordinary
66-203. (3124)

Ordinary or judge of

—

by a plainly written citation, calling upon all
persons interested to show cause why such minor should not be bound
out, and specifying the time and place when he will pass upon the same
shall give 15 days' notice,

§

Master and Servant.
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one of which citations shall be posted on the courthouse door of the
county, and the other at some public place in the militia district in
which said minor may then be, and shall also cause copies of said citation to be served upon the next of kin of said minor, if any be found
in said county, at least 10 days before the hearing, and if no next of
kin are found in the county, then the citation to be published once a
week, for four weeks, in the paper in which the legal advertisements
are published and in all such cases the judge or ordinary shall appoint
for such minor a guardian ad litem before binding him or her out, which
guardian ad litem shall not be the applicant nor any relation of his.
After a full hearing such judge or ordinary may bind out such minor
or minors, if no blood kin of said minor or minors w ho are willing and
competent to undertake their support and maintenance appear, and if
no other good cause to the contrary be shown by such guardian ad
litem, or any other person. (Acts 1865-6, pp. 6, 8; 1875, p. 19.)
;

r

—

Cross-references. Binding out indigent orphans, see § 49-228. Indenture of
children by charitable institutions, see § 35-504. Directors of institution are guardians of children, see § 35-516. Ordinary may appoint guardian or commit to
institution, in certain cases, see § 74-110.
Courts to commit certain classes of
children to eleemosynary institutions, see § 35-601.

(3118) Apprentice need not sign indenture.

66-204.

—

It shall

not be

necessary for the apprentice to sign the indenture of apprenticeship.
(Acts 1865-6, pp. 6-8.)
(3121) Evidence of indenture of imported servant.

66-205.

testation of

any consul

United States

of the

— The

at-

shall be evidence of the

execution of the articles of indenture of apprenticeship or contract of
service of an imported servant.
Cross-reference.

—Attestation

(Acts 1860,

p. 11.)

of papers out of this State, see

—

(3119) Master's duties to apprentice.

66-206.

§

29-409.

be the duty of

It shall

the master to teach the apprentice the business of husbandry, house

which shall be specified in the instrument of apprenticeship; to furnish him with protection, wholesome food, suitable clothing, and necessary medicine and
medical attendance; to teach him habits of industry, honesty, and morality to cause him to be taught to read English and to govern him with
humanity, using only the same degree of force to compel his obedience
(Acts 1865-6, pp. 6-8.)
as a father may use with his minor child.
service, or

some other

useful trade or occupation,

;

;

66-207.

(3120) Right of master.

—The

master shall be entitled to the

reasonable labor of the apprentice under his direction, and shall have a

any other person who, with notice, shall employ
such servant. If the indented servant shall have been imported by the
master, he shall recover damages at least equal to double the amount per
month for which such indented person contracted to serve. (Acts 1860,
right of action against

p.

11; 1865-6, pp. 6, 7.)
Cross-references.

of action, see

66-208.

humane

§

— Enticing away

apprentices, punishment, see

§

66-9902.

Right

66-212.

(3122) Right of apprentice to maintenance, protection and

treatment.

— Such

indented person

is

entitled to maintenance,

and humane treatment; and upon proof to the court in which
the contract was filed and recorded that he is denied either of them, or
protection,
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the consideration of his indenture, the court shall pass an order declaring the indenture revoked and annulled. (Act 17%, Cobb, 962.)
66-209. (3125) Jurisdiction
prentice.

— In

over disputes between

master and ap-

controversies between a master and his apprenl

all

pending the existence of the

judge of the county court, or
the ordinary, may exercise jurisdiction, and on complaint of eitl
party, and notice to the other, may cause justice to be done in a summary manner. If the master is in default, he shall be fined, at the
discretion of the court, not exceeding $50; and if the apprentice, the
court may order such correction as the circumstances may demand, not
extending to cruelty. (Acts 1865-6, p. 6.)

How

66-210. (3126)

relation, the

relation dissolved or changed.

— By

consent of

may

the parties, the judge of the county court or the ordinary

dissolve

the relation at any time; and on the death of the master, the said judge
or ordinary

may

either dissolve

it

or substitute in place of the deceased

some member

his legal representative or

which event

of his family; in

the person substituted, by filing a written acceptance, shall thenceforth

bound for all the duties of the original master.
consent
Dissolution by
or for the death of the master shall be subject
to the sound discretion of the judge of the county court or of the ordinary, as also shall be the selection of a successor to the master as above
have

all

the rights and be

shall

no successor shall be designated, and his acceptance
within three months after the death of the master, the relation
no longer exist. The judge of the county court or the ordinary

may

also dissolve the relation, at the instance of the master, for gross

mentioned; but
filed

if

misconduct of the apprentice; or at the instance of the apprentice, or
any friend of his, for cruelty of the master, or for failure to furnish
food, clothing, medicine, or medical attendance, or for jeopardy of the
good morals of the apprentice, by reason of the master's depraved conduct.

(Acts 1865-6, pp. 6-8.)

66-211.

(3127) Allowance at the expiration of service.

—To the master

belong the proceeds of the apprentice's labor but at the expiration of his term of service a faithful apprentice shall be entitled to a
small allowance from the master with which to begin life the amount
to be left, in the first instance, to the master's generosity. If the master
shall offer less than $100, the apprentice may decline it. and cite the
shall

;

;

master before the judge of the county court or the ordinary; and after
hearing both parties and their witnesses,
ordinary shall

amount

the

fix

sum

if

any. the said judge or the

to be paid, increasing or diminishing the

offered, according to the merits of the apprentice, the

of the master,

and the length and

fidelity of the service.

means

(Acts 1So5-o,

pp. 6-8.)

66-212.

(3128) Right of action against person employing apprentice.

—The master shall

have a right of action against any person employing

his apprentice with notice of the fact,

and the damages recovered

shall

not be less than $25.

—

(Acts 1865-6. pp. 6-8.)
Right of action by master, see

Cross-references.
enticing away apprentice, see

§

66-9902.

§

66-207.

Punishment for

§

Master and Servant.
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CHAPTER

INJURIES TO EMPLOYEES IN GENERAL.

66-3.

Sec

Sec.

Care required of master; warn-

301.

v

Assumption of risks by servants.
Lack of knowledge of

66-303.

ing to servants of defects or

dangers.
:
-
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defects or dangers.

Contracts exempting

^2.

irom

liability for

master

Injuries to coemployees; liability of master.

66-304.

negligence.

(3130) Care required of master; warning to servants of de-

66-301.

fects or dangers.

—The master

bound

is

selection of servants, and not to retain

to exercise ordinary care in the

them

knowledge of incomfurnishing machinery equal in kind to

petency; he shall use like care in

after

that in general use, and reasonably safe for all persons

with ordinary care and diligence.

If

who

operate

there are latent defects in

chinery, or dangers incident to an employment,

unknown

it

ma-

to the servant,

which the master knows or ought to know, he shall give the servant
warning in respect thereto.
(83 Ga. 75 (9 S. E. 1049); 92 Ga. 713

of

(18 S. E. 974)

;

92 Ga. 95 (18

S.

E. 360).)

—

Cross-references. Contributory negligence by railroad employee not bar recovery, see § 66-402.
Negligence, see Title 105, Torts, Chapter 105-6. Master's
duties to apprentice, see § 66-206.

(3132) Contracts exempting master from liability for negli-

66-302.

gence.

—All

contracts between master and servant,

made

in considera-

employment, whereby the master is exempted from liability to
the servant arising from the negligence of the master or his servants, as
such liability is fixed by law, shall be null and void, as against public
tion of

policy.

(Acts 1895,

Cross-references.
§

20-504.

— Railroads,

Punishment

66-303.

(3131)

p. 97.)

Contracts against public policy, see
see § 66-404.
for criminal negligence of railroad employee, see § 66-9910.

Assumption

of defects or dangers.

ployment, and
himself.

is

of risks

by

servants.

Lack

of

—A servant assumes the ordinary risks

bound

to exercise his

own

skill

knowledge
of his em-

and diligence to protect

In suits for injuries arising from the negligence of the master

comply with the duties imposed by section 66-301, in order
that the servant may recover it must appear that the master knew or
ought to have known of the incompetency of the other servant, or of the
defects or danger in the machinery supplied; and it must also appear
that the servant injured did not know and had not equal means of knowing such fact, and by the exercise of ordinary care could not have known
in failing to

thereof.

(92 Ga. 713 (18 S. E. 974)

;

83 Ga. 75 (9 S. E. 1049)

;

68 Ga. 842.)

—

Injury to employee of common carrier, see § 66-401. Assumpby employee of common carrier, see § 66-403. Negligence, generally,
see Title 105, Torts, Chapter 105-6. See Title 114, Workmen's Compensation.
Cross-references.

tion of risk

66-304.

(3129) Injuries to coemployees; liability of master.

in case of railroad

— Except

companies, the master shall not be liable to one serv-

ant for injuries arising from the negligence or misconduct of other servants about the

same business.

—

(1

Ga. 195, 198.

55 Ga. 482.)

Cross-references. Employees of railroads, see § 66-401. Injuries
agent, see § 4-217. See Title 114, Workmen's Compensation.

by another
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CHAPTER

66

g

INJURIES TO RAILROAD EMPLOYEES.

66-4.

Sec.

Sec.

66-401.

personal injuries
or death; who may recover;

Liability

for

measure
66-402.

of

r/)

407>

,

damages; pre-

66-404.

sumption.
Contributory negligence; ordinary care; comparative negli-

66-408.

and

66-409.

66-405.

Limitation to right of action.

"Common

66-410.

what term

carrier,"

Automatic door

as used in Chapter includes.

firebox

of

Recovery by employee ma'
run of more than 13 hours,
etc.

who may

(2782) Liability for personal injuries or death;

66-401.

to

same

locomotive, duty to provi

set-off of indemnity.

66-406.

Liability of railroad company
to employees for neglig<
of employees of another rail-

road company using
terminal track.

Assumption of risk of employment
Contract to exempt from liability,

;

.

gence.
66-403.

Liability of receivers, trustees,
d assi; r) ,, s of ra)!r ,
,
P amca to «nP*°y«««.

cover; measure of damages; presumption.

— Every common carrier by

re-

rail-

road shall be liable in damages to any person suffering injury while he is
employed by such carrier, or, in case of death of such employee, to his
or her personal represeAtative, for the benefit of the surviving
or husband, or child or children of such employee, and

if

widow

none, then of

such employee's parents, and if none, then of the next of kin dependent
upon such employee, for such injury or death resulting in whole or in
part from the negligence of any of the officers, agents, or employees of
such carrier, or by reason of any defects or insufficiency, due to its
negligence, in its cars, engines, appliances, machinery, track, roadbed,
works, boats, wharves, or other equipment: Provided, nevertheless, no
recovery shall be had hereunder if the person killed or injured brought
about his death or injury by his own carelessness amounting to a failure
to exercise ordinary care

;

or

if

he,

by the exercise

of ordinary care,

could have avoided the consequences of the defendant's negligence.

measure
shall

of

damages

in case the injury results in

death of the employee

be that prescribed in sections 105-1301 to 105-1308:

the party or parties for

and the

five

whose

succeeding sections

benefit recovery

may

The

may

Provided, that

be had under this

sue and recover in their

own name

or

names in the manner prescribed by sections 105-1302, 105-1303, 105-1306,
and 105-1307, in case no administrator or executor has been appointed
at the time suit is filed. In case death shall result from injury to the employee, the employer shall be liable unless it, its agents, and its employees have exercised

all

the presumption being in

ordinary and reasonable care and diligence,

all

cases against the employer.

If

death shall

not result from the injury, the presumption of negligence shall be and
remain as provided by law in case of injury received by an employee in
the service of a railroad company.

(Acts 1909,

p. 160.)

—

Cross-references. Plaintiff's diligence, see § 105-603. Receiver's liability to employees, see § 66-407. Liabilities and duties of master and of servant, see §§ 66-301
to 66-304. Injuries to one agent by another, see § 4-217.

66-402. (2783) Contributory negligence; ordinary care; comparative

negligence.

by

—In

all

actions hereafter brought against any such

common

under or by virtue of any of the provisions of this,
the preceding, or the four succeeding sections, to recover damages for

carrier

railroad,

§

66-4
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;
-
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personal injuries to an employee, or where such injuries have resulted
in death, the fact that the employee may have been guilty of contributory negligence, not amounting to a failure to exercise ordinary care,
-

shall not bar a recovery, but the damages shall be diminished by the
jury in proportion to the amount of negligence attributable to such em-

Provided, that no such employee

who may

be injured or killed
shall be held to have been guilty of contributory negligence in any case
where the violation by such common carrier of any statute enacted for
ployee

:

the safety of employees contributed to the injury or death of such

(Acts 1909,

ployee.

Cross-reference.

em-

p. 160.)

— Criminal

negligence of railroad coemployee, see

§

66-9910.

—

66-403. (2784) Assumption of risk of employment.
In any action
brought against any common carrier by railroad under and by virtue of
any of the provisions of the two preceding sections, to recover damages for injuries to or the death of any of its employees, such employee

have assumed the risks of his employment in any
case where the violation by such common carrier of any statute enacted
shall not be held to

employees contributed to the injury or death of

for the safety of the

such employee.

(Acts 1909,

Cross-reference.
self,

see

must exercise own

skill

and diligence to protect him-

66-303.

§

66-404.

demnity.

— Servant

p. 160.)

(2785) Contract to

—Any contract,

exempt from

liability,

rule, regulation, or device

pose or intent of which shall be to enable any
road to exempt

from any

and

set-ofT of in-

whatsoever, the pur-

common

carrier

by

rail-

by the three preceding
sections, shall, to that extent, be void
Provided, that in any action
brought against any such common carrier by railroad, under or by virtue
of any of said sections, such common carrier may set off therein any
sum it has contributed or paid to any insurance, relief, benefit, or indemnity that may have been paid to the injured employee, or, in the
itself

liability created
:

event of death, to the person or persons entitled thereto on account of
the injury or death for which said action
Cross-references.
void, see § 66-302.
give no exemption

brought. (Acts 1909,

exempting master from liability for negligence are
Contracts against public policy, see § 20-504. Bylaws, etc.,
from liability for damage to person or property, see § 94-702.
§

66-9910.

(2786) Limitation to right of action.

—No action

tained under the four preceding sections, unless

years from the day the cause of action accrued.
Cross-reference.

66-406.

cludes.
shall

— Limitation

(2787)

p. 160.)

— Contracts

Criminal negligence, see

66-405.

is

— The term

"common

carrier,"

what term

carrier," as

used

main-

commenced within two
(Acts 1909,

of actions for personal injuries, see

"Common

shall be

§

p. 160.)

3-1004.

as used in Chapter in-

in the

preceding sections,

include the receiver or receivers or other person or corporation

charged with the duty of the management and operation of the business
of a common carrier.
(Acts 1909, p. 160.)
66-407. (2788;

Liability of receivers, trustees,

road companies to employees.

— The

and assignees of

rail-

liability of receivers, trustees, as-

Master and Servant.
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signees, and other like officers operating railroads

§66-410
in

this State, or par-

and damages to \>< *t ona in their employ,
caused by the negligence of coemployecs, or for injuries or dami
personal property, shall be the same as the liability now fixed by the
law governing the operation of railroad corporations in this State for
like injuries and damages; and a lien is hereby created on the gross income of any such railroad while in the hands of any such receiver, trustee, assignee, or other person, in favor of such injured employees, or
plaintiff, superior to all other liens against defendant under the law- of
tially in this State, for injuries

this State.

(Acts 1895,

p.

103; 1896, p. 63.)

—

Cross-references. Duties of receivers of railroads, see § 94-805. When receiver
Receivers not subject to garnishment, see $ 55-311.
of court, see § 55-301.
Receiver to pay liens out of first income, see § 94-802.

is officer

company to employees for neglianother railroad company using same terminal
more chartered railway companies whose lines

66-408. (2229) Liability of railroad

gence of employees of
track.

—Where

two or
the same

by contract use the same track within the
corporate limits in common, the company owning the track shall not be
responsible to its employees for injuries sustained solely by reason of
the negligent use of the track by the employees of the other company.
terminate in

city,

(79 Ga. 489, 7 S. E. 214.)

—

Automatic door to firebox of locomotive, duty to provide.
All steam railroad companies operating steam locomotive engines on
their railroads in this State shall provide and equip each steam locomo66-409.

tive engine so operated over their said road or roads in this State

with

Such autobe so constructed and operated by steam, compressed
as deemed best and most efficient by officers of such

an automatic door to the firebox of such locomotive engine.
matic door shall
air or electricity

railroad.
it

may

The

device for operating such door shall be so constructed that

be operated by the fireman of said engine by means of a push but-

ton or other appliance located on the floor of the engine deck or floor of
the tender at a suitable distance from such floor to enable the fireman

while firing such engine by pressure with his feet to operate such door
for firing of such engine:

Provided, however, that the provisions of this

section shall not apply to locomotive engines weighing less than 125.000

pounds on the driver, nor having less than 21-inch cylinder, nor to logging or tram roads, nor mechanically fired engines, nor locomotive engines engaged in interstate commerce. (Acts 1924, p. 173. 272 U. S. 605
(47 Sup. Ct. Rep. 207, 71 L. Ed. 432).)
Cross-reference.

—Penalty

for violation, see

§

66-9911.

Recovery by employee making run of more than 13
hours, etc. No employee of any railroad company shall be deprived of
his right to recover damages for personal injury by reason of the fact
that he, at the time of such injury, was making a run of more than 13
hours, or making a run aggregating more than 13 hours in 24 hours, or
had gone on duty after a 13 hours' run, or runs aggregating 13 hours,
before 10 hours' rest, as forbidden by section 18-106. (Acts 1890-1, p. 186.)
66-410. (2693)

—

Master and Servant.

§66-9901

CHAPTER

CRIMES.

66-99.

Sec

Sec.

Penalty for employer's failure
to pay wages in la \v f u 1
money or checks; insolvency
as defense; extension of

66-9907.

Conspiring or attempting to
prevent performance of du-

66-9008.

Hindering person

ties.

time.

00-0004.

66-9905.

66-9906.
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who

desires

to labor, etc.

Enticing away apprentices.
1\\ idence on trial.
loving servant, cropper, or

66-9909.

Hindering owner from working property or hiring labor-

66-9910.

Criminal negligence of railroad
employee.

66-9911.

Failure to provide and prop-

ers.

farm laborer of another.
Enticing-, and attempting to
entice away, a servant, cropper or farm laborer.
Unlawfully preventing laborers, etc., from performing du-

erly maintain automatic door
to firebox of locomotive.

ties.

pay wages

66-9901. Penalty for employer's failure to
or checks; insolvency as defense; extension

in lawful

of time. — In

case any em-

ployer contemplated by section 66-102 shall refuse or wilfully

make payments

to the wage-earner,

of

ployer, the

fail

wages or earnings when

manded, as therein required, upon the regular days

members

money

of

to

de-

payment, such em-

of the firm, the directors, officers, and superintend-

managers of corporations and associations shall, upon conviction,
be sentenced to pay a fine not exceeding $200; insolvency shall be the
only defense to an indictment for such an offense, and an extension of
time within which to pay said wages or salary shall operate to make the
offense under this law to be committed on the date last agreed upon for
payment of same. (Acts 1919, p. 388.)
ents or

66-9902. (121 P. C.) Enticing

persons shall associate

away

apprentices.

—

If

any two or more

themselves together in any society or organization

with intent and for the purpose of preventing, in any manner, any person from apprenticing himself to learn and practice any trade, craft, vocation, or calling, or for the purpose of inducing, by persuasion, threats,
fraud, or any other means, any apprentice or apprentices to any such
trade, craft, vocation or calling to leave the

employment

empreventing or deterring any

by any means, of
person from learning and practicing any such

ployer, or for the purpose,

of their

trade, craft, vocation, or

every such person so associating himself in such society or organization shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1862-3, p. 173.)
calling,

Cross-reference.

— Right

of action of master, see §§ 66-207, 66-212.

66-9903. (122 P. C.) Evidence on

trial.

—Upon

the trial of any person

under the preceding section, any person may be made a witness; and no
statements made by him on such trial'shall be given in evidence against
him, except upon an indictment for perjury. (Acts 1862-3, p. 173.)
66-9904.

another.

023

P. C.)

Employing

servant, cropper, or farm laborer of

— When the servant, cropper, or farm laborer of another shall be

under written contract attested by one
who shall employ such servant, cropper,
for which he is employed, knowing that
term of service has not expired, shall be

or

more witnesses, any person

or farm laborer during the term

he

so employed, and that the
guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts
is

1866, pp. 153, 154; 1873, p. 20; 1882-3, pp. 57, 60.)

Master and Servant.
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g

and attempting to entice away,
Any" person who shall, by offerin

66-9905. (125 P. C.) Enticing,

—

fr 9
<

a serv-

farm laborer.
wages or in any other way, entice, persuade, or decoy, or attempt to
tice, persuade, or decoy any servant, cropper, or farm laborer,
under a written or parol contract, after he shall have actually entei

ant, cropper, or

i

the service of his employer, to leave his employer during the term
service,

knowing

that said servant, cropper, or farm laborer

was so em-

ployed, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1866, pp. 153, 154; 1873,
p.

20; 1882-3, pp. 57,60.)
66-9906. (126 P. C.) Unlawfully preventing laborers,

forming duties.

etc.,

from per-

— Any person or persons, who, by threats, violence, intim-

means, shall prevent or attempt to prevent any
person or persons from engaging in, remaining in, or performing the
idation, or other unlawful

business, labor, or duties of any lawful

employment

be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1887,

or occupation, shall

p. 107.)

66-9907. (127 P. C.) Conspiring or attempting to prevent performance
of duties.

who

—Any person or persons, singly or together, or

in

combination,

attempt to prevent any person or persons, by threats, violence, or intimidation, from engaging in, remaining
in, or performing the business, labor, or duties of any lawful employment
shall conspire to prevent or

or occupation, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1887,
66-9908. (128 P. C.) Hindering person

who

p. 107.)

desires to labor, etc.

—Any

person or persons, who, singly or by conspiring together, shall hinder

any person or persons who desire to labor from so doing, or hinder any
person, by threats, violence, or intimidation, from being employed as
laborer or employee, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
(Acts 1887,
p. 107.)

owner from working property or hiring
Any person or persons, who, by threats, violence, intimidation.

66-9909. (129 P. C.) Hindering
laborers.

—

or other unlawful means, shall hinder the owner, manager, or proprietor

from controlling, using, operating, or working any
property in any lawful occupation, or who shall by such means hinder
such person from hiring or employing laborers or employees, shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1887, p. 107.)
for the time being

66-9910. (117 P. C.) Criminal negligence of railroad employee.

person employed

—

If

any

any capacity by any railroad company shall, in the
course of such employment, be guilty of negligence, either by omiss
of duty or by any act of commission, in relation to the matters intrusted
to him, or about which he is employed, from which negligence serious
in

:

bodily injury, but not death, occurs to another, he shall be guilty of criminal negligence, and shall be punished by confinement in the penitentiary

not less than one nor more than two years, in the discretion of the court.
(Acts 1876, p. Ill; 1895, p. 63.)
Cross-references.

meanor, see
§

66-402.

§

— Misfortune

26-201.

or accident, see § 26-404. Definition of misdeContributory negligence of employee not bar recovery. <ee
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and properly maintain automatic door to
firebox of locomotive.— Each and every steam railroad company failing
to provide and maintain in good condition and working- order an automatic firebox door, as in section 66-409 required and provided for, shall
be guilty of a misdemeanor and shall be liable to a fine of not less than
66-9911. Failure to provide

$100 nor more than $500 tor each day such locomotive is operated in this
State without such automatic door. (Acts 1924, pp. 173, 174.)
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Chap.

Sec.

Time
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67-26.

67-2601
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Chap.

Sec.

In general

67-99.

67-9901

CROSS-REFERENCES.
Amendment
§

of affidavit to foreclose, etc.:

See Title

81,

Pleading and Practice,

81-1203.

Attachment, lien: See Title 8, Attachments, §§ 8-905, 8-906.
Eaggage, lien: See Title 52, Hotels and Inns, §§ 52-105, 52-106; Title

18, Carriers,

§§ 18-401, 18-403.

See Title

Freight, lien:

Carriers,

18,

18-402 et seq.

§

Impounding animals, lien: See Title 62, Live Stock,
Judgment on secured debt, setting aside: See Title
§

§

62-602.

110,

Verdict and Judgment,

110-801 et seq.

See Title 110, Verdict and Judgment, Chapter 110-5.
Railroads, liens against: See Title 94, Railroads, §§ 94-801, 94-803.
Receiver's sale, liens divested by: See Title 55, Injunctions and Receivers, § 55-312.
Rent, lien: See Title 61, Landlord and Tenant, §§ 61-203, 61-204, 61-403.
Sale of property under lien: See Title 61, Landlord and Tenant, § 61-9903.
Tax fi. fas., lien of: See Title 92, Public Revenue, §§ 92-5707 to 92-5709.
Trust estate, lien upon: See Title 108, Trusts, § 108-427.
Trustee under deed of trust failing to act: See Title 108, Trusts, § 108-316.
Trustee's estate, lien upon: See Title 108, Trusts, § 108-431.

Judgments,

lien of:

PART

MORTGAGES

I.

CHAPTER

67-1.

IN GENERAL.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES.

Sec.

Sec.

67-101.

Security only.

67-112.

67-102.

67-113.

Probate for record.
Tacking prohibited.

67-103.

Form and contents.
What mortgage may embrace.

67-114.

Mortgages to sureties and

67-104.

Reducing deed

67-105.

Attestation or acknowledgment

67-115.

67-116.

Redemption in 10 yenrs.
Debt barred, mortgage may be

67-106.

Attestation,

67-117.

Cancellation

of

67-107.

to

mortgage.

of mortgages
executed out of State.

Record of mortgages executed
out of State prior to August
Limitation of time
1931.
for attack.

-

09.

67-110.
67-111.

foreclosed.

etc.,

27,

r7 - n8

guarantors.

mortgage.

Jtry-

67-1

IP..

67-119.

take.

mortgage;

Claiming proceeds of sales.
Purchasers giving bond to
spond to lien.

re-

67-121.

Mortgage fi. fa. may claim
money, when.
Mortgaged property, when sold

67-122.

without foreclosure.
Several distinct mortgages.

67-120.

Effect of failure to record.

How admitted in evidence
Defective record; effect. Mis-

of

clerk's fee.
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Security only.

67-101. (3256)

—A

curity for a debt, and passes no

Form and

67-102. (3257)

specify the debt to

— Crop

Cross-references.

make

all

— No

property

this
p.

State

is

only

'-

32 j

particular form

is

necessary

It

p. 34.)

mortgages, see

crops, see

67-1101 et seq.

§

Hill of sale as

security

67-1105.

§

What mortgage may

67-103. (3256)

brace

(Acts 1899,

title.

contents.

(Acts 1876,

to take effect.

for advances to

in

must clearly indicate the creation of a lien,
secure which it is given, and the property upon which

to constitute a mortgage.

it is

mortgage

§67-107

in possession, or to

—A

mortgage may emwhich the mortgagor has the right
embrace.

may

cover a stock of goods, or other thingspecifics, in which case the lien is lost on all

of possession at the time, or

but changing in
articles disposed of by the mortgagor up to the time of foreclosure, and
attaches to the purchases made to supply their place. A mortgage given
by a person or a corporation to a trustee or trustees, to secure an issue
of bonds, shall, when it is expressly so stipulated therein, embrace and
cover after-acquired property of such person or corporation. (Acts 1899,
in bulk,

p. 32.)

—

Cross-references. Trustee in mortgage to secure bonds, see § 108-316. Liens
favor of mortgagees, see § 67-1701, If 5. Rank of judgment upon any evidence
of debt given for purchase money of land, see § 67-1702. Transfer of notes secured
by mortgage conveys benefit of security, see § 14-1802. Transfer of evidence of
indebtedness secured by lien, see §§ 67-203, 67-1706, 67-1707, 67-2302.
in

67-104.

(3258) Reducing deed to mortgage.

—A

deed or

bill

of sale,

and accompanied with possession of the property,
shall not be proved, at the instance of the parties, by parol evidence to be
a mortgage only, unless fraud in its procurement shall be the issue to be
tried. (Act 1837, Cobb, 274.)
absolute on

its

face

—

acknowledgment of mortgage. In order
to admit a mortgage to record it must be attested by or acknowledged
before an officer as prescribed for the attestation or acknowledgment of
deeds of bargain and sale, and in the case of real property, by one other
67-105.

(3257) Attestation or

witness. (Acts 1876, p. 34; 1931,

p. 153.)

—

Cross-references. Probate for record, see § 67-112.
Effect of failure to record,
Effect of defective record, see § 67-111. Attestation of deeds, see
see § 67-109.
§§ 29-405', 29-406.

67-106. Attestation, etc., of

mortgages executed out

of State.

— Mort-

when executed without this State, may be attested, acknowledged.
probated in the same manner as deeds of bargain and sale. (Acts 1931.

gages,
or

p. 153.)

Cross-reference.
§

— How

deeds are attested

when executed

out of this State, see

29-409.

67-107.

Record

of

mortgages executed out

—Any

of State prior to

August

27,

mortgage executed prior to
August 27, 1931, out of the State and attested, acknowledged, or probated
in the manner applicable to deeds of bargain and sale, and which after such
execution shall have been recorded prior to such date, shall be deemed
and held to be valid and entitled to record, and such attestation, acknowledgment, or probate and recordation shall be in all respects legal, and
the rights of the mortgagee in or to the property incumbered by said
1931.

Limitation of time for attack.

£
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any and all persons claiming any
whether the same shall be acquired by contract

shall be superior to that of

priority of lien or right,

or operation of law, unless such lien or right accrued prior to such date,

and action shall be brought to enforce said
from such date. (Acts 1931, pp. 153, 154.)
Cross-reference.

67-108.

— Attestation

(3259) Registry.

lien or right

within one year

of deeds executed out of this State, see

§

29-409.

— Mortgages on realty shall be recorded

in

the

county where the land lies on personalty, in the county where the
mortgagor resided at the time of its execution, if a resident of this State,
and if a nonresident, in the county where the mortgaged property is. If
a mortgage shall be executed on personalty not within the limits of this
State, and such property shall afterwards be brought within the State,
the mortgage shall be recorded according to the above rules within six
months after such property is so brought in. All chattel mortgages of
stocks of goods, wares, and merchandise, or other personal property, shall
be recorded, in case the same is upon property or goods located in some
other county than that of the mortgagor's residence, in the county where
said personal property is located at the time of the execution of said
mortgage, in addition to the record of said mortgage in the county of the
mortgagor's residence. Where a mortgage either upon realty or personalty is executed to secure the payment of money or other thing of
value, and the same is not recorded as provided by law, but such mortgage
is renewed or reexecuted, in every case of renewal or reexecution of a
mortgage which has not been recorded, such mortgage shall operate as a
lien upon the property of the mortgagor only as against the mortgagor
himself and those having actual notice of such mortgage, except from
the date of the record of such mortgage. (Act 1755, Cobb, 159. Act 1768,
Cobb, 162. Act 1827, Cobb, 171, 172. Acts 1876, p 34; 1878-9, p. 139.)
:

—

Cross-references. When instruments requiring record take effect, see § 67-2501.
Probate of mortgages for record, see § 67-112. Attestation and record of mortgages on crops, see § 67-1106. Notice to owners of security deeds and mortgages
of sale of

mortgaged

executions on

67-109.

Registration of

realty for taxes, see §§ 92-7408 to 92-7410.
see § 39-701 et seq.

money judgments,

(3260) Effect of failure to record.—The effect of failure to

record a mortgage shall be the same as

deed of bargain and
Cross-reference.

sale.

— Effect

is

the effect of failure to record a

(Act 1827, Cobb, 172. Acts 1931,

of failure to record deed, see

§

p. 153.)

29-401.

—

How

admitted in evidence. Mortgages when duly executed and recorded shall be admitted in evidence under the same rules
67-110.

(3261)

as registered deeds.
Cross-reference.

— When

67-111. (3262)

deed evidence, see

§

29-415.

Defective record; effect.

Mistake.

—-A

mortgage

re-

an improper office, or without due attestation or probate, or so
defectively recorded as not to give notice to a prudent inquirer, shall not
be held notice to subsequent bona fide purchasers or holders of younger
liens.
A mere formal mistake in the record shall not vitiate it.

corded

in

—

Cross-reference. Record of
record, see § 67-2501.

67-112.

mortgage dates from time of

(3264) Probate for record.

—All

filing

with clerk for

the rules prescribed for the

probate of deeds to land, where the witnesses are dead, insane, or re-
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moved from

the State, or to the

acknowledgment before

§67-119
by
Acts

or attestation

consuls or commissioners, shall apply to the probate of mortgage
1931, p. 153.)

Probate

— Authorization

of record of a deed executed out of State, see
§ 71-301. Registry of mortgages, see 5 07-108.
of deeds, see §§ 29-410, 29-411.

Cross-references.
§ 29-409.

Commissioner of deeds, see

Tacking prohibited.

67-113. (3265)

—There

shall be

no tacking

mort-

of

gages.

Mortgages to sureties and guarantors. -Mortgages may
be taken by sureties and guarantors to indemnify them against loss.
67-114. (3266)

—

Cross-references. Foreclosure of mortgage by surety or indorser, sec
Surety compelling cosurety to transfer mortgage to him, see § 103-403.
right to securities held

by creditor, see

Redemption

67-115. (3267)

§

§

103 305.
Surety's

103-502.

in 10 years.

—

If

the possession of the prop-

mortgagor may redeem at any
recognition by the mortgagee of such

erty shall be given to the mortgagee, the

time within 10 years from the last
right of redemption.
Cross-reference.

—When

actions on specialties must be brought, see

Debt barred, mortgage may be

67-116. (3268)

foreclosed.

§

3-703.

— That

the

note or other evidence of debt is barred does not prevent the creditor
thereafter availing himself of the mortgage or other security unless the

mortgage or other security

itself is

barred. (47 Ga. 273. 8 Ga. 325.)

—

Foreclosure of mortgage on personalty, see Chapter 67-7 et
on realty, see Chapter 67-2 et seq. Foreclosure of deed to secure debt, etc.,
see Chapter 67-15. Statute of limitations on instrument under seal, see § 3-703.
Cross-references.

seq.

;

—

mortgage; clerk's fee. Any mortgagor, who may have paid off his mortgage, may present the same to the
clerk of the superior court of the county or counties in which the same
is recorded, together with the order of the mortgagee or transferee directing that the mortgage be canceled, and such clerk shall record the
order across the face of the record, and shall write thereon the word
"satisfied" and the date of such entry, and shall sign his name thereto
officially.
For such services the clerk shall receive a fee of 15 cents, to
be paid by the mortgagor. (Acts 1884-5, p. 129.)
67-117. (3270, 3271) Cancellation of

Cross-references.

How

— Cancellation

satisfaction of

bond

for

of deeds to secure debt, effect of, see
entered of record, see § 29-419.

§

67-1306.

title is

67-118. (3274) Claiming proceeds of sales.

— Property mortgaged

be sold under other process, subject to the lien of the mortgage.

may

If

the

mortgage shall be foreclosed, the mortgagee may place his execution in
the hands of the officer of the law making the sale, and cause the title
unencumbered to be sold, and claim the proceeds according to the date
of his lien.

—

§

Cross-references. Disposition of proceeds of sale of mortgaged realty, see
Sale of whole estate by agreement and claim of proceeds, see § 67-121.

67-501.

67-119. (3275) Purchasers giving

bond

to respond to lien.

— Purchas-

ers at public sales of personal property subject to the lien of a
shall give

bond and security

mortgage

double the value thereof to the officer
making the sale, conditioned not to remove the property out of the State.
and for its forthcoming to answer to the said lien
Provided, the mortgagee, or his agent, shall file with the officer, prior to the sale, an affidavit
in

:

—
£

Mortgages. Conveyances, and Liens.
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amount due on such mortgage, and that he apprehends the loss of
property unless such bond be taken. On failure to give such bond,

of the

said

the property shall be resold at the risk of the purchaser. (Act 1830, Cobb,
513.)
Cross-reference.

67-120.
fi.

if

(3291)

fas. shall

sold, the

— Purchaser's
Mortgage

liability at public sale, see § 39-1301.
fi.

fa.

may

claim money, when.

—

If

other

be levied on the mortgaged property, and the same shall be
fi. fa. may nevertheless claim the proceeds of the sale

mortgage

its lien is

67-121.

superior.

(3292)

Mortgaged property, when sold without

foreclosure.

mortgage on realty or personalty shall not be foreclosed, and the
equity of redemption shall be levied on by other fi. fas., by consent of the
mortgagor and mortgagee and the plaintiff in the fi. fa. levied, the entire
estate may be sold, and the mortgagee may claim under his lien in the
same manner as if his mortgage were foreclosed.
If a

Cross-reference.
§

— Mortgagee

claiming proceeds of sale under other process, see

67-118.

(3273) Several distinct mortgages.

67-122.

—

If

there shall be several

mortgages of equal rank or where separate amounts due to distinct persons are embraced in the same mortgage, and one forecloses, the court
proceeds of the sale to distribute to the several mortgagees according to their claims. (5 Ga. App. 746 (62 S. E. 1004).)
will control the

PART

FORECLOSURE OF MORTGAGES ON REAL
PROPERTY.

II.

CHAPTER

APPLICATION TO FORECLOSE AND
PROCEEDINGS THEREON.

67-2.

Sec.

Sec.

67-201.

Manner

of foreclosing; petition;

may

foreclose, how.

67-203.

Transferee

67-204.

Proceedings when mortgagor

rule; venue.

67-202.

Representative of deceased
mortgagee, proceedings by.

67-201.

gages on

(3276)

Manner

real estate

may

is

dead.

of foreclosing; petition; rule; venue.

— Mort-

be foreclosed in the following manner, to wit:

Any

person applying and entitled to foreclose such mortgage shall, by
himself or his attorney, petition the superior court of the county wherein

may

which petition shall contain a statement
of the case, the amount of the petitioner's demand, and a description of
the property mortgaged; whereupon the court shall grant a rule directing that the principal, interest and costs be paid into court on or before
the first day of the next term immediately succeeding the one at which
such rule is granted which rule shall be published twice a month for
two months, or served on the mortgagor or his special agent or attorney,
at least 30 days previous to the time at which the money is directed to be
paid into the court as aforesaid
Provided, that where the land covered

the mortgaged property

be,

;

:

Mortgages, Co nveyances, and Liens.
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§ 67-301

by the mortgage shall consist of a single tract of land divided by a county
line or county lines, such mortgage may be lotti tc led on the entire tract
in either of the counties in which part of it lies, but if the mortg-'
ball
mortgage
shall
foreclosed
in
he
the county of
reside upon the land, the
Cobb,
570.
Act
572.
(Act 1829,
1829, Cobb,
Act U
his residence.
Cobb, 572. Acts 1878-9, p. 50; 1920, p. 78.)

—

Cross-references. Defense, see § 67-301. Attachment in foreclosure of deed to
secure debt, see § 67-1502. Foreclosure of liens on realty, other than mort%'<
Prosee § 67-2301. Foreclosure by building and loan associations, see § 16-105.
Foreclosure of mortgage by
visions as to service by publication, see § 81-205.
surety or indorser, see § 103-305. Notice to owners of security deeds and mortgage sj of sale of mortgaged realty for taxes, see §§ 92-7408 to 92-7410. Levy
and sale under deed to secure debt, etc., see § 67-1501. Sale under power, see
Mortgagee may allow sale undef levy on equity of redemption and
§ 37-607.
claim proceeds, see § 67-121.

(3277) Representative of deceased mortgagee, proceedings by.

67-202.

—

If

the person entitled to foreclose a mortgage on real estate shall be

dead, the application and proceeding to foreclose

may

be

made and

prose-

cuted by his executor or administrator.
67-203. (3278) Foreclosure

by

transferee.

—The simple indorsement by

the payee of a mortgage note, to order or in blank, gives the indorsee, or
the holder for value, the right to foreclose the mortgage in his

own name.

A

mortgage transferred without written assignment may be foreclosed
in the name of the mortgagee suing for the use of such assignee, and
proceedings begun in the name of the transferee may be amended by
making the mortgagee a party before or after judgment. (90 Ga. 257 (16
S.

E. 216)

;

90 Ga. 508 (16

Cross-reference.

— Transfer

S.

E. 84)

;

140 Ga. 603 (79

and foreclosure of

S. E. 540).)

see

liens,

§§

67-1706,

67-1707,

67-2302.

67-204. (3281) Proceedings

gagor

may

is

when mortgagor

is

dead.

—When the mort-

dead, the proceedings to foreclose the mortgage on real estate

be instituted against his executor or administrator.

CHAPTER

67-3.

PLEAS, DEFENSES, ETC.,

Sec.
67-301.

AND

TRIAL.

Sec.

Defense against foreclosure of
mortgage on realty; verinca-

67-302.

Third person, defense by.

67-303.

Issue,

how

tried.

tion.

Defense against foreclosure of mortgage on realty:
verification.
When a rule nisi to foreclose a mortgage on real estate
has been granted, and the same has been published or served as hereinbefore required, the mortgagor or his special agent or attorney may
appear at the term of the court at which the money is directed to be paid,
and file his objections to the foreclosure of such mortgage, and may set
up and avail himself of any defense which he might lawfully set up in an
ordinary suit instituted on the debt or demand secured by such mortgage, and which goes to show that the applicant is not entitled to the
foreclosure sought, or that the amount claimed is not due: Provided,
that the facts of such defense shall be verified by the affidavit of such
mortgagor, or special agent or attorney, at the time of filing the same.
(Act 1799, Cobb, 570. Act 1839, Cobb, 572.)
67-301. (3279)

—

§

Mortgages, Conveyances, a nd Liens.

67-302

67-302. (3280) Third person, defense by.

—

If
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the mortgagor, or his

special agent or attorney, shall fail to set

preceding section,

it

up a defense as provided in the
not competent for any third person to interpose;

is

neither will the court

itself,

of its

own

motion, do

chases mortgaged property prior to the

ceedings to foreclose, and

who

is

But one who pur-

so.

commencement

of statutory pro-

not a party to such proceedings,

is

not

bound by the judgment of foreclosure, and may, when the mortgage
ft fa. is levied, go behind the judgment and set up that the mortgage
could not be legally enforced as against him, whenever this is necessary
and proper to establish the claim of title upon which he relies. (107 Ga.
281, 285 {33 S. E. 54)
Cross-reference.

;

— How

166 Ga. 143, 148 (142 S. E. 687).)

may

third person

contest mortgage

lien, see

§§ 67-401,

67-805.

how

67-303. (3282) Issue,

mortgage
issue shall

tried.

—When

proceedings to foreclose a

and a defense shall be
be submitted to and tried by a jury.

shall be instituted,

set

up thereto, the

JUDGMENT AND DISPOSITION OF
MORTGAGED REALTY ON FORECLOSURE.

CHAPTER

67-4.

Sec.

Sec.

Judgment, and sale of mortgaged property.
When purchaser from mortgagor bound by foreclosure.

67-401.
67-402.

67-403.

Purchaser

at

void

mortgage

sale.

—

mortgaged property. When
the mortgagor, after being directed so to do, shall fail to pay the principal, interest, and cost as hereinbefore required, and also fail to set up
and sustain his defense against the foreclosure of the mortgage, the
court shall give judgment for the amount which may be due on such
mortgage, and shall order the mortgaged property to be sold in the manner and under the same regulations which govern sheriff's sales under
67-401. (3283)

The

execution.

mortgagor

upon

to contest the

Acts 1866,

571.

Cross-references.
Judicial

sale

of

provisions of section 67-805, permitting creditors of the

real property as to

Cobb,
seq.

Judgment, and

mortgage lien, shall apply as well to mortgages
mortgages upon personal property. (Act 1790,

p. 25.)

—'Setting

aside judgments on secured debts, see §§ 110-801 et
Title 39, Executions and Proceedings There-

sales, generally, see

under, Chapter 39-11 et seq.

67-402. (3269)

—A

When

purchaser from mortgagor bound by foreclosure.

purchaser from the mortgagor after proceedings to foreclose the

mortgage have been begun
closure.

shall be

concluded by the judgment of fore-

(59 Ga. 78.)

67-403. (6076) Purchaser at void

mortgage

sale.

—A

purchaser at a

void or irregular judicial sale under foreclosure of a mortgage shall succeed to

all

of the interests of the

mortgagee. (86 Ga. 200 (12

S.

E. 356).)

—
Mortgages, Conveyances, and Liens.
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§67-701

PROCEEDS OF SALE OF MORTGAGED
REALTY, HOW APPROPRIATED.

CHAPTER

67-5.

Sec.

Disposition of proceeds.
When proceeds may be retained

67-501.

67-502.

by

court.

Disposition of proceeds.— The

67-501. (3284)

money

arising

\r<>\u

the

under the regulations hereinbefore prescribed, shall be paid to the person foreclosing the mortgage,
unless claimed by some other lien in the hands of the officer, which in
law has priority of payment over the mortgage; and when there shall be
any surplus after paying off such mortgage and/or other liens, the same
shall be paid to the mortgagor or his agent. (Act 1799, Cobb, 571.;
sale of

mortgaged property, brought

to sale

—

Cross-references. For similar provision, see
ceeds of sale, see § 67-118.

When

67-502. (3285)

proceeds

may

§

67-804.

Mortgagee claiming pro-

be retained by court.

—

If

the

mortgage is given to secure a debt due by installments, and is foreclosed
before any one of the installments falls due, and there is a surplus of
funds, as above stated, the court may retain the funds, or order the same
invested, to meet the installments still unpaid.
Cross-references.

ments

in trust

—For

CHAPTER
Sec.
67-601.

similar provision, see § 67-1001.
§ 67-1207.

Debts due by

install-

deeds to secure debts, see

FORECLOSURE

67-6.

IN EQUITY.

Right of holder of mortgages
to foreclose in equity.

Right of holder of mortgages to foreclose in equity.
The holder of any mortgage of real or personal property, or both,
whether as original mortgagee or as executor, administrator, or assignee
of the original mortgagee, may foreclose such mortgage in equity accord67-601. (3305)

ing to the practice of courts in equitable proceedings, as well as by the

methods prescribed
Cross-reference.

in this Title.

—Transfer

(Acts 1880-1,

and foreclosure

of

p. 127.)

liens,

see

§§

67-1706,

67-1707,

67-2302.

PART

FORECLOSURE OF MORTGAGES ON

III.

PERSONALTY.

CHAPTER

67-7.

APPLICATION TO FORECLOSE.

Sec.

Sec.

67-701.

Manner

67-702.

Right of representative of deceased mortgagee.

foreclosure; affidavit; execution.

67-701.

of

(3286)

Manner

of

67-703.

foreclosure;

Levy and

affidavit;

gages on personal property shall be foreclosed

in the

sale of property,

execution.

—Mort-

following manner,

I

Mortgages. Conveyances, and Liens.
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Any

person holding- a mortgage on personal property, and wishing to foreclose the same, shall, either in person, or by his agent, or attorin fact or at law, go before some officer who is authorized by law to

to wit

:

administer oaths, or

a

commissioner

some other

for this State residing in

and make affidavit oi the amount of principal and interest dne on
such mortgage, which affidavit shall be annexed to such mortgage, or
to a copy thereof verified as correct by the affidavit thereon of the owner
or his agent or attorney, and when such mortgage, or sworn copy with
such affidavit annexed thereto, shall be filed in the office of the clerk of
the superior court of the county wherein the mortgagor resides at the
date of the foreclosure, if a resident of this State, or where he resided at
the date of the mortgage if not a resident of this State, it shall be the duty
of such clerk to issue an execution directed to all and singular the sheriffs,
or their lawful deputies, and coroners, commanding the sale of the mortgaged property to satisfy the principal and interest, together with the
costs of the proceedings to foreclose the said mortgage. (Act 1799, Cobb,
571. Act 1839, Cobb, 572. Acts 1871-2, p. 20; 1882-3, pp. 74, 109.)
State,

—

Cross-references. Foreclosure before justice of the peace, see § 67-901. As to
transfer and foreclosure of liens, see §§ 67-1706, 67-1707, 67-2302. Amendment of
affidavits to foreclose, see § 81-1203.
Foreclosure of mortgage or enforcement of
other lien by surety or indorser, see § 103-305. Setting aside judgments on secured
debts, see § 110-801 et seq.
Purchaser at void
Sale under power, see § 37-607.
mortgage sale acquires mortgagee's interest, see § 67-403. Foreclosure in equity,
see § 67-601.

67-702.

(3303) Right of representative of deceased mortgagee.

—When

the holder of a mortgage on personal property shall be dead, the affidavit

and proceedings

to foreclose

may

be

made and prosecuted by

his execu-

tor or administrator.

67-703. (3290)

Levy and

sale of property.

— When

the execution shall

be delivered to the sheriff or his deputy, or coroner, as the case
he shall levy on the mortgaged property wheresoever the same

may be,
may be

found, and after advertising the same in one or more public newspapers

weekly

for four

weeks before the day

of sale, the said sheriff or his dep-

uty, or coroner, shall put up and expose said property to sale at the time

and place and in the same manner as govern in case
(Act 1799, Cobb, 571. Acts 1866, p. 163; 1880-1, p. 56.)

of sheriff's sales.

—

Cross-references. Judicial sales, see Title 39, Executions and
Thereunder, Chapters 39-12, 39-13.
Sale held up when illegality
Sale and disposition of proceeds, see § 67-804.
§ 67-803.

Proceedings
is

filed,

see

CHAPTER 67-8. DEFENSES TO FORECLOSURE OF
MORTGAGES ON PERSONALTY.
Sec.
67-801.

Affidavit of illegality to mort-

67-802.

gage
.
Representative

67-803.

mortgagor may defend.
Replevy bond; postponement

67-804.

Sale of

mortgaged property and

disposition of proceeds.
of

deceased
67-805.

How

third person

mortgage

may

contest

lien,

of sale; trial of issue; pauper
affidavit in lieu of bond.

—

(5300) Affidavit of illegality to mortgage fi. fa. When an
execution shall issue upon the foreclosure of a mortgage on personal
67-801.

—
MOKTGAGES, CONVEYANCES, AND LlENS.
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§

67-804

property, as hereinbefore directed, the mortgagor Ot hi- Special
may file his affidavit of illegality to such execution, in which affidavit he
t up,
up and avail himself of any defense which he might have
according to law, in an ordinary suit upon the demand secured by the
mortgage, and which goes to show that the amount claimed is not due.
(Act 1799, Cobb, 571.)

may

set

'

—

Cross-references. For similar provision, see
personalty foreclosed, see § 67-701.

§

67-1004,

How

Representative of deceased mortgagor

67-802. (3303)

mortgages on

may

defend.

the mortgagor of personal property shall be dead, his legal repre-

If

sentative

may

set

Replevy bond; postponement

67-803. (3301)

affidavit in lieu of bond.

pauper
be

up the same defenses which he could

filed as in

—When

of

if

living.

sale; trial of issue;

an affidavit of

illegality shall

section 67-801 provided for, and the mortgagor or his special

agent or attorney shall give bond, with good and sufficient security, in
a sum not larger than double the amount of the execution levied (and
when the property levied on is of less value than the execution, the
amount of the bond shall be double the value of the property levied upon,
at a reasonable valuation to be judged by the levying officer), conditioned for the return of the property when called for by the levying

be made payable to the plaintiff (who may sue
thereon for condition broken), the levying officer shall postpone the sale
officer,

which bond

shall

and return all the proceedings and papers in the case
to the court from which the execution issued, where the issue shall be
tried as other cases of illegality, and the jury shall be sworn to give at
of said property,

least 25 per cent,
it

damages

to the plaintiff

shall appear that the affidavit

on the principal sum

was made

for delay only.

in case

When

the

mortgagor shall be unable from poverty to give the bond and security
as required, and shall

make

affidavit of the fact, stating also in

said

he has been advised and believes that his grounds of illegality will be sustained, such affidavit shall be accepted by the levying

affidavit that

officer in lieu of the

bond and security hereinbefore provided

for but the
property shall remain in the hands of the levying officer, unless sold
under special order of court as in cases of property that is perishable or
that is expensive to keep or liable to deteriorate from keeping. (Act
1799,

Cobb, 571. Acts 1890-1,

Cross-references.

— Illegality

;

p. 81.)

to executions generally, see Title 39,

Executions

and Proceedings Thereunder, Chapter 39-10. Validity of bonds taken by
see § 39-302. Measure of damages on forthcoming bond, see § 39-304.

officers,

mortgaged property and disposition of proceeds.
If the mortgagor shall fail to set up and sustain his defense as
hereinbefore authorized, the mortgaged property shall be sold, and the
proceeds of the sale shall be applied to the said mortgage execution, unless such proceeds are claimed by some other lien in the hands of the
officer, entitled in law to priority of payment; and if, after the satisfaction of such fi. fa. and/or other liens, there may be any surplus, the same
shall be paid to the mortgagor or his agent. (Act 1799, Cobb, 571.)
67-804. (3302) Sale of

—

Cross-reference.
§

67-501.

— Disposition

of

proceeds

of

sale

of

mortsrasred

realty,

see

§

Mortgages, Conveyances, and Liens.

67-805

How

third person

may
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contest mortgage

—

If any
judgment or not,
shall desire to contest the validity or fairness of the mortgage lien or
debt, he may make an affidavit of the grounds upon which he relies to
defeat such mortgage, and upon filing the same with the levying officer,
together with a bond and good security, payable to the mortgagee, and
conditioned to pay all costs and damages incurred by the delay if the

67-805.

(3304)

lien.

creditor of the mortgagor, whether his deht shall be in

issue be found against the contestant,
to return the

same

duty of such

which the mortgage fi. fa.
manner prescribed above for an

to the court to

turnable, to be tried in the

is

officer

made

re-

affidavit of

by the mortgagor.

illegality

Cross-references.
realty, see

§

— Provisions

of this section made applicable to mortgages
file affidavit of illegality, see § 67-1004.

on

Defendant may

67-401.

CHAPTER

FORECLOSURE OF MORTGAGES ON PERSONALTY IN JUSTICES' COURTS.

67-9.

Sec.

Sec.

execution.

Affidavit

67-902.

Levy and sale of property.
Defenses by mortgagor; hearing and determination of is-

:

Fees of justice and constable.

67-904.

67-901.

67-903.

shall be the

it

"

sues.

—Any

person having a mortgage
on personal property to secure a debt not exceeding $100 principal, and
desiring to foreclose the same, may by himself, his agent, or attorney,
make affidavit of the amount of principal and interest due on such mort67-901.

(3293) Affidavit; execution.

and when such
mortgage, or verified copy, with such affidavit annexed thereto, shall be
filed with any justice of the peace in the county where the mortgagor

gage, which affidavit shall be annexed to such mortgage

;

not a resident of this State, then
in the county where such mortgaged property may be, it shall be the
duty of such justice to issue an execution, directed to all and singular
resides,

if

a resident of this State, or,

if

commanding

the constables of this State
isfy the principal

and

to foreclose said

mortgage. (Acts 1878-9,

Cross-reference.

interest, together

the sale of the property to sat-

with the costs of the proceedings
p. 152.)

— Foreclosure of mortgages on personalty generally, see

§

67-701

et seq.

67-902.

(3294)

Levy and

sale of property.

—When

the execution men-

tioned in the preceding section shall be delivered to a constable, he shall

may

be found, and after advertising the
same, giving full description of the property to be sold, and the process
under which he is proceeding, by written advertisement at three or more
public places in the district in which the property may be found, for 10
levy on the property wherever

it

days next preceding such sale, he shall put up and expose for sale said
property as herein provided Provided, that such sale shall be had within
the legal hours of sale on a regular court day, and at the usual place of
holding justice courts for said district; the said constable shall put up
and expose said property for sale at the time and place, and in the same
manner, as govern constable's sales. (Acts 1878-9, p. 152; 1882-3, p. 67.)
:

—

Cross-references. Time and place of constables' sales, see
perishable property, see § 39-1203.

§

24-1412.

Sale of

—
Mortgages, Conveyances, and Liens.
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§

67-1002

by mortgagor; hearing and determination of
The mortgagor may avail himself of any defense he may have to
issues.
such foreclosure, in the same manner and upon the same conditions as
allowed by law in case of foreclosure of chattel mortgages in the superior courts; and whenever any such defense shall be filed by such mortgagor, the justice issuing such execution shall have power and jurisdiction to hear and determine the issues made thereon, as in other c;
67-903. (3295) Defenses

—

at law.

(Acts 1878-9,

Cross-reference.
erally, see

p. 152.)

— Defenses

Chapter

to

foreclosure

mortgages on personalty, gen-

of

67-8.

and constable.

67-904. (3297) Fees of justice

— In

all

foreclosures as

provided by the three preceding sections, the fee of the justice in each
case shall be $1 for the entire proceeding, whether litigated or not; and
the fees of the constable in each case shall be the same as in proceedings
on a common-law fi. fa. (Acts 1880-1, p. 86.)

CHAPTER 67-10. FORECLOSURE OF MORTGAGES ON PERSONALTY BEFORE DEBT BECOMES DUE.
Sec.

Sec.

67-1001.

Debts due by installments.

67-1002.

Grounds

67-1003.

Defendant

67-1004.

foreclosure before debt due; affidavit.
Levy and sale; disposition of
proceeds.
for

67-1001. (3272) Debts due

by

may

illegality;

file

affidavit of

bond;

trial

of

:«„„„
issue.

installments.

—

If

the mortgage shall be

given to secure several debts falling due at different times, the mortgagee may foreclose when the first becomes due, and the court will control the surplus so as to protect the lien created for the debts not due.

—

Cross-references. For similar provision as to realty mortgages, see
Debts due by installments in trust deeds to secure debts, see § 67-1207.

67-1002. (3287)

Whenever

Grounds

§

67-502.

for foreclosure before debt due; affidavit.

process of attachment

may be

legally sued out against

any

person upon any debt or demand secured by mortgage on personal prop-

whenever the purchaser of mortgaged property is seeking to remove the same beyond the limits of the county, or when the defendant

erty, or

is

seeking to fraudulently dispose, or

mortgaged property, and a disposal

may

is

fraudulently disposing of said

of said property will lessen the se-

mortgage

manner prescribed
by law, except that the affidavit need not state that the debt or demand
is due, but shall state that the debtor has placed himself in some one of
the positions where process of attachment could legally issue against him,
curity, the creditor

or that the defendant

foreclose his

is

in the

disposing, or seeking to dispose, of said mort-

gaged property, and a disposal of said property will lessen the security.
and shall state the amount of the debt or demand claimed, and when the
same will be due. (Acts 1882-3, p. 109; 1902, p. 53.)
Cross-references.

chase money, see
his property, see

— Grounds

§
§

8-302.
8-401.

for attachment, see

§

Attachment for' purfraudulently disposing of

8-101.

Attachments where debtor

is

—
Mortgages. Conveyances, and Liens.

§ 67-1003

67-1003.

Levy and

£3288)
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sale; disposition of proceeds.

—All

subse-

quent proceedings respecting- the levy and sale of the mortgaged property shall be conducted in the manner prescribed by law, and the money
realized from the sale of said property shall be disbursed by the proper
officer under the terms and rules prescribed by law, except that the same
shall not be paid over to the plaintiff in

the

mortgage

shall

Cross-reference.

fa.

until the debt secured

by

due. (Acts 1882-3, p. 109.)

— Attachment

when debt

may

(3289) Defendant

67-1004.
of issue.

become

fi.

file

is

not due, see

§

8-103.

affidavit of illegality;

bond;

trial

— After the levy of the execution on the mortgaged property, the
may

defendant

his affidavit of illegality, in

file

which he may avail himan ordinary suit upon the

any defense that he could have set up in
demand secured by the mortgage, and show that he
self of

sum claimed

to the plaintiff in the

is

not justly indebted

The
made

in said affidavit of foreclosure.

subsequent proceedings, as to giving bond and the trial of the issue
in said case, shall be conducted in the manner prescribed by section
67-803. (Acts 1882-3, p. 109.)

—

Cross-references. Affidavit of illegality to mortgage
executions is taken, see § 39-1001.

fi.

fa.,

see

§

67-801.

How

illegality of

PART

MORTGAGES AND BILLS OF SALE

IV.

COVERING CROPS.

CHAPTER

67-11.

IN GENERAL.
Sec.

Sec.

67-1101.

Lien of mortgages on crops

67-1105.

before planted.
67-1102.

When

judgments.
necessary to give

rior to older

67-1103.

What

Landlord's

lien

money

or supnot a mort*-

67-1106.

gage.
Attestation and record of crop

67-1107.

mortgages, conveyances, etc.
"Crops" and "growing crops"

pri-

ority.

67-1104.

of

pl{ es; bill of sale

mortgages supe-

crop

Advances

defined.

not affected.

—

mortgages on crops before planted. A mortgage
given to secure advances for the purpose of making and gathering crops
shall embrace and cover crops of such mortgagor before the same are
67-1101. Lien of

planted or growing,

when

it is

the calendar year such crops

so stipulated therein, within the limit of

may

be planted.

(Acts 1924,

p. 125.)

— Liens

Adof landlords for supplies furnished, see § 61-202.
of sale to secure debt, see § 67-1105. Contents of mortgage,
Form and contents of mortgage, see §§ 67^101
generally, see §§ 67-102, 67-103.
Levy on unmatured crop proRegistry of mortgage, see § 67-108.
to 67-103.
Portion of
hibited, see § 85-1903. Crops declared to be personalty, see § 85-1901.
crop paid for rent exempt from other liens against tenant, see § 61-115.
Cross-references.

vances secured by

bill

67-1102. (3349;

When

crop mortgages superior to older judgments.

mortgages on crops, which mortgages are given to secure
the payment of debts for money, supplies, and other articles of necessity,
including live stock, to aid in making and gathering such crops, shall be

The

lien of

——
:

Mortgages, Conveyances, and Liens.
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superior to judgments of older date than such mortgages.

(Acta 1899,

p. 78.)

Cross-reference.
§

— Attestation

and

recordation

of

mortgages

on

crops,

see

67-1106.

What

67-1103. (3350)

necessary to give priority.

— In

order for such

have such priority, the money or other supplies mentioned shall
be furnished in the year in which such crop is grown, and shall be intended in good 'faith to be used in and for the purpose of making such
lien to

crops.

(Acts 1899,

p. 78.)

67-1104. (3351) Landlord's lien not affected.

—The two preceding

sec-

tions shall not be construed as affecting' the lien of landlords for rent and

supplies as

is

provided under existing laws.

Cross-reference.

—Landlords'

liens, see Title 61,

(Acts 1899, pp.

78, 79.;

Landlord and Tenant, Chapter

61-2.

67-1105.

Advances

Where advances

of

either

money or supplies; bill of sale not a mortgage.
of money or supplies or both are made for the

purpose of planting, cultivating, making, or harvesting a crop or crops,
the borrower or person to whom such money or supplies shall be furnished may secure the same by a bill of sale to secure debt under section
67-1301, covering the crop or crops to be grown by him within 12 months
from the date of such bill of sale, although such crop or crops may not
be planted or growing at the time of the execution of such bill of sale
Provided, that the crop or crops shall be described in said bill of sale
with the same particularity as the laws require for a crop mortgage, and
the amount of said advances in money or supplies shall be definitely
stated and fixed therein. Such bill of sale shall pass title to the crop or
crops covered thereby, and shall not be held or construed to be a mortgage Provided, that the bill of sale herein authorized shall not be construed to be superior to the lien of a landlord for rent and supplies or to
a laborer's lien, but shall be superior to a judgment of older date than
such bill of sale, and to a mortgage or bill of sale not given to secure the
:

payment

of a debt created to aid in

crop or crops covered by such

making and gathering the

bill of sale.

(Acts 1925,

p.

particular

118; 1926, Extra.

Sess., pp. 44, 46.)

—

Cross-references. Liens of landlords for supplies, etc., furnished, see § 61-202.
Landlord's lien for rent, see § 61-203. Laborers' liens, see Chapter 67-18. Lien
of mortgages on crops before planted, see § 67-1101.
Description of property in
mortgage, see § 67-102.

67-1106. Attestation

and record

of crop

mortgages, conveyances,

etc.

Mortgages or other liens or conveyances of crops, matured or unmatured,
shall be attested and recorded as chattel mortgages under the laws governing the same.
Cross-references.

mortgage, see

(Acts 1922, pp. 114, 115.)

—Attestation

67-108.
§§ 67-1302, 67-1303.
§

67-1107. "Crops"

of chattel mortgages, see § 67-105.
Record of
Attestation of deeds to secure debt and bills of sale, see

and "growing crops" defined.

—The

words "crops"

and "growing crops," as used in statutes relating- to bills of sale, mortgages and liens to secure debt, shall include and embrace the fruits and
products of

all

plants, trees

and shrubs, whether the same be annual or

Mortgages. Conveyances, and Liens.
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§

1742

perennial plants, trees, and shrubs, and shall also include and embrace

crude

gum

(oleoresin) from a living- tree.

(Acts 1933,

—

Cross-references. Crops declared personalty, see
tured crop prohibited, see § 85-1903.

PART

§

128.)

p.

Levy on unma-

85-1901.

TRUST DEEDS. CONVEYANCES TO SECURE
DEBT. CONDITIONAL SALES.

V.

CHAPTER

67-12.

TRUST DEEDS.
Sec.

Sec.

Manner

of enforcing
petition; order.

67-1201.

When

67-1202.

rights;

Judgment,

67-1206.

When

67-1204.

deed

sale.

be

paid.

Maker's personal
tive

thereof;

To whom money shall

defend.
67-1203.

lien

reconveying, and

how maker may

and

67-1205.

representabe sued.
issues stand for trial.

67-1207.

When

debt
ments.

may

Manner

67-1201. (3311)

is

due by

of enforcing rights; petition; order.

install-

—When-

ever any person has conveyed real property in this State by deed to a trus-

payment

tee to secure the
to

of a note or notes, bonds, or other debt

one or more persons, the rights of the trustee named

owing

in said deed, or his

successor in estate, as well as the rights of the holders or owners of the
notes or other debts in such real property,

lowing manner

The

:

trustee

named

entitled to enforce the deed,

amount

may

be enforced in the fol-

in the deed, or his successor in estate

may, upon the request of two-thirds

in

of the indebtedness thereby secured, but not otherwise, petition

the superior court of the county of the residence of the
deed, or

if

maker

of the

more than one maker, then in the superior court of
the residence of either, or if the maker or makers be non-

there be

the county of

residents of the State, then in the superior court of the county wherein

the land or any part thereof conveyed
city court,

if

by the deed

is

located, or to the

any, in such county having jurisdiction of the

amount

which petition shall contain a statement of the
case, the amounts demanded, and a description of the property covered
by the deed to secure such demands; whereupon the court shall grant an
order directing the sums demanded in the petition, with interest and
costs, to be paid into court on or before the first day of the next term
immediately succeeding the one at which such order is granted; which
order shall be published once a week for four weeks in some newspaper
generally circulated in such county, or served on the maker of the deed,
claimed

in the petition,

or his special agent or attorney, at least 20 days previous to the time at

which the money

is

directed to be paid in court aforesaid.

(Acts 1896,

p. 76.)

Cross-references.
tees, see
tion, see

§
§

— Power

108-408.
81-205, 1

67-1202.

of sale in deeds of trust, see § 37-607.
Sales by trusof civil cases at law, see § 3-201.
Service by publicaCorporate powers of trust companies, see § 109-201, lis 6, 10.

Venue
8.

When

and

how maker may

— When

an order
for the payment of the sums demanded in the petition has been granted
as hereinbefore provided, and the same has been published or served
(3312)

defend.

—
Mortgages, Conveyances, and Liens.
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as hereinbefore required, the maker of the deed toughl to be enforced or
>urt at
his special agent or attorney may appear at the term of
I

which the money is directed to be paid, on or before the first da
uch
term, and file his objection to the enforcement of said deed, and ma)
ii]) and avail himself of any defense which he might lawfull)
set Up in
an ordinary suit on the debts or demands secured by such deed, and
which goes to show that the petitioner is not entitled to enforce the
same, or that the amounts claimed are not due: Provided, that the facts
of such defense shall be verified by the affidavit of the maker of such
deed, or his special agent or attorney, at the time of filing the same.
(Acts 1896,

p. 76.)

Cross-reference.

—Verified

answer as evidence, see

§

81-402.

may

67-1203. (3313) Maker's personal representative

the maker of the deed

is

be sued.

dead, the proceedings to enforce the

be instituted against his executor or administrator.

— When

same may

(Acts 1896, pp. 76,

77.)

67-1204. (3314)

When

issues stand for

•enforce such a deed are instituted

trial.

—When

and a defense

is

set

proceedings to

up thereto, as

hereinbefore provided, the issues thus raised shall stand for

trial at

which the defense is made, and be tried as other issues are
the court in which the proceedings were instituted.
(Acts

term
in

at

the

tried

1896,

pp. 76, 77.)
Cross-references.
§

—Judgments

by

default,

see

§

110-401.

Continuance,

see

81-1401.

67-1205. (3315)

When

Judgment,

lien thereof

;

deed reconveying, and

sale.

maker of the deed, after being directed so to do, fails to pay
the sums demanded in the petition, with interest and costs, as hereinbefore required, and also fails to set up and sustain his defense against
the enforcement of the rights of the trustee and holders or owners of the
bonds, notes, or debts secured by the deed, the court shall give judgment
for the amounts which may be due under such deed, to be levied on said
real property covered thereby, and shall order said real property to be
sold in the manner and under the same regulations which govern sheriff's
sales under execution, upon such trustees making and having recorded
in the clerk's office of the superior court of the county where the land
the

deed reconveying said real property to the defendant
Provided,
however, said judgment shall be a lien upon said real property superior to
any claim or lien, except taxes, whatsoever, arising or created subsequent to the date of such deed to the trustee, if such deed be riled and
recorded as now provided by law. (Acts 1896, pp. 76, 77.)
lies a

:

—

Cross-references. Judicial sales generally, see Title 39, Executions and Proceedings Thereunder, Chapters 39-11 to 39-13.
Rank of liens for taxes, see § 92-5708.

67-1206. (3316)

from the

To whom money

shall be paid.

—The

money

arising

sale of the property shall be paid to the trustee, unless claimed

which in law may have
priority over the deed and when there shall be any surplus after paying
the sums due under the said deed and/or other liens, the same shall be
paid to the maker of the deed or his agent. (Acts 1896. pp. 76. 77'.)
by some other

lien in the
;

hands

of the officer

;

§

1
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—

due by installments. If the deed is
given to secure debts due by installments, and is enforced before any one
of the installments falls due, and there is a. surplus of funds as above
67-1207.

(3317)

stated, the court

may

the installments

still

debt

is

retain the funds or order the

(Acts 1896, pp.

unpaid.

same invested

to

meet

76, 7S.)

—

Cross-references.
Mortgage debts due by installments, see § 67-1001. When
proceeds oi sale of mortgaged property may be retained by court, see § 67-502.

CHAPTER

67-13.

CONVEYANCES TO SECURE DEBT.

Sec.

Sec.

Absolute deeds and not mortgages; bond to reconvey.

07-1301.

.

manner

67-1305.

Record and

67-1302.

Attestation,

67-1303.

Attestation out of State.

of.

67-1306.

Cancellation

of deed to secure debt
of sale executed out
c c".
o,
or State prior to August 27,
Limitation of time for
1931.
attack.

or

bill

•

67-1301.

.a

of

deed

to

se-

cure debt-

Record

67-1304.

effect of failure to

,

record.

.

r
n^
67-1307.
*,

.

-,

-,

T

•

•

,

Liens against grantee not to
,

,

attach to the property,

(3306) Absolute deeds and not mortgages

;

bond

to reconvey.

— Whenever any person in this State

conveys any real property by deed
to secure any debt to any person loaning or advancing said grantor any
money or to secure any other debt and shall take a bond for title back
to said grantor upon the payment of such debt or debts or shall in like
manner convey any personal property by bill of sale and take an obligation binding the person to whom said property is conveyed to reconvey
said property upon the payment of said debt or debts, such conveyance
of real or personal property shall pass the title of said property to the
grantee until the debt or debts which said conveyance was made to secure shall be fully paid, and shall be held by the courts to be an absolute
conveyance, with the right reserved by the grantor to have said property
reconveyed to him upon the payment of the debt or debts intended to be
secured agreeably to the terms of the contract, and not a mortgage. No
bond for title or to reconvey shall be necessary where such deed shows
upon its face that it is given to secure a debt. (Acts 1871-2, pp. 44, 45
1872, p. 47; 1884-5, p. 57; 1924, p. 56.)

—

Cross-references. Levy when contract of purchase or bond for title made, see
67-1501.
Title to cropper's crop in landlord, see § 61-502. Attachment by vendor for purchase money, see § 8-301. Foreclosure of bill of sale to secure debt,
see § 67-1601. Superiority of judgment for purchase money of realty, see § 67-1702.
Jurisdiction to set aside judgment on secured debt, see § 110-801.
§

67-1302. (3308) Attestation,

manner

of.

— In order to admit such deeds

or bills of sale to record, they shall be attested or proved in the

now

prescribed by law for mortgages.

Cross-references.
ord, see

§

— Attestation

of

(Acts 1884-5,

mortgage, see

p.

manner

124; 1931, p. 153.)

§§ 67-105, 67-106.

Defective rec-

67-111.

67-1303. Attestation out of State.

— Deeds

and bills of
sale when executed without this State, may be attested, acknowledged,
or probated in the same manner as deeds of bargain and sale. (Acts
to secure debt

1931, p. 153.)
Cross-reference.
§

29-409.

— How

deeds are attested when executed out of this State, see

Mortgages, Conveyances, and Liens.
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Record of deed t6 secure debt or bill of sale executed out of
State prior to August 27, 1931. Limitation of time for attack. Any deed
to secure debt or bill of sale executed prior to August 27, 1931, out of the
State and attested, acknowledged, or probated in the manner applicable
to deeds of bargain and sale, and which after such execution shall hi
been recorded prior to such date, shall be deemed and held to be valid
and entitled to record, and such attestation, acknowledgment, or probate
and recordation shall be in all respects legal, and the rights and title of
the grantee or vendee in or to the property conveyed by said deed to
secure debt or bill of sale shall be superior to that of any and all persons
claiming any priority of lien or right, whether the same shall be acquil
by contract or operation of law, unless such lien or right accrued prior
to such date, and action shall be brought to enforce said lien or right
within one year from such date. (Acts 1931, pp. 153, 154.)
67-1304.

—

Cross-reference.

—Attestation

of deeds executed out of this State, see

Record and

67-1305. (3307)

effect of failure to record.

to secure debt shall be recorded in the

29-409.

§

— Every

deed

county where the land conveyed

county where the maker resided at the time of its execution, if a resident of this State; and if a nonresident, then in the county where the personalty conveyed is. Deeds
or bills of sale not recorded remain valid against the persons executing
them. The effect of failure to record such deeds and bills of sale shall be
lies

every

;

the

same

sale to secure debt, in the

bill of

as

is

(Acts 1884-5,

the effect of failure to record a deed of bargain and sale.
124; 1931,

p.

p.

153.)

— Effect

Defective recof failure to record deed, see § 29-401.
67-111.
instruments requiring record take effect, see
§§ 67-2501 to 67-2503. Notice to owners of security deeds and mortgages, of sale of
mortgaged realty for taxes, see §§ 92-7408 to 92-7410. Records of deeds and bills
of sale to personalty, see § 29-413.
Cross-references.

ord of mortgage, see

When

§

67-1306. (3309) Cancellation of deed to

where property

secure

debt.

— In

all

cases

conveyed to secure a debt, the surrender and cancellation of such deed in the same manner that mortgages are now canceled.
on payment of such debt to any person legally authorized to receive the
is

same, shall operate to reconvey the

title of

said property to the grantor,

and such cancellation
the superior court in the same

his heirs, executors, administrators, or assigns

may

be entered of record by the clerk of

manner

;

now

that cancellations of mortgages are

entered.

(Acts 1889.

p. 119.)

—

Cross-references. Cancellation of mortgage, see
for title is entered of record, see § 29-419.

§

How

67-117.

satisfaction of

bond

67-1307. (3310) Liens against grantee not to attach to the property.

The

grantor's right to a reconveyance of the property,

upon

his

—

comply-

ing with the contract, shall not be affected by any liens, incumbrances,
or rights which
title

being

would otherwise attach

in the

grantee

shall be absolute

;

to the property

Cross-reference.

—

of the

but the right of the grantor to a reconveyance

and permanent upon

his

complying with

with the grantee according to the terms. (Acts 1871-2,
mortgaged

by virtue

Notice to owners of security deeds and
realty for taxes, see §§ 92-7408 to 92-7410.

his contract

p. 45.)

mortgages

of sale of

§
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CHAPTER

67-14.

CONDITK)NAL SALES.

(3318) Execution; necessity of writing.

67-1401.

1746

—Whenever

personal

Sec.
67-1401.

Execution; necessity of writing.

67-1402.

Attestation.

67-1403.

Recording, laws governing.

property shall be sold and delivered with the condition affixed to the sale
that the title thereto is to remain in the vendor of such personal prop-

have been paid, every such

erty until the purchase price thereof shall

conditional sale, in order for the reservation of

title to

be valid as against

and not otherwise. As between the parties themselves, the contract as made by them shall be
(Acts
valid and may be enforced, whether evidenced in writing or not.
third parties, shall be evidenced in writing*,

1880-1. pp. 143. 144.)
Cross-references.

— Contract

for

conditional

of

sale

rolling

stock,
see
see

Levy when contract of purchase or bond for title made,
Punishment for wrongful sale or removal of mortgaged property,
8

94-401.

see
67-1501.
67-9901

etc.,
§
§

et seq.

(3318) Attestation.

67-1402.

ditional sale shall be executed

—The written contract of every such
and attested

in the

same manner

gages on personal property are executed and attested.

con-

as mort-

(Acts 1880-1,

pp. 143, 144; 1931, p. 153.)
Cross-reference.

— Attestation or acknowledgment of mortgage on personal prop-

erty, see §§ 67-105, 67-106.

(3319) Recording,

67-1403.

record of conditional

laws

governing.

bills of sale shall

—The

be governed in

and

registration
all

respects

by the

laws relating to the registration of mortgages on personal property, except that they must be recorded within 30 days from their date.

(Acts

1880-1, pp. 143, 144.)

— Registration

of mortgages on personalty, see § 67-108. Effect
mortgage, see § 67-109; except as between parties, see § 67-2501.
Validity and record of contracts for lease of rolling stock, see § 94-403.

Cross-references.

of failure to record

FORECLOSURE OF DEEDS TO SECURE DEBT,
BILLS OF SALE TO SECURE DEBT, CONDITIONAL
SALES CONTRACTS, AND BONDS FOR TITLE.

PART

VI.

FORECLOSURE OF DEEDS TO SECURE
DEBT, PURCHASE CONTRACTS AND BONDS
FOR TITLE.

CHAPTER

67-15.

Sec.

Sec.
'

1 -'/-

hen contract of purchase or

bond

made

or deed
debt given; quit-

for title

to secure
claim; levy and sale.

67-1501.

(6037;

67-1502.

When

Attachment against grantor
deed to secure debt.

in

!

.......

..

W^MWM§kWMMWMM

contract of purchase or bond for

deed to secure debt given; quitclaim; levy and

sale.

— In

title

made

or

cases where a

1
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contract to purchase or bond for

money has been

has been made, or where purch
cases where a deed to secure a debt

title

partly paid, or in

has been executed, and the purchase

money

or secured debt has been re-

duced to judgment by the payee, assignee, or holder
holder of the legal

title, or,

if

§67-

of

said debt, the

dead, his executor or administrator, shall,

without order of any court, make and execute to said defendant in fi. fa.,
or, if he be dead, to his executor or administrator, a quitclaim conveyance to such real or personal property, and

file

and have the same

re-

and thereupon the same may be levied upon
and sold as other property of said defendant, and the proceeds shall be
applied to the payment of such judgment; or if there are conflicting
corded

in the clerk's office;

same

claims, the

shall be applied as

determined

in

proceedings had for

that purpose. (Acts 1894, p. 100.)

—

Cross-references. Sale under power, see § 37-607. Levy and sale where person
other than vendor, or other than holder or assignee has judgment against defendant in fi. fa. who has only equitable interest, see § 39-201. Notice of levy and sale
Deeds or bills of sale to secure debt are absolute deeds
in such cases, see § 39-202.
and not mortgages, see § 67-1301. Conditional sales of personalty, see § 67-1401 et
Abolition of vendor's
Priority of purchase-money judgments, see § 67-1702.
seq.
equitable lien, see § 67-1703. Vendor's attachment for purchase money, see § 8-301.
Foreclosure of bill of sale to secure debt, see § 67-1601. Levy and sale for purchase money of personalty where title is reserved in vendor, see § 67-1603. Levy
on and sale of land under deed of trust to secure debt, see § 67-1205. Setting
Claims, generally, see Title 39,
aside judgments on secured debts, see § 110-801.

Executions and Proceedings Thereunder, Chapters 39-8, 39-9.
contract to reconvey, etc.; priority over deeds, etc., see

title

67-1502.

Attachment against grantor

in

Record of bond for
§

29-418.

deed to secure debt.

— In

all

cases where a deed to land has been executed to secure a debt or the

performance of an obligation, and the grantor therein

become

may

thereafter liable to the process of attachment, an attachment

issue against

him

at the instance of the payee, assignee or holder of

said debt or obligation,

Code

in relation to

upon

be

compliance with the provisions of the

his

attachments; which said attachment shall be levied

upon the land described
shall

in said deed,

if

and the subsequent proceedings

in all respects as prescribed in the

ments, and the holder of the legal
or

shall be or shall

title of

dead his executor or administrator,

Code

in relation to attach-

the land described in said deed,

may make and

execute, without

order of any court, for the purpose of levy and sale after the rendition
of

judgment

in

attachment and issuance of execution thereon a quitclaim

deed of conveyance of said land to the grantor

same

in said deed,

and

file

the

for record in the office of the clerk of the superior court of the

county where the land

is

situated,

such attachment, and said deed

and when judgment

is

upon such judgment may be

is

obtained upon

so filed and recorded, the execution

upon said land and the same
may be sold as other property of said defendant, and the proceeds arising
therefrom shall be applied to the payment of said judgment, or if there
issued

levied

be conflicting claims, then the same shall be applied as determined
proceedings had for that purpose

law

:

in

Provided, that the provisions of this

shall not apply unless the debt or debts or liabilities so secured shall
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have become due under the terms of the contract creating- the obligation
or obligations. (Acts 1918. p. 133.)
39-201.

§

—

Levy and sale where defendant has only equitable
Grounds for attachment, see § 8-101.

Cross-references.
see

interest,

CHAPTER 67-16. FORECLOSURE OF BILLS OF SALE TO
SECURE DEBT AND CONDITIONAL SALES CONTRACTS.
Sec.

Sec.

Manner

67-1601.

of foreclosing bill of

Levy on and

67-1603.

sale to secure debt.

money

After-proceedings.

2.

67-1601.

The owner

of

any

of foreclosing bill of sale to secure debt.

bill of sale

or written contract retaining

sonal property to secure a debt, or

w ritten

may

same manner

(Acts 1S99,

p.

as

title

foreclose the

—

to per-

title

contract where

r

tained to personal property to secure a debt,
the

reserved in vendor.

title

Manner

(.3298)

sale for purchase
of personalty where

is

same

rein

mortgages on personal property are now foreclosed.

82; 1921,

p. 114.)

—

Cross-references. Foreclosure of mortgages on personalty, see Chapter 67-7.
Foreclosure before justice of the peace, see Chapter 67-9. Deed or bill of sale to
secure debt passes title, see § 67-1301. Levy when contract of purchase or bond
Sale under power, see § 37-607.
for title made, see § 67-1501.

67-1602. (3299) After-proceedings.

—In the event any such

bill of sale

above provided, the after-proceedings of the said
foreclosure shall be the same as proceedings to foreclose mortgages, with
the same right to defend in the manner in which defenses to foreclosures
shall be foreclosed as

of

mortgages are now provided for by law. (Acts 1899, pp.
67-1603.

title

Levy on and

reserved in vendor.

82, 83.)

purchase money of personalty where

sale for

—When any judgment has been or shall be ren-

any court of this State upon any note or other evidence of debt,
given for the purchase money of personal property, where the title for
the same has been retained in the vendor, it shall and may be lawful for
dered

in

the holder of said note, or other evidence of debt, in which
tained, to

make and

file

and have recorded

in the clerk's office of the

superior court where the defendant resides, a

ant for said personal property, or

if

he shall be dead then to the execif

there shall be no

executor or administrator, then to the heirs of said deceased
holder of said note or other evidence of debt, in which

and

file

such

bill

executor or administrator

of sale without obtaining

in

may

;

and

title is

in like

if

said,

retained,

manner make

an order of the court for that

purpose, whereupon said personal property

under such judgments as

the defend-

bill of sale to

utor or administrator of said deceased defendant, or

shall be dead, his

title is re-

may

be levied on and sold

other cases: Provided, said judgments shall

take and be a lien upon said personal property and the. proceeds of the

and other incumpaid and satisfied. (Acts'

sale thereof prior to all other judgments, claims, liens

brances, until the said judgments shall be fully
1887, p. 62.

149 Ga. 157, 161 (99

Cross-reference.

— Priority

S.

of purchase

E. 289).)

money judgment,

iet

§

67-1702.

1
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PART

VII.

67-17.

GENERAL PROVISIONS.

CHAPTER

Sec.

67-1701.
Certain liens established.
"\
*» **
-i
67-1702.
Lien ofr purchase money jtidg-

67-1705.

Vendor's equitable

Rank

lien

^_ ,„-..
67-1706.

,,

cured by

transferring

indebtedness

of liens according to age.

the

evise-

lien.

Transfer of notes,

67-1707.

(Acts 1873,

.

of
dences of

etc.,

car

lien.

67-1701. (3329, 3336) Certain liens established.

1.

oif

.

Manner

abol-

-

are established in this State:

1

rights of assign*

i

lslled

67-1704.

Assignment

.

mcn t
67-1703.

67- 70

LIENS.

Sec.

M

;

—The

following liens

p. 42.)

Liens in favor of the State, counties, and municipal corporations

for taxes.
Cross-reference.
2.

92-5708.

§

— Dignity

of judgments, see

110-507.

§

Liens in favor of laborers.

Cross-reference.
4.

of lien for taxes, see

Liens in favor of creditors by judgment and decree.

Cross-reference.
3.

— Rank

—Laborers'

liens, see

Chapter 67-18.

Liens in favor of landlords.

Cross-reference.

— Landlords'

liens, see Title 61,

Landlord and Tenant, Chapter

61-2.
5.

Liens

in favor of

Cross-reference.

— What

mortgagees.
is

a mortgage, and

what

it

may

embrace, see

§§ 67-101

to 67-103.
6.

Liens

in favor of landlords

— Liens

Cross-reference.
7.

furnishing supplies.

for supplies furnished,

etc.,

see

§

61-202.

Liens in favor of mechanics on real and personal property.

Cross-reference.

—Mechanics'

Hens, see Chapter 67-20.

Liens in favor of contractors, materialmen, machinists, and manufacturers of machinery.
8.

Cross-reference.
9.

— Liens

of mechanics, etc., see

Chapter 67-20.

Liens in favor of certain creditors against steamboats and other

watercraft.
Cross-reference.

— Liens

on steamboats,

etc.,

see

§

67-2201.

Liens in favor of proprietors of sawmills and the products of sawmills, and of proprietors of planing mills, and other similar establishments.
10.-

Cross-reference.

— Liens

in

favor of planing mills,

etc.,

see §§ 67-2204 to 67-2206.

Liens in favor of innkeepers, boardinghouse keepers, carriers, livery stable keepers, pawnees, depositaries, bailees, factors, acceptors, and
attorneys at law.
11.

—

Cross-references.
Carriers' liens, see §§ 18-401 to 18-403. Liverv-stable keepers'
see §§ 12-707, 12-708. Attorneys' liens, see §§ 9-613, 9-614. Factor's liens, see
Liens of bailees, pawnees, acceptors, etc., see § 12-701.
§§ 12-701, 12-705, 12-706.

lien,

12.

Liens in favor of owners of stallions, jacks, bulls, and boars.

Cross-reference.

— Liens

on get of

stallions, etc., see § 67-2202.
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favor of railroad employees, owners of stock killed, and
persons furnishing supplies to railroads.
13.

Liens

in

14.

Liens

in

favor of laundrymen. (Acts 1909,

Cross-reference.
15.

— Laundrymen's

liens, see

p. 51.)

Chapter 67-19.

Liens in favor of jewelers. (Acts 1927,

p. 218.)

—

Cross-references. Liens for wages of railroad employees, see § 94-801. Liens
for supplies furnished to. or live stock killed by, railroads, see § 94-803.
Lien on
Lien upon property of offender for
one's own property prohibited, see § 85-711.
costs of prosecution, see § 27-2801. Jewelers' liens, see Chapter 67-21.
Editorial Note.

— This

section is not exhaustive. See § 62-603 as to liens upon
Liens against deceased trustees and the trust estate, see

impounded animals.

Rank

§§ 108-438, 108-439.

of liens for taxes, see § 92-5707 et seq.

67-1702. (3330) Lien of purchase

—

money judgment. The judgment
the purchase money of land, where

upon any evidence of debt given for
titles have not been made but bond for titles given, shall be a lien upon
the land and the proceeds of the sale thereof, prior to all other judgments,
claims, liens, and incumbrances, until the judgment shall be fully paid
and satisfied. (Acts 1868, p. 16; 1873, p. 47; 1880-1, p. 63.)
Cross-references.
see § 39-201.
§ 110-507.

— Satisfaction

Attachment

of judgment out of defendant's equitable interest,
for purchase price, see § 8-301.
Lien of judgment, see

67-1703. (3373) Vendor's equitable lien abolished.
uitable lien for the purchase
Cross-reference.

— Attachment
Rank

67-1704. (3371)
lated

and

money

of lands

by vendor, see

having

priority.

vendor's eq-

abolished.

8-301.

of liens according to age.

fixed, as to their rank, in this

date, the oldest

§

is

—The

—All

liens not regu-

Code, shall rank according to

(Acts 1873,

p. 47.)

—

Cross-references. Priority of mortgages on crops, see Chapter 67-11. Judgment
dates from entry of execution upon execution docket unless entry is made
within 10 days from judgment, see § 39-701. Effect of failure to record mortgage,
see § 67-109.
lien

Assignment

67-1705. (3372)

of liens; writing; rights of assignee.

—

Except as otherwise provided, all liens shall be assigned in writing and
not otherwise, and under such assignment the assignee shall have all the
rights of the assignor as regulated in this Code. (Acts 1873, p. 47.)

—

Cross-references. Assignment of choses in action, see § 85-1803. Transfer of
notes secured by mortgage, transfers benefit of security, see § 14-1802.

Manner

67-1706. (3345)

— All

of transferring evidences of indebtedness se-

mortgage
notes, and other such evidences of indebtedness, secured either by contract hen or out of which a lien springs by operation of law, shall be
sufficiently technical and valid where such transfer or assignment plainly
seeks to pass the title to any of such papers in writing from one person
cured by

lien.

to another.

transfers and assignments of rent notes,

(Acts 1899,

p. 90.)

—

Cross-references. Assignment of choses in action, see § 85-1803. Transfers of
judgments and decrees, see §§ 37-1209, 110-901, 110-902. Judgments and executions
are negotiable, see

§

14-1801.

67-1707. (3346) Transfer of notes,

etc.,

carries the lien.

transfers or assignments of any such rent note,

—Upon

all

such

mortgage note, or other

such evidence of indebtedness as mentioned in the preceding section,

1
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1

such transfer or assignment shall carry together with the title the:to such transferee or assignee also the Hen connected with the same

without naming or specifically transferring the lien, so that the effect of
such transfer or assignment will be to completely and fully carry the
lien as a necessary incident thereof. (Acts 1899, pp, 90, 91.)

—

Cross-references. For similar provision, see § 14-1802. Authority of transf'
of secured evidence of indebtedness to foreclose, see § 67-2302.

CHAPTER -67-18. LABORERS'

LIENS.

Sec.

Sec.

67-1801.

General

67-1802.

Special liens; priority.

lien; priority.

67-1803.

Priority of liens, and

how

they

arise.

67-1801. (3334) General lien; priority.

— Laborers

have a general
levy and sale, for

shall

upon the property of their employers, liable to
their labor, which is hereby declared to be superior to all other liens,
except liens for taxes, the special liens of landlords on yearly crops, and
such other liens as are declared by law to be superior to them. (Acts
lien

1873, p. 42.)
Cross-references.

— Laborers

about steam

mills, etc., see

§

67-2205.

Foreclosure

of liens, see §§ 67-2301, 67-2401.

67-1802. (3335) Special liens;

priority.

— Laborers

shall

also have

a

on the products of their labor, superior to all other liens,
except liens for taxes, and special liens of landlords on yearly crops, to
which they shall be inferior. (Acts 1873, p. 42.)
special lien

and how they

67-1803. (3339) Priority of liens,

arise.

— Liens of labor-

upon the completion of the contract of labor, but shall
not exist against bona fide purchasers without notice, until the same shall
be reduced to execution and levied by an officer, and such liens in conflict with each other shall rank according to date, dating each from the
ers shall arise

completion of the contract of labor.

CHAPTER

67-19.

(Acts 1873,

p. 42.)

LAUNDRYMEN'S

LIENS.

Sec.

Sec.

outcry:

hours

67-1906.

67-1902.

Creation of lien.
How lien enforced.

Sale at public
thereof.

67-1903.

Rank

67-1907.

Proceeds of

67-1904.

Sale of goods after 90 days.

67-1908.

Cumulative remedies for

67-1905.

Notice of

67-1901.

of lien.

sat-

isfaction of lien.

sale.

67-1901. (3336) Creation of lien.

sale: application.

— All

persons, firms, or corporations

engaged in the business of laundering, cleaning, or dyeing clothing,
goods, wearing apparel, carpets, rugs, or other such articles shall, for
the agreed price or the reasonable value of their services in laundering,
cleaning, or dyeing any goods, clothing, wearing apparel, carpets, rugs,
or other similar articles, have a lien

upon the

articles laundered, cleaned,

whether the work of laundering, cleaning, or dyeing such articles is performed by themselves or their employees. (Acts 1909. p. 151.")
Cross-reference. — Rank of liens of pawnees, factors, bailees and acceptors, see
or dyed,

§

12-701.

;

§

Mortgages, Conveyances, and Liens.

o7-1902

How

67-1902. (3357)

lien enforced.
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— Any such, persons,

firms, or cor-

porations shall have the right to retain possession of the articles laundered, cleaned, or dyed by

them

have been paid
but if any such articles shall be delivered to the person for whom such
service was performed, without collecting the agreed price or reasonable
value of laundering, cleaning, or dyeing such articles the said lien shall
be lost upon the articles so delivered, but shall attach to any other goods,
clothing, or wearing apparel, or other articles belonging to the person for
whom such work was done, which may come afterwards into the possession of such person, firm, or corporation for the purpose of being
laundered, cleaned, or dyed.

Rank

67-1903. (3338)

until their charges shall

(Acts 1909,

of lien.

— Said

p.

151.)

the special lien of laborers on the products of

same manner. (Acts

foreclosed in the

have the same rank as
their labor, and may be

lien shall

1909, p. 151.)

—

Cross-references. Rank of special liens of laborers, see
on personalty, see § 67-2401.

§

Foreclosure

67-1802.

of liens

67-1904. Sale of goods after 90 days.

—Whenever any clothing,

goods,

wearing apparel, carpets, rugs or other such articles shall remain in the
possession of any person, firm or corporation engaged in the business
of laundering, cleaning or dyeing such articles, for a period of 90 days
after such person, firm or corporation has performed any services thereon
in laundering, cleaning or dyeing the same, without the agreed price or
the reasonable value of such service being paid, such goods or articles
may be sold by the person, firm or corporation having performed such
service for the satisfaction of the lien of such person, firm or corporation
performing such service. (Acts 1925, p. 217.)
67-1905. Notice of sale.

— Before any sale shall be made as provided

section 67-1904, the person, firm or corporation

making such

in

sale shall

give 10 days' notice thereof by posting a notice of such sale before the

courthouse door of the county in which such services were performed,
giving the name of the owner of such goods, if known, and if not known
the name of the person from whom such goods were received, a description of the goods to be sold, the time and place of sale and the
amount of the charges for which such goods or articles will be sold, and
the name of the person, firm or corporation having possession of such

goods or

articles

and proposing to make such

sale.

67-1906. Sale at public outcry; hours thereof.

the provisions of this law shall be

made

(Acts 1925,

— All

sales

p. 218.)

made under

at public outcry before the

courthouse door of the county where the person, firm or corporation
making such sale had his place of business at the time of receiving the
goods sold and during the hours provided by law for holding sheriff's
sales.

(Acts 1925,

Cross-reference.

p.

218.)

— Time,

place, etc., of sheriffs' sales, see

67-1907. Proceeds of sale; application.

such sale for

its

39-1201.

—The proceeds of any sale made

payment of
rendered by the person, firm or corporation making

under the provisions of
the lien for services

§

this

law

shall

be applied

first

to the

services in laundering, cleaning or dyeing the articles

—

:
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and the residue, if any, shall be paid on demand
goods sold. (Acts 1925, p. 218.)
sold,

§ 67-200 2

to the

67-1908. Cumulative remedies for satisfaction of lien.

—The

method

of

satisfaction of the lien referred to in this Chapter shall he cumulative

any other remedies provided
such

(Acts 1925,

liens.

CHAPTER

law for the

1)y

p. 218.)

MECHANICS' AND MATERIALMEN'S LIENS.

67-20.

Sec.

Sec.
67-2001.

67-2002.

Creation of Hens; work done
and materials furnished.
How liens declared and created; record; priorities.

67-2003.

1.

All mechanics of every sort,

Special

who have

personalty;

priorities.

work done and materials

furnished.

taken no personal security

work done and material furnished

therefor, shall, for

on

liens

enforcement;

67-2001. (3352) Creation of liens;

—

fore< (osure or satisfaction of

in building, repair-

improving any real estate of their employers all contractors,
materialmen, and persons furnishing material for the improvement of

ing, or

;

real estate; all contractors for building factories, furnishing material for

the same, or furnishing machinery for the same; and

all

machinists and

manufacturers of machinery, including corporations engaged in such
business, who may furnish or put up in any county any steam mill or
other machinery, or who may repair the same and all contractors to
;

build railroads, shall each have a special lien on such real estate, factories, or railroads.

Cross-reference.

(Acts 1873,

— Bond

p.

44; 1893,

p.

for public contractors, see

34; 1895,
§

p. 27.)

23-1705.

When work

done or material furnished for the improvement of real
estate is done or furnished upon the employment of a contractor or some
person other than the owner, the lien given by this section shall attach
to the real estate improved as against such true owner for the amount
of the work done or material furnished, unless such true owner shall
show that such lien has been waived in writing, or shall produce the
sworn statement of the contractor or other person, at whose instance
the work was done or material was furnished, that the agreed price or
reasonable value thereof has been paid Provided, that in no event shall
the aggregate amount of liens set up hereby exceed the contract price of
the improvements made. (Acts 1897, p. 30; 1899, p. 33.)
2.

:

S.

— Enforcement
Note. — As to history

Cross-reference.

of liens, see §§ 67-2301, 67-2401.

Editorial
E. 761).

of Georgia law on this subject, see 124 SS4 ^53

How

and created; record; priorities.
To make good the liens specified in section 67-2001, they must be created
and declared in accordance with the following provisions, and on failure
of any of them the lien shall not be effective, viz.
67-2002. (3353)

1.

A

liens declared

substantial compliance

by the party claiming the

lien

with his

contract for building, repairing, or improving, or for materials or machinery furnished or set up, as set forth in said section.
•
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The

J.

recording' oi his claim of lien within three
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months

after the

completion oi the work, or within three months after such material or

machinery

is

the county

where such property

furnished, in the office of the clerk of the superior court of
is

situated,

which claim

shall

be

sub-

in

stance as follows: "A. B., a mechanic, contractor, materialman, machinist,

may

manufacturer, or other person (as the case

may

the house, factory, steam mill, machinery, or railroad (as the case

which

be), and the premises or real estate on

it

on

be), claims a lien

is

erected or built, of

C. D. (describing- the houses, premises, real estate, or railroad), for build T
ing. repairing-, improving', or furnishing material (or

may
3.

his

be)."

(Acts 1874,

whatever the claim

p. 45.)

The commencement of an action for
claim within 12 months from the time

As between themselves,
rank according to date, but

amount
become due.

the recovery of the

same

the

shall

of

the liens provided for in said section shall
of the liens herein

all

mentioned for

repairs,

upon the same property, shall, as to
each other be of the same date when declared and recorded within three
months after the work is done, or before that time.
building, or furnishing materials,

Said liens specified in section 67-2001 shall be inferior to liens for
taxes, to the general

and special

liens of laborers, to the general lien of

when a distress warrant is sued out and levied, to
claims for purchase money due persons who have only given bonds for
titles, and to other general liens, when actual notice of such general lien
of landlords and others has been communicated before the work was
landlords for rent

done or materials furnished

but the said liens provided for in said sec-

;

tion shall be superior to all other liens not herein excepted.

(Acts 1873,

p. 44.)

Cross-reference.

67-2003.

— All

— Enforcement

of liens

on

realty, see

§

67-2301.

(3354) Special liens on personalty; enforcement; priorities.

mechanics of every

sort, for

work done and material furnished

manufacturing or repairing personal property, shall have a special
on the same, which

may

in

lien

be asserted by retention of such property, or the

mechanic may surrender such personal property and give

credit,

when

the same shall be enforced in accordance with the provisions of section
67-2401, and shall be superior to

other liens as the mechanic

work was done or material

all liens

except liens for taxes and such

may have had
furnished.

actual notice of before the

When

they surrender possession

of the property to the debtor, such mechanics shall record their claim oi
lien,

within 10 days after such work

is

done and material furnished,

the office of the clerk of the superior court of the county

owner
lows

:

of such property resides,

"A.

B.,

mechanic, claims a

erty) of C. D., for

lien

shall

on

—

may

be) the same."

where the

be in substance as

fol-

(here describe the prop-

work done and material furnished

or repairing fas the case
P. 43.)

which claim

in

in

manufacturing

(Acts 1873,

p.

44; 1884-5,

Mortgages, Conveyances, and Liens.
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CHAPTER

§ 67-2 1 04

JEWELERS' LIENS.

67-21.

Sec.

Sec.
67-2101.

67-2102.

Lien for repairs; enforcement
by sale.

67-2104.

How

67-2105.

Sale

67-2103.

declared; notice.

proceed*

of

of

sale; residue.

Display of

as

sij<n

to

inten-

tion to *«M.

outcry before

public

at

Application

courthouse.

67-2101. Lien for repairs; enforcement

by

sale.

— Any jeweler, or other

person, firm, or corporation engaged in the business of repairing watches,

and other articles of similar character, may sell such articles upon which charges for repairs, including work done and materials
furnished, have not been paid, which have remained in the possession of
such jeweler, person, firm, or corporation, for a period of one year after
the completion of said repairs, for the purpose of enforcing the lien of
such jeweler, person, firm, or corporation for materials furnished and
work done in repairing such article or articles. (Acts 1927, p. 218.)
clocks, jewelry

67-2102.

How

declared; notice.

— Before any sale shall be made as pro-

vided in section 67-2101, the person, firm, or corporation making such
sale shall give 30 days' notice thereof by posting a notice of such sale
before the courthouse door of the county in which such repairs were

made, giving the name of the owner of the article or articles so repaired,
if known, and if not known, the name of the person from whom such
article or articles were received, a description of the article or articles to
be sold, and the name of the person, firm, or corporation making such repairs and proposing to make such sale and shall also give written notice
thereof by sending a registered letter to the last known address of the
;

owner

of such article or articles, or the person

who

left

such article or

such persons of the time and place of sale,
the description of the article or articles to be sold and the amount
claimed by said person, firm, or corporation for such repairs, including
work done and materials furnished, and the said amount so claimed for
such repairs shall also be stated in the notice posted before the courthouse door as hereinbefore stated. (Acts 1927, p. 219.)
articles for repairs, advising

67-2103. Sale at public

outcry before courthouse.

—All

sales

made

under the provisions of this law shall be made at public outcry, before
the courthouse door of the county where the person, firm, or corporation
making such sale had his place of business at the time of receiving the
article or articles to be sold, and during the hours provided by law for
holding sheriff's sales. (Acts 1927, p. 219.)
Cross-reference.

—Time,

place, etc., of sheriffs' sales, see

§

67-2104. Application of proceeds of sale; residue.

any

sale

made under

— The

proceeds of

the provisions of this law shall be applied

payment of the lien
corporation making such
the

39-1201.

first to

by the person, firm, or
work done and materials furnished in

for services rendered
sale, for

repairing such article or articles sold, including the cost of the registered notice hereinbefore provided for, and the residue,

if

any, shall be

paid to the ordinary of the county wherein such sale shall have taken
place,

who

shall hold said

sum

for a period of

one year, during which

time the owner or owners of the article or articles so sold

mav

claim

;
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but at the end of said period of one year,

said residue

if

shall not have been claimed by the owner or owners of the article or
articles, so sold, then and in that event said residue shall be placed by the
said ordinary in the common school fund of the county wherein said sale
was made. ^Acts 1927. p. 219.)

67-2105. Display of sign as to intention to

sell.

—Any jeweler,

person,

hrm. or corporation desiring to avail himself of the provisions of this
law shall display a sign in his place of business notifying the public that
all articles left for repairs will be sold for charges at the expiration of
one year from completion of such repairs. (Acts 1927, p. 219.)

CHAPTER

67-22.

MISCELLANEOUS LIENS.

Sec.

Sec.

67-2201.

Liens on steamboats,

etc.; pri-

Liens

67-2204.

orities.
~

1202.

Liens on get of stallions,

etc.;

Liens

67-2205.

record; priorities.
67-2203.

Lien

67-2201.

in

favor of planing mills,

etc.

for hauling
stocks, or logs.

of

laborers

at

steam

mills, etc.

lumber,

Liens for articles furnished to

67-2206

sawmills.

(3355) Liens on steamboats, etc.; priorities.

— Every

officer

and employee, or guardian of any employee, on any steamboat or other
water craft engaged in the navigation of any river within the borders or
forming the boundary of this State, shall have a lien upon the said boat
or craft, for any debt, dues, wages, or demands that he may have against
the owner or lessee of such boat or craft, for personal services in connection with the same, or for wood or provisions furnished the same
which lien shall be superior to all liens except liens for taxes and such
other liens as the claimant had actual notice of before the debt was created.

(Acts 1873,

Cross-reference.
see § 67-1701, 11 9.

p. 44.)

— Liens

established in

67-2202. (3361) Liens

owner or keeper

on get

favor of creditors against water craft,

of stallions, etc.; record; priorities.

—The

any stallion, jack, or blooded or imported bull or boar
shall have a lien upon the get thereof, for the service of such stallion,
jack, or blooded or imported bull or boar, for the period of one year from
the birth of such get, which lien shall be superior to all other liens, except the lien for taxes. The lien herein provided for shall not become
of

operative unless the

same be recorded

in the office of the clerk of the

owner

mother resides,
within six months after the performance of the service; and said clerk
shall keep a book in which all such liens are to be recorded, and said
superior court of the county wherein the

of the

clerk shall receive 25 cents each for recording such liens:

animals shall be kept by the owners thereof inclosed
or otherwise.

(Acts 1884-5,

Cross-reference.

— Liens

in

p.

147; 1882-3,

p.

Provided, said

in their

own

pastures

131.)

favor of owners of stallions,

etc.,

see

67-2203. (3359) Lien for hauling lumber, stocks, or logs.

§

67-1701,

11

12.

—Any person

hauling stocks, logs, or lumber with teams for another person shall have
a lien against the personalty so hauled by him, to the extent of the

:
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amount

of the indebtedness

if

of the services so rendered

agreed upon.

(Acts 1901,

by eontract, and

if

j$

to the extent of the value

the price to be paid for the %Zxnt

p. 80.;

(3356) Liens in favor of planing mills, etc.

67-2204.

67-2301

— Proprietors

of

planing mills and other similar establishments shall have the same lien
as provided in section 67-2003, for work done on material furnished by

and when they furnish material they shall have the same li<
provided in section 67-2001 for materialmen; and proprietors of sawmills, when furnishing material for the improvement of real estate, to
purchasers from them for that purpose, shall be entitled to the lien p
vided in said section 67-2001, to be governed, when the same are applicable, by the rules laid down in said section 67-2001. (Acts 1873, p. 45.)
others,

Cross-reference.

— Liens

in

favor of owners of sawmills,

etc.,

67-2205. (3357) Liens of laborers at steam mills, etc.

steam mills and other establishments mentioned
have the same lien as
67-1801 and 67-1802. (Acts 1873, p.
tion, shall

is

see

§

67-1701,

r

10.

— Laborers about

in the

preceding sec-

provided for laborers

in

sections

45.)

67-2206. (3358) Liens for articles furnished to sawmills.

— All

persons

furnishing sawmills with timber, logs, provisions, or any other thing

necessary to carry on the work of sawmills shall have liens on said mills
and their products, which shall, as between themselves, rank according

and the date of each shall be from the time when the debt was
created, and such liens shall be superior to all liens except liens for taxes,

to date,

liens for labor, as

provided for

in sections 67-1801, 67-1802,

and 67-2205,

and to all general liens of which they have actual notice before their debts
were created, to which excepted liens they shall be inferior. (Acts 1873,
p. 45.)

PART

IX.

CHAPTER

FORECLOSURE OF

67-23.

LIENS.

LIENS ON REAL ESTATE.

Sec.

67-2301.

Manner

67-2302.

Right

of foreclosure.

of

transferee

to

fore-

close.

67-2301. (3365)

vided for

Manner

in this Title,

of foreclosure.

— Liens

on

real property, pro-

other than mortgages, shall be foreclosed,

when

not otherwise provided, as follows
1.

By

a

compliance with his contract by the person claiming the

and the commencement of suit therefor, accordthe provisions and requirements of section 67-2002.

and recording
ing to
2.

lien

his claim,

In declaring for such debt or claim the claimant of the lien shall set

forth his lien, and the premises on
shall be allowed, the verdict shall

execution be awarded accordingly.

which he claims it and if the lien
set it forth, and the judgment and
;

:

§
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property on which there is a lien be sold by any process
from the courts, the purchaser shall obtain the full title, and the lien
shall attach to the proceeds of the sale, upon notice by the party claimIt

3.

any

real

money

ing the lien to the officer to hold the

for that

purpose until the

next session of the superior court.
4.

If

the claim of lien shall be disputed by either plaintiff or defendant

money was

an issue shall
be ordered and tried as in other causes; and if it shall be determined
against the claimant, he shall pay such damages, not exceeding 20 per
cent., as the jury may assess, with interest from the date of the notice
to retain, and costs. (Acts 1873, p. 46.)
process or decree on which the

in the

5.

The

delivery of possession

raised,

by the person claiming the

lien shall not

affect his lien.
Cross-reference.

— Foreclosure

of

mortgages on

real property, see

Chapter 67-2

—Upon

the simple

et seq.

67-2302.

(3347) Right of transferee to foreclose.

mortgage note, or other such evidence of debt as mentioned in sections 67-1706 and 67-1707, the person to
whom the same may be transferred or assigned shall, without more, have
full power and authority to foreclose or enforce the same in his own
name. (Acts 1899, pp. 90, 91.)

transfer or assignment of any rent note,

—

Cross-references. Lien in favor of transferee of contract for rent, see § 61-206.
Foreclosure of mortgage by transferee, see § 67-203. Foreclosure of mortgage in
equity, see § 67-601. How mortgages on personalty foreclosed, see § 67-701. Liens
for supplies, etc., furnished are assignable by landlord, see § 61-202, H 2.

CHAPTER

67-24.

LIENS ON PERSONAL PROPERTY.

Sec.

Sec.

67-2401.

Manner

of foreclosure; replevy

Judgment on replevy bonds

67-2402.

of property.

67-2401. (3366)

Manner

in

lien cases.

of foreclosure; replevy of property.

on personal property, other than mortgages,

— Liens

when not otherwise

pro-

vided, shall be foreclosed in accordance with the following provisions

There shall be a demand on the owner, agent, or lessee of the property for payment, and a refusal to pay, and such demand and refusal
If, however, no such demand can be made, on account
shall be averred.
of the absence from the county of his residence of the party creating the
lien on personal property, by reason of removal or absconding from the
same, or other acts showing an intention to be absent to defeat such demand, the party holding such lien shall not be obliged to make a demand,
or affidavit thereof, but may foreclose without such demand, by stating,
on oath, why no such demand was made.
1.

must be prosecuted within one year

2.

It

3.

The person prosecuting such

after the debt

lien, either for

becomes due.

himself or as guardian,

administrator, executor, or trustee, shall, by himself, agent, or attorney,

make
this

shall

showing all the facts necessary to constitute a lien under
Code, and the amount claimed to be due. If the amount claimed
affidavit

be under $100, the application

may

be made to a justice of the peace,

—
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who may

take

all

g

the other steps hereinafter prescribed, as

in

G7

2

othei

in his court.

Upon such

with the clerk of the superior court,
the clerk, or the justice of the peace, if in his court, shall issue an e
cution instanter against the person owing the debt and also against the
property on which the lien is claimed, or which is subject to said lien,
4.

for the

affidavit

amount sworn

being

to be

filed

due and the

costs,

which execution, when

sued, shall be levied by any sheriff, or constable

if

is-

amount shall be
under the same rules
the

than $100, on such property subject to the lien,
and regulations as other levies and sales under execution.
less

5.

Affidavits

may

be

an oath. (Acts 1895,
6.

If

made

before any officer authorized to administer

p. 91.)

the person defendant in such execution or any creditor of such

defendant shall contest the amount or justice of the claim or the existence of such lien, he may file his affidavit of the fact, setting forth the
grounds of such denial, which affidavit shall form an issue to be returner]
to the court and tried as other causes. (Acts 1873, p. 46.)
only a part of the amount claimed shall be denied, the amount
admitted to be due shall be paid before the affidavit shall be received by
7.

If

the officer.
8.

rity

The defendant may replevy the property by giving bond and secuin double the amount claimed, for the payment of the eventual con-

demnation money.

—

Cross-references. Foreclosure of mortgages on personal property, see Chapter
67-7 et seq.
Amendment of affidavits to foreclose, see § 81-1203.
liens of
pawnees, etc., satisfied, see § 12-709. Sale of pawned property under execution,
see § 12-610.
Affidavit of illegality made on account of partial payment, see
Illegalities generally, see Title 39, Executions and Proceedings There§ 24-3327.

How

under, Chapter 39-10.

67-2402. (3367)

Judgment on replevy bonds

in lien cases.

— In

all

tore-

closures of liens on personalty, in which the property levied on shall be

and

which verdicts shall be found for the plaintiffs, the
plaintiffs shall enter up judgments against the defendants and their securities in the same manner, and to the effect, as in cases of appeal. (Acts
replevied,

in

1880-1, p. 110.)
Cross-reference.

—Judgment

against defendant and security

in

case of appeal,

see §§ 6-112, 6-113.

PART

X.

CHAPTER

REGISTRATION OF TRANSFERS AND LIENS.

67-25.

TIME REGISTRATION EFFECTIVE, ETC.

Sec.

67-2501.
67-2502.

Sec.

When

instruments requiring
record take effect.

67-2503.

Validity

between parties not

affected.

Persons purchasing property
or obtaining liens from devisees, legatees, or heirs.

67-2501. (3320)

When

instruments

Deeds, mortgages, and liens of

all

requiring

kinds,

record

take

effect.

which are required by law

to

§
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the office of the clerk of the superior court, shall, as against

in

the interests of third parties acting in

who may have

good

faith

and without

notice,

acquired a transfer or lien binding the same property,

take effect only from the time they are filed for record in the clerk's

The

office.

said clerk shall keep a docket for such filing,

hour thereof, which docket

shall be

open

for

showing the day and
examination and inspection

as other records of his office.

(Acts 1889, p. 106.)
Cross-references.— Record of bills of sale to personalty, see § 29-413. Bonds
for title recorded where, see § 29-418.
Bonds of lax officers and county treasurer
recorded where, see §§ 23-1007, 92-4603, 92-4806. Conditional bills of sale recorded
when and how, see § 67-1403. Crop mortgages, see § 67-1106. Crop mortgages
superior to^ older judgments, when, see § 67-1102. Deeds recorded when and
where, see § 29-401. Deeds to secure debt and bills of s.ale to secure debt recorded
where, see § 67-1305. Duty of clerks to record instruments, see § 24-2715. Trust
deed, reconveyance recorded where, see § 67-1205.
Federal tax liens recorded
where, see S§ 67-2601. 67-2602. Entering judgments on general execution docket,
see § 110-1001. Judgments against nonresidents entered where, see § 39-706.
Liens oi attorneys, see § 9-613. Liens of mechanics, materialmen, etc., recorded
when and where, see §§ 67-2002, 67-2003. Marriage contracts and settlements
recorded when and where, see § 53-408. Mortgages recorded when and where,
see § 67-108. Official bonds recorded where, see §§89-405, 89-426. Record of executions under which land is sold, see § 29-412. Registered title certificate recorded
when and where, see § 60-401. Method of recording instruments affecting land
title,

see

§

29-420.

67-2502. Persons purchasing property or obtaining liens
legatees, or heirs.

good

faith

and

from devisees,

—All innocent persons, firms or corporations

acting in

without actual notice, avIio purchase for value, or obtain

contractual liens, from distributees, devisees, legatees, or heirs at law,

holding or apparently holding land or personal property by will or inheritance from a deceased person shall be protected in the purchase of said
property or in acquiring such a lien thereon as against unrecorded liens
or conveyances created or executed by said deceased person upon or to
said property in like manner and to the same extent as if the property
had been purchased of or the lien acquired from the deceased person.
(Acts 1912, p. 143.)
Cross-reference.

— Priority

of debts of a deceased, see

67-2503. (3323) Validity

between parties not

§

113-1508.

affected.

—Nothing

in

Chapter shall be construed to affect the validity or force of any deed,
or mortgage, or judgment, or other lien of any kind, as between the parthis

(Acts 1889, pp. 106, 107.)
Cross-references. Deeds to secure debt and

ties thereto.

—

bills of sale to secure debt good
against grantor though not recorded, see § 67-1305. Mortgages remain good
Record of tax officers' and
against mortgagor, though not recorded, see § 67-109.
treasurer's bonds not necessary as between parties, see §§ 23-1010, 92-4606, 92-4808.
Retention title contract good between parties, though not in writing, see § 67-1401.
Entering judgments on general execution docket, see § 110-1001.

CHAPTER

REGISTRATION OF LIENS FOR UNITED
STATES INTERNAL REVENUE TAXES.
67-26.

Sec.

67-2601.
67-2602.

vSec.

Notice of lien and certificates
discharging liens, where filed.
Index of Federal tax liens.

67-2603.

Certificate
of clerk.

67-2604.

Purpose

of

discharge;

fee

of Chapter.

67-2601. Notice of lien and certificates discharging liens,

where

filed.

—

Notices of liens for internal revenue taxes payable to the United States
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tf-9901

such liens may be filed in the office of the
clerk of the superior court of the county within which the property subject to such lien is situated. (Acts 1924, p. 124.)

and

certificates discharging

67-2602. Index of Federal tax liens.

— When

a notice of such tax lien

shall be filed the clerk of the superior court shall forthwith enter the

an alphabetical Federal tax lien index, to be provided by the
ordinary or other authority having charge of county affairs, showing 00
one line the name and residence of the taxpayer named in such notice,
the collector's serial number of such notice, the date and hour of filing
and the amount of tax and penalty assessed. He shall file and keep all
original notices so filed in numerical order in a file to be provided by the
ordinary or other authority and designated Federal tax lien notices.
(Acts 1924, p. 124.)

same

in

67-2603. Certificate of discharge; fee of clerk.

—When

a certificate of

discharge of any tax lien issued by the collector of internal revenue or
other proper officer shall be filed in the office of the clerk of the superior
court where the original notice of such lien

is

filed,

said clerk of the

same with date of filing in said Federal
where the notice of the lien so discharged is

superior court shall enter the

tax lien index on the line

entered and permanently attach the original certificate of discharge to
the original notice of lien.

Said clerk shall receive 50 cents for filing and

indexing each notice of lien and certificate of discharge.

(Acts 1924,

pp. 124, 125.)

67-2604. Purpose of Chapter.

—

purpose of this Chapter to conform with the provisions of section 3186 of the Revised Statutes of the
United States, as amended by the Act of March 4, 1913, 37 Statutes at
Large, 1016 (U. S. C. A., Title 26, Internal Revenue, § 115), authorizing
the notices of the filing of liens. (Acts 1924, p. 125.)
It is the

PART XXX.

CHAPTER

67-99.

Sec.

CRIMES.

IN GENERAL.
Sec.

67-9901.

Wrongful sale or removal
mortgaged property.

67-9902.

Removal,
property
venue.

67-9903.

etc.,

to

of

of

67-9906.

levy;

Aiding and abetting removal,

67-9907.

Settlement of prosecution.

67-9908.

Removal

67-9909.

Deceiving as to existence of

etc.

67-9904.
67-9905.

Search for property removed;
venue of prosecution.
Nulla bona; shifting of burden
of proof.

—

any person,

or concealment of
property held under conditional purchase.

lien.

67-9901. (720 P. C.)
If

incumbering perproperty held under

or

sonal
conditional purchase.

incumbered

hinder

Selling

after

Wrongful sale or removal of mortgaged property.
having made a mortgage deed to personal prop-

erty, or bill of sale to secure debt, shall sell or otherwise dispose of said

;
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property or cause the same to be removed beyond the limits of the State
before the payment of the mortgage debt or debt secured by bill of sale,
without the consent of, and with intent to defraud, the mortgagee, and

thereby be sustained by the holder of the mortgage or bill of
the offender shall be punished as for a misdemeanor. (Acts 1871-2,

loss shall
sale,
p. 71

1875. p. 62; 1887. p. 37: 1895, p. 63: 1910, p. 59; 1921, p. 123.)

:

—

Cross-reference. Provisions of this section extended to liens for rent and advances made upon crops by landlords, etc., see § 61-9903.

67-9902. Removal, etc., of

incumbered property

— Any mortgagor, giver of purchase money

to hinder levy; venue.

lien, lien for rent,

or any lien

created by contract between the parties, or the holder or possessor of

any property under mortgage or liens above referred to, who shall run off,
remove, hide or in any way dispose of said property under mortgage or
lien, so as to hinder, delay or prevent the levying officer of the county
of defendant's bona fide residence from levying on any property covered
by mortgage or lien by virtue of the foreclosure of said mortgage or lien,
shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
The venue shall be in the county of
defendant's bona fide residence where search is made.
(Acts 1918,
pp. 262, 263.)

—

and abetting removal, etc. Any person who shall intentionally aid or abet in any violation of section 67-9902 shall be guilty
of a misdemeanor as principal in the county where he aided and abetted
in said offense, and his trial and conviction shall not be dependent on the
trial and conviction of any other person connected therewith. (Acts 1918,
67-9903. Aiding

p. 263.)

—

removed; venue of prosecution. When
any person who shall violate any part of this law (sections 67-9902 to
67-9905) has no permanent place of abode in this State, search may be
made in any county into which or through which said property has been
carried, and upon failure to find said property upon which to levy, prosecution may be had against such person in any such county; and upon
conviction such person shall be punished as for a misdemeanor. (Acts
67-9904. Search for property

1918, p. 263.)

67-9905. Nulla bona; shifting of burden of proof.

—When

search shall

have been made in any of said cases by the levying officer for the purpose of levying said execution, and the property described therein is not
found

at defendant's

home, and

if

defendant shall

fail

or refuse to direct

said levying officer to said property, said officer shall enter a nulla

and the testimony

of the officer or the entry of nulla bona,

bona

when properly

proven, shall shift the burden of proof to defendant. (Acts 1918,

p. 263.)

67-9906. (722 P. C.) Selling or incumbering personal property held

under conditional purchase.

— When

a person shall hold personal prop-

erty under a conditional contract of purchase and sale, and by the terms
of the

price
sell

is

purchase the

title is

retained by the vendor until the purchase

paid, he shall not, without the consent or approval of the vendor,

or incumber the property with intent to defraud the vendor or defeat

his rights, or

when such

selling or

incumbering the property tends to the
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A

injury of the vendor.

(Acts 1882-3,

violation of this section shall be a misdemeanor.

p. 111.)

67-9907. (723 P. C.) Settlement of prosecution.

may

§67-9909

—The

presiding judge
permit the parties at interest to settle the prosecution, prior to con-

viction,

upon payment

of the

prosecution. (Acts 1882-3,
67-9908.

purchase.

Removal

—When

amount due

the vendor and the

of the

'

I

p. 112.)

or concealment of property held under conditional

a person shall hold personal property under condi-

and sale, and by the terms of the purchase the
title is retained by the vendor until the purchase price is paid, the vendee
shall not remove, cause to be removed, or procure to be removed, beyond
the limits of this State any personal property subject to such contract of
sale without the consent of the vendor, or the approval of the said vendor,
tional contract of purchase

with intent to defraud the vendor, or defeat his rights, or when such removing tends to the injury of the vendor, and he shall not wilfully conceal such property. A violation of this section shall be a misdemeanor.
(Acts 1910,

p. 120.)

67-9909. (714 P. C.) Deceiving as to existence of lien.— Any person

who

shall, in the sale or

sonal, defraud another

subject to any

fraudulently

lien,

make

by

disposing of any property, either real or perfalsely representing that such property

knowing the same

to be subject thereto, or

is

who

not

shall

a second deed of conveyance to any land or real estate

to another, shall be punished as for a

misdemeanor. (Acts 1859.

p.

59;

1865-6, p. 235.)

—

Cross-reference. Penalty for giving false information as to prior
giving new lien on same property to another person for supplies, see

MOTOR FUELS:

lien,
§

when

61-9901.

See Title 73, Paints, Oils, and Petroleum Products;
Title 92, Public Revenue, Chapter 92-11, 92-14.

TITLE

MOTOR
PART

68.

VEHICLES.

LICENSES, REGISTRATION,

I.

AND OPERATION.

Chap.
68-

1.

68-

2.

68-

3.

68-

4.

Sec.

In general
Licenses for motor vehicles and chauffeurs
Driving and traffic regulations
Regulations as to vehicles

PART

68-101

68-201
68-301
68-401

MOTOR VEHICLE TRANSPORTATION.

II.

Chap.
68-

5.

68-

6.

68-

7.

Sec.

Motor contract carriers
Motor common carriers
Motor vehicles for hire regulated

68-501

68-601
68-701

PART XXX. CRIMES.
Chap.
68-99.

Sec.

In general

68-9901

CROSS-REFERENCES.
Contracts of suretyship between

Chapter

103, Suretyship,

Motor

common

103-6.

and allocation of tax:

fuels, taxation

carriers

and

their employees:

See Title

.

See Title

92,

Public Revenue, Chapters

92-11, 92-14.

Occupation or license tax:

Filling station operators, see Title 92, Public Revenue,

§§ 92-1103, 92-1104; dealers in automobiles, accessories, operators of jitneys,
and on garages, etc., see Title 92, Public Revenue, Chapter 92-15.

See also Title 18, Carriers; Title 94, Railroads; Title 95, Roads,
Ferries.

PART

LICENSES, REGISTRATION,

I.

CHAPTER

68-1.

Sec.

words

Definitions

68-102.

How

68-103.

Expense fund; annual budget

used

AND OPERATION.

IN GENERAL.

in

of

certain

68-106.

Duties of State Revenue Commission and county authori-

68-107.

Deputies from Highway Department to enforce law; license inspector.

68-108.

Reports by county authorities.
Arrest of persons failing to

this law.

ties.

horsepower determined.

sheets.

Fees

to

be

turned

over

to

treasury.
68-105.

Bridges, and

Sec.

68-101.

68-104.

etc.,.

Clerk's duties

Costs,

payment

of.

register cars.

and

salary.

68-101. Definitions of certain

68-109.

words used

Duty

of arresting officers.

in this law.

— For

the pur-

pose of this law the following definitions shall apply:
"Vehicle"

—Any

contrivance used for transportation of persons or

property on public highways.

:

Motor Vehicles.
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—Any

§68

except tractors, propelled by power
other than muscular power, not operated exclusively upon tracks.

"Motor vehicle"

vehicle,

—

"Motorcycle" Any motor vehicle having but two main wheels in conA motortact with the ground, upon which the operator sits astride.
cycle may carry a one-wheel attachment generally known as a side car.

—

"Tractor" Any self-propelled vehicle designed for use as a traveling
power-plant or for drawing other vehicles, but having no provisioi
carrying loads independently.
"Trailer"

—Any

vehicle without motive power, designed for carrying

persons or property either partially or wholly on its own structure and
for being drawn by a self-propelled vehicle, except those running exclusively on tracks.

—Tires

rubber and fabric inflated with

"Pneumatic

tires"

"Solid tires"

—Tires of rubber or similarly

depend on confined

of

air for the

air.

elastic material that

do not

support of the load.

—Tires of any metal or other hard material.
"Manufacturer," "Dealer" —Any person,
or corporation
"Metallic tires"

firm,

in

the manufacture, sale, purchase

or leasing

of

engaged
motor vehicles or

tractors.

"Owner"

—Any

person, firm, corporation or association holding

title

to a vehicle or having exclusive right to the use thereof for a period of

more than 30
"Operator"

days.

—Any

person

who

drives or operates a motor vehicle or

tractor.

—An operator for
"Local authorities" — All

"Chauffeur"

hire.

officers

nicipalities,

and public

officials of

mu-

the State,

and counties.

"Trucks," or "nonpassenger-carrying motor vehicles"

— Motor vehicles

for the transportation of property.

For the purpose

A

law

vehicle shall be considered equipped with pneumatic tires

pneumatic

A

of this

tires are

used on

all

when

wheels.

vehicle shall be considered equipped with solid tires

when

solid

used on two or more wheels.

tires are

A vehicle shall
lic tires

be considered equipped with metallic tires when metalare used on two or more wheels. (Acts 1927, p. 227.)

Cross-reference.

—Definitions

as

regards

regulation

of

motor

carriers,

see

§§ 68-502, 68-601.

—

How

horsepower determined. The National Automobile
Chamber of Commerce horsepower rating formula is hereby adopted as
the standard for determining the horsepower of passenger carrying ve68-102.

hicles.

(Acts 1927,

p. 228.)

—

Expense fund; annual budget sheets. The necessary expenses
to carry out the provisions of this law shall be defrayed out of the sums
collected thereunder, and the amount thereof shall be fixed annually in
advance upon an itemized budget sheet submitted by the State Revenue
Commission, 30 days prior to the meeting of the General Assembly,
68-103.

;

sj

Motor Vehicles.
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accompanied by an itemized report of the expenditures made for the
preceding rear, when approved by the Governor. Said expense fund, or
so much thereof as shall be needed, shall be drawn upon the warrants
of the Governor, supported by bills of particulars and vouchers submitProvided, that said expense fund
ted by the State Revenue Commission
:

shown by said approved budget sheets shall be set aside out of the first
collection made hereunder in any fiscal year, and provided the sums used

as

to defray

said expenses. shall not exceed five per cent, of the total revenue

derived under this law. (Acts 1927,

p.

241

;

1931, pp. 7, 34.)

68-104. Fees to be turned over to treasury.

— The

full

amount

of the

law shall be turned over to the State treasury by
the State Revenue Commission within 30 days after collection in such
manner as the State Treasurer may prescribe, and it shall be the duty of
fees collected

under

this

the State Treasurer to set aside from said fees the

sum

authorized by

the budget sheet as prescribed under section 68-103. (Acts 1927, p. 241
1931. pp.

7.

34.)

—

Cross-reference. Fees
fund, see § 95-1703.

from motor vehicle licenses as part of State-aid road

—

and salary. The State Revenue Commission is
hereby authorized to employ a clerk whose duty it shall be to keep a full
record of all motor vehicle owners in a book to be kept for that purpose.
He shall file registrations alphabetically by counties, and shall furnish
each year to the county commissioners or ordinaries, and also the tax
receivers of the several counties, a list of all owners of motor vehicles
68-105. Clerk's duties

of their respective counties

who have

registered in this

office.

He

shall

perform any and every duty pertinent to his office under the direction
of the State Revenue Commission.
The salary of said clerk shall be
$200 per month, payable out of the fees received for the registration of

motor

vehicles.

Editorial Note.

(Acts 1927,

— See

p.

note under

242; 1931, pp,
§

7, 31, 34.)

68-201.

Revenue Commission and county authorities.
Costs, payment of.— The State Revenue Commission shall at least twice
in each year call the attention of the sheriffs, constables, and marshals
to the provisions of this law, and furnish once each quarter to the sher68-106. Duties of State

and clerks of the county commissioners of each county, for file
their offices, a list of such vehicles as are registered from the county
which said sheriff and clerk hold office; and it shall be the duty of
iff-

local authorities in

every county to

tion of the provisions of this law,

authority, and

it

is

make

in
in
all

investigation as to the viola-

and said

local authorities shall

have

hereby made their duty, to swear out warrants and

motor vehicles who violate any of the
provisions of this law. The costs of the sheriffs, constables, and marshals shall be paid in the same manner as other criminal costs are paid
under the law: Provided, however, that upon the failure of the sheriff
or constable of any county to enforce the provisions of this section,
the State Revenue Commission shall have the right to employ an inprosecute any and

all

owners

of

Motor Vehicles.
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1

spector in said county at not more than $4 per day and

hi-,

actual

penses to be paid upon an itemized sworn statement furnished by said
inspector, to seek out and require all

owners

said vehicles in accordance with this law.
1921, p. 255; 1927, p. 242; 1931, pp.

p. 116.

mptor vehicles

of

to register

(Acts 1915, Extra.

7, 34.;

from Highway Department to enforce law; license
inspector.
It shall be the duty of the State Revenue Commission to
deputize such employees of the State Highway Department as may be
requested by the State Highway Board, for the purpose of enforcing the
provisions of this law. The State Highway Board is hereby authorize -A
to select from its employees men to be deputized by the State Revenue
Commission, and such deputies are hereby given the necessary police
powers for the purpose of enforcing this law. There shall be a motor
vehicle license inspector to be appointed by the State Revenue Commission, who shall have authority to swear out warrants for violations
of the motor vehicle law, and to perform any other duty required by
68-107. Deputies

—

such commission.
Editorial Note.

— See

68-108. Reports
register cars.

(Acts 1927,
note undeiv

by county

p.
§

243; 1931, pp.

7, 34.)

68-201.

Arrest of persons failing to

authorities.

—The county commisioners

of each county,

and ordinaries

where there are no commissioners, shall file in the office of the State
Revenue Commission, annually, on or before the first day of May of
each year, a report showing the actual number of miles of public roads
outside of cities and incorporated towns, in their respective counties.
Said commissioners or ordinaries, as the case
in said report a

may

be, shall also include

statement from the tax books of their respective coun-

showing the number

motor vehicles returned for taxation for the
year previous to their report, and shall certify in said report that 90 per
cent, of the owners of motor vehicles in their respective counties have
returned said motor vehicles for taxation, and have registered the same
in the office of the State Revenue Commission. The officials above mentioned shall cause the arrest of and prosecute all owners of motor vehicles who shall fail or refuse to register their cars with the State Revenue Commission as provided by this law. If it shall be ascertained from
said report, or by the State Revenue Commission, that as many as 10 per
cent, of the motor vehicles in any county are not returned for taxation
and registered with the State Revenue Commission, that county shall receive no part of the automobile fund for that year. (Acts 1915. Extra.

ties,

of

Sess., p. 117; 1931, pp. 7, 34.)
Cross-reference.

68-109.
officer,

— Division

Duty

of arresting officers.

—

It is the

duty of every arresting

both county, municipal and State, to enforce the provisions of

Chapters 68-1 to 68-4.
Cross-reference.
§

of State-aid road fund, see § 95-1720.

68-9908.

(Acts 1927,

— Punishment

for

p. 243.)

violation

of

Chapters

68-1

to

68-4,

see

$

Motor Vehicles.
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LICENSES FOR MOTOR VEHICLES AND
CHAUFFEURS.

68-2.

Sec.

Sec.

68-201.

Registration and license of motor vehicles and chauffeurs;
penalties.

68-211.

Application for registration;
blanks; contents.

68-203.

Chauffeur's license; contents of
application;
obtained;
age of applicant; fee.
Filing and record; badges.
Registration of motor vehicles;
applications; ownership; vehicles registered in other
States; records.

68-205.

68-206.

68-213.

suance

and

revocation;

du-

motor vehicle; issuance

of

new

of

68-214.

Number plates;

68-215.

Display of number plates.

68-216.

Manufacture of license

description;
transfer; duplicates; fees.

plication for tags
cates.

68-217.

Reciprocity with

money

and

68-218.

68-210.

68-219.
68-220.

certifi-

Agreements subject to confirmation by General Assembly.
Enforcement and effect of reciAgreements while General Assembly not in session; vehicles
for hire excepted.

in-

order.

Revenue Commission to have
tags by December 1st.
Half-year rate. Quarter-year

68-209.

other States

as to privileges, etc.

procity agreements.

Temporary permit

dorsed on

tags

prohibited.

certificate.

License fee to accompany ap-

6S-208.

for

tags.

Transfer of certificate on sale

68-207.

fees

makers and dealers; additional

Certificates of registration; isplicates; fee.

annual

Receipt for post-office money
order as permit.
Registration and license of

how

68-204.

of

vehicles.
68-212.

68-202.

Schedule

68-221.

Nonresidents; licenses required,
when.

68-222.

Monthly reports to State Revenue Commission by automo-

rate.

bile dealers.

and license of motor vehicles and chauffeurs;
penalties.
Every owner of a motor vehicle, trailer, tractor (except
tractors used only for agricultural purposes) or motorcycle, shall, on or
before the first day of February in each year, before he shall operate
such motor vehicle, tractor, trailer or motorcycle, register such vehicle
in the office of the State Revenue Commission, and obtain a license to
operate the same for the ensuing year; and every chauffeur employed
to operate motor vehicles shall likewise register and obtain a license as
hereinafter provided
Provided, that on and after the second day of
February in each year every owner of an automobile, truck, or trailer,
registered for the previous year, who shall have failed to comply with
the provisions of this section, shall be deemed and held to be a delinquent
under the provisions of this section, and the registration of such automobile, truck, or trailer shall, on the said second day of February and
68-201. Registration

—

:

thereafter, be subject to a penalty of 20 per cent, of the registration fee
for said automobile, truck, or trailer, in addition to the fee herein pro-

vided

;

and

all

applications

made

to the State

Revenue Commission

for

registration of such delinquent automobile, truck, or trailer shall, before

being accepted by the State Revenue Commission, be first indorsed by
the sheriff of the county wherein the delinquent applicant resides, and
not by an officer of any other county and for said indorsement the
;

receive from the applicant the

sum

sheriff

shall

sheriff

indorsing such delinquent application shall

first

and the
indicate, with his
of $1,

indorsement on said application, the total amount of the prescribed registration fee together with the 20 per cent, penalty herein provided, and
the full total of such amount shall be remitted or paid to the State Revenue Commission before any license tag or serial number as provided

Motor Vehicles.
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law shall be assigned to said applicant: Provided further,
that the purpose of this provision being the better and more complete
enforcement of the motor vehicle law, all such penalties as are herein
for in this

assessed shall be accredited in the office of the State Revenue

when

name

Commis-

county wherein the
applicant resides, whether the same are received through the exer<
of the sheriff's authority as an arresting officer, or that of his deput:
or whether through appearance of the applicant at the sheriff's office for
proper indorsement on an application; and between the first and fifth
days of each calendar month the State Revenue Commission shall remit
to the respective sheriffs the full amount of such penalties accredited to
such sheriffs during and for the preceding calendar month, and it shall
be expressly understood and provided that the penalty herein levied
and designated shall be in lieu of and stand in place of any and all other
penalties for delinquency in the registration provided for in this section
Provided, howon or before the first day of February in each year
ever, that upon the failure of the sheriff of any county to enforce the
provisions of this section the State Revenue Commission shall have the
right to employ an inspector in such county, at not more than $4 a day
and actual expenses to be itemized and sworn to, who shall be empowered to perform the duties herein set out as to the sheriff of such county,
and all such pay and expenses shall be paid from the penalty provided
sion

received in the

of the sheriff of the

:

for in this section.

(Acts 1927,

p.

228; 1931, pp.

7, 34,

213, 214.)

—

Cross-references. Forfeiture of license to operate automobile for hire upon conPenalty for operating motor
viction of soliciting for prostitution, see § 26-6202.
vehicle without license, see § 68-9901.

—

Editorial Note. Section 84 of the Reorganization Act (Acts 1931, pp. 7, 34)
abolished the office of Commissioner of Motor Vehicles and transferred all powers,
duties, and functions of such office to the State Revenue Commission.
Prior to
the Reorganization Act the Secretary of State was Commissioner of Motor Vehicles

ex

officio.

See Acts 1927,

68-202. Application

for registration;

for the registration of a
shall be

made

motor

blanks;

contents.

—Application

vehicle, trailer, tractor or motorcycle

to the State Revenue Commission upon blanks prepared

by the Commission
shall

p. 227.

Such application
contain a statement of the name, place of residence, and address
for such purposes,

by the owner.

with a brief description of the vehicle to be
registered, its name, model, the name of the manufacturer, its motor
number, its shipping weight, carrying capacity, and such other information as the Commission may require
Provided, that nothing contained
in this law shall be construed as repealing sections 68-205 to 68-208.
(Acts 1927, p. 229; 1931, pp. 7, 34.)
of the applicant, together

:

68-203. Chauffeur's license; contents of application;

age of applicant;

fee.

how

—Application for a chauffeur's license

obtained;

shall be

made

Revenue Commission upon blanks prepared for such purpose by the Commission, and shall be signed and verified by oath or
affirmation. Such application shall be made annually on or before the
first day of February, and shall contain a statement of the name and
address of the chauffeur, and such other information as the Commission
may require, and shall be signed and indorsed by at least three responsible owners of motor vehicles and employers of chauffeurs
Provided,
that no such license shall be issued to any person under 16 years of
to the State

:

>?

pS-204

Motor Vehicles.
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tee oi $2 shall

accompany
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the application.

(Acts 1927,

p.

229;

1931, pp. 7, 34.)

—

and record; badges. Upon receipt of such application
and the payment of the required fee, the State Revenue Commission
68-204. Filing

shall

the application, register the same, assign to the applicant a
distinctive number, make the same a matter of record in the office of
the State Revenue Commission. The Commission shall likewise furnish
such chauffeur a badge, which badge shall be evidence of his right to
file

act as chauffeur until the first

day

of

February

of the next year follow-

Such badge

shall be of aluminum or some other suitable metal,
oval in form, the greater diameter not to exceed two inches, and there
ing.

shall be

insert

stamped thereon the words ''Registered Chauffeur No. (Here

number designated) State of Georgia.'" The
uniform size, numbered consecutively beginning with

the

registration

badges shall be of
the number 1, and shall be issued in consecutive order and of different
design each year. The chauffeur shall at all times, while operating* a
motor vehicle upon public streets and highways, wear his badge pinned
to his clothing in a conspicuous place.
No registered chauffeur shall
voluntarily or otherwise permit any other person to wear his badge, nor
shall any person wear a chauffeur's badge belonging to any other person, or a fictitious badge, while operating a

public streets and highways.
68-205. Registration of

(Acts 1927,

p.

motor vehicle upon the
229; 1931, pp.

7,

34.)

motor vehicles; applications; ownership; ve-

hicles registered in other States; records.

—

Initial applications for reg-

motor vehicles shall be sworn to and shall include
such additional information of ownership as the State Revenue Commission shall deem proper, and no motor vehicle shall be registered unless the State Revenue Commission shall be satisfied the applicant for
registration is entitled to have the motor vehicle registered in his name.
istration

by owners

of

Proof of purchase at a judicial sale or previous registration in this State
by the applicant may be accepted as evidence of ownership by the State
Revenue Commission. Applicants for registration for motor vehicles

brought into this State previously registered in other States shall be accompanied by an affidavit from the motor vehicle registering official of
that State, or other satisfactory evidence indicating that the applicant
The State Revenue Comis the lawful owner of said motor vehicle.

mission shall maintain a record of motor vehicles reported stolen within
this State against which all applications for certificates of registration
shall

be checked.

destrov

all

motor

The

State

Revenue Commission,

the two years next preceding.
Cross-reference.

—

;

fee.

—A

may

(Acts 1925,

p.

315; 1931, pp.

7, 34.)

Penalty for violation, see §§ 68-9902 to 68-9904.

issuance and revocation; duplicertificate of registration containing such description and

68-206. Certificates

cates

in its discretion,

vehicle records except those of the current year and

of

registration;

evidence of identification of the motor vehicle as the State Revenue
Commission shall consider proper shall be issued to the owner of each
registered
tificate of

issued as

motor vehicle by the State Revenue Commission. The cerregistration shall be valid for the motor vehicle year in which
long as the motor vehicle is owned by the original holder of

:

Motor Vehicles.
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Duplicates

the certificate of registration.

§68-211

may

be obtained at a charge

upon supplying the; State Revenue Commission such
1;':
mation sworn to "as the Commission shall consider proper.
Revenue Commission may refuse to issue or may revoke a certifr

of 50 cents

'1

(Acts 1925,

registration for cause.
Cross-reference.

—Forging

certificate.

— Upon

315; 1931, pp.

or altering certificate, see

transfer of

§

Starr;

7, 34.;

68-9903.

motor vehicle issuance of
a motor vehicle the owner shall on

on

68-207. Transfer of certificate

new

p.

infor-

sale of

;

the certificate of registration thereof assign in writing in form prescribed

thereon said motor vehicle and
liens,

if

make

a statement of total amount, of

any, thereon, and the certificate of registration shall be delivered

at the time of transfer.

The

transferee of the certificate of registration

immediately surrender the transferred certificate to the State Revenue Commission and apply for and be granted a new certificate of registration.
The State Revenue Commission shall file the surrendered
certificate of registration so that evidence of ownership of a motor veLicensed motor vehicle
hicle may be at all times conveniently traced.
dealers, however, shall hold and assign certificates of registration received by them to persons to whom the ownership of the motor vehicle
is transferred.
(Acts 1925, p. 315; 1931, pp. 7, 34.)
shall

Cross-reference.
see § 68-9904.

— Penalty for operation of motor vehicle without new

68-208. License

accompany application

fee to

for

certificate,

tags and

certifi-

—

Temporary permit indorsed on money order. When an application for license tags and certificates shall be made to the State Revenue
Commission it shall be accompanied by cash, cashier's check, postal
money order, or express money order for the license fee required by
cates.

law.

Money

to the use

order receipts for the proper fee shall entitle the applicant

and operation

registered for a period of

(Acts 1925,

p.

motor vehicle sought to be licensed and
15 days from the date of said remittance.

of the

315; 1931, pp.

7, 34.)

—

Revenue Commission to have tags by December 1st. The
Commission shall have in their possession on or before
Revenue
State
December first of each year, for distribution, the license tags provided
68-209.

for in this law.

(Acts 1931, pp.

7,

34; 1931, pp. 213, 216.)

—

Quarter-year rate. Where application is made
registration
the
of
any
for
motor vehicle or tractor between the dates of
September
and
the
fee charged for such registration shall be
30,
July 1
68-210. Half-year rate.

one-half the

amount

set forth in the following section.

No

license tag at

half-year rate shall be issued until after June 30, and not then

motor vehicle was subject

to license prior to that date.

30, a quarter rate shall be in effect, provided the

subject to license prior to that date.

(Acts 1927,

p.

68-211. Schedule of annual fees for vehicles.

if

the

After September

motor vehicle was not
230; 1931, pp. 213. 216.)

— The

annual fees tor
licensing of the operation of vehicles shall be as follows for each vehicle
registered

Motorcycle
Motorcycle side-car

$

5.00

3.00

—
§

Motor Vehicles.
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hearses and ambulances
major fraction thereof) gross

Passenger-carrying motor vehicles,
50 cents per 100 pounds

weight

of

vehicle

(or

minimum

;

11.25

fee

Each nonpassenger-carrying motor vehicle
capacity

or

or truck of one ton

less

1

More than one and not exceeding one and one-half tons capacity
One and one-half tons and not exceeding two tons capacity..
More than two tons and not exceeding two and one-half tons
capacity

30.00

one-half tons capacity and not exceeding

three tons capacity

45.00

three tons capacity and not exceeding three and

one-half tons capacity

More than

22.50

37.50

More than two and

More than

5.00

52.50

three and one-half tons capacity and not exceeding

four tons capacity

More than

four

tons

75.00

capacity

and not exceeding

five

tons

capacity

150.00

More than five tons capacity and not exceeding six tons capacity
More than six tons capacity and not exceeding seven tons
capacity

375.00

750.00

More than seven tons capacity
Trailers or semitrailers, when equipped with
Pneumatic

tires,

$1

per

100 pounds

(or

1,125.00

major fraction

thereof) gross weight of vehicle.

Solid tires, $1.50 per 100

pounds

(or

major fraction thereof)

gross weight of vehicle.
Metallic tires, $2 per 100 pounds (or major fraction thereof)
gross weight of vehicle.

Tractors

when equipped with pneumatic

15.00

tires

Tractors equipped with solid or metallic tires or treads

30.00

Provided, that tractors used exclusively for agricultural purposes
shall not be required to register or to pay any fees. (Acts 1927, p. 230;
1931, pp. 213, 216.)
Cross-reference. Fees from motor vehicle licenses to be credited to State-aid
road fund, see § 95-1703.

—

68-212. Receipt for post-office
tion shall be

made

money

order as permit.

—When applica-

any vehicle or tractor and a
money order shall be purchased for the correct

for the registration of

United States post-office
fee and forwarded with said application, the receipt for said money order, when dated by the proper authority, shall serve as a 15-day permit
to operate the vehicle or tractor on the highways. (Acts 1927, p. 232.)

and license of makers and dealers; additional
Manufacturers and dealers engaged in the manufacture, sale, or
tags.
leasing of motor vehicles or tractors shall register with the State Revenue Commission, making application for a distinguishing dealer's number, specifying the name and make of motor vehicle manufactured, sold,
or leased by them, upon blanks prepared by the State Revenue Commission for such purposes, and pay therefor a fee of $25, which fee
68-213. Registration

—

Motor Vehicles.
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accompany such application, and for which said fee the State Revenue Commission shall furnish to said dealer two number ph
known as a dealer's number and to be distinguished from the number
shall

|

by a different and distinguishing color to be
determined by the State Revenue Commission, with the word "Healer"
on same; dealer's number plates to be for the purpose of demonstrating
or transporting dealer's vehicles for sale or lease. No dealer or manufacplates herein provided for

may

use or permit to be used a dealer's number for private use
or on cars for hire, or other manner not provided for in this section. In
case dealers or manufacturers desire more than two tags, they shall so
turer

on the application, and, in addition to the fee of $25 hereinabove
provided, shall pay $10 for each and every additional number plate furstate

(Acts 1927,

nished.

Number

68-214.

p.

232; 1931, pp.

plates

receipt of the application

Revenue Commission
sign to

it

7, 34.)

description; transfer; duplicates; fees.

;

and the payment

shall

The Commission

number

plates

of the required fee, the State

the application, register the vehicle, as-

file

a distinctive serial number, and

record.

— Upon

shall

make

the

same

furnish also without cost

showing thereon the

serial

a matter of

two metal

number designated

to such

Number plates shall be of metal at least seven inches wide
than
not less
16 inches in length, and shall show in bold characters
year of registration, serial number, and abbreviation of the name of
State, and such other distinctive markings as in the judgment of
vehicle.

and
the
the
the

Commission may be deemed advisable, so as to indicate the class or
weight of the vehicle for which the number plates were issued. Duplicate
number plates, when one of the originals has been lost, defaced, or destroyed, may be obtained from the Commission upon filing affidavit setting forth the facts of such loss or destruction, and the payment of a fee
of $1. A number, when issued, shall not be transferred from one vehicle
to another, and shall not be used by any other person or upon any motor
vehicle other than the one to which it is assigned, and any use of said
number by any person or persons in any manner not provided for in this
law shall be a violation of said law: Provided, however, that where a
motor vehicle has been duly registered in the office of the State Revenue
Commission, and the number assigned to said vehicle for the year, the
owner of said motor vehicle to which said number has been assigned
may, upon sale or exchange of said motor vehicle, transfer and assign the
number assigned to said motor vehicle to the purchaser of said machine,
by registering such transfer in the office of the State Revenue Commission and by paying 50 cents, which shall accompany said transfer or
registration, and upon said transfer the assignee of said number shall
stand in the position of the original person in whose name such number
is

recorded. (Acts 1927, p. 233; 1931, pp.
68-215. Display of

number

plates.

7,

34.)

— Every

motor

vehicle,

tractor,

upon the highways, shall at all
times display the number plates assigned to it, and the same shall be
fastened to both the front and rear of the machine in a position so as
not to swing, and shall be at all times plainly visible. It shall be the
duty of the operator of any motor vehicle to keep both number plates
trailer, or

motorcycle, which

legible at all times.

is

(Acts 1927,

in use

p. 234.)

—
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—

Manufacture of license tags prohibited. It shall be unlawful
any person, firm or corporation to make, sell, or issue any license

68-216.
for

tag or

number (Acts

Cross-reference.

1921, pp. 255, 260.)

— Punishment

for violation, see

§

68-9905.

68-217. Reciprocity with other States as to privileges, etc.

Revenue Commission

—The

State

hereby directed to negotiate with the proper
authorities of adjoining States and consummate, as speedily as is practicable, reciprocal agreements, whereby residents of such States operating motor vehicles licensed in their respective States may have such
privileges and exemptions in the operation of said motor vehicles as residents of this State may have and enjoy in said adjoining States in the
operation of motor vehicles duly licensed in this State. In the making
of such agreements the State Revenue Commission shall have due regard for the advantage and convenience of the motor vehicle owners
and other citizens of this State, and particularly those who reside near
(Acts 1931, pp. 7, 34, 216, 217.)
the borders of adjoining States.
is

to confirmation by General Assembly.
agreements entered into by said State Revenue Commission
shall be subject to confirmation by Act or resolution of the General
Assembly, and shall not be of force and/or effect until the passage of
such and its approval by the Governor, except such agreement or agreements as may be entered into while the General Assembly is not in session, in which case the same shall be submitted by the Commission to
the General Assembly not later than the 10th day of its next session;
whereupon the Assembly may confirm or reject such agreement or agreements by appropriate Act or resolution approved by the Governor, but
pending passage and approval of such Act or resolution of confirmation
or rejection the agreement or agreements made during the adjournment
of the Assembly shall be of full force and effect according to their terms.

Agreements subject

68-218.

Any and

all

(Acts 1931,

pp.' 7, 34, 216, 217.)

—

Enforcement and effect of reciprocity agreements. The State
Revenue Commission shall give proper publicity to the terms of every
agreement entered into pursuant to this law, and is hereby authorized and
empowered to promulgate rules and regulations for the observance and enforcement of the terms of such agreement, which rules and regulations
shall have the force and effect of law. (Acts 1931, pp. 7, 34, 216, 217.)
68-219.

68-220.

Agreements while General Assembly not

—All

in session; vehicles

reciprocal agreements entered into

by the State
Revenue Commission while the General Assembly is not in session, shall
be approved by the Governor. No agreement shall be made, or approved
hereunder, which relates to motor vehicles operated for hire, nor shall
for hire excepted.

the provisions of this law apply to such vehicles. (Acts 1931, pp.

7, 34,

216,218.)

—

when. Motor vehicles owned
by nonresidents of the State may be used and operated on the public
streets and highways for a period of 30 days without having to register
and obtain a license to do so or a chauffeur's license: Provided, that the
owner or owners thereof shall have fully complied with the laws requiring the registration of motor vehicles in the State or Territory of their
68-221. Nonresidents; licenses required,
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residence, and that the registration

301

.

number and

initial

letter

<,{

such

State or Territory shall be displayed and plainly visible on such rehi
or vehicles. In other respects, however, motor vehicles owned by nonresidents and in use temporarily within the State shall be subject to
provisions of this law: Provided, no resident shall he allowed to operate a motor vehicle within this State under a license issued by another
State.

(Acts 1927,

p. 235.)

Monthly reports to State Revenue Commission by automobile
Every person, firm, or corporation engaged in the business of
dealers.
selling automobiles shall be required to report in writing monthly to
the State Revenue Commission, either by depositing said report in the
United States mails or by sending the same by hand, a description of
all cars sold by such dealer during that month, including the make
of the machine sold, the number of the machine sold, and the name and
68-222.

—

address of the purchaser to whom sold, the said report to be sent
(Acts 1929, p. 213; 1931, pp.
later than the 10th of each month.
Cross-reference.

CHAPTER

— Penalty

68-3.

for violation, see

7,

34.)

68-9906.

DRIVING AND TRAFFIC REGULATIONS.

Sec

Sec.

68-301.

Speed

68-302.

Lights, brakes, and signal horn
or bell.

68-303.

§

not

in

limit.

68-308.

Accident; duty to stop and give

68-309.

name, etc.
Equal rights on highways; ob-

68-310.

Motor

68-311.

School busses required to be
marked. Stopping places.
Municipal ordinances effective.
Civil action not affected by this

structions, etc.

Traffic regulations.

68-304.

Approaching or passing pedes-

68-305.

Passing moving vehicles.

vehicles passing school
bus discharging or taking on

trians, horses, etc.

children must stop.

68-306.

Warning; speed.

68-307.

Persons intoxicated or under
16 years old prohibited from
operating motor vehicles or

68-312.
68-313.

motorcycles.

law.

—No

person shall operate a motor vehicle upon
any public street or highway at' a speed greater than is reasonable and
safe, having due regard for the width, grade, character, traffic, and common use of such street or highway, nor so as to endanger life or limb or
property in any respect whatsoever; but said speed shall not exceed that
tabulated below:
68-301.

Speed

limit.

Speed

Total gross combined

weight of motor vehicle and load in
pounds.
Less
10,000

than
to

10,000
16,000

Over 16 000
(Acts 1927,

miles per hour

in

Kind

of

Tires

Metallic

Solid

Pneumatic

10

25

40

8

20

25

5

18

20

p. 236.)

—

Cross-references. Full stop by motor-vehicle operators at unsafe crossings, see
95-1804.
Rate of speed by motorists over safe crossings, see § 95-1806. Penalty
for violation, see § 68-9908.
%

:

§
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and signal horn or
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bell.

— Every motor vehicle,

and motorcycle, while in use or operation upon the streets or
highways, shall at all times be provided and equipped with efficient and
serviceable brakes and signalling device, consisting of a horn, bell, or
other suitable device for producing an abrupt warning signal. Every
motor vehicle using the highways at night shall be equipped with a lamp
or lamps clearly visible for a distance of not less than 100 feet from the
front and rear.
tractor,

—

"Front lamps" Every motor vehicle and tractor shall be provided
with at least two lamps of approximately equal candle power, mounted
on the right and left sides thereof, and every motorcycle shall have
mounted on the front thereof at least one lamp. The front lamps shall
throw light to a reasonable distance in the direction in which such vehicle is proceeding and shall be provided with a suitable device for dimming or changing focus, so as to prevent dangerously glaring or dazzling
rays from the lamps in the eyes of approaching drivers.

"Rear lamp"

— Every

motor

vehicle, tractor,

and

trailer shall

the rear thereof, and to the left of the axis thereof, one

have on

lamp capable

of

displaying a red light visible for a distance of at least 100 feet behind

such vehicle: Provided, that when a vehicle shall be used in conjunction with another vehicle or vehicles, only the last of such vehicles shall
be required to carry such lamp. Every motor vehicle, tractor, trailer, or
motorcycle, when on highways at night, shall carry a lamp illuminating
with white lights the rear registration plate of such vehicle, so that the
characters thereon shall be visible for a distance of at least 50 feet.
Provided, that the provisions of this section as to lights, horns,

bells,

and/or other signalling devices shall not apply to tractors used exclusively for agricultural purposes when and while being operated upon
public roads between daylight and dark only; and such lights, horns or
other signalling devices shall not be required for such agricultural tracProvided, that the provisions of this law
tors not using the public roads
requiring front and rear lights on vehicles shall not apply to horse or
mule-drawn vehicles or other vehicles drawn by muscular power. (Acts
:

1927, p. 234.)
Cross-reference.

— Penalty

for violation, see

§

68-9908.

— Every

person operating a vehicle upon
the highways shall observe the following traffic rules and regulations
68-303. Traffic regulations.

a.

All vehicles not in motion shall be placed with their right sides as

near the right side of the highway as practicable, except on city streets

where

traffic is

obliged to

move

in

Slow-moving vehicles shall at
right hand side of the highway as
b.

c.

An

one direction only.
all

times be operated as close to the

practicable.

operator meeting another vehicle coming from the opposite

rection on the

same highway

shall turn to the right of the center

di-

on the

highway, so as to pass without interference.

An

operator of a vehicle overtaking another vehicle going in the
same direction, and desiring to pass the same, shall pass to the left of
d.

the vehicle overtaken

proaching

traffic,

but

:

if

Provided, that the
the

way

is

way ahead

is

clear of ap-

not clear he shall not pass unless the
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width of the roadway

is

§68-3 04

sufficient to allow his vehicle to pass to the

right of the center thereof in the direction in which his vehicle

is

r.

Provided further, that no operator shall pass a vehicle from the
rear at the top of a hill or on a curve where the view ahead is any way
obscured or while the vehicle is crossing an intersecting highway. An
operator overtaking and desiring to pass a vehicle shall blow his horn,
and the operator of the vehicle so overtaken shall promptly, upon such
signal, turn his vehicle as far as reasonably possible to the right in order
to allow free passage on the left of his vehicle.
ing:

An

operator in rounding curves shall reduce speed and shall keep
his vehicle as far to the right on the highway as reasonably possible.
e.

f.

left

An

operator intending to start, to stop, or to turn his vehicle to the
or right shall extend the hand and arm horizontally from and be-

yond the
g.

An

left side of

the vehicle.

way

operator of a vehicle shall have the right of

who

over the op-

approaching from the left in an intersecting highway, but shall give the right of way to an operator of a
vehicle approaching from the right on an intersecting highway.
erator of another vehicle

h.

An

is

operator of a vehicle shall bring the same to a

full

stop not less

any street car or passenger-carrying bus
headed in the same direction, which has stopped for the purpose of taking on or discharging passengers, and shall remain standing until such
Provided, howcar or bus has taken on or discharged said passengers
ever, that said operator may pass such street car where a safety zone is
established by proper authorities, or where said operator may pass such
car at a distance of at least eight feet therefrom and Provided further,
that he shall have slowed down and proceeded cautiously.
than

five feet

from the rear

of

:

:

An

operator shall reduce speed at crossings or intersections of highways, on bridges, or sharp curves and steep descents, and when passing
i.

any animal being led on the highway.

An

operator of a motor vehicle or tractor shall sound his horn or
other signalling device when approaching points on the highways where
the view ahead is not clear or where the view of the side of an interj.

secting

highway

is

obstructed.

In no case shall such horn or signalling

device be used for the purpose of

making unnecessary

noise, nor shall

the cut-out be used while on the highways.
k.

which project more
during the period of from one-half

All vehicles carrying poles or other objects

than five feet from the rear shall,
hour after sunset to one-half hour before sunrise, carry a red light at or
near the rear end of the pole or other object so projecting. During the
period of from one-half hour before sunrise to one-half hour after sunset vehicles shall carry a danger signal at or near the rear end of pole or
other object so projecting. (Acts 1927,
Cross-references.

—Penalty

p. 236.)

for violation, see

§

68-9908.

Regulations as to safe

and unsafe crossings, see §§ 95-1801 et seq. Grade-crossing elimination law, see
§§ 95-1901 et seq. Right of way for troops, see § 86-1402. Regulations as to motor
carriers and motor vehicles for hire, see Chapters 68-5 to 68-7.

—

Approaching or passing pedestrians, horses, etc. Upon approaching or passing any person walking in the roadway, or traveling
any public street or highway, or any horse or other draft animal being
68-304.

§
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68-305
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ridden or driven thereon, or upon any bridge or crossing at an inter-

motor vehicle or
times have the same under immediate control;

section of public streets or highways, the operator of a

motorcycle shall at all
and it such animal shall appear to be frightened, or if the person in
charge thereof shall signal by raising his hand or calling, the operator
If traveling in the opposite direction,
shall immediately stop his vehicle.
the operator shall hold his vehicle stationary until such animal shall
have had a reasonable time to pass by and if traveling in the same direction, he shall use reasonable precaution in order to avoid frightening
the animal or causing accident and in approaching or passing such animal, the operator shall not use the exhaust cut-out of his vehicle, or
cause any other unnecessary noise. (Acts 1921, p. 256.)
;

;

68-305. Passing

moving

vehicles.

—Whenever any operator of a motor

meet on

highway, any person or persons riding or driving one or more horses, or any other draft
animal, or any other vehicle, approaching in the opposite direction, the
vehicle or motorcycle shall

a public street or

operator shall turn his vehicle to the right so as to give one-half of the
traveled roadway, if practicable, and a fair opportunity to the other to
pass by without unnecessary interference; and

if

traveling in the

same

direction, he shall pass to the left side of the person or vehicle over-

taken, and the person or vehicle overtaken shall give

tunity to pass.
68-306.

(Acts 1921,

Warning; speed.

him

a fair oppor-

p. 257.)

—The

any public

operator of a motor vehicle or motor-

highway

due and
timely warning, by using his signalling apparatus, to every person riding
or driving any horse or horses, or horse-drawn or other vehicle, which
he may meet or approach and he shall likewise give due warning and
reduce speed upon approaching any sharp. curve, dugway, descent or
other dangerous place upon such street or highway. (Acts 1921, p. 257.)
cycle in motion on

street or

shall give

;

under 16 years old prohibited from operating motor vehicles or motorcycles. No person shall operate a motor
vehicle or motorcycle upon any public street or highway, whether as
owner or operator of such vehicle, if under 16 years of age, or while
under the influence of intoxicating liquors or drugs and no person
shall take, use, or operate any motor vehicle or motorcycle upon the
public streets and highways without the permission of the owner
68-307. Persons intoxicated or

—

;

thereof.

(Acts 1927,

Cross-reference.
§

p. 238.)

— Restrictions

on employment of persons under 16 years

old, see

54-303.

—

duty to stop and give name, etc. In case of accident to any person or damage to any property upon the public street or
highway, due to the operation of a motor vehicle, tractor, or trailer
68-308. Accident;

thereon, the operator of such machine shall immediately stop, and, upon

damage thereby, or of any
other person present, give such person his name and address, and if he
is not the owner of such vehicle, then in addition the name and address
of the owner thereof, and further he shall render such assistance as may
request of the person injured or sustaining

be reasonable or necessary.

(

Acts 1927,

p. 238.)
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§68-312

—

Equal rights on highways; obstructions, etc. Every ow:
or operator of a machine shall have equal rights upon the highways
with all other users of such highways; and no person or persons shall
throw glass, nails, tacks, or other obstructions upon the public highways
used and traversed by automobiles, or unreasonably obstruct or impede
the right of travel of such owner or operator while operating, propelling,
or driving such machine; and no person or persons shall give any signal
or signs of distress or danger, or call for assistance upon a person lawfully operating any such machine on any of the public highways, maliciously and without reasonable cause for so doing. (Acts 1927, p. 242.;
68-309.

Motor vehicles passing school bus discharging or taking on
children must stop. Every person using, operating, or driving a motor vehicle upon or over the roads or highways, or upon or over any of
the streets of any of the incorporated towns and cities, upon approaching any bus or other motor vehicle transporting school children to or
from school, while such bus or motor vehicle is stopped and engaged in
taking on or discharging such school children therefrom upon the roads
or highways, or upon any of the streets of any of the incorporated towns
and cities, shall bring such motor vehicle to a full stop before passing
such school bus or other motor vehicle, and shall remain stopped until
such school bus or other motor vehicle shall have completed at that
68-310.

—

place the discharging or taking on of school children. (Acts 1933, p. 201.)
Cross-reference.

— Penalty

for violating this section, see

§

68-9907.

—

68-311. School busses required to be marked.

Stopping places. All
motor vehicles used in transporting school children to and from schools
shall be distinctly marked "School Bus" on both front, rear, and sides
thereof, in letters of not less than five inches in length and so plainly
written or printed and so arranged as to be legible to persons approaching such busses, whether traveling in the same or opposite direction, or
upon approaching said school busses from any direction, and such school
bus drivers shall stop said school busses on the right hand side of the road
or street as close to the curb or edge of said road or street as is practicable.

(Acts 1933,

Cross-reference.

p. 201.)

—Penalty for violating this

section, see

§

68-9907.

—

ordinances effective. Nothing contained in this
law shall be construed as changing or interfering with any regulation
or ordinance which has heretofore been or may hereafter be adopted by
68-312. Municipal

any municipality, regulating the running or operation of motor vehicles
described in this law; and nothing in this law shall prevent cities and
towns from regulating, by reasonable ordinance, the rate of speed except
as provided hereinafter, noisy cut-outs, and glaring headlights within
said cities and towns. Nothing herein shall prevent incorporated cities
and towns from requiring by ordinance the owners of motor vehicles residing within the incorporated limits of said cities or towns to register
the numbers of State licenses with the clerk of council or other officer to
be designated by such city or town, together with a brief description of
such motor vehicle, and said incorporated cities or towns shall have the
power to provide a penalty for the violation of such ordinance
Pro:

§

Motor Vehicles.

68-313
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vided. that no additional license fee shall be charged by
(Afcts 1927; p. 240.)

ipality.

68-313. Civil action not affected

by

this law.

— Nothing

shall be construed to curtail or abridge the right of

ecute a

any munic-

civil

damages sustained by reason

action for

in

this

any person

law

to pros-

of injury to per-

son or property, resulting from the negligent use of the public streets
or highways by a motor vehicle or motorcycle, or by its owner, his em(Acts 1927, p. 243.)
ployee, or by any other operator thereof.

CHAPTER

REGULATIONS AS TO VEHICLES.

68-4.

Sec.

Sec.

68-401.

Size, limit of.

68-402.

Weight

68-403.

Extra

Wheels, restriction on; solid
rubber tires; cleats, spikes, etc.

68-404.

limit of.

size

or weight, permits

for.

68-401. Size, limit of.

— No vehicle of greater width than 96 inches,

cluding load, except traction engines, the width of
ceed 108 inches, and no vehicle

which

in-

shall not ex-

than 12 feet, six inches,
than
feet,
30
and no combination of vehicles coupled
or of greater length
which,
length
of
including load, shall be greater than
together, the total
of greater height

85 feet, shall be operated on the highways

:

Provided, that in special

cases vehicles the dimensions of which exceed the foregoing

may

erated under permits granted as hereinafter provided. (Acts 1927,
68-402.

Weight, limit

of.

—No

be op-

p. 239.)

whose

vehicle of four wheels or less,

more than 22,000 pounds, no vehicle
having a greater weight than 17,600 pounds on one axle, and no vehicle
having a load of over 800 pounds per inch width of tire upon any wheel
concentrated upon the surface of the highways (said width in the case
of rubber tires to be measured between the flanges of the rims) shall be
Provided, that in special cases vehicles
operated on the highways
whose weight, including loads, exceeds that herein prescribed may be
gross weight, including load,

is

:

Prooperated under special permits granted as hereinafter provided
vided, further, that the State Highway Commission may designate certain roads or sections of roads on the State-aid highway system on which
:

the traffic requirements do not justify heavy type of

pavement

at the

present time, and the said State Highway Commission may prescribe
the maximum gross weight of vehicles, including loads, which may be

operated over the sections thus designated.
68-403. Extra

size

or weight, permits for.

(Acts 1927,

—The

p. 239.)

special

permit

re-

quired by sections 68-401 and 68-402, for the operation of a vehicle whose

weight with load exceeds the limits prescribed by this law, shall
be in writing and be issued at the discretion of the State Highway Engineer, or of those officials of the State's political subdivisions who have
charge of the highways and bridges over which such vehicle is to opsize or

Such permit may be issued for a single trip or for a definite period not beyond the expiration of the vehicle's registration, and may des(Acts 1927, p. 240.)
ignate the highways and bridges to be used.

erate.
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Wheels, restriction on; solid rubber tires;
vehicle or load any portion of which drags or

68-404.

—No

roadway

cleats, spikes, etc.

slides OH the sur-

highways; no
vehicle shall be used or transported on the highways the wheels of w\
while being used or transported, either from construction or other-.cause pounding on the road surface. No vehicle equipped with solid
rubber tires shall be used or transported on the highways, unless ev
solid rubber tire on such vehicle shall have rubber on its entire traction
surface at least one inch thick above the edge of the flange on the entire
periphery. No vehicle shall be used or transported on the highways the
wheels of which have on the surface any wooden or metal cleats, spikes,
corrugations, or other irregularities which tend to damage the surface
face of the

of the road:

shall be used or transported on the

Provided,' that this section shall not be taken to prohibit

the use of tire chains.

PART

(Acts 1927,

MOTOR VEHICLE TRANSPORTATION.

II.

CHAPTER

MOTOR CONTRACT

68-5.

Sec.
68-501.

p. 240.)

Sec.

Purpose and

citation of

Chap-

68-515.

Discontinuance

68-516.

whole or in part; notice.
Railroad companies as motor

ter.

68-502.

Definition of certain terms used

carriers;

in Chapter.

68-503.
68-504.

Power

of Commission to regulate business.
of public convenience and necessity; terms and
conditions; transfer; revoca-

68-517.

Certificate

68-506.
68-507.

Same; hearing on

rules as to manner
of application.

for

to

issuance

application;
others than appli-

granting

68-510.

Records

ment

68-520.

re-

certificate.

68-522.

of holders of certificates; indemnity insurance in
lieu of bonds; self-insurance.
fares,

Commission

and

68-524.

charges;

to fix;

filing of contracts;

amount;

and reports of carinspection of books;
cancellation of certificate for
failure to keep books, etc.

68-513.

Carriage of colored passengers.

68-514.

Venue

of actions against carriers. Service of process.

Notice and hearing as to rules
and orders of Commission.
Rights and extent of franchises
of certificate holders or owners.

68-526.

Injunction against carrier operating without certificate of
public convenience and neces-

68-527.

Chapter

Discrimination in charges; free
transportation; reduced rates.
Carriage of mail, parcels, and
packages.

of provisions of
Chapter; expenses.
Rules for safety, Commission
authorized to make.
Hours of duty for drivers, limi-

Registration of routes, vehicles,
etc.; bond or indemnity insurance; fees; attorney in fact
for nonresident; venue of ac-

occasional

68-512.

Enforcement

68-525.

carriers exempted.
68-511.

of fund.

tation on.
68-523.

Bonds

Rates,

of public

convenience and necessity.
Complaints to Commission; review of orders.

68-519.

68-521.

Same; new application on

fusal of certificate or setting
aside of Commission's order

68-509.

certificate

in

Registration and license for vehicles; fees; separate fund in
treasury from fees; disburse-

and

cants.
68-508.

service

riers;

fees
transfer.

notice

and

of

68-518.

tion; term; renewal.

Same;
form
Same;

68-505.

CARRIERS.

tions.

sity.

cumulative

motor vehicle laws.

to

other

—

:

§
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Purpose and
"Motor Carrier Act

68-501.
as

citation of Chapter.

The

of 1931."
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—This

Chapter

may

be cited

provisions of this Chapter are in-

tended to state the conditions and regulations under which motor carriers
for hire other than common carriers are permitted to operate over the

highways of
pp. 199, 2130

this

State.

(Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., pp. 99, 100; 1931,

—

Editorial Note. The Motor Carrier Act of 1931, codified in this Chapter, as
originally adopted applied both to private contract carriers and to common carriers.
The Motor Common Carriers Act, codified as Chapter 68-6, superseded and
repealed the former Act in so far as it applied to motor common carriers. In this
Chapter an attempt has been made to omit those sections and provisions of the
Motor Carrier Act of 1931 which are applicable alone to motor common carriers,
leaving: the Act as a regulation of private contract carriers only.
Chapter 68-6 is
The separate codification of
a codification of the Motor Common Carriers Act.
the two Acts, while it results in considerable duplication, the regulations imposed
on the two classes of carriers being in many respects similar or identical, is believed to be desirable, if not necessary, to avoid the contention that the effect of
combining the Acts is to compel private carriers to become common carriers,
which, it has been held, the General Assembly cannot do. See 172/65 (157 S. E.
499): 172/100 (157 S. E. 515); 176/398 (168 S. E. 246); 282 U. S. 553, 75 L. Ed.
1265 j 2S7 U. S. 303, 77 L. Ed. 203.

68-502. Definition of certain terms used in Chapter.

—When

used

in

this Chapter, unless expressly stated otherwise,

The term "person" shall include an individual, a firm, partnership,
corporation, company or an association.
(b) The term ''Commission" means the Georgia Public Service Com(a)

mission.
(c)

The term "motor

means every person except common
operating, or managing any motor-pro-

carrier"

owning, controlling,
pelled vehicle (and the lessees, or trustees thereof, or receivers, appointed
by any court whatsoever) used in the business of transporting persons
or property for hire over any public highway in this State and not operProated exclusively within the corporate limits of any city or town
vided, that the term "motor carrier" shall not include and this Chapter
shall not apply to

carriers,

:

Motor vehicles engaged

and
teachers to and from public schools cars and trucks hauling people and
farm products exclusively between points not having railroad facilities,
and not passing through or beyond municipalities having railroad facilities, where not more than seven passengers and/or one and one-half
(1)

solely in transporting school children
;

tons of freight are transported.
(2)

Motor

vehicles engaged exclusively in the transportation of agri-

cultural and/or dairy products

between any

of the following points:

farm, market, gin, warehouse, or mill, where the weight of the load does

not exceed 10,000 pounds, whether such motor vehicle is owned by the
owner or producer of such agricultural or dairy products or not, so long
as the title remains in the producer. The word "producer" shall include
a landlord

where the relations

cropper are involved.
fruit, live stock, meats,

of landlord

The phrase

and tenant or landlord and

"agricultural products" shall include

wood, lumber, cotton, and naval stores,
household goods and supplies transported to farms for farm purposes,
and/or other usual farm and dairy supplies, and including products of
grove and/or orchard, and also poultry and eggs, and also fish and
oysters, and timber and/or logs being hauled by the owner thereof, or
fertilizer,
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and/or employees between forest and mill or primary pj
Motor vehicles used by country merchants m rural
of manufacture.
districts who handle poultry and farm products, in pursuance of tl
own business, and not for hire.
his agents

(3)

Taxicabs, motor trucks of baggage-transfer companies, and motor

trucks of railway express companies and/or motor trucks engaged
clusively in local draying, which are operated principally within the

corporated limits of

towns, but which

cities or

may

in the

in-

prosecution

go beyond the limits of the city
or town in which they operate, and which do not operate between such
city or town and fixed termini outside of such city or town limits.
of their regular business occasionally

Hotel-passenger or baggage motor vehicles when used exclusively
for patrons and employees of such hotel.
(4)

(5)

Motor trucks

(6)

R. F. D. carriers and star-route carriers are allowed to carry,

companies which perform a pick-up and
delivery service in connection with their freight train service, between
their freight terminals and points not more than five miles distant, when
either the freight terminal or such points, or both, are outside the limits
of an incorporated city or town.
of railway

without complying with the provisions of this Chapter, not exceeding
five passengers along with carriage of the United States mail, provided
they do not carry passengers on a route along which another motor carrier of passengers has a permit or a certificate to operate.
(7)

Motor

owned and operated exclusively by the United
any subdivision thereof.

vehicles

States, this State, or

The term

u

means every public street, road, highway, or thoroughfare of any kind in this State used by the public.
(e) The term "certificate" means a certificate of public convenience
(d)

public highways"

and necessity issued under

this

Chapter.

(Acts

Extra.

1931,

Sess..

pp. 99, 100; 1931, pp. 199, 213; 1933, pp. 198, 199.)

is

Power

Commission to regulate business.
hereby vested with power to regulate the business

68-503.

cept

common

erty,

of

—The

Commission
any person, ex-

of

engaged in the transportation of persons or propeither or both, for hire, by motor vehicle on any public highway in

this State.

carriers,

(Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., pp. 99, 102; 1931, pp. 199, 213.)*

and necessity terms and conditions; transfer; revocation; term; renewal.
(a) No motor carrier
shall operate without first obtaining from the Commission, after hearing
under the provisions of this Chapter, a certificate of public convenience
and necessity, pursuant to findings to the effect that the public interest
68-504. Certificate of public convenience

;

—

requires such operation.
(b)

The Commission may

issue the certificate prayed for, or issue

for the partial exercise of the privilege sought;

exercise of the rights granted
tions as in its

by such

judgment the public

The Commission may

certificate

interest

any time,

may

and

may

it

attach to the

such terms and condi-

require.

and opportunity to
be heard, suspend, revoke, alter, or amend any certificate issued under
this Chapter, if it shall be made to appear that the holder of the certifi(c)

at

after notice

;

§

;
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cats has wilfully violated or refused to observe

any of the orders, rules,
by the Commission or any provisions of this
Chapter, or any other law of this State regulating and/or taxing motor
vehicles, or if, in the opinion of the Commission, the holder of such certificate is not furnishing adequate service or it is no longer compatible

or regulations prescribed

with the public interest to continue said certificate in force, or the continuance of said certificate is not in conformity with the spirit and purpose of this Chapter.

Any

such certificate

may

be transferred or hypothecated upon
Provided, that no transfer hereunder shall be permitted so as to destroy com(d)

application to and approval by the Commission, and not otherwise
petition or create

:

monopoly.

Nothing in this Chapter is to be construed as requiring a private
carrier to become a common carrier.
(e)

In determining whether such certificate of public convenience and

(f)

necessity shall be granted, the Commission,

among

other things, shall

consider the following:
(1)

to

Whether

existing transportation service of

kinds

all

is

adequate

meet the reasonable public needs;
(2)

The volume

(3)

Financial ability of the applicant to furnish adequate, continuous,

such route, and whether such
traffic and that reasonably to be anticipated in the future can support
already existing transportation agencies and also the applicant;
of existing traffic over

and uninterrupted service for the year round

The

(4)

bridges, and

The

(5)

expense, and burden on the public highways, including

effect,

on the

traffic,

both private and

common

carrier,

thereon

on existing transportation revenues and service of

effect

all

kinds, and particularly whether the granting of such certificate will or

may

seriously impair essential existing public service.

convenience and necessity shall, unless
sooner revoked under the provisions of this Chapter, expire at the end of
seven years from the date of issuance thereof, but may be renewed by
the Commission with or without hearing, in its discretion. (Acts 1931,
(g)

Certificates

of

public

Extra. Sess., pp. 99, 102, 112; 1931, pp. 199, 213.)

—

manner and form of application. The Commission shall adopt rules prescribing the manner and form in which
motor carriers shall apply for certificates required by this Chapter.
68-505.

Among

Same

;

rules as to

the rules adopted there shall be rules as follows:

(a)

Application shall be in writing, under oath.

(b)

Shall contain full information concerning the ownership, financial

condition, equipment to be used, including the size, weight, and capacity
of each vehicle to be used,
(c)

The complete

and physical property of the applicant.

route or routes over which the applicant desires to

operate.
(d) Applicant agrees to observe

all

rates

and

classifications of the

equipment, as prescribed by the Commission.
(e)

All existing transportation in the territory proposed to be served,

and wherein the public needs additional

service,

and why.
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other or additional information as the Commission may
order or require. (Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., pp. 99, 104; 1931, pp. 199, 213.;
(f)

Any such

68-506.

Same;

fees for issuance

and

transfer.

—A

fee of $35 shall be

charged for the issuance of every certificate of convenience and necessity,
and a fee of seven dollars and fifty cents for the transfer of a certificate,
which shall be paid to the Commission when the Commission has approved the application for the certificate, and no certificate shall issue
until the said fee of $35 has been paid. (Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., pp. 99,
108.)

Same; hearing on application; notice to others than applicants.
The Commission, upon the filing of a petition for certificate of con68-507.

—

venience and necessity, shall fix a time and place for hearing thereon.
The Commission shall cause a copy of the petition and notice of hearing
to be served, at least ten days before the hearing, upon every common
carrier of passengers or property for hire, including railroads, operating

proposed to be served by the petitioner or applicant for a certificate of convenience and necessity to oper(Acts
ate in the same territory, and upon the State Highway Board.

and rendering service

in the territory

1931, Extra. Sess., pp. 99, 105.)

68-508.

Same new
;

application on refusal of certificate or setting aside

—

Commission's order granting certificate. When a petition for a certificate of public convenience and necessity has been in whole or in part
denied by the Commission, or has been granted by the Commission and
the order of the Commission granting same has been quashed or set aside
by a court of competent jurisdiction, a new application by the same petitioner or applicant therefor shall not be again considered by the Commission within three months from the date of the order denying the same or
the judgment of the court quashing or setting aside the order. (Acts
of

1931, Extra. Sess., pp. 99, 112.)

Bonds

indemnity insurance in lieu of
self -insurance.
No certificate shall be issued or continued in
operation unless the holder thereof shall give bond with adequate security for the protection, in case of passenger vehicles, of the passengers
and baggage carried, and of the public against injury proximately caused
by the negligence of such motor carrier, its servants or agents and in
cases of vehicles transporting freight, to secure the owner or person entitled to recover therefor against loss or damage to such freight for
which the motor carrier may be legally liable, and for the protection of
the public against injuries proximately caused by the negligence of such
motor carrier, its servants or agents. The Commission shall approve.
determine, and fix the amount of such bonds, and shall prescribe the
provisions and limitations thereof, and such bonds shall be for the benefit of, and subject to suit or action thereon by. any person who shall sustain actionable injury or loss protected thereby. The Commission may,
in its discretion, allow the holder of such certificate to file in lieu of such
bond a policy of indemnity insurance in some indemnity insurance company authorized to do business in this State, which policy shall substantially conform to all of the provisions hereof relating to bonds, and
shall likewise be approved by the Commission.
The Commission shall
68-509.

bonds;

of holders of certificates

;

—

;

;

g
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carrier warrants.
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bond or policy

indemopinion the financial ability of the motor
in lieu of a

of

(Acts 1931, Extra. Sess.. pp. 99, 105.)

and charges; Commission to fix; amount; filing
of contracts; occasional carriers exempted.
The Commission shall prescribe just and reasonable rates, fares, and charges for transportation by
motor carriers of passengers, baggage and property, and for all services
rendered by motor carriers in connection therewith, and the tariffs
therefor shall be in such form, and shall be filed and published in such
manner and on such notice as the Commission may prescribe, and shall
be subject to change on such notice and in such manner as the Commission may prescribe.
The rates, fares, and charges prescribed for such
contract or private carriers shall be the same as those prescribed for
common carriers by motor vehicle, and no such private or contract carrier shall contract to carry at a greater or less rate than prescribed by the
Commission, and all such contracts are hereby declared unlawful. Cop68-510. Rates, fares,

—

ies of all

contracts of private or contract carriers with their patrons shall

with the Commission Provided, that casual or occasional carriers shall not be construed to come under the provisions of this or the
following section; and the Commission shall define what are casual or

be

filed

:

occasional carriers. (Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., pp. 99, 106; 1931, pp. 199,
213.)

68-511. Discrimination in charges; free transportation; reduced rates.

— No motor carrier shall charge, demand, collect or receive a greater or
compensation for the transportation of passengers and
property or for any service rendered in connection therewith than the
rates, fares and charges prescribed or approved by order of the Commission nor shall any motor carrier unjustly discriminate against any
person in its rates, fares, or charges of service, but the Commission may
prescribe by general order to what persons motor carriers may issue
passes or free transportation, and may prescribe upon the same terms
and conditions as now apply to railroad carriers reduced rates for special
(Acts 1931, Extra. Sess.,
occasions; and may fix and prescribe rules.
less or different

;

pp. 99, 106; 1931, pp. 199, 213.)

— Motor carriers

may,
as an incident to their business, carry mail, parcels, and packages under
such rules and regulations as may be prescribed by the Commission.
68-512. Carriage of mail, parcels,

and packages.

(Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., pp. 99, 107.)
68-513. Carriage of colored passengers.

— Motor

carriers

may

confine

themselves to carrying either white or colored passengers or they may
provide different motor vehicles for carrying white and colored passengers and they may carry white and colored passengers in the same
vehicle, but only under such conditions of separation of the races as the
Commission may prescribe. (Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., pp. 99, 107.)
;

;

68-514.

Venue

of actions against carriers.

Service of process.

— Action

may

be maintained against any corporation operating under this Chapter in any county in this State where any accident or other liability arises

and where there

is

no agent

of

such corporation against

whom

suit is
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ervic€
uch
county where the right of action arke
case may be perfected by serving the party defendant and/or an agent
thereof with a second original where such defendant and/or an
thereof may be located. (Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., pp. 99, 107.;

brought

ih the

,

68-515. Discontinuance of service in

whole or

in part; notice.

—A

mo-

whole service on any
route upon thirty days' published notice to be prescribed by the Commission, and thereupon its certificate therefor shall be canceled. A motor
carrier shall have the right to discontinue any part of its service on any
route upon 30 days' published notice, subject, however, to the right of
the Commission to withdraw its certificate for such route, if, in the
opinion of the Commission, such diminished service is not adequate or
any longer compatible with the public interest. (Acts 1931, Extra. Sess.,
tor carrier shall

have the right to discontinue

its

99, 107.)

prj.

companies as motor carriers; certificate of public
convenience and necessity. Railroad companies operating in this State
are hereby authorized to operate motor vehicles for hire upon highways.
provided they obtain from the Commission a certificate under this Chapter and Provided further that they shall be, as to said motor vehicles,
motor carriers under this Chapter; and subject to all the provisions of
this Chapter; and railroad companies operating in this State are also
authorized to own the whole or any part of the capital stock of a corporation or corporations organized or operating as a motor carrier; but
no railroad company, nor any company whose stock is owned by a railroad company, shall be granted a certificate of public convenience and
necessity without proof such as would be required by an independent
motor carrier. (Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., pp. 99, 108.)
68-516. Railroad

—

;

—

Commission; review of orders. In all respects
in which the Commission has power and authority under this Chapter,
proceedings may be instituted, complaints made and filed with it, process
issued, hearings held, opinions, orders, and decisions made and filed and
any final order may be reviewed in any court of competent jurisdiction
of this State, under the conditions and subject to the limitations prescribed by law as relates to the Commission. (Acts 1931, Extra. Sess.,
68-517. Complaints to

;

pp. 99, 108.)
68-518. Registration

and

license for vehicles; fees; separate fund in

—

treasury from fees; disbursement of fund. Every motor carrier shall,
as soon as the certificate is issued, and annually on or before each suc-

ceeding January

1st, as

application to the

long as such certificate remains in force, make

Commission

for registration

vehicles to be operated under said certificate,
fee of $25 for each vehicle to the

Commission

the same and receive a license therefor.

and license of all motor
and upon payment of a

shall be entitled to register

The sum

or

sums derived herein

from the issuance and transfer of certificates of convenience and necessity
by the Commission shall be paid to the State Treasurer, who shall keep
such sums thus paid to him in a separate fund to be known as the motor

From such

funds thus derived the State Treasurer shall,
upon proper warrant from the Governor, pay all the expenses and salaries of every character as due and provided herein.
Such sum or sums
vehicle fund.
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such salaries and supervisory expenses have been
paid, and as may remain unexpended on the first day of January each
year, shall be paid to the State Highway Board for use in maintenance
and repair of the highways, as in the discretion of the Highway Board

as

may

be

left after

be directed. (Acts 1931. Extra. Sess., pp. 99, 108.)

68-519.

Records and reports of carriers; inspection of books; cancella-

tion of certificate for failure to keep books, etc.

— (a)

Motor

carriers shall

keep records, upon forms prescribed by the Commission, of all motor
vehicles and trailers used during the current month. On or before the
tenth of the month following they shall file under oath with the Commission, upon forms prescribed by the Commission, summaries of their
daily records

which

will

show

the capacity of their motor vehicles and

and the miles operated by each motor vehicle and trailer during
the preceding month, together with such other information as the Commission may require. Such daily records shall be filed and preserved by
the Commission for a period of at least two years.
trailers

The Commission

books and the forms of account to be kept by the holders of the certificates, which shall be preserved for such reasonable time as may be prescribed by the Commission.
The books and records of every certificate holder shall be at all times
open to the inspection of said Commission or any agent appointed by it
for such purpose. The Commission shall have the power to cancel any
certificate of necessity and convenience theretofore issued to any motor
carrier, for failure to keep the books and records as prescribed by the
Commission, or for failure to comply with any lawful rule or regulation
of the Commission but no certificate issued by the Commission hereunder shall be revoked upon such grounds without notice and hearing to
such motor carrier under such rules and regulations as the Commission
may prescribe therefor. The Commission shall have the power to examine the books and records of all motor carriers to whom it has granted
certificates to operate hereunder, and to examine under oath the officers
and agents of any motor carrier with respect thereto. (Acts 1931, Extra.
(b)

shall prescribe the

;

Sess., pp. 99, 109.)

68-520.

Enforcement

of provisions of Chapter; expenses.

—The

Com-

employ such persons as may be necessary, in the discretion of the Commission, for the proper enforcement
of the provisions of this Chapter, the salaries of such employees to be
fixed by the Commission. The traveling expenses of the Commission and
its employees incurred in the performance of this Chapter shall be paid,
as similar expenses of the Commission, out of the motor vehicle fund.
mission

is

hereby authorized

'to

(Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., pp. 99, 111.)
68-521. Rules for safety,

Commission authorized

to

make.

—The

Com-

mission shall have the authority to promulgate rules designed to promote safety, and any such safety rules promulgated or deemed necessary

by such Commission

shall include the following:

Every motor unit and all parts thereof shall be maintained in a
safe condition at all times, and the lights and brakes and equipment shall
meet such safety requirements as the Commission shall from time to time
fa)

promulgate.

—
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g

Every driver employed by a motor carrier shall be at
years of age, of temperate habits and good moral character, and
fully competent to operate the motor vehicle, under his charge.
(b)

least

18

shall be

Accidents arising from or in connection with the operation
motor carriers shall be reported to the Commission in BUCh detail and
'in such manner as the Commission may require.
(c)

The Commission

and every motor earner shall have
attached to each unit or vehicle such distinctive marking or tag
shall be adopted by the Commission. (Acts 1931, Extr;
pp. 99,
(d)

shall require

mo
Hours of duty
any motor carrier, its

68-522.
for

for drivers, limitation on.

—

It shall

officers or agents, subject to this

be unlawful

Chapter

to re-

quire or permit any driver to be or remain on duty for a longer period

than 10 consecutive hours and whenever any such driver shall have
been continuously on duty for 10 hours, he shall be relieved and not
required or permitted to go on duty until he has had at least 10 consecutive hours off duty, except that in cases of unforeseen emergency a
driver may remain on duty not in excess of 12 hours or for such time as
will enable him to complete his regular run. (Acts 1931. Extra. Sess.,
;

pp. 99, 112.)
68-523. Notice

The Commission

and hearing as to rules and orders

of

Commission.

hereby authorized to adopt, after reasonable notice
and hearing thereon, such rules and orders as it may deem necessary
in the enforcement of the provisions of this Chapter.
Such rules and
orders so approved by the Commission shall have the same dignity and
standing as if such rules and orders were specifically provided in this
is

Chapter. (Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., pp. 99, 112.)

and extent of franchises of certificate holders or owners.
Nothing in this or any previous law shall be construed to vest in the
owner or holder or assignee of any certificate of public convenience and
necessity any vested right to use the public roads of this State, nor shall
ever be construed to give to any motor carrier for hire any perpetual
68-524. Rights

—

franchise over such public roads. (Acts 1931, Extra. Sess.. pp. 99, 112.)

bond or indemnity insurnonresident; venue of actions. Motor

68-525. Registration of routes, vehicles, etc.

ance; fees; attorney in fact for
carriers

ways

who conduct

;

—

solely an interstate business on or over the high-

Commission the routes over
motor vehicles and trailers operated

of this State shall register with the

which they operate, the number of
by them, and the character and capacity of such vehicles, the forms for
such registration to be prescribed by the Commission; and such motor
carriers shall give the bond or indemnity insurance prescribed by section 68-509, but limited to the protection of the public against injuries

caused by the negligence of such motor carriers and such motor carriers
shall pay annually the license fee prescribed by section 68-518. for each
;

motor vehicle operated by it over the highways of this State; and each
such motor carrier who is not a resident of this State shall appoint an attorney in fact and file such appointment with the Commission, on whom

B
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be served in any suit instituted against such motor carrier

any person or property in this State; which
the county in which the injury occurs; and if

in this State, tor injuries to

suit shall be instituted in

the said attorney in tact does not reside in such county, then he

served with

a

second original

in the

county

in

which he

may

resides.

be

(Acts

1931, Extra. Sess., pp. 99, 113.)

68-526. Injunction against carrier operating without certificate of pub-

—

convenience and necessity. Any motor carrier who operates on
highways of this State without a certificate of public convenience
necessity, or after such certificate is canceled, may be enjoined by
courts of this State from operating on the highways of this State, at
lic

Commission, or
which competes with it, or

suit of the

at the suit of a

of

motor

the

and
the

the

carrier or rail carrier

any individual. (Acts

1931, Extra. Sess.,

PP- 99, 113.)

—

motor vehicle laws. This Chapother laws regulating the use of motor vehicles

68-527. Chapter cumulative to other
ter shall

be cumulative to

on the highways. (Acts 1931, Extra.

CHAPTER

Sess., pp. 99, 111.)
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68-601. Definitions of certain

words used

§68-604
in Chapter.

— When

used

in

Chapter, unless otherwise expressly Stated or unless the con*

this

plainly requires a different meaning, the following
shall he

(a)

given the following meaning:

The term "person"

shall include an individual, a firm, a partner-

company, and/or association.

ship, corporation,

(b)

words and phra

The word "Commission" means

the Georgia Public Serv:

<:n-

i

mission.

The words

(c)

way

"public highway"

mean every

public street, road, high-

or thoroughfare of any kind in the State, used by the public.

(d)

The word

means

"certificate"

and necessity issued under

a certificate of public convenience

this Chapter.

The words "motor common carrier" mean every person owning,
controlling, operating, or managing any motor-propelled vehicle (and the
(e)

used in the transporting of persons and/or property (otherwise than over permanent rail tracks) for

lessees, receivers, or trustees thereof)

hire

on the public highways of

The word

(f)

this State as a

common

carrier.

"vehicle" or "motor vehicle" shall include a trailer, and

each trailer shall be deemed a separate vehicle. (Acts 1931,
Editorial Note.

68-602.

— See editorial note

To what

under

p. 199.)

68-501.

§

vehicles this Chapter does not apply.

— The

provi-

sions in this Chapter shall not apply to
(a)

Motor

vehicles engaged solely in transporting school children and

teachers to and from public schools.
(b) Taxicabs, drays, trucks, busses,

and other motor vehicles, which

generally operate exclusively within the corporate limits or police limits

and towns and are subject to regulation by the governing authorities of such cities or towns or by the Commission and this exception shall apply even though such vehicles may in the prosecution of
their regular business occasionally go beyond the corporate limits of such
towns or cities, provided they do not operate to or from fixed termini
of cities

;

outside of said limits.
(c)

To motor

ceeding
tion,

five

when

vehicles operated exclusively within a radius not ex-

miles from

some

railroad freight or passenger depot or sta-

by a common carrier which is
the Interstate Commerce Commission of the

the operation of the

under the jurisdiction of
United States. (Acts 1931, pp.

same

is

199, 212.)

—

Commission may regulate common carriers for hire. The
Commission is hereby vested with power to regulate the business of any
person engaged in the transportation as a common carrier of persons or
property, either or both, for hire, by motor vehicle on any public high68-603.

way

of this State.

68-604.

common

(Acts 1931, pp. 199, 200.)

Motor common

carriers

must obtain

certificate.

—No

motor

carrier shall, except as hereinafter provided, operate without

obtaining from the Commission, after hearing under the provisions
of this Chapter, a certificate of public convenience and necessity, pur-

first

suant to findings to the effect that the public interest requires such
operation. (Acts 1931; pp. 199, 200.)

§

o8-605
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—

terms and conditions. The
Commission may issue the certificate prayed for, or issue it for the partial exercise of the privilege sought; and may attach to the exercise of
the rights granted by such certificate such terms and conditions as in its
judgment the public interest may require. (Acts 1931, pp. 199, 200.)
68-605. Certificate of public convenience

;

—

under prior laws. All certificates of public convenience and necessity granted under the Motor Carrier Act of
1929 or the Motor Carrier Act of 1931 shall continue in force and effect
until revoked by the Commission or surrendered by the holders. (Acts
68-606. Certificates granted

1931. pp. 199, 201.)

—

change of certificate. The Commission may,
at any time after notice and opportunity to be heard and for reasonable
cause, suspend, revoke, alter, or amend any certificate issued under this
Chapter or the Motor Carrier Act of 1929 or the Motor Carrier Act of
1931, if it shall be made to appear that the holder of the certificate has
wilfully violated or refused to observe any of the lawful and reasonable
orders, rules, or regulations prescribed by the Commission or any of the
provisions of this Chapter or any other law of this State regulating
and/or taxing motor vehicles, or if in the opinion of the Commission the
holder of the certificate is not furnishing adequate service, or if the continuance of said certificate in its original form is incompatible with the
public interests. If and when the Commission shall undertake to revoke
or modify any certificate on account of the public interests on the ground
that the traffic conditions are such as not to justify the number of motor
carriers which have been granted certificates over the route or routes in
68-607. Revocation or

question, the preference shall be given to certificates in order of the time
of their issuance, so that those

which have been issued

later in point of

time shall, other things being equal, be canceled rather than those issued
earlier in point of time.

(Acts 1931, pp. 199, 201.)

—Any

such certificate may be transferred or hypothecated upon application to and approval by the Commission, and not otherwise. (Acts 1931, pp. 199, 201.)
68-608. Transfer of certificate.

68-609. Considerations determining granting of certificate of public

—

convenience and necessity. In determining whether such certificate of
public convenience and necessity shall be granted, the Commission,
among other things, must consider the following: (1) Whether existing
transportation service of all kinds is adequate to meet the reasonable
public needs.
(2) The volume of existing traffic over such route, and
whether such traffic and that reasonably to be anticipated in the future
can support already existing transportation agencies and also the applicant.
(3) Financial ability of the applicant to furnish adequate, continuous, and uninterrupted service for the year round; and to meet the
financial obligations of the service which the carrier proposes to perform.
(4) The effect, expense, and burden on the public highways, including
bridges, and on the traffic, both private and common carrier, thereon.
(5) The effect on existing transportation revenues and service of all
kinds, and particularly whether the granting of such certificate will or
may seriously impair essential existing public service. (Acts 1931,
pp. 199, 201.)

*
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68-610. Rules as to application for certificate.

—The

Commission shall
which motor common

adopt rules prescribing the manner and form in
carriers shall apply for certificates required by this section. Among the
rules adopted there shall be rules as follows: That the application fa;
shall be in writing, under oath
(b) shall contain full information
condition,
financial
the equipment proposed to be
cerning the applicant's
used, including the size, weight, and capacity of each vehicle to be u
and other physical property of the applicant; (c) shall state the complete
route or routes over which the applicant desires to operate, and (d) the
proposed time schedule of the operation; (e) shall set forth all existing
transportation in the territory proposed to be served, and wherein the
public needs additional service, and why; and (f) any such other or additional information as the Commission may order or require. ( Acts
(

;

1931, pp. 199, 202.)

—The

Commission, upon the
convenience and necessity, shall fix
a time and place for hearing thereon, and shall give notice thereof by
advertising the same at the expense of the applicant in a newspaper in
Atlanta, Georgia, in which sheriffs' notices are published, once 10 days
in advance of the hearing; and the applicant shall give all common
carriers by rail or motor, in the territory sought to be served, at least
10 days' notice in writing, and make proof thereof to the Commission.
68-611.

Hearing on application;

notice.

filing of a petition for certificate of

(Acts 1931, pp. 199, 202.)
68-612.

Bond; indemnity

in lieu of

bond; self-insurance.

— No

certifi-

cate shall be issued or continued in operation unless the holder thereof

and maintain bond, with adequate security, for the protection,
in case of passenger vehicles, of the passengers and baggage carried, and
of the public, against injury proximately caused by the negligence of
such motor common carrier, its servants or agents and in cases of vehishall give

;

cles transporting freight, to secure the

owner

or person entitled to re-

cover therefor against loss or damage to such freight for which the
motor common carrier may be legally liable and for the protection of
the public against injuries proximately caused by the negligence of such
motor carrier, its servants or agents. The Commission shall approve,
determine, and fix the amount of such bonds, and shall prescribe the
provisions and limitations thereof, and such bonds shall be for the benefit
of, and subject to suit or action thereon by, any person who shall sustain
;

actionable injury or loss protected thereby.
its

The Commission may,

discretion, allow the holder of such certificate to

file

in lieu of

in

such

bond a policy* of indemnity insurance in some indemnity insurance company authorized to do business in this State, which policy must substantially conform to all of the provisions hereof relating to bonds, and
must likewise be approved by the Commission. The Commission shall
have power to permit self-insurance in lieu of a bond or policy of indemnity insurance, whenever, in its opinion, the financial ability of the motor
carrier so warrants. (Acts 1931, pp. 199, 203.)

—

Commission's powers over rates. The Commission shall prescribe just and reasonable rates, fares, and charges for transportation by
motor common carriers of passengers, baggage and property, and for all
68-613.
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carriers in

connection therewith,

such form, and shall be tiled and published in such mannner and on such notice as the Commission may prescribe, and shall be subject, to change on such notice and in such manner

and the

as the

tariffs therefor shall

Commission may

68-614.

No

be

in

prescribe.

(Acts 1931, pp. 199, 203.)

discrimination in rates, service,

carrier shall charge,

demand,

etc.

— Xo

motor common

collect or receive a greater or less or dif-

compensation for the transportation of passengers and property
or for any service rendered in connection therewith than the rates, fares
and charges prescribed or approved by order of the Commission; nor
shall any motor common carrier unjustly discriminate against any person in its rates, fares, or charges for service, but the Commission may
prescribe by general order to what persons motor common carriers may
issue passes or free transportation, and may prescribe upon the same
terms and conditions as now apply to railroad carriers reduced rates for
special occasions and may fix and prescribe rules and schedules. (Acts
ferent

;

1931, pp. 199. 204.)
Cross-reference.

— Similar

provisions as to railroads, see

68-615. Carriage of mail, etc.

§

93-411.

— Motor common carriers may, as an

in-

cident to their business, carry mail, parcels, and packages under such
rules

and regulations as may be prescribed by the Commission. (Acts

1931. pp. 199, 204.)

68-616. Carriage of white or colored passengers, or both.

mon

may

carriers

— Motor com-

confine themselves to carrying either white or colored

may

provide different motor vehicles for carryingwhite and colored passengers and they may carry white and colored
passengers in the same vehicle, but only under such conditions of sep-

passengers

;

or they

;

aration of the races as the

Commission may

prescribe.

(Acts 1931,

pp. 199, 204.)

68-617. Carriage of

baggage and

liability

therefor.

— Motor

common

baggage of passengers, except
hand-baggage, the character, amount, and size of which the motor carrier may limit by its rules and regulations, subject to the approval of the
Commission and the Commission may by rule or regulation limit the
amount of the liability of the motor carrier therefor. If a motor common carrier shall elect to carry the personal baggage of passengers
(other than hand-baggage), the Commission shall prescribe just and
reasonable rates therefor, and such other rules and regulations with respect thereto as may be reasonable and just, and may by rule or regulation limit the amount of the liability of the motor carrier therefor. (Acts
carriers shall not be compelled to carry

;

1931, pp. 199, 204.)

upon nonresident

—

Venue. Every
nonresident person and every foreign corporation being a motor common carrier shall, before any certificate is issued to him or it under
this Chapter, designate and maintain in this State an agent or agents
upon whom service of process or notice may be made, and who shall
have power to accept or acknowledge service or notice in behalf of such
nonresident person or foreign corporation, and such service or notice
68-618. Service of process

carrier.
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have the same effect as if made personally upon such nonresident
or such foreign corporation, such designation to be in writing, giving
the name and address of such agent or agents, and to be filed in the ofl
of the Comptroller General. Upon failure of any motor common carrier
who is a nonresident person or a foreign corporation to file said designation of agent as aforesaid or to maintain in this State, at the addr
given, such agent, such motor common carrier shall be conclusively
deemed to have designated the Comptroller General and his successors
in office as such agent; and service of process or notice upon or acceptance or acknowledgment of service thereof by the Comptroller General
shall have the same effect as if personally made upon such motor comshall

Action against motor common carriers, except in th
cases where the Constitution otherwise provides, may be brought and
maintained in any county or militia district where the action could be
brought if the defendant were a railroad company being sued upon a like
cause of action; and if the defendant or defendants or any of them shall

mon

carrier.

not be found for service in the county or militia district, as the case may
be, where the action is brought, second original or originals may issue

and service be made in any other county where the service can be made
upon the defendant or defendants or his, its, or their agents. This provision of this section shall apply to motor common carriers, whether engaged in interstate commerce or not. (Acts 1931, pp. 199, 205.)

—A

motor common carrier may discontinue its whole service on any route upon 30
days' published notice to be prescribed by the Commission, and thereupon its certificate therefor shall be canceled. A motor common carrier
may discontinue any part of its service on any route upon 30 days' published notice, subject, however, to the right of the Commission to withdraw its certificate for such route, if, in the opinion of the Commission,
such diminished service is not adequate nor any longer compatible with
68-619. Discontinuance of service after giving notice.

the public interest.

(Acts 1931, pp. 199, 206.)

—

companies as motor carriers. Railroad companies
operating in this State are hereby authorized to operate motor vehicles
Provided, they obtain from the Commission a
for hire upon highways
certificate under this Chapter: and Provided further, that they shall be.
as to said motor vehicles, motor common carriers under this Chapter and
subject to all the provisions of this Chapter; and railroad companies operating in this State are also authorized to own the whole or any part of
68-620. Railroad

:

the capital stock of a corporation or corporations organized or operating

motor common carrier. No railroad company, nor any company
whose stock is owned by a railroad company, shall be granted a certificate of public convenience and necessity without proof such as would be
required by an independent motor common carrier. (Acts 1931. pp. 199,
as a

206.)

•

—

Commission; review of orders. In all respects
in which the Commission has power and authority under this Chapter,
proceedings may be instituted, complaints made and filed with it, process
issued, hearings held, opinions, orders, and decisions made and filed and
68-621. Complaints to

;

§
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any final order may be reviewed in any court of competent jurisdiction
under the conditions and subject to the limitations prescribed by law as
relates to the Public Service Commission. (Acts 1931, pp. 199, 206.)

—Jurisdiction,

etc.,

of Tublic Service

68-622. Fees for certificate

and

transfer.

Cross-reference.

Commission, see

§

93-301

et seq.

for the issue of every certificate,

and a

— A fee of $35 shall be charged

fee of $7.50 for the transfer of a

which shall be paid to the Commission when the Commission
have approved the application for the certificate or transfer; and no

certificate,

shall

be transferred, as the case may be, until the said
fee shall have been paid. (Acts 1931, pp. 199, 207.)
certificate shall issue or

Annual registration by motor common carriers. License taxes
prohibited. Fees, and disposition thereof.
Every motor common car68-623.

—

annually on or before January first, as long as such certificate
remains in force, or before the vehicle is put into use, as to a vehicle put
rier shall

into use during the course of the year,

make

application to the

Commis-

motor vehicles to be operated under said cermanner and form as the Commission may by rule or regulation prescribe, and shall pay to the Commission a fee of $25 for each
vehicle for the registration of the same and the issuance of a permit or
sion for registration of

all

tificate, in

license to operate the same.
cities,

No

subdivision of this State, including

municipalities, villages, townships, or counties shall levy

cise, license, or

any ex-

occupation tax of any nature on said equipment, or the

equipment or any incidents of said motor carrier
business, or on a motor common carrier. The money derived from the
issuance and transfer of certificates and from the registration fee shall
be subject to be used by the Commission for the administration and enforcement of this law, and any sum which may be left over and unexpended on the first day of January of each year shall be paid to the State
Treasurer and shall be disbursed by him and paid to the State Highway
Board for use in maintenance and repair of the highways as in the discretion of the Highway Board may be directed. (Acts 1931, pp. 199, 207.)
right to operate said

68-624. Carriers' records.

— Motor common

upon forms prescribed by the Commission,

carriers shall keep records,
of all

motor vehicles and

used during the current calendar quarter period. On or before
the 10th of the month following they shall file under oath with the Commission, upon forms prescribed by the Commission, summaries of their
daily records which will show the capacity of their motor vehicles and
trailers and the miles operated by each motor vehicle and trailer during
the preceding quarter, together with such other information as the Commission may require. Such summaries of daily records shall be filed and
preserved by the Commission for a period of at least two years. (Acts
trailers

1931, pp. 199, 207.)

68-625.

Commission

to prescribe forms, etc., for carriers.

—

Power

to ex-

amine records, officers, and agents. The Commission shall prescribe the
books and the forms of accounts to be kept by the holders of the certificates, which shall be preserved for such reasonable time as may be prescribed by the Commission. The books and records of every certificate
holder shall be at all times open to the inspection of said Commission or

:
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any agent appointed by it for such purpose. The Commwsiofl shall have
the power to examine the books and records of all motor common carr
and to
riers to whom it has granted certificates to operate h<
amine under oath the officers and agents of any motor common carrier
'

with respect thereto.

(Acts 1931, pp. 199, 208.;

Commission. Expenses of enforcing law.
Commission is hereby authorized to employ such person-, as may be
essary, in the discretion of the Commission, for the proper enforcement
of the provisions of this Chapter, the salaries for such employees to
fixed by the Commission. The traveling expenses of the Commission
and its employees incurred in the performance of this Chapter shall be
paid out of the funds derived under this Chapter. (Acts 1931, pp. 199,
68-626. Assistants of

I

209.)

68-627. Authority of

Commission

to

make

rules for safety.

— The

Com-

mission shall have the authority to promulgate rules designed to pro-

mote safety, and any such safety rules promulgated or deemed necessary
by such Commission shall include the following
(a)

Every motor unit and

safe condition at all times.
shall

all

parts thereof shall be maintained in a

And

the lights and brakes and equipment

meet such safety requirements as the Commission

shall

from time

to time promulgate.
(b)
least

shall

motor common carrier shall be at
18 years of age, of temperate habits and good moral character, and
be fully competent to operate the motor vehicle under his charge.

Every driver employed by

a

Accidents arising from or in connection with the operation of
motor common carriers shall be reported to the Commission in such detail and in such manner as the Commission may require.
(c)

and every motor common carrier
shall have attached to each unit or vehicle such distinctive markings or
tags as shall be adopted by the Commission. (Acts 1931, pp. 199, 209.)
(d)

The Commission

shall require

—

Hours of duty for drivers limited. It shall be unlawful for
any motor common carrier, its officers or agents, subject to this Chapter,
to require or permit any driver to be or remain on duty for a longer
period than 10 consecutive hours; and whenever any such driver shall
68-628.

have been continuously on duty for 10 hours, he shall be relieved and
not required or permitted to go on duty until he has had at least 10 consecutive hours off duty, except that in cases of unforeseen emergency a
driver may remain on duty not in excess of 12 hours or for such time as
will enable him to complete his regular run. (Acts 1931, pp. 199. 210.)

—

Commission. The Commission is hereby authorized
to adopt such rules and orders as it may deem necessary in the enforcement of the provisions of this Chapter. Such rules and orders so approved by the Commission shall have the same dignity and standing as
if such rules and orders were specifically provided in this Chapter. (Acts
68-629. Rules of

1931, pp. 199, 210.)

68-630. Certificate refused or revoked;

new

tion for a certificate of public convenience

application.

—When a

peti-

and necessity has been

in

—

;

§
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whole or in part denied by the Commission, or has been granted by the
Commission and the order of the Commission granting- same has been
quashed or set aside by a court of competent jurisdiction, a new application by the same petitioner or applicant therefor shall not be again considered by the Commission within three months from the date of the
order denying the same or the judgment of the court quashing or settingaside the order.
68-631.
ter or

No

vested right or perpetual franchise.

any previous Act

vest in the

*

(Acts 1931, pp. 199, 210.)

of the

owner or holder

— Nothing

in this

Chap-

General Assembly shall be construed to

or assignee of any certificate of public con-

venience and necessity any vested right to use the public roads of this
State, and shall never be construed to give to any motor common carrier

any perpetual franchise over such public roads. (Acts 1931, pp.
68-632. Injunction against

who

common

carrier.

199, 211.)

— Any motor common

car-

on the highways of this State without the required
certificate of public convenience and necessity, or after such certificate
shall have been canceled, or without having registered his vehicle or
vehicles as provided for in this Chapter, or otherwise than is permitted
by the terms of said certificate and/or the laws of this State, may be
enjoined by the courts from operating- on the highways of this State, at
the suit of the Commission, or at the suit of a motor carrier or rail carrier which competes with it, or any individual. (Acts 1931, pp. 199, 211.)
rier

shall operate

by common carriers. Indemnity insurance. Interstate commerce. Motor common carriers engaged solely in interstate commerce on or over the highways in this State
may operate without certificates, but shall register with the Commission
the routes over which they operate, the number of motor vehicles and
trailers operated by them, and the character and capacity of such vehicles, the forms for such registration to be prescribed by the Commission
and such motor carriers shall give the bond or indemnity insurance prescribed by this Chapter (omitting the protection in respect to their own
passengers and cargoes), and such motor common carriers shall pay an68-633. Registration of routes, vehicles, etc.,

—

nually the registration fee prescribed in this Chapter, for each vehicle

motor common carrier is
engaged in both interstate and intrastate commerce, he shall nevertheless
be subject to all the provisions of this Chapter so far as it separately
relates to his commerce done exclusively in this State. It is not intended
that the Commission shall have the power of regulating the interstate
commerce of such motor common carrier, except to the extent herein
Sections 68-613, 68-614,
expressly authorized as to such commerce.
68-615, 68-617, 68-619, 68-624, and 68-625 do not apply to purely interstate
commerce nor to carriers exclusively engaged in interstate commerce.
When a motor common carrier is engaged both in intrastate and in interstate commerce, it shall be subject to all the provisions of this Chapter
so far as they separately relate to his commerce done in this State. (Acts
operated by them over the highways.

Where

a

1931, pp. 199, 211.)

68-634. Size, weight, speed of

Motor common

common

carriers' vehicles; schedules.

carriers shall observe the laws of this State in respect to
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size,

weight and speed of their vehicles.

jj

Intrastate

;

motor common

j

car-

passengers shall, and interstate motor common carrier-, of
sengers may file with the Commission the schedules upon which
propose to operate their vehicles, which schedules shall be such that the
net running time of vehicles between terminal points shall not exceed
30 miles per hour; and any motor common carrier of passengers filing
riers of

;

t

such a schedule shall be allowed to operate his vehicles on the highat a rate of speed not exceeding 40 miles per hour in order to maintain a
schedule so filed. (Acts 1931, pp. 199, 212.)

CHAPTER

68-7.

MOTOR VEHICLES FOR HIRE REGULATED.

Sec.

Sec.

68-701.

Definition of

"motor

68-702.

Weight, size,
Speed limits

lights,

68-703.

for

vehicle."

68-707.

various

Limit on baggage carried outside.

etc.

ve-

68-708.

Provisions
Chapter.

hicles.

enforcing

for

this

68-704.

Trailers.

68-709.

68-705.

Mirror required.
Device for regulating speed.
Physical examination of driv-

Registration and licensing
motor vehicles for hire.

68-710.

Proof of injury prima facie evidence of want of reasonable
care and skill.

68-706.

ers.

of

—

"motor vehicle". The words "motor vehicle,'" as
used in this Chapter, shall include and be deemed to mean any vehicle
engaged in the carriage for hire of goods or passengers or both, and not
propelled solely by muscular power, but shall not include such vehicles
as are customarily operated upon rail tracks. (Acts 1931, Extra. Sess.,
68-701. Definition of

p.

114.)
Cross-reference.

—Punishment

for violation of this Chapter, see

§

68-9913.

—

Weight, size, lights, etc. There shall not be operated on any
highway any motor vehicle whose width, including load, and any frame,
part, or body used thereon or in connection therewith, is at its maximum
width greater than 96 inches, or whose height, including load, and any
frame, part, or body used thereon or in connection therewith, is at maximum height greater than 12% feet, or whose length, including load, and
any frame, part, or body used thereon or in connection therewith, is at
maximum length greater than 35 feet and no combination of such vehi68-702.

;

be so operated whose total length, including
load and any frame, part, or body, shall in the aggregate be greater than
45 feet. No motor vehicle or combination of vehicles, the weight of whose
load exceeds 12,500 pounds for each unit having two or more axles,
and 6,350 pounds where such unit has only one axle, and no motor vehicle or combination of vehicles exceeding the length herein provided for.
shall operate upon the public highways without special written permission of the Public Service Commission given for some temporary and
cles coupled together shall

Nothing herein shall be construed to prohibit the hauling of timber, lumber, and piling by motor trucks, regardless of length
or weight, from the forest where cut to the owner's place of business,
plantation, or residence within the county where originally cut or the
adjoining county. Every vehicle using the highways at night shall be
equipped with a lamp or lamps clearly visible for a distance of not less
special purpose.

§
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than 100 feet from the front and rear thereof. (Acts 1931, Extra. Sess.,
p.

114)
Cross-references.

tions as to

motor

— Driving

carriers, see

and traffic regulations, see Chapter
Chapters 68-5, 68-6.

Regula-

68-3.

—

Speed limits for various vehicles. No such motor vehicle or
combination pf vehicles, whose total length, including load and parts,
equals or exceeds 25 feet, or whose gross weight, including load and
parts, equals or exceeds 6.000 pounds, shall be operated on the public
highways at a speed in excess of 33 miles per hour; and no other motor
vehicle for hire shall be operated on the highways at a rate of speed
68-703.

greater than 40 miles per hour.

Motor

vehicles of not exceeding

two

tons in weight, including load, engaged exclusively in the carriage of

and passenger vehicles weighing not over 5,000 pounds
may be operated at a rate of speed not exceeding 40 miles

daily newspapers,

including load,

per hour. (Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., pp. 114, 115.)
Cross-reference.

— Driving

and

traffic

regulations, see Chapter 68-3.

— No

such motor vehicle shall be operated over the
highways with a trailer attached, unless such trailer shall be so attached
to the motor vehicle drawing it as to prevent the wheels of such trailer
68-704. Trailers.

from being deflected more than six inches from the path of the towing
vehicle's wheels, except in turning curves in the highway, or in making
turns in

its

operation.

(Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., pp. 114, 116.)

68-705. Mirror required.

—No

over the highways unless

it

design and character that

it

such motor vehicle shall be operated
shall be equipped with a mirror of such
will enable the driver or operator of the

motor vehicle to see the road
trailer attached thereto.

in the rear of the

(Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., pp. 114, 116.)

68-706. Device for regulating speed.

— The

motor vehicle and/or

Physical examination of drivers.

Public Service Commission shall have

full

power and

authority,

mechanical device for controlling and
regulating the speed of trucks and busses coming under their jurisdiction
shall be used; and further to promulgate rules and regulations, in its
discretion, for the enforcement of these requirements.
Said Commission
shall have the power and authority to enforce the provisions of this section and the rules and regulations promulgated by it under this section.
in its discretion, to require that a

All drivers of passenger-carrying busses or trucks, operated under the

Commission, shall be required to stand
a mental and physical examination with reference to said driver's ability
and competency to operate such vehicle with respect to safety of passengers and public, under rules and regulations to be prescribed by the
Public Service Commission. (Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., pp. 114, 116.)

jurisdiction of the Public Service

Cross-reference.

68-707. Limit

engaged

in

— Penalty

for driving without driver's certificate, see

on baggage carried outside.

— No

§

68-9914.

such motor vehicle

the carriage of passengers for hire shall carry on the top of

any piece of baggage or other detachable object weighing more than 150 pounds, and such baggage or other object
shall be securely strapped and fastened. (Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., pp. 114,
said vehicle or on its sides

116.)
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68-708. Provisions for enforcing this Chapter.
of the

law enforcement

other municipality to

—

66-710

shall be the

It

duty

and of each county, city, or
see that the provisions of this Chapter and all
officers of the State

other laws regulating the operation of such vehicles are enforced within

and to this end such officials, as well as
the Public Service Commission and its representatives employed under
this Chapter, are hereby given the authority and the power to check all
motor vehicles for hire using the public highways, and determine whether
they have complied and are complying with the provisions of this Chapter and all other laws regulating the use of the public highways by motor
their respective jurisdictions;

vehicle carriers for hire. (Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., pp. 114, 117.J

—

motor vehicles for hire. Every
owner of a motor vehicle who operates the same for hire, either for hauling passengers or freight, whether a resident or nonresident of this State,
shall register the same with the State Revenue Commission and obtain
a license therefor, and shall pay any and all fees and taxes which may
be required by law: Provided, however, this section shall not apply to
motor vehicles from States other than Georgia, where such other States
do not require the purchase of such licenses and license tags by such
motor vehicles owned and operated under Georgia licenses in such other
68-709. Registration

and licensing

of

States. (Acts 1929, pp. 292, 293; 1931, pp. 7, 34.)

—

Cross-references. Penalty for violation, see § 68-9915. Forfeiture of license to
operate automobile for hire upon conviction of soliciting for prostitution, see
Regulations as to motor carriers, see Chapters 68-5, 68-6.
§ 26-6202.

68-710. Proof of injury

and

skill.

— In

all

prima

facie evidence of

want

of reasonable care

actions against persons, firms or corporations operating

busses for hire, for damages done to persons or property, proof of such
injury inflicted by the running of busses of such person, firm or corpora-

be prima facie evidence of want of reasonable skill and care
on the part of the servants of the said person, firm or corporation in reference to such injury. (Acts 1929, pp. 315, 316.)
tion, shall

Cross-reference.

—See

§

94-1108 and note.

PART XXX.
CHAPTER

68-99.

IN GENERAL.
Sec.

Sec.

68-9901.

CRIMES.

Operating motor vehicle with-

68-9906.

Failure to make monthly reports to State Revenue Commission.

68-9907.

School

68-9908.

Penalty for violation of Chap-

68-9909.

Contract

out license.
68-9902.

68-9903.

False affidavit in connection
with registering and licensing motor vehicles.

Forging or altering
of registration of

certificate

carrier

violation
68-9904.

68-9905.

of motor vehicle
after transfer of title without new certificate of registration.

Operation

Unlawful manufacture of
cense tags.

li-

of

ters 68-1 to 68-4.

motor ve-

hicle.

busses, violation
sections relating to.

68-9910.

regulations,

of.

Receiving rebates from

con-

tract carriers or private carPossession of
riers, etc.

goods

transported

without

certificate as evidence of violation of law.

§

Motor Vehicles,

oS-9901

Sec
68-9011.

68-9012.

Sec.

Motor common

carrier
lations, violation of.

regu-

08-0014.

Driving without driver's certificate.

Receiving rebates from motor
common carrier, etc. Possession of goods transported
without certificate as evidence of violation of .law.

Burden
68-9913.

1802

oS-0915.

Failure to register motor vehicle for hire.

68-9916.

Buying, etc., motor vehicle not
bearing manufacturer's serial

of proof.

Regulations of motor vehicles
for hire, violation of; sepa-

number,

etc.

rate offenses; jurisdiction of

prosecutions.

—

motor vehicle without license. Any person, firm,
or corporation owning or operating any motor vehicle described in section 68-201 on any public highway or street after March 1st of each year,
without complying with the provisions of that section, shall be guilty of
a misdemeanor. (Acts 1931, pp. 213, 216.)
68-9901. Operating

68-9902. False affidavit in connection with registering

and licensing
motor vehicles. The making of any false affidavit or affirmation as to
any matter or thing required by the terms of sections 68-205 to 68-207,
relating to registering and licensing motor vehicles, to be sworn to or
affirmed shall constitute the crime of false swearing (Acts 1925, pp. 315,

—

317: 1931. pp.

7, 34.)

Cross-reference.

— Punishment

for false swearing, see

26-4004.

§

68-9903. Forging or altering certificate of registration of

— The forging or altering of any

motor

certificate of registration issued

vehicle.

by the

Revenue Commission pursuant to the terms of sections 68-205 to
68-207, or any transfer or assignment thereof, shall constitute a felony
and upon conviction therefor shall subject such person to the punishment provided in section 26-3914. (Acts 1925, pp. 315, 317; 1931, pp. 7, 31.)
State

without new
The operation of a motor vehicle from and
certificate of registration.
after 15 days from date of transfer thereof without a certificate of regis.tration being issued in accordance with said sections 68-205 to 68-207
shall constitute a misdemeanor punishable as such. (Acts 1925, pp. 315,
68-9904. Operation of

motor vehicle

after transfer of title

—

317; 1931, pp.

7,

Cross-reference.

34.)

— Larceny

of

motor

vehicle, see

§

26-2603.

68-9905. Unlawful manufacture of license tags.

— Any

person, firm, or

corporation violating the provision of section 68-216, making

any person,
tag or number,
for

firm, or corporation to

shall be guilty of a

make,

sell,

misdemeanor.

it

unlawful

or issue any license

(Acts 1921, pp. 255,

260.)

68-9906. Failure to
sion. —'Any

make monthly

person engaged

in the

reports to State Revenue

Commis-

business of selling automobiles

shall violate the provisions of section 68-222,

by

who

failing to send in the

report therein required, shall be punished as for a misdemeanor.

(Acts

1929, p. 213.)

68-9907. School busses, violation of sections relating to.

— Any

person

found guilty of violating any provision of section 68-310, relating to pass-

§68-9912

Motor Vehicles.
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ing school busses taking on or discharging children, or of section 68 311,
relating to signs on school busses and to stopping places for such b
shall be

punished as for a misdemeanor.

Cross-reference.

— Punishment

for

(Acts 1933,

misdemeanor, sec

§

\>\>.

201, 202.;

27-2506.

68-9908. Penalty for violation of Chapters 68-1 to 68-4.— Any person
violating the provisions of Chapters 68-1 to 68-4, relating v> li<

and operation of motor vehicles,
a misdemeanor. (Acts 1927, p. 243.)
registration,

68-9909. Contract

regulations,

carrier

shall

violation

be deemed guilty

of.

— Every

of

officer,

agent, or employee of any corporation and every person who violates or
fails to comply with the provisions of Chapter 68-5, relating to the regulation of contract carriers (except the provisions relating to the

payment

of fees or taxes) or any order, rule, or regulation of the Public Service
Commission, or who procures, aids, or abets therein, shall be guilty of a

misdemeanor. (Acts 1931, Extra.
68-9910. Receiving rebates

Sess., pp. 99, 110.)

from contract

carriers or private carriers,

Possession of goods transported without certificate as evidence of
violation of law.— Every officer, agent, or employee of any corporation

etc.

and every other person who knowingly accepts or receives any rebate
or drawback from the rates, fares, or charges established or approved by
the Public Service Commission for motor contract or private carriers,
or who procures, aids, or abets therein, or who uses or accepts from such
motor carrier any free pass or free transportation not authorized or permitted by law or by the orders, rules, or regulations of the Commission.
or who procures, aids, or abets therein, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
The possession of goods, wares, or merchandise loaded on a motor vehicle consigned to any person, firm, or corporation, being transported or
having been transported over the highways in Georgia, without the authority of a certificate for so transporting having been issued by the
Public Service Commission, shall be prima facie evidence that such
transportation of such goods, wares, or merchandise was an intentional
violation of the law regulating the transportation of persons and property over the highways in Georgia. (Acts 1931, Extra Sess., pp. 99, 110.)
68-9911.
ficer,

Motor common

carrier regulations, violation of.

— Everv

agent, or employee of any corporation and every person

who

of-

vio-

comply with the provisions of Chapter 68-6 relating to
the regulation of motor common carriers, or any order, rule, or regulation of the Public Service Commission, or who procures, aids, or abets
therein, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1931, pp. 199, 208.^
lates or fails to

from motor common carrier, etc. Possession of goods transported without certificate as evidence of violation of
law. Burden of proof. Every officer, agent, or employee of any corporation and every other person who knowingly accepts or receives anv rebate or drawback from the rates, fares, or charges established or approved by the Public Service Commission for motor common carriers, or
who procures, aids, or abets therein, or who uses or accepts from a motor
common carrier any free pass or free transportation, not authorized or
permitted by law or by the orders, rules, or regulations of the Commis68-9912. Receiving rebates

—

g
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who
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procures, aids, or abets therein, shall be guilty of a misde-

meanor. The possession of goods, wares, of merchandise loaded on a
motor vehicle consigned to any person, firm, or corporation, being transported or having been transported over the highways in Georgia, without the authority of a certificate for so transporting having been issued

by the Public Service Commission, shall be prima facie evidence that
such transportation of such goods, wares, or merchandise was an intentional violation of the law regulating the transportation of persons and
property over the highways in Georgia. Any person claiming the benefit
of any exception made in Chapter 68-6 shall have the burden of proving
(Acts 1931, pp. 199, 208.)

that he falls within the exception.

68-9913. Regulations of

motor vehicles

offenses; jurisdiction of prosecutions.

for hire, violation of; separate

—Any person, firm, or corporation

operating any motor vehicle in violation of Chapter 68-7, prescribing regulations as to the size, weight, etc., of, and speed limits for, motor vehicles for hire, or

who

shall violate

any

of the provisions of

such Chapter

any other way, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. Every trip made by
any such vehicle in violation of such Chapter shall constitute a separate
offense, and the courts of any county in which any part of any such trip
is made shall have jurisdiction of the prosecution and trial of cases made
in

hereunder.

(Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., pp. 114, 117.)

68-9914. Driving without driver's certificate.

—Any

person or persons

driving or operating any passenger-carrying bus or truck referred to in
section 68-706, without first standing the examination required therein,

and receiving

such person's or persons' fitness to
operate such vehicle, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1931,
a certificate certifying

Extra. Sess., pp. 114, 116.)
68-9915. Failure to register

motor vehicle

for

hire'.

—Any

person or

persons violating the provisions of section 68-709, requiring registration
and licensing of motor vehicles operated for hire, shall be punished as
for a

misdemeanor. (Acts 1929, pp. 292, 293.)

68-9916. Buying,

—

etc.,

motor vehicle not bearing manufacturer's

serial

be unlawful to buy, steal, sell, receive, or dispose
of. conceal, or have in possession, any automobile, motor vehicle, bicycle,
motorcycle, or any other machine propelled by gasoline or electricity,
from which the manufacturer's serial number or any other distinguish-

number,

ing

etc.

number

It shall

or identification

mark has been removed,

defaced, covered,

purpose of concealment or misrepresenting
the identity of said motor vehicle, automobile, bicycle, motorcycle or
other such machine. Whoever shall knowingly be guilty of the violation
of this section shall be held and deemed guilty of a felony, and upon
conviction thereof shall be punished by confinement and labor in the
penitentiary for not more than 10 years and not less than one year. (Acts
altered, or destroyed for the

1918, pp. 264, 265.)
Cross-reference.
§

26-2603.

— Larceny

of

motor

vehicle

and

punishment

therefor,

see

1

TITLE

69.

MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS.
Sec.

Chap.
69-

1.

69-

2.

69-

3.

69-

4.

Repeal or amendment of charters of cities of less than 50,000
69- 10
population
69-201
Council or other governing body and other officers
69-301
Powers, duties, and liabilities in general
Street improvements in municipalities having population of 600
or more

69-

5.

69-

6.

69-

69-401

Towns and

7.

69-99.

69-501

cities as trustees

Playgrounds and recreation centers
Corporate, police, and mayor's courts
Crimes

69-601

69-701

69-9901

:

CROSS-REFERENCES.
Bonds and debts: See Title 87, Public Finance, Chapter
Bonds of contractors: See Title 23, Counties, § 23-1705.
Convicts, hiring to municipalities:

County funds, use

of, in city

See Title
incurred, see § 2-5801.

Debts, limitations on:

how

paving:
2,

See Title 77, Penal Institutions, § 77-330.
See Title 23, Counties, Chapter 23-6.
Constitution of the State of Georgia, § 2-5501:

Public schools: See Title 32, Education.
Public utility property, disposition of, by municipalities:
erty,

Chapter

87-2 et seq.

See Title

91,

Public Prop-

91-9.

School systems, merger of: See Title 32, Education, Chapter 32-12.
Taxation: See Title 2, Constitution of the State of Georgia, Chapters 2-54, 2-35,
2-58, 2-69; Title 5, Agriculture, § 5-603; Title 32, Education, Chapter 32-27; Title
92, Public Revenue, Chapters 92-23, 92-28, 92-40 to 92-44, 92-68.
Zoning and planning laws: See Title 2, Constitution of the State of Georgia,
§

2-1825.

—

Georgia's
Note. This Title is very fragmentary and incomplete.
and towns are governed by charters which are granted in the first instance
and are altered, amended, and repealed by special Acts of the General Assembly.
These must be consulted to determine the rights, powers, and privileges, the limitations and restrictions, and the governmental organization of these corporations.
A few common-law rules applicable to these corporations were codified in the
Code of 1863. Some additional principles have been codified from decisions. A
few other provisions have been added by statute. In large measure, each city
and town is governed and controlled by its own code of laws, contained in its
Editorial

cities

own

charter.

•

Acts 1872, p. 16, authorized the incorporation of towns and villages by the superior courts under a charter therein provided. This Act was held not to be a
general law having uniform operation throughout the State (108/259 (33 S. E.
823); 134/532 (2) (68 S. E. 103)) and therefore was omitted from the Code of
1910, and is omitted from this Code.
It was included in Park's Ann. Code as
147/420
It is still the law, though of very limited application.
§ 855 (a) et seq.
(94 S. E. 238).

The Act

of 1872 provided that towns and villages previously incorporated might
powers conferred by the Act on towns incorporated thereunder. This
Act was amended in 1874 (Acts 1874, p. 44), the amending Act providing that powers granted to towns incorporated under the Act of 1872 might be exercised by
all towns with whose charter provisions they were not in conflict, and that towns
previously incorporated might surrender their charters and be incorporated under
the Act of 1872 or might have their charters amended by superior courts under
that Act. Later in 1874 (Acts 1874, p. 46), the caption of the Act of 1S72 was
amended to make it include the provision in the body of the Act authorizing towns

exercise

§

Municipal Corporations.

69-101
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previously incorporated to exercise all the powers conferred by
held, in ob 404, that the provision in the Act of 1872 enlarging the
incorporated before 1S72, not being indicated in the title of that
stitutional, and that the defect in that Act was not cured by
amending the caption since then the Act of 1872 contained more

the Act.

It

was

powers of towns
Act, was unconthe Act of 1874
than one subject

matter.
Statutes relating to pensions of certain city employees of certain cities have not
been included in this Code because of the limitations upon the number of cities
Such statutes are as follows: Acts 1924, p. 169, as amended
to which they apply.
by Acts 1925, p. 194, and 1931, p. 223, relating to pensions for members of paid
departments in cities having a population of more than 150,000; Acts 1933,
p. 213, as amended by Acts 1933, p. 223, relating to pensions for members of the
police department in cities having a population of more than 150,000.
(This Act
is "An Act to repeal an Act approved August 18, 1925, and published in the Acts
."
The Act of
o! the General Assembly for 1925, on pages 228-234 inclusive
1925 appearing on the pages referred to was approved August 6, 1925. Another
Act of 1925 which was approved August 18, 1925, was published as Acts 1925,
The two 1925 Acts are very similar, the later one doubtless repealing
pp. 2^4-240.
by implication the earlier) Acts 1927, p. 266, as amended by Acts 1929, p. 312,
relating to pensions for all officers and employees of cities having a population
oi more than 150.000; Acts 1927, p. 269, relating to pensions for the following
heads of departments and their assistants or subordinates in cities having a population of more than 150,000 inhabitants: the city clerk and chief deputy; city attorney and assistant and investigator, comptroller, assistant and auditor; purchasing
agent: treasurer and tax collector; tax assessors, their tax investigator and chief
clerk; marshal: building inspector; recorders; health officer; superintendents of
Grady Hospital and Battle Hill Sanatorium; chief of construction; assistants in
charge of sewers, streets, sidewalks, repairs, plumbing, and bridges; chief sanitary
inspector and assistant; street-improvement collector; superintendent of electrical affairs; warden; superintendent of public schools; librarian; general manager
of parks and cemeteries; general manager of waterworks, together with superintendent of construction and two chief engineers in the waterworks department.
.

.

.

;

REPEAL OR AMENDMENT OF CHARTERS OF
CITIES OF LESS THAN 50,000 POPULATION.

CHAPTER

69-1.

Sec.

Sec.
69-101.

Referendum
of cities

to repeal charters
of less than 50,000

69-103.

or form of

Election; time; petition; notice;

69-104.

ballots; result.

69-101.

Referendum

— No

officers

government sub-

ject to this Chapter.

population,
69-102.

Amendments changing

Abolishment of offices created
by municipality.

to repeal charters of cities of less than

50,000

law seeking repeal of a municipal charter of a
city of less than 50,000 inhabitants or an amendment to any municipal
charter of a city of less than 50,000 inhabitants, which amendment materially changes the form of government of a municipality or seeks to substitute officers for municipal control other than those in control under
the existing charter, shall become effective until such repeal or amendment shall be voted upon by the qualified voters of the municipality to be

population.

local

affected as hereinafter provided.

(Acts 1925,

p.

136; 1927, pp. 244, 245.)

—Whenever

69-102. Election; time; petition; notice; ballots; results

a

law seeking a repeal of an existing municipal charter or an amendment as referred to in section 69-101 shall have been passed by the General Assembly, it shall be the duty of the city authorities in charge of
such municipality in which the change is sought to call an election in
said municipality to be held within 30 days from the date of said call
and publish a notice thereof in the official organ of the county of said
municipality. Said election shall be held under the same rules and regulations covering the election of officers of such municipality, at which
election shall be submitted to the qualified voters of the municipality to

local

Municipal Corporations.
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§ 69-104

aled
be affected the question of whether the existing charter shall b<
jor not, or, if the amendment materially changes the existing form of gov

eminent

of such municipality or substitutes other officers,

amendment

whether such

go into effect or not. hose voting in favor of a repeal of the charter shall have printed or written on their ballots "for
repeal of present municipal charter," and those Opposing the repeal of
said existing charter shall have written or printed on their ballot- the
words "against repeal or present municipal charter;" in case the election
an

'1

shall

shall be called as set out in this section those voting in favor of the

amendment

have written or printed on their ballots
the words "for amendments to present charter," and those opposing said
amendment shall have written or printed on their ballots the words
"against amendments to present charter." The result of such election
shall be declared by the rules and regulations governing elections in the
municipalities voting on the same.
If a majority of the votes cast in
any such election shall be in favor of a repeal of the existing charter,
the local law repealing the charter shall become effective and the charter
of such municipality shall be repealed.
If a majority of the votes cast
at such election shall be in favor of the amendment to an existing municipal charter, the Act amending such municipal charter shall become
effective.

to the charter shall

If a

majority of the votes cast

of such repeal or

stand

:

in said election are

not in favor

amendment, the municipal charter then existing

shall

Provided, however, that the provisions of this section shall not

be effective and the officers of such municipalities shall not be required
to call such election unless a petition signed by more than one-fifth of
the qualified voters of such municipality shall be filed with the officers

of such municipality within 60 days from the passage of said

ing that such election be called. (Acts 1925,
69-103.

Amendments changing

to this Chapter.

—This

law

bill

request-

p. 137.)

form of government subject
no event have reference to amend-

officers or

shall in

ments to existing municipal charters except such as seek a material
change in the municipal form of government or the substitution of
municipal officers other than those holding existing

offices.

(Acts 1925,

p. 138.)

—

Abolishment of offices created by municipality. Xo provision
of this law shall be construed as preventing the municipal officers of any
municipality from abolishing any office which may have been created by
such municipal officers, nor from preventing the creation of new officers
to perform the duties of such abolished office. (Acts 1925, p. 138.)
69-104.

CHAPTER

69-2.

COUNCIL OR OTHER GOVERNING BODY

AND OTHER OFFICERS.
Sec.

Sec.

69-205.

Organization of chain gangs.

69-206.

69-202.

Councilmen incompetent to hold
other municipal office, when.
Binding subsequent council.

69-203.

Equity

69-207.

Forfeiture of bonds of offenders, authority to provide for.
Inclosure of lanes or alleys,

69-208.

Personal

-69-204.

Voting when personally

69-201.

will not interfere
discretion of council.

ested.

with
inter-

liability of officers.

—
:

Municipal Corporations.
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Councilmen incompetent to hold other municipal office,
when. Councilmen and aldermen of the towns and cities shall be in-.
competent to hold any other municipal office in said towns and cities
during the term of office for which they were chosen: Provided, that
nothing herein shall render them ineligible to be elected during said
term, to serve in a term immediately succeeding said term, but nothing
in this section shall apply to any municipal office which is filled by appointment of the mayor. Any councilman or alderman appointed during
hi? term to any other municipal office shall resign before being eligible
Provided, that
to enter upon the office to which he has been appointed
nothing herein contained shall be construed as repealing any provisions
to the contrary hereof in any charter of any city or town in this State.
69-201.

(886)

—

:

i

Acts 1889,

p.'

181; 1895,

Cross-reference.

— Only

Note.—This

Editorial

79; 1899,

p.

one county

p. 26.)

be held, see

office to

was amended by Acts

section

§

89-103.

1890-1, p. 226, 1902, p. 40,
each relates
provision of
1902, p. 40, provides that

156, none of which amendments is codified herein since
cities only.
Acts 1890-1, p. 226, excepts from the first

and 1929,

p.

to certain
this section towns of less than 2,000 inhabitants.
Acts
in cities of more than 80,000 inhabitants, councilmen and aldermen,
term of office for which they were chosen, are incompetent to hold

during the

any office
by appointment or election of the general council or governing
board, but are competent to hold any other office in said cities, having first resigned the office of councilman or alderman. Acts 1929, p. 156, provides that in
cities "whose inhabitants, according to the census of 1920, were between the number of 16,890 and 16,900," aldermen shall be eligible to election as mayor, and, if
which

is

filled

elected, shall be qualified to act as

69-202.

mayor upon

resigning as alderman.

(892) Binding subsequent council.

—One

council

may

not by

an ordinance bind itself or its successors so as to prevent free legislation
in matters of municipal government. (68 Ga. 816.)
Cross-reference.

—State, where

bound by a

statute, see

§

102-109.

Equity will not interfere with discretion of council.
The council or other governing body of a municipality has a discretion
in the management and disposition of its property, and where it is exercised in good faith, equity will not interfere therewith. (75 Ga. 433.)
69-203. (895)

Cross-references.

— As to control of corporations

(900) Voting

when

generally, see §§ 22-710, 22-711.

—

improper and
illegal for a member of a city council to vote upon any question, brought
before the council, in which he is personally interested.
(80 Ga. 793
69-204.

personally interested.

It is

(7 S. E. 146).)
Cross-reference.

— Agent

cannot buy or

sell for himself, see § 4-204.

69-205. Organization of chain gangs.
ize

work gangs

or other

means

—The right and

of confinement

power

to organ-

and to confine at labor

term not exceeding 30 days, persons convicted of violating
the ordinances of incorporated towns and villages, are hereby conferred
on the incorporated towns and villages or their respective authorities
Provided, that said penalty shall be inflicted only as an alternative upon
failure or refusal to pay fines imposed for such violations. (Acts 1880-1,

therein, for a

p. 179.)

Cross-reference.

— Alternative

69-206. Forfeiture of

Any
vide,

sentence by police courts, see § 69-704.

bonds

of offenders, authority to provide for.

municipal corporation shall have

by ordinance,

power and authority to probonds given by offenders for

full

for the forfeiture of

Municipal Corporate
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I

6

)

appearance before municipal courts, and to provide for the coll
tion of the same from the principal and sureties to such bonds by ju
ment, execution, and sale. (Acts 1880-1, p. 176.)
their

Cross-reference.
fenders, see

§

— Municipal

corporation courts

may

over or commit of-

bind

27-423.

—The

municipal authorities of '
incorporated city are hereby authorized to permit the inclosure of any
69-207. Inclosure of lanes or alleys.

lane or alley, or portion of a lane or alley, in such city,

when

the owi

on such lane or alley, sought to be inclosed, and the
owners of any other lots, to the enjoyment of which access through said
of the lots abutting

lane or alley
ities

is

may have

necessary, consent: Provided, that said municipal author-

the right at any time to reopen said lane or alley.

(Acts

1878-9, p. 174.)
69-306.

men
§

—

Streets neglected for three months, justices to act, see
Obstructions in street, see § 69-304. Street tax, see § 92-109. Militiaexempt from street tax, see § 86-701. Use of county funds in city paving, see

Cross-references.
§

23-601 et seq.

69-208.

(901) Personal liability of officers.

— Members

of the council

and other officers of a municipal corporation shall be personally liable to
one who sustains special damages as the result of any official act of such
officers, if done oppressively, maliciously, corruptly, or without authority
of law.

(67 Ga. 190.)

Cross-references.
see § 4-407. Tort,

CHAPTER

— Public

agents not personally liable on contracts for public,

how committed,

69-3.

see

§

105-101.

POWERS, DUTIES, AND LIABILITIES IN
GENERAL.

Sec.

Sec.

69-301.

Municipal corporations liable

69-306.

for what.

Streets

neglected

for

three

months, justices of the peace

69-302.

Liability for discretionary acts.

69-303.

Liability for injuries resulting
from defects in streets.

69-307.

Liability for acts of officers.

69-304.

Obstructions

69-308.

Demand

in street,

grant of

to act, etc.

right to erect.
69-305.

prerequisite to suit for

injury to person or property:

suspension of limitations.

Municipal property not subject
to levy or sale under execution.

69-301. (897) Municipal corporations liable for

what

— Municipal

cor-

porations shall not be liable for failure to perform, or for errors in per-

forming, their legislative or judicial powers.
for

For neglect to perform, or

improper or unskillful performance of their ministerial duties, they

shall be liable.
Cross-reference.

(69 Ga. 542.)

—Liability for acts of public

officers, see

69-302. (896) Liability for discretionary acts.

§

69-307.

—Where

municipal cor-

porations are not required by statute to perform an act, they

may

not be

held liable for exercising their discretion in failing to perform the same.
69-303. (898) Liability for injuries resulting
If

from defects

in streets.

—

a municipal corporation has not been negligent in constructing or re-

pairing the same,

it is

not liable for injuries resulting from defects in

its

—
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has no actual notice thereof, or such defect has existed
(82 Ga. 206
for a sufficient length of time tor notice to be inferred.
ets

(9 >. E. i:

it

.

—

Demand prerequisite to suit against municipal corporation for
Cross-reference.
injury to person or property, see § 69-308.

—

Obstructions in street, grant of right to erect. Without
express legislative authority, a municipality may not grant to any person the right to erect or maintain a structure or obstruction in a public
street. (86 Ga. 7?o (13 S. E. 107).)
69-304.

(894

Cross-reference.

Streets neglected for three months, justices to act, see

§

69-306.

Municipal property not subject to levy or sale under
execution.
Property of a municipal corporation in use for the public,
or held for future use for the public, is not subject to levy and sale under
executions. All property held by a municipality is presumptively for
69-305.

(899)

—

public use.
69-306.
to act, etc.

I

{64 Ga. 291.)

902

Streets neglected for three months, justices of the peace

—When the main streets of an incorporated town or city shall

continue in a state of neglect for three months, the justices of the peace
therein are, by virtue of their office, road commissioners, and shall ap-

would be liable to road duty
worked on as though they were

point overseers, apportion the hands that

throughout the town, have the streets
public roads, and shall in every other respect perform the duties of road
commissioners, and for neglect of any other duty, or violation of any of
the road laws, shall be liable to fine as such commissioners. (Act 1833,
Cobb. 954.)

—

Cross-references.
Obstructions in street, see § 69-304. Work on public roads,
Proceedings against road commissioners, see § 95-309 et seq.
§ 95-401 et seq.
Alternative road law, see § 95-801 et seq.

see

—A

municipal corporation
shall not be liable for the torts of policemen or other officers engaged in
the discharge of the duties imposed on them by law. (54 Ga. 468; 88 Ga.
455 ri4 S. E. 710).)
Cross-references.
Superintendent, etc., not personally liable for damage to conPerson is liable for torts by servant, etc., see § 105-108. For
vict, see § 77-214.
69-307.

(893) Liability for acts of officers.

—

what municipal corporations are
69-308.

(910)

Demand

liable, see § 69-301.

prerequisite to suit for injury to person or

property; suspension of limitations.

— No

person, firm or corporation,

having a claim for money damages against any municipal corporation
on account of injuries to person or property, shall bring any suit at law
or equity against said municipal corporation for the same, without first
presenting in writing such claim to the governing authority of said
municipality for adjustment, stating the time, place, and extent of such
injury, as nearly as practicable, and the negligence which caused the same,
and no such suit shall be entertained by the courts against such municipality until the cause of action therein shall have been first presented to
said governing authority, for adjustment: Provided, that upon the presentation of such claim said governing authority shall consider and act
upon the same within 30 days from said presentation, and that the action
of said governing authority unless it results in the settlement thereof,
shall in no sen-e be a bar to a suit therefor in the courts: Provided, that

M UNICIPAL
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the running of the statute of limitations shall be suspended during the

time that the demand for payment IS pending before, such author;
without action on their part. {Acts 1899, p. 74.;

—

Cross-references. When municipal corporations liable lot injuries, see $
and exceptions in limiting actions for torts, see § 3-1005. Demand,
when necessary, see § 3-106. Who are competent jurors where municipal corporation interested, see § 59-715.
(

Disabilities

—

Editorial Note. Section 909 of the Code of 1910 requires the Secretary of State,
upon request from the mayor and general council or other governing authority of
any city having a population of 5,000 or upwards, to have a census of the popula-

Acts 1925, p. 248, authorizes municipalities having a popution of such city made.
lation of not less than 30,000 and not exceeding 32,000 according to the Un
States decennial census last issued, and located on navigable streams, to acquire
and control wharves, docks, warehouses and terminals. Acts 1925, p. 191, provides for two shifts of firemen daily in each city "having a population of 10.783
according to the Federal census of 1920."

STREET IMPROVEMENTS IN MUNICIPALITIES HAVING POPULATION OF 600 OR MORE.

CHAPTER

69-4.

Sec.

Sec.
69-401.
69-402.
69-403.

Certain words denned.
Referendum as to adoption.

69-418.

Sale of bonds;
proceeds.

Resolution declaring improvement necessary; publication;

69-419.

Unexpended proceeds;

protest.

69-404.

Assessment, basis

69-407.

Treasurer to publish notice as
to due date of assessments,

69-421.

69-424.

Execution, levy, and sale; title
acquired at sale.
Collection and use of assessments. Treasurer's bond.
Defendant's affidavit contesting
amount claimed as due.
Suit to enjoin assessment; time.

69-425.

Assessment where

69-426.

landowner.
Chapter cumulative

etc.

Railroads and street railways
required to pave between

69-422.

Authority of municipality to
enact ordinances to carry out
Chapter.
Resolution as to kind and exBond
tent of improvement.
for maintenance of good condition of improvements.

69-408.

Notice of proposals;

69-423.

publica-

tion; contents.

69-409.

Award

69-410.

Appraisers to apportion cost.
Appraisers to file report with

69-411.

of contract.

69-413.

Hearing objections, reviewing
appraisements, etc., by governing body. Rate of interest.
Assessments payable to treasurer in cash; interest.

69-414.

Assessments payable in
ments; interest rate.

69-415.

Additional

69-416.

made.
Lien of assessment.
Bonds for street improvement;

69-417.

how

assessments,

is

to existing

69-427.

Part payment by municipality.

69-428.

Municipality's petition in proceeding to validate lien.

69-429.

Order

69-430.

Hearing

69-431.

Bill

69-432.

Conclusiveness of superior
court's final judgment.
Contents of bonds as to their

install-

how

county

laws.

clerk of municipality.
69-412.

disposi-

69-420.
of; intersect-

tracks.
69-406.

of

tion of.

ing streets.
69-405.

application

69-433.

to show cause; notice
thereof and hearing thereon.

on order to
cause; order thereon.

show

of exceptions to appellate
court.

validation.
69-434.

Validation under this law of
bonds previously issued under
local Acts.

paid; interest.

69-401. Certain

words

— In

Chapter the term "municipality" means any city or town in the State of Georgia now or hereafter
incorporated, having* a population of 600 or more.
defined.

this

"Governing body" includes mayor and council, board of aldermen.
board of commissioners, or other chief legislative body of a municipality.

§
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The words 'improve" and "improvement"
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include the grading, re-

paving, repaying, macadamizing, and remacadamizing of streets,

ways, and the construction,
reconstruction, and altering of curbing, guttering, storm-sewers, turnouts, water-mains, and water, gas. or sewer connections therein.
alleys, sidewalks, or other public places or

The word

"'streets"

includes streets, avenues, alleys, sidewalks, and

other public places or ways.

The word "pave"

includes storm draining, paving, macadamizing, and

grading.

"Frontage" means that side or limit of the lot or parcel of land
question which abuts on the improvement. (Acts 1927, p. 322.)

Referendum

in

—The

governing body of any
municipality in this State is hereby authorized and empowered to hold
an election (or elections), at such time and under such conditions as
may be determined by said governing body, for the purpose of adopting the provisions of this law, and when such election has been duly
held and a majority of the qualified electors voting therein shall have
voted in favor of such adoption, and the election managers shall
have duly certified the results of such election to the governing body,
and the same shall have been adopted and entered on the minutes
thereof, the aforesaid governing body of such municipality shall be and
is hereby authorized and empowered to improve any street or streets
in such municipality whenever in the judgment of its governing body
the public welfare or convenience may require such improvement, subject only to the conditions and limitations herein prescribed. (Acts 1927,
69-402.

p.

as

to

adoption.

322.)

69-403. Resolution
protest.

— Whenever

improvement necessary; publication;
governing body shall deem it necessary to

declaring
the said

improve any street or any part thereof either in length or width, within
the limits of said municipality, and said governing body shall by resolution declare such improvement necessary to be done, and publish such
resolution once a week for at least three consecutive weeks in the newspaper in which the sheriff's advertisements of the county in which such
municipality is located are published, and if the owners of a majority
of the lineal feet of frontage of the lands abutting on said improvement
shall not in 15 days after the last day of publication of such resolution
file

with the clerk of said city their protest in writing against such im-

provement, said governing body shall have power to cause said improve-

ment

to be made,

fix liens

and to contract therefor, and to make assessments and

Any number of streets or any
improved may be included in one resolution,

as provided for herein.

parts thereof to be so

protest or objection shall be

however, that

if

made

part or

but any

as to each street separately: Provided,

the owners of a majority of the lineal feet of frontage

assessment for such improvement shall petition the
governing body for such improvement, citing this Chapter and designatof the land liable to

ing

by general description the improvement

undertaken and the
shall thereupon be the

to be

street or streets or part thereof to be improved,

it

duty of said governing body to proceed, as hereinafter provided, -to cause

;

Municipal Corporations.
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improvements to be made in accordance with the prayers Of
petition and their own best judgment, and in such cases the resolution
hereinbefore mentioned shall not be required. The petition shall be
said

lodged with the clerk of the municipality, who shall investigate the sufficiency thereof, submit the petition to the governing body, and certify
the result of his investigation. (Acts 1927, p. 323.)
69-404. Assessment, basis of; intersecting streets.

improvement

— Each

lot or parcel

charged on a basis of
lineal-foot frontage at an ecjual rate per foot of such frontage with its
just pro rata of the entire cost of said improvement, less any amounts
paid by street or steam railways or others: Provided, however, that the
cost of the sidewalks, curbs, and gutters shall be charged entirely to the
lots or parcels of land abutting on that side of the street upon which the
same are constructed. The frontage of intersecting streets shall be assessed as real estate abutting upon the improvement, and the munici;
ity, for all purposes of this Chapter, shall be deemed to be the owner
thereof, and the mayor or chairman of the board of commissioners shall
have authority to sign the petition or file objections provided for herein
and the governing body of the municipality shall pay from the city treasury, as other current bills are paid, its just pro rata of the entire cost of
said improvement, unless the owners of a majority of the aforesaid frontage in the petition hereinbefore provided for shall agree to pay the entire
cost of said improvement, or unless in the resolution hereinbefore provided for it shall be stated that the entire cost of the improvement is to
be paid by the abutting-property owners. (Acts 1927, p. 324.)
of land abutting

upon

69-405. Railroads

said

and

shall be

street railways required to

pave between tracks.

—Any railroad or street railway having tracks located

in a street at the

time of the proposed improvement as provided herein shall be required
by the governing body to pave the width of its tracks and two feet on

each side thereof, and, except as hereinafter provided, with the same
material and in the same manner as the rest of the street is to be paved.
and such work shall be performed under the supervision and subject to
the approval of the city's engineer, and if such railway shall not. within
a period of 30 days after receipt by such railway of the notice to do such

work, agree in writing to comply with such order, or if the work is not
completed to the satisfaction of the city's engineer within such time as
may be prescribed by the governing body, said governing body may have
such work done and charge the cost and expense thereof to such railway

company located in the municipality, and shall have a lien against such
railway company therefor, and said lien shall have the same rank and
priority and shall be enforced in the same manner as the liens provided
for in section 69-416. The governing body may. however, require such
paving to be of a different material and manner of construction, when, in
its

judgment

this

is

rendered necessary by the uses of the street by the

railway. (Acts 1927, p. 325.)
69-406. Authority of municipality to enact ordinances to

Chapter.

—Whenever

carry out

the petition provided for in section 69-403

is

pre-

when the said governing body shall have determined to improve any street, and shall have passed the resolution provided for in
sented, or

§

Municipal Corporations.

69-407

said section 69-403, the said governing

body
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have the power to
enact all ordinances and to establish all snch rules and regulations as
may be necessary to require the owners of all the property abutting on
the improvement and of any railway in said street to pay the cost of
such improvement, and to cause to be put in and constructed all water,
gas. or sewer-pipe "connections to connect with any existing water, gas,
or sewer pipes in and underneath the streets where such improvement
is to be made, and all cost and expense of making such connections shall
be taxed solely against such property, but shall be included and made a
part of the general assessment to cover the cost of such improvement.
Acts 1927, p. 325.)
shall

I

and extent of improvement. Bond for
maintenance of good condition of improvement. After the expiration of
the time for objection or protest on the part of the property owners, if
69-407. Resolution as to kind

—

no sufficient protest is filed, or on receipt of a petition for such improvement signed by the owners of a majority of the frontage of the land to
be assessed, if such petition is found to be in proper form and properly
executed, the governing body shall adopt a resolution reciting that no
protest has been

filed,

or the filing of such petition, as the case

may

be,

and expressing the determination of said governing body to proceed with
the said improvement, stating the kind of improvement and defining the
extent and character of the same, and other such matters as may be necessary to instruct the engineer employed by said municipality in the performance of his duties in preparing for such improvement the necessary
plans, plats, profiles, specifications, and estimates. The resolution shall
set forth any and all such reasonable terms and conditions as said governing body shall deem proper to impose with reference to the letting
of the contract and the provisions thereof; and said governing body shall
by said resolution provide that the contractor shall execute to the city a
good and sufficient bond as provided in sections 23-1705 to 23-1709, and
may require a bond in an amount to be stated in such resolution for the
maintenance of good condition of such improvements for a period of not
less than five years from the time of its completion, or both, in the discretion of said governing body. Said resolution shall also direct the
clerk of said municipality to advertise for sealed proposals for furnish-

ing the materials and performing the

improvements.

(Acts 1927,

work necessary

in

making such

p. 325.)

69-408. Notice of proposals; publication; contents.

—The notice of such

proposals shall be published in at least six consecutive issues of a daily
paper, or at least two of a weekly paper, having a general circulation in

and shall state the street or streets to be improved,
the kinds of improvements proposed, what, if any, bond or bonds will
be required to be executed by the contractor aforesaid, and shall state
the time when and the place where such sealed proposals shall be filed
and when and where the same will be considered by said governing body.
said municipality,

(Acts 1927,
69-409.

p.

325.)

Award

of contract.

notice the governing

body

— At

shall

the time and place specified in such

examine

all

bids received, and without

Municipal Corporations.
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unnecessary delay award the contract to the lowest and best bidder,
will perform the work and furnish the materials which may be selected
and perform all the conditions imposed In laid governing body
,

\

scribed in such resolutions and notice for proposals, and the said

erning body shall have the right to reject any and all bids and readvertise for other bids when the bids submitted are not, in its judgment,
isfactory. (Acts 1927, p. 325.)
69-410. Appraisers to apportion cost.

— After

the

said

contract shall

have been let and the cost for such improvement, which shall include
all other expenses incurred by the city incident to said improvement in
addition to the contract price for the work and materials, shall have
been ascertained, the said governing body shall by resolution appoint a
board of appraisers consisting of three members to appraise and apportion the cost and expense of the same to the several tracts of land abutting on said improvement as hereinbefore provided. (Acts 1927, p. 327.)
69-411. Appraisers to

file

report with clerk of municipality.— Within

30 days from the date of the resolution appointing said board, it shall
file with the clerk' of the municipality a written report of the appraisal
and the assessment and cost upon the several lots and tracts of land
abutting on said street, or upon the property of any street or steam railway whose tracks are located in such street where such railway has
failed or refused to do the paving provided herein when and as required

by the governing body. (Acts

1927, p. 327.)

Hearing objections, reviewing appraisements, etc., by governing body. Rate of interest. When said report shall have been returned
and filed, the said governing body shall appoint a time for the holding of
a session, or shall designate a regular meeting of their body for the hearing of any complaints or objections that may be made concerning the
said appraisement, apportionment, and assessment by any person interested, and notice of such session for the said hearing shall be published
by the clerk of the governing body once a week for two weeks in a
newspaper having a general circulation in said municipality, and said
notice shall provide for an inspection of such return by any property
owner or other party interested in such return. The time fixed for said
hearing shall not be less than five nor more than 10 days from the date
The said governing body at said session shall
of the last publication.
have power, and it shall be its duty, to review and correct said appraisement, apportionment, and assessment, and to hear objections to the same,
and to confirm the same either as made by said board or as corrected by
said governing body. The said governing body shall by ordinance fix
the assessments in accordance with said appraisement and apportion69-412.

—

ment, as so confirmed, against the several tracts of land liable therefor

:

Provided, however, that the rate of interest to be taxed shall hot exceed

one per cent, per
in the

annum over and above

bonds herein provided

for.

the rate of interest stipulated

(Acts 1927,

p. 327.)

—

Assessments payable to treasurer in cash; interest. Assessment in conformity to said appraisement and apportionment as confirmed by said municipality shall be payable to the treasurer of such
69-413.

§
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municipality

in cash,

and,

if
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paid within 30 days from the date of the

passage of said ordinance, without interest. (Acts 1927,

p. 327.)

—

Assessments payable in installments; interest rate. In the
event the owner of the land or of any street railway so assessed shall,
within 30 days from the passage of the ordinance making the assessment
final, file with the clerk of the said municipality his or its written re69-414.

quest asking that the assessments be payable in installments in accordance with the provisions hereof, the same shall thereupon be and become

payable

in

10 equal annual installments

and

shall bear interest at the

exceeding seven per cent, per annum until paid, and each
installment together with the interest on the entire amount remaining
unpaid shall be payable each year at such time and place as shall be provided by resolution of the governing body. (Acts 1927, p. 327.)
rate of not

69-415. Additional assessments,

how made.

— In

the event any special

assessment shall be found to be invalid or insufficient in whole or in
part for any reason whatsoever, the said governing body may at any
time, in the manner provided for the making of an original assessment,
proceed to cause a new assessment to be made and fixed, which shall
have like force and effect as an original assessment. (Acts 1927, p. 332.)
69-416. Lien of assessment.

ment

— Such special assessment and each

install-

and the interest thereon and the expense of collection, are
hereby declared to be a lien against the lots and tracts of land so assessed
from the date of the ordinance levying the same, coequal with the lien
of other taxes and prior to and superior to all other liens against such
lots or tracts, and such lien shall continue until such assessment and
interest thereon shall be fully paid, and shall be enforced in the same
thereof,

manner

as are liens for city taxes.

(Acts 1927,

p. 328.)

—

improvement; how paid; interest. The said
governing body, after the expiration of 30 days from the passage of said
ordinance confirming and levying said assessment, shall by resolution
provide for the issuance of bonds in the aggregate amount of such assessments remaining unpaid, bearing date not more than 30 days after the
passage of the ordinance fixing the said assessment and of such denomination as the said governing body shall determine, which bond or bonds,
unless authority is thereafter granted and exercised for making the same
direct obligations of the municipality, shall in no event become a liability
of the municipality, or of the governing body of the municipality issuing
same. One-tenth in amount of any such series of bonds with interest
upon the whole series to date, shall be payable on such day and at such
place as may be determined by the governing body, and one-tenth thereof
with the yearly interest upon the whole amount remaining unpaid shall
be payable on the same day in each succeeding year until all shall be
Such bonds shall bear interest at a rate not exceeding six per
paid.
cent, per annum from their date until maturity, payable annually, and
shall be designated as "street-improvement bonds," and shall on the face
69-417.

Bonds

for street

thereof recite the street or streets, part of street or streets, or other pub-

which they have been issued, and, unless authority is thereafter granted and exercised for making the same
direct obligations of the municipality, they are payable solely from as-

lic

places for the

improvement

of

Municipal Corporations.
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sessments which have been fixed upon the lots or tracts of land b<
fited by said improvement under authority of this Chapter.
Said bonds
shall be signed by the mayor or chairman of the board of commissioner*,
and attested by the clerk of the governing- body, and shall have the impression of the corporate seal of such municipality thereon, and shall
have interest coupons attached, and all bonds issued by authority of this
Chapter shall be payable at such place either within or without the State
of Georgia as shall be designated by said governing body. (Acts 1927,
p. 327.)

—

§

Cross-references. Resolution as to kind and extent of improvement; bond, see
Award of contract, see § 69-409.

69-407.

69-418. Sale of bonds; application of proceeds.

— Said

bonds shall be
sold by said governing body at not less than par, and the proceeds
thereof applied to the payment of the contract price and other expenses
incurred pursuant to the provisions of this Chapter, or such bonds in the
amount that shall be necessary for that purpose may be turned over and
delivered to the contractor at par value in payment of the amount due
him on his contract, and the portion thereof which shall be necessary to
pay other expenses incident to and incurred in providing for said improvements shall be sold or otherwise disposed of as the said governing
body shall direct. (Acts 1927, p. 329.)
69-419.

Unexpended proceeds,

disposition

of.

—Any proceeds from

the

hands of the treasurer after the payment hereinbefore provided for shall go into the treasury of the municipality as compensation for the services to be rendered by it as contemsale of said

bonds remaining

plated herein. (Acts 1927,

in the

p. 330.)

69-420. Treasurer to publish notice as to due date of assessments, etc.

—

be the duty of said treasurer, not less than 30 days and not
more than 50 days before the maturity of any installment of such assessments, to publish at least one time, in a newspaper having a general circulation in said municipality, a notice advising the owner of the property
affected by such assessment of the date when such installment and
It shall

and designating the street or streets or other public
places for the improvement of which such assessments have been levied,
and that, unless the same shall be promptly paid, proceedings will be
taken to collect said installment and interest; or in lieu thereof to mail
such notice within the time limits aforesaid to the owners of record of
interest will be due,

the property affected, at their last

known

The

address.

failure of said

treasurer or clerk to publish or mail said notice of maturity of any install-

ment

assessment and interest shall in no wise affect the validity
of the assessment and interest and the execution issued therefor. (Acts
of said

1927, pp. 330, 331.)

and sale; title acquired
the duty of said treasurer, promptly within 15 days
maturity of any such installment or assessment or
69-421. Execution, levy,

at sale.

—

It shall

be

after the date of the
interest, to issue

an

execution against the lot or tract of land assessed for such improvement,
or against the party or person

owning the same,

for the

amount

of

such

assessment or interest, and shall turn over the same to the marshal or
chief of police of the municipality or his deputy,

who

shall levy the

same

§

Mvx
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upon the abutting real estate liable for such assessment and previously
assessed for such improvements, and after advertisement and other proceedings as in ease of sales for city taxes the same shall be sold at public
outcry to the highest bidder, and such sales shall vest an absolute title
in the

purchaser, subject to the lien of the remaining- unpaid installments

with interest, and also subject to the right of redemption as provided
in sections 92-4402 and 92-8301 to 92-8304. (Acts 1927, pp. 330, 331.)

—

and use of assessments. Treasurer's bond. The
assessment provided for and levied under the provisions of this Chapter
69-422. Collection

payable as the several installments become due, together with
the interest thereon, to the treasurer of the municipality, who shall keep
an accurate account of all such collections by him made, and such collecshall be

and applied for the payment of such bonds and the interest thereon and expenses incurred incident thereto, and for no other purpose, until all said bonds are paid in
and said treasurer shall give bond in amount to be fixed by the
full
governing body, conditioned upon the faithful performance by him of
the duties imposed herein. (Acts 1927, pp. 330, 331.)
tions shall be kept in a special fund to be used

;

69-423. Defendant's affidavit contesting

amount claimed

as due.

—The

an affidavit denying that the whole
or any part of the amount for which said execution issued is due, and
stating what amount he admits to be due, which amount so admitted to
defendant shall have the right to

file

be due shall be paid and collected before the affidavit
affidavit received for the balance.

is

received, and the

All affidavits (and the foregoing and

following provisions shall apply to the railroads or street railways against

whom

execution shall be issued for the cost and expense of paving) shall

set out in detail the reasons

due, and,

when

why

the affiant claims the

amount

is

not

received by the city marshal or chief of police, shall be

returned to the superior court of the county wherein the municipality

is

located, and there be tried

and the issue determined as in cases of illegality, subject to all the pains and penalties provided for in other cases
of illegality for delav under the laws of this State. (Acts 1927, pp. 330,
331.)

69-424. Suit to enjoin assessment; time.

— No

suit shall

be sustained

any such assessment, or to enjoin the said governing body
from making or fixing or collecting the same or issuing or levying executions therefor or issuing such bonds or providing for their payment
as herein authorized, or contesting the validity thereof on any grounds
or for any reason other than the failure of the governing body to adopt
and publish the preliminary resolution provided for in section 69-403
in cases requiring such resolution and its publication, or to give notice of
to set aside

the hearing of the return of the appraisers as herein provided for, unless

such suit shall be commenced within 30 days after the passage of the
ordinance making such assessment final. (Acts 1927, p. 332.)

—

Assessment where county is landowner. Whenever the abutting landowners of any street of said municipality shall petition the
governing body as herein set out, or said governing body shall pass the
resolution provided for in section 69-403 for the improvement of any
69-425.
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§ 69-429

where the county is owner of property on said street, and the governing body of such county has assented to the proposed impnn
and has provided funds to pay in cash its proportionate part of tj.
of said improvement, the frontage so owned shall be counted as
by an individual for all the purposes of this Chapter and the chairman
street

i:

board of commissioners of such county

of the

aforesaid petition or

file

objections

in

is

authorized to

-i^rn

the

behalf of the county. (Acts 1927,

p. 332.)

— This

Chapter shall not
be construed to repeal any special or local law, or affect any proceedings
under such law for the making of improvements hereby authorized or for
raising the funds therefor, but shall be deemed to be additional and independent legislation for such purposes and to provide an alternative
method of procedure for such purposes, and to be a complete law not
subject to any limitations or restrictions contained in any other public
or private law or laws except as herein otherwise provided. (Acts 1927,
69-426. Chapter cumulative to existing laws.

p. 332.)

—

payment by municipality. Where the municipality shall
desire to pay any portion of the cost of the improvements contemplated
herein, in addition to the amounts hereinbefore provided for, the balance
may be assessed against the abutting property or the owners thereof, or
the owners of any street or steam railway therein, as hereinbefore pro69-427. Part

vided. (Acts 1927, p. 332.)
69-428. Municipality's petition in proceeding to validate lien.

—Any

time within 60 days after the assessments shall be finally determined and
fixed as hereinbefore provided for, the municipality may file a petition
in the superior court of the county in which the said municipality is

wherein shall be alleged the fact of the passage and approval of
the ordinance, and a copy thereof, the street or part of a street affected
thereby, the character of paving or other improvement intended, and the
approximate estimate of the cost. Said petition shall allege that the
ordinance is authorized by law, and that it will create a lien on all real
property abutting on such street or part of a street, for the payment by
situated,

the

owner

of each lot or parcel of land so abutting, of the pro rata share

of expense assessed to each said lot or parcel of land, as well as on
street or other railroad therein,

if

any such there

be,

and

shall

any

pray for

a judgment by the court declaring such ordinance valid, legal, and bind-

and that the

be set up as alleged. It shall not be necessary in
such petition to allege the names of the owners of the abutting property
or railroads to be affected, but it shall be sufficient to describe the street
ing,

liens

or portion thereof to be improved, and to indicate, as hereinbefore provided, that the property on said street is to be charged with the expense.

(Acts 1927,
69-429.

p. 333.)

Order to show cause; notice thereof and hearing thereon.

or before the filing of such petition, the

same

—At

shall be presented to the

judge of the superior court, who shall thereupon pass an order calling
upon all persons owning or interested in the real estate abutting on said
street, or on the designated part thereof, to show cause, at a time and

§
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place to be in said order named,

why
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the prayer of the petition should

not be granted and the ordinance and assessments declared valid and the

and binding, which time shall not be less than 30
nor more than 60 days later, and either in term time or vacation, and
either in open court or at chambers. It shall thereupon be the duty of
the clerk to publish once a week for four weeks, in the official newspaper
of the county, a statement of the case and a copy of said order. (Acts
liens be fixed as legal

1927. pp. 333, 334.)

—

Hearing on order to show cause; order thereon. At the time
and place named, or at such other time and place as the hearing may be
adjourned to, any person interested shall be heard to show cause in writing, which writing shall be filed with the clerk, why the prayer should
not be granted. The court shall hear all questions of law or fact, and all
competent evidence may be offered as in other cases; and the court shall
thereupon pass an appropriate order finding and adjudging that said
ordinance is lawful and valid and said liens legal and binding, or otherwise, as the law and facts may warrant. (Acts 1927, pp. 333, 334.)
69-430.

69-431. Bill of exceptions to appellate court.

person appearing and

who may

—The municipality or any

be dissatisfied with said judgment,

exceptions and carry the matter up to the

within 10 days

file

Supreme Court

or the Court of Appeals, as the case

a

bill of

as in cases of interlocutory injunction.

may

be, for

review

(Acts 1927, pp. 333, 334.)

69-432. Conclusiveness of superior court's final judgment.

judgment

may

—

If the final

of the superior court shall be in favor of the validity of the

ordinance and of the liens claimed, the same shall forever be conclusive,
and said matters so determined shall never be thereafter drawn in question in any court. (Acts 1927, pp. 333, 334.)

—

v

Cross-reference. Validation of bonds by municipality, see Title 87, Public Finance, Chapter 87-3.

—

bonds as to their validation. Bonds issued under
the provisions of this Chapter after such judgment shall have written or
stamped thereon the words "Validated and confirmed by judgment of
the superior court." specifying also the date when such judgment was
rendered and the court wherein it was rendered, which shall be signed
by the clerk of the said superior court, and said entry shall be original
prima facie evidence of the fact of such judgment, and receivable as such
in any court of this State. (Acts 1927, pp. 333, 334.)
69-433. Contents of

law of bonds previously issued under
local Acts.
In any case in which similar bonds have been heretofore issued by any municipality under the authority of particular local Acts, it
69-434. Validation under this

—

shall be lawful to validate the

judgment
fect

:

of the superior court

same and
under

like

fix

the assessments

by

final

proceedings and with like

ef-

Provided, however, that before the municipality shall institute

such proceedings in such cases, the holder or holders of such bonds or
any part thereof shall give to the municipality good and sufficient bond

and security to indemnify and hold harmless the municipality against
any court costs or other expenses incident to such validation proceed-

—
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ings, the sufficiency of such

bond and the security

chief executive officer of the municipality.

CHAPTER

69-5.

TOWNS AND

§ 69-504
to be

approved by the

(Acts 1927, pp. 333

CITIES AS TRUSTEES.

Sec.

Sec.
69-501.

Acceptance of gifts by incorporated towns and cities.

69-502.

May

69-503.

Cemeteries.

act as trustees.

69-504.

Gifts for public parks or pleas-

urc grounds.
69-505.

Municipality authorized to accept.

by incorporated towns and cities.
All incorporated towns and cities are authorized to receive any donations
or gifts of real or personal property which may be made to them by deed
of gift, will, or otherwise, and subject to such conditions as may be
69-501. (887) Acceptance of gifts

specified in the instrument giving or donating the property,

if

the gov-

erning body of such town or city shall approve of such conditions. (Acts
1892, p. 104.)

69-502. (888)

may

May

act as trustees.

—The incorporated towns and

cities

under any conveyance or will donating or giving
property for charitable or eleemosynary purposes. (Acts 1892. p. 104.;
act as trustees

69-503. (889)

Cemeteries.

— Any person may convey to the mayor and

any town or city in this State any money or property to
be held by such mayor and council in trust, the corpus or increase thereof to be expended as directed by such conveyance, in the improvement
or preservation and care of any cemetery or of the burial lots of such
owner therein, and such mayor and council shall receive and hold such
property and execute such trusts, according to the terms thereof, as other
trusts are executed under the laws of this State, and shall by its clerk
make annual returns to the ordinary, and shall be entitled to such comcity council of

missions as are paid to other trustees, but shall not be required to give
bond. (Acts 1889, p. 178.)
69-504. (890) Gifts for public parks or pleasure grounds.

may, by appropriate conveyance, devise,

give, or grant to

— Any person

any municipal

corporation of this State, in fee simple or in trust, or to other persons as
trustees, lands by said conveyance dedicated in perpetuity^ to the public

use as a park, pleasure ground, or for other public purpose, and in said
conveyance, by appropriate limitations and conditions, provide that the
use of said park, pleasure ground, or other property so conveyed to said
municipality shall be limited to the white race only, or to white women

and children only, or to the colored race only, or to colored women
children only, or to any other race, or to the women and children of
other race only, that may be designated by said devisor or grantor
any person may also, by such conveyance, devise, give, or grant in
;

and
any
and
per-

petuity to such corporations or persons other property, real or personal,
for the development, improvement, and maintenance of said propertv.

(Acts 1905,

p.

117.)

—

Cross-references. Definition of trust estate, see § 108-101. For whom trust
created, see § 108-114.
Perpetuities, see § 85-707.
are persons of color, see
Subjects of charity subject to jurisdiction of equity, see § 108-203.
§ 79-103.

Who

§

Ml-

69-505
69-505.
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Municipality authorized to accept.

(891)

— Any

municipal cor-

whom

such
devise, gift, or grant is made, may accept the same in behalf of and for
the benefit of the class of persons named in the conveyance, and for their
exclusive use and enjoyment; with the right to the municipality or trustees to improve, embellish, and ornament the land so granted as a public
park, or for other public use as herein specified, and every municipal corporation to which such conveyance shall be made shall have power, by
appropriate police provision, to protect the class of persons for whose
benefit the devise or grant is made, in the exclusive use and enjoyment
thereof. (Acts 1°05. pp. 117, 118.)
poration, or other persons natural or artificial, as trustees, to

CHAPTER

PLAYGROUNDS AND RECREATION

69-6.

CENTERS.
zee.

iec.

Application of Chapter. "Governing body" defined.
Dedication of lands or buildAcquiring
ings for purpose.

69-601.
69-602.

69-607.

Issuance of bonds.

69-608.

Petition

establishment of recreation
system. Taxation.

or leasing lands, etc.

Establishment of system of su-

69-603.

69-609.

pervised recreation.

69-605.

69-610.

monevs

of

governing body

if

pe-

Levy

of

"playground and rec-

reation tax."
69-611.

maintenance.
Acceptance of grants, gifts, or
donations; disbursements of

69-606.

Duty

titioners prevail in election.

Playground and recreation
board; membership, organization, terms of office, etc.
Municipalities and schoolboards
may join in conduct and

69-604.

by voters requesting

Payment out

and control of
"playgrounds and recreation
of

funds."
69-612.

so received.

Application
Chapter.

of

provisions

of

—

"Governing body" defined. This
Chapter shall apply to all incorporated cities and towns in the State of
Georgia. The term "governing body" as herein used means the mayor
and city council, the commissioner and commissioners, or either or both,
as the case mav be, or the governing body by whatever name called, of
any city or town coming under the provisions of this Chapter. (Acts
69-601. Application

1923,

p."

of

Chapter.

106.)

69-602. Dedication of lands or buildings for purpose.

town may dediapart for use as playgrounds, recreation centers, and for other
purposes, any lands or buildings or both, owned or leased by

leasing lands, etc.—
cate and set

recreational

Acquiring or

The governing body

of

any

city or

such municipality and not dedicated or devoted to another or inconsistent
public use; and such municipality may, in such manner as may now or
hereafter be authorized or provided

by law

for the acquisition of lands

by such municipality, acquire or lease
lands or buildings or both, within or beyond the corporate limits of such
or buildings for public purposes

municipality, for playgrounds, recreation centers, and for other recreational purposes

:

and when the governing body

of the municipality so

dedicates, sets apart, acquires or leases lands or buildings for such pur-

poses,

it

may, on

its

own

initiative,

provide for their conduct, equipment,

Munic ipal
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Cohi-o katjons.

gj

and maintenance according to the provision oi this Chapter, b_
an appropriation from the. general municipal funds. (Acts 1923,
,

p.

—

Editorial Note. Acts 1929, pp. 303, 304, authorizes any city bavin;
of 200,000 or more to acquire realty, presumably, as indicated by the
Act, for park purposes.

69-603. Establishment of

system

of supervised recreation. -

erning body of any such municipality

may

•

title

1

1

Nation
of the

gov-

establish a system of super-

may, by resolution or ordinance, vest the power to
provide, maintain and conduct playgrounds, recreation centers and other
recreational activities and facilities in the school board, park board, or
other existing body or in a playground and recreation board as the governing body may determine. Any board so designated shall have the
power to maintain and equip playgrounds, recreation centers and the
buildings thereon and it may, for the purpose of carrying out the provisions of this Chapter, employ play leaders, playground directors, supervisors, recreation superintendents or such other officers or employee- as
vised recreation and

it

it

deems proper. (Acts

1923, p. 107.)

Playground and recreation board; membership, organization,
terms of office, etc.---If the governing body of any such municipality shall
determine that the power to provide, establish, conduct and maintain a
recreation system as aforesaid shall be exercised by a playground and
recreation board, such governing body shall, by resolution or ordinance,
establish in such municipality a playground and recreation board which
shall possess all the powers and .be subject to all the responsibilities of
local authorities under this Chapter.
Such board, when established,
shall consist of five persons serving without pay, to be appointed by the
mayor or presiding officer of such municipality. The term of office shall
be for five years, or until their successors are appointed and qualified, except that the members of such board first appointed shall be appointed
for such terms that the term of one member shall expire annually thereafter.
Immediately after their appointment, they shall meet and organize by electing one of their members president and such other officers
69-604.

as

may

be necessary

;

vacancies in such boards occurring otherwise than

by expiration of term shall be filled by the mayor or presiding officer
the governing body only for the unexpired term. (Acts 1923, p. 107.)

of

and school boards may join in conduct and
maintenance. Any two or more municipalities may jointly provide, establish, maintain and conduct a recreation system and acquire property
for and establish and maintain playgrounds, recreation centers and other
recreational facilities and activities. Any school board may join with
any municipality in conducting and maintaining a recreation svstem.
69-605. Municipalities

—

(Acts 1923,

p. 108.)

69-606. Acceptance of grants, gifts, or donations;

disbursements of
moneys so received. A playground and recreation board or other authority in which is vested the power to provide, establish, maintain and
conduct such supervised recreation system may accept any grant or devise of real estate or any gift or bequest of money or other personal property or any donation to be applied, principal or income, for either temporary or permanent use for playgrounds or recreation purposes, but if

—
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the acceptance thereof for such purposes will subject the municipality

expense for improvements, maintenance or renewal, the acceptance of any grant or devise of real estate shall be subject to the approval of the governing" body of such municipality. Money received for
such purposes, unless otherwise provided by the terms of the gift or bequest, shall be deposited with the treasurer of the municipality to the
account of the playground and recreation board or commission or other
body having charge of such work, and the same may be withdrawn and
paid out by such body in the same manner as money appropriated for
recreation purposes. (Acts 1923, p. 108.)
to additional

—The

governing body of any municipality
may, pursuant to law, provide that the bonds of such municipality may
be issued in the manner provided by law for the issuance of bonds for
other purposes, for the purpose of acquiring lands or buildings for playgrounds, recreation centers and other recreational purposes and for the
equipment thereof. (Acts 1923, p. 109.)
69-607. Issuance of bonds.

—

Cross-reference. Election on issue of county and municipal bonds, see Title 87,
Public Finance, Chapter 87-2.

69-608. Petition

tem.

Taxation.

—

by voters requesting establishment of recreation sysWhenever a petition signed by at least 10 per cent, of

the qualified and registered voters in any municipality shall be filed in
the office of the clerk of such municipality requesting the governing

body

and conduct a supervised recreation system and to levy an annual tax for the conduct and
maintenance thereof of not more than one mill on each dollar of assessed
valuation of all taxable property within the corporate limits of such municipality, it shall be the duty of the governing body of such municipality
to appropriate funds for and to provide for the establishment, maintenance and conduct of a supervised recreation system, or in case of special
tax to cause the question of the establishment, maintenance and conduct
of such supervised recreation system to be submitted to the voters to be
voted upon at the next general or special election of the municipality:
Provided, however, that such question shall not be voted upon at the
next general or special election unless such petition shall have been filed
at least 30 days prior to the date of such election.
(Acts 1923, .p. 109.)
of such municipality to provide, establish, maintain

Duty

—

governing body if petitioners prevail in election.
"j;on the adoption of such proposition at an election the governing body
of the municipality shall, by appropriate resolution or ordinance, provide
for the establishment, maintenance and conduct of such supervised recreation system as they may deem advisable and practicable to provide
and maintain out of the tax money thus voted, and the said governing
body may designate, by appropriate resolution or ordinance, the board or
commission to be vested with the powers, duties and obligations necessary for the establishment, maintenance and conduct of such recreation
system as provided in this Chapter. (Acts 1923, p. 109.)
69-609.

Levy

of

—

"playground and recreation tax." The governing body
of any municipality adopting the provisions of this Chapter at an election
shall thereafter annually levy and collect a tax of not less than the mini69-610.

of

Municipal Corporations.
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mum

maximum amount

nor more than the

g

69-702

set out in the said petition for

such election, which tax shall be designated as the "playground and
reation tax" and shall he levied and colle< ted in like manner as the gen(Acts 1923, p, lO.j
eral tax of the municipality.
:

1

Cross-references.

— Municipal

taxation, sec Title 92,

Public

Revenue, Chapters

92-28, 92-40 to 92-44.

Payment out of and control
The cost and expenses of the

"playgrounds and recreation
establishment, maintenance and
funds."
conduct of a supervised recreation system of playgrounds, recreation centers and other recreational facilities and activities shall be paid out of
taxes or other money received for this purpose, and the playground and
recreation board or commission, or other authority in which is vested the
power to provide, establish, conduct and maintain a supervised recreation system and facilities as aforesaid, shall have exclusive control of all
moneys collected or donated to the credit of the "playgrounds and rec69-611.

—

(Acts 1923,

reation funds."

of

p. 110.)

69-612. Application of provisions of Chapter.

—The

provisions of this

Chapter shall not apply to recreation or playground commissions, boards
or systems which are now created or which may hereafter be created by
special acts of the legislature.

CHAPTER

69-7.

(Acts 1923,

p.

110.)

CORPORATE, POLICE AND MAYOR'S
COURTS.

Sec.

Sec.

69-701.

Corporate and police courts.

69-702.

Mayor

69-703.

Cities not affected

69-704.

Alternative sentences by police
courts.

or recorder.

by law.

(856) Corporate and police courts.

69-701.

—The

organization of the

various corporate and police courts of this State, and the laws relative
thereto, are undisturbed

by the adoption

of this Code, unless additional,

concurrent, or exclusive jurisdiction, or cumulative remedies, are conferred by

it

upon them or other

courts, or other magistracy,

and then

they are altered only to that extent.
Cross-references.

— Certiorari

from

police

courts,

see

§

19-214.

Forfeiture

of

municipal courts, see § 69-206. Such courts may commit or bind over
offenders, see § 27-423.
Local laws not repealed, see § 102-107. When certiorari
will lie, see § 19-101.
Jurisdiction to determine existence of nuisance in certain

bonds

in

cities,

see

69-702.

§

72-401.

Mayor

or recorder.

—The

governing bodies of the municipal

corporations of the State having a corporate, police or mayor's court are

hereby authorized and empowered, either by ordinance or resolution, to
select, elect or

appoint either a mayor pro

tern,

or a recorder pro tern, to

hold and preside over such corporate, police or mayor's court in the absence or disqualification of the mayor or recorder, who shall have all of
the power, authority and jurisdiction while presiding in such corporate
courts as

given by the charter of said municipal corporation to
mayor or recorder. (Acts 1922. pp. 133. 134.)
is

its

§
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by law.

69-703. Cities not affected

where provision

nicipal corporation
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—This law shall
made

is

pointment or selection of a mayor pro

tern,

not affect any mu-

in the charter for the ap-

or a recorder pro tern.

(Acts

1922, p. 134.)

69-704.

(857) Alternative sentences

by

police courts.

—All police courts

having authority to try offenses against the laws of the cities, towns, and
villages in which such courts are located, shall have power and authority
to impose fines upon persons convicted of said offenses, with the alternative of other punishment allowed by law, in case said fines are not
(Acts 1878-9.

paid.

p. 153.)

—

Cross-references. Sentence
chain-gang as alternative punishment, see
to
Jurisdiction of police courts of certain cities to abate nuisances, see

§

69-205.

S

7

CHAPTER

CRIMES.

69-99.

Sec.

Sec.

69-9901.

Municipal elections,
voting at.

69-9902.

illegally

manager
of

69-9901. (666 P. C.) Municipal

person

who

employee

City

shall vote illegally at

ished as for a misdemeanor.

elections,

of

as
guilty

misdemeanor.

illegally

voting

any municipal election

(Acts 1882-3,

presiding
election

at.

—Any

shall be

pun-

p. 140.)

employee presiding as manager of election guilty of
misdemeanor. It shall be unlawful for any employee or official of any
town or city to preside as manager of any election for mayor and alderman of the town or city of which he is an employee or official. Any
person violating this section shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts
69-9902. City

—

1910, p. 116.)
Cross-reference.

— Punishment

for

MUNICIPAL PROPERTY:

misdemeanor, see

§

27-2506.

See Title 91, Public Property, Chapter

91-9.

MURDER:
MUTINY:

See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment, Chapter 26-10.
See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment, Chapter 26-48.

MUTUAL INSURANCE:
NAMES:

See Title

56,

Insurance, Chapter 56-14.

See Title 79, Persons, Chapter 79-5.

Title

106,

Trade-

Marks and Trade Names.

NARCOTICS: See Title 42, Food
NATIONAL BANKS: See Title

NATIONAL GUARD:

and Drugs, Chapter
13,

42-7.

Banks and Banking.

See Title 86, Public Defense, Chapter 86-4,

et seq.

NAVAL MILITIA: See Title 86, Public Defense, Chapter 86-3.
NAVAL STORES: See Title 5, Agriculture, Chapter 5-16.
NAVIGABLE WATERS: See Title 85, Property, Chapter 85-13.
NAVIGATION COMPANIES:

See Title

17,

Canal and Navigation

Companies.

NE EXEAT:

See Title 37, Equity, Chapter 37-14.

NEGLIGENCE:

See Title 105, Torts, Chapter 105-2.

NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS:

See Title

14,

Bills

and Notes.

TITLE

NEW

70.

TRIAL.
Sec.

Chap.

70-101

70-1.

Courts authorized to grant

70-2.

Grounds

70-201

Application and hearing
When, where, and how cases retried

70-301

70-3.
70-4.

70-401

CROSS-REFERENCES.
Disbarment proceedings: See Title 9, Attorneys at Law, § 9-517.
See Title 30, Divorce and Alimony, § 30-130.
Jeopardy of life or liberty: See Title 1, Constitution of the United
Divorce:

States,

§

1-805;

Constitution of the State of Georgia, § 2-108.
dying
or forgetting transactions at trial: See Title 19, Certiorari, § 19-502.
Judge
Mistrial for improper conduct by counsel: See Title 81, Pleading and Practice,
Title

2,

§ 81-1009.

See also Title

Appeal and Error; Title

6,

CHAPTER

110,

Verdict and Judgment.

COURTS AUTHORIZED TO GRANT.

70-1.

Sec.

Sec.
70-101.

What

70-102.

Superior

courts

may

grant.

may

court

70-103.

correct

Grant by judge who did not
tr y case,

errors, etc.

What

70-101. (6078)

by the superior and

courts

may

grant.

city courts only.

—New

trials shall

be granted

(Act 1799, Cobb, 503.)

—

Cross-references. Distinction between new trial and motion to arrest or set
aside a judgment, see § 110-703. Appeal from one jury to another; new trials,
see Const, Art. VI, Sec. IV, Par. VI (§ 2-3206).

—

Editorial Note. The municipal courts of Atlanta, Macon, Columbus, Savannah,
and Augusta, created by special Acts pursuant to Const., Art. VI, Sec. VII, Par. I,
as amended (§ 2-3501), are authorized to grant new trials. For the Acts establish-

ing these courts, see note following

§

70-102. (6079) Superior court

24-401.

may

correct errors, etc.

— The

several

have power to correct errors and grant new trials
in causes or collateral issues depending in any of the said courts, in such
manner and under such rules and regulations as they may establish according to law and the usages and customs of courts. (Act 1799, Cobb,

superior courts shall

503.)
Cross-references.
to express opinion

—New
on

trials in divorce
facts, see § 81-1104.

cases, see

§

30-130.

Error for judge

—

Grant by judge who did not try case. A judge who
may decide a motion for a new trial, either when
presiding in the court in which the motion is pending, or when he

70-103. (6091)

did not try the case

he
is

is

named

in the rule.

Cross-reference.
§

24-3347.

(See

— Death

1

Ga. 306.)

of judge, or vacancy, pending

motion for new

trial,

see

§

New

70-201

CHAPTER

Trial.

GROUNDS.

70-2.

Sec

1828

Sec.

Acquittal of defendant, grant on.
Verdict contrary to evidence

70-201.

70-202.

and principles

Verdict against weight of evi-

70-206.

dence.

and

of justice

Erroneous charge to jury;

70-207,

equity.
70-203.

Illegal admission
of evidence.

or exclusion

70-204.

Newly discovered

evidence.

70-205.

Same;

affidavit of
tents.

re-

hisal to give pertinent charge
in

language requested.

Grant Qn Qther grounds; exer .

70 . 208

^

movant: con-

f

discretion b J court

—

(1082 P. C.) Acquittal of defendant, grant on. On the acquittal of the defendant in a criminal case, no new trial shall on any ac70-201.

count be granted by the court. (Cobb, 835.)

—

Cross-references. Double jeopardy, see Const., Art. I, Sec.
Libel, conviction
Const. U. S.. Amend.
(§ 1-805).
Art. I, Sec. II, Par. I (§ 2-201).

V

(§ 2-108):

I,

of,

Par. VIII
see Const,

(6082; 1084 P. C.) Verdict contrary to evidence and princiIn any case when the verdict of a jury is
ples of justice and equity.
70-202.

—

found contrary to evidence and the principles of justice and equity, the
(Act 1799,
presiding judge may grant a new trial before another jury.
Cobb, 503.)

— Where

Cross-reference.

70-203.

— The
terial

(6083

is

against weight of evidence, see § 70-206.

1086 P. C.) Illegal admission or exclusion of evidence.

;

superior courts

evidence

verdict

may

the jury against the

may

grant

new

trials in all cases

be illegally admitted

demand

to,

when any ma-

or illegally withheld from,

of the applicant.

(Acts 1853-4

p. 46.)

Newly discovered evidence.—A new
trial may be granted in all cases when any material evidence, not
merely cumulative or impeaching in its character, but relating to new
70-204.

(6085, 6086; 1088 P. C.)

and material

facts, shall

be discovered by the applicant after the rendi-

and shall be brought to the notice of the
court within the time allowed by law for entertaining a motion for a
tion of a verdict against him,

new

(Acts 1853-4,

trial.

Cross-reference.

p. 47.)

— Application

for

new

trial,

see

§

70-301.

—

Same; affidavit of movant; contents. When a motion
for new trial is made on the ground of newly discovered evidence, it
must appear by affidavit of the movant and each of his counsel that they
70-205.

(6086)

know

such evidence before the trial, and that
the same could not have been discovered by the exercise of ordinary
diligence. If the newly discovered evidence is that of witnesses, affidavits

did not

of the existence of

as to their residence, associates,
credibility

must be adduced.

means

of

knowledge, character, and

(68 Ga. 818; 70 Ga. 119; 81 Ga. 715 (8

S. E. 432).)

—

Cross-references. Definition of cumulative, etc., evidence, see § 38-102. Imown witness, see § 38-1801. Obtaining testimony in application for new

peaching
trial,

see

70-206.

§

38-2401.

(6087; 1085 P. C.) Verdict against weight of evidence.— The

presiding judge may exercise a sound discretion in granting or refusing new trials in cases where the verdict may be decidedly and strongly

)

New

1829

Trial.

70-302

§

against the weight of evidence, although there may appear to be some
(Acts 1853-4, p. 47.
slight evidence in favor of the finding.
Cross-reference.

— When

verdict

70-207. (6084; 1087 P. C.)

is

contrary to the evidence, see

cases

when

70-202.

Erroneous charge to jury; refusal

pertinent charge in language requested.
all

I

—A

may

the presiding judge

new

may

trial

to give

be granted

in

deliver an erroneous charge to

the jury against such applicant on a material point, or refuse to give

a

pertinent legal charge in the language requested, when the charge so requested shall be submitted in writing. (Acts 1853-4, p. 46; 1878-9, p.
150.)

—

Cross-references. When error to give other than written charge, see § 81-1102.
to be filed, see § 81-1103. Error for judge to express opinion on facts, see
81-1104. Requests for charges, see § 81-1101.

Charge
§

Grant on other grounds; exercise of disIn all applications for a new trial on other grounds,
this Code, the presiding judge must exercise a sound

70-208. (6088; 1089 P. C.)

by

cretion

court.

—

not provided for in

legal discretion in granting or refusing the

visions of the

common law and

same according

Cross-reference.-^-Abuse of discretion in granting

CHAPTER

70-302.

Time

application; hearing,
etc., in vacation; brief of evidence.
of

Proceedings on hearing
cation;

«"riw

adjournment

see

§

6-1608.

Motion made

70-304.

Exceptions to
charge jury.

after

in va-

Rules

omissions

—All

traordinary cases, shall be

and when the term

nisi,

Entry of

service.

of court.

nisi for new trial as supersedeas in civil cases.

70-307.

Rule

70-308.

Rule

70-309.

Amendment

adjournment

70-301. (6089; 1090 P. C.)

;

Brief of evidence.

70-306.

of hear-

of court

tion; brief of evidence.

70-305.

motion on minutes

,.

,

.

70-303.

had

trial,

Sec.

70-301.

r

new

APPLICATION AND HEARING.

70-3.

Sec.

u

to the pro-

practice of the courts.

nisi for new trial as supersedeas in criminal cases.

of rule

nisi.

to

Time

of application; hearing, etc., in vaca-

applications for a

made during

new

trial,

except in ex-

the term at which the trial

was

shall continue longer than 30 days, the appli-

cation shall be filed within 30 days from the

trial,

together with a brief

approval of the judge and subject to the right
of amendment allowed in applications for a new trial; but all applications herein provided for may be heard, determined, and returned in vacation.
(Acts 1889, p. S3.)
of evidence, subject to the

—

Cross-references. On account of new evidence, see § 70-204. Objections raised
before trial judge, see § 6-805. Motion for new trial, etc., in vacation, see § 24-2618.

Motion

after

adjournment of court, see

70-302. (6090) Proceedings

—Where

§

70-303.

on hearing

adjournment of
motion for a new

in vacation;

an order shall be taken to hear a
trial in vacation, the brief of evidence shall be presented for approval
within the time fixed by the order, or else the motion shall be dismissed.
At the time fixed for the hearing, the judge may finally approve the
motion and brief, with all amendments thereto, and pass on the motion,
with the right to either party to except as in term time; but the judge
in his discretion, before or at that time, may adjourn the hearing to anhearing.

§

New

70-303

Trial.

1830

other date in vacation, with like power, or until the next term.

Where

through no fault of the movant a motion is not heard in vacation, or
where a hearing is adjourned to the next term, the motion stands for
hearing in term as if no order had been taken. (77 Ga. 298 (2 S. E.
469^ 89 Ga. 497 (15 S. E. 848) 90 Ga. 745 (16 S. E. 971).)
;

;

—

Cross-references. Motions for
ing of such cases, see § 24-2619.

new

trials, etc., in

vacation, see

§

24-2618.

Hear-

made after adjournment of court.
In case of a motion for a new trial made after the adjournment of the
court, some good reason must be shown why the motion was not made
70-303.

—

(6092; 1091 P. C.) Motion

during the term, which shall be judged of by the court. In all such
cases, 20 days' notice shall be given to the opposite party. Whenever a
motion for a new trial shall have been made at the term of trial in any
criminal case and overruled, or when a motion for a new trial has not
been made at such term, no motion for a new trial from the same verdict shall be made or received, unless the same is an extraordinary motion or case, and but one such extraordinary motion shall be made or allowed. (Acts 1873, p. 47.)
70-304. Exceptions to omissions to charge jury.

—Where

the charge

been approved by the judge and filed with the clerk,
and a ground of a motion for new trial excepts to the failure of the
judge to charge upon some particular contention or question in the
case, it shall not be necessary to embody in the motion for new trial a
copy of the entire charge. If no approved charge has been filed, a general approval by the judge of the motion for new trial shall be taken
(Acts 1921,
as a complete verification of such ground of the motion.
of the court has

pp. 232, 233.)

—

Editorial Note. This section is a part of the "Review Procedure" Act of 1921.
of the Act is found in §§ 6-1305 and 6-1308.

The remainder
70-305.

(6093; 1094 P. C.) Brief of evidence.—The brief of evidence

new

be a condensed and succinct brief
of the material portions of the oral testimony, including a similar brief
of interrogatories read on the trial. In such brief there shall be included
the substance of all material portions of all documentary evidence. Documentary evidence copied as an exhibit or set out in the pleadings, and
introduced in evidence, shall not be set out in the brief except by reference to the same. In all cases in which the testimony has been stenographically reported, the same may be reduced to narrative form, or the
stenographic report may be used in whole or in part in making up the
brief, with immaterial questions and answers and parts thereof stricken,
so as in every case to shorten the brief, and include therein only ma(Acts 1889, p. 119.)
terial evidence.
required on motions for

trial shall

—

Cross-references. Brief of evidence to be filed, see
as part of record on writ of error, see § 6-811.

70-306.

(6080; 1092 P. C.) Rules

—

all

24-3347.

nisi, service.

minutes of court.
shall be served with a copy of the rule
In

§

applications for a

new

Brief of evidence

Entry

trial

of

motion on

the opposite party

unless such copy

waived.
The clerks of the superior courts shall not be required, except by order
of the presiding judge, to enter upon the minutes of said courts motions
for new trial in cases tried therein, but said motions shall be filed in
nisi,

is

New

1831

Trial.

§ 70-403

other papers, and shall be recorded together with the other
pleadings in said cases when the same are finally disposed of, as
office as

required by law.
Cross-references.
be waived, see

(Acts 1878-9,

— Rule

may

nisi

may

Duty

81-211.

§

be amended, sec § 70-309. Process and service
of clerk to record proceedings, see % 24-2715, * 2.

new

70-307. (6081) Rule nisi for

A

new

p. 138.)

trial

as supersedeas in civil cases.

-

not operate as a supersedeas, unless so
ordered by the court, in which case the court may require bond and
security for the eventual condemnation money, when the exigency of
rule nisi for a

the case requires
Cross-reference.

trial shall

it.

—

Bill of

exceptions as supersedeas in

civil

cases, see §§ 6-1002,

6-1003.

new trial as
motion for a new trial

70-308. (1093 P. C.) Rule nisi for
cases.

—The rule

nisi

on a

supersedeas in criminal
in a criminal case shall

not operate as a supersedeas unless so ordered by the court.

When

re-

quested to do so by the defendant or his counsel, the judge trying the
case shall grant an order superseding the sentence until the motion for
a

new

trial is

heard and decided. (Acts 1899,

Cross-reference.

—

exceptions as supersedeas in criminal cases, see

Bill of

be

cation

§

6-1006.

—

Amendment of rule nisi. A rule nisi for a new trial
amended by adding new grounds not taken at the time the appli-

70-309. (5705)

may

p. 77.)

was

filed.

—

Cross-references. Hearing of motion for new trial in vacation, see
nisi for new trial must be served unless waived, see § 70-306.

§

70-302.

Rule

CHAPTER

WHEN, WHERE, AND

70-4.

CASES RETRIED.

Sec.

Sec.
70-401.

HOW

Time

of

new

70-403.

trial.

Cases decided by Supreme
Court or Court of Appeals
returned, when.

70-402.

Time

new

70-404.

Cases to be redocketed.
Discretion of judge as to

re-

trial,

—When a new

has been granted
by the superior court, the case shall stand on the docket for trial at the
next term as though no trial had been had, subject to the rules for con70-401. (6094)

of

trial.

trial

tinuances provided in this Code.
Cross-reference.

— Continuances,

see Title 81,

Pleading and Practice, Chapter

81-14.

by Supreme Court or Court of Appeals
returned, when. A case decided by the Supreme Court or Court of Appeals which is not finally disposed of by such decision, shall stand for
further hearing at the term next ensuing after the decision by such Court
unless the lower court is in session when the decision is made, in which
70-402. (6095) Cases decided

—

event

it

shall stand for trial

during such term of the lower court. (Acts

1892, p. 103.)

—

Cross-references.
Continuance in cases sent back from appellate court, see
81-1415. Provisions relating to Supreme Court generally applicable to Court of
Appeals, see Const., Art. VI, Sec. II, Par. IX (§ 2-3009).
§

70-403. (6096) Cases to be redocketed.
in

which a remittitur

is

—The

clerk of the lower court

entered shall docket the case immediatelv after

§

New

70-404

1832

Trial.

the other cases then pending in his court which stand for trial at the

term above
70-404.

may

fixed.

(Acts 1892,

p.

103.)

(6097) Discretion of judge as to retrial.

—The judge presiding

postpone the hearing of any such case to such day
in the term as to him may seem reasonable; or, if necessary to give
proper time for preparation, he may continue the case until the next
term of the court. (Acts 1892, p. 103.)
in his discretion

NONSUIT:

See Title

3,

Actions, Chapters 3-5, 3-8; Title 110, Verdict

and Judgment, Chapter

110-3.

NORTH GEORGIA COLLEGE:
32-1.

See Title

32,

Education, Chapter

TITLE

71.

NOTARIES PUBLIC AND COMMISSIONERS
OF DEEDS.
Sec.

Chap.
71-1.

Commercial notaries public

71-101

71-2.

Notaries public for State at large
Commissioners of deeds

71-201

71-3.

CHAPTER

71-301

COMMERCIAL NOTARIES PUBLIC.

71-1.

Sec.

Sec.

By whom and when
Age and character

71-101.
71-102.

appointed.

71-106.

of notary;

<rt „
71-107.

„„

attorneys at law.
71-103.

Oath

of office.

71 _

#

m

Where

notarial

exercised

-

may

acts

Notarial seal and register;
scrawl; attestation of deeds.

Authority.

71-104.

Term

of office.

71-109.

Issuance of attachments,

71-105.

Fees of clerks.

71-110.

Fees.

By whom and when

71-101. (616)

notaries public

is

be

*

appointed.

—The power

etc.

to appoint

vested in the judges of the superior courts, and

be exercised by them in vacation as well as in term time.

may

(Acts 1868,

p. 130.)

—

Cross-references. Notaries public for State at large, see Chapter 71-2. Notaries
public ex-officio justices of the peace, see Const., Art. VI, Sec. VIII, Par. I
(§ 2-3601); Title 24, Courts, Chapter 24-5.

Age and

71-102. (619)

tary

must be

character of notary; attorneys at law.

21 years old, or an attorney at law,

and

—A

no-

good moral

of

character.
Cross-reference.

— Privileges
Oath

71-103. (617)

women,

of

of office.

see

— Before

§

79-207.

entering on the duties of their

they shall take and subscribe before the clerk of the superior court
the following oath, which shall be entered on his minutes "I,
do solemnly swear, or affirm, that I will well and truly per-

office,

:

,

form the duties
to the best of

of a notary public for the

my

ability;

holder of any public

So help

me

and

I

further swear, or affirm, that

money belonging

God." (Acts 1868,

Cross-reference.

— Oath

71-104. (618)

Term

county of

to the State,

I

am

not the

and unaccounted

for.

p. 130.)

of notaries public for State at large, see

§

71-203.

of office.— They shall hold their offices for four

any time by the judges of the superior courts, at the
which time, if continued, their appointments shall be renewed on

years, revocable at

end of

the minutes.

The

clerk shall issue to

ment and

qualification,

Cobb, 210.

Acts 1868,

and keep

p. 130.)

them

certificates of their appoint-

a register of their

names. (Act 1824.

—
B 7

Notaries Public and Commissioners of Deeds.

1-105

71-105. (625) Fees of clerks.

be entitled to $2 for

—The

1834

clerk of the superior court shall

services in issuing certificates of appointment

all

commercial notaries public, administering the oath and recording the
same, which sum shall be in full of all costs in such cases. (Acts 1878-9,

of

P- SO.)

Cross-reference.

71-106.

^620)

— Fees

of clerks, see

Where

§

24-2727.

notarial acts

may

be exercised.

— Notarial

acts

be exercised only in the county of the residence and appointment
of the notaries public. Removal from the county shall vacate the office.

may

Notarial seal and register; scrawl; attestation of deeds.
For the authentication of their notarial acts each notary must provide

71-107.

—

(623)

impression his name officially,
and the name of the State and county for which he was appointed. A
scrawl shall not be a sufficient notarial seal. No seal is required to his
He must keep a fair register of all his notarial
attestation of deeds.
acts signed by him, together with the date of the transaction.
(Acts
a seal of office, which shall have for

its

1863-4, p. 59.)'
Cross-references.

must keep

(621) Authority.

71-108.

To

— Definition

of a

seal,

see

§

102-103.

Officers

of

State

this

seal, etc., see § 89-105.

— Notaries

public

shall

have authority

writings relating to commerce
or navigation and to witness such deeds and papers as they are per1.

take the acknowledgments of

all

mitted to by law.

acceptance and payment of all commercial paper and
to note and protest the same for nonacceptance or nonpayment. (Acts
2.

To demand

1924, p. 144.)

—

Cross-references. Time of maturity
Protest of foreign bill, see § 14-1301.

certify to all official acts

4.

To
To

5.

To

exercise

3.

of

negotiable

when

instrument,

see

§

14-716.

required.

administer oaths in all matters incidental to their duties as commercial officers, and all other oaths which are not by law required to be
administered by a particular officer. (Acts 1863-4, p. 59.)
all

other powers incumbent upon them by commercial

usage or the laws of this State.

—

Cross-references. Proof of notarial acts, see § 38-625. Attesting deeds for
Powers and duties of notaries public for State at
record, see § 29-405 et seq.
large, see § 71-205.

71-109.

(622) Issuance of attachments, etc.

—

It shall

not be lawful for

commercial notaries public to issue attachments or garnishments or to
subscribe affidavits or approve bonds for the purpose of issuing attach-

ments or garnishments.
Cross-reference.

71-110.

— Affidavit

(624) Fees.

(Acts 1893,

p.

for attachment

117.)

made

before

whom,

see

§

8-109.

—The fees of notaries public are as follows, to wit:

Administering an oath in any case.
$
Each attendance on any person, to make proof as a notary public,

and certifying to the same

Every other

certificate

.30

1.00

50

;

Notaries Public and Commissioners of Deeds.

1835

§71-204

not be lawful for any notary public or other officer, whose
duty it is under the law to protest, note, or give notice to indorgera,
sureties, or makers of negotiable paper, mortgages, or other evidences
It shall

sum than

of debt, to charge for such service a greater

$1.50.

Register-

ing shall be paid for by the party who has the service performed. The
fees for all official acts which the notary may perform shall be the same
as those prescribed for other officers who are likewise permitted to per-

form them. (Act 1792, Cobb,
Cross-references.
see § 14-1301.

Acts 1898,

352.

p.

— Fees of justices of the peace, see

§

106; 1904,
24-1601.

p. 97.)

Protest of foreign

bill,

CHAPTER

71-2.

NOTARIES PUBLIC FOR STATE AT LARGE.
Sec.

Sec.
71-201.

rian
71-202.

Fee of applicant for appointment; certificate of appointment; registry; Librarian's
compensation.
powers
duties
Qualifications
fees, and liabilities, rsew and

71-204.

Appointment by State Libra-

Term

revocation of
appointment; authority to act
in any county.
of

office;

71-205.

.

71-203.

Oath

71-201.

additional class of notaries.
71-206.

of office.

Appointment by State Librarian.

public for the State at large

(Acts 1916,

Official signature.

— Power

hereby vested

is

to appoint notaries

in the

State Librarian.

p. 137.)

Term

appointment; authority to act
Notaries public appointed by the State Librarian shall
in any county.
hold office for four years, revocable at any time by the State Librarian
and said notaries shall have authority to act in any county in this State.
71-202.

—

(Acts 1916,
71-203.

powered

of office; revocation of

p. 137.)

Oath

of office.

—The

State Librarian

to administer to notaries appointed

lowing oath, to wit

:

"I,

is

authorized and em-

under this Chapter the foldo solemnly swear or af-

,

well and truly perform the duties of a notary public for
the State of Georgia, to the best of my ability; and I further swear or
firm that

I will

am

not the holder of any public money belonging to the
State, and unaccounted for. So help me God," which shall be taken and
subscribed by such notary before entering upon the duties of his office,
before said Librarian or any officer authorized to administer oaths. (Acts

affirm that

I

1916, p. 138.)

71-204.

Fee of applicant

for appointment; certificate of appointment;

registry; Librarian's compensation.

—The

applicant for appointment
and the State Librarian shall
issue a certificate of appointment to such applicant, file the petition and
order of appointment in the office of the State Librarian, and shall register the name of such notary in a book to be kept in the office of the
shall

pay

to the State Librarian a fee of $2,

State Librarian for that purpose.

The

fee herein provided for shall be

retained by the Librarian as compensation for services rendered in connection with said appointment. (Acts 1916, p. 137.)
Editorial Note.— The Appropriation Act for the years 1934 and 1935 fixed the
salary of the State Librarian at $2400 and provided that this should include all

§

Notaries Public and Commissioners of Deeds.

7 1-205

1836

compensation and emoluments, and that the fees received by the State Librarian
for commissioning- notaries public should be paid into the State treasury.
See
Acts 1933, p. 19.
71-205. Qualifications, duties, powers, fees,

additional class of notaries.

and

New

and
fees, and
be the same as those prescribed by law
liabilities.

— The qualifications, powers, duties,

such notaries shall
for notaries public appointed by judges of the superior court, except that
the\' are authorized to act in any county in this State instead of only in
the county of their residence and appointment; this Chapter not being
intended in any manner to repeal or modify the law with reference to
notaries public appointed by judges of the superior court, but to create
another class of notaries with power to act in any county in Georgia.
(Acts 1916. p. 137.)
liabilities of

Cross-reference.

— Authority

71-206. Official

of notaries, see

signature.

—The

§

official

71-108.

signature

of

notaries

ap-

pointed under this Chapter shall indicate that they are for the State at
large.

(Acts 1916,

p. 138.)

CHAPTER

71-3.

COMMISSIONERS OF DEEDS.

Sec.
71-301.

Appointment in other
and Territories.

States

—

Appointment in other States and Territories. The Governor shall have power to appoint, in other States and Territories of the
United States, commissioners to take and certify the acknowledgment
71-301.

(143)

or proof of deeds or other conveyances of property in this State, of depo-

under commissions or otherwise, of powers of attorney, of wills
executed by persons devising or bequeathing property within the State,
and of other instruments in writing required to be attested under the
laws of this State. (Act 1829, Cobb, 174.)

sitions

—

Cross-references. Deed executed out of this State attested by commissioner of
Same rules applicable to mortgages as to deeds, see
deeds, etc., see § 29-409.
§

67-112.

NOTES:

See Title

NOVATION:

*!*

»'

14, Bills

and Notes.

See Title 20, Contracts,

§ 20-115.

TITLE

72.

NUISANCES.
Chap.

Sec.

72-

1.

In general

72-101

72-

2.

72-

3.

Abatement
Houses of prostitution

72-301

Nuisances
Crimes

72-9901

72- 4.
72-99.

in

72-201

cities

72-401

CROSS-REFERENCES.
"Blind tigers:"

See Title 58, Intoxicating Liquors, §§ 58-110 to 58-112.
Drinking places: See Title 58, Intoxicating Liquors, §§ 58-104, 58-109.
Employer, when liable for acts of contractor: See Title 105, Torts, § 105-502.
Fees of justices of the peace for presiding at trial: See Title 24, Courts, § 24-1601.

CHAPTER

72-1.

Sec.

IN GENERAL.
Sec.

72-101.

Definition in general.

72-102.

Classes; public and

72-103.

Right of action to individual

72-104.

Right of action to one injured
in person or property.

72-105.

Right

private;

definitions.

of alienee of property
injured.
Liability of alienee
of property causing nuisance.

for public nuisance.

72-101. (4457) Definition in general.

—A

nuisance

is

anything that

works hurt, inconvenience, or damage to another; and the fact that the
act done may otherwise be lawful shall not keep it from being a nuisance.
The inconvenience complained of shall not be fanciful, or such as would
affect only one of fastidious taste, but it shall be such as would affect an
ordinary reasonable man.
Cross-reference. — What nuisances are indictable, see § 72-9901.
72-102. (4454) Classes;

public and private;

are either public or private.
all

persons

within the sphere of

its

is

in its effects

Cross-references.
restrained, see

§

— Injury

72-202.

common

Abatement

— Nuisances

one which damages
operation, though it may

public nuisance

on individuals. A private nuisance
injurious effects to one or a few individuals.

vary
its

who come

A

definitions.

is

one limited

in

How

public nuisance
to all, see § 105-102.
of nuisances general!}-, see Chapter 72-2.

Right of action to individual for public nuisance.
Generally, a public nuisance gives no right of action to any individual.
If a public nuisance shall cause special damage to an individual, in which
the public do not participate, such special damage shall give a right of
72-103. (4454, 4455)

—

action.
Cross-references.
ance, see

§

72-203.

—Abatement

of public nuisance, see

§

72-202; of private nuis-

§

72-104
72-104.

erty.

—A

Nuisances.

1838

Right of action to one injured in person or propprivate nuisance may injure either the person or property, or
(4454. 4456)

both, and in either case a right of action accrues to the person, injured
or damaged.

Right of alienee of property injured. Liability of
alienee of property causing nuisance.
The alienee of a person owning
the property injured may sue for a continuance of the nuisance; so the
alienee oi the property causing the nuisance is responsible for a continuance of the same.
In the latter case there must be a request to
72-105.

^4458)

—

abate, before action brought.
Cross-reference.
8

— Necessity

demand before commencement

of

of

see

action,

3-106.

CHAPTER

72-2.

Sec.

ABATEMENT.
Sec.

72-201.

Manner

72-202.

Public nuisance,

72-203.

Private nuisance; application by
person injured for abatement.

of abatement.

how

72-206.

restrained.

72-204.

Injunction where consequences

72-205.

Grist

irreparable in damages.

saw

or

mill,

-« ' OA ^
72 207

'

Same;

fees of ordinaries, wit-

nesses,

and jury.

Same; compensation

other

j

water machinery; manner of
abatement.

Manner

,.

-

,

in

.

72-208.

or

Same; how jury obtained
abatement proceedings.

for

remov-

n g nuisance.

—Any

nuisance which tends to
the immediate annoyance of the citizens in general, is manifestly in72-201.

(5329)

of abatement.

jurious to the public health or safety, or tends greatly to corrupt the

manners and morals of the people may be abated and suppressed by
the order of any two or more justices of the peace of the county, founded
upon the verdict of 12 freeholders of the same county, who shall be
summoned, sworn, and impaneled for that purpose; which order shall
be directed to and served by the sheriff of the county or his deputy.
(Act 1833, Cobb, 817.)
Cross-references. Power

—

see

§

85-1305.

72-202.

Interference

of legislature to interfere with owner's use of stream,
to arrest nuisance, see § 72-204.

by equity

5338) Public nuisance,

(5330,

how

restrained.

—Private

citi-

may

not generally interfere to have a public nuisance enjoined, but
the petition must proceed for the public on information filed by the
solicitor general of the circuit.
A public nuisance may be abated on

zens

the application of any citizen specially injured.

(50 Ga. 451

;

76 Ga.

806.)
Cross-reference.

72-203.

by person injured

for

—A private nuisance may be abated on the application of the

person injured.
Cross-reference.

ages.

nuisances, see §§ 72-102, 72-103.

(5338) Private nuisance; application

abatement.

72-204.

— Public

(76 Ga. 806.)

— Public

and private nuisances, see

(4459) Injunction

—Where

commenced

§§ 72-102, 72-104.

where consequences

irreparable in

dam-

the consequences of a nuisance about to be erected or
will be irreparable in damages, and such consequences are

Nuisances.

1839

§ 72-2TJ7

may

not merely possible, but to a reasonable degree certain, equity
terfere to arrest a nuisance before it is completed.

—

Cross-references. Restraining trespass, see § 55-104.
injunction applied for, see § 38-2401.

Method

U

of taking

mony when

72-205. (5333) Grist or
of abatement.

—

If

saw

mill or other water

the nuisance complained of

is

;

manner

saw

mill, or

machinery

a grist or

in-

other valuable water machinery, the same shall not be destroyed or
abated except upon the affidavit of two or more freeholders, before the

ordinary of the county in which the nuisance complained of exists,

testi-

fying that the health of the neighborhood, according to their opinion and

by such mill-dam, or other obstruction to a
watercourse by other machinery, as may be complained of; whereupon
belief, is materially injured

duty of such ordinary, as soon as practicable, to cause a
jury of 12 men to be summoned by the sheriff or his deputy, for the trial
of the cause, who, together with the said court, shall attend at the courthouse of said county to adjudge the case of nuisance complained of and
all parties shall have a reasonable time allowed them to summon their
Acts
witnesses and procure their attendance. (Act 1833, Cobb, 817.
shall be the

it

;

1874, p. 21.)
Cross-reference.

—Power of owner

of streams, see

Same; how jury obtained

§

85-1305.

abatement proceeding.
In all cases of nuisance, when the nuisance complained of is a grist or
saw mill, or otner valuable water machinery, and application has been
made to have such nuisance abated as is provided for in section 72-205,
it shall be the duty of the ordinary of the county to take from the jury
list of file in the clerk's office of the superior court of said county 100
names, to be written on separate pieces of paper and placed by him in a
box, and from said box he shall draw 24 jurors, and make out a list of the
jurors so drawn and deliver a copy thereof to the sheriff or his deputy,
who shall summon said jurors at least two days before the time set for

—

72-206. (5334)

the hearing of said case, in the

in

same manner that

in the superior court; said jurors so

summoned

summoned

jurors are

shall attend at the court-

house of said county at the time specified in said summons and if any
of said jurors shall be disqualified from serving for any legal cause, it
;

shall be the

dinary, to

duty of the

summon

sheriff or his deputy,

a sufficient

number

under direction

of said or-

of tales jurors to complete the

panel of 24, and from said panel a jury of 12 shall be stricken, the parties

and defendant having

and the persons serving
under this section shall be entitled to the same per diem allowed jurors
in the superior court of the county where such trial is had. (Acts 1875.
plaintiff

six strikes each

;

pp. 24, 25; 1882-3, p. 71.)

—How

jurors

59-711.

Per diem of jurors

Cross-references.
tales jurors, see

§

72-207. (5339)
it

by

may become
this

Code so

Same;

summoned,

see §§ 59-206, 59-701.
in superior courts, see

fees of ordinaries,' witnesses,

and

Summoning
§

59-120.

jury.

—When

necessary for the ordinary, or other tribunal authorized
to do, to cause a jury to be

summoned and impaneled

to

from water machinery, mill-dam, or otherwise, the ordinary, witnesses, and jurors shall be allowed such fees in

try a cause of nuisance arising

§

Nuisances.

T2-20S

law

said causes as arc allowed by
1837,

1840
cases in superior courts. (Act

in like

Cobb. 361.)

Cross-references.
see B 38-1501.

— Compensation

of jurors,

see

§

Amount

59-120.

of witness

tee.

—

(5340) Same;
sheriff, or other officer,

compensation for removing nuisance. The
when acting under the order of said ordinary,
or other tribunal, shall remove any nuisance, machinery, or mill-dam,
for which he shall be allowed such compensation as is prescribed in section 24-2823.
(Act 1837, Cobb, 361. Acts 1871-2, p. 51.)
Cross-reference. — Fee for summoning jury, see § 24-2823.
72-208.

CHAPTER

72-3.

HOUSES OF PROSTITUTION.

Sec.

Sec.

Houses and contents declared

72-301

72-307.

Costs, to

72-308.

Violation

whom

taxed.

a nuisance.

Action

72-302.

to

enjoin

a

nuisance,

how and by whom brought;
temporary injunction.
Notice of hearing on applica-

72-303.

pro-

Abatement, order

72-309.

of

Injunction binding throughout
judicial

pun-

72-305.

Trial; time; evidence of reputation of place.

72-306.

Dismissal of complaint.

court;

fees

of;

for

contempt
removing

and selling property.

Contempt.

district.

of

ceedings.

tion.

72-304.

injunction;

ishment for contempt;

72-310.

Proceeds of

72-311.

Bond

When

sales.

to abate; release of prop-

erty.

solicitor or citizen may be
substituted for complaining
party.

Permanent injunction; money

72-312.

judgment;

lien.

—

Houses and contents declared a nuisance. Whosoever shall
knowingly erect, establish, continue, maintain, use, own, or lease any
72-301.

building, structure, or place used for the purpose of lewdness, assigna-

be guilty of maintaining a nuisance, and the
building, structure, or place, and the ground itself in or upon which such
lewdness, assignation, or prostitution shall be conducted, permitted, or
tion, or prostitution shall

carried on, continued, or shall exist, and the furniture, fixtures, musical

instruments, and other contents of such building or structure are also
declared to be a nuisance, and
provided. (Acts 1917,
Cross-reference.
see

§

may

be enjoined and abated as hereinafter

p. 178.)

— When

person maintaining nuisance

is

guilty of

misdemeanor,

72-9901.

72-302. Action to enjoin nuisance,

porary injunction.

how and by whom

—Whenever a nuisance

is

brought; temkept, maintained, or exists,

any citizen
the State upon the

as defined in the preceding section, the solicitor general or

county may maintain an action in the name of
relation of such solicitor general or citizen to perpetually enjoin said
nuisance, the person or persons conducting or maintaining the same, and
the owner or agent of the building upon which such nuisance exists.
In such action, the court, or a judge in vacation, shall, upon the presentation of a petition therefor alleging that the nuisance complained of
exists, order a temporary injunction, without bond, if it shall be made to
appear to the satisfaction of the court or judge by evidence in the form
of affidavits, depositions, or oral testimony or otherwise, as the comof the

—
§72-308

Nuisances.

1841

may

court or fudge, by pre.iou- order, hall
have directed the form and manner in which the evidence shall be p
plainant

elect, unless the

sented, that such nuisance does
Cross-reference.

in fact exist.

— Injunctions, generally,

72-303. Notice of hearing

(Acts 1917,

p.

178.;

see Title 55, Injunctions and Receivers.

on application.

— Three

day-' notice

in writ-

be given the defendant of the hearing of the application and,
then continued at his instance, the temporary injunction as pra]

ing- shall
if

shall be

granted as a matter of course. (Acts 1917,

p. 179.;

Contempt.
When an injunction shall have been granted it shall be binding on the
defendant throughout the judicial circuit in which it was issued, and any
violation of the provisions of the injunction shall be a contempt of court
72-304. Injunction binding throughout judicial district.

as hereinafter provided.

(Acts 1917,

p. 178.)

72-305. Trial; time; evidence of reputation of place.

be triable as other cases in equity and at the

first

—The action

term

shall

In

of the court.

such action evidence of the general reputation of the place shall be admissible for the purpose of proving the existence of such nuisance. (Acts
1917, p. 179.)
Cross-reference.

—Trial

proceedings, see §§ 24-3366, 37-1101 et seq.

in equitable

72-306. Dismissal of complaint.

—

When

solicitor

or citizen

may

be

by a citizen,
it shall not be dismissed except upon a sworn statement by the complainant and his attorney setting forth the reasons why the action should
be dismissed, and the dismissal approved by the solicitor general in
writing or in open court. If the court shall be of the opinion that the
action ought not to be dismissed, he may direct the solicitor general to
prosecute said action to judgment, and if the action shall be continued
more than one term of court, any citizen of the county or the solicitor
general may be substituted for the complaining party and prosecute said

substituted for complaining party.

action to judgment.
72-307. Costs, to
citizen

(Acts 1917,

whom

and the court

taxed.

If

the complaint

p. 179.)

—

If

the action shall be brought by a

shall find that there

may

cause for said action, the cost

is filed

was no reasonable ground or

be taxed to such citizen.

(Acts 1917,

p. 179.)

punishment for contempt; proceedany injunction granted under the pro-

72-308. Violation of injunction;
ings.

— In case of the violation

of

visions of this Chapter the court, or, in vacation, a judge thereof,

may

summarily try and punish the offender. The proceeding shall be commenced by filing with the clerk of court an information under oath,
setting out the alleged facts constituting such violation, upon which the
court or judge shall cause a w arrant to issue, under which the defendant
shall be arrested. The trial may be had upon affidavits, or either party
may demand the production and oral examination of the witnesses. A
party found guilty of contempt shall be punished as for contempt in
r

the discretion of the judge.

—

(Acts 1917,

p. 179.)

Cross-reference. Powers of courts to punish for contempt, see Const., Art.
I, Par.
(§ 2-120), and § 24-105.

Sec.

XX

I,

§

Nuisances.

72-309
72-309.

Abatement, order

and selling property.

—

If

of;

contempt

1842
of court; fees for

removing

the existence of the nuisance shall be estab-

lished in an action as provided in this Chapter, an order of
shall be entered as a part of the

judgment

in the case,

direct the removal from the building- or place of

abatement

which order

all fixtures,

shall

furniture,

musical instruments, or other movable property used in conducting the
nuisance and shall direct the sale thereof in the manner provided for the

under execution: Provided, that if it shall appear to the
judge that the furniture and chattels are owned by others than the inmates of said house, he may order the effectual closing of the building
or place against its use for any purpose, and keeping it closed for a period of one year, unless sooner released. If any person shall break and
enter or use a building, structure, or place so directed to be closed, he
shall be punished as for contempt as provided in the preceding section.
For removing and selling the movable property, the officer shall be entitled to charge and receive the same fees as he would for levying upon
and selling like property on execution, and for closing the premises, and
keeping them closed a reasonable sum shall be allowed by the court.
sale of chattels

(Acts 1917,

p. 180.)

Proceeds of
property, as provided

—The

proceeds of the sale of the personal
in the preceding sections, shall be applied in payment of the cost of the action and abatement, and the balance, if any,
shall be paid to the defendant.
(Acts 1917, p. 180.)
72-310.

72-311.

Bond

pear and pay

sales.

to abate; release of property.

all

cost of the proceedings,

and

—

If

file

the owner shall apa

bond with

sureties

to be approved by the clerk in the full value of the property, to be ascertained by the court, or, in vacation, by the clerk, conditioned that he
will immediately abate said nuisance and prevent the same from being
established or kept within a period of one year thereafter, the court, or
in vacation, the judge, may, if satisfied of his good faith, order the premises, closed under the order of abatement, to be delivered to said owner,
and said order of abatement canceled so far as the same may relate to
said property and if the proceedings be an action in equity, and said
bond be given and cost therein paid before judgment and order of abate;

ment, the action shall be thereby abated as to said building only. The
release of the property under the provisions of this section shall not release it from any judgment lien, penalty or liability to which it may be
(Acts 1917, p. 180.)
subject by law.

—

Permanent injunction; money judgment; lien. Whenever a
permanent injunction issues against any person for maintaining a nuisance as herein described, or against any owner of the building knowingly kept or used for the purposes prohibited by this Chapter, the judge
granting said injunction shall, at the same time, enter 'up judgment
against the person, firm or corporation owning said building in the sum
of $300. and said judgment shall be a special lien upon the premises,
72-312.

and the furniture and fixtures therein, complained of, and shall as against
said property rank from date with all other judgments or liens as now
provided for by law. Said judgment shall issue in the name of the
State, and be enforced as other judgments in this State: Provided, that

—
Nuisances.

1843

§ 72-9901

judgment herein provided

the lien of the

upon

for

said

property, real
and personal, used for the purpose of maintaining- said nuisance, shall

not relieve the person or building- from any of the other penalties pro-

vided by law.

All

sums

arising from the enforcement of the judgments

be paid into the treasury of the county
rendered and become part of the general

in this section referred to shall

which said judgment

in

(Acts 1917,

funds of said county.
Cross-reference.

is

— Liens,

generally,

p. 181.)

CHAPTER

Title

see

Secure Debt, and Liens, Chapter 67-17

67,

Mortgages,

NUISANCES IN

72-4.

Conveyances

to

et seq.

CITIES.

Sec.

Sec.

Manner

of abatement; jurisdiction of police court.

72-401.

Manner

72-401. (5331)

72-402.

of meeting to determine question of abatement.

Notice

of abatement; jurisdiction of police court.

nuisance complained of shall exist in a town or city under the government of a mayor, intendant, aldermen, wardens, or a common counIf a

or commissioners, such nuisance, by and with the advice of said

cil

aldermen, wardens, council, or commissioners,

moved by order

may

be abated and

re-

mayor, intendant, or commissioners but if the
nuisance complained of shall exist in a city having a population of
of said

;

20,000 or more, the police court of such city, whether

known

as mayor's

or recorder's court or otherwise designated, shall have jurisdiction to

hear and determine the question of the existence of such nuisance, and,

found to

if

to

exist, to

order

and executed by the

his deputy.

its

abatement, which order shall be directed

(Act 1833, Cobb, 817.

Cross-references.

—Public

marshal of said town or
Acts 1892, p. 64.)

sheriff or the

and private nuisances, see §§ 72-102
Chapter 69-7.

et

city, or

seq.

Police

of

abate-

courts, see Title 69, Municipal Corporations,

72-402. (5332) Notice

ment.

—Reasonable

of meeting to determine question

notice shall be given to the parties interested of

the time and place of the meeting of such mayor, intendant, aldermen,

wardens, council, or commissioners.
Cross-reference.

—What service

where defendant unknown,

etc.,

(Act 1833, Cobb, 817.)

sufficient in

abatement of "blind tiger" nuisance

§ 58-111.

see

CHAPTER

72-99.

CRIMES.

Sec.

72-9901.

What

nuisances are indict-

able.

72-9901. (681 P. C.)

What

nuisances are indictable.

—Any person who

shall erect, or continue after notice to abate, a nuisance

annoy the community,

to

to injure the health of the citizens in general, or

to corrupt the public morals, shall be guilty of a

misdemeanor.

1833, Cobb, 817.)
Cross-reference.

which tends

—Punishment

for

misdemeanor, see

§

27-2506.

(Act

Nuncupative Wills

— Oysters.

1844

NUNCUPATIVE WILLS:

See Title 113, Wills, Descent, and Administration of Estates. Chapter 113-5.

NURSES:

See Title 84, Professions, Businesses, and Trades, Chapter

84-10.

NURSERYMEN:
Chapter

See Title 84. Professions, Businesses, and Trades,

84-19.

OATHS: See
OBSCENITY:

Title 80, Public Officers,

See Title

26,

Chapter

89-3.

Crimes and Punishment, Chapter 26-63.

OBSTRUCTING LEGAL PROCESS:

See

Title

26,

Crimes

and

Punishment. Chapter 26-44.

OCCUPATIONS:

See Title 84, Professions, Businesses, and Trades.
See Title 92, Public Revenue, Chapters 92-3 to 92-21,

Taxation of:
92-52.

OFFENSES:
OFFICERS:
OILS:

See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment.

See Title 89, Public Officers.

See Title 73, Paints, Oils, and Petroleum Products.

OPTOMETRISTS:

See Title 84, Professions, Businesses, and Trades,

Chapter 84-11.

ORDINARIES:

See Title 2, Constitution of the State of
Chapter 2-34; Title 24, Courts, Chapters 24-17 to 24-21.

OSTEOPATHS:

Georgia,

See Title 84, Professions, Businesses, and Trades,

Chapter 84-12.

OUTDOOR ADVERTISING:

See

Title

95,

Roads,

Ferries, Chapter 95-20.

OVERSEERS: See Title 4, Agency, Chapter 4-5.
OYSTERS: See Title 45, Game and Fish, Chapter

45-8.

Bridges,

and

TITLE
PAINTS, OILS,

73.

AND PETROLEUM

PRODUCTS.
Chap.

Sec.

73-101

Sale of paints, linseed

oil,

73- 2.

Inspection, sale,

of gasoline, kerosene, and other petroleum

73-99.

Crimes

73-

1.

etc.,

etc

products

73-201

73-9901

CHAPTER

SALE OF PAINTS, LINSEED

73-1.

Sec.

OIL, ETC.

Sec.

73-101.

Enforcement

of law; rules and

regulations.
73-102.
73-103.

73-104.

Purity

"Paint" defined.
Labels on paint

Enforcement

or

flaxseed

linseed

containers,

73-105.

Sale of flaxseed or linseed

73-106.

Prima

what required.
73-101.

of

oil.

.

facie

oils.

evidence of viola-

tion of law.

of law; rules

and regulations.

— The

chief

drug

hereby charged with the proper enforcement of all the provisions of this Chapter, and is empowered to formulate and promulgate
such rules and regulations as may be necessary in carrying out the purposes of this Chapter. (Acts 1920, p. 227.)
inspector

§

is

— Chief food inspector, see
Note. — By Acts 1908,
the

Cross-references.
42-102,

Editorial
chief drug inspector
inspector.

p.

oil,

or any

liquid or

42-101.

offices

were established, replacing the

73-102. "Paint" denned.
shall include

80,

§

—The

Chief drug inspector, see

term "paint," as used

in this Chapter,

white lead basic, carbonate of sublimate, in any kind of

compound intended

mixed paint ready

for the

for use.

same

use, paste or semipaste,

(Acts 1920,

and

p. 226.)

—

on paint containers, what required. The labels on
paints shall clearly and distinctly state the name and resi-

73-103. Labels

containers of

and
food and drug

of chief food inspector
office of chief

dence of the manufacturer of the paint, or the distributor thereof, or
Said label shall also
of the party for whom the same is manufactured.
clearly state the quantity contained in the package; this, in the case of
liquid or mixed paints, to be designated in United States standard gallons or fraction thereof, and in the case of paste or semipaste paints, such
as are commonly sold by weight, to be shown by weight avoirdupois.
Said labels shall be printed in the English language in plain, legible
type.

(Acts 1920,

Cross-reference.

p. 226.)

— Penalty for selling paint deceptively labeled paint, see

73-104. Purity of flaxseed or linseed
tion, or

oil.

— No person,

§ 73-9901.

firm, or corpora-

agent or employee of any person, firm or corporation, shall manu-

facture for sale, or offer or expose for sale, any flaxseed or linseed

oil

I

Paints, Oils,

73-105

unless the

same

answer

shall

and Petroleum Products.
all

1846

the chemical tests for purity recognized

United States Pharmacopoeia, or offer or expose for sale any flaxseed or linseed oil as "boiled linseed oil," unless in its manufacture the
same shall have been put to a temperature of 225 degrees Fahrenheit.
.Acts 1^20. p. 226A
in the

73-105. Sale of flaxseed or linseed oils.

— No

person, firm or corpora-

agent or employee of any person, firm or corporation, shall sell,
or expose or offer for sale, any flaxseed or linseed .oil unless it shall be
done under its true name, and each tank car, tank, barrel, keg or any
vessel of such oil shall have distinctly and durably printed, stamped,
stenciled or labeled thereon the true name of such oil and in ordinary
bold face capital letters the words "Pure Linseed Oil Raw," or "Pure
Linseed Oil Boiled," and the name and address of the manufacturer
thereof, or of the party for whom the same is manufactured and under
whose brand the same is sold. (Acts 1920, p. 227.)
tion, or

—

Prima facie evidence of violation, of law. Having in possession by any person or persons, firm or corporation, or agent or employee of any person or persons, firm or corporation dealing in said articles, of any article hereinbefore described and not properly labeled,
shall be considered prima facie evidence that the same is kept by such
person, firm or corporation, in violation of the provisions of this Chap(Acts 1920, p. 227.)
ter and punishable under it.
73-106.

Cross-reference.
§

— Penalty

for

selling,

etc.,

deceptively

labeled

paint,

see

73-9901.

CHAPTER

INSPECTION, SALE, ETC., OF GASOLINE,

73-2.

KEROSENE, AND OTHER PETROLEUM PRODUCTS.
Sec.

Sec.
73-201.

73-202.

73-203.

Oil
Chemist; appointment, duties, term of office,

73-212.

Illegal sale of gasoline or kerosene; confiscation.

salary.

73-213.

inspectors; number, appointment, term, salary, etc.

Gasoline and kerosene containers, labels, marks, etc.

73-214.

Shipment

State

Oil

Chief inspector. Equipment, incidental expenses, etc.

73-204.

Salaries,

73-205.

Bond

73-206.

Removal

of

how

73-215.

paid.

Chemist and inspec-

73-216.

State;

notice;
oils,

oils;

specifications; change of

tors.

tor;

into

samples.
Analysis of gasoline or
how obtained.
Test of gasoline and
specifications.

of

Chemist or inspec-

charges,

how

how

preferred.

73-207.

Vacancies,

73-208.

Right of inspection and examination; search warrants.

73-209.

Definitions.

73-210.

Qualification of dealers.

73-211.

Approval of State Oil Chemist
and Comptroller General.

73-217.

Oil inspector's duties, etc.

73-218.

Samples,

^filled.

73-219.

Registration of dealers.

73-220.

Self-measuring pumps; inspector's duty; inaccurate measurements; condemnation, etc.

73-221.

No

fee to be paid for inspec-

tion.

73-201. State Oil Chemist; appointment, duties,

— The Comptroller General

duty to collect and

test.

term of

office, salary.

hereby required to appoint a chemist who
shall be an expert oil analyst, and to be designated as the State Oil Chemist, whose duty it shall be to analyze all samples of gasoline and kerosene, and all fluids purporting to be substitutes therefor, or motor fuel
is

—
1847
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improvements,

or other like products of petroleum,

name they may be
ing, or

§ 73-206

under whatever

designated, and used for illuminating, heating, cook-

power purposes, submitted by the Comptroller General

or any

duly authorized inspector or inspectors. Said Chemist shall hold o;
for a period of four years, unless sooner removed for cause, as herein-

and he

after provided;

annum, pay-

shall receive a salary of $3,000 per

able monthly. (Acts 1927, p. 284.)
Cross-reference.

— Penalty

for violation of this Chapter, see

§

Editorial Note.— By the Acts 1927, pp. 284-290 (this Chapter)
to the inspection of oils were superseded or repealed.

73-9902.
all

prior laws as

—

number, appointment, term, salary, etc. The
offices of general oil inspectors, State oil inspectors, and of all local oil
inspectors are hereby abolished, and it shall be the duty of the Comp73-202. Oil inspectors;

General to appoint six oil inspectors, each of whom shall receive
a salary of $2,400 per annum, and shall be allowed an expense account
not to exceed the sum of $2,400 each per annum, payable monthly. The
inspectors herein provided for shall hold office for four years, unless
sooner removed for cause, as hereinafter provided. (Acts 1927, p. 284.)
troller

Equipment, incidental expenses,

73-203. Chief inspector.

tion to the salary

and expenses

etc.

— In addi-

of inspectors as provided for in section

73-202, there shall be allowed such further

sums

for the purchase of

equipment, supplies, and clerical help, and to pay any other expenses
incident to and necessary for the enforcement of this Chapter, as may
hereafter be appropriated but the total of such expenses shall not exceed the sum of $20,000 annually so that including all salaries as herein provided, and for the enforcement of said Chapter, the total appropria;

;

sum

tion shall not exceed the

of $51,800.

The Comptroller General

is

hereby constituted Chief Oil Inspector, for the purpose of the enforcement of this Chapter. (Acts 1927, p. 289; 1931, pp. 7, 31.)
Cross-reference.

—Salary

73-204. Salaries,

how

of the inspectors and

of Comptroller General, see

paid.

all of

—The

§

40-1404.

salaries of the State Oil

Chemist and

the expenses herein provided for shall be paid

out of the treasury on warrants signed by the Governor, by requisition
of the Comptroller General, accompanied by itemized statements- and

vouchers for said salaries and expenses. The expense accounts of said
oil inspectors shall be verified under oath and furnished by said Comptroller General along with the requisitions. (Acts 1927, p. 289.)

Bond

73-205.

of

Chemist and inspectors.

—The

State Oil Chemist and

inspectors herein provided for shall devote their entire time
to the duties of their respective offices; and each shall give bond, with
the six

oil

some good and solvent surety company and in such sum as may be
approved by the Comptroller General, for the faithful discharge of the
duties of their respective offices the premiums on which shall be paid
;

out of the expense fund of $20,000, provided for in this Chapter.

(Acts

1927, p. 290.)
Cross-reference.

— Expense

fund, see

§

73-203.

Chemist or inspector; charges, how preferred.
The State Oil Chemist or oil inspectors may be removed or discharged
for misfeasance or malfeasance in office, incompetency, or other good
73-206.

Removal

of

§

,
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cause, by a majority vote of the Governor, the Attorney General, and the

Comptroller General, after the preferment of charges in writing served
on any one of said officials not less than 10 days prior to the date which
may bo set by said Comptroller General, Governor, and Attorney General, or a majority of them.
Charges may be preferred by any one of
the three last-named officials or any citizen of the State, and from the
decision of said officials or majority of them there shall be no appeal.
.Acts 1927, p. 2S9.)

how

— The

Comptroller General is hereby
authorized to fill any vacancies which may occur in the offices of State
Oil Chemist and oil inspector, on account of death, resignation, or other
73-207. Vacancies,

cause.

(Acts 1927,

filled.

p. 290.)

—

Right of inspection and examination; search warrants. In the
performance of their duties, the Comptroller General, or any of his duly
authorized agents, shall have free access at all reasonable hours to any
store, warehouse, factory, storage house, or railway depot, Avhere oils are
kept or otherwise stored, for the purpose of examination or inspection
and drawing samples. If such access shall be refused by the owner,
agent of such premises, or other persons occupying ana! using the same,
the Comptroller General or his duly authorized inspectors or agents may
apply for a search warrant, which shall be obtained in the same manner
as provided for obtaining search warrants in other cases. Their refusal
to admit an inspector to any of the above-mentioned premises during
reasonable hours shall be construed as prima facie evidence of a violation
of this Chapter. (Acts 1927, p. 288.)
73-208.

73-209. Definitions.

—The

word

"gasoline," as used in this law, shall

embrace and include gasoline, naphtha, benzol, and other products of
petroleum under whatever name designated, used for heating or power
purposes. The word "kerosene" shall embrace and include kerosene and
other products of petroleum under whatever name designated, used for
illuminating, heating or cooking purposes. (Acts 1927, p. 280.)
Cross-reference.

— Penalty

for violation of this Chapter, see

73-210. Qualification of dealers.

— For the purpose of

§

73-9902.

this

law

all

gaso-

and kerosene sold, or offered or exposed for sale, shall be subject to
inspection and analysis as hereinafter provided. All manufacturers, refiners, wholesalers, and jobbers, before selling or offering for sale any
gasoline or kerosene, or the like products, under whatever name designated, for power, illuminating, heating, or cooking purposes, shall file
with the Comptroller General a declaration or statement that they desire
to sell such products in this State, and shall furnish the name, brand, or
trade-mark of the products which they desire to sell, together with the
name and address of the manufacturer thereof, and that all such products
are in conformity with the distillation test hereinafter provided. (Acts
line

1927, p. 280.)
Cross-reference.

— Taxation

of

motor

fuels, see Title 92,

Public Revenue, Chap-

ter 92-14.

—

Approval by State Oil Chemist and Comptroller General. All
materials, fluids, or substances offered or exposed for sale, purporting to
be substitutes for, or improvers of, fuels, or other motor fuels to be used
73-211.
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73-214

g

for power, cooking-, or heating purpose-, shall, before being

ffold,

i

>'

ex-

posed or offered for sale, he submitted to the Comptroller General for
examination and inspection, and shall receive the approval of the State
Oil Chemist and the Comptroller General, and shall be -.old or
for sale only when properly labeled with a label, the form and eonv
of which shall have been approved by the State Oil Chemist and Comptroller General. (Acts 1927, p. 280.)
i

73-212. Illegal sale of gasoline or kerosene; confiscation.

offering for sale of

all

— The

sale or

gasoline and kerosene hereinbefore described and

designated, used or intended to be used for power, illuminating, cooking, or heating purposes,

when

sold under whatever name, which shall

below the standard hereinafter provided, shall be illegal, and same
shall be subject to confiscation and destruction by order of the Comp-

fall

(Acts 1927,

troller General.

73-213. Gasoline

p. 281.)

and kerosene containers,

labels,

marks,

etc.

— Every

person, firm, or corporation delivering at wholesale or retail any gasoline in this State, shall deliver the

same

to the purchaser only in tanks,

having the word ''gasoline"
Such
plainly stenciled or labeled thereon in vermilion red, in English.
dealers shall not deliver kerosene oil in any barrel, cask, can, or other
container which shall have been stenciled or labeled, or that has ever
contained gasoline unless such barrel, cask, can, or other container shall
have been thoroughly cleaned and all traces of gasoline removed. Every
purchaser of gasoline for use or sale shall procure and keep the same only
barrels, casks,

cans, or other containers

in tanks, barrels, casks, cans, or other containers stenciled or labeled as

Every person delivering at wholesale or retail any
State shall deliver same to the purchaser only in tanks,

heretofore provided.

kerosene

in this

having the word "kerosene" in
English, plainly stenciled or labeled thereon in vermilion red, and every
person purchasing same for use or sale shall procure and keep the same
barrels, casks, cans, or other containers

only in tanks, barrels, casks, cans, or other containers stenciled or labeled
as heretofore provided.
Nothing in this section shall prohibit the de-

by hose or pipe from a tank directly into the tank
any automobile or other motor. In cases where gasoline or kerosene
livery of gasoline

sold in bottles, cans, or other containers of not

more than one

of
is

gallon, for

cleaning and other similar purposes, such bottles, cans, or other containers shall bear a label

(Acts 1927,

fire."

73-214.

with the words, "unsafe

when exposed

to heat or

p. 281.)

Shipment

into State; notice; samples.

—When gasoline or kero-

shipped into this State in any manner whatsoever, the manufacturer, refiner, or jobber shall promptly give notice to the Comptroller
General of the date of shipment, and shall furnish a sample of not less
than eight ounces of the gasoline or kerosene shipped and labeled, giving the tank-car number, truck number or other container number, with
the name and address of the person, company, firm, or corporation to
sene

is

whom

and the number of gallons contained in the shipment
made. In each instance where gasoline or kerosene is shipped in tank
cars, the record of the capacity of each tank car furnished by the railroad
companies shall be accepted. (Acts 1927. pp. 281, 282.)
it

is

sent,

§

73-215
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and Petro leum Products.
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—

Any person purchasing any gasoline or illuminating or heating oils from any manufacturer, refiner, jobber, or vendor, for his own use, may submit fair samples of said gasoline or illuminating or heating oils to the Comptroller
General to be tested or analyzed by the State Oil Chemist. In order to
73-215. Analysis of gasoline or oils,

obtained.

protect the manufacturer or vendor from the submission of spurious

samples, the person selecting the same shall do so in the presence of
two or more disinterested persons, which samples shall be not less than
one pint in quantity, and shall be bottled, corked, and sealed in the presence of said witnesses, and the sample shall be placed in the hands of
a disinterested person,

who

certificate of analysis,

which,

forward the same at the expense of the
purchaser to the Comptroller General; and upon the receipt by him of
any such sample he shall have the State Oil Chemist promptly test and
analyze the same, and he shall return to such purchaser or purchasers a
shall

when

verified

Oil Chemist, shall be competent evidence in

(Acts 1927.

p. 282.)

73-216. Test of gasoline
tions.

— Xo manufacturer,

and

oils; specifications;

refiner,

or expose or offer for sale,

which

by the affidavit of the State
any court of law or equity.

specifica-

vendor, jobber, or wholesaler shall

any gasoline

for heating or

comply with the following

shall not

change of

power purposes,

distillation test:

A

clean copper strip shall not be discolored
submerged in the gasoline for three hours at 122° F.
1.

Corrosion

2.

Distillation.

test.

When

the

first

drop

denser, the thermometer shall not read

sell,

when

falls from the end of the conmore than 55° C. (131° F.).

When

20 per cent, has been recovered in the receiver, the thermometer
shall not read more than 105° C. (221° F.).

When

50 per cent, has been recovered in the receiver, the thermometer
shall not read more than 140° C. (284° F.).

When

90 per cent, has been recovered in the receiver, the thermometer
shall not read more than 200° C. (392° F.).

The end
At

point shall not be higher than 225° C. (437° F.).

least 95 per cent, shall be recovered as distillate in the receiver

from

the distillation.
3.

Sulphur. Sulphur shall not be over 0.10 per cent.

All the foregoing tests shall be

made

in

accordance with the methods

for testing gasoline contained in Technical

Government Bureau

No

of Mines,

Department

Paper 323A, United States
of the Interior.

manufacturer, jobber, wholesaler, or vendor shall

expose for sale any kerosene
ing, cooking, or

oil for

sell,

offer,

use or intended to be used for heat-

power purposes, which

shall not

comply

fully with the

following distillation test:

The

color shall not be darker than No. 16 Saybolt.

1.

Color.

2.

Flash point. The flash point shall not be lower than 100° F.

3.
4.
5.

or

The sulphur shall not be more than 0.125%.
Flock. The flock test shall be negative.
Distillation. The end point shall not be higher than 625°
Sulphur.

F.
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6.
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Cloud point. The
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oil shall

show

not

a cloud at 5° F.

Burning test. The oil shall burn freely and steadily
a lamp fitted with a No. 2 hinge burner.

7.

in

§ 73-219

All of the foregoing tests for kerosene shall be

for 16 hours,

made according

to the

methods for testing kerosene contained in Technical Paper 323A, United
Government Bureau of Mines, Department of the Interior:

States

Provided, that the Comptroller General may from time to time change
these specifications to agree with those adopted and promulgated by the

United States Government Bureau of Mines: Provided further, that 60
days' notice shall be given all manufacturers, refiners, and jobbers doing
business in this State, before any such changes shall become effective.
(Acts 1927, pp. 282, 284.)
Cross-reference. Punishment

—

test of this section, see

§

for sale of oils not
73-9904.

73-217. Oil inspector's duties, etc.

complying with

distillation

—All inspectors are hereby required

own expense, with automobiles equipped
and to make daily reports to the Comptroller

to provide themselves, at their

with accurate speedometers,
General, covering all. work performed, and also monthly reports showing the following information:
1.

2.
3.

4.

Name and number
Number
Number
Number

of

towns

visited.

of inspections in each

town.

of miles traveled

by

of miles traveled

by automobile.

rail.

Expenses incurred, with vouchers showing the amount spent for
hotel bills, gasoline, oil, railroad fares, and incidentals necessary in the
performance of their duties.
5.

6.
7.

8.
9.

Number
Number
Number
Number

of samples
of

of

of

drawn, each kind.

pumps inspected, and the numbers
pumps condemned.
pumps in territory. (Acts 1927, p.

—

of the

pumps.

285.)

Cross-reference. Penalty for chemist's or inspector's interest in sale or
facture of gasoline, see § 73-9903.

73-218. Samples, duty to collect

and

manu-

—The

Comptroller General
is hereby empowered and it is made his duty to collect, or cause to be
collected by his duly authorized inspectors, samples of gasoline, kerosene,
or other illuminating, cooking, or heating oils sold, offered, or exposed
for sale in this State, and to cause samples to be tested or analyzed by
the State Oil Chemist for this purpose. Said State Oil Chemist shall
report his finding to the Comptroller General, together with a certificate
of analysis of such gasoline, kerosene, or other like products of petroleum, under whatever name designated, and used for illuminating, heating, cooking, or power purposes. Such certificate of analysis, when properly verified by an affidavit of said State Oil Chemist, shall be competent
evidence in any court of law or equity. (Acts 1927, p. 285.)
73-219. Registration of dealers.

test.

— Every dealer

in gasoline, before sell-

exposing or offering for sale, any gasoline, and annually thereafter, shall be required to register and shall make known to the Comptroller General his desire to sell gasoline, giving the name and manner
ing, or

§

73-220
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and kind of pump or pumps he will use and the location of same, and
shall keep the certificate or certificates of registration issued by the
Comptroller General posted in a prominent and accessible place in his
place of business where such gasoline is sold. The form of such certificate shall be designted by the Comptroller General. (Acts 1927, p. 285.)
73-220. Self-measuring

pumps;

—

inspector's duty; inaccurate measure-

ments: condemnation, etc. It shall be the duty of the inspectors herein
provided for to familiarize themselves with the accuracy and adjustingdevices on the various makes of self-measuring pumps in use, and they
shall carefully inspect all of such pumps located in the territory assigned
to them at least once every 90 days. When such pumps shall be found
to be giving actual measures on a measurement of five gallons, the inspector shall place a lead and wire seal, to be provided by the Comptroller
General, on the adjusting device or devices in such way that the adjustment cannot be altered without breaking the seal. If any pump shall be
found to be giving inaccurate measure in excess of four ounces, the inspector shall then and there notify the operator of the pump, whether
owner or lessee, to make the necessary adjustments, the inspector to lend
his assistance with the standard measure provided for testing such
pumps after the adjustments shall have been made, the adjusting devices shall be sealed in the manner provided for those pumps found originally accurate. The inspector shall notify the operator (whether owner
or lessee) of every pump that apparently has been altered for the purpose of giving short measure in excess of eight ounces on a measure of
five gallons, or that cannot be adjusted within a range of eight ounces,
either over or under, on a measure of five gallons, that it must immediately be adjusted, the inspector to lend his assistance with the standard
measure for testing such pumps. Should the operator fail or refuse to
then and there make such adjustments as shall be necessary to bring the
measure within the allowed variation, the same shall be condemned and
dismantled immediately by the inspector examining the same, and such
pump shall not again be operated without the written consent of the
Comptroller General. Inspectors shall be required to report to the Comptroller General immediately the name and number of all pumps condemned and dismantled. When any pump shall be condemned under
the provisions of this Chapter by any inspector, it shall be the duty of
the inspector to immediately make affidavit, before the ordinary of the
county in which the pump is located, that the said pump is being operated by the person who shall be named in the affidavit, contrary to law;
and thereupon the ordinary shall issue an order to the person named in
the affidavit to show cause before him on the day named in the order,
not more than 10 days nor less than three days from the issuance of the
order, why the said pump should not be confiscated and dismantled. On
the day named in the order, it shall be the duty of the said ordinary to
hear the respective parties and to determine whether or not the pump
has been operated contrary to the provisions of this Chapter, and if the
said ordinary shall find that the said pump has been so operated, then
he shall forthwith issue an order adjudging the pump to be forfeited and
confiscated to the State, and direct the sheriff of the county to dismantle
the said pump and take same into his possession, and, after 10 days'
;
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direct, to sell the

pump

to the highest bidder for cash; the proceeds of said sale, Of as

much

notice by posting or publication, as the court

may

may

be necessary, shall be used by the sheriff, first, to pay the
cost, which shall be the same as in cases of attachment, and tin: she
thereof as

thereupon pay over and deliver the residue, if any, to the pel
from whose possession the pump shall have been taken. It shall be unlawful to install or operate any self-measuring pump, which can be
cretly manipulated in such manner as to give short measure. Such inaccurate self-measuring pump shall be condemned as heretofore provided
in this section, and thereafter it shall be unlawful for any person to sell
any kerosene or gasoline from such pump until such pump shall have
been made or altered so as to comply with the provisions of this Chapter
and shall have been inspected and approved for service by the inspector.
It shall be unlawful for anyone to break a seal applied by an inspector to
a pump, without first securing consent of the Comptroller General, which
consent may be given through one of the duly authorized inspect
(Acts 1927, pp. 286, 288.)
shall

—

Cross-references. Punishment for operating condemned pump,
Punishment for operating short-measure pump, see § 73-9906.

No

73-221.

fee to

be paid for inspection.

— No

see

73-9905.

§

inspection fees of any

kind or character shall hereafter be paid for the inspection of gasoline or
kerosene.

(Acts 1927,

p. 290.)

CHAPTER
Sec.

Sec.

.

73-9901.

CRIMES.

73-99.

Selling,

etc.,

deceptively

la-

73.9904.

beled paint.

„_ „„__
73-9902.

TT

73-9903.

Punishment

.

.

.

.

,

,

Violation of petroleum products law.
of chemist or inspector having interest in
sale or manufacture of gaso-

of oils not
...
r .... ..
with distillation

.

Operating condemned selfmeasuring gasoline pumps,

73-9906.

Operating short-measure gasoline pump.

73-9901. Selling, etc., deceptively labeled paint.

in

.

test.

73-9905.

line,

or offer or expose for sale, any paint

complying

Sale

which

— Whoever

shall sell,

shall be labeled or

such manner as to tend to deceive the purchaser as to

its

marked

nature or

composition, or -which shall not be accurately labeled, as required in

Chapter

misdemeanor, and for each offense
shall, upon conviction thereof, be punished by a fine of not less than $25
and not more than $100, or by imprisonment in the county jail not ex73-1, shall be guilty of a

ceeding 60 days. (Acts 1920, pp. 225, 226.)
73-9902. Violation of petroleum products law.
ciation of persons, firm, or corporation,

who

—Any

person, or asso-

shall violate

any

visions of Chapter 73-2, relating to inspection, labeling, sale,
line,

of the pro-

etc..

oi gaso-

kerosene, and other petroleum products, or any rule or regulation

promulgated by the Comptroller General for the enforcement of said
Chapter, shall, upon conviction thereof, be punished as for a misdemeanor. (Acts 1927, p. 289.)

;
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chemist or inspector having interest in sale or
manufacture of gasoline. Any chemist or inspector who, while in office,
shall be interested directly or indirectly in the manufacture or vending
of any gasoline shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1927, p. 284.)
73-9903.

Punishment

of

—

73-9904. Sale of oils not

complying with

distillation test.

facturer, refiner, wholesaler, jobber or vendor,

who

—Any manu-

shall violate

any pro-

vision of section 73-216, prescribing the distillation tests for gasoline

and kerosene,

shall be guilty of a

73-9905. Operating

misdemeanor. (Acts 1927, pp. 282, 284.)

condemned self-measuring gasoline pumps.

person, company, firm, or corporation

who

—Any

and operate
the Comptroller General, which
shall reinstall

any pump, without the written consent of
has been condemned by a duly authorized inspector as provided for in
Chapter 73-2 because of giving short measure in excess of eight ounces
to the measurement of five gallons, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1927,

p.

286, 288.)

—

Cross-reference. Inspector's duty as to pumps; inaccurate measurements; conetc., see § 73-220.

demnation,

73-9906. Operating short-measure gasoline

pany, firm, or corporation

who

pump.

—Any

person, com-

shall install or operate a self-measuring

pump which

has a device or other mechanical means used for the purpose of giving short measure, shall, upon conviction thereof, be punished as for a misdemeanor.

(Acts 1927, pp. 286, 288.)

PARDONS AND REPRIEVES:
Chapter 27-27.
Board of pardons: See Title

77,

See Title 27, Criminal Procedure,

Penal Institutions, Chapter 77-5.

TITLE

74.

PARENT AND CHILD.
Sec.

Chap.
74-

74-101

Legitimate children

1.

74-201

children

74- 2.

Illegitimate

74-

Bastardy proceedings
Adoption of children
Crimes

3.

74- 4.
74-99.

74-301
74-401

74-9901

CROSS-REFERENCES.
Master and Servant, Chapter 66-2.
Children's Code Commission: See Title 99, Social Welfare, Chapter 99-3.
Gifts by persons lately minors to parent, guardian, etc.:
See Title 48,

Apprentices:

§

See Title

66,

Gifts,

48-107.

Homicide, recovery

for,

by parent or

child:

See Title

Necessaries furnished infant:

Paupers:

See Title

23,

See Title 20, Contracts,
Counties, Chapter 23-23.

105, Torts,
§

Chapter

20-201.

See Title 35, Eleemosynary Institutions,
Title 99, Social Welfare, Chapter 99-2.

Placement of children:

School attendance, compulsory:
See also Title

49,

See Title

32,

Chapter 35-5;

Education, Chapter 32-21.

Guardian and Ward.

CHAPTER

74-1.

LEGITIMATE CHILDREN.
Sec.

Sec.
74-101.

What

74-102.

Colored

children are legitimate;
presumption; legitimation by
marriage of parents.
children

legitimate,

74-106.

Mother's

74-107.

Custody

when.
74-103.

right to possession
of child on death of or separation from husband.
of

minor

Legitimation by order of court;
petition; notice of proceed-

74-108.
74-109.
74-110.

74-104.

Age

74-105.

Father's obligation as to maintenance, etc.

of majority.

74-101. (3012)

by marriage

What

conditions.

children are legitimate; presumption; legitima-

of parents.

born

may

to.

Parental power.
Cruel treatment by parents.
Protection of children being
reared under immoral, etc.,

—All

children born in wedlock, or within

the usual period of gestation thereafter, are legitimate.
of a child thus

children, dis-

cretion of court as

ings.

tion

105-13.

be disputed.

Where

The

legitimacy

possibility of access exists,

except in cases of divorce from bed and board, the strong presumption
is

in favor of legitimacy,

and the proof should be clear

to establish the

pregnancy existed at the time of the marriage, and a divorce
is sought and obtained on that ground, the child, though born in wedlock, is not legitimate. The marriage of the mother and reputed father
of an illegitimate child, and the recognition of such child as his. shall
contrary.

If

£

Parent and Child.

74-102

render the child legitimate

and

;

1856

such case the child shall immediately

in

take the surname of his father.
Cross-references.

— Void

30-102.
Effect of total
Inheritance
sec §'74-201.

§

Grounds for total divorce, see
§ 53-104.
Definition of illegitimate child,
divorce, see § 30-119.
by and from illegitimates, see §§ 113-904, 113-905.
marriages, see

t^lSO) Colored

74-102.

March

child born before

children

when

is

colored

the legitimate child of his colored

when born within what was regarded

father only

— Every

hereby declared to be the legitimate

9, 1866, is

child of his mother; but such child

or

when.

legitimate,

the parents were living together as

as a state of wedlock;

husband and

(Acts

wife.

1865-6. pp. 239. 240; 1866. pp. 156. 157.)

Legitimation by order of court petition notice of proceedings.
A father of an illegitimate child may render the same legitimate by petitioning the superior court of the county of his residence,
setting forth the name, age, and sex of such child, and also the name of
the mother and if he desires the name changed, stating the new name,
and praying the legitimation of such child. Of this application the
74-103.

(^3013)

;

;

—

:

mother,

if

alive, shall

have notice.

Upon such

application, presented

and

may

pass an order declaring said child to be legitimate,
filed,
and capable of inheriting from the father in the same manner as if born
the court

in lawful

wedlock, and the

name by w hich he
r

—

Cross-references.
Mother's rights, see § 74-203.
gitimates, see §§ 113-904, 113-905.

74-104.

State

21 years

is

Age

(3019)

Cross-references.

;

— Infant

jority,

it

tection,

is

§

113-1201.

in

ille-

this

Wife or husband surviv-

consideration as administrator, see

§

113-1202.

—Until

ma-

the duty of the father to provide for the maintenance, pro-

and education

74-108, T

first

(3020) Father's obligation as to maintenance, etc.
of his child.

—

Parental power lost by failure of father to provide, see
Mutual protection by parent and child, see § 26-1015. Parent as

Cross-references.
§

age of legal majority
persons are minors.

as executor, see

has

Inheritance by and from

— The

until that age all

ing, irrespective of age,
Minors, see § 79-208.

74-105.

of majority.

known.

or she shall be

3.

Fault of parent not imputable to the child, see
§ 49-102.
Obligation of father of illegitimate, see § 74-202.

natural guardian, see
§

105-205.

74-106.

(3022) Mother's right to possession of child on death of or sep-

aration from husband.
titled to the

— Upon

the death of the father, the mother

is

en-

possession of the child until his arrival at such age that his

education requires the guardian to take possession of him.

In cases of

separation of the parents, or of the death of one and the subsequent marriage of the survivor, the court,

upon writ

of

habeas corpus,

may

exercise

a discretion as to the possession of the child, looking solely to his intere=

t

and welfare.

50-121.

—

Custody of wife or child on writ of habeas corpus, see
Rights of mother of illegitimate child, see § 74-203. Parent is natural

Cross-references.
§

guardian, see

§

49-102.

—

Custody of minor children, discretion of court as to. In all
cases where the custody of any minor child or children is involved between the parents, there shall be no prima facie right to the custody of
74-107.

such child or children

in the father,

but the court hearing such issue of

:

;

Parent and Child.

1857

§74

11')

custody may exercise its sound discretion, taking into consideration all
the circumstances of the case, as to whose custody such child or children
shall be awarded, the duty of the court being in all such cases in exercising such discretion to look to and determine solely what is for the
best interest of the child or children, and what will best promote their
welfare and happiness, and make award accordingly. (Acts 1913, p. lOj
1

—

Cross-references. Custody of children when divorce granted, see
ents may bind out minor children, see § 66-202.

74-108. (3021) Parental power.

main under the control

— Until

of the father,

who

§

30-127.

majority, the child
is

Par-

shall

re-

entitled to his services

and

the proceeds of his labor.

—

Parent is natural
Cross-references. On writs of habeas corpus, see § 50-121.
guardian, see § 49-102. In suit by infant, fault of parent is not imputable to the
child, see

105-205.

§

This parental power shall be lost by
to a third person.

1.

Voluntary contract, releasing the right

2.

Consenting to the adoption of the child by a third person.

3.

Failure of the father to provide necessaries for his child, or his aban-

donment

of his family.

Cross-references.

— Custody,

care and indenture of children by charitable instiFather's obligation, see § 74-105.

tutions, see §§ 35-504 to 35-516.

Consent of father to the child's receiving the proceeds
labor, which consent shall be revocable at any time.
4.

5.

Consent to the marriage

of the child,

who

of his

own

thus assumes incon-

sistent responsibilities.
6.

Cruel treatment of the child.

Cross-reference.

— Protection of children

from degrading

influences, see

§

74-110.

—Any

person may apply
to the ordinary of the county, alleging the cruel treatment of a child by
his father or mother, who shall cite the parent to answer the allegation
and such ordinary may at any time hear evidence, and, in his discretion,
appoint a guardian of the person of such child, who shall be entitled to
the possession of him.
74-109. (3023) Cruel treatment

by

parents.

—

Cross-references, Ordinary as general guardian, see § 49-105.
Custody, care
and indenture of children by charitable institution, see §§ 35-504 to 35-516. Punishment for cruelty to children generally, see § 26-8001.

74-110. (3024) Protection of children being reared

under immoral,

etc.,

—Whenever

any child under the age of 12 years shall be
brought before the ordinary of the county of such child's residence, upon
the sworn allegation of any citizen that such child was found under circumstances of destitution and suffering, or abandonment, exposure, or
was begging, or that such child is being reared under immoral, obscene,
or indecent influences likely to degrade his moral character and devote
him to a vicious life, and it shall appear to such ordinary by competent
evidence, including such examination of the child as may be practicable,
that by reason of the neglect, habitual drunkenness, lewd, or other vicious
habits of the parents or guardians of such child, it is necessary for the
protection of such child from suffering, or from degradation, that such
conditions.

parents or guardians shall be deprived of the custody of such child, the

ordinary

may commit

such child to any orphan asylum or other chari-

6

Parent and Child.

74-201

table institution established according to

law

1858

in this State

which

is

will-

ing to receive such child, or appoint a proper guardian therefor, or make
such other disposition of him as now is, or may hereafter be, provided

bv law

in cases of disorderly,

pauper, or destitute children. (Acts 1878-9,

p. 162.)

Cross-references.

— Mother's

classes of children, see
§ 66-203.

rights, see § 74-106.
Courts to commit certain
35-601.
Ordinary may bind out in certain cases, see

§

CHAPTER

ILLEGITIMATE CHILDREN.

74-2.

Sec.

Sec.
74-201.

What

74 202.

Father's obligation to support.

74-201.

children are illegitimate.

What

(3026)

or bastard,

is

74-203.

Mother's rights.

children are illegitimate.

a child born out of wedlock,

—An

illegitimate child,

and whose parents do not sub-

sequently intermarry, or a child the issue of adulterous intercourse of
the wife during wedlock, or a child who is not legitimate within the

meaning

of section 74-101.

Cross-references.

— Who

are legitimate children, see

when

legitimate, see § 74-102.
113-905.

74-101.

§

Colored children,

Inheritance by and from illegitimates, see §§ 113-904,

—

The father of an illehim.
This obligation shall be
gitimate child shall be bound to maintain
contract
him.
He may voluntarily
by
good consideration to support a
(3027) Father's obligation to support.

74-202.

discharge this duty

;

if

he shall

fail

or refuse to do

it,

the law will compel

him.
Cross-reference.

— Father's

obligation to legitimate child, see § 74-105.

(3028) Mother's rights.

74-203.

—The

mother

of

an illegitimate child

shall be entitled to the possession of the child, unless the father shall

legitimate

she

may

him

as before provided.

exercise

all

Being the only recognized parent,

the paternal power.

—

Cross-references.
Legitimation by order of court, see § 74-103. Parental power,
Rights of mother of legitimate child, see § 74-106.
lost., see § 74-108.

how

CHAPTER

74-3.

BASTARDY PROCEEDINGS.
Sec.

Sec.
74-301.
74-302.

74-303.

74-304.

Proceedings against the mother.
Proceedings against the father.
Father required to give bond;
recognizance; indictment.
How and where bonds are to

74-305.

74-306.

Action on bond; judgment.
Proceedings when woman

re-

fuses to disclose father.
74-307.

Either party

may make

defense.

be returned.

74-301.

(1330 P. C.) Proceedings

of the peace

woman

who knows

against

the

mother.

—Any

justice

or has information on oath to that effect, of any

having an illegitimate child, or being pregnant with one, which
probably will become a charge upon the county, may issue a warrant
directed to the sheriff or any constable of the county where the case may
arise, requiring the offender to be brought before him to give security
to the ordinary of the county, in the sum of $750, for the support and

Parent and Child.

1859

§74-307

education of the child until it shall arrive at the age of 14 years, or to
discover on oath the father of the child. (Act 1793, Cobb, 148.;

—

Proceedings against the father. When the
woman shall be brought before the justice of the peace, if she discovers
on oath the father of the child, the justice of the peace shall issue a warrant, directed as before, requiring that the person thus sworn to be the
father of the child so born, or to be born, shall be brought before him,
which warrant said officers shall execute. (Act 1793, Cobb, 148.;
74-302.

(1331 P. C.)

Father required to give bond; recognizance; indictment. When the putative father shall be brought before the justice
of the peace, he may be required to give security for the maintenance
and education of the child until he arrives at the age of 14 years, and also
the expense of lying-in with such child, boarding, nursing, and maintenance, while the mother is confined by reason thereof; and if the putative
father shall fail to give such security, the justice shall bind him over in
a sufficient recognizance to appear before the next superior or county
court of the county to answer such complaint as may then and there be
alleged against him touching the premises, and the solicitor general
shall prefer and lay before the grand jury the proper indictment. (Act
1793, Cobb, 148.)
74-303. (1332 P. C.)

—

Cross-reference.
§

—Putative

father

refusing

to

give

security,

punishment,

see

74-9901.

—

How

and where bonds are to be returned. The
justice of the peace before whom the bond shall be taken, shall return it
to the ordinary of the county in which such female shall reside, within
30 days after the same is taken. (Act 1809, Cobb, 150.)
74-304. (1335 P. C.)

—

on bond; judgment. It shall be the duty
of the ordinary, when any child has or shall become chargeable to the
county where a bond is taken, to institute an action on it and he shall
recover the full amount of the bond, which judgment shall remain open,
and be subject to be appropriated by the courts, from time to time, as the
situation and exigencies of the illegitimate child may require.
(Act
74-305. (1336 P. C.) Action

;

1809, Cobb, 149.)

74-306. (1333
father.

—

If,

P.

when

C.) Proceedings

the

woman

when woman

shall be

refuses to disclose

brought before the justice of the

peace, she shall refuse to discover on oath the father of the child, or give

security to appear before the next superior or county court and give such

may

be then and there required of her by the court for the
education and maintenance of the child as mentioned in section 74-301,
the justice shall commit her as provided in section 74-303, and if she
security as

shall refuse to

make known

to said court the father of the child or give

security as aforesaid, the court

may

imprison her not exceeding three

months. (Act 1793, Cobb, 148.)
74-307. (1334 P. C.) Either party

when charged

as mentioned in this

davits or testimony to the justice of

—

may make defense. Either party,
Chapter, may offer exculpatory affithe peace, who may exercise his dis-

§

Parent and Child.

74-401

1860

due inquiry being- had, to discharge or bind over both or
the parties in conformity with this Chapter. (Act 1802, Cobb,

cretion. after

either of
149.)

CHAPTER

ADOPTION OF CHILDREN.

74-4.

Sec.

sec.

dren.
...

who may adopt

Persons

74-401.
.,,

T

.

..

Consent
.

..

,.

custody

granted on

~

Decree of adoption to be

?4 _ 405

with reg strar of vita i
i

adoption.
notice to nonresidents: hearing; consent of
child-placing agency.

(3016) Persons

74-401.

No

person

may adopt

estate, unless

filed

statis .

tics.

Summons:

74-403.

child

of

hearing. Final
Relationship.
In-

first

adoption.
heritance by adopting father,

Petition: yho shall file: contents. Consent of parents to

Jurisdiction of proceedings.

,4-402.

Temporary

74-404.

chil-

of child.

Objections by relations.
Adoption of adult person; con-

74-406.
74-407.

sent.

who may adopt

children.

a child, so as to render

such person

is

it

Consent of

child.

—

capable of inheriting his

(1) at least twenty-five years of age, or (2)

married and living with husband or wife. The petitioner must be at
least ten years older than the child, a resident of this State, and finan-

and morally fit to have the care of the child. If the child is
14 years of age or over, his consent shall be necessary to the adoption.

cially able

(Acts 1855-6,

p.

260; 1859,

p.

36; 1882-3, p. 59; 1889, p. 69; 1927, p. 142.)

74-402. (3016) Jurisdiction of proceedings.

contents.

Consent of parents to adoption.

duly verified

in

Petition;

—The

duplicate, shall be filed jointly

who

shall file;

petition for adoption,

by husband and

wife,

unless the person desiring to adopt shall be unmarried, in the superior

court of the county in which said child

may

be domiciled, setting forth
the address and age of the petitioner the

name and age of the child
name by which the child is to be known whether
the

;

;

or not;

names and addresses

to the petitioner, or the

;

the parents are living

of the living parents or guardians,

name

of the

if

known

mother when the father has aban-

doned his family; a description of the property belonging to said child;
and the consent of such father or mother to the act of adoption; if the
child shall have neither father nor mother, the consent of no person shall
be necessary to said adoption. (Acts 1855-6,

p.

260; 1859,

p.

36; 1882-3,

p. 59; 1889,*p. 69; 1927, p. 142.)

74-403.

(3016)

Summons; notice to nonresidents; hearing; consent of
Upon the filing of the petition the court shall

child-placing agency.
issue

summons

sisters,

if

—

and
by
week for four weeks

to the next of kin, parents or guardians, brothers

living within the State,

and legal

notice,

if

a nonresident,

by publication once a
in the official organ of the county where such proceedings are pending.
After the expiration of 30 days from the date of filing of the petition,
the case shall be placed upon the regular calendar of the court for a
hearing before the judge without a jury, and the court shall hear evidence from witnesses as to the good character, moral fitness and finan-

service

if

possible, otherwise

cial ability of

the petitioner to care for the child, as well as

gations in the petition.

When

a child has been

all

other alle-

awarded by court

order,

or otherwise legally and permanently surrendered, to the custody of a

.
.

Parent and Child.
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§74-9901

permanent placing

licensed child-placing agency for

home,
parents and rela-

in

a foster

such agency shall be served with summons in lieu of
tives, and the written consent of such agency shall be filed with the
court before adoption can be granted. (Acts 1855-6, p. 260; 1859, p. 36j
1882-3, p. 59; 1889, p. 69; 1927, p. 142.)
Cross-references.

— Service

on nonresidents, see

§

81-204.

Service by publica-

tion, see § 81-205.

74-404. (3016)

Final adoption.
the

first

Temporary custody

Inheritance by adopting father.

Relationship.

hearing the court

of child granted on first hearing.

may

— Upon

pass an order only granting temporary

custody of the child to the petitioner. Final adoption shall be granted
only upon a second hearing after the child shall have been in the custody
and care of the petitioner for a period of six months. The decree of
adoption shall declare the said child to be the adopted child of the petitioner and capable of inheriting his estate, and also what shall be the
name of such child. Thenceforward the relation between such person
and the adopted child shall be, as to their legal rights and liabilities, the
relation of parent and child, except that the adopting father shall never
inherit from the child. To all other persons the adopted child shall stand
as if no such act of adoption had been taken. (Acts 1855-6, p. 260; 1859,
p.

36; 1882-3, p. 59; 1889, p. 69; 1927, p. 142.)
Cross-reference.

— Rules

of inheritance, see

§

113-903.

Decree of adoption to be
copy of the decree of adoption

74-405. (3016)
statistics.

Board

—A

of Health.

(Acts 1927,

with registrar of vital
shall be filed with the State

filed

142; 1933, p. 12.)

p.

—

be the privilege of any
person related by blood to such child, if there is no father or mother, to
file objections to the application for adoption, and the court, after hearing
74-406. (3017) Objections

by

the same, shall determine, in
constitute a

good reason

relations.

It shall

whether or not the same

discretion,

its

for refusing the application.

—

Adoption of adult person; consent. Adult persons may
be adopted in like manner, and have their names changed, on giving consent to such adoption. (Acts 1859, p. 36.)
74-407. (3018)

CHAPTER

74-99.

Sec.

74-9901.

CRIMES.

Sec.

Putative father of illegitimate
child refusing to give security; punishment; disposition

74-9902.

Abandonment
as witness.

of child.
Wife
"Dependent con-

dition."

of fine.

74-9901. (682 P. C.) Putative father of illegitimate child refusing to

give security; punishment; disposition of

fine.

—

If

the putative father of

an illegitimate child shall refuse or fail to give security for the maintenance and education of such child, and also the expense of lying-in with
such child, boarding, nursing, and maintenance while the mother is confined by reason thereof, when required to do so in terms of the law, he
shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. If fined, the fine shall be paid over to
the ordinary of the county, to be by him invested and applied from time

§

Parent and Child.

74-9902

to time, as occasion

payment

may

1862

require, for the maintenance of such child,

and

expense of lying-in with such child, boarding,
nursing, and maintenance while the mother is confined by reason thereof,
and shall not be retained by the officers of court for the purpose of paying insolvent costs due them, or for any other purpose. (Cobb, 818. Acts
for the

of the

1S65-6. p. 233; 1892, p. 102; 1902, p. 57.)

—

Cross-references. Father required to give bond, see § 74-303. Punishment for
furnishing weapon to minor, see § 26-5108. Punishment for gambling with minor,
see § 26-6405; for allowing minors to roll tenpins, see § 26-6701; for furnishing
cigarettes to minors, see § 26-6801.

74-9902. (116 P. C.)

pendent condition."

—

Abandonment
If

of child.

Wife as witness. "Deabandon

any father shall wilfully and voluntarily

dependent condition, he shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. The wife shall be a competent witness, in such cases, to testify for or against her husband.
A child thus abandoned by the father
shall be considered to be in a dependent condition when the father does
not furnish sufficient food and clothing for the needs of the child. (Acts
his child, leaving

1866, p. 151

;

§

38-1604.

in a

1878-9, pp. 66, 67; 1907, p. 57.)

—

Competency of husband or wife to
Punishment for cruelty to children, see

Cross-references.
see

it

testify against
§

PARTIES:

See Title 3, Actions, Chapters 3-1, 3-4; Title
Error, Chapter 6-12; Title 37, Equity, Chapter 37-10.

PARTITION:

each other,

26-8001.

See Title 85, Property, Chapter 85-15.

6,

Appeal and

TITLE

75.

PARTNERSHIP.
Chap.

Sec.

75- 4.

General principles
Rights and liabilities of partners among themselves
Rights and liabilities of partners as to third persons
Limited partnership

75-99.

Crimes

75-

1.

75- 2.

75-

3.

75-101

75-201
75-301
75-401

75-9901

CROSS-REFERENCES.
Actions against partners: See Title 3, Actions, Chapter 3-3.
Amendment, adding names of partners by: See Title 81, Pleading and Practice,
§

81-1305.

Appeal and Error, § 6-108.
Attachment affidavit by partner: See Title 8, Attachment, § 8-110.
Claims by one partner for all: See Title 39, Executions and Proceedings ThereAppeals:

under,

See Title

6,

39-806.

§

Confidential relations preventing acquisition
Equity, §§ 37-707, 37-708.

of

adverse rights:

See

Title

37,

Dishonor, notice of: See Title 14, Bills and Notes, § 14-811.
Execution against partnership property: See Title 39, Executions and Proceedings Thereunder, § 39-117.
Fictitious or trade name in business:
See Title 106, Trade-marks and Trade
Names, Chapter 106-3.
Inventories of administrators; notice of estate's interest in partnership: See
Title 113, Wills, Descent, and Administration of Estates, § 113-1404.
Judgments: See Title 3, Actions, § 3-301; Title 110, Verdict and Judgment,
§

Ne

110-309.

See Title 37, Equity, § 37-1401.
promise after dissolution: See Title 3, Actions, § 3-905.
Payment to partner: See Title 20, Contracts, § 20-1001.
Presentation of instrument to partner for payment: See Title 14,
exeat:

New
§

Bills

and Notes,

14-708.

Set-off:

Venue:

See Title
See Title

20, Contracts, § 20-1303.
2,

Constitution of the State of Georgia,

§

2-4304; Title

3,

Ac-

tions, § 3-204.

CHAPTER

75-1.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES.

Sec.
75-101.
75-102.

75-103.

Sec.

Manner

of creating partnership.

What

constitutes partnership
as to third persons.

Extent of partnership as among
partners. Extent of liability
Ostensible partner.

Dormant

Time

of commencement
partnership.

75-101. (3155)

Manner

and

dissolution

of

partnership.
75-107.
75-108.

How

partnership dissolved.
Notice of dissolution of partnership.

Effect of
nership.

or

75-110.

Death

of

75-111.

False partner or retired partner,
use of name in firm name.

secret partner.
75-105.

Duration

75-109.

as to third persons.
75-104.

75-106.

dissolution

of a partner as
continuance.

of creating partnership.

—A

be created either by written or parol contract, or

it

of
it

partaffects

partnership may-

may

arise

from a

A

§

75-102

Partnership.

joint ownership, use.

and enjoyment

1864

of the profits of undivided property,

real or personal.

What

s

75-102.

(3158

)

constitutes partnership as to third persons.

—

joint interest in the partnership property, or joint interest in the profits

and losses
sons.

of the business, shall constitute a

A common

Cross-references.

partnership as to third per-

interest in profits alone shall not.

— Interest of each, see

§

75-206. Interest of cropper, see

§

61-501.

(3156) Extent of partnership as among partners. Extent of
liability as to third persons.
As among partners, the extent of the part75-103.

—

nership shall be determined by the contract and their several interests

As

the partnership property.

in

to third persons, all shall be liable, not

only to the extent of their interests in the partnership property, but also
to the

whole extent

Cross-reference.
§

of their separate properties.

—judgments

against

partners

bind

partnership

property,

see

39-117.

75-104.

Dormant or

(3157) Ostensible partner.

secret partner.

— An

one whose name appears to the world as such, and
he shall be bound, though he has no interest in the firm. A dormant or
secret partner is one whose connection with the firm is really or pro-"
fessedly concealed from the world.
ostensible partner

is

—

Cross-references. Privileges of special partner, see § 75-414.
erating under fictitious or trade name, see § 106-301 et seq.

75-105. (3159)

Time

commencement
commencement of

of

shall be specified for the

mence immediately upon the closing
75-106.

Partnership op-

of partnership.

—

the partnership,

no time
shall com-

If

it

of the contract.

(3161) Duration and dissolution of partnership.

—

If there shall

be no agreement as to the time of continuance, the partnership shall be

and may be dissolved at any time by any partner on
three months' notice to his partners.

his giving

at will,

75-107.

(3162)

How

partnership dissolved.

— Every partnership

is

dis-

solved at any time by the mutual consent of the parties, by the death, in-

by the extinction

sanity, or conviction for felony of one of the parties,
of the business for

partner as will

in

it

was formed,

or

by such misconduct

of either

equity justify a decree of dissolution.

— Dissolution

Cross-reference.

75-108.

which

of limited partnership, see

§

(3163) Notice of dissolution of partnership.

75-413.

—The

dissolution

by the retiring of an ostensible partner shall be made
known to creditors and to the world. Dissolution by the retiring of a
dormant partner shall be made known to all who had knowledge of his
of a partnership

connection with the firm.
Cross-reference.

75-109.

(

— Notice

3 164 )

shall put an

Effect

end to

all

of dissolution of limited partnership, see

of

dissolution

of

partnership.

—A

§

74-423.

dissolution

the powers and rights resulting from the partner-

ship to the partners, except for the purpose of a general accounting and

winding up

of the business.

As

to third persons,

it

shall absolve the

—
Partnership.

1865

partners from

all liability for

75-203

§

future eontracts and transaction

.,

hut not

for the transactions that are past.

—

Cross-references. Power of partner after dissolution, see § 75-310. Suits
of private associations or corporations, see § 22-1001.

members

Death

75-110. (3160)

of a partner as

it

affects continuance.

contract specifies the term for which the partnership

formed,

is

\\

the
shall

it

continue for that time, or until the death of a partner. If it is desired
to continue notwithstanding the death of a partner, it shall be so Specified.
Cross-references.
§

—Administrator

may

Renewal or continuance

113-1523.

continue business of
of limited partnership, see

deceased,
§

see

75-411.

name in firm
name or style the

75-111. (3165) False partner or retired partner, use of

name.

name
name

—No partnership may lawfully insert

in its firm

any individual not actually a partner, nor continue in such firm
or style the name of a retired partner. Each member of the firm

of

sum of $100
be recovered by any person who may sue

violating this provision shall forfeit the

for every day's vio-

lation, to

for the same.

''Act

1837, Cobb, 588.)
Cross-reference.

CHAPTER

— Precedence

75-2.

in suits

by informers,

see

§

3-606.

RIGHTS AND LIABILITIES OF PARTNERS
AMONG THEMSELVES.

Sec.

Sec.

75-203.

Good faith inter se, requirement of.
Power of each partner.
Power of majority of partners;

75-204.

matters outside of business.
Introducing new partner; con-

75-201.
75-202.

75-201. (3171)
faith

is

required

bound

for

Interest

of

each partner;

lia-

bility for losses.

75-207.

Contribution in case of insol-

75-208.

Surviving partner;

ven t partner.
rights

and

liabilities; division of assets.

75-209.

sent.

Incoming partner
debts, when.

75-205.

75-206.

75-210.

Same; powers as
Same; power as

to personalty.
to real estate.

—

Good faith inter se, requirement of. The strictest good
among partners, and that which would not amount to

fraud as to third persons

may

be such a violation of this faith as to justify
equity in compelling a partner to give up any advantage thus obtained.

—

Cross-references. What are confidential relations, see
tion of acquisition of adverse rights, see § 37-708.

75-202.

(3172)

Power

of each partner.

into the affairs of the firm, and, unless

— Each

§

37-707.

partner

Their preven-

may examine

otherwise agreed, have joint pos-

and apply its assets, contract or otherwise
bind the firm in matters connected with its business, and execute any
writing or bond in the course of the business at no time transgressing
the rights of other partners or seeking in bad faith to evade or violate

session of

its effects,

collect

;

their wishes.
Cross-references.
for firm, see

§

— Payment to partner,

effect of, see

§

20-1001.

Executing bond

75-314.

75-203. (3175)

Power

of majority of partners; matters outside of busi-

ness.

— Unless otherwise stipulated, a majority of the partners shall

trol

on any question within the scope of the partnership business

con;

but

§

75-204

Partnership.
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may

veto the use of the partner-

outside of such business, any partner
ship assets.
75-204.

Introducing

(3173")

new

signing- his interest or otherwise,

partner; consent.

may

the consent of the others, unless such

introduce a

power

— No partner, by as-

new

partner without

shall be reserved in the con-

tract.

(3174) Incoming partner

75-205.

bound

for debts,

when.

—An

incom-

not bound for the old debts of the firm in the absence of an
express agreement, on sufficient consideration, to assume the old indebting partner

edness.

is

64 Ga. 243.)

(74 Ga. 91.

(3169) Interest of each partner; liability for losses.

75-206.

— Unless

agreement, partners shall be equally interested
in all the stock or property brought into the business, it matters not by
which; partners shall be equally entitled to share the profits and equally
otherwise provided

bound

to

pay the

Cross-reference.

75-207.

in the

losses.

— What

constitutes a partnership, see

§

75-102.

(3170) Contribution in case of insolvent partner.

—

If

one of

several partners shall prove to be insolvent, each solvent partner shall be

bound

to contribute according to his interest to

Cross-reference.

sets.

the pro rata

such insolvent for the debts of the firm.

liability of

75-208.

make good

— Contribution

by persons jointly

liable, see § 37-303.

(3176) Surviving partner; rights and liabilities; division of as-

—The surviving partner,

in case of death,

may

control the assets of

the firm to the exclusion of the legal representatives of a deceased partner,

and he

Where

be primarily liable to the creditors of the firm for their debts.
partnerships have been, or shall be, dissolved by the death of one

shall

or more partners, and

all

the debts of the firm are paid, the assets of the

may

be divided in kind between surviving partners and the representatives of the dead partners by three disinterested
appraisers, chosen by the parties as arbitrators or appointed by the ordinary of the county where the survivors reside, either in term or vacation,
firm, as far as possible,

on application of either party, said appraisers to be sworn to make a fair
appraisement and division to the best of their ability; and after such
division, the representatives of the dead partners may sue in their own
names upon all choses in action assigned to them in the division. (Acts
1869, p. 132.)

— Interest

in unsettled partnership to be included in inventory
13-1404. Administrator may continue business of deceased,
Transfer of liens, see §§ 67-1706, 67-1707, 67-2302.

Cross-references.

by administrator, see
see

§

113-1523.

75-209.

(3177)

§

1

Same; powers

as to personalty.

erty shall vest in the surviving partners,

paying the debts and making

thereof for

—Title to personal prop-

who have

the right to dispose

distribution.

(93 Ga. 154 (19

S. E. 831).)

Cross-reference.

75-210.
of the firm

debts.

— New

(3178)

Same; power

§

3-905.

as to real estate.

— In

equity real estate

considered personal property to the extent necessary to pay
surviving partner may dispose of the entire equitable interest

is

The

promise by partner, see

Partnership.

1867
therein,

§

75-306

and the purchaser may compel a conveyance from the heirs of

the deceased partner. (93 Ga. 155 (19 S. E. 831).)

CHAPTER

RIGHTS AND LIABILITIES OF PARTNERS AS
TO THIRD PERSONS.

75-3.

Sec.

Sec.
75-301.

Secret stipulations, effect as to
third persons.

75-309.

Duty

75-302.

Binding effect of acts of part-

75-310.

Power

of agent as to instructions
given him.

75-303.

Same; matters outside

of part-

75-305.

Disposition

75-312.

upon insolvency.
Suits by and against; process;
return of non est inventus;

assets

of

creditors

Lending money to partner; recovery from partnership.
Purchasing of firm assets from
partner;

75-306.

among

75-311.

nership.
75-304.

of partner after dissolu-

tion.

ner.

title

acquired.

Guaranty or accomodation

judgment.
Proof of partnership on denial
by defendant.
Execution of bond by partner
in firm name.
Garnishment of partner's inter-

75-313.
in-

dorsement.

75-314.

75-307.

Liability for fraud of one partner.

75-308.

Responsibility for torts of partner or servant.

75-315.

est in firm assets.

75-301. (3179) Secret stipulations, effect as to third persons.

—Third

persons shall not be bound by any stipulation among the partners themselves, unless actual notice of such stipulation shall be proved prior to
their actions.
Cross-reference.
see § 4-301.

—Private

instructions to general agent not affect third parties,

75-302. (3180) Binding effect of acts of partner.

—All the partners

shall

be bound by the acts of any one, within the legitimate scope of the business of the partnership, until dissolution or the commencement of legal

proceedings for that purpose, or express notice of dissent to the person
about to be contracted with.
Cross-reference.

—Payment of money to partner,

75-303. (3182)

Same; matters outside

see

§

20-1001.

of partnership.

—Third

persons

acting with a partner in a matter not legitimately connected with the

partnership shall have no right against the firm or any other member.

Lending money

from partnership.
A person lending money to a partner for the firm shall not be bound
to see to its application, but if he shall know, or shall have reasonable
grounds to suspect, that it is intended to be applied to purposes other
than the business of the firm, he may not recover it from the partnership.
75-304. (3183)

to partner; recovery

—

75-305. (3184) Purchasing of firm assets

—Third persons shall acquire no

title

from partner;

title

to partnership assets

acquired.

by purchase

from one member, when notice or a reasonable ground of suspicion shall
be known to them that the partner is misapplying or seeks to misapply
such assets.
75-306.

(3185) Guaranty or accommodation indorsement.

or an accommodation indorsement
of ordinary partnerships.

is

—A guaranty

not within the legitimate business

§

Partnership.

75-307

1868

—

(3186) Liability for fraud of one partner. All the partners
shall be responsible to innocent third persons for damages arising from
75-307.

the fraud of one partner in matters relating to the partnership.

—

Cross-references. Liability and punishment for fraud in affairs of limited partPrincipal bound for neglect and fraud of agent, see § 4-311.
nership, see § 75-9901.

75-308.

(3187) Responsibility for torts of partner or servant.

shall not be responsible for torts

committed by

— Partners

For the negunder the

a copartner.

ligence or torts of their agents or servants they are responsible

same

rules

which apply

to individuals.

—

Cross-references.
Principal bound for neglect and fraud of agent, see
When principal
Liability of agent for exceeding authority, see § 4-409.
for trespass of agent, see § 4-312.

75-309.

Duty

(3181)

of the partnership

of agent as to instructions given

4-311.
liable

him.— An agent

generally bound to obey each partner.

is

§

is

If

contra-

dictory instructions shall be given by different partners, he shall not be

bound

to

obey

Cross-references.

person

is

75-310.

but shall act for the best interest of the partnership.

either,

— Where

liable for torts

(3188)

agent

by

Power

is

appointed by several, see § 4-207.
when, see § 105-108.

Every

wife, servant, etc.,

of partner after dissolution.

—After

dissolution,

power to bind the firm by a new contract,, nor to
any cause extinct, nor to renew or continue an ex-

a partner shall have no

revive one already for
isting liability, nor

change

its

dignity or

its

nature.

—

Cross-references. Effect of dissolution, see § 75-109. Administrator may conNew promise after dissolution, see
tinue business of deceased, see § 113-1523.
§

3-905.

75-311. (3189) Disposition of assets

among

creditors

upon insolvency.

— When a partnership shall be insolvent, and one of the partners shall be
deceased insolvent, the creditors of the partnership, in equal degree with
individual creditors,

may

not claim to share in the individual assets of

the deceased partner until the individual creditors shall have received

from the individual assets as such
partnership creditors have received from the partnership assets.

upon

their debts such a percentage

Cross-reference.

75-312.

— Disposition

assets, see

§

37-409.

by and against; process; return of non est inJudgments may be entered up and execution issue

name

—

of the firm or against the firm,

partner, with a return of

a

and individual

(3167) Suits

ventus; judgment.
in the

of joint

non

est inventus as to the others, shall authorize

judgment against the firm binding

property of the one served.

Service of process on one

all

the firm assets and the individual

(Act 1840, Cobb, 589.)

—

Cross-references. Extent of partnership, see § 75-103. Judgments against partRepresentatives of partners, etc.,
ners bind partnership property, see § 39-117.
may be sued, see § 3-305. Judgments for or against partnership shall be good,
when, see § 110-309. Suits by and against limited partnerships, see § 75-424. Suits
against members of private associations, etc., see § 22-1001.

75-313.

(3166) Proof of partnership on denial

by defendant.

— When

partners sue or are sued in their firm name, the partnership need not be

proved unless denied by the defendants, or one of them, upon oath, on
plea in abatement filed. (Act 1841, Cobb, 590.)
Cross-reference.

— Dilatory

pleas

must be sworn

to,

see

§

81-403.

Partner

1869

,111c.

75-402

§

—

bond by partner in firm name. In all legal
proceedings wherein it shall become necessary for partners to V\-' bond,
any one of the partners may execute such bond ill the firm name. (Act
75-314.

(3168) Execution of

('-

1838, Cobb, 589.)
Cross-references.

— Power

of each partner, see
Appeals
§ 46-104.

garnishment by partners, see

Garnishment

75-315. (3190)

by partners,

of partner's interest in firm assets.

interest of a partner in the partnership assets

ment

Affidavit and bond lot
etc., see § 6-108.

75-202.

8

may

—The

be reached by a judg-

by process of garnishment served on the firm, and shall
not be subject to levy and sale. The lien on such interest shall attach
from the date of the judgment against the partner.
creditor

Cross-reference.

— Partners

CHAPTER

subject separately to attachment, see

75-4.

Sec.

75-402.

Formation; nature of business.
How constituted; general and

75-403.

Authority of general partners.

75-404.

Specifications

75-414.

be signed by
75-405.

of certificate
partners.

to

Acknowledgment of certificate.
Certificate and power of attorney, when and where filed.
Affidavits of general partners as
to capital paid in.

75-408.

Prerequisites to formation of
partnership; false statement in
certificate or affidavit.

Publication of terms

of

75-415.

75-411.

partner.

special

who

are part-

stock not to be with-

Capital

drawn.
75-416.

Interest and profits, etc.

75-417.

Liability of general partners.

75-418.

Fraud

75-419.

Fraudulent assignments,

of partners, liability.
etc.,

by

partnership invalid.
75-420.

part-

nership.
75-410.

of

ners.

75-407.

75-409.

Privileges

Sign showing

special partners.

75-406.

8-106.

LIMITED PARTNERSHIP.

Sec.
75-401.

§

Fraudulent assignments, etc., by
general or special partners
invalid.

Evidence of publication.
Renewal or continuance of
partnership.

75-421.

Liability of special partners, etc.

75-422.

Special

partners,

rights

as

75-412.

Firm name.

creditors in case of insolvency

75-413.

Alteration of names, nature of
business, or in capital or

or bankruptcy.

shares,

etc.,

deemed

tion.

how

75-423.

Dissolution,

75-424.

Parties to suits.

dissolu-

effected.

—

Formation; nature of business. A limited partnership,
for the transaction of any mercantile, commercial, mechanical, manufacturing, mining, or agricultural business within this State, may be formed
by two or more persons, upon the terms, with the rights and powers, and
subject to the conditions and liabilities herein prescribed: but the provisions of this Chapter shall not be construed to authorize any such
partnership for the purposes of banking or insurance. (Act 1837, Cobb.
75-401. (3191)

585.)
Cross-reference.

— Punishment

of partner for fraud in affairs of limited partner-

ship, see § 75-9901.

75-402.

(3192)

ited partnerships

How
may

constituted; general and special partners.

consist of one or

more persons, who

— Lim-

shall be called

who shall be jointly and severally responsible as
general partners, and of one or more persons who shall contribute in
general partners, and

—
§

Partnership.

75-403

actual cash a specific

sum

called special partners,

as capital to the

and who

1870

common

stock,

who

shall be

shall not be liable for debts of the part-

nership beyond the fund so contributed by him or them to the capital,
except as hereinafter provided. (Act 1837, Cobb, 585.)
75-403.

(3193) Authority of general partners.

—The

general partners

only shall be authorized to transact business, and sign for the partner(Act 1837, Cobb, 585.)
ship, and to bind the same.
75-404.

(3194) Specifications of certificate to be signed

by

partners.

Persons desirous of forming such partnership shall make, and severally
sign, by themselves or attorneys in fact, a certificate which shall contain:
(Act 1837, Cobb, 585.)
1.

The name

of the firm

under which such partnership

to be con-

is

ducted.
2.
3.

The general nature of the business intended to be
The names of all the general and special partners

transacted.

inserted therein,

distinguishing which are general and which are special partners, and
their respective places of residence.
4.

The amount

tributed to the
5.

The time

which

shall

it

of capital

common

which each special partner

shall

have con-

stock.

which the partnership is to commence, and the time at
terminate and signed by an attorney in fact, the power of
at

;

attorney duly authenticated shall be recorded along with such certificate.
75-405. (3195)

Acknowledgment

of certificate.

—The

shall

certificate

be acknowledged by the several persons signing the same, or their attorneys in fact, before a judge of the superior court, ordinary, justice of the
peace, or notary public, and such

the officer before
75-406.

— The

whom

the

same

(3196) Certificate and

certificate

certified, shall

be

and power
filed in

acknowledgment
is

made.

power

shall be certified

by

(Act 1837, Cobb, 585.)

of attorney,

when and where

of attorney in fact, so

filed.

acknowledged and

the office of the clerk of the superior court of

the county in which the principal place of business of the partnership

and be recorded by the clerk at large in a book to be
that purpose, open to public inspection. If the partnership shall

shall be situated,

kept for

have places of business situated in different counties, a transcript of the
certificate, and power of attorney, and of the acknowledgment thereof,
duly certified by the clerk in whose office it shall be filed, under his official seal, shall be filed and recorded in like manner in the office of the
clerk of the superior court in every such county; and the clerk for each
registry required by this Chapter shall be entitled to the sum of $5. (Act
1837, Cobb, 585.)
75-407.

(3197) Affidavits of general partners as to capital paid

in.

—At

the time of filing the original certificate, with the evidence of the ac-

knowledgment

thereof, an affidavit or affidavits of the several general

partners shall also be

filed in

the

same

office,

stating that the

sums

speci-

have been contributed by each of the special
partners to the common stock have been actually and in good faith paid
in cash, and a certified copy of such certificate, power of attorney, and
fied in the certificate to

Partnership.

1871

affidavits shall be evidence in all courts

§75-413

and places whatever,

(Act 1837,

Cobb, 586.)
75-408.

ment

(3198) Prerequisites to formation of partnership; false state-

in certificate or affidavit.

— No

limited partnership shall be dee:.

have been formed until the certificate herein mentioned shall have
been made, acknowledged, filed, and recorded, nor until an affidavit shall
have been filed as above directed; and if any false statement shall be
made in such certificate or affidavit, or if such partnership business shall
be commenced before such certificate or affidavit is filed, all the persons
interested in such partnership shall be liable for all the engagements
thereof as general partners. (Act 1837, Cobb, 586.)
to

•

75-409. (3199) Publication of terms of partnership.

publish the terms of the partnership,

weeks immediately

when

— The partners shall

registered, for at least six

after such registry, in at least

two newspapers pub-

Provided,
which the place of business is situated
there are two newspapers there published but if not, then in one and
if no newspaper shall be published in the county in which the business is
to be transacted, the notice shall be published in the newspaper in which
the sheriff advertises; and if such publication shall not be made within
two months from the filing of such certificate and affidavit, the partnership shall be deemed general. (Act 1837, Cobb, 586. Acts 1873, p. 24.)
lished in the county in

:

;

;

75-410. (3200) Evidence of publication.— The affidavits of the publi-

by the printers, publishers, or editors of the newspapers in which the same shall be published may be filed in the office of
the clerk of the superior court in which the certificate has been filed, and
cation of such notice

shall be evidence of the facts therein contained.

(Act 1837, Cobb, 586.)

—

Renewal or continuance of partnership. Every renewal
-or continuance of such partnership beyond the time fixed for its duration
shall be certified, acknowledged, and recorded, and an affidavit of a general partner shall be made and filed, and notice shall be given in the man75-411. (3201)

and every such partnership which shall be otherwise renewed or continued shall be deemed a
general partnership. (Act 1837, Cobb, 586.)
ner herein required for

75-412. (3203)

its

original formation

Firm name.

—The

;

business of the partnership shall be

conducted under a firm name in which the names of the general partners
only shall be inserted without the addition of the word "company," or
any other general term and if the name of any special partner shall be
used in such firm name, he shall be deemed a general partner. (Act 1837,
Cobb, 587.)
;

Cross-reference.
to

file

see

§

— Partnership

names and addresses

of

operating under fictitious or trade

name

required

owners of business with clerk of superior

court.

106-301 et seq.

75-413. (3202) Alteration of names, nature of business, or in capital or

—

deemed dissolution. Except as provided in this section,
every change made in the firm name, of the general partners, in the nashares, etc.,

ture of the business, or in the capital or shares thereof contributed, held,

or owned or to be contributed, held, or owned by any of the special partners, or the death of any partner, whether general or special, shall dis-

§

Partnership.

75-414

1872

such partnership is continued, shall
constitute such partnership a general partnership in respect to all business transacted, after such alterations or death, unless the articles of

solve the limited partnership, or

partnership shall provide that

if

the event of the death of a partner the

in

be continued by the survivors, in which case it shall be
so continued with the consent of the personal representative of the deceased partner, and the personal representative may succeed to the part-

may

tnership

nership rights of such deceased partner and continue the business as
if

such partner had remained

Any

alive.

special

time to time increase the amount
owned by him, or one or more special partners

may from

partner

of capital stock contributed, held, or

may

be added to the

amount

partnership, on actually paying in an additional

of capital, to be

agreed on by the general and special partners, and on filing in the office
oi the clerk with whom the original certificate was filed an additional
certificate of the general partners, in the partnership name, verified by
the oath of one of them, stating the increase of capital, stock, and

whom, and

by

names and residences of such additional special partners,
and whether of full age, and the amounts contributed by each to the
common stock, together with the affidavit of one or more of the general
partners stating that the amounts specified in such additional certificates
have been actually and in good faith paid in cash and such alteration
shall not make the partnership general.
No additional publication of
the

;

the terms of the partnership, nor of the alteration thereof,

required in

is

any of such cases. Any special partner, or the legal representative of
any such special partner deceased, may sell his interest in the partnership or any portion thereof without working a dissolution thereof or
.

rendering the partnership general,

if

a notice of such sale be filed within

whom

10 days thereafter in the office of the clerk with
tificate of

partnership was

upon become

and the purchaser thereof shall therepartner, with the same rights as an original special

a special

(Acts 1919,

partner.

Cross-references.

filed,

p. 96.)

— How

limited partnership,

how

partnership

effected, see

§

dissolved,
75-423.

see

§

75-107.

Dissolution

Sign showing

(3205) Privileges of special partner.

75-414.

the original cer-

who

of

are

— A special partner may at any time examine into the conditions

partners.-

and progress

ment

of the

may

of the partnership concerns,

same, and,

when

advise as to the manage-

the general partner or partners

be ren-

illness,

temporary absence, or

may direct and control the business
Provided, such special
partner may do

of the partnership as a

dered incompetent to act on account of
other cause,
general

may

:

partner, before assum-

ing such direction and control, shall cause to be placed in a position
easily to be seen

sign showing

by

who

all

parties dealing with said partnership a placard or

are the general and

who

the special partners constitut-

ing such partnership; otherwise the special partner or partners shall not
transact any business on account of the said partnership, nor be employed
for that purpose as agent or in

any capacity akin thereto.

If,

the provisions of this section, the special partner shall in any
terfere with the business

deemed

and

affairs

contrary to

manner

of the partnership, he

a general partner; but a special partner

may

shall

in-

be

act as the attorney

)

Partnership.

1873

§

75-420

or'counselor at law for the partnership without being liable to be<

(Act 1837, Cobb, 587.

general partner.

— Liabilities

Cross-reference.

Acts 1884-5,

of special partners, see

§

p. 47.

75-421.

No

75-415. (3206) Capital stock not to be withdrawn.

part of the -urn

which any special partner shall have contributed to the capital stock
shall be withdrawn by him or paid or transferred to n'm in the
e of
any
time
or
otherwise,
during
at
the continuance of
dividends, profits,
the partnership, but any partner may annually receive lawful interest on
the sum so contributed by him, if the payment of such interest -hall not
reduce the original amount of such capital and if, after the payment of
such interest, any profits shall remain to be divided, he may also receive
his portion of such profits, but shall not be liable for any debts previously
contracted by the general partners. (Act 1837, Cobb, 587.)
}

;

75-416.

payment

(3207) Interest and profits, etc.

—

If it shall

appear

that,

by the

any special partner, the original capital
has been reduced, or the firm shall be unable to pay its debts, the partner
of interest or profits to

receiving the

same

shall be

ceived by him necessary to

bound to restore the interest or profits remake good his original share of the original

(Act 1837, Cobb, 587.)

stock.

75-417. (3208) Liability of general partners.
shall be liable to each other,

agement

and

—The

general

partners

to the special partners, for their

of the business of the firm, both in laAv

man-

and equity, as other part-

ners are liable. (Acts 1837, Cobb, 587.)
Cross-reference.

75-418.

who

— Good

faith inter se, see

(3209; 727 P. C.)

shall be guilty of

Fraud

any fraud

§

75-201.

of partners, liability.— Every partner

in the affairs or

business of the partner-

ship shall be liable civilly to the party injured, to the extent of his
age.

dam-

(Act 1837, Cobb, 587.)

Cross-reference.

— Criminal

liability,

see

§

75-9901.

75-419. (3210) Fraudulent assignments, etc.,

Every

by partnership

invalid.

—

assignment, or transfer of any of the property or effects of
such partnership, made by such partnership when insolvent or in consale,

templation of insolvency, or after or in contemplation of the insolvency
of any partner, with the intent of giving a preference to any creditor of

such partnership or insolvent partner over other creditors of such partnership or insolvent partner, and every judgment confessed, lien created,
or security given by such partnership, under the like circumstances and
with the like intent, shall be void as against the creditors of such partnership. (Act 1837, Cobb, 587.)

—

Cross-references. Acts void as against creditors, see § 28-201.
partner for fraud in affairs of limited partnership, see § 75-9901.

Punishment

of

Fraudulent assignments, etc., by general or special partners invalid. Every such sale, assignment, or transfer of any of the
property or effects of a general or special partner who may have become
liable as a general partner, made by such general or special partner when
insolvent or in contemplation of insolvency, or after or in contemplation
of the. insolvency of the partnership, with the intention of giving to any
creditor of his own, or of the partnership, a preference over creditors of
75-420. (3211)

—

§

/

Partnership.

5-421

the partnership, and every

1874

judgment confessed,

lien created, or security

given by any such partner .under the like circumstances, and with the like
intent, shall be void as against the creditors of the partnership.
(Act

Cobb. 588.)

L837,

—

Preferences and assignments for benefit of creditors generally,
Debtor and Creditor, Chapter 28-3.

Cross-reference.
see Title 28,

who

(3212) Liability of special partners, etc.
shall violate any provision of the preceding

shall

concur

75-421.

in.

or assent to, any such violation

by any individual partner,
Cobb, 58&)

— Any

special partner

two sections, or who
by the partnership, or

shall be liable as a general partner.

(Act 1837,
•

75-422. (3213) Special partners, rights as creditors in case of insolvency

or bankruptcy.
ship,

— In case of the insolvency or bankruptcy of the

no special partner

shall,

under any circumstances, be allowed to

claim as a creditor until the claims of
nership shall be satisfied.

partner-

all

the other creditors of the part-

(Act 1837, Cobb, 588.)

—

(3214) Dissolution, how effected. No dissolution of a limited
partnership, by the acts of the parties, shall take place previous to the
75-423.

time specified in the certificate or

its

renewal, until a notice of such in-

and recorded in the clerk's office
in which the original certificate was recorded, and published at least once
a week for four weeks in a newspaper printed in each of the counties
where the partnership has places of business but if no newspaper shall
be printed in such counties, the notice shall be published for four weeks
in the newspaper in which the sheriff of said county advertises, which
notice shall be signed by all the partners, or their representatives
Pro-

tended dissolution shall have been

filed

;

:

vided, that nothing herein contained shall be so construed as to affect

demand

the collection of any

may have been

against any of the special partners which

contracted previously to the

special partnership.

commencement

of such

(Act 1837, Cobb, 588.)

—

Cross-references. How a partnership is dissolved, see § 75-107.
of limited partnership deemed dissolution, see § 75-413.

Alteration of

name

75-424.
in the

(3204) Parties to suits.

name

or

names

— Suits by limited partnerships shall be

of the general partners only,

and

suits against

such

partnership shall be brought against the general partners only, except in

where the special partners shall be rendered liable as general partners, in which cases suits may be brought against all the partners jointly
or severally, or any one or more of the special partners may be sued in
the same action with the general partners. (Act 1837, Cobb, 587.)
case-

Cross-reference.

— Suits

by and against partnerships, see

CHAPTER

75-99.

§

75-312.

CRIMES.

Sec.
75-9901.

Partners guilty of fraud,

75-9901.

ner

who

etc.

(3209; 727 P. C.) Partners guilty of fraud, etc.— Every part-

shall be guilty of

any fraud

in the affairs or business of a limited

Partnership.

1875

§

75-9901

partnership shall be punished as for a misdemeanor. (Act 1837, Cobb,
587.

Acts 1895,

p. 63.)

—

Cross-references. Liability for fraud of copartner, sec
for fraud in limited partnership affairs, see § 75-418.

§

PASSENGERS, carriage of: See Title 18, Carriers.
PAUPERS: See Title 23, Counties, Chapters 23-21

PAWNS AND PAWNBROKERS:

75-307.

Civil liability

to 23-24.

See Title 12, Bailments, Chapters
12-7;
Title
Public
12-6,
Revenue, Chapter 92-20.
92,

PAYMENT:

See Title 20, Contracts, Chapter 20-10.

TITLE

76.

PEACE WARRANTS AND BEHAVIOR
BONDS.

Chap.

Sec.

Bonds
Bonds

76-1.

76-2.

for

good behavior

76-101

to

keep the peace

76-201

CROSS-REFERENCES.
Breach of the peace: See Title

CHAPTER

Crimes and Punishment, Chapters 26-51 to

26.

26-55.

BONDS FOR GOOD BEHAVIOR.

76-1.

Sec.

Sec.

Authority to require bond.
Suit for breach of bond; dispo-

76-101.

76-102.

Extension from term to term.
Wife may require bond,

76-103.
76-104.

sition of recovery.

76-101.

(1317 P. C.) Authority to require bond.

—Any judicial

officer

authorized to hold a court of inquiry may, upon the information of
others, under oath, or on his

person

own

motion, issue his warrant against any

county whose conduct

in the

more

the safety of any one or

or the property of the same,

is

such as to justify the belief that

of the citizens of the county, or the peace
is

in

danger of being injured or disturbed

thereby; and upon the return of the warrant, the court in

may

require from such person a

Cross-references.

76-102.

sureties for his

discretion

good behavior

term of the superior court of the county.

until the next
of inquiry, see

bond with

its

§

— Bond

to keep the peace, see

§

76-201.

Who may

hold courts

27-401.

(1318 P. C.) Suit for breach of bond; disposition of recovery.

— For a violation of the bond, suit may be brought at the instance of any
citizen of the county,

and one-half

of the recovery shall be paid to the in-

former, and the other half shall be added to the educational fund of the
county.
76-103.

(1319 P. C.) Extension from term to term.

good behavior may be extended from term
in its discretion; the sureties, like

rendering their principal.

If

other

to

bail,

not extended,

it

— Such

bond

for

term by the superior court,
having the privilege of sur-

shall expire with the session

of the court.
76-104.

bond

for

H324

P. C.)

Wife may require bond.

good behavior against her husband.

—A

wife

may

require a

Pkack

1877

CHAPTER

Wak rants and Behavior

§76-2/

Bonds.

BONDS TO KEEP THE PEACE.

76-2.

Sec.

Sec.
.•

a
i.u
~,\
Authority
to require bond.

76-202.

Breach of the bond; right of

•*

Provoking

76-203.

ir
oai
76-201.

i

breach

of-

bond;

effect

action.

76-204.

Kxtcnsion of bond.

76-205.

Wife may require bond.

—

(1320 P. C.) Authority to require bond. Upon the information of any person, under oath, that lie is in fear of bodily harm to himself or his family, from another, or of violent injury to his property, any
76-201.

judicial officer authorized to hold a court of inquiry

may

rant against such other person, requiring his arrest; and

turn thereof, the court

is

satisfied,

issue his warif,

upon the

upon hearing the evidence

parties, that probable cause for such fear exists,

he

may

of both

require the ac-

cused to give bond, with good security, to keep the peace as against the
person, family, and property of the affiant, and, on failure to give the
bond, shall commit him to
Cross-reference.

— Bond

for

jail.

good behavior,

Breach

see

§

76-101.

bond; right of action.— Actual violence, or a menace of violence, or any other act intended and calculated
to excite alarm, or to provoke a breach of the peace, shall be a violation
of such bond; and for every such act the party at whose instance it shall
be required shall have a right of action.
76-202. (1321 P. C.)

76-203.

(1322 P. C.) Provoking breach of bond; effect.— If the party

requiring the bond, by his
other,

of the

own

conduct, shall provoke a violation by the

no recovery shall be had.

76-204. (1323 P. C.) Extension of bond.

—The

superior court may, at

any time, discharge the bond, unless there shall be a. motion to extend
it, accompanied by evidence to satisfy the court of the necessitv of such
extension.
76-205. (1324 P. C.)

bond

Wife may require bond.

—A

wife

may

require a

to keep the peace against her husband.

PEDDLERS:

See Title 84, Professions, Businesses, and Trades,
ter 84-20; Title 92, Public Revenue, Chapter 92-16.

PEEPING TOM

:

Chap-

See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment, Chapter 26-20.

TITLE

77.

PENAL INSTITUTIONS.
PART

I.

COUNTY

JAILS.

Chap.
77-

Sec.

77-101

Jailers

1.

PART

MISDEMEANOR CONVICTS.

II.

Chap.

Sec.

In general

77- 2.

PART

77-201

III.

STATE PRISONS. BOARD OF PARDONS.

Chap.

Sec.

77- 4.

Prison Commission;
Miscellaneous provisions

77-301

77-

Board of pardons

77-501

control of convicts; duties of officers, etc

77- 3.

5.

PART

IV.

77-401

GEORGIA TRAINING SCHOOLS.

Chap.
77-

6.

77-

7.

Sec.

Georgia State Training School for Boys
Georgia Training School for Girls

77-601

77-701

PART XXX. CRIMES.
Chap.

Sec.

In general

77-99.

77-9901

CROSS-REFERENCES.
See Title 35, Eleemosynary Institutions, Chapter 35-1.
See Title 24, Courts, Chapter 24-24.
Probation: See Title 27, Criminal Procedure, Chapter 27-27.
Sheriffs:
See Title 24, Courts, Chapter 24-28.
Taxation for county purposes: See Title 92, Public Revenue, Chapter 92-37.
Whipping as punishment: See Title 2, Constitution of the State of Georgia,

Board

of Control:

Juvenile courts:

§

2-107.

See also Title

27,

Criminal Procedure, Chapter 27-25.

PART

I.

CHAPTER

COUNTY

77-1.

Sheriffs as jailers; authority to

appoint
77-102.

77-103.
77-104.

77-107.

When

77-108.

Record of prisoners to be kept.
Grand jury to inquire into record; contempt by sheriff.

jailers.

Oath and bond.
Fees; time of payment; local
laws not repealed.
Cruelty, etc., by jailers prohib-

77-109.

keeper of the

77-111.

United States prisoners, receiv-

77-112.

Duty

When

coroner

is

jail.

77-106.

notice of refusal to receive United States prisoners
shall be given.

Duties of the sheriff.
Defaulting sheriffs and deputies
fined for contempt.

77-110.

ited.

77-105.

JAILERS.

Sec.

Sec.
77-101.

JAILS.

ing, etc.

of officers

changed.

when venue

is

—

:

Penal Institutions.

1879

Sheriffs as jailers; authority to appoint jailers.

77-101. (1149 P. C.)

by virtue

Sheriffs are,

appointment of
scribed by law.
Cross-reference.

§ 77-105

of their offices, jailers of the counties,

and have the

jailers,

subject to the supervision of the ordinary, as p

— Duty

of

grand jury to inspect county

jails,

etc.,

see

§

59-315.

—

Oath and bond. Before entering on the duties of
such jailers must give to the sheriff bond and surety for the

77-102. (1150 P. C.)
their office,

performance of their duties as
jailers, and shall take and subscribe before the ordinary of the county
"I do swear that I will well and truly do and
the following oath, viz.
perform all and singular, the duties of jailer for the county of
and that I will humanely treat prisoners who may be brought to the jail
of which I am keeper, and not suffer them to escape by any negligence
or inattention of mine. So help me God." (Act 1811, Cobb, 201, 202.)

sum

of $1,000, conditioned for the faithful

:

,

77-103. (1135 P. C.) Fees; time of

payment;

local

laws not repealed.

Jailers are entitled to the following fees, to wit

Turning the key when he receives the prisoner, 60
Turning the key when he

cents.

finally discharges the prisoner,

60 cents.

on any ground whatever, such fees
as may be fixed by the ordinary, or other authority having charge of
county affairs, of the county, who is hereby invested with the power to
Dieting prisoners confined in

fix

jail

said fees.

Whenever

jail fees

are chargeable to the county, they shall be paid

monthly.

This section shall not vary or repeal any
of jailers.

(Acts 1875,

p.

22

;

local act regulating the fees

1880-1, p. 76.)

—

Editorial Note. A number of statutes relating to the compensation of jail employees in certain counties have been omitted from this Code because of the limitation upon the number of counties in which they apply.
Such statutes are as
follows: sections 1136, 1137 P. C. of the Code of 1910, limiting the compensation
of the deputy jailer and jail guards in counties having therein cities of a population of not less than 50,000 and not more than 75,000 inhabitants according to the
United States census; Acts 1911, p. 197, prescribing the compensation for turnkeys
and guards employed in and about jails in counties containing a city ''which now
has or may hereafter have a population of not less than 65,000 nor more than
100,000 inhabitants ;" Acts 1933, p. 246, prescribing that in counties "having a
population of not less than 90,000 nor more than 130,000 inhabitants according to
the census of the United States," the county commissioners and ex officio judges
of such counties shall fix the number and salaries of the jailers, the deputy jailers,
turnkeys, guards and other like jail employees; section 1161 P. C. of the Code of
1910, limiting the salaries of jailers, deputy jailers, and jail guards in counties
having therein "a city of over 64,000 inhabitants according to the census taken
by the United States" and not having local legislation on the subject.

77-104. (286 P. C.)

Cruelty,

etc.,

by

jailers prohibited.

— Xo jailer shall

imprisonment or other cruel treatment make or
induce a prisoner to become an approver, or accuse and give evidence
against another, or be guilty of wilful inhumanity or oppression to any
prisoner under his care and custody. (Cobb, 805.)

by too great

a duress of

—

Cross-references. Penalty for violation of this section, see
for punishing convicts without authority, see § 26-1411.

77-105.

(1151 P. C.)

When

77-9901.

—

Penalty

keeper of the jail. The coroner
the sheriff is imprisoned or absent from

coroner

be keeper of the jail when
the county, leaving no deputy.
shall

§

is

-

§

Penal Institutions.

77-106

1880

—

United States prisoners, receiving, etc. The keeper
vi a comity jail may decline to receive a prisoner from the custody of any
person acting- under the authority of the United States, or he may receive
such prisoner if the consent of the authority having* control of county
matters is first obtained. If the keeper receives such prisoner, it shall be
under like penalties and subject to the same action as in the case of prisoners committed under the authority of the State. (Acts 1889, pp. 47, 48.)
77-106. (1152 P. C.)

77-107.

When

(1153 P..C.)

prisoners shall be given.

—

If

notice of refusal to receive United States

the keeper of the

jail shall

consent to receive

a prisoner, as provided in the preceding section, neither he nor the county

authorities shall refuse to receive

any prisoner so committed by the au-

thority of the United States, unless 20 days' written notice shall pre-

viously be given by such sheriff to the United States marshal, or other

United States charged with the custody of United States
prisoners, of his refusal to receive any more prisoners committed by the
United States authorities. (Acts 1889, pp. 47, 48.)
officers of the

(1154 P. C.) Record of prisoners to be kept.—The sheriff shall

77-108.

keep, in a well-bound

book provided

oners committed to the

for that purpose, a record of all pris-

the county of which he

which
record shall contain the name of the person committed, age, sex, and
color, under what process committed, and from what court issued, the
crime charged, the date of commitment to jail, and the day of discharge,
and under what order discharged, and the court from which it issued';
which book shall, at all times, be subject to examination by any person,
and the sheriff shall keep the book on file in his office. (Acts 1877, p. 111.)
jail of

is sheriff,

—Acts

1877, p. Ill, provided that in the county of Richmond the
the above section "shall be kept by the jailer, as provided
for sheriffs, except that it be kept in the jail. This proviso was omitted from the
end of the above section, since it applies in only one county.

Editorial Note.

book mentioned

(1155 P. C.)

77-109.
sheriff.

—

in

It shall

Grand jury

to inquire into record;

contempt by

be the duty of the grand jury, at each term of the court

held in the county, to inquire into the contents of the record kept; and
if

not kept, or

if

incorrectly kept, they shall so report to the court, and

upon such report being made the judge presiding

shall cause the solicitor

general to have the sheriff served with a rule, requiring him to

cause

why

show

he should not be punished for contempt; and the judge shall

inquire into the facts, and

if

he shall find that the preceding section

is

not complied with, he shall impose a fine of not less than $25 nor more

and not more than $100 and not less than
$50 for each subsequent offense, which fine shall be enforced and
collected by attachment, as in other cases of attachments against sheriffs.
than $50 for the

(Acts 1877,
77-110.

p. 111.)

fl

sheriff —

To
of

first offense,

156 P. C.) Duties of the sheriff.— It shall be the duty of the

take from the preceding sheriff custody of the

jail

and the bodies

such persons as are confined therein, with the precept, writ, or cause

of detention.

Penal Institutions.

1881

§77-112

furnish prisoners with medical aid, heat, and blankets, to be reimbursed, if necessary, from the county treasury; and to suffer a penalty

To

tor neglect, as prescribed in this Code.

To

take

all

prisoners arrested, or in execution under any criminal or

an adjoining county, or to the jail of some
other county when more accessible, if the jail of the county shall be in
an unsafe condition, under such rules as arc prescribed in this Code.
civil

process, to the

jail of

(Cobb, 858.)
Cross-references.

— Other duties, see

§

24-2813.

Escapes, see §§ 26-4505 to 26-4511.

Editorial Note.— Sections 1159 to 1165 P. C. of the Code of 1910, authorizing
the management and care of jails by the county commissioners in counties having
therein "a city of over 64,000 inhabitants according to the census taken by the
United States," and not having local legislation on the subject, have not been
included in this Code because of such limitation upon the number of counties in
which they apply. See note under § 77-103.

(1157 P. C.) Defaulting sheriffs and deputies fined for conIf any sheriff or deputy shall fail to comply with the provisions

77-111.

tempt.

—

of section 77-110, he shall be fined for a contempt, as the clerk of the su-

perior court

is

in similar cases. Section 24-2724 shall also

Cross-reference.

77-112.

— Defaulting

(1158 P. C.)

apply to

sheriffs.

changed.

— In

sheriffs, see § 24-2814.

Duty

of officers

when venue

is

all

cases in which a change of venue shall be made, the sheriff of the county

from which the prisoner is to be moved shall carry the prisoner to the
county to which the change of venue was directed, and deliver him to

who

the sheriff of said county,

The

shall then take charge of such prisoner

county from which the prisoner is
to be removed shall carry with him and deliver to the sheriff the warrant
under which the prisoner was arrested, or the commitment. The clerk
of the superior court of the county from which the prisoner has been
removed shall send a true transcript of the order for the change of venue,
together with the evidence before the court of inquiry, and all other
papers connected with the case, to the superior court of the county to
which the prisoner has been transferred. (Acts 1868, p. 133.)
as in other cases.

Cross-reference.

sheriff of the

— Clerk to transmit papers,

for witnesses, see

§

PART

when venue changed; subpoenas

MISDEMEANOR CONVICTS.

II.

CHAPTER

77-2.

Sec.
77-201.

etc.,

27-1202.

IN GENERAL.
Sec.

Employment on

public

works

77-206.

County

authorities shall not
or receive fees for
delivery.

demand

of county.
77-202.

Safe-keeping, support, and em77-207.

ployment.
77-203.

Counties
in°&

77
on <
77-204.

may combine

ties.

work77-208.

convicts

wt,
u
a
azfor
When anda where
demand
convicts

77-205.

in

mayJ

be lodged.

Oldest demand to be

filled first.

Hiring out convicts by counEstablishment oi camps in another count >' for quarrying,
etc>

** onn
77-209.

u£
Machinery
for quarrying camps
-*«-

in

other counties.

Penal Institutions,

201

§

Sec.

Sec.
,"7-210.

Good behavior

of

misdemeanor

77-213.

convicts, time shortened for.
77-211

77-212.

1882

Rules for government of convicts; preparation and publi-

Whipping bosses; appointment;
compensation; duties. Discipline without whipping boss.
Whipping administered only
when reasonably necessary.

cation;
7

/-214.

amendment,

Superintendent,
sonally liable

etc.,

for

not

per-

injury

to

convict.

—

works of county. When
misdemeanor convicts shall be sentenced to work in a chain gang on the
public works or roads, or shall be confined in jail for nonpayment of fines,
"7-201. (1166 P. C.)

Employment on

public

the ordinary, county judge, or board of commissioners of the county

where the convictions were had, or where the convicts are confined, may
place them, in the county or elsewhere, to work upon the public works
of the county, in chain gangs or otherwise. (Acts 1874, p. 24.)

—

Funds arising from labor of convicts, see § 27-2914. DispoNo prescription against convicts during conof convicts, see § 77-325.
Disposition of persons convicted by court-martial, see
finement, see § 85-411.
See also § 77-336 as to disposal of misdemeanor convicts.
§ 86-1204.
Cross-references.

sition

—

Editorial Note. Acts 1933, p. 122, prohibiting the use of convicts on public
works or roads in counties having a population of not less than 9,465 and not
more than 9,665 whenever two successive grand juries shall so recommend, and
authorizing the resumption of their use whenever such use shall be recommended
by two successive grand juries, has not been included in this Code because of
such limitation upon the number of counties in which it applies. For the same
reason Acts 1914, p. 87, requiring county authorities working a chain gang force
upon its roads, by and with the consent of the governing authorities of any municipality "having a population as per the census of 1910 of not less than 7,000 or
10,000," upon reaching the limits of such municipal corporation to work
said force through such municipality, that is, to continue to work on said street
or streets of such municipality upon reaching the point of intersection of public
road or roads, with the street or streets, through the limits of said municipality,
has also been omitted.

more than

77-202.

(1167 P. C.)

Safe-keeping, support, and employment.

—The

county authorities having control of convicts shall provide suitable
places for their safe-keeping and their support by the county, and shall
employ necessary overseers and guards for their safe-keeping and con(Acts 1865-6,
stant and diligent employment upon the public works.
p.

37; 1866. p. 26.)

—

(1168 P. C.) Counties may combine in working convicts.
For the purposes specified in the preceding sections, two or more counties may combine, keep, and work together the convicts, on such terms,
77-203.

and on such public works anywhere, as they may agree upon. (Acts 1866,
p. 26.)

—

Cross-reference. Counties working chain gangs together on intercounty improvements, see §§ 23-1802 to 23-1804.

77-204.

(1169 P. C.)

—When

When

and where demand

for convicts

may be

county or incorporated city, town, or village has organized, or determined to organize, a chain gang, to work misdemeanor
convicts on its roads, streets, or other public works, it may lodge demands for such convicts with the clerk of any court having jurisdiction
to try misdemeanors, and such clerk shall file the same, noting date of
receipt by him. fActs 1878-9, pp. 167, 168.)
lodged.

a

demand

When

any person shall be convicted of a misdemeanor and sentenced to work on the
public works, in chain gangs or otherwise, he shall be delivered to the
77-205.

(1170 P. C.) Oldest

to be filled first.—

Penal Institutions.

1883

§ 77-211

county or municipal corporation having the oldest unfilled demand on
file with the clerk aforesaid, unless the county in which the conviction
is had shall have, within its own limits, an arrangement for working
convicts on the public works of the county, or some municipal corporation thereof, in which case the convicts may be retained and worked in
that county. (Acts 1878-9, p. 168.)
77-206. (1171 P. C.)

County authorities

—The county authorities,

shall not

demand

or receive

which such convictions may
be had, shall not demand or receive from any other county or any municipal corporation any bonus, fees, or compensation, for the delivery of the
fees for delivery.

in

convicts. '(Acts 1878-9, p. 168.)

(1172 P. C.) Hiring out convicts by counties.

77-207.

vided in section 77-336, no person or

— Except as pro-

official shall hire to

any other per-

son or corporation any misdemeanor convict, and it shall be unlawful for
any person or corporation to work any such misdemeanor convict so
(Acts 1908,

hired.

p. 1119.)

77-208. (1173 P. C.) Establishment of

—

camps

in another

county for

County authorities having control of a chain gang may
camps beyond the limits of their respective counties, at any

quarrying,
establish

etc.

point, for the purpose of quarrying or gathering rock, gravel or other

material to be used by said county in the improvement of
or the streets of any city situated therein.

its

The consent

public roads,

county
which the

of the

commissioners, ordinary or county judge of the county in
camps are to be located shall first be obtained. (Acts 1892, p. 94.)
77-209. (1174 P. C.)

Machinery

for quarrying

—Any county establishing a camp as provided

camps

in other counties.

in the

preceding section

connection therewith, purchase, use, and control any machinery
necessary for the purpose of crushing rock or preparing the same for
use on the public roads, or any public building in their respective coun-

may,

in

ties, in

as full and

ample a manner as

if

the

work were

carried on within

the limits of their respective counties. (Acts 1892, p. 94.)
77-210. (1179 P. C.)

— Persons

Good behavior

of

misdemeanor convicts, time
chain gangs of misdemeanor
be entered the names of the

having charge of
convicts shall keep a book in which shall
convicts under their charge, and at the end of each laboring day they
shall record opposite the name of each his conduct during that day and
should it appear from this book that the conduct of any one has been
good, and that he has been diligent in performing the work assigned to
him, his time of service and confinement shall be shortened four days
in each month for the time of sentence. (Acts 1884-5, p. 89.)
shortened

for.

;

Whipping bosses; appointment; compensation;
without whipping boss. The authorities of any

77-211. (1175 P. C.)
duties.

Discipline

—

county or municipal corporation, employing or having labor performed
by convicts in such county or municipal corporation, may appoint a
whipping boss for such convicts, and fix his compensation and prescribe
his duties. Proper and necessary discipline may be administered bv the
superintendent or other officer or person having control, under author-

Penal Institutions.

77-212

without the employment of a whipping boss. (Acts

of a convict,

itv.

1884

1890-1, pp. 211. 212.)

(1176 P. C.)

77-212.

necessary.

— No

Whipping administered only when reasonably

whipping

shall be administered to a convict

by a whip-

ping boss or other officer or person, except in cases where it is reasonably necessary to enforce discipline or compel work or labor by the convict.

(Acts 18TO-1, p 212.)
.

(1177 P. C.) Rules for government of convicts;

77-213.

preparation

—

and publication: amendment. Said authorities shall prepare and have
full and complete, reasonable and humane rules and regulations for the government of the convicts under their control, which rules
may be amended as occasion may require, but shall specifically prescribe the powers and duties, in all respects, of the superintendent, commissioner, guard, whipping boss, or other person connected with the
management of convicts, as to their care, keeping, control, work, and
published

(Acts 1890-1,

discipline.

Cross-reference.

— Convicts

p. 212.)

not compelled to

work on Sunday,

see

§

26-6909.

not personally liable for injury to convict. No superintendent, commissioner, guard, whipping
boss, or other person in charge of convicts shall be personally liable
77-214 (1178 P. C.) Superintendent,

etc.,

—

any injury to a convict resulting from the employment, care, keeping,
control, work, and discipline of convicts who are under the direction of
said governing authorities, respectively, in accordance with reasonable
and humane rules and regulations thus adopted. (Acts 1890-1, p. 212.)

for
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Sec.
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77-322.

n

Convict labor not to be used in
competition with free labor.

Commissioners; election, terms of office,
There shall be a commission of three citi-

77-301. (1185, 1186 P. C.)

vacancies, and chairman.

—

zens, to be

known

The terms

of office of the

as the Prison

Commission

of the State of Georgia.

commissioners shall be for a period of six
years, one to be elected at each general election.
In case of any vacancy, the same shall be filled by executive appointment, and the commissioner so appointed shall hold his office until the next regular election
and until his successor for the remainder of the unexpired term has been
elected and qualified. The commissioners shall elect one of their number
chairman. (Acts 1897, p. 71 1899, p. 67.)
;

Oath and bond

77-302. (1187 P. C.)

of commissioners.

— Before

en-

tering upon the discharge of the duties of their office, each commissioner shall take the oath required of

a bond, with good security, in the

all

public officers, and shall execute

sum

of $5,000, payable to the

Gov-

ernor and
ance of the duties devolving upon him, which bond shall be approved
by the Governor, and filed and recorded as other bonds. (Acts 1897,

his successors in office, conditioned for the faithful perform-

p. 71.)

Cross-reference.

— Oath

of public officers, see §§ 89-301 et seq.

77-303. (1188 P. C.) Salaries

and expenses

of commissioners.

— The

commissioners shall receive as salaries the sum of $3,500 each per annum, and in addition thereto actual traveling expenses while in the discharge of their duties, which salaries shall be paid as those of Statehouse
officers are now paid, and their traveling expenses by warrants upon
itemized bills, certified by the board and approved bv the Comptroller
General.

(Acts 1897,

p.

72; 1919,

p.

105.)

and office supplies.— The Commission shall
have an office in the capitol. and such books, stationery, stamps, and
other office supplies as may be needed shall be provided as such sup77-304. (1189 P. C.)

plies are

now

Office

furnished to the Statehouse

officers.

(Acts 1897. pp. 71. 72.)

S
o

Penal Institutions.

77-305

1886

(1190 P. C.) Secretary of Commission; oath, bond, salary, etc.
Commission shall select a secretary whose duties shall be de-

77-305.

— The

He

termined by the board.

and

shall receive a salary of $2,500 per

in addition thereto actual traveling

He

of his duties.

annum,

expenses while in the discharge

shall hold office at the pleasure of the board.

He

time to the service of the Commission, and shall be
required to take an oath to faithfully discharge his duties, and give a
bond in such amount as may be fixed by the Prison Commission, payshall give his entire

able to the Governor, conditioned for the faithful performance of his
duties.

77-306.
aries.

(Acts 1897.

p.

(1191 P. C.)

—The

70; 1908, p. 1119; 1919, p. 284.)

Power

Commission

shall

and physicians; salappoint such officers and physicians as
to appoint officers

may

be necessary. Except as otherwise provided in this Chapter, the
officers and physicians so appointed shall not receive a greater sum

than $100 each per month.

(Acts 1903,

p. 65.)

—

Editorial Note. Acts 1910, p. 130, authorizes the county physician in counties
having therein a city of not less than 54,000 and not more than 85,000 to employ
a nurse for the county jail hospital.

77-307.

(1192 P. C.) Guards and wardens; appointment by

— The

Commission shall appoint such wardens and guards
may be necessary, and shall define their duties. (Acts 1908, p. 1119.)

sion; duties.
as

Commis-

—

Cross-references. Commission's authority to discharge employees, see
Compelling convicts to work on Sunday prohibited, see § 26-6909.

§ 77-312.

—The

pay of
a guard shall not exceed $75 per month, and that of a warden $100
per month
Provided, that no person under the age of 21 years, and
who does not furnish a certificate signed by three reputable citizens of
his county, giving testimony of his good moral character, shall be employed as such warden, guard, or other employee. No guard or warden
shall be employed or retained who drinks intoxicating liquors to excess and no warden or guard shall be appointed who does not furnish
a certificate from the ordinary of the county in which he resides, that
he is, in the opinion of said ordinary, a humane, sober, and honest man.
77-308.

(1193 P. C.)

Same;

salaries; qualifications, etc.

:

;

(Acts 1908, pp. 1119, 1124; 1918,

— Penalty for
Note. — Acts 1933,

Cross-reference.

ployment as guard, warden,

making

etc.,

see

§

p.

127.)

false statement as to age to secure
77-9905.

em-

Editorial
p. 123, requiring the board of county commissioners
or other fiscal agent of counties having a population of not less than 75,000 and
not more than 100,000 by the last or any future census of the United States, to
appoint, and authorizing them to remove at pleasure, the warden, deputy warden,
physician, or any other officer or employee who has charge, control or direction
of convicts in such counties, and whose salary is payable out of the county treasury, and authorizing such board to fix the compensation of such officers, and Acts
1933, p. 243, making similar provisions as to counties having a population of not
less than 35,400 and not more than 36,000 by the last or any future census of the
United States, have been omitted from this Code because of such limitations upon
the number of counties in which they apply.

77-309.

T1194 P. C.) Supervisors; duties, salaries, and expenses.

Prison Commission are hereby authorized,

if

they deem

it

—The

necessary, to

employ not more than four supervisors, who shall visit the various
counties, inspect the convicts and their work, and perform such other
duties as may be required of them by the Commission. If practicable,
civil

engineers shall be selected for these positions.

The

salaries shall

—
;

Penal Institutions.

1887

not exceed $150 per

month and

§ 77

actual traveling expenses.

(Acts 19

pp. 1119, 1129.)

Same; other

77-310, (1195 P. C.)

duties.

—

It shall

be the duty of the

supervisors to inform themselves thoroughly upon the subject of road
building, and assist, as far as possible, those in different counties and
municipalities in planning and constructing public roads, bridges, and

duty of the Commission to furnish those representing the various counties engaged in building roads, bridges, and
public works, information on the subject of handling their convicts
economically and successfully, with reference to the construction
public roads, bridges, and other public works in which said counties and
(Acts 1908, pp. 1119, 1130.)
municipalities may be engaged.

works; and

it

shall be the

—

Cross-references. Punishment of employees in control of convicts for receiving
from convict labor, see § 77-9906. Punishment of physician, warden or
other employee for violating this Chapter, see § 77-9907.
profit

Oath and bond

77-311. (1197 P. C.)

of

warden; oath

of physicians.

All wardens and physicians shall be required to take an oath to perform

under the law and the rules of the Commission, before entering upon the discharge thereof; and wardens shall give a bond in
such amount as the Prison Commission may fix. (Acts 1908, pp. 1119,
their duties

1125.)

77-312. (1198 P. C.)

Power

to discharge employees.

sion shall have lawful authority to

summarily discharge,

employee having either care or charge
camps. (Acts 1908, pp. 1119, 1126.)
Cross-reference.

— Guards

—The

Commis-

for cause,

any

of said convicts or said convict

and wardens appointed by Commission, see

§

77-307.

and control of convicts; rules and
regulations. All convicts, whether sentenced for felony or misdemeanor
crimes, and all convict camps shall be under the direct supervision of
the Prison Commission, which shall provide rules and regulations for
the management, discipline, and control of said convicts, and of said
77-313. (1199 P. C.) Supervision

—

convict camps, subject to the approval of the Governor.
sion shall have complete

management and

The Commis-

control of the State convicts

hours of their labor, the manner and extent of their
punishment, the variety and quantity of their food, the kind and character of their clothing; and shall make such other rules and regulations
as will assure their safekeeping and proper care.
(Acts 1903, p. 65.)
shall regulate the

77-314. (1200 P. C.) Sanitary rules; disinfection of quarters.

—

It shall

be the duty of the Prison Commission to require constant and thorough
disinfection of the quarters of the convicts, and the observance and maintenance of sanitary rules and appliances. (Acts 1908, p. 1119.)
77-315. (1201 P. C.) Discretion of

State farm; separation of races.

Commission

employment on
discretion as to what

as to

— In exercising their

convicts shall be employed upon the State farm or farms, and in awarding the labor of convicts to counties and municipalities,

it

shall be the

duty of the Prison Commission, where practicable, to employ whites and
negroes in separate institutions and locations, and they shall be provided with separate eating and sleeping apartments
Provided, that the
:

Penal Institutions.

77-316
I

1888

Prison Commission shall have authority, in their discretion, to place
any number of said convicts on the State farm, to be used on said farm

do farm work or such other labor on said farm as the Prison
mission may deem best and the Commission may, at any time,
such labor is needed, upon the request of the authorities in charge,
as many as 50 of such convicts at work upon the property of any
institution.
(Acts 1908, pp. 1119, 1123.)
to

;

— Chaining

Cross-reference.
see

§

place
State

colored convicts together,

77-9904.

77-316.

—

or confining white and

Comwhen

It shall

(1202 P. C.) Inspection of convict

be the duty of some

make personal

member

of

camps by the Commission.
the Prison Commission to

camps, including the county
road-gangs, every six months, and to make a thorough inspection of
every detail of management, plan of operation, and treatment of convicts said visits to be made without notice to the authorities in charge
of the various camps. (Acts 1908, pp. 1119, 1127.)
visits to the various convict

;

77-317.

(1203 P. C.) Segregation of classes of prisoners.

Commission

shall provide

:

—The

Prison

For the keeping of the male and female

may

not come in contact with
each other for the keeping, separate and apart from the other inmates
of the prison, of minors under the age of 15 years; for the keeping sep-

convicts separate and apart, so that they
;

arate and apart of white and colored convicts

when

actually engaged in

work

when not

at

work, and

to be kept separate as far as practica-

(Acts 1897, pp. 71, 73.)

ble.

— Chaining or confining white and colored convicts together,
Note. — The temporary provisions of the above section as
appears in

Cross-reference.
see

§

77-9904.

Editorial
the Code of 1910, relating to the purchase of a State farm,

it

etc.,

have been omitted.

—The

Prison Commission shall be
required to classify the prisoners at the State farms near Milledgeville
77-318. Classification of prisoners.

and in Tattnall county, according to physical condition, conduct, and
demeanor and the degrees of crime, and to make rules, if not already in
existence, governing the transfer from one class to another of such prisoners, such classes to be designated by grades. The prisoners convicted
for heinous crimes, and those who appear to be incorrigible, and those
whose conduct is subversive of discipline and the morale of the prison
camps shall be segregated and kept apart, both during working hours
and in the hours of rest, from the other prisoners not so classified; with
the provision, however, that when the conduct of any prisoner put in
the segregated class for the above reasons shall justify his transfer, he
shall be promoted and transferred to the group of prisoners not under
(Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., pp. 118, 122.)
the ban herein provided for.
Editorial Note.

77-319.

making

— See

editorial note

under

§

Female and infirm prisoners,

77-321.
etc.,

not to be transferred.

transfers to the prison farm in Tattnall county the Prison

mission shall retain at the State farm near Milledgeville

— In

Com-

female prisoners and all those assigned to the tuberculosis hospital, and also those
that are infirm or incapacitated for work on the Tattnall county farm,

and

in

addition thereto such other prisoners as

may

all

be needed and

may

be assigned by the Prison Commission to work in any of the industrial

Penal Institutions.

1889

§ 77-322

plants located on the State farm near Milledgeville or that
after be erected thereon to be operated

may

by and under the direction

he
of the

much
Prison Commission; and the Prison Commission shall rese.
of the lands of the State farm near Millcdgeville as may be needed for
the support and maintenance of the female prison era and of the tubercular prisoners, and of such aged, infirm, or disabled prisoners as may
i

be left on such farm, and also such lands as may be needed for use in
connection with the operation of industrial plants, together with such
buildings as may be needed for housing, caring for, and keeping safely

may

the several classes of prisoners above mentioned and such others as

be assigned to the State farm near Millcdgeville. (Acts 1931, Kxtra.
Sess., pp. 118, 121.)

77-320. (1205 P. C.)

Certain convicts to go upon farm.

— The Com

mis-,

upon the State farm near Milledgeville the females, who
shall be put at such labor as is best suited to their sex and strength. They
shall also place upon said farm or farms all boys under 15 years of age,
who shall be put at such work as is best suited to their strength and age,
making provisions for such moral and manual training as may be conducive to their reformation and restoration to good citizenship. Such
aged, infirm, or diseased convicts as in the judgment of the Commission
should not be hired out, and such others as may be needed or reserved
by said Commission, shall be put at such labor as the Commission may
sion shall place

direct.

(Acts 1897, pp. 71, 77.)

—
Note. — As

Cross-reference. Georgia State Training School for Boys, see Chapter
Georgia Training School for Girls, see Chapter 77-7.
to municipal
Editorial
counties, see note following § 77-619.

77-321. Tattnall county

tain convict

farm

and industrial farms for certain

male convicts.

for

camps and work felony

convicts.

Counties

77-6.

cities

may

— The prison farm

in

and

mainTatt-

county shall be for the express purpose of accommodating the male
convicts that may come into the hands of the Prison Commission, those
convicts that may be surrendered by county officials, and male convicts
now at the State farm near Milledgeville who may be assigned to the
farm in Tattnall county
Provided, however, that any county in this
State now maintaining a convict camp or that may hereafter desire to
set up and maintain a convict camp where felony convicts are worked or
kept shall have the right to use its quota of felony convicts as now provided by law. (Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., pp. 118, 120.)
nall

:

—

Editorial Note. The above section is taken from Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., p. 118.
providing for the appointment of a prison farm purchase commission. About half
of that Act or resolution was of a temporary nature, and such portions thereof
have not been codified. The portions having permanent application have been
codified with such changes in the terminology as were made necessary by the
omission of the temporary provisions.

77-322.

Lands may be turned over

The remainder

to Milledgeville State Hospital.

—

farm near Milledgeville, and
buildings not required for use in supporting, maintaining, and caring for
and keeping safely the several classes of prisoners mentioned in section
of the lands at the State

37-319, including those prisoners
plants,

may

assigned to work

in

the

industrial

be turned over by the Prison Commission to the authorities

of the Milledgeville State Hospital for the insane, to be used

by them

in

Penal Institutions.

§ 77-323

1890

housing- and caring tor and supporting- colored insane patients.

But the

lands and buildings reserved by the Prison Commission are expressly

under the jurisdiction of the Prison Commission, and are not to be
encroached upon by such hospital or its authorities. (Acts 1931, Extra.
Sess., pp. US. 121.)
left

~~-323.
of.

(1206 P. C.) Surplus products of penitentiary,

— The

Commission

shall sell, to the best advantage, all

how

disposed
surplus prod-

ucts of the penitentiary, and shall apply the proceeds thereof to the

maintenance of the institution as far as necessary. Should any surplus
funds arise from this source, they shall be paid into the State treasury
annually and the Commission shall, at the end of each quarter, make
to the Governor a detailed report of all such transactions. (Acts 1897,
;

pp. 71. 74; 1^31, Extra. Sess., pp. 118, 124.)

77-324.

(1206 P. C.) Furnishing farm products to State institutions.

The Prison Commission

is

—

authorized to furnish products raised and

produced on the prison farms to the various State institutions requiring
such products, and shall receive credit for products so furnished at a
reasonable and fair price. Any surplus shall be sold and disposed of by
the Prison Commission.
(Acts 1897, pp. 71, 74; 1931, Extra. Sess.,
pp. 118, 124.)
Editorial Note.

— See

note under

§

77-321.

how disposed of; employcounty
municipality.
All male felony conof
or
victs, except such as are required by law to be kept at the State farms,
may be employed by the authorities of the several counties and municipalities upon the public roads, bridges, or other public works of said
counties or municipalities, as hereinafter provided. Annually, prior to
the 10th of February, the Prison Commission shall communicate with
the county authorities and ascertain those counties desiring to use convict labor upon their public roads and said counties shall, through their
proper authorities, advise the Prison Commission, in writing, whether
they desire to use such labor upon their roads, and the number of convicts desired.
The proportion of convicts which each county shall be
entitled to shall be ascertained by the Prison Commission on the following basis, to wit
all the convicts available and to be awarded to, and
to be apportioned among the counties for use or work on the public
roads, bridges or other public works, shall be apportioned among said
77-325.

(1207 P. C.) Male felony convicts,

—

ment on public works

:

counties on the basis of the total

number

of miles in length of all public

which mileage is to be
Should any county desire to
work more than the proportion of its convicts upon its roads, the county
authorities shall, in writing, make requisition upon the Prison Commission for the number wanted in excess of their proportion, and the Prison
Commission shall furnish the number so required, to be paid for by
the counties as hereinafter provided. Any two or more of said counties
may combine for the purpose of working and improving the roads of
their respective counties, by and with the consent and approval of the
Prison Commission. In apportioning the convicts to the several counties the Prison Commission shall have the power, in their discretion, to
roads existing in said county on January
ascertained by the Prison Commission.

1,

1916,

Penal Institutions.

1891

§ 77-328

award the convicts to other counties than the one in which the conviction
was had. A county shall have the right, upon the approval of the Pri
Commission, to deliver its quota of felony convicts, and also its misdemeanor convicts, if it so desires, to another county to be used in the
construction and repair of public roads, bridges or other public works,
and the county so receiving such convicts shall have the right to compensate the county from which the convicts came with work upon
public roads, bridges or other public works or by the exchange of an
equal

number

of convicts.

Cross-reference.

(Acts 1908,

— Employment

p.

1119; 1916,

of convict labor

p.

52 j

by Highway Department, see

§§ 77-326, 95-1718 to 95-1720.

Use

77-326.

of felony convicts

on State-aid roads.

— In

addition to the

provisions of section 77-325 for the disposition of felony convicts, the

Prison Commission

work so many

may

arrange with the State

Highway Department

such convicts upon any of the State-aid system of
public roads in this State as can be economically worked, and the State
Highway Department shall work upon such highways such portion of
such convicts as the Highway Department can economically work, the
Highway Department being authorized to provide for the housing,
clothing, feeding, guarding, equipping, and otherwise taking care of
such convicts so worked by the Highway Department, out of funds in its
(Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., pp. 118,
hands available for such purpose.
to

of

124.)

—Use of convict
Note.— See note under

Cross-reference.
to 95-1720.
Editorial

77-327. (1208 P. C.)

labor by
§

Highway Department,

see §§ 95-1718

77-321.

Every county may have

its

quota.

—Any

county

which has not taken its quota of convicts may at any time apply to the
Commission for them, and the Commission shall, as early as practicable,
furnish the county with its quota.
(Acts 1908, pp. 1119, 1121.)

When Commission may

equip and work roadhereby authorized, when in
funds, to purchase road-working machinery, appliances, and teams, and
to equip and organize *oad-working forces, the same to be used for the
construction and repair of public roads, bridges, or other public works
in the counties not using their convicts under the foregoing sections,
when requested by the authorities of such counties so to do the work
to be done, as far as practicable, in proportion to the number of convicts
which would have been assigned to such county in case the county had
worked its convicts. The Commission may work in such counties as
many more convicts in addition to said proportion as any county is willing to pay the expense of, and as the Commission may have at its disposal. When the Prison Commission shall work any force of convicts
in any county, such county shall pay to the Commission the expense, including maintenance of equipment and of working the forces, and shall
buy the material required for the work done in the county. The county
authorities of such county are hereby authorized to pay said expense out
of any funds raised for road purposes. Accurate books of account shall
be kept by the Prison Commission of all work done and expenses incurred. In all cases provided for in this section, the county authorities
77-328.

working

(1209 P. C.)

forces.

—The Prison Commission

is

:

§

Penal Institutions.

77-329

shall designate the roads to be so

worked

1892

or constructed.

(Acts 1908,

pp. 1119. 1121.)

^1210 P. C.) Excess of convicts prorated among counties using
If all convicts shall not be disposed of under the precedingsections, the Prison Commission may place convicts in counties desiring*
77-329.

convicts. —
to use

them

in

excess of their quota. Counties

may

use as

many

con-

upon the terms and conditions in this Chapter provided
Provided, that in the event the request by counties should exceed the number of convicts on hand, they shall be prorated among
those counties making application for same. In such cases, the Prison
Commission shall keep an accurate account of such excess of convicts,
charging them to each county receiving them, and keeping an accurate
account showing the counties to which they would have gone had such
counties used their convicts, and crediting them to such counties, which
victs as they desire,
:

excess shall be paid back in convicts
convicts desires to use

its

when

convicts in the construction and repair of

roads, bridges, or other public works.
77-330.

the county so credited with
its

(Acts 1908, pp. 1119, 1122.)

(1211 P. C.) Hiring of convicts to municipalities.

—After

counties have been provided with convicts as set forth, and

if

the

there

remain any convicts not otherwise disposed of, the privileges conferred upon counties herein shall be extended to municipalities, which
shall have the right to hire convicts from the Prison Commission, in
such numbers as may be agreed upon, at the price of $100 per capita

shall

per annum.
77-331.
free labor.

(Acts 1908, pp. 1119, 1123.)

(1212 P. C.) Convict labor not to be used in competition with

— No

convict labor shall be used in competition with skilled

mechanical free labor, nor under any contract by the terms of which the
contractor

is

interested in the quantity of

work

a convict

may

be re-

being the fixed policy of this State that the control and management of its convicts, both felony and misdemeanor, shall
never pass from it and its public officials into the control and management of any private corporation or person. (Acts 1908, pp. 1119, 1120.)
quired to do per day;

Cross-reference.

— Use

it

of convict labor

by Highway Department, see

§§ 95-1718

to 95-1720.

—

Manufacture of road signs, automobile license tags, etc. The
Prison Commission is hereby authorized and directed in its discretion
to manufacture at the prison farms or either of them, with convict labor,
highway road signs, automobile license tags, and such other articles now
used or that may hereafter be required by the State Highway Board on
State-aid roads, such articles to be sold to the State Highway Board
at a fair market value upon such terms and conditions of payment as
may be agreed upon by and between the Prison Commission and the
State Highway Board. And the State Highway Board is hereby expressly authorized to contract with the Prison Commission for such
articles and to make payment therefor on such terms and conditions as
may be agreed upon between the Prison Commission and the State
77-332.

Highway Board.
Editorial

(Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., pp. 118, 123.)

Note.— See note under

§

77-321.

—
;

Penal Institutions.
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77-333. (1214 P. C.)

mission

may

Working

§77-336

convicts on prison farms.

'I

he

Com-

confine at hard labor upon the prison farms convicts not

.ere
engaged in work by the counties and municipalities, when not
engaged under the direction of the Commission upon roads, bridges, or
other public works. The Commission is authorized to retain on such
farms such convicts as are considered especially dangerous, whom it is
(Acts 1908,
not deemed safe to work upon public roads or works.
•

pp. 1119, 1127; 1931, Extra. Sess., p. 118.)
77-334. (1214 P. C.)

Use

of State farms; products of convict labor.

State farms shall be used as far as possible for the purpose of making supplies of all kinds, either farm products or manufactured articles,

The

and maintenance of the convicts and the inmates of the State
Hospital and other State institutions. The Commission may, in connection with the farm work, use said convicts in such industrial enterprises as they may deem advisable, and to this end may employ the convicts in manufacturing such implements and equipment or other articles
as may be needed for use on the State farms, or on roads, bridges, or
other public works, and in making shoes and clothing and other articles
for the use of the convicts and the inmates of other State institutions
but the Commission shall not sell or offer for sale to the public articles
so manufactured. In connection with any such work the Commission is
required to keep accurate and complete books and records showing the
products of such labor, the disposition thereof, and the expenses incident
for the use

thereto.

(Acts 1908, pp. 1119, 1127; 1931, Extra. Sess.,

77-335.

(1215 P. C.) Superintendents of farms.

— In

p. 118.)

connection with

Commission shall emin their discretion may be deemed necesa superintendent shall not be more than

the handling of convicts upon farms, the Prison

ploy such superintendents as
sary.

$1,200

The compensation of
per annum and actual

traveling expenses while in the discharge

of his duties, together with a residence for himself

cated on the farm of which he
shall be allowed to

keep any

is

superintendent.

and family,

No

to be lo-

superintendent

live stock at the State's expense.

Superin-

tendents shall be required to give their entire time and attention to the
duties of their office, and shall not engage in farming or any business in
their

own

(Acts 1908, pp. 1119, 1129; 1931, Extra. Sess.,

behalf.

77-336. (1216 P. C.)

Misdemeanor

convicts, disposal of.

—

p.'

118.)

It shall

be

unlawful for any person or official, except as herein provided, to hire to
any other person or corporation any misdemeanor convict; and it shall
be unlawful for any person or corporation to work any such misdemeanor convict so hired. It shall be the duty of the Prison Commis-

upon notice by the county authorities of any county having misdemeanor convicts undisposed of under the law, and not having an established chain gang and not working its misdemeanor convicts on the
public roads, bridges, or other public works, to dispose of the same as
felony convicts are herein disposed of, and the net funds so arising from
the same shall be returned to said county authorities to be placed in the
sion,

county treasury, to be used for road purposes only. (Acts 1908, 1119,
1125.)

—

Cross-references. Penalty for violation of this section, see § 77-9908. Fund
arising from the labor of convicts, see § 27-2914.
See also §§ 77-201, 77-207.

Penal Institutions.

§ 77-337

77-337.
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(1217 P. C.) Hire of convicts; funds,

how

used.

—The net pro-

ceeds arising from the disposition of convicts to municipalities, or otherwise, shall be used by the Prison Commission in working convicts upon
the public roads or public

works

of the counties

which do not

take convicts as herein provided, at the option of the Prison

elect to

Commis-

and in the event the Prison Commission shall elect not to work the
roads in any of said counties, then the pro rata part of said funds for said
counties shall be paid into their respective treasuries, to be used for road
purposes only. (Acts 1908, pp. 1119, 1127.)

sion

:

—Any

county may purchase, rent, and maintain a farm upon which to work any number of its
convicts in connection with working its convicts upon its public roads,
bridges, and other public works and all products and supplies arising
from said farm shall be used in the support of the convicts, improvement
of its public roads, bridges, and other public works, and in support of
the county institutions. (Acts 1908, pp. 1119, 1124.)
77-338.

(1218 P. C.) County convict farms.

;

77-339.

(1219 P. C.) Reports by clerks of courts to Commission and

records to be kept by Commission.

—The clerk of the court wherein any

person may be convicted and sentenced for violation of the criminal
laws of this State shall notify the Prison Commission immediately there-

and sentence, together with a description of the person sentenced, which shall give the name, crime, sentence,
age, sex, height, weight, and apparent physical condition of such person,
and the disposition made or to be made of said person; and the Prison
Commission shall keep a record of all convictions and sentences for violations of the criminal laws, and of the final disposition of each case.
after,

by mail,

of the conviction

(Acts 1908, pp. 1119, 1130.)
Cross-reference.

— Clerk

to notify Prison

Commission

(1220 P. C.) Commission to

make

of sentence, see

§

27-2523.

and recommendations. The Commission shall at each regular session of the General Assembly lay before that body a detailed report showing their transactions, including what property has been purchased by them, what contracts have been made for the hire of convicts, and an itemized report
of all expenditures made by them. They shall also formulate such rules
and regulations as may be deemed best for the government of the penitentiary in conformity with this Chapter, and recommend such legisla(Acts 1897, pp. 71, 77.
tion as may be needed to carry out their plans.
77-340.

reports, rules

—

Const. Art. Ill, Sec. IV, Par. Ill (§ 2-1503).)
Cross-reference.
§

— Municipalities

may

hire convicts

from Prison Commission, see

77-330.

77-341.

superintendent of

—

Commutation of term for good behaviors The
each penitentiary camp shall keep a correct register

(1221 P. C.)

termed the "good conduct account," in which he shall faithfully
record the conduct of each convict under his charge who shall demean
himself uprightly, and shall, in his monthly report to the Prison Commission, state the name of such convict, and each convict who shall demean himself uprightly and well shall have deducted, from the time for
which he may have been sentenced, two months for the second year,
three months for each subsequent year until the tenth year, inclusive,
to be

Penal Institutions.

1895

and four months

for each

§ 77-401

remaining year

of the time of imprisonment.
This reduction of time is upon consideration of continued good conduct,
and shall apply only to such convicts who have not been sentenced to
imprisonment for life; and such record shall be evidence for or against
the convict in any of the courts. (Acts 1887, p. 38.;

77-342. State

farm

officers' salaries.

—The

Prison Commission

is

au-

thorized to pay salaries as follows to the officers and employees at the
.Superintendent, physician and warden.
State farm near Milledgeville
:

$1,800 per year each; and bookkeeper, $1,500 per year.

(Acts 1920.

p. 273.)

—

Editorial Note. No provision has been made for an official staff or salary list
for the new prison farm in Tattnall county, purchased under authority of the Act
of 1931.

produced on prison
farms, etc. All net amounts received by the Prison Commission from
the sale of articles or products to the State Highway Board, or to any
other department or institution of the State, or from any other funds or
sums allocated to the Prison Commission for this specific purpose, from
any source or sources, shall be applied on the purchase price of the prison
farm in Tattnall county, its buildings, machinery, and equipment, and
any and all such sums so received and expended by the Prison Commission for the purposes aforesaid shall be deemed a credit to that extent
on any sum appropriated for the purchase of said farm and the equip77-343. Disposition of proceeds of sale of articles

—

ment

thereof.

(Acts 1931, Extra: Sess., pp. 118, 123.)

—

1919, provided that the net profits arising from
establishing a central penitentiary for the purpose
as the Prison Commission might select, and after
should have been sufficiently improved, additional
profits should be used to purchase and improve such additional farm lands as
might be necessary. The Prison Commission was authorized to purchase out of
available funds an additional tract or tracts of land and to improve the same to
be used for working the convicts.

Editorial Note. Acts 1908, p.
the State Farm should be used in
of working such vicious convicts
the State Farm and Penitentiary

In 1931, by an arrangement with the Highway Board, $200,000 payable out of
the funds allocated to the Highway Board, was appropriated for the purchase and
equipment of a new prison farm. The above section was inserted in the Act to
provide for the repayment of the funds used in the purchase and equipment of the
new farm. Under the authority of the Act of 1931 the Prison Farm Purchase
Commission thereby created purchased the lands in Tattnall county, upon which
the penitentiary is being erected with funds supplied by the United States Public
Works Administration.

CHAPTER

77-4.

MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS.

Sec.

Sec.

77-401.

Insane convicts to be cared for
at the State farm.

77-404.

Guard not

77-405.

Traffic prohibited.

Loitering prohibited.
Arrests and resisting arrest.

77-402.

Expenses of

trials for escapes.

77_406.

77-403.

Protection of officers and employees at penitentiary camps.

77.407.

77-401.

—

If

to be passed.

(1229 P. C.) Insane convicts to be cared for at the State farm.

a convict sentenced to the penitentiary shall

become

insane, he shall

be removed to and kept at the prison farm during the term for which he
may have been sentenced, or until such insanity is cured, and the Prison
Commission shall make such provisions for the care, maintenance, and
medical treatment of such insane convict as are proper in such cases.
(Acts 1904, p. 107.)

Penal Institutions.

§ 77-402
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—

all

(1230 P. C.) Expenses of trials for escapes. The expenses of
trials for escapes from the penitentiary or attempts to escape, and for

all

other crimes committed by penitentiary convicts while confined in the

77-402.

by the

penitentiary, shall be paid

by the judge trying the case.
Cross-reference.

77-403.

— Trials

upon

State,

(Acts 1890-1,

for escapes

a bill of costs to be certified
p. 86.)

from penitentiary, see

§

26-4511.

{1231 P. C.) Protection of officers and employees at peniten-

—

Guard lines shall be established at the various penitentiary
camps, by the deputy warden in charge, in the same way and manner
that land lines are, except that at each corner of said lines finger boards
tiary camps.

must be used, on which

camp." (Acts 1903,

of

Cross-reference.
§

shall be plainly

— Penalty

stamped or written

:

"Guard

line

p. 71.)

for violation of this

and the following sections, see

77-9909.

(1232 P. C.) Guard not to be passed.

—

be unlawful for
with
gun, pistol,
any person to come inside of
or any other weapon, or any intoxicating liquors, without the knowledge
and consent of the deputy wardens in charge. (Acts 1903, p. 71.)
77-404.

the guard

77-405.

It shall

lines established,

(1233 P. C.) Traffic prohibited.— It shall be unlawful for any

person to trade or traffic with, buy from, or sell to a convict any article
without the knowledge and consent of the deputy warden in charge.
(Acts 1903,
77-406.

p. 71.)

(1234 P. C.) Loitering prohibited.

—

be unlawful for

It shall

around where convicts are employed
or kept, after having been ordered by the deputy warden in charge of

any person

to loaf, linger, or stand

(Acts 1903, pp.

said convicts to desist therefrom.
Cross-reference.

— Penalty

71, 72.)

for violation of this section, see

§

77-9909.

—Deputy

wardens
shall have authority to deputize any person, and such deputy warden
and his deputy are by this law legally constituted arresting officers, with
77-407.

(1235 P. C.) Arrests and resisting arrest.

or without warrants, for the purpose of arresting persons violating sections 77-403 to 77-407,
as the

law directs for

and any person resisting arrest shall be dealt with
resisting an officer. (Acts 1903, pp. 71, 72.)

CHAPTER
Sec.

77-5.

BOARD OF PARDONS.
Sec.

.

77-502.

Prison Commission constituted
board of pardons; duties and
powers.
Establishment of rules for pa-

77-503.

When

77-501.

role of convicts.

77-501.

or conditional
pardon shall not be granted.

77-504.

Applications

for

parole,

how

ma(j e and when granted.
77-505.

Rearrest of prisoner paroled.

77-506.

Pardon

of paroled prisoners.

77-507.

System

of grades of behavior.

parole

(1222 P.

C.)

Prison Commission constituted board of par-

dons; duties and powers.
tuted a board of pardons,

—The

Prison Commission

whose duty

is

hereby consti-

shall be to investigate all applica-

—
Penal Institutions.

1897

§ 77

and make recommendation to the Governor regarding the granting of the same. Their recommendations shall
tions for executive clemency,

not be confined to the convicts

they are authorized upon their

mend

who make application for par
but
own motion to investigate and recom-

executive clemency in every case deserving

it.

(Acts 1897,

p. 70.;

77-502. (1223 P. C.) Establishment of rules for parole of convicts.

The Prison Commission

shall

have

full

power

to establish

regulations under which prisoners within the penitentiary

rules

may

be

and
al-

lowed to go upon parole outside the confines of said penitentiary, but to
remain within the legal custody and under the control of said Prison
Commission and subject at any time to be taken into custody on order
of said Commission: Provided, the Governor shall report to the next
session of the General
this

Assembly every exercise

of authority granted

Chapter and the reasons therefor. (Acts 1908,

77-503. (1224 P. C.)

granted.
until

When

by

p. 1115.)

parole or conditional pardon shall not be

—No parole or conditional pardon

he shall have served at least the

shall be

minimum

granted any prisoner

sentence fixed by law

punishment for the crime for which he has been convicted. No parole
shall be granted, under the provisions of this Chapter, to any one serv-

as

ing a

life

rape.

No

sentence for treason, arson, rape, or assault with intent to
prisoner serving a

life

sentence for any other crime shall be

granted a parole, under the provisions of this Chapter, until he shall

have served at least three

full

years under his sentence.

(Acts 1919,

p. 106.)

77-504. (1225

granted.

—The

P.

C.) Applications for parole,

how made and when

Prison Commission, with the approval of the Governor,

have full power to fix and prescribe the rules and regulations under which applications for parole or conditional pardon shall be made
and heard but no parole shall be granted save upon the recommendation of every member of the Commission and on approval of the Governor, and then only on the prison record of said prisoner and his history before his conviction for crime. No parole shall be granted any
shall

;

prisoner by the Commission until

have satisfactory evidence
that if said prisoner shall be released on parole he will be given honest
employment with a good home, and, if he is unable to labor, that he
will not become an object of public charity.
When the Prison Comit

shall

mission, after a full examination into the history of said prisoner before
the commision of the crime for which he has been convicted and the

prison record
shall be

made by him

convinced that he

is

since his confinement in the penitentiary,

worthy

of a parole or conditional pardon,

and that his release will not be incompatible with the welfare of society,
and that he has the qualities of character which entitle him to a restoration of citizenship, it shall fully report its reasons and findings thereon
to the Governor with recommendation that said parole or conditional
pardon be granted to said prisoner and if the Governor approves of
the said recommendation of the Commission and so reports to it, the
;

§

Penal Institutions.

77-505

Commission

1898

shall issue its order for the release of said prisoner

by

the terms of said parole as fixed

said

Commission, and he

under

shall then

be allowed to go without the confines of said penitentiary. It shall be
the duty of the Commission to cause a certified copy of its order granting- said parole and the terms and conditions of the same to be sent to
the clerk of the court of the county wherein said prisoner

which

shall be duly entered of record in said clerk's

be kept for that purpose.

(Acts 1908, pp. 1115, 1116.)

(1226 P. C.) Rearrest of prisoner paroled.

77-505.

was convicted,
office in a book to

—-The

Prison

Com-

may order the rearrest of a paroled prisoner at any time, which
when duly certified by the Commission shall become a criminal

mission
order

hands of any arresting officer, whose duty it shall be to
execute the same as any other criminal process and to arrest the body
of said prisoner and again return him to the penitentiary under the order
of said Commission. When an}- paroled prisoner shall be rearrested on
order of said Commission for violation of the conditions of his parole,
warrant

in the

or otherwise, he

mainder

may

be required by said Commission to serve the re-

of his original sentence

;

time paroled

may

or not be considered

or calculated as a part of the original sentence, in the discretion of the

Commission.
77-506.

(Acts 1908, pp. 1115, 1116.)

(1227 P. C.) Pardon of paroled prisoners.

—After

the paroled

prisoner shall have served at least 12 months of his parole in a satisfactory manner, and, together with his history before the commission

which he was sentenced, and his prison record, shall
have thereby convinced said Prison Commission that he is worthy of
being restored his citizenship, and that he will not again commit crime,
and his final release is not incompatible with the welfare of society, the
Commission may upon its OAvn motion, after having so made diligent
inquiry and investigation, recommend to the Governor that said prisoner be fully pardoned and his citizenship restored to him and if said
recommendation is approved by the Governor, a full pardon shall be
granted upon executive order. Unless the Prison Commission on its
of the crime for

;

own

motion, without outside interference or suggestion,

ommendation
term

make

said rec-

for a full pardon, the said prisoner shall serve out the full

of his sentence as a paroled prisoner.

It shall

be the duty of the

Commission to keep in touch with said paroled prisoner, and require him
by suitable rules to report himself to the Commission at such stated periods as will enable the Commission to ascertain his record while a paroled prisoner. The provisions of this Chapter shall in no wise impair
the pardoning power vested in the Governor. (Acts 1908, pp. 1115, 1117.)

0228

—

System of grades of behavior. There shall be
established by the Prison Commission, or other proper authorities, a
77-507.

P. C.)

system of grades of behavior for said convicts. The different grades of
behavior shall be plainly distinguished by dress, or emblem thereon, so
that each convict and

may

at

all

persons coming

in

contact with any convicts

once be able to determine to which grade of behavior said con-

vict belongs.

(Acts 1908, pp. 1115, 1118.)
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PART
CHAPTER

77-604

GEORGIA TRAINING SCHOOLS.

IV.

77-6.

|

GEORGIA STATE TRAINING SCHOOL FOR
BOYS.
Sec.

Sec.
77-601.

77-602.

Establishment.
Convicts under

committed
77-603.
77-604.
77-605.

old

77-614.

Registration.

77-615.

77-617.

Record of commitment.
Deportment.
Credit for good behavior.

77-611.
77-612.

Indeterminate sentence.
How long person committed
may be held.

Powers
Bond

77-613.

Conditional discharge.
Arrest and return of inmal
Pardon of inmate.
Separation of races.

77-610.

16 years
to school.

of Board of Control.
of president, treasurer,

77-616.

and superintendent.
77-606.

Superintendent,

teachers,

77-618.

Agricultural products.

guards, and employees.
Inmates, how to be employed.

77-619.

Law

77-607.

77-608.

Discipline.

77-620.

Commitment by

77-609.

Parole of inmates.

other

superior

re-

and

juvenile courts.

77-601. (1237 P. C.) Establishment.
tablished a State institution to

School for Boys.

not to affect
formatories.

—There

hereby created and esas the Georgia State Training

be known

is

(Acts 1919, pp. 373, 374.)

—

Editorial Note. Acts 1919, p. 373, changed the name of this institution from
"Georgia State Reformatory" to "Georgia State Training School for Boys" and
changed "Prison Commission" to "Board of Managers."

under 16 years old committed to school.
All male persons of the age of 16 years or under, who have been duly
convicted in any of the courts of this State of crime not punishable by
death or imprisonment for life, may, in the discretion of the judge having jurisdiction, be committed to the Georgia State Training School for
77-602. (1238 P. C.) Convicts

—

Boys.

(Acts 1919, pp. 373, 374.)

—

Editorial Note. By Acts 191-9, pp. 373, 374, the persons to be committed to this
This section formerly read: "All persons of
institution were limited to males.
the age ......" etc.

77-603. (1239 P. C.)

Indeterminate sentence.

—The

judge committing

a person to the Georgia State Training School for Boys shall not fix a
limit to the duration of the commitment, unless the same shall be for
more than five years, but shall merely commit said person to the Georgia State Training School for Boys but no commitment shall extend
beyond the time when the person committed shall have arrived at the
age of 21 years. (Acts 1919, pp. 373, 374.)
;

—

How

long person committed may be held. Any
person committed to the Georgia State Training School for Boys for
an offense punishable by imprisonment in the penitentiary mav be held
77-604. (1240 P. C.)

in the said

School for a term not exceeding

where no limit
to the duration of the commitment is fixed but, if committed for a longer
term than five years, such person may be held for such longer term and
any person committed to the said School for an offense that is punishable as for a misdemeanor may be held for a term not exceeding two
years: Provided, however, that no person shall be held in said School
five years,

;

;

§

Penal Institutions.

77-605

1900

.

after he shall

have arrived

at the

age of 21 years.

(Acts 1919, pp. 373,

374.)
Cross-reference.

— Punishment

for

misdemeanor, see

§

27-2506.

P. C.) Powers of Board of Control.
Bond of presiand
superintendent.
dent, treasurer,
The Board of Control shall have
power to make all rules and regulations necessary and proper for the
employment, discipline, instruction, and education of the inmates detained in the Georgia State Training School for Boys, and shall also
have power to determine in their discretion what character or kind of
work any particular inmate shall be required at any time to perform.
The superintendent of the school shall enter into bond in such sum as
shall be prescribed by the Governor, conditioned on the faithful performance of all duties required of him, and the legal accounting for all moneys
intrusted to him for the use of said institution. The expense of making said bond shall also be paid out of the appropriation for said insti-

77-605.

(1241

—

tution as necessary expenses are paid.
pp. 156, 157; 1931, pp.

7,

(Acts 1919, pp. 373, 374; 1920,

17.)

—

Editorial Note. By § 36 of the Reorganization Act (Acts 1931, pp. 7, 17), the
board of managers of the Georgia Training School for Boys was abolished and
the powers, duties and functions thereof were transferred to the Board of Control.
As to disposition of the provisions of the Reorganization Act, see note preceding Part I of Title 40, Executive Department. Prior to Acts 1919, pp. 373, 374,
this institution was under the control of the Prison Commission.

77-606.

— The

(1242 P. C.) Superintendent, teachers, guards, and employees.

have power to appoint, with the approval
of the Governor, a fit and proper person as superintendent of said Training School for Boys, at a salary not exceeding $1,800 per year. The superintendent shall reside at the Training School for Boys, and his lodging and board shall be furnished at the expense of the State. The duties
of the superintendent shall be prescribed by the Board and he shall be
under its direction and control, and subject to removal by the Board of
Control at any time. The Board of Control shall also appoint such
teachers, guards, and other employees as are necessary to the proper
conducting of said Training School for Boys and shall prescribe their
duties and fix their salaries but the amounts of such salaries before
allowed shall be approved by the Governor. (Acts 1919, pp. 373, 375;

Board

of Control shall

;

1931, pp.

77-607.

7, 17.)

(T243 P. C.) Inmates,

Boys
and mechanical work, and

how

to be employed.

employed

—The

the Training School for

shall be

tic,

shall be given a reasonable

inmates of

in agricultural,

domes-

amount

of in-

struction in the elementary branches of an English education.

The

Board
tain, in

of Control

is

empowered,

and maina system of manual training and

in their discretion, to establish

connection with the institution,

instruction in trades, and create such industries, productive or otherwise, as are, in their opinion, to the best interests of the inmates of the

Training School for Boys.
77-608.

(Acts 1919, pp. 373, 375; 1931, pp.

(T244 P. C.) Discipline.

—The

discipline to

7, 17.)

be observed in

and the Board of Control shall
have power to use such means of reformation as are consistent with the
imnrovement of the inmates, as it may deem best and expedient; but a

said institution shall be reformatory,

Penal Institutions.

1901

method

which

of discipline shall be used

§ 77-614

will, a-

\;tr

afl

po&sible, reform

the characters of the inmates, preserve their health, promote regular improvement in their studies and employment, and secure in them i.
habits in religion, morality, and industry; and the Board shall maintain

such control over the inmates as will prevent them from commit'
crime, best secure their self-support, accomplish their reformation,
that will tend to make of them good and law-abiding citizen
\cts
1919, pp. 373, 375; 1931, pp. 7, 17.)

inmates.— The Board of Control shall
have the power to establish such a system of parole, of the inmates as
it shall deem proper, and shall have power to establish rules and regulations under which persons committed to the Training School for Boys
may be allowed to go outside of the grounds, but to remain while on
parole within the legal custody and under the control of the Board and
subject at any time to be taken back within the enclosure of the Train77-609. (1245 P. C.) Parole of

ing School for Boys.
77-610. (1246 P.

(Acts 1919, pp. 373, 375; 1931, pp.

C.)

Conditional discharge.

7, 17.)

—Whenever

it

shall

ap-

pear to the Board of Control that any person in the Training School for
Boys has reformed, after the expiration of one year from his reception

may, with the approval of the Governor, issue to him a permit to be at liberty during the remainder of his term, upon such conditions as the Board may deem best; and the Board shall have power to
therein, they

revoke such permit
PP.

(Acts 1919, pp. 373, 376; 1931,

in their discretion.

7, 17.)

—

and return of inmate. A written order
the Board of Control shall be sufficient war-

77-611. (1247 P. C.) Arrest

signed by any
rant to any

member

officer,

of

or any other person

named

in the order, to authorize

the officer, or other person named, to arrest and return to actual custody

any conditionally released or paroled inmate; and it is the duty of all
officers to execute any such order placed in their hands, the same as any
ordinary criminal warrant.
77-612.

(Acts 1919,

p.

(1248 P. C.) Pardon of inmate.

the Board of Control that there

would

is

375; 1931, pp.

—Whenever

it

7,

17.)

shall

appear to

a strong or reasonable probability

and remain at liberty without violating the
law, and that his release is not incompatible with the welfare of society,
the Board shall so report to the Governor, who, if he deem proper, may
give to said inmate an absolute release, which release shall operate as a
that any inmate

live

pardon and restore to the person so released
(Acts 1919, pp. 375, 376; 1931, pp.

shall

his rights of citizenship.

7, 17.)

77-613. (1249 P. C.) Separation of races.

mates

all

be kept separate and distinct

—The

in all

white and colored

work and

study.

in-

(Acts

1919, p. 376.)
Cross-reference.

— See

§

77-9904 and cross-references.

77-614. (1250 P. C.) Registration.

—When any person shall be received

Training School for Boys, there shall be entered in a registry book
kept for that purpose the date of such admission, giving the name, ag"e

in the

§

Penal Institutions.

77-615

and

color,

1902

and court from which committed, and for what offense. (Acts

1919, pp. 373, 375, 37o.)
~~-615.

^ 1

251 P. C.) Record of

commit any boy

commitment.

—Whenever a court shall

Training School for Boys, the clerk of the court
shall furnish to the Board of Control a certified record showing the order
of commitment, age of the person, and the offense for which the was convicted.
Upon receipt of such record the Board shall send a properly
delegated person to the place where said boy is detained, and the officer
having custody of the boy shall deliver him to said delegated person, and
such boy shall thereupon be conveyed to the Training School for Boys
at the expense of the county from which he shall have been committed.
(Acts 1919, pp. 373, 375; 1920, p. 156; 1931, pp. 7, 17.)
to the

Deportment.—The Board of Control shall, under
a system of marks or otherwise, fix upon a uniform plan by which it
shall be determined what credit shall be allowed as earned by each in77-616.

{1253 P. C.)

mate as the condition of increased privileges or of a release from the
Training School for Boys, which system shall be subject to revision
from time to time by the Board. Each inmate shall be credited for good
personal demeanor, diligence in labor and study, and for results accomplished, and be charged for dereliction, negligence, offenses, and violation of any of the rules of the institution. (Acts 1919, pp. 373, 375 1931,
;

pp.

7,

17.)

77-617.

(1254 P. C.) Credit for good behavior.

—The

inmates of the

Training School for Boys
and their time of sentence shortened as is now provided by law and
allowed to misdemeanor and felony convicts. The time of those persons
sentenced to the Training School for Boys for a misdemeanor shall be
shortened as provided in section 77-210, and the time of those committed
for a felony shall be shortened as provided in section 77-341. (Acts 1919,
shall be credited with their good behavior,

p.

373.)

77-618.

(T255 P. C.) Agricultural products.— The Board of Control

advantage all agricultural products not used in the
Training School for Boys, and shall apply the proceeds thereof to the
maintenance of the institution as far as necessary. Should any surplus
funds arise from this source, they shall be paid into the State treasury
annually, and the Board of Control shall at the end of each quarter make
to the Governor a detailed report of all such transactions. (Acts 1919,
shall sell to the best

pp. 373, 375; 1931, pp.

7, 17.)

—

Law

not to affect other reformatories. The terms
of this Chapter shall not affect any county or municipal reformatory for
77-619.

(1259 P. C.)

misdemeanor convicts, established under sections 1260 to 1289
of the Penal Code of 1910: Provided, that should any such county at
any time abolish its reformatory, the provisions of this Chapter shall
apply to such county, and the inmates of the abolished reformatory shall

juvenile

be received in the Georgia State Training School for Boys, without
expense to the State for transportation, if such inmates are otherwise
entitled to be received in said State institution.

Note—

Editorial
Acts 1893, p. 120, as
1901, p. 82 (if 1260 to 1279 P. C. (1910)

(Acts 1919,

amended by Acts
),

p. 373.)

1900, p. 77,

and Acts-

authorizing municipalities or counties

1

Penal Institutions.

903

§ 77-703

having a population of 30,000 to establish an industrial farm for migdemea
convicts under 16 years old, has not been included in this Code because of such
limitation on the number of counties in which it applies.
For the same re;;
Acts 1908, p. 76, as amended by Acts 1909, p. 185, and by Acts 1910, p. 80 (II 1280
to 1289 P. C. (1910) ), authorizing cities having a population of not less than
54,000 nor more than 75,000 inhabitants to establish and maintain, either a
or in connection with the county authorities, a farm or other pla< t
for persons convicted in police or other municipal courts of such city and
convicted of misdemeanors in the State courts of such counties, for juvenile
offenders, and for vagrants and those temporarily out of work; and Acts 1920,
p. 149, prescribing the penalty for aiding escapes from such place of confinement
or for harboring or concealing any person escaped therefrom, have been omitted.
I

77-620.

Commitment by

superior and juvenile courts.—Judges of supe-

rior courts, as well as judges of juvenile courts, are authorized to

incorrigible boys to this institution.

juvenile courts shall be

Any commitment by

commit

superior or

any boy committed thereto being subject

final,

solely to the control of the authorities in charge of said institution with

regard to rules for parole, discharge,

may

enter incorrigible boys on

agement. (Acts 1920, pp.
Cross-reference.

CHAPTER

—Juvenile

payment

77-702.

77-703.

If

there shall be room, parents

of the fees required

by the man-

156, 158.)
courts, see Title 24, Courts, Chapter 24-24.

GEORGIA TRAINING SCHOOL FOR GIRLS.

77-7.

Sec.

Sec.
77-701.

etc.

School established.
and
Officers;
superintendent
employees; salary; appointment.

Government

of institution.

77-701. School established.

Who may

77-705.

be committed and
how.
Improper subjects returned:

77-706.

Books

77-704.

parole.
of account.

—There shall be established

in the State of

Georgia an institution to be known as the Georgia Training School for
Girls.

(Acts 1913,

p. 87.)

—

Editorial Note. By section 37 of the Reorganization Act (Acts 1931, pp. 7. 18\
the board of managers of the Georgia Traming School for Girls was abolished
and its powers, duties, and functions were transferred to the Board of Control.
As to disposition of the provisions of the Reorganization Act. see note preceding
Part I of Title 40, Executive Department.

and employees; salary; appointment.
When it may be deemed advisable, the Board of Control shall appoint
a competent woman as superintendent of said institution, at a salary to
be fixed by said Board, and shall appoint such other employees as may
be necessary to carry on the work of said institution, prescribing the
duties of both the superintendent and all other employees
Provided.
the salary of said superintendent and said employees shall be paid out
of the operation and maintenance fund appropriated for said institution.
The superintendent and all other employees shall be subject to removal
from office at any time by said Board. (Acts 1913, p. S7 1927, pp. 341.
77-702. Officers; superintendent

—

:

:

342; 1931, pp.
77-703.

7, 18,

74; 1933,

Government

p. 25.)

of institution.

—The

Board

of Control shall pre-

pare and adopt a system of government for said institution embracing

g

Penal Institutions.

77-704

1904

such rules and regulations as may be deemed necessary for preserving
order and enforcing- discipline, for imparting instruction and preservinghealth, for the proper intellectual and moral training of the inmates, including a thorough domestic training and education, and for the opera(Acts 1913, pp. 87, 90; 1931,
tion and management of said institution.
pp.

r.

180

77-704.

Who may

superior courts

may

School for Girls any

be committed and how.
in their discretion
girl

—The judges of the city and

commit

to the Georgia Training

under IS years of age who has committed any

by death or life imprisonment, or who habitually associates with vicious or immoral people,
or who is incorrigible to such an extent that she cannot be controlled by

offense against the laws of this State, not punishable

parent or guardian, there to be held until such girl reaches the age of 21,
unless sooner discharged, bound out, or paroled under the rules and regu-

Board of Control: Provided, however, that no girl who is
insane or an idiot or who comes under the classification of mental de-

lations of said

fectives as defined in section 35-303, or
disease, shall be sentenced or

committed

and superior courts

of the city

who

may

afflicted

is

with an incurable

to said institution.

The judges

hear and determine such cases, pre-

siding in a court or in chambers: Provided, that any girl brought before

by law.

and may appeal from
The fees allowed by law

for carrying persons to the penitentiary shall

be allowed to the sheriffs

a court shall

have a right

to

demand

trial

the judgment of said court as provided

by

jury,

of the various counties, for services in taking such girls as

may

be com-

mitted by the several courts to the Georgia Training School for Girls.
(Acts 1913,

p.

90; 1927,

Editorial Note.

— See

p.

42; 1931, pp.

note following

§

7, 18.)

77-602.

—

Improper subjects returned; parole. The superintendent in
charge of such institution shall be authorized and empowered, with the
consent of the chairman of the Board of Control, to return whence she
came any girl who shall be found to be an improper subject for admission, and who shall thereupon be dealt with by the court or judge committing her as would have been legal in the first instance had not said
girl been committed to the said Georgia Training School for Girls
Provided, that said Board of Control shall be authorized to discharge or release any inmate from said institution, or to liberate conditionally on
parole any inmate of said institution, under such rules and regulations
and upon such terms as said Board may deem in the best interests of the
77-705.

:

inmate. (Acts 1913,
77-706.

Books

p.

90; 1927,

books of

343; 1931, pp.

7, 18.)

—The

Board of Control shall keep or cause
account and said Board shall, on or before the

of account.

to be kept regular

p.

June in each year report to the Governor, giving in detail the receipts and disbursements of moneys by said Board, and such statistical
information as may be of value and interest, with such recommendations
as said Board may deem necessary to the welfare of the Georgia Training

first of

School for Girls.

(Acts 1913, pp. 87, 91

;

1931, pp.

7, 18.)

;

Penal

1905

n

[nsi

PART XXX.

CHAPTER

ui ion

;

CRIMES.

IN GENERAL.

77-99.

Sec.

Sec.
77-9901.

Cruelty by

77-9902.

ment.
Refusing to receive prisoner.

77-9903.

Refusing

jailers,

punish-

penitentiary

77-9906.

pris-

77-9907.

Chaining or confining white
and colored convicts to-

Making

i

:'

warden, guard, or

Physician,

other

77-9908.

employee violating
provisions of Chapter 77-3.
Hiring out misdemeanor con-

77-9909.

Penalty

victs illegally.

gether.
77-9905.

in control
receiving profit
convict labor.

victs

oner.
77-9904.

Employees

false

statement as to

to secure employment
as guard, warden, etc.

age

77-9901. (286 P. C.) Cruelty

by

violation

for

of

§§ 77-403 to 77-407.

jailers,

punishment.

— Any

jailer

who

any provision of section 77-104, prohibiting jailers from inducing by duress a prisoner to become an approver, or to accuse and give
evidence against, another, and from oppressing any prisoner under his
care, shall be punished by removal from office, and imprisonment and
shall violate

labor in the penitentiary for not less than one year nor longer than three
years.

(Cobb, 805.)

—

Refusing to receive prisoner. If any sheriff,
coroner, constable, keeper of a jail, or other officer, whose duty it is to receive persons charged with, or guilty of, an indictable offense, shall refuse to receive and take charge of such person, he shall be punished by
confinement and labor in the penitentiary for not less than two years
nor longer than seven years, and shall be dismissed from office. (Cobb,
P.

77-9902. (289

C.)

807.)

of a penitentiary, or other officer or person
it is

employed

—

If

the warden

there,

whose duty

77-9903. (290 P. C.) Refusing penitentiary prisoner.

to receive convicts, shall fail or refuse to do so he shall be punished

by confinement and labor in the penitentiary for not exceeding ten years
and shall be dismissed from office. (Cobb, 807.)
and colored convicts together.
No person controlling convicts shall confine white and
colored convicts together, or work them chained together, or chain them
together going to or from their w ork, or at any other time. Any person and each member of a firm violating the provisions of this section
shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
(Acts 1890-1, p. 213.)
77-9904. (679 P. C.) Chaining or confining white

—

r

—

Cross-references. Duty of prison commission to provide separately for white
and colored convicts, see §§ 77-315, 77-317. White and colored inmates of Georgia
Training School for Boys, see § 77-613.

Making

statement as to age to secure emperson who shall make a false
statement as to his age in order to procure employment as a prison
guard, warden or other employee, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
(Acts 1908, p. 1119; 1918, p. 127.)
77-9905. (1193 P. C.)

ployment as guard, warden,

Cross-reference.

etc.

— Qualifications,

false

—Any

etc.,

of guards

and wardens, see

§

77-30&.

~~
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1906

I

(1196 V. C.) Employees in control of convicts receiving
profit from convict labor.
No warden, deputy warden, inspector, guard,
77-9906.

—

employee who has charge, control, or
direction of convicts, shall be in any maimer whatever interested in the
work or profit of the labor of any convict, nor shall receive any pay,
gift, gpratuity, or favor of a valuable character, from any person interAny person guilty of
ted, either directly or indirectly, in such labor.
physician, or any

officer or other

the violation of the foregoing provisions of this section shall be guilty

and upon conviction shall be punished by labor in the penitential')" for a term of not less than two years and not more than five
years such offense may be reduced to a misdemeanor by recommendation of the jury trying the case, if the court shall concur in the jury's
recommendation), in addition to a summary discharge by the Prison
Commission from the service of the State: Provided, that the provisions of this section shall not prohibit a camp physician from the regular
of a felony,

I

practice of his profession.
77-9907.

(Acts 1908, pp. 1119, 1125.)

{1196 P. C.) Physician, warden, guard, or other employee

violating provisions of Chapter 77-3.
or other employee

who

—Any
any

physician, warden, guard,

Chapter
77-3, unless otherwise provided, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and
it shall be the duty of the Prison Commission to prosecute such person.
shall violate

of the provisions of

;

(Acts 1908. pp. 1119, 1126.)
77-9908.

(1216 P. C.) Hiring out misdemeanor convicts illegally.

—

Any

person or corporation violating the provisions of section 77-336,
making it unlawful for any person or official, except as therein provided,

any other person or corporation any misdemeanor convict,
and making it unlawful for any person or corporation to work any such
misdemeanor convict so hired, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, it being
the duty of the Prison Commission to institute prosecution for such
to hire to

violations.

77-9909.

(Acts 1908, pp. 1119, 1125.)
(1236 P. C.) Penalty for violation of sections 77-403 to 77-407.

— Any person violating any of the provisions of sections 77-403 to 77-407
misdemeanor, and upon conviction shall be fined not
less than $25, or shall be imprisoned not less than six months nor more
than 12 months, or shall be subject to both fine and imprisonment in the
shall be guilty of a

discretion of the court. (Acts 1903, pp. 71, 72.)

PENDENCY OF ANOTHER ACTION:

See Title

ter 3-6.

PENITENTIARY:

See Title

77,

Penal Institutions.

3,

Actions, Chap-

TITLE

78.

PENSIONS.
Chap.

Sec.

Veterans' Service Office

78-101

Ex-Confederate soldiers and sailors and dependents
Educational expenses for children of World War veterans

78-201

78- 3.
78-99.

Crimes

78-9901

78-

1.

78- 2.

78-301

CROSS-REFERENCES.
Home:

Confederate Soldiers'

See Title

35,

Eleemosynary

Institutions,

Chapter

35-9.

Exemption

employees from garnishment:

of retired

See Title

46,

Garnishment,

§ 46-214.

Relief to poor Confederate soldiers:

See Title

23,

Counties, Chapter 23-24.

—

Editorial Note. For statutes relating to pensions for employees of certain
counties, see editorial note preceding Part I of Title 23, Counties.
For statutes
providing pensions for employees of certain cities, see editorial note preceding
Chapter 69-1 of Title 69, Municipal Corporations.

CHAPTER

78-1.

VETERANS' SERVICE OFFICE.
Sec.

Sec.
78-101.

Director;

Creation.

ment and term
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78-101. (1469 P.

—There

C.)

Creation.

Director; appointment and term of

hereby created the Veterans' Service Office, which shall
be under the direction and control of a Director appointed by the Governor, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, for a term of
two years. The term of the Director shall begin and end at the same
time as do those of the Governor and all Statehouse officers. (Acts 1896,
office.

p.

66; 1923,

p.

is

121

;

1926 Extra. Sess.,

p.

53; 1931, pp.

7. 10.)

—

By section 10 of Acts 1931, pp. 7, 10, the office of Commissioner
was abolished upon the expiration of the term of office of the Commissioner then in office. Section 10 of that Act transferred to the office of Director the powers, duties and functions of the Commissioner of Pensions and section
11 transferred to the new office the powers, duties and functions of the Veterans*
Service Office theretofore existing. See § 78-105. The changes made by the 1931
Editorial Note.

of Pensions

Act have been given effect in this Chapter. Section 12 abolished the Georgia
Soldier Roster Commission and transferred its powers, duties and functions to the
Veterans' Service Office. The Roster Commission was created by Acts 1903, p. 7,
entitled, "An Act to create a board of commissioners to make a roster of the

Pensions.

§ 78-102

1908

who served in the War between the States from
1861 to 1865, to prescribe their duties, to appropriate the necessar}' funds for the
expenses thereof, and to declare the force and the effect of such roster when
made, and for other purposes." That Act has never been codified. It provided
that the board [or commission] should prescribe the manner of getting up the
muster roll of the Georgia soldiers, sailors, and marines who served in any part
of the Army of the State or Confederate States, or of the Navy thereof, from 1861
to the surrender in 1865; that the roster should be made up by companies, battalions, legions and regiments, distinguishing between infantry, cavalry, artillery,
sailors and marines, and showing whether the Confederate States Army or the
State's organized militia, giving the date of enlistment of each, of all transfers
that may have been made from one command to another and from one class of
service to another, wounds or injuries received while in the service, and how discharged from said service: that the board should employ such force as might be
required to make such roster and fix the compensation of said employees, and that
when such roster should be completed and certified by the majority of the board,
it should be accepted as prima facie evidence of the truth thereof; that the board
should have the use and control of all records and files in any of the departments
of the State lor the purpose of making the roster.
Georgia soldier, sailor and marine

Salary of Director.— The annual salary of the
Director of the Veterans' Service Office shall be $4,000, which shall be
78-102.

(1471

P.

C.)

paid in monthly installments.
p. 280; 1931. pp' 7, 10.)

(Acts 1896,

p.

65; 1906,

p.

110; 1919,

—

employ assistants. The Director is
hereby authorized to provide the Department with such assistants and
clerical help as the appropriation for the support of same may authorize.
78-103. Authority of Director to

(Acts 1931. pp.
78-104.
of a

same
pp.

7, 10.)

(1473 P. C.)

vacancy

in office of Director,

in the office of Director,

how

filled.

— In case

causing an unexpired term, the

by executive appointment.

shall be filled

7, 10,

Vacancy

(Acts 1908,

p.

66; 1931,

45.)

Cross-reference.

— Term

of appointee to

fill

vacancy, see

§

78-105. Duties, etc., of Director; cooperation with

and other agencies.

—The

40-302.

American Legion

duties of said Director shall be to disseminate

information to veterans of the

War

with Spain, the World War, and to

veterans of any war, military occupation, or military expedition since
1897, their dependents

and

beneficiaries, as to their rights

any other State heretosaid veterans, their dependents, and

under Federal legislation or legislation of
fore or hereafter enacted; to assist

and benefits

this or

and prosecution of claims before the appropriate governmental departments to report all evidences of fraud,
deceit, and unworthy claims coming or brought to his attention to the department concerned to report all evidences of incompetency, dishonesty,
and neglect of duty of and by employees of any governmental department
to the proper authority and generally to do and perform all things possible for the interest and protection of the worthy veteran; and to cooperate with the Georgia Departments, The United Spanish War Veterans, the American Legion, the Disabled American Veterans of the
World War, the American Red Cross, and all other agencies to these

beneficiaries in the preparation

;

;

;

ends.

(Acts 1923,

—
—

p.

122; 1926, Extra. Sess., pp. 53, 54; 1931, pp.

7, 10.)

Cross-references. Vocational rehabilitation of disabled persons, see Title 32,
Education, Chapter 32-23. Vocational education, see Title 32, Education, 32-22.
Editorial Note.
Subdivision (c) of section 110 of the Reorganization Act (Acts
1931, pp. 7, 44) abolished the Community Service Commission as provided for in
Acts 1919, pp. 228 to 234. That commission was authorized, among other things,
to aid in securing employment for returned soldiers and sailors, and to initiate
and assist movements designed for their welfare.

;

§78- 113

Pensions.

1909

—

Duties of Director as to pension claims.
It shall
be the duty of the Director of the Veterans' Service Office to examine
and pass on all pension claims under existing laws, to keep a correct
record of all approved claims with the name, service, county, and amount
paid; to furnish the various ordinaries with suitable blanks for use of
78-106. (1474

I'.

C.)

claimants; to draw a warrant on the State Treasurer, to be signed by the
Governor and countersigned by the Director for the amounts which may
be due on approved claims, and for which appropriations are made. (A
1896, p. 65; 1931, pp.

7, 10.)

78-107. (1475 P. C.)

Annual report

of Director to Governor.

—The Di-

day of October of each year, make to the Governor a written report showing under the several pension laws the whole
rector shall,

number

on the

first

number

of pensioners, the

of claims allowed for the past year,

and the amounts paid, together with such other information pertaining
to his office as the Governor may ask. (Acts 1896, p. 65 1931, pp. 7, 10.)
;

78-108. (1476 P. C.) Exercise of
hibited.

(Acts 1896,

p.

65

;

1931, p. 7.)

78-109. (1477 P. C.) Pension

—

It is

by Director proattorney to draw a

of attorney

—The Director shall not exercise a power of

pension.

with.

power

list,

duty of Director to furnish ordinary

the duty of the Director of the Veterans' Service Office to

furnish to the ordinary of each county a complete

each pension

list of

showing the company and regiment in which the soldier pensioner
served during the War between the States, and that of the husband of
each widow pensioner, and the ground upon which the pension was
granted, and the witnesses making the proof therefor. (Acts 1903, p. 85
roll,

1931, pp. 7, 10.)

78-110. (1478 P. C.)

Duty

of ordinary as to pension lists.

the duty of the ordinary to enter the

and well-bound record, which

list

—

It shall

be

of pensioners in a substantial

open to the inspection of the
public like other public records in his office; and this record shall be used
by the grand juries for their examinations and annual reports. (Acts
shall be kept

1903, p. 85.)

—

Cross-references. Duty of grand jury to examine lists of
Ordinaries to furnish lists to Director, see § 78-223.

pensioners,

see

§ 59-316.

(1479 P. C.) Cost of pension book and making record.

78-111.

—The

book and the making of the record shall be paid by the counas required by law for the purchase of books and the making of other

cost of the
ties

records. (Acts 1903, p. 85.)
78-112. (1480 P. C.) Books, etc.,

of Governor.

—All

open to inspection and under charge

records, books, claims, or other matters connected

Director of Veterans' Service Office relating to pensions shall be kept open to inspection, and under the charge and direc-

with the

office of

tion of the Governor. (Acts 1896, pp. 65, 66; 1931, pp.

7, 10.)

78-113. (1481 P. C.) Rulings of Director subject to revision

nor.

—All rulings on pension claims made by said Director shall be sub-

ject to revision

pp.

by Gover-

7,-

10.)

and change by the Governor. (Acts 1896, pp.

65. 66; 1931.

Tensions.

78-201

§
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~

7S-216.

with

army.

N

1910

Additional proofs

may

of Director of the Veterans' Service Office.

ordinaries.

78-229.
78-230.

proof.

78-201. Veterans entitled to pensions.

— Every

person residing in the
State January 1, 1920, who by proper proof shows that he enlisted and
served in the military service of the Confederate States, or in a Georgia
regiment or company, or under a Georgia command, or in the organized
militia of the State of Georgia, during the Civil War, and that he was

honorably discharged therefrom, and

is

now

a

bona

fide resident citizen

accordance with
(Const., Art. VII, Sec. I, Par. I

of this State, shall be entitled to receive a pension in

provisions

the
(§

2-4901)

;

of

section

78-216.

Acts 1929, pp. 220, 221.)

—

Cross-reference. Taxation for payment of pensions authorized;
for pensions, see Const., Art. VIII, Sec. I, Par. I (§ 2-4901).

who

eligible

—

Editorial Note.
In order to express more clearly and concisely the law defining
the persons who are eligible for pensions, the provisions setting forth the requirements as to making application and proof, and those specifying the amount of
pensions and time of payment, and to eliminate duplications, quite a number of
sections, and parts of sections, of the Code of 1910, and subsequent statutes, which
have been repealed or superseded either expressly or by necessary implication
were omitted from this Code. In other cases, the unrepealed provisions of several partly superseded sections were rewritten together as a single section and
retained.

—

unconnected with army. Service performed in government shops or elsewhere not connected with the service of the organized armies shall not be counted as military service. (Acts 1910, pp. 37,
78-202. Service

40.)

78-203. Deserters.

— No one who deserted his Country or command, or

absented himself from his lawful command and remained away without
any authority when by proper effort he could have returned, shall be al-

lowed a pension. (Acts 1910, pp.

37, 41.)

Pe nsions.

1911

Widows

78-204.

entitled to pensions.

§ 78-208

— Every

woman who

by p
proof shows that she is a bona fide resident citizen of this State, and that
she is the widow of a soldier who enlisted and served in the military.
ice of the Confederate States, or in a Georgia regiment or company, or

under a Georgia command, or in the organized militia of the ~tat
Georgia, during the Civil War, who died in -aid service or was hoi
discharged therefrom, shall be entitled to receive a pension in accordance
with the provisions of section 78-216: Provided, that this section shall
apply only to such widows as were married to such husbands prior to the
(Const., Art. VII,
first day of January, 1881, and who are unmarried.
Sec. I, Par I (§ 2-4901) Acts 1929, pp. 220, 221.)
;

—
Note. — See note under

who

Cross-references Taxation for payment of pensions authorized;
for pensions, see Const., Art. VII, Sec. I, Par. I (§ 2-4901).
Editorial

§

eligible

78-201.

78-205. Application for pension; affidavit; contents.

sion shall be allowed, the applicant shall

make an

— Before

affidavit

any pen-

on a blank to

be furnished by the Director of the Veterans' Service Office before the
ordinary of the county of his or her residence in this State, stating his or
her full name (and the name of husband), where he or she resides, and

how

long he or she has been a bona fide continuing resident of this State,
the company and regiment and the arm of service in which the soldier
enlisted,

army

and when and where he enlisted and was mustered into the

as a soldier of the Confederate States, or of the organized militia

term of his service and when and where
his command was surrendered or he discharged from his command, or
accounting for himself with his lawful command in an honorable service

of this State,

to the

and giving the

end of the war.

78-206.

Time

full

(Acts 1910, pp.

of filing application.

37, 38.)

—All applications for pensions to be

considered for the rolls of the following year shall be
ans' Service Office

on or before the

first

1910, pp. 37, 41; 1912, p. 33; 1931, pp.

of

November

filed in

the Veter-

(Acts

of each year.

7, 10.)

—

Witnesses for applicant as to service, The applicant shall furnish the testimony of one or more creditable witnesses, or other satisfac78-207.

army

tory evidence, of his enlistment or service in the Confederate

or in

the organized militia of Georgia, and of the actual military service per-

formed as a soldier

(to be stated in application)

and

of the

honorable

dis-

charge or accounting for himself as an honorable soldier with his lawful

command

to the end of the

war

or until his discharge.

(Acts 1910.

pp. 37, 39.)
Cross-reference.

— Roster

of Georgia soldiers as evidence, see

78-208. Additional statement

and proof by widow.

§

38-209.

—A widow applying

for a pension shall state in addition to the foregoing requirements,

she and her husband were married, and

when and where he

when

died,

and

whether they were living together at his death as husband and wife, and
prove her statements to be true by a witness who knows they are true.
or by certified copy of marriage license, or by general reputation. i^Acts
1910, pp. 37, 40.)

§

Pensions.

78-209

1912

78-209. Affidavits of applicants to be certified

by ordinary.

— All

affi-

davits of applicants and witnesses shall be made before the ordinary of
the county in which the applicant or witness resides and shall be certified

by such ordinary.

Editorial Note.

— See

note under

§

78-201.

—

{14S7 P. C.) Ordinary's certificate. The ordinary shall certify to the trustworthy character of the witness or witnesses and to the
citizenship of the applicant, and that the full text of the affidavit, or affi78-210.

been read to

davits, has

all of

He

the affiants.

shall in every case

an oath to each applicant and witness before they sign the
(Acts 1894, p. 33.)

ister

admin-

affidavits.

Evidence of death of soldier husband who did not
return.
If any soldier husband who enlisted and served in the Confederate army, or State forces, during the Civil War did not return after
the close of the war, and nothing has been heard from him since, evidence of these facts shall be conclusive as to his death. (Acts 1890-1,
78-211. (1493 P. C.)

—

p.

202.)

Note.— See note under

Editorial

78-201.

(1484 P. C.) Sufficiency of applicant's proof subject to regula-

78-212.

tions adopted

made by

§

by Director.

—The

sufficiency of the proof required to be

the applicant shall be subject to the rules and regulations to be

adopted by the Director of the Veterans' Service Office and set forth in
the blank sent out from his office for use of applicants. (Acts 1888,
pp. 16, 17; 1931, pp.

7, 10.)

Editorial

Note.— See note under

78-213.

(1488 P. C.) Additional proofs

Director

may demand

may have

78-201.

may

be demanded, when.

—The

other and additional proofs in any case where he

reason to suspect that the claim

1894, p. 33; 1931, pp.
78-214.

§

is

not meritorious.

(Acts

7, 10.)

(1499 P. C.) Husband's papers evidence for widow.

—

It shall

be

lawful for the Director of the Veterans' Service Office to use as compe-

any widow whose husband had been allowed
and was drawing a pension from the State at the time of his death, the
application and the testimony on which he was allowed a pension, as
proof of the dead soldier husband's enlistment, service, and discharge.

tent evidence in behalf of

(Acts 1901,

59; 1931, pp.

p.

7, 10.)

Cross-reference.— Roster of Georgia soldiers as evidence, see
Editorial

78-215.

Note.— See note under
(1500 P. C.)

§

§

38-209.

78-201.

Widow's former

application as proof.

—The

evi-

any application heretofore duly filed in the office of
the Commissioner of Pensions by the applicant, and upon which she has
been allowed a pension, shall be sufficient proof of the deceased soldier
husband's enlistment, service, discharge, and marriage to applicant.
dence contained

(Acts 1901,

p.

in

59; 1931, pp.

7, 10.)'

— By section

10 of Acts 1931, pp. 7, 10, the office of Commissioner
of the term of office of the Commissioner then in office. Section 10 of that Act transferred to the office of Director the powers, duties, and functions of the Commissioner of Pensions.

Editorial Note.

of Pensions

was abolished upon the expiration

:

§ 78-222

Pensions,

1913

—

and time of payment. The annual \><
sions paid to the Confederate soldiers and to widows of Confederate soldiers shall be $360 per annum each, and this amount shall be paid monthly
(A
in installments of $30 a month on the first day of each month.

Amount

78-216.

of pensions

1929, pp. 220, 221.)

Subsequent payments, how procured. —After an
applicant has been enrolled as a pensioner, subsequent payments shall
be made upon sworn application of the beneficiary, accompanied by the
78-217. (1490 P. C.)

certificate of the

ordinary of his county, showing- continued residence

(Acts 1894,

in this State.

p. 33.)

(1495 P. C.) Pensions exempt from garnishment or other proc-

78-218.

—The

pensions of Confederate soldiers and widows of Confederate
soldiers shall be exempt from garnishment and all other legal process,
no matter in whose hands the pension or pensions may be; and no court

ess.

or ministerial officer in this State shall have jurisdiction or authority to
issue or enforce

(Acts 1890-1,

any garnishment or other process against the same.

p. 203.)

—

Lunatic pensioner. It shall not be lawful for any
pensioner of this State, after being adjudged a lunatic and confined in the
State Hospital, to draw a pension from the pension fund of this State
Provided, that if said pensioner has a wife or minor children dependent
on him, the same shall be paid to them. (Acts 1899, p. 91.)
78-219. (1502 P. C.)

Cross-reference.

—Appointment

eran, see Title 49, Guardian

of guardian for incompetent

and Ward, Chapter

Duty

World War

vet-

49-8.

lunacy.—
The ordinaries shall, as soon as any pensioner has been adjudged a lunatic, notify the Director of the Veterans' Service Office, stating the name,
whether the pensioner is male or female, and the fund from which the
pensioner has been drawing: Provided, that nothing herein contained
shall prevent any pensioner from being replaced on the pension roll
when he has been discharged from the State Hospital. (Acts 1899, p. 91
78-220. (1503 P. C.)

of ordinary to notify Director of

:

1931, pp.

7, 10.)

—

(1504 P. C.) Pensions to be paid to ordinary, when. Whenever a pension has accrued to any pensioner who dies before the payment of the same, the Director of the Veterans' Service Office is author78-221.

and it shall be his duty, to pay the same over to the ordinary of the
county of such deceased pensioner to be by him paid to his widow, and
if no widow, applied to the payment of his or her funeral expenses, and
to such expenses of last illness as may be shown by a sworn statement
thereof, to be attached to the voucher when presented for payment.
If
there shall be any surplus, the same shall be refunded to the State treasury
Provided, that the pensioner at the time of his death is a bona ride
citizen of this State and has not remained beyond the limits of said State
over 12 months immediately preceding his death, and leaves no widow
or dependent child or children, or any estate of any kind or value. (Acts

ized,

:

1904, p. 106; 1919, p. 107; 1931, pp.
78-222.

— In

(1505 P. C.)

7, 10.)

When pension

shall be paid to

widow

of pensioner.

cases where a pensioner has been enrolled for his pension for the

§

Pensions.

78-223

1914

following year and is alive at the date of the closing of the pension rolls
for such year, but dies before the time the pension becomes payable, the
Director of the Veterans' Service Office shall pay such pension to the

widow,

if

any, of such deceased pensioner. (Acts 1909, p. 34; 1931, pp.

7,

10.)

78-223.

{1507 P. C.) Ordinaries to furnish

eral ordinaries shall
list

of all the

names

make and

lists to

from each

certify,

Director.

of the pension rolls, a

of pensioners on each of said rolls

and

made and sent to
before December 20

time of the certifying, which shall be
of the Veterans' Service Office

on or

—The sev-

in life at the

the Director
of each year.

make another list of those who have died since last
payment, and when they died, or when stricken from the roll, giving date
of death and the roll on which they drew, or when they were stricken
therefrom, and the cause, as well as the names of all transfers made from
Said ordinary shall

the rolls, to which county transferred, and when.

(Acts 1907,

p.

107;

1931, pp. 7. 10.)
Cross-references.

Duty

78-224.

—

— Examination of

of ordinary to

keep record of

Duty

(1508 P. C.)

lists of
lists,

pensioners by grand jury, see

see

§

§ 59-316.

78-110.

of Director of the Veterans' Service Office.

be the duty of the Director of the Veterans' Service Office to
furnish the ordinaries with blank vouchers and forms for making said
It shall

list

of pensioners, and,

when

said ordinaries have

made and

filed said

and vouchers of each as provided by the preceding section, to check
said list with the roll in his office, and, when all are accounted for, to
issue one warrant to be signed by the Governor and countersigned by

list

the Director for the consolidated

dinary of the county.
78-225.

r 1

(Acts 1907,

sum
p.

of all the rolls, payable to the or-

107; 1931, pp.

7, 10.)

509 P. C.) Treasurer's checks payable to ordinaries.

—

It shall

be the duty of the State Treasurer when said warrant provided for as
aforesaid is presented, to issue his check for the sum stated therein, pay-

which check shall be delivered to the
Director of the Veterans' Service Office to be forwarded to the ordinary
(Acts 1907, pp. 107, 108; 1931,
of the county in whose favor it is drawn.
able to the ordinary of the county,

pp. 7, 10.)

78-226.

(1510 P. C.) Duties of ordinaries.

—

It shall

ordinary to deposit this check with his local bank,

if

be the duty of the

any, in the

name

of

county, provided said bank will cash his

the ordinary of

checks drawn on the fund for the pensioners without charge. If there is
no such bank, the ordinary shall collect the money on the check and pay
the

money

to his pensioners

without charge, taking from the pensioners

duplicate receipts, keeping one himself and sending one to the Director
of the Veterans' Service Office.

(Acts 1907, pp. 107, 108; 1931, pp.

—

7, 10.)

Editorial Note. Acts 1917, pp. 189, 190, authorizing Confederate pensioners,
after their pensions become due and payable, to transfer their claims, "for the one
year only due at the time," to any person who would advance to him or her the
full amount of the pension so due, subject to a discount, when any was charged,
not to exceed $2.50, such transfers to be made as therein prescribed, has not
been included in this Code because under Acts 1929, p. 220 (§ 78-216), providing that each pensioner shall be entitled to $360 per annum "to be paid monthly
in installments of $30 a month on the first day of each month," pension claims
cannot be transferred under the terms of the 1917 Act. Doubtless the 1917 Act
pensions accruing prior to
is still of force as to pensions due and payable yearly
the passage of the 1929 Act.

—

§78-301

Pensions.

1915

— Each

ordinary shall be allowed a
fee of $2 per pensioner, per annum, for preparing all papers, proofs, and
pay rolls and for securing, receiving and paying out the Confederate
78-227.

Pension fees to ordinaries.

-

,

pensions to the various pensioners in their respective counties, which
shall be in full settlement for all the services to be performed in con:
tion with the pension work and pension disbursements of their count
(Acts 1926, Extra. Sess., pp. 49, 50.)
78-228.

Payment

of fee,

how made. — Said

fee of $2 per pensioner, per

by the State each year, out of the unexpended balance of the pension fund, by a warrant of the Governor granted upon
the requisition of the Director of the Veterans' Service Office, to which
requisition the Director shall attach a certified statement showing the
amount due to the ordinary of each county after all the ordinaries have
made a full and complete settlement of their pension rolls for the year,
such warrant to be drawn against the unexpended balance of the pension
fund remaining in the Treasury after all the pensioners have been paid

annum,

shall be paid

for the current year.

Payment

78-229.

sum

(Acts 1926, Extra. Sess., pp. 49, 50; 1931, pp.

in counties

where ordinaries have

fixed salary.

7, 10.)

—The

herein provided to be paid to the ordinaries of the respective coun-

be paid to the proper authorities handling the county funds in
those counties in which the ordinaries draw a fixed salary. (Acts 1926,
ties shall

Extra. Sess., pp. 49, 50.)
78-230. Appropriation not necessary.

—The Governor

hereby directed
and empowered and it shall be his duty, to draw such warrants once each
year on the unexpended balance of the pension fund remaining in the
treasury after all the pensions for the year have been paid, and no appropriation or other provision shall ever be necessary to authorize the drawing of such warrant each year and the paying of the same. (Acts 1926,
is

Extra. Sess., pp. 49, 50.)

CHAPTER 78-3. EDUCATIONAL EXPENSES FOR CHILDREN
OF WORLD

WAR

Sec.
78-301.

VETERANS.

Sec.

Authority to expend sums for
matriculation fees, etc., of

78-303.

Limit of yearly payment for
child.

certain specified children.
78-302.

Payments on vouchers. Determi nation of eligibility of
children.

78-301. Authority to

tain specified children.

expend sums for matriculation

—The

fees, etc., of cer-

Director of the Veterans' Service Office

is

hereby authorized to expend, from any funds which may hereafter be
donated or appropriated to the Veterans' Service Office of this State.
such sum or sums as may in his discretion be necessary to provide for
matriculation fees, board and room rent, and books and supplies for the
use and benefit of the children not under 16 and not over 21 years of age.
and who have, for 12 months prior to the passage of this law and of making application for the benefits of this law, had their domicile in this
State, of those who were killed in action or died from other cause during

§

Pensions.

78-302

World War, from April 6,
Army. Navy, or Marine Corps

the

1916

1917, to July

1921, while serving in the

2,

United States or as a result of such
service, which child or children are attending or may attend an educational or training institution of a secondary or college grade located
within this State. Said child or children shall be admitted to State institutions oi secondarv or college grade, free of tuition. (Acts 1931, pp. 259,
of the

2o0.)

—

Editorial Note.
Acts 1931, p. 259 (this Chapter), amends the law creating the
Veterans' Service Office. See Chapter 78-1.

Payments on vouchers.
The amounts that may be

Determination of eligibility of children.
or become due to any educational or
training institution shall be payable to such institution from the fund
above referred to. on vouchers approved by the Director of the Veterans'
Service Office. Said Director shall determine the eligibility of the child
or children who may make application for the benefits provided for in
this law; satisfy himself of the attendance of such child or children at
any such institution, and of the correctness of the charge or charges submitted to said Director by the authorities of such institution on account
Provided, that said Diof the attendance thereat of any such children
rector shall receive no compensation for such service.
(Acts 1931,
78-302.

—

:

pp. 259. 260.)

—

Limit of yearly payment for child. Not more than $150 shall
be paid under this law for any one child for any one year. (Acts 1931,
78-303.

pp. 259, 260.)

CHAPTER

78-99.
Sec.

Sec.

78-9901.

CRIMES.

False swearing in application
for pensions.

Compensation

in reference to
pensions, receiving.

78-9902.

False swearing in applications for pensions.

78-9901.

making application

for pension, or testifying in

—Any

person
support of the same, who

swear to a false and fraudulent statement as to the service rendered,
or of and about any matter material to make out and establish said application, whether the applicant is placed on the pension rolls or not,
shall

shall be guilty of false swearing.

—

for

—

False swearing and its punishment, see §§ 26-4003, 26-4004.
embezzlement of pension money, see § 26-2802.

Cross-references.

Punishment

(Acts 1910, pp. 37, 41.)

Compensation in reference to pensions, receiving.
misdemeanor to ask or receive compensation for assisting

78-9902. (1514 P. C.)
It shall

be a

or representing a pensioner or applicant for pension in prosecuting, or
procuring, or collecting from the State a pension which, under the laws

he may be entitled to receive Provided, that this section
shall not apply to the collecting of fees by ordinaries as prescribed by

of this State,

law.

(Acts 1896,

:

p. 66.)

PERJURY: See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment, Chapter
PERPETUITIES: See Title 85, Property, Chapter 85-7.

26-40.

TITLE

79.

PERSONS.
Chap.
79-1.

Sec.

79-101

In general

79-2.

Citizens

79-201

79-3.

79-301

79-4.

Residents and aliens
Domicile

79-5.

Change

of

79-401

names

79-501

CHAPTER

Sec.

Sec.
79-101.

IN GENERAL.

79-1.

Classes; natural and artificial;
corporations.

79-101.

79-102.

Division of natural persons,

79-103.

Persons of color, who

(2159) Classes; natural and artificial; corporations.

are either natural or artificial.

The

and, except so far as the law forbids

are.

— Persons

latter are the creatures of the law,

subject to be changed, modified,

it,

or destroyed, at the will of their creator; they are called corporations.

—

Cross-references. Person includes a corporation, see § 102-103.
Corporation
defined, see § 22-101. Common powers of corporations, see § 22-703.
State may
withdraw private franchise, see § 22-1202. When State may not dissolve corporation, see § 22-1203. Grant of corporate powers, see Const., Art. Ill, Sec. VII,
Par. XVIII (§ 2-1818).

79-102. (2160) Division of natural persons.

tinguished,
2.

— Natural

persons are dis-

according to their rights and status, into:

Residents not citizens.

3.

1.

Citizens.

Aliens.

79-103. (2177) Persons of color,

who

are.

—All

Negroes, mulattoes,

mestizos, and their descendants, having any ascertainable trace of either

Negro or African, West Indian, or Asiatic Indian blood in their veins,
and all descendants of any person having either Negro or African. West
Indian, or Asiatic Indian blood in his or her veins, shall be

State as persons of color.
Cross-references.

(Acts 1865-6,

239; 1927,

in this

p. 272.)

— Registration

and Wife, Chapter 53-3 and

§

of individuals as to race, see Title 53. Husband
53-9908. "White person" defined, see § 53-312.

CHAPTER
Sec.

79-201.

p.

known

79-2.

CITIZENS.

c>ec.

Who

are citizens of State.

79-202.

Citizenship ceases, when.

79-203.

Renunciation of citizenship.

79-204.

Repatriation; manner.

79-205.

Rights of citizens.

79-206.

Exercise of rights

of

citizen-

ship.

79-207.

79-208.
79-209.

Females, citizenship rights of.
Minors, citizenship rights of.
Insane persons, citizenship
rights

of.

B

Persons.

201

\

1918

—

Who

are citizens of State.
All citizens of the United
(2161)
States, resident in this State, are hereby declared citizens of this S.tate.
79-201.

Cross-references.— Rights oi citizens of the United States, see § 79-301. Jurisdiction of State over residents, see § 15-202.
Provision of State Constitution, see
Citizenship in United States, see Const. U. S., Amend.
§ 2-125.
(§ 1-815).

XIV

79-202.

(2163) Citizenship ceases, when.

— Until citizenship

is

acquired

elsewhere, the person continues a citizen of Georgia and of the United
States.
79-203.

(2162) Renunciation of citizenship.

— Except

time of war,

in

every citizen shall have the right of expatriation, with a view to becoming a citizen of another State or Country not a part of the United States,

with which this State

is

The

at peace.

declaration or avowal of such in-

accompanied by actual removal,
rights and duties as a citizen.

tention,

79-204.

(2164) Repatriation; manner.

is

—

If

expatriated, shall acquire citizenship under

who go with him

his descendants

held a renunciation of

his

all

a person, having been thus

some foreign Power, he and

may

be

and taking the oath

of

for the purpose of residence

citizens of this State again only after a residence

allegiance, as in case of other foreigners.

79-205.

(2165) Rights of citizens.

—Among

the rights of citizens are

the enjoyment of personal security, of personal liberty, private property

and the disposition thereof, the elective franchise, the right to hold
office unless disqualified by the Constitution and laws, to appeal to the
courts, to testify as a witness, to perform any civil function, and to keep
and bear arms.

—

Cross-references. -Who may sue and testify, see § 79-305.
Comity of States,
see § 102-110. Power of testators, see § 113-106. Due process of law, see Const.,
Art. T. Sec. I, Par. Ill (§ 2-103); Const U. S., Amend.
Social status
(§ 1-805).
never subject of legislation, see Const., Art. I, Sec. I, Par. XVIII (§ 2-118).

V

79-206.

(2166) Exercise of rights of citizenship.

—All

citizens are en-

titled to exercise all their rights as such, unless specially

prohibited by

law.
Cross-reference.

— Right

to vote, see Const., Art. II, Sec. I et seq.

(§

2-601 et

seq.j.

79-207.

(2167) Females, citizenship rights

of.

to the privilege of the elective franchise, to hold

form any

civil

functions in as

full

be enjoyed by any male citizen

:

— Females
any

are entitled

civil office

or per-

and complete a manner as the same can
Provided, however, females shall not

be liable to discharge any military, jury, police, patrol or road duty.
(Acts 1896,

p.

40; 1897,

p.

110; 1908,

p.

1107; 1912,

p.

62; 1916,

p.

43;

1918, p. 118; 1921, p. 106; 145 Ga. 350 (89 S. E. 216).)

Cross-references.— Equal suffrage, see Const. U. S., Amend. XIX (§ 1-827).
^
State Librarian, see § 101-101.
Females admitted to branches of University of
r /eor^ia, see
§ 32-123.
Women may be physicians at State Hospital, see § 35-215.

79-208.

(216H)

tain ages at

Minors, citizenship rights

which persons

discharge certain

civil

shall

—The

law prescribes cerbe considered of sufficient maturity to

functions, to

make

of.

contracts, and to dispose of

1

Persons.

1919

§79

Prior to those ages they are minors, and are OH account of
that disability unable to exercise these rights as citizens.
property.

—

Cross-references. Minority does not invalidate marriage contract, see § 53-402.
Jnfants under 14 incapable of making a will, see
of majority, see § 74-104.
Deed of infant, see § 29-106. When infant bound hy contracts,
§ 113-203.
Marriage contracts of infants, see § 20-204. Infancy as defense to
§ 20-201.
for tort, see § 105-1806. As to prescription against rights of minor, see § 85-411.
Bank deposits by minor, see § 13-2041.

Age

79-209. (2169) Insane persons, citizenship rights of.

compos

— All

pen

mentis, either from birth or from causes accruing subsequently,

constantly or periodically, or from age, infirmity, drunkenness, or who
are otherwise incapable of managing their affairs, may have their per-

sons and estates, or either of them, placed in the control of guardiai
Such persons retain all the rights of citizens which they have the capacity to enjoy, and which are compatible with their situation.

—

whom

guardians may be appointed, see § 49-601. For
For
Wills of insane persons, lunatrust estates may be created, see § 108-114.
Contract of insane persons, see § 20-206. Letters of intics, etc., see § 113-204.
mates of private insane asylums protected, see §§ 88-901, 88-9928. Prescription
against insane persons, see § 85-411. "Lunatic," etc., denned, see 102-103.
Cross-references.

whom

CHAPTER

RESIDENTS AND ALIENS.

79-3.

Sec.

Sec.
79-301.

Rights of citizens of the United

Rights

79-305.

citizens of other

of

States and

States.

who

an <*

79-302.

Aliens,

79-303.

Rights of aliens as to realty.

79-304.

Liens, receiving and enforcing.

are.

testify.

Countries to sue
.

Militia duty, liability to.

79-306.

Rights of citizens of the United States.— Such citizens
of the other States of the Union as are recognized as citizens of the
United States by the Constitution thereof shall be entitled, while residents of this State, to all the rights of citizens thereof, except the elective
franchise and the right to hold office, and to perform such civil functions
(Act 1785, Cobb, 364.
as are confined by law to citizens of this State.
79-301. (2170)

Cross-references.
State, see
(§ 2-125).

Amend.

§

of

United States, resident

State,

as

citizens

of

XXV

S..

(§ 1-815).

who

(2171) Aliens,

are.

— Aliens

are the subjects of foreign

governments, not naturalized under the laws
Cross-reference.
tion, see Const.

79-303.

in

Protection of citizens, see Const., Art. I, Sec. I. Par.
Provisions of Federal Constitution as to citizenship, see Const. U.

XIV

79-302.

— Citizens

79-201.

— Power

U.

S.,

Art.

of the

United States.

of Congress to establish uniform
Sec. VIII (§ 1-125).

rule

of naturaliza-

I,

(2173) Rights of aliens as to realty.

—Aliens,

the subjects of

governments at peace with the United States and this State, as long as
their governments remain at peace, shall be entitled to all the rights of
citizens of other States resident in this State, and shall have the privilege
(Act
of purchasing, holding and conveying real estate in this State.
Act
364.
Cobb,
1849,
1785, Cobb,
367.)
Cross-reference*

—Rights

of citizens of other States, see

79-301.

and enforcing. Aliens may receive
by mortgage or otherwise on real estate in this State.

79-304. (2175) Liens, receiving

and enforce liens
(Act 1785, Cobb,

—

§

364.)

;

§

Persons.

79-305

1920

Right of citizens of other States and Countries to sue
and testify. The citizens of other States of the United States, or of foreign States at peace with this State, and friendly Indians, shall by comity
be allowed the privilege of suing in our courts or giving evidence therein,
as long as the same comity is extended in their courts to the citizens of
79-305.

^2 174)

—

this State.

Cross-reference.

79-306.

— Comity

of States, see

§

102-110.

(2176) Militia duty, liability

to.

— Residents

not citizens and

resident aliens shall not be liable to militia duty, except in repelling local

invasions or suppressing insurrections. (Act 1818, Cobb, 367.)

CHAPTER

79-4.

DOMICILE.
Sec.

Sec.
79-401.

Place

79-402.

Election of one of two; tran-

of.

sients.

Feme

79-403.

79-401.

covert.

(2181) Place

of.

—The

79-404.

Minors.

79-405.

Lunatics.

79-406.

Change

79-407.

Persons not

of domicile; intention.
sui juris.

domicile of every person of

full

age,

and laboring under no disability, is the place where the family of such
person shall permanently reside, if in this State. If he has no family, or
they do not reside in this State, the place where such person shall gen(Act 1838, Cobb, 530.)
erallv lodge shall be considered his domicile.
Cross-references.
§

— Change

of domicile,

see

§

79-406.

Service of process, see

81-202.

79-402.

(2182) Election of one of two; transients.

—

If

a person shall

more places in this State, such person shall
have the privilege of electing which shall be his domicile, and if such
election shall be made notorious, the place of his choice shall be his domreside indifferently at

two

or

no such election shall be made, or if made is not generally known
among those with whom he transacts business in this State, third persons
may treat either one of such places as his domicile, and it shall be so held
and in all such cases a person who shall habitually reside a portion of the
year in one county and another portion in another shall be deemed a resident of both, so far as to subject him to suits in either for contracts made
or torts committed in such county. Transient persons whose business
or pleasure causes a frequent change of residence, and having no family
permanently residing at one place in this State, shall be held and deemed,
as to third persons, to be domiciled at such place as they at the time temicile.

If

porarily occupy.

—

Cross-references. Venue of trial of civil cases at law, see § 3-201; of equitable
proceedings, see § 3-202.
Citizen of another State passing through this State,
where sued, see § 3-206. Change of domicile, see § 79-406. Where equity cases
tried, see Const., Art. VI, Sec. XVI, Par. Ill (§ 2-4303).

79-403.

("2183;

Feme

covert.

— The

domicile of a married

woman

shall

be that of her husband, except in two cases: 1. Of voluntary separation
and living apart. 2. Of a pending application for divorce. In either case
her domicile shall be determined as if she were a feme sole.
Cross-reference.

— Marriage

valid, see § 53-214.

in

another State,

if

parties intend living in this State,

Persons.

1921
(2184) Minors.

79-404.

—The

dominie

§_79

every miner shall be that of

of

sueh father shall have voluntarily relinquished
In sueh event the domicile
his parental authority to some other per (On.
person
to whom parental authority
of the minor shall be thai of the
his father,

alive, unless

if

has been relinquished, or, his master, if an apprentice* or his employer;
if neither master nor employer, then the place of his own choice; if the
father shall be dead, then the domicile of the minor shall be that of his

he has one in this State; if no guardian, then of his mother,
if alive; if no mother, then of his employer; if no employer, then of his
own choice. The domicile of an illegitimate child shall be that of his
guardian,

if

mother.
Cross-references.

domicile

may

— Father's

obligations, see
§ 49-105.

§

Ordinary of county of

74-105.

appoint guardian, see

79-405. (2185) Lunatics.

— Persons

of full age,

who

for

any cause are

placed under the power of a guardian, have the same domicile as the
guardian.
79-406.

Change

(2186)

of domicile; intention.

—The

domicile of a per-

may

be changed by an actual change of residence with the
avowed intention of remaining. A declaration of an intention to change
the domicile is ineffectual for that purpose until some act is done in exeson sui juris

cution of the intention.
Cross-references.
see § 79-402.

— Location

of domicile, see

§

Election of one of two,

79-401.

—A

person whose domicile for
any reason is dependent upon that of another can, by no act of volition
of his, effect a change of his own domicile nor can a guardian change the
(2187) Persons not sui juris.

79-407.

;

domicile of his ward by a change of his

own

or otherwise, so as to inter-

fere with the rules of inheritance or succession, or otherwise affect the

rights of inheritance of third persons.
Cross-reference.

—Rights as

CHAPTER
Sec.

to possession of child, see

79-5.

74-106.

CHANGE OF NAMES.

.

79-501.
79-502.

Manner; petition.
Order of judge.

name

Change of
for fraudulent purpose.

—

Manner; petition. Any person desirous of changing
or her name and the names of his or her children may present a peti-

79-501. (3014)
his

§

county of his residence, setting forth
fully and particularly the reason why such change is asked, which shall
be sworn to by the petitioner, and said petition shall be placed on the
proper docket in the superior court, and shall be acted on by the presiding judge any time at or after the second term following its filing. (Acts
tion to the superior court of the

1875, p. 103.)
79-502.

(3015) Order of judge.

— Said

judge

Change

of

name

for fraudulent pur-

on hearing said petition, if the petitioner has
and discretion, is proper, pass an order authorizing said change
Provided, nothing herein shall operate to

pose.

made such

shall,

a case as, in his opinion
:

§

Persons.

^-502

authorize any person to change his

1922

name with

a

view

to fraudulently de-

prive another of any legal right under the law. (Acts 1875, p. 103.)

PERSONAL INJURIES: See
PERSONAL PROPERTY:

Title 105, Torts, Chapters 105-6 to 105-13.

See Title 85, Property, Chapters 85-1,

85-17 to 85-19.

PERSONATING IN BAIL:

See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment,

Chapter 26-43.

PETIT JURIES:
PETITIONS: See

PETROLEUM:
PHARMACISTS

See Title

59, Juries,

Chapters 59-7 to

59-9.

Title 81, Pleading and Practice, Chapter 81-1.

See Title

73, Paints, Oils,

See Title 42, Food and
Businesses, and Trades, Chapter 84-13.
:

PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS:
nesses, and Trades, Chapter 84-9.

and Petroleum Products.

Drugs

;

Title 84, Professions,

See Title 84, Professions, Busi-

TITLE
PILOTS

80.

AND PILOTAGE.

Chap.

Sec.

80-

2.

Commissioners of pilotage
Proceedings before commissioners

80-

3.

General principles of pilotage

80-301

Crimes

80-9901

80-

1.

80-99.

80-101
80-201

of pilotage

CROSS-REFERENCES.
See Title

Aircraft pilots:

11,

Aviation, Chapter 11-1.

Buoys or beacons, destruction
§

Coast survey
§

See

of:

Title

26,

and

Punishment,

Crimes and

Punishment,

Crimes

26-7603.
fixtures,

destruction

of:

See Title

26,

26-8108.

Quarantine:

See Title

88,

Public Health, Chapter 88-4.

See, also, Title 17, Canal and Navigation Companies.

CHAPTER

80-1.

COMMISSIONERS OF PILOTAGE.
bee.

Sec.
80-101.

Appointment;

number;

terms

80-108.

Bonds

of

delivery

pilots;

to

Commissioners; renewal.

of office.
80-102.

Qualifications; vacancies.

80-109.

Forfeiture of license of pilot.

80-103.

Office; where kept; notice to
public; place of keeping records.

80-110.

Removal or suspension

80-104.
80-105.

80-111.

Number
Licensing of pilots.
of pilots. Apprentices.
Term

of service of apprenticeship as prerequisite to grant
of license.

80-106.

Branch

80-107.

License and oath of

pilots,

appointment

of.

pi-

Rules and regulations for gov-

ernment of
etc.,

80-112.

of

grounds; appeal.

lots;

revision,

pilots;

of pilotage fees.

Record of

rules,

etc.,

duty to

keep.
80-113.

Copies of records.

Salary or

fees of secretary.

pilots.

—

Appointment; number; terms of office. The corporate
authorities of Savannah, Darien, Brunswick, and St. Mary's shall each
have power respectively to appoint commissioners of pilotage, seven in
number, whose term of office shall be seven years, but the term of office
of the commissioners first appointed shall be one, two, three, four, five,
six, and seven years respectively, and for every year thereafter one pilot
commissioner shall be appointed by said corporate authorities to succeed
the commissioner whose term expired for that year. They shall exercise
the duties of the former boards of pilot commissioners. Said commissioners of pilotage shall be appointed by the corporate authorities of
Savannah for the bar of Tybee and river of Savannah and the several
bars and inlets north of Sapelo bar; by the corporate authorities of
Darien for Sapelo bar and the river Altamaha, and for the several bars
and inlets south of Sapelo bar as far as St. Simon's bar by the corporate
authorities of Brunswick for the bar of St. Simon's and Turtle River and
80-101. (1897)

;

—
§

Pilots and Pilotage.

S O- 102

1924

Andrew's bar and the several bars and inlets north of and including
the Great Satilla River: by the corporate authorities of St. Mary's for the
bar of St. Mary's and all bars and inlets between the St. Mary's bar and
(Act 1799, Cobb, 33. Acts 1894, p. 41.)
the St. Andrew's bar.
St.

— All

vacancies in boards of
appointment
by said corporate authorcommissioners shall be tilled by
commissioner
who held the office
unexpired
term
the
of
ities for the
vacated. The said boards of commissioners shall be composed of ship
agents, exporters, merchants, pilots, or others who are engaged in or
familiar with marine shipping and with the requirements of their re80-102. (1898)

Qualifications; vacancies.

(Acts 1914,

spective ports.

p. 57.)

where kept; notice to public; place o£ keeping
records.
The office of the commissioners must be kept in some suitable
place, of which the public shall have notice, and their books, papers, and
records may be kept in such office, or in the office of any court of record
80-103.

(1920)

Office;

—

in the

county.
(1899) Licensing of pilots.

80-104.

The commissioners

Number

of pilots.

Apprentices.

of pilotage at each of the ports of this State are

em-

powered to license such persons (being citizens of the United States) of
good character as they shall think most fit to act as pilots, for the purpose of conducting vessels inward to and outward from the several ports
and rivers for which they shall be licensed during their good behavior.

The number

of licensed pilots shall not exceed 20 for the port of

Savannah, 10 for the port of Dobo}^ and Darien, 12 for the port of Brunswick,
two for the Great Satilla River, and eight for the port of St. Mary's and
when vacancies shall occur in the number of pilots in any one of the
before-named ports or rivers, the commissioners of that port may in
their discretion grant licenses to pilots as hereinbefore provided, until
the number of pilots reaches the number allowed by this section for that
port or river. (Acts 1886, p. 38; 1896, p. 85; 1901, p. 30; 1921, p. 103.)
;

Cross-reference.

for acting as pilot without license, see

Term of service of apprenticeship
license. — No person shall receive a certificate

80-105.

grant of

— Penalty

(1929)

§

80-9901.

as prerequisite to
to act as pilot until

he shall have served as an apprentice two full years in a decked pilotboat on the bar for which he seeks to be a pilot (the crew not to be considered as apprentices unless so registered in the office of the commissioners of pilotage), and shall have given satisfactory evidence of character and

skill,

and any

certified pilot shall serve 18

months before he

an increased authority; but, in case of emergency,
such additional pilot may be appointed as the mayor or other chief officer of the port may determine
the foregoing restrictions to the conshall be entitled to

—

trary notwithstanding. (Act 1830, Cobb, 43.

(1930; Branch pilots, appointment

Acts 1882-3,

— All

p. 70.)

branch pilots shall
be appointed by the commissioners; and whenever a vacancy shall occur
in a branch, the person who shall have served the longest time as an apprentice shall, if deemed competent by the commissioners, be appointed
to the vacancy; but no person may hold a branch who is not engaged in
80-106.

pilotage.

of.

—
;

Pilots and Pilotage.
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#

80-107. (1907)

License and oath of

pilots.

—The license of a

pilot shall

be in the form of a certificate of bis appointment, which shall be signed
by a majority of the commissioners, or by their chairman by their dh
tion, and each pilot, on receiving his license, shall take and subscribe an
oath in the following form: "I, A. Bi, appointed pilot for the port and
harbor of
do swear that I will faithfully, and according to the
of my ability, perform the duties of a pilot in and for said port and harbor
of
and will at all times wind, weather, and health permitting use
my best endeavors to repair on board every vessel I shall see, and conceive to be bound for, coming into, or going out of said port and harbor,
unless I am well assured there is some other licensed pilot on board the
same that I will, from time to time, make the best dispatch in my power
to convey any vessel committed to my charge coming into or going out
of said port and harbor and will at all times well and truly observe, fulfill, and follow, to the best of my skill and judgment, all such orders and
directions as I may receive from the commissioners of pilotage in all
matters and things relating to the duty of a pilot." (Act 1799, Cobb. 34.
I

,

—

,

—

;

;

Cross-reference.

— Acting

as pilot without a license, see

§

80-9901.

Bonds of pilots; delivery to commissioners; renewal.
must make and deliver to the commissioners a bond, payable

80-108. (1908)

The

pilot

chairman of the board, and his successors in office, in the penal
sum of $2,000, with security, to be approved by the commissioners, and
with the condition faithfully to perform his duties as pilot, which bond
shall be renewable at the discretion of the commissioners with such seto the

curity or additional security as they

may

may

be
brought by any person endangered by the misconduct, carelessness or
neglect of the pilot, in any court having jurisdiction thereof, without any

order for that purpose.

(Act 1799, Cobb,

require. Suits thereon

Acts 1921,

34.

80-109. (1909) Forfeiture of license of pilot.

—Any

p. 105.)

pilot

who

fails

act as pilot for three months, or absents himself for 10 days at

to

any

one time without leave of the commissioners, may be deprived of his
license and any pilot who shall, with knowledge of the arrest of any vessel under civil process from any court of record, conduct or pilot such
vessel out of the port or harbor where such arrest is made, and while
such vessel is in charge of a civil officer, shall forfeit his license and be
forever disqualified from acting as pilot, besides forfeiting such sum as
a jury may assess for damages.
;

—

Cross-references. Forfeiture for failure to report discharge of ballast in harbor,
see § 98-103. Forfeiture for neglect or refusal to pilot a vessel, see § 80-301.

80-110. (1900)

Removal or suspension

The commissioners
for

want

shall

suspend any

of pilots; grounds; appeal.

pilot, or

deprive him of his license,

of skillfulness or for negligently or carelessly losing or injuring

when he

laboring under mental derange-

any vessel

in his charge, or

ment, or

so addicted to habits of intoxication as to unfit him. in their

is

is

judgment, to be intrusted with the charge of a vessel; but
case an appeal may be made as is provided for by law.

in

every such
(Acts 1SS6.

pp. 38, 39.)

—

Cross-references. Appeal from judgment of commissioners, see
ishment for default of pilot, see § 80-313.

§

80-206.

Pun-

;;

§

Pilots and Pilotage.

SO- 111

80-111.

(1901) Rules and regulations for government of pilots; revi-

sion, etc., of pilotage fees.

their duty,
pilots,

1926

to

—The commissioners shall have power, and

prescribe rules and regulations for the

it is

government

and to prescribe the fees for their services, and they

may

of

also im-

pose such penalties not inconsistent with this law, for neglect of duty or
for a violation of the orders or of the rules and regulations of the commissioners, as they

may

think proper.

They

whenever necessary, reboth inward and outward, on

shall,

and g-rade the existing pilotage fees,
vessels drawing 17 feet, or less, when loaded, so that said fees shall not
exceed the average of the fees charged at the ports of Norfolk, Wilmington. Charleston. Port Royal, Beaufort, Fernandina, Pensacola, Apalachicola. Mobile, and New Orleans. They shall exempt coastwise vessels
from the payment of pilotage fees, both inward and outward, unless pilotage services are tendered outside the bar, and they shall provide that
coastwise vessels changing ports of this State shall pay the inward pilotage at the first port of entry only, and the outward pilotage from each
port or ports at which such vessel shall load cargo in whole or in part
but they shall allow vessels running coastwise under the United States
license to pay, after paying the inward pilotage for that trip, an annual
license fee of 25 cents per registered ton, which shall belong to the pilot
entitled to the inward pilotage fee, and the payment of said license fee
shall exempt at that port said vessel for 12 months thereafter from compulsory employment of a pilot, either inward or outward, or payment
therefor unless services of a pilot are accepted licenses shall be granted
only after they have paid the inward pilotage for that trip if service has
been tendered outside the bar; and any vessel, while in a port for which
she has had a license, may, within 90 days after the expiration of said
license, make application for and, on payment of the license fee, shall
receive a new license for 12 months from the date of the expiration of the
vise

;

old license.

from

They

shall allow half the regular pilotage fees to be collected

exempt by laws

United States, or
licensed as provided for in this Title, calling at the bar of any of the
before-named ports or rivers in ballast, seeking for orders, if they do not
load but leave in ballast, and allow half the regular pilotage fees, both
inward and outward, on all vessels returning to the port at which they
loaded, before completing the voyage, from stress of weather, or from
being damaged or disabled, but vessels subject to go into quarantine shall
pay full pilotage fees inward and outward. (Acts 1886, p. 38; 1901, p. 31
all

vessels, except those

of the

1915, p. 16.)

80-112. (1918)

Record

of rules, etc.,

duty to keep.

—The commissioners

neatly-bound book, a record of all their acts, and of
the rules and regulations adopted by them for the direction and government of the pilots but in the city of Savannah such rules and regulations
shall preserve, in a

;

be operative until approved by the city council. They must
designate one of their number as chairman, and cause a record thereof
to be made, and prescribe such fees for the service of the pilots, and impose such fines and penalties not inconsistent with the provisions of this
Title, as they may deem expedient. They shall also preserve upon record
a list of all persons appointed pilots by them, as well as those by them
shall not

suspended.

Pilots and Pilotage.
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80-113. (1919) Copies of records.

80 203

§

Salary or fees of secretary.

— All

\,<

sons interested shall have access to, and be permitted to have copies of
the records; and copies thereof certified by the chairman or secretary
shall be presumptive evidence of the facts therein stated. 'J Ik; secretary
of the commissioners shall have such salary or fees as the commissioner,

may

determine, and such salary or fees shall be paid out of fines and for-

such other fund as shall be under the control of the commis-

feitures, or

sioners.

—

Cross-references. Disposal of fines and forfeitures, see § 80-208. Commissionmay sue for forfeiture, see § 80-209. Penalty for discharging ballast in harbor,

ers
see

§

98-9902.

CHAPTER

80-2.

PROCEEDINGS BEFORE COMMISSIONERS
OF PILOTAGE.
Sec.

Sec.
80-201.

Attendance of witnesses; summons,

80-206.

Appeal from judgment of com-

80-202.

.Defaulting witnesses punished.

80-207.

80-203.

Citation of witnesses to answer
interrogatories.
Sealing
Service of subpoenas.
and returning depositions.

Commissions to take testimony, etc.
Fines and forfeitures, how dis-

80-204.
80-205.

Fees for serving subpoenas,

80-201. (1921)

missioners, etc.

80-208.

posed
80-209.
'

etc.

Suits

of.

name

in

of

commission-

ers.

Attendance of witnesses summons.
;

—When the attend-

ance of any person shall be required as a witness before the commissioners of pilotage in any matter or claim of which they shall have jurisdiction, it shall be the duty of their secretary, on application, to issue summonses in the nature of writs of subpoena, to be signed by him and directed to the persons whose attendance shall be required, when such
persons reside in the county where such matter or claim may be depending. The summons shall express the cause and the party at whose suit

and shall be served on such witnesses at least 24 hours
before the meeting of the commissioners to which it shall be returnable,
and it shall be served by the messenger of such commissioners or a constable, and the return of such officer shall be evidence of the service of
the subpoena. (Act 1832, Cobb, 45.)
it

shall be issued,

80-202. (1922) Defaulting

summoned, whose testimony
fail

to appear,

ment

may

witnesses
shall

punished.

—Any

appear to be material, and

who

shall

be attached by the commissioners, and the attach-

shall be directed to a sheriff or constable,

and made returnable

the next superior court of the county; and such court

nesses in a

thus

witness

sum not exceeding

$100, unless a

may

fine

to

such wit-

good excuse be made

to the

judge of said court; but such witness shall, nevertheless, be liable to
action at the suit of the party injured by such nonattendance. (Act 1S32.
Cobb, 45.)

—

answer interrogatories. When
any witness shall be a seaman or transient person, the commissioners
may issue subpoena to such witness by their secretary, requiring such
witness to appear at a time and place therein stated, before any justice
80-203. (1923) Citation of witnesses to

Pilots and Pilotage.

§80-204

of the peace or ordinary of the county, to
to be

propounded

80-204.
tions.

to him.

1928

answer written interrogatories

(Act 1832, Cobb, 45.)

Sealing and returning deposisubpoena shall be served 24 hours before it is returnable, and

(1924) Service of subpoenas.

— The

same length

must be given to the adverse party, or
attorney, agent, or consignee, of the time and place of putting such interrogatories. The officer taking the depositions shall seal up and properly
indorse and return such depositions, which may be offered by consent
or by order of the commissioners, and shall stand in the place of the oral
notice for the

of time

examination of such witness, when his personal attendance cannot be
procured. (Act 1832, Cobb, 46.)
80-205.

(1925) Fees for serving subpoenas, etc.

—The

secretary's fees

subpoena shall be 25 cents; for each attachment, 50 cents; for
examining a witness the justice of the peace shall receive $1 the sheriff
or constable, for serving any subpoena, shall receive 25 cents, and for
executing and returning an attachment to court, 50 cents. (Act 1832,
Cobb, 46.)
for each

;

— In

any

case where a pilot shall be suspended, or where a fine exceeding the

sum

80-206.

(1926) Appeal from judgment of commissioners, etc.

be imposed by any judgment or decision of the board of
commissioners, or where the license or warrant of a pilot shall be revoked, the person so fined, or the pilot so suspended or whose license or
warrant shall be revoked, may petition the judge of the superior court of
the county where such judgment or sentence may be made, setting forth
of $20 shall

on oath the circumstances of the case, a copy of which petition shall be
served upon the acting chairman or secretary of such board at least three
days before the return of any rule thereon

and if, on reading such petition, the judge shall think there is sufficient ground for the allowance of
an appeal, he shall thereon direct an issue to be made up between such
commissioners and the appellant, which issue shall be tried by a jury, as
in other appeal cases, at the next term of the superior court, unless good
cause is shown for a continuance; and if upon such trial a verdict shall
be rendered in favor of the appellant, the said judge shall make rule remitting such fine, or restoring the suspended pilot or the pilot whose
warrant or license may have been revoked as aforesaid. (Act 1830, Cobb,
;

43.)
Cross-references.
tled, see

§

— Removal

of pilots, see

§

Cases of damages, how setPenalty against pilot
harbor, see § 98-103. Appeals gen80-110.

Depriving pilot of license, see

80-314.

for failing to report discharge of ballast in

Appeal and Error, Chapter

erally, see Title 6,

§

80-301.

6-1 et seq.

—

Commissions to take testimony, etc. In the case of an
appeal as aforesaid, commissions may issue to take the depositions of
any person not a resident of the county, or whose oral testimony cannot
be conveniently had, as in other cases, before such superior court; but no
commissions shall issue except upon three days' notice to the opposite
party, by service of a copy of the interrogatories to be exhibited, as in
80-207.

r

1927)

other cases.

(Act 1830, Cobb, 43.)

Cross-reference.

— Who

may

be examined on interrogatories, see

§

38-2101.

—
Pilots and Pilotage.
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80-208. (1928) Fines
forfeitures collected

ment

and

how

forfeitures,

by the commissioners

disposed

of.

— All

toward

shall be applied

of the ordinary expenses of the board,

and the residue

and

fines

.shall

pi

b€

pended by the commissioners toward improving- the navigation of the
port or harbor where such fines and forfeitures are inflicted. (Act 1799,
Cobb, 37.)

—

Cross-references. Penalty for discharging ballast
Fees of secretary, see § 80-113.

name

in

harbor,

see

§

9&9902.

— The

boards of commissioners are hereby authorized, in their own names or in those of their
chairmen as such, respectively, to sue for and recover, to their own use
and the improvement of navigation, any forfeiture which may accrue
under this Title, which is not otherwise specifically appropriated.
80-209. (1935) Suits in

CHAPTER

80-3.

of commissioners.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF PILOTAGE.
Sec.

Sec.

80-301.

Duty

80-302.

Vessels refusing to take

of pilot to offer services
to vessel nearest bar.
liability to

80-303.

pay

Penalty for carrying

Exclusive right of pilot bringing vessel in to take vessel

80-306.

Collection of fees by unlicensed
pilots forbidden.

Duty

letters,

allowance

for.

Fees for taking pilot from ves-

as

Collection of fees; advance payment; security; forfeiture.

80-301. (1910)

Delivering

80-310.
80-311.

Mooring and docking, duty

Rights and duties of

off or de-

taining pilot.

80-305.

Every

80-309.

fee.

sel.

to; additional fees.

80-307.

Pilot to be notified of vessel's

departure.

pilot,

out.

80-304.

80-308.

80-312.

Pilot's fees for carrying vessel
to another port.

80-313.

Default of

80-314.

Other cases

pilot, liability.

of

damages, how

settled.

pilots.

of pilot to offer services to vessel nearest bar.

pilot boat cruising or standing out to sea

must

of a pilot to the vessel nearest the bar, unless a vessel

offer the services

more distant

shall

be in distress, under penalty of $50 for each and every neglect or refusal
either to approach the nearest vessel, or to aid her if required, or to aid

any vessel

showing signals of distress
them, may, for such neglect or

in sight

or a majority of

and the commissioners,

;

refusal, deprive the pilot

of his license.
Cross-references.

— Removal

of pilots, see

commissioners, see § 80-206. License,
pilot, how punished, see § 80-313.

§

how

80-110.
forfeited,

Appeal from judgment of
see

§

80-109.

80-302. (1902) Vessels refusing to take pilot, liability to

person, master or

commander

pay

Default of

fee.

—Any

exempt
by United States laws and vessels while licensed under the provisions
of this Title and vessels of less than 100 tons burden, bearing towards
any of the ports, rivers, or harbors of this State, who shall refuse to receive a pilot on board, shall be liable, on his arrival in such port, river.
or harbor, to pay the first pilot who may have offered his services outside the bar, and exhibited his license as a pilot if demanded by the master, the full rates of pilotage, inward and outward, established by law
for such vessel.
Cross-reference.

(Acts 1886,

— Collection

of-

a ship or vessel, except vessels

p. 38.)

of fees, see

§

80-305.

—
6
o

Pilots and Pilotage.

80-303
,

80-303.
sel out.

—

1930

,

(1903) Exclusive right of pilot bringing vessel in to take vesThe pilot who brings a vessel into port, or one attached to his

have the exclusive right to take her out, unless the master oi such vessel shall prove to the satisfaction of the commissioners
that such pilot misbehaved himself while in charge of the vessel or was
in the meantime deprived of his license, or that such pilot had obtained
the inward pilotage against the right of some other pilot first offering
his services, and in any of these cases another pilot shall be employed
and in that event the outward pilotage fees shall belong to the pilot who

pilot-boat, shall

takes her out. (Acts 1886.

p. 38.)

—

Cross-references. Rights and duties of pilots, see
as to offering services, see § 80-301.

§

80-307.

Duties of pilots,

Mooring and docking, duty as to; additional fees.
Every pilot in any of the ports, rivers, or harbors aforesaid bringing any
vessel to anchor in any of said ports, rivers, or harbors, shall moor such
vessel, or give proper directions for the mooring of the same and the
saferiding thereof, or shall dock such vessel if required by the master on
80-304. (1904)

and said

arrival,

pilot shall not be entitled to

to his pilotage fees for so doing.

80-305.

—A

(Acts 1886,

compensation

in addition

p. 38.)

Collection of fees; advance payment; security; for-

(1905)

bringing a vessel into port, or

who

has tendered his
services to her outside the bar, unless his services have been refused because of her being licensed as hereinbefore provided, shall be entitled to
his fees, both inward and outward, before her departure from port, to be
feiture.

pilot

paid in advance, or security given for the payment, and on failure thereof

may

he

refuse to carry the vessel out, and

demanded and recovered,

all

fees for pilotage

may

be

any court having jurisdiction, from the
owner, master, or consignee of the vessel and if any licensed pilot shall
ask or demand more fees for his services than are specified in the rates
of pilotage, on due proof thereof before the commissioners he shall forin

;

feit

double the amount of such vessel's pilotage. (Acts 1886,

Cross-reference.

—Vessels

refusing to take pilot, see

80-306. Collection of fees

by unlicensed

§

p. 38.)

80-302.

pilots forbidden.

— No

person,

other than a duly licensed pilot, shall be entitled to receive any fee,
gratuity, or reward for conducting or piloting any vessel inward to or

outward from any

of the ports, rivers or harbors for

be licensed. (Acts 1886,

p.

38; 1896,

p.

which a

85; 1901, p. 30; 1921,

pilot shall

p. 103.)

—

(1911) Rights and duties of pilots. Any pilot having the right
to take a vessel out of port may attend in person, or procure another person out of the pilot-boat to which he is attached to attend for him and
80-307.

;

if

any master or owner

to carry his vessel

her

in,

of

down

any vessel

in port shall

employ any other

the river, or to sea, except the pilot

or one belonging to the

same

boat, unless

pilot

who brought

good and

sufficient

cause shall appear therefor, on due proof thereof before the commissionone-half to the pilot
ers he shall be liable to a fine not exceeding $100
lawfully claiming the pilotage of the vessel; but should such pilot neglect
or refuse to attend, and carry down such vessel when ready for sea (wind,

—

weather, and tide permitting), when thereunto required by the master,
owner, or consignee, such pilot shall, on conviction thereof before the

Pilots and Pilotage.

1931

§80-313

board of commissioners, forfeit the upper pilotage of such vessel, and be
liable to a fine not exceeding $100; and any pilot acting on board such
vessel when he has no right shall be liable to the same penalty, and shall,
moreover, be liable to the pilot having the right for carrying the same
vessel out: Provided, the commissioners have not sufficient evident
the necessity of his acting.
Cross-reference.

— Pilot

bringing

in

may

take out, see

§

80-303.

80-308. (1912) Pilot to be notified of vessel's departure.
of a vessel in readiness to leave must,

if

— The

master

practicable, give notice of his

intention to leave to the pilot entitled to conduct the vessel out, or to

some other

belonging to the same boat: Provided, such pilot
the place of departure of such vessel or near thereto.
pilot

80-309. (1913) Penalty for carrying off or detaining pilot.

is

at

—The owner,

master, or consignee of any vessel carrying off the pilot of such vessel,

without his consent, to any port, either foreign or on the coast, shall
be liable to such pilot for the payment of all reasonable expenses, and
for the further sum of not exceeding $3 a day, during the necessary
absence of the pilot Provided, the carrying away of such pilot shall not
be due to any default, misconduct, or negligence on his part and the
master of a vessel detaining a pilot on board his vessel, the wind and
:

;

weather permitting him to go to sea, shall be
a day for every day he shall be so detained.

liable to

80-310. (1906) Delivering letters, allowance for.
shall

touch

off the

pay such

—Whenever

pilot $3

a vessel

bar of any of the ports, rivers, or harbors of this

State for instructions, any pilots delivering on board such vessel any
letters or orders shall be

(Acts 1886,

allowed one-half of the bar pilotage

in

and

out.

p. 38.)

80-311. (1914) Fees for taking pilot

from

vessel.

—When

any

pilot-

boat belonging to a pilot other than the one who may have conducted
a vessel out to sea shall take such pilot off such vessel, such pilot-boat
shall be entitled to one-third of the pilotage.

—

80-312. (1915) Pilot's fees for carrying vessel to another port.
Any
pilot belonging to any port in this State, meeting at sea with any vessel
bound to another port within the same, shall, if capable and thereunto

required, take charge of and pilot such vessel into such port, and shall
be paid $2 per day, for every day such pilot may be on board such vessel
at sea without the bars, over

and above the usual rate of pilotage, and
no other pilot shall interfere while the former is willing to continue his
services. (Act 1799, Cobb, 36.)
80-313. (1916) Default of pilot, liability.— If

any vessel whatsoever,

or the cargo or freight thereof, shall receive any damage or miscarriage,
or be lost through the negligence or default of any pilot, after such pilot
takes charge of the same, and the claim exceeds $100, the said pilot shall,
in such case, on conviction thereof before any court of record, be obliged
to answer and make good to the sufferers, or the master of said vessel.
all

the

damages he

shall sustain thereby.

Cross-reference.— Removal of
under.

pilots,

see

§

(Act 1799, Cobb, 35.)
80-110 and cross-references there-

§

Pilots and Pilotage.

80-314

1932

—

(1917) Other cases of damages, how settled. All other cases
of damage or difference that may arise or be made against any master or
80-314.

concerning the pilotage of any vessel, or any other matter
relative to the business or care of a pilot, in any of said harbors, shall be
heard and determined by the commissioners, or a majority of them, appointed for the care of the pilotage where such damage or dispute shall
arise, who. by their decree or order, shall lawfully decide and regulate
every such damage or difference, and who shall have power to enforce
such decree or order by execution or warrant of distress under their
hands and seals, or the hands and seals of any four of them, directed
to any sheriff or constable of the county where such execution issues,
commanding the sale of the offender's goods, or so much thereof as shall
be sufficient to satisfy such execution or warrant, and all sales thereunder shall be conformable to the laws in other cases of sale and such
sheriff or constable shall be liable to be ruled before the judge of the
superior court as in other cases, in term time or vacation, for any default
in duly executing such process; but in case of a sentence or judgment
for more than $20, an appeal may be had, as is herein provided. (Act
1799, Cobb, 34; Acts 1894, p. 41.)
pilot, for or

;

"

Cross-reference.

— Appeal

from judgment

CHAPTER

of commissioners, etc., see

80-99.

§

80-206.

CRIMES.

Sec.

80-9901.

Penalty for acting as pilot
without license, or for interfering with licensed pilot.

687 P. C.) Penalty for acting as pilot without license,
If any person having no authority
or for interfering with licensed pilot.
or license to act as pilot, or who, having had any authority, has had it
suspended or revoked by the commissioners, shall, while his license is
suspended, pilot or conduct any vessel inward to or outward from any of
the ports, rivers or harbors of this State, or if any person shall interfere
with or disturb a licensed pilot in the way of his duty, such person may,
on conviction, be fined and imprisoned at the discretion of any court
having jurisdiction; but any person may assist a vessel in distress without any pilot on board, if such person shall deliver up the vessel to the
first pilot who comes on board and offers to conduct it, but the vessel
must fly the signal for a pilot until one has been received or his services
80-9901. (1899

;

—

tendered. (Acts 1886,
Cross-reference.

p.

38; 1896,

— Licensing

PLANK ROADS:

p.

85; 1901,

of pilot, see

§

p.

30; 1921, p. 103.)

80-104.

See Title 95, Roads, Bridges, and Ferries, Chapters

95-9, 95-10.

PLAYGROUNDS:

See Title 69, Municipal Corporations, Chapter 69-6.
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dict
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81-1.

HOW

SUITS

Sec.

81-101.

81-102.

THE PETITION.

COMMENCED; THE PETITION.
Sec.

How

suits commenced;
tents of petition.

Special

statutory

con-

to

paragraphed;
denied taken

as prima facie true.

Dates and amounts,
suit

petition.

81-106.

how

set

against person in
initials of his given name.
Copies, exhibits, etc.. incorporation in or attachment to
out:

81-105.

be
averments not

Petition

81-104.

proceedings,

etc.

81-103.

SUITS;

Cross-bills.

Pleading and Practice.

81-101

§

Sec

1934

Sec,

S 1-107.

Supplemental

81-108.

Discovery;

81-109.

Verification of petition.

81-110.

How

petition.

prayer

for;

petition for extraordinary
equitable relief verified; support by proof.

When

81-112.

Time

Sanction of judge to extra ordinar y Process.

81-114.

Petition not affected by technical or formal objections,

81-115.

Special pleadings not admitted.

81-116.

Variance between allegations
and proof, no nonsuit be-

waiver.

rogatories;

81-111.

81-113.
inter-

petition to be

riled.

of filing to be indorsed;
time of commencement of
suit; sanction of judge.

81-101.

(5514, 5S3S)

How

cause

of.

commenced; contents

suits

of petition.

suits in the superior courts for legal or equitable relief or

—All

both shall be

by petition addressed to the court, signed by the plaintiff or his counsel,
plainly, fully, and distinctly setting forth the cause of action, legal or

names of the persons against whom process is
prayed, and the demand for legal or equitable relief or remedy or both.
equitable or both, the

(Act 1799, Cobb, 470. Acts 1887,

p. 64.)

—

Cross-references. Superior courts may apply both legal and equitable remedies,
Sufficiency of petition and pleas, when determined, see § 81-1001.
§ 37-901.
Signing of writs, see § 24-3308. Equity jurisdiction, see § 37-124. Equity merged
in common law courts, see Const., Art. VI, Sec. IV, Par. II (§ 2-3202). Plaintiff
Pleadings in equity, see § 37-908.
required to elect between suits, see § 3-601.
see

81-102. (5550) Special statutory proceedings, etc.

— Nothing

in

the

Uniform Procedure Act

(§§ 37-901, 37-907, 81-101, 81-105, 81-109, 81-303,
81-309) shall repeal or affect the mode of any special statutory proceed-

such as the foreclosure of liens and mortgages, proceedings to eject
tenants and intruders, claims and illegalities, mandamus, quo warranto,
ings,

prohibition, habeas corpus, establishment of lost papers, petitions to the

judge of the superior court at chambers, nor other special proceedings
of like nature, nor the fictitious forms of pleading in ejectment. (Acts
1887, p. 64.)

81-103.
as

prima

(5539) Petition to be paragraphed; averments not denied taken
facie true.

—All

petitions in the superior courts for legal or

equitable relief or both shall set forth the cause of action in orderly and

numbered consecutively; and any averment dismade therein, which is not denied by the defendant's

distinct paragraphs,
tinctly

and plainly

answer, shall be taken as prima facie true, unless the defendant shall

answer that he can neither admit nor deny such averment
the want of sufficient information. (Acts 1893, p. 56.)

state in his

because of

Cross-references.

— Admission

an evasive answer, see
§

§

in

pleadings as evidence, see § 38-402. Effect of
to be separately answered, see

Each paragraph

81-308.

81-306.

81-104.

(5519) Dates and amounts,

set out in

given name.

— Dates

;

signed a contract with the
in the

81-105.

set out; suit against person

and amounts in pleading may be
figures (or Arabic numerals)
and when a party shall have

in initials of his

sued

how

same way. (Act

initials of his

— Copies

name

only, he

may be

1847, Cobb, 492.)

(5541) Copies, exhibits,

to petition.

given

etc.,

incorporation in or attachment

of contracts, obligations to pay, or other writings

should be incorporated

in or

attached to the petition in

all

cases in which

)

Pleading and Practice.
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§81-110

they constitute the cause of action, or the relief prayed for must be ba
thereon. In suits to recover money on an insurance policy it shall be
necessary to attach a copy of only what appears upon the face or in the
body of the policy. In suits on account a bill of particulars should be
attached. In actions for the recovery of land the plaintiff must at

an abstract of his

title.

(Acts 1887,

p. 64.

—

Cross-references. Deposit of original at clerk's office, see § 24-3363. Abstract of
title should be annexed to petition for recovery of land and profits, gee S 33-117.
Bill of particulars must be annexed in action for unliquidated demand-,, see § 24-3310.
Process to be annexed to petition, see § 81-201.

81-106. (5547) Cross-bills.

—A

petition

in

the nature of a cross-bill

need not be filed. The defendant in every case may set up in his answer
any matter which, under the English practice, should be the subject of
a cross-bill, and may require therein any discovery from the petitioner
he may desire. If new parties are necessary, by reason of any matter
thus set up in the answer, the court shall give such direction to the cause,
to secure a hearing to such parties, as if a petition in the nature of a
cross-bill had been filed. (Acts 1857, p. 107.)

—

§
§

Cross-references. Equitable relief for defendants in superior courts, see
37-905. Plea of set-off, see § 81-801. What claims may be set up as defense, see
3-113. Dismissal of petition, see § 3-510.

81-107.

be

filed.

new
of

(5547) Supplemental petition.

— No supplemental petition need

parties are necessary,

amendment, the court

by reason

of

way

amendment. If
any matter thus set up by way

All such matter shall be allowed by

of

such direction to the cause, to secure
a supplemental bill had been filed. (Acts

shall give

a hearing to such parties, as

if

1857, p. 107.)
Cross-references.

—Amendments

in equity, see §§ 37-903, 37-1005.

ments of pleadings are allowed, see

§

When amend-

81-1301.

—

81-108. (5540) Discovery;

prayer for; interrogatories; waiver. In
equitable proceedings, if discovery shall be sought of one or more defendants, it shall be specially prayed, and interrogatories regularly numbered shall be embodied in the petition as to every point on which discovery is sought, and the names of the defendants from whom answers
under oath or affirmation are required. If discovery shall be waived, the
answer shall not be evidence for the defendant on the final trial.

—

Cross-references. Discovery in equity generally, see §§ 38-1101, 38-1104. Waiver
of discovery not prevent answer on motion to dissolve injunction, see § 55-203.
Defendant's answer where discovery is sought, see § 38-1106. Verified answer as
evidence, see § 81-402.

81-109. (5542) Verification of petition.

unless

it

— No

petition need be verified

seeks extraordinary equitable relief or remedy.

(Acts 1SS7.

p. 64.)

—

Cross-references. Sanction of judge before filing petition, see § 81-112. Superior courts may grant extraordinary remedies, see § 37-904. Extraordinary remeVerified answer as evidence, see
dies in aid of suit or defense, see § 37-907.
§

81-402.

81-110.

How petition for extraordinary equitable

(5544)

support by proof.

relief verified;

— Petitions for a restraining order, injunction, receiver,

or other extraordinary equitable relief shall be verified positively by the
petitioner or supported by other satisfactory proofs.
Cross-references.

— Method

of granting injunctions, see
§ 55-301.

appointed by superior court, see

§

55-201.

Receiver,

when

Pleading and Practice.

§81-111
81-111.

be deposited
it is

When

(5562)

in the clerk's office at least

returnable

and

;

Cross-references.

81-112.

rile

§

81-217.

Time

of filing to be indorsed; time of

— The

its filing in office,

judge before

make

term thereafter. (Act 1799, Cobb, 471.)

to the next

of suit; sanction of judge.

commencement

20 days before the term to which

Return where process desuits, see § 81-101.
Service too late, good for next term, see § 81-218.
proceeding until costs deposited by nonresident, see § 24-3407.

(5551)

the date of

original petition shall

— Commencing

livered too late, see

Clerk need not

— The

delivered within the 20 days, the clerk shall

it

same returnable

the

petition to be filed.

1936

of the suit.

which

No

unless

its filing,

clerk shall indorse

commencement

upon every

petition

shall be considered the time of the

petition shall require the sanction of the

it

shall

pray some extraordinary remedy.

(Act 1S43, Cobb, 474.)
Cross-references.

— What

petitions

judge to extraordinary process, see
justice's court, see

81-113.

must be
§

81-113.

Sanction of

verified,

see

What

commencement

is

81-109.

§

of suit in

24-1104.

§

(5545) Sanction

of

judge to extraordinary process.

—

If

an

extraordinary process or remedy shall be prayed, the sanction of the

judge of the court or of some judge of the superior courts shall be first
obtained before such process shall be issued or such remedy granted.

The

may

application

be ex parte and

manifest necessity.

in cases of

In

all

chambers to

be granted without a hearing

other cases the judge shall allow

on 10 days' previous
defendant's answer, a motion may be made at

a hearing before passing the order.
notice and the filing of

may
In

all cases,

set aside or dissolve the order granting the sanction of the

court.

—

Issuance of ne exeat without sanction, see § 37-1406. Judge
another judge may act, see § 24-2617. When a judicial officer is dis-

Cross-references.
disqualified,

qualified, see

§

24-102.

by technical or formal objections.
Xo technical or formal objections shall invalidate any petition; but
if the same shall substantially conform to the requirements of this Code,
and the defendant has had notice of the pendency of the cause, all other
81-114. (5572) Petition not affected

—

objections shall be disregarded, provided a legal cause of action as re-

quired by this Code
Cross-references.
see

§

102-102,

set forth.

— Sufficiency

of

(Act 1818, Cobb, 488.)
substantial

compliance with laws generally,

Informality no ground for dismissal, see

6.

(5573) Special pleadings not admitted.

81-115.
shall be

1!

is

admitted

§

— No

3-511.

special pleadings

and every case shall go to the
process, and answer alone.

in the superior courts,

jury and be tried upon the petition,

—

Cross-references.
Superior court may require proper pleadings,
to pleas and answers, see § 81-309.

see

§

37-908.

Demurrers

81-116. (5573) Variance

because

of.

— Xo

between allegations and proof, no nonsuit

nonsuit shall be awarded,

when

the cause of action

is

substantially set forth in the petition, for any formal variance between

the allegations and the proof.
Cross-reference.

— Nonsuit

granted, when, see

§

110-310.

Pleading and Practices
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CHAPTER

81-2.

PROCESS AND SERVICE THEREOF.

Sec.
81-201.

S'(,.

Process to be annexed to peti-

81-211.

Process and
waived.

81-212.

Minors to be served, ho

81-213.

Service of extraordinary

tion.

how made

81-202.

Service of process;
in general.

81-203.

Same; where

81-204.

Service on nonresidents.
Service by publication; nonresidents or unknown owners or*
claimants.

sheriff

is

sick or

81-206.
81-207.

81-209.
81-210.

Traverse of entry of
other

81-215.

or

officer.

Second original

defendants

if

reside out of county.
81-216.

Proceedings

where no

sheriff

or clerk elected.

Proceedings where process de-

81-217.

Same; judge to determine if
service properly perfected.
Appearance and pleading as
waiver of defects.

81-218
81-219.

Direction and service of proc-

Death

81-220.

Process not affected by technical or formal objections.

livered too late.

filed.

or

81-201.

Service too
term.
ess

of

disqualification

judge, effect.

annex

pn

to

be
81-208.

81-214.

Same; how made.
Same; copy of publication

be

service

ess.

a party.
81-205.

!

when

(5552) Process to be annexed to petition.

to every petition a process

(unless the

same

late,

good

sheriff

— The

is

for next

a party.

clerk

shall

shall be waived),

signed by the clerk or his deputy, and bearing teste in the name of a
judge of the court, and directed to the sheriff or his deputy, requiring
the appearance of the defendant at the return term of the court,
1799, Cobb, 471. Act 1840, Cobb, 363. Acts 1851-2, p. 235.)
Cross-references. Time of filing, see § 81-111. Duty of clerk to sign
see § 24-2714. Waiver of process and service, see § 81-211. Amendment of

—

f

Act

process,
process,

see § 81-1313.
Abstract of title should be annexed to petition for recovery of
land, see § 33-117.
Bill of particulars in actions for unliquidated demands, see
Copies, exhibits, etc., should be attached, see § 81-105.
§ 24-3310.

81-202.

Service of process;

(5563)

how made

in general.

— The

clerk

with process annexed, together with a
copy of the petition and process for each defendant, to the sheriff or his
deputy, who shall serve such copy upon each defendant residing in the
county, at least 15 days before the first day of the term and within five
days from the time of receiving the same, and make an entry of such
service upon the original petition, and return the same to the clerk. Leaving a copy at defendant's residence shall be a sufficient service. (Act
1799, Cobb, 471. Act 1829, Cobb, 472. Acts 1855-6, p. 136.)
shall deliver the original petition,

—

Cross-references. Service in ejectment, where land divided by county lines, see
33-118.
Service on corporations, see § 22-1101; by publication, see § 22-1104.
Service on express companies, see § 41-202. Service in foreclosure on realty, see
How service perfected on administrator, etc., see § 113-2105. Service of
§ 67-201.
notice of traverse of answer in garnishment, see § 46-305. Affidavit of illegality by
defendant if he is not served or does not appear, see § 39-1009. Service of extraordinary process, see § 81-213. Domicile, and manner of changing same, see Title
79, Persons, Chapter 79-4. Summons in suits in justice court, see § 24-1105.
§

—

Same; where sheriff" is sick or a party. Whenever a
sheriff is a party, or named as a defendant in any action, or when he is
sick and unable to act and has no deputy, service of any mesne process,
or order, or extraordinary writ, prior to final judgment, may be made by
81-203. (5564)

any constable or

bailiff of

—

any

court.

(Acts 1877,

p. 106.)

When

Cross-references. If the sheriff is a party, etc., see § 81-219.
sheriff is
disqualified, etc., see § 21-106.
shall serve rule against sheriff or deputy, see
Executions, etc., how directed and executed when sheriff is a party, see
§ 24-204.
§ 39-114.

Who

—
§

Pleading and Practice,

S l-204

81-204.

Service on nonresidents.

5553)

—

If

1938

the defendant in an equi-

table proceeding shall not reside in the State, service of the petition or

any order

may

of the court

be

defendant shall be represented
service

made by
in

publication.

the nonresident

court by an attorney at law or in fact,

such attorney shall be sufficient.

or.

If

within the foregoing provisions, the judge

In

may

cases not embraced

all

prescribe extraordinary

service according to the exigencies of each case.

(Act 1838, Cobb, 468.)

—

Service by publication, see § 22-1104. What service sufficient
_4-o362. Notice of partition, see § 85-1506. Representatives of
Service
plaintiff, how made parties when defendant nonresident, see § 3-415.
where child adopted, see § 74-403. Service on nonresident in divorce cases, see
§ 30-105.
Cross-references.

in

equity, see

81-205.

S

owners or claimants.

own

claim or

Service

5554. 5555)

i

—Where any nonresident or

title to

unknown
person unknown shall

by publication; nonresidents

or

or an interest, present or contingent, in

any

unknown

personal property in this State, service on such nonresident or

owner

or claimant

may

made by

be

real or

publication in cases affecting such

property where proceedings are brought
Cross-references.

Venue
1.

2.

— Service

of

nonresidents

forcible

in

entry,

see

§

105-1609.

in civil cases, see § 3-201.

To remove
To cancel

a cloud therefrom or quiet title thereto.

or set aside deeds, mortgages, liens, or incumbrances

thereon.
3.

4.

To
To

establish, enforce, or foreclose liens thereon.

enforce,

by decree

for specific performance,

any contract

in ref-

erence thereto.
Cross-reference.
5.

§

To

specific

performance

is

decreed, see

§

37-801.

order the partition thereof by division or sale.

Cross-reference.
85-1506.
6.

— When

— Service of

To make any

real or personal

notice of intention to apply for writ of partition, see

decree or order in which the subject of the action

is

property in this State, in which a nonresident or un-

known person has

or

may have

or claims an interest, actual or contin-

which the relief demanded consists wholly or
excluding him from an interest therein.
gent, and in

in

part in

AVhere a nonresident or person unknown has or may have or may
claim a present, future, or contingent interest in any property in this
7.

State.

which such person may have or claim any interest in any trust estate in this State, and it becomes necessary or proper
or advantageous to order a sale of the whole or any part of such property, service upon such nonresident or unknown person may be perfected
by publication.
8.

And

in all cases in

The provisions of this section shall be supplemental to the other pro(Acts 1895,
visions in this Code providing for service by publication.
pp. 42. 43.

i

—

Enforcement of trust deeds to secure debt, see § 67-1201.
Cross-references.
Revival of judgments against nonresidents, see
Sales by trustees, see § 108-408.
§ 110-1007. Foreclosure of realty mortgages, see § 67-201. Representatives of plaindefendant is nonresident, see § 3-415. Service of
tiff, how made parties when
nonresident
defendant, see § 6-914.
on
bill of exceptions

Pleading and Practice.
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Same

81-206. (5556)

how made.

;

— In

cases

all

or other party shall reside out of this State, and

it

where the defendant
shall be necessary to

upon such person by publication, upon the fact being
which suit is pending, either

perfect service

made

§81-211

to appear to the judge of the court in

term or vacation, said judge may order service to be perfected by publication in the paper in which sheriff's advertisements are printed, r.
a month for two months. Said published notice shall contain the name
of the parties plaintiff and defendant, with a caption setting forth the
court and term and character of the action, and a notice directed and
addressed to the party to be thus served, commanding him to be and
appear at the next term of the court, and shall bear teste in the name
of the judge and shall be signed by the clerk of said court. ''Acts 1889,
in

p.

Ill; 1890-1, p. 110.)

Same; copy

—

be filed. In all cases
where the residence or abiding place of the absent or nonresident party
81-207. (5557)

is

of publication to

known, the party obtaining the order

shall

in the office of the clerk,

file

term next after the order for publication, a
copy of the newspaper in which said notice is published, with said notice
plainly marked and thereupon it shall be the duty of said clerk at once
to inclose, direct, stamp, and mail said paper to said party named in said
order, and make an entry of his action on the petition or other writ in
When publication is ordered, personal service of a copy of
said case.
the petition, process, and order of publication, out of the State, shall be
equivalent to deposit in the post office, when proved to the satisfaction
of the judge by affidavit or otherwise. (Acts 1889, p. Ill 1890-1, p. 110.)
at least 30 days before the

;

;

Same; judge to determine if service properly perfected.
cases where service by publication is ordered, it shall be the duty

81-208.

— In

all

(5558)

determine
whether such service has been properly perfected, and to write an order
of

the judge trying the case, before the trial thereof,

to that effect

which

upon the

showing service

petition in said case as

upon the minutes

shall also be entered

to

thereof,

(Acts 1889.

of the court.

pp. Ill, 112.)

Appearance and pleading as waiver

81-209. (5559)

pearance and pleading shall be a waiver of

all

of defects.

— Ap-

irregularities of the process.

or of the absence of process, and the service thereof.
Cross-references.
equity, see

§

—Judgment
Death or

81-210. (5560)
in

by

default, see 110-401.

What

service sufficient in

24-3362.

disqualification of judge, effect.

whose name the process bears

at the time, the process shall be
Cross-reference.

—Amendment

teste

is

—

If

the judge

dead, or otherwise disqualified

good and may be amended on motion.

of process, see

81-1313.

§

—

and service may be waived. The defendant
may acknowledge service or waive process Provided, the same shall be
in writing signed by the defendant or some one authorized by him. (Act
1840, Cobb, 363.)
81-211. (5561) Process

:

Cross-references.

when admitted, see 81-503. Waiver of law gen—Jurisdiction,
Waiver
24-112.
§

erally, see § 102-106.

application for

new

trial,

of jurisdiction, see
see § 70-306.

§

Waiver

of rule nisi in

—
§

Pleading and Practice.

81-212
81-212.

(5565) Minors to be served, how.

1940

— The

mode

of service of

and other legal proceedings in the courts on
minors shall be as follows: If the minor is under the age of 14 years,
service shall be perfected by delivering a copy of said proceeding, of
whatever kind or nature it may be, to said minor personally and in cases
where there is a statutory or testamentary gnardian or trustee repreting the interest of the minor to be affected by a legal proceeding,
service as usual on said guardian or trustee shall be sufficient to bind
said minor's interest in his control to be affected by said proceedings.
If the minor is over 14 years of age, service may be made by delivering
to him personally such copy. When the returns of such service are made
to the proper court, and order taken to appoint said minor a guardiarr
ad litem, and such guardian ad litem agrees to serve, all of which shall
be shown in the proceedings of the court, said minor shall be considered
writs, petitions, citations,

;

a party to said proceedings.

81-213.

(Acts 1876,

p.

103; 1878-9, p. 140.)

(5546) Service of extraordinary process.

—When extraordinary

process shall be granted, the clerk shall annex the same, together with
the process, to the original petition, and also a copy thereof to the copy

Such petition and process shall be served only by
his deputy, or a coroner, and must be personal.
Cross-reference. — Service of process, how made, see § 81-202.
petition.

81-214. (5566) Traverse of entry of sheriff or other officer.

a sheriff or

—The entry

deputy may be traversed
by the defendant at the first term after notice of such entry is had by him,
and before pleading to the merits but this shall not deprive the defendant of his right of action against the sheriff for a false return. (Act
1840. Cobb, 579. Acts 1866, p. 23.)
Cross-references. Sheriff or other levying officer may amend his entries and
of the sheriff or

any

officer of the court, or his

;

—

returns, see § 24-2815. Officers of court liable to suits, etc., see § 24-201. Duties
of sheriff, see § 24-2813. Removal of sheriff, and fining for contempt, see § 24-2814.

(5567) Second original

defendants reside out of county.
If any of the defendants shall reside out of the county, the clerk shall
issue a second original and copy for such other county or counties, and
forward the same to the sheriff, who shall serve the copy and return
the second original, with his entry thereon, to the clerk of the court from
81-215.

if

which the same issued.

—

Cross-references. Service in ejectment, where land divided by county lines,
see § 33-118. Service where maker and indorser reside in different counties, see
Service on agents of foreign insurance companies, see § 56-603.
§ 3-303.

81-216.

(5568) Proceedings

where no

sheriff or clerk elected.

—

If

any

county shall refuse or neglect to elect a sheriff or clerk for 60 days after
a vacancy shall have occurred, suitors may apply to the clerk or sheriff
of an adjoining county, and have the requisite duty performed by him,
and his acts shall be as valid as if he were an officer of such delinquent
county, f Act 1839, Cobb, 473.)
Cross-references.
§

24-3813.

—Vacancy,

how

filled,
.

see
<

§

24-2803.

Duties of sheriffs, see
.

—

Proceedings where process delivered too late. If the
process shall be delivered to the sheriff or his deputy too late for service
within the time specified, he shall return the- same, with atn entry stating
81-217.

("5569)

.
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the facts in the case; and

if

§81

the defendant cannot be found, and

make

reside within the county, the sheriff shall

d<

return of the fact

in

the

same manner.
(5570) Service

81-218.

too

good

late,

for

next

term.- -\Vhr;nr;ver

not served the length of time required hy law befofe the
appearance term, such service shall be good for the next succeeding
term thereafter, which shall be the appearance term.
(Acts 1884-5,

process

is

p. 103.)

Cross-references.

— When

tion to be filed, see

81-219.

party.

—

Direction and service of process

(5571)

If

accused attorney must appear, see

§

9-510.

When

peti-

81-111.

§

the sheriff

is

when

sheriff

is

a

a party to the cause, the process shall be directed

to the coroner of the county,

and to the

sheriffs of the adjoining coun-

and may be served by either, as convenience may suggest. (Act
1812, Cobb, 578. Act 1839, Cobb, 473. Act 1840, Cobb, 473.)

ties,

Cross-references.

— When

sheriff is disqualified, etc., see § 21-106. Service where
shall serve rule against sheriff or
see § 81-203.
Executions, etc., how directed and executed when sheriff is

Who

sheriff is sick or a party,

deputy, see
a party, see

§
§

24-204.
39-114,

81-220. (5572) Process not affected

— No

by technical

or formal objections.

technical or formal objections shall invalidate any process

if the same shall substantially conform
and the defendant has had notice of the pendency

;

but

to the requisites of this Code,

objections shall be disregarded

required by this Code

Provided, a legal cause of action as

:

(Act 1818, Cobb, 488.)

set forth.

is

of the cause, all other

—

Cross-references. Sufficiency of substantial compliance with laws
see § 102-102, 11 6. Informality not require dismissal, see § 3-511.

PART

generally,

DEFENSES AND MODES OF MAKING.

II.

CHAPTER

81-3.

DEMURRER, ANSWER, AND PLEAS
IN GENERAL.
Sec.

Sec.
81-301.

Modes

of defense.

Time

of
pleas.

ing demurrers and

fil-

81-306.

Each paragraph

of petition to

be separately answered: "general issue.

81-302.

Advantage
tlon

81-303.

of

"

Manner

raising

of

law or of

m

in*
81-304.

on mo-

defects

t->

Demurrer;

issues

of

fact.

nature;
i.

81-307.

Special pleas.

81-308.

Evasive answer.

81-309.

Demurrer

81-310.

No

j
grounds;

.

81-311.

Answer

81-301.

or plea; contents.

(5630)

Modes

and answers.

'

admissions by.
81-305.

to pleas

be
part of answer
to
stricken out because contra,.
1C
ryr
Replication not required: petition

of defense.

Time

of filing

and answer make

issue.

demurrers and pleas.

—A defendant may either demur, plead or answer to the petition, or may
file

one or more or

all

benefit of either; or he

of these defenses at once without

waiving the

may

same

file

two

or. more pleas to the

action.
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All demurrers and pleas shall be filed at the first term.

(Acts 1857,

p. 107.)

—

§

Cross-references. Pleas to jurisdiction, see Chapter 81-5; non est factum, see
81-701; failure of consideration, see § 81-001; mil tiel record, see § 81-702.

81-302.

Advantage

(5629)

appear on the face of

—

on motion. All defects which
the pleadings may be taken advantage of by motion.
of defects

—

Cross-references. Want of jurisdiction, see
ing shall be taken advantage of, see § 24-3325.

81-303.

Manner

(5632)

§

When

81-501.

of raising issues of

defects in plead-

law or of

fact.

fendant may. by proper pleadings, raise issues of law, or of
or equitable, or both.

All issues of law shall be raised

issues of fact shall be raised

—The

de-

fact, legal

by demurrer. All

by plea or answer, which may be

of a dila-

tory nature or to the merits. (Acts 1887, p. 64.)

—

Cross-references. Sufficiency of petition and pleas determined at first term,
see § 81-1001. Remedies, legal and equitable, applied on trial, see § 37-901. Defendant may claim legal or equitable relief, or both, see § 37-905. Dilatory pleas
and pleas of non est factum in justice's court, see § 24-1202.

(5631) Demurrer;

81-304.

nature; grounds; admissions by.

murrer denies the right to the
ting

all

relief

—A

de-

sought, in whole or in part, admit-

properly pleaded allegations in the petition to be true, and

founded either upon the want of jurisdiction

is

in the court, or of right in

upon the nonjoinder or misjoinder of
or the absence of liability by the defendant

the petitioner, or

parties or causes

of action,

to the petitioner.

may always

Special defects or omissions in the petition

tage of by demurrer; and unless cured by

amendment

be taken advan-

the petition shall

be dismissed.

— Effect

of amendment, see § 81-1312.
Sufficiency of petitions
at first term, see § 81-1001. Parties to proceedings in equity,
nonsuit
Parties to actions on contracts, etc., see § 3-108.
110-310.

Cross-references.

and pleas determined
see

§

37-1004.

granted, see

81-305.

§

When

(5635)

Answer

or plea; contents.

—In

all

cases where the de-

fendant has been served with petition and process, he shall appear at
the court to which such process

made

returnable, and

make

his defense

signed by himself or counsel, in which he shall plainly, fully,

in writing,

and distinctly

many

is

set forth his defense.

Such plea or answer may contain as

several matters as the defendant

may

think necessary for his de-

fense.

— Sufficiency

of petitions and pleas determined at first term,
part of answer stricken out, when, see § 81-310.
Call of appearance docket, see § 110-401. Modes of defense, see § 81-301.

Cross-references.

see § 81-1001.

81-306.

Xo

(5634)

"general issue."

Each paragraph of petition to be separately answered;
In all cases when the defendant desires to make a de-

—

fense

by plea or otherwise he

graph

of plaintiff's petition,

commonly known

answer each paraa mere general denial,

shall therein distinctly

and

shall not

file

as the plea of "general issue."

He may

paragraph deny or admit any or all of the allegations
the paragraphs of the petition. (Acts 1893, p. 56; 1895,
Cross-references.
see

§

81-308.

— Petition

to be paragraphed,

see

in

in a single

any or

all

of

p. 46.)

& 81-103.

Evasive answer,

)
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81-307. (5636) Special pleas.
plaintiff's petition,

— Under a denial

no other defense

proves the plaintiffs cause of action
avoidance must be specially pleaded.

is

all

;

g 81-401
of the allegations in the

admissible except
other matters

—

Cross-references. Pleas and defenses in justice courts,
est factum, see § 81-701. Nul tiel record, sec I 81 702.

uch
or

in satisfaction

see

3

24-1201

et

i

Non

81-308. (5637) Evasive answer.

— Where facts are charged

the knowledge of a party, or where from

all

to be within

the circumstances such

knowledge is necessarily presumed, and he fails to answer altogether, or
makes an evasive answer, the charge is to be taken as true. (70 Ga. 62.

—

Each paragraph of petition
Averments not denied by answer taken

Cross-references.
§ 81-306.

Demurrer

81-309. (5633)

may

to be separately answered,
as prima facie true, see § 81-103.

—

and answers. Pleas and answ
new matter is set up by the defendant not

to pleas

be demurred to; and if
controverting the plaintiff's petition, the plaintiff, in proper cases, may
be required by the court to meet the same by appropriate written plead-

(Acts 1887,

ings.

p. 65.)

—

Cross-references. Remedies for legal and equitable rights, see § 37-901. Defendant may claim legal or equitable relief, or both, see § 37-905. Superior court
may require proper and sufficient pleadings, see § 37-908. Special pleadings not
admitted in superior courts, see § 81-115.

81-310. (5649)

—

No

part of answer to be stricken out because contra-

No part of an answer shall be stricken out or rejected on account of being contradictory to another part of the same, but the court
shall suffer the whole answer to remain, if the defendant should desire
it, and avail himself of any advantage he can or may have under either
or the whole of said answer, and proceed to trial accordingly. (Act 1818,
Cobb, 488.)
dictory.

Cross-reference.

— What

answer may contain, see

§

81-305.

and answer
The petition and answer.

81-311. (5647, 5651) Replication not required; petition

—

issue.
No replication shall be filed.
without other course of proceeding, shall be sufficient to carry the cause
to the jury. (Act 1799, Cobb, 486.)

make

Cross-reference.

CHAPTER

—Special

81-4.

pleadings not admitted, see

§

81-115.

VERIFICATION OF PLEAS OR ANSWERS.

Sec.

Sec.

81-401.

Verified petition requires verified plea or answer.

81-402.

Verified answer as evidence.

81-403.

Dilatory pleas to be sworn to.
Pleas to jurisdiction.
Pleas of non est factum.
Agents and attorneys may

81-404.
81-405.
81-406.

swear to

plea,

81-407.

Before

whom
or

swer,

oath to plea, andefense may be

made.
81-408.

Verification by nonresident.

81-409.

Affidavits

made

out

of

this

State.
81 " 410

-

Pleas in suits on open accounts,

when.

81-401. (5543, 5638) Verified petition requires verified plea or answer.

— In

cases where the plaintiff shall

file a petition with an affidavit attached that the facts stated in the petition are true to the best of his knowledge and belief, the defendant shall in like manner verity anv plea or

all

answer.

If

the defendant

is

a corporation, such affidavit

may

be

made by

§

Pleading and Practice.
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any officer or agent who
to know, about the matters set out in

the president, vice president, superintendent, or

knows, or whose

duty

official

it is

the answer. (Acts 1895, p. 44.)

— When

Cross-references.
a petition
of dilatory pleas in justice's court, see
accounts, see § 81-410.

need be
§

see § 81-109. Verification
Verification of pleas in suits on

verified,

24-1202.

—

answer as evidence. The defendant shall
always have the privilege of putting in an answer under oath for the
purpose of using the same as evidence on any motion to dissolve an
injunction or to set aside any extraordinary process or remedy granted.
A sworn answer may be amended at any time, by leave of the court,
as other pleadings but an admission made in such answer shall always
be evidence, when ottered by the other party. (133 Ga. 193, 208 (65
Verified

81-402. (5639)

;

S.

E. 416).)

—

Cross-references. Discovery, see § 81-108. How defendant must answer when
discovery sought, see § 38-1106. Dissolution of injunction, etc., in vacation, see

Oath in answer to equitable petition, see
§ 55-203.
fenses to enforcement of trust deed, see § 67-1202.
see § 81-109.
81-403.

(5641) Dilatory pleas to be

sworn

§

24-3361. Verification of depetition to be verified,

When
to.

— No dilatory plea shall

be received or admitted unless an affidavit shall be made to the truth
thereof, and shall be filed at the first term. (Act 1799, Cobb, 486.)
Cross-references.

— Plea

of the peace courts, see

§

to jurisdiction, see
24-1202.

81-404. (5667) Pleas to jurisdiction.
a dilatory plea,

§

81-404.

—A plea to the jurisdiction, being

must be sworn

to.

— Dilatory

sworn to and

Cross-reference.-

pleas

Dilatory pleas in justice

filed

at first term, see

§

81-403.

—

non est factum. No person shall, in his plea
or answer, be permitted to deny any deed, bond, note, draft, receipt,
order, or other instrument in writing, which is the foundation of the
action, unless he shall make affidavit to the truth of such plea or answer
81-405. (5650) Pleas of

at the

time of

filing the

same. (Act 1799, Cobb, 486.)

—

Plea of non est factum, see § 81-701. Denial of contract, see
Production and proof of execution, see § 38-701. Answers and pleas of
Plea of non est
executors and administrators must be sworn to, see § 24-3326.
factum in justice's court, see § 24-1202.
Cross-references.

§

20-801.

81-406.
all civil

(5642) Agents and attorneys

may swear

cases founded on unconditional contracts in

—

when. In
writing, where there
to plea,

an issuable defense, and where the defendant does not reside in the
county in which suit is pending, the agent or attorney at law of such
defendant may make oath to the plea, and the same shall be as good and

is

sufficient as

if

made by

the defendant himself; and in such cases the

agent or attorney may swear that what is contained in such plea is true
according to the best of his knowledge and belief. (Acts 1869, pp. 131,
132.)

—

Cross-references. Agent may act for principal, see § 4-402. Affidavits required
Affidavit to defenses in
clients, authority of attorneys to take, see § 9-605.
actions on unconditional contract in writing, see § 24-3321. Pleas to jurisdiction,
see § 81-501.
of

—

whom

oath to plea, answer, or defense may be
All answers, pleas or defenses in any court of this State, which

81-407.

made.
have to be

(5643) Before
filed

under oath,

shall be held to be sufficiently verified

when
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the

same are sworn

to before

any notary public,

§81-410
justice of the peace,

judge of a court of law, or chancellor, commissioner, Of master of any
court of equity of the State or county where the oath is made, or before
any other officer of such State or county who is authorized by the laws
thereof to administer oaths; and such oath so made shall have the same
force and effect as if it had been made before an officer of this State authorized to administer the same. The official attestation of the officer before whom the oath or affidavit may be made shall be prima facie evidence of the official character of such officer and that he was authorize!
by law to administer oaths. (Acts 1870, p. 415.)
Cross-reference.
writing, see

§

—'Affidavit

on unconditional contracts

to defenses in actions

in

24-3321.

—

by nonresident. When a petition, answer,
or other proceeding is required to be verified by a petitioner or defendant
who resides or is temporarily beyond the limits of this State, an affidavit
made before any commissioner of this State, or any commissioner, or
master, or judge of any court of the State where made, authorized to
81-408. (5645) Verification

administer an oath, or before a notary public or justice of the peace of
the State and county where the oath
cation.

The

official

is

made,

shall be a sufficient verifi-

attestation of the officer, before

whom

the oath or

made, shall be prima facie evidence of the official character of such officer and that he was authorized by law to administer

affidavit shall be

oaths.

(Acts 1853-4,

Cross-reference.

p.

— Oath

50; 1913, p. 56.)
to

answer

in equitable proceeding,

made out

81-409. (5646) Affidavits

of this State.

see § 24-3361.

—An

affidavit

made

out of this State, before a notary public, justice of the peace, judge of a
court of law, or chancellor, commissioner, or master of any court of

made, or before any other
officer of such State or county who is authorized by the laws thereof to
administer oaths, shall have the same force and effect, and be recognized
in like manner, as if it had been made before an officer of this State
authorized to administer the same. The official attestation of the officer
before whom the oath or affidavit may be made shall be prima facie evidence of the official character of such officer, and that he was authorized
by law to administer oaths Provided, that this section shall not apply
equity of the State or county where the oath

is

:

to such affidavits as are expressly required

some

particular officer within the State.

by statute

(Acts 1899,

to be

p.

made

79; 1905,

before

p. 103.)

—

Cross-references. Pleas, etc., how sworn to, see § 81-407. Matters judicially
recognized, see § 38-112. Prima facie presumptions, see § 38-118. Probate of deed
by affidavit of subscribing witness, see § 29-410. Attestation of deed out of this
State, see § 29-409.

—

on open accounts. Whenever a suit
may be brought on an open account and the same is verified by the plaintiff as provided by law, the plea filed shall either deny that the defendant
is indebted in any sum or shall specify the amount in which the defendant
admits he may be indebted, and shall be verified as required by law.
81-410. (4728) Pleas in suits

(Acts 1901,

p. 55.

Cross-reference.
cross-references.

42 Ga. App. 511 (158

— Same

S. E. 643).)

provision as to suits in justice courts, see

§

24-1203 and

§
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CHAPTER

81-5.

PLEAS TO THE JURISDICTION.
Sec.

Sec.
SI -501.

81-502.

1946

Pleading in person and specially; motion.
Contents of plea.

81-503.

Jurisdiction

admitted

^5665) Pleading in person and specially; motion.

81-501.

by

fail-

ure to plead to jurisdiction.

—Pleas

to

and must, when relied on, be
pleaded specially, unless a want of jurisdiction shall appear on the face
of the proceedings, in which case it may be taken advantage of on
motion.
the jurisdiction shall be pleaded in person,

—

Cross-references. Defects appearing on face of pleadings taken advantage of
by motion, see § 81-302. Verification, see § 81-404. Agent or attorney may swear
to plea, when, see § 81-406.

(5666) Contents of plea.

81-502.
court,

must appear that there

it

— In

is

all

pleas to the jurisdiction of the

another court in this State which has

jurisdiction of the case.

—

Cross-references. Omission of jurisdiction amendable, see § 81-1309. Venue of
cases at law, see § 3-201. Citizen of another State, where suable, see § 3-206.

civil

(5664) Jurisdiction admitted

81-503.

—

by

failure to plead to jurisdiction.

defendant shall appear and plead to the merits, without pleading
to the jurisdiction, and without excepting thereto, he shall thereby admit
If a

the jurisdiction of the court.
Cross-references.
of process

and

— Appearance

service,

CHAPTER

81-6.

and pleading cure defects, see

§

81-209.

Waiver

81-211.

§

PLEA OF FAILURE OF CONSIDERATION.

Sec.
81-601.

When

81-601.

plea permissible.

When

(5675)

plea permissible.

—Whenever an

action founded

upon any contract shall be commenced at common law, the defendant
may plead and give in evidence to the jury that the consideration upon
which said contract was founded has totally or partially failed. Such
plea shall be pleaded only in cases between the original parties to the
contract, or their privies or assignees, whose title has been acquired with
notice actual or constructive or by operation of law.
(Act 1836, Cobb,
490.)

—

Cross-references.
Gaming contracts,
as a defense, see § 20-902.

see

§

20-505.

Failure

of

consideration,

etc.,

CHAPTER

81-7.

PLEAS OF NON EST FACTUM AND NUL TIEL
RECORD.

Sec.
81-701.

Sec.

Xon

est factum;
plicable

and

when

by

plea ap-

whom

81-702.

Nul

tiel

record;

when

plea ap-

plicable.

pleaded.

factum; when plea applicable and by whom
pleaded. The plea of non est factum is a denial of the execution of the
instrument sued upon, and applies to notes and other instruments, as well
81-701.

—

(5676)

Non

est
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as deeds,

and applies only when the execution

§81-901
of the instrument

is

al-

leged to be the act of the party filing the plea, or adopted by him.

—

Cross-references. Verification, see §§ 20-801, 81-405. Endorsement, etc., v/hen
required to be proved, see § 20-805. Effect of forged signature, see $ 14-223.
Rights of holder in due course, see § 14-507. Effect of alteration of contracts, see
§

20-802.

Nul

81-702. (5677)

mil

tiel

may

record

tiel

when

record;

plea applicable.

only be pleaded to a record which

foundation of the action, and not to a record which

ment

plea of

the gist or

is

stated as an induce-

is

only.

Cross-reference.

—Trial

of collateral issue, see

CHAPTER

81-8.

§

81-1010.

PLEA OF SET-OFF.
Sec.

Sec.

81-801.

Requisites of plea.

demand

as plainly as

Plea of set-off against estates.

81-802.

81-801. (5668) Requisites of plea.

the

—The

if

— Every plea of

set-off

must

set out

sued on.

Cross-references.—Joinder of different claims, see § 3-113. Cross-bills need not
Set-off and recoupment, see Title 20, Contracts, Chapter
be filed, see § 81-106.
20-13.
Filing copy of set-off at the time of filing answer, see § 24-3310.

81-802.

(5669) Plea of set-off against estates.

—When

defendant

a

amount than the demand of the testator or
may reply by showing that the estate is insolvent,

pleads a set-off of a larger
intestate, the plaintiff

and that there are outstanding debts,

of higher dignity than the defend-

purpose of protecting
the executor or administrator from an absolute judgment.
ant's set-off, sufficient to exhaust the assets, for the

Cross-reference.

— Set-off

against testator or intestate, see

CHAPTER

81-9.

§

20-1306.

PLEA OF USURY.

Sec.

81-901.

What

plea

must

set forth.

What

—

must set forth. The plea of usury must set
forth the sum upon which it was paid or to be paid, the time when the
contract was made, when payable, and the amount of usury agreed upon,
81-901. (5674)

plea

taken, or reserved.

—

Cross-references. Beyond eight per cent, interest forbidden, see
is personal, see § 57-103.

§

57-101.

Plea

of usury

PART III.

PROCEEDINGS PENDING TRIAL.

CHAPTER

81-10.

Sec.

IN GENERAL.
Sec.

81-1001.

Sufficiency of^ petitions and
pleas determined at appearance term.

81-1003.

No

81-1004.

Number

81-1002.

Order

which demurrers,
pleas, and answers disposed
of.
Determination at first

31-1005.

Preterence

term.

in

trial at

first

term

of counsel
argue case,

when

in

State

trial
is

who may
ot

party.

cases

S

5
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Sec.

c

Exclusion

81-1006.

from

public

of

courtroom when evidence
vulgar,

Improper conduct by counsel;

81-1009.

is

d

f

etc.

81-1007.

Time

81-1008.

Extension of

limit of

argument.

Collateral

81-1010.

when

time,

by

al-

issues

to

be

tried

jury.

lowed.

and pleas determined at appearance term. The judge at each regular term of the superior court shall
call all cases on the appearance docket and hear and decide all objections
made to the sufficiency of petitions and pleas, and may b}^ order dismiss
plaintiff's petition or strike defendant's plea for noncompliance with the
requirements of law, unless the defect shall be cured by amendment; the
court may on good cause shown allow a reasonable time in his discretion
(Acts 1893, p. 56.)
for making and filing such amendment.
81-1001. (5628) Sufficiency of petitions

—

Cross-references.
ble proceedings,
§ 81-1301.

— Call

see

of appearance docket, see 110-401. Trial term, in equita37-1102.
Amendments of pleadings, when allowed, see

§

Order
Determination

81-1002. (5630)

posed

of.

answer

in

which demurrers,

at first term.

— In

all

pleas,

and answers

dis-

cases demurrer, pleas and

named, and

demurrers and
pleas shall be determined at the first term unless continued by the court
or by consent of parties. In equity causes, however, where extraordinary
relief is sought, the trial court may hear, pass upon and determine all
demurrers in such causes at any interlocutory hearing before the appearance or first term. (Acts 1857, p. 107; 1925, "p. 97.)
shall be .disposed of in the order

Cross-references.

— Call

answer may contain, see
81-1003. (5710)

of appearance docket, see
81-305.

§

all

110-401.

What

defendant's

§

No

trial at first

term.

the superior courts shall be had at the

— No
first

trial in

any

civil

cause in

term unless expressly pro-

vided for by law. (Act 1799, Cobb, 486.)

—

Cross-references. Trial term in equitable proceedings, see § 37-1102.
Interlocutory decrees or orders, see § 37-1101. Judgment by default, see § 110-401.
Enforcement of penalties on common carriers triable at first term, see § 93-416.
Proceedings to enforce trust deed tried, when, see § 67-1204. Judgments on suits
for rent, rendered when, see § 61-114.

81-1004.

Number

of counsel

who may argue

case.

— Not more than two

counsel shall be permitted to argue any cause for each side, except by

express leave of the court; and in no case shall more than one counsel
be heard

in

conclusion. (Acts 1924, p. 75.)

Cross-reference.

— Rules

of superior courts, see

§

81-1005. (24) Preference in trial of cases

24-3305.

when

State

is

party.

—The

judges of the superior courts and the Justices of the Supreme Court
where cases are pending in said courts in which the State is a party plaintiff in civil cases, shall give preference to such cases over all other cases
so pending and use

all

cases to a speedy trial

;

power vested in them by law to bring such
and shall, whenever required so to do by counsel
the

up said cases for trial, and proceed to try the same,
unless the defendant shall show some good cause for continuance, when
the case shall be continued to a future time in the same term, or to the
next term, in the discretion of the court: Provided, nothing in this secfor the State, take

Pleading and Practice.
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81-1010

£

tion contained shall affect the right of the State to continuance on a

proper showing. (Acts 1876,

p. 104.)

—

Cross-references. I Tow causes arc called and tried, sec § 24-3324. Proc<
to recover penalties, see § 93-416. Suits for debt! due the State, see I 91
Order of cases for argument in Supreme Court, see § 24-4535.

81-1006. (5885) Exclusion of public from courtroom

vulgar, etc.

— During the

trial in

when evidence

the superior court, or in any other court,

any case of seduction or divorce, or other case where the evidence is
and
vulgar and obscene, or relates to the improper acts of the
presiding
of
young,
the
the
judge shall have
tends to debauch the morals
motion,
on
motion of plaindiscretion
and
on
his
own
or
the right, in his
tiff or defendant or their attorneys, to hear and try the said case
'Acts
clearing the courtroom of all or any portion of the audience.
of

:-.'

<

«

1890-1, p. Ill; 1895, p. 50.)

Time

81-1007.

limit of argument.

— In

all

cases other than felony cases

counsel shall be limited in their arguments to two hours on a side

;

and

appealed from justices' courts and county courts, counsel for

in cases

neither party shall, without special leave of the court obtained before

the

argument

opened, occupy more than one-half hour

is

discussion of the case after the evidence
Cross-references.
rior courts, see

§

closed.

is

— Criminal prosecutions, see

in the

(Acts 1924.

§§ 27-2203, 27-2204.

whole

p. 75.)

Rules of supe-

24-3305.

81-1008. Extension of time,

when

allowed.

—

If

counsel on either side

before argument begins shall apply to the court for extension of the

time prescribed for argument and shall state in his place or on oath,

in

the discretion of the court, that he or they cannot do the case justice

within the time prescribed, and that
ditional time, stating

how much

it

will require for that

purpose ad-

additional time will be necessary, the

court shall grant such extension of time as

may seem

reasonable and

proper. (Acts 1924, p. 75.)
Cross-references.
courts, see

§

— Criminal

prosecutions,

see

§

27-2205.

Rules

superior

of

24-3305.

81-1009. (4957) Improper conduct

counsel in the hearing of the jury

by counsel; duty

make statements

of court.

— Where

of prejudicial matters

which are not in evidence, it is the duty of the court to interpose and
prevent the same; and, on objection made, he shall also rebuke the counsel, and by all needful and proper instructions to the jury endeavor to remove the improper impression from their minds; or, in his discretion, he

may

order a mistrial

if

the plaintiff's attorney

501 (16 S. E. 49), 430 (17 S. E. 1003)

318 (11

;

is

(90 Ga.

the offender.

91 Ga.*728 (18 S. E. 987)

;

85 Ga.

S. E. 706).)

—

Cross-references. Treatment of witnesses, see § 38-1704. Special duties of attorneys enumerated, see § 9-601. Personal remarks, see §§ 24-4505, 24-3605. Interruptions, see § 24-3303. Powers of courts to punish for contempt, see § 24-105.

81-1010. (5525) Collateral issues to be tried

by

jury.

issues in the superior court, unless otherwise directed
tried

by

—All

by law,

collateral
shall be

jury.

—

Cross-references. Collateral interpleading in equity, see § 37-1505. Jury trial
mandamus proceedings, see § 64-108. Trial of facts in quo warranto action,
see § 64-204. Verdict to cover all issues, see § 110-101. Special verdict in equitable
proceedings, see § 37-1104. Traverse of affidavit in attachment, see § 8-605.

in

—
Pleading and Practice.

§81-1101

CHAPTER

CHARGE OF THE COURT.

81-11.

Sec.

Sec.

Request to charge, how and
when made.
Judges of superior, city, and
county courts to give written charges on request.

81-1101.

Sl-1102

81-1101.

In the

1950

Charges to be

81-1103.

filed;

certified

copies.

Expression

81-1104.

on

opinion

of
error.

facts,

(6084 1087 P. C) Request to charge, how and when made.
of causes in any of the courts of this State, either party or his
J

trial

may make

charge the jury, at
any time before the jury retires to consider of their verdict, and without
submitting the same to the counsel of the opposite party. Requests in
writing to charge the jury may be made in any case, and at any time
before the charge is begun. (Acts 1853-4, p. 46; 1878-9, p. 150.)
counsel

a written request to the court to

4847; 1056 P. C.) Judges of superior, city, and county courts
to give written charges on request.
The judges of the superior, city,
81-1102.

i

—

and county courts shall, when the counsel for either party requests it before argument begins, write out their charges and read them to the jury,
and it shall be error to give any other or additional charge than that so
written and read. (Acts 1860, p. 42; 1878-9, p. 150; 1897, p. 41.)
Cross-references.

— Judges

of verdict in civil cases, see
preceding Chapter 24-22.

81-1103.

to furnish jury with written instructions as to form
§ 110-103.
City courts and county courts, see note

(4848; 1057 P. C.) Charges to be filed; certified copies.— The

charge so written out and read shall be filed with the clerk of the court
in which it was given, and shall be accessible to all persons interested in
it; and the clerk shall give certified copies thereof to any person applying therefor, upon payment of the usual fee. (Acts 1860, pp. 42, 43.)
81-1104.
is

4863; 1058 P. C.) Expression of opinion on facts, error.

error for any judge of a superior court, in

criminal or in equity, during

its

any

case,

whether

—

It

civil or*

progress, or in his charge to the jury, to

express or intimate his opinion as to what has or has not been proved, or

and should any judge

as to the guilt of the accused";

of said court violate

by the Su-

the provisions of this section, such violation shall be held

preme Court

Court of Appeals to be error, and the decision in such
case reversed, and a new trial granted in the court below, with such directions as the said Supreme Court or Court of Appeals may lawfully
give. (Act 1850, Cobb, 462.)
or

Cross-reference.
§

— Judge

expressing

approval

or

disapproval

of

see

verdict,

110-201.

PART

AMENDMENTS.

IV.

CHAPTER

81-12.

Sec.

Sec.

81-1201.

IN GENERAL.

Discretion

of

amendments,

court

as

to

Records.

81-1203.

Affidavits.

81-1204.

Bonds

Mistakes of clerks or minis-

81-1206.

Misnomers

and rules

therefor.
81-1202.

81-1205.

in judicial

terial officers.

amendable

in-

stanter.

81-1207.

proceedings.

Amending

party
terms, when.

put

upon

—
Pleading and Practice.
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§

81-1207

amendments, and rules therefor.
In allowing or refusing amendments, there is a wide discretion to
be exercised by the court; hence no fixed rule ran be laid down which
would apply to each particular case that might arise; but as a 2/;neral
81-1201. (5703) Discretion of court as to

—

amend

rule the court will

the entries of

its

orders on the minutes, or the

records and other proceedings, nunc pro tunc
1.

2.

When
When

the case
there

is

is

some statutory

within

something on the face

from which what actually took place
clearly ascertained and known.
by,

3.

In

all

cases where such

amendment

in

provision.

of the proceeding-

t..,

amend

the prior proceeding- can be

will clearly be in furtherance of

justice.

—

Cross-references. What is enough to amend by, see § 81-1302. Verdict-, see
Judgments, see § 110-311. Executions, see §§ 39-109 to
§§ 110-110 to 110-112.
Affi39-111. Official entries and returns, see §§ 24-2815, 24-2816, 81-1202, 81-1205.
Affidavits
davits of illegality, see § 39-1005. Rule nisi for new trial, see § 70-309.
to foreclose liens and mortgages, see § 81-1203. Appeal bonds, see § 6-106. Affidavit to appeal, see § 6-109.

81-1202. (5702) Records.
rect their

own

—

proceedings before

81-1203. (5706) Affidavits.

including mortgages, and

proceedings and

all

power incident

It is a

final

—All

judgment.

affidavits for the foreclosure oi liens,

all affidavits

that are the foundation of legal

counter-affidavits shall be

and with only the

tent as ordinary petitions,

consequences obtaining

to all court- to cor-

in the case of

amendable

to the

same

restrictions, limitations,

ordinary petitions and pleas.

ex-

and

(Acts

1887, p. 59; 1889, p. 110.)

—Affidavit

of facts by prosecutor of lien, see § 67-2401. Affidamortgage on personalty, see § 67-701. Verification of facts
of defense against foreclosure of mortgage on realty, see § 67-301.

Cross-references.

vit for foreclosure of

Bonds

81-1204. (5707)
requisition of

law

in the course of a judicial

and new security given
Cross-reference.

in judicial proceedings.

if

— All bonds taken under

proceeding

may

be

amended

necessary.

—Appeal bonds,

see

§

6-106.

— The

81-1205. (5709) Mistakes of clerks or ministerial officers.

mis-

take or misprision of a clerk or other ministerial officer shall in no case

work

to the injury of a party,

moted.

where by amendment

justice

may

be pro-

(Act 1799, Cobb, 480.)

Misnomers

—

amendable instanter. All misnomers,
whether in the Christian name or surname, made in writs, petitions, or
other judicial proceedings on the civil side of the court, shall, on motion.
be amended and corrected instanter, without working unnecessary delay
to the party making the same.
(Act 1850, Cobb, 493.)
81-1206. (5686)

—

Cross-references. Immaterial amendment answered instanter,
Dates and amounts and initials, how set out, see § 81-104.

see

*

81-1312.

—

Amending party put upon terms, when. In case the
party applying for leave to amend the pleadings or other proceedings
81-1207. (5685)

have been guilty of negligence in respect to the matter of amendment, the court may compel him to pay his adversary the cost of the
proceedings for which he moves, and may at discretion, force reasonable
shall

£

Pleading and Practice.

81-1301

and equitable terms upon him not touching- the
in

controversy. (Acts 1853-4.
Cross-references.

8

— When

1952
real merits of the

p. 48.)

amending

party

is

entitled

Continuance charged to amending party, see

SI -1408.

CHAPTER

cause

§

to

continuance,

see

81-1409.

PLEADINGS AND PROCESS.

81-13.

Sec.

Sec.

81-1301.

81-1302.
81-1303.

Amendments allowed w h
enough to amend by.
What constitutes enough
amend by.

New
ties

81-1304.

81-1305.

81-1307.

to

814308.

cause of action or par-

81-1309.

name
f

Representative

of person
an other.

character of
showing.

Omission

of

jurisdiction

amendable.
to include issue

81-1310.

personal property.

Names

partners

of

may

be

added instanter.
81-1306.

Substitution of
sumg f or use

parties, striking or

-

Amendments
of

n

e

Name

one

of

or

may

fendants

be

more

destricken.

Affidavit that amended answer
or plea not filed for purpose
of delay, etc.

81-1311.

Scire facias.

81-1312.

Effect of

81-1313.

Process.

Amendments allowed when enough

81-1301. (5681)

amendment,

to

amend

by.

—All

whether plaintiffs or defendants, in the superior or other courts,
whether at law or in equity, may at any stage of the cause, as matter of
right, amend their pleadings in all respects, whether in matter of form
or of substance, provided there is enough in the pleadings to amend by.
(Act 1799, Cobb, 486. Act 1818, Cobb, 488. Acts 1853-4, p. 48.)
parties,

— Effect

of amendment, see § 81-1312. Sufficiency of petitions
at first term, see § 81-1001. Cross-bills, see § 81-106. Supplemental petitions, see § 81-107. Amendment of bill of exceptions avoids dismissal, see § 6-1309. Amendment in Supreme Court, see § 6-1401. Amendments in
Amendments in equity, see § 37-1005.
ordinaries' courts, see §§ 23-708,' 24-2108.

Cross-references.

and pleas determined

81-1302.

What

(5682)

—

enough to amend by. A
defendant, and setting out sufficient

constitutes

petition

to indishowing a plaintiff and a
cate and specify some particular fact or transaction as a cause of action,
shall be enough to amend by.
The jurisdiction of the court may be
shown and the details and circumstances of the particular transaction
may be amplified and varied by amendment. If the declaration shall

omit to allege facts essential to raise the duty or obligation involved in
the cause of action which was evidently originally intended to be declared upon, the omitted fact

692 (13

S. E.

809)

Cross-references.

;

may

92 Ga. 711 (19

— Petition

be supplied by amendment. (87 Ga.

S. E. 713).)

and answer make

issue,

see

§

81-311.

process not affected by formal objections, see §§ 81-114, 81-220.

Petition

or

Informality not

require dismissal, see § 3-511. Omission of jurisdiction amendable, see § 81-1309.
Discretion of court as to amendments, see § 81-1201.
Substantial compliance

deemed

sufficient, see §

81-1303.

ing a

(5683)

new and

102-102,

New

If

6.

cause of action or parties.

distinct cause of action or

—No amendment add-

new and

distinct parties shall

be allowed unless expressly provided for by law.

—

Cross-references. Parties in equitable proceedings where several are interested,
see Title 37, Equity, Chapter 37-10. Separate claims, joinder of, see § 3-110. Parties in actions on contracts, see § 3-108. When parties must sue separately, see
§

3-110.

—
Pleading and Practice.
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Amendments

81-1304. (5684)

When

any

suit or action

§

81-1310

to include issue of personal property.

pending

any court

recovery of personal property, the issue of said property, horn or to be born, or accruing
after the commencement of such suit or action, may be recovered in
such suit or action, and it shall be the duty of the court to allow the
in

any stage
(Act 1827, Cobb, 489.)

petition to be

such issue.

amended

is

at

Names

81-1305. (5687)

for the

of the proceedings so a- to include

of partners

may

be added instanter.

— In

all

by or against partners, or where any two or more persons shall
sue or be sued in the same action, and the name of any person who ought
suits

to be joined in such action as plaintiff or defendant shall be omitted, the

omission may, on motion, be supplied by adding the proper party
stanter. (Act 1850, Cobb, 493.)

Name

in-

one or more defendants may be stricken.
When two or more persons shall be sued in the same action, either on a
contract or for a tort, the plaintiff may amend his petition by striking
out one or more of such defendants, and proceed against the remaining
defendant or defendants, if there shall be no other legal difficulty in the
81-1306. (5688)

of

case.

—

Cross-references. Suit for joint act of several, see § 105-903. Procurer of wrong
as joint wrongdoer, see § 105-1207. Suits against joint obligors, etc., see §§ 3-301,
3-302. Abatement in certain actions, see §§ 3-503 to 3-506, 33-116.

81-1307. (5689) Substitution of
other.

—When

name

of person suing for use of an-

several plaintiffs shall sue jointly, the petition

name

may

be

of one or more of such plaintiffs and
amended by
when it shall become necessary for the purpose of enforcing the rights of
such plaintiff, he may amend by substituting the name of another person

striking out the

in his stead,

;

suing for his use.

Cross-references.

— Parties

tions for torts, see

§

to actions on contracts, see § 3-108. Parties to acof choses in action, see § 85-1803.

Assignment

3-109.

81-1308. (5690) Representative character of parties, striking or showing.

— In an action by or against an executor, administrator, or other repmay

be amended by striking out the representative character of such plaintiff or defendant. In an action by or against
an individual, the pleadings may be amended by inserting his representaresentative, the petition

tive character.
Cross-reference.

— Words

81-1309. (5691)
in the

of description, see

Omission

§

4-401.

of jurisdiction

amendable.

— The

pleadings of allegations showing the court's jurisdiction

omission
may be

amended.
Cross-references.

not
—Jurisdiction
81-1302.

enough to amend by, see

given by consent,

see

§

24-112.

What

is

§

81-1310. (5640,5681) Affidavit that

—

amended answer

or plea not filed

purpose of delay, etc. The defendant, after the time allowed for
answer shall have expired, shall not in any case by amendment set up
any new facts or defense of which notice was not given by the original
plea or answer, unless at the time of filing such amended plea or answer
containing the new matter he shall attach an affidavit that at the time
of filing the original plea or answer he did not omit the new facts or

for

Pleading and Practice.
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amended
amendment is not

answer

1954

for the purpose of delay,

defense set out in the

plea or

and that the

offered for delay, or unless in the discre-

tion of the court the circumstances of the case or substantial justice

between the parties require that such amendment
out attaching such affidavit. (Acts 1895,
Cross-references.

— Amendments

of

shall be allowed with-

45; 1897,

p.

p. 35.)

when allowed,

pleadings,

Agent or attorney of nonresident defendant may swear to
Oath in answer to equitable petition, see § 24-3361. Affidavits
able, see

No

39-1005.

S

second

81-1311. [56^2) Scire

affidavit of illegality, see

facias.

— Scire

facias

is

see

§

plea, see §
of illegality

81-1301.
81-406.

amend-

24-3328.

§

amendable

as

other

pleadings.
Cross-reference.

— Contents

of a scire facias, see 3-412.

81-1312. (5652) Effect of

amendment.

—An

amendment

to a petition,

which materially changes the cause of action or defense, opens the petition, plea, or answer, as amended, to demurrer or
plea. The opposite party shall be allowed a reasonable time for answering such amendment. An immaterial amendment shall not so open the
petition or other pleading, and need not be answered at all, or shall be
answered instanter.
or plea, or answer,

Cross-references.

— Grounds

and pleas determined

at

of demurrer, see § 81-304.
Sufficiency of petitions
term, see § 81-1001.
Amendments, see Chapters

first

81-12, 81-13.

81-1313. (5693) Process.

the absence of waiver

may

—Void

process

may

process be supplied

;

not be amended nor in

but

service shall be ac-

if

knowledged by the defendant, and, upon hearing testimony, the court
shall become satisfied that process was waived by the defendant, and
that, at the time such service was acknowledged, by accident or mistake
the entry of such waiver was omitted, such omission may be supplied by
amendment nunc pro tunc.

—

Process
Process to be annexed to petition, see § 81-201.
be waived, see § 81-211. Petition or process not affected by
formal objections, see §§ 81-114, 81-220. If judge dead or disqualified, process good
and amended on motion, see § 81-210. Official returns amendable, see §§ 24-2815,
24-2816. Powers of courts to amend their processes and records, see § 24-104,
r
6. Appearance and pleading cure defects, see § 81-209.
Cross-references.

and service

may

PART

V.

CHAPTER

CONTINUANCES.

81-14.

Sec.

Sec.

81-1401.

com-

81-1405.

Absence of party or counsel
on meeting of State Board

Attendance on General Assembly by party or counsel.

81-1406.

Absence

But one continuance

mon
81-1402.

81-1403.

IN GENERAL.

at

law.

Absence of party or counsel
on meeting of Board of
Control of Eleemosynary In-

of Health.

duty.
81-1407.

Attendance on General
sembly by witnesses.

As-

81-1408.

Amending

when

en-

stitutions.

81-1404.

Absence of party or counsel
on meeting of Board of
Regents of University System of Georgia.

of parties or leading
counsel for National Guard

titled

81-1409.

to

party,

continuance.

Continuance

amending

charged
party, when.

to

I'lkadjxg

V)S5

Sec.
81-1410.

amj

1'kacijck.

81-1412.

81-1416

Diligence

facts as ground
for denial of continuance because of absence of witness.

Admission of

Absence

of a party as cause

Absence or

81-1417.
81-1418.
81-1419.

appli-

Continuance

for

nonreturn of

ontinuancc on appeal.
Counter-showing and

(

di

tion of court.

illness of counsel

81-1420.

No

trial

81-1421.

Public announcement of continuance.

Cases sent back from appel-

81-1422.

Costs to witness after continuance.

Case

not

reached

at

term.
81-1415.

of

interrogatories.

as cause for continuance.
81-1414.

required

cant*.

for continuance.

81-1413.

814405

Sec.

Absence of witnesses; showiny required.

81-1411.

g

late court.

continuance
when.

for

term,

—

But one continuance at common law. No cause whatever, pending in any of the courts shall be continued more than one term
at common law, at the instance of the same party, for any cause what81-1401. (5710)

ever.

(Act 1799, Cobb, 486.)

—

Cross-references. Time allowed for request for continuance, see § 24-3320.
Continuance in justice court, see § 24-1404. Continuances in criminal cases, see
Title 27, Criminal Procedure, Chapter 27-20.

on General Assembly by party or counsel.
—It shall be the duty of the judge of any trial court of this State to continue, on or without motion, any case in such court when any party
81-1402. (5711) Attendance

thereto or his leading attorney shall,

when

the case

is

reached, be absent

from the court by reason of his attendance as a legislator on the General
Assembly, unless the party in such absence of his leading attorney or the
leading attorney in such absence of the party shall, on the call of the
case, announce ready for trial. (Acts 1905, p. 93.)
Cross-references.

Continuance for

—Absence

illness or

of party as cause for continuance, see
absence of counsel, see § 81-1413.

§

81-1412.

Absence of party or counsel on meeting of Board of Control
Should any member of the Board of Conof Eleemosynary Institutions.
trol of Eleemosynary Institutions be engaged, at the time of any meeting of the Board, as counsel or party in any case pending in the courts
of this State, and should such case be called for trial during the regular
session of said Board, his absence to attend such session shall be good
ground for a postponement or continuance of the case until the session
(Acts 1931, pp. 7, 16.)
of the Board shall have come to an end.
81-1403.

—

Absence of party or counsel on meeting of Board of Regents
of University System of Georgia.
Should any member of the Board of
Regents of the University System of Georgia be engaged at the time oi
any meeting of the Board as counsel or party in any case pending in the
courts of this State, and should such case be called for trial during the
81-1404.

—

regular session of said Board, his absence to attend such session shall be

good ground for a postponement or continuance of the case until the
sion of the Board shall have come to an end. (Acts 1931, pp. 7, 23.}

ses-

Absence of party or counsel on meeting of State Board of
Health.— Should any member of the State Board of Health be engaged,
at the time of any meeting of the Board, as counsel or party in any case
pending in the courts of this State and should such case be called for
81-1405.

trial

during the regular session of said Board, his absence to attend such

^

Pleading and Practice.

Sl-1406

case until the session of
1933, pp.

—

for a

7, 11.)

Absence

81-1406.

duty.

postponement or a continuance of the
the Board shall have come to an end.
(Acts

good ground

session shall be

1956

It shall

Guard

or leading counsel for National

of parties

be the duty of any judge of the courts of this State to

continue, on or without motion, any case in such court

when such

thereto or his leading attorney shall,

when any

case

absent from said court by reason of his attendance as a

is

party

reached, be

member

of the

National Guard of Georgia upon any duty prescribed by the Governor
or the Adjutant General, unless such party, in the absence of his leading
attorney, or such leading attorney, in the absence of such party, shall,

on the

the case,

call of

announce

counsel shall be so absent

it

read}' for trial

:

Provided, that

if

such

make oath

shall be necessary for his client to

that he cannot safely go to trial without such absent attorney; and

if

such party plaintiff or defendant shall be so absent his counsel shall state
in his place that he cannot safely go to trial without such client. (Acts
1925, p. 149.)

—

Assembly by witnesses. Any
person summoned to serve as a witness in any case shall be excused by
the judge from attendance on the court by reason of his attendance as
a legislator upon the General Assembly and in all criminal cases it shall
81-1407. (5712) Attendance on General

;

be the duty of the presiding judge, on motion of either the State or deness

is

when

appear that a material witabsent from the court by reason of his attendance upon the Gen-

fendant, to continue such case

it

shall

Assembly; and in all civil cases it shall be the right of either party
thereto to have taken the interrogatories, as provided by law, of any
person desired to be used as a witness in such case, and who is a member
of the General Assembly, when the session of the General Assembly conflicts with the session of the court in which such case is to be tried.
eral

(Acts 1905,

p. 93.)

—

Cross-references. Continuance for absence of witnesses, see § 81-1410. Interrogatories when witness is member of the General Assembly, see § 38-2102.

Amending

81-1408. (5713)

party,

when

entitled to continuance.

—The

party amending pleadings or other proceedings in any of the courts of
this State shall not be entitled to delay or

amendment, except by leave
amendment.

continuance on account of such

of the court to enable

—

him

Cfoss-references. Amendments of pleadings, when allowed,
Amending party may be put upon terms, see § 81-1207.

81-1409.

f

5714) Continuance charged to

any amendment
the cause,

if

shall be

made

he

is

make such
§

81-1301.

party, when.

—When

see

to the pleadings or other proceedings in

the opposite party shall

his place, that

amending

to

make

oath, or his counsel state in

surprised by such amendment, and that he

is less

pre-

and how, than he would have been if such amendment had
not been made, and that such surprise is not claimed for the purpose of
delay, the case may be continued in the discretion of the judge and
pared for

trial,

charged to the amending party.

;

Pleading and Practice.
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it

shall be

81-1417

—

showing required. In all apcontinuances upon the ground of the absence of a witn'

81-1410. (5715)
plications for

§

shown

Absence

of witnesses;

to the court that the witness

is

absent; that he has

b<

subpoenaed; that he resides in the county where the case is pending; that
his testimony is material; that such witness is not absent by the permission, directly or indirectly, of such applicant; that he expects he will be
able to procure the testimony of such witness at the next term of the

made

purpose of del
but to enable the party to procure the testimony of such absent wittu
and must state the facts expected to be proved by such absent witn<
court; and that such application

Cross-reference.

—Attendance

is

not

for the

on General Assembly, see

of witness

§

81-1407.

81-1411. (5716; 989 P. C.) Admission of facts as ground for denial of

—

continuance because of absence of witness. No continuance shall be allowed in any court on account of the absence of a witness or for the purpose of procuring testimony when the opposite party is willing- to admit,

and does not contest the truth

of,

the facts expected to be proved

the court shall order such admission to be reduced to writing.

;

and

fActs

1853-4, p. 52.)

81-1412. (5717)

Absence

of a party as cause for continuance.

party shall be providentially prevented from attending at the

—

If either

trial of

any

and the counsel of such absent party will state in his place that he
cannot go safely to trial without the presence of such absent party, such
cause,

cause shall be continued, provided his continuances are not exhausted.

Absence or illness of counsel as cause for
continuance. The illness or absence, from providential cause, of counsel
where there is but one, or of the leading counsel where there are more
than one, shall be a sufficient ground for continuance
Provided, the
party making the application will swear that he cannot go safely to trial
without the services of such absent counsel, and that he expects his
services at the next term, and that said application is not made for delay
81-1413. (5718; 990 P. C.)

—

:

only.
Cross-reference.

— Provisions

when

several counsel are employed, see §§ 9-608

to 9-610.

81-1414. (5719) Case not reached at trial term.
at the trial

—A

cause not reached

term stands over as continued.

81-1415. (5720) Cases sent back

cause shall be sent back for

from appellate

court.

— When

any

the superior or city court by the Supreme Court or Court of Appeals, the same shall be in order for trial
and if the continuances of either party shall be exhausted, the trial court
trial to

may

grant one continuance to said party, as the ends of justice
quire. (Acts 1851-2, p. 216.)
Cross-reference.

— Return

of cases decided

by Supreme Court, see

§

may
70-402.

81-1416. (5721; 991 P. C.) Diligence required of applicants.— In
cases, the party

making an application

for a continuance

re-

all

must show that

he has used due diligence.
81-1417. (5722) Continuance for nonreturn of interrogatories.
a

commission issued

to

examine

a witness has not

— That

been returned shall

Pleading and Practice.

§81-1418

continuance, unless the party seeking the continuance
the same oath of the materiality of the testimony as in the

be no cause for
shall

1958

make

a

case of an absent witness

and the party

;

show due

shall

diligence in suing

out and having the same executed.
Cross-references.— Failure to return a commission,

Time allowed

for return, see

how

punished, see

§

38-2117.

24-3331.

§

—

Continuance on appeal. No appeal case shall be continued more than twice by the same party, except for providential cause,
tor which it may be continued as often as justice may require.
81-1418. {5723)

—

81-1419. (5724; 992 P. C.) Counter-showing
All applications for

and discretion of court.
continuances are addressed to the sound legal dis-

cretion of the court, and.

if

not expressly provided

or refused as the ends of justice

may

require.

In

for, shall

all

be granted

cases the presiding

judges may, in their discretion, admit a counter-showing to a motion for
a continuance, and, after a hearing, may decide whether the motion shall
prevail.

(Acts 1871-2,

Cross-reference.

81-1420.

(

p. 49.)

— Time

5725)

No

allowed for request for continuance, see

continuance for term, when.

§

24-3320.

— No continuance shall

be granted in any of the courts in this State which have a continuous
session for 30 days or more, over the objection of the adverse party,

where the cause for the same can be obviated by a postponement to a
later day during the term but it shall be the duty of the presiding judge,
whenever a motion and a proper showing for a continuance shall be made
by either party at any time, to set the case down for a later day during
the same term, if it shall be practicable thereby to avoid the continuance
;

of the case.

81-1421.

(Acts 1893,

p. 56.)

(5726; 994 P. C.) Public

announcement

of continuance.

—The

judges of the superior, city, and county courts shall, upon the continuance of any case, enter the date of such continuance upon their dockets
opposite such case, and in open court

continuance. (Acts 1895,
81-1422.

(5727) Costs

making claims

make

public

announcement

of

such

p. 42.)

witness

to

after

continuance.

—Witnesses

in

or proofs of claims for costs for attendance shall give the

date they attended, and shall not charge or receive pay for any day after

shows the case was continued, nor for any day before the continuance on which he did not attend. (Acts 1895, p. 42.)
Cross-reference. — No fees after continuance, see § 38-1507.

the docket

PLEDGES AND PAWNS:

See Title

12,

Bailments, Chapters 12-6,

12-7.

POISONS:

See Title

POLICE COURTS:

42,

Food and Drugs, Chapter

42-7.

See Title 69, Municipal Corporations, Chapter

69-7.

POLITICAL CONVENTIONS

POMOLOGY: See
POOR PERSONS:

Title

5,

:

See Title

34, Elections,

Chapter 34-24.

Agriculture, Chapters 5-7, 5-8.

See Title 23, Counties, Chapters 23-21 to 23-24.

TITLE

82.

POSSESSORY WARRANTS.
Chap.

Sec.

82-1.

Issuance and execution

82-2.

Trial and

82-3.

Certiorari

82-101

judgment

82-201
82-301

CROSS-REFERENCES.
Attachment, grounds of: See Title 8, Attachment, § 8-101.
Bail trover: See Title 107, Trover, Chapter 107-2.
Crimes relative to property: See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment,

Chapters

26-25 to 26-38.

Forcible entry and detainer:

See Title

105, Torts,

Chapter 105-16.

See, also, Title 85, Property, Chapters 85-17 to 85-19.

CHAPTER

82-1.

ISSUANCE AND EXECUTION.
Sec.

Sec.
82-101.

By whom and on what grounds

How

82-102.

warrant executed,

issued.

By whom and on what grounds

82-101. (5371)
plaint being

made on oath by
any judge

fact or at law, to

issued.

—Upon

com-

the party injured, his agent, or attorney in
of the superior court, judge of the county

which the property in controversy may be, that any personal chattel has been taken, enticed, or
carried away, either by fraud, violence, seduction, or other means, from
court, or justice of the peace of the

county

in

the possession of the party complaining, or that such personal chattel,

having recently been in the quiet, peaceable, and legally acquired possession of such complaining party, has disappeared without his consent, and.
as he believes, has been received or taken possession of by the party complained against, under some pretended claim and without lawful warrant
or authority, and that the party complaining does in good faith claim a
title to,

or interest

in,

the personal chattel, or the possession thereof,

it

be the duty of such judge or justice to issue a warrant, as well for
the apprehension of the party against whom the complaint is made as
for the seizure of the property in controversy, which warrant shall be
directed to the sheriff, his deputy, or any lawful constable of the county
aforesaid. (Act 1821, Cobb, 591.)
shall

—

Cross-references. Bail in actions for personalty, see § 107-201. Release of defendant without security in such actions, see § 107-205. Recovery of crops disposed of without landlord's consent, see § 61-503. Search warrants, see § 27-301
et seq.

82-102. (5372)

How

the possessory warrant

warrant executed.

— The

officer in

whose hands

placed shall forthwith proceed to apprehend
and arrest the body of the defendant, or party against whom the warrant
is

§

Possessory Warrants.

SJ-201

1960

and also to seize the property described in the warrant, if the
e are to be found in his county, and carry the said defendant and said
property, together with the warrant, before the judge or justice issuing
the same or before any other judge or justice of said county.
issued,

is

Cross-reference.

— When

CHAPTER

may

defendant

82-2.

be imprisoned, see

§

82-204.

TRIAL AND JUDGMENT.

Sec

Sec.

82-201.
82-202.

Hearing; postponement.
Possession the only issue to be
tried. Forthcoming bond.

Bond, where returned.
Defendant may be imprisoned,
when.

82-203.
82-204.

—The

82-201.

(5373) Hearing; postponement.

82-202.

(5374) Possession the only issue to be tried.

judge or justice before
whom a warrant for the restoration of personal property may be returned
shall, if the parties are ready, proceed with the hearing forthwith; but if
either of the parties is not ready, the hearing shall be postponed to some
subsequent time, to be fixed by the said judge or justice, so as to allow
the parties a reasonable opportunity to procure their testimony and at
the same time to insure a trial with as little delay as possible.

bond.

— On the day set apart for the

trial,

Forthcoming

the judge or justice shall pro-

ceed to hear evidence as to the question of possession in a summary way,
without investigating the title to the property, and shall cause the prop-

whose possession the same was
enticed away, or from whom the same

erty to be delivered to the party from
violently or fraudulently taken or

absconded, or in whose peaceable and lawful possession it last was:
Provided, such party shall then and there enter into a recognizance, with
good and sufficient security, in double the amount of the value of such
property, and the hire claimed (if any), to cause the said property to be

produced and forthcoming to answer any judgment, execution, or decree
that may be had, issued, or made upon such suit or action, at law or in
equity, as the opposite party

may commence

four years touching the same:

Provided

ing out the warrant shall refuse or

fail

or prosecute within the next

also, that

when

the party tak-

to give such security, the

judge or

may, in his discretion, deliver over the property to the opposite
party upon his entering into a like recognizance, with security of the
same nature and effect. (Act 1821, Cobb, 591.)

justice

—

Cross-references. Similar provision with respect to forcible entry and detainer,
see § 105-1604. With respect to ejecting intruder on land, see § 105-1501. Disposition of case on certiorari, see § 82-303. Where bond returned; liability of securities, see § 82-203.

82-203.

(5376) Bond, where returned.

—The judge

or justice shall re-

turn any recognizance taken as provided in section 82-202 to the next

superior court of the county where the

same

is

taken, to be transmitted

where any suit or action may be commenced touching said
property; and the securities on such recognizance shall be bound and
liable for the eventual condemnation money in such suit or action, and
execution shall issue against them in the same manner as against the

to the court

security on appeal. (Act 1821, Cobb, 591.)
Cross-reference.

— Liability

and recourse of security on appeal, see

§

6-112.

Possessory Warrants,

1961

§

82

Defendant may be imprisoned, when. -Upon the return
of a possessory warrant, if it shall appear that the officer cannot find or
was unable to seize the property described in the warrant, and that such
property is in the possession, power, custody, or control of the defendant; or any agent or friend of his, or anyone acting for or intrusted with
the same for him, and the said defendant does not produce or cau-e said
property to be forthcoming, to be dealt with as the law directs and as the
judgment of the said judge or justice awards, the said defendant -hall
be committed to jail, there to remain in safe and close custody without
bail until such property shall be produced or forthcoming, to be disposed
Provided, always, that no person shall be so committed
of as aforesaid:
to jail for such failure to produce property, if he shall satisfactorily pr
to the judge or justice trying the case that such property has been in his
quiet and peaceable possession for four years next immediately preceding
the issuing of said warrant, but upon such proof being made the warrant
shall be dismissed and Provided further, that pending an application for
a certiorari in the superior court, no person who shall give bond and
security to abide by the final decision of the cause shall be imprisoned as
aforesaid.
(Act 1821, Cobb, 591.)
82-204. (5377)

:

—

Cross-reference. When defendant in actions for personalty
bail, see § 107-205.

may

be released

without

CHAPTER

CERTIORARI.

82-3.

Sec.

Sec.
82-301.

Right to writ; manner of suing

82-302.

Notice of certiorari as superse-

82-303.

Judgment.

deas.

out; jury.

82-301. (5378) Right to writ;

manner

of suing out; jury.

certiorari lies to every decision of a court

upon

—The writ of

a possessory warrant to

and upon the hearing of such writ in the
superior court, if the liberty of the party is endangered by the decision of
the court below, he may demand a trial, before a jury impaneled as in
criminal cases, upon the issue of fact as to the alleged property being in
his possession, power, custody, or control, or that of his agent, friend,
or any other person for him and the verdict of such jury shall be conclusive on the question. (Acts 1858, p. 87.)
be sued out as in other cases

;

;

Cross-references.

without security

—When

certiorari

lies,

see

§

in actions for personalty, see §

82-302. (5375) Notice of certiorari as supersedeas.
tion to apply for a writ of certiorari,

Release

19-101.
107-205.

of

defendant

—A notice of inten-

when served upon

the opposite

party, his agent or attorney, shall operate as a supersedeas for 10 days,

during which time the

and
days no certiorari has been granted, the
officer shall proceed to deliver the property as directed by the court at
the time of trial. (Acts 1869, pp. 132, 133.)
if

officer shall retain

possession of the property

;

after the expiration of the 10

Cross-reference.

— Certiorari

82-303. (5379)

remand the case
see

operates as supersedeas, see

Judgment.

—Upon hearing the

or give final

§

19-213.

judge
judgment and direction therein, as he
certiorari, the

fit.

Cross-reference.

— Certiorari,

dismissal or return, see

§

19-501.

may
may
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PRACTICE:
dure

:

See Title 6, Appeal and Error; Title 27, Criminal ProceTitle 37, Equity; Title 81, Pleading and Practice.

PRESCRIPTION:

See Title 85, Property, Chapter 85-4.

PRESENTMENTS: Sec Title 17, Criminal Procedure, Chapter 27-7.
PRIMARY ELECTIONS: See Title 34, Elections, Chapter 34-32.
PRINCIPAL AND ACCESSORY IN CRIME: See Title 26, Crimes
and Punishment, Chapters

26-5, 26-6.

PRINCIPAL AND AGENT: See Title 4, Agency.
PRINCIPAL AND SURETY: See Title 103, Suretyship.
PRINTING: See Title 90, Public Printing.
PRISONS:

See Title

77,

Penal Institutions.

PRIVATE HOSPITALS, SANITARIA, AND INSANE ASYLUMS:
See Title 88. Public Health, Chapters 88-9, 88-10.

TITLE

83.

PRIVATE WAYS.
Scc

Chap.
In general
Rights of way for mining, quarrying, etc

Tramroads

83-301

83-1.
83-2.
83-3.

-

83 " 101

CHAPTER

IN GENERAL.

83-1.

Sec.

Sec.
83-101.

Authority

of

ordinaries

Width

restricted to IS feet.

83-103.

Petition; contents.

Notice; commissioners; report;
appeal to ordinary.
Damages, how assessed.

83-106.
83-107.
83-108.

83-109.
83-110.
83-111.

Prescriptive right of way.
Damages barred, when.

83-114.

Closing

way

after

one

year;

notice required.

83-104.
83-105.

83-113.

83-112.

to

grant.
83-102.

83-201

Applicant may decline to open
way.
Establishment of way by agreement.
Record; protection in use of
way.
Landowners may join in opening or keeping up way.
Apportionment of work.
Wild lands; damages.

83-115.

Special ways.

83-116.

83-117.

If there is but one bluff.
Petition to use another's land-

83-118.

Omission to assess damages.

83-119.

Obstructions; proceedings
removal; petition; rule

ing.

for
nisi:

order.

83-121.

Same; certiorari to review
judgment of ordinary.
Same; fees of officers.

83-122.

Conversion of

83-120.

way

into public

road.

—

The ordinaries shall
83-101. (807) Authority of ordinaries to grant.
have authority to grant private ways to individuals to go from and return to their farms or places of residence.

(Act 1834, Cobb, 955.

Acts

1853-4, p. 88.)

—

How

right of
Cross-references. Damages for right of way, see § 95-1401.
private way acquired, see § 85-1401. Compensation for private ways, see Const.,
of necessity, see § 85-1402.
Art. I, Sec. Ill, Par. I (§ 2-301).

Way

83-102.

(808)

exceed 15 feet

Width

restricted to fifteen feet.

— Private ways shall not

and may be as much less as the applicant may
be kept open and in repair by the person on whose ap-

in width,

choose, and shall

plication they are established.

83-103. (809) Petition; contents.

—Any

person

desiring

a

passway

over the land of another shall petition the ordinary, setting forth particularly the distance and direction of such road, over whose land it is

through what improvements, if any, and their nature, and the
special purpose for which it is desired.

to go,

83-104.

(810) Notice; commissioners; report;

appeal to ordinary.

—

persons over whose lands such passway is to be made shall
have had 20 days' notice, in writing, of such application, and the ordinary

After

all

shall be satisfied that the applicant

point five commissioners

who

is

entitled to the same, he shall ap-

shall be disinterested persons,

any three

Private Ways.

§83-105
or five of

whom may

act, to

view and lay out such road so as to do the

damage and inconvenience

least possible

1964

who

to the landowners,

shall

make their report in writing within 30 days from their appointment.
The commissioners shall furnish all the parties in interest with copies
1

with such report, by
the other five days' notice in writing, he may take an appeal
ordinary, who, after hearing all the evidence, may confirm said
or alter the same, which when done shall be final. (Acts 1851-2, p.
of the report;

83-105.

if

(SI 1)

either party

is

dissatisfied

Damages, how assessed.

—The

giving
to the

report
281.)

person over whose land

passway is desired may proceed to have the damages assessed in
the same manner that damages are assessed in case of public roads, and
the applicant therefor shall stand in the place of the county and road
the

commissioners.

(Acts 1851-2,

p. 281.)

—

Cross-references. Condemnation for roads, see § 36-1001 et seq.
for private ways, see Const., Art. I, Sec. Ill, Par. I (§ 2-301).
grieved landowners redressed, see § 95-208.

Compensa-

tion

How

ag-

—

(812) Applicant may decline to open way. After the damages are thus assessed, the person who has them to pay may decline to
open the passway, but he shall be bound for the costs of all the pro83-106.

passway or

ceedings, whether he uses the

may

issue an execution

fore the

83-107.

may

way

is

;

and

in all

which the ordinary
cases the damages shall be paid benot, for

opened.

(813) Establishment

of

way by agreement.

be established by an agreement in writing of

all

— Private

ways

parties concerned,

which may be stipulated any damages, which shall be spread on the
roadbook of the county, and, when so done, shall have the same effect
as though established by the forms of law.
in

83-108.

(814) Record; protection in use of way.

way becomes

established,

the roadbook, and the

it

shall be entered

owner thereof

—When

private

a

on and fully described

in

entitled to be protected in the

is

use of the same as a public road.
83-109.

(815)

Landowners may

Several landowners

may

join in opening or keeping

up way.

—

opening a private way, or in
keeping it up afterwards, or both and when so done and entered on the
roadbook, the duties and privileges extend to vendees of the same real
join together in
;

estate.

83-110.

may

(816)

Apportionment

of

apportion the road for work

work.

—When

among

several so join, they

themselves, or work

under
the road laws, selecting one of their number as road commissioner,
whose powers shall be the same touching such road and the lands
thereof as those of the three road commissioners of the district.
83-111.

(817)

Wild lands; damages.

—

If a

private

way

is

it

established

over the wild lands of a person who has no notice of the proceeding,
at any time within six months after notice he may proceed to have his

damages assessed against

all

persons

who

are landowners and are in

the habitual use of such private way.
83-112.

has been

T824) Prescriptive right of way.
in

—Whenever

a private

way

constant and uninterrupted use for seven years or more, and

Private Ways.
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§83-119

no legal steps have been taken to abolish the same, it
for anyone to interfere with said private way. (Acta
Cross-reference.

83-113.

— How

right of private

Damages

(818)

way Required,

barred, when.

—When

shall not be (awful

1872, p. 60#)

see

§

85-1401.

a person has laid out a

private way, and has been in the use and enjoyment of

it

much

as

as

seven years, of which the owners have had six months' knowledge without moving for damages, his right to use becomes complete, and such
owners are barred of damages.

—

one year; notice required. When a
road has been used as a private way for as much as one year, an owner
of land over which it passes may not close it up without first giving the
common users of the way 30 days' notice in writing, that they may take
steps to have it made permanent.
83-114. (819) Closing

Cross-reference.

— Private

way

after

bridges and ferries, see

§

95-1208.

—When

a private way is established over
another
for
the
purpose
the land of
of hauling wood, timber, or other
commodity, to any place of landing whereat the business of rafting or

Special ways.

83-115. (820)

shipping

is

carried on, or to any railroad depot,

it

shall not

extend to

own benefit.
95-1401. Way of necessity,

the use of any landing erected by a person for his
Cross-references.
see

§

— Damages

for right of way, see

§

85-1402.

—

however, there shall be but
one bluff or place of landing, the owner may not appropriate such to himself exclusively, if he will not be damaged by the admission of others to
but no perits use, or, if damaged, he is properly compensated therefor
son shall be entitled to use the wood-slide or other improvement erected
for one's own use, nor timber landing, while he is using it.
(Acts 1853-4,
83-116.

(821) If there

is

but one

bluff.

If,

;

p. 90.)

Cross-reference.

—Tramways,

see

§

83-301.

83-117. (822) Petition to use another's landing.
for a private

way

—When

desires also to use another's landing, he

in his petition, that

proper damages

may

the applicant

must

so state

be # assessed therefor.

—

Omission to assess damages. If a private way is established and there is an omission to have considered the damages for using
such way, it may be done afterwards if within a reasonable time.
83-118. (823)

83-119.
nisi

;

vate

(825)

order.

Obstructions; proceedings for removal; petition; rule

— In the event the owner or owners of land over which

way may

pass, or

any other person,

otherwise render the private

way

a pri-

shall obstruct, close up. or

unfit for use, the party or parties in-

jured by such obstructions or other interference

may

petition the ordi-

nary in the county where such private way has been in use to remove
such obstructions, and upon the petition being filed, the ordinary shall
issue a rule nisi, directed to the party or parties complained against
(which rule shall be served by the sheriff or his deputy"), calling upon the
offending parties to show cause why said obstructions should not be removed, and the free use of said private way be reestablished. Said rule
shall be served at least three days before the day set for the hearing, and

Private Ways.
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I

when

the dav arrives the ordinary shall proceed to hear evidence as to

and

appear that said
private wav has been in continuous, uninterrupted use for seven years
or more, and no steps taken to prevent the enjoyment of the same, the
ordinary shall grant an order directing the party or parties so obstructing" or otherwise interfering- with said right of way to remove said obstructions or other interference within 48 hours, and in the event of failure so to remove said obstructions, the ordinary shall issue a warrant
directed to the sheriff, commanding him forthwith to remove said obsaid obstructions or other interference,

structions.

(Acts 1872,

Cross-references.

— To

tion for roads, see
see S 23-702.

83-120.

§

it

shall

p. 60.)

what condemnations

36-1001 et seq.

Same;

(826)

if

applicable, see

§

Condemna-

36-202.

Ordinary's authority over county matters,

certiorari to review

judgment

of ordinary.

—There

no appeal from the judgment of said ordinary; but either party
being dissatisfied shall have the right to sue out a writ of certiorari, said
certiorari to be had as in other cases provided by law.
(Acts 1872, p. 61.)
shall be

Cross-reference.

83-121.

— See

Title 19, Certiorari.

Same;

(827)

fees of officers.

—The fees of the ordinary in such

case shall be $3, to be paid by the losing party.

same

Sheriff's fees shall be the

(Acts 1872,

as for serving a petition or other process of court.

p. 61.)

Cross-references.

83-122.

— Fees of ordinary, see

(828) Conversion of

way

§

Fees of

24-1716.

sheriff, see § 24-2823.

into public road.

—When

a private

once established, the ordinary may declare it a public road, provided it is of sufficient length and importance, and the number of persons
who habitually use it can and will do as much work thereon as is their
proper share, in working the same alone or in connection with adjacent

way

is

public roads.

CHAPTER

83-2.

RIGHTS OF WAY FOR MINING,
QUARRYING, ETC.
»

Sec.

Sec.

83-201.

Manner

of obtaining rights of

83-206.

Amount

of water that

may

be

withdrawn and carried away.

way.

when.

83-202.

Arbitrators,

83-203.

Diversion of watercourses; ar-

83-204.

Privileges incidental to mining;
canals; tunnels; flumes; dams.

83-205.

Application for privileges; no-

selected

83-207.

83-208.

bitrators.

Draining privileges, how obtamed.
Same; application and proceedings thereon.

83-209.

Lessee of
owner.

mine

deemed

the

tice.

Manner

—

any person, firm
or corporation, who may be actually engaged in the business of mining
iron, copper, gold, coal, or any other metal or mineral; in quarrying marble, granite, or any other stone; or in making copperas, sulphur, saltpeter,
alum, or other similar articles, may need for the successful prosecution
83-201.

of

(795)

of obtaining rights of

such business a right of

way

If

for a railroad, turnpike, or a

road across the lands of others, such right of

manner provided hereinafter

way.

common

way may be obtained

for acquiring the right to

in the

convey water

Private Ways.
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§&3

across the lands of others by the owners of mines. (Acts 1862-3, pp. 171,
172; 1887, p. 35; 1904,

p. 51.)

—

Km
How

incut Domain. Application
Cross-references. Condemnation, see Title 36,
damage! for private ways
for privileges incidental to mining, see § 83-208.
aggrieved landowners redressed, sec I 95-208.
assessed, see § 83-105.

How

83-202. (796) Arbitrators, selection

when.— -In

the event the parti

disagree as to the necessity for the right of way sought to he condemned,
and the compensation to be paid to the landowners therefor, arbitrator-

may

be selected as provided by this Code.

Cross-reference.

— See

Title

p. 35. )

Arbitration and Award, Chapter

7,

83-203. (797) Diversion

(Acts 1887,

of

watercourses;

arbitrators.

7-2.

— In

cases

all

may

be deemed desirable and necessary to divert any watercourse from its usual channel for any of the purposes specified in section
83-201, it shall be lawful to submit same to arbitration as provided in the

where

it

Code; the arbitrators shall decide both as to the necessity of diverting
(Acts 1862-3,
the watercourse, and who are damaged and how much.
pp. 171, 172.)
83-204. (798) Privileges incidental to mining; canals; tunnels; flumes;

—

dams. The owner of any mine shall have the right to enter upon any
land between the mine and the water power upon which the same is dependent, and to cut thereon such ditch, canal, or tunnel, or to construct
such flume or other aqueduct, and to build such dam as may be necessary
to control said water power
Provided, that the mine owner shall first
have the damages arising to the owner of such intervening land or owner
of the land on which such dam is to be erected assessed, and shall pay to
the owner of the land so intervening, or on which such dam is to be
erected, the damages which may be assessed in the manner hereinafter
:

provided.

(Acts 1868,

Cross-reference.

83-205.

—To

p. 139.)

what condemnation

applicable,

see

(799) Application for privileges; notice.

§

36-202.

—The

owner

of the

having given the owner of the land to be entered upon
at least five days' notice of his intention to make such application, present
to the ordinary of the county his written application for the right and
privilege of cutting such ditch, canal, or tunnel, or constructing such
flume or aqueduct, or erecting such dam. (Acts 1868, pp. 139. 140.)

mine

shall, after

Amount

water that may be withdrawn and carried
away. In no instance shall water greater in amount, measured in cubic
feet, than the surplus be withdrawn and carried away entirely from a
stream above any mill or factory, surplus water to be that full amount of
water that would run to waste with a tight mill dam at such mill or factory. This provision shall apply as fully to owners of mines as to lessees
83-206. (803)

of

—

of mines.

(Acts 1868,

83-207. (800)

mine

p.

140; 1897,

p. 21.)

Draining privileges,

how

obtained.

— The

owner

any
cut and open
of

have the right to enter upon any land, and to
thereon such ditches, canals, and tunnels, or to construct such flumes or
other aqueducts, or such rope, wire, track, or other tramway, or such
wagonway, as may be necessary to drain his mine, or to carry off and
-drain away the water and tailings of such mine or mining operations, or
shall

S

o

Private Ways.
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and transport any crude ore from such mine or mining operations to the mill or other place of reduction where such ore is to be
Provided, that the mine owner shall first have the damages
treated:
arising", or which mav arise, to the "Owner of such land assessed and shall
pay same to the owners of such land. (Acts 1870, p. 265 1895, p. 20.)
carry oft

;

Same; application and proceedings thereon.

83-208. (801)

—The owner

mines who desires the right and privilege of cutting and openingsuch ditches, canals, or tunnels, or of constructing such flumes or other
aqueducts, shall make his application under and according to the provisions and requirements specified in this Code, and all proceedings in relation thereto shall be had, and the damages shall be assessed and paid,
according to the method of condemning land in this Code provided, all
oi which are extended to the owners of mines desiring to drain their
mines, and to carry off the water and tailings from their mines and mining operations, through or over the land of others. (Acts 1870, p. 265.)
of the

Cross-reference.

— To

what condemnation applicable,

see

36-202.

§

—

mine deemed the owner. Any person or company of persons engaged in working a mine under a lease for that purpose shall be held and regarded as owner or owners, and as such shall be
entitled to avail himself or themselves of the benefits and privileges of
(802) Lessee of

83-209.

this Chapter.

(Acts 1868, pp. 140, 141.)

CHAPTER

TRAMROADS.

83-3.

Sec.

Sec.
83-301.

Petition for construction.

83-302.

Proceedings to lay out road.

Cessation in use of road.

83-303.

— Any

person or corporation
desiring to build or construct any tramway to connect with any waterway or railway, in this State, for the purpose of transporting lumber,
naval stores, and timber by means of the same, may make application,
in writing, to the ordinary or county commissioners of the county in
(804) Petition for construction.

83-301.

which such tramway is
together with the place
line of its location as

to be located, setting out the length of
of starting

near as

may

such way,

and the terminus of the same and the
(Acts 1887,

be.

103.

p.

89 Ga. Ill

(14 S. E. 882).)
(805) Proceedings

83-302.

to

lay out road.

—When

the

application

aforesaid shall have been filed in the office of the ordinary or county

missioners, as the case

same

as are allowed

may

com-

be, all the proceedings thereafter shall be the

and directed by

this

Code

for

condemning property,

except that the strip of land to be used for such purpose shall not exceed in width 15 feet. (Acts 1887, pp. 103, 104. 89 Ga. Ill (14 S. E. 882).)
Cross-reference.

— To

tion for roads, see

83-303.
shall at

§

what condemnation

applicable, see

(806) Cessation in use of road.

any time cease

ployed for such
pp. 103, 104.)

§

36-202.

Condemna-

36-1001 et seq.

way

—

If

such tramway so

laid out

to be used for such purposes, the land so

shall' revert to the

owner

thereof,

em-

(Acts 1887,

Probate op Will-

1969

Proce

eo

PROBATE OF WILLS:

Sec Title 113, Wills,
tration of Estates, Chapters 113-6, 113-7.

PROBATION OF OFFENDERS:
Chapter

See Title

De

27,

i

nt,

and Admii

Criminal Procedure,

27-27.

PROCEDURE:
and Practice.
Rules of court:

See Title 27, Criminal Procedure; Title 81, Plead

See Title 24, Courts, Chapters 24-33, 24-36, 24

PROCESS: See Title 81, Pleading and Practice, Chapter 81-2.
PROCESSIONING: See Title 85, Property, Chapter 85-16.

TITLE

84.

AND TRADES.

PROFESSIONS. BUSINESSES,
Chap.

Sec.

Examining Boards

84-

1.

Joint-Secretary. State

84-

2.

Accountants

84-

3.

Architects

84-301

84-

4.

84-401

84-

5.

84-

6.

Barbers
Chiropractors
Chiropodists

84-

7.

Dentists

84-

8.

Embalmers

84-

9.

84-201

84-501
84-601

84-701
84-801

.*
.

.

.

84-15.

Medical practitioners
Nurses
Optometrists
Osteopaths
Pharmacists
Real estate brokers and salesmen
Veterinarians

84-16.

Billiard

84-1

Jewelry auctions
Lightning rods
Nurserymen, landscape architects, etc
Peddlers
Crimes

84-10.
84-11.

84-12.
84-13.
84-14.

7.

84-18.
84-19.
84-20.

84-99.

84-101

84-901

84-1001
84-1101
84-1201
84-1301

84-1401
84-1501

rooms

84-1601
84-1701
84-1801
84-1901
84-2001
84-9901

CROSS-REFERENCES.
Aviators:

See Title

Horticulture,

11,

Aviation, Chapter 11-1.

pomology and entomology:

See Title

5,

Agriculture, Chapters 5-7

to 5-9.

Insurance agents: See Title 56, Insurance.
Pilots: See Title 80, Pilots and Pilotage.
Seamen: See Title 98, Shipping and Seamen.
See. also. Title 9, Attorneys at Law; Title 10, Auditors; Title
and Trade Names; Title 111, Warehousemen.

CHAPTER

84-1.

106,

Trade-Marks

JOINT-SECRETARY, STATE EXAMINING
BOARDS.
Sec.

Sec.
84-101.

for
all
Secretary
examining
boards. Offices of secretaries
u r u a
t
of boards abolished.
Joint-

84-102.

Salary, term, and office of Joint-

•

i

i.

Secretary's duties, salary, and
Registration for
expenses.
Notice to tax
professions.

c
Secretary.
J
boards.

Expenses
-n-

„c
of

Board meetings,

collectors.

84-101. Secretary for all

boards abolished.

examining boards.

Joint-Secretary's duties, salary, and expenses.

Regis-

Notice to tax collectors.^-The Secretary of State
hereby authorized and directed to appoint one secretary for the sev-

tration for professions.
is

Offices of secretaries of

eral

examining boards,

to wit:

.

and Trades.

Professions, Businesses,

1971

1.

State Board of Examiners of

§

Public Accountants

tee

CI

;

84-2).

Georgia State Board for the Examination and Registration of Architects (see Chapter 84-3).
2.

3.

State Board of Barber Examiners of Georgia

4.

Georgia Board of Chiropractic Examiners (see Chapter 84-5;.

5.

State Board of Chiropody Examiners (sec Chapter 84-6;.

6.

Board

7.

Georgia State Board of Embalming (see Chapter 84-8;.

8.

State Board of Medical Examiners (see Chapter 84-9;.

9.

Board

10.

of

of

''see

Chapter 84-4;.

Dental Examiners of Georgia (see Chapter 84-7;.

Examiners

of

Nurses for Georgia (see Chapter

Georgia State Board of Examiners

in

Optometry

84-1

(see

Chapter

84-11).
11.

State Board of Osteopathic Examiners of Georgia (see Chapter

84-12).
12.

Georgia State Board of Pharmacy (see Chapter 84-13).

13.

Georgia Real. Estate Commission (see Chapter 84-14).

14.

Stationary Engineers and Firemen (see note following

15.

Georgia State Board of Veterinary Examiners (see Chapter 84-15;.

§

23-603).

Said Secretary shall be designated "Jmnt-'Secretary, State Examining
Boards," and his office shall be maintained under the supervision of the

The

Secretary of State.

offices

of the secretaries for said respective

boards are hereby abolished. It shall be the duty of the Joint-Secretary
to bring together and keep all records relating to the said several examining boards to receive all applications for licenses with the consent of
the board concerned, to schedule the time and place for examination to
issue certificates upon authority of the examining board concerned to
collect all fees required by law in connection with licensing of professions, businesses, and trades, and to remit the same to the State Treasurer.
The expenses and salary of the Secretary and the expenses inci;

;

;

;

work

dental to the

of his office shall be paid out of the fees remitted to

the State Treasurer.

All persons practicing the professions enumerated

herein shall be required to register annually with said Secretary upon

blanks furnished by said Secretary for such purpose. Said Secretary
shall supply the tax collectors in each of the counties with the names of
the persons so registered with

professions
pp.

in

him

for the practice of their profession or

those particular or respective

counties.

(Acts

1931.

7, 35, 37.)

—

The section of the Reorganization Act (Acts 1931, pp. 7. 35,
from which the above section was codified includes the State Board of
Bar Examiners. That Act is entitled 'An Act to simplify the operations of the
.", etc.
The Board of Bar ExExecutive Branch of the State Government
aminers took the position that the law creating the Board of Bar Examiners isee
§ 9-105 et seq.) did not make this Board a part of the Executive Department but
that such Board is under the supervision and jurisdiction of the Supreme Court;
and that the Reorganization Act violates Const., Art. Ill, Sec. VII, Par. VIII
(§ 2-1808) prohibiting the passage of any law referring to more than one subjectmatter or containing matter different from what is expressed in the title thereof,
This position was sustained
in so far as it relates to the Board of Bar Examiners.
by the Attorney General and acquiesced in by the Secretary of State. Therefore
the "State Board of Bar Examiners" has been omitted from the above section.
Editorial Note.

sec. 89)

.

.

§

Professions. Businesses, and Trades.

84-102

1972

The Department of Law has construed the Act creating the State Board of
Chiropody Examiners (Acts 1933, p. 115) as coming under the provisions of the
above section. Therefore this Board has been added as one of the examining
boards to which such section applies.

term and

Expenses of. boards.
Board meetings. The salary of the Joint-Secretary, State Examining
Boards, shall be fixed by the Secretary of State, and he shall hold office at
84-102. Salary,

office of Joint-Secretary.

—

The expenses of the members of
Chapter
shall be limited to actual exthe various boards named in this
attendance
upon
meetings
while
the
of said respective boards,
penses
in
the pleasure of the Secretary of State.

and actual traveling expenses. The Secretary shall maintain an office in
the State capitol, and all of the meetings of said respective boards shall
be held in the capitol. All expense vouchers shall in each case be itemized, approved by the chairman of each respective board, and presented
Provided, however, that such expenses,
to the Secretary for payment:
including the salary of the Secretary on a pro rata basis, shall not exceed
the fees received by said respective boards. (Acts 1931, pp. 7, 37.)

CHAPTER

ACCOUNTANTS.

84-2.

Sec.

sec.

84-201.

Certified public accountant de-

84-204.

Revocation

fined,

84-202.

Who may

84-203.

State Board of Examiners of
Public Accountants; appointment, terms of office, qualifi-

use

certificate;

title.

Examinations
cations.
fees therefor.
84-201.

of

grounds; notice; hearing.

and

(1995) Certified public accountant defined.

— Any citizen of the

United States, residing and having an office for the regular transaction of
business in this State, being over the age of 21 years and of good moral
character, and who shall have received from the Governor a certificate of
his qualification to practice as a public expert accountant, as hereinafter

provided, shall be designated and
ant."

(Acts 1908,

known

as a "certified public account-

p. 86.)

—

Cross-references. Penalty for violation of this section, see
cates issued by Joint-Secretary, State Examining Boards, see

§

§

84-9902.
84-101.

Certifi-

—

H996, 1997) Who may use title. Every person holding such
certificate, and every partnership of accountants, every member of which
shall hold such certificate, may assume and use the title of "Certified
Public Accountant" or the abbreviation thereof, "C. P. A." No other
person or partnership shall use such title or abbreviation, or any other
words, letters, or figures to indicate that the person or partnership using
the same is such certified public accountant. (Acts 1908, pp. 86, 87.)
84-202.

Cross-reference.

84-203.

— Penalty

for violation of section, see

§

84-9902.

(1998) State Board of Examiners of Public Accountants; ap-

Examinations and fees therefor.
The Governor shall appoint a board of three examiners for the
examination of persons applying for certification under this Chapter.
Two of said examiners shall be public accountants who have been in
pointment, terms of

—

office, qualifications.

—
:

Professions, Bxjsine

1973

e

practice for at least five years, one of

ro

.
.

whom

Trades.

§

84-204

appointed for the

shall be

term of two years, and one for the term of three years, and upon the
piration of each of said terms an examiner, who shall be a certified public
accountant, shall be appointed for the term of three years. The other
examiner shall be a practicing attorney in good Standing in the courts of
this State, who shall be appointed for the term of two years, and upon
the expiration of said term a successor shall be appointed for the term
of three years. The examination for certificates shall be based upon an
examination in theory of accounts, practical accounting, auditing, commercial arithmetic, and commercial law. Said examinations shall take
place twice a year in the city of Atlanta, during the months of May and
November of each year, under such rules and regulations as may be
adopted by the Board. The fees shall be $25 for each applicant, which
shall be paid to the Joint-Secretary, State

Examining Boards, who

shall

remit the same to the State Treasurer, and shall be used for the purposes
specified in

Chapter 84-1.

The

results of such examinations shall be

by the Joint-Secretary, upon the authority of the State Board
of Examiners of Public Accountants, to the Governor, and filed in the
office of the Secretary of State, and kept for reference and inspection for
a period of not less than five years. The Governor shall issue the certificates through the Joint-Secretary, State Examining Boards. (Acts 1908,
certified

pp. 86, 87; 1931, pp.
84-204.

7,

37.)

(1999) Revocation of certificate; grounds; notice; hearing.

The Governor may revoke any such

certificate for sufficient cause,

upon

the recommendation of the Board of Examiners of Public Accountants,

who

shall give written notice to the holder thereof,

a hearing thereon.

84-3.

ARCHITECTS.
Per

diem

members

"Practice of architecture" and
"building" defined.

84-311.

of qualification to
practice under title of archi-

84-312.

tect.

84-313.

Board.
Fees; payment to Joint-Secretary, State Examining Boards.
Fees for examination and cer-

84-314.

Filing,

84-302.

Certificate

84-303.

Qualifications, age, citizenship,
and character of applicant for
registration as architect. Ex-

Board

State

and

for

Examination

of Architects; appointment; qualification; terms of office; vacan-

Registration

cies.

members

84-305.

Oath

84-306.

Organization of Board; presi-

of

papers.

Rules and regulations of
Board; meetings for examining applicants for registra-

of

etc.,

of

examination

Record of

architects.
Certificate to be recorded.

84-315.

Use

84-316.

of title "Architect."
Practicing architects exempted

84-317.

from examination; fee.
Examination of architects who

have

of Board.

dent.

of

tificates.

aminations by board.

84-307.

had

Sec.

Sec.

84-304.

after he has

(Acts 1908, pp. 86, 88.)

CHAPTER
84-301.

and

practiced

outside

oi

State.

S4-318.

Renewal

84-319.

Revocation

84-320.

grounds; hearing.
Proceedings for revocation of

of certificate.
of

certificate

certificate: service of charges:

tion.

84-308.

Quorum

84-309.

Record

84-310.

Duties of Board.

hearing.

of Board.
84-321.

of Board's proceedings.

Expenses.

Employees of registered architects.
Making plans for own
buildings.

—
§

84-301

Professions, Businesses,

84-301. "Practice of architecture"

and Trades.

1974

and "building" defined.

—Any one or

combination of the following- practices shall constitute the practice of
The planning or supervision of the erection, enarchitecture, namely
a

:

largement or alteration of any building or buildings, or of any appurtenances thereto, or consultation as to planning of same, to be constructed
A "building" is any strucfor others or by persons other than himself.
ture consisting of foundations, floors, walls, columns, girders, beams, and

combination of any number of these parts, with or without
other parts or appurtenances. (Acts 1919, p. 128.)
roof, or a

84-302. Certificate of qualification to practice under title of architect.

Any

person, wishing to practice architecture, who, before August 18,
1919, shall not have been engaged in the practice of architecture in this

State under the

known

title of architect, shall,

as an architect, secure, from the said

fications to practice

Chapter.

(Acts 1919,

Cross-reference.
see

§

before being entitled to be or be

under the

title

Board

of architect,

a certificate of quali-

as provided

by

this

p. 128.)

— Toint-Secretary,

State

Examining Boards,

to issue certificates,

84-101.

and character of applicant for
Examinations by Board. Any citizen of the

84-303. Qualifications, age, citizenship,

registration as architect.

—

United States, or any person who has declared his or her intention of becoming such citizen, being at least 21 years of age and of good moral
character, may apply through the Joint-Secretary, State Examining
Boards, to the State Board for the Examination and Registration of Architects for a certificate of registration, or for such examination as shall
be requisite for such certification under this Chapter; but before receiving such certificate the applicant shall submit satisfactory evidence of
having completed the course in a high school or the equivalent thereof,
and of having subsequently thereto completed such course in mathematics, history and language as may be approved or prescribed by the
said Board. The examination for the above academic requirements shall
be held by the said Board. In lieu of such examination the said Board
may accept satisfactory diplomas or certificates from institutions approved by the said Board, covering the course or subject-matter prescribed for examination.

Upon complying with

the above requirements the applicant shall satis-

factorily pass an examination in such technical

and professional subjects
The said Board may, in lieu of

by the said Board.
the examination in such technical and professional subjects, accept satisfactory evidence of any one of the qualifications set forth under subdivisions fa) and (b) of this section.
as shall be prescribed

fa)

A

diploma of graduation or satisfactory

certificate

from an archi-

tectural college or school that he or she has completed a technical course

approved by the American Institute of Architects, and subsequent
thereto, at least three years' satisfactory experience in the office or offices
of a reputable architect or architects.

(b)

Registration or certification as an architect in another State or

Territory where the qualifications prescribed at the time of such registra-

1

Profession s, Businesses, and Trades.
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§84-308

tion or certification were equal to those pre -cribed in this State at date
of application.

Board may require applicants under these subdivisions to
''Acts
furnish satisfactory evidence of knowledge of professional pri

The

said

1919, p. 129; 1931, pp.

7, 36.)

Examination and Registration of Architects;
appointment; qualifications; terms of office; vacancies. The Governor
shall appoint a State Board for Examination and Registration of Architects, to be composed of five architects who have been in active practice
84-304. State

Board

for

—

of architecture in this State for not less than 10 years previous to their

appointment.

One

for a period of

one year; one for two years; one for three years; one

of the said

members

shall

be appointed to hold

office

for

upon the expiration of
the term of office of the person so appointed, the Governor shall appoint
a successor to each person whose term of office shall expire, to hold office
for five years, and said person so appointed shall have the above specified
four years, and one for five years, and thereafter,

qualifications.

In case a successor shall not be appointed at the expira-

tion of the term of

any member, such member

shall hold office until his

successor has been duly appointed and has qualified.

Any vacancy

curring in the membership of said Board shall be

by the Governor

for the unexpired

§

84-305.
shall,

and

Oath

p. 125.)

—

of

members

of Board.

—The

members

Board

of said

before entering upon the discharge of their duties, subscribe to

file

with the Secretary of State the constitutional oath of

(Acts 1919,

Board; president.

for organization within 30
its

membership

days after

its

— The said Board shall

(Acts 1919,

a president.

p.

126; 1931. pp.

—

84-307. Rules

—

§

7.

84-101.

37.)

Meet-

Board; meetings for examining apThe said Board shall adopt all necessary

and regulations

for registration.

meet

appointment, and shall elect

Cross-references. Joint-Secretary, State Examining Boards, see
ings of Board to be held in State capitol, see § 84-102.

plicants

officers.

p. 126.)

84-306. Organization of

from

(Acts 1919,

Penalty for unlawful use of title "Architect," or for false
84-9903. Practicing profession without paying special tax, see § 84-9901.

Cross-references.
oath, see

term of such member.

filled

oc-

of

and bylaws, not inconsistent with this Chapter and
the Constitution and laws of this State and of the United States, to
govern its times and places of meeting for organization and reorganization and the holding of examinations, the length of the terms of its officers, and all other matters requisite to the exercise of its powers, the
performance of its duties, and the transaction of its business under the
provisions of this Chapter. At least two meetings shall be held each
year for the purpose of examination for registration. (Acts 1919, p. 126.)
rules, regulations

Cross-reference.

84-308.

— Meetings

Quorum

of

of Board, see §§ 84-101. 84-102.

Board.

—Three

members

of the said

Board

shall

constitute a quorum, but no action at any meeting shall be taken with-

out at least three votes in accord.

(Acts 1919,

p. 126.)

—
and Trades.

Professions, Businesses,

S4-309
I

1976

—

Record of Board's proceedings. The Joint-Secretary, State
Examining Boards, shall keep a true record of all proceedings of the
84-309.

Board.

(Acts 1919,

126; 1931, pp.

p.

7, 37.)

—

Expenses. The said Board shall be
charged with the duty of enforcing the provisions of this Chapter, and
may incur such expenses as shall be necessary, all of which expenses
shall be paid only out of the revenue arising from this Chapter, in the
manner provided for in this Chapter and in Chapter 84-1. (Acts 1919,
84-310. Duties

P

.

126; 1931, pp.

Board.

of

7,

37.)

Cross-references.— Use of fees, see §§ 84-101, 84-102, 84-312.

84-311. Per

Board

diem

of

members

of Board.

— Each

member

of the said

diem while actually engaged

shall be entitled to $10 per

in at-

tendance at meetings or in conducting examinations. (Acts 1919, p. 127;
1931, pp.

7.

37.)

payment

84-312. Fees;

to Joint-Secretary, State

Examining Boards.

by this Chapter shall be paid to the Joint-Secretary, State Examining Boards, who shall remit the same to the State
Treasurer. Such fees shall not be used for any purpose other than the
purposes of this Chapter and those contemplated by Chapter 84-1. (Acts
All fees provided for

1919. p. 127; 1931, pp. 7, 37.)

and

84-313. Fees for examination

the Joint-Secretary

The

by an applicant

certificates.

—The

fee to be paid to

for an examination shall be $10.

such Secretary by an applicant for a certificate of
registration shall be $5. The fee to be paid to such Secretary for the
The
restoration of an expired certificate of registration shall be $10.
certificate
registration
of
shall
upon
renewal
of
a
be
fee to be paid
$2. The
fee to be paid to

fee to be paid

by an applicant

for a certificate of registration,

who

is

an

architect registered or licensed under the laws of another State or Territory of the

United States, under subdivision (b) of section 84-303, or

under section 84-317 shall be $25.
Cross-reference.

(Acts 1919,

p.

130; 1931, pp.

— Practicing profession without paying special

84-314. Filing,

etc.,

of

Certificate to be recorded.

tax, see

7, 37.)
§

84-9901.

Record of architects.
recording and renewal of all ex-

examination papers.

—The

filing,

amination papers and other evidences of qualification submitted by each
applicant shall be filed with the said Board through the Joint-Secretary,
State

Examining Boards, and the Joint-Secretary

shall

keep a record,

open to public inspection at all reasonable times, of the proceedings of
the Board relating to the issuance, refusal, renewal, suspension and
revocation of certificates of registration.
the name,

known

This record also shall contain

place of business and residence, and the date and

num-

ber of the certificate of registration of every registered architect entitled
to practice his profession in this State. Every person granted such cer-

have the same recorded with the superior court clerk of
the county in which his principal office for the practice of architecture
tificate shall

is

located.

(Acts 1919,

Cross-reference.

p.

131

;

1931, pp.

7, 37.)

— Architects to register annually with

amining Boards, see

§

84-101.

Joint-Secretary, State Ex-

:

(
\

Professions, Businesses, and Trades.

)77

Use

§84-319

— No

person presumed to have the
right to secure such certificate, because of his or her use of the title
"Architect" prior to August 18, 1919, shall assume any title indicating
84-315.

of title "Architect."

an architect, or any words, letters or figures to indicate
that the person using them is an architect, unless he or she shall have
qualified and obtained a certificate of registration from said Hoard. (
that he or she

is

.'

1919, p. 128.)
Cross-reference.
see

— Penalty

for unlawful use of

title

"Architect" or for false oath,

84-9903.

§

84-316. Practicing architects

exempted from examination;

fee.

— Any

person residing in or having a place of business in this State who shall
have been regularly engaged in the practice of architecture in this State
under the title of "Architect" on August 18, 1919, may be granted a
certificate of registration without examination, by the payment to the
Joint-Secretary of the fee for certificate of registration as prescribed in
section 84-313, on condition that the applicant shall satisfy the said

Board that he
1931, pp.

84-317.

—An

is

qualified to practice architecture.

(Acts 1919,

129;

p.

7, 37.)

Examination

architect

who

of architects

who have

practiced outside of State.

has lawfully practiced architecture for a period of

more than 10 years outside

of this State shall, except as otherwise pro-

vided in subdivision (b) of section 84-303, be required to take only a
practical examination, the nature of

Board

said

which

shall be prescribed

Examination and Registration

for the

by the

of Architects.

(Acts

1919, p. 130.)

84-318.

Renewal

of certificate.

— Every

registered architect

who

shall

desire to continue the practice of his profession shall, annually during

month

renew his certificate of registration, and pay to the
Joint-Secretary, State Examining Boards the renewal fee of $2, required
by section 84-313. A person who shall fail to renew his certificate of
the

of July,

registration during the

renew

month

of July in each year

may

not thereafter

upon payment to the Joint-Secretary of the
fee of $10, required by section 84-313.
Every renewal certificate shall
expire on the 30th day of June following its issuance. (Acts 1919, p. 131
his certificate except

:

1931, pp. 7> 37.)
Cross-reference.

—Architects

Examining Boards,

see

§

to
84-101.

register

annually

with

Joint-Secretary,

84-319. Revocation of certificate; grounds; hearing.

the Examination and Registration of
tificate after

—The

Board for
Architects may revoke any cer-

30 days' notice, with grant of hearing to the holder there-

proof satisfactory to the said Board shall be presented, in the

of, if

State

fol-

lowing cases
(a)

When

it is

shown

that the certificate

was obtained through fraud

or misrepresentation.
(b)

said

When

the holder of the certificate has been found guilty by the

Board or by

sional practice,

any fraud or deceit in his profesor has been convicted of a felony by a court of justice.
a court of justice of

^

Professions, Businesses,

84-320

When

(c^i

said

Board

and Trades.

1978

the holder of the eertilicate has been found guilty

by the

of gross incompetency or of recklessness in the planning- or

construction of buildings.

When

proved to the satisfaction of the said Board that the
holder of the eertilicate is an habitual drunkard or is habitually addicted
to the use of morphine, opium, cocaine, or other drug having a similar
(d">

effect

is

it

(Acts 1919.

p.

132.)

84-320. Proceedings for revocation of certificate; service of charges;

hearing.

— Proceedings

for the revocation of a certificate shall be

begun

by filing written charges against the accused with the Board for the
Examination and Registration of Architects through the Joint-Secretary. State Examining Boards. A time and place for the hearing of the
charges shall be fixed by the said Board. Where personal service or
service through counsel cannot be effected, service may be made by publication once a week for four weeks in a newspaper published in the
county wherein the holder of said certificate is supposed to reside. At
the hearing the accused shall have the right to be represented by counsel, to introduce evidence, and to examine and cross-examine witnesses.

The

make

Joint-Secretary shall

a written report of the findings of the

Board, which report shall be filed with the Secretary of State, and which
shall be conclusive. (Acts 1919, p. 132; 1931, pp. 7, 37.)
Cross-reference.

— Meetings

of

Board

to be held at capitol, see

Employees of registered architects.
buildings.
Nothing contained in this Chapter
84-321.

—

§

84-102.

Making plans

for

own

shall prevent the drafts-

work, superintendents and other employees of
those lawfully practicing as registered architects under the provisions of
this Chapter, from acting under the instructions, control or supervision
of their employers, or to prevent the employment of superintendents of
the construction, enlargement or alteration of buildings or any appurtenances thereto, or prevent such superintendents from acting under the
immediate personal supervision of the registered architect by whom the
plans and specifications of any such building, enlargement or alteration
were prepared nor shall anything contained in this Chapter prevent
persons, mechanics or builders from making plans and specifications for,
or supervising the erection, enlargement or alteration of, buildings or
any appurtenances thereto to be constructed by themselves or their emProvided, that the working drawings for such construction
ployees
are signed by the authors thereof with their true appellation, as "Engineer," or "Contractor," or "Carpenter," etc., without the use in any form

men, students, clerks

of

;

:

of the title "Architect."

(Acts 1919,

CHAPTER

84-4.

84-402.

128.)

BARBERS.

Sec.

Sec.

84-401.

p.

Barbering defined.
Barbers in towns and

cities

84-404.

Sanitary regulations; adoption
by Board; posting in barber
shops; revocation of license
Inspection of
for violation.
barbershops. Public mii-

84-405.

Compensation and expenses of

to

obtain certificate of registration.

84-403.

State Board of Barber Examiners; establishment; qualifications; term of office; vacancies; bond; oath.

sances.

Board; claims.

1979

Professions, Busines

Sec.

e

and Trades.

.

84-404

Sec.

84-406.

84 407.

Report of Hoard.
of money.
Certificates

of

Disposition

registration,

seal;
regulations;
of Board; powers.

Examination

Learning trade under barb*
in

h;tr|

;,

.

is-

suance by Board; rules and

84-408.

H4 . 4]0

84-411.

Barber

schools; instructor!
registration of students;
ocation of permit,

president

I

of applicants

for

times and
registration;
places; notice; expenses.

<~

.

84-412.

.

-r

Certificates

be

oi

displayed.

.

.

rcgistratioi
'

al

or

certificates.

84-409.

examination;
for
statement on
qualifications;
rejection; temporary practice;
barbers from another State.

Applicants

84-413.

Records and register to be kept
by Joint-Secretary, State
amining Boards; evidence.

— To

shave or trim the beard, cut or dr<
the hair, to give facial or scalp massaging, facial or scalp treatment with
oils or creams and other preparations made for this purpose, either by
hand or mechanical appliances, to singe and shampoo the hair, or to dye
the hair of any living person for hire or pay, shall be considered as practicing the occupation of a barber within the meaning of this Chapter.
84-401. Barbering defined.

(Acts 1931, pp. 157, 159.)

towns and cities to obtain certificate of registration.
It shall be unlawful for any person to follow the occupation of
barbering in any city or town, unless he shall have first obtained a cer84-402. Barbers in

—

provided

tificate of registration as

in this

Chapter. (Acts 1931, pp. 157,

159.)
Cross-reference.

— Penalty
Board

for violation of this Chapter, see

§

84-9904.

Barber Examiners; establishment; qualificaThere shall be established
tions; term of office; vacancies; bond; oath.
a Board to be styled the State Board of Barber Examiners, hereafter
referred to as the Board, which said Board shall be composed of three
members, which members shall have attained the age of 21 years and
have had at least five years experience in the practice of the occupation
of a barber, and shall be appointed by the Governor for a term of three
years.
The first appointments shall be for one, two and three years respectively, and all vacancies on said Board however caused shall be filled
by the Governor for the remainder of the unexpired term. Each member
of said Board shall hold office until his successor is appointed and qualified, and no person shall be qualified to act as a member until he shall
have given a bond in the sum of $1,000 with surety to be approved by the
Secretary of State conditioned for the faithful and impartial performance
of his duties. The members of the Board shall be considered public officers, and shall take the oath required of such officers. (Acts 1914. p. 75.)
84-403. State

of

—

—

Editorial Note. Section 3 of Acts 1931, pp. 157, 159, amended section 3 of Acts
1914, p. 75 (this section), by "adding to said Act" the following: "All vacancies on
said board, however caused, shall be filled by the Governor, for the remainder of
the unexpired term, from list of recommendations above referred to. said list to
be added to or taken from by formal resolutions of said master and journeymen
barbers, transmitted to the Governor for his information, and complying with the
provisions of this section." The amendment has not been coditied since it would
render this section ambiguous, there being no "list of recommendations above
referred to."

84-404. Sanitary regulations; adoption by Board; posting in barber
shops; revocation of license for violation. Inspection of barber shops.
Public nuisances. Such Board shall have power to adopt reasonable

—

r

o

Professions, Businesses, and Trades.

S4-405

1980
__

•

.

and regulations prescribing the sanitary requirements of a barber
shop subject to the approval of the State Board of Health, and to cause
the rules and regulations to be printed in a suitable form, and to transmit
It shall be the
a copy thereof to the proprietor of each barber shop.
duty of every proprietor or person operating" a barber shop in any city
or town to keep a copy of such rules and regulations posted in a conspicuous place in his shop so as to be easily read by his customers. A
failure of any such proprietor to keep such rules so posted, or to observe
the requirements thereof, shall be sufficient ground for the revocation
of his license, but no license shall be revoked without a reasonable opportunity being offered to such proprietor to be heard in his defense.
Any member of said Board shall have power to enter and make reasonable examination of any barber shop in any city or town during business hours for the purpose of ascertaining the sanitary conditions thereof.
Any barber shop in w hich tools, appliances, and furnishings in use
therein are kept in an unclean and unsanitary condition, so as to endanger health, is hereby declared to be a public nuisance and the proprietor
thereof shall be subject to prosecution and punishment therefor. (Acts
rules

T

1914. pp. 75, 76; 1931, p. 157.)
Cross-reference.

— Penalty

for violation of this Chapter, see

§

84-9904.

—

Compensation and expenses of Board; claims. Each member
Board shall receive a compensation of $10 per day for actual services and in addition thereto, actual expenses while in attendance upon
meetings of the Board and actual traveling expenses, which compensation shall be paid out of moneys collected under the provisions of this
Chapter, after an allowance thereof by the Board upon an itemized and
verified claim therefor, approved by the Chairman of the Board, being
filed with the Joint-Secretary, State Examining Boards, by the member
claiming the same. In no event shall any part of the expenses of the
Board or any member thereof be paid out of any other funds. (Acts
84-405.

of said

1914, pp. 75, 77; 1931, pp.
Cross-references.
of fees collected

7, 37,

State Examining Boards, see
—Joint-Secretary, this
Chapter,
Chapter 84-1

under provisions of

84-406. Report of Board.

the

first

ment

day

157, 159.)
see

Disposition of money.

§

84-101.
Use
§ 84-406.

and

— Said Board

shall

on

Governor a full statethe Board for the preceding

of July in each year report to the

and disbursements of
year.
Out of any moneys in the hands of the State Treasurer to the
credit of the Board at the time of making such report, the Treasurer
shall set aside a fund of $1,500, or such portion thereof as the funds in
his hands from this source will permit, which fund shall be kept and
used by him for the future maintenance of the State Board of Barber
Examiners. (Acts 1914, pp. 75, 77; 1931, pp. 7, 37, 157, 159.)
of the receipts

84-407. Certificates

of

registration,

issuance

regulations; seal; president of Board; powers.

—

by Board;
It shall

rules

and

be the duty of

Examining
Boards, certificates of registration as hereinafter provided, the same being under the seal of the Board and signed by its president and the
Said Board shall have power to adopt reasonable rules
Joint-Secretary.
said

Board

to

issue

through the Joint-Secretary,

State

and regulations not inconsistent with the Constitution or laws of the

;

Professions, Businesses, and Trades.

1981

§ 84

United States or of this State or with the term-, of thifl Chapter, for the
enforcement of and carrying out the purposes of this Chapter.
Board shall adopt a seal to be used to authenticate all its official pap
and acts, shall elect one of its members president of the Board to hold
office dtfrmg the pleasure of the Board, and shall have power to subpoena
witnesses, administer oaths, and hear and take testimony in any m;
(Acts 1914, pp. 75, 77; 1931,
over which it may have jurisdiction.
7, 36.)

pp.

—

Editorial Note. Prior to the Reorganization Act CActs 1931, pp. 7, 36; the
above section provided for a secretary and a treasurer for the State Bos
the
Barber Examiners. Section 89 of that Act (§ 84-101 ) specifically ah'
office of secretary of such Board, and provides that the Joint-Secretary, State
amining Boards shall collect the fees arising- under this Chapter and remit the
same to the State Treasurer, thus leaving no duties for the treasurer of the Board
The provisions of the above section as oritnnallv enacted
as such to perform.
relating to the secretary and the treasurer of the Board have therefore been
I

omitted.

84-408.

Examination

notice; expenses.

of applicants for registration

;

times and places

— Said Board shall hold each year throughout the State

such times and places as it shall designate beforehand at least four
examinations to examine applicants for certificates of registration under this Chapter notice of any such examinations shall be given by publication in one or more newspapers of general circulation at least 10
days before the holding of such examinations. All expenses so incurred
shall be paid out of moneys arising under the terms of this Chapter.
(Acts 1914, pp. 75, 78.)
at

;

—

§§

Cross-references. Use of money
84-405, 84-406 and Chapter 84-1.

see

§

under terms of this Chapter, see
Meetings of Board to be held at capitol,

arising

84-102.

statement on rejection; temporary practice; barbers from another State.
Any person
desiring to obtain a certificate of registration under the terms of this
Chapter, shall make application through the Joint-Secretary. State Examining Boards to the State Board of Barber Examiners therefor, shall
satisfy said Board that he is free from infectious and contagious diseases.
and shall pay to said Secretary an examination fee of $15, and shall
present himself at the next meeting of said Board held for examination
of applicants and if upon such examination it shall be made to appear
that said applicant is above 18 years of age, of good moral character, is
free from contagious and infectious diseases, and has practiced or
studied the occupation of a barber, and is possessed of the requisite
skill in said occupation to properly perform all the duties of the occupation, including his or her ability in the preparation of tools, in shaving,
84-409. Applicants for examination

;

qualifications

;

—

;

in hair-cutting,

and

in all the duties

and services incident thereto,

a cer-

be issued to him entitling him to practice the
occupation of a barber. Should an applicant under this section fail to
pass such an examination, the said Board shall furnish him a statement
tificate of registration shall

wherein said applicant was deficient. Nothing in this
Chapter shall be construed to debar applicants from making subsequent
applications to qualify under this section, provided they shall again
pay the required examination fee of $15. All persons making application for examination under this Chapter shall, if free from infectious and
contagious diseases, be allowed to practice the occupation of barbering
in writing, stating

^

Professions, Businesses,

84-410

and Trades.

1982

meeting of the Board held for the examination of applicants and the Board shall issue a permit authorizing them to so pracShould an applicant have a
tice said occupation until the said meeting.
license or certificate of registration in force as a practicing barber from
another State which has substantially the same requirements for licensing and registering barbers as required by this Chapter, and shall
furnish satisfactory proof that he is free from infectious and contagious
diseases, and shall pay to the Joint-Secretary, State Examining Boards,
until the next

be issued to him, entitling
him to practice the occupation of a barber, subject to the terms and
a fee of $7, a certificate of registration shall

provisions of this Chapter, upon paying the registration fee of $5, and
it so required by the Board to pay for and stand the examination pro-

vided for

in this section.

Cross-reference.

(Acts 1931, pp.

— Meetings

of

Board

7, 36, 157,

160.)

to be held at capitol, see

§

84-102.

84-410. Learning trade under barber or in barber school.

— Nothing

Chapter shall prohibit any person not under the age of 16 years
from learning said occupation under a barber authorized to practice under this Chapter who is pursuing his vocation in a barber shop, or under
an instructor in a barber school or college Avho himself has been a
journeyman barber for a period of at least three years and has registered
under this Chapter. Every such person desiring to so learn said occupation shall file with the Joint-Secretary, State Examining Boards, a statement in writing showing his name, the place of his employer or instructor, and shall pay to said Secretary a fee of $3, and said applicant shall
receive a certificate of registration showing the capacity in which he is
permitted to practice said occupation.
(Acts 1914, pp. 75, 79; 1931,
in this

pp. 7,37, 157. 161.)
Editorial Note.

— See

note under

84-411. Barber schools;

cation of permit, etc.

§

84-407.

instructors; registration of students; revo-

—All barber schools or colleges shall have not

less

than one instructor for every 20 students or a fraction thereof, and all
barber schools or colleges shall keep permanently displayed a sign "Barber School'' or ''Barber College":

Provided, that

all

barbers, barber

schools or colleges, who* shall take an apprentice or student, shall

file

immediately with the State Board of Barber Examiners through the
Joint-Secretary, State Examining Boards, the name and age of such apprentice or student, and the said Board shall cause the same to be entered on a register kept by such Secretary for that purpose:

Pro-

vided, that any person having practiced the occupation of a barber con-

tinuously for a period of not less than two years, desiring to operate or

conduct a barber school or barber college, shall

Board a permit

first

secure from said

and shall keep the same prominently displayed
in such school or college, and said Board shall have the right to pass
upon the qualifications, appointments, course of study, and hours of
study in said barber school or college; and the said Board shall have the
right to revoke the certificate, permit, or license of any such barber
school or college, instructor, or teacher therein for the violation of any
to

do

so,

(Acts 1931, pp. 7, 37, 157, 162.)
Cross-reference. — Joint-Secretary, State Examining Boards, see Chapter

of the provisions of this Chapter.
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Renewal of cer84-412. Certificates of registration to be displayed.
The holder of any certificate of registration issued under this
tificates.

—

same

conspicuous place, in £rott1 of his
ing chair in his shop or place of business, and Upon his failure or
to do so, his certificate of registration shall be revoked by -aid Board.
If the holder of any certificate of registration issued under this Chap

Chapter

shall display

in a

attempt to follow the occupation of barbering while suffering with
any infectious or contagious disease, said certificate, of registration -hall
be revoked by the Board. Certificates of registration issued under the
provisions of this Chapter shall be renewed on or before the 31st day of
December of each year by the holder of same paying to the Joint-Set
Upon failure to 50
tary, State Examining Boards, a renewal fee of $2.
renew such certificate of registration, it shall be revoked and the holder
shall

of

same

shall be disqualified until all

dues up to date of application for

(Acts 1914, pp. 75, 79; 1931, pp.

reinstatement shall be paid.

7.

37. 157,

162.)

—

Editorial Note. Section 10 of Acts 1931, pp. 157, 162, amending section 12 of
is hereby
Acts 1914, pp. 75, 79 (the above section) reads: "Section 12
amended by repealing all of said Act after the word 'board' and enacting in lieu
.," the last portion of the above section beginning with the second
thereof
sentence thereof. Obviously the word "section" instead of "Act" was intended,
for otherwise §§ 84-413 and 84-9904 would have been repealed. The latter of these
.

...

.

two sections was

itself

amended by

section 11 of the 1931 Act.

and register to be kept by Joint-Secretary, State Examining Boards; evidence. The Joint-Secretary, State Examining
Boards, shall keep a record of all proceedings of the State Board of Barber Examiners and shall keep a register in which shall be entered the
84-413. Records

names
which

—

of all persons to

whom

certificates

of registration

are issued,

open at all times for public inspection. Said
records and register shall be prima facie evidence of all matters required
to be kept therein, and certified copies of same or parts of same shall be
primary evidence of their contents and all such copies, other documents or certificates lawfully issued upon the authority of the State
Board of Barber Examiners, shall when authenticated under the seal
of said Board be admitted in any investigation in any court or elsewhere
without further proof. (Acts 1914, pp. 75, 80; 1931, pp. 7, 37.)
register shall be

;

Cross-reference.

— See

notes under

CHAPTER

§

84-407 and under the preceding section.
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"Chiropractic" denned.
Georgia Board of Chiropractic

Examiners; creation;
cations of
84-503.

CHIROPRACTORS.

Members

of

84-507.

qualifications;

qualiti-

members; number.

84-508.

Board; terms; va-

84-505.

Election of officers of Board;
meetings; seal; quorum; oath
of office; removals.
Examination fees; accounts;

compensation

and

expenses

of Board.
84-506.

Board members removable for
cause.

examination;
fees:

certifi-

cate.

Examination
license;

cancies.
84-504.

for

Applicants

84-509.

of applicants for
scope: grades.

Scope of practice

of chiroprac-

tors.

84-510.

Practitioners licensed in other
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84-511.

Record

84-512.

Refusal

of license: fee.

or revocation
cense; grounds.
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li-

§
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Sec.
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Sec.

84-513.

Notice of hearing in proceedings to revoke, etc.. license:

.

~

_.„

84 " 517

-

Hearing
voke,
etc.;

84-515.

in

proceedings to re-

84-518.

license; subpoenas,

etc..

.

...

.

,

edition.

service fee.
84-514.

..

Costs; lability; judgment; ex-

of

revocation

of

li-

cense.

contempt.

Failure of licentiate or applicant for license to appear;

Record

S4-519.

New

or original license; issu-

ance*

fee.

effect.

B4-516.

Appeal by

licentiate

cant for license;

or appli-

payment

S4-520.

Effect of law as to other meth-

ods of healing.

of

costs.

84-501. "Chiropractic" defined.

—The

term "chiropractic" as used

in

Chapter means the adjustment of the articulation of the human
body, including- ilium, sacrum and coccyx, and in the use of electricity
X-ray photography, but the X-ray shall not be used for therapeutical

this

purposes. (Acts 1921, pp. 166, 167.)

Board of Chiropractic Examiners; creation; qualifimembers number. There is hereby created and established
a board to be known by the name and style of the Georgia Board of
Chiropractic Examiners. Said Board shall be composed of five practicing chiropractors, who shall be of good moral character, residents of the
State, and graduates of chartered chiropractic schools or colleges requiring actual attendance in same, and shall have practiced chiropractic continuously and resided in the State for a period of at least two
84-502. Georgia

cations of

years.

—

;

(Acts 1921,

p. 167.)

Members

—

Board; terms; vacancies. The Governor shall
appoint five chiropractors, not over two from the same school or college,
from a list of 10 or more names to be submitted to him by the Georgia
84-503.

of

Chiropractic Association, to constitute the membership of said Board.

Said
fice

members shall be so classified by the Governor that the terms
of two shall expire in one year, two in two years and one in

years from the date of appointment.
shall appoint to

fill

of of-

three

Annually thereafter the Governor

vacancies of said Board, licensed practitioners

who

possess the qualifications specified in section 84-502 to serve for a period
of three years,

and also

shall

fill

vacancies in said Board caused by death

who

unexpired term
Before
appointing the
member whose vacancy is
members of said Board the Governor shall satisfy himself that the appointees are of high character and standing, and possess the other
qualifications hereinabove prescribed, and to that end he may appoint an
examining board. (Acts 1921, p. 168.)
or otherwise as soon as practicable,

shall hold for the

being supplied.

of the

Board; meetings; seal; quorum; oath
of office; removals.
Said Board of Chiropractic Examiners shall convene within 30 days after their appointment and elect a president and
vice president from their membership.
Said Board shall hold its sessions at the capitol of the State in the first weeks of April and October of each year. Said Board shall adopt a seal, which shall be affixed
to all licenses issued, and shall from time to time adopt such rules and
regulations as they deem proper and necessary for the performance of
their duties, and said Board shall elect annually, a president and vice
84-504. Election of officers of

—

Professions, Businesses,
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and Trades.
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Board shall constitute a quorum. The
Governor shall have power to remove from office any member of the
Board for neglect of duty required by this Chapter, for incompetency,
Immediately and before entering upon
or for unprofessional conduct.
the duties of said office the members of said Board shall take the constitutional oath of office, and shall file the same in the office of the Governor, who, upon receiving said oath of office, shall issue to each mempresident.

The majority

of the

ber a certificate of appointment. (Acts 1921,

p.

168; 1931, pp.

7, 37.)

—

Cross-references. Penalty for practicing as chiropractor without license, see
84-9905.
Unlawful to practice certain professions without paying special tax,
see § 84-9901. Joint-Secretary, State Examining Boards, to keep records and issue
certificates, see § 84-101.
§

—

Editorial Note. Prior to the Reorganization Act (Acts 1931, pp. 7, 37) the above
section provided for the election of a secretary-treasurer for the Board of Chiropractic Examiners. Section 89 of that Act (§ 84-101) provides for a secretary hot
the several examining boards and abolished the office of secretary of the respective boards. Hence the provisions of the above section which related to the secretary-treasurer have been omitted.

compensation and expenses of
Board. All examination fees received by the Joint-Secretary, State
Examining Boards, under the provisions of this Chapter shall be used
for defraying the expenses of the Board of Chiropractic Examiners in
84-505.

Examination

fees; accounts;

—

carrying out the provisions of this Chapter. The Joint-Secretary, State
Examining Boards, shall keep a true and accurate account of all funds

vouchers issued. The members of the Board shall receive a per diem of $10 for each day during which they shall actually
be engaged in the discharge of their duties, and, in addition thereto,
their expenses as provided in Chapter 84-1. Such per diem and expenses
shall be paid out of the funds of the State Board of Chiropractic Examiners and not otherwise. (Acts 1921, p. 175; 1931, pp. 7, 37.)
received and

all

—

Board members removable for cause. Upon sufficient proof
to the Governor of the inability, misconduct, or such conduct as in the
discretion of the Governor is unbecoming a member of said Board, such
member shall be dismissed by the Governor, who shall appoint as his
84-506.

successor a licensed chiropractor practicing in this State.
p.

176; 1931, pp.

(Acts 1921,

7, 37.)

84-507. Applicants for examination; qualifications; fees; certificate.

—

Any

person wishing the right to practice chiropractic shall make written
application to said Board of Chiropractic Examiners through the JointSecretary, State Examining Boards, in such form as may be adopted and
directed by the Board. Each applicant shall be of good moral character
and shall be a graduate of a chartered chiropractic school or college
which teaches only attendance courses and requires a course of study
of at least three years of six months each, and said applicant shall have
had literary training equaling as much as a regular high school course,
of 14 Carnegie units, which school training shall be evidenced by the
certificate of any recognized State educational official, that the Governor

may

appoint, for which certificate the applicant shall pay said official a

appear before the Board or be examined without such certificate. Application shall be in writing and shall
be signed by the applicant in his own handwriting, and shall be sworn
to before some officer authorized under the laws to administer oaths, and
fee of $2,

and no applicant

shall

:

§

Professions, Businesses, and Trades.
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shall recite the history of the applicant's educational qualifications,

how

long he has studied chiropractic, what collateral branches, if any, he has
studied, the length of time he has engaged in clinical practice, with proof
thereof in the form of diplomas, certificates, etc.. and shall accompany
said application with satisfactory evidence of good character and reputation.

There

shall be paid to the Joint-Secretary

by each applicant for

which shall accompany said application. A like
any subsequent application. (Acts 1921, p. 169; 1931,

a license, a fee of $25,
fee shall be paid for

pp.

7, 37.)

Cross-references.
special tax. see

84-508.

§

— Penalty

for practicing certain professions
of fees, see Chapter 84-1.

without

paying

Use

84-9901.

Examination

of applicants for license; scope; grades.

aminations shall be in writing, the subjects of

which

—All ex-

shall be as follows

Anatomy, physiology, symptomatology, pathology, physical

diagnosis,

neurology, chemistry, hygiene and sanitation, chiropractic orthopedy,

nerve tracing and adjusting as taught by standard chiropractic schools
or colleges. A license shall be granted to all applicants who shall correctly answer 75 per centum of all questions asked, and if any applicant
shall fail to answer correctly 60 per centum of the questions on any

branch

of said examination, he or she shall not be entitled to a license.

(Acts 1921,

p. 170.)

Scope of practice of chiropractors.
complied with the provisions of this Chapter
84-509.

— Chiropractors

who have

have the right to adjust patients according to specific chiropractic methods and shall observe
State, municipal and public health regulations, sign death and health
certificates, reporting to the proper health officers the same as other practitioners. Chiropractors shall not prescribe or administer medicine to
(Acts
patients, perform surgery, nor practice obstetrics or osteopathy.
shall

1921, p. 171.)

licensed in other

84-510. Practitioners

States.

— Persons

licensed

to

any other State having requirements equal to those of this Chapter, may in the discretion of the Board
be issued a license to practice in this State without examination upon
the payment of a fee of $50. (Acts 1921, p. 176.)

practice chiropractic under the laws of

Record of license; fee.— Every person who shall have received
a license from the Board of Chiropractic Examiners shall have it recorded in the office of the clerk of superior court of the county in which
he resides and shall likewise have it recorded in the counties to which
he may subsequently remove for the purpose of practicing chiropractic,
and shall pay a fee of $1 to record same to the clerk of the superior court
in each county in which the same is recorded. (Acts 1921, p. 175.)
84-511.

84-512. Refusal

or

revocation of licenses; grounds.

— The

Board

of

may refuse to grant or may revoke a license to
may cause a licentiate's name to be removed from

Chiropractic Examiners
practice chiropractic or

the records

upon any

in

the office of the clerk of the superior court in any county,

6i the following grounds, to wit:

The employment

of fraud or

deception in applying for a license or in passing an examination provided for in this Chapter; habitual intemperance in the use of ardent

Professions, Businesses,
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and Trades.
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incompetency or flagrant immorality; conviction of a crime involving moral turpitude or of any
lation of the Opium Act, or the Harrison Narcotic Law, or of performing or attempting to perform a criminal abortion; the obtaining of a fee
on representation that a manifestly incurable disease can be permanently
cured; causing the publication and circulation of an advertisement of
any remedy or means whereby the monthly periods of women can be
regulated, or the menses, if suppressed, can be reestablished; causing
the publication and circulation of an advertisement relative to any disease of the sexual organs; or any other immoral or unprofessional conduct. Said Board may upon satisfactory proof that any licentiate or applicant for license has been guilty of any of the offenses above enumerated revoke the license of said licentiate, or refuse to grant a license to
spirits or narcotics; inability or manifest

.

said applicant,

upon

a majority vote of said Board.

(Acts 1921,

p. 171.)

84-513. Notice of hearing in proceedings to revoke, etc., license; service fee.

—Upon the presentation to the

Board

of Chiropractic

Examiners

grounds enumerated in section 84-512 for revoking or refusing a license, it shall be the duty of the Board to cause written notice
of the time and place of hearing upon the charge preferred, together with
a copy of the charge, to be served upon the licentiate or applicant for
license, as the case may be, 20 days before said hearing. Said Board shall
prepare two copies of said written notice, and attach to each a copy of
the charges preferred, and cause the same to be delivered to the sheriff,
or his deputy, of the county of the residence of the licentiate or applicant against whom the charge has been preferred, together with $2 as a
fee for service.
Said sheriff or deputy shall, within 10 days, deliver to
such licentiate or applicant personally or leave at the most notorious
place of abode of such party, one of said notices, with copy of said charge
attached, and return the other notice, with copy of said charge attached
thereto, to said Board, together with said officer's entry of service
of an)^ of the

thereon. (Acts 1921, p. 171.)
84-514.

contempt.

Hearing

— Said

in proceedings to revoke, etc., license; subpoenas, etc.;

licentiate or applicant shall

have the privilege of making

defense at said hearing, either in person or by attorney, and on application

Board with a subpoena for
any witness in his behalf, or for the production of any book, writing,
paper or document to be used in his behalf on said hearing. The Board
shall have the power to compel the attendance of any witness or the
production of any book, writing or other document in the possession,
custody or control of any witness or other person. Any witness or other
person refusing to produce any book, writing or other document or to
to said

Board he

shall be furnished

by

said

without legal excuse, at such hearing of said Board,
after having been served with a subpoena issued by said Board requiring
such witness to appear, produce any book, writing or other document,

appear or

testify,

or testify, at such hearing, shall be guilty of contempt,

and upon

cer-

such act by said Board to the judge of the superior court in
whose jurisdiction said hearing is held or to be held, the judge shall
punish the same as though committed before him. (Acts 1921, p. 171.)

tification of

5

$
c

S4-5

1

____
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84-515. Failure of licentiate or applicant for license to appear; effect.

— Xo

any applicant shall be refused, nor shall the license of
any licentiate be revoked, on account of the default or failure of the
applicant or licentiate to appear, but in the case of default said Board
may proceed with the hearing, and upon satisfactory proof made of the
license of

truth of the charge preferred, refuse a license to the defaulting applicant
or revoke the license of such defaulting licentiate, regardless of the ab-

sence at said hearing of said applicant or licentiate. (Acts 1921,
84-516.

Appeal by

— The person

who

is

p. 171.)

payment of costs.
by the Board or whose license is

licentiate or applicant for license;

refused a license

with the judgment, may appeal to a jury in the superior court of the county of his residence, said
appeal to be had as in other cases provided by law. The appeal shall be
revoked, as the case

may

be.

if

dissatisfied

had upon the payment of costs or the making of the
thereof, as provided by law in other cases. (Acts 1921,
84-517. Costs;

liability;

judgment; execution.

affidavit in lieu
p.

—The

171.)

person

whose

revoked or refused shall be liable for costs as follows Preparing copy of notice, $2; procuring service of said notice, $2; each subpoena for witness, or for the production of any book, writing or document. 15 cents; transmitting appeal, $2; procuring cancellation of revoked license, 25 cents. Said Board is empowered to enter up judgment
for such cost as may accrue under the provisions of this Chapter against
the person liable therefor, as herein provided, in favor of the Board and
to issue execution thereon, which shall bear teste in the name of the
president of said Board, and be signed by the Joint-Secretary, State Examining Boards. (Acts 1921, p. 171 1931, pp. 7, 36.)
license

is

:

;

—

Record of revocation of license. In all cases wherein a license
has been revoked and no appeal has been sued out within the time
allowed by law, it shall be the duty of the Joint-Secretary, State Examining Boards, immediately after the expiration of the time allowed for
84-518.

appeal, to transmit to the clerk of the superior court in

revoked license

is

whose office the
Board revoking

recorded a copy of the order of said
by said Secretary, with a fee of 25 cents, and

said license, certified

it

shall

be the duty of said clerk to cancel the record of said license by entering
upon the face thereof a copy of said certified order. In cases wherein
appeal proceedings are had and not sustained, the revoked license shall
be canceled in the manner above provided, immediately after the
termination of such case. (Acts 1921, p. 171 1931, pp. 7, 37.)

final

;

New

—

The Board of Chiroany time within two years of the refusal or
revocation or cancellation of registration under this Chapter, by a ma84-519.

practic

or original license; issuance; fee.

Examiners may

jority vote, issue a

new

at

license or grant a license to the person affected,

restoring him to or conferring upon

him

all

the rights and privileges

of,

and pertaining to, the practice of chiropractic as denned and regulated
by this Chapter, upon said applicant or licentiate showing good moral
character and possessing the qualifications required under the terms of
this Chapter.

Any

person to

whom

such registration

restored shall pay to the Joint-Secretary, State

may have been

Examining Boards, the

—
Profkssjons, Businesses,

1989

sum
pp.

of $25

upon the issuance

new

of a

and Tkam.s.

license.

g

(Acta 1921,

84-603

p. 175; 1931,

7, 37.)

84-520. Effect of

Chapter

law as to other methods

shall be construed to interfere with

of healing.

(Acts 1921,

84-6.

"Chiropody" defined; amputa-

84-605.

State Board of Chiropody Examiners; establishment; appointment; terms of- office;

84-606.

84-607.

removals.

Examination

Fees paid by practitioners to go
to fund in State treasury.
Compensation and expenses of
Board.
License of nonresident practitioners.

Examination of applicants to
practice chiropody; time;
qualifications of applicants.

84-604.

,'nce

CHIROPODISTS.

tions; use of anaesthetics.

84-603.

any other method or

in this

Sec.

Sec.

84-602.

— Nothing

p. 176.)

CHAPTER
84-601.

of healing.

fee;

84-608.
84-609.

annual regis-

Names of
tration recorded.
practitioners on doors or windows of place of practice.

84-610.

Refusal or revocation of licenses; hearing; appeal.
Incorporation for purpose of
practicing chiropody; foreign
corporations.
Limitations of
this Chapter.

application

of

"Chiropody" defined; amputations; use of anaesthetics.
"Chiropody" (podiatry), for the purpose of this Chapter, means the diagnosis, medical, surgical, mechanical, manipulative and electrical treatment limited to the ailments of the human foot and leg. No chiropodist
shall do any amputation or use any anaesthetic other than local. (Acts
84-601.

1933, p. 115.)
Cross-reference.

—Penalty
Board

for violation of this Chapter, see

§

84-9906.

Chiropody Examiners; establishment; appointment; terms of office; removals. A board styled "State Board of Chiropody Examiners" is hereby established. The Governor shall appoint
three chiropodists to constitute this Board. The term of office of one
member shall expire in one year, one in two years, and one in three years.
Thereafter, at the expiration of each member's appointment, the Governor shall appoint his successor for a three-year term of office. The Governor shall have the power to remove from office any members of said
Board for cause, but shall immediately appoint his successor for the unexpired term, or shall fill any vacancy that may occur.
(Acts 1933,
84-602. State

of

—

p. 115.)

84-603.

Examination

of applicants to practice chiropody; time; quali-

— Chiropody

examinations shall be held semiannually, in such city or town as the Board shall agree upon it shall publish date and place of meetings in a newspaper published in the State and
having general circulation. The Board shall from time to time adopt
rules and regulations as they deem necessary for the performance of
their duties. Any person wishing to practice chiropody shall make written application through the Joint-Secretary, State Examining Boards, to
the Board of Chiropody Examiners, 15 days prior to examinations, in
such form as shall be determined by the Board. An applicant for license
shall have attained the age of 21 years, be of good moral character, and

fications of applicants.

;

§
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be a graduate of a recognized college of chiropody. Any legally incorporated college of chiropody shall be accredited as being' of good standing which requires, prior to. matriculation, a four-year high school course
or its equivalent, and for graduation a course of studies of at least two

Examinations shall be in
embracing the following subjects:

years, covering J.oOO scholastic hours or over.

the English language, written or oral,

Histology, dermatology, anatomy, physiology, chemistry, bacteriology,
pathology, diagnosis and treatment, materia medica and therapeutics,
clinical

chiropody, and such added subjects as shall subsequently be

Any chiropodist graduating
may be granted the privilege to

taught by accredited colleges of chiropody.

from any accredited college of chiropody
practice until the following examination, by his making application
through the Joint-Secretary. State Examining Boards, to the Board and
paying the fee as provided in the following section. The minimum requirement for license shall be a general average of 75 per cent, of the
subjects involved, and not less than 50 per cent, in any one subject. (Acts
1933, pp. 115, 116.)

—

Editorial Note. The Department of Law has construed the Act creating the
State Board of Chiropody Examiners (this Chapter) as coming under the provisions of Chapter 84-1. relating to the Joint-Secretary, State Examining Boards.
few changes have therefore been made in this
(See note following § 84-101.)
Chapter to make it conform more clearly to the provisions of Chapter 84-1.

A

Examination fee; annual registration recorded. Names of
practitioners on doors or windows of place of practice. There shall be
paid to the Joint-Secretary, State Examining Boards, by each applicant
All
to stand examination, $25, which shall accompany the application.
licensed chiropodists shall pay to such secretary annually, before the first
day of September, $1 renewal license fee. Otherwise continuation of
84-604.

—

chiropody practice shall be punishable as provided in section 84-9906.
The original license shall be recorded in the office of the clerk of the superior court in each county where the person licensed to practice under
the provisions of this Chapter shall desire to practice, the clerk to issue
such person a recorded certificate stamped with his seal. Such person
shall display in his place of practice the original license, annual renewal
All chiropodists within any escertificate, and clerk's record certificate.
tablishment shall have their names appear on the front door, or in or on
a front window, visible to the general public. (Acts 1933, pp. 115, 117.)
84-605. Fees paid

moneys received by

by practitioners

to

go to fund

the Joint-Secretary, State

in State treasury.

—All

Examining Boards, under

the provisions of this Chapter shall be paid into the State treasury

monthly, and a receipt issued for the same and credited on the books of
the State Treasurer as the State Board of Chiropody Fund. The funds
arising under the provisions of this Chapter are hereby specially allocated for the compensation and expenses of said Board and the pro rata
salary and expenses of the Joint-Secretary, State Examining Boards, as

contemplated by sections 84-101 and 84-102.

After the compensation and

expenses of said Board have been paid, the Board shall have the right to
establish a reserve or emergency fund from the moneys arising under the
provisions of this Chapter, not in excess of $1,000. All surplus over the

above-mentioned expenses and the above-mentioned surplus

shall,

on the
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first

and Trades.

day of January of each year be placed

in

§84-609

the general fund of the

(Acts 1933, pp. 115, 117.)

State.

—

Compensation and expenses of Board. Each member of said
Board of Chiropody Examiners shall receive. $5 per day for every day
spent in performance of his duties in connection with this Chapter and
84-606.

All printing, p<
necessary traveling- expenses actually incurred.
and other expenses incurred by the Board shall be paid from the State
Board of Chiropody fund. After expense is approved by said Board and

sent to the Governor, he shall issue his warrant upon the State Treasurer

amounts due: Provided, that the amount so paid shall not exceed the amount received in advance by the Joint-Secretary, State Exam-

for the

ining Boards, under the provisions of this Chapter.

(Acts 1933. pp.

1

15,

118.)

—

Cross-reference. Compensation and expenses of Board and of Joint-Secretary,
State Examining Boards, see §§ 84-101, 84-102, and note following § 84-603.

84-607.

License of nonresident practitioners.

—Persons licensed

to prac-

chiropody in other States having statutory requirements equal to
those of this Chapter may, in the discretion of the Board, be issued a
license to practice in this State without examination, upon the payment
of $50 to the Joint-Secretary, for the benefit of the Chiropody Board, if
(Acts
such States extend the same reciprocal privilege to this State.
tice

1933, pp. 115, 118.)

84-608. Refusal

or

revocation

of

licenses;

hearing; appeal.

—The

Chiropody Examiners may, by a majority vote, refuse to grant
or may revoke the license to practice chiropody, of any person or appliEmployment of fraud or decant, upon the following grounds, to wit

Board

of

:

ception in applying for or passing examinations for license, habitual in-

temperance

in the

use of ardent spirits or narcotics, or flagrant immor-

In cases where

sought to revoke a license, the charges preferred by the Board shall be made known to the person in writing, stipulating the place of hearing, and giving the person or his counsel 20 days'
notice. There may be an appeal to the superior court from the judgment
of the Board by the person whose license is revoked, as in other cases
now provided for by law. The Board shall have the power to compel
the attendance of any witnesses in behalf of the Board or the person.
Any witness refusing to appear and testify at such hearing of said Board,
without legal excuse, after having- been served with a subpoena issued by
said Board, requiring such witness to appear and testify at such hearing.
shall be guilty of contempt and the judge of the superior court in whose
jurisdiction said hearing is held shall punish same as though committed
before him, upon certification of said act to the judge by the Board.
Should the person not appear, the Board shall proceed with the hearing.
and, upon satisfactory proof of the charges preferred, revoke the license.
regardless of the default of the person to appear. (Acts 1933. pp. 115,
ality.

it is

118.)
Cross-reference.

—Appeals

generally, see Title

6,

Appeal and Error. Chapter

6-1

et seq.

84-609. Incorporation for purpose of practicing chiropody: foreign cor-

porations.

—

It shall

be unlawful for any person or persons to incorporate

Professions. BUSINESSES;

84-610

and Trades.
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purpose of practicing chiropody but
the foregoing- shall not apply to accredited chiropody colleges as herein
defined, whose students are receiving their practical training under personal supervision of licensed chiropodists. It shall be unlawful for any
foreign corporation organized for such purpose to attempt to practice
chiropody within this State. (Acts 1933, pp. 115, 119.)

under the laws

of this State, for the

Cross-reference.

— Penalty

;

for violation of this Chapter, see

84-610. Limitations of application of this Chapter.

§

84-9906.

—This Chapter shall

not apply to any legally licensed medical doctor, nor shall
fitting,

recommending, or the

similar mechanical appliances

it

prohibit the

sale of corrective shoes, arch supports, or

by

Promanufacturers
vided, however, that such dealers or manufacturers shall not be entitled
to practice chiropody as in this Chapter defined, unless duly licensed to
do so as hereinbefore provided. (Acts 1933, pp. 115, 120.)

CHAPTER

retail dealers or

84-7.
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:

DENTISTS.
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"Practice of dentistry" denned;
prima facie evidence of practice.
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Dental Examiners of
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designated; terms of office;

Board

Certificate for registration
licenses to practice.

84-713.

Applications

Filing
bers

practice.

Names

84-714.

of addresses by memBoard; notices to
of

Officers of Board.

84-705.

Time and

place of meetings of

Quorum

of

Board;

adjourn-

practitioners

Census

84-716.

Notice and hearing of charges
against licentiates; Certiorari.

84-717.

Enforcement

84-718.

Enforcement

of practicing dentists;
publication of names; expense.

of

ments.
84-707.

of Board as to examination of applicants for licenses
to practice dentistry; minutes; bylaws; seal.

Duty

84-708.

Books and records

84-709.

Eligibility of applicants for license to practice dentistry;
moral character; education.

84-710.

84-711.

of Board.

of dentists of other
States without examination.

License

of

law by Board.

orders

of

Board.
84-719.

Service of orders and subpoenas of Board.

84-720.

Notice or legal process; service.

84-721.

Practitioner's fees, collection.

84-722.

College

84-723.

Application

Registration of licenses.

84-701. "Practice of dentistry" defined;
tice.

on

84-715.

Board.
84-706.

of

signs, etc.

members.
84-704.

of

for
licenses
to
Fees, expenses, and
annual report of Board.

of

vacancies; eligibility.
84-703.

84-712.

clinics.

of

law

to

physi-

cians and others.

prima

facie evidence of prac-

— All persons who shall charge a fee or salary or any other reward,

whether paid or unpaid to anyone directly or indirectly, for operations or
parts of operations of any kind in the treatment of diseases or lesions of
the human teeth, mouth, gums or jaws, or extract teeth or attempt to
correct the malposition thereof, or who shall fill or crown a human tooth
or teeth, or do any operation whatsoever on the human tooth, or teeth,
gums or jaws, or who shall make examination of any human tooth, teeth,
gums or jaws, or take an impression thereof for the purpose of treating
or operating upon the same or who shall by any means whatsoever make
it known, or imply that he will do such operations, shall be held to be

1
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r

/^

Proof of any one or all of the ads mentioned in
this section shall constitute prima facie evidence of the practice of den(Acts 1920, p. 136.)
tistry.
practicing dentistry.

Cross-references.
see § 84-924.

Board

84-702.

— Dental

nurses, registration,

see

etc.,

Tort,

84-1001 et seq.

§

Dental Examiners of Georgia; creation; members

of

—A

Board to be known
as the "Board of Dental Examiners of Georgia" is hereby created. Said
Board shall consist of five members to be appointed and commissioned by
the Governor as follows, to wit: The Georgia State Dental Society shall,
at each annual meeting, nominate four reputable practicing dentists, and
from those so nominated the Governor shall appoint one member to said
Board to serve five years and until his successor is appointed. The terms
of the members of the Board shall be for a period of five years beginning
on the first day of August. In case of a vacancy on said Board, the same
shall be filled by appointment of the Governor, upon recommendation of
Provided, however,
the president of the Georgia State Dental Society
that no one shall be eligible as a member of said Board unless he shall be
a citizen of the State and shall have been lawfully engaged in the pracdesignated; terms of office; vacancies; eligibility.

:

tice of dentistry for five or

and

more years

at the

shall not be financially interested in,

college.

time of his appointment,

nor connected with any dental

(Acts 1920, pp. 132, 133; 1921, pp. 179, 180.)

—

Cross-references. Penalties for violations of this Chapter, see §§ 84-9907 to
Dentists exempt from jury duty, see § 59-112. Penalty for practicing dentistry without paying special tax, see § 84-9901.
84-9911.

by members of Board; notice to members.
Each member of the Board shall, upon the receipt of his commission,
file with the Joint-Secretary, State Examining Boards, his post-office address and thereafter a notice of any change therein, and any notice mailed
to such address by such Secretary shall be deemed to comply with the
requirements of this law as notice to him.
(Acts 1920, p. 140; 1931,
84-703. Filing of addresses

—

PP.

7, 37.)

84-704. Officers of Board.

from

its

members

discretion

84-705

may

—The Board of Dental Examiners shall

a president

see

Time and

fit.

and such other

(Acts 1920,

p.

officers as the

134; 1931, pp.

place of meetings of Board.

—

Board

elect
in its

7, 37.)

It shall

be the duty of

Board of Dental Examiners to meet annually at the close of the session of a majority of the dental colleges and to hold such other meetings
as the duties of the Board may require.
It shall also be the duty of
said Board to meet in any call meeting that may be ordered in writing
by not less than three members of said Board, or by its president, upon
not less than 15 days' notice in writing, stating the time, place and obsaid

ject of

such

call

Cross-reference.

84-706.

meeting. (Acts 1920,

— All

Quorum

p.

meetings to be held

of

134; 1931, pp.
in capitol, see

§

7, 37.)

84-102.

Board; adjournments.— Three members

of

the

Board shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of business at any
meeting of the Board, and should a quorum not be present on the day
appointed for such meeting, those members present may adjourn the
meeting from time to time until a quorum is present. (Acts 1920, p. 140.)

§

Professions, Businesses,

84-707

Duty

Board as

and

1994

Trade's.

examination of applicants for licenses to
It shall also be the power
practice dentistry; minutes; bylaws; seal.
and duty of said Board at its annual meeting at the State capitol and at
such other times and places as it may direct, to examine all applicants for
license to practice dentistry who are entitled under this law to be so
examined, and to issue license to practice dentistry according to the provisions of this law to make all necessary bylaws and rules for the government of said Board and the performance of its duties, and to have and
use a common seal bearing the name " Board of Dental Examiners of
Georgia/ And it shall be the duty of the Joint-Secretary, State Examining Boards, to collect and apply all fees as directed by this law and by
Chapter 84-1 to keep a book showing the names of all persons to whom
licenses have been granted by said Board to practice dentistry to keep
a book of the names, arranged in alphabetical order, of all persons authorized to practice dentistry, and to keep minutes and a record of all the
acts of said Board and such other books and records as may be necessary
to show the acts of said Board. (Acts 1920, p. 134; 1931, pp. 7, 37.)
84-707.

of

to

—

;

1

:

;

—

Books and records of Board. It shall be the duty of the JointSecretary, State Examining Boards, to keep at his office the minutes of
said Board, together with all books and records of said Board, which
said books and records shall be public records, open to the inspection of
the public, except on Sundays and legal holidays. A copy of all or any
part oi any record or book certified by such Secretary, with the seal of
said Board attached, shall be primary evidence in any court, and it shall
be the duty of such Secretary to furnish to any person making application therefor, a copy of any part or all of any record or book of said
Board upon the applicant's paying a fee of 15 cents per 100 words so
copied, all of which copies shall be certified by such Secretary and be
84-708.

under the

seal of said Board.

(Acts 1920,

p.

135; 1931, pp.

7, 37.)

84-709. Eligibility of applicants for license to practice dentistry;

character; education.

— Said

moral

Board may examine only those applicants

for license to practice dentistry

who

furnish satisfactory evidence of

good moral character, of having been graduated from a school of dentistry, whose term and curriculum is equal to that of a majority of the
schools of dentistry in the United States, and if such examination is satisfactory to the Board, licenses to practice dentistry shall be granted to

such applicants. (Acts 1920,

p. 136.)

84-710. License of dentists of other States without examination.

Board

may

tion- as

it

— Said

without examination by comity under such rules and condimay prescribe, license anyone of good moral character, who

has been regularly licensed and authorized by the laws of any other
State to practice dentistry, to practice dentistry in Georgia; and said

Board may also in its discretion enter into an agreement with any similar board of any other State to the effect that the parties to such agree-

ment under the conditions
tice dentistry

therein stipulated, will grant license to prac-

on the faith of a license granted by either party to said

agreement. (Acts 1920,

p. 136.)

3
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84-711. Registration of licenses.

— All

and Trades.

§84-7

1

persons licensed to practice den-

tistry shall cause their licenses to be registered

by the clerk

of the supe-

county or counties in which they may desire to practice
dentistry, before beginning such practice. Anyone who docs not de
immediately to practice dentistry upon the issuance of a license to him
shall, if a resident of this State, cause the same to he registered in the
office of the clerk of the superior court in the county of his residence,
rior court in the

and,

if

a nonresident, in the office of the clerk of the superior court of

Fulton county. Should such persons subsequently desire to practice dentistry in this State, they shall, before the beginning of such prad
cause their licenses to be registered in the county or counties in which
they desire to practice. All persons to whom licenses may be granted
shall register the

same

as herein provided within six

months from the

date of issuance thereof, whether practicing or not, and pay the said
clerk of the superior court a fee of 50 cents for said service, and the

anyone to so register his license shall work a forfeiture thereof,
and the same shall become null and void, but may be restored by paying
to the Joint-Secretary, State Examining Boards, the sum of $20. (Acts
failure of

1920, p. 137; 1921,. pp. 179, 181; 1931, pp.

7, 37.)

84-712. Certificate for registration of licenses to practice.

— The

Board

form of certificate for registration with the clerk of the
superior court, and a copy shall be furnished anyone by the Joint-Secretary upon demand, upon payment of a fee of 50 cents. (Acts 1920, p. 137

shall prescribe a

;

1931, pp. 7, 37.)

84-713. Applications for licenses to practice.

nual reports of Board.

Fees, expenses, and an-

— All applications to the Board of Dental
made through

ers of Georgia shall be

Examin-

the Joint-Secretary, State

Exam-

Each person applying for examination for license to practice dentistry shall at the time of making his application pay to such Secretary a fee of $25 and each person applying for the renewal of a license
ining Boards.

;

or authority to practice dentistry or for the establishment of a license or
authority that has been lost shall at the time of

pay to such Secretary a

fee of $5.

Such

making

fees shall cover the entire service

The

for granting or issuing licenses to practice dentistry.
tary, State

Examining Boards,

shall remit all fees arising

visions of this Chapter to the State Treasurer.
arising there shall be paid to each
for his services the

sum

member

of $7 for each

his application

of the

Out

Joint-Secre-

under the pro-

of the funds thus

Board

as compensation

day actually spent

in the duties

and in addition thereto his actual expenses while in attendance upon the meetings of the Board and his actual traveling expenses
and from such funds there shall also be paid the pro rata share of the salary and office expenses of the Joint-Secretary, State Examining Boards, as
contemplated by Chapter 84-1. The Board may authorize the payment
of the expenses of one of its members to the annual meeting of the National Association of Dental Examiners and also the annual membership
dues to such Association and all other incidental expenses. All expenditures authorized by the Board shall be paid from the funds received
under the provisions of this Chapter, and no part of the salary of any
member or officer of the Board or of any other expense incurred by thf
of his office,

;

Professions, Businesses, and Trades.
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be paid out of any other funds in the State treasury.
All money received in excess of the expenses ordered to be paid under
the provisions of this Chapter shall be held by the State Treasurer as a
special fund for meeting the expenses of the Board. The Board shall
make an annual report of its proceedings to the Georgia State Dental
Society, including all money received and disbursed under the provisions
of this Chapter. (Acts 1920, p. 140; 1921, pp. 179, 182; 1931, pp. 7, 37.)

Board

shall ever

—

Cross-references. Funds may be used for prosecuting cases, see
authorized to pay for taking census of dentists, see § 84-715.

84-714.

Names

of practitioners

on

signs, etc.

—All

§

84-717.

signs,

Board

cards, an-

nouncements or methods used to state or imply that dentistry may or
will be done by anyone at any place in this State shall also include the
(Acts
full names of each individual practicing dentistry in such place.
1920. p. 138.)

Census of practicing dentists; publication of names; expense.
The Board of Dental Examiners may, through its members or other
suitable persons, from time to time, take a census of all practicing den-<
tists of any locality, city or county in the State when it may consider it
necessary for the purpose of carrying out the provisions of this Chapter,
and said Board may at any time cause the names of all regularly licensed
dentists in any locality, city or county, to be posted or published, and
said Board is authorized to pay for taking such census and posting or
publishing such names. (Acts 1920, p. 138.)
84-715.

—

—

and hearing of charges against licentiates; certiorari.
On a trial before the Board of any person for any cause to revoke license,
the defendant, having due notice of the time and place of hearing, and a
copy of the charges served upon him 15 days before said hearing, upon
conviction of said charges, or any one of them, shall have the right of
certiorari to the superior court subpoenas signed by the Joint-Secretary,
State Examining Boards, may be issued in behalf of both parties, and
testimony may be taken by interrogatories or depositions as provided
by law. '(Acts 1920, p. 139; 1933, pp. 7, 37.)
84-716. Notice

;

Enforcement of law by Board. For the purposes of carrying
out the provisions of this Chapter, the Board of Dental Examiners is
empowered to enforce the same by prosecution or otherwise and to authorize the payment of expenses incurred in prosecuting cases, out of
the funds collected under the provisions of this Chapter.
(Acts 1920,
84-717.

p.

141; 1931, pp. 7,38.)
Cross-reference.

— Department

of

Law

as counsel for Board, see

—

§

40-1609.

Enforcement of orders .of Board. The Board of Dental Examiners shall have the power to enforce any and all of its lawful orders
or subpoenas and to punish as for a contempt anyone obstructing or violating same, and shall also have the power to conduct any and all hearings before it in an orderly and legal manner, and to punish anyone as
for a contempt who may attempt to or who shall interfere with or in
any manner obstruct such hearing, and may also punish as for a contempt any act of indecorum or discourtesy committed in the presence
of the Board when in session. The said Board may fine anyone not ex84-718.

and Tra
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§ 84-723

ceeding $100 for a contempt, and in default of the payment thereof may
commit the offender to any common jail for not more than 10 days.
(Acts 1920,

p. 139.)

—

and subpoenas of Board. It shall be the duty
of the several sheriffs, their deputies and the constables to serve any and
all lawful orders and subpoenas of said Board, and said Board may appoint any person to serve such orders and subpoenas, whose duty it shall
84-719. Service of orders

be to execute the same.

(Acts 1920,

p.

140.;

84-720. Notice or legal process, service.

— All

orders and processes of

the Board shall be signed and attested by the Joint-Secretary, State Ex-

amining Boards, in the name of the Board of Dental Examiners with its
seal attached, and any notice or legal process necessary to be served
upon the Board may be served upon such Secretary. (Acts 1920, p. 140;
1933, pp.

7, 37.)

— No

one practicing dentistry
without first complying with the provisions of this Chapter shall be entitled to collect any fee or reward for his services. (Acts 1920, p. 142.)
84-721. Practitioner's

collection.

fees,

— Nothing

Chapter shall prohibit regularly chartered dental colleges or dental departments of reputable colleges and universities from maintaining regular college clinics under the
supervision of regularly licensed and registered demonstrators, nor shall
this Chapter prevent regularly licensed dental practitioners of other
States and counties from giving clinics before any dental society or association of this State whose objects are the advancement and improve84-722. College clinics.

ment

of dentistry as a science.

84-723. Application of

law

in this

(Acts 1920,

to physicians

p. 142.)

and others.

—The

provisions

Chapter shall not apply to regularly licensed physicians in extracting teeth or performing surgical operations and in charging therefor; and the same shall not apply to any person extracting teeth without
of this

fee or reward.

(Acts 1920,

p.

CHAPTER

143.)

84-8.

Sec.

Sec.

84-801.

"Embalming" denned.

84-802.

Compliance

84-803.

S4-808.

with Chapter as
prerequisite to practicing embalming.
Georgia State Board of Embalming; creation; membership; appointment; qualifica-

84-805.

of
of

appointment as
Board; oath of

President

84-807.

and term
Meetings of
quorum.

of Board;
of office.

Board;

election

Application for license to practice

embalming;

fees.

Qualifications of applicants for
licenses to practice embalming.

84-812.

84-813.

Affidavits of apprenticeship
applicants for licenses
practice embalming.

84-814.

by
to

Registration of apprentice em-

balmer;
notice;

of
paid.

84-810.

office.

84-806.

how

Powers of Board; regulations
and bylaws; seal.

of office of Board members; removal from office.

member

of Board;

84-809.

Term

Certificate

Compensation and expenses

members

84-811.

tions; vacancies.
84-804.

EMBALMERS.

Training

fee.

of

other States.

embalmers

from

B

S«
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and Trades.
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Sec.

c

84-815.

84-816.

S4-S17.

Signatures

to
of licenses.

84-823.

and attestation

ings to revoke,
service fee.

Registration and display of licenses to practice embalming.

84-824.

Licenses issued by other States;
Failure

to

Chapter

comply

with

this

license;

proceedings to relicense; subpoenas,
contempt; effect of fail-

Appeal by

84-826.

Costs;

to prevent collection

licentiate or applicant for license; payment of

costs.

Unlawful practice: active serv-

liability;

ment.

84-827.

Record

84-828.

New

or

ance;

S4-S21.

Renewal

of licenses; fee.

S4-S22.

Refusal

or

revocation

of

defined.

of revocation of license.

original license;

issu-

fee.

84-829.

Enforcement of provisions
law by Board; expenses.

84-830.

Application of Chapter.

li-

cense.

"Embalming"

judgment; ex-

ecution.

assign-

contents;

Licenses;

84-801.

etc.,

84-825.

ice required.

S4-S20.

in

voke,
etc.;

of fee.

S4-S19.

Hearing

etc.,

ure to appear.

recognition; fee.
84-81S.

Notice of hearing in proceed-

of

—The term "embalming" shall mean the

external application, muscular injection, or cavity injection of an antiseptic, disinfectant or preservative fluid, for the preservation

human

tification of the

of an

and beau-

dead, of not less than a three per cent, solution

approved chemical.

It shall also

include

derma surgery or

art for the restoration of accident or mutilated cases.

plastic

(Acts 1933, pp. 132,

136.)

Compliance with Chapter as prerequisite to practicing embalming. Xo one shall engage in the practice of prevailing methods of
embalming or any other methods hereafter to become in vogue, without
first complying with this Chapter. (Acts 1933, pp. 132, 136.)
84-802.

—

Board

84-803. Georgia State

of

Embalming;

creation;

membership;

—

appointment; qualifications; vacancies. There shall be a board to be
known as the "Georgia State Board of Embalming." The Board shall
consist of five members, to be appointed by the Governor, and all vacancies occurring on the Board shall be filled by the Governor. The members
shall be practical licensed embalmers in good standing, with renewal
license fees paid up to date, having experience in the business and the
care of and the disposition of dead human bodies, and shall be residents
of the State.

(Acts 1933, pp. 132, 136.)

Cross-reference.

84-804.

— Penalty

(1713)

Term

for practicing

of office of

embalming

illegally, see § 84-9912.

Board members; removal from

office.

— Each member of the State Board of Embalming shall serve for a term
of five years

from the date of

who

his

appointment going into

One

effect,

except

one year, one
for two years, one for three years, one for four years, and one for five
years, respectively; the Governor shall designate the number of years
each member shall serve, and anyone having served as a member of said
Board shall be eligible for reappointment. The Governor shall have
power to remove from office any member of the Board for neglect of
duty, incompetency, or improper conduct. (Acts 1899, p. 70.)
those

first

84-805.
of office.

appointed,

shall serve as follows

(1714) Certificate of appointment as

:

for

member

of

Board; oath

—The Governor shall furnish each person appointed to serve on
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the State Board of

Embalming

and Trades.

a certificate of

§84-809

appointment, and -uch

appointee shall qualify by taking the usual oath of office before any
officer authorized by law to administer oaths, within 10 days after -aid
appointment has been made; and this fact shall be noted on the certificate of appointment,

which

balming. (Acts 1899,

p. 70.)

Cross-reference.

— Oath

shall be filed with the State

required of public officers, sec

§

Board

of

Em-

89-302.

and term of office. —The
president from the member- of

84-806. (1716) President of Board; election

State Board of

who

the Board,
elected

Embalming

and

shall elect a

shall serve for

qualified.

one year, or until his successor

(Acts 1899,

p.

70; 1931, pp.

shall be

7, 36.)

—

Meetings of Board; notice; quorum. The State Board
of Embalming shall meet at least once in each year, and oftener as the
proper and efficient discharge of its duties may require. At least 15 day-"
notice of the time and place of meeting shall be given by publication in
at least three daily newspapers published in different towns or cities.
Three members of the Board shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of business and the performance of its duties. (Acts 1899, pp. 70,
84-807. (1715)

71.)

Cross-reference.

—Meetings of

Board

to be held at capitol, see

§

84-102.

Compensation and expenses of members of Board; how paid.
All expenses, salaries, and per diem of members of the State Board of
Embalming shall be paid from fees received under the provisions of this
Chapter, and shall in no manner be an expense to the State. All such
fees shall be paid to the Joint-Secretary, State Examining Boards, who
shall remit the same to the State Treasurer. The State Treasurer shall
hold the funds thus arising as a special fund for meeting the expenses
of the Board and the pro rata portion of the salary and expenses of such
Secretary as contemplated by Chapter 84-1. Except as otherwise pro84-808.

—

such moneys shall be in accordance with
such rules as may be adopted by the Board. On the first day of April of
each year the State Treasurer shall make a financial statement of the
receipts and disbursements under the provisions of this Chapter. Any
vided, the disbursement of

all

balance of such funds remaining in his hands shall be credited to the
common school fund of the State. (Acts 1899, pp. 70, 72; 1931, pp. 7.
37.)

Powers

—

Board; regulations and bylaws; seal. For
the purpose of better protection of life and health, preventing the spread
of contagious diseases, regulating the practice of embalming and the
care and disposition of the dead, the State Board of Embalming shall
have the power and it shall be its duty to prescribe a standard of proficiency as to the qualifications and fitness of those engaged and who
may engage in the practice of embalming and the care and disposition
of dead human bodies. The Board shall have the power to revoke the
license of any licensed embalmer for incompetency or conduct not becoming an embalmer, or for not strictly obeying the law and rules of
the said Board, and shall have power and authority to adopt a standard permit for the transportation of dead human bodies by common car84-809.

(1717)

of

§

and Trades.

Professions, Businesses,

S4-810
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and others. It shall adopt a common seal and make rules and regulations and bylaws, from time to time, not inconsistent with the laws of
this State or of the United States, whereby the performance of the duties
of said Board and the practice of embalming of dead human bodies shall
rier<

ho regulated.

^Acts 1899, pp. 70, 71

1916, pp. 77, 78.)

;

—

embalming; fees. A person
embalming dead human bodies in

84-810. Application for license to practice

desiring to engage in the practice of

make

this State shall

a written application

through the Joint-Secretary,

Examining Boards, to the State Board of Embalming for a license,
accompanying the application with such license fee, not to exceed $50,
as may have been fixed by the Board; wdiereupon the applicant shall
appear before the Board at a time and place to be fixed by the Board
State

for examination.

(Acts 1931, pp.

7,

37; 1933, pp. 132, 142.)

embalming.

84-811. Qualifications of applicants for licenses to practice

—

If

the State Board of

that the applicant

is

of

Embalming

shall find,

upon due examination,

good moral character, a resident

of this State,

at least 21 years of age, that

he has served not less than tw o years' ap-

prenticeship under a licensed

embalmer

r

in this State, that

he has a high

school education of not less than 14 Carnegie units or the equivalent
thereof, the determination of the equivalent education of the applicant

and that he has a certificate of
graduation from an embalming school having a course of not less than
six months, whose accredited rating is not less than grade "A" as recognized by the Conference of Embalming Examining Boards of the U. S. A.,
Inc., and is possessed of a knowledge of the venous and arterial systems,
the location of the heart, lungs, stomach, bladder, womb, and other
organs in the human body, the location of abdominal, pleural, and thoto be left to the discretion of the Board,

r

racic cavities, the location of the carotid, brachial, radical, ulnar, femoral,

knowledge

anatomy, hygiene, sanitation, bacteriology, pathology, restorative arts, chemistry, osteology, etc., and of the
science of embalming and the care and disposition of the dead, and that
he has a reasonable knowledge of the disinfection of bodies of deceased
persons and the apartment, clothing, and bedding in case of death from
infectious and contagious diseases, the Board shall issue to such applicant a license to practice the science of embalming and the care and disposition of the dead, and shall register such applicant as a duly licensed
embalmer. (Acts 1933, pp. 132, 142, 143.)
and

tibial arteries, a

Cross-reference.

— When

six

of

months' training required, see

84-812. Affidavits of apprenticeship
tice

embalming.

—The two years' apprenticeship

ing section shall be

balmers under

show

by applicants

shown by

whom

a

sworn

§

84-814.

for licenses to prac-

required by the preced-

affidavit of the

embalmer or em-

the applicant served, and such affidavit or affida-

worked

hours per day each
working day for the entire period of apprenticeship. This time need not
have been served consecutively. (Acts 1933, pp. 132, 142, 143.)

vits shall

that the applicant

84-813. Registration of apprentice

at least 10

embalmer;

fee.

— All apprentice em-

balmers shall register with the Joint-Secretary, State Examining Boards,
upon beginning their apprenticeship, and shall keep him informed of any

—
Professions, Businesses,

2001

and Trades.

§

84-820

during this time. Every applicant must be r
istered two years in order to be recognized as a candidate for licei
This section shall not apply to embalmers who already hold a license
from another State. The fee for registration of apprenticeship shall

changes

in their location

payable at the time of registration to the Joint-Secretary, State
amining Boards. (Acts 1931, pp. 7, 36; 1933, pp. 132, 137.;

$2,

Cross-reference.

—Joint-Secretary,

State

Examining Boards,

I

see Chapter 84

1.

—

embalmers from other States. If the applicant
shall be a licensed embalmer from another State where license was issued to him by the proper authority of such State before January 1,
1930, it shall not be necessary for him to have had the six months' training in an embalming school. (Acts 1933, pp. 132, 143.)
84-814. Training of

Cross-reference.

— Six months' training

required, see

§

84-811.

—

and attestation of licenses. Every license issued
under the provisions of this Chapter shall be signed by a majority of the
State Board of Embalming and attested by its seal. (Acts 1933, pp. 132,
84-815. Signatures to

143.)

and display of licenses to practice embalming.
Every person receiving a license under the provisions of this Chapter
shall have his license registered in the ordinary's office of the county in
which the licensee intends to practice, and every such licensee shall dis84-816. Registration

play his license in a conspicuous place in his

office.

(Acts 1933, pp. 132,

143.)

—

Cross-references. Penalty for practicing embalming illegally, see § 84-9912.
Penalty for practicing certain professions without paying special tax, see § 84-9901.

—

by other States; recognition; fee. The State
empowered to recognize licenses issued to em-

84-817. Licenses issued

Board

of

Embalming

is

balmers by authorities of other States having practically equivalent requirements, upon the same basis as such States reciprocate with this
State,

and upon the payment

of this State.

(Acts 1933,

84-818. Failure to

of the fee

which

is

required of applicants

p. 132.)

comply with

Chapter to prevent collection of
fee.
No embalmer practicing without first complying with the provisions of this Chapter shall be entitled to collect any fee or reward for his
services or for goods or materials furnished. (Acts 1933, p. 132.)

—

this

—

Unlawful practice; active service required. It
any person, not a registered embalmer, according

84-819.
ful for

be unlawto the terms of

shall

embalming,
and no person shall be registered as an embalmer under this Chapter unless he or she shall have had one year's actual service under the supervision and instruction of a registered embalmer. (Acts 1916, pp. 77, 82.)
this Chapter, to practice or pretend to practice the science of

84-820. Licenses; contents; assignment.

by the State Board

— No license granted or issued

Embalming shall be assignable, and every such
license shall specify by name the person to whom it is granted, and not
more than one person shall carry on the practice of embalming dead
human bodies under one license. (Acts 1916, pp. 77, 82.)
of

^
o

Professions, Businesses,

84-S21
84-821.

Renewal

of licenses;

fee.

and Trades.

— Every

2002

embalmer who

registered

desires to continue in practice shall annually during the time he or she

such practice, on the first day of January and not later
than the first day of March of each year, pay the Joint-Secretary, State
Examining Boards, for the renewal oi registration a fee not to exceed
$5, the amount of the renewal fee up to $5 to be decided by the Board,
shall continue in

which renewal shall be displayed conspicuously in the office of such person, and such renewal shall be recorded in the ordinary's office of the
county in which it is proposed to carry on such practice, not later than
March 1 oi the year for which said renewal license was issued, and the
ordinary shall be paid by the licentiate the sum of 25 cents for this service.
In the event said renewal fee is paid after March 1 for the year for
which the renewal is to be issued and before the embalmer's license is
revoked for failure to pay his renewal fee as provided for hereinafter,
the embalmer shall pay the sum of $1 in addition to the regular fee provided for renewal and upon the payment of the renewal fee plus the $1
;

herein provided for, the Joint-Secretary, State
issue said
pp.

7.

embalmer

36; 1933.

Examining Boards,

a renew al card for the current year.

shall

(Acts 1931,

r

p. 132.)

Cross-reference.

— Joint-Secretary,

State

Examining Boards, see Chapter

84-822. Refusal or revocation of license.

—The

84-1.

State Board of

Emmay

balming may refuse to grant a license to practice embalming, or
cause a licentiate's name to be removed from the records in the office of
any ordinary, on the following grounds, to wit: The employment of
fraud or deception in applying for license or in passing the examination
provided for in this Chapter; or when a license has been issued through
error to any person conviction of crime involving moral turpitude the
practice of embalming under a false name, or the impersonation of an;

;

other

embalmer

temperance

in

or undertaker of a like or different

name

;

habitual in-

the use of ardent spirits, narcotics, or stimulants to such

an extent as to incapacitate him for the performance of professional
duties

;

the failure to pay the renewal fees by

and

March

of

1

any year, as

duty of the JointSecretary, State Examining Boards, to prefer charges against any licentiate for failure to pay the renewal fees, or when any person or firm
makes a false statement or representation regarding the qualifications,
training, or experience of any applicant for examination or who makes
a misrepresentation of any kind of funeral furnishings or who, directly
or indirectly, by gifts or otherwise, commits the offense of buying business, or pays a commission or makes gifts, directly or indirectly, for the
purpose of securing business, to any physician, hospital, or any institution where death occurs, or to any hospital superintendent, nurse, interne,
or employee of any hospital, home, place, or institution where death occurs or when said applicant or licentiate is not a person of good moral
character; or the person shall be guilty of gross or wilful malpractice of
the science of embalming, or said person shall be guilty of wilfully violating any law, rule, or regulation of the State Board of Health, governing the disposition of dead human bodies, or shall have knowingly and
wjlfully signed a certificate as having embalmed or prepared a body when
in fact c omeone else did it, or shall have been guilty of malpractice or
provided for

in section 84-821

;

it

shall be the

;

;

;

;

Professions, Businesses,

2003

and Trades.

§ 84-824

gross neglect in the conduct of his practice; or shall ship dead human
bodies in violation of the transportation rules, or shall have beet] guilt)

any manner, either directly or through any other person, with a licensed embalmer having charge of a body in a legal
The said Board may, upon satisfactory proof made that the applicant
or licentiate has been guilty of any of the offenses above enunr:
refuse to grant a license to said applicant, or may revoke the been-' of
said licentiate upon a majority vote of said Board. (Acts 1931, pp. 7. 37;
of interfering in

1933, pp. 132, 137.)

—

Cross-references. Transportation of dead bodies, see Title 88, Public Health,
88-6.
Joint-Secretary, State Examining Boards, see Chapter 84 1.

Chapter

84-823. Notice of hearing in proceedings to revoke, etc., license; service fee.

any

— Upon

the presentation before the .State Board of

Embaln

grounds enumerated in section 84-822 for revoking or refusing a license, it shall be the duty of the Board to cause written notices
of the time and place of hearing upon the charge preferred, together
with a copy of the charge, to be served upon the licentiate or applicant
for license, as the case may be, 20 days before hearing. Said Board shall
prepare two copies of said written notice, and attach to each of said
notices a copy of the charge preferred, and cause the same to be delivered to the sheriff or his deputy of the county of the residence of the
licentiate or applicant for license against whom a charge has been preferred, together with $2 as a fee for service. Said sheriff or deputy shall
within 10 days deliver to such licentiate or applicant personally, or leave
at the most notorious place of abode of such party, one of said notices,
with copy of said charge attached, and return the other notice with
copy of charge attached thereto to said Board, together with said of-

of

ficer's

of the

entry of service thereon.

(Acts 1933, pp. 132, 139.)

Hearing in proceedings to revoke, etc., license subpoenas, etc.
contempt; effect of failure to appear. Said licentiate or applicant shall
have the privilege of making defense at said hearing, either in person or
by attorney, and on application to the State Board of Embalming he
shall be furnished by said Board with a subpoena for any witness in his
behalf, or for the production of any book, writing, paper, or document
to be used in his behalf on said hearing. Said Board shall have the power
to compel the attendance of any witness, or the production of any book,
writing, or other document in the possession, custody, or control of any
84-824.

;

—

witness or other person, at such hearing of said Board.

Any

witness or

person refusing to produce any book, writing, or other document, or to
appear or testify, without legal excuse, at such hearing of said Board,

having been served with a subpoena issued by said Board requiring
such witness to appear, produce any book, writing, or other document.
or testify at such hearing, shall be guilty of contempt, and upon certification of such act by said Board to the judge of the superior court in whose
jurisdiction said hearing is held or to be held, the judge shall punish the
same as though committed before him. No license of any applicant shall
be refused nor shall the license of any licentiate be revoked on account
after

of the default or failure of the applicant or licentiate to appear, but in

case of default said Board

may

proceed with the hearing, and, upon sat-

B

g

Professions. Businesses, and Tildes.
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isfactorv proof

made

of the truth of the

2004,

charge preferred, refuse

a license

revoke the license of such defaulting licenregardless of the absence at said hearing of such applicant or licen(Acts 1933, pp. 132, 140.)

to the defaulting" applicant, or
tiate,
tiate.

Appeal by

84-825.

— There may be an appeal from the judgment of
balming by the person who
license

is

revoked, as the case

is

payment of costs.
the State Board of Emby the Board or whose

licentiate or applicant for license;

refused a license

may

be,

dissatisfied

if

with the judgment,

county of his residence, said appeal
other cases provided by law. The appeal shall be had

to a jury in the superior court of the

had as in
upon the payment of costs or the making of the affidavit in
as provided by law in other cases. (Acts 1933, pp 132, 138,
to be

84-826. Costs;

judgment;

liability;

execution.

—The

lieu thereof,

139.)

person

whose

revoked or refused shall be liable for costs as follows preparing copies of notice, $2; procuring service of said notice, $2; each
subpoena for witness, or for production of any book, writing or document, 15 cents; transmitting appeal, $2; procuring cancellation of relicense

voked

is

:

license, 25 cents.

The

State Board of

Embalming

is

empowered

up judgment for such costs as may accrue under the provisions
of this Chapter against the person liable therefor, as herein provided,
and to issue execution thereon, which shall bear teste in the name of
said Board and be signed by the Joint-Secretary, State Examining
to enter

Boards.

(Acts 1931, pp.

Record

84-827.

7,

36; 1933,

p. 132.)

of revocation of license.

— In

all

cases wherein a license

has been revoked and no appeal has been entered within the time

al-

duty of the Joint-Secretary, State Examining Boards, immediately after the expiration of the time allowed for
appeal, to transmit to the ordinary in whose office the revoked license is
recorded a copy of the order of said Board revoking said license, certified
by said Secretary, with a fee of 25 cents, and it shall be the duty of said
ordinary to cancel the record of said license by entering upon the face

lowed by law,

it

shall be the

thereof a copy of said certified order. In a case wherein appeal proceedings are had and not sustained, the revoked license shall be canceled in

the

manner above provided, immediately

such case. (Acts 1931, pp.
84-828.

New

7,

36; 1933, pp. 132, 139.)

or original license; issuance; fee.

months from the

final

new

conferring

—At any time after

Embalming may, by

a majority vote,

license or grant a license to a person affected, restoring

all

six

termination of the proceeding refusing or revok-

ing a license, the State Board of
issue a

after the final termination of

and

the rights and privileges of and pertaining to the practice

and regulated by this Chapter. Any person to
whom such rights and privileges have been so restored shall pay to the
Joint-Secretary, State Examining Boards, a fee of $25 on the issuance
of

embalming

of a

new

as defined

license.

(Acts 1931, pp.

7,

36; 1933,

p. 132.)

Enforcement of provisions of law by Board; expenses.— The
State Board of Embalming is empowered for the purpose of carrying out
the provisions of this Chapter to enforce the same by prosecutions or
84-829.

Professions, BUSINESSES
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otherwise, and to authorize the

1

,

and Trades.

payment out

§84

of the funds collected und';r

the provisions of this Chapter of any legitimate expense incurred to

prosecute anyone in the courts for the violation of the provi
Chapter. (Acts 1925, pp. 188, 189; 1931, pp.
Cross-reference.

—Use

7,

of this

37.;

of funds arising under this Chapter, see Chapter 84-1.

84-830. (1721) Application of

Chapter.— Nothing

Chapter shall
any officer of
local or State institutions, nor shall this Chapter apply to any person
engaged simply in the furnishing of burial receptacles for the dead, but
shall only apply to such person or persons as engage in the business of
embalming. (Acts 1899, pp. 70, 72.)
apply

to,

nor

in

any manner

CHAPTER

84-9.

interfere with, the duties of

MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS.

Sec.
84-901.

84-902.

84-903.

Sec.

medicine," "to
practice medicine," "practicing medicine," and "practice
medicine" denned.
State Board of Medical Examiners; establishment; qualifications of members; duties
and powers.
"Practice

of

Appointment

of

Board by Gov-

ernor; removal of members;
vacancies; quorum.
84-904.

Oath

84-905.

Organization of Board; expenses; meetings; seal; rules
and regulations; examina-

of office taken by Board.
Certificate of appointment.

tions.

84-906.

in this

Practice
license

84-912.

licenses,

to applicants
practice.
84-913.

for

issuance
license

Examination of applicants

to
for

license to practice medicine:
subjects.
84-914.
84-915.

License fees.
Issuance of licenses to practice. Duty of Joint-Secretary
to aid in prosecutions.

84-916.

84-917.

Refusal or revocation of licenses to practice medicine;
grounds.
Notice of hearing in proceedings to revoke, etc., license;
service fee.

84-918.

of medicine
prohibited;

Temporary

without

Hearing
voke,

excep-

etc.;

»in

etc.,

proceedings to

re-

license; subpoenas,

contempt.

tions.

84-907.

84-908.

practice medicine;
how obtained; qualifications
of applicants.

License

Recording of
tice

84-909.

84-919.

to

certificate to prac-

effect.

84-920.

may

Medical colleges; good standing;

84-911.

power

of

Board

over.

84-921.

84-901. "Practice

of

medicine,"

or appli-

payment

of

Costs; liability; judgment: execution.

84-922.

Record of revocation

84-923.

New

Same;

preliminary education
requirements; certificate to
show.

licentiate

costs.

ing taxed.
84-910.

Appeal by

cant for license;

medicine.

Confederate pensioners
practice medicine without be-

Failure of licentiate or applicant for license to appear:

84-924.

"to

of license.

or original license; issuance; fee.
Malpractice of surgery and
medicine.

practice

medicine,"

"practicing

—

medicine," and "practice medicine" defined. The terms "practice of medicine," "to practice medicine," "practicing- medicine," and "practice med-

hereby defined to mean holding one's
self out to the public as being engaged in the diagnosis or treatment of
disease, defects or injuries of human beings, or the suggestion, recommendation or prescribing of any form of treatment for the intended palliation, relief or cure of any physical, mental or functional ailment or
defect of any person with the intention of receiving therefor, either di-

icine," as

used

in this Chapter, are

I

Professions, Businesses, and Trades.
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reedy or indirectly, any fee. gift or compensation whatsoever, or the
maintenance of an office for the reception, examination and treatment of
persons suffering- from disease, defect or injury of body or mind, or
M
attaching- the title "M, D.." "Oph.," D.," "Dop.," "Surgeon," "Doctor,"
either alone or in connection with other words, or any other words or
abbreviations to his name, indicating that such person is engaged in the
treatment or diagnosis of disease, defects or injuries of

human

beings.

(Acts 1913, pp. 101, 108; 1918, pp. 173, 196.)

Board of Medical Examiners; establishment; qualifications of members; duties and powers.
A board is hereby established,
to be known by the name and style of the State Board of Medical Examiners, which Board shall be composed of 10 practicing physicians of
integrity and ability, who shall be residents of, and have been duly
licensed to practice medicine in this State, and who shall have graduated from reputable medical schools and have been engaged in the active
84-902. State

—

practice of their profession within this State for a period of at least five

them shall be connected in any way with any mediSaid Board shall perform such duties and possess and exer-

years, but none of
cal college.

cise

such powers, relative to the protection of the public health, and the

control and regulation of the practice of medicine as this Chapter prescribes and confers

upon

it.

(Acts 1913,

—

p.

101

;

1918, pp. 173, 187.)

Cross-references. Penalty for violation of Chapter, see
of Osteopathic Examiners, see § 84-1201.

§

84 9914.

State Board

Appointment of Board by Governor; removal of members;
vacancies; quorum. The Governor shall appoint 10 physicians, who
84-903.

—

shall possess the qualifications specified in section 84-902, to constitute

membership of the Board of Medical Examiners, five members of
which shall be regujar physicians, three shall be eclectic physicians, and
two shall be homeopathic physicians, and the successor of each member
shall be appointed in the same manner. Said members shall be so classified by the Governor that the term of office of two shall expire in one,
three in two, two in three, and three in four years from the date of appointment, and subsequently each successor shall be appointed by the
Governor and serve for a term of four years from the time of the expiration of the term of his predecessor; and these appointments shall be so
made as to preserve the original ratio of regulars, eclectics and homeopaths respectively. The Governor shall have power to remove from office any member of the Board for neglect of duty required by this ChapAny vacancy that
ter, for incompetency or for unprofessional conduct.
may occur in said Board in consequence of death, resignation, removal
the

from the State or from other cause shall be filled for the unexpired term
by the Governor in the same manner. A majority of the Board shall constitute a quorum.
(Acts 1913, pp. 101, 102; 1918, pp. 173, 181, 187.)

—

by Board. Certificate of appointment.
Immediately and before entering upon the duties of said office, the members of the Board of Medical Examiners shall take the constitutional
oath of office, and shall file the same in the office of the Governor, who,
84-904.

Oath

of office taken

—
:

Professions, Businesses, and Trades.
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upon receiving

member

said oath of office, shall issue to each

of appointment.
Cross-reference.

(Acts L913, pp.

— Oath

required of

101,
all

§ 84-906

a

(

ertifi

102; 1018, pp. 173, 188.;

public officers,

•

89 302,

84-905. Organization of Board; expenses; meetings; seal; rules

— Immediately

and
and

appointment
qualification of the members, said Board of Medical Examiner- -hall
meet and organize and shall elect a president and vice president. Said
Board shall operate under the terms of Chapter 84-1, providing for a
Joint-Secretary of the several State Examining Boards, and said Secretary shall serve said Board as provided by law. Each member shall reregulations;

examinations.

after

ceive, for services for each day's attendance

the

upon meetings, the sum

of

$15 and all necessary expenses incident to holding meetings: Provided,
however, that this per diem and expenses shall in no case exceed the
fees collected

by

said Joint-Secretary for said Board.

The Board

shall

hold two regular meetings each year, one meeting to be held in May or
June, at such time as suits the convenience of the graduates of the medi-

Atlanta and Augusta, the other meeting to be held on the
second Tuesday in October at the State capitol. Call meetings may be

cal colleges in

held at the discretion of the president.

The

regular meetings for exam-

inations shall be held at the State capitol in Atlanta, and in Augusta.

Said Board shall adopt a seal, which must be affixed to all licenses issued by the Board. The Board shall, from time to time, adopt such rules

and regulations as they may deem necessary for the performance of their
duties, and shall examine and pass upon the qualifications of the applicants for the practice of medicine, as herein provided.

(Acts

1913,

pp. 101, 102; 1918, pp. 173, 188; 1933, pp. 197, 198.)
84-906. Practice of medicine without license prohibited; exceptions.
If

any person

shall hold himself out to the public as

the diagnosis or treatment of disease or injuries of
shall suggest,

recommend

being engaged

human

in

beings, or

or prescribe any form of treatment for the

any physical or mental ailment

any person
with the intention of receiving therefor, either directly or indirectly, any
fee, gift or compensation whatsoever, or shall maintain an office for the
reception, examination or treatment of diseased or injured human be"
ings, or shall attach the title "M. D.," "Oph.," "D.," "Dop.," "Surgeon.
"Doctor," either alone or in connection with other words, or any other
word or abbreviation to his name indicative that he is engaged in the
treatment of diseased, defective or injured human beings, and shall not
in any of these cases then possess in full force and virtue a valid license
to practice medicine under the laws of this State, he shall be deemed to
be practicing medicine without complying with the provisions of this
Chapter, and in violation thereof. Nothing in this Chapter shall be construed to prohibit gratuitous service in cases of emergency, nor the
practice of the religious tenets or general beliefs of any church whatsopalliation, relief or cure of

of

ever; nor to osteopaths not prescribing medicines or administering drugs.

nor to permanently located opticians at their established places of business not prescribing or using drugs or medicines, nor requiring a fee for

examination or attaching to their names titles indicative that any such
person is engaged in the practice of medicine as defined in this Chapter

§
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2008

commissioned surgeons of the United States Army,
Navy or Public Health Service while so engaged, nor to regularly
licensed physicians called in consultation from other States or Territonor shall

it

ripply to

ries to attend to special cases in this State,

nor to the practice of den-

nor to midwives or nurses.

101,

tistry,

(Acts 1913, pp.

108;

1918,

pp. 173, 196.)

—

Cross-references. Penalty for violation of this Chapter, see § 84-9914.
for practicing medicine without paying special tax, see § 84-9901.

84-907. License to practice medicine;

applicants.

how

Penalty

obtained; qualifications of

—Any person wishing to obtain the right to practice medicine

in this State,

who

do, shall, before

it

has not heretofore been registered or licensed so to
shall be lawful for him to practice medicine, make

application to the State Board of Medical Examiners through the Joint-

Examining Boards, upon such form and in such manner
be adopted and prescribed by the Board, and obtain from the

Secretary, State
as shall

Board

Unless such person shall have obtained a license
unlawful
for him to practice, and if he shall pracit
tice medicine without first having obtained such a license, he shall be
deemed to have violated the provisions of this Chapter. All applicants
for a license to practice medicine or for a renewal of any such license
which has been revoked shall furnish the Board with evidence of good
moral character. Applications from candidates to practice medicine or
surgery in any of the branches shall be accompanied with proof that the
applicant is a graduate of a legally incorporated medical college or institution in good standing with the Board. The Board shall have the power
to revoke the certificate granted to any applicant who makes any misstatement of any material fact in his application for examination. (Acts
a license so to do.

as aforesaid,

shall be

1913, pp. 101, 103; 1918, pp. 173, 181, 189; 1931, pp. 7, 37.)

84-908. Recording of certificate to practice medicine.

son

who

— Before any per-

obtains a certificate from the Board of Medical Examiners

may

lawfully practice medicine and surgery, he shall cause the said certificate
to be recorded in the office of the clerk of the superior court of the county

which he resides. The certificate shall be recorded by the clerk in a
book kept for that purpose, and shall be indexed in the name of the perin

son to

whom

the certificate

certificate shall

is

granted.

The

clerk's fee for recording the

be the same as for recording a deed.

The

clerk shall

Examining Boards, on December 31 of each year of all certificates registered with him. Each applicant receiving a certificate from the Board shall cause the same to be

make

a report to the Joint-Secretary, State

(Acts 1913, pp. 101, 104; 1918, pp. 173, 189;

registered within 30 days.
1931, pp.

7, 37.)

—

Cross-reference. Physicians, etc., required to register annually with the JointSecretary, State Examining Boards, see § 84-101.

84-909.

(995 ) Confederate pensioners

being taxed.

— Confederate

of this State,

soldiers

who

may

practice medicine without

are on the indigent pension roll

and who are otherwise, under the laws

of Georgia, entitled

to practice medicine, are authorized to practice their profession without

being subject to any tax therefor.
Cross-reference.

— Disabled

soldiers

(Acts 1899,

may

p. 99.)

peddle without licenses, see

§

84-2011.
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—

good standing; power of Board over. The
Board of Medical Examiners shall be empowered to pass upon the good
standing and reputation of any medical college. Only such medical colleges will be considered in good standing as possess a full and compl
faculty for the teaching of medicine, surgery and obstetrics in all their
branches, afford their students adequate clinical and hospital facilil
require attendance upon at least 80 per cent, of each course of instruction, give four graded courses of instruction, the aggregate of which
amounts to at least 120 weeks, exclusive of holidays, of at least 40 hours
each week; that require at least 42 months to have elapsed between the
beginning cf the student's first course of medical lectures and the date
of his graduation, each session composed of 29 weeks of actual instruction, with at last 40 per cent, of laboratory instruction in the first and
second years and a minimum of 35 per cent, of clinical work in the third
and fourth years that require an average grade in each course of instruction of at least 75 per cent, in examination as a condition of graduation that fulfill all their published promises, requirements and other
claims respecting advantages to their students and the course of instruction
that exact a preliminary educational requirement equal to that
specified by this Chapter; that require students to furnish testimonials
of good moral standing; and that give advanced standing only on cards
from accredited medical colleges. Students must have attended at least
80 per cent, of the course in the last year of the college from which
diploma is presented. In determining the reputation of the medical college, the right to investigate and make a personal inspection of the same
is hereby authorized.
(Acts 1913, pp. 101, 104; 1918, pp. 173, 190.)
84-910. Medical colleges;

;

;

;

Same; preliminary educational, requirements; certificate to
show. Each medical school or college in good standing with the Board
of Medical Examiners shall have a minimum preliminary educational
84-911.

—

requirement of the completion of a two-year premedical college course
based upon the completion of a four-year course of at least 15 units in a
standard accredited high school, or have the equivalent as demonstrated
by examination. The premedical college course shall consist of at least
60 semester hours of standard college work in an approved college, of

which

28 semester hours are in chemistry, physics and biological
of this 28 hours there must be at least 12 hours of chemistry.

at least

sciences

;

8 of physics, and 8 of biology, including at least 10 hours of laboratory
work. Evidence of such preliminary education which will entitle the
applicant to admission to a Georgia medical school shall be a certificate

furnished by the professor of secondary education in the University of
Georgia, on the basis of the rating of the high schools and colleges of

by the accrediting authorities of said States.
or by examination conducted by him or by some person designated by
him. A fee of $2 shall accompany each application for a certificate and a
like amount shall be paid by the applicant for each separate subject on
which he is examined. Said official shall also pass upon the premedical
this State, or other States

education of

all

applicants for examination to practice medicine in this

and certify equal standards for these as for Georgia students to
the Board before the applicant is eligible for examination. He shall make
State,

§
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an annual report to the Hoard of the work of his

office.

2010
(Acts 1918.

pp. 173, 181.)

84-912.
tice.

Temporary

licenses, issuance to applicants for license to prac-

— In the discretion of the Joint-Secretary,

State

Examining Boards,

with the approval of the President of the State Board of Medical Examiners, he may issue a temporary license to an applicant which shall have
the same force and effect as a permanent license until the next regular
meeting- of the Board,

when

shall not be recorded.

(Acts 1913. pp. 101, 105; 1918, pp. 173, 191; 1931,

pp.

7.

said license shall

become

void.

Said license

37.)

Examination of applicants for license to practice medicine;
subjects.
Examination of applicants for license to practice medicine
shall be made by the Board of Medical Examiners according to the
methods deemed by it to be the most practicable and expeditious to
test the applicant's qualifications. The Board shall require the examination to be wholly or in part in writing;, and each applicant shall be designated by a number instead of his name, so that his identity shall not be
disclosed to the members of the Board until the examination papers are
graded. Examination shall be on the following subjects; Anatomy,
84-913.

—

physiology, chemistry, hygiene, surgery, obstetrics, gynecology, pathology, diagnosis, practice of medicine, materia medica and therapeutics.

(Acts 1913, pp. 101, 105; 1918, pp. 173, 182, 191.)
84-914. License fees.

— There shall be paid to the Joint-Secretary, State

Examining Boards, by each applicant
fee of S20. which shall accompany the

for a license

application.

by examination,

The same

a

fee shall

be charged for issuing a temporary license, which shall include fee for

examination for permanent license

and a fee of $50 shall be charged for
issuing a license by reciprocity. The Board of Medical Examiners may
grant a license without examination to licentiates of boards from other
;

upon the same basis as
such States reciprocate with the State of Georgia. Said Board may grant
a license without examination to any licentiate of the National Board
of Medical Examiners of the United States upon payment of the reciprocity fee by such licentiate. No part of any fee shall be returnable
under any circumstances; nor shall this Chapter be construed as affecting or changing in any way laws in reference to license taxes to be paid
by physicians and surgeons. (Acts 1913, pp. 101, 106; 1918, pp. 173, 182,
States requiring equal or higher qualifications,

192; 1931, pp.

7,

37.)

84-915. Issuance of licenses to practice.

—-The

Duty

of Joint-Secretary to aid

Examiners shall have authority
to administer oaths, to summon witnesses, and to take testimony in
all matters relating to its duties. .Said Board shall issue licenses to practice medicine to all persons who, shall furnish satisfactory evidence of attainments and qualifications under the provisions of this Chapter and the
rules and regulations of the Board. Such license shall be signed by the
President of the State Board of Medical Examiners and attested by the
Joint-Secretary, State Examining Boards, under the Board's adopted
seal, and it shall give absolute authority to the person to whom it is isin prosecutions.

Board

of Medical

Professions, Businesses, and Trades.

2011

§84-917

sued to practice medicine in this Stale. It shall he the duty of the JointSecretary under the direction of the Board to aid thr: solicitors in the
enforcement of this Chapter and in the prosecution of all persons

charged with violation of
pp. 173, 192; 1931, pp.

7,

provisions.

its

("Acts 1913, pp.

101,

106; 1018,

37.)

84-916. Refusal or revocation of licenses to practice medicine; grounds.

—The

Medical Examiners may refuse to grant a license to
practice medicine, or may cause a licentiate's name to be removed from
the records in the office of any clerk of court, on the following grounds,
to wit: The employment of fraud or deception in applying for lice:
or in passing the examination provided for in this Chapter; conviction
of crime involving moral turpitude conviction for the violation of any
penal provision of the "Opium Act of 1914" or the "Harrison Narcotic
Law ;" the practice of medicine under a false or assumed name or the
impersonation of another practitioner of a like or different name habitual intemperance in the use of ardent spirits, narcotics, or stimulants to
such an extent as to incapacitate him for the performance of professional
duties the procuring or aiding or abetting in procuring a criminal abortion the obtaining of a fee on representation that a manifestly incurable
disease can be permanently cured causing the publication and circulation of an advertisement of any medicine by means whereof the monthly
periods of women can be regulated or the menses, if suppressed, can be
reestablished causing the publication and circulation of an advertise-

Board

of

;

;

;

;

;

;

ment

relative to

any disease

made

satisfactory proof

of the sexual organs.

Said Board

may upon

that any applicant or licentiate has been guilty

of any of the offenses above enumerated refuse to grant a license to said

applicant or
vote.

may

revoke the license of said licentiate upon a majority

(Acts 1913, pp. 101, 107; 1918, pp. 173, 182, 193.)

—

This section and the seven sections following were codified
of Acts 1913, pp. 101, 107, as amended by Acts 1918, pp. 173, 182.
Prior to the amendment that section was declared unconstitutional in
193.
149/716 (102 S. E. 24) because there was no provision for a notice and hearing
before the Board. This defect doubtless was cured by the amendment. See the
following section.
Editorial Note.

from section 14

hearing in proceedings to revoke, etc., license;
service fee. Upon the presentation before the Board of Medical Examiners of any ground enumerated in the preceding section for revoking
or refusing a license, it shall be the duty of the Board to cause written
84-917. Notice

of

—

upon the charge preferred, tobe served upon the licentiate or

notices of the time and place of hearing

gether with a copy of the charge, to
applicant for license, as the case

Board

two copies

may

be,

20 days before hearing.

Said

and attach to each
of said notices a copy of the charge preferred, and cause the same to be
delivered to the sheriff or his deputy of the county of the residence of
shall prepare

of said written notice

the licentiate or applicant for license against

whom

preferred, together with $2 as a fee for service.
shall within 10

a

charge has been

Said sheriff or deputy

days deliver to such licentiate or applicant personally,

or leave at the most notorious place of abode of such party, one of said
notices, with

copy

of said charge attached,

and return the other notice

with copy charge attached thereto to said Board, together with said

of-

§
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entry oi service thereon.

fleer's

182,

and Trades.
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(Acta 1913, pp. 101, 107; 1918, pp. 173,

193.)

84-918.

contempt.

Hearing

in

proceedings to revoke,

etc.,

license; subpoenas, etc.;

— Said licentiate or applicant shall have the privilege of making

person or by attorney, and on application to the Board of Medical Examiners he shall be furnished by said
Board with a subpoena for any witness in his behalf, or for the producdefense at said hearing, either

in

any book, writing, paper or document to be used in his behalf on
said hearing. Said Board shall have the power to compel the attendance
of any witness or the production of any book, writing or other document
in the possession, custody or control of any witness or other person, at
such hearing of said Board. Any witness or person refusing to produce
any book, writing or other document, or to appear or testify, without
legal excuse, at such hearing of said Board, after having been served
with a subpoena issued by said Board requiring such witness to appear,
produce any book, writing or other document, or testify at such hearing,
shall be guilty of contempt, and upon certification of such fact by said
Board to the judge of the superior court in whose jurisdiction said hearing is held or to be held, the judge shall punish the same as though comtion of

mitted before him.

(Acts 1913, pp. 101, 107; 1918, pp. 173, 182, 193.)

84-919. Failure of licentiate or applicant for license to appear; effect.

— Xo

any applicant shall be refused nor shall the license of
any licentiate be revoked on account of the default or failure of the applicant or licentiate to appear, but in case of default said Board may
proceed with the hearing and upon satisfactory proof made of the truth
license of

of the charge preferred, refuse a license to the defaulting applicant or

revoke the license of such defaulting licentiate regardless of the absence
at said hearing of such applicant or licentiate, (xAxts 1913, pp. 101, 107;
1918, pp. 173,: 182, 193.)

Appeal by licentiate or applicant for license payment of costs.
There may be an appeal from the judgment of the Board of Medical
Examiners by the person who is refused a license by the Board, or whose
license is revoked, as the case may be, if dissatisfied with the judgment,
to a jury in the superior court of the county of his residence, said appeal
to be had as in other cases provided by law. The appeal shall be had
upon the payment of costs or the making of the affidavit in lieu thereof,
84-920.

;

—

as provided

by law

in

other cases.

(Acts 1913, pp. 101, 107; 1918,

pp. 173, 182, 193.)
84-921. Costs;

license

is

liability;

judgment; execution.

revoked or refused shall be

—The

person

liable for costs as follows

:

whose
Prepar-

ing copies of notice, $2; procuring service of said notice, $2; each subpoena for witness or for the production of any book, writing or docu-

ment, 15 cents; transmitting appeal, $2; procuring cancellation of revoked license, 25 cents. Said Board is empowered to enter up judgment for such costs as may accrue under the provisions of this Chapter
against the person liable therefor, as herein provided, and to issue execution thereon,

which

shall bear teste in the

name

of the President of said

Professions, Htsinesses, and Trades.

2013

924

Board and be signed by the Joint-Secretary, State Examining Hoa
(Acts 1913, pp. 101, 107; 1918, pp. 173, 182, 193; 1931, pp.
84-922.

Record

of revocation of license.

— In

all

36!)

7,

cases wherein a

licei

has been revoked and no appeal has been entered within the time allowed
by law, it shall be the duty of the Joint-Secretary, State Examining
Boards, immediately after the expiration of the time allowed for appeal
to transmit to the clerk of the superior court, in whose office the re-

voked license

is

recorded, a copy of the order of said Board revolt

by said Secretary, with

said license, certified

a fee of 25 cents,

and

it

duty of said clerk to cancel the record of said license by enIn a c<
tering- upon the face thereof a copy of said certified order.
wherein appeal proceedings are had and not sustained, the revoked
license shall be canceled in the manner above provided, immediately
after the final termination of such case. (Acts 1913, pp. 101, 107; 1918,
shall be the

pp. 173, 182, 193; 1931, pp.

84-923.

New

7, 36.)

or original license; issuance; fee.

months from the

— At

any time

after six

termination of the proceeding, refusing or revok-

final

ing a license, the Board of Medical Examiners may, by a majority vote,
issue a

new

license or grant a license to the person affected, restoring

and conferring all the rights and privileges of and pertaining- to the practice of medicine as defined and regulated by this Chapter. Any person
to whom such rights and privileges have been so restored shall pay to
the Joint-Secretary, State Examining Boards, a fee of $20 on the issuance of a new license. (Acts 1913, pp. 101, 107; 1918, pp. 173, 182, 193;
1931, pp.

7, 36.)

Cross-reference.

84-924.

—Use

of fees arising

under

this Chapter, see

(4427) Malpractice of surgery and medicine.

Chapter

—A

84-1.

person pro-

fessing to practice surgery or the administering of medicine for com-

pensation must bring to the exercise of his profession a reasonable degree of care and

and

skill shall

skill.

Any

injury resulting from a

be a tort for which a recovery

may

want

of

such care

be had.

—

Cross-references. Liability of employer under workmen's compensation law
for malpractice of physician, see § 114-502.
Mistake of druggist, see §§ 105-1103,
105-1104. Recovery for homicide, see Title 105, Torts, Chapter 105-13.

CHAPTER
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NURSES.

Sec.

Board of Examiners

of

Nurses

Georgia; creation; appointment;
qualifications;
terms of office; vacancies.
Organization of Board; president; vacancy, how filled.

84-1006.

Examination

84-1007.

Registration

84-1008.

Qualifications of applicants for
registration as graduate
nurses; scope of examina-

for

84-1002.
84-1003.

Compensation
of

members

and
of

expenses

Board

of

84-1005.

employment by
Board; compensation.
Meetings of Board; quorum;
record. Seal of Board. Cer-

Assistants;

tificates of registration.

fee.

tion.

Examiners.
84-1004.

of applicants for
registration; meetings for;
notice; temporary permits.

84-1009.

Dental nurses
qualifications,

or

hygienists;

examination,

etc.

84-1010.

Animal

validation of certificate of registered nurses.

j

Profession's,

&4 1001

Businesses,

and Trades.
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Sec.

S<. c

Undergraduate

S4-1011.

nurses;

li-

84-1017.

Milledgeville State Hospital
training school for nurses.

fee; val-

84-1018.

Persons entitled to benefit of

idation of license: exception
oi hospital attendants or or-

84-1019.

Rules and regulations governing training school; course

84-1020.

Certificate or

84-1021.

Authority

censes

qualifications.

:

Same: examinations:

S4-101J.

training school.

derlies.

Gratuitous or emergency nurs-

84-1013.

ing.

84-1014,

Revocation

84-1015.

Nonresident graduate or undergraduate nurses; qualifi-

of study.

diploma of graduation from training school;
registration of graduates as
trained nurses.

of certificates of
registration; grounds: hear-

ing.

cations, fees, etc.

$4-1016.

of graduates of
school to practice

nursing

as

professional

graduates.

Practical nurses.

Board

training

Examiners

Nurses for Georgia; creation; appointment; qualifications; terms of office; vacancies. The Board of Examiners of Nurses for Georgia is hereby created.
It shall be composed of
five persons who shall be appointed by the Governor for terms of three
years. The appointment shall be made from a list of five members of
the Georgia State Nurses' Association, to be furnished to the Governor
by the said Association. No two of the nurses so appointed shall have
graduated from the same training school. All vacancies occurring in the
84-1001.

of

of

—

by the Governor for the unexpired term from like
nominations furnished to him by the said Association within 30 days
after the vacancy occurs
Provided, that if the said Association shall
fail to make the nominations herein required, the Governor shall make
such appointments by nominating such members of the nursing profession hereto as may seem to him to be proper. (Acts 1927, p. 247.)

Board

shall be filled

:

Cross-references.
84-9916. See also
special tax.

— Punishment
§

for violation of this Chapter, see §§ 84-9915,
84-9901 as to practicing certain professions without paying

84-1002. Organization of Board; president; vacancy,

how

filled.— The

members of the Board of Examiners shall organize by the election of one
of its members to be the president, who shall hold office for a period of
one year and until a successor

elected and qualified

is

be elected by the Board annually, and
the

Board

number

to

case of a vacancy in said

the said office

;

and

in

the event there

is

within the time named, the Governor shall appoint a

Board
is

to

fill

the vacancy.

The

Joint-Secretary, State

required to certify to the Governor the

any vacancy
nor.

shall likewise be certified

(Acts 1927,

Cross-reference.

said officer shall
office,

within 40 days after the vacancy occurs, elect one of

shall,
fill

in

;

p.

248; 1931, pp.

— Joint-Secretary,

name

its

no such election

member

of said

Examining Boards,

of the officer so elected;

by such Secretary to the Gover-

7, 36.)

State

Examining Boards,

see Chapter 84-1.

Compensation and expenses of members of Board of Examiners.
The members of the Board of Examiners of Nurses shall be entitled to receive out of the funds accruing from the application fees herein
provided, not less than $6 per day for each day actually engaged in the
service of the Board, and all expenses contemplated by section 84-102.
All payments out of such funds or any funds of the Board shall first be
84-1003.

—

;

Professions, Businesses,

20 1 5

approved by the presiding

officer of said

and Trades.

§8

Board. (Acts 1927.

p.

255

-

;

1931,

'

PP. 7, 37.)

—

Cross-reference. As to salary and expenses of the Joint-Secretary, Stai
amining Boards and expenses of Board of Examiners of Nurses, see Chapter

84-1

employment by Board; compensation.— One or
more persons may be employed by the Board of Examiners of Nurses to
work under the direction of the Joint-Secretary, State Examining Boards,
84-1004. Assistants;

and to be paid out of funds accruing from application fees, to assist in
carrying out the rules and regulations adopted by the said* Board,
for giving advice and encouragement to nurse-training schools in preDuties and salaries shall be deparing applicants for registration.
termined by the Board, and the salaries shall be paid as other expenses
are paid. (Acts 1927, p. 255; 1931, pp.
Cross-reference.

—As

to

payment

7, 37.)

of Board's expenses, see

§

84-102.

quorum; record. Seal of Board. CertifiThree members of the Board of Examiners shall
cates of registration.
constitute a quorum, but no action of said Board shall be valid unless
authorized by the affirmative vote of three members thereof. The JointSecretary, State Examining Boards, is directed to keep a record of the
minutes of the meetings of said Board, and a record of the names of all
84-1005. Meetings of Board;

—

persons applying for registration hereunder, and of the action of the
Board thereon, and a register of all nurses who have complied with the
requirements of this Chapter, all of which said records shall, at all reasonable times, be open to public inspection. Said Board is authorized
to have and use an official seal which shall bear the words
"State Board
:

Examiners of Nurses for Georgia.'' The certificate of the Joint-Secretary under the seal of the Board of Examiners of Nurses for Georgia
as to the action or nonaction of the Board shall be accepted in evidence in the courts as the best evidence of the minutes of the said Board
and likewise the certificate of such Secretary under the said seal, as to
the registration or nonregistration of any person, shall be accepted as

of

the best evidence as to the registration or nonregistration of the said

person under the requirements of this Chapter. The Joint-Secretary
shall issue to all nurses admitted to registration hereunder a certificate
under the seal of the said Board, showing that fact. (Acts 1927, p. 249:
1931, pp. 7, 37.)

Examination of applicants for registration; meetings for;
notice; temporary permits.
It shall be the duty of the Board of Examiners to meet for the purpose of examining applicants for registration, at
least once in each year, and oftener should it be deemed necessary by
said Board. Notice shall be given of the time and place of said meetings
by written notice mailed, postage prepaid, to the last-known address of
each applicant, at least 10 days before the time of said meeting, and by
publication in a daily paper of general circulation in Atlanta, and in a
nurses' journal, if one is published in Georgia. The said notice shall be
published at the same rates charged for sheriffs' advertisements. Said
notice shall be inserted at least once, and the first insertion shall be made
at least two weeks prior to said meeting
Provided, that the Joint-Secretary, State Examining Boards, shall issue a temporary permit to each
84-1006.

—

:

§

Professions, Businesses, and Trades.

84-1007

2016

applicant for registration, which permit will authorize said applicant to

do nursing as
^Acts 1927.

p.

nurse until the next meeting of the Board.

a registered

240; 1931, pp.

Cross-reference.

— Meetings

7, 36.)

to be held in capitol, see

84-1007. Registration fee.

§

84-102.

— All graduate nurses making application for

registration as graduate nurses under this Chapter shall deposit with the

making such

Joint-Secretary, at the time of

as an examination or registration fee.
Cross-reference.

— Fee

application, the

(Acts 1927,

of undergraduate nurse,

see

§

p.

sum

250; 1931, pp.

of

$10

7, 36.)

84-1012.

graduate
nurses scope of examination. Each applicant for registration as a graduate nurse shall be at least 21 years of age, of good moral character, a
graduate of a regular chartered training school for nurses, connected
with a general hospital or sanatorium (in which medical, surgical, obstetrical, and pediatric cases, and where men, women, and children, are
treated) where three years of training with a systematic course of instruction on the above-mentioned classes of cases is given in the hospital or other educational institution, or shall have graduated from a
training school connected with a hospital of good standing, supplying a
84-1008. Qualifications

of

applicants

for

registration

as

—

;

three years' training corresponding to the above standard, which train-

ing

may

be obtained in two or more hospitals.

All qualifications of the

applicant shall be determined by the State Board of Examiners of Nurses
for Georgia, which is empowered to prescribe such examinations for the

applicants as will best test their fitness and ability to give efficient care

same examination shall be subject to
examination Provided, that the Board of Examiners
shall have the power to grant advanced credit, not in any case in excess
of 12 months, for didactic and laboratory work done in an accredited
college, or for credits, either time or scholastic, earned in an institution
other than the one from which graduated. (Acts 1921, p. 251.)

to the sick.

the

All applicants at the

same kind

of

:

84-1009. Dental nurses or hygienists; qualifications, examination, etc.

— No

person shall engage in practice as a dental hygienist or dental
nurse without first obtaining a certificate therefor to be issued by the
Board of Dental Examiners of Georgia, which certificate shall be issued
by said Board of Dental Examiners upon written examination conducted

by and satisfactory to said Board, which shall include the subjects of
dental anatomy, physiology, bacteriology, dental pathology, sterilizaProvided,
tion, office routine, and oral hygiene and prophylaxis
:

that applicants for certificates as dental hygienists

or dental

nurses

be of good moral character, shall be at least 19 years of age,
shall have had such preliminary education and training as may be prescribed by said Board of Dental Examiners, and shall pay to the JointSecretary, State Examining' Boards, a fee of $10 for such examination
Provided further, that no person to whom such certificate is issued shall
shall

:

engage

in practice as a dental

hygienist or dental nurse except under the

supervision of a licensed dentist, and no such person shall practice
dentistry or do any kind of dental

to

remove calcareous

and stains from the normally exposed surfaces of
and to apply ordinary wash or washes of a soothing character,

deposits, secretions,

the teeth,

work other than

Professions, Businesse
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and to do
pp.

sterilization

and

office

,

§ 84-1013

AND TRADES.
(Act* 1927,

routine,

250;

1931,

7, 37.)

—

Annual validation of certificate of registered nurses. Annuduring the months of January or February every registered nurse

84-1010.
ally

p.

by the Issuance of a
card attesting her right to practice as a registered nurse for the current year. The request for validation shall be accompanied by a fei
$1 and shall be sent to the Joint-Secretary, State Examining Boards. On
March 1 of each year the roster of nurses who have validated their certificates shall be taken; and the same shall be printed within 60 days
thereafter in such form and manner as may be determined by the Board.
Any certificates not validated may be revoked. (Acts 1927, p. 252; 1931,
shall be required to

pp.

7,

have her

certificate validaU-d

37.)

Cross-reference.

— Nurses

amining Boards, see

§

to register annually
84-101.

with Joint-Secretary, State Ex-

84-1011. Undergraduate nurses; licenses; qualifications.

— The

Board

Examiners of Nurses shall issue, through the Joint-Secretary, State
Examining Boards,, a license to engage in the care of the sick to undergraduate nurses. Each applicant shall be at least 19 years of age and
of good moral character, and shall present to the Board of Examiners a
certificate showing that he or she has had at least 12 months' training in
of

a regular chartered training school for nurses connected with a general
hospital

or

sanatorium, in which medical,

pediatric cases,

and where men,

women and

surgical,

obstetrical,

and

children are treated. (Acts

1927, p. 253; 1931, pp. 7, 37.)

84-1012.

Same; examinations;

fee; validation of license; exception of

—

be the duty of the Board of
Examiners to determine all the qualifications of applicants and provide
for examinations for licenses for undergraduate nurses.
Upon filing
application for examination and registration as a licensed undergraduate
nurse, each applicant shall pay a fee of $5, and annually during the
hospital attendants or orderlies.

months

It shall

January or February every licensed undergraduate nurse shall
be required to have her certificate validated by the issuance of a card
attesting to her right to practice as a licensed undergraduate nurse for
the current year. This request for validation shall be accompanied by a
fee of 50 cents. Any certificate not validated may be revoked. This shall
not apply to attendants or orderlies employed in hospitals. It shall be
unlawful for any person or persons to practice as undergraduate nurse
without a certificate from said Board of Examiners, except in hospitals.
Each licensed undergraduate who registers in accordance with the provisions hereof shall be styled and known as a licensed undergraduate
nurse, and no other persons shall assume or use such title, or use the
abbreviation "L. U. N." or other letters, words, or figures for the purpose of representing that he or she is a licensed undergraduate nurse
of

within the meaning of this Chapter. (Acts 1927,

p. 253.)

Cross-reference.— Penalty for violation of this Chapter, see

84-1013. Gratuitous or

emergency nursing.

— This

§§ 84-9915, 84-9916.

Chapter shall not
be construed to affect or apply to gratuitous nursing of the sick befriends of the family or as an emergency aid, nor to affect a situation in

—
§

Professions, Businesses; and Trades.

84-1014

2018

the event of public emergency pronounced by the State Board of Health
to exist in the State at large, or any part thereof, or in the event of an

emergency declared by national health authorities, requiring nursingservice within or without the State, in which case unlicensed persons may
be permitted to nurse or care for the sick for hire during the continuance thereof. (Acts 1927, p. 254.)
84-1014. Revocation of certificates of registration; grounds; hearing.

— The

Nurses for Georgia may revoke any certificate issued by it, for sufficient cause to be adjudged by it; but no such
certificate shall be revoked without a hearing, notice of the time and
place of which shall be given to the holder of the certificate by the JointSecretary, State Examining Boards, at least 30 days before the day set
for said hearing, which notice shall plainly set forth the charges against
the holder of said certificate, and the trial shall be only upon the grounds
specified.
Said notice shall be mailed to the said person so accused, at

Board

Examiners

of

his or her last

known

of

address, postage prepaid

livered personally to the person so accused.

said

Board

is

;

or the

The

same

shall be de-

presiding officer of the

authorized and empowered to administer oaths to

all

wit-

nesses giving evidence at such hearing, and no evidence shall be received

such hearing

at

PP.

if

the

same

is

not under oath. (Acts 1927,

p.

254; 1931,

7. 37.)

84-1015. Nonresident graduate or undergraduate nurses; qualifications,
fees, etc.

—The Board of Examiners shall have authority to issue through

the Joint-Secretary, State

Examining Boards,

certificates of registration

without examination to graduate nurses of a State other than Georgia,
or of a foreign Country, who hold bona fide certificates of registration
issued under the laws of such a State or foreign Country, provided the
standards of registration are equivalent to those provided in this
Chapter, and the individual qualifications of the nurse meet the requirements of this Chapter. The registration fee of $10 for graduate nurses
herein provided shall accompany each application for a certificate. The
Board of Examiners shall have authority to issue through the Joint-Secretary a certificate of registration or license without examination to undergraduate nurses registered in a State other than Georgia, or of a foreign Country, whose qualifications meet the requirements of this Chapter.
The registration fee of $5, as herein provided for undergraduate
nurses, shall accompany each application for certificate.
(Acts 1927,
p.

255; 1931, pp.

7,

37.)

84-1016. Practical nurses.
affect nurses

known

— The

provisions of this Chapter shall not

as practical nurses, not holding themselves out to

be either graduate or undergraduate nurses within the meaning of this
Chapter. (Acts 1927,

p. 256.)

84-1017. Milledgeville

The Board

State

Hospital training school for nurses.

Eleemosynary Institutions

have authority
to maintain a training school for the benefit of the white male and female
of Control of

nurses, while in the
lish rules for the

employ

shall

of the Milledgeville State Hospital, to estab-

systematic training of such nurses, to provide a course

of lectures to be given

by the several physicians employed

in said

Hos-

.

Professions, Businesse

2019
pital,

and to issue diplomas to

1910, p. 128; 1916, p.
Cross-reference.
tutions,

Chapter

1 1 1

all

— Millcdgcville

14-1021

graduates of said training school.

1931, pp.

;

and Trades.

,

7,

(

19.)

State Hospital, see Title 35,

Eleemosynary

Insti-

35-2.

Any or all
Hospital, who shall

84-1018. Persons entitled to benefit of training school.

white male or female nurses in the employ of said
have satisfactory educational qualifications and be of good moral character, shall be entitled to the benefit of such training school. (Acts 1910,
p.

128; 1916, p. 112.)

and regulations governing training school; course of
study. The Board of Control of Eleemosynary Institutions shall establish rules and regulations for said training school, so as to provide for a
three-years' course of instruction, lectures, and training, said three years'
course to equal the minimum requirements governing the application
and registration of nurses as set forth by the State Board of Examiners
of Nurses for Georgia. (Acts 1916, p. 112; 1931, pp. 7, 19.)
84-1019. Rules

—

from training school;
Each nurse, after having
registration of graduates as trained nurses.
completed the course of training laid down by said Board of Control of
Eleemosynary Institutions and having passed a satisfactory examination and proved herself or himself of good moral character, shall be entitled to a certificate or diploma of graduation, entitling him or her to
84-1020. Certificate or diploma of graduation

—

register as a trained nurse in accordance with the foregoing provisions

Provided, such applicant shall pass a satisfactory exam-

of this Chapter:

Board

ination before the State

of

Examiners

accordance with this Chapter. (Acts 1916,

p.

of

Nurses for Georgia,

112; 1931, pp.

in

7, 19.)

84-1021. Authority of graduates of training school to practice nursing

— Such

having received such
diploma from the said Board of Control, and having registered as provided in the foregoing section, shall be authorized to practice the profession of nursing as a professional graduate registered nurse anywhere

as professional graduates.

in this State.

(Acts 1916,

p.

CHAPTER

112; 1931, pp.

84-11.

Sec.
84-1101.

84-1102.

after

7, 19.)

OPTOMETRISTS.
Sec.

"Optometry"

84-1106.

defined.

Optometry; appoint-

ment; qualifications:

members; oath
tificate of

list

of

Terms

of office of members
of Board; vacancies in office.

paid

Organization of Board; meetings;

84-1105.

quorum; records.

Applicants

for
qualifications;

nonresidents;

fees.

Expenses and

84-1108.

Law

necessity; record.

not to be applied

in

what

cases.

84-1109.
84-1110.

Annual registration
Refusal

;

of practi-

fee.

and

revocation

of

registration:
hearing: appeal.

certificates

registration;

examination;

practitioners,

of.

compensation of Board.
License to practice optometry:

tioners
84-1104.

by

84-1107.

of office; cer-

appointment.

Fees

disposition

Georgia State Board of Examiners in

84-1103.

nurses,

84-1111.

of

grounds:
Unlicensed practice constitutes
nuisance; injunction.

—
§

Professions. Businesses,

84-1101

and Trades.
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—

"Optometry" defined. "Optometry" or the practice thereof
is the employment of any means, other than the use of drugs, for the
measurement of the powers of vision and the adaptation of lenses for
84-1101.

the aid of same. (Acts 1916,

p. S3.)

Board of Examiners in Optometry; appointment: qualifications: list of members; oath of office; certificate of appointment. It shall be the duty of the Governor to appoint a Board of
Examiners in Optometry to consist of five members. The said Board shall
be styled the "Georgia State Board of Examiners in Optometry," and its
members shall be persons who have been actively engaged in the practice of optometry in the State for five years immediately preceding such
appointment Provided, that no person shall be eligible to appointment
on the Board who is connected in any way with a school teaching
Provided further,
optometry or who sells optical goods at wholesale
registered
Board
optometrists
that after the appointment of the first
only
84-1102. Georgia State

—

:

:

under the provisions of this Chapter shall be eligible for appointment.
The said Board shall file with the Governor annually, a complete list of
the registered optometrists.
Within 30 days after the Governor shall
have notified the several members of their appointment, each member
shall subscribe and forward to the Governor the following oath
"I do
swear that I will faithfully and impartially perform the duties of a member of the Board of Examiners in Optometry for the State of Georgia
to the best of my ability, so help me God." Upon such oath being filed
in the office of the Governor, he shall issue through the Joint-Secretary,
State Examining Boards, to said examiner a certificate of appointment.
:

(Acts 1916,

p.

84; 1931, pp.

Cross-references.

7,

— Optometrists

Examining Boards,

see

Terms
Two members of

of office of

§

37.)
to register annually with Joint-Secretary, State

84-101.

members

Board; vacancies in office.
said Board of Examiners in Optometry shall be appointed for one year, tw o for two years, and one for three years, and
after the expiration of the terms of office of the members so first appointed, subsequent appointments shall be for a term of three years, and
any vacancy that may occur from any cause shall be filled by the Gov84-1103.

of

r

ernor for the unexpired term. (Acts 1916,

p. 84.)

of Board; meetings; quorum; records.
Examiners at the first meeting after the appointment
members and annually thereafter, shall elect a president and vice

84-1104. Organization

Board

dent,

—The

of

who

of its

presi-

shall hold their offices until their successors are elected

and

Said Board shall prescribe such rules, regulations and bylaws for its proceedings and government as will carry into effect the
provisions of this Chapter. There shall be at least two regular meetqualified.

ings of the Board of Examiners held every year on the

first

Wednesday

January and July. Special meetings may be held on the call of the
president and two other members. A majority of said Board shall con-

in

stitute a

quorum.

The

Joint-Secretary, State

Examining Boards,

shall

keep a record of the proceedings of the Board and a register of all applicants for license, giving the name, age and residence of each applicant
and the county in which he proposes to practice; also showing the date

1

:

Professions, Businesses, and Trades.
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of examination,

whether the applicant was

and the number

of the license granted,

reje< ted or

(Acts 19J6,

p.

§84-1106

granted a

I

84; 1931, pp.

7,

37.;

—

Cross-references. Appointment, duties, etc., of Joint-Secretary, State Examining Boards, see Chapter 84-1. Meetings to be held in capitol, see § 84-102

84-1105. Applicants for registration; qualifications; examination; non-

residents; fees.

who wish

—All

persons engaged

the practice of optometry or

in

same shall make application through the
Joint-Secretary, State Examining Boards, to the State Board of Examiners in Optometry to be registered and for a certificate of registration.
Such registration and certificates shall be granted to such applicants
upon compliance with the conditions contained in subdivisions (1) and
to begin practice of

(2) of this section
(1)

The

applicant shall be registered and given a certificate of regis-

he holds a valid license from such other State boards of optometry as may be, under the rules of comity, recognized by the Georgia
State Board of Examiners in Optometry. The fee for registering such
tration

if

applicant shall be $10.
(2)

Any

other applicant for registration under this Chapter shall be

required to pass an examination as hereinafter provided.

Such

appli-

cant shall be 21 years of age, of good moral character, possessed of an

education equal to a two years' high school course, and shall hold a
diploma from a school of optometry requiring a two-years' attendance
course and satisfactory to this Board. The said Board shall examine
all applicants shown to have the necessary qualifications, as above set

Ocular anatomy and physiology thetheoretic and practical optometry, including normal and
oretic optics
abnormal refractive, accommodative and muscular conditions of the eye
as applied by recognized methods of subjective and objective optometry
when determining the need of glasses. When the applicant shall attain
an average standing of 75 per cent, on all subjects submitted he shall be
deemed to have passed satisfactorily, and shall be given a certificate of
registration, which certificate, and any other certificate provided for in
this section, shall operate as a license to practice optometry when it
shall have been recorded in the office of the clerk of the superior court
of each county in which said person practices. The clerk of said court
forth, in the following subjects

:

;

;

shall be entitled to a fee of $1 for recording

such

certificate.

for applicants of this class shall be $15 for examination
tration.

and $10

The

fees

for regis-

Failure to pass a satisfactory examination shall not debar the

applicant from participating in subsequent examinations before

said

Board, upon his complying with the provisions of this Chapter. (Acts
1916, p. 85; 1931, pp. 7, 37.)

84-1106. Fees paid

pensation of Board.

by

Expenses and comChapter shall be paid

practitioners, disposition of.

—All fees provided for

in this

advance to the Joint-Secretary, State Examining Boards, who shall
remit the same to the State Treasurer to be held as a fund for the use
of said Board of Examiners as provided in this Chapter and in Chapter
84-1.
No funds shall be paid out unless authorized by the president of
the Board and the said Joint-Secretary, and no expense shall be created
in

in excess of the fees as herein provided.

Such funds

shall be applied as

Professions, Businesses, and Trades.
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contemplated by Chapter 84-1 and to making a reasonable compensation
to the members of the Board. (Acts 1916, p. 85; 1931, pp. 7, 37.)
84-1107. License to practice optometry; necessity; record.

—

shall

It

be unlawful for any person to practice optometry in this State unless he

obtained a license from the State Board of Examiners
and filed same with the clerk of the superior court of the county in which
such practice is conducted. (Acts 1916, p. 87.)
shall

§

have

first

Penalty for practice without license, see

Cross-references.84-OOQl.

Law

84-1108.

not to be applied in what cases.

§

84-9917.

— Nothing

See also

in this

Chap-

be construed to apply to physicians and surgeons duly licensed
to practice medicine, nor to prevent persons from selling spectacles or
eyeglasses on prescription from any duly qualified optometrist or phy-

ter shall

nor to prevent any person or persons selling glasses as articles
of merchandise or from using test cards in connection with the sale of
sician,

such glasses at a permanently located place when not trafficking or attempting to traffic upon assumed skill in optometry; nor shall anything
in this Chapter be construed to authorize any registered optometrist to
prescribe or administer drugs or practice medicine or surgery in any
manner as defined by the laws of Georgia; nor shall the same be construed to authorize any such person to use the title of "M. D." or any
other title mentioned in section 84-901 or 84-906. (Acts 1916, p. 87.)

Annual registration

84-1109.

of practitioners; fee.

—All

persons prac-

with the Joint-Secretary, State
Examining Boards, and shall pay an annual registration fee of $3 on or
before January 10 in each year. Failure to register and pay this fee
shall forfeit the certificate of such delinquent, but he may be reinstated
by paying all registration dues and an additional penalty of $5. (Acts
ticing

optometry

1931. pp.

7.

37; 1933, p. 202.)

84-101.

84-1 110.

its

registration,

see

Refusal and revocation of certificates of registration grounds
;

hearing; appeal.
issue

—

For similar provision requiring annual
Penalty for practicing without license, see § 84-9917.

Cross-references.
§

shall register annually

—The Board of Examiners

certificate

of

registration and

in

may

Optometry
revoke

its

;

shall refuse to
certificate

of

any person who is not of good moral character, or
who commits an act involving moral turpitude, or who is guilty of highly
unprofessional conduct, or whose certificate was issued through error,
fraud, or perjury;
Provided, that in all such cases the Board shall
serve written notice of the charges on such accused person at least 10
days prior to the date set for hearing, and said person shall be notified to appear before the Board to answer the charges at such time and
place as the Board may direct. Such notice shall plainly set forth the
charges made, and notify the accused person to appear to answer the
same. On such hearing, if the charges are found true, the accused having the right to produce witnesses in his behalf and cross-examine those
testifying against him, the Board shall render judgment after such hearing, and the person accused may enter an appeal to the next superior
court of the county in which the hearing is held, if he is dissatisfied
registration issued to

Professions, Businesses, amj Trades.
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with the finding, such appeal to he governed by
peals in other cases. (Acts 1933, pp. 202, 203. )
Cross-reference.

— Meetings

of

Board

thf-

1201

law relating to ap-

to be held in capitol, sec

\

84- 0^
1

Editorial Note.— By Acts 1933, p. 202, section 7 of Acts 1916, pp. 83, 87,
repealed and the above section enacted in lieu thereof That section of the 1916
Act was held unconstitutional in 148/55, (95 S. E. 867 ).

84-1111. Unlicensed practice

constitutes

nuisance;

injunction.

The

by any unregistered or unlicensed optometrist is
hereby declared to be a menace and a nuisance, dangerous to the public
health and safety, and the Board of Examiners in Optometry shall
promptly abate such practice by writ of injunction filed in the county in
which such practice is conducted, and the writ shall be issued and the
practice of optometry

practice enjoined unless

it

shall be

made

The Board

to appear that such practitioner

hereby empowered to file such
petition and prosecute the said action, and it is made its duty to do so.
(Acts 1933, pp. 202, 203.)
is

licensed and registered.

CHAPTER

84-12.

Sec.

is

OSTEOPATHS.
Sec.

Board
Examiners

84-1207.

Examination of applicants

of

84-1208.

Licenses by comity to licentiates of other States; fees.
License to practice authorizes
what.
Refusal or revocation of license to practice; grounds;

of Osteopathic
of Georgia; appointment; oath of office;
certificates of appointment.

84-1201.

State

84-1202.

Qualifications of

members

Board.
84-1203.

Terms

of office of members
of Board; vacancies.

84-1209.

84-1204.

Organization and meetings of
Board; president and vice

84-1210.

quorum; records.
Fees, expenses, and compen-

for
license to practice osteopathy; qualifications of applicants; fees.

president;

84-1205.

sation of Board.
84-1206.

be

License to practice to
signed by Board; seal.

84-1201. (1732) State

Board

hearing.
84-1211.

State and municipal regulations binding on osteopathic
physicians.

of Osteopathic

Examiners

—

of

Georgia;

appointment; oath of office; certificates of appointment. It shall be the
duty of the Governor to appoint a Board of Osteopathic Examiners of
Said Board shall be appointed from a list of 10 practifive members.
tioners who are eligible as hereinafter provided for appointment upon
said Board, which shall be furnished the Governor by the president and
secretary of the Georgia Osteopathic Association. Such a list shall be
transmitted annually to the Governor under the seal and signed by the
president and secretary of said Association, from which list the Governor
shall make appointments to said Board. In case of failure of said Association to submit said list, the Governor shall appoint members in good
standing of said Association without restriction
Provided, however.
that said members shall be qualified by graduation and practice as hereinafter required. Within 30 days after the Governor shall have notified
the several members of their appointment each member shall forward to
the Governor the following oath
"I do swear that I will faithfully perform the duties of a member of the Board of Osteopathic Examiners for
the State of Georgia, to the best of my ability. So help me God." When
:

:

§

Professions, Businesses, and Trades.

S4-1202

said oath

aminer

is filed

in the office of

a certificate of

Cross-references.
See also 84-9901.

84-1202.

the Governor, he shall issue to each ex-

appointment. (Acts 1909,

— Penalty

for

2024

illegal

(1733) Qualifications of

practice

of

members

p. 123.)

osteopathy,

of Board.

see

§

— Each

84-9919.

member

Board of Osteopathic Examiners shall be a practitioner of good
moral and professional character and a graduate of a legally incorporated
and reputable college of osteopathy, and shall have been licensed to practice osteopathy under the laws of this State. Each member of said Board
shall have been engaged in the practice of osteopathy in this State for a
period of at least three years, and no member of said Board shall be in
any manner financially interested in or connected with the faculty or
management of any osteopathic school or college. (Acts 1909, pp. 123,
of the

124.)

Terms

members

—

Board; vacancies.
Two members of said Board of Osteopathic Examiners shall be appointed
for one year, two for two years, and one for three years and subsequently each appointment shall be for the full term of three years. Any
vacancy that may occur for any cause shall be filled for the unexpired
term by the Governor. (Acts 1909, pp. 123, 125.)
84-1203. (1734)

of office of

of

;

Organization and meetings of Board; president and
The Board of Osteopathic Examvice president; quorum; records.
iners shall, at the first meeting after its appointment, organize by electing a president and vice president, who shall hold their offices until their
84-1204. (1735)

—

successors are elected and qualified.
regulations and bylaws for

its

The Board may

prescribe rules,

There
the Board every year, and this

proceedings and government.

one regular meeting of
meeting shall be on the first Tuesday in Juty of each year, provided there
are applicants for examination. Special meetings may be held upon the
A majority of the Board
call of the president and two other members.
shall be at least

State Examining
Board
and a regisBoards, shall keep a record of the proceedings of the
ter of all applicants for license, giving the name and location of the insti-

shall

constitute

a

quorum.

The

Joint-Secretary,

tution granting the applicant the degree of doctor or diplomate in oste-

opathy, the date of his diploma and also whether the applicant was reThe
jected or granted a license and the number of license granted.
record and register shall be prima facie evidence of

all

matters recorded

(Acts 1909, pp. 123, 125; 1931, pp. 7, 37.)
Cross-reference. Joint-Secretary, State Examining Boards, see Chapter

therein.

—
Note. — Acts

84-1.

Editorial
1916, p. 88, amending the above section, was declared
unconstitutional in 147/407 (94 S. E. 304) as seeking to import into the Act to be
amended matter not germane to it and not indicated by its caption, in violation
of Const., Art. Ill, Sec. VII, Par. VIII (§ 2-1808). The 1916 Act is not codified
herein.

—

and compensation of Board. The
fees provided for in this Chapter shall be paid in advance to the JointSecretary, State Examining Boards, who shall remit the same to the
84-1205. (1736) Fees,

expenses,

fund thus arising shall be paid the pro rata
share of the salary and expenses of the Joint-Secretary and the expenses
of the members of the Board of Osteopathic Examiners as contemplated
State Treasurer.

Out

of the

Professions, Businesses, and Trades.
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§84-1 207

by Chapter 84-1. From the balance the compensation of the rnemh
No expense shall be created in
of such Board shall be paid.
the fees and fines herein provided, and no funds shall be paid out un
authorized by the president of the State Board of Osteopathic Ex
("Act-. 19
iners and the Joint- Secretary, State Examining Boards.
pp. 123, 126; 1931, pp.

7, 37.)

—

by Board; seal. E\
license issued by the Board of Osteopathic Examiners shall be signed by
each member of the Board and shall have affixed to it, by the per
84-1206. (1737) License to practice to be signed

authorized to affix the same, the seal of said Board. (Acts 1909, pp. 123,
126.)

84-1207. (1738)

Examination

of applicants for license to practice oste-

—

opathy; qualifications of applicants; fees. Any person desiring to enter
upon the practice of osteopathy shall make a written application through
the Joint-Secretary, State Examining Boards, to the State Board of
Osteopathic Examiners for a license to practice osteopathy, accompanied
by a fee of $10, together with satisfactory proof that the applicant is at
least 21 years of age, is of good moral character, and has obtained a
diploma from some legally incorporated and reputable school of osteopathy requiring a course of study of at least three terms of nine months
each in separate years. Upon complying with these conditions, the State
Board of Examiners, if satisfied with the same, shall admit said applicant to examination before them, which examination shall include the
subjects of anatomy, physiology, chemistry, toxicology, pathology, diagnosis, hygiene, obstetrics, gynecology, surgery, medical jurisprudence,

and such other subjects as the Board may require. If the examination is satisfactory to the committee, and the applicant shall have made an average of 75 per centum on his examination on
all subjects examined upon, with not less than 60 per centum in any one
subject, the Board shall grant said applicant a certificate to practice
osteopathy, which certificate shall be a license to practice osteopathy in
this State when it shall have been recorded by the clerk of the superior
court of the county in which he proposes to practice, for which he shall
pay the same fee as for recording a deed. In case the applicant shall fail
to pass a satisfactory examination he may at any subsequent meeting of
the Board, within two years, have the privilege of a second examination
without the payment of additional fee Provided, that when, in the opinion of the president of the Board, any applicant has been prevented by
any good cause from appearing before said Board, the president shall
name a committee from the Board, who shall examine such applicant,
and may, if satisfactory, grant him a certificate to practice until the next
regular meeting of the Board, when, if the applicant fails to appear for
principles of osteopathy,

:

examination, said certificate shall be void. (Acts 1909, pp. 123, 127: 1931,
PP.

7, 37.)

—
Note. — This

Cross-references. Penalty for illegal practice, see
as to practicing without paying special tax.

§

84-9919.

See also

§

84-9901

section was amended by Acts 1916. p. 88, and bv Acts
1916 Act was held unconstitutional in 147/407 (94 S. E. 304) and
is therefore not included in this Code.
See note under § 84-1204. The 1925 Act is
the section following.
Editorial

1925, p. 89.

The

§

Professions, Businesses, and Trades.

84-1208

by comity to
Osteopathic Examiners

84-1208. Licenses

2026

licentiates of other States; fees.

— The

vested with the discretion to issue
licenses, without examination of the applicant, where such applicant has
been duly licensed to practice osteopathy in any other State of the United
States, where the legal requirements for the issuance of licenses are as

Board

of

is

high as or higher than the legal requirements obtaining in this State,
upon proof thereof, and upon proof that the applicant is of good moral
character and good personal and professional standing*, and has followed
his profession in such other State for a period of not less than one year

immediately preceding the date of his application for license in this
Provided, that such other State from which any such applicant
State
holds license practices comity with this State by granting licenses without examination to holders of license from this State, for the practice of
osteopathy and Provided further, such applicant shall pay all fees and
charges required by law or by the rules of the Board of Osteopathic
Examiners for the issuance of licenses. The authority hereby conferred
is entirely discretionary, and the Board of Osteopathic Examiners may
in any and all instances require an applicant to stand an examination,
:

:

i

Acts

1925., p. 89.)

84-1209.

(1739) License to practice authorizes what.

—The license pro-

Chapter shall authorize the holder to practice osteopathy as taught and practiced in the legally incorporated and reputable
(Acts 1909,
colleges of osteopathy as provided for in this Chapter.

vided for

in

this

pp. 123, 128.)

84-1210. (1741) Refusal or revocation of license to practice; grounds;

hearing.

— The Board may refuse to grant a

certificate to

any person con-

victed of a felony, or of grossly unprofessional conduct, or

dicted to any vice to such a degree as to render

him

who

84-1211.

certifi-

(Acts 1909, pp. 123, 129.)

(1740) State and municipal regulations binding on osteo-

pathic physicians.
to all

ad-

unfit to practice

osteopathy, and may, after due notice and hearing, revoke such
cate for like cause.

is

— Osteopathic physicians

and be subject

shall observe

State and municipal regulations relating to the control of con-

tagious diseases, the reporting and certifying of births and deaths, and
all matters pertaining to public health, the same as physicians of other
schools, and such reports shall be accepted
to

whom

the

same are made. (Acts

CHAPTER

84-13.

84-1302.

"Drug

store"
defined.

Georgia
Pharmacy;

84-1303.

and "pharmacy"

department

1909, pp. 123, 128.)

PHARMACISTS.
84-1305.

Vacancies

on

Board, how

filled.

Board
State
creation.

Number and terms

of

of

mem-

bers or Board; eligibility;
vacancies; reappointment.
84-1304.

officers or

Sec.

Sec.

84-1301.

by the

Georgia Pharmaceutical Association to elect one member
of Board.

84-1306.

Oath

of office of

members

of

members

of

Board.
84 . 1307

Compensation
Board

84-1308.

Organization of Board.

84-1309.

Rules and regt
regulations to carry
out

Chapter.

of

Professions, Businesse
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,

and

l

§84-1

rapes.

I

Sec.

Sec.

Election by Board of representative to meeting of asso-

84-1310.

ciations of pharmacists
other States.

Duty

84-1311.

of

tions;

84 1316.

Kefusal

of

to

license,

prosecution,

Examinations by Board; time
and place.
of
Qualifications
for registration.

84-1314.

Examination fee.
Nonresident pharmacists;

84-1315.

cense,

how

or

sell

pharma<

84-1318.

Registration
and druggi

84-1319.

Annual registration

applicants

84-1313.

o

drugs, etc.

etc.

84-1312.

revocation

Who may compound

84-1317.

examina-

Board as

or

cense.

of

I

of

phar-

Unlawful use of title
macy, " "drug store,"

''phar-

macists.
84-1320.

etc.

li-

Fees.

84-1321.

granted.

—

and "pharmacy" denned. The term "drug
store," or "pharmacy," whenever used in this Chapter, shall be construed
to mean a place where drugs, medicines, or poisons are dispensed, compounded, or sold at retail under the direction and direct supervision of
a person who is duly licensed and registered by the Georgia Board of
84-1301.

Pharmacy

"Drug

store"

to practice in Georgia.

84-1302. Georgia State

Board

of

(Acts 1927,

Pharmacy; creation.— There

created and established a board to be
of

known

Cross-references.

hereby

is

as the "Georgia State

Pharmacy," with the duties and powers hereinafter

provided. (Acts 1927,
§

p. 297.)

Board

in this

Chapter

84-9920.

See also

p. 292.)

— Penalty for violation

of this Chapter, see

§

84-9901.

Number and terms of members of Board; eligibility; vacanreappointment. The Georgia State Board of Pharmacy shall con-

84-1303.
cies;

—

sist of five

members and

shall serve for a

term

shall be

commissioned by the Governor, and

of five years, or until their successors are duly

No

person shall be eligible for appointment
to membership on said Board who is not a licentiate of the Board of
Pharmacy of this State, and who has not actually been engaged for a
appointed and qualified.

period of five years or more in the retail drug business.

If

any member

Board after his appointment and qualification shall cease to be
actually engaged in the retail drug business, his membership on said
Board shall at once become vacant and no person who has any official
connection with any school or college of pharmacy shall be eligible to
appointment, and if any member of said Board shall, after his appointment and qualification, become connected with any school or college
of pharmacy, his membership on said Board shall immediately become
vacant. No member of the Board who has served one full term shall be
eligible to reappointment until there has intervened a period of one full
term from the date of the expiration of his membership to the date of
of said

;

his reappointment.

(Acts 1927,

p. 292.)

member of
from its mem-

84-1304. Georgia Pharmaceutical Association to elect one

—The

Georgia Pharmaceutical Association shall
bership annually elect one member for the next occurring vacancy on

Board.

the Board of Pharmacy,

w ho

meet the qualifications required bv
this Chapter. When regularly submitted to him by the secretary of the
said Association, the Governor shall make the appointment for the
vacancy occurring in said Board. (Acts 1927. p. 293.)
r

shall

Professions. Businesses, and Trades.

§ S 4-1305

84-1305. Vacancies

on Board,

how

filled.

2028

—Vacancies

on the Board of
the term of a member,

Pharmacy, occurring other than by expiration of
shall be tilled for the unexpired term only by the member receiving the

next highest number of votes at the last annual convention of the Georgia Pharmaceutical Association. (Acts 1927, p. 293.)

—

Oath of office of members of Board. Appointees to the Board
Pharmacy shall immediately after their appointment take and sub-

84-1306.
oi

scribe to an oath or affirmation, before a qualified officer, that they will
faithfully

and impartially perform the duties

shall be filed with the Secretary of State

of the office, which oath
whereupon the Secretary of

;

State shall issue to said appointees certificates of appointment.

(Acts

1927, p. 293.)

members

—The

members of said
Board of Pharmacy shall receive as their compensation the sum of $15
per day while in the actual performance of their duties as members of
84-1307.

Compensation

of

of Board.

and in addition shall receive their actual traveling expenses
the performance of their duties on said Board, such compensa-

said Board,

while in

tion to be paid out of the funds received

Examining Boards, under the provisions

by the Joint-Secretary, State
Chapter and in accord(Acts 1927, p. 293; 1931,

of this

ance with the provisions of Chapter 84-1.
pp.

7,

37.)

Cross-reference.

— Limit

of expenses, see

84-1308. Organization of Board.

meet and organize and from
president.

(Acts 1927,

p.

their

§

84-102.

—-The

Board o£ Pharmacy shall
members elect a president, and a vice

294; 1931, pp.

said

7, 37.)

—

and regulations to carry out Chapter. The Georgia
Board of Pharmacy shall have the power and authority to make rules
and regulations governing the action of the Board, and to make such
other rules and regulations as they deem necessary to carry out the intent and provisions of this Chapter.
(Acts 1927, p. 298.)
84-1309. Rules

by Board

meeting of associations of pharmacists of other States.
The said Board of Pharmacy, in
order to determine and be informed of the status of the boards of other
States desiring reciprocal registration, and in order to be advised also
regarding the progress of pharmacy throughout the Country, may annually elect one of their members to meet with like representatives from
other State boards of pharmacy, the expenses of such member in attending such meeting to be paid out of the funds received by the JointSecretary, State Examining Boards, under the provisions of this Chapter.
The said Board through its representative may, with like representatives' from other State boards of pharmacy, join in creating and
maintaining an association of members of the several States, to be engaged in the general advancement of pharmacy and the keeping of rec84-1310. Election

of representative to

—

ords of reciprocal registration.
84-1311.

—

Duty

of

Board as

(Acts 1927,

p.

295; 1931, pp.

7,

37.)

to examinations, license, prosecution, etc.

be the duty of said Board of Pharmacy to examine all applicants for licenses under the provisions of this Chapter submitted in
It shall

Professions, Businesses, and Trades.
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§84-1316

proper form, and to grant certificates or license to tuch pel
as may
be entitled to the same. It shall further be the duty of said Board to
cause the prosecution of all persons violating the provisions of this
Chapter, and in all such prosecutions the burden shall be upon the
fendant to show his authority. (Acts 1927, p. 297.;
.

—

Cross-references. Penalty for violation of tliis Chapter, gee
84-9920.
See
84-9901 as to practice without paying special tax.
Duties of Joint-Secretary,
State Examining Boards, to receive applications, grant certificates, etc., iee
;

-

i

§

84-102.

§

84-1312. Examinations

Pharmacy

by Board; time and

place.

— The

said

Board

meet for examination of applicants for licenses at
such place or places, and at such times, as the Board may decide. In
no case shall the Board hold more than three meetings annually. (Acts

of

shall

1927, p. 294.)
Cross-reference.

— Meetings

of

Board

to be held in capitol, see

84-1313. Qualifications of applicants for registration.

§

84-102.

— Each

applicant

pharmacist shall not be less than 21 years of age,
and shall be a graduate of a generally recognized school or college of
pharmacy, and in addition shall have had 12 months of practical experience in a drug store or place where physicians' prescriptions are compounded by a licensed pharmacist registered under the laws of the State
of his abode: Provided, however, that this section shall not apply to
those persons, bona fide citizens of Georgia, who on March 8, 1933, were
actually employed in a place of business operated by a licensed pharmacist engaged in the compounding and filling of physicians' prescriptions and who, within six months after March 8, 1933, shall file with
the State Drug Inspector notice of their intention to apply for examination under this exemption and who, within three years, present themselves for examination; and who file with the Board of Pharmacy evidence of graduation from an accredited high school, and of having had
at least three years of practical experience. (Acts 1933, pp. 210, 211.)
for registration as a

;

;

84-1314. Examination fee.

—Applicants

for examination as registered

pharmacists under this Chapter shall pay to the Joint-Secretary, State
Examining Boards, an examination fee of $15. All fees shall be paid
to such Secretary at the time of the filing of the application for examination. Any applicant failing to make the required mark shall be entitled
to another examination without any additional charge, provided he
shall take the second examination within one year from the time of taking the first examination. (Acts 1927, p. 295; 1931, pp. 7, 37.)
84-1315. Nonresident pharmacists; license,

Pharmacy may

how

granted.

—The

Board

grant licenses as pharmacists to persons who shall furnish proof that they have been registered as such in
some other State, and that they are of good moral character Provided,
that such other State in its examination shall require the same general
degree of fitness as is required by the examination in this State. (Acts
of

in its discretion

:

1927, p. 295.)

84-1316. Refusal or revocation of license.

macy may

—The

State Board of Phar-

refuse to grant a license to any person found guilty of a felony or gross immorality, or who is addicted to the use of alcoholic

§

Professions, Businesses,

S4-1317

and Trades.

liquors or narcotic drug's to such an extent as to render
unfit tor the practice of

such cause, or for fraud

a license tor
p.

pharmacy, and may
in its

2030

him

or her

due hearing revoke
procurement. (Acts 1927,
after

296.)

Who may

compound or sell
compounding or vending

84-1317.

drugs, etc.

— No person

shall en-

of medicines, drugs, or poisons
gage in the
without full compliance with this Chapter, except: (1) such druggists
as are exempted from the operation of the law by the statutes of the
State, and such druggists as have heretofore obtained a license and are
legally authorized by existing laws to compound and vend drugs,
poisons, and chemicals
(2) physicians putting up their own prescriptions and dispensing medicines from their own offices. This item shall
be construed in the interest of the public health, and shall not be construed to prohibit the sale by merchants of home remedies, not poison,
or the sale by merchants of preparations commonly known as patent or
proprietary preparations when sold only in the original and unbroken
packages, Paris green, arsenate of copper, arsenate of lead, or prepara;

used for killing bugs, worms, and
insects, provided the labels, cartons, and packages containing such preparations have the word "poison" printed across the face, and conform to
the United States Pure Food and Drug Act and general merchants
other than druggists shall not be required to register under the provitions containing

any

of these articles

;

sions of this Chapter. (Acts 1927, p. 296.)

—

Crcss-references. Sale of poisons, opium, morphine, illegally compounding
drugs, see Title 42, Food and Drugs, Chapter 42-7. As to regulations of sale of
narcotics, see §§ 42-704 to 42-707. Mistake of druggists, see §§ 105-1103, 105-1104.

—

and druggists. It shall be unlawful for any proprietor, owner, or manager of any drug store or pharmacy to allow any person in his employ except a registered pharmacist
to compound or mix any drugs, medicines, or poisons for sale, except an
employee under the immediate supervision of a registered pharmacist.
84-1318. Registration of pharmacists

(Acts 1927,
84-1319.

p. 294.)

Annual registration

of pharmacists.

— Every person who shall

be duly licensed under the provisions of this Chapter, shall, annually, be-

any business under said license, register in the office of
the Joint-Secretary, State Examining Boards; said registration shall be
entered in a book to be kept for that purpose by said Secretary and shall
show the registrant's name, nationality, and credentials and date thereof
under which he is entitled to engage in such vocation at the time of filing
such registration, and a certificate of such registration, stating the terms
of the same, shall be given him by said Secretary. (Acts 1927, p. 298;
fore

engaging

1931, pp.

in

7, 37.)

Cross-reference.

— For

similar provision as to annual registration, see

84-1320. Unlawful use of title "pharmacy," "drug store," etc.

§

—

84-101.

It shall

be unlawful for any person in connection with any place of business or
in

any manner

to take, use, or exhibit the title

"drug store," "pharmacy,"

"apothecary," or any combination of such titles or any title or description of like import or any synonym or other term designed to take the
place of such title, unless such place of business is in fact and in truth

Professions, Businesses, and Trades.

2031
a

drug store or pharmacy as defined

in

this

§84-1401

Chapter.

•

.

Vj27.

p. 298.)

84-1321. Fees.

—All

moneys paid

to the Joint-Secretary, State

Kxam-

ining Boards, in fees or from other sources under the provisions of this
Chapter shall be paid by him into the treasury of the State and v.
held by the State Treasurer for the payment of the compensation and
expenses of the State Board of Pharmacy and Secretary in accordance
with the provisions of this Chapter and Chapter 84-1, such funds being
hereby specially allocated for such purposes. After the compensation
and expenses of said Board and the pro rata portion of the salary and
expenses of the Joint-Secretary shall have been paid, all surplus over
and above the above-mentioned expenses shall, on the first day of January of each year, be placed in the general fund of the State.
(Acts
1927, p. 297; 1931, pp.

CHAPTER

7, 37.)

REAL ESTATE BROKERS AND SALESMEN.

84-14.

^ec.

Sec.
84-1401.

Chapter

applicable

only to
population

Form,

84-1412.

having
of 50,000 or more; necessity

counties

of license.
,84-1402.

"Real estate broker" and "real
estate salesman" defined.

84-1405.

Chapter inapplicable, when.
Georgia Real Estate Commission; creation; appointment;
qualifications; terms of office;
vacancies;
meetings;
quorum.
Clerks and assistants of Com-

84-1406.

Seal and records of

84-1407.

Compensation of members of
Commission.
Funds and expenses of Com-

84-1403.
84-1404.

licentiate.

Claims not enforceable by un-

84-1414.

Termination

84-1415.

agent, effect.
Fees for licenses.

84-1416.

Period covered by license

licensed broker.

84-1410.

84-1418.

Suspension
licenses;

84-1411.

Charges

84-1420.

Hearings

Application for license;

84-1422.

or
against broker
agent; notice; hearing; subpoenas.

of
tion; fee.

license;

license

84-1423.

List of licensees.

—

It shall

be unlawful for any per-

son, firm, partnership, association, or corporation,

name

or

only to counties having population of

50,000 or more; necessity of license.

der an assumed

of

agents; applications for licenses; filing of irrevocable
consent.

applica-

84-1401. Chapter applicable

by Commission:

to enforce attendance

of witnesses; contempt.
Appeals from decisions
Commission; procedure.
Nonresident
brokers

accompany.

Renewal

or revocation of
further grounds.

84-1419.

84-1421.

con-

fee.

municipali-

ties.

power

verification;

by

of

Investigation of brokers and
agents. Suspension or revocation of licenses; grounds.

Qualifications
of
applicants
for license to act as real estate brokers or agents.
tents;
fee to

employment

84-1417.

mission.
84-1409.

of

Assessment

sion.

84-1408.

of licenses; pocket

change of address of

84-1413.

mission.

Commis-

etc.,

card;

whether operating un-

or otherwise, to engage in the business or capacity

either directly or indirectly of a real estate broker or real estate salesman

within any county having a population of 50,000 or more, according to
the United States census of 1920 or any future census, without first obtaining a license under the provisions of this Chapter. (Acts 1925. p. 326;
1931, pp. 231, 233.)

—
G

Professions, Businesses, and Trades.
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and "real estate salesman" defined.
Whenever used in this Chapter, "real estate broker'' means any person,
firm or corporation, who, for another and for a fee, commission or other
84-1402. "Real estate broker"

valuable consideration,

exchanges, buys, rents or offers or attempts

sells,

to negotiate a sale, exchange, purchase or rental of any estate or interest

attempts to collect rent for the use
of real estate also any person, firm, or corporation advertising, through
signs, newspapers or otherwise, as operating or conducting a real estate
office or real estate business: Provided, however, this provision shall not
be construed to include the sale or subdivision into lots by the bona fide
in real estate, or collects, or offers or
:

simple holder of any tract or parcel of land; also any person, firm, or
rporation subdividing a tract of land into 20 or more lots, or offering

fee
c

for sale a tract of land already subdivided into 20 or

more

lots,

where

such person, firm, or corporation sells or offers any of said lots for sale
through salesmen, whether such salesmen be regularly or occasionally
employed, and whether they be paid salaries or commissions.
''Real estate

salesman" means a person employed by a licensed

estate broker to sell or offer for sale, to

buy

real

or offer to buy, to negotiate

the purchase, sale or exchange of real estate, or to lease, rent, or offer

any

on behalf of such
real estate broker; also any person, other than bookkeepers and stenographers, employed by any real estate broker, as that term is defined in
to lease, rent or place for rent

this section.

(Acts 1925,

p.

real estate for or

326; 1927,

84-1403. Chapter inapplicable,

when.

p.

308; 1929, pp. 316, 318.)

—The provisions

of this

Chapter

apply to any person, firm or corporation, who, as owner or
lessor, shall perform any of the acts aforesaid with reference to property owned by them nor to persons, firms or corporations not real estate
brokers or real estate salesmen holding a duly executed power of atshall not

;

exchanging of real esnor to a receiver or trustee in bankruptcy, an administrator, or
tate
executor, or trustee, or any person selling real estate under order of
court, or pursuant to the terms of a will, mortgage or deed of trust or
torney from the owner for the

sale, leasing or

;

deed to secure a debt.

(Acts 1925,

p. 327.)

Real Estate Commission; creation; appointment;
terms
qualifications;
of office; vacancies; meetings; quorum.
The
Estate
Commission
is
hereby
Real
created.
Georgia
The Governor shall
appoint three persons, two of whom shall constitute a quorum, who shall
have been residents of this State for a period of at least 10 years and
84-1404. Georgia

—

whose vocation
their

for a period of at least five years prior to the date of

appointment

shall

have been that of a

The

real estate broker.

terms of the members shall be for three years and until their successors
are appointed and qualified.

Members

filling

pointed by the Governor for the unexpired term.

organize by selecting from

its

members

vacancies shall be ap-

The Commission

a president

shall

and may do

all

things necessary and convenient to carry into effect the provisions of
this

Chapter and

may from

time to time promulgate necessary rules and

regulations to carry out the provisions of this Chapter.

meet at least once a month and remain in session
the chairman thereof shall deem it necessary to give full con-

sion shall thereafter
as long as

The Commis-

2033

Professions, Bj

i

.

.k sses,

and Trades.

sidcration to the business before the Commission.

§84-

(Acts 1925,

p,

1

327;

1929, pp. 316, 319.)
Cross-reference.

— Meetings

to be held in capital, see

§

84-102.

and assistants of Commission. -— lie Real
Comhall
mission shall at its pleasure employ such clerks and assistanl
be deemed necessary to discharge the duties imposed by the provisii
of this Chapter, and shall outline their duties and fix their compensa84-1405. Clerks

'1

general laws of this State. Any of said clerk-, or
discharged
by said Commission at any time. (Acts
be

tion, subject to the

assistants

may

1925, p. 328; 1931, pp.
Cross-reference.

7, 37,

38.)

—Joint-Secretary,

84-1406. Seal

and records

of

State

Examining Boards,

Commission.

—The

see

Chapter

84-1.

ComCommission may

Real Estate

seal, with such design as the
engraved
thereon,
prescribe
by which it shall authenticate its proceedCopies of all records and papers of the Commission in the office
ings.
of the Joint-Secretary, State Examining Boards, duly certified and authenticated by the seal of the Commission, shall be received in evidence
All records
in all courts equally and with like effect as the original.
kept in the office of such Secretary under authority of this Chapter and
Chapter 84-1 shall be open to public inspection under such rules and
regulations as shall be prescribed by the Commission.
(Acts 1925,

mission shall adopt a

pp.

7, 37.)

—

Compensation of members of Commission. Each member of
the Real Estate Commission shall receive as full compensation for each
day actually spent on the work of said Commission the sum of $25 and
his actual necessary expenses incurred in the performance of the duties
84-1407.

pertaining to his

office,

subject to the provisions of Chapter 84-1. (Acts

1925, p. 336; 1931, pp. 7, 37.)

Funds and expenses

—

Commission. All funds provided for
by this Chapter shall be paid to and receipted for by the Joint-Secretary, State Examining Boards, and shall not be used for any purpose
other than the purposes contemplated by this Chapter and Chapter 84-1.
All expenses incurred by the Real Estate Commission under the provisions of this Chapter, including compensation to the members of the
Commission and assistants, shall be approved by the Joint-Secretary and
by the president of the Georgia Real Estate Commission: Provided.
that the total expenses for every purpose contemplated by this Chapter
and Chapter 84-1 shall not exceed the total funds and charges collected
and paid to the Joint-Secretary under the provisions of this Chapter.
Any funds raised under the provisions of this Chapter which shall remain in the hands of the State Treasurer at the end of the calendar year,
84-1408.

after the
eral

payment

of

of the expenses accrued, shall be paid into the gen-

funds of the State.

(Acts 1925, pp.

7, 37, 38.)

84-1409. Qualifications of applicants for license to act as real estate

—

brokers or agents. Licenses shall be granted only to persons who are
trustworthy and bear a good reputation for honesty and fair dealing, and
are competent to transact the business of a real estate broker or real estate

salesman

in

such manner as to safeguard the interest of the public.

§

^4-1410

Professions, Businesses,

and only
g a

and Trades.

after satisfactory proof thereof has

Real Estate Commission. (Acts 1925,

p.

2034

been presented to the Geor326; 1931, pp. 231, 233.)

—

Cross-references. Punishment for violation of this Chapter, see § 84-9921. As
to dealing in real estate not located in Georgia, see Title 97, Securities, §§ 97-415
to 97-417.

84-1410. Application for license; contents; verification; license fee to

accompany.

—Any

person, partnership or corporation desiring- to act as

any person desiring to act as real estate salesman,
shall file with the Georgia Real Estate Commission through the JointSecretary, State Examining Boards, an application for license in such
form and detail as the Commission shall prescribe, setting forth the folreal estate broker, or

lowing:
(a)

The name and

residence address of the applicant.

cant be a partnership, the
thereof

;

or.

if

The

in

is

to be conducted,

which said place
(c)

name and

member
residence

its officers.

place, or places, including the city,

the business

the appli-

residence address of each

the applicant be a corporation, the

address of each of
\b)

name and

If

of business

The business

with the street
is

town or village where
number and the manner

designated.

or occupation theretofore

engaged

in

by the

appli-

by each member thereof, or if a corporation,
by each officer thereof, for a period of two years immediately preceding
the date of such application, setting forth the place or places where such
business or occupation was engaged in.
cant, or,

(d)

if

a partnership,

Such further information as the Commission may reasonably

re-

determine the trustworthiness of the applicant, including each member of a partnership, or each officer of a corporation,
as to their competency to transact the business of a real estate broker, or
salesman, in such manner as to safeguard the interest of the public.

quire to enable

(e)

it

to

Every application

for a real estate salesman's license shall also

time in which he has been engaged in the real
estate business, stating the name and address of the real estate broker
then employing him, or in whose employ he is to enter.
set forth the period of

Each application
the applicant;

member

if

thereof,

for license

under

this

Chapter

shall be verified

by

made by a copartnership, it shall be verified by a
or if made by a corporation, by an officer thereof. An

application for license shall be accompanied by the appropriate license
fee as hereinafter prescribed in this Chapter.

(Acts 1925,

p.

329; 1931,

PP. 7, 37.)

84-1411.

Renewal

of license; application; fee.

—Any

license granted

may be renewed by the Real EsCommission upon application therefor by the holder thereof in such
form as the Commission may prescribe, upon the payment of the annual fee for such license. The Commission may dispense with such requirements of the statements provided for in section 84-1410 as it deems
them unnecessary in view of those contained in the original application
under the provisions of this Chapter

tate

for license.

84-1412.
licentiate.

(Acts 1925,

Form,

— The

etc.,

p.

330.)

of licenses; pocket card;

change of address

of

Real Estate Commission shall issue to each licensee a

:
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Professions, Businesses,

license in such

form and

and Trades.

§84-1414

size as shall be prescribed by the

Commission.
This license shall show the name and address of the licensee, and in
of a real estate salesman the license shall show the name of the
estate broker by whom he is employed.
Each license shall have imprinted thereon the seal of the Commission, and, in addition to the i'
going, shall contain such matter as shall be prescribed by the Corn mission.
The license of each real estate salesman shall be delivered or
mailed to the real estate broker by whom such real estate salesman
is employed and shall be kept in the custody and control of such broker.
It shall be the duty of such real estate broker to conspicuously display
Notice in writing shall be given to
his license in his place of business.
the Commission by each licensee of any change of principal business
<

location,

whereupon the Commision

shall issue a

new

license for the un-

A

change of business location without
notification to the Commission and without the issuance by it of a new
expired period without charge.

license shall automatically cancel the license theretofore issued.

The

Commission shall prepare and deliver to each licensee a pocket card not
larger than two and one-fourth inches in width and three and one-fourth
inches in length, which card among other things shall contain the name
and address of the employer and shall contain an imprint of the seal
of the Commission, and shall certify the person whose name appears
thereon as a real estate salesman or broker, as the case may be. The
matter to be printed on such card, except as above set forth, shall be prescribed by the Commission. (Acts 1925, p. 330.)
Cross-reference.

—Joint-Secretary,

State

Examining Boards,

tions, collect fees, issue certificates, etc., see

84-1413. Claims not enforceable

§

to receive applica-

84-101.

by unlicensed broker.

— No

person,

any court any
claim for commissions, profits, option profits, or fees for any business
done as real estate broker or salesman, without having previously ob(Acts
tained the license required under the terms of this Chapter.
firm, or corporation shall

have the right to enforce

in

1929, pp. 316, 319.)

84-1414. Termination of

employment

of agent, effect.

—When any

estate salesman shall be discharged or shall terminate his

with the real estate broker with

whom

he

is

employed

it

real

employment
shall be the

duty of such real estate broker to deliver by mail or registered mail to
The
the Real Estate Commission such real estate salesman's license.
real estate broker shall at the time of mailing

such real estate license

Commission address a communication to the last known residence
address of such real estate salesman which communication shall advise

to the

such real estate salesman that his license has been delivered or mailed to
the Commission, and a copy of such communication shall accompany
It shall be
the license when mailed or delivered to the Commission.
unlawful for any real estate salesman to perform any of the acts contemplated by this Chapter either directly or indirectly under the authority of said license from and after the receipt of said license from
said broker

by the Commission

:

Provided, that another license shall

not be issued to such real estate salesman until he shall return his pocket
card to the Commission, or shall satisfactorily account to it for same

-

Professions, Businesses, and Trades.

S4-1415

§

2036

Provided further, that not more than one license shall be issued to any
real estate salesman for the same period of time.
(Acts 1925, p. 331.)
84-1415. Fees for licenses.

— The

fees for licenses shall be as follows:

For a broker's license the annual fee shall be $25. If the licensee
corporation
the license issued to it shall entitle one official or repreis a
sentative thereof to engage in the business of a real estate broker within
(1)

meaning

For all other officers or representatives of
a licensed corporation who shall engage in the business of a real estate
broker within the meaning of this Chapter the annual fee shall be $10.
the

If

of this Chapter.

the licensee

member

is

a partnership the license issued to

engage

of said partnership to

in the

it

shall entitle

business of a real estate

broker within the meaning of this Chapter. For every other
of such partnership the annual fee shall be $10.
(2)

For a salesman's

license, the

one

annual fee shall be

member

$5.

accompanied by the license fee
expire upon the 31st day of Decem-

All applications for license shall be

All licenses shall

herein provided.

ber of each year.

(Acts 1925,

232; 1927,

p.

Cross-reference.

—Use

p. 309.)

of fees collected under this Chapter, see Chapter 84-1.

Assessment by municipalities.
The fees required of brokers and salesmen under this Chapter
shall be the full annual fee for all licenses applied for by or before June
30 of any calendar year and one-half the annual fee for all licenses applied for between July 1 and December 31 of any calendar year: Provided, this section shall not be construed to prevent municipalities from
84-1416. Period covered

by

license fee.

—

;

assessing license fees.
Cross-references.

Chapter 84-1 and

(Acts 1927,

— Collection

§

p. 309.)

and use of

fees

arising under this

Chapter, see

84-1408.

and agents. Suspension or revocaThe Real Estate Commission may, upon its
tion of licenses; grounds.
own motion, and shall, upon the verified complaint in writing of any person, investigate the actions of any real estate broker or real estate salesman who shall assume to act in either such capacity, and shall have
power to suspend, for a period less than the unexpired portion of the
license, or to revoke any license issued under the provisions of this Chapter at any time, where the licensee in performing or attempting to perform any of the acts mentioned herein shall be deemed to be guilty of
84-1417. Investigation of brokers

—

—

fa)

(b)

Making any
Making any

substantial misrepresentations; or
false

promises of a character likely to influence,

persuade, or induce; or
(c)

Pursuing a continued and flagrant course of misrepresentation or
of false promises through agents or salesmen or advertising

the making

or otherwise

(d)

Acting for more than one party

knowledge
(e)

or

;

of all parties thereto

;

in

a transaction

without the

or

Representing, or attempting to represent, a real estate broker

other than the employer, without the express knowledge and consent of
the employer

;

or

Professions, Businesses
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(f)

,

and Trades.

§84-1419

moneys coming

Failure to account for or to remit any

into

hifl

possession which belong- to others; or
(g) Paying- a commission, or sharing or participating in a comrr.
sion or valuable consideration to or with any person operating in any

county under the jurisdiction of the Georgia Real Estate Commission,
not licensed under the provisions of this Chapter; or

Having demonstrated unworthiness or incompetency to act as a
estate broker or salesman in such manner as to safeguard the inter-

(h)
real

est of the public; or
(i)

Any

other conduct whether of the same or a different character

than heretofore specified which constitutes dishonest dealing.

This Chapter shall not be construed to relieve any person from civil
liability or criminal prosecution under the general laws of this State.
(Acts 1925, p. 332; 1929, pp. 316, 319.)
84-1418. Suspension or revocation of licenses; further grounds.

Commission may revoke

— The

Georgia Real Estate
broker or salesman, or suspend same for such period as the Commission

may deem

the license of a real estate

proper, upon the conviction of a licensee of a violation of any

of the provisions of this Chapter, for material misstatements in the ap-

such licensee has been guilty of fraud or
fraudulent practice, or has demonstrated untrustworthiness or incompetency to act as a real estate broker or salesman as the case may be. In the
plication for such license, or

if

event that the Commission shall revoke or suspend any license

The

termination shall be in writing and officially signed.

its

de-

original of

such determination when so signed shall be filed in the office of the
Joint-Secretary, State Examining Boards, and copies thereof shall be
mailed to the broker or salesman addressed to the place of business of
such broker or salesman and to the complainant within 10 days after
the filing thereof as hereinafter described.
pp.

7,

(Acts 1925,

p.

333; 1931,

37.)

84-1419. Charges against broker or agent; notice; hearing; subpoenas.

—The

Georgia Real Estate Commission shall before denying an application for license or before suspending or revoking any license, and at
least 10 days prior to the date set for hearing, notify in writing the applicant or the holder of such license of

any charges made, and

shall af-

ford said applicant or licensee an opportunity to be heard, in person or

by counsel,

in reference thereto.

Such written notice

or delivered personally to the applicant or licensee.
or licensee

is

a salesman the

Commission

shall be served

If said

applicant

shall also notify the broker

employing him by mailing a copy of the notice by registered mail
the broker's last

known

address.

The hearing

to

of said charges shall be

such time and place as the Commission shall prescribe. The Commission shall have power to subpoena and bring before it any person in
at

testimony of any such person by depositions, with the
same fees and mileage and in the same manner as prescribed by law in
judicial procedure in the courts of this State in civil cases. (Acts 1925.

this State, or take

p. 334.)

Cross-reference.

— Meetings

to be

held in capitol, see

§

84-102.

g

Professions, Businesses,

34-1420

and Trades.
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by Commission; power to enforce attendance of
witnesses; contempt. In the preparation and conduct of hearings before the Georgia Real Estate Commission, any member of the Commission may sign subpoenas, administer oaths and affirmations, examine
witnesses, and receive evidence. Any party to any hearing before the
Commission shall have a right to the attendance of witnesses in his behalf at such hearing upon making a request therefor to the Commission
and designating the person or persons sought to be subpoenaed. In
case of disobedience to a subpoena, any member of the Commission may
invoke the aid of the superior court of competent jurisdiction in requiring the attendance and testimony of witnesses and the production
of papers and such court may issue an order requiring the persons to
appear before the Commission and give evidence or to produce papers
as the case may be and any failure to obey such order of the court may
be punished by the court as a contempt thereof. Testimony may be
taken as in civil cases, and any person may be compelled to appear and
depose in the same manner as witnesses may be compelled to appear and
84-1420. Hearings

—

;

;

testify as hereinbefore provided.
Cross-reference.
§

— Punishment

for

(Acts 1929, pp. 316, 320.)
refusal

to testify

or produce

evidence,

see

84-9922.

—

Commission; procedure. The action of the Georgia Real Estate Commission in granting, refusing to
grant or to renew a license under this Chapter, or in revoking or suspending or refusing to revoke or suspend such a license, shall be subject to appeal to the superior court, and when the Commission shall
have made and filed its decision, any person, firm or corporation desiring to appeal from the decision shall first file the appeal with the Commission and then enter same to the superior court of the county of the
84-1421. Appeals

from decisions

of

The appeal shall
be made within 30 days from the date of the decision of the Commission, and shall be tried by a jury in the superior court under the same

residence of the person, firm or corporation appealing.

rules
tried,

and laws as appeals from inferior courts to superior courts are
and in every respect shall be de novo. The original papers in a

case thus appealed shall be transmitted to the clerk of the superior court

by the Joint-Secretary, State Examining Boards. The decision of the
Commission shall become effective immediately on its rendition, unless
an appeal is filed and a stay of execution granted by the superior court.
(Acts 1925.

p.

334; 1929, pp. 316, 319; 1931, pp.

Cross-references.

— Joint-Secretary,

State

Appeals from inferior courts, see Title
84-1422. Nonresident brokers or
filing of irrevocable consent.

—A

6,

7, 37.)

Examining Boards, see Chapter
Appeal and Error, Chapter 6-1 et

agents; applications

84-1.

seq.

for licenses;

nonresident of this State

any county
Chapter are applicable by conforming

may become

a real estate broker or real estate salesman in

in

provisions of this

to all of the

which the

provisions of this Chapter, except that such nonresident broker or sales-

man
who

regularly engaged in the real estate business as a vocation, and

maintains a definite place of business in some other State, shall not
be required to maintain a place of business within this State. The Georgia Real Estate Commission shall recognize in lieu of a recommendation

and statements required to accompany an application

for license the

Professions, Businesses,

2039

and Trades.

§84-1423

any othei
upon the pa

license issued to a nonresident broker or salesman by

and

shall issue a license to such broker or salesman

of the license fee

and upon the

filing

by the applicant with the Com-

mission through the Joint-Secretary, State Examining Boards, of a certified copy of the applicant's license issued by such other Slav.
E
.

nonresident applicant shall
actions

may

be

commenced

an irrevocable consent that suits and
against such applicant in the proper court
file

which a cause of action may arise, in which
the plaintiff may reside, by service of any process or pleadings authorized by laws of this State on the Commission, or a deputy to be designated by it, said consent stipulating and agreeing that said service of
such process or pleading shall be begun and held in all courts to'be as
valid and binding as if due service had been made upon said applicant
in this State.
Said consent shall be duly acknowledged and if made by
a corporation shall be authenticated by the seal of such corporation. In
case any process or pleadings mentioned in this Chapter are served upon
the Commission or upon a deputy to be designated by it, duplicate copies
shall be made, one of which shall be filed in the office of the Joint-Secretary, State Examining Boards, and the other immediately forwarded
by registered mail to the main office of the applicant against which
said process or pleadings are directed, and no default in said proceedings or action shall be taken unless it shall be made to appear by affidavit of a member of the Commission, or a deputy designated by it,
that a copy of the process or pleadings was mailed to defendant as herein
required and no judgment by default shall be taken in any such acin the

county of

this State in

;

tion or proceedings within 20 days after the date of the mailing of such

process or pleadings to the nonresident defendant.

(Acts 1925,

p.

335

;

1931, pp. 7, 37.)

84-1423. List of licensees.

semiannually, publish a

—The Real Estate Commission

list of

the

names and addresses

shall, at least

of all licensees

Chapter and of all persons
whose licenses have been suspended or revoked or refused within one
licensed

by

it

under the provisions of

this

year, together with such other information relative to the enforcement of

the provisions of this Chapter as

it

may deem

Such list shall be mailed by the Commission
upon request. (Acts 1925, p. 336.)

CHAPTER

84-15.

to

any person

VETERINARIANS.

Practicing veterinary medicine
or surgery denned.

84-1504.

Examination
licenses
sity;

84-1502.

Georgia State Board of Veterinary Examiners; crea,•
r
tion; appointment; terms of

...

Organization of Board: officers; meetings; rules and
regulations.

to

of applicants for

practice:

neces-

subjects: graduates

of

veterinary colleges.
84-1505.

Examination

fees:

disposition
*

of.

office; vacancies.

84-1503.

in this State

Sec.

Sec.

84-1501.

of interest to the public.

84-1506.

Reexamination;

84-1507.

Revenue, how obtained: State
not liable.

fee.

—
§

Professions, Businesses,

8 1-1501

and Trades.
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84-1501. (^2062) Practicing veterinary medicine or surgery denned.

Any

person

who

shall publicly profess to be a veterinarian, veterinary

surgeon, or veterinary dentist, or
initials or

titles

who

shall

append

name any

to his

implying- qualifications to practice the same, shall be

regarded as practicing veterinary medicine or surgery, within the

mean-

ing of this Chapter; but nothing in this Chapter shall be so construed
as to prevent anyone who does not claim to be a veterinarian, veterinary

who may

surgeon, or veterinary dentist and

operate upon, or pre-

treat,

any physical ailment in or any physical injury to or any deformity of any domestic animal, from receiving voluntary compensation.
scribe tor

(Acts 1908. pp. 88, 91.)
84-1502. (2057) Georgia State

Board

of Veterinary

ation; appointment; terms of office; vacancies.

—A

Examiners;

cre-

designated

board,

"Georgia State Board of Veterinary Examiners" is hereby created, to be
appointed by the Governor, and indorsed by the Georgia State Veterinary Association. The terms of office shall be as follows
One for one
years,
one
for
three
years,
two
one
for
four
for
years,
and one
year, one
for five years, as may be decided by ballot among themselves and at the
expiration of the term of any member, such vacancy shall be filled by a
similar appointment for five years and should a vacancy occur from any
other cause, the Governor shall fill the same for the unexpired term by
appointment. (Acts 1908, p. 88.)'
:

;

;

—

Cross-references. Penalty for violation of this Chapter, see § 84-9923. Appointment, term, duties and salary of State Veterinarian, see Title 62, Live Stock, Chapter 62-9.

(2058) Organization of Board; officers; meetings; rules and

84-1503.

regulations.

—The

said

Board

regular annual meeting on

of Veterinary

December 22

Examiners

shall hold its

of each year at the State capitol

purpose of examining applicants for license to practice veterinary medicine and surgery in the State, and shall continue in
Provided, that if the
session until all business has been transacted:
date mentioned shall fall on Saturday or Sunday, the Board will meet
the following Monday. Upon being commissioned, the members of the
Board shall meet at the State capitol and organize by electing from
among themselves a president and vice president, and shall adopt such
rules and regulations for their own government as conditions may reSpecial meetings, for the transaction of special or urgent busiquire.
ness, may also be held at other times and places upon the call of the
president and the Joint-Secretary, State Examining Boards.
(Acts

in Atlanta, for the

1908,.

pp. 88, 89; -1931, pp.

Cross-reference.

— Meetings

7, 37.)

to be held in capitol, see

§

84-102.

Examination of applicants for licenses to practice;
subjects
graduates of veterinary colleges. Every person

84-1504. (2059)

necessity

;

;

—

who desires to practice veterinary medicine or surgery shall obtain a
license to do so from the State Board of Veterinary Examiners, and
same in writing to said Board, through the Joint-Secretary, State Examining Boards, and shall be examined by said Board as
to his knowledge of the following branches of medicine:
Comparative
shall apply for

anatomy, physiology of domestic animals, veterinary pathology and
therapeutics, materia medica and chemistry, surgical technique, vet-

Professions, Businesses, and Trades.
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§84-1507

upon examination the
applicant shall be found to possess a sufficient knowledge of such
branches, and shall be of good moral character, the Board shall at once
issue to him a license to practice veterinary medicine and surgery: Provided, however, that any applicant holding a diploma from a recognized
erinary obstetrics, and veterinary hygiene; and

if

veterinary college, giving not less than a three years' course of instruction in the

above-named subjects,

(Acts 1908, pp. 89, 90; 1931,

presentation of proof of such graduation.
PP.

by the Board upon

shall be licensed

7, 37.)

tax, see

§

—

Annual registration with Joint-Secretary, State Examining
84-101. Penalty for practicing profession without paying special
84-9901. Penalty for violating this Chapter, see § 84-9923.

Cross-references.

Boards, see

§

84-1505. (2060)

Examination fees; disposition

of.

— All

for licenses to practice veterinary medicine or surgery,

the Joint-Secretary, State

applications

when

filed

with

Examining Boards, shall be accompanied by
the fund created by such payments to be used

an examination fee of $10,
in paying the pro rata portion of the salary and expenses of the JointSecretary and the expenses of the members of the Board of Veterinary
Examiners as contemplated by Chapter 84-1. (Acts 1908, pp. 88. 90;
1931, pp. 7, 37.)

84-1506. (2060) Reexamination; fee.

—Any

who

applicant for license

Examiners as to his qualification may, upon application, be reexamined within not less than six
months, upon payment of an additional examination fee.
(Acts 1908,
Board

shall fail to satisfy the

of Veterinary

pp. 88, 90.)

84-1507. (2063) Revenue,

how

obtained; State not

liable.

be lawful for the Board of Veterinary Examiners or any

—

It shall

member

not

thereof,

any manner whatever or for any purpose, to charge or obligate the
State for the payment of any money or moneys in connection with this
Chapter, and said Board shall look alone to the revenue derived from
the operation of this Chapter for the compensation designated in secin

(Acts 1908, pp. 88, 91.)

tion 84-1505.

CHAPTER

BILLIARD ROOMS.

84-16.

Sec.

84-1601.

Sec.

"Billiards" and
room" defined.

"billiard

Licenses;

84-1603.

Qualification of licensees; application made to whom.

authority to grant.

84-1604.

Application for license; affida-

84-1605.

Application to clerk for city
or town license.
Municipal fees and regula-

84-1606.

bond;

fees;

forfeiture.

84-1607.

City ordinances,

84-1608.

grant of licenses.
Sanitation requirements.
Partitions and screens prohibited.

for operation of billiard

84-1611.

Minors admitted, when.

84-1612.

Placard as to minors
posted by licensee.

84-1613.

Gambling; posting

effect

as

to

be

of sporting
results: sale, etc., of intoxi-

cating liquors.
84-1614.

Connections with gambling
houses or drinking places.

84-1615.

Inspection

tions.

84-1609.

Hours

rooms; Sunday operation.

84-1602.

vit;

84-1610.

to

by
84-1616.

of

billiard

sheriff, police,

rooms

etc.

Club and other billiard rooms
not affected by Chapter.

—
§

Professions, Businesses, and Trades.

84-1601
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room" defined.— The term "billiards." as used in this Chapter, shall mean any of the several games
played on a table surrounded by an elastic ledge of cushions, with balls
and

84-1601. "Billards"

which are impelled by

"billiard

a cue.

and

forms

shall include all

of the

game

known

as '"carom billiards." "pocket billiards" (formerly called "pool"),
and "English billiards." The term "billiard room" shall mean any public

game of billiards is permitted to be played and
made for use of equipment. (Acts 1925, p. 286.)

place where the

which

a

charge

Cross-reference.
84-9926.

is

— Penalties

for

violations

of

84-1602. Licenses; authority to grant.

this

Chapter,

— Authority

the tax collectors to license the operation of billiard

is

for

84-9924

to

hereby vested

in

see

rooms

§§

in the various

and towns
to license and regulate by ordinance the operation of billiard rooms
within the corporate limits of such incorporated cities and towns. (Acts
counties, and in the governing bodies of incorporated cities

1925. p. 286.)

license to operate a billiard

room

shall

—

whom. No
be issued to any person who is
United States, or who has been

84-1603. Qualification of licensees; applications

made

to

not 21 years of age and a citizen of the
convicted of a felony nor to any person of the white or Caucasian race
to operate a billiard room to be used, frequented or patronized by per;

sons of the Negro race

nor to any person of the Negro race to operate
a billiard room to be used, frequented or patronized by persons of the
white or Caucasian race. Application for license to operate a billiard
room shall be first made to the tax collector of the county in which the
applicant proposes to conduct said business in the form hereinafter provided, and no license shall be issued by any city or town to any person
to engage in such business until after such person has made application
to and has been granted a license by the tax collector of the county in
which such city or town is located. (Acts 1925, p. 286.)
Cross-reference.
§

;

— Penalty

for

operation of billiard

room without

license,

see

84-9924.

84-1604. Application for license; affidavit; bond; fees; forfeiture.

Every application for license shall be accompanied by the affidavit of
the applicant, sworn to before an officer authorized by law to administer
oaths, stating that the applicant is a citizen of the United States that
he has not been convicted of a felony; and that, if a white person, he
will not permit Negroes to congregate or play in his place of business;
and, if a Negro, he will not permit any white person to remain or play
;

permit vagrants, or persons
under the influence of intoxicating liquors, to enter or play in his place;
that the applicant will have personal charge and management of said
business; that he will not permit gambling, nor permit the above described tables to be used in any manner other than as provided by law.
There shall a!so be filed with the application a bond in the penal sum
of $500, payable to the State, and conditioned upon the faithful performance of all provisions of this Chapter, signed by the applicant as
principal, and either a surety company or two individuals as securities,
which bond shall be approved by the tax collector and filed in his office.
nen said application and bond shall have been filed and approved as
in

W

his place of business; that he will not
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aforesaid, the tax collector shall issue a license for the current year or

unexpired portion thereof upon the payment of the license fees provided
by law. If any licensee hereunder shall voluntarily relinquish personal
supervision, management and control of such billiard room he shall surrender his license to the tax collector who may issue a new license to
some other person, firm or corporation to continue said business under
the provisions of this Chapter, in which event credit shall be given for
the unused portion of said surrendered license, but if any licensee shall
transfer or sublease such place of business to anyone, or relinquish
management and control of said business without surrending his
license to the tax collector for reissuance, said license shall be deemed
to be forfeited, and the tax collector must notify the sheriff of the county
who shall close said place of business. (Acts 1925, p. 287.;
Cross-reference.
§

— Operating

room without

billiard

penalty

license,

for,

see

84-9924.

84-1605. Application to clerk for city or

town

license.

— Before

any

pefson, firm or corporation shall be authorized to conduct a billiard

room

in

any

city or town,

it

shall be necessary, in addition to

ing with the foregoing provisions of this Chapter, to
to the clerk of such city or

town

for a license,

make

comply-

application

and said application

shall

been made, and a license granted, to such
applicant by the tax collector of the county. (Acts 1925, p. 288.)
certify that application has

—

and regulations. The governing bodies of
incorporated cities and towns where billiard rooms are operated may fix
a license fee for the operation of such billiard rooms and shall make such
additional regulations governing their operation as they may deem
proper
Provided, that no city or town shall have powder to license or
authorize the doing of any act or thing prohibited by this Chapter. (Acts
84-1606. Municipal fees

:

1925, p. 288.)

84-1607. City ordinances, effect as to grant of licenses.
shall not be construed

as authorizing the

—This

issuance of

Chapter

billiard

room

by city officials or tax collectors for the operation of public billiard rooms in any city or town where the operation of a public billiard
room is prohibited by local ordinance. (Acts 1925, p. 291.)
licenses

84-1608. Sanitation requirements.

—All

public billiard rooms shall be

kept in a clean sanitary condition and shall comply with
rules
city.

and regulations
(Acts 1925,

Cross-reference.

of the health

sanitary

all

departments of the State, county and

p. 289.)

— Rules

84-1609. Partitions

and regulations of State Board

and screens prohibited.

— Xo

of Health, see

billiard

§

room

88-117.

shall

permit any screens, curtains, blinds, partitions or other obstructions to
be used to prevent a clear view of the interior, which clear view must
be maintained at all times. No partitions forming rooms, stalls or other
enclosures shall be permitted.

This provision, however, shall not be

construed to prohibit the maintenance of wash rooms and
for proper purposes, nor the

exclusively.

(Acts 1925,

Cross-reference.

— Penalty

maintenance

toilet

of closets for storage

purposes

p. 289.)

for violation of this

Chapter, see

$

rooms

84-9925.
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rooms; Sunday operation.—

for operation of billiard

be unlawful for any person, firm or corporation to operate a billiard room between the hours of 12 o'elock midnight and six o'clock
It shall

A. M.. or to permit any person to remain in such billiard

room between

employees performing necessary
be unlawful for any billiard room to op-

said prohibited hours, exeept regular

labor on the premises;

It shall

erate billiard tables on Sunday.

— Penalty

Cross-reference.

for violation, see

Minors admitted, when.

—

§

p. 288.)

84-9925

be unlawful for any person
has not reached the age of 21 years to play billiards, or to be per-

84-1611.

who

(Acts 1925,

It shall

mitted to remain in a billiard room for any purpose, unless accompanied
by a parent or guardian, or with a written permit from parent or guard-

witnessed by a notary public with seal.
In the event that the
proprietor of a billiard room is of the opinion that any person desiring
admission thereto is under the age of 21 years, he shall require such
person to certify his age in writing or to produce a legal permit. (Acts
ian

1925. p. 289.)
Cross-reference.

— Penalty

minors remaining

for

false certificate as to age, see

in

84-1612. Placard as to minors to be posted
see shall post in his

billiard

rooms or making

84-9926.

§

room where

by

licensee.

— Every

licen-

said tables are operated a placard having

section 84-1611 conspicuously written thereon, for the information of his

patrons. (Acts 1925,
84-1613.

p. 290.)

Gambling; posting

— Xo

of sporting results; sale, etc., of intoxicat-

dominoes or other games of chance shall
be permitted or any form of gambling allowed in any billiard room, or
in any other business place operated in connection therewith, and it is
ing liquors.

dice, cards,

now known

expressly provided that such games as are

as Kelly pool,

keno, pigeon pool, -Parker pool, star pool, scrub and similar gambling
devices are prohibited.

No

racing or other betting pool shall be ex-

The use

hibited or sold in such place of business.

of baseball tickers

and the posting of results of sporting events is expressly prohibited in
billiard rooms or in any place operated in connection therewith.
No
intoxicating liquors shall be sold, served, or allowed to be used, in or on
the premises.

(Acts 1925,

p. 289.)

84-1614. Connections with gambling houses or drinking places.

—

It

unlawful for any billiard room to maintain connections with
any place where gambling is conducted, or where persons congregate
It shall be unlawful for
for liquor drinking, or for immoral purposes.
any licensee to display or use the word "pool" in or on any window,
sign, building, stationery or advertising matter used in connection with
shall be

such place of business.

(Acts 1925,

84-1615. Inspection of billiard

p. 290.)

rooms by

sheriff, police, etc.

—

It shall

be the duty of the sheriff, police or other constituted authorities to inspect all public billiard rooms in the county for the purpose of ascertaining whether or not the provisions of this Chapter are being observed,
and it shall be his and their duty to report all violations promptly to the
solicitor general of the circuit

and furnish him with such information

;
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and assistance as
(Acts 1925,

is

§84- 1/

necessary for the prosecution of such violatio

p. 290;)

84-1616. Club and other billiard

rooms not

affected

by Chapter.

The

provisions of this Chapter shall not he construed to include billiard tables or billiard rooms operated by private industrial concerns, Young

Men's Christian Associations, religious orders, charitable institute
State, county or city institutions, fraternal orders or bona fide clubs
using such tables for members or employees only. (Acts 1925, p. 290.;

CHAPTER

JEWELRY AUCTIONS.

84-17.

Sec.

84-1701.

Sec.

Regulation of sales;

time of

employ"By-bidders,"
etc.,
merit of. False or fictitious

84-1705.

sales-

84-1702.

License to hold sale; inventory of goods to be sold;

goods sold restricted to
84-1703.
84-1704.

bids.

Descriptive

84-1706.

in-

ventoried goods.
Bond of licensee; action upon.
List of sales to be filed with
ordinary daily.

Manner

of

on

tags

exposed for

bidding,
articles

sale.
.

1

False representations by those

84-1707.

conducting

84-1701. Regulation of sales; time of sales.

sales.

— Except

as

hereinafter

unlawful for any person, firm or corporation to sell,
dispose of or offer for sale, at public auction, or cause or permit to be
sold, disposed of or offered for sale at auction, any diamonds or any
other precious and semiprecious stones or imitations thereof, watches,

provided,

it

shall be

clocks, jewelry, gold, silver or plated ware, china, glassware or leather

goods, whether the same shall be their
shall sell the

same

as agents or

own

property or whether they

employees of others:

Provided, how-

ever, that this section shall not apply to judicial sales or sales

by any

executor or administrator, nor to the sale by the holder of personal security under a contract allowing public sale in default of payment of
debt, nor to the sale at public auction of the stock on hand of any per-

two years next
business in the same

son, firm or corporation that shall for the period of

pre-

ceding the sale have been continuously in

city,

town or community

wholesale merchant dealProvided further, that where such

in the State as a retail or

ing in the articles above mentioned

:

auction sales as are allowed under this Chapter shall be held by such merchant, such sales shall be held continuously from day to day, and shall

not continue longer than 30 days, Sundays and legal holidays excepted
nor shall the same dealer, either by himself or another, conduct another
auction sale in connection with such business for a period of 12 months

from the

last date of a

Cross-references.

former

— Penalty

mander may prevent auctions

sale.

(Acts 1925,

p. 310.)

for violation of this Chapter, see § 84-9927.
at military camp grounds, see § 86-1405.

Com-

84-1702. License to hold sale; inventory of goods to be sold; goods
sold restricted to inventoried goods.
Before any auction sale of the

—

articles hereinbefore stated shall

be held, such dealer shall obtain from
of this State a license permitting same, which license shall state the date and place at which the sale
shall be held, and he shall display such license in a conspicuous location
the Commissioner of

Commerce and Labor

§
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during the entire period covered by it. Such dealer
shall also, before commencing such sale, tile with the ordinary of the
county in which the sale is to be had, a full and true inventory of all
the articles to be sold thereat, and opposite each article listed therein
to be sold, shall be plainly written or printed the correct purchase price
of such article, and shall attach to such list an affidavit made by the
party desiring' to hold such sale, or if a firm or corporation, by a member of such firm or an agent of such corporation, that said list contains
a true statement of all the articles to be sold and the purchase price of
each such article and such sworn inventory shall be filed by said ordinary and kept open for oO days, subject to the inspection of anyone desiring to inspect same. At the auction held pursuant to such filing, no
at the place of sale

:

other article shall be sold except those included in such sworn inven-

during the continuance of such auction sale shall any additional goods, wares or merchandise of the same or similar nature to
those being sold be received upon the premises wherein the articles being sold are kept, nor where such sale is being held, until such sale
shall have been completed and the time for such sale, under the license
obtained, shall have expired. (Acts 1925, p. 311.)
tory, nor

—

Bond of licensee; action upon. Upon securing such license
and before commencing such auction sale covered thereby the licensee
shall make and file with the ordinary of the county in which such sale
is to be had a bond in the sum of $1,000 in some good and solvent surety,
company doing business in this State or other good and sufficient bond
84-1703.

subject to the approval of the ordinary of the county wherein the sale
is

to be had, said

bond

upon the carrying on

to be conditioned

of said

accordance with the terms of this Chapter. Upon the violation
of any of the terms of this Chapter in the carrying on of such auction
sale, any person, firm, or corporation injured by such violation may sue
and recover upon such bond in the name of the Governor for the use
of such person, firm or corporation, and for the amount of the injury or
loss sustained by reason of such violation to the amount of such bond.
In case of the violation of this Chapter, where the injury to any person,
firm or corporation is less than the amount of said bond, a recovery shall
be had for the full amount of the bond, and enough of said amount, as
determined by the verdict of the jury, shall be applied to the payment
of loss sustained by such person, firm or corporation, and the balance
sale in

go

shall

to the

for the plaintiff

had

shall

common
under

become

school fund.

Upon

this Chapter, the license

ipso facto null and void.

the rendition of a verdict

under which the sale was

(Acts 1925,

p. 312.)

84-1704. List of sales to be filed with ordinary daily.
of each

morning during the continuance

of

any auction

— By
sale

10 o'clock

under

this

Chapter, the person, firm or corporation holding same shall file with
the ordinary of such county a complete list of articles sold at such sale
on the day previous, showing the true price received for each article

and to such record of sales shall be attached the affidavit that the
is a true and correct statement of all the sales of such previous
day.
Such daily reports shall be, by said ordinary, kept open for
sold,

same

the inspection of the public as are
1925. p. 313.)

all

public records in such

office.

(Acts

;
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84-1705. "By-bidders,"

Manner

—

etc.,

employment

and Trades.
of.

§84-1707

False or fictitious bids.

be unlawful for any person, firm or
poration conducting such auction to employ or use at such sale any
of bidding.

It shall

(

by-

bidder," "capper," or "booster," nor shall any person act as "by-bidder,"

"capper," or "booster," nor shall the auctioneer at such sale accept, or
pretend to accept, any false, misleading or fictitious bids for any article

must be bona

offered for sale, but every sale

fide

auctioneer at such sale shall recognize no bidder for

and
any

for cash.

The

expo
for sale unless such bidder, in bidding, shall extend his arm above his
head so as to be plainly seen and identified as such bidder by those present, and each article sold shall be immediately and publicly delivered to
such successful bidder therefor and the amount of the bid then and
there publicly paid for such article by the purchaser. (Acts 1925, p. 313.)

on

article

—

exposed for sale. Each article
exposed for sale at such auction shall have attached to it a tag, upon
which shall be plainly written or printed in English a true statement
of its character and quality; if a diamond, the exact weight and the
quality of the stone; if any other precious stone, its true weight and description; if the article be of metal, whether pure and of what degree
of fineness and if plated, the nature of the plating and the true nature
of the metal covered by said plating; if the article offered for sale be an
84-1706. Descriptive tags

articles

;

imitation of a precious stone, gold or silver article, the tag

show

must

plainly

apparently of leather, whether real or imitation leather
the purposes of the above provisions being that each purchaser at such
that fact;

if

and correct information of the nature and quality
Tags giving this information shall remain
firmly attached to such article sold and shall be delivered with it to the
purchaser, and the facts stated upon such tag shall constitute a warranty that the article so sold is what it is thereupon represented to be
and not otherwise. When watches or clocks are so sold, such attached
tags shall show the true name of manufacturer of such watch or clock,
and no parts or movements, mechanism of other watches or clocks shall
be secretly substituted for those originally forming such watch or clock,
nor shall any false or misleading names or trade-marks be used or substituted in connection with such watches, clocks, or the works thereof.
nor shall any second-hand works be enclosed in any new watch case or
clock case and sold or offered for sale as new, but all such substitutions
shall be shown upon such tag, and such fact plainly stated by the aucIf any second-hand goods or
tioneer in offering such article for sale.
articles covered by this Chapter shall be offered for sale at this auction,
such fact shall appear upon said tag attached to the article and also be
(Acts 1925, p. 313.")
stated by the auctioneer conducting such sale.
sale shall

have

full

of the article being sold.

auction sale held under this

—

by those conducting sales. If at any
Chapter any person, firm, or corporation

84-1707. False representations

or their agents conducting the sale shall falsely represent that the ar-

being offered constitute any bankrupt stock, fire salvage stock, or
other stock sold under peculiar circumstances making such sale necessary or desirable, or shall make any false or misleading statement touching the history or condition of such articles to be sold, all such statements made by such person, firm, or corporation, or their agents at such

ticles

—
g
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be held and deemed to be warranties and binding upon parconducting such sale as such. (Acts 1925, p. 314.)

sale, shall
ties

CHAPTER

LIGHTNING RODS.

84-18.

Sec.

See.

84-1801.

License

from Comptroller

General to erect or

Contract of

84-1802.

sale.

install;

fee.

84-1801. License

from Comptroller General

to erect or install; fee.

Before any person shall be authorized to erect or install any lightningrods upon any building or other structure, such person shall procure

from the Comptroller General a license authorizing him to erect and install lightning rods within the county in which such building or structure
is located, for which such person shall pay a fee of $20, and for each additional county in which such person shall so act, the sum of $10. The
application for such licenses shall be made in writing to the Comptroller
General, and as a prerequisite to its issuance, the applicant shall satisfy
the Comptroller General that he is a person competent to properly erect
lightning rods, and a certificate to that effect from a firm, corporation or
person engaged within the United States in the manufacture and sale of
lightning rods shall be sufficient: Provided, that its execution shall be
proved by affidavit before a notary public, or some other officer authorized by law to administer oaths, and having official seal such certificate
may be taken by the Comptroller General as prima facie evidence of the
competency of such applicant. Each license so issued shall continue in
effect until the next succeeding 31st day of December. The money arising from the collection of such tax shall be paid into the State treasury
by the Comptroller General. (Acts 1918, p. 171.)
;

Cross-reference.
§

— Punishment

for

sale

of

lightning rods without license,

see

84-9928.

84-1802. Contract of sale.

sold

by the

job, that

is,

p. 172.)

CHAPTER

84-19.

lightning rods sold at retail shall be

the contract therefor shall state in dollars and

cents the aggregate total

(Acts 1918,

— All

amount

to be

charged and collected therefor.

NURSERYMEN, LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS,
ETC.

Sec.
84-1901,

Sec.

"Nursery," "nursery stock,"
"nurseryman,"
"person,"
"dealer," and "agent" defined;
singular and plural
forms of words interchange-

84-1905.

Revocation of

84-1906.

Invoice duplicates.

84-1907.

Fraudulent representations or
acts; damages.

84-1908.

Suits against nonresident dealers for fraudulent representations, etc.; service of
process.

84-1909.

Copies of

84-1910.

Money from licenses and

license.

able.

84-1902.

84-1903.

Licenses of nurserymen, nursery stock dealers, etc.
Horticulturists; tree surgeons,
landscape
architects,
etc.;
certificates
tions; fee.

84-1904.

Bonds

and

qualifica-

of nurserymen.

plat.

fines, disposition of.

:
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g

84-1901. "Nursery," "nursery stock," "nurseryman," "person," "dealer,"

and "agent" defined; singular and plural forms of words interchangeable.
For the purpose of this Chapter the following terms shall be con .trued

—

as follows
(a)

The

singular and plural forms of any

word or term

in this

shall be construed as interchangeable and equivalent within

Chapter

mean

this law.

The term "person"

companies, -/pieties, associations, partnerships, or any individual or combination- of inWhen construing or enforcing the provisions of this law,
dividuals.
(b)

omission or failure of any

shall include corporations,

officer,

agent, servant or other individual act-

ing for or employed by any person as above defined within the scope of
his employment or office, shall in every case be also deemed to be the act,

omission or failure of such person, as well as that of the individual himself.

(c)

The term "nursery stock"

shall

include

field-grown

all

florist

and ornamental trees, shrubs, vines, cuttings, grafts,
scions, buds, fruit pits and other seeds of fruit and ornamental trees,
when used for planting purposes, and shrubs and other plant products
for propagation, except field, vegetable and flower seeds.
stock, fruit, nut

(d)

The term "nursery"

mean any grounds or
propagated and grown for sale,

shall be construed to

premises on or in which nursery stock

is

or any grounds or premises on or in which nursery stock

is

being fumi-

gated, treated, packed, or stored.
(e)

The term "nurseryman"

manages, or
(f)

is in

The term

(g)

mean

the person

who owns,

leases,

charge of a nursery.

"dealer" shall be construed to apply to any person not

a grower of nursery stock
reselling

shall

who buys

and reshipping, independent

The term "agent"

nursery stock for the purpose of
of

any control

shall be construed to

of a nursery.

apply to any person selling

nursery stock under the partial or full control of a nurseryman or of a
dealer or other agent. This term shall also apply to any person engaged
with a nurseryman, dealer or agent in handling nursery stock on a cooperative basis. (Acts 1922, p. 140.)
Cross-reference.

—'Entomology,

horticulture

and pomology, see Title

5,

Agri-

culture, Chapters 5-7 to 5-9.

84-1902. Licenses of nurserymen, nursery stock dealers, etc.

—

It shall

be unlawful for any person, firm or corporation to engage in, conduct or
carry on the business of selling, dealing in, or importing into this State

any nursery stock, or to act as agent, salesman
or solicitor for any nurseryman or dealer in nursery stock, or to solicit
orders for the purchase of nursery stock, without having first obtained
from the State Entomologist a license to do so, and it shall be unlawful
for any person to falsely represent that he is the agent, salesman, or
representative of any nurseryman or dealer in nursery stock. No license
shall be issued until the party applying for the same shall have filed with
his application for the license the names and addresses of three reliable
parties as references (in case of a nurseryman he shall give three nurserymen as references), and said application shall have been approved by the
for sale or distribution,

§
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A

nurseryman shall state the approximate acreage
of nursery stock grown by him, and the kinds of nursery stock grown by
him. The license fee shall be $5 per annum for nurserymen and dealers
in nursery stock, and $1 for agents, salesmen and solicitors.
All licenses
shall be in the name of the person, firm or corporation licensed, and shall
show the purpose for which issued, the name and location of the nursery
or place of business of the nurseryman, or dealer licensed, or represented
by the agent, salesman or solicitor licensed. No license shall be issued
to any resident nurseryman, nor to any agent, salesman or dealer representing him, unless he shall have had an official certificate of inspection
issued by the State Entomologist as required by section 5-712, nor shall
a license be issued to anv nonresident nurseryman or an a^ent, salesman
or dealer representing such nurseryman unless the latter shall have had
an official certificate of inspection issued by the State Entomologist as
provided by section 5-713. All annual licenses shall bear the date of issue
and shall expire on the 31st day of July following the date of issue. (Acts
State Entomologist.

1922, p. 136; 1931, pp. 7,41.)

—

Cross-references. Penalty for nurserymen, etc., selling stock without license,
see § 84-9929. Penalty for fraudulent acts by nurserymen, see § 84-9930. Penalty
for practicing profession without paying special tax, see § 84-9901.

84-1903. Horticulturists; tree surgeons, landscape architects, etc.; cer-

—Any

person or persons contracting to
render expert advice or service regarding horticultural practices, including tree surgeons, landscape architects, and landscape gardeners, as a
of qualification; fee.

tificates

business or as a part of the value received in the sale of nursery stock,
shall be required to furnish satisfactory evidence to the State
gist that

he

responsible and qualified to give such expert advice or

is

perform such service, and shall be required to obtain a
effect, under the signature of the State Entomologist.

annum

Entomolo-

shall be required for this certificate.

certificate to that

A

(Acts 1922,

fee of $5 per
p.

138; 1931,

PP. 7, 41.)
Cross-reference.

84-1904.

— State

Bonds

of

Entomologist, see Title

nurserymen.

5,

Agriculture, Chapter 5-7.

—Any nurseryman, corporation, firm

or

individual selling or offering to sell any nursery stock shall, before issu-

bond with the State Entomologist, payable to the State Entomologist, in the sum of $1,000, as required by him,
conditioned for the payment of any valid judgment that may be recovered against such nurseryman, corporation, firm or individual in any
court of law in this State having jurisdiction of the subject matter, growing out of a breach by the vendor of any of the terms and agreements of
any sale of such nursery stock; said bond shall be maintained at the sum
so named by such officer and shall run for a period of three years. (Acts

ance of the license to

sell, file

a

1922, p. 140; 1931, pp. 7,41.)

84-1905. Revocation of license.

power

—The

State Entomologist shall have

any license issued under this Chapter,
when he finds that the nurseryman, dealer, or agent, tree surgeon, landscape gardener or landscape architect is not properly representing his
stock, or is not faithfully carrying out the nursery rules and regulations
the right and

to revoke

of the State Entomologist.

(Acts 1922,

p.

138; 1931, pp.

7,

41.)

—
Professions, Businesses,
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84-1906. Invoice duplicates.

— All

and Trades.

§84-1909

nurserymen, dealers, landscape gar-

deners, landscape architects, or horticulturists shall be required to mail to
the State Entomologist, at Atlanta, a duplicate of the complete invc

(without price) of each sale amounting to over $100, within 30 days after
date of shipment, with name and address of salesman and name and address of purchaser, name and quality of varieties of all nursery stock
in this State or sold for delivery in this State.

(Acts 1922,

p.

138; 1931,

PP. 7, 41.)

84-1907. Fraudulent representations or acts; damages.

persons

who

shall deceive or defraud

— Any person

any person or persons

or

in the sale of

nursery stock by substituting stock other than contracted for, or different
varieties or seedlings from those represented, or shall falsely represent
the age,

name

or class, or condition of any nursery stock, or shall mis-

making any

represent by

statement or promise for the purpose of
making a sale of nursery stock, shall be liable to the party or parties
damaged or injured thereby for the original cost of stock, expense and
loss of time,

and

for

false

damages sustained, the same

to be recovered in

court having jurisdiction thereof, but in no case shall the total

any

damage

awarded exceed three times the original cost of that portion of the stock
not true to contract. If no more than five per cent, of the stock is untrue
to contract, no damages shall be allowed by the court.
(Acts 1922
?

p. 138.)

Cross-reference.
§

— Punishment

for

fraudulent

acts

of

nurserymen,

etc.,

see

84-9930.

84-1908. Suits against nonresident dealers for fraudulent representations, etc.; service of process.

—Any such suit may be maintained against

any nonresident dealer, nurseryman, corporation, firm or individual in
any county in which the contract for the sale of such nursery stock was
entered into and before the State Entomologist shall issue a license to
any nonresident nurseryman, corporation, firm, or individual, dealer or
;

agent to sell or deliver such nursery stock, such nonresident dealer, nurseryman, corporation, firm or individual shall file with the State Entomologist a written instrument or power of attorney duly signed and
sealed, appointing and authorizing some person, who shall be a resident

acknowledge or receive service of process, and upon
process may be served, for and in behalf of such dealer, nursery-

of this State, to

whom

man, corporation, firm or individual, in all proceedings that may be instituted against such dealer, nurseryman, corporation, firm or individual
in any court of this State and consenting that service of process upon the
agent or attorney appointed under the provision of this section shall be
taken and held as valid as if served upon such dealer, nurseryman, corporation, firm or individual. (Acts 1922, p. 139; 1931. pp.
84-1909. Copies of plat.

7, 41.)

In order to bring suit as provided in the pre-

ceding sections the purchasers shall within 90 days from the date of ship-

with the State Entomologist, two copies of a plat executed
before a notary public, and certified under his notarial seal, showing the
number of each variety of nursery stock, location thereof, and from
ment,

file

whom

purchased, with a statement of cost.

One

of said copies shall be

:

§84-1910

Professions, Businesses,

and Trades.

sent to the shipper by the State Entomologist.
pp.

7.
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(Acts 1922,

p.

140; 1931,

41.)

Money from

84-1910.

licenses

and

fines,

disposition

of.

—All

money

derived from the sale of any licenses mentioned in sections 84-1902 and
84-1903 and all linos paid shall be turned into the State treasury. (Acts
1922, p. L42,)

CHAPTER

84-20.

Sec.

PEDDLERS.
Sec.

84-2001.

84-2002

License to peddle: tax; scope.
Qualifications
and oath of
peddlers.
Record of oath

and

Aliens, grant of licenses to.

84-2004.

License for each vehicle or
horse used; refusal to exhibit

license.

84-2006.

authority

Certificate

84-2009.

Confederate soldiers.
Disabled Confederate soldiers
who are photographic, etc.,

of

to

artists, license of.

84-2010.

Exceptions from provisions of
Chapter.

84-2011.

Authority of certain Confederate soldiers to peddle and
to sell life and fire insurance
without license.

Disabled or indigent soldiers
and blind persons to peddle
or conduct business without
a license.

(1886) License to peddle; tax; scope.

84-2001.

of Confederate

84-2008.

Indigent and infirm persons;
licenses.

Oath required
soldiers.

license.

S4-2003.

84-2005.

84-2007.

— Every peddler or

itin-

erant trader, by sample or otherwise, shall apply to the ordinary of each

county where he may desire to trade, for a license, which shall be granted
to him on the terms said ordinary may impose. The ordinaries are authorized to impose such tax as they may deem advisable, to be used for
county purposes. The license shall extend only to the limits of the county.
(Act 1819, Cobb, 773.)

—

Cross-references. Penalty for selling without license,
of ordinary to regulate peddling, see § 23-701, H 9.

84-2002. (1893)

and

license.

see

Qualifications and oath of peddlers.

— Every

84-9933.

Authority

Record

of oath

peddler shall furnish said ordinary with evidence of

good character, and shall take and subscribe before him this oath
swear that I will use this license in no county other than the one for
which it is granted, nor suffer any person to use it in my name, and that
I am a citizen of this State.
So help me God." Said oath and license
shall be entered in the book kept for that purpose, and the licence shall
contain a description of the person of the peddler.
(Act 1819, Cobb,
his

"1

774.)

84-2003.

(1896) Aliens, grant of licenses

to.

— A foreigner, not a

citizen,

granted a license to peddle, unless he shall have declared his
intention to become a citizen, and he shall swear to such fact instead of
that he is a citizen.
shall not be

1894 j License for each vehicle or horse used; refusal to exhibit license.
There shall be separate license for every wagon, cart, or
other vehicle (or each horse, if the peddling is done on horseback) em84-2004.

f

—

ployed or used in vending such goods, wares, or merchandise, which shall
be shown to any officer, civil or military, demanding it; and on failure or
refusal so to exhibit, the peddler shall forfeit $500, to be recovered

on

suit

Professions, Businesses,
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of the informer

—one-half to go to

and Trades.

§84-2009

the informer, the other to the educa-

(Acts 1819, pp. 773, 774.;
Taxpayer may demand exhibition of

tional fund of the county.

—

Cross-references.
Suits by informers, see §§ 3-606, 3-714.

84-2005. (1895) Indigent

and infirm persons;

license,

licenses.

-<<:

92-3906.

§

— Ordinaries

are

hereby authorized to grant licenses to peddle to indigent and infirm persons, upon such terms as they in their discretion may impose. (Act 1850,
Cobb, 777.)
84-2006. (1889) Authority of certain Confederate soldiers to peddle

and

and

insurance without license.

—All

Confederate soldiers who have resided in this State for three years next preceding the
filing of their applications, as hereinafter provided, are authorized to conduct the business of traveling life insurance agents or solicitors, and fire
to sell life

fire

insurance agents or solicitors, and peddle in the State without first obtaining a license therefor from the State or any county or municipality

and without being subject to any tax therefor.

thereof,
p.

114; 1895,

p. 93;.

Cross-reference.
92-604.

1897, p. 25.)

— Exemptions

from

Insurance agents, see Title

84-2007. (1890)

(Acts 1893,

56,

Oath required

and occupation taxes, see §§ 92-603,
Insurance, Chapter 56-5.

specific

of Confederate soldiers.

— Before

any

such Confederate soldier shall avail himself of the privilege provided for
in the preceding section, he shall go before the ordinary of the county
wherein he resides and make oath in writing that he served as a soldier
in the Confederate Army or Navy, stating in what company and regiment or command, that he has resided in this State three years next preceding the filing of said affidavit, what business he proposes to conduct,
and,

if

he proposes to peddle, shall state that the business which he pro-

poses to carry on

is

own, and that he

his

will not sell, or offer to sell,

article for another, directly or indirectly.
Cross-reference.
taxes, see

§

— Affidavit

to

(Acts 1893,

p.

114; 1895,

obtain exemption from specific and

any

p. 93.)

occupation

92-604.

84-2008. (1891) Certificate of authority to Confederate soldiers.

making and

filing the affidavit

provided for

in the

— Upon

preceding section, the

ordinary shall issue a certificate stating that said Confederate soldier has

taken the oath prescribed by law, which certificate shall authorize the

Confederate soldier making such affidavit and holding such certificate to

conduct the business hereinbefore designated,

any county or municipality in this State, without procuring a license or being subject to any
tax therefor
Provided, he shall not sell whisky or sewing machines.
in

:

(Acts 1893,

p.

114; 1895,

p. 93.)

84-2009. (1892) Disabled Confederate soldiers
etc., artists,

who

is

license of.

— Any

any county without procuring a
of any county stating the fact

may

A

license.

shall not

carry on such business in

certificate

of his being

soldier shall be sufficient evidence thereof.

and

are photographic,

disabled Confederate soldier of this State,

a photographic or similar artist

shall not be transferable,

who

from the ordinary

such disabled Confederate

The

privileges hereby granted

extend to any person who.

in the

§

Professions, Businesses,

S4-2010

conduct of such business, has as
p.

2054

as three employees.

(Acts 1892,

99.)
Cross-references.

I

many

and Trades.

S4-909.

— Pensioners

Occupation

84-2010.

may

practice medicine without being taxed, see

tax, see § 92-1701.

(1887) Exceptions from provisions of Chapter.

— None of the

provisions oi this Chapter shall extend to persons selling the agricultural

products of any State, nor to persons selling agricultural implements, not
to persons engaged in the manufacturing and selling of jugs and flower
pots.

(Acts 1887,

p. 33.)

Cross-reference.— "Crops,"

etc.,

defined, see §§ 67-1107, 85-1902.

84-2011. (1888) Disabled or indigent soldiers

peddle or conduct business without a license.

and blind persons

to

—Any disabled or indigent

Confederate soldier, or soldier of the Seminole, Creek or Cherokee Indian wars, or Mexican war, Spanish-American war, or late European
war, or blind person,

who

is

duct business in any town,

city,

may

peddle or concounty or counties thereof without li-

a resident of this State,

cense for the privilege of so doing; and a certificate from the ordinary of

any county, stating the

fact of his being such disabled or indigent soldier

Provided, that this section

or blind person, shall be sufficient proof:

shall not authorize peddling or dealing in ardent

and intoxicating drinks,

or running a billiard, pool or other table of like character, or dealing in
futures, or peddling stoves or clocks, or carrying on the business of a

pawnbroker or auctioneer, or dealing

in lightning

rods

:

and Provided

further, that the privileges hereby granted shall not be transferred to or

used by any other person. (Acts 1897,

p.

24; 1898, p. 46; 1918, p. 116;

1919, p. 91.)
Cross-references.

Exemptions from

— Penalty

specific

for peddling without license, see §§ 92-3905, 84-9933.
and occupation taxes, see §§ 92-603, 92-604.

CHAPTER

84-99.
Sec.

Sec.

84-9901.

CRIMES.

Profession, practicing without

paying special

84-9912.

Embalming, penalty

for prac-

ticing illegally.

tax.

84-9902.

Certified

accountant,

84-9913.

Same; use of term "embalmer"
on letterheads, etc.

84-9903.

Architect, practicing as; false
oath.

84-9914.

Practicing

84-9904

Barbers; illegal practice
occupation, etc.

84-9905.

Chiropractic, practicing without license.

84-9906

Chiropody, penalty for unlaw-

public
practicing as.

ful

84-9907.

84-9915.

of

practice.

84-9916.

Registered nurse,
claiming to be.

84-9917.

Optometry, penalty for practicing without license.
Osteopathy; fraudulently buy-

84-9918.

Practicing dentistry under an-

Punishment

84-9909.

Practice of dentistry

for unfitness
dentists for practice, etc.

of

84-9910.

84-9920.

Burden

of proof as to authority to practice dentistry.

etc.;

Osteopathy; illegal practice of.
Pharmacists, violation of law
relating to.

84-9921.

False statement by applicant
for license.

84-9911.

84-9919.

without

license.

unlawfully

ing or selling license,
fraud in use of title.

other's license.
84-9908.

medicine illegally.
Nursing without certificate
from Board of Examiners.

84-9922.

Real estate brokers or salesmen, acting without license.
Refusal to testify or produce
evidence before Real Estate

Commission.

Professions, Businesses,
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and Trades.

Sec.

Sec.

84-9924.

Veterinarians, violation of law
relating to.
rooms, operation
Billiard

o^ mof
84-9925.

without license, etc.
-irxa
billiardofr law u
by u-w
Violation

84-9923.

H4 _

m9

Nurserymen, landscape

^

1

i

room
84-9926.

Minors

frequenting

billiard
false certifi-

cates, etc.

84-9927.

^^
84-9930.

rraud

archi,

i

A law

to.
,

and

false representa"
of
nu
saJe

g4 9931

Limitation of prosecutions,

84-9932.

Delivery of nut or fruit trees
differing in kind from
ordered.

84-9933.

Peddler

conducting.

Sale of lightning rods without

relating

_

vio atiori

etc ^

tJons
fa
stock> etc

Auction sales of jewelry, unlawfully

84-9928.

tectg>

licensees.

rooms, making

selling

without

li-

cense.

license.

—

§ 84-9904

84-9901. (476 P. C.) Profession, practicing without paying special tax.
It shall be unlawful for any person to practice the profession of law,

medicine, or dentistry, or any other profession upon which a special tax
is levied by the State, and charge for the same, without paying said
special tax. If a nulla bona entry has, by proper authority, been entered

any county against any
person for said special tax, and such person has thereafter engaged in the
practice of any or all of said professions and charged for the same, he
shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
(Acts 1896, p. 37.)

upon an execution issued by the tax

collector of

—

Cross-references. Regulations as to dentistry, see Chapter 84-7. Embalming,
Nurserymen, etc., see Chapter
Medicine, see Chapter 84-9.
see Chapter 84-8.
Os84-19.
Chiropractors, see Chapter 84-5.
Optometry, see Chapter 84-11.
teopathy, see Chapter 84-12. Pharmacists, see Chapter 84-13. Professional nursing, see Chapter 84-10.
Veterinarians, see Chapter 84-15. Attorneys, see Title 9,
Attorneys at Law. Occupation taxes, see Title 92, Public Revenue, Chapter 92-3
et seq.

84-9902. (702 P. C.) Certified public accountant, practicing as.

—

If

any

person shall hold himself out as having received the certificate provided
for in Section 84-201,
shall

assume

on the subject of

certified public accountants, or

to practice thereunder as a certified public accountant, or

use the initials "C. P. A.," without having received such certificate, or
after the same shall have been revoked, he shall be guilty of a misde-

meanor, and shall be sentenced to pay a
than $200. (Acts 1908, p. 86.)

fine

not exceeding $500, nor less

84-9903. Architect, practicing as; false oath.

—The

use of the

title

"Architect/' or "Registered Architect," or the use of any word, letters
or figures indicating or intended to imply that the person using the

same

an architect or registered architect, without compliance with
the provisions of Chapter 84-3, or the making of any wilfully false oath
or afhrmation in any matter or proceeding where an oath or affirmation
is required by said Chapter, shall be deemed a misdemeanor, punishable
with a fine of not more than $200, or imprisonment for not more than one
year, or both. (Acts 1919, p. 133.)
is

—

any person
not lawfully entitled to a certificate of registration under Chapter 84-4
shall practice the occupation of a barber, or if any such person shall endeavor to learn the trade of a barber by practicing the same under the
instructions of a barber or other person, other than as in said Chapter
provided, or if any such person shall instruct or attempt to instruct any
person in such trade or if any proprietor of or person in control of or
84-9904. Barbers; illegal practice of occupation, etc.

;

If

§

Professions. Businesses,

B4-9905

and Trades.
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any barber shop, barber college or barber school shall knowingly employ tor the purpose of practicing such occupation any barber
not registered under Chapter S4-4, or if any person, barber college or
barber school shall instruct, or attempt to instruct in such trade, any
person not registered under the provisions of Chapter 84-4, or if any
person shall falsely or fraudulently pretend to be qualified under Chapter 84-4 to practice or learn such trade or occupation, or if any person
operating"

any other provision of Chapter 84-4, he shall be guilty
misdemeanor. (Acts 1914, pp. 75, 80; 1931, pp. 157, 163.)

of a

shall violate

84-9905. Chiropractic, practicing without license.
ful for

any person

to practice chiropractic unless

—

It shall

he shall have

tained a license as provided in Chapter 84-5, and possesses
fications prescribed

by the terms

of said Chapter.

be unlaw-

Any

all

person

the quali-

who

practice or attempt to practice chiropractic without a license, or

who

ob-

first

shall

any per-

buy or fraudulently obtain a license to practice chiropractic, or violate any of the terms of the aforesaid Chapter, or shall use
the title ''Chiropractic," "D. C," or any word or title to induce the belief
that he is engaged in the practice of chiropractic, without first complying
with the provisions of said Chapter, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and
upon conviction thereof shall be punished by a fine of not less than $100
nor more than $500, or by imprisonment in the county jail for not less
than 30 days nor more than one year, either or both, at the discretion of
the court. All subsequent offenses shall be separate and distinct offenses,
and punishable in like manner. (Acts 1921, pp. 166, 176.)
son

shall

84-9906. Chiropody, penalty for unlawful practice.

—Any

person

who

attempt to practice chiropody without a license, or otherwise violate any of the terms of Chapter 84-6, or use any words or letshall practice or

engaged in the practice of
chiropody, or shall use any cutting instruments upon the feet, claiming
to be practicing some other branch of the healing art, other than chiropody or medicine, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1933, p. 115.)
ters to induce others to believe that he

84-9907.

is

(1751) Practicing dentistry under another's license.

—

It shall

be a misdemeanor for any person to practice dentistry or do any dental
operation under the protection of another's license. (Acts 1897, pp. 119,
123; 1920, pp. 132,
84-9908.

'l

39.)

Punishment

for unfitness of dentists for practice, etc.

—

If

any

dentist shall be guilty of cruelty, incapacity, unskillfulness, gross negli-

gence, indecent conduct towards patients or any such professional mis-

show unfitness upon the part of the dentist
be guilty of misdemeanor and his license to practice

he

behavior, or

to practice,

shall

dentistry shall

be revoked by the Board of Dental Examiners. (Acts 1920, pp. 132, 138.)
Cross-reference.

— Regulations

of the practice of dentistry, see Chapter 84-7.

84-9909. Practice of dentistry without license.

meanor

It shall

be a misde-

any person to practice dentistry in this State unless said perhave obtained a license to so practice from the Board of Dental

for

son shall

—

Professions, Businesses,
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and Trades.

%y.

Examiners duly authorized and appointed under the provisions
ter 84-7.

Chap-

of

(Acts 1920, pp. 132, 138, 139.;

Cross-reference.— Practicing without paying special tax, see

84-9910. False statement

by applicant

for license.

§

84-9901.

—Any person making

a false statement or representation before the Board for the purp

obtaining a license shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1920, pp. 132,
138.)

—

Burden of proof as to authority to practice dentistry. On
the trial of anyone charged with the violation of the provisions of Chapter 84-7, or with the illegal practice of dentistry, it shall be incumbent
on the defendant, upon proof that he practiced dentistry, to show that he
had authority under the law to so practice dentistry to exempt himself
84-9911.

from the penalty
84-9912.

who

for such violation.

Embalming, penalty

(Acts 1920, pp. 132, 142.)

for

practicing

illegally.

—Any

person

shall practice or hold himself or herself out as practicing the sci-

ence of embalming without having complied with the provisions of

Chapter 84-8, or who shall practice embalming without paying the renewal fee as provided therein, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor,
and upon conviction thereof shall be sentenced to pay a fine of not less
than $100 nor more than $500, or imprisonment for not less than 30 days
nor more than six months, either or both, in the discretion of the court.
(Acts 1933, pp. 132, 145.)

—

term "embalmer" on letterheads, etc. Any person holding himself out as an embalmer by placing the term "embalmer"
after his name on a business sign, letterhead, or card, without first complying with Chapter 84-8, shall be considered guilty of practicing without a license, and the use of these terms shall be prima facie evidence of
84-9913.

guilt.

Same; use

(Acts 1933,

of

p. 132.)

84-9914. Practicing medicine illegally.

—Any

person guilty of practicing medicine without complying with the provisions of Chapter 84-9, or
any person who shall violate the provisions of said Chapter, shall be

deemed
to

file

guilty of a misdemeanor.

as his

own

Any person

presenting or attempting

the diploma or certificate or credentials of another, or

who

shall give false or forged evidence of any kind to the State Board of
Medical Examiners or any member thereof in connection with an application for a license to practice medicine, or shall practice medicine under
a false or assumed name, or shall falsely impersonate any other practitioner of a like or different name, shall be deemed guilty of a felony, and
upon conviction thereof shall be punished by a fine of not less than $500
nor more than $1,000, or by a term of from two to five years in the penitentiary, subject to the provisions of section 27-2501. (Acts 1913. pp. 101,

109; 1918, pp. 173, 197.)

—

Nursing without certificate from Board of Examiners. It
shall be unlawful for any person or persons to practice professional nursing as a graduate nurse or registered nurse without a certificate from the
Board of Examiners of Nurses for Georgia and any person violating
any of the provisions of Chapter 84-10 shall be guilty of a misdemeanor,
84-9915.

;

£

84-°916

Professions, Businesses,

and Trades.

and upon conviction thereof shall be punished
Cross-reference.
§

accordance with sec-

(Acts 1927, pp. 247, 252.)

tion 27-2506,
see

in

2058

— Penalty

for practicing profession without

paying special

tax,

S4-9901.

84-9916. Registered nurse, unlawfully claiming to be.

nurse

who

—Each graduate

registers in accordance with the provisions of Chapter 84-10

and known as a registered nurse, and no other nurse shall
assume or use such title, or use the abbreviation "R. N.," or any other
letters, words, or figures to indicate that he or she is a graduate or registered nurse and a violation hereof shall be deemed a misdemeanor.
shall be styled

;

(Acts 1927,

p. 252.)

84-9917. Optometry, penalty for practicing without license.—Any per-

son

who

practices, offers or pretends to practice, or holds himself out

who is not legally registered and
misdemeanor, and shall be punished as for
each day or fraction of a day that he practices in vio-

as eligible to practice

optometry, and

licensed, shall be guilty of a
a

misdemeanor

lation of

for

Chapter 84-11. (Acts 1916, pp.

S3, 87; 1933, pp. 202, 204.)

—

Cross-references. Punishment for misdemeanor, see
must register annually, see § 84-1109.

84-9918. (470 P. C.) Osteopathy; fraudulently
cense, etc.

;

fraud in use of

title.

—Any

person

§

27-2506.

Practitioners

buying or selling

who

li-

shall buy, sell, or

fraudulently obtain any diploma, license, record, or registration to practice

osteopathy, illegally obtained or signed, or issued unlawfully or un-

who

any of the forms or
letters, "Osteopathy," "Osteopath," "Osteopathist," "Diplomate in Osteopathy," "D. O.." "D. Sc. O.," "Osteopathic Physician," "Doctor of Osteopathy," or any other title or letters, either alone or with other qualifying words or phrases, under such circumstances as to induce the belief
that the person who uses such term or terms is engaged in the practice of
osteopathy, or anyone who shall hold himself or herself out as practicing
any other nondrug-giving school of medical practice, without having
complied with the provisions of Chapter 84-12, shall be guilty of a misder fraudulent representation

demeanor. (Acts 1909,

p.

;

or

shall use

123; 1916, pp. 88, 93.)

84-9919. (470 P. C.) Osteopathy; illegal practice of.

—Any person who

shall practice, or pretend to practice, or use the science of osteopathy, or

other nondrug-giving school of medical practice, in treating diseases of
the

human

body, by fraud or misrepresentation, shall be guilty of a mis-

demeanor. (Acts 1909,

p.

123; 1916, pp. 88, 93.)

84-9920. Pharmacists, violation of

law relating

to.

—Any

violation of

any provision of Chapter 84-13, relating to the granting of licenses to
and the registration of pharmacists, shall be a misdemeanor. (Acts 1927,
p. 299.

j

Cross-reference.

— Punishment

for

misdemeanor, see

§

27-2506.

84-9921. Real estate brokers or salesmen, acting without license.

—Any

person or corporation acting as a real estate broker or real estate salesman within the meaning of Chapter 84-14 without a license, and all persons who violate any other provisions of said Chapter, shall be guilty
of a misdemeanor and shall be punished as prescribed in section 27-2506,

Professions, Businesses,
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and

if

a corporation,

by a

fine

and Trades.

§84-9929

not to exceed $1,000. (Acts 1925, pp. 325,

326; 1929, pp.316, 321.)
84-9922. Refusal to testify or produce evidence before

Real Estate
Commission. Any person who shall neglect or refuse to attend and testify or to answer any lawful inquiry or to produce documentary evidence if in his power to do so, in obedience to a subpoena or lawful re-

—

quirement by the Real Estate Commission or a member thereof
guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1929, pp. 316, 320.)
Cross-reference.
§

— Hearings,

shall

be

and power to enforce attendance of witnesv

84-1420.

84-9923. (2064) Veterinarians, violation of law relating to.

son

who

any

shall violate or aid in violating

of the provisions of

ter 84-15, relating to the practice of veterinary

shall be

deemed

guilty of a

misdemeanor

who

(Acts 1908,

shall operate a billiard

per-

Chap-

medicine and surgery,
p. 88.)

84-9924. Billiard rooms, operation without license, etc.

firm or corporation

— Any

— Every person,

room within

a city or

incorporated town, without having applied for a license, as provided for
in sections 84-1603 to 84-1605, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon
conviction shall be fined in any

sum not

than $25, nor more than
operated without a license shall be

$50; and each day that said place is
deemed a separate ofTense. (Acts 1925,

less

p. 290.)

—

law by billiard-room licensees. Any licensee
who shall knowingly violate any of the provisions of Chapter 84-16, relating to the regulation of billiard rooms, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction shall be fined not less than $10, nor more
than $50, for the first ofTense, and shall be fined not less than $25, nor
more than $100, for the second ofTense, and upon third conviction, the
license shall be canceled, and his bond of $500 shall be forfeited to the
84-9925. Violation of

State.

(Acts 1925,

p. 291.)

Minors frequenting billiard rooms, making false certificates,
It is hereby made a misdemeanor, punishable by a fine of not less
etc.
than $10, nor more than $25, for any minor to remain in a billiard room,
84-9926.

—

or to

make

false certificate as to his age, or to use a forged permit. (Acts

1925, pp. 286, 289.)

—

84-9927. Auction sales of jewelry, unlawfully conducting. Any person, firm or corporation or their agents, who shall violate any of the
provisions of Chapter 84-17, relating to jewelry auctions, shall, upon con-

punished as for a misdemeanor, and each violation thereof
shall constitute a separate and distinct ofTense and be punishable as
such. (Acts 1925, pp. 310, 315.)

viction, be

84-9928. Sale of lightning rods without license.—Any person, firm or
corporation violating any of the provisions of Chapter 84-18, relating to

the sale and installation of lightning rods, shall be guilty of a misde-

meanor. (Acts 1918,
84-9929.

p. 172.)

Nurserymen, landscape

—All

architects, etc., violation of

law

re-

persons delivering, selling, or taking orders for nursery
stock, or doing tree surgery, landscape gardening, landscape architectural
lating to.

§

Professions, Businesses,

84-9930

and Trades.
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work, or selling horticultural advice without a license, shall be guilty of
a misdemeanor. (Acts 1922, p. 138.)
Cross-reference.

— Regulations

as to nurserymen, landscape architects,

etc.,

see

Chapter 84-J9.

Fraud and

nursery stock, etc.
Any person or persons who shall deceive or defraud any person or persons in the sale of nursery stock by substituting stock other than con84-9930.

false representations in sale of

—

tracted for. or different varieties of seedlings from those represented, or
shall falsely represent the age,

name

sery stock, or shall misrepresent by

any nurstatement or prom-

or class, or condition of

making any

false

purpose of making a sale of nursery stock, shall be guilty of
misdemeanor. (Acts 1922, p. 138.)

ise for the

a

84-9931. Limitation of prosecutions.

ing two sections shall

— Prosecution

commence within

nursery stock complained

of.

(Acts 1922,

five
p.

under the precedyears of shipment of the

140.)

84-9932. Delivery of nut or fruit trees differing in kind

dered.

—

It shall

or-

be unlawful for any person, persons, firm or corporation,

acting either as principal or agent, to
or corporation

from that

any

fruit or

sell to

any person, persons, firm

nut tree or trees, representing the same to be

and thereafter to deliver to
such purchaser, in filling such order and completing such sale of fruit or
nut tree or trees of a different kind, variety or description from such fruit
of a certain kind, variety or description,

Any

person violating the provisions of
Prosecutions under this
this section shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
section may be commenced at any time within seven years from the
time of the delivery of such fruit or nut trees. (Acts 1918, p. 261.)
or nut tree or trees so ordered.

84-9933. (631 P. C.) Peddler selling without license.

—

If

any peddler

any goods, wares, or merchandise, except
such as are excepted by law, without a license from the proper authority,
he shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Cobb, 822. Acts 1865-6, p. 233.)
or itinerant trader shall sell

Cross-reference.

— Regulations

as to peddling, see Chapter 84-20.

PROHIBITION: See Title 58, Intoxicating Liquors.
PROHIBITION, WRIT OF: See Mandamus, Quo Warranto,
hibition,

Chapter

64-3.

PROMISSORY NOTES:
PROOF:

See Title

38,

See Title

Evidence.

14, Bills

and Notes.

and Pro-
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Estates
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life
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on condition

85-901
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Tenancy

common.:

85-1001
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85-1201

85-1301

in

85-13.

Water

85-14.
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85-15.

Partition

85-1501

85-16.

Processioning

85-1601

rights, navigable streams, etc

85-1401

licenses

PART

III.

PERSONAL PROPERTY.

Chap.
85-17.
85-18.

85-19.

Sec.

General provisions
Choses in action
Crops

85-1701
85-1801
85-1901

CROSS-REFERENCES.
Conversion:

See Title

107,

Trover.

Crimes relating to property:

See Title

26,

Crimes and Punishment, Chapters

26-25 to 26-38.

Forcible entry and detainer:

See Title

105, Torts,

Chapter 105-16.

See Title 105, Torts, Chapter 105-15.
Maps and plats of surveys, record of: See Title 24, Courts, §§ 24-2716 to 24-2719.
Personalty, injuries to: See Title 105, Torts, Chapter 105-17.
Intruders, proceedings against:

in:
See Title 84, Professions, Businesses,
ter 84-14; Title 97, Securities, §§ 97-415 to 97-418.

Real estate, dealers
Realty, injuries to:

See Title

105, Torts,

Chapter

and Trades, Chap-

105-14.

Search warrants: See Title 27, Criminal Procedure, Chapter 27-3.
Taxation: See Title 92, Public Revenue.
Zoning laws: See Title 2, Constitution of the State of Georgia, § 2-1S25.
See, also, Title 12, Bailments; Title 29, Deeds: Title 31, Dower; Title 33, Eject36, Eminent Domain; Title 51, Homestead and Exemptions: Title 60,
Land Registration; Title 61, Landlord and Tenant: Title 67, Mortgages. Conveyances to Secure Debt, and Liens; Title 82, Possessory Warrants: Title 91, Public
Property; Title 108, Trusts; Title 113, Wills, Descent, and Administration of
Estates.

ment; Title

Property.

§85-101

PART
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GENERAL PROVISIONS.

I.

CHAPTER

85-1.

DEFINITIONS.
Sec.

Sec.

how term

85-101.

"Property,"

S5-102.

Title defined.

S5-103.

Perfect

used.

85-104.

Estate defined

85-105.

Fixtures.

title.

85-101. "Property,"

how term

used.

—The term "property"

used not
only to signify things real and personal owned, but to designate the
right of ownership and that which is subject to be owned and enjoyed.
is

(147 Ga. 127 (92 S. E. 937).)
85-102.

(3796) Title defined.

right to property

is

—Title

is

means whereby a person's

the

established.

—

Title by deed, see Title 29, Deeds, Chapter 29-1
by preChapter 85-4. Title as security for debt, see Title 67, Mortgages,
Conveyances to Secure Debt, and Liens. Punishment for conveyance by forged

Cross-references.

;

scription, see
title,

see

§

85-103.

26-3921.

(3797) Perfect

title.

—One person

session and another the right of property
a perfect

the right of pos-

a union of the

two constitutes

title.

85-104. (3656) Estate

which an owner has
personalty.

Any

defined.

— Estate

is

the

quantity

of

interest

in property. It is applicable equally to realty

estate that can be created in the former

in the latter, and* the rules of

The

;

may have

may

and

be created

construction as to both shall be the same.

provisions of this Code, under this Title,

when not

restricted to one,

shall apply to both.

—

Descent and distribution, see § 113-901 et seq. Maintaining
on bare title, see § 105-1404. Trust estates, for whom created,
Gift of income as creating estate in property, see § 113-805.

Cross-references.
suit for trespass

see

§

108-114.

—Any

thing intended to remain permanently in its place, though not actually attached to the land, such as
a rail fence, is a part of the realty and passes with it. Machinery, not
actually attached, but movable at pleasure, is not a part of the realty.
Anything detached from the realty becomes personalty instantly on being
85-105.

(3621,

3622) Fixtures.

so detached.

—

Cross-references. Removal of fixtures by tenant, see § 61-110. Theft of fixtures
or property detached from realty, see §§ 26-2618, 26-2619. Estate for years in land
passes as realty, see § 85-801.

PART

II.

CHAPTER

REAL PROPERTY.

85-2.

Sec.
85-201.

IN GENERAL.
Sec.

Realty defined.

85-201.

85-202.

(3617) Realty defined.

and the buildings thereon, and

— Realty or

all

Allodial tenure.

real estate includes all lands

things permanently attached to either,.

:
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'roperty.

I

or any interest therein or issuing out of or dependent thereon. The right
of the owner of lands extends downward and upward indefinitely.
-

—

Editorial Note. "The space in the far distance above the earth is in the actual
possession of no one, and, being incapable of such possession, title to the land
beneath does not necessarily include title to such space. The le^al title can hardly
extend above an altitude representing the reasonable possibility of man's occupation and dominion, although as respects the realm beyond this the owner of the
land may complain of any use tending to diminish the free enjoyment of the soil
beneath." 178 Ga. 515 (173 S. E. 817). See also, as to lawfulness of flight over
lands of another, § 11-101.

—

Personalty defined, see
Property defined, see § 85-101.
Right of action for interference above or below surface, see § 105-1400.
Easements, see Chapter 85-14.
Cross-references.

$ 85-1701.

(3623) Allodial tenure.

85-202.

—The tenure by which

realty

all

under the State as original owner; it is without service
and limited only by the right of eminent domain remaining
is

Cross-references.
Title 36,

— Origin

of title to realty, see

§

of

is

held

any kind,

in the State.

Eminent domain,

85-301.

see

Eminent Domain.

.

CHAPTER

GRANTS.

85-3.
Sec.

Sec.
85-301.

Origin of

85-302.

Form

85-303.

compliance with.
Errors in grants which

title in

grant.

substantial

grants;

of

may

corrected.

Proceedings to correct errors
in issuing or recording grants.

85-305.

Effect of objections
ceedings.

85-306.

Issue,

85-307.

Filing and preserving of papers.

how formed and

Original grant

85-309.

Effect of corrected grants.

85-310.

How

85-311.

Impeachment

be

85-304.

to

85-308.

85-312.

pro85-313.

grants
grounds.

lost,

may

effect.

be set aside;
of

grants;

grounds.
Nothing taken by grantee by
implication; presumption.
Presumption of grant on 20
years' possession.

tried.

85-301. (3798) Origin of title in

grant.— The

nates in grants from the Government

;

and, since

title to all
its

lands origi-

independence, from

the State.

—

Cross-references. Tenure by which realty is held, see § 85-202. Governor issues grants, see § 91-401. Attestation and record of grants, see § 40-601. How
grants are impeached, see § 85-311. Nothing taken by implication, see § 85-312.

85-302. (3799)

form

Form

of grants;

substantial

—

compliance with. The
hereby established, and a

used in this State is
substantial compliance with the same shall be held
of grants heretofore

85-303. (3800) Errors in grants

which may be corrected.

ing errors in the issuing and recording of grants

Any

error in the

name

sufficient.

may

—The follow-

be corrected,

viz.

or residence of the grantee, or the location, or

character, or boundary of the land, or in am^ other matter or thing con-

nected with the application for or issuing of the grant, or in recording
or transcribing the names of applicants for draws, or of fortunate drawers in the several land lotteries, or any omission in any of the officers.
or on the part of any of the agents of the State, or any other mistake in
the recording thereof, or any other error

whereby the true grantee is
deprived of or jeopardized in his right. (Act 1827, Cobb. 656. Act 1S2S.
Cobb, 657. Act 1837, Cobb, 658. Acts 1851-2, p. 247.)
85-304.

grants.

(3801) Proceedings to correct errors in issuing or recording

— In

all

such cases the application shall be made

in

writing to the

§

85-305

Property.
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Governor, and evidence produced to him that notice in writing of the
nature and time of the application has been served upon every person who
may be in any manner interested in the question and if no objection
shall be hied, and satisfactory evidence of the error or mistake shall be
produced and submitted in writing, the Governor may pass an order re;

quiring the error to be corrected, and, if necessary, a new grant to be
issued upon the first grant being delivered up to be canceled. (Act 1828,
Cobb, 657. (Act 1843!" Cobb, 658. Act 1845, Cobb, 659.)
85-305.

38021 Effect of objections to proceeding.

—

If objections shall
be filed, and it shall appear that such objections will interfere with the
vested rights of other bona fide claimants, the Governor shall refuse to
make such correction, but leave the parties to their judicial remedies.
i

85-306.

(3803) Issue,

how formed and

tried.

—

If

the fact

as to the interference with the vested rights of others, the

is

doubtful

Governor may

cause an issue to be made, and certify the same to the superior court of
the county where the land lies, requiring the court to cause the same to
be tried before a jury, and have their verdict certified to him.
(3804) Filing and preserving of papers.

85-307.

evidence upon every such application shall be

filed

—All

the papers and

and preserved

in the

Executive Office.
(3805) Original grant lost, effect.

85-308.

—

If

the applicant for a cor-

rected grant shall not be able to produce the original grant to be can-

Governor may issue the corrected grant, after advertising for
six months at the expense of the applicant, for any objection to be filed.
(Act 1837, Cobb, 658.)

celed, the

85-309.

(3806) Effect of corrected grants.

— All

corrected grants shall

take effect from the time of the issue of the original grant, but shall not

bona fide purchasers without notice; and all
corrected grants shall bear upon their face a note of the correction made,
and the date of the executive order under which it was made.
affect the vested rights of

85-310.

(3807)

by the State

may

How

grants

may

be set aside; grounds.

— Grants issued

be set aside by the superior court of the county where

on the ground that the same
wilful misrepresentations by the grantee, or
those in privity with him, to the officers of the State; or on the ground
of collusion between the grantee and the said officers; or of fraud, accident, or mistake by the officers, known to the grantee.

upon a writ
were obtained by fraud or

the land

lies,

of scire facias,

—

Impeachment of grants; grounds. Grants may be impeached before the courts, where they are void upon their face, or are
85-311.

(3808)

issued without authority of law, or against a prohibition in a statute, or

which the State had no title; but mere irregularities in the
proceedings to obtain them shall not be inquired into, nor may a mistake in the name of the grantee be proved by parol. (Acts 1857, p. 58.)
for property to

Cross-reference.

85-312.
tion.

—A

— Parol

evidence admissible to prove mistake, see

(3809) Nothing taken

grantee of lands or a

§

38-510.

by grantee by implication; presumpfranchise takes nothing by implication,

Proper!

2065

but

is

403

/.

confined to the terms of his grant; but every presumption

i

favor of a grant.

— When

Cross-references.
grant for ferry, see

franchise exclusive, sec § 85-1312. Construction of
Estates and grants by implication not favored, see
Law making irrevocable grants of special privileges forbidden,
§ 20-704.
Const, Art I, Sec. Ill, Par. II (| 2-302j.
§

95-1403.

—

Presumption of grant on 20 years' possession. Twenty years' possession of land under a claim of right, when the same is
subject to entry and grant, shall authorize the courts to presume a ^ rant
85-313. (3810)

-

—

Cross-references. Title by prescription, see Chapter 85-4.
Limitations against State, see § 3-715.

Processioning, see

Chapter 85-16.

CHAPTER

85-4.

Sec.

Sec.

85-402.

by prescription defined.
Adverse possession; elements.

85-403.

Actual

85-401.

PRESCRIPTION.

Title

how

possession of lands,
evidenced.

possession

85-404.

Constructive

85-405.

Possession under deed extends
to what bounds.
Adverse possession for 20 years

85-411.

imprisonment, or insanity; effect as to prescrip-

Infancy,
tion.

85-412.

stop prescription;
tacking of prior and subse-

Disabilities

of

lands.

85-406.

gives

quent prescriptions.
85-413.

title.

85-407.

Adverse possession for seven
years gives title, when.

85-408.

Possession as notice of
possession by husband

title;

ajid

Prescription in cases of unrepresented estates, joint titles,
and nonsuited or dismissed
actions.

85-414.

Fraud

85-415.

Tacking prior possession

Prescriptive right to easement.

85-410.

Dedication of lands to public

prevent prescription.
orig-

inating in fraud not allowed.

wife.
85-409.

to

85-416.

Transfer of inchoate prescriptive title to permit of tacking possessions.

use, effect of.

—

by prescription defined. Title by prescription is
the right to property which a possessor acquires by reason of the continuance of his possession for a period of time fixed by the laws.
85-401. (4163) Title

—

Cross-references. Definition of title, see § 85-102. Establishment of boundary
by prescription, see §§ 85-1602, 85-1603. Presumption of grant from 20 years'
Prescrippossession, see § 85-313. Prescription as to personalty, see § 85-1706.
tion against registered title, see § 60-423.
lines

—

Adverse possession; elements. Possession to be the
foundation of a prescription must be in the right of the possessor, and
not of another; must not have originated in fraud; must be public, conunuous, exclusive, uninterrupted, and peaceable, and be accompanied by
85-402. (4164)

a

claim of right.

Permissive possession cannot be the foundation of a

prescription, until an adverse claim

(Acts 1851-2,

and actual notice

to the other party.

p. 239.)

—

Cross-references. Ancient lights, see § 85-1201. Adverse possession against
cotenant, see § 85-1005. Land lines by prescription, see §§ 85-1602, 85-1603. Declarations in favor of title admissible to show adverse possession, see § 3S-30S.

85-403.

(4165) Actual possession of lands,

possession of lands

is

how

evidenced.

—Actual

evidenced by inclosure, cultivation, or any use and

occupation thereof which

is

so notorious as to attract the attention of

g

Property.

S5-404
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every adverse claimant, and so exclusive as to prevent actual occupation
by another.
§

105-1403.

85-404.

is

lands exists where one having paper

in actual

— Constructive

Constructive possession of lands.

(4166)

d

session

—

Bare possession of land as supporting action for trespass,
Presumption of grant after 20 years' possession, see § 85-313.

Cross-references.
see

pos-

to a tract of land

title

possession of only a part thereof. In such a case, the law con-

boundary

strues the possession to extend to the

Hence,

of the tract.

may

be in constructive possession of the same land,
being included in the boundaries of each tract. In such cases, no prescription can arise in favor of either.

adjacent owners

Cross-references.
S

— Disputed

possession, see

§

105-1405.

Presumption of

gift,

see

48-106.

(4167) Possession under deed extends to

85-405.

what bounds.

— Pos-

session under a duly recorded deed will be construed to extend to
the contiguous property

90 Ga. 613 (16

S.

embraced

(90 Ga. 224 (15 S. E. 810).

therein.

E. 951).)

—

Cross-reference. Possession
gives good title, see § 85-407.

under written evidence of

title

(4168) Adverse possession for 20 years gives

85-406.

all

verse possession of lands for 20 years, by

itself, shall

for

title.

seven years

—Actual ad-

give good

title

by

prescription against every one, except the State or persons laboring

under the

(Act 1767, Cobb, 560.)
85-102. Twenty years' possession

disabilities hereinafter specified.

—

Cross-references. Definition of title, see §
authorizes presumption of grant, see § 85-313. Limitations to operate against the
Lien of judgment on transferred realty discharged by lapse of
State, see § 3-715.
four years, see § 110-511. Disabilities stop prescription, see § 85-412.

(4169) Adverse possession for seven years gives

85-407.

title,

when.—

under written evidence of title, for seven
years, shall give a like title by prescription but if such written title is
forged or fraudulent, and notice thereof is brought home to the claimant
before or at the time of the commencement of his possession, no prescription shall be based thereon. (Act 1767, Cobb, 559. Act 1805, Cobb,
563. Acts 1851-2, p. 238; 1855-6, p. 233.)

Adverse possession

of lands,

;

Cross-reference.
of four years, see

— Lien
§

of
110-511.

judgment on transferred realty discharged by lapse

(4528) Possession as notice of title; possession

85-408.

— Possession of land

and wife.

notice of whatever right or

by husband

the occupant has. Possession by the husband with the wife is presumptively his
possession, but it may be rebutted. (87 Ga. 587 (13 S. E. 749).)
29-418.

Adverse

—

Record of
of deeds, see

Cross-references.
§

is

title

bond

for title as notice of holder's interest, see
29-401. Husband is head of family, see § 53-501.
possession does not void deed, see § 29-107.

Record

85-409.

§

(4170) Prescriptive right to easement.

—An

incorporeal right

which may be lawfully granted, as a right of way or the right to throw
water upon the land of another, may be acquired by prescription. (47
Ga. 270; 49 Ga. 27.)
Cross-reference.

85-410.

owner

— Ancient

lights,

see

§

85-1201.

(4171) Dedication of lands to public use, effect

of lands, either expressly or

by

of.

—

his acts, shall dedicate the

If

the

same

v

2067

§ 85-416

Property.

and the same shall be so used for such a length of t:
that the public accommodation or private rights might be materially
affected by an interruption of the enjoyment, he may not afterwards
to public use,

appropriate

it

to private purposes.

Cross-reference.

— Easements,

see

Chapter 85-14.

85-411. (4173) Infancy, imprisonment, or insanity; effect as to prescription.

— No prescription shall work against the rights of a minor dur-

ing infancy, of a person imprisoned during his confinement, or of an
insane person as long as the insanity continues; but each of these shall

have a

like

number

removed,

of years after the disability shall be

to

assert his claim to realty or personalty against the person prescribing.

(Act 1767, Cobb, 569. Acts 1855-6,
Cross-reference.

— Effect

p. 238.)

on statute of limitations, see

of disabilities

3-801.

§§

3-802.

Disabilities stop prescription; tacking of prior

85-412. (4174)

sequent prescriptions.

—A

prescription

commenced

and sub-

shall cease against

persons under disability pending the disability, but on removal thereof
the prior possession

make out

to

may

be tacked or added to the subsequent possession

the prescription.

85-413. (4175) Prescription in cases of unrepresented estates,' joint
titles,

and nonsuited or dismissed

actions.

—A prescription

shall not run

against an unrepresented estate until representation, provided the lapse

does not exceed five years

and

erally enforced,

;

which cannot be sevthe owners labor under either of the

nor against a joint

a portion of

who commences

foregoing disabilities; nor against a party
time, but

is

title

his action in

nonsuited, or dismisses for one time, and recommences

within six months. (Act 1847, Cobb, 569. Acts 1855-6,

p. 235.)

—

Cross-references. Exceptions and disabilities under statute of limitations, see
Definition of tenant in common, see § 85-1001.
3, Actions, Chapter 3-8.

Title

85-414. (4177)

run

Fraud

in cases of fraud

to prevent prescription.

— Prescription

shall not

debarring or deterring the other party from his

but fraud which will prevent possession of property from being the foundation of prescription must be
actual or positive fraud, not constructive or legal fraud. (80 Ga. 178

action until the fraud

is

discovered

;

(4 S. E. 391).)
Cross-reference.

85-415.

allowed.

— Fraud

prevents prescriptive

(4176) Tacking

prior

possession

— In making out a prescriptive

not tack to his

own

see §§ 85-402. 85-414.

title,

title,

originating

fraud

not

an innocent purchaser

may

the possession of a grantor

in

whose possession

origi-

nated in fraud of the true owner. (63 Ga. 360.)
Cross-reference.

— Possession

must be

in the right of the possessor, see

§

85-402.

85-416. (4178) Transfer of inchoate prescriptive title to permit of tack-

ing possessions.

—An inchoate prescriptive

title

may

be transferred by a

possessor to a successor, so that the successive possessions
to

make out

the prescription.

may

be tacked

Property.

$5-501

§

CHAPTER

ABSOLUTE OR FEE SIMPLE ESTATES.

85-5.

Sec.

Sec.
85-501.

Definition.

85-502.

Fee

may

._

...,

What

85-503,

be

word

85-504.

"Heirs,"

85-505.

Estates

''heirs of the body,"
"lineal heirs," "lawful heirs,"
and "issue" declared to

Fee

abeyance.

in

m ean

fee.

j
words

maker
85-501.

•

upon

limited
..

2008

use
intention

create;

"heirs;"

of
of

Remote

85-506.

in fee.

construc-

limitations,

and operation.

tion

—An

estate with re-

tail; life

mainder over

of instrument.

{3657) Definition.

"children."

absolute or fee simple estate

is

one

which the owner is entitled to the entire property, with unconditional
power of disposition during his life, and which descends to his heirs and
legal representatives upon his death intestate.

in

Cross-references.
for debts, see
§ 113-805.

— Descent

113-1509.

§

and distribution, see § 113-901 et seq. Estate bound
of income as creating estate in property, see

Gift

—

Fee limited upon fee. An
absolute estate may be created to commence in future, and the fee may
be in abeyance without detriment to the rights of subsequent remainders.
A fee may be limited upon a fee, either by deed or will, where the plain
intention of the grantor or testator requires it, and no other rule of law
is

may

(3658) Fee

85-502.

be in abeyance.

violated thereby.
Cross-references.

of his estate, see

85-503.

maker

§

(3659)

— Use

upon use, see
Conveyance

113-106.

What words

of instrument.

108-113. Power of testator to dispose
of future interest, see § 29-103.

§

create; use of

—The word "heirs," or

sary to create an absolute estate

word
its

"heirs;" intention of

equivalent,

not neces-

is

but every conveyance, properly exe-

;

cuted, shall be construed to convey the fee, unless a less estate

tioned and limited
ited, the

in

such conveyance.

If a less estate is

is

men-

expressly lim-

courts shall not, by construction, increase such estate into a

fee,

but, disregarding all technical rules, shall give effect to the intention of

the

maker

of the instrument, as far as the

same

is

lawful,

can be gathered from its contents and if not, the court
evidence to prove the intention. (Act 1821, Cobb, 169.)
;

—

if

may

Cross-references. Gift of income in will as creating estate, see
tention of testator in construing wills, see § 113-806. In wills, see

§
§

the

same

hear parol
113-805.
113-804.

In-

Editorial

Note.— History

85-504.

T3660) "Heirs," "heirs of the body," "lineal heirs," "lawful

of this section, see 80/374, 377 (7 S. E. 554).

and "issue" declared to mean "children."

heirs,"

— Limitations

over to

"heirs," "heirs of the body," "lineal heirs," "lawful heirs," "issue," or

words

of similar import, shall be held to

mean

"children," whether the

parents are alive or dead; and under such words children, and the descendants of deceased children, by representation in being at the time
of the vesting of the estate, shall take.

85-505.

Estates

(3661) Estates tail;

tail

life

estate with remainder over in fee.

are prohibited and abolished and the law shall not

—

presume

or imply such an estate. Gifts or grants to one and the heirs of his body,

or his heirs male or heirs female, or his heirs by a particular person, or

convey an absolute fee. Limitations which,
by the English rules of construction, would create an estate tail by implication, shall give a life estate to the first taker, with remainder over in

his children, or his issue, shall

Property.

2069

604

§ 65

and their descendants, as above provided and if tti
is living at the time of his death, remainder over in fee to the beneficiaries
intended by the maker of the instrument. (Act 1799, Cobb, 107. Act
1821, Cobb, 169.)

fee to his children

Cross-reference.
Editorial

;

— Life

estates, see

Note.— History

§

85-601.

of this section, see 80/374, 379 (7 S. E. 554;.

Remote

—

and operation. All
limitations over after the death of the first taker, upon his "dying without heirs," or "dying without issue," or "dying without leaving heirs Ot
issue," or "on failure of issue," or other and equivalent terms, shall be
85-506. (3662)

mean

construed to
in the

a failure of heirs or issue at the time of the death

and

of the first taker,

limitations, construction

convey the estate

shall

preceding section. (Acts 1853-4,

Cross-reference.
Editorial

— Perpetuities,

Note.— History

see

85-707.

§

ESTATES FOR LIFE.

85-6.

Sec.

Sec.

Length

of

life

85-602.

How

Estates which must terminate
estates during
at death;

estate

may

be created.

widowhood.
Rights and liabilities
for

life;

exercise of ordinary

Length

85 " 606

85-607.

Cross-references.
85-801.

Title

estate.

Curtesy, tenancy by.

85-609.

Sale of estate, effect.

of life estate.

— Estate

in

by escheat and

85-602. (3664)

How

—An estate for

life

may

may

some other person

remainder, see § 85-701.
Estate
forfeiture, see Chapter 85-11.

estate

property,

of

85-608.

for the life of the tenant or for the life of

§

-

increase

ownership of.
Emblements, right to.
Rights of renter from life tenan t upon termination of life

of tenant

care.

85-601. (3663)

Natural

85-605.

estate.

85-603.

85-604.

p. 72.)

of this section, see 80/374, 379 (7 S. E. 554).

CHAPTER
85-601.

manner prescribed

in the

be created.

or persons.

for

—An estate for

be either

years,

life

may

see

be

created by deed or will, or by express agreement of the parties or operation of law;

it

cannot be created

in

such property as

destroyed in the

is

use.
Cross-reference.
see § 85-503.

— Courts

cannot by construction increase a lesser estate to

fee,

which must terminate at death; estates during
widowhood. Estates which may extend during life, but must terminate
at death, so long as they exist are deemed life estates such are estates
during widowhood.
85-603.

(3665) Estates

—

;

Cross-reference.

85-604.

— Estates

during widowhood, see

§

85-712.

(3666) Rights and liabilities of tenant for

—

life

;

exercise of ordi-

nary care. The tenant for life shall be entitled to the full use and enjoyment of the property if in such use he exercises the ordinary care of
a prudent man for its preservation and protection, and commits no acts
tending to the permanent injury of the person entitled in remainder or
reversion. For the want of such care and the wilful commission of such

§

Property.

S5-D05

2070

remainderman,

acts, he shall forfeit his interest to the

if

he shall elect to

claim immediate possession.

— Ne

exeat to prevent removal of property, see § 37-1401. ReState, see § 85-1708. Rights of tenants in common, see
Rights of renter, see § 61-109. Rights of tenant in estate for years, see

Cross-references.

moval of personalty from
S

§

&5-1003.
85-803.

(3667) Natural increase of property, ownership

85-605.

of.

—The nat-

ural increase of the property shall belong to the tenant for

life.

—
—

Any

extraordinary accumulation of the corpus such as issue of new stock
upon the share of an incorporated company shall attach to the corpus
and go with it to the remainderman.

—

Cross-references. Increase of animals follow mother, see
of specific legacy goes with legacy, see § 113-809.

§

85-1705.

Income,

etc..

(3668) Emblements, right

85-606.

to.

—

If

the

life

estate shall be ter-

minated by the act of one other than the tenant, he and his legal representatives shall be entitled to emblements, which are the profits of the
crop sowed by him during life, whether the plants are annual or perennial.

—

Cross-references. When tenant for years entitled to emblements, see 85-804.
tenant at will entitled to emblements, see § 61-106.

When

tenant upon termination of
life estate.
If the tenant for life rents the land for the year, and the life
during the year by his death or otherwise, the tenant
terminated
estate is
(3669) Rights of renter from

85-607.

life

—

shall be entitled to the land for the

term of the year, upon complying

with his contract with the tenant for

life.

— Rights

Cross-reference.

see

renter,

§

(3670) Curtesy, tenancy by.

85-608.
in

of

61-109.

—There

is

no tenancy by curtesy

Georgia.
Cross-reference.

— See

Title 31,

Dower.

(3671) Sale of estate, effect.

85-609.

a tenant for

— No

forfeiture shall result

from

selling the entire estate in lands; the purchaser shall ac-

life

quire only his interest.
Cross-reference.
§

— Seller

can convey no greater

title

than he has himself, see

96-111.

CHAPTER

ESTATES IN REMAINDER AND REVERSION.

85-7.

Sec.

Sec.
85-701.

Definitions.

85-702.

No

85-703.

Vested or contingent remainders; definitions.

85-704.

85 - 708

'

Vestin ^ of remainders favored.

85-709.

Assent of executor to legacy
to

Creation
Creation

ijf e

tenant; effect as to re-

mainderman.

-

of

mainder by
85-706.

Perpetuities.

Rights of heirs of remainder-

man
85-705.

85-707.

particular estate necessary.

of

estates

in

re-

parol.

estates

in

mainder for persons not

re-

85-710.

Merger.

85-711.

Lien on one's

85-712.

Estates during widowhood.

own

property.

in

being.

—An

estate in remainder

one limited to
be enjoyed after another estate is determined, or at a time specified in
the future. An estate in reversion is the residue of an estate, usually
85-701.

(3674) Definitions

is

§ 85-700

Property.

2071
the fee

left in

the grantor and his heirs after the determination of a par-

which he has granted out of it. The rights of the reversioner are the same as those of a vested remainderman in fe<

ticular estate

Cross-references.

85-702.

—Title
No

(3675)

by escheat and

Chapter 85-11.

forfeiture, see

particular estate necessary.— No particular estate

being necessary to sustain a remainder under this Code, the defeat of
the particular estate for any cause does not destroy the remainder.
85-703. (3676) Vested

or

contingent

remainders;

A

definitions.

vested remainder

— Re-

one limited to a certain person at a certain time, or upon the happening of a
necessary event. A contingent remainder is one limited to an uncertain
person, or upon an event which may or may not happen.

mainders are either vested or contingent.

85-704. (3677) Rights of heirs of

man

remainderman.

—

If

is

the remainder-

shall die before the time arrives for possessing his estate in re-

mainder, his heirs shall be entitled to a vested-remainder interest, and
to a contingent-remainder interest when the contingency is not as to
the person but as to the event. If the contingency shall be as to the
person, and that person shall not be in esse at the time when the contingency happens, his heirs shall not be entitled.
Cross-references.

and shifting
85-705.

remainder

— Construction

of technical words,

see

§

85-504.

Contingent

trusts, see § 108-109.

(3679) Creation of estates in remainder by parol.

may

— Estates

in

not be created by parol.

Cross-reference.

— Statute

of frauds, see

§

20-401.

85-706. (3679) Creation of estates in remainder for persons not in be-

— Estates

remainder may be created for persons not in being;
and if the remainder is vested, it opens to take in all persons within the
description coming into being up to the time* enjoyment commences.
ing.

85-707.

in

(3678)

Perpetuities.

— Limitations

of

estates

may

extend

through any number of lives in being at the time when the limitations
commence, and 21 years, and the usual period of gestation added thereafter.
A limitation beyond that period the law terms a perpetuity, and
forbids its creation. When an attempt is made to create a perpetuity,
the law gives effect to the limitations not too remote, declaring the others
void, and thereby vests the fee in the last taker under legal limitations.

—

Cross-references. Dedication of land to municipality for park in perpetuity, see
Limitations over, see §§ 85-504 to 85-506. When creation of estate for
years is valid, see § 85-801.
§

69-504.

—

85-708. (3680) Vesting of remainders favored.
The law favors the
vesting of remainders in all cases of doubt. In construing wills, words

of survivorship shall refer to the death of the testator in order to vest
remainders, unless a manifest intention to the contrary shall appear.
Cross-reference.

—Vested

or contingent remainders, see

§

85-703.

(3681) Assent of executor to legacy to life tenant: effect as to
remainderman. The assent of the executor to a legacy to the tenant for
85-709.

—

inures to the benefit of the remainderman. Remainderman, at the
termination of the life estate, may take possession immediately. If, howlife

ever, the will provides for a sale or other act to be done for the purpose

g

85-710

Property.

or prior

of.

to. a

division, the executor

purpose of executing* the
Cross-reference.

85-710.

— Effect

2072

may

recover possession for the

will.

of assent, see

(3682) Merger.

—

If

two

113-802.

§

estates

same person in his individual
be merged in the greater.

unite in the
shall

Cross-reference.

85-711.

may

— Merger

of legal

(3683) Lien on one's

and equitable

own

the

in

same property

shall

capacity, the lesser estate

interests, see

property.

§

108-112.

—As a general rule a party

own

property; but the owner of property, subject to a lien created or imposed against the property by another, may
protect himself by purchasing the lien for levy on other property, or to
hold it as a claim against the person liable to pay the same. (71 Ga. 363
not hold a lien on his

;

77 Ga. 549.)

.

,

Estates during widowhood.

—

Limitations over upon
widow
shall
valid,
unless
such
marriage
of
a
be
limitations are manithe
festly intended to operate as a restraint upon the free action of such
widow in respect to marriage, and are not simply prudential provisions
for the protection of the interest of children or others in such event in
such cases they are void.
85-712. (3684)

;

—

Cross-references. Estates during widowhood, see § 85-603.
Dower. Restraints on marriage, see §§ 53-107, 53-108.

Dower,

see Title

31,

CHAPTER

85-8.

ESTATES FOR YEARS.
Sec.

Sec.

85-804.

85-801.

Definition.

85-802.

Distinction from bailment and
relation of landlord and tenant.

tenant

of

Grounds

of

right

of

tenant

to.

85-805.

Expenses and repairs;

liability

of tenant.

#

Rights

85-803.

Emblements,

85-806.

as to use.
forfeiture of

Lease; definition; extent of

in-

terest.

estate.

85-801.

(3685) Definition.

—An estate for years

is

one which

is

limited

which may be made fixed and cerpasses as realty. It may be for any number of

in its duration to a period fixed or
tain.

If it is in lands, it

years, provided the limitation

is

within the rule against perpetuities.

—

Anything detached from
Definition of realty, see § 85-201.
Cross-references.
Estates during widowhood, see §§ 85-603,
realty becomes personalty, see § 85-105.
Estates in remainder and reversion, see
85-712.
Estates for life, see § 85-601.
85-707.
85-701.
Perpetuities,
see
§
§
85-802.
tenant.-

—

(3686) Distinction from bailment and relation of landlord and
An estate for years differs, when applied to personalty, from a

contract of hiring, in that the latter
in

is

a bailment conveying

when

the property to the bailee but a mere right of use;

realty
latter

no

interest

applied to

from the relation of landlord and tenant in that in the
the tenant has no estate, but a mere right of use very similar to
it

differs

the right of a hirer of personalty.
Cross-references.
§

— Definition

of

bailment,

see

§

12-101.

Title

of

hirer,

see

12-202.

85-803.
estate.

(3687) Rights of tenant as to use.

— An

estate for years carries with

it

Grounds

of forfeiture of

the right to use in as abso-

Property.
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g

manner

as a greater estate, but not to the injury of the property
or of the person entitled either in remainder or reversion the act
lute a

;

omission and commission prescribed as grounds of forfeiture of an estate
for life shall operate to the same effect as against a tenant for years.
Cross-references.

— Rights

and

liabilities of life

tenant, see

§

85-604,

and cross-

references.

Emblements, right

85-804. (3688)

of tenant to.

— A tenant for years

is

not entitled to emblements, unless the estate shall be terminated, before
the period fixed, by the happening of

some contingency provided

in its

creation and without fault of the tenant.
Cross-references.

— Right

Expenses and

85-805. (3689)

years in bound for
tion

§
§

85-606.
61-106.

repairs, liability of tenant.

Rights of

— A tenant for

repairs or other expense necessary for the preserva-

all

and protection

Cross-reference.

of life tenant to emblements, see
will to emblements, see

Right of tenant at

hirer, see § 12-202.

of the property.

— Landlord's

liability for repairs, see § 61-111.

—

(3690) Lease; definition; extent of interest. When one grants
to another an estate for years out of his own estate, reversion to himself,
85-806.

usually termed a lease.

may

be confined to a particular interest
in lands such as mining or agricultural, in which event no other interest
it is

It

mining interest shall
not pass unless the circumstances justify an implication of such an in-

shall pass.

If

no subject of the lease

is

stated, the

tention in the parties.
Cross-references.

— Rights

mining property, see
§

§

Right of way incidental to
of tenant, see § 61-109.
83-204.
When relation of landlord and tenant exists, see

61-101.

CHAPTER

ESTATES ON CONDITION.

85-9.

Sec.

Sec.
•85-901.

85-904.

Definition.

85-902.

Conditions precedent and subsequent denned.

85 „ 905

85-903.

Repugnant or impossible or

85-906.

il-

legal conditions, validity of.

—An

Legal

disabilities,

effect

of.

Notice of condition.
De pendent and independent
covenants or conditions.
Effect of breach of condition
subsequent.

may

be granted upon a condition, either express or implied, upon performance or breach of which
85-901.

(3716) Definition.

the estate shall either

may

commence, be enlarged,

or be defeated.

Conditions precedent and subsequent defined.

85-902. (3717)
tions

estate

be either precedent or subsequent.

The former

— Condi-

require per-

formance before the estate shall vest the latter may cause a forfeiture of
a vested estate.
The law inclines to construe conditions to be subsequent rather than precedent, and to be remediable by damages rather
;

than by forfeiture.
Cross-references.

— Conditions

precedent

20-110. Construction of conditions, see
see § 85-906.
§

85-903. (3718)
of.

— Conditions

Repugnant

§

and
37-216.

subsequent

in
contracts, see
Effect of breach of condition,

or impossible or illegal conditions, validity

repugnant to the estate granted or to do impossible or

g

Property.

8 3-904

illegal

which

acts, or

2074

themselves are contrary to the policy of the

in

law. arc void.

—

Cross-references. Conditions in terrorem void when, see § 113-820.
Election
Restraint of marriage by condition,
to take under or against will, see § 37-502.
Void conditions in contracts, see § 20-111. Void condietc, void, sec S 53-107.
Void conditions in wills, see § 113-820.
tions in gifts, see § 48-109.

(3719) Legal disabilities, effect

85-904.

Notice of condition.

of.

— No

non compos mentis, shall excuse a person
from failing to comply with a condition annexed to his estate; no notice
of such condition need be given by the person claiming under the limitalegal disability, except being

tion over.
Cross-references.

— Disabilities

preventing working of prescription, see

85-411.

§

Dependent and independent covenants or conditions.
The dependence or independence of covenants or conditions must be
collected from the intention of the parties, viewing the entire instrument in dependent conditions the failure of the person first required
to act shall be an excuse to the other party for failing to comply if the
conditions are independent, no such excuse shall avail. The law inclines
85-905.

[3720)

—

;

;

to construe conditions to be independent.

—

Cross-references. Construction of conditions, see
with condition as defense to action on contract, see

(3721) Effect

85-906.

of

breach

of

37-216.
20-902.

§

§

condition

Failure to comply

subsequent.

—Upon

breach of condition subsequent, working a forfeiture, the person to
the estate is limited may enter immediately.

CHAPTER

TENANCY

85-10.

Sec.

85-1001.

IN

whom

COMMON.

Sec.

Definition
Inequality
shares, effect of.

85-1002.

Joint tenancies .abolished.

85-1003.

Rights

and

*
tenants;

liabilities

of

~ .'J..:,*...
possession;

of

Accounting

between

ants for unequal
rents or profits.
co,.„
ac-

counting for rent.

85-1001. (3723) Definition.

85-1004.

oc innc
85-1005.

A
Adverse
possession,
K

85-1006.

Partition.

cotenshare

of

,

Inequality of shares, effect

of.

—Wherever

two or more persons, from any cause, are entitled to the possession,
simultaneously, of any property, a tenancy in common is created. Ten-

common may have

unequal shares; they will be held to be equal
unless the contrary appears. The fact of inequality shall not give the
person holding the greater interest any privileges, as to possession, superior to the person owning a lesser interest, as long as the tenancy conants in

tinues.

—Joint

tenancy shall not
exist in this State, and all such estates, under the English law, shall be
held to be tenancies in common. (Act 1828, Cobb, 545. Acts 1853-4, p. 70.)
85-1002.

(3722) Joint tenancies

85-1003. (3724) Rights

and

abolished.

liabilities

— Every tenant

of cotenants;

common

possession; ac-

have the right to possess the joint property, and as long as he occupies no greater portion of
it than his own share would be on division, and does not withdraw from
it any of its essential value, such as mineral deposits, he shall not be
counting for rent.

in

shall

Propem
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/.

he receives any rent or
other profit, or commits any waste, or if he by any means deprives his
cotenant of the use of his fair proportion of the property, or if he approliable to

priates

account for rent to his cotenant

all

to his exclusive use, or

as that the use of

it

;

hut

if

the properly

if

must necessarily be

is

of such a char,v

exclusive, he shall be liable to

account to his cotenant.
Cross-reference.

— Equity jurisdiction

of accounting,

between cotenants

85-1004. (3727) Accounting

37-301.

§

s<i<:

unequal share of
If one tenant in common receives more than his share
rents or profits.
of the rents and profits, he shall be liable therefor as agent or bailee of
the other cotenant; and in equity the claim for such indebtedness shall
be superior to liens placed on his interest by the tenant in possession
for

—

receiving the profits. (14 Ga. 429; 22 Ga. 161
Cross-reference.

— Accounting

equity, see

in

85-1005. (3725) Adverse possession.

§

;

57 Ga. 32.)

37-301.

—There

may

be no adverse pos-

session against a cotenant until actual ouster, or exclusive possession
after

demand, or express notice

events the cotenant
Cross-references.

Chapter

may

of adverse possession

;

in

any

of

which

sue at law for his possession.

—Actual

possession, see

§

85-403.

by prescription, see

Title

85-4.

85-1006. (3726) Partition.

—Upon

application by any tenant in com-

mon, the superior court may order partition as hereinafter provided.
Cross-reference.

— Partition,

CHAPTER

see Chapter 85-15.

ESCHEAT AND FORFEITURE.

85-11.

Sec.

Sec.

85-1101.

Escheat defined.

85-1106.

Claim by next of kin or heir

85-1102.

When

85-1107.

No

85-1103.

Duty

85-1104.

Proceeds of escheated prop-

heirs,

are

etc.,

incap-

able.

how

disposed

Solicitor general
for escheator.

of.

as

Forfeiture

counsel

defined.

which case the estate

for

crime

abol-

ished.

Other

85-1110.

85-1101. (4155) Escheat
heirs, in

85-1109.

of ordinary; claims.

erty,

85-1105.

85-1108.

within six years.
escheat in what cases.
Reduction of property to
cash. Ascertainment of nonexistence of person.

— Escheat

forfeitures.

results

upon

failure of

of an intestate reverts to the State.

In no

other case does an estate escheat.
Cross-references.
see § 85-1107.

—Descent

85-1102. (4156)

When

to heirs, see

§

113-901

et

seq.

heirs, etc., are incapable.

—

If

No

escheat when.

the heirs of an

intestate or the devisees of land of a testator are incapable of holding
title to

lands, the ordinary shall order the legal representative of the

and pay over the proceeds to such devisees or next
(Act 1810, Cobb, 253.)

estate to sell the lands
of kin.

—

Duty of ordinary; claims. The escheator, as soon as
he shall obtain possession of the estate as administrator, shall make
known to the ordinary of the county the fact that the same has appar85-1103. (4157)

ently escheated to the State

;

whereupon the

said ordinary shall pass an

—
§

Property.

S5-1104
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order requiring the said administrator to advertise, by publication in one
or more newspapers in this and other States, according to the circumstances of each ease, notifying-

all

persons interested as next of kin of such

deceased person of the facts and date of his death, the amount of the
estate, and the pendency of proceedings to escheat the same, which pub-

months. If no person shall appear and
claim, as heir, within 12 months from the date of the first publication,
the ordinary shall pass an order declaring the said property escheated to
the State. If any person claims the property alleged to be escheated, the
claim shall be interposed and tried as claims at administrators' sales.
(Act 1801, Cobb, 250. Act 1805, Cobb, 252. Act 1817, Cobb, 254.)
lication shall be continued for six

§

Cross-references.
113-1701 et seq.

85-1104.

— Ordinary,

see

24-1701 et seq.

§

Administrator's sales, see

(4158) Proceeds of escheated property,

The proceeds

how

disposed

of escheated property shall be paid, in each

treasurer of the educational fund of such county, to

of.

county to the

become

a part of

such fund. (Act 1805, Cobb, 252.)
Cross-reference.
§

— Disposition

of

proceeds

if

persons

appear

to

take,

see

85-1108.

85-1105. (4159)

Solicitor general as counsel for escheator.

— In

all trials

arising in reference to escheated property the solicitor general shall be
ex-officio counsel for escheator.
Cross-reference.

— Duties

of solicitor general, see

85-1106. (4160) Claim

by next

§

24-2908.

of kin or heir within six years.

—The

next of kin or heir of such deceased person may, at any time within six
years after such order declaring the estate escheated (or,

under any

if

laboring

removal of the same),
bring suit against the treasurer of said educational fund for the principal
of the said sum without interest, and, upon proof of his right thereto,
may recover the same without costs. (Act 1801, Cobb, 251. Act 1836,
Cobb, 255.)
85-1107.

disability, within three years after the

No

escheat in what cases.

—

If

there shall

now

or hereafter be

any property in this State in the hands of an administrator or escheator
to which the husband or wife or adopted child of the deceased was an
heir, but such widow, husband, or adopted child, before receiving possession of said property, has died intestate in respect thereto and without
ascertainable heirs, such property shall not escheat to the State, in case
there are heirs of the blood of such deceased person, but shall be held to

belong to the persons who would have inherited the same had such marriage or adoption not occurred. (Acts 1917, p. 101.)
85-1108. Reduction of property to cash. Ascertainment of nonexistence
of persons.

— Such property shall be reduced to cash by such administra-

under existing laws; the nonexistence of such wife, husband or adopted child, or of the heirs of the same, may be ascertained by
advertisement as provided in case of escheats; and should such not appear, the fund shall be paid over, less the expenses of the proceedings,
as above provided. (Acts 1917, p. 101.)
tor or escheator

Cross-reference.

— Advertisement,

see

§

85-1103.

§85-1203
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85-1109. (4161j Forfeiture

State for crime

crime

for

abolished*— Forfeiture

to

abolished, but the Stale shall hold a Lien upon

is

all

4

the

property of an offender for the costs of the prosecution against him.

—

Cross-references. Attainder, sec Const. U. S., Art. Ill, Sec 3, Par. 2 (I 1-306
Forfeiture for crime abolished, see
Const., Art. T, Sec. Ill, Par. II (§ 2-302).
Const, Art. I, Sec. II, Par. Ill (§ 2-203).

85-1110. (4162) Other forfeitures.

— Forfeitures are worked by

acts, specified in different parts of this

named

various

Code, for the benefit of person

9

therein.

—

Cross-references. Forfeiture of estate by life tenant, see §§ 85-604, 85-1708.
Conditions subsequent as
Forfeiture of estate by tenant for years, see § 85-803.
cause for forfeiture of vested estate, see § 85-902. Equity seeks to relieve against
Forfeiture of easement, see § 85-1403.
forfeitures, see § 37-216.

CHAPTER

ADJOINING LANDOWNERS.

85-12.

Sec.

Sec.

Easement

85-1201.

of light

and

air, ac-

Excavations;

85-1203.

quisition of.

Lateral support, right

85-1202.

85-1201. (3618)

sells a

to

make;

of.

Easement

an easement of light and

air

of light

and

air,

acquisition

of.

—A

right to

passing over another's land through ancient

windows may not be acquired by

lights or

right

notice.

prescription

when one

but

;

house, the light necessary for the reasonable enjoyment thereof

being derived from and across adjoining land belonging to the same

owner, the easement of light and

air

over such vacant lot shall pass as

an incident to the house sold, because necessary to the enjoyment
(58 Ga. 268; 69 Ga. 219.)

thereof.

Cross-references.
§

— Adverse

possession,

see

§

Easements

85-402.

of

way, see

85-1401.

85-1202. (3619) Lateral support, right of.

owe

— Owners of adjoining lands

to each other the lateral support of the soil of each to that of the

other in

its

natural state.

If

they derive

title

from

a

common

grantor,

the lateral support shall embrace the weight of walls and other burdens
that

may be on

it;

and

if

at the time of sale there are buildings adjoining

each other, the right shall extend to the lateral support which each adjacent wall gives to the other.
Cross-reference.
§

— Right

(70 Ga. 39.)

below surface, see

of action for interference above or

105-1409.

85-1203. (3620) Excavations; right to

make;

notice.

—The

owner

of

adjoining land has the right, on giving reasonable notice of his intention
so to do, to

dary

make proper and needful excavations even up

line for

boun-

purposes of construction, using ordinary care and taking

reasonable precautions to sustain the land of the other.
Ga. 588 (4

to the

(70 Ga. 38; 79

S. E. 320).)

Cross-reference.

— Prescriptive

right to easement, see

§

85-409.

jj

Property.
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CHAPTER

WATER

85-13.
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RIGHTS, NAVIGABLE

STREAMS, ETC.
Se c.

Sec

Ownerhip

of running water.
Rights of owners of land ad-

$5-1301.
85-1302.

n

to
jacent
streams.

85-1504.

85-1305.
85-1306.

ment

boundary

title;

hue.

on navigable

Navigable tidewater defined.
Rights of owners of land adjacent to navigable tide-

85-1308.

85-1309.

Navigable stream defined.
Rights oi owner of lands adjacent to navigable streams.
of
nonnavigable
Possession
streams by owners.
Water power, etc., construetion of dams for develop-

85-1303.

Tidewaters;

85-1307.

waters.
85-1310.

Levees and ditches; construc-

85-1311.

Bridge or ferry, right to con-

85-1312.

Franchise,

tion authorized.
struct; franchise.

when

exclusive.

of.

—

Ownership of running water. Running water, while
belongs to the owner of the land, but he has no right to divert

85-1301.

(3629)

on land,
it from the usual channel, nor may he so use or adulterate it as to interfere with the enjoyment of it by the next owner. (Acts 1855-6, p. 12.)
Cross-reference.

sawdust into stream, see

§

26-3701.

(3630) Rights of owners of land adjacent to nonnavigable

85-1302.

streams.

—Floating

— The beds of streams not navigable belong to the owner of the

adjacent land;

the stream of water

if

the dividing line, each

is

owner

is

main current; if the current change
follows the current; if from any cause it takes a new

entitled to the thread or center of the

gradually, the line

channel, the original line,

if

capable of identification, remains the boun-

Gradual accretions of land on either side accrue to the owner.

dary.

(3631) Navigable stream defined.

85-1303.

capable of bearing upon

—A navigable stream

is

one

bosom, either for the whole or a part of the
year, boats loaded with freight in regular course of trade. The mere raftits

wood

ing of timber or transporting of

in small boats shall

not

make

a

stream navigable.

owner of lands adjacent to navigable
The rights of the owner of lands adjacent to navigable streams
low-water mark in the bed of the stream.

85-1304. (3632) Rights

streams.

of

—

extend to

85-1305. (3633) Possession of nonnavigable streams

owner

of a stream not navigable

sion thereof as he has of

is

entitled to the

any other part

benefit of those

—The

same exclusive posses-

of his land;

has no power to compel or interfere with him in

by owners.

its

and the legislature
lawful use, for the

above or below him on the stream, except to restrain

nuisances.

—

Cross-references.
Condemnation by water power companies, see Title
nent Domain, Chapter 36-8.

85-1306. (3634)

Water power,

—

be lawful for

ment

of.

It shall

or controlling lands

all

upon opposite

construct and maintain a

opment

etc.,

dam

or

construction of

dams

36,

Emi-

for develop-

corporations and individuals owning
sides of

dams

any nonnavigable stream, to

across such stream for the devel-

water power and other purposes, together with canals and
appurtenances thereof; Provided, that this section shall not be construed
of

to release individuals or corporations constructing such

and appurtenant works from

liability to private

dam

property for

dams
damages
or

§85-1310

Property.
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resulting from the construction and operation thereof, cither by over:

or otherwise. (Acts 1908,
Cross-references.

p. 78.)

— Navigable

stream, see

§

85-1303.

Wat<r not

to

be diverted

Use of nonnavigable waters flowing over
land, see 8 105-1407. Condemnation by water power companies, ee Title 36, Eminent Domain, Chapter 36-8.
in cultivating rice, see

§

5-401.

85-1307. (3635) Tidewaters;

beds of

all

title;

boundary

line.

—The

title

to

the

tidewaters, where the tide regularly ebbs and flows, and which

are not navigable under the next succeeding section, -hall vest

in

the

present owner of the adjacent land for all purposes, including, among
others, the exclusive right to oysters, clams, and other shell fish therein
or thereon. If the water

the dividing line, each owner's boundary shall

is

extend to the main thread or channel of the water. If the main thread,
or center, or channel of the water changes gradually, the line follows the
same, according to the change. If for any cause it takes a new channel,
the original

line, if

capable of identification, remains the boundary. Grad-

ual accretions of land on either side accrue to the owner.

(Acts 1902,

p. 108.)

—

Counties divided by
Cross-references. Boundaries of the State, see § 15-101 et seq.
water, see § 23-102. Right to oysters in certain streams, see Title 45, Game and
Fish, Chapter 45-8.

85-1308. (3636) Navigable tidewater defined.

—A

navigable tidewater

bed of water where
the tide regularly ebbs and flows, which is in fact used for the purposes
of navigation, or is capable of bearing upon its bosom, at mean low tide,
boats loaded with freight in the regular course of trade. The mere raftis

any tidewater, the

sea, or

any

inlet thereof, or other

ing of timber thereon, or the passage of small boats thereover, whether
for the transportation of persons or freight, shall not be

tion within the

meaning

make tidewater

of this

navigable.

(Acts 1902,

85-1309. (3637) Rights of

waters.

— For

all

and the preceding

owners

purposes, including

deemed naviga-

section,

and shall not

p. 108.)

of land adjacent to navigable tide-

among

others the exclusive right to

the oysters and clams (but not to include other fish) therein or thereon

being, the boundaries and rights of owners of land adjacent to or cov-

ered in whole or in part by navigable tidewaters, as defined in the pre-

ceding section, shall extend to low water mark in the bed of the water

:

Provided, however, that nothing in this and the two preceding sections
shall be so construed as to authorize

such an exclusive appropriation of

any tidewater, navigable or nonnavigable, by any person whomsoever.
as to prevent the free use of the same by others for purposes of passage
and for the transportation of such freights as may be capable of being
carried thereover.

(Acts 1902,

p. 108.)

—

85-1310. (3638) Levees

and ditches; construction authorized. All
persons owning, or who may hereafter own, lands on any watercourses
are authorized and empowered to ditch and embank their lands, so as to
protect the same from freshets and overflows in said watercourses
Provided always, that the said ditching and embanking does not divert said
watercourse from its ordinary channel but nothing shall be so construed
:

;

Property.
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from diverting nonnavigable watercourses through their own lands. (Act 1793, Cobb, 26. Acts 1855-6, p. 13.)
Cross-references. — Mine owner may dig ditches, etc., to drain mine, see § 83-207.
Water power companies may build dam, etc., see § 85-1306. Water not to be di-

as to prevent the

verted in cultivating rice, see
on his land, see § 105-1407.

of land

5-401.

£

Bridge or

85-1311. (3o39")

Owner's right

to use of nonnavigable

ferry, right to construct; franchise.

water

—The

right to construct a bridge or establish a ferry for private use, across a

watercourse within or adjoining lands, is appurtenant to the ownership
of the land but the right to establish and keep a public bridge or ferry
;

is

a

Where such

franchise to be granted by the State.

a grant interferes

with the owner's right of exclusive possession, just compensation to him
must be first made.

—

Cross-references. Rights conferred by grants to land on water courses, see
95-1402. Landowner may construct bridges, etc., on his own land, see § 95-1204.
Special franchise defined, see § 92-2301. Bridges connecting county with adjacent
State, see § 23-2001.
5

85-1312.

(3640) Franchise,

this State shall be held to

when

exclusive.

— No

franchise granted by

be exclusive, unless plainly and expressly so

declared to be in the grant.

—

Cross-references.
Corporations dissolved by surrender of franchise, see
22-1206.
Franchise as asset of corporation, see § 22-1401.
Franchise grantee
takes nothing by implication, see § 85-312.
No private ferry within three miles of
public bridge, see § 95-1201. Special franchise defined, see § 92-2301.
§

CHAPTER

85-14.

EASEMENTS AND LICENSES.

Sec.

85-1401.

Sec.

Private ways;

how

rights

may

85-1403.

Forfeiture or

be acquired.
cr -1402.

abandonment

of

easement.

Parol

85-1404.

Necessity ceasing,

way

ceases.

license;

revocation;

easement running with land.

—

ways; how rights may be acquired. The right
of private way over another's land may arise from express grant; or
from prescription by seven years' uninterrupted use through improved
lands, or 20 years' use over wild lands; or by implication of law when
such right is necessary to the enjoyment of lands granted by the same
owner; or by compulsory purchase and sale through the ordinary, in the
manner prescribed by Title 83, Private Ways.
85-1401.

T3641) Private

—

Cross-references. Easements of light and air, see § 85-1201. Petition to ordinary for establishment, see Title 83, Private Ways. Assessment of damages for
Private ways granted upon just compensation, see
right of way, see § 95-1401.
Const, Art. I, Sec. Ill, Par. I (§ 2-301). Trespass, see § 105-1410.

85-1402.

way

(3642) Necessity ceasing,

ceases.

—Where

a

way

of ne-

appurtenant to land, and the owner thereof purchases other
land and makes, or can make, a way of access to a highway over his own
land, the way of necessity ceases. (82 Ga. 770 (9 S. E. 746).)
cessity

is

Cross-reference.

— Charges

upon lands by

wills, effect of, see § 113-822.

—

abandonment of easement. An easeby abandonment, or forfeited by nonuser, if the aban-

85-1403. (3644; Forfeiture or

ment may be lost
donment or non-user
sumption

shall continue for a

of release or

Cross-reference.

abandonment.

— Constructive

term

sufficient to raise the pre-

(51 Ga. 578.)

possession, see

§

85-404.

2081
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85-1404. (3645) Parol

§85-1504

Y.

revocation;

license;

— A parol license

easement running with
any time, if its revocation

is primarily revocable at
person
to whom it has been granted but is not revdoes no harm to the
ocable when the licensee has executed it and in so doing has incurred
expense. In such case it becomes an easement running with the land.

land.

;

(3 Ga. 87;

49 Ga. 19; 53 Ga. 247; 69 Ga. 115; 93 Ga. 74 (19

CHAPTER

S, E,

820).)

PARTITION.

85-15.

Sec.

Sec.

85-1501.

Partition in equity.

85-1502.
85-1503.

Moulding decree in equity.
Decree in equity passes title.

85-1504.

Proceedings to partition; jur-

85-1511.

isdiction; contents of application.

Sale of lands ordered, when;
place; notice.

85-1512.

Proceeds of sale of lands, how
disposed of; rule against
commissioners; contempt.
Title to property sold; deed
of conveyance.
Extraordinary cases, proceed-

85-1510.

whom

85-1505.

Application, by

85-1506.

Notice of intention to

made.

make
85-1513.

number

85-1507.

Writ

85-1508.

Notice of time of
Surveyor.
executing writ. Oath of parReturn.
titioners.

85-1509.

Defenses, when, by

of

85-1514.

ing and order.
85-1515.

Remedy
bility,

whom, and

fied,

how made.

of party under disaabsent, or not notiby motion to vacate

judgment.

85-1501. (5355) Partition in equity.
of partition,

of

court; conclusiveness. Award
of new partition, when.

application.
of partition;
partitioners.

made judgment

Return

whenever the remedy

cumstances render the proceeding

at
in

— Equity
law

is

has jurisdiction in cases

insufficient, or peculiar cir-

equity more suitable and just.

—

Order
Cross-references. Statutory method of partition, see § 85-1504 et seq.
for partition, etc., in distribution of estates, see § 113-1019. Partition upon application by tenant in common, see § 85-1006.

—

Moulding decree in equity. The court will mould its
decree, in every case, to meet the general justice and equity of each person entitled, and in its discretion may postpone or deny either a parti85-1502. (5357)

tion or a sale,

if it

shall

appear that the present or prospective interest oi

any tenant may not be protected thereby.
Cross-references.
see § 108-118.

— Moulding

verdicts, see § 110-106.
for, see § 85-1514.

Relief in cases of trust,

Cases not provided

85-1503. (5356) Decree in equity passes

ceeding to partition shall pass the
veyances by the parties.
Cross-reference.

—Decree

title

title.

—The

decree on a pro-

without the execution of any con-

for specific performance as deed, see

§

37-1202.

85-1504. (5358) Proceedings to partition; jurisdiction; contents of ap-

— In

where two or more persons are common owners
of lands and tenements, whether by descent, purchase, or otherwise, and
no provision is made by will or otherwise as to how such lands and tenements shall be divided, any one of such common owners may apply to the
superior court of the county in which such lands and tenements are situated, or when said lands constitute a single tract and a part of same is
situate in one county and a part in another county, then the application
plication.

may

be

made

all

cases

to the superior court of either

county

at

term time, or the

§

Property.

85-1505

judges thereof

chambers, for

at

a

2082

writ of partition,

which application
and cirbe partitioned, and

shall be by petition., setting" forth plainly and distinctly the facts

premises to

Of the case, describing the

cumstances

defining the share and interest of each of the parties therein. (Act 1767,

Cobb. 581. Acts 1900,
Cross-references.
§

85-1006.

p. 85.)

upon application by tenant in common,
partition, etc., in distribution of estates, see § 113-1019.

(^5359)

Application, by

the writ of partition
tlie

56; 1920,

— Partition

Order for

85-1505.

p.

is

application either in

—

whom

and
person or by

of full age

see

made. If the party desiring
from disability, he may make

free

his agent or attorney in fact or at

and if the application is for the benefit of a minor, a lunatic, or a
cestui que trust, it shall be made by the guardian of such minor or lunatic, or the trustee of such cestui que trust, as the case may be.
law

;

85-1506. (5360)

Notice of intention to

make

application.

—The

party

applying for the writ of partition shall give to the other parties concerned at least 20 days' notice of his intention to make application and
if any of such other parties concerned is a minor, lunatic, or cestui que
trust, said 20 days' notice shall be served on the guardian of such minor
or lunatic, or on the trustee of such cestui que trust; and if any of the
parties reside without the limits of this State, the court may order service by publication, as in its judgment is right in each case. (Act 1767,
Cobb. 582.)
;

—

Cross-references. Service by publication, see § 81-205.
by party under disability, see § 85-1515.

Setting aside judgment

of partition,

85-1507. (5361)

Writ

application for partition

—

number of partitioners. When the
made, and when due proof is made that the

of partition;
is

notice hereinbefore required has been given, the court shall examine the
petitioner's title

and part or share of the premises to be partitioned, and

thereupon pass an order directing the clerk of such court to issue a
writ of partition, framed according to the nature of the case, directed to
five freeholders of the county in which the lands are situated, who shall
execute and return the writ as hereinafter provided. (Act 1767, Cobb,
582. Act 1827, Cobb, 583.)
shall

85-1508.

(5362) Surveyor.

partitioners.

—The

partitioners, or persons to

power

to select a

Return.

directed, shall have

Notice of time of executing writ.

charge of their duties, and after giving

whom

surveyor to aid them
all

the parties,

if

Oath of

the writ

is

in the dis-

possible, at least

sworn
administer such oath, duly and

eight days' notice of the time of executing the writ, and after being

before

some

officer

authorized by law to

impartially to execute such writ, the said partitioners, or a majority of

them, shall proceed to make a just and equal partition and division of all
such lands and tenements, either in entire tracts or parcels as they shall

judge to be
the several

in

proportion to the shares claimed, and most beneficial to

common owners

and tenements, according to
the best of their skill, ability, and knowledge, and they shall return said
writ, with their actings and doings thereon, under their hands and seals,
of said lands

months after the issuing of said
and kept by the said clerk until the next

to the said superior court within three
writ,

which return

shall

be

filed

:

§85-1512
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term of said court after the
Act 1827, Cobb, 583.)

(Act 1767, Cobb, 582.

the same.

filing of

by whom, and how made.

85-1509. (5363) Defenses, when,

— At

the

term of the court when the application is
the said partitioners have made their return, any of the defendants or

made, or at the term next after

persons concerned, against
sought,

may

file

whom

whose

or

right or title a

judgment

is

objections to the right of the applicant and the writ of

partition, or to the return of the partitioners,

and may, by way of

show any good and probable matter in bar of the partition asked
for, or may show that the demandant has not title to so much as is allowed and awarded to him by the said partitioners, or to any part of the
land; whereupon an issue shall be made up and tried by a jury, as in
fense,

(Act 1767, Cobb, 582.)

appeal cases.

Cross-reference.

— How

appeals

85-1510. (5364) Return

Award

new

tried, see

§

6-601.

made judgment

when.

—

court;

of

conclusiveness.

be filed by any of
the parties to the return of the partitioners, or if, being filed, the jury on
the trial shall find a verdict against the party setting up such objections,
of

partition,

If

no objection

the said return of the partitioners shall be

and
who were

court,

shall be final

shall

made

and conclusive as to

all

the

judgment

of the

the parties concerned

notified of the application for partition,

and of the time of

executing the writ, as hereinbefore required, and a writ of possession
shall issue accordingly; but if objections to said return be filed and sustained by the jury tr} ing the case, or if it shall appear to the court that
r

made by the partitioners,
said court shall award a new partition to be made in the presence of the
parties concerned (if they will appear), which second partition, when rethere

is

injustice or inequality in the division

turned, shall be firm, good, and conclusive forever against
notified as aforesaid.

all

parties

(Act 1767, Cobb, 582, 583.)

85-1511. (5365) Sale of lands ordered,

made

when;

place; notice.

—When-

and tenements, and either
of the parties in interest shall make it satisfactorily appear to the court
that a fair and equitable division of the lands and tenements cannot be
made by means of metes and bounds, by reason of improvements made
thereon, or by reason of the premises being valuable for mining purposes
ever application

is

for partition of lands

or for the erection of mills or other machinery, or that the value of the

be depreciated by the partition applied
for, the court shall order a sale of such lands and tenements, and shall
appoint three discreet .persons to conduct such sale under such regulations and upon such just and equitable terms as said court may prescribe
which sale shall take place on the first Tuesday in the month, at the place
of public sales of the county in which the land is situated, after an advertisement of such sale in some public newspaper once a week for four
weeks. This shall not be construed as changing the place of sale in those
entire lands

and tenements

will

counties where by law sheriffs' sales are required to take place at the
courthouse. (Act 1837, Cobb, 584. Acts 1887, p. 29; 1903, p. 40A
85-1512. (5366) Proceeds

of

sale

against commissioners; contempt.

of

lands,

how

disposed

— After the sale of any lands

of;

rule

and tene-

Property.
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preceding section, the commissioners conducting' the sale shall return their proceedings to the same term of the
court ordering such sale, if then in session and if at the time of the said
sale the court shall have adjourned, then to the next term thereof; at
which term the court shall order the proceeds of the sale to be divided
ments. as provided for

in the

;

among

the several claimants ratably in proportion to their respective in-

terests, after deducting" the

expenses of the proceedings. Such commis-

sioners shall be liable to rule by the superior court as sheriffs are liable
for all

moneys which they have

or

may

by

receive for the lands sold

them, and which they are required by law to return to the court for distribution and in case they shall fail to pay the money into court in obedience to a rule against them, they shall be attached as for a contempt
;

instanter,

and imprisoned without

sheriffs are liable for

obedience to a

rule.

Cross-reference.

money

such payment

bail until

(Act 1837, Cobb, 584. Acts 1884-5,

— Liability

of sheriffs, see

is

made, as

by them and not paid over

collected

§

in

p. 54.)

24-202.

85-1513. (5367) Title to property sold; deed of conveyance.

—Upon

the sale of lands and tenements as aforesaid, the parties in interest shall

execute a

title to

the purchaser

;

and

if

any

of

them

shall fail or refuse

do so, the said commissioners so appointed as aforesaid, or any two
of them, shall execute a deed of conveyance to said lands and tenements
to the purchaser at such sale, which deed shall be valid and binding in
law and equity as if made by the parties themselves. (Act 1837, Cobb,
to

584.)

85-1514. (5368) Extraordinary cases, proceeding

and order.

— In

any

extraordinary case not covered by the foregoing provisions, the court
may frame its proceeding and order so as to meet the exigency of the
case without forcing the parties into equity
sale or partition altogether,

if

it

;

and the court may deny a

shall be manifest that the interest of

each party will not be fully protected.
Cross-reference.

— Moulding
Remedy

decree in equitable proceedings, see

§

85-1502.

under disability, absent, or not notified, by motion to vacate judgment.
When proceedings have been instituted, and judgment of partition had thereon, according to the regulations prescribed in this Code, and any one of the parties in interest is
a minor or a lunatic who has no guardian, or is absent from the State
during such proceeding, or has not been notified thereof, such minor or
lunatic may, within 12 months after coming of age, or after restoration
of mind, or having a guardian appointed, and such absent or unnotified
party may, at any time within 12 months after rendition of the judgment, move the court to set aside such judgment on any of the grounds
upon which a party notified and free from disabilities might have resisted
the judgment upon the hearing, as hereinbefore authorized, and the
issue shall be tried and the subsequent proceedings shall be the same
85-1515. (5369)

of party

—

as pointed out in cases of objections filed to the return of the partitioners

such motion to set aside the judgment is not
made within the time aforesaid, such judgment shall be as binding and
conclusive upon such minor, lunatic, absent or unnotified party, as if
he had been notified, present, or free from disability. In no event shall
before judgment; and

if

-;

Property.
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such subsequent proceedings affect the title of a bona fide purcha
under a sale ordered by the court. (Act 1767, Cobb, 582.;

—

Cross-references. Notice by party applying for writ of partition to other
see § 85-1506. Motion in arrest of judgment, see § 110-702.

;

ties,

CHAPTER

85-16.

PROCESSIONING.
Sec.

Sec.

85-1601.

Rules

cases

in

of

disputed

lines.

85-1602.

85-1608.

General reputation, when evidence.

85-1603.

Adverse possession.

85-1604.

Appointment of processioners; number; vacancies.

85-1605.

Return by processioners.
Land cut off by running

85-1607.

Application

for

survey,

stream.
85-1609.

Protest to ordinary; appeal to
superior court; verdict and

85-1610.

Fees

judgment.

etc.;

court.

notice.

85-1606.

processioners and
surveyor; costs of

of

county

Surveyor's duty; plat;

certifi-

cation; evidence.

85-1601. (3820) Rules in cases of disputed lines.

— In

all

cases of dis-

puted lines the following rules shall be respected and followed Natural
landmarks, being less liable to change, and not capable of counterfeit,
shall be the most conclusive evidence; ancient or genuine landmarks,
such as corner station or marked trees, shall control the course and distances called for by the survey. If the corners are established, and the
lines not marked, a straight line, as required by the plat, shall be run,
but an established marked line, though crooked, shall not be overruled
courses and distances shall be resorted to in the absence of higher evi:

dence.
85-1602. (3821) General reputation,

when

evidence.

— General

reputa-

landmarks of
more than 30 years' standing; and acquiescence for seven years, by acts

tion in the neighborhood shall be evidence as to ancient

or declarations of adjoining landowners, shall establish a dividing line.

—

Cross-references. Ancient boundaries and landmarks, see
session for seven years, title, see § 85-407.

85-1603. (3822) Adverse possession.

—Where

§

38-313.

actual

Adverse pos-

possession

has

been had, under a claim of right, for more than seven years, such claim
shall be respected, and the lines so marked as not to interfere with such
possession.
Cross-references.
see Chapter 85-4.

— Presumption

85-1604. (3817)

The ordinary

of a grant, see

Appointment
county

§

85-313.

of processioners;

Title

by prescription,

number; vacancies. —

second term of his court in
every second year, appoint three suitable persons in every militia district in the county, who shall be processioners of land for that district
until their successors are appointed.
Vacancies may be filled in the
same manner at any time. If none is appointed, the ordinary shall appoint at any regular term, on the application of any landowner.
(Act
1798, Cobb, 716. Act 1850, Cobb, 719. Acts 1853-4. p. 76.)
of each

shall, at the

85-1605. (3818) Application for survey, etc.; notice.
land,

any portion

of

which

lies

in

any

district,

— Every

owner

of

though the remainder

^ 5-1606

Property.
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I

an adjoining district or an adjoining county, who desires the
lines around his entire tract to be surveyed and marked anew, shall
apply to the processioners of said district to appoint a day when a majority of them, with the county surveyor, will trace and mark the said
lines.
Ten days' written notice of the time of such running and marking shall be given to all the owners of adjoining lands if resident within
this State: and the processioners shall not proceed to run and mark
such lines until satisfactory evidence of the service of such notice shall
be produced to them.
(Act 1799, Cobb, 717.)
in

lies

Cross-reference.

— County surveyors,

(3819) Surveyor's

85-1606.

see Title 23, Counties, Chapter 23-11.

duty;

plat;

certification;

evidence.

—

It

duty of the county surveyor, with the processioners, taking
due precaution to arrive at the true lines, to trace out and plainly
mark the same. The surveyor shall make out and certify a plat of the
same, and deliver a cop} thereof to the applicant; and in all future disputes arising in reference to the boundary lines of such tract, with any
owner of adjoining lands, having due notice of such processioning, such
plat and the lines so marked shall be prima facie correct, and such plat,
certified as aforesaid, shall be admissible in evidence without further
shall be the
all

r

proof.

— Duties of county surveyor, see 23-1108.
Editorial Note. — Acts 1929,
167, authorizing the county commissioners or ordiCross-reference.

§

p.

counties having a population of not less than 39,841 and not more than
39,845, according to the United States census of 1920, to purchase for the county
surveyor a modern instrument for his use while in office, has not been codified,
since it has only local application. See note under § 85-1610.

nary

in

85-1607.

make

(3825) Return

by processioners.

—The

processioners

shall

within 30 days, together with the plat of the
-urveyor. to the ordinary of the county, to be kept on file in his office.
a return of their acts

(Act 1799, Cobb, 718.
85-1608.

Acts 1905,

Land

(3826)

p. 83.)

cut off by running stream.

—When

any water-

one of the boundary lines of a tract of land, and its course
shall have been changed by nature or art, so that its present channel
shall cut off a part of said land, the processioners and surveyor shall
certify the fact, and the plat of the surveyor shall plainly mark the
original and present channels, designating the exact quantity of land so
cut off.
(Act 1818. Cobb, 719.)
course

is

—

Cross-references. Streams as boundary lines, see
water flowing on his land, see §§ 85-1301, 105-1407.

§

85-1302.

Owner's right to

85-1609. (3823) Protest to ordinary; appeal to superior court; verdict

and judgment.

—Any owner of adjoining lands,

who may be

dissat-

with the lines as run and marked by the processioners and surveyor, may file his protest thereto with the ordinary within 30 days after
the processioners have filed their returns, specifying therein the lines
objected to, and true lines as claimed by him; and it shall be the duty
of the ordinary to return all the papers, including the plat made by the
surveyor, with said protest, to the clerk of the superior court of the
county or counties where the disputed land lies (copies being sent to
the adjoining counties) and it shall be the duty of the clerk to enter
isfied

;

the

same on the

issue docket, as other causes, to be tried in the

same

Pkopertv.
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§85 1704

manner and under the same rules as other cases.
jury and the judgment of the court shall be framed

J

he
to

rcrdict of the

meet

thf

Provided, that it shall not be necefesary to run any
and decided
between adjoining landowners except the lines in dispute. (.

tried

:

lines

1901, p. 39.)

85-1610. (3824) Fees of processioners

and county surveyor; costs

of

—The applicant shall pay to each of the processioners

$2 per Aay
surveyor
for his services, and to the county
$5 per day for his servi' e
If a protest is filed, the costs of the court shall abide the issue.
(Act
1818, Cobb, 719. Acts 1912, p. 70.)

court.

—

Editorial Note. Acts 1929, p. 167, amends this section as applied to counties
"having a population of not less than 39,841 and not more than 39,845 according to
the official census of the United States for 1920," by prescribing that the applicant
shall pay each processioner $5 per day and the county surveyor $10 per day for
their services.
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CHAPTER

85-17.

GENERAL PROVISIONS.

Sec.

Sec.

85-1701.

Personalty or personal estate

85-1706.

Prescription,

defined.

85-1707.

Partition.

85-1702.

Possession.

85-1708.

Removal

85-1703.

Wild animals,

etc.,

property

85-1705.

by.

personalty

y0 nd State by

in.

85-1704.

of

title

life

betenant:

ne exeat to restrain.

Deposit and increase on land.
Increase follows mother.

Bond

of purchaser of
estate in personalty, etc.

85-1709.

85-1701. (3646) Personalty or personal estate denned.

life

— Personalty, or

such property as is movable in its nature;
in fact, everything having value inherent in itself, or the representative
Stocks representof value, and not included in the definition of realty.
ing shares in an incorporated company holding lands, or a franchise in
or over lands, are personalty. (Acts 1883, p. 57; 1893, p. 35.)
personal estate, includes

all

—

Cross-references. What is taxable as personal property, see § 92-102.
Natural
increase as property of tenant for life, see § 85-605. Stock of insurance company
deemed personalty, see § 56-211; same as to navigation company, see § 17-210:
Estates in peras to railroads, see § 94-204; as to trust companies, see § 109-105.
Property defined, see § 85-101. Fixtures, see § 85-105.
sonalty, see § 85-104.

85-1702.

sion

(3647) Possession.

where the right

— Personalty

of property

is

deemed to be in possesaccompanied by immediate possesis

sion, actual or constructive.

Cross-reference.

— Mere

85-1703. (3649)
in all

possession sufficient to sustain action, see §-105-1702.

Wild animals,

animals, birds, and fishes.

etc.,

To

property

in.

— Property

may

exist

constitute property in those which

by nature, as distinguished from domestic animals, one must
have them within his actual possession, custody, or control this he may
obtain either by taming or domesticating them, or by confining them
within restricted limits, or by killing or capturing them.
are wild

:

—

and increase on land. Any deposit made by
wild animals on realty shall belong to the owner thus honey deposited
85-1704. (3650) Deposit

;

—
§

Property.
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by bees in a tree shall belong to the owner of the tree, though the bees
may be hived by another; so the eggs and young of birds or the increase
of animals, so long as they remain unable to leave the land, shall belong
to the owner.
Cross-reference.
see § 85-o05.

— Natural

increase of property as property of tenant for

85-1705. ^3o51) Increase follows mother.

—The increase of

follow the ownership of the mother and belong to the

mother

life,

animals

all

owner

of the

at the time of birth

—

Cross-references. See preceding" section and reference.
crease, during period of bailment, see § 12-202.

85-1706. (,4172) Prescription, title by.

—Adverse

sonal property for four years shall give a
prescription arises

if

State, or otherwise

is

Acts 1855-6,

title

Hirer entitled to

possession

in-

of

per-

by prescription.

No

is concealed or removed out of the
not subject to reclamation. (Act 1847, Cobb, 569.

the property

p. 233.)

—

Cross-references. Limitation of action for injuries to personalty, see § 3-1002;
for recovery of personalty, see § 3-1003.
Judgment lien on transferred property
Prescriptive title to realty, see
discharged by lapse of two years, see § 110-511.

Chapter

85-4.

85-1707. (5370) Partition.

may

personal property

—Application may be made, and partition

of

be obtained, in the same manner and under the

same regulations as are prescribed
of lands and tenements.

in this

Code

for obtaining partition

—

Cross-references. Partition of realty, see Chapter 85-15.
cation of tenant in common, see § 85-1006.

Partition

upon

appli-

Removal of personalty beyond State by life tenant;
restrain.
The tenant for life in personalty shall not remove

85-1708. (3672)

ne exeat to

—

beyond the jurisdiction of this State without the consent of the remainderman. If he shall attempt to do so fraudulently, he shall forfeit
his interest; if not fraudulently, the remainderman or reversioner shall
it

be entitled to the writ of ne exeat to restrain him.

(Act 1830, Cobb,

527.)

— Ne

Cross-references.
tenant for

bilities of

85-1709. (3673)

life,

exeat to prevent removal, see
see § 85-604.

Bond

§

37-1401.

Rights and

lia-

of purchaser of life estate in personalty, etc.

under process of law, upon the demand of
anyone interested in remainder, his agent or attorney, accompanied by
a statement under oath of his interest, it shall be the duty of the officer
making the sale to require of the purchaser a bond in double the value

Where

a life estate is sold

of the property,

with good security, for the delivery of the property to

the persons entitled in remainder, which

bond

of the clerk of the superior court of the

county where the sale

shall be filed in the office
is

made,

and subject to be sued on by any person interested in remainder. On
failure to give such bond, the property shall be resold at the risk of the
purchaser, if notice of the demand was given before he purchased. (Act
1830, Cobb, 513.)
Cross-references.

— Purchaser's

estates, generally, see

Chapter

liability for bid at public sale, see § 39-1301.

85-6.

Life

Pkomsrty.
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CHAPTER

85-18.

§

85-1902

CHOSES IN ACTION.
Sec.

Sec.
85-1801.

Definition.

85-1804.

Assignment

85-1802.

Rights and remedies.
Assignment of choses

85-1805.

What

85-1803.

tion arising

upon

— Personalty

ftlllrf

which the owner has a
immediate possession, wrongto

right of possession in future, or a right of
is

of

affigrfabie

in accontract.

85-1801. (3648) Definition.
fully withheld,

no),

termed by the law

a

chose

85-1802. (3652) Rights and remedies.

in action.

— For

every violation of a contract express or implied, and for every injury done by another to
son or property, the law gives a right to recover, and a remedy to enforce it. Such a right is a chose in action, and such a remedy is an acJ

tion or suit at law.

—

Cross-references. Covenant not to sue, effect of, see
a remedy, see § 3-105. What is an action, see § 3-101.

—

§

For every

20-909.

right,

Assignment of choses in action arising upon contract.
action arising upon contract may be assigned so as to vest

85-1803. (3653)
-All

the

choses in

title in

the assignee, but he takes

it,

except negotiable instruments

subject to the equities existing between the assignor and debtor at the

time of the assignment, and until notice of the assignment
the person liable.

is

given to

—Liens

assignable, see § 67-1705. Liens, how transferred, see
Sale or assignment of wages, see § 25-208.
Pledge of unearned wages unlawful, see § 25-220. Certificate of interest in estate created by
deed is transferable, see § 108-602. Seller can convey what title, see § 96-111.
Purchaser takes note, etc., subject to
Bonds, etc., assignment, see § 14-1801.
Seizure and sale of choses in action under execution,
equities, when, see § 14-1805.
see § 39-113. Receipts of bonded public warehousemen, see §§ 111-105, 111-106.

Cross-references.

§§ 67-1706, 67-1707.

Assignment

—A

fund

may

be assigned in
writing; the written acceptance of a draft will be treated as an assignment pro tanto of funds of the drawer in the hands of the acceptor. (84
Ga. 403 (11 S. E. 453) 93 Ga. 484 (21 S. E. 50).)
85-1804. (3654)

of fund.

;

—

Cross-references. Method of acceptance of bill of exchange, see § 20-401, r 8.
exchange as assignment of funds in hands of drawee, see § 14-1002. Check
on bank not assignment of funds, see § 14-1707.
Bill of

85-1805. (3655)
if

it

What

not assignable.

—A right of action

involves, directly or indirectly, a right of property

;

is

assignable

but a right of

action for personal torts or for injuries arising from fraud to the as-

signor

may

not be assigned.

(87 Ga. 388 (13 S. E. 520)

;

149 Ga. 96

(99 S. E. 533).)

CHAPTER

85-19.

Sec.

CROPS.

Sec.

85-1901.

Crops declared personalty.

85-1902.

What

85-1903.

"crops" embraces.

forbidden.

85-1901. Crops declared personalty.
are declared to be personalty.

What

Levies on unmatured crops

—All crops, matured or unmatured.

(Acts 1922,

p. 114.)

"crops" embraces.— The word "crops" includes and
embraces the fruits and products of all plants, trees, and shrubs, whether
85-1902.

Property.
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same are annual or perennial
include and embrace crude gum

the

1933, p. 128.)
Cross-reference.
§

— "Crops,"

etc.,

2090

and shrubs and shall also
(oleoresin) from a living tree.
(Acts

plants, trees

as used

in

;

mortgages and

liens,

denned, see

67-1107.

—

unmatured crops forbidden. Nothing in this
Chapter shall be construed to permit levies on unmatured crops, but
such levies and sales are expressly forbidden except as provided by
85-1903. Levies

law.

Acts 1922,

Cross-reference.

on

p. 115.)

— Levy

PROSTITUTION:

on unmatured crops, see

§

39-119.

See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment, Chapter

26-62.

Houses

of,

as nuisances: See Title 72, Nuisances, Chapter 72-3.

PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS:
and Trades, Chapter

84-2.

See Title 84. Professions,

Businesses,

TITLE

86.

PUBLIC DEFENSE.
PART

I.

VOLUNTEER FORCES.

Chap.

Sec.

86-

1.

Staff officers

86-

2.

Militia

86-

3.

Naval

86-101

and organization
militia of

86-201

Georgia

86-301

\

86-

4.

The National Guard

86-

5.

Officers; rank, eligibility, duties, etc

86-

6.

Enlisted

86-

7.

Exemptions

of Georgia

86-401

86-501

men

86-601

86-701

and inspections

86- 8.

Drills, instructions,

86- 9.

Military fund, expenses, and compensation

86-901

86-10.

Uniforms and flags
Arms, ammunition, and equipment

86-1001

86-11.

Courts-martial
Insurrection, riots, and

86-14.

Miscellaneous provisions
II.

86-1101

86-1201

86-12.

86-13.

PART

86-801

mob

86-1301

violence

86-1401

HOME GUARD OR STATE CONSTABULARY.

Chap.
86-15.

Sec.

In general

86-1501

PART XXX. CRIMES.
Chap.
86-99.

Sec.

In general

86-9901

CROSS-REFERENCES.
Arms, right
§

to keep and bear:
See Title 1, Constitution of the
1-802; Title 2, Constitution of the State of Georgia, § 2-122.

Civil authority superior to military:
Georgia, § 2-119.

Invasion, State's assumption of debt:
Georgia, § 2-5601.

Quartering troops:

See Title

See Title

See Title

2,

2,

Constitution of the State of
Constitution of the State of

Constitution of the United States,
Constitution of the State of Georgia, § 2-119.

PART

I.

CHAPTER

United States

1,

§

1-803; Title

VOLUNTEER FORCES.

8$-},

Sec.

STAFF OFFICERS.
Sec.

86-101.

Commander

86-102.

Governor's authority to make

in chief.

regulations.

86-103.
86-104.

Governor's staff.
Duties of military aides,

2,

Public Defense.

S6-101

3

Commander in
shall be the commander
such portions as may at
86-101.

(Acts 1916,

p.

chief.

—The

2092

Governor, by virtue of his

in chief of the militia of the State,

office,

except of

times be in the service of the United States.

158.)

—

Cross-references. Governor as
guard, see Chapter 86-15.

commander

86-102. Governor's authority to
sides the authority conferred

such regulations as

may

make

in chief, see §§ 2-2611, 40-201.

regulations.

by the laws

of force,

Home

—The Governor, be-

is

authorized to

make

be necessary for the carrying out of this law

and as may be necessary to conform in detail to all the requirements of
the War Department of the United States, made in pursuance of the
Acts of Congress concerning the militia. (Acts 1916, p. 158.)
Cross-references.

— Commissions

of officers, see § 86-505.
Retired officers, see
Governor's duty as to inspection,
§ 86-516.
see §§ 86-805, 86-1101. Regulations to be published and distributed, see § 86-1409.
Foreign forces, see § 86-1412.

86-515.

§

Discharge of

officers, see

86-103. Governor's staff.

—The

staff of the

Governor

one Adjutant General, to be appointed by the Governor,

shall consist of

who

shall

have

and no person shall be eligible to such
appointment unless he shall have served in the Confederate Army or
Navy, or unless he shall be a retired officer, veteran member, or active
member of the National Guard of Georgia, or shall have served for the
period of 12 months in the Army or Navy of the United States during
the war with the Central Powers of Europe one aide de camp, who shall
have the rank of colonel, and 50 aides de camp, who shall have the rank
of lieutenant colonel, to be appointed (or detailed) by the Governor
within his discretion, without regard to previous military service or age
limit; all the above-named officers to hold office during the pleasure
of the Governor, but their commissions shall expire with the term of

the rank of brigadier general

;

;

Governor appointing them. Officers in active commission
in the National Guard of Georgia and in the naval militia of Georgia
only shall be appointed to serve by detail, and when so serving shall
have all the rights and privileges of the increased rank without forfeiting their regular commissions. In addition, the Governor may appoint,
with the rank of commander, an officer who shall be designated as naval
aide, to hold office during the pleasure of the Governor, upon the terms
and conditions prescribed above for aides de camp; but no person shall
be eligible for the appointment as naval aide unless he shall be a resident
of the State and shall have held a commission as an officer of the United
office of the

States

Navy

of the

United States Naval Academy. (Acts 1916,

or of the naval militia of Georgia, or shall be a graduate
p.

158; 1921, p. 195;

1931, p. 198.)
Cross-references.

Appointment

—Appointment

of officers, see

§

of officers for unorganized militia, see § 86-206.
86-401.
Pay for active service, see § 86-903.

86-104. Duties of military aides.

such duties pertaining to their

Governor.

(Acts 1916,

Cross-reference.

— Retired

p.

— The

office as

aides de

may
§

shall

perform

be required of them by the

159.)

aides de camp, see

camp

86-515.
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Vin.u

I

\)\M.

to 20

':.

\

CHAPTER

AND ORGANIZATION.

MILITIA

86-2.

Sec.

Sec.
86-201.

Who

86-202.

Enrollment of persons

compose

militia;

Organization of
militia ordered

86-206.

classes.
liable to

Notice of enrollment and claim
of exemption.
Information as to persons liable to enrollment to be fur-

86-204.

Who

86-207.

Calling militia into active serv-

86-208.

Deserters.

86-209.

Exemptions from militia duty.
Incorporated commands, rights
of, unimpaired by law.

86-210.

Calls for unorganized
for active duty.

86-201.

a

ice.

nished.
86-205.

tot

duty.

service.

86-203.

unorganized
ottt

compose

militia

militia; classes.

able-bodied citizens of this State, and

— The militia shall consist of

all

other able-bodied males

all

who

have or shall have declared their intention to become citizens of the
United States and are residents of this State, who shall be more than
18 years of age and, except as hereinafter provided, not more than 45
years of age, and said militia shall be divided into three classes, the Na(Acts 1916,
tional Guard, the naval militia and the unorganized militia.
p. 159.)

—

Cross-references. Exemptions from militia duty, see § 86-209. Calls for unorganized militia, see.§ 86-205. Naval militia, see Chapter 86-3. National Guard,
National Guard reserve, see § 86-405. National Guard may
see Chapter 86-4.
leave State when, see § 86-1411. Home guard, see Chapter 86-15.

86-202. Enrollment of persons liable to service.

ernor shall

by the

deem

officers

it

necessary, he

designated by him, of

Such enrollment

militia.

may

—Whenever

the Gov-

made

order an enrollment to be

all

persons liable to service in the

shall state the

name, residence, age and occu-

pation of the persons enrolled, and their previous or existing military
or naval service.

which

An

shall be retained

original

and two copies

by the enrolling

persons enrolled reside, one in the
in

which the enrollment

adjutant general.
Cross-references.
§

is

officer

office of

made, one of
of the town in which the
shall be

the ordinary of the county

made, and the original

(Acts 1916,

— Exemptions

in the office of the

p. 159.)

from

militia duty, see

§

86-209.

Enlistments, see

86-602.

86-203. Notice of enrollment

making the enrollment

and claim

shall, at the

of exemption.

— The

officer

time of making the same, serve a

upon each person enrolled, by delivering such
him or leaving it with some person of suitable age and discre-

notice of such enrollment
notice to

tion at his place of residence or place of business.

exemption

shall,

within 15 days after service of such notice,

ten statement of such exemption, verified

ordinary.

All persons claiming

Such ordinary

by

shall thereupon,

file

a writ-

affidavit, in the office of the
if

exempted
name: and the

such person

according to law, mark the. word "exempt" opposite his

is

thus enrolled, and not thus found to be exempt, shall
constitute the militia; and such ordinaries shall transmit a copy of such

remainder of

all

corrected roll to the adjutant general.

The commanding

officer of

each

organization in the National Guard and naval militia, and the heads
of fire

and police departments

enrollment

is

ordered, each

file

in

each city or town

in the office of

shall,

whenever an

such ordinarv a

certified

Public Defense.

§86-204
list

names

of the

of all
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command

persons in his

or department.

(Acts

1916, p. 160.)
Cross-reference.

— Exemptions

from

militia duty, see

86-209.

§

86-204. Information as to persons liable to enrollment to be furnished.

— All county and municipal

officers

and

all

other persons shall, upon ap-

any person making such enrollment, give the name of, and
all other proper information concerning, any person within their knowledge liable to be enrolled, under penalty of $10 for every concealment
plication of

or false information or refusal to give the information requested, to be

recovered

in

the

name

making the enrollment
eral all

persons

who

of the State in

any court, with

costs.

The

officer

within 10 days, report to the adjutant genshall fail or refuse to give such information. (Acts
shall,

1916, p. 160.)

86-205. Calls for unorganized militia for active duty.

any portion

—Whenever

it

unorganized militia for
active duty, the Governor shall direct his order to the ordinary of any
county who, upon receipt of the same, shall forthwith proceed to draft
by lot as many of the unorganized militia in his county, or accept as
many volunteers, as are required by the Governor, and shall forthwith
forward to the Governor a list of the persons so drafted or accepted as
volunteers
Provided, that the Governor may, in his discretion, issue
his proclamation for and receive such volunteers as may be needed.
shall be necessary to call out

of the

:

(Acts 1916,

p. 160.)

Cross-reference.

— Exemptions

from

militia duty, see

§

86-209.

86-206. Organization of unorganized militia ordered

duty.

—The

out for active

portion of the unorganized militia ordered out, or accepted

into the service, shall be immediately

mustered into the service

of the

State by the Governor, and shall be organized into troops, batteries or

companies, which may be arranged in squadrons or battalions or regiments, or assigned to organizations of the National Guard or naval militia already existing.
The Governor is authorized to appoint the officers
necessary to commence or complete any organization thus created. Such
new organization shall be equipped, disciplined and governed according
to military laws and regulations.
(Acts 1916, p. 161.)

—The

have
power, in case of insurrection, rebellion, invasion, mob violence, combination to oppose the enforcement of law by force or violence, or imminent danger thereof, to order into the active service any part of the
militia that he may deem proper.
When the militia, or a part thereof,
is called forth under the Constitution and laws of the United States, the
Governor shall order out for service the National Guard, or such part
thereof as may be necessary; and if the number available is insufficient,
he shall order out such part of the unorganized militia as he may deem
During the absence of militia in the service of the United
proper.
86-207. Calling militia into active service.

Governor

States, their State designation shall not be given to

(Acts 1916,

p.

new

shall

organizations.

161.)

—

Cross-references. May call out militia, etc., in case of invasion or insurrection,
Insurrection, riot and mob violence authorize calling of militia or
§ 40-202.
National Guard, see §§ 86-1301, 86-1302. Pay for active service, see § 86-903.

see

—

:

Public Defense.
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86-208. Deserters.

— Every

member

of the militia ordered out or

who

drafted under the provisions of this law,

is

g 86-301

who

does not appear at the

time and place designated by his commanding- officer or the Governor,
and who does not produce a sworn certificate from a physician in g
standing, of his physical disability to so appear, shall be taken as a deserter and dealt with as prescribed in the Articles of War of the United

(Acts 1916,

States.

86-209.

from
1.

p.

161.)

Exemptions from

militia

militia

duty.

—The

following

exemptic

duty shall be recognized

All persons exempted by the laws of the United States.

2.

The

chief officers of the several executive departments of the State; judges
of the courts of record, justices of the peace, sheriffs, deputies

Attorney General,

and

jail-

and solicitors
of city and county courts, ordinaries, members of the General Assembly
during the term for which they shall be elected, and officers of the General Assembly during the session and for seven days before and after
the same, all persons employed on railroad trains, and repairers of railroads, operators and messengers of telegraph and telephone companies,
ferrymen, bridge keepers, toll-gate keepers, public millers, ministers and
preachers of the gospel, licensed physicians and druggists in active practice, professors and tutors in colleges and schools, regular members of
any fire or police department (but no member of the militia shall be relieved because of his joining such fire or police department) every person employed by the year or season on board any vessel or in the merchant service or coasting trade, and all pilots and stevedores. 3. Idiots,
lunatics, paupers, vagabonds, confirmed drunkards, persons addicted to
the use of narcotic drugs, and persons convicted of infamous crimes.
All such exempted persons, except those enumerated in subdivisions 1
and 3, shall be available for military or naval duty in case of war. in(Acts 1916. p. 162.)
surrection, invasion or imminent danger thereof.
ers, clerks of courts,

solicitors general

;

Cross-reference.— Claim of exemption, see

commands,

86-203.

§

by law.
Nothing in this law shall defeat or impair the existing rights and privileges of any incorporated regiment, battalion or company under their
respective charters and amendments thereto, and exemptions allowed by
special Acts of the General Assembly, which are in no wise contrary to
the Acts of Congress or the requirements of the War Department of the
86-210. Incorporated

United States, made
Cross-reference.

in

pursuance thereof.

—Unlawful

CHAPTER

rights

86-3.

of,

unimpaired

(Acts 1916,

military organizations, see

§

p.

162.)

§6-9901.

NAVAL MILITIA OF GEORGIA.

Sec.

Sec.

86-301.

86-302.

Duties of naval battalion.

86-303.

Allowances of naval

Naval
of.

battalion,

organization

—

militia.

Naval battalion, organization of. In addition to the National
Guard, the Governor may, in his discretion, in time of peace, organize
a battalion of naval militia to consist of not less than two nor more than
four divisions, to be organized by voluntary enlistment, for the defense
86-301.

6

o

Public Defense.

86^302
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and harbors, which battalion shall be designated as the First
Battalion. Naval Militia of Georgia. The officers of said battalion shall
be a commander one lieutenant commander, to act as executive officer;
one lieutenant to act as navigator; one aide; one ordnance officer; one
master, and one surgeon, each with the rank of lieutenant junior
grade, and there may also be attached to the staff of the commanding
officer the following warrant and petty officers: one warrant gunner, one
boatswain, one chief gunner's mate, one chief boatswain's mate, one electrician, one chief quartermaster, four quartermasters, and eight signalmen, two yeomen, and one hospital steward, who must be a licensed
druggist also, when there is a ship on station, there shall be an engineer's division, to consist of one chief engineer, With rank of lieutenant,
two assistant engineers, with rank of ensign, and two warrant machinists, and such petty officers as may be required by the United States
Navy regulations for the organization of that ship's force. The commander, and lieutenant commander are to be elected in a similar manner to field officers of the National Guard, and the other officers and
noncommissioned staff officers are to be appointed or warranted by the
commander in a similar manner as officers and noncommissioned staff
(Acts 1916, p. 193.)
officers of battalions of the National Guard.
of coasts

;

:

—

National Guard, see Chapter 86-4.
Election of officers, see
Naval aide appointed by GovEligibility of officers, see § 86-504.
ernor, see § 86-103. Unlawful military organization, see § 86-9901.
Cross-references.

§

86-507.

—The

and enlisted men of
the aforesaid naval battalion, or any part thereof, shall perform such
duty or service as may be ordered by the Governor, and shall be paid
the same compensation as provided for like grades in the National
Guard when they have not received any compensation from the United
86-302. Duties of naval battalion.

(Acts 1916,

States.

Cross-reference.

officers

p. 194.)

— Pay

for active service, see

§

86-903.

—

Allowances of naval militia. The naval battalion shall be
considered to correspond to a separate battalion in the National Guard,
and shall be entitled to the privileges and allowances of such separate
86-303.

battalion.

Each

•

division of such naval battalion shall be considered

to correspond to a

company

of the National

Guard, and shall be en-

and allowances. The members of the naval
battalion, and each division thereof, may form themselves into an organization and adopt bylaws in the same manner, with the same powers and subject to the same limitations as are now prescribed for members of companies in the National Guard of Georgia. (Acts 1916, p. 194.)
titled to the

same

privileges

—

Cross-references. Military fund, expenses, and compensation, see Chapter 86-9.
Organization of National Guard, see §§ 86-210, 86-401, 86-403.

CHAPTER

86-4.

THE NATIONAL GUARD OF GEORGIA.
Sec.

Sec.
86-402.

Organization.
Chiefs of staff departments; ap-

86-403.

Names

86-401.

pointment and

duties.

of organizations.

86-404.

Definitions.

86-405.

Organization of National Guard
reserve.

Public Defense.
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86-401. Organization.

sons as

may

The National Guard

§

-hall consist of

be commissioned or enlisted therein, and such

mch

per-

,1

offi-

may warrant;

an adjutant general's department; an inspector general's department; a judge advocate's department;
an
a quartermaster corps; a medical department; a corps of engii
cers as the strength thereof

ordnance department, and a signal corps; in accordance with its strength
as legally authorized from time to time, and in conformity with the organization which

is

now

or hereafter

may

he prescribed for the regular

and volunteer armies of the United States: Provided, however, that the
Governor shall have the power to alter, divide, annex, consolidate, d
band or reorganize the same, and create new organizations therein,
whenever in his judgment the efficiency of the military forces will be
thereby increased; and the Governor is authorized to appoint the officers
necessary to commence or complete any new units for the National
Guard thus created: Provided further, that he shall have the power, at

any time,

to

change the organization

of staff departments, regiments,

battalions, squadrons, troops, batteries,

companies and signal corps, so

conform to any requirements of Federal laws and regulations made
pursuant thereto, and for that purpose the number of officers and enlisted men of any grade "in staff departments, regiments, battalions,
squadrons, troops, batteries, companies and signal corps, may be increased or decreased to the extent made necessary by any change of
organization or system; but in all organizations of the line and staff, the
various grades must conform to those of the regular Army of the United

as to

States.

(Acts 1916,

p. 163.)

—

Adjutant General, see § 86-501.
Election of officers, see
Governor may discharge officers, see § 86-516. Heads of departments appointed by Governor, see § 86-402, National Guard reserve, see § 86-405. Officers,
Officers commissioned how, see § 86-505.
Rank of offieligibility, see § 86-504.
Appointment by GoA^ernor, see § 86-507. Unassigned list, see
cers, see § 86-506.
Appointment of noncommissioned officers, see § 86-601. National Guard
§ 86-514.
may leave the State when, see § 86-1411.
Cross-references.

§

86-507.

—

appointment and duties. The
departments enumerated above, and the assist-

86-402. Chiefs of staff departments;
chiefs of the several staff

ants in each such department, shall be appointed by the Governor.

The

duties of the chiefs of the several departments and their assistants, shall

be correlative with those discharged by

Army,

may

as far as

duties as

may

departments.

United States

be applicable, and they shall perform such other

be required of them by the Governor or the heads of their
(Acts 1916,

—

p. 164.)

Cross-references. Governor
discharge officers, see § 86-516.

86-403.

like officers of the

Names

commander

of organizations.

in chief, see

§

86-101.

Governor may

— Regiments, battalions and companies

may retain any special name or designation they may
have adopted, or may have by charter if incorporated, and any regiment,
battalion or company hereafter organized may adopt and retain any
special designation it may select, which name may be changed at anyalready organized

time by the organization; but regiments and separate battalions shall
be numbered in their respective arms and every

company attached

to a

PrBLic Defense.

§80-404
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regiment or separate battalion shall be designated in such regiment or
separate battalion by a letter of the alphabet. (Acts 1916, p. 164.)

—

Cross-references. Incorporated commands, sec
disband, reorganize, etc., see § 86-401.

§

Governor may

86-210.

alter,

— For the

purpose of this law the word "company"
or "companies" shall apply to and include bands, signal, engineer, machine gun and hospital companies and detachments, and companies of
86-404. Definitions.

heavy

infantry,

artillery, troops of cavalry, batteries of field artillery

and

naval divisions, except where otherwise specified, and the term "separate
battalion" shall apply to the naval battalion and to battalions not at-

tached to regiments, and the term "separate company" to companies not
attached to regiments or battalions. The word "officer" shall apply to

commissioned officer, and the word "soldier"
(Acts 1916, p. 164.)
all enlisted. men.
a

86-405. Organization of National

Guard

apply to and include

shall

reserve.

—A

National Guard

reserve shall be organized under the provisions of the Act of Congress,

approved June

1916 (32 U. S. C. A., § 1 et seq.; c. 134, § 118, 39 Stat.
213), to consist of such organizations, officers and enlisted men as therein
prescribed. (Acts 1916. p. 165.)
3.

Cross-references.
see § 86-514.

— Organization

of National

Guard, see

§

86-401.

Unassigned

list,

CHAPTER

86-5.

OFFICERS; RANK, ELIGIBILITY, DUTIES,
ETC.
Sec.

Sec.

The Adjutant General;

86-501.

g6 _ 5n

Examination.
Boards of examination.
Acceptance of office; oath.
Vacation of commission

g6 _ 512i

N

86-513.

Officers

commissioned.

86-514.

Unassigned

of officers.

86-515.

Retired officers.

86-516.

Discharge of

bond, compensation,
sistants

duties,
and as-

'

.

86-503.

Property and disbursing officer.
Officers of the United States;
assignment.

86-504.

Officers; eligibility.

86-505.

How

86-506.

Rank

86-507.

Election of officers.

86-502.

86-508.
86-509.
86-510.

.

lect or refusal to
file

take and

oath

may

administer oaths.

list.

officers.

The Adjutant General; duties, bond, compensation, and assistThe Adjutant General shall be at the head of the military depart-

86-501.
ants.

—

Governor in matters pertaining to said
department. He shall give his whole time and attention to the office and
shall receive a salary of $3,000 per annum.
He shall perform such
office
pertain
the
General,
to
of Adjutant
duties as
as from time to time
may be provided by the laws, rules and regulations for the government
of the United States Army, and such duties as may be designated by the
Governor. He shall have such commissioned assistants and employees
as in the discretion of the Governor may be necessary; and they shall be
selected and employed by the Adjutant General and perform such duties

ment and subordinate only

to the

may

be required of them. He shall be the custodian of all military
records and shall keep them filed, indexed and available for ready referas

He

keep an itemized account of all moneys received and
disbursed from all sources, and shall make an annual report to the Govence.

shall

:

P ublic Oefensk
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g

.

86 505

ernor on the condition of the National Guard, wilh a to&ttt of all commissioned officers, and such other matters relating to th<: militia

may deem

The Governor may,

expedient.

in liis dfecreticfo,

require the

Adjutant General to give bond to the State in -uch an amount aJ may be
fixed by regulation, with two personal securities or one corporate security', to be approved by the Governor, conditioned faithfully to discharge
the duties of his
Cross-references.

missions

— Governor

see

officers,

(Acts 1916,

office.

p. 165.)

in chief, see § 86-101
Governor comMilitary fund, expenses, etc., flee Chapter 86-9.
with Adjutant General, see 86-512. Adjutant General to in§

commander

86-505.

Oath of officers filed
spect, etc., see § 86-805.

and disbursing

—The property

and disbursing
officer shall attend to the care, preservation, safekeeping-, repairing and
issue of the arms, ordnance, accoutrements and equipments and all other
military property belonging to the State; also shall receipt, disburse and
account for all funds and property belonging to the United States in possession of the National Guard of this State, and be responsible therefor,
under such regulations as may be prescribed by the Governor and the
86-502. Property

Secretary of War.
Cross-reference.

(Acts 1916,

— Military

officer.

p. 166.)

property, arms,

etc.,

Chapter 86-11.

see

86-503. Officers of the United States; assignment.

—Any

officer of the

United States Army, Navy or Marine Corps, who may be detailed for
duty with the militia of this State, may be assigned by the Governor to
act in such capacity with the militia as may be to the best interests of
(Acts
the State, without regard to the rank of the officer so assigned.
1916, p. 166.)

86-504. Officers; eligibility.

—No man shall be commissioned an

officer

Guard unless he is a citizen of the United States, between
the ages of 21 and 64 and shall possess qualifications prescribed for the
National Guard officers in Section 74 of the Act of Congress, approved
June 3, 1916 (32 U. S. C. A., § 1 et seq.; c. 134, 39 Stat. 213), and no man
shall be commissioned an officer of the naval militia unless he is a citizen
of the United States between the ages of 21 and 64: Provided, that no
of the National

man

commissioned who has ever been dishonorably discharged or dismissed from the military or naval service of this or any
other State or Country, unless the disability herein caused by such dishonorable discharge or dismissal shall have been removed in a manner
shall be so

satisfactory to the Governor.
Cross-reference.

86-505.

How

Governor, as

— Officers

(Acts 1916,

retired

commissioned.

officers of the

on becoming 64

—All

166.)

p.

}'ears of age. see

officers shall

§

86-515.

be commissioned by the

National Guard of Georgia, or of the naval

militia of Georgia, in their respective

period of their good behavior:

branches of the service, for the

Provided, that

all

appointments of gen-

and

made

eral officers of the line shall

be for a term of

upon the recommendation

of field officers of the line of the National

Guard,

who

five years,

shall express their preference for each

ballot at such times

tion, subsistence

vacancy by written

and under such rules as the Governor

Provided further, that

staff officers,

shall be

may

prescribe

including officers of the pay, inspec-

and medical departments, but not including the Adju-

£

Public Defense.

86-506

2100

and other members of the Governor's staff, hereafter appointed shall have had previous military service, and shall hold their positions until they have reached the age of 64 years, unless retired prior to
that time by reason of resignation, disability, or for cause to be determined by a court-martial legally convened for that purpose, and that vacancies among said officers shall be filled by appointment from the offitan: General

cers of the militia.

(Acts 1916,

p. 166.)

—

Cross-references. Governor commander in chief, see § 86-101. Vacation of comExamination before being commissioned, see § 86-508.
mission, see § 86-511.

86-506.
list

Rank

of officers.

— The date from which an officer on the active

takes rank shall be the date of election or appointment, unless at the

time oi such election or appointment the officer
in the

same grade,

in

which case the

officer shall

the date of original rank in such grade.
Cross-references.
see § 86-507.
§ 86-903.

—Appointment

Rank

commission
be entitled to rank from
is

(Acts 1916,

by Governor, see

of retired officers, see

§

§

86-515.

— Company

in active

p. 167.)

86-401.
Election of officers,
Pay for active service, see

be elected by the
officers and enlisted men of the company field officers of regiments and
separate battalions shall be elected by the commissioned officers thereof.
Election for a commander of a regiment or commander of a separate
battalion shall be ordered by the Governor; elections for a junior officer
shall be ordered by the commander of a regiment or separate battalion;
elections for officers of separate companies shall be ordered by the Governor.
All elections shall be conducted and returns thereof made, and
all contests decided, in such manner as may be prescribed by regulations.
A plurality of the votes cast shall be necessary for an election to an office
in the military forces.
Commissioned staff officers of regiments and
battalions
shall
separate
be appointed and commissioned by the Governor upon recommendation of the respective commanders. Commissioned
staff officers of battalions of a regiment shall be appointed and commissioned by the Governor upon the recommendation of the respective battalion commanders, approved by the regimental commander.
The appointment of chaplains shall conform to the laws and regulations providing for the appointment of other staff officers of a regiment or separate
86-507. Election of officers.

officers shall

;

battalion.

(Acts 1916,

Cross-references.

p. 167.)

— Oath

Eligibility of officers, see

86-508. Examination.

§

of officers, see
86-504.

§

86-510.

Pay

of officers, see

§

86-903.

— Every

person elected or appointed a commissioned officer in the National Guard, except chaplains, shall, before being
commissioned, appear before an examining board, who shall examine
such person according to such regulations as may be prescribed, as to
his physical, mental,

moral and other

fitness for

such commission. (Acts

1916. p. 168.;
Cross-references.

— Officers

commissioned how, see

without examination for new commission, see

—

§

§

86-505.

Officers

retired

86-515.

Boards of examination. Boards of examination may be appointed by the Secretary of War, and shall consist of not less than three
competent officers, and shall have the same power to take evidence, administer oaths and compel witnesses to attend and testify and produce
86-509.

Public Defense.
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is possessed
books and papers, and shall punish their failure to do o,
by a general court-martial. (Acts 1916, p. 168.;
Cross-references. Pay for active service, sec § 86-903. Advisory boards, see
'

.

—

§

86-1408.

— Every

person commissioned as an
officer in the National Guard, before. he shall assume such rank and enter
upon the duties of the office to which he may be commissioned, shall
86-510. Acceptance of office; oath.

some

accept such commission, and shall take and subscribe, before

per-

son authorized, such oath and declaration as may be prescribed for
ficers of the National Guard. (Acts 1916, p. 168.)
Cross-references.
§

— Election

of

officers,

see

86-507.

§

Enlistment

oaths,

of-

see

86-604.

86-511. Vacation of commission.

—Any

officer, active or retired,

who

accepts a commission or enlists in any military organization of this or

any other State or Country,
(Acts 1916,
86-515.

former commission.

p. 168.)

—

Commissioned
Governor may discharge

Cross-references.
§

shall thereby vacate his

how,

86-512. Neglect or refusal to take

and

see

86-505.
Retired
§ 86-516.

§

officers,

see

when, see

officers

and

file

oath.

— In

case of neglect or

such oath with the Adjutant General
within 10 days from the date of issue of said commission, such commission may be forthwith canceled by the Governor.
(Acts 1916, p. 168.)
refusal to take, subscribe

Cross-reference.

—Adjutant

86-513. Officers

forces

is

may

file

General, see

86-501.

§

administer oaths.

— Any

officer

of the

military

authorized to administer oaths in matters pertaining to the mili-

tary service and to witness military papers over his official signature, for

which no charge
Cross-references.

shall be

made.

— Enlistment

of notice to report for duty, see

Unassigned

(Acts 1916,

oaths, see
86-804.

§

p. 169.)

86-604.

Oath

to return

of service

§

—An

hereby authorized, to
which all officers accountable and responsible for military property issued by the State shall be transferred immediately upon tender of their
resignation, pending settlement of their property accounts, but such
transfer to the unassigned list shall not relieve them of liability until full
settlement is satisfactorily completed as provided for in this law. Officers
rendered surplus by the disbandment of their organizations shall be
placed in the National Guard Reserve, and officers may also, upon their
own application, be placed in the said reserve. (Acts 1916, p. 169.)
86-514.

list.

unassigned

list is

—

Cross-references. Liability of officers or soldiers for property issued to them,
National Guard reserve, see § 86-405. Governor may disband
see § 86-1102.
organizations, see § 86-401. Unlawful disposal of military property, see § S6-9904.

—All

on the active list shall be honorably retired from the military service upon reaching the age of 64 years;
and any officer of the National Guard who has served as such for not
86-515. Retired officers.

less

than 10 years, or

who

officers

has served in the ranks and in commission for

not less than 15 years, may, upon application approved by the Governor,

be honorably retired from active service with the highest rank, brevet
or otherwise, that he has held in the servrce

who

:

Provided, that any officer

discharges or has discharged the duties of a higher grade for a

—
Public Defense.

§86-516
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period of not less than four consecutive months, under special assign-

ment from

when

the Governor, may,

with the rank of
Provided further, that officers who have served 20
said higher grade
years or more in the National Guard shall, upon application for retirement, be retired with a rank one grade higher than the highest rank held
by them during their term of service and Provided further, that any
retired, be retired

:

:

officer

who

has served in the military forces of this State between the

now

may, upon his application first being approved by the Governor, be placed upon the retired
roll and commissioned as prescribed above for officers from the active list,
and such officer shall have such rights, privileges, immunities and exemptions as are hereafter prescribed and shall be entitled to wear upon all
proper occasions the uniform of his rank: Provided, that the time of service in the Confederate States Army or Navy or in the United States Army
or Navy as a volunteer of this State subsequent to 1870 shall be counted
double in computing service, and that the service herein required need
not be continuous but must have been honest and faithful and all such
retired officers shall, with their consent, be available for active duty on
all boards and courts-martial, and as superintendents of election, and
they shall perform such other duties, except to command troops, as may
be from time to time assigned them by the Governor. All officers hereafter retired under the provisions of this law shall be commissioned without examination as officers of the National Guard of Georgia "Retired"
or of the naval militia of Georgia "Retired," as the case may be, except
aides de camp to the Governor, who shall be retired as provided, and
commissioned as "Retired aides de camp staff of the Governor of Georyears 1865 and 1900 and not

in the active service

;

from duty, with the grade actually held by them
in active service at the date of retirement, shall be commissioned to rank
from the date of rank held in active service, and officers retired with a
higher grade than that actually held by them in active service at the date
Provided
of retirement shall rank from the date of their retirement
further, that officers of the National Guard mustered or called into the
military service of the United States during the World War and later
honorably discharged from said Federal service without first returning
to the State service may enjoy the privileges of retirement under the
provisions of this law in the same manner as if such officer or officers
had been discharged from active duties with the National Guard of
Georgia, and the date of appointment of the commission to such retired
officer or officers shall date from the time of the honorable discharge of
such officer or officers from the military service of the United States.
Officers retired

gia."

:

(Acts 1916,

p.

169; 1925,

p. 221.)

Cross-references. Eligibility of officers, see § 86-504.
Rank of officers, see
86-506.
Retired enlisted men, see § 86-606. Courts-martial, see Chapter 86-12.
Boards of examination, see § 86-509. Election of officers, see § 86-507. Aides de
camp, see § 86-104. Pay for active service, see § 86-903. Advisory boards, see
§ 86-1408.
§

—The

Governor may discharge any officer of the aforesaid military forces, for any one of the following reasons,
Tender of resignation, conviction of an infamous crime, or abto wit
sence from his command for a longer period than three months without
86-516. Discharge of officers.

:

)

Public Defense.
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leave of the Governor, or

(Acts 1916,

p.

in

§86-604

pursuance of a sentence

of a court-martial.

170.

Cross-references.
see Chapter 86-12.

— Governor

commander

CHAPTER

see

in cliiei",

Discharge of enlisted men, see

8

§

86-101.

(

o

tnattjal,

86 607.

ENLISTED MEN.

86-6.

Sec.

Sec.
86-601.

Noncommissioned

86-602.

86-603.

Enlistments.
Reenlistments.

86-604.

Enlistment oaths.

staff officers.

Noncommissioned

86-601.

86-605.

Transfers.

86-606.

Retired enlistment

86-607.

Discharge of enlisted men.

staff officers.

roll.

— Commanding officers of regi-

ments and of separate battalions and squadrons shall appoint and warrant the noncommissioned staff officers of their respective regiments,
battalions and squadrons, and they shall, in their discretion, warrant the
noncommissioned officers of the troops, batteries and companies of their
respective organizations from the members thereof upon the written
nomination of the company commander and in signal and engineer
companies the noncommissioned officers shall be appointed and warranted by the commanding officer of such company or corps. Noncommissioned officers of the staff department and corps shall be appointed
and warranted by the Adjutant General upon the recommendation of the
;

commanding

officer thereof:

Provided, that the qualifications for the ap-

pointment of any noncommissioned officer
corps shall be such as may be provided for

in the staff

department and

in regulations.

(Acts 1916.

p. 171.)

Cross-reference.

—Appointment and commission

86-602. Enlistments.
States, or

who

— Any male person who

is

a citizen of the

has declared his intention to become a citizen, and

United

who

is

more than 18 years of age and, except as hereprovided, not more than 45 years of age, and who possesses the

a resident of this State,
inafter

of officers, see §§ 86-505, 86-507.

if

admission to the regular
Army, may be enlisted in the National Guard. All enlistments shall be
for six years, the first three of which shall be in active organization and
the remaining three years in the National Guard Reserve: Provided,
that the privilege of continuing in active service during the whole of an
qualifications for enlistment prescribed

for

enlistment period and of reenlisting in said service shall not be denied.
Persons discharged for the good of the service or dishonorably dis-

charged from the military or naval service of this or any other State or
Country shall not be enlisted unless such disability shall be removed in
a manner satisfactory to the Governor. (Acts 1916, p. 171.)
Cross-references.
§

86-604.

Pay

—Who

compose

for active service, see

see § 86-201.
Enlistment oath, see
86-903.
Medals and bars, see § 86-1407.

militia,
§

— Any

man who has
military .forces, may be

86-603. Reenlistments.

ous enlistment in the
ordered by the Governor.

86-604. Enlistment oaths.

sign and

make oath

(Acts 1916,

served honorably a previreenlisted until otherwise

p. 171.)

— Every person who

to an enlistment paper,

enlists or reenlists, shall

which

shall contain

an oath

§

Public Defense.
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and be

such form
as may be prescribed by the regulations issued by the Governor. Such
oath shall be taken and subscribed before an officer of the National
Guard. uVcts 1^H>. p. 172.)

and

oi allegiance to the State

to the I'nited States,

—

Cross-references. Enlistments, see §
False oath, see § 86-9905.
§ 86-513.

86-602.

may

Officers

in

administer oaths,

see

— Commissioned

be transferred from
one organization or branch of the service to another for cogent reasons
Enlisted men shall be transferred for
only, by order of the Governor.
86-605. Transfers.

cogent reasons only, and

ment

officers

following manner:

in the

or battalion or squadron, by the

cases by the Governor.

shall

commander

Noncommissioned

In the same regithereof; in

officers shall

all

other

not be trans-

ferred as such, but will be reduced to the grade of private before the

transfer

(Acts 1916,

effected.

is

p. 172.)

86-606. Retired enlistment roll.

may

provide a

listed

man

regiment, battalion or

company

known as the "Retired Enlisted Roll." Any encommand who shall have served honorably for 10 years

roll to

of the

—Any

be

be entitled to be honorably retired at the expiration
of his then enlistment by the Governor, and have his name placed on said
roll with the highest enlisted rank he may have held in the service, and
in the service shall

wear upon

proper occasions the uniform of his
rank and to parade with such organization upon any occasion of. ceremony, and shall be entitled to all the exemptions and immunities which
are hereinafter prescribed. Such service need not be continuous, but shall

shall be entitled to

all

have been honest and faithful: Provided, that all enlisted men on the
active list shall be honorably retired from the military service upon
reaching the age of 64 years, and their names placed on the retired roll
as above provided.
(Acts 1916, p. 172.)
Cross-reference.

— Retired

officers,

86-607. Discharge of enlisted

see

§

men.

86-515.

— No

enlisted

man. of

the military

forces shall be discharged before the expiration of his term of enlistment,

except under such regulations as

(Acts 1916,

may

be prescribed by the President.

p. 172.)

Cross-reference.

— Discharge

of officers, see

CHAPTER

86-7.

§

86-516.

EXEMPTIONS.

Sec.
86-701.

Road

duty, jury duty, and street

tax.

86-702.

Civil process, arrest on.

86-701.
listed

Road

man

duty, jury duty, and street tax.

— Every

of the organized military forces shall

and enbe exempt from road
officer

duty and street tax during the time of his service. Each company of the
State military forces shall have the privilege of bearing upon its roll a
class of membership, not to exceed 30 in number, to be known and designated as "special pay members," who, upon paying a sum of money
prescribed by said company, not less than $25 per annum, to said company, shall be exempt from jury duty, road duty and street tax, so long

Public Defense.
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premembership is continued. Certificates of membership shall
pared and signed by the company commander, and delivered tp each
the special pay members of the company, and, when produced in any
court, shall be evidence of the right of the holder thereof to the exemp-

as

\><-.

tions herein granted.

(Acts 1916,

p. 185.)

— No person

belonging to the National
Guard shall be arrested on civil process while going to, remaining at, or
returning from any place at which he may be required to attend for military duty, and no part of the uniform or equipment of any officer or
soldier of the National Guard or naval militia shall be subject to levy
86-702. Civil process, arrest on.

and

(Acts 1916,

sale for debts.

p. 185.)

— Similar

provisions, see § 27-204.
Seizure of State property
86-1105.
No action or proceeding against member
of military court or officer acting under its authority for action taken thereunder,
see § 86-1202.

Cross-references.

wrongfully converted, see

§

CHAPTER 86-8. DRILLS, INSTRUCTIONS, AND INSPECTIONS.
Sec.

Sec.

86-801.

Duty

86-803.
86-804.

Orders,

Attendance

86-805.

Inspection.

86-806.

Excuses for absence.

to assemble for drills, instruction, target practice.

86-802.

at

drills,

en-

etc.,

forced.

86-801.

Duty

Discipline and exercises,

how

given.

to assemble for drills, instruction, target practice.

— Of-

and enlisted men of each troop, battery, company and detachment
shall assemble for and undergo drill training and instruction as prescribed by the Act of Congress approved June 3, 1916 (32 U. S. C. A., § 1
et seq. c. 134, 39 Stat. 213). There shall also be at least one annual inspection of each organization by an officer of the National Guard, or by
an officer of the regular Army of the United States, at such times as the
Governor may direct. In addition to such drills and parades, the commanding officer of any organization may require the officers and enlisted
men of his command to meet for drill or instruction at such times and
ficers

;

places as he

may

Cross-references.

appoint.

— Right

of

(Acts 1916,

way

p. 173.)

for troops, see § 86-1402.
Pay, see
officer, see § 86-1406.

§

86-903.

Music by band employed by commanding
86-802. Attendance

— The

Governor or the
commanding officer of any regiment, battalion or company, may enforce
the attendance at any drill, encampment, or other duty of any officer or
enlisted man of his command, and may use such force as may be necessary.

(Acts 1916,

Cross-references.
§

at

drills,

etc.,

enforced.

p. 173.)

— Officers

may

excuse absence, see

§

86-806.

Inspection, see

86-805.

—

and exercises. The discipline and exercises of the
National Guard shall conform generally to those of the Army of the
United States as they now or may hereafter be prescribed by the President, and to the provisions of the laws of the United States, except as
86-803. Discipline

otherwise provided.
Cross-reference.

(Acts 1916,

— Courts-martial,

p. 173.)

see Chapter 86-12.

§S6-S04
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given.
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— Orders for duty may be given orally or by

reading the order to the person warned, or by delivering a copy to such

known

place of

of suitable

age and

person, or by leaving a copy of such order at the last

abode or business of such person, with someone
discretion, or

by sending

copy

a

of such order, or notice containing the

substance thereof, to such person by mail, directed to him at his last

known

place of abode or business, or to the post office nearest thereto.

Such warning may be given by any

The

officer or

noncommissioned

noncommissioned

officer or

officer

giving such warning shall

names of the persons warned, and
warning. Such return shall be verified by

return thereof, containing

a

place and

manner

of

which may be administered by any

good evidence, on the

as

trial of

the facts therein stated, as
testified to the
officer shall

Such

officer.

officer or

make

the time,
his oath,

as a delinquent, of

noncommissioned

same before the court on such

make

verified return shall be

any person returned

such

if

officer.

officer

had

Every commanding

trial.

the like return, on honor, and with like effect, of every

delinquency and neglect of duty of his officers and noncommissioned
ficers,

and also of every enlisted

may

perform such military duty as
Cross-reference.

— Officers

86-805. Inspection.

—

may

man who

It shall

shall refuse or neglect to

(Acts 1916,

be required.

excuse absences,

of-

etc.,

see

§

p. 173.)

86-806.

be the duty of the Governor to require the

Adjutant General to inspect or cause to be inspected

at least

once in each

calendar year, the military property and records of each organization, the
State
all

camp grounds,

all rifle

ranges, and, in the discretion of the Governor,

military schools and colleges, and the property of the State in their

possession, and to 'muster and inspect the officers and enlisted

men

of

each company or detachment of the National Guard, and to attend and

observe

encampments

parades, reviews and

all

ganizations

when

practicable.

for the annual inspection

The Governor

and muster

of each

of

companies or larger

or-

day

set

shall authorize a

company, or larger unit

when

practicable,

ficers

and enlisted men ordered out for annual inspection and muster

and attendance thereat

shall lay aside all other business

The

shall be compulsory.

and be and appear

at the place

of-

and the

time designated, and on failure to do so without good and valid excuse,
to be determined

by the regimental or separate battalion commander, or

Adjutant General,
this law.

f

shall be tried before a

Acts 1916,

summary

court as provided in

p. 174.)

—

Adjutant General, see § 86-501. Governor commander in
86-101.
Right of way for troops, see § 86-1402. Pay, see § 86-903.
Inspection of equipment, etc., see § 86-1101.
Cross-references.

chief, see

86-806.

§

Excuses

for absence.

—The

officer

ordering any military duty

have the power to excuse any officer or enlisted man for absence
therefrom, upon good and sufficient grounds, unless otherwise provided.
shall

(Acts 1916,

p. 174.)

Cross-references.
see § 86-805.

— Attendance

at drills, etc., enforced, see

§

86-802.

Inspection,

Public Defense.
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CHAPTER

86-9.

§86-

MILITARY FUND, EXPENSES, AND
COMPENSATION.
Sec.

Sec.

86-901.

Military fund, use

86-902.

Expenses

86-903.

Pay

of, etc.

of militia;

how

paid.

86 904.

Allowance

86-905.

Appropriations from
or county funds.

for active service.

86-901. Military fund, use of, etc.

— All

for rent.
city,

town,

moneys appropriated by

the

General Assembly for military or naval purposes shall continue and be
kept in the treasury as a separate fund, to be known as the "military
fund/' All moneys placed in the military fund shall remain available
for military purposes, and shall not be covered into the general fund of
the treasury; and no part of said military fund shall be used for any
purpose except as shall be authorized by law, and it shall be drawn from
the treasury only on the warrant of the Governor, according- to law.

(Acts 1916,

p. 175.)

—

Cross-references. Appropriation from city, town or county funds, see § 86-905.
Governor may accept donations, see § 86-1410. Expenses of home guard, see
§

86-1503.

86-902.

Expenses

how

of militia;

paid.

— No

officer

or soldier shall

incur any expenses whatsoever to be paid by the State, except as author-

without first obtaining- the authority of the Governor.
In extreme emergencies, however, the commanding officer of any organization or detachment of the National Guard may make purchase of such
necessities as are absolutely required for the immediate use and care of
a report of such action, containing a statement of the
his command
articles purchased and the prices thereof, shall be made forthwith through
military channels to the Adjutant General. The Adjutant General or such
officer as the Governor may designate shall be the auditor of all accounts
payable from the military fund, and copies of the orders or contracts un(Acts
der which such purchases are made shall be filed in his office.
ized

by

this law,

;

1916, p. 175.)

—

Cross-references. Adjutant General to keep account of moneys received and
disbursed, see § 86-501. Allowance for rent, etc., see § 86-904.

86-903.

man

Pay

for active service.

—Whenever any

officer or

any enlisted

ordered on active duty by the Governor or his authority, for the
purpose of repelling invasion, suppressing rebellion, or quelling insurrecis

tion, or

mob

violence, or unlawful combination, or for attending

military courts or for any other military duty where,

by order

upon

of the

Governor, pay and allowances are specially authorized, their pay, in addition to all transportation, quarters and subsistence, shall be for each
day or fraction thereof, as follows
Brigadier generals. $6 colonels, $5
lieutenant colonels and majors, $4; captains, $3; lieutenants. $2 all non:

;

:

;

commissioned

staff officers

and

first

sergeants, $1.50;

all

other noncom-

missioned officers, $1.25; all privates, $1. Any officer on duty under pay,
who discharges the duties of a higher grade for a period of not less than
30 consecutive days, under special assignment from the Governor, shall
be paid the higher rate of pay. After 15 days' continuous service, when
called out on State, duty, the pay and allowances of officers and men
shall be the same as for like grades in the United States Army.
Pay.

when engaged

in

camp and

field

service for instruction, as provided

q

C
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,

Acts of Congress, shall be the same as received by like grades in
Troops ordered out for inspection, muster,
the United States Army.
small-arms competition and practice, drill, parade, review or other ceremony, or field service for instruction, not extending- beyond one day,
shall not he entitled to pay unless so specified by authority of the Governor in the order for such service. The Governor may, in his discretion,
deduct, or have deducted, from the pay due any officer or enlisted man,
the amount oi any indebtedness due the State by such officer or enlisted
man lor military fines or forfeitures, or for damages to or loss of any
military property of the State, or of the United States issued to the State.
The compensation, subsistence and quarters shall be paid out of the mili(Acts 1916, p. 175.)
tary fund, unless otherwise provided.
in the

Cross-references.
§

— Salary

of Adjutant

General, see 86-501.

Military fund, see

86-901.

86-904.

Allowance

for rent.

— Whenever

permit, the Governor, in his discretion,

the State military fund will

may make an

allowance to each
company, and to each headquarters of brigade, regiments, or separate
battalions, and to signal, engineer and hospital corps detachments for
the purpose of defraying their rent and other incidental expenses, to be
paid and accounted for in such manner as may be prescribed by regulation. (Acts 1916, p. 176.)
Cross-references.

— Expenses

arms and uniforms

paid how, see
of officers, see § 86-1002.

86-905. Appropriations

from

city,

§

Allowance

86-902.

town, or county funds.

for equipment,

—The govern-

towns and counties are authorized to
make such appropriations from city or county funds for the support and
maintenance of local military organizations as, in their discretion, they
may deem wise and expedient. (Acts 1916, p. 177.)

ing authorities of the several

Cross-reference.

— Military

CHAPTER

cities,

fund, see

§

86-901.

UNIFORMS AND FLAGS.

86-10.

Sec.

.^ec.

86-1005.

86-1001.

Xature;

86-1002.

Allowances for equipment of

86-1003.

Uniforms,

86-1004.

Description and use of State

full

dress.

OI

86-1006.

officers.

flag;

etc.,

Confederate flags; preservation

86-1007.

of officers.

-

Spanish-American War flags.
Duty of Governor to accept
fla S s

-

duty to carry.

86-1001. Nature; full dress.

—The

uniforms shall be such as is prescribed by regulation. Any company, battalion or regiment may adopt
and wear a special full-dress uniform when the whole command to which
(Acts 1916, p. 177.)
it is attached is similarly equipped.

—

Equipment provided how, see §§ 86-1101, 86-1102. Unlawful
from place of amusement because he is in uniform, see § 86-9911.

Cross-references.
to exclude soldier

86-1002. Allowances for

equipment of

officers.

— Whenever

military fund will permit, the Governor, in his discretion,

may

the State

prescribe

an allowance to officers to cover the expense of their uniforms, arms and
equipment. (Acts 1916, p. 177.)
Cross-reference.

— Military

fund, see

§

86-901.
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f;uj.

6-1101

.

— Every

.all
commissioned off.
provide himself with arms, uniforms, and equipment prescribed by regu-

86-1003. Uniforms, etc., of officers.

lations.

(Acts 1916,

Cross-reference.

p. 177.)

—Wearing

uniform unlawfully, Bee

and use

86-1004. Description

§

86-9902.
'

duty to carry.

of State flag;

of

'I

the State of Georgia shall be a vertical band of blue next to the flagstaff,

remainder of the '-pace
shall be equally divided into three horizontal bands, the ifpper and Id
On the
of which shall be scarlet in color, and the middle band white.
blue field shall be stamped, painted or embroidered the coat of arm^ of
Every regiment and separate battalion or squadron -hall,
the State.
when on parade or review, carry this flag. (Acts 1916, p. 177.;

and occupying one-third

Cross-reference.

of the entire flag; the

— Unlawful

use of State flag or coat of arms, see

86-1005. Confederate flags; preservation

who

Army

of.

—The flags

§

86-9903.

of the

Georgia

and which
have been returned to the State by the United States Government, shall
troops

served in the

of the Confederate States,

be preserved for all time in the capitol, as priceless mementos of the
cause they represented and of the heroism and patriotism of the men
who bore them. (Acts 1916, p. 178.)
86-1006. Spanish-American

ments engaged

86-1007.

(Acts 1916,

Duty

o£

flags.

— The

Spanish-American

in the

corridors of the capitol in a

regiments.

War

manner

Georgia regi-

shall be displayed in the

similar to those of the Confederate

p. 178.)

Governor

be offered to the State,

War

flags of the

to accept flags.

—When any such

flag shall

duty of the Governor to accept it
in behalf of the State, and to make such provisions for its preservation as
may be necessary to protect and preserve it from the ravages of time,
dust and moths. (Acts 1916, p. 178.)

CHAPTER

86-11.

it

shall be the

ARMS, AMMUNITIONS, AND EQUIPMENT.

Sec.

86-1101.
86-1102.

Sec.

How

equipment provided.
Care and inspection.
Property, how provided; bond
of officer responsible.

86-1103.

86-1104.

Purchases for
listed men.

86-1105.

Seizure of State's property.

officers

or

en-

Relief from responsibility for
property, survey, and settle-

ment.

—

How

equipment provided. Care and inspection. All organizations shall be provided by this State with such arms, equipment,
colors, camp and garrison equipment, books of instruction and of record,
and other supplies as may be necessary for the proper performance of the
duty required of them by this law; and each organization shall keep such
property in proper repair and in good condition. The Governor shall
86-1101.

cause the necessary inspection to be made to ascertain if this section
is fully complied with
and in case any organization shall be found de;

ficient in the care of the

property intrusted to

it,

it

may,

in addition to

§

Public Defense.
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being- required to replace

such loss or damage,

Governor, be disbanded.

(^Acts 1916, p. 178.)

Cross-references.

— Property

and disbursing

see £ So-S05.
Purchases by Governor, see
arsenals, armories, etc., see S 20-8115.

86-1102, Property,

how

§

officer,

86-1104.

in the discretion of the

see

§

86-502.
Inspection,
for injuries to

Punishment

provided; bond of officer responsible.

— All

arms, accoutrements and other property for the use of a company shall
be issued
thereof.

cluding

to,

receipted for and accounted for by the

commanding

officer

All property for the use of the headquarters of a regiment, inits

battalions, or a separate battalion, shall be issued to, receipted

and accounted for by the quartermaster thereof. Property issued to
officers and enlisted men of the staff departments shall be under such
regulations as the Governor may prescribe. No issue of property shall
be made until after there shall have been executed and delivered to the
Governor a personal bond with two sureties, or a bond of a surety cornpan}- to be approved by the Adjutant General, by the officer who is responsible and accountable for such property, and in such sum as may be
prescribed by regulations, payable to the Governor and his successors in
office, when required, for the safe-keeping, proper use and care, and

for

.

prompt surrender
chargeable.
of

any

officer

of such

property with which he

may

be properly

In the event of death, resignation, promotion or dismissal

accountable for personal property, the

his duties shall,

officer

succeeding to

within 60 days of the aforesaid resignation, promotion,

death or dismissal, furnish a good and sufficient bond as above required,

Governor the arms, accoutrements and other military property remaining on hand of those originally issued to the command or officer, and shall have delivered to the Governor his bond and
receipt for same. In the event of failure to comply with the above conditions, the commission of such officer shall be declared vacated.
The
person giving bond for arms, accoutrements and other military property,
his executors, administrators and sureties, shall be liable to suit in the
proper courts for damages resulting from any breach thereof, and it shall
be the duty of the adjutant general to secure a settlement of the same.
Every officer or soldier, to whom public property has been issued, shall

and

shall report to the

be personally responsible to the

and

to the State for the safe-keeping,

surrender of such property.
Cross-references.

—Liability

Unlawful disposal

§

86-514.

of

responsibility
86-1103.

§

officer

ior

accountable for such property,

proper use and care and prompt

(Acts 1916,

p. 179.)

of officers on unassigned list for
of military property, see § 86-9904.

property,

see

§

86-1103.

Damages

property, see
relieved
determined how, see

When

from responsibility for property, survey, and settlement. No one shall be relieved from responsibility or accountability for
public property issued him, unless it be shown to the satisfaction of the
Governor that it has been properly disposed of, or that any loss or damage thereto was unavoidable, and in no way the fault of the person responsible or accountable for the property; and in all other cases the invoiced price of lost property and the ascertained value of damaged prop86-1103. Relief

—

;
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erty shall be charged against the person at fault or to the organization

which it has been issued, and such person or organization, if not
lieved from such charge by the Governor, shall pay the invoiced pric
such lost property, and the ascertained value of damaged property,

re-

to

the Adjutant General within a reasonable time after such loss or

and upon

failure to

do

so, the

Adjutant General

damage

proceed to collect

shall

The

the account in the courts having jurisdiction.

to

damaged

value of

property, and the person or organization to be charged therewith, ma;

be determined by a board of survey composed of such

number

may

as

be

prescribed by the United States regulations, and the findings of such

when approved by

board,

the Governor, shall constitute a judgment

against the responsible officer or enlisted

manner

man and

similar to judgments of other courts

shall be enforced in a

Provided, that

:

all

obsolete

and unserviceable military property to which the United States Government has no title shall be surveyed in a manner prescribed by the surveying officer after the approval by the Governor. (Acts 1916, p. 180.)
Cross-reference.
§

— Punishment

unlawful disposal of military property, see

for

86-9904.

86-1104. Purchases for officers or enlisted men.

upon request

thorized,

of

any

officer or enlisted

purchase for cash, at the expense of such

may

such regulations as

—The
man

Governor

is

of the militia, to

officer or enlisted

man, under

be prescribed by the Governor, any military

stores, supplies or materials of war, or military publication, sold in

market or by the United States under Acts

man

the aforesaid officer or enlisted
erty so purchased.
Cross-reference.

(Acts 1916,

— Equipment,

86-1105. Seizure

State to

its

of

the proper

provided how, see

property.

— The

of sale for the prop-

§

86-1101.

property issued by the

It shall, therefore,

is

acquired under the author-

be the duty of any officer of the National

to seize or cause to be seized, property of the State in possession

of parties not entitled thereto,

and where such

officer

has reason to ap-

prehend that any property of the State has been wrongfully converted,
seize the same,

if

such seizure

is

officer

it

shall be his

authorized to issue attachments, and to
believe that said property
;

and when

has reason to apprehend that the property of the State has

been secreted or concealed,

searched

to

necessary to preserve the property, or

to prevent the escape of the person in possession thereof;

such

it

any person not connected with the National Guard

to retain possession thereof, unless the title

Guard

bill

and to make

p. 181.)

etc.,

State's

of Congress,

open

National Guard shall remain the property of the State, and

shall be unlawful for

ity of law.

au-

and

it

shall be the

is

duty to go before an

make oath

so concealed,

duty of such

officer

that he has reason to

stating the places to be

civil officer to issue a

warrant

authorizing the search of the premises described in the affidavit, without
cost to the State.

—

(Acts 1916,

p. 181.)

Cross-references. Uniform or equipment of officer or soldier of National Guard
or naval militia not subject to levy and sale for debts, see § 86-702. Unlawful disposal of military property, see § 86-9904.

§
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'

COURTS-MARTIAL.

86-12.

Sec.

Sec.

86-1205.

Kinds: jurisdiction: procedure;

86-1201.

Discharge or expulsion of

Immunity

86-1202.

86-1206.

of officers.

Fines*

Jurisdiction presumed.

v

Convicts; disposition

"204.

86-1201. Kinds;

and penalenforced; disposi-

forfeitures,

how

ties;

S6-120o.

sol-

diers or officers, effect of.

fmes; sentences: arrests.

tion of.

86-1207.

of.

Returns of

fines or penalties.

jurisdiction; procedure; fines; sentences; arrests.

—

Courts-martial for the National Guard shall be of three kinds, namely:
General courts-martial, special courts-martial, and summary courts-mar-

They

provided for by the
laws and regulations governing the Army of the United States, and they
shall have cognizance of the same subjects, possess the same powers, and
the proceedings shall follow the forms and mode of procedure prescribed
tial.

shall be constituted like similar courts

for said similar courts.

— Officer's

Cross-references.

how, see

§

Penalties enforced

return as evidence, see § 86-804.
Additional powers, see § 86-1303.

86-1206.

General courts-martial may be convened by order of the Governor,
and such courts shall have the power in times of peace and when not
in the service of the United States, to impose fines of not exceeding $200;
to sentence to forfeiture of pay and allowances, to a reprimand, to dis1.

missal or dishonorable discharge from the service, to reduction of non-

commissioned officers to the ranks or, any two or more of such punishments may be combined in the sentence imposed by such courts, or, sentence of confinement in lieu of the fine may be. imposed as hereinafter
;

provided.
Cross-reference.

— Effect of

dishonorable discharge, see

The commanding

§

86-1205.

each garrison,
fort, post, camp or other place, brigade, regiment, detached battalion,
or other detached command, may appoint special courts-martial for his
command but such special courts-martial may in any case be appointed
2.

Special courts-martial.

officer of

;

by superior authority. Special courts-martial shall have power to try
any person subject to military law, except a commissioned officer, for
any crime or offense made punishable by the military laws of the United
States or of this State, and such special courts-martial shall have the
same powers of punishment as do general courts-martial in times of
peace and when not in the service of the United States, except that fines
imposed by such courts shall not exceed $100.
3.

Summary

courts-martial.

The commanding

officer of

camp, or other place, brigade, regiment, detached battalion,

fort, post,

company, or other detached command, may appoint

command
power

each garrison,

a

summary

court to consist of one officer,

to administer oaths

command

for

for such place or

and

to try the enlisted

men

who

shall

have

of such place or

breaches of discipline and violation of laws governing

such organization

;

and said court, where

satisfied of the guilt of

such

exceeding $25 for any single offense; may
sentence noncommissioned officers to reduction to ranks and to forsoldier,

may impose

feiture of

pay and allowances.

Cross-references.
see

§

fines not

86-802.

— Discipline,

see

§

86-803.

Attendance

at drills, etc., enforced,

—
Public Defense.
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Confinement authorized. All courts-martial, general, special and
summary, of the National Guard, not in the service of the United
shall have power to sentence to confinement in lien of fines, authorized
Provided, that such sentences of confinement shall
to be imposed:
exceed one day for each dollar of fine authorized. In ca e of war or insurrection, or imminent danger thereof, all courts-martial shall have
authority to impose forfeitures, fines and penalties in accordance with
military law and the Articles of War governing- the United States Army.
4.

5.

Approval

of sentence.

No

sentence of dismissal from the service or

dishonorable discharge imposed by a court-martial shall be executed
until approved by the Governor.
Cross-reference.
6.

— Effect

of dishonorable discharge, see

Precedents of courts-martial and

same power

summary

§

86-1205.

court officers shall have

warrants to arrest persons and to bring them before the court for trial whenever such persons shall have disobeyed an
order in writing from the convening authority to appear before such court,
a copy of the charge or charges having been delivered to the accused with
such order, and to issue subpoenas and subpoenas duces tecum, and to enforce by attachment attendance of civilian and military witnesses, and the
production of books and papers, as is possessed by the civil courts, and
the

to issue

have power to punish for contempt of their authority, the
same as superior courts. Courts of inquiry may be convened by the
Governor or any commanding officer, in like manner as provided by
The
the 115th Article of War, for such purpose as therein provided.
constitution, powers and procedure of such courts shall be the same as
for like courts in the United States Army, except in so far as may be
modified by regulations issued by the Governor. (Acts 1916, p. 181.)
shall also

—

Cross-references. Jurisdiction of courts and boards presumed, see
Disposition of convicts, see § 86-1204.

86-1202.

Immunity

of

officers.

— No

action

or

§

86-1203.

proceeding shall be

prosecuted or maintained against a member of a military court, or officer acting under its authority, or reviewing its proceedings on account

approval or imposition or execution of sentence, or the imposition or
collection of a fine or penalty, or the execution of any warrant, writ,
execution, process, or mandate of a military court. (Acts 1916, p. 183.)
of

Cross-reference.

— Exemption

from

arrest, see

86-1203. Jurisdiction presumed.

—The

§

86-702.

and
be presumed, and the burden of
jurisdiction of the courts

boards established by this law shall
proof shall rest upon any person challenging the jurisdiction of such
courts or boards in any action or proceeding. (Acts 1916, p. 184.)
86-1204. Convicts; disposition of.

courts-martial

is,

shall be delivered

—When the

punishment

inflicted

by

or includes, imprisonment, the person so convicted

by the military authorities to the

sheriff of the

county

wherein such conviction was had, together with a copy of the sentence
of the court, to be dealt with as if such conviction had been had in the
superior court of said county the cost of such imprisonment to be paid
as provided for those convicted in the superior court. (Acts 1916, p. 184.^
;

86-1205. Discharge or expulsion of soldiers or officers, effect of.
Soldiers or officers discharged for the good of the service, or dishonor-

2U4
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ably discharged or expelled from the military forces of the State, or from
the volunteers or National Guard of any other State, or from the Army
or Navy of the United States, shall not be enlisted and shall not be appointed to, nor allowed to hold any military position, either of honor or
emolument, unless such discharge or expulsion shall have been revoked

removed by the Governor. (Acts 1916, p. 184.)
Cross-reference. — No dishonorable discharge without approval of Governor,

or the disability
§

86-1201, 1

see

5.

and penalties; how enforced; disposition
of.
All fines, forfeitures and penalties assessed by any court-martial
shall be collected by execution issued under the hand of the president
of the court, and directed to the sheriff, and returnable to the superior
court of the county in which the delinquent resides, and shall have the
same force and effect as a civil process of the same character. All moneys
collected from such fines and forfeitures shall be paid into the military
fund, except those collected by the execution of summary court-martial,
which may be paid to the company or organization treasury.
(Acts
86-1206. Fines, forfeitures,

—

1916, p. 184.)
Cross-reference.

— Penalties,

see

§

86-1201.

86-1207. Returns of fines or penalties.

—All

officers

of said

military

forces receiving fines or pecuniary penalties collected by execution shall

make

return thereof to the Adjutant General, or to such officer of his

department as he may designate, at least once a year or oftener if necessary.
The Adjutant General shall lay an abstract of same before the
Governor annually. (Acts 1916, p. 184.)

CHAPTER

86-13.

Sec.

Sec.

Insurrection, authority in case

86-1301.

86-1305.

Killing rioters or
property.

local

86-1306.

Resisting attack.

authorities; Governor's duty.

86-1307.

Duty

of.

Notice to

86-1302.

Governor by

86-1303.

Articles of War
regulations.

86-1304.

Dispersion of mob.

and

Army

of citizens

injuring

when

fired or missile

shot

is

thrown.

Control of streets.

86-1308.

86-1301. Insurrection, authority in case of.

—Whenever any portion

of

employed in aid of the civil authorities, the Governor, if,
judgment, the maintenance of law and order will be thereby pro-

the militia
in his

MOB

INSURRECTION, RIOTS, AND
VIOLENCE.

moted,

is

may

give authority to the

commanding

officer in

such district to

where firearms and munitions of war are sold, and all places
where disorder is likely to occur; and such officer or officers shall have
the right to do and perform any act or acts or direct them to be performed, whether affecting private, corporate, or public rights, that, in
close places

his discretion,

may

be necessary or advisable to suppress or prevent

any unlawful assembly.

—

(Acts 1916,

p.

185.)

Cross-references. Insurrection, see § 26-901 et seq. Taxation to suppress insurrection, see §§ 2-4901, 2-4902. When Governor may call out militia, see § 40-201.
Dispersion of mob, see § 86-1304. Control of streets by militia, see § 86-1308.
Power of Governor to call out any of militia, see § 86-207. Home guard, see
Chapter 86-15.

—
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local authorities; Governor's duty.

Whenever any judge of a superior, city, or county court, county sheriff,
mayor of any incorporated city or village, whose authority shall rank in
the order named, shall apprehend the outbreak of any rebellion, insurrec-

mob, or combination

oppose the enforcement of the law by force
or violence, within the jurisdiction of which such officer is by law a conservator of the peace, it shall forthwith become the duty of the judge,
sheriff or mayor, when it appears that such unlawful combination has
progressed beyond control of the civil authorities in the locality in which
unlawful combination may be found, to notify the Governor, and the
Governor may then, within his discretion, if he deems the apprehension
well founded, order out such portions of the National Guard as he may
deem necessary for the enforcement of the law, and when the Governor
orders out any portion of the National Guard as herein provided, he
tion,

shall,

to

thereupon, by proclamation, declare a state of insurrection

locality in

which the disorder

is

located.

(Acts 1916,

p.

in the

186.)

Cross-references.— When Governor may call out militia, see §§ 40-201, 40-202.
of Governor to call out any of militia, see § 86-207.

Power

86-1303. Articles of
tion of the National

War

Guard

and

Army

regulations.

—Whenever any

por-

on duty under or pursuant to orders
be on duty or ordered to assemble for duty in
shall be

of the Governor, or shall
time of war, insurrection, invasion, public danger, or to aid the

civil

au-

any other cause, the Articles of War governing the
Army of the United States, and the regulations prescribed for the Army
of the United States, as far as such regulations are consistent with this
law, and the regulations issued thereunder, shall be enforced and regarded as a part of this law, until said forces shall be duly relieved from
such duty. As to offenses committed when such Articles of War are so
in force, courts-martial shall possess, in addition to the jurisdiction and
power of sentence and punishment herein vested, all additional jurisdiction and power of sentence and punishment exercisable by like courts
under such Articles of War or the regulations of law governing the
United States Army, or the custom and usages thereof; but no punishment under such rules and articles, which shall extend to the taking of
life, shall, in any case, be inflicted, except in time of actual war. invasion and insurrection, declared by proclamation of the Governor to exist,
and then only after the approval of the Governor of the sentence inflictImprisonment other than in the guard house
ing such punishment.
thorities, or for

(Acts

shall be executed in jails or prisons as hereinbefore provided.

1916, p. 186.)
Cross-reference.

— Courts-martial,

86-1304. Dispersion of

pression of

any

mob.

riot, rout,

see Chapter 86-12.

— Before

using any military force

in

sup-

tumult, mob, or other lawless or unlawful as-

sembly or combination, it shall be the duty of the officer in command
of the troops, or some person by him deputed, to command the persons
composing such riotous or unlawful assemblage or mob, to disperse
and return peaceably to their respective abodes and business. In no
case shall it be necessary to use any set or particular form of words in
ordering the dispersion of any riotous, tumultuous or unlawful assembly, nor .shall any command be necessary when the officer or person, in

§

Public Defense.
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would be put to imminent danger of loss of life, or bodily harm, or where such unlawful assemblage or mob is engaged in the
com mission or perpetration of any felony, or in assaulting or attacking
any civil officer or person called to aid him in the preservation of the
peace, or is otherwise engaged in actual violence to person or property.
order to give

(Acts 1916,

it.

p. 187.)

—

Cross-references.
Penalty for failure to obey order to disperse, see §§ 86-9906,
86-9907.
Duty to disperse without an order, see § 86-1307. Right of way for
Governor may authorize officer to do any act necessary to
troops, see § 86-1402.
suppress or prevent unlawful assembly, see § 86-1301. When officers or persons
aiding nor liable for loss or damage to property, see § 86-1305.

86-1305. Killing rioters or injuring property.

—Whenever

any unlaw-

combination or assembly, such as is mentioned in the preceding section, having been duly commanded to disperse, fails or refuses to do so;
or whenever the circumstances are such that no command is necessary
under the provisions of said section, the military officer in command shall
take such steps and make such disposition for the arrest, dispersion, and
quelling of the persons composing or taking part in any such mob, riot,
tumult, outbreak or unlawful assembly or combination as may be deemed
by him requisite to that end; and if, in the prosecution of such measures,
any person is killed, wounded, or otherwise injured, or any property injured or destroyed by a civil officer or an officer or member of said military forces, or by any other person lawfully aiding them, such civil or
military officer, or member of said military forces, or person lawfully
aiding them, shall be held guiltless in all cases, and such force and every
member thereof shall be discharged from all civil or criminal liability
therefor.
(Acts 1916, p. 187.)
ful

§

—

Dispersion of mob, see § 86-1304. Suppression or prevention
assembly, see § 86-1301. Duty to disperse without order, see
Change of venue, see § 86-1404.

Cross-references.
of

unlawful
86-1307.

—

any portion of the military forces or
other persons lawfully aiding them in the performance of any duty under the provisions of this law are assaulted, attacked or in imminent
danger thereof, the commanding officer of such troops may at once proceed to quell such attack and take all other needful steps for the safety
86-1306. Resisting attack.

of his

command.

86-1307.

Duty

(Acts 1916,

If

p. 188.)

when

of citizens

shot

is fired

or missile thrown.

—When-

thrown at, against or upon any body of
the military forces or at, or against any officer or member thereof, assembling or assembled for the purpose of performing any duties under
ever any shot

is

fired or missile

the provisions of this law,

it

shall forthwith be the

duty of every person

assemblage from which the shot is fired or the missile thrown to
immediately disperse and retire therefrom without awaiting any order
to do so.
(Acts 1916, p. 188.)
in the

—

Cross-references. Penalty for violation of this section, see
sion of mob, see § 86-1304.

86-1308. Control of streets.
forces

is,

§

86-9907.

Disper-

— Whenever

or has been, called out for

any portion of said military
the performance of any duty under

be lawful for the commanding officer of such military forces, if it be deemed advisable to do so, in subduing or preventing any riot, rout, mob, tumult or unlawful assemblage,

the provisions of this law,

it

shall

Public Defense.
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persons from Occupying or y.
ing any street, road or place in the vicinity of the riot, rout, mob, tumult
or unlawful assembly, or the place where the same is threatening, or
or the outbreak thereof, to prohibit

all

where the said military forces may be
to regulate the passage and occupancy

and otb
and places, (Acts

at the time being;
of such streets,

1916, p. 189.)

— Penalty

for violation of regulations authorized by this
Prevention or suppression of unlawful assembly, see § 86-1301.
Dispersion of mob, see § 86-1304. Protection of prisoners by prohibiting any
person from coming near, see § 86-1403.

Cross-references.

tion, see § 86-9908.

CHAPTER

MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS.

86-14.

Sec.

Sec.

86-1406.

National Defense Act adopted
as law of State.
Right of way for troops.
Protection of prisoners.
Change of venue.
Trespass on camp grounds and
other places.
Music.

86-1407.

Medals and

86-1401.
86-1402.
86-1403.
86-1404.

86-1405.

86-1408.

Advisory boards.

86-1409.

Regulations, publication

of.

86-1410.

Governor may accept

dona-

tions.

86-1411.

Governor's consent necessary
in order to leave State.

86-1412.

Foreign

forces,

bars.

—

Act adopted as law of State. All provisions
Congress, approved June 3, 1916 (32 U. S. C. A.. § 1 et seq.

86-1401. National Defense

Act

of the
c.

of

;

134, 39 Stat. 213), applicable to the National

herein, are hereby enacted as a

law

Guard, not incorporated

of this State as

if

specifically set forth

where the provisions of this law and those
Act of Congress, approved June 3, 1916, conflict, the provisions
said Act of Congress shall govern. (Acts 1916, p. 194.)

herein,

and

into

entry

State.

in all cases

way

of the
of the

—The

United States troops, or any
portion of the National Guard, being assembled for any purpose, performing any duty, according to law, shall have the right of way in any
street or highway through which they may pass
Provided, that the
carriage of the United States mails, the legitimate functions of the police,
and the progress and operations of fire engines and fire departments shall
not be unnecessarily interfered with thereby. (Acts 1916, p. 174.)
86-1402. Right of

for troops.

:

—

Cross-references. Drills and parades, see § 86-801.
Inspection, see § 86-805.
etc., see Chapter 86-13.
Driving and traffic regulations, see § 68-303 et seq.

Mobs,

86-1403. Protection

body

of

prisoners.

—The

commanding

officer

oi

any

guarding any jail, building or other place, or
escorting any prisoner or performing any other act of duty, may. if he
of the military forces,

deems

it

advisable, prescribe a reasonable distance in the vicinity of such

building or other place, or escort of such prisoner, within which
persons shall not come. (Acts 1916, p. 189.)
jail,

Cross-references.

— Penalty

tion, see § 86-9909.

for violation of regulations authorized
mob violence, see Chapter 86-13.

by

this

sec-

Prevention of

—

of venue.
Any civil officer, military officer, or member of the military forces, or any person lawfully aiding them in the

86-1404.

Change

performance of any military duty required under the provisions oi this
law, if indicted or sued for any crime or trespass, or for injury to person

I
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or propertv in endeavoring to perform such duties, shall have the right,

hereby made the duty of the court in which such indictment or
suit is pending, upon the application of any person thus indicted or sued,
to transfer the trial of the indictment or suit to come county other than
that in which the indictment was found or the injury done. Such transfer shall be made to any county that may be agreed upon by the solicitor

and

it

is

general and the defendant or his counsel, in case of indictment; or by
the parties and their counsel, in case of suit. If a county is not thus

agreed upon the judge shall select such county as in his judgment will
afford a fair and impartial jury to try the case and have it transferred
accordingly.

(Acts 1916,

Cross-reference.
9

— Persons

p. 189.)

held guiltless and not liable for property damage, see

86-1305.

86-1405. Trespass

upon any occasion

ing officer,
tive,

may

on camp grounds and other

places.

—The command-

of duty, or his duly authorized representa-

place in arrest during the continuance thereof, and deliver to

the proper civil authorities with charges in writing, after relief from such

who

due warning, trespass upon the camp
ground, parade ground, armory or other place devoted to such duty, or
shall, in any way or manner interrupt or molest the orderly discharge of
duty by such troops going to, or returning from any duty, or shall insult,
by jeer or otherwise, any officer or soldier while on duty or going to or
returning from duty. He may prohibit and prevent the sale, giving
away, or use of all spirituous liquors, wines, ale or beer, the holding of
huckster or auction sales, all gambling and the establishment and mainduty, any person

shall, after

tenance of disorderly places within the limits of the post, camp grounds,
rifle range, place of encampment, drill, parade, review or other occasion
under his command or within such limits not exceeding one mile there-

from as he

may

prescribe.

coming

p. 190.)

—

Penalty for violation of officer's orders authorized by this
Protection of prisoner by prohibiting any person from
see § 86-9910.
near, see § 86-1403.

Cross-references.
section,

(Acts 1916,

86-1406. Music.

—The

commanding

officer

of

any organization may

employ any band or field music, not part of the organized militia, to
furnish music at any drill, review, encampment, or occasion and all
members of such band or field music so employed and there present for
duty shall be subject to orders, discipline, and regulations, and for that
;

purpose shall be considered as regularly enlisted men during the time of
such drill, parade, review, encampment or other occasion; and for the
violation of such orders, discipline or regulations, they shall be liable to
all the penalties prescribed for enlisted men, and shall be subject to trial
therefor, by a court-martial, during the continuance of duty or within
30 days thereafter. (Acts 1916, p. 191.)
Cross-references.
see § 86-602.

86-1407.

— Courts-martial

Medals and

bars.

and penalties, see Chapter 86-12. Enlistments,

— To every

officer

and enlisted man who has

served this State honestly and faithfully for six years, continuously or
otherwise, and

man

who

continues in active service as an officer or enlisted

after that period, shall be

awarded a bronze medal

of suitable de-

sign and inscription, and after each additional four years of honest and

Public Defense.
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awarded, upon

faithful service, continuous or otherwise, there shall he
like

This law shall apply

continuance in service a bronze bar.

to

and enlisted men actively in the service in 1°>16, or who.
ing the prescribed term of service, shall reconnect themselves with the
officers

I

service at

some future

Confederate States

date:

Army

or

Provided, that the time

Navy

pf service in the

or in the United States

volunteer subsequent to 1870, shall be counted double,

make

if

Army

necessary, to

These medals and bars .-.hall be
furnished by the State through the Adjutant General's office upon application of the person entitled thereto, approved by intermediate commanders, and the expenses of same shall be paid out of the military
fund.

the required length of service.

(Acts 1916,

p. 191.)

— Enlistment

term, see

Cross-reference.

86-1408. Advisory boards.

—The

86-602.

§

Governor

shall

have power to ap-

point advisory and other military boards as the service of the same shall,
in his discretion,

Cross-reference.

be needed.

(Acts 1916,

— Examining boards, see

p. 192.)

86-509.

§

86-1409. Regulations, publication of.

—For

the purpose of carrying

law and of the laws of the United States
in so far as they may apply to the militia, and of providing for the organization, discipline, and government of the militia, in all particulars
not herein fully described, the Governor is authorized to make and order
into effect the provisions of this

such regulations, not inconsistent with the law, as he

may

find necessary,

which regulations shall have the same force and effect as provisions of
this law until revoked by the Governor, and to furnish to each officer of
the National Guard at least one copy of this law and of any amendments
thereto which may, from time to time, be made, and of such regulations
as may be prescribed, printed at the expense of the State.
Except as
prescribed in the regulations herein provided for, and in all matters not
covered by this law, the regulations, customs and usages of the Army
or Navy of the United States, as the case may be, shall govern, as far
as may be applicable, and the regulations and orders of the Governor,
not inconsistent with law, shall remain in force until otherwise directed
by the Governor. (Acts 1916, p. 192.)
Cross-reference.

86-1410.

— Governor's

Governor

may

authority to

make

accept donations.

regulations, see

—The

§

Governor,

86-102.

in his dis-

and buildings to be
used for military purposes by the National Guard under such conditions
as the donors may nominate; and he is empowered to make such rules
and regulations governing such property as he may deem best for the
interest of the State and the National Guard.
(Acts 1916, p. 192.)
cretion, is authorized to accept donations of lands

Cross-reference.

— Military

fund, expenses,

etc.,

see

§

86-901.

86-1411. Governor's consent necessary in order to leave State.

part of the National

Guard

shall leave the State, as

— Xo

an organization,

with or without arms, without the consent of the Governor or the Presi-

§

dent,
p.

Public Defense.
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shall be disbanded.

(Acts 1916,

192.)

Cross-reference.

— Governor

commander

in

chief,

86-1412. Foreign forces, entry into State.

see

86-101.

§

— No

armed

force

militia

from another State. Territory, or District shall be permitted to enter
the State, for the purpose of doing- military duty therein, without the
permission of the Governor, unless such force is part of the United
(Acts
States Army or is acting under authority of the United States.
191o. p. \93.)
Cross-reference.

PART

— Governor's

authority, see

IN GENERAL.

86-15.

Sec.

Sec.

Governor authorized to organize;

86-1502.

86-102.

HOME GUARD OR STATE CONSTABULARY.

II.

CHAPTER
86-1501.

§

86-1503.

Expenses,

how

paid,

military laws.

Companies, troops, regiments,
etc., formation of.

—

Governor authorized to organize; military laws. For the
purpose of protecting the property of the State and the lives, liberty, and
property of the people of the State, authority is hereby given the Governor to organize and equip a home guard or State constabulary, the details, organization, management and control of which shall conform and
be subject to the requirements of Chapters 86-1 to 86-14, and all promulgations and regulations thereunder. Said home guard or State constabulary, when organized and mustered into service, except as to its name,
shall be under the provisions and restrictions of said military law and
but nothing in this
shall have all rights and powers granted therein
Chapter shall be construed as relieving any member of said home guard
or State constabulary from any duty or service in the military department of the United States. (Acts 1917, pp. 91, 92.)
86-1501.

;

86-1502. Companies, troops, regiments, etc., formation of.

—The

Gov-

many companies, troops, battalions,
judgment he may deem proper, the same to

ernor shall allow the formation of as
units, or

regiments as in his

be used for quelling lawlessness and protecting

life

the State, and for repelling aggression from without.
Cross-reference.

— Insurrection,

86-1503. Expenses,

management

of said

how

riots,

paid.

mobs,

— The

home guard

etc.,

and property within
(Acts 1917,

p. 92.)

see Chapter 86-13.

expenses of the organization and

shall be paid out of the general appro-

priation for the support of the military department, and the

Governor

is

hereby empowered to draw his warrants upon said funds for the expenses
incident and necessary hereto. (Acts 1917, p. 92.)
Cross-reference.

— Military

fund, see Chapter 86-9.

^
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PART XXX.

CHAPTER

86-99.

EN

I

8

.

8^-</X>2

CKIMKS

IN GENERAL.
Sec.

Sec.

Unlawful organization of

86-9901.

mili-

tary organizations.
86-9902.

Wearing uniforms unlawfully.

86-9903.

Using State flag or coat of
arms for advertising pur-

Violation

86-9908.

ized

86-9905.

property.
False oath by enlisted man.
Failure to obey orders to dis-

86-9906.

regulations

au-

obey

com-

86-9910.

Offenses on or within
of camp grounds, etc.

limits

86-9911.

Exclusion of soldiers and of-

failure

manding

perse.

Failure of member of assemblage to retire therefrom on
shot being fired or missile

86-9907.

of

au-

86-1

thorized by section 86-1403

and

Unlawful disposal of military

regulations

by section

Violation

86-9909.

poses.
86-9904.

of

to

officer.

from places

ficers

of

amuse-

ment.

thrown.

—

Unlawful organization of military organizations. It shall not
be lawful for any body of men whatever, other than the military forces
of this State, and the troops of the United States, and bodies of police or
86-9901.

State constabulary, to associate themselves together as a military organization, or drill or

parade with arms without the license of the Governor,

which license may,

Provided, the students of
any time, be revoked
educational institutions where military science is part of the course of
instruction may, with the consent of the Governor, drill and parade under
Provided,
arms in public, under the superintendence of their instructors
at

:

:

further, that nothing herein contained shall be so construed as to prevent

benevolent, secret or social organizations from wearing swords and pa-

rading with side arms.

Whoever

offends against the provisions of this

any such unauthorized body
be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1916. p. 163.

section, or belongs to or parades with

men with

arms, shall

Cross-reference.
§

— Punishment

for

injuries

to

armories,

arsenals,

of

see

etc..

26-8115.

86-9902.

Wearing uniforms unlawfully.

—Any

person

who

shall

wear

any uniform or part thereof, or any device, strap, knot, button or insignia
of any design or character used as a designation of grade, rank or office,
such as are by law, or by general regulation duly promulgated, prescribed
for the use of the National Guard, or any uniform similar thereto in appearance, style or

make

the United States and of the
or

who

shall in

members
National Guard

up, except

any manner impersonate any

of the
of this

Army

and Navy of
or any other State.

officer or enlisted

man

of

the National Guard, without the written license of the Governor, shall be
guilty of a

misdemeanor

:

Provided, that this section shall not apply to

Boy Scouts

America, or to persons wearing
on the stage any such uniform at theatrical or like performances. (Acts
cadets of military schools,

of

1916, p. 177.)

—

he

Cross-reference. Unlawful to exclude soldier from place of
is in uniform, see § 86-9911.

amusement because

§

Public Defense,.
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—

Using State flag or coat of arms for advertising purposes. It
shall not be lawful for any person or persons to use the State flag* or coat
of arms for advertising purposes, or otherwise desecrate or misuse the
same: and anyone so offending shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts
86-9903.

'

1916, p. 177.)

— Misuse

Cross-reference.

of

United States

flag,

see §§ 26-7201

to 26-7204.

—

Unlawful disposal of military property. Any officer or soldier who shall sell or otherwise dispose of any arms, accoutrements, or
other personal property belonging to the State, or issued to the State by
the United States, in his custody, possession or control, or who shall
86-9904.

issue or use such property, or allow such property to be used in a

man-

ner other than that provided for in this law and the regulations issued in
pursuance thereof, or who shall refuse to deliver such property to the

proper officer

when

called for, shall be guilty of a

misdemeanor.

(Acts

1916, p. 180.)
Cross-reference.
see § 86-1102.

— Officers

86-9905. False oath

by

and soldiers responsible for property issued to them,

enlisted

man.

—Any person making a

false oath

an enlistment paper, shall, upon con(Acts 1916, p. 172.)
viction, be deemed guilty of false swearing.
as to any statement contained

in

—

obey orders to disperse. Any person or persons
composing or taking part in any riot, rout, mob, tumult or lawless combination or assembly, who, after being duly commanded to disperse, wilfully and intentionally fails to do so as soon as practicable, shall be guilty
of a felony, and on conviction thereof shall be imprisoned in the penitentiary for not less than one nor more than five years.
(Acts 1916, p. 187.)
86-9906. Failure to

Cross-reference.

— Order to

disperse, see §§ 86-1304, 86-9907.

member

assemblage to retire therefrom on shot
being fired or missile thrown. Any person knowing, or having reason to
believe, that a shot has been fired or a missile thrown, in any manner
mentioned in section 86-1307, and failing, without lawful excuse to retire immediately from such assemblage, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor;
and any person so remaining in such assemblage, after being duly com86-9907. Failure of

of

—

manded, as provided in section 86-1304, to disperse, shall be guilty of a
felony, and on conviction thereof shall be imprisoned in the penitentiary
(Acts 1916, p. 188.)
for not less than one nor more than five years.
86-9908. Violation of regulations authorized

by

section 86-1308.

—Any

person, after being duly informed of any prohibition or regulation authorized by section 86-1308. for closing streets, who attempts to go or

remain on such street, road or place, or who fails to depart after being
warned, shall be guilty of a felony, and upon conviction shall be punished therefor by confinement in the penitentiary for not less than one
nor more than five years. (Acts 1916, p. 189.)

to

by section 86-1403 and
Any person coming within the
to obey commanding officer.
prescribed by the commanding officer of any body of military

86-9909. Violation of regulations authorized
failure

limits

—

forces under the provisions of section 86-1403, without the permission of
said officer, or refusing to depart after being ordered to do so, shall be
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upon conviction

guilty of a felony and

ment
and

in the penitentiary for

shall be placed

use such force as

86-9911

be punished by imprison-

not less than one nor more than

five years,

under arrest by the military authorities, who may

may

86-9910. Offenses

shall

;

(Acts 1916,

be necessary.

p.

189.)

—

on or within limits of camp grounds, etc. Any perdue warning, trespass upon the camp ground, parade

son who shall, after
ground, armory, or other place devoted to military duty, <>r who -hall,
in any way or manner, interrupt or molest the orderly discharge of duty
of troops going to or returning from any duty, or w ho shall insult, by
jeering or otherwise, any officer or soldier while on duty or going to or rer

turning from duty, or who, in violation of an order of the commanding
officer, shall sell, give away, or use any spirituous liquor, wine, ale or beer,
or shall hold a huckster or auction sale, or gamble, or establish and maintain a disorderly place within the limits of the post,

range, place of encampment,

drill,

campgrounds,

rifle

parade, review or other occasion, or

within such limits, not exceeding one mile therefrom, as the commanding officer may prescribe, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1916,
p. 190.)

Cross-reference.
etc.,

—

— Commanding officer may prohibit trespass upon camp grounds,

sale of liquor, etc., see

§

86-1405.

86-9911. Exclusion of soldiers
It shall

be the

and

officers

from places of amusement.

be unlawful for the owner or the owner's agent, whatever

latter's

designation, of any place of

amusement

may

or recreation,

otherwise opened to the general public, admission to which is free or
otherwise, to refuse admission to or exclude from the said place of

amusement or of recreation, any officer or enlisted man of the United
States Army, Navy, Marine Corps, Revenue Cutter service, the National
Guard of this State, or of any State, Territory, or of the District of Columbia, by reason of such officer's or enlisted man's being in uniform.
Any such owner or agent aforesaid who shall violate the provisions of
this section shall

be guilty of a misdemeanor.

Cross-reference.— Uniforms, see Chapter 86-10.

(Acts 1916,

p.

190.)

TITLE

87.

PUBLIC FINANCE.
PART

STATE DEBT.

I.

Chap.

Sec.

In general

87-1.

PART

II.

87-101

DEBTS OF COUNTY, MUNICIPALITY, OR OTHER
POLITICAL DIVISION.

Chap.
87-2.

87-3.

Sec.

Election on issue of bonds
Validation of bonds by county, municipality, or other political

87-201

division
87-4.

87-5.

87-301

Validation of county or municipal bonds by holder
Compromise of bonded debt of municipalities

PART

87-401

87-501

DEBTS OTHER THAN BONDED DEBT.

III.

Chap.

Sec.

87-6.

In general

87-601

87-7.

Investment of sinking funds of municipalities and counties

87-701

CROSS-REFERENCES.
Accounting for public moneys: See Title 89, Public Officers, Chapter 89-8.
for county drainage: See Title 23, Counties, § 23-2544 et seq.
Finance, taxation, and public debt: See Title 2, Constitution of the State of Georgia, Chapters 2-49 to 2-64; 2-68 to 2-71.
Regulation of sale of securities: See Title 97, Securities.
Taxation generally: See Title 92, Public Revenue.

Bonds

PART

CHAPTER
Sec.
87-101.

STATE DEBT.

I.

87-1.

IN GENERAL.
Sec.

Bonds and

certificates,

how

au-

87-110.

Bond and

87-111.

New

thenticated.
87-102.
87-103.
87-104.

and how payable.
Coupons need not be signed by
State Treasurer
Coupons paid without presen-

Amount

of,

tation of bond.
87-105.

87-106.
87-107.

Public debt, where paid.
Bonds payable out of the State
may be exchanged.
Bonds taken up not to be reissued.

87-108.
87-109.

Lost bonds or coupons.
New bonds obtained how.

surety to be given.

bonds

in

lieu

of

those

stolen.

87-114.

Bonds, etc., when paid, how
disposed of.
Appropriations for bonded debt.
Governor may apply surplus.

87-115.

Bonds

87-112.
87-113.

redeemed before due;
report to General Assembly.

87-116.

Registration of State bonds.

87-117.

Book

87-118.

Registered

of registration.

ferred.

bonds,

how

trans-

—
§ 87-109

Public Finance.
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Bonds and
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certificates,

how

authenticated.

— All

bofl

must be authenticated by
the signatures of the Governor and the Secretary of State, and stamped
with one side of the seal of the State, to wit, that side which has on it the
motto, ''Wisdom, Justice, and Moderation." (Act 1838, Cobb, 408.
or certificates of the State for the Slate debt

'

1843, Cobb, 895.)

—

Cross-references. Debts on behalf of State, for what purposes contracted, see
Bonded debt not to increase, see
Const., Art. VII, Sec. Ill, Par. I (§ 2-5101).
Redemption of bonds presented by
Const., Art. VII, Sec. XII, Par. I (§ 2-6001).
University of Georgia, see § 32-134.

—

and how payable. Unless otherwise specially ordered by the General Assembly, bonds and certificates of the State
shall be in sums of $500 and $1,000 each, payable in 20 years after their
date, bearing interest at six per cent, per annum, which interest shall be
payable semiannually by coupons thereto annexed.
87-102. (1264)

Amount

of,

—

Coupons need not be signed by State Treasurer. The coupons
that may be attached to any bond of the State need not be signed by the
State Treasurer in order that the same may be paid upon presentation.
87-103.

(Acts 1914,

p. 81.)

—

Coupons paid without presentation of bond. Any such coupon issued by authority of the State may be paid by the duly appointed
representative thereof, without being accompanied by the bond to which
87-104.

it

belongs.
87-105.

shall be

(Acts 1914,

p. 81.)

(1267) Public debt,

made payable

at

where

such place

paid.

—The

principal and interest

in this State or other State of the

United States as the Governor may in his discretion direct, and he may
direct the principal payable at one place and the interest at another.

Bonds payable out of the State may be exchanged.
Where citizens of this State become possessed of State bonds payable out
of this State, the Governor may give in exchange for them bonds payable herein: Provided, there is no loss to the State by the exchange,
and the expense thereof, if any, is borne by the holders of the bonds.
87-106. (1268)

(Act 1843, Cobb, 895.)

Bonds taken up not

—When

such exchange occurs, the original bonds so taken up shall not be reissued on
any account whatever, unless specially provided for by the General Assembly. (Act 1843, Cobb, 895.)
87-107. (1269)

87-108. (1270) Lost

to be reissued.

bonds or coupons.

—When any bond and coupons,

or coupons alone, shall be lost, mutilated or destroyed, the

may

Governor

new bond, with proper coupons attached or
if coupons alone shall be lost, mutilated, or destroyed, he may direct the
State Treasurer to issue new coupons in lieu of such coupons as may
be

issue to the holder a

lost,

;

mutilated, or destroyed.

New

(Acts 1878-9,

p. 57.)

—When

bond
or coupon must be surrendered when lost or destroyed, the holder must
make affidavit of such fact, that they were his, in his own or some other
87-109. (1271)

bonds obtained how.

mutilated, the

;

right, at the

time of the loss or destruction

;

if

lost,

that he has

made

Public Finance.
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and despairs of ever finding them.

diligent search without avail

(Acts

1878-9, p. 58.)

—

Having made such af(1272) Bond and surety to be given.
fidavit, the holder shall then, before receiving the new bond or coupon,
87-110.

give bond and surety to the Governor in a

sum double

the

amount

of

issued, as the case may be,
conditioned to save the State harmless on account of issuing such new
bond and coupon, or coupons only, as the case may be. (Acts 1878-9,

the bond and coupon or coupons alone so

PP. 57. 58.)

—

87-111. (1273) New bonds in lieu of those stolen.
The Governor is
authorized to issue a new bond or bonds in lieu of a bond or bonds of
the State which may have been stolen, upon the holders' making affidavit
as provided for: Provided, said holders shall give 12 months' notice of

the loss or theft of said bonds, fully describing the same, at the treasury

months prior

of the State, at least 12
shall be issued

Provided, that no

:

to the time

new bond

when

said

new bonds

shall be issued for or in lieu

any stolen bond until the owner of such bond shall first give to the
State a bond with security, to be approved by the Governor for the time
being, fully indemnifying the State against the payment of the bond so
of

stolen.

(Acts 1866,

87-112.

p. 18.)

(1274) Bonds,

when

etc.,

paid,

how

disposed

of.

—When bonds

coupons are paid, they must be stamped as paid, and preserved in the
State Treasurer's office with the same care as the funds of the State.

or

87-113.

(1275) Appropriations for bonded debt.

—An amount of money

pay the principal and inthe State becoming due during the year.

shall stand annually appropriated sufficient to

terest of

Any

any bonded debt

surplus in the

charges against

same

State treasury

after allowing for

including such claim,

is

all

the annual

likewise appropriated to the

object.

Cross-reference.
§

it,

of

— Redemption

of

bonds presented by University of Georgia, see

32-134.

87-114.

(1276) Governor

may

apply surplus.

remain from the appropriations contained
than enough to pay such debts,

may

—Whatever amount

in the

may

preceding section, more

be applied, by the order of the

Governor, to redeeming any particular class of bonds not due, as he may
order, and which, in his judgment, it is to the interest of the State to
prefer and anticipate.

Bonds redeemed before due; report to General Assembonds redeemed before maturity must annually be reported by

87-115. (1277)
bly.

— All

the Governor to the General Assembly, particularly described, and the

terms upon which they were so redeemed stated.
87-116.

(1278) Registration of State bonds.

of this State,

whether

in his

own

—Any holder of the bonds

right or in a fiduciary capacity,

may

have the same registered at the office of the State Treasurer upon application and presentation of said bonds to the Treasurer as hereinafter
provided.

Public Finance.
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Book

—

§87-201

be the duty of the State
Treasurer to procure and provide, at the expense of the State, a suitable
book or books in which, upon application and presentation of a bond or
87-117.

(1279)

of registration.

It shall

manner

and ready
reference, a description of said bond or bonds, giving number, series,
date of issue, denomination, by whom signed, and such other data as may
be necessary for the ready identification thereof, together with the name
of the person registering the same, the character or capacity in which
such person holds said bond or bonds, and for whose benefit the same
The State Treasurer shall enter upon each bond so
is or are registered.
registered, as aforesaid, the date of said registration, by whom registered, and in what character or capacity, and shall sign said entry officially and shall cut, with a stamp prepared therefor under the direction
of the Treasurer, the letter "R" in the face of said bonds so registered,
and such person or persons having such bond or bonds so registered shall
be required to pay to the Treasurer the sum of 50 cents for each bond so
registered, which said registry fee shall be paid into the State treasury

bonds as aforesaid, he

shall enter, in a

to be of easy

;

by the said Treasurer.
Cross-reference. — Form

of

bond book,

87-118. (1280) Registered

bonds,

see

§

40-1103.

how

transferred.

— None

said

of

bonds shall, after such registration, be negotiable by delivery, but said
bonds may nevertheless be negotiated or transferred by the person in
whose name they are registered, by reregistration in the name of the
person to

whom

the

same are

to be transferred or negotiated.

—

Redemption

Cross-references. Negotiability of bonds, see § 14-1801.
presented by the University of Georgia, see § 32-134.

FART

of

bonds

DEBTS OF COUNTY, MUNICIPALITY, OR

II.

OTHER POLITICAL
CHAPTER

87-2.

DIVISION.

ELECTION ON ISSUE OF BONDS.

Sec.

Sec.

87-201.

Notice of election on issue of

bonds

.

87-202.

Election on issue of bonds,

87-205.

Bonds may be

87-201. (440)

issued,

Number

Collection

ment by

when.

Notice of election on issue of bonds.

municipality, or political

dmsion

as prescribed in Paragraphs

I

of

how

ascer-

II,

bonds,

of

enforce-

suit.

—When any county.

shall desire to incur

and

votes,

tained.

how

held.

87-203.

87-204.

-

any bonded debt.

Section VII, Article VII of the

Constitution (§§ 2-5501, 2-5502), the election required shall be called and
held as follows, to wit: The officers charged with levying taxes, contracting debts,

etc., for

the county, municipality, or political division shall

give notice for the space of 30 days next preceding the day of election in
the newspaper in which the sheriff's advertisements for the county are
published, notifying the qualified voters that on the day
tion will be held to determine the question

by

whether bonds

the county, municipality, or political division.

named an

elec-

be issued
In said notice he shall
shall

Public Finance.
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I

specify

what amount

interest they are to

annually, and

bonds are to be issued, for what purpose, what
bear, how much principal and interest is to be paid
of

when they

are to be fully paid

(Acts 1878-9,

off.

p. 40.)

—

Cross-references. Debts other than bonded debts, see Chapter 87-6. Compromise oi bonded debts of municipalities, see § 87-501. Recordation, etc., of bonds
oi corporations, see § 22-718.
When county liable to suit, see § 23-1502. How
city debts incurred, see Const., Art. VII, Sec. X, Par. I (§ 2-5801).

—

Prior to the amendment of Const., Art. VII, Sec. VII, Par. I
2-5501), proposed by Acts 1918, pp. 99, 100, and ratified November 5, 1918, in
order for any political division mentioned therein and in the above section to
incur any new debt, with the exception therein specified, that paragraph of the
Constitution required the assent of two-thirds of all the qualified voters thereof
at an election for that purpose.
By that amendment this provision was changed
so as to require only two-thirds of the qualified voters thereof voting at an election for such purpose, provided the two-thirds so voting shall be a majority of
the registered voters. That amendment also repealed all special registration laws
governing such elections.
Editorial Note.

!

The amendment of Const., Art. VII, Sec. VII', Par. I (§ 2-5501), proposed by
Acts 1920, p. 25, and ratified November 2, 1920, authorizes any municipality having
a population of 150,000 or more to issue and sell street improvement bonds upon
a two-thirds vote of the members of its governing body, without the assent of
two-thirds of the qualified voters at an election called thereon, with certain
specified limitations.
Pursuant to this amendment, Acts 1921, p. 212, prescribing
additional limitations and providing for a refunding tax, and Acts 1921, p. 92,
amending § 87-301 by requiring notice of the ordinance authorizing such bonds
to be given to the solicitor general within six months after its adoption, and providing that

all

the provisions of §§ 87-301 to 87-307, relating to the validation of

bonds of political divisions generally, shall apply to such
bonds, were enacted. These statutes have not been included
the}- apply to only one city.

street
in this

improvement
Code because

'

For the same reason Acts 1929, p. 151, enacted pursuant to the amendment of
Const., Art. VII, Sec. VII, Par. I (§ 2-5501), proposed by Acts 1927, p. 109, and
ratified November 6, 1928, which amendment authorizes the city of Columbus to
issue and sell street improvement bonds upon a majority vote of the members of
its governing body without the assent of two-thirds of the qualified voters at an
election called thereon, has also been omitted from this Code. The Act contains
provisions relating to the city of Columbus similar to those provisions of Acts
1921. p. 92, above referred to, which relate to municipalities having a population
of 150,000 or more.

A

resolution of the General Assembly of 1918 (Acts 1918, p. 915) proposed an
to the Constitution to empower the General Assembly to authorize
municipalities having a population of 150,000 or more to incur bonded debts for
public purposes. This proposed amendment was ratified November 5, 1918. Pursuant thereto the enabling Act of 1919 (Acts 1919, p. 260) was enacted. The
enabling Act has not been included in this Code because it relates to only one
In prior publications of the Constitution, this amendment appears as a
city.
portion of Art. VII, Sec. X, Par. I (§ 2-5801); but see editorial notes under that
paragraph and under Art. VII, Sec. VII, Par. I (§ 2-5501). This amendment
should not be confused with that proposed by Acts 1920, p. 25, and ratified November 2, 1920, which relates to street improvement bonds only in such municipalities.
See 152/283 (109 S. E. 666).

amendment

Acts 1927, p. 214, authorizing the county authorities having the management of
the county revenues in counties "having a population of not less than 11,170 nor
more than 11.200 according to the 1920 census" to use the balance of the proceeds
of a county bond issue, after the purposes of the bond issue have been accomplished, in satisfaction of outstanding warrants representing the costs of permanent county improvements, has not been included in this Code because of such
On the question of
limitation upon the number of counties to which it applies.
whether such statute violates Const., Art. I, Sec. IV, Par. I (§ 2-401), prohibiting
the enactment of a special law in anv case for which provision has been made by
an existing general law, see 103/701 (30 S. E. 627); 135/625 (69 S. E. 182); 139/117
(76 S. E. 747); 146/570, 576 (91 S. E. 671); 150/583 (104 S. E. 418).
87-202.

vided for

(441) Election
in

on issue

of bonds,

how

held.

the preceding section shall be held at

—The election pro-

all

the voting or elec-

tion precincts within the limits of the county, municipality, or political
division,

and

shall be held

by the same persons,

in the

same manner, and

under the same rules and regulations that elections for

officers of said
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;-:

87-301

county, municipality, or political division arc held, and the return-- shall

be made to the officers calling or ordering the election, who shall, in the
presence of and together with the several managers (who bring up the
returns), consolidate said returns and declare the result.

18!

p. 40.)

— How

Cross-reference.
§

election

bonded debts

debts other than

for

held,

87-602.

Bonds may be

87-203. (442)

when.

issued,

— When

said notice shall

accordance with the preceding
section, if the requisite two-thirds of the qualified voters of the county,
municipality, or political division voting at said election vote for bonds,
and the two-thirds so voting are a majority of the registered voters
thereof, then the authority to issue the bonds in accordance with Para-

have been given and said election held

in

and II, Section VII, Article VII of the Constitution (§§ 2-5501.
2-5502) is hereby given to the proper officers of said county, munici-

graphs

I

pality, or political division.

§

—

Bonds of corporations to be certified and recorded, see
For corresponding provision in case of debt other than bonded debt, see
See note under § 87-201.

Cross-references.
§

(Acts' 1878-9, p. 40.)

22-718.
87-604.

87-204.

Number

(443)

how

of votes,

ascertained.

— In

determining the

question whether or not the requisite two-thirds of the qualified voters

voting at said election
in favor of the issuance of said bonds, constituted a majority of the registered voters in said county, municipality, or political division, the regisin said county, municipality, or political division

tration

list

made

Cross-references.

as provided

— How

by law

number of votes ascertained in
Permanent voters books,

than bonded debt, see § 87-603.
Chapters 34-1, 34-2, and 34-4.

of said bonds,

by

when

due, may,

suit in the proper court.

Cross-reference.

CHAPTER

— When

if

suit.

—The

owners

necessary, enforce the collection thereof

(Acts 1878-9,

county

p. 40.)

election for debt other
see Title 34, Elections,

by

Collection of bonds, enforcement

87-205. (444)

(Acts 1878-9,

shall be used.

p. 40.)

liable to suit, see § 23-1502.

VALIDATION OF BONDS BY COUNTY,
MUNICIPALITY, OR OTHER POLITICAL DIVISION.
87-3.

Sec.
87-301.

Sec.

Election;
notice to solicitor
general or Attorney General
of result.

87-302.

How

87-307.

Costs and fee of solicitor gen-

of Attorney General or
solicitor general to file petition; order of court; answer.

Notice of hearing.

87-304.

Trial

bonds

eral,

Duty

87-303.

87-308.

by

shall be stamped.

whom

paid.

Failure of solicitor genera! or

Attorney General to

file

pro-

ceedings; order of court.

judgof exceptions.

87-309.

Judgment validating bonds.

Judgment validating forever

87-310.

Validation of bonds for refund-

of

ment;
87-305.

87-306.

case;
bill

conclusive.

87-301.

parties;

ing or paying off prior issue

(445) Election; notice to solicitor general or Attorney Gen-

eral of result.

—When any county, municipality, or

siring to incur

any bonded debt, as prescribed

in

political division, de-

Paragraphs

I

and

II.

;;

§
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VII. Article VII of the Constitution (§§ 2-5501, 2-5502) shall
hold an election in accordance with the provisions of the Constitution
Sect:,-.

and laws

and regulating such elections, and the
returns of such election shall show prima facie that such election is in
favor oi the issuance of said bonds, the officer or officers of such county,
municipality, ot political division, charged by law with the duty of deof this Suite controlling

claring the result of said election, shall, within six

months

after so declar-

ing the result of said election, notify the solicitor general of the judicial

in

which such county, municipality, or political division shall be,
writing, of the fact that an election was held and that the election was

in

favor of the issuance of such bonds.

circuit in

The

service of such notice shall

be personal upon the solicitor general, but in the event he

from the
eral.

circuit,

(Acts 1897.

p.

shall be served in

82; 1920,

absent

person upon the Attorney Gen-

p. 63.)

— Notice

of election on issue of bonds under Const., Art. VII,
Validation of
(§§ 2-5501, 2-5502), see § 87-201 and note.
drainage bonds, see §§ 23-2562, 23-2568 to 23-2573.

Cross-references.
Sec. VII, Pars.

county

it

is

II

I,

—

Editorial Note. This section was amended by Acts 1920, p. 63, 1921, p. 92, and
The 1920 amendment increased the time within which the solicitor
1929. p. 151.
general shall be notified of the election from 20 days to six months. Each of the
other amendments relates only to one city, and they have therefore not been
included in this Code. See note following § 87-201. Section 87-301 et seq. are

generally designated as the Validating Act.

Duty

Attorney General or solicitor general to file
petition; order of court; answer.
Within 20 days from the date of the
service of notice provided for in the preceding section, the solicitor general, or the Attorney General, as the case may be, shall prepare and file
in the office of the clerk of the superior court of the county in which the
87-302.

(446)

of

—

election
in

the

was

name

held, a petition, directed to the superior court of said county,

and against the county, municipality or politiissue bonds under said election, setting forth the

of the State,

cal division desiring to

name of the county, municipality or political
seeking
division
to issue said bonds, the amount of the bonds to be issued, for what purpose to be issued, what interest they are to bear, how
much principal and interest is to be paid annually, when to be paid in full,
service of said notice, the

and that an election was held to authorize the issuance of said bonds and
that said election is prima facie in favor of the issuance of said bonds
and shall obtain from the judge of said court an order requiring the
county, municipality or political division by its proper officers to show
cause, at such time and place, either in term or at chambers, within 20
days from the filing of the petition, as the judge of the court may direct,
why the bonds should not be confirmed and validated which petition
and order shall be served in the manner now provided by law for the
;

service of petitions

upon counties, municipalities or

and to such petition the

political divisions

such county, municipality or political
division shall make sworn answers within the time prescribed herein.
(Acts 1897, pp. 82. 83; 1920, pp. 63, 64.)
Cross-references.
§

— Failure

officers of

to

file

proceedings, see

§

87-308.

See note following

87-201.

87-303.

(450) Notice of hearing.

— Prior

to the hearing of said cause,

the clerk of the superior court of the county in
shall publish in a

which

it is

to be heard

newspaper, at least twice before the hearing, a notice

—
Pub lic
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Fi n ami

on the day Specified

to the public that

in

§ 87-307

hearing of said cause the same will be heard.
Cross-references.

— See

§

making

87-407

order providing lot

th<:

('Acts 1897, pp. 82, 84.;

this section

applicable to validation of
Duty of clerk to V

bonds by holder. See also editorial note under § 87-201.
11.
newspaper in which notice published, see § 24-2715,
'

87-304. (447) Trial of case; parties;

judgment;

bill

of exceptions.

Within the time prescribed in the order, the judge of said superior court
shall proceed to hear and determine all of the questions of law and of
fact in said cause, and shall render judgment thereon, and in the event
his judgment shall be in favor of the issuance of the bonds, a judgment
and order shall be entered to that effect, and any citizen of this State,
resident in such county, municipality, or political division, so desiring
to issue said bonds,

may become

a party to said proceedings,

and

if

dis-

with the judgment of the court confirming and validating the
issuance of the bonds, may except thereto within 20 days from the judgment, as in the case of injunctions, and upon the hearing in the Supreme
Court such bill of exceptions shall be heard in accordance with the practice regulating the hearing of bills of exceptions in criminal cases. (Acts
satisfied

1897, pp. 82, 84.)

'

Cross-references.
of exceptions, see

87-305. (448)

no

bill of

filed,

if

ment

Jurisdiction
—6-903.

of superior courts, see

§

24-2615, 1

Fast

6.

bill

§

Judgment validating forever

exceptions shall be

filed

conclusive.

— In

the event

within the time prescribed herein,

or,

Supreme Court, the judg-

the judgment shall be affirmed by the

of the superior court, so confirming and validating the issuance

of the bonds, shall be forever conclusive

upon the

validity of the

against the county, municipality, or political division.

bonds

(Acts 1897,

pp. 82, 84.)

—

Cross-references. Effect of former judgment, see § 3-607. Effect of judgment
as evidence, see § 38-623. When judgment validating bonds in proceeding by
holder conclusive, see § 87-406. Estoppels generally, see § 38-114. See also
§

87-309.

How

—

stamped. Bonds, when issued under the provisions of this Chapter, shall have stamped or written thereon,
by the proper officers of such county, municipality, or political division
issuing the same, or their agents or servants, the words ''Validated and
confirmed by judgment of the superior court," specifying also the date
when such judgment was rendered, and the court in which it was rendered, which shall be signed by the clerk of the superior court in which
the judgment was rendered. Such entry shall be original evidence of
the fact of such judgment and shall be received as original evidence in
any court in this State. (Acts 1897, pp. 82, 84.)
87-306. (449)

bonds

shall be

:

Cross-references.
§

— Exemplications

87-407. as to proof of validation

87-307. (451) Costs

and

as evidence, see §§ 38-601, 38-602.

See also

by holder.

—

by whom paid. The
any event by the county, municipality.
issue said bonds, and in addition to costs

fee of solicitor general,

costs of said case shall be paid in

or political division desiring to
shall also

it

pay the

solicitor general the

sum

such cause. (Acts 1897, pp. 82, 85.)

in

Cross-references.— Fees of solicitor general, see
§

of $25 for his entire services

87-201.

§

24-2904.

See note following:

§
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87-308. Failure of solicitor general or Attorney General to

ceedings; order of court.

— In

all

file

pro-

cases where any county, municipality,

or political division of the State has heretofore held an election for the

issuance of bonds, or shall hereafter hold such election, and where notice
has been duly served on the solicitor general or the Attorney General,
as the case may be, under authority of such county, municipality or
other political division, for the purpose of securing a judicial validation

such bonds, and where, in such cases, there has been a failure on the
part of such solicitor general or other officer to proceed within the time
limited by section 87-302, it shall be competent for such county, municipality or other political division to represent such facts in writing to
the court, and to represent further that such failure has been without
fault on the part of the county, municipality or other political division.
In such case it shall be the duty of the court and he shall have pbwer
and authority to inquire into the facts, and, upon being satisfied that
such failure has not arisen from any fault or neglect on the part of such
county, municipality or other political division, to pass an order authorizing and directing such solicitor general or Attorney General, as
of

may

the case

be, to

proceed within 10 days to

file

the petition authorized

by said section 87-302, and thereafter the proceedings shall be heard in
the same manner as would have been followed had such petition been
duly and promptly filed in the first instance. (Acts 1920, p. 110.)
87-309.

provided

Judgment validating bonds.

—Where

proceedings are had as

preceding section, and result in a judgment validating

in the

and deemed to be as fully and completely validated to all intents and purposes as though the proceedings
had been had originally as now provided by law, and in such event the
judgment of validation shall be finally and completely conclusive in like
manner as is now provided by section 87-305. (Acts 1920, pp. 110, 111.)
said bonds, the

87-310.

same

shall be held

(461) Validation of bonds for refunding or paying off prior

— Any

county or municipality, desiring to validate any issue of
bonds proposed to be issued for the purpose of refunding or paying off
and discharging a prior issue of bonds issued by such county or municiissue.

may have

same validated before issuing, in the manner provided by Chapter 87-4, by presenting a petition to the solicitor general
of the circuit in which said county or municipality is located, or to the
pality,

the

Attorney General when the

solicitor general

is

absent from his circuit,

setting forth a full description of the bonds to be issued, as well as the

bonds

to be paid off

resolution and

all

by such refunding

issue,

with a

copy

full

of the

proceedings authorizing the original issue of said

bonds sought to be paid

off

by the refunding

issue, also resolutions

On

proceedings authorizing the refunding issue of bonds.

and

such petition

being presented to the solicitor general, or the Attorney General, as the
case may be, it shall be the duty of such officer to bring proceedings for

manner provided
such cases the county or mu-

the validation of such issue of refunding bonds in the

by Chapter

87-4, save

and except that

in

nicipality seeking the validation of such

and the

bonds

fee of $25 to the solicitor general.

shall

No bonds

pay

all

court costs

that have been

is-
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§87-404

sued for a bonded debt created since the Constitution of 1877 shall be
(Acts 1908, pp. 72, 75; 1927, p. 134.)
validated hereunder.
Editorial Note. Prior to the amendment of 1927 only bonds issued between

—

the adoption of the Constitution of 1877 and the passage of the Act of 1897 could
be validated by the operation of this section. Sec $ 87-401.

CHAPTER

87-4.

VALIDATION OF COUNTY OR MUNICIPAL
BONDS BY HOLDER.
Sec.

Sec.
87-401.

87-402.
87-403.
87-404.

Validation of bonds issued since
adoption of Constitution.
Holder to give indemnity bond.

87-405.

Hearing on

87-406.

appeal to Supreme Court.
Judgment of validation conclusive,

Petition by holder to solicitor
general or Attorney General.
Petition by solicitor general or
Attorney General.

87-407.

87-408.

petition;

judgment;

when.

Proof of validation and notice.
Costs and fee of solicitor general.

bonds issued since adoption of Constituany outstanding bond or bonds of any county or

87-401. (453) Validation of
tion.

—The

holder of

municipality in this State, issued subsequently to the adoption of the
Constitution of 1877, and the validating of which is not otherwise provided for by the foregoing provisions of this Title, shall have the right

have the same validated

to

in the

manner

hereinafter provided.

(Acts

1908, p. 72.)
Cross-reference.

—Bonds

for refunding or paying off prior issue, see § 87-310.

—

The holder of any
preceding
section, desiring to have the
bond or bonds described in the
enter
into
an
obligation
shall
first
with sufficient security
same validated,
to indemnify the county or municipality issuing the bond or bonds de87-402. (454)

Holder to give indemnity bond.

and other expenses incident
to said validating proceedings, the sufficiency of the surety on such obligation to be approved by the executive officer or officers of such county
sired to be validated, against all court costs

or municipality.

(Acts 1908,

p. 72.)

by holder to solicitor general or Attorney Genany bond or bonds described in the two preceding

87-403. (455) Petition
eral.

—The holder of

having given indemnity against cost, may present to the solicitor general of the circuit in which the county or municipality having
issued such bond or bonds is located, or to the Attorney General in the
event the solicitor general is absent from said circuit, a petition setting
forth a description of the bond or bonds sought to be validated, stating
the date of issue, rate of interest, number and denomination of all bonds
issued, time and place for payment of principal and interest, with a full
copy of all resolutions and other proceedings authorizing the issue of
said bonds, and any and all other facts showing the authority of said
county or municipality to issue such bonds, and the purpose for which
sections,

issued.

87-404.

(Acts 1908,

p. 72.)

(456) Petition

by

—

Attorney General.
Within 20 days from the date on which the petition of the holder of any
bond or bonds is presented to the solicitor general or to the Attorney
General, as the case may be, such officer shall prepare and file in the
solicitor

general

or

§

Public Finance.
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superior court of the county issuing* said bonds,
which the municipality issuing such bonds is located,

office of the clerk of the

or in the county in

a petition directed to the superior court of said county, in the

name

of

the State, and against such county or municipality issuing the bonds,

sotting forth

all

the facts stated in the petition presented to him, as pro-

preceding section, the name of the county or municipality
issuing said bonds, the amount of bonds issued, for what purpose issued,
a full description of the bonds, the authority under which they were

vided

in the

and the number

outstanding bonds, and shall obtain from the
judge of the superior court of said county an order requiring said county
or municipality by the proper officer or officers to show cause, at such
time and place within 20 days from the filing of said petition, as the
judge of said court may direct, why said bonds described in said petiwhich said petition and
tion should not be confirmed and validated
order shall be served in the manner provided by law for the service of
petitions upon counties or municipalities, and to such petition the officer
or officers of said county or municipality shall make sworn answer
within the time prescribed herein. (Acts 1908, pp. 72, 73.)
issued,

of

;

—

Cross-references. How suits brought against counties, see § 23-1503. Duty of
Attorney General, see § 40-1602, \\ 3. Duty of solicitor general, see § 24-2908, 11 5.
As to duties of Attorney General or solicitor general in validation of bonds, see
§

87-302.

87-405.

Court.
as he

(457)

— Within

may

fix,

Hearing on petition; judgment; appeal to Supreme
the time prescribed in said order, or such further time

the judge of said superior court shall proceed to hear and

determine all of the questions of law and fact in said cause, and shall
render judgment thereon, and in the event his judgment shall be in favor
of the validating of said bonds, a judgment and order shall be entered
to that effect, and any citizen of this State, resident in such county or
municipality which issued said bonds sought to be validated, may become a party to said proceedings, and any party thereto dissatisfied
with the judgment of said court confirming and validating said bonds,
or refusing to confirm and validate said bonds, may except thereto
within 20 days from the date of said judgment as in the case of injunctions, and the hearing in the Supreme Court upon such bill of exceptions
shall be in accordance with the practice regulating the hearing of bills of
exceptions in criminal cases. (Acts 1908, pp. 72, 74.)

—

Cross-references. Jurisdiction of superior courts, see § 24-2615, H 6. Power of
superior court judges, see § 24-2616, If 6. Motion for new trial, see § 24-2618.
Bill of exceptions in criminal cases, see
Fast bills of exceptions, see § 6-903.
§

6-904.

87-406.

no
if

(458)

Judgment

of validation conclusive,

when.

— In the event

exceptions shall be filed within the time prescribed herein, or,
judgment shall be affirmed by the Supreme Court, the judgment

bill of

filed,

and validating said bonds shall be
forever conclusive upon the validity of said bonds against the said
county or municipality. (Acts 1908, pp. 72, 74.)
of said superior court so confirming

—

Cross-references. Effect of judgment as evidence, see § 38-623. Res adjudicata,
See § 87-305 as to conclusiveness of judgment in proceedings by polit§ 3-607.

see

ical division.

—The

provisions of sec-

tions 87-303 and 87-306 providing for validating the

bonds of counties

87-407.

(459) Proof of validation and notice.

—
—
Public Finance.
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and municipalities

proof of validation, are hereby made applicable in all proceedings to
validate bonds under the preceding sections of this Chapter.
(Acts
1908, pp. 72, 74.)

87-408. (460) Costs

and

fee of solicitor general.

—All

the costs of said

proceedings shall be paid by the holder or holders requesting the validation of such bonds, and in addition to said cost, said holder or holders of said bonds shall pay to the solicitor general the sum of $25 for
(Acts 1908, pp. 72, 75.)
his entire services in such cause.
Cross-reference.

—Fees

CHAPTER

of solicitor general, see

24-2904.

§

COMPROMISE OF BONDED DEBT OF

87-5.

MUNICIPALITIES.
Sec.

Sec.

87-501.

Compromise
towns and

of

bonded debt

cities;

of

of creditors' rights.
87-502.

New

Ordinances

87-504.

operation as contract.
Sinking fund for redemption of

bonds may be issued for

outstanding bonds.

or city of

of

city;

bonds; commission to manage
fund:

Compromise

bonded debt

towns and cities; proThe authorities of any incorporated town
creditors' rights.
this State are authorized to compromise their bonded debt, in

87-501. (905)

tection of

town or

87-503.

protection

of

—

of

Provided, that this
accordance with the provisions of this Chapter
Chapter shall not be construed to prejudice the rights of such creditors
(Acts 1878-9, p. 85.)
as may refuse to assent to such compromise.
:

—

Cross-references. Elections on bond issues, see § 87-201 et seq. Limitation on
debts of municipalities, see Const., Art. VII, Sec. VII, Par. I (§ 2-5501). Bonds
Limitation on cities'
of corporations to be certified and recorded, see § 22-718.
right of taxation, see § 92-4101 et seq.

87-502. (906)

New

Cross-reference.

—Bonds

bonds may be issued for outstanding bonds.
Where there are outstanding bonds and coupons of any incorporated
town or city of this State, whether the said bonds or coupons are due
or to become due, the authorities may issue new bonds with coupons
attached, to be exchanged and to stand in the place of such outstanding
bonds and coupons: Provided, that the new bonds so issued shall not
exceed in amount the previously existing total bonded debt, with inter(Acts 1878-9, p. 85.)
est thereon, of such town or city.
for refunding prior issue,

87-503. (907) Ordinances of

When

the authorities of such

see

§

87-310.

town or city; operation
town or city shall desire

as contract.
to avail

them-

selves of the benefit of the provisions of this Chapter, they are hereby

authorized and empowered to pass any ordinance or ordinances to provide for the issuance and exchange of new bonds to stand in the place
and stead of outstanding bonds and coupons, and to determine the mode

and method of such issuance and exchange, and to fix the length of time
such new bonds shall run and the rate of interest they shall bear. Such
ordinance or ordinances shall have the force and effect of contracts between the said town or city and those who may receive or hold such new
bonds so issued and exchanged. (Acts 1878-9, p. 85.)

§

Public Finance.
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Sinking fund for redemption of bonds; commission to

87-504. (908)
manage fund.

—

any town of

It

city availing itself of the provisions of

Chapter shall desire to provide a sinking* fund for the redemption
of such new bonds, the authorities may pass all ordinances necessary for
that purpose, and create a commission for the management of said sinking fund, and for its proper use and application, which commission shall
be composed of not less than three nor more than five freeholders of such
town or city and the ordinance or ordinances providing for said sinking
fund and said commission, for its management and application, and the
mode of appointing said commission, and prescribing its duties, shall
have the force and effect of law and shall be held and considered as part
of the contract between such town or city and the acceptors or holders
of such new bonds.
(Acts 1878-9, p. 85.)
this

;

Cross-reference.

PART

— Investment

87-6.

Sec.

87-602.

87-7.

DEBTS OTHER THAN BONDED DEBT.

III.

CHAPTER
87-601.

Chapter

of sinking fund, see

IN GENERAL.
Sec.

Number

how

Election to determine issue of
incurring debt; notice.

87-603.

Manner and

87-604.

When

87-605.

Annual sinking fund.

place

of

holding

election.

87-601.

of

votes,

ascer-

tained.

debt

may

be incurred,

(463) Election to determine issue of incurring debt; notice.

—

When

any county, municipality, or political division shall desire to incur
any debt, within the purview and meaning- of Paragraph I, Section VII,
Article VII of the Constitution (§ 2-5501), other than a bonded debt, the
election required shall be called and held as follows, to wit: The officers charged with levying taxes, contracting debts, etc., for the county,
municipality, or political division shall give notice for the space of 30 days
next preceding the day of election, in the newspaper in which sheriff's
advertisements for the county are published, notifying the qualified
voters that on the day named an election will be held to determine the
question whether the debt desired or proposed to be incurred shall be
incurred by the county, municipality, or political division. Said notice
shall specify the amount of the debt to be incurred, for what purposes
it

shall be incurred,

what amount

of the debt

is

to be paid annually, or

at shorter periods, the terms of the contract under which the debt

is

to

be incurred, and the wording of the ballots to be used in the election
for or against incurring the debt.

87-602.

(464)

Manner and

(Acts 1904,

p. 85.)

place of holding election.

— Said

election

shall be held at all the voting or election precincts within the limits of

the county, municipality, or political division, and shall be held by the

same persons, and

in the

same manner, under the same

rules

and regula-

tions as elections for officers of said county, municipality, or political

division are held, and the returns shall be

ordering the election,

who

shall, in the

made

to the officers calling or

presence of and together with the

—
:

Public Finance.
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several

managers who bring up the returns, consolidate

declare the result.
Cross-references.
34-26.

§

How

(Acts 1878-9,

— Elections

40

;

said returns

and

1904, p. 85.;

of county officers, sec Title 34, Elections, Chapter
held, sec § 87-202.

bonded debt

election for

Number

87-603. (466)

p.

87 70

of

votes,

how

ascertained.

— In

determining

the question whether or not two-thirds of the qualified voters

county, municipality, or political division

voted

in

said

in

favor of incurring the

debt, and the two-thirds so voting constituted a majority of the regis-

tered voters thereof, the

same

rules shall govern as govern in determin-

ing the like question in reference to the issuing of bonds by counties,
municipalities, or political divisions.
Cross-reference.

— See

(

Acts 1904, pp. 85,

86.)

87-203 as to incurring bonded debt.

§

—

be incurred. When said notice is
given and the election held in accordance with section 87-602, if the
requisite two-thirds of the qualified voters of the county, municipality, or
political division voting at said election vote for incurring the debt, and

When

87-604. (465)

debt

may

the two-thirds so voting are a majority of the registered voters thereof,
the authority to incur the debt in accordance with Paragraph

Section

I,

VII, Article VII of the Constitution (§ 2-5501), is hereby given to the
proper officers of said county, municipality, or political division. ('Acts
1904, p. 85.)

— For
Editorial. Note. — Vote
Cross-reference.

§

corresponding provision

in

case

of

bonded

debt,

see

87-203.

required, see note under

division

87-201.

—

Annual sinking fund. Any county, municipality, or poof this State, which shall incur an indebtedness under the

87-605. (467)
litical

§

provisions of this Chapter, shall, on or before so doing, or annually there-

without incurring further debt thereby, an annual sum
sufficient in amount to pay the principal and interest of said debt within
30 years from the date of the incurring of the indebtedness. (Acts 1904,
after, provide,

pp. 85, 86.)
Cross-reference.

VII, Far. IT

— How

county and city bonds paid, see Const., Art. VII, Sec.

(§ 2-5502).

CHAPTER

87-7.

INVESTMENT OF SINKING FUNDS OF

MUNICIPALITIES AND COUNTIES.
Sec.

Sec.

87-701.
87-702.
87-703.

87-704.

Authority of municipalities to
invest; time for investment.
Investment by municipalities of
funds on hand.
Investment in city's own bonds;
order of payment of bonds.

87-706.

name

87-707.

Registration of bonds in
of municipality.

87-705.

Registration of municipal bonds
in

name

of owner.

Investment by counties
of county,
States.

State,

in

bonds

or United

Registration of bonds in
of county.

name

87-701. Authority of municipalities to invest; time for investment.

The

any municipal corporation in this State charged
with the custody of funds raised in pursuance of the provisions of Art.
VII, Sec. VII, Par. II, of the Constitution of 1877 (§ 2-55021. are hereby
required, under the direction of the mayor and council of such municipal corporation, or a duly constituted and authorized committee of same.
officer or officers of

§

Public Finance.
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months from the
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collection of the same,

all

sums

by such municipal corporation under the requirements of said
Paragraph of the Constitution, for the purpose of payment of the principal of the bonded indebtedness of such municipal corporation and which
are not actually payable on such principal within 12 months from the
date of collection thereof, in valid outstanding* bonds of such municicollected

pality or of

some other municipality

in this State of

equal or larger size

which have been dulv validated in accordance 'with law, or countv bonds
of this State which have been duly validated, or valid outstanding bonds
of the State or of the United States, and to keep such funds so invested
in such bonds, with the privilege of changing the investment from one
character of the bonds named to another from time to time as the mayor
and council may direct, until such time before the maturity of outstand-

may

be necessary to dispose of the same in order to
meet such obligations at maturity. (Acts 1910, p. 100.)

ing obligations as

—

by municipalities of funds on hand. -Every mucorporation having on hand funds raised under the provisions of

87-702. Investment
nicipal

Paragraph

II,

Article VII, Section VII, of the

Constitution of 1877

payment of the principal of any outstanding bonded
indebtedness and which are not payable on such principal within 12
months from the date of their collection shall, within six months after
(§ 2-5502) for the

that date, invest such funds in valid outstanding bonds of such municipality, or of

some other municipality within

this State of equal or greater

which have been duly validated in accordance with law, or bonds of
a county or counties of this State so validated, or of the State, or of the
United States, and keep the same so invested, with the privilege of
changing the investment from time to time as in section 87-701 provided,
until such time as it may be necessary to dispose of the same in order
to meet the principal of such outstanding bonded indebtedness as the
same may become due. (Acts 1910, pp. 100, 101.)
size

87-703. Investment in city's

Whenever
issued by

own bonds

;

order of payment of bonds.

a municipal corporation shall invest its sinking
itself,

fund

in

—

bonds

such bonds shall be by the mayor and council ordered

paid off and retired and they shall be mutilated and canceled and pre-

served as vouchers only, and shall no longer constitute an indebtedness
of the municipality

Provided, that no part of the sinking fund arising

pay an issue of bonds having an earlier maturity
be appropriated to pay bonds having a later maturity. (Acts 1923,

from taxes levied
shall

:

to

p. 123.)

—

bonds in name of municipality. Whenever
and as soon as the sinking fund of any municipal corporation shall have
been invested in municipal, State or Government bonds as required by
87-704. Registration of

the provisions of this Chapter, the officer or officers of such municipality

charged with the custody of its funds and securities shall proceed forthwith to have such securities in which such funds are so invested registered in the name of the municipality, provided such bonds by their

terms under the conditions of their issue are capable of being registered
in the name of the owner. (Acts 1910, pp. 100, 102.)
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87-705. Registration of municipal

issue of municipal

bonds

same may be registered
terest.

bonds

§ K7-71)/

in

name

of

owner,

shall provide that at the owner's option

in the

owner's name, both as to principal and

the
in-

(Acts 1910, pp. 100, 102.)

bonds of county, State, or United
States.
The ofhcer or officers charged with the administration of the
fiscal affairs of the several counties and with the custody and control of
such funds may invest all sums collected under the requirements of
Paragraph II, Article VII, Section VII of the Constitution of 1877
(§ 2-5502), for the purpose of payment of the principal of bonded indebtedness of such counties, and which are not actually payable on such
principal within 12 months from the date of collection thereof, in valid
outstanding bonds of such county, or some other county of the State,
which have been duly validated, or valid outstanding bonds of this State,
or of the United States, and to keep such funds so invested in such
bonds, with the privilege of changing the investment from the character of the bonds named to another from time to time as such officer or
officers charged with the administration of the fiscal affairs may direct,
until such time before the maturity of outstanding obligations as may
be necessary to dispose of the same in order to meet such obligations
87-706. Investment

by counties

in

—

at maturity.

(Acts 1924,

Cross-reference.

—See

also

p. 86.)
§

87-702.

—

bonds in name of county. Whenever and as
soon as the sinking fund of any county shall have been invested in the
manner specified in section 87-706 the officer or officers of the county
charged with the administration of the fiscal affairs of the county shall
proceed forthwith to have the securities in which such funds are so invested registered in the name of the county, provided the bonds by their
terms under the conditions of their issue are capable of being registered
in the name of the owner.
(Acts 1924, p. 87.)
Cross-reference. Payment of county warrants with surplus of bond issue in
87-707. Registration of

—

certain counties, see note under

§

87-201.

TITLE

88.

PUBLIC HEALTH.

PART

I.

THE PUBLIC HEALTH.

Chap.

Sec.

88-

1.

88-

2.

Department of Public Health
County boards of health

88-

3.

Sanitary districts.

88-

4.

Contagious diseases and quarantine

88-401

88-

5.

88-501

88-

6.

88-

7.

88-

8.

Venereal diseases
Transportation of dead bodies
Distribution of dead bodies
Explosives

88-

9.

Correspondence of inmates of private insane as3dums
Private hospitals and sanitaria

88-901

88-10.

District

PART

II.

88-101
88-201

health commissioners

88-301

88-601
88-701
88-801

88-1001

VITAL STATISTICS.

Chap.
88-11.
88-12.

Sec.

In general
Registration of births and deaths

88-1101

88-1201

PART XXX. CRIMES.
Chap.
88-99.

Sec.

In general

.88-9901

CROSS-REFERENCES.
Barber shops, sanitation of: See Title
Chapter 84-4.
Billiard rooms, sanitation in:
See Title
§

84,

84,

Professions, Businesses, and Trades,
Professions, Businesses, and Trades,

84-1608.

See Title 54, Industrial Relations, Chapter 54-3.
Chiropractors: See Title 84, Professions, Businesses, and Trades, Chapter 84-5.
Dentistry: See Title 84, Professions, Businesses, and Trades, Chapter 84-7.
Druggists: See Title 84, Professions, Businesses, and Trades, Chapter 84-13.
Embalming: See Title 84, Professions, Businesses, and Trades, Chapter 84-8.
Child labor regulated:

See Title 54, Industrial Relations, Chapter 54-2.
Food and drugs: See Title 42, Food and Drugs.
Health conditions of State, information as to: See Title 5, Agriculture, § 5-110.
Medicine: See Title 84, Professions, Businesses, and Trades, Chapter 84-9.
Mental defectives, training school for: See Title 35, Eleemosynary Institutions,
Chapter 35-3.
Milledgeville State Hospital: See Title 35, Eleemosynary Institutions, Chapter
Factories, hours of labor in:

35-2.

See Title 84, Professions, Businesses, and Trades, Chapter 84-10.
See Title 84, Professions, Businesses, and Trades, Chapter 84-11.
Osteopathy: See Title 84, Professions, Businesses, and Trades, Chapter 84-12.
Quarantine regulations by county boards of health:
See Title 32, Education,

Nurses:

Optometry:

Chapter 32-18.
Sanatorium for tuberculosis:

See Title

35,

Eleemosynary

Institutions,

Chapter

35-4.

Torts; injuries to health through sale of unwholesome provisions, adulterated
drugs, etc.: See Title 105, Torts, §§ 105-1101 to 105-1104.
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IVjii.k;

PART

CHAPTER

I.

88-1.

I

Ikai/i

gg8

if

THE PUBLIC HEALTH.

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH.
Sec.

Sec.
88-101.

Creation; management and
control by State Board of

88-102.

State Board of Health members; number; appointment;
qualifications;
Governor as

Health.

ex-officio

member.

88-104.

Terms

88-105.

Board.
Director of Department; elec-

of office of

members

of

88-114.

Sale of diphtheria antitoxine by
ordinaries.

88-115.

Proceeds of sales of diphtheria
antitoxine.

term of

88-116.

Hydrophobia, prevention

office; compensation; bond.
Secretary of Board; compen-

88-117.

Rules and regulations, authority of Board to make.

88-118.

Reports of local

tion;

qualifications;

sation; duties.

88-108.

88-112.
88-113.

tion of.

Vacancies in Board; chairman
and vice chairman.

88-107.

of m<
Board; mileage; cmoiwn.
Clerks and assistants in Department.
Powers and duties of Board.
Diphtheria antitoxine, distribu-

88-111.

88-103.

88-106.

Compensation

88-110.

Rules and regulations of Board;
powers, duties, and rights.
Duty to attend Board meet-

— There

management and

of

of State Board.

88-119.

Annual report

88-120.

Appropriation for use of State
Board for promotion of welfare and hygiene of maternity
and infancy.

Annual inspections and report
by Board.

88-101. Creation;

boards

health to State Board.

ings; effect of absence.
88-109.

of.

control

by State Board

of Health.

hereby created and established a department of the State
Government to be known as the Department of Public Health, under
the

is

management and

Cross-reference.

control of a Board of Health. (Acts 1933, pp.

— County

7, 8.)

boards of health, see Chapter 88-2.

Editorial Note.— The State Board of Health created by Acts 1903, p. 72, was
abolished by the Reorganization Act of 1931, pp. 7, 11, and all its powers, duties,
and functions were transferred to the Department of Public Health under the
management and control of a Director. Acts 1933, p. 7, recreated the Department
of Public Health, but placed it under the management and control of a "Board
of Health."
In order to distinguish this Board from the county boards referred
to in the various sections, it has been referred to in this Title as the "State Board
of Health."

Board of Health members; number; appointment; qualifications; Governor as ex-officio member.
The Board of Health shall
be composed of 14 members, appointed by the Governor and confirmed
by the Senate, four from the State at large and one from each congressional district
Provided, that such appointments shall be made from
lists of nominees submitted to the Governor by the governing bodies of
88-102. State

—

:

the Medical Association of Georgia, the Georgia Dental Association, and
the Georgia Pharmaceutical Association.
the governing

body

The nominees submitted by

Pharmaceutical Association shall be
from the State at large, and shall be at least four in number, from which
two appointments shall be made by the Governor. The nominees submitted by the governing body of the Georgia Dental Association shall
be from the State at large, and shall be at least four in number, from
which two appointments shall be made by the Governor. The nominees
submitted by the Medical Association of Georgia shall be at least 20 in
number, two from each congressional district, from which 10 appointof the Georgia

:

Public Health.
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ments, one from each congressional district, shall be made by the Governor. A majority of all the members of the Board shall, at all times,
be practicing; physicians in the State. The Governor shall be ex officio

member

a

of said

Board

88-103. Vacancies in

of Health.

(Acts 1933, pp.

7, 9.)

Board; chairman and vice chairman.

— In

case of

vacancy, from any cause, in the membership of the Board, the Governor shall fill the vacancy by appointment, to be confirmed by the next
a

succeeding; session of the Senate, from a

list

of at least

two nominees

submitted by the governing body of the organization named in section
88-102, whose nominee's place has become vacant. The Board of Health
shall elect one of its members as chairman, and one as vice chairman.
(Acts 1933, pp. 7, 10.)

Terms
members

88-104.

of office of

members

of Board.

—The

terms of

office of

appointed shall be as follows: Two shall be appointed for a term ending September 1, 1934; two for a term ending
September 1, 1935; two for a term ending September 1, 1936; two for a
term ending September 1, 1937; three for a term ending September 1,
1938; three for a term ending September 1, 1939; and their successors
shall be appointed for full terms of six years each. (Acts 1933, pp. 7, 9.)
the 14

first

Department; election; qualifications; term of office;
compensation; bond. Said Board shall elect a Director of the Department of Public Health, who shall devote his entire time to the work of
the Department; hold office for a term of six years; be provided with
88-105. Director of

—

suitable offices in the State capitol or elsewhere at the discretion of the

Governor; receive a salary of $5,000 per annum, subject to a proportionate reduction with salaries of equal amount paid other Statehouse
officers, as may be ordered by Act of the General Assembly.
Such Director shall give bond for the faithful performance of his duties and for
the faithful accounting for all moneys coming into his hands as Director of the Department of Public Health, in such amount and under such
terms and conditions as may be prescribed by said Board of Health
Provided, that such Director shall be a graduate physician authorized
to practice medicine and surgery in this State, and shall have had not
Proless than five years' experience in the practice of said profession
vided further, that such Director shall not be elected or appointed by
said Board until the expiration of the term of the incumbent on January 1, 1936, until which time said incumbent shall continue in office as
Director of the Department of Public Health under control of said Board
:

of Health.

(Acts 1933, pp.

7, 10.)

—

compensation; duties. The Board of
Health shall elect a secretary, not a member thereof, from the clerical
staff of the Department of Public Health, who shall serve without additional compensation for his duties as secretary, and who shall keep accurate minutes of each meeting of said Board, submitting such minutes
to the chairman of the Board for his approval within 10 days after adjournment of such meeting. (Acts 1933, pp. 7, 10.)
88-106. Secretary of

of

—

and regulations of Board; powers, duties, and rights.
Health shall establish such rules and regulations for its

88-107. Rules

The Board

Board;

—
1
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:

1

proper and may cooler upon the Director
of the Department of Public Health such duties and power* afl it de<
proper. The Board is vested with all of the powers, duties, privilege

own

direction as

it

may deem

and rights which by law existed in the State Board of Health prior to
the Act approved August 28, 1931, abolishing the said State Board of
Health: Provided, however, that no provision of this law shall be construed as giving said Board jurisdiction over the State Tubercul<
Sanatorium at Alto, or the State Training School for Mental Defectives
at Gracewood. (Acts 1933, pp. 7, 11.)
Editorial Note. The 1931 Act referred to in this section is the Reorganization
Act (Acts 1931, p. 7, §§ 14 to 18). The sections of that Act relating to the aboli-

—

tion of the State Board of Health were specifically repealed by Acts 1933, pp. 7,
Section 25 of the 1933 Act abolished the office of State Registrar of Vital
Statistics and transferred the powers, duties and functions thereof to the Board
of Health. See note under § 88-1102.

8.

Duty

—

Board meetings; effect of absence. It shall be
the duty of the members of the Board of Health to attend its meetings
and to take part in its deliberations. The office of any member of the
Board shall be vacated if he shall neglect to furnish a good and satisfactory excuse in writing to the Board for absence from two consecutive
meetings of the Board. If any member for any cause shall fail to at88-108.

to attend

tend three consecutive meetings of the Board, without valid excuse or
leave of absence from said Board or the chairman or vice chairman

by the Board, and the secretary shall in either event notify the Governor and the president of the organization named in section 88-102, whose nominee's place has become
vacant, of a vacancy in the Board, and the same shall be filled as hereinthereof, his office shall be declared vacant

before provided. (Acts 1933, pp.
Cross-reference.

which member

is

—Attendance

at

7, 11.)

meeting as ground for continuance of case

party or counsel, see

§

in

81-1405.

—

Annual inspections and report by Board. The Board, through
committees of not less than two of its members, shall make at least one
annual inspection of each activity of the Department of Public Health.
and such committees shall report their findings and conclusions to the
Board in writing. (Acts 1933, pp. 7, 12.)
88-109.

Cross-reference.

—Annual

report to Governor, see

§

88-119.

Compensation of members of Board; mileage; emoluments.
The members of the Board shall each receive the sum of $7 for each
day of actual attendance at the meetings of the Board or on tours of inspection, in lieu of their personal expenses incurred thereby, and shall
receive mileage to and from the place of meeting or place of visits and
inspection, by the nearest practical route from their respective homes
such expenses and mileage to be paid by the State Treasurer out of the
funds of the State, by executive warrant, on presentation of vouchers
by the members of the Board, approved by the chairman and signed
by the secretary. The members of the Board shall receive no emoluments or compensation for their service as such members. (Acts 1933.
88-110.

pp.

7, 12.;

supervision of

—

and assistants in Department. Under the direction and
said Board of Health the Director of the Department may

88-111. Clerks

§

Public Health.
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employ such clerks and assistants as may be provided for in an appropriation made tor the support of said Department. (Acts 1933, pp. 7, 12.)
88-112.

(1662)

Powers and duties

of Board.

—The

State

Board

of

Health shall have supervision of all matters relating to the preservation
It shall have supreme authority in
of the life and health of the people.
matters of quarantine, and may declare and enforce quarantine when
deemed necessary, It shall make and enforce reasonable orders or resrulations for the prevention of the spread of contagious or infectious diseases. It shall be the duty of all local boards of health and the public and
municipal officers of this State to enforce such quarantine and sanitary
rules and regulations as may be adopted by the State Board. The State
Board shall make careful inquiry as to the cause of diseases, especially
when contagious, infectious, epidemic, or endemic, and take prompt action to control and suppress them. It shall be the duty of the Board to
collect and preserve records of births and deaths and report the same, together with other such useful information, annually, to the Governor.
It shall respond promptly when called upon by the State or local governments and the municipal and county boards of health to investigate
and report upon the water supply, sewerage, disposal of excreta, or ventilation of any place or public buildings.
It shall not have power to
supersede municipal boards of health where the same are properly maintained, but shall act in harmony with said local boards of health. It is
made the duty of the State Board of Health to enforce the provisions
of Chapter 88-4, relating to health and quarantine, in so far as the same
may be done without violating any of the provisions relating to the duty
of local boards of health and the fines and forfeitures arising from the
conviction of any person violating any of the laws of health and quarantine now of force in this State, or any violation of any reasonable rules
and regulations for the protection of the public health promulgated by
;

the State Board, shall be paid into the treasury of the city or county

where said conviction was had, and be expended in aid
and other sanitary laws. (Acts 1903, pp. 72, 73.)

of the quarantine

—

Cross-references. County boards of health, see Chapter 88-2.
District commissioners of health, see § 88-303. Quarantine, see §§ 88-403, 88-408, 88-414. Penalty for failure of officer to obey quarantine and sanitary regulations, see § 88-9901.
Isolation and quarantine rules in infectious cases, see § 32-1802.

88-113.

(1663) Diphtheria

antitoxine,

distribution

of.

—The

State

and keep with the ordinaries a reasonable
supply of diphtheria antitoxine for the purpose of supplying the needs
of the physicians in each county, for charitable purposes only, and shall
keep the proper dates on all packages so shipped, and the ordinaries are
authorized and directed to turn over to the authorities of all charity and
city hospitals of each county as demands are made by them such amount
as they may need for the treatment of diphtheria in said hospitals. (Acts

Board

of

Health

shall ship to

1909, p. 130.)

88-114.

(1664) Sale of diphtheria antitoxine

by

ordinaries.

—The

or-

dinaries of each county, while being required to furnish diphtheria anti-

toxine for charitable purposes only, are authorized to furnish antitoxine
to purchasers of same,

who

are unable to purchase antitoxine from the

Public Health.
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registered pharmacists in their county, at the regular retail prio

which said dealers usually sell first-class antitoxine which conforms
the United States Pharmacopoeia requirements. (Acts 1909, p. 130.;
88-115. (1665) Proceeds of sales of diphtheria antitoxine.

—THe

to

rev-

enue derived from the sale of diphtheria antitoxine, with the exception
of 10 per cent., which may be deducted by the ordinaries for their expenses, shall be returned to the Georgia State Board of Health, to be
used in the manufacture of antitoxine. (Acts 1909, p. 130; 1931, pp. 7,
11; 1933, p. 7.)
88-116. (1666) Hydrophobia,

Health

is

empowered and

prevention

of.

—The

Board

State

of

directed, as soon as practicable, to arrange for

the preparation and manufacture, in

its

laboratory at the capitol, of ma-

necessary for the treatment and prevention of hydrophobia according to the method of Pasteur, and to keep constantly on hand the
necessary material sufficient in quantity to meet the requirements that
terial

any exigency may demand, and to distribute the same free of cost to
physicians and surgeons over the State for the treatment of such of their
(Acts
patients as have been bitten by an animal suffering with rabies.
1906, p. 112; 1931, pp. 7, 11.)

—

Board to make.
The Board shall have authority to make such rules and regulations as
are necessary to carry into effect the scope and purpose of this law, and
especially such reasonable rules and regulations for the establishment,
maintenance, and enforcement of quarantine regulations as the Board in
88-117. (1667) Rules

its

discretion

may deem

and regulations, authority

of

necessary, not in conflict with the laws of the

(Acts 1903, pp. 72, 73; 1931, pp. 7, 11.)
Cross-references. Public billiard rooms to comply with regulations

State.

—

Department, see

§ 84-1608.

of

Sanitary regulations as to barber shops, see

88-118. (1668) Reports of local boards of health to State

§

Health
84-404.

Board.— It

duty of the local boards of health, and of physicians in localities where there are no health authorities, to report to the State Board
of Health, promptly upon the discovery thereof, the existence of any of
the following diseases, to wit: Asiatic cholera, yellow fever, scarlet
fever, smallpox, diphtheria, typhus or typhoid fever, and such other contagious or infectious diseases as the State Board of Health from time to
time may specify and when any contagious or infectious disease shall
become, or threaten to become, epidemic in any county, city, village or
hamlet, and the local authorities shall neglect or refuse to enforce sufficient measures for its prevention, the State Board of Health may appoint a medical or sanitary officer, with such assistants as he may require, and it shall be the duty of such officer to enforce the orders or
regulations of the State Board. (Acts 1903, pp. 72, 74; 1931, pp. 7. 11.)
shall be the

;

Cross-reference.
§

— Quarantine

regulations

to

prevent spread of smallpox,

see

88-414.

Annual report

Board.— It shall be the duty of
the State Board of Health to make annual reports to the Governor on
or before the first day of January of each year, which shall be for the
88-119. .(1669)

of State

preceding calendar year; and such report shall include so much of the
proceedings of the Board, such information concerning vital statistics.

§

88-126

Public Health.
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such information respecting diseases, and such instructions on the subject of hygiene as may be thought useful by the Board for dissemination
among- the people, with such suggestions as to legislative action as it

may deem

necessary. (Acts 1903, pp. 72, 74; 1931, pp.

7, 11.)

—

Cross-reference. Inspections by
Board of activities of Department of Public
'
Health, and report, see § 88-109.

Board for promotion of welfare
and hygiene of maternity and infancy. There is hereby appropriated
for the use of the State Board of Health, division of child hygiene,
88-120. Appropriation for use of State

—

$5,000 annually, to be

sum

made

money, appropriated

available immediately on receipt of an equal

by the Federal Government for
carrying out the purposes and provisions of the Act of Congress approved November 23. 1921, relating to the promotion of the welfare and
hygiene of maternity and infancy. (Acts 1924, p. 13.)
Editorial Note. — The Act of Congress was accepted for the State by a resoluof

to this State

tion of the General Assembly, approved
the Act of Congress, see 40 U. S. C. A.,

CHAPTER

88-2.

§

16,

membership;

Creation:
office;

vacancies;

terms
author-

OQ " 204
oaA
88

r>
-

1125).

For

Meetings of board; compensation of members.
Rules and regulations, authorit} of county boards to make.

i

i

i

88-205.

Rules to be approved by physicians and advertised.

88-206.

Expenses to be paid
county treasury.

r

88-201. Creation;

-•

an d regulations may be
changed, repealed, etc.
i

Rll * es

,

..

88-203.

p.

Sec.
of

88-202.

1922 (Acts 1922,

161 et seq.

COUNTY BOARDS OF HEALTH.

Sec.
88-201.

August

membership; terms

out

of

of office; vacancies; authority.

—

A

county board of health for each county is hereby created, composed
of three persons, two of whom shall be members of such board by virtue
the county superintendent of schools, and the
of their offices, to wit:
chairman of the board of roads and revenues of the county, or in counties
having no such board, the ordinary of said county, and one reputable
physician elected by the grand jury of the county, at the session of the
superior court for said county next preceding the regular January session of the county board of health of said county, or at any succeeding
session of said court. The physician so elected shall hold office for a
term of four years, and until his successor is elected and qualified. All
vacancies shall likewise be filled by elections by the grand jury, and the
person so elected shall hold office for the remainder of the term and until
his successor is elected and qualified. The county boards of health shall
have supervision over all matters relating to health and sanitation in
their respective counties, with authority to declare and enforce quarantine therein subject to the provisions of this law.

(Acts 1914, pp. 124,

125. )

—

Cross-references.
For provision similar to last sentence of this
32-1801. System of count}' drainage as conducive to public health
see § 23-2503.
§

88-202.

Meetings of board; compensation

of

members.

section,

see

and welfare,

— Said

county

boards of health shall hold their regular sessions on the first Thursdays
of January, April, July and October in the county courthouse, and may

—
Public Health.
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meet in extra session at any time for county health plirpo e or when
an emergeney or necessity may require. The members of .aid hoards
shall receive as their compensation the sum of $2 per diem while actually
engaged in the performance of the duties of said board out of the fund-.
of said county appropriated for quarantine and sanitation. ("Acts 1914,
also

pp. 124, 126.)

Rules and regulations, authority of county boards to
make. The county boards of health of the several counties shall have
full power and authority to adopt, enact, establish, and maintain all such
rules and regulations, not inconsistent with the laws and Constitution
of this State and of the United States, as they may deem necessary and
proper for protecting the health of their respective counties, and for preventing the introduction, generation, and spread of infectious and conProvided, that such rules and regulations shall
tagious diseases therein
(Acts 1901, p. 61 1914,
not apply to any incorporated city or town.
88-203. (1670)

—

:

;

pp. 124, 125.)

—As to establishment of hospitals, see §§ 88-402, 88-413. Pen88-9902.
Note. — This section, expanded to include municipal boards of health

Cross-references.

county health regulations, see

alty for violating

Editorial

county boards of health, was made a part of the school code of

in addition to

1919,

§

and appears

in this

Code as section

32-1801.

and regulations may be changed, repealed, etc.
Said county boards of health shall have power and authority to alter,
amend, add to, or repeal such rules and regulations, from time to time,
as they may deem necessary and proper for the purpose of Chapters
88-2 and 88-3. (Acts 1914, pp. 124, 125.)
88-204. (1671) Rules

Cross-reference.

—Penalty for violating this

section, see

§

88-9902.

be approved by physicians and advertised.
Such rules and regulations as may be established for any county, under
the provisions of Chapters 88-2 and 88-3, and any amendments or alterations thereof, before the same shall have the force of law, shall have the
88-205. (1672) Rules to

written approval of not less than three reputable physicians

of

the

county, and shall be posted at the courthouse door of the county and also
published at least once in the newspaper of the county in which the
sheriff's notices are advertised.

Cross-reference.

88-206.

— Penalty

(x\cts 1901, p. 61.)

for violation of this section, see

§

88-9902.

(1673) Expenses to be paid out of county treasury.

— All

cost

and expense necessary and proper for carrying out the provisions of
Chapters 88-2 and 88-3 shall be paid out of the countv treasurv. ^Acts
1901, pp. 61, 62.)

CHAPTER

88-3.

SANITARY DISTRICTS. DISTRICT HEALTH
COMMISSIONERS.

Sec.

Sec.

88-301.

88-303.

When

provisions of Chapter
become operative; when sus-

Sanitary
State

commissioners:

pointment;
term

oended
88-302.

District
of

ap-

qualifications;

omce: examination;

suspension.
districts,

into;

division

of

census basis for

computation of population.

88-304.

Appointment

of

commissioner;

acceptance; oath; bond: salary; vacancy.

§

Public Health.
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removal; successor to suspended commissioner.
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° ffice

-

Provided

88-307,

Duties of commissioners.

88-310.

Powers and

Salary of commissioner; tax for
expenses.

88-311.

Expenses of commissioner; tax

88-312.

duties of
districts

in

commiscompris-

mg more t h an one county.
Municipal health organizations.
Deputy commissioners and
nurses,

to meet.

When

commis-

88 "309.

sioner
8S-306.

for

sioner.

employment

of.

become operative; when suspended. The provisions of sections 88-303 to 88-312 shall become operative in any county only after the recommendation of two successive
grand juries, but on such recommendation it shall become obligatory on
88-301.

provisions of Chapter

—

the county boards of health and the county boards of roads and revenues
and. in counties having- no such board,

upon the ordinary

to carry out the provisions of this law.

The operation

of said county,

of said sections

suspended in any county upon the recommendation of
two successive grand juries of said county. (Acts 1914, pp. 124, 126.)
shall likewise be

88-302. Sanitary districts, division of State into; census basis for

putation of population.
as follows

:

—The State shall be divided into sanitary

Each county

com-

districts

shall constitute a sanitary district, except that

two or more counties each having a population of less than 37,000 inProvided, that
habitants, may be combined into one sanitary district
the total population of the counties so combined does not exceed 75,000
:

inhabitants.
shall be

Said combination of counties into a joint sanitary district

made by

the State

Board

of

Health upon the recommendation

and consent of the county boards of health of the counties concerned.
The last preceding United States decennial census shall be taken as a
basis for computation of population in all cases under this law.
(Acts
1914, pp. 124, 126; 1931, pp. 7, 11; 1933, p. 7.)

—
Note. — Sections

Cross-reference. Drainage of swamps, marshes,
ducive to public health and welfare, see § 23-2503.

etc.,

as public benefit

and con-

Editorial
1674 to 1676 of the Code of 1910, as amended by Acts
1914, pp. 124, 125, authorizing county boards of health of "the several counties of
this State, having therein a city with a population of not less than 54,000 nor
more than 75,000" inhabitants to adopt, alter, repeal, and enforce rules necessary
for the sanitation of such counties, and section 503 P. C. of the Code of 1910, prescribing the penalty for violation of any rule promulgated under the provisions of
sections 1674 and 1675 of the Code of 1910, have not been included in this Code
because of such limitation upon the number of counties to which they apply.

88-303. District commissioners; appointment; qualifications;

term of

—

examination; suspension. In every such sanitary district there
shall be appointed a district commissioner of health for a term of four
years.
For a county district the appointing board shall be the county
board of health and for districts composed of more than one county the
appointing board shall be composed of the boards of health of all the
office;

counties composing said district,

purpose.

The

district

who

shall

meet

in joint session for said

commissioners of health shall be appointed from

an eligible list furnished by the Director of the State Board of Health.
This list shall contain the names of those who have passed a satisfactory
examination in hygiene and sanitation and State health laws, and certain
books and reports may be prescribed by the examining board as the
basis of such examinations. The Director of the State Board of Health

Public Health.
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with the aid of a committee from the State Board, examine all applicants for the position of district health commissioner under rules preshall,

by the State Board and the provisions of this law; and he shall
supervise the work of all district commissioners of health and shall have
scribed

the authority to suspend such commissioner for incompetency, wilful
neglect of duty, immorality, or the commission of a crime involving

moral turpitude, with the right of appeal by the party so suspended to the
State Board, whose decision shall be final. No person shall be examined
except a licensed physician, able-bodied, temperate and of good moral
character. The examining board shall prepare a list of questions on the
several subjects upon which the applicants shall be examined and send the
same to the county superintendents of schools under whose supervision
the examinations shall be held. The applicant shall sign his examination
paper by number, and in a sealed envelope accompanying said paper shall
give his name and the number he has adopted so that his name shall not
be known until after the board of examiners shall have passed upon the
question of his admission or rejection. The board of examiners shall
prescribe and fix a certain standard percentage for passing such examProvided, that each person applying for examination shall be
ination
a resident of the State, and shall pay in advance to the Director of the
State Board of Health the sum of $5 as an examination fee. All such
Each person passing such
fees shall be covered into the general fund.
:

examination shall be entitled to a certificate signed by the Director of
the State Board of Health, under the seal of the State Board of Health,
which shall be conclusive of the facts stated herein as to such examination and qualifications. The said Director of the State Board of Health
shall, as soon as the results of an examination have been arrived at, file
a copy thereof in his office showing the persons who have been passed,
and at the same time send by mail a complete list of those who have
passed to the chairman of each county board of health. Regular examinations shall be held by the board in the months of October and
April of each year; and special examinations may be held by the Director of the State Board of Health to fill vacancies and he may issue a
certificate which will hold good until the next regular examination.
Xo
examination fee shall be required of one holding a temporary certificate,
provided same was paid at the time of standing the special examination.
(Acts 1914, pp. 124, 127; 1931, pp.

—

7, 11

;

1933, p. 7.)

Cross-reference. When this and the following sections
see § 88-301.

become

operative, and

when suspended,

—

This section was amended by Acts 1917, p. 106, which authorcounty board of health of counties having therein a city which "now has
or may hereafter have a population of not less than 60,000 nor more than 150.000."
to appoint as the health officer of such city the district commissioner of health for
such county at such salary as may be agreed, etc. This amendment is not codified
in this Code because of such limitation upon the number of counties in which it
Editorial Note.

izes the

applies.

Appointment

commissioner; acceptance; oath; bond; salary; vacancy. The various appointing boards herein authorized and
designated, shall meet quadrenially on the first Thursday in January, to
perform the duties herein prescribed. They shall on such day or on any
adjourned day when necessary, select from the list of eligible candidates
88-304.

of

—

who have

passed any of the examinations herein provided

for,

and aD-
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point a health commissioner lor the districts over which jurisdiction

is

Such commissioners shall hold office until their
successors are appointed and qualified unless sooner removed, as proconferred upon them.

vided herein.

The appointing boards

as hereinafter provided.

shall fix the salaries of said officers

In case a vacancy arises in such office before

the expiration of the term, the appointing- board for such district shall

meet within 10 days thereafter on the call of the chairman of said board
or of any two members thereof, and shall fill said vacancy in the same
manner as is herein prescribed for regular appointments. Any person
so appointed to fill a vacancy shall hold office for the remainder of the
term and until his successor is appointed and qualified. Each health
commissioner appointed shall file his acceptance and his constitutional
oath of office with the ordinary of the county in the county districts and
with the ordinary of the county having the larger population in the case
of sanitary districts consisting of more than one county.
Each commissioner shall be required to give bond in the penal sum of $1,000 conditioned for the faithful performance of his duties, which bond shall be
filed with the same person as prescribed for the filing of the oath of office.
Such acceptance, oath of office and bond shall be filed and approved by
the person receiving same within 10 days after such appointment shall
have been made. (Acts 1914, pp. 124, 128.)
in

—

The 1914 Act required the
January, 1915.

Editorial Note.

Thursday

meeting

first

to be held

on the

first

88-305. Commissioners' entire time to be given to offices; powers; re-

moval successor
;

to

suspended commissioner.

—-Such commissioners shall

give their entire time to the duties of their offices and shall not engage in
private medical practice or actively in any other line of business.
shall possess the statutory

powers

They

of constables within the districts for

which appointed in all matters pertaining to public health and in enforcement of the health laws. They are hereby declared to be officers of
the State and may be removed for malfeasance, misfeasance, or nonfeasance in office and for incompetency. When a district commissioner of
health is suspended by the Director of the State Board of Health, as
hereinbefore provided, the appointing board for said district shall appoint a successor to such person until he is restored by law or until his
successor is appointed and qualified and the person so appointed to fill
said vacancy shall take the oath and give the bond required by law of
;

the regular incumbent.

(Acts 1914, pp. 124, 129; 1931, pp.

7,

11; 1933,

p. 7.)

88-306. Salary of commissioner; tax for expenses.

— In

sanitary dis-

composed of one or more counties the commissioner of health shall
receive from the county or counties a salary to be fixed by the county
board of health, or by the boards of health of the counties composing the
tricts

sanitary district, as the case

per annum.

The

may

be, in the

sum

of not less than $1,200

salaries herein provided for shall be paid out of

any

fund of the county appropriated therefor and in the same manner as the
salaries of other officers.
It shall be the duty of the board of health of
each county, at its regular January session, after compliance with the
provisions of section 88-303, and at each January session thereafter, to
determine and fix the sum necessary to meet the requirements of this law,
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§ 88-3</>

hoard of county commissioner* oi roadfi and
revenues, or to the ordinary of the county in rounli'
having no

and they

shall certify to the

-

amount

imiUpon and assessed for the purpC
tation and quarantine for said county, and said taxing authority of
county shall levy such tax at the time and in the same manner as i- now
prescribed for levying taxes for other county purposes. In districtposed of more than one county, the appointing board shall prorate
salary so fixed among the several counties comprised in such djstri
according to population. It shall thereupon be the duty of each county
to contribute its portion of such salary to the commissioner of health and
it shall be paid out of the sum appropriated therefor and in the .^ame
manner as the salaries of other county officers are paid. (Acts 1914.

board, the

so fixed

<

i

pp. 124, 129.)

—

commissioner; tax to meet. In each sanitary district there shall be an annual appropriation of not less than $500 for the
office and traveling expenses of the commissioner of health for carrying
out the purposes of this law. This sum shall be in addition to office rent
Provided, that in sanitary districts comprised of more
where necessary
than one county, each county shall contribute not less than $250 toward
the expenses of such commissioner, not including office rent where necessary. The expense fund herein provided for shall in all cases be paid to
such commissioner on the first secular day of each month, in accordance
with an estimate to be filed by the commissioner with the treasurer of
the county at the end of each preceding month. All expenditures made
by the commissioners of health shall be submitted in detail at the end of
each month to the county board of health of the county or counties composing said district, as the case may be. It shall be the duty of the
county board of health to assess an amount sufficient to carry out the
provisions of this law, and certify the same to the taxing authority of
said county, as aforesaid, and such taxing authority shall levy a tax for
said purposes as aforesaid, and in the absence of an appropriation made
therefor, the salaries and' expenses provided for herein shall be paid out
of the general funds of such county not otherwise appropriated.
(Acts
88-307.

Expenses

of

:

1914, pp. 124, 130.)

88-308. Office provided for commissioner.

— Each

county shall provide

suitable quarters for the district commissioner of health either in the

county courthouse or
districts

composed

of

rooms rented for such purposes.
more than one county, each county

In sanitary

in

shall provide

may select any one
which he may equip out of

quarters for said commissioner, but the commissioner
of the county seats for his
district

permanent

funds provided therefor.

office,

(Acts 1914, pp. 124, 131.)

88-309. Duties of commissioners.

—

be the duty of the district
commissioners of health to be vigilant in the work of disease prevention
and the conservation of public health, and to enforce all health laws oi
It shall

the State and health ordinances of their respective localities, together

with the rules and orders of the State Board of Health. They shall make
such sanitary inspections and surveys of their districts as may be required from time to time by the State Board of Health or by the county
boards of health. They are hereby authorized and invested with the

§
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upon and inspect private property

at

proper times in re-

gard to the possible presence, source or cause of disease, to establish
quarantine and in connection therewith to order what is reasonable and
necessary for the prevention and suppression of disease, to close schools,
churches, theaters or any place of public assemblage, and to forbid public

gatherings in order to prevent or stay epidemics, and to this end

and constables

may

call

county or the police of any
town or city, who shall in such cases render him all needed assistance;
they shall collect statistics concerning insanity, feeble-mindedness, tuberculosis, and other infectious diseases they shall inspect hotels, inns,
railway trains, street cars, depots, boats and ships, and also all places
where food is sold, and shall see that all laws pertaining to infectious and
in the aid of the sheriff

of the

;

contagious diseases are properly enforced. They shall inspect at least
once every six months and make a sanitary survey of all public buildings

and institutions in their respective jurisdictions and shall see that all
health laws are properly enforced therein, particularly in jails, guardhouses, chain gangs, and other places of detention, and also shall keep a
report thereof as part of the records of their offices and shall also file a
similar report with the Director of the State Board of Health. They
shall at least once every school year inspect and make a sanitary survey
of the buildings, grounds and the water supply of every school within
their jurisdiction and shall have power to close any school when the
sanitary conditions are such as to endanger or imperil the health or life
of the pupils attending same. They shall also examine the teachers and
janitors for infectious and contagious diseases and shall also examine
each pupil, in the presence of a teacher or nurse, for infectious and contagious diseases and for intestinal parasites and for defects of eye, ear,
nose, throat, lungs, teeth and other physical defects, and shall make a
report of such inspection and examination to the State Board of Health,
to the county board of health, and in case of incorporated towns and
cities to the school board of such municipality, and in case of a pupil also
to the parent or guardian. Said commissioner shall deliver one or more
lectures to the pupils of each school in his district at least once every
school year and such other lectures as may be requested by the county
board of health. Said lectures shall be upon infectious and contagious
diseases, the part played by mosquitoes, flies and other insects carrying
or transmitting diseases and on general matters of health and sanitation
and upon such other subjects as may be prescribed by the State Board
oi Health or by the county board. They shall make a monthly report of
the work done by them, in such narrative or tabulated form as may be
required to the county boards of health and to the State Board of Health.
A permanent record of all work done in each county shall be kept by the
district commissioner of health in a form book prescribed by the State
Board of Health, which book shall be open to public inspection and shall
be delivered by him to his successor in office. A separate record book
shall be kept in each county of the work done in that county.
(Acts
1914, pp. 124, 131; 1931, pp. 7, 11; 1933, p. 7.)

comprising
more than one county. In sanitary districts composed of more than one
county the district commissioner of health shall have in each county the
88-310.

Powers and duties

—

of

commissioner

in

districts

Public
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IIeai/j

§88-312

if.

commissioner of health in sil
county sanitary districts. In such districts the commissioner shall divide
his time in proper ratio among the counties comprising said distl
Every commissioner appointed under the provisions of this law shall at
all times keep himself within reach of telephone and telegraph service,
where possible, and shall respond without delay to the calls or orders of
the Director of the State Board or local boards of health or health offi-

same power, authority and duties

cers,

when

his assistance

is

as the

(Acts 1914, pp. 124, 133.;

required.

88-311. Municipal health organizations.
shall not be held to be inconsistent

ment and

provisions of this law

with the laws relating to the appoint-

and town health officers in the
commissioner of health shall be deemed

qualification of the city

and towns, but the district
the supreme authority on
district,

—The

cities

to

be

matters affecting the public health of his
not inconsistent with the authority granted to the State Board

of Health.

Any town

all

or city, regardless of population,

health organization as provided in

its

88-312.

— Powers

for.

(Acts 1914, pp. 124, 133.)

of municipal boards of health, see

Deputy commissioners

a

charter in addition to the district

commissioner of health herein provided
Cross-reference.

may have

and

nurses,

§

32-1801.

employment

of.

—The

county boards of health or district boards of health may employ as many
deputy commissioners of health as they may deem necessary to serve
the best interests of their counties or districts, and may also employ visiting nurses to aid them in the examination of school children and to instruct parents in matters pertaining to their children, and to perform
such other duties as may be required of them by said boards. This section shall be so construed as to allow any county whether in a single
county sanitary district or in a joint sanitary district to exercise all the
rights and powers granted in this section. (Acts 1914, pp. 124, 133.)

CHAPTER

88-4.

CONTAGIOUS DISEASES AND
QUARANTINE.

Sec.
88-401.

88-402.

Sec.

Destroying property for public
good; compensation to owner.
Hospitals and pesthouses, how
established.

88-413.

Fees of health officer, how paid.
Smallpox; hospitals and medi-

88-414.

Same; quarantine regulations;

88-415.

88-412.

cal attention.

how prescribed

88-403.

Quarantine,

88-404.

and regulated.
Quarantine cities or towns.

88-416.

88-405.

Removal

88-417.

Same; account of expenses.
Same; vaccine, how distributed.
Same; vaccination; compulsory

88-406.

Persons

88-418.

measures.
Importation,

88-419.

ondhand clothing; exception.
Proclamation by Governor as

of vessels to quarantine ground for inspection.

how

escaping

quarantine,

dealt with.

88-407.

Master

88-408.

Inland travelers compelled to

88-409.

Duty

of vessel to deliver bill
of health, etc.

perform quarantine.

88-410.

expenses.

to contagious
diseases.
88-420.

of pilots before entering
vessels.

Persons on board of vessels to
Certification of

quarantine.

performance of

etc.,

or

of sec-

infectious

Treatment of child to prevent
blindness from gonococcus
infection.

88-421.

observe quarantine.
88-411.

sale,

Report of inflammation of eyes
of infant.

88-422.

Fines and forfeitures,

posed

of.

how

dis-

§
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Destroying property for public good; compensation to owner.
Analogous to the right of eminent domain is the power
from necessity, vested in corporate authorities of cities, towns, and counties, to interfere with arid sometimes to destroy the private property of
the citizen for the public good, such as the destruction of houses to prevent the extension of a conflagration, or the taking possession of buildings to prevent the spreading of contagious diseases. In all such cases,
any damages accruing to the owner from such acts, and which would not
otherwise have been sustained, must be paid by such municipal corpora88-401.

(1632, 3628)

—

tion of county.

—

Cross-references. Eminent domain, see Title 36, Eminent Domain.
vate property, see Const., Art. I, Sec. 11 T, Far. T (§ 2-301).

^1633) Hospitals and pesthouses,

88-402.

thorities of

any town or

may

city

thereof, hospitals or pesthouses,

infectious or contagious disease

established.

—The

pri-

au-

establish therein, or in the vicinity

which

lations as the corporate authorities

how

Taking

shall be subject to such regu-

may make

to prevent the spread of

but in all cases where such hospitals
or pesthouses shall be established out of the limits of such town or city,
;

they shall be only on land acquired by such corporation, for protection
against the spread of disease within its own limits in all other cases the
;

ordinaries are vested with

power

and make

to establish such hospitals

such regulations.
Cross-references.

Smallpox

— Sanitary

hospitals, see

88-403.

§

regulations

by

county

authorities,

see

§

88-203.

88-413.

(1634) Quarantine,

how

prescribed and regulated.

— The

cor-

porate authorities of such city or town may, from time to time, prescribe
the quarantine to be observed by all vessels arriving within the harbor
or vicinity of such city or town, and regulations therefor, not contrary
to

and such regulations may extend to all persons, goods, and efarriving in such vessels, and to all persons going on board of the

law

fects

;

same.

—

Cross-references. Penalty for violating quarantine regulations, see
duties of State Board of Health, see § 88-112.

§

88-9903.

Powers and

—

Quarantine cities or towns. Any city or town may
establish a quarantine therefor at any place within the harbor, if a seaport town, but in such manner as not to interfere with the rights of pri88-404.

(1635)

vate property. In cases of quarantine, the jurisdiction of the corporation
of Savannah shall extend to all ships and vessels which shall enter at

from Ossabaw Sound to Tybee the jurisdiction of the
corporation of Darien shall extend to all ships and vessels which shall
enter at any port or inlet from St. Catharine's to Doboy Sound the
jurisdiction of the corporation of Brunswick shall extend to all ships
and vesels which shall enter any port or inlet from Altamaha Sound to
the jurisdiction of the corporation of St. Mary's
St. Andrew's Sound
shall extend to all ships and vessels which shall enter any port or inlet
from Cumberland Sound to St. Mary's river, including all inlets, rivers,

any port or

inlet

;

;

:

and creeks within those

limits.

(Acts 1880-1,

p.

70; 1884-5,

p. 46.)

(1636; 496 P. C.) Removal of vessels to quarantine ground for
The health officer or visiting physician of such town or
inspection.
88-405.

—

city

may. tinder the direction

of the corporate authorities,

cause any

1
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vessel arriving therein or in the vicinity,

if

§ 88-41

the vessel or cargo

is

in

hi-,

opinion so foul or infected as to endanger the public health, to he removed to the quarantine ground or other proper place to be inspected.
Cross-reference.

board vessel, see

— Punishment

§

for refusal to

answer inquiries as

to difeaic

on

88-9904.

88-406. (1637) Persons escaping quarantine,

how

dealt with.- -if any

person ordered to perform quarantine shall escape, any justice of the
peace, on complaint thereof on oath, may issue his warrant to the sh^ri JV,
constable, or town marshal, to arrest and deliver such person to the custody of the officers of the quarantine, and any person attempting to
escape may be forcibly detained at the place of quarantine by such officers.

Master of vessel to deliver bill of health, etc.
The master of any vessel ordered to perform quarantine shall deliver to
the officer appointed to see it performed his bill of health and manifest,
logbook and journal.

—

88-407. (1638; 497 P. C.)

Cross-reference.

88-408.
antine.

—

— Penalty

for violation of this section, see

ties,

88-9905.

(1639; 498 P. C.) Inland travelers compelled to perform quarAny person coming into town or city by land, from a place in-

may

be compelled to perform quaranunder the direction of the corporate authori-

fected with a contagious disease,
tine

§

by the health officer,
and restrained from traveling

until discharged.

—

Cross-reference. Penalty for restrained
charged, see § 88-9906.

88-409. (1640; 499 P. C.)

Duty

traveler

traveling

before

he

is

dis-

of pilots before entering vessels.— It

duty of any pilot, before entering on board of any vessel, to
make strict inquiry of every master or commander of the same as to the
state of health in such vessel, and in case it shall be found that any malignant, contagious, or infectious disease is on board such vessel, such
pilot shall not enter therein under penalty of removal from office, in ad(Act 1793, Cobb.
dition to the penalty prescribed by section 88-9907.
shall be the

370.)

—

on board of vessels to observe quarantine.
No person on board such ship or vessel in which such disease shall exist,
or while such ship or vessel is performing quarantine, shall come or be
permitted to come on shore or land from such vessel, without permission from the proper authority, and no person except the health officer
or visiting physician shall go on board such vessel and return without
such permission. (Act 1793, Cobb, 369.)
88-410. (1641) Persons

—

§

Cross-references. Penalty for violation of this section, see
88-9914 as to violation of quarantine.

88-411.

§

88-9908.

(1644) Certification of performance of quarantine.

—

See also

It

shall

be the duty of the health officer of any port, or the authorized visiting
physician thereof, after a vessel shall have duly performed quarantine,
to give a certificate thereof to the

refusal or of there being

master or commander

no such health

officer or

;

and

in case of

attending physician of

the port or place, such certificate shall be granted by constituted authorities of such port or place; the fee for such certificate shall be S2

§

Public Health.

SS-412

for every vessel of

more than 200

tons,

and $1 for every vessel of not

tons.

Cross-reference.
§

more than 200

21 56

— Penalty

for refusal to certify

performance of quarantine, see

88-9909.

88-412.

vessel

how

(1645) Fees of health officer,

when required and granting

paid.

— For

any
the crew

visiting

a certificate of the health of

and passengers on board, the fee of the health officer or visiting physician, to be paid by the master of such vessel before she shall be permitted to enter, shall be $2; coasting vessels coming from one inlet in
the State to another inlet in the same, excepted. (Act 1793, Cobb, 371.)
88-413.

(1646) Smallpox; hospitals and medical attention.

—The

ordi-

nary of each county, or the corporate authorities of any town or city
within the limits of which the smallpox has appeared or may appear,
are authorized and empowered to provide a suitable hospital for those
so afflicted, and to furnish them with medical or any other attention that
(Acts 1865-6, p. 88.)
in their judgment those so afflicted may require.

—

§

Cross-references. Regulation by county board for protection
Town or city may establish hospital, see § 88-402.

of

health,

see

88-203.

88-414.

(1647)

Same; quarantine regulations; expenses.

— Such

ordi-

nary or corporate authorities may also provide proper quarantine regulations to prevent the spread of said disease Provided, that no person shall
be forced to leave his or her home to go to the hospital aforesaid, when
he is properly provided for and guarded at his own expense; said ordinary or corporate authorities shall not pay any expense of any case so
:

situated.

(Acts 1865-6,

Cross-references.

p. 88.)

— Ordinary's

authority

23-701, 1 8. Powers and duties of State
by local boards of health, see § 88-118.
diseases, see § 32-1802.
§

88-415.

(1648)

Same; account

health and quarantine, see
of Health, see § 88-112. Reports
Quarantine and isolation in infectious
as

to

Board

of expenses.

— Said

ordinary

or

cor-

make, or cause to be made, a proper and just
account of all expenses accruing from such quarantine and other attention, either medical or nursing, to all they may have under control, and
who submit to the regulations of said ordinary or corporate authorities.
porate authorities shall

(Acts 1865-6,

p. 88.)

Same; vaccine, how

—The

Governor is authorized and required to procure the necessary quantity of genuine
vaccine matter, either by purchase or manufacture, at such reasonable
compensation as he may contract for, and have the same transmitted to
(Acts 1865-6, p. 88.)
the ordinaries of each county for immediate use.
88-416. (1649)

distributed.

—

Same; vaccination; compulsory measures. All county
and municipal authorities shall be authorized and empowered to enact
88-417.

(1650)

rules, ordinances, or regulations to authorize the

proper

municipalities or counties to require, under penalty,

all

officials of said

persons at the

time located in said municipalities or counties to submit to vaccination,
in the event the health officers or the proper authorities think it advisable, for the purpose of preventing the spread of smallpox or any other
contagious or infectious disease. (Acts 1897,
Cross-reference.

—Vaccination

p. 101.)

of pupils of public schools, see

§

32-911.
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§

88-422

secondhand cloth-

88-418. (477, 478 P. C.) Importation, sale, etc., of

— No

person shall bring into this State for sale, or buy,
barter, or receive for the purpose of selling, any secondhand or ca .t-ofT
clothing imported into this State. This section shall not apply to
ondhand clothing which shall be accompanied by a certificate from the
proper officer of the board of health of the place from which such clothing may have been shipped, stating that it has been properly disinfected,
that there is no danger from it of spreading contagious diseases, and
giving the character and number of garments and the date when they
were disinfected, which certificate shall be recorded in the clerk's office
ing; exception.

of the superior court of the
sale

and before the

offer is

county where the clothing
made. (Acts 1884-5, p. 137.

offered for

is

125 Ga. 109

(53 S. E. 589).)
Cross-reference.

—Penalty for violation

of this section, see

§

88-9912.

by Governor as to contagious
The Governor may, by proclamation, whenever

88-419. (1642; 492 P. C.) Proclamation

or infectious diseases.

—

he shall deem it necessary, give such orders to prevent the spread of
contagious or infectious diseases, and make such appointments and regulations concerning the same, as shall by him be deemed proper and be
stated in such proclamation. (Act 1793, Cobb, 371.)
Cross-reference.

—Punishment for violation of orders of Governor, see

Treatment

88-420.

—

of child to prevent blindness

§

88-9913.

from gonococcus

in-

be the duty of any person who shall be in attendance
on any childbirth to apply to the child such prophylactic treatment as
may be prescribed by the State Board of Health to prevent blindness
from gonococcus infection. (Acts 1918, p. 255; 1931, pp. 7, 11; 1933,
fection.

It shall

p. 7.)

Cross-reference.

—Penalty for violation

of this section, see

§

88-9915.

—Any

person who
shall nurse or attend any infant shall report any inflammation of the
eyes of said child that shall develop within two weeks after birth to the
(Acts 1918, p. 255.)
local health officer or to a licensed physician.
88-421. Report of inflammation of eyes of infants.

Cross-reference.

— Penalty for violation

88-422. (1643) Fines

and

of this section, see

forfeitures,

how

forfeitures arising out of the violation of

disposed

§

88-9915.

of.

—All

fines

and

any quarantine or other san-

itary regulation shall be paid, after deducting the proper expense of

and may be expended
quarantine and other sanitary laws, and toward the support of the poor thereof. (Act 1819, Cobb, 374.)
collection, into the treasury of the city or county,
in aid of the

CHAPTER

VENEREAL DISEASES.

88-5.

Sec.
88-501.

nn mM
88-502.
88-503.

Sec.
Syphilis, gonorrhoea, and chancroid declared contagious and
infectious; unlawful exposure.

_
Report of cases of venereal
'

.

«

88-504.

Treatment
pitals;

of

report

prisoners;
to

hos-

physicians

c

tor treatment.

,.

dis-

eases to health authorities.
Examination, treatment, and
isolation of persons infected.

88-505.

Rules and regulations authorized.

—
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and chancroid declared contagious and
infectious; unlawful exposure.
Syphilis, gonorrhoea and chancroid,
hereinafter designated as venereal diseases, are hereby declared to be
contagious, infectious, communicable and dangerous to the public
health. It shall be unlawful for any one infected with these diseases, or
any of them, to expose another to infection. (Acts 1918, p. 275.)
88-501. Syphilis, gonorrhoea

—

Cross-reference.

— Penalty

for violation of this Chapter, see

§

88-9916.

88-502. Report of cases of venereal diseases to health authorities.

Any

physician or other person

who makes

a diagnosis in or treats a

manager of a hosin which there is a

case of venereal disease, and any superintendent or

dispensary or charitable or penal institution
case of venereal disease, shall make report of such case to the health
authorities, according to such form and manner as the State Board of

pital,

Health shall

^(Acts 1918,

direct.

p.

88-503. Examination, treatment,
State,

county and municipal health

276; 1931, pp.

and isolation

7,

11; 1933, p. 7.)

of persons infected.

officers or their

authorized deputies

within their respective jurisdictions are hereby directed and empowered,

when in their judgment it is necessary to protect the public health to
make examination of persons infected or suspected of being infected with
venereal diseases, to require persons infected with venereal disease to
report for treatment to a reputable physician and continue treatment

submit to treatment provided at public expense, and
persons infected or reasonably suspected of being infected

until cured or to

to isolate

with venereal disease.
88-504.

Treatment

(Acts 1918,

of prisoners;

p. 276.)

hospitals; report to physicians for

—All

persons who shall be confined or imprisoned in any
State, county or city prison may be examined and treated for venereal
disease by the health authorities or their deputies. The State, county
and municipal boards of health shall have authority to take over such
treatment.

may be necessary for a
who shall have been con-

portion of any State, county or city prison as

board of health hospital, wherein all persons
fined or imprisoned and who are suffering with venereal disease at the
time of the expiration of their terms of imprisonment shall be isolated
and treated at public expense until cured, or in lieu of such isolation,
such person may, in the discretion of the Board of Health, be required
to report for treatment to a licensed physician or submit to treatment
provided at public expense as provided in section 88-503. (Acts 1918,
p.

276; 1931, pp.

7,

11; 1933, p. 7.)

—

and regulations authorized. The State Board of Health
is hereby empowered and directed to make such rules and regulations as
shall, in its judgment, be necessary for the carrying out of the purposes
of this law, including rules and regulations provided for such labor. on
the part of isolated persons as may be necessary to provide in whole or
in part for their subsistence, and to safeguard their general health, and
such other rules and regulations concerning venereal diseases as it may
from time to time deem advisable. All such rules and regulations so
made shall be of force and binding upon all county and municipal health
officers and other persons affected by this law.
(Acts 1918, p. 277; 1931,
88-505. Rules

pp. 7, 11; 1933, p. 7.)
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CHAPTER

'I

I'.l.fC

J

lEALTIf.

TRANSPORTATION OF DEAD BODIES.

88-6.

Sec.

Sec.

88-601.

Death

health

offi-

and transit

label.

certificate,

cers' permit,

Approved

88-605.

disinfectant

balming" defined

88-602.

Form

88-606.

Disinterred bod:'

88-603.

and transit label.
Bodies dead of certain diseases.
Transportation of bodies dead

88-607.

Outside cades omitted, when.

of diseases other than small-

88-608.

Handles on outside ca

of death certificate, per-

mit,

88-604.

pox, plague,

88-601.

Death

etc.

certificate, health officers' permit,

and transit

label.

—A

on the standard certificate of death
form, signed by attending physician, permit of local board of health or
registrar, and a transit label signed by the shipping funeral director and
the initial baggage agent, printed on strong white paper, supplied
through the Georgia State Board of Embalming by the Supervisor of
Purchases, shall be required for the transportation by common carriers
of bodies of persons dying in this State. The death certificate shall contain such information as is required in the standard form of death certificate if obtainable. The health officers' or registrar's permit shall authorize

copy

of the original death certificate

the transportation of the

body described

in the physician's certificate.

The

shipping funeral director shall state on the shipping label how the body
is prepared, and the local baggage agent shall state thereon the route,
name and address of escort. The physician's certificate and health officers' or registrar's permit shall be given the escort, to be delivered with
the body at destination. The shipping label shall be securely attached
to the outside case.

If

the

body

is

sent by express, the physician's cer-

and the permit shall be attached to the express waybill and delivered with the body at the destination, and the shipping label shall be
tificate

attached to the outside case.

(Acts 1916, pp. 77 79.)
,

—

Cross-references. Penalty for violation of this Chapter, see § 88-9917.
For
law relating to embalmers and embalming, see § 84-801 et seq. Supplies furnished
by Supervisor of Purchases, see § 90-105. Appointment, etc., of local registrars,
see

§

88-1104.

88-602.

Form

—The form

of death certificate, permit,

and

transit label to be used.

and
the State Board of

of death certificate, health officers' or registrar's permit,

label as described in section 88-601, with the rules of

Embalming governing
the shipment

transportation printed thereon, shall be used for

of bodies as provided in this law.

88-603. Bodies dead of certain diseases.

(Acts 1916, pp. 77 81.)
.

— The transportation of bodies

dead of smallpox, plague, Asiatic cholera, yellow fever, typhus fever,
diphtheria (membranous croup or diphtheretic sore throat), scarlet fever
(scarlet rash or scarlatina), erysipelas, anthrax

mitted only under the following conditions

:

and leprosy shall be perThe body shall be thor-

oughly embalmed with an approved disinfectant fluid, all orifices shall
be closed with absorbent cotton, the body shall be washed with the disinfectant fluid, enveloped in a sheet saturated with the same, and placed
at once in the coffin or casket which shall be immediately closed, and
the coffin or casket or the outside case containing the

same

metal or metal lined and hermetically and permanentlv sealed.
1916, pp. 77,79.)

shall be

(Acts

§

Public Health.
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dead of diseases other than smallpox, plague, etc. The transportation of bodies dead of any diseases
other than those mentioned in section 88-603, shall be permitted under
88-604. Transportation of bodies

—

the following conditions:

When

(a)

the destination can be reached within 24 hours after death,

the coffin or casket shall be inclosed in a strong outside

box made

of

good sound lumber, not less than seven-eighths of an inch thick, all
joints of which shall be tongued and grooved, top and bottom, put on
with cleats or cross pieces all put securely together, and tightly closed
with white lead, asphalt varnish or paramne paint, and a rubber gasket
Provided, however,
placed on the upper edge between the lid and box
:

that caskets containing

embalmed bodies may be shipped

to points in this

State in tight ordinary casket boxes.

When

(b)

thoroughly embalmed, and the
a strong, well-made outside shipping case.

death, the

placed in

the destination cannot be reached within 24 hours after

body

shall be

coffin or casket

Bodies addressed to the anatomical board of the State may be received for shipment when prepared in such manner as such board may
direct. (Acts 1916, pp. 77, 80.)
(c)

Editorial Note.
§

— The

anatomical board referred to

is

the board

created

by

88-701.

88-605.

Approved

disinfectant.

"Embalming"

defined.

—An

approved

disinfectant fluid shall contain not less than five per cent, of formalde-

hyde gas.

The term "embalming,"

quire the injection by a

as employed
embalmer
licensed
of not

in this law, shall reless

than 10 per cent,

weight for bodies of persons dead of diseases mentioned in section 88-603, injected arterially in addition to cavity injection; and in all
other cases not less than six per cent, of the body weight injected
of the

(Acts 1916, pp. 77, 81.)
Embalming, licensing embalmers, practice

arterially in addition to cavity injection.

—

Cross-reference. State Board of
etc., see § 84-801 et seq.

of

embalming,

88-606. Disinterred bodies.

—No

ease or cause, shall be transported

disinterred body, dead from any dis-

by common

carriers, unless

approved

by health authorities having jurisdiction at the place of disinterment,
permit and transit label shall be required, as provided in
section 88-601. The disinterment and transportation of bodies dead of
diseases mentioned in section 88-603 shall not be allowed except upon

and

a transit

permission of the health authorities at both the place of disinterment and
the point of destination. All disinterred remains for transportation shall
be incased in metal casket or metal-lined boxes, and hermetically sealed:
Provided, that bodies in a receiving vault when prepared by a licensed
embalmer shall not be regarded as disinterred bodies until after the ex(Acts 1916, pp. 77, 80.)
piration of 30 days.
88-607. Outside

cases omitted, when.

— The

may

be
transported in motor- or horseoutside

case

omitted in all instances when the body is
drawn hearse or funeral directors' wagon, except in instances of bodies
(Acts 1916, pp. 77, 81; 1933, pp. 132, 141.)
that have been disinterred.

least

—

Handles on outside cases. Every outside case shall bear at
four handles, and when over five feet six inches in length shall bear

88-608.

Public Health.
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and said handles must be bolted OH

to Baid case, (Act-,

1'

pp. 77, 81; 1933, pp. 132, 142.)

CHAPTER

DISTRIBUTION OF UNCLAIMED DEAD

88-7.

BODIES.
Sec.

Sec.
88-701.

Board

for

distribution

of

bodies.
88-702.
88-703.

88-704.

Delivery of certain bodies.
Travelers dying suddenly.
How long retained.

88-701.

88-705.

Distribution.

88-706.

Carriage of bodies.
Bond required of medical
school or college.
Expenses, how borne.

88-707.

88-708.

—

Board for distribution of bodies. Professors and demanatomy and the deans of medical and dental colleges in-

(1755)

onstrators of

corporated under the laws of this State are a board for the distribution

dead bodies, hereinafter described, to and among such
institutions as are entitled thereto. The board shall have power to establish rules and regulations for its government and to appoint and remove its officers, and shall keep minutes of its transactions. Records
shall be kept, under its direction, of all bodies received and distributed,
and of the persons or institutions to whom the same may be distributed,
which shall be open at all times to the inspection of members of said
board, and of any solicitor general, or solicitor of any city or county
court. (Acts 1887, p. 87.)

and delivery

of

Cross-reference.

— Penalties

for violations

of

this

Chapter,

see

§§

88-9918

to

88-9921.

88-702. (1756) Delivery of certain bodies.

State and their assistants, and

all

officers

—All

public officers of this

and their deputies

of every

county, city, town or other municipality, and of every prison, chain gang,

morgue, public hospital, sanatorium or sanitarium (except the Milledgeville State Hospital, which institution shall have authority to perform
autopsies on the dead bodies of persons dying as patients in said institution, all in the discretion of the

superintendent and medical staff of said

having control over any dead human body, not dead from
contagious or infectious disease, and required to be buried at public exinstitution),

pense, are required to notify the board of distribution, or such person
as

may from

time to time be designated in writing by said board, or

duly authorized

officer,

w henever any
r

its

such body comes into their posses-

sion or control, and shall, without fee or reward, deliver such body, and
suffer the board

and

its

duly authorized agents

who may comply with

the provisions of this Chapter, to remove such body, to be used only

within this State, solely for the advancement of medical science
vided, that no such notice shall be given, nor shall

:

Pro-

any such body be

any person, claiming to be and satisfying the authorities in
charge of said body that he or she is of any degree of kin. or is related
by marriage to, or socially or otherwise connected with and interested
in the deceased, shall claim the said body for burial, but it shall be at
delivered,

if

once surrendered to such person for interment, or shall be buried at
public expense at the request of such claimant if a relative by blood or

Public Health.
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a connection by marriage and financially unable to supply such body
.Acts 18S7. p. S7 1918, pp. 114, 115; 1919, p. 324; 1920,
with burial.
;

p. 130.)

Cross-reference.

— Penalties

violations

for

of

this

Chapter,

see

§§

88-9918

to

88-9921.

—

(1757) Travelers dying suddenly.
Such notice shall not be
such
given or
body be delivered if the deceased person was a traveler
who died suddenly, in which case said body shall be buried. (Acts
88-703.

1887. p. $7.)

How

long retained.— Such body shall in each and every
instance be held and kept by the person or persons having charge or
control of it at least 24 hours after death, before delivery to said board
or its agent, during which period notice of the death of such person shall
be posted at the courthouse door of the county in which said body is
88-704.

held.

(Acts 1887.

88-705.

agent,

(,1758")

p. 87.)

— Said

(1759) Distribution.-

may

board,

or

its

duly

authorized

take such bodies so delivered, and shall, upon receiving them,

and among the aforesaid schools or colleges, for lectures and demonstrations by said schools or colleges
the number assigned to each to be based upon the number of bona fide students in each
dissecting or operative surgery class, which number of students shall be
reported by the schools or colleges to the board at such times as it may
Provided, that said schools or colleges, upon receiving them
direct:
and before any use is made of them, and without unnecessary mutilation
or dissecting, shall cause them to be properly embalmed and carefully
preserved and kept for a period of 60 days from the day of their reception, and shall deliver them properly prepared for burial to any persons
mentioned and described in section 88-702, who shall claim such bodies
for burial within or before the expiration of said period of 60 days, and
satisfy the officers of said school or college that they are such persons
If at the expiration
as are under said section entitled to said bodies.
of 60 days said bodies have not been claimed for burial, in the manner
rrnd by the person or persons herein described, said bodies shall then be
Provided
used for the purposes specified by said schools or colleges
further, that when said bodies have been so used and are no longer
needed or serviceable for the objects herein mentioned, they shall be
decently interred by the said schools or colleges. (Acts 1887, pp. 87, 89.)
distribute

them

to

—

:

Cross-reference.

— See

§§ 88-9918 to 88-9920 for

penal provisions.

—

(1760) Carriage of bodies. The said board may employ a
carrier or carriers for the conveyance of said bodies, which shall be well
88-706.

inclosed in suitable incasements and carefully deposited free from pub-

observation.

lic

Said carrier or carriers shall obtain receipts by name,

if the person is unknown, by a description for each body delivered
him,
and shall deposit said receipts with the secretary of said board,
by
who shall record and preserve the same. (Acts 1887, pp. 87, 89.)

or.

88-707.

(1761)

Bond required

of medical school or college.

any such body or
have been given to the Governor and his sucbehalf of such school or college by its author-

or college shall be allowed or permitted to receive

bodies until a bond shall
cessors in office, by or in

— No school

2163
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ized officers, to be approved by the clerk of the

county in which said school or college

fttfpcriof

'ourt of the

to be bled in the

situated) and
which bond shall be in the Mini of $5,000, conditioned
that said body or bodies, which the said school or college shall
thereafter, shall be used only in the manner specified and solely for the
promotion of medical science in this State. Suits thereon shall be m
is

office of said clerk,

;

the

name

of the Governor, the recovery to be a part of the State educa-

tional fund.

(Acts 1887, pp. 87, 89.)

88-708. (1762)

Expenses,

how

borne.

— Neither the

nicipality, nor officers thereof shall be at

livery or distribution of bodies

;

but

all

State, county,

any expense by reason

mu-

of de-

expenses thereof shall be borne

by those receiving the body as prescribed by the board.

(Acts 1887.

pp. 87, 90.)

CHAPTER

88-8.

Sec.

Sec.

88-801

EXPLOSIVES.

Registration by owners of ex-

88-805.

Sale only to licensed purchas-

88-806.

Dealers' registers

plosives.

88-802.

ers.

Registration before purchase.

open

to

in-

spection.
88-803.

Ordinaries' explosive registers;
licenses.

88-804.

88-807.

Records of dealers.

88-8Q1. Registration

by owners

Regulations by towns, cities,
and counties for keeping gun-

powder.
of explosives.

—

It shall

be unlawful for

any person, association of persons, partnership, or corporation to have,
own, possess or control within this State, any dynamite, nitroglycerine,
guncotton, or any other high explosive of any name whatsoever, without first having registered his, their or its name with the ordinarv of
the county where such person, association of persons, partnership, or
corporation resides or does business, in a book to be kept bv said
ordinary and to be known as the explosive register, wherein every such
person, association of persons, partnership, or corporation shall register

name, date of registration, place of. residence, the amount and name
of any such explosive on hand at the time of such registration, from
whom purchased, when and where purchased, and the purposes for
which purchased, stating where same is kept or stored at the date of
such registration, and shall at the same time obtain from said ordinary
a license authorizing such person, association of persons, partnership,
or corporation, as the case may be, to own, possess and control same for
a period of 90 days from the date of such registration in the county only
where same is so registered. (Acts 1921, pp. 247, 248.)
Cross-reference.— Penalty for violation of §§ 88-801 to 88-806. see
88-802. Registration before purchase.

— Before

§

SS-9927.

any person, association

of persons, partnership, or corporation shall be permitted to buy. or in

any other manner obtain or procure any of the explosives mentioned in
section 88-801, they shall first register with the ordinary, as provided in
said section, and shall enter on such register the name of the person,
firm or corporation from whom they intend purchasing the said explosive, together with the name of the place or places where such person,
firm or corporation resides or does business, the name and amount of

:
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such explosive intended to be purchased, the use for which same is to
be purchased, the place or places where same is to be kept or stored, and
shall at the same time procure from the ordinary a license authorizing

such person, association of persons, partnership, or corporation to own
and possess in said county where such registration is made, the amount
of any such explosive for which application is made to said ordinary.
(Acts 1921;

p. 248.)

Cross-reference.

— Penalty

for violation of this section, see

88-803. Ordinaries' explosive registers; licenses.

§

88-9927.

— Each

ordinary shall

purchase, at the expense of the county, a substantially bound book to be

known

which
Chapter shall

purchasers of any of the
register, as required by this
explosives mentioned in this
Chapter, and shall at the time of registering pay to the ordinary 25 cents
for such registration and license, which license shall be in form substanas the explosive register, in

tially as follows, to

all

wit

County.

Georgia,

This

is

registered, as required
sess,

has

to certify that

and use

by law, and is
pounds of

hereby authorized to buy, own, pos-

Name
in

said

of explosive to be entered here,

county for and during a period of 90 days from this date

Date of license entered

here.

Signed
Ordinary,

(Acts 1921,

County, Ga.

p. 249.)

—

Records of dealers. Every dealer in any of the explosives
mentioned in this Chapter shall keep a record of every sale of any of such
explosives, in which the name and amount of any such explosive shall
be entered, together with the name of the purchaser, the date of every
such purchase, and the use for which each purchaser at the time of such
purchase stated same was to be used. (Acts 1921, p. 249.)
88-804.

Cross-reference.

— Penalty

for violation of this section, see

88-805. Sale only to licensed purchasers.

—No

§

88-9927.

dealer shall

sell

any of

the explosives mentioned in this Chapter until such purchaser shall

first

produce and exhibit a license from the ordinary of the county of the purchaser's residence authorizing such purchase. (Acts 1921, p. 249.)
Cross-reference.

— Penalty

for violation of this section, see

§

88-9927.

—

open to inspection. Every such dealer's
by this Chapter to be kept shall at all times during
business hours be open to inspection by any State, county or municipal
officer, and every such dealer shall exhibit said register for inspection
and examination when requested so to do by any person interested, or by
any State, county or municipal officer. (Acts 1921, p. 249.)
88-806. Dealers' registers

register required

Cross-reference.

88-807.

— Penalty

for violation of this section, see

—

88-9927.

by towns, cities, and counties for keeping
The several incorporated towns or cities, within their cor-

(1655) Regulations

gunpowder.

§

Public Health.
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porate limits, and the ordinaries within their respective counties (out of
said corporate limits), have authority to make and enforce all needful

and regulations touching the keeping of gunpowder, so
endanger the lives and property of the citizens.
-

rules

CHAPTER

88-9.

as not to

CORRESPONDENCE OF INMATES OF

PRIVATE INSANE ASYLUMS.
Sec.

Sec.

Letters of inmates of asylums
protected.

88-901.

correspondence

Regulating

88-902.

88-903.

Law

to

be

posted

in

every

ward.

of

inmates.

88-901.

(1624) Letters of inmates of asylums protected.

asylum

— Each

inmate

be permitted to select
one person, a relative or friend, from the outside world, with whom he or
she may correspond by letter whenever he or she may desire, and over
every such letter or letters directed to such chosen relative or friend
there shall be no censorship exercised or allowed by any of the asylum
of every private insane

officials

in this State shall

or employees; but the postal rights of such inmates, so far

as the person so chosen

is

concerned, shall be as free and unrestricted as

those of any citizen of the United States and shall be under the protection of the postal laws; every such inmate shall

she so desires, to

months.

make

a

new

have the

right,

if

he or

choice of such correspondent every three

be the duty of the superintendent to furnish every such
inmate, if requested to do so, with suitable materials for writing, inclosing, sealing, stamping, and mailing at least one letter a week, unless the
inmate is otherwise furnished with such materials, and all such letters
It shall

dropped by the writers thereof, accompanied by an attendant
when necessary, into a United States post-office box; but the attendant
shall be

shall in all cases see that such letters are directed to the patient's corre-

spondent, and

if

they are not so directed they shall be held subject

superintendent's disposal. (Acts 1890-1,

p.

237; 1892,

to'

the

p. 109.)

—

Cross-references. Penalty for violation of this section, see § 88-9928. Law
relating to Milledgeville State Hospital (the State insane asylum), see Title 35,
Eleemosynary Institutions, Chapter 35-2. Special charge to grand jury, see
§ 59-601.

88-902. (1625) Regulating correspondence of inmates.

made
some

—

It

is

hereby

the duty of the superintendent to keep registered and posted in
public place in the asylum a true

so chosen, and

by

whom

chosen, and

it

names of all persons
is hereby made the duty of the
chosen of the name of the party

list

of the

superintendent to inform each person so
choosing him or her, and to request him or her to write his or her name
on the outside of the envelope of every letter he or she writes to such
inmate, and

all

such letters bearing the writer's name on the outside shall

be promptly delivered to the person addressed and shall not be opened

by anyone without the voluntary consent of the party to whom
the same is addressed being first obtained
Provided, however, if there
is any reason to believe that the envelope contains material which might
be used for medication, then, in that case, the letter shall be opened in

or read

:

§

Public Health.

S 8-903

the presence oi a competent witness,

and
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substance shall be delivered to the superintendent to be disposed of at his discretion, but the
letter must be delivered as directed. (Acts 1890-1, p. 237.)
Cross-reference.

88-903.

— Penalty
Law

(1626)

for violation of this section, see

to be posted in every ward.

shall be printed, framed,

and kept posted

insane asylum. (Acts 1890-1,

CHAPTER

88-10.

this

p.

—A

copy of

this

law

every ward of every private

in

238; 1892,

88-9928.

§

p. 109.)

PRIVATE HOSPITALS AND SANITARIA.
Sec.

Sec.

Reception

88-1001.

of

patients

treatment.

Treatment

88-1002.

for

88-1003.

88-1004.

Discharge of patients.
Inspection and investigation.

of patients.

88-1001. (1628) Reception

of

patients

treatment.

for

hospital or sanitarium for inebriate or other persons

who

—Any

private

are the victims of

the excessive use of alcohol, morphine, cocaine, or other intoxicants, narcotics, or

for

drugs of a similar character,

who

treatment,

therein.

(Acts 1899,

shall

voluntarily

may

receive such persons therein,

make

application for admission

p. 81.)

—

Cross-references. Milledgeville State Hospital (formerly the Georgia State
Sanitarium), see Title 35, Eleemosynary Institutions, Chapter 35-2. Sanatorium
of Tubercular Patients, see Title 35, Eleemosynary Institutions,
Georgia Training School for Mental Defectives, see Title 35, Eleemosynary Institutions, Chapter 35-3.
for the

Treatment

Chapter

35-4.

—

Editorial Note. Acts 1910, pp. 130, 131, prohibiting the establishment of a
cemetery, sanatorium, hospital or other similar institution outside the corporate
limits of any city or town in any county having a population of 125,000 or more,
without the permission of the board of county commissioners, or if there be no
such board, the ordinary, and Acts 1911, pp. 200, 201, making similar provisions
as to the establishment of such institutions in adjoining counties, have not been
included in this Code because of such limitation upon the number of counties in
which they apply. For the same reason §§ 1677 to 1681 of the Code of 1910, as
amended by Acts 1918, p. 112, authorizing municipal authorities of any city "which
has a population of not less than 15,000 inhabitants, or any city of not less than
5,000 inhabitants, located in a county which has a population of not less than
25,000 inhabitants," to establish a sanitarium for the treatment of turberculosis or
consumption, have not been codified.

—

Treatment of patients. When any such person shall
apply for admission, and be received in such hospital or sanitarium, the
authorities thereof shall have the right to exercise such restraint upon
the person of such patient, and administer such treatment to him, as may,
in their opinion, be necessary and proper for the care and treatment,
according to the methods in use by alienists and neurologists in such
88-1002. (1629)

cases.

(Acts 1899, pp. 81, 82.)

88-1003.

(1630) Discharge of patients.

—The

authorities of such pri-

vate hospital or sanitarium shall have the right to discharge such patient
at any time they may deem proper; or whenever the patient, or other per-

son with whom the contract for his treatment is made,
with the terms of such contract. (Acts 1899, pp. 81, 82.)

—

fails to

comply

and investigation. Any private institution of the character aforesaid, which shall receive patients under the
provisions of this Chapter, shall be subject to the inspection and investi88-1004.

(1631) Inspection

Public Health.
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gation of the superintendent of the Niilledgeville State llo-pital, and of
'ion
the chairman of the Stale Hoard of Medical Kxamifters. Such
:

may

made

any time, and any number of times they may deem proper, and they may make such recommendations in their annual or other reports, as to the management of
such institutions, as will, in their opinion, t-end to the improvement of
and investigation by said

officers

be

the same. (Acts 1899, pp. 81, 82; 1919,

p.

at

324.;

—

§

Cross-references. Duties of Superintendent of Milledgeville State Hospital, see
4.
State Board of Medical Examiners, see Chapter 84-9.

35-222, U

PART

VITAL STATISTICS.

II.

CHAPTER 88-11.
Sec.

IN GENERAL.
Sec.

88-1101.

State Board of Health to su-

88-1103.

Registration districts,

88-1104.

Local registrars; appointment:

pervise.

88-1102.

Bureau

Vital

of

establishment;
offices;

Statistics;

supervision;

equipment;

deputies; removal,

assist-

ants.

88-1101. State

Board

of

Health to supervise.

—The

State

Board

of

Health shall have charge of the registration of births and deaths in this
State shall prepare the necessary instructions, forms, and blanks for
obtaining and preserving such records, and shall procure the faithful
registration of same in each primary registration district as constituted
in section 88-1103, ft 3, and in the central bureau of vital statistics at the
capitol.
The said Board shall be charged with the uniform and thorough enforcement of this law throughout the State, and shall from time
to time recommend any additional legislation that may be necessary for
;

this purpose.

(Acts 1927,

Cross-reference.

88-1102.

p. 353.)

— Registration

Bureau

of individuals as to race, see Chapter 53-3.

of Vital Statistics; establishment; supervision;

offi-

—

equipment; assistants. The Director of the State Board of Health
shall have general supervision over the central Bureau of Vital Statistics.
which is hereby authorized to be established by said Board, and which
shall be under the immediate direction of such Board. The State Board
of Health shall provide for such clerical and other assistants as may be
necessary for the purpose of this law who shall serve during the pleasure
of the Board. The compensation of said assistants shall be paid by the
said Board out of the funds appropriated by the General Assembly for
the maintenance of the State Board of Health.
The custodian of the
capitol shall provide for the Bureau of Vital Statistics, at the State capitol, suitable offices, which shall be properly equipped with fireproof
vaults and filing cases for the permanent and safe preservation of all
official records provided for by this Chapter. (Acts 1927, p. 354: 1931.
ces;

pp.

7,

11; 1933, pp. 7, 12.)

—

Editorial Note. Acts 1933, pp. 7, 12, abolished the office
of Vital Statistics as provided in Acts 1914, p. 157 et seq.,
powers, duties and functions thereof to the Board of Health.

of

State Registrar

and transferred the
The 1914 Act was

6
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superseded by Acts 1927, p. 353. The changes provided for
been made in the 1927 Act codified herein.

The State Board of Health was abolished by Acts
See Chapter 88-1.
reestablished by Acts 1933, p. 7.
88-1103. Registration districts.

—The

Each

in the 1933

1931,

pp.

7,

11,

Act have

was

but

State shall be divided into regis-

each incorporated town, and each
militia district or part thereof outside of a city or incorporated town shall
constitute a primary registration district. The State Board of Health
tration districts as follows

:

city,

may combine two or more primary registration districts into one district,
or may establish additional districts by dividing a primary registration
district into two or more districts, when necessary to facilitate registration.

(Acts 1927,

p.

354; 1931, pp.

7, 11

1933, p. 7.)

;

88-1104. Local registrars; appointment; deputies; removal.

each

each incorporated town the town clerk, and
each militia district or part thereof outside of a city or of an incor-

city the city clerk,
in

— In

and

in

porated town the justice of the peace therefor,

or,

if

there

is

no justice

notary public and ex-officio justice of the peace thereof,
shall be the local registrar of vital statistics, except where another person has been appointed as such registrar by the State Board of Health,
the said Board being hereby authorized to appoint the local registrars

of the peace, the

in

any and

all

registration districts, in their discretion.

Each

local regis-

deputy
who shall serve as registrar when
not immediately accessible for the purpose of registration or the issuance of certificates or permits as required by this law;
and should the local registrar and his deputy both be absent from their
trar shall appoint a

the local registrar

registrar,

is

registration district, the duties of the local registrar of that district

may

be performed by the local registrar of any adjoining district in the same
county and in such cases the registrar acting in the absence of the local
;

by him the date of filing,
and shall forward the certificate in 10 days, and in all cases before the
third day of the following month, to the local registrar in whose place
he has acted. Any local registrar or deputy registrar who, in the judgment of the State Board of Health, fails to make a proper and complete
return of births and deaths, or to discharge any of his other duties as
prescribed by this Chapter, may be summarily removed by said Board,
registrar shall note on each certificate issued

and he shall be subject to such penalties as are provided for such officers
under section 88-9929. (Acts 1927, p. 355; 1931, pp. 7, 11; 1933, p. 7.)
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88-1201. Registration of births, requirement.

—The

birth of each and

every child born in this State shall be registered as hereinafter provided.
(Acts 1927,

p. 361.)

Cross-reference.

— Registration

and Wife, Chapter

of individuals as to race, see Title 53,

Husband

53-3.

88-1202. Filing certificate of birth.

—Within

10 days after the date of

with the local registrar of the district in
which the birth occurred a certificate of such birth, which certificate shall
be upon the form adopted by the State Board of Health, with a view to
procuring a full and accurate report with respect to each item of informaeach birth, there shall be

tion

enumerated

filed

in section 88-1203.

In each case where a physician or

midwife, or person acting as a midwife, was in attendance upon the birth,
it shall be the duty of such person to file in accordance herewith the certificate

was no physician
attendance upon the birth, it

In each case where there

herein contemplated.

or midwife, or person acting as midwife, in

duty of the father or mother of the child, or the householder
or the owner of the premises where the birth occurred, having knowledge of such birth, or the manager or superintendent of the public or
private institution where the birth occurred, each in the order named,
within 10 days after the date of such birth, to report to the local registrar the fact of such birth.
In such case, and in case the physician or
midwife, or person acting as midwife, in attendance upon the birth, is
unable, by diligent inquiry, to obtain any item or items of information
contemplated in section 88-1203, it shall be the duty of the local registrar
to secure from the person so reporting, or from any other person having
the required knowledge, such information as will enable him to prepare
the certificate of birth herein contemplated, and it shall be the duty of the
person reporting the birth, or who may be interrogated in relation
thereto, to answer correctly and to the best of his knowledge all questions put to him by the local registrar which may be calculated to elicit
any information needed to make a complete record of the birth as contemplated by section 88-1203, and it shall be the duty of the informant,
in any statement made in accordance herewith, to verify such statement
by his signature when requested so to do by the local registrar. (^Acts
shall be the

1927, p. 361

88-1203.

;

1931, pp.

What

7,

11

;

1933, pp.

7, 12.)

birth certificate shall contain.

shall contain the following items,

necessary for the legal, social,
tration records

— The

certificate of birth

and such other items

deemed
and sanitary purposes subserved by regisas are

Place of birth, including State, county, incorporated town, village,
or city; if in a city, the ward, street, and house number; if in a hospital
(1)

3
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or other institution, the

name

same

of the

2170
to be given instead of the

ami house number. (2) Full name of ehild. If the child dies without a name, before the certificate is filed, enter the words "died unnamed."
If the living child has not yet been named at the date of filing certificate
of birth, the space for full name of child is to be left blank, to be filled out
subsequently by a supplemental report, as hereinafter provided. (3) Sex
street

pi child.

^4)

Whether

A

other plural birth.

a twin, triplet, or

separate

certificate shall be required for each child in case of plural births.

(5)

For plural births, number of each child in order of birth. (6) Whether
legitimate or illegitimate. (7) Date of birth, including year, month, and
day.

the

name

(8) Full

name

of father:

Provided that

if

the child

of the putative father shall not be entered

is

illegitimate,

without his consent,

but the other particulars relating to the putative father (items 9 to 13)

may

be entered

if

known, otherwise

as

(10) Color or race of father.

father.

day, in years.

"unknown."

(11)

Age

(9)

Residence of

of father at last birth-

(12) Birthplace of father, at least State or foreign Country,

known. (13) Occupation of father, occupation to be reported
gaged in any remunerative employment, with the statement of (a)

if

if

profession, or particular kind of

work

business, or establishment in which

name

of mother.

mother.

(17)

of

mother

trade,

(b) general nature of industry,

employed

(or employer). (14)

Residence of mother.

(15)

Age

;

en-

(16)

at last birthday, in years.

Maiden

Color or race of
(18) Birthplace

of mother, at least State or foreign Country, if known.
(19) Occupation
of mother. The occupation to be reported if engaged in any remunerative employment, with the statement of (a) trade, profession, or particu-

kind of work; (b) general nature of industry, business, or establishment in which employed (or employer). (20) Number of children born
lar

to this mother, including present birth.

The

(21)

Number

of children of this

midwife as to the attendance at birth, including statement of year, month,
day (as given in item 7), and hour of birth, and whether child was born
alive or stillborn.
This certification shall be signed by the attending
physician or midwife, with the date of signature and address; if there is
no physician or midwife in attendance, then by the father or mother of
the child, householder, owner of the premises or manager or superintendent of public or private institution where the birth occurred, or other
competent person whose duty it shall be to notify the local registrar of
such birth, as required by section 88-1202. (23) Exact date of filing in
office of local registrar, attested by his official signature, and registered
number of birth, as hereinafter provided. (Acts 1927, p. 362.)

mother, living.

(22)

certification of the attending physician or

—A

88-1204. Registration of stillbirths..

stillborn child shall be regis-

tered as a birth and also a death, and separate certificates of both the
birth and the death shall be filed with the local registrar, in the usual

and manner, the

word

child, the

certificate to contain, in the place of the

"stillbirth"

:

name

form

of the

Provided, that a certificate of birth and a cer-

death shall not be required for a child that has not advanced to
month of uterogestation. The medical certificate of the cause

tificate of

the

fifth

of death shall be signed

by the attending physician,

if

any, and shall state

the cause of death as "stillborn," with the cause of stillbirth,

whether a premature

birth, and,

if

if

known,

born prematurely, the period of utero-
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-known; and the burial or removal permit, of the

if

Midwives

prescribed form shall be required.

shall not sign certifie;

of death for stillborn children; but such cases, and

stillbirth-,

occurring

without attendance of either physician or midwife, shall be treated as
deaths without medical attendance, as provided for in section 8X-1215.
(Acts 1927,

p.

356.)

88-1205. Supplemental report of name.

— When

any certificate of birth
of a living child is presented without the statement of the given name,
then the local registrar shall make out and deliver to the parents of the
child a special blank for the supplemental report of the given name of
the child, which shall be filled out as directed, and returned to the local
registrar as soon as the child shall have been named. (Acts 1927, p. 364.
I

88-1206. Registration of midwives.

— Every

midwife

shall register her

name, address, and occupation with the local registrar of the district
in which she resides, such registration to be made on or before the first
day of February in each year, or, if such residence is established after
that date, then within 30 days after the same is established; and shall
thereupon be supplied by the local registrar with a copy of this law, together with such rules and regulations as may be prepared by the State
Board of Health relative to its enforcement. Within 60 days after the
close of each calendar year each local registrar shall

make

a return to

midwives who have registered in his district.
No fee or other compensation shall be charged by local registrars to midwives for registering their names under this section or making returns
thereof to the State Board of Health. (Acts 1927, p. 364; 1931, pp. 7. 11
the State Registrar of

all

:

1933, pp.

7, 12.)

—

Blank forms; alteration of certificates. The State Board of
Health shall prepare, print, and supply all registrars all blanks and forms
used in registering, recording, and preserving the returns, or in otherwise carrying out the purposes of this law, and shall prepare and issue
such detailed instructions as may be required to procure the uniform
observance of its provisions and the maintenance of a perfect system of
registration and no other blanks shall be used than those supplied by the
State Board of Health, except that in the transportation of dead bodies
the standard form of permit adopted by the State Board of Embalmers
may be used. The Board shall carefully examine the certificates received
monthly from the local registrars and if any such are incomplete or
unsatisfactory, such Board shall require such further information to be
supplied as may be necessary to make the records complete and satisAll physicians, midwives, informants, or undertakers, and all
factory.
other persons having knowledge of the facts, are hereby required to supply, upon a form provided by the State Board of Health or upon the
original certificate, such information as they may possess regarding any
birth or death, upon demand of such Board, in person, by mail, or through
88-1207.

;

;

the local registrar.

No

acceptance
in pursuance

certificate of birth or death, after its

and no record made
of this law shall be altered or changed in any respect otherwise than by
amendments properly dated, signed and witnessed. (Acts 1927. p. 365:
for registration

1931, pp.

7,

by the

local registrar,

11; 1933, pp.

7, 12.)

:
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88-1208. Preservation of certificates; card index; information as to
disease.

— The State Board of Health shall further arrange, bind, and per-

manently preserve the certificates in a systematic manner, and shall prepare and maintain a comprehensive index of all births and deaths registered, said index to be arranged alphabetically, in case of deaths, by name
of decedents, and in case of births, by the names of the fathers, or the
mothers in the event the name of the father is not known. The State
Board oi Health shall inform all registrars what diseases are to be considered infectious, or communicable, and dangerous to the public health,
as decided by such Board, in order that when deaths occur from such

may

diseases proper precautions
1927,

p.

365

;

1931, pp.

7,

88-1209. Organizations

11

;

be taken to prevent their spread. (Acts

1933, pp.

may

file

7, 12.)

records already in their, possession;

record; index; transcript.— If any cemetery

company

or association, any

church or historical society or association, or any other company, society,
or association, or any individual is in possession of any record of births
and deaths which may be of value in establishing the genealogy of any
resident of this State, such company, society, association, or individual
may file such record, or a duly authenticated transcript thereof, with the
State Board of Health, and it shall be the duty of such Board to preserve
such record or transcript, and to make a record and index thereof in such
forms as to facilitate the finding of any information contained therein.
Such record and index shall be open to inspection by the public, subject
to such reasonable conditions as the Board of Health may prescribe. If
any person shall desire a transcript of any record filed in accordance
herewith, the State Board of Health shall furnish the same upon application, together with a certificate that it is a true copy of such record
as filed in the office of such Board. (Acts 1927, p. 366; 1931, pp. 7, 11;
1933, pp.

7, 12.)

88-1210. Duties of local registrars.

— Each

local registrar shall

supply

blank forms of certificates to such persons as require them. Each local
registrar shall carefully examine each certificate of birth or death when
presented for record, in order to ascertain whether or not it has been
made out in accordance with the provisions of this law and the instructions of the State Board of Health. If any certificate of death is incomplete or unsatisfactory,

it

shall be his

duty to

call

attention to the defects

in the returns, and to withhold the burial or removal permit until such

defects are corrected.

All certificates either of birth or death shall be

written legibly in durable black ink, and no certificate shall be held to

be complete and correct that does not supply

all

the items of information

called for therein, or satisfactorily account for their omission.

If

the

executed and complete, he shall then issue
a burial or removal or transit permit to the undertaker: Provided, that
in case the death occurred from some disease which is held by the State
Board of Health to be infectious, contagious, or communicable or dangerous to the public health, no permit for the removal or other disposition
certificate of death is properly

of the

as

body

may

birth

is

shall

be issued by the registrar, except under such conditions

be prescribed by the State Board of Health.

If a certificate of

incomplete, the local registrar shall immediately notify the in-

Public Health.
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formant, and require him to supply the missing items of information if
they can be obtained. lie shall number consecutively tin: certificates of
birth and death, in two separate series, beginning with number one for
the

first birth,

and the

first

death of each calendar year, and sign his

He

as registrar in attest of the date of filing in his office.

shall also

name
make

a complete and accurate copy of each birth and each death certifi

on the form provided by the State Board of Health for that purpose; and
he shall, on or before the 10th day of each month, transmit to the State
Board of Health all original certificates registered by him for the preceding month, and shall forward to the ordinary of the county in which
his district is located his copy of the same, or, if there be a full-time city
health officer or a full-time county health officer located in his county, he
shall forward his copy to said health officer instead of to the ordinary.
If no birth or no death occurs in any month, he shall on the 10th day of
the following month report that fact to the State Board of Health on a
card provided for that purpose. All birth and death certificates filed with

when

a local registrar

the birth or death occurred outside his district

must be forwarded by him, within 10 days, to the local registrar of the
district in which the birth or death occurred.
The ordinary or health
officer, as the case may be, shall file and preserve in his office all copies
of certificates received by him. (Acts 1927, p. 366; 1931, pp. 7, 11
1933,
;

PP.

7, 12.)

—

Editorial Note. Acts 1924, pp. 84, 85, requires coroners in counties having a
population of 200,000 or more to investigate deaths occurring without the attendance of a physician, and to complete the death certificate required by the law
relating to the registration of vital statistics.

88-1211.

Compensation

how

of local registrars; fees;

paid.

— Each local

registrar shall be paid a fee of 50 cents for each birth certificate and for

each death certificate properly

made out and

correctly recorded and promptly returned

registered with him, and

by him

to the State

Board

of

Health as required by this law. In case no birth or no death certificate
was registered during a month, the local registrar shall be paid a fee of
25 cents for each report made by him to that effect, if such report be
made promptly as required by this law. All amounts payable to a local
registrar under the provisions of this section shall be paid from county
funds by the treasurer of the county in which the registration district is
located, and the State Board of Health shall annually, or in its discretion,
from time to time during the year, certify to the treasure* « of the several counties the

the

names

number

of births

of the local registrars

said certificate

fees shall be verified

county health

may

and each copy
(Acts 1927,

p.

the case

The ordinary

be, shall

to the

amount due

for such

may

be, to

whom

copies oi the

local registrar as pro-

or the county or city health

offi-

be paid a fee of 10 cents for each copy of

of death certificate properly filed

tion 88-1210, said fee to be paid
urer.

at date of

a certificate of the ordinary of the county, or

officer, as

in section 88-1210.

cer, as the case

birth

by

Board as

have been furnished by the

original certificates

vided

and the amounts due each

Provided, that before such fees are paid by the county

:

treasurer, the certificate of such

city or

and deaths properly registered, with

by him under

sec-

from county funds by the county treas-

367; 1931, pp.

7, 11

;

1933, pp.

7, 12.)
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—The State

Board of Health
or ordinary or the county or city health officer shall, upon request, supply to any applicant, a certified copy of the record of any birth or death
registered under the provisions of this law, and any such copy of the
record of a birth or death, when properly certified by the State Board of
Health or ordinary or city or county health officer, as the case may be,
shall be prima facie evidence in all courts and places of the facts therein
stated, for which said applicant shall pay a fee of 50 cents. The United
States Census Bureau may obtain, without expense to the State,
transcripts or certified copies of births and deaths. (Acts 1927, p. 368;
88-1212. Certified copies of records; fees.

1931, pp.

7.

11: 1933, pp.

7. 12.)

'

88-1213. Burial or removal permit.

death occurs

in this State, or

be interred, deposited

shall

any person whose
be found dead therein, shall not

body

of

vault or tomb, cremated, or otherwise disposed

in a

removed from or

who

—The

any registration district, or be temporarily
held pending further disposition more than 72 hours after death, unless
a permit for burial, removal, or other disposition thereof shall have been
properly issued by the local registrar of the registration district in which
the death occurred or the body was found. No such burial or removal
permit shall be issued by the registrar until, where practicable, a complete and satisfactory certificate of death has been filed with him as
provided in this Chapter
Provided, that when a dead body is transported from outside of the State into this State or from one registration

of or

into

:

another registration district within this State, for burial, the
transit or removal permit issued in accordance with the law and health

district into

regulations of the place where the death occurred shall be accepted by
the sexton or person in charge of the cemetery in lieu of a burial permit
at the place of burial.

(Acts 1927,

88-1214. Certificate of death.

p. 356.)

—The

certificate of

the following items, and such other items as are

death shall contain

deemed necessary

for

and sanitary purposes subserved by registration records (1)
Place of death, including State, county, incorporated town, village, or
city. If in a city, the ward, street, and house number; if in a hospital or
legal, social,

:

other institution, the

and house number.

name

If in

name of
ceded by "Unnamed."

given.

(2) Full

of the

same

to be given instead of the street

an industrial camp, the

decedent. If an

unnamed

name

of the

child, the

camp

to

surname

be

pre-

Color or race; as white, black,
mulatto for other Xegro descent), Indian, Chinese, Japanese, or other. (5)
Conjugal relation; as single, married, widowed, or divorced. (6) Date of
(3)

Sex.

(4)

month, and day. (7) Age, in years, months, and
days. \i less than one day, the hours or minutes. (8) Occupation. The
occupation to be reported of any person, male or female, who had any
remunerative employment, with the statement of (a) trade, profession, or
particular kind of work; (b) general nature of industry, business, or establishment in which employed (or employer). (9) Birthplace, at least
State or foreign Country, if known. (10) Name of father. (11) Birthplace
of father, at least State or foreign Country, if known. (12) Maiden name
birth, including year,

of mother.
if

(13j Birthplace of mother, at least State or foreign Country,

known. (14; Signature and address

of informant.

(15) Official signa-
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when
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was

tiled and regismonth, and day. ( \7 ) Certit
tion as to medical attendance on decedent, fact and time of death, time
last seen alive,, and cause of death, with contributory (secondary) cai
or complication, if any, and duration of each, and whether attributed to
dangerous or insanitary conditions of employment; signature and addrest
of physician or official making the medical certificate. (\H) Length of
residence (for inmates of hospitals or other institutions, transients or
recent residents) at place of death and in the State, t!6getner with fche
place where the disease was contracted, if not at place of death, and
former or usual residence. (19) Place of burial or removal, date of burial.
(20) Signature of undertaker or person acting as such, and post-office
address. The personal and statistical particulars (items 1 to 13; shall be
authenticated by the signature of the informant, who may be any competent person acquainted with the facts. The statement of facts relating
to the disposition of the body shall be signed by the undertaker or the
person acting as such, The medical certificate shall be made and signed
by the physician, if. there was any, last in attendance on the deceased,
who shall specify the time in attendance, the time he last saw the deceased alive, and the hour of the day at which the death occurred. He

ture of registrar, with the elate

tered number. (16) Date

the certificate

of death, year,

show

shall further state the cause of the death, so as to

the course of

the disease or sequence of causes resulting in the death, giving

name

first

the

causing death (primary cause) and the contributory
(secondary) cause, if any, and the duration of each. Indefinite and unof the disease

satisfactory terms, denoting only

symptoms

of disease or conditions re-

sulting from disease, will not be held sufficient for the'issuance of a burial

or removal permit, and any certificate containing only such terms, as

by the State Board of Health, shall be returned to the physician
person
making the medical certificate, for correction and more definite
or
statement. Causes of deaths which ma}- be the result of either disease
defined

or violence shall be carefully defined; and
shall be stated,
cidal.

if

violence, the

and whether (probably) accidental,

For the deaths

means

of injury

suicidal, or

homi-

in hospitals or institutions, or of nonresidents, the

physician shall supply the information required, under this head litem
18),

if

he

is

was contracted. (Acts
88-1215.

may

able to do so, and

state where, in his opinion, the disease

1927, pp. 357, 358; 1931, pp. 7, 11; 1933, pp. 7, 12.)

Death occurring without medical attendance.

— In case of any

death occurring without medical attention, it shall be the duty of the
undertaker to notify the local registrar of the death, and when so notified
the registrar shall, prior to the issuance of the permit, inform the local

health officer,

if

there be such officer in the district where the death

occurred, and refer the case to
tification

:

Provided, that

when

him

for

immediate investigation and

the local health officer

is

cer-

not a physician,

is
make the certificate
and
and return from the statement of relatives or other person having adequate knowledge of the facts Provided further, that if the registrar has
reason to believe that the death may have been due to unlawful act or

in such cases only, the registrar

authorized to

:

neglect, he shall then refer the case to the coroner or other proper official
for his investigation
cial

whose duty

it is

and

certification.

The coroner

to hold an inquest on the

body

or other proper
of

offi-

any deceased per-

^
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and

make
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the certificate of death required for a burial permit, shall

name of
the means

state in his certificate the

the disease causing the death, or,

if

and (2) whether (probably)
accidental, suicidal, or homicidal, and shall in any case furnish such information as may be required by the State Board of Health in order to
from external causes,

(\)

classify the death properly.

pp.

7.

of death,

(Acts 1927,

359; 1931, pp.

p.

7,

11; 1933,

12.)

88-1216. Obtaining burial or removal permit.

son acting- as undertaker, shall

file

—The undertaker, or per-

the certificate of death with the local

which the death occurred, and obtain a burial
or removal permit prior to any disposition of the body. He shall obtain
the required personal and statistical particulars from the person best
qualified to supply them, over the signature and address of his informant.
registrar of the district in

He

shall then present the certificate to the attending physician,

was any, or

there

by the local regisdeath and other particu-

to the health officer or coroner, as directed

trar, for the

lars

if

medical certificate of the cause of

necessary to complete the record as specified in sections 88-1214 and

88-1215, and he shall then state the facts required relative to the date and

place of burial or removal, over his signature and with his address, and

present the complete certificate to the local registrar in order to obtain

permit for burial, removal, or other disposition of the body. The undertaker shall deliver the burial or removal permit to the person in charge
of the place of burial, before interring or otherwise disposing of the body,

a

or shall attach the transit permit to the box containing the corpse

when

shipped by any transportation company; said permit to accompany the
corpse to

its

destination where,

if

within this State,

to the person in charge of the place of burial.

88-1217. Burial casket, record

it

shall be delivered

(Acts 1927,

and report by

seller.

p. 359.)

— Every

firm, or corporation selling a coffin or burial casket shall

person,

keep a record

showing the name of the purchaser, the purchaser's post-office address,
and the name of the deceased, which record shall be open to inspection
of the State Board of Health at all times.
On the first day of each
month the person, firm, or corporation selling coffins or burial caskets
shall report to the State Board of Health each sale for the preceding
month, on a blank provided for that purpose: Provided, however, that
no person,

firm, or corporation selling coffins or burial caskets to dealers

or undertakers only shall be required to keep such record, nor shall such

report be required from the undertakers

when they have

the disposition of the dead body. (Acts 1927,
pp.

p.

direct charge of

360; 1931, pp.

7, 11

;

1933,

7, 12.)

88-1218. Notice inclosed in caskets sold.

poration selling coffins or burial caskets at

— Every
retail,

person, firm, or cor-

and not having charge

of the body, shall inclose within the casket or coffin a notice furnished

by the State Board

of Health, calling attention to the requirements of

the law, a blank certificate of death, and the rules and regulations of the

State Board of Health concerning the burial or other disposition of a

dead body. (Acts 1927,

p.

360; 1931, pp.

7,

11; 1933, pp.

7, 12.)

Public Health.
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—

If

Wording

of burial permit

when body

§88-1221
disposed of within State.

the interment or other disposition of the body

is

the State, the wording of the burial or removal permit

to be

made within

may

be limited to

and over his signature, that, a satisfactory
certificate of death having been filed with him as required by law,
mission is granted to inter, remove, "or dispose otherwise of the body,
stating the name, age, sex, cause of death, and other necessary details
upon the form prescribed by the State Board of Health. (Acts 1927,
a statement

by the

registrar,

|

p.

360; 1931, pp.

7,

11; 1933, pp.

7, 12.)

—

Record of bodies disposed of. No person
in charge of any premises on which interments are made shall inter or
permit the interment or other disposition of any body unless it is accompanied by a burial, removal, or transit permit as herein provided, and
every such person shall indorse upon the permit the date of the interment,
over his signature, and shall return all permits so indorsed to the local
registrar of his district within 10 days from date of interment, or within
the time fixed by the local board of health. He shall keep a record of all
bodies interred or otherwise disposed of on the premises under his charge,
88-1220. Return of permit.

name of each deceased person, place of death,
disposal, and name and address of the undertaker, which

in each case stating the

date of burial or

times be open to official inspection Provided, that the
undertaker or person acting as such, when burying a body in a cemetery
record shall at

all

:

or burial ground having no person in charge, shall sign the burial or re-

moval or

transit permit giving the date of burial,

the face of the permit the words

"No person

and

in charge,"

shall write across

and

file

the burial

or removal or transit permit within 10 days with the registrar of the district in

which the cemetery

88-1221.

ing law.

—

is

located. (Acts 1927, p. 361.)

Duty of local registrars and State Board of Health in enforcEach local registrar is hereby charged with strict and thorough

enforcement of the provisions of this law in his registration district, under
the supervision and direction of the State Board of Health, and he shall

make an immediate

report to the State Board of Health of any violation

law coming to his knowledge by observation or upon complaint
of any person, or otherwise. The State Board of Health is hereby charged
with the thorough and efficient execution of the provisions of this law
in every part of the State, and is hereby granted supervisory power over
of this

local registrars

and deputy

local registrars, to the

end that

all

its

re-

quirements shall be uniformly complied with. The State Board of Health,
either personally or

by an accredited representative,

shall

to investigate cases of irregularity or violation of law,
shall aid such

Board upon request

in

have authority

and

such investigations.

all

registrars

When

such

Board shall deem it necessary, they shall report such cases of violations
of any of the provisions of this law to the prosecuting attorney of the
county, with the statement of the facts and circumstances and when
any such case is reported to him by the State Board of Health, the prosecuting attorney shall forthwith initiate and promptly follow up the neces;

sary court proceedings against the person or corporation responsible for
the alleged violation of law.

Upon

request of the State Board of Health,

8
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the Attorney General shall assist in the enforcement of the provisions
of this law.

(Acts 1^27,

p.

369; 1931, pp.

PART XXX.
CHAPTER

88-99.

Sec.

7,

11

1933, pp. 7, 12.)

CRIMES.

IN GENERAL.
Sec.

S8-9901.

Failure

of

public

officers

to

88-9915.

Violation of law to prevent
blindness from gonococcus

88-9916.

Violation of venereal disease

88-9917.

Transportation of dead bodies.

88-9918.

Illegal traffic in

88-9919.

Illegal

obey quarantine and sanitary
regulations.
88-9902.

Violating county health rules

88-9903.
88-9904.

Violation of certain quarantine
regulations after notice.
Refusal to answer inquiries as

88-9905.

Failure by master of vessel to

infection.

and regulations.

law.

to disease on board vessel.
deliver to officer his bill of
health, etc.

88-9906.
88-9907.

88-9909.

Nonobservance of quarantine
by persons on board vessel.
Refusal to certify performance
of quarantine.

88-9910.

Concealing smallpox.

88-9911.

Spreading smallpox.
Transportation, sale, etc., of
imported secondhand cloth-

88-9912.

88-9921.
88-9922.

Pilot entering vessel with dis-

ease on board; master refusing to answer inquiry.
88-9908.

88-9920.

Quarantined inland traveler
traveling before discharged.

bodies.

from grave.
Omission to perform duties as
to dead bodies.
Disinterring by coroner without good grounds.
Interference

in

selection

of

88-9924.

Carcasses of animals, how
placed or buried.
Owner must bury dead ani-

88-9925.

mals and fowls.
Owner must bury

88-9926.

caying matter.
Storing of dangerous

88-9923.

by

sives
dents.

88-9927.

Illegal

aliens

stale or de-

or

explononresi-

purchase, sale, or use

of explosives.

88-9913.

Violation of orders of Governor as to contagious or in-

88-9914.

Violation of quarantine.

of law protecting
correspondence of inmates of
private insane asylums.

88-9928.

Violation

88-9929.

Violation of vital statistics law.

fectious diseases.

88-9901. (1662) Failure of public officers to

tary regulations.

human

removal of dead body

caskets.

ing.

this

;

obey quarantine and sani-

— Upon the failure of any public or

State to obey any quarantine and

municipal

officer of

sanitary rule and regulation

adopted by the State Board of Health pursuant to section 88-112, such
officer shall be subject to a fine of not more than $50.
(Acts 1903,
PP. 72, 73.)

—

and regulations.
Any person who shall violate any one or more of the sanitary rules and
regulations adopted by county authorities, mentioned in sections 88-203
to 88-205, after being personally served with a written or printed copy of
the same, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1901, pp. 61, 62.)
88-9902. (502 P. C.) Violating county health rules

88-9903. (1634) Violation of certain quarantine regulations after notice.

— Any person violating any of the regulations prescribed by the cor-

porate authorities of any city or town pursuant to section 88-403 after
five days' personal or other notice thereof, given in such manner as may

be prescribed by such corporate authorities,

or, in

the absence of any

Public Health.
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mode
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so prescribed, by notice of such regulation for five days

in

:»/

such city or town, or where there is no newspaper, by
notice posted at some public place in such city or town for the same
length of time, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor: Provided, that nothing
herein contained shall prevent the infliction by the corporate author:
having power to pass ordinances or bylaws of such other penalty, not
exceeding $100 fine, in lieu of the penalty first above named, as may be
prescribed in any such ordinance or bylaw.

newspaper

in

Cross-reference.

— Powers

and duties of State Hoard of Health, see

to

to disease

—

have

fectious

may

88-112.

on board
Any master, seaman or passenger belonging to a vessel supposed
any infection on board, or from a port where any dangerous indisease prevails, refusing to answer on oath such inquiries as
made by any health officer, relating to any infection or disease,
guilty of a misdemeanor.

88-9904. (496 P. C.) Refusal to
vessel.

answer inquiries as

§

be

shall be

Cross-reference.

— Removal

of vessel to quarantine ground, see

§

88-405.

by master of vessel to deliver to officer his
the master of any vessel ordered to perform quar-

88-9905. (497 P. C.) Failure
bill of health, etc.

antine shall

formed, his

—

fail to

If

deliver to the officer appointed to see quarantine per-

of health

bill

by section 88-407, or

and manifest, logbook and journal, as required

to repair in proper time after notice to the quaran-

tine ground, or shall depart thence without authority, he shall be pun-

ished as for a misdemeanor.
88-9906. (498 P. C.) Quarantined inland traveler traveling before dis-

charged.

—Any person coming into a town or city by land, from

a place

infected with a contagious disease, restrained under the provisions of

section 88-408, traveling before he

is

discharged, shall be punished as for

a misdemeanor.
88-9907. (1640; 499 P. C.) Pilot entering vessel with disease on board;

master refusing to answer inquiry.

— Any

pilot,

knowing that any malig-

on board a vessel, who shall enter such vessel, shall, in addition to being removed from office as provided
in section 88-409, be subject to the penalty of $100; and any master or
commander of a vessel refusing to answer any reasonable inquiry made
by any pilot as to the state of health in such vessel, or giving false information in answer, shall be fined in a sum not exceeding $500. (Act
1793, Cobb, 370.)
nant, contagious, or infectious disease

Cross-reference.

— Duty

is

of pilots before entering vessel, see

§

88-409.

Nonobservance of quarantine by persons on board
Any person on board any ship or vessel in which a malignant,

88-9908. (1641)
vessel.

—

contagious, or infectious disease shall exist, or while such ship or vessel

performing quarantine, who shall come on shore or land from such
vessel, without permission from the proper authority, and any person ^except the health officer or visiting physician) who shall go on board such
vessel and return without such permission, shall be fined and imprisoned
at the discretion of the court. (Act 1793, Cobb, 369.)
is

Cross-reference.
§

88-410.

— Persons

on

board

of

vessels

to

observe

quarantine,

see

§

Public Health.

SS-9909
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(1644) Refusal to certify performance of quarantine.

88-9909.

— Every

any port, or the authorized visiting physician thereof, after a vessel shall have duly performed quarantine, to give
a certificate thereof to the master or commander, as required by section
SS-411. shall subject such health officer or physician to a penalty of $100.

by the health

refusal

officer of

{493 P. C.) Concealing

88-9910.

who

smallpox.

— Any

physician

or

other

any modification of the same, within any incorporated city, or town, or in any county,
by not giving immediate notice thereof to the mayor, intendant, or health
officer, or ordinary, shall be punished as for a misdemeanor. (Act 1830,
person

shall conceal a case of smallpox, or varioloid, or

Cobb, 375.)
88-9911. (494 P. C.) Spreading smallpox.

—Any physician, surgeon, or

other person, wilfully endeavoring to spread the smallpox, without inocu-

by inoculation with matter

any inoculation other than that called vaccination, unless by special commission
or authority from the court of ordinary of the county where the smallpox
shall make its appearance, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Cobb,
lation, or

p.

of the smallpox, or using

816.)

(477 P. C.) Transportation,

88-9912.

hand

clothing.

— Any

who

person

sale,

etc.,

any provision of section
buying, and bartering of second-

hand or cast-off clothing imported into this
for a misdemeanor. (Acts 1884-5, p. 137.)

State, shall be punished as

88-9913. (492 P. C.) Violation of orders of

—Any

imported second-

shall violate

88-418, prohibiting importing, selling,

or infectious diseases.

of

Governor as to contagious

person violating the orders or regulations

issued by the Governor under the provision of section 88-419, to prevent

the spread of contagious or infectious diseases, shall be punished as for
a

misdemeanor. (Act 1793, Cobb, 371.)
88-9914. C501 P. C.) Violation of quarantine.

come

—Any

person

who

shall

by land or water, from any place infected with a
contagious disease, and in violation of quarantine regulations, shall be
prosecuted in any county in which he may be found, and shall be punished
as for a misdemeanor. (Acts 1865-6, p. 233.)
into this State,

88-9915. Violation of
tion.

— Any

person

who

law

to prevent blindness

shall violate

any

from gonococcus

infec-

of the provisions of sections

88-420 and 88-421 relating to the treatment of children to prevent blindness from gonococcus infection and requiring the nurse or attendant of

an infant to report any inflammation of the eyes of such infant developing within two weeks after the infant's birth, or any rule by the State

Board

of

Health thereunder,

1918, p. 255

;

1931, pp.

7,

11

;

shall be guilty of a

misdemeanor. (Acts

1933, p. 7.)

88-9916. Violation of venereal disease law.

— Any person who shall vio-

any of the provisions of Chapter 88-5 or any lawful rule or regulation
made by the State Board of Health pursuant to the authority therein
granted or pursuant to the authority granted by any of the statute laws,
or who shall fail or refuse to obey any lawful order issued by any State,

late

county, or municipal health officer pursuant to the authority granted

—
Public Health.
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law or any other law or regulations prescribed thereunder,
be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acta 1918, p. 277; 1931, pp. 7, 11;
in said

shall

19

p. 7.)

88-9917. Transportation of dead bodies.

— Any

common

carrier,

rail-

company, or other person, firm or corporation, who shall
violate Chapter 88-6, relating to the transportation of dead bod
shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof, shall be
sentenced to pay a fine of not less than $50 nor more than $100 for
each offense. All fines collected for the violation of any of the provisions of the aforesaid Chapter shall be paid into the common school fund.
road, express

(Acts 1916, pp. 77, 83.)
Cross-reference.

— Penalty

for illegally practicing embalming, see

88-9918. (407 P. C.) Illegal traffic in

buy such body

human

bodies.

§

84 9912.

—Whoever

shall

required by law to be delivered to the Board
for the distribution and delivery of dead bodies, or any other dead human
body, or in any way traffic in the same, or shall transmit or convey, or
sell

or

as

is

procure the transmission or conveyance of same to be done, such body,
or any other dead human body, to any place outside of this State for
purposes of sale or dissection, shall be punished by imprisonment and
labor in the penitentiary not less than one nor more than 10 years. ('Acts
1887, p. 87.)
Cross-reference.

— Distribution

of dead bodies, see

Chapter

88-7.

—

body from grave. Whoever shall remove the dead body of a human being from any grave or
other place of interment, or from any vault, tomb, sepulchre, or from any
88-9919. (408 P. C.) Illegal removal of dead

other place, for the purpose of selling or dissecting the same, or from

punished by imprisonment, and labor in the
penitentiary not less than one nor more than 10 years and any person
who shall receive or purchase any dead human body, knowing it to have
been so disinterred or removed from any tomb, vault, or sepulchre, or
such other place, for the purpose aforesaid, shall receive the same punishment. (Cobb, 818. Acts 1865-6, p. 233; 1887, p. 87.)

mere wantonness,

shall be

;

88-9920. (409 P. C.) Omission to perform duties as to dead bodies.

Any

person having duties enjoined upon him by the provisions of sections 88-701 to 88-706, relating to the distribution of dead bodies, who
shall refuse or omit to perform the same, shall be guilty of a misde-

meanor. (Acts 1887,
Cross-reference.
26-8110.

p. 90.)

— Punishment

for

injuring

88-9921. (410 P. C.) Disinterring
If

any person makes

burying

grounds,

see

§§

26-8109,

by coroner without good grounds.

affidavit to facts to authorize the coroner to disinter

a body, or the coroner does so of his

own

motion, and

it is

done without

good grounds, or from malice or mischief, the person so swearing, or the
coroner so officiating, shall be punished as for a misdemeanor. In such
cases all the circumstances shall go to the jury; and if they believe there
were reasonable grounds for the disinterment at the time it took place.
it is

their duty to acquit.

—
Public Health.
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— Any

owner, manager,
superintendent, or person having in charge any cemetery in this State
who. either for himself or as agent for another person or corporation,
shall interfere in any way in the selection of any particular model or
design oi casket used by those having in charge the burial of any human
corpse, or in like manner attempt to prevent the use of a receptacle for
the casket of any kind that the persons interested and engaged in the
burial may desire to use, or suggest the use of any style of such receptacle in preference to another, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor: Provided,
that this section shall not apply to interments made upon land belonging
to such cemetery association itself, nor prevent any owner of land from
preventing the burial of corpses upon his own land. (Acts 1912, p. 105.)
88-9922. Interference in selection of caskets.

88-9923. (484 P. C.) Carcasses of animals,

how

placed or buried.

—

If

any person shall place the carcass of a horse, cow, sheep, goat, dog, or
other animal in any stream or road, street, lane, or alley, or place any
such carcass upon the premises of another without burying it so deep
as to prevent all stench therefrom, he shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
(Acts 1890-1,

p.

242; 1908,

88-9924. (485, 487 P. C.)

In

all

p. 41.)

Owner must bury dead animals and

counties in which there

is

a city of 1,000 or

more

fowls.

inhabitants,

according to the last Federal census, if a domestic animal or domestic
fowl shall die without the corporate limits of a town or city and shall be
within two miles of the residence of the rjwner thereof, and the owner

bury the carcass deep enough to prevent stench
therefrom, within three hours after notice of the death and the location
of the carcass, he shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. The carcass of such
animal may, within three hours after such notice, be removed and at
once manufactured into fertilizers. (Acts 1895, p. 86.)
shall fail or refuse to

88-9925. (486, 487 P. C.)
In

all

Owner must bury

counties in which there

is

stale or

a city of 1,000 or

decaying matter.

more

—

inhabitants,

according to the last Federal census, if the owner of stale or decaying
vegetable or animal matter, situated within this State and without the
corporate limits of a town or city, shall fail or refuse to bury it so deep

any stench therefrom, within three hours after notice that
it has become offensive to the smell or dangerous to health, he shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1895, p. 86.)

as to prevent

88-9926. Storing of dangerous explosives

Any
who

alien, or

by

aliens or nonresidents.

—

nonresident person, company, partnership, or corporation

keep dynamite, gunpowder or other dangerous explosives in this State, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor: Provided, that
such person, company, partnership or corporation has no business or
shall store or

enterprise located within the confines of this State that requires the use
of said explosives.
Cross-reference.

(Acts 1921,

— Regulations

p. 246.)

as to explosives, see Chapter 88-8.

88-9927. Illegal purchase, sale, or use of explosives.

— Any

person or

corporation violating any of the provisions of sections 88-801 to 88-806,
relating to possession, sale, or purchase, of explosives, shall be guilty of
a

misdemeanor. (Acts 1921, pp. 247, 250.)

Public Health.
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88-9928. (574 P. C.) Violation of law protecting correspondence of in-

mates of private insane asylums.

— Any

superintendent,

who

ployee of a private insane asylum,

officer, or

<

refuses or neglects to comply

with, or wilfully and knowingly violates, any of the provisions of sections

88-901 and 88-902 relating to the protection of the correspondence of

in-

mates of private insane asylums, shall be punished as for a misdemeanor.
and shall thereafter be incapable of holding an office in any asylum.
(Acts 1890-1,

p.

237; 1892,

p.

110; 1895,

p. 63.)

self or for

an

officer,

—Any

person who, for himagent, or employee of any other person or of any

88-9929. Violation of vital statistics law.

corporation or partnership, (a) shall inter, cremate, or otherwise fina'//
dispose of a dead body of a human being, or permit the same to be dene,
or shall remove such body from the primary registration district in which

body was found, without the authority of a
burial or removal permit issued by the local registrar of the district in
which the death occurred or in which the body was found, or (b) shall
refuse or fail to furnish correctly any information in his possession, or
shall furnish false information affecting any certificate or record, required by Chapters 88-11 and 88-12, or (c) shall wilfully alter otherwise
than is provided by sections 88-1207, 88-1208 and 88-1209, or shall falsify
any certificate of birth or death, or any record established by this law, or,
(d) being required by Chapters 88-11 and 88-12 to fill out a certificate
of birth or death and file the same with the local registrar, or deliver it
upon request, to any person charged with the duty of filing the same,
shall fail, neglect or refuse to perform such duty in the manner required
by such law, or, (e) being a local registrar or deputy registrar, shall fail,
neglect, or refuse to perform his duty as required by such law, shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof shall for
the first offense be fined not less than $5 nor more than $50, and for each
subsequent offense not less than $10 nor more than $100, or be imprisoned in the county jail not more than 60 days, or in the discretion of the
court be both fined and imprisoned. (Acts 1927, p. 369.)
the death occurred or the

Cross-reference.

—Local

registrars, see

PUBLIC HOLIDAYS:
32,

See Title

§

88-1104.

14, Bills

and Notes,

§ 14-1808; Title

Education, §§ 32-1503, 32-1504.

PUBLIC JUSTICE,

offenses against: See Title 26, Crimes and Punish-

ment, Chapters 26-40 to 26-50.

PUBLIC LIBRARIES:

See Title

32.

Education, Chapter 32-27.

TITLE

89.

PUBLIC OFFICERS.
Chap.

Sec.

and qualifications
commissioned

89-

1.

Eligibility

89-101

89-

2.

How

89-201

89-

3.

Official oaths

89-301

89-

4.

89-401

89-

5.

89-

6.

89-

7.

bonds
Vacancies and resignations
Books, papers, and property
Salaries and fees

89-

8.

Officers collecting, keeping,

89-

9.

Miscellaneous

89-901

Crimes

89-9901

Official

89-99.

89-501
89-601
89-701

and accounting for public moneys

89-801

CROSS-REFERENCES.
County

officers:

Court

See Title 23, Counties, Chapters 23-7 to 23-14.
See Title 2, Constitution of the State of Georgia, Chapters 2-29

officers:
to 2-41; Title 24, Courts.

Executive officers of State: See Title 2, Constitution of the State of Georgia,
Chapters 2-26, 2-27; Title 40, Executive Department.
Health officers: See Title 88, Public Health.
Legislative officers: See Title 2, Constitution of the State of Georgia, Chapters
2-12 to 2-20; Title 47, General Assembly.
Municipal officers: See Title 69, Municipal Corporations, Chapters 69-2, 69-3, and
§

69-702.

See Title 32, Education.
See Title 92, Public Revenue.
United States officers: See Title 1, Constitution of the United States.

School

Tax

officers:

officers:

9, Attorneys at Law;
Mandamus, Quo Warranto, and

See also Title
64,

Title 21, Coroners; Title 34, Elections; Title
Prohibition, Chapters 64-1, 64-2; Title 101,

State Librarian.

CHAPTER

ELIGIBILITY

89-1.

Sec.

Sec.

89-101.

AND QUALIFICATIONS.

Persons

ineligible;

de

facto

89-104.

Failure to obtain commission,

of General

Assembly

89-105.

Officers of this State to reside

officers.

89-102.

Members

ineligible for

89-103.

Holding
offices;

appointment.

plurality

deputies

of
of

county

commis-

therein>
.

1S

hoM

d ,
qualified,
\.

^
,

,

successor

and keep

seal.

sioned officers.

—

de facto officers. The following
persons are held and deemed ineligible to hold any civil office, and the
existence of any of the following states of facts shall be a sufficient
reason for vacating any office held by such person, but the acts of such
person, while holding a commission, shall be valid as the acts of an officer de facto, viz.: (Act 1787, Cobb, 366. Act 1823, Cobb, 209.)
89-101.

(258) Persons

—

ineligible;

Cross-references.
Proof of officer de facto, see § 38-207. Dueling as disqualifying one to hold office, see Const., Art. II, Sec. IV, Par. II (§ 2-902). Official acts
of officers valid without oath, see § 89-310.

Public Officers.

2 1 85

§89-101

—

Nonresidents and minors. Persons who are not
State, and persons tinder the age of 21 years.
Cross-references. Citizenship, see Const. U. S., Amend. XIV
1.

—

see

§

citiz<

(^

of

tl

Minor,

1-815;.

79-208.

—

Holders or receivers of public money; failing to account. All holders or receivers of public money of this State, or any county thereof, who
have refused when called upon, or failed after reasonable opportunity,
to account for and pay over the same to the proper officer.
2.

—

Cross-references. For similar provision
Embezzler of public funds, see Const., Art.

of

Constitution, see
Par. I (§ 2-701).

State

II, Sec.

§

2-901.

II,

—

Persons convicted of felony. Any person convicted and sentenced
finally for any felony, under the laws of this or any other State, involving moral turpitude, the offense being also a felony in this State, unless
restored by a pardon from the proper executive, under the great seal of
3.

the State, to

the rights of citizenship.

all

Cross-reference.

— For

similar provision,

see

Const.,

Art.

II,

Sec.

II,

Par.

I

(§ 2-701).

—

Holding other offices. Persons holding any office of profit or trust
under the Government of the United States (other than that of postmaster and officers of the Reserve Corps of the United States Army,
Navy or Marine Corps), or of either of the several States, or of any
4.

foreign State.

(Acts 1925,

p. 77.)

— Eligibility

for election to General Assembly, see Const., Art.

Cross-reference.
Ill, Sec. IV, Par.

VII

(§ 2-1507).

—

Insane or incapacitated persons. Persons of unsound mind, and
those who, from advanced age or bodily infirmity, are unfit to discharge
the duties of the office to which they are chosen or appointed.
5.

Cross-reference.
6.

Denizens.

— Persons

—Those

non compos mentis, see

who have

not

§

79-209.

been inhabitants of

the State,

county, district, or circuit for the period required by the Constitution

and laws of
7.

this State.

Noncitizens of county; county school superintendents.

shall be eligible to hold

— No

person

any county unless he shall
the county in which he shall be elected

any county

office in

have been bona fide a citizen of
or appointed at least two years prior to his election or appointment,
and is a qualified voter entitled to vote
Provided, however, that any
:

who

have been a bona

county for two years
shall be eligible to be elected or appointed as county school superintendent, even though said person should not reside in that part of the
county which is under the supervision of the county superintendent of
schools and ineligible to vote in the election for such superintendent of
person

schools.

shall

(Acts 1900,

p.

fide citizen of a

42; 1931, p. 126.)

—

Cross-references. Election and qualifications of county officers, see Const.. Art.
XI, Sec. II, Par. I, (§ 2-8301). County superintendent of schools, see Title 32,
Education, Chapter 32-10.
8.

Constitutional disqualification.

tutionally disqualified.

—All persons from any cause consti-

All officers are eligible to reelection and reap-

pointment and to hold other

offices,

unless expressly declared to the

contrary by the Constitution or laws.

—

Cross-references. Eligibility of county officers, see
Par. I (§ 2-8301).
Rights of citizens, see § 79-205.

Const., Art.

XI. Sec.

II.

—
Public Officers.

§89-102

2186

Members of General Assembly ineligible
No member of the General Assembly shall, during
89-102.

for appointment.

the term for which

he has been elected, be eligible to be appointed or employed by any department, board, bureau, or other State agency in any capacity whatso-

(Acts 1931, pp. 7, 46.)
Cross-reference. Appointments by Governor,

ever.

—
Note. — The above

see Title 40, Executive Depart-

ment, Chapter 40-3.
Editorial

to other sections

section is from the Reorganization Act of 1931. As
Act see note preceding Fart I of Title 40, Executive

of that

Department.

Holding plurality of county offices; deputies of commisperson shall hold, in any manner whatever, or be
commissioned to hold at one time, more than one county office, except
by special enactment of the legislature nor shall any commissioned officer be deputy for any other commissioned officer, except by such spe89-103.

(259)

sioned officers.

— No

;

cial

enactment.

(Acts 1890-1,

102.)

p.

—

Cross-references. Who administers unrepresented estate when ordinary is clerk,
Election and qualification of county officers, see Const., Art. XI,
I (§ 2-8301).
Right of citizen to hold office, see § 79-205. When
councilmen incompetent to hold other municipal office, see § 69-201. Clerk as
ordinary during vacancy, see § 24-1707.
see § 24-1713.
Sec. II, Par.

— Persons

who, after an
the prerequisites of the law in order to

89-104. (260) Failure to obtain commission.

comply with all
obtain commissions or certificates
election, fail to

to discharge the duties of the office,

shall be ineligible to reelection at the election held,

same

failure, for the

Cross-reference.
r

by reason

such

of

office.

— Offices

vacated by failing to obtain commission, see

§

89-501,

6.

89-105.

cessor

is

Officers of this State to reside therein, hold until suc-

(261)

qualified,

and keep

seal.

—All

officers of this State shall reside

by law, and discharge the duties
successors are commissioned and qualified and

therein, at such places as are designated

of their offices until their
all officers

in

evidence

papers are admissible
any court in this State must have and keep an official seal.

whose
in

(Acts 1851-2,

;

certificates to records or other

p. 77.)

—

Secretary of State to keep office in the capitol, see § 40-503.
Terms of
Office vacated by incumbent ceasing to be resident, see § 89-501, U 5.
officers to fill vacancies, see § 89-502. Official seal of the Comptroller, see § 40-1405.
Executive office and residence, see § 40-107. As to State Treasurer, see § 40-903.
Peace officers' deputies to reside in this State, see § 26-4901.
Cross-references.

CHAPTER

89-2.

HOW

Sec.

Sec.

89-201.

COMMISSIONED.

What

officers

commissioned

89-202.

under great seal.

What

officers commissioned
under Executive seal.

—

commissioned under great seal. The
commissions of the following officers shall have annexed thereto the
great seal of the State, and shall be signed by the Governor and counSenators and Representatives
tersigned by the Secretary of State, viz.
in Congress, Justices of the Supreme Court, Judges of the Court of Ap89-201. (262 )

What

officers

:

peals and superior courts, Attorney General, solicitors general, Reporter

—
Public Officers.

2187
of the

Supreme Court and Court

general, either of division or brigade.

above enumerated
§

Commission

shall be

all

military officers of the grade of

Those

of all Federal

and

judicial

on parchment.

—

The great seal, see § 40-701. Governor must grant comi.
40-203.
Governor to appoint officers and fill vacancies, see ? 40-301.
of United States Senators, see § 34-2402.

Cross-references.
sions, see

89-303

of Appeals, Secretary of State, State

Treasurer, Comptroller General, and
officers

§

What

commissioned under Executive seal.
The commissions of all other civil officers of the State or county shall
be under the seal of the Executive Department, signed by the Governor,
and countersigned by one of his secretaries, except constables, whose
election shall be certified by the ordinary, and such certificates shall
89-202.

(263)

officers

operate as their commissions.

All officers of the militia, of volunteer

companies, battalions or regiments, regularly incorporated (of the grade
of lieutenant or higher), shall have commissions under the seal of the
Executive Department.

CHAPTER

OFFICIAL OATHS.

89-3.

Sec.
89-301.

Sec.

Chapter declared applicable to
official

89-302.

oaths of

all

Additional oath of public

of oath to be sent with
dedimus.

Officers before

89-305.

Official
•fficial

whom

89-307.

Time

of filing, indorsement.

89 " 308

° ath

of deputies.

offi-

Form

89-304.

Official oaths

officers.

cers.

89-303.

89-306.

-

89-309.

filed in office of
clerk of superior court or of
ordinary, when.

Failure

to

official

file

taken

oaths to be filed
Executive office, when.

89-310.
in

Effect

of

file

oath

failure

on

—

to

take and
acts of

official

officers.

Chapter declared applicable to official oaths of all
All the provisions of this Chapter shall apply to the oaths of

89-301. (300)
ficers.

oath,

effect.

ofof-

public officers of this State, or those whose offices may be established hereafter, unless the contrary is expressly provided.
fice of all

89-302.

(269) Additional oath of public officers.

—

Every public officer,
besides the oath of office and the oath prescribed by the Constitution (if
any), shall swear that he is not the holder of any public monev due this
unaccounted for; that he is not the holder of any office of trust
under the Government of the United States (except postmaster), nor
of any one of the several States, nor of any foreign State, and that he is
otherwise qualified to hold said office according to the Constitution and
laws of Georgia, and will support the Constitution of the United States
and of this State; and. if elected by any circuit or district, that he has
been a resident thereof for the time required by the Constitution and
laws (stating the time).
State,

—

Cross-references. Oath of clerk of superior court, see § 24-2712; of sheriff, see
24-2804; of ordinary, see § 24-1703: of judges of superior courts, see § 24-2605:
of Supreme Court Justices, see § 24-4004: of legislative, executive and judicial*
officers generally, see Const. U. S., Art. VI. Par. 3 (§ \-603~).
§

89-303.

Form

of oath to be sent

—

with dedimus. The form of
said oath, as well as the oath of office, to be taken and subscribed, shall
be forwarded with the dedimus potestatem, and be taken and subscribed
(270)

§

Public Officers.

89-304

2188

time of receiving the commission, before the officer to
same is directed, and in conformity to the directions.
at the

whom

the

—

Cross-references. Governor must grant commissions and may issue dedimus
potestatem, see § 40-203. Official bond sent with dedimus, see § 89-403.

—

89-304. (,271) Officers before whom taken.
When not otherwise provided by law, and not directed in the dedimus potestatem, the oaths of
office may be taken before any officer authorized by law to administer
an oath. Such oaths shall be written out and subscribed by the persons
taking them, and accompanied by the certificate of such officer, specify-

when

ing the day and year
Cross-reference.

89-305.

— Issuance

taken.

dedimus potestatem by Governor, see

of

(272) Official oaths to be filed in Executive office,

§

40-203.

when.

—

Such oaths, when taken by an officer whose general duties are not confined to any one county (unless otherwise specially provided), shall be
filed, with the certificate required by the preceding section, in the Executive office and when taken by an officer whose duties are confined to.
one county shall be filed as provided in the next section.
;

89-306.

(273) Official oaths filed in office of clerk of superior court or

of ordinary,

when.

—When taken by the ordinaries and the clerks

of the

oaths shall be filed in the office of the clerk of
the superior court, and also entered on the minutes of the court. When

superior courts,

official

taken by sheriffs, they shall be filed in the office of the ordinary, and shall
be entered on the minutes of the superior courts and when taken by
;

coroners, tax collectors or tax receivers, county treasurers, justices of
the peace or constables, or

any other county

who

in the office of the ordinary,

they shall be filed
shall enter them on the minutes of his
officers,

court.

89-307.
fice

Time

(274)

such oaths are

Cross-reference.

89-308.

of filing, indorsement.

filed

—The

officer in

whose

must indorse thereon the day and year

— Indorsement

on

official

Oath of deputies.
take the same oaths as

(275)

bond, see

—All

§

of-

of filing.

89-411.

deputies, before proceeding to

which shall be
filed in and entered on the minutes of the same office, and with the same
indorsement thereon but these provisions shall not apply to any deputy
who may be employed in particular cases only.
act, shall

their principals take,

;

Cross-references.
courts, see

89-309.

§

— Bond

of deputy, see

§

Deputies of clerks of superior

89-426.

24-2713.

(276) Failure to

uty, required

by law

file

to take

official

— No

officer or dep-

such oaths, shall enter upon the
taking and filing the same in the proper

and

duties of his office without first

oath, effect.

file

office.

—

Cross-references. Officer acting before filing bond, see
cated by failing to obtain commission, see § 89-501, H 6.
failure to take and file official oath, see § 89-9901.

89-310.
officers.

(277) Effect of failure to take

— The

official acts of

omission to take and

file

an

and

officer are

the oath, except in

— De

facto officers, see

§

89-410.

Office va-

Penalty for

oath on

officer's

official acts of

none the less valid for his
cases where so specially de-

clared.
Cross-reference.

file

§

89-101.

2189
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CHAPTER

89-4.

(

)fi

u

89-404

§

i

OFFICIAL BONDS.

Sec.

Sec.

Chapter declared applicable to
official bonds of all officers.
To whom bonds payable; con-

89-401.
89-402.

number;

89-414.

Sureties;

89-415.

Guaranty or security companies as

qualificat

•

sureties.

ditions.

bond

89-403.

Official

89-404.

Approval

to

be sent

89-416.

Officers not to be sureties for
each other. Attorneys at law.

89-417.

Bond executed by attorney

with

dedimus.
of bonds; writing; in-

dorsement.
superior

89-418.

Conditions of

coroners,

89-419.

Bonds

Bonds

89-405.

of clerks
courts, sheriffs,

of

surveyors, county
treasurers, and tax collectors
and receivers; approval; recording; custody.

county

Ordinary to certify giving of
bonds and taking of oath to
Governor.

89-406.

89-407.

Place of

89-408.

Within what time
to be

89-409.

filing;

to file official
certification of fact.

89-411.

bonds
bond;

89-412.

Notice of failure to

89-413.

Failure to mark the bond filed
and give notice; contempt oi
court; fine.

89-401. (300)
ficers.

—All

bonds

con-

Actions on bonds; persons

who

may
89-421.

bond.

Measure

89-422.

of

Satisfaction

damages

in

action

and

discharge

of

though penalty
bond exhausted.

89-423.

Officer liable

89-424.

Relief of sureties; insufficiency
of sureties.

89-425.

Officer failing to give
when required.

89-426.

Deputies' bonds; to whom payable; sureties; conditions; recording.

89-427.

Action on bond of deputy.

Chapter declared applicable to

of the provisions of this

official

bonds

established hereafter, unless the contrary

To whom bonds payable

is

;

whose

of

new bond

of all of-

Chapter shall apply to the

of all public officers of this State, or those

89-402. (278)

bring; jurisdiction.

on bond.

of filing; signing.
file

though not

in

valid

bonds.

Acting before filing bond.
Indorsement on bond of time

89-410.

89-420.

filed.

Failure

liability.

formity to law.

copies.
official

in

fact.

offices

official

may

be

expressly provided.

conditions.

—The bonds

of all

public officers required by law to give bond, unless otherwise provided,

made payable

Governor and his successor in office, and
conditioned, in all cases in which a different condition is not prescribed,
upon the faithful discharge of the duties of the office by the officer during
the time he continues therein or discharges any of the duties thereof.
shall be

to the

—

Cross-references. Action on bonds of public officers, see § 89-420. How far
bonds binding, see § 89-418. Accounting for public monevs, see Chapter

official

89-8.

bond

with dedimus.— Official bonds
of all officers who are entitled to commissions from the Governor, and
who are required to give bonds, shall be prepared and furnished by the
Executive Department at the time of forwarding the dedimus potesta89-403.

(279) Official

to be sent

tem.
3.

—

Authority of ordinary to approve official bonds, see § 2,3-703,
Governor may issue dedimus potestatem, see § 40-203. How officers com-

Cross-references.
II

missioned, see §§ 89-201, 89-202.

89-404.

proval of

(280) Approval
all official

bonds

of

bonds; writing; indorsement.

shall be in writing, indorsed

— The

ap-

on the bonds, and

§

Public Officers.

89-405

shall

show

bonds

the day and year on

S

bond

which the same were approved, and such

shall not be tiled until thus

approved.

—

Fidelity insurance companies as sureties on bonds of officers,
When official bonds must be filed, see § 89-408. Sufficiency of
56-1104.
as to form, see § 102-102, H 7.

Cross-references.
see

2190

89-405.

{2^2)

Bonds

of clerks of superior courts, sheriffs,

coroners,

county surveyors, county treasurers, and tax collectors and receivers;
approval; recording; custody.
superior courts,

—The

official

bonds

of the clerks of the

coroners, county surveyors, county treasurers,

sheriff's,

and tax collectors and tax receivers given for county taxes, shall be approved by the ordinary and filed in his office, and by him recorded. The

and tax receivers for State taxes, after being likewise approved, shall be recorded by the ordinary, and the original bond
shall be by him transmitted to the Governor for deposit in the Compbonds

of tax collectors

troller General's office.

92-4802.

Governor.

tax

see

collector,

Ordinary to certify giving of bonds and taking of oaths

89-406. (293)
to

—

For similar provision as to bond of
Accounting for public moneys, see Chapter 89-8.

Cross-references.
§

— Such

ordinary must sign a certificate to the Governor,

stating that the clerks of the superior courts, the sheriffs, coroners, and

county surveyors have taken the oaths and given the bonds sent from
the Executive Department, together with a statement of the dates,
amounts, and names of the sureties of each, and that they have delivered to

them

said court,

if

commissions; which shall be attested by the clerk of
any, and immediately transmitted to the Governor.
their

—All

bonds taken from public
officers shall be kept in the places specified by law, and copies thereof
(Acts 1853-4, p. 57.)
shall be furnished to any person desiring them.
89-407. (12) Place

of filing;

copies.

bonds to be filed.— The official bonds of public officers, required by law to be filed in the office of
the Comptroller General or Secretary of State, or with the Executive De89-408.

(285)

Within what time

therein within 40 days after the election or ap-

partment, shall be

filed

pointment

officers

day

of

such

official

;

all

county

officers shall

January next after the election to
quired by law. (Acts 1863-4, p. 124; 1875,
of

Cross-references.

— Bonds

file

have until the

their several

first

bonds as

re-

p. 16; 1898, p. 105.)

of State officers affected

by

this section:

Secretary of

State, see § 40-502; State Treasurer, see §§ 40-1001, 40-1003; Comptroller General,
Record of tax collector's and tax receiver's bonds
see §§ 40-1402, 40-1505, 11 10.
by Comptroller General, see § 40-1507.

89-409.

any

(286) Failure to

officer of

whom bond

file official

is

bond;

required shall

certification of fact.

fail to

make and

file

as prescribed in the preceding section, the court or officer in
fice

it is

required to be

filed shall at

—When

same
whose ofthe

once certify such failure to the ap-

pointing power and to the power whose duty

it

may

be to order an

election.
Cross-reference.
II

6.

— Office

vacated by failure to obtain commission, see

§

89-501,

Public Officers.

2191

89-410. (287) Acting before filing bond.

law to give bond shall perform any
proved and filed as required.

g

— No public

official act

89-416

officer required

before his bond

is

by
ap-

—

Falling to
Cross-references. Failure to file official oath, see §§ 89-309, 89-9901.
give new bond when required, see § 89-425. Acting before filing bond a mil
meanor, see § 89-9902.

Indorsement on bond of time of filing; signing. -Every
officer in whose office the official bond of any public officer is filed shall
indorse on such bond the day and year when the same was filed, and
sign his name to such indorsement.
89-411. (288)

Cross-reference.

— For

similar provision as to oaths, see

89-412. (289) Notice of failure to

file

bond.

—

If

§

89-307.

any public

officer re-

quired by law to give bond shall fail to file the same, within the time
hereinbefore prescribed, in the proper office, notice of such failure shall
be given by the officer in whose office such bond is required to be filed,

by or during the
in the

county

in

two days of the session of the superior court held
which the officer so failing resides, next after such failfirst

ure, to the Attorney. General or to the solicitor general of the circuit.

mark the bond filed and give notice contempt
Any officer whose duty it is to mark the bond filed and to

89-413. (290) Failure to

of court; fine.

—

;

give the several notices required in this Chapter,

who

shall fail to

do

without good and sufficient excuse therefor, shall, on information
filed and citation to appear before the superior court of the county of his

so,

residence served, be fined as for a contempt of court in the discretion of
the court.

—

number; qualifications. Such bonds shall
have at least two and not more than 20, good and solvent sureties (who
shall be worth the amount of said bond, over and above the homestead.
in case of county officers), all of whom must be permanent residents of
the State, and two also of the county, and freeholders thereof. When
the approving court or officers do not know that a surety is worth the
required amount, they shall not accept him unless he swears that his
means are sufficient in amount, of which swearing they shall make a
89-414. (278, 281)

Sureties;

minute on the bond. (Acts 1863-4,

p.

124; 1889, p. 45.)

—

Fidelity insurance companies as sureties on bonds, see
Securities on bond of State Treasurer, see 40-1002. Sufficiency of form
of bond, see § 102-102, 11 7. Tax collectors' bonds, see Title 92, Public Revenue,
Chapter 92-48.

Cross-references.

§

56-1104.

—

Guaranty or security companies as sureties. Guaranty
or security companies incorporated under the laws of this State may
become sureties upon the bonds of all State or county officers, and the
various officers of this State, whose duty it is to approve the sureties
upon such bonds, are authorized to accept such company or companies
as one of the sureties or the only surety upon such bond, as the solvency
89-415. (282)

of such

company may warrant.

Cross-reference.

(Acts 1889,

p. 178.)

— Fidelity insurance companies generally, see Title

56,

Insurance.

Chapter 56-11.
89-416.

law.

Attorneys at
shall be accepted as security

(283) Officers not to be sureties for each other.

— No attorney at law or county

on the bond

of

any county

officer.

officer

(Acts 1876,

p. 13.)

—
Public Officers.

gSQ-417
89-417.

2192

Bond executed by attorney

^28-H

in fact.

—When

an

official

signed by an attorney in fact, the power of attorney shall be attested by the ordinary and filed and recorded as the bond is.

bond

is

89-418.

under

Code

this

Cross-reference.
1.

is

liability.

— Every

— Sufficiency

in office or

of

form

of bond, see

sureties thereon-

102-102,

§

bond executed

official

and

obligatory on the principal

For any breach

continue
2.

Conditions of

(291)

of the condition during- the

7.

11

time the

officer shall

discharge any of the duties thereof.

For any breach

of the condition

by

deputy, although not ex-

a

pressed, unless otherwise declared by law.
Cross-reference.

— Bond

of deputy, see §§ 89-426, 89-427.

For the faithful discharge of any duties which may be required of
such officer by any law passed subsequent to the execution of such bond,
although no such condition is expressed therein.
3.

For the use and benefit of every person who is injured, either by
any wrongful act committed under color of his office or by his failure
to perform, or by the improper or neglectful performance of those duties
imposed by law.
4.

—

Cross-reference. Liability of
over, or intruder, see § 61-307.

officer

failing

to

give

notice

to

tenant holding

—

though not in conformity to law. Whenever any officer, required by law to give an official bond, shall act under
a bond which is not in the penalty payable and conditioned, or not approved and filed as prescribed by law, such bond shall not be void, but
shall stand in the place of the official bond, subject, on its condition being
broken, to all the remedies, including the several suits, which the persons
89-419.

(298)

Bonds

valid

aggrieved might have maintained on the
Cross-reference.

— Sufficiency

of

form

official

of bond, see

§

bond.
102-102,

11

7.

on bonds; persons who may bring; jurisdiction.
Suits on bonds taken from public officers may be brought by any person aggrieved by the official misconduct of the officer, in his own name,
in any court having jurisdiction thereof, without an order for that pur89-420.

(12) Actions

—

pose.

(Acts 1853-4,

Cross-reference.

89-421.
of

(299)

p. 57.)

— Judgment
Measure

damages recoverable

duct

of

amount

the officer,

in

on bonds, see

§

110-308.

damages in action on bond.—The measure
actions upon all official bonds for the miscon-

of

unless otherwise specially

enacted,

of injury actually sustained, including the reasonable

of the suit to the plaintiff, besides the costs of court;

when

shall

little

or no

damage

is

but

be the

expenses

in all cases

actually sustained, and the officer has not

good faith, the jury may find for the plaintiff an amount, as
smart money, which, taking all the circumstances together, shall not be
acted

in

excessive nor oppressive.

—

(17 Ga. 521.

17 Ga. 624.)

Cross-references. Penalties in bonds not liquidated damages, see § 20-1403.
Expense of litigation, see § 20-1404. Exemplary damages, see § 20-1405. Judgment on bonds, see § 110-308. Liability of officer failing to give notice to tenant
holding over, or intruder, see § 61-307. Punishment of officers for default, see
I

24-213.

Public Officers,
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§

Satisfaction and discharge of bonds.

89-422. (296)

— Official

89-427

bond-.

public officers shall not be discharged by a single recovery, but pro-

may

be had from time to time, until the whole penalty is
hausted, against the officer and his sureties or either, and said bonds are

ceedings
joint

and several whether so

89-423.

(Act 1847, Cobb, 502.;

set forth or not.

though penalty

(297) Officer liable

of

bond exhausted.

— When

exhausted, the officer himself shall still be liable, and upon
the same measure of damages as upon his bond, and he shall likewise be
liable for any damage he may do in undertaking to discharge the duties
the penalty

of an office

one invalid
89-424.

is

without having given the necessary bond or having given
in

whole or

in part.

(301) Relief of sureties; insufficiency of sureties.

—When

the

surety on any bond, given by any officer for the performance of any pubduty, shall give notice, in writing, to the Governor, of his desire to

lic

good cause therein stated and sworn
(of which the Governor shall be the judge), or any such surety shall,
the opinion of the Governor, formed upon satisfactory evidence, be-

be relieved from future
to
in

liability, for

come insufficient, it shall be his duty to require
bond and surety. (Act 1845, Cobb, 1036.)
Cross-reference.

— How

of

such

sureties for guardians relieved, see

new bond when

§

officer a

new

49-233.

—

any
officer shall fail to comply with such requisition within 10 days from
the date he is served personally with a copy of the executive order containing such requisition, he shall be, on account of such failure, removed
from office and a vacancy declared.
89-425. (302) Officer failing to give

—

Cross-references. Office vacated
Officer acting before filing bond, see

89-426. (294)

by
§

whom

Deputies' bonds; to

— Deputies

give bond,

failing to
89-410.

required.

see

If

89-501,

§

payable; sureties;

1

6.

condi-

with surety, payable to
their principals, for their conduct as deputies, conditioned as, and for the

tions; recording.

shall give bonds,

same amounts, as their principals' bonds, which bonds
in the same office and in the same manner as the bonds
Cross-references.

— Bond

of superior court, see

§

of deputy sheriff, see
24-2713.

89-427. (295) Action

damages

of

on bond of deputy.

any principal

bond instead

as suit

Cross-references.
§

24-2811.

Breach

may

— Deputy
of

CHAPTER

Bond

—Any

person

deputy,

of

deputy clerk

who
may at

claims
his op-

of on that of the principal, in the

be brought on the principal's bond.
sheriff

to

bond with

give

bond by deputy, see

89-5.

of the principals.

24-2811.

officer for the act of his

tion sue on said deputy's

same manner

§

shall be recorded

§

89-418,

II

sureties

to

sheriff,

see

2.

VACANCIES AND RESIGNATIONS.

Sec.

Sec.

89-501.

Offices,

89-502.

Terms

how

vacated.

of officers appointed or

elected to

fill

vacancies

89-503.

Appointees to unexpired terms
hold over, when.

89-504.

What

officers report their resignations to the Governor.

—
§

Public Officers.

89-501
89-501.

how

Offices,

(264)

vacated.

—All

2194

offices in the State shall

be

vacated

—

Cross-references. Manner of tilling certain vacancies, see § 40-302.
failing to give new bond when required, removed from office, see § 89-425.
officer making illegal contract, removal from office, see § 23-1714.

Death.

1.

— By

Officer

County

the death of the incumbent.

— By resignation, when accepted.
Judgment. — By decision of a competent tribunal
Resignation.

2.
3.

declaring the of-

vacant.

fice

— By

Incapacity.

4.

voluntary act or misfortune of the incumbent,

whereby he is placed in any of the specified conditions of ineligibility
to office, which shall operate from the time the fact is ascertained and
declared by the proper tribunal.
Cross-reference.

— Persons

Nonresidence.

5.

— By

ineligible;

de facto

officers, see

89-101.

the incumbent ceasing to be a resident of the

State, or of the county, circuit, or district for

the

§

which he was

In

case the office shall be vacated immediately; in the latter cases,

first

from the time the

fact

is

judicially ascertained.

—

Cross-references. Officers required to reside in this State, see
residents ineligible, see § 89-101, 11 1.
6.

elected.

Failing to obtain commission or give bond.

— By

§

89-105.

Non-

failing to apply

and obtain commissions or certificates, or by
bond, or both, within the time prescribed by the laws and Constitution.

failing to qualify or give

for

Cross-references.
official oath,
§

see

§

—For
89-309.

similar provision, see § 89-104.
Effect of failure to give new

Failure to take and
bond when required,

file

see

89-425.
7.

Abandonment

perform

its

— In

all

— By

abandoning the

office

and ceasing to

duties, or either.

Cross-reference.

89-502.

of office.

(265)

— Removal
Terms

from

office for failure to

prevent duel, see §26-5204.

of officers appointed or elected to

fill

vacancies.

cases where the office of Governor, Senator or Representative,

Justice of the

Supreme Court, or judge

of

Court of Appeals or superior

Attorney
Secretary of State, State
Treasurer. Comptroller General, ordinary, sheriff, clerk of the superior
General, solicitor general,

court.

court, tax collector, tax receiver, county treasurer, county surveyor, or

coroner, or either of them, shall

become vacant by

resignation, death, or

the removal of the officer before the expiration of his term, the successor
to said officer shall be elected or appointed only for the

unexpired term. (Acts 1872,

remainder of the

p. 82.)

—

Cross-references. Officers hold offices until successors commissioned and
Authority of ordinary to fill vacancies, see § 23-701, H 5.
qualified, see § 89-105.
Vacancy in office of clerk of superior court, see § 24-2704 et seq. Vacancy in
office of county treasurer, see § 23-1027.

—

when. Where any
vacancy in the office of judge, solicitor or
clerk of any court in this State under a law which provides that such
appointee shall fill out the unexpired term, if at the end of such unexpired term the person elected to fill such office shall not be qualified to
take it. or if the person elected to fill such office shall have died prior to
the end of such unexpired term, or if a vacancy shall occur from any
other cause, then the person appointed to fill out such unexpired term
89-503. Appointees to unexpired terms hold over,

person

i

c

appointed to

fill

a

:

Public Officers.
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§89-604

during the term succeeding that in which such
the absence of any other provision otlaw lot filling

shall continue in office

vacancy occurred, in
such term. (Acts 1911,

p. 169.)

—

Cross-references. Terms of judges of superior courts, see § 24-2604; Const.,
Vacancy in office of solicitor general, see
Art. VI, Sec. Ill, Par. Ill (8 2-3103).
§ 24-2903; Const., Art. VI, Sec. XI, Par. I (| 2-3901).

What

89-504. (267)

— The

Governor.

officers report their resignations to the

resignations of Senators and Representative^ in Congress,

bers of the General Assembly, and of

all officers

mem-

whose commissions

is-

sue from the office of Secretary of State or the Executive Department,

and whose places may be supplied by Executive appointment,

made

to the

Governor.

—

What officers commissioned under the great
commissioned under Executive seal, see § 89-202.

Cross-references.

What

officers

CHAPTER

89-6.

seal, see

Sec.

lection

books;

public

of

§

89-201.

BOOKS, PAPERS, AND PROPERTY.

Sec.
89-601.

shall be

89-602.

Officer must deliver books,
to successor.

89-603.

Other persons

89-604.

Proceedings against person in
possession and refusing to

having

etc.,

sg _

m p^
how

89-606.

office

tQ

cQmply

P unished

Retiring

^

costs

officers

to

order>

-

deliver

books to successors.

property.
89-607.

Penalty for failure to deliver

books

to successor.

deliver office property.

89-601.

(14) Inspection of public

books time.
;

—All books kept by any

public officer under the laws of this State shall be subject to the inspec-

day ex-

tion of all the citizens of this State, within office hours, every

cept

Sunday and

Cross-references.

(Act 1831, Cobb, 196.)

holidays.

— Inspection

of voters' books, see § 34-1101.
registrars, see

from voters' books furnished by tax collector to
89-602. (304) Officer

any

office is

vacated,

must

it is

etc.,

list

34-605.

to successor.

—When

demand made,
and other property appertaining to the of-

the duty of the incumbent, on

to deliver all books, papers,
fice to his qualified

deliver books,

Inspection of
§

successor.

—

Cross-reference. State Librarian must deliver contents of office to successor,
Penalty for officers' detaining books, etc., from successors, see
see § 101-107.
§ 89-9905.

—

Other persons having office property. If a vacanacy
shall occur by death, or the incumbent shall not be found at the time of
demand made, it shall be the duty of any person having possession or
control of such office property, or any part thereof, to deliver it up, and
the rights and remedies shall be the same against such person as against
89-603. (305)

the deceased officer,
Cross-references.

if

living or to be found.

— Ordinary's

authority over county propertv.

see

§§

23-701.

91-602.

89-604. (306) Proceedings against person in possession
to deliver office property.
liver office

property after

—

and refusing

any person shall neglect or refuse to dedemand made, the successor shall make comIf

plaint to the ordinary of the county, or to the judge of the superior court

§

2196

Public Officers.

89-605

which the person refusing

oi the circuit in

resides, or,

if

neither can be

had. the judge of the superior court of an adjoining circuit, and

if such
complainant
or otherwise, that
officer shall be satisfied, from the oath of
shall
grant
an
order
requiring the
being
withheld,
he
property
is
office
person so refusing to show cause before him, on a day and at a place
named in such order, why he should not be compelled to deliver over
(Acts 1853-4, p. 27.)
the same.

—

how

Failure to comply with order,

punished; costs.
At the time so appointed, or at any other time to which the matter may
be adjourned, a copy of such order having been personally served on
the person so refusing, such officer shall proceed to inquire into the circumstances, and if it shall appear that such books and papers are withheld, he must order the same delivered up instanter to said successor,
and on failure of the person so ordered to comply with such order, he
shall issue a warrant, directed to any officer of said county or of the
adjoining county, authorized to make the arrest, to arrest said officer
and commit him to jail, there to remain until he shall comply with said
order or is otherwise discharged by law. At the same time, in the same
way. he shall command said officer to search such places as may be des89-605.

(307)

ignated in such warrant for the books and papers, and to seize and bring

them before him
their being so

or

some other

officer

authorized to preside, and upon

brought and appearing to belong to said

The payment

cause them to be delivered to the successor.

he shall

office,

of costs

is in

Said proceedings do not interfere with the

the discretion of the court.

provisions of sections 24-9901, 24-9902 and 89-9905 on this subject.

—

Editorial Note. The section numbers in this section
the expression "the provisions of the Penal Code."

89-606.

were inserted

in

(308) Retiring officers to deliver books to successors.

judicial or ministerial officers or State's attorneys,

who by law

of

lieu

—All

are en-

from the State any books, pamphlets or other documents, upon retiring from office shall deliver them over to their suctitled to receive

cessors,

who

89-607.

turn shall deliver them to their successors.

in

(309) Penalty for failure to deliver books to successor.

— On

such books, after demand made by the incoming officer,
the retiring officer shall be liable for three times the first cost thereof, to
be retained out of his salary, if a salaried officer, and if not a salaried officer, or, if he is one and the said amount has not been retained, he shall
be subject to suit and recovery (in a court having jurisdiction) by his
failure to deliver

successor in the
Cross-reference.

name

of the State for his use.

— Inspection

CHAPTER

of public books, see

89-7.

SALARIES AND FEES.

Sec.
89-701.

„„
89-702.
ft

-

89-703.

89-601.

§

Sec.

Annual

salaries appropriated.
,.
,
,
rr
m
Officer dismissed for taking lllegal fees
.

v

i

•

Quarterly statements of fees of
Statehouse and other officers.
uarterly statements of compensation and fees of county
officers.

on 7nr
89-705.

,
Accounts of fees to
be

on 7Ar
89-706.

j
c
Statements
to be preserved rfor

,

»

,

/~i
filed by
_
county officers. Duty of
£ ran d J ur y to examine
,

,

,

„

,

,

.

intorma

sembly.

.

.

«.

§ 89-705

Public Officers.
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Annual

89-701. (316)

salaries appropriated.

—The various

sums

of the

annual salaries of all the officers of this State, whose salaries are fixed
by law, are hereby appropriated annually to pay said officers until said
salaries are changed by law. (Acts 1865-6, pp. 11, 12.)
Cross-reference.
§

— Permanent

appropriations

included

in

general

bill,

see

47-502.

—

Any
(1125 P. C.) Officer dismissed for taking illegal fees.
public officer who shall charge or take fees not allowed by law, or for
89-702.

service not performed, shall, on conviction or proof thereof,

missed from

office.

be dis-

(Cobb, 357.)

—

§

Cross-references. Fee bill to be posted in office; penalty for illegal fees, see
Extortion, see §§ 89-9909 to 89-9912.

24-606.

89-703. Quarterly statements of fees of Statehouse

—All Statehouse

officers, all solicitors

and other

officers.

general and solicitors of city and

county courts, judges of city and county courts, and all officers and appointees of any department of the State who receive any fees or compensation other than their salaries shall keep a daily account of such
fees and compensation and shall make out quarterly an itemized sworn
statement of same and file such statement within 10 days after the termi(Acts 1912,
nation of each quarter with the Comptroller General.
p.

109.)

Cross-reference.
see § 89-9913.

— Penalty

for officer's failing to furnish statements as to fees,

compensation and fees of county ofAll county officers who receive fees and compensation other than
ficers.
salary shall keep a daily account of all fees and compensation received
by them and within 10 days after the termination of each quarter shall
file with the Comptroller General a sworn statement of totals of such
fees and compensation received during the previous quarter, also the
amount of insolvent costs earned together with the number of men employed, and the total costs of clerk hire, which statements shall be properly tabulated showing separately fees received in criminal and civil
cases, and in case of clerks of superior court shall show separately fees
received for court work and for recording papers and documents other
89-704. Quarterly statements of

—

v

than court papers: Provided, that this section shall not apply to justices
of the peace and constables.
(Acts 1912, p. 109.)

—

Editorial Note. Acts 1933, p. 146, requires ordinaries, commissioners of roads
and revenues, clerks of the superior courts and city courts, sheriffs, all bailiffs,
tax collectors, or tax commissioners, county treasurers or county depositories,
county school superintendents and treasurers of consolidated school districts and
local school districts to prepare and deliver to the ordinary monthly statements
showing the fiscal condition of the officer's records, including an itemized statement of all moneys of every character collected during the month for which the
report is made, all transactions relating to the receipt and disbursement of
moneys, and requires the publication of such statements, etc. This Act applies in
all counties "having a population between 12,400 and 12.404 and between 21. 60S
and 21,610 according to the United States census of 1930." Acts 1931, p. 166, requires ordinaries, clerks of the superior court, sheriffs, and tax collectors in counties having a population of between 7,005 and 7,015, to prepare and submit monthly
statements to the board of county commissioners or ordinary,

Accounts of fees to be filed by county officers. Duty of grand
jury to examine. All such county officers shall, in addition to filing such
statements with the Comptroller General, file in the office of the clerk
of the superior court of the county, at the end of each three months'
89-705.

—

§

Pubuc

89^706
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Officers,

period during the year, an itemized statement of all the fees and other
compensations received by each such officer, the source from which
received, and the date thereof; also the

together with the
hire

;

number

which statement

amount

of insolvent costs earned,

men employed, and

of

the total cost of clerk

shall be properly tabulated,

showing separately
and for other duties,

and in civil cases,
and shall show all such fees and compensation received during the three
months' period preceding the date of its filing. Such itemized statement
shall remain of file in the office of the clerk of the superior court, and
shall be available for examination and inspection by the grand jury at
each term of the superior court and it shall be the duty of the grand
jury to examine same and 4:o take appropriate action in the event any irregularities are discovered. Provided, however, that nothing herein con-

fees received in criminal cases

-

;

tained shall apply to justices of the peace or constables. (Acts 1933,
Cross-reference.
Editorial

— Punishment

Note.—This

for violation of this section, see

section and

§

89-9914 took effect Jan.

1,

p. 97.)

89-9914.

§

1934.

89-706. Statements to be preserved for information of General

sembly.

— The Comptroller General shall preserve
same

As-

said statements,

all of

under
this Chapter, and shall have all such information available at the next
(Acts 1912, p. 109.)
session of the General Assembly.
shall tabulate

so

to give all information contemplated

as'

CHAPTER 89-8. OFFICERS COLLECTING, KEEPING, AND
ACCOUNTING FOR PUBLIC MONEYS.
Sec.

Sec.
89-801.

Definitions

of

words and

89-814.

89-802.

Officers affected

89-803.

Law

89-804.

General

applicable only to public
funds, etc.

89-806.

89-807.

89-808.

Law applicable

to

ditional security.

Amount

89-810.

Officers

money
89-811.

must deposit public
bank or depository.
county

89-813.

Deposit of public funds creates
superior lien against bank's
Deposit constitutes
assets.

of depositories.
tracts as to interest.

trust fund.

principal

bond not
89-817.

and surety on

liable.

Jurisdiction

to

cite

defaulting

officers.

89-818.

Citation

89-819.

Hearing

89-820.

Suspected defaulter to file
statement of accounts. Judgment.
Subpoenas; jurisdiction to is-

of officer or depository, etc., to show cause for
default, etc.

of
zen, etc.

any interested

sue; punishment
to obey.

for

citi-

refusal

89-822.

Judgment conclusive unless ap-

89-823.

Accounting

89-824.

succeeding himself. Judgment, etc.
Execution against defaulters;

peal taken.

Con-

Bonds

title

of public body.

ity.

and

89-812.

officer

When

89-821.

in

of

official

89-816.

of bonds; approval.

Depositories for
school funds.

his

Authorities acting in good
faith incur no personal liabil-

existing

bonds.
Bonds required of officers holding, etc., State moneys; additional bonds or increased security; reduction of bond;
new bond.
Bonds of officers holding, etc.,
other than State moneys.
Power to declare office vacant
for officer's failure to give ad-

89-809.

name

89-815.

applicable

to municipalities.

89-805.

in

deemed funds

by law.

provisions

Deposits

showing

phrases used in law.

as to acts of officer

affidavit of illegality; parties;

judgment.
89-825.

Suit

by obligee on bond.

:
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l'i :iu.i<:

)I«1-ICKKS.

<

Sec.

Sec.

89-826.

89-831.

Joinder of parties
ing proceeding;

in

account-

)

Tax

89-827.

default;

for

citations
proval.

89-828.

etc.,

Reports of tax collectors; time;
ap-

collector failing to account or defaulting;

lease.

of tax

demand

right

to

Office'

vacated by failnew bond. Lia-

ure to provide

new

bility of

$9-830.

when.

Limitation of actions on bonds.
interest against principal and
surety; penalty for di

89-834.

When

89-835.

Effect of new bond or security.
Judgment or execution as lien.

csty; attorney's fees.

Removal

Surety's

to

89 832.
89-833.

citation.

89-829.

or surety subrights of county,

roller Lor

rogated

jurisdiction
as to subject-matter.

801

re-

89-836.

Transfer and enforcement
thereof.

surety.
89-837.

Uncompleted

duties of outgoLiaing tax collector, etc.
bility of collector and surety.

89-801. Definitions of

tax collector and surety
are not liable.

Representative of deceased or
insane officer as party.
Unfinished duties of tax collector pass to successor.

words and phrases used

in law.

—Unless

the

context clearly discloses a different meaning, the following words and
phrases as used in this Chapter shall have the following meanings

The words

"collecting officer" shall include not only State

and county

tax collectors and revenue agents, but also every other person

who

shall

be either generally or specifically elected, appointed, or employed, in
whole or in part, to collect on behalf of the State or any of its political
subdivisions, or any board, commission, bureau, or department thereof,
any tax, revenue, or other moneys.

The term
officer

u

tax collector" shall include a tax commissioner or other

who performs

The words

the duties of tax collector.

"officer to hold public

funds" shall include not only the

State Treasurer, county treasurers, the State Superintendent of Schools,

county school superintendents, and treasurers of school
also every other person,

by whatever name or

districts,

who

title called,

but

shall be

either generally or specially elected, appointed, or employed, with the

duty, in whole or in part, to receive, hold, and/or disburse on behalf of

the State or any of
sion, bureau, or

its political

subdivisions, or of any board,

department, any public

The words "public body"

money

commis-

or revenue.

shall include not only the State, counties,

school districts, drainage districts, and other districts created for special

purposes, but also

every other political subdivision of the State, and

every board, bureau, commission and department of the State or any
subdivision thereof, according as the context may require.

The words "State

authority" shall

mean

the officer or officers or board,

bureau, commission, or other person or persons

who

in their officiaf ca-

pacity shall have, according to the laws of this State, the duty or jurisdiction to act on behalf of the State in the particular matter.

The words "county authority"
of

mean

shall

the ordinary or the board

county commissioners, or other tribunal, body, or

officer

having

juris-

diction over the fiscal affairs of the county.

The words "proper authority"
sion, or other tribunal or

ticular matter.

shall

mean

body having the

(Acts 1933, pp. 78, 79.)

the officer, board, commis-

jurisdiction to act in the par-

J
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—

by law. This law is intended to relate to
every public officer, who by any law is required, as one of the duties of
his office, to collect any tax, money, or other revenue for the State or any
of its political subdivisions, for any board, commission, bureau or department thereof, or to have, hold, keep, or account for any tax or any
other revenue or money for the State or any of its political subdivisions
or for any board, bureau, or department thereof. (Acts 1933, pp, 78, 79.)
89-802. Officers affected

Law

—This

law has no
reference to any liability which any of the officers herein dealt with may
incur to any private person, but only refers to taxes, revenues and other
public funds, and to liabilities therefor to public bodies.
(Acts 1933,
89-803.

applicable only to public funds, etc.

pp. 78, 96.)

89-804. General provisions applicable to municipalities.

—The

general

provisions of this law shall apply to municipalities and the collecting

and officers to hold public funds thereof, to depositories of such
funds, and to bonds and sureties of such officers and depositories, and
the governing body of the municipality shall have the same jurisdiction, powers, and duties under this law in respect of such municipalities,
their officers, funds, depositories, and sureties on bonds of officers,
agents, and depositories, as the county authorities have in respect of
county officers, funds, depositories, and sureties on bonds; and the judgment of the governing body of a municipality, rendered on proceedings
by citation or waiver of citation, shall have the same force and effect as
is given hereunder to like judgments rendered by county authorities,
officers

with

like right of appeal.

89-805.

Law

(Acts 1933, pp. 78, 96.)

applicable to existing bonds.

—The provisions of this law

apply to existing bonds, so far as they can be applied without violating any provision of the Constitution of this State or of the United
States.
(Acts 1933, pp. 78, 97.)
shall

89-806.

Bonds required

of officers holding, etc., State

moneys; addi-

—

bonds or increased security; reduction of bond; new bond. The
State authorities shall require of all collecting officers and all officers to
hold public money, so far as relates to moneys or revenues of the State,
to give, on or before entering on the duties of their office, appointment,
or employment, bond with good security for the faithful performance of
the duties of their office and faithfully to account for all moneys coming
into their hands, together with such other conditions as the laws may
If
require as to the official bond of the particular officer in question.
the State authority having supervision or control over the officer or the
conduct of his office shall deem at any time that the bond given by such

tional

officer is insufficient in

amount

or

is

inadequate as to security, he shall

notify such officer to give an additional

bond or

to increase the security;

within the time required by such State authority the officer shall
fail to give the additional bond or to make adequate the security, the
State authority shall, if the same be an office the incumbent of which

and

if

such State authority has the jurisdiction or power to remove, declare the
office vacant, and, if it be an office the incumbent of which such State
authority does not have the power to remove, shall report the same to
the Governor, and thereupon, if it be an office the incumbent of which
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power

the Governor has

such

to

remove

for cause, the

g

Governor, after giving

opportunity to be heard, shall have the power to declare
vacant; or if it relate to an officer who can be removed on

officer

office

impeachment proceedings, the Governor shall report the same to the
General Assembly. The Governor shall have concurrent jurisdiction
with all other proper authorities to require any collecting officer or any
to
officer to hold public money to give additional bond or security.
all tax collectors, so far as relates to State money, the Comptroller General shall be deemed to be a proper authority within the purview of this
section. The Governor and/or other proper State authority -hall have
the jurisdiction and authority to allow any collecting officer or any officer
to hold public money of the State to reduce his bond, but not below the
amount required of such officer as a minimum by the laws of this State,
by an order discharging the existing bonds of such officer from future
liability and the giving of a new bond by said officer in the reduced
amount. The Governor and/or other proper State authority shall have
the jurisdiction and authority to allow any such officer to substitute a
new bond for his existing bond or bonds, and to discharge the existing
bond or bonds as to future liability, by an order to that effect. (Acts
'.

1933, pp. 78, 80.)
Cross-reference.

89-807.

— Bonds

Bonds

of public officers generally, see

Chapter

of officers holding, etc., other than State

89-4.

moneys.

— All

county authorities and all other proper authorities shall, as to collecting
officers and officers to hold public money, other than those dealt with in
the next preceding section, have the jurisdiction and authority to require bonds of such officers, of the same kind as is prescribed in the
next preceding section, and shall have the same power and authority to
require such officers to increase their bonds or the security thereon, and
to permit the reduction of such bonds and to give discharge to existing
bonds as to future liability upon new bonds being given, all in like manner as is set forth in the preceding section. (Acts 1933, pp. 78, 82.)
89-808.

Power

tional security.
tional

bond or

to declare office vacant for officer's failure to give addi-

—

If

any such

officer,

upon being required

to give addi-

security, shall fail to do so within the time required, the

proper authority shall, if the office be one as to which such proper authority has the power of removal, declare the office vacant and if it be
an office as to w hich such proper authority does not have the power of
removal, the proper authority shall report the same to the Governor,
or the officer having power of removal, who, after giving the delinquent
officer opportunity to be heard, shall have the power t.o declare the office vacant.
(Acts 1933, pp. 78, 82.)
;

r

89-809.

Amount

of

bonds approval.
;

—The amount of bonds

of collect-

moneys shall be in the amount
unless the amount be fixed by existing

ing officers and officers to hold public

by the proper authority,
general laws, and shall be approved by the proper authority and filed as
required by law.
Except as herein otherwise stated, the proper authority to fix the amount of bonds and to approve the same is the officer
or officers upon whom those duties are imposed by existing laws and
where the law does not designate what officer shall perform these duties,

fixed

;

§
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the officer, board, bureau, or commission having

County authorities shall
be deemed the proper authorities as to fixing the amount and approving bonds of tax collectors as to county taxes, and as to county treasurers
supervision over the particular office or

officer.

and those acting as substitutes for county treasurers under local laws,,
and all other collecting officers and officers holding* public funds, so far
as relates to county taxes or revenue, and shall be deemed the proper
authority as to requiring additional bonds or strengthening security on
bonds, and as to allowing reduction and/or substitution of bonds, and
as to discharging bonds from future liability, so far as relates to such officers.

(Acts 1933, pp. 78, 82.)

89-810. Officers

must deposit public money

in

bank or depository.

—

It

duty of every collecting officer and every officer to hold public money, upon any money belonging to any public body coming into
his hands, promptly to deposit the same in a bank or depository as hereAll funds belonging to the State or any of its bureaus,
inafter stated.
commissions, boards, and/or departments shall be deposited in some desshall be the

ignated State depository. (Acts 1933, pp. 78, 83.)
Cross-reference.

— State

depositories, see Title 100, State Depositories.

—

and school funds. The county authorities shall designate one or more solvent banks as depositories of all
county moneys and moneys belonging to the school funds of the county,
and of school districts therein, and of other districts therein organized
for any purpose and if the county authorities shall not have provided
for such a depository, the county board of education or the trustees of
any school district or the proper authorities having supervision over any
other public fund may designate such a depository as to their funds; and
if there be no applicable depository selected, the officer collecting or holding any public funds may select a depository. (Acts 1933, pp. 78, 83.)
89-811. Depositories for county

;

Cross-reference.

— State

Bonds

depositories as county depositories, see

§

23-1017.

—

Contracts as to interest. The proper
authorities shall require the depository to give bond or make deposit of
89-812.

of depositories.

such deposits as may be made in it. Any
bank in this State is authorized to give such bond and/or to secure deposits of public funds by deposits of securities and the proper authorities are authorized to make contracts with depositories as to interest or
compensation of the depository. (Acts 1933, pp. 78, 83.)
securities in trust to secure

;

—

Cross-references. Contract by Governor for interest, see
may be deposited, see § 100-108.

§

100-103.

What

se-

curities

89-813. Deposit of public funds creates superior lien against bank's

—

Deposit constitutes trust fund. Upon any deposit of public
funds being made in any bank, whether designated as a depository or
not, there shall arise in favor of the public body to which such fund belongs a lien on all the assets of said bank, superior to all other liens, for
the amount of such funds. All funds of any public body upon being deassets.

posited in any bank shall be

deemed

to be held as a trust fund.

(Acts

1933, pp. 78, 83.)

—

Cross-references. Order of paying debts of insolvent bank, see § 13-821. Regulation of the business of banking, see Title 13, Banks and Banking, Chapter 13-20.

—

:
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89-817

name of officer showing his official title deemed
body. Money of any public body deposited in any Lank

89-814. Deposits in

funds of public

by any
in his

—

collecting- officer or officer to hold public funds,

own name,

shall,

if

the account stand in his

though depo

name

in his official

capacity or be marked with words or abbreviations showing his official
title, or if the bank otherwise knows that it is public money, be deemed
to be funds of a public

body within the purview

(Acts 1933,

of this law.

pp. 78, 84.)

89-815. Authorities acting in

No

when

proper authority, nor,

member

good

faith incur

no personal

liability.

the proper authority consists of a board

where acting in
good faith, incur any liability by reason of designating any depository or
taking any other official action required of such proper authority under
or tribunal, any

this law.

(Acts 1933, pp.

When

board or tribunal,

of such

shall,

78, 84.)

—

and surety on bond not liable. Neither the
principal nor the surety on any bond of any collecting officer or any
89-816.

officer to

principal

hold public funds shall be liable for the failure of such officer to

account for any public money coming into his hands which he shall have
deposited in any designated depository, or, if the proper authority shall
have failed to designate a depository, in any bank selected by him, if it
be deposited in the name of the public body to which it belongs, or in his
own name in his official title, or with his official capacity disclosed or if
the bank receiving the same shall otherwise have notice of the public
nature of the deposit Provided, that said failure to account is attributable solely to the failure or insolvency of such depository. (Acts 1933,
:

pp. 78, 84.)
89-817. Jurisdiction to cite defaulting officers.

—Jurisdiction to

cite de-

faulting collecting officers, officers to hold public money, depositories,

and/or the sureties on their bonds, for an accounting, and to issue executions against them, is conferred and vested as follows
(a)

As

to Statehouse officials

ployees of any Statehouse

office,

the funds of the State or any of

partments, and their sureties
(b)

As

—

and their
and their
its

sureties,

Governor.

and

officers to

hold public money, so

far as relates to taxes, revenues, or funds of the State or

bureaus,

commissions,

boards

or

and em-

and depositories of
bureaus, commissions, boards or de-

in the

to other collecting officers

sureties, assistants,

departments

—

in

the

any

of its

Comptroller

General.

As

and

hold public money, so far
as relates to taxes, revenues, or funds of a county, or any board, bureau,
or other tribunal or body exercising jurisdiction solely in such county.
or of any school district, drainage, district, or any other district in such
county, and as to banks or depositories in which the taxes, revenues, or
(c)

to collecting officers

officers to

other funds or any of these have been deposited, and as to the sureties
on the bonds of any of said officers, banks or depositories in the county

—

authority of said county.
(d) In

any case not covered by the foregoing provisions

troller General.

(Acts 1933, pp. 78 85.)
y

—

in the

Comp-

—
§
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89-818. Citation of officer or depository, etc., to
etc.

— Upon

its

coming

show cause

for default,

to the attention of the official or authority

having

jurisdiction to cite for accounting, that a collecting officer or officer to

hold public funds has been guilty of any default or breach of duty as to
any tax. revenue, or public funds, or that any bank or depository in

funds have been deposited has
failed in business or has failed to pay over on demand any such fund so
deposited with it. or, whether default be alleged or not, upon the surety

which any

tax. revenue, or other public

upon any bond of the kind dealt with in this law, whether of an officer
or of a bank or depository, filing with such official or authority having
jurisdiction to cite for accounting a petition asking for the settlement of

the accounts of such principal,

duty of such official or
authority to cite such officer or such bank or depository and/or their
sureties to come before the official or authority having jurisdiction over
the accounting, on a day named, to make an accounting or settlement
and to show cause why execution should not issue, if any default be
found and shall cause such citation to be served at least 10 days before
the hearing, unless such service be waived, or the respondents consent
in writing to shorter notice.
It shall not be necessary to issue or serve
citation or notice to or upon any principal or surety who has filed or has
joined in filing the petition for citation, nor shall it be necessary personally to serve such citation upon any officer or other person who, by
absconding, absence from the State, or otherwise, prevents personal
service but it shall be sufficient in such cases to perfect service by leaving a copy of the citation at the most notorious place of abode of such
absconding or absent person. (Acts 1933, pp. 78, 85.)
it

shall be the

;

;

—

Hearing of any interested citizen, etc. Any citizen or taxpayer
or any public body interested in the fund in question may appear and be
heard before the official or authority, at the time and place of hearing.
89-819.

(Acts 1933, pp. 78, 86.)

statement of accounts. Judgment.
At the time and place fixed for the hearing, or at an adjournment or continuance thereof, the officer, bank, or depository cited shall file under oath
a statement of accounts and if such officer, bank, or depository shall fail
to submit such a statement, the citing official or county authority shall
prepare one from the best information at hand. After giving opportunity
to the parties at interest to be heard, the official or county authority shall
proceed to render a judgment or order in the nature of a judgment, in
89-820. Suspected defaulter to

file

;

which,

if

no default be found,

it

shall be so stated, and,

if

default be

found, stating the amount of the same and ordering execution to issue
therefor. If the officer whose accounts are under review is a tax collector, the procedure in the judgment or order thereunder shall be in ac-

cordance with the provisions hereinafter specially made as to settling
accounts of tax collectors. (Acts 1933, pp. 78, 86.)
89-821. Subpoenas;

—Authority

jurisdiction to

issue;

punishment

for refusal to

hereby conferred upon the official or county authority having jurisdiction in the matter to issue subpoenas and to compel the
attendance of witnesses and production of books and documents in behalf
of any party; and if any person shall disobey any such subpoena or order
obey.

is

§ 89-824
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to produce, the official or county authority shall certify the refusal to the
judge of the superior court of the county where the hearing is had, who
shall punish the offender as for

contempt of the superior

court.

("Acts

1933, pp. 78, 87.)

—

Judgment conclusive unless appeal taken. Unless an appeal
be taken, as herein provided, such judgment or order shall be con-

89-822.
shall

clusive on the public bodies interested, and on the officer, bank, or de-

pository,

and

and

and upon the sureties on their bonds, if cited
the existence, amount, and extent of such liability.

their privies,

notified, as to

(Acts 1933, pp. 78, 87.)

Accounting as to acts of officer succeeding himself. Judgment,
When any officer to whom this law relates shall succeed himself
etc.
in office, or within one year prior to March 16, 1933, has succeeded himself in office, or has been elected to succeed himself in office, or has been
elected to succeed himself in a subsequent term, such officer or the surety
on his bond either for the current term or for the term which has or shall
have expired, or for a term about to begin, may file with the official or
the county authority having jurisdiction to cite for accounting, a petition
asking that an accounting be had as to the acts and doings of such officer
during the term which has ended or is about to end and thereupon such
official or county authority shall cause citation to issue and be served on
the officer and the sureties on his bonds, for both terms, except such of
them as shall be party to or join in the petition; and such further proceedings shall be had as are provided for herein in cases of citation for
accounting. In the order or judgment rendered by the official or county
89-823.

—

;

authority conducting the accounting, or, in case of appeal, in the judg-

ment

of the court, the condition of the accounts of

stated as between the tAVO terms and as between

such

officers shall

be

the sureties for the re-

judgment shall set the terms upon compliance with which the sureties on the bond for the expired or expiring
term shall be discharged, or liability as to taxes, revenues, and public
moneys satisfied, and shall also settle and determine between the sureties
in the respective bonds the matters for which each is or may be liable.
The judgments or orders in the nature of a judgment rendered by the
official or the county authority having the jurisdiction in any such proceeding, unless changed on appeal, and the final judgment in case of appeal, shall have the conclusive effect of judgments of a court of comspective terms, and the order or

petent jurisdiction. (Acts 1933, pp. 78, 87.)
89-824. Execution against defaulters; affidavit of illegality; parties;

—

judgment. The official or county authority having jurisdiction to cite
for accounting may, without issuing or serving citation or notice, issue
or cause to be issued an execution against any defaulting collecting
officer, or officer to hold public funds, or any bank or depository in which
public funds have been deposited, and/or the sureties on the bonds of
any of them, for default as to any of the matters as to which such officer,
bank, depository, or surety might be cited, and for the amount of the
loss sustained by the public body or public bodies alleged in such execution to be sustained through such default; and such execution shall be
prima facie evidence of the facts, including the amount of loss sustained.

:

§
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therein recited, and shall be enforceable as an execution for said

Provided, nevertheless, that the enforcement of such execution

amount

may

be

arrested by proceedings in equity, or, after levy, by affidavit of illegality,

which the defendant in h. fa. whose property has been levied on shall
deny liability for the amount set out in such execution or some part
thereof.
The affidavit of illegality shall be returned by the levying
officer to the superior court of the county in which the alleged defaulting
officer resides.
On the trial of the case, whether in equity or on affidavit of illegality, the burden of proof shall be on the official or authority
issuing the execution. Any other person, corporation, or public body at
interest may on his or its own motion, or on motion of either party to
the cause, be made a party thereto, and be bound by the final judgment.
Such an execution shall become final process against any defendant in
in

named

execution

therein

who

shall indorse thereon, in writing, his ad-

mission of the correctness of the same and an agreement that the same
shall proceed against him as final process; but such admission shall not
be binding on anyone except the person or corporation signing the same.
(Acts 1933, pp. 78, 88.)

—

as

by obligee on bond. Nothing herein shall be construed
preventing the obligee in any such bond from maintaining an action

at

law or

89-825. Suit

in equity thereon,

when

the

jurisdiction to issue citation shall not

by ordering

or county authority having

official

have begun a proceeding thereon

citation or execution to issue. (Acts 1933, pp. 78, 89.)

89-826. Joinder of parties in accounting proceeding

subject-matter.

;

jurisdiction as to

— In any proceeding for accounting under this law, there

may
all

be joined originally or by amendment, either before or after appeal,
such officers, depositories, banks, and securities on bonds of any of

them, as shall be necessary or proper to the full determination of any
matter in controversy, and especially (but without limiting the generality
of the foregoing) for determining the respective liabilities as between

and some other officer, or between an officer and a bank or depository, or between them or any of them and the sureties of any of
them, or between sureties of any of them, but the proper authority and/or
any court which shall have acquired jurisdiction thereof by appeal or
otherwise shall have the jurisdiction to determine completely the rean

officer

spective liabilities of the parties as

any

among

themselves, as well as the

bank, or depository, and the sureties, to the public
body or bodies involved. The jurisdiction given hereunder shall extend
not only to the compelling of an officer and/or his sureties to account for
liability of

officer,

taxes or other public

money which he has

in fact collected,

but for

money

which it was his duty to collect and which, in the exercise of good faith
and ordinary diligence, he should have collected; and may be exercised
against any public officer who has received or collected the money of
any public body, whether it was a part of his official duty to receive it
or collect

it

or not.

(Acts 1933, pp. 78, 89.)

89-827. Reports of tax collectors; time; citations for default; approval.

— Annually on

or before April 20, unless the time shall be extended

by

the Comptroller General for cause which said Comptroller General shall

deem

to be sufficient, each tax collector shall

make and

file

an account-
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89-828

;

ing with the Comptroller General as to State taxes, and with the COW
authority of his county as to county taxes, for the preceding year,

in

which the accounts of said tax collector shall be fully stated, and uncollected items on the digest of such preceding year shall be listed in
detail; and the tax collector shall set opposite each item the reason why
the same has not been collected and the name of the officer in whose
hands the tax execution is, or, if no execution has been issued, the
reason why it has not been issued, and such further information
the Comptroller General or the county authority, as the case may be,
If the Comptroller General or the county authority, as
shall require.
the case

may

be, shall find that all collections

made

to the date of the

accounting have been properly accounted for by the tax collector, an
order to that effect shall be entered by the Comptroller General or the
county authority, as the case may be but if it appear that there is any
default in accounting for collections made, the tax collector and his
sureties shall be promptly cited, as in this law provided for, to make
good such default. The Comptroller General and the county authority
;

have the jurisdiction and power to correct all errors in the digests,
and to order abatement or cancellation of taxes erroneously assessed, and
to make other adjustments in the digests of similar nature and to reflect
the same in the account as stated. As to uncollected items not relieved
against, in the manner stated, the Comptroller General or the county
authority, as the case may be, shall proceed to ascertain whether failure
to collect the same or any part of the same has been due to negligence
or bad faith on the part of the tax collector and if the Comptroller General or the county authority be of the opinion that there is sufficient evidence of negligence or bad faith to justify a citation as for a default,
citation shall be ordered against the tax collector and his sureties otherwise, and unless a default in properly accounting for collections made
appears, the accounts of the tax collector shall be approved and though
the account be disapproved in part, if there be uncollected items as to
the failure of collection of which no negligence or bad faith on the part
of the tax collector appears, the Comptroller General or county authority
shall approve as to them, and in detail shall state wherein the account
is approved, and wherein and for what reasons the same is not approved.
An approved account or approved part of an account shall be prima facie
shall

;

;

:

conclusive, as of the date of the approval, of
its

correctness be challenged in

or in equity brought within

some

its

correctness

citation or in

some

two years from the date

;

and, unless

action in law

of such approval,

shall be absolutely conclusive of the correctness of the account or the

approved parts thereof, as of the date

of the approval.

(Acts 1933.

pp. 78, 90.)
89-828.
tion.

—

If

Removal

of tax collector failing to account or defaulting

the tax collector shall

by April 20

fail to

;

cita-

submit his account for settlement

or within such further time, not exceeding four months, as

shall be allowed

by the Comptroller General, or

on examination of
the account, defaults shall be ascertained wdiich are not promptly cured
by the tax collector, the Comptroller General or the county authority
shall report the same to the Governor, who, after giving the tax collector
opportunity to be heard (unless the tax collector absconds or absents
if,

§
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himself from the State or otherwise cannot be given notice) shall have

suspend him or remove him from office and the Comptroller General and/or the county authority shall proceed to cite the delinquent tax collector and his surety. (Acts 1933, pp. 78, 91.)

the

power

to

;

demand release.
provide new bond. Liability of new surety.
89-829. Surety's right to

Office vacated

by

failure to

—The surety on the

bond

of

the tax collector shall also have the right to report the failure to account

by the Comptroller General or the county authority
demand a release from future liability on the
bond of such tax collector. The Governor shall thereupon order the tax
collector to make a new bond or bonds within a time to be set, not exceeding 30 days and upon his default in so doing the Governor shall
declare the officer removed and the office vacant. Upon the office being
declared vacant, or upon the new bond being given, the moving surety
shall be discharged from all future liability. Unless the Governor shall
require that the sureties on the new bond shall assume concurrent liability with the sureties on the old bond, the sureties on the new bond shall
or the default alleged

to the Governor and to

;

be liable only for future defaults, and the sureties on the old for the preexisting defaults. (Acts 1933, pp. 78, 92.)
89-830.

collector

Uncompleted duties of outgoing tax collector, etc. Liability of
and surety. In case a tax collector has been succeeded in office

—

by another person, a list of the uncollected items of tax appearing in the
account of the outgoing tax collector at the time of the accounting as
stated above shall be furnished by the Comptroller General or the county
authority to the tax collector then in office, and it shall thenceforth be
his duty, as the taxes are collected, to

pay to the outgoing tax collector

one-half of the commissions and to retain for his services one-half, the

commissions

to be calculated as

if

the

amounts had been

collected

by the

and the outgoing tax collector shall no longer
have the right or the duty to collect the taxes or to enforce the executions issued therefor, but all uncompleted duties in respect thereof shall
pass to the successor. The outgoing tax collector and his sureties on his
bond shall, upon his delivery to his successor of such books and papers
outgoing tax collector

;

in his office as relate to the uncollected taxes,

be discharged of

.except for defaults existing prior to that time.

(Acts 1933, pp.

89-831.

when.

—

If

Tax

liability,

78, 92.)

collector or surety subrogated to rights of county, etc.,

a tax collector and/or his sureties shall be held liable on pro-

ceedings by citation, or on appeal, or in any other form of action at law
or in equity, for having failed

by reason

of his negligence or

bad

faith to

any taxes, the tax collector or his surety paying off any liability
thus established shall be entitled to have the tax execution or executions
transferred to him and where such execution or executions relate both
to State and county taxes, the Comptroller General and the county
collect

;

authority, and either or both of them, shall have authority to

make

the

transfer as to both State and county taxes and any other tax included
in the

execution; and as to such taxes the tax collector or his surety

paying the judgment, order, or decree fixing

liability for the

same

shall

;
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be subrogated to

body

for

whose

all

by

89-834

the rights of the State, county, and/or other public

benefit the tax

89-832. Limitation of actions
in equity or

§

was

levied.

on bonds.

(Acts 1933, pp. 78, 93.;

— No action

(whether

at

law or

citation or issuance of ex parte execution as herein pro-

vided for) on the bond of such collecting

officer, or officer to

hold public

funds, or bank, or depository shall be maintained unless the action or

proceeding be begun

in six

years from the date the alleged cause of action

accrued; nor against any surety thereon, unless within three years from
the date of this law, or within three years from the date the alleged cause

have been begun against the surety, or citation shall have been issued against the surety by the official or county
authority having jurisdiction to cite, or execution shall have issued
of action accrues, suit shall

against the surety as herein provided for, on account of the alleged

breach of the bond. (Acts 1933, pp.

78, 93.)

and surety; penalty for dishonesty;
attorney's fees. Upon breaches of the bond of any officer, bank, or depository, interest shall run against the principal on the bond at the rate
of seven per cent, per annum from the date of the breach, and against
the surety at the same rate from the date of the demand on the surety.
89-833. Interest against principal

—

If

the breach shall involve dishonesty on the part of the officer or bank,

the

official

or county authority having jurisdiction to cite the officer, or

any court acquiring jurisdiction over the subject-matter, may, as against
the offending principal in the bond, impose an additional penalty of not
more than 10 per cent, of the amount of the loss, and a reasonable sum
for attorneys' fees. This penalty and award of attorneys' fees may also
be imposed upon the surety by any court acquiring jurisdiction of the
subject-matter, in the event it be shown that the surety has acted in bad
faith and has been vexatiously litigious, or that it has filed defensive
proceedings for delay only. Provisions of existing law imposing higher
rates of interest or penalties upon principals or sureties upon any of such
bonds are superseded by the provisions of this section. (Acts 1933,
pp. 78, 94.)
89-834.

.

When

tax collector and surety are not liable.

— Neither

collector nor his surety shall be liable for failure to collect

county or other taxes from delinquent taxpayers

make

it

if

a tax

any State or

he or his surety shall

appear (a) that by reason of the insolvency of the taxpayer the

tax collector could not by ordinary care and diligence collect the same;
(b) or that the tax collector with ordinary diligence issued execution

placed

it

in the

hands of the

sheriff or other officer

the same, and that failure to realize the
fault of

such tax collector;

having power

promptly was due to obedience

to levy

money thereon was due

(c) or that his failure to collect

and

to

no

such taxes

from the Comptroller
General as to State taxes, or of the county authorities as to county taxes
(d) or that he was prevented from the collection of the taxes by legal
to instructions

proceedings. (Acts 1933, pp. 78, 94.)

Public Officers.
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— Where

any collecting

officer

money, bank, or depository gives an additional
bond or adds new security during his term, the bond in force at the time
and securities thereon shall be liable for defaults occurring prior to the
time the additional bond or security is given, and the existing bond or
security and the additional bond or security shall be jointly and severally
and concurrently liable for subsequent defaults; but, if the order requiring a new bond so provides, the sureties on the old bond or bonds shall be
discharged from future liability, and the new bond alone shall be liable
therefor.
However, if the new bond so provides, it may assume concurrent liability with the old bond as to defaults occurring prior to the
date of its being given, or, if the officer having the duty of approving the
bond so consents, the new bond may assume sole liability from a date
prior to the time of its being filed, and the old bond or bonds may be
discharged from liability from the date as of which such new bond is
or officer to hold public

operative. (Acts 1933, pp. 78, 95.)

Judgment or execution as lien. Transfer and enforcement
thereof.
Any judgment or execution issued in pursuance of this law, or
in any action at law or in equity against the principal or surety upon any
bond of any of the officers, banks, or depositories dealt with herein, shall
have the effect of preserving and be a means of enforcing the liens created by the laws of this State, including this law, upon the property and
89-836.

—

and sureties on the bonds of

assets of principal

officers

and depositories,

and the assets of banks. Upon the payment of the amount of such judgment or execution by any surety or other person, either the official or
county authority issuing the same, or any officer authorized to levy the
execution, shall, at the request of the person or corporation

making the

payment, transfer the judgment and/or execution to such person or corporation or his or
the

its

same and the

order,

and the transferee

lien therein

represented

:

shall be entitled to enforce

Provided, that, in order to

preserve the lien as against subsequent bona fide purchasers for value,

judgment or execution shall be entered on the general execution
docket as if it were a common law execution. Any sale or transfer of any
part of its assets by a bank to an innocent purchaser for value in ordithe

nary course of business prior to the institution of a proceeding against
said bank, through

which the

lien

may

be preserved or enforced, shall

pass to the purchaser or transferee such assets free from the lien herein
created.

(Acts 1933, pp. 78, 95.)

89-837. Representative of deceased or insane officer as party.

ished duties of tax collector pass to successor.
officers

with

whom

this

law deals

shall

—Whenever

any

Unfinof the

become non compos mentis or

die,

the guardian or personal representative of such insane or deceased officer
shall be a sufficient party to

insane or deceased

officer.

any proceeding hereunder,

Upon

in lieu of

a tax collector's dying or being adjudged

removed or suspended from office, the unfinished duties
which he shall have served shall pass to his successor then

insane, or being
of

all

terms

in office, or

in

such

next elected or appointed. (Acts 1933, pp. 78, 96.)

§89-904
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CHAPTER

89-9.

MISCELLANEOUS.
Sec.

Sec.
89-901.

89-902.
89-903.

Fiscal
cers

accounts

year;

of

offi-

89-904.

Interest

of

truster;,

officer,

or

partner in contract with State

*

Same; reports of
Powers of public

officers.
officers.

No

estoppel of public by unauthorized acts.

institution
''„

''

89-905.

T)

...

,

Bonds taken by public

officer;

return; actions.

—

89-901. (231) Fiscal year; accounts of officers. The fiscal year in this
State shall commence on the first day of January, and end on the 31st

day

of

December,

keep their

official

and all public officers of this State
accordance therewith. (Acts 1881, p.

of each year;

shall

accounts in

29.)

—

Cross-references. Fiscal year for Regents of University System, see § 32-131.
Reports filed with State Librarian, see §§ 101-204, 101-217. Treasurer's quarterly
report to Governor, see § 40-1101, 11 8. Report of State debt, see § 40-1101, 11 12.
Fiscal year for certain counties, see editorial note following § 92-3701.

Same; reports

89-902. (268)

shall be coincident

with the

of officers.

fiscal year,

—The year for

and

it

shall

official

reports

be the duty of the

make and publish, annually, their official
commencing on January 1st and ending on De-

public officers of this State to

reports for the period

cember 31st

of each year, inclusive.

(Acts 1903,

p. 25.)

Cross-references.— State Librarian as exchange officer for public documents.
Annual returns of county officers to grand juries, see § 23-1201.
Reports by county treasurers to grand juries, see § 23-1015.
see § 101-217.

Powers of public officers. No estoppel of public by unauthorized acts. Powers of all public officers are defined by law, and all
persons must take notice thereof. The public may not be estopped by the
acts of any officer done in the exercise of a power not conferred. (85 Ga.
89-903. (303)

—

171 (11 S. E. 599).)
Cross-references.

law no excuse, see
generally, see

§

—When

bound by statute, see § 102-109. Ignorance of
Estoppels
Liability of public agents, see § 4-407.

State

102-105.
38-114.
§

89-904. Interest of trustee, officer, or partner in contract with State
institution.

tem

— No member of the Board of Regents of the University Sys-

Board of Control of Eleemosynary Institutions or trustee
or other officer of any State institution which is wholly or in part supported by the funds of the State, nor any partnership of which he is a
member, shall make any contract with the governing board or trustees
of such institution or any officer of such institution for the sale and purchase of merchandise or supplies for such institution whereby profit shall
accrue to such board member or trustee or such partnership of which he
is a member, nor shall such trustee or officer of such institution make
any profit or receive any money for the sale, handling or disposal of any
crop or crops or property of such institution, nor shall such member,
trustee or other officer of such institution make or be interested in any
contract for supplies or merchandise for such institution, when such contract or the making of the same, is wholly or in part made or influenced
by the action of the board governing such institution or the trustees
thereof or is controlled by any officer of such institution, and any and all
such contracts are hereby declared to be illegal and void
Provided, that
any such contracts as are herein described may be made with a corporation of which any such board member or trustee is a stockholder if such
or of the

:

§

Public Officers.
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or trustee shall not vote on, nor participate

the

in,

making

of

such contract
Provided further, that no board member or trustee of
such State institution shall be prohibited from making contracts for
furnishing supplies to the students or faculty of such institution for their
individual use. (Acts 1918, pp. 265, 266.)
:

— Penalty

Cross-reference.

89-905. (13)

for violation of this section, see

Bonds taken by public

taken by public

89-9915.

§

officers; return; actions.

— All bonds

under the laws of this State, shall be returned to
the offices specified by law and any person interested therein may bring
suit thereon, in his own name, in any court having jurisdiction thereof.
officers,

;

Cross-references.
sufficient

— Bonds of public officers generally, see

bond, and

when

obligors bound, see

CHAPTER

§

102-102,

If

Chapter

What

89-4.

is

7.

CRIMES.

89-99.

Sec.

Sec.

89-9901.

Failure to take and
oath.

89-9909.

Extortion defined.

89-9910.

Punishment

89-9902.

Acting before
misdemeanor.

89-9911.

Penalty for demanding more
than legal rate for advertis-

89-9903.

Stealing, altering, etc., of pub-

89-9904.

Selling office or dividing profits thereof.

lic

89-9905.

file official

filing

bond a

ing.

documents.

89-9912.

89-9906.

Assault under color of

Malpractice, oppression,
tyrannical partiality.

89-9908.

Indictment

for

Retaining part of advertising
fee.

Officers detaining books, etc.,
from successors.

89-9907.

89-9914.

statements as to fees.
Failure of county officer to file
statements with clerk of

office.

89-9915

Officers or. trustees of State
institution making profit out
of contracts or from sale of
crops'.

who

shall enter

upon the duties

in the

office,

oath.— Any

file official

required by law to take and

proper

to

court, etc.

and

malpractice..

or deputy

same

furnish

Officers

(273 P. C.) Failure to take and
is

failing

89-9913.

Trial by jury.

89-9901.

for extortion.

file

an

official

officer

oath

who

without first taking and filing the
shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1895,
of his office

p. 63.)

Cross-reference.
see

§

— Entering

upon duties

of office without taking

and

—

bond a misdemeanor. Any
give bond, who shall perform any offi-

89-9902. (275 P. C.) Acting before filing

public officer, required by law to
cial act

of a

filing oath,

89-309.

before his bond

is

approved and

misdemeanor. (Acts 1895,

Cross-reference.

filed as required, shall

be guilty

p. 63.)

— No officer to act before

filing

bond, see

§

89-410.

89-9903. (284 P. C.) Stealing, altering, etc., of public documents.

—

If

any public officer, or other person, shall steal, embezzle, alter, corrupt,
withdraw, falsify, or avoid any record, process, charter, gift, grant, conveyance, or contract or shall knowingly and wilfully take off, discharge, or conceal any issue, forfeited recognizance, or other forfeiture;
or shall forge, deface, or falsify any document or instrument recorded,
or any registry, acknowledgement, or certificate; or shall alter, deface,
or falsify any minute, document, book, or any proceeding whatever of or
;

—
Public Officers.
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belonging to any public office within
cause or procure any of the offenses
in anywise concerned therein, he shall
labor in the penitentiary for not less

—

$89-9

any pc
ball
aforesaid to be committed, or be
be punished by imprisonment and

this State; or

if

than two years nor more than 10

years. (Cobb, 805.)

— Larceny,

see Title 26, Crimes and Punishment, Chapter 26-2(».
Conspiracy to desee Chapter 26-28.
fraud State or county, see § 26-4201 et seq. Forgery, see § 26-3901 et seq. Perjury
and false swearing, see § 26-4001 et seq.

Cross-references^

Embezzlement and fraudulent conversion,

89-9904. (285 P. C.)

person

who

office; or

if

Selling office or dividing profits thereof.

li

any

has been elected to any office shall sell or farm out said
any person shall purchase or agree to give any money or

other thing of value to a person elected, for the privilege of exercising
the duties of said office; or if any person shall promise or agree to divide

emoluments of said office with the person so elected,
be punished by confinement and labor in the penitentiary for
than one year nor more than three years. (Acts 1871-2, p. 285.;

the profits, fees, or

he shall
not less

Cross-reference.

— Bribery,

see §§ 26-4101, 26-4102.

89-9905. (287 P. C.) Officers detaining books,
If

any

officer, after

etc.,

the expiration of his term, shall

from successors.
wilfully and unlaw-

withhold or detain from his successor the records, papers, documents, books, or other writings belonging to his office, or mutilate, destroy, take away, or otherwise prevent the complete possession by his
successor of said records, documents, papers, books, or other writings,
he shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Cobb, 805, 806.)
fully

Cross-reference.
successor.

—See

§

24-605 as to justice of the peace withholding books from

89-9906. (288 P. C.) Assault under eolor of office.

State

who

shall assault or beat

—Any

officer of this

any individual, under color

of his office

or commission, without a lawful necessity so to do, shall be guilty of a

misdemeanor. (Cobb, 806.)
89-9907. (295 P. C.) Malpractice, oppression,
ity.

—Any

ordinary,

member

judge, or justice of the peace,
office,

of

any board

who

and tyrannical

partial-

commissioners, county
shall be charged with malpractice in
of

or with using oppression or tyrannical partiality, or with wilfully

refusing or failing to preside in or hold his court at the regular terms

when

duty under the law to do so, or with using any
other means to delay or avoid the due course or proceeding of law, or
with any other conduct unbecoming the character of an upright magistrate, or who shall wilfully and knowingly demand more cost than he is
entitled to by law, in the administration and under color of his office,
shall be punished as for a misdemeanor and shall be removed from office.
(Cobb, 644, 809. Acts 1865-6, pp. 233, 234; 1873, pp. 23, 24; 1895, p. 630
thereof or

it is

his

—

Cross-references. See § 24-9901 as to justices of the peace. Fee bill to be posted
in office of magistrates, etc.; penalty for illegal fees, see § 24-606.
justices

When

removable from
§

office,

see

§

24-405.

Conviction must precede punishment, see

27-2509.

89-9908. (296 P. C.) Indictment for malpractice.

Trial

by

jury.

—An

indictment under the preceding section shall specially set forth the
merits of the complaint, and a copy thereof shall be served on the de-

§

Public Officers.
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grand jury. The prosecutor and the
defendant, and their witnesses, shall have the right of appearing before
and being heard by the grand jury. The indictment, if found true by the
grand jury, shall, as in other cases, be tried by a petit jury. (Cobb, 644,
S09. IS Ga. App. 30, 32(8) (88 S. E. 913).)
fendant before

89-9909.

laid before the

it is

(302 P. C.) Extortion defined.

— Extortion

shall consist in un-

lawfully taking by a public officer under color of his

money

person, any
is

due.

or thing of value that

from any

not due to him, or more than

(Cobb, 809.)

Cross-reference.

—Attorney

89-9910. (303 P. C.)

who

is

office,

General, see

Punishment

40-9901.

§

extortion.

for

—Any

public

officer

employed by
him, be guilty of extortion in demanding and receiving other and greater
fees than by law are allowed him, or shall, under color of his office, take
from any person any money, or other thing of value, that is not due to
him, or more than his due, shall be punished as for a misdemeanor and
shall be dismissed from office. (Cobb, 809.)
shall,

by himself,

his deputy, agent, or other person

89-9911. (307 P. C.) Penalty for

—Any

advertising.
officer,

who

demanding more than

coroner, clerk, marshal, or other

ordinary, sheriff,

shall receive, collect, or

legal rate for

demand

other and greater fees for

advertising than are provided by law, shall be guilty of extortion, and
shall

be punished as for a misdemeanor. (Acts 1878-9,

Cross-references.
see § 89-9910.

— Extortion

defined, see

§

89-9909.

p. 81.)

Punishment

—

for extortion,

any officer
shall demand or retain any part of the compensation allowed by law to
publishers for publishing legal advertisements, by way of commissions,
either directly or indirectly, he shall be guilty of extortion, and punished
as for a misdemeanor. (Acts 1878-9, p. 81.)
89-9912. (308 P. C.) Retaining part of advertising fee.

89-9913. Officers failing to furnish statements as to fees.

knowingly and wilfully

If

—Any

officer

keep daily statements or
failing or refusing to file quarterly statement with the Comptroller General as required by sections 89-703, 89-704 shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1912, p. 109.)
failing or refusing to

89-9914. Failure of county officer to

file

statements with clerk of court,

— Any

person or officer convicted of violating any of the provisions
of section 89-705, requiring county officers to file in the office of the clerk
of the superior court at the end of each three months' period, an itemized
etc.

statement as to the compensation received, and as to the insolvent costs
earned, number of employees, etc., shall upon conviction therefor be punished as for a misdemeanor. (Acts 1933, p. 97.)
Editorial Note.

— See editorial

note under

§

89-705.

making profit out of
contracts or from sale of crops. Any member of the Board of Regents
of the University System or of the Board of Control of Eleemosynary
Institutions or trustee or other officer of any State institution supported
89-9915. Officers or trustees of State institution

—

5
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§ 89-99 1

by funds of the State who shall make any profit out
of any contract with the governing board or trustees of such institution
or any officer thereof, whereby profit accrues to such trustee in the sale
to such institution of any goods, wares, merchandise or supplies, or shall
make any profit to himself out of the sale of any property, crop or crops
of such institution, or any profit out of the handling of any property,
crop or crops of such institution, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and,
on conviction thereof, shall be punished as prescribed in section 27-2506,
and also upon such conviction his office shall become vacant, and it shall
be the duty of the Governor, where the power to fill the vacancy is lodged
in the Governor, to appoint some other person to fill such vacancy, or if
any officer of such institution shall be found guilty of violating this section or section 89-904, then in such case he shall be discharged from his
office in such institution, and shall not be eligible to be reelected or reappointed thereto, and such vacancies shall be filled by the Board or the
authority which, under the law, has the right to fill such vacancy. ("Acts
wholly or

in part

1918, p. 266; 1931, p. 7.)

PUBLIC PEACE,

offenses against:

ment, Chapters 26-51 to 26-55.

See Title

26,

Crimes and Punish-

TITLE

90.

PUBLIC PRINTING.
Chap.

Sec.

In general
Reports of Supreme Court and Court of Appeals

90-1.
90-2.

90-101

90-201

CROSS-REFERENCE.
State Constitution provisions:
§ 2-6501.

See Title

CHAPTER

90-1.

2,

Constitution of the State of Georgia,

IN GENERAL.
Sec.

Sec.
90-101.

Duties of Supervisor of Purchases; bids for printing, etc.;
contracts; bond of contractor.

90-105.

90-106.

how

90-102.

Contractor and
bound.

90-103.

Duties and pay of printer;
compilation of Acts and res-

sureties,

90-107.

Approval and payment of ac-

90-108.

Books

90-109.

Stipulations and specifications.

counts.

olutions.
90-104.

Assignment

of contract.

etc., supplied by
Supervisor of Purchases;
bids without advertising.
Noncompliance with contract;
reletting; suit on bond.

Stationery,

of Supervisor of Purchases; public inspection.

90-101. Duties of Supervisor of Purchases; bids for printing, etc.;

bond

—

be the duty of the Supervisor of
Purchases to let the contract for printing the Acts of the General Assembly, journals of the Senate and House, reports of all departments of

contracts;

of contractor.

It shall

Government and such other printing

may

be required by law or
rules of the departments. He shall, on or about the first day of June, each
year, let out to the lowest responsible bidder, experience and facilities
possessed at the time of bidding considered, all the printing, binding,
ruling, lithographing and engraving required at that time by any department of the State and authorized by law to be done, or required in the
execution of any law, and shall give time and place of letting said work
by advertisements published every other day for two weeks, in one newsthe

as

paper of general circulation published in the city of Atlanta, and in not
less than two other daily papers of general circulation published in other
cities of the State,

any or

reserving in said advertisements the right to reject

and shall furnish all bidders, on application, with printed
schedules on which to bid on each class of work, specifying in detail the
items required in the execution of said work, which bids shall be opened
at the time and place named in the advertisements and in the presence
all bids,

He may

out the work to different
persons and in such lots or portions as he may deem proper. He shall
fix the various times for the delivery of such work or portions of same

of such bidders as see

fit

to attend.

let

him may seem reasonable. In every case he shall require the
party or parties undertaking to do the work or any part thereof to en-

as to

§90-103
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terms of same, embracing- the prices to be paid for composition, press work, folding, stitching, ruling, binding, and all other items in detail, always providing in
such contracts that the printing is to be executed in a close and compact form, without unnecessary title pages, useless blank page:-, of
less spacing.
He shall provide in such contracts that in case the work
so contracted for shall not be completed within the time specified
therein he shall deduct and retain from such contract price such per
centum thereof for each day or week, if such work is delayed, as he may
deem proper, and shall require the person or persons making such contract to enter into a bond with security conditioned for the faithful performance and execution of such contract, the penal sum to be fixed and
the security to be approved by the Governor, and the form of bond to
be prescribed by the Attorney General. No person who is interested
either directly or indirectly in a contract with the State shall be received as surety. (Acts 1919, p. 269; 1931, pp. 7, 9.)
ter into a written contract, stating distinctly the

—Duty to record contracts for printing of court reports, see
Editorial Note.— Section
of the Reorganization Act (Acts 1931, pp.
9) abolCross-reference.

§

90-202.

5

7,

ished the Commissioners of Public Printing and vested their powers, duties, and
functions in the Supervisor of Purchases. Section 6 abolished the office of Superintendent of Public Printing and vested his powers, duties, and functions in the
Supervisor of Purchases. As to Supervisor of Purchases, see Title 40, Executive
Department, Chapter 40-19. As to disposition of other sections of the Reorganization Act, see note preceding Part I of Title 40, Executive Department.

90-102. (1344) Contractor

and

sureties,

how bound.

— Each

of the se-

on the bond of the person or persons to whom said contract may
be awarded shall, at the time of signing the same, state distinctly under
oath for what amount he becomes liable by reason of signing said bond.
curities

(Acts 1878-9, pp. 37, 39.)
90-103. (1345) Duties

—

and pay

of printer; compilation of Acts

and

be the duty of the contractor or person doing the
public printing to employ such assistance as may be necessary to prepare and compile the several Acts and resolutions of the General Assemresolutions.

It shall

bly in the shortest possible time.

In compiling the laws,

it

shall be his

duty to observe the following

regulations, to wit:

Distinguish in their classifications the public laws from those that
are local or private, and to arrange the former under their appropriate
heads.
1.

2.

Prepare for publication sidenotes and headnotes, for reference.

Add

notes referring to such previous legislation as may be modified or repealed, and notes giving the decisions of the Supreme Court
since the last publication of acts upon the subject-matter of each act of
3.

a public nature.
4.

Prepare and append a copious and correct index.

For the additional service

of compiling and classifying the laws, as
directed in the foregoing, the contractor or person doing the public
printing shall be entitled to compensation amounting to $300 in addition to that provided
p.

15.)

by law

for the printing of the same.

(Acts 1877.

§90-104
90-104.

Public Printing.

Assignment

of contract.

—

2218

be unlawful for any
person awarded the contract for doing public printing' for the State, as
herein provided, to transfer or assign said contract. (Acts 1909, pp. 113,
(1340)

It shall

115.)

Cross-reference.

— Contracts

against public policy, see

§

20-504.

etc., supplied by Supervisor of Purchases; bids
without advertising. The Supervisor of Purchases shall supply all the
officer?, departments, boards and institutions of this State with such
printing, stationery, binding, lithographing and engraving, etc., as may
be required by them from time to time, without advertising for bids,
but after having received competitive bids therefor by printers throughout the State as far as practicable, provided that the particular job does
not exceed $500 in cost. He shall also furnish such printing as may be
ordered by either House. He shall also cause to be printed all proclamations and advertisements required to be made by said officers all
such work, as far as practicable, to be let to the lowest bidder without
advertisement. (Acts 1919, p. 270; 1931, pp. 7, 9.)

90-105. Stationery,

—

;

—

Noncompliance with contract; reletting; suit on bond. If any
officer, department or board shall report to the Supervisor of Purchases
any failure in the prompt and satisfactory execution of any contract for
work done or material furnished, and in any case in which the Supervisor shall be satisfied that the contractor has failed to comply with the
terms of any contract, it shall be the duty of the Supervisor to relet said
contract in accordance with the terms and provisions of this Chapter,
and to bring an action on the bond of the defaulting contractor for any
loss which may have been sustained by the State by virtue of said
90-106.

breach of contract.

(Acts 1919,

p.

271

;

1931, pp. 7, 9.)

—

Approval and payment of accounts. The Supervisor of Purchases shall approve all accounts as correct according to contract, shall
present same, together with all bids received, to the officer for whose
department the work was done or stationery furnished, and when said
officer shall certify said amount as true and correct, the same shall be
paid by warrant drawn on the State Treasurer by the Comptroller Gen90-107.

eral.

(Acts 1919,

p.

271

;

1931, pp. 7, 9.)

—

Supervisor of Purchases; public inspection. The Supervisor of Purchases shall keep a voucher book in which he shall enter
all accounts for printing, binding, ruling, lithographing, engraving and
advertisements, postage, drayage, expressage, etc. also an order book in
90-108.

Books

of

;

which he shall enter the orders for printing, binding, etc., received by
him from any department, officer or board of the State, with a brief description of the work, the date on which it was received, when and to
what party or parties the work is let also a contract book in which he
shall record all contracts and bonds also a schedule book exhibiting in
;

;

detail the cost of all printing, binding, ruling, advertising, postage, dray-

age, expressage, lithographing, etc., executed for each department, officer

or board.

(Acts 1919,

Such books
p.

shall at all times be

271; 1931, pp.

90-109. (1342)

open to public inspection.

7, 9.)

Stipulations and specifications.

to do the public printing, such bids

—When

bids are

must be based on the following

made
stip-

Public Printing
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§90-109

.

and requirements, to wit: That the laws and
journals shall be completed and delivered in the office of the State Librarian, at the capitol, within 30 days from the adjournment of each session
of the legislature. The paper on which the laws and journals are printed
shall be No. 1, sized and supercalendared white book; that for the laws,
that for the
size 25x38 inches and weighing 50 pounds to the ream
that used in
journals, size 25x38, weighing 50 pounds to the ream
printing the messages of the Governor, the reports of heads of departments of State Government, the reports of committees of the legislature,
and all other documents of similar character, must be the same as that
used on the journals.
illations,

specifications,

;

;

All blank books

made

for the use of the State shall be

of the best ledger writing paper of

Byron Weston's,

manufactured

or other equally

good make, and the binding shall be full, with extra russia ends and
bands. The tax and wild-land digests shall be ruled, printed, and bound
The paper for the tax digests
in the same style as the digests of 1933.
shall be 36 pound double flat-cap of Whiting's, or other equally good
make. The wild-land digests shall be of the same paper, 28 pound demy.
The bills printed for the two houses of the General Assembly while in
session shall be on Whiting's or other equally good make, 36 pound
double flat-cap, in the same type (small pica) and the same size sheet
All blanks for the use of the State shall be on the same
as bills of 1933.
paper as that used for the bills of the legislature, unless otherwise
directed by those competent to give such direction under the law. The
type used in printing the laws shall be new small pica, and for the head
and side notes new nonpareil, to be set in the same style and measure
The type for the journals shall be new small pica,
as the laws of 1933.
set in the

same

The

1933.

style

and measure as the journals

of the legislature of

reports of heads of departments, reports of committees of

the legislature, the messages of the Governor, and other similar documents, shall be printed in new small pica type, and table-work in new
nonpareil, or other suitable type.

The

bids for public printing shall be submitted in writing under seal

and directed to the Supervisor

of Purchases, with the following specifica-

tions, to wit:

On

the laws.

— For composition,

cents per 1,000 ems.

For paper
of No. 1 white, sized and supercalendared, book size, 25x38 inches, and
weighing 50 pounds to the ream,
cents per pound. For proof reading, make-up, and putting to press, for each form of 16 pages,
cents.
For presswork on book press, with No. 1 book ink, costing not less than
75 cents per pound,

cents per token of 250 impressions for forms

of 16 pages.

On

the journals.

— For

composition, small pica type, per 1,000 ems,

For paper No. 1, sized and supercalendared, book size.
25x38, and weighing 50 pounds to the ream, per pound,
cents. For
proof-reading, make-up, and putting to press each form of 16 pages.
cents.
For presswork, per token of 250 impressions on book press,
75 cents book ink, 16-page forms,
cents.
cents.

For folding 16-page forms.

— Per

1,000 sheets,

§

Public Printing.
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For stitching pamphlets.

— One section, two holes, per
Four

sections, three holes, per 100,

Seven

100

2220

Two

100,

to six sections, three holes, per

to 10 sections, three holes, per 100,

— From 30 to 60 sections, per
For gathering pamphlets. — For two sections, per
For stitching journals.

100,

For four

100,

For seven

sections, per 100,

to eight sections, per 100,

— For 30 to 60 sections, per 100,
journals. — From 30 to 60 sections of

For gathering journals and laws.

For pressing the laws and

16

pages, per 100,

—

For stabbing journals, reports, and pamphlets. From four to eight
sections, per 100.
For stabbing, from 20 to 50 sections, five holes,
per 100,

For trimming pamphlets.

From seven

— From one to four sections, per

100 copies,

to 10 sections, per 100,

— From 30 to 50 sections, per 100 copies,
pamphlets. — From one to
sections, per

For trimming journals.
For covering

From seven

five

.....

100,

to nine sections, per 100,

— From 20 to 30 sections, per book,
For making cases for laws. — No. 30 Davy's tar-board, sheep
For sewing laws.

corners

sides best tea cover, 35 pound 20x25

;

For rounding and casing the laws.

Tax

digests.

flat

back and

paper, per case,

—Per copy,

— For ruling, per ream,

ems,
For make-up and putting to
presswork, per token of 250 impressions,
digests, per 100 copies,

For composition per 1,000
For
press, each form,
For binding and labeling

—

Wild-land digests. For ruling, per ream,
For composition, per
For make-up and putting to press, each form, .....
1,000 ems,
For presswork, per token of 250 impressions,
For binding and
labeling wild-land digests, per 100 copies,

For blank books.

— (extra

— Cap

Medium

to the quire, per quire,

For super-

For imperial books, 20 sheets to the quire, per quire,

For printed head-

royal books, 20 sheets to the quire, per quire,
ings on

1931, pp.

books, from one line to six lines,

90-2.

p.

37;

REPORTS OF SUPREME COURT AND
COURT OF APPEALS.
Sec.

Sec.

"Reports,"

"Reporter,"

and

90-206.

"publisher" defined.
90-202.

(Acts 1878-9,

7, 9.)

CHAPTER
90-201.

to the

books, 20 sheets to the quire, per quire,

For double-cap books, 20 sheets

all

books, 20

For demy books, 20 sheets

sheets to the quire, per quire,
quire, per quire,

and bands.)

russia ends

Bond

to be given

by contrac-

tor.

Printing and supplying reports;
filing contracts.

90-207.

State publisher of reports.

90-208.

90-203.

Manner

of publication.

90-209.

Reports to be uniform.
Reports not to contain argu-

90-204.

Contract; duty of Reporter to
prepare.

90-210.

Failure to publish reports.

90-211.

Printing

90-205.

Same; advertisements for
award of contract.

bids;

ments or

vision.

briefs of counsel.

and

binding;

super-

§90-206

Public Printing.
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Sec

Sec.

Delay

90-212.

in printing; forfeiture of

contract.
90-213.

Payments by

90-214.

90-215.

Style and quality of books.
Number of volumes required,
estimate by State Librarian.

90-216.

Number

State.

90-217.

Price.

90-218.

Copyright.

90-219.

Improper work.

90-220.

Matrices of type pages.

90-221.

Unsold volumes.

90-222.

Reprints;

of copies to be printed.

and "publisher"

90-201. "Reports," "Reporter,"

ex-publisher's

rigfetj

price.

defined.

— For the

pur-

pose of this Chapter the following words, as used herein, shall be construed to have the following meaning: The word "Reporter" shall mean
the Reporter of the Supreme Court and Court of Appeals. The word
"reports" shall

mean

Court or of the Court
usual

may

of Appeals, as the case

The word

pages, indexes, etc.

title

Supreme

the official reports of the decisions of the
be, together

"publisher" shall

with the

mean

the

(Acts 1920,

State publisher of court reports as defined in this law.
p. 237.)

Cross-reference.

—Supreme

Court Reporter, see

24-4201 et seq.

§

—

and supplying reports; filing contracts. The reports
of the Supreme Court and of the Court of Appeals shall be printed as
provided herein and supplied as provided in Title 101, State Librarian,
90-202. Printing

Chapter 101-2, but the Reporter shall file all contracts for the printing
of said reports with the Supervisor of Purchases, who shall record such
(Acts 1919, p. 272; 1931, pp. 7, 9.)
contracts as provided by law.
Cross-references.

— Supervisor

of Purchases, see

§

40-1901 et seq.

Sale and ex-

change of reports, see §§ 101-205, 101-218.
90-203.

Manner

and of the Court

of publication.
of

after pointed out.

Appeals

—The

shall be published in

(Acts 1920,

Supreme Court
the manner herein-

reports of the

p. 237.)

90-204. Contract; duty of Reporter to prepare.

—The Reporter, acting

with the advice of the Governor, shall from time to time as the occasion
may require, prepare and outline a proposed contract conforming to the
provisions of the law in general detail but leaving blanks to be filled
where necessary from the bids to be submitted as hereinafter provided
for,

and

tion.

shall

the

file

(Acts 1920,

Cross-references.

same

in the office of the

Governor for public inspec-

p. 237.)

— Contractor

to give bond, see

§

90-206.

Forfeitures for delay

in printing, see § 90-212.

90-205.

Same; advertisements

for bids;

award

of contract.

— The

ernor shall thereupon advertise for bidders under said contract.

GovSaid

advertisement shall be published twice, in separate weeks, in some daily
newspaper of said State and shall designate the time, place and manner
in which bids will be received. The right to reject any and all bids shall
be reserved. The Governor and Reporter shall contract with the lowest
bidder in the event such contractor complies with the terms of this law.
(Acts 1920, p. 237.)
90-206.

contract

Bond
is

awarded

curity in the

sum

shall

—

by contractor. The person to whom
give bond with adequate and satisfactory

to be given

of not less than $10,000, to be payable to

by the Governor and to be conditioned that the contractor

the
se-

and approved
will promptly

§

Public Printing.

90-207
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and faithfully perforin his contract and carry out all the provisions of
the law so far as they relate to the duties arising from said contract.
(Acts 1920,

238.)

p.

—The

person to whom said contract shall be awarded shall, upon the giving and the approval of the
bond above referred to, become and be known as the State publisher
(Acts 1920, p. 238.)
of court reports.
90-207. State publisher of reports.

(1357) Reports to be uniform.

—

be the duty of the
Reporter to make the volumes of the reports as nearly uniform as may
be practicable and consistent with the speedy and advantageous publi90-208.

It shall

(Acts 1882-3. pp. 76, 78.)

cation thereof.
Cross-reference.

—Style

and quality

of books, see

§

90-214.

(1361) Reports not to contain arguments or briefs of counsel.
volumes of reports must not contain any argument or brief of coun-

90-209.

— The
sel,

beyond

a

statement of the points and authorities.

(Act 1856, Cobb,

455.)

90-210.

(1362) Failure to publish reports.

—

If

the Reporter shall

volumes of reports within six months of the time
him of the decisions, he shall forfeit one-fourth of his

fail

to publish the

of the

delivery to

salary

every additional month's delay, unless a majority of the court will
certify that the delay was not from his fault or of those under his control but if he shall continue to fail to publish and furnish them as required, without excuse, he shall forfeit one-fourth more of his salary, and
must be removed by the Supreme Court. (Act 1845, Cobb, 452.)

for

;

and binding; supervision.

— The

Reporter shall furnish to the publisher the manuscript of the decisions and of the index and
shall supervise the printing in substantially the manner as provided in
sections 24-4201 to 24-4205, inclusive, and it shall be the duty of said publisher to cause the reports to be printed and bound promptly and within
90-211. Printing

such limit as shall be set out in the contract. (Acts 1920,
90-212.

Delay

in printing; forfeiture of contract.

p. 238.)

— Should there be de-

beyond the time set, the Reporter shall
notify the Governor and the Governor shall, upon notice to said publisher, declare said contract broken and said publisher shall forfeit to the
State a sum to be assessed by the Governor not exceeding $100 per week
for each week that said delay continues, unless it shall appear to the
Governor that such delay arose from providential, unavoidable or excusable cause and if the delay shall be flagrant or continue more than
60 days the Governor may, in addition, declare the contract forfeited and
ended. The bond given by said publisher shall be liable for any sum so
assessed and an action shall lie thereon in behalf of the State for said
lay in such printing or binding

;

amount,
90-213.

f

Acts 1920,

p. 238.)

Payments by

—-The

expense attendant on advertising
and letting the contracts shall be paid from the contingent fund or other
funds not otherwise appropriated, on warrant of the Governor. The purchase price of books bought under the provisions hereof for the use of the
State and the cost of making stereotypes, if required, and such other
States

Public Printing.
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§ 90-219

things as are properly chargeable to the State

in

the carrying out of the

provisions of this law, and not otherwise provided

for, shall hr

:

paid out

any other fund in the treasury not otherwise appropriated, to be drawn on warrant of the Governor. ("Acts 1920, p. 242.;
Cross-references. How public money drawn from State treasury, fee Co
Governor's warrant on treasury,
Art. Ill, Sec. VII, Par. XI (§ 2-1811).
of the printing fund or

—

§

40-204.

Treasurer's duty to pay warrant, see

§

40-1101,

"'

1.

—

and quality of books. The printing and binding of the
reports shall be done substantially in the same manner and in the -same
style and quality as now used in the publication of said reports, and
no variance therefrom shall be made without the consent of the Reporter on such terms as shall be set by him with the approval of the
90-214. Style

Governor.

(Acts 1920,

Cross-reference.

p. 238.)

— Reports

uniform, see

§

90-208.

—

volumes required, estimate by State Librarian. On
or before the time each report is printed and bound the State Librarian
shall furnish to the publisher a statement of the number of volumes
needed by the State for the purpose of distribution and exchange as provided in sections 101-205 and 101-218, and for other public uses of the
State, and, as soon as the reports are printed and bound, the supply
called for by the requisition of the State Librarian shall be delivered to
the State Librarian and the publisher shall be paid therefor at the price
set out in the contract, to be paid as is herein provided, and if the original
requisition shall prove inadequate further requisitions may be made from
time to time and the volume called for shall be delivered and paid for as
90-215.

Number

of

;

In addition to the copies so to be furnished for use of the
State the publisher shall at all times during his contract keep on hand at

stated above.

the capital city of the State an adequate supply of the reports, and on and
after the

day of publication

this State at a price

shall sell the

same

to the State

and

citizens of

not exceeding that to be set in the contract.

(Acts

1920, p. 239.)
Cross-reference.

— Payments

Number

by

State, see

§

90-213.

be printed.— The publisher shall print
such number, not less than 1,000 copies, of each current volume of the
reports as shall be specified in the contract herein provided for.
(Acts
90-216.

of copies to

1920, p. 240.)

90-217. Price.

—The price

at

which such reports

shall be furnished to

the State or sold to the citizens of the State shall not exceed the cost
price to the State as fixed

ferred

to.

(Acts 1920,

90-218. Copyright.

by the contract with the publisher herein

re-

p. 240.)

— The

reports shall be copyrighted and the copy-

right shall belong to the State.

(Acts 1920,

—

p. 240.)

Improper work. Should the work of printing and binding the
reports or any part of them be improperly done the Governor shall have
the power to require the same to be reexecuted. or in his discretion he
may, in lieu thereof, require the publisher to sell the same to the State
and the citizens of the State at a reduced price to be fixed by the Governor. This provision shall in no way affect the liability upon the bond
90-219.

herein provided for.

(Acts 1920,

p. 240.)

§

^^

Public Printing.
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90-220. Matrices of type pages.
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—As said reports are printed, matrices

pages shall be made according to specifications to be furnished by the Reporter and to be stated in the contract, and as each volume is printed these matrices shall be carefully packed and boxed and
of the type

delivered to the State Librarian or to such other custodian as shall be

designated by the Governor, free of cost to the State; and these shall be
carefully preserved for future printing if necessary.
In the discretion
of the Reporter, with the approval of the Governor, the publisher may
be required to furnish stereotyped plates, instead of the matrices, at the
actual cost of having the

The publisher

same made from the matrices or type pages.

shall also carefully preserve

an additional set of the mat-

volume he publishes, and shall, upon his contract expirthem to his successor in office, the title to the same to be in

rices of each
ing, deliver

the State at

all

times.

(Acts 1920,

Unsold volumes.

90-221.

—Upon

p. 239.)

the expiration of his contract, the

publisher in the event he does not become his

own

successor

may

sell

he and his successor can
agree upon satisfactory terms therefor, but if no satisfactory trade is
made with his successor the publisher may hold said unsold copies for
the purpose of sale, and the price of any such unsold copies shall remain
the same as fixed by the contract under which said unsold copies shall
have been published. (Acts 1920, p. 240.)
to his successor all his unsold copies, provided

90-222. Reprints; ex-publisher's right; price.

— Except when the

State

have on hand for the purpose of sale 25 or more copies of any volume of the reports of which the State may have matrices, or electrotyped or stereotyped plates, whether such matrices or plates were obtained by the State under the provisions of this or a prior law or otherwise, the publisher shall have the right at any time to call on the State
Librarian or other custodian for the matrices or plates for such volumes
for the purpose of printing therefrom additional copies, and also it shall
be the duty of the publisher, upon demand being made upon him by the
Reporter, with the approval of the Governor, to make such reprints as
may in the judgment of the Reporter, with the approval of the Governor, be necessary to meet the needs of the State or of the citizens of the
State and to keep such volume or volumes on hand for sale to the State
and to the citizens of the State. The terms on which the publisher shall
have the use of such matrices and plates and the prices at which the
reprints shall be sold to the State and to the citizens of this State shall
be stated in the publisher's contract. Provided, that where an ex-publisher has on hand, unsold, not less than 25 copies of any volume of the
reports, which he stands ready to sell to the State or to the citizens of
this State at the price named in the contract under which such volume
was printed, no succeeding publisher shall be allowed to reprint that
volume of the reports and sell the same in competition with the exshall

Provided, that this exception in favor of the ex-publisher shall
expire at the end of six years from the date of the expiration of his contract under which the volume in question was published. (Acts 1920,

publisher

p. 240.)

:

TITLE

91.
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PART

STATE PROPERTY.

I.

Chap.

Sec.

91-

1.

In general

91-101

91-

2.

91-

3.

91-301

91-

4.

Western and Atlantic Railroad and its government
Condemnation of lands by Western and Atlantic Railroad
Governor's powers and duties as to State property

91-

5.

Purchase,

91-501

sale, etc., of

PART

91-201
91-401

property

COUNTY PROPERTY.

II,

Chap.

Sec.

91-

6.

In general

91-601

91-

7.

County buildings and supplies

91-701

part

in.

Annual inventory of state and county
PROPERTY.

Chap.
91-

8.

Sec.

In general

91-801

PART

IV.

MUNICIPAL PROPERTY.

Chap.
91-

9.

Sec.

Disposition of public utility property by municipalities

91-901

PART XXX. CRIMES.
Chap.
91-99.

Sec.

In general

91-9901

CROSS-REFERENCES.
Arms and ammunition:
Bridges:

and

See Title

See Title

23, Counties,

86, Public Defense, Chapter 86-11.
Chapters 23-19, 23-20; Title 95, Roads, Bridges

Ferries.

Forest lands: See Title 43, Forestry and Geology, § 43-205.
Jurisdiction ceded to United States over certain lands: See Title 15, Boundaries
and Jurisdiction of the State, Chapter 15-3.
Ordinary's jurisdiction over county affairs: See Title 23, Counties, Chapter 23-7.
Poorhouses and pauper farms: See Title 23, Counties, Chapter 23-21.
University of Georgia and its branches: See Title 32, Education, Chapter 32-1.

See also Title

35,

Eleemosynary Institutions;

PART

I.

CHAPTER

Title 77, Penal Institutions.

STATE PROPERTY.

91-1.

Sec.

IN GENERAL.
Sec.

State-owned properties.

91-105.

Use

Salary

91-103.

Lands reserved to the State.
o
r.
Stock owned by State.

91-106.

91-104.

Property under control of State

91-101.
91-102.
«..

,«-

1

Boards.

1

,

1A ~
91-107.
ni

of capitol.

of
buildings.

T

.

_

keeper
,

.

of

public
,

Janitors and watchmen ot publie
buildings authorized to

make

arrests.

:

Public Property.

§91-101
91-101.
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State-owned properties.

(1281, 1283.)

—The State owns the

fol-

lowing- properties

The
is

State capitol and the square in the city of Atlanta upon which

situated,

and the several buildings and

it

contiguous thereto in
The State Library
of the State Government are located.
lots

which offices
and the furnishings and equipment in the capitol and other offices. The
Rhodes Memorial Building on Peachtree Street in the city of Atlanta,
occupied by the Department of Archives and History, and the records,
documents, paintings, furnishings and equipment therein.

The Governor's mansion

known

part of the city of Atlanta

in that

as

Ansley Park and the furnishings therein.

The square on
in the city of

now

Atlanta on which the Governor's mansion formerly stood,

leased for a term of years.

The

old capitol building

upon which

The
in

the southwest corner of Peachtree and Cain streets

it

is

and the square

situated.

old executive

mansion and the

site of the old State

now

the city of Milledgeville, both

College for

in the city of Milledgeville

penitentiary

occupied by the Georgia State

Women.

The prison farm near

Milledgeville and the buildings and improve-

ments and equipment thereon or used

The new prison farm

in Tattnall

connection therewith.

in

county.

The Western and Atlantic Railroad and

its

terminals in the cities of

Atlanta and Chattanooga, Tennessee, and certain other lands and buildings in said cities, and along the line of said railroad. (Acts 1870, pp.
494. 502. 503: 1897, p. 70; 1931, Extra. Sess., pp. 118, 119.)
91-102.

(1285)

Lands reserved

specially reserved to the State are

Reserve," on which

is

to the
:

The

State.

lands

— The

known

situated the Indian Spring

;

lands heretofore
as the

"Mcintosh

a quantity of land on

Old Indian Agency; one mile square on the
Mcintosh Ferry; five miles square on the Chat-

Flint river, opposite the

Chattahoochee river at
tahoochee river at Cusseta Falls, including the falls; all islands contained in any of the navigable waters of the State and not disposed of,
and the western bank of the Chattahoochee river to highwater mark,
where it forms the boundary between Georgia and Alabama; the fractional parts of surveys created by the different land divisions which are
not granted or otherwise disposed of; and all lands omitted to be surveyed, granted, or sold. (Acts 1889,
91-103.

ing stock
fn the

(1286)

p. 171.)

Stock owned by State.— The State owns the follow-

:

Georgia Railroad and Banking Company, 186 shares.

and Atlantic Telegraph Company, indorsed by the
Western Union Telegraph Company, 440 shares.
In the Southern

91-104.

r

1282; Property under control of State Boards.

— The

State

and/or is the beneficial owner of: The several institutions operated by the Board of Regents of the University System,
including all real and personal property belonging to the several institution ^ or used in connection therewith, and all other property conveyed
holds the legal

title to

§9 1-107

Public Property.
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any of said institution or for educational
purposes, or conveyed to any of the boards of trustees of which the
Board of Regents is the successor, or to any of the institutions under

Board

to said

for the use of

control.

The several institutions operated by the Hoard of Control of EU
mosynary Institutions, including all real and personal property belonging to the several institutions or used in connection therewith, and
other property conveyed to said Board for the use of any of said
stitutions, or

Board

is

in-

boards of trustees of which the
the successor, or to any of the institutions under

conveyed

of Control

all

any

to

of the

control.

its

The

rights of

way

of the State

highway system and

equipment and other property

lands, quarries,

of the

all

buildings,

Highway Depart-

ment.
All lands and other property conveyed to or held by the State De-

partment

of Forestry

and Geological Development, or
(Acts 1919,

for forestry or park purposes.

p.

its

247; 1931, pp.

predecessor-,
7,

15-31.)

—

Cross-references. Jnstitutions under control of Board of Regents, see § 32-103.
Institutions under control of Board of Control, see Title 35, Eleemosynary Institutions, Chapters 35-1 to 35-4, 35-7 to 35-9; Title 77, Penal Institutions, Chapters
Duties and powers of State Commission of Forestry and Geological
77-6, 77-7.
Development, see § 43-104. State Highway Department, see Title 95, Roads,
Bridges, and Ferries, Chapters 95-15 to 95-17.

Use

91-105. (1284)

of capitol.

—The

use of the capitol building and

departments of the State Government and
to State and national political organizations, and the keeper of public
buildings and grounds shall not grant the use of either the capitol or
grounds for any other purposes. (Acts 1892, p. 95; 1882-3. p. 18: 1884-5.

grounds

shall be limited to

27; 1888, p. 14.)

p.

Cross-reference.

— Guard

of capitol, see

§

40-310.

91-106. Salary of keeper of public buildings.

and grounds

of public buildings

(Acts 1919,

shall be the

—The salary of the keeper
sum

of $2,500 per

annum.

p. 284.)

and watchmen of public buildings authorized to make arrests. The janitors and watchmen employed by the
keeper of public buildings and grounds are authorized, under rules prescribed by the Governor and keeper of public buildings, to make arrests
and convey offenders to the police headquarters of Atlanta, to be tried by
91-107. (221 P. C.) Janitors

—

the proper court.

It shall

be their duty to prevent the abuse of said

building, to suppress disorderly conduct therein, and to protect
its

contents.

(Acts 1892,

p.

it

and

100.)

—

Cross-references. Punishment for defacing capitol or grounds, see
courts may try offenders, see § 91-9902.

§

91-9901.

What

CHAPTER

91-2.

WESTERN AND ATLANTIC RAILROAD
AND ITS GOVERNMENT.

Sec.

91-201.

Sec.

Exclusive

property

of

the

Relation of the State to

rail-

91-203.

State.

91-202.

road.

Road laws and penal
plication

91-204.

Stockgaps.

of.

laws, ap-

Public Property.

§91-201
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—

Exclusive property of the State. The railroad from
Atlanta, in Fulton County, to Chattanooga, on the Tennessee River, is
the property of this State exclusively, and shall be known as the West91-201. (,1287)

ern and Atlantic Railroad.
Cross-references.

— When

(Acts 1889,

State

p.

362; 1892,

bound by

is

statute,

p. 101

see

Attorney

102-109.
40-1605.

§

General as attorney tor Western and Atlantic Railroad, see

1895, p. 99.)

;

§

—

Editorial Note. Acts 1889, p. 362, authorized the leasing of the Western and
Atlantic Railroad. In pursuance of the Act, the State leased this property on July
16, 1890, to the Nashville, Chattanooga and St. Louis Railway Company, for a
period of 29 years from December 29, 1890.
(See 136/619 (71 S. E. 1055).) By
Acts 1915, Extra. Sess., p. 119, the Western and Atlantic Railroad Commission
was created for the purpose of re-leasing this property. It was leased again to
the same company on May 11, 1917. (See § 91-301.)
By a joint resolution of the
General Assembly in 1920 (Acts 1920, p. 1799) the commission created by Acts
1915, Extra. Sess., p. 119, was discharged and the general supervision over the
railroad vested in the Public Service Commission.

Sections 1291 to 1335 of the Code of 1910, relating to the appointment of a
superintendent of the Western and Atlantic Railroad, his powers, duties, etc., and
containing other provisions governing the management of this railroad, and Acts
1931, p. 261, relating to the discount of rental warrants of the Western and Atlantic Railroad and the application of the proceeds on the unpaid balance of the
appropriations made by the General Assembly for the years 1928 to 1930 inclusive,
etc., have not been included in this Code.

(1288) Relation of the State to Railroad.— The State occupies

91-202.

the

same

relation to said railroad, as owner, that

poration does to
lic

its

railroad,

concerning said railroad,

same

any company or cor-

and the obligations of the State to the puband of the public to said railroad, are the

as govern the other railroads of this State, so far as

is

consistent

with the sovereign attributes of this State, and the laws of force for

its

conduct.

—

Cross-reference. Exclusive jurisdiction of the superior courts, see Const., Art.
VI, Sec. IV, Par. I (§ 2-3201). See note under § 91-201.

91-203. (1289)
lic

Road laws and penal

laws, application

of.

—All the pub-

road laws and penal laws touching the railroads of this State, whether

to obligate or protect,

cepted, or

apply to the State railroad, unless specially ex-

some other provision

is

prescribed in lieu of

some one

or

more

thereof.
Cross-reference.

91-204.

—When

the State

(1336) Stockgaps.

is

—All

bound by

a statute, see

persons in this

§

102-109.

State

owning land

through which the Western and Atlantic Railroad passes
stockgaps on said road

when

and may join their fences
shall not

to

the line of their fences

such stockgaps:

may

may

cross the same,

Provided, said landowners

improperly interfere with the bed of said road, or render

safe, or interfere

build

it

less

with the running of the trains thereon. (Acts 1865-6,

pp. 261, 262.)

CHAPTER

91-3.

CONDEMNATION OF LANDS BY WESTERN
AND ATLANTIC RAILROAD.

Sec.

Sec.

91-301.

Authority to acquire land by
condemnation.

91-303.

Assessment

91-302.

Width

91-304.

Property to vest

of land taken.

of
compensation
for land taken.
in State.

Public Property.
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§91-402

by condemnation. -The Western

91-301. Authority to acquire land

and Atlantic Railroad (the corporation existing by virtue of the 1'
of the Western and Atlantic Railroad property from the State of Georgia by the Nashville, Chattanooga and St. Louis Railway, made May
11, 1917), is authorized and empowered to acquire by condemns
the title to all such real estate and other property as may be necessary
or proper for the construction or maintenance of main line tracks, sidetracks, spur tracks, passing tracks, stations or station facilities, shops,

section houses,

pumping houses, roundhouses, pipe

lines, signal

telegraph

or telephone lines, or for the maintenance of the track or tracks of said
railroad or other railroad uses, in connection with the maintenance or op-

eration of the

Western and Atlantic Railroad

properties.

(Acts 1918,

pp. 253, 254.)

91-302.

Width

of land taken.

—The

condemnation under and by virtue

land,

which may be acquired by

of the provisions of this law, for the

construction of a track or tracks, shall not exceed in width 200

(Acts 1918,

feet.

p. 253.)

—

Assessment of compensation for land taken. In the event
said Western and Atlantic Railroad is unable to obtain title to such
real estate or other property from the owner or owners thereof, by contract, lease or purchase, it may obtain such title by condemnation, the
rights to be acquired by it, and the amount of compensation to be paid
by it therefor to be assessed and determined in the manner provided in
Title 36, Eminent Domain, sections 36-304 to 36-313 and Chapters
91-303.

36-4 to 36-6.

(Acts 1918, pp. 2$3, 254.)

91-304. Property to vest in State.

—At the termination

of said lease the

property rights acquired by condemnation under the provisions of this
law shall go to and become vested in the State. (Acts 1918, pp. 253-255.)
Cross-reference.

CHAPTER

—See

91-4.

note under

§

91-201.

GOVERNOR'S POWERS AND DUTIES AS TO
STATE PROPERTY.

Sec.

Sec.

91-401.

Governor to issue grants.

91-404.

91-402.

Supervision of property.
Insurance on certain property.

Warrant to pay insurance
mium, drawing.

91-405.

Suit for debts due the State.

91-403.

pre-

—

Governor to issue grants. The Governor shall issue
all grants to lands under the laws of this State, but such shall not be
conclusive, but subject to the investigation of the courts; and whenever
such grants are declared by the proper court to have been wrongly issued, it shall be the Governor's duty to issue another grant in accord91-401. (145)

ance with such decision,
Cross-references.

be set aside, see
§ 40-601,

11

if it

—Form
§

of grants established, see § 85-302.
85-310.
Duty of Secretary of State to

How
attest

may

grants
grants,

see

3.

91-402. (146) Supervision

of

property.

—The

Governor

shall

have

property of the State, with power to make
necessary regulations for the protection thereof, when not otherwise

general supervision over
all

so requires.

all

^

Public Property.

SU-403

provided

He

for.

rooms

shall assign

2230

in the capitol to all officers

are required to hold their offices there, and, in the absence of

who

any

leg-

purpose to which other rooms shall be

islative provision, designate the

applied.

—

Cross-references. Library to be kept in capitol, see § 101-105. Office of SecreOffice of Treasurer in capitol, see § 40-903.
tary of State in capitol. see § 40-503.

(147) Insurance on certain property.

91-403.

keep insured,

(148)

Governor
for the

is

sum

Governor

shall

at one-half their value, all of the public buildings of the

State and the State Library.
91-404.

— The

Warrant

authorized to

(Acts 1882-3.

p. 26.)

—

pay insurance premium, drawing. The
draw his warrant upon the treasury annually

to

of $5,000. or for so

effect the foregoing section.

much

as

may

(Acts 1882-3,

be necessary to carry into

p. 26.)

(149) Suit for debts due the State.

—Whenever the

Governor,
after consulting with the Attorney General, shall deem it proper to institute a suit for the recovery of a debt due the State or money or property belonging to the State, he is authorized and required to institute
such suit in the proper court of this State, with the same rights as any
citizen, and to require the aid of the Attorney General to begin and carry
on such suits. (Acts 1872. pp. 39, 40.)
91-405.

—

Cross-references. Governor must defend suits, see § 40-209.
Trial of cases
State is a party, see § 81-1005. Governor may employ agents, see § 40-305.
Comptroller General may command services of Attorney General or solicitor
general, see § 40-1604. Punishment for withholding State's money, see § 26-2901.
Exclusive authority of Department of Law, see § 40-1609.

when

CHAPTER

PURCHASE, SALE,

91-5.

Sec.

ETC.,

OF PROPERTY.

Sec.

91-501.

Governor may buy property

in

91-504.

Removal

91-505.

Purchase,

of liens.

certain cases.
91-502.

91-503.

how made.
Governor may rent

Titles

or

lien,

or sale to be re-

ported.

sell

property.

—

Governor may buy property in certain cases. At all
sheriff's sales under any execution in favor of the State or the Governor;
the Governor may, by himself, or anyone authorized by him, purchase
Provided, that in no case shall more be bid for
the property so sold
(Acts
such property than the amount due the State upon such fi. fa.
91-501.

(150)

:

1873, p. 49.)

how made. — The

property so purchased shall be
for the use of the State, and the title thereto shall be made to the Governor and his successors in office and assigns. (Acts 1873, p. 49.)
91-502.

(151) Titles,

91-503.

(152)

may

Governor

may

rent or

sell

property.

—The

Governor

same at public outcry to the highhe may deem for the interests of the

rent out said property, or sell the

est bidder,

upon such terms as

and may make the necessary conveyances for the same: Provided, that such sale shall be advertised in the same manner and for the
State,

same time

as sheriff's sales.

(Acts 1873,

p. 49.)

Public Property.
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91-504. (153)

Removal

of liens.

(

;

— In case there shall

j

-604

1

be any exemption

any part of the property purchased, or the proceeds thereof, or any
lien or incumbrance of superior dignity to the lien of the State, the
ernor may pay the amount so exempted, or the said lien or incumbra:
of

'

to the

(Acts 1873, pp. 49, 50.;

person entitled thereto.

—The

Governor
following session, any pur-

91-505. (154) Purchase, lien, or sale to be reported.

General Assembly at its
chase, lease, or sale made under the foregoing provisions, giving
(Acts 1873, pp. 49, 50.)
ticulars of the transaction.
shall report to the

PART

91-6.

n1
Kni
91-601.

91-602.

,

How

c,4.

IN GENERAL.

of

'r

Deeds

Public laws and court reports
•
to be insured.

91-603.

„^,,„4.^
county.
J

.

,

property controlled.

91-601. (395)

par-

Sec.

•

u„„
(
a
beneht
Deeds for
-r^

full

COUNTY PROPERTY.

II.

CHAPTER
Sec.

-

91-604.

,

Policies in

for benefit of county.

—All

name

of county.

deeds, conveyances,

which have been or may be made to any
officer or person for the use and benefit of any county, shall vest in such
county the title as fully as if made to such county by name.
grants, or other instruments,

91-602. (396)

How

property controlled.

thority shall have the control of

— The

ordinary or other au-

property belonging to the county,
and may by order to be entered on his minutes direct the disposal of any
real property which may lawfully be disposed of, and appoint a commission to
in

make

all

the titles thereto, and the conveyance by such commission

accordance with such order shall vest the grantee or vendee with the

title of

the county.

—

Cross-references. Ordinary's authority over county matters, see
sons having office property shall deliver it up, see § 89-603.

91-603. (397) Public laws

having charge

and court reports

§

Per-

23-701.

to be insured.

— The

of-

county shall keep insured at a fair valuation against loss by fire all volumes of the public
laws and decisions of the Supreme Court and Court of Appeals which
have been furnished to the ordinaries and clerks of the superior courts
ficer

of the financial affairs of each

of their respective counties.

(Acts 1882-3,

p. 132.)

—

Cross-references. Ordinary's authority over county matters, see
ernor to insure certain property, see § 91-403.

91-604. (398) Policies in

name

name

of county.

—The

§

23-701.

Gov-

policies of insurance

county and the premiums therefor shall be
paid out of the funds of each county respectively, and in case of any
loss or damage by fire, the county authorities shall proceed to collect
the amount of loss or policy, and when so collected the proceeds thereof
shall be used in supplying new books of the kind lost or injured, as far
as such proceeds may be sufficient.
(Acts 1882-3. p. 132.)
shall be in the

of the

^

Public Property.

91-701

CHAPTER

2232

COUNTY BUILDINGS AND SUPPLIES.

91-7.

Sec.

Sec.

91-701.

Expense

91-705.

Buildings in keeping of sher-

91-702.

Erection and

ni ~ n/-

tt„
How
jails
/

of erection, repair, etc.

iffs.

furnishing of
„„-.
~—^~*:~., of
u
ha: ,~. protection
*t recbuildings;
or ds.

•

91-706.

.,

,

Injuries

91-/07.

,

constructed.

.

to

public

buildings,

furniture, etc.
91-703.

Courthouse rooms.

91-704.

Supplies for county

Inspection of public buildings

91-708.

and records.

offices.

—

Expense of erection, repair, etc. The county buildings
be erected and kept in order and repaired at the expense of the

91-701. (399)
shall

who

county, under the direction of the ordinary or other authority,

authorized to

make

—

Cross-references. Ordinary's authority over county matters, see
spection of public buildings and records, see § 91-708.

91-702.

records.

—

(400) Erection
It is

when

repair,

is

necessary contracts for that purpose.

all

and furnishing

of

buildings;

§

23-701.

protection

In-

of

the duty of the ordinaries or other authorities to erect or

necessary, their respective courthouses and

other necessary county buildings, to furnish each with

all

jails,

and

all

the furniture

necessary for the different rooms, offices, or cells, and to procure a fireproof safe or safes sufficient to hold at least all the minute books and
books containing records of judgments, officers' bonds, all recognizances,
the bonds of administrators and guardians, and the record of wills and

and

courthouse has a fire-proof vault.
Such books and papers, and all others that can be so cared for, shall be
placed in such safes or vaults at night or when the officers are absent.

of appraisements

sales, unless the

(Act 1796, Cobb, 182.)

—

Cross-references. Inspection of public buildings, and records, see
Courts held as prescribed by law, see § 24-2609.

91-703.
ties shall

(401) Courthouse rooms.

— Such

§

91-708.

ordinaries or other authori-

designate the rooms in the courthouse to be occupied by each

county officers, and enter the same on their minutes, which they
change from time to time as convenience may require.

of the

may

Cross-reference.

— Offices

of

county

officers, see § 23-518.

(402) Supplies for county offices.

—

be the duty of the
ordinary or board of county commissioners, or other county authority
91-704.

It shall

having the management of the revenues of the county, to furnish coal,
wood, lights, furniture, stationery, records, and office supplies in general,
for the different county offices of the county, at the expense of the
Provided, that this section shall apply only to the offices of said
county
officers in the courthouse in said county. (Acts 1901, p. 62.)
:

91-705.

well as

(403) Buildings in keeping of sheriffs.

jails,

—The

courthouses, as

the public grounds, and other county property are placed

keeping of the sheriff of their respective counties, subject to the
order of such ordinaries or other authorities, and it is their duty to preserve them from injury or waste and to prevent intrusions upon them.

in the

Cross-reference.

— Courts

held as prescribed by law, see

—

§

24-2609.

The county jails hereafter con(404) How jails constructed.
structed shall be of sufficient size and strength to contain and keep se91-706.

—
Public Property.
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§

91-804

may

be confined therein, and shall contain
at least two apartments, properly ventilated, so as to secure the health
one for males and one for females.
of those confined therein
curely the prisoners which

—

91-707. (407; 777 P. C.) Injuries to public buildings, furniture, etc.
If any person shall designedly destroy, injure, or deface any public building, its appurtenances, or furniture, or shall use the

same

for

an indecent

purpose, he shall be liable for the damages.
Cross-reference.

— Criminal

see

liability,

§

91-9903.

the duty of the grand juries to inspect

and records.

—

be
the public buildings and other

91-708. (408) Inspection of public buildings
all

It shall

property of the county and the county records, and to report in their
general presentments their condition, and if they shall report that the
ordinary or other authority has failed to comply with the law touching

duty of the solicitor general of the circuit to
commence proceedings against him that he may be compelled so to do, if
he does not in good faith comply by the next term of the superior court.
the same,

it

shall be the

Cross-reference.
duties, see

§

—Duty

of judge

to

call

grand jury's attention to ordinary's

59-601.

PART III. ANNUAL INVENTORY OF STATE AND COUNTY
PROPERTY.

CHAPTER

IN GENERAL.

91-8.

Sec.

Sec.

91-801.

Inventory required.

91-802.

Successor's receipt and record
of

91-803.

same

-

91-804.

Unservicable property sold.

91-805.

"Proper authority" defined.

91-806.

Public officer liable to rule.

Successor's duty.

91-801. (310) Inventory required.

—All

make

or before January 15 of each year, shall

oath of
in a

all

a complete inventory on

the public property in their charge, and shall enter the

book kept

(Act 1882-3,

for that purpose.

91-802. (311) Successor's receipt
ficer shall

State and county officers, on

vacate his

office,

and record

same

p. 126.)

of same.

—When

any

of-

he shall take a receipt from his successor for

property turned over to said successor, which receipt shall be entered in said book, and he shall satisfactorily account to the proper authority for any not turned over. (Acts 1882-3, p. 126.)
all

91-803.

(312) Successor's duty.

— Every

after taking charge of his office, shall

decessor, and

make

officer,

examine the inventories of his presame to the proper authority,

a report iipon the

especially reporting each article
factorily accounted for.

and

its

(Acts 1882-3,

value not turned over or satis-

p.

126.)

91-804. (313) Unserviceable property sold.

erty shall
of,

become unserviceable,

by order

within three months

it

may

of the proper authority,

—When

any public prop-

be sold or otherwise disposed
of the same shall be

and an entry

;

g

Public Property.

91-805

made

in said

(Acts 1882-3,

the treasury.

(314) "Proper

91-805.

money

book, and the

p.

received therefrom shall be paid into

126.)

authority"

referred to in this Chapter

is

the Governor, for
officers

officers of the county.

all

— The

defined.

and the county commissioners or other
matters, for

2234

"proper authority"

all officers

of the State

having charge of county

(Acts 1882-3,

p.

126.)

—

Cross-references. Ordinary has control of county property, see § 91-602. His
authority over county matters, see § 23-701. General Assembly may create county
commissioners, sec Const., Art. VI, Sec. XTX, Par. I (§ 2-4601). County officers
to be uniform, see Const., Art. XI, Sec. Ill, Par. I (§ 2-8401).

91-806.

Public officer liable to rule.

(,315)

—Any

public officer

who

any one or more of the provisions of this Chapter shall be
by the proper authority, as aforesaid, in the superior
court, in the same manner as the sheriffs, and be subject to an action
on his bond for the value of all public property not turned over or satisfactorily accounted for
Provided, that this and the preceding sections
of this Chapter shall not be construed to repeal any existing laws for
shall violate

liable to be ruled

:

the recovery of public property or the value thereof, or for the punish-

ment

of

any public

officer

who

or satisfactorily account for the
Cross-reference.

— Rules

PART
CHAPTER

nisi

shall refuse, fail, or neglect to turn over

same

(Acts 1882-3,

as aforesaid.

against officers, see

p. 126.)

24-209.

§

MUNICIPAL PROPERTY.

IV.

DISPOSITION OF PUBLIC UTILITY
PROPERTY BY MUNICIPALITIES.
91-9.

Sec.

Sec.

Authority to dispose of public

91-901.

utility

plants

or

91-903.

Ballots used in election.

91-904.

Authority of municipality de-

properties;

charter restrictions.

.

termined by majority vote.

Notice

91-902.

of disposition; objecting petitions; referendum.

91-901. Authority to dispose of public utility plants or properties;

charter restrictions.

— Municipalities

are hereby

empowered and author-

they so desire, to sell, lease, or otherwise dispose of any or all
electric, water, gas, or other municipally 'owned public utility plants or
ized,

if

and conditions as to the municipality seem
proper, and to transfer title to said public utility properties by warranty
deed, bill of sale, contract or lease, in the manner provided by law: Provided, however, that nothing in this Chapter contained shall be held qv
construed to affect the powers of any municipal corporation in the charter of which there is now contained any provision either authorizing
the sale, lease, or other disposition of such properties by the rrnrnicipality, or prohibiting the sale, lease, or other disposition of such properties
by the municipality, so long as such provision remains in the charter of

properties, on such terms

such municipality.

(Acts 1925,

p.

177.)

91-902. Notice of disposition; objecting petitions; referendum.
tice of intention to

make such

sale, lease, or

— No-

other disposition of water

Public Property.
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works, electric, or gas plant, setting out the price and other general
terms and conditions of such proposed sale, lease, or disposition shall
be given by publication, once a week for three consecutive weeks, in
some newspaper published in said municipality, and if no newspaper republished in said municipality, then in some newspaper published in the
county in which said municipality is located, and if no such newspaper,
then in some newspaper having a general circulation in such municipality,

and after 10 days from

be disposed

of,

last publication of

such notice, the plant

may

unless, within 10 days after the last publication of such

by not

than 20 per cent, of the qualified
voters of such municipality shall be filed, objecting to and protesting
against such sale, lease, or disposition. If such petition, so signed, shall
be filed, the sale shall not be made unless submitted to a special election
ordered for the purpose of determining whether a majority, which shall
constitute two-thirds of those voting at such election, shall favor such
notice, a petition signed

less

such election shall be ordered by said
municipality to be held not less than 50 days after the date of the filing
Such election shall be
of said objecting petition with the municipality.
held in accordance with and in all respects be governed by the Acts of
the General Assembly in regard to elections to determine whether municipalities shall issue bonds or not.
The notice of such election shall
state its purpose. (Acts 1925, p. 178.)
other disposition

sale, lease, or

Cross-reference.

— Election to

;

determine issuance of bonds, see

—The

§

87-201 et seq.

provided shall have
plainly written or printed thereon the words, "Shall the water works,
electric, or gas plant (as the case may be), be sold, leased, or disposed
of (as the case may be)," and below said words shall be suitably placed
on separate lines, the words "Yes" and '"No," so that the voter may in91-903. Ballots used in election.

way he

dicate the

"

ballots

desires to vote on the questions submitted.

(Acts

1925, p. 179.)

91-904. Authority of municipality determined

by majority

vote.

—

If a

majority of those voting in said election shall vote in favor of such sale,
lease, or disposition, the proper officers of the municipality may proceed
to sell, lease, or dispose of such plant in accordance with the terms and
conditions set out in the notice of proposed intention to sell, lease, or
dispose of such plant, as herein provided.

such election is determined
against such sale, lease, or disposition of such plant, such plant shall not
be sold, leased or disposed of, but shall remain the property of the municipality.
(Acts 1925, p. 179.)

PART XXX.
CHAPTER

91-99.

Sec.

91-9901.
a*

~™~

91-9902.

If

CRIMES.

IN GENERAL.
Sec.

Defacing or injuring
or grounds.
Tr
What

,

,

ers.

courts

may

capitol

„

01-9903.

Injuries
c

,

try oftend-

to

public

furniture, etc.
•

buildings,

Public Property.

£91-9901
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91-9901. (219 P. C.) Defacing or injuring capitol or grounds.

—

any

If

person shall mar, deface, or in any way injure the capitol building, the
approaches thereto, the trees, shrubbery, or grounds belonging to same,
or any of the furniture, fixtures, or property therein, he shall be punished as for a misdemeanor.
Cross-reference.

—Janitors

91-9902. (220 P. C.)

(i\cts 1892, p. 100; 1895, p. 63.)

and watchmen may make

What

courts

may

arrests, see

try offenders.

§

91-107.

— Either

the re-

corder of the city of Atlanta or the judge of the criminal court of Atlanta for Fulton county

is

empowered and duly authorized

to hear

and

determine any case arising under the provisions of the preceding section, and to inflict the punishment prescribed therein.
(Acts 1892,
p.

100.)

91-9903. (407; 777 P. C.) Injuries to public buildings, furniture, etc.—

Any

person

who

shall designedly destroy, injure, or deface

any public

appurtenances, or furniture, or shall use the same for an
decent purpose, shall be punished as for a misdemeanor.

building,

its

Cross-reference.

— Civil

liability,

see

§

91-707.

in-

TITLE

92.

PUBLIC REVENUE.
DIVISION
PART

I.

SOURCES OF REVENUE.

PERSONS AND PROPERTY SUBJECT TO TAXATION.

I.

Chap.

Sec.

92-101

1.

In general

92- 2.

Exemption

92-

PART

92-201

of property
II.

AND OCCUPATION TAXES.

SPECIFIC

Chap.
92-

3.

92-

4.

92-

5.

92-

6.

92-

7.

92-

8.

92-

9.

Sec.

In general
Advertising agencies, bill distributors, etc
Agents, agencies, and brokers
Amusements, shows, games, etc
Barber shops and beauty parlors
Beverages, soft drinks, etc
Manufacturers and dealers in lumber and wood products, and electrical

and other contractors

92-301
92-401
92-501
92-601

92-701
92-801
92-901

92-10.

Food

92-11.

Fuel dealers, fuel trucks, and filling stations
Laundries and cleaning establishments.
Machines and mechanical devices

92-1101

92-1401

92-12.

dealers and purveyors

92-1001

.

92-13.

92-1201
92-1301

92-15.

Motor
Motor

92-16.

Peddlers

92-1601

92-17.

Photographers and picture dealers

92-1701

92-18.

Warehouses

92-1801

92-19.

Miscellaneous occupations

92-1901

92-20.

Police regulations

92-2001

92-21.

Returns, payment, and collection

92-2101

92-14.

fuels

vehicles, accessories,

PART

III.

and garages

92-1501

CIGARS AND CIGARETTES.

Chap.

Sec.

In general

92-22.

92-2201

PART

IV.

FRANCHISES.

Chap.

Sec.

In general

92-23.

PART

V.

'

92-2301

CORPORATIONS, COMPANIES, AND ASSOCIATIONS.

Chap.

Sec.

In general

92-24.

PART

VI.

92-2401

INSURANCE COMPANIES, AGENTS, AND ADJUSTMENT
BUREAUS.

Chap.
92-25.

Sec.

In general

PART

VII.

RAILROAD, STREET RAILROAD, SLEEPING-CAR, ETC
COMPANIES.

Chap.
92-26.,

92-27.
92-28.

92-2501
.

Sec.

In general
County taxation
Municipal taxation

92-2601

92-2701
92-2801

Public Revenue.

PART

MOTOR CARRIERS FOR

VIII.
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HIRE.

Chap.
92-29.

Sec.

92-2901

In general

PART

INCOME TAXES.

IX.

Chap.

Sec.

92-30.

In general

92-3001

92-31.

Imposition, rate, and computation of tax; exemptions
Returns and furnishing of information
Payment; deficiencies; assessment and collection

92-3101

92-32.
92-33.

PART

X.

92-3301

ESTATE TAX.

Chap.
92-34.

92-3201

Sec.

In general

PART

XI.

92-3401

STATE'S

REVENUE FROM SOURCES OTHER THAN
TAXATION.

Chap.

Sec.

92-35.

In general

92-3501

92-36.

Revenue from departments, commissions, bureaus, etc

92-3601

PART

XII.

COUNTY REVENUE.

Chap.
92-37.

92-38.
92-39.

Sec.

Taxation
Assessment and collection of taxes
Revenue from sources other than taxation

PART
92-41.
92-42.
92-43.
92-44.

92-3801
92-3901

MUNICIPAL TAXATION.

XIII.

Chap.
92-40.

92-3701

Sec.

Assessors
Limitation of cities' right of taxation
Assessments for improvements
Garnishment on tax executions for city taxes
Sales for municipal taxes, and redemption of property sold

92-4001
92-4101
92-4201

92-4301
92-4401

DIVISION II. STATE REVENUE COMMISSION,
TAX RECEIVERS, AND TAX COLLECTORS.
PART

I.

STATE REVENUE COMMISSION.

Chap.
92-45.

Sec.

92-4501

In general

PART

II.

TAX RECEIVERS.

Chap.
92-46.

Sec.

In general

92-4601

PART

III.

TAX COLLECTORS.

Chap.

Sec.

92-47.

In general

92-48.

92-49.

Tax
Tax

92-50.

Interest and settlements

92-51.

Receipt and stub book.

collectors'

92-4701

and tax commissioners' bonds

collector's duties in general

92-4801

92-4901
92-5001

92-52.

Executions against defaulters
Tax digest for special or occupation taxes

92-5201

92-53.

Compensation of collectors and receivers

92-5301

PART

IV.

DELINQUENT TAX RECEIVERS AND COLLECTORS.

Chap.
92-54.
92-55.
92-56.

92-5101

Penalty for incomplete or improper digest
Execution against defaulting receiver or collector and sureties
Collection prohibited, when, and vacation of commissions

Sec.
92-5401

92-5501

92-5601

Public Revenue.
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DIVISION

III.

RETURNS, ASSESSMENTS, AND
COLLECTIONS.
PART

I.

IN GENERAL.
Sec.

Chap.

92-5701

92-57.

Miscellaneous

92-58.

Collections from delinquent taxpayers by State Revenue

Commis92-5301

sion

PART

RETURNS TO COMPTROLLER GENERAL.

II.

Sec.

Chap.
92-59.
92-60.
92-61.

92-5901
Time, manner, and subject of returns; payment of taxes
92-6001
Assessments and arbitration to correct returns
Assessments against property owners failing to return or grossly
92-6101
undervaluing property; arbitration

PART

RETURNS TO TAX RECEIVERS.

III.

Chap.
92-62.
92-63.
92-64.
92-65.

92-66.
92-67.

Sec.

Time, manner, and subject of returns
Blanks, lists, and digests

92-6201

92-6301

Payment of taxes
Overpayments and mistakes

92-6401

92-6501

Double tax
Assessments against property owners

92-6601
failing to return or grossly

92-6701

undervaluing property

PART

ASSESSMENT AND COLLECTION

IV.

WHEN NO OTHER

ADEQUATE METHOD PROVIDED.
Chap.
92-68.

Sec.

In general

92-6801

PART

V.

EQUALIZATION OF ASSESSMENTS.

Chap.

Sec.

92-69.

County board

92-70.

Duties,

etc.,

powers and duties
of State Revenue Commission
of tax assessors;

PART

VI.

92-6901
92-7001

INSOLVENTS AND DEFAULTERS.

Chap.

Sec.

92-71.

Insolvent

92-72.

Record of defaulters

lists

PART

92-7101

VII.

92-7201

TAX EXECUTIONS AND

SALES.

Chap.

Sec.

92-73.

Executions by State Revenue Commission or Comptroller General

92-74.

92-76.

Executions by tax collectors, issuance and levy
Garnishment by tax collector on tax execution
Interest on and transfer of tax executions

92-7601

92-77.

Dormancy

92-7701

92-78.

Claims,

92-79.

Judicial interference

92-7901

92-80.

Costs and fees
Sale under tax execution

92-8101

against defaulters; penalties
92-75.

92-81.

92-82.
92-83.

of tax executions

how

interposed

DIVISION

92-7401
92-7501

92-7801
92-8001

Purchase by counties at tax sales
Redemption of property sold for taxes

Chap.
92-99.

92-7301

IV.

92-8201
92-8301

CRIMES.
Sec.

In general

92-9901

§

Public Revenue.

92-101
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CROSS-REFERENCES.
Accounting for public moneys: See Title 89, Public Officers, Chapter 89-8.
Attorney failing to pay professional tax: See Title 9, Attorneys at Law, § 9-504.
Bonds, issuance and validation of: See Title 87, Public Finance.
Commutation tax in lieu of road work: See Title 95, Roads, Bridges, and Ferries,
Chapter 95-8.
Finance, taxation, and public debt:
See Title 2, Constitution of the State of
Georgia. Chapters 2-49 to 2-65.
Ordinaries' jurisdiction over county tax matters: See Title 23, Courts, § 23-701.
Playground and recreation tax: See Title 69, Municipal Corporations, § 69-610.
Profession, practicing without paying special tax:
See Title 84, Professions,
Businesses, and Trades, § 84-9901.
Sale of perishable property under tax fi. fas.: See Title 39, Executions and Proceedings Thereunder, § 39-1203.
Schools, local tax for: See Tkle 32, Education, Chapter 32-11.
Schoolhouses in local tax districts: See Title 32, Education, Chapter 32-14.

DIVISION

SOURCES OF REVENUE.

I.

PERSONS AND PROPERTY SUBJECT TO

PART I.

TAXATION.

CHAPTER

92-1.

IN GENERAL.
Sec.

Sec.
92-101.

Taxable property.

92-102.

W hat

92-103.

Dogs.

92-104.

Interest in or claim to land less

92-105.

than fee.
Nonresident owners of prop-

92-106.

Transient persons; property

92-107.

Same; who deemed

included
property."

"personal

in

92-108.

Poll tax; exemptions.

92-109.

Same; levy by county, municipal corporation, or district.

92-110.

Taxes charged against whom.

92-111.

Ad valorem

erty, liability of.

how
92-101.

taxed.

CI 002,

tax

for

sinking

fund for retirement of State
bonds, and to meet appropriations.

of,

92-112.

Reduction of ad valorem tax
rate.

to be.

1017) Taxable property.

— All

real

and personal prop-

whether owned by individuals or corporations, resident or nonresident, shall be liable to taxation, except as otherwise provided by law.
erty,

(Acts 1851-2, pp. 288, 289.)

—

Cross-references. Nonresident owners of property liable, see § 92-105. Taxes
charged against whom, see § 92-110. Property which is exempt from taxation,
see Chapter 92-2. Taxation on same class of subjects must be uniform, see Const.,
Exemptions from specific and occupation
Art. VII, Sec. II, Par. I (§ 2-5001).
taxes, see §§ 84-909, 92-603, 92-604.

92-102.

H01 6) What included

in "personal property."

— For

the pur-

poses of taxation, personal property shall be construed to include goods,

moneys, credits and effects, whatsoever they may be; ships,
boats, and vessels, whether at home or abroad, and capital invested
therein bonds and other securities of corporations of this or of other
chattels,

;

States; stock of corporations of other States; bonds, notes or other obli-

gations of other States, and of the counties, municipalities or other subdivisions thereof;

money due on open account

or evidenced

by notes,

Public Revenue.
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§ 92-107

contracts, bonds, or other obligations, secured or unsecured.
p.

105; 1884-5, pp. 28, 30.

124 Ga.

126 Ga. 504, 510 (54

S. E. 52).

5%

(53 S. E. 251).

(Aets 1858,
125 (Jfc 590 (54

S. E. 951).)

—

Cross-references. Property shall be returned at its value, see § 92-5701 Return*
Returns of property situated on county lines, sec
of nonresidents, see § 92-6205.
Returns of personalty of corporations generally, see § 92-6208.
§ 92-6209.
.

—

(972,977) Dogs. All dogs are hereby made personal property,
and shall be returned and taxed as other property is returned and taxed,
such tax to be enforced by levy and sale as other taxes are collected, and
92-103.

not to interfere with the imposition and collection of any municipal taxes

on dogs, whether such dogs are owned by the taxpayer, his wife or minor
children. The tax required by this section shall be returned to the receiver of tax returns in the county of the residence of the person liable
to such tax, and shall be entered by the receiver upon the digest of taxable property. (Acts 1927, pp. 90, 91.)

Interest in or claim to land less than fee.

92-104. (1008)

owning any mineral or timber

— All

persons

any other interest in or claim
to land less than the fee shall return the same for taxation and pay taxes
on the same as on other property; and any person failing to comply with
interests, or

the requirements of this section shall be proceeded against as a default-

ing taxpayer. (Acts 1889,

p. 35.)

—Who

Returns of mining
Cross-references.
liable for taxes, see § 92-110.
and plantation not in county of owner's residence, see § 92-6204.

com-

panies,

92-105. (1009) Nonresident

owners

of property, liability of.

— Lands

or other property belonging to citizens of the United States, not residents of this State, shall not be taxed higher than the property of resi-

whether their property
pay taxes on the same herein.

dents, but such nonresidents,

or personal, shall

in this State is real

—

Provisions as to returns of mines, etc., applicable to nonresi92-6204. Returns by nonresidents generally, see § 92-6205. Agent of
nonresident liable for taxes, see § 92-6404.
Cross-references.

dents, see

§

92-106. (1005) Transient persons; property of,

how

taxed.

—When-

any time, during any year, any transient person shall temporarily
locate in any county of this State for the purpose of selling or disposing
of goods, wares, merchandise, guano, live stock, or anv other article of
value, it shall be the duty of the tax receiver, or, if his books have been
made up for the year, then of the tax collector, to call on such person to
make a return for taxation of all of his stock in trade at its fair market
value, and in case such person shall neglect or refuse to return the
same in 24 hours after such demand, it shall be the duty of such tax receiver or tax collector to assess and determine the same, and the taxes
shall be computed thereon at the rate of assessment of the State and
county and if the county rate has not been fixed for the current year.
the county rate for the preceding year shall prevail. In case such person
shows that his property has been returned and the taxes paid, no further
ever, at

;

tax shall be assessed for such year. (Acts 1901,
Cross-references.

— Jurisdiction

of

p. 18.)

State over persons
§ 92-7402.

within

it,

see

§

15-202.

Transients subject to attachment, see

92-107.

who

shall

(1006)

come

Same who deemed
;

into

anv countv

to be.

— All persons or corporations

of this State after the date fixed

by law

§

Public Revenue.

92-108

and carry on the business

for the return of property for taxation,

cated in the preceding section, shall be
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deemed

indi-

transient persons. (Acts

1901, pp. 18. 19.)

exemptions.

—There

be levied and collected
each year upon every inhabitant of the State between the ages of 21 and
60 years, on the day fixed for the return of property for taxation, a poll
tax of $1, which shall be used for educational purposes in instructing children in the elementary branches of an English education only:
Provided, that this tax shall not be demanded of blind persons, or female
inhabitants of the State who do not register for voting. (Acts 1927,
92-108. Poll

tax;

shall

P. 57.)

Cross-reference.— Poll tax, see Const., Art. VII, Sec.

92-109.
trict.

(1015)

II,

Par. Ill (§ 2-5004).

Same; levy by county, municipal corporation,

— Xo county,

or dis-

municipal corporation or district shall levy or collect

any capitation tax whatever, except street tax, and that only after opportunity to work the streets has been given. (Act 1842, Cobb, 1074. Acts
1869,' p. 162; 1870, p. 432.)

Cross-reference.

— Commutation

tax in lieu of county road work, see

§

95-802.

—

Taxes charged against whom. Taxes shall be charged
against the owner of property if known, and against the specific property
Life tenants, and those who own and
itself if the owner is not known.
enjoy the property, shall be chargeable with the taxes thereon. Hence,
while the public may treat property as belonging either to the maker
or the holder of a bond for title when the latter is in possession, yet as
between the parties the one receiving the rents or enjoying the use shall
92-110. (1018)

be liable for the taxes. (80 Ga. 55 (7
123) 87 Ga. 399 (13 S. E. 442).)

S.

E. 546)

;

86 Ga. 602 (13

S.

E.

;

—

Cross-references. Rights and liabilities of tenants for life, see § 85-604.
Interference by equity to divide burdens of an estate for life where several interested, see § 37-304. What property taxable, see § 92-101.
State estate taxes, see
§ 92-3401 et seq.
Interest in land less than fee must be returned, see § 92-104.
Priority of taxes, see § 92-5707.
Purchase by one bound to pay taxes, see
Disposal of property not returned but assessed, see § 92-8103. Double
8 92-8105.
taxes, see § 92-6601 et seq.

Ad

valorem tax for sinking fund for retirement of State bonds
and to meet appropriations. The Governor, by and with the- assistance
of the Comptroller General, is authorized and empowered to levy and
assess annually an ad valorem tax on the taxable property of this State,
at such rate as may be sufficient to raise a net amount of $100,000 as a
sinking fund to pay off and retire the valid outstanding bonds of the
State as they fall due, as required by Article VII, Section XIV, Paragraph I, of the Constitution (§ 2-6201). The tax shall be specially levied
and collected, and separate accounts of the same shall be kept by the
State Treasurer, and the said amount so received each year shall be applied to paying off and retiring the valid bonds of the State, maturing
in their order continuously.
All bonds retired under the provisions of
this section shall be canceled and stamped by the Treasurer with the
words "sinking funds," and filed in his office. In addition to the foregoing levy, the Governor, by and with the assistance of the Comptroller
General, shall levy and assess such additional rate of tax on the taxable
property of this State as may be necessary to meet the appropriations
92-111.

—

Public Revenue.
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§

92-201

Assembly for each succeeding- year. The aggregate ad
valorem tax levy in any one year shall not exceed the tax rate limit
fixed by the Constitution of this State. (Acts 1927, p. 57.)
of the General

—

valorem tax rate. The Governor and CompGeneral are instructed and directed, in fixing the ad valorem tax

92-112. Reduction of ad
troller

rate for State purposes, to

make

a careful estimate of the

amount

of

revenue that will be derived from the provisions of Chapters 92-30 to
92-33 (income taxes), and from other sources of revenue, and, after
providing for any deficit that may exist and the payment of current expenses of the State, to reduce the ad valorem tax rate in proportion to
the excess revenue that will be realized under the provisions of the
Chapters above mentioned. (Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., p. 60.)

CHAPTER

EXEMPTION OF PROPERTY.

92-2.

Sec.

Sec.

92-201.
92-202.

Property exempt from taxation.
Other laws exempting property-

92-211.

Same;

92-212.

Same;

92-213.

Same; expenses

92-214.

Same;

declared void.
92-203.

Fertilizers exempted,

92-204.

What

toll

when.

bridges exempt from

taxation.
92-205.

Unlawful exemptions by counties.

92-206.

Tax exemption election

in

92-207.

superior

Same;

etc.

92-215.

court

Same; manner

92-216.

of holding elec-

tion; preparation
ing of ballots.
92-209.

92-210.

of elections.

favorable elections irrevocable for term of elec-

Same; opening and closing

of

polls.

acts,

when.
92-208.

ballots.

tion.

counties; petition; grand jury

recommendation,

elections in municipal
corporations authorized without action of grand jury or
ordinary.

Same; plants exempted

for five

years after construction.

and count92-217.

Same; second

election,

if

first

unfavorable.

Same; managers; returns.
Same; advertisement of

92-218.

elec-

tion.

of five-year term
of exemption.

Same; repeal

—

exempt from taxation. The following described property shall be exempt from taxation, to wit All public property, places of religious worship, and places of burial all institutions of
92-201. (998) Property

:

;

purely public charity

;

buildings erected for and used as a college, in-

all

corporated academy or other seminary of learning, and also all funds or
property held or used as endowment by such colleges, incorporated academies, or seminaries of learning:

Provided, the same

is

not invested in

and Provided further, that said exemption

shall apply only to
seminaries
academies,
or other
of learning as
such colleges, incorporated
are open to the general public Provided further, that all endowments to

real estate

:

:

institutions established for white people shall be limited to white people,

and

all

endowments

to institutions established for colored people

be limited to colored people the real and personal estate of any
public library, and that of any other literary association, used by or connected with such library all books, philosophical apparatus, paintings,
and statuary of any company or association, kept in a public hall, and not
held as merchandise or for purposes of sale or gain Provided, the aboveshall

;

;

:

described property so exempted

is

not used for purposes of private or

§

Public Revenue.

92-202

corporate profit or income
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farm products, including baled cotton,
grown in this State and remaining in the hands of the producer shall be
exempt from taxation for the year next after their production. (Acts
;

all

1878-9, p. 33; 1913, p. 122: 1919, p. 82.)

—

Cross-references. Taxation and exemptions generally, see Const., Art. VII,
What property is taxable, see § 92-101. Funds of fraSec. 11 i Chapter 2-50).
ternal benefit society exempt from certain taxes, see § 56-1635. Exemptions from
income tax. sec §§ 92-3105, 92-3106; from specific and occupation taxes, see §§ 84-909,
Carload lots of goods for individual exempt from municipal tax92-603, 92-604;
ation, see § 92-4106.

—

Other laws exempting property declared void. All
laws exempting property from taxation other than property enumerated
92-202.

(998, 6556)

in Article

void.

VII; Section

(Acts 1919,

(Chapter 2-50), shall be

of the Constitution

11

p. 82.)

—

(1090) Fertilizers exempted, when. -The consumers of commercial fertilizers shall not be required to return for taxation any fer92-203.

where the land upon which the same is to be used has been properly returned for taxation and the several tax receivers of this State
shall not require consumers of commercial fertilizers, or any other
manures commonly used by farmers and others as fertilizers, to return
the same where the land upon which it is to be used has been properly
tilizers

;

returned. (Acts 1901,

p. 65.)

—

(999) What toll bridges exempt from taxation. When any
person residing in or out of this State is the proprietor of any toll bridge,
or bridge on which toll may lawfully be charged in this State, such
92-204.

bridge shall be considered and treated as public property, and shall be

exempt from taxation whenever and
it

as long as the proprietor shall allow

and entirely as a free bridge and shall keep the
good repair and safe condition for the free use of the public.

to be used absolutely

same

in

(Acts 1889,
92-205.

p. 141.)

(1000) Unlawful exemptions

by

counties.

— No county author-

exempt from taxation any manufactory, industry, enterprise or
any property of any kind not exempt by law, except as provided in secity shall

tions 92-206 to 92-218.

(Acts 1889,

35; 1925,

p.

p. 259.)

Tax exemption election in counties; petition; grand jury recommendation, etc. The ordinary, upon petition of five per cent, of the
92-206.

—

any county, or upon the recommendation of the grand
jury in any county, is authorized and directed to call an election within
not less than 30 days and not more than 90 days after such recommendation to submit the question of whether or not the tax levying authorities
of such county shall exempt from taxation for a space of five years such
property as is provided in Article VII, Section II, Paragraph 2-a of the
qualified voters of

Constitution of the State (§2-5003). (Acts 1925, pp. 259, 260.)
Cross-reference.

92-207.

county

is

— Special

elections, see

Same; superior court
for

acts,

§

34-407.

when.

any reason disqualified or

the superior court of such county

may

— In case the ordinary of such

fails to act as

act in his stead

herein provided,

and perform

of the duties herein provided for the ordinary to perform.
p. 260.)

all

(Acts 1925,

Same; manner
of ballots. The manner
ballots, and the counting
92-208.

—

as

is

§92-212

Public Revenue.
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of holding election; preparation

of holding said election, the preparation of the
of the ballots in such (-lection shall be the

provided for holding elections for the

sembly

in

and counting

such county. (Acts 1925,

—

Cross-reference. Elections for
Elections, Chapter 34-12 et seq.

Same; managers;

members

same
As-

of the Genejral

p. 260.)

members

of the General Assembly, see Title 34,

—The

managers shall be appointed
by and the result of said election shall be declared by the ordinary, or in
the case provided for in section 92-207, by the clerk of the superior court,
and the record of the result of such election shall be entered upon the
92-209.

returns.

minutes of the court of ordinary of said county. (Acts 1925,

p. 260.;

—

Same; advertisement of election. Said election shall be advertised once a week for four weeks immediately preceding the date of said
election in the newspaper publishing legal advertisements in said county.
92-210.

(Acts 1925,
92-211.

p. 261.)

Same;

elections in municipal corporations authorized without

action of grand jury or ordinary.

—The governing bodies of any municipal

corporation in the State are hereby authorized to propose, without any

recommendation

grand jury or action of the ordinary, to the qualified voters of said municipal corporation said tax exemption above
enumerated, and to call the election as in this law provided, and the
manner of holding said election shall be the same as elections in said
municipal corporation for its officials. The method of preparing and
counting the ballots shall be the same as that provided for the holding
of municipal elections in such municipal corporations, and said election
in such municipal corporation shall be advertised once a week for four
weeks immediately preceding the date of such election in a newspaper
having general circulation or carrying the advertisements for such municipal corporation. The ordinance calling such election shall specify the
period of time, not exceeding five years, during which said period of tax
exemption shall apply in said city. (Acts 1925, p. 261.)
92-212.

Same;

of the

ballots.

—In

five-year tax exemption shall

said county election those favoring said

have written or printed on their

"For a five-year tax exemption,

for persons

ballots.

coming within the pro-

visions of Article VII, Section II, Paragraph 2-a of the Constitution of

Georgia" (§ 2-5003) and those opposing said five-year tax exemption
have written or printed on their ballots, "Against a five-year tax
exemption for persons coming within the provisions of Article VII, Sec;

shall

tion II,

Paragraph 2-a

of the Constitution of Georgia." In elections held

municipal corporations those favoring a term of tax exemption fixed
by the municipal authorities calling said election, shall have written or
printed on their ballots, "For a (insert the proposed time of) tax exemption for persons coming within the provisions of Article VII, Section
II, Paragraph 2-a of the Constitution of Georgia," and those opposed to
said proposed term of tax exemption shall have written or printed on
their ballots, "Against a (insert the proposed time of) tax exemption for
persons coming within the provisions of Article VII, Section II. Paragraph 2-a of the Constitution of Georgia." (Acts 1925, p. 261.)
in

§

Public Revenue.

92-213
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—

Same; expenses of elections. In case of a county election, a
warrant shall be drawn on the county treasurer to cover the expense of
92-213.

such election, as herein provided; and in case of a municipal corporation
election, said municipal corporation shall pay the expenses of said election. (Acts 1925, p. 262.)

—

Same; favorable elections irrevocable for term of election. If
majority
a
of the electors voting in such county or such municipal corporation shall vote in favor of said proposed tax exemption, the same
92-214.

shall

go into

effect, as

provided in the above-mentioned provisions of the

Constitution, and in each case

where the same

shall

go into

effect, it

by the authorities of such county or municipal
poration for the term for which said exemption was proposed and
ried, not to exceed five years in any instance. (Acts 1925, p. 262.)
shall be irrevocable

92-215.

Same; opening and closing

of polls.

corcar-

— Polls shall be opened and

provided by law for elections of
representatives, and in case of a municipal corporation as is provided by
law for the election of its officials. (Acts 1925, p. 263.)
closed in case of a county election as

92-216.

Same; plants exempted

is

for five years after construction.

said county election shall result in favor of said tax exemption,
son, natural or artificial, a resident of this State,

who may

—

If

any per-

build, equip,

establish or enlarge a plant for the manufacture or processing of cot-

wood, metal, metallic or nonmetallic
minerals, or combinations of the same, cream or cheese plant, or for
production or development of electricity, shall as to such building, enlargment, or equipment be exempt from all county ad valorem taxes for
a period of five years from the date of the beginning of the building,
equipment or enlargement of such plant. If any municipal election shall
result in favor of a proposed tax exemption, the persons above referred
to shall likewise be exempt from all city ad valorem taxes for the period
proposed by the governing authorities of such municipality, in no event
to exceed five years, from the date of the beginning of the building,
equipment or enlargement of such plant. (Acts 1925, p. 263.)
ton, wool, linen silk, rubber, clay,

92-217.

Same; second

election,

if first

unfavorable.

— In

case the elec-

grand jury of the county
or the governing authorities of the municipal corporation may, at any
time after 90 days from the time the result of said election is declared,
if they shall deem fit and proper, in case of a county, recommend that
tion herein provided for shall fail to carry, the

another election be held, as herein provided, and, in case of a municipal
corporation, call another election either by ordinance or resolution, and
in that event another election shall be called within not less than 90 days
after such recommendation shall have been made or such ordinance
passed, and said additional election

may

be held as herein provided, and

the result thereof declared as herein provided, and the result of said elec-

have the same force and effect as the election first above mentioned would have had if it had been carried. (Acts 1925, p. 262.)
tion shall

—

term of exemption. The five-year
period of tax exemption, as to counties, and the term of tax exemption,
made effective in any municipal corporation, under the provisions of this
92-218.

Same; repeal

of five-year

Public Revenue.
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§92

may

be repealed if a majority of the voters, voting in an election
called, held and paid for in the manner provided hereinbefore, shall vote
in favor of such repeal and elections for the repeal of said tax exempt
shall be called by the ordinary of any county upon petition of 40 per cent.
law,

;

any such county or upon recommendation of
two successive grand juries; and shall be called by the governing authorities of a municipal corporation upon petition of 40 per cent, of the registered voters of such municipal corporation, or upon a vote of two-thirds
Those
of the governing body of said municipal corporation therefor.
voting to repeal any tax exemption shall have written or printed on their
ballots the words "For repeal of tax exemptions, obtaining in (the name
of the county or municipal corporation)," and those voting against said
repeal shall have written or printed on their ballots the words ''Against
of the registered voters of

name

county or municipal corporation)." The result of any such election shall be declared by
the authority calling said election. If the result of any such election shall
repeal of tax exemptions, obtaining in (the

of the

be in favor of the repeal of any such tax exemptions, said repeal shall
become effective in any such county or municipal corporation on and

day of January immediately following such election.
Elections for the repeal of tax exemptions shall not be held in any
county or municipal corporation at intervals of less than five years.
The repeal of any tax exemption by any county or municipal corporation shall not operate to affect the term of exemption to which any person is entitled, by reason of having built, equipped, established or enlarged any of the plants referred to in section 92-216; but any such person shall be entitled to enjoy the full term of the tax exemption obtaining
in said county or municipal corporation. (Acts 1925, p. 263.)
after

the

first

PART

II.

SPECIFIC

CHAPTER

AND OCCUPATION TAXES.
92-3.

Sec.

IN GENERAL.
Sec.

92-301.

Authority to levy and collect;
census by which population
governed; "in towns or cities"

92-302.

Duty

92-303.

Convict-made goods; additional
tax; distinguishing mark.

defined.

92-301. Authority to levy

and
,,

to post licenses in places
of business,

collect; census

—

by which population

governed; "in towns or cities defined. In addition to the ad valorem
tax on real estate and personal property, as required by the Constitution
and provided for by law, the specific and occupation taxes provided for
by Chapters 92-3 to 92-20 shall be levied and collected each year. In

where population controls the amount of tax or license fee to
be paid, the last census report of the Federal Government shall govern,
and whenever in any section the words "in towns or cities" occur, the
same shall be construed to mean "within one mile of villages, towns, or
all

cases

cities,"

unless otherwise specified. (Acts 1927, pp. 57, 101.)

92-302.

Duty

to post licenses in places of business.

—

It shall

be the

duty of every individual, firm, partnership, or corporation subject to

—
§

Public Revenue.

92-303
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special or occupation taxes to post the State licenses in conspicuous

places in their places of business, and to keep

during the

life

of

Cross-reference.
§

such licenses.

— Forfeiture

them there

at all times

(Acts 1924, pp. 183, 184.)

because of licensee's failure to exhibit license, see

^2-3906.

Convict-made goods; additional tax; distinguishing mark.
There "shall be added a sales tax of 15 per cent, of the retail price on all
convict- and or prison-made goods sold within the State and all of said
goods shall have marked on each article of every character, in plain
view, the words "Convict Made." (Acts 1931. Extra. Sess., pp. 76, 90.)
92-303.

;

CHAPTER

ADVERTISING AGENCIES, BILL

92-4.

DISTRIBUTORS, ETC.
Sec.

Sec.

92-401.

Advertising agencies,

etc.; "lo-

92-402.

Bill

distributors,

cations" defined.

92-401. Advertising agencies, etc.; "locations" defined.
firm, or corporation

ing

— Each

person,

conducting the business of an advertising agency usbillboards, shall pay $50; each person, firm, or

means other than

corporation conducting the business of advertising by signs painted,
pasted, or printed on billboards or other places

where space

is

leased,

each county where located, $1 for each location.
A "location" is defined to be 75 lineal feet or fractional part thereof.
Before painting or posting such locations or fractional part thereof,
persons so advertising shall register with the ordinary and tax collector
of the county as required by law, and in case of any increase of advertising the ordinary shall in each instance be notified as to the number
(Acts 1927, p. 59.)
of locations.
rented, or sold, shall

pay

in

92-402. Bill distributors.
for profit in

(Acts 1927,

towns or

—

Bill

distributors engaged in the business

population or more shall pay $25.

cities of 15,000

p. 64.)

CHAPTER

92-5.

AGENTS, AGENCIES, AND BROKERS.
Sec.

Sec.

Emigrant agents and

em-

92-501.

Barber supplies.

92-502.

Book agents

92-503.

Collecting,

commercial, and

92-507.

Employment

92-508.

Legislative agents or lobbyists.

92-504.

mercantile agencies.
Commercial reporting agencies.

92-509.

Brokers

92-505.

Detective agencies.

92-510.

92-506.

92-501. Barber supplies.

—All agents

for each place of business.
Cross-reference.

— Specific

Book agents

their

ployees.

or canvassers.

agencies.

in stocks and bonds.
Real estate brokers.

for barber supplies shall

(Acts 1927,

pay $50

p. 63.)

and occupation taxes

levied, see

— Each

§

92-301.

agent or canvasser for
books, maps, or lithographic prints, shall pay in each county in which
he shall do business, a tax of $5: Provided, that this shall not apply to
92-502.

or canvassers.

:

Public Revenue.
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bona

fide

way through

students earning their

(Acts 1927,

persons selling Bibles only.

§92-510

92-503. Collecting, commercial,

school or college, ^

(

>r

to

p. 64.)

and mercantile agencies.

— Each

per-

son, firm, or corporation engaged in business as a collecting, commercial, mercantile, or any other agency of like character, shall pay $200

where they have an office or branch office
Provided, that any attorney at law or firm of lawyers opening a collection agency, and who shall employ solicitors and collectors, or who shall
in

every county

in the State

advertise as collectors or as a collecting agency, shall be liable for said

tax regardless of having paid their regular professional tax. (Acts 1929,
pp. 58, 59.)

—

Commercial reporting agencies. Each person, firm, or corporation engaged in the business of a commercial reporting agency
shall pay, in each county in the State where they have an office or branch
92-504.

office,

$125.

(Acts 1927,

92-505. Detective

p. 68.)

agencies.

— Each

person,

firm,

or corporation

op-

detective agency or doing detective work for hire or compen-

erating a

sation, shall pay, for each office established in this State, in or near cities

or

towns

of 25,000 or

more

of 10,000 to 25,000 inhabitants, $50;
less

towns
or towns of

inhabitants, $200; in or near cities or

than 10,000 inhabitants, $25.

and

in or near cities

(Acts 1927,

p. 58.)

—

Emigrant agents and their employees. Each emigrant agent
and each employee of such agent doing business in this State shall pay
$1,000 for each county in which such agent or employee may do or
offer to do business
Provided, that no emigrant agent or employee
shall take or attempt to take from this State any person until after first
giving bond to be accepted and approved by the Commissioner of Commerce and Labor, conditioned to pay any valid debt owing by said person to any citizen of this State. (Acts 1927, p. 72.)
92-506.

:

Cross-reference.

— Regulations

Employment

92-507.

as to emigrant agents, see

agencies.

—All

§

54-9902.

employment agencies

doing business in this State shall pay $50 for each county
have an office. (Acts 1927, p. 72.)
92-508. Legislative agents or lobbyists.

in

or bureaus

which they

— Each

person registered under section 47-1002 as a legislative agent shall pay the sum of $250 for
every person, firm, or corporation represented by said agent. This tax
shall be paid to the Secretary of State when such person registers, and
he shall not be allowed to register until the tax is paid.
(Acts 1 Q 27,
.

pp. 76, 91.)

92-509. Brokers in stocks

and bonds.

— Each

person, firm, or corpora-

bonds or stocks, either exclusively or
other business, shall pay $100 for each town or city

tion dealing in

son,

^rm,

or corporation maintains an

Cross-reference.

—Licensing

gaged

connection with

which such per-

(Acts 1927,

p. 64.)

dealers in securities, see Title 97, Securities

ter 97-4.

92-510.

office.

in

in

Chan'

_

— Real

in the

estate brokers.

— Each

\

person, firm, or corporation en-

business of buying or selling real estate on commission, or

Public Revenue.

§ 92-601

2250

as agents renting real estate, in cities of 50,000 or

more

inhabitants, shall
25,000 to 50.000 inhabitants, $30; in cities of 10,000
to 25.000 inhabitants. $20; in cities or towns of less than 10,000 inhabitants. $15.
If such person shall engage in auctioneering or selling property at public outcry or by auction sales, he shall also be liable for and

pay $50;

in cities of

required to pay the tax required of real estate auctioneers by section
92-1901. to wit: $100 in each county.
(Acts 1927, p. 64.)

CHAPTER

92-6.

AMUSEMENTS, SHOWS, GAMES, ETC.

Sec.

Sec.

92-601.

Amusement

92-602.

Baseball,

92-603.

Parks, etc
exempt from special tax when owned by Confederate soldier.

parks

parks.

Moving

92-611.

and

football,

-

Affidavit

Venders

ao
£c\c
92-606.

tlorn -ru
Thumbu

to

•

•

Motion picture supply houses.
circuses,

92-614.

Side-shows accompanying

or miniature golf

Stre e t carn i v als, street fairs, or

'

«*>**••»*

92-619.

92-620.

Legerdemain and sleight

92-607.

Athletic clubs.

92-617.

92-608.

Skating rinks.

92-618.

92-609.

Swimming

pools.

92-610.

Concerts,

shows,

exhibi-

Amusement

parks.

— Each

ning, leasing, or operating an

person, firm, or corporation run-

amusement

football, or bicycle parks, hereinafter

amusement

of

hand.

tions.

92-601.

J
midway
shows.

Merry-go-rounds.
Dog, pony, or horse shows.
Vaudeville shows.
Playing-card dealers.

92-616.

courses.

and

cir-

cuses.
.

ir

.

electric

92 _ 6U

92 " 615

in baseball parks.

and

92-612.

obtain exemption.

92-604.

92-605.

pictures

shows.

other

park, other than baseball,

mentioned, where two or more

devices, resorts, or attractions are operated, and an admis-

charged for any one or more of the exhibits, resorts, or attractions, shall pay $250: Provided, that this section shall not be consion fee

is

strued to exempt or relieve any individual device, resort, amusement, or
attraction located in said park from paying

herein imposed.

(Acts 1927,

any

specific or license tax

p. 61.)

—

and other parks. Each person, firm, or corporation owning, leasing, or operating any park or place where baseball, football, or other similar game is played, or where automobile,
motorcycle, horse, or bicycle races or contests are held, and where admission fees are charged, in cities of more than 50,000 inhabitants, or
within five miles thereof, shall pay $200; in cities with 20,000 to 50,000
92-602. Baseball, football,

inhabitants, or within five miles thereof, $100; in cities with 10,000 to

20,000 inhabitants, or within five miles thereof, $50; in cities or towns
of less than 10,000 inhabitants, or within five miles thereof, $20: Provided, that this tax shall apply only to those parks and places wherein

professional

games

are played or professional contests are held.

(Acts

1927, p. 63.)

92-603. (996) Parks, etc.,

exempt from

special tax

when owned by

Confederate soldier.

— Every

any similar game

played, or race tracks where bicycle, horse, or other

is

park or place where baseball, football, or

races of similar character are held,

where admission

fees are charged,

Public Revenue.

§92-609

special tax thereon,

whenever the proprietor or

2251
shall be

owner

exempt from any
a

is

maimed

or disabled Confederate soldier. (Acts 1899,

p.

100.)

—

Cross-reference. Exemption of Confederate soldier! from liceflfC requirements
generally, see §§ 84-2006 to 84-2011.

92-604. (997) Affidavit to obtain exemption.

—Anyone

obtaining the

must first make proof by his affidavit,
the county where said park or place or track is,

benefits of the preceding section

before the ordinary of

that his claim to the benefits of the section

is

true and valid, and such

must be approved by the ordinary, before said property shall be
held exempt from the special tax by the tax collector of said county.
affidavit

(Acts 1899,

p. 100.)

—

Cross-reference. Oath
cense, see § 84-2007.

92-605.
in cities

required

of

Confederate veteran peddling

without

li-

—

Venders in baseball parks. Each person, firm, or corporation,
having a population of 40,000 or more inhabitants, carrying on

the business of selling papers, fruits, drinks, or other articles of mer-

chandise in baseball parks shall pay $100. (Acts 1927,
92-606.

Tom Thumb

or miniature golf courses.

p. 82.)

— Each person, firm,

or

corporation operating for public use and charging for the use thereof, any

Tom Thumb

or miniature golf course in or near a town or city with a

population of 50,000 or more, shall pay the

town

sum

of $200; in or near a

or city with a population of from 10,000 to 50,000, the

town or

sum

of $100;

with a population of less than 10,000 and more
than 4,000, the sum of $25 and in or near a town or city with a population of less than 4,000, the sum of $10. (Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., pp. 76,
in or near a

city

;

85.)

92-607. Athletic clubs.

— Every athletic club, and

every association or

person giving boxing or sparring or wrestling exhibitions shall pay to
the tax collector of the county before opening the doors for any of said
exhibitions where an admission of 50 cents to $1 is charged, $50 for each
exhibition; where admission charged is $1 to $1.50, $100; and where the
admission charged is $1.50 and over, $200 for each exhibition. (Acts
1929, pp. 58, 59.)
92-608. Skating rinks.

—The

owner, manager, keeper, or lessee of anv
skating rink, where any fee or charge is made for admission, for the
use of skates or skating, in counties having a population of more than
100,000, shall

pay the sum

of $100; in counties

50,000 and not over 100,000, the
lation of less than 50,000, the

(Acts 1927,

sum of $50; in
sum of $25 for each

place of business.

p. 84.)

—

Swimming pools. Every person, firm, or corporation operswimming pool where admission fees are charged, or keeping

92-609.

ating a

having a population of
counties having a popu-

and renting bathing suits, shall pay $20 in counties of over
50,000 population, and $10 in counties of under 50,000 population; persons, firms, or corporations conducting or operating a bathing resort
on or near the ocean or gulf front of this State, for hire, shall pay the
sum of $200 in each county where a bathing resort is located: Profor hire

vided, that the

word "near"

as used herein shall be construed to

mean

£

Public Revenue.
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within two miles of the shore line of any ocean and/or gulf referred
"
to. (Acts 1929, pp. 58i 70.)
•

and exhibitions.

92-610. Concerts, shows,

— All

concerts, shows, and

exhibitions, charging an admission, in or near cities of less than 5,000

inhabitants, shall pay $25

in or

;

near

more than

cities of

5,000 and not

more than 20,000 inhabitants, $50; in or near cities of 20,000 population
and not more than 50,000, $75 in or near cities of more than 50,000 popu;

$100 for each day: Provided, that this section shall not apply to
exhibitions given by local performers, nor to exhibitions the entire proceeds of which are for charitable or benevolent purposes, nor to entertainments commonly known as "chautauquas :" Provided further, that
this section shall not apply to histrionic, dramatic, and operatic performances given in regularly licensed theaters and opera houses, but
upon each such theater or opera house, in towns of less than 2,000 inhabitants, the tax shall' be $2.50 per month; in cities from 2,000 to 5,000
lation,

inhabitants, $4 per

month

S7 per month;

cities

month;

in

cities

vided, that the

mean
town or
to

show

in

cities

from 5,000

from 10,000

to

10,000 inhabitants,

25,000 inhabitants, $10 per

to

of over 25,000 inhabitants, $12.50 per

word

city herein referred to.

— County

Moving

from the corporate
(Acts 1929, pp.

limits of

Pro-

moving

any such

58, 64.)

licenses for shows, exhibitions, etc., see

picture and electric

or exhibition of

month:

"near," as used in this section, shall be construed

a distance of three miles

Cross-reference.

92-611.

in

;

§

92-3902.

shows.— Each and every

electric

where

pictures or illustrated songs, except

given for educational purposes, shall pay for each place of business in or

towns of less than 2,000 inhabitants, $2 per month in or
near cities or towns of from 2,000 to 5,000 inhabitants, $3 per month in
or near cities of from 5,000 to 10,000 inhabitants, $7 per month in or
near cities of from 10,000 to 25,000 inhabitants, $10 per month in or
near cities of from 25,000 to 50,000 inhabitants, $12.50 per month in
cities of 50,000 or more inhabitants, $25 per month, except in suburbs
of cities of more than 50,000 inhabitants, where the tax shall be $12.50
per month: Provided, the word "near," as used in this section, shall be
near

cities or

;

;

;

;

;

construed to mean within a radius of three miles of the corporate limits
of

any such

cities or

towns referred

to in this paragraph.

(Acts 1929,

pp. 58, 67.)
92-612.

Motion picture supply houses.

—All

motion picture supply

houses or film-distributing agencies shall pay $100 for each place of
business. (Acts 1927,
92-613. Circuses.

p. 81.)

— Each

circus

company

or other

company

or com-

panies giving an exhibition beneath or within a canvas enclosure, ad-

manner whatsoever as a circus, menagerie, hippodrome, spectacle, or show implying circus, the following tax,
measured by the number of railroad cars, automobiles, trucks, or wagons
vertised in print or parade in any

— railroad
to as cars — shall

used in transporting said circus

wagons hereinafter referred
more than 80 cars, $1,000 per day; 40

cars, automobiles, trucks

pay

:

A

and

circus requiring

to 80 cars, $500 per day; 20 to 40

Public Revenue.
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$100 per day; 10 to 20 cars, $50 per day; less than 10 cars, $25 per
day, for each day it may exhibit in this State. (Acts 1927, p. 67.)

cars,

—

accompanying circuses. Each side-show accompanying a circus company in any county having a town or city of 5,000
25
population or more, shall pay $50 per day; and in all other count)'
92-614. Side-shows

per day. (Acts 1927,

p. 67.)

92-615. Street carnivals, street fairs, or

midway shows.

— Every

mid-

way combination of small shows, or street fair or street carnival, shall
pay the sum of $25 each week or fractional part thereof, for each separate
where an admission

charged or collected,
either directly or indirectly, to witness or hear any performance, or where
anything may be exhibited for an admission fee; and every merry-goround or flying horse accompanying any midway combination, street
fair or street carnival, shall pay in each city or town in which it does
business, or in each county where they may operate outside the limits
of any city or town, $25
Provided, that should the said midway combination, or any of the shows specified above, be held in connection with
county, district, or State agricultural fairs and under the direction of,
and within the grounds at the time of holding such fairs, the whole
amount of said tax for said attraction when so held shall be $25 per week
or fractional part thereof. (Acts 1927, p. 68.)
tent, enclosure, or place

fee is

:

—The

owner, manager, keeper, or lessee of
any merry-go-round or flying horses, or flying swings, or human roulettes, or scenic devices run by machinery, or of an elevated railway or
scenic railway, or similar contrivance kept for gain, either directly or
indirectly, shall pay for each place of business in this State, and for each
92-616. Merry-go-rounds.

place where operated, in counties in which there

more

inhabitants, $50; in

all

is

a city of 50,000 or

counties in which there are cities between

10,000 and 50,000 inhabitants, $30; in counties having a city of between
5,000 and 10,000 inhabitants, $20; in

all

other counties, $10. (Acts 1927,

P. 79.)

92-617.

Dog, pony, or horse shows.

— Each

dog, pony, or horse show,

where the entire show is exclusively an exhibition of trained dogs, ponies,
horses, monkeys, or a combination of any of them, beneath a tent,
canvas, or enclosure, where an admission fee of 15 cents or more is
charged, shall pay the sum of $50 for each day it may exhibit and such
show with an admission fee of less than 15 cents shall pay the sum of
$30 for each day it may exhibit in this State. (Acts 1927, p. 85.)
;

92-618. Vaudeville shows.

— Each

person, firm, or corporation operat-

ing vaudeville shows which are given under tents or places other than
regularly licensed theaters, in or near cities or towns of less than 1.000
inhabitants, shall pay $2.50 per

week; in or near cities or towns of 1.000
to 5,000 inhabitants, $5 per week; in or near cities or towns of 5.000 to
10,000 inhabitants, $7.50 per week; in or near cities or towns of 10.000
to 25,000 inhabitants, $10 per week; in or near cities or towns of 25.000
to 50,000 inhabitants, $20 per week; in or near cities or towns of more
than 50,000 inhabitants, $50 per week: Provided, that the word "near"

as used in this section shall be construed to

mean within

a radius of

§

Public Revenue,

92-619

five miles of the

corporate limits of the towns and cities therein referred

(Acts 1929, pp.

to.

58, 70.)

92-619. Playing-card dealers.

— Each

dealer in playing cards shall pay

$10 for each place of business. (Acts 1927,

Legerdemain and

92-620.

2254

p. 84.)

sleight of hand.

— Each exhibition of feats of

legerdemain or sleight of hand, or other exhibition and entertainment of
like kind, where an admission is charged, shall pay $25 in each county
in which an exhibition is given. (Acts 1927, p. 75.)

CHAPTER

BARBER SHOPS AND BEAUTY PARLORS.

92-7.

Sec.

Sec.

92 701.

Barber shops.

Beauty

92-702.

parlors

or

manicure

shops.

92-701. Barber shops.

— Every barber shop shall pay the sum of $5

each chair in use, except that in
itants the

amount

cities or

shall be $2.50 for

towns

for

of less than 5,000 inhab-

each chair in use. (Acts 1927,

p, 63.)

—

Cross-references. Regulations concerning barbers, see Title 84, Professions,
Businesses, and Trades, Chapter 84-4. Agents for barber supplies, see § 92-501.

—

Beauty parlors or manicure shops. Each beauty parlor or shop
or manicure shop in each town or city with a population of 50,000 or
more, shall pay, the sum of $25 and in each town or city with a
population of 25,000 to 50,000, the sum of $15; and in each town or city
92-702.

;

with a population of less than 25,000, the sum of $10; said tax to apply
to and to be collected from the owner or operator of each such place of
business Provided, that this tax shall not apply to manicure shops
operated in connection with barber shops. (Acts 1929, pp. 58, 63.)
:

CHAPTER

BEVERAGES, SOFT DRINKS, ETC.

92-8.

Sec.

Sec.

Soft drink syrups, carbonated
waters, etc.; returns by manufacturers or dealers; pay-

92-804.
92-801.

Soda fountains.

92-802.

Nonresident bottlers.

ment.
Carbonic acid gas; invoices
and reports of manufacturers

92-805.
92-803.

Malt syrups, manufacturers

of;

or venders.

returns.

Soda fountains.

— Each person, firm, or corporation

running or
operating soda fountains, having one draught arm or similar device used
in drawing carbonated water, shall pay $5 and for each additional arm
92-801.

;

or device, $5. (Acts 1927, p. 86.)
92-802. Nonresident bottlers.

— Each

nonresident person, firm, or cor-

poration delivering for sale by truck or trucks any carbonated beverages
in this State shall

pay $150. (Acts 1927,

p. 64.)

—

Malt syrups, manufacturers of; returns. All persons and companies carrying on the business of manufacturing or selling malt syrups
at wholesale or retail, shall pay, at the end of each quarter, an amount
92-803.

Public Revenue.
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equal to one per cent, of the gross receipts from said business in this
Within three days from the end of each quarter of the calendar
State.

year each person or company engaged in said business shall make returns under oath to the Comptroller General showing the amount of
said gross receipts, with a detailed statement of the parties from whom
received: Provided, that this tax shall not apply to malt syrups not
flavored with hops and sold by the manufacturers of said products to

bakers in bake shops for use in the manufacture of bread, nor to malt
syrups not flavored with hops and sold by manufacturers of said products
to the operators of textile mills for use in the bleaching of cotton cloth
and Provided further, that said malt syrups shall not be additionally
taxed under section 92-804. (Acts 1929, pp. 58, 72.)
:

92-804. Soft drink syrups, carbonated waters, etc.; returns

facturers or dealers; payment.

— All persons and companies

by manu-

carrying on,

manufacturing or selling, at wholesale or
retail, or distributing from any depot, car, warehouse, or agency, any
carbonated waters or syrups or other articles to be used in carbonated
water, or intended to be mixed or blended with carbonated water to
be sold as soft drinks (not including imitations of beer, wine, whiskey, or
other intoxicating liquor), shall pay at the end of each quarter, an
amount equal to one-half of one per cent, of the gross receipts from said
business in this State for said quarter. Within three days from the end
of each quarter of the calendar year each person or company engaged
in said business shall make returns under oath to the Comptroller
General showing the amount of said gross receipts, with a detailed statement of the parties from whom said receipts are received. In the case of a
corporation, the return shall be made under oath by the president, if a
resident of this State and if the president is not a resident, by the
officer or person in charge of the business of said corporation in this
State. Upon the making of such returns, the person or company liable
to said tax shall pay the same to the Comptroller General, and upon
failure to pay the same the Comptroller General shall issue an execution
for said tax against the property of the person or company liable to said
tax. If no returns are made or if the Comptroller General believes said
returns are false, the Comptroller General shall ascertain the amount
of said gross receipts from the best, information available and assess the
tax accordingly, after giving the company or person liable to said tax
at least five days' notice of the time of assessing said tax, and issue execution accordingly against the person or corporation carrying on said business.
All of said taxes received or collected under this section shall
be paid into the State treasury. Any person or company paying the tax
herein levied shall be relieved of any and all occupation tax or license
fees to the State under existing laws on or for the kind of business specified in this section
Provided, however, that said tax shall be collected
upon said syrup or carbonated water only once, and shall be paid by the
wholesale dealer in said syrup if sold within the confines of this State by
such wholesale dealer; and if said syrup or carbonated w<ater shall be
purchased by the retail dealer without this State and shall be shipped to
in this State, the business of

;

:

a point within this State, the
retail dealer,

same

and for the purposes

shall be taxed in the

hands

of

such

of this tax the price paid for

such

§

Public Revenue.
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syrup or carbonated water shall determine the receipts for the same.
Acts 1°27. pp. 5o. 86,91.)
Cross-references. Punishment tor failure to make returns, see § 92-9901. Pun-

^

—

ishment for carrying on business after failure to pay

tax, see

§

92-9901.

and reports of manufacturers or
or corporation engaged in the business of

92-805. Carbonic acid gas; invoices

venders.

— Each

person, firm,

manufacturing or vending soft drinks made of or containing carbonic
acid gas or any substitute therefor shall pay four cents on each pound of
carbonic acid gas or any substitute therefor so used: Provided, that
bottled drinks on which this license shall have been paid may be resold in
original packages without the payment of any further license, under this
Each person, firm, or corporation engaged in such business
section.
shall keep accurate books and invoices showing the quantity of carbonic
acid oas or any substitute therefor used in such business, and such other
information relating to the business as may be required by the Comptroller General, to enable the State tax officials to check up the returns
herein required. At the end of each calendar quarterly period every person, firm, or corporation engaged in such business shall make a report to
the Comptroller General on blanks to be furnished by the Comptroller
General, showing the amount of carbonic acid gas or substitute therefor consumed during the preceding quarter, and such other information as the Comptroller General may require, verified by affidavit, and
shall with the report remit the license tax herein provided for each pound
of carbonic acid gas or substitute therefor consumed, as shown by
the report, and such remittance shall be paid into, the State treasury. If
such report or remittance is not made within 15 days after the end of
the calendar quarter, there shall be added to the sum due for such license
for the preceding quarter 10 per cent, additional tax.
The tax officials of the State shall have authority to examine the books and papers
of anyone engaged in such business, for the purpose of ascertaining the
correctness of

all

Cross-reference.

reports. and. remittances.

— Punishment

for, failure to

(Acts 1927, pp. 65, 91.)

make

reports, see

§

92-9902.

CHAPTER 92-9. MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN LUMBER AND WOOD PRODUCTS, AND ELECTRICAL AND
OTHER CONTRACTORS.
Sec.
92-901.

Sec.

Manufacturers
sale

lumber,
92-902.

of,

dealers and

and wholebrokers

92-903.

in,

Plumbing, heating, steam-fitt ng> an d tinning contractors.
;

etc.

Electrical contractors.

92-904.

Lighting systems.

and wholesale dealers and brokers in, lumber, etc.
(1) Every person, firm, or corporation engaged in manufacturing, buying and/or selling at wholesale, and/or dealing in as a broker,
lumber in any of its forms or classes, cooperage materials, veneer,
92-901. Manufacturers of,

—

wooden building material, shingles, laths, crates and/or materials therefor made of wood, in
or near cities of 1,000 inhabitants and not more than 10,000, shall pay
$10; in or near cities of more than 10,000 and not more than 20,000 inhandles, furniture, flooring, cabinet work, boxes,

—
Public Revenue.
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habitants, $50; in or near cities of

§92-1002

more than 20,000

inhabitants, $100

for each place of business.
(2)

All sawmills, planing-mills,

sash;

and/or

door, blind,

manufacturers, cooperate plants, handle, box

mill

work

arid crate factories, veil

and plants, furniture factories, store- and bank-fixture factories,
cabinet works, manufacturers of box shooks, wood blanks or cutting
any description, wooden automobile parts, stairs, wooden golf sticks and
blanks, wooden baseball bats and blanks, wooden wagon and cart material, moulding or trim made of wood, and factories making bobbin-.,
spools, spindles, or frames of wood or any other articles made completely of wood or lumber, shall be considered as engaged in "manufacturing." Where more than one of the above operations is carried on as a
part of the same plant at the same location, but one tax shall be colBuying and/or selling any one or more of said products at
lected.
wholesale and/or to any retail dealer therein or manufacturer thereof
shall be considered as engaged in "buying and/or selling at wholesale
and/or dealing in as a broker:" Provided, the word "near" as used in
mills

construed to

this section shall be

from the corporate

limits of the cities or

(Acts 1931, Extra. Sess.,

to.

mean within

a distance of three miles

towns

in this section referred

p. 86.)

—

Cross-reference. State forestry fund out of occupation taxes required of deallumber or forest products, see § 43-203.

ers in

92-902. Electrical contractors.— All electrical contractors shall pay S25

county

for each

in

which

tfrey

do or

offer to

do business. (Acts

1927,

P- 72.)

Plumbing, heating, steam-fitting, and tinning contractors.
Every plumbing, heating, steam-fitting and tinning contractor, in counties having a city with a population of over 50,000, shall pay the sum of
$25 in counties having a city with a population of less than 50.000 and
over 15,000, the sum of $15 in counties having a city or town of less
92-903.

;

;

than 15,000, the

sum

of $10.

92-904. Lighting systems.

(Acts 1927,

— Each

p. 89.)

person, firm, or corporation selling,

whether as manufacturer, agent, or dealer, any lighting system, whether
gas, gasoline, or electrical, shall pay $25 in each county in which he or
it does or offers to do business. (Acts 1927, p. 76.)

CHAPTER

FOOD DEALERS AND PURVEYORS.

92-10.

Sec.

Sec.

92-1001.

Fish dealers.

92-1002.

Ice

cream

92-1003.

dealers.

92-1001. Fish dealers.

92-1004.

— Each

Cafes and restaurants.
Packing houses, etc.

person, firm, or corporation engaged in

the business of packing or shipping oysters, shrimp, or

fish, shall

which business is carried on. (Acts
Cross-reference. — Tax on nonresident peddlers of fish, etc.,

for each

county

—

1927. p. 72.)
see

§

92-1606.

cream dealers. Each person, firm, or corporation manucream or selling same at wholesale, in or near cities of more

92-1002. Ice

facturing ice

in

pay $S0

Public Revenue.
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than 50,006 inhabitants, shall pay $100; in or near cities of from 20,000
to 50,000 inhabitants, $75 in or near cities of from 10,000 to 20,000 in;

habitants. $50: and in or near cities of less than 10,000 inhabitants, $10:

Provided, that the word "near," as used in this section, shall be construed to

mean within

a radius of three miles of the corporate limits of

(Acts 1929, pp.

cities in this section referred to.

58, 65.)

and restaurants.— Every person, firm, or corporation,
except hotels, operating any cafe, restaurant, or lunch-room with 50 or
more tables, shall pay $100 25 to 50 tables, $50 10 to 25 tables, $25 five
92-1003. Cafes

;

;

to 10 tables, $10: less

than

five tables, $5:

;

Provided, that four seats or

stools at tables or counters shall be counted as a table. (Acts

1927,

p. 65.)

—

Packing houses, etc. Every packing house, butcher plant,
or broker, and every person, firm, or corporation acting as agent for any
packing house or corporation dealing in packing-house products or
goods, doing business in this State, shall pay, for each place of business
in each county having a city situated therein with a population of 30,000
or more. $300; for each place of business in each county with a population of from 15,000 to 30,000, $150; for each place of business in each
county with a population of from 5,000 to 15,000, $50; for each place
of business in each county with a population of less than 5,000, $25.
92-1004.

(Acts 1929, pp. 58, 61.)

CHAPTER

92-11.

FUEL DEALERS, FUEL TRUCKS, AND
FILLING STATIONS.
Sec.

Sec.

92-1101.

Coal and coke dealers.

92-1102.

Wood

92-1103.

Filling stations; payment of
tax; receipt; commission of
tax collector.

92-1104.

Gasoline

or

oil

wagons

or

trucks.

dealers.

—

and coke dealers. Each person, firm, or corporation
dealing in coal or coke, whether for themselves or as agents or as brokers,
in or near cities of more than 1,000 and not more than 10,000 inhabitants,
shall pay $10; in or near cities of more than 10,000 and not more than
20,000 inhabitants, $50; in or near cities of more than 20,000 inhabitants,
92-1101. Coal

S100 for each place of business Provided, the word "near," as used in
this section, shall be construed to mean within three miles of the corporate limits of any town or city referred to in said paragraph. (Acts
:

1931, Extra. Sess., pp. 76, 88.)
Cross-reference.

92-1102.

wood

shall

— Tax

Wood
pay

on motor

dealers.

—Any

Chapter 92-14.

person, firm, or corporation dealing in

a tax of $10 for each place of business. (Acts 1927, p. 89.)

92-1103. Filling stations;
collector.

fuels, see

— Every

payment

of tax; receipt;

commission of tax

person, firm, association, or corporation within this

Puhlic Revenue.
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State retailing or wholesaling gasoline shall pay a lax of $5 on each
pump or filler used in connection with the sale of gasoline. Every per-

imposed shall pay the
same to the tax collector of the county in which such pump or filler it
located at the beginning of each fiscal year, and upon said payment so

son, firm, or corporation liable for the tax herein

made

the tax collector shall issue or cause to be issued to the said person, firm, association, or corporation paying said tax a receipt for each
pump or filler so taxed, which said receipt shall be at all times displayed
in the filling station or place of business of the

paying said

tax,

showing the exact number

of

person or corporation

pumps

or

fillers

the said

person, firm, association, or corporation is entitled to operate, for which
service said tax collectors shall receive a commission of 10 per centum
of the

amounts so

Cross-reference.

collected.

—Inspection

92-1104. Gasoline or oil

poration selling

oil

of

(Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., pp. 76, 87.)
pumps, see §§ 73-220, 73-9905, 73-9906.

wagons

or trucks.

or gasoline from a

each wagon or truck. (Acts 1927,

CHAPTER

— Each person,

wagon

firm, or cor-

or truck, shall pay $10 for

p. 88.)

LAUNDRIES AND CLEANING
ESTABLISHMENTS.

92-12.

Sec.

Sec.
92-1201.

Laundries.

92-1202.

Dry

92-1203.

cleaning.

92-1201. Laundries.

— Each

Pressing clubs and pressing
and cleaning businesses.

person, firm, or corporation operating a

laundry or dyeing establishment shall pay $100 if employing 10 or more
persons; $50 if employing five and not more than 10 persons; $25, if employing not more than five persons Provided, that where any person,
firm, or corporation owns or operates more than one laundry, this tax
shall be paid for each such laundry, according to the scale of tax herein
provided, that is to say, the tax shall be paid for the operation of each
such laundry or dyeing establishment. (Acts 1927, p. 76; 1929, pp. 58, 66.)
:

Dry

92-1202.
in

cleaning.

dry cleaning, in

all

—All

persons, firms, or corporations, engaged

towns and

cities of

not more than 3,500 inhabitants,

pay the sum of $5 for each place of business and in all towns and
cities having a population of more than 3,500 inhabitants, the sum of

shall

;

$25 for each place of business
laundries

:

Provided, this section shall not apply to

paying the tax imposed

by section 92-1201. (Acts

1929,

pp. 58, 65.)

92-1203. Pressing clubs and pressing

and cleaning businesses.

— Each

person, firm, or corporation operating a pressing club, and/or each person, firm, or corporation

engaging

in the business of pressing

ing clothes, shall pay $5 for each place of business

:

and clean-

Provided, that

if

each such person, firm, or corporation, shall engage in any dry cleaning
business, he shall, in addition, pay the
92-1202. (Acts 1929, pp. 58, 69.)

sum provided

for in

section

Public Revenue.
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MACHINES AND MECHANICAL DEVICES.

92-13.

Sec.

Sec.

92-1301;
92-1302.

92-1303.

Cash or account registers.
Slot vending machines.
Picture and music slot ma-

Machinery, engines, and implements, manufacturers of

92-1308.

and dealers

92-1304.

Adding

or calculating
chines, check protectors,

domestic

ice

maand

machines.

92-1305.

Automatic sprinklers.

92-1306.

Typewriters

in.

92-1310.

Phonographs, radios, etc.
Sewing machines; dealers and

92-1312.

Bicycle dealers.

92-1313.

Motorcycle dealers.
Burglar alarms.

92-1314.

chines.

dealer

Fire engines and apparatus.

agents.

or typewriting

Weighing or calculating ma-

Cash or account

92-1301.

registration;

92-1309.

92-1311.

machines.
92-1307.

in;

exceptions.

chines.

or agent for the sale of,

— Each

manufacturer or wholesale
any cash or account register, shall pay

registers.

$100 for each place of business in this State.
92-1302. Slot vending machines.

—There

(Acts 1927,

p. 77.)

shall be levied

upon every

machine, punchboard, or other device, operated, used, or kept in this
State, wherein is kept any article to be purchased by depositing therein
or paying therefor any coin or thing of value, for which may be purchased any article of merchandise whatsoever, where there is no chance
incurred by reason thereof, and where the deposit of coin or other thing
of value does not exceed one cent per operation, a tax of $2 for each
chine, punchboard, or other device for each county

used, or operated.

On

all

machines described

where

ma-

kept, set up,

in this section

charging

more than one cent per operation, a tax of $5 shall be levied for each machine where kept, set up, used, or operated: Provided, that no machine
described in this section shall be subject to more than one tax. (Acts
1927, p. 77.)

—

and music slot machines. There shall be levied upon
each slot machine wherein any picture may be seen or music may be
heard by depositing in said machine any coin or thing of value, and each
weighing machine or scale, and every machine making stencils by use of
contrivances operated by slot, wherein coin or other thing of value is to
92-1303. Picture

be deposited or used, the deposit of coin or other thing of value not exceeding one cent per operation, a tax of $1 for each machine where kept,
set

up, used, or operated.

On

all

machines described

in

this

section,

charging more than one cent per operation, a tax of $5 shall be levied for
each machine where kept, set up, used, or operated: Provided, that no

machine described
(Acts 1927,

in this section shall

be subject to more than one tax.

p. 78.)

Adding or calculating machines, check protectors, and domestic ice machines.
Every manufacturer of, or wholesale or retail dealer
in, or agent for the sale of any adding or calculating machine, check protector, or domestic ice machine retailing for more than $10 shall pay
92-1304.

—

$25 for each place of business

$50

in

in

counties of 20,000 population or under;

counties of over 20,000 population and under 50,000; and $100 in

counties of over 50,000, for each place of business in this State. (Acts
1927, p. 77.)

Public Revenue,
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§92-1308

Automatic sprinklers.— All automatic sprinkler companies or
agents thereof shall pay the sum of $25 for each agency or place of busi92-1305.

ness in this State. (Acts 1927,

p. 86.)

92-1306. Typewriters or typewriting machines.

— Every

manufacturer
of, or wholesaler or retail dealer in, or agent for the sale of any t
writer or typewriting machine, shall pay $25 for each place of business in
counties of 20,000 population or under; $50 in counties of over 20,000
population and under 50,000; $100 in counties of over 50,000; this tax to
be paid for each place of business in the various counties. (Acts 1927,
p. 77.)

92-1307.

Weighing or

calculating machines.

— Each

manufacturer

of,

of, any
weighing scale or scales for calculating weight or prices of commodities, shall pay $25 for each place of business in this State. (Acts 1927,

or wholesale or retail dealer

in,

or agent for the manufacturer

p. 77.)

and implements, manufacturers of and
registration; exceptions.
Every manufacturer of reaping,

92-1308. Machinery, engines,

dealers in;

—

mowing, binding, or threshing machines, gas, electrical, or oil engines,
agricultural machinery propelled by gas, or road-building machinery
propelled by gas or oil, culverts, road machines and road graders, selling
or dealing in such machinery by himself or his agents in this State, and
all wholesale and retail dealers in the above-mentioned machinery, selling such machinery manufactured by companies that have not paid the
tax thereon named, shall pay $100 annually to the Comptroller General
on the first of January of each year or at the time of commencement of
business, as a license fee for the privilege of doing business in this
State.

All companies and others paying this license fee shall, at the

time of payment, furnish the Comptroller General with a
authorized to

sell

list

of agents

the aforesaid machinery of their manufacture,

or

under their control, and shall pay to said Comptroller General the sum
of $10 for each of said agents, for the fiscal year or fractional part
thereof, for each county in which the said agents may do business. Upon
the

payment

of $10 the Comptroller General shall issue to each of said

agents a certificate of authority to transact business in this State. Before

commencing business all such agents shall be required to register their
names with the ordinaries of those counties in which they intend to do
business, and shall

Comptroller General

exhibit to
;

said

wholesale and

ordinaries their licenses from the
retail

dealers in the above-men-

tioned machinery shall be required to pay the tax provided herein for

manufacturers of such machines sold by them unless said manufacturers have paid the tax required by this law.

All unsold machinery

belonging to manufacturers, dealers, or other agents, whether

in their

possession or the possession of others, shall be liable to seizure and sale
for the

payment

this section shall

of such fees, license, or tax.

None

of the provisions of

apply to licensed auctioneers selling second-hand ma-

chinery, or to officers of the law under legal process, or to merchants

buying or selling said machinery on which a license tax has been paid

§

Public Revenue.
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as herein provided,

and who keep and

sell
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and deliver the same from

(Acts 1927, pp. 78, 91.)
Punishment for violation of this section,

their places of business.
Cross-reference.

—

92-1309. Fire engines

apparatus or either of
(Acts 1927,

§

92-9903.

—

and apparatus. Each dealer in fire engines and
them shall pay $100 for each place of business.

p. 72.)

.

92-1310. Phonographs, radios, etc.

engaged

see

— Each person, firm, or corporation

in the business of selling or renting, as

agents or dealers, grapho-

phones, organs, phonographs, pianos, victrolas, radios or radio supplies,
or similar instruments, in or near cities of

pay $100;

shall

in or

more than 50,000

inhabitants,

near cities of from 25,000 to 50,000 inhabitants,

$50; in or near cities of from 10,000 to 25,000 inhabitants, $25 in or near
cities or towns of less than 10,000 inhabitants, $10 for each place of busi;

Provided, that the word "near," as used in this section, shall be
construed to mean within a radius of three miles of the corporate limits
ness

:

of said city or

town

referred to in this paragraph. (Acts 1929, pp. 58, 68.)

—

Sewing machines; dealers and agents. Every sewing-machine company selling or dealing in sewing machines by itself or its
agents in this State, and all wholesale and retail dealers in sewing machines, selling machines manufactured by companies that have not paid
the tax herein, shall pay to the Comptroller General at the time of commencement of business $400 for each fiscal year or fraction thereof, and
92-1311.

said companies or dealers shall furnish the Comptroller General with a
list .of

machines of their manufacture or under
pay to said Comptroller General the sum of $10

agents authorized to

and

their control,

shall

sell

for each of said agents for the fiscal year or fractional part thereof, for

each county in which said agents do business for said company.
the

payment

of said additional

sum

Upon

the Comptroller General shall issue

to each of said agents a certificate of authority to transact business in
this State.

Before doing business under this law,

all

sewing-machine

agents shall be required to register their names with the ordinaries of
those counties in which they intend to operate, and exhibit to said ordinaries their license from the Comptroller General, and to keep such

on their vehicles, or at their places of business. Wholesale
dealers in sewing machines shall be required to pay the tax

license posted

and

retail

provided herein for each manufacturer of sewing machines sold by them,
except where the tax required by this law has been paid by said manufacturer. All unsold

sewing machines belonging to sewing-machine com-

panies, dealers, or their agents, in possession of said companies, dealers,
their agents or others, shall be liable to seizure

such

fees, license, or tax.

None

and

sale for

payment

of

of the provisions of this section shall

apply to licensed auctioneers selling second-hand sewing machines, or to

law selling under legal process, or to merchants buying and
selling machines on which a license tax has been paid as herein provided, and who keep the machines and sell and deliver them at their
places of business, such sales not being on commission: Provided, that
if a merchant shall employ an agent or agents to deliver or sell the maofficers of the

—
Public Revenue.
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chines, the provisions of this section shall apply to said agent or agents.

(Acts 1927,

p. 90.)

Cross-reference.

— Punishment for

92-1312. Bicycle dealers.

violation of this section, see

— Every

92-9904.

§

bicycle dealer selling or dealing in

upon commission

bicycles, either at wholesale or retail, for himself or

All unsold

or consignment, shall pay $10 for each place of business.

bicycles belonging to such dealer shall be liable to seizure and sale for

the

payment

of such tax.

(Acts 1927,

92-1313. Motorcycle dealers.

p. 63.)

— Every person,

firm, or corporation sell-

ing or dealing in motorcycles or motor attachments for bicycles, whether
in connection with the business of selling bicycles or automobiles or
otherwise, shall pay $25 for each place of business. (Acts 1927,
92-1314. Burglar

alarms.

—All

burglar alarm

companies,

p. 80.;

or

agents

pay the sum of $25 for each agency or place of business
each county in which they do business. (Acts 1927, p. 65.)
therefor, shall

CHAPTER

92-14.

MOTOR

FUELS.

Sec.

Sec.

Fuels,"

"distributor/'
"kerosene" defined.

92-1401.
92-1402.

92-1406.

Distribu-

92-1408.

distributors, tax im-

92-1404.

Registration with Comptroller
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92-1405.

Invoices and

Payment

as to
report.

fuels

sold;

Comptroller Gen-

to

eral.

92-1409.

posed; amount.

Returns
monthly

92-1407.

Kerosene

92-1403.

and

Rate of tax for fuel distribuReports to Comptors.
troller
General.
tion of proceeds.

Bond by distributor; amount.
Money paid into State treasClerk and salary.
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92-1410.

Distribution
counties.

92-1411.

Disbursement

of

money

of

to

State-aid

road fund.

bills.

92-1401. "Fuels," "distributor," and "kerosene" defined.
this

in

—As

used

in

Chapter

"Fuels" shall include gasoline, benzol, naphtha, and other fuels used

combustion engines, but shall not include any such articles
which, under a distillation test conducted as prescribed by the Bureau
of Mines of the United States Government for gasoline, will show the
distillation of the first drop at a temperature of not less than 200 degrees Fahrenheit, and shall not include kerosene oil, or the distillates
in internal

commonly known
"Kerosene"

as crude fuel oils.

shall include the ordinary

petroleum

oil

used with wick

burners for illuminating, heating, and cooking purposes.
"Distributor" shall include any person, association of persons, firm.
corporation, municipality, county, or any political subdivision of this
State, that imports or causes to be imported,
retail

or

specified

and

sells at

wholesale or

otherwise within this State, any of the fuels or kerosene

above

;

or imports or causes to be imported, and withdraws

by himself or others, any

for use within this State

of

such fuels or kero-

sene from the tank car or other original container or package in which

imported into this State

;

or receives

bv anv means

into this State,

and

g°2-1402
keeps

Public Revenue,
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storage in this State for a period of 24 hours or more after

in

same

shipment in interstate commerce, any of the fuels or kerosene specified above; or that manufactures, refines, produces, or compounds any of such fuels or kerosene
within this State, and sells the same at wholesale or retail or otherwise
within this State for use or consumption within this State. The term
"distributor" shall not include any retail dealer in such fuels or kerosene,

the

shall

lose

its

character as a

or operator or proprietor of a gasoline filling station or public garage or

other place at which such fuels are sold, where such dealer or other per-

son procures his entire supply thereof from a "distributor" as above defined,
p.

who

has qualified as such as hereinafter provided.

(Acts 1927,

105; 1929, p. 103.)

—

Cross-reference. Inspection of
Products, Chapter 73-2.

oils,

see Title 73, Paints, Oils, and Petroleum

92-1402. Rate of tax for fuel distributors.

Distribution of proceeds.

General.

— Each

Reports to Comptroller

distributor of fuels

who

en-

pay an occupation tax of six
cents per gallon for each gallon of such fuels (1) imported and sold
within this State, or (2) imported and withdrawn for use within this
gages

in

such business

in this State shall

manufactured, refined, produced, or compounded within

State, or

(3)

this State

and sold for use and consumption within

this State, or

used

and consumed within this State by the manufacturer, refiner, producer,
or compounder. Nothing in this law shall be so construed as to cause
double taxation on any of the products specified herein. Where kerosene or fuels are manufactured or refined in this State and shipped out
of this State and are brought back into this State and used or consumed,
the respective taxes herein fixed shall be paid on such kerosene and
Any manufacturer or refiner in this State may sell to any duly
fuels.
licensed distributor under the terms of this law and require the purchasing distributor to pay the tax herein imposed Provided, such man:

ufacturer or refiner shall report
eral not later

giving

such sales to the Comptroller Gen-

than the next business day after the shipment was made,

details of the sale, including quantity, the car initials

full

number,

all

a carload shipment, date of shipment,

if

of consignee.

The proceeds

Four cents per gallon

and

and name and address

of said tax shall be distributed as follows:

shall be set aside to the State

highway fund,

for

use in construction of the State highway system of roads, or State-aid

system of roads; and one cent per gallon to the several counties as now
provided by law. The one cent of tax not allocated under the terms of
law

hereby set aside to the public schools of the State for an
equalization school fund: Provided, however, that should that portion
this

is

of said tax allocated or set apart to the counties of this State not be

available for any reason for such allocation to the said counties, such

hereby allocated and set apart to the State highway
fund to be expended on the State highway system by the State High-

portion of said tax

way Board

addition to the said four cents tax already allocated to

highway system

and Provided further, that should that porthe tax allocated or set apart to the equalization fund for the com-

said State
tion of

in

is

:

Public Revenue.
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mon

$92-1407

school system not be available for any reason for such allocatioi

the said equalization fund, such portion of said tax

and

set apart for educational

common

purposes

is

hereby

all

instructing childn-n

in

in

schools of this State, in addition to any other appropriation- and

allocations to the support of the

common

schools of this State,

att<

be paid into the treasury of the State and there remain covered for ^uch
purposes.

(Acts 1927, pp. 104, 106; 1929, pp. 99, 101.)

—State-aid

roads, see Title 95, Roads, Bridges, and Ferries,
Distribution of funds to
for public schools, see § 32-935.
Penalty
Distribution of equalization fund, see § 32-948.
counties, see § 92-1410.
for violation of above section, see § 92-9905.

Cross-references.

Chapter 95-17.

Funds

92-1403. Kerosene distributors, tax imposed; amount.

utor of kerosene

who engages

in

such business

occupation tax of one cent per gallon

covered into the general treasury.

;

— Each

in this State shall

distrib-

pay an

the proceeds of such tax to be

All of the subsequent regulatory pro-

visions of this Chapter, except the rate of tax, shall apply to distributors

The tax

of kerosene.

levied under this section

hereby set aside to

is

the public schools of the State for an equalization fund. (Acts

1927,

p. 106.)

92-1404. Registration with Comptroller General.

— Every

such distrib-

utor shall register with the Comptroller General of this State on or be-

September

name, place of business,
and post-office address; and shall obtain from said Comptroller General a license to do business as a distributor of motor fuels and kerosene
in this State. The Comptroller General shall keep a well-bound book to
be used for the purpose of registration as herein prescribed. (Acts 1927,
fore

1,

each year, giving his or

its

p. 107.)

Cross-reference.
§

— Punishment

for

violation

of

§§

92-1401

to

92-1408,

see

92-9905.

92-1405. Invoices
all

and

bills.

— Such

distributor shall keep and preserve

invoices or bills of fuels and kerosene sold for the period of one year,

and submit the same to the Comptroller General, whenever required.
(Acts 1927,

p. 107.)

92-1406. Returns as to fuels sold;
fuels

and kerosene

monthly

in this State shall

report.

make

a

—All distributors of

monthly

report, to the

and kerosene sold or used by them.
Such return or report shall be made on or before the 20th of each month,
and shall embrace and include all fuels and kerosene sold or used during the immediately preceding calendar month. Said report or return
shall show the number of gallons sold or used, and shall be sworn to
Comptroller General, of

all

fuels

before an officer of this State duly authorized to administer oaths. (Acts
1927, p. 107.)

92-1407.

Payment

to Comptroller General.

and kerosene engaged
the 20th of each

in

such business

month pay

— Each

distributor of fuels

in this State shall

on or before

to the Comptroller General the occupation

tax of six cents per gallon on fuels and one cent per gallon on kerosene.

§

Public Revenue.
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and kerosene sold or used during the immediately preceding
calendar month. (Acts 1927, p. 107; 1929, p. 102.)
on

all

fuels

Cross-reference.

— Punishment

Bond by

for violation of section, see

§

92-9905.

—

amount. Each distributor of motor
fuels and kerosene engaged in such business in this State shall give a
good and sufficient indemnifying bond, payable to the State, in a sum
92-1408.

distributor;

not less than $25,000, for the payment of the occupation tax, the making of the monthly report and the annual registration as hereinbefore

and for the

set forth,

full,

complete, and faithful performance of

all

the

requirements of this Chapter. Said bond shall be signed by a surety com-

pany authorized to do business in this State, and the cost of same shall
be paid by the distributor
Provided, that when a distributor collects
less than $25,000 per month in taxes due the State, his bond shall be
:

fixed in the discretion of the Comptroller General.
Cross-reference.

Money

92-1409.

moneys

— Punishment for violation
paid

into

State

(Acts 1927,

of this section, see

treasury.

§

108.)

p.

92-9905.

Clerk and

salary.

—All

collected under the provisions of this Chapter shall be paid into

the State treasury.

appoint a clerk

who

The Comptroller General
shall collect the tax

is

hereby authorized to

provided for

in this

Chapter,

said clerk to be paid a salary not to exceed $4,200 a year, payable out

The Treasurer of the State is hereby authorized to set up
an appropriation in the sum of $4,200 for the payment of said salary
before making any distribution to counties, Highway Department or

of said tax.

general fund. (Acts 1923, pp. 41, 42; 1925,
92-1410. Distribution of

money

p. 66.)

to counties.

—The portion

of the

fund

required by section 92-1402 to be distributed to the several counties,

which

is

to be used exclusively for the construction

and maintenance

of

the public roads, shall be distributed by the State Treasurer before the

amount disthe preceding three months

15th day of January, April, July and October each year, the
tributable on account of the collection of

being paid pro rata to each county treasurer, or other county
officials

official

or

authorized to receive county funds in counties not having a

county treasurer, on the basis of the ratio of the State-aid system road
mileage in said county to the mileage of the entire system, to be ex-

pended upon public roads and bridges. (Acts 1923, pp.

41, 42;

1925,

p. 66.;

— Distribution of proceeds of motor fuel tax, see
Note. — Several statutes authorizing certain counties to

Cross-reference.

§

92-1402.

Editorial
use the funds
paid to them under the provisions of the motor fuel tax law for the purpose of
retiring road bonds issued by such counties and interest thereon, have not been
included in this Code because of the limitations upon the number of counties in
which they apply. Such statutes are as follows: Acts 1931, p. 183, applicable in
counties "having a population of 4,350 or less, according to the census of the
United States Government for the year 1930;" Acts 1933, p. 199, applicable in any
county having a population of not less than 21,325 and not more than 21,335,
according to the census of 1930 or any future census; and Acts 1933, p. 200, applicable in counties having a population of not less than 6,330 and not more than
6,350, "'according to the census of the United States Government for the year
1930."

Public K even uk.
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92-1 501

*

fund.— The disbursement of
the State-aid road fund shall be made monthly at the end of each calendar month upon warrants drawn by the Governor upon itemized statements showing all expenses of any kind whatsoever: Provided, that the
Governor if he deems it expedient and wise may draw warrants for the
needs of the State Highway Board for the month at the beginning of or
during the month upon a budget covering the month's proposed opera92-1411. Disbursement of State-aid road

(Acts 1923,

tions.

Cross-reference.

CHAPTER

p. 43.)

— State-aid

roads, see

95-1701 et seq.

§

MOTOR VEHICLES,

92-15.

ACCESSORIES,

AND

Automobile garages.
Automobile parking

places.

GARAGES.
Sec.

Sec.

92-1501.

Automobile and truck

92-1502.

Used

92-1503.

Wholesale dealers

dealers.

92-1507.

car dealers.

bile tires

92-1508.
in

automo-

92-1509.

or accessories.

92-1510.

Cars operated for hire.
Cars operated for hire

over

92-1504.

Retail

dealers in automobile
tires or accessories.

92-1511.

Cars for hire; "drive-it-vour-

92-1505.

Automobile assembling plants.
Automobile truck assembling

92-1512.

Automobile financing.

92-1513.

Motor

92-1506.

fixed routes; jitneys.
self."

plants.

92-1501.

Automobile and truck

dealers.

— Every

busses.

agent, dealer or per-

son soliciting orders for retail sale of automobiles or trucks, not including wholesale dealers or distributors soliciting or canvassing for
In each county
local dealers, shall pay the sums set out below, viz.
with a population of less than 20,000, $25 in each county with a population between 20,000 and 30,000, $55; in each county with a poulation between 30,000 and 50,000, $85 in each county with a population
between 50,000 and 75,000, $110; in each county with a population be:

;

;

tween 75,000 and 100,000, $165
tween 100,000 and 150,000, $220;
;

ceeding 150,000, $275:
in

in
in

each county with a population beeach county with a population ex-

Provided, that such tax shall be required only

the county where the principal business of any agent, dealer, or

person soliciting orders is located, and/or the county in which deliveries
are made Provided further, however, that nothing in this law shall con:

flict

cars.

with the provisions fixing licenses upon exclusive dealers in used

Such

dealer, agent, or solicitor selling or offering for sale auto-

mobiles or trucks at
so that

all

retail shall

be required to pay one license fee only;

persons soliciting orders, or selling automobiles or trucks

pay a license to become a dealer or agent, and such
license shall entitle such dealer to sell any makes of new or secondhand automobiles or trucks, and shall entitle said dealer to operate, in
connection with said business, a service station in said county in which
said license is paid; any dealer having paid such tax to be allowed any
number of employees for the purpose of selling cars. The service station under this section includes work done only on the makes of cars
sold by the dealer under this tax, within the county wherein such tax
has been paid. (Acts 1927, pp. 56. 61; 1931, Extra. Sess., pp. 76, 90.)

at retail, shall

Public Revenue.
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Used

car dealers.

— Every
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person, firm, or corporation deal-

ing exclusively in used automobiles or trucks, or second-hand automo-

pay the following sums, viz: In each county with
a population of less than 20,000, $25 in each county with a population
of over 20.0l\ and not over 50,000, $50; in each county with a population
biles or trucks, shall

;

>

>

exceeding- 50,000. $100.

(Acts 1927,

p. 60.)

92-1503. Wholesale dealers in automobile tires or accessories.

— Every

wholesale dealer in automobile tires or automobile accessories of any
kind whatsoever shall pay the sum of $100 for each place of business.
(Acts 1927, p. 60.)
92-1504. Retail dealers in automobile tires or accessories.

— Every

re-

dealer in automobile tires or automobile accessories of any kind
whatsoever shall pay the sum of $10 for each place of business. (Acts

tail

1927, p. 62.)

92-1505.

Automobile assembling plants.

— Every

agent or representa-

any foreign or nonresident corporation, said agent or representative having an office in this State, operating an automobile assemblingplant, shall pay $300 in each county in which such plant is located.
tive of

(Acts 1927,

p. 62.)

—

Automobile truck assembling plants. Each person, firm, or
corporation operating an automobile truck assembling plant, shall pay
$300 in each county in which such plant is located. (Acts 1927, p. 63.)
92-1506.

92-1507. Automobile garages.

— Each

person, firm, or corporation car-

rying on the business of operating garages, either for storage or repair-

more than 35,000

ing automobiles, shall pay, in cities of

inhabitants,

$75; in cities of between 20,000 and 35,000 inhabitants, $50; in cities of
between 10,000 and 20,000 inhabitants, $25 in cities and towns of 1,000 to
;

10,000 inhabitants, $15; in cities and

$5

;

of less than 1,000 inhabitants,

and persons operating such garages within one mile of the limits of
incorporated

all

towns

cities, $5.

(Acts 1927,

p. 63.)

—

Automobile parking places. Each person, firm, or corporation operating what are commonly known as automobile parking places,
said parking places being located on vacant lots, shall pay in cities or
towns with a population of 50,000 or more inhabitants, $50; in cities
or towns with a population of 25,000 to 50,000, $25; in cities or towns
92-1508.

with a population of less than 25,000 inhabitants, $15, for each location
where cars are parked for hire. (Acts 1927, p. 62.)
92-1509. Cars operated for hire.

— Each

person, firm, or corporation

operating automobiles for hire, whether in connection with a garage
or not, shall pay a tax according to the following scale, whether in or

outside of the corporate limits of any city or town:

For each au-

tomobile so operated, in or near cities or towns with less than 1,000 inhabitants, $5; in or near cities with 1,000 to 5,000 inhabitants, $10; in or
near cities or towns with 5,000 to 15,000 inhabitants, $15; in or near
cities or towns with 15,000 to 30,000 inhabitants, $20; in or near cities
or towns with 30,000 to 50,000 inhabitants, $25; in or near cities or
towns with more than 50,000 inhabitants, $40: Provided, that the word

Public Revenue.
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"near," as used

in this section, shall

§92- 1601

be coflstrticd to mf;an within a disany town or city. fActs

tance of three miles of the corporate limits of
1929, pp. 58, 63.)

92-1510. Cars operated for hire over fixed routes; jitneys.

-Every per-

operating automobiles for transportation of
passengers upon a regular fixed route, commonly known as jitneys, for
a uniform fare, shall pay, for each five-passenger car or less, $15; and
for each car carrying more than five passengers, $25.
(Acts 1927, p. 66.)
son, firm, or corporation

92-1511. Cars

for

hire;

"drive-it-yourself."

— Each

corporation operating or keeping for hire automobiles,

person,

or

firm,

commonly known

as "drive-it-yourself" business, or automobiles without drivers for hire,
shall

pay $150

Provided, that the tax fixed

for each place of business:

herein shall not exceed $10 for each car operated.
92-1512.

Automobile financing.

— Every

firm,

(Acts 1927,

p. 66.

»

person, or corporation

automobile financing, handling notes or any
evidence of debt pertaining to the purchase of automobiles, and the discounts of the purchase money notes thereof, shall pay a tax of $100 for
each place of business. (Acts 1929, pp. 58, 75.)

engaged

in the business of

—

Motor busses. Every person, firm, or corporation operating
a motor bus or motor busses for the transportation of passengers upon
a regular or fixed route which is entirely or the greater portion of which
is within the corporate limits of any town or city of this State, and
which do not otherwise have an occupation tax laid upon them for State
92-1513.

purposes, shall pay the

sum

such bus having a passengercarrying capacity of seven or less and on each and every bus having a
passenger-carrying capacity of more than seven passengers the sum of
Provided, that the above shall not be construed to
$50 per annum
prohibit reasonable municipal taxation of such vehicles and Provided,
that such cities or towns in which such routes are located, and in which
said motor busses taxed hereunder are operated, may levy taxes on such
vehicles so operated and/or on the persons, firms, or corporations operating such motor busses and/or motor vehicles
Provided further,
that this section shall not apply to passenger busses or vehicles transporting school children exclusively.
(Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., pp. 76.
of $25 for each
;

:

:

:

92.)
Cross-reference.

— Taxes

on motor

CHAPTER

carriers, see

92-16.

Sec.

92-1601.

92-1602.

92-1603.

Chapter 92-29.

PEDDLERS.
Sec.

"Peddler" defined.
Peddlers of patent medicines,

92-1604.

Traveling venders of patented

jewelry, drugs, or other merchandise or commodities.

92-1605.

Venders on boats,

92-1606.

Nonresident peddlers of
and sea food.

Peddlers of stoves, clocks,

etc.

articles.
etc.
fish

92-1601. "Peddler" defined.— The term "peddler" is hereby denned as
follows, to wit
Any person carrying with him goods, wares, or mer:

chandise of any description other than farm, orchard or grove products.

Public Revenue.
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I

any character whatever, and who makes
delivery of goods ordered on the day of taking orders, shall be held and
deemed a peddler, whether such sales are for consumption or for resale
Provided, that the definition of the term "peddler" as herein
used shall not embrace agents, and/or employees of bona fide wholesalers or distributors of goods, wares, produce, and merchandise, delivering or selling their goods, wares, produce, or merchandise to retailers
either in a pack or vehicle of

:

thereof only.

<

Cross-reference.
sions. Businesses,

Acts 1929, pp.

— Licenses

58, 62.)

to peddle issued by ordinaries, see Title 84, Profes84-20, and § 92-3902.

and Trades, Chapter

92-1602. Peddlers of patent medicines, jewelry, drugs, or other mer-

—

chandise or commodities. Every peddler or traveling vender of any
patent or proprietary medicine or remedy, or appliance of any kind,

any kind
of merchandise or commodity whatsoever (whether herein enumerated
or not), peddling or selling any such goods or articles or other merchandise, shall pay $50 in each county where the same or any of them
are peddled, sold or ofTered for sale: Provided, that any person qualifying
under this section and under section 84-2001 et sequentia to peddle,
shall be entitled to one helper only to assist him in carrying on his business as a peddler Provided, that no vender or peddler of perishable
farm products, including products of grove and orchard, shall be required, under this section or any other section of this law to pay any
license fee or tax, State, county or municipal.
(Acts 1927, p. 83 1929,
or special nostrum, or jewelry, stationery, drug, soap, or of

:

;

pp. 58, 62.)

—

Cross-references. Regulations as to peddling, see Title 84, Professions, Businesses, and Trades, Chapter 84-20.
Exemptions from specific and occupation
taxes, see §§ 84-909, 92-603, 92-604.

—

Every peddler of stoves or
cooking purposes, or clocks, albums or picture frames, shall
pay $25 for each county wherein he may sell or offer for sale any of said
articles.
(Acts 1927, p. 82.)
92-1603. Peddlers of stoves, clocks, etc.

ranges for

92-1604. Traveling venders of patented articles.

—Any

traveling ven-

der of any patented churn, patented fence, patented agricultural imple-

ments or tools, or other patented articles, shall pay $25 for each county
in which he may sell or offer to sell any of the enumerated articles.
(Acts 1927,
92-1605.

p. 83.)

Venders on boats,

etc.

— Every

traveling vender using boats,

barges, or other watercraft for the purpose of selling goods of any kind,
not prohibited by law, on the rivers or waters within the limits of this

pay $50 for each county in which he may sell such wares,
good c or merchandise; which tax shall be a lien upon the boat, barge, or
other watercraft, and its contents, without regard to the ownership
State, shall
.

thereof.

(Acts 1927,

p. 83.)

92-1606. Nonresident peddlers of fish

engaged

and sea food.

— Each nonresident

peddling fish, oysters, shrimp, or other
sea food, shall pay $10 for each vehicle operated in each county in the
State.
(Acts 1927, p. 90.)
firm or individual

Cross-reference.

— Tax on

in

shippers of

fish,

oysters,

etc.,

see

§

92-1001.

Public Revenue.
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CHAPTER

g <)l

1901

PHOTOGRAPHERS AND PICTURE

92-17.

DEALERS.
Sec.

Sec.

92-1701.

Photographers and similar

ar-

92-1702.

Picture

$10

in

picture-frame

and similar

-Every photographer or
carrying on the business of making pictures, shall pay

92-1701. Photographers
similar artist

and

dealers.

tists.

each county. (Acts 1927,

Cross-reference.

— License

artists.

p. 84.)

of disabled Confederate soldiers, see

84-2009.

§

—

and picture-frame dealers. Every person, firm, or
corporation selling and delivering, in person or through his agents, photographs or pictures of any character, or picture frames, whether he
makes a charge for such frames or not, shall pay $15 in each county in
which this business is done
Provided, that this section shall not apply
to regular merchants dealing in such goods at their usual places of busi92-1702. Picture

:

(Acts 1927,

ness.

p. 83.)

CHAPTER

92-18.

Sec.

WAREHOUSES.
Sec.

92-1801.

Merchandise,

etc.,

warehouses.

92-1802.

Cotton warehouses or yards.

—

warehouses. Each person, firm, or corporation operating a warehouse or yard for storage of goods, wares, or
merchandise or farm products other than cotton, and charging for the
same, shall pay $25
Provided, that any warehouse that pays taxes as
provided in section 92-1802 shall not be subject to the tax required by
this section.
(Acts 1927, p. 88.)
92-1801. Merchandise,

etc.,

:

92-1802. Cotton warehouses

or yards.

— Each

person,

firm,

or

cor-

poration operating a warehouse or yard for the storage and handling of
cotton for compensation, shall pay a license tax as follows
to 5,000 bales are handled in one year, $10;

are handled in one year, $25;
in

one year, $50

;

where 20,000

where 10,000

where 5,000

:

Where

500

to 10,000 bales

to 20,000 bales are handled

to 30,000 bales are handled in one year,

$100; where more than 30,000 bales are handled in one year, $200. (Acts
1927, p. 88.)
Cross-reference.

Chapter

— Bonded

public warehousemen, see Title 111.

CHAPTER

92-19.

MISCELLANEOUS OCCUPATIONS.

Sec.

Sec.

92-1901.

Auctioneers.

92-1902.

Awning and

92-1903.

Directories.

««

x-r

«««..

92-1904.

*

92-1908.

tent makers.

,

Patent rights.

92-1909.

Professions.

00 ini A
92-1910.

e
t
Sates
anda

92-1911.

Sanitaria and hospitals.

92-1912.

Toll bridges and terries.

92-1913.

Undertakers.

i*
vaults.

Hotels.

92-1905.

Live-stock dealers.

92-1906.

Monument dealers.
News dealers on trains.

92-1907.

Warehousemen.

111-1.

92-1901. Auctioneers.

— Each and every auctioneer selling by auction in

this State jewelry, junk, furniture

and household goods,

live stock,

farm

§

Public Revenue.

92-1902
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implements and produce, or real estate, shall pay $100 in each county
in which he conducts said business: Provided, that this section shall
not apply to sheriffs nor to parties acting as auctioneers for executors,
administrators, or guardians, nor to commissioners conducting- sales

by

virtue of the order of any court of this State, nor to auctioneers of to-

bacco or other farm products, nor to attorneys at law conducting sales
tinder power of sale, or other legal sales for their clients. (Acts 1927,
p. 61.)

—

Cross-reference. Regulations as to jewelry auctions, see Title 84, Professions,
Businesses, and Trades, Chapter 84-17.

92-1902.

pay $15

in

Awning and

tent makers.

each county

in

92-1903. Directories.

— Each awning and tent maker shall

which he does business. (Acts

— Each

1927, p. 62.)

person, firm, or corporation compiling a

city directory or directories of

any character, and selling or supplying
pay the sum of $25 for each county in

same on subscription, shall
which such directory is published.
the

This tax shall not be construed to
apply to telephone companies issuing directories of telephone subscribers. (Acts 1927, p. 72.)
92-1904. Hotels.

— Every person, firm, or corporation operating a hotel,

shall pay, in counties of over 30,000 inhabitants, a tax of $1 per

annum

room, and in counties of less than 30,000 inhabitants,
50 cents per annum for each sleeping room. (Acts 1927, p. 72.)

for each sleeping

92-1905. Live-stock dealers.

— Each

person, firm, or corporation deal-

ing in live stock, having a fixed place of business in or near cities of

more than 50,000 inhabitants,

shall

pay $25

;

in or

10,000 to 50,000 inhabitants, $15; in or near cities or

near

cities of

towns

from

of less than

10,000 inhabitants, $10 for each place of business: Provided, that the

word "near,"

as used in this section, shall be construed to

three miles of the corporate limits of any
this section.

92-1906.

ing

(Acts 1929, pp.

Monument

monuments

city

mentioned

in

58, 66.)

dealers.

—All

persons, firms, or corporations

sell-

or tombstones shall pay $25 in each county in which

they shall have a place of business.
92-1907.

town or

mean within

News

dealers on trains.

(Acts 1927,

— Each

p. 80.)

person, firm, or corporation

carrying on the business of selling books, magazines, papers, fruits, con-

merchandise on the railroad trains in this State, shall
pay $500. No county or municipality shall have authority to levy any
(Acts
additional tax for the privilege of carrying on said business.
fections, or other

1927, p. 81.)

92-1908. Patent

rights.

— Each

person,

firm,

or

corporation

selling

Georgia shall pay the sum of $50 for each county
which said business is carried on. (Acts 1927, p. 81.)

patent rights

in

in

— Each

and every practitioner of law, medicine,
osteopathy, chiropractic, chiropody, dentistry, and each and every vet92-1909. Professions.

erinary surgeon, optician, optometrist, masseur, public accountant, or
embalmer, and every civil, mechanical, hydraulic, or electrical engineer,
or architect, charging for their services as such, shall

pay

$15,

and the

Public Revenue.
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validity of their licenses

g

made contingent upon

is

92-1913

payment

the

of the

No

municipal corporation or county authority
or
shall levy or collect an additional tax on the professions, busine
occupations enumerated above, which shall be returned to the tax receiver of the county of his residence by any person engaged therein on
the first day of January, and entered by the receiver on the digest of
tax herein provided.

-

.

(Acts 1927,

the county.

p. 58.)

92-1910. Safes and vaults.

— Each person, firm, or corporation, or agent

thereof, selling safes or vaults, or vault doors or other vault fixtir
shall

pay $100

(Acts 1927,

for each place of business.

92-1911. Sanitaria

and

hospitals.

— Hospitals

and

p. 84.)

sanitaria,

whether incorporated or
more than 20,000 population,

or

in-

conducted
shall pay $100;
for gain, in or near cities of
Provided, that the
in or near cities or towns of less than 20,000, $25
above tax shall not apply to public hospitals maintained by municipal
Provided, further, that the
corporations for charitable purposes only
word "near," as used in this section shall be construed to mean within

stitutions

of

like

character,

not,

:

:

corporate limits of the towns or cities

a radius of five miles of the

(Acts 1929, pp.

ferred to.

re-

58, 69.)

92-1912. Toll bridges and ferries.

ing ferries shall pay $15, and

—All persons or corporations operat-

persons or corporations operating toll
bridges, shall pay $100, said tax to be paid to the tax collector of the
county in which the ferry or bridge is located or situated Provided,
that this tax shall not be required of any ferry or toll bridge the receipts
from which do not amount to more than $500 per annum and Provided
all

:

:

further, that the provisions of this section shall apply to line bridges as

well as bridges wholly within the confines of this State.

(Acts 1927,

p. 88.)

92-1913. Undertakers.

ness

is

— Each person,

whose

firm, or corporation

that of burying the dead and charging for same,

as undertakers, in or near the corporate or

town

busi-

commonly known

limits of cities of

more

than 50,000 inhabitants, shall pay $200; in or near cities of from 10,000
to 50,000 inhabitants, $100; in or near cities of from 5,000 to 10,000 inhabitants, $50; in or near cities or towns of from 2,500 to 5,000 inhabitants, $20; in or near towns of less than 2,500 inhabitants, $10, for each
place of business Provided, that the word "near," as used in this sec:

be construed to mean within three miles of the corporate
limits of any town or city referred to. (Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., pp. 76.

tion, shall

88.)
Cross-reference.

— Regulations

fessions, Businesses,

of embalmers and embalming, see
and Trades, Chapter 84-8.

CHAPTER

92-20.

POLICE REGULATIONS.

Sec.

92-2001.
92-2002.

Title 84, Pro-

Sec.

Bagatelle, billiard, Jenny Lind,
pool, or tivoli tables.

Cane-racks,
ies,

ical

shooting

Bowling

alleys, ten-pin alleys,

etc

galler-

machine games, mediandevices, etc.

92-2003.

92-2004.

Dance

halls

structors.

and dancing

in-

§

Public Revenue.
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Sec.
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Sec.

92-2005.

Itinerant practitioners of medicine. dentistry,
optometry,

92-2009.

bowie

Pistols,

knucks,

etc.,

knives,

dealers

metal
in.

etc.
or\(\A
o?
92-JOUo.

^t
,i
^~i^-^. ^~~i-,
dealers:
books or
Junk

-^
rec-

ords.
2-2007.

92-2008.

92-2010.

Salary
and wage
buyers.
&
J
J

92-2011.

Traveling horse-traders, gypsics, fortune tellers, phrenol-

Lightning rods.
Pawnbrokers.

ogists, etc.

92-2001. Bagatelle, billiard,

Jenny Lind, pool, or

tivoli tables.

— Each

person, firm, or corporation operating for public use, and charging for
the use thereof, any billiard, bagatelle, Jenny Lind, pool, or tivoli ta-

pay

and county license fee at the rate of $100 for
each place of business operating not exceeding six tables, and in addiSaid
tion thereto, $50 for each table operated in excess of six tables.
advance
license fees shall be paid semiannually, beginning October 1, in
before the beginning of operation.
(Acts 1929, pp. 58, 59.)

bles, shall

a State

—

Cross-reference. Regulations as to billiard rooms, see Title 84,
Businesses, and Trades, Chapter 84-16.

Professions,

machine games, mechanical
devices, etc.
Each person, firm, or corporation operating for g*ain any
shooting gallery, or target range, or both, where firearms are used for
firing at a target or targets and each person, firm, or corporation operating for gain any table, stand, machine, or place for mechanical games
not prohibited by law, and/or any rack or booth or device for pitching
or throwing at canes, knives, or other articles or things of value, with
rings or balls or other method and each person, firm, or corporation
operating for gain any machine or mechanical device for play or for distribution of prizes or tokens, shall pay on each such device, machine,
or other arrangement, independent of or in connection with any other
92-2002. Cane-racks, shooting galleries,

—

;

;

place of business, the
92-2003.

Bowling

sum

of $50.

(Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., pp. 76, 85.)

alleys, ten-pins alleys, etc.

— Each

person, firm, or

corporation operating for gain any bowling alley, ten-pin alley, box-ball
alley, or

any bed or device

where not more
where more than

of like character, shall pay,

than two such alleys, beds, or devices are used, $25
two but not more than five such alleys, beds, or devices are used, the
;

sum

of $50;

and where more than

used, the additional

over

five.

sum

such alleys, beds, or devices are
of $15 for each additional alley, bed, or device
five

(Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., pp. 76, 85.)

—

Dance halls and dancing instructors. Persons operating
dance halls where dancing is permitted or taught for pay, shall pay $100
92-2004.

for each place of business.

(Acts 1929, pp. 58, 60.)

92-2005. Itinerant practitioners of medicine, dentistry, optometry, etc.

Every

itinerant doctor, dentist, optician, optometrist, veterinary surgeon, osteopath, chiropractor, or specialist of any kind, doing business

county in which he may practice
or do business
Provided, that if any one of said itinerant specialists
shall peddle or sell any drug, medicine, remedy, appliance, spectacles,
glasses, or other goods in connection with the practice of his profession,
in this State, shall

pay $25

for each

:

he or they shall be subject to the tax required of peddlers or traveling
venders of patent or proprietary medicine, nostrums, etc., by section

:

Public Revenue.
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where they may

§92-2009

such articles:
Provided further, that the provisions of this section shall not apply
to persons whose fixed places pi business are in any county of this
State, and who have paid the professional tax required by section 92-1909.

92-1602, in each county

(Acts 1927,

to

sell

p. 84.)

Cross-reference.
see § 84-9901.

92-2006.

offer

— Penalty

for practicing profession without

Junk dealers; books or

records.

— Each

paying special

tax,

person, firm, or cor-

poration engaged in the business of dealing in junk in or near cities of
over 50,000 inhabitants, shall pay $100; in or near cities of from 10,000
to 50,000 inhabitants, $50; in or near cities of
itants,

$25; in

Each junk

cities or

from 3,000

to 10,000 inhab-

towns under 3,000 or within 10 miles

dealer, his clerk, agent, or employee, shall

thereof, S3.

keep a book, open

which he shall make entries of all railroad iron, brass,
pieces of machinery, plumbing materials, unused farm implements, automobile parts, fixtures, or accessories purchased by him, together with the
name of the party from whom purchased; and upon failure to keep such
book or record and produce it on demand, the said dealer shall forfeit his
to inspection, in

license

:

Provided, that the word "near," as used in this section, shall

be construed to mean within a radius of three miles of the corporate
limits of the cities and towns referred to. (Acts 1929, pp. 58, 66.)
92-2007. Lightning rods.

— Each

person, firm or corporation

who may

contract for or engage in the business of fitting up or erecting lightning

sum

$10 for each county in which he
may contract for, or erect, or put in place any lightning rod or rods upon
any structure or building therein and it shall be the duty of the tax collector to whom the tax is paid to issue to the person paying such tax a
When a license for erecting a
license receipt showing such payment.
certain brand or make of rod has been issued for a county, additional
license? for erecting the same brand or make shall be issued upon the
rods in this State, shall pay the

of

;

payment

of $5 each.

Cross-reference.

(Acts 1927,

— Regulations

fessions, Businesses,

p. 76.)

as to sale of lightning rods, see Title 84, Pro-

and Trades, Chapter

92-2008. Pawnbrokers.

84-18.

— Each person, firm, or corporation carrying on

the business of pawnbroker, shall pay $200 for each place of business in

any pawnbroker shall sell, or offer for sale, or expose in
his place of business any pistol, pistol or rifle cartridges, dirk, bowie
knife, or metal knucks, whether sold as unredeemed pledges or otherwise, he shall also be held subject to and required to pay the license tax
required of the dealers in such articles by section 92-2009. (Acts 1927.
this State.

p.

82; 1929,

If

p. 68.)

Cross-reference.
§

— Pawnbrokers

may

be licensed by municipal corporations, see

12-611.

92-2009. Pistols, bowie knives, metal knucks,

etc.,

dealers

in.

— Each

and every, dealer in pistols, or in pistol cartridges, rirle cartridges, dirks,
bowie knives, or metal knucks, shall pay for each place of business in
this State, in or near towns or cities of 10,000 or less inhabitants, $50
in or near cities of over 10,000 inhabitants, $100: Provided, that no person shall be exempted from the payment of this tax: Provided, further,
the word "near," as used in this section, shall be construed to mean

§

Public Revenue.

92-2010
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within a radius of three miles of the corporate limits of said towns or
All dealers in toy pistols of every kind doing business
cities referred to.
in this State shall

pay a tax of $500. (Acts 1929, pp.

58, 68.)

—

and wage buyers. Each person, firm, or corporation
buying salary or wage accounts and negotiable papers shall pay $100 for
92-2010. Salary

each office or place of business maintained. (Acts 1927,

p. 84.)

—

Cross-reference. Regulation of small loan business, see Title
Small Loans: Salary Buyers, Chapter 25-3.

92-2011. Traveling
gists, etc.

— Each

horse-traders,

company

25,

Credit Unions;

gypsies, fortune tellers,

phrenolo-

of traveling horse-traders, traveling gypsies,

traveling companies or other transients, or traveling persons or firms,

engaged in trading or selling merchandise or live stock of any kind, and
any clairvoyant or person engaged in fortune-telling, phrenology, or
palmistry, shall pay $250, to be collected by the tax collector in each
county and distributed as follows: To the county where collected $125;
to the State $125. This tax shall be collected in each county where they
carry on any kind of business herein mentioned, and shall apply to any
person, firm, or corporation, who by themselves or their agents travel
through the State carrying live stock and carrying with them cooking
utensils, and live in tents or travel in covered wagons and automobiles,
and who may be residents of this State, or who reside without the State,
and who are commonly called traveling horse-traders and gypsies. The
tax shall constitute a lien on any live stock owned by such traveling persons or companies Provided, that no Confederate soldier, indigent, or
any other person, firm, or corporation shall be exempted from the tax
provided under this section and that nothing herein shall prevent any
municipality, by proper ordinance, from prohibiting the practice of for:

;

tune-telling, phrenology, palmistry, or like practices within its limits.

(Acts 1929, pp.

CHAPTER

58, 60.)

92-21.

RETURNS, PAYMENT, AND COLLECTION.

Sec.

Sec.

92-2102.

Taxes returned to whom.
Returns by resident agents.

92-2103.

Duties of sheriffs, tax collec-

92-2101.

tors, etc., as to collection of

Bond

92-2106.

tion
tax>

Execution to issue against de-

92-2107.

linquents.

taxes; prosecution.
92-2104.
92-2105.

of taxes to whom;
time; report.
Penalty for default in pay-

Payment

92-2108.

Criminal

92-2109.

Practicing

liability

not affected,

occupation after
nulla bona entry for special

ment.

92-2101.

of petitioner for injuncagainst collection of

tax.

Taxes returned

to

whom.

— All

taxes

enumerated

and

set

forth in Chapters 92-3 to 92-20, inclusive, shall be returned to the tax
collector of the county

where such vocations are carried

otherwise provided by law. (Acts 1927,

p. 91

;

1931, pp.

on, except as

7, 32.)

—

Cross-reference. Tax collector to keep digest for special or occupation taxes,
see § 92-5201 et seq.

—

by resident agents. The president and principal
incorporated companies herein mentioned, except such as

92-2102. Returns

agents of all
are required to

make

returns to tax receivers of the counties, shall

make

;

Public Revenue.
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§ 92-2106

returns to the Comptroller General under the rules and regulations pro-

vided by law for such returns and subject to the same penalties and
modes of procedure for the enforcement of taxes of companies or \>' arsons required by law to make returns to the Comptroller General (Acts
1927, p. 100.)

92-2103. Duties of sheriffs, tax collectors, etc., as to collection of taxes;

prosecution.

—

It shall

be the duty of the

sheriffs, their deputies,

constables to look carefully after the collection of

all

and the

taxes that

may

be

due the State under this law, or any other special taxes due the State.
It shall be the duty of all tax collectors and sheriffs and constables to
direct and see that all persons, firms, or corporations violating this law
or any of the tax laws of this State shall be prosecuted for all violationand one-fourth of the fines imposed upon persons convicted of violation
of this law, or any of the special tax laws of Georgia, upon the information of any citizen of this State, shall, by order of the court, be paid to
such informant or prosecutor. (Acts 1927, p. 101.)
92-2104.

Payment

of taxes to

whom;

time; report.

—The

taxes pro-

vided for in this law shall be paid in full for the fiscal year for which
they are levied, and annually thereafter; and, except where otherwise
provided, said taxes shall be paid to the tax collectors of the counties

where such vocations are carried on, at the time of commencing to do
business. Before any person shall be authorized to open up or carry on
said business, he shall go before the ordinary of the county in which
he proposes to do business and register his name, the business he proposes to engage in and the place where it is to be conducted and he shall
then proceed to pay the tax to the collector, at or before the time of
commencing to do business as hereinbefore provided; and it shall be the
;

duty of said ordinary to immediately notify the tax collector of such
registration, and at the end of each quarter to furnish the Comptroller
General with a report of such special tax registration

in his office.

(

Acts

1931, Extra. Sess., pp. 76, 89.)
Cross-references.
year, see

§

— Punishment

for failure to register,

etc.,

see

§

92-9907.

Fiscal

89-901.

92-2105. Penalty for default in payment.

— Should any

license, special,

occupation, or sales tax imposed by this Title remain due and unpaid for

90 days from the due date thereof, the person, firm, or corporation liable
therefor shall be subject to and shall pay a penalty of 20 per cent, of the

tax imposed.

(Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., pp. 76, 87.)

Cross-reference.

92-2106.

In

all

— Penalty

Bond

against delinquents, see

§

92-5804.

of petitioner for injunction against collection of tax.

—

applications to enjoin the collection of any tax imposed by this

law, the judge granting any temporary restraining order shall require
the petitioner to give a good and sufficient
troller General, in

bond payable

to the

Comp-

double the amount of the tax sought to be enjoined, to

be approved by the clerk of the superior court, to guarantee the payment of such tax in the event the petitioner's injunction should be finally
denied.
(Acts 1931,- Extra. Sess., pp. 76, 91.)
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—

Execution to issue against delinquents. In addition
to the other remedies given the State for the collection of special occupation and license taxes due the State by persons following the occupation and failing and refusing to pay the tax, it is the duty of the officer
charged with the collection of such taxes, where the same are due, to
issue executions against the delinquent taxpayers for the amount of
92-2107.

said taxes.

(1152")

(Aets 1903.

p.

17.)

—

Cross-references. Collections from delinquents by State Revenue Commission,
see Chapter 92-5S. Specific and occupation taxes, see Chapters 92-3 to 92-21. As
to tax h. fas. against insolvents, see §§ 92-2109, 92-7105. To whom occupation and
license taxes returned, see § 92-2101.

92-2108. (1153) Criminal liability not affected.

— The

right to prose-

cute criminally persons violating the laws by failing to pay the special

occupation or license tax and refusing to register shall be cumulative to
the remedy of issuing execution against such delinquent taxpayer as authorized by the preceding section. (Acts 1903, pp. 17, 18.)
Cross-reference.

92-2109.

— Criminal

liability, see

Chapter 92-99.

(1157) Practicing occupation after nulla bona entry for spe-

—When

bona entry has, by proper authority, been entered upon an execution issued by the tax collector of any county against
any person for a special tax, such person shall not be allowed or entitled
to have or collect any fees or charges whatever for services rendered
after the entry of such nulla bona
Provided, however, that if, at any
time after the entry of nulla bona has been made, the person against
whom said execution issues shall pay the tax in full with all interest and
costs accrued thereon, he may collect any fees and charges due him, as
though he had never defaulted in the payment of the taxes. (Acts 1896,
cial tax.

a nulla

:

p. 37.)

9-504.

—

Penalty for attorney's failing to pay professional tax, see
Executions for occupation and license taxes, see § 92-2107. As to li-

Cross-references.
§

censes required to practice certain professions, see

PART

III.

92-22.

Sec.

IN GENERAL.
Sec.

"cigarette," "wholesale dealer," "retail dealer,"

92-2206.

"stamp,"

and

92-2207.

price" as
defined.

used

"Cigar,"

"retail
sale
in Chapter,

92-2208.

92-2202.

Tax

92-2203.

Stamps; payment of tax by;
denominations; affixing.

92-2204.

Wholesaler's duties as to affixing and canceling stamps;
duplicate invoice; proviso as
to United States Government.

92-2205.

84-9901.

CIGARS AND CIGARETTES.

CHAPTER
92-2201

§

levied

on

retail sale price.

Duties of retailer as to affixing and canceling stamps.
Carrier's duty.

Duties of
mission
Rules as
stamps.
Licenses

State Revenue
as to stamps.

Com-

to refunding cost of

for dealers; applications; time of expiration;
duplicates; fees; renewal;
display.

92-2209.
92-2210.

Revocation of

92-2211.

Appointment

92-2212.

Sales at retail and wholesale
at same place forbidden.

license.

Revenue Commission's
power to make rules and

State

regulations.
of stamp distributors; compensation.

;

;
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Puuijf

Revenue.

Sec.

£-2203

Sec.

92-2213.

Invoices from

92-2214.

Forfeiture to State; seizure of

goods;

seller.

receipt

92-2217.

for

goods

seized.

92-2215.

92-2216.

Claim by third person; bond;
trial; judgment; costs; disposition of proceeds of sale.
Advertisement and sale of

Waiver

of forfeiture

mise with claimant; recoi
92-2218.

Notice to solicitor;
of sheriffs, etc.
share of fine.

92-2219.

J->uty

fee.

Inforfl

Proceeds from tax appropriated for Confederate pen-

seized goods.

sions.

"wholesale dealer," "retail dealer,"
"stamp," and "retail sale price," as used in Chapter, denned. As used
in this Chapter, the word "cigar" shall include any roll of tobacco for
smoking, irrespective of size or shape, and irrespective of the tobacco
"cigarette,"

"Cigar,"

92-2201.

—

being flavored, adulterated, or mixed with any other ingredients, where
such roll has a wrapper made chiefly of tobacco. The word "cigarette"
shall include any roll for smoking made wholly or in part of tobacco, irrespective of size or shape, and irrespective of the tobacco being flavored,
adulterated, or mixed with any other ingredient, where such roll has a

wrapper or cover made of paper or any other material, except where such
wrapper is wholly or in greater part made of tobacco. The phrase "whole-

who

sale dealer" shall include only those persons, firms, or corporations

any one or more

shall sell

of the articles taxed to licensed retail dealers

or for purposes of resale only.

The phrase

"retail dealer" shall include

every person, firm, or corporation, other than a wholesale dealer as defined above, who shall sell or offer for sale any one or more of the articles
taxed herein, irrespective of quantity or amount or the number of sales
and all persons operating under a retail dealer's license. The word

"stamp" means the stamp or stamps by the use of which the tax laid
hereunder is paid. Whenever in this Chapter reference is made to the
retail sale price of the article taxed as the basis for computing the tax,
it is intended to mean the ordinary, customary, or usual price paid by
the consumer for the articles taxed. (Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., p. 12.)
92-2202.
in cigars

Tax

levied

on

and/or cigarettes, there

is

—Upon each

and every dealer
hereby imposed, levied, and laid a

retail sale price.

tax of 10 per cent, on the retail sale price of such cigars or cigarettes.

(Acts 1931, Extra. Sess.,

p. 12.)

—

Stamps; payment of tax by; denominations; affixing. The
tax herein levied shall be paid through the use of stamps as herein provided for. In the case of cigars, a stamp or stamps in denominations to
92-2203.

the

amount

box or container in which
or from which they are normally sold at retail and in the case of cigarettes, to each individual package. No stamp evidencing the tax herein
of the tax shall be affixed to the

;

levied shall be of a denomination less than one-half of one cent

and
whenever the tax computed at the rate herein prescribed shall be a specific amount plus a fractional part of one-half cent, the article shall be
stamped accordingly. The stamps shall be affixed in such manner that
their

removal

will require

in case of cigars, in

such

continued application of water or steam

way

that the

stamp

shall be torn in

mutilated by the opening of the box. (Acts 1931. Extra. Sess.. pp.

;

;

and,

two

or

12, 13.)

;

§

Public Revenue.
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and canceling stamps dupliUnited States Government. Every whole-

92-2204. Wholesaler's duties as to affixing
cate invoice; proviso as to

;

—

sale dealer in this State shall, before shipping, delivering, or

any cigars or cigarettes

sending out

any retail dealer in this State or for sale in
State, cause the same to have the requisite denominations and
amount of stamp or stamps, to represent the tax, affixed as stated herein,
and cause the same to be canceled by writing or stamping across the
face thereof the name of such wholesale dealer and the date and every
other wholesale dealer may do so and such wholesale dealer, at the time
oi shipping or delivering any cigars or cigarettes, shall make a true duplicate invoice of the same, showing the date, amount, and value of each
class of articles shipped or delivered, and retain a duplicate thereof, subject to the use and inspection of the State Revenue Commission and its
representatives for two years Provided, however, that wholesale dealers
in this State who ship, deliver, or send cigars or cigarettes to the United
States Government or any department or agency thereof, including post
exchanges, for sale or distribution on any military, naval, or marine reservation owned by the United States Government within this State, shall
not be required to stamp said cigars or cig'arettes
Provided further,
however, that dealers making sales as aforesaid to the United States
Government or any department or agency thereof, including post exchanges, shall make and keep duplicate invoices with respect to said sales
as herein required.
The State Revenue Commission may, under regulations prescribed by it, allow to wholesale dealers, whether in this State
or not, a commission of not exceeding 10 per cent, of the face value
thereof, for affixing and canceling such stamps, but no commissions shall
be allowed to any wholesale dealer for stamps purchased except from the
State Revenue Commission or otherwise than under the regulations prescribed by said Commission.
(Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., p. 13; 1931,
to

this

;

;

:

:

pp.

7, 34.)'

Editorial Note.

—

Prior to January 1, 1932, the effective date of the ReorganizaAct (Acts 1931, p. 7) the powers and duties now exercised and performed by
the State Revenue Commission under this Chapter were exercised and performed
by the Commissioner of Revenue.
tion

and canceling stamps. CarEvery retail dealer shall, except as to cigars and cigarettes
rier's duty.
on which the tax has been paid by the proper affixing and cancellation
of stamp or stamps by a wholesale dealer, as provided for herein, affix the
stamp or stamps for the denominations and amount necessary to represent the tax and cancel the same by writing or stamping his name and
the date across the face thereof in the manner in this Chapter required
the same to be done, in the case of cigars, before or at the time the box
or other container in which the same are to be offered for retail sale is
opened and in the case of cigarettes, at the time the carton or other container in which the individual packages to be offered at retail sale are
contained shall be opened, and in all events within 24 hours from the
time at which such articles are received in the retail dealer's place of
business. As soon as any of the articles taxed are received in any retail
dealer's place of business, he shall, unless the stamp or stamps shall have
been previously affixed and canceled as herein required, either affix
thereto and cancel the stamps immediately or shall immediately mark in
92-2205. Duties of retailer as to affixing

—

;

Public Revenue.
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§

92-2208

ink on each box, carton, or other unopened container, the word
ceived," together with the true date showing the year, month, day, and

hour at which the same was received, and sign the same, and shall, within
24 hours therefrom and before or at the time such box, carton, or other
container is broken or opened or the contents or any part thereof are sold
or offered for sale or displayed for sale, affix and cancel the proper stamps
If and whenever any of the articles taxed
in the manner provided for.
in this Chapter are found in the place of business of any retail dealer
without the stamps affixed and canceled as herein provided, the prima
facie presumption shall arise that such articles are kept therein in violation of the provisions of this Chapter, and in any case arising under this
Chapter the burden of proof shall be upon such retail dealer to prove
that such articles had not been in his place of business for as much as 24
hours, if he relies upon the foregoing provisions allowing not exceeding
24 hours to affix the stamp. In each and every case in which cigars and
cigarettes are shipped into this State in any manner whatsoever, the railroad company, express company, and/or any other public carrier, transporting any shipment thereof, shall file with the State Revenue Commission a copy of the freight bill in each and every case of such shipment of
cigars and cigarettes, within 10 days after the arrival of such shipment.
(Acts 1931, Extra. Sess.,

p. 14; 1931, pp. 7, 34.)

92-2206. Duties of State

Revenue Commission as

to

stamps.

—The

Revenue Commission shall provide and keep on hand a supply of
suitable stamps in appropriate denominations, and shall, by itself or its
authorized distributors sell the same to dealers upon the payment of the
State

face value thereof. (Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., p. 15; 1931, pp.

92-2207. Rules as to refunding cost of stamps.

Commission may promulgate

—The

7, 34.)

State

Revenue

and regulations providing for the
refund to the dealer of the cost of stamps affixed to goods which by
reason of damage become unfit for sale and are destroyed by the dealer
or returned to the manufacturer or jobber. (Acts 1931, Extra. Sess.,
p.

15; 1931, pp.

rules

7, 34.)

—

Cross-reference. Power of Commission to
Chapter, see § 92-2210.

make

rules for enforcement of this

92-2208. Licenses for dealers; applications; time of expiration; dupli-

—

renewal display. Every person, firm, or corporation who in
this State sells or is about to engage in the business of either a retail
dealer or a wholesale dealer in any or all of the articles taxed hereunder
shall first apply to and obtain from the State Revenue Commission a
license or licenses to engage in the business of wholesale dealer or retail
dealer, as the case may be, and shall obtain a separate license for each
place of business of such dealer; and shall pay to the Commission a fee
of 50 cents for each duplicate license issued hereunder, in case any
original license shall be lost or mislaid. The application shall be made
on blanks to be provided and furnished by the State Revenue Commission, and shall, in addition to such other information as the said Commission may require, show the name of such dealer, and in case of partnerships the name of each partner thereof, the dealer's post-office address,
whether the application is for a license as a wholesale dealer or as a
cates

;

fees

;

;

1

8
o

Public Revenue.
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and a statement giving the location of the place of business
as to which the license shall apply and in case of retail dealers, the
nature of any businesses (such as drug store, hotel, general store, etc.)
Licenses shall expire with the current
carried on at the same place.
year in which they are issued, but may be renewed upon like application.
The license shall at all times be publicly displayed by the dealer in his
place of business so as to be easily seen by the public. License may be
refused to any dealer previously convicted for having been involved in
any violation of this Chapter. (Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., p. 15; 1931,
retail dealer,

;

pp.

7,

34.)

92-2209. Revocation of license.

— The State Revenue Commission, after

notice and opportunity to be heard, under regulations to be

made by

it,

have the jurisdiction, power, and authority to revoke the license
of any wholesale dealer or any retail dealer for violation of this law or
for wilful or persistent violation of regulations made under this law. No
new license shall be issued to any one whose license has been revoked,
except in the discretion of the Commission.
(Acts 1931, Extra. Sess.,
shall

p.

16; 1931, pp.

7, 34.)

Revenue Commission's power
The Commission shall have the power

92-2210. State
lations.

—

to
to

make rules and regumake and publish rea-

sonable rules .and regulations not inconsistent with this Chapter or the
other laws or the Constitution of this State or of the United States, for
the enforcement of the provisions of this Chapter and the collection of

revenues hereunder. (Acts 1931, Extra. Sess.,

p.

16; 1931, pp. 7, 34.)

—

Appointment of stamp distributors compensation. The State
Revenue Commission shall have the authority to appoint distributors to
facilitate the sale of stamps to the public, but no retail dealer in any of the
articles taxed hereunder shall be eligible to be a distributor and may allow
92-22 1

;

.

;

such distributor not exceeding one per cent, of the face value thereof for
the sale of such stamps, as his compensation. The Commission may consign such stamps to the distributors without payment in advance, but such
consignment shall, except when the consignee is a bank or banker, be at

Commission unless it shall take from the distributor a
bond with some surety company authorized to do business in the State
the risk of the

as surety, conditioned that such distributor will

on demand account for

the stamps consigned to him or the proceeds thereof; or said Commission
may require said distributor to pay for said stamps, according to their
face value, in cash, allowing a discount of not more than one per cent.

(Acts 1931, Extra. Sess.,
92-2212. Sales at retail

p. 16; 1931, pp. 7, 34.)

—

same place forbidden. No
carry on business or make sales of any

and wholesale

at

person, firm, or corporation shall
of the articles taxed, both as a retail dealer and a wholesale dealer, at

No

wholesale dealer shall allow anyone else
to act as a retail dealer at such wholesale dealer's place of business; nor
shall anyone carry on business as a wholesaler at a retail dealer's place
the

same place

of business.

of business. (Acts 1931, Extra. Sess.,

purchases of cigars and/or cigdealer shall be evidenced by an invoice from the

92-2213. Invoices from seller.
arettes

by any

retail

— All

p. 19.)

5
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showing the date
articles bought by said

§_92-221

seller correctly

of the purchase

of said

retail

dealer.

and the quantity

of each

(Acts 1931, hxt.ra.

-ess.,

p. 19.)

92-2214. Forfeiture to State; seizure of goods; receipt for goods seized.

— All

cigars and/or cigarettes which shall be held, owned, or possessed in

any of the provisions of this Chapter are declared to be contraband goods and the title thereto forfeited to the State, and it shall be the
duty of the State Revenue Commission and/or its agents to seize the same.
The said Commission or its agent making the seizure shall appraise the
value of the same according to its best judgment as to usual and ordinary
retail price of the articles seized, and shall deliver to the person or persons, if any, found in possession of the same a receipt showing the fact
of the seizure, stating from whom seized, the place of seizure, a description of the goods and the appraised value and a duplicate of said receipt
shall be filed in the office of the State Revenue Commission and shall
be open to public inspection. A copy of said receipt shall be posted at
violation of

;

the place of the seizure. (Acts 1931, Extra. Sess.,
92-2215.

Claim by third person; bond;

tion of proceeds of sale.
title to,

— Any

trial;

p.

20; 1931, pp.

7,

34.)

judgment; costs; disposi-

person, firm, or corporation

who

claims

or any lien existing prior to the date of the seizure upon, the

goods so seized, and who did not participate in violating this Chapter in
respect of such goods, at any time prior to the time of the sale thereof
by the State Revenue Commission, or its agents, may file with said Commission or its agent a claim under oath, setting forth that he claims the
property and that the same is not subject to sale under such seizure, or
that such goods are subject to the lien (describing it) of such alleged lienholder, and that the same is not filed for delay only, and that he has not
participated in violating this Chapter as to said goods, and upon presenting such claim shall give a bond with good security of the tenor of ordinary claim bonds such as are required by law to be given in claims at
execution sales.

If a

claim so

filed asserts

that the claimant claims the

property, and he shall enter into a bond with good security to be approved by said Commission or its agent, in penal sum of not less than

double the appraised value of the goods, and in no event less than $50,
conditioned to pay to the State Revenue Commission the appraised value

goods and all costs in the event he does not prosecute his claim
to successful judgment, said Commission or its agent shall deliver said
seized goods to said claimant and shall file said claim affidavit and bond
with the clerk of the superior court of the county where the seizure was
made, for trial as ordinary claims under execution sales are tried Provided, nevertheless, that if the appraised value of the goods seized is less
than $100 and there is a constitutional city court in the county where
the seizure is made, the claim shall be filed and the trial had in that court,
unless there be at the place of the seizure a constitutional municipal court
capable of exercising jurisdiction over the controversy, in which event
the claim may be filed with and tried in that court. Upon the trial of
the case the court having jurisdiction thereof shall have the power to
enter judgment in favor of the Commission for the use of the State,
of the

:

against the claimant and his sureties, for the appraised value of said

;

§

Public Revenue.
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event only a part of said goods are found subject to the
seizure, for the value of the part so found subject) and the costs of the
proceeding, if the claimant shall not successfully maintain his claim.

goods

(or, in the

Unless the claimant files a bond of the character last aforesaid, and in
all cases where the claimant merely asserts a lien, said Commission or its
agent shall nevertheless proceed with the sale of the goods, but shall file
the claim with the superior court, city court or municipal court, in like
manner and circumstance as stated above, and shall abide the judgment
of the court as to the distribution of the proceeds. The proceeds of all
such seizures after paying the costs and expenses thereof shall be paid by
the said Commission into the State treasury. (Acts 1931, Extra. Sess.,
p.

21; 1931, pp.

7, 34.)

—

Cross-references. Claims generally, see
on forthcoming bond, see § 39-304.

and

92-2216. Advertisement

§

39-801 et seq.

Measure

goods.

— Sales

damages

of

goods
be made at public sale to the highest and best

seized as contraband shall

sale

of

seized

bidder for cash, by the State Revenue Commission or

its

of

agent, either at

Revenue Commission at the State capitol or at the
courthouse of the county where the seizure was made. In case of goods
of the appraised value of $25 or less, the time and place of sale shall be
advertised by posting a notice thereof at the courthouse in the county
where the goods are seized, for at least 10 days prior to the date of the
sale and in case of goods of more than $25 appraised value, the time and
place of sale shall be advertised by posting like notice at least 20 days
before the date of the sale at the courthouse in the county where the
seizure was made and, in the discretion of the Commission, by advertisement in some newspaper of general circulation in said county. Sales
so made shall pass to the purchaser full and complete title to the goods
but nothing herein shall relieve the purchaser from complying with the
the office of the State

;

provisions of this Chapter in the event he offers said goods for resale in

The posting

this State.

of the advertisement of such sales

may

be made

on or at any time after the day of the seizure and entry of the fact of
such posting entered by the said Commission or its agent, upon the
duplicate of the receipt in the office of the State

showing the
dence of the

copy thereof,

seizure, or a certified
fact.

(Acts 1931, Extra. Sess.,

Waiver

p.

21

Revenue Commission

shall be
;

1931, pp.

competent

evi-

7, 34.)

compromise with claimant; records.—
Jurisdiction is hereby conferred upon the State Revenue Commission, or,
if the appraised value of the goods does not exceed $25, upon its agent
making the seizure, to waive the forfeiture of the contraband goods or
any part thereof in the event it shall find that the violation of the law,
for which the goods became contraband, was unintentional or without
92-2217.

of forfeiture;

intention to defraud the State of
shall first affix to all of the

its

revenue

:

Provided, that the offender

contraband goods twice the amount and value

stamps necessary to represent the tax, and shall cancel the same.
The said Commission may make a compromise with any claimant, before
of the

or after the claim

is filed in

when

the appraised value of the goods

compromises and waivers
be kept by the State Revenue Commission, and shall

does not exceed $100.
of forfeiture shall

A

court,

record of

all

of such

—
2285

be open to public inspection.
pp.
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I'r/l'.J.jr;

(Acts

•2-2219

Extra.

1931,

Sess.,

22;

p

1931,

7, 34.)

Duty of sheriffs, etc. Informer's share
Revenue Commission or its agent shall file any

92-2218. Notice to solicitor; fee.
of fine.

claim
it

— When the State

made by any claimant under any

seizure in any court of this Sti

shall notify the solicitor of the city court

if

the claim

is filed

court, or the solicitor general of the circuit in other cases;

court solicitor or solicitor general, as the case
interests of the State in such case,

and

may

in a city

and such

city

be, shall represent the

shall be entitled, as a fee therefor,

to be assessed as a part of the costs, one-half of the appraised value of the

goods, but not exceeding $10 in each case. It shall be the duty of all
sheriffs, constables, and other police officers to aid in the enforcement of

Chapter and to prosecute and arrest offenders against it. In any
prosecution under this Chapter, instituted by any sheriff, constable, or
other police officer or by any private individual, as informer, one-fourth
of any fine imposed shall be paid to such sheriff, constable, police officer,
or other informer, unless one-fourth of the fine exceeds $10, when he
this

shall be paid $10.
Cross-references.

(Acts 1931, Extra. Sess.,

— Duties,

p.

22; 1931, pp.

7,

34.)

fees, etc., of solicitors general, see Title 24, Courts,
Constables, see Title
24, Courts, Chapter 24-28.

Chapter 24-29. Sheriffs, see Title
24, Courts, Chapter 24-8.
92-2219. Proceeds

The

net proceeds of

ter, or

so

much

payment

from tax appropriated for Confederate pensions.
all sums derived under the provisions of this Chap-

thereof as shall be necessary, are hereby appropriated to

due or hereafter to be due to Confederate
soldiers and their widows under such present or future laws as may grant
such pensions the same to be drawn out on warrants of the Governor on
requisition of the Director of the Veterans' Service Office, as provided by
law. Any surplus not necessary for that purpose shall be held in the
treasury and paid out as a part of the State's general funds. (Acts 1931,
the

of pensions

;

Extra. Sess.,

p.

23; 1931, pp.

Cross-reference.

— See

7, 10.)

Title 78, Pensions.

PART

FRANCHISES.

IV.

CHAPTER

92-23.

Sec.

92-2301.
92-2302.

Sec.

92-2307.

"Special franchise" defined.

Franchises
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Double tax for
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how
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failure to

make
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cer-
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pality.
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General

name of
amount due.

unenumerated

eral.

92-2304.

Comptroller
tify

taxed how.
92-2303.

IN GENERAL.

sidered.

—
§
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0^19) "Special franchise" defined.— The term "special

92-2301.

fran-

chise." as used in this Chapter, shall include

Every right and privilege exercised within this State, granted to
any person, partnership, or corporation by the State or its authority, or
by any county or county officer or officers, or any municipal corporation
or officer thereof, for the exercise of the power of eminent domain, or
for the use of any public highway or street, or the land above or below
any highway or street within the limits of this State.
1.

Every. special right exercised within this State, granted by charter, resolution, statute, or otherwise, whether under the laws of this
or any other State, for the exercise of any public service, such as
the construction and operation of railroads equipped for steam, electricity, horsepower, compressed air, or otherwise, for the common carrying of passengers or freight; the construction or operation of any
plant for the distribution and sale of gas, water, electric lights or power,
steam heat, refrigerated air, or other substances by means of wires,
pipes, or conduits laid under or above any street, alley, or highway; or
the construction and operation of any telephone or telegraph plant.
2.

3.

All rights to conduct wharfage, dockage, or cranage business.

4.

The conduct

of

any express business, or the operation

of sleeping,

palace, dining or chair cars.

All rights and privileges to construct, maintain, or operate canals,

5.

roads or

toll

The

toll

bridges.

equipment companies, navigation companies, freight or passenger depots, and every
other like special function dependent upon the grant of public powers
or privileges not allowed by law to natural persons or involving the performance of any public service.
6.

right to carry on the business of maintaining

But the term "special franchise" shall not include the mere right to
be a corporation engaged in trading or manufacturing and exercising no
special franchise above enumerated. (Acts 1902, p. 37.)

—

Cross-references. Right to establish public bridge or ferry, see § 85-1311. When
Corporation dissolved by surrena franchise is deemed exclusive, see § 85-1312.
der of franchise, see § 22-1206.

—

unenumerated taxed how. Nothing in
be construed to exempt from taxation any franchise

92-2302. (1027) Franchises

Chapter shall
not enumerated in this Chapter; but all franchises of value not provided
for in this Chapter shall be returned for taxation and taxed as other
property under the present laws. (Acts 1902, p. 37.)

this

92-2303.

—

Comptroller General. On or before the
each year, every person, partnership, or corpora-

H020) Returns

to

March in
tion holding or owning and exercising any special franchise or franchises
within the State shall make a special return, as of January first of
that year, sworn to by such person or member of such partnership,
first

or

day

of

by the president, vice president, or secretary

of

such corporation, to

the Comptroller General, stating the value of said franchises as exer-

and particularly describing the same, accompanying said return with a certified copy of every statute, ordinance,
resolution, contract, or grant under and by authority of which said
Provided, that where such certifranchises are held, claimed, or owned

cised within this State,

:

§92-2307
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with or returned to said Comptroller
General, it shall not be necessary in any subsequent annual return to
duplicate the same, but the same shall be considered returned by refer-

have once been

fied copies

filed

ence to the copies filed as required by this section.
38.
Const, Art. VII, Sec. It, Par. VI (§ 2-5007).)
Cross-reference.

— Returns

92-2304. (1021)

Value

to Comptroller General,

of franchises,

how

(Acts 1902, pp.

how made,

see

37,

92-5903.

5

ascertained and taxed.

— The

Comptroller General shall not be bound to accept the valuation fixed
for franchises in the return made, but shall review the same, and in case
of refusal to accept the return, the subsequent proceedings shall be in
all particulars the same as are provided by law in the case of refusal to
accept the returns made by railroad companies of their physical property, and said franchises shall be taxed at the same rate as other property upon the value thereof as returned, or, if the value returned is not
accepted, upon the value as above ascertained, the tax to be levied and
collected as provided in case of the property of railroad

companies.

(Acts 1902, pp. 37, 38.)
Cross-references.

— Arbitration

Returns
turns, see § 92-6002.
railroad company for taxes, see

when Comptroller General

with re-

dissatisfied

must be itemized,

see § 92-5904.
Fi. fa. against
Returns of property of railroads, tele§ 92-2705.
phone and telegraph companies for taxation in school districts, see § 32-1117.
Corporate property subject to taxation by school districts, see § 32-1116.
'

more than one county or mufranchises exercised beyond the

92-2305. (1022) Franchises exercised in
nicipality.

—In

the cases of

all

special

one municipality, county, or school district, as in the case of
telegraph or telephone lines, or railroads or steamboats, the return provided for in this Chapter shall show the number of miles over which
said railroad or telegraph or telephone franchise, or other special franchises, are exercised in each county, school district and municipal division within the State, in like manner as railroad companies make re(Acts 1902, pp. 37, 38; 1919, p. 342.)
turns of their physical property.
limits of

—

Cross-references. Annual returns of railroads for county taxation, see § 92-2701.
Railroads to show value of their property in cities and towns, see § 92-2802. Corporate property subject to taxation by school districts, see § 32-1116. Distribution of such taxes to school districts, see § 32-1117.

92-2306. (1023) Valuation,

how

apportioned.

—The

valuation for tax-

ation of such franchises in each county, school district and municipality

through which said franchise is exercised, shall be apportioned to
each county, school district, and municipality as is provided by law for
the apportionment of the personal property of railroad companies. (Acts
1902, pp. 37,39; 1919, p. 343.)
Cross-references. Manner of assessing railroad property returned for taxation,
in or

—

see

§

92-2703.

Assessment of

rolling stock, etc.,

by

cities,

92-2307. (1024) Comptroller General to certify

amount

due.

—The Comptroller General

nicipal corporation

the

name

see

name

§

92-2803.

of franchise

shall certify to every

and to the taxing authorities

and

such mu-

of every such

county

of every special franchise taxable within such municipality,

school district, or county, and the

amount

due on the same to
or county, as provided by

of taxes

such municipal corporation, school district,
law in the case of railroads. (Acts 1902, pp. 37, 39; 1919, p. 343.)
Cross-references. Shall notify railroad of amount due each county, see
County tax law applicable to incorporated cities, etc., see § 92-2804.
§ 92-2704.

—

Railroads to report annually, see

§

92-2701.

Returns to be itemized, see

§

92-5904.

§

Public Revenue.

92-2308
92-2308.
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(1028) Collection and enforcement of taxes.

— The

taxes due

county on such franchise shall be
in the case of other taxes due
provided
law
by
collected and enforced as
(Acts 1902, pp. 37, 39; 1919, p. 343.)
the same by railroad companies.
to each municipality, school district or

Cross-reference.

— County

92-2309. (1029)

taxation of railroads, see Chapter 92-27.

Double tax

for failure to

firm, or corporation failing to

make

make

returns.

—Any person,

return of his special franchises as

hereinbefore required shall be liable to double taxes thereon, in like man-

provided by law in the case of failure to make return of other
property. The value thereof shall be assessed by the Comptroller General from the best information accessible and certified in like manner as
provided in section 92-2307. (Acts 1902, pp. 37, 39.)
ner as

is

—

Cross-references. Fi. fa. against railroad company for county taxes, see
92-2705.
Railroad may dispute liability for county tax by affidavit of illegality,
County tax law applicable to incorporated cities, see § 92-2804.
see § 92-2706.
County taxation of railroads, see Chapter 92-27. Defaulters doubly taxed, see
Chapter 92-66.
§

—

92-2310. (1030) Deductions from portions due to county, etc. Whenever the tax, or any part of the tax, assessed on, or on account of,

any franchises as defined in this Chapter is due and payable to or for
the use of any county, municipality, or school district in which the
tangible property is located, and it shall appear that the person, partnership, association, or corporation affected has paid, or

is

liable to pay, to

such county, municipality or school district, for its exclusive use within
the year for which taxes on or on account of the franchises are assessed
under any agreement therefor, or under any statute, ordinance, or
resolution requiring the same, any sum based upon a percentage of
gross receipts, or any other income, or any occupation or privilege tax
or charge, or any sum of money on account of, or as consideration for,
such franchise or privilege granted to or possessed by such person, partnership, association, or corporation, all amounts so paid, or liable to be
paid, for the exclusive use of such county, municipality, or school district, except the money paid for the ad valorem taxes due such county,
municipality, or school district, on account of the tangible or physical
property located therein, shall be deducted from the portion of the tax
due such county, municipality, or school district, on account of the
franchise owned or possessed by such person, partnership, association,
(Acts 1903, p. 18; 1919, p. 342.)
or corporation.
92-2311.

(1026) Bridge rentals and street assessments.

—Any

money

may

be paid or expended by such person, partnership, association,
or corporation for bridge rentals, or for paving or repairing of pavement
of any street, highway, or public place, shall not be included within the
amounts provided in section 92-2310 to be deducted from the portion of

that

the franchise tax payable to the county, municipality, or school district.

(Acts 1903, pp.

18, 19; 1919, p. 343.)

92-2312. (1025)

How

sums paid

shall be considered.

—The

sums

re-

ferred to in section 92-2310 shall be paid to the county, municipality, or

school district entitled thereto, but such sums,
sidered a

payment on account

of,

when

paid, shall be con-

or in full as the case

may

be, of the

tax due such county, municipality, or school district on account of the

:

Public Revenue.
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§ 92-2401

greater than the amount of
the franchise tax due such county, municipality, or school district, such
payment shall be in full thereof, and if less, the difference in amount
franchise; and

if

the

amount

so payable

is

allowed on account of such
due such county, municipayment than the amount
(Acts 1903, pp. 18, 19;
pality, or school district for the current year.
shall be paid, but

no greater credit

shall be

of the franchise tax

1919, p. 343.)

PART

V.

CORPORATIONS, COMPANIES, AND
ASSOCIATIONS.

CHAPTER

92-24.

IN GENERAL.

Sec.

Sec.

92-2401.

92-2405.

92-2402.

92-2403.

92-2404.

Domestic corporations.

Annual reports

of foreign cor-

porations.

Annual

reports of domestic
corporations.

Foreign corporations.

92 -2406.

92-2401. Domestic corporations.

Building

and

loan

associa-

tions.

ef-

certain companies excepted; reports of foreign
corporations.
feet;

associa-

tions.

92-2407.

Returns; payment of tax;

Banks and banking

92-2408.
92-2409.

Cemetery companies.
Presidents of certain companies; returns.

—All corporations incorporated

under

the laws of Georgia, except those not organized for pecuniary gain or
profit, in addition to all

other taxes

now

required of them by law, are

hereby required to pay each year an annual license or occupation tax as
specified in the following scale

CORPORATIONS WITH ISSUED CAPITAL STOCK
Not exceeding $10,000
Over $
10,000 and not
Over $
25,000 and not
Over $
75,000 and not
Over $ 100,000 and not
Over $ 300,000 and not
Over $ 500,000 and not
Over $ 750,000 and not
Over $ 1,000,000 and not
Over $ 2,000,000 and not
Over $ 4,000,000 and not
Over $ 6,000,000 and not
Over $ 8,000,000 and not
Over $10,000,000 and not
Over $12,000,000 and not
Over $14,000,000 and not
Over $16,000,000 and not
Over $18,000,000 and not
Over $20,000,000 and not
Over $22,000,000

AMOUNT OF TAX
$

over $
over $
over $
over $
over $

10

25,000

30

75,000

75

100,000

100

300,000

200

500,000-.

250

over $
750,000
over $ 1,000,000
over $ 2,000,000
over $ 4,000,000
over $ 6,000,000
over $ 8,000,000
over $10,000,000

300
500

750
1.000

1,250
1,500

1.750

over $12,000,000
over $14,000,000

2,000

over $16,000,000
over $18,000,000

3,000

over $20,000,000
over $22,000,000

2.500

3.500

4.000
4.500
5,000

For the purpose of ascertaining the tax hereby imposed, capital stock
having no nominal or par value shall be deemed to have such value as is

:

I
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by the Comptroller General from the information contained in the report to be filed by said corporation, as hereinafter provided for. and from any other information obtained by the Comptroller
General but in no event shall the value of such stock so fixed exceed the

fixed therefor

;

true value thereof.

The

tax provided for in this section to be paid to

the Comptroller General through the tax collector in the county

the principal place of business of said corporation

which

service in collecting the taxes,

is

made

is

located, for

where
which

the duty of the collector,

he shall receive a commission of five per centum of the tax so collected
up to $500, and of two per centum of the amount so collected from $500

one per centum of all amounts so collected above $1,000 Provided, however, that the tax under this section which shall be
payable by railroads and the other public utility corporations, which
under section 92-5902 are required to make ad valorem tax returns to the
Comptroller General, shall be collected by the Comptroller General. Said
tax collector shall remit to the Comptroller General such taxes collected,
less his commission, on the first day of each month following the month
(Acts 1929, pp. 84, 85; 1931, Extra.
in which said taxes were collected.
to $1,000,

and

of

:

Sess.. p. 76.)

Cross-reference.

— Compensation

of tax collectors

and tax receivers, see Chap-

ter 92-53.

—

domestic corporations. Each domestic
corporation shall, on or before the first day of January each year, make
a report to the Comptroller General, upon forms furnished by him,
92-2402.

Annual reports

of

showing
(a)

Name

(b)

Location of

(c)

Name

of the corporation.
its

principal offices.

of the president, secretary, treasurer,

and members of the

board of directors, with post-office address of each.
(d) Date of annual election of officers.
(e) Amount of authorized capital stock, and the par value of each
share.

Amount

(i)

of capital stock subscribed, the

issued and outstanding, the
the
(g)

(h)
•

(i)

amount

amount

amount

of capital stock

of capital stock paid up,

and undivided profits.
business in which the corporation

and

of surplus

Nature and kind of
and its place or places

of business.

Change or changes,

any, in the above particulars since the last

if

is

engaged,

annual report,

Balance sheet of the

last

day

of the last fiscal or calendar year of

corporations whose capital stock has no par value.

Such report

shall be signed

and sworn to before any

officer

authorized

by the president, vice president, secretary, treasurer,
or general manager of the corporation, and forwarded to the Comptroller
to administer oaths,

General.

As long

banking associations are exempt from the payment
of the tax imposed under this section, State banks and such trust companies shall likewise be exempt. This exemption shall apply only to
such tni c t companies as are engaged in commercial banking or receiving
deposits. 'Acts 1929, pp. 84, 90; 1931, Extra Sess., pp. 76, 78.)
as national

:

Public Revenue.
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§92-2404

92-2403. Foreign corporations.- -All corporations incorporated or or-

ganized under the laws of any other State, Territory, or Nation, doing business or owning property in this State, except those not operated
for pecuniary gain or profit, in addition to
of

them by law, are hereby required

to

.'ill

other

U

QOW

required

pay each year an annual license

or occupation tax for the privilege of carrying on their businesses within
this State, as specified in the following scale

WHEN THE AMOUNT OF CAPITAL STOCK AND
SURPLUS EMPLOYED IN THE STATE

Not in excess of $10,000
10,000 and not
Over $
25,000 and not
Over $
Over $
75,000 and not
Over $ 100,000 and not
Over $ 300,000 and not
Over $ 500,000 and not
Over $ 750,000 and not
Over $ 1,000,000 and not
Over $ 2,000,000 and not
Over $ 4,000,000 and not
Over $ 6,000,000 and not
Over $ 8,000,000 and not
Over $10,000,000 and not
Over $12,000,000 and not
Over $14,000,000 and not
Over $16,000,000 and not
Over $18,000,000 and not
Over $20,000,000 and not
Over $22,000,000

AMOUNT OF TAX

IS

10

over $
over $

25,000

30

75,000

7?

over $
over $

100,000

100

300,000

200

500,000

250

750,000

300

over $ 1,000,000
over $ 2,000,000

500

over $
over $

750

over $ 4,000,000
over $ 6,000,000

1.000

over $ 8,000,000
over $10,000,000

1.500

1,750

over $12,000,000

2,000

over $14,000,000

2.500

over
over
over
over

$16,000,000

3,000

$18,000,000.

3,500

$20,000,000

4,000

$22,000,000

4,500

1.250

5.000

For the purpose of ascertaining the tax hereby imposed, every corporation subject to said tax is deemed to have employed in this State
the proportion of its entire outstanding issued capital stock and surplus
that its property and assets in this State bear to all its property wherever situated and that the volume of business done in this State bears to
the total volume of business done by the corporation.
Capital stock
having no nominal or par value shall be deemed to have such value as is
fixed therefor by the Comptroller General from the information contained in the report to be filed by said corporations as hereinafter provided for, and from any other information obtained by the Comptroller
General but in no event shall the value of such stock as so fixed exceed
;

the true value thereof.

(Acts 1929, pp. 84, 85; 1931, Extra. Sess.. pp.

76.

80.)

payment

companies excepted;
reports of foreign corporations. Returns shall be made and the tax required by section 92-2403 shall be paid to the Comptroller General, and
92-2404. Returns;

of tax; effect; certain

—

the

payment

of said tax shall authorize said

corporation to exercise the

any county
otherwise provided by law; and upon payment

privileges specified in that section in

troller

General shall furnish to said corporation

in this State,

except as

of said tax the

Comp-

a certificate or duplicate

§

Public Revenue.
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receipt for each agent in the several counties of this State that the tax

The payment

herein provided for has been paid.

be construed to relieve a corporation or

its

of this tax shall not

agents of any other license

Provided, that this section and sections

or occupation tax whatever:

92-2401 to 92-2403 shall not apply to insurance or sewing-machine com-

which are separately taxed by other provisions of law: Provided further, that all returns by corporations, resident or nonresident,
shall be made under oath and when any corporation paying this license
or occupation tax requires or demands more than two duplicate certificates for agents, such corporation shall be required to pay an additional
fee of $1 for each duplicate certificate or receipt over and above the first
two mentioned. (Acts 1927, p. 91; 1929, pp. 84, 89; 1931, Extra. Sess.,

panies,

;

pp. 76, S2.)

92-2405.

Annual reports

of foreign corporations.

— Each

poration doing business in this State shall, on or before the

January in each year, make a report to
forms furnished by him, showing:
(a)

Name

of the corporation

foreign cor-

day of
the Comptroller General, upon

and under the law

first

what State

of

or coun-

try org-anized.
(b)

Location of

(c)

Names

its

principal office.

of the president, secretary, treasurer,

and members of the

board of directors, with the post-office address of each.
(d)

Date

(e)

Amount

of the annual election of officers.
of authorized capital stock,

and the par value of each

share.
(f)

Amount

of capital stock subscribed, the

amount

of capital stock

and the amount of paid-up capital stock, surplus, and un-

issued,

divided profits.
(

g)

its

(h)

which the company is engaged and
business, both within and without the State.

Nature and kind of business
place or places of

Name

and location of

in

its offices in this

and the name and

State,

address of the officers or agents of the corporation in charge of

its

business in this State.
(i)

Value

of the property

State,

where

owned and used by

and the value of the
State and where situated

situated,

used outside of this

the case of a railroad

company

partly in other States,

it

company
its total

company in this
property owned and

the

:

Provided, that in

located partly in this State and

shall only be necessary for said railroad

to report its total main-track mileage in all States

and

main-track mileage in this State, and the tax assessable

based upon that proportion of
its capital stock and surplus which its main-track mileage in this
State bears to its total main-track mileage both within and withagainst

it

under

this

law

shall be

out this State.
(])

Volume

of business

(k)

Volume

of business

where said business

done by the company

in this State.

done by the company outside of the State, and
is

done.
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Change or changes,

(1)

last

if

§

any, in the above particulars

made

92-2407

since the

annual report.

(m) Balance-sheet as

Such report

day

of the last

shall be signed

of the last fiscal or calendar year.

and sworn to before an

officer

authorized

by the president, vice president, secretary, treasurer,
superintendent, or managing agent in the State, and forwarded to the

to administer oaths,

Comptroller General.
In the event any corporation subject to the provisions hereof shall fail
to make the reports herein required when required, said corporation shall
by that fact become liable to 10 per cent, of the face value of said tax

added penalty, to be collected in the same manner as the tax itself is
Provided, however, that the Comptroller General shall have
collected
the authority to extend the time either for making said report or paying
the tax, for good cause shown. (Acts 1929, pp. 84, 90; 1931, Extra. Sess.,
as

:

'

pp. 76, 82.)

92-2406.

Banks and banking

associations.

—No

tax shall be assessed

banks or banking associations organized under the
authority of this State or the United States located within this State, but
the shares of the stockholders of the. banks or banking associations,
whether resident or nonresident owners, shall be taxed in the county
where the banks or banking associations are located, and not elsewhere,
at their full market value, including surplus and undivided profits, at the
same rate provided by law for the taxation of other property in the hands
Provided, that nothing in this section shall be
of private individuals
construed to relieve such banks or banking associations from the tax on
real estate held or owned by them, but they shall return said real estate
Provided further,
at its true market value in the county where located
that when real estate is fully paid for, the value at which it is returned
for taxation may be deducted from the market value of their shares and
if said real estate is not fully paid for, only the value at which the equity
owned by them therein is returned for taxation shall be deducted from
the market value of their shares. The banks or banking associations
themselves shall make the returns of the property and the shares herein
mentioned and pay the taxes herein provided. Branch banks shall be
taxed on the value of the capital employed in their operation, in the
counties, municipalities, and districts in which they are located, and the
parent bank shall be relieved of taxation to the extent of the capital set

upon the

capital of

:

:

;

aside for the exclusive use of such branches.

(Acts 1927,

—

§

p. 99.)

Cross-reference. Banks and trust companies exempt from income
92-3105; from corporation license or occupation tax, see § 92-2402.

92-2407. Building

and loan associations.

— Mutual

tax.

see

building and loan

associations operating only in the counties of their charters, and limiting
their loans to

members,

stockholders or

shall not

members

be assessed on their capital loaned to
All other building and loan associa-

thereof.

tions or other associations of like character shall be required to return.

where such associations are located,
every kind and character belonging to

to the tax receiver of the counties
all real

and personal property

of

such associations, except that the real property located in another county
shall be returned to the tax receiver of that county. (Acts 1927, p. 100.)

§

Public Revenue.
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—

92-2408.

and
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offices,

Cemetery companies. All cemetery companies, agencies,
shall pay $100 in each county in which they are located. (Acts

1927, p. 67.)

—

Editorial Note.
Acts 1929, pp. 58, 71, providing for a tax on chain stores was
declared unconstitutional in 172/179 (156 S. E. 904) as in conflict with Const.,
Art. VII, Sec. II. Par. I (§ 2-5001), Art. I, Sec. I, Par. II (§ 2-102), and Const. U.
S.,

Amend. XIV

1-815).

(§

92-2409. Presidents of certain companies; returns.

—The

president of

each express, telegraph, telephone, railroad, street railroad, steamboat,
navigation, electric light, gas, water, sleeping-car or palace-car com-

pany, building and loan association, and investment and loan company,

doing business in this State, shall pay $25 Provided, said tax shall not
apply to local building and loan associations fostered as a civic undertaking and not conducted for financial gain or profit. In case the president of any of the companies enumerated herein does not reside in this
State, the general agent, superintendent, or other person or official in
charge of the business of such companies, residing in this State, shall be
required to pay the tax of $25 hereby imposed and no municipal corporation or county authorities shall lev}' or collect any additional tax on
the officials enumerated above either as a license tax or fee. The president or other official herein named of the companies enumerated above
shall make a return as such to the tax receiver of the county of his residence as of January 1, which return shall be entered on the digest by said
receiver. (Acts 1927, pp. 58, 91.)
:

;

PART

INSURANCE COMPANIES, AGENTS, AND
ADJUSTMENT BUREAUS.

VI.

CHAPTER

92-25.

Sec.

92-2501.

Sec.

Local

marine, acci-

fire,

life,

dent,

indemnity,

92-2o03.

92-2504.

92-2505.

Insurance

fidelity,

adjustment

bu-

reaus.

insurance agents.
Local assessment, industrial,
live-stock,
or
cooperative

92-2506.

_

92-2508.

Railroad ticket agents selling
accident insurance excepted,

no " orAn
92 2509

T

etc.,

92-2502.

IN GENERAL.

'

'

.

Traveling, special, or general
fire,
marine, accident,
life,
indemnity, fidelity, etc., insurance agents or managers.

Traveling,
sessment,

92-2501. Local

surance agents.

etc.,

etc.,

agents of ascompanies.

life, fire,

— Every

92-2507.

Insurance adjusters.
License tax payable

in

ad-

vance.

-

durance premiums,

92-2510.

Same; reduction of

92-2511.

Returns of insurance compa-

tax.

nies.

marine, accident, indemnity,

fidelity, etc., in-

local insurance agent, solicitor or

subagent for

any resident or nonresident life, fire, marine, accident, casualty, liability,
indemnity, fidelity, bonding or surety insurance company doing business
in this State, shall pay $10 to the Insurance Commissioner, for each
county in which said agent, solicitor, or subagent shall transact or solicit
business. (Acts 1927, p. 74.)
92-2502. Local assessment, industrial, live-stock, or cooperative insur-

ance agents.

— Every local insurance agent, solicitor or subagent for any

—
Public Revenue.
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resident or nonresident assessment

life

§92- 2

insurance company, or industrial

company, live-stock insurance
company or fire and storm cooperative assessment fire insurance companies doing business in this State, shall pay $10 to the Insurance Commissioner for each county in which said, agent, solicitor, or subagent shall

life,

accident, or sick-benefit insurance

transact or solicit business. (Acts 1927,
Cross-references.
56-13.

— Industrial

life

74.;

p.

insurance,

sec

Assessment and other companies, see Title

92-2503. Traveling, special, or general

demnity,

fidelity, etc.,

56,

life,

Title 56, Insurance, Chapter
Insurance, Chapters 50-9, 56-15.
fire,

marine, accident, in-

insurance agents or managers.

— Each

and every

general, special, traveling, State, or district agent, manager, or assistant

manager, by whatever name he may be designated in his contract, of
any resident or nonresident life, fire, marine, accident, casualty, liability,
indemnity, fidelity, bonding or surety insurance company, doing business
in this State, shall pay $100 to the Insurance Commissioner, whose receipt
shall authorize the person named therein to go into any county in the
State without the payment of an additional tax. (Acts 1927, p. 74.)

—

Cross-reference. Insurance Commissioner to collect certain taxes and fees imposed on insurance companies, see § 56-103.

92-2504. Traveling, etc., agents of assessment,

etc.,

companies.

— Each

and every general, special, traveling, State, or district agent, manager,
district manager, assistant manager, superintendent, or assistant superintendent, by whatever name he may be designated in his contract, of
any resident or nonresident assessment life insurance company, or industrial life, accident, or sick-benefit insurance company, or live-stock insurance company, doing business in this State, shall pay $100 to the Insurance Commissioner, whose receipt shall authorize the person named
therein to go into any county in the State without the payment of an
additional tax. (Acts 1927, p. 74.)

—All adjustment bureaus

employing adjusters shall pay a tax of $50 for each person who adjusts any
loss, to the Insurance Commissioner, whose receipt shall authorize the
person named therein to go into any county in the State. (Acts 1927,
92-2505. Insurance adjustment bureaus.

p. 75.)

— Each

and every person not connected
with an adjustment bureau, who adjusts insurance losses, shall pay S50
to the Insurance Commissioner, whose receipt shall authorize the person
named therein to go into any county in the State Provided, that this
tax shall not apply to local insurance agents who adjust losses without
92-2506. Insurance adjusters.

:

remuneration. (Acts 1927,

p. 75.)

92-2507. License tax payable in advance.

—The

occupation taxes imposed by the preceding sections of this Chapter shall be paid in advance
to the Insurance Commissioner, for the fiscal year for which they are
levied, before the agents shall be authorized to act for any insurance
company. (Acts 1927, p. 75.)
92-2508. Railroad ticket agents selling accident insurance excepted.

Railroad ticket agents selling accident insurance shall not be deemed
insurance agents within the meaning of this law. (Acts 1927. p. 75.)

6
g

Public Revenue.

92-2509
~

92-2509. Insurance

premiums.

— All

foreign

panics doing; business in this State shall

2296

and domestic insurance
pay one and one-half per

upon gross premiums received by them in this State for the year,
with no deductions for dividends, whether returned in cash or allowed
in payment or reduction of premiums, or for additional insurance; nor
shall any deduction be allowed for premium abatements of any kind or
character or for reinsurance, except companies doing business in Georgia, or for cash surrender values paid, or for losses or expenses of any
kind, said tax being imposed upon gross premiums without any deductions whatever except for premiums returned on change of rate and canProvided, that local
celed policies and on reinsurance as above provided
organizations known as farmers' mutual insurance companies, operating
in not more than four counties, shall not be subject to this tax: Provided,
further, that mutual fire insurance companies chartered by this State,
which require their members to make premium deposits to provide for
losses and expenses, which premium deposits are used wholly for the
payment of losses and expenses and returned to the policyholders or
held to pay losses and expenses and as reinsurance reserves, shall not
cent,

:

be subject to this tax. (Acts 1927,
§

Cross-reference.
92-5901 et seq.

— Returns

p. 92.)

of insurance companies,

Same; reduction

and payment of

taxes,

see

—Whenever

any insurance company
doing business in this State shall make it appear by proof to the Insurance Commissioner that one-fourth of the total assets are invested in any
or all of the following securities or property, to wit: Bonds of this State
or of any county or municipality of this State, property situated in this
State and taxable herein, loans secured by liens on real estate situated
in this State, or policy loans on insurance policies issued by such company on lives of persons resident in this State, then the premium tax
levied by section 92-2509 shall be abated or reduced to one per centum
upon the gross receipts of such company; and if the amounts so invested
by any such company shall be as much as three-fourths of the total assets
of such company, then said premium tax shall be abated or reduced to
three-fourths of one per centum upon such gross receipts of such com92-2510.

pany. (Acts 1927,

of tax.

p. 94.)

92-2511. Returns of insurance companies.

— Every

insurance company

incorporated under the laws of this State, doing business on the legal
reserve plan, shall be required to return for taxation
estate as other real estate

is

returned.

owned by and taxable against
manner: From the total value of

erty

it

The value

all

of its

real

of the personal prop-

shall be ascertained in the following

the assets held by the company, both

and personal, shall be deducted the assessed value of all real estate
owned by the company in this State, the nontaxable funds deposited by
real

the

company with

amount of reserve
be held by the company

the State Treasurer, and the

value of the policies required by law to

or net
for its

policyholders, and which belongs to such policyholders; the remainder
shall be the value of the personal property

such company. (Acts 1927,

p. 93.)

owned by and

taxable against

PrjHLfc Revenue.
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PART

RAILROAD, STREET RAILROAD, SLEEPINGCAR, ETC., COMPANIES.

VII.

CHAPTER

92-26.

92-2602.
92-2603.

IN GENERAL.
Sec.

Sec.

92-2601.

•2-2003

Rolling stock and other personal property of railroad
companies.
Presidents to
Presidents to

make

92-2605.

Nonresident sleeping-car com-

92-2606.

Railroad

panies.

returns.

pay taxes

as-

company

Railroad

92-2607.

must show what;
made.

sessed.

92-2604.

Illegality to resist tax; venue..

and other personal property

92-2601. (1031) Rolling stock

compa-

equipment

nies.

returns;

whom

to

of railroad

— Railroad

companies operating railroads lying partly in this
State and partly in other States shall be taxed as to the rolling stock
thereof and other personal property appurtenant thereto, and which is
not permanently located in any of the States through which said railroads pass, on so much of the whole value of rolling stock and personal
companies.

property as the length of the railroad in this State is proportional to the
whole length of the railroad, without regard to the location of the head
office of

such railroad companies. (Acts 1882-3,

—

Assessment of rolling stock
for county taxation, see § 92-2701.

Cross-references.

Annual report

92-2602. (1032) Presidents to

make

by municipalities, see

returns.

railroad companies, including street railroads,
tric railroads in this

p. 42.)
§

—The presidents of

dummy

railroads,

92-2803.

all

and

the

elec-

State shall be required to return 'on oath, annually,

to the Comptroller General, the value of the property of their respective

companies, without deducting their indebtedness each class or species of
property to be separately named and valued, so far as the same may be
;

practicable, to be taxed as other property of the people of the State

made under

said returns shall be

the

same

for the returns of officers of other incorporated companies,

required by law to be

made

;

and

regulations provided by law

to the Comptroller General

:

which are

Provided, that

the said railroads shall be taxable for city purposes as other property

is

taxed for city purposes, and any law making railroad companies taxable
by counties will be applicable to street railroad companies of every
character. (Acts 1874, p. 107; 1889, p. 36.)

—

Cross-references. Property of railroads subject to taxation, see § 92-2801.
Returns to Comptroller General, see § 92-5901 et seq. Returns to Comptroller
General must be itemized, see § 92-5904. To whom returns of specific and occupation taxes are made, see § 92-2101.

92-2603. (1033) Presidents

to

pay taxes assessed.

— Said

presidents

pay to the Comptroller General the taxes assessed upon the property of said railroad companies; and on failure to make the returns required by the preceding section, or on failure to pay the taxes so assessed.

shall

the Comptroller General shall proceed to enforce the collection of the
same in the manner provided by law for the enforcement of taxes
against other incorporated companies. (Acts 1874, p. 107.)
Cross-references.
chises, see
§ 92-7302.

§

— Comptroller

92-2304.

need not accept valuation assigned to franExecutions to issue against defaulting corporations, see

§

Public Revenue.

92-2604
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92-2604. (1004") Illegality to resist tax; venue.

—

If

any railroad com-

pany affected by the preceding" sections desires to resist the collection of
the tax therein provided for. said company through its proper officer may,
after making the return required in section 92-2602, and after paying
the tax levied on such corporation and continuing to pay the same
while the question of

undetermined, resist the
collection of the tax above provided for, by filing an affidavit of illegality
to the execution or other process issued by the Comptroller General,
stating fully and distinctly the grounds of resistance, which shall be returnable to the superior court of Fulton county, to be there determined
as other illegalities the same to have precedence of all cases in said court
as to time of hearing, and with the same right of motions for new trial
liability

its

herein

is

;

which case the Comptroller General shall be represented by the Attorney General of the State.
If the grounds of such illegality are not sustained, the Comptroller Genand writs

of error as in other cases of "illegality, in

with the amount paid,
proceed to collect the residue due under the provisions aforesaid and if,
at any time during the pendency of any litigation herein provided for, the
said corporation shall fail to pay the tax required to be paid as a condition of hearing, said illegality shall be dismissed, and no second affidavit
of illegality shall be allowed.
Said illegality may be amended as other
affidavits of illegality, and shall always be accompanied by good bond
and security for the payment of the tax execution issued by the Comptroller General. (Acts 1874, p. 107; 1931, pp. 7, 38.)
eral shall, after crediting the process aforesaid

;

—

Cross-references.
Execution against, and sale of property not returned, see
Railroad's affidavit of illegality to resist county taxation, see § 92-2706.
Illegalities generally, see § 39-1001 et seq.
Attorney General and Department of
§

92-8103.

Law, see

Title 40, Executive

Department, Chapter

40-16.

92-2605. Nonresident sleeping-car companies.

— Each nonresident

per-

son or company whose sleeping cars are run in this State shall be taxed
Ascertain the whole number of miles of railroad over which
as follows
:

sleeping cars are run and the entire value of

all

sleeping cars of such per-

son or company, then tax such sleeping cars at the regular tax rate imposed upon the property in this State on a valuation based on the proportion to the entire value of such sleeping cars that the length of lines in this

State over which such cars are run bears to the length of lines of

all rail-

roads over which such sleeping cars are run. The returns shall be made
to the Comptroller General by the president, general agent, agent or per-

son

in control of

such cars

in this State.

The Comptroller General

shall

frame such questions as will elicit the information sought, and answers
thereto shall be made under oath.
If the officers above referred to in
control of said sleeping cars shall

fail

or refuse to answer, under oath,

the questions propounded, the Comptroller General shall obtain the in-

formation from such sources as he may, and he shall assess a double tax

on such sleeping

cars.

If

the taxes herein provided for are not paid, the

Comptroller General shall issue executions against the owners of such

which may be levied by the sheriff of any county in this State upon
the sleeping car or cars of the owners who have failed to pay the taxes.

cars,

(Acts 1927,

p. 97.)

Cross-reference.
§

92-5902.

— Returns

by railroad and other public

utility

companies, see

Public Revenue.
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§ 92-2 607

—

equipment companies. Any person, partnership,
company, or corporation, wherever organized or incorporated, owning,
leasing, furnishing, or operating any kind of railroad car
pt dining, buffet, chair, parlor, palace, or sleeping cars, which cars are operated,
leased or hired to be operated, on any railroad in this State, shall be
deemed an equipment company. Every equipment company, as herein
92-2606. Railroad

defined, shall be required to

and

make

returns to the Comptroller General,

shall be taxed as follows: Ascertain the total

number and

the value

equipment company, the total car-wheel mileage made
by said cars in the United States, and the total car-wheel mileage in Georgia, then tax such cars at the regular rate imposed upon property in
this State on a valuation based on the proportion to the entire value of
such cars that the car-wheel mileage made in Georgia bears to the entire
car-wheel mileage of said cars in the United States. The returns shall
be made to the Comptroller General by the president, general manager,
agent, or person in control of such cars and the Comptroller General
shall frame such questions as will elicit the information, and answers
thereto shall be made under oath. If the officers above referred to in
control of said cars shall fail or refuse to answer under oath the questions propounded, the Comptroller General shall obtain the information
from such sources as he may, and he shall assess a double tax on such
cars.
If the taxes herein provided are not paid, the Comptroller General shall issue executions against said equipment company, w hich may
be levied by the sheriff of any county in this State upon any car or cars
owned, leased, or operated by the company failing to pay the tax. (Acts
of all cars of such

;

r

1927, p. 98.)

92-2607. Railroad

company

returns;

must show what;

—The presidents of railroad companies doing business
make

returns to the Comptroller General in the

to

whom

made.

in this State shall

manner provided by law

income of
such railroads, and shall pay the Comptroller General the tax to which
such property or gross receipts or net income may be subject according
to the provisions of this law and the laws relating to the tax on railroads
and on failure to make returns or refusal to pay the tax, said company
shall be liable to all the penalties provided by law, and the Comptroller
General is hereby required, upon failure of such companies to make returns, or upon their making returns unsatisfactory to said officer, to
proceed against such companies as provided in section 92-6001. (Acts
for the taxation of the property, of the gross receipts or net

;

1927, p. 99.)
Cross-reference.

—Tax returns by public

CHAPTER

92-27.

92-2702.

see

§

02-5902.

Sec.

Railroads to report to Comptroller General annually.

Taxation

through

by each countv
which railroad

passes.
92-2703.

how made,

COUNTY TAXATION.

Sec.

92-2701.

utilities,

Property assessed.

92-2704.

Taxes

county

due

paid

tax

collector
~.. A ~
PO
"
2 - 2/(b

>r
-

92-2706.

Manner

r

.

of issuing executions.

Affidavit of illegality to resist
tax.

£

Public Revenue.

°2-2701
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Railroads to report to Comptroller General annually.
On or before the first day of March each railroad company in this State
shall make an annual return as of January first preceding to the Comp92-2701. (^IOvW

—

purposes of ccmnty taxation in each of the counties through which said road runs, in the following manner:
Said return shall be under the oath of the president or other chief executive orncer, and shall show the following facts as they existed on the first day of
January preceding, to wit: first, the aggregate value of the whole propof said railroad company second, the value of the real estate and
track-bed of said company; third, the value of the rolling stock and all
other personal property of said company fourth, the value of the company's property in each county through which it runs. (Acts 1889, p. 29;
troller General, for the

;

;

Const.. Art. VII, Sec. II, Par.'

VI

(§ 2-5007).)

— Return

to show value of company's property in each city or
if runs, see § 92-2802.
State tax on railroads, see § 92-2601
Special return of franchises, see § 92-2303 et seq. Returns to Comptroller
et seq.
General must be itemized, see § 92-5904. Objection to, arbitration of returns of
railroad companies for purposes of county, municipal and school taxation, see
Returns of corporate property in school districts, see §§ 32-1116,
§ 92-6005.
32-1117. Assessment and collection of taxes thereon, see § 32-1118. Assessments
and arbitration, see Chapters 92-60, 92-61.

Cross-references.

town through which

by each county through which railroad
Whenever the amount of the tax levy of any county through

92-2702. (1037) Taxation
passes.

—

which the said railroad runs

is

assessed by the authority of such county,

the ordinary or other authority having charge of county affairs shall

same and transmit the

Comptroller Genand the property of such railroad company shall be subject to
eral
taxation in each county through which the road passes, to the same extent and in the same manner that all other property is taxed, in the manner hereafter set out. (Acts 1889, p. 29.)
certify the

certificate to the

;

Cross-reference.

— Rolling

stock taxed, see

(1038) Property assessed.

§

92-2601.

—Whenever

such certificate is received by the Comptroller General, he shall proceed to assess the amount
of each railroad company's property, in each of said counties, in the
following manner: First, it shall be assessed upon the property located
in each county, upon the basis of the value given by the returns.
Second, the amount of tax to be assessed upon the rolling stock and
As the value of the property
other personal property is as follows
located in the particular county is to the value of the whole property, real
and personal, of the said company, such shall be the amount of rolling
stock and other personal property to be distributed for taxing purposes
to such county. The value of the property located in the county and the
share of the rolling stock and personal property thus ascertained, and
apportioned to each of such counties, shall be the amount to be taxed to
the extent of the assessment in each county. (Acts 1889, p. 29.)
92-2703.

:

Cross-references.

— How

rolling stock assessed

by

cities,

see

§

92-2803.

Appor-

tionment of valuation for taxation of franchises, see § 92-2306. Arbitration, see
Chapters 92-60, 92-61. Assessment and collection of taxes on corporate property
for school districts, see

92-2704.

§

32-1118.

(1039) Taxes due county paid tax collector.

Comptroller General shall ascertain and levy

amount

of tax

in the

—Whenever

manner

the

specified the

due by such company to each of such counties,

it

shall

be

—
2301
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Kmvknck.

<

92-2802

duty at once to notify the president and treasurer of uch railroad
company of the amount due in each of said counties for county taxes of
said railroads, and each and every road is required, on or before December 20th in each year, to pay to the tax collector of each county through
which the railroad runs the amount stated by the Comptroller General as
the tax due to such county. (Acts 1889, p. 29; 1917, p. 197.)
Cross-references. Comptroller to certify to county and municipality amount
his

—

due on special franchises, see
begins, see

§

Date from which

92-2307.

interest

on unpaid

t;

92-5001.

§

Manner

—

any railroad company shall refuse to pay the amount thus ascertained and due by it to the
tax collector of any county to which the same is due and payable, it shall
be the duty of the Comptroller General to issue an execution in the name
of the State against such railroad company for the same, to be issued,
levied, and returned in the same manner as tax executions are issued for
State taxes due in the State by said companies. (Acts 1889, p. 29.;
92-2705. (1040)

of issuing executions.

If

—

Cross-references. How value of franchises ascertained and taxed, see
Issuance of tax fi. fas. by tax collectors, see § 92-7401.

92-2706.

company
by an

(1041) Affidavit of illegality to resist tax.

desires to dispute

its liability to

affidavit of illegality, to be

made by

—

§

92-2304.

any railroad
it may do so

If

such county tax,

the president of said railroad

or other officer thereof having knowledge of the facts in the

same man-

ner as other affidavits of illegality are made, and shall be returned for
trial to the superior court of the county where such tax is claimed to be

owing and where

sought to be collected, where such cases shall be
given precedence for trial over all other cases, except tax cases in which
the State shall be a party. (Acts 1889, p. 29; 1916, p. 34; 1927, p. 136.)
it is

—

Cross-references. Illegalities generally, see § "39-1001
interference in levy or distress for taxes, see § 92-7901.

CHAPTER

92-28.

et

As

seq.

to judicial

MUNICIPAL TAXATION.
Sec.

Sec.

92-2801.
92-2802.

Property of railroads subject
to municipal taxation.
Return to show what.

how

92-2803.

Rolling stock,

92-2804.

County tax law

assessed.

applicable.

92-2801. (872) Property of railroads subject to municipal taxation.

and personal, belonging to railroad companies in this
State, which is within the limits of any municipal corporation, shall be
subject to taxation by the said municipality as fully and as completely as
is the property of other corporations within the limits, and it is the duty
All property, real

of the municipal authorities to cause property belonging to a railroad

company

to

pay

its

proper and just share of municipal taxes. (Acts

1890-1, p. 152.)

—

Cross-references. State tax on railroads, see Chapter 92-26.
County taxation
of railroads and for school purposes, see §§ 32-1118, 92-2701.
State tax on rolling
stock, see § 92-2601.

92-2802. (873) Return to
to be

shown by Chapter

show what.

— In addition to the facts required

92-27, providing a

system of railroad property

taxation in each of the counties, every railroad
shall, at the

company

in this

State

time of making the returns provided for in said Chapter,

jj

Public Revenue.

2-2803

show
n
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the value of the company's property in each incorporated city or

through which

it

(^Acts 1890-1, p. 152.)

runs.

—

Cross-references. Returns for taxation of special franchises exercised beyond
one municipality or county, see § 92-2305. Objections to and arbitration
of returns of railroads for county, municipal and school purposes, see § 92-6005.
limits oi

92-2803.

Rolling stock,

(874)

how

assessed.

—The

rolling stock

and

other personal property of said railroad companies shall be distributed to

same

said municipalities on the

and other per-

basis that rolling stock

gonal properly are distributed to the counties under the provisions of

— that

Chapter 92-27

as the value of the property of the company, lo-

is,

cated in the particular municipality,
real

and personal,

is

company, such shall be the proportion of the
stock and other personal property to be distributed

of the

value of the rolling

for taxing purposes to such municipality.
Cross-references.

—Valuation

of franchises

(Acts 1890-1,
to

and municipalities through which road runs, see
property for taxation

92-2804.

in

school districts, see

County tax law

(875)

whole property,

to the value of the

§

p. 152.)

among

be apportioned

applicable.

—All

counties

Returns of corporate

92-2306.
32-1117.
§

other provisions of

Chapter 92-27 are made applicable to the assessment and collection of
taxes by municipalities upon the property of railroads located in such
municipalities, and

(Acts 1890-1,

upon the

rolling stock

and other personal property.

p. 152.)

PART

MOTOR CARRIERS FOR HIRE.

VIII.

CHAPTER

92-29.

Sec.

IN GENERAL.
Sec.

92-2901.

Definition of "motor carrier."

92-2902.

Taxes

92-2903.

Common

92-2915.

carriers

of

passen-

92-2916.

92-2917.

ers; interstate; intrastate.

Common

92-2906.

Carriers

92-2910.
92-2911.

vehicle

goods and pas-

Carriers of goods for hire, not

92-2920.

Execution

common

common

carriers.

Tax
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92-2901. Definition of

"motor

carrier."

— The

§

92-2903

term "motor carrier," as

used in this Chapter, shall mean all persons, firms, associations or corporations engaged in the business of transporting for hire by motor
vehicle persons or property, or both, on the public highways of this
State, whether as common carriers or not. (Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., p. 63.)
92-2902.

Taxes

levied.

—Taxes

are hereby levied and laid on motor

carriers as hereinafter provided. (Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., p. 63.;

92-2903.

Common

carriers of passengers.

— Each

common

carrier

of

with the Comptroller
General his application to do business on an annual or mileage basis,
showing the fixed route over which such common carrier proposes to
passengers, except as hereinafter stated, shall

same

file

make, style, and weight
of the vehicle, together with the proposed schedule on which he is to
operate, the passenger-carrying capacity of the motor busses or vehicles
he proposes to operate, together with such other information as the
Comptroller General may require in order to ascertain the tax correctly,
and accompany the same with the amount of the tax, to be computed on
operate, the mileage of the

in this State, the

the following basis

For each bus or vehicle weighing less than 5,000 pounds, and of
the passenger-carrying capacity of not exceeding seven passengers, S25
per annum where the route over which the bus or vehicle is to operate
does not for one way exceed 50 miles in length $50 per annum where
said route is more than 50 miles, but does not exceed 100 miles in length
$100 per annum where said route exceeds 150 miles in length. If the bus
or vehicle weighs more than 5,000 pounds, but does not have a passengercarrying capacity of more than seven passengers, the tax as stated in this
subdivision shall be increased by 10 per cent, for each additional 1.000
pounds of weight or fraction thereof. If the bus or vehicle does not
weigh more than 5,000 pounds, but has a carrying capacity of more than
seven passengers, the tax as stated in this subdivision shall be increased
by five per cent, for each additional passenger in carriage capacity.
(1)

;

For each bus or vehicle weighing 5,000 pounds or more, but less
than 12,000 pounds, and with a passenger-carrying capacity of more than
seven, but not more than 10 passengers, $60 per annum, where the route
over which the bus or vehicle is to be operated does not exceed for one
way 50 miles in length $120 per annum where said route is more than 50
miles in length and not more than 100 miles, and $480 per annum where
said route is over 100 miles in length. If the bus or vehicle weighs more
than 12,000 pounds, but does not have a passenger-carrying capacity of
(2)

;

more than 10 passengers, the tax prescribed in this section shall be increased by 10 per cent, for each 1,000 pounds of weight or fraction thereof
the weight of the bus does not exceed 12,000 pounds, but

has a
passenger-carrying capacity of more than 10 passengers, the tax on
the same shall be increased by two and one-half per cent, over the rate
given in this subdivision for each additional passenger in carriage

and

if

it

capacity.

For each bus or vehicle weighing more than 12,000 pounds and
having a passenger-carrying capacity of more than 10 passengers, a tax
of $100 per annum where the route over which the bus or vehicle is to be
(3)

§

Public Revenue.

92-2904
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$200 per annum
where said route is more than 50 miles, but not more than 100 miles in
length, and $800 per annum where said route is over 100 miles in length
for the first 12.000 pounds of weight, increased by 10 per cent for each
additional 1,000 pounds of weight of the vehicle, increased two and onehalf per cent, over the rate given in this subdivision for each additional
passenger in carriage capacity of more than 10 passengers. (Acts 1933,

way exceed

operated does not for one

50 miles in length

;

Extra. Sess., pp. 63, 64.)
92-2904. Taxation of passenger carriers; interstate; intrastate.

common

—

If

the

engaged in interstate or intrastate commerce and does
not desire to engage in business in this State on the basis stated above,
such common carrier shall, before operating any passenger vehicles over
the highways of this State, make application to the Comptroller General,
giving the information stated above and stating the trip or trips he proposes to make in this State, and shall pay a tax to the Comptroller Gencarrier

is

each mile involved in such trip or
trips for each bus or vehicle weighing less than 5,000 pounds and with a
passenger-carrying capacity of not exceeding seven passengers, one cent
per mile for each bus or vehicle weighing more than 5,000 pounds but
not more than 12,000 pounds and with a passenger-carrying capacity of
not exceeding 10 passengers, and one and one-half cents per mile for each
eral of one-half cent per mile for

bus or vehicle weighing more than 12,000 pounds and having a passenger-carrying capacity of more than 10 passengers. (Acts 1931, Extra.
Sess., pp. 63, 65; 1931, p. 92.)

Cross-reference.

—Tax on

Common

motor busses, see

§

92-1513.

— Each

common

goods
shall, except as herein otherwise stated, file with the Comptroller General his application, under oath, to do business on an annual or mileage
basis, showing the fixed route over which said common carrier proposes
to operate, the mileage of the same in this State, the make, style, and
weight of the truck or vehicle, and the manufacturer's rated capacity for
such vehicle, together with such other information as the Comptroller
92-2905.

General

may

carriers of goods.

require in order to correctly ascertain the tax, to be

puted on the following basis

d)

If

carrier of

com-

:

the combined weight of the vehicle and load, according to

its

than 7,500 pounds, and the length of the
fixed route over which the vehicle operates for one way is not more than
50 miles, S25 per annum if more than 50 miles and not more than 100
rated carrying capacity,

is

less

;

miles, $75 per

annum;

if

more than 100

miles, .$225 per

annum.

If

the

combined weight of the vehicle and load, according to its rated carrying
capacity, is more than 7,500 pounds and not more than 12,000 pounds,
and the length of the fixed route over which the vehicle operates for one
way is not more than 50 miles, $75 per annum if more than 50 miles,
but not more than 100 miles, $150 per annum; if more than 100 miles,
S300 per annum. If the combined weight of the vehicle and load, according to its rated carrying capacity, is more than 12,000 pounds, $100 for
the first 12,000 pounds, where said route does not for one way exceed 50
miles; $200 for the first 12,000 pounds, where said route is more than
50 and not more than 100 miles in length $800 for the first 12,000 pounds,
;

;

:;

Public Revenue.
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where

said route

more than 100 miles

is

in

§92-2909

length

;

and

each of

in

I

b

I

cases the tax shall be increased by 10 per cent, for each additional 1.000

pounds or fraction thereof
(Acts 1931, Extra. Sess.,

of such

weight

in

excess of 12,000 pounds.

p. 62.)

92-2906. Carriers of passengers for hire, not

common

carriers. -11 u

business of carriage of passengers for hire, but not being

engaged

in the

common

carriers, shall

engaged

in

pay a tax calculated by taking two-thirds of the
rate assessed against common carriers under like conditions, except that
where the weight of the bus or vehicle exceeds 12,000 pounds, or the distance of the carriage exceeds 100 miles, the rate of tax shall be the same
If the carriage is
as that imposed on common carriers of passengers.
over a fixed route, such carrier of passengers may make application and
pay on an annual basis as in the cases of common carriers of passengers
but if not on a fixed route, the tax shall be assessed, computed, and paid
in the manner prescribed above as to common carriers of passengers
engaged in interstate commerce who do not pay upon an annual basis.
In either event, the application must be made and the tax paid according
to the method selected, and this shall apply to such carriers whether

commerce

interstate

or

not.

(Acts

Extra.

1931,

Sess.,

pp. 63, 67.)

92-2907. Carriers of goods for hire, not being

engaged

in the carriage of

pay the tax

riers, shall

the same

manner

goods for

at the

common

as

same

hire,

rate

common

carriers.

—Those

common

but not being

car-

and method of calculation and

carriers of goods, except that

if

in

such carrier

does not operate over a fixed route he may make application and pay
in like manner as is prescribed for common carriers of goods engaged
in interstate

92-2908.

commerce. (Acts

Tax

paid

when

1931, Extra. Sess., pp. 63, 67.)

operating within a certain territory.

—A

car-

passengers or goods for hire, whether a common carrier or not,
file an application showing a desire to operate within a certain ter-

rier of

may

ritory in this State, the

distance from

some

extreme limit of which does not exceed a given
from which said carrier is to operate, and

fixed point

in that event the tax to be paid

by common

by him

shall be the

same

as that paid

same length of distance
(Acts 1931, Extra. Sess.,

carriers operating over a route of the

stated for the

same

class

and kind of

vehicle.

pp. 63, 68.)

92-2909. Mileage tax rates for carriers of passengers or goods.

— Any

motor carrier may, in lieu of the rates hereinbefore provided, pay the
tax on the following basis and at the following rates, depending upon
whether it be classed as a carrier of goods or a carrier of passengers

Upon

each passenger-carrying vehicle a tax of one-tenth cent per mile for
each mile of travel in this State for each vehicle of a capacity of seven

passengers or less; one-half cent per mile for each vehicle of a capacity
of more than seven but not more than 10 passengers; three-fourths of a
cent per mile for each vehicle of a capacity of more than 10 but not more
than 20 passengers; one cent per mile for each vehicle of a capacity of

more than 20 passengers.

Upon

each vehicle for the carriage of goods
(a trailer being classed as a vehicle, except that a semi-trailer, which

—
Public Revenue.

§ 92-2910
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and drawn by a tractor, together with
the tractor, shall be considered as one motor vehicle) a tax of one-fourth
cent per mile for each mile of travel in this State, where the combined
weight of load and vehicle is less than 4,000 pounds three-eighths of a
cent per mile where the combined weight of load and vehicle is 4,000
pounds or more but less than 6,000 pounds one-half cent per mile where
the combined weight of load and vehicle is 6,000 pounds or more, but
less than 10.000 pounds; three-fourths of a cent per mile where the combined weight of load and vehicle is 10,000 pounds or more but less than
20, 000 pounds; one and one-half cents per mile where the combined
weight of load and vehicle is 20,000 pounds or more Provided, nevertheless, that nothing herein shall be so construed as to authorize any person to operate a vehicle upon the highways of this State where the weight
of the vehicle or of the load exceeds that prescribed by the laws of this
State regulating such matters. (Acts 1931, p. 95.)
is

a

two-wheeled vehicle joined

to

;

;

:

Exemption

—

farm products and supplies The
tax laid herein shall not apply to motor vehicles engaged exclusively in
the transportation of agricultural, dairy, and/or horticultural products
from the farm to the market, gin, warehouse, or mill, where the combined weight of the vehicle and load does not exceed 20,000 pounds,
and from market or other points and places mentioned in this sentence
92-2910.

of carriers of

Agricultural products, as used herein, shall be construed to include cotton, corn, fertilizer, dairy supplies, fruit, live stock, lumber,

to farm.

meats, eggs, poultry, naval stores, products of orchards or groves, timber

when transported from

the forest to the mills or primary place of

manu-

and oysters when transported from the primary place of
capture to the market. The tax shall not apply to the carriers of household goods and supplies to be used for farm purposes when being carried
to or from the farm. (Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., pp. 63, 68; 1931, p. 90.)
facture,

and

fish

92-2911. Certain other vehicles exempted.

—The

tax herein laid shall

not apply to

Motor

(1)

to or

vehicles engaged solely in transporting teachers or children

from public schools.

(2)

Motor

vehicles operating exclusively within the corporate limits

and/or police limits of

cities

and towns.

Taxicabs which are operated principally within incorporated cities
or towns, but which may in the prosecution of their regular business go
beyond the limits of the city or town in which they operate, but not more
than 15 miles beyond such limits, nor in such manner that the major
portion of their carriage from a standpoint of mileage is outside of such
(3)

limits.

Trucks of baggage and/or transfer companies which are operated
principally within the incorporated limits of cities or towns, but which
may in the prosecution of their regular business, not more than an average of once a week in any one quarter, go beyond the limits of the city
or town in which they operate, nor in such manner that the major portion
of their carriage from a standpoint of mileage is outside of such limits.
(4)

Hotel passenger or baggage motor vehicles, when used exclusively
for patrons and employees of the hotel.
(5)

Public Revenue.
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(6)

Motor

vehicles

owned and operated

§92- 2^1
exclusively by the

5

United

States Government, this State, or any subdivision thereof. (Acts 1931,

Extra. Sess., pp. 63, 68; 1931,

p. 93.)

Double rates for vehicles with solid tires; rated capacity, etc.
The above-mentioned rates of taxes shall apply only to motor vehicles
having pneumatic tires; and where such motor vehicles have solid tires,
92-2912.

—

the tax shall be double the

amount

and the tax

stated.

A

trailer shall

be considered

be applicable to it as well as to the
other motor vehicles. The passenger-carrying capacity of a vehicle shall
mean, as to passenger vehicles, the normal carriage capacity of such
as a separate vehicle,

vehicles

;

and

if

shall

any carrier of passengers desires to carry more than the

normal capacity,

it

shall be so stated in the application.

In case of

freight-carrying vehicles, the capacity shall be the manufacturer's rated

capacity; or
capacity,

General.

its

be a vehicle as to which there is no manufacturer's rated
capacity as verified to the satisfaction of the Comptroller

if it

If a vehicle shall

carry a passenger beyond

its

rated capacity

duty of the owner or operator of such vehicle immediately to report the carrying of such excess passenger or passengers to the Comptroller General, and to pay the
additional tax on the same. In the case of vehicles carrying goods, the
words "rated capacity" mean the manufacturer's rated capacity, unless
the applicant at the time of paying the tax names a higher rated capacity,
or if it be a vehicle as to which there is no manufacturer's rated capacity,
its capacity shall be verified to the satisfaction of the Comptroller General
and if any motor carrier shall carry goods beyond the capacity
stated in the application to the Comptroller General, he shall pay the
tax that would be paid if he had truly stated the capacity according to
the load as actually carried, and it shall be the duty of such motor carrier
or operator of the motor vehicle immediately to report the same to the
Comptroller General and to pay the additional tax thereon. (Acts 1931.
as stated in the application,

it

shall be the

;

p. 90.)

92-2913. Half-tax after

August

1.

—Wherever

the taxes herein pro-

vided are laid on an annual basis, they shall run only to the end of the

made, but on and after August 1
be only one-half of that laid on the annual basis.

calendar year in Avhich the application
of

any year the tax

shall

is

(Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., pp. 63, 70.)
92-2914. Mileage tax to be paid quarterly.

— The

mileage tax herein
provided for shall be paid to the Comptroller General quarterly, January
1, April 1, July 1, and October 1. (Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., pp. 63, 70.)

Payment

—

advance; adjustment. All of said tax shall be
paid to the Comptroller General in advance, that is, at the time said
application is filed. If, at the time said application is tiled, applicant and
the Comptroller General cannot accurately and exactly calculate the
amount of said tax to be paid by the applicant, then the applicant shall
pay, as advance payment, the highest amount of tax which it is estimated
by the Comptroller General the applicant would be liable for under this
Chapter for the ensuing quarter, which said amount shall at the end of
the quarter be credited to the applicant, and the difference between said
92-2915.

in

§

Public Revenue,

92-2916

amount

so paid in advance and the correct
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amount

of tax shall be adjusted

by the Comptroller General with the applicant. (Acts
92-2916.
hicles.

—

New

receipt

If a carrier,

when

route changed.

1931, p. 93.)

Tax on replacement

having" paid the tax on an annual or semiannual basis

as stated above, shall change his route as specified in his application
in his

ve-

tax receipt, he shall

make

a

new

and

application to the Comptroller

General, showing the change of the route and any increase or decrease
of mileage,

upon the surrender of
new tax receipt, upon such motor

and the Comptroller General

the original tax receipt, issue to him a

year at the rate of tax accord-

carrier's paying" ratably for the rest of the

ing to the increase in the mileage.

No

shall,

substitution of vehicles shall be

allowed, but the tax shall be separately paid upon each vehicle em-

ployed by the motor carrier, except, in case of vehicles traded in or no
longer usable, the Comptroller General may, upon such proof, allow and

permit such replacement vehicle to be substituted and operate, for the
remainder of the tax year, upon the tax previously paid by or upon the
vehicles traded in or no longer usable but should said replacement vehicle be subject to a greater tax than the vehicle traded in or no longer
;

usable, credit shall be

had thereon only

for the

unearned portion of the

tax paid by or upon such vehicle. (Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., pp. 63, 70.)

where vehicle carries both goods and passengers.
When a vehicle is engaged in the carriage of both passengers and
goods (other than ordinary baggage of passengers and United States
92-2917. Classification

—

passenger vehicle or as a vehicle carrying
Provided, neverthegoods, according to which carries the higher rate
less, that passenger vehicles may carry not exceeding 500 pounds of
goods (other than baggage or mail) without being classified as a carrier
mail),

it

shall be classed as a

:

goods and Provided further, that none of the provisions of this Chapter shall apply to Rural Free Delivery carriers or star-route carriers engaged in carrying the United States mail and who are permitted to carry
not exceeding five passengers
Provided further, that none, of the provisions of this Chapter shall apply to carriers operating under franchise
of the United States Government, and under the regulations and supervision of said United States Government and solely between any point
in this State and a military reservation of said Government within this
of

;

:

State.

(Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., pp. 63, 71

92-2918.

Tax

receipt to be displayed.

;

1931, pp. 90, 94.)

—Upon

application being

made

and the tax paid to the Comptroller General the Comptroller General
shall issue a receipt for the same, showing the nature of the business on
which the tax has been paid, according to the particular class in which
the same shall fall, according to the classification above given and the details thereof, on forms to be prepared or prescribed by said Comptroller
General; and the owner or operator of the vehicle shall at all times
cause such receipt to be displayed in, on, or upon such vehicles. (Acts
1931, Extra. Sess., pp. 63, 71.)

—

any truck or bus
is found upon any highway of this State, loaded beyond the capacity
shown in the tax receipt relating thereto, or if found operating otherwise
92-2919. Arrest of operator of overloaded vehicle.

If

;

Public Revenue.
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§ 92-2923

accordance with the tax receipt or without having paid the tax for
such operation, any sheriff, deputy sheriff, <>v the Comptroller General
of this State or any agent authorized and designated by him for that purpose, or any agent or inspector of the Georgia Public Service Comi
sion, or of the State Highway Department, or any other law enforcement

than

in

have the right to cause said truck or bus to be
unloaded down to its rated capacity or less, and shall have the right to
arrest the operator of said bus or truck or other vehicle and to carry
him before any committing officer of this State, whose duty it shall be,
if on investigation of the facts he is found to be operating said vehicle
in violation of this law, to bind him over to any court having jurisdiction
officer of this State, shall

to try

misdemeanor

(Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., pp.

cases.

63, 71.)

—

nonpayment; affidavit of illegality If any
motor carrier fails to pay any tax herein laid, the Comptroller General
shall have the power to issue an execution therefor against said motor
carrier and to enforce the same and issue execution therefor, which execution shall be enforced and returned in the same manner as tax fi. fas.
are when issued for State taxes due to the State by railroad companies
and any defendant who disputes his liability for such tax shall have the
right to have the issue made by filing an affidavit of illegality and giving
bond in double the sum of the tax claimed, which affidavit of illegality
shall be returned and tried in the same manner as are affidavits of illegality filed in defending against executions for state taxes due by railroad
92-2920. Execution

for

companies. (Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., pp. 63, 72.)
Cross-reference.
§

— Railroad

may

resist

State tax by affidavit of illegality,

see

92-2604.

92-2921. Meters to record mileage.

—The

General

shall

classes of the

motor

Comptroller

have the right to require from time to time any or

all

vehicles falling within the provisions of this Chapter, which do not

make

application and pay the tax on an annual or semiannual basis, to be

equipped with meters for measuring and recording the mileage, of such
type and design, and under such regulations, as the Comptroller General shall prescribe. (Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., pp. 63, 72.)

—

Taxes paid into State treasury. All taxes collected hereunder
shall be levied on account of the use of the highways by such vehicles,
and for the enforcement of this Chapter. Said taxes, as and when col92-2922.

be paid into the State treasury. The fund shall first be
charged with the expenses of administering and enforcing this Chapter,
such expenses to be disbursed on orders or vouchers signed by the
lected, shall

Comptroller General. The remainder shall be paid into the general
funds of the State, to be used in the maintenance, repair, and construction
of highways and bridges or for the reimbursement of funds paid out by
the State for such purposes. The tax levied hereunder is deemed to be
a reasonable charge against the motor carriers upon which the same is
laid, as their fair contribution to the cost of constructing and maintaining
the highways of this State, including bridges thereon, and for the purpose of enforcing this Chapter. (Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., pp. 63. 72.)
92-2923. Comptroller

may employ help,

The Comptroller General

is

inspect books of carriers, etc.

—

hereby authorized to employ and to pay out

§

Public Revenue.

92-2924
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may be

necessary for the proper administration and enforcement of this Chapter; and he shall have the authority
to require motor carriers to keep such books and records as in his sound
of such fund such persons as

judgment may be necessary for his purposes in enforcing this Chapter
and seeing that the tax is paid, and he shall have the authority, by himself, his agents, or his representatives, to inspect the books, records, and
papers of motor carriers for that purpose, and to inspect their vehicles
from time to time. (Acts 1931, Extra.

Assessment

92-2924.
fails

make

or refuses to

of taxes

if

Sess., pp. 63, 73.)

returns not

a return or

makes

filed.

—

any motor

If

carrier

a false or fraudulent or incor-

due hereunder, the Comptroller General shall, after
notice and opportunity to be heard, which notice may be given by mail,
cause such incorrect return to be corrected and a correct return to be
made and if such motor carrier, after 10 days' notice, fails to make a
return or to correct the return, the Comptroller General shall, from the
best information obtainable, assess the tax and issue execution therefor
in the manner in which executions are issued against railroads for failure
to pay taxes to the State, to be levied and enforced in the same manner,
with the right of the defendant, if he disputes ,the liability, to defend
rect return of taxes

;

against the

same by making

affidavit as in the case of defenses to execu-

tions issued for railroad taxes,
troller
tion.

General

and by giving bond payable

to the

Comp-

double the amount of the tax claimed in such execu-

in

(Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., pp. 63, 73.)

— How

Cross-references.
railroads
dealt with for not paying tax, see
busses.

may
§

resist

92-2603.

State

See

§

92-2925. Certificate revocable for violation.

How
tax, see § 92-2604.
92-1513 as to tax on motor

—The

conviction of any

any violation of this Chapter shall be sufficient cause
for the revocation of any permit or certificate of convenience issued to the
motor carrier involved, under any law requiring such permit or cer-

motor

carrier for

tificate of

convenience. (Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., pp. 63, 75.)

—

Cross-references. Punishment for evading motor-carrier tax, see
convenience, see §§ 68-504 to 68-508, 68-605 to 68-612.

§

92-9911.

Cer-

tificates of

92-2926.

When

tax shall be paid to counties.

—The

tax levied under

by motor vehicles operating on roads other than State-aid
or Federal-aid roads, shall be paid to the counties in which they operate,
prorated according to the mileage in each county and shall go to the
this law, paid

road fund of said counties. (Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., pp. 63, 75.)
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92-3001. Citation of law.

Act

of 1931.

—This

—The
p.

Revenue Commission

Income Tax Act

— (a)

'I

p. 24.)

of 1931 repealed the

Income Tax Act

of

the State

includes any individual, corporation, or

imposed by

means

"individual"

The word "corporation"

(d)

Income

of Georgia.

fiduciary subject to the tax

The word

cited as the

The word "Commission" means

The word "taxpayer"

(c)

law may be

92).

92-3002. Definitions.

(b)

urer.

(Acts 1931, Extra. Sess.,

Editorial Note.
1929 (Acts 1929,

of.

'

92-3009.
92-3007.

preparation and

publication

i

this law.

a natural person.

includes associations and insurance com-

panies.

The word

(e)

"fiduciary"

means

a guardian, trustee, executor, ad-

ministrator, receiver, conservator, or any person, whether individual or

corporate, acting in any fiduciary capacity for any person, trust, or estate.

The word "person"

(f)

includes individuals, fiduciaries, partnerships,

and corporations.

The word "domestic," when applied to any corporation or association, including partnership, means created or organized or domesti(g)

cated in this State.

The word

(h)

"foreign,"

when

ciation, including partnership,

applied to any corporation or asso-

means created

or organized outside this

State.
(i)

The word

means natural persons, and includes, for the
determining liability to the tax imposed by this law upon
"resident"

purpose of
or with reference to the income of any taxable year, any person domiciled in this State, and any other person who maintains a place of abode
within the State and spends in the aggregate more than six months of
the taxable year within the State.
(j)

The word "nonresident" means any

natural person

whose domi-

without this State, or who maintains a place of abode without
the State and spends in the aggregate more than six months of the taxable year without the State.
cile is

(k)

The words

"taxable year"

mean

year ending during such calendar year,

income
(1)

is

computed under

The words

ending on the

last

"fiscal

day

of

the calendar year, or the fiscal

upon the basis

of

which the net

this law.

mean an accounting period of
any month other than December.

year"

(m) The word "paid," for the purpose

12

months

under this
law, means "paid or accrued" or "paid or incurred," and the words,
"paid or accrued," "paid or incurred," and "incurred" shall be construed
according to the method of accounting upon the basis of which the net
income is computed under this law. The word "received." for the purof the deductions

§
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pose of the computation of the net income under this law, means "received or accrued," and the words "received or accrued" shall be construed according to the method of accounting upon the basis of which
the net income

is

24: 1931, pp.

7,

p.

computed under

this law.

(Acts 1931, Extra. Sess.,

35.)

—

Cross-reference. Taxable income defined, see § 92-3111.
see § 92-3302.
Gross income defined, see § 92-3107. Net
§ 92-3108.

Deficiency defined,

income

defined,

see

—

Revenue Commission to enforce tax. The State Revenue Commission shall administer and enforce the tax herein imposed.
92-3003. State

(Acts 1931, Extra. Sess.,

p.

58; 1931, pp.

7, 35.)

—State Revenue Commission, personnel, powers,
Note. — Prior to January
1932, the effective date of the

Cross-reference.

duties,

etc.,

see Chapter 92-45.

Editorial
Reorganiza1,
tion Act (Acts 1931, p. 7), the duties, etc., of the State Revenue Commission under
this Chapter were imposed upon the State Tax Commissioner.

92-3004.

Power

to administer oath,

acknowledge returns,

etc.

—The

commissioners and such officers as they may designate shall have the
power to administer an oath to any person, or to take acknowledgement of any person in respect to any return or report required by this
Chapter or any prior law. (Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., p. 58; 1931, pp. 7,
35.)

92-3005. Regulations

by Commission.

—The

Commission may from

make such rules and regulations, not inconsistent with this
may deem necessary to enforce its provisions, and the same

time to time
law, as
shall

it

have the

1931, pp.

full force

and

effect of law.

(Acts 1931, Extra. Sess.,

p.

58;

7, 35.)

92-3006. Effect of

amendment

—

by Commission.
amended by a subse-

of rule or regulation

In case a rule or regulation relating to this law

is

quent rule or regulation made by the Commission, such subsequent rule
may, in the discretion of the Commission, be applied without retroactive effect. (Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., p. 58; 1931, pp. 7, 35.)

or regulation

92-3007.

Compromise

of penalty cases.

—The

Commission may com-

promise any penalty arising under the provisions of this law, instead of
commencing suit thereon, and may compromise any such case with the
consent of the Attorney General after suit thereon has been commenced.
Where any penalty case is compromised, the Commission shall keep on
file

in its office

the reasons for settlement of such. (Acts 1931, Extra.

Sess., p. 59; 1931, pp. 7, 35.)

92-3008. Statistics, preparation

and publication

of.

—The

Commission

reasonably available with
respect to the operation of this law, including classification of taxpayers
and of income, the amounts allowed as deductions, exemptions, and
(Acts 1931,
credits, and any other facts deemed pertinent and valuable.
shall prepare

Extra. Sess.,

and publish annually

p.

59; 1931, pp.

statistics

7, 35.)

Payments by State Revenue Commission
The Commission shall pay to the State Treasurer,

92-3009.

—

general fund,

all

taxes, penalties,

(Acts 1931, Extra. Sess.,

p.

to State Treasurer.
to the credit of the

and interest collected under

59; 1931, pp.

7, 35.)

this law.

:

:
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CHAPTER

§92-3103

IMPOSITION, RATE,

92-31.

AND COMPUTATION

OF TAX; EXEMPTIONS.
Sec.

Sec.

Rate of taxation of individ-

92-3101.

92 3113.

Rate of taxation of corpora-

92-3102.

Corporations;

92-3103.

Fiduciaries.

92 _ 3n5

Partnerships.

«„„«;>'„.«
92-3116.
Railroad and

92-3106.

Personal

92-3107.

"Gross income" defined.
"Net income" denned.
Deductions from gross

~ ~ «-~~
organiza-

anda

4.-

Corporations

.

exempt from

92-3109.

Allocation in

and

t.l

92-3111.

Credits against taxes.

92-3112.

Nonresidents.

public

casc5
service

92-3117.

Foreign partnerships.

92-3118.

Accounting periods and basis
of net income.

92-3119.
in-

,-,,

j j
Items not deductible.

Basis
an d

for

determining

gain

loss.

Gain or loss

92-3120.

no
*>nn
92-3110.

ial

corporations.

tax.

exemptions

credits.

92-3108.

of

account.

92-3104.
no
imc
92-3105.

tions

of income.

Returns based upon bookfl

92-3114.

tions.

r*

and

allocation

apportionment

uals.

in

exchange

of

property; corporate stock;
"reorganization" and "party
to a reorganization" denned.

92-3101. Rate of taxation of individuals.

—A

tax

is

hereby imposed

upon every resident of the State, which tax shall be levied, collected,
and paid annually, with respect to the entire net income of the taxpayer
as hereinafter denned, and upon every nonresident with respect to his
entire net income not hereinafter exempted, received by such taxpayer
from property owned or from business carried on in this State, computed at the following rates, after deducting the exemptions provided
this law

On
On
On
On
On

the

$5,000 or any part thereof

first

1%.
2%.
3%.
4%.
5%.

the second $5,000 or any part thereof

$5,000 or any part thereof

the third

the fourth $5,000 or any part thereof
all

net income in excess of $20,000

(Acts 1931, Extra. Sess.,

in

p. 26.)

92-3102. Rate of taxation of corporations.

— Every

domestic corporation and every foreign corporation shall pay annually an income tax
equivalent to four per cent, of the net income from property owned or
from business done in Georgia, as is defined in section 92-3113. (Acts
1931, Extra. Sess., p. 26.)

92-3103. Fiduciaries.

upon resident

—The

fiduciaries

tax imposed by this law shall be imposed

and upon nonresident

fiduciaries

having in
State, and

charge funds or property for the benefit of a resident of this
at the rates provided for individuals, which tax shall be levied, collected,
and paid annually with respect to
(a)

come

That part

of the net

income of estates or trusts which has not be-

distributable during the taxable year.

The

net income received during the taxable year by deceased individuals who, at the time of death, were residents and who have died
(b)

during the taxable year or subsequent thereto without having made a

re-

turn.

The

income of resident insolvent or incompetent individuals, whether or not any portion thereof is held for the future use
(c)

entire net

§
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of the beneficiaries,
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where the fiduciary has complete charge

of

such net

income.

The net income of the
manner and on the same

estate or trust shall be

computed

same

in the

basis as in the case of an individual.

from that of the estate
or trust, the amount which he is required to include in computing his
net income shall be based upon the income of the estate or trust for any
taxable year for the estate or trust ending within his taxable year.
If

the taxable year of a beneficiary

The

tax imposed

or trust.

upon

in the

different

be a charge against the estate

a fiduciary shall

(Acts 1931, Extra. Sess.,

p. 28.)

—

The net income of a partnership shall be comsame manner and on the same basis as in the case of an in-

92-3104. Partnerships.

puted

is

dividual, except that the so-called "charitable contribution" deduction

provided in this law shall not be allowed. Individuals carrying on business in partnership shall be liable for income tax only in their individual
capacity, and each partner shall include in his individual return his dis-

whether distributed or

tributive share,

partnership for the taxable year.

not, of the net

income

of the

the taxable year of a partner

If

is

from that of the partnership, the amount so included shall be
based upon the income of the partnership ending within his taxable
different

year.

(Acts 1931, Extra. Sess.,

p. 28.)

—

and organizations exempt from tax. The
lowing organizations shall be exempt from taxation under this law:
92-3105. Corporations

fol-

Fraternal beneficiary societies, orders, or associations (1) operating under the lodge system or for the exclusive benefit of the members
(a)

of a fraternity itself operating

ing for the payment of

life,

under the lodge system, and

(2) provid-

sick, accident, or other benefits to the

mem-

bers of such society, order, or association or their dependents.

— Fraternal

Cross-reference.

benefit societies,

see

Title 56,

Insurance,

Chapter

56-16.

Building and loan associations and cooperative banks without
capital stock, organized and operated for mutual purposes and without
(b)

profit.

Cross-reference.
(c)

— See

Title 16, Building

and Loan Associations.

Cemetery corporations and corporations organized

for religious,

charitable, scientific, or educational purposes, or for the prevention of

cruelty to children or animals, no part of the net earnings of which

inures to the benefit of any private stockholder or individual.
Cross-reference.

— Schools

and churches, and

literary,

charitable or social or-

ganizations, see Title 22, Corporations, Chapter 22-4.

Business leagues, chambers of commerce, or boards of trade not
organized for profit, and no part of the net earnings of which inures to
(d)

the benefit of any private stockholder or individual.
(e)

Civic leagues or organizations not organized for profit, but op-

erated exclusively for the promotion of social welfare.
(i)

tion,

Clubs organized and operated exclusively for pleasure, recreaand other nonprofitable purposes, no part of the net earnings of

which inures

to the benefit of

any private stockholder or member.

:
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§

92-3107

(g) Farmers or other mutual hail, cyclone, or fire insurance companies, mutual ditch or irrigation companies, mutual or cooperative tele-

phone companies, or like organizations of a purely local character, the
income of which consists solely of assessments, dues, and feet collected
from members for the sole purpose of meeting expense
Cross-reference.

— Insurance

companies generally, see Title

56,

Insurance.

(h) Farmers, fruit growers, or like organizations organized and op-

erated as sales agents for the purpose of marketing the products of

members and turning back

to

them the proceeds

of sales, less the neces-

sary selling expenses, on the basis of the quantity of produce furnished

by them.
(i)

Banks and

Cross-references.

companies doing a general banking business.
See Title 13, Banks and Banking, and Title 109, Trust Com-

trust

—

panies, as to banks and trust

companies generally.

Insurance companies which pay to the State a tax upon premium
income.
(j)

insurance companies chartered by this State, which
require their members to make premium deposits to provide for losses
(k)

Mutual

fire

and expenses, and which premium deposits are used wholly for the payment of losses and expenses and returned to the policyholders or held
to pay losses and expenses and as reinsurance reserves.
(Acts 1931,
Extra. Sess., pp. 26, 80.)
92-3106. Personal exemptions

and

—There

deducted
from the net income of resident individuals the following exemptions
credits.

shall be

:

(a)

In the case of a single individual, a personal exemption of $1,500.

(b) In the case of a married individual living with

husband or

wife,

$3,500.

In the case of a widow or widower having minor child or children, natural or adopted, $3,500.
(c)

Four hundred dollars for each individual (other than husband or
wife) dependent upon and receiving his chief support from the taxpayer,
(d)

if

such dependent individual

is

under 21 years

of age, or

is

incapable of

self-support because mentally or physically defective.

Nonresident individuals, whether married or single, shall be entitled to a personal exemption of $1,000, but no credit for dependents
shall be allowed.
(e)

The

status of the taxpayer on the last day of the taxable year
shall determine the right to the exemptions allowed by this section
(f)

Provided, that a taxpayer shall be entitled to such exemption for husband or wife or dependents who have died during the taxable year.

who

(g) In the case of an individual

dies during the taxable year, the

personal exemption and the credit for dependents shall be determined
by his status at the time of his death, and in such case full credits shall

be allowed to the surviving spouse,
at the close of the taxable year.

92-3107. "Gross

mean

if

any, according to his or her status

(Acts 1931, Extra. Sess.,

income" defined.

—

(a)

The words

p. 29.")

"gross

income"

the income of a taxpayer derived from salaries, wages, or compensation for personal service, of whatever kind and in whatever form

:

§
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from professions, vocations, trades, business, commerce or sales,
or dealing in property, whether real or personal, growing* out of the
ownership or use of or interest in such property also from interest, rent,
dividends, securities, or the transaction of any business carried on for
gain or profit, or gains or profits, and income derived from any source
whatever and in whatever form paid Provided, that in the case of property sold upon what is known as the installment plan, when the initial
payment is 40 per centum or less, that portion of any installment payment representing gain or profit may be returned for taxation purposes
in the year in which payment is received.
paid, or

;

:

The words "gross income" do not include the following items
which shall be exempt from taxation under this law
(1) The proceeds of life insurance policies and contracts paid upon
(b)

the death of the insured.

The amount received by the insured as a return of premium or
premiums paid by him under life insurance endowment or annuity con(2)

tracts, either

during the term or at maturity or upon surrender of the

contract.
(3)

Any amounts

received through accident or health insurance or

under workmen's compensation

compensation for personal injuries or sickness, plus the amount of any damages received, whether by
suit or agreement, on account of such injuries or sickness.
(4)

The value

acts, as

of property acquired

by

gift,

bequest, devise, or descent

(but the income from such property shall be included in gross income).
(5)

upon the obligations

Interest

of the

United States Government,

or of this State or a political subdivision thereof.

.

wages, or other compensation received from the United
States by officials or employees thereof, including persons in the military
or naval forces of the United States.
(6)

Salaries,

(7)

Salaries received

Judges of
courts, for
(8)

by the Governor and the several
the Supreme Court, the Court of Appeals, and the superior
any term existing as at August 22, 1929.

Amounts

from

this State

received as pensions from the

Government

of the

United

States or any State of the United States.
(9)

(10)

Dividends received on stock of national banks and State banks.
Royalties received from United States patents.

(Acts 1931, Extra. Sess.,
Editorial Note.
law.

—August

p. 30.)

22, 1929,

was

the date of approval of the

first

income tax

—

"Net income" defined. The words "net income" mean the
gross income of a taxpayer, less the deductions allowed by this law.
92-3108.

(Acts 1931, Extra. Sess.,
92-3109. Deductions

p. 30.)

from gross income.

— In

computing net income

there shall be allowed as deductions:

—

Expenses. All the ordinary and necessary expenses paid or incurred during the taxable year in carrying on any trade or business, including a reasonable allowance for salaries or other compensation for
personal services actually rendered; traveling expenses (including the
(a)

;

:

Public Revenue.
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meals and lodging) while away from home
the pursuit of a trade or business; and rentals or other payment* re-

amount expended

entire
in

quired to be

made

for

as a condition of the continued use or po

ion, for

purposes of the trade or business, of property to which the taxpayer has
not taken or

is

(b) Interest.

not taking

title

or in

which he had no equity.

—All interest paid or accrued

within the taxable year on

indebtedness, except on indebtedness incurred or continued to pure!

upon which

or carry obligations or securities the interest

empt from taxation under
Taxes.

(c)

—Taxes

is

wholly ex-

this law.

paid or accrued within the taxable year, except

State and Federal income taxes, estate and inheritance taxes, cigar and
cigarette taxes, gasoline taxes,
a

and taxes assessed

for local benefits of

kind tending to increase the value of the property assessed.
Losses.

(d)

— Losses

sustained during the taxable year and not com-

pensated for by insurance or otherwise.

Bad

(e)

charged

debts.

off

— Debts

ascertained

and

worthless

be

to

within the taxable year, provided the amount had pre-

viously been included in gross income in a return of income
the State.
shall be

No

filed

with

deduction with respect to loans to relatives and friends

allowed as a bad debt or otherwise.

Depreciation and depletion.

(f)

actually

—A

reasonable allowance for the de-

preciation and obsolescence of property used in the trade or business

and gas wells, other natural deposits, and
timber, a reasonable allowance for depletion
Provided, that in computing the deductions allowed under this section, the basis shall be cost
plus any additions and improvements, including, in the case of mines,
oil and gas wells and other natural deposits, the cost of development not
and

in the case of mines, oil

:

otherwise deducted.

In the case of leases, the deductions allowed

may

be equitably apportioned between the lessor and the lessee.
(g) Contributions

or

gifts.

— Contributions

made by

or gifts

indi-

viduals within the income year to corporations or associations operated

exclusively for religious, charitable, scientific, or educational purposes,
or for the prevention of cruelty to children or animals,

no part

of the

net earnings of which inures to the benefit of any private stockholder or

amount not in excess of
net income as computed without the

centum

individual, to an

15 per

er's

benefit of this section.

of the taxpay-

(Acts

1931, Extra. Sess., p. 31.)

92-3110. Items not deductible.

— In

computing the net income no de-

ductions shall in any case be allowed in respect of
(a)

Personal, living, or family expenses.

(b)

Any amount

paid out for

new

buildings or for permanent im-

provements or betterments, made to increase the value

of

any property

or estate.

Any amount expended

(c)

ance

is

(d)

in restoring

property for which an allow-

or has been made.

Premiums paid on any

life

insurance policy.

—
;
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value of property of any kind.

(e)

Shrinkage

(f)

Gifts or contributions to individuals.

in
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(Acts 1931, Extra. Sess.,

p. 33.)

92-3111. Credits against taxes.

— Resident

individuals having an es-

tablished business in another State, or investment in property in another

may deduct from

upon the entire net income of such
resident individual the tax paid upon the net income of such business
State,

the tax due

such business or investment is in a
State that levies a tax upon net income, but in no case shall the credit
permitted under this section exceed the tax which would be payable to
this State upon a like amount of taxable income.
or investment in another State,

if

As used herein, "taxable income" means the amount upon which the
tax is computed after deducting* the personal exemption and credit for
dependents. The deduction authorized in this section shall in no way
relate to'income or tax paid thereon received

by resident individuals from

personal services or income from mortgages, stocks, bonds, securities,

and deposits.

(Acts 1931, Extra. Sess.,

92-3112. Nonresidents.

— (a)

p. 33.)

The tax imposed by

income received from all property
ness carried on in this State by natural persons
State
Provided, that income from a mercantile or
ness, rentals, royalties, or operation of any farm,
from the sale of real or personal property, for the
to the entire net

:

this

law

owned

shall apply

or from busi-

not residents of the

manufacturing busiminej or quarry, or

purposes of taxation
shall follow the situs of the property or business from which derived
and all other income, including that derived from personal services, professions, and vocations, and from land contracts, mortgages, stocks,
bonds, and securities, shall follow the residence of the nonresident recipient. Nonresidents engaged in business within and without the State
shall be taxed only upon such income as is derived from business transacted and property located within the State, which may be determined
by a separate accounting of such income, where such accounting would

income fairly attributable to this State, and when
form and manner prescribed by the Commission, but otherwise shall be determined in the manner specified in section 92-3113 with
respect to the allocation of income of corporations engaged in business
within and without the State.
reflect correctly the

made

(b)

in the

The

provisions of law applicable to the assessment, levy, and col-

income taxes from resident individuals, as to gross income,
deductions allowed, items not deductible, and all other provisions not
inconsistent with the provisions of this section, shall govern the levy and
(Acts 1931,
collection of income taxes from nonresident individuals.
lection of

Extra. Sess.,

p.

33; 1931, pp.

7,

35.)

and apportionment of income.
The tax imposed by this law shall apply to the entire net income received by every domestic corporation, and every foreign corporation
owning property or doing business in this State.
92-3113. Corporations;

(a.)

and rents not received in connection with the transacbusiness, and gains from the sale of property not held, owned,

Interest,

tion of

allocation

:

:
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;
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or used in connection with business Hess related expenses,

if

any;, shall

be allocated to Georgia if received from sources within this State; and
hall be allocated
if received from sources outside this State, such incpme
outside the State, and the balance hereinafter referred to as business in-

come

shall be allocated to

Georgia and shall be taxable as hereinafter

set forth.

(b) If the trade or business of the corporation

is

carried on entirely

within the State, the tax shall be imposed on the entire business income,
but if such trade or business is carried on partly within and partly with-

out the State, the tax shall be imposed only on the portion of the business income reasonably attributable to the trade or business within the
State, to be determined as follows
(1)

Interest,

and rents

(less related

expenses) received

in

connection

with business in the State, shall be allocated to the State and where
received in connection with business outside of the State, shall be allo;

cated outside of the State.

Gains from the sale of capital assets or property held, owned, or
used in connection with the trade or business of a corporation but not
for sale in the regular course of business shall be allocated to the State,
if the property sold is real or tangible personal property situated in the
State, or intangible property connected with the business in the State
otherwise such gains shall be allocated outside of the State.
(2)

(3)

Net income

(a)

Where income

above classes having been separately allocated
and deducted as above provided, the remainder of the net business income of a corporation shall be allocated and apportioned as follows
of the

derived principally from the holding or sale of

is

intangible property, the portion thereof attributable to this State shall

be taken to be such percentage as the gross receipts in this State for the
taxable year bear to the total gross receipts.
(b)

Where income

is

derived from business other than the manu-

facture and sale of tangible personal property, or from the holding or

conduct of a public utility, such income shall be specifically allocated or equitably apportioned within and
without the State under rules and regulations of the Commission.
sale of intangible property, or the

(c)

Where income

is

derived from the manufacture or sale of tangible

personal property, the portion thereof attributable to business within
the State shall be taken to be such percentage of the total of such

come

in-

as the tangible property and business within the State bear to the

total tangible

property and total business, the percentage of tangible

property and of business being separately determined and the two percentages averaged.

For the purpose

of the foregoing computation, the

value of the tangible property shall be taken to be the value of the tangible property with

held and

no deduction on account

owned by the corporation

in

of

incumbrances thereon

connection with such business at

the close of the taxable year for which the income

is

returned, excluding

any property the income of which is not taxable or separately allocated
under the foregoing provisions. The term "tangible property." as used
herein, means real property and corporeal personal property, not including money, bank deposits, shares of stock, bonds, notes, credits, evi-
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dences of debt, choses in action, or evidence of interests in property.
The business of the corporation shall be measured under rules and regulations of the Commission.
For the purpose of this section, the word
"sale" shall include exchange, and the word "manufacture" shall include
the extraction and recovery of natural resources and all processes of
fabricating and curing. Where one corporation owns stock in another
corporation, the dividends on such stock received by the corporation
owning the same shall not be taxable to such corporation, but shall be
taxable to the stockholders of the corporation owning the stock when
distributed in its dividends. (Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., p. 34; 1931, pp. 7,
35.)

—

upon books of account. If any corporation
nonresident shall employ in its books of account a detailed allocation
receipts and expenditures which reflects more clearly than the process
formulas prescribed by this law the income attributable to the trade

92-3114. Returns based
or
of

or

or business within the State, application for permission to base the re-

turn upon the taxpayer's books of account shall be considered by the

Commission. Application shall be made at least 60 days prior to the
last day on which such taxpayer's return is to be filed, and shall be accompanied by a full and complete explanation of the method employed.
(Acts 1931, Extra. Sess.,

p.

36; 1931, pp.

92-3115. Allocation in special cases.

—

7, 35.)

If

any corporation or nonresi-

dent shall show, by any other method of allocation than the processes

by this law, that such other method reflects more
income attributable to the trade or business within the State,
application for permission to base the return upon such other method
The application shall be acshall be considered by the Commission.
companied by a statement setting forth in detail, with full explanations,
the method the taxpayer believes will more nearly reflect its income from
business within the State. If the Commission concludes that the method
of allocation and apportionment submitted by the taxpayer is in fact
inapplicable and inequitable, they shall reject the application and so noor formulas prescribed
clearly the

tify the

taxpayer, but failure to receive such notice shall not operate to re-

taxpayer from liability for not filing the return on its due date
and under the allocation and apportionment method as prescribed by this
law.
(Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., p. 37; 1931, pp. 7, 35.)
lieve the

92-3116. Railroad and public service corporations.

—When

the busi-

ness of any corporation engaged in the operation of a steam or electric
railroad, express service, telephone or telegraph business, or other form

and partly without the State, the net
income of such corporation for the purpose of this law shall be that
amount ascertained by apportioning to the State the sum of the net income of the corporation, including dividend income that may legally be
taxed by the State (exclusive of income from tax-exempt securities, and
without any deduction for Federal and State income taxes) as shown by
its record kept in accordance with the standard classification of accounts
prescribed by the Interstate Commerce Commision when such standard
classification of accounts includes in net income rents from all sources;
and when such standard classification does not include all rents, then
of public service is partly within
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such rents shall be included in net income, in th': proportion that
total gross operating revenues from business done wholly within the
State, plus the equal mileage proportion within the State of all grc
erating revenue from interstate business of the company, wherever done,
bears to the total gross operating revenues from all business done by
the company: Provided, that if any such corporation keeps its record
operating revenues and operating expenses on a State basis

in

accord-

ance with the standard classification of accounts prescribed by the Interstate Commerce Commission, and in such manner as to include in net
income for the State the effect of all intrastate and/or interstate business applicable to the State, then such State records may, under the
supervision of the Commission, be used by the taxpayer in reporting the
net taxable income within the State.
All other corporations engaged in the business of operating a steam
or electric railroad, express service, telephone or telegraph business, or

other form of public service, whether or not such
to

make

reports to the Interstate

company

Commerce Commission,

required

is

shall

keep rec-

ords according to the standard classifications of accounting of the Interstate

Commerce Commission, and

the net income of such corporation,

including dividend income that can legally be taxed by the State (ex-

and without any deduction for Federal
and State income taxes), shall be determined in accordance with such
records
Provided, that if any such corporation keep its records of operating revenues and operating expenses on a State basis in accordance
with the standard classification of accounts prescribed by the Interstate
Commerce Commission, and in such manner as to include in net income
for the State the effect of all intrastate and/or interstate business applicable to the State, then such State records may, with the consent of
the Commission, be used by the taxpayer in reporting the net taxable
income within the State. (Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., p. 37; 1931, pp. 7, 35.)
clusive of tax-exempt securities,

:

92-3117. Foreign partnerships.

ships

where one or more

— Foreign partnerships, that

of the individual

members

is,

partner-

are nonresidents of

under this law, but the individual
nonresident members of such partnerships shall be taxable on their share
of the net profits of such partnerships from property owned or business
this State, shall not be subject to tax

The net income of a foreign partnership shall
same manner and on the same basis as that of a non-

carried on in this State.

be computed in the

resident individual, except that the so-called "charitable contribution"

deduction provided in this law shall not be allowed.

(Acts 1931, Extra.

Sess., p. 39.)

92-3118. Accounting periods

income

shall

and basis
be computed upon the basis

of net income,

(a)

The

net

of the taxpayer's annual ac-

counting period (fiscal year or calendar year, as the case may be) in
accordance with the method of accounting regularly employed in keeping the books of such taxpayer; but if no such method of accounting has
been so employed, or if the method employed does not clearly reflect the
income, the computation shall be made in accordance with such method
as in the opinion of the

Commission does

the taxpayer's annual accounting period

is

clearly reflect the income.

other than a fiscal year, or

If
if

the taxpayer has no annual accounting period or does not keep books.

—
§92-3119
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computed on the basis of the calendar year. Taxpayers whose accounting period of 12 months ends as of the last day of
some month other than December, and whose books are kept accordingly, may. with the approval of the Commission and subject to such
rules and regulations as it may establish, return their net income under
the net income shall be

this

law on the basis of such

fiscal

year in lieu of that of the calendar

year,

A

taxpayer may, with the approval of the Commission, and under
such regulations as it may prescribe, change the taxable year from fiscal
year to calendar year or otherwise, in which case the net income shall
be computed upon the basis of such new taxable year
Provided, that
such approval shall be obtained from the Commission at least 30 days
prior to the close of the proposed taxable year.
(b)

:

(c)

The amount

(d)

The deductions and

income shall be included in the
gross income for the taxable year in which received by the taxpayer,
unless, under methods of accounting permitted by this section, any
such amounts are to be properly accounted for as of a different period.
of all items of gross

credits provided for

in

this

law

shall

be

taken for the taxable year in which "paid or accrued" or "paid or incurred," dependent upon the method of accounting upon the basis of
which the net income is computed, unless in order to clearly reflect the

income the deductions or credits should be taken as

of a different period.

necessary to compute the tax for a period beginning in
one calendar year (hereinafter in this section called "first calendar year")
and ending in the following calendar year (hereinafter in this section
(e)

If

it

is

and the law applicable to the second
calendar year is different from the law applicable to the first calendar
year, then the tax under this law for the period ending during the second calendar year shall be the sum of: (1) the same proportion of a tax
for the entire period, determined under the law applicable to the first
calendar year and at the rates for such year, which the portion of such
period falling within the first calendar year is of the entire period and
(2) the same proportion of a tax for the entire period, determined under
the law applicable to the second calendar year and at the rates for such
year, which the portion of such period falling within the second calencalled "second calendar year"),

;

dar year
(i)

is

of the entire period.

Whenever

in the

opinion of the Commission

it

is

necessary

in

order clearly to determine the income of any taxpayer, inventories shall
be taken by such taxpayer upon such basis as the Commission

may

pre-

conforming as nearly as may be to the best accounting practice
(Acts
the trade or business and most clearly reflecting the income.

scribe,
in

1931, Extra. Sess., p. 39; 1931, pp. 7, 35.)

—

and loss. The basis for ascertainsustained from the sale or other disposition

92-3119. Basis for determining gain

ing the gain derived or loss

of property, real, personal, or mixed, shall be, in the case of property

acquired before August 22, 1929, the
as of that date

;

and

in the case of

fair

market value

of such property

property acquired after August

22,

1929, the basis shall be the cost of such property at the time of such acquisition, except
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In the case of property which should be Included

(a)

3

1

20

the inventory,

in

the basis shall be the last inventory value thereof.

August 22, 1929,
which it would have in the hands of
preceding owner by whom it was not acquired by gift.

(b) In the case of property acquired

the basis shall be the
the donor or last

same

by

gift after

as that

In the case of property acquired by bequest, devise, or inheritance, after August 22, 1929, the basis shall be the fair market value of
(c)

such property at the time of such acquisition.
In computing the

amount

from the

of gain or loss

position of property, proper adjustment shall be

made

sale or other dis-

for

any expendi-

ture, receipt, loss, or other item, properly chargeable to capital

since the basic date.

account

The cost or other basis of the property shall also
amount of the deductions for exhaustion, wear and

be diminished by the
tear, obsolescence, amortization, and depletion which have since the acquisition of the property been allowable in respect of such property,
whether or not such deductions were claimed by the taxpayer or for-

(Acts 1931, Extra. Sess.,

mally allowed.
of 1929,

—

August 22, 1929, was the date of the approval
which was repealed by this Chapter.

Editorial Note.

Tax Act

p. 41.)
of the

Income

92-3120. Gain or loss in exchange of property; corporate stock; "re-

—

(a) No gain or
organization" and "party to a reorganization" defined.
loss shall be recognized if property held for productive use in trade or

business or for investment (not including stock in trade or other property held primarily for sale, nor stocks, bonds, notes, choses in action,
certificates of trust or beneficial interest, or other securities or evidences

of indebtedness or interest) is

kind to be

exchanged solely

for property of a like

held either for productive use in trade or business or for in-

vestment.

When

(b)

property other than property specified in subsection (a)

exchanged for other property, the property received in
exchange shall, for the purpose of determining gain or loss, be treated
as the equivalent of cash to the amount of its fair market value.

of this section is

In the case of the organization of a corporation, the stock or se-

(c)

curities received shall be considered to take the place of property trans-

deemed

ferred therefor, and no gain or loss shall be
(d)
shall

The

distribution to the taxpayer of the assets of a corporation

be treated as a sale of the stock or securities of the corporation

owned by him, and
(e)

1.

poration
or

if

No
is

the gain or loss shall be computed accordingly.

gain or loss shall be recognized

exchanged solely

for

common

preferred stock in a corporation

stock in the
2.

to arise therefrom.

No

is

if

common

stock in a cor-

stock in the same corporation,

exchanged solely

for preferred

same corporation.

gain or loss shall be recognized

if

stock or securities in a cor-

poration a party to a reorganization are, in pursuance of the plan of reorganization, exchanged solely for stock or securities in such corporation or in another corporation a party to the reorganization.
3.

No

gain or loss shall be recognized

if

a corporation a party to a

reorganization exchanges property, in pursuance of the plan of reorgani-
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zation, solely for stock or securities in another corporation a party to

the reorganization.

an exchange would be within the provisions of subsections (e)
2 or 3 of this section if it were not for the fact that the property re-

4.
1.

If

ceived in exchange consists not only of property permitted by such

paragraphs to be received without the recognition of gain, but also of
other property or money, then the gain, if any, to the recipient shall be
recognized, but in an amount not in excess of the sum of such money
and the fair market value of such other property.

made

pursuance of a plan of reorganization is
within the provision of paragraph 4 of this subsection, but has the effect of the distribution of a taxable dividend, then there shall be taxed
as a dividend to each distributee such an amount of the gain recognized
under paragraph 4 as is not in excess of his ratable share of the undistributed earnings and profits of the corporation, accumulated after August 22. 1929. The remainder, if any, of the gain recognized under paragraph 4 shall be taxed as a gain from the exchange of property.
5.

If a

6.

If

distribution

in

an exchange would be within the provisions of subsection

of this section

it

if

were not

(e) 3

for the fact that the property received in

exchange consists not only of stock or securities permitted by such
paragraph to be received without the recognition of gain, but also of
other property or money, then (1)

money

if

the corporation receiving such other

pursuance of the plan of reorganization, no gain to the corporation shall be recognized from the exchange;
but (2) if the corporation receiving such other property or money does
property or

distributes

it

in

pursuance of the plan of reorganization, the gain,
if any, to the corporation, shall be recognized, but in an amount not in
excess of the sum of such money and the fair market value of such other
not distribute

in

it

property so received, which
(f)

1.

is

not so distributed.

The term "reorganization" means

a

merger or consolidation

(including the acquisition by one corporation of at least a majority of
the voting stock and at least a majority of the total
of all other classes of stock of

or a part of

its

;

or a transfer

assets to another corporation,

transfer the transferor or

its

of shares

another corporation, or substantially

the properties of another corporation)
all

number

if

by a corporation

all

of

immediately after the

stockholders or both are in control of the

corporation to which the assets are transferred; or a recapitalization; or
a

mere change

in

identity,

form, or place of organization, however

effected.
2.

The term

"a party to a reorganization" includes a corporation re-

sulting from a reorganization, and includes both corporations in the case
of an acquisition

by one corporation

of at least a majority of the voting

stock and at least a majority of the total

number

of shares of all other

classes of stock of another corporation.

Upon
is

the exchange of property

not mentioned elsewhere

in

where the character

of the

exchange

this section, the basis for ascertaining

gain or loss shall be determined under rules and regulations of the State

Revenue Commission.

(Acts 1931, Extra. Sess.,

p.

41

;

1931, pp. 7, 35.)

:
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CHAPTER

92-32.

§ 92-3202

RETURNS AND FURNISHING OF
INFORMATION.

Sec.

Sec.

husband
and wife; persons under dis-

Individual

92-3201.

returns;

92-3211.

Penalties; failure to file return; false and fraudulent
return.

92-3212.

Return for delinquent person
by Commission or agent.

92-3213.

Examination

ability.

Corporation returns.
Fiduciary returns.
Partnership returns.
Information at the source;
payments of $1,500 or more.
Information by corporations;
dividend payments.

92-3202.
92-3203.

92-3204.
92-3205.
92-3206.

92-3207.

Returns of brokers.

92-3208.

Forms

92-3209.

Shifting of income.

92-3210.

Time and

place

of

92-3215.

Examination

re-

(a)

in-

and returns.

92-3201. Individual returns;

—

of Federal
returns.

Secrecy required of officials;
information to Federal officers; preservation of reports

turns.

ability.

of

Failure of taxpayer to furnish
information.

92-3216.
filing

records

92-3214.

come tax

for returns.

of

taxpayer.

Each

husband and wife; persons under

of the following individuals shall

dis-

make under oath

a

return stating specifically the items of his gross income and the deduc-

and credits allowed by

tions

this

law

Every resident individual having a net income for the taxable
year of $1,500 or over, if single, or if married and not living with husband or wife. (2) Every resident individual having a net income for
the taxable year of $3,500 or over, if married and living with husband
or wife.
(3) Every nonresident individual having a net income within
this State for the taxable year of $1,000 or over, whether married or
single.
(4) Every resident individual having a gross income for the
(1)

taxable year of $5,000 or over, regardless of the

come

;

and

(5)

amount

Every nonresident individual having

a

of his net in-

gross income

within this State for the taxable year of $5,000 or over, regardless of
the amount of his net income.
(b)

come
come

If a

husband and wife living together have an aggregate net

in-

an aggregate gross infor such year of $5,000 or over, (1) each shall make such a return, or (2) the income of each shall be included in a single joint return, in which case the tax shall be computed on the aggregate income.
for the taxable year of $3,500 or over, or

unable to make his own return, the return shall
be made by a duly authorized agent or by the guardian or other person
charged with the care of the person or property of such taxpayer.
(c)

If

the taxpayer

is

The

return of an individual who, while living, received income in
excess of the exemption during the taxable year, and who had died be(d)

fore

making the

return, shall be

made

administrator or executor of the estate.
92-3202. Corporation returns.

— Every

in his

name and

behalf by the

(Acts 1931, Extra. Sess.,

p. 44.)

corporation subject to taxation

law shall make a return, stating specifically the items of its
gross income and the deductions and credits allowed by this law. The
income of two or more corporations shall not be included in a single
return. The return shall be sworn to by the president, vice president,
or other principal officer and by the treasurer or assistant treasurer. In
cases where receivers, trustees in bankruptcy, or assignees are operating
under

this

§
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the property or business of corporations, such receivers, trustees, or as-

make returns

signees shall

such corporations

for

in the

same manner

and form as corporations are required to make returns. Any tax due on
the basis of such returns made by receivers, trustees, or assignees shall
be collected in the same manner as if collected from the corporations of
whose business or property they have custody and control. (Acts 1931,
Extra. Sess.,

p. 45.)

92-3203. Fiduciary returns.

— (a)

Every fiduciary subject

make

under the provisions of this law shall
individual, estate, or trust for

come

thereof

amounts

or for

which he

acts,

if

the net in-

to $1,000 or over.

Fiduciaries required to

{b)

whom

to taxation

a return under oath for the

make

ject to all the provisions of this

returns under this law shall be sub-

law which apply to individuals.

(Acts

1931. Extra. Sess., p. 46.)

92-3204. Partnership

returns.

partnerships, the individual

under

this law, shall

cifically the

items of

make

— Every

members

foreign

which are subject to taxation

gross income and the deductions allowed by this

its

who would be

of

including-

a return for each taxable year, stating spe-

law. and shall include in the return the

viduals

partnership,

names and addresses

entitled to share in the net

income

if

of the indi-

distributed

and the amount of the distributive share of each individual. The return
shall be sworn to by any one of the partners. (Acts 1931, Extra. Sess.,
p. 46.)

92-3205. Information at the source;

payments

of $1,500 or more.

—

Every individual, partnership, corporation, association or insurance company, being a resident or having a place of business in this State, including lessees or mortgagees of real or personal property, fiduciaries, employers, and all officers and employees of the State or of any political
subdivision of the State, having the control, receipt, custody, disposal
or payment of interest, rent, salaries, wages, premiums, annuities, compensations, remunerations, emoluments, or other fixed or determinable
annual or periodical gains, profits, and income amounting to $1,500 or
over, paid or payable during any year to any taxpayer, shall make complete returns thereof under oath to the State Revenue Commission, under
such regulations and in such form and manner and to such extent as may
be prescribed by the Commission; and unless such income is so reported,
the Commission may disallow such payments as deductions or credits in
computing the tax of the payer. (Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., p. 46; 1931,
pp.

7,

35.)

—

by corporations; dividend payments. Every
corporation subject to the tax imposed by this law shall, when required
by the State Revenue Commission, render a correct return, duly verified
under oath, of its payments of dividends, stating the name and address
of each shareholder, the number of shares owned by him, and the amount
92-3206. Information

of dividends paid to him, provided such shareholder
State.

(Acts 1931, Extra. Sess.,

92-3207. Returns of brokers.
shall,

when

p.

47; 1931, pp.

is

a resident of this

7, 35.)

— Every person doing business as a broker

required by the Commission, render a correct return duly

)
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under oath, under such rules and regulations as the Commission
may prescribe, showing the names of customers for whom such person
has transacted any business, with such details as to the profits, lo »es, or
other information which the Commission may require, as to each of
such customers, as will enable the Commission to determine whether all
income tax due on profits or gains of such customers has been paid, provided such customer is a resident of this State. (Acts 1931, Extra. Sc
verified

47; 1931, pp.

p.

92-3208.

7, 35.)

Forms

for returns.

—The

Revenue Commission

State

shall

prescribe the necessary forms for the preparation of returns under this
law. (Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., p. 58; 1931, pp.
92-3209. Shifting of income.
to believe that

— (a)

Where

any taxpayer so conducts

7, 35.

the

Commission has reason

his trade or business as either

income and the net income
properly attributable to the State, whether by the arbitrary shifting of
income, through price-fixing, charges for service, or otherwise, whereby
the net income is arbitrarily assigned to one or another unit in a group
of taxpayers carrying on business under a substantially common control,
he may require such facts as he deems necessary for the proper computation of the entire net income and the net income properly attributable to
the State, and in determining the same the Commission shall have regard
to the fair profit which would normally arise from the conduct of the
directly or indirectly to distort his true net

trade or business.

When

(b)
its

any corporation

liable to taxation

under

this

law conducts

business in such manner as either directly or indirectly to benefit the

members
ness,

by

or stockholders thereof, or any person interested in such busi-

goods or commodities in which it
price which might be obtained therefor, or

selling its products or the

deals at less than the fair

where a corporation, a substantial portion of whose capital stock is
owned either directly or indirectly by another corporation, acquires and
disposes of the products of the corporation so owning a substantial portion of its stock in such a manner as to create a loss or improper net
income for either of said corporations, or where a corporation, owning
directly or indirectly a substantial portion of the stock of another cor-

poration, acquires and disposes of the products of the corporation of

which

it

so

owns

a substantial portion of the stock, in such a

manner

as

improper net income for either of said corporations,
the Commission may determine the amount of taxable income of either
or any of such corporations for the calendar or fiscal year, having due
regard to the reasonable profits which, but for such arrangement or
understanding, might or could have been obtained by the corporation or
corporations liable to taxation under this law, from dealing in such
products, goods, or commodities. (Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., p. 47.)
to create a loss or

92-3210.

Time and

Commission at its
day of March in each

the

fiscal

place of filing returns.
office in the

riled

with

State capitol on or before the fifteenth

year, except that in the case of taxpayers using a

year the return shall be

fiscal year.

— Returns shall be

filed

within 75 days after the close of such

In case of sickness, or other disability, or whenever in

judgment good cause

exists, the State

its

Revenue Commission may allow

1
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further time for filing returns. (Aets 1931, Extra. Sess.,
pp.

p.

48; 1931,

7, $$.')

92-3211. Penalties; failure to

In case of any failure to

file

return; false and fraudulent return.

make and

—

by this law,
within the time prescribed by law, there shall be added to the tax a penalty equivalent to 25 per centum of the tax, but in no case shall the penfile

a return required

added be less than $5; or in the case of failure to file a return
where no tax is due, there shall be collected a penalty of $5, except that
when a return is filed after such time and it is shown that the failure to
file it was due to reasonable cause and not due to wilful neglect, no such
addition shall be made to the tax, and no such penalty shall be collected.
The amount so added shall be collected as a part of the tax.
alty so

In case a false or fraudulent return
shall

add to the tax 50 per centum of

is

its

shall be collected as a part of the tax.

1931, pp.

7,

Commission
The amount so added

wilfully made, the

amount.

(Acts 1931, Extra. Sess.,

p.

49;

35.)

—

Return for delinquent person by Commission or agent. If
any person, corporation, company, or association fails to make and file
a return at the time prescribed by this or any prior law, or makes, wil92-3212.

Revenue Com-

fully or otherwise, a false or fraudulent return, the State

agent shall make the return from its own knowledge and
from such information as it can obtain through testimony or otherwise.
Any return so made and subscribed by the Commission or its agent, and
approved by the Commission, shall be prima facie good and sufficient
for all legal purposes. (Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., p. 56; 1931, pp. 7, 35.)
mission or

its

—

Examination of records of taxpayer. The State Revenue
Commission, for the purpose of ascertaining the correctness of any return
under this or any prior law, or for the purpose of making a return where
none has been made, is hereby authorized, by any agent or employee of
its office, to examine any books, papers, records, or memoranda bearing
upon the matters required to be included in the return.
(Acts 1931,
92-3213.

Extra. Sess.,

p.

55; 1931, pp.

92-3214. Failure

of

7. 35.)

taxpayer to furnish information.

any

—

If

any

indi-

employee or member of the partnership required under this law to pay any
tax, make any return, or supply any information, or exhibit any books
or records when requested to do so by the State Revenue Commission
or any agent designated by the Commission, whether with reference to

vidual, corporation, or partnership, or fiduciary, or

their

own

officer or

returns or not, shall refuse to do so, the superior court for the

which such person resides shall have jurisdiction by appropriate process to compel such testimony or production of books, papers,
county

in

or other data.

(Acts 1931, Extra. Sess.,

p.

56; 1931, pp.

7, 35.)

—

income tax returns. Whenever in
the opinion of the State Revenue Commission it is necessary to examine
any copy of the Federal income tax returns of any taxpayer in order
properly to audit the returns of such taxpayer, the Commission shall
have the right to examine such returns and all statements, inventories,
92-3215.

Examination

of Federal

;

and schedules
pp.

7,

§92-3216

Public Revenue.
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in

(Acts 1931, Extra. Sett,,

support thereof.

p.

56; 1931,

35.)

92-3216. Secrecy required of officials; information to Federal officers;

preservation of reports and returns.

— Except

accordance with proper
judicial order or as otherwise provided by law, it shall be unlawful tot
in

Revenue Commission, any agent, clerk, or other officer or employee, to divulge or make known in any manner the amount of income
or any particulars set forth or disclosed in any. report or return required
under this law. Nothing herein shall be construed to prohibit the pubthe State

lication of statistics, so classified as to prevent the identification of par-

ticular reports or returns

and the items thereof, or the inspection by the

Attorney General or other legal representative of the State of the report or return of any taxpayer who shall bring action to set aside or
review the tax based thereon, or against

whom

an action or proceeding

has been instituted to recover any tax or any penalty imposed by this
law.

Reports and returns shall be preserved for

after until the

Commission orders them

five years,

and there-

to be destroyed.

Notwithstanding the provisions of this section, the Commission may
permit the Commissioner of Internal Revenue of the United States, or
the proper officer of any State imposing an income tax similar to that

imposed by
ficer, to

such

this law, or the authorized representative of either

inspect the income tax returns of any taxpayer, or

may

of-

furnish

an abstract of the return

to such officer or his authorized representative

income of any taxpayer or supply him with information concerning
any item of income contained in any return, or disclosed by the report
of any investigation of the income or return of income of any taxpayer
but such permission shall be granted, or such information furnished to
such officer or his representative, only if the statutes of the United States
of

or of such other State, as the case

may

be, grant substantially similar

privileges to the proper officer of this State charged with the adminis-

(Acts 1931, Extra. Sess.,

tration of this law.
Cross-reference.
§

— Punishment

of

officials

for

p.

57; 1931, pp.

divulging

7,

35.)

information,

see

92-9914.

CHAPTER

92-33.

PAYMENT; DEFICIENCIES; ASSESSMENT

AND COLLECTION.
Sec.

92-3301.
92-3302.

Sec.

Time and

place of payment of
tax; installments.

92-3307.

Assessment and collection of
deficiencies; notice; peti-

92-3308.

tion for redetermination
deficiency.

Period of limitation upon assessment and collection.

92-3304.

Interest and additions to tax
in case of deficiencies.

92-3305.

Additions to

92-3306.

nonpayment.
Execution for

in

case

assessment

collection of

income

or

tax.

Claim for refund: limitation;
hearing; interest.

of

92-3303.

tax

Restraining

92-3309.

Percentage

92-3310.

Suit for recovery of tax illegally assessed or collected;
conditions precedent; limi-

of

collection of
tax; affidavit of illegality.

of
revenue collected to be retained for refunds.

tations.

Tax
92-3312.

a debt; suit for recovery.

Receipts for cash payments.

Public Revenue.

§92-3301

Time and

payment

2330

—

(a) The
amount oi tax imposed by this law shall be paid to the State Revenue Commission on or before the fifteenth day of March following the
close of the calendar year; or if the return should be made on the basis
of a fiscal year, then on or before the fifteenth day of the third month

92-3301.

place of

of tax; installments.

total

following- the close of the fiscal year.

The taxpayer may

(b^

which case the

in

payment

first

pay the tax

elect to

in three equal installments,

installment shall be paid on the date prescribed

by the taxpayer, the second installment shall
be paid on the fifteenth day of the third month, the third installment on
the fifteenth day of the six month, after such date. If any installment is
not paid on or before the date fixed for its payment, the whole amount
of the tax unpaid shall be paid upon notice and demand from the Comfor the

of the tax

mission.
If the

(c)

time for

of six per cent, per

required to be

The

filed

filing the

return be extended, interest at the rate

annum, from the time when the return was originally
to the time of payment shall be added and paid.

may

be paid with uncertified check, during such time and
under such regulations as the Commission shall prescribe but if a check
(d)

tax

;

so received

is

not paid by the bank on which

it is

drawn, the taxpayer

whom

such check is tendered shall remain liable for the payment of
the tax and for all legal penalties, the same as if such check had not been

by

tendered.
In the case where the tax

(e)

is

paid in installments, the instructions

printed upon the return shall be sufficient notice of the date

tax

is

due. and sufficient

tion of the tax

on the return

(Acts 1931, Extra. Sess.,
92-3302.

demand
p.

therefor,

Assessment and collection

redetermination of deficiency.

— (a)

the

and the taxpayer's computa-

shall be sufficient notice of the

48; 1931, pp.

when

amount

due.

7, 35.)

of deficiencies; notice; petition for

As soon

as practicable after the re-

Revenue Commission shall examine it and shall
determine the correct amount of tax. If the Commission determines
that there is a deficiency in respect of the tax imposed by this law or
any prior law, the Commission is authorized to send notice of such deficiency to the taxpayer by registered mail. Within 30 days after such
notice is mailed, the taxpayer may file a petition with the Commission
turn

is filed,

the State

No

assessment of a deficiency in
respect to the tax imposed by this or any prior law, and no proceeding
in court for its collection, shall be made, begun, or prosecuted until such
notice has been mailed to the taxpayer, nor until the expiration, of such
30 day period nor, if a petition has been filed with the Commission, until
for a redetermination of the deficiency.

the decision of the Commission shall have been

made known

to the tax-

Notwithstanding the provisions of section 92-3307, the making
of such assessment or the beginning of such proceeding during the time
such prohibition is in force may be enjoined by a proceeding in the proper
payer.

court.
(b)

If

the taxpayer

amount redetermined
assessed and shall

files

a petition with the

Commission, the entire

Commission shall be
be paid upon notice and demand from the Commission.
as

the deficiency by the

Public Revenue.
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(c)

the taxpayer does not

If

§ 92-3304

a petition with the

file

Commission within

the 30 day period prescribed in subsection (a) of this section, the de-

which has been mailed to the taxpayer, shall be
be paid upon notice and demand from the Commission.

ficiency, notice of

and

shall

The Commission shall have the right to redetermine the correct
amount of the deficiency even if the amount so redetermined is greater
than the amount of the deficiency, notice of which has been mailed to
(d)

the taxpayer, and to determine whether any penalty, additional amount,
or addition to the tax should be assessed.

on account of a mathematical error
appearing upon the face of the return an amount of tax in excess of that
shown upon the return is due, and that assessment of the tax has been
or will be made on the basis of what would have been the greater amount
of tax but for the mathematical error, such notice shall not be considered as a notice of a deficiency, and the taxpayer shall have no right to
file a petition with the Commission based on such notice, nor shall such
assessment or collection be prohibited by the provisions of subsection (a)
Any tax assessed under this subsection shall be paid
of this section.
upon notice and demand from the Commission.
fe)

If

the taxpayer

As used

is

notified that

means the amount by
which the tax imposed by this or any prior law exceeds the amount
shown as the tax by the taxpayer upon his return, or if no amount is
shown as the tax by the taxpayer upon his return, or if no return is
made by the taxpayer, the amount determined by the Commission to
be the correct amount of the tax. (Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., p. 50; 1931,
(f)

pp.

7,

in this law, the

word

"deficiency"

35.)

—

upon assessment and collection. (a)
Except as provided in subsection (b) of this section, the amount of income taxes imposed by this law shall be assessed within three years
after the return was filed, and no proceeding in court without assessment for the collection of such taxes shall be begun after the expiration
of such period.
92-3303. Period of limitation

(b) In case of a false or fraudulent return with intent to evade tax or
of a failure to

file

a return, the tax

court for the collection of such tax

may be assessed, or a proceeding
may be begun without assessment,

in

at

any time.
(c)

Where

the assessment of any income tax has been

made within

the period of limitation properly applicable thereto, such tax
collected

by execution or by

a proceeding in court within

the assessment of the tax. (Acts 1931, Extra. Sess.,
Cross-reference.

may

two years

be

after

p. 51.)

—Procedure for collection of income taxes, see §§ 92-3306, 92-3311.

92-3304. Interest

and additions

to tax in case of deficiencies.

—

(a) In-

upon the amount determined as a deficiency shall be assessed at
same time as the deficiency, shall be paid upon notice and demand
from the State Revenue Commission, and shall be collected as a part of
the tax, at the rate of six per centum per annum from the date prescribed for the payment of the tax (or, if the tax is paid in installments,
from the date prescribed for the payment of the first installment) to the
terest

the

date the deficiency

is

assessed.

§

Public Revenue.
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any deficiency is due to negligence or intentional
disregard of rules and regulations, but without intent to defraud, five
per centum of the total amount of the deficiency (in addition to such
deficiency) shall be assessed, collected, and paid in the same manner
as if it wore a deficiency.
(^b)

any part

If

of

any part of any deficiency is due to fraud with intent to evade
tax. then 50 per centum of the total amount of the deficiency (in addition to such deficiency) shall be assessed, collected, and paid in the same
manner as if it were a deficiency. (Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., p. 52; 1931,
(c)

pp.

7,

If

35.),

tax in case of nonpayment.

92-3305. Additions to

amount determined by the taxpayer

as the tax

— (a)

imposed by

Where

the

this law, or

any installment thereof, or any part of such amount or installment, is
not paid on or before the date prescribed for its payment, there shall be
collected, as a part of the tax, interest upon such unpaid amount at the
rate of one per centum a month from the date prescribed for its payment
until

it is

paid.

Where

any interest or additional amounts assessed
in connection therewith, or any addition to the tax in case of delinquency, is not paid in full within 10 days from the date of notice and
demand from the Commission, there shall be collected, as part of the
tax, interest upon the unpaid amount at the rate of one per centum a
month from such date until it is paid. (Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., p. 52;
(b)

a deficiency, or

1931, pp. 7, 35.)

92-3306. Execution for collection of tax; affidavit of illegality.

tax imposed by this or any prior law
notice and

demand from

the State

sion shall issue an execution under

is

—

If

any

not paid within 10 days after

Revenue Commission, the Commisits official seal,

directed to the sheriff,

or his lawful deputies, of any county of the State, requiring said officer
to levy

upon and

sell

the real or personal property of such taxpayer,

found within his county, in sufficient amount to satisfy the said execution so issued, together with penalties, interest, and all costs of executing
and collecting the said execution, and to return such execution to the
Commission, together with all such sums collected under and by virtue
thereof, by a time to be therein specified, not more than 60 days from the
date of the execution. The sheriff of any such county shall, within 10
days after the receipt of any such execution from the Commission, file
the same, together with his entry of levy, with the clerk of the superior
court of the county of the taxpayer's residence, and it shall thereupon
be the duty of the clerk of the superior court to enter the said execution
on the general execution docket of the superior court of said county in the
same manner and form as prescribed by the general laws of the State of
Georgia relating to executions issued by a superior court of this State, and
said execution when so docketed shall become a lien on the title to and interest in all real

and personal property of the said taxpayer against

the said execution

was

issued, in the

same manner

as

if

whom

the said judg-

ment had been duly issued from the superior court of the taxpayer's residence and duly recorded on the general execution docket. The sheriff
shall thereupon proceed upon the same in all respects, with like effect

Public Revenue
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.

and under the same rules as prescribed by the general laws relating and
or
with respect to executions issued by any superior court of thi
other court of record, and shall be entitled to the same fees for his services in executing and collecting the said execution as allowed by
In the
like services to be collected under any superior court execution.
event that any taxpayer may desire to contest the said execution, he may
do so by filing an affidavit of illegality with the levying officer at the time
of the levy, arresting the same as now prescribed by the general la
relating to the filing of affidavits of illegality, and when said affidavit
of illegality is so filed and the tax is paid or bond for the eventual condemnation money is given it shall be trie duty of the levying officer to
return the said execution, together with the affidavit of illegality and
bond, and in case of personal property, bond for the forthcoming of the
property, to the clerk of the superior court of the county of the taxpayer
or defendant in execution, and the superior court of the said county shall
then and there, at the first or next term, cause the said issue so made to
be tried by a jury in the superior court of the county of the residence of
the taxpayer, under the same rules of law and evidence as prevail in this
State. It shall be the duty of the Attorney General to represent the State
when any such cases or contests made by affidavits of illegality are filed
in any county, and it shall be the duty of the State Revenue Commission
to notify the Attorney General of such pending cause, giving him the
name of the case and the court in which the same is pending. Any parts
of this law that may be in conflict with these provisions are expressly
superseded by this section. (Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., p. 53; 1931, pp. 7,
1;

33, 35, 38.)

—

Cross-references. Tax fi. fas. and sales, see Chapter 92-73 to 92-83. Executions
generally, see Title 39, Executions and Proceedings Thereunder, Chapters 39-1 to
39-6.
Illegality, see § 39-1001 et seq.
Fees of sheriff, see § 24-2823.
Suit for
recovery of income tax, see §§ 92-3310, 92-3311. Department of Law to represent
State boards, etc., see § 40-1609.

92-3307. Restraining assessment or collection of

income

tax.

— No suit

for the purpose of restraining the

assessment or collection of any tax
under this law shall be maintained in any court. (Acts 1931, Extra. Sess.,
p. 54.)

Cross-references.
ficiencies, see

collected, see

§
§

— Enjoining

92-3302.
92-3310.

proceeding for assessment and collection of deSuit for recovery of income tax illegally assessed or
For recovery of income tax generally, see § 92-3311.

92-3308. Claim for refund; limitations; hearing; interest.

— A taxpayer

may

file a claim with the State Revenue Commission for the refund of
any tax assessed against him, at any time within three years from the
time of payment of the tax, whether or not the tax has been paid under
protest.
The Commission shall grant a hearing thereon, and if upon
such hearing it shall be determined that there has been an overpayment
of any tax imposed by this law, the amount of such overpayment shall
be refunded to the taxpayer, together with interest at six per centum
per annum from the date of such overpayment. (Acts 1931, Extra. Sess.,

p.

54; 1931, pp.

7, 35.)

92-3309. Percentage of revenue collected to be retained for refunds.

Of

—

the revenue collected under this law the State Treasurer shall retain

in his

hand, not less than

five

per cent, of such collections, out of which

Public Revenue.

§ 92-3310

he shall pay refunds
visions of this law.

to

which taxpayers

2334

shall

(Apts 1931. Extra. Sess.,

be entitled under the pro-

p. 59.)

92-3310. Suit for recovery of tax illegally assessed or collected; conditions precedent

:

limitations.

— No suit or proceedings shall be maintained

any tax alleged to have been erroneously
or illegally assessed or collected, or of any penalty or interest claimed to
have been excessive or in any manner wrongfully collected, until a claim
for refund has been duly filed with the State Revenue Commission no
such suit or proceeding shall be begun before the expiration of three
months from the date of filing such claim, unless the Commission renin

any court

for the recovery of

;

ders a decision thereon within that time, nor after the expiration of five

years from the date of the payment of such tax or penalty, unless such

begun within two years after the disallowance of
the part of such claim to which such suit or proceeding relates. The
Commission shall, within 90 days after any such disallowance, notify the
taxpayer by mail. (Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., p. 55; 1931, pp. 7, 35.)
suit or

proceeding

Tax

92-3311.

and

is

a debt; suit for recovery.

—The

tax imposed by this law

due and payable, a personal debt, from the taxpayer liable to pay the same, to the
State. The provisions of section 92-3306 for the issuance of an ex parte
fi. fa. shall not be held or construed to prevent the bringing of a suit, at
law or in equity, therefor but whenever, in the opinion of the Governor, it shall be necessary or proper to bring an action at law for the
recovery of any such tax or for discovery or accounting or other auxiliary
relief in respect thereof, he shall have authority so to do. (Acts 1931,
all

additions thereto shall become, from the time

it

is

;

Extra. Sess.,

p. 55.)

92-3312. Receipts for cash payments.

—The

Commission

shall give to

any taxpayer making any cash payment a written receipt stating the
amount paid, and the account for which such payment is made. (Acts
1931, Extra. Sess., p. 59; 1931, pp. 7, 35.)

PART

X.

CHAPTER

ESTATE TAX.

IN GENERAL.

92-34.

Sec.
92-3401.

Assessment and collection
80 per centum of amount
Federal estate
tax; returns.

92-3402.

of
of

92-3403.

tax as State

92-3404.

92-3401.

report

not

Failure to pay tax; execution;
interest.

to

whom.

Assessment and collection

Federal estate tax as State tax; returns.

of 80 per

—

It shall

representative of the estate of any person
tax. to

where

made.

Duties of State Revenue Commission and ordinary; pay-

ment made

State,

Appraisal

of

amount

of

be the duty of the legal

who may

die a resident of this

payment of a Federal estate
with the State Revenue Commission a duplicate of the return

and whose estate
file

centum

is

subject to the

Public Revenue;
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>2

3404

which he is required to make to the Federal authorities, for the purp
When such duplicate
filed,
of having the estate taxes determined.
the Commission shall compute the amount that would be due upon said
return as Federal estate taxes under the act of Congres-, relating to
the levy and collection of Federal estate taxes upon the property of said
estate taxable in Georgia, and assess against said estate as State t80 per centum of the amount found to be due for Federal estate ta;
Provided, that if after the filing of a duplicate return and the assessment of the State taxes the Federal authorities shall increase or deifl

amended return shall
be filed with the State Revenue Commission showing all changes made
in the original return and the amount of increase or decrease in the
Federal estate tax, and the State Revenue Commission shall assess
against said estate 80 per cent, of the additional amount found to be
crease the

amount

of the Federal estate tax, an

due for Federal estate

tax.

In the event of a decrease in the Federal

estate tax, the State shall refund to said estate its proportion of said de-

(Acts 1925,

crease.

1931, pp.

p.

63; 1926, Extra. Sess., pp.

15,

16; 1927,

p.

103;

7, 35.)

—

Editorial Note. Prior to January 1, 1932, the effective date of the Reorganization Act, the duties, etc., now performed by the State Revenue Commission under
the terms of this Chapter were performed by the State Tax Commissioner.

Revenue Commission and ordinary; payment
the amount of the taxes to be paid by any estate

92-3402. Duties of State

made

to

whom.

—When

has been determined, as provided for in section 92-3401, the State Revenue Commission shall certify the same to the ordinary of the county

being administered, who shall enter the same upon
the minutes of his court and notify the executor or administrator of the
amount found to be due, which shall be a charge against the estate and

where said

estate

is

not against the several distributive shares.

The ordinary

shall receive for his services the

as a part of the cost of administration.
of this

The tax

sum

of S3 to be taxed

assessed under the terms

Chapter shall be paid direct to the State Revenue Commission.

(Acts 1925,

p.

63; 1927,

p.

103; 1931, pp.

7, 35.)

—

where report not made. Where a report is not
made, as required by this law, within 12 months from the qualification
of the administrator or executor, the estate may be appraised and assessed
for estate taxes by the State Revenue Commission, who shall have full
power and authority to require the production of all evidence that will
enable them to determine the value of all property of said estate subject
92-3403. Appraisal

to

be taxed under this law. (Acts 1925,
Cross-reference.

§

—Time

for

commencement

p.

64.)

of

suit

against administrator,

see

113-1526.

—

pay tax; execution; interest. Whenever the legal
representative of any estate under this Chapter fails to pay the amount
assessed against said estate within six months after notice from the State
Revenue Commission as to the amount to be paid, it shall be the duty of
the Commission to issue execution for the amount of such tax against
said estate, which execution shall be enforced by levy and sale and shall
92-3404. Failure to

bear interest at the rate of one per cent, per month until paid. i'Acts 1925,
p. 64; 1926, Extra. Sess., pp. 15, 16; 1927. p. 103.)

:

:

Public Revenue.
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FROM SOURCES OTHER

THAN TAXATION.
CHAPTER

92-35.

Sec.

IN GENERAL.
Sec.

Enumeration of other sources

92-3501.

92-3503.

Fees

of revenue.

to be
Treasurer.

paid

State

to

Miscellaneous revenue.

£-3502.

92-3501. (1246)

Enumeration

from which the State does or

of other sources of revenue.

may

—The sources
by taxation,

derive revenue, other than

are as follows

Western and Atlantic Railroad.

1.

The

2.

Dividends or interest on the stocks or other securities owned by the

rentals or earnings of the

State.
3.

Sale of State bonds at a premium.

4.

The use by

5.

Receipts from military or other claims against the United States.

individuals of any property of the State.

Receipts on claims from tax collectors or other officers for previous
years, which were in litigation or regarded as insolvent.
6.

7.

may

Proceeds of the sale of reverted or other lands to which the State
have the title.

Fees which the secretaries of the Governor, the Secretary of State,
the Treasurer, the Comptroller General, and the Librarian or other State
8.

officers receive for official duties.

§

Cross-reference.
91-201 et seq.

— For

92-3502. (1247)

law

relating

to

Western and Atlantic

Miscellaneous revenue.

—All

sources mentioned in the preceding section,
to

any particular

the

Railroad,

see

from the
awarded

receipts

all fees not specially

and forfeitures not otherwise disposed
moneys collected from any source or on any account, to which

of, all

the State

is

officer, all fines

entitled, not

otherwise directed, shall be

paicl into

the State

treasury.

—

Cross-reference. Fees and perquisites denied Secretary of State, Comptroller
General and Treasurer, see Const., Art. V, Sec. II, Par. VII (§ 2-2705).

92-3503. (1248) Fees to be paid to State Treasurer.

allowed to charge, and which,
to the State Treasurer, are as follows
officers are

1.

Grant

when

—The

fees

which

collected, shall be paid

Secretaries of the Governor:

under
100 acres and not exceeding 300 acres
300 acres and not exceeding 500 acres
500 acres and under 1,000 acres
acres and over, 1 cent per acre for every additional

for 100 acres of land or

Over
Over
Over
1,000

$

1.00

2.00
3.00

4.00
acre.

Affixing the great seal of the State, by order of the Governor, to

any paper of a private nature
Examination of records per request

2.00
.50

:
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Administering- oath of office to a salaried officer and giving
cate

§ 92- 3

certifi-

thereof

1

Entering a testimonial

.-J)

Attaching the seal of the Executive Department
Certified

1

copy of any record of not more than 300 words

,00

1.00

Every additional 100 words
2.

,00

.10

Secretary of State

Grant of land and affixing the seal thereto, the same as is allowed
the secretaries of the Governor, according to the number of
acres.

Registering each grant of land

.

,

.

$

.50

Registering bond or other similar writing

1.00

Testimonial without the great seal

1.00

Testimonial with the great seal

2.00

Affixing the great seal to any other paper

1.00

copy of a grant of land
Certified copy of any other paper of not more than 300 words.
Every additional 100 words

1.00

Certified

Every search per request
Granting charters, railroad companies
Purchasers of railroads

Insurance companies

.

.

1.00
.10
.25

100.00
50.00
100.00

Banking companies
Express companies
Canal companies
Telegraph companies
Navigation companies
Street or suburban railroad companies
Renewing charters, railroad companies
Insurance companies
Banking companies
Express companies
Canal companies
Telegraph companies
Navigation companies
Street or suburban railroad companies
Amending charters, banking companies
Insurance companies
Railroad companies
Canal companies
Navigation companies
Express companies
Telegraph companies
.

Appointing commissioners of deeds
Recording trade mark

Examining a

.

50.00
100.00

100.00

100.00
100.00

50.00
100.00
100.00

100.00

100.00
100.00

100.00

100.00
25.00

25.00

25.00
25.00

2500
25.00

25.00
25.00
5.00
1.00

plat

.50

Recording a plat

1.25

:

S

:

Public Revenue.
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Recording a plat of a town, township, or village
Transmitting a caveat to Governor, and attending thereon. ....
Certified copy of any original record not more than 300 words.
Every additional 100 words

10.00
1.00

.

.

Certified

.

1.00

.

.10

copy of an original warrant

.50

Issuing a certificate of record

(Acts 1S94,

.50

p. 38.)

—

Cross-references. Secretary of State to have no perquisites, sec Const., Art. V,
Sec. II, Par. VII (§ 2-2705); § 40-504. Duties of Secretary of State, see § 40-601.
His duties as surveyor general, see § 40-604.
3.

State Treasurer:

Extract or copy from any book, minutes, or

than 300 words

file

of office, not

more
$

'

Every additional 100 words

10

Every search by request

— Treasurer

Cross-reference.
Sec.
4.

II,

Par.

VII

(§

.25

no

receive
40-901.

to

2-2705);

§

perquisites,

see

Art.

Const.,

V,

Comptroller General

Extract or copy from any book, minutes, or

file

of office, not

than 300 words

more
$

Every additional 100 words
Every search by request
Cross-reference.
Sec. II, Par.
5.

1.00

VII

— Comptroller

1.00
.10
.10

to

receive

no perquisites, see Const., Art. V,

(§ 2-2705); § 40-1404.

Librarian

Certifying to the existence or contents of any manuscript, map, or

other document entrusted to his keeping

$

Furnishing copies of his catalogue of books
Cross-reference.

—Salaries

CHAPTER

of State Librarian

92-36.

1.00
.50

and

assistant, see

§

101-103.

REVENUE FROM DEPARTMENTS,

COMMISSIONS, BUREAUS, ETC.
Sec.

Sec.
92-3601.

Fees,
to

92-3602.

commissions,

paid

92-3603.

excepted

92-3604.

etc.,

whom.

Fees, donations,
from law.

etc.,

92-3601. Fees, commissions, etc., paid to
of every department, commission, bureau,

Federal-aid fund, exception of
fund collected to match.
Appropriation or allocation of
certain funds not affected.

whom.

—

It shall

be the duty

and other branch or agency
of the Government of this State, and of every official head of every department, commission, bureau, and other branch or agency of the Government of this State created by statute, the support and maintenance
of which has been provided by such statute and not by direct appropriations of the General Assembly, to collect and forthwith to pay into the
State treasury all moneys, fees, commissions, penalties, or other charges
which they are authorized by law to collect for the support and main-

—

;
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tenance of such department, commission, bureau, or other branch or
agency of the State Government. (Acts 1927, p. 311.)

— Penalty

Cross-reference.

for violation of this Chapter, see

§

92-9915.

—

from law. The provisions of
this Chapter shall not apply to fees collected by the educational institutions of this State; funds derived from sale of farm products; funds collected from sale of farm produce, equipment or other material derived
from the expenditure of Federal research funds funds received by the
Health Department for sale of medical supplies; fees received by health
institutions; gifts, donations and internal income received by educational
institutions; nor to the Court of Appeals or Supreme Court. (Acts 1927,
92-3602. Fees, donations, etc., excepted

;

p. 311.)

Cross-reference.
ury, see

§

— Payment

of expenses of departments,

etc.,

from State treas-

40-1102.

fund collected to match.
Wherever by Act of Congress conditions have been or may be prescribed
for matching Federal aid by State funds, and such conditions are in conflict with the provisions of this Chapter, the department, bureau or
agency of this State having to do with such Federal aid and collecting
funds with which to match such Federal aid may withhold from depositing in the Treasury an amount sufficient for matching such Federal aid
but all other funds belonging to the State collected by such department,
92-3603. Federal-aid fund, exception

of

bureau, or agency of the State shall be paid into the State treasury, as
hereinbefore provided. (Acts 1927,

p. 311.)

—

Cross-references. State Treasurer as custodian of appropriations by Congress
for vocational rehabilitation, see § 32-2302.
Same as to Federal appropriations
for general vocational education, see § 32-2203.
Federal highway funds, see
§ 95-1502.

92-3604. Appropriation or allocation of certain funds not affected.

Nothing

—

Chapter shall be construed to affect the appropriation
or allocation of the motor vehicle fees and licenses and pro rata of gasoline taxes to the State Highway Department, of the pro rata of gasoline
taxes to the counties of this State, of the proceeds of the cigar and cigarette taxes to the payment of pensions, of the tax on lumber dealers or
dealers in other forest products to the State forestry fund, or of the proceeds of fees and penalties to the State game and fish protection fund.
As to those departments, branches, ag'encies, commissions, and bureaus
of the State government which under the law can only assess a sufficient
amount of fees, licenses, penalties, etc., to support such department, commission, board, bureau, agency, or branch of government, all assessments
levied for such support shall be the maintenance appropriation of such
department, board, bureau, agency, or branch for each year. None of
the provisions of this section shall be construed to exempt or except any
of the funds, taxes, moneys, fees, commissions, penalties, or other charges
received, collected, or paid into any of the agencies named in this section
from the requirement of section 92-3601 that they shall all be paid into
in this

the State treasury.

—

(Acts 1927,

p. 311.)

Cross-references. Fees from motor-vehicle licenses credited to State-aid road
fund, see § 95-1703.
Disposition of proceeds of motor-fuel taxes, see §§ 92-1402,
92-1409, 92-1410. Disposition of proceeds of cigar and cigarette tax. see § 92-2219.
State forestry fund, see § 43-203. Game and fish protection fund, see § 45-121.
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XII.

CHAPTER 92-37. TAXATION.
Sec.

Sec.

92-3701.

Purposes

of

county

in

92-3710.

Failure of grand jury to rec-

and

92-3711.

ommend.
Where there

tax

general.
92-3702.

Tax

for current expenses
accumulated debts.

92-370-3.

Current expenses defined.

Q~>
-'-0/

Accumulated debts

04.

92-3705.

Payment

of

92-3712.

defined.

accumulated

are several grand

juries.

92-3713.

Right of creditors to compel
and taxpayers to resist tax.
Extra tax for county buildings,

debts.

how

levied.

92-3706.

Tax

for county purposes.

92-3714.

On

92-3707.

"County purposes" defined.
Taxes must be used for pur-

92-3715.

Tax

92-3716.

Extra or special taxes.

92-3708.

poses specified.
92-3709.

Duty

of ordinary.

failure
tax.

for the
pers.

to

levy an

extra

support of pau-

EDITORIAL NOTE.
The law governing county

taxation is based in large part on statutes antedating
and on provisions inserted in that Code by the Commissioners
who prepared it. Fifty years ago it was said by the Supreme Court, in endeavoring to apply these sections, "It is very difficult, perhaps impossible, to say exactly
what was the true intent of the framers of the Code." 52/233, 237. The difficulty
was increased by the transposition of sections 507 and 508 (Code 1910) in the Code
The Court has several times called attention to the inconsistency in these
of 1895.
sections, saying, in one case, "It will be seen at a glance that these sections are
far from clear, and are difficult, if not impossible, to reconcile with each other."
Prob138/677, 682 (75 S. E. 1112). Similar language has frequently been used.
ably there is no subject on which the state of the law is more uncertain, on which
the decisions are so difficult to reconcile, or on which there is greater contrariety
of opinion evidenced by dissenting and specially concurring opinions.
the

Code

of 1863

The purposes for which county taxes may be levied are prescribed and limited
by the Constitution. In recent years these purposes have been materially enlarged
by amendments, especially by that of 1920, which requires the county authorities,
on recommendation of the county board of education, to levy from one to five
mills on the dollar on all the taxable property of the county outside of independent local school systems for the support of the public schools of the county. Const.,
Art. VIII, Sec. IV, Par. I (§ 2-6901).
Within the limits fixed, the recommendation of the board of education is mandatory.
153/758 (113 S. E. 147). Since,
under the amendment to the Constitution ratified in 1904, the State tax cannot
exceed five mills on the dollar (Const., Art. VII, Sec. 1, Par. II (§ 2-4902)), it is
evident that the tax for public schools under what is generally called the "countywide five-mill tax" was not intended to come within the limitations fixed by sections 507 and 508 of the Code of 1910, authorizing the county to levy a tax of
100% of the State tax for accumulated debts and current expenses, and on recommendation of the grand jury, 50% additional for county purposes. It is almost
equally clear that other taxes levied for special purposes under Acts adopted
subsequent to the Code of 1863 are extra or special taxes, and are not within the
limitations fixed by those sections.
If this were not so the counties could not
raise enough revenue to function. The Supreme Court has so construed these
sections.
It has been held that "Tax levies for the support of the poor, the county
police and the expense incident thereto, and the public schools are taxes levied
under special Acts, and do not come under section 508 of the Code." 165/1 (3a)
(139 S. E. 890).

The fact that these new taxes, levied for the most part under Acts pursuant
amendments to the Constitution, were not listed in section 513 as purposes for
which counties were empowered to tax added still further to the complexity

to

and confusion.

An

been made to clarify the law on this difficult and confused subadditional purposes for which taxes may be levied by counties, as
given in several amendments to Art. VII, Sec. VI, Par. II of the Constitution
(% 2-5402;, have been added to old section 513 (§ 92-3701), and references have
been made to the Acts passed under authority of these amendments, as well as
to those authorizing additional taxes under the original provision of this section.

ject.

effort has

The

:
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Sections 507 (§ 92-3702) and 508 (§ 92-3706; have been rewritten in accordance
with the construction placed upon them by the Supreme Court. Several
sections have been codified from decisions of the Supreme Court, and the w
has been so arranged as to bring out the meaning more clearly and to remove
inconsistencies. The effort has been to state the law as it is, so far as authorized
by the statutes as construed and interpreted by the Supreme Court. Other questions have been decided by the Court which might well have been added, but in
most cases the decisions were not unanimous and by a full bench, and hence are
not controlling authority. It is hoped that county tax levies may be made in
accordance with this Chapter with comparative ease, and that the courts will
have less difficulty in determining the legality of such levies.

92-3701. (513) Purposes of county tax in general.

— County taxes

may

be levied for the following purposes
1.

To pay

the legal indebtedness of the county, due or to become due

during the year, or past due.
Cross-reference.
2.

To

—"Accumulated

debts" defined, see

build or repair courthouses,

jails,

92-3704.

§

bridges, ferries, or other public

improvements, according to contract.

— Extra
Note. — There

Cross-reference.

tax for erection and repair of public buildings,

how

levied, see § 92-3713.

Editorial
of building
S. E. 189).
3.

is no limitation on the amount of taxes for the purpose
and repairing bridges, except the cost thereof. 34/370; 174/792 (164

To pay

sheriffs', jailers', or

other officers' fees for which the county

is liable.

4.

To pay

coroners

all

fees

due them by the county for holding

in-

quests.
5.

To pay

the expenses of the county, for bailiffs at courts, nonresident

witnesses in criminal cases, fuel, employees' wages, stationery, and the
like.

Cross-reference.
6.
7.

—Contingent

expenses of superior court, see

To pay jurors a per diem compensation.
To pay expenses incurred in supporting

Cross-references.

—Tax

§

24-3005.

the poor of the county.

for support of paupers, see
§ 23-2104.

§

92-3715; for purchasing

pauper house and farm, see

To pay

charges for educational purposes, to be levied only in strict
compliance with the law.
8.

—

Cross-references. Local taxation for public schools, see Const., Art. VIII, Sec.
IV, Par. I (§ 2-6901), § 32-1106. Tax for expenses for maintaining schools for
adult illiterates, see § 32-2502. Tax for extension work in agriculture and home
economics, see § 32-944.
9.

To pay any

other lawful charge against the county.

—"Current expenses" defined, see
Editorial Note.— A levy of tax "to pay other lawful
Cross-reference.
is

not so indefinite that
10.

To pay

its

103/613 (4) (30

S.

E. 547).

the expenses of working public roads in those counties

—

To pay

charges against the county''

collection should be enjoined.

which have adopted the alternative road law.
Cross-reference. Tax under alternative road law,
11.

92-3703.

§

see

§

95-803.

the expenses of quarantine and necessary sanitation.

—

Cross-references. Tax for salaries and expenses of commissioners of health,
Expenses of county boards of health, see § 88-206. Exsee §§ 88-306, 88-307.
penses of cattle tick eradication, see § 62-1015. Smallpox hospitals and quarantine, see § 88-413 et seq.
12.

To pay

the county police.

Cross-reference.

—Tax

for maintenance of county police, see

§

23-1402.

;

§

Public Revenue.
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To pay

13.

for the collection

death, disease, and health.

— Compensation
Note. — Subdivision 2

88-1211.

and preservation

of records of birth,

(Const., Art. VII, Sec. VI, Par. II (§ 2-5402).)

Cross-reference.
§

2342

of

local

registrars

of

vital

see

statistics,

Editorial
of this section was amended by Acts 1929,
pp. 153, 154. by providing that in counties '.'having a population of not less than
11,813 and not more than 11,825 persons, according to the 1920 census of the
United States" the total tax levy for all the purposes enumerated in that subdivision shall not exceed five mills unless the grand jury at the spring term of the
superior court for the county shall recommend an increase for such year to meet
some emergency. This amendment has not been codified because of such limitation upon the number of counties in which it applies.
As to whether such a
statute violates Const., Art. I. Sec. IV, Par. I (§ 2-401), prohibiting the enactment
of a special law in any case for which provision has been made by an existing
general law. see 103/701 (30 S. E. 627); 135/265, 269 (69 S. E. 182); 139/117 (76
S. E. 747); 146/570, 576 (,91 S. E. 671); 150/583 (104 S. E. 418).
p. 63, prohibiting the levying and collecting of an ad valorem tax
excess of 10 mills in the aggregate for county purposes, except to pay past and
bonded indebtedness and interest, and to build courthouses or jails, in counties
"having a population of 20,301 to 20,306 according to the 1920 census," was declared unconstitutional in 154/623 (114 S. E. 891) as violative of Const., Art. I,
Sec. IV, Par. I tS 2-401), prohibiting the enactment of a special law in any case
for which provision has been made by an existing general law.

Acts 1^22.

in

Acts 1927. p. 339. authorizes the commissioners of roads and revenues in counhaving a population, according to the United States census of 1920, or any
future census, of not less than 44,195 nor more than 63,690, to levy a tax annually
for the support of prisoners, including the chain gang operated by such counties.
ties

Acts 1922, p. 108. as amended by Acts 1925, p. 198, and Acts 1929, p. 234, authorizes counties having a population of 100,000 or more by the United States census
of 1920 or any future United States census or any official State census, to create
a fiscal year for such counties different from the calendar year, and to change
such fiscal year to the calendar year. Acts 1933, p. 148, makes similar provision
as to counties having a population of not less than 75,000 and not more than
100,000. See § 89-901 as to fiscal year generally.

—

and accumulated debts. The
ordinary or other county authority empowered to levy taxes is hereby

Tax

92-3702. (507)

for current expenses

authorized to levy a tax not exceeding 100 per cent, of the State tax for
the year in which it is levied, to pay current expenses or accumulated
debts of the county, or both, without a recommendation by the grand
jury. (146 Ga. 581, 582 (91 S. E. 681) 154 Ga. 326 (114 S. E. 345) 154 Ga.
;

;

334 (114
292)

;

S. E.

359)

;

156 Ga. 13, 15 (118

S. E.

709)

;

165 Ga. 631 (142 S. E.

173 Ga. 907 (161 S. E. 824).)

Cross-references.

— Additional

powers of counties

limited, see

tax for county purposes, see
Const, Art. VII, Sec. VI, Par.

92-3703. Current expenses defined.

— Subdivisions

§

92-3706.

Taxing

II (§ 2-5402).

3, 4, 5,

and 6

of sec-

under the head of "current expenses." Subdivision 9
under the head of "current expenses" when the county purpose

tion 92-3701 fall
falls

specified

165 Ga.

is
1

92-3704.

a regular, ordinary expense.

(139

S.

(157 Ga. 722, 725 (122

S.

E. 35)

E. 890).)

Accumulated debts

defined.

—The

term "accumulated debts"

includes legal indebtedness "due" and "past due" as those expressions
are used in subdivision

1

of section 92-3701, but does not include "other

lawful charge against the county" used in subdivision 9 of said section.

(157 Ga. 722, 726 (122 S. E. 35).)
92-3705.

(507)

Payment

of

accumulated

debts.

—The

accumulated

debts referred to in section 92-3702 shall be paid off as rapidly as possible,
at least 25 per cent, a year.

Public Revenue.
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—

Tax for county purposes. The ordinary or oti
empowered to levy taxes is hereby authorized to levy

92-3706. (508)

county authority
a tax for county purposes over and above other taxes authorized by law,
not to exceed 50 per cent, of the amount of the State tax for the year in
which it is levied, provided two-thirds of the grand jury at the first <>~;
spring term recommend such tax. (Act 1821, Cobb, 184. )

—

Cross-references. Purposes of county tax, see § 92-3701, and cross-references
thereunder.
Tax for current expenses and accumulated debts, see § 92-3702.
Ordinary's authority over county matters, see § 23-701.

92-3707.

"County purposes"

defined.

— The

power

to assess taxes for

broader than the power to assess taxes for current
expenses. The language, "for county purposes, " in section 92-3706 is
not the equivalent of the expression, "current expenses of the county,"
"Current expenses" include ordinary expenses.
in section 92-3702.
"County purposes" include all purposes for which county taxes may be
assessed, both ordinary and extraordinary.
(157 Ga. 722 (122 S. E.

county purposes

35)

;

is

165 Ga. 631, 632 (142 S. E. 292).)

Taxes must be used

92-3708. (516)

for

purposes specified.

— Taxes

any specific
be used for such purposes, respectively, and none other.

raised for educational purposes, the support of the poor, or

purpose, shall

—

County orders must specify fund drawn on, see § 23-1601.
for support of county poor, see § 92-3701, 11 7; for support of paupers, see
Local tax
§ 92-3715; for purchasing house and farm for paupers, see § 23-2104.
Building schoolhouses
for public schools, see Title 32, Education, Chapter 32-11.
Extraordinary city
in local tax districts, see Title 32, Education, Chapter 32-14.
taxes to be used only for purpose levied, see § 92-4102, 11 3.
Cross-references.

Taxes

—

Duty of ordinary. It is the duty of the ordinary, or
empowered to levy taxes, to have prepared by the county

92-3709. (509)

other authority

treasurer, under his supervision,

grand jury at the

first

by the time

of the organization of the

or spring term, a statement of the financial con-

and the amount of tax required for county purposes
for that year, which shall be presented by the treasurer to the foreman of
the grand jury on the first day of the term, for inspection by that body.
(Act 1823, Cobb, 193.)
dition of the county,

—

grand jury to recommend. If a grand jury
is not impaneled at the spring term or adjourns without taking any
action on such statement, or refuses to make a recommendation sufficient to discharge any judgment that may have been obtained against
the county, or any debt for the payment of which mandamus has been
92-3710. (510) Failure of

issued, or for the

payment

of the necessary current expenses of the

year, the ordinary or other authority

empowered

to levy taxes

may

levy

without such recommendation the necessary tax not to exceed 50 per cent.
of the State tax for the year in which it is levied. In all cases when the
spring term of the superior court of any county is adjourned before the
grand jury has made its general presentments, the ordinary or other authority may levy a tax to the full extent and for any purpose that might
have been authorized by recommendation of the grand jury: Provided,
that such tax shall not exceed the levy last recommended by a grand jury
for the county.

(Acts 1880-1,

p. 41.

42 Ga. 229; 52 Ga. 234; 60 Ga. 349.)

Public Revenue.
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Where
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there are several grand juries.

—Where

several

grand juries have been impaneled during- the spring term, the recommendation of any panel shall be sufficient authority to levy the additional
tax of 50 per cent, of the State tax for the year; but

if

there are counter-

presentments on the subject, the ordinary or other authority
as provided in the preceding section.

may

proceed

compel and taxpayers to resist
county to compel the levying of such

92-3712. (512) Right of creditors to
tax.

— The

right of a creditor of a

tax, or of a

taxpayer to resist

it,

is

the

same

as set forth in section

92-3714, relating to taxes for the construction or repair of county buildings.

—

how levied. The orditaxes may levy an extra tax

92-3713. (504) Extra tax for county buildings,

nary or other authority empowered to levy

and 91-702, providing for
the erection and repair of courthouses, jails, and other county buildings,
without a recommendation by the grand jury, whenever the necessities
sufficient to carry into effect sections 91-701

arise.

Cross-reference.

— Ordinary's
On

92-3714. (505)

other authority shall
91-702, or shall

fail

authority over county matters, see

failure to levy
fail

to

an extra

comply with the

may

by mandamus or injunction, as the nature
the instance of any taxpayer of the county.

or

and

an exorbitant or unnecof the case

may

require,

—

paupers of the county, a tax not

amount

ordinary

Tax for the support of paupers. The ordinary or other
empowered to levy taxes is authorized to levy for the support

92-3715. (506)

of the

If the

be reviewed by the judge of the superior

court,

authority

—

23-701.

said sections 91-701

to levy the tax or shall levy

essary tax, his conduct

at

tax.

§

in excess of 25 per cent, of the

of the State tax for the year. (Acts 1880-1, p. 49.)

—Limitation

on taxing power of county, see Const., Art. VII,
2-5402).
Taxes for specified purposes to be used only for
those purposes, see § 92-3708. Tax for purchasing pauper house and farm, see
County poor, see Title 23, Counties, Chapters 23-21 to 23-24. Ordi§ 23-2104.
nary's authority over county matters, see § 23-701. Taxation of railroads by counties, see Chapter 92-27.
Cross-references.

Sec. VI, Par. II

(§

92-3716. Extra or special taxes.
of the

Code

—Tax

laws passed since the adoption

of 1863, to raise revenues for specific

purposes definitely

coming

stated therein, are provisions for extra or special taxes, not

within the provisions of sections 92-3702 or 92-3706.
S.

(165 Ga.

1,

2 (139

E. 890).)

— Tax

for support of paupers, see § 92-3715; for purchasing
§ 23-2104; for public schools, see Const., Art. VIII,
Sec. IV, Par. I (§ 2-6901), § 32-1106; for extension work in agriculture and home
economics, see § 32-944; for schools for adult illiterates, see § 32-2502; for public
roads under alternative road law, see § 95-803; for county police, see § 23-1402;
for salaries and expenses of commissioners of health, see §§ 88-306, 88-307; for
expenses of county boards of health, see § 88-206; for expense of inspectors of
tick-infested cattle, see § 62-1015; for compensation of local registrars of vital staSmallpox hospitals and quarantine, see § 88-413 et seq.
tistics, see § 88-1211.

Cross-references.

pauper house and farm, see
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CHAPTER

§

02-3806

ASSESSMENT AND COLLECTION
OF TAXES.

92-38.

Sec.

Sec.

92-3801.

Order to specify per

92-3802.
92-3803.

each purpose.
Order to be advertised.
How collected and paid out.

92-3804.

Jury

92-3805.

Collectors' fees.

92-3806.

Commissions

certificates
ceived.

tors,

how

cent, for

to be

of tax
assessed.

92-3807.

Payment, how enforced.

92-3808.

Execution against persons
holding county money.

92-3809.

Execution on failure to pay
over moneys collected.

92-3810.

Affidavit of illegality.

92-3811.

Borrowing county money.

92-3812.

County tax may be remitted.

re-

collec-

—

each purpose. The
county tax shall be assessed for the year, by order of the ordinary or
other county authority empowered to levy taxes, entered on the min-

Order to specify per

92-3801. (514)

The order shall specify the per
purpose. The assessment shall apply to
utes.

the State. (Acts 1862-3,
Cross-reference.

authority

cent,

levied for

all

property which

if

one

is

taxed by

is

§

23-701.

—The ordinary or other county

to levy taxes shall advertise immediately a

of such order for 30 days at the door of the courthouse

newspaper,

each specific

of ordinary over county matters, see

Order to be advertised.

empowered

for

p. 60.)

—Authority

92-3802. (515)

cent,

and

copy

in a public

published within the limits of the county, and fur-

nish the tax collector with another copy.

—

Cross-references. Authority having charge of county affairs, see § 23-701 and
note thereunder. Notice to nonresident owners of wild land, of amount of taxes
due thereon, see § 92-6212.

How

—

and paid out. All taxes levied for
county purposes shall be assessed upon the tax receiver's books for each
year, and collected by the tax collector, who shall pay the same to the
92-3803.

(517)

collected

county treasurer.

—

Cross-references. When tax collector's fi. fa. issued, see
treasurer, see Title 23, Counties, Chapter 23-10.

92-3804. (518) Jury certificates to be received.

92-7401.

§

—The

County

tax collectors

when

properly authenticated, as far as they will
go toward paying the county tax of the person holding the same, for all
taxes due by the taxpayers of this State to their respective counties.

shall receive jury script

92-3805. (519) Collectors' fees.—The tax collectors shall be allowed

the same commissions and fees for collection of county taxes as they are

allowed by law for the collection of the State tax, and are liable to the
same fines and forfeitures for any default of improper conduct.
Cross-references.

—Pay

of tax collectors and receivers, see § 92-5301 et seq.
officers, see § 89-704.
Tax collectors generally,

Quarterly statements of county
see Chapter 92-47 et seq.

92-3806. (520)

Commissions

of tax collectors,

dinaries or other county authorities

empowered

how

assessed.

— The or-

to levy taxes in allowing

tax collectors their commissions for collecting the taxes levied in their
respective counties, shall aggregate the taxes for the various purposes
levied,

and allow commissions on the whole amount,

in

accordance with

Public Revenue.

92-3807

§

2 346

the schedule from which the Comptroller General

commissions

to collectors for collecting the State tax.

Cross-references.
tions of default

92-3807.

is

— Pay

(Acts 1861,

of tax collectors and receivers, see
lists, see § 92-5302.

§

92-5301.

p. 81.)

Deduc-

and insolvent

Payment, how enforced.

(521)

lowed by law

authorized to allow

for the

enforcement of

— Any

remedy or right althe collection and payment of the

State taxes, either by the Comptroller General or tax collector,

may be

used for the county taxes by the ordinaries, or other county authorities

empowered

to levy taxes.

(Act 1796, Cobb, 182; Act 1815, Cobb, 1062;

Act 1825, Cobb, 1066.)

—

Cross-references. Tax executions and sales, see Chapter 92-74 et seq. Tax colbonds, see Chapter 92-48. Duty of Comptroller as to delinquent taxpayers,

lectors"

see

§

92-7302.

92-3808.

The

Execution against persons holding county money.

1,522)

—

ordinaries or other county authorities in charge of county affairs

may compel

persons, their heirs, executors or administrators,

all

who

hands any county money, collected for any county purpose
whatever, to pay over the same.

have

in their

—

Persons borrowing county money, see
pay over county money, see § 23-1611.

Cross-references.
failing to

§

92-3811.

Treasurer

—

pay over moneys collected.
On failure to pay the same, the ordinaries or other county authorities in
charge of county affairs shall issue executions against such persons and
92-3809. (523) Execution

their securities,

on

failure to

any, for the full

if

amount appearing

to be due, as the

Comptroller General issues executions against defaulting tax collectors.
(Act 1796, Cobb, 182.)

—

Cross-references. Comptroller to issue executions against collector and sureon default, see §§ 40-1505, 92-5504. Accounting for public moneys, see Title
89, Public Officers, Chapter 89-8.
ties

92-3810. (524) Affidavit of illegality.
for too

much, or

he may, by

if

filing

—

If

such execution shall issue

defendant shall deny on oath owing any part thereof,

an affidavit of

illegality,

according to the rules govern-

cause an issue to be formed thereon, which shall be
tried by a jury at the first term of the superior court thereafter.

ing other

illegalities,

92-7901.

How

—

As to judicial interference
illegality taken, see § 39-1001.

Cross-references.
§

92-3811. (525)

Borrowing county money.

with

collection

of

taxes,

see

—The provisions of the fore-

going sections are applicable to all persons and their sureties who may
borrow, or pretend to borrow, any county money from any person having custody thereof, and shall be held in all respects as holders of county
funds.

—

Fi. fa. against persons holding county money, see § 92-3808.
to make account of their actings, see §§ 23-1024,
treasurers
and
Tax collectors
Proceedings against defaulting county treasurer, see § 23-1611.
92-4906.

Cross-references.

—

County tax may be remitted. In all cases where a
person has been overtaxed or claims for any reason that taxes should be
remitted or refunded, the ordinary or other county authority empowered
92-3812. (526)

:

Public Revenue.
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§

92-3905

may

hear and determine such application to the
the interest of the county therein. (Act 1845, Cobb, 1077.;

to levy taxes

t

of

—

Cross-references. Suspension of collection of taxes due the State till meeting
Relief from double tax, see *§ 92-6605,
of next General Assembly, see § 40-205.
92-6606. Authority having charge of county matters, see § 23-701 and note thereunder.

CHAPTER

REVENUE FROM SOURCES OTHER
THAN TAXATION.

92-39.

Sec.

Sec.
92-3901.

Sources of county revenue.

92-3902.

Licenses, exhibitions, etc.

92-3903.

Licenses for one year.
Exhibitions, etc., without

92-3904.

92-3908.

Process to compel shows, exhibitions, etc., to pay tax.

92 _ 39()Q

Defenses against process

92-3910.

Damages.

92-3911.

Penalties not to interfere with
other provisions of Code.

92-3912.

Disposition

.

li-

cense.
92-3905.

Peddling without license.

92-3906.

Taxpayer may demand exhi-

92-3907.

Violation of law; levy on and
sale of property.

bition of license.

of

moneys from

licenses.

92-3901. (529) Sources of county revenue.

— All

sums from whatever

sources which are paid into the county treasury shall constitute a part
of the

county revenue.

92-3902.

(530)

Licenses, exhibitions, etc.

—The

county charges for

licenses shall be as follows

Peddling within the county, unless otherwise provided by the ordiS 50
nary under the law
Exhibiting shows with horses
10
Exhibiting animals, beasts, and the like
10
Exhibiting any pictures or figures
5
:

Any other
may order.

show, not

less

than $5, nor more than $25, as the ordinary

Theatricals or musical entertainments* for profit to the proprietor, not

more than $5

and subject to contract with the
county. (Act 1820, Cobb, 184; Act 1835, Cobb, 185. Acts 1890-1, p. 128.)
for each

exhibition,

— Specific

and occupation

Cross-reference.

taxes, see Chapters 92-3 to 92-21.

92-3903. (531) Licenses for one year.

— All

such licenses, except for
exhibitions, shall be for the term of one year and shall extend to the
county limits. (Act 1835, Cobb, 185.)

—

without license. If any person shall
exhibit any show without first obtaining such license, or exhibit a show
different from that for which he obtained license, he shall forfeit to the
county three times the cost of the license for each exhibition. (Act 1835,
Cobb, 185.)
92-3904. (532) Exhibitions,

Cross-reference.
see § 92-3912.

— Money

etc.,

arising from licenses to be paid to countv treasurer,

92-3905. (533) Peddling without license.

—

any person, except a disabled soldier of this State, or other person exempted by law, peddles
without first obtaining such license in counties where the ordinaries take
If

§

Fublic Revenue.

92-3906
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no action regulating- peddling", he shall forfeit to the county $100 for the
first act of peddling, and for each month thereafter $25 more. (Acts 1909,
pp. 36, 73.)

—

Cross-references. Exemptions, see §§ 84-909, 92-603, 92-604. Disabled soldiers
Ordinary's authority to regulate pedto peddle without license, see § 84-2011.
License to peddle, see § 84-2001 et seq.
dling, sec § 23-701, 11 9.

—

Taxpayer may demand exhibition of license. Any taxpayer oi a county may call upon any person in pursuit of any occupation
for which a license is required, to exhibit his license, and if he fails so to
do. it shall be sufficient grounds, on affidavit being made of the fact, to
cause such forfeiture; and if, on investigation, it appears that he has such
license, he shall forfeit the sum of $10 and costs.
92-3906.

(534)

—

Cross-references. Licenses revocable, see § 20-117.
Specific and occupation
Practicing profession without paying special
taxes, see Chapters 92-3 to 92-21.
Duty of everyone subject to specific and occupation tax to
tax, see § 84-9901.
post license, see § 92-302.

92-3907. (535) Violation of law; levy

on and

sale of

property.— If the

ordinary, or other authority having charge of county affairs,

any

the violation of

make

affidavit of

knows

unless he

of the three preceding sections, or

such

fact,

if

knows

any person

will

the ordinary, or such other authority, shall,

to the contrary, issue a process, directed to all

gular the sheriffs and constables of this State, for the

commanding them

of

amount

and

sin-

of such for-

on property, real or personal, of the
defendant sufficient to satisfy the same and costs, and to levy and sell
the property levied on as in case of attachments. Such process shall be
returned to the court from which it issued.
feiture,

to levy

—

Cross-references. Duty of officer to whom attachment is directed, see § 8-201.
Ordinary's authority over county affairs, see § 23-701 and note thereunder.

92-3908.

—

any show

If

it is

(536) Process to compel shows, exhibitions,
is

to

pay

tax.

on exhibition in any county without the license required,

the duty of the ordinary orother authority having charge of county

affairs, instanter to place

stable
paid,
is

etc.,

;

and

it

such process in the hands of such sheriff or con-

on presentation, the license fee required and all costs are
discharge the same, but not otherwise; but if such course

if,

shall

not taken,

it

shall not

be a waiver of such forfeiture. (Act 1835, Cobb,

185.)

92-3909.

(537) Defenses against process.

may

may

— Persons against whom such

same by swearing that they have not
violated the law on account of which process has issued, and by filing an
affidavit of illegality, which shall be returned and tried as other illegaliprocess

issue

arrest the

ties are.

Cross-reference.

— Illegalities

92-3910. (538j

Damages.

believe that such affidavit

ground
find, the

to sustain

it,

generally, see

—

If,

was

on the
filed

§

39-1001 et seq.

trial of

such issue, the jury shall

without any
their verdict, and if they so

for delay only, or

they shall so state in

defendant shall pay 25 per cent, additional.

is

Public Revenue.
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§ 92-4002

92-3911. (539) Penalties not to interfere with other provisions of Code.

—The

penalties and forfeitures hereinbefore set forth are not to inter-

any other provision

fere with

of this Code,

making the

specified acts

penal.

92-3912. (540) Disposition

arising from

of

moneys from

licenses.

—The

moneys

licenses are to be paid to the county treasurer, to be

all

used for county purposes, but one-half of moneys arising from forfeitures
shall,

go

(Act 1835, Cobb, 184.)

to the informers.

—

Cross-references. Forfeiture for exhibiting shows without license, see
by informers, see §§ 3-606, 3-714.

§

92-3904.

Suits

PART

MUNICIPAL TAXATION.

XIII.

CHAPTER
Sec.

92-4001.

ASSESSORS.

92-40.

Sec.

number; duty; de-

Election;

92-4002.

Reports,

cision.

92-4001. (862) Election;

council of each

town or

all

decision.

—The

mayor and

city are authorized, at their option, to elect three

freeholders, residing in the

and assess

number; duty;

town or

city, as assessors,

the property within said

town

who

shall value

or city subject to taxation.

All persons dissatisfied with the value placed on their properties shall

appear before said assessors and produce evidence as to the value of
the property, and the decision of said assessors, after hearing the evidence, shall be final

:

or cities having the

(Acts 1890-1,

Provided, that this section shall not affect towns

power under

their charters to appoint assessors.

p. 231.)

Cross-references.

—Assessment

sessor, see §§ 92-6805, 92-6806.

of delinquents by municipal tax receiver or asTaxation of railroads by cities, see Chapter 92-28.

—

Editorial Note. Acts 1912, p. 161, prohibiting the city tax assessors from valuing and assessing their own property and authorizing the mayor and council to
value and assess such property for city taxation, in cities having a population of
not less than 3,550 and not more than 3,552 inhabitants according to the last
census of the United States, has not been included in this Code because of such
limitation on the number of cities in which it applies.

For the same reason Acts 1933, p. 38,. amending the above section by authorizing the mayor and council of cities having a population of not less than 85.000
nor more than 125,000 to provide by ordinance for an appeal from the decision of
the assessors to a board of appeals, to create such board, etc., has not been
included.
92-4002. (863) Reports.

— Said

assessors shall

such time and in such manner as the town
termine, and shall be governed by rules

contrary to the laws of this State.

The

make

their

reports at

or. city authorities shall

made by

de-

the authorities, unless

authorities shall, in levying or

assessing the rate of taxation, do so upon the value of the property re-

ported by the assessors.

g

Public Revenue.

92-4101

CHAPTER

2350

LIMITATION ON
OF TAXATION.

92-41.

Sec.

CITIES'

RIGHT

Sec.

92-4101.

Tax over

one-half of one per
cent, prohibited.

92-4104.

Additional fund, how raised;
separate accounts.

92-4102.

"Ordinary expenses'' defined;

92-4105.

Traveling salesmen, when exempt.

92-4106.

Goods purchased

separate accounts.
92-4103.

money

diverting
other purposes
malpractice.

Officer

in

for distribution

lots

carload

among

several purchasers.

Tax over

92-4101. (864)

to
of

guilty

one-half of one per cent, prohibited.

— No mu-

nicipal corporation shall levy or collect for the ordinary current expenses

any ad valorem tax
upon the property within said corporation, exceeding one-half of one per
cent, upon the value of said property, any charter of said corporation to

of said corporation, except as hereinafter provided,

the contrary notwithstanding

:

Provided, that the provisions of sections

92-4101 to 92-4104 shall not apply to the city of Savannah. (Acts 1874,
p. 109.

139 Ga. 249 (77

S.

E. 95).)

— Limitation

on municipal debts, see Const., Art. VII, Sec.
Taxation for maintenance of public library, see § 32-2701.
Levy of playground and recreation tax, see § 69-610. Taxation of agricultural
products by municipal corporations, see § 5-603.
Cross-references.

VII, Par.

(§ 2-5501).

I

—

Editorial Note. Acts 1874, p. 109, from which this and the three following secwere codified expressly exempting from its operation the city of Savannah,
'Accordingly the legislature were not
is not territorially general in its operation.
prevented, * * * from excepting other municipalities and allowing them, by
charter provisions, to levy a different rate." 139/249 (77 S. E. 95).
tions

92-4102. (865) "Ordinary
1.

all

The term "ordinary

expenses"

defined;

separate

accounts.

—

current expenses" shall be construed to include

current expenses, excepting only expenditures for education, for pav-

ing or macadamizing streets, and for
terest of the public debt,

which

payment

shall

be

of the principal

known

and

in-

as "extraordinary ex-

penses."
2.

In

all

where

cases

it

shall

be necessary to levy an additional tax

any one or more of said extraordinary expenses, the levy and assessment of the same for each said
extraordinary expense shall be separately made and collected.

above said one-half of one per

3.

The municipal

cent., for

authorities shall cause separate accounts to be kept,

amounts collected and disbursed on account of each of
said extraordinary expenses and all amounts so collected shall be applied
exclusively to the extraordinary expenses for which said tax was levied

on account of

all

;

and collected. (Acts- 1874,
Cross-references.
§

32-2701.

Levy

— Taxation

of

92-4103. (866)

p. 110.)

by municipal authorities to maintain
playground and recreation tax, see § 69-610.

Officer diverting

— Any

money

to

libraries, see

other purposes guilty of

any municipal corporation who shall apply
any portion of any fund collected by taxation for either of said extraordinary expenses, to any other ordinary or extraordinary expense, shall be

malpractice.

officer of

guilty of malpractice in office.

(Acts 1874,

p. 110.)

Public Revenue.
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92-4104. (867) Additional fund,

how

§92-4 201

raised; separate accounts.

—

an
additional fund is required by said corporation for internal improvements, not herein provided for, or if the amount realized by the levy of
one-half of one per cent, shall be insufficient to defray the ordinary cur-

may

rent expenses of said corporation, an additional tax
this

If

be levied for

purpose when the same shall be authorized by a vote of two-thirds

of the legal voters of said corporation

who

shall vote at

held for that purpose, and separate accounts of

and disbursed

shall be kept as

provided

is

all

an election to be

amounts so

collected

(Acts 1874,

in section 92-4102.

p. 110.)

Cross-reference.

—Taxation

for maintenance of public library, see

92-4105. (868) Traveling

salesmen,

when exempt.

32-2701.

§

—The

authorities

any municipal corporation shall not levy or collect any tax or license from a traveling salesman engaged in taking orders for the sale
of goods where no delivery of goods is made at the time of taking such

of

orders. (Acts 1896, p. 36.)

Goods purchased

92-4106.

eral purchasers.
flour, bran,

where the

among

in carload lots for distribution

—Any person or persons purchasing guano,

sev-

meats, meal,

cotton seed or cottonseed meal and hulls, in carload lots
lading for such shipment

bill of

is

taken in the

name

of

an

individual and the freight paid pro rata by the owners of said goods or

merchandise, such goods or merchandise being procured for the
dividual use of such person or persons,

who

ment made

by said individuals,

as aforesaid,

and not for

sale

shall

delivery of said car, and the surrender of said

in-

have had such ship-

bill of

shall

upon

lading, be entitled

shipment or shipments between themselves without
the payment of a special or license tax to any public corporation or
municipality as dealers or distributors of such goods or merchandise as

to apportion said

aforesaid.

(Acts 1914,

CHAPTER

92-42.

p. 147.)

ASSESSMENTS FOR IMPROVEMENTS.
Sec.

Sec.
92-4201.

Issuance

of

executions

for

92-4202.

property

Public

abutting on
sign peti-

who may

paving, etc.; sales; redemp-

street;

tion,

tions for improvements.

92-4201. (869) Issuance of executions for paving, etc.; sales; redemption.

—All

municipal corporations

amount due

or to

become due

for

may

enforce

the collection

paving streets or

alleys, laying

of

any

sewers

and drains, or cleaning or repairing privy vaults, by execution to be
issued by the treasurer against the persons or corporations by whom
such debts may be due, which may be levied by the marshal on the real
estate of the owners, and after proceedings as in cases of sales for city
taxes, the same may be sold at public outcry. All sales made by such
city under execution shall be subject to purchase by said corporation,
and the right of redemption by the owner after sale. (Acts 18S4-5, p. 148.)

—

Cross-references. Interest on tax executions, see § 92-7601.
pal taxes, and redemption of property sold, see Chapter 92-44.

Sales for munici-

—
§

Public Revenue.

92-4202

,
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—

Section 870 of the Code of 1910, relating to renewing or repairEditorial Note.
having a population of over 20,000, and Acts 1919, p. 81, procities
in
pavement
ing
viding that where any change in the charter of any city having a population of not
less than 65,000 nor more than 100.000, in regard to the method of paving, provision
may be made in the charter amendment for the renewal and repairing of any existing pavement under the provisions of such amendment, have not been included in

Code.

this

on

92-4202. (871) Public property abutting
tions for improvements.

street

;

who may

sign peti-

—Whenever the owners of land abutting on any

have the same improved, and where the
State or any of its political subdivisions is the owner of property on said
street, the frontage so owned shall be counted as if owned by an indistreet or sidewalk petition to

and

vidual,

purposes of assessment, and

shall be likewise treated for the

Governor may sign the
application for and in behalf of the State and where the county is the
owner, the ordinary or the chairman of the board of county commissioners, as the case may be, may sign in behalf of the county; and where
a municipality is the owner of the property, the mayor of the city where

where the State

is

the

owner

of the property the
;

said property
p.

situated

is

may

sign in behalf of the city.

(Acts 1906,

119.)

CHAPTER

92-43.

GARNISHMENT ON TAX EXECUTIONS
FOR CITY TAXES.
Sec.

Sec.

92-4301.

Grounds and service

mons

of

sum-

92-4302.

of garnishment.

Entry of name of person garnished on execution and return.

92-4301. (876)

Grounds and service

of

summons

of garnishment.

When

any treasurer or other person authorized to collect the taxes due
any municipal corporation can find no property of the defendant on which
to levy any tax execution, he shall make an entry to that effect on said
execution, and may then issue summons of garnishment against any person

who he may

believe

is

indebted to the defendant, or

who may have

property, money, or effects of the defendant in his hands, without

ing affidavit or giving bond.

Said

summons

of

garnishment

mak-

shall be

served by the treasurer or other tax collector, or by the sheriff or any
constable of the county in which the garnishee

may

reside, at least 15

days before the sitting of the court, and returned to the superior or city
court of the county in which such municipal corporation is situated.
(Acts 1890-1,

p. 53.)

Cross-reference.

— Tax

92-4302. (877)
return.

collector

may

Entry of name

issue garnishment, see

of person garnished

§

92-7501.

on execution and

—The treasurer shall enter on the execution the name of the per-

son garnished, and return the execution to said court, and the subsequent

proceedings shall be the same as on garnishments in cases

ment has been obtained. (Acts

—

Cross-references. Proceedings
Garnishment generally, see Title
§

92-7601.

when

judg-

1890-1, p. 53.)

in
46,

garnishment by tax collector, see § 92-7502.
Garnishment. Interest on tax fi. fas., see

Public Revenue.
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§92-4404

CHAPTER 92-44. SALES FOR MUNICIPAL TAXES, AND
REDEMPTION OF PROPERTY SOLD.
Sec.

Sec.

92-4401.

92-4405.

Time, place, and manner of
sale.
t-»

92-4403.

Municipal

92-4404.

Property

.Redemption
i

r

92-4406.

ii

i

i

of land sold.

Law

not applicable to coun-

-

tJ

corporation may
purchase, when; conveyance.

92-4407.

sold by municipal
corporation, how.

92-4408.

City marshal,

92-4409.

Proceeds of

92-4401. (879) Time, place,

manner

to carry law into

effcct

aa^^
92-4402.
«/»

Ordinances

and manner

Recitals in tax deed not evidence of facts recited.

of sale.

how

ruled,

sales.

—The time, place, and

and personal, for taxes due

of the sale of property, both real

to

municipal corporations in this State, shall be the same as that provided
by law for sheriffs' sales for State and county taxes Provided, that such
:

.may be conducted by the marshal or duly authorized officer of the
municipality and had before the door of the council chamber or the usual
place of meeting of the authorities having control of said municipality.
sale

(Acts 1877,

p.

125

Cross-references.

1901, p. 23.)

;

—<Sales

erally, see Title 39,

under tax fi. fas., see § 92-8102. Judicial sales genExecutions and Proceedings Thereunder, Chapters 39-11 to

39-13.

Redemption

—Whenever

any land is so
sold, the owner thereof shall have the privilege of redeeming such land
within one year, by paying the purchaser the amount paid by him for
92-4402. (880)

the land, with 10 per cent,

of land sold.

premium

thereon. (Acts 1877,

p.

125; 1880-1,

p. 48.)

Cross-reference.

92-4403.

ance.

due

of property sold for taxes, see Chapter 92-83.

(881) Municipal corporation

may

purchase, when; convey-

—Whenever at any such sale by a municipal

it,

much
cost,

—Redemption

no one present

as the tax for

if

corporation for taxes

up to be sold as
proposed to sell the same, and the officer's
such property shall have been cried a rea-

shall bid for the property put

which

it is

any, due thereon, after

sonable time, then any duly appointed officer or agent of the corporation

may

bid in such property for the corporation, and the marshal or other

officer

making such

sale shall

erty so sold, and deliver the

poration to receive

it,

make
same

and the

to the corporation a deed to the propto the officer designated

title

by the

cor-

acquired by the corporation at such

and by such deed shall be perfect, valid and binding, after the period
above provided for redemption by the owner shall have elapsed and
there is no redemption by the owner, as if purchased by an individual or
sale

corporation other than such corporation so purchasing, and the marshal,
or other duly authorized officer

through any

officer or

person

property so sold. (Acts 1877,

making the
it

may

sale, shall

put the corporation,

designate, in possession of the

p. 125.)

—

by municipal corporation, how. Neither
the governing body of any such municipal corporation during whose term
any such sale shall take place, nor any subsequently appointed or elected
92-4404. (882) Property sold

governing body, shall be capable of divesting or alienating the

title of

§
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the corporation to any property so purchased, except

the

same

Provided, that where

to the highest bidder:

by a public

sale of

clearly

shown

it is

body that property, either returned or unreturned, has
been sold and purchased by the governing body to protect the taxes of
the municipal corporation and the cost of collecting the same, and that
said governing body has not parted with title to the same, such governing body shall, by unanimous vote, be authorized to quitclaim such property to the owner thereof at the time of purchase by the governing body,
or to his administrators, executors, heirs or assigns, upon payment of
all taxes which may be due and all cost due by reason of said sale. (Acts
to the governing

1877.

p.

125

92-4405.

:

1904, p. 52; 1906, p. 32.)

Ordinances to carry law into

(883)

porations shall have

full

power and authority

effect.

—Municipal

cor-

to pass appropriate ordi-

nances and bylaws to carry these provisions into

(Acts 1877,

effect.

125.)

p.

92-4406.

ceding

Law

{884)

not applicable to counties.

rive sections shall

— Nothing

in the pre-

be construed to apply to counties. (Acts 1877,

125.)

p.

92-4407.
less

{885) Recitals in tax deed not evidence of facts recited.

—Un-

otherwise provided in the charter, the recitals in a deed under a sale

for municipal taxes shall not be evidence of the facts recited.

286 (15

S.

(89 Ga.

E. 368).)

— Estoppels

Cross-references.
tax fi. fa. valid, see

§

generally, see

§

38-114

Deed made

— The

marshals of the towns

at sale

under

92-8107.

92-4408. (911) City marshal,

how

ruled.

and such other officers of towns and cities whose duty it
is to collect the taxes and other revenues of such towns and cities,
by levy and sale, shall be subject to be ruled, either in the superior,
city, or county court, in the county where said town or city is located,
and

for

cities,

money

in

the hands of such officer arising from the public sale of

any property, under and by virtue of any process issued by said city
or town, in the same manner as sheriffs and constables are ruled for
the distribution of money coming into their hands from the sale of
any property. fActs 1900, p. 81.)
Cross-reference.
§

— Money

collected

by

may

officers

be

demanded,

etc.,

see

24-206.

92-4409.

<912j Proceeds of sales.

—When an execution

is

placed in the

any town or city, with
written notice to hold up the proceeds arising from the sale of any property of the defendant in fi. fa., the marshal or other selling officer shall,
after first paying to the city the amount due on the process under which
the sale was made, hold up the balance of the funds in his hands until
he is ordered to pay out the same by the court first acquiring jurisdiction,
under proper proceeding. (Acts 1900, pp. 81, 82.)
hands

of the

marshal or other selling

Cross-reference.

— Practice

on money

officer of

rules, see

§

24-211.
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DIVISION II. STATE REVENUE COMMISSION,
TAX RECEIVERS, AND TAX COLLECTORS.

PART

STATE REVENUE COMMISSION.

I.

CHAPTER

92-45.

IN GENERAL.
Sec.

Sec.

92-4501.

92-4502.

Creation; personnel; terms of
office; salaries of appointed
members; oath; bonds; vacancies; removal.

Comptroller General's powers
as Insurance Commissioner

92-4507.

Deputy

retained.

Chairman; duties of members;
majority control; devotion
of full time to duties; vicechairman.

92-4503.

92-4506.

and

Official

Official seal.

92-4505.

Powers and

ties.

92-4509.

Compensation of
and deputies.

92-4510.

Payment

Attorney

by

resentation
General.
92-4504.

Rep-

legal office.

92-4508.

Records as

92-4511.

of

of

clerical help

salaries

and ex-

penses.

evi-

dence.
duties

commissioners: appointment and duties.
Authority to discharge depu-

Power

Com-

take

to

mony,

mission.

92-4501. Creation; personnel; terms

of office;

members; oath; bonds; vacancies; removal.

administer oaths,
take testi-

affidavits,
etc.

salaries

— A State

of

appointed

Revenue Commis-

hereby created. It shall consist of the Comptroller General and
two commissioners appointed by the Governor with the advice and consent of the Senate. Their successors, except the Comptroller General,
sion

is

shall be appointed for full

terms of four years from the expiration of the

terms of their predecessors

in office.

than by expiration of term,

it

If a

vacancy

shall be filled

shall occur otherwise

by appointment

for the un-

expired term, except that a vacancy in the office of Comptroller General

by law. Any commissioner, except the CompGeneral, may, after notice and a hearing, be removed by the Gov-

shall be filled as provided
troller

ernor for neglect of duty or misfeasance and/or malfeasance in

The members

of the

Commission

shall be required to take

office.

and subscribe

before the Governor an oath to faithfully and impartially discharge the
duties of their office, which oath shall be in addition to the oath required

Each

commissioners other than the Comptroller
General shall receive an annual salary of $4,000, and each appointive
member shall, before entering upon the performance of his duties, exe-

of all civil officers.

cute and

file

an

official

of the

surety bond in the

sum

of $25,000.

approved as

to

form and sufficiency by the Attorney General, and the bond of the Comptroller General shall be as provided by law. (Acts 1923. Extra. Sess..
p. 16; 1931,

pp.

7, 31,

34.)

—

Cross-references. Salary of Comptroller General, see § 40-1404. Oath required
of public officers, see § 89-302.
Bond of Comptroller General, see § 40-1402. Removal of member of State Revenue Commission or deputy, see § 92-5806.

—

Editorial Note. Section 83 of the Reorganization Act (Acts 1931, pp. 7. 34")
abolished the office of Commissioner of Revenue and transferred all powers.

—
§
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duties and functions of such office to the State Revenue Commission. Section 85
abolished the office of Tax Commissioner and transferred all the powers, duties
and functions of the State Tax Commissioner to the State Revenue Commission.
Section 84 abolished the office of Commissioner of Motor Vehicles and transferred all the powers, duties and functions thereof to the State Revenue Commission. See Chapter 68-2 as regards powers, etc., of the State Revenue Commission as to motor vehicles. As to disposition of other sections of the Reorganization Act. see note preceding Part I of Title 40, Executive Department.

Section 78 of the Reorganization Act provided that the Commissioner of Revenue and the State Tax Commissioner then in office should serve until the expiration of their respective terms as the appointive members of the State Revenue
Commission. By Acts 1923, Extra. Sess., pp. 13, 14, the term of the Commissioner
By
of Revenue was made six years. That Act was approved December 14, 1923.
Acts 1913. pp. 123, 130, the term of the State Tax Commissioner was made six
That Act was approved August 14, 1913.
years.

time to duties; vice

full

members; majority control; devotion of
chairman. The Governor shall designate the

Chairman; duties

92-4502.

of

—

Commission, who

and shall
be reponsible for the administration of the duties committed to it by this
law. The other members of the Commission shall join with the chairman in exercising all the powers and performing all the duties specifically imposed by this law on the Commission as a body.
Each apentire
time to the duties of his
pointive commissioner shall devote his
regarding
questions
the
powers
office, and upon all
and duties imposed
upon the Commission by virtue of this law, a majority of the Commission
The Commission shall elect a vice chairman, who shall
shall control.
perform all of the duties of the chairman in the absence of the chairman.

chairman

of the

(Acts 1931, pp.

7, 31.)

92-4503. Official

— The

official

and

and legal

Department

of

office.

Representation by Attorney General.

legal office of the State

Fulton county.

in

shall be its executive officer

Law

The Commission

Revenue Commission

shall

shall be represented only

be

by the

in litigation or matters pertaining to revenue.

(Acts

1931, Extra. Sess., p. 55; 1931, pp. 7, 35, 38.)

—

Cross-reference. Duties of Attorney General, see Title 40, Executive Department, Chapter 40-16.

92-4504. Official seal. Records as evidence.

mission shall have and use an

—The State Revenue Com-

and the records, its proceedings, and copies of all papers and documents in its possession and custody may be authenticated in the usual form under such seal and the
signature of any one of the commissioners, deputy commissioner, or the
secretary, and shall be received in evidence in the same manner, and
with like effect, as deeds regularly acknowledged or proven. (Acts 1931,
pp.

official seal;

7, 34.)

92-4505.

Powers and duties

of

Commission.

—The State Revenue Com-

mission shall

Have all the powers and perform the duties formerly vested in the
State Tax Commissioner, the Commissioner of Revenue, the Secretary
1.

of State in relation to

and

in

motor vehicles and motorcycles and chauffeurs,

the Comptroller General in relation to matters of taxation.

Take testimony and proofs, under oath. Any member or deputy
commissioner of the Commission may be designated for that purpose.
2.
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§92-4506

power and authority to pass all necessary rules and regulations for carrying out and enforcing the provisions of all tax and
revenue measures, administered by said Commission, provided the same
are not in conflict with the provisions of the law levying such tax or

Have

3.

the

revenue measures.
Consult and confer with the Governor upon the subject of taxation,

4.

the administration of the laws in relation thereto, and the progress of

Commission, and furnish the Governor from time to
time such reports, assistance, and other information as he may require.
the

work

5.

of the

Investigate

all

matters of taxation and recommend to the General

Assembly through the Comptroller General from time to time, such
changes and alterations in the tax laws of the State as in its judgment
it may deem best to bring about a more perfect, adequate and thorough
system of taxation and valuation of property for State and county taxation.

(Acts 1913, pp. 123, 130; 1931, pp.

— Duties as to equalization
Editorial Note. — The effective date of Acts
Cross-reference.

word "formerly,"

as used in the above section,

7, 32, 35.)

of tax returns, see Chapter 92-70.
1931, p.

means

7,

was January

1,

1932.

The

prior to that date.

This section, in so far as it undertakes to transfer the powers and duties formerly vested in the "Comptroller General in relation to matters of taxation" to
the State Revenue Commission, is in apparent conflict with the following section.

See note following that section.

powers as Insurance Commissioner reAll powers and functions heretofore imposed by law on the
tained.
Comptroller General, including those vested in and imposed upon him
92-4506. Comptroller General's

—

as Insurance Commissioner, are hereby

imposed and retained. (Acts

1931, pp. 7, 34.)
Cross-references.
eral, see Title 40,

— Insurance

Comptroller GenCommissioner, see § 56-101.
Executive Department, Chapters 40-14, 40-15. Returns of in-

surance companies, see

§

92-5901.

—

Editorial Note. This section seems to conflict with the preceding section. The
Comptroller General -takes the position that as section 82 of the Reorganization
Act, Acts 1931, pp. 7, 34 follows that portion of section 79 of that Act, purporting to vest in the State Revenue Commission the former powers and duties of the Comptroller General in relation to taxation, it is a later expression of the legislative will and therefore controlling.
He insists that the
above-mentioned portion of section 92-4505 had no effect whatever on his office
or the powers and duties imposed upon him in relation to taxation.
His construction of the Act, though not formally adopted by the State Revenue Commission, was, in practice, acquiesced in by the other two members of the Commission.
His construction seems also to have been concurred in by the Governor, who did
not report to the General Assembly any conflict between the Comptroller General's office and the State Revenue Commission, or give any-direction to the matter,
as he was authorized to do by section 113 of the Reorganization Act.
Other
executive and administrative officers appear to have acquiesced in the Comptroller

General's construction.

The General Assembly of 1933, the only session held since the passage of the
Reorganization Act, seems also to have agreed with the Comptroller General in
his construction of that Act. The Accounting for Public Moneys Act (Acts 1933,
p. 78) recognizes the Comptroller General, rather than the State Revenue Commission, as the authority having jurisdiction over tax collectors and supervision
over the administration of the property tax, and imposes on him additional duties
and confers additional powers. Note especially sections 89-806, 89-817, 89-827,
and 89-834. The General Appropriations Act of 1933 (Acts 1933, pp. 13, 21)
appropriates: (1) For the Cigar and Cigarette and Delinquent Tax Division
(formerly the Department of Revenue) (2) for the Income Tax Division (formerly the State Tax Commissioner) (3) for the Motor Vehicle Registration Division (formerly the Secretary of State), but makes no appropriation to the State
Revenue Commission for the extensive and most important work of the tax department of the Comptroller General's office. The appropriation for the Comp;

;

§
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troller General's office (Acts 1933, pp. 13. 15") for the years 1934 and 1935 is substantially the same as it was before the Reorganization Act and is manifestly
rly in excess of what it should be if the tax department of the office had been
g]
In this appropriation, reference
transferred to the State Revenue Commission.
is made to the Motor Carriers Tax Act and the taxes on gasoline and kerosene,
indicating clearly that these taxes continue to be administered by the Comptroller
General. Another Act passed at the session of 1933 (Acts 1933, p. 47) amended
section 1207 of the Code of 1910 (§ 92-4S01 of this Code) as to the bonds of tax
collectors, but left without change the requirement that "the amount of bond [is]
to be tilled up by the Comptroller General before being sent out to the county."

In view of the construction placed on these conflicting provisions of the Reorganization Act, and in the absence of any construction by the courts, it was believed that the substitution of the State Revenue Commission for the Comptroller
General in the numerous sections imposing on that officer "duties and functions
in relation to matters of taxation'' was unwarranted, and, accordingly, these secTo have made the change would have completely
tions have not been changed.
upset a large part of the tax administration machinery and brought about endless
confusion. On the other hand, the proper construction of the conflicting sections
of the Reorganization Act appearing to be so doubtful, it was thought that the
omission of that portion of section 92-4505 under consideration would not be
The question is one for the courts rather than the codifiers.
justified.

—

Deputy commissioners; appointment and duties. The State
Revenue Commission shall have authority to appoint not more than six
deputies, no two of whom shall be appointed from the same congressional
district or section of the State, whose duties shall be to look after the
92-4507.

collection

of

delinquent taxes as prescribed in Chapter 92-58. (Acts

1923, Extra. Sess., p. 14; 1931, pp.

7, 34.)

— Duties of deputies, see
Note. — Prior to January
1932,

Cross-reference.

§

92-5802.

Editorial
the effective date of the Reorganiza1,
tion Act, this and the three following sections related to the Commissioner of

Revenue rather than the State Revenue Commission.
92-4508. Authority to discharge deputies.

mission

may

—The

State

Revenue Com-

discharge any deputy for inefficiency or failure to faithfully

discharge his duties. (Acts 1923, Extra. Sess., pp.
Editorial Note.

—See

13, 14; 1931, pp. 7, 34.)

note under preceding section.

—

and deputies. The clerical help
in the office of the State Revenue Commission shall receive such compensation as may be approved by. the Governor the deputies employed
by the Commission shall each be paid a salary not to exceed $200 per
month, in addition to necessary expenses incurred while traveling in
92-4509.

Compensation

of clerical help

;

the discharge of the duties required of them, such expenses to be paid

only upon sworn itemized statements for such expenses

made by

said

deputies and approved by the State Revenue Commission. (Acts 1923,
Extra. Sess.,

15; 1931, pp.

p.

Editorial Note.

—See

Payment

7, 34.)

notes under preceding sections.

—

and expenses. The salaries of the members of the State Revenue Commission and of deputies and clerks and
the expenses of the office and field forces shall be provided for in the
general appropriations bill. The Commission shall make requisition on
the Governor, accompanied by detailed statement covering salaries and
expenses for each month, and the Governor, upon approval of such requisition, shall issue his warrant for the amount so approved. (Acts 1923,
92-4510.

Extra. Sess.,

p.

Editorial Note.

of salaries

17; 1931, pp.

—

7, 34.)

See notes under preceding sections.

:
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Power to administer oaths, take
The members of the Commission, their
92-4511.

—

§

92-4602

affidavits, take testimony, etc.

deputies, secretary, or oilier

employee duly designated and authorized by the Commission
for that purpose may administer oaths and take affidavits in relation to
any matter or proceeding in the exercise of the powers or duties of the
Commission. The Commission may subpoena and require the attendance
of witnesses and the production of books, papers, and documents pertinent to the investigations and inquiries which it is authorized to conduct, and examine them in relation to any matter which it has power to
investigate, and issue commissions for the examination of witnesses who
are out of the State or unable to attend before the Commission or excused from attendance. (Acts 1931, pp. 7, 32.)
officer or

PART

II.

CHAPTER

TAX RECEIVERS.

92-46.

IN GENERAL.
Sec.

Sec.

Election; term of office;

com-

92-4607.

Directions by Governor, and
costs of record.

Oath and bond.
Bonds recorded where.

92-4608.

Liability

92-4609.

92-4605.

Bond forwarded for record.
Third parties not affected un-

Liability on
of duty.

When bond may

Lien

bond recorded.
between parties

92-4610.

92-4606.

92-4611.

Duties

92-4601.

mission; vacancy.
92-4602.

92-4603.
92-4604.

less

of

receivers

and

sureties.

unaf-

of

bond

for

failure

be sued on.

receivers

enumer-

ated.

fected.

—

commission; vacancy. Tax
receivers shall be elected at the time, in the manner, and for the terms of
office prescribed in Title 34, Elections, Chapter 34-26. They shall be
commissioned and qualified as clerks of the superior court are. Vacancies shall be filled as vacancies in the office of such clerks are filled.
(Acts 1872, pp. 80, 82; 1894, p. 40; 1914, p. 47; Const., Art. XI, Sec. II,
92-4601. (1194) Election;

Par.

I

term

of office;

(§ 2-8301).)

—

Cross-references. Clerks of superior courts, see Title 24, Courts, Chapter 24-27.
Qualifications of public officers, see § 89-101 et seq. Compensation, see § 92-5301.
Returns to tax receiver, see Chapter 92-62 et seq.

—

Editorial Note. The tax receiver is not a receiver of taxes, but is the receiver of
returns of property for ad valorem taxes which are collected by the tax collector.

92-4602. (1195)

Oath and bond.

— Each

tax receiver, whether elected

or appointed, shall, before entering on the duties of his

oath required of
"I

swear that

I

all civil officers,

will truly

office,

besides the

take and subscribe the following oath

and faithfully perform the duties of receiver of

returns of taxable property, or of persons or things specially taxed in the
county to which I am appointed, as required of me by the laws, and will

not receive any return but on oath or affirmation, and will before receiving returns carefully examine each, and will to the best of
carry out

God."

all

He

the requirements

ability

the tax laws. So help

me

same time give bond and security in a sum
the amount of the State tax supposed to be due

shall also at the

equal to one-fourth of

made upon me by

my

S
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CJ

,

from the county for the year in which he shall give bond: Provided,
however, that no tax receiver shall be required to give a bond exceeding
the sum of $10,000; the amount of said bond to be filled by the Comptroller General before being sent out to the several counties from the
Executive office. (Acts 1863-4, p. 124; 1896, p. 38; 1901, p. 23.)

—

When

Cross-references. Oath required of all public officers, see § 89-302.
ernor may vacate commission of tax receiver, see § 92-5602.

Bonds recorded where.
on the bond of a county tax

92-4603. (1241)

more sureties
in any county

— In

all

cases

receiver shall

or counties other than the county in

Gov-

where one or

own

which such

real estate
officer shall

such bond shall, within 30 days after the execution thereof,
be recorded by the ordinary in the county or counties wherein such
real estate is situated, or if the fiscal affairs of such counties are or shall
be by law committed to a board of commissioners, such bond shall,
within 30 days after its execution, be recorded by such board in the book
of record of bonds of county officers. (Acts 1890-1, p. 104.)
hold

office,

92-4604. (1242)

Bond forwarded

for record.

—After

the bond of the

tax receiver shall have been accepted and recorded in the county in which

he holds office, the ordinary or board of commissioners of the county
shall forward the same to the ordinary or board of commissioners in each
county in which any one or more sureties shall own any real estate, and
such ordinary or board of commissioners to whom the bond shall be
sent shall record the

(Acts 1890-1,

same

in

accordance with the preceding section.

p. 104.)

—

bond recorded. As
good faith and without

92-4605. (1243) Third parties not affected unless

against the interests of third parties acting in
notice,

who may have

acquired a transfer or lien binding the real estate

any surety on the bond of any county tax receiver, situated in any
county other than that in which such officer shall hold office, no real
estate of the surety or sureties shall be bound from the date of the bond,
unless the bond shall have been recorded in such county. When the bond
of

shall be recorded after 30 days, the real estate of the surety or sureties

thereon, situated in any county or counties other than that in which the

tax receiver shall hold

office, shall

be bound only from the date the bond

was recorded.

—

Cross-references. Comptroller General to issue executions against collectors
and sureties on default, see § 92-5504. Property of collectors and their sureties
bound from execution of their bonds, see § 92-5510. Liability of receivers and
sureties on bonds, see § 92-4608. Executions by ordinary against persons holdingmoney due county, see §§ 92-3808, 92-3809. Bonds of receivers may be sued on,
see

§

92-4610.

92-4606. (1244) Lien

between parties unaffected.

—Nothing

in

the

three preceding sections shall be construed to affect the validity or force
of the lien of the tax receiver's

bond from the date thereof

the parties thereto. (Acts 1890-1,
92-4607. (1245) Directions

Governor

as

between

p. 104.)

by Governor, and

costs of record.

—The

upon the requirements
of the four preceding sections to the ordinaries and boards of commissioners of the various counties, as other instructions and directions are
given in reference to the bonds of tax receivers and the costs of transmitshall give written or printed directions

;

—
§92-4611
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ting and recording said bonds shall be paid by the tax receivers. (Acts
1890-1, p. 104.)

92-4608.

Liability of receivers

(1196)

their sureties are liable on their

may
may

bonds

incur under the law, and for
sustain

by reason

and

sureties.

— Receivers

and

for all penalties or forfeitures they

all losses,

damage, or expense the State

of their conduct.

—

Record of receiver's bonds,
Cross-references. Suit on bond, see § 92-4610.
see § 92-4603 et seq. Comptroller General may issue executions against collector
and sureties on default, see § 92-5504. Property of collectors and sureties bound
from execution of their bonds, see § 92-5510.
92-4609. (1115) Liability

on bond

—

any person
suffer injury by the

for failure of duty.

If

has given in his wild lands as prescribed, and shall
failure of the receivers of tax returns to do their duty, the officer so
offending shall be liable on his bond to the party so damaged for the full
value of the land sold. (Acts 1880-1,

p. 45.)

—

§

Cross-references. Failure of receiver to advertise or fill appointments,
Sale of wild lands under tax execution, see § 92-7403.

see

92-6225.

When bond may

92-4610. (1239)

may

be sued on only

be sued on.

—A

when some emergency makes

it

tax receiver's bond
necessary.

—

Cross-reference. Executions by ordinary against persons holding
county, see §§ 92-3808, 92-3809.

92-4611. (1197) Duties of receivers enumerated.

—

It shall

money due

be the duty

of the tax receiver
1.

To

receive

all

tax returns within the time and in the

manner

prescribed by law.
2.

To make

out and perfect the three digests in writing and figures

plainly, legibly,
3.

at

To

and neatly, and

to properly deposit them.

give 10 days' notice in writing of the several times and places

which he

will attend in the several militia districts of the county, for

the purpose of receiving tax returns.
4.

To

attend at such places at least three times during the period

allowed for making returns.
5.

will
6.

To

post and maintain a notice showing the day or days on which he

be at the county

To

site for

such purpose.

receive tax returns at any time

when

a taxpayer applies to give

in his returns.
7.

To embrace

in his digest to the

Comptroller General, the ordinary

or other authority in charge of county affairs, and the tax collector, respectively, a

list

of all defaulters,

and the amount

of their taxes

and the

double taxes assessed against them, and of all property assessed by him
which has not been returned, or other special action had in conformity
to the laws.

To

publish at the door of the courthouse, for 30 days,
the defaulters and the amount of their double taxes.
8.

To

lists of all

enter upon the digests deposited with the ordinary or other
authority in charge of county affairs, the county taxes levied according
to law, and the rate per cent, as fixed by the ordinary or such other
9.

authority.

—
§
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To conform to such rules as he may be furnished with, and to obey
orders as may be given by the Comptroller General.
To perform all other duties that the law requires, and which neces-

10.

such
11.

under the law appertain to his office. (Act 1804, Cobb, 1045. Act
1807. Cobb. 1054. Act 1812, Cobb, 1057. Act 1813, Cobb, 1059. Acts

sarily

1851-2. P 290.^
.

—

Cross-references. Duty of receiver as to registering posted lands, see § 45-404.
Receiver to have all property returned for taxation, see § 92-6203. Penalty for'incomplete, improper, or useless digest, see §§ 92-5401 to 92-5403. Ordinary's- authority over county affairs, see § 23-701 and note thereunder.

PART

TAX COLLECTORS.

III.

CHAPTER

92-47.

Sec.

IN GENERAL.
Sec.

92-4701.

commission;

term;

Election;

92-4703.

vacancy.

Oath

92-4702.

Duty

incoming collector as

of

to unpaid taxes.

of office.

—

commission; vacancy. Tax
collectors shall be elected at the time, in the manner and for the terms
of office prescribed in Title 34, Elections, Chapter 34-26. They shall be
commissioned and qualified as clerks of the superior court are. Vacan92-4701. (1204,

1205) Election;

term;

cies are filled as vacancies in the office of

such clerks are

filled.

(Acts

1872, pp. 80, 82; 1894, p. 40; 1914, p. 47; Const, Art. XI, Sec. II, Par.

I

(§ 2-8301).)

—

Cross-references. Clerks of the superior courts, see Title 24, Courts, Chapter
Qualifications of public officers, see § 89-101 et seq. Accounting for public
moneys, see Title 89, Public Officers, Chapter 89-8.
24-27.

92-4702.
office,

(T206)

Oath

besides the oath required of

subscribe the following oath

do swear that

,

— Before

of office.

by law as tax
turn of

all

I

:

civil officers,

all

"I,

entering on the duties of his

he shall take and

tax collector of the county of

,

will faithfully discharge the duties required of

me

and make a true

re-

collector,

and that

I

will search out

defaulters, polls, professions,

and

all

taxable property not

found on the tax receiver's digest, or not returned according to law, and
that I will pay over all taxes collected by me, as required by law. So
help me God."
Cross-reference.

— Oath

required of

Duty

all

public officers, see

§ 89-302.

incoming collector as to unpaid taxes.
Where the tax collector of any county is succeeded by another, the outgoing collector shall no longer be authorized to collect taxes or enforce
executions issued therefor, but all uncompleted duties in respect thereof
92-4703.

ri

12)

of

shall pass to his successor as provided
p. 41

;

by section 89-830.

(Acts 1898,

1933, pp. 78, 92.)

Cross-reference.— Accounting of public moneys, see Title
Chapter 89-8.

89,

Public

Officers,
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CHAPTER

§ 92- 4803

TAX COLLECTORS' AND TAX

92-48.

COMMISSIONERS' BONDS.
Sec.

92-4801.

Sec.

Amount

and

conditions

of

bonds.
92-4802.

Approval of bond

county

for

92-4806.

Bonds recorded, where.
Bond forwarded for record

92-4807.

Third parties no

92-4805.

taxes,

92-4803.

Temporary

collector's failure
satisfactory bond.

92-4804.

upon

appointee
to

92-4808.

give
92-4809.

Amount and

Lien

unaf-

fected.

Directions

92-4810.

by

When bond

conditions of bonds.

Governor,

and

of record.

costs

Oath, bond, and duty of person appointed to collect tax.

92-4801. (1207)

ted un-

bond recorded.
between parties

less

i

ay be sued on.

—Tax collectors and

tax commissioners shall give bond and security for 40 per cent, of the
State tax supposed to be due from the county for the year for which

amount

up
by the Comptroller General before being sent out to the county from
the executive office and shall give another bond with sufficient security,
payable to the ordinary or other officials in charge of county affairs,
conditioned for the faithful performance of his duties as tax collector or
tax commissioner for the collection of the county tax, in a sum to be
fixed by such ordinary or other county officials
Provided, however,
that in no case shall the bond required on behalf of the State exceed
$50,000, or the bond required on behalf of the county exceed $25,000.
said officer

is

required to give bond, the

of

bond

to be filled

;

:

(Acts 1863-4,

p.

124; 1925, pp. 79, 80; 1933, p. 47.)

—

Cross-references. When Governor may vacate commissions of tax collector or
tax receiver, see § 92-5602. As to rights of holders of bonds of drainage districts
against tax collector, etc., see § 23-2548. Remedies of ordinaries for collection of
county taxes, see § 92-3807. Comptroller to issue executions against collector

and sureties on
89,

default, see

§

92-5504.

Accounting for public monevs, see Title

Public Officers, Chapter 89-8.

Editorial

Note.— The amendment

proposed by Acts 1924,

p. 815,

of Const., Art. XI, Sec. Ill, Par. I (§ 2-8401),
ratified November 4, 1924, authorizes the Genthe offices and duties of tax receiver and tax

and

Assembly "to consolidate
collector in any or all of the counties of the State, the official performing the
duties of said two offices, when so consolidated, to be known as county tax commissioner." Pursuant to that amendment the office of county tax commissioner
has been created in lieu of those of tax collector and tax receiver in a number of
counties.
eral

92-4802. (1208) Approval of

bond

—

county taxes. Such bond for
county taxes when given must be approved by the ordinary or other
authority having charge of county affairs, filed in his office, recorded in
the book with other official bonds, and in all respects shall be an official
for

bond.

—

Cross-references. By whom official bonds approved and recorded, see § 89-405.
bonds generally, see Title 89, Public Officers, Chapter 89-4. Ordinary's
authority over county affairs, see § 23-701 and note thereunder.
Official

92-4803. (1209)
satisfactory bond.

Temporary appointee upon

—Tax

collector's failure to give

collectors shall not collect

any portion

of the

county tax until such bond is given, and if they fail to give a bond, or
one satisfactory to the ordinary or other authority having charge of
county affairs, the ordinary or such other authority may appoint some
competent person to collect the county tax. (Act 1823, Cobb, 1065.)
Cross-reference.— Accounting for public moneys, see Title
Chapter 89-8.

89,

Public Officers,
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and duty of person appointed to collect
tax.
When such an appointment is made, the person appointed shall
give such a bond as is required of a tax collector, and he shall take an
oath faithfully to collect and pay over the county tax, and in all respects
shall have the same privileges, discharge the same duties, and incur the
same penalties as the tax collector would in collecting the county tax.
92-4804. (1210) Oath, bond,

—

—

Bonds recorded, where. In all cases where one or
more sureties on the bond of a tax collector shall own real estate in any
county or counties other than the county in which such officer shall hold
office, such bond shall, within 30 days after the execution thereof, be
recorded by the ordinary in the county or counties wherein such real
92-4805. (1241)

estate

is

situated, or

by law committed

if

the fiscal affairs of such counties are or shall be

board of commissioners, such bond shall within
30 days after its execution, be recorded by such board in the book of
record of bonds of county officers. (Acts 1890-1, p. 104.)
to a

Bond forwarded

record.—After the bond of the
tax collector shall have been accepted and recorded in the county in
which he holds office, the ordinary or board of commissioners of the
county shall forward the same to the ordinary or board of commissioners in each county in which any one or more sureties shall own any real
estate, and such ordinary or board of commissioners to whom the bond
shall be sent shall record the same in accordance with the preceding sec92-4806.

tion.

(1242)

(Acts 1890-1,

for

p. 104.)

—

bond recorded. As
good faith and without

92-4807. (1243) Third parties not affected unless

against the interests of third parties acting in
notice,

who may have

acquired a transfer or lien binding the real estate

any surety on the bond of any tax collector, situated in any county
other than that in which such officer shall hold such office, no real estate of the surety or sureties shall be bound from the date of the bond,
unless the bond shall have been recorded in such county. When the
bond shall be recorded after the 30 days, the real estate of the surety or
sureties thereon, situated in any county or counties other than that in
which the tax collector shall hold such office, shall be bound only from
the date the bond was recorded.
(Acts 1890-1, p. 104.)
of

— Comptroller

to issue executions against collector and sure92-5504.
Property of collectors and their sureties bound
from execution of their bonds, see § 92-5510. Liability of receivers and their
sureties on bonds, see § 92-4608. Executions by ordinary against persons holding
money due county, see §§ 92-3808, 92-3809. Bonds of collectors may be sued on,
when, see § 92-4810. When instruments requiring record take effect, see § 67-2501.

Cross-references.

ties

on default, see

§

92-4808. (1244) Lien

between parties unaffected.

—Nothing

in

the

three preceding sections shall be construed to affect the validity or force
of the lien of

any tax

the parties thereto.

collector's

bond from the date thereof as between

(Acts 1890-1,

92-4809. (1245) Directions

p. 104.)

by Governor, and

costs of record.

—The

Governor shall give written or printed directions upon the requirements

and boards of commissioners of the various counties, as other instructions and directions are
now given in reference to the bonds of tax collectors; and the costs of
of the four preceding sections to the ordinaries

—
IViiuc Revenue.
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;•

transmitting and recording said bonds shall be paid by
tors.
(Acts 1890-1, p. 104.)
92-4810. (1239)

may

When bond may

-

\}\<

tax collector's bond
it

necessary.

— Property

of collectors and their sureties bound from execu92-5510. Executions by ordinary against persons holddue county, see §§ 92-3808, 92-3809.

Cross-references.

money

—A

when some emergency makes

be sued on only

tion of their bonds, see

ing

be sued on.

92-4901

CHAPTER

92-49.

§

TAX COLLECTOR'S DUTIES

Sec.

IN GENERAL.

Sec.

92-4901.

Collector's duties enumerated.

92-4902.

Tax

92-4903.
92-4904.

92-4905.

required

collectors

Counties of 30,000; weekly
settlements of amounts due

92-4909.

to

State.

keep cash book.
Disbursements, how recorded.
Audit of cash book.
Balance and filing of book;

Same; amounts due counties.
Same; weekly duplicate re-

92-4910.

92-4911.

ports.

transcript as

evidence.

Comptroller

to

furnish

92-4912.

Counties of less than 30,000;
State taxes paid to State
Treasurer, when.

92-4913.

Same;

books.
92-4906.

Tax

92-4907.

count of actings to ordinary
or other authority.
Failure to account as constituting malpractice; suspension of offender; appoint-

collectors

ment

of

to

make

temporary

ac-

turned

taxes

92-4914.

Same;

92-4915.

Blanks to be furnished
Comptroller General.

92-4916.

Neglect of duty,

92-4917.

Collector's negligence no excuse for taxpayer's default.

reports.

by

collec-

tor.

92-4908.

county

over, when.

Statement of special taxes to
grand jury.

92-4901. (1211) Collector's duties enumerated.

—

It shall

effect.

be the duty

of the tax collector to

Diligently collect and promptly pay over in the funds allowed by
law the State and county taxes to the State Treasurer and the county
1.

treasurer, respectively. (Act 1804, Cobb, 1046.
Cross-reference.

— Collector to collect taxes

on

all

Act 1812, Cobb,

1058.)

property returned in the sev-

eral counties, see § 92-6203.

and profestaxable property not returned to the receiver or not found

Search out and ascertain as far as possible

2.

sions,

and

all

in his digests.

(Acts 1857,

Cross-reference.

—Tax

p.

131

;

all

polls

1858, p. 104.)

collector's oath, see

§

92-4702.

such defaults in a book kept for that purpose, to assess and collect thereon a double tax and pay the same over to the
3.

Enter

all of

State Treasurer and county treasurer, respectively, after deducting single

commissions, and to deposit said book with the Comptroller General, and
a copy with the ordinary or other authority having charge of county affairs,
4.

before the day of final settlement. (Acts 1862-3,

Have

his insolvent lists allowed in the

p.

57; 1857,

p. 131.)

manner provided by law

be-

fore final settlement with the Comptroller General.

Give 10 days' notice in writing of the several times and places at
which he will attend in the several militia districts in the county for the
5.

purpose of collecting taxes attend at such places at least three times
during the period allowed for paying taxes; and post and maintain a
;

;

§
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notice

showing the day or days on which he
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will be at the

county

site for

such purpose.
Publish

o.

lists,

at the

door of the courthouse, for 30 days, his insolvent

including the taxes of each person thereon.

Pay the receiver

commissions, upon the production of the
Comptroller General's receipt for his digest, with a specification therein
oi the amount of commissions to which he is entitled, and not otherwise
and to produce said receiver's receipts, with his receipts thereon, to the
Comptroller General, before he shall be allowed credits for such com7.

his

missions.
S.

such rules as may be furnished, and to obey such orbe given by the Comptroller General.

Conform

ders as

may

to

Report the names of the persons or firms paying the special taxes
that may be levied year after year, the amount paid, and the dates of said
payments, to the Comptroller General at the time of paying the tax into
9.

the State treasury.

(Acts 1878-9,

p. 78.)

tax defaulters and insolvents who are
residents of the counties in which said tax collectors are holding their
10.

Issue executions against

all

any and every year preceding and including the years for
which they are elected, and to collect the tax due from said defaulters,
and pay over the same to the proper authorities. (Acts 1875, p. 120.)
offices, for

11.

Keep

registration
12.

sarily

a

book and make up the
as provided by sections 34-101 and 34-201 to 34-204.

permanent

lists,

qualification or voters'

Perform all other duties that the law requires, and which necesunder the law appertain to his office.

— When

and how tax collector's fi. fas. issued, see § 92-7401.
collector's duty as to collection of taxes for local school districts, see
§ 32-1114.
Ignorance of law as excuse, see § 102-105. Failure of receiver to advertise or fill appointments as excuse for person's not making return of taxes, see
§ 92-6225.
defaulting taxpayer relieved from penalty, see § 92-6606. Execution to issue December 20 of each year, see § 92-5102.
Failure of tax collector
to account to ordinary, as malpractice, see § 92-4907.
Governor may vacate
commission of collector, see § 92-5602.
Cross-references.

Tax

How

When

—A

Editorial Note.
number of statutes making tax collectors, or tax commissioners, ex-officio sheriffs in certain counties for the purpose of collecting by levy
and sale under tax executions, taxes required to be collected by them, prescribing their powers, duties, compensation, etc., have not been included in this Code
because of their respective limitations upon the number of counties in which they
apply. Some of them doubtless violate Const., Art. I, Sec. IV, Par. I (§ 2-401),
prohibiting the enactment of a special law in any case for which provision has
been made by an existing general law. On this question, see 103/701 (30 S. E.
627;; 135/265, 269 f69 S. E. 182); 139/117 (76 S. E. 747); 146/570, 576 (91 S. E.
Such statutes are as fol671); 150/583 H04 S. E. 418); 172/507 (158 S. E. 56).
lows:
Section 1225 of the Code of 1910, as amended by Acts 1915, p. 11; 1927,
p. 137; 1927, p. 139; 1929, pp. 156, 157; 1929, p. 158 and 1931, p. 248, applicable in
counties of 70,000 or more by the census of 1930 or any subsequent United States
census; sections 1226 and 1227 of the Code of 1910; Acts 1927, p. 335, applicable
to such counties "as have a population of not less than 7,320, nor more than 7,330,
according to the census of the United States for the year 1924;" Acts 1927, p. 337,
applicable in such counties "as have a population of not less than 15,150, and not
more than 15.160, according to the census of the United States for the year 1920;"
Acts 1929, p. 326, relating to such counties "as have a population of not less than
15,275 and not more than 15,300, according to the census of the United States for
the year 1920;" Acts 1929, p. 327, limited to such counties "as have a population
of not less than 10,590 nor more than 10,600, according to the census of the United
States for the year 1920;" Acts 1929, p. 329, relating to such counties "as have a
population of not less than 6,458 and not more than 6,462, according to the census
of the United States of 1920" (declared unconstitutional in 172/507 (158 S. E. 56));
Acts 1933, p. 273, applicable in such counties "as have a population of not less
"than 10,590 nor more than 10,600, according to the census of the United States
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§

92-4905

for the year 1920;" Acts 1933, p. 49, purporting to amend section 1225 of the Code
of 1910 so as to make it apply to counties "having a population of not less than
15,410 and not more than 15,412, according to the census of 1930;" Acts 1931,
p. 249, applicable in counties having a population of not less than 7,020 nor more
than 7,100 according to the census of the United States of America of 1930 or
any future census; Acts 1931, p. 251, relating to such counties as have a population of not less than 7,850 nor more than 8,150, according to the 1930 or any future
census; Acts 1929, p. 331, applicable in counties "having a population of not
than 14,493 nor more than 14,495, according to the United States census of 1920;"
Acts 1931, p. 253, relating to counties "having a population of not less than 12,040
nor more than 12,650 according to the United States census of 1930;" Acts 1933,
p. 275, applicable in such counties as have a population of not less than 26,550
and not more than 26,750, according to the census of the United States for 1930
or any future census of the United States; and Acts 1933, p. 277, applicable in
counties "having a population of not less than 21,609 nor more than 21,610 according to the census of the United States of America of 1930."

92-4902.

Tax

collectors required to keep cash book.

collectors shall keep a record in the

form

—The

of a cash book, in

county tax
which they

shall record all items of cash collected for taxes, the date collected, the

amount

collected, the

was

name

of the person, firm or corporation for

whose

which items, amounts, entries and
dates shall be entered upon the lines and in the columns designated in
such record book on the debit side. (Acts 1910, p. 121.)

taxes such cash

Cross-reference.
see § 92-9916.

collected, all of

—Punishment

92-4903. Disbursements,
shall record in such

book

of tax collectors for failure to keep cash book,

how
all

recorded.

—The

county tax collectors

items of cash paid out by them to the au-

whether to the State
or the counties, and.to whom paid for either, the date same were paid and
the amount paid; all of which items, amounts, entries and dates shall
be entered upon the lines and in the columns designated in such record
book on the credit side. (Acts 1910, p. 121.)
thorities of the State or the counties, designating

92-4904. Audit of cash book.

—The county tax collectors

shall present

such record book to the officials of the several counties having in their
charge the administration of the county business at the times prescribed
by law for making their reports to them for a checking and auditing of
the same, and to have the indorsement of the name and authority of
such official entered therein, and the date of such entry noted. But the
checking, auditing and signature of such official in the record book shall
at no time be construed, nor is the same intended as a binding or final
settlement with the county tax collector, but shall only be evidence that
he has reported to the county authority as required by law. and that such
report checks and is in accord with the record book that he is hereby required to keep. (Acts 1910, pp. 121, 123.)

—

Cross-references. Tax collector to report to ordinary or other county authorsee § 92-4906. Authority in charge of county business, see §' 23-701 and note
thereunder.
ity,

92-4905. Balance and filing of book; transcript as evidence.
troller to furnish books.

—The county tax collector

up and balance such record book, and

file

the

shall

same

Compannually make

in the office of the

ordinary or other authority in charge of the county affairs, by not later
than the first day of July in each year. Said record shall be preserved
by the ordinary or such other authority as a permanent record in his
office.
Such record book, or a transcript therefrom, when properly authenticated shall be admitted in evidence in courts of this State as evi-

§
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dence of the payment of taxes. The Comptroller General at the expense of the State shall furnish the tax collectors the book required under this law. (Acts 1910. pp. 121, 123.)
Cross-reference.

92-4906.

— Exemplifications,
Tax

{527)

—

see

collectors to

§

38-601.

make account

of actings to ordinary

be the duty of the ordinaries or other authorities having- charge of county affairs, to compel the tax collectors
or other authority.

It shall

of their respective counties to

come before them

at such times as

may

be

designated by them, not less than twice in each year, to render an account of their official actings and doings respecting the county tax and
funds, and to

accounts, and

make
all

a full

and complete exhibit

of their books, vouchers,

things pertaining to their several offices. (Acts 1882-3,

p. 82.)

— Ordinary's

Cross-references.

§§ 92-3807 to 92-3811.
of officers handling
§ 23-1301.
59-310.

enforcement of payment of county money, see

Ordinary's jurisdiction in examining and auditing accounts
county funds, see § 23-701, H 7. Expert accountants, see

Duties of grand juries in relation to county

affairs,

see

§§

59-309,

92-4907. (528) Failure to account as constituting malpractice; sus-

—

pension of offender; appointment of temporary collector. The failure
or refusal of any tax collector to render the account and make the showing provided for by the preceding section, after being notified by the
ordinary or other authority having charge of county matters, shall con-

and a conviction therefor shall subject the
removal from office. Pending the continuance of such fail-

stitute malpractice in office,

offender to

ure or refusal after the notice aforesaid, the ordinary or other authority
shall

suspend the tax collector from duty and shall appoint some com-

petent person in his stead to collect the county tax pending such sus-

pension and until the question of removal can be passed upon and
decided by the proper tribunal.

Proper bonds shall be taken from the

person so appointed, as provided by law:

Provided, that the power

given by this and the preceding section to inquire into the affairs of the
tax collector of the county and to suspend
cases shall in no

way

affect his

own

him from

office in certain

liability or that of the sureties

on

his official bond.

—

Cross-references. Appointees to fill vacancies must give bond, see § 23-1028.
Accounting of public moneys, see Title 89, Public Officers, Chapter 89-8. Ordinary's authority over county affairs, see § 23-701 and editorial note thereunder.
Failure to keep records as to interest, make final settlements with State and

county,

etc.,

constitutes malpractice, see

§

92-5006.

92-4908. (1218) Statement of special taxes to grand jury.
collector of each county shall lay before the

—The

grand jury, on the

first

tax

day

term of each court, a full statement of all special taxes received
by him for the six months immediately preceding said report, and state
fully the date of said payments, from whom received, and also the
of the

amounts received and the judges of the superior courts of this State
shall give this law in charge to the grand jury at each term of their re;

spective courts. (Acts 1878-9, p. 78.)

—

Cross-references. Grand jury's duties in relation to county affairs, see
Special charges to grand jury, see § 59-601. Execution dockets
and cash books of tax collectors to be submitted to grand jury, see § 92-5105.
§§ 59-309, 59-310.
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?

weekly settlements of amounts
Whenever the tax collector in any county having a popula-

92-4909. (1221) Counties of 30,000;

due

State.

—

tion of 30,000 or

more

amount

collects State taxes to the

of $5,000, he

once pay the same over to the Treasurer as now required by
law; and shall also pay over all the taxes he may have collected during
the week, on Saturday of each week, whether the same amounts to
$5,000 or not; so that no tax collectors in said counties shall have or kcj-.])
any of the money of the State in his hands for a longer period than one
shall at

week. (Acts 1890-1,

p. 105.)

Same; amounts due

92-4910. (1222)

counties.

— Each said tax collector

pay over, from time to time, the county taxes to the proper county
officers, as now required by law, as soon as there is collected $3,000; and
if he fails to collect said sum during any week, he shall then pay over on
Saturday all he has collected during the said week. (Acts 1890-1, p. 105.)
shall

Same; weekly duplicate

92-4911. (1223)

reports.

—The tax collector

in

each of the such counties shall make duplicate weekly reports to the
Comptroller General and the county authorities of the aggregate amount
of taxes collected during said week, naming separately the amount collected for the State and the amount collected for the county, and shall

swear that the same

is

a correct report of the taxes collected as aforesaid.

92-4912. Counties of less than 30,000; State taxes paid to State Treasurer,

when.

—Whenever

the tax collector, in any county having a pop-

ulation of less than 30,000, collects State taxes to the

amount

of $5,000,

he shall at once pay the same over to the State Treasurer as now required
by law and shall also pay over all the taxes he may have collected during
;

any two weeks, on every other Saturday, whether the same amounts to
$5,000 or not; so that no tax collector in said counties shall have or keep
any of the money of the State in his hands for a longer period than two
weeks. (Acts 1925,
92-4913.

p. 80.)

Same; county taxes turned

over,

when.

—The

tax collectors,

county tax commissioners, sheriffs, and constables in counties having
population of less than 30,000 shall each pay over, from time to time, the
county taxes to the proper officers, as required by law, as soon as $5,000
has been collected and if he shall fail to collect said sum during any two
weeks, he shall then pay over on Saturday all he has collected during
the prior two weeks, together with a list of the taxpayers, and the
amounts paid by them, during said period. (Acts 1925, p. 81.)
;

—

Same; reports. The tax collector in each of such counties
having a population of less than 30,000 shall make duplicate reports every
two weeks to the Comptroller General and the county authorities of the
aggregate amount of taxes collected during said two weeks, naming separately the amount of taxes collected for the State and the county, and
shall swear that the same is a correct report of the taxes collected as
92-4914.

aforesaid.

(Acts 1925,

p. 81.)

92-4915. (1217) Blanks to be furnished

by Comptroller General.—-The

Comptroller General shall have prepared and furnish the several tax
collectors with suitable blanks on which to make their statements. (Acts
1896, pp. 35, 36.)

§

Public Revenue.

92-4916

92-4916. (1224) Neglect of duty, effect.

make payment,

shall fail or refuse to

he shall

if

fail

or refuse to

file

such

or

if

list

—

If
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any

he shall

of such tax collectors

make

as required,

it

a false return, or

duty
having

shall be the

Comptroller General, or the ordinary, or county officer
charge of the county affairs, as the case may be, to report said facts to
the Governor, and the Governor shall cause a notice to be served on said
tax collector, calling on him to show cause why he should not be removed from office, and if he shall fail to make a proper excuse within 10
days, it shall be the duty of the Governor to remove him. (Acts 1892,
of the

89; 1925,

p.

p. 81.)

no excuse for taxpayer's default.
The tax collector's failure to advertise or fill his appointments shall
excuse no person for not paying his taxes as required by law.
92-4917.

Collector's negligence

(1212)

—

CHAPTER

92-50.

INTEREST AND SETTLEMENTS.

Sec.

Sec.

92-5002.

Rate of interest.
Reports by collectors.

92-5003.

Record

92-5004.

Final

92-5001.

col-

lectors.

of interest, etc.

settlements

payments by tax

Interest

92-5005.

in

Malpractice

92-5006.

in

office.

four

months.
92-5001. Rate of interest.

—All

thereof remaining unpaid on

taxes due the State or any county

December 20th

in

each year shall bear

in-

annum from

terest at the rate of seven per cent, per
said date, and the
several tax collectors shall collect the interest on such unpaid taxes and
account for same in their final settlements. (Acts 1917, p. 197.)
Cross-reference.
§

— Execution

to

be

issued

December

20

of

each

year,

see

92-5102.

by

— On the 20th day of December

each
year the several tax collectors shall furnish to the Comptroller General
and to the ordinary or other authority having charge of the county af92-5002. Reports

fairs, as

the case

may

collectors.

be, of their respective counties, a report

in

showing

and the amount of county taxes remaining
unpaid on said tax digest, and shall every 30 days thereafter, until a
final settlement is made with both the State and county, furnish to said
officers a report showing the amount of State tax collected and the
amount of county taxes collected from December 20th to the date of
rendering such report, and also the amount of interest collected from
the

amount

of State taxes

said delinquent or defaulting taxpayers.

(Acts 1917,

p.

197.)

—

Record of interest, etc. The several tax collectors shall keep
a record showing the amount of interest collected from the delinquent
or defaulting taxpayers, the date upon which said taxes and interest
were collected and from whom collected. (Acts 1917, p. 197.)
92-5003.

92-5004. Final settlements in four months.

make

—The several tax collectors

settlements with both the State and county
within four months from December 20th of the year in which said taxes
become due, unless the time for such settlement is extended by the
are required to

final

Comptroller General as authorized by section 89-827, and upon failure of

Public Revenue.
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any such tax collector to make such final settlement within that time,
such tax collector shall forfeit one-fourth of his commissions unless some
good and sufficient reason be given rendering the making of such final
settlement impossible. (Acts 1917, p. 198; 1933, pp. 78, 90.)
Cross-reference.

— Compensation

92-5005. Interest

of tax collectors, see

payments by tax

collectors.

§

92-5301.

— All interest

o

i

ollected

by the several tax collectors shall be by them paid to the State and
county at the time and in the manner that taxes are required to be paid.
(Acts 1917,

p. 198.)

92-5006. Malpractice in office.
lector to carry out

any

—The

any tax colChapter shall

failure or refusal of

of the provisions contained in this

constitute malpractice in office, and a conviction therefor shall subject

the offender to removal from
Cross-reference.

CHAPTER

— Failure

office.

198.)

p.

to account, malpractice, see

92-4907.

§

RECEIPT AND STUB BOOK. EXECUTIONS
AGAINST DEFAULTERS.

92-51.

Sec.

Sec.

92-5101.

Duty

92-5102.

Executions to issue December
20 of each year.
Receipt to be attached.

92-5103.

(Acts 1917,

to keep stub
receipts.

92-5101. (1228)

Duty

book of tax

92-5104.

92-5105.

to keep stub

Duty of
Docket
grand

92-5106.

book

collecting officer.
to be
jury.

submitted

to

Penalties.

of tax receipts.

—The

several

tax collectors shall keep a stub book of tax receipts, and enter on the

and the stub attached thereto the name of each taxpayer in their
respective counties and the amount of taxes assessed against him, and
itemize the same, stating the amounts clue the State and county, the
amount of poll tax, and the amount of any professional or special tax.
receipt

(Acts 1884-5,

p. 66.)

92-5102. (1229) Executions to issue

December 20

of each year.

— The

tax collectors shall keep an execution docket, and on the 20th day

December

each year issue executions against each delinquent or
defaulting taxpayer in their respective counties, unless further time is
allowed as provided by law, and enter the names of such delinquent or
defaulting taxpayers on said docket, together with an itemized statement of the taxes covered by such execution. (Acts 1884-5, p. 66.)
of

in

—

Cross-references. Interest and settlements, see Chapter 92-50. When and how
tax collector's fi. fas. issued, see § 92-7401. Tax collector's failure to advertise
or fill appointments as excuse for person's failing to pay taxes, see § 92-4917.

92-5103. (1230) Receipt to be attached.
issued,

it

shall be the

duty

—When

of the officer issuing

executions have been

same

to clip

from the

stub the unsigned receipt of the taxpayer, and attach the same to the
execution issued, and place the execution in the hands of some officer
authorized by law to collect the same, and make an entry on his execution docket of the

name

of said officer

and the date

of delivery;

i^Acts

1884-5, p. 66.)

—

Cross-references. Ordinary to retain copy of insolvent list, constable to collect
fas., see § 92-7105.
When and how tax collector's fi. fas. issued, see § 92-7401.
Levy and sale under insolvent tax fi. fas., see § 92-7105.
fi.

—
Public Revenue.
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— The

hands
and
the execution is
when said execution is paid by the defendant, voluntarily or by levy and
sale, the officer shall detach from the execution the tax receipt and enter
thereon the amount collected, including all costs and commissions, and
also make a similar entry on the execution, the receipt to be delivered by
the officer to the defendant, and the execution to be returned with the
amount of tax collected to the tax collector, who shall at once copy the
entry of the officer on his execution docket and file the execution in his
92-5104. (1231)

of collecting officer.

officer in whose,

placed shall proceed at once to collect the same,

(Acts 1884-5.

office.

p. 66.)

—

Docket to be submitted to grand jury. The several
tax collectors shall submit their respective execution dockets and cash
books to the grand jury at the spring term of the superior court of their
respective counties, whose duty it shall be to thoroughly inspect the
same and report thereon by general or special presentment. (Acts 1884-5,
92-5105. (1232)

p. 66.)

Cross-references.

92-5106.

— Statement

make account

collectors to

of special taxes to grand jury, see
of actings, see § 92-4906.

(1233) Penalties.

— For

any

a violation of

92-4908.

§

Tax

of the provisions

preceding sections, the tax collector so violating shall forfeit
all or such part of his commissions as the grand jury of the county shall
recommend; and if he fails to pay over such penalty imposed, it shall be
enforced against such tax collector and his securities by the Comptroller
General, as provided by law against defaulting tax collectors, with 20
per cent, penalty of the amount added thereto. (Acts 1884-5, p. 66.)

of the five

Cross-reference.

— Commissions

or compensation, see

§

92-5301.

CHAPTER 92-52. TAX DIGEST FOR SPECIAL OR OCCUPATION
TAXES.
«

Sec.

Sec.

92-5201.

Two

special-tax

digests

re-

92-5205.

92-5202.

State

Revenue Commission to

supply digests; cash books.
92-5203.

92-5204.

92 _ 5206

Pay

of tax collectors for preparing digests.

Digests opened January
of defaulters.

92-5201.

Two

digest by
copy for State
Revenue Commission.
Subsequent Hsts; du p licat es
fof § tate Reven ue CommisCompletion

March

quired to be kept.

of

1;

'

sion.

92-5207.

Remittances

delinquent

of

taxes.

1; list

92-5208.

Records of tax

special-tax digests required to be kept.

—

collector.

It shall

be the

duty of the several tax collectors to make out and prepare two digests,

known

and figures, plainly, legibly
and neatly covering all special or occupation taxes of every character,
either due or paid by each individual firm, partnership or corporation.

to be

as special-tax digests, in writing

(Acts 1924, pp. 183, 184.)
Cross-reference. Punishment

—

for fraudulently altering digest, see

§

26-3922.

Revenue Commission to supply digests; cash books.
The State Revenue Commission shall have printed, at the expense of the
State, special-tax digests to be used by said tax collectors in reports of
individuals, firms, partnerships, and corporations subject to special and
92-5202. State

)

Puhlic Revenue.
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§

;

92-5207

occupation taxes; and also cash books, license receipt books with stub-,
for the use of the tax collectors. (Acts 1924, p. 184; 1931, pp. 7, 34.

—

Editorial Note. Prior to January 1, 1932, the effective date of thr p.
tion Act, this section and the following sections of this Chapter referred
Commissioner of Revenue rather than the State Revenue Commission.

92-5203.

Pay

na-

:

of tax collectors for preparing digests.

—The

to the

tax col-

rendered in the preparation of special or occupation tax digest, shall be entitled to a remuneration of 10 cents for the
name of each individual, firm, or corporation subject to pay a special or
occupation tax, in their respective counties entered on said digests.
(Acts 1924, p. 184.)
lectors, for the services

92-5204. Digests opened January

1

;

defaulters.

list of

—The

tax col-

open their digests for the entry or return of special or occupation taxes on the first day of January of each year, and receive
special or occupation taxes, or the returns thereof, within the time and
in the manner prescribed by law; embrace in the digests to the State
Revenue Commission, and in the permanent records of their offices, respectively, a list of all defaulters and the amount of their true taxes
and perform all other duties required by law, and which necessarily under the law appertain to their offices. (Acts 1924, p. 185; 1931, pp. 7,
lectors shall

34.)
Cross-reference.

— Specific

and occupation taxes, see Chapters 92-3 to

92-5205. Completion of digest

—

by March

1

;

92-21.

copy for State Revenue
complete in a plain, neat,

Commission. The several tax collectors shall
and legible manner the digests of special or occupation taxes, not later
than March 1st of each year, sending one digest immediately to the State
Revenue Commission, and retaining the other in office as a permanent
record of same. (Acts 1924,

p.

185; 1931, pp.

7, 34.)

92-5206. Subsequent lists; duplicates for State

Revenue Commission.

—The several tax collectors, after the completion of the digest
cate on

March

in dupli-

each year, shall continue to enter in their digests
names of all who then or may later owe the State special or occupation
taxes, and all tax collectors shall send a duplicate list of all names so
entered to the State Revenue Commission weekly, in writing, that the
returns of said taxes may be entered on the digest in the office of the
State Revenue Commission, so that the tax record of the State may be
1st of

kept up to date. (Acts 1924,

p.

185; 1931, pp.

92-5207. Remittances of delinquent taxes.

7, 34.)

—The

several tax collectors

Revenue Commission, on the first dav
occupation taxes which are delinquent plus

shall remit to the State

of each

month,

all

all

special or

alties collected

on delinquent taxes,

after deducting their

pen-

commissions

by law, plus 10 per cent, of any such penalty collected as
additional commissions and plus 10 cents per name for each individual,
firm, partnership, or corporation whose name they have entered on the
as allowed

digests kept in their offices for that purpose. (Acts 1924, p. 185: 1931,
pp.

7, 34.)

—

Cross-references. Powers and duties of State Revenue Commission, see
92-4505 et seq. Delinquent tax collectors and receivers, see Chapters 92-54 to
92-56.
Special taxes to be paid to State treasury, see § 92-4901, II 9.
Commissions on special taxes collected, see §§ 92-2401, 92-5303.
§

:

§
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92-5208. Records of tax collector.

—The
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several tax collectors shall

permanent record, one copy of the
tax digest and all cash books and license receipt books, showing a stub
for every license issued. All the above-described books shall be subject
to the inspection and examination of the State Revenue Commission or
their deputies at any reasonable time and for the benefit of the public,
keep

in their respective offices, as a

(Acts 1924.

p.

CHAPTER

186; 1931, pp.

92-53.

7,

34.)

COMPENSATION OF COLLECTORS AND
RECEIVERS.
Sec.

Sec.

92-5301.

Commissions enumerated.

92-5302.

Default and insolvent

92-5303.

list.

—

Commissions enumerated. The commiseach receiver and collector of State and county

92-5301. (1202, 1234, 1235)

sions to be allowed to

Commission of tax collectors
on special tax collections.

taxes shall be as follows, viz.

On

all

Over
Over
Over
Over
Over
Over
Over
Over
Over

digests, for the first $1,000

$ 1,000 but not exceeding $ 2,000
$ 2,000 but not exceeding $ 3,000
$ 3,000 but not exceeding $ 4,000
$ 4,000 but not exceeding $ 6,000
$ 6,000 but not exceeding $ 8,000
$ 8,000 but not exceeding $12,000

$12,000 but not exceeding $18,000
$18,000 but not exceeding $36,000

$36,000

(Acts 1878-9,

p.

6

per cent.

4

per cent.

3

per cent.

2yA
2y2

per cent.

per cent.

2*4 per cent.
2
per cent.

\yA
\y2
iy

per cent.

per cent.
per cent.

25; 1918, pp. 110, 111.)

—

Cross-references. Compensation of tax collector for collecting taxes for local
school districts, see § 32-1114.
Commissions pending suit over collection of
taxes, see § 92-6224. Quarterly statements by county officers to Comptroller, see
Tax collector's fees for collection of taxes for county purposes, see
§ 89-704.
§ 92-3805.
Fees of collectors for collecting specific and occupation taxes, see
No commissions pending suit over taxes in dispute between counties,
§ 92-5303.
see $ 92-6224. Compensation of tax collector for making record of tax defaulters,
see

§

92-7203.

—A

number of statutes authorizing the abolition of the fee sysfor compensating tax collectors, tax receivers and certain other officers in
certain counties, and providing for the payment of salaries to such officers, have
not been included in this Code because of the limitations upon the number of
counties in which they apply. Some of them doubtless violate Const., Art. I, Sec.
IV, Par. I (§ 2-401), prohibiting the enactment of a special law in any case for
which provision has been made by an existing general law. On this question, see
103/701 f30 S. E. 627); 135/265, 269 (69 S. E. 182); 146/570, 576 (91 S. E. 671);
150/583 O04 S. E. 418). Such statutes are as follows: Acts 1924, pp. 87, 88, as
amended by Acts 1925, pp. 159, 160, applicable in counties having a population of
200,000 inhabitants or more by the United States census of 1920 or any future
census: Acts 1924, p. 90, as amended by Acts 1925, p. 161, 1927, p. 207, 1931, p. 220,
and 1933, p. 244, authorizing salaries instead of fees for such officers in counties
having, by the United States census of 1920, or any future census of the United
States, a population "of 49,000 inhabitants, and less than 150,000 inhabitants," the
1933 amendment providing that the provision requiring the salaries to be fixed
for the terms of such officers at least 90 days before the first of January and that
such salaries shall not be changed during said terms, shall not apply in counties
having a population of not less than 90,000 nor more than 150,000 "by the census
of the United States," but that that amendment should be effective upon its approval by the Governor and should apply to officers whose terms began January
1, 1933 "as well as to their present terms," and that to that extent such amendment should be retroactive; Acts 1925, pp. 154-159, applicable in counties having a
Editorial Note.

tem
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population of not less than 60,000 nor more than 70,000 inhabitants by the 'United
States census of 1920 or any future census of the United States; Acts 1933, p. 247,
applicable in counties having a population of 29,000 or more inhabitants and less
than 29,800 inhabitants by the United States census of 1930 or by any future
United States census; and Acts 1933, p. 251, applicable in counties having a po
lation of not more than 32,615 nor less than 32,610 "according to the United Sti
Census." As to Acts 1933, p. 251, the limitation as to population is contained
only in the title of the Act.
1929, pp. 302, 303, authorizing the payment of the
expenses of the tax collector, tax receiver and certain other officers, out of
the county treasury, in all counties having by the census of 1920 or any future
census of the United States "a population of 44,000 inhabitants and less than
150,000 inhabitants," has not been included. The officers to whom that Act applies
are specified only in the title of the Act, the Act itself referring to the "officers
herein named" without naming any.

For the same reason Acts

office

92-5302. (1014) Default

amount

and insolvent

list.

— In

arriving at

the

net

be deducted for the receivers,
for the collectors. (Act 1847, Cobb, 1079. Acts

of the digest, the default list shall

and the insolvent

list

1851-2, p. 292.)

92-5303.

Commission

of tax collectors

on

special tax collections.

—The

tax collectors of the several counties shall, for services rendered in col-

which they are required under the general tax
law to collect, be paid 10 per centum of the amount or amounts of said
special taxes so collected by them except as otherwise provided settlements of said taxes and commissions to be made with the Comptroller
General as provided by law. (Acts 1929, pp. 84, 85; 1931, Extra. Sess.,
lecting the special taxes

;

pp. 76, 78, 90.)

—

Specific and occupation taxes returned to tax collectors, see
Commissions on delinquent taxes collected, see § 92-5207. Tax colcommissions for collecting corporation occupation taxes, see § 92-2401.

Cross-references.
§

92-2101.

lector's

PART

DELINQUENT TAX RECEIVERS AND

IV.

COLLECTORS.

CHAPTER

92-54.

PENALTY FOR INCOMPLETE OR
IMPROPER DIGEST.
Sec.

Sec.

92-5401.

Receivers failing to complete
digest; forfeiture of

Failing

92-5403.

Effect

commis-

sions.

to make proper digest; forfeiture of commissions.

92 "5402.

of

failure

to

make

proper digest.

92-5401. (1181) Receivers

commissions.

—

If

deposited by the

failing

to

complete digest; forfeiture of

a tax receiver fails to have his digest completed and

day

August

each year, unless excused by the
terms of the law or by the Comptroller General, he shall forfeit, for every
week's delay one-tenth of his commissions and if the delay extends beyond 30 days, he shall forfeit one-half of his commissions and if beyond the time when the Governor and Comptroller fix the rate per cent.,
he shall forfeit all his commissions.
first

of

in

;

;

—

Cross-references. To whom digests furnished, see § 92-6303.
When time
granted to receivers and collectors, see §§ 92-7108, 92-7109. Duties of receiver
enumerated, see § 92-4611. Commissions or compensation allowed, see § 92-5301.
County tax digests, see § 92-6303. When tax receiver shall present returns to
county assessors, see § 92-6902.

§
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commissions.
It a tax receiver fails
his digest in the manner prescribed by law, or to comply with the directions given him by the Comp92-5402. (1182) Failing to

—

troller

General

digest; forfeiture of

so doing, he shall forfeit one-half his commissions.

in

—

Cross-references.
Penalty for false return by receiver, see § 92-5502; for inreturns entered in digests,
tentionally deceiving taxpayer, see § 92-5503
see § 92-6305.

How

92-5403. (1183) Effect of failure to
is

made out

make proper

digest.

—

the digest

If

so badly as not to answer the purpose of the tax laws, the

tax receiver shall forfeit

all his

commissions, and shall be removed from

by the ordinary or other authority having charge of county
on the request of the Comptroller General.

office

affairs,

CHAPTER 92-55. EXECUTION AGAINST DEFAULTING
RECEIVER OR COLLECTOR AND SURETIES.
Sec.

92-5501.

Sec.

Indebtedness to State, process

92-5506.

Fast

92 " 5507

Dama £ es

to issue.

92-5502.

Making

92-5503.

Liability

false return.

deceiving

-

of exceptions,

bill

dela y-

*<>r

Executions against tax collectors and tax receivers.

tax-

92-5508.

to issue executions against collector and
sureties on default.

__ rr _.
92-5509.

Suspension of collections.

92-5510.

Property

92-5511.

Proceedings

for

payer,
92-5504.

Comptroller

92-5505.

Affidavit of illegality to execution against tax collector

and

sureties.

.

,.

,,

,

and

collectors
of
sureties bound,
in selling.

92-5501. (1184) Indebtedness to State, process to issue.

—

receiver or tax collector shall receive commissions which he

any tax

If

is

not enti-

any other manner becomes possessed of
the State, or incurs any liability thereto, the

tled to receive or retain, or in

any money belonging

to

Comptroller General

is

authorized to issue execution or other legal

process against him.
Cross-reference.

92-5502.

— As

(1185)

to

persons borrowing county money, see

Making

false return.

—

If

he shall forfeit to the party aggrieved, in
out of which such party

is

all

makes

a receiver

try of a return in either of his digests, expressing

92-3811.

§

more than

cases, $100,

defrauded by such entry

and

is

a false enis

returned,

the

if

amount

more than

$100,

then $10 for every $1 over that amount. (Act 1804, Cobb, 1052.)
Cross-reference.

— Tax

collectors to

make account

of actings, see

92-5503. T1186) Liability for deceiving taxpayer.

any tax receiver intentionally causes the taxpayer

—

to

§

92-4906.

by any device,
pay more than his
If

lawful tax, the provisions of the preceding section shall apply.

ni87) Comptroller to issue executions against collector and
on default. If any collector shall fail to settle his accounts with

92-5504.
sureties

—

the Comptroller General in terms of the law, he shall issue execution

against such collector and his sureties for the principal amount, with in-

—
Public Revenue.
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terest at the rate of 20 per cent, per

that

if

upon a

final

settlement

titled to credits at the

troller

may

General

amount

it

time he

annum

§92-5 508

on said amount:

Provided,

appear that said collector was enrequired by law to settle, the Comp-

shall
is

allow the same, and charge interest only on the

which the collector is in default, together with all the cc
and attorney's fees incurred by reason of the issuance of said execution.
(Act 1823, Cobb, 1025. Acts 1889, p. 52.)
for

— Duty

of Comptroller to collect from defaulting collectors of
of taxes for county purposes, see
Proceedings against defaulting tax collectors, see §3 92-4906,
Chapter 92-38.
92-4907. Property of collectors and sureties bound for payment of taxes collected,
see § 92-5510. As to tax collectors' bonds, see Chapter 92-48. Accounting for public moneys, see Title 89, Public Officers, Chapter 89-8.

Cross-references.

taxes, see

§

Assessment and collection

40-1505.

—

Editorial Note. In 140/800 (79 S. E. 1125), this section, construed in connection with section 92-5509, was held unconstitutional since the collector was given
no opportunity for a hearing. By Acts 1915, p. 55 (§§ 92-5505 to 92-5507;, the
collector may file an affidavit of illegality to the execution. This Act, therefore,
cures the unconstitutionality of this section.

92-5505. Affidavit of illegality to execution against tax collector
sureties.

—Whenever

and

the Comptroller General shall issue an execution

against any defaulting tax collector and the sureties on his

official

bond,

any surety on his bond
may, at any time after the issuance of said execution and before a sale
thereunder, file an affidavit of illegality to said execution, which affidavit shall state any matters of defense which would be available in
as set forth in section 92-5504, the tax collector or

denial either of the alleged default or the

amount thereof

as stated in

the execution, and which affidavit shall be returned to be tried in and dis-

posed of by the superior court of the county in which the tax collector
held

office, in

the

same manner

as provided

by law

for the trial

and

dis-

position of such issues generally. (Acts 1915, p. 55.)
Cross-references.
§

—

Illegalities generally, see

39-1001 et seq.

§

See note under

92-5504.

92-5506. Fast bill of exceptions.

made by

rior court of the issue
file

a

bill of

final decision

by the supe-

the affidavit of illegality, either party

may

exceptions and carry the case to the Court of Appeals as in

cases of injunction. (Acts 1915,
Cross-reference.

92-5507.

—Upon any

—Fast

Damages

bill

p. 55.)

of exceptions, see

for delay.

—The

damages

§

6-903.

provisions of section 39-1007, au-

upon the trial of an issue
formed on an affidavit of illegality, shall extend to and be applicable to
the affidavits of illegality provided for in sections 92-5505 and 92-5506.

thorizing the jury to assess

(Acts 1915, pp.

for delay

55, 56.)

92-5508. (1188) Executions against tax collectors

and tax receivers.
All executions and other process against tax collectors and tax receivers
shall be directed to all and singular the sheriffs of this State, and shall
be executed by them, their lawful deputies, or other officers lawfully in
their stead.
Cross-references.
see Chapter 92-38.

—Assessment
When

and collection of taxes for county purposes,
and how tax collector's fi. fa. issued, see § 92-7401.

§

Public Revenue.

92-5509

(1189) Suspension of collections.

92-5509.
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— Executions so issued shall

not be suspended or delayed by any judicial interference with them, except as provided in section 92-5505, but the Governor

may suspend

col-

lodion until the next meeting of the General Assembly, but no longer.
(Act 1804. Cobb, 1051.)

—

Cross-references. Suspension by Governor of collection of taxes, see
judicial interference with collection of taxes, see § 92-7901.

§

40-205.

Xo

(1190) Property of collectors and sureties bound.

92-5510.

erty of tax collectors and of their sureties, shall be bound,

the bonds are executed, for the

charge of their duties.

payment

(Acts 1917,

—The prop-

from the time

and the

of taxes collected

dis-

p. 198.)

—

Cross-references. As to executions by ordinaries
county funds and their sureties, see§§ 92-3808, 92-3809.

persons holding
Comptroller to issue exe-

against

cutions against collector and sureties on default, see § 92-5504. Liability of receivers and their sureties, see § 92-4608.
As to record and lien of tax officers'
bonds, see Chapters 92-46, 92-48.

92-5511. (1191) Proceedings in selling.

—The

proceedings in selling

property under such executions shall be the same as under executions
issued from the superior court.

—

Cross-references. Sale under tax fi. fas., see Chapter 92-81.
Judicial sales,
generally, see Title 39, Executions and Proceedings Thereunder, Chapters 39-11
to 39-13*.

CHAPTER 92-56. COLLECTION PROHIBITED, WHEN,
AND VACATION OF COMMISSIONS.
Sec.

Sec.

~, rsr,,
92-5601.

r-

Governor

92-5602.

•<
n
Collector not to collect until
4.-1

digest

may

missions

§

collectors,

filed.

of

vacate comdefaulting tax

when.

92-5601. (1192) Collector not to collect until digest filed.
collector shall collect or attempt to collect

—

If

any tax

any taxes before the receiver

has completed and transmitted his digest to the Comptroller General,
unless specially so ordered

by such

officer or

allowed by special enact-

ment, he shall forfeit to the State double the amount so collected or
attempted to be collected, such forfeiture to be collected by execution issued by the Comptroller General.
92-5602.
collectors,

(1193) Governor

when.

may

vacate commissions of defaulting tax

—The Governor may vacate the commissions of default-

ing tax collectors or of tax receivers failing or refusing to do their duty,
give bond, or take the oath required by law; and in such event the

vacancy
1826,

shall be filled in the

manner prescribed

for other vacancies.

(Act

Cobb, 1260.)

— Governor

appointing officers and filling vacancies, see
Receiver's oath and bond, see
vacated,
see § 89-501.
§
Collector's bond, see § 92-4801 et seq.
Collector's oath, see § 92-4702.
§ 92-4602.
Duties of tax receiver, see § 92-4611. Collector's duties enumerated, see § 92-4901.
Vacancy in tax collector's office, how filled, see § 92-4701.
Cross-references.
40-301.

How

offices

Public
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DIVISION

Ki.vi-.nue.

:

92-5704

RETURNS, ASSESSMENTS, AND

III.

COLLECTIONS.
PART

CHAPTER

IN GENERAL.

I.

MISCELLANEOUS.

92-57.

Sec.

Sec.

92-5701.

Property to be returned

at its

92-5708.

Time

liens for taxes attach to
of taxpayers and
Priority of
tax collectors.

property

value.

92-5702.

"Fair market value," meaning

liens.

of.

92-5703.

Tax

92-5704.

Levy

92-5705.

Amount

92-5706.

Funds

by whom.
be made when.

to be levied
to

Lien of tax not divested by

92-5710.

Conveyances and judgments
to avoid payment of taxes,

judicial sale.

of taxes to be levied.

void.

which taxes are to

in

be paid.
92-5707.

92-5709.

92-5711.

Taxes to be paid before other
Property always
claims.

Donee,

etc.,

and property

lia-

ble for taxes.

92-5712.

subject.

Proportionate payments by
owners, lienholders, etc.

value.— All property
shall be returned for taxation at its fair market value. Promissory notes,
accounts, judgments, mortgages, liens of all kinds, and all choses in
action shall be returned at their value whether the debtors are solvent or
92-5701. (1003) Property to be returned at

(Acts 1909,

partially solvent.

p. 72.)

—

Cross-references. Oath of taxpayer, see
subject to taxation, see § 92-102.

92-5702.

its

92-6216.

§

(1004) "Fair market value,"

Foreign bonds, notes,

meaning

of.

—The

intent

etc.,

and

property and subjects
of taxation assessed at the value which would be realized therefrom by
cash sale, as such property and subjects are usually sold, but not by

purpose of the tax laws of this State are to have

all

when used

forced sale thereof, and the words "fair market value,"

in the

deemed to mean what the property and subcash sale when sold in the manner in which such

tax laws, shall be held and

would bring at
property and subjects are usually
jects

Cross-reference.

— Oath

Comptroller General, see

sold.

(Acts 1909,

p. 75.)

of arbitrators selected to assess property returnable to
92-6004.

§

Tax

—

be levied by whom. All propertv or other
things of value subject to taxation shall be returned by the taxpayers as
provided by law at its fair market value, and shall be taxed according
to its value on a levy to be made by the Governor, with the assistance of
the Comptroller General. (Acts 1851-2, p. 291 1909, p. 37.)
92-5703. (1010)

to

;

Cross-reference.

—Suspension

92-5704. (1011)

Levy

to

of collection of taxes

be made when.

value of the taxable property

is

— Each

substantially

General, he shall assist the Governor in

by Governor,

see

§

40-205.

year, as soon as the

known by

making the

the Comptroller

and immediately send to each tax collector written or printed notices of the Governor's order, and also publish a copy thereof for the space of 30 days
levy,

Public Revenue.

92-5705

§

some public newspaper of general
government (Acts 1851-2, p. 291.)
in

Amount

2380

circulation published at the seat of

—

be levied. The amount of taxes
levied shall not exceed the actual annual wants of the State Government,
exclusive of the commissions of collectors and receivers, and any other
expense that may lawfully be incurred in assessing and collecting them.
92-5705. (1012)

of taxes to

Funds in which taxes are
lawful money of the United States,

to be paid.

92-5706. (1013. 1044)
shall be paid in

to the State.

(Act 1804, Cobb, 1051. Acts 1851-2,

Taxes

free of

—Taxes

any expense

p. 291.)

Property always
subject.
Taxes shall be paid before any other debt, lien, or claim whatsoever, and the property returned or held at the time of returning them,
or thereafter, shall always be subject. (Act 1804, Cobb, 1050.)
92-5707. (1140)

to be paid before other claims.

—

—

Cross-references. Liens for taxes established, see § 67-1701.
How taxes for
former years returned and collected, see § 92-6228. Against whom taxes charged,
see

§

92-110.

Priority of debts of decedent, see

92-5708. (3333)

and tax

collectors.

Time

113-1508.

§

liens for taxes attach to property of taxpayers

Priority of liens.

— Liens

for taxes,

whether ad va-

lorem, specific, or occupation, due the State, any county thereof, or

mu-

nicipal corporation therein, shall cover the property of taxpayers liable

from the time fixed by law for valuation of the same in each year
until such taxes are paid, and the property of tax collectors and their
sureties from the time of giving bond until all the taxes for which they
are responsible shall be paid. Such liens for taxes are hereby declared
superior to all other liens, and shall rank among themselves as follows:
First, taxes due the State; second, taxes due the counties of the State;
third, taxes due to municipal corporations of the State. (Acts 1873,
to tax,

p. 42.)

Cross-references.

— Priority of

Where one perEntering judgments on general

debts of decedent, see § 113-1508.

son pays tax execution for another, see
execution docket, see § 39-701.

§ 92-7602.

by

92-5709. (1141) Lien of tax not divested

judicial sale.

—A

sale of

property under any other process shall not divest the lien of the State
for taxes.

(63 Ga. 483.)

Cross-reference.

— Rules

for sales under tax

fi.

fas.,

see

§

92-8102.

Conveyances and judgments to avoid payment of
All deeds of gift, mortgages, sales and assignments of proptaxes, void.
erty of any kind, made to avoid payment of taxes, or judgments procured
to be rendered for the same purpose, shall be null and void. (Act 1804,
92-5710. (1142)

—

Cobb, 1050.)
92-5711. (1143) Donee,

etc.,

and property

liable for taxes.

—The

per-

son holding such property, or to whom such conveyance may be made,
and the property also, wherever found, no matter in whose possession
it may be, shall be liable for such taxes. (Act 1804, Cobb, 1050.)

payments by owners, lienholders, etc.—The
owner or the holder of any equity, lien, or interest in or on property returned or assessed with other property for taxes shall be allowed to pay
the taxes assessed against any one or more pieces of such property, (a)
92-5712. Proportionate

2381

I'CI'.LIC

when

RhVhM'h.

92-5802

by the owner or asse or on the tax return
digest, according to the valuation shown by said return or a
e
mtffttj
(b) when not listed separately on the tax return or digest by the owner
or assessor, by paying the proportionate part of the taxes represented by
listed separately

such property according to the valuation
that

in the

return or

a

to say, such proportionate part of all of such taxes rc}>:<

is

metlt;

I

<

nfed by

such return or assessment as the value of such separate piece of property

(upon which payment is being made) bears to all of the said property
such return or assessment. The officials charged with the collection
taxes for this State or for any subdivision of this State (including
nicipalities

and

any transferee

all

of

mu-

other subdivisions of the State and counties) and/or

of said tax lien shall be required to accept

when tender

in

made

payment

of said

showing such payment, and shall execute a release of said property from such
lien for taxes, and the official or transferee accepting said payment and
taxes

is

as provided herein, shall issue a receipt

releasing said property shall be paid a fee of 50 cents for issuing said

and

This law shall apply to taxes accruing before its
passage as well as to taxes accruing thereafter. (Acts 1931, p. 122; 1933,
receipt

release.

p. 50.)

CHAPTER 92-58. COLLECTIONS FROM DELINQUENT
TAXPAYERS BY STATE REVENUE COMMISSION.
Sec.

Sec.

92-5801.

Application of Chapter.

92-5802.

Duties of deputy revenue commissioners.

92-5803.

When
come

occupation

taxes

Reports and payments by

92-5807.

Commission and deputies.
Duty of Commission as to
prosecution

92-5808.

92-5804.

Penalty against delinquents.

92-5805.

Cooperation of tax collectors;
commissions.

92-5801. Application of Chapter.

of

delinquents,

etc.

be-

delinquent.

ter shall apply to ad

92-5806.

92-5809.

Annual report of collections
and expenditures to General
Assembly.
Penalties to go to treasury of
State.

— None of the provisions of this Chap-

valorem taxes or those required by law to be

re-

turned to the tax receiver and entered in the tax digest. (Acts 1923,
Extra. Sess.,

p. 14.)

Cross-reference.

— Powers

and duties of State Revenue Commission, see Chap-

ter 92-45.

92-5802. Duties of deputy revenue commissioners.

—

It shall

be the duty

of the deputy revenue commissioners appointed under the provisions of

section 92-4507 to look after the collection of delinquent taxes of every

kind that

may

be due the State, except ad valorem taxes or those

re-

quired by law to be returned to the tax receiver and entered in the tax
digest,

and particularly to investigate and

specific or occupation taxes,

collect delinquent license taxes,

automobile tag taxes, chauffeurs' license

and stamp taxes on cigars and cigarettes. It
shall be the further duty of such deputies to check up estates subject to
estate taxes and to report information with reference to said estates to

taxes, gasoline sales taxes,

-

—
§

Public Revenue.

92-5803

such

may

officers as

2382

be charged with the administration of the estate tax

laws of this State. (Acts 1923, Extra. Sess.,

p.

14; 1931, pp.

7, 34.)

—

Prior to January 1, 1932, the effective date of the ReorganizaChapter related to the Commissioner of Revenue rather than the
State Revenue Commission.
Editorial Note.

tion Act. this

92-5803.

When

occupation taxes become delinquent.

—All

special or

occupation taxes shall be deemed delinquent after 90 days from the due
date thereof. (Acts 1923, Extra. Sess., p. 14.)
92-5804. Penalty against delinquents.

—All

delinquent taxpayers shall

be subject to a penalty of 20 per cent, for nonpayment of taxes.

(Acts

1923. Extra. Sess., p. 14; 1931, Extra. Sess., pp. 76, 87.)
Cross-reference.

— Penalty

for taxpayer's default, see

§

92-2105.

92-5805. Cooperation of tax collectors; commissions.

—

It shall

be the

duty of the tax collectors of this State to cooperate with the State Rev-

enue Commission

in

Commission

have access to

shall

supplying information as to delinquents, and the
all

records of tax collectors in putting

into effect the operation of this Chapter.

The

tax collectors shall not be

any commission whatever in the collection of delinquent taxes
except where such collections are made directly by such tax collector,
and then such commission shall not exceed that provided by law, and
said tax collectors shall not then have the right to relieve any delinquent
entitled to

of the penalty

provided

in this

Chapter, but shall collect said penalty

and remit same to the State Revenue Commission as provided by section 92-5207.

(Acts 1923, Extra. Sess.,

p. 15; 1931, pp. 7, 31.)

—

and payments by Commission and deputies. The
deputy commissioners shall report to the State Revenue Commission at
least every week in detail as to the amount collected by each and the
source from which the same has been collected, and pay over to the
Commission the amount shown in said report to have been collected;
and it shall be the duty of the Commission to report all such collections
to the Treasurer of the State once each week, and to pay into the State
treasury at such times all amounts that have been paid over to it by its
deputies. The failure on the part of the Commission to so account for
the funds paid to it by the deputies, or the failure on the part of any
deputy to promptly report and pay over to the Commission any moneys
collected by him, shall be a breach of their respective bonds, and, in the
discretion of the Governor, shall terminate the term of any such deputy
or member of the Commission other than that of the Comptroller General.
92-5806. Reports

(Acts 1923, Extra. Sess.,
Cross-references.
§

§

92-4501.
92-4501.

— Bonds

Removal

p.

16; 1931, pp.

7, 32, 34.)

of members of State
of appointive member of State

Revenue Commission, see
Revenue Commission, see

Duty of Commission as to prosecution of delinquents, etc.
The State Revenue Commission shall direct prosecutions to be instituted
against any person or corporation subject to payment of any special
taxes who may refuse to pay said taxes upon demand of a deputy, and
92-5807.

issue execution for the

amount

Cross-reference.

— Levy

shown

of the taxes

1923, Extra. Sess., p. 17; 1931, pp.
§

§

92-5902

to be due.

(Acts

Public Revenue.

2383

7, 34.;

of tax executions by

State

Revenue Commission, see

92-7301.

Annual report of collections and expenditures to General Assembly. The State Revenue Commission shall keep accurate accounts
of all collections and expenditures, and shall submit a detailed report of
same up to June 1 of each year to the General Assembly at its regular
92-5808.

—

session.

(Acts 1923, Extra. Sess.,

p. 18; 1931, pp. 7, 34.)

—

Cross-reference. Meeting of the General Assembly, see Const., Art. Ill, Sec.
IV, Par. Ill (§ 2-1503).

92-5809. Penalties to go to treasury of State.

— All

by and through the Commission under the laws
directly covered into the State treasury.

penalties collected

of this State shall be

(Acts 1924, pp.

15,

16; 1931,

pp. 7, 34.)

PART

RETURNS TO COMPTROLLER GENERAL.

II.

CHAPTER

92-59.

TIME, MANNER,

AND SUBJECT OF

RETURNS; PAYMENT OF TAXES.
Sec.

Sec.

Time

92-5902.

making returns.
Returns by public utilities

92-5903.

whom.
Returns made how.

92-5901.

for

made

92-5904.
92-5905.

92-5906

pany

to

of

com-

insurance

make

return.

to

92-5907

Returns to be itemized.
Insurance companies to give

names

President

92-5901. (1043)

Time

tion

92-5908

of agents.

for

making

Designation of
torney against

returns.

Time

—The

may
of

officer

or at-

whom

execu-

be issued.

payment

of taxes.

returns of

all

com-

panies mentioned in the following section, and agents of such foreign
companies, authorized to do business in this State, shall be made to the

Comptroller General by the first day of March in each year, as of January 1 preceding. (Const., Art. VII, Sec. II, Par. VI (§ 2-5007).)

—

Cross-references. Payment of taxes on property returnable to Comptroller
General, see § 92-5908. State tax on railroads, see Chapter 92-26. County tax on
Returns of corporate property for taxation for
railroads, see Chapter 92-27.
school districts, see § 32-1117. Returns and payments of occupation and license
Retaxes on insurance companies and agents, see Chapter 92-25 and § 56-103.
turns of specific and occupation taxes generally, see §§ 92-2101, 92-2404.

92-5902. Returns

by public

utilities

made

to

whom.

—All

persons or

companies owning or operating railroads, street railroads, suburban

rail-

persons or companies,, including
railroad companies, doing an express, telephone, or telegraph business
(except small telephone companies, or persons doing a telephone busiall
ness, whose capital stock or property is of less value than $5,000)
persons or companies doing a gas, water, electric light or power, hydroelectric power, steam heat, refrigerated air, dockage, cranage, canal, tollroad, toll-bridge, railroad-equipment, or navigation business, through
their presidents, general managers, owners, or agents having control of
the companys' offices in this State, shall be required to make annual tax
roads, or sleeping cars in this State;

all

:

Public Revenue.

92-5903

g

2384

property located in this State to the Comptroller General;
and the laws now in force providing for the taxation of railroads in this
State shall be applicable to the assessments of taxes on the businesses
above stated. (Acts 1927, p. 97.)
returns of

all

Cross-references.

— Domestic

corporation

occupation

tax

troller General, see § 92-2401. Taxation of railroads, see
Returns oi small telephone companies, see § 92-6210.

92-5903. (1042,

panies or persons which are

General shall be

in

made how.—The
required to be made

1050) Returns

collected

by Comp-

Chapters 92-26 to 92-28.

returns of

com-

all

to the Comptroller

writing and sworn to by the president or other execu-

by the agent of a foreign company, to be a just, true, and
full return of the capital stock, net annual profits, or gross receipts, or
business, or income, gross, annual, net, or any other kind, or other
property or effects, for which said company is subject to taxation by the
laws of this State.
tive officer, or

—

Cross-references. Returns of special franchises, see § 92-2303.
Presidents of
railroads to make returns, see § 92-2602. Defaulting corporations, see § 92-7302.
Railroads to report to Comptroller General annually, see § 92-2701.
value of
franchise ascertained and taxed, see § 92-2304.
Double tax for failure to return
special franchise, see § 92-2309. Assessments against delinquents, and arbitration,
see Chapters 92-60, 92-61.

How

92-5904. (1050) Returns

to

be

itemized.

—Whenever

corporations,

companies, persons, or agencies are required by law to make returns of
property, or gross receipts, or business, or income, gross, annual, net,

any other kind, or any other return, to the Comptroller General for
taxation, such return shall contain an itemized statement of property,
each class or species to be separately named and valued, or an itemized
account of gross receipts, or business, or income as above defined, or
other matters required to be returned, and in case of net income only, an
itemized account of gross receipts and expenditures, to show how the
income returned is ascertained. (Acts 1877, p. 126; 1905, p. 68.)

or

—

names of agents. Insurance companies doing business in this State, in making their returns to
the Comptroller General for purposes of taxation, shall give the name of
each agent acting for such company and his post-office address; the aggregate amount of risks underwritten in this State during the tax year;
the amount of premiums received, and the losses, paid and unpaid, by
92-5905. (1047) Insurance companies to give

agencies. (Acts 1880-1,

p. 47.)

—

Cross-references. Defaulting companies, executions against, see Chapter 92-73.
returns shall be made, see § 92-5901.

When

92-5906. (1048) President of insurance

company

return provided for in the preceding section shall
dent, or
to,

and

be forwarded to

cution

H049) Designation

may be

issued.

presi-

officer of the

law. (Acts 1880-1, p. 47, Const., Art. VII, Sec. II, Par.
92-5907.

—The

company, duly sworn
the Comptroller General as required by

some other duly authorized
shall

make return.
be made by the
to

VI

of officer or attorney against

— Insurance

(§ 2-5007).)

whom

companies making their return

exeshall

notify the Comptroller General of the officer or attorney in this State

against

whom

becomes necessary for
issue execution against such companies for any viola-

legal process shall issue in case

the Comptroller to

it

§ 92-6003

Public Revenue.
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tion of the laws of this State governing insurance

nonpayment

of taxes

Sec. II, Par.

VI

due by them. (Acts 1880-1,

com pan ie

p. 47.

-,

or for the

Const., Art. VII,

(§ 2-5007).)

92-5908. (1043)

persons required

— All

Time of payment of taxes.
/to make returns for taxation

persons or classes of
to the Comptroller Gen-

pay the taxes in favor of the State on or before the first day of
September cf the year returns are required to be made. (Const., Art.

eral shall

VII, Sec.

II,

Par.

Cross-reference.

CHAPTER

VI

(§ 2-5007).)

— Returns

92-60.

Comptroller General, see

to

Sec.

92-6001.

re-

92-6005.

92-6002.

Arbitration of assessments to
correct returns.

no , nA ,
92-6006.

92-6003.

State's

,s~

^^

to

correct

turns
a

,

'

•

r

•

arbitrator to assess
tax against railroad, express,
sleeping-car, and telegraph

companies.
92-6004.

Oath

of arbitrators.

92-6001. (1050)

92-5901.

ASSESSMENTS AND ARBITRATION TO
CORRECT RETURNS.

Sec.

Assessment

§

to

school tax purposes.
'«..
«
,
Powers of£ boards otr arbitrators to summon witnesses
anci compel production of
papers, etc.
*

92 . 60 07.

,

Assessment

Returns of railroad companies
for county, municipal, and

correct

-,-,

Power

of board of arbitrators
to p Un j s h f or disobedience
of processes and orders.

returns.

— The

Comptroller

General shall carefully scrutinize the returns made to him, and if in his
judgment the property embraced therein is returned below its value, or
the return is false in any particular, or in any wise contrary to law, he
shall within 60 days thereafter correct the same and assess the value,
from any information he can obtain. (Acts 1877, p. 126; 1905, p. 68.)

— How value

of franchises ascertained and taxed, see § 92-2304.
failing to return or grossly undervaluing property; arbitration, see Chapter 92-61.

Cross-references.

Assessment against delinquents

92-6002. (1045, 1050) Arbitration of assessments to correct returns.

— In

all

cases of assessment or correction of returns, as provided in sec-

tion 92-6001, the officer or person

making such returns

shall receive no-

with the assessment or correction of returns, shall
have the privilege, within 20 days after such notice, to refer the question
of the true value or amount to arbitrators
one chosen by himself and one
by the Comptroller General who, in case of disagreement, may choose
an umpire. If the two arbitrators, disagreeing, fail to select an umpire
within 30 days after receiving notice of their appointment, the Governor
shall appoint two arbitrators, who, with the arbitrator selected by the
officer or person making the returns, shall determine the question as to
the amount or value.
Every arbitrator or umpire chosen hereunder shall
be a citizen of Georgia. The award shall be made within 30 days from
the appointment of the umpire or, in case no umpire is chosen, within 30
days from the appointment of arbitrators by the Governor; and their
award shall be final. (Acts 1877, p. 126; 1878-9, p. 166; 1905. p. 68.)

tice and,

if

dissatisfied

—

—

92-6003. (1046) State's arbitrator to assess tax against railroad, ex-

—

and telegraph companies. In all cases of disagreement between the Comptroller General and any railroad, express com-

press, sleeping-car,

§

Public Revenue.-

92-6004
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panv. sleeping-car company, or telegraph company owning property in
this State, as to the taxable value of its said property, where said differences are referred to arbitration, the Comptroller General shall appoint

any member

of the Public Service

the State, in each case, and

when thus appointed,

to

ditional compensation.
Cross-reference.

it

Commission

perform the duty

(Acts 1894,

— Returns

to act as arbitrator for

shall be the duty of the commissioner,
of arbitrator

without any ad-

p. 67.)

by railroads and other public

utilities,

see §§ 92-5902,

92-6210.

92-6004.

(1051)

Oath

lected to fix the value of

—

All arbitrators and umpires sewhere
returns are made or required by
property,
of arbitrators.

law to be made to the Comptroller General, in each separate matter of
controversy referred to a board of arbitration in the class of cases stated,
each arbitrator and umpire shall take and subscribe an oath in writing in
substance as follows:
I,

.

selected and chosen as an arbitrator (or umpire) in a cer-

concerning the value of property returned to
General
the Comptroller
of Georgia, do swear that I will diligently inquire as to the value of property and impartially decide the same, and will
find and return the true market value thereof and of every part thereof
according to the requirements of the law. (Acts 1907, p. 96.)
tain matter in controversy

Cross-references.

— Meaning

of "fair

market value," see

§

92-5702.

Chapter 92-60; where property owner
return or grossly undervalues property, see Chapter 92-61.
of assessments generally, see

Arbitration
fails

to

make

92-6005. (1054) Returns of railroad companies for county, municipal,

—

and school tax purposes. The returns of railroad companies for purposes
of county and municipal and school taxation shall be subject to the same
inspection, objection, and assessment by the Comptroller General, and
arbitration, as is provided by law for returns of such property for purposes of State taxation. (Acts 1908,

p. 24.)

—

Cross-references. Railroads to show value of company's property in each incorporated city or town, see § 92-2802. Reports by railroads as to value of property in each county, see § 92-2701. State tax on rolling stock, see § 92-2601. Returns must be itemized, see § 92-5904.

92-6006. (1052) Powers of boards of arbitrators to summon witnesses
and compel production of papers, etc. Each board of arbitrators shall
have the same power to summon witnesses and the same power to com-

—

testimony that belongs to the several superior
courts, including the right to issue subpoenas duces tecum and to order
parties to the controversy to produce books and papers, and shall have
the right and power to require the attendance of witnesses in and from
any county as the superior courts may require witnesses in criminal cases.
In all cases where the production of books and papers shall be required,
either by subpoena duces tecum or notice, as may be appropriate, the
same shall be produced within five days unless the board shall extend
the time for cause shown, (Acts 1907, p. 96.)
pel the production of

—

Cross-references. Powers of courts enumerated, see
papers, see Title 38, Evidence, Chapters 38-8 to 38-10.

§

24-104.

Production of

(1053) Power of board of arbitrators to punish for disobedience of processes and orders. In all cases provided for in the preceding
92-6007.

—

section the arbitrator or arbitrators and

umpire

shall

have the same power

:
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to punish for disobedience of their pro*

,<

<

92-6103

g

and orders as

now

i-

held by

(

the several superior courts. (Acts 1907, pp. 96, J7.)

—

Cross-references. Power of courts to punish for contempt, see
ers of courts enumerated, see § 24 104.

CHAPTER

92-61.

Po

24-10:

§

ASSESSMENTS AGAINST PROPERTY OWN-

ERS FAILING TO RETURN OR GROSSLY UNDERVALUING PROPERTY; ARBITRATION.
Sec.

Sec.

Undervaluation of property or

92-6101.

r

.,

92-6103.

Assessment
Comptroller;

,

failure to return.

troller to

file

by
ex-

cessiveness.

Notice and demand by

92-6102.

value
of
issue or

Comp-

92-6104.

Issue

return.

of

taxability,

where

tried.

92-6101. Undervaluation of property or failure to return.

— When

the

owner of property has omitted to return the same for taxation at the
time and for the years the return should have been made, or, having- returned his property or part of same, has grossly undervalued the property
returned, or his property has been assessed for taxation at a figure grossly
below its true value, such owner, or, if dead, his personal representative
or representatives, shall return the property for taxation for each year
he is delinquent, whether delinquency results from failure to return or
from gross undervaluation, either by the delinquent or by assessors, said

made under

same laws,

and regulations as existed
during the year of said default, or the year in which said property was
returned or assessed for taxation at figures grossly below its true value
Provided, that no lien for such taxes shall be enforced against any specific property which has been previously alienated or incumbered, and is
in the hands of innocent holders without notice. (Acts 1918, p. 232.)
return to be

Cross-references.

— Levy

of illegality, see
returnable at its value, see
affidavit

92-6102. Notice and

owner

the

rules

by State Revenue Commission on taxpayer's property;
Double tax, see Chapter 92-66. Property
§ 92-7301.
Meaning of fair market value, see § 92-5702.
§ 92-5701.

demand by Comptroller

of said property, or,

to

file

return.

— When the

dead, his personal representative or repre-

if

sentatives, refuses or fails to

make

returns in cases of property which

should have been returned to the Comptroller General, the Comptroller
General shall notify, in writing, such owner or his personal representative or representatives of his delinquency, demanding that a return shall
be made thereof within 20 days. (Acts 1918, p. 233.)
Cross-reference.

—Returns

92-6103. (1136)

—

to

Comptroller

Assessment

of value

General,

see

§

92-2404.

by Comptroller;

issue of exces-

the delinquent or his personal representative or representatives, as provided for in section 92-6102, refuses or fails to return such

siveness.

If

property after the notice given, or returns it below what the Comptroller
General deems its value, the Comptroller General shall assess such property for taxation for State, county, or municipal and school purposes,
from the best information he can obtain as to its value, for the current
year and for each year in default, and notify such delinquent or his personal representative cr representatives of the valuation, which valuation
shall

be

final,

unless the person or persons so notified shall raise the

§

Public Revenue.
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question that

it

excessive, in

is
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which event the further procedure

be as provided by section 92-6002. (Acts 1918,
92-6104. Issue of taxability,

where

tried.

—

shall

p. 233.)

the delinquent under sec-

If

such property, he may raise the
equity in the superior court of Fulton county,

tion 92-6102 disputes the taxability of

question by petition

and

it

in

such delinquent

tives shall

dead, his personal representative or representa-

is

have the same

PART

III.

CHAPTER

right.

(Acts 1918,

p. 234.)

RETURNS TO TAX RECEIVERS.

92-62.

TIME, MANNER,

AND SUBJECT

OF RETURNS.
Sec.

Sec.

92-6201.

Time

92-6202.

What

92-6203.

92-6204.

for

making

returns.

property returnable.
Return and collection of taxes
on property unlawfully exempted.
Returns of mining companies
and plantation owners; non-

92-6214.

Same; notice by mail; payment of accounts for post-

92-6215.

Questions for taxpayers.
Oath of persons making

age.
92-6216.

92-6217.

residents.
92-6205.
92-6206.

Returns of nonresidents, etc.
Returns of taxable lands to be
made by and to whom; de-

92-6207.
92-6208.

Returns

92-6219.

Proceedings to determine
county entitled to tax return and payment.
Same; change of venue.

92-6220.

Same;

92-6221.

Same;

92-6218.

scription of lands.

manufacturing
companies and nonresidents.
Return of personal property
in
county where business
of

92-6222.

conducted.
92-6209.

Returns of real property of
companies; property on or
across county lines.

92-6210.

Returns by owners of small
telephone business.

92-6211.

Wild

92-6223.
92-6224.

92-6225.

nonresidents

92-6226.

lines.

92-6212.

to

Same; penalty for failure to
perform duty prescribed by

applicable

Same; commissions of tax receivers or tax collectors
pending suit.
Negligence of tax receiver no
excuse for failure to make

Time

for

making

Return by one whose return
has been refused by tax receiver.

92-6227.

Claim of right to assess

is

not

refusal.

92-6228.

preceding section.

92-6201.

restraint

only to taxes in dispute.
Same; taxes collected pending
litigation, how disposed of.
Same; adjustment of differ-

return.

Same; notice

or their agents of receipt of
returns and amount of tax
due.
92-6213.

costs.

ences.

where
county

lands;
returns
lands on or across

re-

turns of taxable property.
Oath to be actually administered to property owner.

Taxes

for

former years,

how

returned and collected.

returns.

—The

several tax receivers shall

open their books for returns of taxes on the first day of February and
shall close the same on the first day of May of each year. (Acts 1913,
p. 123.)

—

§

Cross-references. Time of meeting and duties of board of tax assessors, see
Equalization of assessments of property returnable to tax receiver, see

92-6911.

Chapters 92-69, 92-70.

—

Editorial Note. Acts 1931, p. 258, requiring the receiver of taxes in counties
having a population, by the United States census of 1930 or any future census of
the United States, of not less than 75,000 and not more than 100,000 inhabitants,
to open his books for receiving tax returns for State and county taxes on January
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§ 92-6207

.

books to remain open through April 30, has not been
cluded in this Code because of such limitation upon the number of COgntK
2 of each year, such

which

it

in-

applies.

What

92-6202.

property returnable.

—The

individual returns

made by

taxpayers to the tax receiver shall be for property held and subject to
taxation on the first day of January, next preceding. (Acts 1913, p. 123.J

and collection of taxes on property unlawfully
exempted. The tax receiver shall have all property, whether exempted
by the county authorities or not, which is required by law to be returned
for taxes in the several counties in this State, returned for taxation, and
the tax collector shall collect the taxes upon such property. (Acts 1889,
92-6203. (1001) Return

—

p. 35.)

—

Cross-references. Duties of tax receiver, see § 92-4611. Duties of tax collector,
see Chapter 92-49. Penalty for violation of section, see § 92-9919.

mining companies and plantation
owners; nonresidents. Mining companies shall make their returns in
the county where the mine is worked. Persons who have plantations
92-6204. (1064, 1066) Returns

of

—

located in counties other than the one of their residence shall return such

with

together

plantations,

the

stock

and other property employed

thereon, in the counties where the plantations are respectively situated.

who

This section shall apply to nonresidents
State. (Acts 1855-6, p. 275.)

hold such property in this

—

Return for taxation of interest in land less than fee, see
defaulters liable for double tax, see § 92-6603. To whom returns
Bonds, notes, etc.,
of specific and occupation taxes made, see §§ 92-2101, 92-2404.
of nonresidents are subjects of taxation in this State, see § 92-102. Taxes on nonresidents' property in this State, see § 92-105.
Cross-references.

§ 92-104.

When

92-6205. (1067) Returns of nonresidents, etc.

— Lands and

other prop-

erty of nonresidents shall be returned in the county where the lands cr
other property are respectively situated. (Act 1840, Cobb, 1073.)

—See

Cross-reference.

references under preceding section.

92-6206. (1068) Returns of taxable lands to be

description of lands.

—All lands

made by and

to

in this State subject to taxation,

whom;

whether

improved or unimproved, shall be returned by the person owning the
same, or by his agent or attorney, to the tax receiver of the county where
the land

lies.

The

receiver shall require

all

persons making returns of

lands in his county, to return the same by district, number, and section,
if

the lands have such designation, and

nation, then

by such description

when

lands have no such desig-

as will enable the receiver to identify

them, and receivers shall not receive any returns of land which do not
so designate them. The Comptroller General shall not allow any receiver

who

receives returns in any other

centage for his services. (Acts 1872,
Cross-reference.

—When

manner compensation

p. 77.)

defaulters liable for double tax, see
§ 92-6402.
Form of return, see

payable where return made, see

92-6207. Returns of manufacturing companies

president of every manufacturing

or per-

company

§

§

92-6603.
92-6215.

and nonresidents.

in this State,

Taxes

— The

and, agent, gen-

manager, or person in possession or charge of the business and property in this State of any nonresident person, firm, or corporation, shall be
eral

:

§
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required to answer under oath, in addition to those provided by law, the

following questions
1.

What

is

the true market value of the real estate of the

company

you represent, including- the buildings thereon?
2.

What

the true market value of your company's machinery of

is

every kind?
3.

What

is

the true market value of the real estate not used in the con-

duct of the business of your
4.

What

is

company?

the true market value of

raw materials on hand on the day

fixed for return of property for taxation?
5.

What

is

the true market value of manufactured goods or articles

on hand on the day for the return of property for taxation, whether at
your principal office or in the hands of agents, commission merchants, or
others?
6.

How much money

did your

company have on hand

for the return of property for taxation,

the day fixed

whether within or without the

State?
7.

State separately the true market value of the notes, bonds, and other

money

obligations for

or property of every kind on

hand the day

fixed

for the return of property for taxation.

Such company shall be taxed upon its entire property so ascertained,
and the Comptroller General is authorized to frame and have propounded
any other questions which in his judgment will produce a fuller return.
(Acts 1927,

p. 94, 96.)

92-6208. (1075) Return of personal property in county

conducted.

—All

where business

persons, companies, and corporations except railroad,

telegraph, telephone, express, sleeping and palace car, and such other

companies as are required to make returns of the value of their properties and franchises to the Comptroller General under the provisions of
sections 92-2301 to 92-2309, 92-5901, and 92-5902, conducting any business enterprise upon realty not taxable in the county in which such persons reside or the office of the

company

or corporation

return for taxation their stock of merchandise,
live

stock, guano,

ployed

in the

commercial

fertilizer,

and

is

located, shall

raw

materials, machinery,

all

other personalty em-

operation of such business enterprises, together with the

manufactured goods and

all

other property of such business enterprises,

and notes and accounts made and the money used in the prosecution of
such business enterprises on hand at the time for the valuation of property for taxation, including

all

personalty of whatsoever kind connected

any manner whatsoever, in the county
in which is taxable the realty wherein such business enterprises are loProvided, that the agent in this State of any percated or carried on
son, firm, or corporation resident without this State, who shall have on
hand and for sale, storage, or otherwise, as such agent, merchandise or
other property, including money, notes, accounts, bonds, stocks, etc., shall
return the same for taxation to the tax receiver of the county wherein the
with or used

in

such enterprises

:

in

§92-6212
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same may be

situated, to be taxed for State

property in this State

—

is

taxed. (Acts 1904,

and county purposes as other
p.

54; 1927, pp. 94, 96.)

whom

and occupation
specific
Cross-references. To
Returns to Comptroller General, see
§§ 92-2101, 92-2404.
of return, see § 92-6215.

taxes

returned,

Chapter 92

see

Form

59.

92-6209. (1069) Returns of real property of companies; property on or
across county lines. The president, superintendent, or agent of all

—

manufacturing and other companies, whether incorporated or not, other
than such companies as are required to make return of the value of their
properties and franchises to the Comptroller General under the provisions of sections 92-2301 to 92-2309, 92-5901, and 92-5902, and all persons
and companies conducting business enterprises of any nature whatsoever,
shall return for taxation at its true market value all their real estate to
Prothe tax receiver of the county wherein said real estate is located
the
county
line
estate
lies
on
or
across
or
county
vided, that if the real
returned
more
counties,
it
shall
receiver
or
be
to
the
tax
and
in
two
lines,
of the county wherein are located the main buildings containing the machinery or most of the main buildings, except that all canal and slackwater navigation companies shall make, through their respective executive officers or agents, returns to the tax receiver of each county in which
the same is located, or through which the same shall pass in whole or in
part, of the right of way, locks, and dams, toll-house structures, and all
Provided, that this
other real estate owned or used by said companies
law shall not make subject to taxation any property of canal or navigation companies which is not subject to taxation by the laws of this State.
:

:

(Acts 1903,

1927, pp. 94, 96.)

p. 15;

—

Cross-references. Returns of mining companies and plantations, see § 92-6204.
Returns of companies generally, see § 92-6208. To determine where taxes returnable when several counties claim right to return and taxes, see § 92-6218 to
92-6221.
Tax payable where return made, see § 92-6402. Form of return, see
§ 92-6215.

—

by owners of small telephone business. Small telephone companies, or any person or persons doing a telephone business,
whose capital stock or property is of less value than $5,000, shall be required to make returns to the tax receivers of the counties in which such
property is located, instead of making returns to the Comptroller Gen92-6210. Returns

(Acts 1927,

eral.

Cross-reference.

p. 97.)

— Returns

—The

§

Wild lands; returns where lands on

92-6211. (1070)
lines.

of public utilities generally, see

owner

of

any wild

lots

92-5902.

or across county

or tracts of land through which

county lines may run shall be allowed to return said lots or tracts of land
in either county containing any portion of said lots or tracts of land.

The

tax collector, upon receipt of any return of wild lands, shall

diately transmit his receipt for such return to the person

(Acts 1880-1,

p.

Cross-reference.

46; 1882-3,

— Double

92-6212. (1071)
of returns

Same

and amount

p.

making same.

47; 1904, p. 53.)

taxation of wild land, see
;

§

92-6604.

notice to nonresidents or their agents of receipt

of tax due.

—The

receiver of tax returns shall

notify nonresidents or their agents of the receipt of their returns
diately

soon as

upon the

imme-

same by them, and the tax
the digests are turned over to them, and the rate
receipt of the

imme-

collectors, as

of tax levied.

§

92-6213
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shall notify nonresidents or their agents of the

them. (Acts 1880-1,
Cross-reference.

45; 1882-3.

p.

— Notice

amount

of tax

due by

p. 47.)

of assessment of county tax, see

Same; penalty for
by preceding section. If any owner
92-6213. (,1072)

—

§

92-3802.

perform duty prescribed
land shall suffer injury by the

failure to
of

do his duty as prescribed in the preceding
section, the officer so offending shall be liable on his bond to the person
so injured for the full damage sustained, including all costs and expenses
of redeeming or recovering his land or the value of the land not redeemed
failure of the tax collector to

or recovered. (Acts 1880-1, pp. 45, 46; 1882-3, p. 43.)
92-6214. (1073, 1074)

Same;

notice

— Notice

by mail; payment

of accounts for

forwarded by due course of mail should be held and
deemed a sufficient compliance with the requirements of this law by the
receiver and collector, who shall be allowed and paid their respective accounts annually incurred for postage in carrying out the requirements of
this law, upon a sworn account properly audited by the officer or officers
having charge of the county finances. (Acts 1882-3, p. 43.)
postage.

—

Cross-references. County treasurer, see Title 23, Counties, Chapter 23-10.
thority having charge of county affairs, see § 23-701 and note thereunder.

92-6215. (1087) Questions for taxpayers.

— For

Au-

the purpose of having

a full and correct return of the real and personal property of this State,

duty of the receiver of tax returns to present a
taxpayer, which shall contain the following:
it

shall be the

list

to each

Returns of Poll, Professions, and Real Estate.
what

In

district did

you make your returns

last

year?

Has property since been transferred? If so, to whom?
In what school district does your property lie?
Are you subject to poll tax? (Answer Yes or No.)
Are you

a lawyer, doctor, osteopath, chiropractor, dentist, veterinary

surgeon, optician, masseur, architect, public accountant, adjuster of

fire

embalmer, civil, mechanical, hydrostatic or electrical engineer,
president of an express, telegraph, telephone, railroad, street-railroad
steamboat or navigation company, electric light, sleeping-car company,
palace-car company, building and loan association, investment and loan
company, gas company, water-power company, doing business in this
State, superintendent or general agent of any or either of said companies
or institutions doing business in this State, the president of which does
losses,

not reside in this State?

What

is

the market value of your lands, improved and unimproved,

including buildings?

What

is

the market value of your city or

town property?

Returns of Personal Property.
1.

Questions to be answered by presidents of banks of this State:

(a)

what

How many
is

shares in the bank of which you are president, and

the market value thereof?

:

§92-6215
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How much

(b)

ident, as a sinking

What

(c)

is

have you

capital

in

the bank of which you are pres-

fund or surplus fund and undivided

the market value of real estate

prof.

owned by

the bank, in-

cluding buildings thereon?

How much money

2.

or capital has the building association or the

building and loan association of which you are the president, in loans?

What

3.

is

the market value of

stocks of foreign corporations;

all

all

bonds of foreign or domestic corporations; all bonds of other States; all
bonds of counties or municipalities of other States, owned by you,
whether held in your own hand or on deposit within or without this
State?

How much money

4.

you have on hand on January

did

1,

whether on

deposit with others or not?

What was

5.

the value on that day of

other evidences of debt, executions,

fi.

all

the notes and accounts, or

fas., etc., of

owned or possessed by you?
What was the market value of all your stock

every character and

description,
6.

and wares
January 1 ?
dise,

7.

What was

of every kind,

including store fixtures,

the market value of

all

commercial

merchanon hand on

of goods,

fertilizers

and phos-

phates of every kind held for sale by you for yourself, or as agent of
another, on that day?
8.

Give number of automobiles and motorcycles and bicycles owned

by yourself,
9.

What

wife, child, or children.

is

market value

of

same?

Questions to be answered by presidents of manufacturing corpora-

tions in this State

What

(a)

facturing

(c)

the true market value of the real estate of the

company you

What
What

(b)

is

manu-

represent, including the buildings thereon?

is

the true market value of your machinery of every kind?

is

the true market value of the real estate not used in the

conduct of the business of your company?

What
What

(d)
(e)

raw material on hand January

is

the true market value of

is

the true market value of manufactured goods or articles

on hand on January 1, whether at your principal
of agents, commission merchants or others?
(f)

How much money

did your

whether within or without

office or in

1 ?

the hands

company have on hand on January

1.

this State?

(g)

How much

(h)

State separately the true market value of the notes, accounts,

deposited in bank?

bonds, stocks of nonresident corporations, and other obligations for

money
(i)

uary

or property of every kind on

What
1,

hand on January

other property of any kind did your

and what

is

1.

company own on Jan-

the market value thereof?

10.

How much

capital

11.

How much

capital

have you invested in iron works, foundries and
machine shops, including machinery and lands?
have you invested

in

mining, including lands?

§
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the true market value as of January

1,

of all

your house-

hold and kitchen furniture, including- crockery, tableware, silver,

etc.,

and including books, pictures, carpets, pianos, organs, sewing machines,
clocks, draperies, bedding, chairs, tables, etc.?
13.

What

is

the value of

all

your jewelry and watches, whether owned

Answer fully.
number of horses and mules? The value thereof?
number of cattle? The value thereof?
number of sheep and goats? The value thereof?
number of hogs? The value thereof?
value of dogs owned by self or family?

by you or your wife or minor children?
14.

15.

16.
17.
18.
19.

The
The
The
The
The
The market value

of carriages,

wagons, buggies, gins, threshers,

presses?
20.

The market value

of agricultural tools,

implements and machinery,

plows, hoes, axes, etc.?
21.

The value

January
22.

1,

and other farm products on hand on
and held more than one year from date of production?
of cotton, corn

The value

of all other property not herein

Every person

shall return for taxes all jewelry

mentioned?

and other property

of

every kind owned by his wife and minor children, unless the members
of his or her family return their property for taxation.
(Acts 1884-5,
p.

28; 1886,

p.

24; 1909, p. 72; 1921, p. 94.

—

Cross-references. Lands to be described specifically in return, see § 92-6206.
of taxpayer, see § 92-6216.
Property to be returned at cash value, see

Oath

§§ 92-5701, 92-5702.

—

Editorial Note. The list of questions in the above section was prepared by the
Comptroller General for the tax returns for 1934 in pursuance of authority granted
him by section 92-6302, changes in the tax laws subsequent to the Code of 1910
having required many changes in the list of questions as set out in section 1087
of that Code.

92-6216. (T091)

— The oath

Oath

making returns of taxable property.
all persons making returns of taxable

of persons

to be administered to

property for themselves or as agents of others, and to be attached to the
"I do solemnly
lists as provided for in this law, shall be as follows
:

have carefully read (or have heard read) and have duly considered the questions propounded in the foregoing tax list, and that the
value placed by me on the property returned, as shown by said list, is
the true market value thereof; and I further swear that I returned, for
the purpose of being taxed thereon, every species of property that I own
in my own right, or have control of, either as agent, executor, administrator, or otherwise and that in making said return, for the purpose of
being taxed thereon, I have not attempted, either by transferring my
property to another or by any other means, to evade the laws governing
taxation in this State. I do further swear that in making said return I
have done so by estimating the true worth and value of every species of
property contained therein." This oath shall be subscribed by the person making the return, and the administering and taking of the oath
shall be attested by the receiver of tax returns; but the oath of nonresidents, females, and sick persons may be taken and subscribed before
any person authorized to administer an oath, and such person shall cause

swear that

I

;

—
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same

the

to be delivered to the tax receiver,

(Acts 1884-5,

28; 1886, p. 24; 1909,

p.

Cross-references.

Punishment

§92-6221

who

shall receive the same.

p. 72.)

— Property

to be returned at its value, see
by taxpayer, see § 26-4009.

for false oath

Oath

92-6217. (1092)

§§ 92-5701, 92-5702.

to be actually administered to property owner.

—The receivers of tax returns of the several

counties of this State shall,

before receiving the returns of any property owner, actually administer
the oath required by the preceding- section, the oath being read

property owner

by the

presence of and in the hearing of the tax receiver,
or by the tax receiver in the hearing and presence of the property owner.

(Acts 1909,

p. 72.)

Cross-reference.
see

§

in the

— Penalty

for tax receiver's failure to

comply with

this section,

92-9920.

92-6218. (1079) Proceedings to determine county entitled to tax return

—

and payment. If a county claims to be entitled to the return and taxation of any property returned or about to be returned in another county,
such county

may

apply to the superior court of such latter county, in a
petition to which the taxpayer and all the counties claiming such taxes
shall be made parties, for direction and judgment as to which county is
under the law entitled to such return and taxes. If a county claims to be

and taxation of any property returned or about to
be returned in another county by any person, firm, partnership, association or corporation to the Comptroller General, the county disputing and
traversing said return may apply to the superior court of the county in
which the taxpayer has located the property in the return to the Comptroller General, for direction and judgment as to which county under the
law is entitled to such return and taxes and all the counties claiming
said taxes, the taxpayer and the Comptroller General shall be made parties in said cause.
The proceedings hereunder shall be the same in all
entitled to the return

;

respects as in other suits in equity except that such petition shall be for

the first term of the court and shall as in other cases of inreviewed
junction be
by a fast bill of exceptions to the Supreme Court
of Georgia: Provided, that this section shall not be construed as affecting the law relative to returns to be made to the Comptroller General
otherwise than by providing a venue for determining a dispute on tax
rights as herein set forth. (Acts 1903, p. 16; 1913, p. 38.)
final trial at

Cross-references.

— Fast

property on county

92-6219. (1079)

bill

of exceptions, see

§

6-903.

As

to returns of certain

lines, see § 92-6209.

Same; change

of venue.

—

If

any

officer of the

suing, having charge of the fiscal affairs of said county, can
affidavit required

whom

by section

the petition for relief

pay

all costs.

(Acts 1903,

92-6221. (1079)

The

Same;

Same;

make

the

3-212, the judge of the superior court before
is

brought

shall

change the venue

joining county. (Acts 1903, p. 16; 1913, p. 38; 1931, pp.
92-6220. (1079)

county

costs.

—The

7,

to

an ad-

32.)

losing party in the contest shall

p. 16; 1913, p.

38; 1931, pp.

7, 32.)

restraint applicable only to taxes in dispute.

taxes due the State and the undisputed taxes due the counties con-

testing shall not be held

up and the

restraint shall apply only to the taxes

§

Public Revenue.
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in dispute

under the

(Acts 1903.

issue,

p. 16; 1913. p.

92-6222. (1080)

which

shall be plainly set forth in the petition.

3S: 1931, pp.

Same; taxes
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7, 32.)

collected pending litigation,

— Pending the determination

how

disposed

of the cause, accruing taxes shall

be collected by the officers of the county to which returns may have been
made by the taxpayer; but should another county be adjudged entitled
to said taxes, judgment shall be entered in favor of the county entitled
against the county collecting for the portion thereof paid into the treasury of said collecting county. (Acts 1903, p. 16.)
of.

—

Same; adjustment of differences. Should the amount
of taxes so recovered exceed for any year the amount that would have
been assessed for that year on the return as made by the taxpayer, had
it been made in the county entitled, such excess shall be decreed to be
92-6223. (1080)

returned to the taxpayer

should it fall short, execution shall be issued
by the officers of the county entitled, as in case of defaulting taxpayers.
(Acts 1903. p. 16.)
92-6224. (1081)

pending

— No

;

Same; commissions

of tax receivers or tax collectors

commission shall be paid to the tax receiver or tax
collector on State and county taxes collected pending suit over it, as
above provided, but the county's portion of said tax, together with commissions on State and county taxes allowed said officers, shall be paid
into the county treasury of the county collecting, to await the decision
of said cause, and upon the final determination thereof the officers of the
county adjudged entitled shall receive their legal commissions. The
State taxes collected pending such suit shall be forwarded to the Comptroller General by the officer collecting, as though no such suit were
pending; but commissions allowed thereon shall be paid into the county
treasury of his county to await the determination of said suit, as above
suit.

provided. (Acts 1903,

p. 16.)

—

Cross-references. Compensation of tax officers,
net amount of digests, see § 93-5302.

see

§

92-5301.

Determining

92-6225. (1082) Negligence of tax receiver no excuse for failure to

make

—

not be an excuse for any person's not making a
return of his taxes as the law requires, that the tax receiver has failed
return.

It shall

to advertise the time of his attendance in the militia districts or his fail-

ure to

fill

his

appointments therein.

—

Cross-references. Property not returned to be doubly taxed, see § 92-6602. As
to liability of tax officer for failure to perform duty, see § 92-4609.
Collector's
negligence no excuse to defaulting taxpayer, see § 92-4917.

92-6226.

by one whose return has been refused by tax
person whose return is refused may save a double tax by

(1083) Return

receiver.

—A

making

his return to the ordinary or other authority

having charge of
county affairs, together with an affidavit in writing that he tendered said
return to the tax receiver, stating the time when, place where, and persons present, and that it was refused.
Cross-reference.

— Defaulters

to be doubly taxed, see

92-6227. (1084) Claim of right to assess

is

§

92-6601.

not refusal.

—The

the tax receiver of the right to assess a taxpayer's property
fusal to receive a return.

is

claim of

not a re-

—
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(1113) Taxes for former years,

92-6228.

§ 92-(

.

how

returned and collected.

Receivers and collectors are required to receive the returns and to collect
the taxes thereon for former years, when any person is in default, which
taxes shall be assessed according to the law in force at the time the default occurred,

and

it

(Act 1813, Cobb,

shall be so specified in the digest.

1060.)

—

Cross-references. Taxes have priority over other debts, liens, etc., see § 92-5707.
Liens for taxes established, see § 67-1701, H 1. Record of tax defaulters, see Chapter 92-72.
Equalization of assessments of property returnable to tax recei
see Chapters 92-69, 92-70. Assessments against owners failing to return or grossly
undervaluing property, see Chapter 92-67.

CHAPTER

92-63.

BLANKS, LISTS, AND DIGESTS.

Sec.

Sec.

92-6301.
92-6302.

Lists to be furnished to tax
receivers; number; contents.

92-6305.

Lists for tax returns; incorporation and arrangement of
questions.

92-6306.

County tax
when and

92-6303.

digests; number;
to whom fur-

nished.

Names

to

gests in

92 " 6307

-

Ent

92-6308.

and size of digests;
binding and labeling.

in

di-

be entered on

di-

full

?" di ^ est of
colored persons.

7

names

Returns by receivers and
lectors of taxes paid by
ored people.

of

colcol-

number; con-

92-6301. (1093) Lists to be furnished to tax receivers;

—

entered

gests.

Form

92-6304.

how

Returns,

be the duty of the Comptroller General to have the lists
provided for in this law printed with the oath required by section 92-6216
attached thereto, and at the time of forwarding the digests to the receivers of tax returns, he shall forward to each receiver of tax returns
tents.

It shall

a sufficient

number

of such lists to enable

him

to take the returns of the

taxpayers of his county the lists shall be so arranged as to make the
items in the same correspond as nearly as practicable with the items on
the digests as furnished to the receivers of tax returns. (Acts 1884-5,
;

p.

28; 1886,

p. 24.)

(1088) Lists for tax returns; incorporation and arrangement

92-6302.

—

be the duty of the Comptroller General when he
causes to be printed the lists which are to be presented to the taxpayer,

of questions.

It shall

to incorporate therein the questions provided in section 92-6215, and to

answer to each question. He
shall include any other question in said lists which in his judgment will
cause a fuller return of and reach property subject to taxation under the
laws of this State, and shall omit from said lists such questions as are
more explicitly covered and set forth in this Title. (Acts 1909, p. 74.)

so arrange

them

as to require a separate

92-6303. (1096)

nished.

County tax

digests;

number; when and

to

whom

fur-

— The tax receiver shall make out three legible county tax digests

when the tax returns shall have been finally adjusted and fixed as
provided in sections 92-7003 to 92-7006, he shall furnish one copy of the
and,

revised and corrected digest to the Comptroller General, one to the ordi-

nary or other authority having charge of county
tax collector. (Acts 1851-2,
92-7108.

—

291

;

and one to the

1913, p. 123.)

When time shall be granted to receivers and collectors, see
Penalty for receiver's failing to complete digest, see § 92-5401.

Cross-references.
§

p.

affairs,

§
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(1094)

Form and

receivers of tax returns in

size of digests

making the

;

2398
binding and labeling.

digests shall conform to the forms

furnished and each digest shall be of uniform size, and
shall

be bound and labeled. (Act 1845, Cobb, 1076.

92-6305.

how

(1095) Returns,

—The

entered in digests.

when returned

Acts 1913,

p.

123.)

— Land and interests

together with the returns of personal estate and other interests
the subject of taxation, shall be returned and set down in the digest in
in land,

separate columns according to the classification furnished the receivers

by the Comptroller General
tended. (Acts 1851-2,
Cross-reference.
§

in

each year, and their aggregate value ex-

p. 290.)

— Penalty

for

receiver's

failing

to

make

a proper

digest,

see

92-5402.

92-6306.

(1085)

Names

of tax returns shall enter

to be entered

on digests

on their digests the

first

in full.

name

—Receivers

in full of all tax-

payers. (Acts 1876, p. 15.)
Cross-reference.

— Penalty

for incomplete or improper digest, see §§ 92-5401 to

92-5403.

92-6307. (1086)

Entry on digest

of

names

of colored persons.

—The

names of the colored taxpayers, in each
militia district of the county, upon the tax digest in alphabetical order.
Names of colored and white taxpayers shall be made out separately on

tax receivers shall place the

the tax digest. (Acts 1894, p. 31.)
92-6308. (1116) Returns

colored people.

— The

'

by receivers and

collectors of taxes paid

by

several receivers of tax returns and tax collectors

performing similar duties, shall make a report to the Comptroller General of the character and amount of all taxes
returned or paid by colored taxpayers in this State, and the Comptroller
in this State, or other officers

General

in his

and amount

annual report shall make a general exhibit of the character
(Acts 1874,

of the taxes sc returned.

Cross-reference.

— Report

p. 109.)

of Comptroller General to Governor, see

CHAPTER

92-64.

§

40-1101.

PAYMENT OF TAXES.

Sec.

Sec.

92-6401.

Time

92-6402.

Taxes payable to county
which returns are made.

92-6401.

of payment.

(1077;

Time

92-6403.

of

in

92-6404.

Property of nonresidents.
Liability of agents of nonresidents.

payment.

—The

Comptroller General shall

cause taxes on property returnable to tax receivers to be collected and
paid into the State treasury by April 20 of the year following the year
of the levy.

(Acts 1909,

Cross-reference.
eral, see

§

— Annual

p.

73; 1913,

p. 123.)

accounting of tax collectors with Comptroller Gen-

89-827.

—

Editorial Note. Acts 1922, p. 182, authorizing ordinaries or county commissioners charged with the fiscal affairs of counties having, or that may hereafter have,
a city with a population of not less than 100,000 nor more than 150,000 inhabitants, to adopt reasonable rules permitting taxpayers to pay their county taxes
quarterly or semiannually, Acts 1910, pp. 30, 31, making similar provisions as to
counties having a city with a population of not less than 54,000 nor more than

—
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>2

6503

75,000 inhabitants, and Acts 1912, p. 161, authorizing the tax collector of any such
county to employ a clerk to attend to such quarterly collections, have not been
included in this Code because of the limitations upon the number of COttfltiefl tO
which they apply.

Taxes payable to county in which returns are made.
All persons, companies, and corporations, who are by law required or
directed to return any property for taxation to the ameers of the several
counties, shall be required to pay the taxes on such property to the
county in which such property is required or directed by law to be re-

—

92-6402. (1078)

turned. (Acts 1903, p. 16.)
92-6403. (1067) Property of nonresidents.

—The

taxes on lands and

other property of nonresidents shall be paid in the county where the
lands

or

other property are respectively situated. (Act

Cobb,

1840,

1073.)

92-6404. (1112) Liability of agents of nonresidents.

—All

persons

who

return property for nonresidents, as well as such nonresidents and their

property in this State, shall be liable for the taxes thereon. (Act 1804,

Cobb, 1047.)
Cross-references.
§

92-7307.

— Execution

against

agents

of

Taxes on nonresident's property, see

CHAPTER

92-65.

§

defaulting

corporations,

see

92-105.

OVERPAYMENTS AND MISTAKES

Sec.

Sec.

92-6501.

92-6502.

Mistakes, how corrected.
Tax overpaid to be refunded
when in the treasury.

92-6501. (1101) Mistakes,

take in his digest, which

how

92-6503.

Refund

overpayment

of

be-

fore reaching treasury.
92-6504.

corrected.

—

Reference of doubtful cases to
General Assembly.
If a receiver

makes

a mis-

not corrected by the county board of tax
assessors, the Comptroller General, with the sanction of the Governor,
shall correct such mistake by making the necessary entries in the digest
is

furnished the Comptroller, and in writing notify the ordinary or other
authority having charge of county affairs and the tax collector of the

county from which such digest comes, of such mistake and correction.
(Act 1845, Cobb, 1077. Acts 1913, p. 123.)

—

Cross-references. No recovery for voluntary payments, see
board of tax assessors, see § 92-6903 et seq.

92-6502. (1102)

Tax overpaid

to be refunded

when

§

20-1007.

County

in the treasury.

such mistake, or from any other cause, a taxpayer's
amount than he is liable for is in the treasury, of
which fact such officer is clearly satisfied, he may certify the same to the
Governor who shall, if he approves, draw his warrant on the treasury
in favor of such taxpayer for the proper amount, out of any moneys not
otherwise appropriated. (Act 1845, Cobb, 1078.)
If

by reason

money

of

for a greater

Cross-reference.

Art

III, Sec.

— How

VII, Par.

92-6503. (1103)
If

such mistake

amount

public money
(§ 2-1811).

Refund
is

drawn from State

treasurv,

see

Const.,

XI

of

overpayment before reaching treasury.

ascertained before the tax collector has paid the

into the treasury, the Comptroller General, with the sanction of

—
§
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the Governor, shall authorize such collector to refund the amount, or,

he has not collected
(Acts 1S55-6. p. 275.)

if

Cross-reference.

to order

it,

— Voluntary

him

payments, see

from such

to desist

§

collection.

20-1007.

92-6504. (1104) Reference of doubtful cases to General Assembly.

When

any similar cases which are doubtful in the opinion of the Governor shall arise, he shall refer the matter to the General Assembly.
(Acts 1855-6,

p. 275.)

CHAPTER

92-66.

Sec.

DOUBLE TAX.
Sec.

92-6601.

92-6602.
92-6603.
92-6604.

Defaulters to be doubly taxed.
Property not returned to be

doubly taxed.
h e n defaulters
double tax.

W

for

92 ' 6607

re-

«.«.«•

-

Defaulters,

how

relieved

92-6608.

Defaulter's oath.

not

liable

double

to

92-6609.

Persons

when.

a return, in

wrongly

defaulters,

92-6601. (1105) Defaulters to be doubly taxed.

make

how

lieved.

from

when.

Estate
tax,

Defaulting taxpayer,

double tax.

Wild lands subject to double
tax,

92-6605.

liable

92-6606.

whole or

—

in part, or fails to affix

make the valuation and
respects make the return for the

how

judged

as

relieved.

person fails to
a value to his propIf a

erty, the receiver shall

assess the tax thereon,

and

defaulting person from

in all

other

the best information he can obtain, and he shall double the tax in the

column of the digest against such defaulter, after having placed the
proper market value or specific return in the proper column and for
last

;

every year's default the defaulter shall be taxed double until a return is
made. (Act 1813, Cobb, 1059. Act 1845, Cobb, 1076. Act 1847, Cobb,
1078. Acts 1851-2, p. 290; 1863-4, p. 49; 1873, p. 20.)

—

Cross-references. Double tax for failure to return special franchises, see
92-2309.
Notice by tax receiver to delinquent, see § 92-6702. Where one's return refused, see § 92-6226. Assessment of delinquent's property by tax receiver,
see § 92-6703. Collector to make a schedule of defaulters, see § 92-7110. Penalty
for default by corporations, see § 92-7305.
§

92-6602.
is

(1106) Property not returned to be doubly taxed.

taxable property, real or personal, in a county, that

by any person

to the satisfaction of the receiver,

clude his digest, and he does not

know

the owner,

is

—

his

there

not returned

when he comes
it is

If

to con-

duty to assess

and double-tax it, describing it particularly; and the same power is conferred on the tax collector as to such property, when not assessed or
when overlooked by the receiver.
Cross-references.

— Executions

by Comptroller against defaulting corporations,

Negligence of receiver as excuse for person failing to make resee § 92-7302.
turns, see § 92-6225.
Disposition of property not returned but assessed, see
§ 92-8103.

92-6603. (1107)

who

When

defaulters liable for double tax.

—

If

persons

where situated fail to do
so, they shall be liable only for the amount assessed by the receiver, unless they fail to pay such amount by the time required; in which event
the collector shall collect the double tax and issue process therefor.
are required to return land in the counties

Cross-references.

— Returns

residents, of property

of

on county

of lands of nonsee § 92-6204.

mining companies, plantations,
lines, of

wild lands,

etc.,
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Wild lands subject

92-6604. (1070)

§92-6609

when.— Any
which they may be

lands not returned for taxes in the county in
be subject to double tax, as other property. (Acts 1880-1,
47; 1904,

p.

wild

to double tax,

p.

shall

46; 1882-3,

p. 53.)

—

')2 7401.
Cross-references. When and how tax collector's fi. fas. issued,
How wild land sold
execution in rem and sale thereunder, see § 92-8103.
under tax execution redeemed, see § 92-8305. Tax payable where return made,
Execution against
see § 92-6402. Receipt for return of wild land, see § 92-6211.
wild land, see § 92-7403.

Tax

(1114) Estate not liable to double tax, when.

92-6605.

any person

fore the time expires for
tive or

when

shall not be liable for default

making returns

and the representa-

any event, for that year,
(Act 1843, Cobb, 1057.)

in

such estate shall not be liable to double tax.
92-6606. (1108) Defaulting taxpayer,

estate of

said person shall die be-

for the year,

any heir may return the same, and

—The

how

relieved.

—When a taxpayer

has been returned as a defaulter and doubly taxed, either by the receiver
or collector, the ordinary or other authority having charge of county
affairs is

authorized to relieve the defaulter of the penalty for default

such other authority allows the collector his
insolvent lists
Provided, that said taxpayer shows to such ordinary or
such other authority by satisfactory evidence, that either from providential or other good cause he had no opportunity to make his returns to the
receiver of tax returns, and at the time of such release promptly pays his
proper tax and $1 to the collector as his fee. The collector shall promptly
inform the Comptroller General of such release and the amount of taxes
paid. (Acts 1860, p. 59.)
at the time the ordinary or
:

92-4917.

—

Collector's negligence as excuse to defaulting taxpayer, see
Quarterly statements of county officers, see § 89-704.

Cross-references.
§

how

92-6607. (1109) Defaulters,
faulters

may

at

any time, and

made up and ready to be sent
likewise making their returns

relieved

for the

same

from double

tax.

—All

de-

causes, before the digest

to the Comptroller, save the double tax

is

by

to the ordinary or other authority having

and paying him $1, and the ordinary or such
other authority shall give a copy of such returns instanter to the receiver, and he shall enter it in the several digests.
(Act 1804, Cobb,

charge of county

affairs,

1051.)

— When

Cross-references.
digest, how, see

on

§

digest to be ready,
92-6305.

92-6608. (1110) Defaulter's oath.

—The

see

§

92-5401.

Returns entered

ordinary or other authority

having charge of county affairs shall require the taxpayer to swear to the
cause of his delay, and shall state the same in the copies of the returns
furnished the receiver.
92-6609. (1111) Persons

—When

wrongly judged as

defaulters,

how

relieved.

have lawfully returned and paid his taxes in one
county, and is treated as a defaulter in another for the same tax or any
portion thereof, the grand jury or the ordinary or other authority having
charge of county affairs, of the county claiming the tax, may discharge
said defaulter, which shall exempt him from liability for such default,
and shall authorize the Comptroller to credit the collector for the same.
(Act 1815, Cobb, 1062.)
a person shall

::

§

Public Revenue.

92-6701
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ASSESSMENTS AGAINST PROPERTY OWNERS FAILING TO RETURN OR GROSSLY UNDERVALUING PROPERTY.

CHAPTER

92-67.

Sec.

Sec.

92-6701.

Undervaluation of property or

702.

Assessment of value by tax

no r^c\A
92-6/04.

t
Issue

receiver.

failure to return.
2-

^~^^-

u-i'*j.
a
raised
of *taxability
petition in equity.

Notice by tax receiver.

•

s.

92-6701. Undervaluation of property or failure to return.

owner

—When

u
by

the

omitted to return the same for taxation at the time
and for the years the return should have been made, or having returned
his property or part of same, has grossly undervalued the property returned, or his property has been assessed for taxation at a figure grossly
below its true value, such owner, or, if dead, his personal representative
or representatives, shall return such property for taxation for each year
he is delinquent, whether delinquency results from failure to return or
from gross undervaluation, either by the delinquent or by assessors, said
return to be made under the same laws, rules and regulations as existed
during the year of said default, or the year in which said property was
returned or assessed for taxation at figures grossly below its true value
Provided, that no- lien for such taxes shall be enforced against any specific property which has previously been alienated or encumbered, and
is in the hands of an innocent holder without notice. (Acts 1918, p. 232.)
of property has

92-6702. Notice

by tax

which should be returned

receiver.

—When such property

is

of that class

to the tax receiver of the county, the said tax

receiver shall notify in writing such delinquent, or,

if

dead, his personal

representative or representatives, of such delinquency, requiring that a

return shall be

made

Cross-reference.

92-6703.

thereof within 20 days. (Acts 1918,

— Returns

Assessment

to tax receivers, see

by tax

of value

p. 233.)

Chapter 92-62.

receiver.

—

If

the (delinquent or his

personal representative or representatives, as provided under section
92-6702, refuses or fails to return such property after notice given him,

the tax receiver shall assess such property for taxation from the best in-

formation he can obtain as to

its

value for the years in default, and notify

such delinquent of the valuation, which shall be
so notified shall claim that

it

is

procedure shall be by petition

excessive, in

in

final,

unless the person

which event the further

equity in the superior court of the

county where such property is assessed. The assessments when completed and entered upon the tax digests shall be adopted and used by the
county boards of education or other school authorities authorized by law
to levy taxes for school purposes in counties or school districts in lieu of

requiring separate returns or arbitrations for purposes of school taxation

Provided, that the taxpayer

may

contest the taxability of his property for

school purposes by petition in equity in the superior court of the county

where

said property

is

assessed. (Acts 1910, p. 28; 1918, p. 234.)

92-6704. Issue of taxability raised

by

petition in equity.

—

If

the delin-

quent or his personal representative or representatives, under section
92-6702, disputes the taxability of such property, he

may

raise that ques-

;

J

2403
tion

[

by petition

property

is

in

Cross-reference.

the superior court of the county where -aid

— Disputes

where

tried,

as to taxability
see § 92-6104.

of

property returnable to

ASSESSMENT AND COLLECTION WHEN NO
OTHER ADEQUATE METHOD PROVIDED.

92-68.

Sec.

IN GENERAL.
Sec.

Taxes,

how

assessed and col-

Municipal tax receivers shall

92-6805.

notify delinquents.

lected.

92-6802.

<V,rnp-

IV.

CHAPTER
92-6801.

V2-G803

l<KVJ-..\r;K.

assessed. (Acts 1918, p. 234.

troller General,

PART

equity

in

(/mjc

Assessment
General.

by

Comptroller

Assessment by municipal tax
receiver or assessor.

92-6803.

School tax.

92-6804.

Assessment by tax receivers;

92-6807.

arbitration;

92-6801. Taxes,

92-6806.

Arbitration.

Taxability of
determined.

property,

how

school tax.

how

assessed and collected.

— In

all

cases where taxes

are authorized for any purpose and no adequate provision

the law authorizing the

same

made

is

in

or in the general law for giving the tax-

payer notice and opportunity to be heard as to the valuation and tax-

method

ability of his property, the

of assessing

shall be as set forth in this Chapter.

92-6802.

(Acts 1910,

p. 22.)

Assessment by the Comptroller General. Arbitration.

the property subject to said tax
troller

and collecting said taxes

is

such as

General he shall assess the same

nual returns,

if

is

—Where

returnable to the

Comp-

at the valuation fixed in the an-

said returns are satisfactory to

him

;

if

not, he shall with-

days after receiving said returns make an assessment of the property from the best information he can procure, and notify in writing the
officer or person making such returns, who shall have the privilege within 20 days after receiving such notice, to refer the question of true value
to arbitrators, one to be chosen by himself, and one to be chosen by the
Comptroller General, with power in the two so chosen to choose an umpire in case of disagreement; and their award shall be final. (Acts 1910,

in 60

pp. 22, 23.)
Cross-references.

— Returns

to Comptroller General, see Chapter 92-59.

Assess-

ments and arbitration to correct returns of property returnable to Comptroller
General, see Chapters 92-60, 92-61.

92-6803. School tax.

— In

all

such cases where the taxes are authorized

for school purposes in the counties or school districts, the taxpayer's an-

nual returns to the Comptroller General shall set forth all his taxable
property in said county or school district, as the case may be, subject to
said taxation, and the Comptroller General shall assess the said property for school purposes at the same time and in the same manner as he
is authorized by law to assess the same for ordinary county purposes.

applying the school-tax rate fixed by the school authorities in said counties or districts, which said school-tax rate or rates shall be certified and
transmitted to the Comptroller General by the county authorities at the
same time they certify to him the county tax rate for ordinary county

§

Public Revenue.

92-6804

purposes

in cases of railroad property,

2404

and the further procedure, on the

part of the Comptroller General for collecting said school tax shall be
the

same

due by

as that providing- for the collection of county taxes

railroads as provided for in sections 92-2701 to 92-2706, both inclusive,
in so far as the

same can be

applied.

the Comptroller General to issue a tax
as for school purposes, he

may

Where
fi.

fa.

for

becomes necessary

for

county purposes, as well

include said school tax therein, specify-

amount

ing in the assessment and tax execution the
for ordinary purposes

it

of the

county taxes

and the amount for school purposes, separately,

so that the tax collector, after collecting the same, shall pay over each

tax to the proper person authorized by law to receive the same.

Should

the taxpayer desire to contest the taxability of his property, as pro-

vided under this and the preceding section, he may do so by petition
in equity in the superior court of Fulton county. (Acts 1910, pp. 22, 23.)
92-6804.

Assessment by tax receivers arbitration school
;

;

the property subject to tax

such as

tax.

—Where

returnable annually to the tax
receiver of the county, that officer shall assess the same at the valuais

tion fixed in the annual returns,

if

is

satisfactory to

within 30 days after receiving said returns,

him

;

if

not, he shall

make an assessment

of said

property from the best information he can procure, and notify, in writing, the person or officer making the returns, who shall have the privilege
within 20 days after receiving such notice, to refer the question of the

by himself and one to be
chosen by the tax receiver, with power in the two so chosen to choose an
umpire in case of disagreement, and their award shall be final. Said assessment, when completed and entered upon the tax digest, shall be
adopted and used by the county boards of education or other school authorities authorized by law to levy taxes for school purposes in counties
true value to arbitrators, one to be chosen

or school districts, in lieu of requiring separate returns or arbitrations for

purposes of school taxation. Should the taxpayer desire to contest the
taxability of said property under this section, he may do so by petition
in equity in the superior court of the county where said property is asShould the two arbitrators provided for in this section fail to
sessed.
agree upon the value of the property, and fail to name an umpire within 20 days after their appointment, the umpire shall be named by the
ordinary or county board of commissioners, as the case may be. (Acts
'

1910, pp. 22, 24.)

—

Cross-references. Returns to tax receivers, see Chapter 92-62. Equalization of
assessments against property returnable to tax receivers, arbitration, etc., see
Chapters 92-69, 92-70.

92-6805. Municipal tax receivers shall notify delinquents.

—When

the

omitted property is of the class which should have been returned to the
tax receiver of a municipality (by whatever name called) said tax receiver shall notify such delinquent in writing, demanding that a return
be made thereof within 20 days. (Acts 1910, p. 29.)
92-6806.

Assessment by municipal tax receiver or assessor.

—

If

the

delinquent as referred to in the preceding section refuses to return his
property after notice given him, it shall be the duty of the tax receiver
or assessor of the city as the case may be, to assess such property for
taxation from the best information he can obtain as to

its

value for

Public Revenue.
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§

92-6903

the years in default and #ive written notice thereof to the taxpa;

which assessment

taxpayer within 20 days after

shall be final unless the

receiving such notice raises the question that it is excessive, in which
event the question of valuation shall be referred to arbitrators, one to be

chosen by the taxpayer and one by the assessing officer of the municipality, with power in the two so chosen to choose an umpire in case of
disagreement, and their award shall be final. (Acts 1910, p. 29.)
92-6807. Taxability of property,

how

determined.

—

If the delinquent
92-6806
disputes
taxability
the
of such propunder sections 92-6805 and
petition
in
question
equity
in
superior
the
court
by
erty, he may raise that

of the

county where said property

PART
CHAPTER

92-69;

COUNTY BOARD OF TAX ASSESSORS;
POWERS AND DUTIES.
Sec.

Sec.

Application of Chapter.

92-6902.

When

92-6903.

County board

Chairman and secretary of
board; employment of agent

92-6910.

tax receiver shall present returns to county assessors.
tax

of

asses-

sors; creation; appointment;
commission.
92-6904.

Term

92-6905.

Qualifications.

92-6906.

Oath.

92-6907.

Assessors ineligible
other office.

92-6909.

assessed. (Acts 1910, p. 29.)

EQUALIZATION OF ASSESSMENTS.

V.

92-6901.

92-6908.

is

to seek out
erty.

92-6911.

Meeting

92-6912.

Arbitration.

92-6913.

Duty
erty

of office; vacancies.

Compensation.
Removal from
ings for; fast

of board; duties.

to ascertain what propis subject to taxation.

Power

92-6914.

unreturned prop-

to

summon

witnesses

and require production
books and papers.

office,
bill

to

hold

of

92-6915.

Valuation of property.

92-6916.

Service of papers.

92-6917.

Revision and assessment to
be completed when. Digest
sent to Comptroller Gen-

proceedof excep-

tions.

eral.

92-6901. Application of Chapter.

— Nothing

who

ply to those persons, firms or corporations
their returns to the Comptroller General.
Cross-references.

—To

whom

Time

specific

in this

Chapter shall ap-

are required to

make

(Acts 1913, pp. 123, 129.)

and occupation taxes are returned,

making returns

see

tax receiver, see § 92-6201.
County assessors must complete revision and assessment of returns by July 1, see
§ 92-6917.
Returns to Comptroller General, see Chapter 92-59.

§§ 92-2101, 92-2404.

for

to

When

tax receiver shall present returns to county assessors.
Within 10 days after the first day of May of each year the tax receiver
of each county shall present the tax returns of the county for the current
92-6902.

—

year to the county board of tax assessors created by this Chapter for the
purposes hereinafter contemplated and provided. (Acts 1913. p. 123.)
Cross-reference.

— Double

tax, see

Chapter 92-66.

County board of tax assessors; creation; appointment; commission. There is hereby established in each of the several counties of
this State, a county board of tax assessors, which board shall consist of
92-6903.

—

Public Revenue.

§ 92-6904

members

by the board
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county commissioners,
or by a majority thereof, or by the ordinary in counties which have no
board of county commissioners. The order making such appointment
three

to be appointed

of

upon the record of the superior court of the
county, and a certificate from the clerk of the superior court reciting said
order, and that such person has taken the oath required by law, shall
constitute the commission of the members and no other or further comshall be regularly entered

mission shall be required. (Acts 1913, pp. 123, 124.)
Cross-reference.

92-6904.

—Valuation

Term

of office

;

of property, see

vacancies.

§

92-6915.

— The members of the county board

of tax assessors shall be appointed for a

term of

successors are duly appointed and qualified.

six years

and

until their

In case of a vacancy in the

board at any time, caused by death, resignation, removal or otherwise,
the vacancy shall be filled and the appointment shall be made for the remainder of the unexpired term in the same manner as herein provided
for the appointment of the members of the board. (Acts 1913, pp. 123,
124.)

—

Editorial Note. The original Act provided that the original three members
should be appointed for terms of two, four and six years, for terms beginning
Jan.

1,

1914.

— Members

board shall be freeholders
and residents of the county, and if any member of said board shall at any
time cease to be a freeholder or resident, he shall vacate his office, and
the vacancy shall be filled in the manner hereinbefore provided. (Acts
92-6905. Qualifications.

of the

1913. pp. 123, 125.)

— The

members

board shall take an oath before
the judge or the clerk of the superior court of the county to faithfully
and impartially perform the duties imposed upon them by this law, and
also the oath required of all civil officers. (Acts 1913, pp. 123, 125.)
92-6906. Oath.

Cross-reference.

— Oath

required of

of the

all

public officers, see

92-6907. Assessors ineligible to hold other office.

§

89-302.

—The

members

of

the board, during the time they hold their offices and for one year there-

be ineligible to hold any State, county or municipal office,
but they may be reappointed to succeed themselves as members of said
after, shall

board. (Acts 1913, pp. 123, 125.)
92-6908. Compensation.

—The

members

of the board shall be paid as

such an amount as may be fixed from
time to time by the board of county commissioners or ordinary, as the
affairs of the county may be under the jurisdiction of the one or the
other: Provided, that the compensation to be paid said members shall
not be less than $3 per day each, for the time they are in actual discharge of the duties required of them. The compensation of the members of said board, and such other expenses as may be necessary to be
incurred in the performance of the duties of the board, shall be paid
from the county treasury in the same manner as other payments by the
county are made. (Acts 1913, pp. 123, 125.)

compensation

for their services

—

Editorial Note. Acts 1918, pp. 231, 232, limiting the compensation of each member of the board of tax assessors of counties "having a population of less than
5,500 according to the United States census of 1910" to $30 a year has not been
included in this Code because of such limitation upon the number of counties in

which

it

applies.

Public Revenue.
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Removal from

%92^/J

1

proceedings for; fast bill of exceptions.
Upon petition by 10 or more freeholders of the county to the judge of
the superior court in term time or at chambers, that any one or more
members of the board of county tax assessors are disqualified, or are not
92-6909.

office,

—

properly and impartially discharging their duties, or are discriminating

and against others, the
said judge shall cite the members so complained of, to appear before
him at a time and place in the county to be fixed in said citation, not
less than 20 nor more than 40 days from the date of the presentation of
said petition, and make answer to said petition. A copy of said petition
shall be attached to said citation and service thereof may be made by
any sheriff, deputy sheriff or constable of this State. The officer making
the service shall serve copies and return the original petition and citation
At the time
to the clerk of the court as other process is now returned.
and place fixed in said citation, unless postponed for reasonable cause,
the judge shall hear and determine the matter without the intervention
of a jury and shall render such judgment and order as may be right and
proper, either dismissing the petition or removing the offending member
or members of said county board of tax assessors from office and declaring a vacancy therein. If either party to the controversy is dissatisfied with said judgment and order, such party may take the same to the
Court of Appeals by fast bill of exceptions in the manner provided by
in favor of certain citizens or classes of citizens

section 6-903. (Acts 1913, pp. 123, 125.)

Chairman and secretary of board; employment of agent to
seek out unreturned property. The county board of tax assessors shall
92-6910.

—

one of their number as chairman for such term as they shall fix,
but not for less than two years. The board shall have authority to
employ a competent person to serve as secretary. He shall keep a
record of the proceedings of the board, and shall receive for his services
in this capacity the sum of $3 per day, while actually attending sessions
of the board the same to be paid out of the county treasury in the same
manner in which other county payments are made. The board shall
have authority to employ an agent to seek out all unreturned property
in the county and bring it to the attention of the board, and for such
services they may allow said agent a commission of 10 per cent, of the
amount of the tax arising to the county from such unreturned property
so discovered and placed on the books by his efforts. The commission
allowed said agent shall be paid from the county treasury as a part of
the expenses of said board. (Acts 1913, pp. 123, 126.)
elect

;

—

Cross-references. Notice to chairman by State Revenue Commission of
changes required in digest, see § 92-7002. Chairman to call together board to
make changes in tax digest required by State Revenue Commission, see § 92-7003.

—

Editorial Note. Acts 1925, p. 265, authorizing the county commissioners or
authority of any county "which has a city within its limits, of a population of
not less than 80,000 or more than 150,000 according to the census of 1920 and all
future Federal censuses" to employ the chairman of the county board of tax assessors each year continuously at a salary not to exceed $2,400 a year, has not
been included in this Code because of such limitation upon the number of counAs to constitutionality of such a statute, see citations in
ties in which it applies.
note under section 92-6908.
like

For the same reason Acts 1931, p. 246, authorizing a full time county tax assessor, prescribing his duties, etc., in counties having a population of not less than
75,000 nor more than 100,000 by the 1930 United States census or any future census of the United States, has not been included.
As to the constitutionalitv of
said Act, see 177/814 (171 S. E. 714).

Public Revenue.

§92-6911

92-6911. Meeting of board; duties.
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—The

board of county tax assessors in each county shall meet each year within 10 days from the date
of the closing of the tax returns for the current year, to receive and inspect the tax returns to be laid before them by the tax receiver as hereinbefore provided. The board shall examine all the returns of both real
and personal property of each taxpayer, and if in the opinion of the
board any taxpayer has omitted from his returns any property that
should be returned or has failed to return any of his property at a just
and fair valuation, the board shall correct such returns and shall assess
and fix the just and fair valuation to be placed on the property and shall
make a note thereof and attach the same to the returns. It shall be the
duty of the board to see that all taxable property within the county is
assessed and returned at its just and fair valuation and that valuations
as between the individual taxpayers are fairly and justly equalized so
that each taxpayer shall pay as near as may be only his proportionate
share of taxes. When any such corrections, changes and equalizations
shall have been made by the board, the board shall immediately give
notice to any taxpayer of any changes made in his returns, either personally or by leaving same at his residence or place of business, or, in
case of nonresidents of the county, by sending said notice through the
United States mails to his last known place of address. (Acts 1913,
pp. 123, 127.)

—

When tax receivers' books for tax returns closed, see
92-6201.
Assessments against property not returned or grossly undervalued,
see Chapter 92-67. Duties of tax receivers as to opening books and transmitting
Equalization of taxes throughout State by State Revenue
digests, see § 92-6303.
Commission, see §§ 92-7002, 92-7003.
Property returnable at its value, see
Double tax, when collected, see Chapter 92-66. What is fair market
§ 92-5701.
value, see § 92-5702.
Cross-references.

§

—

Editorial Note. Acts 1920, p. 17, as amended by Acts 1931, p. 244, providing
that in counties "which have within their limits the whole or a part of a city or
borough of eighty thousand (80,000) population or more" the boards of county tax
assessors are authorized to meet annually from the first day of April to the first
day of August, etc., has not been included in this Code because of such limitation
upon the number of counties in which it applies.

For the same reason Acts 1933, p. 269, authorizing a permanent tax assessor to
perform the functions theretofore performed by the county board of tax equalizers, in counties having a population of not less than 75,000 and not more than
100,000 by the last or any future census of the United States, creating a board of
tax appeals, authorizing appeals as therein provided in lieu of arbitration, etc.,
has not been included. This Act was declared unconstitutional as in violation of
177/814 (171 S. E. 714).
Art. XI, Sec. Ill, Par. I (§ 2-8401).

—

any taxpayer is dissatisfied with the action
of the board, he may within 10 days from the giving of said notice in
case of residents, and within 20 days in case of nonresidents of- the
county, give notice to the board that he demands an arbitration, giving
at the same time the name of his arbitrator; the board shall name its
arbitrator within three days thereafter and these two shall select a third,
a majority of whom shall fix the assessments and the property on which
said taxpayer shall pay taxes, and said decision shall be final, except as
far as the same may be affected by the findings and orders of the State
Revenue Commission as hereinafter provided. The said arbitrators shall
be freeholders of the county and shall render their decision within 10 days
from the date of the naming of the arbitrator by the board. In the event
the two arbitrators provided for in this section fail to name a third
within 20 days after their appointment, he shall be named by the ordi92-6912. Arbitration.

If

§92-6916

Public Revenue.
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nary or county board of commissioners, as the case may be. Before entering upon a hearing the arbitrators shall take an oath before the
receiver or before the chairman of the board of local assessors, whi
hereby authorized to administer oaths, that they will faithfully and impartially make a true and just assessment of the tax return-, and pi
erty in question, and will determine the matters submitted to them, ac(Acts 1913,
cording to law and justice and the equity of the case.
150 Ga. 691, 697 (105
1931, pp. 7, 35.
pp. 123, 127; 1918, pp. 230, 231
143 Ga. 368, 371 (85 S. E. 187) 254 U. S. 64, 70 (41 Sup. Ct.
S. E. 243)
Rep. 27; 65 L. Ed. 134).)
;

;

;

—

Cross-references. Arbitration of returns made to Comptroller General, see
Chapters 92-60, 92-61. Arbitration when county board of tax assessors dissatisfied with changes in county tax digests ordered by State Revenue Commission to
be made, see § 92-7004 et seq. Assessments where property grossly undervalued
or not returned, see Chapter 92-67.

92-6913.

Duty

to ascertain

what property

is

subject to taxation.

—

It

duty of the board to diligently investigate and inquire into
the property owned in the county for the purpose of ascertaining what
property, real and personal, is subject to taxation in the county and to
require its proper returns for taxation. (Acts 1913, pp. 123, 128.)
shall be the

Power to summon witnesses and require production of books
and papers. The board shall have authority to issue subpoenas for the
92-6914.

—

attendance of witnesses and to require the production by any person of
all his books, papers and documents which may throw any light upon
the question of the existence or liability of property of any class to

any witnesses, so subpoenaed, shall fail or refuse to answer
questions propounded or shall fail or refuse to produce any such books,
papers or documents, such person shall be cited by the board to appear
before the ordinary of the county, who shall hear, in a summary way,
the reasons or excuses of such person for such failure or refusal, and the
ordinary shall have authority to impose such punishment as for a contempt, as he may see proper, not to exceed a fine of $100 or imprisonment
taxation.

If

not to exceed 10 days or both, in the discretion of the court. (Acts 1913,
pp. 123, 128.)

92-6915. Valuation of property.

—The

county board of tax assessors

may, by rule or regulation, provide the manner of ascertaining the value
for taxation of any property, real or personal, not appearing in the digest
of the preceding year, and in cases where there has been a change of
ownership from any cause; it being the purpose and intent of this law
to confer upon the said board full power and authority to have placed
upon the digest of the current year an assessment or valuation of all
property in the county of every character that is subject to taxation.
(Acts 1913, pp. 123, 129.)
Cross-reference.

— Property

returnable at

its

value, see §§ 92-5701, 92-5702.

—

92-6916. Service of papers. Whenever under the provisions of this law,
any notice, subpoena or writing is required to be given or served, the
same may be served by any sheriff or his deputy, or by any lawful constable except as otherwise herein provided
and such officer shall be
;

paid for his services the same fees as are paid officers for serving similar
process in civil suits; and the same shall be paid from the county treas-

I

ury

in
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92-6917
the

same manner

as other

payments by the county are made.

(Acts 1913, pp. 123. 129.)

when. Digest sent
tax assessors shall com-

92-6917. Revision and assessment to be completed
to

Comptroller General.

— The county boards of

and assessment of the returns of taxpayers in their
respective counties by July 1st of each year. The tax receiver shall
then immediately forward one copy of the completed digest to the Comptroller General for examination and approval by the State Revenue Com-

plete their revision

mission.

(Acts 1913. pp. 123. 129; 1931, pp.

CHAPTER

92-70.

7, 35.)

DUTIES, ETC., OF STATE

REVENUE

COMMISSION.
Sec.

Sec.

92-7001.

Application of Chapter.

9?-700?
.- /uu_.

Duty
Lmtj

to

examine tax digests,
digests-

adjustments; notice.
92-7003.

Changes

or

corrections

by

92-7004.

Arbitration in case of county
board's dissatisfaction.

92 -7005.
n ~ nnnc
92-7006.

Oath of arbitrators.
h
w±
Compensation ofc arbitrators.
<.

92-7007. 'Annual

county board of assessors.

92-7001. Application of Chapter.

— Nothing

ply to those persons, firms or corporations

Duty

to

each

county

in this

who

Chapter shall ap-

are required to

make

Comptroller General. (Acts 1913, pp. 123, 129.)

their returns to the

92-7002.

visit

by Commission; expenses.

—

examine tax digests; adjustments; notice. It shall
Revenue Commission to carefully examine the

to

be the duty of the State

tax digests of the several counties, filed in the office of the Comptroller

General, and to compare said digests for the purpose of ascertaining

whether the tax valuation of the various classes of property as made in
the respective counties is reasonably uniform as between the respective
counties.
It is the purpose and intent of this law to bring about as far
as practicable an equalization throughout the State of the values of the
various classes of property subject to be taxed, so that the values fixed

one county shall not be out of due proportion to the values fixed in
other counties on the same classes of property. If it shall appear to
the State Revenue Commission that in any one or more of the counties
the taxable values fixed upon any one or more classes of property are
not reasonably uniform with the values fixed upon the same classes of
property in other counties, the said Commission shall investigate and
inquire as to the reason therefor, and, after making such investigation
and comparison, shall have authority to adjust and equalize the same,
either by adding a fixed per centum to the county valuation of any class
of property in any county, if they find the county valuation too low, or
by deducting a fixed per centum from the county valuation if they find
the county valuation too high, as may appear to be just and right between the counties and the State Revenue Commission shall thereupon
notify by United States mail the chairman of the county board of tax
assessors of the county affected that the county valuations upon the
classes of property specified in said notice shall be raised or lowered by
the per centum fixed by the State Revenue Commission, and the Compin

;

Public Revenue.
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§92-7004

General shall thereupon return to said county its
correction accordingly. (Acts 1913, pp. 123, 130; 1931, pp.
troller

ta

I

7,

35.)

—
Note. — Prior

ice
Cross-references. Duties of county board of tax ai
duties of State Revenue Commission, see Chapter 92-45.

Powers and

for

92-6911.

to January 1, 1932, the effective date of the ReorganizaEditorial
tion Act, the duties, etc., provided for in this Chapter were performed by the State

Tax Commissioner.

Changes or corrections by county board of assessors. -Upon
the giving of notice by the State Revenue Commission of changes or
92-7003.

county tax digest, it shall be the duty of
the chairman of the county board of tax assessors of the county affected,
to call immediately a meeting of said county board, and at said meeting
the board shall correct the county valuation upon the class or classes of
property specified by the State Revenue Commission, so as to make the
same conform to the findings of said Commission by applying unicorrections to be

made

in the

formly to the specified class or classes of property the fixed per centum
of increase or of decrease specified by said Commission and by raising
or lowering all the individual returns of all the taxpayers of the county
upon the specified class or classes of property accordingly. (Acts 1913,
pp. 123, 131; 1931, pp.
Cross-reference.
§

7, 35.)

— Duties

county

of

boards

of

assessors

tax

generally,

see

92-6911.

92-7004. Arbitration in case of county board's dissatisfaction.

county board

of tax assessors is dissatisfied

—

If

the

with the changes and cor-

made by

the State Revenue Commission, the
may,
within 10 days from the giving of
chairman of the county board
said notice, notify the Commission that arbitration is demanded on behalf of the county and shall at the same time give the name and postoffice address of the arbitrator so chosen by said county board.
The
Commission shall name an arbitrator on behalf of the State within three
days from the receipt of such demand for arbitration and the two thus
named shall select a third within 10 days and if they fail to agree upon
a third arbitrator within that time, he shall be named and appointed by
the Comptroller General. A majority of the board of arbitration thus
formed shall have authority to render an award in the premises. Xo
person shall be named as arbitrator by the State Revenue Commission
and no person shall be selected or appointed as the third arbitrator who
is a citizen of or a property owner in the county affected by the arbitration.
The said arbitrators shall meet at the county seat of the county
demanding the arbitration and shall have all the powers to require the
attendance of witnesses and the production of books, papers and documents as are conferred upon the county board of tax assessors within the
provisions of section 92-6914, and to enforce obedience to the same by
citation before the ordinary of the county in the same manner as is

rections thus ordered to be

therein provided.

The

session of said arbitrators shall be limited to

three days and they shall meet and render their decision within 20 days

from the date

of the selection or

otherwise the decision of
firmed and be

final.

upon the rendering

The

appointment

the Commission

of the third arbitrator,

in the

matter shall stand

decision of the arbitrators shall be

of their decision or

decision within the time herein limited

it

upon

final,

their failure to

shall be the

duty

of the

af-

and

make

a

county

§

Public Revenue.

92-7005
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board of tax assessors to immediately revise and correct the county
valuations in the manner contemplated and provided in the preceding
section. The revised and corrected property valuation thus made shall
he the fixed and legal valuation of property for the payment of taxes
and it shall be duty of the taxpayer to pay his taxes thereon accordingly.
(Acts 1913, pp. 123, 132; 1931, pp. 7, 35.)'
Cross-reference. Arbitration where taxpayer

—

board of assessors, see

Oath

92-7005.

§

dissatisfied with action of

county

92-6912.

of arbitrators.

— Before entering upon a hearing, the said

arbitrators shall take before the ordinary of the county the

same oath

as

provided by section 92-6912 to be taken in cases of arbitrations of the
findings of county boards of tax assessors. (Acts 1913, pp. 123, 132.)
is

Compensation

92-7006.

of

arbitrators.

— The

compensation

said

of

arbitrators shall be $7 per day for the time they are actually in session,

and they

allowed mileage at the rate of five cents per mile for
the distance traveled in going from and returning to their homes by the
nearest practicable route. The compensation and mileage of said arbitrators shall be paid one-half by the county and one-half by the State.
(Acts 1913, pp. 123, 132.)
shall be

Annual

—

each county by Commission; expenses. It
shall be the duty of the State Revenue Commission to visit annually the
several counties of the State for the purpose of familiarizing themselves
with the character and values of the several classes of taxable property
therein, of investigating the work and methods adopted by the boards
of county tax assessors and to ascertain wherein existing laws are defective or are improperly or negligently administered and to report the re92-7007.

visit to

and the facts ascertained to the Governor
from time to time when required by him. The actual expenses of said
Commission incurred in complying with the requirements of this section
shall be paid by the State treasury from funds not otherwise approprisults of their investigation

(Acts 1913, pp. 123, 133; 1931, pp. 7, 35.)
Editorial Note.— See note following § 92-7002.

ated.

PART

VI.

INSOLVENTS AND DEFAULTERS.

CHAPTER

92-71.

INSOLVENT
Sec.

Sec.

92-7101.

Comptroller General's report
to

Governor

Hv collector.
„~n«,.«.„,.
tax
ffj

92-7102.

92-7103.
92-7104.

92-7105.

LISTS.

as to default of
T? Q ™^oi from
f™™
Removal

92-7106.
-,«.,
no
92-7107.

,

.

not cred.

with insolvent

fted

92-7108.

.

.

list.
.

,

...

ce

Insolvent list allowed by
-whom.
Lists allowed how.
On what tax allowed.
Ordinary or other authority
Colto retain copy of list.
lection of executions.

Disposition of insolvent

w
u
When
... tax collectors

,.

.

lists.

When

time shall be granted
to tax receivers and collectors
-

92-7109.

Newly

92-7110.

tax

elected

and collectors
Collector to

make

of defaulters.

receivers

-

a schedule

J
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92-7101. Comptroller General's report to
collector.

Removal from

office.

—

If

§ 92-7105

Governor as

the tax collector

to default of tax

fails to

submit

his

account for settlement by April 20 or within such further time, not
ceeding four months, as shall be allowed by the Comptroller General,
or if, on examination of the account, defaults are ascertained which are
not promptly cured by the tax collector, the Comptroller General or the
county authority shall report the same to the Governor, who, after giving
the tax collector opportunity to be heard (unless the tax collector absconds or absents himself from the State or otherwise cannot be given

suspend him or remove him from office;
and the Comptroller General and/or the county authority shall proceed
to cite the delinquent tax collector and his surety. (Acts 1933, pp. 78, 91.

power

notice) shall have the

Cross-reference.
see

§

—Annual

to

accounting of tax collectors to Comptroller General,

89-827.

—

allowed by whom. Insolvent lists of tax
collectors shall alone be allowed by the ordinary or other authority having charge of county affairs, upon a return of the tax execution with
92-7102. (1118) Insolvent

list

entry by the proper legal officer of "no property." (Acts 1878-9,
Cross-reference.
of the digest, see

—As to deduction

§

p. 180.)

of insolvent list in arriving at the net

amount

92-5302.

—

how. The ordinary or such other authority, if he has reason from any cause to suspect the return of the returning officer to be incorrect in any particular, shall cause such execution
to be sent out again for collection; and before he shall allow any insolvent
list, the officer in whose hands the tax n. fas. have been placed for collection shall make oath that he has made every effort in his power to
collect the same, and that he verily believes the taxpayers on said list
have no property out of which the tax can be collected. (Acts 1878-9,
92-7103. (1119) Lists allowed

p. 180.)

Cross-reference.

— See

92-7104. (1120)

§

92-5302 as to arriving at net

On what

tax allowed.

— In

amount

of tax digest.

making out such

list,

the

ordinary or other authority having charge of county affairs shall be required to state how much is allowed the collector on account of the State
tax, and how much is allowed on the county tax and furnish the Comp;

General an alphabetical list of the names of insolvent taxpayers,
the militia district in which each resides, and the amount of each fi. fa.
(Acts 1861, p. 80; 1900, p. 42.)
troller

Cross-reference.
§

—Fees

or commissions of tax collectors and tax receivers, see

92-5301.

92-7105. (1121, 1156) Ordinary or other authority to retain copy of
list.

Collection of executions.

—When

the collector shall have his in-

duty of the ordinary, or other authority having charge of county affairs, allowing it, to retain a copy of
such list and return the executions to the tax collector, who shall cause
them to be placed in the hands of some levying officer for collection, to
be levied and sales thereunder to be made in accordance with the regulations governing sales under executions issued upon common-law judgments. The levying officer shall be entitled to the same fees as he is
entitled to for other executions, plus two and one-half per centum, and
solvent

list

credited,

it

shall be the

§

Public Revenue.

92-7106
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the balance shall be paid by the levying officer to the tax collector,

whose duty

shall be to transmit the county's taxes to the

it

county treas-

ury and the State's taxes to the State treasury. (Acts 1857,

132; 1861,

p.

p. 80: 1880-1. p. 45; 1933, pp. 7S, 90.)

—

Cross-references.
Levy and sale under tax fi. fas., see §$ 02-74)6. 92 8001.
Tax collectors as ex-officio sheriffs in certain counties
92-8101, 92-8102, 92-8104.
for purpose oi levy and sale under tax fi, fas., see note 'following § 92-4901.

(1122) Disposition of insolvent

92-7106.

list.

— When

such

are

lists

allowed, they shall be entered on the minutes, and the ordinary or other

authority having charge of county affairs shall furnish the collector cercopies thereof, stating in the certificates

tified

when and by what

tri-

bunal allowed.

When

92-7107. (1124)

tax collectors not credited with insolvent

lists.

— Tax collectors shall not, under any circumstances, be allowed or credited

with such

until they

go

lists after

to the

executions are issued against them for taxes,

Comptroller General and settle fairly and fully with

him. (Act 1812, Cobb, 1059.)
92-7108.
lectors.

When

(1125)

— The

time shall be granted to tax receivers and col-

time by which digests shall be completed and the taxes

paid shall not apply in the case of tax receivers and collectors

who have

work by the time specicomply with the requirements

not been in office long enough to complete the
fied,

but in

of the

all

such cases such

officer shall

Comptroller General. (Act 1843, Cobb, 1074.)

—

Cross-references. As to deduction of insolvent list in arriving at net amount
Penalty for receiver's failing to complete digest, see
of digest, see § 92-5302.
To whom digests furnished, see § 92-6303.
§ 92-5401 and note.

92-7109. (1126)

Newly

elected tax receivers and collectors.

cers are not liable for the penalties fixed

— Such

by section 92-7101

offi-

for those

regularly elected, until the time allowed by the Comptroller General has
expired, unless they have been in office for a length of time

have been

sufficient for the regular officers to

which would

comply with the regula-

tions of said section.

92-7110.

(1127) Collector to

make

a schedule of defaulters.

—

It shall

be the duty of the tax collector diligently to search out such defaulters

and property

in his

and

to ascertain

the

names

of

county as

and enter

in a

may

not be returned by the tax receiver,

book, to be kept by him for that purpose,

such defaulters and the amount of taxable property

fault, setting forth in all cases the real

in de-

value of such property, and to

double-tax such defaulters and the property so in default, and not re-

turned by the tax receiver, and to collect the taxes thereon as
vided for the collection of other taxes.

One copy

now

pro-

of the schedule of such

defaulters shall be furnished by the tax collector to the Comptroller General, at

the time of his final settlement with that officer, and another to

who

shall correct his digest accordingly.

(Acts 1857,

Cross-references. Defaulters to be doubly taxed, see § 92-6601.
receiver's failing to complete digest, see § 92-5401 and note.

Penalty for

the tax receiver,
p. 131.)

—

Public Revenue.
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CHAPTER

92-72.

|

92-7301

RECORD OF DEFAULTERS.
Sec.

Sec.
92-7201.

Duty

92-7202.

Tax collected
how applied.

make;

to

to

make;

Pay

of collector; forfeiture of

commissions.

record,

after

Duty

92-7201. (1129)

92-7203.

filing.

filing.

— The tax

collector- shall record

book kept for the purpose, in alphabetical order and by militia districts, the names of all persons who have not paid their taxes, placing
opposite the name of each person the amount due for such tax, said

in a

made

well-bound book, to be furnished at the expense
of the county, and the record so required to be made shall be filed by the
first day of July of each year with the ordinary or board of commissioners having charge and control of the county affairs. (Acts 1884-5, p. 28.;
record to be

Cross-reference.

in a

—Authority

having charge of county

affairs,

23-701

and

— When

any

see

§

note.

Tax

92-7202. (1130)

collected after record,

how

applied.

made, it shall be applied to the
oldest tax demand against said person paying the same. (Acts 1884-5,
tax shall be collected after said record

is

p. 28.)

Cross-reference.
§

— How

taxes

for

former years

returned

and

collected,

see

— For

the

92-6228.

Pay

92-7203. (1131)

of collector; forfeiture of commissions.

making said record, the tax
every 100 names so recorded on

sum

service in

collector shall have the

for

said book, to be paid out of the

of S5

county treasury; and for his failure to discharge the duties herein required of him such collector shall forfeit one-fourth of his commissions.
(Acts 1884-5,

p. 28.)

PART

VII.

TAX EXECUTIONS AND

SALES.

CHAPTER 92-73. EXECUTIONS BY STATE REVENUE
COMMISSION OR COMPTROLLER GENERAL
AGAINST DEFAULTERS; PENALTIES.
Sec.

Sec.

92-7301.

Levy

by
State Revenue Commission.
tax

of

executions

Illegality.

92-7302.

Defaulting corporations making returns to Comptroller

92-7303.

Executions

92-7304.

corporations; how directed.
Forfeiture of charters of delinquent corporations.

92-7305.

Penalty
special

where

there
provision.

is

no

92-7306.

Foreign insurance companies,
bank agencies, and express
companies.

92-7307.

Executions against agents of

General.

issued

against

foreign institutions,
92-7308.

etc.

Money collected on execution:
duty to remit.

by State Revenue Commission. IlleIn the case of any tax due the State or any tax assessed by the
gality.
State Revenue Commission, whether so specifically provided in the law
levying the tax or not, the Commission is empowered to issue an execu92-7301.

—

Levy

of tax executions

—
§

Public Revenue,

92-7302
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name of the chairman of the Commission and diand
singular
the sheriffs of this State, commanding them to
rected to
levy upon the goods and chattels, lands, and tenements of the taxpayer,
which execution it shall be the duty of any sheriff to execute as in case
of writs of execution from the superior courts. Whenever any such writ
of execution has issued, the taxpayer, in order to determine whether the
tion bearing teste in the
all

tax

legally due,

is

may

tender to the levying officer his affidavit of

ille-

and upon the payment of the tax if required as a condition precedent by the law levying the tax, and upon his giving a good
and solvent bond for the eventual condemnation money in cases where
the said law does not require the payment of the tax as a condition pregality thereto

;

cedent, the levying officer shall return the

same

to the superior court of

the county of the taxpayer's residence, except in case the law provides

otherwise, and the

same

shall be

the court. (Acts 1931, pp.

summarily heard and determined by

7, 33.)

—

Cross-references. Illegalities generally, see § 39-1001 et seq.
generally, see Title 46, Garnishment.
Suspension of collection
Liability of sheriffs, see § 24-202.
§ 92-5509.

Garnishments
of

taxes,

see

—

This section is taken from the Reorganization Act of 1931.
called to the editorial note following section 92-4506. While the section seems intended to authorize the State Revenue Commission to issue executions for the collection of any tax due the State, as construed by the Comptroller
General this does not authorize the Commission to issue executions for the collection of taxes which prior to the reorganization Act were collectible by the
Comptroller General. See in this connection sections' 89-817, 89-818, 92-7202.
Editorial Note.

Attention

is

making returns

92-7302. (1 132) Defaulting corporations

General.

—

If

to Comptroller

any corporation, company, person, agency, or

make

returns to the Comptroller General, shall

institution,

fail

to return

the taxable property or specifics, or pay annually the taxes for

which he

required to

may

be liable to the State treasury, the Comptroller General shall
issue an execution for the amount of taxes due, according to law, together with the costs and penalties.
or

it

—

Correction of returns to Comptroller General, see Chapter
Assessments against delinquents failing to return or grossly undervaluing
How returns to Comptroller General made, see
property, see Chapter 92-61.
Double tax on unreturned property, see § 92-6602. Enforcement of
§ 92-5903.
Corporations making recollection and payment of county tax, see § 92-3807.
turns to Comptroller General, see § 92-5902.
Cross-references.

92-60.

92-7303. (1137) Executions issued against corporations;

—The

how

directed.

executions issued by the Comptroller General against any com-

be directed to all and singular the sheriffs and other lawful
officers of this State, with directions to levy the same on the property of
the corporation or company, with power to issue and serve garnishments

pany

shall

upon the debtors

of the corporation.

92-7304. (1133) Forfeiture of charters of delinquent corporations.

The penalty

for failure of corporations to

make

returns or pay taxes as

92-7302 shall be the forfeiture of their charters, in
the case of domestic corporations, and if not chartered by this State, the
revocation of their permits to do business in the State.

provided

in section

Cross-reference.

— Dissolution

of

corporations and

forfeiture

of

charters,

see

§§ 22-1204, 22-1205.

92-7305. (1134) Penalty

where there

penalty or default tax on banks, railroads,

—

no special provision. The
and other corporations, where

is

'

—
Public Revenue.
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there

no special provision,

is

§

amount

shall be three times the

92-7401

of th';ir

lawful tax.
Cross-reference.

— Defaulters

doubly taxed, see

§

92-6601.

bank agencies, and express companies. The penalty or default tax on foreign insurance companies shall be v$500; on foreign bank agencies, $2,000; on express com92-7306. (1135) Foreign insurance companies,

—

panies, $10,000.
Cross-reference.

— Returns

of and payments
and Chapter 92-25.

§§ 56-103, 92-5901, 92-5908

by

companies,

insurance

see

92-7307. (1138) Executions against agents of foreign institutions, etc.

—The executions against agents of foreign

institutions shall be against

the chief agent or his successor, and shall authorize the officer to levy

on

the property of the agency, and to seize

all

its

money, notes, or other

effects.

Cross-reference.
§

—Agent

making returns

for nonresident

liable for taxes, see

is

92-6404.

92-7308. (1139)

an

officer collects

Money collected on execution; duty to remit. — When
money on such process, or on any other issued by the

Comptroller General, he

some

shall,

without delay, remit the same to him by

and speedy method, and on
as he would be to other plaintiffs.
safe

Cross-reference.

—Liability

CHAPTER

of sheriffs, see

failure to

§

do

so,

he shall be

liable

24-202.

EXECUTIONS BY TAX COLLECTORS,

92-74.

ISSUANCE AND LEVY.
Sec.

92-7401.

Sec.

Tax collector's executions,
when and how issued.

92-7402.

When

92-7403.

Wild

92-7404.

92-7405.

execution

may

and
92-7408.

lands.

Defendants may
property upon

point

which

make levy.
Tax executions run

Alias

tax

executions;

force

effect.

issue.

in

to

any

Executions levied by whom.

Notice

levy

to

security deed

or

of

owner

of

mortgage.
Lists of security deeds or
mortgages. Fees.

out

county.
92-7406.

92-7407.

92-7409.

Form

of notice.

92-7410.

Form

of

list

of security deeds

and mortgages.
92-7401. (1151)

Tax

collector's executions,

when and how issued.
persons who are not re-

Executions for nonpayment of taxes, against
quired to pay to the State Treasurer, shall be issued by the tax collectors
of their respective counties as soon as the last day for payment shall

have arrived, and

shall be directed to all

and singular the

sheriffs

and

constables of this State.

—

How taxes for county purposes collected and paid out, see
Executions by ordinary against persons holding county money, see
How executions against corporations directed, see § 92-7303. Claims
§
to property levied on under execution against tax collector or taxpayer, see
Executions December 20 of each year, see § 92-5102. Tax executions
§ 92-7801.
for collection of estate tax, see § 92-3404.
Duty of tax collector to issue execuHow executions istions against insolvents and defaulters, see § 92-4901, 11 10.
sued, directed and levied, generally, see § 39-101.
Cross-references.

§

92-3803.
92-3809.

§

Public Revenue.

92-7402
92-7402. (1007)

When

may

execution
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issue.

— Whenever any

transient

person subject to tax under sections 92-106 and 92-107 places himself in

any of the positions wherein an attachment may be issued against him as
provided by the Code, the tax on his property for the current year shall
then become due. and the tax collector may issue an execution against

him forthwith. (Acts
Cross-reference.

— In

1901, pp. 18, 19.)

what cases attachment may

Wild lands.— It

issue, see § 8-101.

duty of the tax collector,
when taxes on wild lands are not paid in the time provided by law, to
issue executions against such lands, and after due advertisement, as prescribed by law, to sell said lands for payment of taxes. (Acts 1880-1,
92-7403.

p.

(1070)

46; 1882-3,

47; 1904.

p.

shall be the

p. 55.)

Cross-reference.— Wild land subject to double tax, see

(1158) Defendants

92-7404.

make

levy.

— Defendants

in

may

§

92-6604

point out property upon which to

executions issued by tax collectors for taxes

have the privilege of pointing out the property upon which to levy
the fi. fas., but it shall be within the discretion and power of the collector
to have the proper officer levy the same on any other property he may

shall

deems

point out, whenever he
tion of the tax

it

necessary to secure the prompt collec-

fas.

fi.

levied, see
39-116.
— On what property execution
Note. — Acts 1931,
255, requiring collectors of ad valorem taxes

Cross-reference.

first

§

Editorial
due
p.
the State, county, city or other political subdivision in counties "having a population, according to the United States Census of 1930 or any future census, of not
less than 26,525 persons and/or more than 26,600 persons" to issue separate tax
fas. for taxes due on each parcel of realty, etc., and Acts 1933, p. 279, authorfi.
izing the pro rata payment of tax liens on realty and personalty in counties "in
which is located a city or any part of a city having a population of more than
200,000 people, as shown by the last United States Census," etc., have not been
included in this Code because of such limitations upon the number of counties in
The same provision is now incorporated, substantially, in
apply.
which thev
'
§ 92-5712.

Tax executions run

(1174)

92-7405.

in

any county.

—

If

there

is

not

property in the county where the taxpayer resides to satisfy
the taxes, property situated in any other county shall be the subject of
levy and sale. (Act 1804, Cobb, 1050.)
sufficient

Cross-reference.

under

fas.,

fi.

see

— Duty
§

of tax collector

92-7406. (1165) Executions
levied

by either

fi.

fa.

when

in their

the principal

by whom.

officer in

collecting taxes

— Executions

may be
whom directed, or other officers who by
place but a constable may not levy a

levied

of the officers to

law may be authorized
tax

and levying

92-8104

;

amount exceeds

$100. (Acts 1876,

92-7407. (1149, 1150) Alias tax executions; force

and

p. 30.)

effect.

—When

any tax execution which shall have been regularly issued by the tax
collector of any county, or by the proper officer of any city, town, or
village in this State, shall be lost or destroyed, an alias execution, in lieu
of such original execution,

may

issue

upon the party having the right

to

control such original execution filing with the ordinary of the county in

which

it

original.

cution,

issued a statement under oath of the loss or destruction of such

The ordinary

which

shall

have

shall indorse the
all

word

"alias"

on the

alias exe-

the legal force and effect of the lost or de-

—

:
:

—— Public

2419
.

Revenue.

8

7408

p.

108;

i

stroyed original execution. (Act 1804, Cobb, 1059.

Acts 1882-3,

1904, p. 55.)
Cross-reference.

— Executions

issued from superior court, see

owner

§

63-210.

deed or mortgage. Lists of
Whenever any real estate is levied
security deeds or mortgages. Fees.
upon for taxes by the sheriff it shall be his duty, before proceeding to
advertise the same for sale as provided by law, to give 20 days' written
notice of such levy to the owner of each security deed and mortgage
contained in the list filed with him as hereinafter provided, the said
period of 20 days beginning to run from the time the said notice is personally delivered or from the date of its mailing when delivered by
92-7408. Notice of levy to

of security

—

Such notice

registered mail as hereinafter provided.
scription of the land levied upon, the

name

of the

shall contain a de-

owner

thereof, the

year or years for which the taxes were assessed and a statement of the
amount thereof with the accrued cost, and shall be delivered to such
owner either personally or by registered mail (with return receipt requested) at the address given on said

The

list.

sheriff shall

keep a copy

on which he shall enter the date the same was delivered,
how, where and to whom, and shall file the same with the list hereinafter
provided. In order to entitle any such owner of a security deed or mortgage to this notice, a list of each security deed and mortgage as to which
such notice is desired shall be filed by the owner thereof with the clerk
of the superior court of the county in which the land covered thereby
lies on or before the 20th day of December of each year, whereon shall
be shown not only the name and address of such owner, but also the
name and post office address of each grantor or mortgagor and the book
and page of the record where each security deed and mortgage so listed
is recorded.
Such list shall be promptly entered of record by said clerk
in a book to be kept by him in his office for that purpose, for which
of said notice

service the clerk shall be paid a fee of 15 cents for each security deed

mortgage so listed and entered by him in said book, except that where
10 or more security deeds and/or mortgages shall be listed together on

or

one

the fee of the clerk shall be five cents each, for the

list,

excess of

10.

Within 10 days

transmit the said
file

the

same

list to

number

in

after the filing thereof, the clerk shall

the sheriff of said county, and the sheriff shall

in his office as a

record thereof and shall enter on the exe-

cution docket of his office the date said

list

was received by him, together

with the date the notice to the owner of a security deed or mortgage as
hereinbefore provided for was personally delivered and on whom and
where, or the date when it was mailed, to whom and at what address,

when

the delivery

is

by registered

mail,

and

the registered return receipt with the said

in this latter

list

event shall

file

as a record of his office

Provided, that for the giving of this notice the sheriff shall receive

when

such notice is personally delivered the sum of $3 and when delivered by
registered mail the sum of $1.25, the same, together with the fee of the

become a part of the costs and
paid by the owner of the security deed or mortgage receiving the notice
Provided, further, that the rights, interests, and security of any owner of
a security deed or mortgage complying with the provisions hereof shall
in no wise be affected by a tax sale and a deed of conveyance made purclerk of the superior court as aforesaid, to

:

:

Public Revenue.

92-7409

§

2420

suant thereto unless the provisions hereof are complied with, nor shall
anything herein contained in any wise whatsoever affect or abridge any
right or remedy provided by law for any owner of a security deed or
mortgage who may fail or neglect for any reason to file such list with the
clerk of the superior court, or in any way change, alter or limit the right
of

redemption under existing law of property sold for taxes. (Acts 1925,

P.

252.)

—

Cross-reference. Mortgages and security deeds generally, see Title 67, Mortgages, Conveyances to Secure Debt, and Liens.

Form

—The

form of the notice required by section
92-7408 to be given by the sheriff to the owner of a security deed or
mortgage complying with the provisions of said section shall be in sub92-7409.

of notice.

stance as follows

DELINQUENT TAXES.
Sheriff's Notice to

Notice

is

Owner

of Security

Deed

or Mortgage.

hereby given to

as the

of a certain

,

the Superior Court in book

recorded in the
at

of

,

office of

page

owner

the Clerk of

of the

State of Georgia, that there are

County

now due

amounting to $
for which a tax execution has
with accrued cost of $
been issued and levy has been made upon the following described land,
and embraced within said
owned by
and that the same will be advertised for sale unless the said taxes are
paid within twenty (20) days from the delivery hereof as provided by
and unpaid taxes for the year
'

law.

(Description of

Land Levied Upon.)
Sheriff.

Address.

Date
(Acts 1925,

be

list

filed

Form

—

and mortgages. The form of
of security deeds and mortgages required by section 92-7408 to
with the sheriff to entitle the owner thereof to the notice in said

92-7410.

the

p. 254.)

of list of security deeds

section provided as to delinquent taxes shall be in substance as follows:

DELINQUENT TAXES.
List of Security

To

the Sheriff of

The undersigned owner

Deeds and Mortgages.
County, State of Georgia

and mortgages listed
below desires twenty (20) days' written notice after levy by you on
account of delinquent taxes upon any of the land covered by said security deeds and mortgages, and to that end hereby furnishes you the
following list of the name of each grantor or mortgagor therein, together
of the security deeds

Public Revenue.
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§92-7502

with the book and page where the same is recorded in the office of the
Clerk of the Superior Court for the County and State aforesaid
:

LIST OF SECURITY DEEDS
Name

of

Grantor

Kind

or Mortgagor

of

AND MORTGAGE
Book

Instrument

of

Page

Record

*

Owner.
Date

Address.

(Acts 1925,

p. 255.)

CHAPTER

92-75.

GARNISHMENT BY TAX COLLECTOR
ON TAX EXECUTION.
Sec.

Sec.

92-7501.

Tax

collector

may

issue gar-

92-7502.

Proceedings thereon.

nishment, when.

—

when. When
any tax collector can find no property of the defendant on which to levy
any tax execution in his hands, he shall make an entry to that effect on
the execution; and he may then issue summons of garnishment against
any person whom he may believe to be indebted to the defendant, or who
may have property, money, or effects in his hands belonging to the defendant which said summons of garnishment shall be served by the tax
collector, the sheriff, his deputy, or any constable of the county in which

Tax

92-7501. (1154)

collector

may

issue garnishment,

;

may

days before the sitting of the court
to which the same is made returnable, and returned to the superior court
of the county for which he is tax collector. (Acts 1855-6, p. 137.)
the garnishee

—

Garnishments generally, see Title 46, Garnishment.
for city taxes, see §§ 92-4301, 92-4302.

Cross-references.

ment

reside, at least 15

92-7502. (1155) Proceedings thereon.

—The

Garnish-

tax collector shall enter

on the execution the names of the persons garnished, and return the
execution to the superior court, and all the subsequent proceedings shall
be the same as provided by law in relation to garnishments in other cases
where judgment has been obtained or execution issued. (Acts 1855-6,
p. 137.)

Cross-reference.

— Garnishments

CHAPTER

92-76.

generally, see Title 46, Garnishment.

INTEREST ON AND TRANSFER OF
TAX EXECUTIONS.

Sec.
92-7601.

Sec.

Executions on which interest
allowed; rate; effect of imposition

of penalties.

92-7602.

92-7603.

Transfer of tax executions.
Interest on transferred executions^

§

Public Revenue.

92-7601
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Executions on which interest allowed; rate; effect
of imposition of penalties.
All executions issued for taxes due the State,
any county thereof, or any municipal corporation therein, whether issued on assessments for permanent improvements of streets or sewers
of said municipal corporation, or otherwise, shall bear interest at the
rate of seven per cent, per annum from the time fixed by law for issuing
the same: Provided, that this section shall not apply to taxes or tax
issued by any municipal corporation imposing penalties for failfi. fas.
ure to pay taxes. (Acts 1889, p. 31.)
92-7601.

^S78. 114-Tl

—

— Interest on
Note. — Acts 1890-1,

Cross-reference.
*

92-3404.

executions

for

collection

of

estate

see

tax,

Editorial
p. 50, providing that the above section shall not
apply to any municipal corporation on any fi. fas. due to it for taxes or assessments, having. November 11, 1889, a population of 60,000 or more, unless the
governing authority shall provide for the charge and collection of such interest
on such fi. fas., has not been included in this Code because of such limitation upon
See Const., Art. I, Sec. IV, Par. I
the number of cities in which it applies.
(S

2-401).

—Whenever

any person,
other than the person against whom the same has issued, shall pay any
execution issued for State, county, or municipal taxes, the officer whose
duty it is to enforce said execution shall, upon the request of the party
paying the same, transfer said execution to said party; and said transferee shall have the same rights as to enforcing said execution and priority of payment as might have been exercised or claimed before said
transfer Provided, said transferee shall have said execution entered on
the general execution docket of the superior court of the county in which
the same was issued, and if the person against whom the same was is(1145) Transfer of tax executions.

92-7602.

:

sued resides in a different county, then also in the county of such person's residence, within 30 days from said transfer, and in default thereof
such executions shall lose their lien upon any property which has been
transferred bona fide and for a valuable consideration before the record and without notice of the existence of such execution. (Acts 1894,
pp. 37, 38; 1872, p. 75; 1875, p. 119.)
Cross-reference.

— Judgments

may

be. transferred, see §

110-901.

(1146) Interest on transferred executions.

92-7603.

—All

tax execu-

recorded as prescribed by law, which have been transferred to
third persons, shall bear interest, at the lawful rate, from date of transfer.
tions,

'Acts 1887,

p. 21.)

CHAPTER

92-77.

DORMANCY OF TAX EXECUTIONS.

Sec.

92-7701.

92-7702.

Tax execution dormant, when.
Laws as to judgments applicable to tax executions.

92-7701. (1147)
city, or

Tax execution dormant, when.

—All

State,

county,

other tax executions, before or after legal transfer and record,

be enforced within seven years from the date of their issue or
within seven years from the time of the last entry upon the tax execution
by the officer authorized to execute and return the same, if said entry is
properly entered by said officer upon the execution docket and books
shall

;

—
Public Revenue.
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8-7901

which said entries are required to be made in cases of entries on
cutions issued on judgments. (Acts 1887, p. 23.)
Cross-reference. Dormancy and revival of judgments generally, see § 110-1001.
in

'

—

Laws

92-7702. (1148)

as to

judgments applicable

to tax executions.

All laws in reference to a period of limitation as to ordinary executions
for

any purpose, or

to the length of time or circumstances

they lose their lien in whole or

(Acts 1887,

in part, are

under which

applicable to tax executions.

p. 23.)

Cross-reference.

— Dormancy

CHAPTER

92-78.

and revival

of

CLAIMS,

judgments generally,

HOW

see

§

110-1001.

INTERPOSED.

Sec.

92-7801.

Claim when

execution is
against tax collector or taxpayer; oath; bond; trial.

Claim when execution is against tax collector or
taxpayer; oath; bond; trial. When any execution shall be issued against
any tax collector or taxpayer for taxes due the State or any county
thereof, and the sheriff or other officer shall levy the same on property
92-7801. (1159, 1160)

—

claimed by a person not a party to such execution, such claimant shall
make oath as required in other claim cases and give bond and security

condemnation money, and the same proceedings

for the eventual

be had thereon as provided for the

trial of

the right of property, except

that such trial shall be had in the county wherein the levy

the property

is

found subject to the execution, the

ant and his sureties shall be in

all

shall

respects the

was made.

If

liability of the claim-

same

as the liability on

an appeal bond. (Act 1810, Cobb, 1056. Act 1840, Cobb, 1072.)

— How

taxes for county purposes assessed, collected, and paid,
Affidavit of illegality to execution by ordinary for money due
92-3803.
executions by Comptroller against corporations dicounty, see § 92-3810.
rected, see § 92-7303. When and how tax collector's fi. fas. issued, see § 92-7401.
Execution against tax collector, see § 92-5508.
Cross-references.

see

§

How

CHAPTER 92-79. JUDICIAL INTERFERENCE.
Sec.

92-7901.

No

judicial
taxes.

92-7901. (1163)
lie,

interference

No

with

judicial interference

with taxes.

— No replevin shall

nor any judicial interference be had, in any levy or distress for taxes

under the provisions of this Code, but the party injured shall be left to
his proper remedy in any court of law having jurisdiction thereof. (Act
1804, Cobb, 1051.)

—

Cross-references. Remedies for failure of ordinary to perform duty as to levying extra tax to carry into effect §§ 91-701 and 91-702, see § 92-3714. -Affidavit of
Claim
illegality to execution by ordinary for monej due county, see § 92-3810.
may be interposed when fi. fa. is levied, see § 92-7801. Executions against collectors and receivers not to be interfered with by courts, see § 92-5509 and note
under § 92-5504. Contest in equity of taxability of property, see § 92-6804.
r

§

Public Revenue.

92-8001

CHAPTER

92-80.

COSTS AND FEES.
Sec.

Sec.

Cost of collecting tax execu-

8001,

2

2424

fee for levying execution for less than $100.

92-8003.

Sheriff's

tax

execution.

tion.

Fee

92-300&

tax

issuing

for
tions.

92-8001. (1161) Cost

of

execu-

collecting

— Whenever

the

any county

shall collect any tax execution over
for
costs; and for collecting any tax
he
shall
be
entitled
$100,
to $1
execution of $100 or under, 50 cents for costs. (Acts 1880-1, p. S3.)
sheriff or other officer of

Fee

92-8002. (1162)

for issuing tax executions.

—Tax

collectors shall

be allowed a fee of 50 cents for issuing tax executions; but no tax collector, sheriff, or constable shall receive costs on said executions, unless
the same shall be collected from the defendant. (Acts 1861,
Cross-references.
eral,

—

see § 89-704.

Quarterly
—Insolvents

p. 80.)

statement of county officers to Comptroller Genand defaulters, see Chapters 92-71, 92-72.

92-8003. (1165) Sheriff's fee for levying execution for less than $100.
If a

tax execution for less than $100

is

said levy shall be that allowed constables.

CHAPTER

by a

sheriff, his fee for

(Acts 1876,

p. 30.)

SALE UNDER TAX EXECUTION.

92-81.

Sec.

Sec.
92-8101.

Manner

92-8102.

Application of rules governing judicial sales.
Property not returned but assessed, how disposed of.
Duties of tax collector and
levying officer.

92-8103.
92-8104.

making

of

sale.

personalty, the

court

fi.

fas.

Purchase

92-8105.

how

92-8106.

Excess,

92-8107.

Deed made

92-8108.

Officer

bound

to

paid.

under tax

to put purchaser
possession of land.

If

the levy

sold as

constable levies on land, the

is

in

made upon

is

provided for jusfa.

fi.

thereon shall be turned over to the sheriff of the county,
the sale. (Acts 1876, p. 30.)

—

one

at sale
execution valid.

—

If the

by

pay-

Manner of making sale.
same shall be advertised and

92-8101. (1165)

tice

levied

and the levy

who

shall

make

Cross-references. Levy and sale under execution from justices' courts, see
constable may levy on land, see § 39-121. Tax
§§ 24-1411 to 24-1415.
collectors in certain counties ex-officio sheriffs for purpose of levy and sale under
By
tax execution levied, see
tax executions, see note under § 92-4901.

When

whom

§

92-7406.

92-8102. (1167) Application of rules governing judicial sales.

— Sales

under tax executions shall be made under the rules governing judicial
sales.

— See

Title 39, Executions and Proceedings Thereunder. Lien
sale, see § 92-5709.
Proceedings in selling property
under executions against tax collectors and receivers, see § 92-5511. Deed made
Officer to put purchaser at tax sale
at sale under tax fi. fa. valid, see § 92-8107.
As to levy and sale by tax collector as ex-officio
in possession, see § 92-8108.
sheriff in certain counties, see note under § 92-4901.

Cross-references.

of tax not divested

by judicial

92-8103. (1168) Property not returned but assessed,

—When

how

disposed

of.

property which has not been returned by anyone is assessed
for taxes, as soon as assessed the tax collector shall at once issue an
execution against it for the amount due and costs, and the sheriff shall

Publtc Revenue.
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advertise

it

§92-8 07
1

newspaper in which his sales are advcrti
sale, and if by said day the taxes are not paid,

for sale in the

90 days before the day of
it shall be sold:
Provided, renting or hiring will not bring the requisite

amount. Whatever surplus there may be after the payment of the ta
and costs shall be paid over to the ordinary as a part of the educational
fund, with a statement of the property and account of sales, subject to
the claim of the true

owner within four

years.

—

Cross-references. Property not returned to be doubly taxed, see § 92-6<i02.
Against whom taxes charged, see § 92-110. Unreturned wild lands subject to
double tax, see § 92-6604.

—

and levying officer. The tax
collector may place his executions in the hands of any constable of the
county, who shall be authorized to collect or levy the same in any part of
the county, and it shall be the duty of the constable or other levying offi92-8104. (1166) Duties of tax collector

cer to

whom

the tax collector

may

deliver said tax executions for col-

proceed promptly to enforce by levy and sale the collection of
the same, and said levying or collecting officer shall make prompt settlements with the tax collectors, and in no event shall be allowed longer
than 90 days from the time the executions are placed in his hands, within
lection, to

which to make final settlement with the collector and return to him the
tax collected and the uncollected executions with proper entries thereon.

Any

constable or other levying officer

such

final

all

who

shall fail or refuse to

make

return or settlement within the time above stated shall forfeit

costs that

may

be due him on said executions, and be subject to be

ruled before any court of competent jurisdiction and

required by this section. (Acts 1899,

made

to

account as

p. 26.)

—

Cross-references. When property in another county subject to levy and sale
for taxes, see § 92-7405. Tax collector's fee for issuing tax fi. fas., see § 92-8002.
As to collection of insolvent tax fi. fas., see § 92-7105. Constable to collect fi. fas.,
see § 92-7105.
Tax collectors in certain counties ex-officio sheriffs for purpose
Special
of levy and sale under tax executions, see note following § 92-4901.
duties of constables, see § 24-817. Money collected by officers may be demanded,
etc., see § 24-206.

92-8105. (1164) Purchase

by one bound

to pay.

pay the tax on property cannot strengthen

—One who

his title

is

bound

by purchasing

to

at a

tax sale; such purchase shall be treated as payment. (86 Ga. 604 (13
S. E. 123).)

Cross-reference.

—Against

whom

92-8106. (1175) Excess,

ing taxes, costs, and

all

taxes charged, see

how

expenses of

the person authorized to receive
Cross-references.
§

92-8103.

paid.

—

If

there

92-110.

§

any excess after paybe immediately paid to

is

sale, it shall

it.

— Disposition

Redemption

of property assessed but not returned, see
of wild land sold by virtue of tax execution, see § 92-8305.

—

Deed made at sale under tax execution valid. The
deed or bill of sale made by the sheriff to the purchaser at tax sale shall
be just as valid as if made under an ordinary execution issuing from the
92-8107. (1176)

superior court.

—

Cross-references. Recitals in deed under sale for municipal taxes generally
not evidence of facts recited, see § 92-4407. Purchaser cannot strengthen title by
purchase at tax sale, see § 92-8105. Rules for sales under tax fi. fas., see § 92-8102.
Judicial sale passes title, see § 39-1303.

§

Public Revenue.

92-8108
92-8108.

^1177

Officer to put purchaser in possession of land.

i

sold under tax

— Levying

officer to put purchaser under execution
Rules for sales under tax fi. fas., see § 92-8102.

39-1312.

CHAPTER

as in other cases.

fas.,

fi.

Cross-references.
§

posses-

Sec.

may buy

Counties

B201.

property

sold under tax executions.

—

where

92-8202.
92-8203.

Right of redemption.
If not redeemed, may be sold.

may buy

property sold under tax execuThe board of commissioners of roads and revenues in counties
(1178) Counties

92-8201.
tions.

in

PURCHASE BY COUNTIES AT TAX SALES.

92-82.

Sec.
2

—The

has the authority to put purchasers in possession of land

officer selling

sion, see

N

2426

boards have been created, or the ordinaries or the judges of
the county courts in such counties as have such officers in control of
their roads and revenues, are authorized to purchase and hold in their
official capacity any real property offered for sale by virtue of tax executions
Provided, that said commissioners, ordinaries, or judges shall
only be authorized to bid on such real property when other bids do not
cover the amount of said tax executions and costs and Provided further,
that said .commissioners, ordinaries, or judges shall not bid more for
such property than the amount of taxes and costs. Said county authorities, upon bidding in any property as herein provided, shall draw
their warrant on the county treasurer to pay to the officers the costs due
on said tax executions and accruing costs in effecting said sales. (Acts
stich

:

:

1892, p. 252.)

92-8202. (1179) Right of redemption.

—Owners

of real property sold

under and by virtue of tax executions, and bid in by the board of commissioners of roads and revenues, ordinaries or judges, as provided in
the preceding section, shall have the privilege of redeeming said real
property as

other cases.

in

— Governor

Cross-references.
favor of State, see
§

92-4402.

91-501.

§

may buy property at sheriff's sale under fi. fa. in
Redemption of land sold for municipal taxes, see

Redemption generally

of land sold for taxes, see

may be

§

92-8301.

— Said

board of commissioners of roads and revenues, ordinaries, or judges of the county
court are authorized to dispose of said real property purchased under
said tax executions, and remaining unredeemed, as provided for in this
Code.
92-8203. (1180) If not redeemed,

Cross-references.
91-602. Governor
see § 91-503.

CHAPTER

— How

may

92-83.

sold.

county property controlled and sold, see §§ 23-701,
sell property purchased at sheriff's sale under fi. fa.,

rent or

REDEMPTION OF PROPERTY SOLD FOR
TAXES.
Sec.

Sec.

92-8301.

Land

sold

time;

may

be redeemed;

persons

amount

to be paid.

92-8302.

Effect of redemption.

92-8303.

Redemption by creditor without

lien.

92-8304.

Quitclaim deed by purchaser.

92-8305.

Wild lands; time to redeem;
amount to be paid; surplus,

entitled;

disposition

of.

Public Revenue.
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§92-8

Land sold may be redeemed; time; persons entitled;
be paid. Where real estate has been sold under any state,

92-8301. (1169)

amount

to

—

ment, the same -nay
be redeemed at any time within 12 months after the sale, by the defend-

city,

county, or school tax

ant in

fi.

fa.,

fa.,

fi.

or drainage a

i

his guardian or trustee, heirs or personal representati

common, remainderman,

or by any tenant in

.

or other person having an

by the holder of any mortgage, judgment,
lien, or other interest in said property, or by any creditor of the defendant in fi. fa., by paying the purchaser the amount paid by said purinterest in such property, or

premium

chaser for said land, with 10 per cent,
cent,

wise.

premium may not be increased by
(Acts 1898,

Cross-reference.

p.

85; 1924,

— Redemption

p. 48.

thereon.

The

10 per

the addition of interest or other-

176 Ga. 726 (168

S.

E. 875;.;

of property sold for city taxes, see

92-8302. (1170) Effect of redemption.

—When

92-4402.

§

property has been

re-

deemed, the effect thereof shall be to put the title conveyed by the tax
sale back into the defendant in fi. fa., subject to all liens existing at the
time of the tax sale, and if the redemption has been made by any creditor of the defendant or person having- any interest in the property, the
amount expended by such creditor or person interested shall constitute a
first lien thereon and be repaid prior to claims upon the property, if the
quitclaim deed hereinafter provided for is recorded as required by law.

—

Redemption by creditor without lien. If the property is redeemed by a creditor of the defendant in fi. fa. who has no lien,
such creditor shall have a claim against the property for the amount advanced by him in order to redeem the same, in case there is thereafter
any sale of the property under a judgment in favor of such creditor, and
if the quitclaim deed is recorded as required by law.
92-8303. (1171)

—

deed by purchaser. In all cases where
property is redeemed, the purchaser at the tax sale shall make a quitclaim deed to the defendant in fi. fa.; reciting therein by whom the redemption money has been paid, and in what capacity, or under what
claim of right or interest the same was paid, which shall be prima facie
92-8304. (1172) Quitclaim

evidence of the facts stated.

Wild lands; time to redeem; amount to be paid; surplus, disposition of.
Whenever any wild land is sold by virtue of a tax
execution, the owner thereof, or the executor, administrator, guardian,
or trustee of such owner shall have the privilege of redeeming said land
thus sold, within two years from the date of such sale, by paying to the
purchaser the amount paid by such purchaser, together with interest
92-8305. (1173)

—

thereon at the rate of 20 per cent, per annum. Upon the redemption as
aforesaid by any owner of any lot of wild land sold, said owner, or his
agent, shall receive any surplus of money which may remain in the hands
of the sheriff, after deducting the taxes and costs of such sale and if said
lot or lots are not redeemed in the time mentioned, all surplus funds
arising from the sale of wild lands shall be paid over, by the sheriff having possession of such funds, to the State Treasurer, with a list of the
lands from which said sums were derived. (Acts 1880-1, p. 45.)
;

—

Cross-references. Effect of redemption, see § 92-8302.
As to redemption of
property bought by county by virtue of tax fi. fa., see § 92-8202. Redemption of
property sold for municipal taxes, see § 92-4402.

§

Public Revenue.

92-9901

DIVISION

CHAPTER
:

CRIMES.

IV.

IN GENERAL.

92-99.

Sec.
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Sec.

Failure by dealers in soft
drink syrups to make returns or pay tax.

990h

Failure to pay license tax on
carbonic gas, or to make
reports.
False affidavit.

92-9902.

Nonpayment

92-9903.

etc.,

of

license

by dealers

in

Evading motor

92-9911.

Assisting in filing
come tax returns.

92-9913.

Advising disregard of income
tax regulations.

machin-

92-9914.

Divulging information regard-

by

92-9915.

Failure

of license tax

tion of law relating to.

92-9908.

Counterfeiting
cigarette
stamps, or using or possessing counterfeit stamps.

92-9909.

Offenses

shipment

Receiving

stamped

tax.

—Upon

of

by dealers

failure of

collector

tax

collecting

before giving bond,

etc.

Refusal of tax receiver to re-

92-9918.

ceive returns, etc.

Failure to have returned and
to collect taxes on property

92-9919.

unlawfully

exempted

by

county authorities.
Failure of tax receiver to administer oath to taxpayer.

92-9921.

False reports by tax collectors.

in soft drink

syrups to make returns or

un-

of or dealer in carbonated

any manufacturer

waters or soft drink syrups,

collector failing to keep

92-9920.

cigars, etc.

92-9901. Failure

pay

Tax

in violation of cigar

and cigarette tax law punishable as for misdemeanor.

head of departto pay fees into

cash book.
92-9917.

Failing to register or pay specific
or occupation taxes;
disposition of fines.

etc.,

State treasury.

Tax

92-9916.

Motor-fuel distributors, viola-

92-9910.

of

ment,

Failure of motor-fuel distributor to register.

92-9907.

in-

fee,

sewing-machine dealers.

92-9906.

false

ing income taxes.

Nonpayment

92-9905.

tax;

92-9912.

ery.

92-9904.

carriers'

disposition of fines.

etc.,

to

make

the returns required by sec-

tion 92-804 within 10 days after the expiration of the period therein specified,

he shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.

And any

person,

company

or

agent carrying on any kind of business therein specified after failure to
pay the tax therein levied for any preceding quarter during which he or
it

was

liable

to

tax,

shall

be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1927,

pp. 56, 86.)

—

Cross-references. Punishment for misdemeanor,
by taxpayer, see § 26-4009.

see

§

27-2506.

Penalty for

false oath

92-9902. Failure to
ports.

False affidavit.

pay

license tax

—Any person

on carbonic gas, or to make

wilfully failing or refusing to

re-

make

the reports and remittances required in section 92-805, relating to license

taxes on carbonic gas and substitutes therefor, shall be guilty of a mis-

demeanor; and any person wilfully making a
report required shall be guilty of perjury.
92-9903.

Any

person

Nonpayment

who

false affidavit as to

(Acts 1927,

of license fee, etc.,

by

any

p. 65.)

dealers in machinery.

—

shall violate the provisions of section 92-1308, providing

a license fee for manufacturers of

and dealers

machinery therein specified, and requiring registration of agents authorized to sell such machinery, etc., shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1927, p. 78.)
in

:

Public Revenue.
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92-9904.

person

Nonpayment

who

of license tax

§92-9909

by sewing-machine

shall violate the provisions

of

section

dealers.

—Any

92-1311, providing

sewing-machine dealers and their agents, and requiring them to furnish to the Comptroller General a list of their authorized
agents, and requiring all sewing-machine agents to register their nai
with the ordinaries of the counties in which they operate, to exhibit
their licenses, etc., shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1927, p. 90.)
license taxes for

92-9905. Failure of motor-fuel distributor to register.
distributor

who

shall fail to register, or

—Any

make monthly

motor-fuel

returns, or give

bond, or pay the tax, as provided in sections 92-1401 to 92-1408, relating
to taxes on motor fuels, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. ("Acts 1927,
pp. 104, 108.)

—

law relating to. Any
person who shall fail to do any act required by sections 92-1401 to
92-1408, relating to taxes on motor fuels, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1927, pp. 104, 108.)
92-9906. Motor-fuel distributors, violation of

92-9907. Failing to register or

pay

specific or occupation taxes

;

dis-

—Any

person failing to register with the ordinary, as
required in section 92-2104, relating to the time and manner of paying
specific and occupation taxes, or, having registered, failing to pay the
special tax as therein required, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and on
position of fines.

conviction shall be fined not less than double the tax, or be imprisoned
as prescribed

by section 27-2506, or both,

in the discretion of the court.

One-half of such fine shall be applied to the payment of the tax and the
other to the fund of fines and forfeitures for the use of the officers of
the court: Provided, that in all counties where the officers of the superior court, or city court, are or

may

basis, the other half of the fine shall

counties and shall

hereafter be

upon the salary

be paid into the treasury of such

become the property

of

such counties. (Acts 1931,

Extra. Sess., pp. 76, 89.)
92-9908. Counterfeiting cigarette stamps, or using or possessing counterfeit

stamps.

— Each

of the following acts

is

hereby declared to be

a

felony and punishable by imprisonment in the penitentiary for not less

than one nor more than four years,

viz.

(a)

Forging or counterfeiting any cigar or cigarette stamp.

(b)

Using knowingly and intentionally any such forged or counter-

feit

stamp.

(c)

Having

in

possession knowingly and

intentionally

forged or counterfeit stamp. (Acts 1931, Extra. Sess.,
92-9909. Offenses in violation of cigar

able as for misdemeanor.
a

— Each

misdemeanor and punishable

fine shall

(a)

17.)

and cigarette tax law punish-

of the following acts

as such:

p.

any such

is

declared to be

Provided, that the

minimum

be $25 in case of conviction:

Selling or offering for sale at wholesale or at retail any cigars or

cigarettes, without first

having procured a license as a wholesale dealer

or a retail dealer, accordingly as the case

may

be:

Provided, neverthe-

Public Revenue.
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that in the case of purchases of .stocks in bulk the purchaser

may

§92-9909
loss,

operate under the license of the seller for 10 days, pending- the applicator and the grant of a license to such buyer, and that in case of the
dissolution of a partnership by death the surviving partner

may

operate

under the license of the partnership until the time of its expiration, and
the heirs or legal representatives of deceased persons, and receivers and
trustees in bankruptcy appointed by any competent authority, may operate under the license of the person, firm or corporation so succeeded
in possession by such heir, representative, receiver or trustee in bankruptcy.

engaged in interstate commerce any cigars or cigarettes without the stamp or stamps
provided for in Chapter 92-22 first being affixed and canceled.
(b)

Selling, except as a licensed wholesale dealer

(c)

Violation of any of the provisions of Chapter 92-22.

(d)

Violation of any lawful rule or regulation

made and published

by the State Revenue Commission under said Chapter.
(e)

Using any stamp more than once.

Removing, erasing, altering, or defacing the cancellation mark
or marks on any stamp, or having in possession any stamp on which the
(f)

cancellation

mark has been removed,

erased, altered or defaced.

Refusing to allow, on demand, the State Revenue Commission
or any officer or agent thereof to make a full inspection of any place of
business where cigars or cigarettes are sold or in any other way hindering or preventing such inspection.
(g)

(h)

Using any

artful

device or deceptive practice to conceal any

violation of Chapter 92-22 or to mislead the State
or

any agent

of

such Commission

or to defraud the State of
(i)

Possession by any

(j)

Making any

its

Revenue Commission

enforcement of said Chapter,

in the

revenue.

any place of business of any
cigars or cigarettes, unless the same shall have the proper stamps attached, or unless the same bear the retail dealer's entry of receipt in the
manner provided for in section 92-2203, and 24 hours from the date of
such entry of receipt shall not have expired.
retail dealer in

false entry of receipt

on any package or container of

cigars or cigarettes.
(k)

Failure of any retail dealer or his agents or employees to pro-

demand

Revenue Commission, all invoices of all
cigars and/or cigarettes bought by him or received in his place of business within six months prior to said demand, unless he can show by
satisfactory proof that the nonproduction of said invoices was due to
providential or other causes beyond his control.
duce, on

of the State

Making, using, or presenting or exhibiting to the State Revenue
Commission or any agent of the State Revenue Commission any invoice of cigars and/or cigarettes which bears an untrue date or falsely
states the nature or quantity of the goods invoiced under section 92-2213.
(1)

All agents, employees, and others

who

aid,

abet, or otherwise par-

Chapter 92-22 or in any of the offenses hereunder punishable shall be guilty and punishable as principals to the same extent as any wholesale dealer or retail dealer violatticipate in

any wise

in the violation of

,

Public Revenue.
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§

ing the said Chapter might be. (Acts 1931, Extra,

p.

i

92-9913

17;

1931,

PP. 7, 34.)

unstamped

92-9910. Receiving shipment of

cigars, etc.

— Any

person,

who shall receive in this State an}' shipment of
when the same are not stamped as required by Chap-

firm, or corporation

cigars or cigarettes
ter 92-22,

and knowing the same to be not so stamped,

for the purpi

and with the intention of violating the provisions of that Chapter, and to
avoid payment of the taxes, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. ("Acts 1931
Extra. Sess.,

p. 19.)

carrier

—

Evading motor carriers tax; disposition of fines. Any motor
or any person acting for him, who shall operate any motor vehicle
,

92-9911.

made

subject to the tax laid under Chapter 92-29 without having

a return

thereof to the Comptroller General and/or without having paid the tax

who

more passengers upon any passengercarrying vehicle than the number shown in his tax receipt, or who shall
carry any greater Aveight of goods or vehicles than that shown upon his
tax receipt, or who shall use any vehicle for the carriage of passengers or
goods otherwise than upon the route or in the territory or upon the trips
shown in his tax receipt, or who shall resort to any other method, plan,
laid thereunder, or

or

way

shall in

shall carry

of evading or attempting to evade the tax therein laid, or

any wise

who

assist or participate therein, shall, in addition to other

penalties laid therein, be guilty of a misdemeanor.

One-half the fine, not exceeding $25, shall be paid to any sheriff or
other law-enforcement officer or to any representative of the Comptroller
General or of the Public Service Commission or of the State Highway
Department instituting the prosecution, the same to be paid out of the
fine and in the event that the same is paid to any representative of the
Comptroller General or the Public Service Commission or the State
Highway Department, the money so paid to such representative shall be
paid over by such representative to the Comptroller General. State
;

Highway Department,

or the Public Service Commission, to be added

to the funds devoted to the enforcement of Chapter 92-29
of this State relating to such

motor

carriers.

and other laws

(Acts 1931, Extra. Sess.,

pp. 63, 74.)
Cross-reference.

— Punishment

for misdemeanor, see

§

27-2506.

92-9912. Assisting in filing false income tax returns.

—Any person who

wilfully aids or assists in, or procures, counsels, or advises the preparation or presentation, under or in connection with any matter arising under Chapters 92-30 to 92-33, relating to income taxes, of a false or

fraudulent return, affidavit, claim, or document, shall (whether or not
such falsity or fraud is with the knowledge or consent of the person authorized or required to present such return, affidavit, claim, or docu-

ment) be guilty

misdemeanor, and, upon conviction thereof, shall
be fined not more than $1,000, or imprisoned for not more than six
months, or both, and shall be required to pay the costs of prosecution.
of a

(Acts 1931, Extra. Sess.,

p. 56.)

92-9913. Advising disregard of income tax regulations.

— Any

person
to evade the income tax provided for in Chapters 92-30
to 92-33, shall wilfully advise the preparation or presentation of a return

who, with intent

—
§

Public Revenue.

92-9914
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with intentional disregard of rules and regulations of the State Revenue
Commission shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction shall
be fined not less than $100 nor more than $500, or imprisoned not more
than six months, or both. (Acts 1931, Extra. Sess., p. 57; 1931, pp. 7, 35.)
92-9914. Divulging information regarding

income taxes.

—An

offense

paragraph of section 92-3216, prohibiting the divulging
oi information concerning income taxes, shall be punished by a fine of
not exceeding $1,000, or by imprisonment not exceeding one year, or
both, at the discretion of the court; and if the offender is an officer or
employee of the State, he shall be dismissed from office and be incapable
of holding any public office in this State for a period of five years there-

against the

first

(Acts 1931, Extra. Sess.,

after.

p. 57.)

92-9915. Failure of head of department, etc., to

— Should

pay

fees into State

head of any department, commission,
bureau, or other branch or agency of the State Government required by

treasury.

the

official

Chapter 92-36 to collect and pay into the State treasury

moneys, fees,
etc., they are authorized by law to collect for the support of such department, commission, etc., violate any of the provisions of that Chapter, he shall, upon conviction, be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and
shall be thereafter ineligible to hold such office. (Acts 1927, pp. 311,
all

313.)

92-9916.

Tax

collector failing to keep cash book.

— County tax

tors failing or refusing to keep a cash book, as prescribed

by sections

92-4902 to 92-4905 shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1910,

Tax

92-9917. (276 P. C.)

—

collec-

p. 123.)

collector collecting tax before giving bond,

any tax collector shall collect, or attempt to collect, any tax
before he has given, and had approved, the necessary bond and security,
and taken the oaths of office, he shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Cobb,
etc.

If

1026.)
Cross-reference.

92-9918.

Any

—Tax

collectors' bonds, see

Chapter 92-48.

(277 P. C.) Refusal of tax receiver to receive returns, etc.

who

any return of taxes when
properly tendered in the presence of a witness and within the time the law
requires, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
tax receiver

Cross-reference.

— Time

shall refuse to receive

and manner

of

making returns

to

tax

receiver,

see

Chapter 92-62.

92-9919. (279 P. C.) Failure to have returned

and to

property unlawfully exempted by county authorities.

who

shall fail to

have returned for taxation

all

collect taxes

on

—Any tax receiver

property required by law

to be returned for taxation, in violation of the provisions of section

92-6203, and any tax collector failing to collect taxes assessed on

all

such

property, as required by that section, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.

(Acts 1889,

p. 35.)

92-9920. (278 P. C.) Failure of tax receiver to administer oath to tax-

payer.

—Any receiver of tax returns who shall

fail

to actually administer

Public Revenue.
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§92-9921

the oath to taxpayers as required by section 92-6217, shall be guilty of
a misdemeanor.
Cross-reference.

(Acts 1909, pp. 36, 74.)

— Penalty

for false oath of taxpayer, see

92-9921. (268 P. C.) False reports

who

shall

make out

by section 92-4911

§

26-4009.

by tax collectors.— Any tax

collector

a false return of the matters required to be reported

shall be guilty of false

as prescribed in section 26-4004.

PUBLIC ROADS:
PUBLIC SAFETY,

swearing and

(Acts 1892,

shall be

punished

p. 89.)

See Title 95, Roads, Bridges, and Ferries.
offenses against:

See Title

ishment, Chapter 26-73.

PUBLIC SCHOOLS:

See Title

32,

Education.

26,

Crimes and Pun-

TITLE

93.

PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION.
Chap.

Sec.

Meaning

of terms

93-101

93-

1.

93-

2.

Creation: domicile; election, qualifications, salaries,
bers

93-

3.

Jurisdiction, powers,

93-

4.

Rights, duties,

93-

5.

93-99.

etc.,

of

mem93-201

and duties

93-301
93-401

liabilities, etc., of railroads, etc

Hearings, etc

93-501

Crimes

93-9901

CROSS-REFERENCES.
Motor transportation:
See also Title

See Title

68,

Motor Vehicles, Chapter

68-5 et seq.

Railroads; Title 104, Telegraph and Telephone Companies.

94,

CHAPTER 93-1. MEANING OF TERMS.
Sec.
93-101.

"Railroad corporation" and
"railroad

93-101.

company"

defined.

(2642) "Railroad corporation" and "railroad

— The term

"railroad corporation," or "railroad

company"

defined.

company," contained

in

deemed and taken to mean all corporations, companies,
owning or operating or which may hereafter own or operate

this Title, shall be

or individuals

any

and the provisions of this
Title shall apply to all persons, firms, and companies, and to all associations of persons, whether incorporated or otherwise, that shall do business as common carriers upon any of the lines of railroad in this State,

whole or

railroad, in

as well

as

to

in part, in this State,

(Acts 1878-9,

corporations herein mentioned.

railroad

p. 125.)

CHAPTER

CREATION; DOMICILE; ELECTION, QUALIFICATIONS, SALARIES, ETC., OF MEMBERS.
93-2.

Sec.
93-201.

Sec.

number

Creation;
sioners;

of commiselection; terms of

office.

93-202.

Qualifications

93-203.

Commission.
Oath of office.

of

how

members

Vacancies;
Suspension

93-206.

from office.
Chairman; election;
office;

of

salary.

Employees and

filled,

com-

officials;

pensation.
93-208.

Salaries.

93-209.

Payment

of

salaries

and

penses; Public Service
mission Fund.

93-205.

93-204.

of

93-207.

93-210.

commissioner

ex-

Com-

Appropriation of public service
corporation fees to payment
of salaries, expenses, etc.

term

of

93-211.

Domicile
mission.

and

office

of

Com-

Puklic Service Commission.
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93-201. (2615, 2616, 2621)
tion; terms of office.
sist of five

State

who

Creation;

number

of

g V, 2

commissioners;

—The Georgia Public Service Commission

members

by the

to be elected

election of Governor.

elec-

shall con-

whole
the General Assembly, said

qualified voters of the

members of
same rules and

are entitled to vote for

election to be held under the

A

regulations as apply to the

The commissioners, who

shall give their entire

time to the duties of their office, shall be elected at the general election
next preceding the expiration of the terms of office of the respective incumbents their terms of office shall be six years, and shall expire on
;

December

1.

(Acts 1878-9,

p.

125; 1906, p. 100; 1907, p. 72; 1919, pp. 92.

93; 1922, pp. 143, 144.)

—

Cross-references. Power of General Assembly to regulate railroad tariffs, see
Const., Art. IV, Sec. II, Par. I (§ 2-2501).
Provisions applicable to elections for
Governor, etc., see § 34-2101. Qualification of voters, see Const., Art. II, Sec. I

(Chapter

2-6).

—

Editorial Note.
Sections 2615 and 2616 of the Code of 1910 provided that the
office of the railroad commissioners (now the members of the Georgia
Public Service Commission) should be six years; that there should be five such
commissioners; and that their terms of office should expire as follows: one on
December 1, 1909, two on December 1, 1911, and two on December 1, 1913. Section 3 of Acts 1918, p, 154, as amended by Acts 1921, p. 232, purported to change
the law in this respect by providing that the terms of office of the commissioners
and other officials should begin on the first day of January next after they were
elected.
This section, however, was held unconstitutional in 155/377 (116 S. E.
823). Therefore, the terms of office of the Public Service Commissioners are
still governed by sections 2615 and 2616 of the Code of 1910, the provisions of
which have been embodied in the above section. See 160/189 (127 S. E. 612).

terms of

members

93-202. (2620) Qualifications of

of

Commission.

— The

com-

missioners shall not, jointly or severally, or in any way, be the holders of
any railroad stock or bonds, or be agents or employees of any railroad

any way in any railroad or other corporation under the jurisdiction of the Commission, and shall so continue
during the term of office; and in case any commissioner becomes disqualified in any way, he' shall at once remove the disqualification or resign, and on failure so to do he must be suspended from office by the
Governor and dealt with as hereinafter provided. Any person 30 years
of age, who is qualified to vote as an elector, and who is not directly or
indirectly interested in any mercantile business or any corporation that
is controlled by or that participates in the benefit of any pool, combination, trust, contract, or arrangement that has the effect of increasing or

company, or have any

interest in

tends to increase the cost to the public of carriage, heat, light, power,
or of any commodity or merchandise sold to the public, shall be eligible
to
in

membership on said Commission, without reference to his experience
law or railway business. (Acts 1878-9, pp. 125, 126; 1907, p. 72.)
Cross-references.

of

Governor to

erally, see

§

fill

—Suspension

of commissioner from office, see § 93-205. Power
vacancies, see § 40-301.
Qualifications of public officers gen-

89-101 et seq.

—

Oath of office. The commissioners shall take an oath
framed by the Governor. (Acts 1878-9, pp. 125, 126.)

93-203. (2619)
of office, to be

93-204. (2617) Vacancies;

how

filled.

—In

case of a vacancy in the

Commission causing an unexpired term, the same

shall be filled

by execu-

appointment, and the person appointed shall hold his office until the
next regular general election and until his successor for the balance of the
unexpired term shall have been elected and qualified. (Acts 1906, p. 100.)
tive

Cross-reference.

— Power

of

Governor

to

fill

vacancies, see

§

40-301.

Public Service Commission.

§93-205
93-205.
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2620) Suspension of commissioner from

(2618,

office.

—Any

commissioner may be suspended from office by order of the Governor,
who shall report the fact of such suspension and the reason therefor to
the next General Assembly and if a majority of each branch of the General Assembly declare that said commissioner shall be removed from
office, his term of office shall expire.
In any case of suspension the Governor may fill the vacancy until the suspended commissioner is restored
or removed. (Acts 1878-9, p. 125.)
;

Cross-reference.

93-206.

— Commissioner
Commission

—

§

93-202.

It shall

be

from its membership a chairman,
a term of two years, and who shall give
his office, and who shall receive therefor

to elect

shall hold the position for

his entire

disqualified for office, see

if

(2622) Chairman; election; term of office; salary.

the duty of the

who

suspended

time to the duties of

during his term as chairman a salary of $5,000 per annum, to be paid
from the State treasury. (Acts 1907, pp. 72, 74; 1919, pp. 92, 93; 1922,
pp. 143, 144; 1931, pp. 7,41.)

—

Employees and officials; compensation. The Commission shall have power to employ during its pleasure such officers, experts, engineers, statisticians, accountants, inspectors, clerks and employees as it may deem necessary to carry out the provisions of this law,
or to perform the duties and exercise the powers conferred by law upon
The compensation of such officials and all other emthe Commission.
ployees shall be fixed by the Commission at such sum as it may deem
93-207.

(2623)

reasonable and proper. (Acts 1907, pp. 72, 74; 1922, p. 144.)
Editorial Note.
By section 100 of the Reorganization Act (Acts 1931, pp. 7, 42)
the ofHce of attorney for the Public Service Commission as prescribed by § 2624
of the Code of 1910 "vyas abolished and the duties of such office vested in the Department of Law. As to disposition of other sections of the Reorganization Act,

—

see editorial note preceding Part

93-208. (2621, 2670)

I

Salaries.

of Title 40, Executive

—The

cept the chairman, shall be $3,600 per

The

ury of the State.
$3,000 per annum.

Department.

salary of each commissioner, ex-

annum,

salary of the secretary of

(Acts 1907, pp. 72, 81

;

from the treasthe Commission shall be

to be paid

1919, pp. 92-95; 1922, pp. 143,

144. 146; 1931, pp. 7, 41.)
Cross-reference.

— Office

of

Commission, see

§ 93-211.

Payment of salaries and expenses; Public Service CommisFund. The salaries as fixed by the Commission for the officers,

93-209.

—

sion

experts, engineers, statisticians, accountants, inspectors, clerks and other

employees and as
monthly from the
being approved by
mission pursuant

fixed

by the law

for

commissioners shall be paid

funds provided for the use of the Commission after
the Commission. All expenses incurred by the Comto the provisions of law, including the actual and
necessary traveling and other expenses and disbursements of the commissioners, and of officers and employees, incurred while on business of
the Commission, shall be paid from the funds provided for the use of
the

Commission

after being

approved by the Commission.

The

neces-

sary expenses of conducting the business of said Commission and the
salaries of said commissioners shall be provided for by appropriations

made

for said purposes.

The funds

assessed and collected as provided in

section 93-210 shall be specially designated as the Public Service

Com-

Puhlic Service Commission.
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mission

Fund and

shall be

§ 93-211

expended only and exclusively as herein pro-

vided and directed. (Acts 1922,

p.

146; 1931, pp.

7, 41.)

93-210. Appropriation of public service corporation fees to

of salaries, expenses, etc.

porations or

—There shall

be paid by

all

payment

public service

(

'Ot-

subject to the jurisdiction of the Public Service

utilities,

Commission, a special fee in addition to those now required by law. Such
fee shall be fixed by the Comptroller General upon each of such public
service corporations or utilities according to the value of

by the

its

property,

preceding State tax assessment, and shall be
apportioned among such public service corporations or utilities, upon
the basis of such valuation, so as to produce a revenue of $70,000 per
annum, or so much thereof as may be necessary, which shall be paid on
or before the 20th day of January in each year. The Comptroller General shall notify each public service corporation or utility of the State of
the amount due by it under the provisions of this law, not later than December 1 of each year, and said fee shall be paid to the State Treasurer
on or before the 20th day of January as above provided such sum of
$70,000, or so much thereof as may be necessary, is hereby appropriated and set aside for the purpose of paying the salaries, compensation,
as ascertained

last

;

members and
Attorney General assigned to the Commis-

costs and expenses of the Public Service Commission,

employees, and the assistant

its

and no other sum shall be appropriated therefor. In case of default
payment by any public service corporation, company or person the fee

sion,
in

provided for in this section, the Comptroller General shall proceed to collect the

same

(Acts 1922,

p.

in the

same manner

145; 1931, pp.

as franchise taxes are

now

collected.

7, 41.)

—How franchises
Note.—That portion of

Cross-reference.

taxed, see

§

92-2301 et seq.

section 99 of the Reorganization Act (Acts
41) continuing in effect the above section relating to assessments
against public utility corporations for the support of the Public Service Commission and providing that such fees, etc., shall be paid into the State treasury, is not
codified herein.

Editorial

1931, pp.

7,

—

and office of Commission. The domicile
Commission is hereby fixed at the Capital, and no

93-211. (2625, 2627) Domicile
of the Public Service

court of this State, other than those of Fulton county, shall have or take
jurisdiction in any suit or proceeding brought or instituted against said
Commission or on account of any of its orders or rules. The Commission shall be furnished with necessary furniture and stationery and an
office to

be kept at Atlanta. (Acts 1878-9,

125; 1905,

p.

p.

95;

1907,

pp. 72, 80.)
Cross-reference.

CHAPTER

—Venue

93-3.

of civil cases in law, see

JURISDICTION, POWERS,

Sec.
93-301.

3-201.

§

AND

DUTIES.

Sec.

Investigation of books and
papers of railroad companies;
examination of agents and

employees.

93-304.

Powers and

93.305.

Express and telegraph compan es uncj er Commission's con-

duties extended to
street railroads.
j

93-302.

93-303.

Regulation

of

trol.

transportation

of freight.

93-306.

Regulation of charges.

Power over

93-307.

Jurisdiction of Commission.

93-308.

Further powers.

railroads.

contracts between

;

Puklic Service Commission.

§93-301
Sec

Sec.

93-309.

93-310.

Duty
Duty

oi

Commission.

to

make

93-315.

rates.

93-312.

Publication of rates.
Investigation of through rates.

93-313.

Report of improper charges to

93-31*.

93-316.

93 " 317

Report of improper charges to

Commerce

Interstate
mission,

93-301.

Attorney General to represent
Public Service Commission.
Inspection of railroads by
Commission.
<

railroad officials.

93-314

'

Dut y

to fix storage char £ es

93-318.

Reports of Commission.

93-319.

Imparting

-

information to
others by public service commissioners prohibited.

Com-

(2633) Investigation of books and papers of railroad com-

panies: examination of agents and employees.
the

2438

Commission

It shall

books and papers

to investigate the

companies doing business

—

of all the railroad

State, to ascertain

in this

be the duty of

if

the rules and

Commission have been complied with, and to make
personal visitation to railroad offices, stations, and other places of business for the purpose of examinations, and to make rules and regulations
concerning such examinations, which rules and regulations shall be observed and obeyed as the other rules and regulations of the Commission
said Commission shall also have full power and authority to examine all
agents and employees of said railroad companies, and other persons, unregulations of the

der oath or otherwise, in order to procure the necessary information to
make just and reasonable freight and passenger rates, and to ascertain

whether such rules and regulations are observed or violated, and to make
necessary and proper rules and regulations concerning such examination,
which rules and regulations shall be obeyed and enforced as all other rules
and regulations provided for in this Title. (Acts 1878-9, p. 125.)

— Compelling

witnesses as to rebates and underbilling, see
hearings, see § 93-502.
Hearings, etc., before allowing
bond issues, see § 93-414. Power of Public Service Commission to regulate
motor vehicle transportation, see Title 68, Motor Vehicles, Chapter 68-5 et seq.
General supervision of Public Service Commission over Western and Atlantic
Railroad, see note under § 91-201.
Cross-references.

§

93-506.

Procedure

in

—

Regulation of transportation of freight. The Georgia
Public Service Commission is hereby vested with full power and authority to make, prescribe, and enforce all such reasonable rules, regulations, and orders as may be necessary in order to compel and require the
several railroad companies in this State to promptly receive, receipt for,
forward, and deliver to destination all freight of every character which
may be tendered or received by them for transportation; and as well
such reasonable rules, regulations, and orders as may be necessary to
compel and require prompt delivery to the consignee of all freights, on
arrival at destination. (Acts 1905, p. 120; 1922, pp. 143, 144.)
93-302. (2634)

—

Cross-references. Duty of railroad to receive passengers and goods, see
§§ 18-202, 18-301.
Bound for delay, etc., see § 18-311. Must receive live stock, see
18-302.
Must receive freight tendered in cars from connecting roads, see
§
Power to regulate transportation by motor vehicles, see Title 68, Motor
§ 18-504.
Vehicles, Chapter 68-5 et seq.

93-303.

^2638)

Power over

'

contracts between railroads.

—All contracts

and agreements between railroad companies doing business in this State,
as to freight and passenger rates, shall be submitted to the Public Service
Commission for inspection and correction, that it may be seen whether or
not they are in violation of the law, of the Constitution, of this Title, or
of the rules and regulations of the Commission and all arrangements and
;

Public Service Commission.
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agreements whatever as to the division of earnings of any kind
peting railroad companies doing business in this State, shall be submitted
to said commissioners for inspection and approval, in so far as they affect rules and regulations made by said commissioners to
ecure to all
persons doing business with said companies just and reasonable freight
and passenger rates; and said Commission may make such rules and
ulations as to such contracts and agreements as may be then dee:
necessary and proper, and any such agreements not approved by such
Commission, or by virtue of which rates shall be charged exceeding the
rates fixed for freight and passengers shall be deemed to be violation
Article IV, Section II, Paragraph IV, of the Constitution (§ 2-2504;, and
shall be illegal and void. (Acts 1878-9, p. 125.)
!,

i

—

Cross-references. Contracts restricting competition illegal and void, see Const.,
Railroads must sell tickets of connecting
Art. IV, Sec. II, Par. IV (§ 2-2504).
Conroads, see § 18-501 ; must place tickets with connecting roads, see § 18-502.
tracts between corporations having officers in common, see § 22-708.

—

Powers and duties extended to street railroads. The
powers and duties conferred by law prior to August 23, 1907, upon the
Public Service Commission and its authority and control shall extend to
93-304. (2662)

street railroads

and

street railroad corporations,

and companies or per-

Prosons owning, leasing, or operating street railroads in this State
vided, however, that nothing herein shall be construed to impair any
:

contract between any municipality and any

valid

such company

in

force on that date: and Provided, that this section shall not operate to

repeal any municipal ordinance existing on such date

;

nor shall

it

im-

any municipality, made
or adopted since that date, as to the public uses of such company, that
shall receive the assent of the Public Service Commission to docks and
wharves, and corporations, companies, or persons owning, leasing, or
operating the same; to terminals or terminal stations, and corporations.
companies, or persons owning, leasing, or operating the same to cotton
compress corporations or associations, and persons or companies owning, leasing, or operating the same and to telegraph or telephone corporations, companies, or persons owning, leasing, or operating a public
telephone service or telephone lines in this State; to gas and electric
light and power companies, corporations, or persons owning, leasing, or
operating public gas plants or electric light and power plants furnishing
pair nor invalidate

any contract or ordinance

of

;

;

;

service to the public.

p.

73; 1908,

p.

67; 1922, pp. 143, 144.)

—

Control over acquisition, by electric railroads, of like com94-1015. Navigation companies may build wharves, etc., see § 17-212.
or sale of electricity, see § 22-722.

Cross-references.
panies, see

Rent

(Acts 1907,

§

Editorial Note.— By Acts 1919, p. 94, there was added to this section: -Provided, that the above provision, to wit: 'that nothing herein shall be construed to
impair any valid, subsisting contract now in existence between any municipality

and any such company,' shall not apply to any suburban and street" railroad company which has its principal office and operates lines of railroads in counties having a population of not less than 75,000 and not more than 125,000 population."
93-305.
control.

—

(2660) Express and telegraph companies under Commission's
All companies or persons owning, controlling, or operating a

express or telegraph, which are in whole or in part in
this State, shall be under the control of the Public Service Commission
line or lines of

which

shall

company

have

full

power

to regulate the prices to be

or persons owning, controlling, or operating

charged by any
any such line or

Public Service Commission.

§93-306
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any service performed by such company or persons, and all the
powers given to said Commission over railroads in this State, and all the
penalties prescribed against railroad companies or persons operating
railroads, are hereby declared to be of force against corporations, companies, or a person or persons owning, controlling, or operating a line
or lines of express or telegraph, doing business in this State, whose line
or lines is or are. wholly or in part, in this State, so far as said provisions
can be made applicable thereto. The said Commission shall also have
power and authority to require said companies to locate agencies at raillines, for

road stations. (Act's 1890-1,

151; 1922, pp. 143, 144.)
Their
Cross-references. Incorporation of express companies, see § 41-101.
general corporate powers, see § 41-104.
Incorporation of telegraph companies,
p.

—

see

§

104-101.

93-306.

Construction of telegraph or telephone

(2661) Regulation

of

charges.

—The

lines, see § 104-205.

powers

of

the

Public

Service Commission to regulate charges by corporations, companies,

and persons referred to

preceding section, shall apply only to
charges for transportation by express from one point to another in this
State, and to messages sent by telegraph from one point to another in
this State. (Acts 1890-1, pp. 151, 152.)
in the

93-307. (2663) Jurisdiction of

Commission.

—The Public Service Com-

mission shall have the general supervision of all common carriers, railroads, express corporations or companies, street railroads, railroad corporations or companies, dock or wharfage corporations or companies,
terminal or terminal station corporations or companies, telephone and
telegraph corporations or companies within this State, gas or electric
light and power companies within this State
and while it may hear
;

complaints, yet the Commission

authorized to perform the duties iminitiative, and to require all common carriers
is

posed upon it of its own
and other public service companies under its supervision to establish and
maintain such public service and facilities as may be reasonable and just,

by general rules or by special orders in particular cases, and to
require such publication by common carriers, in newspapers of towns
through which their lines extend, of their schedules as may be reasonable and which the public convenience demands. Said Commission shall
have authority to examine into the affairs of said companies and corporations and to keep informed as to their general condition, their capitalization, t&eir franchises, and the manner in which their lines, owned,
leased, or controlled, are managed, conducted, and operated, not only
with respect to the adequacy, security, and accommodation afforded by
their service to the public and their employees, but also with reference
to their compliance with all provisions of law, orders of the Commission,
and charter requirements. Said Commission shall have the power and
authority, whenever it deems advisable, to prescribe, establish, and order a uniform system of accounts to be used by railroads and other
corporations over which it has jurisdiction, the same to be as far as
practicable in conformity with the system of accounts prescribed by
the Interstate Commerce Commission to examine all books, contracts,
records, papers, and documents of any person or corporation subject to
its supervision, and compel the production thereof.
Said Commission
shall have the power, through any one or more of its members, at its
direction, to make personal visitation to the offices and places of busi-

either

;

Public Service Commission.
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§93-309

ness of said companies for the purpose of examination, and such commissioner or commissioners shall have full power and authority to ex-

companies under oath, or otherorder to procure information deemed by the commissioners

amine the agents and employees
wise, in

of said

necessary to their work or of value to the public: Provided, that nothing in this section shall be so construed as to repeal or abrogate any
existing law or rule of the Commission as to notice or hearings to persons, railroads, or other corporations interested in the rates, or in the

promulgated by said Commission before the
repeal the law of this State as to notice by pub-

orders, rules, or regulations

same are

issued, nor to

lication of a

change

in rates.

(Acts 1907, pp. 72, 75

;

1922, pp. 143, 144.)

—

Use of corporate funds
Cross-references. Improper dividends, see § 22-713.
Commissioners may compel witnesses, see
for personal purposes, see § 22-723.
Rent or sale of electricity, see § 22-722. Powers of express companies,
§ 93-506.
see § 41-104. Powers of telegraph companies, see § 104-201. Construction of telegraph or telephone lines, see § 104-205. Power to regulate transportation by
motor vehicles, see Title 68, Motor Vehicles, Chapter 68-5 et seq.
93-308. (2664) Further powers.

—The Public Service

Commission shall
construction and the

have power and authority to ascertain the cost of
present value of properties in Georgia owned by said corporations or
companies, and to that end may employ necessary experts to prescribe
rules with reference to spurtracks and sidetracks, with reference to their
use and construction, removal, or change, with full power to compel
service to be furnished to manufacturing plants, warehouses, and similar
places of business along the line of railroads, where practicable and where
;

judgment of the Commission the business is sufficient to justify the
same, and on such terms and conditions as the Commission may prescribe; to order and compel the operation of sufficient and proper passenger service when in its judgment inefficient or insufficient service is
being rendered the public or any community; to order and compel the
making and operation of physical connection between lines of railroads
crossing or intersecting each other, or entering the same incorporated
town or city, when in its judgment practicable and to the interest of the
public; to fix penalties for neglect on the part of railroad companies to
adjust overcharges and losses, or failure to decline to do so, if deemed
unjust, in a reasonable time; to prescribe rules and penalties covering
and requiring the prompt receipt, carriage, and delivery of freight, the
prompt furnishing of cars to shippers desiring to ship freight, and to
prescribe rules and penalties for the transfer of cars through yards of
connecting roads; to order the erection of depots and stations where it
deems the same necessary, and to order the appointment and service
thereat of depot or station agents; and to regulate schedules and compel connections at junction points of competing lines. (Acts 1907, pp. 72,
in the

76; 1922, pp. 143, 144.)

—

Cross-references. Authority of railroads to join their tracks, etc., see § 93-410.
is required of shipper ordering car, see § 93-408.
Railroads may cross each
other, see § 94-501. Station accommodations required, see § 18-213. Location and
terminal approach of railroads, see § 94-315.

What

93-309.

(2630)

Duty

of Commission.

—The

are just and reasonable rates and charges

is

power

to determine

vested exclusively in the

Public Service Commission; and the Commission shall

and just rates of freight and passenger

what

tariffs, to

make reasonable

be observed bv

all rail-

;

Public Service Commission.

§93-310
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on the railroads thereof;
shall make reasonable and just rules and regulations, to be observed by
all railroad companies doing business in this State, as to charges at any
and all points for the necessary handling and delivering of freights shall
make such just and reasonable rules and regulations as may be necessary
for preventing unjust discriminations in the transportation of freight and
passengers on the railroads in this State shall have the power to make
just and reasonable joint rates for all connecting railroads doing business
in this State, as to all traffic or business passing from one of said railroads to another: Provided, however, that before applying joint rates to
railroads that are not under the management and control of one and the
same company, the Commission shall give 30 days' notice to said railroad companies doing business

in this State,

;

;

roads of the joint rate contemplated, and of

its

division

between said

and give hearings to roads desiring to object to the same; shall
make reasonable and just rates of charge for use of railroad cars carrying any and all kinds of freight and passengers on said railroads, no matter by whom owned or carried; and shall make just and reasonable rules
and regulations, to be observed by said railroad companies on said railrailroads,

any rebate or bonus, directly or
indirectly, and the misleading or deceiving of the public in any manner as
Provided, that nothto the real rates charged for freight and passengers
ing in this Title contained shall be taken as in any manner abridging or
controlling the rates for freight charged by any railroad company in this
State for carrying freight which comes from or goes beyond the boundaries of the State, and on which less than local rates on any railroad
carrying the same are charged by such railroad. Said Commission shall
have full power, by rules and regulations, to designate and fix the difference in rates of freight and passenger transportation to be allowed
for longer and shorter distances on the same or different railroads, and
to ascertain what shall be the limits of longer and shorter distances, and
shall have power to require the location of such depots, and the establishment of such freight and passenger buildings, as the condition of the
railroad, the safety of freight, and the public comfort and convenience
may require, upon the giving to such railroad company to be affected
thereby the same notice as herein provided. (Acts 1878-9, p. 125 1889,
roads, to prevent the giving or paying of

:

;

p. 131

1907, p. 72; 1922, pp. 143, 144.)

;

—

Cross-references.
Power of Commission over contracts between railroads, see
Railroads must deliver freight to connecting lines, see § 93-409.
Railroads must sell tickets of connecting roads, see § 18-501; must place tickets with
connecting roads, see § 18-502. Railroad rebates prohibited, see Const., Art. IV,
Unjust discrimination forbidden, see § 93-407.
Sec. II, Par. V (8 2-2505;.
§

93-303.

93-310.
is

required to

in this

—

Duty to make rates. The Public Service Commission
make for each of the railroad corporations doing business

(2631)

State a schedule of just and reasonable rates of charges for trans-

portation of passengers and freights and cars on each of said railroads

and said schedule shall, in suits brought against any such corporation,
wherein is involved the charges of any such corporation for the transportation of any passenger or freight or cars or unjust discrimination in
relation thereto, be deemed and taken in all the courts as sufficient evi-

•

4

§ 93 - 3 1
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dence that the rates therein fixed are just and reasonable rates or ci
for the transportation of passengers and freights and ears upon the
roads

;

and said Commission

circumstances

rail-

from time to time and as often as the
(Acts
require, change and revise such schedules.

may

shall,

1878-9, p. 125; 1889, pp. 131, 138; 1922, pp. 143, 144.)
Cross-references.
sell

— Schedules

of rates as evidence, sec

tickets of connecting roads at fixed rate, see

93-504.

§

Railroads mu9t

18-501.

§

— When

any schedule shall ha
been made or revised as aforesaid, it shall be the duty of said Commission to give notice of such schedule, amendment or revision, by circulars,
tariff publications, its annual reports, or in such other manner and form
93-311. (2632) Publication of rates.

as
it

it

deems advisable or necessary. After the same

shall be the

duty of

all

shall be so published,

such railroad companies to post at

all

of their

respective stations, in a conspicuous place, a copy of said schedule for the

protection of the public

Provided, that the schedules thus prepared shall

:

not be taken as evidence as herein provided until schedules have been

prepared and published as aforesaid, for

all

the railroad companies now-

organized under the laws of this State, or that

may

be organized at the

such schedules purporting to be printed
and published as aforesaid shall be received and held in all such suits as
prima facie the schedules of such Commission, without further proof
than the production of the schedules desired to be used as evidence with

time of such publication

;

and

all

Commission that the same are true copies of the
schedules prepared by it for the railroad company or corporation therein
named, and that the same have been duly published as required by law.

a certificate of the

(Acts 1883,

p.

133; 1888, p. 37; 1889, pp. 131, 138; 1917, pp. 53, 54.)

Cross-reference.

93-312.

— Schedule

of rates as evidence, see

§

(2645) Investigation of through rates.

of the Public Service

Commission

93-504.

—

It shall

be the duty

to investigate thoroughly

all

through

from points out of Georgia to points in Georgia, and from
Georgia to points out of Georgia. (Acts 1890-1, p. 147; 1922,

freight rates

points in

pp. 143, 144.)

93-313. (2646) Report

Whenever

the

of

Commission

improper charges to railroad

finds that a

through

rate,

officials.

—

charged into or out

of Georgia, is in its opinion excessive or unreasonable, or discriminat-

ing in

its

nature,

Georgia to the

it

fact,

shall call the attention of the railroad officials in

and urge upon them the propriety of changing such

rate or rates. (Acts 1890-1, pp. 147, 148.)

—

Cross-references. Discriminations illegal, see
forbidden, see § 93-407.

§

93-411.

Unjust discriminations

93-314. (2647) Report of improper charges to Interstate

Commission.

—Whenever

such rates are not changed according to the

suggestion of the Public Service Commission,

Commission

Commerce

it

shall be the

duty

of the

whenever it can legally be done, to the
Interstate Commerce Commission, and to appeal to it for relief. (Acts
to present the facts,

1890-1, pp. 147, 148; 1922, pp. 143, 144.)

§

Public Service Commission.

93-315
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(264S) Attorney General to represent Public Service

93-315.

— In

Commis-

such work devolving upon the Public Service Commission,
it shall receive, upon application, the services of the Attorney General
of this State, and he shall also represent the Commission, whenever
called upon to do so, before the Interstate Commerce Commission. (Acts
sion.

all

1890-1, pp. 147, 148; 1922, pp. 143, 144.)

—

by Commission. The Public
shall inspect, by its members
made,
Service Commission, upon complaint
or through an agent, any railroad or any part of any railroad in this State,
and if the same is found in an unsafe or dangerous condition, it shall require the same to be put and kept in such condition as will render travel
over the same safe and expeditious reasonable time shall be given the
railroad authorities in which to accomplish the work or repairs required.
This section shall not limit or affect the liability of railroads in cases of
(2639) Inspection of railroads

93-316.

;

damage

to person or property.

(2649, 2650)

93-317.

Duty

(Acts 1890-1,

p.

150; 1922, pp. 143, 144.)

to fix storage charges.

—The Public Service

Commission is required to fix and prescribe a schedule of maximum
rates and charges for storage of freight to be made and charged by railroad companies doing business in this State, and to fix at what time
after the reception of freight at place of destination

storage shall begin.

The Commission

shall

such charges for

have power to vary the same

according to the value and character of the freight stored, the nature of
the place of destination, residence of consignee, and such other facts as
in its

judgment should be considered

in fixing the same.

visions prescribing the procedure of the

Commission

All of the proin fixing freight

and passenger tariffs, and hearing complaints of carriers and shippers,
and of altering and amending said tariffs, shall apply to the subject of
fixing and amending rates and charges for storage. (Acts 1890-1, p. 149;
1922, pp. 143, 144.)

—

Cross-references. When responsibility of carrier begins, see
roads' charge for storage, see § 93-404.

(2644) Reports of

93-318.

Commission
of its office,

may deem
p.

Commission.— It

18-306.

§

shall be the

make to the Governor annual reports of
and to recommend from time to time such
to

Rail-

duty of the

the transactions
legislation as

advisable under the provisions of this Title.

it

(Acts 1878-9,

125; 1889, p. 133.)

(2665) Imparting information to others

by public service commissioners prohibited. No public service commissioner or employee of
the Public Service Commission shall disclose or impart to anyone, except
when legally called upon by a court of competent jurisdiction, any fact,
knowledge of which was obtained in his official capacity from or through
any proceeding filed with the said Public Service Commission under sec93-319.

—

tion 93-414

:

Provided, that this shall not apply to such facts or informa-

tion obtained through public hearings or such as are not confidential in
their nature.

(Acts 1907, pp.

—

72, 77) 1922, pp. 143, 144.)

Cross-references. Penalty for violation, see § 93-9902.
investigations as to issuance of stocks and bonds, etc., see

Authority for holding
§

93-414.

—
Puhltc Service Commission.
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CHAPTER

§

93-404

RIGHTS, DUTIES, LIABILITIES, ETC.,

93-4.

OF RAILROADS, ETC.
Sec.

Sec.

Penalty for failure of railroad

93-401.

Railroads may

93-410.

officers to report, etc.

Duplicate freight receipts.
rebates
Discriminations
and

93-402.
93-403.

prohibited.
93-404.

Railroads not to charge storage greater than that fixed.

93-405.

Remedy

for violations

by

their

93-411.

Discriminations

93-412.

Application of the foregoing.

93-413.

-Injuries

93-414.

Approval

illegal.

resulting from
tion of rules; actions.
of

corporate

viola-

securi-

railties.

roads.
93-406.

Extortion by railroads forbid-

93-407.

Unjust

93-408.

Shippers, requirements

93-409.

Railroads

den.

discrimination

join

tracks, etc.

93-415.

Liability for unlawful acts.

93-416.

Penalties;
cover.

93-417.

Penalties

93-418.

Cumulative remedies.

forbid-

den.

to

applicable to
orders of Commission.

of.

required to deliver
freight to connecting lines.

proceedings

re-

all

Disposi-

tion of fines.

93-401. (2654) Penalty for failure of railroad officers to report, etc.

Every

agent, or employee of any railroad company,

officer,

make and

wilfully neglect or refuse to

who

shall

furnish any report required by

the Public Service Commission, as necessary to the purposes of this Title,
or

who

shall wilfully

and unlawfully hinder, delay, or obstruct said Com-

mission in the discharge of the duties imposed upon it by this Title, shall
forfeit and pay a sum of not less than $100, nor more than $5,000, for each
offense, to be recovered in an action in the name of the State. (Acts
1878-9, p. 125.)

—

Cross-references. Trial of cases where State
as plaintiff in penal action, see § 3-103.

is

93-402. (2643) Duplicate freight receipts.
this State, shall,
in

which

a party, see

—All

§

81-1005.

State

railroad companies in

on demand, issue duplicate freight receipts to shippers,

shall be stated the class or classes of freight shipped, the freight

charges over the road giving the receipt, and so far as practicable shall
state the freight charges over other roads that carry said freight. When
the consignee presents the railroad receipt to the agent of the railroad
that delivers such freight, such agent shall deliver the article shipped on

payment
receipt.

of the rate charged for the class of freight

(Acts 1878-9,

must

in the

p. 125.)

—What

shall be contained in freight bills, see § 18-310.
of lading; liability thereon, see § 18-308.
Owners of
give bills of lading, see § 98-101.

Cross-references.
riers

mentioned

to issue

bills

Carboats

—

and rebates prohibited. No railroad
company shall discriminate between persons, directly or indirectly, by
means of rebate or any other device, in charges for storage of freight
fixed by the Commission. (Acts 1890-1, pp. 149, 150.)
93-403. (2651) Discriminations

—

Cross-references. Discriminations illegal, see
Duty of Commission, see § 93-309.
under.

93-404.

§

93-411 and cross-references there-

(2651) Railroads not to charge storage greater than that fixed.

— No railroad

company

shall

make

or retain, directly or indirectlv. any

charge for storage of freight greater than that fixed by the Public Service
Commission for each particular storage. (Acts 1890-1, pp. 149, 150.)
Cross-references.

— Unjust

to fix storage charges, see

§

discrimination forbidden, see
93-317.

§

93-407.

Commission

§

Public Service Commission.

93-405
93-405.

company

Remedy

{2652)

for violations

by
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railroads.

—

If

any railroad

two preceding secstorage prescribed or by discrimi-

shall violate the provisions of either of the

tions, either

by exceeding the rates

of

nating as aforesaid, the person or persons so paying such overcharge or
subjected to such discrimination shall have the right to sue for the same

any court of this State having jurisdiction of the claim, and shall
have all the remedies and be entitled to recover the same penalties and
damages as prescribed in the case of overcharge of freight rates, upon
making demand similar to that prescribed in such case, and after like
failure to pay the same. (Acts 1890-1, pp. 149, 150.)
in

Cross-references.

— Liability

of railroads for injuries resulting
Liability for unlawful acts, see § 93-415.

rules, see § 93-413.

93-406.

(2628) Extortion

from violation

by railroads forbidden.— If any railroad

of

cor-

poration organized or doing business under the laws of this State, or
any railroad corporation organized or which may hereafter be organized
under the laws of any other State, and doing business in this State, shall
charge, collect, demand, or receive more than a fair and reasonable rate
of toll or compensation for the transportation of passengers or freight of
any description, or for the use and transportation of any railroad car
upon its track, or any of the branches thereof, or upon any railroad
within this State which it has the right, license, or permission to use,
operate, or control, the same shall be deemed guilty of extortion, and,
upon conviction thereof, shall be dealt with as hereinafter provided.

(Acts 1878-9,

Cross-reference.

93-407.

125.)

p.

— Penalty,

see

§

93-416.

(2629) Unjust discrimination forbidden.

make any unjust

poration as aforesaid shall

charges of

toll

or

any compensation

—

If

any railroad

discrimination in

its

cor-

rates or

for the transportation of passengers

any description, or for the use and transportation of any
railroad car upon its said road, or upon any of the branches thereof, or
upon any railroad connected therewith which it has the right, license,
or permission to operate, control, or use within this State, the same shall
be deemed guilty of having violated the provisions of this Title, and,
upon conviction thereof, shall be dealt with as hereinafter provided.
or freights of

(Acts 1878-9,

p. 125.)

Cross-references.

— Rebates,

etc.,

see Const., Art. IV, Sec. II, Par.

V

(§ 2-2505).

Charging storage greater than fixed rate, see § 93-404. Discriminations made ilEqual accommodations required, see §§ 18-205, 18-206, 18-606.
legal, see § 93-411.
Inducing discrimination, see §§ 18-318, 18-9914. General Assembly may pass laws
preventing unjust discrimination, see Const., Art. IV, Sec. II, Par. I (§ 2-2501).
Discrimination in through rate, see § 93-313. Penalty, see § 93-416.
93-408.

f2635)

requirements

Shippers,

of.

—Whenever

a

shipper or

consi^nor shall require of a railroad company the placing of a car or
cars to be used in carload shipments, then, in order for the consignor or
shipper to avail himself of the forfeitures or penalties prescribed by the

and regulations of the Public Service Commission, it must first
appear that such shipper or consignor made written application for said
Provided, that such Commission shall, by
car or cars to said railroad
reasonable rules and regulations, provide the time within which said car
or cars shall be furnished after being ordered as aforesaid, and the penalty per day per car to be paid by said railroad company in the event such

rules

:

1

Pijulic Service Commission.
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car or cars arc not furnished as ordered:

§93-4

and Provided further, that

1

in

order for any shipper or consignor to avail himself of the penalties provided by the rules and regulations of said Commission, such shipper or
consignor shall likewise be subject, under proper rules to be fixed b)
said Commission, to the orders, rules, and regulations of said

(Acts 1905,

siori.

Cross-references.

Commission

ers of

120; 1922, pp. 143, 144.;
Written application for refrigerator

p.

—

as to

prompt furnishing
required

(2655) Railroads

93-409.

— All

Com:

of cars, see

to

deliver

cars, see
§

18-314.

§

Po

93-308.

freight

connecting

to

terminus or any
intermediate point, be required to switch off and deliver to connecting
roads having the same gauge, in the yard of the latter, all cars passing
over their lines, or any portion of the same, containing goods or freights
consigned, without rebate or deception, by any route, at the option of the
shipper, according to customary or published rates, to any point over or
beyond such connecting road r and any failure to do so with reasonable
lines.

railroad

companies

in this State shall, at the

by which such goods or

diligence, according to the route

freights

were

consigned, shall be deemed and taken as a conversion in law of such

goods or

freights,

and

shall give a right of action to the

owner

or con-

signee for the value of the same, with interest, and not less than 10 per
cent, nor

more than 25 per

Provided,
and damages
brought under this and the follow-

cent, for expenses

that should the defendant, in any suit

:

ing three sections, set up as defense that the plaintiff has accepted a rebate or practiced fraud or deception touching the rate, it shall be a complete reply to such defense

if

the plaintiff can prove that defendant, or

its

agents, have allowed a rebate or rebates, or practiced like fraud or de-

ception from the same competing point against the rival

line.

(Acts 1874.

p. 94.)

—

Cross-references. Liability for unlawful acts, see § 93-415.
Connecting roads
to receive freights tendered in cars, see § 18-504. Shall not give rebates, etc., see
Const., Art. IV, Sec. II, Par.
(§ 2-2505).

V

may

—Where

any railroad in this State joins another at any point along its line, or where two
of such railroads have the same terminus, either line, having the same
gauge, may, at its own expense, join its track by proper and safe switches
93-410. (2656) Railroads

join their tracks, etc.

with the other, should such other road or company refuse to join in the
work and expense. (Acts 1874, p. 94.)
Cross-references. Powers of Commission, see § 93-308.
Railroads may cross

—

and join other roads, see
etc.,

see

§

93-411.

§

94-301,

11

6.

Appropriation of land for right of wav,

94-308.

(2657) Discriminations

discriminate in

its

illegal.

— No

railroad

rates or tariff of freights in favor of

company

any

shall

line or route

connected with it as against any other line or route, nor, when a part of
its own line is sought to be run in connection with any other route, shall
such company discriminate against such connecting line or in favor of the
balance of its own line, but shall have the same rates for all. and shall
afford the usual and like customary facilities for interchange of freights
to patrons of all routes or lines alike any refusal of the same shall give
a right of action similar to that provided in section 93-40°. ^Acts 1874.
;

p. 93.)

Cross-references.

— General

Assembly may pass laws preventing unjust discrim-

ination, see Const.. Art. IV, Sec. I], Par. I (§ 2-2501).

Rebates not allowed, see

§

Public Service Commission.

3-412
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Const, Art. IV, See. 11. Far. V (§ 2-2505), § 93-403. Unjust discriminations forbidden, see £§ 93-403, 93-407. Liability 1'of unlawful acts, see § 93-415. Soliciting
discrimination, see §§ 1S-318. 18-9914. Discrimination in through rates, see § 93-313.

—

None of the provisions
(2659) Application of the foregoing.
of sections 93-409 to 93-411 shall apply to shipments or consignments
93-412.

from points beyond the limits of
come by sea. (Acts 1S74, p. 95.)
of freights

Cross-references.

Duty

§ 93-409.

of

— Railroads

must

Commission, see

deliver

this State, except

freight

to

connecting

such as

lines,

(2640) Injuries resulting from violation of rules; actions.

93-413.

see

§ 93-309.

—

If

any railroad company doing business in this State shall, in violation of
any rule or regulation provided by the Public Service Commission, inflict any wrong or injury on any person, such person shall have a right
of action and recovery for such wrong or injury in the county where the
same was done, in any court having jurisdiction thereof, and the damages to be recovered shall be the same as in actions between individuals,
except that in cases of wilful violation of law such railroad companies
Provided, that all suits under this
shall be liable to exemplary damages
Title shall be brought within 12 months after the commission of the
:

alleged

wrong

or injury. (Acts 1878-9,

p. 125.)

—

Cross-references. Liability for unlawful acts, see § 93-415. Remedy for violating provisions as to storage, see § 93-405. Limitation of action for injuries to the
person, see § 3-1004.

(2665) Approval of corporate securities.

93-414.

— Each

of the

com-

panies or corporations over which the authority of the Public Service

extended by law shall be required to furnish said Commission a list of any stocks and bonds, the issuance of which is contemplated, and it shall be unlawful for any of said companies or corporations
to issue stocks, bonds, notes, or other evidences of debt, payable more
than 12 months after date thereof, except upon the approval of said Commission, and then only when necessary and for such amount as may be
reasonably required for the acquisition of property, the construction and
equipment of power plants, and carsheds, and the completion, extension,

Commission

is

improvement of its facilities or properties, or for the improvement or
maintenance of its service, or for the discharge or lawful refunding of its
or

obligations or for lawful corporate purposes falling within the spirit of
this provision, the decision of the

Commission

to be final as to the va-

Before issuing such stocks, bonds, notes, or other evidences of debt, as above mentioned, such corporations or companies shall
lidity of the issue.

secure an order from the Commission authorizing such issue, the

amount

and the purpose and use for which the issue is authorized. For
the purpose of enabling the Commission to determine whether such order
thereof,

should be issued

it

shall

make such

inquiry or investigation, hold such

hearings, and examine such witnesses, books, papers, documents, or contracts as

panies

it

may

may deem

advisable or necessary. Such corporations or com-

issue notes or other evidences of indebtedness for proper cor-

porate purposes not in violation of any law, payable at periods of not

more than 12 months from

without such consent, but no such notes
or other evidences of indebtedness shall in whole or in part, directly or
indirectly, be refunded by any issue of stocks or bonds or by any evidate,

Public Service Commission.
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§93-416

dence of indebtedness running for more than 12 months, without the
consent of the Commission. (Acts 1907, pp. 72, 77
J22, pp. 143, 144.;
(

\

\

—

Cross-references. Bonds of corporations to be certified and recorded, see
Increase in capital stock' of navigation companies, see § 17-211.
R
road stock personalty, and transferable, sec § 94-204. Authority of railr'
borrow money or issue bonds, sec § 94-301, 11 10. Issuance of bonds U>r
sions, see § 94-307. Consolidated railroad company may issue bonds, see § 94
Bonds of consolidated street railroad company, see § 94-1017. Imparting knowledge gained from investigation prohibited, see § 93-319. Penalty for imparting
such knowledge, see § 93-9902.
22-718.

§

93-415.

(2666) Liability for unlawful acts.

or other corporation or

company mentioned

to be done, or permit to be

done any

— In case a common carrier

in this Title shall do,

cause

act, matter, or thing- prohibited, for-

bidden, or declared to be unlawful, or shall omit to do any act, matter, or

thing required to be done, either by any law of this State, or by an
order of the Public Service Commission, such common carrier or other
corporation or

company

affected thereby for

all

shall be liable to the persons or corporations
loss,

damage, or injury caused thereby or

sulting therefrom, and in case of recovery,

if

re-

the jury shall find that

such act or omission was wilful, it may fix a reasonable attorney's fee,
which fee shall be taxed and collected as part of the costs of the case.
An action to recover for such loss, damage, or injury may be brought in
any court of competent jurisdiction by any such person or corporation.
(Acts 1907, pp. 72, 78.)
Cross-references.— Liability of railroads for overcharges, see

on

§

93-405.

Liability

Liability for additional damages
rules, see § 93-413.
Discriminations
failure to deliver freight to connecting roads, see § 93-409.

for injuries

made

from violation of

illegal,

see

§

Costs generally, see

93-411.
§

When

remote damages are proper, see

§

105-2010.

24-3401 et seq.

93-416. (2667) Penalties;

proceedings

to

recover.

— Every

common

carrier, railroad, street railroad, railroad corporation, street railroad cor-

poration, express, telephone, telegraph, dock, wharfage, and terminal

company

or corporation within the State and other corporations,

companies, or persons coming under the provisions of this section, and all
officers, agents, and employees of the same, shall obey, observe, and comply with every order made by the Public Service Commission under
authority of law.

Any common

carrier, railroad, street railroad, railroad

corporation, street railroad corporation, express, telephone, telegraph,

dock, wharfage, or terminal

company within

company

or corporation, cotton compress

and any other corporation, company, or person coming under the provisions of this section, which shall violate any
provision of this section or the Acts heretofore passed, or which fails,
omits or neglects to obey, observe, and comply with any order, direction.
or requirement of the Commission heretofore or hereafter passed, shall
this State,

amount

to be fixed

sum

more than $5,000
by the presiding judge. Every

forfeit to the State a

of not

for each offense, the

violation of the pro-

visions of this section or any other section, or of any such order, direc-

requirement of the Public Service Commission shall be a separate and distinct offense, and, in case of a continued violation, every day
a violation thereof takes place shall be deemed a separate and distinct
offense. An action for the recovery of such penalty may be brought in
the county of the principal office of such corporation or company in this
State, or in the county of the State where such violation occurs and such

tion, or

§

Public Service Commission.

93-417

wrong-

is

cor
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perpetrated, or in any county in this State through which said

tion or

company

operates, or

where the violation consists

of

an

excessive charge for the carriage of freight or passengers, or service ren-

which said charges are made, or through which
it was intended that such passengers or freight should have been carried
or through which such corporation operates, and shall be brought in the
name of the State by direction of the Governor. Any procedure to enforce such penalty shall be triable at the first term of the court to which
it is brought and shall be given precedence over other business by the
presiding judge, and the court shall not be adjourned until such prodered, in any county in

ceeding'

may

is

legally continued or disposed

The

of.

decision in such case

taken to the Court of Appeals as provided in cases of the grant
or refusal of injunctions by judges of the superior courts. (Acts 1907,
b<

pp. 72. 79; 1922, pp. 143. 144.)

—

Cross-references. Trial of cases where State is a party, see § 81-1005. Venue
State, etc., may be plaintiff in penal
of suits against corporations, see § 22-1102.
But one continuance
action, see § 3-103. Venue of civil cases at law, see § 3-201.
Fast bills of exception, see § 6-903. Order of call
at common law, see § 81-1401.
and trial of cases, see § 24-3324. Utility companies over which Commission has
jurisdiction, see §§ 93-304, 93-305.

93-417.

(2669) Penalties applicable to

all

orders of Commission.

—The

Chapter and the procedure to enforce the
same are made applicable to any and all violations of the rules, orders,
and regulations established by the Public Service Commission. (Acts
penalties prescribed

by

this

1907. pp. 72, 78.)

93-418.

'2641) Cumulative remedies.

Disposition of fines.

—All

fines

recovered under the provisions of this Title shall be paid into the State
treasury, to be used for such purposes as the General Assembly may
provide.

The remedies hereby given

the persons injured shall be re-

garded as cumulative to the remedies now given by law against railroad
corporations, and this Title shall not be construed as repealing any
>tatute giving such remedies. (Acts 1878-9, p. 125.)

CHAPTER

HEARINGS, ETC.

93-5.

Sec.
93-501.
93-502.

93-503.
93-504.

Sec.

Procedure; pleadings; evidence.
Hearings.

Record of proceedings.
Evidence of reports, schedules,
and orders.
Power of Commission over
.

93-503.

Compelling witnesses to testify
as to rebates and underbilling.

Witness

93.507.

in suit or

93-508.

pleadings;

compelled

evidence.

to

testify

.

.

.

witnesses.

93-501. Procedure;

93-506.

prosecution.

'

Depositions of witnesses.

— The

Public

Service

Com-

mission shall prescribe the rules of procedure and for taking of evidence
in all matters that may come before it.
In the investigation, preparation and hearing of cases, the Commission shall not be bound by the
trict technical rules of pleading and evidence, but it may exercise such
-

discretion as will facilitate

its efforts

to ascertain the facts bearing

the right and justice of the matters before

and determined, when

upon

formal cases heard
deemed needful, the Commission shall render an
it.

In

all

Puhlic Service Commission
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opinion, setting out the issues involved

ruling and findings thereon. (Acts 1922,

—The

Commission

in
p.

th'-

§93- 506

.

case,

and

its

decision,

144.;

conduct hearings and investigations in different parts of the State when, in the opinion of th«
Commission, such hearings will best serve the interest and convenience
of the public. (Acts 1922, p. 144.)
93-502. Hearings.

shall

—

Cross-references. Commission may make investigations, see
ing on issuance of stocks and bonds, see § 93-414.

93-503.

Record

of proceedings.

—A

full

8

hear-

93-301.

and complete record

sh;

proceedings had before the Public Service Commission
formal investigation and all testimony shall be taken down by the
cial reporter appointed by the Commission. (Acts 1922, p. 145. )
kept of

all

<

offi-

—

Evidence of reports, schedules, and orders. The printed
reports of the Public Service Commission, published by its authority,
shall be admissible as evidence in any court in this State without further
proof, and the schedules of rates made by the Commission and any order
passed or rule or regulation prescribed by the Commission shall be admissible in evidence in any court in this State upon the certificate of the
secretary of the Commission. (Acts 1907, pp. 72, 74; 1922, pp. 143, 144.)
93-504. (2626)

—

Cross-references. Laws and resolutions of the legislature judicially recognized,
see § 38-112. Exemplifications by public officers, see § 38-601. Authority to make
schedule of rates, see § 93-310. Publication of schedule, see § 93-311.

—

Commission over witnesses. The Public
Service Commission, in making any examination for the purpose of obtaining information pursuant to this Title, shall have power to issue subpoenas for the attendance of witnesses by such rules as it may prescribe.
93-505.

(2653)

Power

of

Said witnesses shall receive for such attendance $2 per day, and five
cents for each mile traveled by the nearest practicable route in going to
and returning from the place of meeting of said Commission, to be or-

dered paid by the Governor upon presentation of subpoenas and statements sworn to by the witnesses, as to the number of days served and
miles traveled, before the clerk of said Commission,
thorized to administer oaths.
refuse to obey such subpoena,

who

is

hereby au-

In case any person shall wilfully
it

shall be the

duty

of the

fail

or

judge of the su-

upon application of the Commission, to issue
an attachment for such witness, and compel him to attend before the
Commission, and give his testimony upon such matters as shall be lawfully required by such Commission, and said court shall have power to
punish for contempt as in other cases of refusal to obey the process and
perior court of any county,

order of such court. (Acts 1878-9,
93-506.
billing.

(2636)

— In the

p.

125; 1922, pp. 143' 144.)

Compelling witnesses to

testify as to rebates

and under-

investigation of complaints by the Public Service

Com-

mission of violations of the laws against giving or granting rebates, or of
underbilling, by common carriers, said Commission is hereby given the
power and authority to compel the shipper or consignee, or any officer,
agent, or employee of a

common

carrier, to give

evidence touching such

Before any such person shall be compelled to give evidence
touching such complaints, the Commission shall make an order that such
witness is required by the Commission to testify, and that he is exempt
complaints.

•

§

Public Service Commission.

°3-507
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indictment or prosecution for any transaction about
which he is so compelled to testify. When such order is made the witness shall be compelled to give evidence touching such complaints, and
thereafter from

he shall be forever free from indictment or prosecution in any court
touching the matters about which he is compelled to testify. (Acts 1896,
57: 1922, pp. 143, 144.)

p.

—

Cross-references. Jurisdiction of the Commission, see § 93-307. Penalties for
Rebates, etc., prohibited, see Const.,
aiding in violation of rules, see § 93-9901.
Crimination of self, see Const, Art. I, Sec. I,
Art. IV, Sec. II. Par.
(§ 2-2505).
Far. VI (§ 2-106).
Commission may make investigations, etc., see § 93-301.

V

93-507.

"When

(2637) Witness compelled to testify in suit or prosecution.

—

exonerated from indictment or prosecution, as herein
provided, he shall in like manner be compelled to give evidence in any
suit or prosecution instituted in any of the courts of this State against
any common carrier or against any person on account of the transactions
about which he is compelled to testify before the Public Service Commission. (Acts 1896, p. 57; 1922, pp. 143, 144.)
a witness

is

—

Cross-references. Crimination of self not compelled, see Const., Art. I, Sec.
Par. VI (§ 2-106). Penalties for aiding in violation of rules, see § 93-9901.

93-508. Depositions of witnesses.

any party, may,

in

—The Public Service Commission, or

any investigation, cause the deposition

residing within or without the State to be taken in the

by law

I,

of witnesses

manner prescribed

for like depositions in civil actions in civil courts.

(Acts 1922,

p. 145.)

CHAPTER

CRIMES.

93-99.
Sec.

Sec.

Penalties for aiding and abetting in violations of rules;
venue; evidence.

93-9901.

93-9902.

Unlawful disclosures by publie service commissioner or
employee.

and abetting in violaagent, or employee of any

93-9901. (2668; 527 P. C.) Penalties for aiding
tions of rules; venue; evidence.

common
aid, or

— Every

carrier, corporation, or

officer,

company who

shall violate, or procure,

common carrier or corporation
Title, or who shall fail to obey,

abet any violation, by any such

company, of any provision of this
observe, or comply with any order of the Public Service Commission or
any provision of any order of the Commission, or who aids or abets
any such common carrier or corporation or company in its failure to
obey, observe, and comply with any such order, direction, or provision,
shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall be subject to prosecution in
any county in which said common carrier or corporation or company or
officer, agent, or employee violates the provisions of this Title or any
provision of any order of the Commission, or in any county through
which said corporation operates. Such officer, agent, or employee shall
also be subject to indictment under the provisions of this Title, in any
county in which a subordinate agent or employee of the company violates the provisions of this Title, by the approval or direction, or in consequence of the approval or direction of such officer, agent, or employee;
and the agent or employee who locally in any county violates the rules
or directions of said Commission in pursuance of the direction or auor

i

Public Servjck Commjssio:;.
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thority of his superior officer or agent of said

witness, and be compelled to testify,

§

company may be

93-9902

called as a

showing the authority by which he

and such testimony shall not be used against such subordinate
employee or agent, nor shall he thereafter be subject to indictment for
acted,

said offense. (Acts 1907, pp. 72, 80.)

—

Cross-references. Commission may compel witness to testify as to rebates and
underbilling, see § 93-506.
Witness compelled to testify in suit or prosecution,
see § 93-507.

93-9902. (2665; 528 P. C.)

missioner or employee.

Unlawful disclosure by public service com-

—Whoever shall violate the provisions

of section

by a public service commissioner or employee of the Commission of any fact, knowledge of which was obtained
in his official capacity from or through any proceeding filed with the
Commission under section 93-414, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
93-319, prohibiting disclosure

(Acts 1907,

p.

72; 1922, pp. 143, 144.)

PUBLIC WAREHOUSES: See Title 111, Warehousemen.
PUNISHMENT FOR CRIME: See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment.

QUARANTINE:

See Title 62, Live Stock, Chapter 62-10; Title 88,
Public Health, Chapter 88-4.

QUIA TIMET:

See Title

QUO WARRANTO:

37,

Equity, Chapter 37-14.

See Title 64, Mandamus,
Prohibition, Chapter 64-2.

Quo Warranto, and

TITLE

94.

RAILROADS.
Chap.
94-

1.

94-

2.

94-

3.

94-

4.

94-

5.

94-

6.

94-

7.

94-

8.

94-

9.

Sec.

94-101
Incorporation of companies
94-201
Capital stock and organization
94-301
Corporate powers
.94-401
Conditional sales of rolling stock
94-501
Crossings
94-601
Farmcrossings and cattleguards
94-701
Injuries from operation of railroads
94-801
Liens against railroads
Qualifications of railroad telegraph operators and locomotive en-

94-901

gineers

and interurban railroads
Actions against railroad and electric companies
Crimes

94-1001

Street, suburban,

94-10.

94-11.
94-99.

94-1101

94-9901

CROSS-REFERENCES.
Carriage of passengers and freight:

See Title

18,

Carriers;

Title

68,

Yehicles.

Motor

,
;

Drainage improvement or levee crossing railroad right of way:

See Title

23,

Counties, S§ 23-2536 to 23-2538.

Railroad crossings:

See Title

95,

Roads, Bridges, and Ferries, Chapters 95-18,

95-19.

Suretyship contracts between

common

carriers

and

their employees: See Title 103,

Suretyship, Chapter 103-6.

Taxation of railroads: See Title 32, Education, §§ 32-1116 to 32-1118; Title 92,
Public Revenue, Chapters 92-26 to 92-28, 92-59 et seq.
Wages cf railroad employees payable semimonthly: See Title 66, Master and
.

Servant, §§ 66-102, 66-9901.

Western and Atlantic Railroad:

See Title

91,

Public Property, Chapter 91-2.

See, also, Title 22, Corporations; Title 93, Public Service

CHAPTER

94-1.

INCORPORATION OF COMPANIES.
Sec.

Sec.
94-101.

Corporate

powers to be
granted by Secretary of
Grant of power to
State.
parallel

94-102.

Commission.

Western and Atlantic

Railroad forbidden.
Number of incorporators. Petition for incorporation; contents; verification; filing; record.

94-101.

94-103.

Certificate

of

incorporation;

form; fee for issuance.
94-104.

Secretary of State to see that
prerequisites
with.

are

complied

Certificate as evidence

of existence of corporation.

(2577) Corporate powers to be granted

by Secretary

of State.

—

Grant of power to parallel Western and Atlantic Railroad forbidden.
All corporate powers and privileges to railroad companies shall be issued
and granted by the Secretary of State, upon the terms,

liabilities,

and

re-

;

Railroads.
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§94 - 02
1

;

and subject to

strictions,

stitution of this State.

all

by reason

If

and of the C
the proposed rori/

the provisions of this 1
of interest in

itle

tion the Secretary of State shall be disqualified, the dutie- required to be

performed by the Secretary of State

No

troller General.

performed by the Comp-

shall be

corporate power or privilege shall ever be gran

any private company to build a line of railway parallel with the track of the Western and Atlantic Railroad, or that
will depreciate the value of said Western and Atlantic Railroad, as
as the property remains the property of this State. (Acts 1880-1, p. 156;

by the Secretary

of State to

1

1882-3, pp. 135, 136; 1884-5, p. 40; 1887, p. 31

69; 1915,

1892, p. 37; 1894, pp. 65i

;

p. 18.)

—

Cross-references.
Incorporation of street railroads, see
corporate powers, see Const, Art. IIT, Sec. VII, Par. XVI

Western and Atlantic Railroad,
94-102.

Number

(2578)

see §§ 91-201 to 91-204.

of incorporators.

contents; verification; filing; record.

than

10,

who

94-1002.
Granting
As to
(I 2-1818).

5

[I

—Any

Petition for incorporation;

number

of persons not less

may form

desire to be incorporated for that purpose,

pany, but, before receiving a certificate of incorporation, shall
petition in writing, addressed to the Secretary of State, in

names and residences

stated the

said corporation

the

;

name

of

com-

first file a

which

shall be

each of the persons desiring to form

company they desire to have
name selected be the name of

of the railroad

incorporated (but in no event shall the

any existing railway corporation
as near as can be estimated

a

;

in this State)

the length of said road

;

the general direction of said road

;

the coun-

through which said road will probably run the names of the principal places from which and to which it is to be constructed the amount

ties

;

;

of the proposed capital stock; the

the capital stock
•of

is

to consist of

number

common

of years

it

is

to continue;

or preferred stock, the

if

amount

each class and the rights and privileges of the latter over the former

the place where

its

principal office

is

to be located

;

that they intend in

go forward without delay to secure subscriptions to the
capital stock, construct, equip, maintain, and operate said railroad a request to be incorporated under the laws of this State that they have

good

faith to

;

;

given four weeks' notice of their intention to apply for said charter, by
the publication of said petition in one of the newspapers in which the

newspaper published in said county, in each of the counties through which said
proposed road will probably run, once a week for four weeks before the
There shall be annexed to said petition an affifiling of said petition.
davit made by three of the persons forming' said company, that the names
subscribed are the genuine signatures of the persons named therein, and
sheriff's

advertisements are published, in case there

is

a

that the facts stated in the petition are true to the best of petitioners'

knowledge, information, and belief. Said petition thus sworn to shall
be filed in the office of the Secretary of State, who shall indorse thereon
the date of the filing, and record the same in a book to be kept by him
for that purpose, which said book shall be open to the inspection of the
public at

all

(Acts 1892,

times during the

p. 38.)

office

hours of said Secretary of State.

:

jj
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ance.

— When

shall issue to
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form; fee for issuwith said Secretary, he

Certificate of incorporation;

have been filed
said company under the great seal of the State the followsaid petition shall

ing form of certificate, to wit

"To

whom

to

all

these presents

may come

— Greeting:

"Whereas., In pursuance of an Act of the General Assembly of the
State of Georgia, approved

December

and

17, 1892,

^naming the persons who sign the petition) having

filed in

the office of

the Secretary of State a certain petition seeking the formation of a cor-

poration to be

known

as

(here insert name), with a capital stock of

purpose of constructing, equipping, maintaining, and operating a railroad from
and having complied with the
to

$

for the

.

,

statutes in

such cases made and provided

;

therefore, the State of Geor-

above-named persons, their successors and
assigns, full authority, by and under the said name of
to exercise
the powers and privileges of a corporation for the purposes above stated,
gia hereby grants unto the

,

IV

subject to the provisions of Article

and

all

the laws governing railroad companies of force at the date of

this certificate, or that

may

tutional or statute law, or

hereafter

by any

Service Commission of this State,
trol the

of the Constitution of this State,

become

of force, either

by

consti-

and regulations of the Public
or otherwise, which govern and conrules

operation of railroads in this State.

"In witness whereof, these presents have been signed by the Secretary
of State,

and to which

day

Georgia, this

is

annexed the great

of

,

—

19

seal of the State, at Atlanta,

."

Thereupon the persons who signed said petition and all persons who
shall become stockholders in such company shall be a corporation by the
name specified in said petition and certificate, and shall possess the
powers and privileges and be subject to the provisions contained in this
Title. The rights, powers and privileges granted said corporations shall
not continue for a longer period than 101 years, unless the same shall be
continued by the laws of force at the expiration of 101 years.

Before

the Secretary shall issue said certificate, the petitioners shall pay to the

Treasurer of the State a fee of $100. (Acts 1892, pp.

\

P- 34.)

94-104.

38, 39, 42; 1903,
-

,

,

(2580) Secretary of State to see that prerequisites are com-

plied with.

Certificate as evidence of existence of corporation.

— Before

the Secretary of State shall issue the certificate mentioned in the preceding section, he shall satisfy himself that
Title prior to the filing of said petition

all of

the requirements of this

have been substantially complied

with, and any certificate or duplicate thereof issued under this Title by
said Secretary of State shall be conclusive evidence of the existence of

such corporation in
pliance with

all

Cross-reference.

all

the courts and places in this State, and of a com-

the requirements of this Title. (Acts 1892, p. 39.)

— Exemplifications,

see

§

38-601.

Railroads.
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CHAPTER

§ 94-202

CAPITAL STOCK AND ORGANIZATION.

94-2.

Sec.

Sec.

Subscriptions to stock; opening of books; notice; par
7
u
ofc shares.
value
Payment of subscriptions to
stock; action to compel; auction sale of unpaid-for stock;
issuance of new certificate to
purchaser.
Meeting for organization;
Diplace; notice; quorum.
rectors, officers, and agents.

94-201.

94-202.

94-203.

94-204.

deemed

Stock
,

,

.

94-205.

Exemption

how and when,
,

.

94-206.

of

,

property

of

stockholders
liabilities

personalty;

,

transferable

for

debts

of

and

company.

Issuance of bonds or increase
of

capital

stock;

vote by

stockholders; notice; proxies.

94-201. (2580, 2582) Subscriptions to stock; opening of books; no-

—

par value of shares. When the certificate of incorporation shall
have been issued, the persons named therein, in case they shall not have
subscribed for the entire capital stock, may open books of subscription
to complete the subscription to the capital stock of the company, in
tice;

such places and after giving such notice as they may deem expedient,
and may from time to time receive subscriptions until the whole capital
stock is subscribed. The capital stock of said company shall be divided
Said company shall not begin the construction
into shares of $100 each.
.

of the railroad until all the capital specified in the petition for incor-

poration shall have been subscribed. (Acts 1892, pp. 39, 40.)
Cross-references.

— Change

amount

in

of capital stock, see §§ 22-510 to 22-515.

Railrbad stock as personalty, see § 94-204. Hearing by Public Service CommisMethod of increasing capital
sion on issuance of railroad stock, see § 93-414.
stock, see

§

94-202.

94-206.

(2582)

Payment

of subscriptions to stock; action to

auction sale of unpaid-for stock; issuance of
chaser.

—The directors

may

new

certificate

compel;
to

pur-

require the subscribers to the capital stock

pay the amounts variously subscribed by them, in such installments
as they may deem proper, and the directors may receive cash or prop-

to

erty, real or personal, at the

such installments.

ment

may

as required

If

agreed value thereof,

any subscriber

by resolution

shall neglect to

of the

payment of
pay any install-

in the

board of directors, the directors

brought against him forthwith for the amount of
such call, or may in their discretion, after 30 days' notice to such stockholder, cause his said stock, after such advertisement as may seem to
them proper, to be put up at auction and sold to the highest bidder for
cash, and any deficiency in the sum thus received, necessary to make the
amount of the call, shall be made good by the delinquent; any surplus
over the amount of the call and the expenses of the advertisement and
A new certificate of stock shall be issued to
sale shall be paid to him.
the purchaser, and he shall stand in the same relation to the company
as the delinquent would, had he not so made default.
Such sale shall
be in the city or town where the principal office of said company may
be located, at such time and place as the board of directors may preIf for any reason it is not practicable to serve such delinquent
scribe.
stockholder with notice of such sale, personally or by mail, or if he be a
direct suit to be

nonresident of this State, notice
lication in

may

any newspaper published

cipal office of

such company

may

be given him of such

in the

town or

be located, once a

sale,

by pub-

where the prinweek for four weeks
city

Railroads.
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The company may proceed

prior to the date of such sale.

to collect

from delinquent subscribers by sale of the stock as aforesaid, by
by either or both of said remedies. (Acts 1892, p. 40.)
94-203.

suit, or

(2581) Meeting for organization; place; notice; quorum. Di-

rectors, officers,

and agents.

—When the amount of the capital stock has

been subscribed, the persons named in the certificate of incorporation,
or a majority of them, are authorized to call a meeting of the stockholders for the purpose of organization, which meeting shall be held in
the city or town in which the principal office of said company shall be
located, and of which meeting every subscribing stockholder shall have
notice.
At said meeting persons holding a majority of the stock subscribed shall constitute a quorum, and there shall be elected a board of
directors of not less than five nor more than 15 to manage the affairs of
said company.
Stock shall be represented at said meeting in person, or
by written proxy, each share of stock being entitled to one vote, and a
plurality of votes cast being necessary to elect, said election to be governed bv such bylaws as said company may prescribe, and the persons
elected as directors to continue in office until others are elected to fill
their places.
No person shall be elected a director unless he be a stockholder owning stock in his own name, and a majority of the directors
must be citizens and residents of this State. If for any reason the election shall not be held at the time appointed, the same may be held at
any time thereafter, of which meeting every subscribing stockholder
shall

Notice of any organization meeting under this sec-

have notice.

tion shall be given

by

a notice to each stockholder in writing, stating

upon him personally, or by depositpostage prepaid, directed to him at the

the purpose of the meeting, served

ing said notice in the post

office,

post office nearest his usual residence, at least 10 days previous to the

from their number a president, and may elect one or more vice presidents, and may appoint a
secretary, a treasurer, and such other officers and agents as they may
meeting.

deem

The board

of directors shall select

The

necessary.

regular election for directors shall be held an-

nually, at the principal office of the

company.

Vacancies

in the

board

by death, resignation, or otherwise, shall be rilled
shall be prescribed by the bylaws of the company.

of directors occasioned
in

such manner as

(Acts 1892.
94-204.

— The
and

p. 40.)

(2583) Stock

deemed personalty;

transferable

how and when.

deemed personal property
the manner prescribed by the bylaws of the

stock in railroad companies shall be

shall be transferable in

companies, but no share shall be transferable until
thereon shall have been fully paid

—

in.

(Acts 1892,

all

previous calls

p. 41.)

Cross-references. When transfer of shares complete, see
personalty, see § 85-1701.

§

22-706.

What

is

Exemption of property of stockholders for debts and
liabilities of company.
All property, whether real or personal, of any
stockholder in this State shall be exempt from the debts or liabilities of
said company, except to the amount of the unpaid subscription of said
94-205.

(2583 J

—

stockholder to the capital stock of said corporation. (Acts 1892,

p. 41.)
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94-200

g

bonds or increase of capital stock; vote by
stockholders; notice; proxies. In no case shall said road be bonded or its
capital stock increased except by a vote of two-thirds of the capital
stock of said corporation represented at an annual or special meeting of
stockholders called for that purpose, and after each stockholder has b<
notified in the manner prescribed by the bylaws for notifying stockholders and in addition to such notice there shall be published in some ne
paper in the town or city where the principal office of said corporation ilocated, once a week for four weeks prior to the time of holding said
meeting, a notice stating that at said meeting so called an increase of
the stock or an issuance of bonds for the road, either or both, will be
considered. No action contemplated under this section, looking to an
94-206. (2583) Issuance of

—

;

increase of stock or issuance of bonds, shall be legal unless there shall

be represented at said meeting in person or by written proxy, a majority

(Acts 1892,

of the stock.

CHAPTER

p. 41.)

CORPORATE POWERS.

94-3.

Sec.
94-301.
94-302.

Sec.

Powers enumerated.
Forfeiture of powers and
leges
road.

94-315.

for nonoperation

of

Extension of time for

94-304.

Sale of railroad; rights, privileges, etc., of purchaser.

Exercise of franchises,
other States.

94-317.

Privileges

94-305.

94-306.

94-318.

94-307.

Appropriation of public highways, bridges, or ferries.
Extensions and branch roads;
resolution of directors; notice; record; fee; condemnation of rights of way; stocks

etc..

in

already

incorpo-

rated.

Same; application for incorporation by purchasers; verification; certificate of incorporation; fee.

ap-

granted to railroad

companies

Same; reorganization by purchasers.

terminal

94-316.

construction of road.
94-303.

Location and
proach.

privi-

Sale,

to or consolidation
other companies; issu-

etc.,

with,

ance of bonds and stock.
94-319.

Leases;

recording in counties

through which road runs.
94-320.

Failure to record lease, effect
as to rights of action against

company.
94-321.

and bonds.

Powers which railroad may
ercise in improvement of

exits

relocation of tracks:
right of condemnation.
lines;

94-308.

Construction of railroad over
lands of others or over rights

way

other railroads
upon payment or tender of
of

of

reasonable
94-309.

Change

of

compensation.
general

94-322.

provements.
94-323.

direction

and route.
94-310.

94-311.

94-312.
94-313.

Crossings, acquisition of additional lands for.

Contracts to connect, merge,
or consolidate with, or purchase, etc., other companies.

Use of same terminal tracks by
two or more railroads.
Ownership and operation of
Custody, inspection, and furnishing transcripts of books,
records, etc.

Powers granted by two
ceding sections are

preaddi-

tional.

94-324.

Surrender of franchise on order
of

Public

Service

Commis-

sion.

94-325.

Same; application

94-326.

Same: publication

to be filed.
of

applica-

tion: hearing.

94-327.

Same; investigation: order;

ef-

fect of indebtedness.

steamboats.
94-314.

Acquisition of property for im-

94-328.

Authority to

sell

road.
94-329.

Rights acquired.

or lease

rail-

—
§

Railroads.
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—A

railroad company organized
(2585) Powers enumerated.
and incorporated as provided in the preceding Chapter shall be em94-301.

powered

—

Examinations and surveys. To cause such examinations and surveys to be made for the proposed railroad as shall be necessary to the
selection of the most advantageous route, and, by its officers, agents,
servants, or employees, to enter upon the land or water of any person
for that purpose
Provided, that said company shall be responsible for
all damage done to such property.
1.

:

—

Voluntary grants of property. To take and hold such voluntary
grants of real estate and other property as may be made to it to aid in
the construction, maintenance, and accommodation of said road; but the
real estate received by voluntary grant shall be held and used for the
purpose of such grant only.
2.

3.

Acquisition of property; condemnation, lease, or purchase.

—To

such real estate and other property
as may be necessary for the construction and maintenance of said road,
and the stations, wharves, docks, terminal facilities, and all other accommodations necessary to accomplish the object of said corporation,
and to condemn, lease, or buy any land necessary for its use.
acquire, purchase, hold,

Cross-reference.

and use

— Condemnation

all

of private property, see

—To lay out

§

36-301.

road not exceeding in width 200 feet,
and to construct the same, and, for the purpose of cuttings and embankments, and for obtaining gravel and other material, to take as much land
as may be necessary for the proper construction, operation, and security
of said road
to cut down any trees that may be in danger of falling
on the track or obstructing the right of way, making compensation there4.

Right of way.

its

;

for as provided

by law.

—

Construction across, along or upon streams, streets, etc. To construct its road across, along, or upon, or to use any stream of water,
watercourse, street, highway, or canal which the route of its road shall
intersect or touch
Provided, that no railroad shall be constructed
along and upon any street or highway without the written consent of the
municipal or county authorities, and whenever the track of any such
5.

:

railroad shall touch, intersect, or cross any road, highway, or street,

may
may

it

be carried over or under, or cross at a grade level or otherwise, as
be found most expedient for the public good.

—

Cross-reference. Ordinary or county commissioners
force public's right to highways, see § 95-602.

—

may

sue railroad to en-

Crossing and joining other railroads. To cross, intersect, join, or
its railroad with any railroad heretofore or hereafter to be constructed, at any point on its route, or upon the ground of any other railroad company, with the necessary turnouts, sidings, switches, and other
conveniences necessary in the construction of said road, and may run
over any part of any railroad's right of way necessary or proper to reach
its freight depot, in any city, town, or village through or near which said
railroad may run, under the limitations hereinafter named; but the crossing of another railroad, either over, under, at grade level, or otherwise,
shall be at the expense of the company making the crossing, and in such
way and manner, at the time of construction, as not to interfere with
6.

unite

Railroads.
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said railroad in the operation of

its

§

trains or the conduct of

its

94-302

regular

business.

7.

—

Railroads may join their tracks, sec
force connection, see § 93-308.

Cross-references.

Commission may

General powers.

—To

§

93-410.

Public Service

receive and convey persons or property 01

by the use of steam, animals, electricity, or any other
motive power, and to receive compensation therefor, and to do all things

their railroads

incident to railroad business.
Cross-reference.

— Powers,

duties and liabilities as

common

see Title

carriers,

18, Carriers.

—

Erection of buildings. To erect and maintain convenient buildii:
wharves, docks, stations, fixtures, and machinery, within or without a
city, town, or village, for the accommodation and use of their passenger
8.

and freight business.

— To

manner

which
passengers and property shall be transported, and the compensation to
be paid therefor, subject to any law of this State upon the subject, or
any rule or regulation governing such matters by the Public Service
Commission.
9.

Transportation, rates.

regulate the time and

Borrowing money; mortgages and
sum or sums of money, at such rates of
10.

company

—To

borrow such
and upon such terms

trust deeds.
interest

in

board of directors shall deem necessary or expedient, and to execute trust deeds or mortgages, or both, if the occasion may require, on said railroad in process of construction, or after
the same has been constructed, for the amounts borrowed, or owed by
such companj^. Said company may make such provisions in such trust
deed or mortgage for transferring its railroad track, depots, grounds,
rights, privileges, franchises, immunities, machine shops, round houses,
rolling stock, furniture, tools, implements, and appurtenances used in
connection with said railroad in any manner, then owned by said company, or which thereafter it may acquire, as security for any bonds,
debts, or sums of money secured by such trust deeds or mortgages, as
they shall think proper and all such deeds -of trust and mortgages shall
be recorded as is provided by law for the record of mortgages, in each
county through which said road runs but all rights to borrow money,
issue bonds or. other evidences of debt, and to execute trust deeds or
mortgages to secure the same, shall be exercised within the limitations
and in the manner which shall be prescribed by law, and no debt, trust
deed, mortgage, or other lien shall be made or created except on the
terms and conditions prescribed in section 94-206. (Acts 1892. p. 43.)
as such

or

its

;

;

Cross-references.

dences of debt, see

— Hearing
§

93-414.

by Public Service Commission before issuing eviRegistry of mortgages, see § 67-10S.

94-302. (2584) Forfeiture of

powers and privileges

for nonoperation

—

Extension of time for construction of road. All the powers
and privileges and the certificate of incorporation of a railroad company
shall cease and determine at the expiration of three years from the date
of road.

of said certificate,
shall not

if

at the expiration of said three years said

have constructed and equipped the road, and

company

shall

not be

operating the same, for at least 15 miles, or the entire road if the same is
of less length than 15 miles:
Provided, that the Secretary of State, for
cause shown, may relieve against any forfeiture above provided for and

i
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§

xterid
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the time of construction, equipment and operation of said 15

miles of road, or of the entire road
mile-, in favor oi

same is of less length than 15
company which shall have come

the

it

any such railroad

within the provisions of the above clause for a period of three years.
Such relief shall not bo granted unless applied for within one year after

cause tor forfeiture has arisen. (Acts 1892.
p.

109; 1913,

p.

42;

1903, p. 34;

1910,

p. 32.)

Cross-references.—

How

a

corporation

may

forfeit

charter,

its

see

§

22-1205.

Surrender of franchise by railroad, see §§ 94-324 to 94-327.

—

Editorial Note.
Acts 1913, p. 52, provided that the forfeitures of this section
shall not apply to a company heretofore or hereafter incorporated to build a road
to run for its entire length in one county only, with a terminus in a city of more

than 89.000 population by any census heretofore or hereafter taken,
road was placed in a receiver's hands before completion.

94-303.

(2585) Sale of railroad; rights, privileges,

etc.,

if

such

rail-

of purchasers.

— In case of sale of any railroad heretofore incorporated by virtue of any
general or special law, or which

may

hereafter be incorporated by vir-

tue of this Title, or any part thereof, constructed or in course of con-

under any trust deed, or the foreclosure of any mortgage
thereon, or any judicial sale, the party or parties acquiring title under
such sale, and their associates, successors, and assigns, shall have and
acquire thereby, and may exercise and enjoy thereafter, the same rights,
privileges, grants, franchises, immunities, and advantages in or by said
trust deed or mortgage enumerated and conveyed, which belonged to and
were enjoyed by the company making such deed or mortgage, or contracting such debt, as far as the same relate or appertain to that portion
of said road or the part or line thereof mentioned or described and conveyed by said mortgage or trust deed, and no further, as fully and absostruction,

company, or the officers, shareholdsuch company might or could have had, had not such

lutely in all respects as said railroad
ers,

and agents of
purchase taken place:

sale or

Provided, that nothing in this Title shall

be construed to reserve or authorize the conveyance of any exemption

from taxation, either State, municipal, or county, or any special rights,
privileges, and immunities that are not herein authorized to be granted
to all railroads alike, in conformity with the Constitution of Georgia.

—

Cross-references.
Rights acquired by purchaser of franchise,
Rights, etc.. of purchasers at judicial sales, see § 39-1301 et seq.

— Such

Same; reorganization by purchasers.
associates, or assigns, may organize anew by

94-304. (2585)
ers, their

see

§

22-1402.

purchas-

filing a petition

with the Secretary of State, requesting to be substituted for the original
petitioners and stockholders, with all their powers, rights, privileges,
duties, and liabilities under this Title, when said new incorporators may
proceed anew by electing new directors as provided by this Title, and
may distribute and dispose of stock, and may conduct their business generally as provided by this Title, and such purchaser or purchasers and
their associates or assigns shall thereupon be a corporation, with all the
powers, privileges, and franchises conferred by, and be subject to the
provisions of. section 94-301, but no debt, trust deeds, mortgages, or
other liens shall be made or created by the purchasers, except on the
terms and conditions prescribed in section 94-206. (Acts 1892, pp. 37,
44.)

Cross-reference.

— Purchasers

may

organize anew, see

§

22-1403.

—
Railroads.
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94-305. (2586)

Same; application

for

g

by purchasers;

incorporation

verification; certificate of incorporation; fee.

corporation by the purchaser or purchasers

—The

may

be

chaser or purchasers alone, or with such associate

and the petition

shall set forth only the facts

pany, but which

may

application

made by
may be

showing

94-307

for

in-

aid pur-

de

and purchase as in this section provided. If the purchasers desire any additional powers not contained in the original charter of the railroad comset forth specifically

tion shall be verified

the petition

same and

is filed

tl

be obtained under this Title, the said petition shall

what additional powers are so
by one of the purchasers or by

desired.

The

When

his counsel.

as aforesaid, the Secretary of State shall examin

•

the

issue a certificate under the great seal of the State in the form

prescribed in section 94-103, varied to suit the particular case.
petitioners shall
service.

peti-

pay

(Acts 1894,

Cross-reference.

The

to the Treasurer of the State a fee of S50 for this
p. 65.)

—Amendment

of charters of certain corporations, see

§

22-505.

94-306. (2686) Appropriation of public highways, bridges, or ferries.

— Public highways, bridges, or
roads, unless express authority

ferries shall not be appropriated
is

by

rail-

granted by some constitutional pro-

vision of their charters.

—

Cross-references. What are public roads, see § 95-101. Suit by commissioners
or ordinary against railroad to enforce public's right to highways, see § 95-602.

and branch roads; resolution of directors;
notice; record; fee; condemnation of rights of way; stocks and bonds.
Every railroad company may extend its railroad from any point named
in the petition for charter, or may build branch roads from any point or
points on its line of road.
Before making any such extensions or building any such branch roads, said company shall, by resolution of its
board of directors, to be entered in the records of its proceedings, des94-307. (2587) Extensions

ignate the route of such proposed extension or branch, and advertise

same

through which said extension or branch road
will run, for the time and in the manner provided by section 94-102. and
file a certified copy of such resolution and advertisements in the office
in all of the counties

which shall be by him filed and recorded as are
original petitions for charters, and said company shall pay to the Treasurer of the State for the same a fee of $25 for each extension or branch
road.
Thereafter said railroad shall have the right, within one year
from the filing of said resolution with the Secretary of State, to begin
the construction and equipment of said branch or extension, and if it
fail to construct as much as 20 miles within two years, or complete the
same if it shall be less than 20 miles in length, the powers and privileges
to do so shall cease and determine.
For the purpose of such extension
or branch road said company shall have all the rights and privileges of
condemning rights of way or acquiring the same, provided for constructing and building the main line. All the provisions of this Title relative
to the issuance of stocks and bonds on the road authorized under the
original petition for incorporation shall be applicable to and control the
of the Secretary of State,

§

94-308
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issuance of stocks and bonds on said proposed extensions. (Acts 1892,
p. 45.)

—

Cross-references.
Charters revived or amended subject to Constitution, see
Const.. Art. IV, Sec. [I, Par. [II (§ 2-2503). Approval by Public Service Commission before issuance of stocks or bonds, see § 93-414.

(2588) Construction of railroad over lands of others or over
rights of way of other railroads upon payment or tender of reasonable
94-308.

compensation.

owner

— In

the event any

company does not procure from

the

owners thereof, by contract, lease, or purchase, the title to the
lands, right of way, or other property necessary or proper for the construction or connection of said railroad and its branches or extensions,
necessary or proper for it to reach its freight or passenger depot, in any
or

town, or village in this State, or its depots, wharves, docks, or other
necessary terminal facilities, said corporation may construct its railroad
over any lands belonging to other persons, or over such rights of way or
tracks of other railroads, upon paying or tendering to the owner thereof,
or to his or her or its legally authorized representative, just and reasonable compensation for said lands or said right of way. When the compensation is not otherwise agreed upon, it shall be assessed and determined in the manner provided in this Code. (Acts 1892, p. 45; 1894,
city,

p. 95.)

Cross-references.

— Condemnation

procedure,

see

Title

Eminent Domain,

36,

Chapter 36-1 et seq. Power to acquire property by condemnation, see
II 3, 4. Joining tracks, see § 93-410.
94-309.

(2589)

Change

of general direction

and

route.

—Any

§

94-301,

railroad

company incorporated under the provisions of this Title shall have the
power to change the general direction and route of its railroad from that
by a two-thirds vote of the capital stock
of said corporation represented in person or by written proxy at any annual or special meeting of the stockholders of said corporation, and when
the same are so changed shall have the right and power to enter upon,
condemn for rights of way, and construct said road on the land along
the new or changed line, as it had on the original line; but no change
shall be made in any town or city after the road has been constructed,
without the consent of such town or city expressed through its proper
authorities and in case the route is changed after grading is commenced,
compensation shall be made to all persons owning lands on the original
route which have been injured by such grading or other work on such
original route; if no agreement shall be made, such amounts shall be
ascertained in the method provided for condemning rights of way. (Acts
stated in the original petition,

;

1892, p. 48; 1903, p. 36.)
Cross-reference.

94-310.

— Condemnation

of private property, see

(2590) Crossings, acquisition of additional lands for.

cases where a railroad shall cross a
a

change

36-301.

§

in the line of

highway and the cutting

any such highway, or a change

is

— In

shall

all

make

desirable with

company may take such additional lands for the construction of such highway upon a new line as
may be deemed requisite by the directors, under the mode provided for
condemning rights of way and other property. (Acts 1892, p. 49.)

a

view

to easier ascent or descent, the said

Cross-reference.

— Condemnation

of private property, see

§

36-301.

Railroads.
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§94-315

94-311. (2591) Contracts to connect, merge, or consolidate with, or

purchase,

other companies.

etc.,

— Any

railroad

company incorporated

under this Title shall have the power to make contracts with any railroad company which has constructed or shall hereafter construct any
railroad within this State or any other State, that will enable said companies to run their roads in connection with each other, and merge their
stocks, or to consolidate with any such company within or without this
State, or to lease or purchase the property of any other such company
and hold, use, and occupy the same in such manner as they may deem
most beneficial to their interests: Provided, that no railroad shall purchase a competing line of railroad, or enter into any contract with a
competing line of railroad calculated to defeat or lessen competition in
this State; and any violation of this section shall subject the corporation to all the penalties incident to such violation of the law. (Acts 1892,
p. 49.)

—

Cross-references. Buying stock, etc., in other corporations, see Const., Art. IV,
Electric railroad companies may control other like
Sec. II, Par. IV, (§ 2-2504).
companies, see §§ 94-1014 to 94-1017. Leasing or selling to other companies, see
CorLessee subject to burdens of lessor corporation, see § 22-715.
§ 94-1013.
poration liable, even after sale or lease, see § 22-716.

same terminal tracks by two or more railroads.
Two or more chartered railway companies whose lines terminate in
the same city may, by contract, within the corporate limits use the same
track in common, with or without common ownership.
(70 Ga. 489

Use

94-312. (2229)

of

—

(7 S. E. 214).)

—

94-313. (2592)

companies may
erty such number

Ownership and operation of steamboats. Railroad
and run as part of their corporate prop-

build, construct,

to facilitate

steamboats or vessels as they shall deem necessary
their business operations. (Acts 1892, p. 49.)
of

94-314. (2593) Custody,

books, records,

etc.

company who

is

inspection,

and

—The secretary or other

furnishing
officer or

transcripts

of

agent of a railroad

the custodian of the books, records, papers, or other

property of said company, shall keep the same in his possession at all
times during business hours have the same ready to be exhibited to any
officer, director, or committee of stockholders of said company, and furnish them or either of them with transcripts from the records of proceed;

ings of the board of directors under his official hand and seal, on the

payment

to

him

of the

same

fee as that provided

by law

for the clerk of

the superior court for transcripts from the records of his office

;

and the

said secretary shall, on resigning his office or otherwise vacating the

same, turn over

all

such books, records, papers, and

all

other property of

the corporation, which are in his possession, to his successor in

office, or,

when no
tors,

if

successor has been appointed or elected, to the board of direcany, or to the person or persons appointed by the stockholders of

such company. (Acts 1892,

p. 49.)

—

and terminal approach. In selecting the
general route and in constructing a railroad between termini, if another
railroad is already constructed, or route selected and the road chartered
between said points, the general direction and location of the railroad
shall be at least 10 miles from the railroad already constructed or route
94-315. (2594) Location

g

Railroads.
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laid out

and selected
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to be constructed; but this section shall not be

construed to refer to any point within 10 miles of either terminus, or to
prevent said roads from running as near to each other for the first 10
miles from either terminus as the interest of such company building* the
Provided, however, that whenever the condinew route may dictate
tions imposed by this section are impracticable by reason of the physical
formation of the country surrounding any initial or terminal point, or
:

by reason of the number of railroads centering in an initial or terminal
point, and the railroad companies interested shall fail to agree, this section shall not apply; but in all such cases the location of such proposed
new railroad with reference to initial or terminal points shall be made
and fixed under the order and by direction of the Public Service Commission, which shall locate said new railroad on such a route as may be found
Provided
practicable, and as will the least interfere with existing lines
further, that the power herein given to the Public Service Commission
shall only extend to fixing and providing the location by which any new
railroad may have access to either of its terminal points; and nothing
herein shall be so construed as to otherwise change the general policy of
:

this State,

which requires the general direction and location of railroads
be constructed, to be not less than 10 miles from a railroad al-

sought to
ready constructed. (Acts 1892,
Cross-reference.
§

— Powers

of

p. 50; 1895, p.

Public

Service

60; 1922,

Commission

p. 143.)

as

to

tracks,

see

93-308.

94-316.

(2595) Exercise of franchises,

road company

may

in other States.

etc.,

—A

rail-

and privileges in
any other State or Territory of the United States, under and subject to
the laws of the State or Territory where it may exercise or attempt to
exercise the same, and may accept from any other State or Territory,
and use, any other additional power and privilege applicable to the carrying of persons and property by railway, steamboats, and ships in said
State, Territory, or on the high seas, or otherwise applicable to the operations of said
94-317.

exercise

company

all its

rights, franchises,

as herein provided. (Acts 1892, p. 50.)

(2596) Privileges granted to railroad companies already in-

corporated.

—Any railroad company heretofore incorporated, whether by

General Assembly incorporating the same by name or under
the provisions of the general railroad law of the State, may amend its
charter either by adopting the provisions of this Title or by extending its
corporate existence for a period of 50 years from the time of the expira-

Act

of the

and when it shall so amend its charter it may
retain its original organization and the same amount of capital stock provided for in its original charter, and any other powers and privileges, except exemption from taxation, granted in its original charter, which may
not be in conflict with this Title or any other law relating to the powers
and duties of railroad companies, and such amendments shall be without
prejudice to any of its prior rights or contracts and the provisions of this
Title may also be adopted by any person or persons owning or operating
a railroad in this State, without prejudice to such organization as they
may have already effected, and without prejudice to their existing contracts and obligations.
Whenever any railroad company shall desire to
amend its charter, or any person or persons shall desire to adopt the protion of

its

original charter,

;

Rai lroads.
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visions of this Title as above provided,

it

§94- 318

or they shall

the Secretary of State, setting forth particularly
sired to

amend such

in

file

a petition with

what manner

charter or adopt the provisions of this Title.

it

de-

is

When

such petition is filed, the Secretary of State shall issue to said comp:
or persons, under the great seal of the State, a certificate setting forth the

which said charter is amended, if the petition s \<>v amendment; or if the petition is to adopt the provisions of this Title, then a
tificate setting forth that said persons are a body corporate with all the
powers, duties, and liabilities provided in this Title, before said certificate shall issue, said petitioner or petitioners shall pay to the Treasurer

manner

in

i

<

of the State the

sum

of $50.

(Acts 1892,

p. 50.)

—

Privileges extended
Cross-references. Amendment of charters, see § 22-505.
railroad comto navigation companies already incorporated, see § 17-213.
panies may acquire privileges granted to street railroads, see § 94-1008.

How

94-318. (2597) Sale, etc., to, or consolidation with, other companies;

issuance of bonds and stock.

—Any

railroad

company incorporated un-

der the provisions of this Title shall have authority to
or transfer

its

stock, property,

and franchises

to,

sell, lease,

assign,

or to consolidate the

same with, those of any other railroad company incorporated under the
laws of this or any other State or of the United States, whose railroad
within or without this State shall connect with or form a continuous line
with the railroad of the company incorporated under this law, upon such
terms as may be agreed upon and conversely any such corporation or;

ganized under the provisions of this Title
date with, absorb, and merge into

itself

may

purchase, lease, consoli-

the stock, property, and fran-

any other railroad company incorporated under the laws of
this or any other State or the United States, whose railroad within or
without this State shall connect with or form a continuous line or system with the railroad of such company incorporated under this Title,
upon such terms as may be agreed upon. Any railroad company or corporation now or hereafter formed by the consolidation of one or more
railroad companies or corporations, organized under the laws of this
State or under the laws of this State and any other States, with one or
more companies or corporations organized under the laws of any other
State or under the laws of this and of other States, may issue its bonds
and stock as provided for in this Title, in such amounts as it may deem
necessary for the purpose of paying, or exchanging the same for, or retiring any bonds or stocks theretofore issued by either of the said companies, or corporations, so merged, purchased, or consolidated, or for
any other purpose, and to the amount authorized by the laws of the State
under which either of said companies or corporations so consolidated was
organized, and to secure the same, in case of bonds, by mortgage or trust
deeds upon its real or personal property, franchises, rights, and privileges, whether within or without this State
Provided, that no railroad
company shall make any contract under the provisions of this section
with any other railroad company which is a competing line, that is calchises of

:

culated to defeat or lessen competition in this State or to encourage

monopoly. (Acts 1892,

—

p. 51.)

Cross-references. Railroads may merge, etc., see § 94-311.
Legislature may
not authorize a corporation to buy stock in another corporation, when, see Const..
Art. IV, Sec. II, Par. IV (§ 2-2504). Hearing by Public Service Commission before issuance of stocks and bonds, see § 93-414.

§
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94-319

Leases; recording in counties through which road
runs.
All railroad companies in this State, which have already leased
or which may hereafter lease their property or line of road to another
94-319.

—

railroad

25S^

)

(

v

N

S

>

company

or to a private person, shall have the contract of lease

or other contract of like nature, evidencing the change of control and

possession of such property or line of road, recorded in the clerk's office
of the superior court in each

(Acts 1899.

run.

Cross-reference.

county through which said

line of

road

may

p. 54.)

— Contracts

to lease property of other companies, see

§

94-311.

(2599) Failure to record lease, effect as to rights of action
against company.
failure or refusal to comply with section 94-319
94-320.

—A

will authorize

any person, including any employee

right of action against said railroad

action against said railroad
erty or line of road in

all

company

respects as

company

to

of the same,

file

and prosecute said

or against the lessees of

if it

having a
its

prop-

were the proper party defendant,

and no plea or other defense attempting to shift liability to such lessee
or denying control or possession of such property or line of road filed
either to the suit of a person belonging to the general public or to a suit

by an employee as aforesaid, shall avail to protect against liability
any such railroad company failing or refusing to record as provided in
filed

the preceding section. (Acts 1899, p. 54.)
Cross-references.

Lessees liable to

94-321.
lines

;

— Corporation liable

suit,

see

§

Powers which

94-1102.

notwithstanding sale or lease, see § 22-716.
Service on leasing railroad, see § 94-1104.

railroad

relocation of tracks

;

may

improvement

exercise in

right of condemnation.

—Any

railroad

of its

com-

pany owning or operating or which may hereafter own or operate a railroad or any part thereof, in this State, whether such company is chartered under the laws of this State or under the laws of any other State
or States, is hereby authorized and empowered to reconstruct its lines
or tracks, or any of them, to build one or more additional main tracks,
and to relocate any line or lines or portions of a line or lines, and to build
embankments for the purpose of avoiding trestles upon which such railroads may be constructed, or to widen cuts where necessary for proper
construction or maintenance; to build and maintain such additional
depots, tracks and terminal facilities as may be necessary for the proper
accommodation of the business of the company; to construct, maintain and operate tracks for the purpose of connecting two or more lines
of railroad operated by the same company not more than 10 miles
apart: Provided, however, that under the provisions of this section, no
railroad company shall be authorized to so change the location of an
existing line as to leave off of the line of railroad to be operated by it
any of the passenger or freight stations now existing under the same
without the express approval of the Public Service Commission: Provided further, that the right of condemnation under this section shall not
be exercised until the Public Service Commission, under such rules of
procedure as

it

erty or right of

may
way

provide, shall

first

approve the taking of the prop-

designated for the public use or uses desired. (Acts

1914, p. 144.)
Cross-reference.

— Condemnation

of private property, see

§

36-301.

—
Railroads.
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94-322. Acquisition

§

property for improvements.

of

94-328

—Authority

and

power are hereby granted to such railroad companies to acquire by purchase or gift and to hold such real estate as may be necessary, for all of
the purposes mentioned in the foregoing section, and if the same cannot
be acquired by purchase or gift, then by condemnation in the manner
vided in Title 36, Eminent Domain, Chapters 36-3 to 36-6, for the condemnation and taking of private property for public purposes. (Acts
;

1914, p. 144.)

Powers granted by two preceding sections are additional.
The powers and authority conferred by the two preceding sections are
in addition to the powers and authority which railroad companies may
have by virtue of their charters or by virtue of the general laws of this
94-323.

State.

(Acts 1914,

Cross-reference.

p. 144.)

—Powers

of railroads generally, see

§

94-301.

on order of Public Service Commission.
Any railroad corporation chartered by the Secretary of State, and
owning and operating any railroad, other than a street railroad, not over
94-324. Surrender of franchise

—

may

five miles long, in this State,

exercise

may
ice

its

franchises and to perform

surrender

its

Commission.

Cross-reference.

94-325.

cease, temporarily or permanently, to
its

duties as a

franchises to the State,

(Acts 1918,

— Powers,

etc.,

Same; application

common

by order

carrier,

and

of the Public Serv-

p. 211.)

when

to cease, see

to be filed.

§

94-302.

— Before any such order

shall be

with said Commission an application
for the same, verified by the affidavit of the president and secretary of
such corporation, containing a copy of a resolution adopted by a unanimous vote of the stockholders of such corporation authorizing such application. (Acts 1918, p. 211.)
granted, such corporation shall

94-326.

Same; publication

file

of application; hearing.

— Said

Commission

such application, and before such date
such application shall be published once a week for four weeks in the
newspaper in which the sheriff's advertisements are published in each
county through which said railroad may run. (Acts 1918, p. 211.)
shall fix a date for the hearing of

Same; investigation; order; effect
Commission shall have authority to investigate
94-327.

application and to grant such an order,

of

indebtedness.

— Said

fully the matter of

such

they shall conclude that the
condition of the affairs of such corporation and the public convenience
warrant it. No such railroad shall be allowed to surrender its charter
as herein provided as long as it shall owe any debts whatever. (Acts
if

1918, p. 211.)

94-328. Authority to sell or lease railroad.

—Any railroad

corporation

organized under the laws of this State, which has heretofore leased its
property for a long term of years to another corporation, which lease
has terminated, and the lessor is not a going concern or equipped to conduct the operations of a railroad company, is hereby authorized to sell
or lease its property, rights, and franchises to another railroad corporation upon such terms as may be agreed upon by the board of directors

§

Railroads.

94-329

of the selling or lessor

majority of

its

stock.

corporation and assented to by the holders of a

(Acts 1933,

94-329. Rights acquired.
lease

made under

is

2470

— The

p. 235.)

railroad corporation to

which a

sale or

the terms of the preceding section shall acquire

the property, rights, and franchises of the selling, or lessor, corpora-

all

tion.

Acts 1933,

CHAPTER

p.

94-4.

235.)

CONDITIONAL SALES OF ROLLING STOCK.
Sec.

Sec.
94-401.

Contract

for

conditional

94-403.

sale,

etc

°4-402.

Validity, execution, and record
of contracts; marks on rolling stock to indicate owner-

Contract for lease.

(2790) Contract for conditional sale, etc.

94-401.

poration

ship.

may make

a contract in writing

— Any person or

cor-

with any railroad company or

person owning or operating a railroad in this State to furnish said company or person with rolling stock or other equipment, deliverable either

immediately or subsequently at stipulated periods by the terms of
which contract the purchase money for said property, in whole or in part,
is to be paid thereafter, and in which contract it may be agreed that the
title to the property so sold or contracted to be sold shall not pass to or
vest in the vendee until the purchase money for the same shall have been
fully paid, notwithstanding the delivery of such property to and the possession of the same by the vendee but that until said purchase money
shall have been fully paid, the title to said property shall remain in said
vendor and his or its assigns. (Acts 1889, p. 188.)
;

;

Cross-reference.

— Execution

of conditional sale, see §§ 67-1401, 67-1402.

—The

manufacturer, owner, or assigns of any railroad equipment or rolling stock may make a written contract for the lease of such equipment or rolling stock to any railroad
94-402.

company

(2791) Contract for lease.

or person

owning

or operating a railroad in this State

;

and

in

such contract it shall be lawful to stipulate for a conditional sale of said
property to the said lessee on the termination of such lease, and to stipulate that the rental received for said property may, as paid, or when fully
paid, be applied and treated as purchase money, and that the title to such
property shall not vest in such lessee or vendee until the amount of such
purchase money shall have been paid in full to the lessor or vendor, or to
his or its assigns, notwithstanding the delivery of such property to and
possession of the same by such lessee or vendee, but that until such purchase money shall have been fully paid the title to such property shall
remain in said lessor or vendor, or in his or its assigns. (Acts 1889,
p. 188.)

94-403.

(2792) Validity, execution, and record of contracts;

rolling stock to indicate ownership.

— Every

such contract hereby au-

thorized shall be good, valid, and effectual to retain the
erty in said vendor or lessor, or in his or

vendee or

lessee,

contracts,

if

and against

made within

all

its

marks on

title to

said prop-

assigns, as against the said

persons claiming under said lessee. Such

this State, shall be

executed

in the

presence

of,

Railroads.
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and attested by, or be proved before

§94

this State, or a clerk. of the superior court.
it

Jf

and attested by or proved

shall be executed in the presence of,

in

bei

notary public having
the State or other jurisdiction within the

a commissioner of deeds for the State of

authority to act as such in

judge of any court
made without this

a notary public,

(><:<>r<^v<i,

a

United States where the contract is made, or a consul or vice consul of
the United States (the certificates of the foregoing officers, under their
seals, being evidence of the fact), or by a judge of a court of record in
the State where executed; such contract shall be recorded, within six

months

after the date of its execution, in the office of the clerk of the

superior court of the county where
State, of the said railroad

situated the principal office, in this

is

Each locomotive engine and each

company.

car so sold or contracted to be sold or leased, as aforesaid, shall have the

name

of the

vendor or

plainly placed or

lessor, or the assignee of

marked on the same,

or

it

such vendor or lessor,

marked

shall be otherwise so

as to plainly indicate the ownership thereof.

(Acts 1889,

p.

188; 1917,

pp. 55, 56.)

—

Cross-references. Execution of conditional sales, see §§ 67-1401, 67-1402. How
recorded, see § 67-1403. How deeds shall be attested out of this State, see § 29-409.

CHAPTER
Sec.
94-501.
94-502.

94-503.

94-504.
94-505.
94-506.

CROSSINGS.

94-5.

Sec.

Railroads may cross each other
to reach minerals, etc.
Railroads availing of the privilege subject to restrictions;
safety switches and signals.

94-509.

Extent of crossings.
Bells,
whistles,
and electric
headlights on locomotives.
Blowposts; signals at crossings; lookouts and exercise

94-510.

Tolling bell in

cities, etc.;

out; observance
nances.
94-508.

of

look-

re-

Trains

to

stop

railroad

at

crossings.
94-511.

Standard
signs;

when

railroad

crossing

removal

defacement;

illegally erected.

94-512.

Obstructions and disrepair; no-

94-513.

Same;

94-514.

Same; execution against company for services in remov-

94-515.

Same;

tice to

of care.
94-507.

signboards

of

quired.

Upkeep and

repair of crossings; bridges, embankments,
and excavations.

Erection

ordi-

company

agent.

requisition, when to
complied with; report.

ing obstructions,
disposition

be

etc.

of

money

raised.

94-516.

Same; defenses.

Existing duties.

94-501. (2671) Railroads

may

cross each other to reach minerals, etc.

—Any railroad

company chartered by the legislature of this State, and
also any person or persons or company owning or operating a public or
private railroad in this State, when necessary to reach minerals, timber,

or other materials, shall have the right to cross

any other railroad here-

They
upon the following terms
shall be allowed to cross at grade points, or at any other point where such
crossing will not obstruct the other road, and may be allowed to cross by
tofore or hereafter built in this State,

:

a tunnel or bridge,

if

necessary, said tunnel or bridge being absolutely

(Acts 1870,

p.

428; 1899,

secure.

—

p. 31.)

Cross-references. Railroads may cross and join each other, see
of Public Service Commission, see § 93-308.

Powers

§

94-301. 1

6.

§

Railroads.
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94-502.

tions

;
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(2672) Railroads availing of the privilege subject to restric-

safety switches and signals.

— Any public or private railroads avail-

ing themselves of the privileges of the preceding section shall be subject

same

and penalties, and governed by the
same rules, as to crossings, which are now provided by law for chartered
railroads: Provided, that where any tram or unchartered road crosses a
chartered road it may be required of said tram or unchartered road that it
put in the necessary and proper safety switches and signal service on
to the

restrictions, liabilities,

both sides of said chartered road. (Acts 1899,
Cross-reference.

94-503.

— Railroads may
Upkeep and

(2673)

and excavations.

—All

p. 31.)

cross each other, see

§

94-301,

repair of crossings; bridges,

railroad companies shall keep in

their expense, the public roads or private

ways

11

6.

embankments,
good order, at

established pursuant to

and build suitable bridges and
make proper excavations or embankments, according to the spirit of the
road laws. (Act 1838, Cobb, 956.)
law,

where crossed by

their several roads,

—

Cross-references. Safe and unsafe crossings, see
ing elimination law, see § 95-1901 et seq.

94-504.

— Such

(2674) Extent of crossings.

§

95-1801 et seq.

Grade cross-

crossings shall include the

width of land on both sides of the road allowed by charter or appropriated by the company therefor, and as many feet beyond, each way,
as is necessary for a traveler to get on and of! the crossing safely and
conveniently.

and electric headlights on locomoEach locomotive engine operated on the line of any railway in this
tives.
State shall be equipped with a signal bell and a steam signal whistle, and
every railroad company is required to equip and maintain each locomotive used by such company on its main line after dark with a good and
sufficient headlight which shall consume not less than 300 watts at the
arc, and with a reflector not less than 23 inches in diameter, and to keep
The words "main line," as used herein,
the same in good condition.
mean all portions of the railway line not used solely as yards, spurs, and
This section shall not apply to tramroads, millroads, and
sidetracks.
roads used principally for lumber or logging transportation in connec94-505. (2697, 2698) Bells, whistles,

—

tion with mills.
Cross-reference.

(Acts 1908, pp.

— Penalty

50, 51

;

1918, p. 212.)

for violation, see

§

94-9901.

94-506. Blowposts; signals at crossings; lookouts

and exercise of care.
Upon the line of each railway and at a point 400 yards from the center
oi its intersection at grade with any public road or street used by the
public generally in crossing the tracks of said railway, and on each side
of said crossing, there shall be erected by the railroad company, or the
persons or corporations owning and operating said railway, a blowpost to
indicate the existence of such crossing, and the engineer operating the
locomotive engine of any railroad train moving over the track of said

—

railroad shall be required,

when he reaches

the said blowpost, as a signal

approach to said crossing, to blow through said whistle two long and
two short blasts at intervals of five seconds between each blast; said
In addition thereto, after reaching the
blasts to be loud and distinct.
blowpost furthest removed from said crossing, and while approaching
of

—
§94-510
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and maintain a constant and vigilant lookout
along the track ahead of said engine, and shall otherwise exercise due care
in approaching said crossing, in order to avoid doing injury to any per
or property which may be on said crossing, or upon the line of said railway at any point within 50 feet of such crossing. (Acts 1918, p. 212.;
said crossing, he shall keep

Cross-reference.

— Punishment

for violation, see §§ 94-9902, 94-9903.

94-507. Tolling bell in cities, etc.

Within the corporate

company

;

lookout observance of ordinances.
;

limits of cities,

towns and

villages the said railroad

blowpost hereinbefore
provided for or to blow the whistle of its locomotives in approaching
the crossing or public roads in said corporate limits, but in lieu thereof
the engineer of each locomotive shall be required to signal the approach
of his train to such crossing in said corporate limits by constantly tolling
the bell of said locomotive, and on failure to do so the penalties of section
Provided further, that nothing in
94-9903 shall apply to such offense
shall not be required either to erect the

:

be held to relieve the said engineer or the
said railroad company of his or its duty of keeping and maintaining a
constant and vigilant lookout along the track ahead of its engine while
moving within the corporate limits of said city, town or village, or to excuse such railroad company or such engineer from exercising due care
in so controlling the movements of such trains as to avoid doing injury
this section contained shall

which may be on such crossing within said city
or within 50 feet of said crossing on the line of such railway, or for failure to observe any ordinance of such city, town, or village, which may
lawfully be passed, regulating the speed at which railroad trains may be

to persons or property

run therein. (Acts 1918,

p. 213.)

94-508. Existing duties.

—The enumeration of certain specific duties as

law expressed shall in no wise be so construed as to relieve any
railroad company from any duty or liability which may be imposed upon
it by existing laws. (Acts 1918, p. 214.)

in this

94-509. Erection of signboards required.

— Every

person, firm or cor-

poration operating a railroad in this State shall be required to erect and
maintain a signboard at least four feet and six inches in height at a point

on the right of way not less than one-half mile nor more than one mile
on each side of every station at which there is a switch, not less than
one-half mile nor more than one mile on each side of every drawbridge,
and not less than one-half mile nor more than one mile on each side of
every railroad crossing at grade; the said boards to be where they can
be plainly seen by persons operating locomotives, and to be on the righthand side of the track approaching such station, drawbridge or railroad
grade crossing. (Acts 1913,
Cross-reference.

— Penalty

p. 114.)

for violation, see

§

94-9904.

94-510. Trains to stop at railroad crossings.

—Whenever the tracks

of

separate and independent railroads cross each other, or whenever any

two separate and independent divisions crossing each other in this State, all enginemen and conductors in charge of
trains shall cause the trains which they respectively drive and conduct
to come to a full stop within 50 feet of the place of crossing, and then
railroad has the tracks of

—
2474
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move forward slowly

until over the crossing:

Provided, that whenever

any of the railroads whose tracks shall cross in the manner
herein contemplated shall place at such crossing or crossings either flageither or

men

or

modern interlocking

signal devices,

it

shall not be necessary for

trains to stop at such crossings, provided the signals indicate that the

approaching crossings so
they
may be stopped by the
guarded shall be under such control that
signals provided. (Acts 1931, pp. 229, 230.)
track for such trains

is

clear; but all trains

—

Cross-references.
Punishment for violation, see
each other, see § 94-501.

§

94-9905. Railroads

may

94-511. Standard railroad crossing signs; defacement; removal

—

illegally erected.

It

cross

when

shall be the duty of the Public Service Commission

and require the use of same by
railroad companies to designate crossings of public highways across railroads, and it shall be unlawful for any person, firm or corporation to use
a sign similar thereto for advertising or for any other purpose; and it
shall be unlawful to mutilate or destroy or deface said crossing sign,
when so erected and it shall be the duty of the county authorities having
in charge the working of the roads of the county in any county where a
sign is erected contrary to this law to remove and destroy the same.
to designate a standard sign or signs,

;

(Acts 1918,

p. 268.)

—

Cross-references. Punishment for unlawful use of standard sign designating
railroad crossing, see § 94-9906.
Railroads may cross each other, see § 94-501.
Subject to restrictions, see § 94-502.

Obstructions and disrepair; notice to company agent.
When any railroad over which a crossing is required shall be obstructed
or shall not be in good order at such crossing, a road commissioner, or
an overseer of the road district where the crossing is, shall notify the
94-512. (2680)

nearest agent or employee of the company, in writing, to

obstructions or to put such crossing in

remove such
proper order within 15 days from

the date of such notice. (Act 1838, Cobb, 956. Acts 1894, p. 37.)

Same;

when

be complied with; report.
If such requisition is not complied with, the obstruction shall be removed
or the necessary repairs made by the overseer of the road district, and
within five days after he shall have discharged such duty he shall report
under oath, in writing, to the commissioner of the district, the amount
and value of the services performed. (Act 1838, Cobb, 956.)
94-513.

(2681)

requisition,

to

Same; execution against company for services in removing obstructions, etc. The road commissioners shall then issue exe94-514.

(2682)

—

hands and seals, directed to any lawful officer, for the
amount of such value and the costs of the proceeding against such de(Act
faulting railroad company, as in case of other road defaulters.
1838, Cobb, 956.)

cution, under their

94-515. (2683;

collected, shall be paid to the

—

money raised. The amount, when
persons who performed the labor, pro rata,

Same; disposition

of

and according to the labor performed by each, and used for other expenses of said work, if any. (Act 1838, Cobb, 956.)
94-516.

such

fi.

fas.

Same;

—The

defendants

may

defend against
as other defaulting roadworkers may. (Act 1838, Cobb, 956.)

(2684)

defenses.

§94-603
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CHAPTER

FARMCROSSINGS AND CATTLEGUARDS.

94-6.

Sec

Sec.

94-601.

94403.

Railroad companies to build
..,
and maintain cattleguards;
.

,

.

Fai^crOMlflgf
cattleguards;

,

r-xpr-nse

notice.

94-602.

,nd

additional

construction

of

landowners;

of

preceding

at
re-

pair8
to

Liability for failure
cattleguards.

build

94-604.

Operation

tl

sections as to existing laws.

and maintain cattleguards;
Every railroad company shall be required to build and maintain
notice.
at its own expense good and sufficient cattleguards on each side of every
public road or private way established pursuant to law, and on the dividing line of adjoining landowners, where the railroad may cross such
94-601. (2699) Railroad companies to build

—

public roads, private ways, or dividing lines,

when necessary

to protect

Thirty days' written notice to build such cattleguards shall
be served on any agent or officer of such company, by the owner of the
lands to be affected by such cattleguards said notice shall be directed to
said railroad company, and contain a description of the point where such
said lands.

;

cattleguard

is

desired,

and

by the

shall be signed

said

landowner or

his

agent or attorney and attested by some officer under his official seal a
certified copy of the same being prima facie evidence of the contents of
the original notice. (Acts 1889, p. 158.)
;

94-602. (2700) Liability for failure to build cattleguards.

road company shall
notice, the

fail

company

—

If

the rail-

to build such cattleguards within 30 days after

shall be liable to the

owner

of the land for all

dam-

ages resulting from the failure so to build and for each day elapsing
after the 30 days have expired, until the said cattleguard is built, shall be
;

such landowner in the sum of $25, to be recovered by said landowner in any court having jurisdiction over the same. (Acts 1889. p. 158.)

liable to

and additional cattleguards; construction at expense of landowners; repairs. Whenever the owner of any
lands over which any railroad company may have acquired the right of
94-603. (2701) Farmcrossings

way may

—

desire cattleguards other than those provided for in section

any farmcrossing on his land, it shall be the duty of the railroad
company, upon written notice as provided in section 94-601, within 10
days after the service of the said notice, to submit to the landowner or
94-601, or

his agent,

if

to be found, a written estimate of the cost of such cattle-

guard or farmcrossing; whereupon the said landowner or his agent, if
satisfied with the same, shall pay to the company the sum so estimated,
and the company shall at once proceed to build such cattleguards or farmcrossings

;

the cost of the farmcrossings to be confined to the portion on

the roadbed of the said railroad.

company cannot agree

In the event the landowner and the

as to the correctness of the said estimate, the

same manner

same

damages for right of way. The
award may be had at the instance of the landowner or his agent, as well
as at the instance of the railroad company. In the event the railroad company shall fail to comply with the provisions of this section, or to keep in
good repair the guards or crossings, it shall be liable for all damages resulting to such landowner by the failure to build or keep in good repair
shall be determined

in the

as

§
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such cattleguards or farmcrossings, to be recovered in any court having
jurisdiction thereof. (Acts 1889, p. 158.)

Operation of preceding three sections as to existing
laws.
Nothing in the three preceding sections shall be construed in any
way to change the liability of railroad companies for damages to live
stock, or to prevent landowners from joining their fences to stockgaps,
or to prevent free access from and to the said farmcrossing. This and the
three preceding sections shall not apply to any roads, ways, or crossings
within the limits of any incorporated town or city. (Acts 1889, p. 158.)
94-604.

t^2702)

—

CHAPTER

94-7.

INJURIES

FROM OPERATION OF

RAILROADS.
Sec.

Sec.

94-701.

Damage

to live stock or other

94-706.

property.
94-702.

94-703.

injury to person
or property of an individual;
limitation of liability.

Liability

for

94-707.

94-708.

94-704.

Record of

94-705.

Report of track or section fore-

men

live

94-701. (2708)

Damage

railroad companies

94-709.

stock killed.

as to live stock killed.

of live stock killed to
be posted, where.
Section or track foreman failing to report; liability.
Railroad company liable for
failure of track or section

foreman
when.

Consent or negligence of person injured as defense; comparative negligence as affecting amount of recovery.

Report

to

make report,

Owner may

kill live stock rendered useless without impairing right of action against

railroad company.
94-710.

Railroad

may

kill

injured live

stock.

to live stock or other property.

in this State, including the

—The several

Western and Atlantic

Railroad, shall be held liable, under the rules hereinafter prescribed, for

any damage done to any live stock or other property (except for the assessment of damages for right of way), to the owner or owners thereof,
by the running of trains, locomotives, or cars upon their respective roads,
and for damage done by any person or persons in the employ or service
of such railroad companies, and for damages done by such railroad companies by any means whatever. (Act 1840, Cobb, 396; Act 1843, Cobb,
396; Act' 1847, Cobb, 397; Act 1850, Cobb, 398. Acts 1853-4, p. 93(e);
1863-4, p. 65.)

94-702. (2779)

Liability for injury to person or property of an individ-

ual; limitation of liability.

— In

all

cases where the person or property of

an individual shall be injured, or such property destroyed, by the carelessness, negligence, or improper conduct of any railroad company, or
officer, agent, or employee of such company, in or by the running of the
cars or engines of the same, such company shall be liable to pay damages to anyone whose property or person may be so injured or destroyed,
notwithstanding any bylaws, rules, and regulations, or notice which may
be made, passed, or given by such company, limiting its liability. (Acts
1855-6, p. 155.)

—

Cross-references. Limiting liability by giving notice, see § 18-104. Liable for
to live stock or other property, see § 94-701.
Contracts limiting liability
on live stock, see § 18-303. Contract exempting from liability for damage to

damage

§ 94-709
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property

in

Contract to exempt from liability
§ 18-506.
set-off of indemnity, see § 60-404.
Liability for acts

transportation void, see

for injury to employee, and
of corporate officers not relieved by bylaw,

etc.,

see

§

22-712.

(2781) Consent or negligence of person injured as defense;
comparative negligence as affecting amount of recovery. No person shall
94-703.

—

recover damages from a railroad

company

for injury to himself or his

done by his consent or is caused by his own
negligence. If the complainant and the agents of the company are both
at fault, the former may recover, but the damages shall be diminished by
property, where the

same

is

the jury in proportion to the

§

of fault attributable to him.

—

Justification in torts, see
Plaintiff's diligence, see § 105-603.
105-1801.
Consent in torts, see § 105-1803. Care and diligence of bailees, see
Imputable negligence, see § 105-205.
12-103. Due care in a child, see § 105-204.

Cross-references.

§

amount

94-704. (2703)

Record

of live stock killed.

— Every

railroad

company

employed by them to render daily, to a
proper officer, an account of any live stock or other property injured,
killed, or destroyed, which returns shall be kept recorded in al^ook, and
open for the inspection of all persons. For the failure to keep such a
record, and to require such returns, the company shall be liable for 10
per cent, extra damage to any person whose property is injured by it.
shall require of every engineer

(Acts 1847,

p. 250.)

94-705. (2704) Report of track or section
killed.

—All track or section foremen on the

foreman as

to live stock

different railroads shall

file

weekly with the station agent nearest the point at which the stock was
killed, on their respective sections, if any, and if not, then with the agent
nearest the point at which said stock was killed, a list of the different
marks and brands of all stock killed upon their respective sections during
the preceding week, specifying, in their weekly report, on what part of
their sections such stock was, or may have been, killed, by some designated place on said section. (Acts 1863-4, pp. 65, 66; 1901, p. 37.)
94-706. (2705) Report of live stock killed to be posted, where.
list

as reported

by the section foreman

—The

shall be placed in a conspicuous

place in the office of the said station agent, for the inspection of

all

per-

sons concerned. (Acts 1863-4, pp. 65, 66.)
94-707.

Upon

(2706) Section or track foreman failing to report; liability.

—

any section or track foreman to comply with the provisions of section 94-705, he shall be liable to pay the owners of said
stock double the value of all stock killed on his particular section, and
not reported the same to be recovered in the manner provided by law
failure of

;

for the collection of other claims.

94-708. (2707) Railroad

foreman

to

make

report,

(Acts 1863-4, pp. 65, 66; 1898,

company

when.

— In

company

p. 49.)

liable for failure of track or section

case the track or section foreman

is

whose employ he

is, shall be liable to
preceding
section
of the
Provided, that
shall be collected from the foreman, the
liability of the railroad company in whose employ he may be shall thenceforth cease. (Acts 1863-4, pp. 65, 66.)

insolvent, the railroad

in

pay according to the provisions
in all cases where the penalty

94-709. (2709)

Owner may

:

kill

live

stock rendered useless without

impairing right of action against railroad company.

—When

any

live

§94-710
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company as to become
valueless for ordinary uses, it shall be lawful for the owner of said live
stock to procure the attendance of two disinterested persons to examine

stock

is

so injured by the train of any railroad

said stock

and

;

if

said persons determine the injury to be of such charac-

purpose for which said owner
kept said stock, then the owner may put said stock to death, or procure
the same to be done, without impairing in any way his right to recover
damages from the company inflicting the injury upon his said stock.
(Acts 1882-3, p. 146.)
ter as to render the stock valueless for the

Cross-reference.

— Procedure

for

abandoned

killing

or

animal,

diseased

see

§ 62-211.

(2710) Railroad

94-710.

may

kill

injured live stock.

— Nothing

in the

preceding section contained shall be construed to prevent the railroad

company

inflicting serious injury of the character specified in said section

from putting such

live

CHAPTER

stock to death. (Acts 1882-3,

94-8.

p. 146.)

LIENS AGAINST RAILROADS.
Sec.

Sec.
94-801.

Lien for wages of railroad em-

94-804.

ployees.
94-802.
94-803.

Receiver or trustee to pay.
Liens for supplies and for damages for killing live stock.

Liens for supplies and for damages for killing live stock not
defeated by receivership
other seizure.

or

Duties of receivers of railroads.

94-805.

—

(2793) Lien for wages of railroad employees. The amounts
due employees by any railroad company for wages earned by services
rendered to said railroad company shall constitute a lien upon the railroad and other property of said railroad company, and shall be superior
in dignity to the lien of any mortgage or other contract lien executed or
created by said railroad company
Provided, that no employee shall be
entitled to said lien under this section to an amount exceeding $500.
94-801.

:

(Acts 1893,

p. 91.)

Cross-reference.

94-802.

— Lien

established, see

§

67-1701,

If

(2794) Receiver or trustee to pay.

13.

—Whenever

any railroad

has been seized by any order or process from any court appointing a
receiver for the railroad company, it shall be the duty of the judge presiding in said court to order payments on account of liabilities specified
in

the preceding section to be

made out

of

available for said purpose, as soon as the
liquidated,

and

if

the

any funds

amount

same are disputed, then

of said

company

of said liabilities is

as soon as they can be

and without awaiting the final judgment in said
cause.
\Vhenever any railroad has been seized by any trustee or other
person by authority of any provision in any trust deed or other conveyance to secure debt, it shall be the duty of said person so seizing said
railroad to pay said liabilities out of the first moneys coming into his
hands, as soon as the amount of the same can be ascertained, or determined judicially or otherwise, and in all such cases, the persons having
such claims of liability shall have the same right to proceed against said
property, to collect and secure the amount due on account of said liabilities, as if said railroad had not been seized by any trustee or other person
judicially ascertained,

§94-805
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under said trust

<\nc<\

or other conveyance for the security of debt.

(Acta

1893, p. 91.)
Cross-references.
receivers, etc., see

94-803.
stock.

— Receiver's

§

94-1107.

employees, Bee

liability to

Receiver,

when an

I

66-407.

officer of the '.our

damages

(2795) Liens for supplies and for

1
,

for

—All persons furnishing material, supplies, or other

Suits aga
$ 55-301.

see

killing

live

articles ne

company operated in this
persons having claims against such company for live stock

sary to the operation of any railroad

State,

killed
and all
by its engines or cars, shall have a lien upon the property of the company for the amounts due for such supplies, material, or other necessary

months preceding the institution of proceedings to enforce the same, or for the amounts due to them for damages
for the killing of such live stock, which lien shall be superior in dignity
to any mortgage or other contract lien created by said railroad comarticles furnished within six

pany. (Acts 1894,
Cross-reference.

p. 68.)

— Lien

established, see

94-804. (2796) Liens for supplies

§

67-1701,

and

for

11

13.

damages

stock not defeated by receivership or other seizure.

for

—

killing

live

Whenever any

railroad in operation in this State has been put in the hands of a receiver

by any court in this State, it shall be the duty of the presiding judge to
order the payments on account of the liabilities specified in the preceding section, out of the income of the property available for that purpose,
as soon as the amounts aforesaid have been liquidated, or, if disputed,
have been judicially ascertained, without awaiting the final judgment in
said cause. Whenever such railroad shall be seized by a trustee or other
person otherwise than through the instrumentality of a court of justice, it
shall be the duty of such person so seizing said railroad to pay the liabilities aforesaid out of the first moneys arising from the operations of
the road next after the payments due for wages of employees and other
claims superior in dignity to the claims aforesaid. No such seizure by
such trustee or other person, other than through a court of justice, shall
have the effect to prevent proceedings against the railroad property, on
the part of persons having such claims, to collect and secure the same
by due process of law. (Acts 1894, p. 68.)
Cross-references. — Suits against receivers, etc., see § 94-1107.
Receiver, when
an

officer of the court, see § 55-301.

94-805.

(2797) Duties of receivers of railroads.

— In

all

cases where the

business of any corporation operating a railroad, either wholly or partially in this State, shall, by an order or decree of any court, be placed
in the

hands

of a receiver for the benefit of the creditors or stockholders

duty of said receiver to apply the income of said railroad to the payment of the incidental expenses necessary to the carrying on said business, which shall include wages oi employees, wood, crossties, and other material furnished which may be
necessary for conducting said business and keeping the property in repair, and the damages which may arise from the loss or injury to goods,
wares, and merchandise received by said road for transportation, and for
which said road is liable as a common carrier by the laws of this State,
and for injuries to persons and property caused by the running of the
trains on said road and a lien is herebv created on the gross income of
of said corporation,

;

it

shall be the

§
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said road, while in the

hands

or claimants, superior to

all
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of such receiver, in favor of

such creditors

other liens under the laws of this State.

vacancy

said receiver shall be removed, or a
a successor shall be appointed,

it

shall occur in said office

shall be his

provided for, according to their date, out of

If

and

duty to pay the liens herein
any funds in his hands as

such receiver, whether such liability occurred before or after his appointment. (AiCts 1871-2, pp. 288, 289; 1876, p. 122.)
Cross-reference.

— Receiver,

when an

officer of the court, see § 55-301.

CHAPTER 94-9. QUALIFICATIONS OF RAILROAD TELEGRAPH OPERATORS AND LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERS.
Sec.

Sec.

94-901.

Qualifications of railroad telegraph operators.

94-901.

No

of

locomotive

Qualifications of railroad telegraph operators.

(2690, 2691)

company

Qualifications
engineer.

94-902.

—

employ

in this State any telegraph operator
and transmit dispatches governing the movement of trains,
who is less than 18 years of age, and who has not had at least one year's
experience as a telegraph operator, and who has not stood a thorough
examination before the railroad superintendent or trainmaster, and received a certificate of his competency from such officer. A written rec-

railroad

shall

to receive

ord of said certificate shall be kept in the office of the officer issuing it
and be subject to inspection at any time. Any railroad company violating the requirements of this section shall forfeit for each offense not less

than $50, and not more than $500. All forfeitures collected shall be paid
into the State treasury to the credit of the public school fund. (Acts
1890-1, p. 182.)
Cross-reference.

—Venue

of suits for penalty, see

§

94-1106.

—

94-902.

company

(2696) Qualifications of locomotive engineer. No railway
operating trains in this State shall employ or allow in charge of

one of its locomotives in this State,. as a locomotive engineer (except
locomotive engines used in yard service), any person who shall not have
had as much as three years' actual bona fide experience as a fireman or
engineer on a railway locomotive, or who shall not have served an apprenticeship of four years in a regular railroad machine shop, and

have had in addition thereto one year's bona
locomotive fireman. (Acts 1908, p. 49.)
shall

Cross-reference.

CHAPTER

— Penalty

94-10.

for violation, see

AND INTERURBAN

Sec.

"lnterurban

railroads"

de-

Right

94-1003.

stock

fined.

Incorporation; number of incorporators; petition; powers

and

liabilities.

#

94-1005.

to

increase

capital

-

Manner

94-1004.

94-1002.

experience as a

94-9907.

STREET, SUBURBAN,
RAILROADS.

Sec.
94-1001.

§

fide

who

of increasing

capital

stock.

Electric

panies

railroad comfurnish steam.

street

may

Railroads.
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§94-1002

Sec.

Use

of electricity, gasoline, or
gas; generation and sale of
gas or electricity for heat,

94-1006.

light,

94-1011.

94-1012.

and power; operation
94-1013.

Jurisdiction of Public Service
Benefits exCommission.
tended.

how

Privileges,

94-1009.

Free passes

94-1010.

Companies authorized

94-1014.

may

to

ac-

motorbus corporations, etc., and
to issue stock, etc., in payment.

94-1001.

stock,

"Interurban

How

94-1016.

Ratification of agreement relating to acquisition of con-

94-1017.

Bonds

control of other
nies effected.

a

town

compa-

trol.

of

com-

consolidated

pany.

railroads"

defined.

— Interurban

hereby denned to be railroads operated by gas or

and between

control other like com-

94-1015.

in

etc.,

ad-

into

panies.

for policemen,
firemen, and others.

quire

lines

Property in foreign State not
to be taxed in this State.
Lease or sale of roads, franchises, or property to other
companies.
Electric
railroad
companies

acquired.

94-1008.

of

joining States.

of plants.
94-1007.

Extension

are

railroads

electricity, from, into

incorporated towns, including such as operate from

cities or

or city in this State to

and from a

city or incorporated

town

in

an

adjoining State. (Acts 1916, pp. 44, 45; 1921, pp. 107, 108.)

—

Cross-reference. Taxation of street railroads,
Chapters 92-26 to 92-28.

etc.,

number

of

94-1002. (2600) Incorporation;

see Title 92, Public Revenue,

incorporators;

petition;

—

powers and liabilities. All the provisions of the preceding Chapters
shall govern in the incorporation, control, and management of interurban, suburban and street railroad companies, in so far as the same' are
applicable and appropriate thereto. Any number of persons, not less
than 10, who desire to be incorporated for that purpose, may form a
•

corporation as provided in the preceding Chapters, with the additional re-

quirement that they shall

what

or villages, and in

build said railroad

:

in their petition specify in

what

cities,

towns,

streets thereof, they propose to construct

and

Provided, that no street railroad or interurban

rail-

road incorporated under this Chapter shall be constructed within the

any incorporated town or city without the consent of the corporate authorities
and Provided further, that all railroad companies
incorporated under this Chapter shall be subject to all just and reasonable rules and regulations by the corporate authorities, and liable for
all assessments and other lawful burdens that may be imposed upon
limits of

:

them with reference

to the railroad or the portion thereof located within

and Provided further, that
only such powers and franchises conferred by said Chapters shall belong to said railroad companies as shall be necessary and appropriate
thereto and the provisions of the preceding Chapters which apply to
other railroads located in the country shall apply to them so far as that
portion of their roads are concerned and Provided further, that nothing
in section 94-315, which provides that the general direction and location
of railroads sought to be constructed in this State shall be 10 miles from
a railroad constructed or laid out and selected to be constructed, shall

the limits of said municipal corporation

:

;

:

be applicable to electric street, suburban, or interurban railways, or the

248 2
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g

(Acts 1894, pp. 69,

selection of the route or the construction of the same.

70; 1903,

38; 1916, pp. 44. 55; 1921, p. 108.)

p,

Cross-references.

— Power

ways, see Const.. Art.
see

S

of

Ill, Sec.

General Assembly over construction of street railReturns of corporations,
VII, Par.
(§ 2-1820).

XX

22-1703.

(2601) Right to increase capital stock.

94-1003.

—Any corporation own-

ing or operating- a street or suburban railroad in this State shall have the
right to increase

94-1004.

its

capital stock

Manner

(2601)

from time

to time.

(Acts 1902,

of increasing capital stock.

— In

p. 68.)

no case

shall

an increase of capital stock be made, except by a vote of two-thirds of the
outstanding capital stock entitled to vote by the terms of the charter,
represented, either in person or by proxy, at an annual or special meeting of stockholders called for the purpose, and after each stockholder has

been notified in the manner, if any, prescribed for giving notice of stockholders' meetings in the bylaws of the corporation, and in addition to
such notice there shall be published in some newspaper in the town or
city where the principal office of said corporation is located, once a week
for four weeks prior to the time of holding said meeting, a notice stating
that at said meeting an increase of the stock of the company will be considered. (Acts 1902, p. 68; 1925, p. 94.)
Cross-reference.
§

— Procedure

for

increasing

capital

stock

of

railroads,

see

94-206.

94-1005. (2606) Electric street railroad companies

may

furnish steam.

— Electric street railroad companies, incorporated under the laws

of this

have power, in addition to the powers they now have, to
furnish steam for heating and power purposes to any person or corporaState, shall

which such corporations operate,
with power and authority to charge and collect reasonable compensation
for the same, and with full power to do any and all things necessary or
convenient to carry the power herein conferred into full effect, and to
use the streets and public places to lay and maintain their pipes and
other appliances for conveying and distributing such steam Provided,
that before any of said companies shall be entitled to use any of the
streets of any city in this State, the consent of such city shall be obtion within the limits of the counties in

:

tained.

TActs 1903,

94-1006.

Use

p. 684.)

of electricity, gasoline, or gas; generation

and

sale of

gas or electricity for heat, light, and power; operation of plants.
street or interurban railroad

company may use

in propelling its engines or cars, turning

poses, and

may

may

—Any

electricity, gasoline or

gas

machinery, and for other pur-

generate gas or electricity for heat, light or power, and

generate and furnish for a reasonable compensation gas and electric

consumers thereof and to that end may operate
gas and electric plants and generate and furnish gas and electric light
and power to any county, town, or city, and also to corporations, companies, and private citizens, and may charge and collect reasonable compensation for the same, to be fixed and determined by the Public Service Commission.
Any street or interurban railroad company may buy,
own, hold, lease and use such property as may be necessary or conheat, light

and power

to

§_94- 1 009
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venient to the exercise of the powers bestowed

in

this

section.

1916, pp. 44, 46; 1921, p. 110; 1923, pp. 128, 129.)
Cross-reference.

— Rent

or sale of electricity, see

94-1007. Jurisdiction

tended.

— Nothing

of

in this

Public

law

Service

§

22-722.

Commission.

Benefits

ex-

shall be construed as depriving the Public

Service Commission of jurisdiction over said companies or limiting

it

in

any way, but all of the laws of this State which apply to steam railroads and to street and suburban railroads, as far as applicable or appropriate shall apply to interurban railroads, unless interurban railroads

from the provisions of said laws by the
terms thereof; and the benefits of this law shall extend to all companies
heretofore incorporated in this State with the power to build or operate electric street and suburban railroads and which may now operate
street and suburban railroads partly in an incorporated town or city
and extending through the country to another incorporated town or city,
including such as operate from a corporate city or town in Georgia to
and from a corporate city or town in an adjoining State: Provided,
however, that nothing herein shall be construed to impair any valid.
subsisting contract now in existence between any municipality and any
railroad company or any street or interurban railroad or railway company and Provided, that this law shall not operate to repeal any existing
municipal ordinance. The Public Service Commission shall not have the
power and authority under this law to increase fares on the lines of such
companies which have heretofore been fixed by contract between such
companies and any municipality. (Acts 1916, pp. 44, 47; 1921, p. 110.)
shall be expressly excluded

:

94-1008. (2613) Privileges,

how

acquired.

—Any railroad company de-

siring to accept the provisions of this Chapter, as a part of

its

charter,

may, by resolution of its board of directors filed with the Secretary of
State, so signify, and the certificate of the Secretary of State that such
resolution has been filed with him shall be conclusive evidence thereof
and shall clothe such company with the powers herein specified. (Acts
1894, p. 70.)
Cross-reference.
see § 94-317.

— Privileges

granted to railroad companies already incorporated.

94-1009. (2605) Free passes for policemen, firemen,
street railway

company may

of the police force

and

fire,

and others.

furnish free transportation to the

— Any

members

sanitary, and Avater departments, and the

marshals and their deputies, over their lines operated in the cities.
when said cities have regularly organized police forces and fire, sanitary,
and water departments, and to county police officers
Provided, that
nothing in this section contained shall authorize such company to grant
individual members of such police and fire departments any transportacity

:

by all of the members
and Provided further.
thereof on like terms and under like conditions
that all such grants or concessions shall be made to the governing authority of such city, for and in behalf of the members of such police force
and fire, sanitary, and water departments, and formally accepted by such
tion or other special privilege not participated in
:

authority. (Acts 1909, p. 168.)

—

§

Cross-references. Common carriers, granting passes to former employees, see
Judge's accepting pass as ground for impeachment, see § 24-103.

18-217.

Railroads.

§94-1010
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Companies authorized to acquire stock, etc., in motor-bus corporations, etc., and to issue stock, etc., in payment. All electric street,
suburban or interurban railroad companies incorporated under the laws
of this State shall have the power to purchase, acquire, own, hold, lease,
94-1010.

—

operate, mortgage,

sell,

assign, transfer, pledge, or otherwise dispose of

motor busses or trackless
mortgage,

sell,

trolleys,

and to purchase, acquire, own, hold,

assign, transfer, pledge or otherwise dispose of the capi-

bonds or other securities or evidences of indebtedness of corporations organized to own and operate motor busses or trackless trolleys, and to issue their own capital stock or bonds or other securities in
payment therefor, and. while the owners of such stock in such comtal stock,

panies, to exercise

all

the rights of stockholders

Provided, neverthe-

:

less, that nothing herein contained shall be construed to confer upon any
person or corporation any exclusive or irrevocable right or franchise to
operate motor busses or trackless trolleys upon the public highways
of this State nor upon the public streets, lanes or alleys of any municipality, as the case may be
and such person or corporation shall in
reference to the operating of such motor busses and trackless trolleys
be subject, in addition to its occupation or other taxes or assessments, to
the same occupation or other taxes as are those engaged exclusively in
the business of operating motor busses or trackless trolleys and this section shall not be construed to confer any right to use the public streets,
lanes Or alleys of any municipality without the consent of such municipality and such municipality shall have no authority to confer any irrev;

;

;

ocable right to such companies to use such public streets, lanes or

al-

and such motor busses and trackless trolleys when being operated
by any such railroad company shall be subject to the rules and regulations of the Public Service Commission. (Acts 1924, p. 99; 1925, p. 219.)
leys

;

—

Cross-references. Motor transportation, see Title 68, Motor Vehicles, Chapters
68-5 to 68-7.
Jurisdiction, powers and duties of Public Service Commission, see
Title 93, Public Service Commission, Chapter 93-3.

94-1011. (2603) Extension of lines into adjoining States.

—Any

cor-

poration owning and operating a street or suburban railroad, situated

wholly or partly in a county contiguous to any State line, may extend its
railroad and appurtenances into said adjoining State, and may maintain
and operate said railroad and its cars therein, and may exercise all of its
rights, franchises, and privileges in said State, under and subject to the
laws of said State where it may exercise or may attempt to exercise the
same, and may accept from any other State and use any additional
powers and privileges applicable to the exercise of its franchises and the
carrying of passengers, and doing such other acts as are incident to a
street or suburban railway. (Acts 1902, p. 69.)
Cross-reference.

— Extensions

and branch railroads, see

§

94-307.

94-1012. (2604) Property in foreign State not to be taxed in this State.

— Said

corporation shall not be required to pay to this State, or any

county or municipality therein, any taxes with respect to so much of the
property or capital stock of said company as shall be situated or employed in said foreign State. (Acts 1902, p. 70.)
94-1013. (2614) Lease

other companies.

—All

or sale of roads, franchises, or property to

street railroad

companies may lease or

sell their

Railroads.
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§

94-1015

roads, franchises, and other property to any other corporation created

by the laws of this State for
chises and property so sold

and their franthe hands of the

street railroad purposes;
shall

remain

liable

in

lessee or purchaser for all debts or claims against the

company making

the conveyance. Nothing in this section shall be construed to authe z
any such company to sell, lease, or otherwise dispose of any of its propi
erty or franchises so as to defeat or lessen competition, or to encourage

monopoly. (Acts 1890-1,

p.

170.)

—

Cross-references. Corporations buying stock, etc., in others, see Const.,
Art. IV, Sec. II, Par. IV (§ 2-2504). Electric street railroad companies may conLessee subject to burdens of lessor cortrol other like companies, see § 94-1014.
Corporation liable notwithstanding sale or lease, see
poration, see § 22-715.
Railroads may merge, consolidate, etc., with other companies, see
§ 22-716.
§§ 94-311, 94-318.

94-1014. (2607) Electric railroad companies

companies.

may

control other like

— By vote of a majority of the outstanding capital

corporation,

now

stock,

any

or hereafter formed under the laws of this State for the

purpose of operating by electricity a street railroad, suburban railroad,
or interurban railroad, or for the purpose of generating electricity, may
guarantee, purchase, or otherwise acquire, own, hold, mortgage, pledge,
sell, assign, transfer, or otherwise dispose of all the capital stock, bonds,
securities, or other evidence of indebtedness of any of such corporations,
and may issue its bonds and stock in payment thereof; and any electric
railroad corporation organized under the laws of this or any adjacent
State, for the purpose of connecting its railroad, constructed, or about
to be constructed, with any railroad or railroads constructed by any
other such electric railroad company or companies, or for the purpose
of obtaining motive power for its operation, may acquire, by lease, purchase, merger, or consolidation the property, rights and franchises of
any other such electric railroad corporation or corporations, or of any corporation or corporations formed for the purpose of generating electricity,
organized under the laws of this or any adjacent State, and any corporation aforesaid organized under the laws of this State is authorized in
any such case to dispose, in like manner, of its property, rights and
Provided, that no act shall be deemed authorized hereunfranchises
der which shall be inhibited by any provision of the Constitution of this
State, or by any provision of the Constitution or statutes of the United
States, or which shall have the effect or be intended to have the effect
of defeating or lessening competition or of encouraging monopoly. (Acts
:

1909, p. 163; 1910, p. 95.)

— Contracts

Cross-references.
Par. IV (§ 2-2504).

affecting competition, see Const., Art. IV, Sec. II,
Contracts to merge, etc., with another railroad, see § 94-311.
etc., to other railroads, see § 94-318.
Street railroad may lease

Railroads may sell,
or sell to like company, see

94-1015. (2608)

How

§

94-1013.

control of other companies effected.

— Xo

guar-

anty or acquisition of stock, securities, property, rights, or franchises of
any corporation heretofore organized shall become effective hereunder
until the expiration of 30 days from the authorization thereof bv the
stockholders, nor, if any stockholder thereof who shall not have voted

such action shall within such time

with the secretarv of
such corporation his written disapproval thereof, shall such action bein favor of

come

effective until the ascertainment

file

and payment

of the

award

in this

;

§

Railroads.
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such disapproval shall be so filed, either such
dissenting stockholder or such corporation may, within 10 days thereafter, apply by petition to the Public Service Commission, on 15 days'
notice, for an adjudication by the Public Service Commission as to
whether the action so authorized is for the public benefit. If the Public Service Commission shall not find that such action is for the public
benefit, the same shall not become effective unless the c'onsent of all the
stockholders shall be given thereto within 30 days thereafter; but if the
Public Service Commission shall find that such action is for the public
benefit, the value of the stock of such dissenting stockholder, without
regard to appreciation or depreciation thereof in consequence of such
action, shall be ascertained by a proceeding to be held in the county
of the principal office of the corporation, and thereafter paid to such dissenting stockholder, all in accordance with the provisions of sections
section provided for.

If

36-303. 36-403. 36-502, 36-601,

and 36-607,

all

inclusive,

and the acts

amendatory thereof, so far as such sections and acts may be applicable
and thereupon such dissenting stockholder shall transfer his stock to
the corporation, to be disposed of by the directors or to be retained for
the benefit of the remaining stockholders. (Acts 1909, p. 165.)

—

Cross-references. Powers of Public Service Commission, see
ceedings by minority stockholders, see § 22-711.

94-1016.

§

93-304.

Pro-

(2609) Ratification of agreement relating to acquisition of

— Before

any acquisition hereunder of the physical property,
rights, and franchises of any corporation shall become effective, the directors of the selling and purchasing corporations shall enter into a
joint agreement prescribing the terms and conditions thereof, the name
by which the purchasing or consolidated corporation shall be known,
the number, names, and places of residence of the first directors and the
officers thereof (who shall hold their offices until their successors have
been chosen or appointed), the number of the shares of the capital stock,
whether common or preferred, and the amount or par value of each share
thereof, of such purchasing or consolidated corporation, together with
all such other provisions and details as such first-mentioned directors
The said agreement
shall deem necessary to perfect such acquisition.
shall thereafter be considered by the stockholders of each of said corporations, and if ratified by a vote of a majority of the stock of each of
said corporations, that fact shall be certified upon said agreement by the
secretaries of the respective corporations, under the seals thereof, and the
agreement so adopted, ratifiejd, and certified, shall be filed in the office of
the Secretary of State, who, if he shall be satisfied that the provisions of
the two preceding sections have been complied with in relation to such
acquisition, and that the same is not inhibited by any provision of the
Constitution of this State or of the Constitution and statutes of the United
States, shall thereupon issue his certificate that said corporations have
complied with the provisions of said sections, and that such purchasing
control.

or consolidated corporation shall thenceforth constitute a corporation

by the name provided

in said

agreement; and thereafter such purchasing

or consolidated corporation shall be possessed of

all

the rights, privi-

and franchises, as well of a public as of a private nature,
and be subject to all the duties and liabilities, debts and obligations of

leges, powers,

.
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1

1

such agreement; and said
tificate of the Secretary of State, or a duplicate thereof duly certified,
shall be conclusive evidence of the existence of such corporation in all
the courts of this State. (Acts 1909, p. 166.;
each of the corporations participating

in

—

Cross-reference.
Certificate of public officer as
evidence, see § 38-601.

Bonds

94-1017. (2610)

i

making

record,

consolidated company.

of

etc.,

— The

admissible

consolidated

its bonds, notes, and other evidences of indebtedness, and to secure the same by mortgage or deed of
trust, or otherwise, upon all its property or franchises then owned or

corporation shall have authority to issue

thereafter acquired, for any corporate purpose thereof, within the limitations

and

State.

in the

manner now

(Acts 1909,

or hereafter prescribed

by the laws

of this

p. 167.)

—

Cross-references. Hearing by Public Service Commission before issuance of
stocks and bonds, see § 93-414. Procedure for issuing bonds or stock by railroad,
see § 94-206.

ACTIONS AGAINST RAILROAD AND
ELECTRIC COMPANIES.

CHAPTER

94-11.

Sec.

Sec.

94-1101.

Venue; process.

94-1102.

Lessees liable to

94-1103.

Service

94-1106.
suit,

of process
of railroad.

where.

Same;

94-1105.

service

address

is

if

of suits for collection
of Penalties for violation of
telegraph-operator law.
,

on lessee

Service of process on lessor
railroad company.

94-1104.

Venue

president's

unknown.

nA 11A 94-1107.

c
Suits
against
signees, etc.,
.

receivers

as-

how and where

brought.
94-1108.

Proof of injury prima
evidence of want of
sonable skill and care.

facie

rea-

—

Venue; process. All railroad and electric companies
shall be sued by anyone whose person or property has been injured by
such railroad or electric company, its officers, agents or employees, for the
purpose of recovering damages for such injuries, in the county in which
the cause of action originated, and suits on all contracts shall be brought
in the county in which the contract in question is made or is to be performed any judgment rendered in any county other than the one herein
94-1101. (2798)

;

designated shall be utterly void.

If

the cause of action shall arise in a

county where the railroad or electric company liable to suit has no agent,
service may be perfected by the issuance of a second original to be
served upon said company in the county of its principal office and place
of business, if in this State, and if not, on any agent of such company, or
suit may be brought in the county of the residence of such company
Whenever any railroad or electric company incorporated under the laws
of this State, in violation of the provisions of Article IV, Section II,

Paragraph IV of the Constitution of this State (§ 2-2504), shall have
acquired by purchase, lease or otherwise the ownership or control of the
line of railroad of a competing railroad company in this State, or whenever any railroad or electric company incorporated under the laws of
this State shall have, in violation of the provisions of Article IV. Sec-

Paragraph IV of the Constitution of this State (§ 2-2504^
acquired by purchase, lease, or otherwise, the ownership or control of the
generating plant or transmission line of a competing electric company

tion II,

Railroads.
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brought against said first described
railroad or electric company for the purpose of setting aside and having
annulled such unlawful act of acquisition shall be in any county through
which may run the line of railroad, or in any county through which may
run the transmission line of such electric company or in which may be
located the generating plant of such electric company so unlawfully
acquired.
The words "electric company" as used herein shall embrace
and include all corporations engaged in the business of either generating or transmitting electricity for light, heat, power or other commercial
purposes. The following electric companies shall be embraced within
First, electric companies owning
the provisions of this section, to wit
a generating plant in one county and having its situs or principal office either in some other county of this State, or beyond the limits of
this State
second, an electric company operating a generating plant,
whether under lease or otherwise, in one county and having its situs or
principal office either in some other county of this State or beyond the
limits of this State third, an electric company owning a transmission
line located in one county and having its situs or principal office in some
other county of this State or beyond the limits of this State fourth, an
electric company operating, whether under lease or otherwise, a
transmission line located in one county and having its situs or principal
office in some other county of this State or beyond the limits of this
State fifth, an electric company owning a transmission line located in,
or extending through, more than one county sixth, an electric company
operating, whether under lease or otherwise, a transmission line located
in or extending through more than one county. (Acts 1855-6, p. 154;
in this

State, the

of a suit

:

;

;

;

;

;

1859, p. 48; 1869, p. 14; 1892, p. 59; 1898, p. 50; 1912, p. 66.)

—

Cross-references. When ordinary or commissioners may sue railroad, see
95-602.
Service of process against corporations, see § 22-1101.
Where suits
may be brought on contracts or for torts, see § 22-1102. Proceedings to recover
Venue of action for unlawful weighing of freight, see
penalties, see § 93-416.
18-323.
Venue of condemnation proceedings against railroad company, see
§
Power of General Assembly over corporations, see Const., Art. IV,
§ 36-703.
Sec. II, Par. IV (§ 2-2504).
§

—

Editorial Note. As to history of this section prior to the
see 134/537, 541 (68 S. E. 98).

94-1102. (2799) Lessees liable to suit, where.

amendment

of 1912,

— The lessees of any

rail-

company having possession of the same,
any kind in the same court or jurisdiction as

road, or the person, persons, or
shall be liable to suit of

i

the lessors or owners of the railroad were before the lease. (Acts 1861,
pp. 58 59; 1862-3, p. 151.)
;

—

Cross-references. Lessee subject to burdens of lessor
Failure to record lease of railroad, see § 94-320.

corporations,

see.

§ 22-716.

94-1103. (2800) Service of process on lessee of railroad.

person or corporation

is

—When

sued as lessee of a railroad, service of writ,

any
sum-

mons, or other process by delivering a copy thereof to the depot agent
or other officer of such lessee in the county where suit is pending, or by
leaving a copy at the place of transacting the usual and ordinary pubbusiness of such lessee in said county shall be deemed sufficient.
(Acts 1884-5, p. 49.)

lic

Cross-reference.

— Service

of process against corporations, see

§

22-1101.

—
§94-1107
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94-1104. (2801) Service

Whenever any

of

process

on

lessor

company incorporated under

railroad

company.

railroad

the

.his

lav.

road may extend into this State, may have lea
its line of road to any person or corporation, and said lessee is in p
session of said road, service on such lessor company may be perfe<
as follows:
The plaintiff shall file with the clerk of the court, judge of
the county court, or justice of the peace, where such suit is commenced,
State, or

whose

line of

company, informing him fully of the pendency of such suit and its nature, which
shall be enclosed in a stamped envelope to be furnished by and at the
expense of the plaintiff, and sent by said clerk, county judge, or justice
of the peace through the mail to the president of the lessor company,
at his residence, at least 15 days before the appearance term; and said
clerk, judge, or justice of the peace shall, in addition, deliver a copy of
a notice in writing, directed to the president of the lessor

the writ or

summons

to the sheriff or constable,

same on the depot agent
cases.

(Acts 1889,

shall serve the

and make return thereof as

in

other

p. 137.)

Same;

94-1105. (2802)
If

of the lessee

who

service

if

president's address

the residence of the president of the lessor

company

is

unknown.

is

unknown

to

the party and to his attorney bringing such suit, an affidavit showing
the fact, filed together with the petition, shall be sufficient, instead of
the notice to the president required in the preceding section

:

Provided,

that the plaintiff shall not be compelled to bring suit against any such

and give the notice as herein provided, but may do so at his option but when such notice is given to the lessor, the judgment rendered
in said suit shall be as binding upon the lessor as though service had
been made as provided by law for service upon railroad companies.
lessor
;

(Acts 1889,

p. 137.)

Editorial Note.— In the Act of 1889, p. 137, and in the Codes of 1895 (§ 2338)
As a simple and
1910, the word "lessor" in the proviso is written "lessee."
effective method of serving the lessee is provided by § 94-1103, and as the Act
of 1889 was clearly intended to provide a method of service upon the lessor,
"lessee" has been changed to "lessor."

and

Venue

94-1106. (2692)

of suits for collection of penalties for viola-

tion of telegraph-operator law.

— Suits

for the collection of forfeitures

employment of telegraph operators, shall be brought in the county where
such violation shall have occurred, and shall be prosecuted by the solicifor the violation of the provisions of section 94-901, relating to

tor general.

(Acts 1890-1,

p. 182.)

94-1107. (2789) Suits against receivers, assignees, etc.,

brought.

how and where

— Suits may be brought against receivers, trustees, assignees, and

other like officers operating railroads in this State, in the same county,

and service may be perfected by serving them or their agents in the
same manner, as if the suit had been brought against the corporation
whose property or franchise is being operated by them, and all such
suits may be brought without leave to sue first having been obtained
from any court. (Acts 1895, p. 103.)
Cross-references.

ments receiver
tric

— Receiver's
make, see

shall

companies, see

§

94-1101.

What payto employees, see § 66-407.
Venue of suits against railroad and elecReceivers not subject to garnishment, see § 55-311.
liability

§

94-802.

§94-1108
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94-1108. Proof of injury prima facie evidence of
skill

done

and

care.

— In

want

of reasonable

damages

actions against railroad companies for

all

persons or property, proof of injur) inflicted by the running- of
locomotives or cars of such companies shall be prima facie evidence of
the want oi reasonable skill and care on the part of the servants of the
companies in reference to such injury. (Acts 1929, p. 315.)
to

Note.— Section

Editorial

1,

tions.
The above section is
^§ lS-oOT and 6S-710.
Does

Acts 1929, p. 315, has been rewritten as three secone of the new ones thus formed. The others are
this section violate the due process clause of the

Amendment of the U. S. Constitution? Section 2780 of the Code of
1910. providing- that in all cases of damages caused by the running of locomotives,
etc.. the presumption of negligence is against the railroad company, was declared
Fourteenth

unconstitutional as violating the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. See 279 U. S. 639 (49 Sup. Ct. Rep. 445, 73 L. Ed. 884). It has therefore
been omitted from this Code.

CHAPTER

CRIMES.

94-99.

Sec.

Sec.

94-9901.

Electric

94-9902.

Failure or neglect
blowposts.

headlights
motives.

for

loco-

94-9907.

to

erect

94-9908.

Intruding on railroad tracks.

94-9909.

Wrecking

94-9910.

Attempting
company.

94-9911.

Conspiring to wreck railroad

94-9903.

Neglect to blow whistle, exercise due care, keep lookout,

94-9904.

Failure to comply
as to signboards.

with

law

94-9905.

Failure to stop train at
road crossing.

rail-

94-9906.

Unlawful use

or

Qualification
engineers.

of

locomotive

company.
wreck railroad

a railroad
to

toll bell.

or defacement
of standard railroad-crossing

company.
94-9912.

Conspiring to wreck railroad
company but failing.

94-9913.

Evidence of intent to wreck.

94-9914.

Wrecking
pany

sig-n.

94-9901. (526 P. C.) Electric

of railroad
defined.

headlights for locomotives.

—Any

com-

rail-

road company violating section 94-505, on the subject of electric headlights for locomotives, in any respect, shall be liable to indictment as
for a misdemeanor in any county in which the locomotive not so

equipped and maintained

may

run. (Acts 1908, p. 50.)

94-9902. Failure or neglect to erect blowposts.

company, person or corporation operating

— Should

any railway

a line of railway in this State

up and maintain blowposts required by section 94-506, such company, corporation
or person so offending shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1918,
fail

or neglect, except as provided in section 94-507, to put

pp. 212, 213.)

94-9903. Neglect to

whistle, exercise due care, keep lookout, or

any engineer shall neglect to blow the whistle, exercise due
or keep and maintain a vigilant lookout as required in section

toll bell.

care,

—

blow

94-506, or

If

if

he

fails to

constantly

toll

the bell of the locomotive as re-

quired by section 94-507, he shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts
1918, pp. 212, 213.)

—

comply with law as to signboards. Any railroad
company failing to comply with section 94-509, in regard to placing
signboards on right of way near stations, drawbridges and grade crossings, shall be liable to indictment as for a misdemeanor in any county
94-9904. Failure to

§94-9911
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which such violation is committed, and on conviction
ished by a fine of $100 for each and every offense. ("Acts

in

94-9905. Failure to stop train at railroad crossing.

shall

be pun-

1913, p.

— Any person

14.;

1

violat-

ing the provisions of section 94-510, requiring trains to be stopped at
crossings of railroads, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts

1931,

pp. 229, 230.)

Unlawful use or defacement of standard railroad-crossing
Any person violating any of the provisions of section 94-511, re-

94-9906.
sign.

—

lating to the unlawful use of the standard sign

to designate

railroad

crossings, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and shall he punished by a
fine not exceeding $50, or by work in the chain gang not exceeding 12

months, one or both,

in the discretion of the

judge. (Acts 1918.

94-9907. (525 P. C.) Qualification of locomotive engineers.

way company

p.

268;.

—Any

rail-

violating the provisions of section 94-902, prescribing the

misdemeanor
which such in-

qualifications of locomotive engineers, shall be guilty of a

indictment and punishment in any county in
experienced person shall be allowed to operate such locomotive. (Acts

and

liable to

1908, p. 49.)

94-9908. (521 P. C.) Intruding on railroad tracks.

—Any person intrud-

ing unlawfully upon the constructed track of a railroad company, contrary to the will of the company, shall be

(Cobb, 850, 851.

Acts 1875,

94-9909. (734 P. C.)

guilty

of

a

misdemeanor.

p. 26.)

Wrecking

a railroad

other officer or agent of a railroad

company.

company owning

—Any

director or

a railroad situated

whole or in part in this State, who either alone or in conjunction with
any other person, whether such person is or is not an officer, stockholder,
or agent in a railroad company, shall do any act with the intent and purpose of wrecking said company, by which said act, either alone or in conjunction with other acts, the company is wrecked, shall be punished by
confinement in the penitentiary for not less than three nor more than 20
in

years. (Acts 1892, p. 111.)

—

wreck railroad company. Any
person who is a director or other officer or agent of a railroad company,
situated as aforesaid, who shall do any act with the intent and purpose
of wrecking said company, although by the act the company is not thus
wrecked, shall be guilty of an attempt to wreck said company, and shall
be punished by confinement in the penitentiary for not less than one year
nor more than 10 years. (Acts 1892, p. 111.)
94-9910. (735

P.

C.)

Attempting

to

—

Conspiring to wreck railroad company. Any
person, not a director or other officer or agent of a railroad company,
situated as aforesaid, who shall conspire with any director or other officer or agent of said company to do any act with the intent and purpose of wrecking the company, or who shall induce or agree with any person who is a director or other officer or agent of said company to do any
act with the mtent and purpose of wrecking it, by which said act the company is wrecked, shall be guilty of the offense of railroad wrecking and
shall be punished as provided in section 94-9909. (^Acts 1S Q 2, p. 111.)
94-9911. (736 P.

C.)

Railroads.
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wreck railroad company but failing.
agent, or other officer of a railroad company,

{737 P. C.) Conspiring to

—Any person not a director,
situated as aforesaid,

who

company

shall conspire with a director, agent, or other

do any act with the intent and purpose of
wrecking said company, or who shall induce or agree with any person
who is a director, agent, or other officer of said company to do any act
with the intent and purpose of wrecking said company, although the
company is not thus wrecked by said act, shall be guilty of an attempt to
wreck said company, and shall be punished as provided in section 94-9910.
(Acts 1892, p. 112.)"
officer of said

to

(739 P. C.) Evidence of intent to wreck.

—Any

done by
any parties subject to the provisions of sections 94-9909 to 94-9912, with
the intent and purpose of depreciating the value of the stock of said railroad company, shall be taken as prima facie evidence of an intent to
wreck said company
Provided, that nothing herein contained shall exclude from the consideration of the court and jury any other fact which
under the rules of law shall be proper evidence of the existence of such
intent on the trial of any person indicted and tried under any of the pro94-9913.

act

:

visions of said sections. (Acts 1892, p. 112.)
94-9914.

(738 P. C.)

Wrecking

of railroad

company

defined.

—Within

the purview of sections 94-9909 to 94-9912, the crime of railroad wrecking

complete when, in consequence of any act done with the intent
and purpose aforesaid, either taken singly or in conjunction with other
acts,, said railroad company has been rendered insolvent, or has been
seized under any judicial procedure in consequence of insolvency, either
by the appointment of a permanent receiver to take possession of the
same, or under final process for the sale of the same. (Acts 1892, p. 112.)
shall be

RAILROAD COMMISSION:

See Title 93, Public Service Commis-

sion.

RAPE:

See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment, Chapter 26-13.

REAL ESTATE BROKERS AND SALESMEN:
sions, Businesses,

REAL PROPERTY:

and Trades, Chapter

See Title 84, Profes-

84-14.

See Title 85, Property.

RECEIVERS: See Title 55, Injunctions and
RECEIVING STOLEN GOODS: See Title

Receivers.
26,

Crimes and .Punish-

ment, Chapter 26-26.

RECOUPMENT: See Title 20, Contracts, Chapter 20-13.
RECREATION CENTERS: See Title 69, Municipal
Chapter

69-6.

REGENTS OF UNIVERSITY SYSTEM:
Chapter

See Title 32, Education,

32-1.

REGISTRATION: See Title 60, Land Registration.
RELIGIOUS SOCIETIES, incorporation: See Title
Chapter

Corporations,

22-4.

22, Corporations,

Remainders
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ani>

Reversions

REMAINDERS AND REVERSIONS:

Riparian Righi

..

Sec Title 85, Property, C

ter 85-7.

REMITTITUR: See Title 6, Appeal and Error, Chapter 6-18.
REPLEVIN: Attached property, see Title 8, Attachment, QhzpU
8-8.

REPORTS OF SUPREME COURT AND COURT OF APPEALS:
See Title 90, Public Printing, Chapter 90-2; Title
brarian, Chapter 101-2.

State

101,

REPORTERS: See Title 24, Courts, Chapters 24-31, 24-42.
REPRIEVES AND PARDONS: See Title 27, Criminal

Li-

Procedure,

Chapter 27-27.

RES ADJUDICATA:
dict

See Title

and Judgment, Chapter

RESCUES AND ESCAPES:

3,

Actions, Chapter 3-6; Title 110, Ver-

110-5.

See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment,

Chapter 26-45.

RESIDENTS: See Title 79, Persons, Chapter 79-3.
RETRAXIT: See Title 3, Actions, Chapter 3-5.

REVENUE:

See Title

REVERSIONS: See
REVIEW: See Title
70, New Trial.
RICE: See

Title

5,

92,

Public Revenue.

Title 85, Property, Chapter 85-7.

Appeal and Error; Title

6,

19,

Certiorari; Title

Agriculture, Chapters 5-4, 5-5.

RIOTS:

Crimes and Punishment, Chapter 26-53; Title
Chapter 86-13.

RIPARIAN RIGHTS:

See Title 85, Property, Chapter 85-13.

See Title 26,
86, Public Defense,

TITLE

95.

ROADS. BRIDGES, AND FERRIES.
PART

I.

PUBLIC ROADS.

Chap.

Sec.

95-101

95-

1.

95-

2.

95-

3.

95-

4.

95-

5.

Laying out, alteration, and discontinuance
Commissioners of public roads
Work on public roads
Timbers mileposts signboards, etc

95-

6.

Altering, obstructing, or injuring roads

95-601

95-

7.

Neglect of duty by overseers

95-701

Classification of roads: districts; register

95-201

of roads

95-301

95-401
95-501

;

;

PART

ALTERNATIVE ROAD LAW.

II.

Chap.
95-

Sec.

In general

8.

PART

95-801
III.

BRIDGES, FERRIES,

AND CAUSEWAYS.

Chap.
95-

Sec.

In general
Letting contract; contractor's liability and bond
Bridges and ferries between counties
Private ferries and bridges; tolls, etc
Liability for detention, defective bridge, excessive
Right of way; grants, how construed

9.

95-10.
95-11.

95-12.
95-13.
95-14.

PART

IV.

95-901
95-1001

95-1101
95-1201
toll,

etc

95-1301
95-1401

STATE HIGHWAY SYSTEM.

Chap.

Sec.

Highway Department
Highway Board and engineer

95-15.

State

95-16.

State

95-17.

State-aid

roads

95-1501
95-1601
95-1701

PART

V.

RAILROAD CROSSINGS.

Chap.

Sec.

95-18.

Safe and unsafe crossings

95-1801

95-19.

Grade-crossing elimination law

95-1901

PART

VI.

OUTDOOR ADVERTISING.

Chap.

Sec.

In general

95-20.

PART

VII.

95-2001

REIMBURSEMENT OF COUNTIES BY HIGHWAY
DEPARTMENT.

Chap.
95-21.

Sec.

In general

95-2101

PART XXX. CRIMES.
Chap.
95-99.

Sec.

In general

95-9901

CROSS-REFERENCES.
Condemnation: See Title 36, Eminent Domain.
County drainage system crossing public highways; cost of new bridges:
Title 23, Counties, §§ 23-2535, 23-2563.

See

Roads, Bridges, and Ferries.
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County

>5-104

police as inspectors of roads and bridges: S'-e 1 itle 23, Coui
Sec Title 23, Counties, Chapter 23-18.

404

Intercounty improvements:

vehicles, regulation of use of highways by:
See Title 68, Motor Vchi<
Ordinaries' jurisdiction over county affairs: See Title 23, Counties, § 23-701.

Motor

Private ways: Sec Title 2, Constitution of the State of Georgia, § 2-301; Title 83,
Private Ways.
Railroad crossings: See Title 94, Railroads, Chapter 94-5.
Street improvements, assessment for: See Title 92, Public Revenue, If 92-4201,
92-4202.
Streets, neglect of, working,
rations, §§ 69-304, 69-306.

and obstructions

PART
CHAPTER

I.

95-101.

Municipal

orpo-

CLASSIFICATION OF ROADS; DISTRICTS;
REGISTER.

95-1.

Sec.

Public roads, what roads are.
Same; post roads; construction
and maintenance.

95-104.

Width, etc.; footlogs, etc.
of
second-class
Designation

95-105.

Width

95-103.

69,

PUBLIC ROADS.

Sec.

95-102.

Sec Title

in:

roads.

95-106.

Third-class roads.

95-107.

Road

95-108.

preparation:
Register;
tents; public inspection.

95-109.

Objections

districts; apportionment
of roads and hands.

(629) Public roads,

by landowners.
law operative.

When

of second-class roads

what roads

con-

—All

roads laid out for
provided,
otherwise
if not
or by an order of the ordinary or other authority having charge of county
affairs, are declared to be public roads. (Act 1799, Cobb, 943.)
95-101.

are.

public use by an Act of the General Assembly,

—"Highway"

and "road" defined, see § 102-103. Intercounty
§§ 23-1801 to 23-1804. Public highways not to be appropriated
to railroads, etc., see § 94-306.
this Chapter operative, see § 95-109.
Cross-references.

improvements, see

When

—

Same; post roads; construction and maintenance. All roads
post roads which are part of rural postal routes shall be deemed

95-102.

used as

public roads, and

it

duty of the county commissioners or
be, to construct and maintain said roads

shall be the

the ordinary, as the case

may

reasonably passable condition as other public roads of the countyare maintained. (Acts 1920, p. 234.)

in a

95-103.

(630)

Width,

etc.; footlogs, etc.

— Public roads shall be cleared

stumps, grubs, and bushes, for, a width of at least 30 feet, and
of such limbs of trees as may incommode horsemen or vehicles stumps
shall be cut as nearly even with the surface as possible, and the vehicle
track shall be at least five feet six inches wide. At all places on said public roads, where water may pond or flow, during any season, or for any
considerable period in each year, so as to prevent the dry and convenient
passage of pedestrians, the road hands shall place footlogs or other convenient passways the same to be so constructed as to be at all times
above high-water mark at such places. (Act 1799, Cobb, 944. Act 1800,
of all trees,

;

;

Cobb, 945.

Act

1818, Cobb, 949.

Acts 1877,

p. 14.)

95-104. (631) Designation of second-class roads.

—The

several ordi-

naries or other authorities having charge of county affairs with the con-

§

Roads, Bridges, and Ferries.

95-105
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currence of a majority of the road commissioners of their respective counties, shall designate such public roads in their respective counties, as in
their discretion should be so designated, as second-class roads.

(Acts

ISrO. p. 397.)

—

(632) Width of second-class roads. All roads designated as
second-class roads shall be cleared of all stumps, trees, grubs, and
95-105.

bushes for a width of at least 20 feet, and of such limbs of trees as may
inconvenience horsemen or vehicles the stumps shall be cut as nearly
even with the surface as possible, and the vehicle track shall be at least
five feet and six inches vide said roads shall be managed according to
the road laws of this State, as far as the same may be applicable. (Acts
;

;

1870, p. 397.)

—

Cross-reference. Mandamus to compel commissioners or
roads comply with standards, see § 64-102.

95-106.

(633) Third-class roads.

—Third-class

ordinary to

make

roads shall be cleared

and bushes, for a width of at least 16 feet, and
of all limbs of trees that may inconvenience horsemen or vehicles the
stumps shall be cut as near the surface as possible, and the vehicle track
shall be at least five feet and six inches in width; and said roads shall be
changed, worked, and managed according to the road laws of this State,
as far as the same may be applicable. (x\cts 1894, p. 100.)
Cross-reference. Mandamus to compel commissioners or ordinary to make
of all stumps, trees, grubs,

;

—

roads comply with standards, see

Road

§

64-102.

—

apportionment of roads and hands. The
ordinaries or other authorities having charge of county affairs shall lay
off their respective counties into road districts, and apportion the roads
and road hands so as to divide the labor and expenses on account of
roads, causeways and bridges, equally throughout said counties all of
which proceedings shall be entered on the minutes. (Act 1818, Cobb,
95-107. (635)

districts

;

;

946.)

95-108.

(636) Register; preparation; contents; public inspection.

—The

county commissioners, and the ordinaries where there are no county commissioners, shall prepare and keep in their offices, open to the inspection
of the public, a well-bound book, to be known as the "public road register," in which they shall have entered a list of all the public roads and
road districts in the county subject to be worked at the county's expense.
Said register shall correctly show the length and define the width of
each road, together with a general description of every public road on
said list; and shall also contain a plat of each road, whenever such plat
may be necessary to clearly and accurately define its line. Said register shall be altered from time to time by said commissioners or ordinaries, as new roads are established, or old ones altered or discontinued.
It shall be unlawful for the county authorities having charge of working
the public roads of the county to work, directly or indirectly, any road
or part of road that is not found on said register, or to continue to work
any road or part of road after the same has been stricken from said
(Acts 1890-1,
register by said county commissioners or ordinaries.
p. 134.)

—

Cross-references. When this Chapter and §§ 95-9901 and 95-9902 become operany county, see § 95-109. Encroaching on registered road as misdemeanor, see § 95-9901. Obstructing such road is misdemeanor, see § 95-9902.

ative in
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(639) Objections

95-109.

Whenever any landowner

by

landowners.

When

shall believe that the lines

registered as aforesaid encroach

upon

•

95-201

law operative.
of any public r

his property, he shall

writing to the county commissioners, or to the ordinary
where there are no county commissioners, to reestablish the

in

apply in
counties

lii.

road so far as his land is concerned, and no work shall be done on the
part of said road in dispute, until the issue thus raised has been finally determined. If on such application the landowner is dissatisfied with the
decision made by the commissioners or ordinary, he shall at once petition
such commissioners or ordinary to issue a warrant directed to the sheriff
of the county to summon from the vicinage a jury of freeholders to try
the question of the true lines of said road, and the subsequent proceed-

same

ings shall be the

as prescribed in cases of landowners aggrieved by

reason of any road proposed to be laid out through their lands
Pro95-9901
vided, however, that this and the preceding section and sections
and 95-9902 shall not become operative in any county until the grand
:

jury of said county shall so recommend. (Acts 1890-1,

CHAPTER

95-2.

p. 134.)

LAYING OUT, ALTERATION, AND DISCONTINUANCE OF ROADS.

Sec.

Sec.

appointment
commissioners; report.

95-201.

Application;

95-202.

Notice of application.
Persons in possession

95-203.

to

of

be

notified.

95-204.
95-205.
95-206.

95-207.

95-208.

Substantial compliance
law required.

with

how

conducted.

95-209.

Trial,

95-210.

Notice of

trial.

95-211.

Time and

place of

95-212.

Jurors incompetent, when.

95-213.

Objections to

trial.

jurors;

tales

jurors.

Public roads to be laid out on
the shortest and best route.
County surveyor or civil engineer may be employed in locating roads.
Discontinuance of roads.
Damages from laying out or

may

be postponed.

95-214.

Trial

95-215.

Mistrial.

95-216.

Certiorari.

95-217.

Order of county authorities for
damages, revocation of order
for road, etc.

altering road.

95-201. (640) Application; appointment of commissioners; report.

On

application for any

new

road, or alteration in an old road, the ordi-

nary or other county authority having charge of county affairs shall appoint three road commissioners, residing as near the proposed location of
said road as possible and if they find it to the public advantage, they
shall proceed to mark it out, and make their report under oath to such
;

ordinary or other county authority having charge of county affairs that
it

was

laid out

and marked conformably to law. (Act 1818. Cobb. 947.)

—

Cross-references. Commissioners of road districts, see § 95-301 et seq. Intercounty improvements made public, see § 23-1803. How damages are assessed,
see

§

95-208.

—

Editorial Note. Acts 1925, p. 78, amending this section by authorizing the
commissioners of the coastal highway district, with the advice and concurrence of
the State Highway Engineer, to make changes in the South Atlantic Coastal
Highway, has been omitted from this Code because it applies only to the coastal
counties. For the same reason Acts 1924, pp. 35, 307, as amended by Acts 1929,
p. 217, relating to the Coastal Highway District, has not been codified.

§

95-202

and
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Acts 1910, pp. 79, 80, relating to laying out and widening public roads, and giving the county commissioners condemnation powers for such purposes, which
applies in counties having a population of 125,000 or more inhabitants, has not
been included in this Code because of such limitation upon the number of counties in

which

it

applies.

The county system

of building public highways
in Chapter 95-15 et seq.

independent of the State

is

highway system as provided

—

such ordinaries, or other county
authorities having- charge of county affairs, on the investigation had, are
willing to authorize such road, or make alteration in an old road, they
shall publish a citation for 30 days at the door of the courthouse, and in
a public newspaper if there is one in the county, giving a particular description of the new road or the alteration, notifying all persons that on
and after a certain day therein named said new road or alteration will be
finally authorized, if no good cause is shown to the contrary.
95-202. (641) Notice of application.

Cross-references.

— To

If

what condemnation

applies, see

§

36-202.

Condemnation

for public roads, see §§ 36-1001 to 36-1004.

95-203.

(642) Persons in possession to be notified.

—All persons, their

overseers or agents, residing on land through which such road runs, ex-

same time be
notified in writing, personally or by leaving notice at their most notorious
places of abode, that they may put in their claim for damages or be forcept the applicants for the road or alteration, shall at the

ever after estopped.
95-204.

(643) Substantial compliance with law required.

— Any

pro-

ceeding to establish a new road, or to alter or relocate an old one, shall
be void unless carried out in substantial compliance with the provisions
of the three preceding sections.

on the shortest and best
All public roads shall be laid out on the shortest and best route
route.
to the place to which they are intended to go, and with as little injury to
private property as possible. (Act 1818, Cobb, 951.)
95-205. (645) Public roads to be laid out

—

County surveyor or

may

be employed in
locating roads. The commissioners of roads and revenues of the several counties, or the ordinaries of those counties not having such board
of commissioners of roads and revenues, shall have power at their discretion to employ at the county's expense the county surveyor, or some
other competent civil engineer, who shall assist the special road commissioners appointed for the purpose of laying out and locating new
roads, or making changes in old ones: Provided, that the per diem of
such surveyor or civil engineer so employed shall not exceed $2. (Acts
95-206.

(646)

civil

engineer

—

1901, p. 79.)
Cross-references.

— Duties

of

county surveyor,

see

§

23-1108.

His

fees,

see

§ 23-1109.

95-207.

(644)

Discontinuance of roads.

—Applications

for the discon-

tinuance of an old road, in whole or in part, shall be made to the ordinaries or other county authorities having charge of county affairs in
writing, and published as provided in section 95-203, before the discon-

tinuance shall be effective.
95-208.

^678;

Damages from

proposed to construct or

laying out or altering road.

alter a public road, a

— When

landowner may

in

it

is

writing

7
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^

petition the ordinary or other county authority having charge of county

who shall issue a warrant, directed to the sheriff of the county, to
summon from the vicinage a jury of freeholders to try the question of
damage, who shall be sworn by some justice of the pea< e to truly and

affairs

damage

impartially assess any

new

owner

the

will sustain

by reason

of

such

or altered road, and said justice shall preside over their deliberation-.

(Act 1799, Cobb, 944. Acts 1851-2,

280.;

p.

—

CondemCross-references. To what condemnation applicable, see I 36 202.
nation for public roads, see §§ 36-1001 to 36-1004. How damages for private ways
assessed, see § 83-105.
Estimate of value of land taken for public uses, see
§

36-505.

how

95-209. (680) Trial,

and land

in

conducted.

— The

jury shall inspect the road

person, unless already familiar with them, and swear any

witnesses that the owner or any person on the part of the county
offer, as to their

may

opinion of the damages sustained.

95-210. (681) Notice of trial.

—The

sheriff shall notify the justice of

where the road lies,
trial, and shall notify

the peace and the road commissioners of the district

and the owner

day and place of
to attend then and there, as witnesses, any persons he may be requested
by such commissioners or by the owner to so notify.
of the land, of the

Time and

95-211. (682)

place of

trial.

—The

sheriff shall fix the time

not less than five nor more than 20 days after such notice, and the place
as near the land as a suitable place can be obtained.

—

when. No person who claims any
damages from the county or from any person for the same or any similar
road, or who would be disqualified if the trial were before the superior
court, shall be competent as a juror.
Cross-reference. Jurors when counties are interested, see § 59-714.
95-212. (679) Jurors incompetent,

—

95-213. (683) Objections

person in interest

and

if

from

may

this or

to

jurors; tales jurors.

—At

the

trial

any

object to the impaneling of any juror for cause,

any other cause there are not 12 jurors impaneled and

sworn, the sheriff shall proceed to

summon

tales jurors.

—

may

be postponed. The trial may be postponed
or continued from day to day until completed, and if the justice of the
peace summoned to attend shall fail to preside, the sheriff shall summon
95-214. (684) Trial

some other

justice to preside.

95-215. (685) Mistrial.

de novo to
first,

summon

and so on

—

If a mistrial occurs,

other jurors, and

all

the sheriff shall proceed

the proceedings shall be as at

until there is a verdict.

95-216. (686) Certiorari.

— In

such cases certiorari shall

lie

at the in-

stance of the county or the owner of the land, as in certiorari from judgments in forcible entry and detainer cases, and if a new trial shall be ordered, proceeding shall be as in the
Cross-reference.
§

— Time

first

instance.

given for certiorari

in

forcible entrv

and detainer, see

105-1608.

95-217.

(687) Order of county authorities for damages, revocation of

— When

such judgment becomes final, all the papers
appertaining thereto shall be filed in the office of the ordinary or other

order for road,

etc.

Roads, Bridges, and Ferries.
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authority having charge of county affairs,

who

2500

an order for
the damages assessed in favor of the landowner but if such ordinary or
other authority having charge of county affairs shall be satisfied that such
damages are greater than the usefulness of such road, or that part of it,
he may revoke the order authorizing the road altogether, or order the
road altered so as to avoid the land so damaged, or make the owner an
offer of such compensation as the ordinary or other authority having
charge of county affairs may think just.
shall grant

;

CHAPTER

COMMISSIONERS OF PUBLIC ROADS.

95-3.

Sec.

Sec.
95-301.

95-302.
n^ni
95-303.

Three commissioners for each
district; two may act.
Appointment.

n
Duty
<

«-„«,»,-;.
95-304.
.Notice in
95-305.
95-306.

Complaint against road com-

•

__,
.

.

commissioners

of

militia,

Contractors not
commissioners.

to

etc.,

duty.

be

road

95-307.

Duties.

95-308.

Authority to punish for contempt.

There

95-310.
„.

.

_

missioners.
,

.

.

.

.

.

,

95-311.

Penalty for default of duty by
road commissioners

95-312.

Failure of defaulting commissioners to appear.

95-313.
95-314.

Execution for fine and costs.
Public road on a district line,
cooperation of commission-

95-315.

Certificate of service.

writing to appointees.

Exemptions
from jury,

95-301.

Proceedings

*

to serve.

against commissioners for neglect of duty.

95-309.

ers

-

two may act. —
each road district, any two of

(724) Three commissioners for each district;

shall be three

whom may

commissioners for

and in case there is only one in a district, that one
be invested with all the powers of the three until the vacancies
have been filled. (Act 1818, Cobb, 947.)
act,

95-302. (725)

Appointment.

95-303.

Duty

shall
shall

—The

commissioners shall be appointed
or reappointed by the ordinary or other authority having charge of county
affairs biennially, and whenever necessary to fill vacancies, at any time.
(726)

to serve.

pelled to serve, unless excused

charge of county
those

who have

affairs,

—Those

thus appointed shall be com-

by the ordinary or other authority having

for providential cause only

Provided, that

:

served two terms consecutively shall have the right to

decline a third appointment,

if

made immediately

secutive service. (Act 1818, Cobb, 947. Acts 1878,

after four years' conp. 67.)

—

Editorial Note. The terms of commissioners were fixed by the Code of 1863,
which provided biennial appointments. The proviso of the above section, added
by Acts of 1878, provided that those who had served two years consecutively
should have the right to resign a third appointment if made immediately after two
years' consecutive service. The sections have appeared in that form in all the Codes
since that of 1863. To give efTect to what appears to have been the intent of the
proviso, "two years" have been changed to "two terms" and "four years," respectively.

95-304.

(727) Notice in writing to appointees.

— The

appointees shall

be notified in writing of their appointment within 10 days thereafter by
the ordinary or other authority having charge of county affairs, and

if

such appointees do not, within 10 days after receiving such notice, file
their excuses in writing, under oath, in the office of such ordinary or
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other authority having charge of county affairs, they shall be consid'
as having accepted. (Act 1818, Cobb, 947.)

Exemptions

95-305. (728)

—The

of

commissioners from jury,

militia,

etc.,

commissioners, while in office, shall be exempt from
jury, patrol, militia, and other road duty.
duty.

all

—

not to be road commissioners. Persons
who have undertaken the building or keeping in repair of any bridge,
ferry, or causeway, or are sureties for such persons, may not be road
commissioners of the road district which embraces such bridge, ferry, or
causeway, and if, after having been appointed, they become such contractors or sureties, the ordinary shall declare a vacancy and appoint
95-306. (754) Contractors

some other persons
95-307. (729, 737)

(Act 1818, Cobb, 949.)

in their stead.

Duties.— It

is

the duty of the commissioners— (Act

1818, Cobb, 947, 948.)

To

1.

appoint, within 15 days, one or

more persons

in their respective

districts as overseers of the roads.

To

apportion the roads and hands under their charge at the same
time as equally and fairly as possible, and to furnish the several over2.

seers with a

list

of the roads

and hands under

their respective charges.

To

hear and determine all cases of default or other violation of the
road laws within their jurisdiction (if not indictable only) at a court to
3.

be held by them within 20 days after every road-working, or as often as
emergencies may require, and to issue executions or other process against
the convicted.
Cross-reference.

—As

to defaulters, see §§ 95-418, 95-420.

To

expend, as in their judgment will best serve the public good, all
moneys coming into their hands from defaulting road hands, and from
fines imposed upon and collected from overseers
Provided, that such
moneys shall be applied to improvements respectively of the roads
whereon such defaulters may have been required to serve. (Acts 1876.
4.

:

p. 19.)

To

cause to be served upon road defaulters three days' notice in
writing, of the time and place of the meeting of such commissioners for
the trial of defaulters the notice to be served by the overseer of roads
5.

;

or the constables of their respective militia districts
ers personally or

by leaving the same

abode. (Acts 1880-1,
Cross-reference.
6.

To keep

(a)

The

a

default-

most notorious places

of

p. 146.)

— Proceedings
book

at their

upon such

in

against defaulters, see

which to enter

§

95-421 et seq.

—

several hands in their respective districts subject to road

duty; to what roads and what parts thereof assigned, and under what
overseer; changing and correcting it from time to time, as may be necessary.

(b)

A

list

of

all

amounts paid, what disposition made
sued and unpaid.
(c)

The book

amounts fined,
the money, what executions is-

defaulters and persons fined, the

shall be furnished

having charge of county

of

by the ordinary

affairs, at the

or other authority

expense of the county, and out of

§

Roads, Bridges,
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the road money,

if

any, and

when

and

Ferries.

full shall
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be deposited

in

the proper

office.

To pay to the county treasurer, as soon as collected, that portion
the fine money belonging to the county, to be used in the repairing"

7.

of

and causeways; and annually, on the first
December, to report to the ordinary or other authority having charge
county affairs the condition of the public roads and bridges in their

or building of public bridges
of
of

respective districts, the state of the finances,

what executions

are out-

standing and unpaid, and their condition.

To

S.

inspect from time to time the public roads, bridges, and ferries

within their districts, notice the character of the repairs, and observe
whether such roads are regularly posted and direction boards put up as
required by law, and whether said bridges and ferries are in proper repair.

To

9.

and

exercise a general supervision over their respective overseers,

to fine

them

for neglect of duty,

and

to see that persons are indicted

for the offenses set forth in the road laws.
10.

To

administer

all

oaths relative to the road laws, connected with

their duties.
Editorial Note.— Acts 1899, p. 89, as amended by Acts 1902, p. 104 (§§ 739 to
743 of the Code of 1910), authorizing the commissioners of roads and revenues
for all counties having a population of more than 15,000 people according to the
census of the United States, upon recommendation of the grand jury, to employ
one or more persons to be known as "Inspector of Roads and Bridges," [nothing
therein to affect counties having over 85,000 already having such a system], prescribing the duties of such inspectors, etc., has not been included in this Code
because of such limitation upon the number of counties in which it applies. For
the same reason Acts 1923, p. 100, authorizing the county commissioners in any
county having more than 200,000 inhabitants to enter into contracts with corporations, firms, or individuals for the purpose of furnishing lights upon highways,
etc., has been omitted.

95-308.

(730) Authority to punish for contempt.

when convened

—All

road commis-

may

punish for contempt by a
fine not to exceed $5, or by imprisonment not to exceed five hours, and
any constable of the county in which the road commissioners' court is
held is empowered to execute the sentence of said courts. (Acts 1882-3,
sioners' courts,

as such,

p. 79.)

95-309.

—

(731) Proceedings against commissioners for neglect of duty.

Whenever

the grand jury in any county shall present any road com-

missioners for neglect of duty generally, or in any particular, the clerk

summons

such
commissioners, commanding them to be and appear at the next term of
the superior court in which the presentment is made, to answer the accusation of the grand jury, which said summons shall be served by the
sheriff upon the commissioners at least 20 days before the term of court

of the superior court shall issue a

which the same

is

case, the accusation

is

to

returnable

;

made out by

and

if,

in writing, directed to

upon the investigation

of the

the proof, the judge shall impose upon

such commissioners fines of not less than $10 nor more than $200. (Acts
1866, p. 18; 1884-5, p. 41.)

95-310.

(732; Complaint against road commissioners.

—Any

citizen,

by

petition in writing to the ordinary, judge of the county court, or board of

commissioners of roads and revenues, as they may respectively have jurisdiction over the appointment of road Commissioners, may make com-

—
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any road district of
the petitioner's county, for neglect of duty generally or in any particular,
which petition shall be sworn to; and it shall thereupon he the duty of
the officer to whom such petition is addressed to issue a summons in
writing, directed to such defaulting commissioners, commanding them to
be and appear before such county authorities, at the usual place of sitting, on a day certain, to answer the accusation in the petition contained,
which summons shall be served by the sheriff or his deputy upon the
commissioners complained against, at least 20 days before the day of
hearing; and if upon investigation of the case the accusation is made out
by the proof, the county authorities shall impose a fine upon such commissioners of not less than $10 nor more than $200. (Acts 1884-5, p. 136.;
plaint against

any road commissioners appointed

by road commissioners.

95-311. (733) Penalty for default of duty

Upon

for

the hearing of the case against defaulting commissioners, the

tri-

bunal trying the case may impose an alternative punishment of imprisonment in the county jail for a term not exceeding 10 days, and if the tribunal hearing the case shall fine such commissioners, they shall there-

upon be removed from

office,

and other commissioners

shall be forthwith

appointed in their place. (Acts 1884-5, pp. 136, 137.)
95-312. (734)

Failure of defaulting commissioners to appear.

—

If

the

defaulting commissioners have been duly cited and served and shall

fail

to appear, the court

may

proceed ex parte. (Acts 1884-5, pp. 136, 137.)

95-313. (735) Execution for fine

and

costs.

—The

clerk of the court

is

directed to issue executions against the defaulting commissioners for the

which shall be executed by the sheriff. The lien of such
executions, and the property subject thereto, shall be the same as those

fine

and

costs,

against defaulting road workers. (Acts 1884-5, pp. 136, 137.)

—

Cross-reference. Lien
workers, see § 95-425.

95-314.

of

commissioner's

judgment against defaulting road

(736) Public road on district line, cooperation of commission-

—When any public

road is on a road-district line, and the ordinary
has not specially assigned it to any particular district or set of commissioners, the commissioners of each district shall cooperate in apportioning the hands and appointing the overseers for such road. (Act 1818,
Cobb, 949.)
ers.

95-315. (738) Certificate of service.
fully served

—After the commissioner has

faith-

through the term of his appointment, he may obtain from

the ordinary a certificate of such fact.

CHAPTER

95-4.

WORK ON

Sec.

95-401.
95-402.
95-403.
''5-404.

PUBLIC ROADS.

Sec.

Persons subject to road duty,
and who exempt.
When road hands compelled to
work.
Railroad hands exempt, when.
Length of time to work.

95-405.

List of persons liable to road
work to be furnished to overseers.

95-406.

Summoning

95-407.

Duties

of road hands.

of overseers:
for failure to report.

penalty

§

95-401

Roads, Bridges,

Sec.
95 408.

95-409.

done.

Same;

95-411.

Same;

selection
grand jury,

new

of

etc.,

suddenly becoming

95-419.

Complaint against commissioners; procedure upon.
Defaulters may be fined.
Excuses, filing of. Meeting of
commissioners; notice.
Executions against defaulters;

95-421.

95-422.

95-414.

Extraordinary tools,

fines.

how

ob-

tained.

Application
discretion

for
of

part

of

95-423.

disposition of
Warrants for arrest.

road;

commissioners;

of persons to whom roads
apportioned.
Refusal to accept apportionment, effect of.

Constable

may

be

ruled

for

neglect of duty.
95-424.

Force and effect of notice to
employers of existence of ex-

95-425.

Lien of commissioners' judgment; nonexemption of property; claims and illegalities.

effect.

95-417.

to

collection;

work deducted.

Special

work

Penalty for failure
roads apportioned.

95-420.

95-413.

95-416.

2504

95-418.

by
and

bridges,

culverts,
roads.

Roads,

roads

impassable.

95-415.

Ferries.

Sec.

Extraordinary work.
Same; means by which to be

95-410.

95-412.

and

ecution; lien.

Duty

95-401. (647) Persons subject to road duty,

and who exempt.

—All

male inhabitants, between the ages of 16 and 50 years, except ordained
ministers of the gospel in the regular discharge of ministerial duty, and
in charge of one or more churches, and all men who have lost an arm
or a leg, shall be subject to work on the public roads. It shall be the
duty of the superintendent of the Milledgeville State Hospital, the Georgia School for the Deaf, and the Academy for the Blind, to furnish, under oath, to the ordinary or the commissioners of roads and revenues,
where such officers exist, and where these institutions are located, a list
of guards, watchmen, cooks, nurses, and attendants employed on the first
day of April of each year, and all such employees shall be exempt from
road duty. (Act 1818, Cobb, 947. Acts 1865-6, pp. 23, 78; 1870, p. 399;
1871-2, p. 19; 1876, p. 20.)

—

Cross-references. Intercounty improvements, see §§ 23-1801 to 23-1804. AlterMilitiamen exempt, see § 86-701. By whom
native road law, see Chapter 95-8.
streets of towns worked, see §§ 69-207, 69-306.

—

When

road hands compelled to work. The same road
hands shall not be compelled to work on more than one public road,
which shall come within three miles of their residences, or shall be the
nearest public road to their residences, except in opening a new road,
when all the road hands of the road district shall be subject to work upon
it.
(Acts 1878-9, p. 48.)
95-402.

(648)

—

hands exempt, when. Hands liable to road
work, employed as laborers on the line of any railroad in this State belonging to an incorporated company, or by any contractors constructing
railroads, shall be exempt from work on the public roads
Provided, the
public road overseers having charge of them, respectively, shall be paid
$1 per day for each hand so liable, which money shall be expended in
hiring hands to work on the roads. (Act 1845, Cobb, 958. Acts 1851-2,
95-403.

(677) Railroad

:

p.

283; 1859,

p.

65; 1860,

p.

57; 1872,

p. 10.)

—

(649) Length of time to work.
Road hands shall not be required to work more than five days at one time consecutively, or more
than 15 days in 12 months, unless sudden emergencies require the irnme95-404.

;

Roads, Bridges,
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and Ferries.

diate repairing of the roads, causeways,
tive districts.

§

and bridges within

95-409

their respec-

(Act 1818, Cobb, 947.)

Cross-reference.

— Time

required under alternative road law, see

95-802 and

§

note.

Editorial Note.— Acts 1903, p. 106, as amended by Acts 1908, p. 99 (§1 720 to 723
:
of the Code of 1910), providing that in counties having an organized chain
and having a city of not less than 17,000 and not more than 23,000 inhabitants,
according to the census of the United States, the road duty required of each
son shall not exceed four days in each year, and authorizing the payment of $2 in
lieu of such road duty, has not been included because of such restriction? upon
the number of counties in which it applies. For the same reason Acts 1929, p. 322,
as amended by Acts 1931, p. 234, exempting citizens of counties having a population of not less than 13,600 and not more than 14,510, according to the official
census of the United States or any future census, from road duty and commutation taxes, has been omitted.
-

95-405. (650) List of persons liable to road

overseers.

—The

work

to be furnished to

several employers of male persons shall,

whenever

re-

writing of
those who are liable to work on the public roads, signed by them, under
a penalty of paying $3 for each male person so liable to road duty, and
whose name is not furnished, to be collected as a fine for not working the
quired, furnish the overseer of the road district with a

roads.

(Acts 1865-6,

list in

p. 23.)

—

Summoning of road hands. Overseers
districts shall summon all persons liable to

95-406. (651, 652)
their respective

of roads in

road duty,

one day before the time of working. The
summons shall state the road to be worked, the time and place for meeting, and the implements required. (Act 1818, Cobb, 947.)

within the

district, at least

95-407. (653) Duties of overseers; penalty for failure to report.

— Such

overseers shall superintend the working on the roads assigned them by
the commissioners, cause the
possible manner, and

make

same

to be

worked and repaired

in the best

a return thereof to the commissioners, in

writing, within five days after each time of working, and report

all

hands

who may

be in default, upon their several roads, without receiving therefor any part of the fines which may be collected from said defaulters
and, upon failure to report any defaulter or defaulters (and upon conviction thereof before the commissioners), shall be fined $5 for each defaulter they so fail to return. (Acts 1876, p. 19.)
95-408. (654) Extraordinary work.
eral counties

—The county authorities of the sev-

having charge of the roads and revenues of each

of said

counties are authorized and required to provide for the grading of the
public roads of their respective counties, where said roads are too steep,

boggy

too rough, or too

and said

officials

for practical use or the hauling of ordinary loads

work on the public roads of
cannot be done by the road hands subject
extraordinary
this State.

(Acts 1880-1,

Cross-reference.

95-409.

(655)

;

are authorized and required to provide for any other
their respective counties

to road duty

under

the"

which

laws of

p. 139.)

— Mandamus

to

compel compliance with standard, see

Same; means by which

to be done.

— Said

§

64-102.

officials

may

have the work specified in the preceding section done by use of the
county chain gang, by contract let to the lowest and best bidder, or otherwise, as may be to the best interest of their respective counties and said
;

§

Roads, Bridges, and Ferries.

95-410

officials shall

Same;

(656)

any funds

of

(Acts 1880-1,

said counties not otherwise appropriated.

95-410.

work out

be authorized to pay for said

2506

selection of roads

by grand

of their

p. 139.)

jury.

—The

grand

juries of the respective counties are authorized to select such roads or
sections of roads, it in their judgment any such roads exist in their re-

spective counties, as cannot be

and

thereto,

shall

recommend

made passable by

the hands accessible

to the ordinaries, or boards of roads

revenues, or county judges, as the case

may

and

be, existing in their respec-

have said roads put in proper order as provided in the
two preceding sections, and they shall also recommend the manner in
which said work may be done or contract let out. (Acts 1880-1, p. 139.)

tive counties, to

Cross-reference.

— Powers

and duties

of

grand

juries, see Title 59, Juries,

Chap-

ter 59-3.

95-411.

(657)

Same:

culverts, bridges,

and new roads.

—The provisions

and short
length, and such new roads to be opened

oi the three preceding sections shall also apply to such culverts

bridges, not less than 10 feet in
in said

county, as the grand juries

preceding section. (Acts 1880-1,

p.

may recommend,

as provided in the

139; 1890-1, p. 63.)

—

becoming impassable. When any
road, bridge, or causeway shall become suddenly impassable, the overseer shall call out as many hands as necessary to repair the same, after
95-412. (658) Roads, etc., suddenly

giving one day's notice. (Act 1839, Cobb, 957.)
95-413.

(659) Special

work deducted.

— The overseers shall take notice

such hands are employed on such special workings, and shall
excuse them from road duty for an equal number of days out of the whole
number they are required to work during the year. (Act 1839, Cobb, 957.)
of the time

95-414.

(661) Extraordinary tools,

how

obtained.

—

If

any implements

other than ordinary farming tools are necessary to keep the roads in repair, the overseers

may

accept them instead of labor of hands, or

may

apply to the road commissioners in the district in which said implements
are needed, who shall apply to the commissioners of roads and revenues

may

and such authorities may, in their
discretion, issue to said road commissioners the needed implements, taking their receipt for the same, and the road commissioners shall return all
such implements during the month of January thereafter, or become reor to the ordinary, as the case

be,

sponsible for the value of the same. (Acts 1890-1,
95-415.

p. 64.)

(662) Application for part of road; discretion of commission-

— When a person

road duty makes an application to
the road commissioners for a proportion of the road for himself and hands
to work and keep in repair, the commissioners may, in their discretion,
parcel off to such applicant some equal and just portion of said road, to
be increased or diminished according to the number of hands, to be
judged of by the commissioners: Provided, that the hands accepting
ers; effect.

liable to

such apportionment shall be amenable and subject to the direction and
control of the road commissioners, and subject to the

prisonment, in

common

with the other road hands, as

same
if

fines or im-

they had not ac-

cepted such apportionment. (Act 1826, Cobb, 954. Acts 1884-5,

p. 55.)

§ 95-421

Rdxds, Bridges, and Ferries.
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whom

roads apportioned,— -?rshall make annual reto whom portions of roads arc thus apportioned
turns to their respective commissioners, whenever required to do BO, 01
the number and names of their hands liable to road work, and after they
95-416. (663)

Duty

of persons to

have received and put in good repair their respective portions, such hands
shall not be transferred to any other part of the road, or compelled to
do any other road work, as long as they perform their work satisfactorily
to the commissioners. (Act 1826, Cobb, 954.)

—

Refusal to accept apportionment, effect of. If the applicants do not accept the portion of road assigned to them by the commissioners, they shall work in common with the other hands of their
95-417. (664)

road district (Act 1826, Cobb, 954.)

—

95-418. (665) Penalty for failure to work roads apportioned.
having accepted such portions, the applicants neglect to keep

If,

after

them

in

good repak, they shall be liable to all the penalties and forfeitures to
which 'commissioners are liable for neglect of duty, besides the usual road
•fines

-'©ai

the hands. (Act 1826, Cobb, 954.)

Cross-references.

— Defaulters

by road commissioners, see

fined, see § 95-420.

Penalty for neglect of duty

95-311.

§

95-419. (666) Complaint against commissioners; procedure upon.

—

If

such commissioners assign any person a portion of road thus to work,
Which, taking into consideration his number of hands as compared to

number liable to do road duty on such road, is not an equal share of
the labor, any male road-worker of the same road and district may com-

.the

plain to tfoe ordinary or other authority having charge of county affairs
at

any time, and on giving such persons three days' notice

thereof, in

writing, such ordinary or other authority having charge of county affairs

may summarily
just,

hear

all

the evidence, and

if

he believes the complaint

he shall revoke such grant by the commissioners, and have them

is

in-

stantly informed.
95-420.

(660) Defaulters

may be fined. — Every
summoned to work, shall

individual

liable

to

neglect to obey such
road duty, who, being duly
summons and to carry the implements as ordered, or, appearing with or
without the implements, shall neglect or refuse faithfully to work, shall
be fined not less than $1 nor more than $3 for every day he shall fail to

work, or shall be imprisoned,
(Acts 1865-6, p. 23.)
Cross-reference.

95-421. (667)

—Penalty for
Excuses,

All defaulters shall

who

file

meet

in the discretion of the

failure to

riling of.

work, see

Meeting

their excuses,

if

§

commissioners.

95-418.

of commissioners

;

notice.—

any, on oath, before the commis-

purpose of trying defaulters at some place
within the district, of which place of meeting they shall give 10 davs
notice in writing at one or more of the most public places in the district,

sioners,

shall

and no other notice

—

for the

shall be necessary.

Cross-references. Penalty for failure to work, see § 95-418.
Duty of road
commissioners to cause notice to be served upon road defaulters, see § 95-307,
U

5.
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Executions against defaulters; collection; disposition of fines. Warrants for arrest.
The commissioners shall issue executions under their hands and seals, or warrants for arrest, as the case
may be, against each defaulter who fails to render a good excuse, directed
to any lawful constable, who shall levy and collect the same as executions issued from the justice of the peace courts, or, as the case may be,
arrest the defaulter and bring him before the commissioners to abide the
judgment of the same. Within 10 days after such executions are collected the amounts thereof shall be paid to any one of the commissioners.
(Act 1S39, Cobb, 957. Acts 1865-6, p. 23.)
95-422.

(668, 669)

—

Constable

95-423. (670)

may be

ruled for neglect of duty.

—

If

con-

pay over
bring
parties
arrested
and
the
to
before the commissioners, they shall be subject to rule and suit at the
instance of such commissioners, as though the executions or warrants
had issued from a justice's court.
stables neglect their duty in collecting such executions or fail to

the money, or

make such

fail

arrests

employers of existence of
execution; lien. In all cases where executions may be issued against
roadhands in the employment of others, notice to the employers of the
issuance of such execution shall have the force and effect of a garnishment, and shall operate as a lien on what is due or to become due from
such employer to such employee, and may be collected as in Cases of
garnishment. (Act 1818, Cobb, 948. Acts 1865-6, p. 23.)
(670) Force

95-424.

and

effect of notice to

—

Cross-reference.

— Constables

may

be ruled in justice's court, see

§

24-815.

judgment; nonexemption of
property; claims and illegalities. The lien of such executions shall be
the same as that of any other execution, and shall rank according to date
in the distribution of money, except that no property shall be exempt
therefrom and if illegalities or claims shall be interposed, they shall be
returned as though the execution issued from a justice's court having
jurisdiction over the road district, in whole or in part.
(671) Lien

95-425.

of

commissioners'

—

;

CHAPTER

95-5.

TIMBERS; MILEPOSTS; SIGNBOARDS, ETC.
Sec.

Sec.
95-501.

Timbers to be used; contracts;

95-503.

Road

95-502.

determination of value.
Measurement of roads and set-

95-504.

Expense of erecting signposts.

ting

signposts required
forks and intersections.

at

up of mileposts.
•

95-501.

(672)

— Overseers

Timbers

to be used; contracts; determination of value.

are authorized to apportion any timbers for the use of

the roads, and

may make

contracts with owners of land for such other

indispensable, and

they disagree as to the value, the overseer shall appoint one arbitrator and the owner another, who, without
further formality, shall assess the value, and if they disagree, they shall
call in an umpire, whose decision shall be final.
The valuation so
awarded shall be reduced to writing and signed by the arbitrators, and
upon the production of the same, with a certificate of the overseer that
he used the timber assessed, shall be allowed by the ordinary or county
timber,

if

if

—
Roads, Bridges, and Ferries.
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§ 95-601

authority having charge of county affairs and paid out of the county
treasury. (Act 1818, Cobb, 949.)
Cross-reference.

95-502. (673)

The overseers

—As

to

award by umpire,

Measurement

shall

measure

of roads

all

see

7-110.

§

and setting up

of mileposts.

that part of the road to which they

may

be appointed, beginning at the courthouse, and at the end of each mile
set up a post or mark in some conspicuous place, which shall designate
the number of miles from that point to said courthouse; and the overseer
in the next adjoining district shall likewise begin to measure and mark at
the last milepost in the district thus measured; but when such district
shall end at some county line, they shall, by some post or mark, designate the distance from such county line to their respective court-

houses. (Act 1818, Cobb, 951.)
95-503.

Road signposts required

at forks

and

intersections.

— Each

of

the ordinaries having in charge the county matters, or the boards of

county commissioners, are hereby required to place and keep at the fork
or intersection of each public road in some substantial and conspicuous
manner a signpost designating thereon the most public place to which
each road leads and the distance thereto; said signposts shall be six
inches by six inches, and six feet in length, with a crossarm placed six
inches from the top of said post, which crossarm shall be two feet in
length and six inches in width said posts shall extend four feet above
the ground. Said posts and crossarms shall be painted white, and all
letters and figures thereon shall be painted black and be not less than
two inches in size. Said signposts shall be uniform in size and design
throughout the State: Provided, however, that the provisions hereof
shall not apply as to uniformity, color or design in those counties which
now have stone or concrete signposts erected and maintained at the
places herein designated
Provided, that any county may erect stone or
cement posts in lieu of the ones hereinbefore described. (Act 1818,
Cobb, 951. Acts 1918, p. 269; 1919, p. 276.)
;

:

Cross-reference.

— Punishment

for failure to erect signposts, see § 95-9903.

—

Expense of erecting signposts. The expense of constructing,
placing and maintaining said signposts in accordance with the provisions of this law shall be paid by the several counties out of their respective county treasuries upon warrants drawn and duly approved by
95-504.

the proper county authorities. (Acts 1918,

CHAPTER

95-6.

p.

269; 1919,

p. 276.)

ALTERING, OBSTRUCTING, OR INJURING
ROADS.
Sec.

Sec.
95-601.

Altering or obstructing public

'

95-603.

Obstructions

road, liability for damages.
95-602.

Commissioners

may
95-601.

or
sue railroads.

not

removed;

fine, etc.

ordinary

(691; 543 P. C.) Altering or obstructing public road, liability

—

any person

for

damages.

lic

road or alter the location of

If

any ditch across, any pubany bridge, or make any new bridge

shall alter, or cut

—
6
c
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necessary by his
be liable for

all

without
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obtaining an order therefor, he shall
damages any person may sustain thereby. (Acts 1859,
act,

first

p. 65.)

Cross-reference.

— Criminal

liability,

see

§

95-9904.

—

Commissioners or ordinary may sue railroads. Commissioners of roads and revenues, or ordinaries in counties where there
are no commissioners, are empowered to bring any action against any
95-602.

(692)

may

be necessary or proper to the rights of the
public in and to any road in any county, and to enforce the performance
of any duty enjoined upon any railroad corporation in relation to any
railroad corporation that

any county and to maintain an action for any damages or exwhich
any county may sustain or may be put to in consequence of
penses
any act or omission of any such corporation in relation to roads. (Acts
road

in

1889, p. 102.)

—

Cross-references. Suits against railroads generally, see Title 94, Railroads,
Public highways not to be appropriated to railroads, see § 94-306.

Chapter 94-11.

(693) Obstructions not

95-603.

removed;

fine, etc.

—Any

person

who

any fence, or fell any tree, or cause any other like obstruction
in or across any public road, which is not removed within two days, and
any person who shall fail, after having caused such obstruction, to provide a safe and convenient way for travelers during the continuance
shall build

thereof, shall be liable to a fine of $20 for each obstruction, to be re-

covered by execution issued by the commissioners, as in cases of road
fines, and shall be liable for any damages caused by the obstruction if
the person injured used ordinary caution. (Act 1818, Cobb, 949. Acts
1853-4, p. 98.)
95-9905.

—

Penalty for injuring paved or macadamized
Penalty for injuring public roads, see § 95-9906.

Cross-references.
§

CHAPTER

95-7.

see

NEGLECT OF DUTY BY OVERSEERS.
Sec.

Sec.
95-701.

roads,

Liability for damages
sons injured.

95-701.

to

per-

95-702.

(676; 541 P. C.) Liability for

Penalty; issuance of execution,

damages

to persons injured.

any overseer shall omit to do his duty with respect to the roads,
bridges, and causeways under his charge, for as long as 30 days from
the time the necessity for any immediate work occurs, unless hindered
by extremely bad weather or other providential cause, he shall be liable
for all damages at the suit of any person injured by such omission. (Act
1799, Cobb, 944.)
If

Cross-reference.

95-702.

months

—For

criminal

liability,

see

§

95-9907.

(690) Penalty; issuance of execution.

—

If

any overseer within

appointment shall neglect faithfully to discharge the
duties required of him, he shall be subject to be fined not exceeding $50
by the commissioners under whom he serves, who shall notify him of his
neglect, and unless a good excuse shall be rendered to them within 20
days from the time of such notice, they shall issue execution for the fine
assessed. (Act 1818, Cobb, 948.)
12

after his
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PART

..

95-802

|

ALTERNATIVE ROAD LAW.

II.

CHAPTER

95-8.

Sec.

IN

GENERAL.

Sec.

95-801.

County authorities to lay out
roads and to appoint and
prescribe

of

duties

Fund,

95-807.

Residents of

95-808.

Defaulters; penalty.

Same; by whom, when, and
where tried.
Same; summoned by whom.
Recommendation by grand jury

various

officers.

95-802.

Who

duty.

95-809.

95-803.

Commutation tax.
County tax for roads.
Manner of working, improv-

95-810.

95-804.

subject

road

to

95-811.

ing, or repairing roads.

95-805.

Machinery, tools,

how

95-806.

spent.
cities

not affected.

as to operation or suspension
of law.

etc.

and to appoint and
prescribe duties of various officers. -The commissioners of roads and
revenues, ordinary, or such other officer as has charge of county matters of each county, shall have the sole right to lay out, open, change,
or discontinue public roads therein, and the sole management of the
working of said roads and said authorities shall have authority to appoint a superintendent of public roads when necessary, and also to appoint all overseers, guards, and officers that may be required to success95-801. (694)

County

authorities to lay out roads

—

;

fully carry out the provisions of this Chapter, to prescribe the duties of

and officers, fix the terms of office of the
prescribe and pay said appointees such salaries or wages

said superintendent, guards,

same, and to
as may be deemed proper. (Acts 1890-1,
Cross-references.
this

Chapter

— Intercounty

p. 135.)

improvements, see

When

§§ 23-1801 to 23-1804.

effective, see § 95-811.

Editorial Note.— Sections 705 to 719 of the Code of 1910— the "Alternative Four
Days Road Law" were repealed by Acts 1918, p. 215, which provided that sections 694 to 704 of the Code of 1910 this Chapter be substituted in lieu thereof.

—

95-802. (695)

Who

—

—

subject to road duty.

Commutation

tax.

—Each

male citizen between the ages of 21 and 50 years, not expressly exempt
by law, shall be subject to road duty, and shall be required, when notified
or summoned, to work the public roads of the county of his residence
for such length of time in each year, or to pay such commutation tax as
may be fixed by the authorities having charge of county matters Provided, that no one shall be required to work for longer than 10 days in
any one year nor shall said commutation tax be fixed at a sum that will
amount to more than 50 cents per diem for the number of days' work re:

quired.

(Acts 1890-1,

—

p.

135; 1910, p. 54.)

Editorial Note. Since 1910, section 695 of the Code of 1910 (the above section)
has been amended many times, in some instances expressly and in others by necessary implication. Practically all of the amending Acts are limited in their application to only one or a very few counties, and for that reason have not been included in this Code. The section is set out above as amended by Acts 1910. p. 54.
Some of the amending Acts doubtless violate Const., Art. 1, Sec. IV, Par. I
(§ 2-401), prohibiting the enactment of a special law in any case for which provision has been made by an existing general law.
On this question see 103 701
(30 S. E. 627); 135/269 (69 S. E. 182); 139/117 (76 S. E. 747); 146/576 (91 S. E.
691); 150/583 (104 S. E. 418). Such statutes which have been left out are as follows: Acts 1916, p. 32, as amended by Acts 1920, p. 242, applicable in counties
"with a population of not less than 36,725 or greater than 50,000;" Acts 1920,
pp. 242, 245, as amended by Acts 1922, p. 147, applicable in counties "having a population of not more than 23,400 nor less than 23,365 according to the last available
census;" Acts 1920, pp. 242, 245, applicable to counties "having a population of not

—
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Ferries.

less than /.ISO. or more than 7,200 by the census of 1910;" Acts 1931, p. 116, applicable in counties having "a population of between 9,700 and 9,725 according to the
United States census of 1930;" Acts 1931, p. 115, relating to counties having a population of between 7.100 and 7,104 "by the census of the United States of 1930;"
Acts 1931, pp. 117, 118, applicable in counties "having a population by the census
of the United States of 1930, of between 9,075 and 9,080;" Acts 1931, pp. 118, 119,
applying in counties "having a population, by the census of the United States of
1930, of between 4.3S0 and 4.385;" Acts 1933, pp. 42, 43, applicable to counties "having a population by the census of the United States of 1930, of between 7,385 and
7.390:" Acts 1933, p. 41, limited to counties "having a population, by the census of
the United States of 1930, of between 12,323 and 12,328;" Acts 1933, pp. 44, 45, relating to counties having a population by the census of the United States of 1930
or any future census of between 21,325 and 21,335; Acts 1933, p. 45, applicable to
counties having a population, by the census of the United States of 1930 or any future census, of between 7,015 and 7,025; Acts 1933, pp. 41, 42, limited to counties
having a population of between 14,997 and 15,000, according to the census of the
United States for 1930, or any future census; Acts 1933, pp. 43, 44, relating to counties having a population of between 70,000 and 71,000, according to the census of
the United States for 1930, or any future census; Acts 1922, p. 36, relating to counties "having a population of between 34,700 and 34,800, according to the United
States census of 1920;" Acts 1919, p. 77, applicable in counties "having a population of between 30,100 and 30,250, according to the United States Census of 1910;"
Acts 1912, p. 103, relating to counties "having a population of between 9,750 and
9,950:" Acts 1931, p. 235, limited to counties "having a population according to the
United States census of 1930, of not more than 12,945 and not less than 12,939;"
Acts 1931, p. 236, relating to counties "having a population of 8,992 according to
the Federal census of 1930;" Acts 1929, p. 155, applicable in counties "having a
population of not less than 26,815 and not more than 26,830 according to the census of 1920;" and Acts 1929, pp. 322, 323, relating to counties having a population

of 11,755.

95-803.

(696)

County tax

for

roads.

—The

commissioners of roads

and revenues, or the ordinary, as the case may be, shall levy a tax, additional to any other authorized by law, of not more than four-tenths of
one per centum on all of the taxable property in the county, and the
funds so raised by said taxation, together with the commutation heretofore provided for, shall be used and expended for the purpose of paying
the salaries and wages and for working, improving, and repairing the
public roads, as set forth in this Chapter. (Acts 1890-91, p. 135; 1911,
p. 56.).

—

Editorial Note. Besides the amendment of § 696 of the Code of 1910 (the above
section) made by Acts 1911, p. 56, there are the amendments made by Acts 1919,
p. 79, 1920, p. 67, 1923, p. 53, and 1931, p. Ill, which, since they apply in only two or
three counties, have been omitted from this Code. The effect of the several uncodified amendments is to authorize tax levies for the purpose specified in the
above section, to be fixed at any rate not greater than six-tenths of one per cent.,
in counties having a population of not less than 26,000 nor more than 26,300 and
in those counties having a population of not less than 14,132 nor more than 14,500.

See note under preceding section.

Manner

—

working, improving, or repairing roads. Said
authorities are authorized to work, improve, and repair the public roads,
95-804.

(697)

of

as follows

They may work a chain gang (which said
empowered to organize; said gang to consist of
1.

authorities are hereby

the misdemeanor con-

any other county in this State, when such conmay be obtained without cost or for hire) and they may also work
those who do not pay the commutation tax
Provided, that the convicts
and those who do not pay the said tax shall not be worked together.
Cross-reference. — Two or more counties authorized to work joint chain gang
victs of the county, or of

victs

;

:

force, see
2.

§

23-1802.

They may work

commutation

tax.

free hired labor

and those who do not pay the

Roads,

2513
3.

They may have

[>kidjges,

and Ferries.

improved or repaired, by con-

said roads worked,

tracting for the same, in such
parties, or corporations:

manner

§95-810

as they

Provided, that

may deem
work

the

if

fit,

with

pri

.

done by eon-

is

be required to employ the chain gang,
established, and the labor of those who do not pay the commutation

tract, the contractors shall
is

tax,

and

to

pay

for the same.

They may employ

combine any or all of the three above-mentioned methods, or may use any other method or system that may be
desired for accomplishing the work necessary to put and keep the public roads in good condition. (Acts 1890-1, p. 135.)
4.

or

—

Said authorities may purchase
(698) Machinery, tools, etc.
any and all machinery, implements, tools, wagons, and stock necessary
and required for working the roads, and may build such houses or stockades, and purchase any thing or article necessary and useful in handling
and working the chain gang. (Acts 1890-1, p. 135.)
95-805.

—

Fund, how spent. Said authorities shall expend the
public road fund in any manner they may deem best for putting and
keeping the roads in thorough condition and repair. (Acts 1890-1, p. 135.)
95-806. (699)

95-807. (700) Residents of cities not affected.

and towns

—The

citizens of cities

work the public roads outside of the
pay the commutation tax. (Acts 1890-1, p. 135.)

shall not be required to

corporate limits nor to

Defaulters; penalty.

95-808. (701)

fuse to pay the

—Any

commutation tax when

it is

person

who

shall fail or re-

demanded by the

officer ap-

pointed by the authorities to make such demand, and who shall, without a good excuse, fail or refuse to appear at the time and place ap-

when summoned or notified by the officer whose duty
it is to give said summons or notice by the rules of the authorities having charge of the public roads, or who shall fail or refuse to do faithful
work as ordered by the officers in charge of the work when he has appointed to work,

peared, shall be fined not less than $1 nor

he shall

fail to

work, or be imprisoned

more than $5

in the

common

for each

jail at

cretion of the authorities trying the case, or be sentenced to

gang

the chain

for not longer than 90 days.

the case shall impose a fine

If

day

the dis-

work

in

the authorities trying

upon the person convicted,

may

it

be with

the alternative of other punishment allowed by this section, in case
said fine

is

95-809.

not paid. (Acts 1897,

(702)

p.

19; 1890-1, p. 135.)

Same by whom, when, and where
;

tried.

— One or more

commissioners of roads and revenues in counties having commissioners, and the ordinaries in counties where the ordinary has charge of
county matters and public roads under this Chapter, and the county
judge in counties where said judge has charge of county matters and
public roads, are empowered to try all defaulters, and said authority
shall hold court or courts for the trial of said defaulters at any time or
times and at any place or places in the county that may be fixed by said
authority
Provided, that 10 days' notice shall be given of the time
and place, or times and places, to defaulters. (Acts 1890-1, p. 135.)

of the

:

95-810.

moned

(703)

Same; summoned by whom.

— Defaulters

sumthe commis-

shall be

for trial by, or arrested by, such officer or officers as

:

§

95 -SI

Roads, Brid ges,

1

sioners or ordinary or county judge
stable of the county.

95-811.

(Acts 1890-1.

p.

and

may

Ferries.

appoint, or by any lawful con-

135; 1893,

p. 125.)

Recommendation by grand jury

(704)

2514

as to operation or sus-

— This Chapter shall not go into effect

any county until it is recommended
recommendation to bo made at any term of court; and the operation of this Chapter
shall be suspended in any county upon a like recommendation of the
grand jury, made at any term of court, after the lapse of three years
from the time this Chapter goes into effect. (Acts 1890-1, p. 135; 1893.
pension of law.

in

by the grand jury of said county, said

p.

125: 1897,

PART

20.)

p.

BRIDGES, FERRIES, AND CAUSEWAYS.

III.

CHAPTER

95-9.

IN GENERAL.
Sec.

Sec.
95-901.

Bridges, ferries, and causeways

95-904.

95-902.

Classification

of

bridges,

fer-

95 - 905

-

ferries,

etc.,

oi cou
authorities
uv
public
bridges, ferries,

^y

an(j cause ways.

Construction and repair of
bridges and causeways.

95-901.

Power
over

nes, etc.
95-903.

Establishment of

for benefit of county.

declared to be public.

(744) Bridges, ferries

95-906.

Maximum

capacity of bridges;
notices to be posted.

and causeways declared

All bridges, ferries, or causeways, erected or permitted

be public.

to

by order

—

of the

ordinaries or other officers having charge of county affairs, for public

purposes, are declared to be public. (Act 1799, Cobb, 943.)

—

General Assembly not authorized to establish bridges or ferArson, public bridge,
see Const., Art. Ill, Sec. VII, Par. XVIII (§ 2-1818).
Breaking a bridge, see § 26-7801. Encamping or building fire on
see § 26-2209.
bridge, see § 26-7802. Injuries to turnpike fixtures, see § 26-8101.
Cross-references.

ries,

95-902.

(745) Classification of bridges, ferries, etc.

— Bridges,

ferries,

and causeways are divided into the following classes
1.

Those established by the county which are

2.

Those established by the county where

free to every one.

toll is

charged generally or

specially.
3.

Those established by individuals under the authority

of

law or by

virtue of a prescriptive right.
Cross-reference.

— Private

ferries, see

Chapter 95-12 and

§

95-1302.

Those established by individuals without such rights, who accommodate the public or any portion thereof for compensation.
4.

Cross-reference.

— Right

to

keep public bridge or ferry, see

§

85-1311.

—

and repair of bridges and causeways. All
bridges or causeways over small watercourses, and causeways over
swamps or lowlands, shall be made and kept in repair by hands subject
to work on roads the timbers laid across the road shall be at least 16
feet long, well secured, made fast, and covered with earth. (Act 1818,
95-903.

(634) Construction

;

Cobb, 949.)

—
Roads, Bkidges, and Ferries.
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§

(746) Establishment of ferries, etc., for benefit of county.
ordinary or other authority having charge of county affairs may

95-904.

The

locate a ferry or causeway, or both, or

when

may

establish a toll bridge for

charged on any such county
bridge, ferry, or causeway, the county shall be liable as a private owner
would be, and the owners of lands taken shall be compensated as in other
the benefit of the county; but

toll is

cases.

Power of county
and causeways. The ordinaries
95-905. (747)

county

—

or other authorities having charge of

affairs of the several counties shall

Cross-reference.
1.

authorities over public bridges, ferries,

— Ordinary's

have authority to

jurisdiction over county affairs, see

§

23-701

Select the places for the erection of public bridges, county ferries,

and causeways, and to make suitable provision for their erection and repairs by letting the contract therefor to the lowest bidder, hiring hands.
or in any other way that may be for the public good and agreeable to law.
Cross-reference.
§

—Letting

contract for building or repairing bridges,

etc.,

see

23-1702.

Require sufficient bond and good security for the faithful performance of all such work and contracts, and to indemnify the county for all
damages occasioned by a failure so to do.
2.

—

Cross-references. Condition of contractor's bond, see
of bridges, etc., liable for neglect, see § 95-1209.

§

95-1001.

Proprietors

Grant to any person a license to establish such bridge, ferry, or
causeway. Such license shall be for a term of not more than 10 year-.
but may be renewed upon its expiration.
3.

4.

crossing any bridge, ferry, or causeway
lawfully be charged, and regulate those previously estab-

Fix the rates of

where

toll

may

lished, or that

may

toll for

what

hereafter be established, so as to conform to

is

both reasonable and usual on such watercourses.
Exercise a general supervision over such bridges, ferries, and causeways, and see that they are kept in proper order and properly attended
5.

and require, from time to time, as the occasion may demand, sufficient
bond and good security from the proprietors thereof, conditioned for
their keeping in repair a sufficient and safe bridge, flat rope, or causeway,
and all other appointments necessary for a good ferry, and competent and
faithful attendance by day and night, and to indemnify the public against
all damages by reason of a failure so to do. (Act 1805, Cobb, 945. Act
1818, Cobb, 952.)
to,

—

Cross-references. Proprietors of bridges, etc., liable for neglect, see
Ordinary's authority as to private ways, see §§ 83-101, 83-119.

95-906.

Maximum

capacity of bridges; notices to be posted.

dinary or commissioners of roads and revenues

may

§

95-1209.

— The

or-

ascertain and deter-

mine the maximum load or weight that can, with safety, be transported
over any bridge and its approaches other than those on State-aid roads,
and to post on any such bridge a legible notice showing the maximum
amount which has been so ascertained such bridge or its approaches can
carry with safety. It shall be unlawful for any person to haul, drive, or
otherwise bring on such bridge or its approaches any load or weight
exceeding the rated capacity so ascertained and posted, and any person
hauling, driving, or otherwise bringing on any such bridge or its ap-

Roads. Bridges, and Ferries.

95-1001

§

2516

preaches any load or weight exceeding the weighted capacity so ascertained and posted shall do so at his own risk, and the county shall not be
liable for any damages to persons or property that may result therefrom.
[Acts 1922, pp. 115,116.)

— Same

provision as to State-aid road bridges, see

95-10.

LETTING CONTRACT; CONTRACTOR'S

Cross-reference.

CHAPTER

§

95-1723.

LIABILITY AND BOND.
Sec.

Sec.

95-1001.

Condition

of

contractor's

County's liability for
injuries caused by defective

Notice to contractor to

95-1004.

bond.

Employment

of persons other
contractors to make
repairs;
execution against
contractors for expense and

95-1005.

bridges.
95-1002.
95-1003.

than

Bonds

of contractors and proprietors to be approved.

Additional bond required;
revocation of license for failure to give.

cost.

Resistance to payment of ex-

95-1006.

more years

may

as

tried.

County's

liability for

—

by defective bridges. When the contract for a public
or causeway is let, the contractor's bond shall be condikeep it in good repair for at least seven years, and as many
may be covered by the contract Provided, that such con-

injuries caused

tioned also to

how

ecution,

95-1001. (748) Condition of contractor's bond.

bridge, ferry,

make

repairs.

:

under existing laws without requiring the aforesaid condition in the contractors' bonds, if in the opinion of the commissioners
of roads and revenues, or of the ordinary in counties where there are
no such commissioners, it w^ould be to the public interest to dispense
with said condition in said bond Provided, however, that in every case
the county shall be primarily liable for all injuries caused by reason of
any defective bridges, whether erected by contractors or county authortract

be

let

:

ities.

(Acts 1888,

p. 39.)

—

Cross-references. Proprietors of bridges, ferries,
95-1209. County liable on failure to take bond, see
nary to require bond, see § 95-905, II 2.
§

Bonds

etc.,
§

liable

95-1210.

for

neglect,

see

Authority of ordi-

and proprietors to be approved.
All bonds taken from contractors or proprietors must be approved by
the ordinary or other authority having charge of county affairs, filed in
his or their office, and recorded in books kept for that purpose.
95-1002.

(749)

of contractors

—

Cross-reference.

— Authority

of ordinary to require bond, see

§

95-905, H

2.

bond required; revocation of license for failure to give. If, when an additional bond is required, it is not given
within 10 days from the time the proprietor or his agent is notified by the
95-1003. (750) Additional

—

ordinary or other authority having charge of county
tor's license shall

Cross-reference.

be revoked.

— See

cross-references under

95-1004. (751) Notice to contractor to

work

shall require repairing,

commissioners

in

affairs, the proprie-

it is

whose road

§

95-1001.

make

repairs.

—When any such

the duty of any one or

district the

same

is,

more

of the road

to give notice in writ-

ing to the contractor or one of his sureties, stating the repairs necessary

—
Roads, Bridges, and
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I'j.immj.

made, and requiring- that they be made within a

to be

102

^-1

..

vtZ lonable time,

stating the time.
Cross-reference.

— Contractors

95-1005. (752)

not to be road commissioners, see

Employment

§

95-306.

make

of persons other than contractors to

repairs; execution against contractors for expense

and

cost.

—

such

\\

made within the time required, the road commissioners
employ some other person forthwith to make them, and upon re-

pairs are not
shall

port to the ordinary or other authority having charge of county affair

and

his

—

the

their cost, he shall issue an execution against such contractor

sureties for the expense of such repairs

95-1006. (753) Resistance to

and

payment

costs.

how

of execution,

tried.

If

defendant resists the payment of said execution at law, he may file an
illegality which shall be returned for trial by jury, if a jury is demanded,
either to the justice's court of the district where the defendant upon
whose property the levy is made resides, if the execution is for not more
than $100, or to the superior court of the county, if for more than $100.

CHAPTER

95-11.

BRIDGES AND FERRIES BETWEEN
COUNTIES.
Sec.

Sec.

95-1101.

Contribution by counties toward building and repair of
intercounty bridges and fer-

95-1108.

pair;

Same; remedy when county

Same;

95-1110.

bond of contractor.
Same; liability of counties

refuses to contribute.
95-1103.

95-1104.
95-1105.

95-1106.
95-1107.

of counties to re-

reimbursements.

95-1109.

ries.

95-1102.

Same; duty

contract

for

for

negligence in failing to keep

Contracts
by counties for
building and repairing intercounty ferries and approaches thereto; letting;
advertisement of notice for
bids; "proper county authorities" denned.

ferries

state

in

contractor's

of

Same;

95-1H2

Same; operation of
bond of contractor.

Same; bond of contractors.
Same; rejection of bids; au-

95-1113.

Toll

thority of counties to build
or repair.

95-1114.

Same; chain-gang work.
Same; limitation on authority
of counties to build.

repair;

liability.

95-1111.

95-1101. (755) Contribution

repair;

joint building and repair; limitation of authority
of counties.

bridges,

county

ferries;

crossing

etc.,

lines,

how

licensed.

Causeways and approaches to
public bridges between counties.

95-1115.

Remedy on

default

of

one

county.

by counties toward building and

repair

—

and ferries. When a bridge or ferry is necessary
over any watercourse which divides counties from each other, each
county shall contribute equally toward building and keeping the same
in repair, or in such proportion as would be just, taking into consideration the taxable property of each and the amount expended by each in
construction of bridges and other causeways. (Act 1818, Cobb, 949.)
of intercounty bridges

95-1102. (756)

Same; remedy when county refuses

to contribute.

any county shall refuse to bear its fair proportion of such expenses, the
other county or counties may construct the bridge or causeway, compel
the other by suit to contribute, and, until such contribution takes place,
If

Roads, Bridges, and Ferries.

§95-1103

may have
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exclusive control thereof, and charge toll thereon against

all

the citizens of the refusing county. (Act 1824, Cobb, 953.)
95-1103. Contracts

by counties

for building

and repairing intercounty

and approaches thereto; letting: advertisement of notice for bids;
"proper county authorities" defined. Whenever it shall become necessary to build or repair any public ferry over any watercourse which divides counties from each other, the proper county authorities shall cause
such ferry, including the approaches thereto through the swamp immediately bordering such stream and to the high water marks on either side
of such stream, to be built or repaired by letting the contract therefor, at
either county site agreed upon by the proper county officials, to the lowest
bidder at public outcry, after advertising the letting of such contract by
giving notice in the public newspapers wherein the sheriff's sales for each
of such adjoining counties are advertised, once a week for four weeks, and
by posting written notices at the courthouse doors of said adjoining counties respectively, which advertisements and notices shall embrace such
details and specifications as will enable the public to know the extent and
character of the work and the terms of payment; and said officials shall
make out and post in a conspicuous place in their offices respectively complete and minute specifications of the proposed work, which shall be open
to the inspection of the public, and the proper county authorities may in
their discretion employ some competent engineer to examine and prepare
plans and specifications of such proposed work, for which services he shall
be paid reasonable compensation by said counties in the same proportion
The
as said counties are required to pay for said construction work.
term "proper county authorities," as used in this law, shall mean the
ordinary, county commissioners of roads and revenues, or other county
officers having in charge the roads, bridges and revenues of said counties joining at such watercourse. (Acts 1922, pp. 37, 39, 43.)
ferries

—

95-1104.

Same; bond

of contractors.

— Contractors

who

are

awarded

contracts under the preceding section may, in the discretion of the proper

county authorities, be required to give bond in double the amount-of the
bid, with two good and solvent securities who shall qualify before signing
the bond, conditioned for the faithful performance of the contract, and to
indemnify the counties for any damages occasioned by a failure to perform said contract within the time provided, and to keep the ferry and
the approaches thereto in a good and safe condition for a period of time
not less than seven years, and there shall be as many originals of said
bond executed as there are counties interested in the ferry and approaches
thereto, one of said originals to be filed with the proper authorities representing each of said counties, to be kept as other official bonds. (Acts
1922, pp. 37, 39.)

95-1105.

—The

Same;

rejection of bids; authority of counties to build or re-

county authorities shall have authority to reject any and all
bids, and if in their discretion the public interest and economy require,
they may build or repair any such ferry or the approaches thereto by contract or sealed proposals, or otherwise, according to the method deemed
in their discretion to be to the best interests of the counties joined by
such ferry. (Acts 1922, pp. 37, 40.)
pair.

Roads, Bridges, and Ferries.
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§95-1110

Same; chain-gang work.

Counties operating chain gangs, or
a chain gang, may dispense with advertising for bids, with bids, and with
proposals and specifications, and may, in their discretion, work the chain
95-1106.

gang

such ferry and the approaches thereto, either or both,
buying such material and using such money as may be necessary for the
purpose of building such ferry and the approaches, or ferry or the approaches thereto, according to what the proper authorities of the counties
in building

joined by such ferry
ties,

may

decide to be to the best interests of such coun-

and may make repairs

Same;

95-1107.

in like

manner. (Acts 1922, pp.

limitation on authority of counties to build.

of the counties so divided shall build such ferry or the

except in

its

own

37, 40.)

territory

— Neither

approaches thereto,

and without any expense or

liability to

any

of

the other counties, unless a majority of the proper county authorities in
each of the counties to be joined by such ferry shall consent to such con-

(Acts 1922, pp. 37, 40.)

struction.

95-1108.

Same; duty

of counties to repair; reimbursements.

— When

once established by the consent of each county so joined by
the ferry, it shall be the duty of such counties, jointly and severally, to
maintain constantly in good condition, such ferry and the said approaches
thereto so as to keep the same open for the safe and uninterrupted travel
of the public at all times, and to repair such ferry as often as may be
necessary to accomplish such purpose. If either of such counties refuses
or fails to do so after reasonable notice, the other county may repair the
ferry and approaches thereto, by contract or the use of its convicts, as to
such county may seem best, and compel the delinquent county by suit, if
necessary, to reimburse said county for the actual cost of so doing. (Acts
the ferry

is

1922, pp. 37, 41.)

95-1109.

Same; contract

for repair;

bond

of contractor.

— The

counties

may, if in their discretion they deem it advisable, contract with some
competent person for the maintenance and keeping in repair of the ferry
and approaches thereto, either or both; such person accepting the contract to give bond with two good and solvent securities, conditioned to
pay such damages as may accrue by virtue of such person's failing to keep
the ferry and approaches, or ferry or approaches thereto, in proper state
of repair so as to be safe, which said bond shall be executed and filed as
hereinbefore provided for contractor's bonds, the consideration of such
contract to be agreed upon jointly by the proper county authorities of

the counties so joined by such ferry. (Acts 1922, pp. 37, 41.)
95-1110.

Same;

liability of counties for

negligence in failing to keep

ferries in state of repair; contractor's liability.

—The

counties joined by

the ferry shall be jointly liable for negligence in failing to keep the ferry

and approaches in proper state of repair, except when the contract for
keeping the ferry and approaches shall be let to another as hereinbefore
provided in such event, the said person so contracting and giving bond
as herein provided and his securities and their heirs, executors, administrators and assigns, shall, jointly and severally, be liable for a failure to
keep and maintain the ferry and approaches in a good and safe state of
;

Roads, Bridges, and Ferries.

§95-1111
repair, at all times
shall not be liable.

Same;

95-1111.
counties.

open

2520

to the safe use of the public,

and the counties

(Acts 1922, pp. 37, 42.)
joint building

and repair; limitation

of authority of

— No county shall build, repair, or maintain a ferry jointly with

any other county, outside of its own territory, for a distance in the' territory of the opposite county of more than one and one-half miles nor
shall any county be liable for damages in connection with such ferry
which may accrue beyond the limit. Counties divided by a watercourse
may jointly build and maintain ferries, and incur liability in connection
;

therewith, only to the extent hereinbefore provided. (Acts 1922, pp. 37,
42.)

Same; operation

95-1112.

may

of ferries;

bond

of contractor.

—The

coun-

and may either emsomeone to operate the ferry and
keep and maintain the ferry and approaches in a good, safe and proper

ties

operate the ferry free or for reasonable

ploy a ferryman or
to

may

In the event of contracting for the operation of the ferry,

state of repair.

the party contracting shall give bond, with
ties,

toll,

contract with

two good and solvent

securi-

conditioned for the faithful performance of his duty as a ferryman

and maintain the ferry and approaches in a good,
safe and proper state of repair, and to be liable for all damages which
may arise by virtue of his failure to do so, and when the counties take
such bond they shall not be liable for damage. Such bond shall be executed and filed as hereinbefore provided for with reference to contractor's bonds.
The amount of toll to be charged shall be fixed jointly by
the proper officials of the counties so joined by such ferry. (Acts 1922,
and

to keep, repair

pp. 37, 42.)

95-1113. (757) Toll bridges, etc., crossing county lines,

— The

toll

how

licensed.

bridges or ferries over watercourses forming county lines

may

be licensed by either county, and in such cases the bonds must be approved,

filed,

and recorded

in the

county where the license

is

granted.

Causeways and approaches to public bridges between counWhen bridges between different counties have been established

95-1114.
ties.

—

by the cooperative action
counties,

shall be the

it

of the proper

county authorities of adjacent

duty of each county to maintain constantly the

causeways and other approaches to such bridges within its limits in such
repair as to keep them open for the safe, free and uninterrupted travel of
the public, at all times, and to repair such causeways and approaches as
often as may be necessary to accomplish such purposes. (Acts 1913,
p. 70.)

Cross-reference.

95-1115.

or

fails

— Maintenance

Remedy on

of intercounty ferries, see

95-1108.

any such county refuses
the other county may repair or

default of one county.

so to do after reasonable notice,

—

§

If

by contract or by
such other county may seem best, and com-

build up the causeways and other approaches, either
the use of
pel

by

its

suit,

convicts, as to

if

actual cost to

necessary, the delinquent county to reimburse
it

of so doing.

(Acts 1913,

p. 79.)

it

for the

Roads, Bridges, and Ferries.
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CHAPTER

§95-

1

PRIVATE FERRIES AND BRIDGES;

95-12.

TOLLS, ETC.
Sec.

Sec.

Establishment within

95-1201.

three

Rates to be examined annu-

95-1206.

miles of public bridge pronr i^/-.
95-1202.

t^-

95-1203.
_ r ,_.
95-1204.

T

'

,

,

Posting rates of

.

95-1207.

1

how computed.

Distance,

ridges,
land.

etc.,

tv
Discontinuance

ne
1ono
95-1208.

construct

on

his

{•»«,.
J

own

Excessive rates shall not be

95-1205.

Fords, bridges,

not

etc.,

t<

obstructed'

toll.

may

,

Landowner

ally.

t

or

j
bridge

\

or

«Ah'M

95-1209.

Proprietors liable for neglect.

95-1210.

Liability of county on failure
to take bond.

demanded.

95-1201. (758) Establishment within three miles of public bridge prohibited.

— No private ferry charging

be established on any water-

toll shall

course within three miles of public bridges which shall previously have
been erected and kept up, but bridges may be erected at the public ex-

pense at places on the same stream, other than those where bridges shall
previously have been erected, if not violative of any special provision of
the law. (Act 1805, Cobb, 946.)

—

Cross-references. When franchise exclusive, see § 85-1312. Franchise to build
ferry conveys no right to build bridge, see § 95-1403.
Bridge or ferry right, see
§ 85-1311.

95-1202. (759) Distance,

how computed.

—When

exclusive

right

is

granted to any person to prevent others from erecting bridges or ferries.
or the like, within a given distance from his bridge or ferry, such distance shall be computed by the course of the stream. (Act 1841, Cobb,
957.)

95-1203. (760) Posting rates of

toll.

— Every

proprietor of a bridge,

causeway, where toll is allowed to be charged, shall fix a board
in a conspicuous place, as near the same as practicable, on which shall be
posted the various rates of toll. (Act 1808, Cobb, 946. Acts 1859, p. 65;
ferry, or

1889, p. 52.)
Cross-references.
see § 95-9911.

—Failure

to post rates, see

§

95-9910.

Charging excessive

toll,

Landowner may construct bridges, etc., on his own
Any person who may be the owner of any land through which a

95-1204. (761)
land.

—

stream may pass may establish a bridge or ferry thereon, at his expense,
and may charge lawful toll for crossing, according to the rates of other
bridges and ferries on the same stream, or, if there are no other such
bridges or ferries, the customary rates over other streams. (Act 1850,
Cobb, 958.)
Cross-references.
etc., liable

— Bridge

for neglect, see

§

or ferry right, see
95-1209.

§

85-1311.

95-1205. (762) Excessive rates shall not be

may complain

to the ordinary or other authority

Proprietors of bridges.

—

demanded. Any person
having charge of county

charged by such landowner, and, if the ordinary or
such other authority, as the case may be, shall find such rates to be excessive, he shall reduce and fix them. (Act 1850, Cobb, 958.)
affairs of the rates

Cross-reference.— Proprietor to post rate of

tolls,

see

§

—

95-1203.

examined annually. The ordinary or other
authority having charge of county affairs of each county shall annually
95-1206. (763) Rates to be

Roads, Bridges, and Ferries

§95-1207

examine the rates charged

2522

.

county, and keep fixed the rates of toll
for the several bridges, ferries, and causeways within the limits of the
county, which have the right to charge toll, and shall enter the same on
in the

the minutes.
95-1207.

Fords, bridges,

(765)

etc.,

not to be obstructed.

— No

person

authorized to have a ford, bridge, or ferry on a stream running through
his own land shall close or obstruct any such ford, bridge, or ferry on
said stream.

(Act 1850, Cobb, 958.)
Landowner ma}' construct

Cross-reference.
§

—

bridges,

etc.,

on

his

own

land, see

95-1204.

\766) Discontinuance of bridge or ferry; notice.

95-1208.

—

After a person has once established such bridge or ferry, he shall not discontinue

same without

giving public notice of his intention to do so by
advertisement posted on the courthouse door and in a public newspaper,
if there is one published in the county, for at least 60 days. (Act 1850,
the

first

Cobb. 958.)

—

Cross-reference. Private way used for one year or
out notice to users, see § 83-114.

95-1209. (767) Proprietors liable for neglect.

more not

to be closed with-

—The proprietors

of

any

bound to prompt and faithful attention to
all their duties as such
and if any damage shall occur by reason of their
nonattendance, neglect, carelessness, or misconduct, they shall be bound
for all damages, even though over and beyond the amount of any bond
bridge, ferry, or causeway, are
;

that

may have been

given. (Act 1805, Cobb, 945.)

—

Cross-references. Authority of ordinaries over public bridges,
Contractor's liability and bond, see Chapter 95-10.

see

etc.,

—The pro-

95-1210. (768) Liability of county on failure to take bond.

visions of the preceding section shall apply to

contractors for the

all

when damages accrue from want

establishment of any such work,

95-905.

§

of

good

performing their several contracts, and if no bond or sufficient
guarantee has been taken by the ordinary, or other authority having
charge of county affairs, the county shall also be liable for the damages.
faith in

—

When county liable to suit, see § 23-1502. County liable for
caused by reason of defective bridges, see § 95-1001.

Cross-references.
all injuries

CHAPTER

LIABILITY FOR DETENTION, DEFECTIVE
BRIDGE, EXCESSIVE TOLL, ETC.

95-13.

Sec.

Sec.

95-1301.

at

95-1305.

Issue; oath
uance.

of

jury;

etc.,

95-1306.

Verdict, and

its

effects.

95-1307.

Proceedings

Persons not to be detained
public crossings.

95-1302.

Private

ferries,

liability of

bridges,

owners

of.

95-1303.

Remedy

95-1304.

bridge owners.
ntation, service, and jury.

any time;

delinquent

against

95-1308.

Injuries,
etc.;

may

be

contin-

had

at

fees.

etc.,

to toll bridges,

avoiding payment.

95-1301. (769; Persons not to be detained at public crossings.

— Any

person unreasonably detained at a public ferry, toll bridge, or causeway,
may for each detention recover of the owner $10 before any justice of the
peace of the county.
Cross-references.

— Penalty

alty for charging excessive

for failure to post rates of
see § 95-9911.

toll,

toll,

see

§

95-9910.

Pen-

—
Roads, B ridges, and Ferries.
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§95-1307

95-1302. (771) Private ferries, bridges, etc., liability of

owners

of.

li

any person who keeps a private bridge, ferry, or causeway exacts toll for
passage, he shall incur the same liability and penalti'
as though the
same were public.
Cross-reference.

— Classification
Remedy

of bridges, ferries, etc., see

§

95-902.

—

owners. If the
owner of any chartered toll bridge, the charter of which was granted by
any of the courts, shall fail or refuse to keep the same in good repair, and
95-1303. (772)

against

delinquent

bridge

terms of the provisions of its charter, it shall be the right of any person
to file with the ordinary of the county in which such charter was granted.
a petition in writing setting forth the parties and the facts, and praying
for the remedy hereinafter set forth. (Acts 1872, p. 83.)
in

95-1304. (773) Citation, service,

and

jury.

— On

the filing of said peti-

tion with the ordinary, he shall issue a citation, directed to the sheriff of
said county, his deputy, or any lawful constable, requiring the defendant

to appear before

him

at the

courthouse of said county, on a day therein
A copy of said petition and citation shall be

named, to defend said suit.
served upon the defendant, either in person or by leaving the same at his
most notorious place of abode, or, if he is a nonresident of the county,
then upon the gatekeeper of such bridge, at least 15 days before the time
for trial and said ordinary shall also cause a jury of 12 men to be sum;

moned

to try the issue in the case.

(Acts 1872,

p. 83.)

95-1305. (774) Issue; oath of jury; continuance.

down

called

and

to be

made upon

set

— When

for trial, the ordinary shall cause

the case

is

an issue of fact

The jurors
common-law actions

the pleadings and tried before said jury.

shall take the general oath prescribed for jurors in

Provided, that both parties shall have the same
rights of continuance as in other cases at common law, and, in case

in the superior courts

:

of continuance, the ordinary shall fix the time of hearing the same.

(Acts

1872, pp. 83, 84.)

95-1306. (775) Verdict
of the jury,

if

and

its effects.

—On

the return of the verdict

the issue shall be found in favor of the defendant, judgment

be entered against the plaintiff for costs of suit; but if the issue
shall be found against the defendant, judgment shall be entered against
said defendant for costs of suit, and also suspending his right to collect
further tolls on said bridge until after the next term of the superior court
shall

of said

county

;

after

which

it

any tolls to be colsaid judgment: Pro-

shall not be lawful for

any such bridge during the operation of
vided, however, that the owner or any person interested in such toll
bridge may afterwards put the same in good repair, and on his making
lected on

the same clearly appear to the ordinary, said ordinary

may

enter an

order vacating said judgment, so far as the same operates as a suspension
of the right to collect tolls. (Acts 1872, p. 84.)

95-1307. (776) Proceedings

may

be had at any time fees.
;

ceedings set forth in the four preceding" sections
or during vacation.

The

may

be had in term time

whole service shall
every day engaged, and the

fee of the ordinary for the

be $5, the jurors shall receive SI each for

—All the pro-

Roads, Bridges, and Ferries.

§95-1308

be the usual fees for like services.

sheriff's or constable's tees shall

1872, p.
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(Acts

8*)

95-1308.

{777) Injuries, etc., to toll bridges, etc.; avoiding payment.

any person

—

break or injure any gate to a toll bridge or causeway,
or obstruct, injure, or destroy such bridge or causeway, or pass round or
under the toll gate with intent to avoid the payment of toll, such person
shall forfeit to the owner $10 for each of such acts, and shall also be
liable for the damages.
If

shall

CHAPTER

HOW

RIGHT OF WAY; GRANTS,
CONSTRUED.

95-14.

Sec.

Sec.

95-1401.

95-1402.

Right of way, damages
Grants of land.

way

95-1404.

way, damages

95-1401. (778) Right of

are to be assessed in the

Grant for ferry.
Value of land, how estimated.

95-1403.

for.

for.

— Damages

manner prescribed

for a right of

and

for public roads

private ways.
Cross-references.

— How

aggrieved landowners redressed, see

demnation for roads, see Title
private ways, see

§

36,

Eminent Domain, Chapter

§

95-208.

36-10.

Con-

Damages

for

83-105.

95-1402. (779) Grants of land.

— Grants

of land

on watercourses, with

the appurtenances, convey no right to establish a public bridge or ferry.
Cross-reference.

— Bridge

or ferry right, see

Grant for

95-1403. (780)

ferry.

—The

85-1311.

§

grant of a ferry franchise con-

veys no right to build a bridge, or the converse.

—

Cross-references. When franchise exclusive, see § 85-1312. Grantee takes nothing bv implication, see § 85-312.
Where private ferries not to be established,
see § 95-1201.

95-1404.

(781)

Value

how

land,

of

value of land taken for a bridge,

and

its

present value as a ferry,

its

if

estimated.

— In

determining the

prospective value as a bridge site

one

is in

use,

may

be taken into ac-

count.
Cross-reference.

— Similar

PART
CHAPTER

provision where land taken for road, see

§

36-506.

STATE HIGHWAY SYSTEM.

IV.

STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT.

95-15.

Sec.

Sec.

95-1501.

Reorganization; succession to
powers of predecessor.

95-1504.

95-1502.

Assent to

95^505.

Control of highway work;
designation of State-aid
roads; funds.
Suits by or against Highway

95-1506.

Department.
Report to Governor.

tmued
95-1503.

Who

Federal

law

con-

-

constitute

Department.

95-1501. Reorganization; succession to

State

Highway Department

of Georgia

powers
is

of predecessor.

—The

hereby reorganized and

re-

2525

Roads, Bridges,

and

§95-1506

Ferries.

constituted as hereinafter provided, and said Department shall at once

succeed, without interruption, to the duties and powers of the former

Highway Department, not

State

with Chapters 95-15 to 95-17,

have full power and control in the performance and doing
the things provided for in this law. (Acts 1919, p. 243.)

and
all

in conflict

shall

95-1502. Assent to Federal law continued.

—The

of

assent of the State

terms and provisions of the Act of Congress approved July 11,
1916, known as the "Act to provide that the United States shall aid the
States in the construction of rural post roads, and for other purposes,"
is hereby continued
and the State Highway Department shall discharge all of the duties arising under said Act of Congress to be performed by a State Highway Department, and is hereby constituted the
proper agency of the State to discharge all duties arising under any
amendment or amendments to said Act of Congress, or under other Acts
of Congress allotting Federal funds to be expended upon the public
roads of this State. (Acts 1919, p. 243.)
to the

;

95-1503.

ment

Who

constitute Department.

shall consist of the State

—The

State

Highway Depart-

Highway Board and such subordinate em-

ployees, including the chief engineer and other assistants, as the

may deem necessary
(Acts 1919,

95-17.

p.

244; 1925, pp. 208, 209.)

95-1504. Control of

funds.

Board

to carry out the provisions of Chapters 95-15 to

highway work; designation

—The powers and duties

of the State

of

State-aid roads;

Highway Department

shall

be as follows: To have charge and control of all road or highway work
designated or provided for, or done by the State or upon the State-aid
roads to designate, improve, supervise, construct and maintain a system of State-aid roads; to have control, charge, and supervision of the
expenditures of all funds appropriated or provided for highway or road
;

work by

the State, or which

may

be a part of the State-aid road fund to
provide for surveys, maps, specifications, and other things necessary in
designating, supervising, locating, improving, constructing or maintaining said State-aid roads, or such other public roads as provided for under
Chapters 95-15 to 95-17; to secure consulting advisers in important tech;

nical matters, including the qualifications of technical

employees

;

to

em-

ploy clerical assistance and incur other expenses, including necessary
equipment and office rent; to pay the compensation and expenses of all
officials

and employees

Highway Department; and to promay come under, or be in harmony with,

of the State

vide for such other expenses as

the provisions of Chapters 95-15. to 95-17. (Acts

1919, p.

247;

1929.

pp. 260, 264.)
Editorial Note.

— See

95-1505. Suits

editorial note

under

§

95-1708.

by or against Highway Department.

—The

Department may sue and be sued and may make settlement
presented to

it

under oath. (Acts 1919,

95-1506. Report to Governor.

—The

p.

Highway

of all claims

252; 1925, pp. 208, 211.)

State

Highway Board

shall an-

nually submit to the Governor a complete report of the operations, activities, and also the plans of the State Highway Department for the ensuing year, together with a budget sheet to cover the next fiscal year,

§

Roads. Bridges, and Ferries.

95-1601
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with recommendations as to the work with which the said Department
is charged. (Acts 1919, p. 251
1924, p. 31.)
;

Cross-reference.

CHAPTER

— Preparation

of budget, see

40-402.

§

STATE HIGHWAY BOARD AND ENGINEER.

95-16.

Sec.

Sec.

95-1603.

Membership; appointment.
Terms of members.
Chairman of Board.

95-1604.

Tenure;

95-1601.

95-1602.

cancIes
95-1605.

compensation;

95-1606.

Board

95 " 1607

Department and road work.
State highway engineer; appointment, duties, compen-

-

va-

sation,

95-1608.

-

etc.

Engineer's

where

Successor to chairman.

Highway

control

to

report.

Maps,

filed.

—

Membership; appointment. The State Highway Department shall be managed and controlled by the State Highway Board,
which shall consist of three members, appointed by the Governor and
confirmed by the Senate, one each from the following territorial areas
of the State, described below as divisions one, two, and three, to wit:
95-1601.

Division one shall be that area of the State lying south of the parallel of
latitude

two

known

and

as 32 degrees

five

minutes, north latitude

;

division

between parallels of latitudes
known respectively as latitude 32 degrees and five minutes, and 33 degrees and 30 minutes, north latitude; and division three shall be that
shall be that area of the State lying

north of the parallel of latitude known as 33
degrees and 30 minutes north latitude. (Acts 1919, p. 244; 1921, pp. 199,
area of the State lying
202.)
Cross-reference.

— Reorganization

of

Highway Department,

—The

see

§

95-1501 et

s.eq.

term of office of each member
shall be six years, one member to be appointed every two years for a
term beginning January 1 of the even-numbered years. (Acts 1919,
95-1602.

Terms

of

members.

full

p. 244.)

—

The 1919 Act provided that the initial appointments under the
Highway Department should be for two, four, and six years respecthat the term of one member should expire every two years; and that

Editorial Note.

reorganized
tively, so

the period intervening the first appointments and January 1 of the succeeding
calendar year should be in addition to the regular terms provided for.

—

Chairman of Board. The Governor shall designate the member of the Board who shall act as chairman thereof, and said appointment shall be confirmed by the Senate. (Acts 1921, pp. 199, 202.)
95-1603.

compensation; vacancies.— Members of the State
Highway Board shall hold office until their successors are appointed
and qualified; they shall be paid a per diem of $10 and actual traveling
expenses while engaged in the performance of their duties; vacancies
shall be filled as in the case of the original appointments and no member shall hold another office while serving as such member. (Acts 1919,
95-1604. Tenure;

;

p. 245.)

95-1605. Successor

to

chairman.

—When

the chairmanship

is

made

vacant by death, resignation or other permanent cause, the successor
to that office shall be designated by the Governor and confirmed by the

Roads, Rkidoks,
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and

§95-K

Ferries.

Senate, and shall hold office for a term consistent with other provisi
of this Chapter.

(Acts 1921, pp. 199, 203.)

Board to control Highway Department and road work. -The
Highway Board shall be the executive and administrative head oi the
State Highway Department, with full power and authority and in full
control of the Highway Department and all road work and highway
work within this State as provided for under Chapters 95-15 to 95-17.
95-1606.

(Acts 1925, pp. 208, 211.)
Editorial Note.

—The

system as provided

State system of highways

is

independent of the county

in § 95-201 et seq.

highway engineer; appointment, duties, compensation,
etc.
The said Board shall employ a State highway engineer, who shall
be a competent civil engineer, qualified by technical training as well as
practical construction experience in highway work.
The engineer shall
95-1607. State

—

during the pleasure of the Board. He shall be allowed his
necessary traveling expenses incurred in the performance of his duties
while traveling in this State outside the county of Fulton, and out of
Provided, that before incurring any traveling expenses for
this State
trips outside the State, he shall have the written direction of the Highway Board to incur such expense, which written direction shall be recorded on the minutes of the Board before such expense is incurred. The
Board shall prescribe and fix the duties of the engineer, and shall provide him with offices and sufficient equipment to discharge his duties as
hold

office

:

prescribed by the State

Highway Board and

this law.

The Board

shall

employ such other engineers, clerks, and assistants as may be needed,
and at such salaries and for such terms as appear necessary, and prescribe
and fix their duties. (Acts 1925, pp. 208, 210.)
95-1608. Engineer's report.

Maps, where

filed.

—The

State

Highway

Engineer shall prepare a report or reports, accompanied by maps, setting forth the roads authorized by law and designated by the State
Highway Board as a part of the State-aid system, for approval by the
Board. When duly approved by the Board, the maps shall be filed with
the Secretary of State as the authoritative record of such State-aid roads,
and copies shall be furnished to the counties concerned. (Acts 1919.
pp. 242, 249.)
Cross-reference.

— Roads constituting the

CHAPTER

State-aid system, see

95-1711.

STATE-AID ROADS.

95-17.

Sec.

Sec.

State-aid roads
created; bridges included.

95-1701.

System

95-1702.

State-aid road fund.

95-1703.

Fees

of

from

motor-vehicle

95-1709.

County funds not

95-1710.

Suits against county.

95-1711.

Roads constituting the

li-

censes.

95-1705.
95-1706.

County-seat roads.

95-1707.

Main

95-1708.

Territory to be served.

95-1712.

State-

Right

lia-

Highway Depart-

95-1713.

Contracts of
ment.

95-1714.

Paving, maintenance, and im
provement.

roads.

to relocate roads.

Highway Department not

ble for damages on additional State-aid roads until
construction begins.

roads.

traffic

to be used.

aid system.

Disbursements of State-aid
road fund.
Designation of State-aid

95-1704.

§

Roads. Bridges, and Ferries.

§ 95-1701

Sec.

Sec.

Labor, contracts for construc-

95-1715.

tion,

etc.;

Purchase of gravel

95-1719.

tories,

condemnation of

Authority to use convict labor

95-1720.

Allotment of convicts by
Prison Commission; appointment of warden, physicians,
and guards.

95-1718.

Contracts

of

counties

Highway Board

with

for use of

Board
buy equipment and pay

funds.
Fiscal year.
appropriations.

struction.

95-1722.

Emergency

95-1723.

Bridges;

95-1724.

Power

95-1725.

way.
Criminal

System

fund.

maximum

capacity;
notices to be posted.
to

condemn
laws,

etc.,

rights of

not

re-

pealed.

salaries.

95-1701.

Budget
Federal

Counties prohibited from participating in cost of con-

95-1721.

convicts. Authority of
to

pits, facbids; advertise-

sheet.

in construction of roads.

95-1717.

etc.;

ments.
Construction

right of way.
95-1716.

2528

of State-aid roads created; bridges included.

—There

hereby created a system of State-aid roads for the purpose of interconnecting the several county seats, which shall be designated, constructed, improved, and maintained by the State through the State Highway Department, under the provisions of law; and the term "State-aid
roads" shall include the State or interstate bridges and other subsidiary
structures necessary or desirable in the construction of said roads. (Acts
is

1919, p. 247.)

95-1702. State-aid road fund.

—There

is

hereby created a State-aid

road fund, to be controlled and expended by the State Highway Board as
herein provided for, and said fund shall consist of the moneys which are
provided for herein, and which may from time to time be appropriated, or
provided for road or highway work by the State, or which may be obtained from other sources. (Acts 1919, p. 247.)
Cross-reference.

— Distribution

of

proceeds of motor-fuel tax, see

§§

92-1402,

92-1409, 92-1410.

from motor-vehicle

95-1703. Fees

licenses.

—All

funds realized from

motor-vehicle licenses or fees, less the expense of collecting the same as
provided by law, shall be deposited with the State Treasurer, to the credit
of and as a part of the State-aid road fund, and said funds shall be con(Acts 1919,
trolled and disbursed under the provisions of this law.
p. 247.)

Cross-reference.

— Schedule

of annual fees for vehicles, see §§ 68-104, 68-211.

95-1704. Disbursements of State-aid road fund.
of the State-aid road fund shall be

—The

disbursements

made upon warrants drawn by

the

Governor upon bills of particulars and vouchers approved and submitted by the State Highway Department or its duly authorized representative.

(Acts 1919,

p. 247.)

—

Cross-reference. Allocation and distribution of motor-fuel taxes, see Title 92,
Public Revenue, Chapter 92-14.

95-1705. Designation of State-aid roads.

—The

State

Highway Board

system of interconnecting county-seat public roads
to be known as State-aid roads, as provided in the following sections.
No road shall become a part of the State-aid system until the same shall
be so designated by the State Highway Board by written notice to the
county road authorities concerned. (Acts 1919, p. 248.)
shall designate the

Roads, Bridges, and Ferries.
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§ 95-1708

—Two county-scat roads starting from

95-1706. County-seat roads.

I

o travc
county seat, shall be so designated in each county; said ro;
the county to the county line, and to connect with the designated
aid roads of any adjoining county or counties. (Acts 1919, p. 248.;

—Additional

main traffic roads which are
necessary to complete the interconnecting system set forth in the preceding section may be designated where unusual topographic condition-,
are met with, or to serve important market points, where the county seat
to county seat routes involve substantially greater distances: Provided,
that no such roads shall be built until the roads provided for in the preceding section have been completed. (Acts 1919, p. 248.)
95-1707.

Main

traffic roads.

—

Right to relocate roads. Efforts
shall be made to serve as large a territory and as many market points as
practicable with the said system, due consideration being given topographic and construction difficulties. The State Highway Department
shall have the right to resurvey and relocate in their entirety any or all
of said roads, keeping in view only the control points. In relocating any
road or right of way the State Highway Department shall confer with the
ordinary or county commissioners, as the case may be, and give due consideration to their wishes, but in case of disagreement the judgment of
the State Highway Board shall prevail. (Acts 1919, p. 249; 1921, pp. 199,
95-1708. Territory to be served.

200; 1925, pp. 207, 208; 1929, pp. 260, 264.)

—

Editorial Note. This section, prior to the 1921 amendment (Acts 1921, pp. 199,
That amendment
200), limited the total State-aid road mileage to 4,800 miles.
increased this limit to 5,500 miles, and the amendment of 1925 (Acts 1925
pp. 207, 208) increased it to 6,300 miles. Acts 1929, pp. 260, 264, provided: "The
State-aid roads in the State of Georgia are such roads as are indicated by the
parallel white lines on the map of the State of Georgia, hereto attached and
made a part of this bill [Act], with the power and authority in the State Highway Board of the State of Georgia, from time to time, in its discretion, to designate an additional five hundred (500) miles of State-aid roads within the State
of Georgia, between any points in said State, which within its discretion may
require such State-aid roads, and such roads as are indicated by the two parallel
white lines on the map of the State of Georgia, which is hereto attached, and by
this enactment made a part of this bill [Act], shall be the State-aid roads of the
State of Georgia, without regard to the number of miles in said State-aid roads,
until other State-aid mileage is added thereto by the State Highway Board of the
State of Georgia, in its discretion, not to exceed five hundred (500) miles." The
map referred to appears in Acts 1929, opposite page 268. This map was amended
and the State highway mileage increased in 1933. See Acts 1933, pp. 175, 176.
More than a dozen changes were made by these Acts.

In view of the provision of the above section authorizing the State Highway
Department to relocate any or all of the roads composing the system of State-aid
roads, the provisions of section 95-1711 adding to the State-aid system additional
mileage, and the provisions of the two 1933 Acts above cited amending the abovementioned map, it is apparent that such map as it appears in Acts 1929, opposite
It has therefore been
p. 268, is incomplete and in some particulars inaccurate.
omitted from this Code.

Acts 1922, p. 176, providing that the "State Highway Board is authorized to
construct and maintain State-aid roads in and through towns of not more than
twenty-five hundred people," was declared void in 172 Ga. 618 (158 S. E. 329) for
uncertainty, because there is no provision 5, article 5 of the Act of 1919 which the
1922 Act purported to amend.

Acts 1929, p. 256, authorized the State Highway Board, in conjunction with the
Federal Government, to hard-surface Federal Route number 80 between Thunderbolt and Fort Screven in Chatham county.

As to LaFavette extension, see
1929, p. 260.

Acts 1929,

p.

258; Ringgold extension, see Acts

By Acts 1933, p. 155, a portion of the State highway system running from the
South Carolina line through Atlanta, Columbus, Warm Springs, and Thomasville

§

Roads, Bridges, and Ferries.
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was designated as the Franklin D. Roosevelt Highway. By
that portion from Savannah to Sylvania to Waynesboro to
Augusta was designated as the George Washington Highway.
to the Florida line

Acts

1933,

p.

95-1709.

llo4.

County funds not

to be used.

ignated State-aid road system

is

—When

any portion

of the des-

taken under the jurisdiction of the State

Highway Department, no county

in

which said portion

located shall

is

thereafter be required to levy taxes for the construction or maintenance
of said portion, nor to use

tion or

any

of its funds or road forces in the construc-

maintenance thereof. (Acts 1919,

95-1710. Suits against county.

defend

suits

all

p.

249; 1929, pp. 260, 264.)

—The State Highway

and be responsible for

all

Department shall
damages awarded against any

county under existing laws, wdienever the cause of action originates on
highways, jurisdiction over which shall have been assumed by said Highway Department under the terms of this law. Any county sued may
vouch said Highway Department to defend such litigation, by furnishing
said Highway Department with a notice to defend such suit, to which
said notice shall be attached a copy of the petition served on said county.

Said notice shall be given to the State

Highway Department

at least 10

days prior to the return day of the term at which said suit must be answered.

The

thority to adjust

behalf any claim

may
p.

Highway Department shall have the right and auand settle in the name of such county and on its own
for damages for which the State Highway Department

State

be ultimately liable under the terms of this section.

249; 1922,
95-1711.

(Acts 1919,

p. 176.)

Roads constituting the State-aid system.

—The

State-aid sys-

tem shall consist of such roads as have been, or may be, authorized by
law and designated by the State Highway Board as provided in section
95-1705. The State Highway Board shall exercise its best judgment as
to when and in what manner such roads shall be completed and paved,
and no additional maintenance cost shall be added until such roads shall
have been located and constructed. (Acts 1929, pp. 260, 266. 172 Ga.
618 (158

S. E.

329).)

Cross-references.

— Distribution

of

motor-fuel tax to counties, see §§ 92-1402,

Reimbursement of counties by Highway Department,
Engineer's reports and maps, see § 95-1608.

92-1409, 92-1410.
ter 95-21.

95-1712.

Highway Department not

liable for

State-aid roads until construction begins.

ment

—The

see Chap-

damages on additional
State

Highway Depart-

under existing laws for damages accruing on such
additional State-aid roads taken into the system under this law, until
construction thereon has been begun under the direction of the State
Highway Board and such additional State-aid roads opened to traffic by
shall not be liable

the said Board. (Acts 1929, pp. 260, 267; 1933, pp. 172, 174.)
95-1713. Contracts of
fore

made by

the State

for the construction of

—

Highway Department. Any contracts heretoHighway Department with any of the counties

any

of the State-aid roads shall be

and remain

of

and the State Highway Department is hereby authorized to perform and execute said contracts in their entirety as originally contemforce,

Roads, Bridges, and Ferries.
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Highway Department and

plated by the State

§ 95-1718

the various counties

when

such contracts were executed. (Acts 1929, pp. 260, 268.)
Editorial Note.— See note under § 95-1708.

and improvement, ft shall be the duty
of the State Highway Board to institute and carry out efficient and
equitable plans for maintenance, for improvement, and for the construction of durable paving on the designated State-aid roads, whereby tinentire system shall, as rapidly as possible with the funds made available.
be prepared for, and paved with such type of pavement, known to be
durable under heavy traffic, as the State Highway Department shall
95-1714. Paving, maintenance

specify.

(Acts 1919,

p. 250.)

95-1715. Labor, contracts for construction, etc.; condemnation of right

way.

—The State Highway Board

have authority to plan and to
construct, improve and maintain the State-aid roads in any manner it
may deem expedient, by free labor, by contract, or by any other method
or combination of methods, in its discretion.
It so doing said Highway Board is hereby authorized and empowered to condemn and acquire a right of way not exceeding 100 feet in width for maintaining, improving and constructing said State-aid roads. (Acts 1919, p. 250.)
of

shall

95-1716. Authority to use convict labor in construction of roads.

Highway Department

— The

hereby authorized to construct any portion of
the State-aid road system by the employment of convict labor thereon.
(Acts 1924,

p. 119.)

Cross-reference.
see

§

is

— Convict

labor not to be used in competition with free labor,

77-331.

95-1717. Allotment of convicts
of

by Prison Commission; appointment

warden, physicians, and guards.

— Said

Highway Board

is

authorized

Commission for the quota of convicts that any
county which is not working its convicts on its public roads may be entitled to, the said convicts to be worked as far as possible in the senatorial district in which the county for whose convicts request may be
made by the State Highway Board is located, and it shall be the duty
of the Prison Commission to allot said convicts to the Highway Deto apply to the Prison

partment for the purpose of constructing said public roads, and to appoint such wardens, physicians and guards as may be necessary to carry
out this purpose. (Acts 1924,

p. 119.)

95-1718. Contracts of counties with
victs.

Highway Board

Authority of Board to buy equipment and pay

for use of con-

salaries.

—Any one

more counties may contract with the Highway Board to use the
quota of convicts to which such counties may be entitled in the construction of any portion of the State-aid road system, and the State Highway Board is hereby authorized to purchase such machinery and equipment as may be necessary for the purpose of equipping such road gangs

or

as they

may

organize, and to pay the salaries of such wardens, physicians

and guards as may be necessary to carry into
law.

(Acts 1924,

Cross-references.
Institutions,

effect the provisions of this

p. 119.)

— How

Chapter

77-2.

misdemeanor convicts disposed

How

of.

see Title 77, Penal
of, see § 77-325.

male felony convicts disposed

Roads, Bridges, and Ferries.
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95-1719. Purchase of gravel pits, factories, etc.; bids; advertisements.

— The

State

Highway Board may

use any of

its

funds for acquiring or

establishing gravel pits, stone quarries, cement factories, or any other fac-

tory or thing which

may

be necessary in the economical production of
any portion of the material required in maintaining, improving' and constructing the system of State-aid roads, herein provided for: Provided,

Highway Board nor any

employees shall
purchase any materials, machinery or supplies, except from the lowest
and best bidder, under sealed proposals or bids, after public advertisement of the kind, quality, and quantity of materials, machinery and supplies desired.
The Board shall have authority to reject any and all
bids received at any particular letting, and in that event shall similarly
readvertise for other bids on the materials, machinery or supplies desired, proceeding in a similar manner, with each successive advertisement
so that at all times the interest of the State and the public welfare shall
be fully protected and safeguarded. Said advertisements shall appear in
the newspaper wherein the sheriff's advertisements appear in the locality
in which the work is to be done, or the machinery and supplies are needed,
Provided, however, that the Board,
at least once a week for two weeks
through its proper officer or officers, shall be permitted to do such additional advertising in order to obtain the lowest and best bids as in its
judgment may seem best and proper and Provided, also, that should the
said State Highway Board desire and undertake to contract for or purchase a year's supply of equipment or materials for general use throughout the State at one letting, the advertisement for bids shall be published
once a week for four weeks in one newspaper of general circulation pubthat neither the

of its officers or

:

:

lished in each Congressional district:

Provided, further, that this requirement shall not apply to the purchase of ordinary office supplies, or
minor equipment and materials for emergency or repair work. (Acts
1919, p. 250; 1922, p. 117.)

95-1720. Construction funds.

Budget

Federal appropriations. Until the construction of the said designated system of
State-aid roads is completed, all available funds from whatever source
sheet.

Fiscal year.

—

composing the State-aid road fund shall be used for the construction
and maintenance of said State-aid roads and be apportioned to the several
counties on the basis of the road mileage as shown by the State system,
under the direction and supervision of the State Highway Department,
and for the support of the said State Highway Department, or in lieu
thereof, for the reimbursement of counties which have actually constructed a similar road under the specifications and supervision of the
State Highway Department as a part of said designated State-aid road
system
Provided, that the sum to be used for the support of the said
Department shall be fixed annually in advance upon a budget sheet submitted by the State Highway Board and approved by the Governor for
the fiscal year, which shall begin on July 1 of each year: Provided, fur:

ther, that said

of all

sum

shall not

exceed six per cent, of the gross expenditures

funds handled and expended by and under the direction of said

Highway Department from all sources: Provided, that nothing
herein shall prevent the State Highway Department from using any of
State

its

funds to meet the necessary requirements of the Federal laws appro-

Roads, Brtdges, and Ferries.
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priating

money

for the

§95-1723

purpose of constructing highways

in

Georj

(Acts 1921, pp. 199,201.)

—

Cross-references. Duties of county authorities to furnish information as tO
of miles of public roads in respective counties, number of motor
returned for taxation, etc., see § 68-108. Preparation of budget, sec § 40-402. Reimbursement of counties, see Chapter 95-21.

number

from participating in cost of construction.
When a road is approved as a part of the system of State highways and is under the control and supervision of the State Highway
Board, the establishment of such road and its construction, including
location, surveys, grading, and paving, shall be under the control and su95-1721. Counties prohibited

—

pervision of the Board.

All expenses necessary for such establishment

and construction, including surveys, the procuring of rights of way, the
location or relocation of such roads, and all other expenses connected
therewith, shall be paid by the Board out of funds allocated to the Highway Department. It shall be the duty of county commissioners or
other county authorities having control of county roads to assist in procuring options for the necessary rights of way as cheaply as they can
be procured; but no county funds, including funds arising from the one

now

appropriated to the counties by law, shall be appropriated or used in any manner whatsoever for the establishment or
cent gas tax

construction of State highways.

county participation

It is

the purpose of this law to prohibit

establishment or construction of
Provided, that it is not the purpose of this law to prohibit
State roads
any county from contracting with the State Highway Department for
in the cost of the

:

the construction of any portion of the State-aid road system

mitted or which

may

be permitted by law. (Acts 1919,

p.

now
251

;

per1933,

pp. 172, 174.)
95-1722.

Emergency

fund.

— Before

the amounts to be distributed are

apportioned as provided in section 95-1720, the State Highway Board
is authorized to set aside the sum of $50,000 to be used in emergencies
only Provided, that if such funds are not expended on such emergency
work by December 1 of any year, said funds shall revert to the general
fund and be apportioned among all the counties as hereinbefore pro:

vided. (Acts 1921, pp. 199, 202.)

95-1723. Bridges;

maximum

Highway Department

capacity; notices to be posted.

—The State

authorized to ascertain and determine the maximum load or weight that can, with safety, be transported over any bridge
and its approaches on a State-aid road. The State Highway Department
shall be authorized to post on any such bridge a legible notice showing
is

maximum amount which

has been ascertained such bridge or its approaches can carry with safety. It shall be unlawful for any person to
haul, drive or otherwise bring on such bridge or its approaches, any load
or weight exceeding the rated capacity so ascertained and posted, and
any person hauling, driving or otherwise bringing on any such bridge
or its approaches any load or weight exceeding the rated capacity so
ascertained and posted shall do so at his own risk, and the State shall not
be liable for any damages to persons or property that may result therefrom. (Acts 1922, pp. 115, 116.)
the

Cross-reference.

— Same

it

provision as to county road bridges, see

§

95-906.

;

§95-1724

and

Roads, Bridges,
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Ferries.

Editorial Note.— Acts 1922, pp. 115. 116. amending Acts 1919, p. 246, Art. 3, § 5,
providing that the State Highway Board should have an attorney to represent
and advise it in all matters, etc., repealed that provision of the 1919 Act and substituted in lien thereof the above section.
The Reorganization Act (Acts 1931,
pp. 7, 39) purports to repeal Acts 1919, p. 246, Art. 3, § 5, and all amendments
thereof.
See note following § 40-1609.

95-1724.

Power

to

condemn

rights of way.

—The State Highway Board,

hereby authorized and empowered
to exercise the right of eminent domain in the condemnation of rights of
way and property thereon for the use of the system of State highways
but nothing herein contained shall interfere with the lawful right of counties to condemn for road purposes. (Acts 1919, p. 252.)
acting for and in behalf of the State,

is

95-1725. Criminal laws, etc., not repealed.
shall repeal

— Nothing

herein contained

any criminal law with reference to highways or the rights

or duties of the public with reference thereto, nor shall Chapters 95-15
to 95-17 repeal

any other provisions

of

law whatever except such as are

necessarily in direct conflict therewith. (Acts 1919, p. 253.)

PART
CHAPTER

RAILROAD CROSSINGS.

V.

95-18.

SAFE AND UNSAFE CROSSINGS.

Sec.
95-1801,

95-1802.

95-1803.
95-1804.

Sec.

Designation

of crossings;
"safe
crossing,"
"unsafe
crossing," and "main line"

denned.
Notice of designation to railroad company.
Signs at dangerous crossings.
Full stop by motor-vehicle
operators at unsafe cross-

95-1805.

Signs at safe crossings.

95-1806.

Rate

95-1807.

Exemption

of speed by motorists
over safe crossings.
of

street

and

in-

terurban railroads.
95-1808.

Failure to observe law as act
of negligence.

ings.

95-1801. Designation of crossings; "safe crossing," "unsafe crossing,"

—

and "main line" denned. Wherever a public highway shall cross the
main line of any railroad at grade, not in an incorporated town or city, it
shall be the duty of the county commissioners, ordinary or other authority in charge of roads in the county to designate each such grade
crossing in the county either as a "safe crossing" or an "unsafe crossing."
To be designated as a "safe crossing" it must be one with an open and
clear view of the railroad track in each direction for at least 200 yards
from said crossing and the approaches thereto without obstruction of
view.
They shall designate as "unsafe crossings" all such crossings

where there is no such clear and unobstructed view as described above,
or where there is an abrupt crossing, or where the public road runs parallel or practically parallel with the railroad on approaching the crossing, or wherever on account of the great frequency of the use of the crossing or for other cause the same is particularly dangerous to travel, in the
judgment of said authorities. The phrase "main line" as used in this
section shall mean any railroad track or set of tracks over which regu-

2535

larly

Roads, Bridges,

and

§95-1800

Ferries.

scheduled trains are customarily operated. (Acts

1925,

pp.

322,

325.)

—

Cross-references. Penalty for violation of this Chapter, see
standard railroad crossing signs, see §§ 94-511, 94 9905.

company.

95-1802. Notice of designation to railroad

§

As

95-9913.

— Wherever

crossings have been classified as provided in section 95-1801,

it

to

said
shall

be the duty of the county authorities aforesaid to notify the railroad
company on whose line the respective crossings exist in' said county of
the location and classification of the crossings aforesaid

:

Provided,

nevertheless, that said county authorities shall have the authority from

time to time, wherever

new hazards

arise, to

change the

classification of

any crossing from safe to unsafe, and to designate the classification of
such new crossings as shall hereafter be established, and to give 60 days'
notice to the railroad companies in the manner stated above. (Acts 1925,
p. 322.)

95-1803. Signs at dangerous crossings.

— The

said railroad companies

on 60 days' notice from the county authorities aforesaid, erect at
the approach to each crossing designated as an unsafe crossing a white
sign with red letters thereon raised not less than 10 feet from the ground
shall,

and not

less

than 30 inches by 40 inches in

size,

which

shall be placed

on

the right-hand side of the approach to said crossing and approximatelv

100 feet from the rails of said railroad track, except where two roads in-

from the crossing, when the same shall be placed
approximately at the intersection, which sign shall be lettered with the
words, "Georgia Law Stop Unsafe R. R. Crossing," which lettering

tersect less than 100 feet

—

—

shall not be less than nine inches in height.

(Acts 1925,

p. 323.)

—

by motor-vehicle operators at unsafe crossings.
Every person operating a motor vehicle, on approaching a crossing so
95-1804. Full stop

designated as an unsafe crossing, shall bring his vehicle to a

stop

from the nearest rail of the track,
cross thereover or attempt to do so. (Acts 1925, p. 323.)

at a distance of not

before he shall

more than 50

full

Cross-reference.

— Driving

and

feet

traffic regulations,

95-1805. Signs at safe crossings.

—At

all

see

§

68-301 et seq.

crossings designated as safe

crossings the said railroad companies shall erect a sign similar in size and

shape to the sign required

which

shall

have thereon

to 6 Miles

— Ga.

Law.'' (Acts

in section 95-1803,

— Slow

Down

the words, "R. R. Crossing
1925, p. 323.)

—

by motorists over safe crossings. It shall be
the duty of every person operating a motor vehicle over a railroad crossing so designated as a safe crossing and marked with warning sign as
95-1806. Rate of speed

above to slow down his said vehicle on approaching said crossing to a
speed of not more than six miles per hour; and no person shall cross over
said railroad crossing, or attempt to do so, at a speed greater than six

miles per hour. (Acts 1925,
Cross-reference.

— Driving and

p. 323.)
traffic

regulations, see

§

68-301 et seq.

§

Roads, Bridges, and Ferries.

95-1807
95-1807.

Exemption

of street

2536

and interurban railroads.

—The provisions

Chapter shall apply to the tracks of street railroads and interurban
railroads outside of the corporate limits of municipalities, and shall
not interfere with the regulations prescribed by the ordinances of the
various municipalities. This Chapter shall not apply to a railroad crossing regularly protected by gates or watchmen. (Acts 1925, p. 324.)
oi this

95-1808. Failure to observe law as act of negligence.

—A failure to ob-

serve the provisions of this Chapter shall not be considered as an act of

negligence per se in any action against the railroad
to person or property, but the facts relating to

requirements thereof

may

damages

the trial of any civil case involving
shall be

it

judge upon the

failure to observe the

trial of

if

any

:

Provided, that in

to person or property at or

unlawful for this law to be read to or

commented on before any jury empanelled
shall the

for injury

be considered along with the other facts in the

case in determining the question of negligence,

near any such crossing

any

company

such

civil

to try such civil case, nor

case charge the provisions of

law being not to change the existing
law in reference to civil cases for the recovery of damages on account of
personal injuries or property damage at or near any railroad crossing:
Provided, further, that the charging, reading or discussing of this law
within the hearing of a jury in the trial of a case arising from injuries
this Chapter, the true intent of this

sustained or suffered at or near a railroad crossing shall constitute reversible error. (Acts 1925, p. 324; 279 U. S. 639 (49 Sup. Ct. Rep. 449,

73 L. Ed. 884).)

—

of

Cross-references. Penalty for violation of this Chapter, see § 95-9913. Proof
injury as prima facie evidence of want of reasonable skill and care, see

§§ 18-607, 68-710, 94-1108.

CHAPTER 95-19. GRADE-CROSSING ELIMINATION LAW.
Sec.

Sec.

95-1901.

Certain words defined.

95-1902.

Authority of Highway Department and county com-

95-1909.

95-1903.

Adoption of plans.

95-1904.

95-1905.

beginning work. Notice.
Space for additional track.
Cost of elimination of grade

95-1906.

Agreement

95-1907.

Automatic

crossing,

95-1908.

how

of

divided.

to apportion

words

defined.

overpass

or

95-1910.

Construction, material,

95-1911.

Review

95-1912.

Elimination by agreement.

95-1913.

Right of way, use.

95-1914.

Cost where different railroads

work.

signalling device,
required when; cost.
Underpass or overpass unsafe
or inadequate; improvement.

95-1901. Certain

of

underpass.

missioners.

Time

Maintenance

of order.

etc.

•

involved.
95-1915.

Relocation of crossings; status of replaced crossings.

95-1916.

Limit of annual expenditure.

— For

the purposes

of

this

Chapter

the following definitions shall apply:

"Grade crossing."

A

crossing at grade of a public road intersecting a

track or tracks of a railroad or railroads.

"Department."

The

the laws of this State.

State

Highway Department

as constituted under

—
Roads, Bridges, and Ferries.
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I

commissioners of roads and revenues of
several counties, or any other duly constituted authority having
diction over and control of the public roads in the counties in and for
which such board or other authority is constituted under the laws of this
"Boards."

The boards

of

I

j

State.

"Railroads."

All steam railroads and interurban electric or gasoline

railways of more than 20 miles in length, which are operated as common
carriers, but not including street railways operated in whole or in part
within the corporate limits of a city or town, nor logging railroads not

operated as

common

carriers.

"Overpass." A bridge and approaches thereto for carrying highway
traffic over a railroad.

"Underpass." A bridge and approaches thereto for carrying a railroad
over a highway or other public road which is within the purview of this
Chapter. (Acts 1927, p. 300.)
Cross-reference.

—As

to standard railroad crossing signs, see

§

94-511, 94-9905.

Highway Department and county commissionjudgment of the State Highway Department it is prac-

95-1902. Authority of
ers.

—When

in the

Department may authorize and direct the elimination of grade crossings on
the State road system; and when in the judgment of the board of commissioners of roads and revenues of any county or of any other authority
having jurisdiction over and control of the public roads of that county,
ticable and, in the interest of public safety, reasonably necessary, the

it is

practicable and, in the interest of public safety, reasonably neces-

board or other authority may authorize and direct the elimination of grade crossings on the public roads of said county: Provided,
that any such elimination of a grade crossing shall be in accordance with
the provisions of this Chapter, and that no crossing at grade of a public
county road (as distinguished from a road which constitutes a part of the
State highway system) shall be eliminated under the provisions of this
Chapter, upon direction or order of any such county authority, until and
unless the Department shall approve any such order of any such county
authority, and shall concur therein. (Acts 1927, p. 300.)
sary, such

Adoption of plans. Time of beginning work. Notice.
Whenever the Department, with reference to State roads, or a board,
with reference to county public roads, shall direct the elimination of anv
grade crossing by means of an underpass, overpass, or by relocation, or
shall direct the guarding of a grade crossing by an automatic signalling
device, prompt notice of the order in such regard shall be given to the
railroad company or companies involved; and within 10 days thereafter
the representatives of the Department or board and of the railroad or
railroads involved shall meet, and thereafter, within a reasonable time,
adopt a layout mutually satisfactory for the construction of a grade-sepa95-1903.

ration structure or automatic signalling device.

Any

such layout so

adopted by or through the representatives of a board and of a railroad
shall be submitted to the Department for its approval, and no work looking to the elimination of the grade crossing pursuant to the plans so
adopted shall be begun until and unless the Department concurs therein
and approves the same, or unless the railroad or railroads involved mav

:

§

Roads, Bridges, and Ferries.

95-1904

agree that

its
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or their portion of the expense involved in the elimination

of such grade crossing shall not be charged against the

maximum sum

which any one railroad may be required to expend in any one calendar
year under any or all of the provisions of this Chapter, as hereinafter
provided. If no agreement shall be reached within a reasonable time, the
Department or board, as the case may be, may order the railroad or railroads involved to proceed with the construction of such grade separation
structure as it may require, and as indicated in the plans and specifications accompanying its order:
Provided, however, that no order of a
board entered in such regard shall be binding until and unless the same is
concurred in and approved by the Department. It shall be the duty of
said railroad or railroads to begin work on any such grade separation
structure within 60 days after the receipt of a binding order to that
effect, and to complete the structure within a reasonable time
Provided, however, that in no event shall the railroad or railroads be required, without its consent, to do the actual physical work in providing approaches by fill to an overhead structure or the excavating beneath
the supporting structure of an underpass or the approaches thereto, but
the cost of such work shall be considered as part of the cost of the grade
elimination, whether actually performed by the railroad or the Department or board, and such cost shall be apportioned as hereinafter pro:

vided.

(Acts 1927,

p. 301.)

95-1904. Space for additional track.

underpass

is

either an overpass or an

constructed under the provisions of this Chapter, the same

shall be so designed

at least

—When

and constructed as to be

one railroad track

in addition to

sufficient to

those existing at the time of

said construction, unless this requirement shall

the railroad. (Acts 1927,

accommodate

have been waived by

p. 303.)

95-1905. Cost of elimination of grade crossing,

how

vision of the costs of elimination of grade crossings

divided.

by means

—The

di-

of grade-

separation structures shall be as follows
(a)

The

total cost of

surveys and of the preparation of the plans and

and of the estimates of the cost thereof, shall be paid, onehalf by the Department or county board and one-half by the railroad or

specifications

railroads involved.
(b)

The

total cost of a grade-crossing elimination

by the use

of

an

overpass or underpass, including the establishment of drainage, shall be

by the Department or board, and one-half by the railroad
or railroads involved: Provided, that the construction expense in which

paid, one-half

the railroad or railroads involved

may

be required to participate shall

be confined to the grade-separation structure and the approaches thereto
not exceeding 300 feet on each side of the center line of the track or
tracks as measured along the center of the highways. The approaches
shall

not be regarded as extending farther than from grade point to

grade point, and the railroad shall not be charged with any cost of paving, except on the flooring of an overpass.
In no plan providing either for an overpass or underpass shall
the Department or board interfere with or change the grade or align(c)

Roads, Bridges, and Ferries.
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§95-1 909

any railroad or relocate the line of the railroad
without its consent. Nothing herein, however, shall prevent the Department or county board and the railroad or railroads involved from
mutually agreeing- to the change of the grade or alignment of any tr
or tracks, or the relocation of the same, and in case of such an agreement the expense of making such change shall he borne equally by the
Department or board and the railroad or railroads involved Provided,
that such change in the railroad tracks has been made at the written
request of the Department or county board. (Acts 1927, p. 303.;

ment

of the tracks of

:

—The

Department or board
may, by agreement with any railroad company, apportion the work to be
done in the construction of any grade-separation structure, between the
railroad company or companies and contractors acting under the control
and supervision of the Department or of the board Provided, that
whenever the Department or a board, or any of its or their employees
or contractors acting under the orders of the Department or board, or
of its or their contractors, shall go upon or be upon the right of way of
the railroad company, they shall be subject to any reasonable rules and
regulations of such railroad made for the protection of its traffic, employees, and passengers. (Acts 1927, p. 302.)
95-1906.

Agreement

to apportion work.

:

95-1907. Automatic signalling device, required

when;

cost.

—When-

ever in the judgment of the Department the installation of an automatic
signalling device

may

be reasonably required at a grade crossing of a

State road, and whenever in the judgment of a board the installation of

an automatic signalling device may be reasonably required at
crossing of a county road, the Department or board, as the case

may

require,

by written

a

grade

may

be,

order, the railroad or railroads involved to pro-

vide such automatic signalling device as

may

be appropriate.

In any

such case the expense of acquiring and installing such device shall be
divided equally between the Department or board and the railroad or
railroads involved, but the railroad or railroads involved shall at
their

own expense

maintain the same. (Acts 1927,

its

or

p. 304.)

Underpass or overpass unsafe or inadequate; improvement.
Whenever in the judgment of the Department exercised in respect of
a State road, or in the judgment of a county board exercised in respect
of a county public road, an existing underpass or overpass, constructed
95-1908.

—

prior to the approval of this Chapter,

the traffic for which

it

is

unsafe or inadequate to serve

was constructed, the Department, when State

roads are involved, or the board,

when county

public roads are involved,

may

proceed to bring about the improvement or betterment of the existing structure. In any such event the procedure and division of the cost
of construction

and the cost

of the

maintenance of such improvement or

betterment shall be as herein set forth
and 95-1909. (Acts 1927, p. 304.)

in sections 95-1903 to

95-1909. Maintenance of overpass or underpass.
tion of an overpass or underpass,

ment

in

—After

95-1906

the construc-

duty of the Departthe case of State roads, and of the countv board in the case of
it

shall be the

§

Roads, Bridges, and Ferries.

95-1910

county public roads, to maintain at

its

or their
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own expense

the drain-

and pavement of the highway and bridge, as well as the
approaches and guard-rails, if any except that when an overpass is constructed with a floor of wood, then the railroad or railroads shall maintain such floor; It shall be the duty of the railroad or railroads to maintain at its or their expense the foundations, piers, abutments, and superstructures of all underpasses and overpasses located within the limits of
its right of way. (Acts 1927, p. 304.)
age, surface,

;

95-1910. Construction, material, etc.

—The

railroad

company

or com-

panies involved shall have the right to select the material to be used in
the construction of the grade-separation structure

:

Provided, that such

material shall not be less durable than creosoted timber of a quality at

Department for its own bridge work. Neither the Department* nor any
county board shall require any railroad company to construct an under-

by the standard

least equal to that required

specifications of the

pass of a design, specification, or plan, the strength of which, in the

judgment

company,

meet the
requirements of its traffic thereover. In no event shall any railroad company be required to participate in the cost of the construction of any
overhead bridge upon a basis or proportion in excess of the cost of a
bridge that would be suitable to carry ordinary highway traffic according to the standards of the Department, which standards are now for a
of the railroad

shall not be sufficient to

strength sufficient to support a 15-ton roller. (Acts 1927,

p. 305.)

—

Review of order. Any judgment, decision, or order of the
Department or of any county board, whether entered upon any ques95-1911.

tion involving the practicability, advisabilty, or necessity of eliminating

any crossing

grade or involving the apportionment of cost of construction, or any other question arising under this Chapter, shall be
at

subject to judicial review.

Pending the

final

determination of any pro-

ceeding at law or in equity so instituted, the department or any county

board may, without prejudice to either party, and at

its

own

risk, pro-

ceed with the work of eliminating the crossing at grade involved in such
litigation, subject to final

judgment

of the court as to all questions in-

volved in such litigation. (Acts 1927,

—

by agreement. Nothing in this Chapter shall be
prevent such Department or county board from reaching

95-1912. Elimination

construed to

p. 306.)

agreements with railroad companies providing for grade-crossing elimination by means of relocation of either the railroad or highway
involved, or by other means, and arranging for joint participation in the
cost of such elimination on an agreed basis. (Acts 1927, p. 306.)
special

95-1913. Right of way, use.

— In

all

cases where grade-separation struc-

tures are built hereunder, the railroad shall permit the use, free of cost,
of so

much

of its right of

95-1914. Cost

where

way

as

may

be necessary. (Acts 1927,

different railroads involved.

—Where

p. 306.)

more than

involved in the separation of crossings at grade, that portion of the cost of construction and maintenance which this Chapter

one railroad

is

Roads, Jjkjdoes,

254J

and

§ 95-2001

Ferries.

provides shall be paid by the railroad or railroads shall be apportio
between such railroads by agreement; and in case they cannot.
the same shall be fixed by the Department or by the county board, as
the case

may

be, after a hearing, subject to a judicial

(Acts 1927,

in section 95-1911.

review as provi

p. 306.)

i

95-1915. Relocation of crossings; status of replaced crossings.— All

by grade-separation structures, or
avoided by relocation of highways and no longer used by the general
public, shall, where possible, be closed, and where continued shall be
private crossings and not subject to the provisions of the statutes relatexisting grade crossings

replaced

ing to railroad crossings. (Acts 1927,

p. 306.)

95-1916. Limit of annual expenditure.
to

expend

— No

railroad shall be required

any one calendar year, under any or

in

of this Chapter, a

sum

in

excess of $40,000

whose gross earnings from both

:

all of

the provisions

Provided, that no railroad

and intrastate business in this
State, as reported to the Public Service Commission for the preceding
calendar year, did not exceed $2,000,000 shall be required without its
consent to expend in any one calendar year, under the provisions of this
Chapter, a sum in excess of $3,000. In any case where the proportionate
part to be paid by a railroad for the elimination of a crossing at grade,
when added to amounts theretofore expended and/or for which obligations have been incurred, would exceed the amount which a railroad
may be required to expend under the provisions of this section, the Department may pay the excess over and above the aggregate of payments
legally permissible for requirement of the railroad, and thereafter collect the

years

;

legal interest during the succeeding calendar year or

but nothing herein contained shall be construed as requiring any

railroad
in

same with

interstate

company

to

expend

in grade-elimination costs

and protection

any one calendar year more than the applicable amount as herein-

before specified. (Acts 1927,

PART

p. 306.)

OUTDOOR ADVERTISING.

VI.

CHAPTER

95-20.

Sec.

Sec.
95-2001.

95-2002.

IN GENERAL.

and

advertising; consent of public road authori-

95_2004.

Imitating road signs,

ties to erection, etc.

95-2005.

Signs on private property.

within

95-2006.

Obstruction of view, removal.

Signs

Signs

right-of-way

lines prohibited.

95-2003.

Suit for expense.

Defacing road signs.

95-2001. Signs
erection, etc.

and advertising; consent

—No

of public road authorities to

person, firm, or corporation shall, without the per-

mission of the public road authorities having supervision over the public
roads and highways herein referred to, erect, affix, or maintain any sign

§

Roads, Bridges, and Ferries.

95 -2002
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any description whatsoever, within the

or device, or advertisement of

The right-of-way

right-of-way limits of any public road.

are

limits

hereby declared to be any property deeded to public road authorities
for public road purposes, and, in the absence of

any deed,

side construction lines, including barrow-pits, ditches,

such public roads. (Acts 1931,
Cross-reference.

— Punishment

of

and

slopes,

on

p. 221.)

for violation of this Chapter, see

95-2002. Signs within right-of-way lines prohibited.

no signs

to be the out-

§

95-9914.

—There

shall be

any description whatsoever erected or maintained within the

right-of-way lines of the public roads of this State, except route markers,

warning signs which may be erected by or at the instance of
the public road officials of this State, which officials shall include the
State Highway Board and its representatives and the various county offidirection or

cials

having charge of

all

public roads not included in the State-aid sys-

tem. (Acts 1931, pp. 221, 222.)
95-2003. Defacing road signs.

mar

or deface, or in

road authorities

person, firm, or corporation shall

any way damage, any sign erected by the public
provided

as

— No

in

preceding

the

(Acts

section.

1931,

pp. 221, 222.)

95-2004. Imitating road signs.
erect, affix, maintain, or

—No

person, firm, or corporation shall

cause to be erected, affixed, or maintained any

sign in imitation or in the form of the road signs erected by public
cials as

provided

Cross-reference.

(Acts 1931, pp. 221, 222.)

in section 95-2002.

— Penalty for violation,

see

95-2005. Signs on private property.
shall erect, affix, or

offi-

§

95-9914.

—No

person, firm, or corporation

maintain any sign, device, or advertisement upon

any private property without written permission
of said private property, or of the

of the

owner

or lessee

agent of such owner or lessee. (Acts

1931, pp. 221, 222.)

95-2006. Obstruction of view, removal.

Suit for expense.

— No

adver-

tising sign, device, or display shall be erected, affixed, or maintained in

any place or position where
road

in this State to

any such

it

obstructs a clear view from any public

any other portion

of the said public road.

sign, device, or display shall be erected, affixed, or

in a place or position

where

it

Where

maintained

so obstructs the view of such public road

or roads, the official or officials in charge of such public road

may

order

the removal of such sign or device by written notice to the party or parties so erecting, affixing, or

maintaining; and

if

such party or parties shall

not remove such sign or device within 30 days after such order of re-

moval, such public

be removed

;

official

or officials

and the expense

of

may

cause such sign or device to

such removal

may

be collected from the

party or parties owning or controlling such device or display, in an action

based on this provision and Chapter. (Acts 1931, pp. 221, 222.)
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VII.

§ 95 -2 1 03

REIMBURSEMENT OF COUNTIES BY
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT.

CHAPTER

95-21.

Sec.

IN

GENERAL.

Sec.

95-2101.

Amounts

95-2102.

Highway District.
Dates when payable.

95-2103.

Certificates of indebtedness of

95-2109.

95-2104.

Highway Department.
Form of certificate.

to carry
out law; costs and ex ^ ::
Suits over amounts due.

95-2110.

Payment

Certificates declared to be ne-

95.2111.

due

and

counties

Return of

95-2107.

Coastal

95-2105.

Highway Department

95-2108.

Funds from

Amounts due

how

certificates,

applied

Registration of certificates.

95-2101.

regardless of differ-

ences.

gotiable and nontaxable.
95-2106.

certificates for can-

cellation.

95-2112.

Sale of certificates.

counties and Coastal

Highway

District.

— In ac-

cordance with the provisions of Art. VII, Sec. VIII, Par. I of the Conis hereby declared to be due to the
several counties and to the Coastal Highway District the amounts represented by the certificates which have been issued to them, respectively,
by the State Highway Department, as authorized by the Act approved
March 1, 1933. The said several sums are hereby declared to be due to
the said counties and Coastal Highway District for assessments made
against said counties and district for the construction and/or paving of
the public roads and highways (including bridges) of the State, which
were a part of the State-aid roads of the highway system of Georgia,
which said construction and/or paving was done, or contract or agreement made for same to be done, under the supervision of the State
Highway Department prior to September 1, 1931. (Acts 1933, p. 161.)
stitution of this State (§ 2-5601) there

— Coastal Highway
Editorial Note. — The purpose of
Cross-reference.

District, see note following

§

95-201.

this Chapter, as declared by § 14 of Acts 1933.
put into effect Const., Art. XI, Sec. Ill, Par. I (§ 2-8401). Doubtless
the reference intended was to Const., Art. VII, Sec. VIII, Par. I (§ 2-5601).
Acts 1933, p. 161, from which the above section was codified, declared certain
sums to be due to the counties and the Coastal Highway District, as set forth in
a table showing the amount due each county and the Coastal Highway District.
This table has been omitted, and the language of the section accordingly modified,
because of the fact that all certificates for the amounts shown to be due therein
have now been issued to the several counties and to the Coastal Highwav District.
See §§ 95-2103, 95-2108.
p.

161, is to

95-2102. Dates

when

payable.

—Ten per

cent, of the

amount owing

to

each county and said Coastal Highway District is hereby declared to be
due and payable on March 25, 1936, and a like amount is declared to be
due and payable annually on March 25, in the years 1937. 1938. 1939.
1940, 1941, 1942, 1943, 1944, and 1945. (Acts 1933.' pp. 161, 166.)
95-2103. Certificates of indebtedness of

State

Highway Department

Highway Department.

— The

shall issue certificates of indebtedness to the

several counties and said Coastal

Highway

District,

maturing as pro-

vided in the preceding section, in such denominations, not less than
$100, as the governing officials of the counties and district

may

request.

form hereinafter prescribed; said certificates to be executed by
the chairman of the Highway Board and attested by the treasurer of

and

in the

:

§

Roads, Bridges, and Ferries.

95-2104

the

Highway Board with

affixed.

the

official seal of

the
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Highway Department

(Acts 1933, pp. 161, 167.)

—

Cross-reference. Penalty for counterfeiting, altering, etc.,
ment's certificates of indebtedness to counties, see § 95-9915.

95-2104.

under

Form

of certificate.

—The form

Highway Depart-

of all certificates issued here-

shall be as follows

[Lithograph

of

Great Seal of State]

STATE OF GEORGIA

HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT REFUNDING
CERTIFICATE
Nontaxable.

No

$

Know

all

men by

these presents, that the State of Georgia acknowl-

owe, and for value received hereby promises to pay to
County, or bearer,
hundred dollars, on the 25th day of March, 1936.

edges

itself to

This certificate of indebtedness is one of a series of like date and
tenor, except as to maturity and denomination, aggregating the sum of
of which total amount one-tenth is payable annually
$
,

on March 25
1944,

and

in the years 1936, 1937, 1938, 1939, 1940, 1941, 1942, 1943,

1945.

Said certificates are issued under authority of an Act of the General

approved March 1, 1933, and are payable at their
maturity by the Highway Department of the State of Georgia, or any
department which by law may be the successor of the Highway Department, without interest thereon, solely out of the revenues and/or taxes
levied, assessed, allocated, and/or appropriated to the Highway Department of Georgia, or to any department which by law may be the successor of the Highway Department.

Assembly

of Georgia,

In witness whereof, the State of Georgia has caused this certificate
to be executed

sealed with

its

by the State Highway Department of Georgia to be
seal, and signed by the chairman of the State Highway
;

Board and the treasurer

thereof, as of the

State

,

Highway Department

1933.

of Georgia.

By..-.
Chairman, State Highway Board.
Treasurer, State

Highway Board.

(Acts 1933, pp. 161, 167.)
Cross-reference.
§

— Penalty

for

counterfeiting,

altering,

etc.,

certificates,

see

95-9915.

—

and nontaxable. The
certificates issued under the authority of this Chapter are hereby declared to be negotiable instruments of government, and as such not subject to taxation by the State or any subdivision thereof. (Acts 1933,
95-2105. Certificate declared to be negotiable

pp. 161, 168.)

Roads, Bridges, and Ferries.
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95-2106. Registration of certificates.
tificates

may

register the

—The

§95-2110

owner

same by presenting the

any

of

of said cer-

original certificate to

Highway Board, who shall enter the fact and
registration, together with the name of the person presenting it,
certificate and the State Highway Board is hereby directed to

the treasurer of the State

date of

on the

;

provide and keep a suitable record of all certificates so registered and
such registered certificate shall be paid to the person in whose name it
;

any person

registered, his heirs, executors, or administrators, or to

is

whom

same may

the

signment

is

to

be assigned in writing, provided notice of such as-

given to the treasurer of the

Highway Board. (Acts

1933,

pp. 161, 168.)

95-2107. Return of certificates for cancellation.

— Certificates

issued

hereunder shall not be delivered except upon return to the Highway
Board of the certificates heretofore issued by it under the provisions of
Article 6, Section 1, of Acts of 1919, p. 252, and all such certificates shall
be canceled and become null and void upon their return to the Highway
Board, and entry thereof shall be made on its record
Provided, however, that if any of the original certificates issued by the Highway Department to any county or district shall have been lost or destroyed, the
:

Highway Department may, upon
lost or

application

made

to

establish said

it,

destroyed original certificates, but in doing so shall require such

proof as shall satisfy said State

Highway Department

of the loss or de-

struction of said original certificates, and shall take such indemnifying

bond

as in the

judgment

essary to protect the State and said

any

loss or

lost or

damage by reason

destroyed

—

Highway Department may be necState Highway Department against

of said State

of establishing

any

certificate in lieu of

(Acts 1933, pp. 161, 169.)
The provision of the 1919 Act referred to
certificate.

Editorial Note.
not been codified because no longer in force.

Highway Department to carry out law;
The State Highway Department shall proceed to

carry into effect the

provisions of this Chapter within four months from
the cost and expense of the
the

same

Highway Department. (Acts

95-2109. Suits over

shall be paid

has

in this section

costs and expenses.

95-2108.

—

any

March

1,

1933,

and

from contingent funds

of

1933, pp. 161, 169.)

amounts due.

— In

the event there shall arise any

between the State Highway Department and any county or
highway district as to the amount that may be due to said county or district, the difference shall be settled by a suit -filed in the superior court
against the State Highway Department by the county or district claiming said difference in its favor, the venue of said suit to be as now fixed
by law; and said proceeding to adjust said difference by suit shall be
begun or instituted within 90 days from March 1, 1933. (Acts 1933,
difference

pp. 161, 170.)

95-2110.

Payment

regardless of differences.

— Regardless

of differences

may exist as to the amount due any particular county or district, the
State Highway Department shall proceed to carry into effect the provi-

that

sions of this Chapter within four

months from March

counties which have no such differences with the State

ment

are concerned. (Acts 1933, pp. 161, 170.)

1,

1933, so far as

Highway Depart-

Roads, Bridges, and Ferries.

§95-2111
95-2111.

Funds from

realized (or so

much

how
may be

certificates,

thereof as

of indebtedness issued or to be issued

ment

applied.
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—All funds

received or

necessary) from the certificates

by the State Highway Depart-

to the several counties, as well as to the Coastal

Highway

District

and the counties of said district, shall be first applied by the fiscal or
governing authorities of said political subdivision receiving said certificates to the payment of that part of the outstanding and unpaid
bonded indebtedness of such political subdivision incurred and used for
the construction and/or paving of the public roads or highways (including bridges), as contemplated and defined by Article 6, Section 1, of
Acts 1919. p. 252, which were a part of the State-aid roads of the Highway System, and said work was done under the supervision of the Highway Department, and the payment of which was assumed under the provisions of the amendment to Art. VII, Sec. VIII, Par. I of the Constitution of this State (§ 2-5601), approved August 25, 1931
Provided, however, that in any case where the governing authorities of said counties or
district cannot acquire for payment any of such outstanding bonds as
hereinbefore described, said governing authorities shall invest the pro:

ceeds of said certificates so issued to said counties in securities

now

pre-

scribed by law, to be placed in the sinking-fund of said several political
subdivisions, and there kept and held as

now

provided by law for the
•discharge and eventual payment of said outstanding bonded indebtedness
or said outstanding bonds, and shall in all respects be treated by said
governing authorities of said counties and districts hereinbefore referred
to as now provided by law for the preservation, care, and use of said sinking funds. (Acts 1933, pp. 161, 170.)

— Said

subdivisions are hereby
any of the said certificates of indebtedness of said
Highway Department for the purpose of paying any of said bonded indebtedness, or of acquiring or retiring any of said outstanding bonds
hereinbefore referred to, or for the purpose of investing the proceeds of
the same in securities now approved by law, for the purpose of placing
the same in the sinking fund of said counties or highway districts, and to
sell and/or use any surplus thereof for any other proper and legal county
purpose
Provided, that in the event of sale the same shall not be discounted at a rate exceeding five per cent, per annum. (Acts 1933, pp. 158,
95-2112. Sale of certificates.

authorized to

political

sell

:

161. 171.)

PART XXX.
CHAPTER

95-99.

Sec.

95-9901.

CRIMES.

IN GENERAL.
Sec.

Encroaching on

registered

95-9905.

road,
95-9902.

95-9903.

Obstructing registered road.
Failure to erect road signAltering public road or bridge;
cutting ditch across public
road,

macadam-

ized roads.
95-9906.

Injuring public roads.

95-9907.

Overseer

posts.

95-9904.

Injuring paved or

failing

to

do

his

duty.
95-9908.

Charging
ferry,

yoked

toll

for crossing
after license reor charter forfeited.

etc.,
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Roads, Bridges, and Ferries.

Sec.

95-9909.

95-9905

I

Sec.

Ferry owner allowing banks
to get out of repair or failing to provide safe boats or

competent ferrymen.
t0 P ° St

atCS

oc'oo!?'
95-9911.

rl
Charging excessive

95-9912.

Obstructing ford,

n

-

toll.

^

bridge,

95-9913.

Violation of "safe" and "unsafe" railroad crossing law.

95 „ 9914

Outdoor advertising,
*
of

95 " 9915

-

Uw

violation

regulatin

Counterfeiting,

altering,

etc.,

Highway Department's

or

tificates

ferry.

of

certo

indebtedness

counties.

95-9901. (637; 546 P. C.) Encroaching

on registered road.

—

If

any

person shall encroach upon any public road, registered as provided

in

by erecting thereon, or upon any part thereof, a fence or
building, or part of any fence or building or other structure, or if he shall
in any other manner appropriate to his own exclusive use any part of
any road registered as aforesaid, and shall fail to remove such fence,
building, or other structure or encroachment upon the lines of such registered road, within two days after being notified to do so by any road
overseer, superintendent of roads, or road commissioner of the county,
he shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1890-1, p. 134.)
section 95-108,

95-9902. (638; 547 P. C.) Obstructing registered road.

—

If

any person

any road registered as aforesaid, by building a fence, or
felling a tree, or cutting a ditch in or across it, or any part of it; or shall
make or place in or across any such road, or part thereof, any obstruction of any kind which renders the use of said road unsafe or inconvenient; or shall dig or plow up the surface of any registered public
road or remove any dirt or rocks from the same, or shall fill with dirt
or obstruct any side ditch or drain of any public road, such person shall
be guilty of a misdemeanor: Provided, that this section shall not proshall obstruct

hibit the duly authorized acts of the public officers of the county.

(Acts

1890-1, p. 134.)

95-9903. Failure to erect road signposts.

—Any

ordinary of a county
or board of county commissioners who shall fail to comply with the
terms of sections 95-503 and 95-504, requiring signposts at forks and
intersections of public roads, shall upon conviction be fined not less than
$100 and not more than $500, to be collected by rule in the superior
court at the instance of any citizen or taxpayer of such county, which fine
shall be paid over to the county, to the credit of the county road fund of
such county. (Acts 1918, p. 270; 1919, p. 277.)
543 P. C.) Altering public road or bridge; cutting
ditch across public road.
If any person shall alter or cut any ditch across
any public road, or alter the location of any bridge, or make any bridge
95-9904. (691;

necessary by his

—

without first obtaining an order therefor, he shall
be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1859, p. 65.)
Cross-reference.

act,

—

Civil liability, see

95-9905. (544 P. C.) Injuring

person

who

§

95-601.

paved

or

macadamized

roads.

—Any

shall excavate, tear up, or otherwise injure or destroy the

paved or macadamized roads of this State, except with the consent of
the county commissioners, or ordinary when the county affairs are in
the hands of the ordinary, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1897.
p. 100.)

'

§

Roads, Bridges, and Ferries.

95-9906

95-9906. (545 P. C.) Injuring

make any manner

public roads.

2548

—Any

person

who

shall

of excavation or otherwise injure the public roads of

this State, except in the ordinary use thereof, or for the

purpose of
working or repairing the same under the supervision of the proper authorities, without first obtaining the consent of the county commissioners, or the ordinary if the affairs of the county are in the hands of the
ordinary, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1897, p. 100.)
95-9907. (676; 541 P. C.) Overseer failing to do his duty.

—

If a

road

overseer shall omit to do his duty with respect to the roads, bridges,
and causeways under his charge, for 30 days from the time the necessity

any immediate work occurs, unless hindered by extremely bad
weather or other providential cause, he shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
Act 1818, Cobb, 948.)
for

Cross-reference.

—For

civil liability,

see

§

95-701.

95-9908. (770) Charging toll for crossing ferry, etc., after license re-

—

voked or charter forfeited. Any person who shall demand or receive toll
for crossing any ferry, bridge, or causeway, after the revocation of his
license or forfeiture of his charter, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
95-9909. (770) Ferry

owner allowing banks

to get out of repair or

—

competent ferrymen. Any person having the right to operate a ferry, who shall allow the banks of the stream on
either side to be out of repair for more than five days at any one time, or
shall fail to provide good and safe boats of a size sufficient for the accommodation of the public, provided with competent and sufficient ferrymen,
for the safe and speedy passage of all persons, vehicles, horses and stock,
or, in case of a toll bridge or causeway, shall fail to keep the same in good
repair, without a reasonable excuse for such failure, to be determined
by the court, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.
failing to provide safe boats or

95-9910. (569 P. C.) Failure to post rates of

toll.

—Any

proprietor of

causeway, where toll is allowed to be charged, who
shall fail to place, in a conspicuous place as near the same as practicable,
a board on which shall be indicated the various rates of toll, shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor. (Act 1808, Cobb, 946. Acts 1889, p. 52.)
a bridge, ferry, or

—Any

person who
shall charge more than the lawful rates, or more than the posted rates,
shall be guilty of a misdemeanor; and for the second offense, in addition
to the punishment specified, he shall forfeit his franchise. (Acts 1859,
95-9911. (764; 570 P. C.) Charging excessive

p. 66.)

toll.

•

95-9912. (571 P. C.) Obstructing ford, bridge, or ferry.

—Any

person

authorized to maintain a bridge or ferry over a stream on his own land,
who shall close or obstruct any ford, bridge, or ferry, shall be guilty of a
misdemeanor. (Act 1850, Cobb, 959.)

—

and "unsafe" railroad crossing law. Any
railroad company or any person violating any of the provisions of Chapter 95-18, relating to "safe" and "unsafe" railroad crossings, or failing
to observe the requirements thereof, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor
and on conviction shall be punished by a fine of not less than $5 nor more
95-9913. Violation of "safe"

Roads, Bridges, and Ferries.
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than $50, which

§95-9915

may

be enforced by the court by an alternative sentence of imprisonment not exceeding 15 days in the event the fine is not
paid.
Prosecutions shall be by indictment or accusation only, and no
warrant for the arrest of one charged with such violation shall be issued.
fine

(Acts 1925, pp. 322, 324, 325.)

—

Outdoor advertising, violation of law regulating. Any perfirm or corporation violating any of the provisions of Chapter 95-20,

95-9914.
son,

relating to the erection of advertising structures, devices,
limits of rights of

way

etc.,

within the

of public roads, etc., shall be guilty of a misde-

meanor. (Acts 1931, pp. 221, 223.)

Highway Department's certifiWhoever with intent to defraud the

95-9915. Counterfeiting, altering, etc.,
cates of indebtedness to counties.

—

State or any person shall make, forge, alter, or counterfeit, or cause to

be made, forged, altered, or counterfeited, or willingly aid and assist in
the making, altering, forging, or counterfeiting of any certificate issued
under Chapter 95-21, shall be punished by imprisonment and labor in
the penitentiary for not less than four years nor more than 10 years.
(Acts 1933, pp. 161, 169.)

ROBBERY: See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment, Chapter 26-25.
ROGUES AND VAGABONDS: See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment,
Chapter 26-71.

RULES AGAINST OFFICERS OF COURT:
Chapter

See Title 24, Courts,

24-2.

RULES OF COURT:

Court of Appeals, see Title 24, Courts, Chapter
24-36; superior courts, see Title 24, Courts, Chapter 24-33; Supreme
Court, see Title 24, Courts, Chapter 24-45.

SABBATH,

violation of:

See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment, Chap-

ter 26-69.

SALARIES

of particular officers:

SALARY BUYERS
Buyers.

:

See specific

titles.

See Title 25, Credit Unions

;

Small Loans

;

Salary

A

:

TITLE

96.

SALES.
Chap.
96-1.
96-2.

96-3.
96-4.

96-5.

Sec.

General principles
Fraud and duress
Warranties

96-101

Stoppage in transitu
Vendue master or auctioneer

96-401

96-201
96-301

96-501

CROSS-REFERENCES.
Administrators' sales:

See Title

Wills,

113,

Descent,

and Administration of

Estates, Chapter 113-17.

Attachments for purchase money:

See Title 8, Attachment, Chapter 8-3.
Mortgages, Conveyances to Secure Debt,

Bills of sale to secure debt: See Title 67,
and Liens, Chapters 67-11, 67-13, 67-15.

Blue sky law:

See Title 97, Securities.
Creditors, acts void against: See Title 28, Debtor and Creditor, Chapter 28-2.
See Title 39, Executions and Proceedings Thereunder, Chapters
Judicial sales:
39-11 to 39-13.

See Title 39, Executions and Proceedings
39-1203; Title 18, Carriers, § 18-405; Title 107, Trover, § 107-204.

Perishable property:
§

Thereunder.

See Title 55, Injunctions and Receivers, § 55-312.
See Title 92, Public Revenue, Chapters 92-81 to 92-83.
Trustees' sales: See Title 108, Trusts, §§ 108-407 to 108-413, 108-438.

Receivers' sales:

Tax

sales:

See also Title

Contracts; Title 112, Weights and Measures.

20,

CHAPTER

GENERAL PRINCIPLES.

96-1.

Sec.

Sec.

96-101.

Essentials of contract of sale.

96-109.

Bill

96-102.

96-110.

96-103.

Subject-matter of sale; contingency or possibility.
Sale of goods to be manufac-

Title to certain articles not to
pass until paid for.

96-111.

96-104.

Consideration.

Title conveyed. Bona fide purchaser of currency, etc.

96-105.

Inadequacy of price, effect
Purchase price, when due.

tured.

96-106.
96-107.

Delivery of goods.

96-108.

Loss
falls

96-101.

of,

or

damage

to,

goods

on owner, when.

(4106) Essentials

An agreement

96-112.

Contracts entire or

96-113.

Remedy

seller

divisible.

on

of

Sales

96-115.

Barter and exchange.

default

An

auction.

—Three

elements are
identification of the thing sold.

contract of sale.
1.

by

96-114.

as to the price to be paid.

—

of

at-

of buyer.

essential to a contract of sale:
2.

of.

of lading with draft
tached; title to goods.

3.

Consent of the

parties.

Essentials of contract, see §§ 20-107, 20-108. Delivery essenprice due, see § 96-106. Loan for consumption as
to sale, see § 96-107.
Essentials of gift, see § 48-101. Unlawful sales of securities, see
sale, see § 12-501.
§ 97-104.

Cross-references.

tial

96-102.

When

(4117) Subject-matter of sale; contingency or possibility.

bare contingency or possibility

may

—

not be the subject of sale, unless
there shall exist a present right in the person selling to a future benefit
so a contract for the sale of goods to be delivered at a future day, where

2551

Sales.

both parties are aware that the

seller

96-

g

1

(jH

himself expeets to purchase to

and no skill, labor or expense enters into the col
eration, but the same is a pure speculation upon chances, is contrary
the policy of the law, and may be enforced by neither party.
his contract,

fulfill

Cross-references.
a mortgage
see § 20-504.

— Conveyance

by deed, see

of future interest

may

embrace, see §§ 67-101, 67-103.
Future delivery contracts, see Title

What

29-103.

§

to

Contracts against public policy,
20, Contracts, Chapter 2)- f
).

96-103. (4127) Sale of goods to be manufactured.

— When the sale

is

of

goods to be manufactured and delivered at a future time, the question
of risk will depend upon the fact, to be ascertained in each case, whether
the parties stipulate for a particular article in course of construction or

an article
the

title

filling the specification

passes to the vendee before delivery

Cross-reference.

—When

purchase price due, see

96-104. (4128) Consideration.
to a sale;

it

must

—A

in the latter

;

it

does not.

is

essential

96-106.

§

valuable consideration

agreement made by which
ascertainment becomes impossible, there

either be definite, or an

can be made certain;

no

In the former case

of the contract.

if

its

it

is

sale.

Cross-reference.

Chapter

— Consideration

in contracts generally, see

Title 20, Contracts,

20-3.

Inadequacy

96-105. (4129)

of price, effect of.

— Inadequacy

no ground for rescission of a contract of sale, unless it
combined with other circumstances to amount to a fraud.
is

is

of price

so gross as

—

Cross-references. Effect of mistake of fact or of law, see § 20-308.
Setting
Inadequacy
aside sale or contract for inadequacy of consideration, see § 37-710.
of price as defense to suit for specific performance, see § 37-805.

96-106. (4130) Purchase price,
ally

agreed on or

is

when

due.

—Unless

credit

the custom of the trade, the purchase

immediately, and the seller

may demand payment

is

specific-

money

is

due

before delivering the

goods.

—

Cross-references. Judgment for purchase money of land as lien upon land,
see § 67-1702. Essentials of sale, see § 96-101. Title in certain articles not to pass
When custom of trade binding, see § 20-704.
until paid for, see § 96-110.

96-107. (4125) Delivery of goods.

— Generally, the delivery
The

essential to the perfection of a sale.

contract

may

dispense therewith

structive delivery

may

;

Cross-reference.

delivery need not be actual

be inferred from facts.

—Title

warehouseman's

96-108. (4123)

Where
ment

property

to merchandise stored in
receipt, see § 111-106.

Loss
is

in full of the

of,

or

Until delivery

damage

to,

goods

is

falls

Cross-references.
ficiency in

land from

number

— Effect of loss

con-

made

is

on owner, when.

or

—

not to pass until payis

lost,

damaged.

entitled to a rescission of

the contract or to an abatement in the price, unless
sale.

is

;

seller.

purchase money, and the property

or destroyed without the vendee's fault, he

is

warehouse passing by trans-

sold and delivered, but title

agreed in the contract of

goods

intention of the parties to a

dispensed with, the goods are at the risk of the
fer of

of

it

otherwise

is

(36 Ga. 138. 64 Ga. 271. 77 Ga. 501.)
or destruction of thing hired, see

of acres of land, see
defective title, see § 29-202.

§

29-201.

§

12-207.
Deof part of

Loss by purchaser

§

2552

Sales.

96-109

—

(4134) Bill of lading with draft attached; title to goods.
When a bill of lading is attached to a draft drawn on a third person, it
will be treated as security for the draft, and neither title to the goods
96-109.

nor right to the bill of lading will pass to the drawee until, as required
therein, he accepts, or accepts and secures, or pays the draft, as the case
may be. (81 Ga. 221 (7 S. E. 125). 87 Ga. 336 (13 S. E. 513).)
Cross-reference.

— Stoppage

in transitu,

see §§ 18-324, 18-325.

96-110. (4126) Title to certain articles not to pass until paid for.

—

crude turpentine, spirits turpentine, rosin, pitch, tar,
or other product sold by planters and commission merchants, on cash
sale, shall not be considered as the property of the buyer until fully paid
Provided, that
for, although it may have been delivered to the buyer
in cases where the whole or any part of the property has been delivered
Cotton, corn,

rice,

:

purchase money shall
subsequent loss or destruction. (Acts 1884-5,

to the buyer, the right of the seller to collect the

not be affected by

its

pp. 45, 52.)

Bona

purchaser of currency, etc.
The seller can convey no greater title than he has himself. The bona
fide purchaser of a negotiable paper not dishonored, or of money, or
bank bills, or other recognized currency, will be protected in his title,
though the seller had none. There is no "market overt" in Georgia.

—

96-111. (4118) Title conveyed.

§

fide

37-111.

—

Rights of holder, see Title 14, Bills and Notes, Chapter 14-5.
purchaser for value not to be interfered with by court of equity, see
Assignment of choses in action, see § 85-1803.

Cross-references.

Bona

fide

96-112. (4121) Contracts entire or divisible.

—The contract of sale may

whole; if
be entire or divisible.
shall
only
in
proportion
and
voidance
be
to
the
extent of
divisible, the
intention
of
parties
shall
determine
The
the
question
failure.
the
of
the
If entire,

a failure in part shall void the

entirety or divisibility.
Cross-reference.

—For

similar provisions, see

Remedy

96-113. (4131)

of seller

§

20-112.

on default

of buyer.

refuses to take and pay for goods bought, the seller

—

If a

may

purchaser

retain

them

and recover the difference between the contract price and the market
price at the time and place of delivery; or, he may sell the property,
acting for this purpose as agent of the vendee, and recover the difference between the contract price and the price on resale or, he may store
or retain the property for the vendee and sue him for the entire price.
;

(55 Ga. 259. 74 Ga. 498. 83 Ga. 694 (10 S. E. 360). 87 Ga. 221 (13 S. E.
509).)

96-114.

(4107) Sales

by

auction.

— In

case of sales by auction, the

auctioneer shall be considered agent of both partes, so far as to dispense
with any further memorandum in writing than his own entries.
Cross-references.

— Contracts

of sale required to be in writing, see § 20-401,
sue in own names for goods sold, see § 4-404, 11 4. Auctioneer selling stolen horse or mule responsible to purchaser, see § 96-502. Jewelry auctions, see Title 84, Professions, Businesses, and Trades,- Chapter 84-17. Furchaser to pay costs of conveyance, see § 29-115.

1IH 4, 7.

Auctioneers

96-115.

may

(4141) Barter and exchange.

— Contracts of barter or exchange

stand upon the same footing with private sales, so far as the same principles can be applied to them.
Cross-reference.

— Essentials

of sale, see

§

96-101.

—
2553

Sales.

CHAPTER

§

96-204

FRAUD AND DURESS.

96-2.

Sec.

Sec.

96-201.

Effect as to avoiding contract.

96-202.

What

96-203.

96-208.

96-204.

Concealment amounts to fraud,
when.
Sales to defraud creditors and

r^n«e
96-205.

P urcha sers.
Protection of

$6-209.

Duress; definition.

96-210.

96-206.

Fraudulent purchase by insol-

Mistake; when ground for annulling contract; ignorance,

is

%-207.

Agent

fraud.

in

possession and with

apparent right to

Purchaser

without

sell.

notice

of

fraud protected.

bona nde pur-

chasers.
vent.

96-201. (4112) Effect as to avoiding contract.

which the consent

of a party has

— Fraud

or duress, by

been obtained to a contract

of sale,

renders the sale voidable at the election of the injured party. (117 Ga.
567, 588 (44 S. E. 97).)

—

Cross-references^ Illegal and void contracts, see Title 20, Contracts, Chapter
Fraud as ground for equitable relief, see Title 37, Equity, Chapter 37-7.
Duress, see § 96-209.

20-5.

What

— Fraud

may

from misrepresentation by either party, made with design to deceive, or which does actually
deceive the other party; and in the latter case such misrepresentation
renders the sale voidable at the election of the injured party, though the
party making it was not aware that his statement was false. Such misrepresentation may be perpetrated by acts as well as words, and by any
96-202. (4113)

artifices

ground

is

fraud.

A

designed to mislead.

exist

misrepresentation not acted on

is

not

for annulling a contract.

—

Cross-references. Misrepresentation in fire insurance contracts, see § 56-821.
Effect of fraud on contracts, see § 20-502. Fraud by acts or silence, see § 105-304.
Actual and constructive fraud, see § 37-702.
Misrepresentation, see § 37-703.
Fraud annuls deeds, judgments, etc., see § 37-709. Purchaser without notice protected, see § 96-208.

96-203. (4114)
of material facts

Concealment amounts to fraud, when.

may

1.

When

2.

When, from any

amount

in itself

direct inquiry

is

— Concealment

to a fraud

made, and the truth evaded.

reason, one party has a right to expect full com-

munication of the facts from the other.
Cross-reference.
3.

— Suppression

Where one

party

knows

of the truth, see

that the other

§

is

37-704.

laboring under a delusion

with respect to the property sold or the condition of the other party,
and yet keeps silent.
4.

Where

the concealment

is

of intrinsic qualities of the article

which

the other party, by the exercise of ordinary prudence and -caution, could

not discover.

—

Cross-references. Fraud by acts or silence, see § 105-304. Deceit, see § 105-302.
Concealment as voiding insurance policy, see § 56-822. Concealment by agent, see
§

4-307.

Implied warranties, see

§

96-301.

—

and purchasers. Every sale
made with intent to defraud either creditors of the vendor or prior or
96-204. (4109) Sales to defraud creditors

§

2554

Sales.

96-205

such intention is known to the vendee, shall
be absolutely void as against such creditors or purchasers.

subsequent purchasers,
Cross-reference.

Chapter

if

— Acts void

against creditors, see Title 28, Debtor and Creditor,

28-2.

(4110) Protection of bona fide purchasers.

— Every

voluntary
deed or conveyance made by any person shall be void as against subsequent bona fide purchasers for value without notice of such voluntary
conveyance.
96-205.

—

Cross-references. Bona fide purchaser not affected
see § 96-402. Gifts void against creditors, see § 48-110.
interfered with by court of equity, see § 37-111.

96-206.

(4111) Fraudulent purchase

by

by stoppage in transitu,
Bona fide purchaser not

insolvent.

—Where one who

is

insolvent purchases goods, and, not intending to pay therefor, conceals

and intention not to pay, the vendor may disaffirm the
contract and recover the goods, if no innocent third person has acquired

his insolvency

an interest in them. (75 Ga. 453.)

—

Cross-references. Acts void against creditors, see Title 28, Debtor and Creditor,
28-2.
Rescission for fraud, see § 20-906. As to rights of purchasers after
rescission, see § 20-908.

Chapter

96-207.

Agent

(4119)

Where an owner

in possession

and with apparent right to

sell.

has given to another such evidence of the right of

common

ing his goods as, according to the custom of trade or the

—

sell-

under-

standing of the world, usually accompanies the authority of disposal,
or has given the external indicia of the right of disposing of his propa sale to an innocent purchaser divests

erty,

the true owner's

title.

(82 Ga. 221 (7 S. E. 919).)

—

Cross-references. As to principal, agent is limited by his authority, see § 4-202.
Extent of agent's authority as to third persons, see $ 4-301. Title to merchandise
stored in bonded public warehouse passing by transfer of warehouseman's receipt,
Payment to agent
see § 111-106. When custom of trade binding, see § 20-704.
failing to produce obligation is at risk of debtor, see § 4-308.

—A

title

obtained by fraud, though voidable in the vendee, will be protected

in a

96-208. (4120) Purchaser without notice of fraud protected.

bona

fide

purchaser without notice.

Cross-reference.

— Protection

of

bona

fide

purchasers,

see

§§

37-111,

37-114,

96-205.

96-209.

(4116) Duress; definition.

— Duress

prisonment, or legal imprisonment used for an
of bodily or other

to coerce the will

consists in
illegal

any

illegal

im-

purpose, or threats

harm, or other means amounting to coercion or tending
of another, and actually inducing him to do an act con-

trary to his free will.
Cross-reference.
see § 96-201.

96-210.

rance.

renders contracts voidable, see

(4115) Mistake;

— Mistake

of law,

if

when ground

§

20-503; as to sales,

for annulling contract; igno-

not brought about by the other party,

no
may,

is

Mistake of a material fact
some cases, justify a rescission of the contract; mere ignorance of

ground
in

— Duress

for annulling a contract of sale.

a

fact will not.

—

Mistake as defense, see § 20-308. As to mistakes of law and
grounds for equitable relief, see § 37-202 et seq.

Cross-references.
of fact as

-
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CHAPTER

96-3.

Sec.

§ 96-3'/,

WARRANTIES.
Sec.

Implied warranty.

96-301.
96-302.

Good

96-303.

Latent

96-305.

of
Effect of par-

quality after.

faith required.

defects;

presumption

Acceptance,

duty

to

tial

dis-

96-306.

close.

Payment.

Effect of breach.

Patent defects.

96-304.

—

If there is no express covenant of
(4135) Implied warranty.
warranty, the purchaser must exercise caution in detecting defects the
seller, however, in all cases (unless expressly or from the nature of the
transaction excepted) warrants that

96-301.

;

—

1.

He

has a valid

and right

title

— Warranty in case

Cross-references.

Warranties of general indorser, see
2.

The

§

to sell.
of negotiation

by

delivery, etc., see

14-606.

§

14-607.

merchantable, and reasonably suited to the use

article sold is

intended.
3.

He knows

113-1713.

—

Effect of warranty in conveyance by administrator,
Caveat emptor, fraud, warranty in judicial sales, see § 39-1307.

Cross-references.
§

no latent defects undisclosed.

of
:

Good

— Covenants

see

warranty should
be so construed as to require and encourage the utmost good faith in all
96-302. (4138)

faith required.

of

the contracting parties.
96-303. (4139) Latent defects; duty to disclose.
in the

thing sold which renders

it

—Any

vice or defect

either absolutely useless, or

its

use so

inconvenient and imperfect that it is reasonable to suppose that the
purchaser would not have contracted had he known of its existence,
is such a latent defect as good faith requires the seller to disclose.
Cross-references.

—Warranties

by

bailor, see § 12-204.

96-304. (4140) Patent defects.

are not covered

covered.

— Patent

See

§

96-301,

If

3.

defects in personal property

by a general express warranty, unless intended

In proof of this intention, parol evidence

is

to be so

admissible. (75

Ga. 407, 409.)
Cross-reference.
§

— General

warranty of land as covering known

defects,

see

29-304.

Acceptance, presumption of quality after. Effect of
After acceptance of goods purchased, the presumppartial payment.
tion is that they are of the quality ordered, and the burden is on the
buyer to prove the contrary. Partial payment, with knowledge of the
defective condition, will not estop the buyer from pleading partial failure
96-305.

(4137)

—

of consideration.

(56 Ga. 86.)

—

Cross-references. Presumptions of law and fact, see
generally, see § 38-103.

§

38-113.

Burden

of proof

—A

breach of warranty, express or
implied, shall not annul the sale if executed, but shall give the purchaser
a right to damages. It may be pleaded in abatement of the purchase
money. If the sale is executory, such breach is a good reason for the
96-306. (4136) Effect of breach.

purchaser to refuse to accept possession of the goods.

—

Cross-references. Damages on breach of covenants of warranty of title to land,
Offer to rescind not necessary to recovery, see § 29-305. Damages
where specific performance impossible, see § 37-807.
see § 20-1412.

Sales— Schools.

§ 96-401
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STOPPAGE IN TRANSITU.

96-4.

Sec.

Sec.

Right exercised, when.

96-401.

96-402.

Purchaser without notice not
affected.

96-401.

(4132) Right exercised, when.

:

If

the goods are delivered be-

may

not retake them because of failure to
but, until actual receipt by the purchaser, the seller may at any time

fore the price

pay

—

arrest

paid, the seller

is

them on the way and

retain

them

until the price

is

paid.

If credit

has been agreed to be given, but the insolvency of the purchaser is made
known to the seller, he may still exercise the right of stoppage in transitu.

— Carrier

Cross-references.
in transitu, see

§

18-325.

relieved from liability to deliver in case of stoppage
right of stoppage in transitu exists, see § 18-324.

When

96-402. (4133) Purchaser without notice not affected.

assignee of the

bill of

—A

bona

fide

lading of goods for a valuable consideration, and

without notice that the same were unpaid for and the purchaser insolvent, will be protected in his title against the seller's right of stoppage in transitu.
Cross-references.

CHAPTER

— Protection

96-5.

of

bona

fide

purchasers, see §§ 96-205, 96-208.

VENDUE MASTER OR AUCTIONEER.

Sec.

Sec.

96-501.

Who may

be vendue master.

96-502.

Sale of horse or mule, responsibility

of

vendue master

in

case of theft.

96-501. (4142)

Who may

be vendue master.

—Any

citizen of

Georgia

have the right to exercise all the privileges, powers, and functions
of a vendue master or auctioneer in any city or town, by paying such
license fee and giving such bond as may be demanded or required by the
rules or ordinances of the town or city in which said person may wish to
exercise the calling of a vendue master or auctioneer.
(Acts 1865-6,
shall

p. 260.)

—

Cross-references. Auctioneer is agent of both parties, see § 96-114. Regulations
as to jewelry auctions, see Title 84, Professions, Businesses, and Trades, Chapter
84-17. Auctioneers' occupation tax, see § 92-1901.

vendue master
in case of theft.
Any vendue master who may sell or dispose of any
horse or mule shall be held responsible to the purchaser for damages, in
the event it is shown and proved that the horse or mule so sold by him
was stolen. (Acts 1865-6, p. 260.)
96-502. (4143) Sale of horse or mule, responsibility of

—

SANITARIA:
lic

See Title 35, Eleemosynary Institutions; Title 88, PubHealth, Chapters 88-9, 88-10.

SANITARY DISTRICTS: See Title 88, Public Health, Chapter 88-3.
SAVINGS BANKS: See Title 13, Banks and Banking; Title 109, Trust
Companies.

SCHOOLS:

See Title 32, Education.
Incorporation: See Title 22, Corporations, Chapter 22-4.
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SCIRE FACIAS:

Scire Facias

See Title

3,

— Secretary of

State.

Actions, Chapter 3-4; Title 110, Verdict

and Judgment, Chapter 110-10.

SEAMEN: See Title 98, Shipping and Seamen.
SEARCH WARRANTS: See Title 27, Criminal

Procedure, Chapter

i

27-3.

SECRETARY OF STATE:
ters 40-5 to 40-8.

See Title 40, Executive Department, Chap-

TITLE

97.

SECURITIES.
Sec.

Chap.
97-

1.

97-

2.

General provisions
Powers, duties, etc., of Secretary of State

97-101

97-

3.

Classes of securities, conditions cf sale, etc

97-301

97-

4.

Licenses to

97-99.

97-201
97-401

sell

97-9901

Crimes

CROSS-REFERENCE.
Public securities:

See Title

CHAPTER

87,

Public Finance.

97-1.

GENERAL PROVISIONS.
Sec.

Sec.
97-101.

Law

97-102.

"Securities,"

designated

"issuer/

Construction of law; no

from

registration and
foreign corporations.

97-101.

Securities

Law

designated.

Law." (Acts

Invalidity of sales or contracts
of sale made in violation of
law.

97-105.

Exemptions from provisions

and

"dealer" denned.
97-103.

97-104.

of

relief

law; negativing in pleadings,

fee;

burden of proof,
Liability for losses or damages.

—This

etc.;

97-106.

law

shall be

known

as

"The Georgia

1920, p. 250.)

—

Editorial Note. Although the Georgia Securities Law (Acts 1920, p. 250) did
not expressly repeal Acts 1904, p. 74 (§§ 2899 to 2909 and § 628 P. C. of the Code
of 1910), which required of investment companies a redemption and reserve fund
for the protection of their investors, the filing with the Comptroller General of
certain statements as to their assets and liabilities, etc., as a prerequisite for a
license to do business in this State, and which provided a penalty for attempting
to transact the business of an investment company without a license, the 1904
Act has been omitted from this Code as having been repealed by implication by
the Georgia Securities Law, codified as this Title, upon the theory that the Georgia
Securities Law is a comprehensive law embracing a complete scheme for the protection of those investing in securities of all classes, its purpose, like that of the
1904 Act which related to investment companies, being the protection of the
investing public.

97-102. "Securities,"

words used

in

"issuer,"

and "dealer" defined.— The following

this Title shall, unless the context otherwise indicates,

have the following meaning:

The word

"securities" shall include stocks, bonds, debentures, notes,

certificates of participation, certificates of shares of interest, preorgani-

and subscriptions, certificates evidencing shares in
trust estates or associations, and profit-sharing certificates.
The word

zation

certificates

''securities" shall further include all contracts for the sale of territorial

rights for

which a consideration

is

paid or to be paid, and

all

contracts

purchaser thereof to receive from the vendor compensation, whether the same be for services to be performed, for discounts
or special rates not afforded the general public on goods to be purchased,

which

entitle the

or

§ 97-10-

Securities.
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any other compensation whatever accruing

to the

purcha

'<:ly

of the purchase of such contract.

by virtue

The word

include every person

"issuer" shall

and every conijpany,

partnership or association, incorporated or unincorporated, her*
fore or hereafter formed for any lawful purpose and organized under the

trust,

laws of this State or any foreign State or Country, which dial! haveissued any security sold or offered for sale to any person or persons in
this State.

The word

"dealer" shall include every person other than a salesman

who

through
an agent, in the business of selling securities issued by another per
or purchasing or otherwise acquiring such securities from another for
the purpose of reselling them, or of offering them for sale to the public,
or offering, buying, selling, or otherwise dealing or trading in securities as
agent or principal for a commission or at a profit, or who deals in futureor differences in market quotations of prices or values of securities or
accepts margins on purchases or sales or pretended purchases or sales

engages either

in this State

of securities

:

for all or part of his time, directly or

Provided, that the word "dealer" shall not include a per-

son having no place of business in this State, who sells or offers to sell
securities exclusively to brokers or dealers actually engaged in buying
and selling securities as a business. (Acts 1920, p. 251 1922. pp. 156.
:

157; 1933, pp. 263, 264.)
97-103. Construction of law;

eign corporations.

— Nothing

in

no

relief

this

law

from registration and

shall be construed to relieve

corporations from making the annual registration
to be

made

filing of

fee; for-

now

required by law
with the Secretary of State or paying the fee required for the

This law shall not be construed to repeal any

such report.

law regulating the organization of corporations in this State or the admission of any foreign corporation, but the provisions of this law shall
be construed to be additional to any provision regulating the organization of a corporation under the laws of Georgia, or the admission of a
foreign corporation to do business in this State. (Acts 1920, p. 268.)

—

Cross-reference. Foreign corporations generally, see Title
Chapters 22-15, 22-16.

97-104. Invalidity of sales or contracts of sale

— Every

made

22.

Corporations.

in violation of law.

and contract of sale made in violation of any of the provisions of this law shall be voidable at the instance of the purchaser at
any time within 12 months from the date of such purchase or contract of
purchase and the seller of the securities so sold in violation of any of
the provisions of this law, and every solicitor, agent, or broker, of or for
such seller, who shall have knowingly performed any act or in any way
furthered such sale, shall, upon tender by the purchaser to the seller, or
in court, of the securities sold, be jointly and severally liable to the pursale

;

chaser for the
in

amount

paid, together with his reasonable attornev's fees

any action brought to recover such amount. (Acts

1920. p. 269.)

Exemptions from provisions of law; negativing in pleadings,
burden of proof. In any suit, complaint, information, indictment,
or other writ or proceeding, civil or criminal, laid or brought under the
Georgia Securities Law, it shall not be necessary to negative any of the
97-105.

etc.;

—

§

97-106

Securities.
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exemptions provided by this law; and the burden of proof of any such
exemption claimed by the defendant shall be upon the defendant. (Acts
1922, p. 171.)

—

damages. In addition to the liability
now imposed by law, any person, company, association, partnership or
corporation that by written or printed letter, circular, prospectus, statement, advertisement or document of any kind, shall offer for subscription
or purchase any security, or receive the profit accruing from the disposal
of securities so advertised, shall be liable to any person who on the faith
of such letter, circular, prospectus, statement, advertisement or document,
acquires such security, for the loss or damage sustained by him by reason
of any untrue statement contained therein, unless such person, company,
association, partnership or corporation shall establish that he or it had no
knowledge or notice of the publication of such advertisement prior to the
transaction complained of, or had just and reasonable grounds to believe
the statement thereof to be true. Whenever any corporation shall be so
liable, the directors thereof shall also be, under like limitations, jointly
and severally liable. Any such director, upon the payment of a judgment
so obtained against him, shall be subrogated to the rights of the plaintiff
against such corporation and shall have the right of contribution for the
payment of such judgment under like limitations against any of his fellow directors. Lack of reasonable diligence to ascertain the facts of such
publication or the falsity of any statement therein contained shall be
deemed to be knowledge of such publication and of the falsity of any untrue statement thereof. Any action based upon the liability hereby imposed shall be brought within two years after the acquisition of the security by any person so damaged or after payment of the judgment for
which contribution is sought. (Acts 1920, p. 265.)
97-106. Liability for losses or

ii

CHAPTER

97-2.

POWERS, DUTIES,
OF STATE.

OF SECRETARY

Sec.

Sec.

State to make
rules
and regulations; appeals; investigation of business; chief examiner as administrative officer.

97-201.

Secretary

97-202.

Employment

.

ETC.,

of

97-203.

Forms

for statements and
documents required by law.
Matters withheld from public
inspection.
Report to Gov-

ernor.

examiners,
clerks, stenographers, etc., by
Secretary of State; salaries
and expenses.
of

97-201. Secretary of State to

make

rules

and regulations; appeals;

—

examiner as administrative officer. The
Secretary of State shall have the power to make such rules and regulations from time to time as he may deem necessary and proper for the
Provided, however, that any party affected
enforcement of this law
adversely by any ruling of his shall have the right of appeal within 30
days thereafter to the superior court of Fulton county.

investigation of business

;

chief

:

The Secretary

such times as he deems advisable and
have reason to believe that fraud is being or about to

of State shall, at

whenever he may

Securities.
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§97-2'

be perpetrated, investigate the business and affairs of every lit
and for that purpose shall have free access to the vaults, booli

papers thereof, and other sources of information with regard to the btl
ness of such licensee and whether it has been transacted in accord;;:
with this law. The Secretary of State, in making investigations, a
subpoena compel the attendance of witnesses and the production of

books and papers before him relating to any matter as to which he
jurisdiction under this law. He shall have the power to administer oath-.
Such subpoena may be issued by him or the chief examiner and shall be
served in such manner as the Secretary of State may provide. The provisions of law relative to service of subpoenas in a court of law shall
apply to* subpoenas issued under this law, in so far as applicable. Witnesses, when testifying under such subpoenas, shall be allowed the same
fees and expenses as are allowed witnesses testifying before the Public
Service Commission, such fees to be charged against the party at wh
instigation the witness was subpoenaed or against the funds of the Secretary of State to be paid out on his order.
In case any person shall
wilfully fail or refuse to obey such subpoena, it shall be the duty of the
judge of the superior court of any county, upon application of the Secretary of State, to issue an attachment for such witness and compel him
to attend before the Secretary of State or the chief examiner and give
his testimony upon such matters as shall be lawfully required by the
Secretary of State, and said court shall have the power to punish for
contempt as in other cases of refusal to obey the process and order of
said court. The Secretary of State shall have the right to delegate to
the chief examiner, who shall be his administrative officer, such powers
and duties as the Secretary of State may see fit, and the acts of the
chief examiner shall be regarded as the acts of the Secretary of State
when approved by him. (Acts 1920, pp". 250, 266; 1922, p. 169; 1931,
pp. 7,35; 1933, pp. 263, 264.)
Cross-reference. Powers of courts to punish for contempts, see § 24-105. Fees
I

—

of witnesses testifying before Public Service

Employment

97-202.

Commission, see

§

93-505.

of examiners, clerks, stenographers, etc.,

retary of State; salaries and expenses.

—The

by Sec-

Secretary of State shall

have authority to employ a chief examiner at a salary of not to exceed
$300 per month, and such other examiners, clerks and stenographers
and other employees as the administration of this law may require,
whose salaries shall be fixed by the Secretary of State, and paid out of
collected as herein provided.

the fees

The

office

supplies,

printing,

and equipment, and other expenses, and traveling expenses of the Secretary of State and examiners, shall be defrayed out of said fees, which
are hereby allocated to defray such expenses. (Acts 1920; p. 251: 1931.
pp.

7,

35

;

1933, pp. 263, 264.)

—

Editorial Note. By section 87 of the Reorganization Act (Acts 1931, pp. 7. 55),
the Securities Commission was abolished and the powers, duties, and functions
thereof were transferred to the Secretary of State. The office of Examiner, as
provided in the law relating to securities, was by the same section of the Reorganization Act transferred to the office of the Secretary of State and made subordinate to him.

Forms

and documents required by law. Matfrom public inspection. Report to Governor. The SecreState may prescribe and furnish forms for all statements, docu-

97-203.

ters withheld

tary of

for statements

—

:

§

Securities.

97-301
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ments and summaries required by this law to be filed in his office,
and such statements, documents and summaries shall follow substantially the forms so prescribed.
All statements and documents and all
other matters filed in the office of the Secretary of State under the provisions of this law shall at all proper hours be available for public inI

Provided, that the Secretary of State may within his discretion withhold from the public such matters of a private and confidential

spection

:

nature as

may

be required by him of licensees in the administration of

them only

the law. and exhibit

to such persons as can

show

that they

have a legal right thereto.

The Secretary

in addition thereto as

Governor a complete report
detailed account of the
all

on or before the

of State shall,

year and as often

may

it

first

day of June

of each

be required, furnish the

of the administration of his office, giving a

number

and rejected and

of applicants licensed

by him, together with a sworn itemized statement

fees collected

expenditures of his

(Acts 1920,

office.

p.

267; 1922,

p.

of

of the

170; 1931, pp.

7,

35: 1933. pp. 263, 264.)

—

Editorial Note.
In view of the fact that Acts 1931, pp. 7, 35, abolished the
Securities Commission, the first sentence of the above section as it formerly read
has been omitted. That sentence provided that the Securities Commission should
have an official seal upon which should be engraved the words, "Securities Commission of Georgia," and in addition thereto such design as the Commission might
prescribe.

CHAPTER

97-3.

CLASSES OF SECURITIES, CONDITIONS

OF SALE, ETC.
Sec.
97-301.

Sec.

Classes

of

securities

enumer-

97-307.

97-302.

Class

"A"

defined.

Applicabil-

97-308.

ity of law.

97-303.

Class

"B"

for

sale

of

class

filing fee; oath.

Manner

of

class

selling

"D"

securities.

defined.

Applica-

bility of law.

Risk

97-304.

Class "C" defined.
purchaser.

97-305.

Class "D."
Conditions for sale of
"C;" filing fee; oath.

97-306.

Conditions

"D;"

ated.

97-309.

Same; escrow agreements.

97-310.

Same;

97-311.

Supplemental statements; veri-

of

contents of financial
advertisements,
statements,
etc.

fication.

class

97-301. Classes of securities enumerated.

—For the purpose of

this law,

securities are divided into four classes, as follows
(1)

which assure their sale and
fraud, which shall be known as

Securities, the inherent qualities of

disposition without the perpetration of
securities in class

"A;"

from the nature of one or of both parties to the sale thereof, assure the sale and
disposition without the perpetration of fraud, which shall be known as
(2)

Securities, the inherent qualities of which, or which,

securities in class
(3)

"B

;"

Securities based on established incomes or on assets the fair mar-

ket value of which in the judgment of the Secretary of State gives the
investor a reasonable margin of safety, which shall be
ties in class

known

as securi-

"C;"

Cross-reference.

— Penalty

§§ 97-9902, 97-9903.

for

unlawfully

selling

class

"C"

securities,

see

Securities.
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(4)

Securities based on prospective incomes,

as securities in class "D."

35

;

§ 97-302

(Acts 1920,

p.

which

252; 1922,

p.

shall

be

known

158; 1931, pp.

7,

1933, pp. 263, 264.)

Cross-reference.

— Penalty

for

unlawfully

selling

class

"D"

see

securities,

§§ 97-9903, 97-9905.

97-302. Class

"A"

shall

"A"

defined.

Applicability of law.

— Securities

in

class

comprise:

Those issued or guaranteed by the United States or any Territory or insular possession thereof or by the District of Columbia, or by
any State or political subdivision or agency thereof.
(1)

(2)

Those issued or guaranteed by any foreign Government with

which the United States

is

at the time of sale or offer of sale thereof

maintaining diplomatic relations, or by any State, province or political
subdivision thereof having the power of taxation or assessment.

Those issued by a national bank or any Federal Land Bank or
joint-stock land bank or national farm loan association under the provisions of the Federal Farm Loan Act of July 17, 1916, or by any corporation created by or acting as an instrumentality of the Government of
the United States pursuant to authority granted by the Congress of the
(3)

United States, provided such corporation is subject to supervision or
regulation by the Government of the United States.
(4)

Those issued by any bank or

company, or insurance comthe Insurance Commissioner of

trust

pany operating under the supervision

of

this State.

Those issued or guaranteed as
a corporation owning or operating a
(5)

to principal, interest, or dividend

railroad or

by

any other public service

provided such corporation is subject to regulation or supervision
either as to its rates and charges or as to the issue of its securities by a
public commission, board or officer of the Government of the United
States, or of any State, Territory or insular possession thereof or of the
District of Columbia, or by the Dominion of Canada or any Province
utility,

thereof.
(6)

Those issued by a corporation organized exclusively

tional, benevolent, fraternal, charitable or

for educa-

reformatory purposes, and not

for pecuniary profit.

Those appearing in any list of securities dealt in on the New York,
Chicago or Philadelphia stock exchange or other stock exchanges of like
standing to be selected by the Secretary of State pursuant to official
authorization by such exchanges, and securities senior to any securities
so appearing, the current prices of which shall have been quoted from
(7)

time to time for not less than one year next preceding the offering for
sale thereof in tabulated market reports published as news and not as
advertisements in a daily newspaper of general circulation in this State.

Bonds or notes secured by a deed to secure debt or first mortgage
lien upon real estate or leasehold where the entire deed or mortgage,
together with all the bonds and notes based thereon, is sold or offered
(8)

for sale to a single purchaser as a single sale.
(9) Bills or notes evidencing the acquisition of personal property
under conditional sale contracts and, when running for a period of not
;

:

§

2564
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more than one

year, negotiable promissory notes given for full value,

commercial paper, and bank acceptances.

No
vided

security in class "A." nor the sale thereof, except as expressly proin this Title, shall

be subject to the provisions of this law. (Acts

1920, pp. 250. 253; 1922, p, 159; 1931, pp. 7, 35; 1933, pp. 263, 264.)

97-303. Class

"IV

shall

(1)

"B"

comprise

Those

defined.

Applicability of law.

— Securities

in class

:

sold by the

owner

or his representative for the owner's

account, such sale being in the nature of an isolated transaction and not

made

course of repeated and successive transactions of a similar
nature by such owner, or by such representative, and §uch owner or
representative not being the underwriter of such securities.
(2)

in the

Increased capital stock, bonds and other securities of a corpora-

tion sold by it to its stockholders or employees without the payment of
any commission or expense to solicitors, agents or brokers in connection
with the distribution thereof; capital stock, bonds or other securities

distributed to the security holders or other creditors of a corporation in

the process of a bona fide reorganization of such corporation either in ex-

change for the securities or claims of such security holders or creditors
or partly for cash and partly in exchange for the securities or claims of
such security holders or creditors; or increased capital stock distributed
to stockholders as dividends out of earnings or surplus.
(3)

Subscriptions for shares of the capital stock of a corporation prior

under the laws of this State, where no expense is incurred or no commission, compensation, or remuneration is
paid or given for or in connection with the sale or disposition "of such
to the incorporation thereof

securities.

Those sold by or to any national or State bank or trust company,
functioning as a bank or trust company and not engaged in dealing in
(4)

securities, or insurance

company doing business

in this State,

under the

supervision of the Insurance Commissioner, or any public sinking-fund
trustee, or

any corporation or any dealer or broker

in securities.

Those sold or offered for sale at any executor's or administrator's
sale or at any sale by a receiver or trustee in insolvency or bankruptcy,
or at a public sale or auction held at an advertised time and place; or
sold by or for the account of a pledge holder or mortgagee selling or
offering for sale and delivery in the ordinary course of business to liquidate a bona fide debt.
(5)

Securities in class "B,"

manner provided by
of this law.

"C"

of

by the persons and

in the

this section, shall not be subject to the provisions

(Acts 1920, pp. 250, 254; 1922,

97-304. Class
shall

when disposed

defined.

p.

160; 1933, pp. 263, 265.)

Risk of purchaser.

— Securities

in class

"C"

comprise

Those issued by a person, corporation, firm, trust, partnership, or
association owning a property, business or industry, which has been in
continuous operation not less than two years and which has shown net
profits, exclusive of all prior charges, as follows:

;;

;

;

:
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;

:

:

Skcuritik,.s.

(1)

97-307

§

In the case of interest-bearing securities, not less thati

one-half times the annual interest charge upon

all

outstanding

or.

inter'

bearing obligations;
(2)

In the case of preferred stock, not less than one and one-half

tin

the annual dividend on such preferred stock;
(3)

common stock,
common stock.

not less than three per cent, per

In the case of

annum upon such

Provided, however, that nothing

in this

section shall be construed

I

as to prohibit the Secretary of State in his discretion from licensing in

"C" those securities which are unable to meet the foregoing requirements where it is conclusively shown that the purchaser would be undergoing no greater risk than he would in the purchase of securities meet-

class

ing said requirements. (Acts 1920,

255; 1922,

p.

p.

161; 1931, pp.

7,

35;

1933, pp. 263, 264.)
Cross-reference.

—Penalty

for

unlawfully

selling

class

"C"

securities,

see

§§ 97-9902, 97-9903.

—

"D." All securities other than those falling within
classes "A," "B," and "C," respectively, shall be known as securities in
class "D." (Acts 1920, p. 256.)
97-305. Class

"C;"

97-306. Conditions for sale of class
in class

"C" may be disposed

of, sold,

filing fee; oath.

or offered for sale,

— Securities

upon compli-

ance with the following conditions, and not otherwise

A

statement shall be

filed in

the office of the Secretary of State

Describing the evidences of indebtedness, preferred stock or comstock intended to be offered or sold

(1)

mon
(2)

Stating the law under which and the time

when

the issuer

was

organized

Giving a detailed statement of the assets and liabilities of such
issuer, an income or profit and loss statement, and giving an analysis
of surplus account;
(3)

(4)

Giving the names and addresses of

its

principal

officers

and

trustees

Giving pertinent and necessary facts and data and information
establishing that the securities to be offered are securities in class "C."
(5)

Such statement shall be accompanied by a filing fea of $5, and shall
be verified by the oath of not less than two credible persons having
knowledge of the facts. (Acts 1920, p. 255; 1931, pp. 7, 35; 1933, pp. 263,
264.)
Cross-reference.

— Penalty

for

unlawfully

selling

class

"C"

securities,

see

§§ 97-9902, 97-9903.

97-307. Conditions for sale of class
ties in class

"D"

been filed in the
ments as follows
(1)

A

"D;"

filing fee; oath.

— Xo

securi-

shall be sold or offered for sale until there shall
office of the

description and

have

Secretary of State statements and docu-

amount

of the securities intended to be offered

for sale
(2)

If

the issuer

is

a corporation, a certified copy of the charter or

articles of incorporation

and bylaws

§

;

;

:

97-307
If

(3)
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Securities.
the issuer

is

copy of the
agreement
ciation, a

a firm, trust, partnership, or

unincorporated asso-

articles of partnership or association, or of the trust

(4) The names, addresses and prior occupations during a period of
nor less than eight years prior to filing such statement (giving details as

and address of employer, and reasons for discontinuance
of employment) of the officers, directors, or trustees of the issuer, if it is
a corporation, or of the persons composing the issuer, if the issuer is an
unincorporated association, together with the names and addresses of
all agents or salesmen designated to represent the issuer in this State;

to time, place

Location of the issuer's principal
this State, if any;

(5)
in

A

(6)

to be

office

and

of his principal office

description of the nature of the industry engaged in or intended

engaged

in

and the approximate time when such industry was or

will be established;

(7)

An

inventory and appraisement of the assets of the issuer;

A

statement in detail of the gross income of the issuer and the
source or sources thereof and of its operating and other expenses for a
period of 12 months prior to the date of filing such statement, or for the
period of the existence of the issuer if less than two years prior to the
(8)

date of filing;
(9)

A

copy of the most recent balance sheet of the

the financial condition of the issuer at a date not
prior to the date of filing,

and giving an analysis

issuer,

showing

more than 30 days

of surplus account

from

inception of such issuer;

A

copy of the mortgage, trust deed, indenture or writing securing these securities, or under which the same are issued, if any such instruments exist;
(10)

(11)

(12)

A
A

copy of the form

A

statement as to the manner in which the securities are to be

copy of any and

of the securities intended to be offered;
all

subscription blanks to be used in the sale

thereof;
(13)

offered and sold
(14) If the securities are intended to be offered

through

solicitors,

and sold by the issuer

agents or brokers, an irrevocable contract executed

by each such solicitor, agent, or broker authorized to offer or sell such
securities by or on behalf of the issuer, to the effect that the issuer will
receive in cash not less than 75 per cent, of the proceeds of each sale of

the securities without deduction for any commission or expenses, di-

and without liability to pay any sum whatsoever as
commission or expenses for any services in and about such sales
rectly or indirectly,

(15)

If

the securities shall have been or are intended to be sold to any

dealer, solicitor, agent or broker
solicitor,

and intended to be sold by such dealer,

agent or broker to the public for his

own

account, a state-

ment verified under oath, establishing that the price paid to the issuer
was or will be without any fixed or contingent right in the issuer to
demand or receive any additional sum on account of such securities or
sale thereof;

—
Securities.
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(16)

Such other

§97

facts relative to such securities and the sale thereof

as the Secretary of State shall prescribe.

Such statements and accounts shall be accompanied by
$5, and shall be verified by the oath of not. less than two
of the issuer,

if

the issuer

verification

pp.

7,

of the ofiV

a corporation, or by not less than

is

bers of a firm, trust, partnership or association,

The Secretary

corporated.

a filing fee of

of State

may

if

the issuer

two memis

not

in-

require further and additional

under the oaths of other persons. (Acts 1920,

p,

250; 1931,

35; 1933, pp. 263, 264.)

97-308.

Manner

of selling class

"D"

securities.

-It shall

be unlawful

any agent, broker, solicitor, officer, director, or other person to sell
or offer for sale any securities in class "D" as described in this law, in
any other manner or form than as specifically set forth in this law, and
any offer or sale upon any other terms or conditions other than as set
forth in this law, shall be prima facie evidence that such agent, broker,
for

solicitor, officer, director, or

other person, offered or sold such securities

for the purpose of defrauding the purchaser to

were offered or
97-309.
securities

sold.

(Acts 1920,

whom

such securities

p. 269.)

—

Same; escrow agreements. If the applicant's statement
in class "D" shall disclose that any of such securities

as to
shall

any patent right, copyright, trade-mark, process or good will, or for promotion fees or expenses, or for other intangible assets, the amount and nature thereof
shall be fully set forth, and securities issued in payment of such patent
right, copyright, trade-mark, process or good will or for promotion
have been or

shall be intended to be issued for

fees or expenses or for other intangible assets,

be delivered in
as shall be designated by the
shall

escrow to such bank or trust company
Secretary of State under an escrow agreement that the owners

of

such

securities shall in case of dissolution or insolvency not participate in the

owners of all other securities
Such escrow agreements shall remain in full
of the issuer thereof are qualified under class

assets of the corporation until after the

have been paid

in full.

force until the securities

"C"

hereof.

(Acts 1920,

p.

263; 1931, pp.

7,

35

;

1933, pp. 263,. 264.)

—

Cross-references. Notes or contracts for corporate stock sold by promoters,
see §§ 14-1806, 14-1807. Notes or contracts for patent, copy, or proprietary rights,
see §§ 14-1804, 14-1805.

97-310.

Each
ment

Same; contents

of financial statements, advertisements, etc.

financial statement, prospectus, advertisement, circular

and docucirculated, published, exhibited or distributed for the purpose of
effecting sales of securities in class "D" shall contain the words in boldface type, "Securities in Class 'D' under Georgia Securities Law. These
are speculative securities." It shall be unlawful to make any other reference in any such matter to the fact that the issuer, solicitor, agent or
broker has complied with the provisions of this law. All such statements, prosp'ectuses, advertisements, circulars, and documents shall also
contain a statement of the assets, liabilities, income and expenses of the
issuer, the law under which the issuer was incorporated or organized,
and the names and addresses of all officers, directors, or trustees of the
issuer or of the

owner

of such securities.

A

of the property constituting the basis of the issue

copy

of each

such financial statement, prospectus,

Securities
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advertisement, circular, and document, so circulated, published, exhibited or distributed shall be filed in the office of the Secretary of State

within live days after the
distribution thereof.

circulation,

first

(Acts 1920,

p.

publication, exhibition

264; 1931, pp.

7,

or

35; 1933, pp. 263,

264.)
Cross-reference.
see

§

— Punishment

for illegal advertisements of class

97-311. Supplemental statements; verification.
rity

"D"

securities,

97-9906.

is

—As

long as any secu-

sold or offered for sale under the provisions of this law, the issuer,

agent, solicitor or broker, shall, on or before the expiration of each six

months' period from the date of filing the original statements and documents, and oftener if required by the Secretary of State, file new or supplemental statements disclosing:

The amount of securities sold, and, in the case of securities in
class "D," the names and addresses of the parties to whom the same
were sold, the sale price thereof, and the amount of cash proceeds re(1)

ceived therefor by the issuer;
(2)

All changes in the financial condition of the issuer or in

its

man-

agement or property, accompanied by a copy of the most recent balance
sheet of the issuer showing the financial condition of the issuer at a date
not more than 30 days prior to the date of such filing, and such other
facts as the Secretary of State

may

require.

Such supplemental statement shall be verified in the same manner as
the original statement; and upon failure or refusal to file such statement the Secretary of State may revoke the license issued by him. (Acts
1920. p. 263; 1922, p. 166; 1931, pp. 7, 35; 1933, pp. 263, 264.)

CHAPTER
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newal of
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97-406.

Same; action arising on
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consent to jurisdiction; attorney for service of process.
97-407.

License for agents.

97-408.

Form and
Amended

97-409.

97-412.

contents of license.

97-413.
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to dealers, etc.; exhibition.

97-414.
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Dealing in real estate not

97-415.
97-416.

Dealing

97-417.

Examination

97-418.

Invalidity of sales or contracts
for sale made by dealers with-

of issuer
curities; expense.

of

se-

out licenses.

license.

97-401. Necessity of securing license.

no dealer

in certain real estate
in State; applicability of pre-

ceding section.

or sale of securities without

in this law,

lo-

cated in State.

licenses.

Injunction to restrain offering

Notice before revocation.
Proceedings to reverse action
of Secretary of State; petition; answer; judgment; representation.

license.

97-405.

Revocation of license; grounds.
Relicensing. Prosecution for

— Except

as otherwise provided

shall dispose or offer to dispose of

any stocks,

bonds, debentures, certificates of participation, or other similar instru-

§ 97-40 3
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hereinafter termed 'Securities";, evidencing title to or inter
quasi-public organizain property issued or executed by any private or
not organized tot
tion, partnership, or association (except corporations
without first being licensed so to do as hereinafter provided.

mcnts

(all

profit),

(Acts 1920,

p.

252.)

97-402. Dealers' statements in application.

Filing fee.

— Eve:

!er

the business of buying and selling securi\
as defined in section 97-302, whether as owner, underwriter or broker,

not the issuer engaged

in

based upon real estate mortgages, shall
folio
file with the Secretary of State statements and documents as
office in Georgia,
(1) Address of applicant, principal office and branch

and every dealer

if

in securities

any.
(2)

If

applicant

a corporation,

is

names and addresses

of officers

and a certified copy of the charter and by-laws;
names and addresses of active partners.

directors,
ship,

if

and

a partner-

Detailed account of the character of securities dealt in by applicant with estimated proportion of the whole falling within classes "A,"
(3)

"B," "C" and "D."
(4)

If

applicant

is

a subsidiary of or connected with

poration, firm or business, a detailed

showing

any other

cor-

of the relationship or con-

nection with such corporation, firm or business.

Three references, one of which shall be a bank with which applicant has an account and such other data as applicant may deem necessary to a complete showing as to his good character, business qualifications and claim to public confidence.
(5)

;

Such statement shall be accompanied by a filing fee of $5 and shall be
or by two of the partverified on oath of applicant, if an individual
ners, if a partnership or by two of the officers, if a company or unin;

;

corporated association. (Acts 1922,

p.

162; 1931, pp.

7,

35; 1933, pp. 263,

264.)

97-403. Registration of dealer or broker; right to revoke license; ex-

—

emptions; nonresident applicants; fee. If the Secretary of State is satisfied with the good repute in business of such applicant, he shall, on
the payment of a fee of $50, register such applicant as a licensed dealer
or broker in securities. Such registration shall be renewable annually on
the first day of January of each year on a showing made that all of the
provisions of this law and the regulations of the Secretary of State have
been complied with. The Secretary of State shall require of such licensed
dealer or broker no additional fees or statements evidencing the nature
and character of the securities offered for sale by him, except, in the case
of securities in class "C," notice of his intention to offer the

same

for sale,

followed within such time as may be prescribed by the Secretary of State
by a brief statement under oath showing that the security to be offered
said class,

is in

and

in the case of securities

based on real estate mort-

gages, proof of the value of the real estate mortgaged and a sworn opin-

by a reputable attorney supporting the title thereto and such dealer
shall not be required for himself or the issuer to file separate
broker
or
applications for each issue of securities in class "C" sold or dealt in by
Provided, however, that this section shall not be construed as limithim
ion

;

:

:

§

:

97-404

Securities.
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ing or curtailing the right of the Secretary of State to revoke or to refuse

any

to grant a license for the sale of

securities

coming within the pro-

Provided, further, that the exemptions of this section
shall not apply to securities in class "C" or to notes or bonds based upon
real estate mortgages, where the Secretary of State has good cause to believe that fuller investigation is necessary, nor to any securities whatever
visions of this law

in class

"LV*

:

in all of

which cases detailed statements must be

filed

the license fee paid for each security as elsewhere stipulated in this

and
law

for issuers.

Nonresident applicants having no branch office in Georgia shall, before
a license shall issue, execute the power of attorney required in section
97-406. but it shall not be necessary for each issuer of securities offered
by licensed dealers to execute such power of attorney.
If

application for license

is

made

after the 30th of

June

one-half of the annual fee shall be charged. (Acts 1922,
pp.

p.

163; 1931,

35; 1933, pp. 263, 264.)

7.

97-404. Registration of issuer; fees; renewal of license.

retary of State

by or

any year,

of

in

is

satisfied

with the showing made

—

If

the Sec-

in the application filed

behalf of any issuer and with his investigation thereof, he shall

register such applicant as a licensed dealer in such security, said license
to be

renewable annually as hereinafter provided, upon the payment of

the following fees

amounts not exceeding $25,000,
$25 in amounts greater than $25,000 and not exceeding $100,000, $50; in
amounts greater than $100,000 and not exceeding $200,000, $100; in
amounts greater than $200,000 and not exceeding $300,000, $150; in
amounts greater than $300,000 and not exceeding $500,000, $200; in
amounts greater than $500,000 and not exceeding $1,000,000, $250; in
amounts greater than $1,000,000, $300.
For permission to

offer securities in

;

Such license

beginning of each calendar year,
but may be issued at any time for the remainder of such year, and in
such case the annual fees shall be reduced as follows for each expired
calendar

For

shall be taken out at the

month

fees of $25, $2; for fees of $50, $4; for fees of $100, $8; for fees of

$150, $12; for fees of $200, $16; for fees of $250, $20; for fees of $300,
$24: Provided, however, that in no case shall the fee charged be less

than $10. All renewals shall be made as of the first day of January of
each calendar year upon proper application therefor, filed not less than
20 days nor more than 60 days next preceding such date. (Acts 1920,
pp. 250, 260; 1922, p. 164; 1931, pp.
Cross-reference.

— Licenses

7,

35

;

1933, pp. 263, 264.)

renewable annually, see

§

97-403.

—The

Secretary of State may in his
discretion grant the application of a licensee of another State having requirements to be met preliminary to the offering of securities in said
97-405. Nonresident applicants.

State substantially equivalent to those of this Title, on the filing by such

applicant of a transcript of the record and documents filed with such
other State together with a copy of the license issued him where a
license

is

required, certified as correct by the proper official of said State,

and on the payment

of the necessary fees

:

Provided, that said State

§ 97-4*/
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shall grant the

same

privilege to applicants

who

are Georgia

.

lie*

Provided, further, that an investigation of such applicant has been made
by said State department within a period of not more than six month-:
prior to the filing of such application with the Secretary of State of

Georgia. (Acts 1922,
97-406.

ney

p.

Same; action

172; 1931, pp.

7,

35; 1933, pp. 263, 264.)

arising on sales; consent to jurisdiction; attor-

—The

not a resident of or not
organized under the laws of this State, shall, at the same time, and before
any license shall issue, file with the Secretary of State a duly executed
for service of process.

applicant,

if

consenting that any action brought
against such applicant, arising out of and founded upon the sale or
disposal of such securities by applicant or his agents may be brought in

written instrument,

irrevocable,

any county in the State where such securities were sold and shall at
the same time, when the applicant is not a resident of or not organized
under the laws of this State, file with the Secretary of State a written
instrument as power of attorney, duly signed and sealed, appointing and
;

authorizing some person,

who

shall

be a resident of this State, to

acknowledge or receive service of process, and upon whom process may
be served, for and in behalf of such applicant, in all proceedings that
may be instituted against such applicant in any court of this State or
any court of the United States in this State, and consenting that service
of process upon any agent or attorney appointed under the provisions
of this section shall be taken and held to be as valid as if served upon
applicant, and such instrument shall further provide that the authority
of such attorney shall continue until revocation of his appointment is
made by such applicant by filing a similar instrument with said Secretary of State, whereby another person shall be appointed as such
attorney.

any attorney so appointed

from this State or
by the applicant, or
shall secrete himself so that process may not be served upon him, or shall
have become disqualified from any cause whatsoever, or shall die, the
Secretary of State shall immediately appoint an attorney for service for
such applicant or licensee, of which appointment notice in writing shall
be immediately given by the Secretary of State to such appointee, and
shall also be sent by registered mail to the applicant or licensee or to its
general agent or manager, which appointment shall be as valid as if made
by the applicant or licensee, and shall continue in force until such absent
agent or attorney shall return and give to said Secretary of State written notice thereof, or until the applicant or licensee shall have made
another appointment in the manner above prescribed. Service of process
as aforesaid, issued by any such court as aforesaid, upon any such attorney appointed by the applicant or licensee or by the Secretary of State.
shall be valid and binding and shall be deemed personal service upon
such applicant or licensee, as long as the applicant or licensee shall have
any obligations or liabilities outstanding in this State, although such
applicant or licensee may have withdrawn, been excluded from, or
ceased to do business in this State. If any applicant or licensee shall
fail, neglect or refuse to appoint and maintain within this State such
If

shall absent himself

his usual place of business or abode, as designated

attorney or agent, such applicant or licensee shall forfeit the

risfht to

do

§

97-407
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or continue business in this State. (Acts 1920, p. 258; 1931, pp.
1933. pp. 263, 264.)

7,

35;

— On

such showing of good character as
the Secretary of State may require, he shall license agents of issuers of
securities and of dealers and brokers therein on written application of
their principals. Such agents shall pay a fee of $10 each, of which $5
shall be for registration and $5 for a copy of the license issued to their
principals, certified as such by the Secretary of State, whose certificate
attached to said copy shall bear the agent's name and address. All
agents' licenses shall expire at the end of the calendar year during which
they are issued. Employers of agents shall immediately notify the Secretary of State when any agent is dismissed or leaves their employment,
giving reasons for change of employment. Change of employment shall
automatically cancel the license of any agent, but on application to the
Secretary of State by a new employer said agent may be registered as
the agent of said new employer without the payment of an additional
registration fee. (Acts 1920, pp. 250, 260; 1922, p. 165; 1931, pp. 7, 35;
97-407. License for agents.

1933. pp. 263, 264.)

97-408.

Form and

contents of license.

license for dealers on a

form

Amended

to be prepared

licenses.

— The printed

by the Secretary

of State

words, "Neither the State of Georgia
nor the Secretary of State assumes any responsibility for statements
made by any licensed dealer, nor recommends the securities offered by
him." Besides a brief description of the securities authorized to be sold
and a statement of the uses to which the proceeds shall be applied, the
shall contain in bold-face type the

issuers' licenses shall bear at the top in bold-face type the following

"License for the sale of securities in class 'C (or class 'D'
as the case may be) under the Georgia Securities Law. Neither the
State of Georgia nor the Secretary of State assumes any responsibility
for any statement contained herein, nor recommends the securities de-

language:

scribed below."

On the petition
may be pertinent,

of

any

licensee, with

verified in the

such exhibits attached thereto as

manner required

the original statement, the Secretary of State

of exhibits attached to

may

take up the original

an amended license. A fee of $10 shall
be paid for such amended license and a fee of $1 each for certified copies
thereof to be supplied agents already qualified under the original license.
license

and issue

in lieu thereof

(Acts 1920, pp. 250, 261

;

1922, p. 166; 1931, pp.

7,

35; 1933, pp. 263, 264.)

97-409. Injunction to restrain offering or sale of securities without
license.

— In

addition to the penalty prescribed by section 97-9902 for

dealing in class

"A"

Secretary of State

or class

"C"

may through

securities without a legal permit, the

the Attorney General apply to the supe-

county of the residence of any dealer for an injunction
against such dealer who shall offer or sell securities without first securing a license so to do or who shall continue to offer or sell securities
after his license has been revoked or not renewed; and that court shall,
on proof of the findings presented by the Attorney General for the Secretary of State, issue an order declaring the business of such dealer to
be a public nuisance and restraining him from further exercise thereof
rior court of the

:

for such time as the court

171; 1931, pp.

p.

§97-412
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Cross-reference.

may deem

necessary and proper. (Acta 1922,

25; 1933, pp. 263, 265.;

7,

— Nuisances

and

fcheir

abatement, see Title

72,

Nuisances, Chap-

ters 72-1, 72-2.

Prosecution for
violations of law.
The Secretary of State may at any time revoke any
license granted by him or refuse to renew the same, upon ascertaining
97-410. Revocation of license; grounds.

Relicensing.

—

that the licensee

bad repute;

(1)

Is of

(2)

Has violated any
Has engaged in

(3)

provision of this law; or,
or

is

about to engage

in,

under color

of

such

license, illegitimate business or fraudulent transactions.

No
six

dealer

license has been revoked shall be relicensed within

whose

months from the date

The Secretary

of such revocation.

of State shall at once lay before the solicitor general of

the proper circuit any evidence which shall

come

law, and

to his

knowledge

of

the violation of the provisions of this
duty
such solicitor general to prosecute diligently any person or persons
named in the information furnished by the Secretary of State. (Acts
1920, p. 261

;

it

shall be the

of

1931, pp. 7, 35; 1933, pp. 263, 264.)

—At

days before revoking
or refusing to grant or renew a license, the Secretary of State shall send
by registered mail to the licensee or applicant, at the address named in
97-411. Notice before revocation.

least five

the application, written notice of his intention so to do,

specifying

therein the reason for such revocation or refusal and giving the licensee

or applicant an opportunity to be heard in his or

its

own

(Acts

behalf.

1920, p. 262; 1931, pp. 7, 35; 1933, pp. 263, 264.)

97-412. Proceedings to reverse action of Secretary of State; petition;

—

answer; judgment; representation. Anyone whose license shall be revoked, or to whom a license or renewal of license may be denied, may
file, within 30 days thereafter, in the superior court of Fulton county, a
petition against the Secretary of State officially as defendant, alleging
in detail the petitioner's qualifications to

be licensed and praying for a

reversal of the official action complained

of.

upon the Secretary
otherwise

answer

in

made

Upon

of State, returnable within 10

service of

days from

its

summons
date, but

as in civil actions, the Secretary of State shall

which he

viously assigned in

by way

file

an

grounds prethe notice to such applicant or licensee and such
shall allege

of defense the

other grounds as shall in the meantime accrue or be discovered.

All

answer shall be deemed to stand denied without further pleadings, and upon application of either party the cause shall be
advanced and heard without delay. The court's decision shall take into
consideration only the rights of the plaintiff and the protection of the public, and the Secretary of State shall prosecute no proceedings to obtain a
reversal, modification or vacation of the judgment in favor of the plaintiff,
allegations of the

but in such event shall forthwith issue the license applied for. A judgment sustaining the refusal of the Secretary of State to grant or renew a
license shall not after 60 days bar a new application by plaintiff for a
license,

nor shall a judgment in favor of the plaintiff prevent the Secre-

—

:
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tary of State from thereafter revoking such license for any proper cause

which may thereafter accrue or be discovered. The Secretary of State
shall be represented in such court proceedings by the Attorney General.
(Acts 1920,

262: 1931, pp.

p.

97-413. Certified

Every

7,

35; 1933, pp. 263, 264.)

copy of license issued to dealers,

etc.; exhibition.

dealer, broker, solicitor, agent or other person selling or offering

coming within the provisions of this law
shall, before selling or offering for sale any of such securities, obtain a
certified copy of the license issued by the Secretary of State authorizing
the sale of such securities, which certified copy shall contain the name
and address of such dealer, broker, solicitor, agent or other person, and
for sale

any

of the securities

agent or other person shall, before selling
or offering for sale any such securities, produce and exhibit to every
prospective purchaser such certified copy of license. (Acts 1920, p. 268;
such dealer, broker,

1931. pp.

7.

35; 1933, pp. 263, 264.)

Fee

97-414.

solicitor,

for copies of license.

— For each copy of license issued

the Secretary of State, he shall be paid the
therefor,

and each such copy

of State.

(Acts 1920,

p.

sum

shall be certified

268; 1931, pp.

7,

b3^

by the applicant
as such by the Secretary
of $5

35; 1933, pp. 263, 264.)

97-415. Dealing in real estate not located in State.

—No person,

part-

nership or company, unless licensed so to do in the manner herein provided, shall within this State deal in

quired to

file

any interest

in real

estate not

Each dealer

in such real estate shall first be rewith the Secretary of State statements and documents as

located in this State.

follows
(1)

Name

and address of applicant; whether individual, partnership,

corporation or unincorporated association

;

giving three references as to

character and business qualifications.
(2)

A

description of real estate to be offered in this State, giving appli-

cant's interest therein

and appraisal by a disinterested party

of the value

thereof.
(3)

Amount

statement

paid for such real estate by owner up to the time the

is filed;

date of his acquisition thereof; certified copy of deed

or deeds, together with exemplified copy of

any mortgage or other

in-

cumbrance thereon certificate of reputable attorney or responsible title
guaranty company, attesting the validity of the title thereto; and last returns made for State, county and (in the case of realty located in an incorporated town) city taxes.
;

(4)

Detailed account of the

manner and terms on which

is to be
farm property, city
undeveloped
or

offered in this State,

estate

said real

whether as timber lands, developed

lots,

home

sites, oil

or mineral leases,

etc.

(5)

Such other information and data as the Secretary

of State

may

require for the prevention of fraud in the disposal of said real estate.

Such statement shall be accompanied by a filing fee of $5 and shall be
verified by the oath of the applicant, if an individual or by two members
of a firm or partnership, if a partnership or by two officers of a com;

;

pany,

if

a

company

or unincorporated association.

When

said statement

)
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have been approved by the Secretary of State such appli<
ball
be granted a license to deal in such real estate upon the payment of a fee;
of $50, which license shall be renewable annually on the first day of January of each calendar year. At any time during the year for which license
is granted, a dealer in such real estate may be authorized to offer for sale
additional tracts of real estate on filing with the Secretary of State
statements and documents regarding such real estate verified afl in the
case of the original statement, and accompanied by a fee of $10. The
same provisions as to registration and fees for agents offering securities
shall

shall also be applicable to agents 61 dealer.-,

real

in

estate lying outside

of this State.

This section shall apply where the

such property is held in the
name of a trustee for any corporation or for any described person or
company, but it shall not be deemed to prohibit the disposal of hi. own
property by any owner or by his representative for the owner's account
in good faith and not for the purpose of avoiding the provisions of this
law, where the transaction is not one of repeated transactions of a similar
nature performed as part of the business of dealing in real estate. (Acts
title to

1920, pp. 250, 264; 1922, p. 167; 1931, pp.

7,

35; 1933, pp. 263, 264.

97-416. Dealing in certain real estate in State; applicability of preced-

ing section.

—The provisions

of the foregoing section shall apply to the

sale or offer of sale of real estate located in this State in the case of

oil,

gas and mineral leases and of subdivisions of larger tracts to be offered
as city or suburban lots, or as fractional portions thereof planted in nuts
or fruits commonly known as orchard units, or as small farms for colonizing purposes,
in

when

which the land

is

said lots or tracts are offered outside of the county

located

:

Provided, however, that

it

shall not apply

suburban thereto in any of the
counties included in such city or suburban territory nor to the offer of
tracts as orchard units or small farms in any of the counties of the location of the larger tract subdivided to form such orchard units or farms
nor to the advertisements of such offers in a newspaper published in any
county in which the offer or sale is exempt from the provisions of this
to the offer of lots of a city or territory

;

law. (Acts 1922, p. 168.)

—

Examination of issuer of securities; expense. The Secretary
of State shall have power to make or cause to be made such examinations of the issuer of securities within the provisions of this law or of the
property named in the two preceding sections, at any time, both before
and after the issuance of a dealer's license, as he may deem advisable.
When in the discretion of the Secretary of State all or any part of the
expense of such examination should be paid by the applicant, such appli97-417.

cant shall deposit with the Secretary of State such

may

order, out of

which said sum the Secretary

sum

money

of

of State shall

as he

pay such

portions of the expense of such examination as he determines said applicant should pay. He shall render to the applicant an itemized statement
of the expenditure
p.

265

;

1931, pp.

7,

and a proper record thereof
35

;

shall be kept.

1933, pp. 263, 264.)

97-418. Invalidity of sales or contracts for sale

out licenses.

(Acts 1920.

made by

dealers with-

— Every sale or contract of sale made by a dealer, his agent,

§

2576
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97-9901
;

or other person, coming- within the provisions of this law,

secured

first

a license

from the Secretary

who

whose

of State or

has not

license has

been revoked or has expired, shall be voidable and may be rescinded by
the purchaser within one year but not thereafter. (Acts 1920, p. 267;
1931, pp. 7. 1 1 1^3. pp. 263. 264.)
:

(

CHAPTER

CRIMES.

97-99.
Sec.

Sec.

97-9901.

nnnm
9/ -9902.

False statement as to securities: prima facie evidence.

97-9904.

c ir
class
Selling
^

97-9905.

i

•

..

•

A

\ •»

..i

revoked.

C
or class <>n»
1

.

,.

false

97-9906.

statements.

97-9901. False statement as to securities;

who

,

,

Unlawfully selling certain securities;

class "D" securities
.,,
real estate without legal
&
••
license.

Selling
&

and

„

securities without license.

97-9903.

Selling securities with license

,

,

,

,

,

Illegal advertisements of class
"D" securities.

prima

facie evidence.

—Any

knowingly make any false statement of fact or matter
of information required by this Title to be filed with the Secretary of
State, or in any advertisement, prospectus, letter, circular, or other document, containing an offer to dispose of or solicitation to purchase, or

person

shall

commendatory matter concerning such

securities or real estate as are

referred to in this Title, or any interest therein, with intent to aid in the
disposition of the same, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor.

Proof that
any such false statement was made or published shall be prima facie
proof that the same was knowingly made. (Acts 1920, pp. 250, 269; 1931,
pp.

7,

35

1933, pp. 263, 264.)

;

97-9902. Selling class

"A" or

"C"

class

securities without license.

—

Any

person engaged in the business of dealing in class "A" securities as
defined in this Title, or the agent of such a dealer, who shall sell or offer

any security

for sale

officer, director,

in said class, or

or other person,

any

who

issuer, broker, agent, solicitor,

shall sell or offer for sale in this

State any security in class "C," as defined in this Title, without having

obtained a license or permit so to do in compliance with the provisions of this Title, except as otherwise specifically exempted herein, shall

first

be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1933, pp. 263, 265.)
97-9903. Unlawfully selling certain securities; false statements.
dealer, solicitor, agent of a dealer, or other person
for

who

shall sell, offer

coming within
97-304, and 97-305, or

or invite offers for inquiries about securities

sale,

classes

who

— Any

"C" and "D"

shall

file

by sections 97-301,
with the Secretary of State any false or misleading
as defined

state-

ments in reference to such classes of securities, with an intent to defraud,
shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1920, pp. 250, 267; 1931, pp. 7, 35;
1933, pp. 263, 264.)

97-9904. Selling securities with license revoked.

whether

issuer, dealer, or agent,

who

— Any former licensee,

shall sell or offer for sale

any

se-

curities or real estate in violation of the provisions of this Title, after his

have been revoked or

have expired and not have been
renewed, shall be guilty of a felony, and, on conviction therefor, shall be
confined in the State penitentiary not less than two nor more than five
license shall

shall

W

§ 97-9
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any applicant or licensee who shall knowingly
tary of State any false affidavit shall be guilty of fal
conviction therefor shall be punished as prescribed
years

;

(Acts 1920, pp. 250, 270; 1922,
97-9905. Selling class
cense.

—Any

"D"

172; 1931, pp.

securities

and

7,

rearing and on

'

section

in

2 ( 1004.
,

35; 1933, pp. 263, 264.;

real estate

without legal

issuer, dealer, broker, solicitor, agent, or other person,

any

shall sell or offer for sale
Title, or

p.

with the

file

any person who

fined in this Title,

who

li-

who

security in class "\)," as defined in this

shall deal in

any interest

in real estate, as de-

shall sell or offer for sale in this State

any such

without having first secured a license so
to do from the Secretary of State in accordance with the provisions of
this Title, except as otherwise expressly exempted herein, shall be guilty
of a felony, and on conviction therefor shall be punished by imprisonment in the State penitentiary for not less than two years nor more than
real estate or interest therein

five years.

(Acts 1933, pp. 263, 266.)

—

Editorial Note. The above section was by Acts 1933, pp. 263, 266, substituted
for the second paragraph of section 18 of Acts 1922, p. 156, which amended section 36 of Acts 1920, p. 250.
Prior to the 1933 Act, that section was declared unconstitutional in 161/103 (129 S. E. 766).

97-9906. Illegal advertisements of class

"D"

securities.

—The publisher

any newspaper who shall print any advertisement offering for sale securities in class "D," as defined in this Title, the issuer of which has not,
before submitting such advertisement, secured a license from the Secretary of State to offer such securities, and who has not complied with
of

section 97-310 in the writing of such advertisement, shall be guilty of a

misdemeanor. (Acts 1922,

SEDUCTION
SENTENCE:
SERVANTS:

:

p.

See Title

172; 1931, pp.

26,

7,

35

;

1933, pp. 263, 264.)

Crimes and Punishment, Chapter 26-60.

See Title 27, Criminal Procedure, Chapter 27-25.

See Title
Compensation.

66,

Master and Servant; Title

SET-OFF AND RECOUPMENT:

114,

See Title 20, Contracts. Chapter

20-13.

SHERIFFS

:

See Title

24, Courts,

Workmen's

Chapter 24-28, 24-44.

TITLE

98.

SHIPPING AND SEAMEN.
I

Chap.
98-

1.

98-99.

Sec.

In general

98-101

Crimes

98-9901

CROSS-REFERENCES.
Destruction
5

beacons,

buoys,

of

etc.:

See

Title

26,

Crimes and

Punishment,

26-7603.

Firing or sinking vessels: See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment, §§ 26-8102, 26-8103.
Pilots: See Title 80, Pilots and Pilotage.

See Title 88, Public Health, Chapter 88-4.
See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment,

Quarantine:

Stealing from wrecked vessels:

CHAPTER

98-1.

IN GENERAL.

Owners

of boats to furnish cer-

98-104.

tificate.

98-102.

Discharging ballast

into

98-105.

Penalty against pilot for concealing offense.

Owners

Proceeding for recovery of forfeiture; attachment; replevy
of vessels.

har-

bor; penalty.
98-103.

26-2624.

Sec.

Sec.
98-101.

§

Incorporated towns may prohibit discharge of ballast in
navigable waters.

of boats to furnish certificate.

—

be the
duty of all owners of boats employed in the navigation of the navigable
waters of this State, or of the agents of such owners, to furnish to each
boat, previous to its departure from the wharf or landing, a certificate or
98-101.

bill of

(2748)

lading,

showing

its

or master and consignee,

destination, cargo,

which

It shall

and the name

of its captain

certificate or bill of lading shall at all

times be subject to the examination of any person requiring the same.

(Act 1815, Cobb,

14.)

—

Cross-references. Bill of lading with draft attached, see
for failure to furnish or exhibit certificate, see § 98-9901.

98-102.

§

96-109.

(1931) Discharging ballast into harbor; penalty.

Punishment

—Any

master
shall throw or permit

water craft of any description who
to be thrown, from on board such vessel or water craft, into any of the
waters of any bay or harbor of this State, or within three miles of the
outside bar of any such bay or harbor, any stone, gravel, or other ballast,
shall forfeit a sum not less than $500 nor more than $2000 for each such
offense one-half of the forfeiture to be paid to any one first giving information of the offense to the commissioners, and the other half to the
use of the commissioners of said harbors, respectively, for improvement
of navigation. (Act 1847, Cobb, 50.)
of a vessel or

;

—

Cross-references. Imprisonment for discharging ballast in harbor, see § 98-9902.
Disposal of fines and forfeitures, see § 80-208. Commissioners may sue for forfeitures, see

§

80-209.

Fees of secretary, see

§

80-113.
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§98-'/

It shall
(1933) Penalty against pilot for concealing offense.
the
of
having
knowledge
commission of the
be the duty of every pilot

98-103.

offense specified in the preceding section, to give information thereof to

the commissioners of pilotage as soon as practicable

;

and failing to do

such pilot shall be deprived of his license, and shall be forever disqualified
for the office of pilot.
Cross-reference.

98-104.

— License,

how

forfeited, see

§

80-109.

(1932) Proceeding for recovery of forfeiture; attachment; re-

—

plevy of vessels. Upon the commissioners of pilotage receiving satisfactory evidence of the offense specified in section 98-102, it shall be their
duty to proceed to recover such forfeiture by process oi attachment in
the name of the State, which may be issued as other attachments, on the
oath of the informer or of one of the commissioners, and be levied on the

from which the offense was committed. The vessel may be replevied by the master, owner, or consignee, by giving bond, payable to
the State, in double the amount of the penalty, with the condition to have
the vessel forthcoming to satisfy such judgment as may be rendered in
vessel

the suit.

towns may prohibit discharge of ballast
in navigable waters.
The city council of Savannah shall have authority
to prohibit, under proper penalties, the throwing or depositing in the
Savannah River, and within the jurisdictional limits of said city, of any
substance of any nature or kind which might in any degree lessen the
depth of water in said river, or any part thereof, within said limits and
the same authority is hereby vested in the corporate authorities of other
towns and cities, as to navigable waters within their respective jurisdic98-105. (1934) Incorporated

—

;

tions.

CHAPTER

98-99.

CRIMES.

Sec.

Sec.

98-9901.
nn nnn „
98-9902.

98-9906.

Failing to furnish certificate.
_i,

,

,

.

,«

,

.

Discharging ballast into harbor.

no n™?
98-9903.

c
Seaman
.

m-

failing

to

r
perform

98-9907.

y
98-9904.

r

.

'

Resisting search for and seizure of seaman.

98-9908.

Hiring, receiving, entertaining, or shipping seamen by
master or commander of
vessel. Ferryman transporting fugitive seaman.
°
f
Hiring, receiving, or shipping
seaman by shipping master

and others.
Aiding or inducing

seaman

or apprentice to desert.
98-9905.

Refusal to give seaman
cate of discharge.

certifi-

98 -9909.

Harboring seamen or apprentices.

98-9901. (2749; 684, 685 P. C.) Failing to furnish certificate.— Any

owner

.

employed in the navigation of the navigable waters of
this State, or any agent of such owner, neglecting or refusing to furnish
certificate or bill of lading, and any captain or master of any such boat
refusing to exhibit the same on demand, as required by section 98-101,
shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and for every offense shall be fined not
exceeding $50, one-half the penalty in such case to go to the informer and
the other half to the use of the county where the conviction takes place.
of a boat

(Act 1815, Cobb,

14.)

\

§

Shipping and Seamen.
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—

686 P. C.) Discharging ballast into harbor. Any master of a vessel or water craft of any description, who shall throw or permit to be thrown from on board such vessel or water craft, into any of
98-9902.

^1931

;

the waters of any bay or harbor of this State, or within three miles of
I

the outside bar of any such bay or harbor, any ballast, may, in addition
to forfeiting' a

sum

not less than $50u nor

more than

$2,000, as provided

by section 98-102, be imprisoned not exceeding three months, in the discretion of the court.

Seaman

98-9903. (689 P. C.)

failing to

perform duty.

—Any

seaman

on board a vessel within this State, or
which shall come to the same", and having signed a contract with the
master or commander thereof to proceed upon any voyage therein mentioned, who shall absent himself from such vessel for 24 hours without
leave of the master or commander or other chief officer having command
of the vessel, or who shall neglect or refuse to perform his duty on board
the same, or refuse to proceed on the voyage mentioned in such contract,
may be apprehended on warrant from any justice of the peace within his
jurisdiction upon application being made to him by such master or commander under oath, and upon proof of such absence without leave, or of
such neglect or refusal, as aforesaid, he may be committed to jail, or
other secure place, for any time not exceeding 30 days, or until the sailing of such vessel, and the cost of apprehending, committing, and maintaining such seaman during his confinement as aforesaid shall be paid by
the complainant, and by him be deducted from the wages due or to be
due such seaman, but no seaman shall be received by the -jailer until security shall have been given for the maintenance and jail fees of such
seaman. (Act 1766, Cobb, 30.)
having- entered or shipped himself

—

and seizure of seaman. Any
person who shall resist the execution of a lawful warrant authorizing a
search for, and seizure of, an articled seaman, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1895, p. 63.)
98-9904. (690 P. C.) Resisting search for

98-9905. (691 P. C.) Refusal to give

seaman

certificate of discharge.

—

Any

master or commander of a vessel who shall refuse, without just
cause, to give, on demand, to a seaman whose contract for the performance of a voyage shall be determined, a certificate thereof and of his discharge, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Act 1766, Cobb, 31.)
98-9906. (692 P. C.) Hiring, receiving, entertaining, or shipping sea-

men by master

—

or

commander

of vessel.

Ferryman transporting

fugitive

any master or commander of a vessel, or other person, shall
hire, receive, entertain, or ship any seaman belonging to and pretending
to be discharged from any vessel, or if any person keeping or attending
any ferry shall willingly transport or suffer to be transported over such
ferry any fugitive seaman, without a certificate of discharge being in possession of such seaman, such offender shall be punished as for a misdemeanor. (Act 1766, Cobb, 31.)
seaman.

98-9907.

If

(693 P.

C)

—

Hiring, receiving, or shipping seaman by shipping

master and others. If any boarding-house keeper, runner, shipping
master, or other person shall hire, receive, entertain, or ship any seaman

Shipping and Seamen.
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belonging

to,

§ 98-9900

or pretending to be discharged from, any vessel, without a

certificate of discharge

being

in

possession of said seaman, or shall aid or

be concerned in any manner in shipping or offering to ship
man, the person thus offending shall he punished as for a misdemeanor.
hall he void.
Any order given by such seaman for advance wag<

seaman or apprentice to
seaman or apprentice to de

98-9908. (694 P. C.) Aiding or inducing
sert.

—

If

any person

shall aid an articled

de-

or leave his vessel while in the waters of this State, or shall inveigle, en-

convey away, abduct, or carry away, with or without violence, or
secretly carry off, an articled seaman or apprentice from any such vessel,
or shall board such vessel with intent to do so, he shall he punished as
for a misdemeanor. (Act 1843, Cobb, 32.)
tice,

98-9909. (695 P. C.) Harboring

seamen or apprentices.

—

If

any person

keep an articled seaman or apprentice, or shall directly or indirectly suffer the same to be done in or
about his house or premises, knowing such seaman or apprentice to have
deserted his vessel, he shall be punished as for a misdemeanor. (Act 1843,
Cobb, 32.)
shall harbor, secrete, entertain, lodge, or

SHOOTING:

See Title

26,

SHORT HOMESTEAD:

Crimes and Punishment, Chapter 26-17.
See Title

51,

Homestead and Exemptions,

Chapters 51-13 to 51-15.

SHOWS, taxation: See Title 92, Public Revenue, Chapter 92-6.
SLANDER: See Title 105, Torts, Chapter 105-7.
SLAUGHTER HOUSES: See Title 42, Food and Drugs, Chapter
42-4.

SMALL LOANS:

See Title 25, Credit Unions; Small Loans; Salary

Buyers.

SOCIAL ORGANIZATIONS,
tions,

Chapter

22-4.

incorporation of: See Title 22, Corpora-

\

TITLE

99.

SOCIAL WELFARE.

(

Sec.

Chap.

Board

of Control of

Eleemosynary

99-

1.

Duties,

99-

2.

99-

3.

Placement of children
Georgia Children's Code Commission
Crimes

99-99.

etc.,

of

Institutions.

..

.99-101

99-201
99-301

99-9901

CROSS-REFERENCES.
See Title

Child labor regulated:

54, Industrial Relations,

Children, charitable institutions for:

Chapter 35-5.
Confederate soldiers,

relief to:

See Title

See Title

23,

35,

Chapter

54-3.

Eleemosynary

Institutions,

Counties, Chapter 23-24; Title 35,

Eleemosynary Institutions, Chapter 35-9.
County poor: See Title 23, Counties, Chapters 23-21 to 23-23.
Georgia Industrial Home: See Title 35, Eleemosynary Institutions, Chapter
See Title 24, Courts, Chapter
See Title 54, Industrial Relations, Chapter

Juvenile courts:

Labor, hours of:
See also Title

CHAPTER

88,

99-102.

54-2.

Public Health.

DUTIES, ETC., OF BOARD OF CONTROL OF
ELEEMOSYNARY INSTITUTIONS.

99-1.

Sec.

Sec.
99-101.

35-6.

24-24.

institutions
Visitorial
duties;
to be inspected; reports; literature to be distributed.

99-105.

Reports of superintendents and

99-106.

chief officers

suggestions

Board

to collect certain statis-

tics.

of institutions;
to certain offi-

Annual
copy

report
of

to

report

Governor;
filed

with

clerk of court of each county.

cials.

99-103.

99-104.

Plans for new jails,
mitted to Board.
Local committee of
duties;
penses.

etc.,

sub-

99-107.

Investigations by Board;

pow-

ers.

visitors;

compensation and ex-

99-108.

Veazey Inspection Law unaffected.

99-101. Visitorial duties; institutions to be inspected; reports; litera-

ture to be distributed.

—The duties of the Division of Public Welfare of

the Board of Control of Eleemosynary Institutions shall be strictly visi-

and advisory, without administrative or executive powers except
as provided by law. It is hereby empowered and authorized, and it shall
be the duty of the Board as a whole or by committees of its members, or
by its secretary, or by officers or employees of the Division of Public
Welfare, to visit, inspect and examine once a year or oftener county jails,
the State, county, municipal and private institutions and organizations
which are of an eleemosynary, charitable, correctional or reformatory
character, or which are for the care, custody or training of the orphaned,
torial

defective, dependent, delinquent or criminal classes;

it

shall also inspect

.

Social Welfare.
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and report upon the workings and results of ehartered or private institutions or associations or organizations engaged in the care and protection
of homeless, dependent, defective, and delinquent children or adults.
Board shall make reports regarding the condition of said institution, or
associations, the care of their inmates, the effiri' ncy of their administration, and such other matters pertaining thereto as it may deem proper.
All reports shall be duly signed and filed in the office of the Board,
officers and all other persons in charge of, or connected in any way with
the administration or management of, such public institutions are hen
'\

'i

,

required to furnish to the Board, or the Division of Public Welfare, such

information and statistics as

may

be required, and allow said Board,

its

committee, or secretary or other agents of the Board, or of the Division
of Public Welfare, full and free access to all inmates and departments of
such institutions, and to

With

a

all

their records, for the purposes of this Chapter.

view to increasing the

efficiency of public

and private

and

officials

bringing institutions for the care and custody of the dependent, defec-

and delinquent classes up to a high and modern standard, the Board
shall cause to be distributed among such officials, literature bearing upon
subjects embraced in this Chapter. The Board shall bring prosecutions
tive,

for fraudulent solicitation or misappropriation of charitable funds

and

for

gross neglect or mistreatment of wards or inmates of institutions or in
the care of agencies to which this Chapter applies. (Acts 1919,

p.

224;

1931, pp. 7,20.)

—

Cross-references. County poor, see Title 23, Counties, Chapters 23-21 to 23-24.
State penitentiary, see Title 77, Penal Institutions, Chapters 77-3, 77-4.
Georgia
training schools, see Title 77, Penal Institutions, Chapters 77-6, 77-7

—

Editorial Note. This section was modified by § 44-A of the Reorganization Act
(Acts 1931, p. 7), abolishing the Board of Public Welfare and transferring to the
Board of Control of Eleemosynary Institutions the powers, duties, and functions
formerly exercised by said Board. This and the following sections of this Chapter
should be construed in connection with the provisions of Title 35, Eleemosynary
Institutions, Chapter 35-1, relating to the Board of Control. The Reorganization
Act makes no provision for a. Division of Public Welfare, but the General Appropriations Act of 1933 (Acts 1933, pp. 13, 24) recognizes such Division by making a
separate appropriation for it; the Board of Control acts through this Division in
administering its duties under this Title.

Subdivision (c) of section 110 of the Reorganization Act (Acts 1931, pp.
abolished the Community Service Commission as provided for in Acts
pp. 228 to 234.

7,

44)

1919,

and chief officers of institutions;
suggestions to certain officials. Every superintendent or chief officer
having in charge any institution or organization to which this Chapter
applies, shall make quarterly reports to the Board of Control, containing
such information and in such form as said Board may prescribe. (Acts
99-102. Reports of superintendents

—

1919, p. 225; 1931, pp.

99-103. Plans for

7, 20.)

new

—

submitted to Board. All plans for
new jails, reformatories, almshouses, and buildings for charity, supported
by public funds or public collections, shall, before the adoption of the
jails,

etc.,

same by the State, county, city or voluntary authorities, be submitted to
the Board of Control, which shall promptly return the same with such
suggestions and recommendations as it may deem reasonable and proper.
(Acts 1919,

p.

225; 1931, pp.

7,

20.)

§

Social Welfare,

99-104
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committee of visitors; duties; compensation and expenses.
For each county or city there may be appointed by the Board
of Control a local committee of visitors, consisting of three persons, one
of whom shall be a member of the local board of health, and one of whom
may be a woman, to aid the Board in its work. The duty of said committee shall be to visit and inspect as often as it may deem advisable or
upon request of the Board, and to report annually, or upon request to the
Board, any matters of importance respecting the jails and almshouses
and private institutions and agencies in such county or city and to encourage and aid the local authorities in maintaining such institutions in
an efficient manner. The members of such committees shall receive no
compensation, but shall be provided by said Board with all necessary
stationery and postage, and forms for keeping proper records and mak99-104. Local

—

[

ing their reports to the Board. (Acts 1919,
99-105.
collect,

Board

to collect certain statistics.

p.

226; 1931, pp.

7, 20.)

—The Board of Control shall

compile, and publish statistics and information regarding the

dependent, defective and delinquent classes both in and out of institu-

and such other data as may be of value in assisting the officials of the institutions and organizations involved in the
Chapter in the performance of their duties. (Acts 1919, p. 226; 1931,

tions, within the State,

pp. 7, 20.)

99-106.

Annual report

court of each county.
1

in

each year,

make

to

Governor; copy of report

filed

with clerk of

—The
to

Board of Control shall, not later than May
the Governor a full and complete report of its

and doings pursuant to this Title during the preceding year, stating
in detail all expenses incurred, all officers and agents employed, and
showing the actual conditions, care of inmates, and other pertinent matters, with such recommendations as may be deemed proper, to be submitted to the General Assembly. The Board shall file a copy of said annual report in the office of the clerk of the superior court in each county
acts

and

in the office of the clerk of

each municipality in this State, and shall

also transmit copies thereof to each institution to

which

this

Chapter ap-

and to each known charitable institution or organization. The said
Board shall make reports as often as once a month to the Board of Health
on all matters that are subject to the jurisdiction of said Board of Health,
so that it may be kept constantly informed of these matters. (Acts 1919,

plies,

p.

226; 1931, pp.

7, 11,

20; 1933, p.

99-107. Investigations

considers

it

7.)

by Board; powers.

—Whenever

the Governor

proper or necessary to investigate the management of any

from the State and required to be inspected under the provisions of this Chapter, he may direct the Board of Control
or any committee thereof designated by the Governor to make said investigation, and said committee or the Board shall have the power to administer oaths and to summon officers, employees or other persons to
institution receiving aid

attend as witnesses, and to enforce their attendance, and to compel them
to

produce documents and give evidence. (Acts

p. 7, 11.)

1919,

p.

227;

1931,

Social Welfare.
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99-108.

Veazey Inspection

Law

§99
-Nothing

unaffected.

in

part, the

tion

Veazey Inspection Law (Chapter

by grand

S'J-4),

juries of certain institutions.

Chapter
wholly or in

this

shall be construed to interfere or conflict with or to repeal,

relating to the inspec-

("Acts 1919, pp. 222, 228.;

\-

CHAPTER

PLACEMENT OF CHILDREN.

99-2.

Sec.

Sec.

99-201.

Children under 16 years of age;

placement
99-202.

99-203.

Conditions of receiving license.
Applications for license; investigation

99-208.

Legal adoption of children who
have been placed.

"- 209

Childrcn brc
placement;

licenses.

^ bond;

'

by Board; reports.

99-204.

Conditions of holding license.

99-205.

Revocation of

h t *«*> State for

notifica-

tion; reports.

license.

Disclosure of investigated

99-210.

«, A
M
99-211.
Orders

facts.

'

»'„;•,.
dispose
Offers

99-206.

99-207.

Improper placement.
to
children, etc.

.

L

of

,

,

,.

and proceedings;

,

fees.

unborn
Disqualification of judge.

99-212.

99-201. Children under 16 years of age;

son, agency, hospital, maternity

home

placement

licenses.

— Xo

per-

or institution, or official, public or

private, in this State shall receive or accept a child

under 16 years of age

placement or adoption, or place such a child either temporarily or
permanently in a home other than the home of the child's relatives within
the second degree, or solicit money in behalf of such agency, unless it
shall have received a license from the judge of superior court of the circuit in which the person or agency has headquarters, issued in compliance
with the provisions set forth herein. (Acts 1922, p. 72.)
for

Cross-references.

— Penalty

itable institution for
Chapter 35-5.

for violation of this Chapter, see

custody of children, see Title

99-202. Conditions of receiving license.

—No

99-9902.
CharInstitutions,

§

Eleemosynary

35,

such license shall be

is-

sued unless the person, agency, hospital, institution or official is competent and equipped to comply with the provisions of section 99-204.
(Acts 1922,

p. 72.)

99-203. Applications for license

;

investigation

plications for child placing licenses

must be

by Board

filed in

;

reports.

— Ap-

duplicate with the

judge of the superior court on forms furnished by the Board of Control,
by all persons, agencies, hospitals, maternity homes, institutions or public

or private officials

who may

desire to engage in child placing.

It shall

be the duty of the clerk of the superior court to furnish a copy of each
application for child-placing license to the Division of Public Welfare of

the Board of Control within five days after such application

is filed,

and

no license shall be granted or denied until six months after such copy has
been thus transmitted. It shall also be the duty of the clerk of the superior court to furnish the

Board

of Control with a

copy

of

each child-

placing license granted by the judge of the court.

A

period of six months after application for child-placing license has
been filed shall be allowed by the judge during which time applicants

may

place children under the provisions of this Chapter.

months' period of time shall be granted to an applicant.

Only one

six-

:

Social Welfare.
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I

(
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For the purposes oi sections 99-202 to 99-205, the Board of Control
shall carefully ascertain the competency and equipment of each applicant for a child-placing- license and submit its findings to the judge within
six months after the date of each application.
Said Board shall make
similar inquiries into the child-placing work of licensed persons or
agencies at least once each year and report its findings to the superior
Acts 1922) p. 73 1931, pp. 7, 20.)
court.
;

I

Editorial Note.

— Sec editorial

note under

§

99-101.

99-204. Conditions of holding license.

—The

holder of a license shall
or boarding home without pre-

Never place a child in a foster home
viously becoming thoroughly acquainted with (1) the conditions which
call for placement of the child, making diligent effort to avoid separation
from the parents, and afterwards removing the child only when this ac(a)

tion

is

found necessary

order to prevent serious detriment to the wel-

in

fare of the child, and (2) the home in which the child is to be placed,
taking every proper precaution to place children only in homes where
they will receive the proper care and training; (b) inquire carefully into

the care of the child in

its

new home,

at least once during the first

two

months, and twice in every year thereafter unless the child is legally adopted or until the child reaches the age
of 18 years, and remove any child promptly from a home where it is mistreated or neglected (c) report immediately to the Division of Public
Welfare of the Board of Control every child received by the agency or
institution or born in the institution, and every child placed, together
with such information regarding the child, its family, and the foster home
as the Board may require, such report to be filed within 10 days of such
The Board of Control shall supply the sureceipt, birth or placement.
perior court with forms of applications for child-placing licenses and
licenses, and with record and report forms to be used as required in this
months, twice during the

first six

;

section.

(Acts 1922,

Cross-reference.

p.

73; 1931, pp.

— Penalty

7, 20.)

for violation of this Chapter, see

99-205. Revocation of license.

— Proof

of failure to

§

99-9902.

comply with the

above regulations shall be grounds for revocation of the license by. the
judge of the superior court, upon 10 days' written notice to the licensee

and opportunity given him

to

answer charges

at a formal hearing.

Upon

the filing of a petition for revocation of license, the superior court shall
in

every instance proceed after notice and hearing on the petition. (Acts

1922, p. 74.)

—

Improper placement. For the purposes of sections 99-203 to
99-205 the Board of Control may ascertain by visit of its agents or otherwise if necessary, the character of any private home or private boarding
home in which children are placed or boarded, either temporarily or permanently, by any person or agency. Whenever the Board shall find that
a child has been placed in an improper home, the agency placing the child
shall be notified by the Board of Control, and if the child is not removed
within a reasonable time, the Board shall institute proceedings before the
proper court for its removal and placement in a proper home. (Acts 1922,
99-206.

p.

74; 1931, pp.

7, 20.)

)

;

Social WgLFABB,
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—

unborn children, etc. No person, as an
inducement to a woman to go to any maternity hospital or home during
confinement, shall in any way offer to dispo ,e of any child, or advertise
99-207. Offers to dispose of

that he will give children for adoption, or hold himself out as being able

any manner, or permit any child to be left or
such maternity home, hospital or private home by its

to dispose of children in

abandoned in
mother or any other person, unless such hospital or home
to place children under this Chapter. (Acts 1922, p. 75.
99-208. Legal adoption of children

who have been

duly

is

placed.

licer.

— No

child

placed by an agency under this Chapter shall be legally adopted into

home

months

its

home, nor thereafter without written permission of the person or agency responsible for
foster

until he has lived six

the placement. (Acts 1922,

in said foster

p. 75.)

brought into State for placement bond notification
reports.
No person shall bring or send into the State any child for the
purpose of placing him or procuring his adoption, without first filing
notice with the Board of Control. He shall file with the Board a bond
to the State for each child he intends to send or bring, approved by the
Board, in the penal sum of $1,000, conditioned that he will not send or
bring into the State any child who is incorrigible or unsound in mind or
body that he will remove any such child who becomes a public charge
or who, in the opinion of the Board, becomes a menace to the community
prior to his adoption or becoming of legal age; that the person with
whom the child is placed shall be responsible for his proper care and
training. Before any child shall be brought or sent into the State for the
purpose of placing him in a foster home, the person so bringing or sending such child shall first notify the Board of Control of his intention, and
shall obtain from the Board a certificate stating that such home is, in the
opinion of the Board, a suitable home for the child. Such notification
shall state the name, age and personal description of the child, the name
and address of the person with whom the child is to be placed, and such
other information as may be required by the Board. The person bringing or sending the child into the State shall report at least once each
year, and at such other times as the Board of Control shall direct, as to
the location and well-being of the child so long as he shall remain within
the State and until he shall have reached the age of 18 or shall have been
99-209. Children

;

;

—

;

legally adopted. (Acts 1922, p. 75
Cross-reference.

;

1931, pp.

—Penalty for violation

99-210. Disclosure

of

7, 20.)

of this Chapter, see

investigated facts.

agent of the Board of Control, or any of

— No

its

§

officer

99-9902.

or

authorized

agents, or a holder of a

child-placing license, or any other person, shall directly or indirectly
disclose the contents of the records in this law provided for or the particulars entered therein of facts learned

mates thereof, except upon inquiry before
inquest, or before

some other

about such homes or the

in-

a court of law, at a coroner's

tribunal, or for information of the Board
Provided, however, that nothing herein shall prohibit the
holder of the license or the Board of Control from disclosing to proper
persons such facts as may be in the interest of any child. (Acts 1922.
of Control

p.

:

76; 1931, pp. 7,20.)

r

g

Social Welfare.
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Orders and proceedings;

99-211.

court shall direct the clerk to enter
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— The

judge of the superior
orders and proceedings under this

fees.

all

Chapter oil the minutes of the superior court and the clerk shall be paid
such fees as clerks are allowed for similar services, to be paid out of the
appropriation for the Division of Public Welfare of the Board of Control

upon the

certificate of the judge.

Editorial Note.

— See editorial

(Acts 1922,

note under

disqualified, the duties

is

76; 1931, pp.

7, 20.)

99-101.

—

If for any reason the judge of the
imposed by this Chapter may be dis-

99-212. Disqualification of judge.
circuit

§

p.

charged by any qualified judge of the superior court, who shall order
the proceedings entered on the minutes of the superior court of the
proper county. (Acts 1°22. p. 77.)

CHAPTER

GEORGIA CHILDREN'S CODE COMMISSION.

99-3.

Sec.

Sec.
99-301.

Creation: name.

99-303.

Compensation

99-302.

Membership;

99-304.

Duties.

99-305.

Reports.

terms of

appointment;

office.

—

name. A commission, to be known as the Georgia
Children's Code Commission, is hereby created. (Acts 1922, p. 71.)
99-301. Creation;

—

Membership; appointment; terms of office. Said Georgia
Children's Code Commission shall consist of 10 members, to be appointed
by the Governor, who shall hold their office for a term of five years, and
until their successors are appointed. The membership of said Commission shall comprise one superior court judge, one member of the House
of Representatives, one State senator, and a member or representative
99-302.

Federation of Women's Clubs,
Agencies,
State Board of Health, Board of ConState Council of Social
trol, State Federation of Labor, State Department of Education, Georgia

from each

of the following organizations

League

Women

of

Voters. (Acts 1922,

:

p. 71

;

1931, pp.

7, 20.)

Editorial Note.— By the Reorganization Act of 1931 (Acts 1931, p. 7), the Board
of Public Welfare was abolished and its powers, duties and functions transferred
to the Board of Control. See Chapter 40-1.

99-303. Compensation.

Commission are not

—The members of said Georgia Children's Code
any salary or remuneration whatever by
receive any salary or remuneration from any-

to be paid

the State, nor are they to

one whatsoever for their services. (Acts 1922,
99-304. Duties.

Commission
affect child

—

It shall

I

be the duty of said Georgia Children's Code

to study the existing laws of

life,

p. 71.)

Georgia which

in

any way

to study conditions of child welfare in the State, to study

the laws of other States, to consult authorities in this and other States,

succeeding legislatures such laws or
amendments to the existing laws as will better safeguard the welfare of
children in this State. (Acts 1922, p. 71.)

and

to draft for presentation to the

— Said

Georgia Children's Code Commission shall
make its reports to the General Assembly of Georgia at each of its regular sessions. (Acts 1922, p. 72.)
99-305. Reports.

Cross-reference.

— Reports

deposited with State Librarian, see

§

101-217.

Social Welfare.
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—

Editorial Note. The expression "at each of its regular sessio:
added to
the end of this section in lieu of the expression "each year" which, in the original
Act, immediately precedes "to the General Assembly." This change (Vai made in
view of the fact that the General Assembly now meet! regularly biennially
of annually. Sec Const, Art. Ill, Sec. IV, Par. 11! (I 2-1503).
i

CHAPTER

99-99.

CRIMES.

Sec.

Sec.

Preventing access to records,
etc.; punishment.

99-9901.

99-9902.

statements

False

99-9901. Preventing access to records, etc.; punishment.

who

—Any

person

by any overt act interfere with the Board of Concommittee, or anyone acting under the authority of said Board,

or persons
trol, its

and

violations of Chapter 99-2.

shall

by preventing or attempting to prevent an inspection, or visitation, or
by refusing access to records, as provided in Chapter 99-1, shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1919, p. 227; 1931, pp. 7, 20.)
Editorial Note.— By the Reorganization Act of 1931 (Acts 1931, pp. 7, 20;, the
Board of Public Welfare was abolished and its powers, duties and functions transferred to the Board of Control. See Chapter 40-1, relating to Board of Control.

—

Chapter 99-2. Any
person who shall violate any of the provisions of Chapter 99-2, relating
to the placing of children, or who shall make any false statements or
reports to the Board of Control with reference to the matters contained
in said sections, and any parent or guardian or any person receiving a
99-9902. False statements

child,

who

shall give a false

and other violations

name

of

or address to the

Board

of Control or

any agency licensed under said Chapter, shall be guilty
meanor. (Acts 1922; pp. 72, 76; 1931, pp. 7, 20.)

SODOMY:

of a

misde-

See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment, Chapter 26-59.

SOLDIERS AND SAILORS:

See Title

78,

Pensions; Title

86,

Public

Defense.

SOLICITORS GENERAL:

See Title 2, Constitution of the State of
Georgia, Chapters 2-39, 2-40; Title 24, Courts, Chapter 24-29.

SOUTH GEORGIA STATE COLLEGE:
Chapter

See Title

SOUTH GEORGIA TEACHERS COLLEGE:
tion,

32,

Education,

32-1.

Chapter

SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE:

STABBING:

See Title

37,

32,

Educa-

Equity, Chapter 37-8.

See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment, Chapter 26-17.

STATE OF GEORGIA:
the State

See Title

32-1.

;

See Title 15, Boundaries
Title 40, Executive Department.

Crimes against: See Title

26,

and Jurisdiction

of

Crimes and Punishment, Chapters 26-7

to 26-9.

Crimes relating to property
Chapter 26-29.

of:

See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment.

STATE BANKS: See Title 13, Banks and Banking.
STATE BOARD OF BARBER EXAMINERS: See
sions, Businesses,

and Trades, Chapter

84-4.

Title 84. Profes-

State Board of Chiropody Examiners.

STATE BOARD OF CHIROPODY EXAMINERS:
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See Title 84,

Professions. Businesses, and Trades, Chapter 84-6.

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION:

See Title 32, Education, Chapter

32-4.

STATE BOARD OF EMBALMING:
I

nesses,

and Trades, Chapter

See Title 84, Professions, Busi-

84-8.

STATE BOARD OF EXAMINERS OF PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS:
See Title 84, Professions, Businesses, and Trades, Chapter 84-2.

STATE BOARD OF HEALTH:

See Title 88, Public Health, Chapter

88-1.

STATE BOARD OF MEDICAL EXAMINERS:
fessions. Businesses,

and Trades, Chapter

See Title 84, Pro-

84-9.

STATE BOARD OF OSTEOPATHIC EXAMINERS OF GEORGIA:
See Title 84, Professions, Businesses, and Trades, Chapter 84-12.

STATE BUDGET BUREAU:
Chapter

See Title 40, Executive Department,

40-4.

STATE COMMISSION OF FORESTRY AND GEOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT: See Title 43, Forestry and Geology.
STATE CONSTABULARY: See Title 86, Public Defense, Chapter
86-15.

STATE CONSTITUTION:

See Title

2,

Constitution of the State of

Georgia.

STATE DEPARTMENT OF ARCHIVES AND HISTORY:

See

Title 40, Executive Department, Chapter 40-8.

STATE DEPARTMENT OF AUDITS AND ACCOUNTS:
40,

Executive Department, Chapter 40-18.

See Title

TITLE

100.

STATE DEPOSITORIES.

r

Chap.
100-

1.

100-99.

Sec.

In general
Crimes

100

100-9901

CHAPTER

100-1.

IN GENERAL.
Sec.

Sec.
100-101.

State

depositories provided
for in various cities.

100-102.

Term

100-103.

Contracts as to interest to be

100-104.

Bonds

100-105.

When

100-106.

Treasurer to advise Governor

of appointment;
moval; salary or fees.

100-107.

Sureties,

100-101.

how

(1249)

Monthly statements by depos-

100-112.

Governor authorized to sell
bonds of defaulting bank.
Funds subject to check, etc.
Tax collectors may pay funds

100-113.

Tax

100-114.

funds at State treasury.
Treasurer's bond not affected
by this Chapter.

100-111.

depositories.

condition
financial
of
State depositories.

limited to
Securities

itories.

100-110.

Governor may appoint

deposit

of bond.
in lieu of bond.

100-109.

of depositories; recording; amount; evidence.

State's

amount

re-

paid.

new

100-108.

at depositories.

of

relieved.

officers

may also pay

State depositories provided for in various cities.

— The

Governor shall name and appoint a solvent chartered bank of good standing and credit in each of the following cities and towns, to wit: In
Adel, Ailey, Alamo, Albany, Alma, Alpharetta, Alston, Americus, Arlington, Ashburn, Athens, Atlanta (nine depositories), Augusta, Bainbridge, Barnesville, Baxley, Blackshear, Blairsville, Blakely, Blue Ridge,

Boston, Bremen, Brunswick, Buchanan, Buford, Butler. Cairo, Calhoun,
Camilla, Canton, Carrollton, Cartersville, Cedartown, Chipley, Claxton.
Cochran, Collins, Colquitt, Columbus, Comer, Conyers, Cordele, Cornelia,
Covington, Crawford, Cumming, Dahlonega, Dallas, Dalton, Darien,

Dawson, Decatur, Dexter, Donalsonville, Douglas, Douglasville. Dublin,

Eastman, Eatonton, Edison, Elberton,

Ellaville,

Ellijay, Fairburn.

Fayetteville, Fitzgerald, Folkston, Forsyth, Fort Gaines, Fort Valley.

Franklin, Gainesville, Georgetown, Gibson, Glennville, Glenwood, Gordon, Greensboro, Greenville, Griffin, Guyton,

Harmony

Grove, Hartwell,

Hawkinsville, Hazelhurst, Homerville, Irwinville, Jackson, Jasper, Jefferson, Jeffersonville, Jesup, Jonesboro, Kingsland. La Fayette. LaGrange, Lakeland, Lavonia, Lawrenceville, Lincolnton. Louisville, Lu-

Lumpkin, Lyons, Macon (four depositories), Madison, ManMcDonough, McRae, fetter, Milledgeville. Millen.
Monroe, Montezuma, Monticello, Morgan, Moultrie, Mt. Vernon, Nashville, Newnan, Ocilla, Pearson, Pelham, Pembroke, Perry, Quitman, Rebecca, Reidsville, Reynolds, Richland, Ringgold, Rochelle, Rockmart.
Rome, Royston, Sandersville, Savannah, Senoia, Shellman, Soperton.
dowici,

chester, Marietta,

Sparta, Springfield, Statesboro, Summerville, Swainsboro, Sylvania. Syl-

§
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Temple, Tennille, Thomaston, Thomasville, Thomson, Tifton, Toccoa (two depositories), Uvalda, Valdosta,
Vidalia, Vienna, Warrenton, Washington, YYaycross, Waynesboro, Willacoochee, Winder, Woodbury, and Wrightsville, which shall be known
and designated as State Depositories
Provided, that in each of said
cities having a population of not less than 6,000 and not more than
15.000. and in each of said cities having a population of less than 6,000
but located in counties having a population of more than 30,000, according to the United States census of 1920, the Governor may name and
appoint not more than two chartered banks of good standing and credit,
which shall be known and designated as State depositories: Provided
further, that in each of said cities having a population of 15,000 and over,
according to the United States census of 1920, the Governor may name
and appoint not more than three solvent chartered banks of good standing and credit, which shall be known and designated as State depositories
Provided, that in each city having a population of not less than
6,180 and not more than 6,200, and also in each city having a population
of not less than 11,554 and not more than 11,560, the Governor may
name and appoint one depository in addition to those now provided b)'
law. under the terms of the general law governing bank depositories
vester, Talbotton, Tallapoosa,

I

:

:

(Acts 1878-9.

88; 1888,

p.

34; 1889,

p.

p.

54; 1890-1, p. 67; 1892, pp. 54, 55

1893. pp. 24-29: 1895, p. 21; 1896, p. 39; 1897, p. 22; 1898, p. 46; 1899

43; 1901, pp. 24-28; 1902, pp. 42-48; 1903, p. 28; 1903, pp
29-31 1904, p. 56; 1905, pp. 70-72; 1906, pp. 34-42; 1907, pp. 51-54; 1908
pp. 37-40; 1909, pp. 83-86; 1910, pp. 50-53; 1911, pp. 57-64; 1912, pp. 47-51
p.

27; 1900.

p.

;

1913. pp. 40, 41

;

1902, p. 42; 1914, pp. 50, 56; 1915, pp. 12-15; 1916, p. 34

1916. p. 36; 1918, pp. Ill, 112; 1919, p. 83; 1919, p. 84; 1920; p. 69; 1920

pp. 70-73; 1921, p. 98; 1921, p. 99; 1921, p. 100; 1922, p. 43; 1922, pp. 44

45; 1922,
p.

p.

83; 1925,

45; 1923,
p.

54; 1923, p. 55; 1924, p. 49; 1925,

p.

84; 1925,

1929, p. 159; 1929, p. 161

86; 1927,

p.

§

140; 1927,

p.

82; 1925

141; 1927,

p.

142

1929, p. 162; 1931, p. 119.)

;

— County treasurer may deposit county
Note. — Acts 1929, pp. 223, 224, authorizes the

Cross-reference.
tories, see

p.

p.

funds

in

State deposi-

23-1017.

Editorial
county commissioners,
or the ordinary, to designate one or more banks as county depositories in counties
"having therein a city with a population of not less than 52,995 and not more than
80,000 according to the United States census of 1920."

Term

—

appointment; removal; salary or fees. Said
State depositories shall be appointed for the term of four years from
the date of their appointment, and shall be liable to be removed by the
Governor in his discretion for any neglect of their official duties, and they
shall receive no salary or fees from the State. (Acts 1878-9, p. 88; 1895,
100-102.

(1250)

of

p. 22.)

100-103.
shall

(1251) Contracts as to interest to be paid.

make with

terest to be paid

Governor

most advantageous contracts

for in-

to the State for the use of the State's

money

depositories the

by them

—The

which may be deposited therein, as hereinafter provided by this Chapter.
In the event any depository so named shall refuse to make a satisfactory contract with the Governor as to interest to be paid, he shall
have authority to remove such depository and appoint another. In the
event only one bank is situated in any city designated for a legal deposi-

State Depositories.
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§J00-1'/.

Governor may place deposits in the nearest depository with
which a satisfactory contract has been made. No officer of this State
shall be allowed to receive any commission, interest, compensation, or
reward for himself from any source for the depositing of such money in
tory, the

such depositories, or for continuing- such deposits. (Acts 1878-9,

p.

88;
I

1895, p. 22.)
Cross-references.

— Punishment

for officer receiving reward, see § 100-9901.
not to receive fee or profit, see Const., Art. V, Sec. II,
Private use of public
2-2703); Art. VII, Sec. IX, Par. I (§ 2-5701).

Treasurer or other

V

officer,

Par.
(§
funds, see § 40-1101,

100-104. (1252)

—Said

11

10.

Bonds

of depositories; recording;

amount; evidence.

upon the discharge of their
duties, by their proper officers, execute bonds, with good and sufficient
securities, to be fixed and approved by the Governor.
Said bonds shall
depositories shall, before entering

be conditioned for the faithful performance of all such duties as shall
be required of them by law, and for a faithful accounting for the money
or effects that may come into their hands during their continuance in
office.
Said bonds shall be filed and recorded in the executive office, and
copies thereof, certified

by one

of the Governor's secretaries

under the

Executive Department, shall be received in evidence in lieu
of the original in any of the courts and said bonds shall have the same
binding force and effect as the bond required by law to be given by the
State Treasurer, and, in case of default, shall be enforced in like manner. In determining the amount of the bond to be given by a depository
under this section, the Governor shall so fix the same as *to make it not
less than the amount of money to be entrusted to said depository, and in
no case shall a larger amount of money be deposited in any depository
than the amount of the bond, and the Governor may at any time require
additional bond, if necessary, to cover fully the amount deposited or intended to be deposited in such bank. (Acts 1903, p. 32; 1878-9, p. 88.)
seal of the

;

—

Cross-references. Securities on bond of Treasurer, see § 40-1002.
Failure of
Treasurer to perform duties, see § 40-1005. Bond, requirements of, see § 100-108.
Deposit of securities in lieu of bond, see § 100-108.

100-105. (1253)

When

Whenever from any cause

Governor

may

appoint

new

depositories.

—

the State depository in any locality shall cease

duty of the Governor to designate another,
either to fill out the unexpired term or to enter upon a new term of four
years, as the case may be. Said newly designated depository shall have
all the powers, perform all the duties, and be subject to all the liabilities
prescribed for State depositories, and shall furnish a like bond in which
the surety shall bind itself for the entire amount of the bond. In selecting any depository, the Governor shall not be confined to banks chartered
by the State, but may, if he deem it best, select any bank chartered under
the National Bank Act of the United States, doing business in this State.
to operate,

it

(Acts 1882-3,

shall be the

p. 138.)

100-106. (1254) Treasurer to advise

—

Governor

of financial condition

be the duty of the Treasurer to keep
advised, and to keep the Governor advised from time to time, of the
financial condition of the various State depositories, as well as of the
financial condition and standing of the securities on the bonds of such
depositories, and if at any time they should become satisfied of the inof State depositories.

It shall

£
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solvency of any of the depositories, or that the affairs of any of said depositories are in an embarrassed condition, it shall be the duty of the
Governor to direct the Treasurer to withdraw the money of the State
from such depository, and the Governor may declare a vacancy and may
proceed to designate another bank in the same locality to act as such depository for the unexpired term under the rules and regulations pre-

In case the Governor should be advised of the insolvency

scribed by law.

of the securities on the

bond

any

of

of said depositories,

shall be his

it

duty to notify such depository to strengthen said bond, and if at the end
of 10 days said bond is not strengthened, the Governor shall declare a
vacancy, and proceed to fill the same by a new designation. (Acts 1882-3,
p. 138.)

100-107.

(1255) Sureties,

how

relieved.— Any surety on the bond of

a State depository, desiring" to be relieved

from said bond, may give

notice in writing to the Governor of such desire, with the reasons therefor,

and the Governor

shall

have authority,

in his discretion, to relieve

such surety Provided, the consent of the cosureties be first obtained in
writing: and Provided further, that the principal will furnish a new
:

surety to take the place of the surety relieved,

will

past and future transactions. (Acts 1882-3,

liabilities for

100-108.

who

(1256) State's deposit limited to

in lieu of bond.

—The Treasurer

time, or have 6n deposit at

amount

assume

for a longer time than 10 days, a

sum

of

in

of bond.

any one

his

p. 138.)

Securities

of this State shall not deposit

any one time

all

at"

any one

of the depositories

money belonging

to this State

bond given by said depository to the State. The Treasurer shall check from any depository the amount of the State's money
that said depository holds in excess of its bond and pay the sum into
that exceeds the

may

be allowed to hold
a sum greater than $50,000, but not in excess of $100,000, upon such
depository giving a new bond to cover the maximum amount to be deposited with it, and when such new bond has been executed and delivered to the Governor the old bond shall be discharged and surrendered.
The bond to be given by State depositories, whether State or national
banks, shall be a surety bond signed by a surety company duly qualified
and authorized to transact business in this State, in a sum equal to the
amount of money to be deposited with such depository: Provided, that
in lieu of such surety bond the State depository may deposit with the
State Treasurer bonds of the United States or of this State, or bonds
the treasury

:

Provided, that a State depository

of the counties or municipalities of this State, satisfactory to the State

Treasurer, which have been duly validated as provided by law, and as to
which there has been no default in payment either of principal or interest.

A

may secure deposits made with it in part by a surety
bond and in part by a deposit of any or all of the bonds above mentioned,
or by either method. (Acts 1893, p. 135; 1931, p. 120.)
State depository

—

Monthly statements by depositories. State depositories shall render to the Governor and the State Treasurer, on the
first day of every month, a statement of the money on hand belonging to
the State, showing the time when, and from whom, received, together
with a statement and balance sheet showing the exact condition of its
100-109.

(1257, 1259)

—
State Depositories.
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account with the State Treasurer on that

§ 100-114

(Acts 1878-9,

<biy.

p.

89; 1893,

pp. 135, 136.)

Governor authorized to sell bonds of defaulting bank.
Whenever any bank which has been made a State depository and
deposited bonds shall fail to faithfully perform such duties as shall be
100-110. (1258)

—

I

required of

moneys

it

by law, or

the Governor shall

office,

the State the

hands during its consufficient bonds to reimburse

into

sell

its

amounts due by the State depository on account

(Acts 1889,

fault.

may have come

or effects that

tinuance in

shall fail to faithfully account for all the public

of such de-

p. 177.)

—

Funds subject to check, etc. Depositories shall hold
all funds received by them for and on account of the State, subject to
the check or order of the State Treasurer. Whenever any tax collector
shall make a deposit in a State depository, the depository shall give to
said tax collector a receipt, which shall be a good and sufficient voucher
100-111. (1259)

and

to said collector,

shall mail to the State

receipt so given to said tax collector,

Treasurer a duplicate of the

and as soon as the Treasurer

shall

receive said duplicate receipt he shall issue his certificate in favor of the

depositing tax collector and transmit the same to the Comptroller General,

who

shall place the

amount

therein mentioned to the credit of said

tax collector, and at once mail to him a receipt for said amount. (Acts
1878-9, p. 88.)

Tax

100-112. (1260)

Governor

shall, at the

collectors

may pay

funds at depositories.

—The

time of appointing the State depositories, make a

whose tax collectors shall be instructed to pay State
funds into each depository, and said tax collectors shall pay into no
other depository than the one named by the Governor and the Governor shall also make known the apportionment of counties by a proclamation duly published in the city where such depository is located,
giving the name of the depository and the names of the counties whose
tax collectors shall be instructed to pay into said depository all moneys
collected by them for and on account of State taxes. (Acts 1878-9, p. 88.)
list of

the counties

;

100-113. (1261)

Tax

officers

may

also

pay funds

at State treasury.

Nothing contained in this Chapter shall be construed to prevent tax collectors from paying State funds directly into the State treasury. The
State Treasurer shall not deposit such funds in any bank or other depository except those established under this Chapter, and he shall, by
check or other proper means, draw from said depositories such amounts
only, and at such times only, as the necessities of his department may
require.

(Acts 1878-9,

p. 88.)

100-114. (1262) Treasurer's

bond not

affected

by

this

Chapter.— Noth-

ing contained in this Chapter shall be held, taken, or construed as affecting, altering, or

changing the provisions of existing laws as to the bond

of the State Treasurer.
Cross-reference.

(Acts 1878-9,

—Securities

p. 90.)

on bond of Treasurer, see

§

40-1002.

§

State Depositories.
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CHAPTER

100-99.
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CRIMES.

Sec.

receiving reward for
depositing State's money

100-9901.

Officer
in

100-9901.

money

State depositories.

(19° F. C.) Officer receiving reward for depositing State's

in State depositories.

any commission,

interest,

—Any

officer of this State

who

shall receive

compensation, or reward for himself from any

source for the depositing- of the State's money in State depositories, or
for continuing such deposits, shall be punishable by imprisonment in the
penitentiary for not less than seven nor
qualification to hold office.
Cross-reference.

more than 20

(Acts 1878-9, pp. 88, 89; 1895,

— For prohibitory provisions,

STATE ENTOMOLOGIST:

See Title

see

5,

§

years, and disp. 22.)

100-103.

Agriculture, Chapters 5-7 to

5-9.

STATE EXAMINING BOARDS, Joint-Secretary of:
fessions, Businesses,

STATE FORESTER:

and Trades, Chapter

See Title 84, Pro-

84-1.

See Title 43, Forestry and Geology, Chapter

43-2.

STATE GEOLOGIST:

See Title 43, Forestry and Geology, Chapter

43-3.

STATE HIGHWAY BOARD:
ries,

See Title 95, Roads, Bridges, and Fer-

Chapter 95-16.

STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT:
and Ferries, Chapters 95-15, 95-16.

See Title 95, Roads, Bridges,

TITLE

101.

STATE LIBRARIAN.
Chap.

Sec.

.

101-1.

In general

101-101

101-2.

Duties; distribution of laws, etc
Legislative reference department

101-201

101-3.

101-301

CROSS-REFERENCES.
Notaries public for State at large: See Title 71, Notaries Public and Commissioners
of Deeds, Chapter 71-2.
Public libraries: See Title 32, Education, Chapter 32-27.
State Library Commission: See Title 32, Education, Chapter 32-26.

See also Title

90,

Public Printing.

CHAPTER

IN GENERAL.

101-1.

Sec.

Sec.
101-101.

Appointment

and

term

of

office.

101-102.
101-103.

Bond and

security.

Salary of Librarian and assistant

Second

Library to be kept

10M06

0ffice

101-107.

assistant

employment;

-

subject

t0

at capitol.

Governor's

supervision.

-

101-104.

101-105.

librarian;
salary.

Delivery of contents of

office

to successor.

—

Appointment and term of office. The Governor shall
present, for confirmation by the Senate, some fit and competent person
to serve as State Librarian, whose term of office shall be four years and
until his successor shall have been chosen and confirmed in like manner.
101-101. (172)

(Acts 1880-1,

p. 69.)

—

Cross-references. Females privileged to hold office, see § 79-207. Fees charged
State Librarian member
to be paid to Treasurer, see § 92-3503, 11 5.
of State Library Commission, see § 32-2601.

by Librarian

Bond and

—The

Librarian must give a bond
in the sum of $2,000, with good security, payable to the Governor and his
successors in office, conditioned for the faithful performance of his duty
101-102. (175)

security.

as State Librarian. (Act 1847, Cobb, 1037.)

—

State Librarian shall be $1,800 per

and assistant. The salary of the
annum, and the salary of the assistant

annum. (Acts

1889, p. 153; 1904, p. 50; 1918, p. M8.)

101-103. (173) Salary of Librarian
librarian $1,500 per
Editorial Note.

—The State Librarian

is

authorized by

§

71-204 to collect and rewhich fees are in

tain fees for appointing notaries public for the State at large,
addition to the Librarian's salary prescribed in the above section.

Librarian

is

—

Second assistant librarian; employment; salary. The
authorized to employ a second assistant librarian, and the

101-104. (174)
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State Librarian

§ 101-10:

second assistant shall be at the rate of $1,000 per

compensation

of said

annum. (Acts

1909. p. 143; 1912. p. 45.)

Cross-reference.
salary, see

§

— Second

assistant as legislative reference librarian; additional

101-302.

(176) Library to be kept at capitol.

101-105.

to this State, with such additions as

source, together with

all

may

—The

library belonging

made from any

be hereafter

copies of the laws, journals or other books

published or purchased by the State, shall be kept in appropriate apart-

ments at the capitol building, designated by the Governor, under such
rules and regulations as he may from time to time prescribe.
Cross-reference.

101-106.

— Governor

(188)

to supervise public property, see

91-402.

§

Office subject to Governor's supervision.

—The

office of

the State Librarian shall be under the general supervision of the Governor,

who may

and report
101-107.

its

at

any time appoint a competent person to examine into

condition to him.

(189) Delivery of contents of office to successor.

—

If

the Li-

brarian shall resign or be removed, he shall, within 10 days thereafter,

and other property of the State to his successor,
taking his receipt therefor, which shall be filed and recorded in the Executive office. For any failure to account for the books received by him
or to make good any damage to the State's property, the Governor shall
have suit brought against the Librarian and the sureties on his bond.
deliver the books, papers,

Cross-reference.
see § 89-602.

CHAPTER

— Duty

101-2.

of officers generally to deliver books, etc., to successors,

DUTIES; DISTRIBUTION OF LAWS, ETC.

Sec.

Sec.

101-201.

Preservation of books.
ing library open.

101-202.

Catalogue.

101-203.

Taking and

101-204.

Reports of certain

101-205.

Keep-

filing of receipts.

State

101-211.

Price for shipments outside of

101-212.

Worn-out

be filed with Librarian.
Distribution of laws, etc., to
of

journals to be
binding; distribu-

Georgia

Books

Copies of

laws and journals
for civil officers of each

101-215.

School of Technology.
Librarian to supply county
with certain reports.

county.

101-216.

Governor

101-217.

Librarian as exchange

101-218.

Exchange

Forwarding journals and laws
to ordinaries.

101-209.

University

furnished

of Georgia.

tion.

101-208.

Books

101-214.

printed;
101-207.

publica-

copies of

tions.

101-213.

Number

institutions, public libraries, and public schools
to be supplied.

State.
officers to

courts.
101-206.

101-210.

Reserved copies.

furnished

to

draw warrant.

of

court

officer.

reports

with other States.

—

Keeping library open. It is
the Librarian's business to preserve, keep in order, and protect said
library, to keep the same open for the inspection and use of all citizens
of the State, and to discharge such other duties in connection with the
library as may be required of him by law or by the Governor.
101-201.

(177) Preservation of books.

Cross-reference.

— Notaries public for State

at large, see

§

71-201.

—
;

§101-200

State Lib rarian.
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101-202. (180)

hand

Catalogue.

—The

make out and keep on

Librarian shall

a Catalogue, or card index, of

all

the hooks

the library, which

in

without unnecessary delay from time to time, as he
obtain new hooks or dispose of old ones.

shall he revised

101-203.
rian's

(]7

Taking and

(

))

filing of receipts.

!

may

be the Libra-

shall

duty to receive the printed laws and journals of the State from the

printer, and,

when

distribution

is

made

to the various counties, to take

from the clerks of courts or other distributees their receipts therefor.
Likewise he shall receive all other books required to be distributed, and
take receipts on the distribution, and keep in his office a file of such receipts.

(Acts 1851-2,

p. 17.)

—

Cross-references. Office of State printer abolished, see Const., Art. VII, Sec.
Par. I (§ 2-6501). See also Title 90, Public Printing.

XVII,

101-204. (181) Reports of certain officers to be filed with Librarian.

The Governor, Comptroller

who

may

are, or

General, Treasurer, and

be, required to

make

other officers

all

reports to the General Assembly,

with at least 10 copies of each of said
reports, and he shall have the same bound and preserved in the library
for public use. (Acts 1876, p. 5.)

shall furnish the State Librarian

—

Librarian as exchange officer, see § 101-217. Report of CompGovernor, see § 40-1510; to the General Assembly, see § 40-1512. Year
Duty of State Treasfor official reports coincident with fiscal year, see § 89-902.
Cross-references.

troller to

Governor
urer to report to Governor as to State debt, etc., see § 40-1101, II 12.
to lay before General Assembly report of Board of Control as to Academy for the
Blind, see § 35-707; as to Georgia School for the Deaf, see § 35-804; as to MilledgeReport of State School Superintendent, see
ville State Hospital, see § 35-211.
§ 32-508.
101-205.

(178, 190)

Distribution of laws,

etc.,

to courts.

— The distribu-

and journals, reports of the Supreme Court and Court of
Appeals decisions, and all other books required to be distributed to the
tion of the laws

several counties of the State or to be sent to other States, shall be

made

by the Librarian, under the direction of the Governor, in pursuance of the
provisions of the law in respect thereto. He shall mail the reports of the
Supreme Court and of the Court of Appeals, as follows One copy of
each to the Justices of the Supreme Court, Judges of the Court of Appeals, and judges of the superior courts, the clerk of the Supreme Court,
clerk of the Court of Appeals, the clerks of the superior courts, and the
:

ordinaries.

The remaining

use and for exchange, as

is

copies he shall keep in the State library for

required in this Code. (Acts 1868,

p. 195.)

—

Cross-references. Number of volumes of reports needed shall be requisitioned
publisher, see § 90-215. Supreme Court Reports and other public books furnished to the University of Georgia and the Georgia School of Technologv. see

from

§§ 101-213, 101-214.

101-206. (191, 193, 194)
distribution.

Number

of journals to be printed; binding;

—There shall be compiled, printed and bound

same

(such binding

Assembly) not more
than 500 copies of the journals of each branch of the General Assembly
and it shall be the duty of the State Librarian to distribute the same as
follows: One copy of the journal of each branch of the General Assembly to the ordinary of each county, whose duty it shall be to keep
and preserve the same for the use of the public and not permit same to
go out of his office, and to which the public shall have free access and
to be the

as that of the Acts of the General

:

6
c

State Librarian.

101-207
^___
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,

copy to each member of the General Assembly. The remainder
of the copies shall be retained by the Librarian for exchanging with the
various States, and for such other use and disposition as the Governor
may authorize and direct. (Acts 1861, p. 75; 1884-5, p. 134; 1889, p. 181.)
also one

and journals for civil officers of each
county.
Each county shall be entitled to one copy of the Acts of the
General Assembly for each civil officer, both judicial and ministerial, and
for each member of the General Assembly, to be distributed by the or101-207. (192, 193) Copies of laws

—

dinary.

(Acts 1861,

101-208. (200)

p.

75; 1889,

p. 181.)

Forwarding journals and laws

to ordinaries.

—The

Li-

brarian, under the supervision of the Governor, shall, as soon as the laws

and journals of each session are published, forward by express, prepaid,
to the office nearest each ordinary, the number of the laws and journals
each county may be entitled to: Provided, when the ordinary of any
county shall be put to any actual and necessary expense in getting the
books from the express office, he shall give an order on the county treasurer for said sum, and the county treasurer shall pay the same. As soon
as the Librarian shall have forwarded said laws and journals, he shall
notify each ordinary thereof by mail, and also notify him of the office
to which said laws and journals have been sent. (Acts 1874, p. 25.)
101-209. (199) Reserved copies.

House and Senate journals

— Fifty

copies each of the Acts and

shall be reserved

by the Librarian

for three

years, after which time 25 copies only need be reserved remaining copies
of journals as well as laws, after the distribution elsewhere provided for
is effected, shall be held for sale to the people of this State, any citizen
thereof having the right to buy one copy at the actual cost thereof and
said Librarian, upon being so requested, shall send by mail to any such
citizen a copy of said laws upon prepayment of the postage thereon and
the price. At the end of each month the Librarian shall pay all moneys
received from the sale of said laws to the State Treasurer, taking his receipt therefor, and, immediately after such payment, report to the Governor in writing the number of copies sold, and when and to whom, and
the sum so paid to the Treasurer, with the date of such payment. (Acts
;

;

1878-9, p. 179; 1909, p. 141.)

—

Cross-references. As to number of journals to be printed, see
brarian as exchange officer, see § 101-217.

101-210. (196)

be supplied.

§

101-206.

Li-

State institutions, public libraries, and public schools to

— Such

of the State institutions, public libraries

and public

schools of Georgia, and such other institutions of learning as maintain

and desire to receive them, shall be supplied free of charge by
the State Librarian with Colonial, Revolutionary and Confederate records and public documents. (Acts 1909, pp. 141, 142; 1916, p. 133.)
libraries

—

Cross-references. Librarian as exchange officer, see § 101-217. Supreme Court
Reports and other public books to be furnished to the University of Georgia, see
Branches of the University of Georgia, see § 32-103.
§ 101-213.

101-211.

(197) Price for shipments outside of State.

of the net price shall be

— Fifty

per cent,

added to the price of reports, laws, and records,

where they are shipped outside of the
charges in the United States. (Acts 1909,

State, to cover transportation

pp. 141, 142.)

—
:

State Librarian.
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101-212. (198)

Worn-out copies

§ 101-218

of publications.

— Worn-out

of

Georgia State publications shall be rebound, sold at second-hand
or discarded at the discretion of the Librarian. (Acts 1909, pp. 141,

price,

142.;

Books furnished University of Georgia. — Volumes of
the Supreme Court and Court of Appeals reports, and such other public
books as are furnished by the State to the several counties, shall be fur101-213. (201)

nished to the University of Georgia. (Acts 1884-5,

— Public

Cross-reference^
§

documents

to

be

furnished

p.

139.)

State

institutions,

see

101-210.

—

Technology. The State
Librarian shall supply, free of charge, to the Georgia School of Technology, volumes of such reports and such other public books as are furnished by the State to the several counties and to the University of
Georgia. (Acts 1919, p. 369.)
101-214.

Books furnished Georgia School

of

supply county with certain reports.
Whenever the Governor shall have satisfactory evidence that the Supreme Court or Court of Appeals reports, or any of them, have never
been furnished by the State to any county, it shall be his duty to cause
the Librarian to furnish such county with such volumes as have not
been furnished the same. (Acts 1882-3, p. 24.)
101-215. (202) Librarian

Cross-reference.

to

—As to distribution of laws,

etc.,

see

§

101-205.

—

Governor to draw warrant. Whenever the Governor
any county is entitled to be supplied with any number
of Supreme Court or Court of Appeals reports, he shall draw his warrant upon the State Treasurer for the amount required for the same
Provided, that not more than $250 shall be drawn to supply reports to
any one county. (Acts 1882-3, p. 24.)
101-216. (204)

shall decide that

—

exchange officer. The State Librarian
shall be the exchange officer of Georgia for the purpose of a regular
systematic exchange between this and other States of public documents,
and the several State departments and institutions are required to deposit with said officer for said purpose at least 65 copies of each of their
reports and bulletins. (Acts 1909, p. 141.)
101-217. (195) Librarian as

—

Cross-references. Price for shipments, see
with Librarian, see § 101-204.

§

101-211.

Certain reports

to

be

filed

101-218. (183)

Exchange

of

court reports with other States.

—The

Librarian shall establish and maintain with other States, through the

proper authorities, the exchange of Georgia reports and Georgia Appeals
reports for the reports of their appellate tribunals.
Cross-reference.

— As

to

number

of

volumes

to be furnished State Librarian, see

§ 90-215.

CHAPTER

101-3.

LEGISLATIVE REFERENCE DEPARTMENT.

Sec.
101-301.

Sec.

Establishment; direction; pur-

101-302.

pose,

Legislative

reference

rian; duties: salary.

101-303.

Expenses.

libra-

State Librarian.

§ 101-301

101-301. Establishment;
lished

and conducted

direction;

2602

purpose.

—There

be estab-

shall

connection with the State library under the

in

direction of the State Librarian a legislative reference department.

make

object of said department shall be to gather and to

members

information as shall aid the

may

available such

Assembly and the
duties, and to serve

of the General

several State departments in the discharge of their

such other citizens as

The

Said department shall

desire to consult same.

and index books, pamphlets and other material
relating to legislation, shall prepare abstracts of laws of other States and
Countries, and shall make such indexes of the legislative and administrative records of this State, both current and past, as to make access
and reference thereto easy and sure. (Acts 1914, p. 137.)
collect, arrange, classify

101-302. Legislative

reference

librarian;

duties;

salary.

—To

carry

hereby authorized
and empowered to designate the second assistant librarian, who shall be
known as legislative reference librarian, to have charge of the work of
said department, and to perform such other duties in connection with the
out the provisions of this law, the State Librarian

general

work

is

of the State library as the State Librarian

may

direct.

The

salary of said assistant shall be $200 per year in addition to the $1,000

per year provided for the second assistant librarian. (Acts 1914,.
Cross-reference.

— Employment

101-303. Expenses.

—The

of

second assistant librarian, see

State Librarian

may

§

p. 137.)

101-104.

incur such expenses in

may

be necessary in the proper administration of
the department, for extra clerk hire and supplies, not exceeding $1,000
annually. (Acts 1914, p. 137.)
addition to salary as

STATE LIBRARY COMMISSION:

See Title 32, Education, Chapter

32-26.

STATE PRISON: See
STATE PROPERTY:

Title 77, Penal Institutions.

See Title 91, Public Property, Chapters 91-1 to

91-5, 91-8.

STATE REVENUE COMMISSION:

See Title 92, Public Revenue,

Chapters 92-45, 92-58, 92-70, 92-73.

STATE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS:
tion,

Chapter

See Title 32, Educa-

32-5.

STATE TEACHERS AND AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE:
32,

See Title

Education, Chapter 32-1.

STATE TREASURER:

See Title 40, Executive Department, Chapters

40-9 to 40-13.

STATE TUBERCULOSIS SANATORIUM:

See Title 35, Eleemosy-

nary Institutions, Chapter 35-4.

STATE VETERINARIAN: See Title 62, Live Stock, Chapter 62-9.
STATE WAREHOUSE DEPARTMENT: See Title 5, Agriculture,
Chapter

5-3.

STATISTICS, VITAL:
88-12.

See Title 88, Public Health, Chapters 88-11,

TITLE

102.

STATUTES.
Sec

Chap.
In general

102-1.

-

102-101

CROSS-REFERENCES.
Distribution of laws, etc.: See Title 101, State Librarian, Chapter 101-2.
Enactment of laws: See Title 2, Constitution of the State of Georgia, Chapter

Assembly.

2-18; Title 47, General

Laws

See Title

of general operation:

Chapter 2-85.
Special and local legislation:
Chapter 2-4.

See Title

CHAPTER
Sec.

«^~

102-1.

*

n~

Code

of Georgia of 1933.

^

.

,

Construction of statutes.
•

r

.

,

102-103.

Meaning of certain words.

102-104.

Future operation of laws; impairment of obligation of
contracts; bills of attainder;
ex post facto laws.

102-101.

made

Code

Constitution of the State of Georgia,

2,

IN GENERAL.
Sec.

.

102-101.
* n~ * n~
102-102.

Constitution of the State of Georgia,

2,

of Georgia of 1933.

Code

102-105.

When

,_- , AZ
102-106.

^, T

102 _ 10g
^
^ nn

Lex

,

mw

M
102-109.
102-110.

—This

laws take
norance of law.
.

^
,

Waiver

^^
j

effect.

Ig-

,

of law.

.

repeal

verns

when

•

bound by statute, when.
Comity of States.

State

Code

is

hereby adopted and

having the effect of statutes enacted by the General Assembly. It shall go into effect on the proclamation of the Governor, and shall be known as the Code of Georgia of 1933.
of force as the

(Acts 1933,

p. 31.)

Cross-references.
Art. XII, Sec.
see § 81-101.

of Georgia,

I

—Laws

of general operation in force in this State, see Const.,
Procedure in actions commenced under the Code,

(Chapter 2-85).

—

Editorial Note. This section was codified from the Act adopting this Code,
The resolution of trie General Assembly
all of which Act has been codified.
creating the Code Commission, under whose direction this Code was prepared,

not

appears in Acts 1929, p. 1487.
Prior Codes and Supplements: Penal Codes of 1811, 1816, 1817
104/847 (31 S. E. 531); Cobb's Digest, 778.
Code of 1863: Authorized by Acts 1858, p. 95; adopted to take
1, 1862, Acts 1860, p. 24: time extended so as to make Code take
1, 1863, Acts 1861, p. 28; ratified by Constitution of 1865, Art. V,

Code §
Irwin's Code

Irwin's

and

1833.

effect
effect

Sec.

I,

See

January
January
Par. V,

4984.

Appointment of commission to examine Code authorof 1868:
p. 315; Governor authorized to subscribe for sufficient number
of copies for use of State, Acts 1866, p. 223: ratified bv Constitution of 1868, Art
XI, Sec. Ill, Irwin's Code, § 5228, Code of 1873, § 5145.
ized,

Acts 1865-6,

Code of 1873: Governor authorized to direct Attorney General to examine and
to subscribe for sufficient number of copies for use of State, Acts 1872, p. 524.
Code of 1882: Governor authorized to direct Attorney General to examine, Acts
1880-81, p. 676; codifiers authorized to publish Code, and Governor authorized to
subscribe for sufficient number of copies for use of State, Acts 1880-81. o. 140;
resolutions providing for examination, correction, and distribution. Acts 1882-3,
pp. 683, 686, 693, 698.
Code

of 1895: Authorized, Acts 1893, p. 119:
p. 292; adopted, Acts 1895, p. 98.

Acts 1894,

committee appointed to examine,

§

Statutes.

102-10 J

Code

Commission created

of 1910:

Acts 1910,

examine, Acts 1909,

p.

Ill;

adopted,

p. 48.

Annotated Code of 1914:

Park's

to

2604

Resolution

authorizing examination,

Acts
Acts 1914, p. 1242.
Park's Annotated Code Supplements:
The 1922 Supplement consists of four
volumes, Volumes 8 to 11; the 1926 Supplement consists of Volumes 12 and 13,
and the 1928 Supplement of Volume 14.
Code of 1926 and the 1928 Supplement of that Code were published by The
1914. p. 1241; resolution authorizing publication, see

Company, of Charlottesville, Virginia.
The 1930 Supplement to the Georgia Code supplemented both Park's Annotated
Code and the Georgia Code of 1926. It was published jointly by The Michie Company, of Charlottesville, Virginia, and The Harrison Company, of Atlanta, Georgia.
The 1931 and 1932 Supplements to the Georgia Code are supplements to both
Park's Annotated Code and the Georgia Code of 1926. They were published by
The Harrison Company. No Code or supplement since Park's Annotated Code
of 1914, except the Code of Georgia of 1933, received any legislative sanction or
Ifichie

approval.

—

Construction of statutes. The following rules
shall govern the construction of all statutory enactments:
102-102. (4;

IP.

C.)

The ordinary

be applied to all words, except
words of art. or words connected with a particular trade or subject-matter, when they shall have the signification attached to them by experts in
such trade, or with reference to such subject-matter.
1.

Cross-reference.
2.

3.

4.

signification

— Rules

shall

of interpretation of contracts, see

§

20-704.

The present or past tense shall include the future.
The masculine gender shall include the feminine and
The singular or plural number shall each include the

neuter.
other, unless

expressly excluded.
5.

A

joint authority given to

any number

be executed by a majority of them, unless

of persons, or officers,

it is

may

otherwise declared.

—

Cross-references. Number of arbitrators necessary to make award, see § 7-216.
of executors necessary to execute trusts where several are named, see
Inventory made jointly by administrators, see § 113-1405. Majority of
§ 113-1504.
Authentication of list of
officers making list of disqualified voters, see § 34-204.
registered voters by two county registrars, see § 34-701.

Number

6.

A

substantial compliance with any requirement of the Code, or laws

amendatory thereof, especially on the part of public officers, shall be
deemed and held sufficient, and no proceeding shall be declared void for
want of such compliance, unless expressly so provided by the enactment.

—

Cross-references. Formality in petitions and substantial compliance, see § 3-511.
Formalities in petition or process, see §§ 81-114, 81-220. Bonds valid though not
in strict
7.

conformity to law, see

When

out seal,

is

bond

a

is

sufficient;

do not appear

in the

§

89-419.

required by law, an undertaking in writing, with-

and

in all

bonds where the names

of the obligors

bond, but are subscribed thereto, they are bound

thereby.
8.

When

ilege, or the

counted
allowed

;

number

a

and

if

9.

In

6-103.

all

evil,

prescribed for the exercise of any priv-

fall

first

or last day shall be

on Sunday, another day shall be

computation.

—

Exclusion of Sundays and holidays
Holidays enumerated, see § 14-1808.

in

time for entering ap-

interpretations, the courts shall look diligently for the inten-

Assembly, keeping in view, at all times, the old law,
and the remedy. Grammatical errors shall not vitiate, and a

tion of the General

the

is

the last day shall

Cross-references.
§

days

discharge of any duty, only the

in the

peal, see

of

:

§ 102-103

Statutes.
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may

transposition of words and clauses
or clause

without meaning as

is

— Construction

Cross-reference.

102-103. (5

;

meaning

Abode

the sent':

20-704.

8

of certain words.

words

ings shall be given to the following
ferent

when

Stands.

it

of contracts, sec

Meaning

2 P. C.)

be resorted to

—The

following mean-

in all statutes, unless a dif-

apparent from the context

is

means "domicile." (170 Ga.

ordinarily

779, 782 (154 S. E. 240,.,

an event that takes place without one's foresight or expectation; that which takes place or begins to exist without design. (31
App. 151 (120 S. E. 649).)
Accident

is

'

Act

of

God means an

accident produced by physical causes which are

or inevitable, such as lightning, storms, perils of the
earthquakes, inundations, sudden death or illness. This expression ex-

irresistible

cludes

all

human

idea of

679). 36 Ga.

agency. (2 Ga. 349, 357. 124 Ga. 332 (52

App. 574 (137

S.

E.

S. E. 569).)

Actionable per se and negligence per se are practically synonymo
(4 Ga.

App.

159, 163 (60 S. E. 1068).)

Adequate means equal

to

what

required, suitable to the case or

is

occasion, fully sufficient, proportionate, satisfactory. (16 Ga. App. 834,

837 (86
All

S. E. 651).)

means every

one, or the whole

number

App.

(6 Ga.

of particulars.

584, 598 (65 S. E. 590).)

Also means "in

like

manner," "likewise," "in addition," "besides," "as

well," "further," "too." (123 Ga. 49, 61 (51 S. E. 81).)

As soon
gard to

all

as possible

means within

a reasonable time, having due re-

the circumstances. (11 Ga. App. 784, 786 (76

At may mean
nearness, and

it

(30 S. E. 989).

"in," "near," "within." or "about."

Its

E. 159).)

S.

primary idea

is

than "in" or "on." (104 Ga. 743, 753
109 Ga. 119 (34 S. E. 202). 119 Ga. 807 (47 S. E. 175).
is

less definite

164 Ga. 211 (138 S. E. 206).)

Carelessly and "negligently" are synonymous. (121 Ga. 386 (49
285).

See 40 Ga. App. 827(1) (151

S.

E.

S. E. 685).)

Children and Grandchildren, as used in statutes, generally refer to
legitimate descendants, unless there

is

something which shows a con-

trary intent on the part of the legislature. (143 Ga. 342, 345 (85 S. E.
105).)

F. O. B.

means

"free on board"

and puts cost

of

shipment on buyer.

(108 Ga. 533, 535 (34 S. E. 28).)

Highway,

or Road, includes bridges

streets in a city.
Justice,

when

upon the same, and

also includes

(125 Ga. 529, 545 (54 S. E. 736).)

applied to magistrates,

Lunatic, Insane, or

Non Compos

means

justice of the peace.

Mentis, each includes

all

persons of

unsound mind.
Cross-references.
as witnesses, see

May
word

§

— Persons
38-1607.

of

sound mind, see

Lunatics, see

§

§

26-301.

Who

are incompetent

26-303.

ordinarily denotes permission and not

command.

Where

the

as used in a statute concerns the public interest or affects the

§

102-104

Statutes.

rights of third persons

construed to

will be

it
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mean "must"

or "shall."

(130 Ga. 394, 395 (60 S. E. 997).)

Month means

a calendar

month

(Act 1838, Cobb,

20 school days.

Oath includes

;

month

a scholastic

Acts 1896,

p. 536.

in public schools is

p. 82.)

affirmation.

Penitentiary means any place where felony convicts are confined at
hard labor, under the authority of any law of this State. (164 Ga. 210
(138

S. E. 206).)

Person includes a corporation.
Preceding and Aforesaid usually mean next before, and Following
next after, unless the context requires a different signification.

Property includes

real

and personal property.

Seal shall include impressions on the paper
sions on

wax

or any other
Cobb.'

or wafers.

With

mark intended

itself,

as well as impres-

the exception of official seals, a Scrawl,

as a seal, shall be held as such.

p. 274.)

Sickness means any affection of the body which deprives
of the

(Act 1838,

power

to fulfill its usual functions.

it

temporarily

(18 Ga. App. 226, 229 (89

S. E. 495).)

Signature, or Subscription, includes the

mark

of

an

illiterate or in-

firm person.

Trespass comprehends

any misfeasance, transgression, or offense
which damages another's health, reputation or property. (34 Ga. App.
470, 471 (130 S. E. 76).)

Until a certain day includes

230 (102

S.

all of

E. 912).)

Whereas means "considering

that."

Writing includes printing and

Year means a calendar
102-104.

such day. (70 Ga. 717. 25 Ga. App.

(6; 3 P. C.)

all

(128 Ga. 233, 239 (75 S. E. 425).)

numerals.

year.

Future operation of laws; impairment of obliga-

tion of contracts; bills of attainder; ex post facto laws.

— Laws prescribe

only for the future; they cannot impair the obligation of contracts, nor,
usually, have a retrospective operation.

or

mode

of trial

may

Laws

looking only to the remedy

apply to contracts, rights, and offenses entered into

committed prior to their passage but in every case a reasonable time subsequent to the passage of the statute should be allowed

or accrued or

;

for the citizen to enforce his contract, or protect his right.

No

bill

of

attainder or ex post facto law shall be passed.
Cross-references.— Attainder, and ex post facto laws, see Const., Art. I, Sec. HI,
S., Art. I, Sec. 9, Par. 3 (§ 1-128), and Const. U. S., Art. I,

Par. II (| 2-302), Const. U.
Sec. 10, Par. 1, (§ 1-134).

102-105.

(7; 4 P. C.)

When

laws take

after promulgation, are obligatory

effect.

upon

all

Ignorance of law.

— Laws,

inhabitants of this State,

and ignorance of the law excuses no one.
Cross-references.— Persons to whom State laws are applicable, see §§ 3-206,
Necessity of persons taking notice of powers of public officers, see
§

89-903.

Statutes.
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102-106. (10; 5 P. C.)
tion of public order or

.:

102

1

10

Waiver of law. Laws made for the pre#erv%good morals cannot be done away with or abro-

gated by any agreement; but a person may waive or renounce what the
law has established in his favor, when he does not thereby injure Otl
or affect the public interest.

—

Cross-references. Variation of general laws by consent ol the affected
Waiving process and
see Const., Art. I, Sec. IV, Par. 1 (§ 2-401).
Waiver of inspection and analysis of fertilizer, see $ 5-1104.
§§ 81-209, 81-211.
Homestead waiver, see § 51-1101, and Const, Art. IX, Sec. Ill, far. I f§ 2-7401;,
and Const., Art. IX, Sec. V, Par. I (§ 2-7601). Waiver of commission to take
interrogatories, see § 38-2119. When jurisdiction admitted, see § 81-503. JurisdicTrial at first term by consent, see
tion "not given by consent, see § 24-112.
dower may be barred, see § 31-110.
§ 3-405.

How

102-107. (11) Local laws, repeal.

—

If

there

is

a law in force at the time

adoption of this Code, having entirely a local application, such
local law is not repealed by this Code, unless so expressly declared.
of the

Cross-references.

— Force

Par. IV (§ 2-8504).
(§ 2-401).

Editorial Note.

102-108. (8)

How

of local and private acts, see Const., Art. XII, Sec.
general law varied, see Const., Art. I, Sec. IV, Par.

—This section was in the
Lex

loci

Code

governs, when.

of 1863

— The

and

all

I,

I

subsequent Codes.

validity, form,

and

effect

determined by the laws of the place
where executed. When such writings or contracts are intended to have
effect in this State, they must be executed in conformity to the laws of
this State, excepting wills of personalty of persons domiciled in another
State or Country.
of all writings or contracts are

—

Cross-references. Contracts bearing interest, see § 57-106. Contracts generally,
Necessity
see § 20-209. Foreign will devising personalty, see §§ 113-613, 113-705.
Comity of
of foreign assignments conforming to law of this State, see § 28-310.
Probate of foreign wills, see § 113-701 et seq. Marriage in
States, see § 102-110.
another State, see § 53-214.

—

102-109. (3) State bound by statute, when. The State is not bound
by the passage of a law unless named therein, or unless the words of

the Act should be so plain, clear and unmistakable as to leave no doubt
as to the intention of the legislature.

(91 Ga. 524 (17 S. E. 940).)

—

Cross-references. Limitations to operate against the State, -see § 3-715.
Public
not estopped by acts of officer in exercise of power not conferred, see § 89-903.

—

Comity of States. The laws of other States and foreign
nations shall have no force and effect of themselves within this State,
further than is provided by the Constitution of the United States, and
The courts shall enforce this
is recognized by the comity of States.
comity, unless restrained by the General Assembly, so long as its en102-110. (9)

forcement

is

not contrary to the policy or prejudicial to the interests of

this State.

—

Cross-references. Privilege of citizens of foreign States to sue in this State,
see § 79-305. Recognition given foreign corporations, see § 22-1501. Foreign assignments to conform to law of this State, see § 28-310. Foreign corporations
Comity to foreign insurance companies, see
subject to attachment, see § 8-108.
S 5o-315.
Foreign attorneys, see Title 9, Attorneys at Law, Chapters 9-2. °-3:
Laws and judicial
§§ 24-3602, 24-4502. Matters judicially recognized, see § 38-112.
proceedings of other States, how proved, see § 38-622, 38-627. Full faith and credit
to be given in each State to public acts, etc., of every other State, see Const. V. S..
Marriage in another State, see § 53-214. What
Art. IV, Sec. 1, Par. 1 (§ 1-401).
powers foreign corporations not to exercise within this State, see § 22-1502. Granting of licenses by board of medical examiners to licentiates of other States, see
Reciprocity as to building and loan associations, see § 16-209.
§ 84-914.

I.

Statute of Frauds

— Supreme Court Retorts.
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STATUTE OF FRAUDS: See Title 20, Contracts, Chapter 20-4.
STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS: See Title 3, Actions, Chapters

3-7

to 3-10; Title 27, Criminal Procedure, Chapter 27-6.

STOCK:

Live stock: See Title 62, Live Stock.

STOCKS AND BONDS: See Title 97, Securities.
STREETS AND HIGHWAYS: See Title 69, Municipal
Chapter 69-4; Title

95,

Corporations,

Roads, Bridges, and Ferries.

STREET RAILROADS: See Title
SUBORNATION OF PERJURY:

94, Railroads,

Chapter 94-10.

See Title 26, Crimes and Punish-

ment, Chapter 26-40.

SUBURBAN RAILROADS:
SUITS: See

Title

3,

See Title 94, Railroads, Chapter 94-10.

Actions.

SUPERINTENDENT OF BANKS: See Title 13, Banks and Banking.
SUPERINTENDENTS OF SCHOOLS: See Title 32, Education,
Chapters 32-5, 32-10.

SUPERIOR COURTS:
gia,

See Title 2, Constitution of the State of GeorChapters 2-31 to 2-33; Title 24, Courts, Chapters 24-25 to 24-33.

SUPERSEDEAS: See Title 6, Appeal and Error, Chapter 6-10.
SUPERVISOR OF PURCHASES: See Title 40, Executive Department, Chapter 40-19.

SUPREME COURT OF STATE:

See Title 2, Constitution of the
State of Georgia, Chapter 2-30; Title 24, Courts, Cfiapters 24-37 to

24-45.

SUPREME COURT REPORTS:

See Title 90, Public Printing, ChapChapter 101-2.

ter 90-2; Title 101, State Librarian,

TITLE

103.

SURETYSHIP.
Chap.
103-

Sec.

1.

The

103-101

contract

103- 2.

Relative rights of creditor and surety

103-201

103-

Rights of surety against principal
Rights of sureties among themselves
Rights of sureties as to third persons
Contracts of suretyship between common carriers and their
employees

103-301

Crimes

103-9901

3.

103- 4.
103- 5.
103-

6.

103-99.

103-401
103-501
103-601

CROSS-REFERENCES.
Fidelity insurance companies:

See Title

56,

Insurance, Chapter 56-11.

Joint obligors, actions against: See Title 3, Actions, Chapter 3-3.
Public officers, bonds of, generally; sureties on: See Title 89, Public Officers,

Chapter

89-4.

Wife as surety:
See also Title

See Title
14, Bills

53,

Husband and Wife,

§

53-503.

and Notes.

CHAPTER

103-1.

THE CONTRACT.
Sec.

Sec.
103-101.

guaranty

Definition;

distin-

103-103

by

extended

not

implication.

guished.
103-104.
103-102.

Suretyship

Form

of contract immaterial;
indorser.

accommodation

Nature of obligation of surety.

103-101. (3538) Definition; guaranty distinguished.

—The

contract of

one whereby a person obligates himself to pay the debt of
another in consideration of credit or indulgence, or other benefit given
to his principal, the principal remaining bound therefor. It differs from
a guaranty in this, that the consideration of the latter is a benefit flowing
suretyship

is

to the guarantor.
Cross-reference.
§

—Venue

and several obligors, see

of suits against joint, or joint

3-204.

103-102. (3539)

surety

is

Nature

of obligation of surety.

accessory to that of his principal, and

— The obligation of the
if

the latter from any

cause becomes extinct, the former shall cease of course, even though
is

in

judgment.

invalid

from

If,

however, the original contract

a disability to contract,

the surety, he shall

still

and

this disability

was

was known

to

be bound.

103-103. (3540) Suretyship not extended
tract of suretyship is

of the principal

it

one of

strict law.

by

implication.

and the surety's

be extended by implication or interpretation.

—The

liability will

con-

not

Suretyship.

§ 103-104

103-104.

dorsee

Form

(3541)

— The

form

of the contract

exists

merely as

a surety.

Cross-reference.

;

— Liability

CHAPTER

of

is

accommodation

in-

immaterial, provided the fact of

accommodation indorser

an

hence,

suretyship

immaterial;

contract

of

,2610

accommodation

indorser, see

§

is

considered

14-306.

RELATIVE RIGHTS OF CREDITOR

103-2.

AND SURETY.
Sec.

Sec,

103-201.

Effect

of or
with surety.

release

of

pounding

com-

103-205.

Refusal to sue principal after
n otlce b y Sllret y as
dis "
,

charge.

Novation; discharge of surety.

by

10 3-206.

Extending liability.
Promise to pay in ignorance

103-203.

Discharge

in-

103-207.

103-204.

Refusal to deliver evidence of
debt on tender of amount
of
debt as discharging

103-208.

Process against
sued out.

103-209.

Judgment against principal
and surety at same time.

surety

of

crease of risk.

of discharge.

surety.

103-201. (3542) Effect of release of or

The

creditor

may

surety,

compounding with

how

surety.

—

compound with the surety without releasing
release of or compounding with one surety shall

release or

the principal, but the

discharge a cosurety.

When

20-910.

charged, see

103-202.

—

Rescission of contract, see § 20-905. Release, effect of, see
persons secondarily liable on negotiable instrument are dis-

Cross-references.
§

14-902.

§

(3543) Novation; discharge of surety.

nature or terms of a contract is called a novation
out the consent of the surety, discharges him.

—Any
;

change

in

the

such novation, with-

—

Cross-references. Novation ends an original contract, see § 20-115.
Effect of
alteration generally, see § 20-802. When persons secondarily liable on negotiable
instrument are discharged, see § 14-902.

—

by increase of risk. Any act of
the creditor, either before or after judgment against the principal, which
injures the surety or increases his risk, or exposes him to greater liability, shall discharge him; a mere failure by the creditor to sue as soon
103-203.

(3544) Discharge of surety

as the law allows, or neglect to prosecute with vigor his legal remedies,

unless for a consideration, shall not release the surety.

— When

Cross-reference.
are discharged, see

103-204.

amount

§

persons secondarily liable

on negotiable instrument

14-902.

(3545) Refusal

to

deliver

of debt as discharging surety.

evidence of debt on tender of
surety may tender to the

—The

and demand that the evidence of and
the securities for the same be delivered up to him to be enforced against
his principal or cosureties and a failure of the creditor to comply, when
within his power, shall operate to discharge the surety.
creditor the

amount

of his debt,

;

103-205.

charge.

(3546) Refusal to sue principal after notice

— Any

on which he

surety, guarantor, or indorser, at

any time

as dis-

after the debt

becomes due, may give notice in writing to the
any person having possession or control of the
proceed to collect the same from the principal, or any

is

liable

creditor, his agent, or

obligation, to

by surety

Suretys hip,
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one of the several principals

and

liable therefor;

refuses or fails to

commence an

after such

(the principal being

notice

§ 103-209

if

the creditor or holder

action for the space of three motll

within

the jurisdiction

State), the inclorser, guarantor, or surety giving the notw

of

this

as well as all

'

subsequent indorsers and all cosureties, shall be discharged. No notice
shall be considered a compliance with the requirements of this sect;
which does not state the county in which the principal resides. fAct
1826, Cobb, 595. Act 1831, Cobb, 596. Act 1859, Cobb, 54. Acts 1866,
p. 23.)

Cross-reference.

— Liability

of

accommodation

Extending

party, see

—The

§

14-306.

pursue his
remedy against the surety within the time prescribed by law, and no
payment or promise by the principal or by a cosurety shall extend the
obligation of the surety or the remedy of the creditor against him.
103-206. (3547)

liability.

Promise to pay

creditor

shall

—

ignorance of discharge. If by an
act of the creditor the surety is discharged, and in ignorance of the fact
of such discharge the surety promises to pay, such promise shall not be
103-207. (3548)

in

binding.

— Mistake

Cross-reference.

as release, see

§

20-308.

how

103-208. (3549) Process against surety,

sued out.

— When

the

on the face of the contract, the creditor shall
sue out process against the surety, and enter up judgment against him
as such. (Act 1845, Cobb, 598. Act 1850, Cobb, 600.)
fact of suretyship appears

Cross-reference.

— Requirement

for execution of

judgments against

sureties, see

§ 39-107.

Judgment against principal and surety at same time.
It shall be lawful to enter judgment against principal and sureties
at the same time, as in cases of appeal, in all cases in law or equitable
proceedings when a bond has been given by the losing party conditioned
to pay the eventual condemnation money in said action, and it shall not
be necessary to bring suit upon said bond. (Acts 1893. p. 131.)
Cross-references. — When principal and surety sued separately, see § 103-309.

—

103-209. (3550)

Judgment and execution against

securities, see § 24-1406.
Rights of surety against
principal after judgment, see § 103-307.
Liability and recourse of security on
appeal, see § 6-112. Effect of judgment against surety, see § 103-303.

CHAPTER

RIGHTS OF SURETY AGAINST PRINCIPAL.

103-3.

Sec.

Sec.

inUM

103-301.

Prnre^
Frocess

of
ot

attachment ae-ainst
against
attacnment

-

Control

103-309.

Control

103-310.

Payment

103 " 308

of execution and
judgment by surety: subro-

pnncipal.
103-302.

Money paid,

103-303.

Effect of
surety.

and

interest

gation to plaintiff's rights.
of execution and
judgment by surety when
sued separately.

costs,

judgment

mo
it\A
103-304.

-d

103-305.

Foreclosure

Payment
J

t.

103-307.

mortgage

4.

_

or

lien.

~ e of
~c suretyship
uu
Proof
J
* by
-d

for
*
use ot£ surety.

of usury.
J

of

pending

judgment

r

enforcement of

m?
ic\c
103-306.

against

1

parol.
r

Proof of suretyship after judgment; notice of intention.

.,

action:
for

plaintiff

among

103-311.

Contribution

103-312.

Control of iudgment and exeZ
u
J?
cution
bj indorser.

sureties.

•

r

103-313.

Bona
tected

fide

purchasers

pro-

—
§

Suretyship.

103-301
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—A

surety
(3551) Process of attachment against principal.
or indorser is entitled to the process of attachment against his principal
103-301.

before

payment

under the same circumstances as any other

of the debt,

creditor.
Cross-reference.

103-302.

— Attachment

(3552)

Money

by surety against

paid, interest

and

principal, see

costs.

him

or indorser of a debt past due shall entitle

§

8-107.

— Payment by a surety

immediately
against his principal for the sum paid, with interest thereon, and all legal
c< -is to which he may have been subjected by the default of his principal.
to proceed

—

judgment against surety. If the payment
was made after judgment, and the principal had notice of the pendency
of the suit against the surety, the amount of such judgment shall be
conclusive against the principal as to the amount for which the surety
was bound. If the payment was not made after judgment, the principal
may dispute the validity of the payment as to the amount or as to the
authority of the person to whom it was paid.
Cross-references. — Where surety is sued separately from principal, see § 103-309.
103-303. (3553)

Effect of

Effect of judgment on party vouched into court, see
principal and surety at same time, see § 103-209.

103-304.

(3554)

Payment

of

usury.

—

If

38-624.

§

Judgment against

the contract

was

originally

making payment includes the usury, he shall
same from the principal unless previous to the payment he

usurious, and the surety in

recover the

had notice

of the intention of the principal to resist usury.

—

Cross-references. Plea of usury generally personal, see
per cent, interest forbidden, see § 57-101.

103-305.
If

§

57-103.

Beyond

eight

(3555) Foreclosure of mortgage or enforcement of lien.

the principal executes any mortgage or gives other security to the

surety or indorser to indemnify him against loss by reason of his suretyenforce such other lien

may

proceed to foreclose such mortgage or
or security as soon as judgment shall be rendered

ship, the surety or indorser

against him on his contract.

—

Cross-references. Surety may take mortgage, see § 67-114.
Surety must
account for money, etc., received from principal, see § 103-403. Judgments against
Foreclosure of mortgage on realty, see
sureties and indorsers, see § 110-306.
§§ 67-201 et seq.;

103-306.

on personalty, see

§§ 67-701 et seq.

(3556) Proof of suretyship

by

parol.

—

If

the fact of surety-

may

be proved by
parol, either before or after judgment (the creditor not being delayed
in his remedy by such collateral issue between the principal and his
surety), if before judgment the surety shall give notice to the principal
ship does not appear on the face of the contract,

of his intention to

Cross-reference.

make such

— Statute

it

proof. (Act 1826, Cobb, 593.)

of frauds, see

Chapter

20-4.

(3557) Proof of suretyship after judgment; notice of intenIf judgment has been rendered without such proof of suretyship,

103-307.
tion.

—

the surety shall give at least 10 days' notice to his principal of his inten-

term o* the court where the judgment was
entered, to make such proof, and to have the fact of his suretyship entered of record, together with an order for the control of such judgment
and execution thereon against the principal, on payment of the same by
him. f Act 1850, Cobb, 599.)
tion to apply, at the next

Suretyship.
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§ 103-312

and judgment by surety; subrogation to plaintiff's rights. Any surety on the original contract, or on
stay of execution, or on appeal, or in any other way, or the representative of a deceased surety, who shall have paid off or discharged the judgment or execution in whole or in part, and shall have the fact of such
payment by him entered on such execution by the plaintiff or his attorney or the collecting officer, shall have the control of such execution and
the judgment upon which it is founded, to the same extent as if he v.
the original plaintiff therein, and be subrogated to all the rights of such
plaintiff, for the purpose of reimbursing himself from his principal. ("Act
1810, Cobb, 592. Act 1826, Cobb, 594. Act 1831, Cobb, 595. Act \%
Cobb, 598.)
103-308. (3558) Control of execution

—

—

Cross-references. Judgments against sureties and indorsers, see § 110-306. Security paying off judgment or execution has control thereof, see § 39-607. Surety
subrogated to rights of creditor, see §§ 103-501, 103-502.

and judgment by surety when
sued separately from his principal, on

103-309. (3559) Control of execution

sued separately.

—

If

the surety

is

payment by him of the judgment against him he shall be entitled to control the judgment and execution against his principal in the same manner as if the judgment and execution were joint; and if he does not
appear as surety in the judgment against him, he may give notice and
make the proof and obtain the control in the same manner as provided in
cases of joint judgments. (Act 1850, Cobb, 600.)

—

Cross-references. Judgments against sureties and indorsers, see § 110-306. How
process sued out against surety, see § 103-208. Effect of judgment against surety,
see

§

103-303.

103-310.

Payment pending

(3560)

use of surety.

—

If

action;

judgment

for plaintiff for

the surety pays off the debt pending the action against

the principal and himself or against the principal alone, such
shall operate only to cause the action to

surety,

proceed for the benefit of such

and the judgment may be entered

plaintiff for the

in the

use of such surety. (Acts 1857,

103-311. (3561) Contribution

visions shall apply to cases

among

sureties.

where there

payment

is

name

of the original

p. 111.)

—All the foregoing pro-

more than one

to enable a surety discharging a joint debt, in

whole or

surety, so as

in part, either

pending the action or after joint or several judgments, to control the
same against his cosureties for the purpose of compelling them to contribute their respective shares of the

amount

Cobb, 597. Act 1850, Cobb, 599. Acts 1857,

so paid

by him. (Act

1840.

p. 111.)

—

Cross-references. Surety may demand contribution, see § 103-401.
Contribuin cases of joint or joint and several liabilities, see § 37-303.
Judgment
against sureties or indorsers, see § 110-306. Creditor may force contribution pro
rata by heirs, see § 113-1506. Contribution by employers jointly liable for workman's compensation, see § 114-419.
tion

—

judgment and execution by indorser.
Every indorser who shall pay off and discharge the debt on which he is
indorser, either pending the action or after judgment, whether the judgment against the principal and the indorsers is joint or several, shall be
103-312.

(3562) Control of

—
'

§
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Suretyship.

103-313

judgment and execution founded thereon against
the principal and all prior indorsers, in the same manner, upon the same
proof, and under the same circumstances, as herein provided in the case
of sureties; and if such indorser shall collect the same from a prior indorser. the latter shall have the same control of the judgment or judgments against the principal, or any indorser prior to him. (Act 1839,
Cobb. 596. Act 1845, Cobb. 598. Act 1850, Cobb, 600. Acts 1855-6, p. 227.)
Cross-reference. — Right of partv secondarily liable who discharges instrument,
entitled to control the

see

§

14-903.

103-313. (3563)

Bona

purchasers protected.

fide

— When

the

surety-

judgment and execution, the lien of
such judgment, when controlled by the surety, shall not interfere with
bona fide purchasers without notice from the principal, whose rights
were vested before the order giving control to the surety was granted.
does not appear to be such

in the

(Act 1845, Cobb, 598.)

CHAPTER

RIGHTS OF SURETIES AMONG
THEMSELVES.

103-4.

Sec.

Sec.
103-401.
103-402.

Contribution where cosurety
pays more than equal share.
Interest on sum recovered as

Duty

of surety suing for contribution to account.

103-403.

contribution.

where cosurety pays more than equal
share.
Where several are sureties for the same principal, for the same
sum of money, either by one or by distinct instruments, and one pays more
than an equal share of the sum, he may compel contribution from his
103-401. (3564) Contribution

—

cosureties.

If

one of the cosureties

is

insolvent, the deficiency in his

share must be borne equally by the solvent sureties. (Act 1840, Cobb,
597.)
Cross-references.

— In judgment against surety or indorser, plaintiff must

relation of parties, see
liabilities, see § 37-303.

103-402.

§

identify

Contribution in cases of joint or joint and several
Surety paying debt may enforce contribution, see § 103-311.
110-306.

(3565) Interest on

sum

recovered as contribution.

—The sum

recovered as contribution shall bear interest from the time the original

was paid by the
dated demand.
obligation

Cross-references.
of liquidated

ment

— Interest
Duty

deemed and held a

on liquidated demands, see

demands against decedent,

103-403. (3566)

A

surety, and shall be

see

§ 57-110.
113-1508, 11 8.

§

Order

liqui-

of pay-

of surety suing for contribution to account.

surety suing for contribution must

first

account for

may compel

money

him against

things received from the principal to indemnify

he has paid the entire debt, he

all

or other

loss;

and

if

his cosurety to transfer to

him any mortgage or other security taken from the principal for the
protection of such cosurety, by relieving him of all liability for contribution.

—

Cross-references. Surety may take mortgage, see
soon as judgment rendered, see § 103-305.

§

67-114.

May

foreclose as

A
Suretyship,
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CHAPTER

j[ 1

05-602

RIGHTS OF SURETIES AS TO
THIRD PERSONS.

103-5.

Sec.

Sr;c.

103-501.

Subrogation to rights of cred-

103-502.

itor.

Subrogation as to
\\c\<\ by creditor.

103-501. (3567) Subrogation to rights of creditor.

—A

surety

securities

who

\.

paid the debt of his principal shall be subrogated, both at law and
equity, to

all

in

the rights of the creditor, and, in a controversy with other

creditors, shall rank in dignity the

same

whose claim he

as the creditor

paid.

—

Cross-reference. See § 103-308 as to control of execution and judgment by
surety who has paid off judgment.

103-502. (3568) Subrogation

surety

who

for the

payment

as

to

securities

held

by

creditor.

—

has paid the debt of his principal shall be entitled, also, to
be substituted in place of the creditor as to all securities held by him
of the debt.

CONTRACTS OF SURETYSHIP BETWEEN
COMMON CARRIERS AND THEIR EMPLOYEES.

CHAPTER
Sec.
103-601.

103-6.

Requiring

company

specific

as

bonding

surety

Sec.
103-602.

Cancellation of bond; notice,

forbid-

den.

bonding company as surety forbidden.—
No common carrier authorized to do business in this State, when requiring of any employee that he give bond or undertaking of any nature
whatsoever, shall require as surety thereon any specific or certain bonding company or companies
Provided, however, that nothing herein
shall be so construed as to prevent any common carrier from specifying
the form or verbiage of such bond: (Acts 1912, p. 159.)
103-601. Requiring specific

:

Cross-reference.

— Punishment

for violation of this Chapter, see

103-602. Cancellation of bond; notice.

§

103-9901.

—Any employee who

shall

have

given any such bond or undertaking, shall, upon the breach of any of the
conditions thereof by the other party or- parties thereto, have the power

same by giving the surety or sureties thereon and the comfor whose benefit the same shall have been given at least 10

to cancel the

mon

carrier

days' notice in writing, setting out in full the reasons for canceling same.

Any

such notice to a company, corporation or association

may

be served

by leaving the same with any person on whom service of legal process
upon such company, corporation or association may be had. Any surety
on any such bond or undertaking shall, upon the breach of any of the
conditions thereof by the employee for whom same shall have been made.
have power to cancel the same by giving such employee at least 10 days'
notice in writing, setting out in full the reasons for canceling same, the

by an agent or manager of such surety
Provided, that nothing herein shall affect any right of action accruing to any
person upon the breach of the contract. (Acts 1912, p. 159.)
said notice to be signed

:

I

§

Suretyship,

103-9901

CHAPTER
103-9901.

Carrier

requiring

103-99.
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CRIMES.

specific

bonding company as surety
on bond of employee.
103-9901. Carrier requiring specific bonding

bond

—Any person,

as surety on

manager, company, corporaany
of the provisions of Chapwho
regulating contracts of suretyship between common carriers
employees, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts

of employee.

tion, association or firm,

ter 103-6,

company

officer or

shall violate

and their
1912, p. 1590

SURVEYORS,
SWINDLING:

county:

See Title 23, Counties, Chapter 23-11.

See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment, Chapters 26-74,

26-75.

TAXATION:

See Title 92, Public Revenue.

TITLE

104.

TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE
COMPANIES.
Chap.

Sec.

104-1.

Incorporation and organization

104-101

104-2.

Powers,

104-201

duties, etc

CHAPTER

104-1.

INCORPORATION AND ORGANIZATION.

Sec.

Sec.

104-101.

104-102.
104-103.

How

telegraph companies incorporated. Duration of
corporate existence.

104-104.

i

open stocksubscription books; notice.
Meeting of subscribers for orFee;

license

to

How

tion of corporate existence.

of

incorporators;

of

organization;

certificate

tion.

telegraph companies incorporated.

—All

time

fee;

for completion of organiza-

ganization, etc.; notice; voting; proxies.

104-101. (2803, 2804)

Report of proceedings of com••
.•„„
meeting
missioners and ofc ~

Dura-

corporate powers and privileges here-

companies in this State shall be granted in the
following manner: Whenever any number of persons, not less than five.
who shall be citizens of the United States, shall propose to form a corporation for constructing, equipping, and operating any telegraph line, or
for carrying on the business of a telegraph company, they shall make and
after granted to telegraph

the office of the Secretary of State a written declaration to that

file in

ef-

under their hands and seals, duly attested in the same manner as is
required by law for the attestation of deeds to land in this State, setting
forth the name of the corporation proposed, the object for which it is

fect,

proposed capital stock, the number of shares
of such capital stock, the places from and to which such telegraph line is
formed, the amount of

its

intended to be constructed, equipped, and operated,

or,

if

already con-

from and to which the same is intended to be
operated, giving as nearly as practicable the county or counties, as well
as the cities, towns, and villages through which it may or does pass the
location of the principal office of such corporation, which shall be in this
State the time of commencement and duration of said corporation, the
period of duration not to exceed 50 years and the name and residence of
structed, then the places

;

;

;

each applicant. (Acts 1893,
Cross-references.

Commission, see

— Control of

p. 86.)

express and telegraph companies by Public Service

93-305.
Qualifications of railroad telegraph operators, see
§ 94-901.
charters of telegraph companies may be amended, see Title 22,
Corporations, Chapter 22-5.
Granting corporate powers, see Const.. Art. Ill,
Sec. VII, Par. XVIII (§ 2-1818).
Change of name, etc.. see § 22-510 et seq. Returns of corporations, see § 22-1703. Punishment for injuring telegraph wires or
fixtures, see § 26-8114.

How

§

§

Telegraph and Telephone Companies.
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(2804) Fee; license to open stock-subscription books; notice.
the tiling- of the declaration specified in the preceding- section,

104-102.

— Upon

the applicants shall pay to the Treasurer of the State a fee of $100, and

with the Secretary of State the Treasurer's certificate of the fact of
the payment of such fee.
The Secretary of State shall then issue to said
applicants a license as commissioners to open books of subscription to
the capital stock of said corporation at such times and places as a majority of said commissioners may determine after having given public
tile

notice thereof in one or
at least

two weeks.

104-103.

voting

;

more

of the public

(Acts 1893,

newspapers of

this State for

p. 86.)

(2805) Meeting of subscribers for organization, etc.; notice;

proxies.

—As

soon as

may

be after the capital stock shall have

meeting of the
subscribers to the capital stock of said corporation for the purpose of
electing directors and the transaction of such other business as may come
before the meeting.
Notice thereof shall be given by depositing in the
post office, properly addressed to each subscriber, at least 10 days before
the time fixed, a written or printed notice stating the object, time, and
place of such meeting. In all elections for directors of the proposed corporation, each subscriber to the capital stock shall be entitled to one
vote for each share of the capital stock subscribed for by him or her,
which may be cast in person or by written proxy. (Acts 1893, p. 86.)
been fully subscribed, the said commissioners shall

104-104.

call a

(2806) Report of proceedings of commissioners and of meet-

ing of incorporators; certificate of organization; fee; time for completion of organization.

—The
and

said commissioners shall

make

a full report

meeting of the stockholders, including therein a copy of the notice provided for in the preceding section, a copy of the list of subscribers, with a statement of their respective residences and the number of shares subscribed for by each,
the names and residences of the directors elected at the stockholders'
meeting, and their respective terms of office which said report shall be
sworn to by at least a majority of the commissioners and shall be filed
with the Secretary of State. The Secretary of State shall thereupon
issue a certificate of the complete organization of said corporation, duly
authenticated under his official signature and the seal of the State, and
the proceedings shall be recorded in his office in a book for that purpose,
for which the usual recording fee shall be paid, and also in the office of
the clerk of the superior court of the county in which shall be located the
of their proceedings

of the proceedings of the

1

;

principal office of the corporation.

The

clerk of the superior court so

recording such proceedings shall be paid by said corporation a fee of 10
cents per 100 words. Upon the recording of such proceedings in the

manner hereinbefore required, said corporation shall be deemed fully
organized and become and be duly incorporated under the corporate

name

set forth in the written declaration of

file

in the office of the Sec-

retary of State, and shall be authorized to proceed to business.

Unless

such corporation shall have so completed its organization within two
years after the date of the filing of the written declaration for that purpose in the office of the Secretary of State, the license to the commis(Acts 1893,
sioners shall be held and deemed revoked and forfeited.
pp. 86, 87.)

<
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CHAPTER

104-2.

Sec.

Powers

of corporation in gen-

104-205.

Construction <,
telephone lim

private

104-206.

Good

eral.

104-202.

Condemnation

of

Occupation of railroad rights
of

104-201.

way

regulated.

(2807)

Powers

impartiality,

dili-

transmissioi

in

delivery

Occupation of railroad rights
of way by telegraph companies.

104-204.

faith,

gence

property.
104-203.

)

POWERS, DUTIES, ETC.

Sec.
104-201.

§_104 2

of

m<

re-

quired.
104-207.

Messages delivered, when.

104-208.

Actions

.

against

telegraph

companies; venue; pro'

of corporation in general. -Corporations cre-

ated under and by virtue of the provisions of this Title shall exist and

have and enjoy succession under their respective corporate names, and
under such names, respectively, may make and enter into contracts, sue
and be sued, purchase and hold such real, mixed, or personal property
as may be required for the purposes of said corporation within the scope
of its business, and sell, alien, mortgage, pledge, and convey, or otherwise dispose of the same, with all rights and privileges therewith connected, under the corporate name, and make and establish such bylaws,
rules, and regulations for its government as may be requisite or necessary.
Such corporations shall also have power to have and use a corseal,
porate
and to alter the same at pleasure, and to appoint such officers
or agents as may be necessary for the proper management of the affairs
of such corporation to erect and maintain telegraph lines in and throughout this State or elsewhere in the United States, with all necessary stations, offices, apparatus, improvements, and machinery, and to employ the
same with any new inventions which may from time to time be acquired,
in the rapid transmission, for remuneration and profit, of information,
messages, and intelligence, by means of electric agencies and magnetic
telegraph, to and from the various places and stations on the telegraph
line of such corporation. (Acts 1893, pp. 86, 87.)
;

Cross-reference.

—Supervision

by Public Service Commission, see

93-305.

§

—

Condemnation of private property. Such corporahave the right and power to condemn land or other property

104-202.

(2808)

tions shall

necessary for the construction and operation of their telegraph

which condemnation

shall be

made

as provided in this Code.

lines.

(Acts 1893,

pp. 86, 88.)

—

Cross-references. Construction of telegraph or telephone lines, see § 104-205.
of private property, see § 36-301.
Procedure for condemnation by
telegraph company of railroad right of way, see §§ 36-701 to 36-704.

Condemnation

104-203. (2809)

Occupation of railroad rights of

—

way by

telegraph

companies. Any duly incorporated telegraph company having the right
to do business in this State shall have the right to construct, erect, and
maintain upon the right of way of the several railroad companies and
along the lines thereof, their posts, fixtures, and wires, and to operate
the same. (Acts 1873, p. 69.)

—

Cross-reference. Procedure for condemnation by telegraph company of
road right of way, see §§ 36-701 to 36-704.

104-204. (2810) Occupation of railroad rights of

way

regulated.

rail-

—Said

such distances from the
tracks of said railroads as will prevent any and all damage to said rail-

fixtures, posts,

and wires

shall be erected at

:

§

Telegraph and Telephone Companies.
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road companies by the falling of said fixtures, posts, or wires upon said
railroad tracks
and such telegraph companies shall be liable to said
;

railroad companies for

all

damages resulting from

with the provisions of this section. (Acts 1873,

a failure to

comply

p. 69.)

—

Construction of telegraph or telephone lines. Any telegraph or telephone company, chartered by the laws of this or any other
State of the United States, shall have the right to construct, maintain,
and operate telegraph or telephone lines, or both, upon, under, along, and
over the public highways of this State, with the approval of the county
or municipal authorities in charge of such highways and, upon making
due compensation, shall have the right to construct, maintain, and operate telegraph or telephone lines, or both, through or over any lands of
104-205. (281

1

)

;

and upon the right of way and structures of any
railroads, and, where necessary, under or over any private lands, and to
Provided,
that end may have and exercise the right of eminent domain
that the posts, arms, insulators, and other fixtures of such lines be so
erected, placed, and maintained as not to obstruct or interfere with the
ordinary use of such railroads or public highways, or with the conveniProvided furence of any landowners, more than may be unavoidable
ther, that where it is necessary for such companies to exercise the right
of eminent domain, they shall proceed to exercise the same in the same
manner as heretofore provided by law for the exercise of such right of
eminent domain by telegraph companies. Provided, that all laws fixing
the method in which telegraph poles, posts, fixtures, or wires shall be
set up are made applicable to all telephone companies doing business
in this State, and that all liabilities fixed against telegraph companies
for damages resulting from a failure to properly set up their fixtures,
posts, or wires along any highway or railroad shall be and are hereby
made applicable to all telephone companies doing business in this State
Provided further, that any lines constructed on the right of way of any
railroad company shall be subject to be relocated to conform to any
uses and needs of said railroad company for railroad purposes. (Acts
this State,

and

on, along,

:

:

1889, p. 141

1905, p. 79.)

;

Cross-references.

— Condemnation

of

private

property, see

§§

36-301,

104-202.

Express and telegraph companies controlled by Public Service Commission, see
Condemnation by telegraph company of railroad right of way,
§§ 93-305, 93-306.
see §§ 36-701 to 36-704.
Just compensation for private ways, see Const., Art. I,
Sec. Ill, Par.

104-206.

I

(§ 2-301).

(2812)

Good

faith, impartiality, diligence in

delivery of messages required.

— Every

transmission and

telegraph company, with a line

wholly or partly in this State, and engaged in telegraphing
for the public, shall, during the usual hours, receive dispatches or messages, whether from other telegraphic lines or from individuals, and
on payment or tender of the usual charge according to the regulations
of such company shall transmit and deliver the same with impartiality
and good faith and with due diligence, under penalty of $25, which penalty may be recovered by suit in a court having jurisdiction thereof, by
either the sender of the dispatch or message or the person to whom sent
or directed, whichever may sue first: Provided, that nothing herein
shall be construed as impairing or in any way modifying the right of any
person to recover damages for any breach of contract or duty by any
of wires

Telegraph and Telephone Companies.
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telegraph company, and said penalty and said darn:
so elect, be recovered in the same suit. (Acts 1908,

§ 104-208

lay,
p. 94.

if

the party

)

—

Editorial Note. By Acts 1887, p. Ill, an Act almost identical with thi
except that the penalty prescribed was $100, was enacted. By Acts 1892,
the amount of the penalty was changed to $50. The 1887 Act as amende
repealed by Acts 1894, p. 79.

'ju,
\>-

96,

—

Messages delivered, when. Such companies shall deliver all dispatches or messages to the persons to whom the same
addressed or to their agents, on payment of any charges due for the
same: Provided, such persons or agents reside within one mile of the
telegraph station, or within the city or town in which such station is
104-207. (2813)

located.

(Acts 1908, pp. 94, 95.)

104-208. (2814) Actions against telegraph companies; venue; process.

—Whenever any person shall have any claim

or

demand upon any

tele-

graph company having offices or more than one place of doing busire
in this State, such person may institute suit against such telegraph company within the county where the principal office of such company is
located, or in any county where such telegraph company may have an
agency or place of business, or where such place of business was located
at the time the cause of action accrued, or the contract

was made out

of

which said cause of action arose. In all suits brought under the provisions of this section, service shall be effected upon such telegraph
company by leaving a copy of the writ with the agent of the company,
if any
if no such agent shall be in the county, then at the agency or
place of doing business where the same was located at the time such
cause of action accrued or the contract was made out of which the same
;

arose.

(Acts 1880-1,

p. 115.)

—

Cross-references. Service of process on corporations, see
for injuring telegraph wires or fixtures, see § 26-8114.

§

22-1101.

Punish-

ment

TENANCY
TENANTS:

IN

COMMON:

See Title 85, Property, Chapter 85-10.

See Title 61, Landlord and Tenant.

TENDER: See Title 20, Contracts, Chapter 20-11.
TERRAPINS AND TURTLES: See Title 45, Game

and Fish. Chap-

ter 45-7.

TESTIMONY:

See Title 38, Evidence.

TEXTBOOKS: See Title 32, Education, Chapter 32-7, 32-8.
THEFT: See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment. Chapter 26-26.
THREATENING LETTERS, etc.: See Title 26, Crimes and

Punish-

ment, Chapter 26-18.

TIMBER,

drifted, purchasing or disposing of: See Title 26. Crimes and
Punishment, Chapter 26-35.
Enjoining cutting of: See Title 55, Injunctions and Receivers. § 55-204.
Inspection of: See Title 5, Agriculture, Chapter 5-16.

TIPPLING HOUSES,

keeping open on Sabbath: See Title
and Punishment, Chapter 26-61.

26,

Crimes

,

—

.

Title

TITLE TO PROPERTY:

ro PRor-KRTY

Tools.
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See Title 60, Land Registration; Title 85,

Property.

TOBACCO,
I

Taxation of ci°;ar
Chapter 92-22.

TOOLS

See Title 111, Warehousemen, Chapter 111-2.
and cigarette dealers: See Title 92, Public Revenue,

statistics on:

(

used in committing crime: See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment. Chapter 26-27

TITLE

105.

TORTS.
PART

I.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES.
Sec.

Chap.
105-

Miscellaneous provisions
Negligence

1.

105-

2.

105-

3.

105-

4.

105-

5.

Fraud and deceit
Invitees and licensees
Liability of employer for

105-101

•

105-201

105-301
105-401
torts of

employee or independent
105-501

contractor

PART

II.

THE PERSON; WRONGFUL DEATH.

INJURIES TO

Sec.

Chap.

105-601

105-11.

Physical injuries
Libel and slander
Malicious prosecution
False imprisonment
Malicious arrest
Injuries to health

105-12.

Indirect injuries to person

105-1201

105-13.

Wrongful death

105-1301

105-

6.

105-

7.

105-

8.

105-

9.

105-10.

PART

III.

105-701
105-801
105-901

105-1001

105-1101

INJURIES TO PROPERTY.
Sec.

Chap.
105-14.
105-15.
105-16.

105-17.

Injuries to real estate
Proceedings against intruders

105-1401

Forcible entry and detainer
Injuries to personalty generally

105-1601

PART

IV.

105-1501

105-1701

DEFENSES.
Sec.

Chap.
105-18.

In general

105-1801

105-19.

Satisfaction

105-1901

PART

V.

DAMAGES.

Chap.

Sec.

In general

105-20.

105-2001

CROSS-REFERENCES.
Advice of attorney as relieving

Law, § 9-607.
Assignment of right
erty,

Bonds

§

client

from

liability:

See Title

of action for personal tort prohibited:

9.

Attorneys

See Title

85.

at

Prop-

85-1805.

what binding:

See Title 89, Public Officers. § 89-418.
Carriers' liability for injuries to persons:
See Title 18, Carriers, Chapter 18-2.
Corporations, venue of suits against: See Title 22, Corporations. § 22-1102.
55-101.
Injunction to restrain tort: See Title 55, Injunctions and Receivers.
of public officers, for

H

55-104, 55-204.

Limitation of actions: See Title 3. Actions. Chapter 3-10.
Municipal corporations, liability of: See Title 69, Municipal Corporations. Chapter 69-3.

Parties to actions for torts: See Title 3, Actions, § 3-109.
Partner's liability for torts of partner or servant:
See Title
§

75-308.

75,

Partnership,

—
105-101

§

2624

Torts.

Railroads, injuries to employees, etc.:

See Title

Master and Servant, Chap-

66,

ter 66-4.

Injuries to persons or property:

See Title

Railroads,

94,

§

94-702.

Injuries to live stock: See Title 94. Railroads, Chapter 94-7.
Timber, enjoining cutting of: See Title 55, Injunctions and Receivers,
Wife, torts to: Sec Title 53, Husband and Wife, § 53-511.

See also Title

Trover: Title

107.

PART

CHAPTER

114,

55-204.

§

Workmen's Compensation.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES.

I.

MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS.

105-1.

Sec.

Sec.

105-101.

Tort denned.

105-102.

Injury

10^-103.

105-104.
1A - «-IO0-IO5.

105-108.

common

to
of action.

all

105-109.

105 - 110

V cl ou ?

'

!

105-107.

Recovery

for

liability

animals, liability for

.

or
live

stock.

to self,
wife, child, ward, or servant.

private legal right, other than a

of torts,

Dogs, liability of owner
keeper for injuries to

torts

(4403) Tort defined.

wife,

injuries caused by.

105-111.

Privity to support action.

by

torts

upon,

tract.

105-101.

Ratification

,

105-106.

for

child, or servant.

ground
Breach of legal duty gives action, when.
Breach of private duties.
.
_,
Election between tort and con.

Liability

not

Rule of the road.

105-112.

—A

tort

is

the unlawful violation of a

mere breach

of contract, express or im-

may

be the violation of a public duty, by reason of which
some special damage accrues to the individual. (84 Ga. 408 (11 S. E.

plied; or.

it

396). 104 Ga. 692 (30 S. E. 968). 130 Ga. 251 (60 S. E. 569).)

— Breach

Cross-reference.

of private duties, see

§

105-104.

Editorial Note.— Section 4403 (Code of 1910) defined a tort as follows: "A tort
a legal wrong committed upon the person or property, independent of contract.
It may be either

is

''1.

A

"2.

The

some legal right of the individual.
some public duty, by which special damage accrues

direct invasion of

infraction of

to the

individual.
"3. The violation of
the individual.

some

private obligation, by which like

damage accrues

to

"In the former case no special damage is necessary to entitle the party to recover.
In the latter two cases such damage is necessary."

The

constructions placed upon this definition by the courts amount to a departure
terms. The cases cited in the source note annexed to the above section are
only a few taken from a long line of such decisions construing the section as it
appeared in the Codes, from the Code of 1863 to the Code of 1910. The difficulty of
framing an accurate and comprehensive definition of a tort is universally recognized, but the effort of the codifiers here has been to readjust the old section so as
to present a reasonably workable definition, and one which is in harmony with the
decisions of the courts of this State.

from

its

105-102.
in

common

(4404) Injury

common

to all not

ground

of action.

—Injury

with the community, though to a greater extent, will not

give a right of action for the infraction of

some public duty; there must

be some special damage to the individual, in which the public have not
participated, although liable thereto.
Cross-reference.

— As

to public nuisances, see

§

72-101 et seq.

A
Torts.
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§105

J

U

1

Breach of legal duty gives action, when. -When the
law requires one to do an act for the benefit of another, or to forbear
the doing of that which may injure another, though no action he gi
in express terms, upon the accrual of damage the injured party may re105-103. (4405)

cover.

—

Breach of private duties. Private duties may at
from statute or flow from relations created by contract, express or implied. The violation of any such specific duty, accompanied with dam105-104. (4406)

age, shall give a right of action.

—

(4407) Election between tort and contract. When a transaction partakes of the nature both of a tort and a contract, the party com105-105.

plainant

may waive

the one and rely solely

upon the

other.

—

Cross-references. Defense of pendency of another action of tort, see § 105-1805.
Creditor pursuing two remePlaintiff required to elect between suits, see § 3-601.
Pleas of former recovery and pendency of former suit, see
dies, see § 28-105.
§ 3-607.

105-106. (4408) Privity to support action.

— No privity

is

necessary to

support an action for a tort; but if the tort results from the violation of
a duty, itself the consequence of a contract, the right of action is confined to the parties and privies to that contract, except in cases where
the party

would have had a right

of action for the injury done, inde-

pendently of the contract.
Cross-reference.

— Parties

to actions for torts, see

Recovery

105-107. (4412)

§

3-109.

for torts to self, wife, child, ward, or servant.

— Every

person may recover for torts committed to himself, his wife,
his child, his ward, or his servant.

—

Consent, see
Cross-references. Torts to wife or children, see § 53-511.
105-1803.
Damages for corporal punishment to minor laborers, see § 54-206.
Father's obligation, see § 74-105. Recovery for homicide, see Chapter 105-13.
§

by wife,
committed by

105-108. (4413) Liability for torts

person shall be liable for torts

by

servant,

his

his business,

command

child, or servant.

— Every

his wife, his child, or his

and within the scope of
be by negligence or voluntary.

or in the prosecution

whether the same

shall

(165 Ga. 782 (142 S. E. 111). 43 Ga. App. 131 (158 S. E. 64).)

—

Cross-references. Agent's liability for excess of authority, see § 4-409.
Duty
Partner's liability for
of agent of partnership as to instructions, see § 75-309.
Principal bound for neglect of
torts of partner or servant, see §§ 75-307, 75-308.
Liability of municipal corporations for torts of officers, see
agent, see § 4-311.
See also Title 114, Workmen's Compensation.
§ 69-307.

105-109.
of a tort

(4416) Ratification of torts, liability upon.

committed

had commanded

it

;

if

ratification

becomes liable as
the act was done for the benefit

for one's benefit, the ratifler

otherwise,

— By

if

he

of a

third person.

—

Cross-references. Agent's liability for excess of authority, see § 4-409. Effect
of ratification, see § 4-303. Liability of principal for wilful trespass of agent, see
far principal bound by acts of agent, see § 4-302.
§ 4-312.

How

105-110. (4417) Vicious animals, liability for injuries caused by.

—

person who owns or keeps a vicious or dangerous animal of any kind.
and who, by careless management of the same, or by allowing the same
to go at liberty, causes injury to another who does not, by his own act.

§ 105-111

Torts.

provoke the injury,
[88 Ga.

40 (13

shall be liable in

damages

to the person so injured.

S. E. 803).)

Cross-references.

owner
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.

of animal

— When

is

stone-horse

may

be

gelded,

see

§

62-213.

When

liable for trespass, see §1 62-801, 62-802.

(4418) Dogs, liability of owner or keeper for injuries to live
any dog. not being at the time on the premises of the owner
or person having charge thereof, shall kill or injure any live stock, the
owner or person having such dog in charge shall be liable for damages
sustained by the killing or maiming of such live stock, and full costs of
105-111.

stock.

—

suit.

(Acts 1865-6,

If

p. 76.)

—

(628) Rule of the road. The rule of the road requires travelers with vehicles, when meeting, to each turn to the right. (93 Ga.
105-112.

462 (21

S. E. 48).)

Cross-reference.

— Duty

of drivers of

CHAPTER

motor

105-2.

Sec.

vehicles, see

§

68-305.

NEGLIGENCE.
Sec.

105-201.

Ordinary diligence.

105-202.

Extraordinary

105-203.

Slight diligence.
gence.

Ordinary

diligence.

105-204.

Due

105 - 205

Imputable negligence; princiP a l an(l agent; parent and

Slight negligence.

Gross negli-

-

care in child.

cMld.

—

Ordinary negligence. In general, ordinary diligence is that degree of care which is exercised by ordinarily prudent persons under the same or similar circumstances. Applied
to preservation of property, ordinary diligence means that care which
every prudent man takes of his own property of a similar nature. The
absence of such diligence is termed ordinary negligence. (139 Ga. 549
105-201. (3471)

Ordinary diligence.

(77 S. E. 803).)

—

Cross-references. Diligence required of agent, see § 4-203. Act of God as defense by carrier or other bailee, see §§ 12-106, 18-103. Servant's skill and diligence
to protect himself, see § 66-303. Malpractice, physician or surgeon, see § 84-924.
Editorial Note.— Sections 3471, 3472, and 3473 (Code of 1910), from which this
and the two following sections were codified, appeared in the Code of 1910 in the
chapter entitled "Bailments," and in terms denned the degrees of care and neglect
with reference only to the care of property. The courts, however, as shown by the
cases cited in the source notes of this and the following sections, have consistently
used the rules of those sections as the basis for determining the question of negligence in other cases. With such decisions of the courts in mind, those sections of
the Code of 1910 have been modified to express the definitions of the degrees of
care and of neglect as they are actually applied.

105-202.
eral,

(3472) Extraordinary diligence.

extraordinary diligence

is

Slight negligence.

— In gen-

that extreme care and caution which very

prudent and thoughtful persons exercise under the same or similar circumstances. Applied to the preservation of property, extraordinary diligence means that extreme care and caution which very prudent and
thoughtful persons use in securing and preserving their own property.
The absence of such diligence is termed slight negligence. (119 Ga. 523
(46 S. E. 655).)
Cross-references.
§§ 18-101, 18-102.
§ 18-204.

— Definition

of carrier and degree of care required, see
Extraordinary diligence required of carrier of passengers, see

j
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L05-303

—

Gross negligence. In general, -.light
diligence is that degree of care which every man of common tD c, howsoever inattentive he may be, exercises under the same or similar circumstances. Applied to the preservation of property, slight diligence
means that care which every man of common sense, hov
r inattentive he may be, takes of his own property. The absence of such care is
termed gross negligence. (30 Ga. App. 187 (117 S. K. 256).
105-203. (3473)

Slight diligence.

105-204. (3474)

Due

care in child.

— Due

care in a child of tender

such care as its capacity, mental and physical, fits it for e;
cising in the actual circumstances of the occasion and situation under
investigation. (81 Ga. 397 (7 S. E. 912) 83 Ga. 518 (10 S. E. 197;.;
years

is

;

—

Cross-references.* Effect of contributory negligence in actions against railroad
Effect of contributory negligence in personal injury
§ 94-703.
actions, see § 105-603. Effect of infant's consent, see § 105-1803.

companies, see

105-205. (3475) Imputable

and

—

child.

negligence; principal and agent; parent
For the negligence of one person to be properly imputable

to another, the

one to

whom

imputed must stand

it is

in

such a relation

or privity to the negligent person as to create the relation of principal

and agent. In a suit by an infant the fault of the parent, or of custodians
selected by the parents, is not imputable to the child. (88 Ga. 62 (13
S. E. 855).

93 Ga. 369 (20

Cross-reference.

— Effect

S.

E. 550).)

of infant's consent, see

CHAPTER

105-3.

Sec.
105-303.

Fraud and damage give right
of action.

105-302.

Letters to obtain credit.
Fraud by acts or silence.

105-304.

misrepresentation

Deceit;

105-1803.

FRAUD AND DECEIT.

Sec.

105-301.

§

of

concealment of fact;
knowledge of falsehood.
fact;

—

Fraud and damage give right of action. Fraud by
accompanied with damage to the party defrauded, in all cases gives

105-301. (4409)
one,

a right of action.
Cross-references.
fraud, see

§

— Fraud

in

105-302. (4410) Deceit;
fact;

knowledge

made

contracts, see

§

Actual and constructive

20-502.

37-702.

misrepresentation

of falsehood.

—Wilful

of

fact;

concealment of

misrepresentation of a material

and upon which he does act to his
injury, will give a right of action. Mere concealment of such a fact,
unless done in such a manner as to deceive and mislead, will not support
an action. In all cases of deceit, knowledge of the falsehood constitutes
fact,

to induce another to act,

an essential element. A fraudulent or reckless representation of facts
as true, which the party may not know to be false, if intended to deceive,
is

equivalent to a knowledge of the falsehood.
Cross-reference.

— When

concealment

105-303. (4411) Letters

to

is

fraud, see

obtain credit.

§

96-203.

— No

action

shall

be

sus-

tained for deceit in representation to obtain credit for another, unless
such misrepresentation is in writing, signed by the party to be charged

therewith.

§

105-304

Torts.

—

QN

Fraud by acts or silence. A fraud may be committed
well as words and one who silently stands by and permits

105-304. (441

by acts as
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>

;

another to purchase his property without disclosing his title is guilty
of such a fraud as estops him from subsequently setting up such title
against the purchaser.
Cross-references.
§

What

38-114.

— How

fraud

fraud, see

is

CHAPTER

consummated, see § 37-705.
Estoppels, see
When concealment is fraud, see § 96-203.

96-202.

§

INVITEES AND LICENSEES.

105-4.

Sec.

Sec.

Owner

105-401.

bound to

or occupier

keep premises

Owner

105-402.

Licensees; definition; liability

when.

safe,

for injuries to.

bound to keep premises safe, when.
Where the owner or occupier of land, by express or implied invitation,
induces or leads others to come upon his premises for any lawful purpose, he is liable in damages to such persons for injuries occasioned by
105-401.

(4420)

or occupier

—

his failure to exercise ordinary care in

proaches

keeping the premises and ap-

(80 Ga. 148 (4 S. E. 759).)

safe.

105-402. Licensees; definition; liability for injuries to.

a person

who

—A

licensee

is

neither a customer, nor a servant, nor a trespasser, and

is

does not stand in any contractual relation with the owner of the premises,
and who is permitted expressly or impliedly to go thereon merely for
his

own

convenience or gratification. The owner of such premto a licensee only for wilful or wanton injury. (30 Ga. App.

interest,

ises is liable

490 (118

E. 697).)

S.

CHAPTER 105-5. LIABILITY OF EMPLOYER FOR TORTS
OF EMPLOYEE OR INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR.
Sec.

Sec.

Torts committed by employee.

105-501.

105-502.

Employer liable

for

negli-

gence of contractor, when.

—

by employee. The employer gencommitted
not responsible for torts
by his employee when the
latter exercises an independent business, and in it is not subject to the
immediate direction and control of the employer.
105-501.

erally

(4414) Torts committed

is

Cross-references.
pass of agent, see
Title 114,

§

4-312.

r

When

done

is

§

4-409.
66-401.

is

the

liable for the negligence of the contractor—

work

manner, would result
If,

§

44 15) Employer liable for negligence of contractor,

The employer

2.

of agents for excess of authority, see
Railroads' liability to employees, see

TresSee

Workmen's Compensation.

105-502.

1.

— Liability

is

wrongful

in a

in itself, or,

nuisance;

if

done

in the

when.—
ordinary

or,

according to previous knowledge and experience, the work to be
in its nature dangerous to others, however carefully performed;

or,
3.

If

the wrongful act

is

the violation of a duty imposed by express

contract upon the employer;

or,

4.

§ 105-603

Torts.
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the wrongful act

If

the violation of a duty imposed by

is

tatut

or,

the employer retains the right to direct or control the tin.
manner of executing the work; or interferes and assumes control, so as
to create the relation of master and servant, or 30 that an injury results
5.

If

which
6.

If

is

traceable to his interference; or,

the employer ratifies the unauthorized

wrong

of the

independent

contractor. (87 Ga. 165 (13 S. E. 277).)

PART

TO THE PERSON; WRONGFUL

INJURIES

II.

DEATH.

CHAPTER

105-6.

PHYSICAL INJURIES.
Sec.

Sec.
105-601.

Right of action; intention.

105-602.

Violent injury or attempt to

commit

Diligence of plaintiff.

105-603.

injury.

105-601. (4422) Right of action; intention.

—A

to another shall give a right of action, whatever

physical injury done

may

be the intention

under some rule of law. The
the assessment of damages.

of the actor, unless he shall be justified

intention shall be considered in

—Limitation

of action for injuries done to person or reputaTorts to wife, child, ward, or servant, see § 105-107. Duties,
of master to servants, see Title 66, Master and Servant, Chap-

Cross-references.
tion, see § 3-1004.
liabilities,

etc.,

ter 66-3.

105-602. (4423) Violent injury or attempt to

violent injury or attempt to

commit

commit

injury.

a physical injury illegally

person is a tort for which damages may be recovered.
Cross-reference. — Damages for corporal punishment to minor
§

—Any

upon

laborers,

a

see

54-206.

105-603. (4426) Diligence

of

plaintiff.

—

If

the plaintiff by ordinary

care could have avoided the consequences to himself caused by the de-

fendant's negligence, he

is

not entitled to recover.

defendant is not relieved, although the plaintiff
contributed to the injury sustained.

may

In other cases the
in

some way have

—

Cross-references. Justification of tort by authority of law, see § 105-1801. Defense of contributory negligence in suits by railroad employees, see § 66-402. See
also § 94-703.
As to consent to tort, see § 105-1803. Ordinary diligence, see
Due care in child, see § 105-204. Imputable negligence, see § 105-205.
§ 105-201.

CHAPTER

105-7.

LIBEL AND SLANDER.

Sec.

Sec.

105-701.

Libel

of

105-703.

Newspaper

105-702.

Slander defined; inference of

105-704.

Same; what

privileged.

105-705.

Publication,

what

defined;
publication.

damage;

special

necessity

damage.

libel defined:
cessity of publication.

ne-

constitutes.

—
§ 105-701

Torts.

Sec.
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Sec.

105-706.

Malice: inference; rebuttal.

105-709.

Privileged

105-707.

Charge

ir c

^m
105-710.

»#
r
-i
Malicious
privilege.
use ofr ^
°

105-711.

Allegations in pleadings priv-

105-70S.

Truth as

intercourse with
of
~~JZ~~
~t color;
i~-. ~~~~f
~c
person ot
proof ot
special damage.

105-701.
false

•

ileged.

justification.

(4428")

communications.

•

.

Libel defined; necessity of publication.

and malicious defamation of another, expressed

—A

libel is a

in print, or writing,

or pictures, or signs, tending to injure the reputation of an individual,

and exposing him

to public hatred, contempt, or ridicule.

tion of the libelous matter

The

publica-

essential to recovery.

is

—

Cross-references. Limitation of action for injury to reputation, see § 3-1004.
to criminal libel and defamation of virtuous female, see §§ 26-2101 to 26-2104.

As

(4433) Slander defined; inference of

105-702.

— Slander,

damage;

special

damage.

imputing to another a
crime punishable by law; or, second, charging him with having some
contagious disorder, or being guilty of some debasing act which may
exclude him from society or, third, in charges made against another in
or oral defamation, consists,

in

first,

;

him
therein or, fourth, any disparaging words productive of special damage
flowing naturally therefrom. In the last case, the special damage is essential to support the action in the first three, damage is inferred.

reference to .his trade,

office,

or profession, calculated to injure

;

;

Cross-references.
see § 24-3405.

105-703.

Any

— Slander

(4431)

of

title,

Newspaper

see

§

libel defined;

azine, or periodical,

actions for slander,

in

necessity of publication.

any newspaper, magtending to injure the reputation of any individual

and malicious defamation

false

Costs

105-1411.

of another in

and expose him to public hatred, contempt, or ridicule, shall constitute
a newspaper libel, the publication of such libelous matter being essential
to recovery.

(Acts 1893,

105-704. (4432)

p. 131.)

Same; what

privileged.

—A

fair

and honest report

of

the proceedings of legislative or judicial bodies, or of court proceedings,

from any arresting officer
or police authorities, shall be deemed a privileged communication; and
in any action brought for newspaper libel the rule of law as to privileged
communications shall apply. (Acts 1893, p. 131.)

or a truthful report of information received

Cross-reference.

— Privileged

communications, see

it is

existence of malice

go

cations

in
it

105-707.

—A

— In

or spoken defamation, malice

shall

constitutes.

(4429) Malice; inference; rebuttal.-

105-706.

The

105-709.

published
communicated to any person other than the party libeled.

105-705. (4430) Publication,

as soon as

what

§

is

may

all

libel

is

actions for printed

inferred from the character of the charge.

be rebutted by proof, which in

mitigation of damages, and in cases of privileged

all

cases

communi-

shall be in bar of the recovery.

(4434) Charge of intercourse with person of color; proof of

damage.

—Any

charge or intimation against a white female of
having sexual intercourse with a person of color is slanderous without
proof of special damage. (Acts 1859, p. 54.)
special

Cross-reference.

— Criminal

§§ 26-2101 to 26-2104.

libel

and

defamation

of

virtuous

female,

see

:

§ 105-802

Torts.
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—

Truth as justification. The truth
may always be proved in justification of the libel or
105-708. (4435)

charge made

of the

'.lander.

—

Liberty of speech guaranteed, see Const., Art ]. Sec I, Par.
H,
2-115).
as evidence in criminal ca
Truth
(§
Par. J (§ 2-201). Justification in torts, see § 105-1801. '1 rut!, a defense to indictment for libel, see § 26-2103.
Cross-references.

XV

105-709.

deemed

(4436)

communications.- -The

Privileged

following

privileged communications

1.

Statements made bona

2.

Similar statements in the performance of a private duty, either legal

fide in the

performance

of a public duty.

or moral.

Statements made with the bona

3.

speaker, to protect his

own

on the part of the

intent,

fide

interest in a matter

where

it

is

concerned.

Fair and honest reports of the proceedings of legislative or judicial

4.

bodies.
Cross-reference.
5.

— Newspaper

Comments

of counsel, fairly

and the conduct
Cross-reference.

see

§

105-704.

made, on the circumstances

of his ca

of parties in connection therewith.

— Pleadings

Comments upon

6.

libel,

privileged, see

the acts of public

§

105-711.

men

in their public capacity

and

with reference thereto.
105-710. (4437) Malicious use of privilege.

ileged communications,

if

the privilege

— In

every case of privused merely as a cloak for

is

venting private malice, and not bona fide in promotion of the object for
which the privilege is granted, the party defamed shall have a right of
action.
Cross-reference.

— Malicious

prosecution, see

105-711. (4438) Allegations

in

105-801.

§

pleadings

privileged.

—All

charges,

and averments contained in regular pleadings filed in a court
of competent jurisdiction, which are pertinent and material to the relief
sought, whether legally sufficient to obtain it or not, are privileged.
However false and malicious, they are not libelous. (81 Ga. 238 (7 S. E.
allegations,

274).)

CHAPTER

105-8.

MALICIOUS PROSECUTION.

Sec.

Sec.

Right of action.
of probable cause; defi-

105-801.

Definition.

105-802.

Want

nition; question for jury.
105-803.

M

,n*
105-804.

105-805.

What

105-806.

When

"° babl<
;

Ca

T' when;
,

inferred,

tal.

u

a prosecution.

the right or action ac-

crues.

Evidence of prosecutor as to
P
™
Malice

is

105-807.

Grand jurors exempt.

105-808.

Measure

rebutof

damages.

—

Right of action. A criminal prosecution,
maliciously carried on, and without any probable cause, whereby damage ensues to the person prosecuted, shall give him a cause of action.
105-801. (4439) Definition.

105-802. (4440)

—Want

Want

of probable cause

;

definition

;

question for jury.

of probable cause shall be a question for the jury,

under the

§

Torts.

105-S03

direction of the court, and shall exist

man

as to satisfy a reasonable

2632

when

the circumstances are such

that the accuser had no

ground

for pro-

ceeding- but his desire to injure the accused.

—

Malice inferred in case of want of probable
Probable cause in malicious arrest, see § 105-1003.

Cross-references.
§

105-804.

105-803.

cause,

(4441) Evidence of prosecutor as to probable cause.

— In

see

in-

vestigating the question of probable cause, the evidence given by the

prosecutor himself upon the criminal prosecution may be submitted to
the jury by either party, the credibility thereof to be determined by them.

—

when; rebuttal. A total want of
probable cause is a circumstance from which malice may be inferred,
but such inference may be rebutted by proof.
105-804.

(4444) Malice

inferred,

— Probable

cause, see

Cross-reference.

105-805.

(4445)

What

§

105-802.

a prosecution.

is

ting court or justice of the peace shall
105-806.

(4446)

When

l

(4442)

amount

to a prosecution.

the right of action accrues.

must be ended before the rieht
^105-807.

—An inquiry before a commit-

—The

prosecution

of action accrues.

Grand jurors exempts— No member

of a

grand jury

an action for a malicious prosecution upon a presentment made by the body but if such presentment is made at the instigation of a third person, from malice on his part, and without probable
cause, he shall be liable as if he were named as prosecutor.
shall be liable to

;

fined to

lated

—

Measure of damages. The recovery shall not be conthe actual damage sustained by the accused, but shall be regu-

105-808.

(4443)

by the circumstances

Cross-reference.

—Vindictive

CHAPTER

of each case.

damages, see

105-9.

105-2003.

FALSE IMPRISONMENT.

Sec.

Sec.

105-901.

Definition.

105-902.

Imprisonment under warrant;
good faith; presumption.

105-901.

whereby he

is

38-1506.

105-902.

—

— False

Suit for joint act of several.

imprisonment consists in the unanother, for any length of time,

person of
deprived of his personal liberty.

Cross-references.
§

105-903.

(4447) Definition.

lawful detention

see

§

of

the

— Liability

See also

§

of officer arresting witness, for false imprisonment,
105-1004.

(4448) Imprisonment under warrant;

the imprisonment

good

faith;

presump-

is by virtue of a warrant, neither the party
suing out nor the officer who in good faith executes the same
shall be guilty of false imprisonment, though the warrant is defective in
form or is void for want of jurisdiction. In such cases the good faith
must be determined from the circumstances. The same is true of the
judicial officer issuing the warrant, the presumption being always against

tion.

bona

him

If

fide

as to

good

faith

when he has no

jurisdiction.

>5-1102
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—

If the imprisonment is
105-903. (4449) Suit for joint act of several.
the act of several persons, they may be Sited jointly or separately, and
if

jointly, all shall be responsible for the entire recovery.
Cross-reference.

— Procurer

CHAPTER

wrong

of

105-10.

as joint wrongdoer, see

105-1207.

I

MALICIOUS ARREST.
Sec.

Sec.
105-1001.

Definition.

105-1002.

Malice defined.

105-1001. (4450) Definition.

out probable cause,

—An

when made

105-1003.

Want

105-1004.

Arrest of persons exempt.

of probable cause; definition; question for jury.

arrest under process of law, with-

maliciously, shall give a right of action to

the party arrested.
105-1002. (4451) Malice

— Malice

may

in

personal

spite or in a general disregard of the right consideration of

mankind,

defined.

consist

directed by chance against the individual injured.

Want

probable cause; definition; question for
jury.
Want of probable cause shall be a question for the jury, under
the direction of the court, and shall exist when the circumstances are
such as to satisfy a reasonable man that the accuser had no ground for
105-1003. (4452.)

of

—

proceeding but his desire to injure the accused.
105-1004. (4453) Arrest of persons exempt.

—The

wilful arrest, under

person exempt by law from such arrest shall be deemed
malicious until the contrary shall be proved.
civil process, of a

Cross-reference.
see § 38-1506.

— Liability

CHAPTER

of officer arresting witness, for false imprisonment,

105-11.

INJURIES TO HEALTH.
Sec.

Sec.
105-1101.
105-1102.

Sale

of
visions.

unwholesome

pro-

105-1103.

Furnishing wrong
jnedicine

Sale of adulterated drugs or
liquors.

105-1104.

by

article

vender

or
of

drugs and medicines.
Right of action in widow and
children in case of death.

—

unwholesome provisions. Any person who
knowingly or carelessly sells to another unwholesome provisions of any
kind, the defect being unknown to the purchaser, by the use of which
damage results to the purchaser or his family, shall be liable in damages
105-1101. (4460) Sale of

for such injury.
Cross-reference.

—Implied

warranty, see

§

96-301.

105-1102. (4461) Sale of adulterated drugs or liquors.

—Any

person
who, knowingly or carelessly, by himself or his agents, sells to another
adulterated drugs or liquors, by the use of which damage accrues to the
purchaser, his patients or his family, or his property, shall be liable in

damages

for the injury done.

Cross-reference.
et seq.

—Adulteration

or misbranding of foods or drugs, see

§

42-109

§105-1103

Torts.

105-1103. (4462) Furnishing

drugs and medicines.

—

If a

wrong
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article or

medicine by vender of

vender of drugs and medicines, by himself

knowingly or negligently shall furnish the wrong
or medicine, and damage shall accrue from the use of the drug or

or his agent, either
article

medicine furnished, to the purchaser, his patients or his family, or his
property, the vender shall be liable for the injury done.

—

Regulations as to pharmacists, see Title
and Trades. Chapter 84-13.

Cross-reference.
inesses,

84, Professions,

Bus-

Right of action in widow and children in case of
death.
If death shall ensue as a result of any injury or damage, in any
case arising under the provisions of the three foregoing sections, the
right of action for such death shall survive as provided in Chapter 105-13.
105-1104.

—

1^4462)

Cross-references.

— Recovery

surgery and medicine, see

CHAPTER

§

105-12.

for homicide, see
84-924.

Chapter 105-13.

Malpractice of

INDIRECT INJURIES TO PERSON.
Sec.

Sec.
105-1201.
105-1202.
105-1203.
105-1204.

Negligence by trustee.
Abducting or harboring wife.
Adultery or criminal conversation; proof of marriage.
Seduction of daughter; loss
of

services;

105-1205.

105-1206.

Furnishing liquor to minor
son of another.
Gaming with minor son of
another.

105-1207.

exemplary

Procurer of wrong
wrongdoer.

is

joint

damages.

by

—In

every case of trust or
confidence reposed, in consideration of a reward paid or promised, negligence in the person trusted, to the injury of the other, shall give a right
105-1201. (4463) Negligence

trustee.

of action.

—

Cross-references. Limitation of actions for injuries to person, see
of trustees as to protection of trust property, see § 108-402.

§

3-1004.

Duty

105-1202. (4464)

Abducting or harboring wife.

—A husband

shall

have

another for abducting or harboring his wife.
Furnishing shelter and food to a wife driven from her home by cruel
treatment is an act of humanity, and shall give no right of action to the
a right of action against

husband.
105-1203. (4465) Adultery or criminal conversation; proof of marAdultery or criminal conversation with a wife shall give a right
riage.

—

In such cases proof of the marriage may be
by general reputation and the parties living together as man and

of action to the

made

husband.

wife.
Cross-reference.

— How

marriage

may

be proved, see

§

38-303.

105-1204. (4466) Seduction of daughter; loss of services; exemplary

—

damages. The seduction of a daughter, unmarried and living with her
parent, whether followed by pregnancy or not, shall give a right of action
to the father, or to the mother if the father is dead, or absent permanently, or refuses to sue. No loss of services need be alleged or proved.
The seduction is the gist of the action, and in well-defined cases the

damages

shall be

exemplary.

§ 105-1304

Torts.
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105-1205. (4467) Furnishing liquor to minor son of another.
or,

if

the father

is

— A father,

dead, a mother, shall have a right of action aga

any person who shall sell or furnish spirituous liquors to hit or her child
under age, for his own use, and without the said parent's permission.

—

Cross-reference. Criminal liability for furnishing liquor to minor without consent of parent or guardian, see § 58-012.

—

Gaming with minor son of another. A like right of
action shall accrue against any person who shall play and bet at any
game of chance with a minor child for money or other thing of value.
105-1206, (4468)

Cross-reference.

— Gambling

with minor as misdemeanor, see

wrong

26-6405.

§

—

wrongdoer. In all cases
he who maliciously procures an injury to be done to another, whether
it is an actionable wrong or a breach of contract, is a joint wrongdoer,
and may be sued either alone or jointly with the actor.
105-1207. (4469) Procurer of

is

joint

—

Liability of prin-

Cross-references. Suits for joint act of several, see § 105-903.
cipal for agent's acts, see §§ 4-311, 4-312, 4-409, 105-108.

CHAPTER

105-13.

Sec.

WRONGFUL DEATH.
Sec.

105-1301.
105-1302.

"Homicide" defined.
Homicide of husband or
oarent

105-1303.

Survival of action for homicide of husband or parent.

105-1304.

Widow's recovery subject

105-1305.

law of descents.
Recovery for husband's or
parent's homicide not sub-

105-1306.

Homicide

of wife or mother.

1Ar
1on ^
105-1307.

„
Homicide

of child.

105-1308.

"Full value

...

.

,

of

...

life

dent> as s hown

to

of

dece-

by the

evi-

dence" defined.
105-1309.

Recovery by administrator

of

decedent.

ject to debts.

"Homicide" defined.—The word "homicide" as used
Chapter shall include all cases where the death of a human being
from a crime or from criminal or other negligence. (Acts 1887,

105-1301. (4425)
in this

results

pp. 43, 45.)

—

Homicide of husband or parent. A widow, or,
if no widow, a child or children, minor or sui juris, may recover for the
homicide of the husband or parent, the full value of the life of the de(Act 1850, Cobb, 476; Acts 1855-6,
cedent, as shown by the evidence.
105-1302. (4424, 4425)

p.

155; 1878-9,

p.

59; 1924, p. 60.)

Cross-references.— "Homicide"

defined, see § 103-1301.
"Full value of life of
decedent" defined, see § 105-1308. Liability of railroad for injury to or death of
employee, see § 66-401. Compensation for death under workmen's compensation

law, see §§ 114-103, 114-413.

husband or parent
If the suit shall be brought by the widow or children, and the widow
or one of the children shall die pending the action, the action shall survive, in the first case to the children, and in the latter to the surviving

—

105-1303. (4424) Survival of action for homicide of

child or children. (Act 1850, Cobb, 476; Acts

1855-6, p.

155:

1878-9,

p. 59.)

event of a

—

Widow's recovery subject to law of descents. In the
recovery by the widow she shall hold the amount recovered

105-1304. (4425)

§

Torts.

105-1305
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subject to the law of descents, as if it were personal property descending
to the widow and children from the deceased. (Acts 1878-9, p. 59.)
Cross-reference.

— Rules

of inheritance

and

distribution, see §§ 113-903, 113-1001.

(4425) Recovery for husband's or parent's homicide not subject to debts.
No recovery had under the provisions of section 105-1302
105-1305.

—

shall be subject to

any debt or

husband or parent. (Acts
Cross-reference.

Chapter

any character

liability of

of the deceased

1878-9, p. 59.)

— Exemptions

from

garnishment,

see

Title

Garnishment,

46,

46-2.

105-1306.

Homicide

(^4424)

of wife or mother.

cover for the homicide of his wife, and
surviving-, the

husband and children

—The husband may

re-

she leaves child or children

if

shall sue jointly

and not separately,

with the right to recover the full value of the life of the decedent, as
shown by the evidence, and with the right of survivorship as to said
suit, if either shall die pending the action. (Acts 1887, pp. 43, 45.)

—

Cross-references. '"Homicide" defined, see
cedent, as shown by the evidence" defined, see

Homicide

105-1307. (4424)
father,

may

whom

she or he

105-1301.
105-1308.

§
§

—A

of child.

dependent, or

who

or,

father shall be entitled to recover the full value of the

—

fined, see

§

of de-

if

contributes to her or his support,

unless said child shall leave a wife, husband, or child.

(Acts 1887, pp. 43, 45.)
Cross-references. "Homicide"

life

no mother, a
minor or sui juris, upon

mother,

recover for the homicide of a child,
is

"Full value of

defined, see

life

or

of such child.

"Full value of life" de-

105-1301.

§

The mother

105-1308.

shown by the evidecedent, as shown by

105-1308. (4425) "Full value of life of decedent, as

dence" defined.
the evidence,

—The

is

full

value of the

the full value of the

life

of the

of the decedent without deduc-

life

tion for necessary or other personal expenses of the decedent
lived.

had he

(Acts 1887, pp. 43, 45.)

105-1309. Recovery

by administrator

decedent.

of

— In

cases where

no person entitled to sue under the foregoing provisions of this
Chapter, the administrator or executor of the decedent may sue for and
recover and hold the amount recovered for the benefit of the next of kin,
if dependent upon the decedent, or to whose support the decedent conIn any such case the amount of the recovery shall be detributed.
termined by the extent of the dependency or the pecuniary loss sustained
by the next of kin. (Acts 1924, p. 60.)
there

is

Cross-references.
see

§

— Rules

of inheritance,

see

§

113-903.

Rules of distribution,

113-1001.

PART
CHAPTER

III.

105-14.

INJURIES

TO PROPERTY.

INJURIES TO REAL ESTATE.
Sec.

Sec.
105-1401.

Interfering with enjoyment
of private property.

105-1404.

Bare title, action for trespass
by person having.

105-1402.

Right of possession.
Bare possession.

105-1405.

Disputed

105-1403.

title.

possession;

legal

—
;

§ 105-1407

Touts.
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Sec.

Sec.

105-1406.

Damages

for continuing trcs-

105 1409.

Right! above and below the

pass.

105-1407.

105-1408.

surface.

Water courses;

diversion, obstruction, or pollution as
constituting trespass.

Underground streams,

105-1410.

interference
105-1411.

105-1401. (4470) Interfering with

enjoyment

right of

with.

inter-

ference with.

The

Right of way or of comi.

Slander of

enjoyment

of

title.

private property.

of private property being an absolute right of

every citizen, every act of another which unlawfully interferes with such
enjoyment is a tort for which an action shall lie.

— Deprivation

Cross-references.
Const., Art. I, Sec.
§ 61-301 et seq.

Par. Ill

I,

of property without due process of law, see
Eviction of tenant holding over, see
2-103).

(§

—The

bare right to possession
of lands shall authorize their recovery by the owner of such right, and
also damages for the withholding of the right.
105-1402. (4471) Right of possession.

— The

bare possession of land shall
authorize the possessor to recover damages from any person who shall
105-1403. (4472) Bare possession.

wrongfully, in any manner, interfere with such possession.
Cross-references.— For similar provision as to personalty, see § 105-1702. Recovery in ejectment on prior possession, see § 33-102. How actual possession of
lands evidenced, see

85-403.

§

105-1404. (4473) Bare

The person having

title,

action for trespass

by person having.

no one is in actual possession under
the same title with him, may maintain an action for a trespass thereon
and if a tenant is in possession, and the trespass is such as injures the
freehold, the owner, or a remainderman or reversioner, may still maintain such action.
title

to lands,

if

—

Cross-references. Definition of fee simple estate, see § 85-501.
Proceedings
Remainderman or reversioner may
against tenants holding over, see § 61-301.
sue for injury destroying value of property, see § 105-1705.

105-1405. (4474) Disputed possession; legal

title.

—Where

two

per-

sons claim to have actual possession of the same land, he shall be

deemed

in possession

who

has the legal

title,

and the other

is

a tres-

passer.

—

Cross-references. How actual possession
Constructive possession, see § 85-404.

105-1406. (4480)

Damages

of

lands

evidenced,

for continuing trespass.

see

§

— Damages

85-403.

for a

continuing trespass are limited to those which have occurred before
action

is

commenced.

Subsequent damages flowing from a continuance

new

of the trespass give a
Cross-references.

damages, see

§

cause of action. (51 Ga. 38S.)

—Trespass

105-2006.

to personalty, see § 105-1703.
General and special
Indictable trespasses, see § 26-3001.

Water courses;
trespass.
The owner

105-1407. (4475)

—

diversion, obstruction, or pollution as

through which nonnavigable
water courses may flow is entitled to have the water in such streams
come to his land in its natural and usual flow, subject only to such detention or diminution as may be caused by a reasonable use of it by other
riparian proprietors and the diverting of the stream, wholly or in part.

constituting

;

of land

—
§

Torts.

05-1408

1
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from the same, or the obstructing thereof so as to impede its course or
cause it to overflow or injure his land, or any right appurtenant thereto,
value to him, shall be a trespass
96 Ga. 415 (23 S. E. 393). 132 Ga. 246

or the pollution thereof so as to lessen

upon

his property.

(41 Ga. 162,

its

(64 S. E. 87).)

—

Cross-references. Rights of owner of land adjacent to navigable stream, see
Development of water power, see § 85-1306. Levees and ditches, see
85-1304.
Water not to be diverted for rice cultivation, see § 5-401. Corporate
§ S5-1J10.
powers of canal companies, see § 17-106. Rights of riparian owners, see §§ 85-1301,
85-1305.
§

105-1408. (4476)

Underground streams, interference with.

of a

stream of water underground, and

first

use, are so difficult of ascertainment, that trespass

its

—The course

exact condition before

may

its

not be

brought for any supposed interference with the rights of a proprietor.

—

and below the surface. The owner of
realty having title downwards and upwards indefinitely, an unlawful
interference with his rights, below or above the surface, alike gives him
105-1409. (4477) Rights above

a right of action.

— Definition of realty, see
Note. — The effect of this section has

Cross-references.
§

85-1201.

§

Ancient

85-201.

lights,

see

Editorial
been materially modified by the
decision of the Supreme Court in 178/515 (173 S. E. 817), which holds, in brief,
that the legal title to land extends upward only to an altitude representing the reasonable possibility of the owner's occupation and enjoyment.

See note following
another, § 11-101.

105-1410.

§

See also, as to lawfulness of flight over lands of

85-201.

way

(4478) Right of

The unlawful

common,

or of

interference with a right of

way

or of

interference with.

common

is

a trespass

to the party entitled thereto.
Cross-reference.

— Private

ways, see

§

85-1401.

—The

owner

any estate in lands
may maintain an action for libelous or slanderous words falsely and
maliciously impugning his title, if any damage shall have accrued to
him therefrom.
105-1411. (4479) Slander of

Cross-reference.

CHAPTER

— Slander,

see

§

title.

of

105-702.

PROCEEDINGS AGAINST INTRUDERS.

105-15.

Sec.

Sec.

105-1501.

Manner

105-1502.

Sheriff

105-1503.

Return of

of ejecting intruders.

may

105-1501. (5380)

affidavit

and

Manner

of

trial.

Writ

105-1505.

when.
Intrusions on camp-grounds.

of

possession

attorney in

is-

sue,

ejecting

intruders.

— Intruders

ejected from the possession of lands and tenements in

manner, to wit:

may

105-1504.

administer oath.

may

be
the following

When

fact, shall

any person, either by himself, his agent, or his
take and subscribe an affidavit in writing, before

any officer authorized to administer an oath, setting forth that he does
in good faith claim the right of possession to any land or tenement (describing the same), and that such land or tenement is -in the hands of
another person (naming the person), who does not in good faith claim
a right to such possession, and yet refuses to abandon the same, and
when such affidavit shall be placed in the hands of the sheriff of the

Torts.
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§

1054601

county where the land or tenement is situated, it shall be the duty of
such sheriff, at the earliest practicable day, to exhibit Mich affidavit to
the person described as being- in possession of such land or tenement,
and to turn such person out of possession, unless the person so in p
sion shall tender to the sheriff a counter-affidavit, stating that he d
in

good

faith claim a legal right to the possession of said land or tc

ment. (Acts 1853-4,
Cross-references.

p. 52.)

—Three days'

failing in duty, see § 61-307.
ment, Chapters 26-30, 26-32.

Penalty on officer
notice to tenant, see § 61-300.
Criminal trespass, see Title 26, Crimes and PunishEjectment, see Title 33, Ejectment.

105-1502. (5381) Sheriff

may

administer oath.

— The

competent officer to administer the oath to the person
case he shall tender the counter-affidavit provided for
section.

(Acts 1853-4, pp.

Cross-reference.

— Sheriff

sheriff shall be a
in

possession, in

in the

preceding

52, 53.)

may

administer oaths, see

105-1503. (5382) Return of affidavit

and

§

trial.

24-2819.

—

If a

counter-affidavit

shall be tendered as hereinbefore provided for, the sheriff shall not turn

the party out of possession, but the contending parties shall be remitted
.to their

respective rights, and the sheriff shall return both affidavits and

deposit them in the office of the clerk of the superior court of the county
in

which the land

lies,

upon which an

made up and

issue shall be

a jury, according to the laws of this State. (Acts 1853-4,
105-1504. (5383)
of the jury,

Writ

upon the

of possession

trial of

may

issue,

when.

tried

by

p. 53.)

—

If

the finding

the issue provided for in the preceding sec-

be for the plaintiff or movant, the clerk shall issue upon the
judgment a writ of habere facias possessionem, including a fieri facias
for the costs. (Acts 1853-4, p. 53.)
tion, shall

105-1505. (5384) Intrusions on camp-grounds.

—The trustees, commis-

and other owners of camp-grounds shall have the exclusive right
to prevent intruders and squatters from occupying any land within the
boundaries of said camp-grounds, and to institute proceedings against
any such intruders and squatters, in the same manner as is now authorized by law against intruders and trespassers upon land. (Acts 1863-4,
sioners,

p. 63.)"

Cross-reference.

—Punishment

CHAPTER

105-16.

for intrusion

on camp-grounds, see

26-6911.

FORCIBLE ENTRY AND DETAINER.

Sec.

Sec.

105-1601.

Justices to
jury, etc.

105-1602.

How

105-1603.
105-1604.

try

the

fact

by

juries shall be obtained
in forcible entry and detainer.

Procedure when all jurors
do not attend.
Possession and force only to
be submitted to jury.
.

105-1605.

Oath

105-1606.
105-1607.
r
1A
o
105 " 1/Crk
1608

-

fee.

Restitution to be made.
n^-

Tim ^

given to apply *tor certloran
^

-

Service on nonresidents.

105-1610.

Nonresidents to give bond

in

certain cases.
105-1611.

of jury.

justices of

Jury

105-1609.

Proceedings under Chapter
no bar to indictment.

—

by jury, etc. Any one or
the peace, upon complaint made on oath of any entry

105-1601. (5395) Justices to try the fact

more

§

Torts.

105-1602

§

into lands or tenements, or of

any

2640

forcible detainer of the same, shall

have power to draw a jury of 12 men from the jury box of the district
in which the lands and tenements so alleged to be forcibly entered or detained are situated, and cause the sheriff of the county or the constable
of the district to summon them to be and appear at the usual place of
holding court in the said district, on a certain day to be appointed by the
said justice or justices, for the purpose of trying the fact of such forcible
entry or detainer.

The

said justice or justices shall also issue a

sum-

person or persons charged with such forcible
entry or detainer, and cause the same to be served on him by the sheriff
or constable at least five days before the time appointed for trial, requiring him to appear and defend the charge alleged against him. (Act

mons,

1833,

to be directed to the

Cobb. 813.)

Cross-references.

—Forcible

entry defined, see

§

Forcible detainer de-

26-3101.

Punishment for forcible entry and detainer, see § 26-3103.
fined, see § 26-3102.
Cause oi action for interfering with enjoyment of property, see § 105-1401.
105-1602. (5396)

—

How

juries shall be obtained in forcible entry

and

duty of the several justices of the peace to
provide a jury box in which the names of all persons in their respective
districts liable to serve on juries shall be placed, and in the trial of all
cases of forcible entry and detainer or forcible detainer, it shall be the
duty of said justices to draw from said box the jury that is now provided by law for the trial of such cases. (Acts 1876, p. 98.)
detainer.

It

shall be the

Cross-reference.

—Juries

in justice courts,

when

105-1603. (5397) Procedure

jurors shall not attend, or

if

how drawn,

see

§

6-403.

jurors do not attend.

all

—

If all

the

there shall be a legal objection to any of

them, the justice or justices of the peace may cause the jury to be completed by tales jurors and if a jury cannot be obtained in the district,
the justice or justices of the peace may draw a jury from an adjoining
district in the county to try said case.
;

Cross-reference.

—Juries

in justice courts,

how drawn,

see

§

6-403.

—

and force only to be submitted to- jury.
Upon the trial, the only facts into which the jury shall inquire shall be
the possession and the force; they shall have no power to inquire into
the merits of the title on either side. (Act 1833, Cobb, 812.)
105-1604. (5398) Possession

Cross-references.
§

82-202.

— Possession

Punishment

105-1605. (5399)

as issue in trial on possessory warrants,
for forcible entry and detainer, see § 26-3103.

Oath

of jury.

istered to the jurors, viz.:

"You

see

— The

following oath shall be adminshall well and truly inquire whether

made any forcible entry into the lands or tenements of C. D.,
and ejected him therefrom, or forcibly detained the lands or tenements

A. B. has

and a true verdict give according- to the facts as they
you in evidence. So help you God." (Act 1833, Cobb, 813.)

of the said C. D.,

may appear

to

105-1606. (5405) Jury fee.
trials shall
in

the suit,

(Acts 1898,

in forcible

entry and detainer

be $6 for each verdict rendered, to be paid by the party cast
as other costs are paid, and equally divided among the jurors.
p. 88.)

Cross-reference.

105-1607

—The jury fee

— Who

(5400)

shall

pay costs generally, see

Restitution to be made.

—

If

§

24-3401.

upon the

trial of

such case

the jury shall find such forcible entry or forcible detainer, or both, the

.§105-1611

Torts.
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said justice or justices of the peace shall give

judgment accordingly, and

ion of the premises to the
cause the sheriff to make restitution of \><>
party aggrieved: Provided, that if the person charged with such fc
entry or detainer, or those under whom he claims, shall have been in
peaceabfe possession of the premises for the space of three year- or
'

more, as aforesaid, immediately preceding the date of such summot,
no restitution of possession shall be made. (Act 1833, Cobb, 813.;
Cross-references.

Punishment

— Obtaining possession

for forcible entry

Time given

105-1608. (5401)

at sheriff's or other sales, see

and detainer, see

§

§

39-1313.

26-3103.

to apply for certiorari.

— In

all

cases of

and detainer, the enforcement of the judgment shall be
suspended for 10 days to allow the party dissatisfied with the same time
forcible entry

make out

Provided, that the
party complaining of said decision shall, at the time it is made, give the
opposite party written notice of his intention to take said case to the
to

his application for a writ of certiorari:

superior court. (Acts 1865-6,

p. 222.)

—

Cross-references. Certiorari as a
to justices courts, etc., see § 19-203.

see § 19-213.
I low
days' notice, see § 19-212.

supersedeas,

Ten

105-1609. (5402) Service on nonresidents.

—

obtained

defendant charged
not a resident of the county where
If the.

with a forcible entry or detainer is
the land or tenement is situated, service of the summons may nevertheless be perfected on him or his tenant by the sheriff or constable, as
though he resided in the county. (Acts 1851-2, p. 261.)

—Venue of

Cross-references.
ing title to land, see

§

3-203.

civil cases at law, see § 3-201. Venue of suits respectService by publication, see §§ 81-205, 81-206.

105-1610. (5403) Nonresidents

nonresident defendants,

to

who may

give bond in

certain

cases.

—All

forcibly enter or forcibly detain, or

and detain any lot or parcel of land in any county, shall be
give bond and security for all costs and damages which may

forcibly enter

compelled to
be recovered against them for such forcible entry or detainer or forcible
entry and detainer: Provided, that such defendants shall not be compelled to give such bond until after the commencement of proceedings
under this Chapter. Said bond shall be made payable to the plaintiff in
such action, subject to be recovered as in cases of bond given on appeal,
and on failure to give such bond the jury trying said cause shall award
possession of the premises in dispute to the plaintiff. (Acts 1853-4, p. 42.)
105-1611. (5404) Proceedings under Chapter no bar to indictment.

—

No

proceedings under the provisions of this Chapter shall exempt any
person guilty of a forcible entry or detainer from indictment and punishment. (Act 1833, Cobb, 813.)
Cross-references.

— Definitions

§§ 26-3101, 26-3102.

CHAPTER

Punishment

105-17.

of forcible entry and forcible
for forcible entry or detainer, see

INJURIES TO PERSONALTY GENERALLY.

Sec.

Sec.

1Af i>7Ai
105-1701.

t-.
Deprivation
of possession.

105-1702.

Mere

.

,.

,

possession.

.

105-1704.

Trespass.

Trespass in cases of bailments; rfghts of baike and
bailor.

m

105-1705.
105-1703.

detainer, see
26-3103.

§

Remainder

or

reversionary

interest, injury to.

§

1

05-170 1,

Torts.
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—

Deprivation of possession. The owner of personalty
entitled to the possession thereof. Any deprivation of such possession
a tort for which an action lies.

105-1701. (4481)
is

is

Cross-references.

— What

is

possession

courts' jurisdiction of contests for
See Title 107. Trover.
S 24-1001, 1 2,

105-1702.

i^

448-2")

though without

of

personalty,

mere possession

Mere possession.

— Mere

see

85-1702.

§

Justice
see

personal property,

of

possession

a

of

chattel,

title or wrongful, shall give a right of action for

owner

interference therewith, except as against the true

any

or the person

wrongfully deprived of possession.
Cross-reference.

— For

similar provision as to land, see

(4485) Trespass.

105-1703.

—Any

abuse

personal property of another, unlawfully,
ages may be recovered.

or

of,

§

105-1403.

damage done

a trespass for

is

the

to,

which dam-

—

Cross-references.
Definition of a tort, see § 105-101. Sale of homestead as trespass, see §§ 51-901, 51-1501. Trespass of agent, see § 4-312.
Damage for continuing: trespass, see § 105-1406.
owner of animal liable for trespass, see
S 62-801.

When

105-1704. (4486) Trespass in cases of bailments; rights of bailee
bailor.

— In

cases of bailments,

where the possession

is

and

in the bailee, a

trespass committed during the existence of the bailment shall give a
right of action to the bailee for the interference with his special property

and a concurrent right of action to the bailor for the interference with
his general property.
Cross-references.

—For

similar provision, see

§

12-210.

Property

in bailee, see

Agent's right of action against third person for interference with prinPawnee may use goods
cipal's property in agent's possession, see § 4-405.
pawned, see § 12-604. As to action by borrower, see § 12-505. Possession of
bailee pending bailment, see § 12-411.
§

12-102.

105-1705. (4487)

mainderman
a wrongdoer

Remainder or reversionary

interest, injury to.

—A

re-

may

maintain an action against
for any injury tending to destroy the existence or ultimate
value of the property. In such cases the tenant in possession, and remainderman or reversioner, may sue jointly for the injury to the entire
estate, the recovery being held under like limitations.
or reversioner of personalty

—

Cross-reference. Ne exeat to prevent removal of personalty from the State to
protect reversioner's interest, see §§ 37-1401, 85-1708.

PART
CHAPTER

IV.

105-18.

Plea of authority under law;

105-1804.

as to right to open

105-1805.

Arbitrament and award.
Former recovery and pendency of another action.

105-1806.

Infancy,

effect

105-1802.
105-1803.

IN GENERAL.
Sec.

Sec.
105-1801.

DEFENSES

and conclude.
Extenuation and
of damages.
Consent.

mitigation

105-1801. (4488) Plea of authority under law; effect as to right to

open and conclude.

— In every

case of tort,

if

the defendant

was author-

Torts.
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§

1

05

1

s a
do the act complained of, he may plead the
justification; by such plea he admits the act to be done, and (hall be
entitled to all the privileges of one holding the affirmative of the
but such plea shall not give to the defendant the righjt to open an<

izcd

by law

to

elude the argument before the jury, unless it shall be filed before
plaintiff submits any evidence to the jury trying the case. (Acts 181
I

p. 35.)

—

O

Cross-references. When arrest lawful, see Title 27, Criminal Procedure.
apt<
27-2; § 91-107. Truth as justification in cases of libel and slander, see § 105-708.
Privileged matter, libel and slander, see §§ 105-704, 105-709.

and mitigation

105-1802. (4489) Extenuation

may

stances not amounting to justification

damages.

of

be pleaded

in

— Circum-

extenuation and

mitigation of damages.
Cross-references.

— Where

plaintiff

contributed to injury, see § 105-603. General
far injury to or destruction of property
107-107.
Due care in child, see § 105-204.

How

rule as to damages, see § 105-2001.
pending litigation in a defense, see §
Imputable negligence, see § 105-205.

105-1803. (4490) Consent.

—As

a general rule there can be no tort

committed against a person consenting thereto, if that consent is free and
not obtained by fraud, and is the action of a sound mind. The consent of

may

a person incapable of consenting, such as a minor,
rights of

any other person having a right

not affect the

of action for the injury.

—

Recovery for torts to wife after separation, see § 53-511.
of bailees to protect property, see § 12-103.
Infancy as defense to actions
for tort, see § 105-1806.
Recovery for torts to wife, child, ward, or servant,
see § 105-107. Ratification of torts, see § 105-109.
Cross-references.

Duty

—

105-1804. (4499) Arbitrament
is

and award. Arbitrament and award
a good defense to an action for a tort, and the rules prescribed in ref-

erence to this defense to a contract apply equally to a tort.

—

Cross-references. Common law award, see Title 7, Arbitration and Award,
7-1.
Statutory award, see Title 7, Arbitration and Award, Chapter 7-2.

Chapter

105-1805. (4500)

Former recovery and pendency

of another action.

—

Former recovery and the .pendency of another suit are also good defenses
and subject to the same rules as when applied to contracts.

—

Cross-references. Pendency of another action and former recovery, see Title
Actions, Chapter 3-6. Cases of election, see § 105-105. Pursuing two remedies,
see § 28-105. Pleas of former recovery and pendency of former suit, see § 3-607.
Estoppels, see § 38-114.

3,

105-1806. (4501) Infancy.
tort,

— Infancy

no defense

an action for a
provided the defendant has arrived at those years of discretion and
is

to

accountability prescribed by this Code for criminal offenses.
of

Cross-references.— Age of accountability for crime, see § 26-302. As to consent
minor to tort, see § 105-1803. Limitation of action by infant for tort, see

§ 3-801.

Minors generally, see

CHAPTER
Sec.
105-1901.

105-1902.

§ 79-208.

105-19.

•

Sec.

Satisfaction and settlement
permissible, when.
Compounding crimes.

Compounding felony
isfaction of tort.

SATISFACTION.

as sat-

105-1903.

Tender

of

to costs.

damages:

effect as

§

105-1901

Torts.

105-1901. (4491)

pounding crimes.

—
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Satisfaction and settlement permissible, when.

amount

the tort complained of does not

If

Com-

to a crime,

may

consent to a satisfaction and settlement thereof;
and if it docs amount to a crime, the person injured may agree upon and
receive compensation for the personal injury. Any attempt, however, to
the person injured

satisfy the public offense, or to suppress a prosecution therefor,

and

agreement, except

vitiates the entire

in those cases

is illegal,

where the law

expressly allows such a settlement.
Cross-reference.

— Arbitrament

105-1902. (4492

s

and award as defense, see

Compounding felony

)

105-1804.

§

as satisfaction of tort.

—

If

the

offense sought to be satisfied or the prosecution sought to be suppressed

amounts to a felony, the agreement itself is an offense under this Code,
and, though executed, shall be no defense to an action for the tort; but
if the offense is not a felony and the agreement is fully executed, it
shall be a satisfaction for the private tort.

— Compounding

Cross-reference.

crimes, see

26-4603.

§

—

Tender of damages; effect as to costs. A person
committing a tort may, before or after suit brought, tender to the person
injured such an amount of damages as in his judgment will cover the injury; and if the same shall be rejected, he may deposit the amount in the
105-1903. (4493)

office of the clerk of the

a continuing tender;

superior court of the county of his residence, as

and

if

the jury trying the cause shall give no

damages than the amount tendered, the

plaintiff shall recover

more

no costs

accruing subsequently to the time of the tender. (Act 1767, Cobb, 562.)
Cross-reference.

— Tender

in trover, see § 107-104.

PART

CHAPTER

V.

105-20.

105-2001.

Compensation for injury.
Nominal damages.

105-2002.

Aggravation.

105-2003.

Vindictive damages.

105-2005.
105-2006.

General damages and special

105-2007.

Direct

damages
damages

Damages

defined.

and

105-2010.

Rule to ascertain remoteness.
Exception to rule as to remote damages.

105-2011.

Recovery against joint

105-2009.

tres-

passers.

Necessary expenses.
Kinds of damages.

105-2008.

IN GENERAL.
Sec.

Sec.

105-2004.

DAMAGES.

105-2012.

Contribution, right

105-2013.

Measure

of.

damages

for tim-

ber cut.
105-2014.

consequential

defined.

of

Plaintiff

bound

to

lessen

damages.
105-2015.

too remote, when.

Discretion of jury as to damages.

—

Compensation for injury. Nominal damages. Damages are given as compensation for the injury done, and generally this
is the measure where the injury is of a character capable of being estimated in money. If the injury is small, or the mitigating circumstances
are strong, nominal damages only are given.
105-2001. (4502)

Cross-reference.

— Mitigation

of

damages, see

§

105-1802.

,

§_K

Torts.
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—

Editorial Note. The
nantly with damages in
pear herein, to cases of
has not in all cases been

matter container] in flu's Chapter, while it deals
"
tort cases, also has reference, in some in
contract as well. The law relating to dan.:,
segregated, bttt is codified ill this Chapter \<>r

predomially

>

105-2002. (4503) Aggravation.

— In

every tort there

may

be aggravatthe act or the intention, and in that event

ing circumstances, either in
the jury may give additional damages, either to deter the wrongdoer

from repeating the trespass or as compensation

for the

wounded

feel-

ings of the plaintiff.
105-2003. (4504) Vindictive damages.

jury

is

— In

some

torts

the entire in-

to the peace, happiness, or feelings of the plaintiff; in such

c;

no measure of damages can be prescribed, except the enlightened conscience of impartial jurors. The worldly circumstances of the part
the amount of bad faith in the transaction, and all the attendant facts
should be weighed. The verdict of a jury in such a case should not be
disturbed, unless the court should suspect bias or prejudice from its excess or

its

inadequacy.

105-2004. (4505) Necessary

expenses.

— In

all

cases

necessary

ex-

penses consequent upon the injury done are a legitimate item in the esti-

mate

of

damages.

—

Cross-reference. Common
causing loss, see § 93-415.

Kinds

105-2005. (4506)

carrier's

of

liability

damages.

for

unlawful

acts

or

omissions

—Damages may be either general

or special, direct or consequential.

—

damages and special damages defined. General damages are such as the law presumes to flow from any tortious
act, and may be recovered without proof of any amount.
Special damages are such as actually flowed from the act, and must be proved in
105-2006. (4507) General

order to be recovered.

—

Cross-references. Effect of judgments in trover, see § 110-514.
continuing trespass, see § 105-1406. Damages in cases of slander, see

Damage
§

for

105-702.

—

and consequential damages defined. Direct
damages are such as follow immediately upon the act done. Consequential damages are such as are the necessary and connected effect of
the tortious act, though to some extent depending upon other circum105-2007. (4508) Direct

stances.

Damages

105-2008. (4509)

too remote, when.

—

If

the damages

are

only the imaginary or possible result of the tortious act, or other and
contingent circumstances preponderate largely in causing the injurious
effect, such damages are too remote to be the basis of recovery against
the wrongdoer.
105-2009. (4510) Rule to ascertain remoteness.

—Damages

which are

the legal and natural result of the act done, though contingent to

but damages traceable to
legal or natural consequence, are too remote and con-

extent, are not too

the act, but not

its

some

remote to be recovered

;

tingent.

—

Cross-reference. Damages
nished, see § 46-210.

where personal earnings unlawfully attached or gar-

:

§

Torts.

105-2010
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(4511) Exception to rule as to remote damages.

105-2010.

—

If,

how-

committed, or the contract broken, or the duty omitted,
with a knowledge and for the purpose of depriving the party injured of
such benefits as are specified in the preceding section, then the remote
damages are made, by such knowledge and intent, a proper subject for
ever, the tort

is

consideration by the jury.

—

Cross-reference.
ful acts, see

§

Liability of carrier
93-415.

105-2011. (4512)

and certain other corporations for unlaw-

Recovery against

joint trespassers.

trespassers are sued jointly, the plaintiff

may

ment

in

the particular

damages

recover, against

The jury may,

ages for the greatest injury done by either.
dict, specify

—Where

dam-

and judg-

such case must be entered severally.

—

105-2012. (4513) Contribution,

right

jointly against several trespassers,
shall be liable to
Cross-reference.

him

§

of.

and

is

37-303.

—

Liability of one exec-

judgment is entered
paid off by one, the others
If

for contribution.

—Enforcement of right to

contribution, see

§

37-303.

—

(4515) Measure of damages for timber cut. Where plainrecovers for timber cut and carried away, the measure of damage is

105-2013.

1.

all,

in their ver-

to be recovered of each,

Cross-references. Contribution generally, see
utor for acts of another, see § 113-1504.

tiff

several

Where defendant

a wilful trespasser, the full value of the prop-

is

erty at the time and place of

demand

or suit, without deduction for his

labor or expense.

Where defendant

is

Where defendant

is

an unintentional or innocent trespasser, or innocent purchaser from such trespasser, the value at the time of conversion, less the value he or his vendor added to the property.
2.

without notice from a wilful trespasser, the value at the time of such purchase. (81 Ga. 396 (8 S. E. 871).)
3.

a

—Verdict

in trover, see § 107-105.
Cutting timber, shade trees,
26-3001.
Effect of judgment in trover, see § 110-514.
of recovery for personalty unlawfully detained, see § 107-103.

Cross-references.
etc..

misdemeanor, see

Amount

a purchaser

§

—

bound to lessen damages. Where by neghe is bound to lessen the damages as far as is

105-2014. (4398) Plaintiff
ligence one

is

injured,

practicable by the use of ordinary care and diligence; but this does not

apply

in cases of positive

86 Ga. 648 (12

S.

and continuous

torts.

(80 Ga. 291 (4 S. E. 885).

E. 1061). 83 Ga. 190 (9 S. E. 677).

83 Ga. 401 (10

S. E. 919).)

Cross-reference.

— Diligence

of plaintiff, see

§

105-603.

105-2015. (4399) Discretion of jury as to damages.

—The

question of

damages being one for the jury, the court should not interfere, unless
the damages are either so small or so excessive as to justify the inference of gross mistake or undue bias. (10 Ga. 37.)
Cross-reference.

TOWNS:
TRADES:

— Vindictive

damages

for tort, see

§

105-2003.

See Title 69, Municipal Corporations.
See Title 84, Professions, Businesses, and Trades.

TITLE

106.

TRADE-MARKS AND TRADE NAMES.
Chap.
106-

1.

106-

2.

106-

3.

106-99.

Sec.

and advertising
Names of benevolent, charitable, and other associations
Fictitious or trade name, in business
Crimes
Trade-marks,

106-101

labels,

106-201
106-301

106-9901

CROSS-REFERENCES.
Escrow agreements where
mark,

See Title

etc.:

securities issued

for patent right,

copyright,

trade-

97, Securities, § 97-309.

brand name or trade-mark on: See Title 5, Agriculture, § 5-1103.
Live stock, marks and brands of: See Title 62, Live Stock, Chapter 62-1.
Registration of feeding stuff: See Title 42, Foo'd and Drugs, Chapter 42-2.

Fertilizers,

CHAPTER

106-1.

TRADE-MARKS, LABELS, AND
ADVERTISING.

Sec.

Sec.

106-101.

Counterfeiting or imitating.

106-102.

Filing with Secretary of State
for record; certificate of record; fee; proof of adoption
of trade-mark, etc.

106-101.

106-103.

Remedies against using counterfeits or imitations,

106-104.

Suits

(1989) Counterfeiting or imitating.

by

unincorporated

associations or unions.

—Whenever

any person,

working men has adopted, or shall hereafter
adopt for their protection, any label, trade-mark, or form of advertisement announcing that goods to which such label, trade-mark, and form
of advertisement shall be attached were manufactured by such person or
by a member or members of such association or union, it shall be unlawful for any person or corporation to counterfeit or imitate such label,
trade-mark, or form of advertisement with intent to use the same for the
association, or union of

purpose of deceiving the public in the sale of the goods. (Acts 1893,
p.

134; 1898,

p. 118.)

—

Cross-references. Use of similar trade-marks, etc., as fraud, see
alty for unlawful use, see §§ 106-9901 to 106-9904.

§

37-712.

Pen-

106-102. (1990) Filing with Secretary of State for record; certificate

of record; fee; proof of adoption of trade-mark.
tion, or

a label,

— Every person, associa-

union of working men that has adopted or shall hereafter adopt
trade-mark, or form of advertisement may file the same for

record in the office of the Secretary of State by leaving two copies, counterparts or facsimiles thereof, with the Secretary of State. Said Secretary shall deliver to such person, association, or union a duly attested
certificate of the record of the same, for which he shall receive the fee of
$1

;

such certificate of record

shall, in all suits

under

this Title, be suffi-

—
8
q

Trade-marks and Trade Names.

106-103
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,

form of advertisement, and of the right of said person, association, or union to adopt
the same. Xo label shall be recorded that probably would be mistaken
cient proof oi the adoption of such label, trade-mark, or

for a label already of record.
Cross-reference.

106-103.

— Use

(Acts 1893,

p. 134.)

of similar trade-marks,

etc.,

as fraud, see

§

37-712.

(1991) Remedies against using counterfeits or imitations.

Every such person, association, or union may proceed by suit to enjoin
the manufacture, use, display, or sale of any such counterfeits or imitations, and all courts having jurisdiction thereof shall grant injunction to
restrain such manufacture, use, display, or sale, and shall award the
complainant in such suits such damages resulting from such wrongful
manufacture, use, display, or sale as may by said courts be deemed just
and reasonable and shall require the defendant to pay such person, association, or union the profit derived from such wrongful manufacture, use,
display, or sale, and such court shall also order that all counterfeits or
imitations in the possession or under the control of any defendant in
such case be delivered to an officer of the court or to the complainant,
(Acts 1893,

to be destroyed.

p. 134.)

—

Cross-references. Equitable relief generally, see § 37-102. Equitable relief for
fraudulent use of trade-mark, etc., see § 37-712. Purposes for which injunctions
granted, see § 106-101. Injunction against infringement of name, etc., of fraternal
Penalty for using counterfeit, see § 106-9902.
associations, etc., see § 106-202.

106-104.

(1992) Suits

by unincorporated associations or unions.

— In

cases where such associations or unions are not incorporated, suits

be

commenced and prosecuted by any

tion or union

—

of such associa-

of a class, see

§

37-1002.

NAMES OF BENEVOLENT, CHARITABLE,
AND OTHER ASSOCIATIONS.

106-2.

Sec.

Sec.
106-201.

Imitation

emblem;
106-201.

— No

member

may

on behalf of and for the use of such association or union.

(Acts 1893, pp. 134, 135.)
Cross-reference. Suits by representatives

CHAPTER

officer or

all

of name, style, or
priority of right.

Injunction
ment.

106-202.

(1993) Imitation of name, style, or

emblem;

against

infringe-

priority of right.

person or organization shall assume, use, or adopt, or become

corporated under, or continue to use the

name and

style or

emblems

in-

of

humane, or charitable organization previously existing in this State, and which has been incorporated under the
laws of this or any other State, or of the United States, or a name and
style or emblem so nearly resembling the name and style of such incorany benevolent,

fraternal, social,

porated organization as to be a colorable imitation thereof. In all cases
where two or more of such societies, associations, or corporations claim

names substantially similar as above
provided, the organization which was first organized and used the name,
and first became incorporated under the laws of the United States or of
the right to the

any State

same name,

whether incorporated in this State or not, shall
this State to the prior and exclusive use of such name, and
such societies, associations, or corporations, and of their

of the Union,

be entitled in
the rights of

or to

—
Tkadk- marks and Trade Names.
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members

individual

§ 106- 302

be fixed and determined accordingly.

shall

1909, p. 139.)

— Application

Cross-references.
ration of societies,
etc., see § 106-9905.

etc.,

see

for incorporation, Bee § 22-301 et §eq.
Incot
22-413.
Punishment for wearing similar emblem,

§

106-202. (1994) Injunction against infringement.

—Whenever there shall

be an actual or threatened violation of the provisions of the preceding
section, the organization entitled to the exclusive use of the name in
question, under the terms of said section, shall have the right to apply
to the proper court for an injunction to restrain the infringement of

name and

the use of

its

emblems; and

shall be

if it

made

to

its

appear to the

court that the defendants are in fact infringing or about to infringe the

name and

style of a previously existing benevolent, fraternal, social, hu-

mane, or charitable organization in the manner prohibited in said section,
or that the defendant or the defendants are wearing or using the badge,
insignia, or emblems of said organization, without the authority thereof
and in violation of said section, an injunction may be issued by the court
under the principles of equity without requiring proof that any person
has been in fact misled or deceived by the infringement of such name,
or the use of such emblem. (Acts 1909, pp. 139, 140.)
Cross-references.

— Equitable

relief granted,

which injunctions granted, see

CHAPTER

106-3.

§

Purposes for

NAME

IN

Sec.

Unlawful use of name

in busiwith clerk.

106-303.

Index of

Filing affidavit on change of

106-304.

Chapter declared inapplicable

ness; filing
106-302.

37-102.

§

FICTITIOUS OR TRADE
BUSINESS.

Sec.

106-301.

when, see

55-101.

name

ownership.

affidavits; fee of clerk
of court.

to corporations.

Unlawful use of name in business; filing name with clerk.
It shall be unlawful for any person, persons, or partnership to carry on,
conduct, or transact any business in this State under an assumed, fictitious, or trade name, or under any other designation, name, or style,
other than the real name or names of the individual or individuals con106-301.

ducting or transacting such business, unless said person, persons, or
partnership shall file, in the office of the clerk of the superior court in
each county in which said person, persons, or partnership shall maintain
an office or place of business, an affidavit signed by said person or persons, setting forth the full
of the true

name

owner or owners

or

names and the address

of said business.

—

(Acts 1929,

Cross-references. Not applicable to corporations, see
for fraudulent use of trade name, etc., see § 37-712.

§

or addresses

p. 233.)

106-304.

Equitable re-

lief

—

change of ownership. Any person, persons, or partnership conducting a business under an assumed, fictitious,
or trade name shall file such affidavit before doing any business under
such assumed, fictitious, or trade name and whenever there is any
change of ownership of a business conducted under any assumed, fictitious, or trade name, an affidavit as herein provided for shall be tiled,
106-302. Filing affidavit on

;

—
§

Trade-marks and Trade Names.

106-303

showing- the

owner

or

full

owners

name

or

names and address or addresses

such business. (Acts 1929,

of

2650
of the

new

p. 233.)

106-303. Index of affidavits: fee of clerk of court.

—The clerk of the su-

perior court in each county shall keep an alphabetical index of

all

such

be indexed under the astrade name, and said clerk shall keep a permanent

affidavits tiled in his office, said affidavits to

sumed,
rile

fictitious, or

of all

such

affidavits filed in his office,

public inspection.

The

both index and

to be

file

open to

clerk of the superior court shall receive a fee of

50 cents for recording and indexing each such affidavit. (Acts

1929,

p. 234.)

106-304. Chapter declared inapplicable to

corporations.

— Nothing

in

this Chapter is to be construed to affect or apply to any corporation duly
organized under the laws of this State or any foreign corporation legally
doing business in this State under its corporate name. (Acts 1929,
p.

234.)

CHAPTER
c ec.

Sec.

106-9901.

Counterfeiting or imitating
label or trade-mark.

106-9902.

Using

counterfeit

or

#.:««
tion

4-r^A~
~u
trade-mark,

a +„
etc.

106-9903.
106-9904.

CRIMES.

106-99.

mn

Use of name and wearing
u m of: benevolent
emblems
andj

106-9905.

,

unita-

Using genuine label, etc., in
unlawful manner.
Unauthorized use of name or

,

i

.

,,

'

.

other associations,
106-9906.

Violation of Chapter 106-3.

106-9907.

Counterfeiting

marks,

seal.

brands

or

etc.

106-9901. (254 P. C.) Counterfeiting or imitating label or trade-mark.

—Whenever

any person,

firm,

corporation, or association shall adopt

and use in their business, for their protection, any label, trade-mark,
trade name, or form of advertisement, it shall be unlawful for any person, firm, corporation, or association to counterfeit or imitate such label,
trade-mark, trade name, or form of advertisement, with intent to use the
same for the purpose of deceiving the public in the sale of goods. Every
person violating this section shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts
1898, p. 108.)
Cross-references.

— Trade-marks,

labels, etc., see

for fraudulent use of trade-mark, trade

name,

etc.,

Chapter
see

§

106-1.
37-712.

Equitable relief

Using counterfeit or imitation trade-mark, etc.—
Every person, firm, corporation, or association who shall use any counterfeit or imitation of any label, trade-mark, trade name, or form of advertisement of any person, firm, corporation, or association, knowing
the same to be counterfeit or an imitation, shall be guilty of a misde106-9902.

(255 P. C.)

meanor. (Acts 1898,

p. 108.)

—

Cross-references. Remedies against those using
Punishment for misdemeanor, see § 27-2506.

Using genuine

counterfeits,

see

§

106-103.

unlawful manner.
Every person, firm, corporation, or association who shall use or display
the genuine label, trade-mark, trade name, or form of advertisement of
any person, firm, corporation, or association, in any manner not authorized by law, knowing that such use is not authorized, with intent to de106-9903. (256 P. C.)

label, etc., in

Trade-marks and Trade Names.
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§ 106-9907

ceive the public in the sale of goods, shall be guilty of a miv.'<

(Acts 1898,

p. 108.)

106-9904. (257 P. C.) Unauthorized use of

person, corporation, or association

who

name

or seal.

— Any

firm,

any

shall use the name: of seal of

other person, firm, corporation, or association, in ami about tfc
of
goods or otherwise, not being authorized to use the same, knowing that

such use is unauthorized, with intent to deceive the public in the
of goods, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1898, p. 108.)
106-9905. (258 P. C.)

Use

—

of

name

-ale

emblems of benevolent
wear a badge, button, or

or wearing

and other associations. Any person who shall
other emblem, or shall use the name or claim to be a member of any
benevolent, fraternal, social, humane, or charitable organization which
is entitled to the exclusive use of such name and emblems under section
106-201, either in the identical form or in such near resemblance thereto
as to be a colorable imitation of such emblem or name, unless entitled
to do so under the laws, rules, and regulations of such organization, shall
be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1909, p. 139.)
106-9906. Violation of Chapter 106-3.

making the use

of a fictitious or trade

—Any violation
name,

etc.,

of

Chapter 106-3,

unlawful, except upon

compliance with the provisions of that Chapter, shall be a misdemeanor.
(Acts 1929, p. 234.)
106-9907. (708 P. C.) Counterfeiting brands

or marks,

etc.— If any

person shall fraudulently counterfeit, or be concerned in fraudulently
counterfeiting, any brand or mark required by law, or shall fraudulently
cause or procure the same to be done, or shall use, export, sell, exchange,
barter, or expose for sale anything upon which a brand or mark is required by law to be made, with such counterfeit brand or mark, knowing

and counterfeit, he shall be deemed a cheat, and
be punished as for a misdemeanor. (Cobb, 821. Acts 1865-6, p. 233.)
the

same

to be false

shall

—

Cross-references. Punishment for misdemeanor, see § 27-2506.
Forgery and
counterfeiting, see Title 26, Crimes and Punishment, Chapter 26-39. Fertilizer tags,
see § 5-1105. Marking packages of apples, see §§ 5-801, 5-802.

TRADING STAMPS:

See Title

Crimes and Punishment. Chapter

26,

26-65.

TRAINED NURSES:

See Title 84, Professions, Businesses, and Trades,

Chapter 84-10.

TRAMROADS: See Title 83, Private Ways, Chapter 83-3.
TREASON: See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment, Chapter 26-8.
TREASURER: County, see Title 23, Counties, Chapter 23-10: State,

see

Title 40, Executive Department, Chapters 40-9 to 40-13.

TREE SURGEONS:
Chapter 84-19.

See Title 84, Professions, Businesses, and Trades.
«

TRESPASS:

See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment. Chapter 26-30:
Title 33, Ejectment; Title 105, Torts, Chapters 105-15, 105-16.

TRIAL:

See Title 6, Appeal and Error; Title 27, Criminal Procedure,
Chapters 27-13 to 27-25; Title 37, Equity, Chapter 37-11: Title 38,
Evidence; Title 59, Juries; Title 70, New Trial; Title 81, Pleading
and Practice; Title 110, Verdict and Judgment.

—

TITLE

107.

TROVER.
Chap.

Sec.

107-1.

In general

107-101

107-2.

Bail in actions for personalty

107-201

CROSS-REFERENCES.
Embezzlement and fraudulent conversion:
Chapter 26-28.
Injuries to personalty generally:
See also Title

See Title

107-1.

Sec.

Chapter 105-17.

105, Torts,

IN GENERAL.
Sec.

107-101.

107-102.
107-103.
a«i -in*

Proof of conversion when defendant in possession.
Set-off and recoupment.
Plaintiff may recover highest
amount proved.
oj
Tender
of property and reasonable hire, effect as to
f

107-104.

1

may

107-105.

Plaintiff

107-106.

Alternative verdict, effect on

,„„
107-107.

„

elect verdict.

title.

.,_„

107-101. (4483) Proof of conversion

,

T

J ur

to

property,

when defendant
it

when

the action

Cross-references.

— Effect

is

of,

m-

or

how

far

in possession.

shall not be necessary

prove any conversion of the property where the defendant

session

.

.

,

Death or destruction

In actions to recover the possession of chattels,
to

Crimes and Punishment,

26,

Possessory Warrants.

82,

CHAPTER

•

See Title

is in

pos-

brought.

of violation of contract of hiring, see

§

12-206.

Bail

in trover, see § 107-201.
Executor de son tort, see § 113-1102. Trustee's taking
Retaining possession of
property at appraised value prohibited, see § 108-430.

State's military property, see §
Title 105, Torts, Chapter 105-17.

Chapter

3-10.

Injuries to personalty generally, see
Limitation of tort actions, see Title 3, Actions,

86-1105.

—

Editorial Note. "Trover in Georgia embraces the common-law actions of
At common law, trover was an action for convertrover, detinue, and replevin.
sion of personalty; replevin was an action to recover specific chattels unlawfully
taken and wrongfully withheld; while the action of detinue was allowable to recover specific chattels wrongfully retained, though lawfully acquired." 20 App.
674 (93 S. E. 518). See'also 111/760 (36 S. E. 971).

107-102.

(4484) Set-off and recoupment.

— When

personal property

sold and the vendor retains the tifle thereto in himself

chase

money

is

paid,

and the vendor or

until, all

may

the pur-

his assigns shall bring suit to

recover the possession of such personal property, the defendant
action

is

in

such

demand or claim that he may have
may recoup any damages that he has sustained

plead as a set-off any

against the plaintiff, or

by reason of any failure of consideration, or any defects

in

such personal

Trover.
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1

property, or any breach of contract by the plaintiff, whereby the defend-

ant has, in any way, been injured or damaged. If the plaintiff el<
take a money judgment for the value of such property, the amount of

damages allowed the defendant by the jury shall be dedlM
from the value of such property and the amount allowed for the hire or
use thereof, and the plaintiff shall only recover the excess; but if the
amount of set-off or damages allowed the defendant shall exceed the
value of the property sued for and the hire thereof, then the defendant
shall have judgment against the plaintiff for such excess.
\i the plaintiff
elects to take a judgment for the property sued for, then the amount allowed the defendant as set-off or damages shall be a lien oil such propset-off or

erty superior to

other liens except liens for taxes. (Acts 1903,

all

—

§

Cross-references. What is set-off, see § 20-1301.
20-1311 et seq. Verdict in trover, effect on title, see

ments

What

j

recoupment, see

is

107-106.

§

p. 84.

Effect of judg-

in trover, see § 110-514.

recover highest amount proved.

— In

estimating the value of personalty unlawfully detained, the plaintiff

may

107-103.

may

(4514) Plaintiff

recover the highest amount which he shall prove between the time of
the conversion and the

—Verdict in

Cross-reference.

trover, effect

Tender

107-104. (4494)
costs.

trial.

of property

on

title,

see

107-106.

§

and reasonable

hire, effect as to

— In actions for the recovery of personal property,
term

at the first

if

the defendant

shall tender the property to the plaintiff, together

reasonable hire for the same since the conversion, disclaiming

by the
the defendant and a

the costs of the action shall be paid

a previous

demand

Cross-reference.

of

—Tender

refusal to deliver
§

verdict for the property or

the

damages

it

up.

20-1105.

—

may elect verdict. The plaintiff in an action
property may elect whether to accept an alternative

107-105. (5930) Plaintiff
to recover personal

all title,

unless he shall prove

plaintiff,

as performance, see

with

alone, or for

whether to demand a verdict for
the property alone and its hire, if any and it
value, or

its

;

shall be the

duty of the court to instruct the jury to render the verdict as

the plaintiff

may

Cross-reference.

thus

elect.

— Recovery by

(Acts 1860,

p. 43.)

defendant, see

107-106. (4517) Alternative

verdict,

§

107-209.

effect

verdict in an action of trover so far vests the
for in the plaintiff, that, until the

such judgment shall have the
exclusion of

all

Cross-reference.

title.

title
is

—An

to the property sued

paid by the defendant,

on the property sued

first lien

alternative

the

for, to

other claims whatsoever. (Act 1830, Cobb, 500.)

— Effect

107-107. (4516)
far defense.

judgment

on

of

judgments

in trover, see

Death or destruction

—The death or destruction

of,

of,

§

110-514.

how

or injury to property,

or any material injury

to.

the

property in dispute, pending the litigation, shall be no defense to a mere
wrongdoer. If the defendant is a bona fide claimant, and the injury
arises

from the act

of

God, and

is

in

nowise the result of defendant's con-

may take the same into consideration, but
such an event cast the costs upon the plaintiff.
duct, the jury

in

no case

shall

§

107-201

Trover.

CHAPTER

107-2.
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BAIL IN ACTIONS FOR PERSONALTY.

Sec.

Sec.

107-201.

Affidavit required to be filed;
contents.

107-205.

Release of defendant without
security, when; proceedings.

107-202.

Filing of affidavit: subsequent

107-206.

Writs of error on petition for

107-207.

discharge in bail trover.
Costs where $100 or less is

proceedings.
107-203.

107-204.

Bail
of

pending action; replevy

in-

volved.

property;

recognizance;
imprisonment of defendant.

107-208.

Jail fees.

how sold;

107-209.

Recovery by defendant when

Perishable property;

money

plaintiff replevies property.

verdict.
s

—

Where any
about to commence an action for the recovery of personal
property shall require bail, such person, his agent, or attorney shall make
affidavit that the property is in the possession, custody, or control of the
defendant, and that he has reason to apprehend that the said personal
property has been or will be concealed or moved away, or will not be
forthcoming to answer the judgment, execution, or decree that shall be
made in the case and shall also state in his affidavit the value of the
same, and the amount of hire claimed, if any, and add that he does verily
and bona fide claim said personal property or some valuable interest
therein. (Act 1821, Cobb, 481.)
107-201.

person

(5150

who

Affidavit required to be filed; contents.

)

is

:

—

Cross-references. Jurisdiction of superior courts to lessen bail, see § 24-2616,
Effect of judgments in trover, see § 110-514.
Recovering property by possessor}' warrant, see Title 82, Possessory Warrants.

1i

4.

107-202.

(5151) Filing of affidavit; subsequent proceedings.

—When

such affidavit shall be made as prescribed in the preceding section, it
shall be filed in the clerk's office of the court to which said petition
or other process may be returnable, and a copy thereof affixed to the
original petition or process and to the copy or copies thereof, and it shall
be the duty of the sheriff or other lawful officer serving such petition or
other process to take a recognizance payable to the plaintiff or complainant, with good security, in double the amount sworn to, for the
forthcoming of such personal property to answer such judgment, execution, or decree as may be rendered or issued in the case, and such secu-

bound for the payment of the eventual condemnation money,
for which judgment may be signed up against the defendant and said
security, and execution had thereon without further proceeding. (Act

rity shall be

1821, Cobb, 481.)

107-203.

(5152) Bail pending action; replevy of property; recogni-

—When

such affidavit shall be made
during the pendency of such suit or action, a copy thereof and of the
process shall be served in like manner by the sheriff or other lawful
officer, and security taken as required in the preceding section and upon
zance; imprisonment of defendant.

;

defendant failing to give such security, whether the affidavit shall be

made

commencement

pending the same, the property shall be seized and taken by the sheriff or other lawful officer and
delivered over to the plaintiff or complainant, his agent or attorney, upon
his entering into like recognizance with security; and if such property
is not to be found and cannot be seized and taken by such sheriff or
other lawful officer, the defendant shall be committed to jail, to be kept
at the

of the suit or

—

j

;

Trover.
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in safe

and close custody

§ 10 7-207

property shall be pro-

until the said personal]

duced or until he shall enter into bond with good security
eventual condemnation money. (Act 1821, Cobb, 481.;
property;

107-204. (5153) Perishable

Whenever any

how

sold;

money

for

the

verdict.

under
have taken po
ion of any pro]
process in any case of trover, and neither the plaintiff nor defendant
shall replevy such property, and such property remain-, in the hand-, of
such officer, and is of a perishable nature or liable to deterioration from
keeping, or there is expense attending the keeping of the same, the same
may be sold under the provisions of section 39-1203: Provided, that in
case the property shall be sold, the plaintiff, in case of recovery, shall
be entitled to only a money verdict for the amount of the proceeds of
such sale, together with hire or interest from the date of conversion to
officer shall

the date of seizure,
Cross-reference.

by claimant or

if

i

the jury shall so find. (Acts 1887,

— Disposition

of property

p. 39.

where no forthcoming bond

is

given

plaintiff, see § 39-808.

defendant without security, when; proceedings. When the defendant in any action for the recovery of personal
property, in which bail is required, shall, by reason of his inability to
give security, be held in imprisonment, he may make his petition in
writing under oath to the judge of the court in which the suit is pending,
in which he shall state that he is neither able to give the security required by law nor to produce the property, and can furnish satisfactory
reasons for its nonproduction, and traverse the facts stated in the plaintiff's affidavit for bail, of which petition he shall cause a copy to be served
107-205. (5154) Release

of

—

upon the

plaintiff;

whereupon

it

shall be the

duty of such judicial

officer

term time or vacation, after not less than five days' notice of the time
and place of hearing has been given to both parties, to proceed in a sum-

in

mary way

to hear evidence upon the facts contained in said petition
and if he shall find that the petitioner can neither give the security nor
produce the property, and that the reasons for its nonproduction are satisfactory, he shall discharge the petitioner upon his own recognizance,
conditioned for his appearance to answer the suit but otherwise he shall
recommit him to custody. The action taken upon such petition shall not
in any way affect the rights of the plaintiff upon the trial of the question
of property involved in the suit, but the same shall be decided by the
tribunal having jurisdiction thereof. (Acts 1878-9, p. 144.)
;

Writs of error on petition for discharge in bail trover.
In any case where a defendant in an action of trover and bail shall
present a petition for discharge from imprisonment under the provisions
107-206. (5155)

—

of the preceding section, either party dissatisfied with the decision ren-

dered

may

except thereto by writ of error to the Court of Appeals at any

time within 20 days from the rendition of such decision. (Acts 1893,
p. 50.)

Cross-reference.

— Fast

bills of

§

6-903.

—

where $100 or less is involved. In an action of trover
trover where the principal amount sued for is $100 or less, or

107-207. Costs

or bail

exception, see

where the value

of the

property sought to be recovered

is

$100, or less.

§

Trover.

107-208
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the entire costs in such an action of trover or bail trover in the trial

court shall be $5, which shall be equally divided between the clerk of
Provided, that the sheriff may also collect the
the court and the sheriff
:

additional

amount

of costs as provided

upon witnesses. (Acts
107-208.

ceedings
the

is

by law

T

for serving subpoenas

1924, p. 85.)

—

In all cases where the plaintiff in bail pro(5156) Jail fees.
a nonresident, he shall give bond with sufficient security to

jailer, or

deposit the

money

for the

maintenance and

If any plaintiff shall
which have accrued, the

defendant, to be paid weekly.

fail

of each week the

jail fees

court,

tion of the jailer,

may

107-209.

When

to

jail

fees of the

pay at the end
on the applica-

discharge the defendant. (62 Ga. 598, 605.)

Recovery by defendant when

the plaintiff in a trover suit

property.—
has replevied the property and, on
plaintiff replevies

the trial of the case, fails to recover or dismisses his petition, the de-

fendant, instead of suing on the replevy bond,

and
tion.

its

hire, or the

may

sworn value placed upon the property

(77 Ga. 21.)

Cross-reference.

recover the property

— Election

by

plaintiff, see § 107-105.

in the peti-

TITLE

103.

TRUSTS.
Sec.

Chap.

108-101
108-201
108-301
108-401
108-501
108-601

Creation, nature, and construction
Charitable trusts
Trustees; appointment, bonds, vacancies, etc
Trustees; powers, duties, and liabilities
Claims against trust estates

108-1.
108-2.
108-3.
108-4.
108-5.
108-6.

Deeds

to beneficial interests

CROSS-REFERENCES.
Account of

trust fund:

Bank

See Title

37,

Equity,

37-301.

§

Arbitration and Award, § 7-103.
stockholder, exemption of trustee from liability as: See Title

See Title

Arbitration:

Banking,

§

7,

13,

Banks and

13-1902.

See Title 69, Municipal Corporations, Chapter 69-5.
See Title 37, Equity, § 37-707.
Credit unions, shares in trust: See Title 25, Credit Unions; Small Loans; Salary
Buyers, § 25-111.
Deposit by trustee; payment of deposits in trust: See Title 13, Banks and Bank-

Cities as trustees:

Confidential relations:

ing, §§ 13-2042, 13-2043.

Embezzlement and fraudulent conversion:
§

See Title

26,

Crimes and Punishment,

26-2805.

Estoppel to claim

adverse to trust estate: See Title 38, Evidence, § 38-117.
Gifts to trustee by persons lately minors: See Title 48, Gifts, § 48-107.
Guardians: See Title 49, Guardian and Ward.
Limitations of actions: See Title 3, Actions, §§ 3-709, 3-710.
Marriage, consent of trustee to: See Title 37, Equity, § 37-605.
Marriage contracts and settlements: See Title 53, Husband and Wife, Chapter
title

53-4.

Negligence by trustee:

See Title

105, Torts, § 105-1201.

See Title

Property, §§ 85-1505, 85-1506.
Payment to naked trustee: See Title 20, Contracts, § 20-1002.
Set-off against oeneficiary:
See Title 20, Contracts, § 20-1304.
Successors of trustees as parties: See Title 3, Actions, § 3-418.
Trust deed: See Title 67, Mortgages, Conveyances to Secure Debt, and Liens,

Partition, application for; notice:

85,

Chapter 67-12.

Words

of description:

See also Title 109,
tion of Estates.

See Title

4,

Agency,

Trust Companies; Title

CHAPTER

Descent, and Administra-

Sec.

108-101.

"Trust estate" defined.
Creation; formality; intention.

108-103.

Precatory or recommendatory
words create trust, when.
Express and implied trusts;
definitions.

108-106.

113, Wills,

CREATION, NATURE, AND
CONSTRUCTION.

108-102.

108-105.

4-401.

108-1.

Sec.

108-104.

§

Creation of express trust.
Trusts implied, when.

108-107.

When

108-108.

Parol evidence
rebut trust.

mm
_

court will declare estate
to be held in trust.
to

imply

or

Contingent and shifting trusts.

108-110.

Resulting trusts.

108-111.

Executed and executory

trusts.

—
§

Trusts.

108-101

Sec.

Sec.
Title merged into equitable
interest in executed trust.

L08-11Z

Use upon use.
For whom trusts may be

108-113.

10S-114.

108-116.

rebuttal

pre-

of

sumption.
ere-

-

Separate estate for wife.

OS- 115.

presumed between near

Gift

relatives;

ated.
1
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108-117.

Equity, jurisdiction

108-118.

Relief in cases of trust.

of.

—

Estates may be created, not
(3728) "Trust estate" defined.
for the benefit of the grantee, but for the use of some other person. They
108-101.

are termed ''trust estates."
108-102.

(3728) Creation; formality; intention.

— No formal words are

necessary to create a trust estate. Whenever a manifest intention that
another person shall have the benefit of the property is exhibited, the

grantee shall be declared a trustee.

recommendatory words create trust,
when. Precatory or recommendatory words will create a trust if they
are sufficiently imperative to show that it is not left discretionary with
the party to act or not, and if the subject-matter of the trust is defined
with sufficient certainty, and if the object is also certainly defined, and
the mode in which the trust is to be executed.
108-103.

(3742) Precatory

or

—

Cross-references.

— Charitable

bequest, see

108-201.

§

Cy

pres, see

§

108-202.

—

(3731,3732) Express and implied trusts; definitions. Trusts
are either express or implied. Express trusts are those created and manifested by agreement of the parties. Implied trusts are such as are in108-104.

ferred

by law from the nature

of the transaction or the

conduct of the

parties.

108-105.

(3733) Creation of express trust.

—All

express trusts shall

be created or declared in writing.
Cross-references.
see § 85-410.

108-106.
1.

— Statute

frauds,

of

see

§

(3739) Trusts implied, when.

Whenever

the legal

title

is

in

Dedication to public use,

20-401.

—Trusts

are implied

one person, but the beneficial

in-

from the payment of the purchase money or other circumeither wholly or partially in another.

terest, either

stances,

is

Where, from any fraud, one person obtains the
which rightly belongs to another.
2.

Cross-reference.
3.

— Purchaser

Where from

from trustee with notice of

the nature of the transaction

it is

title

trust, see

4.

Where

§

108-422.

manifest that

the intention of the parties that the person taking the legal

have no beneficial

to property

title

it

was

should

interest.

a trust

is

expressly created, but no uses are declared, or are

ineffectually declared, or extend only to a part of the estate, or fail

any cause, a resulting trust

is

from

implied for the benefit of the grantor, or

testator, or his heirs.

—

Cross-references. Resulting trust, see § 108-110. Certain corporations as trustees for charitable trusts, see § 22-405.
Charitable bequests, see Chapter 108-2.
gift is presumed, see § 108-116.
court will declare one a trustee,
see § 108-107. Donee of gift for illegal purpose as trustee, see § 48-108. Cy pres,
see § 108-202.

When

When

—
§108-113

Trusts.
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108-107. (3780)

Whenever

When

court will declare estate to be held in trust.

the circumstances are such that the person taking the legal

estate, either

from fraud or otherwise, cannot enjoy the

some established

terest without violating
will declare

person shall

beneficial

in-

principle of equity, the court

him a trustee for the person beneficially entitled,
not have waived his right by subsequent ratification

such
or long
if

acquiescence.
Cross-reference.

— Resulting

trust, see § 108-110.

(3741) Parol evidence to imply or rebut trust.

108-108.

where a trust

sought to be implied, the court

is

may

imply or rebut a

Cross-reference.

— Parol

depend for
trust.

its

may

It

conduct of the

trust.

evidence to rebut an equity, see

and shifting

108-109. (3734) Contingent

cases

all

hear parol evidence

of the nature of the transaction, or the circumstances, or
parties, either to

— In

trusts.

§

38-507.

—An express trust may

operation upon a future event, and

then a contingent

is

operate in favor of additional or other beneficiaries upon

specified contingencies,
Cross-references,

—As

and

then a shifting trust.

is

and right of

to creation of estate in remainder

heirs, see

§§ 85-704 to 85-706.

108-110. (3735) Resulting trusts.

—An

implied trust

is

sometimes for

the benefit of the grantor, or his heirs, or heirs or next of kin of a testator,

and

is

then a resulting trust.

—

Cross-references. Resulting trust where no use declared, see § 108-106, 11 4.
court will declare one a trustee, see § 108-107. Between near relatives gift
presumed, see § 108-116.

When

108-111. (3736)

Executed and executory

trusts.

—Trusts

either

are

executed or executory. In the former, everything has been done by the
trustee required to secure the property or to render certain the interest
of the beneficiaries,

and

all

that remains for

him

to

do

is

to preserve the

property and execute the beneficial purposes. In executory trusts, something remains to be done by the trustee, either to secure the property,
to ascertain the objects of the trust, or to distribute according to a specified

mode, or some other

act,

the doing of which requires him to retain

the legal estate.

—

For whom trusts created, see § 108-114. As to execution
improvements in certain instances, see § 108-601.

Cross-references.
trust deeds for

108-112. (3737) Title

merged

of

into equitable interest in executed trust.

In an executed trust for the benefit of a person capable of taking and

managing property

in his

own

right, the legal title

is

merged immedi-

and the perfect title vests
according to the terms and limitations of the trust.

ately into the equitable interest,
ficiary

—

Cross-references. Effect of merger of two estates, see
vests upon termination of estate, see § 108-604.

108-113. (3738)

Use upon

use.

—The

§

85-710.

is

abolished.

Cross-reference.

—Fee limited

upon a

fee, see § 85-502.

bene-

How

technical rule that a trust

not be limited on a trust, and that consequently only the
executed,

in the

first

title

may

trust

is

§

Trusts.

108-114

For

whom
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—

may

be created. Trust estates maybe created for the benefit of any minor or person non compos mentis.
Any person competent by law to execute a will or deed may, by such
instrument duly executed, create a trust for any person of full age,
whenever in fact such person is, on account of mental weakness, intem108-114.

(3729")

trusts

perate habits, or wasteful and profligate habits, unfit to be intrusted

with the right and management of property:

Provided, the require-

ments of the law in all other respects are complied with. When created
by deed, the deed shall be recorded where the cestui que trust resides,
within three months from its execution, and if not so recorded the same
shall be null and void.
If at any time the grounds of such trust shall
cease, then the beneficiary shall be possessed legally and fully of the
same estate as was held in trust, and any person interested may file any
proper proceeding in the superior court where the trustee resides to have
the trust annulled on that ground, if he so desires. Any person having
claims against the beneficiary

Code

in relation to

may

avail himself of the provisions of the

subjecting trust property to debts in suits at law.

(Acts 1866, pp. 146, 147; 1876,

p. 26.)

—

Cross-references. Cities as trustees, see Title 69, Municipal Corporations, ChapEquity's control of charities, see Chapter 108-2. Persons non compos
mentis, see § 79-209. Trust deed from husband to wife, see § 53-404. Wife's compelling marriage contract or trust deed to be recorded, see § 53-409. Appointment
and removal of trustee, see § 53-405. Execution of trust deeds for improvements
on property, see § 108-601. Executed and executory trusts, see § 108-111. Requirement of bond to be given by trustee, see § 108-304 et seq. Claims against trust
ter 69-5.

Chapter

estates, see

108-115.

108-5.

(3730) Separate estate for wife.

— No

words

are necessary to create a trust estate for the wife.

of separate use

The appointment

of

a trustee, or any words sufficient to create a trust, shall operate to create a separate estate.

—

Cross-references. Wife feme sole as to her separate estate, see § 53-503. When
wife's property separate, see § 53-502.
Legal title merged into equitable interest
in executed trust, see § 108-112.
Marriage contracts and settlements, see Title 53,

Husband and Wife, Chapter

53-4.

presumed between near relatives; rebuttal of presumption. As between husband and wife, parent and child, and brothers and sisters, payment of purchase money by one, and causing the
conveyance to be made to the other, shall be presumed to be a gift; but
a resulting trust in favor of the one paying the money may be shown
and the presumption rebutted. (91 Ga. 434 (18 S. E. 311).)
108-116. (3740)

Gift

—

—

Cross-references. Presumption of gift between parent and child, see §§ 48-105,
Essentials of gift, see § 48-101. Resulting trust, see § 108-110. Implied
trusts, see § 108-106.
48-106.

108-117.

(Z779) Equity,

jurisdiction of.

—Trusts

of

every kind, not

generally cognizable at law, are peculiarly subjects of equity jurisdiction.
108-118.

(3783) Relief in cases of trust.

of trust, will
effectual,

—The

relief

granted, in cases

always be so moulded and framed as to render the trust

and secure the best interests of

—

all parties.

Cross-references. Power of court to mould verdict generally, see § 110-106.
of decrees, see § 37-1203.
Protection of property devoted to specific
religious doctrine or purpose, see § 22-408.

Moulding

§ 108-20^

Trusts.
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CHAPTER

108-2.

CHARITABLE TRUSTS.

Sec.

Sec.

108-201.

Charitable

108-202.

ment in
Cy prcs.

enforce-

bequest;

108-205.

What trusts deemed

equity.

I.xfrancous evidence admissi-

108-206.

108-204.

when.

ble,

Subjects of charity.
Right of supervision by court

108-203.

ii

giotts.

of equity.

—

Equity
(4603) Charitable bequest; enforcement in equity.
has jurisdiction to carry into effect the charitable bequests of a testator,
108-201.

or founder, or donor, where the

same

are definite and specific in their

and capable of being executed.

objects,

—

Cross-references. Visitorial powers of superior courts over corporations, see
As to churches, etc., see §§ 22-406 to 22-408. Educational organizations,
Limitations on charitable devises, see § 113-107.
etc., see § 22-405.
§ 22-704.

108-202. (4604)

able for

Cy

some reason

pres.

— When

a valid charitable bequest

of execution in the exact

way

incap-

manner provided by the

testator, donor, or founder, a court of equity will carry

such a

is

it

into effect in

as will as nearly as possible effectuate his intention.

Ga. 540, 543 (35
Cross-reference.

S.

(110

E. 636).)

— Devises or bequests to charity sustained, see

108-203. (4605) Subjects

of

charity.

—The

113-107, 113-815.

§

following

are

subjects

proper matters of charity for the jurisdiction of equity:
1.

Relief of aged, impotent, diseased, or poor people.

2.

Every educational purpose.

3.

Religious instruction or worship.

Construction or repair of public works, or highways, or other public
conveniences.
4.

any

5.

Promotion

6.

Redemption or

7.

Improvement

of

craft or persons

relief of

engaging therein.

prisoners or captives.

or repair of cemeteries or tombstones.

Other similar subjects, having for their object the
suffering or the promotion of human civilization.
8.

Cross-references.

— Gifts

relief of

human

69-504. Transfer of insurance by
may assist charitable institutions,
Certain corporations as trustees
Limitations on charitable devises, see

for public use, see

§

one jointly insured, see § 56-826. Counties, etc.,
see Const., Art. VII, Sec. VI, Par. I (§ 2-5401).
for charitable
§ 113-107.

purposes, see

§

22-405.

—

Right of supervision by court of equity. A charity
is always subject to the supervision and direction of a
court of equity, to render effectual its purpose and object.
108-204. (4606)

once inaugurated

22-704.

—

Visitorial powers of superior courts over corporations, see
Extent of equitable jurisdiction, see § 37-124.

Cross-references.
§

108-205. (4607)

deemed
their

religious in

its

trusts

deemed

irreligious.

— Nothing

be

shall

character which affirms doctrines licentious in

tendency or inconsistent with the peace and safety of the State.

Cross-reference.

XIII

What

— Right

to religious opinions, see Const., Art.

I,

Sec.

I.

Par.

(§ 2-113).

108-206. (4608) Extraneous evidence admissible,

when.

—

If

the terms

of the bequest or deed are obscure, doubtful, or equivocal, other evidence

Trusts.

§ 108-301
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may

be looked to, to ascertain the sense in which particular expressions
are used, but not to make definite that which in itself is too indefinite

for execution.

—

Cross-references. Jurisdiction of charitable bequests, see § 108-201.
Equity
reconcile form and intention, see § 37-215. Parol evidence in case of ambiguities in wills, see § 113-807. Form of deed, see § 29-104.

may

CHAPTER

TRUSTEES; APPOINTMENT, BONDS,
VACANCIES, ETC.

108-3.

Sec.

Sec.

108-301.

Appointment

by

creator

of

trust.

Power

aries to

remove and appoint.

of

108-310.

108-302.

Want

108-303.

Appointment or removal by

tee

of superior court;
of trustee; records.

108-311.

bond
Bond; requiring where relieved by creator of trust.

108-312.

108-305.

Same;

require;
absolute; suit

108-314.

of trustee for

108-315.

rules nisi and
for breach.

108-307.
108-308.

Same; removal

of trusredelivery

bond;

Same; compensation of trustee unaffected by this law.
Relief of sureties on bonds of
trustees.

108-313.

Acceptance of trust.
Courts may fill vacancies of

trustees
when.

New

corporation,

in

trustees

appointed in
or non-

place of deceased
resident trustees.

failure to file bond; delivery
of trust property to new
trustee; contempt of court.

108-316.

payment of costs of
court and premium on bond.
Same; ordinary's fee for fil-

Trustee under deed of trust
or mortgage, substitution for
one failing to act.

108-317.

Same; notice, how proved.
Same; trustees not relieved

Same;

ing, etc.,

108-309.

to

filing

default;
of trust property.

108-304.

petition

after

moval on

of trustee.

judge

108-306.

Same; annual returns

benefici-

bond.

108-318.

of

responsibility.

Same; record.

Appointment by creator of trust. Power of beneficiTrustees may be appointed by the party
aries to remove and appoint.
creating the estate, and he may confer the power of removal and appointment by deed to the beneficiaries, prescribing the mode of its execution.
108-301.

(3743)

—

—

Cross-references. Corporate powers of trust companies, see
ance of trust by trustee, see § 108-313.

108-302.

want

Want

of trustee.

—A

trust shall

109-201.

never

fail

Accept-

for

the

of a trustee.

108-303.

bond

(3781)

§

(3744)

Appointment or removal by judge

of trustee; records.

of superior court;

—The judge of the superior court of each county

has power, either in term or at chambers, on petition by
ficiaries

in the

deed

who have

proper notice to the trustee

if

all

the bene-

arrived at years of discretion, and on

one shall reside

in this State, to

remove

and appoint trustees, prescribing in each case such terms and requiring
such bonds as in his discretion he may think proper, but in no case omitting to require bond where minor beneficiaries are or may be interested.
All such bonds shall be made payable to the ordinary of a county to be
determined by the judge requiring the same, and such ordinary shall
act, in relation to taking such bonds and receiving security, as such
judge may direct. The petition, notice, order, and other papers in such
cases, if heard in vacation, shall be returned to the clerk of the superior

Trusts.

266,3

g

court, to be recorded on the minutes of Baid COtirt ("Acts 1853-4,

I

p.

59;

1865-6, pp. 87, 88.)
Cross-references.- -Appointment and removal of marriage settlement tr
Power of judge to grant order in vacation to sell trust property,
see § 53-405.
Interlocutory decreet and ord<
see § 108-408. Want of trustee, see § 108-302.
Necessity for proceeding by petition, sec § 37-1301. When notice
see § 37-1101.
necessary, see §§ 37-1303, 37-1304. Power of judges to hear and determil
100 407.
during vacation, see § 24 2618.
National bank as trusl
'

Bond; requiring where relieved by creator
cases where a trust for minors, persons non sui juris,
108-304.

of trust.

is

by

all

or spendthrift-.,

has heretofore been created or shall hereafter be created by
contract or otherwise, and the trustee

— In

will, (\cj-A,

said creative instrument

not required to give bond, the cestui que
trust or his personal or property guardian may, as a matter of protect
relieved

from giving bond or

is

good and solvent bond to be given by said trustee, payable to the ordinary of the county of said cestui que trust's residence, in
double the value of the personal property held by said trustee. (Acts
right, require a

1918, pp. 234, 235

108-305.

Same;

;

1919, p. 384.)

—Upon application of

breach.

and absolute; suit for
the cestui que trust by petition to the supe-

petition to require; rules nisi

county of the residence of such trustee, setting forth the
trust and the terms on which the same is held, the judge of said court
shall issue a rule nisi directed to the said trustee, requiring him to answer,
under oath, the value of the personalty held by him, together with an
rior court of the

itemized statement thereof, and upon

its

being made to appear upon

the hearing that such trustee has in his possession personal property of

which the cestui que trust

is

the beneficiary and that the trustee

is

act-

ing as such without bond, the court shall pass a rule absolute, requiring
the trustee within 20 days to execute and deliver to the ordinary of the

county of the residence of the cestui que trust a good and sufficient
bond, to be approved by said ordinary, in double the value of the personal property so held

by

said trustee, conditioned to faithfully account

for the trust property in his hands, together with the
in

conformity to the terms of the

suit

may

be maintained in the

trust.

name

income therefrom,

For any breach

of

such bond,

of the ordinary suing for use of the

A

copy of said petition, together with the rule
nisi thereon, shall be served upon the trustee not less than 10 -days, nor
more than 30 days, before the hearing thereon. The hearing on said rule
nisi may be before the judge, either in open court or at chambers, and
beneficiary of said trust.

may

be had either in term time or vacation. (Acts 1918,

p.

235; 1919.

p. 385.)

Same; removal

bond; delivery of
Should the said trustrust property to new trustee contempt of court.
tee fail to comply with said rule absolute and fail to file and have approved said bond within the time stated, he shall be removed from said
office of trustee by the judge of the superior court, and a new trustee
shall be named by the judge, who shall give bond as ordered, and the
judge of the said court shall order the removed trustee to immediately
deliver to such new trustee the trust property in his hands.
For a
108-306.

of trustee for failure to
;

file

—

§

1

failure to

tempt

2664
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08-307

comply with

of the court.

this order,

(Acts 1918,

— Powers

Cross-reference.

he shall be held and adjudged in con-

p. 236.)

of courts to punish for

contempt, see

24-105.

§

—

and premium on bond.
The costs of court, as well as the expenses and annual premium upon
said bond, shall be paid by the trustee from the funds in his hands as
108-307.

Same; payment

such trustee. (Acts 1918,

of costs of court

p. 236.)

Cross-reference.— See also §§ 108-435, 108-436.

108-308.

Same; ordinary's

fee for riling, etc., bond.

—The

ordinary of

bond

the county for receiving, filing, approving and recording said

be entitled to a fee of $2, to be paid by said trustee. (Acts 1918,
Cross-reference.

108-309.

— Ordinary's

Same;

record.

shall

p. 236.)

fees, see § 24-1716.

—The petition,

answer and orders

of the supe-

provided for shall be recorded in full on the minutes of said court, and the bond provided for shall be recorded by the
ordinary approving the same on the minutes of his court. (Acts 1918,
rior court heretofore

p. 236.)

108-310.

Same; annual returns

of trustee after filing

bond; removal

—

on default; delivery of trust property. The said trustee shall annually
on or before the first day of May, after the giving of said bond, file with
the ordinary of the county where said bond is recorded, a full statement
of all receipts and disbursements, and a full statement and schedule of
all property in his hands as such trustee, which report shall be verified
by the oath of said trustee. Upon failure to so file the said statement he
shall be removed by the judge of the superior court of the county of his
residence, upon petition of the cestui que trust, or his personal or property guardian, and a new trustee shall be appointed by said court, and
said court shall order the old trustee to deliver to said

new

trustee

all

property of the estate in his hands, and for failure so to do, said old
trustee shall be held and adjudged in contempt of court. (Acts 1918,
p. 236.)

—Trustee's returns to ordinary, see 108-404.
113-1409 by changing
Note. — Acts 1920,
amended

Cross-reference.

§

Editorial
§
p. 79,
administrators' annual returns from July to January.
section nor refer to returns of trustees.

filing

108-311.

Same; compensation

of

It did

trustee unaffected

the time for

not

by

amend

this

this

law.

—

Nothing in sections 108-304 to 108-310 shall be construed to change,
modify or increase the compensation of trustees, either as provided by
law or as may be provided for by the instrument creating the trust.
(Acts 1918,

p. 237.)

—

on bonds of trustees. Sureties on
bonds of trustees may be relieved from liability by the judge of the superior court, either at a regular term or at chambers, upon the same
terms and conditions as prescribed for the relief of sureties on the bonds
of guardians by the ordinary. (Acts 1859, p. 53.)
108-312. (3776) Relief of sureties

Cross-reference.
§

— Proceedings

for relief

by sureties on guardians' bonds, see

49-233.

108-313.

T3774) Acceptance of trust.

—The

necessary to constitute a person trustee.

acceptance of a trust

Acceptance

may

is

be effected

)

by

§ 108-316

Trusts.
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After acceptance, the trustee

acts as well as words.

may

not dis-

claim his trusteeship.

may

108-314. (3745) Courts

vacancies of trustees in corporation,

fill

—

when. Whenever the office of trustee in any incorporated company may
have or shall hereafter become vacant by death, re i:- nation, or otherwise, and the same for any cause cannot be filled under the provisions of
the charter of the corporation, the judge of the superior court of the
county or judicial circuit in which said corporation may be situated

such vacancy upon petition to said judge of
court, showing the circumstances which render the appointment of
trustee or trustees necessary and proper. (Acts 1865-6, p. 60.
shall

have power to

Cross-reference.
§

fill

— Death

of

members

corporation

of

as

a

dissolution,

a

see

22-1207.

108-315. (3746)

resident trustees.

New

— In

trustees appointed in place of deceased or non-

all

where the sole or surviving
or removed beyond the jurisdiction

cases of any trust,

trustee shall have departed this

life

of the courts of the State, the superior courts of the several counties shall

have

full

power and authority, upon the

parties interested in such trust,
direct, in a

summary manner,

petition of

two or more

of the

and on such notice as the court

to appoint a

new

shall

trustee or trustees in the

and such new trustee shall
have all the authority, and be subject to all the pains and penalties of
such deceased or non-resident trustee and all laws or enactments shall
be as applicable and in as full force in respect to the new as to the old
trustee and said court may in its discretion require bond and security
place of such deceased or nonresident trustee

;

;

;

such trustee. (Acts 1861,

of

p. 32.)

—

Cross-references. Filling vacancies in office of trustee of charitable trust, see
22-411. Appointment of new assignee in lieu of deceased or nonresident assignee,
see § 28-320.
§

under deed of trust or mortgage, substitution
for one failing to act. When there is a trustee under a deed of trust, or
a mortgage securing an issue of bonds, and when it is necessary, to preserve said trust, that a new trustee be appointed, or when the trustee
fails to serve or perform his duties or becomes incapable of so doing, the
superior courts of the several counties shall have full power and authority, in term time or vacation, upon the petition of the grantor or
mortgagor under such deed of trust or mortgage, and on notice being
108-316. (3747) Trustee

—

given to said trustee as far as practicable, and on notice being given to
the known bondholders, by registered mail and by publication once a

week

for four

weeks

in

some

public,

newspaper

in the

county where the

petition shall be filed, of the intention to apply to said court for the ap-

pointment of a new trustee, to appoint a new trustee in place of such
original trustee and upon the acceptance of such trust by said new trus;

tee, to

be evidenced in writing, such

new

trustee shall have

all

the au-

and interest of the original trustee, and be subject
to all the obligations arising from such trust and thereupon all the right,
title, and interest of the original trustee shall cease. (Acts 1904, p. 99.)
thority, right, title,

;

Cross-references.

mortgage or bond,
see

§

67-1201.

— Power
see

§

of trust
109-201, 11 6.

company

to act as trustee under corporate
trust deeds to secure debt,

Enforcement of

5

Trusts.

108-317
108-317.

Same;

(3748)

how

notice,
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proved.

—The

affidavit of

any gen-

grantor or mortgagor of notice to bondholders, pro-

eral officer of the

vided for in the preceding section, shall be sufficient proof of said notice.
(Acts 1904,
108-318.

p. 99.)

Same;

(3749)

two preceding sections do not
bilities imposed by law. (Acts

CHAPTER

not relieved of responsibility.

trustees

relieve a trustee

—The

from obligations or

lia-

1904, pp. 99, 100.)

TRUSTEES; POWERS, DUTIES, AND

108-4.

LIABILITIES.
Sec.

Sec.

108-401.

Extent of trustee's estate.

108-402.

Duty

108-403.

Inventory by trustees.
Returns to ordinary.

108-404.
108-405.

naked

Liability of

Investments in validated county
or municipal bonds.
Investment in farm loan bonds
issued by Federal land banks

108-420.

exercise

trustees to
ordinary diligence.
of

108-421.

or joint-stock land banks.

Compromise

108-422.

trustees.

Contracts for labor or service

108-406.
108-407.

Power

108-408.

Sale

108-424.

Misapplying trust funds.
Following funds, by benefici-

108-425.

Tracing assets; right of cred-

108-426.

Disposition of income.

108-427.

Lien on trust estate, creation

108-428.

Debts of cestui que trust.
Profits made; accounting

108-423.

for benefit of estate.
of sale extends to what.

by

of corpus of estate
trustees; order of court.

of claims; order

of court.

ary.
itor.

Rules and restrictions govern-

108-409.

ing sales.

Report

108-410.

of

ment by
Failure

108-411.

sale and
trustee.

to

report

reinvest-

of.

rule;

sale;

108-429.

contempt of court.

by

trustee.

108-412.

Parties to force reinvestment
and reports.

108-430.

108-413.

Judge to enforce this law.
Interest on funds; rule

108-431.

108-414.

for

charging.

Same;

108-415.

108-433.

Purchaser with notice.
Investment in bonds and other

108-417.

securities.

108-419.

once.
108-434.

Forfeiture of commissions on
failure to file annual returns.

108-435.

Expenses of giving bond.
Same; allowance of expenses.
Bases of settlement.
Foreign trustees; actions and

108-436.

Investment in land.
Investment in State securities
at less than seven per cent.

108-418.

108-432.

how and when com-

pounded.
108-416.

Conversion of property; accounting for true value.
Lien on estate for trust funds.
Compensation.
Fund to pay commissions but

108-437.
108-438.

sales by.

108-401. (3775) Extent of trustee's estate.

— Generally, a trustee takes

an estate as large and extended as the necessities of the trust require,

and no more.
108-402.
tees

(3753)

Duty

of trustees to exercise ordinary diligence.

—Trus-

having possession of the trust property are bound to ordinary

gence

in

dili-

the preservation and protection of the same.

—

Cross-references. Right of action against trustee for negligence, see
Definition of ordinary diligence, see § 105-201.

108-403.

(3750) Inventory

trustees, within three

months

by

trustees.

—

It

shall be the

after the trust property

possession, to return to the court of ordinary

§

105-1201.

duty of

comes

all

into their

where they reside an

in-

—

)

§108-408

Trusts.
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ventory of all the trust property in their hands or received by them, which
shall be recorded under the same regulations as inventories of admif
trators and executors. (Acts 1855-6, p. 148.
Cross-reference.

— Annual

returns of trustee, see

108-404. (3751) Returns

ordinary.

to

8

108-310.

— All

trustees

having

their

in

hands a pecuniary fund as a part of the trust estate, or receiving any
sums of money as income or proceeds of such estate, shall make returns
to the ordinary, and receive commissions on such returns, under the same
rules and regulations as are prescribed for guardians; and such returns,
when allowed and recorded by the ordinary, shall be prima facie evidence
in their favor as to their correctness; and if a trustee is dead, his representatives

may make

his returns, as provided in case of deceased adminis-

(Acts 1855-6,

trators.

p.

148; 1860,

p. 33.)

—

Foreign guardians, see
Cross-references. Returns of guardians, see § 49-230.
Title 49, Guardian and Ward, Chapter 49-4.
Duty of trustee to keep account, see
Allowing expenses of giving bond of trustee, out of trust estate, see
§ 4-211.
Compensation of trustees, see § 108-432. Returns by representative of
§ 108-435.
deceased nonresident administrator, see § 113-1412. Annual returns of trustee, see
§ 108-310.
108-405. (3752) Liability of

naked

trustees.

—A naked trustee, holding

when possession of the property is with the beneficiary, shall be
in no way responsible for its income or preservation, except where there
are beneficiaries in remainder, or who are minors, and in such case he
the

title

shall

be responsible only for gross neglect.

Cross-reference.

— Definition

of gross negligence, see

§

105-203.

108-406. (3766) Contracts for labor or service for benefit of estate.

Trustees

may make

contracts for labor or service for the benefit of the

upon such terms as they deem best;
and all such contracts, made in good faith, shall be a charge upon and
bind said estate, whenever the same are approved by the ordinary of the

estates of their cestuis que trustent,

county. (Acts 1866,
Cross-references.

p. 87.)

—Power of guardian to

contract for labor, see

§

49-213.

Simi-

lar provision as to administrators, see § 113-1524.

Power

108-407. (3754)

of sale extends to what.

or other instrument limits an estate in fee, for
over, and in the

same conveyance

wise dispose of the property

(65 Ga. 61.

578 (13

69 Ga. 330.

S. E. 565).

108-408. (3755)

A

power

life,

a trust deed

or with remainders

to sell, incumber, or other-

reserved or created, the power shall be

incumbrance, or disposition of the fee, unexpressly or by. necessary implication limited to a smaller estate.

construed to extend to a
less

is

a

—Where

sale,

70 Ga. 160.

92 Ga. 222 (18

77 Ga. 636

(1 S.

E. 167).

87 Ga.

S. E. 543).)

Sale of corpus of estate

by

trustees; order of court.

by the instrument
or convey the corpus

trustee, unless expressly authorized

creatine- the

have no authority to sell
of the trust
estate, but such sales shall be by virtue of an order of the superior court
upon a regular application to the same. Such application may be made
to the judge in vacation, on full notice to all parties in interest and the
order for such sale may be granted at chambers, the proceedings to be

trust, shall

;

§

1

08-409
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recorded as above provided in cases of application for appointment of
(Acts 1853-4,

trustees.

60; 1855-6, p. 146.)

p.

—

Cross-references.
Enforcement of trust deeds to secure debt, see § 67-1201 et
Investment of trust funds without order of court, see § 108-417. Proceedings
seq.
Service by publication upon
at chambers, see Title 37, Equitv, Chapter 37-13.
nonresident, see §§ 81-204, 81-205, 11 7.

— Sales

by

made under

the

restrictions, in every respect, as provided for sales

by

(3756) Rules

108-409.

and

restrictions

governing

sales.

trustees, unless otherwise provided in the order, shall be

same

and

rules

administrators of estates.

—

Cross-references. Administrators' sales, see Title 113, Wills, Descent, and Administration of Estates, Chapter 113-17.
Punishment of trustee for converting
trust property to his own use, see § 26-2805.
Sale of real estate on premises for
benefit of cestuis que trustent, see § 113-1708.
Sale of contingent estate or interest
to discharge debts, see §§ 113-1721 to 113-1723.
Claims to real estate advertised
for sale by trustee, see §§ 113-1801 to 113-1804.

1.

In

—

by trustee.
or by decree based on

(3758) Report of sale and reinvestment

108-410.

cases

all

where

a

judge

in

term by order,

the verdict of a jury, or by order in vacation, shall order or allow any
trust property to be sold,

duty of the court or judge signing
the order to require the trustee, within 60 days from the date of said order, to file and have recorded in the office of the clerk of the superior
court of the county having jurisdiction of said trust property a written
report on oath of his actings and doings under said order, with the name
of the purchaser of the property, the price at which the same was sold,
together with a description of the property in which the proceeds have
been reinvested, the price paid, and the name of the person from whom
the same was bought, whether said proceeds have been reinvested, and
if

it

shall be the

not, the reason therefor.
2.

If

the proceeds shall have been reinvested, the judge shall pass such

order as to him shall seem best, confirming the same or ordering a

investment.

If said

new

proceeds shall have not been reinvested, the judge

such order as shall be necessary, and require said trustee to
report within 60 days from said last-named order, as hereinbefore required. (Acts 1887, p. 56.)
shall issue

108-411.

(3759) Failure to report sale; rule; contempt of court.

case any trustee
refuse to

make

making

a sale as herein provided shall

said report

— In

neglect, or

fail,

and reinvestment as herein provided, the

judge shall cause a rule to be issued against said trustee making said
sale, returnable at a time therein stated, and upon the hearing thereof

compel the trustee to reinvest said funds under the direction of the
court, upon pain of being attached for contempt and committed until the
shall

same

is

done. (Acts 1887,

Cross-references.
Const., Art.

1,

Sec.

— Powers
I,

Par.

p. 56.)

of courts to punish for contempts, see
(1 2-120).

XX

108-412. (3760) Parties to force reinvestment

and

reports.

§

24-105 and

— Purchasers

no case be required to see to a reinvestment of any proceeds of
such sales; but guardians ad litem and all other persons sui juris, parties
to the proceedings in which leave to sell has been granted, shall be bound
shall in

to see to said reinvestment

and report, or upon the

failure of the trustee

§ 108-418
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to reinvest

and report,

bound

shall be

have the

to

order called to the attention of the court for
49-204.

(Acts 1887,

its action.

p. 56.)

—

Notice of guardian's application to sell for reinvestment, see
Purchaser at judicial sales not required to trace funds, see I 39-1311.

Cross-references.
§

obey said

failure to

108-413. (3761)

to enforce this law.

Judge

— Courts

of equity

being

management and government of trusts and
hereby made the duty of the judges of the superior

expressly charged with the
trust estates,

it

is

courts to see that the provisions of this law are enforced. (Acts 1887,
p. 56.)

108-414. (4076) Interest

on funds; rule

for charging.

— In making

set-

tlements, a reasonable time, according to the facts of each case, shall be

allowed to the trustee to invest funds coming into his hands, before
charging him with interest thereon; and, in like manner, disbursements
made by the trustee should, as a general rule, bear interest from some
date antecedent to the date of payment, according as he may have retained funds to meet them. In every case, the object is to charge the
trustee with such interest as a diligent man would make, and to see that
the trust fund is not used for private benefit.
Cross-references.

—Trustee's profit from use of trust funds unlawful, see

Bases of settlement with trustee, see
108-415. (4078)

§

§

108-429.

108-437.

Same; how and when compounded.

—The

interest to

be charged against trustees shall be at the rate of seven per cent, per annum, without compounding, for six years from the date of their qualification; and after that time at the rate of six per cent, per annum, an-

may

nually compounded, but any trustee

by returning annually the

relieve himself

interest actually

Any

from

this rule

made and accounting

for the

may

recover greater interest by
showing that the trustee actually received more, or that he used the

balance of the fund.

funds himself to greater

distributee

(Act 1847, Cobb, 336.)

profit.

—

§

Cross-references. Superior court judges
Sales by trustees, see § 108-408.

may remove and

appoint trustees, see

108-303.

—

The purchaser from a truswith actual or constructive notice of the trust, shall hold as trustee
for the beneficiaries if the purchase is bona fide and without notice, the
purchaser shall hold the property freed from the trust.
108-416. (3762) Purchaser with notice.

tee,

;

Cross-reference.

—Trust

implied where

title

obtained by fraud, see

§

108-106,

112.

—

bonds and other securities. Any trustee holding trust funds may invest the same in bonds or other securities issued by this State, making a true return of the price paid and
time of purchase. Such investments shall be free from taxation as long
108-417. (3763) Investment in

Any

as held for the trust estate.

other investments of trust funds shall

be made under an order of the superior court, either in term or granted
by the judge in vacation, or else at the risk of the trustee. (Act 1845,
Cobb, 333. Acts 1860, p. 31 1861, p. 32.)
;

—

Cross-reference. Proceedings at
see Title 37, Equity, Chapter 37-13.

chambers for investment

108-418. (4008) Investment in land.

vest any funds held

by them

—Trustees

of trust funds, etc.,

are authorized to in-

as such trustees in lands

:

Provided, that

§

08-419

1
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be obtained from the judge of the superior court, who is authorized to consider and pass upon such applications either in term time or vacation.

an order to that effect shall

first

108-419. (3764) Investment in State securities at less than seven per
cent.

—Trustees

may

invest trust funds in bonds and other securities

issued by this State, bearing a lower rate of interest than seven per
cent, per

annum, and

shall, in the

settlement of their accounts on the

funds so invested, be chargeable with no greater interest than that
ceived from the State

Provided, that such trustee shall, within 30 days

:

after such investment,

re-

make

a return to the ordinary of the

amount and

character of the bonds purchased and the price paid. (Acts

1884-5,

p. 128.)

108-420.

bonds.

(462, 3765)

—Trustees

Investments

in

validated county or municipal

are authorized to invest trust funds

in

any bonds

which have been or may be issued by any county or municipality of this
State, and have been validated as required by law for the validation of
county and municipal bonds, upon the same terms and conditions as they
are authorized to invest trust funds in State bonds and securities. (Acts
1901, p. 57; 1908, p. 72.)

—

Cross-reference. Validation of county or municipal bonds, see Title 87, Public
Finance, Chapters 87-3, 87-4.

farm loan bonds issued by Federal land banks
Farm loan bonds issued by Federal land
or joint-stock land banks.
banks or joint-stock land banks, under an Act of Congress approved
108-421. Investment in

—

July

17, 1916,

known

as the Federal

Farm Loan

vestments for savings bank deposits, for

Act, shall be lawful in-

and trust funds,
and for the funds of insurance companies and savings and loan associaSaid farm loan bonds shall be accepted as security for all public
tions.
deposits on the same terms as any bonds for which the faith of the
United States is pledged. (Acts 1918, p. 160.)
all

fiduciary

—

Cross-references. Loans and investments by banks, see §§ 13-2011 to 13-2024.
vestments by insurance companies, see §§ 56-207, 56-224 to 56-228.

Compromise

of claims; order of court.

In-

—All

persons
acting in a fiduciary capacity are authorized to compromise all doubtful
debts belonging to their estates, where such settlements will advance the
interests of those represented. All persons acting under the provisions
108-422.

(4006)

on making their returns, shall make oath that the settlements thus made were in good faith and to the best interests of the parProvided, that the ordinary, shall first make an
ties thus represented:
order directing such compromise. (Acts 1866, p. 67.)

of this section,

108-423. (3784) Misapplying trust funds.
sisting trustees of
in

—All persons aiding and as-

any character, with a knowledge

of their misconduct,

misapplying assets, are directly accountable to the persons injured.
Cross-reference.

108-424.

— Lien

on

trustee's estate for trust funds, see § 108-431.

(3768) Following funds,

a trust estate

may

by

beneficiary.

—The

beneficiary of

follow the funds wherever they can be traced, and at

—

may

option

his

§ 108-431
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affirm

or reject an

unauthorized

investment by the

trustee.
Cross-references.

— Creditors

of

Principal's

estate, see § 37-408.
sec § 4-208.

deceased

power

person

1o reach

reaching equitable assets of
deposited in agent*! name,

money

108-425. (3785) Tracing assets; right of creditor.

misapplied and can be traced

hands

— When

assets are

persons affected with notice
of the misapplication, the trust shall attach to the assets, and equity will
aid in restoring them to their legitimate purpose. A creditor of an estate
may follow assets in the hands of legatees or distributees, though they

receive

them without

in the

of

notice.

—

Cross-references. Lien on trustee's estate for trust funds, see 8 108-431.
P
of debts by heirs, see § 113-1506. Payment of debts out of decedent's estate,
see § 113-821.
Creditor reaching equitable assets, sec § 37-408.

ment

108-426. (3769)

Disposition of income.

—Trustees

are authorized, out

income of the estate, to pay all debts incurred for its protection
and preservation, and to appropriate a sufficiency of the balance for the
support and maintenance of the beneficiaries of the trust. They may
not encroach upon the corpus of the estate, except by order of the
of the

superior court.

—

Cross-reference. When expenditures by executor or administrator for minors
allowed, see § 113-1516.

—

on trust estate, creation of. Trustees are not
create any liens upon the trust estate, except such as are

108-427. (3770) Lien

authorized to

given by law.

—

Cross-references. For similar provision as to guardians, see
estates of trustees for trust funds, see § 108-431.

108-428. (3771)

Debts of cestui que

session of the trust estate, or
for

its

when

trust.

§

49-226.

Lien on

—A beneficiary, having pos-

the trustee fails or refuses to provide

protection and preservation or for the support and maintenance

of the beneficiary,

may

contract debts for these purposes.

estate of such beneficiary shall be
Cross-reference.

made; accounting by

funds to his
such profits made.

shall not use the trust

count for

payment

— Disposition of trust estate income, see

108-429. (3767) Profits

all

liable for the

own

profit.

§

trust

such debts.

108-426.

trustee.

He

of

The

— The

trustee

shall be liable to ac-

—

Cross-references. Trustees prohibited from taking property at its appraised
valuation, see § 108-430. Agent not to make personal profit, see § 4-205. Authority of trustee to compromise claims, see § 108-422.
Interest to be charged against
trustees, see §§ 108-414, 108-415.

108-430. (3991) Conversion of property; accounting for true value.

No

allowed to convert the trust property to his own use, accounting for it at the appraised value but in such cases he shall account
for its true value. (Act 1764, Cobb, 301. Act 1792, Cobb, 307.)
trustee

is

;

Lien on estate for trust funds.— The estate of a
trustee dying chargeable with trust funds in hand, shall be appropriated
first to the payment of such indebtedness, after the funeral expenses, in
preference to all other liens and claims whatever. (Acts 1853-4. p. 70.)
108-431. (3332, 3773)

Cross-references.
I 113-1508,

11

5.

— Priority of debts

How

in winding up deceased trustee's estate, see
property bound, see § 113-1509.

§

Trusts.
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—

Trustees, for their services, shall be
(3777) Compensation.
to the same compensation as guardians receive for similar

108-432.
entitled
services.

—

Cross-references. Compensation of guardians, see
pensation tor working land, see § 113-2004.

108-433.

(406S")

Fund

§

49-223.

Additional com-

—

pay commissions but once. Where from any
pass through the hands of several trustees, by

to

cause a trust fund shall
reason of the death, removal, or resignation of the first qualified trustee,
or otherwise, such fund shall not be subject to diminution by charges of

commissions by each successive trustee holding and receiving in the
same right but commissions for receiving the fund shall be paid to the
first trustee, or his representative, and commissions for paying out shall
be paid to the trustee actually disbursing the fund, and no commissions
shall be paid for handing over the fund to the successor of a trustee.
;

commissions on failure to file annual returns.
Trustees failing to make annual returns as required shall forfeit
all commissions for transactions during the year within which no return is made, unless the ordinary, upon cause shown, shall, by special
order on the minutes, relieve them from this forfeiture. (Act 1792, Cobb,
306. Act 1850, Cobb, 340.)
108-434. (4069) Forfeiture of

—

—

Cross-references. Annual returns of trustees, see § 108-310. Forfeiture of administrator's commissions for failing to make annual returns, see § 113-2006.
Same
as to guardians, see § 49-231.

—

bond. Trustees who are required by law to give bond as such, w ho have given as security on such
bonds one or more guaranty companies, surety companies, fidelity insurance companies, or fidelity and deposit companies, as authorized by
law, may include as part of their lawful expenses such reasonable sum
(4071) Expenses

108-435.

of

giving
r

or

sums paid

to such

company

exceeding one per centum per

or companies for such suretyship, not

annum on

the court or judge or other officer by
allow.

(Acts 1903,

the

whom

amount

of said bond, as

they were appointed shall

p. 75.)

—

Same; allowance of expenses. Any court, judge, or
other officer whose duty it is to pass upon the account of any person or
corporation required to execute a bond with surety or sureties, shall,
whenever such person or corporation has given any such company or
108-436.

(4072)

companies as security, as provided in the preceding section, allow in the
settlement of such account a reasonable sum for the expenses and premiums incurred in securing such surety, not exceeding the amounts
specified in the preceding section.

108-437.

ment with

(Acts 1903,

(4077) Bases of settlement.
trustees shall be

—All

made out upon

p. 75.)

statements for

final settle-

the following basis:

(Act

1847, Cobb, 336.)

rate of interest charged against trustees shall be the

that

The
now

2.

The

rules for charging a trustee with interest shall be as prescribed

1.

same

as

regulated by law.

by sections 108-414 and

108-415.
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A

§ 108-50 2

management of an estate, may retain in hi-; ha|U
at the beginning of each year, an amount of money sufficient to pay the
current expenses of said year; upon which amount no interest shall be
3.

trustee, in the

charged

in final settlement.

The

4.

trustee shall, however, pay interest upon

all

balances

left

in

beginning of each year, over and above the payment of expenses for said year, the same to be ascertained and computed in final

hand

at the

settlement.
5.

When

it

shall so

happen

that, at the

beginning of any year, a trus-

have an amount in hand sufficient to pay the current expenses of said year, and his annual returns show that fact, he shall be
allowed to charge, in final settlement, interest on the amount advanced
by him during the year for current expenses.
tee shall not

6.

The annual

made out

returns of trustees shall be

in the

manner

regulated by law and practiced in this State; and the reservations,
charges, and computations of interest set forth in this section shall be

made when
7.

said trustees

come

The expenditures and

to

make statement

for final settlement.

receipts of each year shall be ascertained

reference to annual returns, and in

all

by

cases the commissions annually

be considered as a part of the annual expenses. (Acts 1865-6,

shall

pp. 84, 85.)
Cross-reference.

— Annual

returns by trustees, see

108-438. (3757) Foreign trustees; actions
trustee,

upon

filing a certified

courts of this State and

may

copy of

§

108-310.

and

sales by.

appointment,

his

—A

may

foreign

sue in the

property of his cestui que trust in this
State under the same regulations as are prescribed for sales of real estate

by trustees

of this State.

Cross-reference.

— For

CHAPTER

sell

(Acts 1895,

similar provision as to guardians, see

108-5.

108-502.

108-504.

49-407.

Sec.

Enforcement

of

payment

in

108-505.

Trust estate and not trustee
bound for payment.

108 - 506

Execution to specify property
lipon whlch Iev >' to be made

court of law.
108-503.

§

CLAIMS AGAINST TRUST ESTATES.

Sec.
108-501.

p. 85.)

How

and where sued, etc.
Party defendant.
How enforced in justice of the
peace court.

-

"

—

Enforcement of payment in court of law. Any person having a claim against any trust estate for services rendered to said
108-501. (3786)

estate, or for articles or
estate, or

any claim

property or

for the

money

payment

render said estate liable, may collect
claim in a court of law. (Acts 1855-6,

How

furnished for the use of said

which a court of equity would
and enforce the payment of such

of

p. 228.)

and where sued,

—The

person having such
claim as provided in the preceding section, if the same exceeds the sum
of $100, may file his petition, setting forth the grounds of such claim,
108-502. (3787)

how and
claim,

etc.

what manner said estate is liable for the payment of
and the names of the trustee and the cestui que trust, which
in

said
peti-

§
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under
the same rules and regulations as in ordinary cases at common law, and
the subsequent proceedings shall be. in all respects, the same. (Acts
tiop shall be hied in the office of the clerk of the superior court

1855-0. p. 228.)

—

If there is no trustee, or if he is a
(^3788) Party defendant.
naked
mere
trustee and nonresident in the county, the cestui que trust
shall be made the defendant, and the proceedings shall be, in all respects,

108-503.

the

same

when

as

108-504.

the trustee

How

(3789)

is

defendant. (Acts 1855-6.

p. 228.)

enforced in justice of the peace court.

— When

$100 principal, suit may be brought
a justice of the peace court, under the same rules and regulations as
ordinary suits in those courts, saving only that the summons shall set

the claim does not exceed the
in
in

how and

sum

of

what way said trust estate is liable for the payment of
said claim and the judgment rendered in a justice's court shall have the
same force and effect as judgments rendered in the superior court.
forth

in

;

(Acts 1855-6.

p. 229.)

—

Cross-references.
Organization and terms of justice courts, see Title 24, Courts,
24-9. Jurisdiction of justice courts, Title 24, Courts, Chapter 24-10. Commencement of suits in justice courts, service, etc., see Title 24, Courts, Chapter
24-11.
Effect of judgments, see Title 110, Verdict and Judgment, Chapter 110-5.

Chapter

108-505.

bound

(3790) Trust estate and not trustee

The judgment thus rendered

shall

—

payment.
impose no personal liability on the
for

any way render his property liable for the payment of the
same but said judgment shall only bind such trust estate, and execution

trustee, or in
:

(Acts 1855-6,

shall issue accordingly.

p. 229.)

108-506. (3791) Execution to specify property

made.

—All

upon which levy

to be

executions issued upon judgments rendered under the pro-

body of the
be levied, and it shall

visions of sections 108-501 to 108-505 shall specify in the

execution the property upon which the same

is

be levied on no other property. (Acts 1855-6,

p. 229.)

CHAPTER

108-6.

to

DEEDS TO BENEFICIAL INTERESTS.
Sec.

Sec.
108-601.

Deeds

108-602.

improvement.
Certificates of interests by
for

to interests in property

108-603.
108-604.

trustees.

108-601.

(3792)

The owners

of

Deeds

Duties

and

How

title vests
tion of estate.

in

of

trus-

this

on termina-

—

improvement.
State may create by deed an

to interests in property for its

property located

powers

tees.

its

and in the improvements made thereon, for the benefit of
themselves and such other persons (whether sui juris or not) who may
contribute to the improvement or development of said property, and
their assigns or transferees
Provided, that the deed creating such estate
provide
for
the
improvement
or development of the property covshall
ered thereby, and the trustee or trustees therein named and their successors shall have some active duty to perform in and about the trust
property or the management or control of the same: Provided further,
that the deed creating such estate shall be recorded within 30 days from
estate therein

:

§108-603
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the date of

execution in the record of deeds

its

the office of the

in

clerk of the superior court of the county wherein said property

is

lo-

When

such an estate is so created, the legal title to the said
property and all the property added thereto, or substituted therefor, shall
vest and remain in the trustee or trustees named, and his or their sue
insors, in accordance with the terms of said deed, with all the po
ferred thereby upon the trustee, and shall not during the continuance of
the said estate pass to or vest in the beneficiaries or cestui- que trustcnt;
but at the end of 25 years from the date of the deed creating 3U< h estate
the title to such of said property as may then belong to said estate shall

cated.

vest in the beneficiaries

and

;

if

said deed creating such estate so pro-

may

be

upon the terms and conditions and

in

vides, a renewal of said estate

made at the end of said
the manner therein set

25 years,
forth, for

a like period. (Acts 1899, p. 57.)

—

Cross-references. Executed and executory trusts, see § 108-111.
For whom
trusts created, see § 108-114. Trust deeds to secure debt, see Title 67, Mortgages,
Conveyances to Secure Debt, and Liens, Chapter 67-12.

108-602. (3793) Certificates of interest
is

by

trustees.

— When

an estate

so created, and from time to time thereafter, the trustee or trustees

such certificates of beneficial interest as may be provided for
by said deed to the persons beneficially interested in such estate, or becoming so interested therein in accordance with the provisions of said
deed, which certificates shall pass and be transferred as personalty and in
shall issue

the same

manner

as shares of stock in corporations;

and the same

shall

be subject to levy and sale under attachment or execution or any other
process, in like

manner

as shares of stock.

The

trustee or person in

charge of the estate representing the trustee of said estate, shall be subject to the same demand as that provided by sections 8-206 and 39-123
for the levying officer to make upon the officers of a corporation. Persons having claims against said estate created as aforesaid may enforce
the

same by

suit against the trustee or trustees thereof, in like

and service thereof

manner

may

be perfected by
serving the trustee or trustees, if residents of this State, and if not, then
by publication and the venue of such suits shall be the same as that of
similar suits against private corporations, but neither the trustees nor
the beneficiaries of such estate shall be personally or individually liable
as suits against corporations,

;

therefor except in cases

porations are

now

liable

where

officers and stockholders of private corunder the law. (Acts 1899, pp. 57, 58.)

—

When

Cross-references. Assignment of choses in action, see § 85-1803.
transLiability of stockholders after transfer, see
fer of stock is complete, see § 22-706.
members of corporation, etc., are sued, see § 22-1001. Where
§ 22-902.
Bonds, etc., negotiable,
suit may be brought against corporations, see § 22-1102.
see § 14-1801. Venue generally, see Title 3, Actions, Chapter 3-2.

How

—

and powers of trustees. The trustee or trusand
exclusive
management and control of the said
tees shall have sole
property in accordance with the terms and provisions of the deed creating such estate and the exercise by the trustee or trustees of any
power granted or conferred by the said deed, including the power to
lease, incumber, and sell, when exercised in accordance with the terms
and provisions thereof, shall be as valid and effective to all intents and
purposes as if said trustee or trustees were the sole and exclusive own108-603. (3794) Duties

;

ers of the said property in his or their

own

right.

The

said trustee or

:

Trusts.

108-604

§

may
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may

resign or be removed, and their successors

be appointed in the manner and in accordance with the terms fixed by the deed
creating such estate and the same rights, powers, and title over and to
the said property shall belong to and be vested in the new trustee or
trustees as are conferred upon the original trustee or trustees by the
said deed creating the said estate, and the death of a trustee shall not
operate to cast title upon his heirs, devisees, executors, or administrators, but the same shall vest in his successor when appointed. (Acts
trustees

;

1899. pp. 57, 58.)
Cross-reference.

108-604.

— Appointment

(3795)

How

title

of

new

trustees, see

§

108-315.

vests on termination of estate.

—Upon

termination of the estate created as herein provided, the legal

the

title to all

the property belonging to said estate then undisposed of shall pass to

persons who shall then be the beneficiaries of said estate,
shares corresponding with their respective interest as beneficiaries.

and vest
in
i

in the

Acts 1899. pp.

57, 59.)

Cross-references.
trust, see § 108-112.

— Legal
For

title

whom

merged into equitable interest
trust estates may be created, see

in
§

an executed

108-114.
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CHAPTER

INCORPORATION AND ORGANIZATION.

109-1.

Sec.

Sec.

109-101.

Number

of

incorporators;

declaration and

109-104.

Bylaws, rules and regulations,
Officers;
appointment and
compensation.

109-105.

Capital stock; increase; trans-

affidavit;

fee
,._
109-102.
„'

._

'

.

.

tlon
109-103.

.

.

Notice of intention to organize; certificate of incorpora-

fer of shares.

-

Board of trustees;
number; vacancies.

109-101. (2815)

Number

election;

of incorporators; declaration

—Any number of persons, not

and

affidavit;

than five, may associate themselves
together for the purpose of organizing a trust company in accordance
with the provisions of this Title. The persons so desiring to become
incorporated shall file in the office of the Secretary of State a declaration
in writing, signed by each of them, stating their names and residences,
the name and style of the proposed corporation, the location of the principal place of business thereof, the amount of capital stock, and such other
matters as they may deem it desirable to state. Such declaration shall be

fee.

accompanied by the

less

affidavit of at least three of the subscribers that at

been actually paid in
by the subscribers and that the same is in fact held and is to be used
solely for the business and purposes of the corporation. A fee of $50
shall be paid into the State treasury on filing the application, and the
Secretary of State shall not issue any charter before its pavment. ^Acts
least $25,000 of the capital stock subscribed has

1898, p. 78.)
Cross-references.
Sec. VII, Par.
anty fund, see

— How

XVIII

corporate powers are granted, see Const.. Art. Ill,
Returns of corporations, see § 22-1703. Guar-

(§ 2-1818).
§ 109-201, 11 14.

§

Trust Companies.

109-102
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Note.— Under Const. Art. Ill, Sec. VIII, Par. XVIII (§ 2-1818) the
is given power to incorporate banks, but no such power as to
companies is conferred. A trust company whose charter authorizes it to do

Editorial

Secretary of State

trust
a banking as well as a trust business
120 Ga. 1080 ^4$ S. E. 437).

be incorporated under this Chapter.

See

(2S16) Notice of intention to organize; certificate of incor-

109-102.

poration.

may

— Before

filing

the declaration, as provided in the preceding

section, a notice of intention to organize

such trust company shall be

published at least once a week for four weeks in a newspaper of general
circulation, published in the city in which the principal office of the

proposed corporation will be located, which notice shall specify the
names of the proposed corporators, name of the proposed trust company, and the location of the same. When such declaration shall have
been filed and notice of intention shall have been published as herein
provided, the Secretary of State shall issue to the subscribers, their

and successors, a

under the seal
of the State, certifying that the subscribers, their associates, and successors are a body politic and corporate under the name and style designated in the declaration, and that such corporation has the capacity and
powers conferred and is subject to all the duties and liabilities imposed
by law. The Secretary of State shall record the declaration, affidavit,
and certificate of incorporation. (Acts 1898, pp. 78, 79.)
associates,

certificate of incorporation

—

Cross-reference.
Certified copy of petition and order as
ration generally, see § 22-306.

Board

evidence of incorpo-

—

number; vacancies. The
affairs of said company shall be managed and its corporate power exercised by a board of trustees of such number, not less than five nor more
than 25, as shall from time to time be prescribed by its bylaws. The per109-103.

sons

(2818)

named

of trustees; election;

in the declaration of

organization shall constitute the

first

board of trustees of the said company, and may add to their number, not
exceeding the limit of 25, and shall severally continue in office until
others are elected to

fill

their places.

The

election of trustees shall be

held annually at the office of the company, in such

time as shall be prescribed

in the

the day named, the shareholders

event of their failure to do

bylaws.

at such

In case of failure to elect on

may adjourn
president

so, the

manner and

to another time, or, in the

may

call a special

meeting

purpose of electing trustees, of which special meeting 10 days'
notice shall be given by publication in at least one newspaper of general
for the

occurring in

which said company is located. The vacancies
the intervals between elections shall be filled by the board

of trustees.

(Acts 1898, pp. 78, 81

circulation in the city in

109-104.

;

1917, pp. 62, 63.)

(2819) Bylaws, rules and regulations.

—

Officers;

appointment

and compensation. The trustees shall have power from time to time to
make and establish such bylaws, rules, and regulations, not inconsistent
with the laws of this State or the United States, as they shall deem expedient for the conduct and management of the business, affairs, and propThey shall elect one of their number presierty of such company.
dent of the board, and may elect or appoint such other officers and
agents as they may deem proper, and fix their compensation. (Acts
1898, pp. 78, 81.)

—
Trust Companies.
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§ 109

109-105. (2820) Capital stock; increase; transfer of shares.

-The cap-

company may

be Increased from time to tii
shareholders
a vote of two-thirds of the
present at any regular annual
meeting or special meeting called for that purpose: Provided, said twoital

stock of the trust

thirds of the stockholders so voting represents a majority of the capital

The

stock shall be divided into shares of $100 each,
which shares shall be deemed personal property and shall be transferstock.

capital

manner

able in such

pany.

(Acts 1898, pp.

as shall be prescribed by the bylaws of the
78, 81

;

com-

1923, p. 58.)

CHAPTER

109-2.

POWERS.

Sec.

109-201.

Corporate powers enumerated.

109-201. (2817) Corporate

powers enumerated.

—All

companies
organized under this Title are corporations possessed of the powers and
functions of corporations generally, and as such shall have power to
1.

Make

2.

Sue and be sued, complain and defend

trust

contracts.
in

any court

as fully as nat-

ural persons.

agent of any State, municipality, body
politic, or corporation, and in such capacity to receive and disburse
money and transfer, register and countersign certificates of stock, bonds,
and other evidences of indebtedness.
3.

Act as the

fiscal or transfer

Receive deposits of trust moneys, securities, and other personal
property from any person or corporation and to lend money on real
estate or personal securities.
4.

Cross-references.
nies, see § 16-202.

— Building

and loan associations' deposits with trust compaBanks may acquire powers of trust comoanies, see §§ 13-901,

13-1001.
5.

Lease, purchase, hold and convey any and

in the transaction of its business or

tion

may

which the purposes

estate necessary
of the corpora-

which it shall acquire in satisfaction or partial satdebts due the corporation under sales, judgments, or mortsettlement or partial settlement of debts due the corporation

require, or

isfaction of

gages, or in

by any

all real

of its debtors.

Act as trustee under any mortgage or deed of trust securing any
bond issue of any Government, State, municipality, body politic, or corporation, and accept and execute any other municipal or corporate trust
6.

not inconsistent with the laws of this State.

—

Cross-references. Substitution for trustee failing to act under deed of trust or
mortgage, see § 108-316. Provisions as to trust deeds to secure debt, see Title 67,
Mortgages, Conveyances to Secure Debt, and Liens, Chapter 67-12.

Accept trusts from and execute trusts for married women in respect
to their separate property, whether real or personal, and to be their
agents in the management of such property or to transact any business
7.

in relation thereto.

—

Cross-references. When a wife's property is separate, see § 53-502. Voluntary
execution of marriage articles and trust deeds by husband, see § 53-404. Appoint-

Trust Companies.
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ment and removal

of trustee for marriage settlement, see § 53-405.
Wife as feme
sole as to her separate estate, see § 53-503.
separate estate for wife created,
see § 1 OS- 115.

How

Act under the order of appointment of any court of record as guardian, receiver or trustee of the estate of any minor, the annual income
of which shall not be less than $100 and as depository of any moneys
paid into court, whether for the benefit of any such minor or any other
8.

person, corporation or party.

—

Cross-references. Appointment
stranger in blood, see § 49-107.

of

guardian,

see

§

49-105.

Appointment

of

Take, accept and execute any and all such legal trusts, duties, and
powers in regard to the holding, management, and disposition of any
9.

and the rents and profits thereof or
the sale thereof as may be granted or confided to it by the superior court
or other court of record, or by any person, corporation, municipality or
other authority, and the said corporation shall be accountable to all parestate or property, real or personal,

ties in interest for

power which

it

the faithful discharge of every such trust, duty, or

may

so accept.

—

Cross-references. Judge of superior court may appoint trustees, see § 108-303.
Educational corporations, etc., as trustees for charitable trusts, see § 22-405.
10. Take, accept, and execute any and all such trusts and powers of
whatever nature or description as may be conferred upon or entrusted
or committed to said company by any person or persons or any body

politic, corporation, or

other authority, by grant, assignment, transfer,

which may be entrusted, or committed,
or transferred to or invested in said company by order of the superior
court or any other court of record, or any ordinary, and to receive and
take and hold any property or estate, real or personal, which may be the
subject of any such trust.
devise, bequest, or otherwise, or

—

Cross-reference. Provisions regarding trust deeds to secure debt, see Title
Mortgages, Conveyances to Secure Debt, and Liens, Chapter 67-12.
11.

Purchase, invest

in,

and

sell

stocks,

mortgages, and other securities; and

moneys

bills

of

when moneys

67,

exchange, bonds,
or securities for

are borrowed or received on deposit or for investment, the bonds

or obligations of the

company may be given

therefor; but nothing herein

contained shall be construed as giving the right to issue

bills to cir-

culate as money.

Accept the appointment as executor of, or trustee under, the last
will and testament, or as administrator, with or without the will annexed, of the estate, of any deceased persons, and to be appointed and
to act as the guardian or trustee of the estates of lunatics, idiots, persons
of unsound mind, and habitual drunkards. (Acts 1898, pp. 78, 81.)
12.

—

Cross-references. Executor's power as temporary administrator, see § 113-1501.
Administration, when granted with will annexed, see § 113-1210. Rules for granting letters of administration, see § 113-1202. Appointment of executors, see
Guardians of deaf and dumb
§ 113-1201; of administrators, see § 113-1202 et seq.
persons, and of persons non compos mentis, see Title 49, Guardian and Ward,

Chapter
13.

49-6.

Engage

in the

business of guaranteeing the payment of bonds and

notes secured by mortgage or deed to real estate within the State

Pro-

company must, before it may issue any such
apart an amount of not less than $50,000 in any case, as

vided, that every such

guarantee, set

:

1

Trust Companies.
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§J 09-20

a guaranty fund, which said guaranty fund -hall he maintained unim-

paired as long as any guaranty
Cross-reference.

Engage

— Similar

is

outstanding. (Acts 1917, pp.

provisions, sec

§

56, 60.)

109-504.

husiness of certifying to the ownership of title to
real property or furnishing information relative thereto, or of guaran14.

in the

teeing such titles or of guaranteeing owners of real property or other

persons interested therein against loss by reason of defective titles or
incumbrances thereon or adverse claims of title: Provided, that every
such company must, before it may issue any title guarantee policy or
guaranteed certificate of title, set apart an amount not less than onethird of its capital and surplus, and not less than $50,000 in any case, as
a guaranty fund, which said guaranty fund shall be maintained unimpaired as long as any title guarantee policies or guaranteed certificates
of title are outstanding.

(Acts 1917, pp.

56, 61.)

Every such company exercising the powers granted by either paragraph 13 or paragraph 14 of this section may invest the guaranty fund
therein provided for in legally issued bonds or securities of the United
States, or of any State thereof, not estimated above their current market
value; or in legally issued bonds, warrants or securities of any county,
incorporated city or town, or school district in this State, not estimated

above their par value, or their current market value, or in lawful bonds
and notes secured by mortgage or deed creating first lien on real estate
within this State.

Where

buildings constitute a material part of the

value of the mortgaged premises they shall be kept insured against loss
or damage by fire. Such guaranty fund and the securities evidencing

same shall be deposited from time to time with the State Treasurer
or with some trust company or one of the State depositories selected by
the company so depositing them and approved by the State Treasurer,
the

as custodian, such custodian giving proper receipts therefor. (Acts 1917,
pp. 56, 61.)
Cross-reference.

— See

§

109-504.

Every such company exercising the powers granted by either paragraph 13 or paragraph 14 of this section shall make at least one report
each year, and oftener if called upon by the Superintendent of Banks, and
in the same manner and subject to the same penalties as required of
trust companies engaged in the banking business. (Acts 1917, pp. 56, 62;
1919, p. 135.)

No

trust

company organized under

the provisions of this Title shall

exercise any of the rights and powers conferred until at least $50.00*3

have been subscribed and paid in; nor shall any
such company receive deposits subject to check on demand, or discount
commercial paper, unless and until such company shall have complied
with the laws of this State regulating the incorporation of banks but
such company may acquire and exercise all the rights and privileges, and
be subject to the same liabilities and restrictions as apply to banks, upon
compliance with the laws of this State providing for the incorporation
and regulating the business of banks. (Acts 1920, pp. 76, 77.)
of the capital stock shall

:

Cross-references.

Chapter

— Incorporation

Term "bank"

of banks, see Title
includes trust company, see

13,

Banks and Banking.

13-201.
Examination of
banks, see Title 13, Banks and Banking. Chapter 13-4. Reports of banks, see Title
13, Banks and Banking, Chapter 13-5.
Regulation of banking, see Title 13, Banks
and Banking, Chapter 13-20.
13-9.

§

—
§

Trust Companies.

109-301

CHAPTER

109-3.
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ACQUISITION OF TRUST POWERS BY
OTHER CORPORATIONS.

Sec

Sec.

Savings banks and trust, secnrity. or guaranty compaDies incorporated by General Assembly, how rights
acquired by.
Corporations chartered by su-

109-301.

109-302.

perior court,
acquired by;

how powers
amendment of

Same; directors
amendment.

100-303.

mm

g

109-305.

Same;

109-306.

Same;

_

.

to

j

^

authorize

k

when

trust company
provisions applicable.

for

fee

amendment

record

charter;

of

of

amend-

ment.

charter.

(2821) Savings banks and trust, security, or guaranty companies incorporated by General Assembly, how rights acquired by.
109-301.

Any

savings bank, or trust, security or guaranty company having a
paid-in capital of not less than $100,000, heretofore incorporated by the

General Assembly, with authority to exercise any trust powers, may
acquire nil the rights, privileges, and immunities with the same restrictions as are specified in section 109-201 in the following

manner:

The

shareholders at any regular or special meeting called for that purpose

may. by

a vote of two-thirds of the

stockholders present, pass a resolu-

and immuniwhich
said section
resolution

tion declaring their desire to acquire the rights, privileges,
ties,

subject to the restrictions, specified in

;

by the president and secretary or treasurer of the cor-

shall be certified

Whereupon

poration, and filed with the Secretary of State.

the Secre-

tary of State shall issue a certificate declaring that such resolution hav-

ing been

filed,

such corporation has become vested by law with

all

the

powers, and privileges, subject to the restrictions, conferred,
defined, and limited by section 109-201. The corporation filing such resolution shall pay into the treasury of the State a fee of $25, and the Sec-

rights,

retary of State shall cause said resolution and his certificate to be duly

recorded. (Acts 1898, pp. 78, 82.)

— Security companies, see Title Securities.
Note. — Prior to the amendment of Const., Art. Ill,

Cross-reference.
Editorial

XVIII,

97,

Sec. VIII, Par.

October 5, 1892, banks and insurance companies were
incorporated by special Acts of the General Assembly. This section seems to
(§ 2-1818), ratified

apply to corporations so created.

109-302. Corporations chartered

quired by

;

amendment

of charter.

by superior

court,

how powers

ac-

—Any corporation heretofore chartered

by the superior court for the purpose of engaging in the borrowing and
lending of money, or dealing in real estate, mortgages, bonds, and other
evidences of debt, or of exercising any of the privileges granted to trust
companies in this Title, and which desires to avail itself of all of the
privileges of this Title, shall have power to do so by securing from the
Secretary of State an amendment to the charter under which such corporation now exists, which amendment shall confer upon it all the privileges of this Title applicable to trust companies.

—

(Acts 1910,

p. 98.)

amendment

Acceptance of
conclusively presumed, see
Amendment of charters of trust companies doing banking business,
22-508.
See § 109-510; also Title 97, Securities.
see § 109-507.
Cross-references.

§

—

Editorial Note.
Banks can be incorporated by
Is this section constitutional?
the Secretary of State, who has no power to incorporate a trust company unless
it is also a bank.
superior court corporation cannot become a bank. By what
authority then can the Secretary of State confer trust powers upon such corporation?
See editorial notes under §§ 109-101, 109-301.

A

—

;

Trust Companies.
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Same;

§

amendment.

authorize

109-402

— Before

-uch
amendment may be obtained the board of directors of such corporation,
at a regular meeting, shall, by a majority vote, authorize such amend109-303.

ment

directors

to

to the charter of such corporation.

109-304.

Same;

capital stock.

(Acts 1910, pp. 98, 99.;

— No corporation

shall avail itself of this

it has actually subscribed and paid in, either in actual
cash or property taken at a fair valuation, a capital stock of at lei \
$100,000. (Acts 1910, pp. 98, 99.)

privilege until

—

Same; when trust company provisions applicable. When
such amendment to the charter has been obtained, all the provisions ap109-305.

companies

plicable to trust

shall

thereupon apply to such corporation.

(Acts 1910, pp. 98, 99.)
109-306.

The

Same;

amendment

fee for

corporation filing

its

amendment.
such amendment shall pay into

of charter; record of

application for

the State treasury a fee of $25, and the Secretary of State shall cause

such amendment and his certificate to be duly recorded. All such amendments granted by the Secretary of State shall be recorded in the charter
book in the office of the clerk of the superior court where such original
charter was granted. (Acts 1910, pp. 98, 99.)

CHAPTER

109-4.

BANKS AS TRUST COMPANIES.

Sec.

Sec.

109-401.

What banking companies may
acquire powers.

109-405.

Fees.

109-406.

Directors as trustees.

Petition by banking company
to set tortn name, capital,
and resolution exhibits, certificate, signing, and sealing.

m

109-403.

Publication of petition.

109-408.

109-404.

Certificate
State.

109-402.

_

^ ...

ad _
t{onal bank as tmst
ministrator, executor, or reglstrar of stocks and bonds.

4Q7

;

109-401.

by Secretary

of

Same; oath
bank
Same; bond.

to

be

taken by

-

109-409.

What banking companies may

acquire powers.

—Any

bank-

ing company, heretofore or hereafter incorporated under the Constitu-

having and exercising the rights, powers and
privileges incident to banks, and having not less than $100,000 of capital
stock subscribed and paid in, may acquire all the rights, powers, privileges and immunities, subject to the liabilities and restrictions conferred
and imposed upon trust companies by sections 109-101 to 109-105 and

tion

and laws

109-201 in the

of this State,

manner

(Acts 1917, pp. 81, 82.)

— Similar

provisions, see §§ 13-901, 13-1001.
See §§ 109-301,
trust companies exempt from income tax, see § 92-3105: and
corporation license or occupation tax, see § 92-2402.

Cross-references.
109-510.

from

hereinafter provided.

Banks and

by banking company

to set forth

name,

resolution; exhibits, certificate, signing, and sealing.

—Any

109-402. Petition

capital,

and

such incorporated banking company, desiring to acquire the rights, powers, privileges and immunities of trust companies, shall file with the Secretary
of State its petition setting forth:
(a)

The name

incorporated, and

of such
its

banking company, when and by what authority

principal place of business

:

Trust Companies.

g 109-403

{b)

That

it

(c^

That

a resolution

2684

has a paid-in capital of not less than $100,000;
has been adopted by a majority vote of

of directors expressing the desire that such

its board
banking company acquire

the rights, powers, privileges and immunities, subject to the liabilities

and

restrictions, of trust

and 109-201.

to 109-105

There
(1)

companies under the aforesaid sections 109-101

shall be attached to said petition as exhibits

The

certificate of the ordinary of the

cipal office of

such banking company

is

county

in

which the prin-

located or, in the absence or dis-

ability of the ordinary, the certificate of

such other

official as

may

be

authorized by law to perform the duties of the ordinary, to the effect
that he is satisfied, after investigation, that the petitioning banking com-

pany has

a paid-in capital of not less than $100,000.

A

copy of the resolution of its board of directors, expressing the
desire to acquire such rights and privileges, certified by the cashier or
secretary of such banking company, under its corporate seal, to be a
true and correct extract from the minutes.
(2)

on behalf of the banking company by its
president or a vice president, and its corporate seal shall be affixed
thereto, attested by its secretary or an assistant secretary; and said petition shall be verified by the oath of the president or a vice president of
such banking company to the effect that the facts set forth therein are
true, (Acts 1917, pp. 82, 83.)

Such petition

shall be signed

109-403. Publication of petition.

—After

petition has been filed with

the Secretary of State as hereinbefore provided, a copy of such petition.

without the exhibits, shall be published once a week for four weeks in
the newspaper in which the sheriff's advertisements are printed in the
county in which the principal office of such banking company is located,
and, after such publication, the petitioning banking company shall file
with the Secretary of State the certificate of the ordinary of such county,
or, in his absence or disability, the certificate of such other official as
may be authorized by law to perform the duties of the ordinary to the
effect that a copy of such petition has been published as herein required.
f

Acts 1917,

p. 83.)

Cross-reference.
§

—Publication of application for

amendment

of

bank

charters, see

13-1003.

109-404. Certificate

company

by Secretary

of State.

— When

any such banking

have complied with the foregoing provisions, the Secretary of State shall issue to it a certificate under the seal of the State
declaring its charter to be amended by the acquisition of, and by having
vested in it, all the rights, powers, privileges and immunities, subject to
all the liabilities and restrictions conferred, defined, imposed and limited
by sections 109-101 to 109-105 and 109-201. (Acts 1917, p. 83.)
shall

Cross-reference.

— Certificate

—The

of

amendment

of

bank charters, see

§

13-1007.

banking company filing a petition for an amendment to its charter under the provisions hereof shall pay into the treasury of the State a fee of $25, and the Secretary of State shall cause such
petition and his certificate to be duly recorded. (Acts 1917, p. 84.)
Cross-reference. Fee for amendment of bank charters, see § 13-1002.
109-405. Fees.

—

—

j
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109-406. Directors as trustees.

— No

§ 109-501

banking company, amending

its

charter by the acquisition of the powers of trust COlhpatiN
shall be required to be managed and to exercise its corporate powers by
a board of trustees, but the business of such corporation shall continue to
hall
be under the management and control of a board of direct'
possess all the powers and be subject to all the duties conferred and imposed upon the directors of banking companies and upon the trust
trust companies under the laws of this State. (Acts 1917, p. 84.

Cross-reference.

— Duties

109-407. National

bank

of

bank as

directors, see §§ 13-2001 to 13-2014.

trustee, administrator, executor, or regis-

—

and bonds. Any national bank located in this State, when
empowered so to do by the laws of the United States, may act in this
State by any and every method of appointment and in any capacity whatever as trustee and as executor, administrator or registrar of stocks and
trar of stocks

bonds. (Acts 1917, pp. 84, 85.)

—

Editorial Note. The authority for a national bank to act as trustee,
tained in 38 Stat. 264, 40 Stat. 968, 46 Stat. 814 (12 U. S. C. A. § 248k).

etc., is

con-

—

Same; oath to be taken by bank. The oath prescribed by
law to be taken by executors and administrators may be taken, when
a national bank acts in such capacity, either by the president, a vice
president, the cashier, or some trust officer designated for that purpose
by the national bank proposing to so act. The oath as trustee, if required,
109-408.

may

be taken

in a similar

Cross-reference.

— Oaths

manner. (Acts 1917,

of executor

Same; bond.

p. 85.)

and administrator, see

— Xothing

§§ 113-1214, 113-1215.

two preceding sections shall be construed as relieving a national bank from giving bond,
when such bond is required by the laws of this State to be given by an
109-409.

contained

in

the

individual acting in any of the aforesaid capacities. (Acts 1917, p. 85.)

CHAPTER

109-5.

REGULATION OF TRUST COMPANIES.

Sec.
109-501.

Sec.

"Trust company," "person,"
and "Superintendent" defined.

109-502.

Unauthorized^ use
"trust" or "trust

109-503.

109-504.

of

words

bonds,

of
etc.;

payment

deposit; investment.

109-501. "Trust

of

guaranty fund;

Receiving

ment

deposits:
of charter.

amend-

stocks and bonds.

109-506.

Dealing

109-507.

Amendment

109-508.

permit receiving of deposits.
Surrender of authority to re-

company."

Duties and powers of Superintendent of Banks. Examination of companies: fees.

Guaranty

109-505.

in

of

charters

to

ceive deposits, etc.
109-509.

Corporations chartered by superior courts and having
trust company powers not
affected

by

this law.

company," "person," and "Superintendent"

defined.

The term "trust company" shall be construed to mean a corporation
having power to execute trusts, and to act in any fiduciary capacity,
whether such corporation has been heretofore organized under previous
Acts of the General Assembly or is hereafter organized under this Chapter or any amendments thereto.
The term "person" shall be construed
to

mean an

individual, a partnership, or an unincorporated association.

Trust Companies.

109-502

§

The word "Superintendent"
of

refers to

Banks. (Acts 1927, p. 344.)
Cross-reference. "Bank" includes

—

109-502.

Unauthorized use

of

trust

and

shall
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mean

company, see

§

the Superintendent

13-201.

words "trust" or "trust company."

—No

corporation or person, except a corporation duly authorized to do a trust
business in this State, shall, as a designation or

name

or part of a desig-

name under which business is or may be conducted, make use
word "trust" in any corporate or business name or title, or make

nation or
of the

use of any office sign at the place where such business
ing thereon any

word

is

transacted hav-

words indicating that such is the place of business or office of a trust company. The use or circulation of any letterheads,
billheads, blank forms, notes, receipts, certificates, circulars, or any written or printed or partly written and partly printed paper whatever having thereon any word or words indicating that such business is the business of a trust company, is prohibited to any corporation or person except
those duly authorized under the laws of this State to do a trust business.
Except as herein otherwise indicated, the provisions of this law shall
apply to all trust companies incorporated or doing business on August
or

25, 1927, as well as those thereafter incorporated or established:

Pro-

any corporation regularly chartered and organized
and engaged in business on said date may continue to use its corporate
name, but where the words "trust" or "trust company" are a part of such
corporate name, the corporation shall on all signs, advertisements, letterheads, billheads, and other printed forms, use in connection with its corporate name the words, "not under State supervision." (Acts 1927,
vided, however, that

p.

344.)

— Penalty for violation,
Note. — The date mentioned

Cross-reference.
Editorial

approval of the Act from which

it

was

see

in the
codified.

§

109-9901.

above section was the date

of the

and powers of Superintendent of Banks. Examination
Except as may hereafter be prescribed by law, the
of companies; fees.
Superintendent of Banks, in addition to the duties and powers prescribed
in this law, shall have, possess, and exercise all that jurisdiction, control,
supervision, and authority over trust companies organized or doing business under this law, which he has or may hereafter be given by the laws
of this State over State banks. He shall require reports and make examinations of said trust companies in like manner as is now required of
Trust companies for this examination, supervision, and
State banks.
control shall pay to the Superintendent of Banks the same fees that State
banks are now or may hereafter be required to pay. The funds derived
from this source shall be used to defray the expenses of the Department
109-503. Duties

—

of Banking.

(Acts 1927,

p. 345.)

—

Cross-references.
Fees for examination, see § 13-405.
Reports of banks, see
Title 13, Banks and Banking, Chapter 13-5. Examination of banks by Superintendent of Banks, see Title 13, Banks and Banking, Chapter 13-4; by bank directors,
see § 13-2005 et seq.

payment of bonds, etc.; guaranty fund; deposit;
investment. No trust company shall guarantee, or engage in the business of guaranteeing, the payment of bonds and notes secured by mortgage or deed to real estate within the State, or secured by pledge of any
109-504.

Guaranty

—

of

Trust Companies.
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choscs

unless

in action,

it

shall first set apart an

8

amount

of

1

09-507
the

i

by the Superintendent of Banks, btlt in no event to be
.aid guaranty fund shall be
less than $10,000, as a guaranty fund, wlii<
maintained unimpaired or invested in bonds of the United States, or of
vheti and as
this State, or of any political subdivision of tin
state
quired to do so by the said Superintendent, so long as any guaranty is
ignate the
outstanding. The Superintendent shall have the right
place where said guaranty fund shall be deposited. Tin- restriction
be in addition to the restrictions imposed by law on trust companies do-

same

to be fixed

li

ing business in this State. (Acts 1927,
Cross-reference.

— Similar

p. 346.)

provisions, sec §

109-201, HI

amendment

13,

14.

— Xo

company shall be allowed to receive deposits of any character unless and
until its charter shall have been amended so as to confer upon it banking
powers and privileges; and when such amendments shall have been obtained and the Superintendent of Banks shall have issued his permit for
said company to receive deposits and do business as a bank, it shall be
Provided, that
subject to all the provisions of the law relating to banks
trust companies heretofore incorporated under the laws of Georgia, with
power in their original or amended charters to receive deposits, and that
are conducting their business and reporting to the Superintendent of
109-505. Receiving deposits;

of charter.

trust

:

Banks, shall not be required to further amend their charters in order to
continue conducting such business, but they shall be subject to all the provisions of the banking laws of this State, subjecting them to the inspection and supervision of the Superintendent of Banks, and their dealing in
stocks,

bonds and other securities

shall

be subject to inspection and ap-

proval of the Superintendent of Banks. (Acts 1927, pp. 346, 347.)

—

Cross-references. Method of obtaining banking powers, see
regulating banks and banking, see Title 13, Banks and Banking.

§

109-507.

Laws

—

and bonds. Trust companies operating as
investment bankers, and maintaining departments for the purchase and
sale of securities, may purchase for resale whole issues or parts of issues
of stocks and debentures of industrial, railroad, and public service corporations, and other investment securities, and may resell and deal in the
same under such regulations as may be prescribed by the Superintendent
109-506. Dealing in stocks

of

Banks. (Acts 1927, pp. 346, 347.)
109-507.

Amendment

of charters to permit receiving of deposits.

—The

an amendment to the charter of a trust company.
so as to confer upon it banking powers and privileges, and authorize it

method

of obtaining

to receive deposits, shall be the

same

as that provided for the

amendment

bank by sections 13-1001 to 13-1007, except that the
amendment shall be authorized by the vote of two-thirds of the outstanding capital stock. When the charter shall have been amended, the stockholders shall be liable to depositors to the same extent as are the stockholders of a bank under Title 13, Banks and Banking, Chapter 13-19.
of the charter of a

(Acts 1927,

p. 347.)

—

Editorial Note. As to the right of a trust company incorporated by the superior
court to secure an amendment to its charter permitting it to receive deposits, see editorial notes under §§ 109-101, 109-301, 109-302.

g
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109-508. Surrender of authority to receive deposits, etc.

company

ceive deposits, and thereby

may
and

may

that lias heretofore or

—Any

trust

hereafter acquire the right to re-

become subject

to the provisions of this law,

surrender to the Secretary of State its authority to receive deposits
to do a banking business, without impairing in any respect its char-

conduct a trust company business, and thereupon shall cease
to have the right to receive deposits, but may conduct business as a trust
company as though it had never had the right to receive deposits or to
do a banking business. (Acts 1927, p. 347.)
ter rights to

by superior courts and having trust
company powers not affected by this law. Nothing in this Chapter shall
109-509. Corporations chartered

—

be construed to affect, embrace, or include, or- to bring within its operation any corporation chartered by the superior court, having trust company powers and without banking powers, and which does not receive
deposits subject to check, and which invests its funds in loans on real
estate. (Acts 1927, p. 348.)

CHAPTER

109-99.

Penalty

for

of

Chapter

109-5.

CRIMES.

Sec.

109-9901.

violation

109-9901. Penalty for violation of Chapter 109-5.

—Any person who as

any corporation or in his individual capacity shall violate the
provisions of Chapter 109-5, or who shall knowingly permit the violation
thereof by any corporation with which he is connected, shall be guilty of
a misdemeanor. (Acts 1927, p. 347.)
an

officer of

TRUST DEEDS:

See Title 67, Mortgages, Conveyances to Secure
Debt, and Liens, Chapter 67-12.

TURNPIKES:

See Title 95, Roads, Bridges, and Ferries, Chapters

95-9, 95-10.

TURPENTINE AND NAVAL STORES:
Chapter

5,

Agriculture,

5-16.

UNDERTAKERS:
Chapter

See Title

See Title

84, Professions, Businesses,

and Trades,

84-8.

UNIFORM PROCEDURE ACT:

See Title 37, Equity, §§ 37-901,
37-907; Title 81, Pleading and Practice, §§ 81-101, 81-102, 81-105,
81-109, 81-303, 81-309.

UNITED STATES,

jurisdiction of State over land ceded to
See Title
15, Boundaries and Jurisdiction of the State, Chapter 15-3.
:

UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION:

See Title

1,

Constitution of

the United States.

UNITED STATES FLAG,

misuse of:

See Title

26,

Crimes and Pun-

ishment, Chapter 26-72.

UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA:
of Georgia,

Chapter 2-71

;

See Title 2, Constitution of the State
Title 32, Education, Chapter 32-1.

—Venue,

University of Georgia School of Medicine
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UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA SCHOOL OF MEDICINE:
32,

See Title

Education, Chapter 32-1.

UNIVERSITY SYSTEM OF GEORGIA:

See Title

32,

Education,

Chapters 32-1 to 32-3.

UNLAWFUL ASSEMBLY:

See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment,

Chapter 26-53.

USURY: See Title 57, Interest and Usury.
VACCINATION: See Title 88, Public Health, Chapter 88-4.
VAGABONDS: See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment, Chapter 26-71.
VAGRANCY: See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment, Chapter 26-70.
VENDOR AND PURCHASER: See Title 96, Sales.
VENDUE MASTER OR AUCTIONEER: See Title 96, Sales, Chapter
96-5.

VENEREAL DISEASES:
VENUE:

See Title 88, Public Health, Chapter 88-5.

See Title 1, Constitution of the United States, §§ 1-304,
1-806; Title 2, Constitution of the State of Georgia, Chapters 2-43,
2-44; Title 3, Actions, Chapter 3-2; Title 27, Criminal Procedure,
Chapters 27-11, 27-12.

TITLE

110.

VERDICT AND JUDGMENT.
Chap.
110-

1.

110-

2.

110-

3.

110-

4.

110-

5.

110-

6.

110-

Sec.

The

verdict and

its

110-101

reception

Expression by judge of opinion of verdict
Judgment, in general

110-201
110-401

7.

Judgment by default
Effect and lien of judgment
Confession of judgment
How judgments attacked. Motion

110-

8.

Setting aside judgments on secured debts

110-

9.

Transfer of judgments

110-10.

Dormant judgments and

110-301

110-501
110-601
in arrest of

judgment

110-701
110-801
110-901

110-1001

their revival

CROSS-REFERENCES.
Alternative verdict in ejectment:

See Title 33, Ejectment, § 33-108.
Alternative verdict in trover:
See Title 107, Trover, §§ 107-105, 107-106.
Attachment, judgment in: See Title 8, Attachment, Chapter 8-9.
Auditor's report not excepted to: See Title 10, Auditors, § 10-407.
Award, verdict of jury as to: See Title 7, Arbitration and Award, § 7-220.
Contract not to enforce judgment: See Title 39, Executions and Proceedings
Thereunder, § 39-604.
Corporation, judgment against: See Title 22, Corporations, § 22-1003.
Court of Appeals, decisions in: See Title 6, Appeal and Error, Chapters 6-16, 6-18.
Creditors attacking judgments: See Title 28, Debtor and Creditor, § 28-104.
Decrees: See Title 37, Equity, Chapter 37-12.
Evidence, effect of judgment as: See Title 38, Evidence, § 38-623.
Executors and administrators, judgment against: See Title 113, Wills, Descent,
and Administration of Estates, § 113-2110.
Former judgment: See Title 3, Actions, §§ 3-607, 3-608.
Fraud as ground for annulling judgment: See Title 37, Equity, § 37-709.
Illegality cannot go behind judgment, when:
See Title 39, Executions and Proceedings Thereunder, § 39-1009.
Interest on judgments: See Title 57, Interest and Usury, § 57-108.
Jury, inferences by: See Title 38, Evidence, § 38-123.
Lien of judgment or decree established: See Title 67, Mortgages, Conveyances
to Secure Debt, and Liens, § 67-1701, 11 2.
Negotiability of judgments: See Title 14, Bills and Notes, § 14-1801.
Party vouched into court, effect of judgment on: See Title 38, Evidence, § 38-624.
Remittitur: See Title 6, Appeal and Error, Chapter 6-18.
Rule of Court of Appeals as to judgments: See Title 24, Courts, § 24-3636.
Rules of superior courts as to judgments: See Title 24, Courts, §§ 24-3335 to
24-3337.

Rule of Supreme Court as to judgments: See Title 24, Courts, § 24-4538.
Set-off of judgments:
See Title 39, Executions and Proceedings Thereunder,
§

39-605.

Setting aside judgments:

See Title

3,

Actions, § 3-702; Title 37, Equity, §§ 37-219,

37-220.

Special verdict in equitable proceedings:

See Title

37,

Equity, §§ 37-1104, 37-1105.

Supreme Court, decisions in: See Title 6, Appeal and Error, Chapters 6-16, 6-18.
Surety, judgment against: See Title 103, Suretyship, §§ 103-209, 103-303.
Taxes, judgments procured to avoid payment of: See Title 92, Public Revenue,
§

92-5710.

Trover, property or

money

verdict in:

See Title

107,

Trover,

§

107-105.

See also Title 19, Certiorari; Title 26, Crimes and Punishment; Title 27, Criminal Procedure; Title 30, Divorce and Alimony; Title 70, New Trial.
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CHAPTER

and Judgment.

THE VERDICT AND

110-1.

§ 110-108

ITS RECEPTION.

Sec.

110-101.

Verdict to cover issues.

110-102.

Verdict
plea

found.

by judge as

Instructions

110-103.

form

Direction of verdict, when.

110-105.

Construction of verdicts.

110-106.

Moulding

110-107.

Verdicts received, how.

Amendment

impeach
HO.

form

verdicts.

verdict.

of verdict to
to pleadings.

110-111.

Amendment

110-112.

Amendment

of verdict
dispersion of jury.

part

(5924) Verdict to cover issues.

— The

is

after

of verdict where
legal and part illegal.

verdict shall cover the

the pleadings, and shall be for the plaintiff or defendant.

made by

issues

HO

to

of verdict.

110-104.

110-101.

110-109.

show upon what

to

it is

Juror not to act on private
knowledge.
Jurors may sustain hut not

110-108.

—

Cross-references. Special verdicts in equitable proceedings,
Verdict in trover, see §§ 107-105, 107-106.

37-1104,

see

§§

found.

—

37-1105.

110-102. (5925) Verdict to

are several pleas filed

show upon which

show upon what

by the defendant,
the pleas,

all

if

it is

If

there

a verdict for the defendant shall

of the pleas the verdict

render such verdict upon

plea

The jury may

rendered.

is

they see proper so to do. (Acts

1880-1, p. 116.)

—

by judge as to form of verdict. The
shall, upon request of the jury, in the trial

110-103. (5925) Instructions

judges of the superior courts
of

all

form

civil cases,

of their verdict.

110-104. (5926)
flict

furnish said jury with written instructions as to the

(Acts 1880-1,

p. 116.)

Direction of verdict, when.

in the evidence,

— Where

and that introduced, with

demand

or inferences therefrom, shall

all

no conreasonable deductions
there

is

a particular verdict, the court

direct the jury to find for the party entitled thereto.

may

(75 Ga. 715.)

—

Verdicts shall have a reasonable intendment, and shall receive a reasonable construction, and
shall not be avoided unless from necessity.
110-105. (5927) Construction of verdicts.

Cross-reference.

—Where

110-106. (5928)

part

Moulding

is

legal

and part

verdicts.

illegal, see §

—The

proper case, mould the verdict so as to do
in the same manner as a decree in equity.

superior

110-112.

court

full justice to

may,

in

a

the parties, and

—

Cross-references. Moulding decrees in partition, see § 85-1502. Relief moulded
Verdict in ejectment, see § 33-108. Moulding dein cases of trust, see § 108-118.
Amending verdicts, etc.,
cree to carry out verdict in ejectment, see § 33-109.
see §§ 110-110, 110-111. Framing writ of execution to carry into effect a judgment
or decree, see § 39-105.

110-107.

(5931) Verdicts received, how.

—Verdicts

shall be

received

only in open court, in the absence of agreement of the parties.
Cross-reference.

—Verdict in trover,

see

110-108. (5932) Juror not to act

§

107-105.

on private knowledge.

— A juror shall

not act on his private knowledge respecting the facts, witnesses, or parties, unless sworn and examined as a witness in the case. (^90 Ga. 266
(15 S. E. 853). 92 Ga. 154 (17 S. E. 1007).)
Cross-references.

Grand jury not

— How

to present

preponderance of evidence determined, see
one for private motives, see § 59-208.

§

38-107.

A

§

Verdict and Judgment.

110-109
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—

(5933) Jurors may sustain but not impeach verdict. The affidavits of jurors may be taken to sustain but not to impeach their ver110-109.

dict.

(91 Ga. 65 (1<5 S. E. 260).)

110-110. (5694)

Amendment

—

conform to pleadings.
conform to the pleadings, if the

of verdict to

may

be so amended as to make it
error shall plainly appear upon the face of the record.
verdict

110-111.

;

persed,

Amendment

of verdict after dispersion of jury.

—

may

verdict

persed

(5695)

be amended in mere matter of form after the jury have disbut after it has been received and recorded, and the jury dis-

it

may

not be

amended

in

matter of substance, either by what the

jurors say they intended to find or otherwise.

Amendment

where part is legal and part
illegal.
If a part of a verdict shall be legal and a part illegal, the court
will construe such verdict and order it amended by entering a remitter
as to that part which is illegal, and give judgment for the balance.
110-112.

(5696)

of verdict

—

CHAPTER

110-2.

EXPRESSION BY JUDGE OF OPINION OF
VERDICT.
Sec.

Sec.

open court or

110-201.

Expression

110-202.

discharge of jury forbidden.
Disqualification of judge to
preside at new trial; formal

in

110-203.

Commending

or complimenting jury forbidden.

order.

110-201. Expression in

open court or discharge of jury forbidden.

— No

judge of any court shall either directly or indirectly express, in open
court, his approval or disapproval of the verdict of any jury in any case
tried before him, except as herein provided; nor may said judge discharge any jury upon the ground that the verdict rendered in any case
does not meet with his approval. (Acts 1918, p. 168.)
Cross-reference.

— Judge

expressing opinion on facts, see

§

81-1104.

new

formal order.
If any judge of any court shall either directly or indirectly express
in open court his approval or disapproval of the verdict of the jury in any
case tried before him, he shall be disqualified from presiding in such case
Nothing in this law shall have
in the event a new trial shall be granted.
the effect of prohibiting a judge of any court from approving or disapproving the verdict of a jury in any case tried before him in hearing a
motion for a new trial that comes on before him but such approval or
disapproval on the hearing of a motion for new trial shall be expressed in
the formal order of the judge in granting or overruling such motion and
not otherwise. (Acts 1918, p. 168.)
110-202. Disqualification of judge to preside at

trial;

—

;

110-203.

any court
court for

—

Commending or complimenting jury forbidden. No judge of
may commend or compliment a jury during the term of any
discharging their duty; such commending or complimenting

under the provisions of
verdicts.

(Acts 1918,

this

p. 169.)

law shall have the

effect of

approving of

1
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CHAPTER

§

3Q7

1

JUDGMENT, IN GENERAL.

110-3.

Sec.

Sec.
110-301.
110-302.

110-303.
110-304.

Judgment to follow verdict.
How and when signed up.

110-307.

Judgments

Appeal suspends judgment.
Judgment for principal and

110-308.

executory ett;
Judgment on bond

110-309.

Judgments

110-310.

against firm*.
Nonsuit granted,

interest.

110-305.
110-306.

Judgment on appeals.
Judgments against

sureties

Judgment

110-301. (5928)

in

favor

against

of

when;

or

bar

of subsequent act.on.

„.

110-311.

and indorsers.

costs

for

Amendment

to follow verdict.

of judgments.

—Judgment and

execution

conform to the verdict.

shall

—

How

and when signed up. In all cases when a verdict shall be rendered, the party in whose favor it may be or his attorney shall be allowed to enter and sign up judgment thereon at any time
within four days after the adjournment of the court at which such verdict was rendered, for the amount thereof and all costs recoverable
110-302. (5934)

thereon. (Act 1799, Cobb, 494.)

—

Cross-references. What is a decree, see
see § 110-311. Execution, see § 39-102.

entered within the time allowed for
shall be entered, the

judgment

— Effects

Amendment

37-1201.

—

of

judgment,

judgment shall be
entering an appeal, and such appeal

Appeal suspends judgment.

110-303. (5935)

Cross-reference.

§

If a

shall be suspended.

of appeal, see § 6-502.

—

and interest. In all cases
where judgment may be obtained, such judgment shall be entered up
for the principal sum due, with interest, provided the claim upon which
it was obtained draws interest; but no part of such judgment shall bear
interest except the principal which may be due on the original debt.

Judgment

110-304. (5936)

for

principal

(Act 1814, Cobb, 393.)

— Interest

only from demand, see § 57-107. Interest on judgInterest on liquidated demands, see § 57-110.

Cross-references.
ments, see § 57-108.

Judgment on

110-305. (5937)

appeals.

— In

all

cases of appeal, where

security has been given, the plaintiff or his attorney

ment against the
Cobb,

may

enter up judg-

principal and surety, jointly and severally. (Act 1826,

p. 498.)

—

Security bound for judgment on appeal, see § 6-112. Judgdamages for frivolous appeal, see § 6-602. Damages on appeal against
party appealing and his security, see § 6-111. Execution, see § 39-106.
Cross-references.

ment

for

110-306. (5938)

Judgments against

sureties

judgments against sureties or indorsers on any

and indorsers.
bill

— In

all

of exchange, promis-

sory note, or other instrument in writing, the plaintiff or his attorney
shall designate and identify the relation of the parties under the contract on which such judgment is rendered. (Act 1845, Cobb. 598. Act
1850, Cobb, 600.)

—How

Cross-references.
process sued out against surety, see § 103-208. Proof
of suretyship after judgment rendered, see § 103-307.
Control of judgment by
surety when sued separately, see § 103-309. Judgment and execution ill justice
court against sureties, see § 24-1406. Execution, see § 39-107.

110-307. (5939)
verdict of a jury

Judgment
is

for costs against executors, etc.

— When the

against an executor or administrator or other trus-

—
Verdict and Judgment.
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representative character,

tee. in his

a

judgment
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for costs shall be entered

against him in the same character.

—

Cross-references. Appeal by executors, etc., without paying costs, etc., see § 6-113.
Representative of estate to pay costs of appraisers, etc., see § 113-1009. Judgments
against executors and administrators, see § 113-2110.

110-308.

Judgment on bonds.

(5940)

—All

judgments entered against

the obligors on any bond, whether official or voluntary, shall be for the

amount

damages found by the verdict

of

of the jury,

and not for the

penalty thereof. (Act 1847, Cobb, 502.)

—

Penalties in bonds not liquidated damages, see § 20-1403.
damages on official bonds, see § 89-421. Entry of judgment against
principal and surety, see § 103-209.
Effect of judgment against surety, see

Cross-references.

Measure
§

of

103-303.

110-309.

Judgments

(5941)

in favor of or against firms.

entered up in favor of or against partners,

when

—Judgments

the partnership style

used therein instead of the individual names of such persons composing said firm, shall be good. (Act 1840, Cobb, p. 589.)
is

75-312.

erty, see

§

Execution, see

39-117.

may

be entered for or against a firm, see
Judgments bind partnership prop-

75-103.
39-108.
§

§

when; bar

(5942) Nonsuit granted,

110-310.

A

—

Judgments, etc.,
Extent of partnership, see

Cross-references.
§

of

subsequent action.

nonsuit shall not be granted merely because the court would not allow

a verdict for plaintiff to stand

prima

facie case, or

if,

but

;

admitting

all

if

the plaintiff fails to

the facts proved and

make out

all

a

reasonable

deductions from them, the plaintiff ought not to recover, a nonsuit shall

A

be granted.
for the

420 (11

judgment

of nonsuit shall not bar a subsequent action

same cause brought

in

due time. (15 Ga. 493. 69 Ga. 619. 85 Ga.

S. E. 850).)

— No

nonsuit for formal variance between allegations and
Distinction between nonsuit and retraxit, see § 3-508.
Re3-509.
in
pauperis,
see
As
renewal
newal of suits upon affidavit
forma
to
of non§
Cross-references.

proof, see

§

81-116.

suited case, see

110-311.

3-808.

§

Amendment

(5697)

amended by order
it is

Demurrer, see

of

of the court to

§ 81-304.

judgments.

—A

judgment

may

be

conform to the verdict upon which

predicated, even after an execution issues. (Acts 1902, p. 55.)

Cross-reference.

— Amendment

CHAPTER

of execution, see §§ 39-109 to 39-111.

JUDGMENT BY DEFAULT.

110-4.

Sec.

Sec.
110-401.

Call of appearance docket.

110-402.

Opening

110-406.

Judgment

default; filing of de-

Verdict or judgment at

term

110-405.

Opening default at trial term;
grounds; showing required.
Assessment of damages on de-

110-404.

fense.

110-403.

*

when

default

not

without

a jury,

when.

opened.

110-401. (5653,

fault

trial

5661) Call of appearance docket.

judge at each term shall

call

the appearance docket

— In

all

cases,

the

upon some day pre-

Verdict and Judgment.
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§ 110- 400

viously fixed or on the last day of the term, and upon

uch

call all

in which the defendant has not filed a demurrer, plea, answer, or other
defense shall be marked "in default" on the docket. Such entry on the
docket shall be considered a judgment by default, without a formal entry

and the

thereof,
all

plaintiff's claim, allegation, or

demand

shall be tried in

cases of default by a jury, except as provided elsewhere

in

this

Co

but no such trial shall in any case be had at the first term, unless specially provided for by law. (Act 1799, Cobb, 486. Acts 1805, p. 45.;

by

— Sufficiency of petitions and

pleas determined at first term, see
to be filed at first term, see § 81-301.
No verdict or judgment
default in divorce cases, see § 30-113. Judgment on suits for rent at first term,

Cross-references.

Answer

§ 81-1001.

see § 61-114. Trial term for equitable relief, see
sent to trial at first term, see § 3-405.

110-402. (5654)

Opening

default;

filing

§

37-1102.

New

defense.

of

party

—At

may

any

con-

time

within 30 days after the entry of "default," the defendant, upon payment
of all costs

and

file

which

shall

his defense

have accrued,

by demurrer,

shall be allowed to

plea, or answer.

open the default

(Acts 1895,

p. 45.;

judgment at trial term when default
not opened as provided in the preceding

110-403. (5655, 5662) Verdict or

not opened.

—

the default

If

is

section, the plaintiff shall be entitled, at the trial term, to take a verdict

judgment as the case may require. In all cases, except actions for
unliquidated damages and suits on unconditional contracts in writing,
the plaintiff shall be permitted to take a verdict as if every item and paragraph of the petition were supported by proper evidence. (Acts 1861,
or

p. 50; 1895, p. 45.)

110-404. (5656)

—At the

Opening default

showing reupon payment of

at trial term; grounds;

term the judge, in his discretion,
costs, may allow the default to be opened for providential cause preventing the filing of a plea, or for excusable neglect, or where the judge, from
all the facts, shall determine that a proper case has been made for the
default to be opened, on terms to be fixed by the court. In order to allow
the default to be thus opened, the showing shall be made under oath,
shall set up a meritorious defense, shall offer to plead instanter. and
announce ready to proceed with the trial. (Acts 1895, p. 45.)
quired.

trial

—

Assessment of damages on default. In all cases
where the damages are not liquidated and a judgment by default is entered, the plaintiff shall be required to introduce evidence and establish
the amount of damages. The defendant may contest the amount of such
damages before the jury with a right to move for a new trial in respect
to such damages and to except as in other cases. (Acts 1895, p. 45.)
110-405. (5657)

Cross-references.
ages, see

§

110-406.

—Verdict

in

suits in default,

see

§

110-403.

Liquidated dam-

20-1402.

(5660)

Judgment without a

jury,

when.

— The

court shall

render judgment without the verdict of a jury in all civil cases founded
on unconditional contracts in writing, where an issuable defense is not
filed under oath or affirmation at the first term.
Cross-references.— Similar provisions, see Const., Art. VI, Sec. IV, Par. VII
and § 24-3335. Verdict in suits in default, see § 110-403.

(§ 2-3207),

A

§

Verdict and Tudgment.

110-501
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EFFECT AND LIEN OF JUDGMENT.

110-5.

Sec.
110-502.

Conclusiveness of judgments.
Judgments in rem.

110-505.

Former judgment not

110-501.

a

bar,

when.
110 504.

Judgment on demurrer

as bar

110-509.

Judgment not

Judgments

at

on promis-

110-510.

Toll cotton not subject, when.

110-511.

Lien

to another suit.

110-505.

lien

sory notes.

judgment on trans-

of

when

dis-

against defendant

not

property,

ferred

same term con-

charged.

sidered of equal date.
110-506.

Rank

110-507.

Dignity and binding effect of
judgments.

10-508.

First judgment prevents alienation in cases of appeal.

by

1

of judgments
appellate court.

affirmed

Lien

110-512.

resident of county.

Lien of judgment on property

110-513.

removed from

State.

Effect of judgments in trover.

110-514.

—

(4336,5943) Conclusiveness of judgments. A judgment of
a court of competent jurisdiction shall be conclusive between the same
110-501.

and their privies as to all matters put
the rules of law might have been put in issue
judgment was rendered, until such judgment
parties

which under
the cause wherein the

in issue, or

in

shall be reversed or set

(67 Ga. 674.)

aside.

—

Abatement of action by former recovery or pendency of
same cause of action, see § 3-607. Sustaining demurrer as bar, -see
§ 110-504.
Judgment on retraxit final, see § 3-507. Unreversed judgment as estoppel, see § 38-114.
Judgment as conclusive evidence, see § 38-623. As to conclusiveness of judgments of superior courts validating bonds, see §§ 87-305, 87-406.
When illegality cannot go behind judgment, see § 39-1009.
Cross-references.

former

suit for

110-502.

(5967)
upon everyone.

Judgments

in rem.

—A judgment

iisi

rem

is

conclusive

—

Former judgment not a bar, when. A former recovery on grounds purely technical, and where the merits were not and
110-503.

(5679)

could not have been in question, shall not be a bar to a subsequent action

brought so as to avoid the objection fatal to the first. For the former
to be a bar, the merits of the case shall have been adjudicated.

judgment

(59 Ga. 165.)
Cross-reference.

— Effect

of

judgment as evidence,

see

§

38-623.

—

(4338) Judgment on demurrer as bar to another suit. If upon
demurrer the court shall decide upon the merits of the cause, the judg1

10-504.

ment may be pleaded

in

bar of another suit for the same cause. (34 Ga.

502.)

All

—

same term considered of equal date.
judgments signed on verdicts rendered at the same term of the court

110-505.

shall

(5944)

Judgments

at

be considered, held, and taken to be of equal date. (Act 1822,

Cobb, 497.)
Cross-reference.

— Entry

Title 39, Executions

of money judgments on general execution docket, see
and Proceedings Thereunder, Chapter 39-7.

Rank

—

judgments affirmed by appellate court.
judgment in the superior court, which is taken to the Supreme Court or
Court of Appeals and affirmed, loses no lien or priority by the proceeding in the appellate court, but takes effect from the first judgment.
110-506. (5945)

Cross-reference.

of

— Execution

after affirmance of

judgment, see

§

6-1805.

Ve kdict and Judgment.
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110-507. (5946)

ments obtained

§ 110-512

— All

Dignity and binding effect of judgments.

in the superior, justices', or

other courts of

judgState

thi

and shall bind all the property of the defendant*
(5tl
both real and personal, from the date of such judgment, except
wise provided in this Code. (Act 1799, Cobb, 494. Act 1810, Cobb, 4
shall be of equal dignity,

M

—'Dignity

and lien of judgment in justice courts, see § 24-1 attachment binds defendant's property, sec § 8-901. Lien of
decree for money, see § 37-1209. Effect of judgment under workmen's compensaEntering judgments on general execution docket, ICC
tion law, see § 114-711.
When judgments take effect against property out of county, see § 39-702.
§ 39-701.
Cross-references.

When judgment

in

judgment prevents alienation in cases of appeal.
In all cases where a judgment shall be rendered and an appeal shall
be entered from such judgment, the property of the defendant shall not
be bound by the first judgment, except so far as to prevent the alienation by the defendant of his property between the signing of the first
judgment and the signing of the judgment on the appeal, but shall be
bound from the signing of such judgment on the appeal. (Act 1812,

—

110-508. (5947) First

Cobb, 496.)

—

Cross-references. Effects of appeal, see
court, see § 110-506.

§

6-502.

Rank

of

judgments affirmed

by appellate

110-509. (5948)

Judgment not

lien

has no Ken upon promissory notes in

—

on promissory notes. A judgment
the hands of the defendant.

—

Cross-references. Assignment of choses in action, see
choses in action to be sold under execution, see § 39-113.

110-510. (5949) Toll cotton not subject,

when.

§

85-1803.

—The

Liability of

toll

cotton re-

ceived by ginners in this State, as compensation for ginning the cotton

under any judgment,
mortgage, lien, decree, or other process against the person owning or
having such cotton ginned, existing prior to or at the time it was ginned
Provided, the toll so exempted shall not exceed one-fifteenth of the
of another, shall not be subject to seizure or sale

:

amount ginned. (Acts

1880-1, p. 180.)

judgment on transferred property, when discharged. When any person has bona fide, and for a valuable consideration, purchased real or personal property, and has been in the possession
of such real property for four years, or of such personal property two
years, the same shall be discharged from the lien of any judgment against
the person from whom he purchased. (Act 1822, Cobb, 497. Acts 1851-2.
110-511. (5950) Lien of

—

p. 238.)

Cross-references.

— Prescriptive

title

to personalty after four years, see
see § 39-701.

§

85-1706.

Judgment must be entered on execution docket,

—

Lien against defendant not resident of county.
Where a money judgment shall be rendered against any defendant who.
at the time suit is begun, does not reside in the county where it is insti110-512. (5951)

tuted, the property of such nonresident defendant,

which

is

situated, at

the date of the judgment, without such county, shall, so far as affects

bona

fide

shall,

within 30 days from the

purchasers for value, without actual notice of the judgment,
not be bound by such judgment, unless the owner of such judgment
final

rendition thereof, have the

fieri

facias

entered upon the execution docket in the office of the clerk of the superior

—
A
Verdict and Judgment.
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court oi the county where such defendant resided at the date of the judg-

any such judgment is so docketed after the 30 days, these provisions shall not apply to purchases made after such docketing. (Acts
ment.

If

1878-9, pp. 143. 144; 1889, p. 106.)

—

Cross-references. When judgments take effect against property out of county,
see | 39-702.
Judgment against nonresidents recorded on execution docket, see
Dignity and binding effect of judgments, see § 110-507. General execution
S 39-706.
docket, see 5 39-701.

judgment on property removed from State.
When a judgment lien has attached to personal property which is removed to another State and sold, if brought back again to this State it
shall be subject to the judgment lien.
110-513.

(5952) Lien of

110-514.

(5953) Effect of judgments in trover.

—When

a verdict for

damages shall be rendered in favor of a plaintiff in trover, and a judgment entered thereon, the said verdict and judgment shall not have the
effect of changing the property which is the subject-matter of the suit, or
vesting the same in the defendant in said suit, until after the damages
and costs recovered by the plaintiff in such action are paid off and discharged, except so far as to subject such property to sale under and by
virtue of an execution issuing upon such judgment in such action of
trover, and to make the same liable to the payment of the damages and
costs recovered in said action, in preference to any other judgment, order,
or decree against the defendant in said action of trover. (Act 1830, Cobb,
499.)
Cross-references.
see

§

— Trover,

see

§

107-101 et seq.

Verdict in trover, effect on

CHAPTER

110-6.

CONFESSION OF JUDGMENT.
Sec.

Sec.

Where and when allowed.
Judge may confess judgment
in his own court.

110-601.
110-602.

110-601.

ment

(5954)

up except

commencement

Right of confession and ap-

110-603.

pea.\.

Where and when

shall be entered

sided at the

allowed.

in the

—No

110-602.

(5955) Judge

of the action, unless expressly

may

filed

own

may

re-

provided for

and docketed as

confess judgment in his

judge of the superior court or justice of the peace
in his

confession of judg-

county where the defendant

by law, nor unless the suit has been regularly
other cases, f Act 1799, Cobb, 495.)

own

court.

in

—

confess judgment

court.

Cross-reference.
§

title,

107-106.

—Judicial

officer

disqualified

when

interested

in

case,

see

24-102.

110-603.

(5956) Right of confession and appeal.

judgment without the consent

right to confess

— Either

party has a

of his adversary,

and to

appeal from such confession without reserving the right so to do, in cases

where an appeal
Cross-reference.

is

allowed by law.

—Appeals

lie in

what

cases, see

§

6-101.

Verdict and Judgment.
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§110-705

CHAPTER 110-7. HOW JUDGMENTS ATTACKED.
MOTION IN ARREST OF JUDGMENT.
Sec.
110-701.

Mow

110-702.

Motion in arrest of judgment.
Nature of motion in arrest.

110-703.
* nA
110-/04.

<* n

110708.

attacked.

*

Arrest

.

„

*An
11A
1 10-709.

in

plead-

defects not

ground

,r
„„..„
T
of
void because
Judgments
want oi Jjurisdiction oi COtirt.
•

Amendable

,

1

110-710.

Equity may set
ments, when.

110-711.

Judgments attacked by creditors or hona r rle purchas-

for arrest.

Judgments

110-706.

of

Jurisdiction

motion to

ar-

How

attacked.

any court and by any person.
impeached

when.

ers,

(5968)

judg-

'

rest.

110-701.

aside

by per-

obtained

jury,

110-707.

.

,

,

ings.

110-705.

on judg-

ments.

.

defects

for

attack

Collateral

—A void judgment may be attacked

In

all

must be

collaterally, but

may

other cases judgments
set aside

in

not be

by the court rendering

them.
Cross-references.
110-708.

§

— For

provision similar to last sentence

Judgment void where court

subject-matter, see

section,

this

see

110-709.

§

Motion

110-702. (5957)

of

without jurisdiction of the person or

is

in

arrest of judgment.

has been rendered, either party

may move

—When

judgment

a

in arrest thereof, or to set

it

aside for any defect not amendable which appears on the face of the

record or pleadings.
Cross-references.

— Amendment of judgments,

see

§

Limitation on

110-311.

mo-

tion to set aside, see § 3-702.

Nature of motion in

110-703. (5958)

arrest.

—A

motion

in

arrest of

judgment differs from a motion for a new trial, in this: The former
must be predicated on some defect which appears on the face of the
record or pleadings, while the latter must be predicated on some extrinsic

matter not so appearing.

The motion

aside a judgment, in this:

made during
motion to

set

It also differs

from

a

motion to

set

judgment must be

in arrest of

judgment was obtained, while a
aside may be made at any time within the statute of

the term at which such
it

limitations.
'

Cross-references.

see § 3-702.

— Limitation

What

courts

may

on motions to set aside judgments and decrees,
grant

new

trials,

see § 70-101.

110-704. (5959) Arrest for defects in pleadings.

so defective that no legal

ment

will

—

If

the pleadings are

judgment can be rendered thereon, the judg-

be arrested or set aside.

—

Cross-reference. Defect in suit by infant amendable before verdict and cured
verdict, see § 3-115.

by

110-705. (5960)

Amendable

defects not

ment may not be arrested or set aside for
record that is aided by verdict or amendable
Cross-references.
seq.
§

Amendment

81-1202.

—Amendments
of

judgments,

—

ground for arrest. A judgany defect in the pleadings or
as matter of form.

of pleadings, when allowed, see
see § 110-311.
Amendment of

§

81-1301 et
record, see

§

Verdict and Judgment.
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—

(5961) Judgments obtained by perjury. Any judgment, verdict, rule, or order of court, which may have been obtained or entered
110-706.

and be of no effect, if it shall appear that the same
was entered up in consequence of corrupt and wilful perjury; and it shall
be the duty of the court in which such verdict, judgment, rule, or order
was obtained or entered up to cause the same to be set aside upon motion and notice to the adverse party; but it shall not be lawful for the
said court to do so, unless the person charged with such perjury shall
have been thereof duly convicted, and unless it shall appear to the said
court that the said verdict, judgment, rule, or order could not have been
obtained and entered up without the evidence of such perjured person,
saving always to third persons innocent of such perjury the rights which
they may lawfully have acquired under such verdict, judgment, rule, or
order before the same shall have been actually vacated and set aside.
(Act 1833, Cobb, 804.)
up, shall be set aside

motion to

—All

motions to arrest or set aside a judgment must be made to the court by whom such
judgment was rendered, and of such motions the opposite party must
110-707. (5962) Jurisdiction of

arrest.

have reasonable notice.
Cross-reference.

—Jurisdiction

of

motion to

set aside secured debt, see § 110-801.

(5963) Collateral attack on judgments.

110-708.

court of competent jurisdiction

may

—The

judgment

of a

not be collaterally attacked in any

other court for irregularity, but shall be taken and held as a valid judg-

ment

until

it is

reversed or set aside.

Cross-references.

—Void judgment, how attacked, see

and pendency of another

see

suit,

§

§

110-701.

Former recovery

3-607.

Judgments void because of want of jurisdiction of
The judgment of a court having no jurisdiction of the person or
court.
subject-matter, or void for any other cause, is a mere nullity, and may be
so held in any court when it becomes material to the interest of the par110-709.

(5964)

—

ties to

consider

it.

—

Cross-reference. Judgment
served, see § 46-307.

ment

may

(5965) Equity

110-710.

of a court of

against

garnishee

when

notice

set aside judgments,

competent jurisdiction

may

of

when.

—The

not

judg-

be set aside by a decree

in equity, for fraud, accident, or mistake, or the acts of the

unmixed with the negligence or

traverse

adverse party

fault of the complainant.

—For

same provision, see § 37-219. Jurisdiction of motion to
Fraud as ground for voiding judgments, etc., see § 37-709.
Setting aside judgment for good defense, see § 37-220. Setting aside judgment in
attachment for fraud, see § 8-902. Limitation on motion to set aside, see § 3-702.
Cross-references.

arrest, see

§

110-707.

Judgments attacked by creditors or bona fide purCreditors or bona fide purchasers may attack a judg-

110-711. (5966)

—

when.
ment for any defect appearing on the face of the record or pleadings, or
for fraud or collusion, whenever and wherever it interferes with their
rights, either at law or in equity.
chasers,

Cross-references.

Reaching hidden

— Setting

assets, see

aside judgment in attachment for fraud, see
28-103.

§

§

8-902.

Verdict and Judgment.
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CHAPTER

§ 110-803

SETTING ASIDE JUDGMENTS ON

110-8.

SECURED DEBTS.
Sec.

Sec.
110-801.
110-802.

Jurisdiction,
thority.

power,

and

au-

Effect of setting aside

110-803.

judg-

ments.

of execution.
for purpose of levy,
invalidated.

Cancellation

Deed
etc.,

—

and authority. When a judgment shall
be rendered upon any obligation secured by a deed to secure debt, a bond
for title to realty, or a bill of sale to personalty, given under section
67-1301, the court which rendered such judgment, or the judge thereof
in vacation, shall have jurisdiction, power, and authority to vacate and
set aside said judgment at any time before the sale of the property described in the deed, bond for title, or bill of sale is made, upon motion
of the attorney of the plaintiff and of the defendant in execution, and the
payment of the cost. The jurisdiction, power, and authority to vacate and
set aside a judgment, as provided herein, shall extend to a judgment on
a purchase-money note, conditional sale contract where title is reserved
as security or bond for title is given, judgment and decree foreclosing a
mortgage, and all other cases where it is necessary under section 67-1501
to reconvey property to the defendant in execution for the purpose of
levy and sale. (Acts 1927, pp. 220, 221.)
110-801. Jurisdiction, power,

110-802. Cancellation of execution.

validated.

—Whenever a judgment

clerk of the court in

which

it

Deed

for purpose of levy, etc., in-

shall be so vacated

was rendered

shall

and

mark

set aside, the

the

fi.

fa.

issued

thereon "canceled," and the clerk of the superior court shall enter the

same upon the general execution docket, and make thereon an appro-

Whenever

priate reference to the order vacating the judgment.

ment

shall be vacated

and

set aside as herein provided,

veying the property to the defendant

and

sale shall be,

in

fi.

fa.

a judg-

any deed recon-

for the purpose of levy

by virtue of the provisions hereof, automatically can-

celed and rendered null and void, and the clerk of the superior court shall

enter on the record of such deed or reconveyance,

word "canceled," and make appropriate
the judgment. (Acts 1927,

when

recorded, the

reference to the order vacating

p. 221.)

110-803. Effect of setting aside judgments.

—When

a

judgment

shall

be vacated and set aside as provided by this Chapter, the obligation upon

which the same was rendered, as well as the deed, bond
sale

for

title, bill

of

securing the same, and other instruments mentioned in section

110-801, shall be fully restored in

all

respects to the original status of

same which existed prior to the commencement of the suit in which
such judgment was rendered, and thereafter the same shall be for all
the

purposes whatsoever legally of force and effect as
instituted
p. 221.)

if

suit

had not been

and judgment obtained on the said obligation. (Acts 1927.

£
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TRANSFER OF JUDGMENTS.

110-9.

Sec.

Sec,

110-901.

Right to transfer: rights and

Transfer by attorney of rec-

110-902.

ord; estoppel to deny transaction by ratification.

liabilities of transferees.

p96 0> Right

and liabilities of transferees.
Any plaintiff or transferee may bona fide, and for a valuable consideration, transfer any judgment to a third person, and in all cases the transferee of any judgment shall have the same rights, and be subject to the
same equities and to the same defenses as the original plaintiff in judgment was. (Act 1829. Cobb, 499.)
110-901.

)

—

Cross-references.

to transfer; rights

— Judgments,

negotiable, see § 14-1801.
Set-off of judgDecree transferable, see § 37-1209. Requirements as to entering judgments upon execution dockets, see § 39-701 et seq.

ments against each

other, see

§

by attorney

(5970) Transfer

110-902.

transaction by ratification.

good

of record shall be

etc..

39-605.

record;

of

—The transfer of a judgment by the attorney

to pass the title thereto as against every person

The

except the plaintiff or his assignee without notice.
the plaintiff shall estop

ing of the

money

deny

estoppel to

him

also

from denying the

ratification

The

transfer.

by

receiv-

shall be such a ratification.

—

Cross-references. Estoppels generally, see § 38-114. Attorneys signing judgEffect of ratification by principal, see § 4-303.
etc., see § 9-605.

ments,

CHAPTER

DORMANT JUDGMENTS AND

110-10.

THEIR REVIVAL.
Sec.

Sec.

110-1001.

Dormancy

110-1002.

Revival of dormant judgment.

110-1003.

Manner of renewal of dormant judgments; limita-

110-1004.

Actions to renew judgments,
where brought.

110-1005.

Scire facias to revive.

of judgments.

tions.

110-1001. (4355-4357)

become dormant and

Dormancy

110-1006.

Issuance,

110-1007.

Revival of judgments against
nonresidents.

110-1008.

Judgment

return, direction,
service, etc., of scire facias.

taken;

of

trial

revival,
jury.

when

by

Scire facias in favor of trans-

110-1009.

feree.

of

judgments.

—A

judgment

shall

shall not be enforced:

When

seven years shall elapse after the rendition of the judgment
before execution is issued thereon and entered on the general execution
docket of the county wherein such judgment was rendered or
1.

;

Unless entry is made on the execution by an officer authorized to
levy and return the same and such entry and the date thereof are entered by the clerk on the general execution docket within seven years
after the issuance of the execution and its record; or
2.

3.

Unless a bona

fide public effort

on the part

tion to enforce the execution in the courts

is

of the plaintiff in execu-

made

at such times

and

periods that seven years will not elapse between such attempts or be-

tween such an attempt and a proper entry. (114/740 (40

The record

section, or of every entry

bona
tion,

made
made as

of the execution

as prescribed in paragraph

prescribed in paragraph

by the plaintiff
contemplated by paragraph 3,

fide public effort

S. E. 751).)

in

1

2,

of this

or

any

execution to enforce the execu-

shall

institute

a

new

seven-year
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§ 110-1 000

Provided,
period within which the judgment shall not become dormant
from the
than
more
years
record,
filed
for
seven
that when an entry is
date of the execution, the execution shall be rerecorded with all ent
J

thereon, but

if

within seven years, the entry shall be recorded on

filed

the original record of the execution.
It

shall not be necessary in order to prevent

dormancy

that sucL

i

cution be entered or such entry recorded on any other docket. (Act 1823,

Cobb, 498. Acts 1884-5,
Cross-references.'

p.

95; 1910,

—Judgments

at

p.

121

Dormant
§

1920, p. 81.)

same term are

Limitation of actions on foreign judgments, see
see §§ 92-7701, 92-7702.
directed, and levied, see

;

decrees, sec

§
§

of equal date, see § 110-505.
When tax fi. fa. dormant,
37-1211.
Executions, how issued,
3-701.

39-101.

—

Editorial Note. Under the rulings of the Supreme Court, there are two ways
which a judgment may be prevented from becoming dormant: first, by the
method provided in paragraphs 1 and 2 of the foregoing section; second, "by a
bona fide public effort on the part of the plaintiff in fi. fa. to enforce his execution in the courts of the country at such times and periods that seven years will
not elapse between such attempts or between such an attempt and a proper
The first of these
entry." 27 App. 391 (108 S. E. 819); 114/740 (40 S. E. 751).
methods is based upon the express language of the statute as it has appeared
heretofore; the second grows out of an equitable construction thereof.
It has
been considered appropriate to make this second method, which has become
firmly established, a part of the statute itself; hence the rule is codified as paragraph 3 of the above section. As to what constitutes a "bona fide public effort"
within the meaning of the rule laid 'down by the courts, see 36 App. 347 (136 S. E.
554), citing 56/537 and 140/651 (79 S. E. 568), where it is said: "It does not seem,
however, that in a case where there is no reliance upon a compliance with the
statute as to recording entries on the execution docket, anything else will suffice,
even as between the parties, except the record of acts upon the public dockets of
the courts showing a bona fide public effort to collect the debt."
in

dormant judgment.

110-1002. (4355) Revival of

—A dormant judgment

may

be revived by scire facias or sued on within three years from the
time it becomes dormant. (Act 1823, Cobb, 498. Acts 1884-5, p. 95; 1910,
p. 121.)

Manner

dormant judgments; limitaWhen any judgment obtained in any court of this State shall
tions.
become dormant, the same may be renewed by an action or by scire
facias, at the option of the plaintiff, within three years from the time it
became dormant. (Act 1823, Cobb, 498.)
110-1003. (5973)

of renewal of

—

—

Cross-references. Statutes of limitation apply to municipal claims, see
Limitation of actions on foreign judgments, see § 3-701.

§

—

renew judgments, where brought. An
dormant judgment shall be brought in the countv

110-1004. (5974) Actions to

action to

renew

a

where the defendant resides

at the

commencement

110-1005. (5975) Scire facias to revive.

of the action.

— Scire facias to revive

ment is not an original action, but the continuation
the judgment was obtained.
Cross-references.
action, see

§

— Issue

and service of

—A

scire facias,

see

a judg-

of the suit in

§

which

What

3-413.

is

an

3-101.

110-1006. (5976) Issuance,
facias.

3-716.

return,

scire facias to revive a

direction,

service,

dormant judgment

in

etc.,

of

scire

the superior

courts must issue from and be returnable to the court of the county in
which the judgment was obtained, shall be directed to all and singular
the sheriffs of this State, and signed by the clerk of such court,

make out

who

shall

copies thereof, which shall be served by the sheriff of the

;

§

Verdict and Judgment.
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which the party to be notified may reside, 20 days before the
sitting of the court to which it is made returnable, and the original returned to the clerk of the court from which it issued; and an original
and copy shall issue for each county in which any party to be notified
county

may

in

reside.

—

in

Cross-references. Issue and service of scire facias, see
term or vacation, see § 3-404.

110-1007.

§

Making

3-413.

(5977) Revival of judgments against nonresidents.

—

parties

If

the

defendant or party to be notified shall reside out of this State, a dormant judgment may be revived against such defendant or his representative by such process as is issued in cases where the defendant resides
in this State
Provided, that the defendant or party to be notified shall
be served with scire facias by publication in the newspaper in which the
official advertisements of the county are published, twice a month for
:

two months previous to the term of the court at which it
revive said judgment; which service shall be as effectual
if

intended to

is

in all cases as

the defendant or person to be notified had been personally served. (Act

1850, Cobb. 502.)
Cross-references.

— Issue

and service of scire

facias, see § 3-413.

Service by pub-

lication generally, see §§ 81-205, 81-206.

all

cases of scire

fected as herein

—

when taken; trial by jury. In
facias to revive a judgment, when service has been perprovided, such judgment may be revived, on motion,

110-1008. (5978)

Judgment

of revival,

without the intervention of a jury, unless the defendant
an. issuable plea under oath, in which case the defendant shall

at the first term,
shall

file

be entitled to a
Cross-reference.

trial

by jury as

— Right

of trial

in other cases.

by

jury, see Const., Art. VI, Sec.

XVIII, Par.

I

(§ 2-4501).

110-1009. (5979) Scire facias in favor of transferee.

when

the

judgment has been transferred,

—The scire

facias,

name

of the

shall issue in the

original plaintiff for the use of the transferee.
Cross-reference.
perior courts, see

— Contents
§

of scire facias to

make

parties in suit

pending

in su-

3-412.

VETERANS:

See Title 49, Guardian and
Pensions.
78,

VETERANS' SERVICE OFFICE:

Ward, Chapter

49-8; Title

See Title 78, Pensions, Chapter

78-1.

VETERINARIANS:

See Title 84, Professions, Businesses, and Trades,

Chapter 84-15.

VITAL STATISTICS:

See Title 88, Public Health, Chapters 88-11,

88-12.

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION:

See Title 32, Education, Chapters

32-22, 32-23.

VOTERS:
WAGES:

See Title 34, Elections.

See Title 25, Credit Unions; Small Loans; Salary Buyers;
Garnishment; Title 66, Master and Servant, Chapter 66-1
Workmen's Compensation.

Title, 46,
Title 114,

WARDS:

See Title 49, Guardian and Ward.

WAREHOUSE DEPARTMENT:
5-3.

See Title

5,

Agriculture, Chapter

TITLE

111.

WAREHOUSEMEN.
Chap.

Sec.

Ill-

1.

Bonded

111-

2.

Statistics

public

on

warehousemen

leaf

111-101

tobacco

111-201

Crimes

111-99.

111-9901

CROSS-REFERENCES.
Freight storage charges:

See Title

Public Service Commission,

93,

93-317,

§§

93-404.

Pawn

or pledge, warehouse receipt as:

See Title 12, Bailments,
See Title 5, Agriculture, Chapter
Taxation: See Title 92, Public Revenue, Chapter 92-18.
Warehouseman as depositary for hire: See Title 12, Bailments,
State

Warehouse Department:

CHAPTER

111-102.

bonded
public warehouseman.
Bond to be given; amount;

Liability of principal

111-104.

Warehouseman

111-105.

Insurance of property stored;
receipts for property stored.
Title to property stored to
pass by transfer of receipt.
Mixed grain or other prop-

111-107.

12-405.

111-108.

Sale for overdue storage; notice; expenses.

111-109.

Notice of sale of stored property, how served or given.

111-110.

Sale of perishable,

and sur-

ety.

111-106.

§

Sec.

Who may become
sureties.

111-103.

12-601.

BONDED PUBLIC WAREHOUSEMEN.

111-1.

Sec.
111-101.

§

5-3.

to keep
open to inspection.

books
111-111.

Proceeds of

111-112.

Unsalable

prop-

sale, surplus of;
record; disposition of.

property,

disposi-

tion of.
111-113.

erty, receipt for.

etc.,

erty.

Storage, liability for.

—

Who may

become bonded public warehouseman.
Any person engaged in the business of a warehouseman, or any corporation organized under the laws of this State whose charter authorizes it
to engage in the business of a warehouseman, may become a bonded public warehouseman authorized to keep and maintain bonded public ware111-101. (2910)

houses for the storage of cotton and other goods, wares, and merchandise
as hereinafter prescribed, upon giving the bond hereinafter required.
(Acts 1899, p. 84.)

—

Cross-references. Punishment
bonded public warehouse, see §

for unlawful disposition of goods deposited in a
111-9901.
Depositaries for hire, see §§ 12-404,

12-405, 12-702, 12-703.

Bond

—

amount; sureties. Every person
or corporation desiring to become a bonded public warehouseman, under
the authority granted by section 111-101, shall give bond in an amount
based on the estimated value of the goods for which said warehouseman
will provide storage.
Said bond shall be made payable to the clerk of
111-102. (2911)

to be given;

)

§

Warehousemen.

111-103
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bonded public warehouse
is situated, and shall be conditioned for the faithful performance of the
duties of the obligor as a bonded public warehouseman under the proviThe surety or sureties upon said bond shall be
sions of this Chapter.
some one or more of the guaranty, surety, fidelity insurance, or fidelity
and deposit companies which are described in sections 56-1104 to 56-1115,
all of which sections are applicable to bonds given under this section in
the superior court of the county wherein such

so far as they are pertinent.

amount

of the

The

clerk of the superior court shall fix the

bond and approve the surety. (Acts

1899, p. 84.)

—

and surety. Whenever such
bonded public warehouseman shall fail to perform his duty as such, or
shall violate any of the provisions of this law, any person injured by
such failure or violation may bring his action in a court of competent
jurisdiction against the principal and sureties upon the bond of said
warehouseman. (Acts 1899, pp. 84, 85.)
111-103.

^2°12) Liability

Cross-reference.

principal

of

— Venue of suits on bonds, see
Warehouseman

§

56-1116.

books open to inspection.—
Every such bonded public warehouseman shall keep a book in which
shall be entered an account of all transactions relating to warehousing,
storing, and delivering cotton, goods, wares, and merchandise, and to
the issuing of receipts therefor, which book shall be open to the inspection of any person actually interested in the property to which such
111-104. (2916)

entries relate.

111-105.
stored.

to keep

(Acts 1899, pp. 84, 86.)

(2913) Insurance of property stored; receipts for property

— Every

such bonded public warehouseman shall cause to be

sured for the benefit of

whom

it

may

in-

concern, unless requested by the

owner not to insure, all property placed in storage with him in his said
bonded public warehouse, such insurance to be so taken out as to cover
and protect said property from the time it is so stored with him. Every
such warehouseman shall, except as hereinafter provided, give to each
person depositing property with him for storage a receipt therefor, which
shall be negotiable in form, and shall describe the property, distinctly
stating the brand or distinguishing marks upon it, and, if such property
The receipt shall also
is grain, the quantity and inspected grade thereof.
state the rate of charges for storing the property, amount and rate of
insurance thereon, and the amount of the bond given to the clerk of the
court,

as

hereinabove provided

:

Provided, however, that every such

warehouseman shall, upon request of any person depositing property
with him for storage, give to such person his nonnegotiable receipt
therefor, which receipt shall have the word "nonnegotiable" plainly
written, printed, or stamped on the face thereof: Provided further, that
no assignment of such nonnegotiable receipt shall be effective until recorded on the books of the warehouseman issuing it: Provided further,
that the nonnegotiable receipt may be surrendered at any time by the
owner thereof, and a negotiable receipt issued in lieu of the same. (Acts
1899, pp. 84, 85.

—

Cross-references. Bonds,
negotiation, see § 14-401.

etc.,

are negotiable, see

§

14-1801.

What

constitutes

Warehousemen.
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111-106.

— The

title

§111-1

r

/>

(2914) Title to property stored to pass by transfer of receipt.
in
to cotton and other goods, wares, and merchant
1

such bonded public warehouses shall pass to a purchaser or pledgee
thereof by the delivery to him of the said warehon 'man's receipt ttl€
for, with an indorsement thereon to such purchaser or pledgee, signed
by the person to whom such receipt was originally given by said warehouseman or by the indorsee of such receipt. (Acts 18 /J, pp. 84, 85.)
r

—

Cross-references. Assignment of choscs in action, see § 85-1803. Agent in p
session and with apparent right to sell, see § 96-207. Delivery of goods essential
to sale, see § 96-107.

111-107.

(2915)

Mixed grain

grain or other property

is

or other property, receipt for.-

-When

stored in such bonded public warehouses in

such a manner that different lots or parcels are mixed together, so that
the identity thereof cannot be accurately preserved, the warehouseman's
receipt for any portion of such grain or property shall be deemed a valid
title to so much thereof as is designated in said receipt, without regard
to any separation or identification. (Acts 1899, pp. 84, 85.)
Cross-reference.

— Mingling

goods, see §§ 4-210, 37-302.

111-108. (2917) Sale for overdue storage; notice;

expenses.

— Every

bonded public warehouseman who shall have in his possession any property by virtue of any agreement or warehouse receipt for the same, on
which a claim for storage of the same is at least one year overdue, may
proceed to sell the same at public auction, and out of the proceeds may
retain all charges for storage on such goods, wares, and merchandise,
and any advances that may have been made thereon by him, with legal
No
interest thereon, and the expenses of advertising and sale thereof.
sale shall be

made

until after the giving of printed or written notice of

such sale to the person in whose name such goods, wares, and merchandise were stored, requiring him to pay the arrears or amounts due for
such storage; and in case of default in so doing, the goods, wares, and
merchandise may be sold to pay the same at a time and place to be specified in such notice. (Acts 1899, pp. 84, 86.)
Cross-references.

—Depositaries for

hire, see §§ 12-404, 12-405. 12-702. 12-703.

111-109. (2918) Notice of sale of stored property,

—The

how

served or given.

notice required in the last preceding section shall be served by

delivering

it

to the person or persons in

whose name such goods, w ares,
r

and merchandise were stored, or by leaving it at his usual place of abode,
if within this State, at least 30 days before the time of such sale, and a
return of the service shall be made by some officer authorized to serve
civil process or by some other person with an affidavit of the truth of
the return. If the party storing such property cannot with reasonable
diligence be found within this State, then such notice shall be given by
publication once in each

week

for

two successive weeks, the

last publica-

tion to be at least 10 days before the time of such sale, in a

published in the city or town where such warehouse

is

newspaper

located, or.

if

no such newspaper, in one of the principal newspapers published
in the county in which said city or town is located. In the event that
the party storing such goods shall have parted with the title to same,
and the purchaser shall have notified the warehouseman, with his adthere

is

§

Warehousemen.
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dress, such notice shall be given to such person in lieu of the person

storing the goods. (Acts 1899, pp. 84. 86.)
111-110.

public

(2920)

Sale of perishable,

warehouseman has

in his

etc.,

property.

—Whenever a bonded

possession any property which

is

of a

perishable nature, or will deteriorate in value by keeping, or upon which
the charges for storage will be likely to exceed the value thereof, or

which by

its

odor, leakage, inflammability, or explosive nature

to injure other goods,
tiable receipt,

is

likely

such property having been stored upon nonnego-

and when said warehouseman has notified the person

whose name the property was received

in

remove said property, but
such person has refused or omitted to receive and take away such property and to pay the storage and proper charges thereon, said bonded
public warehouseman may, in the exercise of a reasonable discretion,
sell the same at public or private sale without advertising, and the proceeds, if any, after deducting the amount of said storage and charges
and expenses of sale, shall be paid or credited to the person in whose
name the property was stored and if said person cannot be found, on
reasonable inquiry, the sale may be made without any notice, and the
proceeds of such sale after deducting the amount of storage, expenses
to

;

of sale,

and other proper charges,

shall be paid to the person entitled to

the same. (Acts 1899, pp. 84, 87.)

,

111-111. (2919) Proceeds of sale, surplus of; record; disposition of.

Such bonded public warehouseman

shall

make an

entry, in a

for the purpose, of the balance or surplus of proceeds of sale,

such balance or surplus,

if

—

book kept
if any, and

any, shall be paid over to such person or per-

sons entitled thereto, on demand. (Acts 1899, pp. 84, 87.)
111-112.

(2921) Unsalable property, disposition

of.

—When

a bonded

public warehouseman, under the provisions of section 111-110, has
a reasonable effort to sell perishable or worthless property,

been unable to do so because of

its

being of

little

made

and has

or no value, he

may

then proceed to dispose of such property in any lawful manner, and he
shall not be liable in

any way

for property so disposed of.

(Acts 1899,

pp. 84, 88.)

—When

bonded public warehouseman, under the provisions of sections 111-110 and 111-112, has sold
or otherwise disposed of property, and the proceeds of such sale have
not equaled the amount necessary to pay the storage charges, expenses
of sale, and other charges against said property, the person in whose
name said property was stored shall be liable to said bonded public warehouseman for any amount which, added to the proceeds of such sale, will
be sufficient to pay all the proper charges upon said property; or in case
such property was valueless and there were no proceeds realized from
its disposition, the person in whose name said property was stored shall
be liable to said public warehouseman for all proper charges against said
111-113. (2922)

Storage, liability for.

property. (Acts 1899, pp. 84, 88.)

a
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CHAPTER

111-2.

§ 111-206

STATISTICS ON LEAF TOBACCO.
Sec.

Sec.
111-201.

Accounts of

111-202.

Weekly reports by warehouse

sales.

111-204.

Publication of names of those
failing to comply with law.

m205.

Penalty

proprietors; contents.

Records to be kept by Com-

111-203.

for

failure

to

make

report.
111-206.

Commissioner's

missioner of Agriculture.

certificate ad-

missible as cviden'

t.

—

Accounts of sales. The proprietor of each leaf tobacco warehouse doing business in this State shall keep a correct account of the
number of pounds of leaf tobacco sold upon the floor of his warehouse
111-201.

daily.

(Acts 1921,

p. 210.)

—

Weekly reports by warehouse proprietors; contents. On or
Monday of each week the said warehouse proprietor shall make a

111-202.

before

statement, under oath, of

all

the tobacco so sold upon the floor of his

warehouse during the preceding week and shall transmit the said statement at once to the Commissioner of Agriculture at Atlanta. The reports
so made to the Commissioner of Agriculture shall be so arranged and
classified as to show the number of pounds sold for the producers of tobacco, the number of pounds sold for dealers, and the number of pounds
resold by the proprietor of the warehouse for his own account or for the
account of some other warehouse. (Acts 1921, p. 210.)
111-203. Records to be kept

Commissioner

by Commissioner

of Agriculture.

— The

of Agriculture shall cause said statement to be accurately

copied into a book to be kept for this purpose, and shall keep separate

and apart the statements returned to him from each tobacco market in
this State, so as to show the number of pounds of tobacco sold by each
market for the sale of leaf tobacco; the number of pounds sold for producers, and the number of pounds resold upon each market. The said
Commissioner of Agriculture shall keep said books open to the inspection
of the public, and shall, on or before the 10th day of each month, and
after the receipt of the reports above required to be made to him, on or
before the fifth day of each month, cause the said reports to be published
in the bulletin issued by the Agricultural Department, and in one or
more newspapers published in the tobacco section of this State. (Acts
1921, p. 210.)

names

—

comply with law.
The Commissioner of Agriculture shall on the 12th day of each month
publish in some Georgia newspaper the names of the tobacco warehouses that have failed to comply with this Chapter. (Acts 1921, p. 211.)
111-204. Publication of

111-205. Penalty for failure to
to

make

of those failing to

make

report.

—Any

warehouse

failing

the report as required by section 111-202 shall be subject to a

penalty of $25 and the costs of the case, to be recovered by any person
suing for same in any court of a justice of the peace, and the justice of
the peace in whose court the matter is adjudicated shall include in the
costs of each case

where the penalty

allowed. $1, to be paid to the Department of Agriculture for expense of advertising. (Acts 1921, p. 211.'*
is

111-206. Commissioner's certificate admissible as evidence.
tificate of the

Commissioner

of Agriculture

under the seal

—The
of-

cer-

the De-

§
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partment of Agriculture shall be admissible as evidence the same as if
it were his deposition taken in form as provided by law.
(Acts 1921,
P.

211.)

CHAPTER

111-99.

CRIMES.

S<

111-9901.

Unlawful disposition of goods
deposited in bonded public
warehouse.

111-9901.

(701 P.

C) Unlawful

disposition

of

goods

deposited

in

bonded public warehouse.— Whoever unlawfully sells, pledges, lends, or
in any other way disposes of. or permits, or is a party to the unlawful
selling, pledging, lending, or other disposition of any goods, wares, merchandise, or thing deposited in a bonded public warehouse, without the
authority of the party

who

deposited the same, or of the lawful transferee

or endorsee of the receipt given therefor, shall be punished

by a

fine

not

to exceed $2,000, and by imprisonment in the State penitentiary for not

more than three

years.

But no bonded public warehouseman

shall be

provided for in this section, unless he commits
such act with intent to injure or defraud any person to whom he so sells,
pledges, lends, or in any other way disposes of same, or is a party to
the unlawful selling, pledging, lending, or other disposition of any goods,
wares, merchandise, article, or thing so deposited and receipted for by
liable to the penalties

him. (Acts 1899,
Cross-references.
111-101.
26-2807.
§

p. 84.)

— Who

Punishment

of

may become bonded public warehouseman, see
warehouseman for conversion of goods, see §§ 26-2806,

V/ARRANTS:

See Title 76, Peace Warrants and Behavior Bonds; Title
Possessory Warrants.
Distress warrants: See Title 61, Landlord and Tenant, Chapter 61-4.
Search warrants
See Title 27, Criminal Procedure, Chapter 27-3.
82,

:

WARRANTIES:
Chapter

See Title 29, Deeds, Chapter 29-3; Title 96, Sales,

96-3.

WATERS AND WATERCOURSES:

See Title 85, Property, Chap-

ter 85-13.

Canal and navigation companies:
Companies.

See Title

17,

Canal and Navigation

—
;

TITLE

112.

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.
Chap.
112-1.

In

112-99.

Crimes

Sec.

general

112-101

112-9901

CROSS-REFERENCES.
Apples, grading and packing of: See Title 5, Agriculture, Chapter 5-8.
Bureau of Markets: See Title 5, Agriculture, Chapter 5-2.
Cotton, rice, etc., weighing of: See Title 5, Agriculture, Chapter 5-5.
Cottonseed meal: See Title 5, Agriculture, Chapter 5-13.
Dairy products: See Title 42, Food and Drugs, §§ 42-506, 42-507, 42-9912.
Fertilizers: See Title 5, Agriculture, Chapters 5-10 to 5-14.
Flour, grits, and corn meal: See Title 42, Food and Drugs, §§ 42-302, 42-303.
Freight, weights and weighers of: See Title 18, Carriers, §§ 18-320 to 18-323.
Insecticides and fungicides: See Title 5, Agriculture, Chapter 5-15.
Naval stores and lumber: See Title 5, Agriculture, Chapter 5-16.
Oils and petroleum products: See Title 73, Paints, Oils, and Petroleum Products,
*

§§ 73-220, 73-9905, 73-9906.

Warehouse Department:

See Title

CHAPTER

5,

Agriculture, Chapter

112-1.

5-3.

IN GENERAL.
Sec.

Sec.

112-104.

Selling by deficient weights or
measures, how punished.

or stamp for marking
weights and measures.

n 2 _l05.

for selling by unmarked weights or measures.

112-106.

Standards of weights and
measures to be procured.
Ordinary to give notice of ob-

112-101.

Legal weights declared.

112-102.

Seal

112-103.

Penalty

taining of standards.

—

weights declared. The legal weight of the
following articles or commodities per bushel shall be as follows Wheat,
60 pounds shelled corn, 56 pounds corn in the ear, 70 pounds peas, 60
pounds; rye, 56 pounds; oats, 32 pounds; barley, 47 pounds; Irish potasweet potatoes, 55 pounds white beans, 60 pounds
toes, 60 pounds
clover seed, 60 pounds; timothy seed, 45 pounds; flaxseed, 56 pounds;
hempseed, 44 pounds blue-grass seed, 14 pounds buckwheat, 52 pounds
dried peaches (unpeeled) 33 pounds; dried peaches (peeled), 38 pounds:
dried apples, 24 pounds; onions, 57 pounds; stone coal. 80 pounds; unslacked lime, 80 pounds turnips, 55 pounds cornmeal, bolted or unbolted, 48 pounds
wheat bran, 20 pounds cottonseed, 30 pounds
ground-peas, 25 pounds
plastering hair, 8 pounds
rough rice. 43
pounds; tanbark, per cord, 2250 pounds. (Acts 1880. p. 150; 1894. p. 110;
112-101. (1880) Legal

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

1906, p. 118.)

stamp for marking weights and measures.
For the purpose of marking all weights and measures, the ordinaries
shall procure for their respective counties a marking instrument, seal
112-102. (1881) Seal or

Weights and Measures.

112-103

§
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or stamp, which conforms to the standards established

by the Congress

United States, which shall be the standards of this State.
1805. Cobb. 65. Act 1839, Cobb, 67.)

of the

112-103. (1SS2) Penalty for selling

(Act

by unmarked weights or measures.

— All

persons engaged in selling by weights and measures shall apply
to the ordinaries of their respective counties and have their weights and
measures so marked, and in default thereof shall not collect more than
three-fourths of any account, note, or other writing, the consideration of

any commodity sold by their weights and measures: Provided,
that this section shall not apply to any person selling by weights and
measures who has applied to the ordinary of his county and found that
the county has not been supplied with the necessary standards for testing weights and measures. (Acts 1893, p. 31.)

which

is

Cross-reference.

— No deduction for turn of

scales, see

§

5-511.

weights or measures, how punished.
Any citizen may complain to the ordinary of the deficiency of
any weights and measures, whether marked or not, and upon such
complaint it shall be the duty of said ordinary to notify the person
complained of, and give him the name of the complainant, and specify
a day, not more than 10 days distant, when he shall submit his weights
and measures to the test of the ordinary and if the complaint is found
to be true within the seller's knowledge, he shall be deemed a person
selling by false weights and measures, and shall be presented by the
grand jury as such, if no person shall appear and prosecute.
112-104. (1883) Selling

—

by

deficient

;

Cross-reference.
§

— Punishment

use

for

of

weights

false

or

measures,

see

112-9901.

112-105. (1884)

—

112-106. (1885) Ordinary to give notice of obtaining of standards.

—

Standards of weights and measures to be procured.
The Governor shall procure standards of weights and measures for each
county which does not have them, and they, together with the marks
provided by the ordinary, shall be kept in his office for the inspection
of the citizens. (Act 1839, Cobb, 67.)

When

such standards are obtained,

it

is

the duty of such ordinary to

give 60 days' written notice thereof at the door of the courthouse, and
in the

public newspaper where the sheriff of the county advertises his

sales.

(Act 1839, Cobb, 67.)

CHAPTER

112-99.

CRIMES.

Sec.

112-9901

Selling

or

buying

by

false

weights and measures.

buying by false weights and measures.
If any person shall knowingly buy or sell by false weights or measures, he shall be deemed a common cheat, and shall be punished as for a
misdemeanor. (Cobb, 821. Acts 1865-6, p. 231 1851-2, p. 263.)
112-9901. (706 P. C.) Selling or

—

;

Cross-reference.

— Prohibitory

provisions, see

§

112-104.
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Welfare -Wharves and Whai'mngers.

WELFARE: See Title 99, Social Welfare.
WEST GEORGIA COLLEGE: See Title 32, Education, Chapter 32-1.
WESTERN AND ATLANTIC RAILROAD: See Title 91, Public
Property, Chapters 91-2, 91-3.

WHARVES AND WHARFINGERS:
ter 12-4.

See Title

12,

Bailments, Chap-

TITLE
WILLS. DESCENT,

113.

AND ADMINISTRATION

OF ESTATES.
PART

I.

WILLS.

Chap.
113-

1.

113- 2

113- 3
113- 4

113- 5
113- 6

113- 7
113- 8

Sec.

Nature and essentials in general
Testamentary capacity and effect of undue influence, fraud
and mistake
Execution and attestation
Revocation and republication
Nuncupative wills
Probate and establishment
Probate of foreign wills
Devises and legacies

PART

II.

113-101
113-201
113-301
113-401
1

113-601

113-701
113-801

DESCENT AND DISTRIBUTION.

Chap.
113-

9.

Sec.

Inheritable property and relative rights of heirs

and

administrator
113-10.

13-501

1

Distribution, advancements,

PART

III.

and year's support

13-901

113-1001

ADMINISTRATION OF ESTATES.

Chap.

Sec.

113-11.

In general

113-12.

Appointment,

113-1101
qualification,

and removal of executors and

administrators

113-1201

113-13.

County administrators

113-1301

113-14.

Inventories, appraisements, and returns

1

113-15.

Collecting, preserving,

and managing the

estate,

13-1401

and paying

the debts

113-1501

113-16.

Receiving and making

113-17.

Sales and conveyances

113-18.

Claims at sales
113-1801
Removing proceedings to another county
113-1901
Commissions, extra compensation, and expense of giving bond. .113-2001
Actions by and against executors, administrators, and

113-19.
113-20.
113-21.

titles

on bonds

113-1601

for title

113-1701

.

their sureties
113-22.
113-23.
1

13-24.

113-2101

Accounting, settlement, and receipts
Discharge and resignation
Foreign executors and administrators

113-2201
113-2301
113-2401

CROSS-REFERENCES.
Administration of assets: See Title 37, Equity, Chapter 37-4.
Amendments, changing representative character of parties by: See Title 81, Pleading and Practice, § 81-1308.
Appeals by executors, etc., without paying costs: See Title 6, Appeal and Error,
§

6-113.

Arbitration by administrators, executors, etc.:
§

See Title

7,

Arbitration and Award,

7-103.

See Title 108, Trusts, Chapter 108-2.
Costs, judgment for, against executors, etc.: See Title 110, Verdict and Judgment,
Charitable trusts:
§

110-307.

Wills, Descent, and Administration qb Estates,

2715

Election by legatees: Sec Title 37, Equity, Chapter 37-5.
Embezzlement and fraudulent conversion by executor, etc.:

and Punishment, Chapter 26-28.
Escheat: Sec Title 85, Property, Chapter 85-11.
Estates: Sec Title 85, Property, Chapters 85-5 to

See Title

g

113-104

20,

Crimes

85-10.

Evidence, copies of wills: See Title 38, Evidence, § 38-206; also § 113-612.
Forging wills, etc.: See Title 26, Crimes and Punishment, § 26 3901.
Frauds, statute of: Sec Title 20, Contracts, Chapter 20-4.
Future interest, conveyance of: See Title 29, Deeds, § 29-103
Homicide, recovery for, by personal representatives: See Title 105, Torts, Chapter 105-13.

by administrator or executor: See Title 39, Kxecutions and
Proceedings Thereunder, § 39-1002.
Limitation of actions against executors, etc.: See Title 3, Actions, I 3-709.
Obligor, representative of, may be sued: See Title 3, Actions, § 3-305.
Ordinaries' courts, jurisdiction of: See Title 24, Courts, Chapter 24-19 et seq.
Parties, personal representatives as: See Title 3, Actions, §§ 3-403, 3-408.
Tax upon estates of decedents: See Title 92, Public Revenue, Chapter 92-34.
Illegality, affidavit of,

See also Title

4,

Agency;

Title 49,

Guardian and Ward; Title

PART
CHAPTER

113-1.

I.

WILLS.

NATURE AND ESSENTIALS

Sec.

108, Trusts.

IN GENERAL.

Sec.

113-101.

Will denned.

113-102.

Form; intention

113-103.
113-104.

Instrument effective as both
deed and will.
Mutual wills.

113-105.

When

Power

113-106.

of
deed distinguished.

maker;

of testators as to dis-

position of property.
113-107.

Charitable devises.

113-108.

Partial illegality of will; effect.

113-109.

Codicil: definition and

will takes effect.

opera-

tion.

A

113-101. (3827) Will defined.—

will

is

the legal declaration of a

person's intention as to the disposition of his property after his death.
Cross-reference.

113-102.

— Nuncupative

(3828)

Form;

wills

may

pass

all

property, see

§

113-504.

intention of maker; deed distinguished.

— Xo

particular form of

words is necessary to constitute a will. In all cases
to determine whether an instrument is testamentary in character or
not, the test is the intention of the maker to be gathered from the
whole instrument, read in the light of the surrounding circumstances.
If such intention is to convey a present estate, though the possession is
postponed until after his death, the instrument is a deed if the intention
is to convey an interest accruing and having effect only after his death.
;

it is

a will.

Cross-reference.

—Absolute

estate to

commence

in the future, see § 85-502.

113-103. (3829) Instrument effective as both deed

strument

may have

as to the

same property.

113-104. (3830)

arately or jointly,

effect in part as a

deed and

—

will.

—An

in part as a will,

in-

even

Mutual wills. Mutual wills may be made either sepand the revocation of one shall be the destruction of

the other.
Cross-reference.

and

— Power

to revoke will, see

§

113-401.

A

§

113-105

Wills, Descent, and Administration of Estates.

113-105.

(3S31)

When

upon the death

stantly

will takes effect.—

of the testator,

A

2716

will shall take effect in-

however long the probate may be

postponed.
113-106.

(3832)

by

testator,

Power

his will,

of testators as to disposition of property.

may make any

—

disposition of his property not in-

consistent with the laws or contrary to the policy of the State

he

;

may

bequeath his entire estate to strangers, to the exclusion of his wife and
children, but in such case the will should be closely scrutinized, and,

upon the

slightest evidence of aberration of intellect, or collusion or

fraud, or

any undue influence or unfair dealing, probate should be

re-

fused.
§

85-707.

113-107.

—

Limitations on charitable devises, see § 113-107. Perpetuities,
Absolute estate to commence in the future, see § 85-502.

Cross-references.
see

(3851) Charitable devises.

or descendants of child, shall,

any charitable,

estate to

must be executed

devise

more than one-third

child,

of his

religious, educational, or civil institution, to the

and in all cases the will containing such
least 90 days before the death of the testator,

exclusion of such wife or child
devise

by

— No person leaving a wife or

will,

at

;

or such devise shall be void.
Cross-references.
Perpetuities, see

§

— Equity's
Cy

85-707.

jurisdiction over charitable bequests, see
pres, see § 113-815.

113-108. (3833) Partial illegality of will; effect.— If a will

part and illegal in part, that

which

is

108-201.

§

legal in

may

be sustained, unless the
whole will so constitutes one testamentary scheme that the legal portion
alone cannot give effect to the testator's intention; in such case the

whole

is

legal

will shall fail.

—

and operation. A codicil is an addition or supplement to a will, either to add to, take from, or alter the
provisions of the will. It shall be executed with the same formality as
a will, and, when admitted to probate, shall form a part of the will.
113-109. (3837) Codicil; definition

Cross-reference.

— How

republication effected, see

§

113-409.

TESTAMENTARY CAPACITY AND EFFECT
OF UNDUE INFLUENCE, FRAUD AND MISTAKE.

CHAPTER

113-2.

Sec.

Sec.
113-201.

Who

113-202.

Amount

may make

a will.

of capacity necessary.

Infants.

113-203.
110 OA „
113-204.

,

^-

113-206.

Conviction of crime.

113-207.

Blind mutes.

113-208.

Free and voluntary execution
°f will required; duress; unj
n fl uence

j

Insane persons, lunatics, and
1

j

monomaniacs.
~i
„~~u
Eccentricity, old
age, weakness of intellect, and imbecility; evidence.

one
113-205.
11

t?

-j

113-201.
will,

4,

-~-4.

(3838)

i

Who may make

unless laboring under

a

want

§

113-203.

of capacity or a

Cross-references.

— Will

want

some

Misrepresentation

113-209.

and

fraud,

e ff ec t of

Mistake of

113-210.

a will.
legal

— Every

fact, effect of.

person

disability

may make

a

arising either from

of perfect liberty of action.

must be voluntary, see

§

113-208.

Wills of infants, see

Wills, Descent, and Administration of Estates.
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113-202.

may

tract

(3842)

Amount

of capacity necessary.

coexist with a capacity to

make

1

13-2)0

— An incapacity to conThe amount

a will.

§

of intel

necessary to constitute testamentary capacity is that which
to enable the party to have a decided and rational desire as to the disposition of his property. His desire must be decided, as distinguished
from the wavering, vacillating fancies of a distempered intellect. It
must be rational, as distinguished from the ravings of a madman,
silly

whims

pratings of an idiot, the childish

of imbecility, or V

itcd

vagaries of a drunkard.
113-203. (3839)

Infants.

— Infants

under 14

year.-,

make

ered wanting in that discretion necessary to

of

age are consid-

a will.

—

Insane persons, lunatics, and "monomaniacs. An insane person generally may not make a will. A lunatic may. during a
lucid interval. A monomaniac may make a will, if the will is in no way
the result of or connected with his monomania. In all such cases it must
appear that the will speaks the wishes of the testator, unbiased by the
mental disease with which he is affected.
113-204. (3840)

Cross-reference.

— Guardians

for insane persons, see

§

79-209.

weakness of intellect, and imbecility; evidence.
Eccentricity of habit or thought does not deprive a
person of the power of making a will old age and weakness of intellect
113-205. (3841) Eccentricity, old age,

—

;

resulting therefrom does not, of

itself,

constitute incapacity.

If

that

weakness amounts to imbecility, the testamentary capacity is gone. In
cases of doubt as to the extent of this weakness, the reasonable or unreasonable disposition of his estate should have much weight in the decision of the question.
Cross-reference.

— Bequeathing

entire estate to strangers, see

113-206. (3843) Conviction of crime.

— Conviction

§

113-106.

of crime shall not

deprive a person of the power of making a will.
Cross-reference.

—Will

should be voluntary, see

113-207. (3844) Blind mutes.

make

—A

§

113-208.

person deaf, dumb, and blind

may

a will, provided both the interpreter and the scrivener are attesting

witnesses thereto, and are examined upon the petition for probate of the
same. In such cases, strict scrutiny into the transaction should precede
the admission of the paper to record.
113-208. (3834) Free

undue

—The

and voluntary execution

of will required; duress;

very nature of a will requires that it should be
and voluntarily executed hence, anything which destroys this
freedom of volition invalidates a will such as fraudulent practices upon
testator's fears, affections, or sympathies, duress or any undue influence,
whereby the will of another is substituted for the wishes of the testator.
Cross-reference. Who ma}' make a will, see § 113-201.
influence.

freely

;

;

—

113-209.

(3835) Misrepresentation and fraud, effect of.— A will pro-

cured by misrepresentation or fraud of any kind, to the injury of the
heirs at law,

is

void.

113-210. (3836) Mistake of fact, effect of.

—A

under a
mistake of fact as to the existence or conduct of an heir at law of the
will executed

A
§

Wills, Descent, and Administration of Estates.

113-301

testator

the

test

inoperative, in so far as such heir at law

is

deemed

tor shall be

CHAPTER

to

concerned, but

is

have died intestate as to him.

EXECUTION AND ATTESTATION.

113-3.

Sec.

Sec.
L

2718

13-301.

Formalities of execution; sign-

113 302.

Attestation by mark; bv one
witness for another.

Time

competency

of

witness

of

being leg-

atee.
"

113-303.

Effect

113-304.

witnesses.

tg;

of

wit-

llj -° A
05r
.

,

o

-,

xr
j
knowledge
1

-

mi
ofr contents ofr will.

Interpreter; competency, etc.

113-306.

ness.

(3846) Formalities

113-301.

of

execution;

signing;

witnesses.

—All

nuncupative wills) disposing of realty or personalty shall

wills (except

by the party making the same or by some other
person in his presence and by his express direction, and shall be attested
and subscribed in the presence of the testator by three or more combe

in

writing, signed

petent witnesses. (Acts 1851-2,

p. 104.)

—

Cross-reference. Necessity of wills of personalty of nonresident conforming to
laws of this State, see § 102-108.

113-302. (3847) Attestation

witness

may

by mark; by one witness

for another.

—

mark, provided he can swear to the same; but
not subscribe the name of another, even in his presence

by

attest

his

one witness may
and by his direction.
Cross-references.
see § 113-602.

113-303.

— Mark

(3848)

as signature, see

Time

of

§

competency

Probate

102-103.

of

witness.

in

—The

solemn form,

question of

competency of a witness relates to the time of his testifying; however, a
witness competent at the time of attestation may not defeat a will by
rendering himself incompetent prior to the time of probate, but in such
case his testimony shall be received, and his credibility shall be submitted
to the jury.
Cross-reference.

—Who are competent as witnesses,

113-304. (3849) Effect

witness

is

of

see

§

38-1603.

witness being legatee.

—

If

a

subscribing

also a legatee or a devisee under the will, the witness shall be

competent, but the legacy or devise shall be void; but a husband may
be a witness to a will by which a legacy is given to his wife, the fact
going only to his credit.
113-305.

(3850)

Knowledge

of contents of will.

— In

all

cases, a

knowl-

edge of the contents of the paper by the testator shall be necessary to
its validity; but usually, where a testator can read and write, his signature, or the acknowledgment of his signature, shall be sufficient. If,
however, the scrivener or his immediate relations are large beneficiaries
under the will, greater proof shall be necessary to show a knowledge of
the contents
113-306.

interpreter

by the

testator.

(3845) Interpreter; competency, etc.
is

— In

all

cases

when an

necessary to convey to the scrivener or to the witnesses

the wishes of the testator, such interpreter shall be a person competent

:

Wills,

2719

tjO

l)h.u-.,vi,

and Admix itkatjon

be a witness, and shall be sworn

Ofl

Kstatj

oi

i

1.3-404

!

the motion for probi

thill

I

the jurisdiction of the court.

—

Statements of unsworn interpreter
Evidence through interpreter, see § 38-1600

Cross-references.
If

3.

CHAPTER

113-4.

e

i

38-405,

?

REVOCATION AND REPUBLICATION

Sec.

Sec.

113-401.

Right

revoke

113-405.

Intention to revoke; necessity.

113-402.

mutual wills.
Express or implied revocation;

113-406.

Implied revocation, extent

113-407.

Inconsistent pr<

113-403.

Execution of express revoca113-408.

Revocation by marriage of testator or by birth of child.

113-409.

Republication of

of

testator

to

will;

definitions.
tion.

Effect of destruction

of revoking will. Republication of former will.
113-404.

Destruction or obliteration of
will or duplicate; intention
to revoke; presumption.

3

will,

of.

of will.

how

ef-

fected.

—

(3916) Right of testator to revoke will; mutual wills. A will,
having no effect until the death of the testator, is necessarily revocable
113-401.

by him

any time before his death; and even
with a covenant against revocation, the power
at

in case of

mutual

wills

of revocation remains.

—

Cross-references. Revocation of one mutual will destroys other, see
Revocation by marriage or by birth of a child, see § 113-408.

113-402. (3917) Express or implied revocation; definitions.

§

113-104.

— A revoca-

be either express or implied. An express revocation is effected
when the maker by writing or acts annuls the instrument. An implied
revocation results from the execution of a subsequent inconsistent will.
The former takes effect instantly or independently of the validity or ultimate fate of the will or other instrument containing the revocation. The
tion

may

latter takes effect only
effectual,

and hence,

if

when

the subsequent inconsistent will becomes

from any cause

it fails,

the revocation

is

not com-

pleted.

113-403. (3918) Execution of express revocation. Effect of destruction

—

Republication of former will. An express revocation
by written instrument shall be executed with the same formality and
attested by the same number of witnesses as are requisite for the execution of a will. The destruction of a will expressly revoking all former
wills shall not revive a former will unless the former will is subsequently
republished in such cases the republication may be proved by parol.
of revoking will.

;

—

Cross-references. How republication
execution, see § 113-301.

is

effected, see

113-409.

§

Formalities of

113-404. (3919) Destruction or obliteration of will or duplicate; in-

tention to revoke

;

presumption.

—An express revocation may be effected

by any destruction or obliteration of the original will or a duplicate,
done by the testator or by his direction with an intention to revoke
such intention will be presumed from the obliteration or canceling of a
material portion of the will; but

if

the part canceled

no such presumption shall arise.
Cross-reference. Copy of a will, when established,

is

immaterial, such

as the seal,

—

see

§

113-611.

§

Wills. Descent, and Administration of Estates.

113-405

—

(3920) Intention to revoke; necessity. In
cation, the intention to revoke is necessary to make
113-405.

all
it
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cases of revoeffectual.

An

express clause of revocation will not operate upon a testamentary paper

where

manifest that such was not the intention.

it is

113-406.

(3921) Implied revocation, extent

of.

—An implied revocation

extends only as far as the inconsistency exists. Any portion of the first
will, which can stand consistently with the testamentary scheme and
bequests made in the last shall remain unrevoked.
113-407.

(3922) Inconsistent provisions of will.

consistent provisions in the

same

113-408. (3923) Revocation

will, the later

by marriage

—Where

there are in-

provision shall prevail.

by

of testator or

—

birth of

In all cases, the marriage of the testator or the birth of a child to
him. subsequently to the making of a will in which no provision is made
in contemplation of such an event, shall be a revocation of the will. (Act

child.

1834. Cobb., 347.)

113-409.

(3924) Republication of will,

how

effected.

—A

codicil prop-

and annexed to a revoked will shall amount to a repubthe same. Any writing executed with all the formalities re-

erly executed
lication of

quired for a will

same paper

may

in the

A

operate as a republication.

presence of three witnesses,

additional attesting witnesses, shall be good.

republication of the

who

A

shall subscribe as

parol republication in

the presence of the original witnesses to the will shall be good.
Cross-reference.

—When

CHAPTER

republication proved by parol, see

113-5.

§

113-403.

NUNCUPATIVE WILLS.

Sec.

Sec.

113-501.

Definition.

113-503.

113-502.

Witnesses; last sickness of
testator; place of making.

113-504.

Time

within which to be
duced to writing.
Property that may pass.

re-

—A

nuncupative will is an oral will, declared by
a testator in extremis, or under circumstances considered equivalent
thereto, before witnesses, and afterwards reduced to writing.
113-501. Definition.

113-502.

(3925) Witnesses; last sickness of testator; place of making.

— Xo

nuncupative will shall be good unless proved by the oaths of at
least three competent witnesses who were present at the making thereof;
nor unless it shall be proved that the testator, at the time of pronouncing
the same, bade the persons present, or some of them, to bear witness
that such was his will, or to that effect; nor unless such nuncupative will
was made in the time of the last sickness of the deceased, and in the
house of his habitation or dwelling, or where he had been resident for
the space of 10 days or more next before the making of such will, except
where such person was surprised or taken sick, being away from his own
home, and died before he returned to the place of his dwelling. (Cobb,
1129.)
§

Cross-references.
113-601 et seq.

§

113-702.

— How

Probate, see
a copy of will established, see § 113-611.
Probate of foreign will devising realty in this State, see

Wills, Descent, and Administration
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K

oi-

113-603

S

-j

-';
(3926) Time within which to be reduced to writing.
substance of the testamentary dispositions shall be reduced to writing
within 30 days after the Speaking of the same, (Cobb, 1129.)

113-503.

may

sonal,

may

(3928) Property that

113-504.

pass.

— All

pass by nuncupative wills properly

CHAPTER

property, real and

p<

made and proved.

PROBATE AND ESTABLISHMENT.

113-6.

Sec.

Sec.
113-601.

Common

113-602.

Solemn form;

form; notice; record;
conclusiveness and effect.
notice;

113-610.

Custodian required to file will.
Will to be filed with ordi-

113-611.

Copy

nary.

record;

conclusiveness.

of
lished;
cation.

Jurisdiction of ordinary; resi-

113-603.

dence of testator.

113-613.
113-614.

Who

Notice of motion for probate
in solemn form.

113-615.

When

Guardians ad litem for minors
or persons of unsound mind.

113-616.

Probate

113-605.

Limitation of seven years.

113-606.

Probate

in

that of testator's residence.

in

common form

Examination of witnesses to
wills by commission.

113-609.

alty.

in

vacation.

113-608.

estab-

of revo-

Original will to remain in ofcertified
of ordinary;
fice
copies as evidence.
Foreign will devising person-

113-612.

county other than

113-604.

113-607.

will; when
presumption

to offer will for probate.
will

to

be offered for

probate.

Admission of executor, etc.
Nuncupative wills; time of ap-

113-617.

plication for probate.

Same; notice

113-618.

to heirs.

Common

form; notice; record; conclusiveness and
effect.
Probate of a will may be either in common or solemn form.
In the former case, upon the testimony of a single subscribing witness,
and without notice to anyone, the will may be proved and admitted to
record.
Such probate and record is not conclusive upon anyone interested in the estate adversely to the will and if afterward set aside,
does not protect the executor in any of his acts further than the payment
of the debts of the estate.
Purchasers under sales from him, legally
made, will be protected, if bona fide and without notice.
113-601. (3855)

—

;

113-602.

(3856)

Solemn form;

notice; record; conclusiveness.

bate by the witnesses, or probate in solemn form,
will, after

due notice to

all

the heirs at law, by

is

— Pro-

the proving of the

the witnesses in

all

life

and within the jurisdiction of the court, or by proof of their signatures
and that of the testator, if the witnesses are dead or inaccessible and
the ordering to record of the will so proved. Such probate is conclusive upon all the parties notified, and all the legatees under the will who
;

are represented in the executor.

(Acts 1859,

129 Ga. 92

p. 34.

^

S.

E.

702).)

—

§

Cross-references. Notice and proceedings on application to ordinary, see
Attestation by illiterate persons, see § 113-302. Witnesses may be ex-

24-2105.

amined by commission, see

113-609.

§

—

The
(3853) Jurisdiction of ordinary; residence of testator.
court of ordinary shall have exclusive jurisdiction over the probate of
113-603.

wills.

The

residence of testator at his death shall give jurisdiction to

the ordinary of that county.
Cross-reference.

— General

jurisdiction of ordinary, see

§

24-1901.

—
§

113-604
113-604.

dence.

—

If

Wills, Descent, and Administration of Estates.
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(3854) Probate in county other than that of testator's resithe testator shall die out of the county of his residence, and

the witnesses to his will shall reside in the county

where he

died, the

ordinary of the latter county may receive the probate in common form
of such will, and transmit it, certified under his seal of office, together

with the original will, to the ordinary of the county of the testator's residence and such certified probate shall authorize the latter court to grant
probate and admit to record in common form and to grant letters testaProvided, that no caveat shall
mentary or of administration thereon
have been filed to such probate and record. (Act 1838, Cobb, 285.)
:

:

113-605.
shall

(3857) Limitation of seven years.

become conclusive upon

all

— Probate

in

common form

parties at interest after the expiration

from the time of such probate, except minor heirs at law
who require proof in solemn form and interpose a caveat within four
years after arrival at age. In such cases, if the will shall be refused
probate and record in solemn form, an intestacy shall be declared only as
to such minor and not as to others whose right to caveat is barred by
lapse of time. (Act 1845, Cobb, 348. Acts 1855-6, p. 234.)
of seven years

Cross-reference.
see § 3-702.
Editorial

113-606.

— Limitation

Note.— As

on motion to

set

aside judgments

and decrees,

to history of this section, see 142/405 (83 S. E. 121).

(3858) Probate in

common form

in

vacation.

— Probate

in

common form may

be taken by the ordinary at any time during vacation, but the order admitting the will to record shall be granted only
at a regular term. (Act 1810, Cobb, 284.)
Cross-reference.

— Will

admitted to record at regular term only, see

§

24-2104.

—

motion for probate in solemn form. Notice
of a petition for probate in solemn form shall be personal, if the party
resides in the State, and shall be served at least 10 days before the term of
the court at which the probate is to be made if the residence of the party
to be served is without the State, or unknown, the court shall pass such
order as to publication as will tend most effectually to give notice. The
records of the court shall show the persons notified and the character of
113-607. (3859) Notice of

;

the notice given.
Cross-reference.

— Notice

for probate of nuncupative will, see

§

113-618.

113-608. (3860) Guardians ad litem for minors or persons of

mind.

—

If

any

of the heirs are

unsound

minors or of unsound mind, guardians ad

litem shall be appointed by the court, or the probate shall not be conclusive as to them.

(Acts 1859,

p.

34.)

—

Cross-references. Power of court to appoint guardian ad litem for minor, see
In equitable proceedings, see § 37-1003. Suit by infant without guardian
amendable, see § 3-115.
§

49-111.

(3861) Examination of witnesses to wills

by commission.
Witnesses to wills may be examined by commission, in the same cases,
and under the same circumstances, as witnesses in other cases; and the
ordinary shall have power to issue commissions to take testimony and
to compel the attendance of witnesses in like manner with the superior
113-609.

court.

(Acts 1859,

—

p. 34.)

Cross-references. Probate in solemn form, see § 113-602. Who may be examined on interrogatories, see § 38-2101. How depositions taken without commission, see §§ 38-2201, 38-2301.
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113-610. (3862) Custodian required to

ordinary.

file will.

— Every person having- possession

Will to be

of a will shall

ftlc

r

i

1

]

3 C

1

5

filed

with

the

same

with the ordinary of the county having jurisdiction'; and on his failure
to do so, the ordinary may attach for contempt and fine and imprison
the person thus withholding the paper until the same shall be delivered.
(Act 1792, Cobb, 307. 6 Ga. 37.)

—

Cross-references. When will to be offered for probate, see § 113-615.
cation for probate of nuncupative will, when made, see § 113-617.

Copy

113-611. (3863)
cation.

—

If

of will;

when

Appli-

established; presumption of revo-

a will shall be destroyed without the consent of the testator,

or shall be lost or destroyed subsequent to the death of the testator,

copy

proved to be such by the subscribing witnesses and other evidence, may be admitted to probate and record in
lieu of the original; but in every such case the presumption is of revocation by the testator, and that presumption must be rebutted by proof.
a

of the same, clearly

Cross-references.
a nuncupative will
§

—Revocation
is

good, see

of will by obliteration, etc., see § 113-404. When
113-502.
lost papers are established, see

How

§

63-203.

113-612. (3864) Original will to remain in office of ordinary; certified

copies as evidence.— The original will,

when proved and

remain on file in the office of the ordinary, and
shall be evidence in any cause and in any court.

recorded, shall

certified copies thereof

—

Certification by public officer admits copy as evidence, see
such copies are primary evidence, see § 38-602. Original must
generally be produced, see § 38-701. Copy of will as evidence, see § 38-206.

Cross-references.

§

When

38-601.

113-613. (3865) Foreign will devising personalty.

claim

title

to personalty in this State,

under a

—

If

a party

shall

will of a nonresident, exe-

cuted and admitted to probate in another State, a copy of said will, the
probate thereof, and the order admitting the same to record, according
to the laws of such other State,
of the

United States,

shall

when properly

certified

under the laws

be admitted in evidence in place of the

original.

—

Cross-references.
Probate of foreign will, see Chapter 113-7.
When it bequeaths personalty, see § 113-705.
Rights of foreign executor, see § 113-2402.
Certified copy of will as evidence, see § 38-206. Application of lex loci to foreign
will bequeathing personalty, see § 102-108.
Records and judicial proceedings of
other States, how proved, see § 38-627.

Who

probate.— The right to offer a
will for probate shall belong to the executor, if one is named. If the
executor is dead, nonresident, or refuses to act, or none is named, any
113-614. (3866)

person interested

may

to offer will for

offer the will for probate.

(Acts 1855-6,

p.

228;

1859, p. 34; 1866, p. 66.)
Cross-reference.
§

— Probate

of foreign will on refusal bv resident executor, see

113-707.

113-615. (3868)

When

will to be offered for probate.

shall offer the will for probate as

— The

executor

soon as practicable after the death of

the testator, and shall qualify, unless restrained by the will, within 12

months

after the

1810, Cobb, 316.
Cross-reference.

same

is

admitted to record. (Act 1807, Cobb, 315. Act

Acts 1859,

— Nuncupative

p. 34.)
will, see §

113-617.
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—

On the investigation of
(3870) Admission of executor, etc.
an issue of devisavit vol non, the admission of an executor before quali113-616.

(unless the sole legatee), shall not be admissi-

fication, or of a legatee

except where the admission is in
of the executor or legatee himself, as to

impeach the
the conduct or acts

ble in evidence to

reference to

some matter relevant
Cross-reference.

will,

to the issue.

— Admission

by party

to record, see § 38-403.

(3926) Nuncupative wills; time of application for probate.

113-617.

made

Application for probate of a nuncupative will shall be

months

court within six
Cross-references.
for probate, see

113-618.

— Will

§

When

113-610.

will

before the

(Cobb, 1129.)

after the death of the testator.

to be filed, see

—

must be offered

113-615.

§

Same; notice

(3927)

to heirs.— Upon all applications for pro-

bate of nuncupative wills, the notice required on probate of other wills

solemn form

in

shall be given to the heirs at law.

Cross-reference.

— Notice

CHAPTER

motion for probate

of

in

solemn form, see

113-607.

§

PROBATE OF FOREIGN WILLS.

113-7.

Sec.

Sec.

What

113-701.

wills treated as foreign

113-706.

Executor

113-707.

Probate when resident executor refuses to probate or ex-

wills.

devising

Wills

113-702.

requi-

realty;

sites for probate.

113-703.

Where

113-704.

where testator resided.
Probate in foreign Country;
admission of certified copy

probated

will

to probate;

Foreign

113-705.

will

sonalty;

in

-ecutor

State
113-708.

probat-

No

foreign executor or
ministrator with will

adan-

act.

113-709.

Muniments

of

113-710.

When

preceding

the

title.

section

applies.

ing.

113-701.

nonresi-

is

»

nexed to

bequeathing perof

named

dent.

objections, etc.

manner

citizen of this State;
offer of will for probate.

What

(3872)

wills treated as foreign wills.

—All

wills con-

executed by persons residing out of
this State, shall be held and treated as foreign wills. (Acts 1894, p. 102.)

veying property

—

State,

this

(3871, 3873, 3874) Wills devising realty; requisites for pro-

113-702.
bate.

in

If real

estate in this State

of a foreign will, such will,

if

ing to the laws of this State,

solemn form
property
tions.

devised or bequeathed by the terms

in writing, attested

may

and executed accord-

be admitted to probate

in

common

or

the court of ordinary in any county of this State in which

same manner and upon like proof as in cases
and shall be subject to the same defenses and objec-

situated, in the

is

domestic

of

in

is

wills,

(Acts 1878-9,

p.

146; 1894, p. 102.)

—

Cross-references. Application of lex loci to nonresident's will of personalty,
Formalities of execution, see § 113-301.
§ 102-108.

see

113-703.

—

If said

emn form

(3875;

Where

will probated in State

where testator

foreign will has been admitted to probate in

or sol-

United States of which the testator was
the time of his death, it may be admitted to probate in like

in the State in the

a resident at

common

resided.
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common

§ 113-708

or solemn form in this State, upon production of an exemplifi-

cation of the probate proceedings, certified according to the provisii
of section 38-627,

as other judicial

and may be attacked or resisted on the same grow
proceedings from a State of the United States. (A

1894, p. 102.)
Cross-reference.

— Muniments

of

see

title,

§

113-709.

Country; admission of certified
copy to probate; objections, etc. If such foreign will has been probated
in solemn form before the proper court of record in any foreign Country
of which the testator was a citizen or resident at the time of his death,
a certified copy of such will and an authenticated copy of the proceedings, under the seal of the court, shall be prima facie evidence of the
due execution thereof, and shall be admitted to probate in this State, but
may be objected to by caveat, or rebutted by proof, as in case of a will
113-704. (3876) Probate in foreign

—

offered for original probate. (Acts 1894, p. 102.)
113-705. (3871, 3877) Foreign will bequeathing personalty;

—Where any foreign

manner

of

bequeathing personal property in this
State is in writing, executed and attested according to the law of the
Country or State of. which the testator was a resident at the time of his
death, such foreign will may be probated in like common or solemn
form in this State, upon production of an exemplified or certified copy as
provided in cases of foreign wills devising real estate, or the same may be
proved by testimony, as in cases of domestic wills. (Acts 1894, p. 102.)

probating.

will

—

Cross-references. Application of lex loci to foreign will bequeathing personalty,
see § 102-108. Copy of will bequeathing personalty as evidence, see § 113-613.

113-706. (3878) Executor citizen of this State; offer of will for probate.

—

If

named

the executor

State, he shall offer the

and

letters

same

in

any foreign

will

is

a citizen of this

for probate as in cases of domestic wills,

testamentary shall issue accordingly. (Acts 1894,

—

Cross-references. Foreign executor of resident testator, see
pointment of executor, how made, see § 113-1201.

113-707. (3879) Probate

executor
offer

named

is

any foreign

foreign will

is

when

nonresident.

—

p. 103.)

113-1206.

§

Ap-

resident executor refuses to probate or
If

the resident executor shall refuse to

will for probate, or

if

the executor nominated in said

not a citizen of this State, the foreign will

may

be pro-

bated at the instance of any heir, legatee, distributee, devisee, or creditor of said testator, and letters shall issue to an administrator with the
will annexed, such administrator to be a citizen of this State, and to be
selected according to the rules laid
ministrators.

(Acts 1894,

Cross-reference.

nexed to

— In

No

in the

Code

for selecting ad-

p. 103.)

—Administrator

113-708. (3880)

down

when

there

is

no executor, see

§

113-1502.

foreign executor or administrator with will an-

have been probated
as herein required, no property in this State belonging to such testator
shall be managed or controlled by the executor therein named, or by
any administrator with the will annexed, appointed elsewhere. Nothing in this section shall impair the right of foreign executors and administrators to sue in the courts of this State, nor shall it impair their right
act.

all

cases, until such foreign wills

§
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or transfer stock, as provided

by law.

(Acts 1894, pp. 102, 103.)

—

Cross-references. Foreign executor of resident testator, see § 113-1206.
Appointment of executor, how made, see § 113-1201. Rights of foreign executor,
see

§

113-2402.

Muniments

— All

executed in another
State and witnessed according to the laws of Georgia, which have been
or shall be hereafter probated in another State, shall constitute muniments of title for the transfer and conveyance of real property in this
State to the distributees or devisees mentioned in such wills, and the
same shall be admitted in evidence in this State as such muniment of
title without being probated in this State, when accompanied by an exemplification of the record admitting the will to probate in another
113-709.

(3881)

of

title.

wills

State, certified according to the provisions of section 38-627,

said will

county
corded

and when

recorded in the office of the Clerk of the superior court of the
which the land is situated, in the record where deeds are re-

is

in

in this State.

(Acts 1908,

p. 85.)

—

Cross-references. Nonresident's will of personalty need not conform to laws
of this State, see § 102-108.
Probate of foreign wills, see §§ 113-702, 113-705. If
probated in State where testator resided, see § 113-703. Laws and judicial proceedings of other States, how proved, see § 38-627.

—

Editorial Note. As to purpose of this section and section 113-710 and their
on prior law, see 157/869, 878 (122 S. E. 597).

effect

When

—The

preceding
section shall apply to all cases where real estate is held or claimed under
foreign wills, and to all suits which shall be brought to recover or protect real property in this State. (Acts 1908, pp. 85, 86.)
113-710.

Editorial

(3882)

Note.— See

note*

CHAPTER

the preceding section applies.

under

113-709.

§

DEVISES AND LEGACIES.

113-8.

Sec.
113-801.

Sec.

Assent of executor to devise

113-813.

Lapsed or void legacies or devises; what falls to residuum, and what to heir.

113-814.

Direction that realty be converted into personalty and

or legacy; necessity to pass
title.

113-802.

Same;

113-803.

Same;

presumption;
compelling in equity.

effect;

effect of assent of

one

vice versa.

of several.
113-804.

Words

113-805.

Gifts of

113-806.

Intention of testator; transposition of sentences or
clauses; conjunctions; supplying words omitted.

113-807.

of disposition; "lend."

income or

113-815.

Charitable devise or bequest.
Cy pres doctrine, application

113-816.

Executory

113-817.

Ademption or destruction

interest.

Parol evidence

to aid construction; circumstances surrounding testator; ambigui-

of.

devise.
of

legacy.
113-818.

Substitution.

113-819.

Election by legatee having
claim adverse to will.

113-820.

Conditions.

113-821.

Payment

ties.

113-808.
113-809.

General and specific legacies.
Income, profit, or increase of

of

specific legacy.

113-810.

113-811.
113-812.

insufficient.

Interest on general legacies.

After-acquired property.
Death 'of legatees before testator, effect as to lapsing of
legacies.

of debts; abatement
legacies when residuum

113-822.

Annuities,

legacies,

or

debts

charged on land.
113-823.

Compensatory devises or
quests to executors.

be-

—
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113-801. (3895) Assent of executor to devise or legacy; necessity to

pass

title.

—All

property, both real and personal, being assetfl to pay

no devise or legacy passes the
given to such devise or legacy.

is

the assent of the executor

title until

debts,

—

Cross-references. Title to real estate immediately goes to heirs, see 5 113-901.
Right of administrator to possession, see § 113-907. May recover from heirs, etc.,
see § 113-908. Charges on land by testaments follow the land, see % 113-822.

ment

of debts, see

113-821.

§

Same; presumption;

compelling in equity.
The assent of the executor may be express or may be presumed from his
conduct; the executor cannot, however, by assenting to legacies, interfere with the rights of creditors, nor can he, by capriciously withholding his assent, destroy the legacy. In equity the legatee may compel
113-802. (3896)

him

effect;

to assent.

—

Cross-references. When more than one executor, see
sent of executor to legacy for life tenant, see § 85-709.

Same;

§

Effect of as-

113-1504.

—

one of several. If there are
several qualified executors, the assent of one shall vest the title in the
legatee, unless the other has actual possession of the property.
113-803. (3897)

Cross-reference.

—When

effect of assent of

more than one

Words

113-804. (3898)

executor, see

of disposition; "lend."

shall be necessary to a devise or bequest.

mean

113-805.

—What

words create an

its

estate, see

(3899) Gifts of income or interest.

113-1504.

— No

"Lend"

"give," unless the context shall require

Cross-reference.

§

particular

words

shall be construed to

restricted meaning.
85-503.

§

—An unconditional

gift of

the entire income of property, or interest accruing from a fund, shall be

construed into a gift of the property or fund, unless the provisions of
the will require a more limited meaning.
Cross-reference.

— Income

goes with corpus, see

113-809.

§

113-806. (3900) Intention of testator; transposition of sentences or

clauses; conjunctions; supplying

words omitted.

— In

the construction

of all legacies, the court shall seek diligently for the intention of the

and give

same

may

be consistent with
the rules of law; and to this end the court may transpose sentences or
clauses, and change connecting conjunctions, or even supply omitted
words in cases where the clause as it stands is unintelligible or inoperative, and the proof of intention is clear and unquestionable
but if the
clause as it stands may have effect, it shall be so construed, however well
satisfied the court may be of a different testamentary intention.
testator

effect to the

as far as

it

;

Cross-reference.

—What

words create an

113-807. (3901) Parol

estate, see

evidence to aid

§

85-503.

construction;

circumstances
surrounding testator; ambiguities. When called upon to construe a
will, the court may hear parol evidence of the circumstances surrounding the testator at the time of its execution so the court may hear parol
evidence to explain all ambiguities, both latent and patent.

—

;

—

Cross-references. Extraneous evidence to clarify, see § 108-206. Admission of
contemporaneous writings, see § 38-502. Surrounding circumstances, see § 5S-505.

113-808.

(3902) General and specific legacies.

general or specific.

A

specific legacy

is

— Legacies may be either

one which operates on property

3
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particularly designated.

fund

gift of

money

from a specified

to be paid

nevertheless a general legacy.

is

Income,

113-809. (3903)

come,

A
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profit, or increase of specific legacy.

—The

in-

goes with
be post-

profit, or increase of specific legacies, as a general rule,

may

the legacy, though the time of enjoyment or of vesting

poned.

—

Cross-references.
Gift of income passes the corpus, see
crease of property belongs to tenant for life, see § 85-605.

113-810.

Interest on general legacies.

(3904)

Natural

113-805.

§

in-

— A general legacy usually

bears interest after the expiration of 12 months from the death of the

But when the condition of the estate at that time, as to the
payment of debts and legacies, is doubtful, or the fund out of which the
legacy is to be paid is unavailable for all the charges made upon it, or any
testator.

other equitable circumstance intervenes, the general rule yields to the

equity and necessity of the particular case.

A

general legacy to be paid

time or upon a future event bears no interest until such time

at a future

or event.

(3905) After-acquired property.

113-811.

— All

property acquired sub-

sequent to the making of the will shall pass under
are sufficiently broad to embrace such property.

(3906) Death of legatees before testator, effect as to lapsing

113-812.
of legacies.
will

is

—

If a

dead when the
the death of testator, such

legatee shall die before the testator, or

executed, but shall have issue living at

legacy,

provisions

its

if

it,

if

absolute and without remainder or limitation, shall not lapse,

if

but shall vest in the issue in the same proportions as
from their deceased ancestor. (Act 1836, Cobb, 348.)
113-813.

if

(3907) Lapsed or void legacies or devises;

inherited directly

what

falls to re-

—

siduum, and what to heir. A lapsed or void legacy of personal property
shall fall into the residuum and go to the residuary legatee. Ordinarily,
real estate described in a lapsed or void devise shall

but under a devise necessarily contingent
failure of the

when

descend to the heir;

the will

was made, on

contingency the residuary legatee shall take. (50 Ga. 525.

57 Ga. 569.)
Cross-reference.

113-814.
vice versa.

—'Charges

on land by testaments, see

§

113^822.

(3913) Direction that realty be converted into personalty and

—Where a testator directs that real estate shall be

converted

into personalty, or vice versa, the direction impresses the property with

which it is to be converted, from the date upon
be made. (82 Ga. 692 (10 S. E. 211).)

the character of that into

which the change
37-106.

113-815.

cation

to

—

Equity considers that clone which ought to be done, see
Charges upon land by wills, see § 113-822.

Cross-references.
§

is

of.

(3914; Charitable devise or bequest.

pres doctrine, appli-

— A devise or bequest to a charitable use will be sustained and

carried out in this State; and in
tion manifested
ticular

Cy

mode

in

all

cases

where there

is

a general inten-

by the testator to effect a certain purpose, and the parwhich he directs it to be done shall fail from any cause,

A
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§ 113-821

may, by approximation, effectuate the purpose
manner most similar to that indicated by the testator.

a court of chancery

Cross-references.

— Perpetuities,

table bequests, see

§

113-816. (3915)

108-201.

Cy

Equity's jurisdiction
see § 85-707.
pres, see § 108-202.

Executory devise.

a will, though contrary to the rules of limitation in

mon

Oref chari-

— An executory devis<

itation of a future estate in lands or chattels as the

in a

uch a lim-

law admits in case of
conveyances at com-

law.

Cross-reference.

— Perpetuities,

see

§

85-707.

—

Ademption or destruction of legacy. A legacy
adeemed or destroyed, wholly or in part, whenever the testator deli
113-817. (3908)

over the property or pays the money bequeathed to the legatee, either
expressly or by implication, in lieu of the legacy given; or when the
testator conveys to another the specific property bequeathed, and does

not afterward become possessed of the same, or otherwise places it out
If the testator
of the power of the executor to deliver over the legacy.

attempts to convey and

fails for

113-818. (3909) Substitution.

any cause, the legacy

—

If

still

is

valid.

the testator exchanges the property

bequeathed for other of the like character, or merely changes the investment of a fund bequeathed, the law deems the intention to be to substitute the one for the other, and the legacy shall not fail.
Cross-reference.

— Compensation

113-819. (3910) Election

to defeated legatee, see

§

37-504.

by legatee having claim adverse

legatee taking under a will shall allow, as far as he can,

all

to will.

—

the provisions

Hence, if he has a claim adverse to the will,
he shall be required to elect whether to claim under the will or against
The mere fact of being a creditor shall not constitute a case for
it.
of the will to be executed.

election.

§
§

—

Election, see § 37-501.
Election in cases of bequests in lieu
31-103.
When devisee or legatee must elect to take against or
37-502.

Cross-references.
of dower, see
under will, see

Conditions.

113-820. (3911)

unless there

is

—A

condition in terrorem shall be void,

a limitation over to

the latter shall take.

some other person

Conditions which are impossible,

;

which event

in

illegal, or

against

public policy shall be void.
Cross-references.

— Limitations over upon marriage

ditions in restraint of marriage are void, see
see § 85-903.

Payment

113-821. (3912)

uum

—Unless

of debts;

§

53-107.

of widow, see

§

Con-

85-712.

Repugnant conditions

abatement of legacies when

void,

resid-

otherwise directed, the debts of a testator
should be paid out of the residuum. If it proves to be insufficient, then
general legacies shall abate pro rata to make up the deficiency. If they
are insufficient, then specific legacies shall abate in the same manner. If
the executor has assented to the legacies, and the legatees are in possession, after exhausting the assets in the hands of the excutor the creditor
insufficient.

may

proceed against each legatee for his pro rata share.
ment of debts realty and personalty shall be alike liable.
108-425.

—

Authority of creditor to follow assets held by legatees, see
Administrator may recover from heirs, see § 113-908.
Creditor may

Cross-references.
§

compel pro rata payment by
§

113-1509.

For the pav-

When

heirs, see § 113-1506. Whole estate
legatees, etc., subject to garnishment, see

bound
§

for debts, see
46-204.

§
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—

(3643) Annuities, legacies, or debts charged on land. Annuior legacies, or debts charged upon lands by testaments, attach

113-822.
ties,

thereto and follow the lands in the hands of

persons. (12 Ga. 192.)

all

—

Compensatory devises or bequests to executors. Testators making wills in this State shall have the power of giving and bequeathing to the persons nominated as executors, as compensation for
the services to be rendered by such executors in the execution of the
113-823.

(3890)

trusts reposed in them, such property or

money

as the testators

may

de-

such gifts and bequests shall take precedence over any other
Provided, that such gifts
special gifts or bequests made by said testators
or bequests to executors shall not interfere with the rights of creditors
of such testators. (Acts 1869, p. 163.)
vise,

and

all

:

Cross-reference.

— Ordinary

PART

commissions of administrators, see

§

113-2001.

DESCENT AND DISTRIBUTION.

II.

INHERITABLE PROPERTY AND RELATIVE
RIGHTS OF HEIRS AND ADMINISTRATOR.

CHAPTER

113-9.

Sec.

Sec.

113-906.

Persons who could inherit
each from the other.

u
Rules ofc inheritance.
•*

113-907.

Right
of administrator.
&

Inheritance by and from bas-

113-908.

113-901.

Descent to

113-902.

Husband

no
An-,
113-903.

t.

113-904.

heirs.

heir

sole

of

wife,

when,
•

i

tards.

by legitimates

Inheritance

113-905.

from

Administrator may recover
possession from heirs, etc..
when,

illegitimates.

113-901. (3657,3929) Descent to heirs.

any estate

,

in realty,

—Upon the death of the owner of

which estate survives him, the

title shall

vest

imme-

by the legal repredebts and the purposes of

diately in his heirs at law, subject to be administered
sentative,

if

distribution.

there
If

The

one, for the

there

realty shall be in

names.

is

is

him;

title to all

payment

of

a legal representative, the right to recover such

if

there

is

none, the heirs

other property

owned by

may

sue in their

own

a decedent shall vest in

the administrator of his estate for the benefit of the heirs and creditors.

—

Cross-references. Necessity of assent of executor to pass title, see § 113-801.
Administrator may recover from heirs, see § 113-908. What is a fee simple estate,
see § 85-501. Registered lands pass as personalty, see § 60-508. As to title by escheat
and forfeiture, see Title 85, Property, Chapter 85-11. Wages of deceased employee
of corporation payable to employee's minor children without administration upon
employee's estate, see § 66-103.

113-902.

(3930)

Husband

the wife the husband
debts,

if

any,

may

is

sole heir of wife,

when.

—Upon the death of

her sole heir, and upon payment of her individual

take possession thereof without administration, unless

she died intestate leaving a separate estate without remainder or limitation over

which can and does take

effect,

and leaves, with the husband,

a surviving child or children, or descendants of a child or children

;

then

such separate estate shall be equally divided share and share alike, be-

1
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Cross-references.

Wife as

(Acts 1871-2,

§

3-903

p. 48.)

— Rules

sole heir, see

1

capita, but the descendants

tween said husband and said offspring per
of children shall take per stirpes.

§

for granting letters of administration, see
113-903, U 1.

8

113-1202.

113-903. (3931) Rules of inheritance.— The following rules shall de-

termine

who

are the heirs at law of a deceased person: (Acts

1882

3

p. 47.)

—

Cross-reference. Rules for granting letters of administration, see § 113-1202.
Effect of Land Registration Act, see § 60-508. How title of heirs of intestate declared under Land Registration Act, see § 60-409.
1.

Upon

the death of the husband without lineal descendants, the wife

and upon the payment of his debts,
estate without administration.

his sole heir,

is

session of his

Cross-references.
band's estate, see
§§ 66-103 to 66-105.
2.

Whenever

if

any,

may

take pos-

— Permanent
§

alimony, effect of, upon wife's interest in husof deceased employee paid to widow, see
Deposit in bank not over $300, see § 13-2048.
30-218.

Wages

widow

the husband or

of a deceased person shall be un-

der the age of 21 years and entitled to a share in the estate of such de-

ceased husband or wife, he or she shall be entitled to take and hold such
share without the intervention of a guardian or other trustee. (Acts
1884-5, p. 135.)
3.

If,

upon death

of the husband, there are children, or representa-

tives of deceased children, the wife shall

have a

child's part, unless the

shares exceed five in number, in which case the wife shall have one-fifth

wife shall elect to take her dower she shall have

part of the estate.

If the

no further interest

in the realty.

(Act 1845, Cobb, 297.)

—

Cross-references. Homestead is for family's use, see § 51-1503. Year's support
not administered as estate, see § 113-1006. Dower barred, see § 31-110. Absolute
estate in lieu of dower, see § 31-108. Payment of debts out of year's support, see
§

113-1003.
4.

Children shall stand in the.

first

degree from the intestate and

in-

herit equally all property of every description, accounting for advance-

ments as hereinafter provided. Posthumous children shall stand upon
the same footing with children in being upon all questions of inheritance.

The

descendants of children shall stand in the place of their deceased parents, but in all cases of inheritance from a lineal ancestor the
lineal

distribution

is

per stirpes and not per capita.

—

Cross-references. Advancements, see § 113-1013.
Division of lands in kind,
Inheritance by and from illegitimates, see §§ 113-904. 113-905!
§ 113-1022.
Husband as sole heir, see § 113-902. Status of adopted child, see § 74-404.

see

5.

Brothers and sisters of the intestate shall stand

and

gree,
child.

shall inherit,

The

if

there

is

no widow,

in the

second de-

child, or representative of a

half-blood, both on the paternal and maternal side, shall in-

herit equally with the

whole blood.

The

children or grandchildren oi

brothers and sisters deceased shall represent and stand in the place of
their deceased parents, but there shall be no representation further than
this

among

collaterals.

If all

the brothers and sisters be dead at the

death of the intestate, then the distribution

between the nephews and
nieces, per capita; and if any of the nephews and nieces be dead, leavin^children, distribution is to be made as though the nephews and nieces
were all alive, the children of the deceased nephew or niece standing in
is

J
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place of the parent. (Act 1804. Cobb, 291

;

Acts 1859,

p.
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35; 1931, pp. 114,

115. 45 Ga. 574. 580.)

— Inheritance by and from
Note. — The last sentence of this

Cross-reference.

illegitimates, see §§ 113-904, 113-905.

Editorial

subdivision

was taken from the de-

cision in 45. 574, 5S0.
6.

The

stand

mother inherit equally with brothers and
same degree. (Acts 1922, p. 47.)

father and

in the

sisters

and

degrees more remote than the foregoing the paternal and maternal next of kin shall stand on an equal footing.
7.

In

8.

First cousins stand next in degree; uncles

all

and aunts inherit equally

with cousins.
9.

The more remote degrees

shall be

canon law as adopted and enforced
fourth day of July, A. D. 1776.

in

determined by the rules of the
the English courts prior to the

—

Editorial Note.
In 60/193, 199, the Supreme Court declared: "To ascertain
the rules of the canon law we have but to refer to the adjudicated cases and authorities in England coming down to us from beyond the date in question, and
from these it is impossible to err in the proposition that to ascertain the degree
of kindred we must count from the intestate up to the common ancestor one degree for each generation, thence down the collateral line to the contestant: the
number of degrees in the longer of these two lines is the degree of kindred between the intestate and the contestant. And by this rule the grandchildren of an
aunt are in the third degree, and are heirs at law in preference to the great-grandchildren of a brother, who are in the fourth degree."

—

by and from bastards. Bastards have no
inheritable blood, except that given to them by express law. They may
inherit from their mother, and from each other, children of the same
mother, in the same manner as if legitimate. Legitimate and illegitimate
children of the same mother shall inherit alike the estate of the mother.
If a bastard dies leaving no issue or widow, his mother, brothers, and sis113-904.

(3029) Inheritance

ters shall inherit his estate equally.

In distributions under this law the

children of a deceased bastard shall represent the deceased parent. (Act
1816,

Act

Cobb, 293.

Cross-references.
a colored child

1850, Cobb, 299.

is

§

(3030) Inheritance

228.)

sisters, etc., see § 113-903, H
74-102. Legitimate children defined, see

by legitimates from

bastard dies intestate, leaving no

mate brother or

p.

— Inheritance by brothers,

legitimate, see
Bastard denned, see § 74-201.

113-905.

Acts 1855-6,

widow

5.

When

§

74-101.

illegitimates.

or lineal descendant, or

—

If

a

illegiti-

descendant of a brother or sister or mother, but
shall leave a brother or sister of legitimate blood, such brother or sister,
or descendant of such brother or sister, may inherit the estate of such intestate; but in default of any such person, the brothers and sisters of the
mother of such bastard or their descendants, or the maternal grandparents of such bastard, may inherit the estate of such bastard, to be divided
among said persons in accordance with the degrees of consanguinity prescribed in the laws for the distribution of other estates. (Acts 1859,
p.

36; 1865,

p. 102.)

Cross-reference.

— Inheritance

by brothers and

sisters, see § 113-903,

11

5.

—

3932 j Persons who could inherit each from the other.
husband and wife, parent and child, brothers and sisters, or other

113-906.

Where

sister, or

f

persons who could inherit each from the other are killed or lost, under
circumstances making it impossible to determine which died first, the
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§ 113-1001

property of each shall descend to their r<- -.]><< live heirs, excluding each
as heir of the other; but nothing herein shall be held to prevent children
of cither

from inheriting as heirs

(Acts 1894,

of the other.

p.

104.;

Right of administrator. -Upon the appointment of an
administrator, the right to the possession of the whole estate is in him,
113-907. (3933)

and, as long" as such administrator continues, the right to recover pof
sion of the estate from third persons is solely in him. If there is no administration, or

if

the administrator appointed consents thereto, the heirs

law may take possession of the lands or

at

may

sue therefor

in their

own

right.

—

Cross-references. Assent of executor necessary to pass title, see § 113-801. Recovery of fee-simple estate by heirs in their own names, see § 113-901. Who entitled to emblements during life estate, see § 85-606.

113-908. (3934) Administrator

when.

—The

may

administrator

may

recover possession from heirs,

etc.,

recover possession of any part of the

from them; but in order to
recover lands, it is necessary for him to show upon the trial, either that
the property sued for has been in his possession, and without his consent
is now held by the defendant, or that it is necessary for him to have possession for the purpose of paying the debts or making a proper distribution.
An order for sale or distribution, granted by the ordinary after
estate

from the heirs

at law, or purchasers

notice to the defendant, shall be conclusive evidence of either fact.
Cross-references.

— Descent

of title to realty, see

§

CHAPTER

113-1002.

§

113-801.

Sec.

and sup-

113-1012.

Same;

appointment and

113-1013.

Advancements; definition;

amount

Same; payment
widow.

of debts

cation.

113-1014.

113-1005.

when.
Same; return by appraisers.
Same; title to property set

support

gifts;

by

Same;

lien for rent
plies superior.

support of child after
majority; expense of edu-

of estate

113-1004.

113-1006.

see

Rules of distribution.
Year's support to family; appraisers,
duties of;
set aside.

113-1003.

title,

DISTRIBUTION, ADVANCEMENT, AND
YEAR'S SUPPORT.

113-10.

Sec.

113-1001.

Debts paid from

113-901.

residuum, see § 113-821. Assent of executor necessary to pass
Payment of debts by heirs, see § 113-1506.

Same; proof

of

making and

of value.

continued,

113-1017.

Same; portions in trust.
Same; duty to account.
Same; how estimated; inter-

113-1015.
113-1016.

apart.

est.

113-1007.

Same;

in

113-1018.

Distribution in kind; applica-

113-1008.

Same; where there are two

113-1019.

Same: order

provision in will
lieu of year's support.

tion; notice.

sets of children.

113-1009.
113-1010.

113-1011.

Same;
Same;

fees

praisal

and costs.

rights

inferior

113-1020.

113-1001. (4040) Rules

of

Same; return

division.

of

appraisers:

objections.

where

purchase money unpaid.
Same; inferiority to personalty mortgage.

for division: ap-

and

113-1021.
113-1022.

distribution.

Same; refunding bond.
Same: ordinary may direct
division of lands, when.

—After

the

payment

of

ex-

penses of administration and the debts of the deceased, the balance of
the estate, both real and personal, shall stand subject to distribution

§
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the heirs at law of the deceased, according to the rules herein-

before prescribed.
Cross-references.
§

S

— Rules

of inheritance, see

§

113-903.

Priority of debts, see

Recovery for husband's homicide subject to law of descents, see

113-1508.
105-k>04.

113-1002. (4041) Year's support to family; appraisers, appointment

and duties

amount

of;

of estate set aside.

—Among

the necessary ex-

penses of administration, and to be preferred before all other debts, except as otherwise specially provided, is the provision for the support of
the family, to be ascertained as follows:

Upon

the death of any person

testate or intestate, leaving an estate solvent or insolvent,

widow, or

a

dren only,

a

widow and minor

child or children, or

minor child or

duty of the ordinary, on the application of the
of the child or children, or any other person in

their behalf, on notice to the representative of the estate
if

chil-

shall be the

it

widow, or the guardian
and

and leaving

(if

there

is

one,

none, without notice), to appoint five discreet appraisers; and

it

duty of such appraisers, or a majority of them, to set apart
and assign to such widow and children, or children only, either in property or money, a sufficiency from the estate for their support and maintenance for the space of 12 months from the date of administration, in
case there is administration on the estate, to be estimated according to
the circumstances and standing of the family previous to the death of
the testator or intestate, and keeping in view also the solvency of the
shall be the

estate.

If

there

is

a

widow, the appraisers

shall also set apart, for the

use of herself and children, a sufficient amount of the household furniture. The amount set apart for the family shall in no event be less than
the

sum

appear upon a just appraisement of the
does not exceed in value the sum of $500, it shall be the

of $100;

estate that

it

and

if it

shall

duty of the appraisers to set apart the whole of said estate for the support and maintenance of such widow and child or children, or, if no surviving widow, to the lawful guardian of the child or children, for their
benefit. (Act 1838, Cobb, 296. Act 1850, Cobb, 297. Acts 1853-4, p. 34;
1855-6, p. 148; 1860, p. 33; 1862-3, p. 30; 1866, p. 66.)

—

Cross-references. Priority of debts, see § 113-1508, U 1.
Expenditures for
Title to property set apart for year's support, see
minors, see § 113-1516.
Proceedings in application to ordinary, see § 24-2105. Widow entitled
§ 113-1006.
Administration, when not
to dwelling house until dower assigned, see § 31-102.
When administration vested in county administrator,
necessary, see § 113-1314.
see

§

113-1306.

113-1003. (4051)

Same; payment

of

debts

by widow.

—When

the

whole of an estate is set apart as provided in section 113-1002, the widow
may pay so much and such parts of the debts of her deceased husband
as she may think proper, consistently with her means, with the advice
and consent of the ordinary. (Acts 1862-3, pp. 30, 31.)

—

§

Cross-references. Wife may take
Priority of debts, see
1.

113-903, 1

113-1004.

(4042)

§

estate without
113-1508.

administration,

Same; support continued, when.

—When

when,

see

an estate

months, and there are
no debts to pay, and a widow and minor children to be supported out of
said estate, they shall have a year's support for each year that such estate
may be kept together, and the appraisers aforesaid may act in the same
capacity for the second and any subsequent year, or new appraisers may
is

to be kept 'together for a longer time than 12

A

;
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§ 11 3- 1 009

be appointed by the ordinary to assign sueh support after the

(Acts 1865-6,

p. 31.)

Same; return by

113-1005. (4043)

make

y

first

appraisers.

—The

a schedule of the property, or statement of the

appraii

ill

amount

money

of

by them, and return the same under their hands and seals to
the ordinary -within 30 days from the date of their appointment. Where
any lands shall be included in the property set apart and assigned as a
set apart

year's support, the appraisers so appointed in their return shall fully

and accurately describe said land, and make a plat thereof, and they
shall have power to procure the aid of the county surveyor of the county,
or other competent surveyor, in making the survey and measurement
of the lands so set apart,

who

shall be required to

make

a careful plat

showing the lengths of the boundary lines (except crooked natural boundaries), and the directions in which they run,
and setting out all original lines and natural boundaries, so as to definitely and accurately describe the lands so set apart, which plat shall be
made and recorded as a part of the appraisers' return. Upon filing said
return, the ordinary shall issue citation and publish notice as required
in the appointment of permanent administrators, citing all persons conof the lands so set apart

cerned to show cause why said application for 12 months' support should
not be granted; and if no objection is made after the publication of said
notice for four weeks, or, if made, is disallowed, the ordinary shall record
the return so made in a book to be kept for this purpose; if an appeal
is

taken, pending the appeal the family shall be furnished with neces-

by the representative

saries

of the estate.

(Acts 1884-5,

49; 1918,

p.

p. 122.)

Cross-reference.

— Citation

113-1006. (4044)

in

Same;

appointment of administrators, see
to property set apart.

title

set apart by the appraisers shall vest in the

no widow,

widow and

§

113-1212.

— The property

so

child, or children

such children, share and share alike and the same
shall not be administered as the estate of the deceased husband or father.
(Acts 1S62-3, pp. 30, 31.)

and

if

in

;

—

Cross-references. Rules of inheritance by children, see
for setting aside year's support, see § 113-1002.

113-1007. (4045)

Same; provision

§

113-903,

II

4.

Rules

in will in lieu of year's support.

—

may, by his will, make provision in lieu of this support for 12
months in which case the widow may elect, under the same rules as
testator

;

regulate her election of dower.
Cross-reference.

— How

113-1008. (4046)

two

dower assigned,

Same where
;

see Title 31,

there are

two

Dower, Chapter

sets of children.

31-2.

—

If

there

minor children, by different wives, the appraisers shall
specify the portion going to the children of the deceased wife, which

are

sets of

portion shall vest in them.

—

and costs. The reasonable charges of
the appraisers, to be assessed by the ordinary, and the fees of the ordinary shall be paid by the applicant out of the fund set apart. The ordi-

Same;

fees

issue a writ of

fieri

113-1009. (4047)

nary

may

estate for the

amount

so

facias against the representative of the

awarded

as aforesaid.

§
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— Whenever

Same:
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where purchase money unpaid.
make a deed thereto, and take a

rights inferior

the vendor of land shall

purchase money thereof, neither the widow nor
children of the vendee shall be entitled to a year's support in said land
as against said vendor, his heirs, or assigns, until the purchase money
is fully paid. (Acts 1890-1, p. 227.)

mortgage

to secure the

Cross-reference.

— Priority

113-1011. (4049)

of debts, see

Same;

113-1508.

§

inferiority to personalty mortgage.

— When-

ever the vendor of personal property shall, at the time of selling and de-

mortgage thereon to secure the purchase money
neither the widow and minor child or children, nor the minor

livering same, take a
thereof,

child or children of the vendee, shall be entitled to a year's support in

the personal property so mortgaged, as against the vendor, his heirs,

money

executors, administrators, and assigns, until the purchase

personal property

is

Provided, that the mortgage shall exexecuted and delivered for the purpose of

fully paid:

pressly state that the

same

is

securing the debt for such purchase money. (Acts 1903,
113-1012.

(4050)

of said

Same;

p. 76.)

—

and supplies superior. Whenowing his landlord for rent or for
special lien on the crops made on

lien for rent

ever the head of the family shall die
supplies for which the landlord has a

the lands rented from the landlord in the year such rent accrued or sup-

were furnished, neither the widow, nor widow and minor children,
nor minor child or children only, of said deceased head of the family shall

plies

be entitled to a year's support out of the crops so planted or grown in
said year, as against his landlord, until the accounts for said rent and
supplies are fully paid Provided, that the widow shall be entitled to a
year's support in such part of the crop as may remain after the landlord's
lien for rent and supplies shall have been discharged. (Acts 1899, p. 47.)
:

Cross-references.
plies, see

§

— Landlord's lien for rent,

see §§ 61-203; 61-204.

Liens for sup-

61-202.

113-1013. (4052)

Advancements;

definition;

gifts;

support of child

—

expense of education. An advancement is any provision
made by a parent out of his estate, for and accepted by a child, either in
money or property, during his lifetime, over and above the obligation
of the parent for maintenance and education. Donations from affection,
and not made with a view to an accounting, nor intended as advancements, shall not be accounted for as such; nor shall the support of a child
under the parental roof, although past majority, nor the expenses of
education, be held as advancements, unless charged as such by the parent. (Act 1821, Cobb, 293.)
after majority;

Cross-reference.

— Rules

113-1014. (4053)

dum

of

by him,

of inheritance as to children, see

Same; proof

advancements,

in the

shall be evidence of

of

making and

§

113-903,

of value.

—A

II

4.

memoran-

handwriting of the parent, or subscribed
the fact of advancement, but shall not be

conclusive as to the value of the property, unless inserted as part of
testator's will or referred to therein.

113-1015.

(4054j

Same; portions

for the benefit of a child shall be an

in trust.

—A

advancement

portion given in trust
to such beneficiary, as

if

E
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A

directly given.

shall be an

portion given to the children of a dece«

advancement

Same; duty

among

thetnsel

In the distribution of an
is dead the representaaccount for any and all ad-

a child

if

tives of his distributive share, shall first
in the intestate's lifetime.

If

the advancements to any

distributee equal or exceed his distributive share, he shall rec<

ing further from the estate; but
his share, each distributee

who

one

has received

who

and the

to accounts

estate, every child of the intestate, and

vancements made

ed child

to that distributive share of the estate,

grandchildren shall adjust and equalize inequalities
in dividing the surplus coming to them.
113-1016. (4055 )

§113-1019

-.

if

amount

the advancements

noth-

to less than

has received no advancements, and each

less, shall first

made equal

be

to the

one receiving

the greatest advancement, before a general and equal distribution

is

widow, she shall be made equal to children who have
received advancements, as other distributees. (Acts 1853-4, p. 41.;
made.

If there is a

Cross-reference.

1

13-1017.

(4056)

for inheritance

by children, see

Same how estimated
;

;

interest.

§

113-903, 1

4.

— Every advancement,

agreed on at the time of its acceptance, shall be estivalue at the time of the advancement, and no interest shall

unless a value

mated

— Rules

at its

is

be charged upon the value thereof until the time of the

first

distribution

from which date advancements shall be reckoned, with regard to interest, in the same manner as an equal amount of the estate

of the estate,

received at that time.
113-1018. (4057) Distribution

ever
in

it is

practicable, the ordinary

kind which order
;

tive or

in

may

any distributee

kind;

may

application;

notice.

—When-

order a distribution of the estate

be granted on the application of the representa-

of the estate.

In

all

cases the applicant shall give

at least 20 days' written notice to all parties in interest within this State

who

are of age, and to the guardians,

if

any, of minor distributees, and

any persons in interest residing out of the State,
by publication of the same at least twice a month for two months in the
newspaper in which the ordinary's official notices are published. (Act
shall also give notice to

1812, Cobb, 292.)

—

Cross-references. Division of lands in kind, see
delivering property in kind, see § 113-2004.

Same; order

§

113-1022.

No commission

for

—

and division.
Upon hearing the petition of the applicant, the ordinary, if no good cause
to the contrary is shown, shall grant an order for division, and appoint
three or more freeholders of the county where the property is situated,
whose duty it shall be to appraise and impartially divide the property
into the requisite number of shares, and by lot, or otherwise, ro assign
to each distributee his share, equalizing- the same, if necessary, by balances in money, to be paid either out of the estate or by the respective
distributees such appraisers and partitioners being first sworn to the
faithful and impartial discharge of their duties as such. If only a portion
113-1019. (4058)

for division; appraisal

;

of the distributees or legatees are entitled at the time to the possession

of their portion of the property, their shares

may

be set apart as afore-

—
§
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and the remainder be held
(Act 1812, Cobb. 292.)

said,

Cross-reference.

— Proceedings

113-1020. (4059)

common

in

to partition, see

Same; return

§
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future distribution.

for

85-1504.

of appraisers; objections.

— The

return

and partition thus made shall be in writing", signed by
the appraisers; and any party in interest may file objections to such return before it is made the judgment of the court of ordinary. If such
objections shall be sustained, the ordinary shall order a new division by
of the division

the

same

or other partitioners.

113-1021. (4060)

Same; refunding bond.

— In

cases of distribution

all

up the property, may demand of each distributee, or his guardian, bond and security to refund
his proportionate share of any debt which may be afterwards established
against the estate, and the cost attending the recovery thereof. (Act
1812, Cobb, 292.)
Cross-reference. — Refunding bonds, when required, see § 113-2209.
in kind, the administrator, before delivering

113-1022.

Upon

(4061)

Same; ordinary may

direct division of lands,

when.

the application of the legal representative of any deceased person

whose

estate consists, wholly or in part, of lands lying in several coun-

ties of this State, to the

ordinary of the county where said representative

makes his return, showing that said estate is in readiness for distribution,
and that the same cannot be made without prejudice or loss to the minor
distributees thereof, except by the division of the lands of said estate in
and may be lawful for the ordinary of said county, in his
discretion, to pass such order as to him shall seem most adequate to secure a just and equal division in kind of the lands of said estate among

kind,

it

shall

Provided, that said representative shall give the
is required by law in the case of a

parties in interest;

all

same

notice of his application as

division of estates in kind.

(Acts 1865-6,

p. 85.)

—

Cross-references. Division in kind by ordinary, see
heritance by children, see § 113-903, 11 4.

PART

III.

113-1018.

Rules for

in-

ADMINISTRATION OF ESTATES.

CHAPTER

IN GENERAL.

113-11.

Sec.

Sec.

113-1101.

§

Powers,

duties,

and

liabili-

administrators
plicable to executors.
ties

of

ap-

113-1102.

113-1103.

Executor de son tort.
Marriage of executrix de son
tort.

(3892) Powers, duties, and liabilities of administrators applicable to executors.
All the provisions of this Code with reference to
113-1101.

—

administrators of estates, prescribing the commissions allowed to them,
and liabilities, the mode of effecting sales, of making and receiving titles to property sold or purchased by their intestates,

their duties, powers,

of investing the funds, of obtaining letters of dismission, of resigning
their trusts, of

removing proceedings

to the county of their residence,

of compelling settlements before the ordinary, of returns

by representa-
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tives of deceased administrators,

and

in all

other matters

in

§ 113-1 103

their na1

applicable to executors, shall be held and taketl to apply to and include

same extent

executors, to the

as

if

they were named therein.

(Acts

1865-6, pp. 29, 30; 1860, p. 33.)

—

Cross-references. Proceedings to remove trust to county of administra
dence, see § 113-1901 and note. Annual returns of administrators, see § 113-1409
Investments by executors and administrators, see § 113-1517 et seq. Receiving and
making titles on bonds for title, see Chapter 113-16. Administrators' sales and
veyances, see Chapter 113-17. Administrators' commissions, see Chapter 113-20.
Compelling settlement before ordinary, see § 113-2201 et seq. Discharge and resigi

nation, see Chapter 113-23.

—

Executor de son tort. If any person, without authority of law, wrongfully intermeddles with, or converts to his own use, the
personalty of a deceased individual whose estate has no legal representative, he shall be held and deemed an executor in his own wrong, and as
such shall be liable to the creditors and heirs or legatees of such estate
for double the value of the property so possessed or converted by him
nor shall such executor be allowed to set off any debt due to him by the
deceased, or voluntarily paid by him out of the assets. If such executor
dies, his legal representatives shall be liable in the same manner, and to
the same extent, as he would be if he were still living. (Act 1764, Cobb,
304. Act 1792, Cobb, 309.)
113-1102.

(3886)

;

113-1103. (3888) Marriage of executrix de son tort.

an executrix

her

in

own wrong

—The marriage

of

(Act 1839,

shall not affect her liability.

Cobb, 331.)
Cross-reference.

CHAPTER

— Married woman

as executrix or administratrix, see

§

113-1204.

APPOINTMENT, QUALIFICATION, AND
REMOVAL OF EXECUTORS AND ADMINISTRATORS.
113-12.

Sec.

Sec.
113-1201.

Appointment
how made.

of

executor,

113-1202.

Rules for granting

113-1203.

Who

113-1213.

qualified to act;
citizens of United States;
nonresidents of State.

Married
when.

113-1205.

One

woman

may

113-1214.

113-1215.
113-1216.

Nonresident executor of res-

113-1217.

letters of

Oath or affirmation of executor and administrator with
Oath

annexed.
or affirmation

Bond
Bond

ad-

administrator;

of

paj-ee,

and condi-

tions.

admin-

purpose; appeal
from order granting.

of

of executor.

amount,

istration;

be

not
citing.

ministrator.

offering security to have
preference.

Temporary

Administration need
granted to person

will

act,

ident testator.
113-1207.

hearing or continorder granting let-

ters.

.letters of

are

113-1204.

Citation;

uance;

administration.

113-1206.

113-1212.

113-1218.
113-1219.

Same; filing and recording.
Same; action: parties: prior
judgment.

113-1208.

Temporary letters pending
issue of devisavit vel non.

113-1220.

113-1209.

Administration de bonis non,

113-1221.

Same; execution: levy.
Same; temporary administra-

113-1210.

Administration with will annexed, when granted.

113-1222.

Same:

113-1211.

Application for letters of administration; county where

113-1223.

Same;

when

made.

granted.

tor.

applicability of provisions relating to sureties

on guardians' bonds.
on.

joint

bond,

liability

§
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Sec.

Sec.

Proceedings

to require administrator to give bond or
to be removed.
Same: petition; service: hearing; order.

113-1224.

113-1225.

1

13-1228.

Finality of renunciation.

H3-1229,

Revocation of

113-1230.

Liability

letters of defaulting administrator; requiring additional security.

moved

113-1226.

Same: time

113-1227.

Renunciation of right as ex-

to be given.

113-1231.

ecutor.

of sureties of
administrators.

Survivorship

re-

among admin-

istrators.

—

Appointment of executor, how made. No formal
words are necessary to the appointment of an executor. Any expression
of confidence in a person by the testator, and of a desire that such person
shall carry into effect his wishes, will amount to an appointment as
113-1201.

(3884)

Citizens of this State only are eligible to be executors,

executor.

cept as provided in section 113-1206.

may

An

infant

may

ex-

be appointed, but

not qualify until of age, unless expressly directed by the testator.

—

Cross-references. Foreign executor not to act until will probated, see § 113-708.
Rules for granting letters of administration, see § 113-1202. Who are qualified as
administrators, see § 113-1203. Age of legal majority, see § 74-104. Foreign executor entitled to all processes and remedies, see § 113-2402. Trust company as executor, see

§

109-201, U 12.

113-1202. (3943) Rules for granting letters of administration.

—

In the
administration
any
kind, the following rules
of
granting of letters of

being required, in
sound mind, and to be laboring under no disability.
shall be observed, the applicant

all

cases, to be of

—

Cross-references.- Ordinary may grant administration with will annexed, see
Husband may take wife's estate without administration, see § 113-902.
§ 113-1210.
Trust company may act as administrator, see § 109-201, H 12.
1.

The husband

or wife surviving, irrespective of age, shall be

first

en-

titled.
2.

The next

time of the death, according to the law de-

of kin, at the

claring relationship and distribution, shall be next entitled

but

;

if

the

party died testate, the person most beneficially interested under the will
shall

have the preference.

to those

by

Relations by consanguinity shall be preferred

affinity.

Cross-reference.

— Law

declaring relationship and distribution, see §§

113-902,

113-903.
3.

If

there shall be several of the next of kin equally near in degree,

the person selected in writing
tributees of the estate, and

by a majority

who

of those interested as dis-

are capable of expressing a choice, shall

be appointed.

no such preference shall be expressed, the ordinary may exercise
his discretion in selecting the one best qualified for the office.
4.

If

5.

Where no

may

application shall be

be appointed

;

and among

made by

the next of kin, a creditor

creditors, as a general rule, the

one having

the greatest interest shall be preferred.
6.

The persons

entitled to an estate

son as administrator, and,
7.

The person

if

may

select a disinterested per-

otherwise qualified, he shall be appointed.

entitled to administration

may

desire another person

associated with him in the administration, and in such case,
qualified,

such person

may

be appointed.

if

otherwise
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No

person who
otherwise interested
S.

is

neither of kin to the intestate nor a creditor, nor

grant of ad ministration, except
before provided, shall be appointed administrator.
9.

As

§ 113-1205

in the

a general rule, to cover

all

the

in

cases not specially provided

Ci

the

for,

person having the right to the estate shall be appointed administral
10.

Temporary

letters of administration,

pending the

litigation

over

the probate of a will, should generally be granted to the nominated
executor.

(Act 1764, Cobb, 303.

Act 1789, Cobb,

305.

Act

1827,

Cobb,

294.)

—

Cross-references. Temporary letters pending devisavit vel non, see
offering security to have preference, see § 113-1205.

§

113-1208

One

113-1203. (3941,3942)

Who

are qualified to act; citizens of United

— None

but citizens of the United States,
residing in this State, are qualified to be made administrators, except
that whenever a citizen of another State or Territory of the United
States shall be heir at law, of equal, greater, or sole interest, of any
estate of a deceased citizen of Georgia, such nonresident citizen may act
as administrator of such estate: Provided, such nonresident shall, before
he is qualified to act, be required to give bond and good security in a
sum equal to double the amount of such estate, payable to the ordinary
of the county before whom he may qualify in this State. The securities
shall be resident citizens of this State, and liable to be sued and proStates; nonresidents of State.

ceeded against, in the first instance, for any default, liability, or mismanagement on the part of such nonresident administrator, without
Acts
joining such administrator in said suit. (Act 1805, Cobb, 283.
1855-6, p. 228; 1866, p. 66.)

—

Cross-references. Appointment of executor, see § 113-1201.
administrators generally applicable to executors, see § 113-1101.
tor of resident testator, see

§

Law

relating to

Foreign execu-

113-1206.

woman may

act,

—

of

administration.

when. Any married
woman may act as executrix or administratrix upon any estate by complying with all the requirements of the law for other like representatives of estates and no letters testamentary or of administration granted
to a feme sole shall abate in consequence of her marriage after the
113-1204. (3944) Married

;

granting of

such

letters

testamentary

or

(Acts

1882-3, p. 100.)

—

Cross-references.^ Marriage of executrix de son tort not affect liability, see
113-1103.
Rules of inheritance, see § 113-903, 11 1. When administration not
necessary, see § 113-1314.
§

113-1205. (3948)

One

offering security to have preference.

— When-

under a citation for administration, according to section 113-1202.
any person entitled to administration under the rules set forth in that

ever,

section shall offer to the ordinary

good and

sufficient security, as re-

quired in section 113-1217, although not entitled to the administration

by

priority under the rules for granting letters, such person so offering

security shall nevertheless be entitled to the administration, by reason
of his ability to give security, in preference to

cording to

rule,

one

who

has priority ac-

but does not offer security. (Acts 1855-6.

—

p. 30.)

Cross-references. Ordinary may require new bond of county administrator,
see § 113-1310. Rules for granting letters, see § 113-1202.

§
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—A

citi(3867) Nonresident executor of resident testator.
zen of another State or Territory of the United States may be nomi-

113-1206.

nated and act as executor or coexecutor of the will of a deceased citizen
of Georgia, when such person shall be heir at law, of equal, greater, or
sole interest, of the estate of the deceased, and will give the bond and
tnply with the requirements specified in cases of nonresident adminc
istrators.

(Acts 1866,

p. 66.)

—

Cross-references. Frobate of foreign wills, see §§ 113-702, 113-705. When execNo foreign executor to act, see
utor is a citizen of this State, see § 113-706.
Appointment of executor, see § 113-1201. When nonresident may be
113-708.
S
appointed administrator, see § 113-1203.

Temporary letters of administration; purpose; appeal from order granting.
The ordinary may at any time grant temporary letters of administration upon any unrepresented estate, for the
113-1207.

^3935)

—

purpose of collecting and taking care of the effects of the deceased, to
continue and have effect until permanent letters are granted and from
the order granting temporary letters there shall be no appeal. (Act
1799. Cobb. 311. Act 1805, Cobb, 283. Acts 1851-2, p. 50.)
;

Cross-references.

— Executor's

power before probate,

see

§

Appoint-

113-1501.

Appeals from court of ordinary, see
of temporary guardian, see § 49-112.
jurisdiction of ordinary, see § 24-1901, II 2. Bond of temporary administra§ 6-201.
tor, see § 113-1221.

ment

113-1208. (3938)

— Pending an

Temporary

issue of

pending issue of devisavit vel non.
devisavit vel non upon any paper propounded as
letters

temporary letters of administration may be granted, unless the
has already been admitted to probate in common form and letters

a will,
will

testamentary issued.

—

Cross-references. Rules for granting letters, see
tor generally appointed, see § 113-1202, H 10.

§

113-1202.

113-1209. (3939) Administration de bonis non,

Nominated execu-

when

granted.

—Ad-

granted upon an estate already partially
administered, and from any cause unrepresented.
ministration de bonis non

is

—

Cross-references. Account and settlement, where none appointed, see
be made a party, see § 3-411.

§

113-2206.

May

113-1210. (3940) Administration with will annexed,

when

granted.

—

Administration with the will annexed is granted where the deceased
died testate, but no executor is nominated or none appears to qualify
and execute the will. If the executor appointed is disqualified, for want
of age, the letters may be granted until the disability ceases. (Act 1792,

Cobb, 307.)

—

Cross-references. Rights of such administrator, see §§ 113-1502, 113-1503. May
hold private sale when authorized by the will, see § 113-1717. Trust companies
may become administrators, see § 109-201, H 12.

113-1211. (3969) Application

where made.

made

— Every

for

letters

of

administration;

county

application for letters of administration shall be

county of the residence of the deceased, if a
not a resident, then in some county where
the estate or some portion thereof is located. (Act 1839, Cobb, 286. Acts
to the ordinary of the

resident of this State

;

and

if

1859, p. 35.)

—

Cross-references. Upon whose estates ordinary may grant administration, see
24-1902. Method of making application, see § 24-2105.
Law concerning administrators generally applicable to executors, see § 113-1101.
§
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113-1212. (3858,3970; Citation; hearing or continuance; order grant-

ing letters.

— The

application to

all

ordinary shall issue a citation, giving notice of the
concerned, in the newspaper in which the county ad-

vertisements are usually published, once a week for four weeks, and at
the first regular term after the expiration of that time the application

heard or regularly continued. The order granting letters of administration or letters testamentary shall be granted only at a regular

shall be

term.

—

Cross-references. Similar provisions in setting aside year's support, see
§113-1005. Advertisement and notice generally, see §§ 39-1101, 39-1102. Notice of
change of advertisement, see § 39-1107.

113-1213. (3947) Administration need not be granted to person citing.

—Administration
name

may

be granted to persons other than him in wh
the citation shall issue, and without a new citation being pub-

lished.

Oath or affirmation of executor and administrator
annexed.
with will
Every executor and administrator with the will annexed, upon qualification, shall take and subscribe the following oath
or affirmation: "I do solemnly swear (or affirm) that this writing contains the true last will of the within-named A. B., deceased, so far as I
113-1214. (3887)

know

—

or believe, and that

I will

same

well and truly execute the

cordance with the laws of the State. So help

me God."

in ac-

(Act 1792, Cobb,

307.)

113-1215. (3971)

Oath or affirmation

of administrator.

— Every admin-

(which may be done in vacation if appointed
at a regular term), shall take and subscribe the following oath or affirmation "I do solemnly swear (or affirm) that A. B., deceased, died intestate,
so far as I know or believe, and that I will well and truly administer on
all the estate of the said deceased, and disburse the same as the law requires, and discharge to the best of my ability all my duties as administrator. So help me God." (Act 1792, Cobb, 308.)
istrator,

when

qualified

:

113-1216. (3891)

Bond

of

executor.

—An

executor shall not be re-

but the ordinary, on his own motion, or upon the representation of any person in interest, that an executor is mismanaging the estate, or is about to remove it without the State,
may require such executor to show cause why he should not give bond
and security for the faithful execution of his trust; and on his failure to
give bond- when and as required, the ordinary may revoke his letters
and appoint another representative for the estate. The executor who
has given bond shall be liable to all the rules and regulations prescribed
in reference to the bonds and sureties of administrators.
(Act 1791,
Cobb, 309.)
quired to give bond on qualification

Cross-references.

—Joint

penses of giving bond, see

113-1217. (3972)
tions.

;

bond
§

Bond

of several administrators, see § 113-1223.
Ex113-2010.
Defaulting administrator, see § 113-1229.

of administrator;

amount, payee, and condi-

— Every administrator, upon his qualification,

shall give bond, with

judged of by the ordinary, in a sum
equal to double the amount of the estate to be administered such bond
shall be payable to the ordinary for the benefit of all concerned, and

good and

sufficient security, to be

;

§
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by him or his clerk, and shall be conditioned for the
faithful discharge of his duty as such administrator, as required by law.
A substantial compliance with these requisites for the bond shall be
deemed sufficient, and no administrator's bond shall be declared invalid
by reason of any variation therefrom, as to payee, amount, or condition,
where the manifest intention was to give bond as administrator, and a
breach of his duty as such has been proved. (Act 1792, Cobb, 309. Acts
shall be attested

1851-2, pp. 96, 102.)

—

Administrator offering security given preference, see
113-1205. Requirement of bond, see § 113-1224. County administrator to give
bond, see § 113-1303. Joint bond of several administrators, see § 113-1223. Requirement of bond of trustee where excused by creator of trust, see § 108-304 et seq.
Cross-references.

§

Same;

—

and recording. All administrators'
bonds shall be kept of file by the ordinary, the same being first recorded,
within six days after their execution, in a book to be kept for that pur113-1218.

pose.

(3973)

filing

(Act 1829, Cobb, 327.)

113-1219. (3974)

Same; action;

parties; prior judgment.

—The admin-

and his sureties shall be held and deemed joint and several
obligors, and may be sued as such in the same action; and if the administrator is beyond the jurisdiction of this State, or is dead, and his estate
unrepresented, or is in such position that an attachment may be issued
against him, the sureties, or any one or more of them, may be sued. No
prior judgment, establishing the liability of the administrator or a
devastavit by him, shall be necessary before suit against the sureties on
the bond. (Act 1820, Cobb, 484. Acts 1851-2, p. 235; 1855-6, p. 145.)
Cross-references. Attachment, when it may issue against administrator, see
istrator

When

—

principal fails to settle with legatee, see § 113-2102. When sureLimitation on suits against
ties may be sued in the first instance, see § 113-2103.
executors, etc., see § 3-709. What constitutes a bond, see § 102-102, H 7. Suits on
bonds of public officers, see § 89-905.
§

8-105.

113-1220. (3975)

Same; execution;

levy.

—In

cases of judgments

all

recovered against the administrator and his sureties, the execution issued
shall be first levied on the property of the principal, and no levy shall be

made on

the property of the sureties until there

is

a return of nulla

as to the principal, unless the plaintiff in execution shall

levying officer an affidavit that the surety

is

actually

file

bona

with the

removing or

secret-

ing his property so as to avoid the payment of such judgment. (Act 1820,

Cobb, 484. Acts 1851-2,
113-2101.

—

Suit on bond after execution returned nulla bona,
Property of principal first to be exhausted, see § 113-2104.

Cross-references.
§

p. 236.)

see

—

Same; temporary administrator. The ordinary may
issue temporary letters of administration, upon the giving by the party
or parties to whom they are granted of good and sufficient bond, with
security, for double the amount of all the personal property belonging
113-1221.

(3936)

to the estate, other than real estate.
Cross-references.

ment

of

— Bond of

(Acts 1865, pp. 83, 84.)
executor where caveat filed, see § 113-1501.

temporary administrator, see

§

Appoint-

113-1207.

Same; applicability of provisions relating to sureties
on guardians' bonds. The provisions in case the surety on a guardian's
bond dies, or becomes insolvent, or removes from the State, or from
other cause becomes insufficient, or in case the surety desires to be re113-1222.

(3976)

—

lieved as surety, shall be applicable to sureties on administrators' bonds
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§ 113-1227

same manner and under the same onditiona as if they were the
named. (Aet 1792, Cobb, 309. Act 1805, Cobb, 314. Act 1810, Cobb, 317.
in the

<

Acts 1861,

p. 33.)

— New

Cross-references.

sureties

on guardian's bond, sec

§

Motion

49-116.

for

relief of surety, sec § 49-233.

—

two or more administrators unite in a common bond, all the sureties are bound for the
acts of each administrator, and the administrator- themselves are mutual

Same;

113-1223. (3977)

joint bond, liability on.

If

sureties for each other's conduct.
Cross-references.
ecutor, see

— Bond

of executor, see

Survivorship

113-1504.

§

113-1216.

§

among

When more

administrators, see

§

than one ex-

113-1231.

bond
or to be removed. Where any person is appointed administrator on any
estate without being required to give bond and security, any person in113-1224. (3949) Proceedings to require administrator to give

—

may

terested in such estate, as creditor, distributee, or legatee,

require

bond and security as adbe removed: Provided, that the

the person so appointed administrator to give
ministrator, and in default thereof to

person moving to have bond and security given or the administrator removed shall present the name of some fit and proper person who is willing to take the administration, and who will give bond and security as
such administrator. (Acts 1884, p. 140.)
*

Cross-reference.

— Bond

of administrator, see

Same

113-1225. (3950)

;

petition

;

113-1217.

§

service

;

hearing

;

order.

—The person

moving shall petition the ordinary to require the administrator to give
bond and security, or in default thereof that he be removed, in which
petition shall be given the name of the person who is willing to take the
administration and give bond and security. The administrator shall be
served personally with a copy of the petition, and, at the expiration of
10 days from the service of the petition, the ordinary shall hear the same,
either in

term time or

in

vacation

;

and

if

the ordinary

is

satisfied that the

person offered as administrator is a fit and proper person to be appointed.
he shall require the administrator to give bond and security within a
given time, or in default thereof be removed from the administration of
said estate. (Acts 1884, p. 140.)

—

Same; time to be given, The order requiring the administrator to give bond and security shall give not less than five nor
more than 15 days within which to give bond and security; and if. at
the expiration of the time given, the bond and security shall not be given.
113-1226. (3951)

the ordinary shall vest the administration in the person offered for that

purpose. (Acts 1884,

p. 140.)

113-1227. (3868) Renunciation of right as executor.
fails to offer
ified

—

If

the executor

the will for probate for an unreasonable time, or

is

not qual-

within the time specified, he shall be deemed to have renounced his

however, there are several executors, and one qualifies in the time specified, and afterward dies or is removed, another may
then qualify within 12 months from the death of his coexecutor, and be
entitled to all the rights of an originally qualified executor. (Act 1807,
Cobb, 315. Act 1810, Cobb, 316. Acts 1859, p. 34.)
right as executor.

Cross-references.
ecutor, see

§

If,

—Will

113-1504.

must be

filed,

see

§

113-610.

When more

than one ex-

§
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renunciation.

of

— An
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who

executor

by operation of law, voluntarily renounced his
may not afterwards relieve himself from the effect of renunciation.

either formally or

113-1229.

has,
trust,

i^WS"! Revocation of letters of defaulting administrator; re-

quiring additional security.

— Whenever

the ordinary knows, or

is

in-

formed by any person having any interest in the estate, that the administrator wastes or in any manner mismanages the estate, or that he or his
sureties are likely to become insolvent, or that he refuses or fails to make
returns as required by law, or that for any reason he is unfit for the trust
reposed in him, he shall cite such administrator to answer to such charge
at some regular term of the court, and upon the hearing of his return the
ordinary may, in his discretion, revoke the letters of administration, or
require additional security, or pass such other order as in his judgment
is expedient under the circumstances of each case. (Act 1799, Cobb, 312.
Act 1805, Cobb, 314. Act 1821, Cobb, 321.)

—

Cross-references. Applicability to executors, see § 113-1101. Neglect as ground
for removal, see § 113-1408.
Ordinary to keep docket of returns, see § 113-1413.
Liability of each of several executors, see § 113-1504.
Appeal from decision of
ordinary, see § 6-201. Punishment for trustee converting funds of estate to own
use, see § 26-2805.

—

removed administrators. In
all cases of removal of an administrator for any cause, the sureties on
his bond are liable for his acts in connection with his trust up to the time
of his settlement with an administrator de bonis non or the distributees
113-1230. (3979) Liability of sureties of

of the estate.
Cross-reference.
§

— Suits

against

administrators

and

on

sureties

bonds,

see

113-1219.

113-1231. (3946) Survivorship
tion shall be granted to

among

administrators.

two or more, upon the death

of

—

administra-

If

any the right of

administration shall continue in the survivor or survivors.
Cross-references.
see

§

—Joint

bond, see

§

113-1223.

Where

of one revoked,

letters

113-2205.

CHAPTER

113-13.

COUNTY ADMINISTRATORS.
Sec.

Sec.

113-1301.

Appointment;

charge

of

duty to take
unrepresented

113-1308.

letters
rights,

estates.

113-1302.

Qualifications.

113-1303.

Bond.

113-1304.

Order
to

ments,

etc.

113-1310.

New bond
curity,

of office.

or additional se-

proceedings

to

re-

quire; citation.

Vacancy

113-1311.
in

office.

113-1307.

emolu-

Bonds strengthened or letters revoked for good cause

113-1312.
113-1306.

estate;

liabilities,

shown.

making

appointment
be placed on minutes of

Term

separate

each

for

113-1309.

court.

113-1305.

Ordinary to grant

Same; order of
Same; removal

court.

for refusal or

failure to give new
additional security.

bond or

Administration vested in
county administrator, how.
Resignation of office.

113-1313.

Discharge of duties after
term expired or removal

Clerk of superior court ad-

113-1314.

Administration
sary, when.

ministrator, when.

from

office.

not

neces-
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113-1301. (3952,3953)

sented estates.

—There

Appointment; duty

§ 113-1306

to take charge of unrepre-

shall be appointed, in each county,

by the

ordi-

nary thereof, a county administrator, whose duty it shall be tfl
charge of all estates unrepresented and not likely to be represented.
(Acts 1882-3, p. 79.)

—

When

clerk
Cross-references. Administration not compulsory, Bee § 113-1314.
shall be administrator, see § 113-1307.
County administrators as ex-officio county
guardians, see § 49-501. Wages of deceased employee of corporation payable to
employee's minor children without administration upon employee's estate, see
Bank deposit of $300 or less payable to wife or children without adminis§ 66-103.
tration, see § 13-2048.

—The

county administrator shall be
a citizen of the county for which he is appointed, shall have attained the
age of 21 years, and shall have been for one year a resident of the county.
113-1302. (3955) Qualifications.

The

clerk of the superior court shall be eligible to this office.

(V.

1882-3, p. 80.)
Cross-reference.

— Clerk

shall

113-1303. (3953) Bond.

be administrator, when, see

—The

§

113-1307.

county administrator shall give bond,

with good security to be judged of by the ordinary, in the sum of $5,000.
The bond shall be payable to the ordinary for the benefit of all concerned,
and shall be attested by him, and shall be conditioned for the faithful
discharge of his duty as county administrator, as required by law suits
thereon may be brought by any person aggrieved by the misconduct of
the county administrator, as provided by law for suits on the bonds of
;

other administrators. (Acts 1882-3,

p. 80.)

—

Cross-references. Bond of administrator, see §
tors as ex-officio county guardians, see § 49-501.

113-1217.

County administra-

Order making appointment to be placed on minutes
of court.
The order appointing the county administrator shall be entered on the minutes of the court of ordinary, and the original placed in
the possession of the county administrator. (Acts 1882-3, p. 80.)
113-1304. (3954)

—

113-1305. (3956)
of the
first

Term

of office.

Vacancy

in office.

—The term

of office

county administrator shall be four years, and shall expire on the

Monday

in

March

:

Provided, said county administrator shall hold

his office until his successor shall be appointed

and

qualified.

All va-

whether by death, resignation, removal from the
county, or removal from office, shall be filled by the ordinary for the uncancies in said

office,

expired term. (Acts 1882-3,

p. 80.)

—

Editorial Note. Acts 1882-3, p. 80, from which this section was codified, fixed
the first Monday in March, 1885, as the date of expiration of the first term of office
of the county administrator.

113-1306. (3957) Administration vested in county administrator, how.

Resignation of

office.

—

If

from any cause an estate

is

unrepresented, and

not likely to be represented, the ordinary shall vest the administration
thereof in the county administrator, a citation being

four weeks, as in other cases.

If,

order set apart the same to the

widow and

first

published for

however, such estate does not exceed
in value the sum exempted by law to the widow and children of the deceased, no administration shall be necessary, but the ordinary shall by
children, as provided

by law.

§
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are allowed by law to do. (Acts 1882-3, p.

—

Cross-references. Year's support given
certaining year's support, see § 113-1002.
1

first
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other administrators

office as

SO.)
consideration, see

§

As-

113-1508.

—

when. If, from
any county, and there is

13-1307. (3965) Clerk of superior court administrator,

no county administrator in
an estate not represented and not likely to be represented, it shall be
the duty of the ordinary of any such county to vest the administration of
such estate in the clerk of the superior court of said county. (Acts 1882-3,
an}- cause, there

is

p. 81.)

Cross-reference.

113-1308.
rights,

— Qualifications

of count}- administrator, see

§

113-1302.

(3958) Ordinary to grant separate letters for each estate;

emoluments,

liabilities,

etc.

—The

ordinary shall grant to the

county administrator separate letters of administration upon each estate
placed in his hands, and he shall be subject to all the liabilities and entitled to all the rights, privileges, and emoluments prescribed by law for
other administrators, and in the administration of estates placed in his
hands shall be governed and controlled by the law provided for other
administrators. (Acts 1882-3,

p. 80.)

Bonds strengthened or letters revoked for good
The ordinary may, for good cause shown, as provided in

113-1309. (3959)

cause shown.

—

sections 49-115, 49-116 and 113-1222, revoke the letters of administration

county administrator, or require additional security on his bond,
or pass such other order as in his judgment is expedient and necessary,
for the good of any particular estate in the hands of any county adminisof the

trator.

(Acts \882-3,

Cross-reference.

— Removal

113-1310. (3960)

quire

;

citation.

sary, for the

p. 81.)

—

New

If, in

good

for failure to give

bond

new bond,

§

113-1312.

or additional security, proceedings to re-

the opinion of the ordinary,

any estate placed, or about

of

see

it

shall

become neces-

to be placed, in the

hands

county administrator, for the administrator to give additional security on his bond, or to give additional bond with security, the ordinary
shall have authority to fix the amount of said bond, and shall cite the
county administrator to appear at a regular term of the court and show
cause, if any he has, why he should not give additional bond with addiof the

tional security as aforesaid.
Cross-reference.

— Bond

113-1311. (3961)

(Acts 1882-3,

of administrator, see

Same; order

p. 81.)
§

court.

of

113-1217.

—

If,

upon the hearing, the

county administrator shall fail to show good cause why he should not give
additional bond, or why he should not give additional security, the ordinary shall pass an order fixing the amount of the bond, and directing
the county administrator to give additional security on or before a day
named, which day shall be within 30 days from the date of said order.
(Acts 1882-3,

p. 81.)

113-1312. (3962)

bond

Same; removal

or additional security.

for refusal or failure to give

— Should

the county administrator

new

fail,

re-

fuse, or neglect to give additional bond, or to give additional security

on or before the day fixed

in the

order of the ordinary, and

fail

to

show

—
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§

1

13-1 401

good cause why further time should be given him, it shall be the dllt}
the ordinary to pass an order removing said county administrator,

!

to appoint another for the unexpired term of his office; the order of re-

moval

shall be recorded as provided for the order of appointment.

[A

1882-3, p. 81.)

113-1313. (3963) Discharge of duties after term expired or removal

from

office.

—When

the term of a county administrator has expired, or

when he has been removed from

he shall neverthel<
ontinue
to discharge the duties of administrator of all estates remaining in his
hands, unless his letters of administration shall be revoked. (Acts 1882-3,
office,

p. 81.)

113-1314. (3964) Administration not necessary, when.

— Nothing

in this

Chapter shall be construed to authorize and require the ordinary to vest
the administration in the county administrator or any other per- on,

where the

heirs, distributees, or legatees prefer to settle the estate with-

out administration. (Acts 1882-3,

p. 81.)

—

Cross-references. Payment of debts by heirs, see § 113-1506.
administer estate, see § 113-1204. Rules of inheritance, see

may

CHAPTER

Married

woman

113-903, 1

§

1.

INVENTORIES, APPRAISEMENTS,
AND RETURNS.

113-14.

Sec.

Sec.

113-1401.

Warrant

113-1402.

number of appraisers.
Duty to make inventory;

ex-

appraisers;

re-

113-1408.

Neglect of administrator as
ground for removal.

113-1409.

Annual

warrant of appraise-

113-1410.

Vouchers.

to be executed.

113-1411.

Duty

hibition

of

to

appraisement;

turn under oath.
113-1403.

When

113-1404.

Debts due by administrator
to estate and partnership

ment

113-1405.

Inventory

made

jointly

by

administrators.
113-1406.
113-1407.

Oath of appraisers.
Return of appraisers; writing;

certification;

113-1401. (3983)

evidence.
113-1412.

Returns of nonresidents,

113-1413.

Ordinary's
liable to

113-1414.

etc.

docket

make

of those
returns.

Inventories and returns dis-

pensed with. when.

delivery.

Warrant

examine
and vouchers; allowance; filing; prima facie
of ordinary to

returns

interests to be included in

inventory.

returns; contents;
copies of vouchers.

of appraisement;

number

of appraisers.

Immediately upon the qualification of every administrator, the ordinary
shall issue a warrant (or, if property is in different counties, warrants)
of appraisement directed to five disinterested freeholders, citizens of
the county where the property is, any three of whom shall be qualified
to act, requiring
all

them on oath

of the personal property of

administrator, and also

all

and justly to appraise and value
the deceased produced to them by the

fairly

real estate

belonging to the deceased, lying

which administration may be had. (Acts
Cross-references. — Testator may relieve executor from making

in the

county

in

1863-4, p. 47.)
inventories and

returns, see § 113-1414. Provisions relating to administrators generally applicable
to executors, see § 113-1101. Wages of deceased employee of corporation payable
to employee's minor children without administration upon emplovee's estate,
see § 66-103.

•
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Duty to make inventory; exhibition to appraisers;
The administrator shall make a just and true inpersonal property owned and possessed by the de-

—

ventory of all the
ceased at his death, and all real estate belonging to the deceased, lying
in the county in which administration may be had, and shall produce
and exhibit the same, if possible, to the appraisers appointed as aforesaid.
When such inventory and appraisement is returned to the ordinary, the administrator shall swear, in addition to the usual oath on
making returns, that such inventory contains a true statement of all the
goods and chattels, rights and credits of the deceased, within his hands,
possession, or knowledge.
The administrator shall also return, under
oath, with such appraisement, so far as may come to his knowledge, all
real estate lying without the county in which administration may be had.
(Act 1764. Cobb, 301. Act 1792, Cobb, 307. Acts 1863-4, p. 31.)
Cross-references.

— Joint

inventory, see

§

Annual

113-1405.

returns, see

§

113-1409.

—

When

warrant of appraisement to be executed. The
warrant of appraisement shall be executed, except when such execution is
prevented by providential causes, within 60 days after the same is issued,
and the inventory and appraisement shall be returned to the ordinary
113-1403.

(3985)

within four months after the qualification of the administrator.

If

the

execution or return shall be delayed beyond the periods specified, the
ordinary shall inquire into the reason and spread the same on his record
with the return. (Act 1764, Cobb, 301.)
113-1404. (3986) Debts due

by administrator

to estate

— Debts

and partner-

due by the adminisand notice taken
an unsettled partnership, though

ship interests to be included in inventory.

trator to the estate shall be included in the inventory,
of

any

may have

interest the estate

in

the assets are in the hands of a surviving partner.
Cross-reference.

— Rights

of surviving partner, see

113-1405. (3987) Inventory

made

§

75-208.

by administrators.

jointly

— The

in-

ventory shall be made jointly by all the administrators, but shall not be
conclusive proof of joint possession of the assets.
Cross-references. How made and returned, see § 113-1402. When more than

—

one executor, see

§

113-1504.

113-1406. (3988)

Oath

of appraisers.

—The

appraisers, before enter-

ing upon their duties, shall take and subscribe an oath, before an officer

who

or before one of their number,

hereby
authorized to administer the same, faithfully to discharge their duty as
appraisers. (Act 1764, Cobb, 303.)
authorized to administer

113-1407.
ery.

— The

their

own

livered to

it,

is

(3989) Return of appraisers; writing; certification; deliv-

return of the appraisers shall be in writing, and certified by

any three being competent to act. It shall be dethe administrator and by him returned to the ordinary. (Act
signatures,

1764, Cobb, 301.)

113-1408.

The

(3990) Neglect of administrator as ground for removal.

—

neglect of an administrator to return a correct inventory and ap-

praisement shall be held as sufficient ground for removal.
Cross-references.

— Defaulting

administrator, see

§

113-1229.

of returns, see § 113-1413.
Docket of returns by guardians, see
sion of trust property by trustee, see § 108-430.

Ordinary's docket
§

49-231.

Conver-

——
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113-1409. (3992)

Annual returns; contents; copies

§ 113-1413

of vouchers.

(

)x\

ery
ranuar
just
upon
and
account,
a true
oath, of his receipts and expenditures in behalf of the estate during the
preceding year, together with a note or memorandum of any other fact
necessary to the exhibition of the true condition of such estate. With
this return the original vouchers shall be filed, showing the correct:
of each item; and at the option of the executor or administrator, cop
The original vouchers shall remain
of all the vouchers may be attached.
If any of the receipts shall be for
in the ordinary's office for 30 days.
cotton, corn or other products sold, the voucher shall s*how the quantity
of each, the price at which it was sold, the name of purchaser, and the
time of sale. (Act 1792, Cobb, 306. Act 1799, Cobb, 312. Act 1810,
Cobb, 317. Acts 1855-6, p. 145; 1862-3, pp. 138, 139; 1920, p. 79.)
or before the regular terra oi the court

executor or administrator shall

in

make

—

Cross-references. Joint inventory by administrators, see § 113-1405. Failure to
returns forfeits commissions, see § 113-2006. Fiduciaries to keep accounts,
see § 4-211. Ordinary to keep docket of returns, see § 113-1413. Removal of trustee for failure to make returns, see § 108-310.

make

113-1410. (3993) Vouchers.

—The

annual return of an administrator
shall be accompanied by the original vouchers, and it shall be the duty
of the ordinary to compare the originals with the copies if any, before
returning the originals to the administrator. (Act 1820, Cobb, 320.)
Cross-reference.

—Fiduciaries

113-1411. (3994)

Duty

to keep accounts, see

of ordinary to

§

4-211.

examine returns and vouchers;

—

prima facie evidence. The ordinary shall carefully examine each return and its vouchers, and if he finds it correct, and no objection shall be filed within 30 days from the time it is filed in office, shall
allow the same, and order it to be recorded, together with the original or
copy vouchers attached. The return and copy vouchers shall be kept of
If the original vouchers are filed without
file in the ordinary's office.
copies, they shall, when recorded, be returned to said executor or administrator on demand.
The return thus allowed and recorded shall be
prima facie evidence, in favor of the administrator, of its correctness.
allowance;

filing;

(Acts 1851-2,

p.

Cross-reference.

97; 1862-3, pp. 138, 139.)

— Expenses

of giving bond, see

§

113-2010.

113-1412. (3995) Returns of nonresidents, etc.

and

if

return of a non-

may

be admitted to record upon the affidavit of
the administrator is dead, the representative of the

resident administrator
his surety;

—The

any time there shall be
no such representative, any security on the bond of such deceased adestate of such deceased administrator, or,

ministrator,

may make

trator, in the
living.

at

returns of the accounts of the deceased adminis-

same manner, and

(Act 1843, Cobb, 333.

Cross-reference.

if

— Fiduciaries

to

have the same

Acts 1860,

p.

effect, as

if

he were

33; 1868, pp. 15,16.)

must keep accounts, see

§

4-211.

Ordinary's docket of those liable to make returns.
insure annual returns from every administrator, it shall be the dutv

113-1413. (3996)

To

keep a docket of all those who are liable to make returns, and, immediately after the session of the January term in each
of the ordinary to

year, to cite

all

defaulters to

show cause

for their neglect.

A

wilful

and

A

§

113-1414 Wills, Descex

r,

and Administration of Estates.
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continued failure shall be good cause of removal from the trust.

(Acts

1855-6, p. 147; 1920, p. 79.)

— Similar provisions, see 24-2112. Defaulting administrator,
lieu of "July" to
Note. — In this section. "January'' was inserted

Cross-references.
see

8

§

113-1229.

in
Editorial
this section conform to the change in § 113-1409 effected by Acts 1920, p 79,
by which "January" was inserted in lieu of "July."

make

—

and returns dispensed with, when.
by
will dispense with the necessity of his executor's maktestator may
ing- inventor}- or returns, provided the same does not work any injury
to creditors or third persons, other than legatees under the will.
113-1414. (3852) Inventories

—

Annual returns of administrators, see § 113-1409.
oi property of deceased, see § 113-1401 et seq.

Cross-references.

and appraisement

Inventory

CHAPTER 113-15. COLLECTING, PRESERVING, AND
MANAGING THE ESTATE, AND PAYING THE DEBTS.
Sec.

sec.

113-1501.

113-1502.
113-1503.

Executor's power before probate of will.
Towers of administrators
with will annexed.

113-1514.

AdInterest of executor.
ministration of undevised

113-1515.

Compromise

of

claims

in

favor of estate where debtors deliver all property for
use of creditors.

Compromise

of

doubtful

debts owing to estate on order of ordinary.

estate.

Expenditures

for

minors,

Authority and powers when
more than one executor.
Notice to creditors to render

113-1516.
113-1517.

Investment

accounts.
Effect of failure
to rile claims in time.

113-1518.

Investment
and other

113-1506.

Contribution by heirs to pay-

113-1519.

Same; return

113-1520.

113-1507.

ment of debts.
Time of payment

Investments in validated
county or municipal bonds.

113-1521.

113-1522.

Debts barred by limitation.
Administrator may provide

113-1523.

Continuance

113-1504.
113-1505.

when

of debts of

estate.

113-1508.

Priority of debts.

113-1509.

Estate bound for debts.

113-1510.

Collection

of debts

113-1512.

administrator

sue;

substitution of
administrator.

permanent
Collection by heirs or

113-1524.

State

bonds

securities.

to ordinary.

of

business

of

113-1525.

Duty

113-1526.

Twelve months' exemption
from suit to recover debt
due by decedent.

doubtful

Compromise

Contracts for labor or service.

credi-

tors.

113-1513.

in

deceased.

Temporary

may

in land.

legal counsel.

due

estate.

113-1511.

allowed.

of
claims for or against estate.

as to contracts of decedent.

—

(3883) Executor's pov/er before probate of will. As soon
as the probate of the will is made in common form, in vacation, and before it is admitted to record, and before qualification, the executor named
113-1501.

may

the powers of a temporary administrator as to
the collecting and preserving the estate; but if a caveat is filed to the
record of the will, pending the investigation of such caveat, even though

therein

the executor

ordinary, in

exercise

all

may have been qualified on proof in common form,
his discretion, may require of him a bond as temporary

the
ad-

ministrator on such estate.
Cross-references.

— Temporary

letters of administration, see

ordinary may not be administrator, etc., see
executor or administrator, see § 109-201, U 12.
see

§

113-1221.

§

24-1711.
Bond of

§

113-1207.

When

Trust company may be
temporary administrator,

)
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113-1502. (3885)

Powers

of

§ 113-1505

administrators with will annexed.

— An

administrator with the will annexed shall have the powers of the executor, except such as manifestly arise from per tonal trust and confidence
placed

in

the executor named. (Act 1792, Cobb,

Cross-references.

— Interest

ters of administration,
§ 113-1210.

sec

§

p. 307.

of executor, sec I 113-1503.
113-1202.
Where granted

Rules \<>r granting letwith will annexed, see

Administration of undevised
estate.
The executor shall take no beneficial interest under any will
(except his commission), unless the same is expressly given to him by the
will.
In every case, the executor or administrator with the will annexed shall be entitled to possess and administer the entire esfc
although any part thereof is undevised, holding the residuum, after p;
ments of debts and legacies, for distribution according to the laws of this
State. (Act 1764, Cobb, 302. Act 1828, Cobb, 327.)
113-1503. (3889) Interest of executor.

—

113-1210.
§ 113-1210.

—

—

When administration with will annexed granted, see
Administrator appointed by ordinary when there is no executor, see
Penalty for converting funds of estate to own use, see § 26-2805.

Cross-references.
§

and powers when more than one executor.
several executors are named in the will, one or more qualifying

113-1504. (3893) Authority
If

shall be entitled to execute all the trusts confided to

prohibited by the will;

if

more than one

all,

unless specially

shall qualify, each shall be

authorized to discharge the usual functions of an executor, but all shall
join in executing special trusts, or in making contracts binding upon
the estate, or in paying out funds belonging to the estate.
tor shall be responsible for his

own

acts only, unless

by

Each execu-

his

own

act or

gross negligence he shall have enabled or permitted his coexecutor to

waste the

estate.

(Acts 1900,

p. 51.)

—

Cross-references. Effect of assent of executor, see § 113-802. Assent of one,
Effect of
see § 113-803.
Joint bond of several administrators, see § 113-1223.
revocation of letters of one of the executors, see § 113-2205. When executor is not
entitled to commissions, see § 113-2003.
service perfected on administrator,
Death of one of several administrators does not abate suit, see
see § 113-2105.
Where one of several qualifies, another may qualify within 12 months
§ 3-503.
after the death of first, see § 113-1227.

How

113-1505. (3997) Notice to creditors to render accounts.
failure to

notice

file

claims in time.

by advertisement

in

— Every administrator

shall give six

one of the public newspapers of

or at three different places of the

Effect of

weeks'

this State,

most public resort in the county, for

creditors of the estate to render an account of their demands.

The

ad-

ministrator shall be allowed 12 months from the date of his qualification,

Creditors failing to give notice

to ascertain the condition of the estate.

within that time lose all rights to an equal participation with creditors
of equal dignity to whom distribution is made before notice of such

brought to the administrator

nor can they hold the administrator liable for a misappropriation of the fund if, however, there are
assets in the hands of the administrator sufficient to pay such debts, and
no claims of higher dignity are unpaid, the assets shall be thus appropriated, notwithstanding the failure to give notice. (Act 1792. Cobb,
claims

is

;

;

288.)

—

Cross-references. Twelve months' exemption from suit, see § 113-1526.
Xo
interest chargeable to or by estate for first year, see § 113-2207, r 2.
Provisions
relating to administrators generally applicable to executors, see § 113-1101.
Recovery for husband's or father's homicide not subject to his debts, see § 105-1305.

§
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(39960 Contribution

by

heirs to

payment
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of debts.

—

If

the

estate shall have been distributed to the heirs at law without notice of

an existing debt, the creditor
the

payment

may compel them

to contribute pro rata to

of his debt.

—

Cross-references.
Creditor may follow assets held by legatees, see § 108-425.
to pay debts, see § 113-903, 11 1. Administrators may recover property from
heirs, see § 113-90S. Appointment of administrator not compulsory, see § 113-1314.

Wife

Time

113-1507. (3999)

of

payment

of debts of estate.

—The

adminis-

pay the debts of the estate, wholly or in part, at the expirathe first year from his appointment. If partial payment shall be

trator shall
tion of

made,

on debts of equal dignity. Successive dividends
to creditors shall be made at the end of every year, until the estate shall
be paid out. If the administrator is himself a creditor, he may not retain
his own debt, but shall share with others of equal dignity. (Act 1764,
Cobb. 303.)
it

shall be pro rata

—

Cross-reference. Wages of deceased employee of corporation payable to
ployee's minor children without administration upon employee's estate,
§

emsee

66-103.

113-1508. (4000) Priority of debts.

— Claims

against the estate of a

decedent shall rank in the following order: (Act 1792, Cobb, 287. Acts
1858, p. 58.)

—

Cross-reference. Persons purchasing property or obtaining liens
legatees or heirs, protected, see § 67-2502.
1.

from devisees,

Year's support for the family.

Cross-reference.

— Provisions for year's support to family,

see

§

113-1002.

Funeral expenses, to correspond with the circumstances of the deceased in life, including the physician's bill and expenses of the last sickness. If the estate is solvent, the administrator is authorized to provide
a suitable protection for the grave of the deceased.
2.

3.

The necessary expenses

of administration.

—

Cross-references. Counsel fees, when allowed, see § 113-1522. Costs for making title on intestate's bond, see § 113-1605. Traveling and other expenses, see
Expenses of administrator's agents, see § 113-2009. Expenses of giv§ 113-2007.
ing bond, see § 113-2010.
4.

Unpaid taxes or other debts due the State

—

Cross-references. Rank of liens for taxes, see
see §§ 92-5707, 92-5709.

§

or United States.

92-5708.

Taxes to be paid

first,

Debts due by the deceased as executor, administrator, or guardian,
for the estate committed to him as such, or any debt due by the deceased
as trustee, having had actual possession, control, and management of
the trust property. (Act 1799, Cobb, 288. Acts 1853-4, p. 70.)
5.

— Rank

Cross-references.
of trustee must first
6.

pay

of liens against deceased trustee, see § 108-431.
off trust funds held, see § 108-431.

Judgments, mortgages, and other

liens created

during the lifetime

of deceased, to be paid according to their priority of lien.

and other

liens

Estate

Mortgages

on specific property shall be preferred only to the extent

of such property.
7.

Debts due

for rent.

demands, including foreign judgments, dormant
judgments, bonds, and all other obligations in writing for the payment
of money, promissory notes, and all debts the amount due on which was
8.

All

liquidated

;
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and ascertained or acknowledged

fixed

the decedent. (Acts 1877,

in

writing prior to the death of

p. 19.)

—

Cross-references. Contribution recovered from cosurety
see § 103-402. Interest on liquidated demands, see § 57-110.

Open

9.

— Interest

on merchants' accounts, see

113-1509. (4001) Estate

bound

sonal, unless otherwise provided
of debts.

there

If

is

for

demand,

liquidated

by

clause, the undevised estate

57-111.

§

debts.— All the

this

Code,

estate, real

and per-

shall be liable for the

pay-

a will, the property charged with the debts

shall be first applied; next the residuum, or,

and

is

accounts.

Cross-reference.

ment

§ 113-1514

;

if

there

may

next, general legacies

lastly, specific legacies shall contribute.

no residuary

is

abate pro rata

(Act 1804, Cobb, 291. Act

1821, Cobb, 293.)

—

Estate of trustee must first pay off trust funds held, see
Debts of testator paid out of residuum, see § 113-821. Recovery for
husband's or father's homicide not subject to his debts, see § 105-1305.
Cross-references.

§

108-431.

113-1510. (4002) Collection of debts due estate.

bound

to place in suit every debt

ably expect to recover; and

if

by

—An

administrator

is

due the estate which he may reason-

his neglect or indulgence the debt shall

be barred by the lapse of time, or shall otherwise be lost to the estate, he
shall be responsible therefor. (Act 1764, Cobb, 303.)

Temporary administrator may sue;

113-1511. (3937)

permanent administrator.

—A

substitution of

temporary administrator may sue

collection of debts or for personal property of the intestate.

for the

perma-

If a

nent administrator shall be appointed pending the action, he may be
made a party in lieu of the temporary administrator. (50 Ga. 246.)
Cross-reference.
administrator, see

—Revocation
§

of letters of administration not abate suit against

113-2107.

113-1512. (4003) Collection
tor for

any cause

by

heirs or creditors.

shall decline to place

same

theless assign the

any claim

—

If

in suit,

to a distributee or creditor,

the administra-

he

who may

may

never-

at his

own

expense prosecute the same, the proceeds if recovered, after paying expenses, to be distributed by the administrator. (Act 1764, Cobb, 303.)
113-1513. (4004)

—Administrators

Compromise

of doubtful claims for or against estate.

and executors are authorized to compromise

all

con-

tested or doubtful claims for or against the estates they represent, to

submit such matters to arbitration, to release a debtor if to the interest
of the estate, and to appoint an attorney in fact, being responsible for
the acts of said attorney. (Acts 1866, p. 23.)

— Similar

provision as to guardians, see § 49-219. Executors,
attorney in fact, see § 4-104. Trustees, etc., may have controversies arbitrated, see § 7-103.
Order of ordinary necessarv to compromise, see
Cross-references.

etc.,

§

may convey by

113-1515.

113-1514. (4005)

Compromise

where debtAdministrators and ex-

of claims in favor of estate

ors deliver all property for use of creditors.

—

ecutors are also authorized to compromise claims in favor of the estates

they represent, where their debtors deliver bona fide all their property
for the use of creditors, except such as is or may be exempt from levy

and

sale in cases of insolvent debtors

:

Provided, the ordinary, after an

§

Wills. Descent, and Administration of Estates.
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examination of the facts, shall
promise. (Acts 1S66. p. 67.)
113-1515.

Compromise

(4000)

order of ordinary.

first

make an order

of doubtful debts
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directing such

com-

owing

on
com-

to estate

— Administrators and executors are authorized to

promise all doubtful debts belonging to their estates, where such settlements will advance the interests of those represented. All persons acting under the provisions of this section, on making their returns, shall
make oath that the settlements thus made were in good faith and to the
best interests of the parties thus represented: Provided, that the ordinary shall first make an order directing such compromise. (Acts 1866,
p.

67.)

Cross-references.
§

108-450.

Profit

— Trustees

may

not

by trustee from use of

property at appraised value, see
trust funds prohibited, see § 108-429.
take

113-1516. (4007) Expenditures for minors,

when

allowed.

—Whenever

an executor or administrator has paid all the debts of his decedent and
just claims of every sort against the estate held by him, and there are
left in his hands assets or property of any kind due to minor heirs, for

whom

no one applies to be guardian, said executor or administrator may,
under the direction of the proper ordinary, apply and pay so much of
said minor heirs' estate as may be necessary to the maintenance and
education of said minor heirs, as guardians are allowed by law to do, all
of which expenditures shall be allowed said executor or administrator in
his settlement with such heirs. (Acts 1872, p. 31.)

—

Cross-references. Beneficiaries supported out of the trust, see §
may use whole of estate for ward with approval of ordinary, see
Provision for year's support to family, see § 113-1002.

Guardian

113-1517.

(4008) Investment in land.

are authorized to

administrators in

§

108-426.
49-202.

— Executors

and administrators
invest any funds held by them as such executors and
lands
Provided, an order to that effect shall first be
:

obtained from the judge of the superior court,

who

authorized to
consider and pass upon such applications either in term time or vacation.

(Acts 1861,

113-1518.

is

p. 32.)

(3764) Investment in State bonds and other securities.

—

Executors and administrators may invest trust funds in bonds and other
securities issued by this State, bearing a lower rate of interest than
seven per cent, per annum, and shall, in the settlement of their accounts
on the funds so invested, be chargeable with no greater interest than
that received from the State. (Acts 1884-5, p. 128.)
113-1519.

(3764)

Same; return

to ordinary.

— Every

executor or ad-

ministrator investing trust funds under the provisions of the preceding
section shall, within 30 days after such investment,

make

a return to the

ordinary of the amount and character of the bonds purchased and the
price paid. fActs 1884-5, p. 128.)
113-1520. (3765) Investments in validated county or municipal bonds.

— Executors

and administrators are authorized to invest trust funds in
any bonds which have been or may be issued by any county or municipality of this State, which have been validated as required by law for the
validation of county and municipal bonds, upon the same terms and
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conditions as they arc authorized to invest trust funds

and

(Acts 1901,

securities.

p.

§ 113-1526

State bonds

in

57; 1908, p. 72.)

—

Cross-reference. Issuance and validation of
Title 87, Public Finance, Chapters 87-2, 87-3.

113-1521. (4009) Debts barred

by

county and municipal

limitation.

—An

see

b

administrator,

in his

may relieve a debt from the bar interposed by the Lapse of
time by a new promise to pay, provided such bar had not occurred in
the lifetime of his intestate. In such cases the distributees may make

discretion,

him responsible by proof that the claim against the

estate

was

in reality

unjust.
Cross-references.
ing, see § 20-401,

11

— Promise
6.

New

to revive debt barred by limitation must be in writin writing, see § 3-901.

promise must be

113-1522. (4010) Administrator

ministrator
sel,

is

may

provide legal counsel.

— An

ad-

authorized to provide for the estate competent legal coun-

according to the needs of the estate he represents. (Act 1850, Cobb,

338.)
Cross-references.
§

20-1404.

—When

expenses

of

allowed

litigation

Expenses of administrator's agents, see

§

113-1523. (4012) Continuance of business of deceased.
trator

may

damages,

as

see

113-2009.

—An

adminis-

exercise- his discretion in continuing the business of his in-

testate until the expiration of the current year.

or distribution the administrator shall

Up

to the time of sale

manage and dispose

of the prop-

erty of the estate for the best interest of the estate.
Cross-reference.

— Rights of surviving partner, see

§

75-208.

113-1524. (4013) Contracts for labor or service.

may make

—The

administrator

contracts for labor or service for the benefit of the estate he

upon such terms as he may deem best; and all such contracts,
made in good faith, shall be a charge upon and bind the estate whenever
the same are approved by the ordinary of the county. (Acts 1865-6,
represents,

p. 87.)

Cross-references.
trustees, see

§

— Guardians

may

contract for labor, see

§

Same

49-213.

as to

108-406.

113-1525. (4014)

Duty

as to contracts of decedent.

—The

administra-

executory and comply with the
executed contracts of the decedent, and he shall have a corresponding
right to demand the same of the parties contracted with. If, however,
the personal skill of the intestate entered into the consideration of the
contract, his death renders the execution impossible, and the contract,
though entire, shall be considered as divisible and closed at his death,
and the part execution by the deceased shall authorize and require a
corresponding compliance by the other contracting party.
tor, as far as possible, shall fulfill the

—

Cross-references. Executed and executory contracts, see § 20-102.
severable, see § 20-112. Impossibility of performance as a defense, see

113-1526. (4015)

due by decedent.
be

commenced

months from

—

Entire or
§

20-1102.

Twelve months' exemption from suit to recover debt
No suit to recover a debt due by the decedent shall

against the

administrator until the expiration

of

12

This exemption shall not apply to an
administrator de bonis non, unless appointed within the year allowed
to his predecessor. In all cases the administrator de bonis non shall be
his qualification.

§

113-1601

made
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upon

scire facias

a party to suits pending- against the administrator,

returnable to the

first

term. (Act 1799, Cobb, 472.)

—

Cross-references. Similar provision, see § 3-305. Revocation of letters of administration does not abate suit, see § 113-2107. When heirs or legatees may sue
for settlement, see § 113-2206. Time allowed administrator to ascertain condition
or estate, see § 113-1505.
Administrator de bonis non made party, see § 3-411.
No abatement of suit against removed executor, see § 3-502.

CHAPTER

113-16.

RECEIVING AND MAKING TITLES ON

BONDS FOR TITLE.
Sec.

Sec.

holder

of
by
bond; petition; jurisdiction.

Application

113-1601.

Notice; trial; appeal
perior court.

113-1602.

to

113-1603.

Vendee dying,

113-1604.

Proceedings
and vendee

113-1605.

Costs,

su-

by holder

by

title

to heirs.

where vendor
die.

whom

paid.

bond; petition; jurisdiction.
If an intestate, during his life, shall execute a bond to make title to
land, and die without making such title, the holder of such bond, after
having complied with its condition, may apply to the ordinary having
jurisdiction over the estate, for an order requiring the administrator or
executor to execute the title according to the terms of the bond, in all
cases annexing to his petition a copy of the bond. (Act 1799, Cobb, 310.
Act 1850, Cobb, 340. Acts 1857, p. 61.)
113-1601. (4016) Application

of

—

Cross-references.

Record, see

§

— Requirements

as to execution of

bond

for

title,

see

§

29-114.

29-418.

113-1602. (4017) Notice; trial; appeal to superior court.

— Fifteen days'

notice shall be given in writing to the administrator or executor, and

by publication
the county once

notice shall be given to the heirs at law of said deceased

newspaper publishing the legal advertisements of
week for four weeks. If no objection is filed, and the ordinary

in the
a.

isfied of

granted.

is sat-

the truth of the allegations in the petition, the order shall be

When

objections in writing are filed in the office of said ordi-

duty of the ordinary to hear evidence as to the fact
whether the conditions of said bond have been complied with by the payshall be the

nary,

it

ment

of the

title to

be

purchase money or not, and to grant an order requiring said

made

or not, as. he

may

think the principles of justice

require; and either party, being dissatisfied with the decision,

upon the same terms

peal to the superior court

other cases. (Acts 1863-4,
Cross-reference.

— Appeals

p.

49; 1899,

may

may

ap-

as appeals are granted in

p. 34.)

from ordinary's

court,

when

entered, see

§

6-202.

—

Vendee dying, title to heirs. If the vendee shall die,
having possession under a bond for title or having paid the purchase
113-1603. (4018)

money

for land, the ordinary of the county,

having jurisdiction of the

upon a similar application by any one of the heirs at law of the
vendee, and on notice to the vendor, as provided in the foregoing section, may order the title to be made to the heirs at law of the deceased.
The making of such title, however, shall not prevent such lands from
being assets in the hands of the administrator for the payment of debts.
estate,

(Acts 1866, pp. 66, 67.)
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113-1604. (4019) Proceedings

the vendor and vendee

113-1701

I

where vendor and vendee

die.

—

-If

both

shall die, the notice shall be given to the legal

who

representatives of the vendor,

make

shall

the

title to

the heirs of

the vendee. (Act 1805, Cobb, 314.)
113-1605. (4020) Costs,

whom

by

paid.

— Whenever

making
was to be

the party

bond shall have died before the time at which the title
made, and before the purchase money became due, the cost of the proceedings shall be paid by the representative of the estate; but if the time
for making such title and the payment of the money elapsed before the
death of the obligor, the costs shall be paid by the applicant. (Acts 1863-4,
the

p. 49.)

Cross-reference.

— Estate

CHAPTER

bound

for debts, see

§

113-1509.

SALES AND CONVEYANCES.

113-17.

Sec.

Sec.

113-1701
113-1702.

Perishable property; time of
sale; order of court; notice.

113-1714.

Sale to be at public outcry;

113-1715.

Claim to property offered for
sale, where and how tried.

113-1716.

Private sale
review.

113-1717.

Sale under will; application
for leave; order of court.

113-1718.

Terms

hours; continuance from

Terms

of sale; credit; secur-

ity.

113-1704.

Wild

lands, private sale of.

113-1705.

Sale

of insolvent

ful

or doubt-

notes, judgments, ac-

adversely

to

against

policy;

of sale to be stated in

advertisements.

counts, etc.
113-1706.

held

estate.

day to day.
113-1703.

Property

Land, petition to

sell;

notice;

113-1719.

Return of

113-1720.

Authority of administrator to

sales: contents.

order.
113-1707.

and

Notice,

time,
sale of land.

place

of

Effect

sell.

irregulari-

of

ties.

113-1708,

Sales on premises for benefit
of cestuis que trustent; no-

113-1721.

tice.

by

Sale of contingent estate or
interest to discharge debts;

power.

113-1709.

Divestment of

113-1710.

Sale of reversionary interest
in land set apart as dower.

113-1722.

Same;

113-1711.

Recital in deed as to
pliance with law.

com-

113-1723.

Same;

113-1712.

Land

113-1713.

Effect

lying in

liens

two

sale.

petition by
or administrator.

making
by court;

of

approval

record.

counties.

of warranty in conveyance or contract.

manner

sales;

executor

113-1724.

Sales of corporate stock; pro-

ceedings for.

113-1701. (4021) Perishable property; time of sale; order of court;
notice.

— Perishable

property, or property that

from keeping, or that

is

is

liable

to

deteriorate

expensive to keep, shall be sold at as early a day

Such

as practicable, consistent with the interest of the estate.

sale shall

be made under order from the ordinary, in which the kind of notice and

what length of time, not less than 10 days, it shall be given, shall be
specified.
The order for sale shall be granted as of course, unless the
for

temporary administrator, when the ordinary may,
in the exercise of his discretion, grant such order when it is made to
appear to be to the interest and advantage of the estate. (Act 1764, Cobb,
302. Acts 1851-2, p. 95; 1865-6, p. 84.)

application

is

from

—

a

Cross-references. Sale of ward's property by ordinary, see
perishable property by levying officer, see § 39-1203.

§

49-205.

Sale of

§

113-1702
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Sale to be at public outcry; hours; continuance from

— All sales by administrators

(except of annual crops sent off

to market, and of vacant lands) shall be at public outcry, between the
hours of 10 o'clock A. M. and four o'clock P. M. and no sale shall be
continued from day to day unless so advertised. Good faith is required
of the administrator in all cases that the property may be sold in such
manner and quantities as shall be deemed most advantageous to the
state. (Act 1804. Cobb. 313. Act 1805, Cobb, 314. Acts 1851-2, p. 242.)
;

j

Cross-references.

— Private

sale

Rules for sale by trustees, see

113-1703.

may

(^4023)

Terms

§

may

be held,

if

authorized by

will, see § 113-1717.

10S-409.

of sale; credit; security.

exercise his discretion in

— The

administrator

demanding cash or extending

credit.

Full

notice shall be given, and the best interest of the estate observed.
credit shall be given, the administrator shall, at his

the sufficiency of the security given.

If

the time, and subsequently the debt

lost after the

is

— Terms

113-1704. (4024)

must be stated

Wild

risk,

the security taken

the administrator, he shall not be responsible for
Cross-reference.

own

is

ample

at

utmost diligence by
the amount.

in advertisements, see

lands, private sale of.

If

determine

— On

§

113-1718.

application by the

administrator and due notice advertised as hereinafter provided in case
of lands, the ordinary may grant an order authorizing the administrator
to sell, at private sale, wild uncultivated lands lying in counties other

than that of the administration Provided, no objection is filed by anyone interested in the estate and the ordinary is satisfied that such sale
is preferable. (Acts 1858, p. 56.)
:

—

Cross-references. Private sale may be held
Sale of lands, see §§ 113-1706, 113-1707.

113-1705. (4025)

counts, etc.

if

authorized by

will,

see

§

113-1717.

Sale of insolvent or doubtful notes, judgments, ac-

—All notes, bonds, judgments, accounts or other evidences of

and are deemed insolvent or doubtful, may be sold by the administrator under an order
of the ordinary, at public outcry, during the usual hours of sale on the
regular day of sheriff's sales, and at the place of sheriff's sales; 30 days'
notice of such sale being given at the courthouse door, and at three or
more public places in the county. (Act 1850, Cobb, 338. Acts 1855-6,
debt, which, after due diligence, remain uncollected,

p.

144; 1878-9, p. 49.)
113-1706. (4026) Land, petition to sell; notice; order.

it

shall

become necessary,

for the

payment

—

If at

any time

of the debts of the estate or

for the purposes of distribution, to sell the land of the decedent, the ad-

ministrator shall, by written petition, apply to the ordinary for leave
to sell, setting forth in the petition the reason for such application;

and

be published once a week for four weeks before
the hearing, in the newspaper in which the county advertisements are
published. If no objection is filed, and the ordinary is satisfied of the
truth of the allegation in the petition, an order shall be passed granting

notice of the

same

the leave to

sell,

shall

specifying therein the land as definitely as possible.

TAct 1816, Cobb, 319.

Act

1826,

Cobb, 323.

Acts 1851-2,

p.

95; 1869,

p. 13.)

—

Sale of perishable property, see § 113-1701. Place, time, and
of sheriff's sales, see § 39-1201.
ordinary may direct division of
lands, see § 113-1022.

Cross-references.

manner

When

§ 11 3-1713
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—

Every uch
113-1707. (4028) Notice, time, and place of sale of land.
sale shall be advertised in any newspaper having a general circulation
county where the property to be sold is located, once a week for
four weeks after the leave is granted and before the sale. It shall be had
at public auction on the first Tuesday of the month between the usual
hours of sale, and at the place of public sales in the county having jurisdiction of the administration, unless by special order, in the discretion of
the ordinary, land lying in another county is sold in that county. (Act
in the

1851-2, p. 95; 1863-4, p. 30; 1873, p. 30.)

113-1708. (4028) Sales on premises for benefit of cestuis que trustent;
notice.

—Any

executor, administrator, or other trustee,

managing any

discretion,

if

is

trust estate or fund, under the supervision of the ordinary

or court of ordinary,
this State,

who by law

upon

deem

may

sell

on the premises any

real estate situated in

petition the ordinary shall, in the exercise of

that

it is

sound

for the best interest of the cestuis que trustent

that said real estate be so sold, and shall so direct

by order entered on

Provided, that such sales shall be advertised as provided
by law, and one hour's public notice of the commencement of the same
shall be given at the courthouse door on sale day. (Acts 1872, p. 32;

the minutes:

1920, p. 80.)

—

Cross-references. Notice and sale of land, see § 113-1706.
Place, time, and
of sheriff's sales, see § 39-1201. Hours of sale, see § 113-1702.

manner

113-1709. (4029) Divestment of liens

by

—Where

an administrator sells land under a proper order of the court of ordinary, liens thereon
are divested and are transferred to the fund. (80 Ga. 342 (5 S. E. 102).)
Cross-references.

—When

administrator's sale

ceiver's sale divests liens, see § 55-312.
debts of estate, see § 113-1721.

sale.

is

Fee-simple

Re§ 113-1720.
given at sale to discharge

voidable, see
title

113-1710. (4094) Sale of reversionary interest in land set apart as

—

dower. No administrator or executor shall be authorized to sell the reversionary interest in the land set apart as dower during the lifetime of
the widow, unless necessary to pay debts. (Acts 1884-5, p. 142.)
113-1711. (4030) Recital in deed as to compliance with law.

—The

re-

compliance with legal provisions in the administrator's deed
shall be prima facie evidence of the facts recited.

cital of a

Cross-reference.

— Estoppels,
Land

see

§

38-114.

—

two counties. If land ordered to be
sold is composed of one tract or body of land lying in two counties, the
sale may be had in either county, as directed by the ordinary. (Act 1845,
113-1712. (4031)

lying in

Cobb, 334.)
Cross-reference.

— When

ordinary

may

direct division of lands, see

§

113-1022.

113-1713. (4032) Effect of warranty in conveyance or contract.

—An

may

not bind the estate by any warranty in any conveyance or contract made by him, nor shall he be personally bound by such
covenant, unless the intention to create a personal liability shall be disadministrator

tinctly expressed.

—

(Acts 1853-4,

p. 36.)

Cross-references. When covenant of warranty binds officer at judicial sale,
Implied warranty, see § 96-301. Fee-simple title given at sale to
see § 39-1307.
pay debts, see § 113-1721.

;

§

113-1714 Wills, Descent, and Administration of Estates.

not

he shall

sell
first

Cross-reference.

— Effect

of adverse possession

on deed, see

29-107.

§

where and how
sell any real estate

^4034) Claim to property offered for sale,

113-1715.

—

—

An administrator
property held adversely to the estate by a third person
recover possession.

113-1714. (4033) Property held adversely to estate.

may
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an administrator shall offer or propose to
which is claimed by any other person, such third person may interpose
his claim, which shall be tried in the county where the land lies. If the
claim is to personal property, it shall be tried in the county of the residence of the administrator.
tried.

If

§

—

Affidavit of claim on property advertised for sale
113-1801. Claim postpones sale, see § 113-1804.

Cross-references.
istrator, see

113-1716. (4035) Private sale against policy; review.

—A

by admin-

private sale

by an administrator under an obligation or agreement to perfect
the same by a compliance with legal formalities, is contrary to public
policy, and such sales shall always be open to review at the option of
of land

parties at interest.

—

Cross-references. Order prerequisite to sale by trustee, see
may be authorized by will, see § 113-1717.

§

108-408.

Private

sale

—

113-1717. (4036) Sale under will; application for leave; order of court.
If a will shall

authorize a private sale by the executor, an adminis-

annexed may execute the power and sell the property
without order from the ordinary. If the will shall merely designate the
property to be sold, without specifying the mode of sale, no application
trator with the will

for leave to sell shall be necessary; but in other respects the executor

or administrator with the will

annexed

comply with the

shall

requisi-

tions before specified.

—

Cross-references. Wild land
ministration with will annexed,
see § 108-409.

Terms

may

sale, see § 113-1704.
Ad113-1210.
Sales by trustees,

be sold at private

when

granted, see

§

—

be stated in advertisements. Executors and administrators shall state, in all advertisements of sales by
them, the terms of sale. (Acts 1866, p. 65.)
113-1718. (4037)

Cross-reference.

— Liability

of sale to

in

extending credit, see

113-1719. (4038) Return of sales; contents.

make

a full

§

113-1703.

—An

administrator shall

return of every sale, specifying the property sold, the pur-

chasers, and the amounts, together with the terms of sale.

113-1720. (4039) Authority of administrator to
larities.

—To

sell.

Effect of irregu-

divest the title of the heir at law, the administrator shall

have authority to sell; if there shall be irregularities, or if he shall fail
to comply with the law as to the mode of sale, the sale shall be voidable,
except as to innocent purchasers. (50 Ga. 231.)
Cross-reference.

— Sale

divests liens, see

§

113-1709.

113-1721. Sale of contingent estate or interest to discharge debts;

power.

— In

all

cases where property

is

left

by

will providing for the

keeping together and holding the real estate named in such will until
the beneficiaries shall arrive at the age of 21 years, and in all cases where
property has been left by will providing that the property therein designated shall not be sold until the happening of some contingency relating
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to the future,

ness

and when such estate owes debts, whether such indet/

was owing-

at the. death of the testator or has

been lawfully

c

tracted by the executor, administrator, or trustee of the estate, and there
are not sufficient personal belongings of the estate to pay off and dis-

charge the indebtedness, the executor, administrator, or other tru

may

sell at

private or public sale a sufficiency of the real estate belong-

ing to such estate to pay off and discharge any such debts or

liabilil

and make to the purchaser

sufficient

title in fee

of

such

good and

simple to the property so sold, and shall apply the proce

sale, or so

much

of the indebtedness.

113-1722.

in his official capacity

Same;

sale shall be finally

trustee shall

file

thereof as

is

necessary, to the extinguishment

(Acts 1920, pp. 245, 246.)

—

by executor or administrator. Before any
consummated the executor, administrator, or other

petition

in the office of the clerk of the superior

county where such administration

being had, a petition

is

court of the

in

writing ad-

dressed to the judge of the superior court of such county, setting forth

and in detail the amount of such indebtedness, to whom same is due,
when and by whom contracted, the rate of interest being paid, when such
indebtedness will be due, whether such indebtedness, or any part thereof,
is secured by deed, mortgage, or other lien on any property belonging to
such estate, stating the amount of secured indebtedness, how secured,
date same was contracted, to whom due, when due, rate of interest, and
disposition of the property so incumbered by security deed, mortgage,
or other contractual lien, and if judgment is outstanding against the
estate it shall be fully stated in the petition, with the name of the
plaintiff, the amount of the judgment or judgments, the date or dates,
of same, from what court issued, with the full amount due on such judgment or judgments. (Acts 1920, pp. 245, 247.)
fully

113-1723.

—In

all

Same; manner

of

making

sales; approval

respects other than as provided in the

sales shall be

made

by court;

record.

two preceding sections

all

as provided in sections 49-203 and 49-204, relating to

such sales to be approved and
confirmed by the judge of the superior court by appropriate order, and the
sales for reinvestment

by guardians

entire proceedings to be recorded

;

all

on the minutes

of the superior court,

and properly indexed. (Acts 1920, pp. 245, 247.)
113-1724. (4027) Sales of corporate stock; proceedings for.

ever any administrator or executor, unless authorized to

sell

— When-

by the pro-

which he is executing, shall desire to sell stocks or
other securities of any corporation, or other personal property, he shall
first apply to the ordinary of the county which has jurisdiction over
him, for leave to sell such stock, which application shall be heard and
visions of the will

determined, after the usual citation for leave to
cations for sale of real estate.

After such sale

is

sell is issued, as appli-

ordered, the sale of the

stocks or other personal property shall be conducted in the
as sales of real estate are conducted.
p. 115.

140 Ga. 148 (78 S. E. 938).)

same manner

(Act 1764, Cobb, 302. Acts 1877,

§
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CLAIMS AT SALES.

113-18.

Sec.

Sec.

113-1801.

Affidavit claiming real propcrty; service of copy.

113-1803.

113-1S02.

Trial of right of property in

113-1804.

county where land

Claim to personalty; affidavit; where tried.
Sale postponed by claim.

lies.

(5176) Affidavit claiming real property; service of copy.

113-1801.

—

When

an executor, administrator, or other trustee shall advertise that it
is his intention to apply for leave to sell any real estate as the property
of his testator, intestate, or cestui que trust, or has obtained such order,
any person claiming such real estate may, either by himself, his agent,
or his attorney, file in the court of ordinary an affidavit claiming said
property, a copy of which shall be served on such executor, administrator, or trustee previous to the day of sale. (Act 1809, Cobb, 315.)

—

Place of trial of claim to real or personal property offered
113-1715.
Mortgagee's claim to proceeds of sale of mortgaged
property under other process, see § 67-118.
Cross-references.

for sale, see

§

(5177) Trial of right of property in county

113-1802.

— Affidavit having been made and

where land

lies.

and notice having been given as
required in the preceding section, it shall be the duty of the ordinary to
transmit such claim affidavit to the next term of the superior court of
the county where the land lies and the right of property shall be there
tried upon an issue made up in the same manner and under the same regulations, restrictions, and penalties as are provided for the trial of claims
to property levied on under execution. (Act 1809, Cobb, 315.)
filed,

;

Cross-references.
24-3311.
entitled to
§ 24-3313.
§

When

— No

second claim received after property found subject, see
execution entitled to conclusion, and when claimant

plaintiff in

conclusion,

113-1803. (5178)

see

Claim

§

24-3312.

Making party when claimant

to personalty; affidavit;

any executor, administrator, or other

where

tried.

dies,

see

—When

trustee, shall advertise to sell

any

personal property of his testator, intestate, or cestui que trust, and the
same shall be claimed on oath, and the claim affidavit shall have been filed

and served as required in section 113-1801, it shall be the duty of the
ordinary to transmit such claim affidavit to the superior court next to be
held after such claim is filed in the county where such executor, administrator, or trustee resides.

113-1804. (5179)

(Act 1809, Cobb, 315.)

Sale postponed

by

claim.

—When

a claim has been

interposed as provided in the preceding sections, the sale of the property
advertised and claimed shall be postponed until after the termination of
the claim case. (Act 1821, Cobb, 532.)

CHAPTER

113-19.

REMOVING PROCEEDINGS TO ANOTHER
COUNTY.

Sec.

Sec.

113-1901.

Proceedings to remove trust
to another county.

113-1902.

Removal of suits for settlement of accounts; bond;
costs.

113-1903.

When
apply.

113-1904.

Executor need not give bond,
when.

113-1905.

Sureties;

scope

contribution.

preceding

provisions

of

liability;

:
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113-1901. (4096) Proceedings to

Whenever, from any change

may

tor or executor

—

:

desire to

remove

trust

to another

§

113-1902

county.

of residence, or Other cause, an administra-

remove the

jurisdiction of his trust from the

court of ordinary of the county of the residence of testator or intestate

own

that of his

same may be done by complying with the

residence, the

following requisitions
Cross-reference.
1.

By

— Removing

guardianship to another county, see

obtaining a copy of

all

and causing the same

his trust,

§

49-2.39.

the records of the ordinary relative to
to be recorded

by the ordinary

of the

county of his residence.
2.

By

giving to the ordinary of his county

new bond, with good

se-

duty as administrator, in the same manner
the administration were originally granted there.

curity, for the discharge of his

as

if

By

with the ordinary of the county having original jurisdiction a certificate, under the seal of the ordinary of the county to which
the trust is to be removed, that the foregoing provisions have been com3.

filing

plied with.
4.

The ordinary having

jurisdiction shall then pass an order transfer-

ring the trust to the ordinary of the other county.
5.

Upon compliance with

the provisions of this section the whole of

thereby removed from the one county to the other so that
every question growing out of or affecting said trust shall be heard and
tried only in that county to which said trust has been removed. (Act 1812,
Cobb, 318. Acts 1855-6, p. 152.)
said trust

is

Editorial Note.

—This section had

was amended by Acts

its

beginning

in the

Act of

1812,

Cobb,

318.

It

The section as originally enacted applied to
administrators and guardians. The last provision of this section is taken
1855-6, p. 152.

executors,
from section I, Acts 1855-6, p. 152, which seems never to have been codified. See
174/191 (162 S. E. 802). It should be noticed that the original Act referred to above
has been divided and the portion relating to guardians placed as section 49-239 and
that relating to administrators and executors placed as this section.

113-1902. (4097)
costs.

Removal

of suits for settlement of accounts;

bond;

—When any person shall be cited to appear as administrator or ex-

ecutor for a settlement of his accounts, in the county where he adminis-

and is not a resident of the county at the time the citation
issued, he may remove the suit at any stage of the case to the county
his residence, upon complying with the following conditions
tered,

1.

If

the person

is

bond and

sec-

security, in the

sum

of $1,000, payable to the person or persons citing him, conditioned to
in the court to

which the case

is

removed,

all

of

comply with

cited as administrator, he shall

tion 113-1901, and in addition he shall give

is

file,

the papers in the case with-

out delay.
2.

If

the person

is

cited as executor, he

may remove

the bond referred to and complying with

all

the case by giving

of the provisions of sec-

tion 113-1901 except the second paragraph or division of said section,

which requires a bond to be given to the ordinary of the county to which
the removal is had. Provided, that if such executor has been required by
the ordinary of the county from wdiich the trust is removed to give bond,
or is required by the will under which he is qualified to give bond, he
shall give a like bond in the county to which his trust is removed.
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3.

If

the case

is

pending before the court

of ordinary,

it
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shall be trans-

ferred to the court of ordinary of the defendant's residence.
is

If

the case

pending- in the superior court, in any stage before the final trial

it

shall

be transferred to the superior court of the defendant's residence and
occupy the same position in said court, the applicant first paying all
accrued costs.
Said removal shall be effected on motion and by complying with the
foregoing provisions, and all jurisdiction over said case in the court in
4.

which such motion
113-1903.

(4098")

is

made

When

shall cease.

(Acts 1882-3,

p. 75.)

preceding provisions apply.

—The

provisions

where neither the parties plaintiff nor defendant were residents of the county where the citation was originally issued at the time the suit was brought or application for removal is made. The provisions of the preceding section shall
not apply to cases in which citations for settlement against such executors or administrators are pending at the time of such proposed removal

of the preceding section shall apply only to cases

in the court of ordinary,

(Acts 1882-3,

est.

without the consent of

all

the parties in inter-

p. 75.)

113-1904. (4099) Executor need not give bond,

who

has not been required to give bond shall not
bond on removal of his trust to another county.

when.
be.

—An

executor

required to give

—

scope of liability; contribution. On removal of an administration, as herein provided, the sureties on the first
bond are liable only for the conduct of the administrator or executor up
to the time of removal the sureties on the second bond are liable for
113-1905. (4100) Sureties;

;

his acts

all

are

made

from the commencement

of the administration.

If

the latter

responsible for acts prior to the removal, they have a right of

contribution against the former. (Act 1843, Cobb, 333.)

CHAPTER

COMMISSIONS, EXTRA COMPENSATION,
AND EXPENSE OF GIVING BOND.

113-20.

Sec.

Sec.
113-2001.

113-2002.
113-2003.

Ordinary commissions.
Additional commission on interest made.
Commissions not allowed,
division of commission among several.

when;
113-2004.

Delivering property in kind,

113-2005.

compensation for.
Fund to pay commissions but
once.

113-2001. (4062) Ordinary

113-2006.

Forfeiture of commissions.

113-2007.

Traveling and

other

ex-

penses.
1

13-2008.

Extra compensation for other
extraordinary services.

H3_2009.

Expenses of agents.

113 2010

Expenses of giving bond.

-

-

113-2011.

—

Same; allowance

of expenses.

commissions. As compensation for his
services, the administrator shall have a commission of two and one-half
per cent, on all sums of money rece'ived by him on account of the estate
(except money loaned by him and repaid to him), and a like commission
on all sums paid out by him, either for debts, legacies, or distributive
shares. Such commissions are part of the expense of administration, and
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from the general

shall be paid

estate,

if

any;

if

§ 113-2006

none, they shall be de-

ducted from the debt or legacy paid. (Act 1764, Cobb, 304.

Cobb, 312. Acts 1851-2,

Act

1799,

p. 99.)

— Guardian's

commissions and extra expenses same as adminPowers, etc., of administrators, applicable to execul
see § 113-1101. Bequests as compensation to executors, see \ 113-823.
Execul
commission same as administrator's, see § 113-1101. Trustee's commissions same
Cross-references.

istrator's, see

§

49-223.

as guardian's, see

108-432.

§

113-2002. (4063) Additional

commission on

interest

made.

—

If,

in

the

course of administration, the administrator shall receive interest on

money loaned by
return the

same

the intestate or by himself as administrator, and shall

to the ordinary so as to

become chargeable therewith

as

a part of the corpus of the estate, he shall be entitled to 10 per cent, additional

commission on

Cross-references.

when

interest

such amount5 of interest made.

all

— Interest

calculated in settlement, see

compounded against

trustees, see §

§

How

113-2207.

and

108-415.

Commissions not allowed, when; division

commission among several. The administrator is entitled to no commissions on debts, legacies, or distributive shares paid to himself; and if
there are more administrators than one, the division of the commis113-2003. (4064)

of

—

sions allowed them,

among

themselves, shall be according to the services

rendered by each. (Act 1784, Cobb, 304.)
Cross-reference.
§

— Powers

and

liabilities,

where more than one executor, see

113-1504.

113-2004. (4065) Delivering property in kind, compensation for.

— Xo

commissions shall be paid to any administrator or executor for delivering over any property in kind but the ordinary may allow reasonable
compensation for such service, not exceeding three per cent, on the appraised value. If, however, land is worked by any trustee for the benefit
of the parties in interest, the ordinary may, in his discretion, allow to
such trustee additional compensation for such services, in no case exceeding 10 per cent, of the annual income of the property so managed.
;

—

Cross-references. Applicable to guardians, see § 49-223.
Distribution in kind,
see § 113-1018. Applicable to executors, see § 113-1101.

how made,

113-2005. (4068)

Fund

to

—

pay commissions but once. Where from
pass through the hands of several adminis-

any cause a trust fund shall
trators, by reason of the death, removal, or resignation

of the first quali-

such fund shall not be subject to diminution by charges, of commissions by each successive administrator
holding and receiving in the same right; but commissions for receiving
fied administrator, or otherwise,

the fund shall be paid to the

first

administrator or his representative,

paying out shall be paid to the administrator actually disbursing the fund, and no commissions shall be paid for handing
over the fund to the successor of an administrator.

and commissions

for

—

Cross-references. Same provision as to trustee, see
executors, see § 113-1101.

113-2006. (4069) Forfeiture of commissions.
to

make annual

§

108-433.

Application to

— Administrators

returns as hereinbefore required shall forfeit

failing

all

com-

§

113-2007 Wills, Descent, and Administration of Estates.
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missions for transactions during the year within which no return is made,
unless the ordinary, upon cause shown, shall, by special order entered

on the minutes, relieve them from
Act 1850. Cobb. 340.)

—

Cross-references. Forfeiture by guardians failing to
Trustees making annual returns, see § 108-434.

make

113-2007. (4066) Traveling and other expenses.

quired to travel out of his county

(Act 1792, Cobb, 306.

this forfeiture.

in

returns, see

§

49-231.

—An administrator

re-

the discharge of his duty shall be

allowed the amount of his actual disbursements, to be proved by his
own statements under oath. The ordinary may also allow him a reasonable compensation for the time devoted to this service:

Provided,

under the circumstances, the ordinary adjudges such additional compensation a proper charge against the estate. (Acts 1851-2, p. 100.)
Cross-reference.

— Rank

of

expenses of administration, see

§

113-1508, H

3.

113-2008. (4067) Extra compensation for other extraordinary services.

— In

other cases of extraordinary services, extra compensation

allowed by the ordinary, but in no case

is

may

be

the allowance of extra com-

pensation by the ordinary conclusive upon the parties in interest. (Act
1764, Cobb, 305.)
Cross-reference.

— Applicable

to guardians, see

§

49-223.

—

Expenses of agents. Among the expenses of administration shall be included and allowed the expenses of such agents as
the administrator finds it necessary to employ for the estate. The ex113-2009. (4070)

istence of the necessity shall be satisfactorily
Cross-reference.

— Administrator

may

shown

to the ordinary.

provide legal counsel, see

§

113-1522.

—

Expenses of giving bond. Administrators or executors who are required by law to give bond as such, who have given as
security on such bonds one or more guaranty companies, surety companies, fidelity insurance companies, or fidelity and deposit companies,
as authorized by law, may include as part of their lawful expenses or
costs of administration such reasonable sum or sums paid to such company or companies for such suretyship, not exceeding one-third of one
per centum per annum on the amount of said bond, as the ordinary by
whom they were appointed shall allow. (Acts 1903, p. 75.)
113-2010. (4071)

—

Cross-references. Rank of expenses of administration, see § 113-1508, II 3. FiSimilar provision as
delity insurance company as surety on bond, see § 56-1102.
guardians,
49-308;
receivers,
108-435;
as
see
as
to
to
§
see § 55-316.
see
§
to trustees,

113-2011. (4072)

Same; allowance

of expenses.

—Any court, judge, or

upon the account of any person or
corporation required to execute a bond with surety or sureties, shall,
whenever such person or corporation has given any such company or
companirs as security, as provided in the preceding section, allow in the
settlement of such account a reasonable sum for the expenses and premiums incurred in securing such surety, not exceeding the amounts
other officer whose duty

specified in said section.

—

it is

to pass

(Acts 1903,

p. 75.)

Cross-references. Similar provision as to trustees, see
§ 49-309; as to receivers, see § 55-317.

see

§

108-436; as to guardians,

—
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§ 113-2104

ACTIONS BY AND AGAINST EXECUTORS,
ADMINISTRATORS, AND THEIR SURETIES.

CHAPTER

113-21.

Sec.

Sec.

Execution

returned nulla
bona, suit on bond in case

113-2101.

Married woman acting
sue and

113-2106.

i,

judgment

of

as

may
|

of

to

ate.

Principal

113-2102.

failing

with legatee,

When

113-2103.

sureties

the

in

settle

to

letters not to
abate suit pending.
Pleas peculiar to execu
and administrators.

etc.

may

3-2108.

be sued

instance.

first

Revocation of

113 2107.

113-2109.

Pleas by executors or administrators when cause o;
tion arose in lifetime of de-

113-2110.

Judgments against executors
and administrators.

Property of principal to be

113-2104.

first

exhausted.

cedent.

How

113-2105.

on ex-

service perfected

ecutor or administrator.

113-2101. (4081) Execution returned nulla bona, suit on
of.

—Upon

trator

bond

in case

the rendition of a judgment against an executor or adminis-

upon any

may

liability of the

deceased, and a return of nulla bona, the

once proceed to sue upon the bond of the executor or
administrator, and may recover judgment against the principal and his
sureties in the same action and if the principal has removed beyond the
limits of this State, or has departed this life and has no legal representative, plaintiff may sue the sureties on his bond alone without joining the
plaintiff

at

;

(Act 1820, Cobb 484. Acts 1851-2,

principal.

Cross-references.
see § 113-1219.

—Administrator

How

and sureties as joint and several obligors,

may

execution

p. 235.)

be issued, see

§

113-1220.

113-2102. (4082) Principal failing to settle with legatee, etc.

any executor or administrator

shall fail to settle

—When

and account with any

distributee or legatee of the estate he represents, such distributee or

may sue upon the bond of such representative in the first instance,
and may recover judgment against the principal and his sureties with-

legatee

suing the executor or administrator in his representative character. (Act 1820, Cobb 484. Acts 1851-2, p. 235.)
out

first

113-2103. (4083)

When

When

sureties

may

any executor or administrator

shall place himself in

an attachment would

be sued in the

shall

first

remove from

this State, or

such situation as by the provisions of
lie

against a debtor, or

if

instance.

this

Code

such executor or admin-

dead and his estate unrepresented, any party in interest, or any
person having demands against such executor or administrator in such
istrator

is

representative character,
or any one or

more

may

of them,

istrator in the first instance

institute his action against the sureties.

upon the bond
without

such executor or administrator
1851-2,

pp 235, 236; 1855-6,
;

Cross-reference.
see § 113-1219.

in

first

of

such executor or admin-

obtaining a judgment against

his representative

character.

p. 145.)

— Administrator

and sureties are

joint

and

several

113-2104. (4084) Property of principal to be first exhausted.

judgment

shall be obtained against principal

in the three

(Acts

and

oblieors.

—When

sureties, as provided
preceding sections, the property of the sureties shall not be

—
§

Wills, Descent, and Administration of Estates.
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levied

upon

until that of the principal shall be exhausted,
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which may

be evidence by a return of nulla bona. (Acts 1851-2, pp. 235, 236.)

—

Cross-references. Suit on guardian's bond, see
against administrator, see § 113-1220.

113-2105. (4085)

— In

How

§

49-235.

Issuance of execution

service perfected on executor or administrator.

two or more executors or administrators,
and one or more of such executors or administrators shall remove without the limits of this State, service of any writ or process upon those remaining in the State shall be as effectual and complete, for all purposes
whatever, as though service had been made upon all such executors or
cases where there are

all

administrators. (Acts 1857,
Cross-references.
tors, see

§

113-1101.

— Powers,

p. 102.)

duties, etc., of administrators applicable to execuliabilities of each of several executors, see § 113-1504.

Powers and

woman acting may sue and be sued; effect of
estate. —Any married woman acting as executrix

113-2106. (3945) Married

judgment

as to separate

or administratrix

may

sue and be sued as a feme sole in any matter re-

specting the administration of the estate which she represents, and her
separate estate shall be bound for

were

a

feme

sole.

all

judgments against her as

if

she

(Acts 1882-3, pp. 100, 101.)

—

Cross-references. Marriage of executrix de son tort not to affect her liability,
see § 113-1103. Rules of inheritance, see § 113-903.

113-2107. (3980) Revocation of letters not to abate suit pending.

The revocation

of letters of administration shall not abate

any

suit

—

pend-

ing for or against the administrator, but the administrator de bonis non

made

by scire facias, as in case of the
death of a party. (Act 1828, Cobb, 326. Act 1843, Cobb, 474.)
Cross-references. — Temporary administrator may sue, see § 113-1511. Adminshall be

a party in proper cases

Administrator de
istrator has 12 months' exemption from suit, see § 113-1526.
bonis non made party, see § 3-411. No abatement of suits against removed executor, see § 3-502.

113-2108.

(4086) Pleas peculiar to

executors and administrators.

—

When

an executor or administrator is sued as such, he may plead ne
unques executor; or that no assets have come into his hands; or plene
administravit prseter, a sum not sufficient to satisfy debts of a higher
nature against the deceased held by third persons; or plene administravit, that he has fully administered the assets that came into his hands;
or that pending the action his letters testamentary or of administration
have been revoked and the administration committed to another to
whom all the assets which came into his hands have been delivered.

—

Cross-reference. Answers and pleas of executors and administrators must be
to, see § 24-3326.

sworn

113-2109. (4087) Pleas

by executors

action arose in lifetime of decedent.

when cause of
administrator, when

or administrators

—An executor or

the cause of action originated in the lifetime of the testator or intestate,

may make any defense which such testator or intestate might make if
living, and he may also plead in abatement in all such cases where such
plea

is

applicable.

113-2110. (4088;

Judgments against executors and administrators.

In an action against an executor or administrator in his representative
character, the

judgment

shall be de bonis testatoris, except

when he

Wills, Descent, and Administration of Estates.
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§ 113-2

pleads ne unques executor, or a release to himself, or jjlene administravit,
or plene administravit prseter, and his plea is found against him; in

which case the judgment

that the plaintiff recover Loth the debt and

is

be levied of the goods and chattels, lands and
tenements of the deceased, if to be found, and if not to be found, then
of
to be levied of the personal goods and chattels, lands and tem
costs, in the first place to

the defendant.
Cross-references.

—Judgment

for costs against executors, see
§ 110-509.

§

110-307.

Kflfect

judgments on promissory notes, see

of

CHAPTER

ACCOUNTING, SETTLEMENT, AND

113-22.

RECEIPTS.
Sec.

Sec.

113-2201.

...„

^™

113-2202.

113-2203.

113-2204.
113-2205.

Settlement before the ordinary; citation of adminis-

and

trator

distributees.

TT

How

«

«

settlement made and
enforced; appeal.
Settlement in court of equity.
Duty to account with administrator de bonis non.

113-2206.

Account with

ni ^ oon ,
113-2207.

^
c
Basis
of settlement.

113-2208.

Final

heirs,
utees, or legatees.

distrib-

..*

receipts

may

be

corded; admissibility

re-

in evi-

dence.
113-2209.

Accounting where there are

Refunding bonds; when to be
given by distributees or leg-

several administrators.

atees.

113-2201. (4073) Settlement before the ordinary; citation of administrator

and

distributees.

—Any person interested as distributee or legatee

one year from the grant of administration,
cite the administrator to appear before the ordinary for a settlement of
his accounts, or, if the administrator chooses, he may cite all of the distributees to be present at the settlement of his accounts by the ordinary.
Such settlement shall be conclusive upon the administrator and upon all

may,

after the expiration of

who

the distributees
Cross-reference.

are present at the hearing.

—Limitation

113-2202. (4074)

How

on

suits, see § 3-709.

settlement

—Upon

made and

enforced; appeal.
proof of such citation by a distributee, the ordinary may proceed to

make

an account, hear evidence upon any contested question, and settle finallv
between the distributee and administrator; such settlement may be enforced by execution or attachment for contempt, either party having the
right to appeal.
Cross-reference.
§

— Limitation

on entering appeals from ordinary's court, see

6-202.

113-2203. (4075) Settlement in court of equity.
shall

—A

court of equity

have concurrent jurisdiction with the ordinary over the settlement

of accounts of administrators.

—

Cross-references. Laches, see § 37-119. Adequate
Jurisdiction of equity over matters of account, see
interfere with administration of estates, see § 37-403.

Duty

remedy
§

37-301.

at law. see

When

§

37-120.

equity wili

—

to account with administrator de bonis non.
Whenever any executor or administrator shall have been removed or shall
have departed this life, being liable to the estate, it shall be the dutv

113-2204.

of

such removed executor or administrator, or his representatives, to

§
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account fully with the administrator de bonis non who may be appointed
to finish the administration of such estate. (Act 1845, Cobb, 335.)

— Heirs
—

may

Cross-reference.

sue for accounting, see

§

113-2206.

Editorial Note. This section did not appear in the Code of 1910, but was codiIt is still of force.
in Park's Ann. Code of 1914 as section 3978(a).
See 122/616,
27
50 S. E. 388).

where there are several administrators.
more than one administrator and complaint is made against

113-2205. (3981) Accounting

—

If

there

is

only one, and his letters are revoked, the entire estate shall remain in
the hands of the other, and with him, as with an administrator de bonis

non. the removed co-administrator shall account.

—

Cross-references. Survivorship among administrators, see § 113-1231.
When
there are several executors, see § 113-1504. Death of one of several administrators not abate suit, see § 3-503.

—

Account with heirs, distributees, or legatees.
no administrator de bonis non is appointed, or if he fails to bring the
113-2206.

(3982)

moved administrator
legatees

(if

there

is

to account, the heirs

a will),

may

at law, or distributees

If

re-

or

sue directly for an account and settle-

ment. (Act 1815, Cobb, 319. Act 1845, Cobb, 335.)
Cross-reference.
see

§

— Duty

of

removed administrator

account with successor,

to

113-2204.

113-2207. (4077) Basis of settlement.

ment with executors

—All

statements for

final settle-

made upon

the follow-

or administrators shall be

ing basis: (Act 1847, Cobb, 336.)
Cross-reference.
1.

The

same

Cross-reference.

No

on

interest

made, see

§

113-2002.

rate of interest charged against executors

shall be the

2.

— Commission

as that provided

— What

is

and administrators

by law.

lawful interest, see

interest shall be charged either

§

57-101.

way

for the first year, as one

allowed by law for the collection of assets and to ascertain the
indebtedness of an estate.

year

is

Cross-reference.
see § 113-1505.

— Administrator

allowed one year to learn condition of estate,

An

executor or administrator, in the management of arr* estate, may
retain in his hands, at the beginning of each year, an amount of money
sufficient to pay the current expenses of said year; upon which amount
3.

no interest shall be charged
4.

The executor

balances

left in

in final settlement.

upon all
his hands at the beginning of each year, over and above
expenses for said year, the same to be ascertained and
or administrator shall, however,

pay

interest

payment of
computed in final settlement.
the

5.

When

it

shall so

happen

that, at the

beginning of any year, an

executor or administrator shall not have an amount in hand sufficient

pay the current expenses of said year, and his annual returns show
that fact, he shall be allowed to charge, in final settlement, interest on
the amount advanced by him during the year for such expenses.
to

The annual returns of executors or administrators
out in the manner provided by law and practiced in this
6.

shall be

made

State; and the

reservations, charges, and computations of interest set forth in this sec-
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tion shall be

made when

said parties

come

to

make

§ 113-2

Utemcnt

a

for final

settlement.

—

Cross-references. Administrator's commission on
Annual returns of administrators, see § 113-1409.
7.

The expenditures and

made, sec

§

113 2002.

receipts of each year shall be ascertained

reference to annual returns, and in
shall

interest

all

cases the commissions annually

be considered as a part of the annual

expenses. (Acts

1865-6,

pp. 84, 85.)

may

be recorded; admissibility in evidence. The final receipts on settlements, given by distributees or legatees to an administrator, if attested by a judge of any court in this State,
a justice of the peace, or a notary public, may be admitted to record by
the clerk of the superior court of the county of the residence of the administrator, and, when recorded, shall be admitted in evidence without
113-2208. (4079) Final receipts

—

further proof; and in case of loss of the original, a copy

may

be used

in

evidence under the same rules as copies of registered deeds.

Refunding bonds; when to be given by distributees
or legatees. An administrator, where litigation against the estate is
pending or is threatened, or notice of a claim has been given to him, may
demand of the distributees or legatees refunding bonds to indemnify
him against such claims; and on failure to give such bonds, the administrator may reserve enough of the assets to respond to such claims. But
in no case shall the administrator require a refunding bond from a distributee when no threatened suit or claim renders such bond necessary.
113-2209. (4080)

—

Cross-reference.

— Refunding bond

CHAPTER

113-23.

in case of distribution in kind, see § 113-1021.

DISCHARGE AND RESIGNATION.
Sec.

Sec.
113-2301.

Petition for discharge;

cita-

113-2305.

tion; notice.

113-2302.

113-2303.
113-2304.

administration of reversionary interest,

Hearing on

petition; order of
discharge; effect of order
as to minor heirs, etc.; duty
of ordinary.

of

'.

.

Ho-2306.

Resignation;
tion;

of

Fraudulent discharge void.
Disposition

Letters dismissory without

petition:

accounts;

opening

dement by minors

unclaimed

funds,

cita-

hearing; settlement
set-

in inter-

est.

113-2301. (4089) Petition for discharge; citation; notice.

—An

admin-

has fully discharged all his duties may petition the ordinary
to pass an order discharging him from his trust; upon such petition a
citation shall issue, requiring all persons concerned to show cause against
the granting of the discharge. Such citation shall be published in the
newspaper in which the county advertisements are published once a
week for four weeks. (Act 1810, Cobb, 316. Act 1850, Cobb, 340. Acts
istrator

who

1901, p. 40.)
Cross-reference.

—Letters

of dismission of guardian, see

§

49-314.

Hearing on petition order of discharge effect of
order as to minor heirs, etc.; duty of ordinary. Upon the hearing, the
ordinary shall examine closely into the condition of the estate, and the
1

13-2302. (4090, 4091 )

;

;

—

§

113-2303
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conduct of the administrator; and if he shall be satisfied that he has faithfully and honestly discharged the trust and confidence reposed in him,
the prayer of the petitioner shall be granted, and the administrator released from all liability as such: Provided, that any heir, distributee, or
legatee, who is a minor at the time of the discharge, may, within five
years after his arrival at majority, commence suit against the administrator, and such discharge shall be no bar to his action. The order of
discharge shall assert actual examination into the accounts of the administrator. (Acts 1869, p. 14.)
Cross-reference.
their bonds, see

113-2303.

— Limitation

(4091")

Fraudulent discharge void.

is

on

means

— A discharge obtained by

any fraud practiced- on the heirs or the
void, and may be set aside on motion and proof of the fraud.

the administrator by

ordinary

of actions against administrators, etc., except

3-709.

§

Cross-reference.

— Effect

of

of fraud

on decrees,

etc.,

see

§

113-2304. (4092) Disposition of unclaimed funds.

37-709.

—

funds are in the
hands of the administrator, and no person claims the same, the ordinary
may nevertheless grant a discharge, at the same time passing an order
If

either requiring the administrator to deposit the fund in such solvent

bank

as the court

may

direct, or else

authorizing him to retain the same

exceeding four per cent, per annum.
money is deposited or, in
the event of its being retained by the administrator, it shall not relieve
him or his sureties from their liability to comply with such order and
respond for such fund. (Act 1840, Cobb, 332.)
in his

hands

at a rate of interest not

The discharge

shall not take efTect until the

Cross-reference.

;

—When sureties may be sued in the

first

instance, see

§

113-2103.

113-2305. (4093) Letters dismissory without administration of rever-

sionary interest.

—Whenever

an administrator or executor has fully ad-

ministered the estate except the reversionary interest in the land set
apart as dower, and

it

not necessary to administer the same to pay

is

debts, such administrator or executor shall be entitled to letters of dis-

mission upon complying with the provisions of law regulating the granting of such letters. (Acts 1884-5, p. 142.)
Cross-reference.
**

— See

also

§

113-1710.

.

(4095) Resignation; petition; citation; hearing; settlement

113-2306.

—

opening settlement by minors in interest. Any administrator who, from age or infirmity, removal from the county, or for any

of

accounts

;

other cause, desires to resign his trust,
ing the reasons, and

naming

may

petition the ordinary, stat-

and entitled
and willing to accept the trust; whereupon the ordinary shall cite
such person and the next of kin of the intestate to appear and show
cause why the order should not be granted. If no good cause is shown,
and the ordinary is satisfied that the interest of the estate will not suffer,
the resignation shall be allowed, and the administrator shall be discharged from his trust whenever he has fairly settled his accounts with
his successor and filed with the ordinary the receipt in full of such successor. Minors in interest shall be allowed five years from the time of
their arrival at majority to examine into and open such settlement. (Act
1850, Cobb, 339. Acts 1853-4, p. 36; 1857, p. 60.)
to

a suitable person qualified

—
:
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CHAPTER

§ 113-2

FOREIGN EXECUTORS AND
ADMINISTRATORS.

113-24.

Sec.

Sec.

113-2401.
113-2402.

113-2403.

Right to sue in this State
and to recover property.
Right to use processes and
remedies prescribed by law.
Exemplification of letters
testamentary or of administration,

filing

as

part

of

113-2404.

Protection of heir, legatee,
or creditor before ren
fog alsetfl without S
4

113-2405.

Sale of land in
exemplification

this

of

State;
letters;

notice; bond.

113 2406.

Transfer of corporate stock;
deposits; dividends.

record.

113-2401. (4101) Right to sue in this State and to recover property.

When

another State,
and administration is there regularly granted on his estate either to an
executor or administrator, such executor or administrator, if none is
appointed in this State, may sue in any court in this State to enforce
a person at the time of his death

any right

of action, or recover

is

domiciled

any property belonging

in

to the deceased,

or accruing to his representative as such. (Act 1850, Cobb, 341. Acts
1860, p. 32.)

and remedies prescribed by
according to the law of their domicile, upon
probate in another State, upon filing with the

113-2402. (3894) Right to use processes

law.

— Executors

qualified

wills properly admitted to

court a certified copy of such proceedings, shall be entitled to use

all

the

processes and remedies prescribed by the laws of this State, in the same
manner as if qualified under the laws of this State if not filed before
;

may allow such certified copy to be filed
as it may prescribe. (Act 1850, Cobb, 341.)

suit brought, the court

wards on such terms

after-

—

Copy of foreign will devising personalty, as evidence, see
113-613.
Foreign executor of resident testator, see § 113-1206.
No foreign
executor to act until will probated, see § 113-708.
Cross-references.

§

113-2403. (4102) Exemplification of letters testamentary or of administration, filing as part of record.

—Pending the action, a properly authen-

ticated exemplification of the letters testamentary or of administration

with the clerk of the court, to become a part of the record
Provided, the cause is pending in a court of record. If it be a summary
proceeding, the exemplification shall be filed with the papers. (Act 1850,
Cobb, 341.)
shall be filed

113-2404. (4103) Protection of heir, legatee, or creditor before removing assets without State. If any citizen of this State is interested as
creditor, heir, or legatee in the estate of which such administrator or

—

executor

is

the representative, he may, by application to a court of

equity, compel such foreign administrator or executor to protect his interest according to equity
of the estate

beyond the

and good conscience, before removing assets

limits of this State.

113-2405. (4104) Sale of land in this State; exemplification of letters;
notice; bond. Any executor or administrator who resides in any other

—

State of the United States

authorized to sell and convey any property
of his testator or intestate, lying or being in this State, under the same
rules, laws, and regulations as are now prescribed for the sale and conveyance of real estate by executors and administrators who are residents of this State
Provided, such foreign executor or administrator
:

is

—
§
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file

ing- his

and have recorded

in the ordinary's office, at the
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time of mak-

application for sale, an authenticated exemplification of his

let-

testamentary or of administration: Provided further, that said executors and administrators shall give the notice required by law of resident executors and administrators to creditors, and shall also file, with
the ordinary, bond with good and sufficient security, in double the value
of the property to be sold, conditioned to pay, according to law, any
creditor in this State, and distribute the proceeds of said sale to any
resident heirs or legatees. (Acts 1876, p. 36; 1894, p. 103.)
ters

—

Cross-references. Foreign executor entitled to all processes and remedies in
use in this State, see § 113-2402. Administrator's sale, see Chapter 113-17.

113-2406. (4105) Transfer of corporate stock; deposits; dividends.

Such foreign executor or administrator may transfer the stock of any
bank or other corporation in this State standing in the name of the
decedent, and check out deposits made by him and dividends declared on
his stock, first filing with the bank or corporation a certified copy of his
appointment and qualification. (Acts 1855-6, p. 146; 1893, p. 36; 1929,
pp. 168, 169.)
Cross-reference.

— Right

and check out funds

WITNESSES:

of foreign executor to transfer stock,
§ 113-708.

See Title 38, Evidence.

WOODS AND FORESTS:
Firing

draw dividends,

in this State, see

woods:

See

title

See Title 43, Forestry and Geology.
26, Crimes and Punishment, Chapters

26-36, 26-77.

WORK AND LABOR:

See Title 66, Master and Servant; Title 95,
Roads, Bridges, and Ferries, Chapter 95-4.

:

TITLE 114

WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION.
Sec.

Chap.
114-

1.

114-

2.

114-

3.

114- 4.
1141

5.

14- 6.

114-

7.

114-99.

Construction and operation of law
Acceptance or rejection of provisions of law
Claims and notice of accident
Amount, computation, and payment of compensation
Medical attention and physical examination
Insurance
Department of Industrial Relations; powers, duties, functions,
hearings, records, reports, and appeals
Crimes

114-101
1

14-201

114-301

114-401
114-501
1

14-601

114-701

114-9901

CROSS-REFERENCES.
Damages

in tort cases generally: See Title 105, Torts, Chapter 105-20.
Garnishment, exemption of disability pension from: See Title 46, Garnishment,

46-214.

Homicide, recovery for, generally: See Title 105, Torts, Chapter 105-13.
Independent contractors, liability of employer for torts of: See Title 105, Torts,
Chapter 105-5.
Physical injuries generally: See Title 105, Torts, Chapter 105-6.
See also Title

CHAPTER

66,

Master and Servant.

CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION OF LAW.

114-1.

Sec.
114-101.

Sec.

"Employer"

and

"employee"

114-108.

defined.

Same;

interstate

common

car-

riers.

114-102.

"Injury" and "personal injury"

114-103.

Other remedies excluded' by

114-109.

defined.

Same; public employees.

'

114-104.

No

*

mM

mn

H4-110.

this law.

Contracts of service, presumption

from penalty for
neglect to perform statutory
relief

as

to

applicability

of

law.

duty.
114-105.

Employee's wilful misconduct.

114-106.

Settlements encouraged.

114-107.

Employers and employees

whom

law inapplicable;

Relief

114-112.

Principal, intermediate or sub-

to

contractor,

when

liable.

Re-

in-

common

carriers,
trastate
farm laborers, domestic servants, public charities, and
others.

114-101.

from obligations.

114-111.

"Employer" and "employee"

covery.

defined.

—Unless

the

context

otherwise requires

"Employer" shall include any municipal corporation within the State,
and any political division thereof, and any individual, firm, association
or corporation engaged in any business operated for gain or profit,
except as hereinafter provided, and the receiver or trustee of the same,
and the legal representative of a deceased employer, using the service

§
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114-102

of

another for pay.

If

the employer

is
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insured this term shall include

his insurer as far as applicable.

"Employee" shall include every person in the service of another under
any contract of hire or apprenticeship, written or implied, except one
whose employment is not in the usual course of the trade, business, occupation or profession of the employer and, except as hereinafter provided,
minors are included even though working in violation of any child labor
law or other similar statute:

Provided, that nothing herein contained'

shall be construed as repealing or altering

any such law or

statute.

Any

has been injured shall, when the employee
is dead, include also his legal representatives, dependents and other persons to whom compensation may be payable, pursuant to the provisions
of this law. (Acts 1920, p. 167.)

who

reference to an employee

—

and "personal injury" defined. "Injury" and "personal injury" shall mean only injury by accident arising out of and in
the course of the employment and shall not include a disease in any
form except where it results naturally and unavoidably from the accident, nor shall "injury" and "personal injury" include injury caused
by the wilful act of a third person directed against an employee for
114-102. "Injury"

reasons personal to such employee. (Acts 1920,

p.

167; 1922, pp. 185,

186.)

—

by this law. The rights and reman employee where he and his employer have

114-103. Other remedies excluded

edies herein granted to

accepted the provisions of this Title, agreeing respectively to accept and
pay compensation on account of personal injury or death by accident,

and remedies of such employee, his personal
representative, parents, dependents or next of kin, at common law or
otherwise, on account of such injury, loss of service or death. (Acts 1920,
shall exclude all other rights

p. 176.)

No

from penalty for neglect to perform statutory duty.
Nothing in this Title shall be construed to relieve any employer or
employee from any penalty for failure or neglect to perform any statutory
114-104.

relief

—

duty. (Acts 1920,

p. 177.)

—

Employee's wilful misconduct. No compensation shall be
allowed for an injury or death due to the employee's wilful misconduct,
including intentionally self-inflicted injury, or growing out of his attempt
to injure another, or due to intoxication or wilful failure or refusal to
use a safety appliance or perform a duty required by statute, or the wilful breach of any rule or regulation adopted by the employer and approved by the Department of Industrial Relations, and brought to the
knowledge of the employee prior to the accident. The burden of proof
shall be upon him who claims an exemption or forfeiture under this
114-105.

section.

(Acts 1920,

p.

177; 1931, pp.

114-106. Settlements encouraged.

7, 43.)

— Nothing

herein contained shall be

construed so as to prevent settlements made by and between the employee and employer, but rather to encourage them, so long as the

amount

of compensation and the time and manner of payment are in
accordance with the provisions of this Title. A copy of any such settle-

Workmen's Compensation.
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ment agreement

§ 114-110

by the employer with the Department
of Industrial Relations, and no such settlement shall be binding until
approved by the Department. (Acts 1920, p. 178; 1931, pp. 7, 43.;
shall be filed

Employers and employees to whom law inapplicable; intrastate common carriers, farm laborers, domestic servants, public charities, and others.
This Title shall not apply to common carriers, the motive power of which is steam and which are engaged in intrastate trade
or commerce, nor shall this Title be construed to lessen the liability of
such common carriers or to take away or diminish any right that any
employee, or in case of his death, the personal representative of such em114-107.

—

ployee, of such

common

carrier

may have under

the laws of this State;

nor to employees whose employment is not in the usual course of
trade, business, occupation or profession of the employer or not incidental thereto; nor to farm laborers or domestic servants; nor to employees of institutions maintained and operated as public charities; nor
nor to any person, firm or private
to employers of such employees
corporation, including any public service corporation, that has regularly
in service less than 10 employees in the same business within this State,
unless such employees and their employers voluntarily elect to be bound.
(Acts 1920, p. 177; 1925, pp. 282, 283.)
;

114-108.

Same;

—

common carriers. The provisions of this
any common carrier by railroad engaging in

interstate

Title shall not apply to

commerce between any of the several States or
the District of Columbia and any of the States

between
or Territories and any

Territories, or

foreign nation or nations, nor to any person suffering injury or death

while he

is

employed by such

carrier in such

commerce, nor

shall this

law be construed to lessen the liability of such common carrier or to
diminish or take away in any respect any right that any person so employed or the personal representative, kindred, relation or dependent
of such person' may have under the Act of Congress approved April 22,
1908, relating to the liability of common carriers by railroad to their employees in certain cases. (Acts 1920,

p. 176.)

—

Same; public employees. Neither any municipal corporation
within the State, nor any political subdivision of the State, nor any em114-109.

ployee of any such corporation or subdivision, shall have the right to
reject the provisions of this Title relative to payment and acceptance of
compensation; and the provisions of sections 114-110 and 114-202 to
114-206 shall not apply to them. (Acts 1920,
Cross-reference.
§

— Not

applicable to

common

p. 175.)

carriers,

farm laborers,

etc.,

see

114-107.

114-110. Contracts of service, presumption as to applicability of law.

— Every

contract of service between any employer and employee cov-

ered by this Title, written, oral, or implied, shall be presumed to have

been made subject to the provisions of this Title, unless either party
shall give notice in the manner provided in sections 114-202 and 114-203
to the other party to such contract, that the provisions of this Title, other
than sections 114-204, 114-205, and 114-206, are not intended to apply.
A like presumption shall exist equally in the case of all minors, unless
notice of the same character shall be given by or to the parent or guardian

Workmen's Compensation.
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of the minor, or. in cases

where such minor has no parent or guardian,

then by or to the next of kin
Cross-reference.
S

— Entitled

2780

who

is

(Acts 1920,

sui juris.

p. 175.)

to compensation in accidents out of this State, see

114-411.

—

from obligations. No contract or agreement, written, oral, or implied, nor any rule, regulation or other device, shall in
any manner operate to relieve any employer in whole or in part from
any obligation created by this Title, except as herein otherwise expressly
114-111. Relief

provided. (Acts 1920,
Cross-reference.
§

p.

— Contract

175.)

exempting master from

negligence, see

liability for

66-302.

114-112. Principal, intermediate or subcontractor,
ery.

—A

intermediate,

principal,

or

when

liable.

Recov-

subcontractor shall be liable for

compensation to any employee injured while in the employ of any of
his subcontractors engaged upon the subject-matter of the contract, to
the same extent as the immediate employer.

Any

who

pay compensation under the foregoing provisions may recover the amount paid, from
any person who, independently of this section, would have been liable
to pay compensation to the injured employee, or from any intermediate
principal, intermediate, or subcontractor

shall

contractor.

Every claim

compensation under this section shall be in the first
instance presented to and instituted against the immediate employer,
but such proceedings shall not constitute a waiver of the employee's
right to recover compensation under this Title from the principal or
intermediate contractor: Provided, that the collection of full compensation from one employer shall bar recovery by the employee against
any others, nor shall he collect from all a total compensation in excess
of the amount for which any of the said contractors is liable.
for

This section shall apply only in cases where the injury occurred on, in
or about the premises on which the principal contractor has undertaken
to execute work, or which are otherwise under his control or management. (Acts 1920, p. 178.)

CHAPTER

ACCEPTANCE OR REJECTION OF
PROVISIONS OF LAW.

114-2.

Sec.

Sec.
114-201.

114-202.

Presumption

of
acceptance;
notice to reject.

Waiver

of

exemption from

114-205.

114-206.

114-204.

Applicability of section 114-204

ployee

.Notices;

j

H4-2D7.

Action against employer who
has elected to reject Title.

114-201.

Presumption

of

has

when employer and em-

,

time and manner of
giving; filing of copy.

who

elected to reject Title.

operation of law; notice.
114-203.

Action of employee

acceptance;

have elected to

re-

ec t Title

by both employer and employee to accept Title.

Effect of election

notice

to

reject.

— Every

em-

ployer and employee, except as herein stated, shall be presumed to have
accepted the provisions of this Title, agreeing respectively to pay and
accept compensation for personal injury or death by accident arising out

:

Workmen's
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and

of

less,

:

in the course, of the

Compensation.

employment, and

§ 114-201

Bhall be

bound thereby, un-

prior to any accident resulting in injury or death, notice to the con-

trary shall have been given

in

the

manner herein provided, and

sub-

in

stantially the following form, to wit:

EMPLOYERS' NOTICE TO REJECT.
To

Employees

the

Undersigned, and the Department of Industrial

of the

Relations of Georgia

You and

each of you are hereby notified that the undersigned rejects
the terms, conditions and provisions to provide, secure and pay compensation to employees of the undersigned for injuries received as provided
in that Act of the General Assembly of Georgia, known as the Georgia

Workmen's Compensation

Act, and elects to pay

damages

for personal

by such employees under the common law and statul
as modified by the provision of said Workmen's Compen-

injuries received

of this State,

sation

Law.
(Signed)

State of Georgia,

County

of

The undersigned being

duly sworn deposes and says that a true,
day
correct and verbatim copy of the foregoing notice was, on the
of
19 .... posted at
.

first

,

(state fully place

Sworn

to

,

where posted.)

and subscribed before me

day

this

of

,

19.

.

.

Notary Public.

,

EMPLOYEES' NOTICE TO REJECT.
To

(name
Department

You and

of

employer) and the

Georgia

of Industrial Relations of

each of you are hereby notified that the undersigned hereby

elects to reject the terms, conditions

and provisions

of

an Act of the

General Assembly of Georgia for the payment of compensation,
as the Georgia

Workmen's Compensation

common law

known

Act, and elects to rely upon

and by the provisions of said Act for the right to recover for any personal injury which
I may receive growing out of and arising from said employment while
in the line of duty for my employer above named.
the

Dated

as modified

by the statutes

day

this

of this State

of

,

19 ...

.

(Signed)
State of Georgia,

County

of

The undersigned being

first

duly sworn deposes and says that the above

and foregoing written notice was on the
day of
19...., served on the within named employer of the undersigned by
delivering to

served) a true, correct and verbatim copy thereof.

(state

name

of person

.

:

§
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Sworn

to

and subscribed before

me
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day of

this

p.

171

;

Waiver

.

.

Notary Public.

,

(Acts 1920,

19.

,

1031, pp. 7, 43.)

—

exemption from operation of law; notice. Either
an employer or an employee, who has exempted himself by proper notice from the operation of this Title, may at any time waive such exemption and thereby accept the provisions of this Title by giving notice as
herein provided, which notice of waiver of such exemption shall be sub114-202.

of

stantially in the following form, to wit:

EMPLOYERS' NOTICE OF WAIVER OF EXEMPTION.
To

the

Employees

trial

of the

Undersigned, and the Department of Indus-

Relations of Georgia

You and each

you are hereby notified that the undersigned hereby
waives exemption from the operation and effect of that Act of the General
Assembly of Georgia, known as the Workmen's Compensation Act, which
exemption was heretofore accomplished through notice to reject said Act,
given as provided by said Act, on the
19. .,
day of
and accepts the terms, conditions and provisions to provide, secure and
pay compensation to employees of the undersigned for injuries received
of

.

,

as provided in said Act.

(Signed)

.

State of Georgia,

Countv

of

The undersigned being

first

duly sworn deposes and says that a true,

correct and verbatim copy of the foregoing notice was, on the

day

of

,

(state fully place

Sworn

to

19 ...

,

posted at

where posted).

and subscribed before me,

day

this

of
,

,

19.

.

Notary Public.

EMPLOYEES' NOTICE TO WAIVE EXEMPTION.
To

(name
Department

You and

of Industrial Relations of

of

employer) and the

Georgia:

each of you are hereby notified that the undersigned hereby

waives his exemption from the operation and effect of that Act of the
General Assembly of Georgia, known as the Georgia Workmen's Compensation Act, which exemption was accomplished through notice as

provided

in said

Act, given on the

day of

,

19.

.

.,

and accepts the provisions of said Act for the payment of compensation
to employees for personal injuries growing out of and arising from the

employment while
Dated

this

in line of

day

duty for

of

(Signed)

my

employer above named.
,

19

—

2783
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—

,

:

§114-204
__^_—

t

State of Georgia,

County

of

The undersigned being

first

duly sworn deposes and says that

above and foregoing notice was on the
served on the within named employer

A

day of
19. .,
the undersigned by delivering
(naming per
ed)
.

,

of

to

r

a true, correct and verbatim copy thereof.

(Signed)

Sworn

and subscribed before me

to

day

this

19.

of
,

(Acts 1920,

p.

172; 1931, pp.

7,

.

..

Notary Public

43.)

—

and manner of giving; filing of copy. The
notice to exempt from the operation and effect of this Title, and the
notice of waiver of such exemption and of acceptance of same, in section 114-201 and section 114-202 respectively referred to, shall be given,
114-203. Notices; time

in order to

be effective with respect to a particular accident resulting

injury or death, 30 days prior to such accident:

such accident shall have occurred

less

Provided, that

if

than 30 days after the date of

in

any
em-

ployment, notice of such exemption or waiver thereof and acceptance

Any

given at the time of employment shall be sufficient notice thereof.

such notice shall be in writing or printed and
priate

form heretofore

set out.

Any

in substantially the

such notice referred to

appro-

in the pre-

ceding two sections shall be given by the employer by posting the same

room or place where the
employee is employed or by serving it personally upon him and shall
be given by the employee by sending the same in a registered letter adin a

conspicuous place in the shop, plant,

office,

;

dressed to the employer at his last

by giving
a

it

summons

known

residence or place of business or

whom
State. A

personally to the employer or any of his agents upon
in civil action

may

be served under the laws of this

copy of any such notice, in prescribed form, whether given by the employer or employee, shall be filed with the Department of Industrial
Relations, and unless so filed within 10 days from the time when any
such notice is served, due and proper notice shall be deemed not to have
been given. (Acts 1920, p. 172; 1931, pp. 7, 43.)

employer who has elected to reject
not to operate under this Title shall not.

114-204. Action against

Title.

—An

in any suit
employer who elects
at law instituted by an employee, subject to this Title, to recover damages for personal injury or death by accident, be permitted to defend
any such suit at law upon any or all of the following grounds

(a)

That the employee was negligent.

(b)

That the injury was caused by the negligence

of a fellow

em-

ployee.
(c)

That the employee had assumed the

risk of the injury.

(Acts

1920, p. 177.)
Cross-references.
§§ 66-303, 66-403.

— Fellow-servant

rule,

see

4-217.

§

Contributory negligence, see

§

66-402.

Assumption

of

risk,

see

§
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—

employee who has elected to reject Title. An emunder this Title shall, in any action to
recover damages for personal injury or death brought against an eravor accepting the compensation provisions of this Title, proceed at
common law. and the employer may avail himself of the defenses of contributory negligence, negligence of a fellow servant, and assumption of
114-205. Action of

ployee

who

elects not to operate

common

such defenses exist at

risk, as

law. (Acts 1920, p. 178.)

114-206. Applicability of section 114-204

when employer and employee

—

have elected to reject Title. When both the employer and employee
elect not to operate under this Title, the liability of the employer shall
be the same as though he alone rejected the terms of this Title, and in
any suit brought against him by such employee the employer shall not
be permitted to avail himself of any of the common-law defenses specified
in section 114-204.

(Acts 1920,

p. 178.)

by both employer and employee to accept
When an employer and his employees elect to be bound by this

114-207. Effect of election
Title.

—

law, the election shall continue until recalled by joint action of employer

given to the Department
of Industrial Relations, and shall include employees subsequently employed unless they elect to reject the law. (Acts 1920, p. 177; 1925,

and employees

shall be effective after notice

pp.282, 283; 1931, pp.

CHAPTER

7,

is

43.)

CLAIMS AND NOTICE OF ACCIDENT.

114-3.

Sec.

Sec.

114-301.

Priority of claims.

114-302.

Claims not assignable.

114-303.

Notice of accident.

114-304.

Contents

114-305.

Time

of and
giving notice.

114-306.

time limit against lunatics

or minors without guardians,

or defunct corporations.

manner

of

114-307.

of filing claim.

114-301. Priority of claims.

Title shall have the

No

—All

Claims by minor's or lunatic's
guardian or trustee.

rights of compensation under this

same preference or

priority for the

whole thereof

against the assets of the employer as is allowed by law for claims for
unpaid wages for labor. (Acts 1920, p. 179.)
Cross-reference.

— Rank

of laborers' liens, see §§ 67-1801 to 67-1803.

114-302. Claims not assignable.
this Title shall be assignable,
shall be

exempt from

all

and

— No
all

claim for compensation under

compensation and claims therefor

claims of creditors. (Acts 1920,

114-303. Notice of accident.

— Every

p. 179.)

injured employee or his repre-

sentative shall, immediately on the occurrence of any accident, or as soon
thereafter as practicable, give or cause to be given to the employer, his

agent, representative, or foreman, or the immediate superior of the in-

jured employee, a notice of the accident. This notice shall be given by the

employee either in person or by his representative, and until such notice
is given the employee shall not be entitled to any physician's fees nor
to any compensation which may have accrued under the terms of this
law prior to the giving of such notice. In the event a notice has not

Workmen's Compensation.
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been given within 30 days after the accident, in person either by the
employee or his representative, to the employer, his agent, representat
or foreman, or to the immediate superior of the injured employee, a written notice must be given. This written notice will not be required v.l.
an injured employee or his representative has given notice in person to
the employer, his agent, representative, or foreman, or to the immediate
superior of the injured employee. No compensation will be payable unless such notice, either oral or written, is given within 30 days after the
occurrence of an accident or within 30 days after death resulting from
an accident unless it can be shown that the employee had been prevented from doing so by reason of physical or mental incapacity, or by
fraud or deceit, or that the employer, his agent, representative, or foreman, or the immediate superior of the injured employee, had knowledge
of the accident, or unless a reasonable excuse is made to the satisfaction
of the Department of Industrial Relations for not giving such notice,
and it is reasonably proved to the satisfaction of the Department that
the employer had not been prejudiced thereby. (Acts 1920, p. 180; 1923,
pp. 92, 93; 1931, pp. 7, 43.)

114-304. Contents of

and manner

of giving notice.

— The

written no-

provided for in the foregoing section shall state in ordinary language
the name and address of the employee, the time, place, nature and cause
of the accident and of the resulting injury or death, and shall be signed
by the employee or by a person in his behalf, or, in the event of his death,
by any one or more of his dependents or by a person in their behalf.
No defect or inaccuracy in the notice shall be a bar to compensation
unless the employer shall prove that his interest was prejudiced thereby,
and then only to the extent of the prejudice. Said notice shall be given
personally to the employer, or his agent, representative, or foreman, or
to the immediate superior of the injured employee, or may be sent by
registered letter addressed to the employer at his last known residence
or place of business. (Acts 1920, p. 180; 1923, p. 94.)
tice

114-305.

Time

of filing claim.

—The

right to compensation under this

with the Department
of Industrial Relations within one year after the accident, and, if death
results from the accident, unless a claim therefor is filed with the Department within one year thereafter; except that if a claimant proceeds
in good faith against a corporation, the charter of which has expired,
but which is still doing business, he shall have the right to then proceed against the person or persons operating under the corporate name,
and the one-year limit shall not apply. (Acts 1920, p. 181 1925, pp. 2S2,

Title shall be forever barred unless a claim

is filed

;

284; 1931, pp.

7, 43.)

Cross-reference.

Chapter

— General

law on limitation

of actions,

see

Title

3,

Actions,

3-7.

114-306.

No

time limit against lunatics or minors without guardians, or

defunct corporations.

— No

the giving of notice or

limitation of time provided in this Title for

making claim

shall

run against any person

who

mentally incompetent or a minor dependent, as long as he has no
guardian or trustee, or to a person who proceeds in good faith against a
is

corporation supposed to have a legal entity but which

is

proved to be

—

:

Work m e x *s Com pexsatiox
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defunct by reason of the expiration of

its

;
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.

(Acts 1920,

charter.

p.

193

L925, pp. 282, 284.)

—

Claim by minor's or lunatic's guardian or trustee. If an injured employee is mentally incompetent or is under 18 years of age at
the time any right or privilege accrues to him under this Title, his
guardian or trustee may claim and exercise such right or privilege in
114-307.

(Acts 1920,

his behalf.

193.)

p.

CHAPTER 114-4. AMOUNT, COMPUTATION, AND
PAYMENT OF COMPENSATION.
Sec.

Sec.
114-401.

Period of incapacity.

114-402.

Basis

injury; expenses of last sick-

Damages

114-403.

both

Death from causes other than
injury; death resulting from

114-413.

computing compen-

of
sation.

and

ness and funeral; depend-

compensation

recoverable;

ents.

subroga-

tion.

114-414.

List of dependents; termination of dependency.

114-415.

Payments not due when made.

114-416.

Monthly

Total incapacity; limit of com-

114-404.

pensation.
114-405.

Partial

incapacity;

limit

of

compensation.

quarterly

or

pay-

ments.

Compensation for injuries.
Refusal of employment.
Second injury.

114-417.

Payment

114-418.

Trustees, payments

Two
Two

114-419.

114-410.
114-411.

Accidents outside of State.

114-412.

Compensation

Employees in joint service of
more than one employer.
Receipts from widow; from
minor; from guardian. Ri-

114-406.

114-407.
114-408.

114-409.

injuries.

permanent

injuries.

114-401. Period of incapacity.

114-420.

or

hernia
for death therefrom.
for

in

lump sum.
to.

val claimants.

— No

compensation

shall be

allowed for

seven calendar days of incapacity resulting from an injury, including the day of the injury, except the benefits provided for in section

the

first

114-501.

(Acts 1922,

114-402. Basis of

p. 190.)

computing compensation.

—The basis for computing

the compensation provided for in this Title shall be as follows

The compensation
of the regular wage
dent.

Where

of an injured person shall be

computed on the

basis

received by the employee on the date of the acci-

the injured person has not been receiving regular

wages

and has been employed for such a short period of time that it is impracticable to accurately determine his wages, the wages of employees of
the same class, in the same employment, in the same locality, or, if that
is impracticable, of employees of the same kind in neighboring localities,
shall be used as a basis for determining the wages of such injured employee.

(Acts 1922, pp. 185, 186.)

114-403.

Damages and compensation both

recoverable; subrogation.

When

an employee receives an injury for which compensation is payable under this Title, which injury was caused under circumstances
creating a legal liability in some person other than the employer to pay

damages

in

respect thereto, the employee or beneficiary

may

institute

proceedings both against that person to recover damages and against the
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employer for compensation, but the amount of compensation to which
he is entitled under this Title shall be reduced by the amount of da
ages recovered. If the employee; or beneficiary of the employee in such
case recovers compensation under this Title, the employer by whom the
compensation was paid, or the party who wa called upon to pay the
compensation, shall be entitled to reimbursement from the person so
liable to pay damages as aforesaid, and shall be subrogated to the right
of the employee to recover from him to the extent of the compensation.
i

(Acts 1922, pp. 185, 186.)
114-404. Total

incapacity; limit of compensation.

pacity to work resulting from an injury

is total,

— When

the

inca-

the employer shall pay

or cause to be paid, as hereinafter provided for, to the employee dur-

ing such total incapacity a weekly compensation equal to one-half of his

average wages, but not more than $15 per week nor less than $4 per
week, except when the weekly wage is below $4, when the regular wages
on the date of the accident shall be the weekly amount paid, and in no
case shall the period covered by such compensation be greater than 350
weeks, nor shall the total amount of compensation exceed $5,000. (Acts
1922, p. 190; 1923, p. 95.)

compensation.— Except as otherwise provided in the next section hereafter, where the incapacity for
work resulting from the injury is partial, the employer shall pay, or
cause to be paid, as hereinafter provided, to the injured employee during
such incapacity, a weekly compensation equal to one-half the difference
between his average weekly wages before the injury and the average
weekly wages which he is able to earn thereafter, but not more than SI 2
a week, and in no case shall the period covered by such compensation be
greater than 300 weeks from the date of the injury. In case the partial
114-405. Partial incapacity; limit of

incapacity begins after a period of total incapacity, the latter period shall

be deducted from the maximum period herein allowed for partial incapacity. The total compensation payable shall in no case exceed $5,000.
(Acts 1920, p. 183; 1923, p. 95.)

—

Compensation for injuries. In the cases included by the following schedule the permanent partial industrial handicap in each case
shall be compensated by payments for the period specified, and the compensation so paid for such handicap shall be as specified therein and
shall be in lieu of all other compensation for the permanent partial
handicap. In addition to the compensation provided in the schedule for
permanent partial handicap, compensation for total incapacity for work,
as provided in section 114-404, shall be paid, but compensation for total
incapacity for work shall in no case be paid for a period longer than 10
114-406.

weeks.

Loss of a thumb, 50 per centum
ing 30 weeks.
(a)

(b)

Loss

centum

of a first finger,

of the

commonly

average weekly wages dur-

called the index finger. 50 per

average weekly wages during 35 weeks.

Loss of a second
wages during 30 weeks.
(c)

of the

finger, 50 per

centum

of the

average weeklv

S
_
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Loss of

(cD

centum

a third finger, 50 per

of the

average weekly wages

during 20 weeks.

Loss

(e)

centum

of a fourth finger,

commonly

called the little finger, 50 per

weekly wages during 15 weeks.

of the average

phalange of the thumb or any finger shall be considered to be equal to the loss of one-half of such thumb or finger, and
the compensation shall be for one-half of the periods of time above
(f)

Loss of the

first

specified.

g) Loss of more than one phalange shall be considered the loss of the
entire finger or thumb
Provided, that in no case shall the amount re:

ceived for

more than one

finger exceed the

amount provided

in

this

schedule for the loss of a hand.

Loss

(h)

of a great toe, 50 per

centum

of the

average weekly wages

during 30 weeks.

Loss of one of the toes other than a great
the average weekly wages during 10 weeks.
(i)

centum

toe, 50 per

of

phalange of any toe shall be considered to be
equal to the loss of one-half of such toe, and the compensation shall be
for one-half of the periods of time above specified.
(j)

Loss

of the first

Loss

(k)

of

more than one phalange

shall be considered as the loss of

the entire toe.
(1)

Loss

of a hand, 50 per

centum

of the

average weekly wages during

150 weeks.

(m) Loss

of

an arm, 50 per centum of the average weekly wages dur-

ing 200 weeks.
(n)

Loss

of a foot, 50 per

centum

of the

average weekly wages dur-

ing 125 weeks.
(o)

Loss

of a leg, 50 per

Loss

of

centum

of

average weekly wages during 175

weeks.
(p)

an eye, 50 per centum of the average weekly wages dur-

ing 100 weeks.

Complete loss of hearing in both
weekly wages during 150 weeks.
(q)

(r)

Total loss of use of a

member

of,

of average

or loss of vision of an eye shall be

considered as equivalent to the loss of such

pensation for partial loss

centum

ears, 50 per

member

or for partial loss of use

The commember or, for

or eye.

of,

a

partial loss of vision of an eye, shall be such proportion of the

payments

above provided for total loss as such partial loss bears to total loss.
Loss of both arms, hands, legs or feet, or of any two of these members,
or the permanent total loss of vision in both eyes, shall be deemed permanent total incapacity and shall be compensated under section 114-404.

The weekly compensation payments
be subject to the same limitations as to
out

in section 114-404.

(Acts 1920,

p.

—

referred to in this section shall

maximum and minimum

as set

184; 1923, p. 95.)

employment. If an injured employee refuses employment procured for him suitable to his capacity, he shall not be entitled to any compensation at any time during the continuance of such
114-407. Refusal of

)
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Department

refusal, unless in the opinion of the

such refusal was

(Acts 1920,

justified.

p.

§114-412

of Industrial Relatii

186; 1931, pp.

7, 43.

—

Second injury. If an employee who suffers atl injury in
employment has a permanent disability or has sustained a permai.
114-408.

injury, such as specified in section 114-406, suffered elsewhere,

li

r
:

his

hall

be entitled to compensation only for the degree of incapacity which
would have resulted from the later accident if the earlier disability or
injury had not existed.

(Acts 1920,

—

Two

injuries.

Two

permanent

p.

186.)

an employee receives an injury for which
compensation is payable, while he is still receiving or entitled to compensation for a previous injury in the same employment, he shall not
at the same time be entitled to compensation for both injuries, unless the
later injury is a permanent injury, such as specified in section 114-406;
but he shall be entitled to compensation for that injury and from the
time of that injury which will cover the longest period and the largest
amount payable under this Title. (Acts 1920, p. 186.)
114-409.

If

—

an employee receives a permanent injury as specified in section 114-406, after having sustained another permanent injury in the same employment, he shall be entitled to
compensation for both injuries, but the total compensation shall be paid
by extending the period and not by increasing the amount of weekly
compensation, and in no case exceeding 350 weeks. When the previous
and subsequent permanent injuries received in the same employment
result in total disability, compensation shall be payable for permanent
total disability, but payments made for the previous injury shall be deducted from the total payment of compensation due. (Acts 1920, p. 187.)
114-410.

injuries.

If

—Where

happens
while the employee is employed elsewhere than in this State, which
would entitle him or his dependents to compensation if it had happened
in this State, the employee or his dependents shall be entitled to compensation, if the contract of employment was made in this State, and if
114-411. Accidents

outside

of

the employer's place of business

State.

an

in this State or

is

accident

if

the residence of

Provided, his contract of employment was
not expressly for service exclusively outside of the State
Provided,

the employee

is

in this State

:

:

however, that if an employee shall receive compensation or damages
under the laws of any other State, nothing herein contained shall be
construed so as to permit a total compensation for the same injury
greater than is provided for in this Title. (Acts 1920, p. 187.)
Cross-reference.

— Contracts

of service, see

§

114-110.

—

Compensation for hernia or for death therefrom. In all
claims for compensation for hernia resulting from injury by accident
arising out of and in the course of the employee's employment it must
be definitely proved to the satisfaction of the Department of Industrial
Relations: First, that there was an injury resulting in hernia; second,
that the hernia appeared suddenly third, that it was accompanied by
114-412.

;

pain; fourth, that the hernia immediately fallowed an accident:

fifth,

that the hernia did not exist prior to the accident for which compensation

is

claimed.

All hernia, inguinal, femoral or otherwise, so proven

:

§
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an injury by accident arising" out of
course of the employment, shall be treated in a surgical
radical operation.
If death results from such operation, the
be considered as a result of the injury, and compensation
cordance with the provision of section 114-413. In nonfatal
to be the result

of

loss only shall be paid unless

it is

shown by

vided

in section 114-503. that the injured

vided

in section 114-405.

and

in

the

manner by
death shall
paid in accases, time

special examination, as pro-

employee has a permanent partial disability resulting after the operation.
If so, compensation shall be
paid in accordance with the provisions of section 114-413 with reference
to partial disability. In case the injured employee refuses to undergo
the radical operation for the cure of said hernia, no compensation shall
be allowed during the time such refusal continues. If, however, it is
shown that the employee has some chronic disease or is otherwise in
such physical condition that the Department considers it unsafe for the
employee to undergo said operation, the employee shall be paid as pro(Acts 1920,

p.

167; 1931, pp.

7,

43.)

Death from causes other than injury; death resulting from
injury; expenses of last sickness and funeral; dependents.
When an
employee is entitled to compensation under this Title for an injury received, and death ensues from any cause not resulting from the injury
for which he was entitled to the compensation, payments of the unpaid
balance for such injury shall cease and all liability therefor shall
114-413.

—

terminate.

death results instantly from an accident arising out of and in the
course of the employment, or if during the period of disability caused
by an accident death results proximately therefrom, the compensation
If

under
(a)

this Title shall

The employer

be as follows
shall, in addition to

any other compensation, pay

the reasonable expenses of the employee's last sickness, and burial ex-

penses not to exceed $100. If the employee leaves no dependents this
shall be the only compensation.
(b)

The employer

shall

pay the dependents

of the deceased

employee,

wholly dependent on his earnings for support at the time of the injury,
a weekly compensation equal to 85 per cent, of the compensation which
is provided for in section 114-404 for total disability, for a period not
exceeding 300 weeks from date of injury.
(c)

If

the employee leaves dependents only partially dependent on

his earnings for their support at the time of his injury, the

weekly com-

pensation for those dependent shall be in the same proportion to the

compensation for persons wholly dependent as the average amount contributed weekly by the deceased to the partial dependents bears to his
average weekly wages at the time of his injury.

When

weekly payments have been made to an injured employee
before his death, the compensation to dependents shall begin on the date
of the last of such payments, but shall not continue more than 300 weeks
from the date of the injury nor except during dependency. The total
compensation to be paid to all dependents of a deceased employee shall
not exceed in the aggregate $12.75 per week.
Cross-reference. — Similar provisions when injured, see § 114-405.
(d)
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14-414

employee does not leave dependents, citizens of or residing
at the time of the accident in the United State, or Dominion of Canada,
the amount of compensation shall not in any case exceed $1,000.
(e)

If the

The compensation provided
to dependents

for in this section shall

and only during- dependency.

be payable only

(Acts 1920, pp. 187, 188;

1922, p. 190; 1923, p. 95.)

114-414. List of dependents; termination of dependency.

— The

follow-

ing persons shall be conclusively presumed to be the next of kin wholly
dependent for support upon the deceased employee:
(a)

A

wife upon a husband

abandoned
(b)

A

accident

upon

whom

at time of the accident.

he

is

whom

he lived at the time of her
then incapable of self-support and actually dependent

husband upon a wife with
if

she had not voluntarily deserted or

her.

A

under the age of 18, upon
If a child is over the ages specified above, but physically
a parent.
or mentally incapacitated from earning a livelihood, he or she shall be
presumed to be totally dependent.
(c)

boy under the age

As used

of 18, or a girl

terms "boy," "girl," or "child" shall include step-children, legally adopted children, posthumous children, and
acknowledged illegitimate children, but shall not include married children the term "parent" shall include step-parents and parents by adopin this section, the

;

tion.
If

the deceased employee leaves a dependent surviving spouse, as above

described, and no dependent child or children, the full compensation

such spouse; if the deceased employee leaves a dependent
surviving spouse, as above described, and also a dependent child, or
children, the full compensation shall be paid to such spouse for his or
her use and that of such child or children, the Department of Industrial Relations, however, to have the power in proper cases, in their
discretion, to apportion the compensation
if the
dependent surviving spouse dies before payment is made in full, the balance remaining shall be paid to the person or persons wholly dependent, if any,
share and share alike. If there is no person wholly dependent, payment
shall be made to partial dependents.
shall be paid to

;

In all other cases, questions of dependency, in w hole or in part, shall
be determined in accordance with the facts at the time of the accident,
but no allowance shall be made for any payment made in lieu of board
r

and lodging or services, and no compensation shall be allowed, unless
the dependency existed for a period of. three months or more prior to
the accident; and in such other cases if there is more than one person
wholly dependent, the death benefit shall be divided among them, and
persons partially dependent, if any, shall receive no part thereof if
there is no one wholly dependent and more than one person partially
:

dependent, the death benefit shall be divided
the relative extent of their dependency.

among them according

to

For the purpose of this Title, the dependency of a widow or widower
of a deceased employee shall terminate with remarriage. The dependency
of a child, except a child physically or mentally incapacitated from earn-

;

§
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ing a livelihood, shall terminate with the attainment of 18 years of age.
Tn all cases, except such as are hereinbefore specifically provided for,

whore there are both total and partial dependents and the total dependents die, remarry or cease to be dependents, the partial dependents
be entitled to the balance of compensation,

shall
P.

188; 1931, pp.

7,

if

any. (Acts 1920,

43.)

—

Payments not due when made. Any payments made by the
employer to the injured employee during the period of his disability, or
to his dependents, which by the terms of this Title were not due and
payable when made, may, subject to the approval of the Department
of Industrial Relations, be deducted from the amount to be paid as
compensation
Provided, that in the case of disability such deductions shall be made by shortening the period during which compensation must be paid and not by reducing the amount of the weekly pay114-415.

:

ments. (Acts 1920,

p.

190; 1931, pp.

7, 43.)

—

Monthly or quarterly payments. The Department of Industrial Relations, upon application of either party, may, in their discretion, having regard to the welfare of the employee and the convenience of the employer, authorize compensation to be paid monthly or
114-416.

quarterly instead of weekly. (Acts 1920,
114-417.

Payment

in

lump sum.

p.

191; 1931, pp.

7, 43.)

—Whenever any weekly payment has

been continued for not less than 26 weeks, the liability therefor may,
where the parties agree and the Department of Industrial Relations
deem it to be to the best interests of the employee or his dependents, or where it will prevent undue hardships on the employer or
his insurance carrier, without prejudicing the interests of the employee
or his dependents, be redeemed, in wdiole or in part, by the payment
by the employer of a lump sum which shall be fixed by the Department, but in no case to exceed the commutable value of the future installments which may be due under this law Provided, that the lump sum to
be paid shall be fixed at an amount which will equal the total sum of
the probable future payments, reduced to their present value upon the
basis of interest calculated at five per centum per annum. (Acts 1920,
:

p.

191; 1931, pp. 7,43.)
114-418. Trustees,

provisions of

some
of the

was

suitable

deem

to.

—Whenever

the

Department

of

In-

lump sum, subject to the
the foregoing section, shall be paid by the employer to
person or corporation appointed by the superior court

Relations

dustrial

payments
it

expedient, any

county wherein the accident occurred, or the original hearing

same for the benefit of the perthe manner provided by the Departfor the amount so paid shall discharge

held, as trustee, to administer the

son or persons entitled thereto

in

ment. The receipt of such trustees
the employer or any one else
1931, pp.

who

is

liable therefor.

(Acts 1920,

p. 191

7, 43.)

—

Employees in joint service of more than one employer.
Whenever any employee for whose injury or death compensation is pay114-419.

able under this Title shall at the time of the injury be in the joint

service of

two or more employers subject

to this Title, such

employers

Wokkmkn's Compensation.
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such compensation in proportion to
their wage liability to such employee: Provided, however, that nothing
in this section shall prevent any reasonable arrangement between such
employers for a different distribution as between themselves of the ultishall contribute to the

mate burden

of compensation.

of

(Acts 1920,

p.

193.)

from widow; from minor; from guardian. Rival
(a) Whenever payment of compensation, in accordance with
claimants.
the terms of this Title, is made to a widow or widower for her or his use
or for her or his use and the use of the child or children, the written
receipt thereof of such widow or widower shall acquit the employer (b)
whenever payment in accordance with the terms of this Title is made to
any minor employee 18 years of age or over, the written receipt of such
person shall acquit the employer. In cases where an infant or minor
under the age of 18 years shall be entited to receive a sum or sums
amounting in the aggregate to not more than $300 as compensation for
injuries, or as a distributive share by virtue of this Title, the father or
mother as natural guardian, or the legally appointed guardian of such infant or minor shall be authorized and empowered to receive such moneys
for the use and benefit of said minor and to receipt therefor; and the
release or discharge of such father or mother as natural guardian, or the
legally appointed guardian shall be in full and complete discharge of all
claims or demands of such infant or minor thereunder; (c) whenever payment of over $300, in accordance with the terms of this Title, is made to a
minor under 18 years of age, or to a minor child over 18 physically or
mentally incapable of earning, the same shall be made to his duly and
114-420. Receipts

—

;

some suitable person or corporation
superior
court as hereinbefore provided, as trustee,
appointed by the
guardian
receipt
such
or such trustee shall acquit the emthe
of
and
legally appointed guardian or to

ployer; (d)

payment

of death benefits

by an employer

in

good

faith to

a dependent having a claim inferior to that of another or other depend-

ents shall protect and discharge the employer unless such dependent or

dependents having a superior claim shall have given notice of his or
their claim. In case the employer is in doubt as to the respective rights
of rival claimants, he may apply to the Department of Industrial Relations to decide between them. (Acts 1920, p. 192; 1931, pp. 7, 43.)

CHAPTER

114-5.

MEDICAL ATTENTION AND PHYSICAL
EXAMINATION.

Sec.
114-501.

114-502.

Sec.

Medical

attention; duty to
furnish; effect of employee's
refusal to accept.

114-503.

Physical examination: refusal

by employee

to

submit to

treatment.

Liability for medical attention
limited; damages for malpractice.

114-501. Medical attention; duty to furnish; effect of employee's refusal
to accept.

— For a period of not exceeding 30 days

after an accident the
employer shall furnish, or cause to be furnished, free of charge to the
injured employee, and the employee shall accept, such necessary medical

$
^

1 1
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attention as the nature of the accident

may

may
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.

The Department

require.

any time, for good cause shown, or in
their discretion, order a change in such medical attention so furnished
by the employer: Provided, however, that the total liability of the
employer for necessary medical attention shall not exceed $100. During the whole or any part of the remainder of disability resulting from
the injury, the employer may at his own option continue to furnish or
cause to be furnished, free of charge to the employee, and the employee
shall accept, an attending physician, unless otherwise ordered by the
Department of Industrial Relations, and in addition such surgical and
hospital service and supplies as may be deemed necessary by said attending physician or the Department. The refusal of the employee to
accept any medical, hospital or surgical service when provided by the
employer, or ordered by the Department, shall bar said employee from
further compensation until such refusal ceases, and no compensation
shall at any time be paid for the period of suspension unless in the
of Industrial Relations

at

opinion of the Department the circumstances justified the refusal, in

which case the Department may order a change
hospital service.
If in an emergency on account

the medical or

in

the employer's

of

during the first 30 days, as herein specified, a physician other than one provided by the employer is called to
treat the injured employee, during the first 30 days, the reasonable cost
of such service, not to exceed $100 as above set out, shall be paid by the
employer if the Department so order. (Acts 1920, p. 181 1931, pp. 7, 43.)
failure to provide medical care

;

114-502. Liability for medical attention limited;

— The

damages

for malprac-

employer for medical, surgical and
hospital service herein required when ordered by the Department of
Industrial Relations shall be limited to such charges as prevail in the
same community for similar treatment of injured persons of a like
standard of living when such treatment is paid for by the injured persons, and shall not, in any event, exceed for all such services $100 in
amount. The employer shall not be liable in damages for malpractice by
a physician or surgeon furnished by him pursuant to the provisions of
this section, but the consequences of any such malpractice shall be
deemed part of the injury resulting from the accident and shall be comtice.

pecuniary

liability of the

pensated for as such. (Acts 1920,

p.

182; 1931, pp.

7,

43.)

by employee

submit to treatment. After an injury and as long as he claims compensation, the employee, if so requested by his employer, shall submit himself to examination, at reasonable times and places, by a duly qualified physician
or surgeon designated and paid by the employer or the Department
The employee shall have the right to have
of Industrial Relations.
present at such examination any duly qualified physician or surgeon provided and paid by him. No fact communicated to, or otherwise learned
by, any physician or surgeon who may have attended or examined the
employee, or who may have been present at any examination, shall be
privileged, either in hearings provided for by this Title, or in any action
at law brought to recover damages against any employer who may have
accepted the compensation provisions of this Title. If the employee refuses to submit himself to or in any way obstructs such examination re114-503. Physical examination; refusal

—

to

—
Workmen's Compensation.
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quested by and provided for by the employer, his right to COftlpen atlOtl
and his right to take or prosecute any proceedings under this Title shall
and no com
be suspended until such refusal or objection
shall at any time be payable for the period of suspension unless in the
,

opinion of the Department of Industrial Relations the circum
justify the refusal or obstruction. The employer, or the Department of
Industrial Relations, shall have the right in any case of death to require
.

an autopsy at the expense of the party requesting the same. No compensation shall be payable for the death or disability of an employee if
his death is caused by, or in so far as his disability may be aggravated,
caused or continued by, an unreasonable refusal or neglect to submit to
or follow any reasonable surgical treatment by a competent surgeon.
(Acts 1920, p. 182; 1931, pp. 7, 43.)

CHAPTER

Sec.

Sec.
114-601.

114-602.

INSURANCE.

114-6.

Duty of employers to insure
payment of compensation.
Duty to insure in licensed

114-606.

114-603.

Evidence of compliance with
requirements of law, filing.

of

injury.

Bond

or deposit of insurer.
114-607.

company,

association, etc.,
or to deposit security, indemnity, or bond.

Knowledge
Policy or

contract

of

insur-

ance.

114 _ 608i

n4 _

m

Policies subject to this Title;
exceptions.

Rates of insurance carriers
Authority
of
Insurance
.

114-604.

Certificate.

Commissioner

114-605.

Substitute systems; approval;
termination.

rates, publish data, take tes-

Duty

timony,

to investigate

etc.

employers to insure payment of compensation.
Every employer who accepts the compensation provisions of this Title
shall insure the payment of compensation to his employees in the manner hereinafter provided, and while such insurance remains in force he
or those conducting his business shall be liable to any employee for personal injury or death by accident only to the extent and in the manner
114-601.

of

herein specified. (Acts 1920,

Duty

p. 176.)

company, association, etc., or to
deposit security, indemnity, or bond. Every employer who accepts the
provisions of this Title relative to the payment of compensation shall
fully insure and keep fully insured, unless otherwise ordered or permitted by the Department of Industrial Relations, his liability hereunder in some corporation, association, or organization, licensed as
provided by law to transact the business of workmen's compensation
insurance in this State, or in some mutual insurance association formed
by a group of employers so licensed, or shall furnish to the Department
satisfactory proof of his financial ability to pay directly the compensation in the amount and manner and when due as provided for in this
law. In the latter case the Department may in their discretion require
the deposit of acceptable security, indemnity or bond to secure the
payment of compensation liabilities as they are incurred Provided, that
114-602.

to insure in licensed

—

:

it

shall

be satisfactory proof of

directly the

compensation

in thfj

tfie

employer's financial ability to pay

amount and manner when

due. as pro-

.

—
§

Workmen's Compensation.

114-603
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vided for in this Title, and the equivalent of acceptable security, indem-

payment of compensation liabilities as they are
incurred, if the employer shall show to the Department that he is a member of a mutual insurance company, duly licensed to do business in this
State by the Insurance Commissioner, as provided by the laws of this
nity or

bond

to secure the

and as such
is exchanging contracts of insurance with the employers of this and other
States, through a medium specified and located in their agreements between each other, but this proviso shall in no wise restrict or qualify the
right of self-insurance as hereinbefore authorized. Nothing herein shall
be construed to require an employer to place his entire insurance in a
State, or of an association or

single insurance carrier.

group

of employers, so licensed,

(Acts 1920,

p.

203; 1931, pp.

7, 43.)

Evidence of compliance with requirements of law, filing.
Every employer accepting the compensation provisions of this Title shall
file with the Department of Industrial Relations in form prescribed by
the Department, annually or as often as the Department in their dis114-603.

cretion

may deem

necessary, evidence satisfactory to the Department

compliance with the provisions of the preceding section and all
other sections relating thereto. If such employer shall refuse or wilfully
neglect to comply with these provisions, the Department of Industrial
Relations hearing any application for compensation by an injured employee of such delinquent employer may assess against such employer
compensation in an amount greater by 10 per cent, than that provided for in this law, and shall also fix a reasonable attorney's fee for
the representative of the employee to be paid by the employer in addition
to the increased compensation. The said attorney's fee and said increase
of compensation shall be due and payable at once and the payment of
same shall be enforced as provided elsewhere in this Title. (Acts 1920,
of his

p.

204; 1923,

p.

97; 1931, pp.

Cross-reference.
see § 114-9901.

— Penalty

for

7,

43.)

employer's failure to comply with this section,

—Whenever

an employer has complied with the
provisions of section 114-602, relating to self-insurance, the Department of Industrial Relations shall issue to such employer a certificate,
which shall remain in force for a period fixed by the Department, but
the Department may upon at least 60 days' notice and hearing to the
employer revoke the certificate upon satisfactory evidence for such revoAt any time after such revocation the
cation having been presented.
Department may grant a new certificate to the employer upon his peti114-604. Certificate.

tion.

(Acts 1920,

p.

204; 1931, pp.

7,

43.)

114-605. Substitute systems; approval; termination.

—

(a)

Subject to

the approval of the Department of Industrial Relations, any employer

may

enter into or continue any agreement with his employees to pro-

vide a system of compensation, benefit or insurance in lieu of the

compensation and insurance provided by this law. No such substitute
system shall be approved unless it confers benefits upon injured employees at least equivalent to the benefits provided by this Title, nor,
if it requires contribution from the employees, unless it confers benefits
in addition to those provided under tfris Title at least commensurate

Workm en's
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Compensation.
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with such contribution, (b) Such substitute system may be term inby the Department on reasonable notice and bearing to the info
parties if it shall appear that the same is not fairly administered or if
operation shall disclose defects threatening- its solvency, or if for any substantial reason it fails to accomplish the purpose of this
ad in this
case the Department shall determine upon the proper distribution of all
remaining assets, if any, subject to the right of any party at interest to
take an appeal to the superior court of the county wherein the principal
office or chief place of business of the employer is located. (Acts 1920,
;

205; 1931, pp.

p.

7, 43.)

Knowledge of
insuring the payment

114-606.
cies

injury.
of

Bond

or deposit of insurer.

compensation under

— All

poli-

this Title, including all

contracts of mutual, reciprocal, or inter-insurance,

must contain

a clause

between the employer and the insurer or insurers
the notice to or knowledge of the occurrence of the injury on the part of
the insured employer shall be deemed notice or knowledge, as the case
may be, on the part of the insurer or insurers; that jurisdiction of the
to the effect that as

insured for the purposes of this Title shall be jurisdiction of the insurer
or insurers; and that the insurer or insurers shall in

by and subject

all

things be bound

to awards, judgments, or decrees rendered against such

Every insurance company doing a workmen's compensation business in this State shall furnish a bond payable to the State
in the sum of $50,000 with some surety company authorized to transact
business in this State as surety, in such form as may be approved by the
Insurance Commissioner, conditioned for the payment of compensation
losses on policies issued by such insurance company upon risks located
Suit may be brought upon said bond by the Department
in this State.
of Industrial Relations, for the use and benefit of any party or parties
at interest. The annual license of such company shall not be issued or
renewed until it has filed with the Insurance Commissioner of this State
a bond as aforesaid. In lieu of such bond a deposit of the same amount
may be made with the Treasurer of the State in the form of other securinsured employer.

ity satisfactory to the

Insurance Commissioner. (Acts 1920,

p.

205

;

1933,

pp. 182, 183.)

114-607. Policy or contract of insurance.

surance shall be issued unless
insurers that

it

it

— No policy or contract of

in-

contains the agreement of the insurer or

or they will promptly pay to the person entitled to

same

by this Title and all installments of the compensation that may be awarded or agreed upon, and that the obligation shall
not be affected by any default of the insured after the injury, or by any
default in giving notice required by such policy, or otherwise.
Such
agreement shall be construed to be a direct promise by the insurer or insurers to the person entitled to compensation, enforceable in his name.
all

benefits conferred

A

policy of insurance issued under this Title shall always

first

be con-

and an insurer who issues
a policy of compensation insurance to an employer not subject to this
Title shall not plead as a defense that the employer is not subject to the
Title; and an insurer who issues to an employer subject to this Title a
policy of compensation insurance covering an employee or employees
strued as an agreement to pay compensation

;

§

WoRgMEN 's Compensation.
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ordinarily

exempt from
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provisions shall not plead the exemption as a
defense.
In either case compensation shall he paid to an injured employee or to the dependents of a deceased employee for a compensable acits

if the employer and or the employee were subject to this Title,
the policy of compensation insurance constituting a definite contract between all parties concerned. (Acts 1920, p. 206; 1933, pp. 184, 185.)

cident as

114-608. Policies subject to this Title; exceptions.

— Every

policy for
the insurance of the compensation herein provided, or against liability
therefor, including all contracts of mutual, reciprocal or inter-insurance,
shall be

deemed

to be

made

subject to the provisions of this Title.

No

corporation, association or organization, and no mutual, reciprocal or inter-insurers shall enter into or make any such policy or contract of insur-

ance unless

form

have been approved by the Department of
Industrial Relations. This law shall not apply to policies of insurance
against loss from explosion of boilers or fly wheels or other similar
its

shall

catastrophic hazards. (Acts 1920,

p.

206; 1931, pp.

114-609. Rates of insurance carriers.

7,

43.)

Authority of Insurance Commis-

sioner to investigate rates, publish data, take testimony, etc.
rates charged

by

all

—

(a)

carriers of insurance, including the parties to

The
any

mutual, reciprocal, or other plan or scheme for writing insurance against
the liability for compensation under this law, shall be

fair,

reasonable,

and adequate, with due allowance for merit rating, and all risks of the
same kind and degree of hazard shall be written at the same rate by the

same

carrier.

The

basic rates for policies or contracts of insurance

against liability for compensation under this Title shall be filed with the

Insurance Commissioner for his approval, and no policy of insurance
against such liability shall be valid until the basic rates thereof have been
filed with and approved by the Insurance Commissioner, nor if they
have been subsequently disapproved by him. Any plan or scheme for
modification of such basic rates by physical inspection or experience or
merit rating shall likewise be filed with the Insurance Commissioner
and by him approved, and no carrier of insurance shall write any such
policy or contract until after filing and approval of a basic rate therefor
and a schedule or plan to be employed in producing individual rates for
risks,
(b) Each such insurance carrier, including the parties to any
mutual, reciprocal, or other plan or scheme for writing insurance against
the liability for compensation under this law, shall report to the Insurance Commissioner as provided by law, and in accordance with such
reasonable rules as the Insurance Commissioner may at any time prescribe for the purpose of determining the solvency of the carrier, and

adequacy or reasonableness of its rates and reserves; for such
purpose the Insurance Commissioner may inspect all the books and
records of such insurance carrier and its agent or agents, and examine
(c) Said Commissioner
its agents, officers, and directors under oath,
shall have the power, in such manner and by such means as he may
deem proper and adequate, to gather statistics and information and
make investigations concerning rates for such insurance, and to that
end he may take into consideration the income and earnings, from any
and every source whatever, of any such company, and may call upon
the

Workmen's Compensai
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the directors of the

Department

ro

g

114-701

of Industrial Relations to sit with

him

an advisory capacity at any investigation or hearing concerning such
rates.
Authority is hereby conferred upon the Insurance Commi
to make such arrangements with the Department oi Industrial Relati
as may be agreeable to them for collecting, compiling, preserving, and
publishing- statistical and other data in connection with the .vork of
regulating workmen's compensation insurance rales; and whenever
deems proper, with the consent of the directors, he may appoint any of
the directors, or employees of the Department, as special agents of
the Insurance Commissioner to take testimony and make reports with
reference to any matters involving questions of workmen's compensation
insurance rates. Any party at interest may appeal from any decision of
the Insurance Commissioner, made under this section, in the manner provided by law. (Acts 1920, p. 206; 1929, pp. 358, 360; 1931, pp. 7, 43.;
in

CHAPTER

114-7.

DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL RELA-

TIONS; POWERS, DUTIES, FUNCTIONS, HEARINGS,
RECORDS, REPORTS, AND APPEALS.
Sec.

Sec.

clerical

Secretary-treasurer;
help; expenses.

114-7,01.

114-702.

Deputies.

114-703.

Rules;

Sessions.

subpoenas,

114-711.

Publications and blank forms.

114-705.

Agreements as

to

Hearings regarding disagree-

114-713.

Appointment

114-714.

Fees of attorneys and physi-

Conduct
Review by

all

remand

114-715.

of directors;
of case to sin-

Review of award or settlement on motion of directors
or because of change in con-

Questions

settled

114-716.

incapacity.
of
termination
Penalty. Reports.
114-717.

Prorating of department exAudits.

—The

Commis-

chairman of the Department

of Indus-

114-701. Secretary-treasurer; clerical help; expenses.

trial

Relations,

who

shall give

may

as

appoint and

direc-

Record of injuries. Records
Report of
of Department.

penses.

Commerce and Labor,

by

tors.

Reports.

dition; award.

sioner of

of physician.

cians; hospital charges.
of hearings.

gle director; award.
114-709.

accordance with

Proceedings without reasonable grounds; costs.

ments.

time:

in

114-712.

compensa-

tion, filing of.

114-707.

Judgment

directors' decision.

114-704.

114-708.

Appeals to superior court;
grounds for rescinding order; writ of error to Court
of Appeals.

quo-

etc.;

rum.

114-706.

114-710.

fix

the salary of a secretary-treasurer,

bond in the sum prescribed by the Department of Industrial Relations, and who may be removed by them
(b) the Department
may also, subject to the approval of the Governor, employ such clerical
or other assistants as may be deemed necessary and fix the salaries
(c) the directors and their assistants shall
of all persons so employed
;

;

be entitled to receive their actual necessary expenses while traveling on
the business of the Department, but the expenses shall be sworn to by
such person incurring the same and shall be approved by the chairman before payment is made (d) all of the salaries and expenses of
the directors, including the Commissioner of Commerce and Labor as
ex-officio chairman, shall be audited and paid out of the funds in the
hands of the secretary-treasurer according to rules and regulations pre;

§

Workmen's Compensation.
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scribed by the Department. (Acts 1920,

p.

194; 1922, pp. 77, 7S; 1931,

7, 43.)

pp.

—

Cross-reference. Creation,
Title 54, Industrial Relations.

of

etc.,

Department

of

Industrial

Relations,

see

—

The Workmen's Compensation Act of 1920 created an IndusCommission, with stated powers and duties. Section 108 of the Reorganization Act (Acts 1931, pp. 7. 43) abolished the Industrial Commission and transferred all the powers, duties and functions thereof to the directors of the Department of Industrial Relations.
Editorial Note.

trial

114-702. Deputies. Sessions.

— The Department of Industrial Relations

may

appoint deputies from time to time, as required, to serve only, as
and when needed, without permanent positions, who shall have the
to subpoena witnesses and administer oaths, and who may take
testimony in such cases as the Department may deem proper. Such
testimony shall be transmitted in writing to the Department and the
Department shall fix the compensation of such deputies. The directors
or any one of them may hold such sessions as may be deemed necessary at any place within the State, subject to the other provisions of
this Title.' (Acts 1920, p. 195; 1931, pp. 7, 43.)

power

114-703. Rules; subpoenas, etc.;

may make

quorum.

— (a)

The Department

of In-

with this Title, for
carrying out the provisions of this Title.
Processes and procedure
under this Title shall be as summary and simple as reasonably possible.
The directors, or any one of them, or any person deputized by them,
shall have the power for the purposes of this Title to subpoena witnesses, administer or cause to have administered oaths, and to examine
or cause to be examined such parts of the books and records of the parties
to a proceeding as relate to questions in dispute,
(b) The sheriffs of
this State within their respective jurisdictions, and their respective deputies, shall serve all subpoenas of the directors or their deputies and shall
dustrial Relations

same

rules, not inconsistent

now

provided by law for like civil actions.
Each witness who appears in obedience to such subpoena of the Department shall receive for attendance the fees prescribed by law for witnesses
in civil cases in courts.
The superior court shall, on application of the
Department or any director or deputy thereof, enforce by proper proceedings the attendance and testimony of witnesses and the production
receive the

fees as are

and examination of books, papers and records. Any two directors shall
constitute a quorum for the transaction of any business or the rendition
of any decision herein provided to be made by all of the directors. (Acts
1920, p. 195; 1925, pp. 282, 285; 1931, pp.

7, 43.)

—

Cross-references. Sheriff's fees for summoning witnesses, see § 24-2823. Witness fee, see § 38-1501. Review of award by all of the directors, see § 114-708.

—

and blank forms. The Department of Industrial
Relations shall prepare and cause to be printed, and upon request
furnish free of charge to any employee or employer, such blank forms
and literature as they shall deem requisite to facilitate or promote the
114-704. Publications

efficient

administration of this Title.

They

shall tabulate the accident

reports received from employers in accordance with section

and

shall publish the

may deem
deem

best.

same

in their

114-716,

annual report and as often as they

advisable, in such detailed or aggregate form as they

The name

of the

employer or employee

shall not

may

appear

Workmen's Compensation.
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such publications and the employers' reports themsel
.all be
private records of the Department, and shall not he open for public
inspection except for the inspection of the parties directly involved, and
only to the extent of such interest. These reports shall not be used as
evidence against any employer in any suit at law brought by any employee for the recovery of damages, or in any proceeding under tin'-, Title.
(Acts 1920, p. 196; 1931, pp. 7, 43.)
in

114-705.

Agreements as

to compensation, riling of.

—

If,

after 14 days

from the date of the injury, or at any time in case of death, the employer
and the injured employee or his dependents reach an agreement in regard to compensation under this Title, a memorandum of the agreement
in the form prescribed by the Department of Industrial Relations shall
be filed with the Department for approval as herein provided otherhis dewise such agreement shall be voidable by the employee or
memoranthe
Department,
thereupon
the
pendents.
If approved by
dum shall for all purposes be enforced by decree or judgment of the
;

superior court, as herein specified. (Acts 1920,
Cross-reference.

—Agreement as ground

196; 1931, pp.

p.

for judgment, see

114-706. Hearings regarding disagreements.

—

If

§

7, 43.

)

114-711.

the employer and the

an agreement in regard
to compensation under this Title, or if they have reached such an agreement which has been signed and filed with the Department of Industrial Relations and compensation has been paid or is due in accordance
therewith, and the parties thereto then disagree as to the continuance
of any weekly payments under such agreement, either party may make
application to the Department for a hearing in regard to the matters at
issue and for a ruling thereon. Immediately after such application has
injured employee or his dependents

fail

to reach

been received the Department shall set a date for a hearing, which shall
be held as soon as practicable, and shall notify the parties at issue of the
time and place of such hearing. The hearing shall be held in the county
where the injury occurred, if the same occurred in this State, unless
otherwise agreed between the parties and authorized by the Department.
If the injury occurred without this State, and is one for which compensation is payable under this Title, then the hearing above referred to may
be held in the county of the employer's residence or place of business, or
in any other county of the State which will, in the discretion of the Department, be the most convenient for a hearing. (Acts 1920, p. 197;
1931, pp. 7, 43.)

114-707.

Conduct

of hearings.

—The

directors or

any

of

them

shall

hear the parties at issue and their representatives and witnesses and shall
determine the dispute in a summary manner. The award, together with
a statement of the findings of fact and other matters pertinent to the
questions at issue, shall be filed with the record of the proceedings, and
a copy of the award shall immediately be sent to the parties at dispute.

may be heard by a deputy, in which event he shall swear the
witnesses or cause them to be sworn, and shall transmit all testimony
to the Department for their determination and award.
(Acts 1920,
The

p.

parties

197; 1931, pp.
Cross-reference.

7, 43.)

—Final

decision as basis of judgment, see

§

114-711.

Workmen's Compensation.

§114-708
114-708.

Review by

rector: award.

—

If

all of

2802

remand of case to single direview is made to the Department

directors; time;

an application for

of Industrial Relations within seven days from the date of notice of

the award,

review the evidence or, if deemed
advisable, as soon as practicable hear the parties at issue, their representatives and witnesses, and shall make an award and file the same
in like manner as specified in the foregoing section, together with their
rulings of law in the premises. A copy of the award so made on review
shall immediately be sent to the parties at dispute. All of the directors
all

may remand

of the directors shall

any case before them for review

to a single director

the purpose of taking additional evidence

and
dering any decision or award
ered to

all

of the directors

it

;

for

said evidence shall be deliv-

be taken into account before rensuch case. (Acts 1920, p. 198; 1925,

shall

in

pp. 28 J. 285: 1931, pp. 7,43.)

114-709.

Review

of

award or settlement on motion

cause of change in condition; award.
dicial

of directors or be-

—Upon their own motion before

ju-

determination or upon the application of any party in interest on

Department of Industrial Relations may at any time review any award or any settlement made
between the parties and filed with the Department and, on such review, may make an award ending, diminishing or increasing the compensation previously awarded or agreed upon, subject to the maximum
or minimum provided in this Title, and shall immediately send to the
parties a copy of the award. No such review shall affect such award as
regards any moneys paid. (Acts 1920, p. 191 1931, pp. 7, 43.)
the ground of a change in condition, the

;

grounds for rescinding order;
Any award of the Department of
Industrial Relations, provided for in section 114-707, with respect to
which no application for a review thereof is filed in due time, or an
award of the directors upon such review as provided in section 114-708,
shall, in either event, as the case may be, and subject to the other provisions of this Title, be a final award and shall be conclusive and binding
as to all questions of fact but either party to the dispute may, within 30
days from the date of any such final award, or within 30 days from the
date of any other final order or judgment of the directors, but not thereafter, appeal from the decision in such final award or from any other final
decision of said Department to the superior court of the county in which
the injury occurred, or if the injury occurred without the State, then to
the superior court of the county in which the original hearing was had,
in the manner hereafter outlined, and upon the following grounds, viz.:
The party conceiving himself to be aggrieved may file an application in
writing with the Department asking for an appeal from any such order
or decree, stating generally the grounds upon which such appeal is
114-710. Appeals

to

superior court;

writ of error to Court of Appeals.

—

;

sought.

In the event such appeal

Department

shall,

is filed

as hereinbefore provided, the

within 30 days from the filing of the same, cause

certified copies of all

documents and papers then on

the matter, and a transcript of

all

file in

their office in

testimony taken therein, to be trans-

mitted with their findings and order or decree to the clerk of the superior
court to which the case

is

appealable, as hereinbefore set out.

The cause

—

—

;

Workmen's Com pensation.
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may thereupon

so appealed

§114-711

be brought on for a hearing

in

either U

time or vacation before said superior court upon such record by eir
party on 10 days' written notice to the other; subject, however, to an
assignment of the same for hearing by the court. The findings of fact
made by the directors within their power shall, in the absence of fraud,
be conclusive, but upon such hearing the court shall
or decree of the directors, if it be found that

The
The
The

(1)
(2)
(3)

I

ide the order

directors acted without or in excess of their powers;

order or decree was procured by fraud

found by the directors do not support the order or de-

facts

cree;

There

(4)

is

not sufficient competent evidence in the record to war-

rant the directors in

The order

(5)

No

making the order

or decree'

is

or decree complained of; or that

contrary to law.

order or decree of the Department shall be set aside by the court

upon any grounds other than one or more of the grounds above stated.
not set aside upon one or more of such stated grounds, the court shall
affirm the order, judgment, decree or decision of the Department so appealed from. Upon the setting aside of any such order, decree or dicision
of the Department, the court may recommit the controversy to the Department for further hearing or proceedings in conformity with the judgment and opinion of the court, or such court may enter the proper judgment upon the findings, as the nature of the case may demand. Such
decree of the court shall have the same effect, and all proceedings in
If

relation thereto shall, subject to the other provisions of this Title, thereafter be the

same

as

though rendered

in a suit

heard and determined by

said court.

Any

who

aggrieved by a judgment entered by the
superior court upon an appeal from an order or decree of the Department
to the superior court, may have the same reviewed by the Court of Appeals within the time and in the manner provided by law for fast bills of
exceptions from other orders, judgments and decrees of the superior
court.
In case of an appeal from the decision of the Department, said
appeal shall operate as a supersedeas, if the employer has complied with
the provisions of this Title respecting insurance, and no such employer
shall be required to make payment of the award involved in the questions
made in the case so appealed, until such questions at issue therein shall
have been fully determined in accordance with the provisions of this
Title. (Acts 1920, p. 198; 1931, pp. 7, 43.)
party in interest

— Fast
Note.—This

Cross-reference.

bill

is

of exceptions, see

§

6-903.

Editorial
section originally provided that the Court of Appeals
should, "within 30 days after this Act takes effect, prescribe such rules of procedure, not inconsistent with the above and foregoing, as may be necessary or
proper to fix the details of the form and manner of such appeal." Pursuant to
this provision, the Court of Appeals, being of the opinion that the Act itself.
in the foregoing section, prescribed "all necessary rules of procedure in appeals
to the superior court from any final award or judgment of the commission," simply adopted those rules and prescribed them as the ones to be followed in such
appeals. See 27 App. 835.

Judgment

in accordance

with directors' decision. Any party
in interest may file in the superior court of the county in which the injury occurred, or if the injury occurred without this State, then in the
114-711.

§

Workmen's Compensation.

114-712
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which the original hearing was had, a certified copy of a
memorandum of agreement approved by the Department of Industrial
Relations, or of a final order or decision of the directors, or of an
award of the directors unappealed from, or of an award of the directors affirmed upon appeal, whereupon said court shall render judgment
in accordance therewith and notify the parties.
Such judgment shall
have the same effect, and all proceedings in relation thereto shall thereafter be the same, as though said judgment had been rendered in a suit
duly heard and determined by said court: Provided, however, that where
the payment of compensation is insured or provided for in accordance
with the provisions of this Title, no such judgment shall be entered nor
execution thereon issued, except upon application to the court and for
good cause shown. Upon presentation to the court of a certified copy of
a decision of the Department ending, diminishing or increasing a weekly
payment under the provisions of this Title, particularly of section
114-709. the court shall revoke or modify the order or decree to conform
to such decision of the Department. (Acts 1920, p. 200; 1931, pp. 7, 43.)
county

in

—

Cross-reference. Effect and lien of judgments, see Title 110, Verdict and Judgment. Chapter 110-5.

114-712. Proceedings without reasonable grounds; costs.

—

If

the De-

whom

any proceedings are brought under
this Title shall determine' that such proceedings have been brought, prosecuted or defended without reasonable ground, the whole cost of the
proceedings may be assessed against the party who has brought or department or any court before

fended them.
114-713.

(Acts 1920,

Appointment

p.

201

;

1931, pp.

of physician.

7,

43.)

—The directors of the Department

of Industrial Relations or any one of them may, upon the application of

either party or

upon

their

own

motion, appoint a disinterested and duly

qualified physician or surgeon to
tion of the

employee and

make any necessary medical examina-

to testify in respect thereto.

Said physician or

surgeon shall be allowed traveling expenses and a reasonable fee to be
fixed by the directors, not exceeding $10 for each examination and report,
but the directors may allow additional reasonable amounts in extraordinary cases. The fees and expenses of such physician or surgeon shall be
paid by the State. (Acts 1920, p. 201 1931, pp, 7, 43.)
;

—

Fees of attorneys and physicians; hospital charges. Fees of
attorneys and physicians and charges of hospitals for services under this
Title shall be reasonable and measured according to the employee's station and shall be subject to the approval of the Department of Industrial
Relations. (Acts 1920, p. 202; 1931, pp. 7, 43.)
114-714.

114-715. Questions settled
this Title,

if

by

directors.

— All

questions arising under

not settled by agreements of the parties interested therein,

with the approval of the Department of Industrial Relations, shall be
determined by the directors, except as otherwise herein provided. (Acts
1920, p. 202; 1931, pp. 7,43.)

Records of Department. Report of termination of incapacity. Penalty. Reports.
(a) Every employer who accepts the provisions of this Title relative to the payment of compen114-716.

Record

of injuries.

—

Workmen's Compensation.
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sation shall hereafter keep a record of

received by his employees

in

all

§ 114-717

injuries, fatal

or otlv

the course of their employment, on blanks

approved by the Department of Industrial Relations. Within 10 days
after the occurrence and knowledge thereof, as provided in section
114-303, of an injury to an employee requiring medical or surgical tn
n day
ment, or causing his absence from work for more thai,
report thereof shall be made in writing and mailed to the Department on
blanks to be procured from the Department for this purpose. (\jj The
records of the Department, in so far as they refer to accidents, injuri
and settlements, shall not be open to the public, but only to the par'
satisfying the Department of their interest in such records and the right
to inspect them, (c) Upon the termination of the disability of the injured employee, the employer shall make a supplementary report to
the Department on blanks to be procured from them for the purp<
(d) The said report shall contain the name, nature, and location of the
business of the employer, the name, age, sex, and wages and occupation
of the injured employee, and shall state the date and hour of the accident
causing the injury, the nature and cause of the injury, and such other
information as may be required by the Department, (e) Any such employer who refuses or wilfully neglects to make the report required by
this section shall be liable to a penalty of not more than $25 for each refusal or wilful neglect, to be assessed by a director in an open hearing,
with the right of review as in other cases. In the event the employer
has transmitted the report to the insurance carrier for transmission to
the Department, the insurance carrier wilfully neglecting or failing to
transmit the report shall.be liable and shall pay the

(f)

fine,

ployer shall, upon request of the Department, report the

Every em-

number

of his

employees, hours of their labor, and number of days of operation of
business. (Acts 1920, p. 202; 1923, p. 96; 1929, p. 358; 1931, pp. 7, 43.)

—

Department expenses. Reports. Audits. The
total expenses of the Department of Industrial Relations shall be prorated among the insurance companies writing compensation insurance
in this State and the employers permitted by the Department to pay
114-717. Prorating of

compensation

on the
basis, in the case of the insurance companies, of the gross earned
premium in the case of self-insurers on the basis of the amount of
premium which such self-insurer would have to pay in the event the
self-insurer had insured his liability in a casualty company writing this
class of insurance in Georgia.
Prorated advances based on the experience of the previous year shall be made on January 1 and July 1 of
each year by the insurance carriers and self-insurers on a budget furnished by the Department of Industrial Relations, the said advances for
the preceding year to be adjusted as soon after January 1 of each year
as complete reports have been received by the Department.
Sworn
directly, hereinafter referred to as self-insurers,

;

reports of the compensation

premium writing

of the insurance carriers

and sworn payroll statements of the self-insurers for the preceding year,
ending December 31, must be filed with the Department of Industrial
Relations not later than March 1 of each year. The books of the Department shall be audited annually and copy of such audit shall be furnished

all

parties

among whom

the expenses of the

Department are

§

Workmen's Compensation.

114-9901

prorated.

moneys assessed against and

All
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may

be payable under
this law by the insurance companies writing* compensation insurance in
this State and the employers permitted by the Department to pay compensation directly shall be by the same paid into the State treasury
and by it held as a special fund subject to the charge of salaries, expenses, etc.. as provided in this law, to be paid out by the State Treasurer
only upon warrant signed by the Governor and countersigned by the
Comptroller General. (Acts 1922, p. 78; 1931, pp. 7, 43.)

CHAPTER

114-99.

that

CRIMES.

Sec.

114-9901.

Refusal or
ployer to

showing

neglect
file

of

em-

evidence

compliance with

section 114-603.

evidence showing
an employer accepting the compen-

114-9901. Refusal or neglect of employer to

compliance with section 114-603.

—

If

file

comply
Department
with the

sation provisions of this Title shall refuse or wilfully neglect to

with section 114-603, providing that he shall file
Industrial Relations evidence satisfactory to the directors of his
compliance with the provisions of section 114-602, relating to insurance
of his liability, etc., he shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. (Acts 1923,

of

p. 97.)

WORLD WAR VETERANS,
and Ward, Chapter

guardians for:

See Title 49, Guardian

49-8.

WRITS:

See Title 8, Attachment; Title 19, Certiorari; Title 33, Ejectment; Title 39, Executions and Proceedings Thereunder; Title 46,
Garnishment; Title 50, Habeas Corpus; Title 55, Injunctions and
Receivers Title 64, Marfdamus, Quo Warranto, and Prohibition.
Error: See Title 6, Appeal and Error.
Ne exeat: See Title 37, Equity, Chapter 37-14.
Quia timet: See Title 37, Equity, Chapter 37-14.
Scire facias: See Title 3, Actions, Chapter 3-4; Title 110, Verdict and
Judgment, Chapter 110-10.
;

YEARS, ESTATES FOR: See
YEAR'S SUPPORT: See Title
of Estates,

Chapter 113-10.

Title 85, 'Property, Chapter 85-8.
113, Wills, Descent,

and Administration

TABLES
SHOWING WHERE
Sections of

Code of 1910

General Laws enacted since Code of 1910 (1910-1933)

Acts prior to Code of 1910 omitted from that Code

MAY

BE

FOUND

IN THIS

CODE

TABLE SHOWING WHERE SECTIONS OF THE CODE OF 1910
MAY BE FOUND IN THIS CODE AND GIVING EXPLANATIONS FOR OMISSION OF SECTIONS NOT CODIFIED.
The first column shows the numbers
olumn gives the new numbers of such

of the sections of the

Code

of 1910;

tl

Mid

sections codified in this Code, and

not codified herein, references and abbreviations indicating the reason for omitting
them. "R.," followed by a citation, indicates that the section opposite which it ap-

was repealed or superseded by the law cited. A number in the second column,
followed by "n.," is a reference to the editorial note appearing under the section cited.
"See," followed by a Code section number, does not mean that the old Code section
pears

is

codified as the

new

section cited, but that such

the reason for the omission of the old
tion,

means that the case

cited

is

Code

section explains or indicate-,

"Unconst," followed by

appears as
means "Chapter."

"Const." means "Constitution," and "Ch."

CIVIL CODE.
1910
1

1933

2-8501 to

1910

34

2-8503,

20-704
"2

102-101, n.

3

11

102-109
102-102
102-103
102-104
102-105
102-108
102-110
102-106
102-107

12

89-407,

4
5

6
7

8

9
10

89-420
13 89-905
14 89-601
15 20-117
16
17
18
19

20
21

22
23

15-101
15-102
15-103
15-104
15-105
15-201
15-202

40-209

24 81-1005
25 15-301
26 15-302
27 36-1101
28 36-1102
29 36-1103
30 15-304, n.
31 23-101
32 23-102
33 34-2301

35
36

37
38
39

40
41

42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51

1933

2-601 to
2-609
2-701
34-101,
34-103
34-105
34-106
34-113
34-104,
34-110
34-107
34-108
34-112
34-111
34-114
34-102
34-109
34-202
34-203
34-204
R., Acts 1913,
p. 115.

34-301
34-302
34-303
34-401
34-402
34-403
34-404
34-405
34-406
61 34-407
62 34-601
63 34-602
64 34-603
65 34-604
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

a cita-

authority for omitting the section opposite which

being unconstitutional.

it

section.

new

1910
66
67
68
69
70
71

72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79

80
81
82

83

84
85
86
87
88
89

90
91

92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99

1933

34-605
34-701
34-801
34-802
34-803
34-804
34-901
34-1001
34-1101
34-1102
34-1201
34-1202
34-1203
34-1301
34-1302
34-1201
34-1303,
34-9908,
34-9910
34-9909
34-1501
34-1601
34-1401
34-1402
34-1403
34-1801
34-1701
34-1702
34-2001
34-2002
34-2101
40-101
40-102
34-2302
34-2303
34-2304

1910
100
101

102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112

113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129

130
131
132

1933

34-2305
34-2306
34-2307
34-2501
34-2502
34-2503
34-2504
34-2505
34-2506
34-2507
34-2601
34-2602
34-2601,
34-2602,
92-4703
34-2603
34-2604
34-2701
34-2702
34-2703
34-2704
34-2705
34-2706
34-2801
34-2802,
34-9921
34-2S03
34-2901
34-3001
34-3101
34-3201
34-3202
34-3203
34-3204
34-3205
34-3206

Civil Code of iqio.
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1955

1910

54-5207
54-5205
54-5209
54-5210
54-5211

133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140

54-5201,

141
142
143

144
145
14o
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158

;

185 JR., Acts 1920,
to [
pp. 257, 239241.
1S7 \
L88 101-106
189 101-107
191
192
193

71-501

194
195
196
197
198
199

40-205
91-401
91-402
91-405
91-404
91-405
91-501
91-502
91-503
91-504
91-505
40-301
40-302
40-303
R., 77-305 et
seq.; Acts

164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179

180
181
182
183

184

101-206,
101-207

101-206
101-217
101-210
101-211
101-212
101-209
101-208
101-213
101-215

200
201
202
203

Temporary
101-216
40-501
40-502
40-503
40-601
40-504
40-601
40-602
40-601
40-701
40-604
40-901
40-903

204
205
206
207
208
209
210

91-201, n.;

211
212
213

Acts 1916,

214

p. 158.

215
216
217 40-902,
40-1001
218 40-1002
219 40-1001
220 40-1003
221 40-1004
222 40-1301
223 40-1302
224 40-1005
225 40-1303
226 40-1304
227 40-901,
40-903
228 40-1101
229 40-1103
230 40-1104
231 89-901
232 40-1201
233 40-1202
234 40-1203
235 40-1401
236 40-1402
237 40-1403
238 40-1505
239 40-1508
240 40-1509

7,

18, 19;

161
162
163

101-205
101-206
101-207

190

n.

40-105
40-104
40-201
40-202

1931, pp.

159
160

1933

1910

40-305
40-206
40-207
40-205
40-204
40-208
40-106
40-107
40-306
40-308
40-309
40-310
40-311
101-101
101-103
101-104
101-102
101-105
101-201
101-205
101-203
101-202
101-204
Obsolete.
101-218
R., Acts 1920,

:

p. 237.

1910

1933

1910

1933

40-1510
40-1501
40-1502
40-1506
40-1507
40-1505
40-1405
\R, Acts 1927,

297 89-423
298 89-419
299 89-421
244
300 89-301,
89-401
245
246
301 89-424
247
302 89-425
248
303 89-903
pp. 121, 122; 304 89-602
tn
Lu (
(
Extra. 305 89-603
1931,
250 /
Sess., p. 94.
306 89-604
251 40-1406
307 89-605
252 40-1101,
308 89-606
40-1512
309 89-607
253 40-1601
310 91-801
254 40-1602
311 91-802
255 40-1603
312 91-803
256 40-1604
313 91-804
314 91-805
257 40-1605
258 89-101
315 91-806
259 89-103
316 89-701
260 89-104
317 5-105,
261 89-105
40-105,
40-307,
262 89-201
40-504,
263 89-202
40-901,
264 89-501
40-1404
265 89-502
318 40-312
266 40-108
267 89-504
319 R., Acts 1931,
268 89-902
pp. 7, 19.
320 R., Acts 1919,
269 89-302
270 89-303
p. 76.
321 47-2.10
271 89-304
322 24-4005
272 89-305
323 24-2606
273 89-306
89-307
324 24-103
274
325 2-4001, n.
275 89-308
326 24-2609, n.
276 89-309
327 24-4202
277 89-310
328 24-2904
278 89-402,
89-414
329 24-2905
330 24-3503
279 89-403
331 47-103
280 89-404
332 2-1503, n.
281 89-414
333 47-101
282 89-415
334 47-102
283 89-416
335 47-104
284 89-417
336 47-105
285 89-408
337 47-106
286 89-409
89-410
338 47-301
287
339 47-302
288 89-411
340 47-303
289 89-412
341 47-305
290 89-413
342 47-304
291 89-418
89-405
343 47-112
292
344 47-501
293 89-406
345 47-502
294 89-426
346 47-601
295 89-427
347 47-701
296 89-422
241
242
245

,

COKKESPONIJING

1933

1910

348 47-206
349 R., Const.
(2-1503).

350 47-901
351 47-107
352 47-108
353 47-109
354 47-110
355 47-111
356 47-503
357 47-801
358 47-201
359 47-202
360 47-203
361 47-210
362 47-208
363 47-204
364 47-209
365 47-206
366 47-207
367 47-205
368 ^R., Const. U. S.,
(
(1-823).
See
to
\,KJ
34-2401 et
(
.

i

371

372
373
374
375
376
377
378
379
380
381
382
383

384
385
386
387
388
389
390
391
392

393
394
395
396
397
398
399
400
401
402
403

/

seq.

47-401
23-201
23-202
23-203
23-204
23-205
23-206
23-207
23-208
23-209
23-210
23-1501,
59-714
23-1502
23-1503
23-1701
23-1702
23-1703
23-1704
23-1710
23-1711
23-1712,

23-9906
23-1713
23-1714
91-601
91-602
91-603
91-604
91-701
91-702
91-703
91-704
91-705

1910

404
405
406
407

1933

91-706
59-314
59-601
91-707,

91-9903
408 91-708
409 59-601
410 23-1601
411 23-1602
412 23-1603
413 23-1201
414 23-1202
415 23-1203
416
n.
417 [23-1301,
418 23-1301
419 23-1901
420 23-1902
421 23-1903
422 23-1904
423 23-1905
424 23-2001
425 23-2002
426 23-2003
427 23-2004
428 23-1801
429 23-1802
430 23-1803
431 23-1804
432 23-2501
433 )
to >23-2501, n.
439 )
440 87-201
441 87-202
442 87-203
443 87-204
444 87-205
445 87-301
446 87-302
447 87-304
448 87-305
449 87-306
450 87-303
451 87-307
452 Temporary
453 87-401
454 87-402
455 87-403
456 87-404
457 87-405
458 87-406
459 87-407
460 87-408
461 87-310
462 108-420
463 87-601
464 87-602
465 87-604

L910

466
467
468
469
470
471
472
473
474
475
476
477
478
479
480
to

485
486
487
488
489
490
491
492
493

2809

ShCJJ

('j)Dli

1933

87-603
87-605

527

23 301

528

23-302
23-303
23-304
23-401
23-403
23-404
23-405
23-406
23-407
23-408
23-402
)Unconst. 150
>
Ga. 583 (104
)

1910

S. E. 418).

23-501
23-502
23-503
23-504
23-505
23-506
23-507
23-508
494 23-509
495 '23-510
496 23-511
497 23-512
498 23-513
499 23-514
500 23-515
501 23-516
502 23-517
503 23-518
504 92-3713
505 92-3714
506 92-3715
507 92-3702,
92-3705
508 92-3706
509 92-3709
510 92-3710
511 92-3711
512 92-3712
513 92-3701
514 92-3801
515 92-3802
516 92-3708
517 92-3803
518 92-3804
519 92-3805
520 92-3806
521 92-3807
522 92-3808
523 92-3809
524 92-3810
525 92-3811
526 92-3812

529

1933

23-1024,
92 4906
23 1025,
92 4907
92 3901

530 92-3902
531 92 3903
532 92-3904
533 92-3905
534 92-3906
535 92-3907
536 92-3908
537 92-3909
538 92-3910
539 92-3911
540 92-3912
541 23-2101
542 23-2102
543 23-2103
544 23-2104
545 23-2105
546 23-2106
547 23-2401
548 23-2402
549 23-2403
550 23-2201
551 23-2202
552 23-2203
553 23-2301
554 23-2302
555 23-2303
556 23-2304
557 23-2305
558 23-2306
559 23-2307
560 23-2308
561 23-2309
562 23-2310
563 23-2102,
564 23-1001
565 23-1003
566 23-1026
567 23-1027
568 23-1002
569 23-1006
570 23-1004
571 23-1005
572 23-1012
573 23-1028
574 23-1016
575 23-1014
576 23-1015
577 23-1020
578 23-1021
579 23-1604
580 23-1605
581 23-1607
532 23-160S
5 S3
23-1606

n.

Civil Code of 19 10.

2810

1910
554
585
5*

587
588

589

1910

1933

25-1609,
23 9902
23-1611
23 1022
23-1023
23-1013
25-1005,

n.

590 23 1015, 11.
25-1101
592 25-1102
593 25-1105
594 23-1104
505 23-1117
596 25-1105
597 25-1106
59S 25-1107
599 25-1108
600 25-1110
601 25-1111
602 25-1112
603 25-1113
604 23-1114
605 23-1115
606 25-1116
607 23-9903
608 23-1109
609 21-101
610 21-102
611 21-105
612 21-104
613 21-107
614 21-106
615 21-201
616 71-101
617 71-103
618 71-104
619 71-102
620 71-106
621 71-108
622 71-109
623 71-107
624 71-110
625 71-105
626 23-701, n.
627 23-801
628 105-112
629 95-101
630 95-103
631 95-104
632 95 105
633 95-106
634 95-90 5
63 5 95-107
636 95-108
637 95 9901
638 95-9902
639 95-109
640 95-201
641 95-20?
;

1

642
643
644
645
646
647
64S
649
650
651
652
653
654
655
656
657
658
659

660
661

1933

95-205
95-204
95-207
95-20>
95-206
95-401
95-402
95-404
95-405
[95-406
95-407
95-408
95-409
95-410
95-411
95-412
95-413
95-420
95-414
95-415
95-416
95-417
95-418
95-419
95-421

662
663
664
665
666
667
668
669 |95-422
670 95-423,
671
672

95-424
95-425
95-501
95-502
(R., Acts 1918,

673
674
675 \
pp. 269, 270.
676 95-701,
95-9907
677 95-403
678 95-208
679 95-212
680 95-209
681 95-210
682 95-211
683 95-213
684 95-214
685 95-215
686 95-216
687 95-217
688 36-505
689 36-506
690 95-702
691 95-601,
95-9904
692 95-602
693 95-603
694 95-801
695 95-802
696 95-803
697 95-801-

1910

1933

698 95-805
699 95-806
700 95-807
701 95-80S
702 95-809
703 95-810
704 95-811
705 )R., Acts 1918,
to

719
720
to

723
724
725
726
727
728
729
730
731
732
733
734
735
736
737
738
739
to
743
744
745
746
747
748
749
750
751
752
753
754
755
756
757
758
759
760
761
762
763
764
765
766
767
768
769
770

[

pp. 214, 215.

\

See 95-801,n.

[95-404, n.
:

95-301
95-302
95-303
95-304
95-305
95-307
95-308
95-309
95-310
95-311
95-312
95-313
95-314
95-307
95-315

1910

774
775
776
777
778
779
780
781
782
to
794
795
796
797
798
799

|

>

83-201
83-202
83-203
83-204
83-205
83-207
83-208
83-209
83-206
83-301
83-302
83-303
83-101
83-102
83-103
83-104
83-10583-106
83-107
83-108
83-109
83-110
83-111
83-113
83-114
83-115
83-116
83-117
83-118
83-112

801
802
803

)

811

812
813
814
815
816
817
818
819
820
821
822
823
824
825
826
827
828
829

Obsolete

)

800

^95-307, n.

95-901
95-902
95-904
95-905
95-1001
95-1002
95-1003
95-1004
95-1005
95-1006
95-306
95-1101
95-1102
95-1113
95-1201
95-1202
95-1203
95-1204
95-1205
95-1206
95-9911
95-1207
95-1208
95-1209
95-1210
95-1301
95-9908,
95-9909

95-1302
95-1303
95-1304
95-1305
95-1306
95-1307
95-1308
95-1401
95-1402
95-1403
95-1404

771
772
773

804
805
806
807
808
809
810

)

1933

83-119
83-120
83-121
83-122
)

>23-101, n.
848 )
849 23-1401
850 23-1402
to

23-1403
23-1404
23-1405
854 23-1406
855 23-1407
856 69-701

851
852
853

'

1910

857
858
859
860
861
862
863
864
865
866
867
868
869
870
871
872
873

874
875
876
877
878
879
880
881
882
883

884
885
886
887
888
889
890
891
892
893

1933

69-704
77-211
77-212
77-213
77-214
92-4001
92-4002
92-4101
92-4102
92-4103
92-4104
92-4105
92-4201
92-4201, n.

92-4202
92-2801
92-2802
92-2803
92-2804
92-4301
92-4302
92-7601
92-4401
92-4402
92-4403
92-4404
92-4405
92-4406
92-4407
69-201
69-501
69-502
69-503
69-504
69-505
69-202
69-307
69-304
69-203
69-302
69-301
69-303
69-305
69-204
69-208
69-306
59-715
12-611
87-501
87-502
87-503
87-504

894
895
896
897
898
899
900
901
902
903
904
905
906
907
908
909 69-308, n.
910 69-308
911 92-4408
912 92-4409
913 R., Acts 1933,
p. 38.

CokRKSl'ONJjJNG

('j)Uh

1933

1910

1910

914

/

R

Acts 1918

to

ShCIJON

1933

1042
1043

82.

p.
981 \
1044
982 )R., Acts 1915,
to r
Kxtra. »Scss., 1045
1046
984 )
PP- 77, 79.
1047
985 rR Ae^s 1918
1048
to
p. 82.
993 j
1049
994 R., Acts 1927, 1050

995 84-909
996 92-603
997 92-604
998 92-201,
92-202
999 92-204
1000 92-205
1001 92-6203
1002 92-101
1003 92-5701
1004 92-5702
1005 92-106
1006 92-107
1007 92-7402
1008 92-104
1009 92-105
1010 92-5703
1011 92-5704
1012 92-5705
1013 92-5706
1014 92-5302
1015 92-109
1016 92-102
1017 92-101
1018 92-110
1019 92-2301
1020 92-2303
1021 92-2304
1022 92-2305
1023 92-2306
1024 92-2307
1025 92-2312
1026 92-2311
1027 92-2302
1028 92-2308
1029 92-2309
1030 92-2310
1031 92-2601
1032 92-2602
1033 92-2603
1034 92-2604
1035 Obsolete
1036 92-2701
1037 92-2702
1038 92-2703
1039 92-2704
1040 92-2705
1041 92-2706

92-5908
92-5706
92-6002
92-6003
92-5905
92-5906
92-5907

1097 Ik.,
Acts 1913,
o
p. 123.
1100 )
101 92 6501
1102 92 6502
1103 92 6503
1104 92-6504
1105 92-6601
1106 92 6602
1107 92 6603
1108 92-6606
1109 92-6607

92-6002
92-6004
92-6006
92-6007
1054 92-6005

fR
f

\

JL\.

• j

Arts
LO 1918
171C?j

-Tx^,

p. 232.

92-6204
R., Acts 1917,

1

096

1

-

1110
1111
1112
1113
1114
1115
1116
1117

92-6204
92-6205,

92-6403
1068 92-6206
1069 92-6209
1070 92-6211,
92-6604,

92-7403
1071 92-6212
1072 92-6213
1073
1074 [92-6214
1075 92-6208
1076 R., Acts 1913,
p. 123.

1077
1078
1079

1080
1081
1082
1083
1084
1085
1086
1087
1088
1089

92-6401
92-6402
92-6218 to
92-6221
92-6222,
92-6223
92-6224
92-6225
92-6226
92-6227
92-6306
92-6307
92-6215
92-6302
R., Const.
(2-5005).

1090 92-203
1091 92-6216
1092 92-6217
1093 92-6301
1094 92-6304

92-6608
92-6609
92-6404
92-6228
92-6605
92-4609
92-6308
R., Acts 1917,
p. 197;

p. 51.

1066
1067

92-6305
92 6303

1095

1051
1052
1053

1055
to
1063
1064
1065

1933

1910

92 5903
92 5901,

92-5903,
92-5904,
92-6001,

p. 56.

2811

1933, p. 90.

1118
1119
1120
1121
1122
1123

92-7102
92-7103
92-7104
92-7105
92-7106
R., Acts 1933,
p. 91.

1124 92-7107
1125 92-7108
1126 92-7109
1127 92-7110
1128 R., Acts 1933,
p. 91.

92-7201
92-7202
92-7203
92-7302
92-7304
92-7305
92-7306
92-6103
92-7303
92-7307
92-7308
92-5707
92-5709
92-5 710
92-5711
92-7601

1129
1130
1131
1132
1133
1134
1135
1136
1137
1138
1139
1140
1141
1142
1143
1144
1145 39-403,

92-7602
1146 92-7605
1147 92-7701
1148 92-7702

Civil Code of 19 10.

2812

1955

1910!

U49
1150

[92-7407

92-7401
92-2107
92-2108
1154 92-7501
1155 92-7502
1156 92-7105
1157 02-2109
1158 92-7404

1151
1152
1153

1159
1160 [92-7801
1161 92-8001
1162 92-8002
1163 92-7901
1164 92-S105
1165 92-7406,

92-S003,
92-8101

92-8104
92-8102
92-S103
92-8301
92-8302
92-8303
92-8304
92-8305
92-7405
92-8106
92-8107
92-8108
92-8201
92-8202
92-8203
92-5401
92-5402
92-5403
92-5501
92-5502
92-5503
92-5504
92-5508
92-5509
92-5510
92-5511
92-5601
92-5602
92-4601
92-4602
92-4608
92-4611

1166
1167
116S
1169
1170
1171

1172
1173
1174
1175
1176
1177
1178
1179
1180
1181
1182
1183
1184
1185
1186
1187
1188
1189
1190
1191
1192
1193
1194
1195
1196
1197
1198
Acts 1913,
to [r.,
123.
p.
1201 \
1202 92-5301
1203 92-5302
1204
1205 r92-4701
1206 92-4702
1

1

/

1953

1910

1207 92-4S01
120S 92-4S02
1209 92-4S03
1210 92-4S04
1211 92-4901
1212 92-4917
1213
fR., 92-4909
to
et seq.
1216 [
1217 92-4915
1218 92-4908
1219 R., 92-4909
L

et seq.
R., Acts 1933,
p. 47.

1220

92-4909
92-4910
92-4911
92-4916

1221
1222
1223
1224
1225
to

1227
1228
1229
1230
1231
1232
1233
1234
1235
1236
1237
1238
1239

[92-4901, n.
)

92-5101
92-5102
92-5103
92-5104
92-5105
92-5106
[92-5301

40-1502
40-1503
40-1504
92-4610,

92-4810
1240 Obsolete
1241

23-1007,
92-4603,

92-4805

1910

1933

1254
1255
1256
1257
1258
1259
1260
1261
1262
1263

100-106
100-107
100-108
100-109
100-110

1348
to
1352
1353

100-109,
100-111

1354

100-112
100-113
100-114
87-101
87-102
)R., Acts 1914,

1264
1265
1266 f
1267
1268
1269
1270
1271
1272
1273
1274
1275
1276
1277
1278
1279
1280
1281
1282
1283
1284
1285
1286
1287
1288
1289
1290
1291

p. 81.

87-105
87-106
87-107
87-108
87-109
87-110
87-111
87-112
87-113
87-114
87-115
87-116
87-117
87-118
91-101
91-104
91-101
91-105
91-102
91-103
91-201
91-202
91-203
Obsolete

|

1242

23-1008,
92-4604,

92-4806
1243

1244

23-1009,
92-4605,

to

1335
1336
1337

1246
1247
1248
1249
1250
1251
1252
1253

J-91-201, n.
)

91-204
R., Acts 1919,
p. 269.

92-4807

1338

R., Acts 1931,

23-1010,
92-4606,

1339

pp. 7, 9.
R., Acts 1919,
p. 269.

92-4808
1245

23-1011,
92-4607,

92-4809
92-3501
92-3502
92-3503
100-101
100-102
100-103
100-104
100-105

1340 90-104
1341 R., Acts 1919,
pp. 269, 270.

1342
1343

1910

90-109
R., Acts 1919,
pp. 269, 271.

1344
1345
1346

90-102
90-103
R., Acts 1920,

1347

Obsolete

p. 237.

1933
[

j

R., Acts 1920,
p. 237.

R., Acts 1920,
pp, 237, 242.
R., Acts 1920,
pp. 237, 240.
R., Acts 1920,
pp. 237, 242.
R., Acts 1920,
pp. 237, 238.

1355

1356

1357 90-208
1358 )R., Acts 1920,
1359 \
pp. 237, 240.
1360 R., Acts 1920,
p. 237.

90-209
90-210
R., Acts 1931,

1361
1362
1363

pp.

7,

25.

1364 32-114, n.
1365
A
R., Acts 1931,
I

to

T~\

J_

1

/"\ *^

1

f

pp. 7, 25, 28.
1380 {
1381 2-7101, n.
1382
Acts 1931,
to (r.,
OC
[
pp. 7, 25.
1387
1388 32-122
1389 Obsolete
1390 32-130
1391 )R., Acts 1931,
1392 \
pp. 7, 24.
1393 32-120
1394 2-7101, n.
1395 32-134
1396 R., Acts 1931,
*7

I

pp.

1397
1398
1399
1400
1401
1402

pp.

1403
1404
1405
1406
1407
1408

7,

25.

32-103
32-123
32-201
32-202
35-701
R., Acts 1931,
7, 18.

35-702
35-703
35-704
35-705
35-706
R., Acts 1931,

pp. 7, 18.
1409 35-707
1410
fR., Acts 1931,
to
pp. 7, 18.
1412 \
1413 35-708
1414 35-709

9

Corresponding Code Sectio

1933

1910

1415 >R., Acts 1931,
1416 )
pp. 7, 18.
1417 35-801
1418 35-802
1419 35-803
1420
f R., Acts 1931,
to
pp. 7, 18.
1424 \
1425 35-804
1426 35-805
1427 35-806
1428 35-807
1429 35-808
1430 35-809
1431 35-810
1432 1~\
1
A
R., Acts 1919,
to
OO
1
[
pp. 288, 363.
1485
1486
1 A1 1
A
R., Acts I9ll,
to
f
p. 164.
1488
1489 32-1002
/"\

J-

w

1 i"\

f

**> •"*

s~\

(

1 f~fc

J

.

I

1490
(r., Acts 1919,
to
OO 1
i
pp. 288, 363.
1551
1552
n.
1553 [32-103,
1554 R., Acts 1931,
'"*

(

pp.

1555
to
1562
1563
1564
1565
1566
1567
1568
1569
1570
1571
1572
1573
1574
1575
1576
1577
1578
1579
1580
1581
1582
1583
1584
1585
1586
1587
1588
1589

7,

/**

*J

28.

)

[32-103, n.
)

32-2601
32-2602
32-2603
32-2701
32-2702
32-2703
32-2704
32-2705
)R., Acts 1931,
5

pp.

7, 19.

35-201
35-202
35-203
35-204
35-205
35-206
35-207
35-208
35-209
35-210
35-211
35-212
35-213
35-214
35-215
35-216
35-217

1910

1933

1910

1590
1591
1592
1593
1594
1595
1596
1597
1598
1599

35-218
35-219
35-220
35-221
35-222
35-202
35-223
35-224
35-225
35-226
35-227
35-228
35-229
35-230
35-231
35-232
35-233
35-234
35-235
35-236
35-237
R., Acts 1918,

1645
1646
1647
1648
1649
1650
1651
1652
1653
1654
1655
1656
1657
1658
to
1661
1662

1600
1601
1602
1603
1604
1605
1606
1607
1608
1609
1610
1611

p. 162.

1612
1613
1614
1615
to
1619
1620
1621
1622

35-238
35-239
35-240
f T~*
(

f

A

1635
1636
1637
1638
1639
1640
1641

1642
1643
1644

•%

/"\

H f\

R., Acts 1918,
p. 237.

35-402
35-403
R., Acts 1931,
pp.

1623
1624
1625
1626
1627
1628
1629
1630
1631
1632
1633
1634

J

7, 19.

Temporary
88-901
88-902
88-903
59-601
88-1001
88-1002
88-1003
88-1004
88-401
88-402
88-403,

88-9903
88-404
88-405
88-406
88-407
88-408
88-409,

88-9907
88-410
88-9908
88-419
88-422
88-411,

88-9909

1933

I910

88-412
88-413
88 414
88 415
88 416

1719 R.,
1720

7,

I933,

84 808
84 830

1721

1722

42-704
42-705
42-706
42-707
88-807
JR., Acts 1931,
pp.

Ads

pp. L32, 144.

88 417

)

1

11.

(r., Acts 1933

to
1731
1732
1733

fR., Acta I927,
p. 291.

|

84 1201
84 1202

84-1203
84-1204
84-1205
84-1206

1734
1735
[736
1737
1738

84-1207,

84-1208
84-1209
84-1211
84-1210
R., Acts 1920,

1739
1740
1741
1742

88-112,

88-9901

1663 88-113
1664 88-114
pp. 132, 133.
1743
1665 88-115
(r., Acts 1920,
to
1666 88-116
io
p. 132.
1750 \
1667 88-117
1751 84-9907
1668 88-118
1752
1669 88-119
(r., Acts 1920,
88-203
to
1670
1^
p. 132.
1754 j
1671 88-204
1755 88-701
1672 88-205
1756 88-702
1673 88-206
1757 88-703
1674 )
1758 88-704
to } 88-302, n.
1759 88-705
1676 )
1760 88-706
1677
1761 88-707
to [88-1001, n.
1762 88-708
1681 )
1763 )R., Acts 1915,
1682 R., Acts 1913,
to >
Extra. Sess,,
pp. 101,. 103.
1770 )
1683 R., Acts 1913,
p. 76.
1771
R., Acts 1929,
pp. 101, 108.
1684 JR., Acts 1913,
p. 228.
1685 \
pp. 101, 104. 1772 5-1105
1773 5-1120
1686 R., Acts 1913,
1774 R., Ac s 1929,
108.
pp. 101,
1687
pp. 228, 231.
(R., Acts 1913,
1775 5-1106
to
p. 101.
1776 5-1117
1697 j
1777 5-1103
1698 T~^
1
A
*T
R., Acts 1927,
177S 5-1112
to
p. 247.
1779 5-1301
1711 J
17S0 5-1001
1712 R., Acts 1933,
1781 5-1003
136.
132,
pp.
1782 5-1002
1713 84-804
1783 5-1004
1714 84-805
17S4 5-1005
1715 84-807
17S5 5-1202
1716 84-806,
84-808
1786 5-1203
5-1204
84-809
1787
1717
17SS 5-1205
1718 R., Acts 1933,
pp. 132, 142. 1789 5-1205
i

f

f

J_

/~\ /M\

(

1

i

1

Civil Code of 1910.

2814

1910

1933

1910

L790

Unconst. 171
Ga. 154 055

1860

S. K. 484).

1791
1792
L793
1794
1795
1796
L797
1798

5-1207
5-1208
5-1118
5-1104

1799

5-1404.

5

to

p. 83.

1121

5-1401
5-1402
5-1403

/r,
'.R.,

.

Acts 1927,

1821 T"^
%
^
;R., Acts 192o,
to
pp. 318-320.
1827 \
1828 5-1620
1829 5-1621
\

/*\

5-1622
5-1623
5-1609
5-1610
1834 5-1606
1835 See Const.
1830
1831
1832
1833

(2-401).

1836 5-1607
1837 5-605
1838 5-1608
1839 5-1602
1840 5-1603

5-1604
5-1605
5-1601
1844 5-501
1845 5-503
1841
1842
1843

1846
1847
1848
1849
1850
1851

1852
1853
1854
1855
1856
1857
1858
1859

5-502,

5-9907
5-509
5-510
5-511
5-512
5-603
5
604
5-401
5-402
5-403
5-404
5-405
5-406
5-407

42-9902
R., Acts 1906,
p. 83.

p. 279.
1814 \
1815
1816 [5-1611
1S17 5-1613
1818 5-1612
1819 5-1614
1S20 5-1615
r

5-408
5-409
5-410
5-411
1864 R., Acts 1906,

1861
1862
1863

1805
1866

5-9936
1S00

1933

c*

1867
1868
1869
1870
1871
to
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884
1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899

1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918

42-301
42-302
42-303
42-304
[R., Acts 1906,
I

^

O

p. 83.

5-1702
5-1703
5-1701
112-101
112-102
112-103
112-104
112-105
112-106
84-2001
84-2010
84-2011
84-2006
84-2007
84-2008
84-2009
84-2002
84-2004
84-2005
84-2003
80-101
80-102
80-104,

80-9901
80-110
80-111
80-302
80-303
80-304
80-305
80-310
80-107
80-108
80-109
80-301
80-307
80-308
80-309
80-311
80-312
80-313
80-314
80-112

1910

1933

»

80-113
80-103
80-201
80-202
80-203
80-204
80-205
80-206
80-207
80-208
80-105
80-106

1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931

98-102,

98-9902
98-104
98-103
98-105
80-209

1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939

Temporary
45-809
45-810
R., Acts 1924,
p. 101.

1940 45-811
1941
fR., Acts 1924,
to
1 r\ 1
p. 101.
1957 J
1958 45-401
1959 45-402
I

1960 45-403
1961 45-404
1962 45-405
1963 43-301
1964 R., Acts 1931,
pp. 7, 13.
1965 43-303
1966 43-302
1967 43-304
1968 43-305
1969 43-306
1970 43-307
1971 43-308
1972 43-301
1973 43-312
1974 43-309
1975 43-310
1976 43-311
1977 43-401
1978 43-402
1979 43-403
1980 43-404
1981 43-405
1982 43-406
1983 5-1.09
1984 5-110
1985 5-111
1986
|
to [•Obsolete
1988

1910
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999

1933

106-101
106-102
106-103
106-104
106-201
106-202
84-201
I

84-202
84-203
84-204

2000 Temporary
2001 62-201
2002 62-202
2003 62-203
2004 62-204
2005 62-206
2006 62-208
2007 62-209
2008 62-207
2009 62-210
2010 62-205
2011 62-301
2012 62-302
2013 62-303
2014 62-211
2015 62-212
2016 62-101
2017 62-104
2018 62-105
2019 62-106
2020 62-107
2021 62-401
2022 62-402
2023
2024 [62-403
2025 62-801
2026 62-802
2027 62-803
2028 62-406
2029 62-9903
2030 62-404
2031 62-405
2032 62-601
2033 62-602
2034 62-603
2035 62-9905
2036 62-501
2037 62-502
2038 62-503
2039 62-504
2040 62-505
2041

62-506,

2042
2043
2044
2045
2046

62-507
62-508
62-509
62-512
62-513
62-514

Corresponding Code

2047
2048
2049
2050
2051
2052
2053
2054
2055
2056
2057
2058
2059
2060

1910

1933

1910

62-515
62-516
62-517
62-518
62-519
62-701
62-702
62-703
62-704
62-705
84-1502
84-1503
84-1504

2098
2099
2100
2101
2102
2103
2104
2105
2106
2107
2108
2109
2110
2111
2112
2113
2114
2115
2116
2117
2118
2119

84-1505,

84-1506
2061 Temporary
2062 84-1501
2063 84-1507
2064 84-9923
2065 5-101
2066 5-102,
5-103,

2067
2068

5-104
5-105

2081
2082
2083
2084

2085
to

2087
2088
2089
2090
2091
2092
2093
2094
2095
2096
2097

7,

41.

2124 5-707
5-708

1931, 2125
41.
2126

7,

62-1001
62-1002
62-1003
62-1004
62-1005
'62-1006
62-1007
62-1008
62-1009
R., Acts 1931,

2127
2128

5-709,

5-9920
5-710
5-711,

5-9921
2129 5-704
2130 5-712,
5-9922
2131 5-713
2132 5-714
2133 5-722
2134 5-715-,
pp. 7, 41.
62-1010
5-9923
62-9906
2135 5-716,
5-108
5-9924
R., Acts 1931,
2136 5-717
2137 5-718
pp. 7, 41.
2138 5-719,
(r., Acts 1911,
5-9926
p. 137.
\
2139 5-720,
5-9927
JR., Acts 1918,
pp. 270-272. 2140 5-705
S
(R., Acts 1911,
2141 5-721
137.
2142
p.
\
(R., Acts 1911,
to
[42-101
p. 137.
2158 j

42-102
42-103
42-104
42-105

I

2159 79-101
2160 79-102
2161 79-201
21621 7 c -?03

!

1

933

79 202

79-204
2 65 79-205
2166 79-206
2167 79 207
2168 79-208
2169 79 209
2170 79-301
2171 79-302
2172 15-202
2173 79-303
2174 79-305
2175 79-304
2176 79-306
2177 79-103
2178 Temporary
2179 53-212
2180 74-102
2181 79-401
2182 79-402
2183 79-403
2184 79-404
2185 79-405
2186 79-406
2187 79-407
2188 22-101
2189 22-102
2190 22-103
2191 22-104
2192 22-201
2193 22-501
2194 22-502
2195 22-503
2196 22-504
2197 22-505
2198 22-506,
22-507
2199 22-508
2200 22-509
2201 22-510
22-511
22-512
22-513
22-514
2202 22-515
2203 22-1501
2204 22-1502
2205 22-1503
2206 22-1504
2207 22-1505
2208 22-1701
2209 22-1703
2210 22-1704
2211 22-1705
2212 22-1706
2213 22-1702
2214 22-1707
2215 22-702
2216 22-703
1

2121
2122 [5-702
2123 5-706

p. 228;

2074
2075
2076
2077
2078
2079
2080

2163
2164

42 9901
42-113
42-109
42-110
42-112
42-201
42-202
42-203
42-204
42-205
42-206
42-207
42-208
42-209
42-111
42-115
42-114
42-116
R., Acts 1931,
pp.

5-107,

pp.

42-106
42-107
42-108

2120 5-703

5-9901
2069 62-1011
2070 R., Acts 1929,

2071
2072
2073

1910

1933

Si/.:."-

1910

Vj

2217 22-704
2218 22 705
2219 22 706
2220 22-707
2221

22

1

70-.

22-709
22231 22 710
2222

2224' 22 711

2225

22 712

2226: 22 714
2227' 22-715
2228 22 716

2229 66 408,
94-312
2230 22-718
2231 22-719
2232 22-720
2233 22-721
2234 22-722
2235 66-106
2236 22-723
2237 22-724
2238 22-1201
2239 22-1202
2240 22-1203
2241 22-1204
2242 22-1205
2243 22-1206
2244 22-1207
2245 22-1208
2246 22-1209
2247 22-902
2248 22-903
2249 22-904
2250 22-905
2251 22-1001
2252 22-1002
2253 22-1003
2254 22-1004
2255 22-1005
2256 22-1006
2257 22-1007
2258 22-1101
2259 22-1102
2260 22-1103
2261 22-1104
2262
R., Acts 1919,
to

/

2366
2367
236S
2369
2370

(

p. 135.

17-101
17-102
17-104
17-106
2371 17-113
2372' 17-108
2373 17-109
2374 17-110
2375 17-111
2d o 17-112
'

Civil Code of 19 10.

2816

1910

1933

2377 17-107
2378 17-105
2379 17-103
2380 17-114
2381 41-101
2382 41-102
2383 41-104
2384 41-103
2385 41-201
23 86 41-202
2387 41-203
2388 56-201
2389 56-202

2390 56-203
2391 56-204
2392 56-205
2393 56-206
2394 56-207
2395 56-208
2396 56-209,
56-210
2397 56-802
2398 56-211
2399 56-212
2400 56-906
2401 56-803
2402 56-1006
2403 56-217
2404 56-213
2405 56-214
2406 56-215
2407 56-216
2408 )R., Acts 1918,
2409 \
p. 119.
2410 56-229
2411 56-230
2412 56-1402
2413 R., Acts 1912,
p. 119.

2414
2415
2416
2417
2418
2419
2420
2421

2422
2423
2424
2425
2426
2427
2428
2429

56-401
56-402
56-408
56-409
56-209,

56-403
56-301
56-302
56-303
56-304
56-323
56-305
56-324
56-316
56-317
56-306
56-306,

56-307
2430 56-308
243 1; 56-309

1910
2432
2433
2434
2435
2436
2457
2438
2439
2440
2441
2442
2443
2444
2445
2446
2447
2448
2449
2450

2451
2452
2453
2454
2455
2456
2457
2458
2459
2460
2461
2462
2463
2464
2465
2466
2467
2468
2469
2470
2471

2472
2473
2474
2475
2476
2477
2478
2479
2480
2481
2482
2483
2484
2485
2486
2487
2488

1933

56-310
56-105
56-S32
56-S33
56-S34
56-413
56-912
56-913
56-914
56-915
56-106
56-501
56-9905
56-502
56-603
56-605
56-506
56-315
56-322,

56-1501
56-917
56-918
56-919
56-920
56-1502
56-516
56-9911
56-232
56-233
56-234
56-235
56-405
56-927
56-115
56-231
56-219
56-220
56-221
56-222
56-801
56-811,
56-904
56-812
56-813
56-814
56-815
56-816
56-818
56-819
56-820
56-821
56-822
56-823
56-824
56-825
56-826
56-827
56-828
56-829

1910

1933

1910

2489 56-830
2490 56-831
2491 56-805,
56-1001
2492 56-806,
56-1002
2493 56-807,
56-1003
2494 56-808,
56-1004
2495 56-809,
56-1005
2496 56-901
2497 56-902
2498 56-903
2499 56-911
2500 56-909
2501 56-910
2502 56-1301
2503 56-1302
2504 56-1303
2505 56-1304
2506 56-1305
2507 56-1306
2508
(r., Acts
to

2547
2548
2549
2550
2551
2552
2553

2554
2555
2556
2557
2558
2559
2560
2561
2562
2563
2564

2565
2566
2567
2568
2569
1912,
2570
1 1 A
1 yll
pp. 119, 142. 2571
2514
2515 56-1201
2572
2516 56-1202
2573
2517 56-1203
2574
2518 56-1204
2575
2519 56-1205
2576
2520 56-1206
2577
2521 56-1207
2578
2522 56-1208
2579
2523 56-1209
2580
2524 56-1210
2581
2525 56-1211
2582
2526 56-1212
2583
2527 56-1213
2528 56-1214
2584
56-1401
2529
2530 56-1403
2585
2531 56-1404
2532 56-1405
2586
2533 56-1406
56-521
2587
2534
2588
2535 56-1426
2536 56-1427
2589
2590
2537 56-1428
2591
2538 56-1429
2592
2539 56-1430
2593
2540 56-1431
2594
2541 56-1432
2595
2542 56-1433
2596
2543 56-1434
2597
2544 56-702
2598
2545 56-701
2599
2546 56-703
(

{

1933

56-704
56-705
56-706
56-1101
56-1102
56-1103
56-404,

56-1116
56-1104
56-1105
56-1106
56-1107
56-1108
56-1109
56-1110
56-1111
56-1115
56-601
56-602,

56-604
17-201
17-202
17-203
17-204
17-205
17-206
17-207
17-209
17-210
17-211
17-212
17-213
94-101

94-102
94-103
94-104, 94-201

94-203
94-201, 94-202
94-204 to

94-206
94-103,
94-302,
94-301

94-303
94-304
94-305
94-307
94-308
94-309
94-310
94-311
94-313
94-314
94-315
94-316
94-317
94-318
94-319
94-320

CoKkK.si'OMjj/.'r;

1933

1910

94-1002

2600
2601

94-1003,

94-1004
2602 Temporary
2603 94-1011
2604 94-1012
2605 94-1009
2606 94-1005
2607 94-1014
2608 94-1015
2609 94-1016
2610 94-1017
2611 )R., Acts 1923,
2612
pp. 128, 129.
2613 94-1008
2614 94-1013
2615
2616 [93-201
2617 93-204
2618 93-205
2619 93-203
2620 93-202,
93-205
2621 93-201,
93-208
2622 93-206
2623 93-207
2624 R., Acts 1931,

1933

1910

93-401
93-409
93-410
93-411
R., 93-308
93-412
93-305
93-306
93-304
93-307
93-308
93-319,
93-414,
93-9902
93-415
93-416
93-9901
93-417
93-208
94-501
94-502
94-503
94-504

2654
2655
2656
2657
2658
2659
2660
2661
2662
2663

2664
2665

S

pp.

2625
2626
2627
2628
2629
2630
2631
2632
2633
2634
2635
2636
2637
2638
2639
2640
2641
2642
2643
2644
2645
2646
2647
2648
2649
2650
2651

7,

93-211
93-504
93-211
93-406
93-407
93-309
93-310
93-311
93-301
93-302
93-408
93-506
93-507
93-303
93-316
93-413
93-418
93-101
93-402
93-318
93-312
93-313
93-314
93-315
93-317
93-317
93-403,

93-404
2652 93-405
2653 93-505

2666
2667
2668
2669
2670
2671
2672
2673
2674
2675
to

2677
2678

42.

2679
2680
2681
2682
2683
2684
2685
2686
2687
2688
2689
2690
2691
2692
2693
2694
2695
2696
2697
2698
2699
2700
2701
2702
2703
2704
2705

[r.,
v

Acts

Code Skcjio:

191C

1933

l

270'

94-707

2707
2708
2709
2710
2711

94 708
94-701

2817

..

94-709
94 710

2754
2755
2756
2757
2758
2759

2760

18-102

2761

18-318,

12-106,

18-103
18-204
18-201

2714
2715
2716

18-205,

18-606
18-206
18-207

2717
2718
2719

18-208,

18-9904
18-206

2720
2721

18-206,

18-9902
18-209

2722
2723

18-206,

1918,
pp. 212, 214. 2724

Unconst. 279
U. S.639 (49 2725
Sup. Ct. Rep.
449, 73 h. Ed. 2726
2727
884).
2728
See 94-1101.
94-512
2729
94-513
94-514
2730
94-515
2731
94-516
2732
2733
Obsolete
94-306
2734
R., Acts 1931, 2735
pp. 229, 230. 2736
2737
18-214
|
2738
2739
|94-901
2740
94-1106
2741
f 18-106, 66-410
18-106
2742
2743
C118-605
2744
^94-902
2745
[94-505
2746
94-601
2747
94-602
2748
94-603
2749
94-604
2750
94-704
2751
94-705
2752
94-706
2753

503
504

18 -101,

101,

18-102

2713

18-502
18
18

1925,
pp. 142, 143.
R., Acts 1925,
pp. 142, 144.
18 407

18

2712

1933

191(3

18-9903
18-210,

18-9905
18-210,

18-9906
18-104
18-213
18-105
18-202,
18-301

18-306
18-220
18-221
18-215
18-216
18-217
18-311
18-312
18-325
18-324
18-305
18-307,

18-402
18-222
18-401
18-309
18-317
|

18-310
98-101
98-9901
18-203
R., 66-401
18-505
18-501

/]<.,
[

Acta

18 9914
2762 18-320
2763 18-321
2764
r 18-322
2765
2766 18-323
2767 18-302
2768 18-303
2769 18-304
2770 18-319
2771
18-506, n.
2772 [
2773 18-313
2774 18-314
2775 18-315
2776 18-316
2777 18-506
2778 18-319
2779 94-702
2780 Unconst. 279 U.
S.639 (49 Sup.
Ct. Rep. 449,
73 L.Ed. 884)
2781 94-703
2782 66-401
2783 66-402
2784 66-403
2785 66-404
2786 66^05
2787 66-406
2788 66-407
2789 94-1107
2790 94-401
2791 94-402
2792 94-403
2793 94-801
2794 94-802
2795 94-803
2796 94-804
2797 94-805
2798 94-1101
2799 94-1102
2800 94-1103
2801 94-1104
2802 94-1105
2S03 104-101
2S04 104-101,
104-102
2805 104-103
2806 104-104

Civil Code of 19 10.

2818

1933

1910

2 so;

104-201
104-20:
104-203
104-204
2811 104 205
2812 104-206
2813 104-207
2814 104-208
2815 109-101
2816 109-102
2S17 109-201
2818 109-103
2819 109-104
2820 109-105
2821 109-301
2822 R., Acts

2860

2S0S
2S0O
2810

2861
2862
2863

1910

p. 100.

2823

22-301 to
22-307,
22-309 to
22-312,

22-701,
22-717,

22-901
22-401
22-603
22-409
22-410
22-411
22-412
22-414

2824
2825
2826
2827
2828
2829
2830

2831 1
26-6911
2832 r
2833 22-406

2834
2835
2836
2837
2838
2839
2840

22-407
22-408
22-413
22-402
22-403
22-404
22-405

i

1

2841
to "Obsolete
/

2844
2845
2846
2847
2848
2849
2850
2851
2852
2853
2854
2855
2856
2857
2858
2859

\

j

35-501
35-502
35-503
35-504
35-505
35-506
35-507
35-508
35-509
35-510
35-511
35-512
35-513
35-514
35-515

1933

35-516
35-517
35-601
35-602
35-603
35-604
56-1701
56-1702
56-1703
56-1704

2864
2865
2866
2867
2868
2869
2870 Temporary
2871 56-1705
2872
2873 [56-1706

2874 56-1707

Temporary

1933, 2876

2877 56-1709
2878 16-101
2879 16-102
2880 16-103
2881 16-104
2882 16-105
2883 16-202
2884 16-203
2885 16-204
2886 16-205
2887 16-206
2888 16-208
2889 16-209
2890 16-201
2891 16-9902
2892 16-9901
2893 16-210
2894 16-211
2895 16-212
2896 16-207
2897 16-213
2898 16-214
2899
(r., Acts 1920,
to
\

2909
2910
2911
2912
2913
2914
2915
2916
2917
2918
2919
2920
2921
2922
2923
2924
2925
2926
|2927

p. 250.

111-101
111-102
111-103
111-105
111-106
111-107
111-104
111-108
111-109
111-111
111-110
111-112
111-113
36-901
36-902
36-903
22-1401
1

22-1402

1910
2928
2929
2930
2931
2932
2933
2934
2935
2936
2937

2938

1910

1933

22-1403
53-107
53-101
53-102
53-105
53-103
53-108
53-104
53-201
53-209
53-204 to
53-208
53-210
53-211
53-106
53-213
53-214
30-101
30-102
30-104
30-103
30-109
30-110
30-107
30-105
30-106
30-108

2939
2940
2941
2942
2943
2944
2945
2946
2947
2948
2949
2950
2951
2952
2953
2954 30-111,
30-209
2955 30-112
2956 30-115
2957 30-116
2958 30-117
2959 30-113
2960 30-130
2961 30-118
2962 30-114
2963 30-119
2964 30-122
2965 30-121
2966 30-123
2967 30-124
2968 30-125
2969 30-126
2970 30-120
2971 30-127
2972 50-121
2973 30-128
2974 30-129
2975 30-201
2976 30-202
2977 30-203
2978 30-204
2979 30-205
2980 30-206
2981 30-207
2982 30-208
2983 30-210
2984 30-211

2985
2986
2987
2988
2989
2990
2991
2992
2993

\

1933

30-212
30-213
30-214
30-215
30-216
30-217
30-218
53-501
53-502

2994 53-507,
53-511
2995 53-507
2996 53-510
2997 53-508
2998 53-509
2999 53-401
3000 53-404
3001 53-407
3002 53-408
3003 53-409
3004 53-405
3005 53-406
3006 53-403
3007 53-503
3008 53-402
3009 53-504
3010 53-506
3011 53-505
3012 74-101
3013 74-103
3014 79-501
3015 79-502
3016 74-401 to
74-405
3017 74-406
3018 74-407
3019 74-104
3020 74-105
3021 74-108
3022 74-106
3023 74-109
3024 74-110
30*25 26-1015
3026 74-201
3027 74-202
3028 74-203
3029 113-904
3030 113-905
3031 49-101
3032 49-102
3033 49-103
3034 49-104
3035 49-105
3036 49-106
3037 49-107
3038 49-108
3039 49-109
3040 49-501
3041 49-502

.

1

Corresponding Code Sections.

1910

3042
3043
3044
3045
3046
3047
3048
3049
3050
3051
3052
3053
3054
3055
3056
3057
3058
3059
3060
3061
3062
3063
3064
3065
3066
3067
3068
3069
3070
3071
3072
3073
3074
3075
3076
3077
3078
3079
3080
3081
3082
3083
3084
3085
3086
3087
3088
3089
3090
3091
3092
3093
3094
3095
3096
3097
3098
3099
3100

1933

49-503
49-504
49-505
49-110
49-112
49-113
49-114
49-115
49-116
49-232
49-233
49-234
49-235
49-236
49-239
49-1 1
49-201
49-230
49-202
49-228
49-229
49-231
49-203
49-204
49-205
49-212
49-213
49-214
49-215
49-223
49-224
49-225
49-226
49-227
49-301
49-302
49-303
49-304
49-305
49-306
49-307
49-311
49-312
49-313
49-314
49-315
49-316
49-601
49-603
49-602
49-604
49-605
49-606
49-607
49-608
49-609
49-610
49-618
49-611

1933

1910

49 612

3101

3102
3103
3104
3105
3106
3107
3108
3109
3110
3111
3112
3113
3114
3115
3116
3117
3118
3119
3120
3121
3122
3123
3124
3125
3126
3127
3128
3129
3130
3131
3132
3133
3134
3135
3136
3137
3138
3139
3140
3141
3142
3143

49-613
49 614
49-615
)R., Acts 1918,
S

p. 162

49-401
49-402
49-403
49-404
49-405
49-406
49-407
49-408
49-409
49-410
66-201
66-204
66-206
66-207
66-205
66-208
66-202
66-203
66-209
.66-210

66-211
66-212
66-304
66-301
66-303
66-302
66-101
66-103
66-104
66-105
54-201
54-202
54-203
54-204
54-205
54-206

to

f

3149
3150
3151
3152
3153
3154
3155
3156
3157
3158
3159
3160
3161
3162

i

R., Acts 1914,
pp. 88, 91.

54-401
54-402
54-403
54-404
54-405
75-101
75-103
75-104
75-102
75-105
75-110
75-106
75-107
3163 75-108

1910

1933

64

75-109

3165
3166
3167
3168
3169
3170
3171
3172
3173
3174
3175
3176
3177
3178
3179
3180
3181
3182
3183
3184
3185
3186
3187
3188
3189
3190
3191
3192
3193
3194
3195
3196
3197
3198
3199
3200
3201
3202
3203
3204
3205
3206
3207
3208
3209

75-111
75 313

3

1

3210
3211
3212
3213
3214
3215
3216
3217
3218
3219
3220
3221

75-312
75-314
75-206
75-207
75-201
75-202
75-204
75-205
75-203
75-208
75-209
75-210
75-301
75-302
75-309
75-303
75-304
75-305
75-306
75-307
75-308
75-310
75-311
75-315
75-401
75-402
75-403
75-404
75-405
75-406
75-407
75-408
75-409
75-410
75-411
75-413
75-412
75-424
75-414
75-415
75-416
75-417
75-418,

75-9901
75-419
75-420
75-421
75-422
75-423
28-101
28-102
28-103
28-104
28-105
28-106
28-107

1910

3222
3223
3224
3225
3226
3227
3228
3229
3230
3231

3232
3233
3234
3235
3236
3237
3238
3239
3240
3241
3242
3243
3244
3245
3246
3247
3248
3249
3250
3251
3252
3253
3254
3255
3256

1933

20 401
20 402
28 201
28 202
28 203
28 204
28-205
28 206
28 301
28-302

28-303
28 304
28 305

28-306
28-307
28-308
28-309
28-310
28-311
28-312
28-313
28-314
28-315
28-316
28-317
28-318
28-319
28-402
28-403
28-404
28-405
28-406
28-401
28-407
67-101,

67-103
3257
3258
3259
3260
3261
3262
3263
3264
3265
3266
3267
3268
3269
3270
3271
3272
3273
3274
3275
3276
3277
3278

67-102,

67-105
67-104
67-108
67-109
67-110
67-111
R., 67-2501.

67-112
67-113
67-114
67-115
67-116
67-402
[67-117

67-1001
67-122
67-118
67-119
67-201
67-202
67-203

2820

Civil Code of 19 10.

1910

3279
3280
3281

3282
3283
3284
3285
3286
3287

1933

67-301
67-302
67-204
303
67-401
67-501
67 502
1

701

67-1002
*288 67-1003
$289 67-1004
3290 67-703
3291 67-120
3292 67-121
3293 67-901
3204 67-902
3295 67-903
3296 R., Acts 1882,
p. 67.

3297 67-904
3298 67-1601
3299 67-1602
3300 67-801
3301 67-803
3302 67-804
3303 67-702,
67-802
3304 67-805
3305 67-601
3306 67-1301
3307 67-1305
3308 67-1302
3309 67-1306
3310i 67-1307
3311 67-1201
3312! 67-1202
3313 67-1203
3314 67-1204
3315 67-1205
3316 67-1206
3317 67-1207
3318 67-1401,
67-1402
3319 67-1403
3320 67-2501
3321 39-701
3322 39-702
3323 39-704,
67-2503
3324 39-705
3325 39-706
3326 39-707
3327 39 708
3328 Temporary
3329 67-1701
3330 67-1702
3331 22-725
3332 108-431
3333 92-5708

1910
.vv>4

3335
3336
3337
3538
3339
5540
5541
5342
3343
3344
3345
3346
3347
3348
3349

3350
3351
3352
3353

3354
3355
3356
3357
3358
3359
3360

1955

67-1801
67- iso:
67-1701,
67-1901
67-1902
67-1905
67-1803
61-205
61-204
61-205
61-206
61-207
67-1706
67-1707
67-2302
61-202
67-1102
67-1103
67-1104
67-2001
67-2002
67-2003
67-2201
67-2204
67-2205
67-2206
67-2203
12-707,
18-403,

52-105
3361 67-2202
3362 12-701
3363 12-702
3364 9-613
3365 67-2301
3366 67-2401
3367 67-2402
3368 9-614,
12-709,

52-106
3369

3370
3371
3372
3373
3374
3375
3376
3377
3378
3379
3380
3381
3382
3383
3384
3385
3386

12-706,

22-727
12-708
67-1704
67-1705
67-1703
9-612
22-726
24-215
51-101
51-201
51-202
51-203
51-301
51-302
51-303
51-401
51-402
51-403

1910

3387
55S8
5580
3390
3391
3392
3393
3394
3395
3396
3397
3398
3399
3400
3401
3402
3403
3404
3405
3406
3407
3408
3409
3410
3411
3412
3413
3414
3415
3416
3417
3418
3419
3420
3421
3422
3423
3424
3425
3426
3427
3428
3429
3430
3431
3432
3433
3434
3435
3436
3437
3438
3439
3440
3441
3442

1933

1910

51-404
51-405
51-501
51-502
51-601
51-701
51-702
51-703
51-704
51-705
51-801
51-802
51-901
51-902
51-903
51-904
51-905
51-906
51-1001
51-1002
51-1003
51-1004
51-1005
51-1006
51-1007
,51-1008
51-1101

.

51-1102
51-1201
51-1301
51-1401
51-1402
51-1403
51-1404
51-1405
51-1501
51-1502
51-1503
51-1504
57-101
57-102
57-103
57-105
57-106
57-107
57-108
57-109
57-110
57-111
57-101
57-104
57-112
57-113
57-114
57-115
R., Acts 1916,

I

3492
3493
3494
3495
3496
3497
3498
3499
3500

p. 48.

3443 See Const.
(2-401').

3444
3445
3446
3447
3448
3449
3450
3451
3452
3453
3454
3455
3456
3457
3458
3459
3460
3461
3462
3463
3464
3465
3466
3467
3468
3469
3470
3471
3472
3473
3474
3475
3476
3477
3478
3479
3480
3481
3482
3483
3484
3485
3486
3487
3488
3489
3490
3491

!

1933

|57-117
25-201
25-202
25-203
25-204
25-205
25-206
25-207
25-208
25-209
25-210
25-211
25-212
25-213
25-214
25-215
25-216
25-217
25-218
25-219
25-220
25-221
12-101
12-102
12-104
12-103
105-201
105-202
105-203
105^-204

105-205
12-201
12-202
12-205
12-204
12-203
12-206
12-210
12-207
12-209
12-208
12-211
12-407
12-408
12-409
12-410
12-411,

12-710
12-412
12-105
12-301
12-302
12-303
12-304
12-305
12-306
12-307

.

Cokkksi'Onwnc; Code Secho:;

191C

3501

)

1933
12-404,

12-703
3502

3503
3504
3505
3506
3507
3508
3509

3510
3511
3512

3513
3514
3515
3516
.3517

12-401,

12-705
12-405
12-406
52-101
52-104
52-101
52-108
52-109
52-110
52-111
52-102,
52-103
52-105
52-107
12-402
12-501
12-502
12-503
12-504
12-505
12-506
12-507
12-508
12-509
12-510
12-511
12-611
12-601
12-603
12-609

3518
3519
3520
3521
3522
3523
3524
3525
3526
3527
3528
3529
3530
3531 12-604,
12-704
3532 12-602
3533 12-608
3534 12-610
3535 12-605
3536 12-607
3537 12-606
3538 103-101
3539 103-102
3540 103-103
3541 103-104
3542 103-201
3543 103-202
3544 103-203
3545 103-204
3546 103-205
3547 103-206
3548 103-207
3549 103-208
3550 103-209
3551 103-301
3552 103-302
3553 103-303
3554 103-304
3555 103-305

191C

355C
3557
355S
355S
356C
3561

3562
3563
3564
3565
3566
3567
3568
3569
3570
3571
3572
3573
3574
3575
3576
3577
3578
3579
3580
3581
3582
3583
3584
3585
3586
3587
3588
3589
3590
3591
3592
3593
3594
3595
3596
3597
3598
3599
3600
3601
3602
3603
3604
3605
3606
3607
3608
3609
3610
3611
3612
3613
3614

)

>

1933

103-306
103 307
103-308
103 309
103 310
103-311
103 312
103-313
103-401
103-402
103-403
103-501
103-502
4-101
4-401
4-103
4-104
4-102
4-105
4-214
4-202
4-208
4-308
4-211
4-209
4-203
4-204
4-205
4-206
4-207
4-212
4-213
4-215
4-216
4-201
4-303
4-210
4-302
4-304
4-301
4-305
4-306
4-307
4-309
4-310
4-311
4-217
4-312
4-313
4-314
4-315
4-402
4-403
4-404
4-405
4-406
4-407
4-409
4-408
'

1910

36 U
36 ir
3617
361S
361S
362C
3621
3622
3623
3624
3625
3626
3627
3628
3629
3630
3631
3632
3633

3634
3635
3636
3637
3638
3639
3640

i

>

'

2^:21

..

1933

19 1(

)

1933

4-501

367.3

85-1709

4-502
85-201

3674
3675
3676
3677
3678
3679

85 701

85 -1201

85-1202
85-1203
[85-105

85-202
36-101
36-102
36-103
36-104
88-401
85-1301
85-1302
85-1303
85-1304
85-1305
85-1306
85-1307
85-1308
85-1309
85-1310
85-1311
85-1312
85-1401
85-1402
113-822
85-1403
85-1404
85-1701
85-1702
85-1801
85-1703
85-1704
85-1705
85-1802
85-1803
85-1804
85-1805
85-104

3641
3642
3643
3644
3645
3646
3647
3648
3649
3650
3651
3652
3653
3654
3655
3656
3657 85-501,
113-901
3658 85-502
3659 85-503
3660 85-504
3661 85-505
3662 85-506
3663 85-601
3664 85-602
3665 85-603
3666 85-604
3667 85-605
3668 85-606
3669 85-607
3670 85-60S
3671 85-609
3672 85-170S

o-702

85-703
85-704
85 707

85-705,

85-706
3680 85-708
3681

85-70';

3682
3683
3684
3685
3686
3687
3688
3689
3690
3691
3692
3693
3694
3695
3696
3697
3698
3699
3700
3701
3702
3703
3704
3705
3706
3707
3708
3709
3710

85-710
85-711
85-712
85-801

85-802
85-803
85-804
85-805
85-806
61-101
61-103
61-102
61-112
61-109
61-110
61-108
61-107
61-111
61-401
61-403
61-201
61-115
61-114
61-502
61-503
61-501
61-104
61-105
61-106
3711 61-113
3712 )Unconst. 139
to !
Ga. 609
3715
3716
3717
3718
3719
3720
3721
3722
3723
3724
3725
3726
3727
372S

3729
3730

\

(77 S. E. 818)

85-901
85-902
85-903
85-904
85-905
85-906
S5-1002
85-1001
85-1003
85-1005
85-1006
85-1004
10S-101.

108-102
108-114
108-115

Civil Code of ioio.

2822

1910

3731)
3732
ju

33

3734

_

1933

1910

._

37S3
3784
5783
3786

lUd-lU-t

J

OS- 105
108 109
1

3736
3737

108-110
108-111
108-112

758

108 113

3730
3740
3741
3742
3743
3744
3745
3746

108-106
108-116
108-108
108-105
108-501
108-303
108-314

3i 35

5

1933

108-118
108 425
108-425
108-501
10S-502
108-503
108-504
108-505
108-506
108-601
108-602
108-603
108-604
85-102
85-103
85-301
85-302
85-303
85-304
85-305
85-306
85-307
85-308
85-309
85-310
85-311
85-312
85-313

37o^

2S-320,
108-315

3747 108-316
5748 108-317
374^ 108-318
3750 10S-403
3751 108-404
3752 10S-405
3753 108-*02
3754 108-407
3755 108-408
3756 108-409
3757 108-438
3758 108-410
3759 108-411
3760 108-412
3761 108-413
3762 108-416
3763 108-417
3764 49-217,
108-419,
113-1518,
113-1519
3765 49-218,
108-420,
113-1520
3766 108-406
3767 108-429
3768 108-424
3769 108-426
3770 108-427
3771 108-428
3772 Obsolete.
See 53-503.
3773 108-431
3774 108-313
3775 108-401
3776 108-312
3777 108-432
3778 22-411
3779 108-117
3780 108-107
3781 108-302
3782 3-713
.

5788
37S9
3790
3791
3792
3793
3794
3795
3796
3797
3798
3799
3800
3801
3802
3803
3804
3805
3806
3807
3808
3809
3810
3811

)

to

>

3816
3817
3818
3819
3820
3821
3822
3823
3824
3825
3826
3827
3828
3829
3830
3831
3832
3833
3834
3835
3836
3837
3838
3839
3840
3841
3842
3843
3844

1910

1933

1910

3845
3846
3847
3848
3849
3850
3851
3852
3853
3854
3855
3856
3857
3858

113-306
113-301
113-302
113-303
113-304
113-305
113-107
113-1414
113-603
113-604
113-601
113-602
113-605

3901
3902
3903

113-606,

3914
3915
3916
3917
3918
3919
3920
3921
3922
3923
3924
3925
3926

113-1212
113-607
113-608
113-609
113-610
113-611
113-612
113-613
113-614
113-1206

3859
3860
3861
3862
3863
3864
3865
3866
3867
3868

113-615,

113-1227
113-1228
113-616

3869
3870
3871

113-702,

113-705
113-701

Obsolete

)

85-1604
85-1605
85-1606
85-1601
85-1602
85-1603
85-1609
85-1610
85-1607
85-1608
113-101
113-102
113-103
113-104
113-105
113-106
113-108
113-208
113-209
113-210
113-109
113-201
113-203
113-204
113-205
113-202
113-206
113-207

3872
3873
3874
3875
3876
3877
3878
3879
3880
3881
3882
3883
3884
3885
3886
3887
3888
3889
3890
3891
3892
3893
3894
3895
3896
3897
3898
3899
3900

I

113-702

113-703
113-704
113-705
113-706
113-707
113-708
113-709
113-710
113-1501
113-1201
113-1502
113-1102
113-1214
113-1103
113-1503
113-823
113-1216
113-1101
113-1504
113-2402
113-801
113-802
113-803
113-804
113-805
113-806

3904
3905
3906
3907
3908
3909
3910
3911
3912
3913

3927
3928
3929
3930
3931
3932
3933
3934
3935
3936
3937
3938
3939
3940
3941
3942
3943
3944
3945
3946
3947
3948
3949
3950
3951
3952
3953

3954
3955
3956
3957

1933

113-807
113-808
113-809
113-810
113-811
113-812
113-813
113-817
113-818
113-819
113-820
113-821
113-814
113-815
113-816
113-401
113-402
113-403
113-404
113-405
113-406
113-407
113-408
113-409
113-502
113-503,
113-617
113-618
113-504
113-901
113-902
113-903
113-906
113-907
113-908
113-1207
113-1221
113-1511
113-1208
113-1209
113-1210
113-1203
113-1203
113-1202
113-1204
113-2106
113-1231
113-1213
113-1205
113-1224
113-1225
113-1226
113-1301
113-1301,
113-1303
113-1304
113-1302
113-1305
113-1306

1

Corresponding Cook Seciion

1910

1933

1910

3958
3959
3960
3961
3962
3963
3964
3965
3966

113-1308
113-1309
113-1310
113-1311
113-1312
113-1313
113-1314
113-1307

4011

to

3968
3969
3970
3971
3972
3973
3974
3975
3976
3977
3978
3979
3980
3981
3982
3983
3984
3985
3986
3987
3988
3989
3990
3991
3992
3993
3994
3995
3996
3997
3998
3999
4000
4001
4002
4003
4004
4005

4006

4007
4008

4009
4010

I

T"*

*

sy

'-»

f\ *

(R., 113-1301
I
et scq.
-t

-i

113-1211
113-1212
113-1215
113-1217
113-1218
113-1219
113-1220
113-1222
113-1223
113-1229
113-1230
113-2107
113-2205
113r-2206

113-1401
113-1402
113-1403
113-1404
113-1405
113-1406
113-1407
113-1408
108-430
113-1409
113-1410
113-1411
114-1412
113-1413
113-1505
113-1506
113-1507
113-1508
113-1509
113-1510
113-1512
49-219,
113-1513
49-220,
113-1514
49-221,
108-422,
113-1515
113-1516
49-216,
108-418,
113-1517
113-1521
113-1522

2823

1910

1933

1910

R., 113-1518 to 4066

113-2007
113-2008

4111
4112
4113
4114
4115
4116
4117
4118
4119
4120
4121
4122
4123
4124
4125
4126
4127
4128
4129
4130
4131
4132
4133
4134
4135
4136
4137
4138
4139
4140
4141
4142
4143
4144
4145
4146
4147
4148

1933

113-1520.
4012 113-1523
4013 113-1524
4014 113-1525
4015 113-1526
4016 113-1601
4017 113-1602
4018 113-1603
4019 113-1604
4020 113-1605
4021 113-1701
4022 113-1702
4023 113-1703
4024 113-1704
4025 113-1705
4026 113-1706
4027 49-206,
113-1724
4028 49-207,
113-1707,
113-1708
4029 113-1709
4030 113-1711
4031 113-1712
4032 113-1713
4033 113-1714
4034 113-1715
4035 113-1716
4036 113-1717
4037 113-1718
4038 113-1719
4039 113-1720
4040 113-1001
4041 113-1002
4042 113-1004
4043 113-1005
4044 113-1006
4045 113-1007
4046 113-1008
4047 113-1009
4048 113-1010
4049 113-1011
4050 113-1012
4051 113-1003
4052 113-1013
4053 113-1014
4054 113-1015
4055 113-1016
4056 113-1017
4057 113-1018
4058 113-1019
4059 113-1020
4060 113-1021
4061 113-1022
4062 113-2001
4063 113-2002
4064 113-2003
4065 113-2004

4067
4068

108-433,

113-2005

4069

108-434,

113-2006
4070 113-2009
4071 49-308,
55-316,
108-435,

113-2010
4072

49-309,
55-317,
108-436,
113-2011
113-2201
113-2202

4073
4074
4075 113-2203
4076 108-414
4077 49-310,
108-437
113-2207
4078 108-415
4079 113-2208
4080 113-2209
4081 113-2101
4082 113-2102
4083 49-237,
113-2103
4084 49-238,
113-2104
4085 113-2105
4086 113-2108
4087 113-2109
4088 113-2110
4089 113-2301
4090 113-2302
4091 113-2302,
113-2303
4092 113-2304
4093 113-2305
4094 113-1710
4095 113-2306
4096 113-1901
4097 113-1902
4098 113-1903
4099 113-1904
4100 113-1905
4101 113-2401
4102 113-2403
4103 113-2404
4104 113-2405
4105 49-222,
113-2406
4106 96-101
4107 96-114
4108 29-115
4109 96-204
4110 96-205

4149
4150
4151
4152
4153
4154
4155
4156
4157
4158
4159
4160
4161
4162
4163
4164
4165
4166
4167
416S
'4169

1033

96 206
96-201
96 202
96 203
96 210
96 209

96-102
96-1 1
96-207
96 208
96 112
29-201

96-108
29-202
96-107
96-110
96-103
96-104
96-105
96-106
96-113
96-401
96-402
96-109
96-301
96-306
96-305
96-302
96-303
96-304
96-115
96-501
96-502
48-101
48-102
48-104
48-103
48-109
48-110
48-105
48-106
48-107
48-10S
48-201
85-1101
85-1102
85-1103
85-1104
85-1105
85-1106
85-1109
85-1110
S5-401
85-402
S5-403
85-404
S5-405
S5-406
85-407

Civil Code of 19 10.

2824

1910

4170
4171
4172
4173

4174
4175
4176
4177
417S
4179
4 ISO

41S1
41S2
41 S3

41S4
41S5
41S6
4187
4188
4189
4190

1935

85-409
85-410
S5-1706
85-411
85-412
S5-415
S5-415
S5-414
85-416
29-101
29-102
29-103
29-104
29-105
29-106
29-107
29-10S
29-109
29-110
29-111
29-112
29-113
29-301
29-302
29-303
29-304
29-305
29-306
29-401
29-402
29-403
29-404

4191
4192
4193
4194
4195
4196
4197
4198
4199
4200
4201
4202 29-405,
29-406,
29-408
4203 29-409
4204 R., 53-502.
4205 29-410
4206 29-411
4207 29-412
4208 29-413
4209 29-414
4210 29-415
4211 29-416
4212 29-417
4213 R., Acts 1921,
p. 158.

29-418
29-419
20-101
20-102
20-103
20-104
20-105
4221 20-106
4222 20-107
4223 20-109
4224 20-110
4225 20-111
4214
4215
4216
4217
4218
4219
4220

1910

20-115
20-116
20-112
20-113
20-108
20-114

4226
4227
422S
4220
4230
4231
4232

4233
4234
4235
4236
4237
4238
4239
4240
4241
4242
4243
4244
4245
4246
4247
4248
4249
4250
4251
4252
4253
4254
4255
4256
4257
to

4264
4265
4266
4267
4268
4269
4270

1910

1933

20-201,
20-206,

20-207
20-201
20-202
20-203
20-204
20-206
20-208
20-207
20-209
20-301
20-302
20-303
20-307
20-308
20-304
20-305
20-309
20-306
20-310
20-501
20-506
20-504
20-502
20-503
20-505
I

T~\

(R.,

A

J

Acts

<

/**v <*"\

f\

1929,
4329
s\ a
f\ A *?
pp. 245, 247. 4330
r*

1

i

20-701
20-702
20-703
20-704
(R., Acts

4331
4332
4333

4334
1924, 4335

p. 126.

\

4271 14-1702
4272 JR., Acts
4273 \
p. 126.
4274 14-1801
4275 R., Acts

1924,

1924,

p. 126.

4276
4277
to

4282
4283
4284
4285
to

4292
4293
4294

14-1802
1

T*\

(R.,

A

j

Acts

<

/™v

s\ A

/"\

s\ A

1924,

p. 126.

i

14-1803
14-1808
f

T~\

fR.,
I

4295
4296
4297
4298
4299
4300
4301
4302
4303
4304
4305
4306
4307
4308
4309
4310
4311
4312
4313
4314
4315
4316
4317
4318
4319
4320
4321
4322
4323
4324
4325
4326
4327
4328

A

.i_

Acts

p. 126.

14-1804
14-1805

t

1924,

4336
4337
4338
4339
4340
4341
4342
4343
4344
4345
4346
4347
4348
4349
4350
4351
4352
4353

1933

20-801
20-802
20-803
20-804
20-805
20-901
20-902
20-903
20-904
20-905
20-906
20-907
20-908
20-909
20-910
20-911
20-1001
20-1002
20-1003
20-1004
20-1005
20-1006
20-1007
20-1101
20-1102
20-1103
20-1104
20-1105
20-1106
20-1107
20-1108
20-1201
20-1202
20-1203
20-1204
20-1205
3-601
3-602
3-605
3-606
3-607
110-501
3-608
110-504
20-1301
20-1302
20-1303
39-605
20-1304
20-1305
20-1306
20-1307
20-1308
3-510
20-1309
20-1311
20-1312
20-1313
20-1314

1910

1933

4354 3-701
4355 110-1001,
110-1002
4356
110-1001
4357 |
4358 3-702
4359 3-703
4360 3-704
4361 3-705
4362 3-706
4363 3-707
4364 Obsolete.
See 37-901.
4365 19-210
4366 3-709
4367 3-710
4368 3-711
4369 3-712
4370 3-714
4371 3-715
4372 3-716
4373 Temporary
4374 3-801
4375 3-802
4376 3-803
4377 3-804
4378 3-805
4379 3-806
4380 3-807
4381 3-808
4382 3-809
4383 3-901
4384 3-902
4385 3-903
4386 3-904
4387 3-905
4388 3-906
4389 20-1401
4390 20-1402
4391 20-1403
4392 20-1404
4393 20-1405
4394 20-1406
4395 20-1407
4396 20-1408
4397 20-1409
4398 20-1410,
105-2014
4399 20-1411,
105-2015
4400 20-1412
4401 20-1413
4402 20-1414
4403 105-101
4404 105-102
4405 105-103
4406 105-104
4407 105-105
4408 105-106

CORKKSI'ONIJING

1933

1910

1933

4409 105-301
4410 105-302
4411 105-303
4412 105-107
4413 105-108
4414 105-501
4415 105-502
4416 105-109
4417 105-110
4418 105-111
4419 105-304
4420 105-401
4421 3-505
4422 105-601
4423 105-602
4424 105-1302,
105-1303,
105-1306,
105-1307
4425 105-1301,
105-1302,
105-1304,
105-1305,
105-1308
4426 105-603
4427 84-924
4428 105-701
4429 105-706
4430 105-705
4431 105-703
4432 105-704
4433 105-702
4434 105-707
4435 105-708
4436 105-709
4437 105-710
4438 105-711
4439 105-801
4440 105-802
4441 105-803
4442 105-807
4443 105-808
4444 105-804
4445 105-805
4446 105-806
4447 105-901
4448 105-902
4449 105-903
4450 105-1001
4451 105-1002
4452 105-1003
4453 105-1004
4454 72-102 to
72-104
4455 72-103
4456 72-104
4457 72-101
4458 72-105
4459 72-204

4460

105-1101
105-1102
105-1103,
105-1104
105-1201
105-1202
105-1203
105-1204
105-1205
105-1206
105-1207
105-1401
105-1402
105-1403
105-1404
105-1405
105-1407
105-1408
105-1409
105-1410
105-1411
105-1406
105-1701
105-1702
107-101
107-102
105-1703
105-1704
105-1705
105-1801
105-1802
105-1803
105-1901
105-1902
105-1903
107-104
3-1001
3-1002
3-1004
3-1005
105-1804
105-1805
105-1806
105-2001
105-2002
105-2003
105-2004
105-2005
105-2006
105-2007
105-2008
105-2009
105-2010
105-2011
105-2012
107-103
105-2013
107-107
107-106

1910

4461
4462

4463
4464
4465
4466
4467
4468
4469
4470
4471
4472
4473

4474
4475
4476
4477
4478
4479
4480
4481
4482
4483
4484
4485
4486
4487
4488
4489
4490
4491
4492
4493
4494
4495
4496
4497
4498
4499
4500
4501
4502
4503
4504
4505
4506
4507
4508
4509
4510
4511
4512
4513
4514
4515
4516
4517

,

825

(j)DIi Sl-:C'JfO;;s.

1910

1933

4518 37-101
4519 37-102
4520 37-103
4521 37-104
4522 37-105
4523 37-106
4524 37-107
4525 37-108
4526 37-109
4527 37-110
4528 85-408
4529 37-115
4530 37-116
4531 37-111
4532 37-118
4533 37-117
4534 37-112
4535 37-114
4536 37-119
4537 37-113
4538 37-120
4539 37-121
4540 37-122
4541 37-123
4542 37-124
4543 38-1101
4544 38-1102
4545 38-1103
4546 38-1104
4547 38-1105
4548 38-1107
4549 38-1108
4550 38-1201
4551 38-1202
4552 38-1203
4553 38-1204
4554 38-1205
4555 38-1301
4556 38-1302
4557 38-1303
4558 38-1304
4559 38-1305
4560 38-1401
4561 38-1402
4562 38-1403
4563 38-1404
4564 38-1405
4565 37-201
4566 37-214
4567 37-215
4568 37-216
4569 37-217
4570 37-202
4571 37-212
4572 38-510
4573 37-213
4574 37-203
4575 37-209
4576 37-204

1910

4577
4578
4579
4580

1933
37 205
37

37-207
37 206

4581

37 211

4582
4583
4584
4585
4586
4587
4588
4589
4590
4591
4592
4593
4594
4595
4596
4597
4598
4599
4600
4601
4602
4603
4604
4605
4606
4607
4608
4609
4610
4611
4612
4613
4614
4615
4616
4617
4618
4619
4620
4621
4622
4623
4624
4625
4626
4627
4628
4629
4630
4631
4632
4633
4634
4635

37-210
37-218
37-219
37-220
37-301
37-302
37 303
37-304
3 7-3 OS

37-306
37-307
37-308
37-401
37-402
37-403
37-404
37-405
37-406
37-407
37-408
37-409
108-201
108-202
108-203
108-204
108-205
108-206
37-501
37-502
37-503
37-504
37-505
37-601
37-602
37-603
37-604
37-605
37-606
37-607
37-701
37-702
37-703
37-704
37-705
37-706
37-707
37-70S
37-709
37-710
37-711
37-712
37-S01
37-802
37-803

Civil Code of 1910.

2826

1910

4636
4637
4638
4639
4640
4641
4642
4643
4644
4645
464o
4647
4648
4649
4650
4651
4652
4655
4654
4655
4656
4657
4658
4659
4660
4661
4662
4663
4664
4665
4666
4667
466S
4669
4670
4671
4672
4673

1933

37-S04
37-305
37-806
37-807
24-101
24-106
24-102
24-105
24-104
24-108
24-107
24-109
24-401
24-501
24-502
24-503
24-701
24-702
24-703
24-704
24-405
24-205
|

24-407
24-402
24-408
24-403
24-404
24-1001
24-1002
24-1004
24-1016
24-1007
24-1008
21-204
24-1009
24-1010
24-1011
24-1012
24-1006
24-602
24-603
24-601
24-801
24-802

4674
4675
4676
4677
4678
4679
4680
4681
4682
4683

24-406

/

\

24-806

24-807
24-808
24-809
24-803
24-805
24-804
24-810
4691 24-811
4692 24-812
4693 24-813
4694 24-815

4684
4685
4686
4687
4688
4689
4690

1955

1910

1910

1933

1910

4695 24-816
4752 24-1418
4808
4696 24-817
4753 46-701
4809
4697 24-S18
4754 46-702
4810
4698 24-901,
4755 46-703
24-1404
4756 24-1419
4811
4699 24-902
4757 24-1405
4812
4700 24-903
4758 24-1406
4813
4701 24-904
4759 24-1407
4814
24-906
4702
4760 24-1409
4705 24-907
4761 24-1410
4815
4704 Obsolete
4762 24-819
4816
4705 24-908
4763 24-814
4817
4706 )R., Acts 1922, 4764 24-1305
4818
24-1411
4707
4765
4819
p. 132.
470S 24-602, n.
4766 24-1412
4820
4709 24-1003
4767 24-1413
4821
4710 24-1005
4768 24-1414
4822
4711 24-1013
4769 24-1415
4823
4712 24-1014
4770 24-401, n.
4824
4713 24-1015
4771 46-701, n.
4825
4714 24-1012
4772 24-803, n.
4826
4715 24-1102
4773 R., Acts 1911, 4827
4716 24-1104
4828
p. 66.
4717 24-1105
4774 24-902, n.
4829
4718 24-1106
4775 24-401, n.
4830
4776 See 24-1701.
4719 24-1107
4831
4720 24-1108
4777 24-1702
4832
24-1109
24-1705
4721
4778
4722 24-1101
4833
4779 24-1703
4834
4723 24-1110
4780 24-1704
4835
4724 24-1111
4781 24-1706
4725 24-1112
4836
4782 24-1707
4837
4726 24-1201
4783 24-1708
4838
4727 24-1202
4784 24-1709
4839
4785 24-1710
4728 24-1203,
81-410
4840
4786
[24-1711
24-1301
4841
4729
4787
4842
4730 24-1302
4788 24-1713
4843
4731 24-1303
4789 24-1714,
24-2101
4844
4732 24-1304
4845
4733 24-1401
4790 24-1901
24-1402
4846
4734
4791 24-2114
4847
4792 24-1902
4735 24-1403
4848
4736 24-1404
4793 24-1903
4737 24-1408
4794 Obsolete. See 4849
113-1301 etseq. 4850
4738 6-301
4851
4739 6-303
4795 24-1712
4852
4740 6-401
4796 23-701
4853
4741 6-402
4797 23-702
4854
4742 6-304
4798 23-703
6-403
24-1904
4855
4743
4799
4856
4744 6-404
4800 24-1715
4857
4745 6-405
4801 24-2001
4858
4802 24-2002
4746 6-406
4859
4747 6-407
4803 24-2003
4860
4748 19-203
4804 24-2004
4861
4749 19-204
4805 24-1801
4862
4750 24-1416
4806 24-1802
4863
4751 24-1417
4807| 24-1803
1

1933

24-1804
24-2101
24-1714,

24-2104
24-2102
24-2105
24-2106
24-2107,

24-2108
24-2109
24-2110
24-2111
24-2112
24-2113
24-2103
23-704
23-705
23-706
23-707
24-2113
23-708
24-1716
24-2201
24-2301
24-2302
24-2302,
24-2601,

24-2613
24-2602
24-2604
24-2605
24-2603
24-2607
24-2608
24-2609
24-3003
24-3004
24-2610
24-2611
24-2612
24-2613
24-2614
81-1102
81-1103
24-2615
24-2616
24-2617
24-2618
24-2619
24-2622
24-2623
24-2625
24-2624
24-2626
24-2627
50-105
24-2628
24-2629
81-1104

n.

Corresponding Code Skcmo

24-2620
24-2621

4864
4865
4866
4867
to
4869
4870
4871
4872
4873
4874
4875
4876
4877
4878

24-2609,
f

/*\

1

/*%

V

4922
4923
4924
4925
4926
4927
4928
4929
4930

n.

/~\ /^v

(24-2609, n.,
124-2715, n.

24-2501
24-3001
24-3005
24-3006
24-3007
24-3008
24-3009
24-3010
24-2701
24-2702
24-2703
24-2704
24-2705
24-2706
24-2707
24-2708
24-2709
24-2710
24-2711
24-2712
24-2713
24-2714
24-2715
24-2720
24-2721
24-2722
24-2723
24-2724
24-2725

4879
4880
4881
4882
4883
4884
4885
4886
4887
4888
4889
4890
4891
4892
4893
4894
4895
4896
4897
4898
4899
to
4901
4902
4903
4904
4905
4906
4907
4908
4909
4910
4911
4912
4913
4914
4915
4916
4917
4918
4919
4920
4921

1910

1933

1910

)

>24r-2715, n.
)

24-2801
24-2802
24-2803
24-2804
24-2805
24-2806
24-2807
24-2808
24-2809
24-2810
24-2811
24-2812
24-2813
24-2818
24-2819
24- 2820
24-2821
24- 2822
24-2814
24-2902

1

933

24-2902.
See 4976 9-513
Const. (2-3801) 4977 9-517
24-2903
4978 9 506
24-2901
4979 9-514
24-2907
4980 9-518
24-2908
4981 9-515
24-2911
4982 9-516
24-2912
4983 9-504
24-2913
4984 24-3102
R., Acts 1933, 4985
p. 224.

9-102
9-103
9-104
9-109
9-110
9-105
9-106
9-107
9-108
4940 9-111
4941 9-112
4942 R., Acts
4931
4932
4933
4934
4935
4936
4937
4938
4939

p. 224.

4943
4944
4945
4946

9-113
9-114
9-115
R., Acts
p. 224.

!

1933

1910

4947 9-202
4948 9-203
4949 R., Acts
p. 224.

4950 9-301
4951 9-615
4952 9-616
4953 9-611
4954 9-617
4955 9-605
4956 9-606
4957 81-1009
4958 9-607
4959 9-603
4960 9-602
4961 9-604
4962 9-608
4963 9-609
4964 9-610
4965 9-601
4966 9-503
4967 9-501
4968 9-519
4969 9-505
4970 9-507
4971 9-508
4972 9-509
4973 9-510
4974 9-511
4975 9-512

2827

:•;--..

1910

5034
503 5

5036
5037
5038
5039
5040
5041

1933

7-204
7-205
7-206
7-207
7-208
7-209
7-210
7-213
7-214

5042
5043 7-211
[24-3103
5044 7-212
4986
4987 /See note follow- 5045 7-215
ingCh. 24-23. 5046 7-216
4988
5047 7-217
4989 24-3104, n.
5048 7-218
4990 24-3201
5049 7-219
4991
1 24-3202, n.
4992
5050 7-220
4993 j See note follow- 5051 7-221
4994 f ingCh. 24-23. 5052 7-222
4995 24-3202, n.
5053 7-223
4996 R., Acts 1933, 5054 7-224
5055 8-101
p. 259.
5056 8-109
1933, 4997 See Title 59.
4998 6-101
5057 8-111
4999 6-201
5058 8-110
5000 6-102
5059 8-112,
5001 6-103
46-102
6-104
5060 8-114
1933, 5002
5003 6-105
5061 8-210
5004 6-107
5062 8-113
5005 6-108
5063 8-117
6-110
5064 8-116
1933, 5006
5007 6-111
5065 8-115
5008 6-112
5066 8-103
5009 6-113
5067 8-106
6-203
5010
5068 8-105
5011 6-204
5069 8-102
5012 6-205
5070 8-107
5013 6-302
5071 8-104
5014 6-501
5072 8-108
5015 6-502
5073 8-118
5016 6-503
5074 8-119
5017 6-601
5075 8-201
5018 6-602
5076 8-202
7-101
5019
5077 8-203
5020 7-103
5078 8-204
5021 7-104
5079 8-205
5022 7-105
5080 R., 8-206
5023 7-106
5081 8-208
5024 7-108
5082 8-209
5025 7-109
5083 8-301
5026 7-110
5084 8-302
5027 7-107
5085 8-303
5028
50S6 8-304
5029 [7-lH
5087 8-305
5030 7-102
50S8 8-401
5031 7-201
5089 S-402
5032 7-202
5090 S-403
5033 7-203
5091 S-405
)

•
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2828

1910

1953

5092 S-404
5093 8-406
5094 8-501
5095 8-502
5096 8-505
5097 8 506
509S 8-504
5099 8-505
5100 8-507
5101 8-508
5102 8-601
5103 8-602
5104 8-603
5105 8-604
510*6 S-605
5107 S-606
510S 8-607,
S-60S
5109 8-609
5110 8-610
5111 8-902
5112 8-611,
46-108
5113 S-701
5114 S-702
5115 8-801
5116 8-802
5117 8-803
5118 8-804
5119 8-805
5120 8-806
5121 8-901
5122 8-903
5123 8-904
5124 8-905
5125
I 8-906
5126
5127 10-101
5128 10-102
5129 10-103
5130 10-104
5131 10-201
5132 10-202
5133 10-203
5134 10-204
5135 10-301
5136 10-302
5137 10-303
5138 10-304
5139 10-305
5140 10-401
5141 10-402,
37-1103
5142 37-1103
5143 10-403
5144 10-404
5145 10-405
5146 10-406
5147 10-407

1910

5148
5149
5150
5151

5152
5153
5154
5155
5156
5157
5158
5159
5160
5161

1933

10-501
10-502
107-201
107-202
107-203
107-204
107-205
107-206
107-208
39-S01

39-802
39-803
39-804
39-802,

39-804
39-805
39-806
39-807
39-808
39-809
39-901
39-902
39-903
39-904
39-905
39-906
39-907
39-908
39-909

5162
5163
5164
5165
5166
5167
5168
5169
5170
5171
5172
5173
5174
5175
5176 49-208,
113-1801
5177 49-209,
113-1802
5178 49-210,
113-1803
5179 49-211,
113-1804
5180 19-101
5181 19-201
5182 19-202
5183 19-203
5184 19-205
5185 19-206
5186 19-207
5187 19-208
5188 19-209
5189 19-211
5190 19-212
5191 19-213
5192 19-214
5193 19-215
5194 19-216
5195 19-301
5196 19-302
5197 19-303
5198 19-401
5199 19-402
5200 19-403
5201 19-501

1910

5202
5203
5204
5205
5206
5207
5208
5209
5210
5211
5212
5213
5214
5215
5216
5217
5218
5219
5220
5221
5222
5223
5224
5225
5226
5227
5228
5229
5230
5231
5232
5233
5234
5235
5236
5237
5238
5239
5240

5241
5242
5243
5244
5245
5246
5247
5248
5249
5250
5251
5252
5253
5254
5255
5256
5257

1933

19-502
19-503
19-504
19-505
36-301
36-302
36-303
36-304
36-305
36-306
36-307
36-308
36-309

36-310
36-311
36-312
36-313
36-401
36-402
36-403
36-502
36-501
36-503
36-504
36-507
36-508
36-601
36-602
36-603
36-604
36-605
36-606
36-607
36-202
36-701
36-702
36-703
36-704
36-801,
36-802,

36-804 to
36-807
36-811
36-812
36-1001
36-1002
36-1003
36-1004
31-101
31-106
31-110
31-103
31-104
31-105
31-102
31-109
31-107
31-108
31-203

1910

5258
5259
5260
5261
5262
5263
5264
5265
5266
5267
5268
5269
5270
5271
5272
5273
5274
5275
5276
5277
5278
5279
5280
5281

1933

31-201
31-202
31-204
31-205
31-206
31-207
31-208
46-101
46-103
46-104
46-102
46-105
46-106
46-301
46-201

[46-203

46-601
46-602
46-603
46-604
46-605
46-401
46-301,

46-406
46-402
46-303
46-304
46-306
46-307
46-305
46-403
46-404
46-502
46-407
46-405
46-301
46-308
46-501
46-207
46-202

5282
5283
5284
5285
5286
5287
5288
5289
5290
5291
5292
5293
5294
5295
5296
5297
5298 46-208,
46-301
5299 46-209,
46-9901
5300 46-210
5301 46-211
5302 46-206
5303 46-204
5304 46-205,
46-302
5305 39-1001
5306 39-1003
5307 39-1006
5308 39-1007
5309 39-1008
5310 39-1002
5311 39-1009
5312 63-201

.
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1910

5313
5314
5315
5316
5317
5318
5319
5320
5321
5322
5323
5324
5325
5326
5327
5328
5329
5330
5331
5332
5333
5334
5335
5336
5337
5338

5339
5340
5341
5342
5343
5344
5345
5346
5347
5348
5349
5350
5351
5352
5353
5354
5355
5356
5357
5358
5359
5360
5361
5362
5363
5364
5365
5366
5367
5368
5369
5370

1933

63-202
63-203
63-204
63-205
63-206
63-207
63-208
63-209
63-210
63-301
63-302
63-304
63-303
63-101
63-102
63-103
72-201
72-202
72-401
72-402
72-205
72-206
58-110
58-111
58-112
72-202,

72-203
72-207
72-208
24-201
24-202
24-206
24-207
24-208
24-209
24-210
24-211
24-212
24-214
24-213
24-203
24-204
24-205
85-1501
85-1503
85-1502
85-1504
85-1505
85-1506
85-1507
85-1508
85-1509
85-1510
85-1511
85-1512
85-1513
85-1514
85-1515
85-1707

1910

5371
5372
5373

1933

82-101
82-102
82-201
82-202
82-302
82-203
82-204
82-301
82-303
105-1501
105-1502
105-1503
105-1504
105-1505
61-301
61-302
61-303
61-304
61-305
61-402
61-404
61-407
61-306
61-307
105-1601
105-1602
105-1603
105-1604
105-1605
105-1607
105-1608
105-1609
105-1610
105-1611
105-1606
37-901
37-902

5374
5375
5376
5377
5378
5379
5380
5381
5382
5383
5384
5385
5386
5387
5388
5389
5390
5391
5392
5393
5394
5395
5396
5397
5398
5399
5400
5401
5402
5403
5404
5405
5406
5407
5408 37-903,
37-1005
5409 37-904
5410 37-905
5411 37-906,
37-1005
5412 37-907
5413 37-908
5414 37-1001
5415 37-1002
5416 37-1003
5417 37-1004
5418 37-1006
5419 37-1007
5420 37-1101
5421 37-1102
5422 37-1104
5423 37-1105
5424 37-1201
5425 37-1202
5426 37-1203

1910

5427
5428
5429
5430

1933

37-1204,

55-112
37-1205
37-1206
37-1207
37-1208
37-1209
37-1210
37-1211

5431
5432
5433
5434
5435 Obsolete.
37-901.
5436 37-1301
5437 37-1302
5438 37-1303
5439 37-1304
5440 64-101
5441 64-102
5442 64-103
5443 64-106
5444 64-107
5445 64-108
5446 64-109
5447 64-110
5448 64-111
5449 64-205,
64-302
5450 64-209,
64-303
5451 64-201
5452 64-203
5453 64-204
5454 64-206,
64-209
5455 64-207
5456 64-208
5457 64-202
5458 64-301
5459 37-1401
5460 37-1402
5461 37-1403
5462 37-1404
5463 37-1405
5464 37-1406
5465 37-1407
5466 37-1408
5467 37-1409
5468 37-1410
5469 37-1501
5470 37-1502
5471 37-1503
5472 37-1504
5473 37-1505
5474 37-1210
5475 55-301
5476 55-302
5477 55-303
5478 55-304
5479 55-305
5480 55-306

>^29

1910

1933

55-307
55-308

5481
5482
5483

55 509

5484 55 310
^11
5485
5486 55 312
5487 55-313
314
5488
5489 55-315
See 5490 55-101
5491

5492
5493
5494
5495
5496
5497
5498
5499
5500
5501
5502
5503
5504
5505
5506
5507
5508
5509
5510
5511
5512
5513
5514
5515
5516
5517
5518
5519
5520
5521
5522
5523
5524
5525
5526
5527
5528
5529
5530
5531
5532
5533
5534
5535
5536

55

102

55-103
5

5

-104

55-105
55-106
55-107
55-108
55-109
55-110
55-111
55-201
55-202
55-203
/

\

--

XX*
55-204

3-105
3-101
3-104
3-102
3-103
Obsolete
3-106
3-107
81-101
3-110
3-108
3-109
3-111
81-104
3-112
3-113
3-114
3-110
3-115
81-1010
3-201
3-202
3-203
3-204
3-205
3-206
3-207
3-20S
3-209
3-210
3-211
5537| 3-212
553S! 81-101
5539i 81-103

1
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2830
1

1910

L933

1933

1910

1910

1933

5650
5651
5652
5653
5654
5655
5656
5657
5658
5659
5660
5661
5662
5663
5664
5665
5666
5667
5668

81-405
81-311
81-1312
110-401
110-402
110-403
110-404
110-405
30-113
3-405
110-406
110-401
110-403
24-112
81-503
81-501
81-502
81-404
20-1302,
81-801
81-802
39-605
33-106
20-1310,
39-606
3-708
81-901
81-601
81-701
81-702
3-607
110-503
Obsolete
81-1301,
81-1310
81-1302
81-1303
81-1304
81-1207
81-1206
81-1305
81-1306
81-1307
81-1308
81-1309
81-1311
81-1313
110-110
110-111
110-112

1910

1933

1

5540
5541
554:
5545
5544
5545
5546
5547

5548
5549
5550
5551
5552
5553

5554
5555
5556
5557
5558
5559
5560
5561
5562
5563
5564
5565
5566
5567
5568
5569
5570
5571
5572

81-108
81-105
81-109
81-401
81-110
81-113
81 -213

81-106,

81-107
3-510
3-5

1

81-102
Sl-112
81-201
S 1-204
[81-205
1-206
81-207
81-208
81-209
81-210
81-211
81-111
81-202
81-203
81-212
81-214
81-215
81-216
81-217
81-218
81-219
S

81-114,

81-220
5573

81-115,

5574
5575
5576
5577
5578
5579
5580
5581
5582
5583
5584
5585
5586
5587
5588
5589
5590

81-116
33-118
33-104
33-105
33-103
33-113
33-114
33-117
33-112
33-101
33-119
33-115
33-111
33-102
33-107
33-108
33-110
33-109

5591

3-301,

5592
5593
5594

39-117
39-117
3-302
3-303

5595 3-304
5596
5597 [3-505
5598 3-401
5599 3-402
5600 3-403
5601 3-404
5602 3-405
5603 3-406
5604 3-407
5605 3-408
5606 3-409
5607 3-410
5608 3-411
5609 3-412
5610 3-413
5611 3-414
5612 3-415
5613 3-416
5614 3-417
5615 3-418
5616 3-419
5617 3-501
5618 3-502
5619 3-503
5620 33-116
5621 3-504
5622 Obsolete
5623 3-506
5624 3-507
5625 3-508
5626 3-509
5627 3-510
5628 81-1001
5629 81-302
5630 81-301,
81-1002
5631 81-304
5632 81-303
5633 81-309
5634 81-306
5635 81-305
5636 81-307
5637 81-308
5638 81-401
5639 81-402
5640 81-1310
5641 81-403
5642 81-406
5643 81-407
5644 38-1106
5645 81-408
5646 81-409
5647 81-311
5648 Obsolete.
See 81-303,
81-1001,
81-1002.
5649 81-310

5669
5670
5671
5672
5673
5674
5675
5676
5677
5678
5679
5680
5681

5682
5683
5684
5685
5686
5687
5688
5689
5690
5691
5692
5693
5694
5695
5696
5697 39-110,
110-311
5698 39-109
5699 39-111
5700 24-2815
5701 24-2816
5702 81-1202
5703 81-1201
5704 39-1005

5705 70-309
5706 81-1203
5707 6-106,

81-1204
5708 6-109
5709 81-1205
5710 81-1003,
81-1401
5711 81-1402
5712 81-1407
5713 81-1408
5714 81-1409
5715 81-1410
5716 81-1411
5717 81-1412
5718 81-1413
5719 81-1414
5720 81-1415
5721 81-1416
5722 81-1417
5723 81-1418
5724 81-1419
5725 81-1420
5726 81-1421
5727 81-1422
5728 38-101
5729 38-102
5730 38-105
5731 38-106
5732 38-107
5733 38-108
5734 38-112
5735 38-113
5736 38-114
5737 38-115
5738 38-116
5739 38-117
5740 38-118
5741 38-120
5742 38-121
5743 38-123
5744 38-201
5745 38-202
5746 38-103
5747 38-104
5748 38-203
5749 38-119
5750 3.8-204
5751 38-111
5752 38-205
5753 38-206
5754 38-207
5755 38-208
5756 38-209
5757 38-210
5758 38-211
5759 38-212
5760 38-213
5761 38-214

.
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5762
5763
5764
5765
5766
5767
5768
5769
5770
5771
5772
5773
5774
5775
5776
5777
5778
5779
5780
5781
5782
5783
5784
5785
5786
5787
5788
5789
5790
5791
5792
5793
5794
5795
5796
5797
5798
5799
5800
5801
5802
5803
5804
5805
5806
5807
5808
5809
5810
5811
5812
5813
5814
5815
5816
5817
5818
5819
5820

1933

38-301
38-302
38-303
38-304
38-305
38-308
38-309
38-310
38-311
38-312
38-313
38-314
38-401
38-402
38-403
38-404
38-405
38-406
38-407
38-408
38-409
38-410
38-420
38-418
38-419
59-302
38-501
38-502
38-503
38-504
38-505
38-506
38-507
38-508
38-509
38-112
38-601
38-602
38-603
38-604
38-605
38-606
38-607
38-608
38-609
38-610
38-611
38-612
38-614
38-615
38-616
38-617
38-618
38-619
38-620
38-621
38-112
38-622
38-623

1910

1

1933

5821 38-624
5822 38-625
5823 38 -626
5824 38-627
5825 38-628
5826 38-629
5827 38-630
5828 38-701
5829 38-702
5830 38-703
5831 38-704
5832 38-705
5833 38-706
5834 38-707
5835 38-708
5836 38-709
5837 38-801
5838 38-802
5839 38-803
5840 38-804
5841 38-805
5842 38-806
5843 38-807
5844 38-901
5845 38-902
5846 38-903
5847 38-1001
5848 38-1002
5849 38-1501
5850 38-1502
5851 38-1503
5852 38-1504
5853 38-1505
5854 38-1506
5855 38-1507
5856 38-1601
5857 38-1602
5858
5859 [38-1603
5860 38-1605
5861 38-1606
5862 38-1607
5863 38-1608
5864 38-1609
5865 38-1610
5866 38-1611
5867 38-1612
5868 38-1701
5869 38-1703
5870 38-1704
5871 38-1705
5872 38-1706
5873 38-1707
5874 38-1708
5875 38-1709
5876 38-1710
5877 38-17T1
5878 38-1712
5879 38-1801

(

'odk
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Sj-x'j

ions.

1

933

5880

38-1802

5881

38 1803

5882
5883
5884
5885
5886
5887
5888
5889
5890
5891
5892
5893
5894
5895
5896
5897
5898
5899
5900
5901
5902
5903
5904
5905
5906
5907
5908
5909
5910
5911
5912
5913
5914
5915
5916
5917
5918
5919
5920
5921
5922
5923
5924
5925

38-1804
38-1805
38-1806

5926
5927
5928

81 1006
38-2101
38 2102
38-2103
38-2104
38-2105
38-2106
38-2107
38-2108
38-2109
38-2110
38-2111
38-2112
38-2113
38-2114
38-2115
38-2116
38-2117
38-2119

38-2504
38-2201
38-2202
38-2203
38-2204
38-2205
38-2301
38-2302
38-2303
38-2304
38-2305
38-2306
38-2307
38-2308
38-2401
38-2402
38-2403
38-2404
38-2405
38-2406
110-101
110-102,

110-103
110-104
110-105
110-106,
110-301
R., 107-105.

5929
5930 107-105
5931 110-107
5932 110-108
5933 110-109
5934 39-102,
110-302
110-303
5935|

2831

L91C

5936
5937

5938

5939
5940
5941

5942
5943
5944
5945'

1

1

10

933

304

39 106,
110 305
39 107,
110 306
110 307
110
08
39-108,
110 309

110-310
110 501
39 112,
110 505
110 506
110-507

5946
5947 110-508
5948 39-113,
110-509
5949 110-510
5950 110-511
5951 110-512
5952 110-513
5953 110-514
5954 110-601
5955 110-602
5956 110-603
5957 110-702
5958 110-703
5959 110-704
5960 110-705
5961 110-706
5962 110-707
5963 110-708
5964 110-709
5965 110-710
5966 110-711
5967 110-502
5968 110-701
5969 39-401,
110-901
39-402,
5970
110-902
5971 39-608
5972 Obsolete
5973 110-1003
5974 110-1004
5975 110-1005
5976 110-1006
5977 110-1007
5978 110-1008
5979 110-1009
5980 24-3401
5981 24-3402
59S2 24-3403
59S3 24-3404
59S4 24-3405
5985 24-1103
59S6 24-3406
5987| 24-3407

Civil Code of 19 10.

2832

1933

1910,

5988 ll M MA,
n.
5989 [24-3104,
5990 24-3408
5991 24-3409
5992 24-3410
5993 24-3411
5994 24-3412
5003 24-272 7
5996 24-2729
5997 24-2823
,. ™~
!j*mk».«5999

5998

)

6000; 24-3202

6001
6002

6003
6004
6005
6006
6007
600S
6009
6010
6011
6012
to

6017
6018
6019
6020
6021
6022
6023
6024
6025
6026
6027
6028
6029
6030
6031
6032
6033
6034
6035

24-110
\*>a
un,
(24-1601

2-\-S20

24-S21
24-S20
24-301
24-302
24-303
24-304
24-305
)

-24-401, n.
s

39-101
39-114
39-115
39-125
39-104
33-120
33-121
39-105
39-103
39-9901
39-116
39-118
39-119
39-120
39-1316
39-122
39-121
8-206,

39-123
6036

8-207,

39-124
67-1501
39-201
39-202
39-301
6041 39-302
6042 39-303
6043 39-304
6044 39-501
6045 39-502
6046 39-607
6047; 39-601
6037
6038
6039
6040

1910

6048
6049
6050
6051
6052
6053
6054
6055
6056
6057
605S
6059
6060
6061
6062
6063
6064
6065
6066
6067
6068
6069
6070
6071
6072
6073
6074
6075
6076
6077
6078
6079
6080
6081
6082
6083
6084
6085
6086

6087
6088
6089
6090
6091
6092
6093
6094
6095
6096
6097
6098
6099
6100
6101
6102
6103
6104

1933

39-602
39-603
39-604
39-1303
39-1305
39-1306
39-1307
39-1308
39-1309
39-1310
39-1304
39-1311
39-1201
39-1202
39-1101
39-1102
39-1106
39-1107
39-1105
39-1104
39-1203
39-1204
39-1205
39-1301
39-1302
39-1312
39-1313
39-1314
67-403
39-1315
70-101
70-102
70-306
70-307
70-202
70-203
70-207,

81-1101
70-204
70-204,

70-205
70-206
70-208
70-301
70-302
70-103
70-303
70-305
70-401
70-402
70-403
70-404
24-3701
24-3801
24-3802
24-3803
24-3804
24-3901
24-4002

*

1910

1933

6105
6106
6107
6108
6109
6110
6111
6112
6113
6114
6115
6116
6117
6118
6119
6120
6121
6122
6123
6124
6125
6126
6127
6128
6129
6130
6131
6132
6133
6134

24-4003
24-4006
24-4004
24-4007
24-4008
24-4009
24-4010
24-4011
24-4012
24-4013
24-4014
24-4015
24-4016
Obsolete
24-4001
24-4101
24-4102
24-4103
24-4104
24-4105
24-4106
24-4107
24-4201
24-4202
24-4203
24-4204
24-4205
24-4301
24-4302
R., Acts 1918,
p. 227.

6135
6136
6137
6138
6139
6140
6141
6142
6143
6144
6145
6146
6147
6148
6149
6150
6151
6152
6153
6154
6155
6156
6157
6158
6159
6160
6161
6162

24-4401
)R., Acts 1916,
\

p. 142.

6-701
6-901
6-801
6-802
6-803
6-802
6-804
6-806
6-807
6-808
6-809
6-810
6-811
6-812
6-902
6-903
6-905
6-906
6-907
6-908
6-909
6-91.0

6-911
6-914
6-915

1910

1933

6163 6-916
6164 6-917
6165 6-1002,
6-1003
6166 6-1004
6167 6-1001
6168 6-1001, n.
6169 6-918
6170
(r., Acts 1916,
to
6172
6173
6174
6175
6176
6177

C

pp. 19, 20.

(R., Const.,
(2-3009).
\

6-1201
6-1202
R., Acts 1916,
pp. 19, 20.

6178
6179
6180
6181
6182
6183
6184
6185
6186
6187
6188
6189
6190
6191
6192
6193
6194
6195
6196
6197
6198
6199
6200
6201
6202
6203
6204
6205
6206
6207
6208

6209
6210
6211
6212

6-1301
6-1302
6-1303
6-1304
6-1306
6-1307
6-1309
6-1310
6-1311
6-1312
6-1401
6-1402
6-1403
6-1501
6-1502
6-1503
6-1504
6-1505
6-1506
6-1601
6-1602
6-1603
6-1604
6-1605
6-1606
6-1607
6-1608
6-1610
R., 24-4014 to
24-4016.
6-1611
R., 24-4014 to
24-4016.
6-1701
6-1704
6-1705
R., Acts 1921,
p. 239.

6213
6214
6215
6216

6-1801
6-1802
6-1803
6-1804

Corresponding Cook Section

1910

6217
6218
6219
6220
6221
6222
6223
6224
6225
6226
6227
6228
6229
6230
6231

6232
6233
6234
6235
6236
6237
6238
6239

6240
6241
6242
6243
6244
6245

6246
6247
6248
6249
6250
6251
6252

6253
6254
6255
6256
6257
6258
6259
6260
6261
6262
6263
6264
6265
6266
6267

1933

6-1805
6-1806
24-4501
24-4502
24-4503
24-4504
24-4505
24-4506
24-4508
24-4509
24-4510
24-4511
24-4512
24-4514
24-4519,
24-4520,
24-4521
24-4522
24-4523
24-4524
24-4525
24-4526
24-4527
24-4528

1910

6268
6269
6270
6271
6272
6273

6274
6275
6276
6277
6278
6279
6280
6281
6282
6283
6284
6285
6286
6287
6288
6289
6290
6291
Const.,
R.,
6292
(2-3009).
24-4529
6293
24-4530
6294
24-4531
6295
24-4532
6296
6297
R., Const.,
6298
(2-3009).
R„ Acts 1916, 6299
6300
pp. 19, 20.
24-4535
6301
6302
R., 24-4532,
24-4534.
6303
24-4535
6304
24-4536
6305
24-4537
6306
24-4538
6307
6308
R., 6-910. 167
6309
Ga. 451 (146
6310
S. E. 27).
24-4540
6311
24-4541
6312
24-4542
6313
24-4543
6314
24-4544
6315
24-4545
6316
24-4547
6317
24-3301
6318
24-3302
6319
24-3303
6320
24-3304
6321
24-3305
6322
24-3306
6323
24-3307
6324
24-3308
6325

1933

24-3309
24 3310
24-3311

1910
63 2 6

6327
4328
24-3312
6329
24-3313
6330
R., Convention, 6331
Dec. 19, 1911. 6332
24-3314
6333
24-3315
6334
24-3316
6335
24-3317
6336
24-3318
6337
24-3319
6338
24-3320
6339
24-3321
24-3322
6340
24-3323
6341
24-3324
6342
24-3325
6343
24-3326
6344
24-3327
6345
24-3328
6346
24-3329
6347
24-3330
6348
24-3331
24-3332
24-3333
6349
24-3334
6350
24-3335
6351
24-3336
6352
24-3338
6353
24-3339
6354
24-3340
6355
24-3341
6356
24-3342
6357
24-3343
6358
24-3344
6359
24-3345
6360
24-3346
6361
24-3347
6362
24-3348
6363
24-3349
6364
24-3350
6365
24-3351
6366
24-3352
6367
24-3353
6368
24-3354
6369
24-3355
6370
24-3356
6371
24-3357
6372
24-3358
6373
24-3359
6374
24-3361
6375
24-3362
6376
24-3363
6377
24-3364
6378
24-3365
6379
24-3366
6380
24-3601
6381

2833

..

1933

24-3602

1910

6382

R., 24 3601.

24
24
24
24
24

3603

6384

-3604

6385
6386
6387
6388
6389
6390

3605
-3606

3608
24-3610
24-3611
24-3612
24-3613
24-3614
24-3616

6391

6392
6393
6394
24-3621,
6395
24-3622
6396
24-3623
6397
24-3624
6398
24-3625
6399
24-3630
6400
24-3632
6401
24-3633
6402
24-3634
6403
24-3635
6404
R., 6-910. 167
6405
Ga. 451 (146 6406
6407
S. E. 27).
24-3638
6408
24-3639
6409
24-3640
6410
24-3641
6411
24-3643
24-3644
6412
24-3645
6413
24-3651
6414
2-101
6415
2-102
6416
2-103
6417
2-104
6418
2-105
6419
2-106
6420
2-107
6421
2-108
6422
2-109
6423
2-110
6424
2-111
6425
2-112
6426
2-113
6427
2-114
6428
2-115
6429
2-116
6430
2-117
6431
2-118
6432
2-119
6433
2-120
6434
2-121
6435
2-122
6436
2-123
6437
2-124
643 S
2-125
6439
'

;

;

m

2-201
2 202
2 203
2 204
2 2
2 206

2-301
2 302
2 303
2-401
2 402
2

501

2

502

2-601
2-602
2 603

2-604
2-605
2-606
2-607
2-608
2-609
2-701
2-801
2-901
2-902
2-1001
2-1101
2-1201
2-1301,
2-1302
2-1303
2-1401
2-1402
2-1501
2-1502
2-1503

2-1504
2-1505
2-1507
2-1508
2-1601
2-1602
2-1603
2-1604
2-1605
2-1701
2-1702
2-1703
2-1801
2-1S02
2-1 S03

2-1S04
2-1 S05
2-1 S06

2-1S07
2-1808
2-1 S09
2-1810

Civil Code of 19 10.

2834

1910

6440 2-1811
6441 2-1812
644: 2 IS 13
6443 2 IS 14
0444 2-1816
6445 2 1817
6446 2 1818,
22

6459
6460
6461
6462
6463
6464
6465

6466
6467
646S
6469
6470
6471

6472
6473
6474
6475
6476
6477
6478
6479
6480
6481
6482
6483
6484
6485
6486
6487
6488
6489
6490
to

201

2-1819
2-1820
2-1821
2-1822
2-1825
2-1824
2-1901
2-2001
2-2101
2-2201
2-2501
2-2302
2-2303
2-2304
2-2305
2-2401
2-2501
2-2502
2-2503
2-2504
2-2505
2-2506
2-2507
2-2601
2-2602
2-2603
2-2604
2-2605
2-2606
2-2607
2-2608
2-2609
2-2610
2-2611
2-2612
2-2613
2-2614
2-2615
2-2616
2-2617
2-2618
2-2619
2-2701
R., Acts 1927,

6447
6448
6449
6450
6451
0452
0455
6454
6455
6456
6457

1

f

p. 121, ratified Nov. 6,
1928.
See

2-2702,
6492 J
6493 2-2703
6494 2-2704
6495 2-2705

1955

1910

1933

n.

6496
o40 7
6498
6499
6500
6501
6502
6503
6504
6505
6506
6507
650S
6509
6510
6511
6512
6513
6514
6515
6516
6517
6518
6519
6520
6521
6522
6523
6524
6525
6526
6527
6528
6529
6530
6531
6532

6533
6534
6535
6536
6537
6538
6539
6540
6541
6542
6543
6544
6545
6546
6547
6548
6549
6550

2-2801
2
2

2901
5001

2-3002
2-3003
2-3004
2-3005
2-3006
2-3007
2-3008
2-3009
2-3101
2-3102
2-3103
2-3201
2-3202
2-3203
2-3204
2-3205
2-3206
2-3207
2-3208
2-3209
2-3301
2-3401,

24-1701
2-3402
2-3403
2-3501
2-3502
2-3503
2-3601
2-3701
2-3801
2-3802
2-3901
2-3902
R., 2-3008,

2-3102,
2-3901
2-4001

2-4002
2-4101
2-4201
2-4202
2-4301
2-4302
2-4303
.2-4304
2-4305
2-4306
2-4401
2-4501
2-4502
2-4503
2-4601
2-4701
2-4801
6551 2-4901

1910

6552
6555
6554
6555
6556
6557
6558
6559
6560
6561
6562
6563
6564
6565
6566
6567
6568
6569
6570
6571
6572
6573
6574
6575
6576
6577
6578
6579
6580
6581
6582
6583
6584
6585
6586
6587
6588
6589
6590
6591
6592
6593
6594
6595
6596
6597
6598
6599
6600
6601
6602
6603
6604
6605
6606
6607
6608
6609

1933

2-4902
2-5001
2-5002
2-5004
2-5005,

92-202
2-5006
2-5101
2-5201
2-5301
2-5401
2-5402
2-5501
2-5502
2-5601
2-5701
2-5801
2-5901
2-6001
2-6101
2-6201
2-6301
2-6401
2-6402
2-6501
2-6601
2-6701
2-6801
2-6901
2-7001
2-7101
2-7201
2-7301
2-7401
2-7501
2-7601
2-7701
2-7801
2-7901
2-8001
2-8101
2-8102
2-8103
2-8201
2-8202
2-8204
2-8205
2-8206
2-8301
2-8401

1910

6610
6611
6612
6613
6614
6615
6616
6617
6618
6619
6620
6621
6622
6623
6624
6625
6626
6627
6628
6629
6630
6631
6632
6633
6634
6635
6636
6637
6638
6639
6640
6641
6642
6643
6644
6645
6646
6647
6648
6649
6650
6651
6652
6653

2-8801, n.
2-8501

6654
6655
6656
6657
6658
6659
6660

2-8502
2-8503
2-8504
2-8505
2-8506
2-8507
2-8508

6661
6662
6663
6664
6665
6666
6667

1933

2-S601
2-8602
2-8701
2-8702
2-8801
2-8802
2-8803
2-8804
2-8805
2-8901
1-101
1-102
1-103
1-104
1-105
1-106
1-107
1-108
1-109
1-110
1-111
1-112
.1-113

1-114
1-115
1-116
1-117
1-118
1-119
1-120
1-121
1-122
1-123
1-124
1-125
1-126
1-127
1-128
1-129
1-130,

1-131
1-132
1-133
1-134
1-135
1-201
1-202
1-203
1-204
1-205
1-206
1-207
1-208
1-209
1-210
1-211
1-212
1-301
1-302

•

Corresponding Code Secth

1910

6668
6669
6670
6671
6672
6673
6674
6675
6676
6677

1933

1-303
1-304
1-305
1-306
1-401
1-402
1-403
1-404
1-405
1-406

1910

6678
6679
6680
6681
6682
6683
6684
6685
6686
6687

1933

1-407
1-501
1-601
1-602
1-603
1-701
1-801
1-802
1-803
1-804

1910

1933

1-805
806
1-807
1-808
1-809
1-810
1-811

6688
6689
6690

1

6691
6692
6693

6694
6695
/

to
6697

>

1-812

1933

1910

6698
6699
6700
6701

6702
6703
6704
6705
6706

813
814
815
816
1-817
818
1-819
1-820
1

)

1

1

1

1-821

)

PENAL CODE.
1910
1

2
3

4
5

6
7

8

9
10
11

12
13

14
15

16
17
18
19

20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

42

1933

102-102
26-101,

102-103
102-104
102-105
102-106
2-103
2-104
2-105
2-106
2-107
2-108
2-109
2-110
2-111
2-117
2-203
26-102
26-103
27-2508
27-2509
15-201
15-202
27-1102
27-1106
27-1107
27-1103
27-1104
27-1105
27-1101
27-601
26-201
26-202
26-301
26-302
26-303
26-304
26-305
26-401
26-403
26-404
26-402
26-501

1910

43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51

52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61

1933

26-502
26-601
26-602
26-603
26-604
26-605
26-606
26-701
26-801
26-802
26-803
26-804
26-901
26-902
26-903
26-904
26-1001
26-1002
26-1003
26-1004
26-1005
26-1006
26-1007
26-1008
26-1009

62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69 [26-1010
70 26-1011
71

72
73

74
75

76
77
78
79
80
81

82
83
84
85

26-1012
26-1013
26-1014
26-1015
26-1016
26-1017
26-1104
26-1105
26-1106
26-1103
26-1101
26-1112
26-1201
26-1202
26-1203

1910

86
87
88
89

90
91
92
93

94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101

102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112

113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123

124

1933

26-1204
26-1205
26-1206
26-1207
26-1208
26-1209
26-1210
26-1301
26-1302
26-1401
26-1402
26-1403
26-1404
26-1405
26-1406
26-1407
26-1408
26-1409
26-1410
26-1411
26-1501
26-1502
26-1503
26-1601
26-1602
26-1603
26-1604
26-1605
26-1701
26-1702
74-9902
66-9910
26-1801
26-1802
26-1901
66-9902
66-9903
66-9904
Unconst. 139
Ga. 609 (77
S. E. 818).

125
126

66-9905
66-9906

1910
127
128
129
130
131
132

1933

66-9907
66-9908
66-9909
54-401,

54-9907
46-9901
Obsolete
26-2201

133
134 )„
*
(R., Acts 1924,
to
p. 192.
139 J
140 26-2202
141 26-2203
142 26-2204
143 26-2205
144 26-2206
145 26-2207
146 26-2401
147 26-2402
148 26-2501
149 26-2502
150 26-2503
151 26-2601
152 26-2602
153 26-2604

154 26-2605
155
•156

157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169!

170
171

26-2606
26-2607
26-2608
26-2609
26-2610
26-2611
26-2612
26-2613
26-2615
26-2616
26-2617
26-26 IS
26-2619
26-2620
26-2621
26-2624
26-2625

Penal Code of

2836

1910

1933

172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179

26-2626

186
187
188
189
190

-2803

26 2$27
26 2628

43-9902

201
I
'

to
211

\

T~*

21.5

216
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
/

229
230
231

232
233
234
235
236

f**\

1

/"\

pp. 135, 222.

26-3201
26-3202
26-3301
39-9901
26-3001
26-3002
45-401
91-9901
91-9902
91-107
26-3401
26-3402
26-3501
26-3502
26-3003

212
213
214

to

1

R., Acts 1919,
1

\

-

26-3601

\

26-3602
26-3901
26-3902
32-9905
26-3903
26-3904
26-3905

26-3906
26-3907
26-3908
26-3909
26-3910
26-3911
26-3912
26-3913
26-3914
26-3915
26-3916
26-3917
26-3918
26-3919
26-3920
26-3921
26-3922
106-9901
106-9902
106-9903
106-9904
106-9905
26-4001
26-4002
26-4003
26-4004
26-4005
26-4006
26-4007
26-4008
26-4009
92-9921
26-4010
26-4101
26-4102
26-4103
89-9901
5-9907
89-9902
92-9917
92-9918
92-9920
92-9919
23-9902
23-1610,
23-9909
23-9903
23-9904
89-9903
89-9904

293
294
295
296
297
298
299
300
301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308
309

251

p. 180.

202

237
238
239
241

26-2804
26-2S05
26-2806
26-2807
26-2808
26-2809
26-2S10
26-2S11
26-2901
26-2902
26-2903
26-2904
100-9901
R., Acts 1916,

200

1910

242
243
244
245
246
247
248
249
250

!

191

1933

240

26-2629
26-2630
-2631
26-2632
2o-2633
180 26-2634
181 20-2635
182 2o-2636
183 26-265S
184 26-2801
185 26-2S02

192
193
194
195
196
197
198
199

i^-no

252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283
284
285
286

77-104,

77-9901
287 89-9905
288 89-9906
289 77-9902
290 77-9903
291 26-4201
292 26-4202

19 10.

1933

1910

26-4203
26-4204
89-9907
89-9908
24-604
24-605
24-9901
24-9902
23-1025
89-9909
89-9910
40-9901
24-9903
24-606
89-9911
89-9912
R., Acts 1919,

350 26-5108
351
(r., Acts 1916,
to

353
354
355
356
357
358
359
360
361
362
363
364
365
366
367
368
369

\

p. 158.

26-5201
26-5202
26-5203
26-5204
26-5205
26-5301
26-5302
26-5303
26-5401
26-5402
26-5403
26-5404
26-5501
26-5601
26-5602
26-5603
370 26-5604

p. 135.

310 26-4301
311 26-4401
312 26-4402
313 26-4501
314 26-4502
315 26-4503
316 26-4504
317 26-4505
318 26-4506
319 26-4507
320 26-4508
321 26-4509
322 26-4510
323 26-4511
324
325 f47-1001
326 26-4601
327 26-4602
328 26-4603
329 26-4604
330 26-4701
331 9-9901
332 9-9902,
26-4701
333 26-4702
334 26-4801
335 26-4802
336 26-4803
337 26-4901
338 26-4902
339 26-5001
340 26-2101
341 26-2102
342 26-2103
343 26-2104
344 26-3101
345 26-3102
346 26-3103
347 26-5101
348 26-5102
349 26-5107

1933

371

.

372
373
374
375
376
377
378
379
380
381

382
383
384
385
386
387
388

389
390
391
392
393

394
395
396
397
398
399

26-5701,
53-105
26-5801
26-5901

26-5902
26-5903
26-5904
26-5905
26-6001
26-6002
26-6003
26-6101,

26-6105
26-6102
26-6103
26-6104
26-6301
26-6302
26-6303
26-6304
26-6401
26-6402
26-6403
26-6404
26-6405
26-6406
26-6407
26-6408
26-6501
26-6502

400 [26-6503
401 26-6504
402 26-6505
403 R., Acts 1929,
p. 245.

404 26-6506
405 26-6601

Corresponding Code Sections.

191C

406
407
408
409
410
411

1933

)

26-6701
88-9918
88-9919
88-9920
88-9921
R., Acts 1933,

i

191C

26-6901
26-6902,

58-603
26-6903
26-6904
26-6905
26-6906
26-6907
26-6908
26-6909
26-6910
26-6911
26-6912
26-6913
26-6905, n.
)R., Acts 1915,

414
415
416
417
418
419
420
421
422
423
424
425
426
to

>

Extra. Sess.,
pp. 77, 80.

433 )
434 58-304
435 58-601
436 58-602
437 58-607
438 58-603
439 58-604
440 58-6 )5
441 58-606
442 58-608
443 58-611
444 58-612
445
446 [58-609
447 58-610
448 R., Acts 1915,

Extra. Sess.,

471

472
473

474

449
450
451
452
453

454
455
456
457
458
459
460

461
p.29i.
462
to |r., Acts 1913,
pp. 101, 109.
464
;

84-9919
R.; Acts 1920,
pp. 132, 138.
R., Acts 1920,
pp. 132, 139.
R., Acts 1920,
pp. 132, 138.
R., Acts 1927,
p. 247.

475 84-9923
476 84-9901
477 88-418,
88-9912
478 88-418
479 5-9921
480 5-9922
481 5-9925
482 (5-9920,
483 ^5-9926
484 88-9923
485 88-9924
486 88-9925
487 88-9924,
88-9925
488 5-9940
489
490 [23-2501,
491 26-6801
492 88-419,
88-9913
493 88-9910
494 88-9911
495 88-403,
88-9903
496 88-405,

497

1933

1910

510 26-7307
511 54 9908
512 26 7308
513 26 7309
514 26-7310
515 26-7311
516 26-7312
517 R., Acts 1931,
pp. 229, 230.

518
to

520
521

522
523
524
525
526
527
528
529

fR., Acts 1918,
pp. 212, 214.

i

94-9908
26-7313
26-7314
26-7315
94-9907
94-9901
93-9901
93-9902
18-206,
18-211,

531
532

18-9907
18-9908
59-601
18-9910

533

18-205,

530

18-9901
18-206
18-207

534
535
536

18-208,

18-9904
n.

88-9904

p. 76.

26-7001
26-7002
42-9901
42-9905
R., 42-9901
42-701
42-702
42-703
42-9915
42-9916
42-9917
JR., Acts 1927,

1933

465
(R., Acts 1918,
to
i
pp. 43, 68.
468
469 R., Acts 1918,
pp. 43, 72.
470 84-9918,

pp. 132, 145.

412
413

)

18-206,

537

18-9902
18-9905,

538

18T-9906

539
540
541
542

18-210
95-701,95-9907
R., Acts 1918,

543

pp. 214, 215.
95-601,

95-9904
95-9905
95-9906
95-9901
95-9902
62-9903
5-9917
5-9918
5-9914
5-9915
5-9916
61-9902
5-9912
5-9909

498 88-408,
88-9906
88-409,
499
88-9907
500 88-410,
88-9908
501 88-9914
502 88-9902
503 88-302, n.
504 26-7301
505 26-7302
506 26-7303
507 26-7304
508 26-7305
509 26-7306

544
545
546
547
548
549
550
551
552
553
554
555
556
557
5-9910
558 J
559 42-9909
I

1933

42 9910

560
561

5 9934
562
42 9902
563
564 42 9903
565 42 9904
566 5-9913
,

\

567

568 Obsolete
569 95 9910
570 95 9911
571

95-9912

572

9

573
574
575
576
577
578
579
580
581
582
583
584
585
586

95-1302
88-9928
26-1504
26-4512
62-9907
62-9908

to

594
595
596
597
598
599

5
9908,
95 9909

62-9909

62-9910
62-9906
62-9911
62-9905
62-9902
R., Acts 1911,
p. 137.

45-701
45-702
45-703
45-704
45-705
600 R., Acts 1919,

18-209,

88-407,

88-9905

1910

237; 1931,
pp. 169, 171.
R., Acts 1924,
p. 101; 1931,
pp. 169, 171.
R., Acts 1931,
pp. 169, 171.
p.

601

602

603 45-510
604 R„ Acts 1925,
p. 306.

605

R., Acts 1918,
p. 270.

606
R., Acts 191S,
to
pp. 270-272.
60S
609 R., Acts 1931.
See
p. 169.
45-501, n.
610 R., Acts 1924,
p. 101.

611
612

45-509
R., Acts 1931,
pp. 169. 170.

1

Penal Code of

283S

1910

1910

1933

613 JR., Acts 1918,
614 (
pp. 270. 272.
615 45-809
616 45-S10
617 R., Acts 1924.
p. 101.

61S
•45-81
619
620 R., Acts 1924,
621
p. 101.
622 R., Acts 1919,
)

1

1

pp. 135, 212.

623

R., Acts 1919,
pp. 135, 218.

624
625
626
627
62S

16-9902
16-9901
56-9905
56-9911
R., Acts 1920,

629
630

56-9917
56-9918
84-9933
54-9902

p. 250.

631

632
633

18-308,

18-9915
634 52-107,
52-9901
635 14-9901
636 18-9911
637
/^^
K
R., Acts 1927,
/

T"\

A.

*7

i

'

to

642
643
644
645
646
647
648
649
650
651
652
653
654
to
656
657
658
659
660
661
662
663
664
665
666
667
668

p. 279.

(

5-9933
Obsolete
5-9935
5-9945
5-9946
5-9947
5-9949
5-9943
5-9944
5-9942
5-9941
I
'

f

T\

R.,

A

A.

1 C\

O

C

Acts 1925,

pp. 318, 320.

34-9908
34-9909
34-9910
34-9901
34-9902
34-9903
34-9904
34-9906
34-9907
69-9901
34-9922
34-9923

1933

669 34-9924
670 54-9925
671 54-9920
672 22-9902
673 34-9928
674 34-9921
675 34-9926
676 34-9927
677 53-9901
678 53-9902
679 77-9904
6S0 26-7101
681 72-9901
682 74-9901
683 23-9907
684
685 [98-9901
686 98-9902
687
[sO-9901
688
689 98-9903
690 98-9904
691 98-9905
692 98-9906
693 98-9907
694 98-9908
695 98-9909
696
R., Acts 1919,
to
)

f

698 C pp. 288, 363.
699 43-9903
700 57-9901
701 111-9901
702 84-9902
703 26-7401*
704 26-7402
705 26-7403
706 112-9901
707 26-7404
708 106-9907
709 26-7405
710 26-7406
711 38-9901
712 26-7407
713 61-9901
714 67-9909
715 26-7408
716 26-7409
717 18-9912
718 28-9901
719 26-7410
720 67-9901
721 61-9903
722 67-9906
723 67-9907
724 26-7501
725 26-7502
726 26-7503

1910

ioio.

1933

727

75-418,

728
729
730
731
732
733
734
735
736
737
738
739
740
741
742
743
744
745
746
747
748
749
750
751
752
753

75-9901
5-9948
61-9904
18-9913
18-9916
18-9917
18-9914
94-9909
94-9910
94-9911
94-9912
94-9914
94-9913
22-9901
23-9905
26-7601
26-7602
26-7603
26-7701
26-7702
26-7703
26-7704
26-7705
26-7801
26-7802
26-7901
26-7902
26-7903

754
755
756
757
758
759

26-7904
54-9903
54-9904
26-8001
R., Acts 1914,
pp. 88, 90.

760 26-8101
761 26-8102
762
763 [26-8103
764 26-8104
765 26-8105
766 26-8106
767 62-9904
768 26-8107
769 26-8108
770 26-8109
771 26-8110
772 See 26-8116,
45-507 to
45-509,

773
774
775
776
777

45-513.
26-8111

45-509
26-8112
26-8113
91-707,

91-9903
778 43-9901
779 26-8114

1901

1933

780 26-8115
781 26-8116
782 26-1803
783 26-3801
784 26-2301
785 26-2302
786 26-2303
787 26-2304
788 24-405
789 24-1501
790 24-1502
791 2-3201,
24-2615
792 24-2616
793 24-3001,
24-3002
794 24-3006
795 24-3007,
24-3008
796 24-3009
797 24-2714
798 2-3902,
24-2908
799 24-2911
800 24-2912
801 24-2915
802
803 [24-2916
804 24-2917
805 24-2913
806 24-2914
807 24-2918
808
809 [24-3202,
810 24-3101
811 59-201
812 59-202
813 59-101
814 59-102
815 59-103
816 59-106
817 59-104
818 59-107
819 59-106
820 59-108
821 59-109
822 59-702
823 59-203
824 59-114
825 59-115
826 59-205
827 59-206
828 59-113
829 59-208
830 59-303
831 59-302
832 59-209
833 59-301
834 59-304

n.

Corresponding Code Sections.

1910
835
836
837

1

933

59-210
59-305
R., Acts 1913,
p. 123.

59-211
59-306
59-309
59-310,
59-312
842 59-311
843 59-312
844 59-314
845 59-315
846 59-307
847 59-308
848 24-2817,
59-313
849 59-313
850 59-601
851 59-317
852
Obsolete
853 [
854 2-4501
855 2-4502
856 59-701
857 59-703
858 59-704
859 59-705
860 59-706
861 59-707
862 59-801
863 59-708,
59-801
864
n.
865 [59-809,
866 59-204,
59-710
59-207,
867
59-711
868 59-117
869 59-118
870 59-712
871 59-112
872 59-110
873 59-111
874 59-116
875 59-713
876 59-120
877 59-123
878 59-121
879 59-122
880 59-119
881 59-714
882 59-715
883 59-717
884 59-718
885 )Unconst. 143
to I
Ga. 822 (85
900 )
S. E. 1025).
838
839
840
841

1910
901

902
903
904
905
906
907
908
909
910
911
912
913
914
915
916
917
918
919
920
921
922
923
924
925
926
927
928
929
930
931
932
933
934
935
936
937
938
939
940
941
942
943
944
945
946
947
948
949
950
951
952
953
954
955
956
957
958
959

1933

40-1602
27-101
27-102
27-103
27-104
27-105
27-106
27-107
27-108
27-109
27-202
27-203
27-204
27-201
27-205
27-206
27-207
27-208
27-209
27-210
27-211
27-212
27-9901
27-9902
27-213
27-214
27-215
27-216
27-217
27-218
27-401
27-402
27-403
27-404
27-405
27-406
27-407
27-408
27-409
27-410
27-412
27-413
27-414
27-415

27^16
27-417
27-418
27-419
27-420
27-421
27-422
27-423
27-424
27-701
27-702
27-703
27-801
27-901
27-903

1910

960
961
962
963
964
965
966
967
968
969
970
971

972
973
974
975
976
977
978
979
980
981
982
983
984
985
9§6
987
988
989
990
991
992
993
994
995
996
997
998
999
1000
1001
1002
1003

1004
1005
1006
1007
1008
1009
1010
1011
1012
1013
1014
1015
1016
1017
1018

]

9

J

J

2839

1910

1933

27-904
27-905
27 906

1019
1020

38-202
38-103

1021

38- 104

27
27

1022
1023
1024
1025
1026
1027
1028
1029
1030

38-214
38-302
38-305

1037

38-416,
38-417,
38-1604,

1001
1201

27-1202
27-1203
27-1301
27-1401
27-1402
27-1403
27-1404
27-1405
27-1406
27-1407
27-1501
27-1502
27-1503
27-1504
27-1505
27-1601
27-1701
27-1801
27-1901
27-1902
27-2001
27-2002
81-1410
27-2003
81-1411
81-1413
81-1416
81-1419
27-2004
81-1421
27-2101
59-801
59-802
59-803
59-804
59-805
59-806
59-807
59-808
59-809
59-709
38-1702
27-2401
38-101
38-102
38-109
38-111
38-105
38-110
38-113
38-119
38-118
38-121
38-122

38 306
38 V)7
38 314
38 401

38-409
38-410
1031 38 420
1032 38-411
1033 38-412
1034 38-413
1035 38-414
1036 38-415

1038
1039
1040
1041
1042
1043
1044
1045
1046
1047
1048
1049
1050
1051
1052
1053
1054
1055
1056
1057
1058
1059
1060
1061
1062
1063
1064
1065
1066
1067
1068
1069

38-1605
38-1607
38-1608
38-1609
38-601
38-708
38-1703
38-1705
38-1706
38-1707
38-1708
38-1710
38-1712
38-1801
38-1802
38-1803
38-1804
38-1805
27-2201
81-1102
81-1103
81-1104
27-2301
27-2302
27-2303
27-2501
27-2503
27-2504
27-2506
27-2507
27-2510
27-2511
R., Acts 1924,
pp. 195, 197.

1070 27-2519
1071 27-2520
1072 27-2521
1073 27-2601

Penal Code of

2S40

19 10.

'

1910

1933

1074 27-2602
1075 27 2603
1076 27-2604
1077 2-701
1078 27-2701
1079 27 2522
1080 27 2523
L081 27-2524
L082 70 201
L083 2-201
1084 70 202
1085 70-206
L086 •70-203
70-: 1
^~
1

10SS
10S9
1090
1091
1092
1093
1094

1095
1096
1097
109S

1099
1100
1101
1102
1103
1104
1105
1106
1107
1108

1109
1110
1111
1112
1113
1114
1115
1116
1117
1118
1119
1120
1121
1122

1123
1124
1125
1126
1127
1128

81-1101
70-204
7 0-2 OS
70-301
70-303
70-306
70-30S
70-305
6-1610
24-3901
6-701
6-901
6-801,

6-802
6-806
6-810
6-1607
6-904
6-917
6-1005
27-2801
27-2802
27-2803
27-2804
27-2805
27-2806
27-2901
27-2910
27-2911
27-2912
27-2913
27-2902
27-2903
27-2904
27-2905
27-2906
27-2907
27-2908
27-2909
27-2914
89-702
24-2904
24-2905
24-2906

1910

1955

1129

See note preceding Ch. 24-22.
1130 24-2905,
24-2906
1131
1132

24-3104

1133
1154
1135
1156

24-2727
24-2S25
77-103

1137

1138
1139
1140
1141
1142
1143
1144
1145
1146
1147
1148
1149
1150
1151
1152
1153
1154
1155
1156
1157
1158
1159
1160
1161
1162
to
1165
1166
1167
1168
1169
1170
1171
1172
1173
1174
1175
1176
1177
1178
1179
1180
1181
1182
1183
1184
1185
1186

24-3202,

^77-103,

n.

n.

59-105
24-1601
24-S20
21-105
24-1717
38-1901
38-1902
38-1903
38-1904
38-1905
38-1906
77-101
77-102
77-105
77-106
77-107
77-108
77-109
77-110
77-111
77-112

1910
1187
1188
[l89
1190
1191
1192
1193

1194
1195
1196

j

1 r\
77-301
1

77-9906,

1213 Temporary
1214 77-333,

77-110, n.

1*7*7

77-9905
77-309
77-310

77-324
1207 77-325
1208 77-327
1209 77-328
1210 77-329
1211 77-330
1212 77-331

)

j

77-308,

77-9907

1215
1216

77-103, n.

77-201
77-202
77-203
77-204
77-205
77-206
77-207
77-208
77-209
77-211
77-212
77-213
77-214
77-210
38-2001
38-2002
38-2003
38-2004
38-2005

77-302
77-303
77-304
77-305
77-306
77-307

1197 77-311
1198 77-312
1199 77-313
1200 77-314
1201 77-315
1202 77-316
1203 77-317
1204 Temporary
1205 77-320
1206 77-323,

|77-110, n.

V

1933

,

1217
1218
1219
1220
1221
1222
1223
1224
1225
1226
1227
1228
1229
1230
1231
1232
1233
1234
1235
1236
1237
1238
1239
1240

77-334
77-335
77-336,

77-9908
77-337
77-338
77-339
77-340
77-341
77-501
77-502
77-503
77-504
77-505
77-506
77-507
77-401
77-402
77-403
77-404
77-405
77-406
77-407
77-9909
77-601
77-602
77-603
77-604

1933

1910
1241
1242
1243
1244
1245
1246
1247
1248
1249
1250
1251
1252
1253
1254
1255
1256
to
1258
1259
1260
to
1289
1290
1291
1292
1293
1294
1295
1296
1297
1298
1299
1300
1301
1302
1303
1304
1305
1306
1307
1308
1309
1310
1311
1312
1313
1314
1315
1316
1317
1318
1319
1320
1321
1322
1323
1324

1325

77-605
77-606
77-607
77-608
77-609
77-610
77-611
77-612
77-613
77-614
77-615

Temporary
77-616
77-617
77-618
)

[•Temporary
)

77-619
)

V77-619, n.
j

2-111
50-101
50-102
50-103
50-104
50-106
50-107
50-108
50-109
50-110
50-111
50-112
50-113
50-114
50-115
50-116
50-122
50-121
50-117
50-118
50-119
50-123
50-125
50-124
50-120
50-105
50-126
76-101
76-102
76-103
76-201
76-202
76-203
76-204
76-104,

76-205
2-116

(j)HUi.:-,\'o::i>\-:(,

1910
1326
1327
1328
1329
1330
1331
1332
1333
1334
1335
1336
1337
1338
1339
1340
1341
1342
1343
1344
1345
1346
1347
1348
1349
1350
1351

1910

1933

27-301
27-302
27-303
27-304
74-301
74-302
74-303
74-306
74-307
74-304
74-305
21-202
21-203
21-209
21-205
21-210
21-211
21-212
21-213
21-207
21-208
21-215
21-214
21-214,
21-204
21-206

•

1352 44-301
1353 44 302
354 44 303
1355 44-304
1356 44-305
1357 44-101
1358 44-102
1359 44-103
1360 )
f R., Acts
1916,
to
158.
p.
1467 j
1468 R., Acts 1931,
pp. 7, 10.
1469 78-101
1470 R., Acts 1931,
pp. 7, 10.
1471 78-102
1472 R., Acts 1931,
pp. 7, 10.
1473 78-104
1474 78-106
1475 78-107
1476 78-108
1477 78-109
1478 78-110
1479 78-111
1

n.

|

1933

CjjDE Skcjjo.ws.

1910

1933

1480

78-112

1481

78

1482

R., Acts 1931,

1483

pp. 7, 10.
R., Acts 1929,
p. 220.

1484
1485
1486

78-212
See 78-201.
vSee 78-205 et

113

scq.

1487
1488
1489
1490

78-210
78-213
See 78-201.
78-217

2841

1502
1503
1504
150:
1506
1507
1508
509
1510
1511
1

78-219
78 220
221

78-222
R., Acta 1929,
p 220.
78 223

78-224
78 225
78 226

Acts 1926,
Extra Set

R.,

pp. 49, 50.

1512

1491

See 78-204.
1492 I
1493 78-211
1494 See 78-204.
1495 78-218
1496 59-316
1497 See 78-204.
1498 78-209
1499 78-214
1500 78-215
1501 See 78-204.

1933

1910

1513

Unconst. 137
Ga. 277 (73
S. E. 392;.
R., Acts 1914,
p. 139.

1514 78-9902
1515 35-901
1516 )R., Acts 1931,
1517 J
PP. 7, 18.
1518 35-904
1519 35-905

TABLES SHOWING WHERE ACTS OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY
PASSED SINCE 1909 MAY BE FOUND IN THIS CODE
AND GIVING EXPLANATIONS FOR OMISSION OF SECTIONS NOT CODIFIED.
(ACTS 1910— ACTS
column gives the page

1933.)

on which the Act
codified begins; the second column, the section of the Act, when more than one section
is codified; and the third column, the Code section number or numbers of the codified
In the tables, the

first

of the session laws

and abbreviations indicating
"R.," followed by a citation, inthe reasons for not including them in this Code.
dicates that the section opposite which it appears was repealed or superseded by the
law cited. A number in the third column, followed by "n." is a reference to the editorial note appearing under the section cited. "See," followed by a new Code section
number, does not mean that the section of the Act opposite which it appears is codified
sections, and, as to those sections not codified, references

as the

new

section cited, but that such

new

section indicates the reason for the omis-

"Unconst.," followed by a citation, means that the
case cited is authority for omitting the section opposite which it appears as being
unconstitutional.
"Const." means "Constitution," and "Ch." means "Chapter."

sion of that section of the Act.

1910

Page
22

Section

11

12

Temporary

3

4
5

1-4
2
3

30
31
32
37

1

2
3

4
5

6
7

8

9
10

42
45
48
50
51

52

of 1933

92-6801
92-6802
92-6803
92-6804
92-6805 to
92-6807
R., Acts 1919, p. 288.
R., Acts 1918, p. 232.
92-6805 to
92-6807
92-6401, n.
R., Acts 1919, p. 288.
R., Acts 1919, p. 288.
R., Acts 1929, p. 220.
78-205, 78-209
R., Acts 1919, pp. 267, 268.
78-207
R., Acts 1919, pp. 267, 268,
78-208
78-202
78-204
78-9901
78-203
78-206

1

2

26
27

Code

2-4001, n.

2-5402
102-101, n
100-101
100-101
100-101

Page

Section

1

55, 2

57
58
59
60
61

63
74,

1

1

74, 2
76,

1

76, 2

79
80
81

82

1

2
3

4
84
85

86
87
88

of 1933

100-101
95-802
56-506
16-101
38-310

53
54
55,

Code

1

2
3

4
5

6

38-1502, n.
67-9901
26-2809
26-5602
24-2501
See 32-115.
See 32-115.
R., Acts 1919,
R., Acts 1919..
95-201, n.

p. 288.

p. 288.

77-619, n.
27-2801, n.
5-1303
5-1302

5-1304
5-9935
42-101
R., Acts 1931, pp. 7,
R., Acts 1916, p. 94.
39-1103
52-202
52-203
52-204
52-205
52-201
52-9902
'

41.
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1-16

:

3

Temporary

4

87-704

95

9S

1

2

4
5

100

1

5

705

124
125

126
128

135

23-603, n.

137,

69-9902
54-305
54-9906

137, 2

3

4
5

6
7

1,2
1

2

1H

of 1933
,

%

{

110-1001, 110-1002

1

121, 2

92-4902
92-4903
92-4904
92-4905
92-9916
R., Acts 1931, pp. 7, 10.
62-901
&
62-902
,| i
62-903
R., Acts 1920, p. 241.
84-1017
^
84-1018
R., Acts 1916, p. 111.
>.

3-6
130,

Code
67-9908

121,

Temporary

2

Section

120

1

1

112
116
117

227

2

2

109

p.

63-211 to
63-213
63-214
22-1301
22-1302
22-1303
22-1304
22-1305, 6-903
22-1306
22-1307
94-302

1

106

•R.,

87

Page

of 1933

Acts 1927,
94-1014
109-302
109-303
109-304
109-305
109-306
87-701
87-702

90

103

Code

.Section

77-306, n.
88-1001, n.
15-304

1

130, 2

132
133
134

1,2
1

2

3

1

4
1,2
1,2
1

2

3

26-6409
26-5103
26-5104
26-5105
26-5106
26-2701
26-1703
52-9903
52-9904
52-9905

27-2801, n.
1911.

Page

Section

Code

of 1933

Page

Section

66
67
68
70

1

62-1201
62-1202
62-1205
62-1203
5-702

2

Temporary

74

46
49

2-6601
2-5101

77
81

1

51

2-5007, 92-2303,
92-2701, 92-5901,
92-5907, 92-5909
23-501

87

1

41

1

2
3

4
43

54
56
57
58,

1

58, 2

59
60
61
62,

1

62, 2

63
64
65

95-803
100-101
100-101
100-101
100-101
100-101
100-101
100-101
100-101
100-101
100-101
54-201

of 1933

24-803, n.; 46-701,

m

R., Acts 1933, p. 259.

72

94
108

Code

1

2

3

4
5

6
7

8

9
10
11

12

26-6002
26-6903
59-114
27-1201
R., Acts 1931, pp. 7, 10.
24-2501
gfejjj
24-2501
R., Acts 1919, p. 288.
23-2503
23-2504 to
23-2507
23-2508
23-2509 to
23-2511
23-2512
23-2513
23-2514
23-2515
23-2516
23-2517
23-2518
23-2519

^
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Page
108

Section
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21

22
23
24
25

26
27
28
29
30
31

32
33
34
.35

36
37
38
39
40
133

1

2
3

4
5

6
7

137

1

2
3

4
5

6
7

8

9

Code
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of 1933

23-2520
23-2521
23-2522
23-2523
23-2524
23-2525
23-2526 to
23-2528
23-2529
23-2530, 23-2531
23-2532
23-2533
23-2534
23-2535
23-2536
23-2537
23-2538
23-2539, 23-9908
23-2540
23-2541
23-2542
23-2543, 23-2502
23-2544 to
23-2551
23-2552
23-2553
23-2554
23-2555 to
23-2558
23-2559

Page
137

Section
10
11

12

13
14
15
16

17

18
19

20
21

22
23
24
146
148
149

1

2
3

4
5

151

1

2
3

4
5

154
159
160

23-2560
54-107, 54-108,

54-109
R., Acts 1917, p.
54-111 to
54-113
54-114
54-110
54-115
54-106
R., Acts 1924, p.
R., Acts 1924, p.
R., Acts 1924, p.
45-108
45-126
R., Acts 1925, p.
45-320, 45-513
R., Acts 1924, p.

2845

88.

161
163
165
167

Code

of

1933

59-601
45-301
45 302
45-204, 45 305
R,., Acts 192 5, p. 310.
R., Acts 192 5, p. 310.
45-308, n.
45 322
R., Acts 1925, p. 310.

45-306
45 307
R., Acts 1931,
45-122, n.

p.

173

45-318
45-106
31-2301
47-101
19-404
6-1609
6-805
6-912
6-913
47-1002
47-1003
47-1004
47-1005
47-1006
32-103,
32-103,
32-103,
32-103,

a.

n.
n.
n.

169
170
172
174

20-205
R„ Acts 1919, p. 288.
34-406
34-407
89-503
42-102
R., Acts 1929, p. 22S.
R., Acts 1920, pp. Ill,

179
180

26-2105
R., Acts 1915, Extra

1

2

'

116.
101.

104.

1,2

Sess., p. S3.

102.

182

1

2

310.
115.

(See 45-121, 45-122.)
R., Acts 1931, pp. 173,
174.

185
197
198

199
200, 1
200, 2

1-3

5-504
5-9908
26-3701
77-103, n.
R., Acts 1919, p. 135.

24-2823, n.
R., Acts 1933, p. 260.
SS-1001, n.

1
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1

25
/

30
33

1

2

35

3d
38
41

45

46
47
48
49
50
51,

oi 1933

R., Acts 1924, p. 115.
R.. Acts 1931, pp. 7, 41.
R.. Acts 1931, pp. 7, 41.
2 1818, 22-201

21

_

Code

1

51, 2

52
56
59
62
63
64
66
70
71

72

74
76
77
78
80

1,2

84
101
103

104

1,2

105
107
108
109

1

2

3

4
111

1

2
3

113,
113, 2

2-3501
R.. Acts 1929, p.
7S-206
78 204
2-5002
2-8202, n.
2-S202, n.
101-104
92-103
100-101
100-101
100-101
100-101
100-101
R., Acts 1933, p.
5-1001
5-1405
R., Acts 1927, p.
79-207
R., Acts 1919, p.
56-224
94-1101
85-1610
29-409
24-3104
24-820
26-6903
26-6903
58-608
R., Acts 1916, p.
R., Acts 1929, p.
24-2501
95-802, n.
24-2302
88-9922
22-601, 22-602
34-2301
89-703
89-704
89-706
89-9913
5-1111
R., Acts 1929, p.
5-9932

119

1

2
3

4
5

1

2

45-318
56-101
56-103

of 1933

7

8

56-519, 56-9906

5

6

12
13

56-108
56-9902
56-9901
56-107
56-109

14

56-321, 56-1307

9
10
11

15

56-916

16
17
18
19

56-1308, 56-505

20

56-218, 56-9903
R., Acts 1927, p. 223.

21
22
23

7.

Code
56-104
56-406
56-407
56-503
56-504

3

220.

56-102
56-103
56-522

56-518
56-810

279.

24

56-111, 56-112

25
135.

26

56-1408
56-114
56-311
R., Acts 1927, pp. 121,

27
28

122; 1931, Extra. Sess
p. 94.

29

30
31
32

33
34
35

158.
220.

36
37
39
143
144
145
149
153

1

2
3

228.

45-126
R., Acts 1925, p. 310.
45-320, 45-513
45-301
R., Acts 1925, p. 310.
45-308, n.

6

Section

4

155

1

15-304, n.

1

119

Page

2
3

4
1,2

157

3

158
159

1

2
3
161,

1

56-921 to
56-926
56-110
56-224
56-9904
56-907
56-1710, 56-1711
56-1712 to
56-1714
56-1309
56-1407
56-312, 56-313
67-2502
57-116
R., Acts 1916, p. 158.
R., Acts 1927, p. 279.
14-1806
14-1807
14-9902
5-505
5-506
5-507
5-508
18-212
18-9909
23-603, n.
103-601
103-602
103-9901
92-4001, n.

,
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Section

Code

of
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1933

92-6401, n.
R., Acts 1919, p. 288.
See 32-115.
R., Acts 1919, p. 288.

161, 2

176
178
180

Code

Section

of 1933

32-103, n.
32-103, n.
P., Acts 1919,

181

182
183

p.

288.

1913

Page
28
30
32

Section

4

77-702, 77-701, n.

R., Acts 1931, pp.

7,

1

5

Temporary

6

92-6218 to
92-6221
100-101
100-101
5-1405
R., Acts 1927,
42-110
5-716, 5-9924
5-717
22-510 to
22-514
17-207
17-208
94-302

9

77-703
77-704
77-705
77-706
R Acts 1919, p. 58.
R., Acts 1925, p. 63.
R., Acts 1919, pp. 60, 61;

1-3
1

1

2

52
54
56
57
58

7

8

91

1

2
3

4
1

2

p. 279.

12
13

14
15

16

98

26-6903
Unconst. 143 Ga. 822

3

(85 S. E. 1025).

4

24-2501
R., Acts 1927, pp. 226,

5

228.
R., Acts 1927, pp. 226,
233.
R., Acts 1927, pp. 226,
241.
R., Acts 1927, pp. 226,
240.

3
1

2
3

86
1

100
101

2
3

4
5

6
7

8
9

24-2715, n.; 24-2728,

2

6

95-1114
95-1115
23-1408
23-1409
54-107 to
54-109
R., Acts 1917,
54-106
23-2561
23-2562
23-2563
56-325
77-701

1

1

2

81

1

1

11

79
2

-

3-10

16-101
81-408

64

87

Temporary

R., Acts 1918, p. 82.
R., Acts 1918, p. 82.
R., Acts 1918, p. 82.

49

85

2
3

Temporary

2

82

87

3

1

41

79

41.

of 193

2

40

75

7,

Code

Section

94-302

35
37
38

51

Page

of 1933

R., Acts 1931, pp.
2-4001, n.

34

42
43
44
46

Code

10

n.

11

12
13
14
p. 88.

15
16
110,

1

110, 2

112

1

2

,

1925, p. 63.
R., Acts 1919, p. 62;
1925, p. 63.
R., Acts 1927,

pp. 103, 104.
R., Acts 1927,
pp. 103, 104.
R., Acts 1925, p. 63;
1927, p. 103.
R., Acts 1925, p. 63.

56-1310
56-1311, 56-9909
Unconst. 146 Ga. 134
(90S. E. 968).
56-517

56-9908
56-1312
22-308
84-902
84-903
84-904
84-905
84-907
84-908
84-910
84-911
84-912
84-913
84-914
84-915
S4-916 to
84-923
S4-901, S4-906
84-9914
77-107
R.. Acts 1927, p. 279.
27-2702
27-2703
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Page
112

Section
3

4

114

1
)

115

1

2

3

4
5

117
122
123

1

2
3

4
5

Code
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Page

of 1933

27-2704
27-2705
94-509
94-9904
34-408
34-201
34-115
See note preceding
Ch. 34-1.
34-805
R., Acts 1920, p. 250.
92-201
92-6201, 92-6202,
92-6303, 92-6902

123

Section

of 1933

6

92-6911, 92-6912

7

92-6913
92-6914

8

92-6901, 92-6915,
92-7001

9
10

92-6916
92-6917
R., Acts 1931, pp.
92-4505
92-7002
92-7003 to
92-7006
92-7007

11

12
13

14
15

7,

35.

Temporary

134
135

92-6903
92-6904
92-6905 to
92-6909
92-6910

Code

137
145

34-2401 to
34-2404
91-201, n.
24-401, n.

252

24-401, n.

1914
Page
13
14

20
21

23
27
29
33
36
39
42
43
45
47
48
49
1

50, 2
51
52,

1

52, 2

53
54,

1

54, 2

55
56, 1
56, 2

57
58
59

60
61
62

Code

Page

of 1933

R., Acts 1931,
R., Acts 1931,
R., Acts 1931,
R., Acts 1931,
R., Acts 1931,

12

50,

Section

pp.
pp.
pp.
pp.
pp.

7,

7,
7,
7,
7,

2-8202, n.
2-8202, n.
2-8202, n.
2-8202, n.
2-1401
2-3501
2-8401
2-8301
2-1501
34-1302, 34-2602
23-101, n.
100-101
100-101
100-101
100-101
100-101
100-101
100-101
100-101
100-101
100-101
100-101
100-101

80-102
22-401
24-3102
R., Acts 1933, p. 259.
36-606
46-208, 46-301

41
41
41
41
41

Section

63
70
71
74,

1

74,2
75

1,

3

4
5

6
7

8

n.

1919,
1919,
1919,
1931,

84-410
84-412
84-413
84-9904
87-103
87-104

1

p. 135,

p. 135.
p. 135.
p. 157.

84-403
84-404
84-405
84-407
84-406
84-408

11

2

of 1933

n.

Temporary

14
1

24-3104,
24-2302,
R., Acts
R., Acts
R., Acts
R., Acts

9
10

12
13
81,

Code

R., Acts 1931, pp. 157,
160.

81, 2

Temporary

86
87
88
92

R., Acts 1919, p. 220.

77-201, n.
R., Acts 1925, p. 291.
36-1104
36-1105
36-1106 to
36-1108
36-1109, 36-1110
36-1111
36-1112
36-1113
36-1114
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Code

92

9

36-1115

96
98
99

2

22 601, 22-602

1

2
3

4
5

6
7

8
9
10
11

12

13

14
15

16
17
18
19

20
21

22
23

23-A
23-B
24
25
26
27
28
29

30
31

32
33
123

1

2
3

124

1

2

124

39-703
56-1601
56-1604
56-1605
56-1606
56-1607
56-1608
56-1609
56-1610
56-1611
56-1612
56-1613
56-1614 to
56-1616
56-1617
56-1618
56-1619
56-1620
56-1621
56-1622
56-1623
56-1624
46-213
56-1625
56-1626
56-1627
56-1628
56-1629
56-1630
56-1631
56-1632
56-1633
56-1634
56-1635
56-9912 to
56-9915
56-1602
56-1603
44-201
44-202
44-203
R., Acts 1931, pp.
88-201 to 88-206;
88-302, n.

3

4
5

Page

of 1933

88-301
88-302
88-303

Section

6

88-304

7

88 305
88 306
88 307

8

9
10

1

2

42-118, 42-9906

12
13

14

135
137

of 1933

88-308
88-309
88 310
88-311
88-312
42-117

11

134

Code

2
3

56-223
101-301
101-302
101-303

4

Temporary

1

R., Acts 1926. Extra.
Sess., pp. 49, 50.
R., Acts 1916, p. 158.

139
139
142

1

2
3

4
5

6
7

144

1

2
3

146
147
148

1

2
3

4
5

6
1-3

152

4,5

6
7, 11.

154

23-1401
23-1402
23-1403
23-1404
23-1405
23-1406
23-1407
94-321
94-322
94-323
24-2715, n.; 24-2728,
92-4106
42-401, 42-404
42-402
42-403
42-405, 42-9907
42-406
42-9908
R., Acts 1919, p. 258;
1927, pp. 226, 241.
R., Acts 1915, Extra.
Sess., p. 117; 1919,
p. 259; 1919, 250.
R., Acts 1919, p. 259;
1919, p. 250.

15-304, n.
32-103, n.

155
156
157

R., Acts 1931, pp. 7, 25.
R., Acts 1927, p. 353.

1915
«

Page
10
11
12
13

Section

Code

of 1933

47-801
92-4901, n.
100-101
100-101

Page
14
15,

1

15, 2

16

n.

Section

Code
100-101
100-101
100-101
80-111

of 1933
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Section

of 1933

94-101
49-604
66-103
27-704
R., Acts 1919, p. 135.
27-2801
24-2401
24-2402
24-2403
24-2404
24-2405
24-2406
24-2407
24-2408
24-2409
24-2410
24-2411
24-2412
24-2413
24-2414
24-2415
24-2416
R., Acts 1916, p. 61.
24-2418
24-2419
24-2420
24-2421
24-2422
24-2423
24-2424

18

20
21

32
33
34
35

Code

1

2

3

4
5

6
7

8

9
10
11

12
13

14
15

16
17

18
19

20
21

22
23
24

1915,

Page
71

Section

1,2
3

4-8
9,

11,

77

1

2
3

4
5

6
7

8

9
10
11

12
13

14
15
16

17
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10
12

Code

Page
35

2
3

24-101, n.

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

40

50

of 1933

24-2425
24-2426
24-2427
24-2428
24-2429
24-2430
24-2431
24-2432
24-2433
24-2434
24-2435
24-2436
24-2437
24-2438
24-2439
24-2440
R., Acts 1923,
R., Acts 1918,

25
26
27
28
29
30
31

49

Code

Section

1

1

2,

3

4
51

54

p. 127.
p. 170.

62-102
62-103
62-9901
R., Acts 1929, p. 220
Unconst. 149 Ga. 218
(91 S. E. 35).

55

1

2

92-5505
92-5506

Temporary

56
63

24-401, n.

Extraordinary Session

of 1933

R., Acts 1924, p. 101.
R., Acts 1931, pp. 173,
174.
R., Acts 1924, p. 101.
R., Acts 1924, pp. 101,
117.
R., Acts 1924, p 101

58-101
58-102
58-103
58-104
58-105
58-106
58-107
58-108
58-109
58-113
58-114
58-115
58-116
58-117
58-118
R., Const. U.S. (1-824).
58-119

Page
77

Code

Section
18
19

20
22
23

of 1933

58-120
58-121
58-122

Temporary
58-123
R., Acts 1917. Extra,

90

Sess., pp. 7, 15.
1

105

2
3

4
1-5
107

6

7-9
10, 11

12-17
18
19

20

21-27
119

58-301
58-302
58-303
58-301, 58-302

Acts
Acts
Acts
Acts

1927, p.
1919, p.
1927, p.
1921, p.
1927, p. 226.
R., Acts 1927, p.

R.,
R.,
R.,
R.,

226.
256.
226.
256;
226.

68-106
R., Acts 1919, pp. 256,
258.
R., Acts 1919, p. 259.
R., Acts 1927, p. 226.

91-201, n.

7
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1916

Page

Section

Code

Page

of 1933

2-5501, n.; 2-8202,
2-3005, 2-3009
2-4001, n.

17
19

22

n.

83

1

2
3

24
29

2-4002
15-101

5

31

R., Acts 1920, p. 241.

6

32

95-802, n.

7

34, 1
34, 2

92-2706
100-101
100-101
100-101
R., Acts 1919, pp. 288,
337. See 32-1106, n.
R., Acts 1919, p. 288.
R., Acts 1931, pp. 7, 19.
R., Acts 1931, pp. 7, 19.
62-512
5-703
5-702
79-207

35
36,

1

36, 2

38
39
40
41, 1
41, 2

1

2

43
44

48
49
50

1,2

51

1

4

2

54
56

1

58

2
2
3, Tfi

3

94

3

4
5

111

101

4
5

62
72

1

1

113
114

1

2
3

4-7
8
9
10

126

1

2
3

p. 135.

84-809, 88-601,
88-603, 88-604,
133
88-606. See Acts 1933, 134

4
1,2
1

2
3

p. 141.

88-608, 88-605,
88-602, 84-807,
84-806, 84-808,

3

4

1

2
3

•

R., Acts 1933, pp. 132,
144.
84-819. See Acts 1933,
pp. 132, 144. 84-820

88-9921

1

1

n.

84-9919
23-1705
23-1706
23-1707
23-1708
23-1709

84-1017
84-1018
84-1019
84-1020
84-1021
R., Acts 1931, pp. 7, 43.
R., Acts 1925, p. 302.
45-302 to
45-304
45-204, 45-305
R., Acts 1925, p. 310.
45-306
45-307
45-319
R., Acts 1919, pp. 242.
59-401
59-402
59-403
59-404
56-817
56-1112
56-1113
56-1114
101-212
R., Acts 1917, Extra.
Sess. pp. 7,

137

84-809
2

1102
03
1104
1106
1105
R., Acts 1933, p. 202.
84-1107, 84 991
84 1108
Unconst. 147 Ga. 407
(94 S. E. 304; See
84-1204, n.; 84-1207,
84-1207, 84-1208

244.

128
129

Sess., p. 15.

76, 2

5

6

125

9-103
R., Acts 1919,

1

84
84
84
84
84

R., Acts 1919, p. 288.
2
3

4

E

24-2441
24-2442
24-2417
24-2501
R., Acts 1917, Extra.

84-1101

32-103, n.
R., Acts 1919, p. 288.

98

57-112

11 11

(a), (b)

1

2

104

158, 163 (162 S.
380).

77

2

94-1001, 94-1002,
94-1006, 94-1007

24-2620
26-5701
53-105
26-5702
92-4801
R., Acts 1929, p. 220.
24-3501
24-3502
24-2409
Uncorist. 174 Ga.

1

1933

.

24-805, n.

52

76,

8

9

88

Cod--, of

Section

4
5

6

138
142

1

2

S.

71-201
71-202
71-204
71-205
71-206
71-203
R., Acts 191S, pp.99, 101.
24-4402
24-4403

6
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Page

Section
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R., Acts 1919, p. 365.

142
146

91-201,
91-201,
91-201,
91-201,
91-201,

147
14S
150
151
153
154
155

Page
158

3,

If

ii.

If

n.

11

n.

1f

n.

1f
If

1

157

1
-)

15S

1.1
r

1

3

•

4

1f

5

2,11 6

r

If

"

8

1 9
11

io

r

11
12

1

13

11

14

If

7
3,1

15

If

16
17
18

If

19

11

If

20

If

21

22
23
If
* 24
If 25
1f 26
If 27
•
28
If 29
If 30
If

If

«

31
32

33
«
34
If 35
r 36
•
37
•
38
«
39
•
40
If

•

41

«

42
43

•'
•

r 44

5-601
5-602
6-1006
6-1007
86-101
86-102
86-103
86-104
86-201
86-202
86-203
86-204
86-205
86-206
86-207
86-208
86-209
86-210
86-9901
86-401
86-402
86-403
86-404
86-405
86-501
86-502
86-503
86-504
86-505
86-506
86-507
86-508
86-509
86-510
86-511
86-512
86-513
86-514
86-515
86-516
86-601
86-602
86-603
86-604, 86-9905
86-605
86-606
86-607
86-801

45

46
47
48
49
50
51

If

52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

If

61

If
1f
1"

(97 S. E. 516).
2

1f

n.

26-3802
26-2603
Unconst. 148 Ga. 597

156

Code

Section

1T
If

11
If
If

If

62
63

1f

64

If

If

65
66
67
68
69
70

If

71

If
If

If
If
If

If

72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80

If

81

If
If

1f
If

1f
IT

1f
If

If

82
83

1f

84

1f

If

85
86
87
88
89

If

90

If

91

If
If

1f
If

92
93
94
If
If 95
If 96
If 97
If 98
If 99
If 100
If

If

4,

Ifioi
5,

1fl02

.

of 1933

86-802
86-803
86-804
86-805
86-806
86-1402
86-901
86-902
86-903
86-904
86-905
86-1001
86-1002
86-1003
86-9902
86-1004, 86-9903
86-1005
86-1006
86-1007
86-1101
86-1102
86-9904
86-1103
86-1104
86-1105
86-1201
86-1202
86-1203
86-1204
86-1205
86-1206
86-1207
86-701
86-702
86-1301
.86-1302

86-1303
86-1304
86-9906
86-1305
86-1306
86-1307, 86-9907
86-1308, 86-9908
86-1403, 86-9909

86-1404
86-1405, 86-9910
86-9911

86-1406
86-1407
86-1408
86-1409
86-1410
86-1411
86-1412
86-301
86-302
86-303
86-1401
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Section

2-5002
2-8202, n.
2-8202, n.
1

52, 2

53
55
56
62
63
69
77

1

2
3

4
5

6
7

8
81

1

2
3

4
5

6

84

of 1933

2-4001, n.

36
39
41
44
52,

Code

1

2
3

88
1

2
3

93
99

2

100

1

2

101

1

2

102

1

2
3

4
104
106
107
108

1

20

6-1002, 6-1003

21

24-2501
5-201
5-202
5-204
5-205
5-206
R., Acts 1931, pp. 7, 41.
5-203
5-207
109-401
109-402
109-403
109-404
109-405
109-406
109-407
109-408
109-409
54-110. See Acts 1920,

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

86-1501
86-1502
86-1503

24-3504
24-3505
23-2564
23-2561
85-1107
85-1108
56-1636
56-1637
56-1638
56-1637
56-1608

6
7

60-207, 60-210

8

60-208
60-205
60-209

1

4
5

9
10

14
15

88-303, n.

2
3

11

12
13

16

38-2118
60-101
60-201
60-102
60-202
60-203
60-204

1,2

Section

43-312
93-311
94-403
109-201
109-103

Temporary
1

108

<

R., Acts 1919, p. 288.

pp. 118,119.
91

Page

Code
60-211
60-212
60 213
60-214

43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

60 301
60 302
60 215
60-206
60-303
60-304
60-221
60-217
60-218
60-219
60-220
60-222
60-223
60-401
60-402
60-501
60-502
60-503
60-504
60-505
60-506
60-507
60-403
60-405
60-406
60-407
60-508
60-509
60-408
60-409
60-510
60-511
60-512
60-513
60-514

51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69

60-404
60-410
60-425
60-426
60-515
60-516
60-517
60-412
60-413
60-416
60-417
60-418
60-419
60-421
60-422
60-423
60-225
60-305
60-414

17

18

19

30
31

32
33
35
36
37
38
39

40
41
42

of 1933
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70
71

72
73

74
75
76
77

7S

79

80
SI

82
83
84
S5

86
87
88
89
90
91

92
93

94
95

96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103

104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111

112
113
114

Code

of 1933

60-601
60-306
00-216
60-424
00-701
60-702
60-703
60-704
60-705
60-706
60-707
60-708
60-224
60-415
60-420
60-9901 to
60-9905
60-602
60-603
60-604
60-605
60-606
60-607
60-608
60-609
60-610
60-611
60-612
60-613
60-614
60-615
60-616
60-617
60-618
60-619
60-620
60-621
60-411
60-622
60-623
60-624
60-625
60-626
60-627
60-628
60-629
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Page
108

Section
115
116
117
118
119
120

177

1

2
3

4
5

6
7

8

of 1933

60-630
60-631
60-632
60-633
60-634
60-801
72-301
72-302 to
72-304
72-305
72-308
72-309
72-310
72-311
72-312
15-304, n.

182
183

1

2
3

4
5

6
7

189
191,

Code

34-3212
34-3213
34-3214
34-3215
34-3216
34-3217
34-3218
78-226, n.
R., Acts 1931, pp. 7, 10.

1

191, 2

32-103, n.

193
195
197

32-103
32-103, n.
2
3

92-5001
92-5002
92-5003

4

92-5004, 92-2704

5

92-5005
92-5006
92-5510
23-1017
23-1018
23-1019
R., Acts 1919, pp. 288

1

6

198
199

1

2

3

200

361, 363.

203

I

2
3

4

26-7201
26-7202
26-7203
26-7204

Temporary

204
206

R., Acts 1918, p. 256.

1917, Extraordinary Session

Page
7

Section
1

3

4
5

6
7

8

Code
58-201
58-401
58-402
58-403
58-404
58-405
58-406

of 1933

Page
7

Section
9
10
11

12
13
14
15

Code
58-407
58-408
58-409
58-410
58-203
58-204
58-205

.

of 1933
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Code

Section

Page
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58-202
58-411
58-207

17
19

7

Extraordinary Session
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of 1933

58-208
.58 200
58 206

1918

Page
34

43

Code

Section

of 1933

Page

Temporary

2
3

111
R., Acts 1919, pp. 32, 33. 112
62-1204
113

4

62-9915

1

2
1111

1-11
12

11

R., Acts 1921, p. 38.
R., Acts 1920, p. 14.

1f1T

13-26
If

27

R., Acts 1921, p. 38.
R., Acts 1919, p 48.

114
116
117
118
119
122
124,

1

124, 2

28-30
31

R., Acts 1921, p. 38.
R., Acts 1919, p. 48.

1f1f

32-40
1f
If
1f

41

42
43

R.,
R.,
R.,
R.,

Acts
Acts
Acts
Acts

1921,
1919,
1921,
1919,

p. 38.

137

If

47

48-83
1f

84

R., Acts 1921, p. 38.
R., Acts 1919, p. 52.

1f
If
1f

94
95
96

Acts
Acts
Acts
Acts

1921, p. 38
1919, p. 53

1f1f

R

97-100
3-13

1921, p. 38.
, Acts
R., Acts 1921, p. 38.

14

Temporary

84

2-1301, 2-1302,

87
89
91
93

47-102
2-1401
2-2001, 47-107
R., Acts 1927, p. 121.
2-2619

4
1

2
3

2-4901
2-5501

155

102
106
108

2-8202, n.
2-8202, n.

158

101-103
40-105
23-1005
92-5301

32-103, n.
1

3

154

p. 234.

Temporary

2

2-4001, n.
2-4901

110

40-803
40-805
40-806
40-808
R., Acts 1919,
92-3604
24-4108

9

94
96
98
99

109, 1
109, 2

5

141
142

143
143
147

24-820

40-801, n.

1

8

1921, p. 38.
1919, p. 53.

p. 276.

3

1

2

7

R.,
R.,
R.,
R.,

p. 291.

4

1

6

ifir

85-93

100-101
88-1001, n.
R., Acts 1927,
88-702
88-2011
84-1507
79-207
R., Acts 1929,
113-1005
19-301
24-1601

67-1502
R., Acts 1919, p. 135.
R., Acts 1919, p. 101.
22-1210
22-1211
40-801, 40-802
40-804
40-807

1

2

If If

of 1933

77-308, 77-9905

136, 2
p. 38.
pp. 45, 49.

R., Acts 1921, p. 38.
R., Acts 1919, p. 50.

Code

R., Acts 1924, p. 117.

126
127
132
134

pp. 45, 49. 136,

1f1T

44-46

1,2

3,4

1f1f

11

Section

4

23-2542
23-2544 to
23-2551
23-2555 to
23-2558
23-2565
34-2201
R., Acts 1921, p. 232.
Unconst. 155 Ga. 377
(116 S. K. 823V

Temporarv
R., Acts 1931, Extra.
Sess., p. 9S.

1

32-103, n.

2
3

R., Acts 1931, pp.

7,

28.

Temporarv

160

108-421

161

R., Acts 1931, pp.

7, IS.
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Page
162

Section
1

2
3

164
165

1

2

3

4
167
168

3

169
170
1

2
3

4
173

2
3

4
5

6
7

8

9
10
11

12
13
14
15

16

198

1

2
3

4
5

6
7

200

1

2
3

206
208

Page
212

p. 279.

84-1802
84-9928
84-902
84-903
84-904
R., Acts 1933, p. 197.
84-907
84-908
84-910
84-911
84-912
84-913
84-914
84-915
84-916 to
84-923
84-901, 84-906
84-9914
49-701
49-702
49-703
49-704
49-705
49-706
49-707
R., Acts 1919, p. 256.
R., Acts 1927, pp. 226,
1927,

1

3

4
1

2

94-324
94-325
94-326
94-327
94-505
94-506

4

94-9903, 94-507

5

94-508
95-801, n.
See note preceding
Ch. 32-4.

1

pp. 226,

228, 1
228, 2

1

p. 135.

92-6908, n.
92-6101, 92-6701

1

92-6102
92-6702
92-6103
92-6703
92-6104
92-6704
108-304
108-305
108-304
108-306
108-307
108-308
108-309
108-310
108-311
35-401

2-4

35-401, n.

5

7
1

2
3

4
5

6
7
8

9

238
246

p. 272.

92-6912

6

237

24-2823
24-4402
24-3507
R., Acts 1920,
R., Acts 1919,
24-3104, n.
24-3104, n.

2
3
4

234

of 1933

94-9902

227

229
230
231
232

Code

3

2

110-201
110-202
110-203
R., Acts 1919, p. 99.
24-101, n.
84-1801, 84-9928
84-1801

238.
R., Acts
241.

Section

214
225
226
227

R., Acts 1927, p. 279.
R., Acts 1923, p. 111.
R., Acts 1927, pp. 121,
122; 1931, Extra. Sess.,
p. 94.
2

212

49-604
49-613
35-204
R., Acts 1927,
59-405
59-406
59-9901
59-9902

15-304, n.

209, 1
209, 2

211

of 1933

Temporary
1

2

171

Code

Temporary
1

R., Acts 1920, p. 282.

2
3

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

5-307
5-308
5-306
5-303
5-305
5-310
5-311
5-312
5-313
5-309
5-314
5-318
5-302
5-315
5-9903
5-9904
5-9902
5-9905

20

5-316, 5-9906

21

5-320
5-319
5-317
5-304

4
5

6
7

8

9
10
11

22
23
24
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253

Section
1

2
3

4

254

1

2
3

255

1

2
3

256

1

2
3

264
265

1

2

3,4
5

89-904

2
3

94-511, 94-9906

3

1

1-3
1

1
1

Temporary

6

272

1

2

273
274

1

2

275

ode of 1933

2

1

270

(

89-9915
26-6201
26 6202

2

Temporary

260

Section
2

268
269

3

1

2

261
262

265
267

91-301
91-302
91-303
91-304
91-301
91-303
91-304
88-420
88-421
88-9915
62-1014

4
1,2

5

6

Page

of 1933

62-1015
62-1016
62-9912
62-1017
26-1303
26-1304
R., Acts 1924, p. 117.
84-9932
45-321, 45-514
67-9903
67-9904
67-9905
68-9916

4

259

Code

1

2
3

4
5

6

95-503
R., Acts 1919, pp.275, 276
R., Acts 1919, pp.275, 277
45-601
45-602
45-603
45-604
45-601 to
45-603
26-2622
26-2623
R., Acts 1924, p. 202
35-9901, 35-9902
35-9901, 35-9902
88-501
88-502
88-503
88-504
88-505
88-9916

Temporary

277
915

2-5501, n.; 2-5801, n.

1919

Page
32
45
58

Section
2

1-3

4
5

6

63

Code

of 1933

62-1205
86,2
R., Acts 1921, p. 38.
89
R., Acts 1925, p. 63.
R., Acts 1921,pp.203, 204. 90
92. 1
R., Acts 1925, p. 63.
R., Acts 1927,pp.l03, 104. 92, 2
Unconst. 172 Ga. 465
(157 S. K. 462).

66
68
1,2

73
74

Page

94,

94, 2

2-8202, n.

95
96
98

122; 1931, Extra. Sess.,
p. 94.

1,2

75
76, 2

77
79

80
81
82

83
84
85
86,

1

86, 2

1

5-105
47-107
95-802, n.
95-803, n.
R., Acts 1927,pp.226, 242.
92-4201, n.
92-201
100-101
100-101
R., Acts 1931, pp. 7, 25.
R., Acts 1919, p. 135.
32-2601

1

2

93-208
22-717
75-413
R., Acts 1933,

1

99

1

2

1-3
4
5

p. 259.

24-2302, n.
24-1601

24-820
26-6303
59-120
77-303
77-503
78-221

101

109
110
123

of 1933

93-305, n.

1(a)

103
104
105
106
107

Code

32-2602
32-2603
R., Acts 1927, p. 279.
84-2011
5-105
93-201
93-206, 93-208

2
3

1

2-6901

40-901
R., Acts 1927, pp. 121,

Section

.

Temporary
24-2501
24-2501
R., Const. U.
58-412
58-413

S. (1-835).
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125

Section

4
5

6
7

8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19

20
21
22
23

24

1

3

4
5

6
138
Art.
II,
135,

3

4
5

6
7

8

9
10
11

12

13
14
15

16
17

18
19

20
21

22

Art.
1

3

4
7,

37.

7,

37.

5

6
7

8
7,

37.

9
10
135, 149

Code

of 1933

13-323

4
5

135, 151

Art. V,

135, 152

2
3
Art.

1

VI,
1-3
135, 154

13-401
13-402
13-403
13-404
R., Acts 1925, p. 123.
13-406
13-407
13-408
13-409
13-410

Art
IV,
1-3

R

Acts 1925,
13-504
13-505
,

p. 126.

13-601
13-602
13-603

R., Acts 1925, p. 126.

Art.

VII,
1

2
3
4

13-201
13-202
R., Acts 1927, p. 195.
13-204
13-205
13-206
13-301
13-302
13-303
13-304
13-305
13-306
13-307
13-308
13-309
13-310
13-311
13-312
13-313
13-314
13-315
13-316
13-317
13-318
13-319
13-320
13-321
13-322

23

2

I,

2

1

135, 138
135, 145

40-1608
40-1606

2

2

Section

HI,

84-1901, 84-9903

1

Art.

Page

Temporary

25
26

135

of 1933

84-304
S4-305
84-306
84-307
84-308
84-309
84-310
R., Acts 1931, pp.
84-312
R., Acts 1931, pp.
84-311
R., Acts 1931, pp.
84-302
84-315
84-321
S4-301
84-316
84-303
84-317
84-313
84-314
84-318
84-319
84-320

1

2

133

Code

5

6
7

8

9
10
11

12
13
14
15, 16

17
18

19

20
21
22

23
24

135, 164

25
26
27
28
Art.
VIII,
1

13-801
13-802
13-803
13-804
13-805
13-806
13-807
13-810
13-811
13-812
13-813
13-814
13-815
13-816
R., Acts 1927,
13-819
13-820
R., Acts 1925,
13-822
13-823
13-824
13-825
R., Acts 1925,
13-827
13-828
13-829
13-316

p. 198.

p. 129,

p. 132.

13-901. See Acts
1927, p. 200.
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135, 164

Section
2
3

4
5

6
7

8

135, 169

9
10
Art.

Code
13-902
13-903
13-904
13-906
13-907
13-908
13-909
13-910
13-911

of 1933

Pa^e
135, 181

4
5

6
7

2
3

4
5

6

13-1101
13-1102
13-1103
13-1104
13-1105
13-1106

1

2
3
Art.
1

2
3

4

13-1201
13-1202
13-1203

1

2
3

4
5

6
Art.

4
5

6
7

8

9
10

Art.

135, 188

2
3
Art.

13-1701
13-1702
13-1703

XVII,
1

135, 189

13-1801

Art.

XVIII,
i

1

2
3

4
5

6
7

8
135, 191

13-1901
13-1902
13-1903
13-1904
13-1905
13-1906
13-1907
13-1908

Art.

2
3

4

7

8

9
10
11

13-1401
13-1402
13-1404
13-1405
13-1406
13-1407

XIV,
2
3

13-1603
13-1604

6

13-1301
13-1302
13-1303
13-1304

Art.

1

3

5

XIII,

135, 181

1602

1

XII,

135, 178

1601

13

XIX,

Art.

XI,

135, 176

13

4
135, 187

X,

1

135, 174

1

2

XVI,
13-1001
13-1002
13-1003
13-1004
13-1005
13-1006
13-1007
13-1008
13-1009

1

13-1511
13 1512

Art.

1

2
3

of 1933

XV,

IX,

8
9
135, 172 Art.

11

12
135, 185

Code

Section

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
13-1501
13-1502
13-1503
13-1504
13-1505
13-1506
13-1507
13-1508
13-1509
13-1510

21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

13-2001
R., Acts 1927,
13-2003
13-2004
13-2005
13-2006
13-2007
13-2008
13-2009
13-2010
13-2011
13-2012
13-2013
13-2014
13-2015
13-2016
13-2017
13-20 IS
13-2019
13-2020
13-2021
13-2022
R., Acts 1927,
13-2024
13-2025
13-2026
13-2027
13-2028
13-2029
13-2030

p. 200.

p. 201.
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135, 191

Code

Section

13-2031
13-2032
13-203313-2034
13-2035
13-2036
13-2037
13-2038
13-2039
13-2040
13-2041
13-2042
13-2043
13-2044
13-2045
13-2046
13-2047
13-2048, 46-212

31
32
33

34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43

44
45
46
47

4S
135, 212

of 1933

Art.

XX
1

2
3

4
5

6
7

8

9
10
11

12
13

14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21

22
23
24
25

26
27
28

29
30
31

32
33
34
35
36

•

13-9901
13-9902
13-9903
13-9904
13-9905
13-9906
13-9907
13-9908
13-9909
13-9910
13-9911
13-9912
13-9913
13-9914
13-9915
13-9916
13-9917
13-9918
13-9919
13-9920
13-9921
13-9922
13-9923
13-9924
13-9925
13-9926
13-9927
Unconst. 279 U. S. 1 (49
Sup. Ct. Rep. 215,
75 L. Ed. 575).
13-9928
13-9929
13-9930
13-9931
13-9932
13-9933
13-9934
13-9935

Page

Section

135, 212

37
38
Art.

135, 222

Code

of 1933

13-9936
13-9937

XXI,
1

1-5

222

6

Temporary
99-101, n.
99-101

14

99-102
99-103
99-104
99-105
99-106
99-9901
R., Acts 1931, pp.
99-107

15

Temporary

16

228
231

99-108
R., Acts 1931, pp.
36-1116

234, 1
234, 2

40-801, n.
32-103, n.

235
236

38-1003
R., Acts 1924, p. 117.
40-209, 40-210
R., Acts 1924,pp.l01, 117.

7

8
9
10
11

12
13

1,2
3

4,5
239

Temporary

242, 243

95-1501
95-1502

Art. I
Art. II
Art.
242, 244

7,

20.

7, 44.

HI,
1

2,

If 1

112

H3
1f4

H5
3

n

1-4

242, 247

95-1503
95-1601
95-1602
R., Acts 1921,pp.l99, 202.
95-1604
R., Acts 1921,pp.l99, 203.

1F5
Art.
IV,
1

2
3

4

R., Acts 1925, p. 210.
R., Acts 1922, p. 116.

95-1701
95-1702
95-1703
95-1704

242, 247 Art. V,
1

2

3

4

95-1504, 95-1705
95-1705 to
95-1710, 95-1608
95-1714
R., Acts 1921, pp. 199,
201.

5

5(a)
6
7

8

95-1715
95-1719
R., Acts 1933, p. 172.
R., Acts 192 l,pp. 199, 200.
95-1506

'Faulk ok

Laws
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242, 252

Section

Code

l

Page

of 1933

Art.

288, 2

VI,
R., Acts 1933,pp. 172, 174.

3
Art.

95-1724

11

242, 253

VII

6

95-1725
R., Acts 1931, pp.
32-2401
32-2402
R., Acts 1931, pp.

7

Temporary

1-3

253

4
5

256

32
32
32
32
32
32
32

12
13

40.

7,

14
15

40.

7,

16,

17

18
19

R., Acts 1927,pp.226, 230.
R., Acts 1927,pp.226, 241.

20-29

260
262

87-201, n.
32-103, n.

31-37

266, 1
266, 2

2

Acts 1929, p. 220.
Acts 1929, p. 220.
78-204, 78-216
Acts 1931, pp. 7, 9.
90-101
90-105
90-108
90-107
90-106
90-202
34-804, n.
R., Acts 1927, p. 353.
95-503
95-504

3

Temporary

51

R., Acts 1933, p. 260.

52
53

1

2,

267
269

3

1
1

2
3

4
5

6
7

272
273
275

1

277
278
279
280,

1

1

2, 3

280, 2
281, 1
281, 2

282

30

R.,
R.,
R.,
R.,

54-106
R.,Actsl924,pp.l01, 104.
78-102
R., Acts 1931, pp. 7, 10.
24-3507
42-102
42-101
R., Acts 1927, pp. 121,
122; Acts 1931, Extra.
Sess., p. 94.

1

56-102
91-106
77-305
77-702
24-4402
R., Acts 1931, pp.

2

Temporary

283
284, 1
284, 2
285, 1
285, 2

286
287

R.,

288, 1
288, 2

32-935
2-4901
2-5004
2-5402
2-6601
2-6701
2-6801
2-6901

7,

35.

Acts 1925, pp. 147,

1

3

4
5

6
7

401

402
403
404
405
407

406, 32-9902,
32-9901
R., Acts 1931, p.
32-704
32-705
R., Acts 1931, p.
32-718
R., Acts 1931, p.
32-722. vSee Acts

136.

136.

136.

1931,

p. 136.

39
40
41

42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

54
55

56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63

64

149; 1927, pp. 157, 158.

2

38

of 1933

2-7001

8
9
10

1,2

Code

Section

65
66
67
68
69
70
71

72
73

74
75
76
77
78
79

R„

Acts 1931, p. 136.
32-801
32-802
32-803
32-804
32-805
32-806
32-807
32-808
32-809
32-810
32-811
32-812
32-9904
32-813
32-501
32-502
32-503
32-504
32-505
32-506
32-507
32-508
32-509
32-510
32-601
40-1812
32-511
32-512, 32-1501
32-513
32-1502
32-936
32-1601
32-1602
32-1603
32-514
32-515
32-901
32-902
32-903
32-904
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Section

80
81
>:

83
84
85

86
87
88
S9

90
91

92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101

102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111

112
113
114
115
116

Code

of 1933

32 005
32 ^06

Pas.e

288, 2

32-908
32-909
32-910
R., Acts 1931. p. 136.
32-911
32-912
32-914
32-915
32-916
32-917
32-919
32-920
32-921
32-922
32-923
32-924
32-925
32-926
32-927
32-928
32-929
32-930
32-931
32-932
32-933
32-934
32-935
32-937
32-938
32-939
32-940
32-941
32-942
Acts 1926, Extra.
R.,

124
125
126
127
128
129

130
131
132
133

134
135
136

32-1101
32-1102
32-1103
32-1104
32-1105
32-1106
32-1107
32-1108
32-1109
32-1110
32-1111
32-1112
32-1113
32-1114
32-1115
32-1116
32-1117
32-1118
32-1119
32-1120

137
138
139

140
141
142
143

144
145
146
147
148

149
150
151
152
153

154
155
156
157
158
159

160
161
162
163

164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171

172
173
174
175
176,177
178
179
180

Sess., p. 17.

117
118
119
120
121
122
123

Section

181
182

183
184

1

2
3

4
5

369
370

32-1121
32-1122
32-1123
32-1124
32-1125
32-1126
32-1401
32-1402
32-1403
32-1001
32-1002
32-1003
32-1004
32-1005
32-1006
32-1007
32-1008
32-1009
32-1010
32-1011
32-1012
32-1013
32-1014
32-1015
32-1016
32-1001,
32-1018
32-1019
32-9905
32-1020
32-1021
32-1503
32-1801
32-1802
32-2101
32-9906
32-2102
32-2103
32-9906

of 1933

n.

Temporary
32-2201
R., Acts 1931, pp.

7,

40

32-2202, 32-2201, n.
R., Acts 1931, pp. 7, 40

32-2203
32-2204
See note preceding
Ch. 32-4.
32-103, n.

364, 1
364, 2
365, 2

367

Code

24-2823
R., Acts 1922,
32-301
32-302
32-303
32-304
32-305
101-214
See 32-115.

p. 183
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371
373

Section

1

R., Acts 1920, p. 273.
77-601 ct seq.

9
10
11

Temporary

3

4
5

6

7,8

1

2
3

4

Page

of 1933

77-602
77-603
77-605
77-605
77-606
77-609
77-610
77-614

2

377

Code

Section

377

6
7

Temporary
35 307

8

40 904
40 905
40 1001
108 304

1

2

et seq.

3

384

1

108 305
26 2001

2

386

35-301
35-302
35-303
35-304

ode of 1933

35-305
35 306

5

383

(

1

26-2002
26-2003
26-2004
27-2502

2
3

4

387
388

66-102, 66-9901

1920

Page

Section

Code

of 1933

Page

14
16

R., Acts 1921, p. 38.
R., Acts 1921, p. 38.

80

17
19

92-6911, n.
2-8202, n.
2-4001, n.
2-4901
87-201, n.
2-5501, n.
2-7101
2-8202, n.
2-8202, n.
2-8202, n.
2-8202, n.
2-8202, n.
2-1401, 47-101

81
83
85

20
23
25
29
32
34
38
45
48
52
55
58

60

1

2
3

62
63

1

2

65
67
69
70,

1

70, 2

71
72,

1

72, 2

73
74
75
76
78
79

35-239
56-1104
109-201
67-201
113-1409

1-3

101
102

1f

5

11

6

11

7

f

8
9

If

io

If

11

If

If
If
If
If

ir

1
1

2
1

2
3

4
5

116
117
118

49-207, 108-410,
113-1707, 113-1708
110-1001
27-2401, n.

Temporary

1f2
IT 3
If 4

111

of 1933

1,

Hi

109
110

Code

85-1504
39-1105
55-9902
78-212

86
87
88

23-1704
23-1901
23-1902
23-1903
23-2001
87-301
87-302
23-1608
95-803, n.
100-101
100-101
100-101
100-101
100-101
100-101
100-101

Section

2

12
13

14
15
i6

13-308
13-312
13-314
13-317
13-320
13-405
13-409
13-501
13-901
13-1001
13-1009
13-2010
13-2018
13-2027
13-203
13-2011
R., Acts 1931,pp. 157, 15
87-308
87-309
56-1008
56-1012
56-1009
56-1010
56-1011
R., Acts 1924, p. SO.
24-2728
54-110. 54-9901

9
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123

Section
1

2

3

Code

Page

of 1933

35-902
R., Acts 1931, pp.
35-903
65-101
65-102
65-103
65-104
65-105
65-107
65-106, 65-108
65-108, 65-106
65-109, 65-106
65-110
65-104
65-111
5-602
5-9919
88-702
84-702
84-704
84-705
84-707
84-708
v
84-701
84-709
84-710
84-711
84-712
84-9909
84-714
84-9908, 84-9910
84-715
84-9907, 84-9909
84-716
84-718
84-719
84-720
84-703
84-706
84-713
84-721
84-9911
84-721

151

Section
1

2

7, IS.

'

125

1
I

3

4
5

6
/

8

9
11

12

13

129

1,2
3

130
132

1

2

3

4
5

6
7

8
9

10
11

12
13

14
15

16
17
18
19

20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
143
144
145

1

2

3

4
147

1

2

148
149
150

«

3

4
154
156

1

4
5

2

5-904, 5-905

5-906
5-9930
R., Acts 1927,

p. 279.

114-101, 114-402,
114-403, 114-412.
See Acts 1922, pp. 185,

Temporary

4

114-201
114-202, 114-203

5

6
7

8
9
10
11

12
13

14
15

16
17
18
19

20
21
22
23

24
25

26
27
28
29, 30

77-619, n.

49-619
5-903
5-902

186.

84-722
84-723
59-112
See 24-2728.
R., Acts 1933,
34-501
34-502
34-503
34-9905
61-405
61-406
23-2561

R., Acts 1924, p. 116.

77-615
77-605
77-620

3

Temporary

p. 257.

22-1601
22-1602 to
22-1605
22-1606
22-1607, 22-1608

32-103, n.

1,2
2
3

163
167

of 1933

32-103, n.
1

2
3

158
159
160

Code

31

32

114-110
114-111
114-109
114-108

Temporary
114-601
114-103
114-104
114-105
114-107, 114-207
1 14-204
1 14-205
114-206
114-106
114-112
114-301
114-302
R., Acts 1923, pp. 92, 93.
114-304
114-305
114-501
114-502
114-503
R., Actsl922,pp.l85, 190.
114-405
114-406. See Acts
1923, p. 95.

33

34
35
36
37
38

114-407
114-408
114-409
114-410
114-411
114-413. See Acts 1923,
p.95;1922, pp. 185,190.
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Section

1933

6

90-211, 90-212

7

5-9937
5-1508
5-1509
56-318
56-319
56-318
6-1008
R., Acts 1933,
25-301
25-302
25-303
25-304

8

90-214
90-220
90-215
90-217
90-216
90-221
90-2 IS
90-219
90-222
90-225

61
62

63
64
65
66
67

68
69
70
71
72
73
75

76
1

2
3

4
5

8
9
10
1

2
3

214
215, 1
215, 2

oi

Temporary

52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

212

Code

Se< tion

7

51

,

Page

6

41

42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

208

of 1933

114-414
215, 2
114-404
114-415
114-416
114-417
114-418
114-709
114-420
114-307
114-306
114-419
R., Acts 1931, pp. 7, 43.
R., Acts 1922, p. 78.
114-702
114-703
114-704
114-705
222
114-706
225
114-707
114-708
114-710
114-711
114-712
114-713
114-714
228
114-715
230, 1
114-716
230, 2
114-602
231, 1
114-603. See Acts
231, 2
232
1923, p. 97.
114-9901
114-604
114-605
234, 1
114-606
234, 2
114-607
114-608
114-609
Temporary
236
R., Acts 1922, p. 78.
5-1501
237
5-1502
5-1504
5-1505
5-1506
5-1507

39
40

167

Code

1

2
3

4

'

5

25 305

6

25-306
25-307
25-308
25-309
25-310

7

8

9
10
11

25 311

12

25-312
25-313
25-314
25-315
25-316
25-317
25-9902
25-318
25-319

13

14
15

16
17

18
19

20
1

2
3

4
5

6
7

Acts 1931, pp. 7, 10.
Acts 1931, pp. 7, 10.
Acts 1929, p. 220.
Acts 1929, p. 220.
32-1901
32-1902
32-1903
95-102
R., Acts 1925, p. 304.
45-334
45-335
R., Acts 1925, p. 304.
R.,Actsl927,pp.l21, 122.
R.,
R.,
R.,
R.,

1

2
3
1

2
3

4

1931, Extra. Sess., p. 94;
1

2
3

90-203
90-201
90-204, 90-205

5

90-206
90-207

4

11

12
13

14
15
17

242
245

73-104
73-105
73-106
73-101

Temporary

9
10

p. 258.

24-1717, n.
73-9901
73-103
73-102

1

95-S02, n.
113-1721, 113-1722

2

113-1723
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Section

Code

Page

of 1933

250

R., Acts 1925, p. 147.

248
249

1

32 2501
52 2502.
97 101

2

R.. Acts 1931, pp. 7, 35.

3

97-202
R., Acts 1931, pp. 7, 35.
97-102
97-401
97-301
R., Acts 1922, pp. 156,

1

2

250

4
5

6

.

7

S

9
10
11

12

13
14
15

16
17
18
19

20
21
22

23
24
25

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

34
35
36
37
39

158; 1933, p. 265.
R., Acts 1922,pp.l56, 160.

97-304
9*-306
97-305
97-307
97-406
R., Acts 1922,pp.l56,
R., Acts 1922,pp.l56,
R., Actsl922,pp.l56,
97-410
97-411
97-412
97-309
97-311
97-310
R., Actsl922,pp.l56,
97-417

Section

271
273, 2
274, 1
274, 2
164. 277, 1
165. 277, 2

279

1

2
3

4
5

282
283
167. 1799

of 1933

97-106
R.,Actsl922,pp.l56, 169.
97-203
97-9903,

97^H8

97-103
97-414
97-413
97-9901
97-308
97-104
R., Acts 1922,pp.l56, 171.
R., Acts 1922,pp.l56, 172.

Temporary
24-2823,
24-4303,
77-342
24-3104,
24-3104,

272

166.

Code

n.

24-3508
n.
n.

24-2202
R., Acts 1931, pp.
32-2301
32-2302
32-2303
32-2304
32-2305
5-301 et seq.

7,

21.

32-103, n.
91-201, n.

1921

Page
38

Section

R., Acts 1927, p. 56.

40-42

R., Acts 1923, p. 39.

43-118
3-13

R., Acts 1927, p. 56.
R., Acts 1927, p. 56.
R., Acts 1927, p. 104.

2-1301. 2-1302

91

2-8202
34-1303, 34-9908,
34-9910

92

87-201, n.; 87-301, n.

94

92-6215
100-101
100-101
100-101
100-101
5-1118

98,

1

98, 2

99
100,

1

100, 2

103
105
106

Code

of 1933

94-1.001, 94-1002,

94-1006, 94-1007

1-39

n

Section

107

fr
rr

83
86
88

Page

of 1933

R., Acts 1927, p. 56.

1

2,

Code

80-104, 80-9901

80-108
97-207

112
114
115
116
117

1

2

.

22-603
67-1601
39-701
6-407
24-2101
6-202
24-3202, n.
38-2401

118
119
120
122

26-6903
R., Acts 1925,
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7

•
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1

2
3

4
5

Code

Page

of 1933

R., Acts 1927, p. 56.
92-3401. See Acts 1926,
Extra. Sess., p. 15.

92-3402
92-3403
92-3404
See Acts

68

1-3

3-A

72
77
78
79

4

Code

of 1933

R., Acts 1927, p. 104.

2-4001, n.
2-5501, n.

89-101
1

Extra.

2

R., Acts 1927,pp. 104, 105.

4

92-1409, 92-1410
R., Acts 1927, p. 104.
R., Acts 1927, p. 104.

6

1926,

Sess., p. 17.

65
66

68
70

Section

3
5

95-201, n.
R., Acts 1933, p. 47.

92-4912
92-4913
92-4914
92-4916
92-4912

9
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92

94
1
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3

97
98
100
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118
119

1

3

4
5

6
7

8
9
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11
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13

135

1

2
3
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1

2
3

4
139
141
142

1

2
3

144
145
146
147
149
150

22-510
22-511
22-512
22-513
22-514
R., Acts 1929,pp.273, 276
94-1004
22-304
22-309
22-308
81-1002
59-106, n.
24-3202, n.; 59-120, n.
27-2401
67-1105
13-201
13-308
13-317
13-405
13-701 to
13-704
13-820
R., Acts 1927, p. 199.
13-822
13-825
13-826
13-905
13-1901
32-945
32-946
32-947
69-101
69-102
69-103
69-104
2-5501, n.; 95-201, n.
54-106
18-404
18-405
18-406
24-4108, 24-3506
R., Acts 1929, p. 220.
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Temporary

1

1

2
3
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3

4
5

6
7
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9
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15
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18
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24
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1

2
3

4
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1

2

187
188

1

2
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191
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1

24-1717, n.; 24-2823, n.;
92 5301, n.
24 1717, n.; 24-2823, n.;
92 5301, n.
24 1717, n.; 24-2823, n.;
92 5301, n.
24-1717, n.; 24-2823, n.;
92-5301, n.
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164
165

Code

1,2
3

4
5

6
7

8
9

24-3104
25-101
25-102
25-103
25-104
25-107
25-104
25-9901
25-105
25-108
25-122
25-121
25-112
25-113
25-115
25-114
25-110
25-111
25-116
25-117
25-118
25-109
25-119
25-120
25-123
91-901
91-902
91-903
91-904
23-2546, 23-2550,
23-2551
23-2568 to
23-2573
34-1302, n.
R., Actsl933,pp.l32, 142.
84-829
62-501, n.
69-308, n.
See note preceding
Ch. 69-1.
92-3701, n.
R., Acts 1931, pp. 7, 13.
43-204, 43-202,
43-206
43-207
43-205
43-201
43-203
43-208
43-203
-
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34-3201,
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206
207
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1

3

4
1

2

3

4
5

6
7

8

9
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216
217

1

2
3

4
5

219
221

1,2

224, 2

1

2
3

4
5

6
228, 2
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240
244
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248
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95-1503
95-1607
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56-507
56-50S
56-509
56-510
56-511
56-512
56-513
56-514

1

1

3

1

3

4
5

6

Section
7

9
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11
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13

»

265
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269
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272

277
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Temporary

36-802, 36-804 to

2

36-807
36-812

1

4
5
1

2
3

4

Temporary
45-317
45-328
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13

14
15

16
17
1

Temporary
69-308, n.

4

32-1005
32-1402
92-6804
92-6805 to 92-6807,
92-6902, 92-6303,
92-6201, 92-6202
40-1802
40-1803
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R., Acts 1931, pp. 7, 40.

5

6
7
1

2
3

4
5

6
7

8
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84-1603, 84-1604

5
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2
3

92-206
92-207
92-208
92-209
92-210
92-211

84-1602

6

8
9
10

297

91-201, n.
114-107, 114-207
114-305
114-306
114-703
114-708
84-1601

4

7
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7,

84-1605
84-1606
84-1610
84-1611, 84-9926
84-1613
84-1608
84-1609
84-1614
84-9924
84-1612
84-1615
84-1616
84-9925
84-1607
54-301
54-302
54-303
54-304
54-306
54-9905
54-9906
58-501
58-502
58-503
58-504
58-505
58-506
58-507
58-508
45-201, 45-203
R., Acts 1931, p. 178.
45-313

5
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22-805, 22-806
22-807
22-808
22-809
22-810
R., Acts 1925,pp.234, 240.
R., Acts 1933, p. 213.

n.

1

59-105, n.
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92-213
92-214
92-217
92-215
92-216
92-218
92-6910,

of 1933

49-614

2
3

67-1904
67-1905
67-1906
67-1907
67-1908
94-1010
86-515
84-801
84-802
84-803
84-804

Code

23-1013, n.
R., Acts 1931, pp.

56-515

24-2728, n.
2

•

8

32-2701, n.

2

257
258
259

Page

n.

Temporary

2
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of 1933

95-1708,' 95-1708, n.
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19
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22
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15

24
25
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27
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1

2
3

4
5

6
7
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315

1

2

318

2
3

4

7

Temporary

1

2

3

34-3401
34-3402
34 9932

1

95

2
3

1801

95-1806, 95-9913

Temporary

7

45-122
45-106
R., Acts 1931, p. 169.
See Acts 1929, p. 237. 325
R., Acts 1931, pp. 7, 14.
45-123
45-107

8

95-1807
95-1808
95-1801
95-9913
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9
10
1

2
3

45-107, 45-203,
45-205, 45-317,

4

45-331
84-1701
84-1702
84-1703
84-1 04
84-1705
84-1706
84-1707
84-9927
68-205
68-206
68-207
68-208
68-9902
68-9903
68-9904
5-1616
5-1618
5-1619
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R.,

5
7

8

9
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13
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15

16
17
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339,
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1,2
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1931,
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11

2

92-3401
92-3404

11

3

Temporary

26-6914
45-212
45-215
45-106

20
22

2-5402,
2-5501,
2-5501,
2-5501,

32-103, n.
1

2
3

4

56, 74.

Code
2-5402
2-5101
2-4901

30

34
38

32-943
R., Acts 1927, pp.

Section

31
33

1,
If

84-1417
84-1418
84-1419
84-1421
84-1422
84-1423
84-1407
84-9921

Extraordinary Session

of 1933

n.

39

1

n.

40

1

n.

84-1404
84-1405
84-1406
84-1408
84-1410
84-1412
84-1414
84-1415

2-1825, n.

.

1

Code

n.

84-1401, 84-1409. See
Acts 1931, p. 231.
84-1402, 84-1403

p. 309.

17
18

25
28

5-9939
5-1622

5

Sess., pp. 11, 24.

15

6

6

Section
2

of 1933

95-1802
95-1803
95-1804
95-1805

1926,

12

Code

Section
5
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45-329
318
R., Acts 1931, p. 172.
45-330
45-327
321
R., Acts 1929, p. 334.
45-207
45-208
322
45-332
45-507
45-508
R.,Actsl931,pp.l69, 171.
45-506

302

2>77

2

32-1132
32-1133
32-1135
32-1134
32-94S
32-1201
32-1202

of 1933

1
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32-1203.
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44
46

32-512, 32-1501

Section

49

See Acts
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2

3
3 (a)

1927, p. 160.

I

48
49

1

of 1933

78-228
78-230
78-229

Temporary

51, 52

67-1105
22-1601
22-1609
22-802
7S-227

1

Code

53

1,2

R., Acts 1931, pp.

7, 10.

3

4

78-105
R., Acts 1931, pp.

7, 10.

5

Temporary

1927
Page-

56

Section
2
'

If

r

1

3

r 4
<l

5

If

6

If

7

f

8

If
If

<

9
io
11

11

12
13

If

14

IF

If

15
16
17
18
19

If

20

If
If

If
If

If

If

21
22

23
If 24
If 25
If 26
If 27
IT 28
1 29
If 30
If

.

f"

31

« 32
•'

«
•f
•'

1f

33
34
35
36
37

Code

of 1933

92-301
92-108
92-1 1
92-1909
92-2409
92-401
R., Acts 1929, p. 59.
92-505
92-601
92-607
92-1901
92-1501
92-1502
92-1503
92-1504
92-1505
92-1506
92-1507
92-1508
92-1902
R., Acts 1929, p. 59.
92-602
92-701
92-501
R., Acts 1929, p. 63.
92-1312
92-402
92-502
92-802
92-509
92-510
92-1314
92-1003
92-805, 92-9902
R., Acts 1929, p. 63.
92-1510
92-1511
R., Acts 1929, p. 60; 1931,
Extra. Sess.,

38
r 39
c
40

1f

41
« 4^

If

r 43

92-2408
92-613
92-614
R., Acts 1929,
92-504
92-615

p. 88.

Page
56

Section
2,

If
If
If
ir

45
46
47

48
1f 49
1 50
If

If

51

If 52
f 53
If 54
If 55
If 56
If 57
If 58

»

59
f 60
If

If

61

If

62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70

If

71

If
If

If
1f
If
If
If
1f

If
If

1
If

72
73
74
75

of 1933

R., Acts 1929, p. 84.
R., Acts 1929, p. 84.
R., Acts 1929, p. 60.
R.,
Acts 1931, Extra
Sess., p. 84.

92-1903
R., Acts 1929, p. 65.
92-902
92-506
92-507
92-1309
92-1001
92-1904
92-2011
R., Acts 1929, p. 65.
92-2501 to
92-2508
R., Acts 1929, p. 65.
92-620
92-508
92-1201
92-904
92-2007
R., Acts 1929, p. 66.
R., Acts 1929, p. 67.
92-1301
92-1307
92-1304
92-1306
92-1302, 92-1303
92-1308, 92-9903
92-616
92-1906
Acts 1931, Extra
R.,
Sess., pp. 74, 92.

f

76
77
78
79
80

If

81

If
If

If
If

If

p. 64.

44

Code

1f
If

82
83
84

92-1313
R., Acts
92-612
R., Acts
92-1907
R., Acts
92-1908
92-2008
92-1602

1929, p. 67.

1929, p. 68.
1929, p. 61.

to
92-1605, 92-1601

.
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Section
2,
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86
87
88
89
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91
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of

927

Acts 1929,

1

p. 68.

6
7

92-2509, 92-2511,

8

92-2510
92-6207 to
92-6209

If

If

92
93
If
If 94
f 95
If 96
If 97
If 98
If 99
If

moo
IflOl
If 102

1fl03
1fl04
1J105
11106

1fl07

1T108
If

109

Ifno
3

4
5

Page

1933

92-619
92-1701
R., Acts 1929, p. 69.
92-2005
92-608
92-2010
92-1910
R., Acts 1929, p. 69.
92-617
R., Acts 1929, p. 70
92-1305
92-801
92-804, 92-9901
R., Acts 1929, p. 70.
92-1912
92-1104
R., Acts 1929, p. 71.
92-1802
92-1801
92-1102
92-903
R., Acts 1929, p. 72.
R., Acts 1929, p. 71.
92-1606
92-103
92-1311, 92-9904
92-2101, 92-2404
92-2104, 92-9912

If
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92--1702

R„

i

If

2

1f

3

10
11

12
13
14
15

101
103

1

2

3

104

1

2

2-A
3

4
5

6
7

8

109

92-5902, 92-6210

92-2605
92-2606
92-2607
92-2406
92-2407
92-2102
92-2103
92-301
Unconstitutional
92-3401
92-3402
92-3404
92-1401
92-1402
92-1403
92-1404
92-1405
92-1406
R., Acts 1929, p. 102.
92-1408
92-9905, 92-9906
2-5501, n.

2

Temporary

1

142, 2

144

n.

59-105, n.
32-902, n.
1

1

2-5

6-16
17
18
1

2
3

32-918
32-1201, n.
32-103, n.
R., Acts 1931, pp.
32-103, n.
R., Acts 1931, pp.

7,

28.

7,

28.

Temporary
32-1301
32-1302
32-1303
32-103, n.
32-103, n.

1

2
3

4
5

6
8

193
194
195

n.

1

141

169
171
174
191

5501, n.

2

1

134
135
136
137
139
140

167

2702

2

2-1825
34 1302, n.
40 1201
40-1202
87-310
24-3202, n.; 59-120,
92-2706
92-4901, n.
92-4901, n.
100-101
100-101
100-101
74-401 to
74-405
26-3601
38-1604

2

161

2

2-5501,

131

146
156
157
160

5501, n.

2 3501

130

145

of 1933

2-4001, n.

11

142;

Code

Section

113
117
121
122
124
127

9,
IF
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1

2

3-A
4

4-A
5

6
/

8

9

32-919
5-801
5-802
5-803
5-804
5-9928
5-805
5-806
24-3202, n.
R., Acts 1927,
13-203
13-S05
13-806
13-2005
13-817
13-S1S
13-821
13-S26
13-901
13-2002
13-2013
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p.
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13-S09
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15-
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Temporary

2

5-103

1

Page

of 1933
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15
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Code
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245

247

209

Uneonst. 166 Ga. 460 (143

211

Uneonst. 172 Ga. 531 (158
S.E. 28).See 23-924, n.
87-201, n.
24-3104, n.
62-510
62-511
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67-2103
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218

1
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220

1
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222
223
224
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226
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12
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14
15
16
17
18
19

20
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67-2104
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68-309
68-106
68-107
68-109, 68-9908

68-313
69-101
34-3201, n.
84-1001

4
5

84-1007, 84-1009

6

84-1008

7

Temporary

8

84-9915, 84-9916,

14

84-1010
84-1011
84-1012
84-1013
84-1014
84-1003, 84-1004
84-1015

15

Temporary

16-A

84-1016
49-701
49-702
49-704
49-706
49-707
See note preceding Part

11

12
13

1

2
3

4
5

262

of Title 23.

265

268
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272

34.

1
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3

68-202, 68-201,
68-202, 68-203,

68-204
68-211
68-212
68-213
68-214, 68-215
68-302
68-221
68-301
68-303
68-307
68-308
68-401
68-402
68-403
68-404
68-312
68-103
68-104
68-105

Code

84-1002
84-1005
84-1006

9
10

256

110-801
110-802
110-803
110-801
59-105, n.
56-908

53-204 to
53-208
53-202, 53-203
R., Acts 1931, pp.
68-101, 68-102

1

2
3

1933, p. 245.

214
216
217

23
24
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Section

4
5

6
7

8

9
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15
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18
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See note preceding
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See note preceding
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53-301
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53-303
53-304
53-9906
53-305
53-306, 53-9907
53-307
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53-9904
53-9908
53-9905
53-313
53-314
53-315
73-209
73-210
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8
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of 1933

73-211
73-212
73-213
73-214
73-215

3

4

291

Code

73-201
73-202
73-9903
73-217
73-218
73-219
73-220, 73-9905,
73-9906
73-208
73-9902
73-206
73-203
73-204
73-205
73-221
73-207
84-1302
84-1303
84-1304
84-1305
84-1306
84-1307
84-1308
R., Acts 1931, pp. 7, 37.
84-1312
84-1318
R., Acts 1933, p. 210.
84-1314
84-1315
84-1310
84-1316
84-1317
84-1311
84-1321
84-1301
84-1320
84-1319
84-1309
84-9920
95-1902
95-1901
95-1903
95-1906

95-1904
95-1905
95-1907
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95-1912
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14

95-1914
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95
84
84
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16
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21, 22

23

24
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1

Temporary

6
7

92-3604
92-9915

1

27-2506, n.
24-1715, n.
69-401

2
3

4
5

6
7

8

9
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11

12
13
14
15
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1

69-402
69-403
69-404
69-405
69-406
69-407 to
69-409
69-410 to
69-414
69-416
69-417 to
69-419
69-420 to
69-423
69-424, 69-415
69-425
69-426
69-427
69-428 to
69-434
92-4901, n.
92-4901, n.
92-3701, n.
77-702

7

77-704
77-705
109-501
109-502
109-503
109-504
109-505
109-506
109-507
109-508

8

Temporary

2
3
1

2
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5

5-A
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9
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15-302
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88-1213
88-1204
88-1214
88-1215
88-1216 to
88-1218

Code

Section

18
19

20
21

22

370

of 1933

88-1219
88-1220
88-1201
88-1202
88-1203
88-1205
88-1206
88-1207 to
88-1209
88-1210
88-1211
88-1212
88-9929
88-1221
36-803, 36-808 to
36-810

1929

Page
58

Section
1

2
3

4

Code
92-607
92-503
92-2001
R.,
Acts

Page

of 1933

33

58

34, 35

6
7

8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18

1931,

Extra

92-2004
92-2011
92-1004
92-1602
92-1601
92-702
92-1509
92-610
92-1202
92-1002
92-2006
92-1201
92-1905
Unconst.

76

R.,

R.,

Acts

2

92-1402;

3

92-1407
92-1401

4
1-26
27

Extra.

1931,

Extra.

1931,

:

Temporary
R.,

Acts

2-5501,
2-5501,
2-5501,
2-8201,

121
125

130
135
137
139
142
147
151
153

1931,

Extra.

156,

(156 S. E. 904).

1

161

1931,

Sess., p. 74.

1

162, 2

165
Extra. 167
168
169

n.
i

2-6901, n.
2-5501, i.
2-5501, a.
87-201, a,; 87-2 01, n.
92-3701, n.
95-802, a.
69-201, n.
92-4901, n.
92-4901, n.
100-101
100-101
100-101
:

•

158
Extra. 159
162,

n.
h.

:

.

156, 2

1931,

n.

2-8206

154

Sess., p. 88.

92-1512

92

Acts

Sess., p. 92.

Unconst. 172 Ga. 179

32

R.,

103

27

92-803
R.,
Acts

84

99

173 Ga. 559
(160 S. E. 907). R.,
Acts 1931, Extra.

28
29-31

Extra.

1931,

Sess., pp. 24, 60.

22
23
24
25
26

21

Acts

Extra.

1931,

87

Sess., p. 76.

Sess., p. 85.

20

92-3105
R., Acts

Sess., pp. 11, 23.

92-611
92-1310
92-2009
92-1203
92-1911
92-618
92-609
R.,
Acts

19

of 1933

Sess., p.

Sess., p. 88.

5

Code

Section

56-402
39-701, a.
85-1610, n.
49-222, 113-240 6
i

24-110

Table of Laws Codified.
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Page
172
173
175
176
177
179
181
182
184
186
188

Section

Code

of 1933

Page
239
241

39-602
39-1103, n.
39-1103, n.

2
3

189
191
193

244
245

212
213

2

4
6

248
32-902, n.
32-103, n.
See note preceding Part I

2

5
7

217
218
219

1,2
3

7

7(a)
8
9
10

95-201, n.

11

n.

36-202
36-201

12
13

pp.
223, 1
223, 2

23-1013, n.
100-101, n.
32-902, n.
34-2801, n.
34-3201, n.
1

2
3

4
5

6
7

8
9
10
11

12

14
1

2
3

4
5

260, 1
260, 2

7, 10.

65-213

234
237

5(b)
6

n.

222

233

5 (a)

256
78-201, 78-202,
78-216 See Acts 1931, 258

220

225
226
227
228

3
5

n.
n.;

49-614
49-801
49-802
49-808
49-804
49-805
49-806
49-807
49-811
49-812
49-815
49-809
49-810
49-813
49-814
49-816

1

4

14-1808
23-1301, n.
68-222
68-9906
13-203,
13-203,
2-5501,
23-701,

214, 1
214, 2

1

32-1701
32-1702
32-1703

32-103, n.
32-103, n.

1

56-1641
56-1642, 56-1643
56-1644
45-329, n.
20-601
20-602
20-603
20-604
20-605
20-9901
20-606

2
3

of Title 23.

195
196
211

15-304

4

24-3202, n.
24-3202, n.
24-3202, n.
59-105, n.
32-902, n.
32-103, n.

5-1101
5-1102
5-1109
5-1110
5-1107
5-1108
5-1113
5-1201
5-1114
5-1115
5-1116
5-9931
5-1119
106-301
106-302
106-303
106-304
106-9906
92-3701, n.
R., Acts 1931,

95-1708,
95-1708,
95-1708,
95-1708,

1

5

45-308, n.

45-308
45-309

1

45-308, a,
1

2
3

\

!

4

'

5

5

42-503
42-502
42-504
42-505
42-506

6

42-507, 42-9912

7

42-508
42-509
42-510

1

2
3

4

p. 169.

.

56-224
56-225
56-226
56-227
56-228
59-105, n.
24-2441, n.

277, 1
277, 2

280

n.

Temporary

2

272
273

n.

95-1711
95-1712
95-1713

4

i

n.

n.

R., Acts 1933,pp. 172, 174.

2
3

269
270
271

of 1933

56 1639, 56-1640

1

2
3

54-9902

1

Code

tion

8
9

A
Table of Laws Codified.
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1929— Continued
Page
280

10
11

12

13
14
15

16
17

IS

19

20

292

Code

Section

1

2

42-511
42-512
42-513
42-514
42-515
42-516
42-517
42 519
42-9913
42-501
42-518
68-709
68-9915
Acts
R.,

305
30S

of

Tine

314

29
30
31

323
324
325
326
327
329

84-2011
See Ch. 35-2.
24-3104, n.
92-4901, n.
92-4901, n.
Unconst. 172 Ga. 507

331
333

92-4901, n.
92-4901, n.
45-329, n.
45-329, n.

(158 S. E. 56).

334
335

1

3
I

336
337
358

1

Section
1

2
3

4
5

6

6-A
7

8

9
10
11

12
13

14

1415

16
17

18

19

20
1

2

94-1108
84-1402
84-1413
84-1404

551

1516

1931,

24

95-404, n.
95-802, n.

68-710, 18-607,

315

11

321

2

of Title 23.

Code

of 1933

322, 1
322, 2

32
33
34
36

23.

See note preceding
Ch. 69-1.
See note preceding Part

312

Code

84-1417
84-1421
84-1420, 84-9922
84-9921
29-420

316

24-1717, n.; 24-2823, n.;
92-5301, n.
5-802
See note preceding Part I

302

Page

Section

1931, Extra.
Sess.,p. 99; 1931, p. 199.

293

316

Page

of L933

45-323
45-324
45-325
62-903
34-1303, n.
114-716
114-609
2-1302, n.; 23-101, n.;
24-2301, n.; 47-102, n.
40-801, n.

Extraordinary Session

of 1933

92-2201
92-2202, 92-2201,

Page

Section

24

2

3

92-2203
92-2203
92-2204
92-2205
92-2206
92-2207
92-2208
92-2209
92-2210
92-2211
92-9908
92-9909
92-2212
92-2213
92-9910
92-2214
92-2215
92-2216
92-2217
92-2218
92-2219
92-3001

4
5

6
7

8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21

22
23
24
25
1

Code
92-3003
92-3101
92-3102
92-3105
92-3103
92-3104
92-3106
92-3108
92-3107
92-3109
92-3110
92-3111
92-3112
92-3113
92-3114
92-3115
92-3116
92-3117
92-3118
92-3119
92-3120

Temporary
92-3201
92-3202

of 1933

Table of Laws Codified.
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Page
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Code

of 1933

Page

Section

Code

of

w

-

24

26
27
28

29
30
31

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

40
41

42
43

41
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52

53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
65

61

1

2
3

4

63

1

2

92-3203
92-3204
92-3205
92-3206
92-3207
92-3209
92-3210
92-3301
92-3211
92-3302
92-3303
92-3304
92-3305
92-3306
92-3307
92-3308
92-4503
92-3310
92-3311
92-3213
92-3214
92-3215
92-3212
92-9912
92-9913

76

11

12
13

14

3

4
5

.

6
7

8

9
10

92-3216, 92-9914

92-3003
92-3004
92-3005
92-3006
92-3208
92-3312
92-3007
92-3008
92-3009
92-3309
92-112
42-601
42-602
42-603
42-9914
92-2901
92-2902 to

5

Temporary
92-2920
92-2921
92-2922
92-2923
92-2924
92-9911
92-2925
92-2926

14
16

Temporary
1

2

6

11

92-901
92 1103
92-2105
92-1913
92-1101
92-2104, 92 9907
92-5303
92-303
92-1501
92-2106
92-1513

9
10

4

8
9
10

3

7

92-2917
92-2918
92-2919

7
t

92 2002, 92 606,
92 2003

8

92
94

99

1

2
3

4
5

6
7

8

9
10
11

12
13

14
15

16
17
18
19

20
21

24
25

26
27
28
30
31
L14

92-2401 to
92-2405

2

4
6

92-2908, 92-2910,
92-2911, 92-2913,
92-2914, 92-2916,
3

1

1

2
3

4

40-401
40-402
40-403
40-404
40-405
40-406
40-407
40-408
40-409
40-410
68-501
68-502
68-503
68-504
68-505
68-507
68-509
68-510
68-511
68-512
68-513
R., Acts 1931,pp. 199, 213.
68-514
68-515
68-516
68-517
68-506
68-518
68-519
68-9909, 68-9910
68-520
68-521
68-522
68-523
68-508
68-524
68-525
68-526
68-701
6S-702
6S-703
6S-704

Table of Laws Codified.
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1931.

Page
114

118

Section

Extraordinary Session- -Continued

Code

5

6S-705

6

6S-706, 68-9914

7

68-707
68-708
68-9913
Temporary. See

8
9
1-6

Page

of 1933

118

77-318
77-332
77-343

12

14

14-A

77-321

of 1933

Temporary

11
13,

Code

77-319, 77-322

8

9
10

77-321, "n.
7

Section

15

Temporary
77-326
77-324

1931

Page
7

Section

of 1933

40-1S01, n.

1

4
6

7

8

9
10
11, 12

13

14-18
19

20
21

22
23
24
25

26
27
28
29
30
31

32
33
34
35

36-43
44

44-A

40-1905,

n.,

Page
7

40-1901
40-1902
40-1905

2
3
5,

Code

90-101, n.

40-1813
40-1814

p. 8.

43-208, n.
43-101, n.

43-103
43-104
45-102, 45-101,
45-118, 45-120,
45-119, 45-101, n.
35-101

35-102
35-103
35-104
35-105
35-106

56
57
58
59
60

32-109, 81-1404

62
63, 64

65
66
67
68
69
70
71

72
73
74, 75

76
77
78

32-109
32-110
32-111
32-129
32-121
32-133, ti.
32-113, n.

32-112
32-113, n.

32-114
32-113,

n.,

32-115, n.

32-115
32-128
32-119
32-117
32-132
R., Acts 1933, p. 62.
32-103, n.

32-133
92-4501, 92-4502,
40-1404,
92-4501, n.

79
80

92-4505

81
82

92-4504
92-4506

35-108
35-109
35-110

83
84

92-4501, n.
68-201, n., 92-4501, n.
92-4501, n.

35-106, n.
35-111
35-106, n.

86
87
88
89

35-107, 81-1403

85

32-101
32-102
32-103
32 113

90

49
50

32-118
32-104
32-105
32-106
32-107
32-108

91

52
53
54

of 1933

32-127

45
46
47
48

51

Code

55

61

78-101, n.
78-101, n., 78-215, n.
78-101, n.

78-103
R., Acts 1933,
43-101
43-102

Section

89-A
89-B

92
93

93-A
93-B
94

92-4511, 92-7301

40-504
40-603,

n.,

97-202, n.

n.,

40-803, n.

40-603
84-101
84-102
40-603,

40-1607
40-1609
40-1610
40-1608
40-1609, n.
40-1611
32-2401, n.

Table of Laws Codh
1931

Page
7

Scctioi
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Code
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of 1933

95

32-2201, n.

132

96
97
98

40-1812
62-901
5-701
5-112

134, 1
134, 2

98-A

101
102
103
104
105

1

2

3

4
5

6
7
8

9
10

10654-101, n.

108
109
110

54-104

(a)-(c)

See note preceding Part

11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
21

I

of Title 40.

111
112

78-105, n., 99-101, n.
32-103, n.
See note preceding Part

113

40-210

110

(c)

I

of Title 40.

153

114,

115

See note preceding Part

1

I

of Title 40.

46
48
90

116
117
118
2

7

8,9

Temporary

2
3
5

6

10

102
103
105
111
112
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
122
124
126
127
129
130

54-101, n.

89-102
34-2301
47-101
92-2910
92-2912
92-2904
92-2915
92-2911
92-2917

4

97

40-302

92-2909
2-5601
2-603
2-6901
2-6901

2

154
156
157

95-802, n.
95-802, n.
95-802, n.
95-802, n.
100-101

100-108
92-5712
37-1002
89-101
32-1001, n.
32-1001, n.
32-1001, n.

32-701, n.
67-106, 67-1303,
67-109, 67-1305
67-107, 67-1304
27-2703, n.
13-901

84-402
84-401
84-403, n.

Temporary

7

84-409
84-ilO
84-411
84-412
84-9904
Unconst. 175 Ga. 232 (165
S.E.I 1). See 24-4543, n.
27-2505
35-902
35-903

11, 12

1

1

2

89-704, n.
45-329, n.
2
3

45-501

4

45-502
45-505
45-503
45-504
45-503 to
45-505
45-333

5

6
7

8
172
173

32-707
32-708
32-709
32-710
32-711
32-712
32-713
32-714
32-715
32-716
32-717
32-719
32-720
32-721
32-723
32-9903

5

163

166
167
169

23-1001, n.
32-103, n.
32-902, n.
32-701
32 702
32 703

6
8
9
10

165,2

m

84-405
84-406

4

95-803, n.

42-207
113-903

1

2
3

165,

Cod

Beetle*

136

93-209; 93-210, n.
93-207, n.
54-101
54-102
See 54-107
54-103
54-105

99
ICO

2^R7

rED.

45-501, n.

1

45-313, n.

2
3

45-124
45-115, 45-126

Table of Laws Codified.
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1931
Section

Pas:e

4

173

5

6
7

8

9

17S

1

Code

of 1933

45-127
45-2 IS
45-206
45-219
45-220
45-128, 45-125
45-308, 45-309,
45-315; 45-308, n.

6

45-314
45-312
45-326
45-311
45-205

7

45-308, 45-316,

2

3

4
5

45-326
45-308, n.

181
1S2
1S3

46-214
92-1410
49-604

184
1S6
187
189
190

1,2

191

1

2
3

198
199

1

2
3

4
5

6
7

8

9
10
11

12
13

14
15

16
17
18
19

20
21

1

24
25
26
27

—Continued
Page

Section

213

31
32

33

Temporary

1

2
3

4
1,2

216

3

4
5

221

1

2
3

4

60-202

6

9-404
9-401
9-502
86-103
See Ch. 68-6.
68-601
68-603
68-604 to
68-609
68-610
68-611
68-612
68-613
68-614
68-615
68-616
68-617
68-618
68-619
68-620
68-621
68-622
68-623
68-624, 68-625
68-9911, 68-9912
68-626
68-627
68-623
68-629

68-630

5
7

223
229, 1
229, 2

2

234
235
236
237
243
244
246
248
249
251
253
255
257
258
259

2
3

4
261,

1051
1053
1055
1060

^

1

24-1717, n.; 24-2823, n;.
92-5301, n.
95-2001

95-2002
95-2003
95-2004
95-2005
95-2006
95-9914
See note preceding
Ch. 69-1.
32-2701, n.

1

231
233

527

68-201
68-9901
68-209
68-210
68-217
68-218
68-219
68-220

Temporary

218
220

59-106, n.
59-106, n.
24-2441. n.
9-402, 9-405,
9-9903, 9-403,

of 1933

68-631
68-632
68-633
68-602
68-634

28
29
30

199

Code

94-510
94-9905
84-1401, 84-1409
34-1001, n.
95-404, n.
95-802, n.
95-802, n.
24-2728, n.
24-3104, n.
92-6911, n.
92-6910, n.
92-4901, n.
92-4901, n.
92-4901, n.
92-4901, n.
92-7404, n.
R., Acts 1933, p. 279.
92-6201, n.
78-301
78-302
78-303
34-1302, n.
2-1302, n.; 23-101, n.;
24-2301, n.; 47-102, n.
2-3501, n.
2-1503

40-1904
40-1903.

Table op Laws Codified.
1933

Page
7

Section
1

Code

Page

of 1933

78

88-101, 88-102,
88-104, 88 103,

17
18
19

88-105 to
88-107, 81

88-108 to
88-110; 88-1102,
88-111
102-101

31

34
35

1

2

n.;

34-1302, n.
46-101
46-101, n.

41, 1
41, 2

95-802, n.
95-802, n.
95-802, n.
95-802, n.
95-802, n.
95-802, n.
See note following
Ch. 24-23.

26-4002

42
43

44
45
46

11

11-102

3

11

4

11

5

11

8
9
10

92-4001, n.

11

102

1

2
3

'

4
5

6
7

8

47
49
50
52
54
55
56
57
59

92-4801
92-4901,
92-5712

61

2

32-116
32-124
32-125
32-126
32-131
89-802
89-801

3

89-806, 89-807

4

4

89-808
89-809
89-810 to
89-815
89-816
89-817
89-818 to
89-826

5
6

62

32-902,

106

n.,

1

2
3

32-1001, n.

32-1001
Void for indefiniteness.

4
5

32-902, n.
32-103, n.
32-701, n.
1

2
3

63
78

9
n.

1

5

6
7

8

9
10

11

12
13
14
15
16

89-827, 89-828,
92-7101, 89-829,
89-830, 92-4703,

89-831
89-832
89-833
89-834
89-835
89-836
89-837

6

8,8^
9
10
111,

1

1

2
3

40-2003
40-2004
40-2005
40-2006

Temporary
40-2001
40-9902
26-2637

84-601
84-602
84-603
84-604

Temporary

11

84-9906, 84-610

1

2

35-902
35-903
77-201, n.
77-308,n.

1,2
1

2
3

131

Temporary

9
10

8

122
123
124
126
128
129

11-106
11-107
11-108
11-109
11-9901
11-110
11-201
11-202
11-203
11-204
11-205
11-206
11-207
11-208
11-209
40-2001

84-605
84-606
84-607
84-603
84-609

7

120

103
104
105

54-402, n.
19-502

111, 2

113
115

101

1

7

42-302
26-1603

89-803
89-804
89-805

2

6

36
37
38
40

of 1933

89 705, 89 9914

97
99

1405,

Code

Section

22-601
27-2801, n.
85-1902, 67-1107

34-2605
34-2606
34-2607
34-1302, n.; 34-1901.

n.
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of 1933

S4-S03, 84-S01,
S4-802, S4-9913,

1

Page

Section

193

2

3

S4-S13
84-822, 84-825,
84-S26, S4-S27,
84-825, 84-S23,
S4-S24, 84-S2S

2

88-607
SS-60S

4

S4-810, 84-S11,
84-812, 84-811,
S4-814, 84-811,
S4-815, 84-816
84-821

5

6

84-817
84-818
84-9912

7

S
9

146
148
149
150
152
154
155
156

45-503
45-512, n.
95-1708, n.
45-308, n.

1

3

1

2
3

4
5

6
7

8

9
10
11

12
13

172
175
176

95-1708, n.
95-1708, n.
49-615, 49-616

178
180

191

1,

2

1

2 fa)
2 (b;
3

193

202

4
1

23-1714, n.
5-801

1

2
3

204
206

2
3

4
5

6

210
212
213
223

224

1

2
3

225
226
227
232
233
235

1

2

236
237
238
241

243
244

246

1

56-905, 56-1007

247

114-606
114-607
56-9907

251

24-111, 59-716
24-2419, n.; 24-2441, n.
24-2419, n.; 24-2441, n.
18-601
18-602
18-603

18-604
24-2716

257
261
263

2
3
5

6
7

266

24-2717
24-2718
24-2719
84-905
68-502

68-310
68-311
68-9907
84-1109
84-1110
84-1111
84-9917

1

2
3

56-520

181
182

184
186
187
188
190

45-310
45-308
95-2112
95-2101
95-2102
95-2103
95-2104
95-2105
95-2106
95-2107
95-2108
95-9915
95-2109
95-2110
95-2111
95-2112
95-1721

of 1933

92-1410, n.
92-1410, n.

200
201

87-704, n.
92-3701, n.
45-501, n.
45-501, n.

2,

157
158
161

4
197
198
199

Code

*

1,2

5-802
5-803
5-804
5-805
5-806
84-1313
23-1401, n.
See note preceding
Ch. 69-1.
See note preceding
Ch. 69-1.
9-101
9-201
9-204
34-3201, n.
34-3201, n.
34-3201, n.
34-3201, n.
27-2703, u.
94-328
94-329
34-107, n.
24-3202, n.
24-2728, n.
24-2728, n.
77-308, n.
24-1717, n.; 24-2823, n.;
92-5301, n.
24-2823, n.; 24-3104, n.;
24-3202, n.; 77-103, n.
24-1717, n.; 24-2823, n.;
92-5301, n.
24-1717, n.; 24-2823, n.;
92-5301, n.
23-1013, n.
24-3104, n.
See Title 97.
97-102
97-302
97-303
97-9902
27-2706
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Section
1
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269
273
275
277
279
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92-7404,
92-4901,
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1164
1178
1194

Code

of 1033

5-1617
42-3 OS
42-9911
'jYmporary
95-1708
40 1903, 40-1904
32 715, n.

TABLE SHOWING WHERE LAWS OF FORCE ANTEDATING THE
CODE OF 1910. BUT NOT EMBRACED IN THAT CODE,
MAY BE FOUND HEREIN.
Where found
in this Code

Omitted law
§1360, Civil Code

by county boards

of teachers

of

(3), Civil

Code

Mechanics'

67-2002,

liens.

of 1S95.

113.

§594, Penal

Code

Penalty for refusing to permit creditors of
certain corporations to inspect
holders.

of 1S95.

list

Accounting with administrators de bonis non.

Acts 1855-6,

Effect

152, Sec.

1.

of

removal

of

trust

22-9903.

of stock-

Act 1S45, Cobb, 335,

p.

32-913.

education.

of 1S95.

§2804

Employment

proceedings

to

another county.

113-2204.
49-239,
113-1901,
If

Acts 1855-6,

p. 233.

Acts 1877, p. 35,
Sec. 3 (4604 (c),

Code

5.

Lin itation on suits for recovery of personalty.

3-1003.

of officers of corporations for improperly declaring dividends.

22-713.

Liability

of 1882).

Acts 1882,

p. 98.

Acts 1884-5,

p. 30,

Definition of personalty for purpose of tax-

p. 62.

Levy on and
alty

Acts 1897,

the State in

24-2909,
24-2910.
92-102.

ation.

Sec. 2.

Acts 1887,

general to represent
certain removal causes.

Solicitors

p. 53.

where

Competency

sale for
title

purchase

money of person-

67-1603.

reserved in vendor.

38-1603,

of witnesses.

If

Acts 1900,

p. 57.

Competency

7.

38-1603,

of witnesses.

in.
Acts 1900,
Sec.

p. 77,

Registration

of

deposits

of

insurance

com-

56-301.

panies.

2.

Acts 1902,

p. 42.

State depository in Douglasville.

100-101.

Acts 1902,

p. 105.

Certiorari to police courts.

19-214.

Acts 1908,

p. 37.

State depository in Atlanta.

100-101.
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ABOLITION— Cont 'd.
Estates tail, 85-505.
Justice of the peace, office of, 2-3501.
Notaries public ex-officio justices of the
peace, offices of, 2-3501.
Slavery, 1-813, 1-814.
rt
<<

H
as

X

O
o
^zi

n>

o
rt
O
"I

ABORTION.

o

Definition
26-1102.

03

-

2*
o

»-*

26-1101,

Laws, by agreement, 102-106.

n

VO

punishment,

ABROGATION.

•-»

«<
03
*1

and

License, 20-117.

o
r
r
>

ABSCONDING.
Comptroller General
Office declared vacant, 40-4106.
Suspension, 40-206, 40-207.
Growing crops, levy and sale. 39-119.
Limitation of prosecution, effect on,
27-601.

Death

of

3-503,

party, 3-501,

State Treasurer
Statement of accounts, 40-1304.
Suspension, 40-1301.

3-505,

3-506.

Ejectment, codefendant, 33-116.

Disbarment proceedings, death of

in-

formant, 9-515.
Guardians, actions by or against,
49-234.

,

Arbitrators, 7-206.
Limitation of actions,

effect

as

to,

3-805.

Infants, actions against, 3-302.
Joint obligors or promisors, actions
against, 3-302.
Pendency of another action, 3-601,

National guardsmen, 86-806.
Officers from court, rule without notice,
24-212.

Party, partition proceedings, S5-1515.

Seamen, 98-9903.

3-602, 3-606, 3-607.

Pleas, criminal cases, 27-1501.

State Treasurer, statement of accounts,
40-3104.

ABDUCTION.
Wife, husband's right of action,

ABSINTHE.
See Intoxicating Liquors.

105-1202.

ABSOLUTE CONTRACTS.

ABEYANCE.
Fee simple

ABSENCE.

estate, 85-502.

ABSOLUTE ESTATES.

ABODE.
See Domicile; Nonresidents.

See Fee Simple Estates.

ABSTRACTS OF TITLE.

Meaning, 102-103.

Ejectment, attaching to petition

ABOLITION.

in,

33-117, 81-105.

Constitution of State, 2-501.

County treasurer,

Definition, 20-109.

office

of, 2-8401.

Courts, 2-4701.
Justice courts, 2-3501.

ABUSE.
Liberty of speech or of the press. 2-115.
Prisoners, 2-109.

— —

GENERAL INDEX
by

HARRY

B.

SKILLMAN

and

HARRY

STROZIER

S.

(References are to section numbers.)

ABANDONMENT.

ABOLITION— Con t 'd.
Estates

Children, 74-108, 74-110, 74-402.

competency

Wife's

to

testify

against husband, 38-1604.

Easements, 85-1403.
Husband, liability for necessaries,
53-508.

Prosecution, liability for costs, 27-2805.
Public office, 89-501.
Sentence, suspension, 27-2706.
Wife, alimony, 30-210, 30-211.

Legacies, 113-821, 113-1509.
Nuisance: See Nuisances.
Price
Breach of warranty, 96-306.
Property lost, destroyed, or damaged, 96-108.
Title defective, 29-202.

—

ABATEMENT OF ACTIONS.
of

1-814.

ABORTION.
Definition
26-1102.

and

punishment,

26-1101,

ABROGATION.

party, 3-501,

3-503,

License, 20-117.

ABSCONDING.
Comptroller General
Office declared vacant, 40-4106.
Suspension, 40-206, 40-207.
Growing crops, levy and sale. 39-119.
Limitation of prosecution, effect on,
27-601.

3 505,

3-506.

Ejectment, codefendant, 33-116.

Disbarment proceedings, death of

in-

formant, 9-515.
Guardians, actions by or against,
49-234.

State Treasurer
Statement of accounts, 40-1304.
Suspension, 40-1301.

ABSENCE.
Arbitrators, 7-206.

Limitation

of

actions,

effect

as

to,

3-805.

Infants, actions against, 3-302.
Joint obligors or promisors, actions
against, 3-302.
Pendency of another action, 3-601,
3-602, 3-606, 3-607.

National guardsmen, 86-806.
Officers from court, rule without notice,
24-212.

Party, partition proceedings, 85-1515.

Seamen, 98-9903.

Pleas, criminal cases, 27-1501.

State Treasurer, statement of accounts,
40-3104.

ABDUCTION.
Wife, husband's right of action,

ABSINTHE.
See Intoxicating Liquors*

105-1202.

ABSOLUTE CONTRACTS.

ABEYANCE.
Fee simple

peace, office of, 2-3501.
ex-officio justices of the
of, 2-3501.

Laws, by agreement, 102-106.

ABATEMENT.

Death

85-505.

tail,

Justice of the
Notaries public
peace, offices
Slavery, 1-813,

estate, 85-502.

Definition, 20-109.

ABSOLUTE ESTATES.

ABODE.
See Domicile; Nonresidents.

See Fee Simple Estates.

ABSTRACTS OF TITLE.

Meaning, 102-103.

Ejectment, attaching to petition

ABOLITION.

in,

33-117, Sl-105.

Constitution of State, 2-501.

County treasurer,

office

of, 2-8401.

Courts, 2-4701.
Justice courts, 2-3501.

ABUSE.
Liberty of speech or of the press. 2-115.
Prisoners, 2-109.
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ABUSIVE LANGUAGE.

ACCIDENT INSURANCE COMPANIES.

Using. 26-0303.

Duel challenge, for failure

to

ac-

cept. 26-5205.

Indictment or presentment,
26-6304.

Agents

ACADEMIES.
Incorporation, etc.. 22-401. See Corporations of Superior Court.
Taxation, exemption, 2-5002. 02-201.

BLIND.

False representations, 56-1310.

—

See Blind Persons.

Apportionment of indigent applicants.
35-704.

Deposits, 56-316.

Mutual:

Powers, 35-702.
Report, 35-707.
Control, 35-701.
pupils, 35-706.
Free pupils, 35-703 to 35-705, 35-709.
List of blind persons, 35-708.
Indigents, 35-709.

Location, 35-701.
Number of indigent pupils, 35-705.
Objects, 35-703.
Repeal of laws, 35-710.
Bead duty, exemption of employees,
95-401.

blind

persons,

35-708,

ACADEMY FOR THE DEAF AND
DUMB.
See Georgia School for the Deaf.

ACCEPTANCE.
exchange:

policies,

See Mutual Insurance Com-

panies.

Dav

of

payments on

taxes,
92-3107.

Control by. 35-701.

See Negotiable In-

struments.
Contract,

Foreign
Agents, taxation, 92-2501, 92-2503.

Income

Board of Control

Bills of

False representations, 56-1310.
Taxation, 92-2501, 92-2503.
Deposits, 56-316, 56-317.
Directors, false representations,
56-1310.

ACADEMY FOR THE

Statistics
35-709.

See Accident Liability Insurance
Companies;
Casualty
Insurance
Companies; Industrial Life, Accident, and Health Insurance.

acceptance of

offer,

20-107,

20-108, 20-114, 20-503.
Gifts, 48-101, 48-102.

Goods sold
Breach of warranty as ground for
refusal, 96-306.

Officers, false representations, 56-1310.

Powers, 56-1006.
Set-off of insurance, action
for injuries, 66-404.

by employee

Stock company, organization, 56-1308.

Workmen's compensation, payment
See Workmen's Compensation.

of:

ACCIDENT LIABILITY INSURANCE
COMPANIES.
See Accident Insurance Companies;
Accident,
and
Industrial
Life,
Health Insurance.
Affidavit of president to procure license, 56-1002.
Agents, taxation, 92-2501, 92-2503.
Bond on investigation of complaint of
violation of law, 56-1003.
Cost of investigation of complaint of
violation of law, 56-1003, 56-1005.
Deposits, 56-316, 56-317.
Execution against, 56-1005.
Expense of investigation of complaint
of violation of law, 56-1003, 56-1005.

Foreign
Affidavit

of president to procure

license, 56-1002.

Presumption of quality, 96-305.

Agents

Statute of frauds, 20-401.

License, 56-1001.
Taxation, 92-2501, 92-2503.
Bond on investigation of complaint
of violation of law, 56-1003,
56-1005.
Cost of investigation of complaint
of violation of law, 56-1003,

ACCEPTANCES.
Banks: See Banks and Banking.

ACCESSORIES.
See Crimes and Punishment.

ACCIDENT OR MISFORTUNE.
Criminal responsibility as affected by,
26-404.

Definition, 37-201.

Form

of conveyance, 37-215.
Judgments, setting aside, 37-219, 37-220,
110-710.

Meaning, 102-103.
Power, execution

of, 37-218.

License
Agents, 56-1001.

Volunteers, 37-217.

Workmen's compensation:
men's Compensation.

56-1005.
Deposits, 56-316.
Execution against, 56-1005.
Expense of investigation of comlaw,
of
violation
of
plaint
56-1003, 56-1005.
Forfeiture of license, 56-1004.
Investigation of complaint of violation of law, 56-1003.

See Work-

Forfeiture, 56-1004.
Prerequisites, 56-1002.

(
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ACCIDENT LIABILITY INSURANCE

COMPANIES— Cont 'd.
Foreign

— Cont

ACCOUNTS

ACCOUNTING—

AI.D

Cont'd.

'd.

President, affidavit of, to procure
license, 56-1002.
Revocation of license, 50-1004.
Violation of law, investigation of
complaint, 56-1004.
Forfeiture of license, 56-1004.
Investigation of complaint of violation
of law, 56-1003.
License
Forfeiture, 56-1004.
Prerequisites, 56-1002.
President, affidavit of,
procure
to
license, 56-1002.
Revocation of license, 56-1004.
Violation of law, investigation of complaint, 56-1003.

—

ACCORD AND SATISFACTION.
See Contracts.
Torts, 105-1901, 105-1902.

ACCOUNTS AND ACCOUNTING.
Adequate remedy at law,
Administrators-

U

37-303.

Proceedings

for accounting,
113-2201 to 113-2209.
Sale of accounts, 113-1705.
Agents, duty to keep accounts, 4-211.
Apportionment
of
contracts,
etc.,

Partnership, 87-301.
Plea In suit, verification,
24-1203, 81

Public

Public

See

catehword Public men
Public printing, contractors

Officers,

for, 90*106.

State Treasurer, 40-1101, 40-1303,
40-1304.

Stated
Falsifying, 37-300.

Surcharging 87-306.
Surety suing for contribution, 103-403.

Tax

collectors, 92 4906, 02 1007.

Taxation, money due on open account,
92-102.

Tenants in common, 37-301, 85-1003,
85-1004.

Trust funds, 37-301.
Trustees: See Trustees.
Verification of pleadings in

suit,

24-1203, 81-410.

ACCOUNT REGISTERS.
Taxation of manufacturers and dealers,
92-1301.

ACCOUNTANTS.
accountants-

Certified public
Certificate

Issuance, 84-203.
Revocation, 84-204.

37-303.

Balance, offer to pay, 37-307.
Bill of particulars in suit on account,

4 10.

officers:

Definition, 84-201.

Examinations, 84-203.

81-105.

State Board of Examiners of Pub-

Books

lic Accountants
Appointment, etc., 84-203.
Expenses, 84-102.

Admissibility in evidence, 38-310.
Fraudulent or malicious destruction, 26-7601.

Income based

Meetings, place

on, 92-3114.

State Treasurer, 40-1101.

Complicated accounts, 37-301.
Comptroller General, 40-5105.
Confusion of goods, 37-302.
Contracts, 37-301.
Contribution, 37-302.
Discharge of incu" brances, 37-304.
Discovery, 37-301.
Equity jurisdiction, 37-301 to 37-307.
Executors, proceedings for accounting,
113-2201 to 113-2209.
Falsifying, 37-306.

Title

of—

Acquisition, 84-201.

Who may

use, 84-202.

Counties, employment by, 23-1301.
Taxation, 92-1909.

ACCRETION.
Nonnavigable waters, 85-1302.
Processioners, marking by, 85-160S.
Tidewaters, 85-1307.

ACCUSATION.

Guardians: See Guardian and Ward.
Insurance Commissioner, 56-114.

Copy

Interest, 57-111.
Intricate accounts, 37-301.
Limitation of actions on, 3-706, 3-707.
Multiplicity of suits, 37-301.
Mutual, limitation of actions on, 3-707.
Ne exeat, 37-301.

Disbarment proceedings,

OpenDecedent's estates, rank, 113-1508.
Limitation of actions on, 3-706.
Pleas in action on, 24-1203.
Verification of pleading in action
on, 24-1203.

of, 84-102.

Secretary, 84-101, 84-102.

of,

service on accused, 1-S06,

2-105, 27-1403.

9-510 to 9-512.
Misdemeanors in superior
on, when, 27-704.

P-507,

court,

9-508,
trial

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS.
Bill of exceptions, service. 6-912.

Service, 81-211.

Supreme Court

clerk,

24-4103.

ACQUIESCENCE.
Admission by, 38-409.

power

to take,

General Index.
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ACQUITTAL.
Demand for

ACTS
trial

not complied with,

87-1902.

New
One

of joint defendants,
others. 27-2101.

on

effect

Forging, counterfeiting, or altering,
26-3901.

Justices of the peace, copies, 24-605.

Lobbying: See General Assembly.
Local

Larceny. 26-2616.

bills

Notice, 2-1816.

ACROBATS.
Children put to vocation

as,

54-0903,

Reading, 2-1807.
Majority vote, requirement to pass,
2-1814.

54-9904.

Navigation companies, grant of char-

ACTS OF CONGRESS.

ters to, 2-1818.

Appropriations, 1-125, 1-132.
Approval by President, 1-123.
Attainder, passage of bills of, 1-128,
1-134.

Bankruptcy. 1-125.

Passage, 2-1807, 2-1812, 2-1814, 2-2616.
Powers of General Assembly, 2-1822.
Publication of statement of receipts
and expenditures of public money,
2-1811.

Ex

post facto, 1-128.
Passing, 1-123.
Power of Congress, 1-125.
Repassing over President's veto, 1-123.

Revenue, 1-122.
Veto by President, 1-123.

Railroad companies

Grant of charters to, 2-1818.
Reading charters, 2-1807.
Reading bills, 2-1807.
Recognizances, relief of principals or
sureties, 2-1819.

ACTS OF GENERAL ASSEMBLY.

Reintroduction after rejection, 2-1813.
Repeal by reference to title, etc.,

See Statutes.

2-1817.

Amendment

Retroactive operation, 2-302.

Concurrence of Senate, 2-1810.
Reference to title, 2-1817.
Appropriation bill
General, 2-1809.
Origin in House

of

Revenue,

for

bills

raising,

2-1809,

2-1810.

Representa-

tives, 2-1810.

Subject, 2-1809.
Yeas and nays, 2-1812.
Approval or disapproval by Governor,

Sidenotes, 90-103.
Signing, 2-1813, 2-1823.
Special bills, notice, 2-1816.
Special session laws, 2-2613.

Street railways, authorizing construction of, 2-1820.

Subject

2-2616, 2-2617.

—

one

matter,

only

to

be

laws, 2-5201.

Taxation, 2-5007.

Telegraph companies, grant of charters
to, 2-1818.

Title—

Canal companies, grant of charters

to,

2-1818.

Amendment

or repeal

by reference

to, 2-1817.

Classification, 90-103.

Reading, 2-1807.

Compilation, 90-103.
Constitution, in violation of, 2-402.
Copies kept by State Librarian,

Validity as affected by, 2-1808.
Vested rights under, 2-8505.

101-105.

regulation,

2-2501

to

2-2507.

Distribution by State Librarian,
101-203, 101-205 to 101-208.
bills,

reading affected

Veto by Governor, 2-2616, 2-2617.
Yeas and nays
Appropriation bills, 2-1812.
Entry on journals, 2-1806, 2-1812,
2-1821, 2-2101.

ACT OF GOD.

by, 2-1807.
Ex post facto, 2-604.

Bailees, excuse for losses, 12-106.

Express companies, grant of charters

Carriers, excuse for losses, 18-102,

to,

ex-

pressed, 2-1808, 2-1809.

Grant of charters to, 2-1818.
Reading charters, 2-1807.
Borrowing money by State, form of

Engrossment of

Index, 90-103.
Insurance companies, grant of charters
to, 2-1818.

ACQUITTANCES.

Corporations,

GENERAL ASSEMBLY—

Governor, signing by, 2-1823.
Headnotes, 90-103.

trial after, 70-201.

Banks

OF

Cont 'd.

2-1818.

Fire insurance companies
Deposits by, 2-2304.
Grant of charters to, 2-1818.
General appropriation bill, 2-1809.

18-103.

Meaning, 102-103.
Property injured or destroyed by,
pending action, effect on damages and
costs, 107-107.

General [ndex.
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ACT OF

FOR UNIFORM PROCED

1887

Particular causes of action: See specific beads.
Parties: Sec Parties.

See Uniform Procedure Act of 1887.

ACTIONS.

Penal action, definition, 3*108.

Abatement: See Abatement of Actions.

Person, actions against, 'MO J.
Persona] actions abolished, 3 104.
Property, actions against, 3 104.
Seal actions abolished, 3 104.

Aliens, by, 79-305.
Assignment of right of action, 85-1805.

Banks
Forfeiture of charter, 13-1604.
Right to sue and be sued, 13-1801.
Bills in equity abolished, 3-104.
of,

•'

ACTIONli— Cont'd.

URE.

Cause

BEC1

'JO

Bemedy

for cv<:ry right, 3-105.

Renewal

IB

forma, pauperis.

'',

Retraxit, 3-507, 3-508.

adding by amendment,

Right of: Sec specific

81-1303.

J,f-

; ,

State, against, Coven] or to defend,
40-209.

Change of venue: See "Venue.
Checking and postponing, 3-604.

Survival, homicide, 105-1303, 105
Telegraph companies, by and against,
1

Citizens' right to prosecute or defend,
1-104.

104-201, 104-208.

Civil action

Tenants in common, by, 3-111.
Uniform Procedure Act: See Uniform
Procedure Act of 1887.
Venue: See Venue.

Definition, 3-102.
Trial, 1-807.

Commencement, demand

as prerequisite,

3-106.

Verdict, defects cured by, 3-115.

Concurrent remedies, 3-113.
Consolidation, 3-112.
Counties, by and against, 23-1501
23-1503.
Court officers liable to suits, etc.,

ACTIONABLE PER
to

AD LITEM.

AD VALOREM

Defenses, nature, 3-113.
Definition, 3-101.
3-103.

Demand

as prerequisite, 3-106.
Dismissal: See Dismissal of Actions.
Distinctions of actions, abolition of,

Pate, reduction, 92-112.
Sinking fund for retirement of State
bonds, 2-6201, 92-111.
State bonds, retirement of, 2-6201,

Divorce, 30-105.
Equity, bills in, abolished, 3-104.

Forms

of actions, abolition, 3-104.
Full faith and credit to judicial proceedings of other States, 1-401.
Guardians ad litem: See Guardians Ad

ADDING MACHINES.
-

92-1304.

ADEMPTION.

Infants, by, 3-115.

—

Joinder
Concurrent r.emedies, 3-114.
Distinct and separate claims

Legacies, 113-817.
of

contractu claims, 3-113.

ADEQUATE REMEDY AT LAW.

delicto claims, 3-113.
Parties involved, 3-110.

by

Apportionment of contract of rent

limitations, 3-806.

Judicial sale, against
chaser at, 39-1302.

defaulting pur-

or

hire as affected by. 37-305.

Contribution,

proceedings

to

enforce,

as affected by, 37-303.

Jurisdiction of particular courts: See
specific
court
under
appropriate
head.

Limitations: See Limitation of Actions.
Mixed actions abolished, 3-104.

Next friend: See Next Friend.

Equity jurisdiction as affected by,
Injunction as affected by, 55-101.

Mandamus as affected by, 64-101.
Ne exeat, 37-1401, 37-1402.
Partition proceedings as affected by.

Prohibition as affected by, 64-301.
etc.,

in

general, 37-102. 37-120.

85-1501.

Nonsuit: See Nonsuit.
court liable to suits,

ADEQUATE.
Meaning, 102-103.

different persons, 3-110.

24-201.

92-111.

Taxation of manufacturers and dealers,

Litem.
Implied obligations to pay, 3-107.

Officers of

TAX.

92-5801.

3-104.

Joint, bar of part

Litem.

Appropriations by General Assembly,
meeting, 92-111.
Building and loan associations, 16-214.
Collection from delinquents by State
Revenue Commission, exception,

Civil action, 3-102.

Ex
Ex

Ad

Guardians: See Guardians

24-201.

Penal action,

SE.

Negligence per se synonymous, 102-103.

Set-off, equitable, 37-308.

Specific performance, 37-S01.
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ADJOINING LANDOWNERS.

—Cont

A.1 verse possession, 85-404.
neient lights, 85-1202.
Constructive possession of
B5

same land,

L04.

Excavations, 85-1203.
ght and air, easement of, $5-1201.
Notice of exeavations, 85-1203.
Prescription, title by, 85-404.
Processioning: See Processioning.

113-2206.

Receipts recorded and admitted in
evidence, 113-2208.
Refunding bonds, 113-1021,

Removal of

Arbitration hearings, 7-208, 7-209.
Congress, 1-116, 1-119, 1-123, 1-211.
General Assembly, 2-1504, 2-1824.

Bond. 86-501.

Actions

Duties, etc., 86-501, 86-805.
Governor's staff, 86-103.
National Guard, S6-401, 86-402.

for,

to another

—

Abatement

ADMINISTRATION.
Decedent's estates: See Administrators
Advancements;
Executors;
and
Year's Support.

AND

suits

county, 113-1902, 113-1903.
Resignation, upon, 113-2306.
Rules for, 113-2207.
Suits for, directly by heirs or legatees, 113-2206.

ADJUTANT GENERAL.

EXECU-

TORS.
See Descent and Distribution; Wills.

Abatement

Plea in, 113-2109.
Revocation of letters, 113-2107.
Accounting, 113-2206.
Bonds,
on,
113-1219,
113-1220,
113-1303, 113-2101 to 113-2104.

County administrators' bonds,
113-1303.

De

bonis non administrator, making party, 113-1526.
Debts, collection, 113-1510 to
113-1512.

in,

Suit,

Legatee compelling, 113-2201,

113-2209.

ADJOURNMENTS.

Plea

—

Cont'd.
Heir, compelling, 113-2201,
113-2206.

Interest, 113-1518, 113-2207.

•teral support, right. 85-1202, S5-1203.

ADMINISTRATORS

'd.

Accounting and settlement

113-2109.

by

revocation

of

letters,

113-2107.

Accounts

sue, 113-2401, 113-2402.
Heirs, by, for recovery of realty,
113-901.

Duty to keep, 4-211.
Examination by ordinary,
113-2302.

Proof in justices' courts, 24-1302.

Rank

as debts, 113-1508.
Saie of, 113-1705.

Infants, discharge as bar to
tions by, 113-2302.

ac-

Judgment, see Judgment, post.
Limitations, 3-709, 113-1510,
113-1521, 113-2302.
Married women acting as, by or
against, 113-2106.
Pleas, 113-2108 to 113-2110.

Accounting and settlement
Appeal from ordinary's order,
113-2202.
Basis, 113-2207.

Citation

Administrator, by, 113-2201.
Distributee or legatee, by,
113-2201.

Coadministrator, with, after
moval, 113-2205.
Conclusiveness, 113-2201.

ment for, 113-2202.
De bonis non administrator,

Possession,
113-1714.

recovery

before

sale,

Realty, recovery, 113-901, 113-908.

Refunding bond where
re-

Contempt, enforcement by attachwith,

113-2204.

suit threatened, 113-2209.
Removal of suits for settlement,
113-1902, 113-1903.
Service where one or more remove
from State, 113-2105.
Settlement, 113-2206.

Twelve months'

Discharge, see Discharge, post.
Distributee compelling, 113-2201,
113-2206.

Enforcement of order, 113-2202.
Equity, jurisdiction of, 113-2202.
Evidence, 113-2202.
Execution, enforcement by,

suit,

exemption

from

113-1526.

Advancements;
See
Advancements:
Descent and Distribution.
Adversely-held property,

sale, 113-1714.

Advertisement
Application for letters, notice,
113-1212.

113-2202.

Bond

Finality, 113-2202.

Hearing on citation

Defenses available, 113-2109.
Execution, see Execution, post.
Foreign representatives, right to

for,

113-2202.

for title, proceeding to en-

force, 113-1602.

General Inuex.
[REFERENCES ARE TO

ADMINISTRATORS AND EXECUTORY
--Oont'd.

Advertisement

—

render account

to

week

a

Attorneys Cont 'd.
In fact—
Appointment, 13 151$,
Sales and eonveyam
3

Discharge citation, 113-2301.
"Four weeks, " meaning, 39-1102.

"Once

ADMINISTRATORS AND EXECUTOR8
—Cont'd.

— Cont M.

Creditors, to,
113-1505.

SI

weeks/

for four

by,

4-104.

Bank

stockholders' liability, 13-1902.

Barred debts, new proini.se, 113-1!
Bequests, compensatory, to executors,

meaning, 39-1102.
Sales, see Sales, post.

"Thirty days," meaning, 39-1102

1 J 3-823.

Bond-

Time, 39-1102.
Affinity, preference

to

relatives

b\

consanguinity, 113-1202.

Age-

Ability to give as entitling to preference in appointment, 113-1205.

Actions on, 113-1219, 113-1220,

Appointment, how affected by,
113-1201,

113-1202,

113-1210.

Resignation, ground for, 113-2306
Agents, employment and payment of
113-2009.

Amendment

of suit by striking or show
ing representative character, 81-1308
Annual returns, see Returns, post.

Appeal

—

Bond

for title, proceeding to en

force, 113-1602.

113-1303, 113-2101 to 113-2104.
Additional, requiring, 113-12^9,
113-1309, 113-1310 to 113-1312.

Amount, 113-1217, 113-1221,
113-1303, 113-1310.
Attestation, 113-1217, 113-1303.
Compliance, substantial, 113-1217.
Condition, 113-1217, 113-1!
Contribution, right of sureties on

bond given on removal

of trust,

113-1905.

Settlement, citation for, 113-2201.
Superior court, to, 6-113.
Temporary letters, grant of,

County administrators, see County
administrators, post.

Death of surety, 113-1221.
Discharge, liability for unclaimed

113-1207.

Application for letters, 113-1211,
113-1212.

Appraisement
Execution of warrant, 113-1403.
Inventory exhibited to appraiser?

funds after, 113-2304.
Execution, how levied, 113-1220.
Executor, required of, when,
113-1216, 113-1501.
113-1218.

Filing,

Foreign

representative,
land, 113-2405.

selling

See Inventory, post.
Issuance of warrant, 113-1403.
Neglect to return, 113-1408.

Insolvency of surety, 113-1222,

Oath of appraisers, 113-1406.

Joint, liability, 113-1223.

Return, 113-1402, 113-1403,

National bank acting as, 109-408.
New, on removal of trust to an-

113-1402.

113-1407.

Time

to

other county, 113-1901, 113-1904.

make, 113-1403.

Nonresident representatives,

Arbitration

Power

to

submit matters

to, 7-103.

113-1513.

Writing necessary, 7-104.

—

113-1203, 113-1206.

Payee, 113-1217, 113-1303.
Premium on, as expense of administration,

Assets
Delivery to another administrator.
113-2108.

Marshaling, 37-406.

None,

plea, 113-2108.

Removal beyond

State, 113-2404.

Assignment of claims, 113-1512.
Associate, selection, 113-1202.

Defendant, making party, 8-609.

Judgment

against, stayed, 8-105.

making party,

Employment, 113-1522.

adminis-

trator unnecessary, 113-1219.
Proceedings to require, 113-1224 to
113-1226.

Recording, 113-121S.
Refunding, from distributee,
113-1021, 113-2209.

Removal
county,

to

another

113-1901,

113-1904,

113-1905.
liability

of

surety, 113-1230.
8-608.

Attestation, receipts from distributees
or legatees, 113-2208.

—

113-2011.

113-2010,

judgment against

Administrator,

Lies when, 8-105.
Plaintiff,

Prior

Administration

Attachment against

Attorneys

113-1229.

Liability of sureties on removal of trust to another countv,
113-1905.
Principal, suit against sureties,
113-2101, 113-2103.
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Bond— Con!

ADMINISTRATORS AND EXECUTORS
—Cont'd.

\1.

Removal

— Cont

Removal

\1.

Selection of
113-1202.

to insure

desired,

113-2003.

Debts, payments on, 113-2001,
113-2003.

Disbursements, rate, 113-2001.

Unclaimed funds after discharge,
for,

113-2304.

for title, proceedings to enforce
Appeal, 113-1002.
Application, 113-1601.
Both vendor and vendee dying,

Bond

113-1604.
Costs, 113-1605.

Heirs, title to, 113-1603.
Jurisdiction, 113-1601.
Notice, 113-1602, 113-1604.

Objections, 113-1602.
Order, 113-1602, 113-1603.
Petition, 113-1601.
Trial, 113-1602.
Vendee dying, 113-1603.
Vendor dying, 113-1601, 113-1602.
Business of deceased, continuance,
113-1523.
113-1501.

Appointment, 113-1212, 113-1213.
County administrator, 113-1306,

Payment but

once, 113-2005.

Rate, 113-2001.
Self,

resignation, 113-2306.
Settlement of accounts, 113-2201.
See Accounting and settlement,
ante.
Citizens, 113-1203.

Claims
Against estate, payment, see Debts,
post.

Third persons, see Sales, post.
Coadministrators

Accounting after removal of one,
113-2205.

Bond, liability, 113-1223.
Commissions, division among,
113 2003.
I";ith of one, survivorship,
113-1231.

Executors, several, see Executors,

payments

to,

allowance

on,

113-2003.

named

113-1213.

post.

Ordinary, 113-2001.

Receipts, rate, 113-2001.

113-1310.

Inventory, making jointly,

113-2003.

Payable from what fund, 113-2001.

Citation

Discharge, 113-2301.
Grant to another than one

Distributive shares, payments on,
113-2001, 113-2003.
Expense of administration, allowable as, 113-2001, 113-2207. See
Expenses of administration, post.
Extra compensation, 113-2002,
113-2004, 113-2007, 113-2008.
Extraordinary services, extra compensation, 113-2008.
Forfeiture for failing to make returns, 113-2006.
Interest earned, allowance on,
113-2002.
Kind, delivering property in,
113-2004.
Land, working, 113-2004.
Legacies, payments on, 113-2001,

Loans repaid, exception, 113-2001.

Caveat, power of executor pending,

113-1405.

if

113-2004, 113-2007, 113-2008.

113-1501.

in,

associate

Agents, 113-2009.
Coa dministrators, division,

refunding, 113-1021, 113-2209.
Temporary administrator, 113-1221,

liability

or

Commissions and compensation
Additional, when, 113-2002,

113-2104.

Taking from distributees

one

of

more, service, 113-2105.

Suits for settlement, 113-1902.
Surety, from State, 113-1222.
Bequire, proceedings to, 113-1 --4
to 113-1226.
Requisites, 113-1217, 113-1303.
Sureties, notion against, 113-1210,
113-1220, 113-1303, 113-2101 to

—

Cont 'd.
from State

Coadministrators

'd.

Successors,

payment

to,

113-2005.

Travel out of county, additional
compensation, 113-2007.
Compensatory bequests or devises to
executors, 113-823.

Compromise of claims, 113-1513 to
113-1515.

Condemnation proceedings,

notice,

36-306.

Consanguinity, preference to relatives

by

affinity,

113-1202.

Construction of will, petitions for,
37-403, 37-404.

Contempt, settlement enforced by attachment for, 113-2202.
Contingent estate, sale to pay debts,
113-1721 to 113-1723.

Continuance of application for
pointment, 113-1212.
Continuing business of decedent,
113-1523.

ap-
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ADMINISTRATORS AND EXECUTORS
—Cont'd.
County administrator*-:

—Cont'd.
Contracts

enforcement, 113-1525.

Intestate,

Labor, for, 113-1524.
Warranties, 11 3-171 3.
Conversion of assets of estate, 26-2805

Separate

Cont'd.
for

Letteri

e&eh

eetate,

113 1308.

Buceeitor, appointment, 118-130&
Bnperior eonrt dork, 113-13
L13-1307.
of office, 113-1305.

Costs
Failure to keep accounts, 4-211.

Term

Judgment

Unrepresented eatatee, adminietra*

for, 110-307.

tion

by, 113-1301,
113-1308.

County
Claims by third persons,
113-1715,

trial,

Vacancy

113-1803.

113-1801,

two counties,

sale,

113-1707, 113-1712.
Wild, lying out of, 113-1704.

Administrators as, 113-1507.
Foreign administrators removing
assets,

from
Administration,
county to another, 113-1901,
113-1904, 113-1905.
Suits for settlement, 113-1902,
113-1903.

Sale of

lying in more than one.
113-1707, 113-1712.
Wild land lying out of,
113-1704.
Services out of, expenses and com
pensation, 113-2007.

Land

County administrators
Actions <.n bonds, 113-1303.
Additional security on bond,
113-1309 to 113-1312.
Age, 113-1302.

Appointment, 113-1301.

Bonds —

Necessity, 113-1303.
New, 113-1310 to 113-1312.
Strengthening, 113-1309.
Citation, 113-1306.
Citizenship, 113-1302.

Clerk of superior court, 113-1302,
113-1307.
officio, 49-501.

Death, 113-1305.
Duties, 113-1301, 113-1313.
Eligibility, 113-1302.
Fees, 113-1308.
Letters of administration
Grant, 113-1308.
Revocation, 113-1309, 113-1312.
New bond, 113-1310 to 113-1312.

appointing, minutes,
113-1304.
Qualifications, 113-1302.
Record, removal from office,
113-1312.
Removal, 113-1305.
Residence, 113-1302, 113-1305.
Resignation, 113-1305, 113-1306.
Revocation of letters, 113-1309,
113-1313.

protection

in

equity,

113-2404.

one

Order

•

Creditors

Removal

County guardian, ex

24-1713, 113-1305.

tate, 113-1300.
Covenants, 113-1713.

Land
in

to

Year's support, onrepreaented

Jurisdiction of appointment,
113-1211.

Lying

in office,

113-1306

—

Notice
By, of claims, 113-1505,
113-1506.

To, to render accounts,
113-1505.
Payment of debts, see Debts, post.
Priorities, see Debts, post.
Rank, see Debts, post.
Right to appointment, 113-1202.
Suit by, for collection of debt,
113-1512.

Cum

testamento

annexo

administra-

tor

Appointed when, 113-1210.
Foreign wills, 113-707, 113-708.
Oath, 113-1214.
Personal trust

and confidence,
powers involving, 113-1502.
Powers of, 113-1502, 113-1717.
Preferences in selection, 113-1202.

Residuum, right to possess and administer, 113-1503.
Sale, executing

power

of. 113-1717.

Selection, preferences. 113-1202.

Undevised estate, right to possess
and administer, 113-1503.
De bonis non administrator
Accounting with, 113-2204.
Appointment, 113-1209.
Exemption from suit, provision inapplicable, 113-1526.

Party

to action, 3-411, 113-1526.

113-2107.

De bonis

tcstatoris judgment, 113-2110.

DeathAbatement of

action. 3-503.

Accounting with de bonis non administrator. 113-2204.

Action against sureties after,
113-2103.

Bond, principal

on.

suit

against

surety, 113-2101, 113-2103.

County administrator, 113-1305.
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—Cont'd.

'd.

Death— Cont'd.

Debts— Cont'd.

Executor de son

Legacies, abatement to pay,

tort, effect,

113-1102.

Nonresident administrator, return
by representative or security,
113-1412.

Returns by representative,

113-1509.
Liens, rank, 113-1508.
Limitation of actions on, 113-1510,
113-1521.

Liquidated demands, rank,

113-1412.

Successor

113-1508.

made

Mortgages, rank, 113-1508.
Negligence in collecting, 113-1510.
New promise to relieve statute of

party, 3-403.

DebtsAccounts, rank, 113-1508.
Action

limitations,

Notice

Collection for, 113-1510,
113-1511, 113-151 2.

creditors, of claims,
113-1505, 113-1506.

Failure

of paying, 113-908.

expense,

To

113-1503.

113-1508.

by, payment, 113-1507.
Arbitration, power to submit to,
113-1513.
Bonds, rank, 113-1508.
Compromise, 113-1513 to 113-1515.
Contingent estate or interest, sale
to pay, 113-1721 to 113-1723.

Priorities,

Creditor, suit by, 113-1512.

Distribution after payment,
113-1001.

Dividends to creditors, 113-1507.
Doctor's bill, rank, 113-1508.
Dormant judgments, rank,
113-1508.

Doubtful claims, compromise,
113-1513, 113-1515.
sale of

reversionary interest to pay,
113-1710, 113-2305.

Entire estate bound, 113-1509.
Executor, due by deceased as, rank,

ac-

bill, rank, 113-1508.
113-1505, 113-1507,

113-1508.

ment

of, 113-901, 113-908,
113-1509, 113-1603.

Release debtor, power to, 113-1513.
Rent, rank, 113-1508.
Residuum, charging on, 113-1509.
Sickness, last, expenses of, rank,
113-1508.
State, due to, rank, 113-1508.

Suit to collect, 113-1510, 113-1511,
113-1512.
Taxes, rank, 113-1508.
Temporary administrator, suit by,
113-1511.
Time of payment, 113-1507.
Trustee, due by deceased as, rank,
113-1508.

113-1508.

Foreign judgments, rank, 113-1508.
Funeral expenses, rank, 113-1508.
Grave, expense for protection of,
rank, 113-1508.

to,

rank,

113-1508.

Expenses of administrator, rank,

Wife sole heir of husband, payment by, 113-903.
Will, payment where property disposed of by, 113-1509.
Writings, obligations in, 113-1508.
Year's support

as,

Payment out

rank, 113-1508.

of,

by widow,

113-1003.

Heirs

Preferred over, 113-1002,
113-1508.
See Year's Sup-

by, 113-1506.

Suit by, 113-1512.

Husband sole heir of
ment by, 113-902.

give,

render

to

United States, due

113-1508.

Guardian, due by deceased

to

Promissory notes, rank, 113-1508.
Property bound for, 113-1509.
Rank, 113-1505, 113-1507, 113-1508.
Realty, administration for pay-

113-1506.

wife,

pay-

Inventory, inclusion in, 113-1404.
Judgments, rank, 113-1508.

Land, sale for purpose of paying,
113-1706.

creditors,

Physician's

Contribution by heirs to payment

Payment

creditors

counts, 113-1505.
Open accounts, rank, 113-1508.
Partial payment, 113-1507.

Due

Dower, administration and

of

effect, 113-1505, 113-1506.

ranl<

Administrator
Deceased, due by, rank,

of,

113-1521.

By

Recovery of realty for purpose
Administration

—

Deeds

—

port.

Recitals of compliance with law,
113-1711.

Warranties, 113-1713.
Defaulting, revocation of letters,
113-1229, 113-1413.

General Index.
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bank

Deposit of unclaimed funds
grant of discharge, 113-2305,
Deteriorate, short order for sale of
property likely to, 118-1701.
Devises, compensatory, to executors,
in

on

113-823.

ance, 113-2007.

Bar

to actions, 113-2302.
Citation, 113-2301.

Dower not administered

1

to

L3 1202,

Equity
Foreign

removing

administrator
proteetioo of

heir-.,

etc.,

113 2104.

Interference

with

administration,

37-403, 37-404.

Parties to actions in, 37-1004.
Settlement in,
L3
Estate taxes
Failure to pay, 92-3404.
Returns, 92-3401.

tees, 113-2208.

Execution
Levy, 113-1220, 113-2104, 113-2110.
Nulla bona return
Levy on surety after, 113-1220,

Grant, 113-2302.
Hearing, 113-2302.
Minors, effect on, 113-2302,
113-2306.

Order, 113-2302.
Ordinary, duty, 113-2302.
Petition, 113-2301.
Publication of citation, 113-2301.
Resignation, upon, 113-2306.
Reversions in dower not adminis
tered on, 113-2305.
Setting aside for fraud, 113-2303.
Unclaimed funds, 113-2304.
Disinterested person, selection,

113-902, 113-903, 113-1314.

Distribution: S ^e Descent and Distri
bution.
Action to recover realty for pur
pose of, 113-908.
Foreign representative, bond foi
proceeds of sale of land,
113-2405.
Kind, in:
See Descent and Dis
tribution.

Land, administration and sale
113-908,

order

for,

113-1706.
for,

113-2104.
Suit on bond after, 113-2101.
Settlement enforced by, 113-2202.
Executors in particular

Accounting and settlement, direct
suit by legatees, 113-2206.
Administrators, application of laws
relating to, 113-1101.

Admissions, impeachment of

will,

113-616.

Appointment, 113-1201.
Assent to devise or legacy,

113-1202.

Dismission, see Discharge, ante.
Dispensing with administration,

Ordinary's

are,

Copies of letters as, 38 003.
Inventory, 113 1405.
Receipts from distributees or lega-

Fraud, 113-2303.

113-901,

in,

who

administration,
11 3- 120-1

Evidence
on,

113-2305.
Effect, 113-2302.

conclusive-

ness, 113-908.

Petitions for direction in, 37-403.
Rules for, 113-1001.

Dividends to creditors, 113-1507.
Division in kind, +aking bond from
distributee, 113-1021.
See Descent
and Distribution.
Doubtful claims, compromise, 113-1513

113-801 to 113-803, 113-821.
Beneficial interest under will, taking, 113-1503.

Bequests, compensatory,

to, 113-823.

BondRemoval

of

trust

to

another

county, 113-1904.

Required when, 113-1216.
Caveat of will, powers pending,
113-1501.

Citizenship as qualification,
113-1201.

—

Coexeeutors
Authority and powers of each,
113-1504.

Death of one qualifying,
113-1227.

Joint action necessary, when.
113-1504.

Liability of each, 113-1504.

Nonresidents,

eligibility,

113-1206.

to 113-1515.

in,

Bntftled

I

Discharge
Advertising citation, 113-2301.

sale

Eligibility, 113-1203.

assets,

Direction
Distribution of estate, 37-404.
Petition for, 37-403 to 37-406.
Disbursements for expenses, allow

Dower,

ADMINISTRATORS AND EXECUTORS
—Cont'd.

—Cont'd.

of

reversionary

interest

113-1710.

Education of minors, expenditures,
113-1516.

Election in marshaling assets, 37-406.

One qualifying, 113-1227.
Removal from State of one

or

more, service, 113-2105.
Special trusts, joinder in executing, 113-1504.

General Index.
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ADMINISTRATORS AND EXECUTORS

— Goal

\1.

Executors in particular

Commission

as

— Cont'd.

beneficial interest,

ADMINISTRATORS AND EXECUTORS

— Cont'd.

Executors in particular
Probate uuut/ v.

—

Delay

113-1503.

Compensatory bequests or devises
113-823.

to,

Foreign

will, offering for,
113-706, 113-707.

Power

87-404.

Contingent estate or interest, sale
to pay debts. 113-1721 to
tort. 113-1102, 113-1103.

Debts—
Dne by deceased

as,

rank,

113-1508.

letters pending,

113-1202, 113-1208, 113-1501.
Time of offering will for,
113-615.
Qualifications, 113-1201.

raid how, 113-1509. See Debts,

time for, 113-615.

Qualification,

Removal

ante.
Deliay in offering: will for probate,

113-1227.

Devises, compensatory, to, 113-S23.
Eligibility, 113-1201.
legatee
of
protection
Equity,
removexecutor
foreign
against
ing assets, 113-2404.
Finality of renunciation, 113-1228.

Foreign

Suits for settlement,
113-1902.

assets,

protecting

legatee in equity, 113-2404.
Eight to use legal processes,
113-2402.
Will, offering for probate,
113-706, 113-707.
Infant as. 113-1201.
Inventory, will dispensing with,

113-1904.

Renunciation of right to

Coexecutors, ante.
Legacy to life tenant, assent to,
Joint, see
85-709.

Marriage of executrix de son

tort,

113-1103.

act,

113-1227, 113-1228.

Returns, will dispensing with,
113-1414.

Temporary

letters

See Sales, post.

pending probate,

113-1202, 113-1208, 113-1501.

Undevised

estate,

administration

of, 113-1503.

Exemption from

suit for

twelve months,

113-1526.

Expenditures for minors, 113-1516.
Expenses of administration
Agents, expense

113-1414.

bond,

Trust to another county, bond,

Sales by, 113-1717.

Eemoving

Bond, premium

of,

113-°009.

on, 113-2010,

113-2011.

Commissions as, 113-2001, 113-2207.
See Commissions and compensation, ante.

Married women as, 113-1204.
Nonresidents —
Bond, 113-1206.

Distribution

after payment,

113-1001.

Coexecutors, eligibility,
113-1206.
Eligible, when, 113-1206.

Oath, 113-1214.
Petitions for construction of wills,
37-404.

Powers

Interest on money retained for current expenses, 113-2207.
Rank, 113-1508.
Traveling expenses, 113-2007.
Year's support as, 113-1002. See

Tear's Support.
Expensive to keep, short order for sale
of property, 113-1701.

Caveat, ponding. 113-1501.
Coexecntors, 113-1 504.
Personal trust and confidence,
involving, 113-1502.

Probate, before, 113-1501.
R< siduum, administration

of,

113-1503.

Undevised

administra-

See Wills.

protection

of heirs,

etc,

Exemplifications, filing

Executor, probate proceedings,

far protected under,

113-601.

Power under,

Equity,

in, 113-2404.

Common form —

How

Foreign
Actions by, 113-2401, 113-2402.
Bond, when property sold, 113-2405.
Corporate stock, transfer, 113-2406.
Deposits, checking out, 113-2406.
Dividends on stock, checking out,
113-2406.

estate,

tion of, 113-1503.

Probate:

before, 113-1501.
offer will for, 113-614,
113-706, 113-707.

Eight to

Temporary

113-1723,

effect,

in offering will for, ef-

fect, 113-1227.

Construction of wills, petitions for,

De son

— Cont'd.

113-2402.

Letters, 113-2403, 113-2405,
113-1501.

113-2406.

Gknt.kal
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ADMINISTRATORS AND EXECUTORS
—Cont'd.
Foreign— Con t M.

—Cont'd.

113-2405.

of
113-2404.
heirs, etc., in equity,
Right to sue, 113-2401, 113-2402.
Sale of land, 113-2405.

Fraud,

assets,

protection

testamento
obtained

discharge

118-1518,

118-2207.

Unclaimed funds after
1

I

3

diiel

2304.

for title,
113-1603.

by,

Neglect to return, 113-1408.
Oath, 113-1402.
Partnership, interest in, included.

making

to,

title

Minor
by,
113-2302.

113-1405.

113-1404.

Removal

neglect

for
113-1408.

to

return.

Return, 113-1402, 113-1403.

Time

to

make, 113-14 03.

Will dispensing with,
Investments

113-1414.

Interest on, 113-1518.

Citation for settlement, 113-2201.
Debts, payment by, 113-1506.
Foreign administrators removing
equity,
in
assets,
protection
113-2404.

Actions

Debts Included, 113-1404.
to make, 1 13-1 W2.

Duty

Joint,

113-2303.

Bond

Appraisers, exhibiting to, 1 18-1 402.
Bee Appraisement, ante.
Contents, 113-1402, 113-1404.

annexo,

Garnishment, 46-204, 46-205, 46-302.
Guardian as administrator on death of
ward, 49-316, 49-618.
Hearing on application for appointment, 113-1212.
Heirs

after

discharge,

Lands, 113-1517.
State securities, 113-1518, 113-1519.
Validated
county or municipal
bonds, 113-1520.
Joint
Administrators, see

Coadministra-

tors, ante.

Executors, see Executors, ante.

Expenditures for, 113-1516.
Nonresident, eligibility as representative, 113-1203, 113-1206.

Possession from, recovery by administrator, 113-908.
Realty, action for recovery,

Judgment

—

Bonds, actions on, 113-1219,
113-1220, 113-2101 to 113-2104.
Costs, for, 110-307. 113-2110.
De bonis testatoris, 113-2110.

Individual, when, 113-2110.
Married women acting as, against.

113-901.

Suits
Collection of debts, 113-1512.
Settlement, for, 113-2206.

Homicide, recovery by, 66-401,
105-1309.

Husband and wife
Administration by one when sole
heir of other, 113-902, 113-903.

Right to appointment, 113-1202.
Sole heir, when, 113-902.
Hlegality to execution, filing by,
39-1002.

113-2106.

Jurisdiction of application for letters,
24-2615, 113-1211.
Kind, division in, taking bond from
distributee, 113-1021.
See Descent
and Distribution.
Labor, contracts for, 113-1524.

Land, see Realty, Sales, post.
Letters
Application, 113-1211.
County administrators,

113-1308.

113-1309.

Indebtedness, see Debts, ante.
Infant heirs
Discharge as affecting suits

Dismissory, 113-2301 to 113-2306.

Foreign representatives,
by,

113-2302.

Expenditures

for, 113-1516.

113-2306.

Insolvency, revocation

of letters,

113-1229.

balances

on

4-211.

Collected, commissions on,
113-2002.

113-1204.

Revocation,

113-1216,

113-1229.

113-1230,

113-1309,

113-1312,

113-1313,

113-1408,

113-2107.

113-2108, 113-2205.

Insolvent claims, sale, 113-1705.
Interest

on

113-2403,

113-2405.
Grant, 113-1212.

Married women, abatement,

Resignation, opening, 113-2306.
Infirmity as ground for resignation,

Charging

— Cont'd.

Settlements,

Inventory

Powers, 113-708.

Wills, cum
113-707.

VDMINISTRATORS AND EXECUTORS
Interest

Nonresidents as representatives,
see Nonresidents, post.
Notice to creditors of sale of land.

Removing

SECTIfl

hand,

Rules for granting, 113-1202.
Superior courts, jurisdiction over
granting, 24-2615.

Temporary, 113-1207, 113-1208,
113-1221.

General Index.
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ADMINISTRATORS AND EXECUTORS

— Cont

Levy of execution against, see Execution, ante.
and sale, conveyance for purpose

Low
of.

39-201, 39-202, 67-1501.
of actions, 3-709,

Limitation
3-8

3-S03,

113-2302.

113-1521,

113-1510,

4,

113-2306.

Loan, interest, 113-2002.
Married women, see Husband

and

37-400.

Minor heirs
Discharge

affecting

as

suits

by,

113-2302.

Expenditures

113-1516.

for.

opening, 113-2306.
Mismanagement, revocation of letters,
Resignation,

National bank, power to act

as, 109-407

109-409.

Xe unques

113-2108,

plea,

113-2110.
to

decedent's

Investments in lands, 113-1517.
administrator,
Removal,
county
113-1312.
trust to another county,

113-1901.

Ordinaries
24-1711, 24-1712.
Agents, showing necessity of employment, 113-2009.
as,

Application for appointment,
113-1211.

113-1510.

Appraisement, duties, 113-1401 to

Negotiable instruments
Notice of dishonor, 14-710.

113-1408.

Presentment, 14-707.
promise to relieve statute of lim-

itations, 113-1521.

right

kin,

appointment,

to

113-1202.

Nonresidents

Bonds

for title, making title under,
113-1601 to 113-1605.
Compromise of doubtful claims,
113-1514, 113-1515.
County administrator, appointing,
entry on minutes, 113-1304.
Granting letters in term, 113-1212.

Bond

Acting

Negligence, collection of debts,

of

Order
Bond, requiring, 113-1224 to

Sales, see Sales, post.

executor,

Necessaries, furnishing
family, 113-1005.

Next

Form, 113-1214, 113-1215.
Inventory, 113-1402.
National bank acting as, 109-408.
Necessity, 113-1214, 113-1215.
Eeturns, 113-1402, 113-1409.
Objections to returns, 113-1411.

Removing

113-1229.

New

Oath— Cont'd.

113-1226.

wife, ante.

Appointment, 113-1201, 113-1204.
Suits by or against, 113-2100.
Marshaling assets, 37-403, 37-105,

to

ADMINISTRATORS AND EXECUTORS
—Cont'd.

'd.

of,

113-1203, 113-1206.

Coexecutors, eligibility

as,

Eligible, when, 113-1203, 113-1206.

Executors, eligibility

as,

113-1206.

Foreign administrators and execusee Foreign, ante.

Returns

of,

113-1221, 113-1225.

Bond

for title, proceedings to enperformance,
113-1601,
force
113-1605.
Citation on application for letters,
113-1212, 113-1213.
Claims by third persons at sales,
113-1801 to 113-1804.

Compensation,

113-1206.

tors,

Bonds, duties, 113-1216 to 113-1218,

113-2004,

extra,
allowance,
113-2007, 113-20Q8.

Compromise,

order

113-1514,

for,

113-1515.

Contempt, punishment

for, 24-2114.

Contracts for labor, approval by,

113-1412.

113-1524.

Sureties of, 113-1203, 113-1412.

Controversies

Notice

over

right

to

act,

execution from court
24-2001, 24-2003, 24-2004.

of,

jurisdiction, 24-1901.

Appointment, 113-1212.

Bond

Cost

for title, proceedings to en-

force, 113-1602, 113-1604.

County

Creditors

tion,

By, of claims, 113-1505,

jurisdic-

113-1301

etc.,

to

113-1314.

113-1506.

Defaulting administrator, dealing

To, to render accounts,
113-1505.

with, 113-1229.

Disposition of decedent's property,
jurisdiction, 24-1901.

Rales, see Sales, post.

OathAppraisers,

administrators,
duties,

Docket of returns, 24-2112.
113-1406.

Inventory, duties, 113-1401 to

Compromise of claims, 113-1515.
Disbursements

for

penses, 113-2007.

traveling

ex-

113-1408.

Investments, return
Jurisdiction, 24-1901.

to,

113-1519.

General Index.
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ADMINISTRATORS AND EXECUTORS
—Cont'd.

•

— Cont

*d.

Letters, granting, 24-1804, 24-1901
24-2104.

Nonresident, jurisdiction to
point on estate of, 24-1902,

aj

Possession of ettatc
Cont'd*
Right of adrninihtrator,

119-907,

L13-908.

Und e vi sod

estate,

113-16C

I

Preferences in appointment; 113-1202,

24-1903.

113-1205.

law

Practicing

for

againsl

or

Priorities of debts, see Debts, ante.

Probate of

24-1715.

Records, keeping, 24-1804.
Removal of administration and o
suits for settlement to anothe
county, 113-1901 to 113-1905.
Resignation, duties, 113-2306.

will,

see Executors,

ante;

also Wills.

Qualifications
Citizenship, 113-1203.

County administrators, 113-1302.
Executors, see Exeenton, ante.

Returns

Married women, 113-1204.

Duties, 113-1409 to 113-1414.
Jurisdiction, 24-1901.
Revoke letters, duty to, 113-1229.
Sales,
duties,
113-1701 tc
etc.,
113-1804.

Nonresidents,

see

Nonresidents,

ante.

Sound mind, 113-1202.
Qualification
113-615.

of

time

executor,

for,

Selection by, 113-1202.

Rank

Settlement

Realty
Administration by representative,

Citation before, 113-2201.
Discharge, duties, 113-2301

t-

concurrent

jurisdic-

tion, 113-2203.

Surety,

new,

point,

jurisdiction
24-1901.

Temporary

113-901.

Bond

113-2305.

Equity,

of debts, see Debts, ante.

ap

to

granting,

letters,

for title, proceedings to enforce performance, 113-1601 to
113-1605.

Debts, liable for, 113-1509.
Heirs, recovery by, when, 113-901.
Inventory and appraisement,
113-1401, 113-1402.

113-1207.

Parties to actions: See Parties.
Partnership, notice taken of, in inven
tory, 113-1404.
Payment of debts, see Debts, ante.
Pending litigation of will, 113-1202
113-1208.

Performance of decedent's contracts
113-1525.

Investments in, 113-1517.
Recovery by representative,
113-901, 113-907, 113-908.
Sale, see Sales, post.
Title vests bow, 113-901.

Receipts
Attaching" to returns, 113-1409 to
113-1411.

Perishable property, sales, 113-1701.
Personalty
Debts, liable for, 113-1509.
Inventory and appraisement,
113-1401,

113-1402.

Sale, see Sales, post.

Title
vesting
113-901.

administrator

in

Distributees or legatees, from, record and admissibility in evidence, 113-2208.Resignation, from successor,
113-2306.
Records, removal of trust to another
county, 113-1901.

Recording receipts from distributees or

Petitions for direction and marshaling
assets, 37-403 to 37-406.

Refunding bonds, 113-1021, 113-2209.

Pleading

Release of debtor, 113-1513.

Denial, verification, 24-3326.
Pleas in actions against, 113-2108
to 113-2110.

Plene

administravit,
113-2110.

Plene

administravit

plea,

113-2108,

praeter,

plea,

113-2108, 113-2110.

Possession of estate
Joint inventory

as evidence
joint possession, 113-1405.

Recovery

of,

by

Administrator, 113-907,
113-908.

Heirs, 113-907.

Residuum, 113-1503.

legatees, 113-2208.

Removal
Abatement of

action, 3-502,

113-2107.

Accounting with
Coadministrator,
after
removal, 113-2205.
De bonis non administrator,
113-2204.

of

Administration to another county,
proceedings,

113-1901,

113-1904,

113-1905.

Administrator de bonis non made
party, 3-411.

Appraisement,
113-1408.

failure

to

return,

General Index.
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ADMINISTRATORS AND EXECUTORS
—Cont'd.

*d.

—

Removal Cont 'd.
A -sots, by foreign administrator.

—

Returns Cont 'd.
Vouchers accompanying, 113-1409,
113-1410.

113-2404.

Coadministrator, accounting with,
after removal, 113-2205.
113-1305.
County administrator,
113-1312.

113-130$.

De

bonis

non

counting

113-1313.

administrator, acafter removal,

with,

113-2204.

Defaulting administrator, 113-12129.
Executor, failure to give bond,
113-1216.

Inventory, failure to return,
113-1408.

Liability of sureties after,
113-1230.
Plea that letters revoked, 113-2108.
Service where one or more remove
from State, 113-2105.
State, principal removing from,
against surety on bond,
suit
113-2101, 113-2103.
Successor made party, 3-403.
Suits for settlement, 113-1902,
113-1903.
Renunciation of right to act as executor. 113-1227, 113-1228.

Will dispensing with, 113-1414.
of
113-1216,
Revocation
letters,
113-1229, 113-1230, 113-1309, 113-1312,
113-1313, 113-1408, 113-2107, 113-2108,
113-2205.

Right

to
113-1205.

Rules for granting

Trust to county

of,

113-1901.

113-1904, 113-1905.

Residuum, administration

of, 113-1503,

113-1509.

Returns
Annual, 113-1409.
113-1402,

113-1403,

Accounts, doubtful, 113-1705.
Adversely-held property, 113-1714.
Advertising
Deteriorate,
property likely
to,

113-1701.

Doubtful paper, 113-1705.
Expensive to keep, where property is, 113-1701.
Insolvent paper, 113-1705.

Land
Application, 113-1704,
113-1706.

Foreign administrator or
executor, 113-2405.
Premises, sale on,
113-1708.
Sale, 113-1707, 113-1708.

Wild, application,
113-1704.

Perishable property, 113-1701.
Short order sales, 113-1701.
Terms, stating, 113-1718.
Agreement to perfect private sale
against public policy, 113-1716.
Application for leave to sell
Claim pending, 113-1801.
Contingent estates, 113-1722.
Corporate securities, 113-1724.

Land, 113-1704, 113-1706.

113-1407.

Compromise of claims, 113-1515.
Contents, 113-1409.
Default, 113-1413.

Examination

letters, 113-1202.

—

Resignation, 113-2306.

Appraisers,

113-1202,

Sales-

Residence, see Nonresidents, ante.
Removal of
Actions to county of, 113-1902,
113-1903.

administration,

of,

113-1411.

Personalty, 113-1724.

Wild land, 113-1704.
Will, under, 113-1717.
Auctioneers' tax, 92-1901.
Authority, 113-1720.

Forfeiture of commissions for failure to make, 113-2006.
Interest as affected by, 113-2207.
Investments, 113-1519.

Bonds, doubtful, 113-1705.
Choses in action, doubtful,

Manner

Claim

of making, 113-2007.

Nonresidents, 113-1412.
Oath, 113-1409.
Objections, 113-1411.
Ordinary's docket, 113-1413.

Prima

Affidavit, 113-1801, 113-1803.

County

of
trial,
113-1715,
113-1802, 113-1803.

Land, where

expenditures,
ing, 113-1409.

Record, 113-1411.
Removal for neglect

show-

ing, 113-2207.

113-1715,

filed

with, 113-1801,

.

Personalty, where tried,

make,

to

113-1715, 113-1803.

Postponement of

sale,

113-1804.

113-1719.

Settlement, reference

Ordinary,

113-1803.

113-1229.
Sales,

tried,

113-1802.

facie correct, 113-1411.

Beceipta and

113-1705.

to,

in

mak-

Right to

file,

113-1715,

113-1801, 113-1803.

f/i.
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—Cont'd.

—Cont'd.

— Cont'd.
Claim — Cont'd.

Bale*—-Cont'd.
Land -Cont'd.

Sales

Service, 113-1801, 113-1803.

Superior

court,

113-1801,

return

118-1707,

Plaee,
to.

113-1803.

1

Common form

probate, protection
of purchaser, 113-601.
Conclusiveness of ordinary's order,
113-908.
Contingent estate or interest, to
pay debts, 113-1721 to 113-1723.

Continuing from day to day,
39-1202, 113-1702.

13- 1708.

Pnblie ontery, 1 13-1707.
Time, 113-1707.
Vacant, 113 1702.
Wildj 11 3- 704.
Liens divested,
13-1709.
Notes, doubtful,
13-1705.
Notice, see Advertising, ante.
Objections, 113-1704, 113-1706.
J

l

1

Order

Corporate securities, 113-1724.

Conclusiveness,

Credit, 113-1703.
Crops, 113-1702.

Contingent

Deeds
Recitals of compliance
law, 113-1711.
Warranties. 113-1713.

113 1708.

Premise*, sale on,

with

3-908.

pay

to

debts, 113-1721 to 113-1723.
Insolvent or doubtful papers,
113-1705.

Land, 113-1704, 113-1706,

Deteriorate, property likely to
short order, 113-1701.
Divesting of liens, 113-1709.
Doubtful papers, 113-1705.
Dower, reversionary interest in
113-1710, 113-2305.
Executors, by, 113-1717.
Expensive to keep, short order
113-1701.
Good faith, 113-1702.
Hours, 113-1702, 113-1705, 113-1707

Innocent purchasers, effect of

1 1

interest

ir

113-1708.

Short order, 113-1701.
Perishable property, short
113-1701.

order,

—

Personal property
Claims by third persons, see
Claims, ante.

Corporate securities, 113-1724.
Crops, 113-1702.
Deteriorate, likely

Doubtful

choses

to,

in

113-1701.
action,

113-1705.

Expensive to keep. 113-1701.

regularities, 113-1720.

Insolvent papers, 113-1705.

Generally, 113-1724.
Insolvent choses in

Irregularities, effect, 113-1720.

Judgments, doubtful, 113-1705.

action,

113-1705.

Method, 113-1724.

Land
Advertising
Application, 113-1706.
Foreign administrators or
executors, 113-2405.
Premises, sale on,
113-1708.
Sale, 113-1707, 113-1708.
Application for leave to sell.
113-1706.

Claims by third persons, see
Claims, ante.

Contingent estate or interest
to pay debts,
113-1723.

113-1721

to

Deeds, see Deeds, ante.
Distribution, for purpose
reversionary

Premises, sale of land on, 113-1703.
Private
Executors, by, 113-1717.
Public policy, contrarv to,
113-1716.
lands. 113-1704.

113-1707.

Purchaser's liability, 39-1301,
39-1302.
of,

interest

113-1710.

Foreign administrator or executor, 113-2405.
Objections, 113-1706.
Order, 113-1706.

Place, 113-1705, 113-1707, 113-1708.
Possession, recovery before,
113-1714.

Public outcry, 113-1702. 113-1705,

113-1706.
in,

Securities, 113-1724.

Stock in corporation, 113-1724.

Wild

Counties, lying in two,
113-1707, 113-1712.
Debts, for payment of,
113-1706.

Dower,

Notes, accounts, etc., insolvent
or doubtful, 113-1705.
Perishable, 113-1701.

Recitals in deeds of compliance
with law, 113-1711.
Returns, 113-1719.
Review of private sale, 113-1716.
Securities of corporations.
113-1724.
Security where credit extended,
113-1703.

Short order, 113-1701.
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ADMINISTRATORS AND EXECUTORS

— Cent
Sales — Cent
\1.

ADMINISTRATORS AND EXECUTORS
—Cont'd.
Time of— Cont'd.
Payment of debts, 113-1507.
,

'd.

Stock in corporations, 113-1724.

Temporary
order

I

administrator,
113-1701.

to,

short

Returns

Making, 113-1409.

Terms, 113-1703, 113-1718.
Time. 113-1701, 113-1702, 113-1705,
113-1707.

Objecting

to, 113-1411.

Sales, see Sales, ante.

Title vesting in, 113-901.

Voidable for irregularities,

Traveling expenses, 113-2007.
Trust company, power to act

113-1720.
Wills, under, 113-1717.
Scire facias, making administrator de
bonis non a party, 113-1526, 113-2107.

Security, effect of offering, on right to
preference in appointment, 113-1205.
Selection by persons interested,
113-1202.

Service
Joint administrator, 113-2105.
Petition to require bond, 113-1225.
Where one or more remove from
State, 113-2105.
Services, contracts for, 113-1524.

as,

109-201.

Trustees' returns, making, 108-404.

Twelve months
Ascertainment

of

condition

of

estate during, 113-1505.

Exemption from

113-1507.
113-2207.
Payment of debts after, 113-1505.
Settlement, citation after, 113-2201.
Unclaimed funds, 113-2305.

Undevised

suit,

exemption

Interest,

estate,

for,

administration

of,

Set-off against, 81-802.

113-1503, 113 1509.
Unfitness for trust, revocation of letters, 113-1229.

Settlement

Unnecessary administration

Accounting and, see Accounting
and settlement, ante.
Doubtful claims, 113-1513 to
113-1515.
Sheriff acting as administrator, 24-1713.

Husband

Adverse possession, 85-413.
County
administrator
to

Short order of sale, 113-1701.
Signing instruments as, 4-401.
eessor, receipt from, 113-2306.

113-1301,

ment

in lands, 113-1517.

on bonds,

liability,

etc.,

see

Bonds, ante.
Survivorship among, 113-1231.
Temporary administrator

113-1306

County

See

Suit, see Actions, ante.
Superior court judge, order for invest-

Sureties

sole heir of wife, 113-902.

Preference of parties to dispense
with administration, 113-1314.
Wife sole heir of husband, 113-903.
Unrepresented estate

to

administrators,

ante.

Valuation of property, 113-1401.
Vouchers, attaching to returns,
113-1409, 113-1410.

Warrant

of
113-1401.

appraisement,

issuance,

Appointment, when, 113-1202,

Warranties in contracts or deeds,

113-1207, 113-1208.
Bond, 113-1221.

Waste, revocation of

113-1713.

vel non, appointment
issue
113-1202,
of,

Devisavit

pending

as,

Administration by one when sole
heir of other, 113-902, 113-903.
of wife to appointment,
113-1201, 113-1204.

Right

pending caveat,

113-1501.

Party

in appellate court, 24-3641,
24-3642, 24-4543.
Purpose of appointment, 113-1207.

Sale, short order to, 113-1701.

Suits by, 113-1511.
pending probate,
113-1208, 113-1501.

Will,

T^rm, letters granted

113-1202,

yn, 113-1212.

Time of—
113-1505.

Cum testamento annexo, ante.
Caveat, executor's power pending,
113-1501.

Annexed, see

Debts, payment, 113-1509.
Debts, ante.
Inventory, dispensing with,

See

Bond) giving, 113-1226.

of,

Returns, dispensing with, 113-1414.
re-

Undevised
of,

turn, 113-1403.

making

Residuum, administration
113-1503.

Exemption from suit, 113-1526.
Inventory and appraisement,

113 1519.

Will-

113-1414.

Ascertaining condition of estate.

Investments,

letters, 113-1229.

Wife and husband

113-1208.

Executor

act,

113-1308.

return

of,

estate,

administration

113-1503.

Witness against, competency of opposite party, 38-1603.

Gknkral
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Inm-:x.
I

I

ADVERSE POSSESSION.
Bee Prescription,

for,

113-1524.

Tear, see Twelve months, ante.
Business of decedent, continuing
until expiration of, 113-1523.
Year's support: See Year's Support.

ADMIRALTY.

Adjoining landowner, B0
Administrator
telUl

£04.

&
? T ^7
rortely hold, 118-1714.
Declarationi in favor of title to pr',
( '-

ri

38 308.

Personal proper ty, 85-1706.
Processioning proceeding-*, effect,
85-1603.

Courts, judicial notice, 38-112.

Bent, implied eontraet to pay, 61-108.

United States courts, jurisdiction,

Tenant

1-302,

in

common,

85-1005.

ADVEBTISEMENTS.

1-303.

Administrators:
See
and Executors.

ADMISSION.
States to Union, 1-405.

Ad ministry

Bank

deposit insurance, falsity,
13-9915.

ADMISSION TO BAR.
See Attorneys at Lav/.

Carriers, sale
18-404.

ADMISSIONS.

of

undelivered

freig

Counterfeiting, 106-101, 106-103,
106-104, 106-9901, 106-9002.

See Evidence.

ADOPTION.
Children: See Parent and Child.

ADULTERATION.

Executors: See Administrators and
Executors.
Imitating, 106-101, 106-103, 106-104,
106-9901, 106-9902.

Drugs: See Drugs.
Food: See Food.
Liquor, 42-111, 42-114 to 42-116,
42-9901.

Sale of, 105-1102, 105-1104.

Intoxicating liquors, 58-301, 58-303.
Judicial sales: See Judicial Sales.
Labor unions
Adoption, proof of, 106-102.
Counterfeiting or imitating,
106-101, 106-103, 106-104,

ADULTERY.
Definition

106-9901, 10G-9902.

and punishment,

26-5801.

Divorce
Collusion, 30-109.

Condonation, 30-109.
Confessions, 30-110.

Ground, 30-102, 30-103.
Dower, bar of, 31-110.

Recording, 106-102.
Local laws, notice of intention to apply for passage, 2-1816, 47-801.
Lotteries, etc., 26-6504.
Prima facie case against publishers, 26-6505.

Obscene pictures,

etc.,

Husband's right of action, 105-1203.
Incest, 26-5701.

Outdoor advertising

Indictment severally, 26-5801.
Marriage suspending prosecution,

record,

Obstruction of view by signs,
95-2006.

Permit, requirement, 95-2001,

26-5801.

95-2005.

Witnesses, competency in actions for,

Private property, signs,

38-1606.

ADVANCEMENTS.
Accounting for, 113-903, 113-1016.
Deceased child, to children o*, 113-1015
Definition, 113-1013.

Donations distinguished, 113-1013.
Education, expense of, 113-1013.
Estimate of value, 113-1017.
Evidence of, 113-1014.
Gifts distinguished, 113-1013.

Grandchildren, 113-1015.
Interest, 113-1016.

Memorandum

clerks

26-6301.

to keep

Ordinaries,
24-1804.

of, 113-1014.

Proof of, 113-1014.
Support of child as, 113-1013.
Trusts, 113-1015.

Valuation, 113-1014, 113-1016.

etc.,

on.

95-2005.

Regulation, 95-2001.
Removal of signs, etc., obstructing
view, 95-2006.
Right-of-way limits of public roa
.

.

95-2002.

Road

signs

Defacing, 95-2003.
Imitating, 95-2004.
Violation of law, misdemeanor,
95-9914.

Public

officers

Demanding more than

legal rate.

89-9911.

Retaining part of fees, S9-9912.
Sale by bonded public warehouseman
for storage charges, 111-110.
Securities, 97-310, 97-416, 97-9916.
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ADVERTISEMENTS— Cont *d.

AFFIRMATION— Cont 'd.

See Process.

Service by publication:

Sheriff's duty to publish, 24-2813.
Special laws, notice or' intention to
apply for passage, 2-1816, 47-801.

Superior court

clerks,

authority,

Perjury, 26-4001, 26-4002, 26-4007.
Subornation, 26-4005, 26-4006.
Witnesses, 3S-1701.
1

AFFRAY.
Definition and punishment, 26-5303.

24-2720.

AFORESAID.

Time

"Pour weeks," meaning, 39-1102.
"Once a week for four -weeks,"
meaning, 30-1102.
"Thirty days," meaning, 30-1102.

Unborn

disposal of, 90-207.
United States flag, use of, 26-7201.
Use in unlawful manner, 106-0903.
children,

Meaning, 102-103.

AFRICANS.
Persons of color, 79-103.

AGE OF PERSONS.
Administrators or executors
Appointment,
how

ADVERTISING AGENCIES.

113-1201,

AERONAUTICS.
See Aviation.

AFFIDAVITS.
Accounts, proof by, in justices' courts,

1-103, 1-109.

Deposition, ground for taking, 38-2101.
Electors, 2-602.
Fraternal benefit society members,

Sl-1203, 81-1310.
Arrest, for, 27-102, 27-103.

Court, power to administer oaths,

56-1609.

24-104.

by defendant, amendment,

General Assembly, eligibility require-

81-1310*.

ments of members, 2-1601, 2-1701.

Depositions

lieu

in

of,

in

injunction

38-2401 to 38-2406.
False, by contractor, 26-4008.
cases, etc.,

2-2607.

Sale as not exempt, 51-902, 51-903.
Surveyor, 51-401.
Value of property, 51-1102.
Justices' courts,
24-1302.

accounts,

proof

how made, and

Nonresidents,

by,

effect,

81-406 to 81-409.
See specific
Particular proceedings:
heads.
Pleadings, verification by nonresidents,

81-406 to 81-409.
clerk,

power

to

take,

24-4103.

Unconditional contracts in writing
Agent or attorney for nonresident
defendant, 81-406.

Answer

in

to suit on, 24-3321.

AFFIDAVITS IN FORMA PAUPERIS.
See Pauper Affidavits.

felony

cases,

ground

Majority, 74-104.
Marriage, ability of parties to contract,
53-102, 53-204, 53-206 to 53-208.

Motor vehicle operators, 68-307.
President of United States, eligibility
requirement, 1-204.

Public

officers,

in general, 89-101.

Secretary of State, eligibility requirement, 2-2704.
general,

eligibility

Administrators, preference to relatives
by consanguinity, 113-1202.
Divorce, marriage within prohibited
degrees as ground, 30-102.

113-203, 113-205.

Voters, 2-602.

Charity for relief

of, 108-203.

Testamentary capacity, 113-205.

AGENCY.
See Principal and Agent.

relationship affecting, 53-102,

AGGRAVATION OF DAMAGES.

53-105.

AFFIRMATION.
False swearing, 26-4003 to 26-4010.
includes, 102-103.

require-

ment, 2-4101.
Treasurer,
State
eligibiity
requirement, 2-2704.
Superior court judges, 2-4101.
Supreme Court Judges, 2-4101.
Testamentary capacity as affected by,

AGED PERSONS.

AFFINITY.

for

challenge, 59-804.

Solicitors

Sheriff taking, 24-2819.

Supreme Court

Governor, eligibility requirement,
Jurors

Homestead

"Oath"

ment, 2-4101.
Comptroller General, eligibility requirement, 2-2704.
Congress, eligibility requirement of

members,

24-1302.

Amendment.

M.'jrriarre,

affected,
113-1210.

Resignation, ground for, 113-2306.
Attorney General, eligibility require-

Taxation, 92-401.

Delay,

113-1202,

—

Torts, 105-2002.

AGREEMENTS.
See Contracts.
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AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS

AGRICULTURAL FAIRS.
Taxation of midway,

TO

etc.,

Cotton

shows,

—Cont M.

Public

92-615.

t

Balef against type, 5-602.

TOOLS.

Seed^otton

Auctioneers, taxation, 92-1901.
Traveling venders, taxation, 92-1604.

Illegal purchase, 5 9012.

Record of purehaeee,

AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY.

Standard!, 5-308, 5-602, 5-9910.
Taxation, 5 -GO.'i, 5-604.

92-1308.

Weighing —
County regulation,

AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS.
Honey

5

5 9911.

Taxation of manufacturers and dealers,

Apples

u

weigherf,

pott.

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS AND

See

Cont'd.

Bees.

5 512.

Deductions by weigher, 5-503,

—

5-504, 5-9908.

by

Dealers, protection

making,

5 0910.

inspection,

Municipal regulation, 5-512.
Oaths of scalesmen and others,

5-805.

Dried apples, weight per bushel,

5-501, 5-502, 5-9907.

112-101.

Penalty for making deduction

Grading, 5-801, 5-9928.
Immature, grades of, 5-801.

for turn of scales, 5-511.
Public weighers

Inspection, 5-802, 5-805.
Marking, 5-801 to 5-806, 5-9928.

Packages or

crates,

Appointment, 5-505.
Bond, 5-505, 5-507.

marking,

Certificate of weight,

5-802.

5-801,

charge,

Illegal

Bills of lading, 5-802, 5-803.

Prima facie evidence of

5-507.

offer for

Rules and regulations, 5-801.

Charges by, 5-507.
Compensation, 5-507.

Sale, 5-802 to 5-806.
Shipment, 5-802 to 5-804, 5-806,

Deputies, 5-506 to 5-508.
Oath, 5-505.

5-804.

sale,

Removal,

5-9928.

Stamps showing

and

test-

ing, 5-507.

5-802.

Bureau of Markets:

See Bureau

Consignments to irresponsible persons.
procuring, etc., 5-9915.
Cotton: See State Warehouse

Commis

sioner.

Bagging, cutting, 5-9909.
Bills of exchange drawn against,
nonpayment, 5-9917, 5-9918.
Black root, investigation, 5-721.
Boll weevil
Bringing into State, 5-715 to
5-720, 5-9923, 5-9924.

Transportation companies, du5-718, 5-719.

Classification,

5-305,

5-308,

5-310,

5-602.

Cottonseed hulls, selling without
stamping weight on container,
5-9913.

Cutting bagging from, 5-9909.
Diseases of plant, investigation,
5-721.

Drafts drawn against, nonpayment,
5-9917,

5-9918.

Federal standards, 5-308, 5-602.
Grades, 5-305, 5-308, 5-310, 5-602,
5-9919.

Insecticides:

Fungicides.

Tare, 5-510.
Wilt, investigation, 5-721.

of

Markets.
Checks, worthless, giving, 5-9916.

ties,

5-508.

Scales, providing

classification, etc..

See Insecticides and

Definition, 5-1617.
Diseases, plants, 5-701 to 5-722, 5-9925
See State Entomologist,
to 5-9927.
Drafts, worthless, giving, 5-9916.

Fungicides: See Insecticides and Fungicides.

Future delivery contracts of

sale,

20-601 to 20-606, 20-9901.
Grain, grinding by grist mills, 5-1701
to

5-1703.

to, duty of Commissioner of Agriculture to gather, etc.,

Information as
5-110.

Insects, 5-701 to 5-722, 5-9925 to
5-9927.
See State Entomologist.

Insecticides:

See

Insecticides

and

Fungicides.

Laborer, purchase from, misdemeanor,

when

61-9902.

Lumber:

See Lumber.
Marketing: See Bureau of Markets.
Marketing associations: See Cooperative Marketing Associations.
Motor carriers, tax exemption. 92-2910.

Naval

stores:

Payment

See Xaval Stores.

for, failure to

make, 5-9914.

Peddlers of, 81-2010.
Plant diseases, 5-701 to 5-722. 5-9925 to
5-9927.
See State Entomologist.
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AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS— Cout 'd.
Purchase from tenant or laborer, misdemeanor, when, 61-9802,

ALCOHOL— Cont 'd.
Ethyl alcohol— Cont'd.
Sale, 58-505.

Bice

Statement by person,
Cultivation

poration

Dams, 5-401

to 5-403, 5-408 to

5-410.

Diversion

of

water,

5-403 to 5-407, 5-411.
Drains, diverting water, 5-401,
5-403, 5-407.

Obstructing water, 5-401,
or

diverting water, 5-403, 5-409.
"Weighing
County regulation, 5-512.
Municipal regulation, 5-512.
Oaths of scalesmen and others,

—

5-501, 5-502.

Penalty for making deduction

Misdemeanor, violation of law, 58-413.
Prescription of physician, 58-412.
Public instruction in nature of alcoholic
drinks, 32-705.
Salo by druggists, 58-113.
Transporting and receiving, 58-202 to
58-208, 58-401 to 58-411.

ALE.
See Intoxicating Liquors.

ALFALFA MEAL AND FEEDS.
See Concentrated Commercial Feeding Stuffs.

ALIAS EXECUTIONS.

Exemptions, 2-5002, 92-201.
Tenant, purchase from, misdemeanor,
when, 61-9902.
Weighing: See Cotton, ante; Rice, ante.

ALIBI.

See Execution.

Evidence to support, 38-122.

ALIENS.
See Citizens.

5-510.

Actions by, 79-305.
Attorneys at law, eligibility, 9-104.

AGRICULTURE.
Bureau of Markets:

See Bureau

of

labor

in

agricultural

pursuits,

54-301.

Department

Definition, 79-302.

Evidence by, 79-305.

Markets.
Child

manufac-

ture, 58-502.

for turn of scales, 5-511.
Tare, 5-510.
Taxation, 5-603, 5-604.

Tare,

firm, or cor-

to

Transportation, 58-505.
Formulas, 58-412.

5-401,

5-403 to 5-409, 5-411.
Penalties for obstructing

desiring

of:

See

Department

of

Agriculture.

Extension work in, 32-944, 32-2205.
Instruction in elements of, 32-705.
See
State Warehouse Commissioner:
State Warehouse Commissioner.

Liens, 79-304.
Militia duty, 79-306.
Mortgages, 79-304.

Naturalization
Congress' power to establish rules,
1-125.

Naturalized

persons

Peddlers, licenses, 84-2003.
Real estate, right to hold,

AIR.
Easements, 85-1201.

as

citizens,

1-815.

etc.,

79-303,

Abandonment of wife, 30-210,
Amount, 30-202 to 30-206.
Attachment for contempt for

30-211.

79-304.

AIRCRAFT AND AIRPORTS.

ALIMONY.

See Aviation.

ALBUMS.
Peddlers, taxation, 92-1603.

failure

to pay, 30-204.

ALCOHOL.

Children, for, 30-207, 30-208.
Cohabitation of husband and

See Intoxicating Liquors.

Druggists dispensing, 58-412.
Ethyl alcohol
Beverage, manufacture as, prohib-

30-217.

Contempt

of

court,

failure

Denatured alcohol defined, 58-508.
Equipment for manufacturing, unauthorized use, 58-503.
Failure to comply with laws relating to manufacture, etc., effect,

to

wife,

pay,

30-204.

Death of husband, wife's

ited, 58-504.

interest in

estate, 30-218.

Decrees, enforcement, 30-208.
Deed of husband to wife, 30-211,
30-212, 30-217.
Definition, 30-201.

Discretion of court, 30-203, 30-205.

107.

Inspection of manufacturing plant,

Effect of grant, 30-216.

Enforcement of order allowing, 30-204,

58-506.

Manufacture

effect,

from

stances, etc., 58-501.

wood

sub-

30-208.

Equity, decree

in, 30-212, 30-213.
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ALIMONY— Cont 'd.

\LTERATION OF INSTRUMENTS.

Exceptions, fast bill, 6-903.
Failure to pay, .'50-204.
Fast bill of exceptions, 6-903.
Fieri facias, enforcement of order al
lowing, 30-204.
Husband transferring property, 30-1] 2.
Judgment, enforcement, 30-208.
Jury, proceedings before, 30-209,

Acquittance, 26-3901.
Assi^riincntH, 20 3901.
Bank bill or note, 20-39091
Hill of exchange, 20 3901.
Bond, 26-8901.
Check, 26-3909.
Contracts: See Contra
Court certificates, etc., 20-3001.
Deed, 20 3901.

30-213.

Draft, 26-3909.

Kinds, 30-201.
Notice of proceedings for, 30-213.
Orders, enforcement, 30-204, 30-208.
Pending divorce proceedings, grant
30-202,

certificate, letter, etc., on
's
leaving servicr-, 20-3901, 20
General Assembly, certificate, etc., authorized by, 26-3901.
Indorsements, 26-3901.
Land warrant, 26-3901.
Negotiable instruments, effect, 14-906,

Employee

.'.

30-206.

—

Permanent
Deed of husband,

30-211, 30-212.

Effect of grant, 30-216.

Equity, proceedings

in,

14-907.
30-212,

Note, 26-3901.

30-213.

Official certificate or draft, 26-3901.

Granted, when, 30-210.
Liability to third persons before

Order for money, 26-3901.
Possession of altered instrument,
26-3911.

grant, 30-215.

Promissory note, 26-3901.
Public documents, 89-9903.

Subsequent cohabitation, 30-217.
alimony
temporary
for,
Suit

Eeceipt, 26-3901.

granted, 30-202.

Wife's interest in husband's

Railway

es-

tate, 30-218.

Writ of

error, 30-214.

Petition for, 30-202, 30-213.

Proceedings to obtain, 30-202, 30-213
effect, 30-217.

Eevision of order allowing, 30-204.
Separation of husband and wife, 30-210
case?

involving, 2-3005.

Temporary
Granted when, 30-202, 30-206.
Merits of cause not in issue, 30-205.
Petition, 30-202.

Transfer of property, 30-112.
Verdict specifying, 30-209.
Voluntary deed by husband, 30-211.

Writ of

.

26-3902,

26-3905, 26-3910, 26-3913, 26-3914.
Warrants, 26-3901.
Will, 26-3901.

ALTERNATIVE AWARD.

30-211, 30-213.

Supreme Court's jurisdiction of

association

Testament, 26-3901.
Uttering altered instrument,

30-214.

Eenewal of cohabitation,

employees

dues, 26-3903, 26-3905.
State treasury, draft, order, or warrant
on, 26-3901.
Tax digest, 26-3922.

error, 30-214.

ALL.
Meaning, 102-103.

ALLEYS.
Municipal tax for improvements,
92-4201.

ALSO.
Meaning, 102-103.

ALTERATION.
Constitution of State, 2-501.

Evidence, explanation, 38-704.
Public roads, 95-201 to 95-204, 95-206
95-208 to 95-217, 95-601, 95-9904.

Seal of Executive Department, 40-106.

Validity, 7-108.

ALTERNATIVE ROAD LAW.
Arrest of defaulters, 95-810.
Authority of commissioners of roads
and revenues or ordinary, 95-S01.

Changing roads, authority, 95-801.
Commutation tax, 95-802 to 95-804,
95-807 to 95-810.

Compensation of officers,
County tax, 92-3701.
Discontinuance

of

95-801.

roads,

authority,

95-801.

Fines, defaulters, 95-S08.

Funds, 95-803, 95-S06.
Guards, appointment, 95-S01.

Laying out roads, authority.
Notice, trial of defaulters.

95-S01.
9-5-S09.

appointment, 95-801.
of grand jury as to
operation or suspension of law,

Overseers,

Recommendation
95-811.

Repair of roads, see Work, post.
Superintendent, appointment, 95-801.
Tax, 92-3701, 95-S02 to 95-804, 95-807
to 95-810.
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ALTERNATIVE ROAD
Work-

LAW— Cont'd.

Minutes,

Chain gangs, 95-804, 95-805, 95-808
Contract. 95-804.
Defaulters, 95-808 to 95-810.

Exemptions. 95-802.
Free hired labor, 95-804.
Machinery, tools, etc., 95-805.
1\ -sons subject to
95-807 to 95-810.

duty,

95-802

orders

on,

nunc pro

tunc,

81-1201.

Misnomers, 81-1206.
Misprisions of ministerial

officers,

81-1205.

Mistakes of ministerial officers, 81-1205.
Names, misnomers, 81-1206.
Negligence of amending party, 81-1207.

New

trial motions,

70-302, 70-309.

Nunc

AMBASSADORS.
Appointment,

AMENDMENT— Cont 'd.

1-209.

Jurisdiction of United States courts
as to cases affecting, 1-302, 1-303.
Receiving, by President of United
States, 1-211.

pro tunc
Orders, records, etc., 81-1201.
Sheriff's returns and entries,
24-2816.

Officers, ministerial, errors of, 81-1205.

Orders

on

minutes,

nunc

pro

tunc,

81-1201.

AMBIGUITIES.

Ordinary, petition or caveat in court

Contracts, parol evidence, 20-704.

of, 24-2108.

Explanation by parol, 38-502.

Parties, see Pleadings, post.

Wills, parol evidence, 113-807.

Pleadings
Administrator, striking or showing

AMENDMENT.

representative character, 81-1308.

Affidavits

Affidavitsr
affidavits, 81-1203.

Counter

by

Delay,

Delay, by defendant amending,

amending

defendant

81-1310.

Foundation

81-1310.

Lien foreclosure, 81-1203.

of judicial proceedings, 81-1203.
Amplification of details, 81-1302.
Answer, verified, 81-402.

Mortgage

Answering amendment,

Generally, 81-1203.
Illegality, 39-1005.
foreclosure, 81-1203.

Attachment, 8-610.

Bank

13-1001

charters,

to

13-1009,

13-1701.
tions.

in

by

or
2-1810.

Bonds

Circumstances, amplification,
81-1302.

See Bills of Excep-

Bill of exceptions:

Bills

81-1312.

Cause of action, new, 81-1303.

General Assembly, proposal
concurrence in by Senate,

Continuance

as affected
81-1408, 81-1409.

Costs,

payment by amending party,

when

required, 81-1207.

Delay by defendant,

in judicial proceedings, 81-1204.

by,

affidavit,

81-1310.

Clerical errors, 81-1205.
Code, 2-1817.

Demurrer after amendment,

Constitution

Details, amplification, 81-1302.

81-1312.

—

State, 2-8601, 2-8602.

United States
Enumeration, 1-801 to 1-837.
Manner of making, 1-501.
Repeal of Eighteenth Amend
ment, 1-835 to 1-837.
Continuance as affected by, 81-1408
81-1409.

payment by

amending party.

when

required, 81-1207.
Court orders, records, etc., 24-104.
Discretion of court, 81-1201, 81-1310.

Enough

to

amend

Effect, 81-1312.

Equity, 81-1301.

Enough

to

amend

by,

81-1301,

81-1302.

Executor,
striking
or
showing
representative character, 81-1308.

Form, 81-1301.

Corporate charters, 2-2503.
Costs,

Discretion of court, new matter by
defendant, 81-1310.

by, 81-1201, 81-1202.

Generally, 81-1301.

Guardian or next friend,

3-115.

Issue of personal property, inclusion, 81-1304.

Jurisdiction, 81-1302, 81-1309.

Entries of sheriff, 24-2815, 24-2816.

Law,

Equitable relief by, 37-903.
Execution: See Execution.

Material amendment, further plead-

Illegality, affidavit of, 39-1005.

Matter, 81-1301.
Misnomers, 81-1206.

Judgments,

to

conform

ing, 81-1312.

to

verdict.

110-311.
Justice, furtherance of, 81-1201.

Ministerial

officers,

81-1301.

errors of, 81-1205.

Names, misnomers, 81-1206.
Negligence of amending party,
81-1207.
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AMENDMENT— Con t 'd.
Pleading*

ANALYSIS.

— Cont'd.

Con con rated eommereial fa

>ffs,

t.

Now

42-204.

Cause of action] 81-1303.
Defense, affidavit, 81-1310.
Parties, 81-1303'.

Omissions, 81-1302.
Opening for further

pleading,

Drugs, 42-105, 4211] to 42
Bee Fertilia
Food, 42-105, 42 1)1 to 42 U.'i.
Fungicides, 5-1500.
I

1

.'J.

Fertilizers j

Iniecticides, 5-1506.

ANCIENT DOCUMENTS.

81-1312.

Parties

New,

addition, 81-1303.
Partners, 81-1305.

Eepresentative character, striking or snowing, 81-1308.
81-1306,

Striking,

Presumptions in favor of, 38 114.
Subscribing witnesses to, 38-706.

ANCIENT LANDMARKS.
Boundaries
Control, 85-1601.

81-1307.

Usee, 81-1307.
Partners, adding, 81-1305.
Personal property, including issue
of, 81-1304.

Plea after amendment, 81-1312.
Eepresentative character, striking
or showing, 81-1308.
Eight, matter of, 81-1301.
Scire facias, 81-1311.

General reputation, 85-1002.

ANCILLARY PROCEEDINGS.
of peace, injunction, 37-1502.

Bills

Discovery in equity, 38-1101.
Equity, to law, 37-103, 37-902, 37-904,
37-907.

Extraordinary remedies to actions at
law, suits

in

equity,

and defenses,

37-904, 37-907.

Interpleader, proceedings in equity,
37-1505.

Striking

Defendant, 81-1306.
Plaintiff, 81-1307.

ANIMALS.
See Live Stock.

Substance, 81-1301.

Burial of carcasses, 88-9923, 88-9924.

Supplemental petitions, amendments in place of, 81-107.
Surprise by, as ground for contin-

Cattle—

Sworn answer, 81-402.
Terms, amending party put upon,
when, 81-1207.
Time, 81-1301.
Usee's name, adding, 81-1307.
Verified answer, 81-402.
Proceedings of courts, 81-1201, 81-1202.
Process, 24-104, 81-1313.
81-1201,

sheriff, 24-2815, 24-2816.

entries

and returns, 24-2815,

24-2816.

26-7901.
practices, 26-7501 to 26-7503.
Instruction in animal life, 32-1701 to

32-1703.
Issue,

Statutes or Code, 2-1817.
Surprise by, as ground for continuance,
81-1409.

Terms, amending party put upon, when,
81-1207.

amendment of pleading

to

in-

clude, 81-1304.

Marks and brands,

alteration, 26-2613.

Quarantine: See Quarantine.
Stealing:
See Larceny.
Taxation, constitutional provisions,
2-5001, 2-6801.

Verdict

Using horses

Conformity to pleadings, 110-110.
Dispersion of jury, after, 110-111.
Partial illegality,

Waiver

26-7901.

Homestead, statutory, 51-1301.

Horse racing, fraudulent entries and

Scire facias, 81-1311.
Sheriff's

26-3402.

Cruelty to, 26-7902 to 26-7904.
Destructive, taxation, 2-5001, 2-6801.
Dogs, taxation, 92-103.
Game: See Game.
Hogs, maliciously maiming or killing,

Horses, maliciously maiming or killing,

81-1202.

Courts, 24-104.

Eeturns of

26-7901.

Skinning without consent of owner,

uance, 81-1409.

Eecords,

Maliciously maiming or killing,

110-112.

of process, entry

nunc pro tunc,

81-1313.

Exclusion of soldiers and
86-9911.

Taxation, 92-601.

Wild, property

mules without owner

's

in,

S5-1703, 85-1704.

ANIMAL SHOWS.
Licenses,

AMUSEMENT PLACES.

or

consent, 26 3401.
Vicious, injuries by, 105-110.

county revenue.

92-3902

to

92-3904, 92-3906 to 92-3912.
sailors,

ANNOUNCEMENT.
Ready

or not ready for trial in criminal

case, 27-1902.
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APPEALS— Cont 'd.

ARNUITUBa
Income taxes, gross income, 92-3107.
Willa charging on laud, 113-S*:l\

City courts
Atlanta, Court of Appeals' jurisdiction to correct errors,
2-3009.

ANNULMENT.
See Cancellation of Instruments.

Supreme

Indenture of service, 66-20S.
Sale, 96-202, 96-206, 96-210.
Trusts, when, 108-114.

Continuance,
Cases on,
Corporations,
Costs
Accrued,

See Pleading.

ANTITOXINE.
88-115.

to

APPEALS.

6-601.

81-1418.
6-108.

payable by appellant,

6-105.

Administrators

Bond

for

Executors and administrators,
proceeding to en-

title,

113-1602.

force,

Agent, authority to enter, 6-104, 6-108.
Alienation of property as affected by,
110-508.
in controversy

registrars,

from decisions

of,

2-606, 2-607.

Court of Appeals: See Court of Appeals
Eules; Supreme Court and Court
of Appeals.

Amount,

6-602.

Frivolous

appeals,

awarded

for,

6-602.

Losing party only subject

81-1007.
in justice's court, traverse,

De novo

to, 6-111.

investigation, 6-501.

Delay, penalty, 6-602.
Dismissal

8-506, 8-G05.

Attorney
Authority to

6-104,

enter,

6-108,

Effect, 6-502.

Insufficiency of security, 24-3301.

9-605.

Bond, authority to sign, 6-107.
Security, taking as, 24-3309.

BondAmendment,

against, 39-106.

Security, taking as, 24-3309.

Signing, 6-107.

Suspension by, 39-115.
Frivolous appeals, 6-602.
Joint contractors, 6-108.

Judgment

Corporations, 6-108.

Damages

Drainage proceedings, 23-2515, 23-2524.
Evidence on, 6-501.
Execution
Principal
and surety, issuance

6-106.

Attorney

against security on,

Confession, from, 110-603.

Damages included

6-602.

Exception

to

security,

superior

court rule, 24-3301.

Execution

against

principal

and

Executors

and

Entering on, 110-305, 110-508.
Executors and administrators,
6-113.

administrators,

6-113.

Insolvent, security becoming,
contractors,

6-108.

Partnership, 6-108.
affidavit
6-109.

Taking, 24-3301.
Pequired before appeal, 6-105.
Security's right and liability,
6-112.

Trustees, 6-113.

Parties bound, 6-111.

Security's liability on, 6-112.
Suspension, 6-502, 110-303.
Trustees, 6-113.

24-3301.

Amendment,

in, 6-602.

Effective when, 110-508.

surety, 39-106.

Pauper

amount,

6-101.

of counsel, time limit,

Attachment

Joint

6-113.

courts, jurisdictional

Damages

courts, 6-101.

Justice courts, 6-101.

Argument

County
County

113-1207.

County

6-113.

Trustees,

Settlement, order for, 113-2202.
Temporary letters, grant of,

Amount

jurisdiction

Condemnation proceedings: See Eminent Domain.

AXSWER.

Piptheria, B8-113

Court's

to review decisions, 2-3005.
Jury, from one to another, 2-3206.

Jury
of
decision
charter,
Corporate
Secretary of State granting or
refusing, 22-205.
Trial at first term, 6-601.

Justice courts, appeal from

Attachment, traverse, 8-506, 8-605.
Certiorari,
6-302.

when not

excluded,

General Index.
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APPEALS— Cont 'd.

APPEALS— Cont'd.

—

Justice courts, appeal from Cont'd.
Damages for frivolous appeals,
6-602.

Defenses reduced to writing, 6-302.
Frivolous appeals, 6-602.

> regisRegistrars' decisions r<
tration of voters, 2 606, 2-607.
Revival of suit in which appeal entered,

3-409.

Superior courts

Jurisdictional amount, 6-101, 6-301,

Jurisdiction, 2-3204, 6-101,
24 2015.

6-304.

Jury, from one to another, 2-.'i2 r.o\
Justice of the peace courts, from,

Jury, appeal to

Compensation of jurors, 6-407.
Consent appeals, 6-401.
Constitutional

2-3502.

Ordinary, from court of, 2-3401.
Rule, exceptions to security,

provision,

2-3502.

Defaulting jurors, 6-406.
Drawn how, 6-403, 6-405.

24-3301.

Justice court jury, 6-401, 6-402.

Suspension of judgment by, 110-303.
Time, 6-102, 6-103.

Number, 6-402.
Oath of jurors,

Withdrawal

Eight

Trial at
6-404.

affidavits, 6-304.

Pleadings, 6-302.
Superior court, jurisdiction, 6-101,
24-2615.

Time, Sundays and holidays, 6-103,

Effect, 6-502.

Tear's support, necessaries furnished
pending, 113-1005.

APPEAL AND ERROR.
See Appeals; Bills of Exceptions;
Supreme Court and Court of Ap-

6-301, 6-302.

peals.

Transmitted how, 6-302.
Ordinary, appeals from

APPEARANCE DOCKET.

Bond-

Calling, 81-1001, 110-401.

Amount,

6-201.

Demurrers and objections to pleadings,
hearing and determination, 81-1001,

Condition, 6-201.

Pauper

affidavit,

6-203.

81-1002.

Required before appeal, 6-204.
Supersedeas, when given, 6-201.
Constitutional provisions, 2-3401.
Costs
Accrued, payable by appellant,
6-204.

Condition

of

bond

to

pay,

Future,

obligation

of

bond,

6-204.

Pauper

affidavit, 6-203.

Entry, 6-204.
Lie when, 6-201, 24-2615.
affidavit, 6-203.

Superior court, jurisdiction, 6-101,

Time, 6-202, 6-205.
Transmitted how, 6-205.

—

Death pending appeal,

3-408, 3-409.

may appeal, 6-108.
Several, one or more may enter,
6-110 to 6-112.
Partners, 6-108.
Joint, one

Pauper affidavit
Amendment,

—

6-109.

Taking, 24-3301.
Pilotage commissioners, from decisions
of, 80-110, 80-206, 80-207.

Processioning proceedings, 85-1609.
Ratification of unauthorized appeal,
6-104.

Record

Docket,

call of, 81-1001, 110-401.

demurrers

Equity causes,

determined

before, 81-1002.
First term as constituting, 81-305,
81-1001, 81-1002.

New

parties,

3-405.

Process
Requiring appearance

at, 81-201.

Served too late, 81-218.
Rent actions, judgment at, 61-114.

APPLES.
See Agricultural Products.

24-2615.

Parties

APPEARANCE TERM.

Late service, next term, 81-218.

6-201.

Pauper

term, 6-601.

Consent necessary, 6-503.

to, 6-401.

Superior court jury, 6-402.

Pauper

first

on, 6-501.

APPOINTMENT.
Public

officers:

See specific heads.

APPORTIONMENT.
Damages, where both parties negligent,
66-402,

94-703,

105-603.

State representatives, 2-1401, 2-1402.
representatives among

United States

States, 1-104, 1-816, 1-819.

Work

on public roads, 95-107, 95-314,

95-416 to 95-419.

APPRAISAL.
Decedents' estates: See Administrators
and Executors.
Estate tax purposes, 92-3403.

Homestead, 51-405, 51-1403.

General Index.
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ARBITRATION— Cont 'd.

APPRAISAL— Cent \i.
Municipal improvements, cost and

ex-

APPRENTICES.
See Master and Servant.
Barbers. 84-410,
Domicile, 79-404, 79-407.

Embalmers, 84-812, 84-813.
PilotsLicensing. 80-104.
of

service,

80-105.

7-107.

Seamen. 98-9908, 98-9909.

Law

governing, 7-102.
Limitation of arbitrators,

APPROPRIATIONS.
Amendment
Annual

of budget

bill,

40-404.

Litigation pending, 7-102, 7-107.
Lot, award by, 7-111.
Mistake of law in award, 7-111.

89-701.
Bills, 2-1S09 to 2-1812, 2-2616.

Book showing,

Number

40-208.

Budget message of Governor,

40-403.

of arbitrators, 7-102.

Order of court in pending

litiga-

tion, 7-107.

Congress, by, 1-132.
Contingency, 40-403.
General Assembly of 1877, 2-8503.
Hearing on bill, 40-405.

High schools,
Payment —

7-105,

7-106.

of public officers,

salaiies

Common law — Cont'd.
Executors
Right to submit matters, 7-103.
Writing necessary, 7-104.
Finality of award, 7-101, 7-108.
Fraud in obtaining award, 7-111.
Guardians
Right to submit matters, 7-103.
Writing necessary, 7-104.
Judgment entered on award, 7-103,

pense. 69-410 to 69-412.

Term

.1

Parol submission and award, 7-103.
Partial invalidity of award, 7-105,
7-109.

Pendente

2-7101.

lite

reference,

7-102,

7-107.

Pending

Certain bonds, 2-5901, 2-8805.
State Treasurer, by, 40-1101.
Religious sects, to, 2-114.
Salaries of public officers, 89-701.
Statement, publication, 2-1811.

to,

of performance

of

award, 7-108.

Power

of arbitrators, 7-105, 7-106.

Reasonableness of award, 7-108.
Rights, 7-101, 7-103.
Scope of award, 7-105, 7-106.
Setting aside award, 7-111.

Supplementary bill, 40-406.
Taxation to meet, 92-111.
University of Georgia,

suit, 7-102.

Possibility

2-7101.

Submission

APPROVAL.

General, effect, 7-105, 7-106.

Limitation of arbitrators by,

Bills-

7-105, 7-106.

Governor, 2-2616.
President, 1-123.
Resolutions, by President
States,

of

United

Parol, 7-104.
Suit pending, 7-102, 7-107.

Writing, 7-104.

1-124.

Suit pending, 7-102, 7-107.
Trustees

AQUEDUCTS.
Mining purposes, 83-204

to 83-208.

ARBITRATION.
Administrators,

power

to

submit

to.

7-103, 113-1513.

Common law
Administrators
Right to submit matters, 7-103.
Writing necessary, 7-104.

Agreement

to arbitrate, 7-101.

Right to submit matters, 7-103.
Writing necessary, 7-104.
Umpire, award by, 7-108, 7-110.
Unfair advantage in obtaining
award, 7-111.
Writing necessary, when, 7-103.
Fraud, setting aside award for, 37-709.
Guardian, authority, 49-219.
Statutory

Alternative award, 7-108.

Absence of arbitrator,

Authority of arbitrators, 7-105,

Accident,

Adjournments,

7-106.

Binding

effect,

Agreement

7-101.

Certainty of award, 7-108.

Chance award,
Conclusiveness,

Agreement
Attendance

7-108.

Conformity of award to submission

7-107.

Excessive award, 7-105.

7-208, 7-209.

two

arbitrators,

to arbitrate, 7-201.

Arbitrators, 7-206.

Witnesses, 7-211.

7-105, 7-100.

Consent of parties pendente

by

7-216.

7-111.
7-101,

7-206.

effect, 7-219.

litr

Authority of arbitrators, 7-211.
Binding effect, 7-217, 7-220, 7-224.
Books, production of, 7-212.
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ARBITRATION

ARBITRATION"— Cont 'd.

—

Statutory Oont M.
Choosing arbitrators, 7-202, 7-203,
7-206.

Notice
Place of

of

|

Production

7-210.

production

Compelling

books

of

Arbitrators, 7-202.
Award by two, 7-210.

7-223.

7-217,

Oaths-

7-220, 7-224.

Arbitrators, 7-207.
Witnesses, 7-215.

7-209,

7-208,

7-205,

7-219.

Copies of award, furnishing parties, 7-217.

Costs, 7-222, 7-223.

Delivery to arbitrators, 7-201,
7-203.

Disqualification

booki and pa-

of

pers, 7 212.

Number

and papers, 7-23 2.
Compensation of arbitrators,
Conclusiveness of award,
Continuances,

arbit-.v

tOTi, 7 204.

Commission, testimony taken by,

arbitrator,

of

Objection to award, 7-210.
Papers, production of, 7-212.

Pendente lite, 7-224.
Pending suit, 7-224.
Place of meeting of arbitrators,
7-204.

Postponements, 7-205, 7-208,

7-206.

Evidence —

Powers of

of, 7-205.

7-210.

Interrogatories,

arbitrators, 7-206, 7-211,

7-212.

Books, production, 7-212.
Commission, 7-210.
Notice to produce, 7-212.
Papers, production, 7-212.
Production of books and

Return of award

to superior court,

7-217, 7-218.

Revocation of submission, 7-201.
Setting aside award, 7-219, 7-220.
Signing submission, 7-201.
Statement of matters in controversy, 7-201.

papers, 7-212.

admission,

governing

Rules

7-2

7-219.

Absence

7-214.

—

Submission
Delivery to arbitrator, 7-201,
»

7-203.

Witnesses, see Witnesses, post.
Execution, issuance, 7-224.

Irrevocable, 7-201.
Signing, 7-201.
Suit pending, 7-224.

Fees
Arbitrators, 7-223.
Clerk, for entering award,
7-221.

Writing, 7-201.
Suit pending, 7-224.
Superior court

Finality of award, 7-217.

Fraud

Cont'd.
Cont'd.

Statutory-

Compensation of arbitrators,
trial by jury, 7-223.

in obtaining award, 7-219.

Interrogatories, 7-210.

Continuance,

Irrevocable submission, 7-201.

Judgment,

Judgment

Minutes, entry of award on,

—

Compensation

of

7-217, 7-218.

arbitrators,

Return

7-223.

award
Enforcement as,
Entry of, 7-201,

7-217,

7-223.

7-217, 7-224.

Fraud, accident or mistake in
award, 7-219, 7-220.
Majority of arbitrators, award by,
7-216.

Meeting of arbitrators, 7-204.
Minutes of court, entry of award
on, 7-217, 7-218.
7-219.

of meeting of arbitrators,

7-204.
Trial, see

Two

Jury

trial, ante.

arbitrators,

award

by.

7-216.

Verdict of jury on award, 7-220.
Witnesses
Compelling attendance, 7-211.
Compensation, 7-211.

—

Competency, 7-213.
Examination, 7-214.

Husband

of party, 7-213.
Interrogatories, 7-210.
List furnished arbitrators,
7-205.

of arbitrators, 7-201,

Nonattendance of arbitrator,

Verdict, 7-220.

Time

7-224.

7-223.

Naming

to,

Trial of issues in, 7-219, 7-220,

as, 7-217.

Execution on, 7-224.
Jury trial
Compensation of arbitrators,

Mistake in award,

award

of

7-218.

Conclusiveness, 7-217, 7-220.
Effect of

7-219.

7-217, 7-224.

7-206.

Oaths. 7-215.
Parties to submission, 7-213.
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ARBITRATION—Con! 'd.

—

ARMISTICE DAY.

Statutory Cout 'd.
Witnesses Cont'd.
Bales governing examination,

—

ARMY AND NAVY.

Bnbpoenas, 7-211.
of party, 7-213.

See Public Defense.

Writing necessary, 7-201.

Tax returns, correction
Tax Returns.

of,

See

etc.:

Tort, defense to, 105-1804.

ARBOR AND BIRD DAY.
Observance in public schools, 32-1503.

ARCHITECTS.

er in chief, 1-208.

See State Board for Examination and
Registration of Architects.

Age, 84-303.

ARRAIGNMENT.
Abatement, plea

defined, 84-301.

»

copy

Practicing architects, 84-316.
Record, 84-314.

Renewal, 84-318.
Revocation, 84-319, 84-320.
Character, 84-303.
Citizenship, 84-303.

Employees of registered architects,
84-321.

84-303.

tion,

84-314.

27-1407.

Practitioners from other States,
84-317.

Penalty for violation of law, 84-9903.
Plans for own buildings, making,
84-321.

Practice of architecture defined, 84-301.

Practicing architects exempt from ex-

amination, 84-316.
Qualifications, 84-303.

Record, 84-314.
Taxation, 92-1909.
architect,' ' nse of, 84-315.

ARCHIVES, DEPARTMENT OF.
Archives

of

and

Reading

to accused, 27-1404.
Insanity, plea of, 27-1502.
Jurisdiction, plea to, 27-1502.
List of witnesses, furnishing accused
with, 27-1403.
Minutes, entry on, of arraignment and
plea, 27-1404 to 27-1406.
Misnomer, plea of, 27-1505.
"Not guilty," plea of, 27-1001, 27-1404,
27-1405, 27-1501.
Plea to indictment, 27-1404, 27-1405,
27-1501 to 27-1505.

Presentments sufficient for, 27-703.
Recording arraignment and plea,
27-1404 to 27-1406.

Sentence upon plea of guilty, 27-1404.

History.

Special pleas to indictment, 27-1501.

ARGUMENT OF COUNSEL.

Standing mute, 27-1405.
Witnesses, furnishing accused with

See Attorneys at Law.

list

of, 27-1403.

A^KS.
Search by

of—

Withdrawal, effect, 27-1404.
Indictment
Entry of arraignment and plea on,

Practicing architects, 84-316.

Department

of, 27-1404.

"Guilty", plea

Proceedings, 27-1404.

Fees, 84-101, 84-312, 84-313.
Filing of examination papers,

<(

with

accused

27-1403.

Bar, plea in, 27-1501.
Bar-dock, placing prisoner in, 27-1402.
Clerk, duty to record arraignment and
plea, 27-1404 to 27-1406.
Copy of accusation, furnishing accused
with, 27-1403.
Corporation defendant, 27-1001.
Demurrer to indictment, 27-1501.
Fetters on prisoners, 27-1401.

Form

Examination of applicants for registra-

of,

in, 27-1501.

furnishing

Accusation,

Certificate of qualifications to practice,
84-302.

See

power of Congress, 1-125.
Governor, commander in chief, 21-2611.
Magazines, exclusive jurisdiction of
Congress, 1-125.
President of United States, commandForts,

See Arbitration.

Title of

Arsenals, power of Congress, 1-125.
Congress, power of, 1-125.
Electors, United States soldiers as,
2-604.

ARBITRATORS.

" Building'

ARMORIES.
Injuring maliciously, 26-8115.

7-214.

Wife

Public holiday, 14-1808.

civil officers, 27-424.

Abuse of persons under,

ARMS.
Injuring maliciously, 26-8115.
1-802,

2-109.

Affidavit for warrant, contents, 27-103,
27-104.

See Firearms; Weapons.

Keeping and bearing,

ARREST.

Attachment, resisting, as ground
2-122.

Militia, statutory homestead, 51-1301.

8-101.

Bail: See Bail.

for,

Gknkral
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AREEST— Cont'd.

ARREST— Cont'd.
Bench warrant,

sco Warrant, post.
Breaking open doors, 27-205.
Child, as affected by juvenile court law,
24-2414.

Conductors, authority, 27-213 to 27-215.
Congress, privilege of members of,

Steamboat captains, authority, 27-217,
27-218.

Street-caz employees, authority, 27-214,
27-215.
Vagrant*, 26 7001.
Votere, privilege of, 2 801, 27-202.

Warrant

1-120.

Costs, return of

warrant as prerequisite

to collection, 27-9902.

County where

officer

may make,

27-209.

Cruelty to animals, 27-109.

Affidavit, 27-10'i, 27-104.

Backing, 27-108.
Bencl] warrants
Bail nnder, 27-801.
Definition, 27-801.

Definition, 27-201.

Diligence of officer in disposition of

Execution, 27-801.

prisoner, 27-210.
Doors, breaking, 27-205.

Habeas corpus

Electors, privilege of, 2-801, 27-202.

SheriffFee for

Exemption from, 27-202 to 27-204.
Congress, members of, 1-120.
of,

2-1803, 27-203.

Making

arrest beyond jurisdiction,
collection, 27-9902.
27-209.

Fugitives from justice, 44-301 to 44-305.
General Assembly, privilege of members of, 2-1803, 27-203.
Habeas corpus proceedings, party detained, 50-109. See Habeas Corpus.
failing
to
Interrogatories,
witness
answer, 38-2110.
Judge, selection to try cause, 27-208.
Legislators, exemptions, 2-1803, 27-203.
Malicious, 105-1001 to 105-1004.
Militiamen, exemption of, 27-204.
Neglect to make, liability of officer,
24-202.

Passengers, ejection and arrest for dis
orderly conduct, etc., 27-213, 27-215..
27-218.

Possessory warrant, defendant

in,

may make,

27-211.

Privilege of
Congress, members of, 1-120.
Electors, 2-801, 27-202.
Legislators, 2-1803, 27-203.
Militiamen, 27-204.
Posse, summoning, 27-206.
failure

train

conductors,

1-804,

Contents, 27-103.
Coroner, issuance by, 21-208.
Costs, collection before return of
warrant, 27-9902.
County of issuance and execution,
27-108, 27-209.

Courts of inquiry: See Courts of
Inquiry.
Cruelty to animals, issuance,
27-109.

Death sentence not executed, issuance by superior court judge,
27-2521.

Dismissal, officer advising, 27-9901.

Execution in any county, 27-108.
Form, 27-105.
Imprisonment under, as false im-

ment, misdemeanor, 27-9001.
officer

advising,

27-9901.
Special, 27-106.
pa-

authority,

Without—
Duty of

person arresting,

27-°l°
as

ground for attachment,

95-422.

made

by,

duty,

Freedom from,

38-1506.

Worship, police at place

24-2813.

State capitol
by, 91-107.

27-207, 27-211.

38-2110.

Seamen, 98-9903.
predecessor,

When,

Witnesses
Court of inquiry, 27-404.
Failing to answer interrogatories,

8-101.

Kewards for, 27-101.
Koad work defaulters,
Sheriff's

provisions,

2-116.

Settlement,

deliver

to

of Inquiry.
Constitutional

Officer advising dismissal or settle-

27-213.

Resisting,

requirement,

prosecute,

Justices of the peace, 24-1501.

pers to successor, 89-605.

Railroad

to

prisonment, 105-902.
Issued by whom, 27-102.

82-102.

officers,

Bond

Commitment hearings: See Courts

Witnesses, 38-1506.

Public

etc.,

27-107.

Expenses

—

executing,

Keeping docket, 24-3352.

General Assembly, members

Private person

discharge,

24-2823.

Electors, 2-801, 27-202.

Payment,

for

50-116.

watchmen and

janitors,

of, 27-216.

ARREST OF JUDGMENT.
See Judgments.
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ARSENALS.

ASIATIC INDIANS.
Persons of color, 79-103.

Congress, jurisdiction over, 1-125.
Injuring maliciously, 20-S115.

ASSAULT.

ARSON AND OTHER BURNINGS.

Assault with intent to
Injure clothes, 26-1407.

Assault with intent to burn clothes,

Murder, 26-1101, 26-1403.

80-1407.

Attempt

burn property, 26-2211.

to

Stabbing, 26-1701.
Rape, 26-1404.

Burning: defined, 26-2202.

Recommendation to mercy,

Daytime, punishment, 20-2205.
Definition, 26-2201, 26-2202.
Dwelling houses, 26-2208, 26-2211.
Buildings not parcel of, 26-2209,

27-2501.

Rob, 26-1405, 26-1406.
Conviction prohibited where crime
perpetrated, 27-2508.
Definition, 26-1401.

26-2211.

Fences, crops, etc.. burning maliciously,
26-7701 to 26-7703.
Firing woods, 26-3601, 26-3602, 26-7704.
Fraud, burning with intent to defraud,

Justification,

Public

Convicts, unauthorized punishment of,
26-1411.

26-2210, 26-2211.

Intruder burning or attempting to
burn house or outhouse, 26-2207.
Landlord, burning house of, by tenant,

amount of recovery as determining liability, 24-3405.

Costs,

Damages, amount, as affecting

26-2207.

deeds,

etc.,

by burning,

Justification,

Nighttime, punishment, 26-2205.
Occupant of house burning or attempting to burn, 26-2207.
Owner, burning house of, by tenant of,

Whipping wife,

26-1410.

Automobile, taxation, 92-1505, 92-1506.

ASSEMBLY.
See General Assembly.
Constitutional guaranty of right

Railroad bridges

Burning or

attempting

to

burn,

Unlawful, 26-5301.

Recommendation by jury, 27-2501.
Recommendation by jury to mercy,

ASSENT.
,

26-2206, 27-2501.
-

arrest

Executor, to legacy or devise, 113-801
to 113-803, 113-821.

of incendiaries

of

ginhouse, 27-101.
definition, 26-2202.

ASSES.
Landlord's lien for furnishing, 61-201,

Tenant burning or attempting to burn

61-202.

house or outhouse, 26-2207
Threatening to burn property of an-

ASSESSMENT.

other, 26-1802, 26-1803.

Vessels, 26-8102, 26-8103.

ARTFUL PRACTICES.
See Cheats and Swindlers.

ARTICLES.
Marriage: See Marriage Contracts and
Settlements.

ARTIFICE.
Arrest, dismissal of warrant for, procured by, 27-9901.

AS SOON AS POSSIBLE.
Meaning, 102-103.

of,

1-801, 2-124.

26-2204.

fire,

as,

Punishment, 26-1048, 26-1410, 26-1411.

to 26-2211.

Setting

opprobrious words

26-1409.

ASSEMBLING PLANTS.

26-2207.

Possession of outhouse, person in, burning or attempting to burn, 26-2207.
Punishment, 26-2204 to 26-2206, 26-2208

for

liability

for costs, 24-3405.
Definition, 26-1408, 26-1410, 26-1411.

26-2615.

Reward

office,

ASSAULT AND BATTERY.

burning goods to defraud,

of

under color of

officer,

Punishment, 26-1402.

diaries, 27-101.

Larceny

as,

89-9906.

26-2208 to 26-2211.
Ginhouse, reward for arrest of incenInsurer,

opprobrious words

26-1409.

Damages, condemnation proceedings:
See Eminent Domain.

ASSESSMENTS FOR IMPROVEMENTS.
Execution, release by transferee,
39-602.

Municipal corporations, 69-404, 69-410
to 69-416, 69-420 to 69-432.

ASSESSMENT LIFE INSURANCE COMPANIES.

.

See also Insurance Companies; Life
Insurance Companies; Life Insurance Contracts.
Advertisements, marking, 56-1502.

Gknkral
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ASSESSMENT LIFE INSURANCE COMPANIES— Cont 'd.

ASSIGNMENTS
Judgments

Agents

Attorney, 110002.
Consideration, 110 901.
Eftoppel to deny, 10 002.

Licenses, 56-516.
Service of process on, 56-002.
Tax on, 92-2502, 92-2504.
Bonds, deposit with .State Treasurer,

1

Good

Charter, deposit of certified copy with
Commissioner, 56-1501.

—

Bonds with State Treasurer,
56-322.

charter, etc., with Commissioner, 56-1501.
Fees of Commissioner, 56-233, 56-506.

Copy of

—

Foreign companies
Agents, taxation, 92-2502, 92-2504.
Deposits, 56-322.
Statement, 56-1501.
Fraternal societies excepted,

faith,

1

10 ooi.

Property covered by, discharge of
lien, when, HO oil.

56-322.

Deposit

Cont'd.

Ratification, 110 002.
Eight to, 110-001.

Scire facias to renew, 110-1009.
Landlord's lions, 01-201, 01-200, 01-207.
Eight of action, 85-1805.
Taxes, avoidance of payment of,
92-5710, 92-5711.

Trust company shares, 109-105.
Wages, transfer to defeat garnishment,
46-209 to 46-211.

Workmen's compensation,

claims under,

114-302.
56-235,

ASSIGNMENTS FOR BENEFIT

56-920.

56-9911.

See Debtor and Creditor.

General law, application, 56-403.
Industrial societies, license fee or tax,

ASSIGNMENT OF ERROR.
Appellate courts:

56-235.

Medical examination of applicants,
56-1407.
Policies, form, 56-1407, 56-1502.
Premiums, rates, 56-1407.

Publication, of revocation of authority,
56-1502.
Relicense to transact general business,

ASSOCIATIONS.
See Building and Loan Associations.
Advertisements, labels, and trade-

marks
Adoption, proof of, 106-102.
Counterfeiting or imitating,

licenses of agents, 56-516.

106-101,

Report of business, 56-403.

106-103,

106-104,

106-9901, 106-9902.

Eeserve, 56-918, 56-919.
Eevocation of authority to do business,

Recording, 106-102.
Cooperative marketing:

56-322, 56-1502.

tive

Secret societies, license fee or tax,
56-235.

See Coopera-

Marketing Associations.
issuance and sale

Securities,

of:

See

Securities.

Statement, deposit with Commissioner,

ASSUMED NAMES.

56-403, 56-1501.

Valuation of

See Bills of Excep-

tions.

56-917 to 56-920.

Eenewal of

OF

CREDITORS.

Fraudulently procuring insurance,

policies, 56-918, 56-919.

Negotiable instruments, use in connec-

ASSETS.

tion with, 14-218.

Administration in equity:

See Equity.

Use

in business, 106-301 to 106-304,

106-9906.

ASSIGNMENTS.
Assignee of deceased person, competency of opposite party to testify

ASSUMPSIT.
Implied, limitation of actions, 3-706.

against, 38-1603.

Banks: See Banks and Banking.

ASYLUMS.

Bill of lading, stoppage in transitu as
against assignee, 96-402.

Grand jury charge on private insane

Bonds for

Grand jury

execution, 29-114.
Certificates of interest in trusts for
improvement of land, 108-602.
Choses in action, 85-1803 to 85-1805.
Death of assignor as affecting testi-

mony

title, etc.,

against

assignee,

38-1603.

Dower: See Dower.

asylums, 59-601.
visitation and inspection,
59-401 to 59-406, 59-9901, 59-9902.

ASYLUM FOR THE INSANE.
See Milledgeville State Hospital.

AT.
Meaning, 102-103.

Forging, counterfeiting, or altering,
26-3901.

Fund, 85-1804.

ATHLETIC CLUBS.
Taxation, 92-607.

-*
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ATLANTA,

ATTACHMENT— Cont 'd.

Capital of State. 2-8508, 2-8801, 8-8901.
City court, review of decisions, 2-3005,

Attorney
Affidavit by, 8-109 to 8-111, 8-113,

8-3009.

8-115, 8-303, 8-404, 8-801.

Municipal court, 2-3501.

Bond

ATTACHMENT.
Absconding as ground,

Claim affidavits and bonds by,

8-101.

Administrator
Defendant, making party, 8-609.

Judgment

against, stayed, S-105.
Lies against, when, 8-105.

Making

party, 8-60S, 8-609.

making party,

Plaintiff,

Agent making,

Attorney

S-610.

at

law making,

8-110,* 8-111,

8-113,

8-109,

8-115, 8-303,

8-404, 8-S01.

Claims, 8-801.
Contents, 8-109, 8-303.
Copy for different county, 8-210.
Defendant, insufficiency of bond,
S-113.

8-109, 8-110, 8-111,

8-113, 8-115, 8-303, 8-404, 8-801.

Eeplevy bond,

foreign

Eequest for certified copies, 8-210.
Sufficiency of bond, affidavit, 8-113.
Surety on bond, 8-112.

Bank

stock, against, 8-206 to 8-209.
Benefit societies, exemption from,
46-213.

BondAdditional,

when

Agent signing, 8-111,
Amendment, 8-610.
Amount, 8-111, 8-113,

Claims, 8-801.
Conditions,
8-111,

8-303.

of, 8-605, 8-606.

Affidavit by, 8-109 to 8-111, 8-113,
8-115, 8-303, 8-404, 8-801.

by, 8-110, 8-111, 8-303, 8-803.

Claim affidavits and bonds by,
8-801, 8-803.

of property
plevy, 8-803.

debtors,

to,

on

re-

attachments,

8-404.

see

Garnishment,

post.

defendant by* 8-602.
Purchase-money
attachments,
to

8-303.

Eeplevy bond, foreign corporation,
8-702.

Bequest for certified copies, 8-210.
Sufficiency of bond, affidavit,
8-113.

signing,

8-111,

8-303, 8-702.

Copy
Duty

8-303,

8-701,

for different county, 8-210.
of officer, 8-111, 8-303, 8-304,

8-701.

Effect on judgment, 8-901, 8-903.

Form, 8-119.
Fraudulent debtors'

attachment,

Hearing on

8-610.

as affecting jurisdiction, 8-117.

Appeal, traverse in justice's court,
8-506, 8-605.

Arrest, resisting, as ground, 8-101.

sufficiency, 8-113.

Increase, 8-111, 8-113, 8-304.
Insufficient, dismissal of levy,
8-113.

Joint creditor signing, 8-110.
Necessity, 8-111.

New, when

required, 8-113.

Partner signing, 8-110.
Process in action on, 3-304.
Purchase-money attachment, 8-303,
8-304.

Eeplevy, 8-701, 8-702, 8-803.
Sufficiency,

Aid funds, exemption from, 46-213.
Alimony, nonpayment, 30-204.

Amount

8-303, 8-304,

8-401.

Delivery

Amendment,

8-303, 8-702.

8-702.

Agent

Notice

8-113,

8-701.

Partner making, 8-110.
Purchase-money attachment,
Sunday, issuance on, 8-115.

Garnishment,

required,

by defendant contesting

Attorney at law

Fraudulent

corpora-

tion, 8-702.

Necessity, 8-109, 8-303, 8-402.
Officer before whom made, 8-109.

Bond

Garnishment,

see

sufficiency, 8-113.

8-405.

Traverse

re-

post.

Affidavit

Joint creditor making, 8-110.

Made by whom,

Garnishment,

on

to,

8-304.

Form, 8-119.
Fraudulent debtor attachment,
8-401,

of property
plevy, 8-803.

8-303.
8-109, 8-110, 8-111,

8-115, S-303, 8-404, 8-801.

Amendment,

8-801, 8-803.

Delivery

Notice to defendant by, 8-602.
Purchase-money attachments,

8-608.

Affidavit8-113,

by, 8-110, 8-111, 8-303, 8-801,

8-803.

how

contested, 8-113.

Surety, who cannot be, 8-112.
Canal company stock, levy and

sale,

8-207.

Certificate

of

purchase

of

corporate

stock, 8-207, 8-209.

Charity and relief funds,
from, 46-213.

exemption

General Index.
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Claims

County court

Amount

Affidavit, 8-801.

Agent

Bond, sufficiency contented

Affidavit by, 8-801.

Bond-

Directed to

Return, 8-503.
Traver.se of answer,

Claim, 8-801.
Replevy, 8-803.
Delivery to, on replevy, 8-803.
8-801.

Deterioration of property replev-

filing,

trial,

8-505.

Judge

issuing, 8-109, 8-114.

Returnable to, when, 8-117.
Court to which returnable, 8-117.
Death of party before final judgment,
8-607 to 8-609.

ied, 8-805.

Hire of property replevied, 8-805.

Pauper affidavit, 8-801.
Recovery on replevy bond,

Declaration

Amendment,
Time of

8-805.

Trial of, 8-802.

8-118.

Concealment of
Property as ground,

Effect

Self as ground, 8-101.
Consideration, want of, as ground for
setting aside judgment, 8-902.
Constables
Direction to, 8-116.
Sale of corporate stock, 8-207.
Service of notice by, 8-602.
Contempt of court
Corporate stock, refusal of information, 8-207.
Garnishee residing out of county,
8-504.

Nonpayment of alimony,

30-204.

Continuance, 8-505, 8-506, 8-605.
Contract cases, 8-102.
Corporate stock, against, 8-206 to 8-209.
Corporation
Foreign, against, 8-108, 8-702.

8-601.

,

of

making,

on

judgment,

8-901.

Fraudulent debtors, 8-403, 8-404,
Set-off not due, 8-604.
Time of making, 8-603.
Traverse of affidavit, 8-605, 8-606.
Delay by traverse after personal service,

8-401.

filing,

Defenses

of interposing, 8-806.

Clerk of superior court, duty to keep
docket, 24-2714.
Compliance in substance sufficient,

8-610.

Notice to defendant, 8-602.

8-804,

Replevy, 8-803, 8-804 to 8-806.
Return, 8-801.

8-606.

property,
purchaseDescription
of
money attachment, 8-303.
Dismissal
Costs 8-605.
Declaration, 8-602.
Levy, insufficiency of bond, 8-113.
Notice to defendant, effect, 8-602.
Traverse of affidavit, 8-605.
Docket, land, entry of levy, 8-202,
8-906.

Due,

issuance

before

debt

is,

8-103,

8-107, 8-604.

Duty of levying officer, 8-20L
Election of remedies, 3-605.
Errors, amendment, 8-610.
Evidence

Interrogatories, 8-611.
Sufficiency of bond, 8-113.

Exceptions, fast

bill,

fraudulent debt-

ors' attachment, 8-406.

Service, 22-1101.

Stock, shares of, 8-206 to 8-209.
Costs
for, 8-111, 8-701.

Claims, 8-804.

Dismissal on traverse of affidavit,

Execution
Application of money, 8-904.
Corporate stock sold under, S-203.
Docket entry of levy on land,
8-203, 8-906.

Issuance and levy, S-903.

8-605.

Replevy bond, condition to pay,
8-701.

Levy

first

on property attached,

8-903.

County
Different, levy or garnishment in,
8-210, 8-503.
8-105.

of

S 001.

Affidavit by, 8-801.

Removal from,

time

Declaration^,

Bond-

Bond

8-116.

sheriffs,

Garnishment

Attorney

Time

in,

8-113.

Claim, 8-801.
Replevy, 8-803.
Delivery to, on replevy, 8 803.

Bond,

affecting jurisdiction,

as

8-117.

as

ground, 8-101,

Property issued against, S-903.
Purchase money of land, 8-301.
Satisfaction where suit pending,
8-104.

Stay until debt due, 8-103,

8-604.

General Index.
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ATTACHMENT— Cont 'd.

ATTACHMENT— Cant 'd.
Executor
Defendant, making party, 8-609.

Judgment against, staved, S-105.
Lies against, when. S-105.

Making
Plaintiff,

Fast

party. 8-608, S-609.
making party, 8-608.

fraudulent

exceptions,

of

bill

debtors, attachment, S-406.
Final record, duty of clerks, 24-2715.
Foreign corporation
Against. 8-108.

Replevy by, 8-702.
Forms. B-119.
Fraternal benefit societies, exemption
from, 46-213.

Fraud as ground for setting aside judg-

Cont'd.
Situs of debt due by nonresident
garnishee, 8-502.
Summons, issuance, 8-501, 8-503.
Term for answer, 8-506.

Traverse of answer, 8-505, 8-508.
Grounds, 8-101, 8-105, 8-108, 8-302,
8-401.

Guardian, compelling delivery of property, 49-307.

Hearing, see Trial, post.
Indorser against principal, 8-107.
Interrogatories,

ante.
Officers authorized, 8-109, 8-114.

Against, S-401 to 8-406.

Fast bill of exceptions, 6-903.
Fraudulently causing levy, punishment, 39-9901.
Garnishment in
Agent, issuance at request of,

Purchase money,
Sunday, 8-115.

8-110.

Judgment
Administrator, against, 8-105.
Application of money, 8-904.

8-503.

Admission of property or

ef-

8-504.

Contempt by garnishee,

Binding effect
Bond, giving,

8-504.

effect

on, 8-504.

Purchase-money attachment,
8-303.

Traverse, 8-505.
Attorney, issuance at request of,

creditor, 8-902.

Garnishee

Answer

8-501, 8-503.

in default, 8-506.

Residing

court, 8-504.

Continuance

in

another

Notice to defendant,

Dissolution, 8-507, 8-702.

Satisfaction

Duty of court to issue, 8-501, 8-503.
Foreign corporation, discharge of,
by agent
of,

Judgment —

8-701, 8-702.

service

where

suit

pending,

by judgment

creditor,

8-104.

Set

aside

when,

8-902.

by defendant,

of,

8-205,

8-604.
8-103, 8-105,

8-107, 8-604.

Traverse of plaintiff's affidavit as
affecting, 8-605,
8-304,

Jurisdiction

as

8-606.

affected

by

amount,

8-117.

Nonresident garnishee, situs of
debt dne by, 8-502.
Purchase-money attachment, 8-303.
Residence of garnishee, 8-503.
Return of officer, different county,

Jury

trial, traverse
Affidavit of plaintiff, 8-606.

Garnishment answer,

8-505.

Justice's court, 24-601.

Amount

as

affecting

jurisdiction,

8-117.

8-503.
to,

Purchase money of land, 8-301.
Replevy bond, condition' to pay,

Stay until debt due,

8-501.

Right

Priorities, 8-904, 8-905.

Set-off

8-501, 8-503.

effect, 8-602.

Principal and surety, 8-107.

or attorney, 8-702.

Against garnishee, 8-504.
Answer, on, 8-506.

Levy by

county,

8-504.

Default, 8-506.
Traverse, 8-505.
Copies where garnishee resides out
of county, 8-503.
County, garnishee residing out of,
procedure, 8-503.

Issuance

8-901,

on,

Consideration, want of, setting
aside by judgment creditor, 8-902.
Creditor, by, setting aside, 8-902.
Executor, against, 8-105.
Fraud, setting aside by judgment

Contents, 46-301.

Contempt of

of, 8-901, 8-903.

8-903.

Default by garnishee, 8-506.

Judgment

8-303.

Joint contractors, against, 8-106.
Joint creditor, affidavit and bond by,

Answer
fects,

8-611.

Issuance
Fraudulent debtors, 8-403.
Garnishment,
Garnishment,
see

ment, 8-902.
Fraudulent debtor

8-501,

—

Garnishment in

before judgment, 46-101.

Service, 8-501, 8-503.

Appeal
8-605.

from

trial

of

traverse,

Gknkral
li'iM.i'i. y.i.v:. a

Bond,

— Cont'd.

sufficiency

•

.-
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ATTACHMENT— Cont 'd.
Justice's court

j' i.

T

Money
contested

in,

8-113.

Demands

as

Raised,

payment

Directed to constables, 8-110.

ered

to

8-107, 8 904.

Garnishment

Nbnresidenee

Return, 8-503.
Traverse of answer, trial and

Corporation, foreign, 8-108

Garnishment,

1

-

Garnishment,

tee

ante.

appeal, 8-508.
Justice issuing, 8-109, 8-114.

Returnable to, when, 8-117.
Traverse of affidavit, trial, 8-605.

Land

DocketEntry of levy on, 8-203.
Lien by entry of levy

Ground, 8-101, 8-108.
Return as affected by, 8 117.
Notaries public, issnanee by, 7 -109.
Notice
Corporate stock levied on, 6 J

Defendant
Effect,

on,

8-C02,

8-606,

8 901,

8-903.

8-906.

Superior court clerk, duty to
keep, 24-2714.
Lien created on, by levy, when,

Pendency of proceeding,
Belay by traverse after, 8-6

8-602.
'>.

Hearing, fraudulent debtors, 8-403,
8-405.

8-906.

Purchnse-money attachment,

8-301,

Land

levied on, notice on docket,

8-203.

24-2714.

Levy
Amendment,

who may

Officers

issue,

8-109,

8-114,

8-403.

8-610.

Parties, death, 8-607 to 8-609.
Partner, affidavit and bond by, 8-110.
Partnership, against, 8-106.

Claims, 8-801 to 8-806.

Corporate stock, 8-206.
County, different, 8-210.
Dismissal for insufficient

bond,

Pendente

lite,

Perishable

8-113.

8-104.

property,

39-1203

sale,

to

39-1205.

Docket, entry on, 8-203.

Duty

of officer, 8-201, 8-202, 8-501.
Garnishment,
see
ante.

Garnishment,

Petition for, against fraudulent debtor,
8-401.

Plank-road company stock, levy and
8-207.

sale,

Joint contractors, 8-106.

Pleading, 8-601 to 8-610.

Land
Docket entry, 8-203, 8-906.
Purchase-money attachment,
8-301.

8-203.

Partnership, 8-106.

Instance of surety,

8-304.

at, 8-107.

8-904, 8-905, 8-906.

Property

Bound by judgment,

8-901,

8-903,

8-906.

Concealment as ground, 8-401.
Levied on, 8-106, 8-114, 8-201,
8-204,

Personal property, purchase money,

8-206,

8-210,

Removal from State

8-301,

8-304.

as ground,

8-101.

Priorities as affected

by time

of,

8-905.

Property

Principal, against, 103-301.
Priorities,

Lien created by, 8-905, 8-906.
Notice of levy on land, 8-203.
Order of, where several writs,

subject,

8-106,

8-114,

8-201, 8-204, 8-206, 8-210, 8-301,
8-304.

Real estate, see Land, ante.
Removal of property to another
county, 8-201.

Replevy, 8-701, 8-702.

Return of levying

officer,

8-202,

8-210.

Sunday, 8-115.
Time, entry of, 8-203.

—

Lien of
Attachments, 8-905, 8-906.
Judgment, 8-901, 8-903, 8-904.

Making

102,

fa

parties, 8-607 to 8-609.

Purchase money, for, 8-301 to 8-305.
Railroad company stock, levy and sale,
8-207.

Removal from
County as ground,

8-101,

8-105.

State, of property, as ground,
8-101.

Removing fraudulent debtors'

attach-

ment, 8-405.
Replevy, 8-403, 8-701, 8-702. S-S03.
Resisting arrest as ground, S-101.
Return

Amendment,

8-610.

Bond, 8-701,

8-702.

Claim, 8-S01, 8-803.

Fraudulent debtors, 8-404.
GarnLhment,
see
Garnishment,
ante.

General Index.
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ATTACHMENT— Cent 'd.
Return

ATTACHMENT— Cont 'd.

—

—

Coat 'd.
Notice to defendant, 8-602.
Officer—
After levy, 8-202, 8-210.
Different eounty, levy

Superior court Cont'd.
Land levied on, entry on docket,
8-203.

Returnable to, when, 8-117.
Traverse of affidavit, trial, 8-605,

in,

8-606.

a-210.

Surety —

Replevy bond, 8-701, S-702.
Returnable
Claim, see Claims, ante.
Court, 8-117, 8-210, 8-404, 8-503.
Garnishment,

Bond

Term, S-117,

8-503.

principal debtor, 8-107.

Declaration,

Sale-

Eeturnable

Application of

money

raised by,

8-904.

Corporate stock, 8-207 to 8-209.
Land, purchase-money attachment,
8-301.

Claim, interposing, 8-806.
Defenses, 8-603.
Entry of, where several levied,

Levy

oider

of

sale,

39-1203

to

39-1205.

make

parties,

8-608,

Security, see Bond, ante.
Service

Amendment

Tort cases, 8-102.
Transfer of corporate stock after levy,
8-207, 8-208.

Traverse

of return, 8-610.

Corporations, 22-1101.
Effect on judgment, 8-901.
Fraudulent debtors' proceeding,
8-405.

Notice on defendant, 8-602.
Traverse, delay by, after, 8-606.
Set-off not due, 8-604.
Setting aside judgment, 8-902.
Several writs, order of levy, 8-203.

SheriffDirection to, 8-116.
Sale of corporate stock, 8-207.
Service of notice by, 8-602.
State, removal of property from, as
ground, 8-101.
Stay of execution until debt due, 8-103,

Affidavit of plaintiff, 8-403,
8-605, 8-606.

Delay by, after personal service,
8-606.

Garnishment answer,
Trial-

8-403,

affecting jurisdiction,

Justice's court, traverse to garnishee's answer, 8-508.
Set-off not due at time of, 8-604.
Sufficiency of bond, 8-113.

Traverse
Affidavit of plaintiff, 8-605,
8-606.

Garnishee's answer, 8-505,

in,

8-113.
to, 8-801.

Clerk, entry by, of levy on land,

Declarations, time of filing, 8-601.
Directed to sheriffs, 8-116.
Fraudulent debtors, 8-401 to 8-406.

Garnishment

of

interest

as

subject

to,

108-602.

Turnpike company stock, levy and

sale,

8-207.

98-104.

ATTAINDER.
Bills of, 1-128, 1-134, 2-302.

ATTEMPT TO COMMIT CRIME.
Arson, 26-2204, 26-2207.
Bestiality, 26-5905.

Burning property of another, 26-2204,
26-2207.
trial,

8-505.

Judge

tificates

Treason, 1-306.

8-203.

Return, 8-503.
Traverse of answer,

Trust for improvement of land, cer-

Vessels discharging ballast in harbor,

8-117.

Bond, sufficiency contested
Claim of land returnable

8-405.

8-508.

Substantial compliance sufficient, 8-118.
Suit pending, 8-104.
Sunday, issuance and levy on, 8-115.
Superior court
as

8-505.

Claims, 8-802.
Fraudulent debtors' proceeding,

8-105, 8-107, 8-604.

Amount

as affecting priorities, 8-904,

8-905.

Notice to defendant, service, 8-602.
to

8-609.

8-403,

to, 8-117, 8-503.

Time

Filing declaration, 8-601.

39-1205.

facias

filing, 8-601.

8-203.

Perishable property, 39-1203 to

Scire

Bond,

Term

ante.

Short

see

Proceeding by attachment against

Garnishment,

see

attachment,

in

ante.

issuing, 8-109, 8-114, 8-403.

Conviction prohibited where crime perpetrated, 27-2508.

Escape, 26-4505, 26-4506, 26-4508.

General Index,
I'
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KKKNCES ARM TO SECTIONS.

CRIME—

COMMIT

TO

I

J

ATTORNEYS AT LAW— Cont'd.

—

Cont'd.

Argument
incitement

Insurrection,
26-903.

of,

26-902,

Punishment, 27-2507.

Cont'd.
Appellate eOUrtf Cont'd.
Extension of time,
Li501.
Third persons hoard, when,

Rescue, 26-4504.

G 1506.

Sodomy, 26-5905.

Written, 6-1502 to
1505.
Auditor's report, exeeptione, opening
conclusion,
and
10

ATTESTATION.
Nonresident

taking oaths, official character, 81-407 to 81-i09.
Particular instruments:
See specific
heads.
Superior court clerks, authority,
24-2715.
officer

1

Supreme Court

clerk,

power, 24-4103.

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
Abandonment

—

37-1103.

number

Conclusion,

Court, to, superior
24-3302.

of case, effect,

Accused's right to benefit of counsel,
1-806, 2-105.

Actions, right to prosecute or defend
by attorney, 2-104.
Administrators, employment by,
113-1522.
Admission to practice
Application, 9-109.
Board of examiners, 9-110 to 9-113.
Citizenship as requirement, 9-103.

in,

court rule,

Criminal cases
Extension of time, 27-2205.

Number
9-611.

heard

81-1004.

Order

of counsel, 27-2202.
27-2201.

of,

Time limit, 27-2203 to 27-2205.
Interruptions, superior court rule,
24-3303.
Jury, to, superior court rule,
24-3302.

Number

of counsel, 81-1004.

Superior court rule, 24-3305.
Opening and conclusion
Auditor's report, exceptions,
10403, 37-1103.

Claim cases, 24-3312.

9-104.

Court

of Appeals, 9-102, 9-111
24-3601, 24-3602, 24-4501,
24-4502.
Eligibility, 9-101 to 9-104.
9-301,

Examination required,

9-101, 9-111.

Illegality cases, 24-3312.

Motions, 24-3343.
Tort actions, plea of
tion,

justifica-

105-1801.

Opinion, after, superior court rule,
24-3306.

Fees, 9-112, 9-113, 9-202.

Oath, 9-112, 9-115.

Privilege, 105-709.

Other States, attorneys from,

Scope, superior court rule, 24-3302.
Superior court rules, 24-3302,

9-101, 9-201 to 9-204.

Rules made by Justices of Supreme
Court, 9-114.

Superior courts, as qualifying for
practice in other courts, 9-102.

Supreme Court,

24-3306.

Appeals
from justice
and
county courts, 81-1007.

when

allowed,

81-1008.

9-102, 9-111, 9-301.

24-3601, 24-3602, 24.3901, 24-4501,
24-4502.

Generally, 81-1007.

Felony cases, 81-1007.
Superior court rule, 24-3305.

client

Artifice, practice of, 9-601.

Confidential, 38-419.

Unskillful,

24-3305,

limit

Extension,

9-301.

Advice to

24-3303,

Time

remedy of

client, 9-607.

Attachment: See Attachment.

Affidavits of clients, taking, 9-605.

Auctioneers, taxation, 92-1901.

Agreements in writing for

Authority

clients,

Affidavits of clients, 9-605.

9 605.

Aliens, eligibility, 9-104.

Contempt,

Appeals

ance, as, 9-602.
Court, right to protect party,

Entering, 9-605.
Security on, 24-3309.

unauthorized

9-603.

Discharge of client

Argument
Appellate courts, 6-1501 to 6-1506,
6-1604,

24-3604,
24-4504, 24-4505.

Abandonment

of

24-3605,

questions,

6-1308.

Additional, 6-1604.
Briefs, order to file, 6-1602 to
6-1605.

appear-

's

claim, limi-

tation, 9-606.

Extent, 9-605. 9-606.
Leading counsel, preference, 9-608
to 9-610.

Limitation, 9-606.

Party not bound when wanting,
9-603.

Prima

facie presumed, 9-604.

General Index.
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LAW— Coufd.

ATTORNEYS AT

ATTORNEYS AT

—

Authority Cent 'd.
Proof of, 'when required, 9-604.
Settlement
for
than full
less
amount, 9-606.,
Bail, taking as, superior eourt rule,
84-3309.

Banks, practice of law by, 9-401.
Barratry. 26-4701,
9-9901.

Definition,

of

1-S06, 2-105.

Court of Appeals:

See Court of Appeals Rules; Supreme Court and
Court of Appeals.
Admission to bar of, 9-102, 9-111,
9-301, 24-3601, 24-3602.
Disbarment proceedings, review by,
9-517.

accused's

counsel,

rights,

1-806, 2-105.

License, special, 9-102.

Crimes

Bill of exceptions

Barratry,

Service on, 6-912.
Signing, 6-901.
Board of examiners, see Examination,
post.

Briefs in appellate courts: See Court
of Appeals Rules; Supreme Court
and Court of Appeals; Supreme
Court Rules.

9-201.

ment, 9-9901, 9-9902.
lation of, 27-9903.

Unlawful practice,
Criminal cases

Payments out of fees to professional bondsmen or prison offiProfessional bondsmen law, violation,

fessional

Character, good, as requirement for
admission, 9-103; 9-109, 9-201.
Citizenship, requirement for admission,

and bonds by,

39-801.

Fee of plaintiff's attorney, 9-612.
Clerk of attorney, client's communica38-419.

confidential,

or prison of-

as affecting

competency

to tes-

38-1603.

superior

practice

court,

9-601.

DisbarmentAbatement on death

of informant,

9-515.

of

law by, 24-2702.

Accusation
Objections, 9-511, 9-512.

Collection agencies, 92-503.
Comity in admission of attorneys from

other States, 9-201, 9-203.

Communications with

Service, 9-509.

Signature, 9-507.
Solicitor,

confiden-

client,

drawn

by, 9-507.

Verification, 9-508.

38-418, 38-419, 38-1605.

Compensation, see Fees, post.
Competency as witness against

client,

Writing, 9-507.
of accused, 9-511 to 9-513.

Answer

Appearance of accused,

38-1605.

Compromise for

less

than

full

amount

of cash, 9-606.
inviolate, 9-601.

Application for reinstatement,
Barratry, 26-4701.
Copies of accusation and order to

Contempt of court
Appearance,

9-510.

9-519.

Confidence of clients, duty to maintain

be served, 9-509.

unauthorized,

as,

9-002.

Costs

Dismissal for failure to secure,

Practice of law by corporation or
corporate officer, 9-9903.
Superior court rules, 24-3302 to
24-3304, 24-3306, 24-3307, 24-3309,
24-3316.

Unauthorized appearance, 9-602.
Continuance for absence of counsel,
81-1402, 81-1403, 81-1406.
tinuance.

See Con-

Corporation, practice of law by, 9-401
9-405,

Death

bondsmen

27-503, 27-504.

Defenseless and oppressed, duty to,

Affidavits

to

ficers,

tify,

9-104.

Claim cases

tial,

27-9903.

Suggestion of employment by pro-

9-112.

of

9-9903.

Solicitation of, 27-504.

Examiners, after examination,

Clerk

punish-

cers, 27-504.

Character and qualification of applicant
admission,
9-109,
for

tions,

and

definition

Professional bondsmen statute, vio-

Certificate

9-103,

See Costs.

Costs, liability:

Counsel, accused's right to benefit of,

Punishment, 9-9902.
Benefit

LAW— Cont'd.

9-9903.

9-514.

Judgment,

9-518.

Liability, 9-518.

Security, 9-514.

Crime,

conviction

of,

as

ground,

9-501.

Death of informant,

effect,

9-515.

Deceit as ground, 9-501, 9-502.
Depositions, 9-514.
Effect of judgment, 9-517.

Gf.neral Index.
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LAW— Cont'd.

—

Disbarment Cont 'd.
Evidence

1

SECTIONS.]

ATTORNEYS AT LAW-

Cont'd,

Examination—

1

Jioani

Depositions, 9-514
Record of conviction, 9-501.
Rule absolute for money,

of examiner!

Appointment,
Certificate

Compenaation,

9-501.

Dntiee,

9-111.

Number

9-508.

9-514,

for,

of members, 9-105,

Oath, 9-107.
Preparation of examination
by, 9-111

verification,

Costs, liability
9-518.

0-112,

9-1 \Z*

Expenses, 9-1 L3.
Meetings, 9-108.

Witnesses, 9-514.
Indecent behavior as ground, 9-501.

Informant
Accusation by,

9-109,

U<>in,

Qualifications, 9-105.

Death,
Proceeding brought by, 9-505,

Term

effect, 9-515.

of office, 9-106.

Insanity as ground, 9-501.

Vacancies, 9-100.
Grading, 9-109, 9-111.
License after passing, 9-112.

Judgment

Name

9-506.

Other States, when required of

Default, 9-513.

Plea of guilty, 9-513.
Review, 9-517.
Jury trial
Malice found, effect, 9-516.
Right to, 9-513.
Malicious proceedings, 9-516.
Misconduct, wilful, as ground,
9-501.

of client, retention of, as

ground, 9-501, 9-503.
Motion, who may make, 9-505.

New

at-

torneys from, 9-101, 9-203, 9-204.

Effect, 9-517.

Money

of applicant, nondisclosure,

9-111.

Costs, 9-518.

trial, 9-517.

Objections to accusation, 9-511 to
9-513.

Order to appear and answer, 9-509.

Requirement, 9-101.
Scope, 9-110, 9-111.
Signing papers, 9-111.
Subjects to be covered, 9-110,
9-111.

by

Supervision

superior

court

judges, 9-111.

Topics to be covered, 9-110, 9-111.
Writing, 9-111.
Execution, transfers by, effect, 39-402.
False statements, 9-601.
Fees
Actually rendered service, 9-611.
Claim cases, attorney for plaintiff,
9-612.

Parties, 9-505, 9-506.

Collection prohibited, when, 9-615,

Reinstatement, 9-519.
Review by Court of Appeals,

Contract

Rule absolute for money collected
as ground, 9-501, 9-503.
Service on accused, 9-509.
Solicitor,

duties,

of,

as ground,

9-501.

State, conducted in

name

of, 9-506.

Subpoenas for witnesses,

9-514.

Tax,

ground,

failure

to

pay,

as

9-504.

for application for reinstate-

when

void,

9-615,

Title of proceedings, 9-506.

by

jury, 9-513, 9-516.

Witnesses, 9-514.
Dispossessory warrants, demand and
oath by, 61-301.
Distress warrants, application and oath
by, 61-402.
Docket entries by, 9-605.
Duties enumerated, 9-601.
9-103,

Evidence against

for,

when

void, 9-615. 9-616.

Partially-rendered service, 9-611.
Penalty for transferring void note,
9-616.

Receivership cases, 55-314, 55-315.
Settled how, 9-611.
Special contract, 9-611.
Stipulation in negotiable

ment, 14-202.
Transferring void

note,

instru-

penaltv,

9-616.

ment, 9-519.

Eligibility,

1

Division with arresting officers or
professional bondsmen, 27-504.

Note

9-507.

9-506,

Sound mind, want

Trial

for ,

9-616.

9-517.

Time

9-616.

9-104, 9-201.
client,

38-1605.

Workmen's compensation. 114-714
Foreign States, admission of attornevs
from, 9-101, 9-201 to 9-204, 24-3602,
24-4502.

Homestead, libraries. 51-1301.
Improper conduct on trial, duty of
court, 81-1009.

Improper remarks

at

trial

of

case,

81-1007.

Insanity

as

affecting

testify, 38-1603.

competency

to
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ATTORNEYS AT LAW— Co nt *d.

Practice of law

Judge
Disqualification from
counsel, 24-102.

acting

as

24-2007.
satisfaction,

Adjustment bureau, 9-405.
Admission to, see Admission to

Authority to sign, 9-605.
Entering and signing, 39-102,

Definition, 9-9901.

tions, acts by, 9-403.
Clerical services, furnishing, 9-404.

110-302.

Transfer by, 110-902.
Jury commissioners, ineligible

Advertising as attorney, 9-402.
Banks, advice to customers, 9-401.
Barratry

Punishment, 9-9902.
Charitable or benevolent organiza-

superior court rule, 24-3307.

Collection agency, 9-405.

Contempt of

as,

59-101.

tice

Leading counsel
Definition,

9-609.

officer,

Corporation, acts by, as constitute
ing, 9-401 to 9-405, 9-9903.

Criminal
practice,

liability

9-9901

unlawful

for

9-9903,

to

from,

attorneys

Definition, 9-401.

Disbarment for solicitation
legal employment, 9-502.

ination, 9-112.
States,

or

27-9903.

24-3601.

9-111,

Issuance to applicant after exam-

Other

court, unlawful prac-

by corporation

9-903.

Preference to, 9-608, 9-610.
License
Court of Appeals, requirement,
9-102,

—

practice, ante.

Superior court, practice of law by,

Judgments
Acknowledgment and

LAW— Cont'd.

ATTORNEYS AT

Interest as motive, 9-001.

9-201, 9-202.

Revocation, see Disbarment, ante.
Supreme Court, requirement, 9-102,
9-111, 24-4501.

of

Individual, acts by, as constituting, 9-401 to 9-405, 9-9903.

Information, furnishing, 9-404.
Mercantile agency, 9-405.

Punishment for unlawful practice,

Liens

Attach to what property,

9-613.

Enforcement, 9-613.
Priorities,

9-9903, 27-9903.

Regulation

Conflicting, 9-614.

9-401

to

9-405,

Soliciting legal employment, 9-404,
9-405, 9-502, 9-9901, 9-9902.

9-613.

Satisfaction, 9-614.

Titles-

Limitation on authority, 9-606.
Misleading court and jury, 9-601.

Abstracts, furnishing and certifying, 9-403.

Mistrial

Improper conduct, 81-1009.
Improper remarks, 81-1007.
Moral character as requirement
admission,

Nonresident
leges,

of,

9-9903.

9-103,

9-109,

visiting

9-204,

for

9-201.

attorney,

24-3602,

Examining, 9-403.
Insurance companies, acts by,

Unlawful practice
privi-

24-4502.

constituting,
9-9903.

Ordinaries, practice by, 24-1715.
of

attorneys

from, 9-101, 9-201 to 9-204, 24-3602,
24-4502.

Papers of client
Liens on, 9-613.
Production or delivery forbidden,

9-401

to

9-405,

Preference to counsel, 9-608, 9-610.
Prejudicial statements, 81-1009.
comments on circumPrivilege
of
stances of case, 105-709.
Pro hac vice judge, acting as, 24-2625,
24-2626.

Professional bondsmen

38-419.

Receipt and return, superior court

Employment suggested

by, 27-503.

Misdemeanor, violation of statute,

rule, 24-3304.

Passion as motive for commencing or
continuing action, 9-601.
Payments on judgments, acknowledgments, superior court rule, 24-3307.
Personalities, duty to refrain from,

27-9903.

Payments out of

fees to

bondsmen

or officers, 27-504.

Proof of authority, 9-604.
Qualifications, 9-103.

Rebuke by court for improper conduct,

9-601.

Possessory warrant,

Definition, 9-402.

Punishment, 9-9903, 27-9903.
Voluntary associations, acts by, as

Notaries public, 71-102.
Oath, 9-112, 9-115.

Other States, admission

9-401, 9-403.

Opinions on, 9-403.

oath by,

82-101.

81-1009.

General Index.
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LAW— Cont'd.

ATTORNEYS AT
9-607.

9-104.

for retaining client's money,
24-206.
See Rules Against

9-617,

duty to preserve,

clients,

9-601.

court

superior

as,

Rules for admission to bar
by Justices, ft-llt.
Surety on gartrffhment bond, 46-102.
Taxation, 0-504, 81 MK)1, 02-1000.
Title companies, practice of law by,
0-40:5.

Trust companies, practice of law by,

81-204.

Unlawful practice of law, see Practice
of law, ante.
Unbkillful advice,

client,

Verification by, of answer

employed,

preference,

9-608,

nonresi-

tional contract, 81-406.

Visiting

9-610.

Signature, superior court rule, 24-3308.

employment,

legal

9-404,

9-405, 9-502, 9-9901, 9-9902, 27-504.

general

Appointment

act

to

24-2913,

as,

nonresident

attorney,

privi-

leges, 9-204, 24-3602, 24-4502.

Voluntary association, practice of law
by, 9-401 to 9-405, 9-9903.

—

Witness
Against

24-2914.

competency,

client,

38-1605.

Prosecution of solicitor, 24-2918.
Ruling solicitor as, 24-2918.
Superior courts
Admission in, as qualifying for
practice in other courts, 9-102,
9-301.

Clerk, practice of law by, 24-2702.
Contempt, rules of court, 24-3302
24-3304,
24-3306,
24-3307,
to
24-3309, 24-3316.

Disbarment by,

9-501, 9-504.

Judge, practice of law by, 24-2607.
License, issuance

by clerk

of,

9-202.

Other States, attorneys from, admission, 9-201, 9-202.
Removal of attorneys by, 9-501.
Rules, 24-3302 to 24-3309, 24-3312,
24-3316, 24-3343, 24-3360, 24-3362.

Supreme Court: See Supreme Court
and Court of Appeals; Supreme
Court Rules.
Admission to bar

Examiners
Appointment by

Duty

to respect, 9-60L

ATTORNEY GENERAL.
Age, eligibility requirement, 2-4101.
Appellate court briefs in capital felonies,

service on, 24-4520.

Assistants
Additional, employment, 40-1609.
Appointment, 40-1608.
Duties, 40-1607.

Number,

40-1607.

Removal, 40-1608.
Salaries,

40-1607,

40-1603.

Budget Bureau, legal adviser,
Citizenship,

eligibility

40-401.

requirement,

2-4101.

Commission, great seal, 89-201.
Compensation, 2-4001, 2-4002, 40-1607,
Comptroller General, commanding services, 40-1604.

Justices,

2-3802, 2-4001, 2-4002, 2-4101.

Contracts, preparation, 40-1602.

regulated

by

Jus-

tices, 9-108.

Courts,

duties

in,

2-3S02,

Criminal

trials,

2-3S02, 6-917, 40-1602.

Department of Law, head

9-107.
filled

40-1602,

40-1603.

Oath entered on minutes,
Vacancies

as affecting com-

petency, 38-1603.

Constitutional provisions, 2-3S01,

9-106.

Meetings

Death or insanity

40-9901.
of, 9-102, 9-111,

9-301, 24-4501, 24-4502.

9-105,

by

dent defendant to suit on uncondi-

of cash, 9-606.

9-112,

remedy of

9-607.

Settlement for less than full amount

Soliciting

O-OOO.'i.

Truth, duty to employ means consistent with, 9-601.
Unauthorized appearance as contempt,
9-602.

Service
Equity, superior court rule, 24-3362.
Nonresidents, on, by serving,

Solicitor

to

bar, 24 8901.

9-401 to 9-405,

9-114.

of

Security, taking
rule, 24-3309.

Several

—

9-401,

Officers.

Rules for admission, Supreme Court to

make,

LAW—Cont'd.

I

9-601.

Secrets

J

Supreme Court Coni 'd.
Power to regulate admifeioa

requirement for aliens,

Respect due to courts and judges,
Rule,

se//j io:;s.

ATTORNEYS AT

Redress of client for unskillful advice,
Residence,

2935

by

Justices,

9-106.

License, special, 9-102, 24-4502.

of, 40-1607.

Duties, 2-3802, 40-1602 to 40-1605.
Election, 2-3S01, 40-1601.

Rules governing, 34-2101.
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ATTORNEY GENERAL— Cent 'd.
Eligibility

Executive
of.

ATTORNEYS IN FACT.

and qualifications, 2-4101.
Department, legal adviser

113-1513.

Agency

8-3802, 40-1602,

Exemption from

Administrator, power to appoint,

militia duty, 86-209.

Extortion. 40-9901.
Fees, 2-4001. 40-9901.
Food and drugs, duties in connection
with, 42-103, 42-100, 42-113.
Foreign corporations, restraining,
22-1503.

Fraternal

benefit society,
for receiver. 5(5-1030.

application

in general:
See Principal and
Agent.
Appeals by, 6-104, 6-107.

Conveyances by,
49-227.
Illegality

Service
exercise by, 78-108.
Fraudulent or malicious destruction, 26-7601.
Office,

Sales by, 4-104.

Judicial circuits, attendance,
Legal adviser to Executive

40-1603.

Department, 2-3S02.
Legal opinions, 40-1602.
Notice of hearings in Supreme Court,
Opinions, legal, 45-1602, 56-207.

Penal action, party

to,

3-103.

Perquisites, 2-4001, 40-9901.

prescribing form

printing,

bond of contractor,
Service

tation

ATTORNMENT.
Tenant

to third person, 61-107.

AUCTIONS AND AUCTIONEERS.
Actions on contracts made for principal, 4-404.

Bonded public warehousemen,

24-4535.

Public

by,

filing

of attorney
Director
of
Veterans'

compromise of penalties,

92-3007.

Public

execution,

Power

40-1002.
taxes,

to

39-1002.

Governor, duties required by, 2-3S02,

Income

4-104.

Guardian, appointment by, 49-219,

of

90-101.

Commission, represen-

before

Interstate

Commerce

Commission, 93-315.

sale for

storage charges, 111-108 to 111-111.
Carriers, sale of undelivered goods or
live stock, 18-404 to 18-407.
Jewelry: See Jewelry.
License, Confederate and other soldiers, 84-2011.

Taxation, 92-510, 92-1308, 92-1901.

AUDITS.
See Department of Audits and Ac-

Qualifications, 2-4101.

counts.

Registration of individuals as to race,

enforcement of law, 53-313, 53-315.
Removal, 40-9901.
Reports, mailing to members of General Assembly, 40-4701.
Residence, eligibility requirement,
2-4101.

Resignation, report to Governor, 89-504.
Salary, 2-4001, 2-4002, 40-1607, 40-9901.
Solicitors general

Acting in place
Prosecution

of, 24-2913.

of, 40-1602.

State contracts, preparation, 40-1602.
State property, action to recover,
91-405.

State

of official bonds, 92-4501.

books of, 40-1812.
Department of Industrial Relations,

approval of bond

of,

Supreme Court, duties

AUDITORS.

in, 2-3802,

Term of office, 2-3801, 40-1601.
Where filling vacancy, 89-502.
Time of election, 40-1601.
Trials, attendance upon, 2-3802, 40-1602.

county

or

appointment

in

matters

of,

10-102.

municipal

bonds, duties, 87-301, 87-302, 87-308,
87-311, 87-403, 87-404.

Western and Atlantic Railroad,

10-502.

Amendments, power

5-1612.

40-1602.

of

ex-

penses of, 114-717.
Orders of counties, 23-1601.
State Geologist, accounts of, 43-308.
Tax collectors' cash books, 92-4904.
Teachers' accounts, 32-914.
University of Georgia books, 40-1812.

Agreement of parties on appointment,

Supervising inspector of naval stores,

40-1605.

40-1807.

Claims against counties, 23-1601.
Commissioner of Game and Fish, accounts of, 45-112.
County superintendent
schools,
of

Account,

Revenue Commission, approval

Validation

Cigar and cigarette dealers' accounts,

to allow, 10-103.

Appointment, 10-101, 10-102, 10-502.
Argument, place of, 10-104.
Authority, 10-103.
Brief of evidence, 10-201.
City courts, appointment in, 10-102.
Compelling production of papers, power,

10-103.

Compensation, 10-501, 10-502.
Consent of parties, hearing out

of

county, 10-104.
duties,

Contempt

of court,
penalty, 10-103.

proceedings

and

Gem; rat. Index.
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AUDITORS— Cont'd.

County, hearing out of, when, 10-104.
Decree, 10-407.
Demurrers, power to hear, 10-103.

Oath, 10-104.

Documentary evidence,

Powers, 10 io:i.
Production of papers, powei

10-201.

Equitable proceedings, 10-101.
Establishment of lost records, proceed
ings for, 38-017 to 38-019.

J'Jace of hearing-;,

10 104.

Pleadings, power to paei on, 10-103.
to

eompeL

10- 103.

Recommittal, 10-305, 10-307.

Evidence

Reference—

Brief by auditor, 10-201.

Documentary, 10-201.
Exceptions, trial, 10-404 to 10-400.
Exclusion on trial of exceptions,
10-404.

Filing with report, 10-203.
Hearing, place of, 10-104.
Inadmissible, report, 10-202.
New, on trial of exceptions,

10-102.

Term

10-405.

10-305.

of, 10-102.

Calculation, errors of, recommittal.
10-305.
Classification of findings, 10-203.
Clerk, filed with, superior court

of, 10-201 to 10-203.

"Witnesses, subpoenaing
ing, 10-103.

or vacation, 10-101, 10-102.

Reports
Account, matters

Papers, production, 10-103.
Recommittal, failure to report,

Report

Account, matters of, 10-102.
Application for, 10 101, 10-102.
Equitable matters, 10-101.
Judge, on motion of, 10-101, 10-102.
Part of facts, 10-101.
Party, application for, by, 10-101

and swear-

rule, 24-3364.

Conclusions of law and fact

—

Exceptions
Establishment of lost records, proceedings for, 38-618.
Report, see Report, post.

10-203.

Contents, 10-201, 10-202.
Evidence, 10-201 to 10-203.

Exceptions

Fact-

Argument, opening and con-

Exceptions

of, 10-301.

Jury to pass on exceptions

clusion, 10-403, 37-1103.
of,

10-402.

Power

Burden, 10-402, 10-403,
37-1103.

to pass on questions of,

10-103.

Report of findings and conclusions,
10-203.

Certificate

of auditor,
not of record, 10-302.

facts

Classification, 10-301.

Decree, 10-407.

Fees, 10-501, 10-502.
Establishment of lost records, proceedings for, 38-618.
Framing decree, 10-407.

Equity cases
Approval by judge, 10-402.
Jury trial of exceptions of

Hearings, place, 10-104.

Evidence

Law

fact, 37-1103.

on

hearing,

10-404

to 10-406.

Errors of, recommittal, 10-305.
Exceptions of, 10-301.
Judge only to pass on exceptions
10-401.

of,

Power

to

pass

Fact, 10-301, 10-402.
Finding by jury on each,
atim, 10-406.

Judge only
on

questions

of,

to compel certificate to exceptions, 10-303, 10-304.

Master in superior court abolished,
Motions before, report on, 10-201.
Notice of
Application for appointment,

—

10-102.

10-402

10-301, 10-401.

Mandamus
cate

by

to

compel

certifi-

auditor, 10-303,

10-304.

New

10-101.

fact.

37-1103.

Law,

10-203.

Mandamus

10-101,

to pass on law,

10-401.

Jury to pass on

10-103.

Report of conclusions, 10-201,

seri-

evidence on hearino-

10-405.

Notice of new evidence, 10-405.
Objections by auditor, 10-302.
Right to file, 10-101.

Filing of report, 10-204.

Specification of errors. 10-301.

Hearing, time and place, 10-104.
Mandamus to compel certification

Time for

of exceptions, 10-304.

New

evidence on trial of excep-

tions, 10-405.

filing, 10-301.

Verdict, 10-407.
Indefiniteness, recommittal, 10-305.
Inspection, opportunity for, superior court rule, 24-3364.
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AUDITORS— Cont 'd.
Reports

—

Law,

Cont

AVIATION— Cont 'd.
Airports and landing fields
Construction and intent of law,

'd.

errors of, recommittal,

11-209.

10-305.

Easements for

Motions and rulings thereon,

lights

and markers,

11-207.

16-201.

Establishment, operation,

Notice of filing, 10-204,
Omissions, recommittal, 10-305.
Original documents, 10-201.

Prima facie

municipalities,

etc.,

other political subdivisions

or

—

Appropriations for, 11-204,

true, 10-101, 37-1103.

11-206.

Recommittal, 10-305, 10-407.

Authority, 11-201, 11-205.

Rulings, 10-201, 10-203.

Bond

Scope of authority, 10-103.
State Auditor

issue for, 11-204, 11-209.

Condemnation of private property, 11-203, 11-209.

Construction

Assistant Director of Budget,

and

intent

of

law, 11-209.-

40-401.

Pees and

Powers, 40-410.

Subpoena witnesses, power to, 10-103.
Superior court, appointment in, 10-101,

tolls

for use of,

11-205.

Funds for operation,

etc.,

11-204, 11-206.

10-102.

Swear witnesses, power

Lease to private parties,

to, 10-103.

Term-

11-205.

Application
10-101,

for

appointment

Purchase or lease of private
property, 11-203.

10-103.

in,

Regulations, 11-205.

10-104.

Vacation
Application for appointment
10-101,

Public purpose, 11-202.

in,

10-102.

Contempt proceedings
Time of hearings, notice,

Taxation for purpose of raising funds for acquisition, op-

in,

eration, etc., 11-206, 11-209.

10-102.

Contempt proceedings

in, 10-103.

Verdict, 10-407.

Witnesses,

by

counties,

power

to

subpoena

and

Policing, 11-201, 11-208.

Contracts entered into by aircraft passengers while in flight, 11-108.

Crimes by or against aeronauts,

swear, 10-103.

etc.,

jurisdiction, 11-109.

AUNTS.

Federal license to operate aircraft,

Inheritance by, 113-903.

11-102.

AUTHENTICATION OF RECORDS.
See Evidence.

AUTHORITY.
Supreme Court decisions

in

Court of

PilotsLicenses, 11-103, 11-104.

Appeals, 2-3009.

Qualifications, 11-103.

AUTOMATIC SPRINKLERS.
Taxation of companies or agents,
92-1305.

Registration of aircraft, 11-102.
Uniform aeronautical code, 11-101 to
11-110.

AUTOMOBILES.

Violation of, 11-9901.

See Motor Carriers for Hire; Motor
Vehicles; Motor Vehicle Common
Carriers;

Flight in aircraft, lawfulness, 11-101.

Injury to persons and property, 11-105.
License to operate aircraft, 11-102.

Motor Vehicle Contract

and Private

11-110.

AVOIDANCE.

Carriers.

Pleading matters

AVIATION.

in, 81-307.

AWARD.

Aircraft

See Arbitration.

Collision, liability, 11-105.

Construction, design,

Uniform airports law, 11-201 to 11-209.
United States Air-Commerce Act,

etc.,

11-102.

License to operate, 11-102.
Negligence in operation, 11-105 to
11-107.

Passengers, liability for injury to,
or death of, 11-107.
Registration, 11-102.

AWNING MAKERS.
Taxation, 92-1902.

AYES AND NAYS.
See Yeas and Nays.

BAGATELLE TABLES.
Taxation, 92-2001.
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BAIL— Cont 'd.

Innkeepers and others, 52-105, 52-106.
Passengers
Liability, 18-220 to 18-222.
Lien, 18-401.

Suggesting
neys,

.

attor-

27-608.

Belief of principals or securities,

See Recognizances.
of money raised on forfeitures, 27-2912. See Fine and Forfeiture Fund.
Arrest: See Arrest.
Attorneys at law as, 24-3309.
Bench warrant, arrest under, tender
and approval, 27-801.
Capital offenses, superior court judge to
take, 27-901.

Application

Costs, 27-904.

Courts of inquiry

2-1819.

Scire facias on forfeited bond, 27-906.
Superior court judge

Amount,

New

lessening, 24-2616.

security, 24-2616.

Power

to

grant

in

actions

ex

delicto, 24-2616.

Taking by, 27-901.
Surrender of principal, 27-904.
Trover: See Trover.
Twice before trial after indictment,
27-903.

Appearance before, 27-403.
Giving, after commitment,
of,

Witnesses,
27-418.

committing courts, 27-410,

27-411.

27-418, 27-419.

Misdemeanor cases
Amount, 27-902.

BAIL TROVER.

Granting, 27-901.
Offenses bailable in, 27-901.
Opportunity to give, allowed,

BAILIFFS.

See Trover.

Advertising

"Four weeks," meaning, 39-1102.
"Once a week for four weeks,"

27-418.

Witnesses,

— Cont'd.

employment of

Surrender of defendant, return of
compensation, 27-506, 27-907,

BAIL.

Memorandum

Professional bondsmen

appearance,

27-410,

meaning, 39-1102.

27-411.

Death of principal equivalent

"Thirty days," meaning, 39-1102.
to sur-

render, 27-904.
Discretion of court, 27-901.
Excessive, constitutional prohibition,
1-808, 2-109.

False representation of solvency to obtain, 26-7407.

Time, 39-1102.
City courts, fees, 24-3202.
Compensation, grand jury charge

on,

59-601.

Costs

on change of venue, payment,

27-2806.

County tax to pay expenses, 92-3701.
Fees
Excessive charges, forfeiture,

Fees of sureties on criminal bonds,
27-501.

Forfeiture, 27-905, 27-906.
Gambling prosecution, 26-6408.

24-303.

Receipt to person paying, 24-302.

Judgment, 27-906.
Justices' courts, 24-1110.
Juvenile court, granting, on transfer of child to, 24-2414.

Juvenile courts, 24-2413, 24-2414.

State, liability of, 24-301.

Statement to person paying, 24-302.
Oath on taking charge of jury, 59-717.
Service of process by, where sheriff
incapacitated, 81-203.

Misdemeanor cases —
Amount, 27-902.

Sheriff, selection, 24-3351.

Solicitor

Granting, 27-901.
Personating in, 26-4301.
Professional bondsmen

to,

oaths

Superior courts
Fees, 24-3202.
Oath, 24-3201.

Attorneys

Payments by, 27-504.
Suggesting employment

administering

general

24-2908.

BAILMENTS.

of,

See Carriers.

27-503.

Definition, 27-502.

Act of God occasioning

Fees, amount, 27-501.
Forfeiture of bond, surrender
defendant, 27-507.

Actions for injuries, rights of bailor
of

Misdemeanor, violation of statute
as,

27-9903.

Officers suggesting

and bailee, 105-1704.
Care and diligence of bailees, 12-103,
12-104.

Degrees

employment

of,

27-504.

loss, 12-106.

of,

definitions, 105-201 to

105-203.

Participation in defense, 27-505.
Payments to and by, 27-504, 27-506.

Contract
Entirety, 12-105.
Exceptions, 12-106.

Soliciting business, 27-504.

Definition, 12-101.

General Index.
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BAILMENTS— Cont 'd.

BAILMENTS— Cont 'd.

—

Hiring Cont 'd.
Ordinary care, duty

Deposits

Bank.

12-303.

Carrying,

12-304.

Definition, 12-301.

Depositaries for hire, 12-301.
Diligence, 12-40-1.
Liens. 12-703.
Livery-stable keepers, 12-402.

"Warehousemen. 12-405.
Wharfingers, 12-400.
General deposit, 12-303.
Liens of depositaries, 12-702.

Naked deposit
Bank deposits,

of,

12-203.

Possession by hirer, 12-202.
Interference with, 12-210.
Redelivery of things hired, 12-203,
12-205.

Reletting by hirer, 12-208.
Removal of thing hired out

of

State, 12-209.

Repair, obligation of bailor, 12-204.

Return of thing hired, 12-205.
Right of action for tort, 12-210.
Termination of bailment, 12-207.

12-303.

Title of hirer, 12-202.

Use of things

Carrying deposits, 12-304.
Definition, 12-301.

hired, 12-203, 12-206,

12-209.
12-302.

Gross negligence,

Reimbursements,
Termination of bailment by
12-307.

re-

delivery, 12-305.
Use of, 12-306.

Liens, 12-701 to 12-710.
Livery-stable keepers
Diligence, 12-402.
Liens, 12-707 to 12-709.

Loans of property

Special deposit, 12-303.
Diligence of bailees, 12-103, 12-104.
^Definitions, 105-201 to 105-203.

Entire contract, 12-105.

Factors

Benefit of

whom,

12-503.

Charges, 12-508.

Consumption, for, 12-501.
Conversion of property loaned,
12-510.

Diligence, 12-401.
Discretion, 12-401.

Diligence of borrower, 12-504.
Expenses, 12-508.

Hire of labor, 12-407.
Liens, 12-701, 12-705,

12-706.

Fraudulent conversion by bailee,
26-2806, 26-2807.
Garage owners, 12-403.

Extraordinary care, 12-504.
Extraordinary expenses, 12-508.
Increase, ownership of, 12-509.
Kinds, 12-501.
Possession by borrower, 12-505,
12-506.

Hiring

Abandonment of contract, 12-206.
Bond for forthcoming of thing
bailed, 12-211.
Contract, 12-201.

Conversion, 12-206.

Death of thing

hired, 12-205.
Definition, 12-201.

Delivery of thing hired, 12-205.
Depositary for hire, 12-301.
Destruction of thing hired, 12-207.
Extraordinary care and diligence,
12-208.

Gross neglect, 12-203.
Increase of things hired, 12-202.
Inevitable accident, 12-205.
Injury to thing hired, 12-210.
Judicial sale of thing hired, 12-211.
Labor, 12-407.
Care required of bailee, 12-408.
Loss or destruction of thing
bailed, 12-412.

Slight neglect, 12-504.
Termination by death, 12-511.
Title of borrower, 12-505.
Use, for, 12-502, 12-510.

Pledges and pawns
Accounting for

Death of party,

profits,

12-607.

effect, 12-602.

Definitions, 12-601.

Delivery of property, 12-601.
Diligence of pawnee, 12-605.
Elevator receipts, 12-601.
Execution sale of thing pawned,
12-610.

Expenses, 12-607.
Increase, ownership of, 12-606.
License of pawnbrokers by municipalities,

12-611.

Lien of pawnees, 12 701, 12-704,
12-709.

Possession of thing bailed,
12-411.

Notes, 12-601, 12-603, 12-605.

Property in goods pawned, 12-602.

Shares, 12-410.
Title to thing on

Repairs,

which labor

bestowed, 12-409.

Levy on thing

Revocation, 12-507.

hired, 12-211.

Loss of thing hired, 12-207.
Negligence, 12-203.
Obligations of bailor, 12-204.

12-607.

Sale by pawnee, 12-609.
Title deeds, 12-601.

Transfer of thing pawned, 12-608.
Use of goods pawned, 12-604.

Warehouse

receipts, 12-601.

Property in bailee, 12-101.

(jl:;i:i>a\.
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bailor

in

and bailee

Knelndet what, 13-201.

—

Bills

Wharfingers, 12-400.
Years, estate for, distinguished, 85 802.

Bona

pnrenaier, 96-111.
20 3909, 20 3910.

fide

Forgery,

ete.,

Fraudulent

BAKERS.

tion

Sales under assize, 26-7403.

malieiom

or

-/.ruc-

<i

20 7001.

of,

Larceny, 20-2616.
Bonds, purchase, 13-2023.

BALLAST.
Discharge in harbors, 98-102 to 98-105,
98-9902.

BALLOTS.
See Elections.

Borrowing by officers, etc., 13-9921.
Branch banks,. 13-201, 13-203.
Examination, 1 3-405.
Building and loan association, inclusion in

"bank,"

13-201.

Bylaws, 13-1801.

BANISHMENT.

Capital
2-107.

Punishment for crime,

Attachment of shares, 8-206.
Decrease, 13-1801.

BANES AND BANKING.

Enforcement of payment,

Acceptances

Amount,

Cont'd.

Assignment! fox ereditort, 13-804,

"Bank"

for injuries, 105-1704.
Warehousemen, diligence, 12-405.

13-907.

How

13-2020.

Foreign and domestic, 13-2020.
Fraudulently making, 13-9920.
Limitation of bank's liability,

paid, 13-1302.'
13-701
Impairment,

13-704,

to

13-801.

Increase

from surplus and undi-

vided

13-2025.

Power

1

BANKS AND BANKING

BAILMENTS— Con t 'd.
Eights of action
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Inoex.

and

to issue

sell,

13-1801.

Accounts, false, by Superintendent of
Banks, etc., 13-9905.
Accountants, employment by Superintendent of Banks, 13-812.
Actions, power to sue and be sued,
13-1801.

—

Agents
Borrowing for personal

use,

18-2011.

profits, 13-1008.
Offer to stockholders, 13-1009.
Misuse, 13-9925.
Overissue, 13-9926.

Payment,

13-908.

Capital stock

Amount required, 13-901.
Increase, 13-1801.
Cashiers, branch banks, 13-203.
Certificates of deposit, issuance,
13-2018.

Compensation, 13-1801.

Certification of checks, 13-2037, 13-9927.

Gambling with, 26-6406.
Power to appoint, 13-1801.

Charter

Amendment,

Stockholders, of, 13-828, 13-829.
Application of law, 13-201.
Assessment, stockholders, 13-822.
Assets
of

transfer

Eenewal, 13-1101
to

stockholders

banks,

13-1105,

Surrender, 13-1507 to 13-1511,
13-1701.

amendment, 13-1007.
of renewal, 13-1106.
Forfeiture, 13-1601 to 13-1604.
Certificate of

tuting, 13-1907.
Inventory, 13-814.

of
13-1407.

to

13-1701.

on

voluntary liquidation, 13-1507.
Incorporator's liability as consti-

Merger

13-1002 to

13-1006, 13-1701.

on, 13-1407.

Distribution

13-1009,

powers, 109-401 to 109-409*.
Application for, 13-401 to 13-405.

Amendment,

banks,

to

Acquirement of trust company

Attachment, 13-803.
Consolidation

13-1001

13-1701.

Certificate

transfer

on,

National bank, transfer on conversion into State bank, 13-1304.
Possession by Superintendent of
Banks, 13-803, 13-804.
Private bank, transfer on conversion into State bank, 13-1203.
Stockholder's liability as constituting, 13-1907.

Worthless, 13-2025.

Assignments
Fraudulent, 13-9929.
Insolvent banks, 13-2046.
Possession taken by Superintendent of Banks, after, 13-803.

Grant by General Assembly,
2-1818.'

Heading

General

in

Assembly,

2-1807.

Eenewal, 13-1101

to

13-1106.

Surrender, 13-1507 to 13-1512.

Checks
Certifying, 13-2037, 13-9927.

Deceased depositor, 13-2040.
Forgery,

etc.,

13-2044,

26-390S.

26-3910 to 26-3913.

Fraudulent

or

malicious

tion of, 26-7601.

Insane depositor, 13-2040.

destruc-

CtEneral Index.
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BANKS AND BANKING— Cont 'd.

BANKS AND BANKING— ContU

—

—

Department of Banking Cont'd.
Reading and entering on minutes
of bank communications from,

Checks Cout "d.
Making, etc., without funds,
13-9933.

13-602.

Raised, 13-20-44.
Stale checks, 13-2040.

Stop-payment

renewal,

orders,

13-2050.

Citation of law, 13-101.
Collections
Due diligence, 13-2035.
Forwarding check direct to payor,
13-2036.

Lien on bank's assets when checks
are not remitted, 13-2034.

Commissions to

on loans,

officers, etc.,

Records, 13-319, 13-320.
Removal of bank officer

em-

Superintendent of Banks, see Superintendent of Banks, post.
Deposits
Agent, by, 4-208, 4-209, 13-2041.
Deceased depositors, 13-2048.
Deposit exempt from garnish-

ment when, 46-212.
Fiduciaries, 13-2041.

13-0917.

Compensation

Foreign administrator or executor
checking out, 113-2406.
Garnishment, deposit of deceased
depositor exempt from, when,

Agents, 13-1801.
Employees, 13-1801.
Officers, 13-1801.

Concealing loans, 13-9916.

46-212.

Creditors

Assignments for benefit of, 13-804.
Claims when bank in hands of Superintendent of Banks, 13-815 to

General, 12-303.
Guardian, by, 49-315.
Insurance, false advertising as to,
13-9915.

13-820.

Consolidation of banks, 13-1407.
Depositors as, 13-1901.
Merger of banks, 13-1407.
National banks, rights upon conversion into State banks,
13-1304.

Minors, 13-2041.

Naked,

12-303.

Payment

in two names, 13-2039.
Powers, 13-1801.
Receiving after insolvency,

13-9928.

Private banks, rights upon conversion into State banks, 13-1203.
Crimes and misdemeanors, 13-9901 to
13-9937.

Definitions

Banks, 13-201.

Savings, 13-2047.
Special, 12-303.
Trust, payment, 13-2043.
Trustees, 13-2041.
Unclaimed, 13-824.
Depositories of public moneys:
.

Credit, 13-9933.

Public

Depositor, 13-202.

moneys.

Officers,

catchword

See
Public

Directors

Insolvency, 13-205.
Surplus, 13-206.

Approval

Assistant

Superintendent
Banks, see Superintendent
Banks, post.

of

loans,

13-2012

to

13-2014.

Undivided profits, 13-206.
Department of Banking
of

of

Clerks-

Borrowing by, 13-9921.
Commissions on loans, 13-9917.
Concealing loans, 13-9916.
Election, 13-2001.
Embezzlement, 13-9920.

Examinations of bank, 13-2005 to

Appointment, 13-310.

13-2008.

Duties, 13-310.

False entries, 13-9910.
Falsely advertising that deposits

Removal, 13-310.

are insured, 13-9915.

Salaries, 13-312, 13-314.

Term

or

ployee, 13-603.
Rules, 13-318.
Seal, 13-309.

of appointment, 13-310.

Communications

from,

13-601

to

13-603.

Creation, 13-301.
Duties, 13-301.

Effect of law creating Department
of Audits and Accounts, 40-1810.

Examination of banks, see Examination of banks, post.
Expenses, 13-314, 13-322.
Notice of violation of law, 13-601.

Falsely representing capital stock,
13-9914.

Increase or decrease, 13-1801.

Loans to, 13-9922.
Loans and gratuities

to Superintendent of Banks, etc., 13-990C.
Meetings, 13-2004.
Misappropriation, 13-9918.
Misuse of capital, 13-9925.

Number,

13-2001.

Oath, 13-2003.
Overdrafts, 13-9919.
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BANKS AND BANKING— Cont'd.

BANKS AND BANKING

- Cont'd.
Employees of banks— Cont M.

—

Directors Cont 'd.
Overissue of capital, 13-9926.

Permit to officers and employees
to borrow from bank for per-

Notice of ex-urn nation, giving in
advance, 13-9901.
Overdrafts, 13-9919.

P0W6I

sonal use, 13-2011.

''O

Purchase

Purchase

Bank obligations, 13-2026.
Bank paper at discount,

Purchasing

obligations,

bank

papOI

at

dis-

count, 13 9923.

with

capital

stock,

13-9924.

Refusal

make

to

statements,

13-9911.

Examination of banks

Qualifications, 13-2002.

Refusal to

bank's

of

13-2026.

13-9923.

Shares

appoint, 13-1 801.

make

statements,

Accountants, 13-2005.
Branch banks, 13-405.

13-9911.

Reports, 13-2006 to 13-2008.
Term of office, 13-2001.
Trust company powers, resolutions
for acquiring, 109-402.
Unearned dividends, 13-9925.
13-9912,
charter,
Violation
of

Directors

Accountants instead

of,

13-2005.

Duty, 13-2005 to 13-2008.

Examiners
Appointment,

13-9913.

13-310.

Bonds, 13-311.

Discount

Disclosing condition of bank,

Bank

officer

paper

at,

purchasing

bank

13-9902.
Duties, 13-310.

13-9923.

Bank

stock as security, 13-2021.
Bills, notes, etc., powers, 13-1801.
Dissolution, see Voluntary liquidation

Expenses, 13-313, 13-314.
False expense account, 13-9905.
False report of examination,

and dissolution, post.
Collateral liability of stockholders,
13-1908.

13-9903.

Gratuities to, 13-9906.
Loans to, 13-9906.
Misconduct, 13-9904.
Neglect, 13-9904.

Dividends
Declaration, 13-2029.
How declared, 13-2031.
Report, 13-2029.

Nonperformance of duty,
bility,

Unclaimed, 13-824.
Unearned, 13-2030, 13-9925.
Drafts, no funds on deposit, 13-9933.
Drainage commissioners, custodian of
funds of, 23-2528.

Embezzlement by officers, etc., 13-9920.
Employees of banks
Borrowing for personal use,
13-2011, 13-9921.

Notice in advance of examination, 13-9901.

Oath, 13-311.

Removal, 13-310.
Reports, 13-319, 13-320.
Salaries, 13-312, 13-314.
of appointment, 13-310.

Term

False report, 13-9903.

Fees

Commissions on loans, 13-9917.
Compensation, 13-1801.

Amount,

Concealing loans, 13-9916.
Disclosing
condition
of

Deposit, 13-305, 13-405.
Record, 13-407.

13-405.

Collection, 13-406.

bank,

13-9902.

Information gained to be kept

Embezzlement, 13-9920.

se-

cret, 13-409.

False entries, 13-9910.
False oath, 13-9909.
False statement as to condition of
bank, 13-9908.
Falsely advertising that deposits
are insured, 13-9915.

Notice in advance, 13-9901.

Number

annually, 13-401.
Oath, 13-403.
Reports of, 13-404.
Evidence, 13-410.
Filing, 12-319.

Falsely representing capital stock,
13-9914.

Gratuities

lia-

13-321.

Secrecy as to information gained,
13-409.

to

Superintendent

Banks, etc., 13-9906.
Loans, 13-9922.
Superintendent of Banks,
13-9906.

Misappropriation, 13-9918.
Misconduct, 13-9904.
Neglect, 13-9904.

of

Special examinations, 13-402.
Notice. 13-9901.

Time
etc.,

of, 13-40S.

Trust companies, 109-503.

Exchange, buying and

selling, 13-1S01.

False oath, 13-9909.
False report of examination, 13-9903.
False statement of condition, 13-9908.

General Index.
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BANKS AND BANKING— Cont'd.
Falsely advertising: that

deposits

BANKS AND BANKING— Cont'd.
are

insured, 13-9915.

representing

Falsely

stock,

capital

13-9914.

Federal Reserve banks
Acceptances, 13-2020.
Copies of examiners' reports furnished to, 13-400.

Membership, 13-2038.

—

Incorporation Cont 'd.
Private bank converted into State
bank, 13-1201 to 13-1203.
application
for
Publication
of
charter, 13-902, 13-906.

Term, 13-1801.
Indebtedness, restriction as to amount,
13-2025.

Insolvency

—

Forfeiture of charter
Causes. 13-1001.
Liquidation, 13-1603.
Proceedings, 13-1602.
Quo warranto proceedings, 13-1602.
Suits, 13-1604.

Definition, 13-205.

Order of paying debts, 13-821.
Possession of bank taken by Superintendent of Banks, 13-801.
Receiving deposits after, 13-9928.
Stockholders' liability, 13-1903 to

Fraud

13-1905.

Transfers after or in contempla-

Insolvency, 13-0027.
Transfers', 13-0020.

Gambling

with

tion of, 13-2046.

officers

or

agents,

26-6406.
jury, criminal violations to be
submitted to, 13-9936.

Grand

—

Impairment of capital
Assessment of stockholders, 13-701,
13-702,

Interest, rate charged on loans, 13-2019.
Investments, unauthorized, 13-2022.

Investment bankers, trust
operating

Investment

Notice to pledgee of stock, 13-703.
Possession of bank taken by Superintendent of Banks, 13-801.

purchase

of,

Lien

bank

Against

for

collaterals,

13-2033.

On bank's

Sale of stock, 13-704.
Transfer of stock, 13-704.
Income taxes, exemption, 92-3105.

Incorporation
Application for charter, 13-901 to

assets when checks are
not remitted, 13-2034.
Liquidation
13-1603,
charter,
of
Forfeiture
13-1604.

Voluntary, see Voluntary liquida-

13-903.

tion and dissolution, post.

Capital

Enforcement

of

payment,

Loans

Bank

13-910.

Lien on stock for unpaid

in-

stock, upon, 13-2021.
Collateral, 13-2017.

Commissions to

stallment, 13-911.
13-908.

Payment,

officers, etc.,

13-9917.

Sale of stock to enforce pay-

ment, 13-910.
Certificate

Issuance, 13-907.
Publication of application for
charter, 13-902, 13-906.

Charter

Concealing, 13-9916.
Interest rate, 13-2019.
Limit, 13-2013, 13-2014.
Officers,

employees,

etc.,

13-2011,

13-2012, 13-9922.

Personal security, on, 25-221.

Powers as
of, 13-1001,

to, 13-1801.

Eeal estate, 13-2015.

13-1009.

Application

securities,

13-2023.

Libel of bank, 13-9931.

13-806.

Amendment

companies

as, 109-506.

Merger or consolidation
for,

13-901

to

13-903, 13-906.

Forfeiture, 13-1601 to 13-1604.
Renewal, 13-1101 to 13-1106.
Surrender, 13-1507.
Consolidation of banks, 13-1401 to
13-1407.
Examination by and certificate of
Superintendent of Banks, 13-905.
Information to be furnished by
applicants for charter, 13-904.
Merger of banks, 13-1401 to
13-1407.

National bank converted into State
bank, 13-1301 to 13-1304.
Permit to begin business, 13-909.

Accomplished how, 13-1401.

Amendment

of charter, 13-1403.

Certificate of merger or consolidation, 13-1403.

Fee, 13-1403.
Submission of agreement to stockholders, 13-1402.

Minors, deposits, 13-2041.
Misappropriation by officers, directors,
etc.,

13-9918.

Misdemeanors, 13-9901 to 13-9937.
Misuse of capital, 13-9925.

Names
Branch bank,

13-204.

Private banks, 13-205, 13-9934.

(
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BANKS AND BANKING— Cont'd.

BANKS AND BANKING— Cont'd.
National banks
Administrator, acting

Bond

as trustee,
100-409.

as,

109-407.

executor,

banks,

State

Conversion

etc.,

into
13-1301 to 13-1304.
Executor, acting as, 109-407.
Oath as trustee, executor, etc.,
109-408.
Begistrarof stocks and bonds, act-

ing as, 109-407.
Trustees, acting as, 109-407.
Negotiable instruments, presentment

when payable

at bank, 14-706.

Notes
Forgery, etc., 26-3909, 26-3910.
Fraudulent or malicious destruc-

Bonds, 13-2010.
use,
personal
for
13-2011, 13-9921.
Certifying checks, 13-9927.
Changes, notice, 13-2009.
Commissions on loans, 13-9917.
Compensation, 13-1801.
Concealing loans, 13-9916.

Borrowing

Election, 13-2009.
Embezzlement, 13-9920.
False entries, 13-9910.
Falsely advertising that deposits
are insured, 13-9915.
Falsely representing capital stock,
13-9914.
Fraudulent conveyances, 13-9929.
Gambling with, 26-6406.
Loans to, 13-2012, 13-9922.
Loans or gratuities to Superintendent of Banks, 13-9906.
Misappropriation, 13-9918.
Misuse of capital, 13-9925.
Overdrafts, 13-2016, 13-9919.
Overissue of capital, 13-9926.

Penalty
Failure to comply with law,
13-9930.

Failure to transmit

list

of

offi-

cers, 13-2009.

Purchase

Bank obligations, 13-2024.
Bank paper at discount,
13-9923.

with

capital

stock,

after

insol-

13-9924.

deposits
vency, 13-9928.
to

law,

Opening

without.,

13 9907.

Possession of bank taken by Superintendent of Banks

Accountants, procurement,

13-812.

Agent
Appointment by Superintendent, 13-811.

Bond, 13-813.
Compensation, 13-825.
Assessment of stockholders, 13-822.
Assignment for creditors forbid-

Attorneys, employment, 13-812.
Business resumed, how, 13-806.
Claims of creditors

—

List, 13-819.

Objections to, 13-818.
Presentation after time fixed,
13-820.

Proof, 13-815.

Eank, change

of, 13-817.

Bejection, 13-817.
Collections,

how made,

make

13-807.

Compensation of agents, attorneys,
13-825.

etc.,

owing

Debts

banks,

collection,

13-807.

Directors, surrender of possession
by, 13-802.

Dividends, unclaimed, 13-826.

When

paid, 13-823.
Effect, 13-803.
Employees, 13-812.

Enjoining Superintendent, 13-810.

Funds

collected, deposit, 13-824.

Grounds, 13-801.
Inventory, filing, 13-814.
Notice, 13-802 to 13-805.
Creditors, 13-815.
Order of paying debts, 13-821.
in,

13-816.

Priorities of debts, 13-821.
Proof of claims, 13-815.
Sales, how made, 13-S07.

Stockholders ' agent
Election, powers,

and duties

of, 13-826.

Stockholders '

how

chosen, 13-S29.

meeting,

calling,

13-827.

statements,

13-9911.

Unclaimed dividends and

deposits,

13-826.

Unearned dividends,
Violation

with

Failure to transmit Hat of officers,
13 2000.
Permit to begin business, 13 909.

Successor,

Receiving
Refusal

comply

to

9930.

Pass books called

to appoint, 13-1801.

Shares

V.>,

den, 13-804.
Assistants, procurement, 13-812.

tion of, 26-7601.
Officers

Power

Penalties
Failure

of

13-9925.

charter,

13-9913.

Overdrafts

13-9912,

Powers, enumeration of, 13-1S01.
Private banks, 13-204.
into
State
Conversion
banks,
13-1201 to 13-1203.

Depositors, 13-2016.

Names,

Officers, etc., 13-9919.

Signs, 13-204, 13-9934.

13-204.
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BANKS AND BANKING— Cont'd.
Profits, calcination. 13-2032,
Property, right to hold and

BANKS AND BANKING— Cont'd.

convey,

13-1S01.

Punishment, crimes and misdemeanors,

ment

to pledgee, 13-9935.

Liability

13-9937.

Assets of bank, 13-1907.

Purchase

Bank's obligations, 13-2026.

Bank

stoek, 13-2021.

Invest meat securities, 13-2023.
Quo warranto proceedings to forfeit

Collateral liability, effect
dissolution, 13-1908.
Extent, 13-1901.

Failure

of

of

13-1904,

.bank,

13-1905.

charter, 13-1602.

Real estate, purposes for which held,
13-2024.

Fiduciaries, exceptions as to,
13-1902.

Premature

Receivers, 13-1604.
Regulation of business
13-2001 to 13-2023.

Reports

Stockholders
Assessment, 13-806.
Failure to give notice of assign-

of

banking,

—

organization

bank, 13-1906.
Transfer
of
stock,

of

effect,

13-1903.

Call mailed to banks, 13-503.
Certificate accompanying, 13-501.

Lien on stock for unpaid
ments of capital, 13-911.

Contents, 13-501.
Dividends, 13-504.

List, sending to Superintendent of

Number,

Banks, 13-2045.

13-501.

Penalty for failure to make, 13-505.
Publication, 13-501.
Signature, 13-501.
Special reports, 13-502.
Reserve, 13-2027, 13-2028.

Amount

of deposit, 13-2047.
inclusive of, 13-201.
Deposits, regulations and limitations, 13-2047.

"Banks"

Investments, 13-2022.
Loans, 13-2015, 16-104.
Real estate, holding, 13-2024.
Records of deposits, 13-2047.
Reserves, 13-2027, 13-2028.
Stocks and investment securities,
purchase, etc., 13-2023.
Trust company powers, acquiring,
109-301.

Savings deposits, 13-2047.
of law, 13-101.

Slander of bank, 13-9932.
Small loan business law, applicability,
25-318.

State

charter

Examination

certificate,

Reference to, 13-1103.
Application to amend bank charter

Examination

and

certificate,

13-1005.

Reference to, 13-1004.
Application to surrender
charter

and

bank

certificate,

Reference to, 13-1509.
Appointment, 13-302.
Assistant Superintendent
Acting in case of vacancy in

—

office,

deposits, powers, 13-1801.

13-303.

Appointment, 13-310.

See State Depos-

depositories:

and

13-1102.

13-1510.

Signs, private banks, 13-204, 13-9934.

Sx'ecial

13-904.

Reference to, 13-903.
Application for renewal of bank

Examination

Seal, 13-1801.
title

Suits
Forfeiture of charter, 13-1604.
Power to sue and be sued, 13-1801.
Superintendent of Banks
Annual report, 13-315.
Application for bank charter
Information to be furnished,

—

Savings banks

Short

install-

Banking

interests, 13-310.

Bond, 13-311.

itories.

Disclosing condition of bank,

State Treasurer

Accounts

13-9902.
Duties, 13-310.

of, 40-1101.

Deposits, 40-1101.

Eligibility, 13-310.

StockCertificates

be

to

receipted

for,

13-2051.

Levy and

sale, 39-123, 39-124.

Justices'

Loans upon,

courts,

24-1414.

13-2021.

Purchase, 13-2021, 13-2023.
Purchasing with capital
13-9924.

Expenses, 13-313, 13-314.
False expense account, 13-9905.
False report of examination
of bank, 13-9903.
Gratuities to, 13-9906.
Indebtedness to banks, 13-310.

Loans
stock,

to, 13-9906.

Misconduct, 13-9904.
Neglect, 13-9904.
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BANKS AND BANKING— Cont'd.

—

Superintendent of Banks Cont'd.
Assistant Superintendent Cont'd.
of
of
examination
Notice
bank in advance, 13-0001.
Oath, 13-211.
in,
bank, interest
Private

—

13-310.

Qualifications, 13-310.
Removal, 13-310.

Salary, 13-303, 13-312, 13-314.
Term of appointment, 13-310.
13-313,
expenses,
Traveling
13-314.

TO
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BANKS AND BANKING
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Superintendent of Bank*—Cont'd*
Private bank, interest in, 13-304
Purchaeei of property, 13-808.
Qualification*,

13-304.

Record*, 13-319,

Removal, 13-303, 13 304, 13 307.
Benewalf of notes, etc., 13-808*
Eeport, 13-315 to 13-317.
Evidence, 13 320.
Eeports of banks, preservation,
13-310.

Rules, making,

13-318.

.Salary, 13-305, 13-314.

Attorney General to advise, 13-323.

Seal,

Banking

general to advise
represent, 13-322, 13Suits, 13-808.

interests, 13-304.

13-309.

Solicitors

Bond, 13-306.
Liability on, for nonperformance of duty, 13-321.
Branch banks, consent to estab-

Venue, 13-809.
Suspension, 13-303, 13-307.

Term

lishment, 13-203.

Conveyances, 13-808.
Credit unions
Bylaws, approval, 25-103.

of office, 13-302.

Traveling expenses, 13-313.
Trust companies
Deposits, permit, 109-505.

Change of place of business,
approval, 25-120.
Reports, 25-122.
Supervision, 25-122.
Department of Law to

and

Examinations, 109-503.
Fees, 109-503.

Guaranty
Bonds and
advise,

titles,

reports,

109-201.

Funds, duties relating

13-323.

Deposits, 13-314.
Disclosing condition of bank,
13-9902.

to,

109-504.

Eeports

to,

109-201, 109-503.

Eligibility, 13-304.

Securities, dealings in, supervision, 109-505, 109-506.

Examination of banks, see Exami-

Supervision and control,

nation of banks, ante.
Expenses, 13-313, 13-314.
Extensions of notes, etc., 13-808.
False expense account, 13-9905.
False report of examination,
13-9903.
Fees, 13-305.
Forfeiture of charters, 13-1602 to
13-1604.

Forms, preparing, 13-318.
Gratuities to, 13-9906.
Loans to, 13-9906.
Mandamus, 13-1701.
Bill of exceptions, 13-1703.
Judgment, 13-1702.
Trial, 13-1702.
Misconduct, 13-9904.
Negligence, 13-9904.

Nonperformance of duty,

liability,

13-321.

Notice

of

Vacancy

in office, 13-303.

Voluntary liquidation of bank, approval, 13-1502.

Surplus

Amount

to be carried, 13-2029.

Losses reducing, 13-2031.
Taxation, 92-2406.
Branch banks, 13-203.

Exemptions, 92-2402.
Penalty for nonpayment of taxes,
92-7306.
Title of

bank law,

Transfers

after

or

13-101.

in

contemplation

of insolvency, 13-2046.

Trust companies: See Trust Companies.
Acquiring banking powers,
109-201, 109-507.

acquiring trust company
109-301,
109-401
powers,
to
109-409.
See Trust Companies.
National banks, see National banks,

Banks

examination of bank,

13-9901.

Oath, 13-306.
Office,

109-503.

13-308.

Permit to bank to begin business,
13-909.

Mandamus, 13-1701

to 13-1703.

Permit to liquidate bank, 13-1502.
Possession of bank, see Possession
of bank taken by Superintendent of Banks, ante.

ante.

Eeports
Superintendent
of
to
Banks, 109-201, 109-503.
Savings banks acquiring trust company powers, 109-301.
Stockholders' liability to depositors, 109-507.

25
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BANKS AND BANKING— Cont'd.

BARBERS— Cont 'd.

—

Trust companies Cont 'd.
Superintendent of Banks, supervision, etc., see Superintendent of
Brinks, ante.

109 508.

Application, 13-1502, 13-1507 to
13-1511.
Approval of Superintendent of
13-1502,

13-1510.

Assets distributed to stockholders,
13-]

publication of apto surrender charter,

of

13-1511.

Examination

Bank surrendering

charter,

13-1510.

13-1504.

Surrender of charter, 13-1507.
Two-thirds vote of stockholders

Fees, 84-101, 84-409.

Register showing, 84-413.

Renewal, 84-412.
Requirement, 84-402, 84-409.
Disease, freedom from, 84-409.

Examination, 84-408, 84-409.
Examiners: See State Board of Barber Examiners of Georgia.
Notice of registration to tax collectors,

Unpaid deposits and

Practicing occupation, 84-401.

Punishment for violation of law,
84-404, 84-411, 84-9904.
Registration, 84-407 to 84-409.
School, learning trade in, 84-410, 84-411.

BAR-DOCK.
Placing prisoner

re-

quired, 13-1501.
claims, pro-

vision for, 13-1505.
or salaries, buying, 25-221.

in, 27-1402.

BARLEY.
Bushel, weight, 112-101.

BARRATRY.
Definition, 9-9901, 26-4701.

Punishment, 9-9902, 26-4701.

FIXTURES.

Taxation of manufacturers, 92-901.

BARRELS.
See Weights and Measures.

BANKRUPTCY.
Congress' power to establish laws,
1-125.

BARTER.
Contracts

Limitations, effect of
after discharge, 3-902.
Negotiable instruments
Notice of dishonor

new

promise

of, 96-115.

BASEBALL BATS.
Taxation of manufacturers, 92-901.

to

bankrupt,

14-813.

Presentment to bankrupt drawee,
14-1203.

BASEBALL PARKS.
Taxation, 92-602.

Venders

in,

taxation, 92-605.

BASTARDS.

BANNS.
Marriage, 53-209, 53-210.

EAR,

Bigamous marriage, offspring

of,

26-5603.

Binding over putative father, 74-303.

Admission to: See Attorneys at Law.
Examiners, board of: See Attorneys
at

Examinations, 84-408, 84-409.

84-101.

Liquidating bank, 13-1504.
Notice of liquidation, 13-1503.
Order dissolving bank, 13-1512.
Publication of application to surrender charter, 13-1508.
Reports by liquidating bank,

BANK

—

Apprentices, 84-410.
Display, 84-412.

Revocation, 84-411.

I

plication

Wages

84-401-.

Certificates of registration

Voluntary liquidation and dissolution

Certificate

—

Cont'd.
Taxation, 92-701.
Unclean, nuisances,

Barbering defined, 84-401.

Surrender of banking powers,

Banks.

Barber shops

Law.

BARBERS.
See State Board of Barber Examiners of Georgia.
Apprentices, 84-410.

Barbel schools, 84-410, 84-411.
Barber shop3
Inspection,

84-404.

Manicure shops

in,

BondAction on, 74-305.
Mother, 74-304, 74-306.
Putative father, 74-303,

74-306,

74-9901.

Colored children, 74-102.
Court order legitimating child, 74-103.
Custody, 74-203.
Death, concealment of, 26-1106.
Defenses to bastardy charge, 74-307.
Definition, 74-201.

taxation,

92-702.

Sanitary requirements, 84-404.
Supply agents, taxation, 92-501.

Divorce of parents,

effect, 30-119.

Domicile, 79-404.
Education, 74-303, 74-305, 74-9901.
Evidence, 74-101.
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BEES.

BASTARDS— Cont M.
Father's obligation, 74-202.
Guardians, appointment, 40 110.
Inheritance by and from, 113-904,
1

70

13-005.

See

Honey

Been.

Pergonal property, 85 1704.

BEEF.
Weight or bulk,

Legitimating by subsequent marriage,
74-101.

Maintenance, bond, 74-303, 74-300,
74-9901.

Marriage of parents
Legitimating of

child, 74-101.

Void, effect, 53-104.

Mother's rights, 74-203.

Name

of child legitimated
Court order, 74-103.

dirt

in<

or rubbish, 26-7405.

BEEF SCRAPS.
See Concentrated. Commercial Feeding Stuffs.

BEER.
See Intoxicating Liquors.

EEET REFUSE.

—

Parents' marriage, 74-101.
Notice, legitimating proceedings,

See Concentrated Commercial Feeding Stuffs.

BEGGING.
Children put to vocation

74-103.

Order of court legitimating

child,

of,

5

3

0003,

54-9904.

BEHAVIOR.

74-103.

Petition to court to legitimate, 74-103.
Possession, 74-203.

Bonds:

See

"Warrants

Good Be-

for

havior.

Presumptions of legitimacy, 74-101.
Sentence for bastardy, suspension,

BENCH WARRANTS.
See Arrest.

27-2706.

Support, 74-202.
Warrant against

BENEFIT OF COUNSEL.

—

Accused persons, right

Mother, 74-301.

Taxation of shows for benevolent,

BATHING.

etc.,

purposes, 92-610.

Indecent, on Sunday, 26-6910.
Surf bathers, protection of, 26-7302 to
26-7307.

BENEVOLENT ORGANIZATIONS.
Name, adoption

or use

by

others,

106-201, 106-202, 106-9905.

BATHING RESORTS.

BEQUESTS.
See Wills.

Taxation, 92-609.

BATHING

of, 1-806, 2-105.

BENEVOLENCE.

Father, 74-302.

BEST EVIDENCE.

SUITS.

Taxation of hirers or renters, 92-609.

See Evidence.

BESTIALITY.

BATTERY.
See Assault and Battery.

Attempt

to

commit, 26-5905.

Definition, 26-5903.

BEACONS.

Punishment, 26-5904.

Destroying,

etc.,

26-7603.

BEANS.

Cheating, 26-7402.

Bushel, weight, 112-101.

Cockfight, 26-6601.
Election, 26-6409.

BEAR.
Fur-bearing animals:

See Game.

See Intoxicating Liquors.

Taxation, 92-702.

Taxation of manufacturers and dealers,

BEAVER.

92-801 to 92-805, 92-9901, 92-9902.

Fur-bearing animals:

See Game.

BEDS AND BEDDING.
Homestead, statutory, 51-1301.
sanitary regulations, 52-202,

52-9902.

BIAS.
Judges, 2-3002, 2-3003.
Jurors, 59-705. 59-706, 59-714 to 59 716,
59-804, 59-S06.

BIBLE.

BED AND BOARD.
Divorce:

Gambling, 26-6401 to 26-6409.

BEVERAGES.

BEAUTY PARLORS.

Hotel,

BETTING.

See Divorce.

Homestead, 51-1301.
Reading in schools, 32-703.

General Index.
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BILLS OF EXCEPTIONS— Cont'd.

BICYCLES.
Dealers, taxation, 92-1312. 92-1313.
Rating parks, taxation, 92-602.

BIGAMY.

Bond, 6-1002, 6-1007.
Brief of evidence
Additional, 6-810.
Certificate, 6-S06.

Absence of spouse for

five years, effect,

86-5603.
Definition, 26-5601.

Legitimacy of children, 26-5603.
Punishment, 26-5602, 26-5004.

BILLS,
See Acts of Congress; Acts of General Assembly.

ELLLS

Waiver

6-906.

Additional record, 6-810.

Attorney

certifying
dead, 6-906, 6-907.

BILLS OF ATTAINDER.
prohibited, 1-128, 1-134,

when judge

Clerk-

2-302.

Mailing notice to nonresident,

BILLS OF CREDIT.

6-915.

Emission by States prohibited, 1-134.

Record transmitted, 6-1001.
Death

BILLS OF EXCEPTIONS.
See Court of Appeals Rules; Supreme
Court and Court of Appeals; Supreme Court Rules.

Admission of incompleteness of tranfor, 30-214.

Alteration by judge, 6-801, 6-803, 6-909.

Conformity to record, 6-1401.
Dismissal avoided by, 6-1309.
filing,

mistake

in, 6-1402.

Incomplete record, 6-1403.

Assignment of

error, 6-801, 6-803, 6-901,

6-1607,

24-3608,

24-4506,

Form,

6-806, 6-808.

Mandamus

to compel, 6-910.
Objections by judge, 6-909.
Party certifying when judge dead,
6-906, 6-907.

Refusal of judge to certify, 6-909.
Resignation of judge, 6-906.

Time

to

Attaching acknowledgment of service,
6-912.

Attachment against fraudulent debtors,
6-903, 8-406.

Attorneys
Briefs:
See
Court of Appeals
Rules; Supreme Court and Court
Appeals;
of
Supreme
Court
Rules.

Certifying

when judge

dead, 6-906,

6-907.

24-3624, 24-4522, 24-4523.
cases, certificate, su-

perior court rule, 24-3360.
Post-office address, addition to signature, 24-3^)08, 24-4506.
Service, 6-911, 6-912.
Signing, 6-901.

Attorney General, service on, in criminal cases, 6-917.

Bail trover, application for discharge,
bill, 6-903,

error, 6-807.

Certified questions, transmission with,
24-4529.

Change by judge, 6-801, 6-803,
Change of venue, 27-1201.

6-909.

City court decisions, 6-701, 6-901.
Clerk of trial court, duties, 6-801 to
6-803, 6-810, 6-812, 6-904, 6-914, 6-915,

6-1001, 6-1002, 6-1008, 6-1301, 6-1303,
6-1310,

6-1402,

24-2715,

24-3611,

24-4509.

Contempt of court

Costs, liability for, 6-1704, 24-3623,

Misdemeanor

certify, 6-906, 6-909,

6-1312.

Writ of

24-4549.

bill,

Delay by judge, 6-909, 6-1312.
Examination by judge, 6-808.
Fast bills, 6-906.

Judge's responsibility, 6-808, 6-902.

Amendment

Entry of

Judge, 6-906, 6-907.
Party, 6-908.

Filing after, 6-1001.

script, 6-812.

Alimony, proceedings
Fast bill, 6-903.

fast

be taken up, 6-701,

Absence of judge,

Taxation, 92-402.

fast

may

Certificate

BILL DISTRIBUTORS.

6-1305,

of objections, 6-805.

6-901.

See Negotiable Instruments.

of,

6-811.

Part of record when, 6-802, 6-811.
Record, part of, when, 6-802, 6-811.
Separate when, 6-802.
Causes which

AND NOTES.

Passage

Direct exception, 6-804.
Included when, 6-801.
New trial, grant or refusal, 6-803,

107-204.

Fast bill in case of, 6-903.
Record, rule regarding preparation,
violation, 24-3612, 24-4510.

Refusal to complete transcript,
6-812.

Right to except after jury

trial,

24-105.

Contents, 6-801.

Copy, retention in trial court, 6-1001.
Corporations,

application

tion, fast bill, 6-903.

for

dissolu-

Gknkkal
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BILLS OF EXCEPTIONS— Cont'd.
See Supreme Court and Court

Costs:

of Appeals.
Additional record, 6-810.

Amount, 6-1702.
Argument in writing,
Attorney's

U

BILLS OF EXCEPTIONS—Cont'd.
Datt

fignatnre,

to

of,

l

-

want

for

1

Death—

6-1505.

liability, 6-1704,

Judge,
906, 6 007.
Party, 8-90$, 24-3641, B4-W42,
24 4548.

Diminution of record, 0-812, 6-1403,

24-3623, 24-3624, 24-4106,
24-4522, 24-4523.

Clerk of lower court, transmission

24-3610, 24-4508.
Direct, without motion for m&tt trial,

of record, 24-2729.
Collection by clerk, 6-1703, 24-3624,
24-4103, 24-4523.

Dismissal
Additional

Dismissal for nonpayment, 24-3624,

record

24-3624, 24-4523.
for, on reversal, 6-1704.
for,

Judgment
Pauper affidavit,

6-1702, 24-3622,
24-3623, 24-4521, 24-4522.
1

Payment on

filing briefs, 24-3622,

Briefs not

Prepayment, 6-1702, 24-3622,

make, 24-2715.

Remittitur, 6-1804

to avoid, 0-1309.

filed,

0-1606.

transmission

cases,

to official signature wanting,

6-1303.

Delay
Certifying

24-4103,

of exceptions,

bill

6-1312.

Report to State Treasurer, 6-1703,

Transmission of record,

24-4103.

6-1310, 6-1311.

Superfluous or immaterial record,
6-810.

Extraordinary remedies, transmission of record, 6-1301.

Supersedeas, 6-1002.
Taxing, 6-1705, 24-4105.
Transcript of record not recorded,
6-1701, 24-4105.

Fault of party, 6-1301. 6-1311,
6-1312.

Injunction, transmission of record,
6-1301.

Transferred cases, 24-3609, 24-4507.
Criminal cases
Bail in misdemeanor cases, 27-901.
Certificate by trial clerk on jail

Jurisdiction, want
24-3635, 24-4537.

of,

Neglect

6-1301,

party,

of

as

ground,
6-1311,

6-1312.

Parties

cases, 6-1008.

Certiorari, supersedeas, 19-216.

Defect

Dismissal, transmission of record,

Failure to make, 24-3641,

6-1301.

of, 6-1202.

24-4543.

Fast bills, 6-903, 6-904, 27-1201.

Hearing and determination,

6-904.

Penalty

for

noncompliance

Pendente

Practice in, 6-903.
Remittitur, 6-904.
Right to except, 6-901.
Service in, 6-917.
Supersedeas, 6-1005 to 6-1008,

ment of error, 6-1305.
Removable grounds, 6-1304.

19-216, 27-1201.

of offense, proof of, wanting,

6-1609.

lite

exceptions,

assign-

Service

After

filing,

6-1302.

"Waiver of, as avoiding. 6-911.
Technical defects, 6-1307.
Waiver of service as avoiding,
6-911.

Venue
Change

Want
of, 27-1201.

of,

wanting, 6-1609.

Cross-bills

Argument

with

rule, 6-1306.

Jail cases, expedition, 6-1008.

Proof

of

record, 6-1301.

24-4105.

Time

f

24-4523.

Date

24-4521.

Record, clerk of lower court, duty

ng

|

Clerk, failure by, as ground,
6-1301, 6-1303, 6-1310.
Costs, nonpayment, 24-3024,

Criminal

24-4521.

as

6-810.

Amendments

24-4523.

Execution

to

6-804.

on, 6-901.

Decision on, when, 6-901.
Docket, entry on, 24-3630, 24-4532.

Record

of prosecution as ground,
6-1605, 24-3634, 24-4537.

Evidence, see Brief of evidence, ante.
Extraordinary remedies, fast bill,
6-903.

Fast billsBail trover, discharge of defendant, 107-204.

Additional, 6-809.

Certifying, 6-907.

Taking up,

Criminal cases, 6-903, 6-904,

6-809.

Requisites, 6-809, 6-901.

27-1201.

General Index.
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— Cent

BILLS OF EXCEPTIONS
Fast

bills

— Cont

\1.

New

\1.

8-406,

27-1201, 50-126, 55-202.
Mandamus, 64-110.

'd.

of offense, lack of proof of,
as ground, 6-1609.
Venue, lack of proof of, as ground,
6-1609.
of defects, 6-805.

Nonresident defendant, service on,
6-914, 6-915.

Signing, 6-903, 6-007.

Notice, see Service, post.
Objections

Tax eases, 92-5506, 92-6906
Time of tendering, 6-003.
Transmission, 6-003.
Filing
Appellate court, before docketing,
24-3630, 24-4532.

court, how and when
made, 24-3610, 24-4508.
Judge of lower court, 6-909.
Original, transmission by clerk, 6-1001,

Appellate

24-3611, 24-4509.

Mistake in entry, 6-1402.
Supersedeas after. 6-1002.
Time, 6-1001, 6-1101.
Final judgment. 6-701.

Parties

Adding, 6-913.

when judge

Certification by,

dead,

6-006.

fast bill, 50-126.

Hearing, time of, 6-1101, 6-1601, 6-1603.
Injunction, 6-003, 6-1301, 55-202.

Costs,

how

taxed, 6-810.

Death, 6-008, 6-1201, 24-3641,

Judge

24-3642, 24-4543.

Additional record, 6-810.
Bond for supersedeas in criminal
cases, assessment by, 6-1007.
Ceasing to hold office before certificate, 6-006.

Certificate

Delay in signing, 6-1312.
Form, 6-806, 6-808.
Responsibility, 6-808, 6-902.

Change by, 6-801, 6-803.
Death before certification,

6-906,

Ex

parte proceedings, 6-916.

Interested, 6-1202.
Interpleader, 6-916.
Making, in appellate court, 6-908,
6-1201, 24-3641, 24-3642, 24-4543.

Nonresident, 6-914, 6-915.
Real contestant, 6-916.
Record party differing from real
party, 6-916.
Scire facias to make, 6-1202.

Third parties, argument by, 6-1506.

Officers of trial court, 6-918.

Signing compelled by, 6-910.
Objections by, 6-909.
Jurisdiction,
statements of reasons,
24-3609, 24-4507.
See Court of ApSupreme Court and
peals Rules;
Court of Appeals; Supreme Court

Pauper

affidavit, 6-1002, 6-1004, 6-1005,

6-1702, 24-3622, 24-3623, 24-4521,

24-4522.

Pendente

lite,

Mandamus

6-701, 6-905, 6-1305.

Petition for additional record, 6-810.
Postponement of cause, incomplete
transcript, 6-812.

Quo warranto,

Rules.

64-206.

Receiver, application

by judge,

Certification

6-910.

Completion of record, 6-812.
Confused a7id illegible record,
24-3614, 21-4512.

fast

bill,

Record
Additional, 6-810.
Bill of exceptions not recorded,

Docketing, 24-3637, 24-4539.

Fast bill of exceptions, 6-903
Lies to grant or refusal of, 64-110.
Officers of trial court, 6-918.

Misdemeanor,

for,

6-903.

Arrangement, 24-3613, 24-4511.

Costs, 24-3637, 24-4539.

certificate

of

counsel,

24-4105.

Brief of evidence,
evidence, ante.
Certificate
Certified

by

see

Brief

of

clerk, 6-1001.

questions,

transmission

with, 24-4529.

superior court rule, 24-3360.

Clerk of trial court, duties, 6-801

trial

Assignment of error
on

Essential, 6-1202.

Service on, necessity, 6-911.

6 907.

Mandamus

New

— Cont

Waiver

(54-206.

Service, 6-903,

Habeas corpus,

trial

Time

Death of judge, 6-007.
Lie in what eases, 6-903,

Quo warranto,

BILLS OF EXCEPTIONS— Cont 'd.

motion,

to

sufficiency,

judgment
24-3608,

Contempt,

24-4506.

First grant, reversal, 6-1608.

Motion

for,

to 6-803, 6-1001, 24-2715, 24-3611,

24-3612, 24-4509, 24-4510.

when

necessary, 6-804.

Questions involved, 6-1308.
Supersedeas on motion for, 6-1007.

disregard

of

rule

as,

24-3612, 24-4510.

Correction by, 6-1307, 6-1401.
Cosis

to

24-2729.

clerk

for

transmission,

General Index.
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BILLS OF EXCEPTIONS— Cont'd.

BILLS OF EXCEPTIONS— Cont 'd.

—

Cont'd.
diminution, 6-812, 6-1403, 24-3610,

Record

'.!•'! KJ

Snperfodoai

Bond

24-4.108.

Fast

('<

bills, 6-903.

a&ing apOO
-.,

24-3630, 24-4532.
or confused, 24-363 2,
24-3614, 24-4510, 24-4512.
Incomplete, how corrected, 6-1403.
Illegible

Certificate

Party

from

6-701,

exceptions,

lite

6-905, 6-1305.

as

affidavit

prerequisite,

6-1002, 6-1004.

24-4510.

Separate from

of exceptions,

bill

Superior

Time

Specification, 6-801, 6-803.

Superfluous or immaterial portion,
6-810.

not

Transcript

recorded,

6-1701,

24-4105.

of, 27-1201.

Acknowledgment as waiver,

6-912.

Attorney, 6-911, 6-912.

Criminal cases, 6-917.
filing

as

of, 6-1302.

Ex

parte proceedings, 6-916.
Interpleader, r'eal contestant,

Term

to

which

returnable,

6-1001,

—

Service, 6-911.
Tender, 6-902 to 6-904.

Transmission by clerk, 6-1001.
Transfer of cases from one appellate
court to the other:
See Court of
Appeals Rules; Supreme Court and
Court of Appeals; Supreme Court
Rules.

Transmission by clerk, 6-1001, 24-3611,

6-916.

24-4509.

Mail, nonresident defendants,

Venue, change

6-914, 6-915.

Mandamus

and giving

Hearing, 6-1101.

Service

after

of paying costs

Certifying, 6-906, 6-909, 6-1312.
Filing, 6-1101.

24-2715, 24-3611, 24-4509.

service

authority,

bond, 6-1002.
Tender, time of, 6-902.

Time of

Dismissal,

judge,

6-1101.

Transmission, 6-1001, 6-1310,

Venue, change

court

24-2616.

24-3612, 24-4510.

ground

27-1201.

of,

Filing before, 6-1002.
Injunction cases, 55-202.
Judgment on bond, 6-1003.

Pauper

Preparation, method, 24-3612,

clerk,

expediting, 6-1008.
trial motion, 6-1

Terms, 6-1005.
Venne, change

real

party, 6-916.

Pendente

of trial

ea es,

New

24-3613, 24-4511.

differing

'

Certiorari, 19-216.
.J.-ui

to, 24-3610, 24-4508.

on,

a

I

i

0-1008.

24-3614, 24-4512.

Objections

i,

Criminal cases
Bond, 0-1006, 6-1007.

Index, 24-3613, 24-4511.
Mandamus, confused or illegible,

Numbering pages,

r<-.v>.

payment

Co»i
6-1002.

Filing before case docketed,

,

Bl prere'.
202.

:,:>

"Waiver

on judge, 6-910.
Nonresident defendants, 6-914,
nisi

6-915, 24-3615, 24-4513.

Publication,

of, 27-1201.

nonresident

ants, 24-3615, 24-4513.

service

as,

trial,

6-804.

Service, 6-911.

BILLS OF EXCHANGE.
See Negotiable Instruments.

as, 6-912.

Effect, 6-911.

BILLS OF LADING.
See Carriers.

Signing—
Absence of judge,

of

6-912.

Defects in motion for new
defend-

Residence of attorney, 6-911.
Time, 6-911.

Waiver
Acknowledgment

Acknowledgment

Pledge, 12-601.
6-906.

Vessels, grant by, 98-101, 98-9901.

Attorney, 6-901.

BILL OF PARTICULARS.

Death

Attaching in

Judge, 6-906.
Party, 6-908.

on account,

S 1-105.

Plea, 24-3310.

Time, 6-902 to 6-905.
Solicitor general, service

suit

Set-off, 39-606.

on, in

crim-

inal cases, 6-917.

Superior court decisions, 6-701, 6-901.

Superior court rule. 24-3310. 24-3363.
Unliquidated demands, annexation to
suit for, 24-3310.

2° 5 4
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BILLIARD ROOMS— Cont'd.

BELLS OF PEACE.

—

Coniirmation of established right,
37-1501.

Grounds. 37-1501.
Injunction as ancillary, 37-1502.
Multiplicity of suits, avoiding, 37-1501.

BILL OF EIGHTS.
Georgia Constitution, 2-101 to 2-502.
United States Constitution, 1-S01 to

Minors
Admitted when, 84-1611.
Misdemeanor, remaining

in

bil-

liard room, etc., 84-9926.

Placards as to, 84-1612.
Municipal regulations and fees,
S4-1606.

Partitions prohibited, 84-1609.

Religious orders, effect of law as to,

1-810.

S4-1616.

BILLS OF SALE.

Sale of intoxicating liquors, 84-1613.

Attestation, 07-1302, 07-1303.
Conditional sales, 07-1401 to 07-1403.

Sanitation, 84-1008.

Screens prohibited, 84-1609.
Sporting results, posting, 84-1613.

Foreclosure, 67-1603.

Crops
Advances, security for, 67-1105.

State institutions, effect of law as

Deiinition, 07-1107.

Foreclosure, 07-1001, 07-1002.
Judgment on debt secured by, setting
aside, 110-801 to 110-803.

Mortgage, reducing

Y. M. C. A., effect of law as

to, 84-1616.

BILLIARD TABLES.
Taxation of operators, 92-2001.

to, 67-101.

Record, 07-1304, 67-1305.
Duty of superior court

BINDING MACHINES.
clerk

keep books for, 24-2714.
Setting aside judgment on debt

to

Taxation of manufacturers and dealse-

cured by, 110-801 to 110-803.

ers, 92-1308.

BINDING OVER.

BILLIARD ROOMS.

See Courts of Inquiry.

"Billiards" defined, 84-1601.
Blind persons, authority, 84-2011.
Charitable

to,

84-1616.

institutions,

effect

BIRDS.

of law

EggsPersonal property, 85-1704.

as to, 84-1616.

City institutions, effect of law as to,
84-1616.

Protection, 45-305, 45-318.

Instruction in bird

City ordinances, effect, 84-1607.
Club rooms, effect of law as to,

life,

32-1701 to

32-1703.

Personal property, 85-1703.

84-1616.

and

Confederate
thority,

County

other

au-

soldiers,

Evidence to prove, 38-303.

84-2011.

institutions,

effect

of law as

to, 84-1616.

by birth of

child,

113-408.

Fraternal orders, effect of law as

to,

84-1616.

houses,

Statistics: See Vital Statistics.

Will, revocation

Definition, 84-1601.

Gambling

BIRTH.

connections

with,

Definition, 26-1801.

Indictment or presentment, 26-1801.

84-1614.

Gambling in, 84-1613.
Hours for operation, 84-1610.
Industrial concerns, effect of law
to, 84-1616.
Inspection, 84-1615.
Intoxicating liquors, sale, 84-1613.

BLACKMAIL.

Jurisdiction, 26-1801.
as

Licenses to operate
Application for, 84-1603 to 84-1605.
Authority to grant, 84-1602,
84-1607.

Bonds of applicants, 84-1604.
Confederate and other soldiers,
84-2011.
Fees, 84-1604, 84-1606.

Operation without license as misdemeanor, 84-9924.

Punishment, 26-1801.
Threats
Burning property of another,
26-1803.

Letters, 26-1802.

BLACKSMITHS.
Books

of account,
evidence, 38-310.

admissibility

BLINDS.
Taxation of manufacturers, 92-901.

BLIND PERSONS.
See Academy for the Blind.

Qualifications of licensees, 84-1603.

Peddlers, licenses, 84-2011.

Violation of law, misdemeanor,

Poll tax, exemption, 92-108.
Testamentary capacity, 113-207.

84-9924, 84-9925.

in

Q.tf.ral
fuKiKBENi E8

T:-,*jji-:x.
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EOARD OF CONTROL OF ELEEMOSY-

BLOOD.
Corruption

NARY INSTITUTIONS—

of, 1-306, 2-203.

Milledgerille State Hospital,
ofj See Killedgerllle State Hospital.

BLOODHOUNDS.
Sheriff,

keeping, 24-2813.

Moneys, payment into
35 in.
Number of members, Z5
Placement of children, dntiesj
See Infants.
Powers and duties, 85-106.
Profit from contracts, property,

BLOWPOSTS.
Railroads, 94-500 to 94-508, 94-9902.

BLUE-GRASS SEED.
Bushel, weight, 112-101.

BLUE SKY LAW.
See Securities.

BOARD FOR EXAMINATION" AND
REGISTRATION

OF

ARCHI-

TECTS.
See State Board for Examination and
Registration of Architects.

BOARD OF BARBER EXAMINERS.
See State Board of Barber Examiners of Georgia.

BOARD OF CHIROPODY EXAMINERS.
See State Board of Chiropody Examiners.

efe

etc.,

89-9915.
Eeports, 35-109.

Eequisitions for money, 35-111*
Pules and regulations, 35-106.
Sales and purchases, 35-110.
Secretary, 35-105, 35-106.
State Tuberculosis Sanatorium, control
See State Tuberculosis Sanaof:
torium.
Terms of office, 35-103, 35-106.
Vacancies, 35-104, 35-108, 89-9915.

Vacation of office, 35-108.
Vice chairman, 35-106.
Visits to institutions, 35-109.

BOARD

OF CHIROPRACTIC
AMINERS.

EX-

See Georgia Board of Chiropractic
Examiners.

BOARD OF CONTROL OF ELEEMOSYNARY INSTITUTIONS.
Absence from meetings,

35-107, 35-108.

Academy for the Blind, control
See Academy for the Blind.
Advances

of:

BOARD OF DENTAL EXAMINEES OF
GEORGIA.
Addresses of members, filing, 84-703.
Adjournments, 84-706.
Appointment, 84-702.
Bylaws, 84-707.
Books, 84-707.
Census of practitioners, 84-715.
Certificate of registration, 84-712.

to, 35-111.

84-716.

Appointment, 35-102, 35-104, 35-108.

Certiorari,

Bond-

Compensation, 84-713.

Member

receiving State moneys,

35-111.

Creation, 84-702.
Eligibility, 84-702.

Secretary, 35-105.

Enforcement of orders, 84-71S.

Chairman, 35-104, 35-106.
Compensation, 35-110.
Confederate Soldiers' Home, control of:
See Confederate Soldiers' Home.
Continuance of case in which member

Expenses, 84-102, 84-713.
Fees, 84-101, 84-713.

Contracts, profit from, 89-9915.

Funds, 84-713.
Legal process, service, 84-720.
Meetings, 84-102, 84-705.
Membership, 84-702.
Minutes of meetings, 84-707.

Creation, 35-101.

Notice, 84-703.

is

counsel or party, 81-1403.

Dealings with institutions, 35-110.
Division of Public Welfare, duties,
etc.: See Social Welfare.
Establishment, 35-101.
Expenses, 35-110.
Georgia School for the Deaf, control
of: See Georgia School for the Deaf.
Georgia Training School for Mental
Defectives, control of:
See Georgia
Training School for Mental Defectives.

Governor as

Hearings and charges. S4-716.
Service on Board, 84-720.
Officers,

84-704.

Orders, 84-718, S4-719.
President, 84-704.
Qualifications, 84-702.

Quorum,

84-706.

Records, 84-707, 84-70S.
Eeports, 84-713.
Rules, 84-707.
Seal, S4-707.

ex-offieio

member,

35-102.

Inspection of institutions, 35-109.
Meetings, 35-107, 35-108.
Mileage, 35-110.

Secretary, 84-101. 84-102.

Subpoenas, 84-719.

Terms of

office.

84-702.

Vacancies, 84-702.

J^

General Index.
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BOARD OF EMBALMING.

BOARD OF REGENTS OF UNIVER-

See Georgia State Board of Embalm-

BOARD OF EXAMINERS IN OPTOMETRY.

EOARDS OF TRADE.
Cotton, organization,

See Georgia State Board of Examiuers in Optometry.

BOARD OF EXAMINERS OF NURSES
FOR GEORGIA.

etc., 20-606.
taxes, exemption, 92-3105.

Income

BOARD OF VETERINARY EXAMINERS.
See Georgia State Board of Veterinary Examiners.

See Nurses.

Appointment of members, S4-100L.

BOARDING-HOUSE KEEPERS.

Assistants, 84-1004.
Compensation, 84-1003.

Defrauding, 52-9903 to 52-9905.
Liens, 52-105, 52-106.
Posting law, 52-9905.

Creation. 84-1001.

Expenses, 84-102, 84-1003.

BOATS.

Fees, 84-101.

See Pilots and Pilotage; Pilotage
Commissioner; Seamen; Vessels.

Meetings, 84-102, S4-1005.

Membership, 84-1001.
Organization, 84-1002.
President, 84-1002.
Qualifications, 84-1001.

Attachment, 98-104.
Ballast, discharging into harbor,
98-102 to 98-105, 98-9902.
Bills of lading, 98-101, 98-9901.
Liens, 67-1701, 67-2201.

Quorum, 84-1005.
Records, 84-1005.
Rules and regulations, 84-1019.

Replevin, 98-104.

Seal, 84-1005.

Search by civil officers, 27-424.
Venders on, taxation, 92-1605.

Secretary, 84-101, 84-102.
Terms of office, 84-1001.
Vacancies, 84-1001, 84-1002.

BOBBIN FACTORIES.

BOARD OF EXAMINERS OF PUBLIC
ACCOUNTANTS.
See State Board of Examiners
Public Accountants.

SITY SYSTEM.
See University of Georgia.

ing.

of

EOARDS OF HEALTH.
See County Boards of Health; State
Board of Health.

BOARD OF MEDICAL EXAMINERS.
See State Board of Medical Examiners.

BOARD OF OSTEOPATHIC EXAMINERS.
See State Board of Osteopathic Examiners of Georgia.

BOARD OF PARDONS.
Applications for parole, 77-504.
Conditional pardons, grant, 77-503 to
77-506.

Dress of convicts to indicate grades of
behavior, 77-507.
Employment of paroled prisoners,
77-504.

of behavior of convicts, establishment, 77-507.
Parole of convicts, 77-502 to 77-506.
Pardon of paroled convict, 77-506.
Prison Commission constituted, 77-501.
Rearrest of paroled prisoner, 77-505.
a

recommendations, 77-501, 77-504,
77-500.
Piules for parole of convicts, 77-502.

BOARD OF PHARMACY.
See Georgia State Board of Pharmacy.

Taxation, 92-901.

BOBWHITE PARTRIDGES.
Game

birds:

See Game.

BONA FIDE PURCHASERS.
Administrators
larities,

'

sales, effect of irregu-

113-1720.

Defrauding subsequent purchasers,
96-204.

Equity, standing

in, 37-111, 37-114,

37-213.

Fraud, 96-208.
Indicia of right of disposal, 96-207.
Insolvent, fraudulent purchase by,
96-206.

Judgment
Nonresident defendant's property,
110-512.

Setting aside at instance of,
110-711.

Transfer of property
of lien, 110-511.
Judicial sales, protection
regularities, 39-1311.

to,

discharge

against

ir-

Lis pendens as affecting purchaser,
37-114.

Market

overt,

96-111.

Marriage settlements,

effect,

53-401,

53-408.

53-404,

Notice to

seller as affecting purchaser,

37-114.

Pending

suit as affecting purchaser,

37-114.

Stoppage in transitu, 96-402.
Suit pending as affecting purchaser,
37-114.

Gkneral Index.
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EONDS— Cont'd.

BONA FIDE PURCHASERS— Cont 'd.
Suretyship, notice of, 103-318.
Timber cut, damages, 105-2013.

Ne

Title, seller without, 96-111.

Official

exeat, 37-1403, 37-1405.

Nob

Trustee, effect of notice on purchaser
from, 108-416.
"Voluntary conveyance, 00-205.

factum, plea of, 81-4
Bee Pnbl t
bondfi
Book showing, 40
boards,
Particular ol
missiona, etc.: Bee
'

eom-

;.

Peace:

BONDS.

701,

eft

See

Warrants

Keep

to

the

Peace.

See Public Debt.

tor, 00-101,

Public printing, eonti

Actions on, limitations, 3-703, 3-700.
See Administrators
Administrators:
and Executors.

Railroad companies, 03-414, 91206,

Amendment,

Reconveyance of property, execute

81-1204.

Appeals to superior court, 6-105, 6-106,
6-111 to 6-113, 6-201 to 6-204.

See Bail.
Bail trover, 107-202, 107-203.
Bail:

havior.
19-216.
in, 99-209.

of,

40-1505.
102-102.

Seduction prosecution, 26-6002, 26-6003.
Small loans, licensees to make, 25-303,

56-301 to 56-316, 56-1107, 56-1108.
Drainage, 23-2542, -23-2544, 23-2545,
23-2548, 23-2561, 23-2562.

See Administrators and
•Executors:
Executors.
Forging, counterfeiting, or altering,
26-3901.

Fraudulent or malicious destruction,
26-7601.

Good behavior:
See Warrants for
Good Behavior.
Guaranty of payment by trust companies, 109-201, 109-504.
Judgments in suits on, amount,
110-308.

Judicial proceedings

Amendment,

State of Georgia, appropriation to pay
certain bonds prohibited, 2-5901,
2-8805.

100-108,

100-110.

94-1014, 94-1017.

Corporate: See Corporations.
Counties: See Counties.
County contractors: See Counties.
Decedents ' estates, claims against,
rank, 113-1508.
Deposit by insurance companies,

Subscribing witnesses to
38-706.

Trust companies

office

—

Companies

dealing

in,

acquiring

trust powers, 109-302 to 109-306.
Guaranty of payment by, 109-201,
109-504.

Trustees:
See Trustees.
Validation
County bonds: See Counties.
Municipal bonds:
See Municipal
Corporations.
Warrant for arrest, bond to prosecute

—

as prerequisite to issuance, 27-107.

BOND BROKERS.
Taxation, 92-509.

BOND COMMISSIONER.
Assistant, 40-1201.

—

Expenses, 40-1201.
Fees, 40-1202.
Reports, 40-1203.

81-1204.

*

BOND FOR

TITLE.

Administrator, proceedings to enforce

performance by
Appeal, 113-1602.
Application,

37-214.

113-1601.

Both vendor and vendee dying,

Establishment of copy, 63-213,

113-1604.

63-301.

See

bonds,

State Treasurer ex officio—

Final record, 24-2715.
Larceny, 26-2616.
Limitation of actions on, 3-703, 3-709.
Lost instruments
Decreeing payment in equity,

porations.

See Securities.

Statutory requirements, 102-102.
Street railroad companies, 93-414,

Construction of statutes requiring,

Municipalities:

as,

State depositories, 100-104, 100-107,

Comptroller General, keeping book

'

bank acting

25-305.
19-208, 19-214 to

Child placement, persons and institu-

engaged

24-1804.

Registrar, national
109-407.

Seal, requirement, 102-102.

See Warrants for Good Be-

Certiorari, 19-206 to

tions

29-114.

Sales:

officers, 13-2010.

Behavior:

94-301, 94-307, 94-318.

Records, keeping by clerk of ordinary,

Appearance: See Bail.
Attachment: See Attachment.
Attorneys at law as security, 24-3309.

Bank

90-102, 00 100.

Municipal

Cor-

Costs.

113-1605.

Heirs, title

to,

113-1603.
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BONDED PUBLIC WAREHOUSEMEN—

BOND FOR TITLE— Cent 'd.
Administrator, proceedings to enforce

performance by

— Cont

Jurisdiction. 113-1601.
Notice. 113-1602, 1134604.
Objections, 113-1602.
r.
113-1602, 113-1603.
Petition, 113-1601.
Trial, 113-1602.
Vendee dying, 113-1603.
Vendor dying, 113-1601, 113-1602.

Attachment for purchase money,

Donor

8-301.

in land held under, 31-106.

Execution

Liability for, 111-113.
Sales for, 111-10S to 111-111.
Sureties, 111-102, 111-103.
Title to property, transfer of receipt,
111-106, 111-107.

Unlawful disposition of goods,
111-9901.

Unsalable property, 111-112.
Worthless property, 111-112, 111-113.

BONUS.

20-114.

of,

Judgment on debt secured by,

setting

Rebate by railroad, 2-2505.

BOOKS.

aside, 110-801 to 110-803.

Taxation of maker or holder, 92-110.

See Libraries; State Librarian'; State

BONDED PUBLIC WAREHOUSEMEN.

Library.

Account, admissibility in evidence,

Action on bond, 111-103.

Advances by, 111-108.
Advertising sale for storage

38-310.

charges,

111-110.

Amount

of bond, 111-102.
Auction sale for storage eharges,
111-108 to 111-111.
Authorized how, 111-101.

Audit

of: See Audits.
Comptroller General, 40-1505.
Evidence: See Evidence.

Homestead, statutory, 51-1301.
Obscene, 26-6301.
Production of: See Evidence.
Subpoena duces tecum: See Evidence.
Taxation, exemptions, 2-5002, 02-201.

BondAction on, 111-103.

Amount,

Cont'd.

Storage charges

'd.

BOOK AGENTS OR CANVASSERS.

111-102, 111-105.

Requirement, 111-101, 111-102.
Books open to inspection, 111-104.
Confusion of goods, 111-107.
Grain, mixing lots or parcels, 111-107.
Inspection of books, 111-104.
Insurance of property, 111-105.
Liability on bonds, 111-103.
Negotiable receipt for property,

Taxation, 92-502.

BORROWING.
State, by, 2-5101, 2-5201.
Teachers, to pay, 32-921 to 32-927.

United States, on credit

of, 1-125.

BOTTLERS.
Taxation, 92-802.

111-105.

Nonnegotiable receipt for property,

BOUNDARIES.

111-105, 111-110.

Adverse possession of land: See Pre-

Notice

scription.

Removal

of perishable property,

111-110.

Sale for storage charges, 111-108,

26-7602.

111-109.

Perishable

property,

sale,

111-110

to

111-112.

Pledge of stored property,

title,

111-106, 111-9001.

Proceeds of sale for storage charges,
111-110, 111-111.

Publication of notice of sale for stor-

age charges, 111-109.
Receipts for property, 111-104 to
111-107.

8ale of stored property

Perishable property, 111-110,
111-111.

Storage charges, 111-108 to
111-111.
Title,

Counties: See Counties.
Jurisdiction as affected by: See Venue.
Landmarks, altering or removing,

111-106, 111-107.

Service of notice of sale for storage
charges, 111-109.

Processioning: See Processioning.
State of Georgia, 15-101.

Alabama

line, 15-104.

Florida line, 15-105.
North Carolina line, 15-103.
South Carolina line, 15-102.
Tennessee line, 15-103.

Streams, as affecting jurisdiction: See

Venue.
Traditionary evidence, 38-313.
Verue as affected by: See Venue.
Watercourses

County

lines,

23-102.

Processioning proceedings, 85-1608.

Tidewater lands, 85-1307.

BOUNTIES.
Public debt of United States for, not
to be questioned, 1-818.

General Index.
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BOWDON STATE NORMAL AND

ark

IN-

DUSTRIAL COLLEGE.
University of Georgia.

]

BRIBERY.
20 #101;

Disfranchisement of persons convicted
of, 2-701.

[nflnencing public

BOWIE KNIVES.

rs,

o

26-4103.

Punishment, 20-4102, 26-4103.

Dealer's, taxation, 92-2008, 92-2009.

Removal of President, Vice President
and civil efilceri of Unite
M on

BOWLING ALLEYS.

conviction, 1-212.

Taxation of operators, 92-2003.

ERIDGES.

BOX-BALL ALLEYS.

Altering location

Taxation, 92-2003.

of,

95 001, 05 0904,

Bonds

BOX FACTORIES.

Contractors, 95-905, 95-1001

Taxation, 92-901.

to

95-100.-J.

Toll bridge licensees,
95-1003, 95-1113.

BOX SHOOKS.
Taxation of manufacturers, 92-901.

Classification,

Taxation, 92-607.

BRAN.
Bushel, weight, 112-101.
Municipal tax on purchasers, 92-4106.

BRANDS.
Cattle: See Live Stock.
Concentrated commercial feeding

95-901,

95-902.

Construction, 95-903.
Contracts to build or repnir, 95-306,
95-905, 95-1001 to 95-1006,
95-1103 to 95-1112.
Counties, see County, post.
Cost of

Drainage work, 23-2563.
stuffs,

42-302.

Bepairs, 95-1005, 95-1006.

County
Adjacent States, connection with,

Corn meal, 42-301, 42-304.
Counterfeiting, 106-9907.
5-1101,

95 1002,

Burning, 26-2204, 26-2209.
Canal companies to build, 17-111.

BOXING EXHIBITIONS.

23-2001.

5-1103,

5-1108,

5-1303.

Apportionment of expense, 23-1905,
95-1101.

Flour, 42-301, 42-305.
Fungicides, 5-1502.
Grits, 42-301.
Insecticides, 5-1502.

Approaches

to bridges between
counties, 95-1114, 95-1115.

Bond

Misbranding drugs, food, and

of contractor, 23-1704 to
23-1708, 23-1903.

liquor,

42-109 to 42-111, 42-114, 42-115,

Boundary

lines,

sharing expense,

95-1101, 95-1102.

42-9901.

Connecting with adjacent States,

BRANDY.

23-2001.

See Intoxicating Liquors.

Contract

BREACH OF CONTRACT.
See Contracts.
Particular

classes

of

contracts:

See

specific heads.

BREACH OF PEACE.
Congress, arrest of

to build or repair,
23-1701 to 23-1712, 23-1901 to
23-1905, 23-2002, 23-9904.
Drainage work necessitating,
23-2534, 23-2563.
Engineer, employment to prepare
plans, etc., 23-1902.

Intercounty bridges, 95-1101 to

See Public Peace.

members

of, 1-120.

General Assembly, arrest of members
of, 2-1803.

Voters, arrest of, 2-801.

BREACH OF PROMISE.
Competency of witnesses

in action for,

38-1606.

BREAD.

95-1115.

Liability for injuries caused by defects, 95-1001,
Local laws, 23-1905.
Lowest bidder, 23-1702, 23-1901.

Navigable streams. 23-2004.
Notice of building, 23-1702, 23-1703,
23-1901, 23-1902.

Payment

Sales under assize, 26-7403.

BREWED

•j//no:;-.

Definition,

Branch of University of Georgia: Sec

Fertilizers,

'jo

LIQUORS.

See Litoxicating Liquors.

BREWER'S GRAINS.
See Concentrated Commercial Feeding Stuffs.

for

building

or

repair,

23-1905.

Repairs, 23-1702, 23-1901 to 23-1905.
Specifications, 23-1703, 23-1902.

Tax

to build or repair, 92-3701.

Toll bridges crossing county lines,
95-1113.

Detention

at, 95-1301.

General Index.
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BRIEF OF EVIDENCE.

BRIDGES— Cont'd.
Encamping

Appellate courts:

on. 86-7802,

Establishment. 95-004. 95-Q05.
Constitutional provisions, 2-1S1S.
of keepers from militia

Exemption

duty, 86-209.

Extraordinary work. 95-40$ to 05-411.
Fire, building on. 26-7802.
Franchise. 85-1311, 85-1312.
Franchise tax, deduction of

New trial:
BROKERS.

See

New

Ponds, taxation, 92-509.
Commissions, 4-213.

Lumber, taxation, 92-901.
rentals,

Packing-house products, taxation,
92-1004.

Gates to toll bridges, injuring, 05-130S.
Grant
Ferry franchise, effect, 95-1403.
Land on watercourse, 05-1402.

"Highway"

includes,

Pawnbrokers, taxation, 92-2008.
Real estate: See Real Estate Brokers
and Salesmen.
Stocks, taxation, 92-509.

102-103.

Injunction against cutting timber for,

BROTHERS.
between brothers and sisters,
presumption, 108-116.
Inheritance, 113-903, 113-905, 113-906.
Gifts

55-204.

Injuring maliciously, 26-7S01.
Inspection by county police, 23-1404.
Keepers, exemption from militia duty,
86-209.

BUCKET SHOPS.
Maintenance,

etc.,

License
Establishment, 95-905.

BUCKWHEAT.

Toll bridges, 95-1113.
Maximum capacity, ascertainment, etc.,

BUDGET BUREAU.

—

40-403, 40-406.

Maximum

capacity, 95-906, 95-1723.

Eepair, 95-1004.

Ordinaries
Establishing by, 95-904.

Powers, 95-905.
Constitutional provision,
2-3402.

and Causeways.

what

are,

95-901.

Railroad, 94-501 to

94-503.

Appropriation, 94-306.
Signboards, 94-509.
Removal in drainage

construction

Repairs, 2-5402, 95-107, 95-903, 95-100],
95-1004 to 95-1006, 95-1101 to 95-1105,

95-1108 to 95-1111.

way,

damages,

assessment,

95-1401, 95-1404.

"Road,"

bridge*included

in,

102-103.

State boundary "bridges, 23-2001.
Supervision by ordinary, 95-905.

Taxation for repairs, 2-5402, 92-3701.
Timbers, 95-903.
Tolls,

95-904,

95-905, 95-1102, 95-1113,

United States
Contract with, 23-2003.

Weight

Contingency appropriations, 40-408.
Director of Budget, 40-401.
Establishment, 40-401.
Estimate of appropriations, 40-402.
Execution of budget, 40-407.
Governor, ex-officio Director of Budget,
Hearings, 40-402, 40-405.
Inspection of public offices by Director
of Budget, 40-4t)9.
Powers of assistant Director of Budget,
40-410.

Preparation 'of budget, 40-402.
State Auditor, assistant Director of
Budget, 40-401.
Submission of budget to General Assembly, 40-403.
Supplementary appropriation bills,
40-406.

BUILDINGS.

95-9908.

Jurisdiction, 23-2003,

Clerical assistance, 40-401.

40-401.

work, 23-2534.

of

Contingency, 40-408.
Estimates, 40-402.
Supplementary, 40-406.
Assistant Director of Budget, 40-401.
Powers, 40-410.
Attorney General, legal adviser, 40-401.
Budget message to General Assembly,
40-403.

Private: See Private Bridges, Ferries,

Bight

of budget, 40-403, 40-404.

Appropriation by General Assembly,

Navigable streams, 23-2004.

Public,

20-604, 20-9001.

Bushel, weight, 112-101.

Amendment

05-906, 95-1723.

Notice

Trial.

Fuel, taxation, 92-1101.

2311.

_'
.

See Bills of Excep-

tions.

23-2004.

of loads on, 95-000, 95-1723.

BRIEFS OF COUNSEL.
Appellate courts, 6-1602 to 6-1605.

County: See Counties.
Destruction to prevent extension of
conflagration or spread of disease,
88-401.

Lateral support, 85-1202.
Realty, part of, 85-201.
State: See State Property.

General Index.
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AND LOAN

BUILDING

•''

Efl

AXE TO SECT

ASSOCIA-

TIONS.
Adoption of laws regulating, 16-103.
Charter, amendment, 10-103.
Crimes, 16-9901, 16-9902.
Foreclosure of mortgages, 16-105.
Income taxes, exemption, 92-3105.
Installment payment of loans, 16-101.
Interest on loans, 16-101, 16-102.
Interstate

Ad valorem
Bonds

tax, 16-214.
of officers, 16-207.

Deposits

EUILDING AND LOAN
TIONS— Con t M.
Taxation, 92-2407.
Usury, 16-102, 16-210.
Validity of contracts,

depositories,

BULBS.
Infested with disease or
etc., 5 701

Shipping

to 5-722,

i-

:<-"ts,

sale,

5-9927.

5

illegally, 5-9922, 5-992

.

SALES.

Goods, wares, or merchandise, 28-203 to
28-206, 28-9901.

BUOYS.

Filing reports, 16-211.
Fines, 6-209, 6-210.
Foreign associations
Deposits, 16-206.

See

26-7603.

Evidence.

BUREAU OF MARKETS.
Creation, 5-201.
Director

Process against, 16-208.

Appointment, 5-202.

Reciprocity, 16-209.
Solicitation of stock subscriptions, 16-9902.

Assistants, 5-202.

Bond,

5-203.

Business, engaging in, 5-207.
Commission dealing, engaging in,

Interest

State

with.

etc.,

BURDEN OF PROOF.

Depositories, 16-212.

deposi-

tories, 16-205.

5-207.

Duties, 5-204, 5-205.

Loans, 16-210.
Licenses and fees, 16-209, 16-213,
16-214.

Employees, 5-202, 5-207.
Expenses, 5-202.
Qualifications, 5-202.

Mortgages

to,

deposit with State

depositories, 16-202 to 16-206.
Officers,

construction,

10-102.

Destroying,

Fees

Deposits

ASSOCIA-

Fertilizers, 5-1401 to 5-1404.

with State

16-202 to 16-206, 16-209, 16-212,
16-9901, 16-9902.
Dissolution, 16-205.

Process, service of, 16-206, 16-208.

Reciprocity,
Securities,

16-209.

16-202

to

16-206,

Warehouse

State

Commissioner,
See
State
Warehouse
Commissioner.

Term

16-209, 16-212, 16-9901, 16-9902.

State Treasurer

of

office, 5-202.

Touchers for expenditures,

5-202.

Purposes, 5-201.

Annual statement

to, 16-211.

Duties as to deposits, 16-203.

BUREAU OF VITAL

STATISTICS,

See Vital Statistics.

StockSales to nonresidents, 16-9901.

Subscriptions,

solicitation

of,

16-9902.

BURGLAR ALARMS.
Taxation

of

companies

or

agents,

92-1314.

Taxation, 16-209, 16-214.
Usury, 16-210.

Law, applicability of, 16-103.
Mortgages to secure loans, 16-101,

BUBGLARY.
Breaking, entering, and stealing,
26-2633, 26-2634.
Definition, 26-2401.

16-105.

Nonmembers, loans

Standards, grades, and classes of
agricultural products, duty to
formulate, etc., 5-205.
5-301.

deposit with State de-

positories,

Reports, 5-206.
Salary, 5-202.

bonds. 16-207.

Penalties, 16-209, 16-211.
Premiums on loans, usury, 16-210.

to, 16-101.

Presidents, taxation, 92-2409.

Savings institutions, application of law
to,

;

BULK

Definition, 16-201.

2y,i

16-104.

Small loan business law, applicability,
25-318.

Statements to mortgagors, 16-105.

Hotel rooms, 26-2401.
Insurance against loss by, -56-1426 to
56-1434.

Making, mending or possessing
used in. 26-2701.
Punishment. 26-2402.
Tools used in, 26-2701.

tools

General Index,
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BURIAL.
Dead

CAMPS.

bodies,

permit, 88-1218, 884216,

law,

under.

114-413.

BUEIAL PLACES.
Taxation, exemption, 2-5002, 02-201.

BURNED RECORDS.
Secondary evidence, 3S-607, 3S-609,
See Evidence.

BURNING.
See Arson and Other Burnings.

BURYING GROUNDS.
See Cemeteries.

BUSHEL.
Weight, 112-101.

BUSINESS.
particular businesses:
See
specific heads.
Slander, -words tending to injure in,

Licenses,

105-702.

Taxation: See Specific, Eusiness, and
Occupation Taxes.

BUSINESS LEAGUES.
Income taxes, exemption, 92-3105.

BUSSES.

•

77-201,

77-204,

77-208, 77-209.

BURIAL EXPENSES.
Workmen's compensation

Convicts: See Penitentiary.

Misdemeanor couvicts,

B8-1219, 88 L220.

38-610.

1

See Motor Vehicles; Motor Vehicle
Common Carriers; Motor Vehicle
Contract and Private Carriers.

BUTCHER PLANTS.
Taxation, 92-1004.

BUZZARDS.
Killing, 45-319.

CABINET WORKS.
Taxation, 92-901.

CAPES.
Taxation, 92-1003.

CALCULATING MACHINES.
Taxation of manufacturers and dealers,
92-1304, 92-1307.

CALENDAR.
Stafford 's office calendar, admissibility
in evidence, 38-208.
Stern's United States calendar, admissibility in evidence, 38-208.

CALENDAR. MONTH.
"Month" means, 102-103.
CALENDAR YEAR.
Tenancy, duration, 61-104.
"Year" means, 102-103.

CALL OF DOCKET.
Appearance docket, 81-1001, 110-401.
Criminal cases, 27-1301.

CALVES.
Homestead, statutory, 51-1301.

CAMP GROUNDS.
Ejection of intruders, 105-1505.
Intrusion on, 20-6011.
Police at, appointment, 27-216.

Vending near, 20-0012.
Grand jury charge,

59-601.

CAMPAIGN EXPENSES.
Publication, 34-2001, 34-2002, 34-9920.
Grand jury charge, 59-601.

CAMPAIGN FUNDS.
Corporate contributions, 22-724, 22-9002.

CAMPBELL'S ACT.
Homicide,
Death.

civil

liability

See

for.

CANALS.
Mining purposes, 83-204
Navigation

fixtures,

to 83-208.

injuring

or

de-

stroying 26-8101.

Waterpower, development, 85-1306.

CANAL COMPANIES.
right

Actions,

to

sue

and be sued,

17-106.

Aqueducts, constructing, 17-106.
Bridges, construction of, 17-111.

Bylaws, 17-104.
Canals
Constructing,

17-106.

Enlargement, 17-108.
Mortgage, sale, or lease, 17-112.
Capital stock

Book kept by Secretary

of State

showing, 17-103.
Increase or decrease, 17-103,
17-107.

Notice of subscription for, 17-104.
Setting out in petition for incorporation, 17-101.
Subscription books, 17-104.
Charter
Grant by General Assembly, 2-1818.
Petition for, 17-101, 17-103.

Term, 17-104.
Condemnation of

private
property,
procedure applicable, 36-202.

Contracts, 17-106.
Conveyance of goods through
permitting, 17-110.

canals,

Corporate powers, 17-106.

Dams,

construction,

etc.,

of,

17-106,

17-108.

Damages, recovery by riparian owners,
17-106, 17-113.
Directors, 17-104.

Eminent

domain,

power

of,

17-106,

17-113.

Enlargement of works,

etc., 17-108.

Fee, incorporation, 17-101.
Fishways, construction, 17-106.
General corporate powers, 17-106.

General Index.
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Incorporation

i'(

Fee, 17-101.
17-101.

,

eonvieting one of

un-

e

CAPITAL STOCK.

Lease of canal, 17-112.

Corporations

See Corporations;
Superior Court.

Mortgage of

canal, 17-112.
Navigation, obstructing, 17-106.

of

Particular classes of corporations: See

Officers, 17-104.

Organization, 17-104.
Petition for incorporation, 17-101.
Filing,

-rjury

Lshable by death, 26-4007.
Voir dire question to jUTOTfj M) ^06.

Certificate of, 17-102.
1

nci

CAPITAL PUNISHMENT— Con tM.

CANAL COMPANIES— Cont'd.

Manner

-jo

17-103.

specific

bes

CAPITATION TAXES.
See Poll Taxes.

Principal office, 17-105.
Public roads, encroachment

upon,

CAPITOL.
Arrests by janitors and •watc^TK-n,

17-111.

91-103.

Eeservoirs, constructing, 17-106, 17-108.
Sale of canal, 17-112.
Stock, levy and sale, 39-123, 39-124.

Assignment of rooms

Taxation, 17-114.

Defacing or injuring, 91-9901, '<lGuard, appointment, etc., 40-310,

Comptroller General,

in, 40-146.

office of, 40-1403.
f

Taxes
Beturns to

Comptroller General,
92-5902 to 92-5904.

Assessments to
92-0001

to

correct,

etc.,

92-6007, 92-6101

2-5401.
of,

Power

of Congress to
cerning, 1-125.

of charter, 17-104.

Towpaths, constructing, 17-106, 17-108.

—

make

rules con-

CARBONATED BEVERAGES.
Taxation of manufacturers and dealers,

Diversion of, 17-106.
Furnishing to others, 17-109.
Weirs, constructing, 17-106, 17-108.

CANCELLATION OF INSTRUMENTS.

92-801 to 92-805, 92-9901, 92-9902.

CARBONIC ACID GAS.
Taxation of manufacturers and dealers,

Mistake as ground

91-101.

CAPTURE.

Time, 92-5901.
of payment, 92-5908.

Time

Water

Keeper, 91-101, 91-102.
Property for locating or building,

Use

to 92.-6104.

Term

40-311.

92-805, 92-9902.

for, 37-207.

Negotiable instruments, 14-901, 14-905.
Quia timet proceedings, 37-1407 to

CARE.
Degrees

of,

105-203.

37-1410.

Service by publication of proceedings
for, 81-205.

definitions, 105-201
See Negligence.

to

CARELESSLY.
Meaning, 102-103.

CANE RACKS.

CARNAL KNOWLEDGE.
Adultery, 26-5801.
Bestiality, 26-5903 to 26-5905.
Fornication, 26-5801.

Taxation of operators, 92-2002.

CANON LAW.
Descent and distribution, applicability,
113-903.

Incest, 26-5701, 26-5702.
Rape, 26-1301 to 26-1304, 26-1404.

Seduction, 26-6001 to 26-6003.

CAPITAL,

Sodomy, 26-5901, 26-590a

State

Change, 2-8S01.
Governor's proclamation,

CARNIVALS.
2-8804,

2-8901.

Referendum

as to location, 2-8508,
2-8801, 2-8804, 2-8901.

United States, exclusive jurisdiction of
Congress, 1-125.

CAPITAL FELONIES.
Jurisdiction of Supreme Court, 2-3005.

CAPITAL PUNISHMENT.
Electrocution: See Sentence.
Insanity as affecting, 27-1503, 27-2601
to 27-2604.

Taxation, 92-615.

CARRIERS.
See Motor Carriers for Hire: Motor
Vehicle Common Carriers; Motor
Vehicle Contract and Private Carriers; Railroads: Street Railroads;
Western and Atlantic Railroad.

Act of God,

loss

caused by, 18-102,

1S-103.

Advertising sale of undelivered goods,
18-404.

Apples,

duties, etc., vrith respect
5-S02 to 5-804, 5-806, 5-9928.

to,

General Index.
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CARRIERS— Cont 'd.

CARRIERS— Cont'd.
Auction Bale
Live Btoek, 1S-405 to 18-407,
Undelivered goods, 18-404 to
18-407.

Receiving freight, 18-504.

Bills of lading
5

B

Sale of tickets over, 18-501 to
5-803.

2.

18-503.

Boats, 98-101, 9S-9901.
Issuing,

Consignors, requirements of, 93-408.
Contracts limiting liabilty, see Limita-

18-506,

tion of liability, post.

Pledge, 12-601.

Damages —

See Boats.

Boats:

ads of employees, 103-601, 103-602.
nals, toll. 17-110.

Unjust

Application for, 93-40S.
A {signing passengers

discrimination,
18-9914.

18-207,

to,

Definition,

18-101,

18-318,

66-406.

Delay—

18-208, 1S-9904.

Cinder deflectors, 18-212, 18-9909.
Colored people
Separate cars, 18-206 to 18-209,

Separate compartments, 18-206,
18-210,

Liability,

18-311.

Measure of damages,

18-313.

Strikes as excuse, 18-312.

Demurrage, 93-317, 93-403

1S-9902, 1S-9904.

18-209,

Delay in delivery, 18-313.
Failure to furnish refrigerator cars,
18-315.

as, see Trains, post.

1S-9902,

to 93-405.

Depots, 93-309.
Diligence

required

of,

18-102,

18-204,

18-325.

18-9904.

accommodations,

Equal

Discriminations, 93-411.
Liability for injuries to goods,
18-505, 18-506.

Baggage] see Passengers, post.
Apples.

—

Connecting lines
Delivery of freight, 93-409.

18-205,

18-206, 18-606, 18-9901.

Discrimination, unjust

Lights, 18-206, 18-9903.

Constitutional provisions, 2-2501.
False billing of goods to obtain,

Explosive oils, use of, 26-7312.
Refrigerator, furnishing, 18-314 to

Rates and charges, 18-318, 18-9914,

18-316.

Seats,

18-9917.

93-309, 93-407, 93-409.

18-206 to 18-208,

18-210,

18-9903.

Sleeping cars, 18-210, 18-9905,

Storage charges, 93-404, 93-405.
Diseased animals, receiving, 18-302.
Drunkenness on passenger trains,
58-608.

18-9906.

Ventilation. 18-206, 18-9903.

Dynamite, marking, 18-317.

Weighing, 18-322, 18-323.

Ejecting

Care required of, 18-101, 18-102, 18-204,
18-325.

Charter, effect of acting without scope

Cinder deflectors on cars, 18-212,

Employees
Exemption from militia duty,
Free passes, 18-217.
Injuries to, 66-401 to 66-406.

18-9909.

when

to be paid, 18-319.

Strikes by, as excuse for delay in

Ejecting, 18-210, 18-9906.

Equal accommodations, 18-205,
18-206, 18-606, 18-9901.

Separate cars, 18-206 to 18-209,
18-9904.

18-219,

18-9902,

18-9904.

Sleeping cars, 18-210, 18-9905,
18-9906.
carrier,

18-312.

Equal accommodations to passengers,
Estoppel to dispute

title

to

goods,

18-305.

Explosives, marking, 18-317.

Separate compartments, 18-206,
18-209,

transportation,

18-205, 18-206, 18-606, 18-9901.

Nurses, 18-209, 18-210, 18-9905.
18-9902,

Police powers, 27-213, 27-214,
27-218.

Colored passengers

C',mmon

18-210,

18-203,

86-209.

of, 18-105.

Claims,

passengers,

18-9906, 27-213, 27-215, 27-218.

Explosive

oils,

lighting cars with,

26-7312.

Extortion, 93-406.

Extraordinary diligence required,
definition,

18-101,

66-406.

Conductors, powers of police officers,
18-210, 26-4902, 27-213 to 27-215.

18-102,

18-204.

False billing, 18-320, 18-9916, 18-9917.
Fire insurance contracts, 56-805.

Franchise tax, 92-2301 to 92-2310.
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CARRIERS— Con t'd.

CARRIERS— Cont 'd.
Fraud—

Lien** 18-401, 18 402.

Consignor, effect, 18-309.
Delivery to connecting road,

Baggage, 18-401.
enforcement, J 8-404

93-409.

Establishment,

Fraudulent conversion, 26-2806.
Free passes

Former employees,

Goodi ihipped, 18
Priorities,
07-2202.

Judicial officers, 24-103.
Police officers, firemen, etc.,
94-1009.
Sheriffs and deputies, 18-218.
loss,

18-403,

18-9908,

Baggage, 18-222.
Connecting carriers, 18-506.
Employees, injuries to, 00-404.

18-102, 18-204.

Application for cars, 93-403.
18-310.

Connecting roads, 18-504.
Delay in transporting, 18-311.
Strikes as excuse, 18-312.
Diligence required, 18-102, 18-325.

Dynamite
Marking, 18-317.

Goods, 18-500.
Live stock, 18-302, 18-303.
Live stock
Diseased, receiving, 18-302.
Limitation of liability, 18-302,
18-303.

Quarantined, shipping, 62-1005.
Refusal to receive, 18-304.

Seizure, 18-317.

Estoppel to deny
Explosives

402.

12-707,

Lighting ears, 18 200, 18 211, 18-9903,
18-0007, 180008.
Charge to jury, 50 -001.
Explosive oils, use of, 2 7 'il 2
Limitation of liability, 18-104, 94-702.

Freight

Bills,

67-1701,

07 2202.

18-217.

Act of God occasioning

to 18 106.

18-403,

title, 18-305.

Sale where undelivered, 18-405 to

Marking, 18-317.

18-407.

Seizure, 18-317.
Fraud of consignor, 18-309.

Mexican

Gunpowder

Misdemeanors, 18-9901 to 18-9017.
Navigation company: See Navigation
Companies.
Notice

Marking, 18-317.
Iced

Seizure, 18-317.
cars, furnishing,

boll weevil, importation, 5-716,

5-718, 5-9924.

18-314

to

—

Joint rates, 93-309.

18-316.

Limitation of liability by, 18-104,

Injuries

In transitu, 18-506.
Outside of corporate

18-702.

author

Sale

Live stock, 18-405 to 18-407.
Undelivered goods, 18-404.

ity, 18-105.

Intermediate points, delivery

at,

Obstructing, 26-7313, 26-7314.

18-307.

Lien on, for charges, 18-402.

18-325.

Lists, 18-310.

Public Service Commission, regu
lating transportation, 93-302.
Rates, see Rates, post.
Receipts, 18-308, 18-9915, 93-402.
Reception of, duty, 18-301.

Stoppage in transitu, 18-324,
of responsibility, 18-306.

Transportation regulations, 93-302.

Game, transportation,
Gunpowder
Marking, 18-317.

45-306, 45-307.

Seizure, 18-317.

Iced cars, furnishing, 18-314 to 18-316.
Injuries

—

Actions, 93-405.

Misdemeanor, 18-9913.
Settlement
Passengers

for, 18-319.

Arresting, 27-213, 27-215, 27-21S.

—

Checks, 18-221.
Liability, 18-220 to 18-222.
Lien on, 18-401.

Limitation of value, 18-222.
Colored people
Ejecting, 1S-210, 18-9S

—

Equal accommodations. 1S-205.
1S-206, 18-606. 18-9901,

Employees, 66-401 to 66-406.
Freight, 18-105, 18-506.
Passengers, 18-105.
Insurance,

Overcharges

Baggage

18 : 325.

Time

Ordinary diligence required, 18-102,

fire,

contracts, 56-805.

Interrogatories, 38-2101.

Interstate rates, 93-312 to 93-314.
Intoxicating liquors, transportation.

58-201 to 58-208, 58-401 to 58-411.

Nurses, 18-209, 18-210, 18 9905.
Separate cars. 18-206 to 18-209,
18-9902, 18-9904.

Separate compartments. 1S-206,
18-209, 18-210,
18-9904.

18-9902,

Sleeping cars, 18-210, 1S-P905,
1S-9906.

Connecting roads, 1S-501

to 1S-503.
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CARRIERS— Cont \1.

— Conl

Passengers

CARRIERS— Cont 'd.
Rates

\i.

Diligence to protect. 1S-204.
Sheeting, 18-203, 18-210, 18-9906,
27-213, 27-215, 27-818.

—

Constitutional provisions, 2-2501.
Contracts between carriers, 93-303.
Demurrage, 93-317, 93-403 to

Equal accommodations, 1S-205,

93-405.

18-206, 18-606, 18-9901.

Free passes

Former employees,

1S-217.
Judicial officers, 24-103.
Folice officers, firemen, etc.,
94-1009.
Sheriffs

and deputies,

Interstate, 93-312 to 93-314.
Joint rates, 93-309.

18-9903, 18-9907, 18-9908.

Explosive oils, use of, 20-7312.
Grand jury charge, 59-601.
Limitation of liability to, 18-104.
Police powers
Employees, 27-213, 27-214,
27-218.

Train conductors, 18-210,
26-4902, 27-213 to 27-215.
Rates, see Rates, post.
Reception, duty, 18-202, 18-203.
Seats, 18-206 to 18-208, 18-210,
18-9903.
Sleeping cars, 18-210, 18-9905,
1S-9906.

Station accommodations, 18-213.
Tickets, 18-104, 18-215, 18-216,
18-9911.

18-501

to

Overcharges
Actions for, 93-405.
Settlement for, 18-319.
Publication, 93-311.
Schedule, 93-309, 93-310, 93-504.
Storage, 93-317, 93-403 to 93-405.
Unjust discrimination, see Discrimination, ante.

Rebates, 2-2505, 93-309, 93-404, 93-405,
93-409, 93-506, 93-507.

Receipts, freight, 18-308, 18-9915,
93-402.

Reception of passengers and goods,
duty, 18-202, 18-301.
Refrigerator cars, furnishing, 18-314 to
18-316.

Regulation by Publie Service Commission: See Public Service Commission.

18-503.

Who

18-219.

18-218.

Lights in cars, 18-206, 18-211,

Connecting roads,

Determination, 93-309, 93-310.
Evidence, 93-311.
Experts employed by Public Service Commission, 93-207.
Extortion, 93-406.
Half -fare to Confederate veterans,

Repayment of overcharges,

are, 18-201.

Sabbath, running

Passes

Employees of

carrier, 18-217.

and deputies,

26-6903,

26-6904.

Live .stock, 18-405 to 18-407.
Undelivered goods, 18-404 to 18-407.
18-218.

Penalties
Cars, failure to furnish, 93-408.
Claims, failure to pay, 18-319.
Connecting road?, violation of regulations, 18-503.

Overcharges, 18-319.
"Weighing regulations, violation,
18-323.

Perishable products, transportation,
18-314 to 18-316.
Personal injuries to passengers, see
Passengers, ante.
Police powers of conductors, 18-210,
26-4902, 27-213 to 27-215.

Posting schedule of rates, 93-311.
Presumptions in case of loss, 18-102.
Public enemies of State,' loss incurred
by, 18-102.

Public Service Commission, control by,
etc., 96-304, 96-307. See Public Service Commission.
Publication of rates, 93-311.

Quarantined live stock, shipping,
62-1005.

18-319.

on,

Sale-

Firemen, 94-1009.
Judges, 24-103.
Policemen, 94-1009.
Sheriffs

trains

Seats in cars, 18-206 to 18-208, 18-210,
18-9903.

Seizure of explosives shipped without

marking, 18-317.
Settlement for overcharges, 18-319;
Shippers, requirements of, 93-408.
Shooting at or in cars or trains, 26-7308,
26-7311.
Station accommodations for passengers,
18-213,

18-9910.

Stoppage

in

by

transitu

consignor,

18-324, 18-325.

Sunday, running freight trains on,
26-6903, 26-6904.

Suretyship

contracts

with

employees,

103-9901.
Tariffs, see Rates, ante.

Through
Tickets

—

rates, 93-312 to 93-314.

Connecting roads,

sale,

18-501

to

18-503.

Limitation of liability,
Nontransferable, traffic

]

8-104.

in,

18-215,

18-9911.

Redemption of unused portion,
18-210.

General Index.
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CARRIERS— Cont 'd.
Ticket

insurance

agents,

agent

tax

92-2508.

Timo of
Traffic

7

'

responsibility, 18-300.

in nontransferable tickets,

See Accident Insura/
.panies;
Insurance Companies; Industrial
Life, Accident, and Health Insurance.
Affidavit

18-215.

Trains, see Cars, ante.

Excursion, shooting on, 26-7311.
Freight trains, running on Sunday,
26-6903, 26-6904.

Interfering with
18-206,

18-211,

of,

18-9903,

18-9907, 18-9908.

Explosive oils, use of, 26-7312.
Grand jury charge, 59-601.
Shooting at or in, 26-7308, 26-7311.
Sunday, running on, 26-6903,
26-6904.

Wrecking, 26-7309, 26-7310.
Punishment, 27-2501.
Unjust discrimination, see Discrimination, ante.

Unlawful

acts, liability, 93-415.

Ventilation of cars, 18-206, 18-9903.

Waiver, lien for freight charges, 18-402.
Water in passenger cars, 18-206, 18-211,
18-9907, 18-9908.

Charge to grand jury, 59-601.

Weighing freight
Facilities, 18-320.

Lumber cars, 18-322, 18-323.
Sworn weighers, 18-321, 18-323.
Uncoupling

cars, 18-322, 18-323.

CARRYING WEAPONS.

i>r'j'-/.:<:

li-

Com

to

56-1010.

investigation of complaint of
violation of law, 56-1003.
Cost of investigation of complaint of
violation of law, 56-1003, 56
Execution against, 56-10
Expense of investigation of eomp]:
of violation of law, 56-1003, 56-1005.
Experience, schedule of, 56-1010.

Foreign

—

Affidavit of president to procure
cense, 56-1002.

Deadly, at public gatherings, 26-5102.
License, 26-5103.

li-

AgentsLicense, 56-1001.
Taxation, 92-2501, 92-2503.
Bond on investigation of complaint
of violation of law, 56-1
Cost of investigation of complaint
of violation of law, 56-1003,
56-1005.
Execution against, 56-1005.
Expense of investigation of complaint of violation of law,
56-1003, 56-1005.
Forfeiture of license, 56-1004.
1

Investigation of complaint of violation of law, 56-1003.
License
Agents, 56-1001.
Forfeiture, 56-1004.
Prerequisites,

Constitutional provisions, 1-802, 2-122

How

to

Agents, tax on, 92-2501, 92 2508.

Annual statement

Concealed, 26-5101.

Fee, 26-5105.

pre;-;i'Jent

Bond on

movement

26-7315.

Lights,

of

56-1002.

cense,

56-1002.

President, affidavit of, to procure
license, 56-1002.

Revocation of

license, 56-1004.

Violation of law, investigation of
.

obtained, 26-5104.

Punishment for carrying weapoi
without license, 26-5106.
Record, 26-5104.

CART MATERIALS.
Taxation of manufacturers, 92-901.

CARTRIDGE DEALERS.

complaint, 56-1003.

Forfeiture of license, 56-1004.

Indebtedness

for outstanding
determination, 56-1010.

Investigation

of

complaint

of

losses,

viola-

tion of law, 56-1003, 56-1005.

License

—

Forfeiture, 56-1004.
Prerequisites, 56-1002.

Losses, outstanding, determination,

Taxation, 92-2008, 92-2009.

CASH REGISTERS.
Taxation of manufacturers and dealers,

of,

to

procure

li-

cense, 56-1002.

Revocation of license, 56-1004.
Schedule of experience, 56-1010.

92-1301.

CASTS.

Set-off of insurance, action for injuries

Obscene, 26-6301.

CASTRATION.
Mayhem,

56-1010.

President, affidavit

26-1202, 26-1208, 26-1209.

to employees, 66-404.

Statement to Commissioner. 56-1010.
Violation of law, investigation of complaint, 56-1003, 56-1005.

:\s
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CATTLE.

CEMETERIES.

See Live Stock.

Charity, subject of, 108-203.
Injuring,
etc.,
maliciously,
26-8110.
Private, injuring, 26-8110.

CATTLE STEALING.
Indictment, 26-2608.

Punishment, 26-2609.
Simple larceny, 26-2607.

Taxation, exemption, 2-5002, 92-201.

CEMETERY COMPANIES.

CATTLE TICK.

Income taxes, exemption, 92-3105.

See Live Stock.

Taxation, 92-2408.

CATTLE GUARDS.

CENSUS.

Railroads, 04-001 to 94-604.

and occupation taxes,
determination of population for purpose of, 92-301.

Specific, business,

CAUSA MORTIS.
Gifts, requisites, 48-201.

Tax

CAUSEWAYS.
Private Bridges,
Causeways.

See

Bonds

Ferries,

and

controlled

by population,

Capitation

other

or

92-301.

direct

tax,

1-129.

contractors, 95-905, 95-1001
to 95-1003, 95-1104.
Bridges crossing boundary lines,
95-1114, 95-1115.
of

Classification, 95-901, 95-902.

United States
Capitation or other direct tax in
proportion to numbers, 1-104,
1-129.

Representatives, apportionment,
1-104, 1-816.

Construction and repair, 95-107, 95-903.
Contracts to build or repair, 23-1701 to
23-1712, 23-1714, 95-905.

Bond

26-8109,

of contractor, 95-905, 95-1001

Time for taking,

1-104.

CEREALINE FOODS.
See Concentrated Commercial Feeding Stuffs.

to 95-1003, 95-1104.

Contractors as road commissioners,

Consideration, sale, 96-104.

95-306.

CERTIFICATES.

Illegally letting, 23-9904.

Cost of repairs, 95-1005, 95-1006.
County, contracts for, 23-1701 to

Bill of exceptions:

Comptroller General, 40-1505.
Forging, counterfeiting, or altering,

Detention at, 95-1301.
Establishment, 95-904, 95-905.

26-3901, 26-3904, 26-3905.

Marriage, 53-201.
Public convenience and necessity: See
Motor Vehicle Common Carriers;
Motor Vehicle Contract and Private

Gates, injuring, 95-1308.

establishment,

See Bills of Excep-

tions.

23-1712, 23-1714, 23-9904.

Licensing,

CERTAINTY.

95-905.

Negligence, 95-1209, 95-1212.

Notice to repair, 95-1004.
Ordinaries
Establishment by, 95-904.
Powers, 95-905.

CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT.

Penalties, 95-1302.

CERTIFIED CHECKS.

Carriers.

Issuance by banks, 13-2018.

Private: See Private Bridges, Ferries,

and Causeways.
Public, what are,
Repairs,

95-903,

CERTIFIED COPIES.

95-901.

95-1001,

95-1004

to

95-1006, 95-1114, 95-1115, 95-9909.

Supervision by ordinary, 95-905.
Timbers, 95-903.
Tolls,

95-904,

Charge of court, clerk furnishing,
81-1103.

Evidence: See Evidence.

Homestead, 51-402.

CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS.

95-905.

Charging after

Banks, 13-2037, 13-9927.

charter

expired,

95-9908.

Rates
Examination by ordinary,
95-1206.

Posting, 95-1203.

CAVEAT EMPTOR.
Judicial sales, 39-1307.

Private sales, 96-301, 96-304.
Real property, 29-302.

See Accountants.

CERTIORARI.
Absence of superior court judge, grant

by other judge, 19-202.
Administration, grant of, exception,
19-101.

Affidavit

Answer verified by, when, 19-303.
Filing with petition, 19-203, 19-205.
Form, 19-205.
Necessity, 19-205.
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CERTIORARI

CERTIORARI- -Cont'd.
Affidavit— Cont'd.
Pauper, in lieu of bond,

Cont'd.

Criminal cases
10-208,

Supersedeas, 19214 to 19-216.
offense, failure to prove,

Time of

19 215.

19-404.

Traverse to answer verified by,

Venue, failure

19-403.

to

prove, 10-404.

Damages awarded when,

Agent
Affidavit by, 19-205.
Bond executed by, 10-200.
Notice to adverse party by, 19-212.

Service by, 19-211.

Death of

trial

judge

L9-50S.

befor

19 502.

effect,

Defendant, judgment for, 19
Delay, damages where proceeds
19-503.

Answer
Death of

judge

trial

Dismissal

before,

Effect, 19-505.

19-502.

Judgment

of, when, 19-501.
Notice to adverse party, v/ant

19-302.

Exceptions,
Failure to, effect, 19-502.

New trial in default of, 19-502.
Recollect, failure of trial judge to,
19-502.
Requisites, 19-301.
Time to file, 19-301.
Traverse, 19-403.
Verification, when, 19-303.
Written by whom, 19-303.
Appeal case
ance

in

justice

•

's

court,

issu-

of

Docketing, 19-211.

Eventual condemnation money, bond

to

pay, 19-206.

Exceptions
Answer, to, 19-302.
Ordinary, filing to judgment

of, as

prerequisite, 19-201.

Fact,

error
19-501.

of,

affecting

as

removal,

Filing

in, 19-204.

Assignment

of,

19-212.

trial of traverse, 19-403.

Jury

19-201,

error,

19-203,

Answer, 19-301.
Clerk's

19-204, 19-402, 19-404.

office,

19-203.

Time, 19-210.

Attorney
Affidavit by, 19-205.
Bond executed by, 19-206.

FinalDetermination, application after,
19-209.

Notice to adverse party by,

Judgment

19-211.

Effect, 19-504, 19-505.

Service by, 19-211.
Writing or dictating answer,
19-303.

Board of Dental Examiners of Georgia,
proceedings by, to revoke dentist's
license, 84-716.

Rendered when, 19-501.
Verdict on traverse, 19-403.
First term, hearing, 19-401.
Forcible entry and detainer, 105-1608.
Forfeiture of supersedeas bond,
19-214.

BondConditions, 19-206.
Filing with petition, 19-203, 19-206.

Form

Judgment

Hearing

on,

19-505.

of affidavit, 19-205.

Frivolous proceedings, damages, 19-503.

Necessity, 19-206.

New,

Pauper

when, 19-501, 19-502.
Notice of time and place, 19-212.
Return term, 19-401.

affidavit

Civil cases, 19-208.

Criminal cases, 19-215.
Supersedeas, criminal cases, 19-214.
Sureties' liability, 19-206, 19-505.
Certificate of

payment

of costs, 19-206.

Contents of writ, 19-203.
Continuance, 19-401, 19-403.
Corporation courts, 19-101, 19-203.
Costs

—

Bond

to pay, 19-206.

Certificate of
site,

payment

as prerequi-

19-206.

Judgment for, 19-504, 19-505.
Pauper affidavit, 19-208.
Payment, condition precedent,
19-206.

Council, to, 19-101, 19-203.
Court of Appeals, see Supreme Court,
post.

in court below,

ordered

Scope, 19-402.

Time

of, 19-401.

Traverse before, 19-403.
Inferior judicatories, to, 19-101. 19-203,
19-214.
Instructions, return with, to court below, 19-501.
Issuance of writ,. 19-201, 19-203.

Judge absent from

circuit, 19-202.

Judgment
Damages awarded when,
FinalEffect,

19-504.

Rendered when.

New

trial

19-503.

19-505.

19-501.

ordered in default

answer, 19-502.

Return

to
19-501.

court below when,

of

2

7
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CERTIORARI— Cont 'd.

CERTIORARI— Cont 'd.
Judgment

—

Cent
Supersedeas

Superior court
Piling

\1.

Answer, 19-301.
Bond, 19-206.

19-213.

cases,

Civil

Criminal eases,

to

19-1214

Certificate of payment
costs, 19-206.

19-216.

Jurisdiction of superior court to grant

Jury

trial

on traverse of answer,

19-403.

19-202.

Justice's court
Appeal case in, 19-204.
Lies to, 19-101, 19-203.
Juvenile courts, writ lies, 24-2417.

Law, error

Judge, power to grant, 24-2616.

Judgment, see Judgment, ante.
Ordinary, issuance to, by judge,

judgment, 19-501.

of. final

Letters testamentary, grant of, exception, 19-101.

Lies,

when, 19-101, 19-203.

New

trial

Ordinary
Cases excepted, 19-101.
Exceptions in writing as prerequi19-201.

Issuance
court,

by

judge

of

superior

19-202.

19-303.

Pauper

affidavits, 19-208, 19-215.
Petition, 19-201, 19-203, 19-204, 19-402,
19-404.

Place of hearing, notice, 19-212.

judgment for, 19-504.
Police court, 19-203, 19-214.
Plaintiff,

Service,

Civil cases, 19-213.

Criminal cases, 19-214 to 19-216.
Supreme Court to Court of Appeals,

24-4548 to 24-4552.
Sureties on bond
Justification, 19-206.

Liability,

19-209.
Piling, 19-210.

Hearing, notice, 19-212.
Notice to adverse party, 19-212.
Offense,

failure

to

prove,

when

19-404.

Service, 19-211.

Private ways, proceedings for removal
of obstructions, 83-120.
Recollection of trial judge, failure of,
effect, 19-502.

Trial, 19-401.

Vacation, hearing in, 24-2618, 24-2619.
Venue, failure to prove, when ground,
19-404.

from custody, criminal

case,

19-214 to 19-216.

Wills, probate proceedings, exception,
19-101.

Writ of

Return

below with instructions,

19-501.

Trial judge, traverse of, 19-404.
Returnable when, 19-209.
Reversal of judgment, 19-501.

—

Sanction
Judge, by, 19-203.
Notice of, 19-212.
Supersedeas in absence of, 19-216.
Sentence, supersedeas, 19-214 to 19-216.

error, release pending, 19-214

to 19-216.

CESSION.
Jurisdiction to United States, l-125i

CHAIN GANG.
Escapes from, 26-4507.

Misdemeanor convicts:
meanor Convicts.

See

Misde-

Municipalities, organization by, 69-205.

CHAIRS.

Service, 19-211.

Sickness of superior court judge, grant
by other judge, 19-202.
Superior court
Clerk, issuance of writ by, 19-203.
in, 19-504,

19-505.

19-206,

Sustaining, effect, 19-504.
Term to which returnable, 19-209.
Time of

ground,

of case, 82-303.
Right to, 82-301.

Costs

19-101.

Rules of court, 24-3646 to 24-3650,

Application,

Remand

Court

19-211.

Supersedeas, 19-213.
Term to which returnable, 19-209.
Supersedeas

Answer, 19-301.

—

Bond, 82-204.
Judgment, 82-303.
Jury trial, when, 82-301.
Notice of, as supersedeas, 82-302.

Release

to, 19-201, 19-203, 19-204,
19-402, 19-404.

2-3005,

Lies to, 19-101, 19-201.
Party, writing or dictating answer,

Possessory warrant

19-201, 19-202.

Petition

Sanction by judge, 19-203.

on failure to answer, 19-502.
Notice to adverse party, 19-212.

site,

of

Issuance after, 19-203.
Time, 19-210.
Grant by judge out of circuit,

2-3205.

writ,

— Cont'd.

19-505.

Docketing, 19-211.

Homestead, statutory, 51-1301.

CHALLENGE.
Duel, to fight, 26-5201, 26-5202, 26-5205.
Conviction as disqualifying to
hold office, 2-902.

General Index.
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CHARGE OF COURT— Cont'd.

CHALLENGE— Con t 'd.
Jurors, to, 59-705, 59-707, 59-803 to
59-805.

of verdict,

oViui'l jury,

New

See Vacation of Courts.

Equity
Decree

in, 37-1205.
Dissolution of injunction, 55-203.
Trustee
'

Appointment, 108-303.

jio-jo.'j.

subject! to bo toveted by,
r/j

trial

Erroneous, as ground for, 70-207.
Exception to omission, approval,
70-804
Request, refusal to give, as ground
for, 70-207.

Opinion on facts, expression

Bond-

of,

81-1104.

Hearing of proceeding to
quire,

re-

108-305.

j

Relief of sureties on, 108-312.
Investments, orders for, 108-417,
108-418.

Vacancy, filling, 108-316.
Uniform Procedure Act, effect on proceedings, 81-102.
Venue, petition for
at, 27-1201.

change,

hearing

CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE.
taxes, exemption, 92-3105.

CHAMPERTY.

Bequests

Time of making, 81-1101.
Writing, made in, 81-1101.
Special verdict, equity ca.se.-;, 24-3'i66,
37-1104.
Verdict, form of, 110-103.
Writing out, required when,
81-1103.

81-1102,

FOR

CHARITABLE

INSTITUTIONS
CHILDREN.

See Georgia Industrial Home.

Abandoned

children,

35-505.

Binding out children, 35-504,

35-515,

35-516.

Contracts, 20-504.

Bylaws, 35-503.

CHANCE AWARD.

Commitment proceedings, 35-505

Validity, 7-111.

CHANCERY.

Form

59 310, 59-405,

CHAMBERS.

Income

2971

to

35-512.

Control of inmates, 35-503, 35-504.
Custody of child, recovery, 35-510 to

.

See Equity.

35-513.

CHANCROID.

Debased children,

Contagious and infectious disease,
88-501.-

CHANGE OF VENUE.

35-514.

Destitute children, 35-506.
Gifts to, 35-502.
Government of, 35-503.
Incorporation, 35-501.

See Venue.

Indenture of inmates, 35-504.
Guardians, 35-516.
Revocation, 35-515.

CHARACTER.
Attorneys at law, 9-103.
Barbers, 84-409.
Chiropodists, 84-603.
Chiropractors, 84-507.

Laws, application, 35-517.
Notice of commitment, 35-508, 35-509.
Petition for incorporation, 35-501.

Dentists, 84-709.
Embalmers, 84-811.

Powers, 35-502, 35-503.
Real property, holding,

Evidence

of, relevancy, 38-202.
Nurses, 84-1008.

Record of petition for incorporation,

Medical practitioners, 84-907.

Taxation, 2-5002.

Optometrists, 84-1105.
Osteopaths, 84-1207.
Peddlers, 84-2002.
Real estate brokers and salesmen,

Vagrant children,

84-1409.

35-501.
35-506.

CHARITABLE SOCIETIES.
Disturbing, 26-6902.

Income

taxes, exemption, 92-3105.

etc., 22-401.
See
porations of Superior Court.

CHARGE OF COURT.
charge,

81-1103.

Distress warrant, election of verdict,
61-406.

Equity cases, special verdict, 24-336C.
37-1104.

Filing written charge with clerk,
81-1103.

35-502.

Incorporation,

Veterinarians, 84-1504.
Voters, 1-604.

Certified copies of written

etc.,

CHARITIES.
Aged persons,
Bequests

to,

Cor-

for relief of, 10S-203.

enforcement

in

equity,

108-201, 108-202.

Captives, for redemption or relief of,
10S-203.

Cemeteries, for improvement or repair
of,

108-203.

Civilization, for promotion of, 10S-203.

General Index.
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CHATTEL MORTGAGES— Cont'd.

CHARITIES— Cont \1.
Construction of instrument, extraneous
evidence, 108-206.
Crafts, for promotion of, 108-203.

Consuls, attestation before, 67-112.
Contents, 67-102.
Equity of redemption, 67-121.

Qy pres doctrine, 10S-202.

Evidence

Amount

of
113-107.

devise,

limitation,

Application to bequest or devise,
113-815.

Diseased persons, for relief
Educational purposes, for,

of, 10S-203.
1

Admissibility in, 67-110.
Bill of sale as, 67-104.
Execution, 67-105, 67-107.
Foreclosure
Advertising sale, 67-703, 67-902.

08-203.

Employees of public charities,
men's compensation, 114-107.
Equity

Affidavit, 67-701, 67-803, 67-901,

67-1002.

-work-

Illegality,

Before debt due, 67-1001 to

requests, enforcement, 10S-201.
Cy pros doctrine, 108-202.
Jurisdiction,

67-1004.

Bond, 67-803, 67-805.

108-201,

10S-203.
court of, 108-204.

Supervision by
Evidence, extraneous, in construction
of instrument, 10S-206.

Highways, for construction or

Costs, 67-701, 67-805.

Creditors 9 rights, 67-805.
Defenses, 67-801 to 67-805, 67-903,
67-1004.

repair,

Equity,

108-203.

Irreligious in character,
to be, 10S-205.
Objects of, 108-203.

what

is

deemed

in, 67-601.

Equity of redemption, 67-121.
Execution, 67-120,

67-121, 67-701,
67-703, 67-901 to 67-904, 67-1004.

Paupers, for relief of, 108-203.
Prisoners, for redemption or relief of,
108-203.

Justice of the peace, before, 67-901
to 67-904.

Notice, 67-703, 67-902.
Priorities of liens, 67-120, 67-121,

Public works, for construction or re-

67-804.

pair, 10S-203.

Religious purposes, for,

Proceeds of

108-203,

sale,

67-120,

67-804,

67-1003.

10S-205.

Subjects

67-801 to 67-805,

67-1004.

of,

Replevy bond, 67-803.

108-203.

Representative of deceased mortgagee or mortgagor, 67-702.

for relief of, 108-203.
Taxation of institutions of charity,
2-5002, 92-201.
Tombstones, for repair of, 108-203.

Sale, 67-120, 67-121, 67-701, 67-703,
67-803,
67-804,
67-902,
67-903,

Wills—
Cy pres

Time, 67-1001 to 67-1004.

Buffering,

67-1003.

doctrine, application to bequest or devise, 113-815.
Sustaining bequest or devise,
113-815.

67-1004.

Guarantors,

Taxation, 92-1911.

Indemnifying sureties and guarantors,
67-114.

CHAPITERS.
See ' Corporations;
Superior Court.

See

Corporations

of

Corpora-

Particular classes of associations or
corporations:
See specific heads.

CHATTEL MORTGAGES.

—

67-108.

Loss, 67-103.
Mistake in record, 67-111.

Nature, 67-101.
Nonresidents, records, 67-108.
Notice of, 67-108, 67-109, 67-111,
67-2501.

See Mortgages.

Acknowledgment, 67-105

Lien

Commences when,

Municipal

tions.

Parol evidence,

to

67-107,

07-112.

After-acquired property, 67-103.
Attestation, 67-105 to 67-107, 67-111,
67-112.
Bill of sale as, 67-104.
acellation, 67-117.
1

Clerk of superior court, fees, 24-2727,
67-117.

Commissioners, attestation before,
67-112.

67-803, 67-805,

67-1002, 67-9901 to 67-9905.
to, 67-114.

CHARITY HOSPITALS.

Municipal:

Trial,

Form, 67-102.
Fraudulent disposal of property,

bill of sale as, 67-104.
Priorities, 67-109, 67-120, 67-121, 67-804.

Probate for record, 67-106, 67-107,
67-111, 67-112.

Property covered by, 67-103.
Record
Defect in, 67-111.

—

Effect of failure, 67-109.
Filing for record, 67-2501.
Mistake, 67-111.
Necessity, 67-105.
Place, 67-108.

General Index.
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CHATTEL MORTGAGES— Cont'd.

—

Record Cont'd.
Probate for, 67-107, 67-111, 67-112.
Time, 67-108, 67-2501.
Redemption, equity of, 67-121.
Removal of property under mortgage,
67-1002, 67-9901 to 67-9905.

SaleForeclosure, 67-120, 67-121, 67-701,
67-703,

67-804,

67-803,

07-901,

67-902, 67-1003.

"Without foreclosure, 67-121.
Wrongful, of property under,

Sureties, to, 67-114.
67-101.

mortgaged property, 67-113, 67-1011.

gained by fraud,
fenee to action on
Putting rnbbiah or dirt in, 34
Counterfeiting:
PfeflfOtfion of,

County, conspiracy

i

to

to 26-4204.

Credit, fraudulently obtaining, 26-7401.
Croppers, illegal h;j 1^;s by, C,\-'j'.,>
Destroying books or papers of value,

fect as
26-403.

to

criminal

ef-

responsibility,

Engrossing, 26-7404.
Grand jury charge, 59-601.
False entry or return by justice

CHAUTAUQUAS.
Taxation, 92-610.

CHEATS AND SWINDLERS.
Alteration of instruments: See Alteration of Instruments.
Animals, fraudulent entries and practices in speed contests, 26-7501 to
26-7503.

Beef, putting rubbish or dirt

of

peace, 24-9901.

False survey by county surveyor,
23-9903.

False

swearing, 26-4003,
26-4008 to 26-4010.

Subornation

Bail, lying to obtain, 26-7407.
Base coin, making, 26-3906.

of,

26-4004,

26-4005, 26-4006.

False weights or measures, buying or
in,

26-7405.

selling by, 112-9901.
False writings, obtaining goods under,

26-3918.

Billing, false

Falsifying public documents, 89-9903.

Carriers, 18-9916.
Shippers, 18-9917.

Boarding houses, defrauding, 52-9903,
52-9904.

—

Counterfeiting, 106-9907.
Fraudulent, of naval stores, 5-9941.

Bread, selling under assize, 26-7403.
sale of goods, etc., 28-9901.

Carriers
Discrimination, 18-9914.
False billing, 18-9916.
Overcharging, 18-9913.
Chattel mortgage, sale of property under, 67-9901.

Forestalling, 26-7404.
Grand jury charge, 59-601.

Forgery: See Forgery.
Fraternal benefit societies, false representations as

to,

56-9912 to 56-99]

5.

Horse racing, entering horses und:r
false names, etc., 26-7501 to 26-7'
Hotels, defrauding, 52-9903 to 52-9905.
Indorsers, lying to obtain, 26-7407.
Insolvent bank, conveyances, etc., bv,
13-9929.

Insurance
False claims by insured, 56-9908.
companies,
False statements by
*
56-9902, 56-9908.

Checks

Drawing without funds

in bank,
13-9933, 52-9903, 52-9905.

Worthless, buyer of farm products
giving, 5-9916.
Concealment of property held under
conditional purchase, 67-9908.

Conspiracy

Fraudulently procuring, 56-9911.
Intent to defraud, presumption,
26-7409.

companies, declaring unearned dividends, 22-9901.
Justices of peace, false entry or re-

Joint-stock

turn, 24-9901.

State

or

county,

26-4201 to 26-4204.

Wrecking railroad company,
94-9911, 94-9912.

Contract for services, fraudulently
procuring money on, 26-7408.
Conversion, fraudulent:
See Fraudulent Conversion.
Conveyances, etc., by insolvent bank,
26-4002.

Cotton

Drunkenness occasioned by fraud,

Year's support of decedent's family,

Defrauding of

(

Corporations, deelari
dendf, 22-0001.

Dirt, putting in cotton, etc., 26-7405.
Dividends, unearned, declaring, 13*9925,
22-9901.

Title,

Bulk

CHEATS AND SWINDLERS

26-7601.

67-1002, 67-9901.

Security for debt, 67-101.
Stock of goods, 67-103, 67-108.

Brands

W

Landlord, refusal to deliver share of
crop, 61-9904.

Landmarks, altering, 26-7602.
Levy on property, fraudulent,

39-9;

Liens
Deception as to existence

of,

—

67-9909.

False information as to. 61-9901.
Sale of property under, 61-Pi
.
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CHEATS AND SWINDLERS— Cont'd.
Limited partner, fraud by, 75-9901.

Lying to obtain indorsers or other security, 86-7407.
Marks. -counterfeiting, 106-9907.
Measures, false, selling by, 112-9901,
Measuring timber illegally, 6-9948,
Misdemeanor, in general, 26-7410,
Mortgage, sale of property under,
07-9901.

Osteopathy, fraudulently practicing,
84-9919.
Partner, limited, fraud by, 75-9901.
Perjury, 26-4001, 26-4002, 26-4007.
Subornation of, 26-4005, 26-4006.
Personating another, 26-3917, 26-7406.

Witness, as, 3S-9901.
Play, cheating at, 26-7402.
Pork, putting rubbish or dirt

in,

new

giving

false

information

to

lienor, 61-20?, 61-9901.

Timber, illegally measuring, 5-9948.
Trade-marks
Counterfeiting, 106-9907.

Using another's, 106-9903.
Tramps, stealing rides on trains,
1S-9912.

Use of
Advertisement of another,
106-9903.

Emblem

or name of fraternal, etc.,
association, 106-9905.

Labels of another, 106-9903.

Trade-mark or trade name of an106-9903.

Voters' book, falsifying, 34-9903.
Warehousemen disposing of goods,
111-9901.

Presumption, intent to defraud,

Weights, false
Selling by, 112-9901.

26-7409.

Primary election manager, 34-9924.
Public officers, influencing, 26-4102.
Public work, competition for, 23-9905.
Pacing, entering animals under false
names, 26-7501 to 26-7503.

Railroads
Overcharging, 18-9913.
Stealing ride on train, 1S-9912.
Wrecking company, 94-9909 to
94-9914.

Carriers, 18-9916.

Shippers, 18-9917.
Witness, personating another as,
38-9901.

Wool, putting rubbish or dirt

in,

26-7405.

Wrecking railroad company,

94-9909.

Attempt, 94-9910.
Conspiracy, 94-9911, 94-9912.

Evidence of intent, 94-9913.

of property held under con-

ditional purchase, 67-9908.

putting rubbish or dirt

in,

26-7405.

Rubbish, putting in

cotton,

etc.,

26-7405.

CHECKS.
See Banks and Banking; Negotiable
Instruments.
Forging, counterfeiting, or altering,
26-3908, 26-3910 to 26-3913.

Fraudulent

or

malicious

destruction,

26-7601.

•3—
Bread under

Hotels, defrauding, 52-9903, 52-9905.
assize,

26-7403.

Bulk, of goods, etc., 28-9901.
Conditional purchase, property
held under, 67-9906, 67-9907.
'Croppers, 61-9904.

Lien, property under,

CHECK PROTECTORS.
Taxation of manufacturers and dealers, 92-1304.

CHEMIST.
61-9903.

Mortgaged property, 67-9901.
Weights and measures, false,
112-9901.
Pr. cur ity,

Use by

Definition, 94-9914.

Regrating, 26-7404.
Grand jury charge, 59-601.

Rice,

Tenant

other,

26-7405.

Removal

CHEATS AND SWINDLERS— Cont 'd.

See State Chemist.

Commissioner of Agriculture, employ-

ment
State

lying to obtain, 26-7407.

by, 5-107.
Oil

Chemist:

See

Petroleum

Products.

Seizure of property by pretended

CHIEF JUSTICE.

United States agent, 26-3301.
Services, fraudulently procuring

money

on contract for, 26-7408, 26-7409.
Solvency, false representations of,
26-7407.

Speed contests, entering animals under false names, 26-7501 to 26-7503.
State,
to

See Supreme
Supreme Court:
Court and Court of Appeals.
See
United States Supreme Court:
Supreme Court of United States.
State

CHILD LABOR.
See Master and Servant.

conspiracy to defraud, 26-4201
20-4204.

Subornation of perjury or false swearing, 26-4005, 26-4006.

CHILD'S SHARE.
Election to take in lieu of dower,
31-104, 31-110.

General Index.
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CHILDREN.

CHTR0PRACT0RS---O.-

See Infants; Parent and Child.

Advancements: See Advancements; Descent and Distribution.
Alimony for, 30-207, 30-208.

ery for: See Death.
Inheritance, rules of:
See Descent
and Distribution.
Juvenile courts: See Juvenile Courts.
Placement: See Infants.
Witnesses, competency, 38-1607,
38-1610.

Year's support for:

See Year's Sup-

port.

CHILDREN'S CODE COMMISSION.
Georgia Children's Code Com-

eem

New

See Juvenile Courts.

Anaesthetics, use of, 84-601.
Definition of chiropody, 84-601.
Electrical treatments, 84-601.
Examination of applicants to practice,
84-603.

Application, 84-603.
Examiners:
See State Board of

Chiropody Examiners.
Fees, 84-101, 84-604.

Nonresident licentiates, 84-607.
of applicants,

84 51ft

-

Relocation, 84-512 to 84-519.
Medicine, practice of, 84
Obstetrics, practice of, 84r509.
Osteopathy, practice of, 84-509.
Practice, scope, 84-509.
Surgery, practice, 84-509.

Taxation, 92-1909, 92-2005.

CHOLERA.
cholera:

See Live Stock.

Creditors, for, 28-301, 28-306.
Definition, 85-1801, 85-1802.

Executions, sales under, 39-113.

Fund, assignment

of,

85-1804.

Notice of assignment, 85-1803.
Person, right to recover for injuries
to,

85-1802.

Property, right to recover for injuries
t~, 85-1802.
Tort, assignment
85-1805.

of right

of

action,

Appropriation of public money

to, pro-

Public holiday, 14-1808.

Fees, 84-101, 84-604, 84-605, 84-607.
Foreign corporations practicing chiropody, 84-609.
Incorporation for purpose of practicing chiropody, 84-609.

License to practice, 84-603, 84-610.
Fees, 84-101, 84-605.

Nonresident licentiates, 84-607.
Refusal, 84-608.
Revocation, 84-608.
Limitations of application

CHURCHES.
See Religious Worship.
hibited, 2-114.

Income

taxes, exemption, 92-3105.

Incorporation, etc., 22-401.
See
porations of Superior Court.
Intoxicating liquors

Carrying
of

law,

Cor-

to, 58-603.

Drunkenness

at,

r>S-604.

Selling near, 58-601.

84-610.

on doors,

lieence,

CHRISTMAS.

Time, 84-603.

tice,

84 ?tfo&

<,

Administrator's sale of, 113-1705.
Assignment, 85-1803 to 85-18 '.

CHIROPODISTS.

Name

ii-

CHOSES IN ACTION.

CHILDREN'S COURTS.

Qualifications
84-603.

rot
tig

Qualifications of applicants,
64-507.
Record, 84-511, 84-5
Refusal, 84-512 to 81 517, 84

Hog

mission.

.'.

Licenccf to practice- Cont'd*
Ificdemeanorj practicing
or fraudulently obti

Care, standard of, 105-204.
Homicide of father or mother, recov-

See

co

etc.,

of place of prac-

84-604.

Taxation, 92-1909.

Unlawful practice of chiropody,
84-9906.

CHIROPRACTORS.
See Georgia Board of Chiropractic
Examiners.

"Chiropractic" defined, 84-501.
Construction of law, 84-520.
Licenses to practice
Application, 84-507.

Use

at, 58-605,

58-606.

Police at, appointment, 27-216.

Taxation, exemption, 2-5002, 92-201.

CHURNS.
Taxation of traveling venders, 92-1604.

CIGARS AND CIGARETTES.
Dealers, taxation

Arrest and prosecution of offenders against law, 92-2218.

Audit of accounts, 40-1S07.

Certificates, 84-507.

Carriers, duties, 92-22(

Examinations, 84-50S.

Definitions of words used in law,
92-2201.

Fees, 84-505, 84-507, 84-510, 84-511.
84-519.

Licentiates in other States, 84-510.

Fines for violation of law, 92-9909,
92-9910.

General Index.
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CIGARS AND CIGARETTES— Cont'd.

—

Dealers, taxation Cont'd.
Wholesale dealers
Commissions, 92-2204.
Definition, 92-2201.
Duties, 92-2204.
Invoices of sales, 92-2204.
Retail businesses, 92-2212.
Minors, furnishing, 26-6801.

92-2218.
Invoices. 92-2213, 92-9909.

Licenses
Application for, 02-2203.
Display. 02-2208.

CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE.

Offenses. 02-0000.

See Evidence.

Refusal of, 02-220S.
Revocation, 02-2200.
Offenses. 92-9908 to 02-0910.

CIRCUSES.

Presumption

as to violation of
law, 02-2205.
Proceeds of tax, 02-2219.
Receiving shipments of unstamped
cigars or cigarettes, 92-9909.

Retail dealers
Duties, 92-2205.
Wholesale business, 92-2212.
Rules and regulations, 92-2207,
92-2210, 92-0909.
Seizures, 02-2214.
Claims by third persons,
92-2215.
92-2217.
to solicitor
or solicitor general, 92-2218.
Sales of seized goods, 92-2215,
92-2216.

—

Stamps
Bonds of

distributors, 92-2211.
Cancellation, 92-2204, 92-2205,
92-9909.

Commission for

CIRCUS RIDERS.
Children put to vocation

as,

54-9903,

54-9904.

CITATIONS.
Advertising—
"Four weeks,' ' meaning, 39-1102.
"Once a week for four weeks,
meaning, 39-1102.
"Thirty days," meaning, 39-1102.
Time, 39-1102.
See Municipal Corporations.
Definition, 92-301.

claim

of

Side shows, taxation, 92-614.
Taxation, 92-613.

CITIES.

Compromise with claimant,
Notice

CIGARS AND CIGRETTES— Cont'd.

—

Cent \1.
Dealers, taxation
Forfeitures. 92-2214.
Waiver, 92-2217*
Informers against offenders,

and

affixing

canceling, 92-2204, 92-2205.
Counterfeiting, 92-9908.

CITIZENS.
Abridgement of privileges or immunities of, prohibited, 1-815.
Aliens, rights, etc.:
See Aliens.
Arms, right to keep and bear, 1-802,
2-122, 79-205.

Attorneys at law,

eligibility,

9-103,

eligibility

require-

9-104.

Attorney General,
ment, 2-4101.

Definition, 92-2201.

Cessation of citizenship, 79-202.

Distributors, 92-2211.

Civil function, right to perform,
79-205.

Forging, 92-9908.
92-9908 to 92-9910.
Refund of cost, 92-2207.
Offenses,

Supply, 92-2206.

United States Government purchases, 92-2204.

Use

to

show payment of

tax,

92-2203, 92-2204.

State Revenue Commission
Collection from delinquents,
92-5801 to 92-5809.

Commissions allowed by,
Distributors

stamps,

of

ap-

pointment, 92-2211.
Forfeitures, 92-2214.
Inspections by, 92-9909.
92-2208,

92-2209.

Rules and regulations, 92-2207,
92-2210.

Stamp

supply,

92-2206.

members,

1-103, 1-109.

Courts

right to appeal to, 2-104,
79-205.

Court of Appeals Judges,
requirement, 2-3009.

eligibility

Defined, 2-125, 79-201.

Denizens, 15-202.
Elective franchise,

right of, 1-816,
1-820, 1-821, 2-601 to 2-609, 79-205.

Eligibility requirement

92-2204.

Licenses,

Comptroller General, eligibility requirement, 2-2704.
Congress, eligibility requirement of

duty to keep,

Attorney General, 2-4101.
Comptroller General, 2-2704.
Congress, members of, 1-103, 1-109.
Court of Appeals Judges, 2-3009.
General Assembly, members of,
2-1601, 2-1701.

Governor, 2-2607.
Judges, 2-4101.
President and Vice President oi

United States,

1-204, 1-812.
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CITIZENS— Cont'd.

CITIZENS— Cont'd.

—

Supreme Court

Corit 'd.
Eligibility requirement
Secretary of Slate, 2-2704.

quirement,

Temporary sojourners, r

Solicitors general, 2-41 01.
State Treasurer, 2-2704.

Superior court judges, 2-4101.
Supremo Court Justices, 2-4101.
Exercise of rights, 79-200.
Expatriation, 79-202, 70-203.
Females, rights, 79-207.
General Assembly, eligibility requirement of members, 2-1601, 2-1701.
Governor, eligibility requirement,

Treasurer of State, eligibility requirement, 2 2704.
United State*—
Constitutional provision,
i

815,

1-100.

Vice President of United States,

House of Representatives
State,

eligibility

requirement

of

members, 2-1701.
United States, eligibility requirement of members, 1-103.

citizens,

eligi-

1-S12.

1-820, 1-821,

1-827, 1-828.

Who

are, 1-815, 2-125, 79-201.
as,

79-205.

Detention home, education of children

Jurisdiction of State, 15-202.
Jurors in felony cases, ground
challenge, 59-804

in,

for

Minors, rights, 79-208.

24-2419.

Juvenile court, education of children
detained by, 24-2419.

CITY COURTS.

Office, right to hold, 79-205.

Personal liberty, right of, 1-805, 2-103,
79-205.
Personal security, right of, 1-804, 2-102,
2-113, 2-116, 79-205.
President of United States, eligibility
requirement, 1-204, 1-812.
Private property, right of, 1-804, 2-102,
79-205.

Privileges and immunities, 1-402, 1-815.
Protection of, 2-125.

Public officers, 89-101.
Renunciation of citizenship, 79-202,

Adjournment, time, 24-3010.
Appeal from one jury to another,
2-3206.

Atlanta
Court of Appeals

f

jurisdiction to
correct errors, 2-3009.

Supreme Court's jurisdiction
view decisions, 2-3005.

to re-

Bailiffs, fees, 24-3202.

Charge to jury written out by judge,
when, 81-1102.

ClerksAdvertising

79-203.

Acquisition

Voting rights of

1-204,

CITY BOARDS OF EDUCATION.

Judges, 2-3009, 2-4101.

2-113, 2-116,

bility requirement,

Witness, right to testify

Infants, rights, 79-208.
Insane persons, 79-209.

of

citizenship

again,

"Four weeks," meaning,
39-1102.

79-204.

Repatriation, 79-204.
Rights, 79-205.
Secretary of State, eligibility require-

week

a

weeks,

for four
39-1102.

" meaning,

"Thirty days," meaning,
Time, 39-1102.

State, eligibility requirement,
2-1601.
United States, eligibility require-

ment, 1-109.
Sojourners, 15-202.
"Solicitors general,

"Once

s

39-1102.

ment, 2-2704.
Senators

Appointment of deputies, 24-2301.
Deputies
Appointment, 24-2301.
Bond, 24-2301.
Minutes, appointment entered
-

on.

require-

eligibility

ment, 2-4101.
States, Constitutional provision; 1-815,

-2301.

Oath, 24-2301.

Powers and

duties, 24-2301.

Validation of former acts,
.

State representatives,
quirement, 2-1601.

eligibility

Final record of court proceedings,
duty, 24-2715.

Mandamus by

2-1601.

State Treasurer,
ment, 2-2704.

24-2302.

re-

State senators, eligibility requirement,

.

1

$1P,

Representatives, eligibility requirement, 1-103, HOP.
Rights, 79-301.
Senators, eligibility requirement,

2-2607.

1-819.

Justices, eligibility re-

2-4 101.

eligibility

.

require-

Status of, legislation as to, 2-118.
Superior court judges, .eligibility requirement, 2-4101.

appellate

or

trial

courts, 6-91S.

Mistake in entry of

riling

on

bill

of exceptions, 6-1402.

Process,
cess.

issuance,

etc.:

See Pro-

General Index.
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CITY COURTS— Cont'd.
Clerks— Cont

CITY COURTS— Cont 'd.

—

'd.

Solicitor general's fees, certificate,
84-2906.

Superior

court

eligibility

clerks,

to act as, 24-2703.

Compensation of

officers,

see editorial

note following Chapter 24-23.
Constitutional, see editorial note preceding Chapter 24-22.
Court of Appeals' jurisdiction to cor-

Courthouse as place of holding court,
24-3004.

Evidence, stenographic report, see Eeporter, post.

Executions, entry on general execution
docket. 30-701*, 30-702, 39-706.
Fine and forfeiture fund, 27-2909.
General execution docket, entries on,
39-701, 39-702, 39-706.

Grand

jury, see editorial note preced-

ing Chapter 24-22.
Insolvent costs, 27-2909.

with

superior

court

committing courts, 27-421.

Disqualification, 2-3301.

Calling other judge to preside,
24-2201.

Holding municipal

office,

Pro hac vice judge, 24-2625,

24-2202.

Impeachment for delay

in

decid-

ing motions, 24-2621.
Juvenile court judge pro tempore,
acting as, 24-2442.
New trial motion, hearing and decision, 24-2618 to 24-2621.
Ordinary, acting for, 24-1710.
Superior court judges alternate

when, 2-3301.
decide

Transfer of criminal cases to suhearings

and decisions

arrest, issuance by,

Judgments, entry on general execution
See editorial note following

59-809.

Grand jury charge as

CITY DIRECTORIES.
CIVIC LEAGUES.

CIVIL ACTIONS.
CIVIL AUTHORITY.
Superior to military authority, 2-119.

CIVIL ENGINEERS.
Taxation, 92-1909.

CIVIL GOVERNMENT.
Instruction in elements of, 32-705.
Textbook on, preparation, 32-509.

Roster as evidence, 38-209.

CLAIMS.
Affidavit, 113-1801, 113-1803.
trial,

113-1715, 113-1802,

113-1803.
tried,

113-1715,

113-1802.
filed

with, 113-1801,

113-1803.

Personalty, where tried, 113-1715,
113-1803.

to

pay

of,

59-601.
trial,

Exceptions.

Ordinary,

docket, 39-701, 39-702, 39-706.

New

Uniformity of practice, 2-3701.
Writ of error to decisions: See Bills of

Land, where

27-102.

Jurors:

Terms, adjournment, 24-3010.
Transfer of criminal cases to superior

County of

24-2618, 24-2619.

Warrants for

Statutory
Courts of record, 24-2204.
Establishment, see editorial note
preceding Chapter 24-22.
Stenographic report of testimony, see
Reporter, ante.
Supreme Court's jurisdiction to review

Administrator's or trustee's sale

perior court, 24-2202.
in,

to

CIVIL WAR.

motions, 24-2620,

24-2621.

Vacation,

correct errors, 2-3009.
Court's jurisdiction
review decisions, 2-3005.

Supreme

See Actions.

Exchange, 24-2201.

to

Court of Appeals' jurisdiction to

Income taxes, exemption, 92-3105.

24-2626.

Transfer of criminal cases,

with,

—

Taxation, 92-1903.

24-2203.

Time

following Chapter 24-23.

courts, 24-2202.

judges, 2-3301.
Costs,

Removal, 24-3102.
Salaries of officers, see editorial note

decisions, 2-3005.

Judges
Alternating

Civil cases, 24-3103.
Crimina 1 cases, 24-3104.
Duties, 24-3102.
Oath, 24-3102.

Savannah

rect errors, 2-3005.

24-3003,

Reporter
Appointment, 24-3102.
Compensation

authority to grant, 70-101.

See New Trial.
Place of holding, 24-3003, 24-3004.
Record, courts of, 24-2204.

Postponement of sale, 113-1804.
Right to file, 113-1715, 113-1801,
113-1803.

Service, 113-1801, 113-1803.

Superior court, return
113-1803.

to,

113-1801,

(jI-::<kvai.
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defendant

in

fi.

fa.,

Forthcoming bond

irhen, 39-808.

Real estate, 39 804.

Affidavit

Recovery on, 39 805,
Garnishment proceeding!: Bee

Agent, by, 39-801.
Attorney, by, 39-801.
Joint owner, by, 39-800.

JuryDamages

Agent

Oath

by, 39-802.

Argument, conclusion, 24-3312.
Attachment proceedings, 8-801

Trial by, 39-902.
Justice's court, 24-1416 to 24-1418.
Justices of the Peace.

to

Attorney
by, 39-802.

Fees, 9-612.

of, 39-908.
Parties, making, 24-3312.
Partner, claim by, 39-806.

Bond-

Attorney

39-802.

Pauper
tiff

see

Forthcoming

Joint owner executing, 39-806.
Necessity, 39-8C2.

sale, 39-803, 39-807.

disposition on final
hearing, 39-809.
Keal estate
Forthcoming bond, 39-804.
Beturn, where claim is to, 39-901,
sale,

39-908.

of, 39-807.

Record,

by

final,

clerks, 24-2715.

Eeturn
property

pending, 39-808.

Continuance, 39-902, 39-906.
Counties, against: See Counties.

Damages
Assessed how, 39-907.

when execution issued
from, 39-908.
Personal property, 39-901, 39-908.
Real property, 39-901, 39-908.
Right to file, on levy of execution,
Ordinary,

39-801.

for, 39-802.

Sale of property

Delay, award for, 39-903.
Dismissal for insufficiency, award,
39-906.

when no forthcoming

bond, 39-809.

Second claim, 24-3311.
Superior court

Jurors' oath to give, 39-903.

Return

Withdrawal

Rules, 24-3311 to 24-3313.

or

discontinuance,

award, 39-905, 39-906.
Discontinuance
Allowance once only, 39-905.

Damages

award of

withdrawal

sale, 39-803, 39-S07.

of proof, 39-904.

Continuance, 39-902, 39-906.

Damages

award by

for delay,

jury,

Dismissal, 39-906.

by

39-909.

Fees of attorney for

when, 39-901, 39-908.

39-903, 39-905 to 39-907.

Distress warrants, 61-407.
plaintiff,

—

Burden

damages, 39-906.
original,

to,

Suspension of
Trial

for delay, 39-905, 39-906.

Dismissal for insufficiency,

Execution,

plain-

39-808.

Proceeds of

Partner executing, 39-806.

Pauper affidavit in lieu
Burden of proof, 39-904.
Compensation for keeping

when

Postponement of

for delay, 39-802.

Forthcoming,
bond, post.

39-807.

affidavit,

Personal property, delivery to

executing, 39-802.

Condition, 3.9-802.

Damages

Bee

Ordinary
Order for sale of property, 39-809.
Return, where execution from court

Affidavit by, 39-801.

Agent executing,
Amount, 39-802.

give damages for delay,

to

39-903.

8-806.

Bond

award by,

for delay,

39-903, 39-905 to 39 907.

Affidavit by, 39-801.

Bond

Gtarni

ment.
Joint owner, claim by, 39-806.

Partner, by, 39-806.
Party, by, 39-801.

Bond

— Cont'd.

Plaintiff, giving by,

38-403.

First term, 39-902.

Jury, 39-902.
plaintiff, 9-612.

Forthcoming bond
Amount, 39-804.
Claimant, giving by, when, 39-804.
Condition, 39-804.
Disposition of property where not
given, 39-809.
Officer's duty, 39-805.

Oath of jurors

give

to

damages

for delay, 39-903.

Withdrawal, 39-905. 39-906.
Trustee's sale, see Administrator's or
trustee's sale, ante.

Uniform Procedure Act,
United States, against,
Venue, 39-901, 39-908.

effect, 81-102.

1-818, 1-819.

General Index.
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CLUBS— Cont 'd.

CLAIMS— Cont 'd.

Income

Withdrawal
Allowance once

Damages

only, 30-005.
for delay, 39-905, 39-906.

Original

execution

by

plaintiff,

39-908.

COAL DEALERS.

Taxation, 92-2011.

Taxation, 92-1101.

CLAUSES.

COAST SURVEY.

Transposition in wills, 113-S06.

CLEANING ESTABLISHMENTS.
Taxation, 02-1201 to 02-1203.

wantonly,

26-8108.

COASTAL HIGHWAY DISTRICT.
COASTAL

See Expenses.

EXPERIMENT

PLAINS

STATION.

CLERKS OF CITY COURTS.

Branch

of University of Georgia: See
University of Georgia.

See City Courts.

CLERKS OF COURTS.
Exemption from

COCKFIGHTING.

militia

duty, 86-209.
specific heads.

Particular courts: See
Reading minutes, 24-107.

CLERK OF COURT OF APPEALS.
Court

Misdemeanor, 26-6601.

COCOANUT MEAL.

of, effect, 24-109.

and Court of

See Concentrated Commercial Feeding Stuffs.

CODE OF GEORGIA.
Adoption,

CLERKS OF SUPERIOR COURTS.
See Superior Court Clerks.

CLERK OF SUPREME COURT.
See Supreme
Appeals.

injuring

Fixtures,

Indebtedness, 2-5601.

CLERICAL EXPENSES.

See Supreme
Appeals.

COAL.
Bushel, weight, 112-101.

CLAIRVOYANTS.

Want

taxes, exemption, 92-3105.

Sale, etc., of intoxicating liquor, 58-102,
58-104.

Court

and Court of

102-101, 102-107.

reference to

number of

section, 2-1817.

Justices of the peace, copies, 24-605.
Repeal by reference to number of sec2-1817.

tion,

Substantial compliance with, 102-102.

CLOCKS.

CODICIL.

Peddlers, taxation, 92-1603.

See Wills.

Peddling, 84-2011.

COHABITATION.

CLOSED SEASON.
See Fish and Fishing.
Hunting: See Game.
Fishing:

CLOTHING.
Assault with intent to injure, 26-1407.

Homestead, statutory, 51-1301.

Alimony, effect as to, 30-217.
Defense to action for divorce, 30-109.
Renewal by persons divorced from bed
and board, 30-128.
Validation of void marriage, 53-104.

COIN.

CLOUD ON TITLE.

,

Congress* power as to coining money,

Quia timet proceeding to remove,
37-1407 to 37-1410.
Service by publication of petition to

1-125.

Counterfeiting, power of Congress "to
provide for punishment, 1-125.

Forging or counterfeiting, 26-3906.

remove, 81-205.

States,

CLOVER MEAL.

prohibition

money,

See Concentrated Commercial Feeding Stuffs.

against

92-1101.

COLLATERAL ATTACK.

Bushel, weight, 112-101.

Judgments, 110-701, 110-708.
Judgments.

CLOWNS.
Children put to vocation
54-9904.

as,

54-9903,

COLLATERAL

ISSUES.

Jury, trial by, 81-1010.

CLUES.
92-607.

Billiard rooms, 84-1616.

coining

1-134.

COKE DEALERS.
Taxation,

CLOVER SEED.

Athletic, taxation,

etc.,

Amendment by

COLLATERAL RELATIVES,
Inheritance by, 113-903.

See

Gkxf.ral
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COLORED PERSONS

COLLATERAL SECURITY.

Slavery-

Garnishment, 4G-207.

Cont'd.

Cont'd.

Claims against United
fotf
emancipation of ilavooj 1-818,

COLLECTIONS.
Banks: See Banks and Banking.
Taxes: See Tax Collectors.

1-8 Hi.
Irrifjoii-ation

of slaves, 1-120.

Tax

COLLECTION AGENCIES.

returns, 92 6307, 92 63
Voters, noting of rae€ on voters'

Taxation, 92-503.

and

COLLEGES.

list,

book

34-111, 34-202.

COMITY.

Alcohol for use by, 58-401.
Charters, approval by State Board of
Education, 32-407.

Attorneys of other States, admission,
9-201, 9-203.

States, enforcement, 102-109.

Exemption of professors and tutors
from militia duty, 86-209.
Grand jury visitation and inspection,

COMMANDER IN

CHIEF.

Governor of State, 2-2011, 80 101.
President of United States, 1-208.

59-401 to 59-406, 59-9901, 59-9902.
See CorIncorporation, etc., 22-401.
Court.
Superior
porations of

COMMENDING JURY.
Judge, by, 110-201 to 110-203.

Taxation, exemption, 2-5002, 92-201.

COMMERCE.

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE.

Congress' power to regulate, 1-125.

Branch of University of Georgia: See

COMMERCE AND LABOR.

University of Georgia.

Commissioner

COLLUSION.

of:

See Department of

Industrial Relations.

Divorce, 30-109.

Power, execution

COMMERCIAL AGENCIES.

of, 37-602, 37-603.

Wills, validity of exclusion of wife

children,
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Taxation, 92-503.

and

COMMERCIAL NOTARIES PUBLIC.

113-106.

See Notaries Public.

COLONIAL RECORDS.

COMMERCIAL PAPER.

State Librarian to supply to schools,

See Negotiable Instruments.

101-210.

COMMERCIAL REPORTING AGEN-

COLORED PERSONS.
Abridgement of right

to vote
count of color, 1-820, 1-821.

on

Taxation, 92-504.
I

Children, legitimacy of, 74-102.

COMMISSION.

Convicts

Chaining white and colored convicts together, 77-9904.

Separation, 77-316, 77-317, 77-613,
77-9904.

Endowments

CIES.

ac-

Disqualification of presiding officer of,
24-102.

COMMISSION MERCHANTS.
See Factors.
Title to goods passes,

when, 96-110.

to institutions established

COMMISSION OF LUNACY.

for, 2-5002.

See Insanity, Trial

Educational institutions, 92-201.
Legitimacy of children, 74-102.
Marriage, 53-106, 53-112, 53-9903.

COMMISSION OF PUBLIC OFFICER.
Constitutional provision, 2-2702.

Registration of individuals as to
race, 53-301 to 53-315, 53-9905 to
53-9907.

Milledgeville State Hospital, patients,

Particular officers:

See specific heads.

See Interrogatories and Depositions.

Passengers: See Carriers.
Schools for
Constitutional provision, 2-6601.
Separate, 32-909, 32-937.
Slander, charging sexual intercourse
with, 105-707.

COMMISSIONS.
See Compensation and Fees.

COMMISSIONED NOTARIES PUBLIC.
See Notaries Public.

COMMISSIONERS.
See specific heads.
Dower, assignment of: See Power.

Slavery
Abolition, 1-813, 1-814, 2-117.

Abridgement of right
of,

Governor
Grant by, 40-203.
Keeping book showing. 40-208,

COMMISSION TO TAKE TESTIMONY.

35-223, 35-225.

Miscegenation, 53-106, 53-9903.

account

of.

1-820,

to vote
1-821.

on

Nonresident, affidavits before. 81-409.
Pleadings, verification before, Sl-407
to 81-409.

General Index.
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COMMISSIONER OF AGRICULTURE.

COMMISSIONER OF AGRICULTURE—
Cont'd.

Apples
Duties, powers,

etc.,

Leaf tobacco

with respect

Certificate as evidence, 111-206.

5-803,

to,

Grades, establishment

Publication
of,

5-S01.

names

of

of

ware-

housemen violating law, 111-204.
Records, 111-203.
Reports by warehousemen, 111-202,

Markings, prescribing, etc, 5-S02.
Appointment to fill vacancy, 5-103.
Bond, 5-106.
Chemist, employment of, 5-107.

111-205.

Management

of
culture, 5-102.

Clerk. 5-104.

Salary, 5-105.

Department of Agri-

Office in capitol, 5-104.

Commissioner of Immigration, ex officio,
5-109.
See Commissioner of Immi-

Premium on bond,

5-106.

Publications, 5-107.
Qualifications, 5-102.

gration.

Concentrated commercial feeding

Reports, 5-107.

stuffs,

Research work, 5-107.
Rules and regulations,

regulations, etc., 42-201 to 42-209.

Control of Department of Agriculture,

5-108,

42-106,

42-118.
5-102.

Apples, 5-801.
Salary, 5-105.
Seeds, distribution, etc., of, 5-107.
Sheep-raising, duties in
connection
with, 5-107.

Crop diseases, duties in connection with,
5-107.

Dairying,

duties

connection

in

with,

5-107.

Standards of purity for foods,

Markets and assistants,
appointment of, 5-202.

Director

of

State Veterinarian

Reports, 5-206.

Drug

Appointment, 62-901.
Rules and regulations governing,

inspector, appointment, 42-102.

Duties, 5-107.

62-902.

Election, 5-102.

Statistics,

Eligibility, 5-102.

in

.

Fertilizers

Wool

culture, duties in connection with,

5-107.

Analysis, 2-107, 5-1004.
Bulk; sales, regulations as to, 5-1402
to 5-1404.

Fees, 5-1101, 5-1118, 5-1119, 5-1121.

Inspection, 5-1001 to 5-1005, 5-1113.

Penalties for violation of law, col5-1115.

lection,

Prosecution

of

against

Registration of brands, 5-1101 to
5-1105, 5-1112, 5-1116 to 5-1119.
inspector, appointment, 42-101.

Furniture for
Geological

preparation

of,

5-107.

Geologist, employment
Handbook, preparation

of,

5-107.

of,

5-107.

Horticulture, duties in connection with,
5-107.

Immigration,
5-109.

LABOR.
See Department of Industrial Relations.

COMMISSIONERS OF DEEDS.
Deeds, attestation for record, 29-409.
Mortgages, probate for record, 67-112.
Secretary of State 's fee for appointing,
92-3503.

COMMISSIONER

OF

Commissioner
of,
ex
See Commissioner of

Immigration.

Appointment, 45-101.
Assistants, employment, 45-124.
Bond, 45-105.
Commission, 45-103.
Criminal process, service of, 45-108.
Duties, 45-106.
Expenses, 45-122.
Oath, 45-103.
Office,

45-104.

Powers and duties

Insecticides and fungicides, duties with

Premium on bond,

Irrigation,
5-107.

AND

Accounts, 45-112.

Insects, study, etc., of, 5-107.

to, 5-1501,

GAME

FISH.

office, 5-104.

survey,

COMMISSIONER OF COMMERCE AND

Appointment, 71-301.
offenders

law, 5-1404.

respect

connection with,

Term of office, 5-103.
Vacancy in office, 5-103.

5-107.

officio,

duties

5-107.

Fencing, duties in connection with,

Food

fixing,

42-111.

5-1504 to 5-1508.

duties in connection with,

in general, 45-106.

45-105.

Process, service of, 45-108.

Public inspection of records, 45-113.
Records, 45-113.
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GAME

COMMISSIONER OF
FISH- Cont'd.

AND

Confidential: &€€ Eridtnet*

Rules and regulations, 45-106, 45-109,
Violation of, 45-107, 45-110.

COMMUTATION OF PENALTIES.

Salary, 45-102, 45-122.

Seal of office, 45-114.
Seizure and disposition of

Governor's power, 2-2612, 27-2701.

game unlaw-

fully killed, etc., 45-108.

of

office,

COMMUTATION TAX.
Military service, 2*6801.

45-101.

Tidewater Georgia, control and management of, 45-116.

COMMISSIONER OF IMMIGRATION.
Commissioner of Agriculture, ex

officio,

5-109.

Correspondence, 5-111.
Resources of State, collection, etc., of
information concerning, 5-110.

COMMISSIONERS OF PILOTAGE.
See Pilotage Commissioners.

COMMISSIONERS OF ROADS AND
REVENUES.
See County Commissioners.

COMMISSIONERS TO SELL.
proceedings,

Partition

Deceased persons, sompetOlMJ of witnesses, 88-16004
Privileged: See Evidence.

45-111.

Term

COMMUNICATIONS.

85-1511

to

85-1513.

COMMITMENT.
See Courts of Inquiry.

COMPARATIVE NEGLIGENCE.
Diminution of damages, 66-402, 94-703,
105-603.

COMPENSATION AND FEE&
Arbitration proceedings
Arbitrators, 7-223.
Clerk, for entering award, 7-221.
Witnesses, 7-211.
Bail bonds, sureties on, 27-501.
Condemnation of private property:
See Eminent Domain.
Costs, treble, payable by informer,

when, 24-203.
Division by public officers, 89-9904.
Excessive charge by officer, 24-304.
Extra, to officers, etc., 2-6402.
Fine and forfeiture fund, payment
from, 27-2902 to 27-2914.
See Fine
and Forfeiture Fund.
Forfeiture for excessive charges and
failure to post table, 24-303, 24-404.

Income

Habeas corpus, defect as ground

for,

50-116, 50-117.

Justices of the peace, 24-1501.

Superior court
Recognizances, return, 24-3338.

Eeturn of papers, 24-3338.

tax, 92-3107.

Infected trees or plants destroyed by
State Entomologist, 5-707.
Insolvent costs, payment from, 27-2902
to 27-2914. See Fine and Forfeiture

Fund.
Particular

boards, commissionSee specific heads.

officers,

ers, etc.:

COMMITTING COURTS.

Penalties

See Courts of Inquiry.

Excessive charge, 24-303.
Receipt, refusal

COMMODITIES.

to

give,

24-302.

Statement, refusal to give, 24-302.
Peddlers, taxation, 92-1602.

Suits for, 24-302 to 24-305.

COMMONS.

Table of
24-304.

Trespass on, 105-1410.

Public money, loan of, 2-5701.
Receipt to person paying, 24-302.

COMMON BARRATRY.
Definition and punishment, 26-4701.

COMMON
mon

Motor Vehicle ComMotor Vehicle Con-

Carriers;

tract and Private Carriers.

COMMON LAW.
37-120.

Examination for admission
9-110.

COMMON, TENANCY

of

specific

etc.:

officers,

board

See specific heads.

State, liability to officers for fees,
24-301.

Statement to person paying, 24-302.
Table of fees, failure of officer to post,
24-304.

Ejectment, form of action, 33-111.
Equity jurisdiction affected by remedy
at,

Salaries

member,

CARRIERS.

See Carriers;

fees, failure to post,

to bar,

payable by informer,
costs
when, 24-203.
Workmen's compensation: See Workmen's Compensation.
Treble

COMPETENCY.
IN.

See Tenancy in Common.

See Aliens; Drunkards; Lifants: Disane Persons; Jury; Witnesses,
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL— Cont 'd.

COMPETITION.
Corporations, power of General Assembly with respect to, 2-2504.
Insurance companies, pooling contracts,
etc.,

56-219 to 56-222.

Railroad companies, 94-311, 94-318,

Copies of papers, certification, 40-1505.
Correction of tax digests, 40-1505.
Countersigning warrants, 40-1505.
Death, settlement with successor,
40-1406.

Debts due State, receiving,

04-1101.

Street railroad companies, 94-1013,
94-1014.

etc.,

40-1505.

Defaulting corporations, 92-7302,
92-7303.

COMPOUNDING CRIMES.

Delinquent taxpayers, 92-7302 to

Agreement, 105-1001, 105-1902.

92-7308.

Felonies, 26-4603, 105-1902.

Deposits by nonresident life insurance
companies, 2-2301 to 2-2303.
Digests of tax returns, examination,

COMPOUNDING DEBTS.
See Accord and Satisfaction.

40-1505.

Release of sureties, 103-201.

COMPOUNDING PENALTIES.
Definition and punishment, 26-4604.

Duties and authority, generally,
40-1501 to 40-1512.
Prescribing by General Assembly,
2-2702.

COMPROMISE.
Administrators, power

Educational fund, report, 40-1510.
to,

113-1513 to

113-1515.

Admissions with view to, 38-408.
Attorney's authority, limitation, 9-606.
Bonded debt of town or city, 87-501.
Guardians, by, 49-219, 49-221.
Income tax penalty cases, 92-3007.
Torts, 105-1901, 105-1902.
Trustees, by, 108-422.
.

Election, 2-2701, 34-2101, 40-1401.
Returns, 34-2201.

Rules governing, 34-2101.
Eligibility,

Executions against tax

2-2618,

40-1505,
92-5106, 92-5501, 92-5504 to 92-5511,
92-5601.
officials,

Executive Department expenses,

COMPTROLLER GENERAL.

port,

Abscondence
Declaring office vacant, 40-1406.
Suspension, 40-206, 40-207.

Accounts
Appropriations, 40-1505.
Auditing, 40-1505.
Current, report, 40-1510.
Disbursing agents, report, 40-1510.
Age," eligibility requirement, 2-2704.
Annual report to Governor, 40-1510,
40-1511.

re-

40-1510.

Executive Department
Expenses

officer,

2-2601.

Report, 40-1510.
Traveling, 2-2705.
Fees, 2-2705, 40-1404.
Payment to State Treasurer,
40-1404, 92-3501, 92-3503.

Statements of

officers

filed

-

with,

89-703, 89-704, 89-9913.

Foreign
cense

life

insurance

companies,

li-

to, 2-2503.

Franchise tax, 92-2303, 92-2304, 92-2307.
General Assembly
Expenses, report, 40-1510.
Report to, 40-1511, 40-1512.

Appointment, 40-1406.
Pro tern, 40-206, 40-207.
Appropriations
Account of, 40-1505.

—

Records, 40-1506.
Attorney General, commanding

2-2704.

Examination by Governor,

serv-

ices of, 40-1604.

Auditing accounts, 40-1505.
Authority and duties, 40-1501 to
40-1512.

Bond, 2-2704, 40-1402, 40-1501.
Bonds, keeping book of, 40-1505.
Books kept by, 40-1505.
Cash book, furnishing to tax collector,
92-4905.

Governor
Commission by, 2-2701.
Examination by, 2-2618.
Information, furnishing, 2-2618.

Report

to, 2-6301, 40-1510, 40-1511.

Suspension, 40-206, 40-207, 40-1406.
Holidays, office not open on, 40-1403.

Indexing records, 40-1505.
Information furnished to Governor,
when, 2-2618.

Certification of papers, 40-1505.

Insanity, suspension for, 40-206."

Citizenship, eligibility requirement,
2-2704.

Insolvent tax

Claims due State, report, 40-1510.
Clerical expenses, 2-2702.

Colored taxpayers, report, 92-6308.
Commission, great seal, 89-201.

Compensation, 2-2703, 2-2705, 40-1404.

lists,

'92-7107 to 92-7110.

Commissioner, ex officio,
56-802.
See Insurance
Commissioner.

Insurance

56-101,

Power

retained, 92-4506.

Judicial department, expenses, report,
40-1510.

Cenjcral
I

pi

i

T.\-w-:x.

ERBNCES ARE TO

COMPTROLLER GENERAL— Cont'd.
Licenses to nonresident life insurance
companies, 2-2302.
Neglect of duty, suspension for, 40-20G.
Oath, 40-207.
Administering, 40-1501.
Office, capitol, 40-1403.

Official bonds deposited with, 89-405.
Payments, report, 40-1510.

Perquisites, 2-2705, 40-1404.
Pro tern, appointment, 40-206, 40-207.
Public debt, report, 40-1510.
Qualifications, 2-2704.

Railroad, grant of certificate of incorporation, 94-101.

SK'.J tC

COMPTROLLER GENERAL—Cont'd.
Btatementi

to, as to foot received,
89-703, 89-704, 89491&

Sundays, office not open on, 401403.
Suspension
Constitutional provision, 2-2018.

Genera] Assembly, by, 47 701.
Governor, by, 40-200, 40 z'j7,
40-1400.

Taxes
Assessments', 92-0001,
92-0104, 92-0802.

Books, balancing, 40-1501.
Carbonic acid gas manufacturers,
92-805.

Allowance of commissions

Appropriations, 40-1506.

Bonds of tax

Blanks for statements, 92-4915.
Bonds, amount to be filled in,
92-4801.

Warrants, 40-1506.

Book

of defaulters,
92-4901.

Removal
Settlement with successor, 40-1406.
Speculating in wild lands, 40-1509.
Reports, 92-7101.Filing with State Librarian,

92-4905.

Defaulting, executions against,
40-1505, 92-5504 to 92-5506.
Grant of extra time to, 92-7108

to, 40-1511,

to 92-7110.

40-1512.

Governor,

to,

Reports, 92-4901.
Rules, 40-1502 to 40-1504,

2-6301, 40-1510,

40-1511.

Mailing to members
Assembly, 40-4701.

of

General

Residence, 40-1403.
Eligibility requirement, 2-2704.
Resignation.
Report to Governor, 89-504.
Settlement with successor, 40-1406.
Revenue laws, suggestions as to,
40-1511.
Rights, generally, 40-1403.
Salary, 2-2702, 2-2705, 40-1404.
Public officers, report, 40-1510.
Seal, 40-1405.

Secretary of State, rights and duties
same, 40-1403.

92-4901.

Digest
Correction of mistakes,
92-6501, 92-6503.

Examination, 40-1505.
Recommendation by grand jury
of correction in, 59-306.
Executions, issuance, 40-1505,
92-804, 92-7302, 92-7303.

Levy, 92-5703, 92-5704.
Machinery manufacturers, 92-130S.
Motor-fuel distributors, 92-1402,
92-1404 to 92-1409.
Receivers
Allowance of commissions

Grant of extra time

40-1501.

collectors, 40-1505.

Collection and report of claims,
24-2908.

Reports, 24-2908, 40-1505.

92-4611.

Report, 40-1510, 92-5002.
Returns: See Tax Returns.
Settlement with, 40-1505.

Sewing-machine companies,

Services, requiring, 40-1604.

Speculation in wild lands, 40-1509.
State Chemist's assistants, approval,
State Revenue

Member
Power

Commission—

of, 92-4501.

as Insurance Commissioner

retained, 92-4506.

State Treasurer, settlement of accounts,
40-1303, 40-1304.

to,

92-710S to 92-7110.
Rules, 40-1502 to 40-1504,

Successor, 40-1406.
Solicitor general

to,

40-1501.

Settlement of business of prior years,

42-104.

deposit,

Cash books, furnishing,

101-204.

General Assembly,

to,

40-1501, 92-4901.

officers, 40-1507.

Copies of, furnishing, 40-1403.
Indexing, 40-1505.

etc.,

to

Collectors

Records

Tax

92-6101

92-1311.

Sinking fund for retirement of
State bonds, levy of tax,
92-111,

92-112.

Unpaid, collecting, 40-1501, 40-1507.

Term of office, 2-2701, 40-1401.
Where filling vacancy, S9-502.
Time

of election, 40-1401.

Traveling expenses. 2-2705.

Vacancy

in

office,

40-1406, 92-4501.
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COMPTROLLER GENERAL— Cont'd.
Warrants

CONDITIONS.
Contracts, in: See Contracts.

Book

Illegal-

keeping, 40-1505.
Countersigning, 40-1505.
Records, 40-1500.
Wild lands
List of, furnishing. 40-1508.
Speculation in, 40-1509.
of,

Gifts, 48-109.

Wills, 113-820.

Immoral,

Gifts, 48-109.
Wills, 113-820.

COMPULSORY PROCESS.
Testimony, obtaining, 1-S06, 2-105.

COMPULSORY

SCHOOL

gifts, 48-109.

Impossible

ATTEND-

In terrorem, in wills, 113-820.
Marriage, restraint of, 53-107.
Public policy, against, in wills, 113-106,
113-820.

ANCE.

Wills-

See Public Schools.

Illegal, 113-820.

CONCEALMENT.

Impossible, 113-820.

See Fraud.

In terrorem, 113-820.

Attachment, ground

for, 8-101, 8-401.

CONDITIONAL CONTRACTS.

Convicts, 20-4002.

Debtor's property, 2-206, 51-203.
Fraud, 96-203.

Definition, 20-109.

CONDITIONAL ESTATES.

Guilty persons, 26-4601.

See Estates on Condition.

Insolvency, by purchaser, 96-206.

Limitation of prosecution, effect on,
suspension,

Treasurer,

40-1301.

CONCENTRATED COMMERCIAL
FEEDING STUFFS.
Analysis, 42-204.

Brands, 42-202.
Condemnation, 42-207.
Definition, 42-201.

Inspection fees, 42-205, 42-209.

Mouldy,

Penalties, 42-207.

Registration, 42-202, 42-206, 42-209.

Samples, 42-203, 42-204, 42-208.
42-207.

Statement on packages, 42-202, 42-203,

Foreclosure, 67-1603.
Judgment for purchase money, setting
aside, 110-801 to 110-803.
Levy on and sale for purchase money
of personalty, 67-1603.
Loss or destruction of, or damage to,

Selling or incumbering property,
67-9906, 67-9907.
Setting aside judgment for purchase
money, 110-801 to 110-803.
seller, set-off

by buyer,

42-205, 42-209.

or recoupment

107-102.

Writing, 67-1401.

Trade-marks, 42-203.

CONDONATION.

of bags, 42-202.

CONCERTS.

Divorce, defense, 30-109.

CONDUCT.

Taxation, 92-610.

CONCLUSIVENESS OF JUDGMENTS.
See Judgments.

Adulteration, 42-109.

See Eminent Domain.
Adulterated,

etc.,

Evidence of, relevancy, 38-202.
Hearsay to explain, 38-302.

CONFECTIONERY.

CONDEMNATION.

uors,

67-9908.

Execution, 67-1401.

Trover by

42-205.

Tax stamps,
Weight

Concealment or removal of property,

property sold, 96-108.
Railroad rolling stock, 94-401 to 94-403.
Record, 67-1403.

42-207.

sale,

Seizure,

CONDITIONAL SALES.
Attestation, 67-1402.

27-601.

State

Public policy, against, 113-820.

food,

CONFEDERATE FLAGS.
drugs, or

liq-

Preservation, 86-1005.

42-114.

Concentrated commercial feeding

stuffs,

State Librarian to supply to schools,

42-207.

Dairies and dairy products, 42-503.

Pumps, gasoline,

etc., 73-220,

73-9906.

Vehicles used in transportation of intoxicating liquors, 58-208.

CONDENSED MILK.
Additions

CONFEDERATE RECORDS.

to, 42-511.

101-210.

CONFEDERATE SOLDIERS.
See Pensions; Veterans' Service Office.

Peddlers,

license,

84-2006

to

84-2011.

Photographers, license, 84-2009.

84-2009,

<\\-.::\:\'M.

I.'.m.x.
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CONFEDERATE SOLDIERS— Cont'd.
Poor persons, 23-2401

to 23-2403.

Relief, 23-2401 to 23-2403.

Tax exemptions,

Admission to, 35-903, 35-905.
Board of Control, duties, 35-901.
Clothing for inmates, 35-903.
Duties of inmates, 35-903.
Medical attention for inmates, 35-903.
Pensions to inmates, 35-904.
Time of continuing, 35-902.

CONFEDERATION.
into,

by individual

States, 1-134.

CONFESSIONS.
See Evidence.

CONFESSION OF JUDGMENT.
See Judgments.

CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATIONS.
See Evidence.

CONFIDENTIAL RELATIONS.
in, 37-704, 37-707,

37-708.

jurisdiction over, 1-125.

Capitation taxes, levy, l-\z'.).
Captures on land and water, power to
make rules concerning, 1-125,
Coining money, power, 1-125.

Commerce, power to regulate, 1-125.
Compensation of members, 1-120.
Consent to officers' acceptance of gifts
from kings, etc., 1-133.
Copyrights, power as to, 1-125.
Counterfeiting, power to punish, 1-125.
Courts, power to constitute, 1-125.
Crimes on high seas, power to define
and punish, 1-125.
Death of person Congress may choose
as President or Vice President, legis-

Duties, imposts,
collect,

food, drugs, or liq

etc.,

42-114.

Gasoline or kerosene, 73-212.

1-125,

etc.,

CONFUSION OF GOODS.
Agent, by, 4-210.
Equity, relief in, 37-302.
Grain in warehouse, 111-107.

to lay

and

Election of members:
See Elections.
Ex post facto laws, passage, 1-128.
Excises, power to lay and collect,

Exports, taxation, 1-130.
Failure of President elect or Vice
President elect to qualify, legislation
to cover case of, 1-831.
Felonies on high seas, power to define
and punish, 1-125.
Forts, exclusive jurisdiction over,
1-125.

Freedom

CONGRESS.
Adjournment, 1-116, 1-119, 1-123, 1-211.
Admission of new States to Union,
1-405.

of speech or of the press,
abridgment, 1-801.
Habeas corpus, suspension of writ,
1-127.

House of Representatives
Adjournments,

of Constitution, 1-501.

Appropriations, 1-125, 1-132.
to raise and support,

Army, power
1-125.

Arrest of members, exemption, 1-120.
Arsenals, exclusive jurisdiction over,
1-125.

Assembling, time

power

1-130.

1-125.

73-220.

Intoxicating liquors, 58-122.
Apparatus used in distilling, 58-207.
plants,
nonresident
Trees,
etc.,
of
owner, 5-713.

Amendment

1

1-125.

CONFISCATION.

Pumps,

-

Dockyards, exclusive jurisdiction over,

Decree in equity, sale under, 37-1206.

uors,

J

lation to provide for case of, 1-832.
of Columbia, exclusive jurisdiction over, 1-125.

CONFIRMATION OF SALE.

Adulterated,

123,

J

Repassing over veto, 1-128.
Reranae,
22.
Borrowing money, power as to, 1-120.
Capita] of United States, exclusive

District

Definition, 37-707.

Fraud

Bills— Cont'd.

Pawing,

92-603, 92-604, 92-2011.

CONFEDERATE SOLDIERS' HOME.

Entry

CONGRESS— ContM.

1-116,

1-119,

1-123,

1-211.

Age requirement

of

members,

1-103.

Apportionment of members,
1-104, 1-816.

Arrest of members, exemption,
1-120.

for, etc., 1-115, 1-830,

1-833, 1-834.

Assembly, abridgment of right

Attendance

of,

1-801.

Bankruptcy, power to establish laws,

1-123.

Attainder, passage, 1-128, 1-134.

members,

compel-

BillsPassing, 1-123.

Revenue, originating,

1-125.

BillsApproval or veto by President,

of

1-116.

ling,

etc.,

1-122.

Citizenship

requirement

of

mem-

bers, 1-103.

Commissions
seal,

etc.,

to

members,

89-201.

great

2
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CONGRESS— Cont 'd.

CONGRESS—Gont \1.

—

House of Representatives Cont'd.
Compensation of members, 1-120.
Convening by President, 1-211,
Disorderly behavior of members,
punishment, 1-117.
Representaof
Disqualification
Election of members, 1-102, 1-105,
1-110,

1-114,

1-819.

1-816,

Electors, Representatives as, 1-202.
Eligibility of members, 1-103.

Holding other offices, 1-121.
Expulsion of members, 1-117.

Impeachment powers,

1-116.

Number

of members, 1-104, 1-816.
Oath or affirmation by members,
1-603.

by, when, 1-202, 1-812.
of journal,

Publication

Qualifications

Revenue

bills,

—

1-122.

Senate
Adjournments, 1-116, 1-119, 1-123,

of

Ambassadors appointed with consent of, 1-209.

members,

1-103,

utive of State, 1-108, 1-823.

Arrest of members, exemption,
1-120.

Quorum, 1-116,
Repassing bills

Attendance

1-202, 1-812.

or resolutions over
President's disapproval, 1-123,

of

members,

Residence requirement of members,

BillsRevenue, 1-122.
Chief

1-103.

bills,

Justice

peachment

1-122.

Speaker, 1-106.
1-833,

members,

1-102,

Classes of Senators, 1-108.
Commissions to Senators,
seal,

1-834.

Vacancies in membership, 1-105.
Yeas and nays, journal entries,
1-123.

Importation of slaves, 1-126.
Imposts, power to lay and collect,
1-125.

to lay

im-

and

collect,

Compelling atendance of members,
1-116.

Compensation of members, 1-120.
Consuls appointed with consent of,
1-209.

Disorderly

behavior

punishment

1-822.

great

89-201.

etc.,

Convening by President,

power

at

trials,

1-109.

tors,

Rules, 1-117.
of office of

preside

to

when, 1-112.
Citizenship requirement of Sena-

Resolution, passing, 1-124.

tax,

compel-

1-116.

ling,

Passing, 1-123.

1-124.

Income

of States, preof making, 1-401.
Public moneys, appropriations, 1-132.
Religion, establishment of, 1-801.
etc.,

manner

scribing

Appointment of Senators by Exec1-118.

1-116.

1-118,

1-120.

1-109.

1-123.

Resolutions, 1-124.
President of United States chosen

1-829,

Post offices, power to establish, 1-125.
Powers, 1-101, 1-125.
Privilege as to debate or speech,

•Age requirement of Senators,

Bills,

Terms

by vote

of two-thirds of each House, 1-817.
Ports, preference to, 1-131.

1-211.

choosing, 1-106.

Passage

Revenue

1-125.

Place of assembly, change, 1-119.

Proof of records,

1-106.

Journals, 1-11S, 1-123.
Judge of election of members,

Officers,

Petition, abridgment of right of, 1-801.
power to define and punish,

Piracies,

Political disabilities, removal

1-817, 1-S19.

tives.

Nobility, grant of titles of, 1-133.
Patents, power as to, 1-125.

of,

of

1-211.

members,

1-117.

Inventions, power as to, 1-125.
Journals, 1-118, 1-123.

Disqualification of members, 1-817,

Law

Election of members, 1-114, 1-116,

1-819.

of nations, power to define and

1-823.

punish offenses agninst, 1-125.

Laws, power to make, 1-125.
Legislative powers vested in,
Loans, power to make, 1-125.
Marque and reprisal, power

Electors, Senators as, 1-202.
1-101.

power to organize and

to

grant

call out,

power

to

establish

rules, 1-125.

Navy, power to provide and maintain,
1-125.

1-109,

Holding other offices, 1-121.
Expulsion of members, 1-117.
Governors appoint Senators, when,
.

1-108,

1-125.

Naturalization,

members,

1-817, 1-823.

letters of, 1-125.

Militia,

Eligibility of

1-823.

Impeachments
Judgments, 1-113.
Trial of, 1-112.

Journals, 1-118, 1-123.

GknkRAL
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CONGRESS— Cont 'd.

K3

CONSCIENCE.

—

Senate Cont 'd.
Judge, of election of members,

Freedom

of, 1-801, 2-112, 2*113.

CONSENT.

1-116.

Legislatures of States, choosing
Senators, 1-107, 1-108.
Number of Senators, 1-107, 1-823.

Age

of,

21-3319.

Appellate courts, writing, 24-3603,

Oath or affirmation of members,

24-4503.

1-603.

Decree

Officers of, 1-111.

Opening

certificates

electors, 1-202,

tial

Passing

Presiden-

of

1-812.

bills or resolutions,

1-123,

1-124.

President
Pro tempore, 1-111.
Vice president as, 1-110.
Publication of journal, 1-118.
Qualifications of members, 1-109,
1-116, 1-823.

Quorum,

1-116, 1-203, 1-812.

[Repassing bills or resolutions over
President's disapproval, 1-123,
1-124.

Residence requirement of members,
Resolution, passing, 1-124.
Rules,

amendment,

bills,

1-122.

1-117.

Supreme Court Judges appointed
with consent

Term

of,

1-209.

of office of members, 1-107,

1-108,

1-823,

1-829,

1-833,

Treaties, powers,
Trial of impeachments,

in vacation, 37-1205.
Disqualification as jndge, 24-102,
24-111.

Duress,

90-201,

Equity

cases,

1-834.

1-209.

term,

first

Fraud, 96-201, 96-202.
General Assembly, proposal
ordinance,

of

bill,

once

resolution

or
jected, 2-1813.

re-

Jurisdiction not given by, 24-112.
Justices' courts, trial at first term,
24-1403.

Marriage, 43-103, 43-104, 43-207.
Pleading, dispensing with, 24-3319.
Rape, age of consent, 26-1303.

Tort, liability as
105-1803.

Trial at first
24-1403.

affected by,

term,

justices'

94-703,
courts,

Writing, appellate courts, 24-3603,
24-4503.

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES.

Votes of Senators, 1-108, 1-823.

Yeas and nays, journal entry,

Torts, definition, 105-2005, 105-2007.

CONSIDERATION.
Attachment judgment
want of, 8-902.
Contracts:

set

See Contracts.
as valuable

Marriage

aside

for

considera-

tion, 53-403.

1-118.

Failure, plea of, 81-601.

Session, 1-830, 1-833, 1-834.

Slaves, prohibiting importation, 1-126.

power

to levy

and

collect,

Gift, 48-104.

Marriage contracts, 53-403.
Sales

1-125.

Taxes, power to levy and collect,
1-125.

Territories,

at

37-1102.

1-112.

Vacancies, 1-108, 1-823.
Vice President of United States
Choosing, 1-202, 1-812.
Presiding officer, 1-110.

Tariff,

96-209.
trial

Sale, parties to, 96-101, 96-201, 96-202.
Special laws, 2-401.

1-109.

Revenue

26-1308.

Attorneys and parties, 24-3318,

Essential, 96-101, 96-104.

Failure,

power

Time of assembly,

Payment

over, 1-406.
1-115.

as

condition

precedent

to delivery of goods, 96-106.

Titles of nobility, grant of, 1-133.

power to declare, 1-125.
Weights and measures, power as

96-305.

CONSOLIDATION.

"War,

to,

1-125.

CONNECTING CARRIERS.
See Carriers.

CONSANGUINITY.
Administrators, preference to relatives
by, 113-1202.
Divorce, marriage within prohibited
degrees as ground, 30-102.
Marriage, relationship affecting,
53-102, 53-105.

Banks, 13-1401 to 13-1403.
Railroad companies, 94-311, 94-318.
Street railroad companies, 94-1014 to
94-1017.

CONSPIRACY.
Confession of conspirator, admissibility,

3S-414.

Declarations

of

conspirators

as

evi-

dence, 38-306.
Definition and punishment, 26-1901.
Defrauding State or county, 26-4201
26-4204.

to

joo;i

General Index.
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CONSTABLES— Cont 'd.

General Assembly, conspiracy by members to defraud State or county,

Execution

Duty
Levy

86-4203, 86-4204.
Inciting, against State. 20-904.

Public officers, defrauding State
county. 26-4209 to 20-4204.

to return, 24-817.

Advertising, 24-1411.
Claim, postponement of sale,

or

24-1417.

Corporate stock, 24-1414,

CONSTABLES.

39-124.

39-123,

Absence. 24-806.
Accounting. 24-S14, 24-819.
Acting as, -without authority, 26-4002.
Actions against, 24-201.
Appointment, 2G-4901.

Land, 24-1411, 24-1413, 39-121.

Removal

24-1411, 24-1414.

Sales
Claim, postponement
24-1417.

See Attachment.
24-S17.

court,

Justice's

Commission, 24-812.
Commissions to, certification, 89-202.
Committing courts, accepting bail for
witness, 27-411.

Corporate stock, 24-1414.
Land, 24-1413.
Perishable property, 39-1203
to 39-1205.

and stock in corporation, 24-1411, 24-1414.
Time and place, 24-1411,
24-1412.
Extra, appointment, 24-806.
Sheriff, land

Fees
posting in office, 24-603.
Carrying property to place

Bill,

justice, 24-817.

of

sale, 24-1415.

Compensation, see Fees, post.
Conflicting claims to money, report to

sale,

39-1202.

Bail-

24-805.

of

Continuance from day to day,

Superior court, 24-817.
Process, service, 24-1110.
"Witnesses in committing courts,
accepting, 27-411.
Bonds, 24-806, 24-811 to 24-813.
Claim, postponement of sale, 24-1417.
Clerks of court, disqualified to act as,

when,

Sheriff, return to,

Filling vacancies, 24-806 to 24-S09.

Attachments:
Attendance

of defendant, after,

24-1409.

Enumeration, 24-820, 24-821.
Excessive charges, forfeiture,
24-303.

Costs

Committing courts, 27-421.
Fine and forfeiture fund, payment
from, 27-2902, 27-2906, 27-2913,
27-2914.

Court commissioner's orders executed
by, 38-2308.

Illegal, penalty, 24-603.

Improper charge, penalty, 24-603.
Malpractice, failing to post, 24-603.
Overcharge, penalty, 24-603.
Receipt to party paying, 24-302.
State, liability for, 24-301.

Statement

Courts of inquiry, accepting bail for
witness, 27-411.

Disqualifications, 24-805.

and sale by,
See Distress Warrant.

warrants,

61-402.

levy

Duties, 24-817.
Election, 24-801.

Acting after removal from

district,

24-818.

Misconduct, 24-819.
Forcible entry and detainer
Serving defendant, 105-1601,
105-1609.

Summoning

jury, 105-1601.

Governor declaring vacancy for failure
to report interference, 24-2817.

Contest, 34-3001.

Now

paying,

Hindering, report to grand jury,
24-2817, 59-313.

Eligibility to vote', 34-405, 34-801.

Manner

party

Fines

Death, 24-806.
Defaulting, penalty, 24-819.
Dispossessory warrants, 61-302, 61-305.
See Dispossessory Warrant.
Distress

to

24-302.

of conducting, 34-2706.

district, 23-208.

Interfering with, report to grand jury,
24-2817, 59-313.

Judgment and execution

Place, 34-2705.

against,

24-819.

Returns, 34-2706.
Time, 34-2705.

Levy, see Execution, ante.
Malpractice in office, 24-606, 24-802.

Vacancy

Militia districts

Eligibility,

in office, 34-806.

24-803.

Emergency, appointment
24-806, 24-810.

Number
in, 24-803,

in each, 24-801.

Removal, acting

after, 24-801.

Service in other, 24-1012.

General Index.
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to

pay

over

promptly,

24-817, 24-819.

Number

in each district, 24-801.
Oath, 24-804, 24-810.
Obstructing service of orders or sentence of court, 26-4402.

Report to grand jury, 24-2817,

CONSTABULARY.
State:

See Public

CONSTITUTION OF STATE.

and

as to, 24-817.
to

and

execute

Concurrence of Senate, 2-1810.
Reference to title, 2-1817.
Appropriation bills

—

Process
return,

24-819.

General, 2-1809.
Origin in House of Representatives, 2-1810.

Subject, 2-1809.
Yeas and nays, 2-1812.
Approval or disapproval by Governor, 2-2616, 2-2617.

24-1012.

Banks

Qualifications, 24-803.

Grant of charters to, 2-1818.
Reading charters, 2-1807.
Borrowing money by State, form

Receipts for
Claims, 24-1112.
Notes, etc., 24-817.
Record, bonds, 24-811.

of laws, 2-5201.

Canal companies, grant of charters

Removal, 24-801, 24-802, 24-806,
24-813.

Failure to report interference to

grand jury, 24-2817.
cases, power, 24-1011.

Report to grand jury of persons inter
fering, 24-2817, 59-313.

Residence, 24-803.
Resignation, 24-806.
Rules against, 24-205, 24-206, 24-208
24-814 to 24-816. See Rules Against
Officers.

Sale, see Execution, ante.

Service by, 24-1105 to 24-1110.

entry and

detainer,

105-1601, 105-1609.
Sheriff incapacitated, 81-203.

SheriffDisqualified to act as, 24-805.

Party, duties as to process, 39-114.
Sale after levy by, 39-121.
Sickness, 24-806.

to, 2-1818.

Constitution, in violation of, 2-402.
Corporations, regulation, 2-2501 to
2-2507.

Engrossment of

bills, reading affected by, 2-1807.
Ex post facto, 2-604.
Express companies, grant of char-

ters to, 2-1818.

Fire insurance companies
Deposits by, 2-2304.
Grant of charters to, 2-1818.
General appropriation bills, 2-1809.
Governor, signing by, 2-1823.
Insurance companies, grant of
charters to, 2-1818.

Lobbying, penalties, 2-205.
Local bills

—

Reading, 2-1807.
Majority vote, requirement

Passage,
2-1816.

Suspension for failure to report interference to grand jury, 24-2817.
of office, 24-801.

Transferred cases, power, 24-1011.

Vacancy

in office, 24-806.

Declared for failure to report in
terference
24-2817.

to

grand jury,

companies,

grant

of

charters to, 2-1818.

38-901.

Service, 24-1105 to 24-1109.

to

pass, 2-1814.

Summons
Execution and return, 24-817.

.

Notice, 2-1816.

Navigation

Subpoena duces tecum, service by,

Term

])cf<:Tm(i.

Amendment

24-1112.
Penalties, 24-815, 24-818, 24-819.
direction
warrant,
Possessory
82-102.
82-101,
execution,

Forcible

Cont'd.

Warrants, execution and return, 24-817.
Witnesses in committing courts, accepting bail, 27-411.

cused, 2-105, 27-1408.

24-814.

Removed

I

Acts of General Assembly

Certificate as commission, 24-812.
Payment over of money, 24-817,

Service,

IONS

Abuse

Ordinary
Approval of bond by, 24-811.
Bond, additional, ordered by,

Failure

-J

Abolition, 2-501.
of prisoners, 2-109.
Accusation, service of copy of, on ac-

59-313.

Duty

',!.'

CONSTABLES-

CONSTABLES— Cont 'd.
Money, duty

'JO

2791

2-1807,

2-1812,

2-1814,

Powers of General Assembly,
2-1822.

Publication

of

statement

of

re-

and expenditures of public money, 2-1811.
Railroad companies
Grant of charters to. 2-1818.
Reading charters, 2-1S07.
Reading bills, 2-1807.
ceipts

Recognizances, relief of principals
or sureties, 2-1819.

General Index.
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CONSTITUTION OF STATE— Cent 'd.

— Cont'd.

Acts of Genera] Assembly
after
Reintrodiution

CONSTITUTION OF STATE— Cont 'd.

—

rejection,

2-1813.
Report! by reference to title, etc.,
2-2817.
Retroactive operation, 2-302.
Revenue, bills for raising, 2-1809,
2-183,0;

Signing, 2-1813, 2-1823.
Special bills, notice, 2-1816.
Bpeeial session laws, 2-2613.
Street railways, authorizing construction of, 2-1820.
Subject matter, one only to be expressed in title, 2-1808, 2-1809.
Taxation, 2-5007.
Telegraph companies, grant of

Appropriations Cont 'd.
General Assembly of 1877, 2-8503.

High schools, to, 2-7101.
Payment of certain bonds,
l:

Religious sects, to, 2-114.
Statement, publication, 2-1811.
University of Georgia, to, 2-7101.
Arms, keeping and bearing, 2-122.
Army and navy of State, commander
in chief, 2-2611.

Arrest

Amendment

or repeal
erence to, 2-1817.
Reading, 2-1807.

Abuse of persons under,

by

Members

General

of

Assembly,

privilege, 2-1803.
Warrants, 2-116.

ref-

2-8202

etc.,

(note).

Atlanta
Capital

of

State,

2-8508,

2-8801,

2-8901.

City

review

court,

of

decisions,

2-3005, 2-3009.

—

Municipal court, 2-3501.

Appropriation bills, 2-1812.
Entry on journals, 2-1806,

Attainder, bills

Attorney

2-1812, 2-1821, 2-2101.

—

of, 2-302.

Benefit of counsel, 2-105.

Actions

Right to prosecute or defend by,

Jurisdiction, see Judiciary, post.
Right to courts, 2-104.
Venue, see Venue, post.

Adjournments

of

General

2-104.

Attorney General

—

Duties, -2-3802.
Election, -2-3801.
Eligibility and qualifications,

Assembly,

2-1504, 2-1824.

Affirmation

2-4101.

Search warrant, 2-116.
Support of Constitution, 2-1505.
Age as eligibility requirement

Attorney General, 2-4101.
Comptroller General, 2-2704.
Electors, 2-602.

General

2-109.

Electors, 2-801.

Validity as affected by, 2-1808.
Vested rights under, 2-8505.
Veto by Governor, 2-2616, 2-2617.

Yeas and nays

—

Assembly, right of, 2-124.
Atkinson county, creation,

charters to, 2-1818.

Title-

2-5901,

sso5.

Assembly,

members

of,

2-1601, 2-1701.

Governor, 2-2607.
Secretary of State, 2-2704.

Legal

adviser to Executive
partment, 2-3802.

Perquisites or fees, 2-4001.
Salary, 2-4001, 2-4002.
Term of office, 2-3801.
Trials, attendance upon, 2-3802.
Bacon county, creation, etc., 2-8202
(note).

BailExcessive, 2-109.
Relief of principals or securities,

Solicitors general, 2-4101.
State Treasurer, 2-2704.

2-1819.

Superior court judges, 2-4101.
Supreme Court Judges, 2-4101.
Voters, 2-602.
Alimony cases, Supreme Court's jurisdiction, 2-3005.
Alteration, 2-501.

2-107.

Banks

—

Grant of charters to, 2-1818.
Reading charters, 2-1807.

2-5001, 2-6801.

Apportionment

State

Ben

2-8202

Hill county, creation, etc., 2-8202

(note).
Bills, see

Legislative department, post.

Attainder, 2-302.
Bills
of exchange, venue

tives, 2-1401, 2-1402.

Approijriations

Bills, 2-1809 to 2-1812, 2-2616.

etc.,

Bearing arms, 2-122.

Representa-

Approval or disapproval of
by Governor, 2-2616.

creation,

(note).

Constitution, 2-8601, 2-8602.
Corporate charter, 2-2503.
Statutes or Code, 2-1817.
of

Banishment as punishment for crime,

Barrow county,

Amendment

Animal, tax upon,

De-

bills

of

suits

against drawers, acceptors, or indors-

ee, 2-4305.
Bill of rights, 2-101 to 2-502.

CjK'.hl'AL \::i)l:Z.
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CONSTITUTION OF STATE— Cont'd.
Bleckley county, creation,

etc.,

2-8202

i

!

CONSTITUTION OF STATE
City courts

(note).

d.

— Cont'd.

Atlanta
Court of Appeals 4 jur

Blood, corruption by conviction of
crime, 2-203.
Bonds, certain, declared void, 2-5001,

to eorreet effort, 2-3009.

Supreme

Court's juried]
review d
Court of Appeals' jurisdiction to

2-8805.

Bonus

10

to

in nature of rebate

by

railroad,

correct errors, 2-3005.
Judges, 2-3301.

2-2505.

Borrowing of money by State, 2-5101,

Savannah

2-5201.

Brantley county

Court of Appeals' jurisdiction

Creation, etc., 2-8202 (note).
Representatives, 2-1401.
Breach of the peace, arrest of

Supreme Court's jurisdiction

Members

of

to eorreet errors, 2-3000.
to review decisions, 2-3005.
Superior courts, judges presiding

Assembly,

General

2-1803.

in,

Court's jurisdiction
correct errors, 2-3005.
Uniformity of practice, etc.,
2-3701.

City

establish, 2-1818.

Canal companies, grant of charters

to,

2-1818.

Candler county, creation,

etc.,

2-8202

debts,
2-5801.

2-5601,

2-5502,

2-5501,

to

Civil authority, superiority to military
authority, 2-119.

expenses
Comptroller General, 2-2702.
General Assembly, 2-1901.
Governor, 2-2619.
Secretary of State, 2-2702.
State Treasurer, 2-2702.
Clerk of Court of Appeals, 2-3009.
Coastal Highway District, indebtedClerical

(note).

Capital felonies, Supreme Court's jurisdiction of cases of conviction of,
2-3005.

Capital of State

Governor's

proclamation,

2-8804,

2-8901.

Beferendum

as to location, 2-8508,
2-8801, 2-8804, 2-8901.
Capitol,
property for locating
or

building, 2-5401.
Certiorari

ness,

2-5601.

Code, amendment or repeal, 2-1817.
Colored persons

Endowments

Grant of writ, 2-3205.
Supreme Court, to Court of Ap-

to institution
lished for, 2-5002.
Schools for, 2-6601.

Common

schools, see Education, post.

Commutation
Compensation

Members

Attorney General, 2-4101.

of, 2-1601, 2-1701.

of

General

for public purpose. 2-301.
of, 2-5701.

see

officers,

Competition, preventing, 2-2504.
Comptroller General
Age, eligibility requirement,

2-4101.

Superior court judges, 2-4101.
Supreme Court Judges, 2-4101.
Protection of citizens, 2-125.
legislation

Assemblv,

Private property taken or damaged

Salaries of certain
Salaries, post.

State Treasurer, 2-2704.

as

to, 2-118.

Who

are citizens, 2-125.
City courts

Appeal from one jury to another,
2-3206.

etc., 2-6402.

Public money, loan

Governor, 2-2607.
Judges, 2-4101.
Secretary of State, 2-2704.

citizens,

officers,

2-2001.

Comptroller General, 2-2704.
General Assembly, members

of

service,

Jurors, 2-4503.

Eligibility requirement

general,

military

tax,

2-6801.

Extra, to

Citizenship

Solicitors

estab-

Slavery, 2-117.

peals, 2-3005.

Challenge to fight duel, conviction as
disqualifying to hold office, 2-902.
Change of venue, 2-4306, 2-4401.
Churches, appropriations to, 2-114.

Status

2-3301.

Supreme

Voters, 2-801.
Bribery, disfranchisement of persons
convicted of, 2-701.
Bridges, grant of corporate powers to

2-2704.

Bond,, 2-2704.

Citizenship, eligibility requirement,
2-2704.
Clerical expenses, 2-2702.
Deposits by nonresident life insurance companies, 2-2301 to 2-^, )3,
Duties and authority, prescribing
by General Assembly, 2-2702.
;

Election, 2-2701.
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CONSTITUTION OF STATE — Cont'd.
Comptroller General

— Cent

CONSTITUTION OF STATE— Cont'd.

—

Corporations Cont 'd.
Legislation to enforce

'd.

Eligibility, 2-2704.

Examination by Governor, 2-2618.
Executive department officer,

Municipal

corporations

as

stock-

holders, 2-5401.

2-2001.

Licenses to nonresident life insurance companies, 2-2302.
Perquisites, fees, etc., 2-2705.
Reports. 2-6301.

Residence, eligibility requirement,
2-2704.
Salary. 2-2702. 2-2705.
Suspension, 2-2018.
Tax returns to, 2-5007.
Term of office, 2-2701.
Traveling expenses, 2-2705.

Obligation of contracts, preservation of, 2-2506.
Police power, 2-2502.
Political divisions of
stockholders, 2-5401.
Railroads

State

Freight and passenger

as

tariffs,

2-2501.

Compulsory process to obtain testimony, 2-105.
Concealment of property by debtor,

Rebates, 2-2505.
Stock in branch roads, 2-2503.
Special privileges or immunities,
grant of, 2-303.
State as stockholder, 2-5301.
Stock in other corporations, buying, 2-2504.

2-206.

Condemnation

of

private

property,

with

witnesses,

accused

Conscience, freedom of, 2-112, 2-113.

Consent
Proposal of bill, ordinance, or resolution once rejected, 2-1813.
Special laws, 2-401.
Construction, Supreme Court's jurisdiction of cases involving, 2-3005.
Contempt of court, punishment, 2-120.
Contracts
Impairment of obligation of,

—

2-302, 2-2506.

Suspending or surrendering
power, 2-5006.

Court of Appeals, 2-3009.

Pauper oath, 2-4801.
Supreme Court, 2-4801.

2-105.

tax

Convention, constitutional, 2-8602.
Conviction of crime
Corruption of blood, 2-203.

Counsel, benefit of, 2-105.
Counties

Actions by or against, 2-8201.
Bodies corporate, 2-8201.
Boundaries, 2-8201, 2-8204.
Commissioners, 2-4601.
Commissioners of roads and revenues, 2-8401.

Consolidation of city and county

governments, 2-8203.
site, change of, 2-8205.
Debts, 2-5501, 2-5502, 2-5601.

County

Dissolution, 2-8206.
Merger, 2-8206.

New

counties, 2-8202
2-8202.

Disfranchisement by, 2-701.
Disqualification
2-902, 2-5701.

to

hold

Officers
office,

Forfeiture of estate, 2-203.
Impeachment proceedings, 2-1605.
Jeopardy, 2-108.
Cook county, creation, etc., 2-8202
(note).

venue

of

suits

against,

Election, 2-8301.
Eligibility, 2-8301.

Removal, 2-8301.

Term

of accusation, service on accused,

2-105.

office,

2-8301.

Powers and

limitations, 2-8201.

Representatives in General Assembly, apportionment, 2-1401,
,

Tax commissioner, 2-8401.
Tax receivers and tax collectors,
2-8401.

Corporations
Charters

Taxing power, 2-5401,

Alteration or amendment,
2-2503.

Holding subject to Constitution, 2-2503.

Grant of powers, 2-1818.
companies,
2-2305.

2-5402.

Treasurer
Abolition of office, 2-8401.
Compensation, 2-8401.
Courts
Abolition, 2-4701.

Counties as stockholders, 2-5401.
Eminent domain, right of, 2-2502.

2-2303,

of

Uniformity, 2-8401.

2-1402.

2-4304.

Insurance

(note).

Number,

Costs, 2-110.

Copartners,

Corruption of blood, 2-203.
Costs, 2-110.

2-301. 2-2502.

Confronting

Copy

constitutional regulations, 2-2507.

2-2301

to

City courts, see City courts, ante.
Contempt of, punishment, 2-120.
Court of Appeals, see Court of Appeals, post.

Enumeration

of,

2-2901.

General Index.
[references are to sections!

CONSTITUTION OF STATE— Cont'd.

—

Courts Cont M.
Establishment, 2-3501.
Justices of the peace, see Justices
of the peace, post.

CONSTITUTION OF STATE— Cont'd.

—

Crime Cont'd.
Jury trial,

2-105, fc-flOL
Libel, 2-201.
Lobbying, 2-204.

Municipal court of Atlanta, 2-3501.
Notaries public ex officio justices

Lotteries,

of the peace, 2-3501, 2-3601.
Ordinaries, see Ordinaries, post.
Proceedings of, confirmed, 2-8506.

Pardons, reprieves,

Eight

to, 2-104.

Superior courts, see Superior courts,

Now

eondnetiiig,
trial*, 2-201.

see

Supreme Court,

Public and speedy trial, 2-105.
Supreme Court's jurisdiction
cases involving conviction
felonies,

see Venue,

Court of Appeals

2-105.

questions

to

Su-

preme Court, 2-3005, 2-3009.
Certiorari to, by Supreme Court,

Assumption by State,
2-5502.

Limitation on, 2-5501.
Husband, liability of wife's sep-

Salaries, 2-4001, 2-4002.
Jurisdiction, 2-3009.
Reporter, 2-3009.
Sessions, 2-3009.
Sheriff, 2-3009.

arate estate, 2-2201.

Imprisonment

for,

Insurrection,

debt

2-121.

incurred for
purpose of suppressing, 2-5101,
2-5601,

Supreme Court

2-6001.

Invasion, debt incurred for purpose of repelling, 2-5101, 2-5601,

Certiorari by, 2-3005.

Decisions as precedents,

2-6001.

Municipal corporations, 2-5501,

2-3009.

Transfer of cases to or from,
2-3005.

returnable,

Transfer of cases to or from Su-

preme Court, 2-3005.
Creditor, concealment of property from,
by debtor, 2-206.
Crime
Banishment or whipping as punishment, 2-107.
Benefit of counsel, 2-105.
Compulsory process to obtain testimony, 2-105.
Copy of accusation, furnishing to
accused, 2-105.
Corruption of blood as punish-

punishment,

2-109.

Disfranchisement of persons con-

2-5502, 2-5601, 2-5801.

Political divisions of State, 2-5501,
2-5502, 2-5601.

State, 2-5101, 2-5201, 2-5601,
2-6001, 2-6101.

Taxation for purpose of paying interest on public debt, 2-4901.
War, debt incurred for purpose of
defending State, 2-5101, 2-5601,
2-6001.

Debtor
Concealment of property by, 2-206.
Homestead, see Homestead, post.
Delegation of taxing power to counties, 2-5402.

Denominations of

religionists,

appro-

priations to, 2-114.
Districts, senatorial, 2-1301 to 2-1303.

Divorce

Bed and board,

verdict. 2-4201.

Concurrent verdicts of two juries,
as

punish-

ment,
Fraud, 2-206.
Incrimination of self, 2-106.
Involuntary servitude as punishment, 2-117.
2-204.

2-5601.

Bonded indebtedness, payment,

Judges, 2-3009.

victed of, 2-701.
Forfeiture of estate

for

Counties

2-3009.

ment, 2-203.
Cruel and unusual

to accused,

Crimination of self, 2-106.
Cruel and unusual punishment
crime, 2-109.

Instructions from Supreme Court,

to which cases
2-3009, 6-1101.

list

Debt-

2-3005.

Clerk, 2-3009.
Costs, 2-3009.
Docket, 2-3009.

Term

2-3005.

2-105.

Furnishing
of

of
of

Treason, 2-202.

post.

Certification

by Gov-

Witnesses
Confronting accused with,

post.

Uniformity, 2-3501, 2-3701.

Venue of proceedings,

etc.,

ernor, 2-2612.

capital

post.

Supreme Court,

2 204.

2-4201.

Jurisdiction, 2-3005, 2-3201.

Superior court's jurisdiction,
2-3201.

Supreme Court's
2-3005.

jurisdiction,

\FRAT. TnPFX.
[references are to sections.]

CONSTITUTION OF STATE— Coin 'd.
Divorce— Com \1.
Total, concurrent verdicts of
juries. 2-4201.
Venue or' suits, 2-4301.

Verdict
Concurrent

—

'd.

submission to

of,

voters, 2-5501.
Officers of, 2-S301.

liabilities,

two

Court of Appeals Judges, 2-3009.
Disfranchisement, 2-701.

of

rights

and

Dissolution or merger of counties,

2-4202.

2-S206.

Total divorce. 2-4201.
Domestic animals, taxation,

English language, ability of
2-5001,

from

arrest,

General Assembly
By, 2-2101, 2-2604 to 2-2606.

2-7101.

to,

electors

2-801.

2-0

University of Georgia,

elec-

tors to read, 2-604.

Exemption of

—

Donations
Grant by General Assembly,

Due process

Elections Cont 'd.
Counties Cont

Indebtedness

2-4201.

juries,

.

—

two

of

verdicts

Determination

2-6€

CONSTITUTION OF STATE— Cont 'd.

Members

of law, 2-103.

2-1801,

2-1502,

of,

2-8804.

Dueling, 2-002.

Good character of

Education
Borrowing

Governor, 2-2603 to 2-2606, 2-2608,
to

pay public

school

teachers, 2-5101.
Colored persons, schools for,
2

disqualification

Insane
schools. 2-6601.

Instruction in principles of

Con-

32-706.

Local school systems, 2-6901,

schools by, 2-5401.
School districts, consolidation of,
2-6901.

School fund, 2-6801.
Separation of races

in

schools,

of

Constitution,
give,
to

electors

2-604.

Intoxicating liquors, sale on election days, 2-1001.
Local school tax, 2-6901.
Marines of United States as elec-

Municipal

submis-

indebtedness,

sion to popular vote, 2-5501.

Ordinances of Constitutional Convention, submission of adoption
to popular vote, 2-8508, 2-8801,
2-8802, 2-8901.

Ownership of land, prerequisite to

2-6601.

State School Commissioner, 2-6701.
2-5004,
2-5402,
2-4901,
Taxes,
2-6601, 2-6801, 2-6901.

voting, 2-604.

conventions, 2-608.
divisions of State, submission of indebtedness to popular vote, 2-5501.
Precincts, grant of corporate power
to change, 2-1818.
Primary, qualification of voters,
Political

Political

University of Georgia, 2-7101.
Elections
of voters, 2-602.

Arrest of electors, exemption,
2-801.

Attorney General, 2-3801.

2-608.

Privilege of electors, 2-801.
Qualification of voters, 2-601

Ballots, 2-601.

Comptroller General, 2-2701.
Consolidation of local school

dis-

to

2-701.

Ratification

of Constitution,
2-8701, 2-8702, 2-8804.

tricts, 2-6901.

Constitution

Ability of electors to read or

popular vote,

submission

paragraph
of

ability

of

Constitu-

elector

as

to,

2-601

to

2-604.

to

2-8001.

Ratification of, 2-8701, 2-8702,
2-8804.

Registration

of

voters,

2-609, 2-701.

Residence

of

electors,

time

of,

2-603.

Convicts, disqualification to vote,
2-701.

Counties
Dissolution or merger

Eeading
tion,

2-604.

Amendments,

2-8206.

Interpretation
ability
of

tors, 2-602.

2-7001.

Municipal corporations, support of

interpret,

disqualification

persons,

to vote, 2-701.

2-7101.
stitution,

vote,

to

2-701.

Free tuition, 2-6601.
General appropriation bill, 2-1809.
High schools, appropriations to,

Age

2-2609.
Idiots,

601.

Common

electors, 2-604.

Returns, 2-1101.
Roster of persons

registering

as

electors, 2-605.
of,

Sale of liquors on election days,
2-1001.

(,\.::\.ua\. I:.!,!./.
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CONSTITUTION OF STATE- -Cont'd.

CONSTITUTION OF STATE— Cont'd.

—

Executive powerij enerotaehmeiUi pro-

Elections Cont 'd.
Secretary of State, 2-2701.
Sex of voters, 2-602, 2-604.
Soldiers and sailors, electors,

hibited, 2-123.

Exemption!
HomefteaA, 2-7201

Solicitors general, 2-3901.

State Constitution
Ability of electors to read or
interpret,

2-604.

submission

to

Eatification of, 2-8701, 2-8702,
2-8804, 2-8901.
State Treasurer, 2-2701.
Superior court judges, 2-3101 to
2-3103.

Court

2-3004,

Justices,

2-3008.

Taxes, payment

to,

2 1818.

Extraordinary

-r-.mfi
remedi
Court's jurisdiction of ease* Involv-

ing, 2-3005.

Federal Constitution, ability of

popular vote, 2-8601.

Supreme

elec-

tors to read, 2-604.

Felonies
Capital,

Supreme Court's

tion of cases
2-3005.

of

bly,

of, as prerequisite

jurisdic-

conviction

Privilege from arrest
Members of General

of,

Assem-

2-180.°,.

Voters, 2-801.

to voting, 2-603.

States —

United

2-8001.

to

Taxation, 2-5002, 2-5005.
Express eompanie#, grpnt of charters

2-602, 2-604.

Amendments,

7

2

Constitution, ability of electors to read, 2-604.
Soldiers, sailors, or marines as
electors, 2-602.

Voters

Ferries, grant of corporate powers to
establish, 2-1818.

Fines, excessive, 2-109.
Fire insurance companies
Deposits, 2-2304.
Grant of charters to, 2-1818.

L

Arrest, privilege from, 2-801.

Disfranchisement, 2-701.
Qualifications, 2-601 to 2-701.
Registration, 2-601 to 2-701.
Eesidence, time of, 2-603.
Roster of persons registering,

issuance

of,

by Governor,

tion,

paragraph
ability

of Constituof electors as to,

2-604.

Embezzlement,

of
disfranchisement
persons convicted of, 2-701.
Eminent domain, 2-301, 2-2502.
Enactment of laws, see Acts of Gen-

2-2301,

Forfeiture of estate, conviction of offense, 2-203.

Former jeopardy,

2-108.

Foundation of government,
Fraud, punishment

2-101.

2-302, 2-303.

of,

for, 2-206.

Engrossment of bills, 2-1807.
Enrollment of Constitution, 2-8804.
Enumeration of rights not denial of
others, 2-502.

creation,

General laws, 2-401, 2-5001.

2-8202

etc.,

Grant by General Assembly prohibited, 2-6401.

University of Georgia, to, 2-7701.
God, worship of, 2-112, 2-113.

Government
Origin and foundation

Equal protection of laws, 2-102.
Equity suits, venue of, 2-4303.

Evans county,

Conscience, 2-112, 2-113.
Speech, 2-115, 2-1803.
Future operation of. laws, 2-3^2.
General appropriation bill, 2-1809.
General Assembly, see Legislative department, post.

Gifts-

eral Assembly, ante.

(note).

—

Evidence
Compulsory process to obtain,
2-105.

of, 2-101.

Protection as duty of, 2-102.
Eights of people, 2-501, 2-502.

Governor

Adjournment of General Assembly,
2-1824.

Age, eligibility requirement,

Incrimination of self, 2-106.
post facto laws, 2-302.
Excessive bail or fines, 2-109.

Ex

Executive Department, see ComptrolGeneral,
ler
ante;
Governor,
Secretary of State, and State
Treasurer, post.
to, 2-3802.

appropriation,

2-2607.

Appointments

to

office,

2-2614,

2-2015.

Approval of bills, 2-2616, 2-2617.
Attorney General, requiring to
represent

State

in

criminal

cases, 2-3S02.

Attorney General as legal adviser
Expenses,

companies,

Freedom

2-2613.

Writing

insurance

2-2302, 2-2304, 2-2305.

Franchise, grant

2-605.

Writs

Foreign

2-1809.

Citizenship, eligibility requirement,
2-2607.
Clerical expenses, 2-2619.

General Index.
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CONSTITUTION OF STATE— Cont 'd.
Governor

— Cont

Governor

'd.

Commander

CONSTITUTION OF STATE— Cont 'd.

army,

of

chief

in

navy, and militia, 8-2611,
Commissioning officers
Executive Department, 2-2701.
Justices of the peace, 2-3503.
Commutation of sentences by,

— Cont

'd.

Secretaries, 2-2619.
Sentences for offenses,
remit, 2-2612.

Signing

bills,

power

resolutions,

to

etc.,

2-1823, 2-2616, 2-2617.

general,

Solicitors

appointment,

2-3901.

8-2612.

Compensation, 2-2602.
Comptroller General

Speaker of House of Representatives, when, 2-2608.

Examination of, 2-2618.
Report by, 2-6301.
Conservator of peace, 2-2612.
Convoking General Assembly,

State Treasurer

—

2-2613.

Death,

who

executive

exercises

powers in case of, 2-2608.
Decrease of salary, 2-2602.

who

exercises executive
powers in case of, 2-2608.
Election, 2-2603 to 2-2606, 2-2608,
2-2609.
Eligibility, 2-2602, 2-2607.
Disability,

Emoluments

other

than

salary,

Examination, etc., 2-2618.
Report by, 2-6301.
Superior court judges
Appointment, 2-3103.
Designating to preside in Supreme Court or Court of
Appeals, 2-3002, 2-3009.
Justices, appointment, 2-3002, 2-3008.
Term of office, 2-2602.
Unexpired term, filling by Gen-

Supreme Court

eral Assembly, 2-2609.
United States, emoluments from,

2-2602.

2-2602.

Execution

laws,

of

duty

as

to,

2-2612.

Executive Department

officer,

Grants

2-2601.

Filling vacancies in offices, 2-2613,
2-2614.

Foreign powers, receiving emolu-

ments from, 2-2602.
General Assembly

etc.,

reports,
to,

2-2612.

2-2613.

Great seal of State, order as to
affixing, 2-2801.

Georgia,

Gratuities, grant
bly, 2-6401.

by General Assem-

jurisdiction of
involving writ, 2-3005.
Suspension of writ, 2-111.
Head of family, homestead, 2-7201.
High schools, appropriations to, 2-7101.

Homestead
Exemption, 2-7201, 2-7301, 2-7801,
2-7901.

Increase of salary, 2-2602.
Information from certain

officers,

requiring, 2-2618.

Persons entitled, 2-7201.
former
of
Preservation

home-

steads, 2-7801.

Justices of the peace, commissions
2-3503.

Proclamation by Governor, 2-8804,
2-8901.

Legal disabilities, power to remove, 2-2612.
Messagr-s to General Assembly,
2-2613.

Protection guaranteed, 2-7301.
Referendum on adoption of ordinance, 2-8508, 2-8802, 2-8804,
2-8901.

Oath or affirmation of
Pardons by, 2-2612.

office,

2-2610.

Senate

acts

when,

President

of

cases

Filling vacancies in, 2-2613.
Messages to, 2-2613.

Recommendations

University

Habeas corpus
Supreme Court's

Adjournment, 2-1824.
Convoking, 2-2613.

Pardons,

to

2-7101.

Great seal of State, 2-2801.

—

to,

Veto of bills, 2-2616, 2-2617.
Writs of election, issuance, 2-2613.
Grand jury, 2-3601, 2-4502, 2-4503.

of

Sale, 2-8001.

2-2608.

Proclamation as to ratification of
Constitution,

etc., 2-8702, 2-8804,

2-8901.

Qualifications, 2-2607.
Reelection, 2-2602.

Reports to General Assembly,
2-2612.

Reinvestment, 2-8001.
Setting apart, 2-7501.
Short homestead, 2-7501, 2-7601.
Supplemental exemption, 2-7701.

Vested rights, 2-7901.
Waiver, 2-7401, 2-7601.

House of Representatives,

see Legisla-

tive department, post.

Husband and wife

Reprieves by, 2-2612.
Resignation, 2-2608.

Divorce,

Salary, 2-2602.

Homestead, see Homestead, ante.

2-3005,

2-4201,

2-4202,

2-4301.

General Index.
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CONSTITUTION OF STATE— Cont'd.

—

Husband and wife Cont'd.
Pensions to widows of Confeder-

CONSTITUTION OF STATE— Cont'd.
Judgments
Confirmation by Constitution,
2-8506.

ate soldiers, 2-4901.
Separate estate of wife, 2-2201.

Impeachment proceedings,

2-303.

Impairment of obligation of contracts,
2-302, 2-2506,

Impeachment of

2 8505.
Judicial circuits
Counties comprising,

General Assembly, extension of
term because of impeachment
trial pending, 2-1503.
Initiation of proceedings, 2-1703.
Judgment, 2-1605.
Removal from office, 2-1605.
Trial, 2-1603, 2-1604.

Judges, number, 2-3101.
Ordinance, 2-8803.
Judicial department, see Judiciary,
post.

Judicial notice, 38-112.
Judicial j»ower

Encroachments prohibited,
Executive power separate

Imprisonment for debt, 2-121.
Improvements on homestead, 2-7301.

from,

Legislative power separate from,
2-123.

Vested where,

Governor's salary, 2-2602.
State bonded debt, 2-6001.
Incrimination of self, 2-106.
Indian Wars, soldiers and their descendants as electors, 2-604.
Indictment
Copy furnished accused, 2-105.
officers,

Change of venue,

2-7201.

2-701.

Insurance companies
Deposits, 2-2301 to 2-2304.
Grant of charters to, 2-1818.
Licenses, 2-2302.
Reports, 2-2305.

Insurrection

Reading of

bills dispensed with in
case of, 2-1807.

State debt, 2-5101, 2-5601, 2-6001.

Taxation for purpose of suppressing, 2-4901, 2-4902, 2-5101.

Interest on public debt, 2-1809, 2-4901.

peals, ante.
Disqualification of judges, 2-3003,
2-3209.

Divorce suits, 2-4201, 2-4202.
Establishment of courts, 2-3501.
Expenses, appropriation, 2-1809.
Jury trial, 2-105, 2-4501.
Justices of the peace, see Justices
of the peace, post.
Municipal court of Atlanta, 2-3501.
Notaries public, 2-3501, 2-3601.
Ordinaries, see Ordinaries, post.

Proceedings

of

courts

confirmed,

2-8506.

Right to courts, 2-104.
Solicitors

general,
general, post.

Intoxicating liquors, sale on election
days, 2-1001.

2-4401.

City courts, see City courts, ante.
County commissioners, 2-4601.
Courts enumerated, 2-2901.
Court of Appeals, see Court of Ap-

2-1605.

Inherent rights of people, denial, 2-502.
Insane persons, disfranchisement,

2-123.

Judiciary, see Courts, ante.
Abolition of courts, 2-4701.
Attorney General, see Attorney
General, ante.

Infirm persons, homestead exemption,

see

Solicitors

Superior courts, see Superior courts,

Invasion

Reading of

2-123.

2-123.

Increase

Impeached

2-8202,

2-8803.

officers

Disqualification by, 2-1605.

2-1605.

Vested rights Under, conhtitutional
guaranty
against
violation,

disfranchisement of, 2-701.
Immunities, special, grants of, 2-302,
Idiots,

post.
bills

dispensed with in

Supreme Court,

case of, 2-1807.

State debt, 2-5101, 2-5601, 2-6001.

Taxation for purpose of repelling,
2-4901, 2-4902, 2-5101.

Involuntary servitude, 2-117.
Irrevocable grants of special privileges or immunities, 2-302.
Jeopardy, former, 2-108.
Joint obligors, promisors, or trespassers, venue of suits against, 2-4304.
Joint sessions of General Assembly,
2-2101, 2-2605, 2-2606.

Judges, see Judiciary, post.

see

Supreme Court,

post.

Trial by jury, 2-105, 2-4501.
Uniformity of courts, 2-3701.
Venue of proceedings, see Venue,
post.

Jury
Compensation, 2-4503.
Taxation for, 2-5402.
Judges of law and fact in criminal prosecutions,

Number

2-201.

of jurors, 2-4501.

Selection of jurors, 2-4502.
Trial, 2-105, 2-4501.

General Index.
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CONSTITUTION OF STATE— Cont 'd.
Just compensation for property taken
for public use. 2-301,
Justices of Supreme Court, see Supreme Court, post.
Justices of the peace—
Abolition of office and court,
2

CONSTITUTION OF STATE— Cont 'd.
department
Appropriations

Legislative

Bills, 2-1809 to 2-1812, 2-2616.

Expenses of department,
2-1809.

General Assembly of 1877,

Commission by Governor, 2-3503.
Election, 2-3503.
Jurisdiction, 2-3501,

2-3502.

of the peace, 2-3501.
2-3501.

2-3501.

officers,

Bills-

Approval

venue of

suits respecting,

or

veto,

2-2616,

Engrossment, 2-1807.
Local
Notice, 2-1816.

2-8202 (note).

Creation, etc.,
Representatives, 2-1401.

Larceny
Disfranchisement of persons con-

Reading, 2-1807.
Majority vote to pass, 2-1814.
Reading, 2-1807.
Eeintroduction

Assembly,

members from

privilege

of

Revenue,

rejec-

from

arrest,

2-1809

to

2-1812,

2-2616.

arrest, 2-1803.

privilege

after

tion, 2-1813.

victed of, 2-701.

Signing, 2-1823, 2-2616.
Special, 2-401.

2-801.

Law, due process

Corporations, 2-2503.
Notice, 2-1816.

of, 2-103.

Laws
Enactment

see

of,

Acts of Gen-

laws

in

force

in

State,

to, 2-1818.

Local, 2-1807, 2-1816.
2-1816,

2-2503.

Supreme law of State, 2-8501.
United States, jurisdiction of Supreme Court as to cases involv-

Clerical

expenses, limitations,

2-1901.

Clerk of House of Representatives,
see House of Representatives,
post.

ing, 2-3005.

Compensation

Legislation
Social status of citizen, 2-118.

Void, when, 2-402.

Adjournments,

2-1504,

Extra, grant to public
etc.,

2-1824.

of Constitution,

2-8601, 2-8002.

Appointment of members

2-2001.

Consolidation of city and county

governments, 2-8203.
Constitution,

to office,

officers,

2-6402.

Members,

Legislative department

Amendment

2-1503.

Canal companies, grant of charters

2-8501 to 2-8508.
2-401,

Title, reading, 2-1807.

Bridges, power to establish, 2-1818.
Business, limitation at first session,

eral Assembly, ante.
Equal protection of, 2-102.

2-1507.

to

2-2617.

2-4302.

Special,

2-1809

2-1812, 2-2616.

Lanier county

General

of members,

Appropriation,

Creation, etc., 2-8202 (note).
Representatives, 2-1401.

Voters,

mem-

eligibility to

bership, 2-1507.

of, 2-122.

truth as, in prosecution

Lamar county

General

to,

Banks, grant of charters to, 2-1818.
Bearing arms, prescribing manner

2-3502.

for libel, 2-201.
2-122.

titles,

Georgia,

2-7101.

Keeping arms,

Land

2-114.

to,

of

2-1803.

Removal, 2-3503.
office,

sects,

University

Arrest, privilege

Number,

Justification,

2-5901, 2-8S05.

Religious

Army

diction, 2-3501.

Notaries public ex-officio justices

Bessions,

2-8503.

High schools, to, 2-7101.
Payment of certain bonds,

Jury, appeal to. 2-3502.
Malpractice; 2-3503.
Municipal couit of Atlanta, concurrent or supplemental juris-

of

'd.

Approval or disapproval of
bills by Governor, 2-2616.

"01.

Appeals, 2-3502.

Term

— Cont

amendment,

2-8601.

Constitutional convention, calling,
2-8602.

Genital
li'NH.,"i-.:;i.i.:-, / it.

CONSTITUTION OF STATE— Cont'd.

—

Legislative department Cont 'd.
Corporations
amendalteration,
Charter,
of,
forfeiture
ment,
or
2-2503.

Contracts

competi-

lessening

Creation, 2-1818.

Eminent domain, abridgment
of right of, etc., 2-2502.
for benefit of, passage,

Laws

agreements enMonopolies,
couraging, 2-2504.
Obligation of contracts, impairment, 2-2506.
Police powers, abridgment of
.

exercise of, 2-2502.
Purchase of shares of stock in
other corporations, 2-2505.
Kegulatory laws, 2-2507.

Counties

Apportionment of representa2-1401,

2-1402.

Senatorial districts, 2-1301 to

commissioners,

creation,

sites, change, 2-8205.
Courts, abolition of, 2-4701.
Disqualification of members

removal from

by

district, 2-1508.

Viva voce

prievefj

re-

2-2012.

Gratuities, grant of, 2 -o'ioi.
Great seal of State, order as

to

House of Representatives —
Adjournment*, 2-1504, 2-1824,
Apportionment of members,
2 1401, 2-1402.
bills

origi-

to

nate in, 2-1810.
Arrest of members, privilege,
2-1803.

Censure of members, 2-1801.
Clerical

expenses,

limitation,

2-1901.

Clerk, 2-1901.

Assistants, 2-1901.

Bond, 2-1901.
Compensation of members,
2-2001.

Contempts, 2-1802.
Disorderly behavior,
Disqualification

2-1801,

members

of

member

to

other

office,

Impeachment powers,
Journals,

2-1S04

2-1703.

2-1306,
2-1812, 2-1821, 2-2101.

members-

Judge

to

members,

of election of

2-1801.

Governor,

Legislative power, 2-1201.
of members, 2-1401,

Number

2-8804.

Time, 2-1502, 2-8804.
precincts,

2-1402.

making

or

changing, 2-1818.

domain,

abridgment

laws,

of

Acts of

from

2-123.

Expenses, appropriation, 2-1809.
Express companies, grant of char-

Qualifications of members,

Quorum,
Speaker

Expulsion of members, 2-1801.
compensation
of
public

Extra

grant, 2-6402.

Extraordinary sessions, calling,

Election

to establish, 2-1818.

of, 2-2605.

2-2001.

2-1702.

of,

Executive powers of government, exercise of,
2-2G0S.

Presiding officer, 2-1702.
Signing bills, 2-1813.

Term

of

members,

of

office

2-1501.

Impeachment

2-2613.

2-1504.

Compensation,

ters to, 2-1818.

power
Governor

from

2-1701.

see

General Assembly, ante.
Executive power separate
legislative,

members

of

arrest. 2-1S03.

right, etc., 2-2502.

Enactment of

enumerated, 2-1901.

Officers

Privilege

Eligibility, 2-1507.

Election

pardons,

to

etc.,

see Acts
of General Assembly, ante.
Expulsion of members, 2-1 801.

vote, 2-2101,

Judge of, 2-1801.
Proclamation
by

Ferries,

m

Reports

Enactment of laws,

2-2605.

officers,

—Cont'd.

-

2-1507.

Donations, grant of, 2-6401.
Elections by General Assembly
Governor, 2-2604 to 2-2606.
Place of meeting, 2-2101.

Eminent

department
Governor Cont '<1.

removal from county
from which elected, 2-1508.
Election or appointment of

County

Election

Legislative

-Cont'd.

by

2-4601.

Election of

CONSTITUTION OF STATE

2-1802.

2-1303.
etc.,

"

Appropriation

2-2504.

County

to sw:i

affixing, 2 2801.

tion, 2-2504.

tives,

3001

I:;ijkx.

trial,

length of ses-

sion in case of. 2-1503.

Insurance

companies,

charters to, 2-1S1S.

grant

of

General Index.
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CONSTITUTION OF STATE— Cont 'd.

—

Cont 'd.
Legislative department
Joint sessions of Senate and House
of Representatives, 2-2101,
2-2605, 8-2606.

Journals

CONSTITUTION OF STATE— Cont 'd.

—

Legislative department Cont 'd.
Proclamation of Governor order-

ing election, 2-S804.
Property concealed by debtor, provisions for reaching, 2-206.

Duty

Place of keeping, 2-1S05.

Public money, profit on, 2-5701.
Public
printing,
contracts
for,

Publication, 2-1S04.
Yeas and nays, entry, 2-1806,

Quorum,

to keep, 2-1804.

2-1812, 2-1821,

2-6501.

2-1504.

Railroads

2-2101.

Amendment

Judicial power separate from legis-

of

charters,

2-2503.

lative, 2-123.

Discrimination by, prohibiting,

Jury

2-2501.

Compensation, prescribing,

Freights

2-4503.

Number

and

regula-

tariffs,

tion of, 2-2501.

of jurors, prescribing,

Grant of charters, 2-1818.

2-4501.

Selection of jurors, 2-4502.
Justices of the peace, eligibility to

Recognizances, relief of principals

membership, 2-1507.
Laws, see Acts of General

Removal
As-

in, 2-205.

district

2-1508.

Resolutions
Sale

reintroduction

,

after

of State property,

authoriz-

ing, 2-6101.

Secretary of Senate, see Senate,
relating

to,

post.

Senate
Adjournments, 2-1504, 2-1824.

2-204.

Meeting

Amendments

Joint sessions, 2-2101.

Time and
Messages

members from

of

county from which elected,

rejection, 2-1813.

Lobbying, 2-205.
Local bills
Notice of, 2-1816.
Reading, 2-1807.
provisions

or

effect,

sembly, ante.
Legislative power vested

Lotteries,

or sureties, 2-1819.

to,

place,

to

bills,

ing or concurring

2-1503.

propos-

in, 2-1810.

Arrest of members, exemption,

from Governor,

2-2613.

2-1803.

Mileage of members, 2-2001.
Military

officers,

eligibility

Censure of members, 2-1801.
to

membership, 2-1507.
Militia, providing for organization,
2-8101.

Municipal

zoning

and

planning

laws, authority to enact, 2-1825.
of
legitimate
children,

Names

changing, 2-1818.
companies,

Navigation

grant

of

expenses,

Clerical

limitation,

2-1901.

Contempts, 2-1802.
Disorderly behavior,

2-1801,

2-1802.

Disqualification of

member by

removal from district from
which elected, 2-1508.
senatorial,

charters to, 2-1818.
Notice, local bills, 2-1816.

Districts,

Oath or affirmation of members,

Expulsion of members, 2-1801.

Impeachments,

2-1505.
Officers of, enumeration, 2-1822.

Ordinances

Power

make,

2-1822.

Reintroduction after rejection,
2-1813.

trial

and judg-

ment, 2-1603 to 2-1605.
Journals,

to

2-1302,

2-1303.

2-1804

to

2-1806,

2-1812, 2-1821.

Judge of election of members,
2-1801.

Subject-matter, 2-1808.

Legislative power, 2-1201.

Title

Number

as

affecting

validity,

2-1808.

Per diem of members, 2-2001.
Planning laws, authority to enact,
2-1825.

Police power, abridgment of exercise of, 2-2502.

President
post.

of

of

Senators,

2-1302,

2-1303.

Senate,

see

Senate,

Officers

enumerated, 2-1901.

President of, 2-1602.
Compensation, 2-2001.
Election, 2-1602.

Executive powers of government, exercise of,
2-2608.

Gk.nteral Index.
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CONSTITUTION OF STATE — Cont'd.

CONSTITUTION OF STATE— Cont'd.
Legislative department

SKf/J

'd.

J j(t

Senate Cont 'd.
President of Cont'd.
Presiding officer of joint
meetings of Senate and
House of Representa-

—

%

i

J

Privilege

from

members,

Qualifications
of
2-1601.
Quorum, 2-1504.

2-1825.

powers
Encroachment! prohibited, 2-123.
Punishment for contempt of court,

Legislative

Libel, truth in evidence, 2 201.

of, 2-103.

Jeopardy, former, 2-108.
2-1302,

districts,

Press, of, 2-115.

Speech,
office,

2-1501.

Begin when, 2-1503.
Length, 2-1503.
Sinking fund, raising by taxation,
Solicitors general

Licenses to foreign insurance companies to do business in State,
2-2302.

LifeDue

2-3901.

process of law in

depriving

of, 2-103.

Speaker, see House of Representatives, ante.

Special sessions, authority of Governor to call, 2-2613.

by members,

privilege,

2-1803.

Jeopardy, former, 2-108.
Life insurance companies
Nonresident, 2-2301, 2-2302.
Resident, 2-2303.
Limitation of municipal indebtedness,
2-5501.

State School Commissioner, providing substitute for, 2-6701.
Statutes, enactment of:
See Acts
General
Assembly.
of
Street railways, authorizing construction, 2-1820.

court

judges,

election,

2-3102.

Liquor, sale on election days, 2-1001.
List of witnesses, service on accused,
2-105.

Literary societies, exemption from taxation, 2-5002.

Loans to State, 2-5101.
Lobbying prohibited, 2-205.
Local acts

Supreme Court
Justices,

Corporations, 2-2503.

election,

Regulations

2-3004.

governing

hear-

ings, 2-3008.

State Treasurer, 2-2618.
Taxation, Constitutional powers,
2-2401, 2-4901 to 2-5007, 2-5402,

grant

of

charters to, 2-1818.
Terms of office of members, 2-1501.
Uniformity of practice , etc., in
courts, establishment of, 2-3701.

University of Georgia, donations
2-7101.

of State, 2-8504.

bills

Reading, 2-18(17.
Local school systems, 2-7001.
Local taxation for public schools,
2-6901.

Creation, etc., 2-8202 (note).
Representatives, 2-1401.
Lotteries, 2-204.

Majority vote
Passage of bills, 2-1814.
Repassage of bills over Governor's
veto, 2-2616, 2-2617.

Vacancy
Creation, 2-1508.
Writ of election

Local

Long county

2-6201, 2-6901.

companies,

Law

Notice, 2-1816.

Suspension
Comptroller General, 2-2618.

to,

taxation,

opinion, 2-113.

Abolition of fees of, 2-4002.
Election at 1898 session,

Telegraph

from

Licentiousness unexcused by religious

2-6201.

Superior

of, 2-115, 2-1803.

exemption

Libraries,
2-5002.

Sessions

Speeches

depart-

Legislative

Conscience, 2-112, 2-113.
process of law in depriving

2-1303.

of

see

Due

Bond, 2-1901.

Term

Legislature,

Liberty

Secretary, 2-1901.
Assistants, 2-1901.

Senatorial

t.

ment, ante.

arrest, 2-1803.

'

<-.

2-120.

members

of

<\

i

Vested where, 2-1201.

2-1813.

bills,

—

h a t ve
pa r m e n t Co n t 'd
Zoning Jaws, authority to enact,

tives, 2-2101.

Signing

3003

Malfeasance
to

fill,

is-

suance by Governor, 2-2613.
Void bonds of State, appropriations to pay, 2-5901, 2-8805.

ment

in

office,

disfranchise-

of persons convicted of. 2-701.

Married woman's property, 2-2201.
Mileage of members of General Aesembly, 2-2001.

General Index.
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CONSTITUTION OF STATE— Cont 'd.
Military authority subordinate to

civil,

Militia

Commander

Terms

in chief. 2-2611.

Compensation of

officers

and men,

ing. 2-701.

Names

of legitimate children, grant of
corporate power to change, 2-1818.
Navigation companies, grant of charters to, 2-1818.

Negotiable instruments, venue of suits
on, 2-4305.

Negroes
Schools for, 2-6601.
Slavery, 2-117.
trial

City courts, 2-3206.
Criminal prosecutions, 2-201.
Jeopardy, 2-108.
Superior courts, 2-3206.
Nonresident
insurance
companies,

Appointment, 2-3601.
Justices of the peace ex officio—

2-3601.

Removal, 2-3601.
of office, 2-3601.

Notes, venue of suits against maker or

2-113,

2-102,

to,

2-116,

2-302.

Unreasonable

searches

and

seiz-

Personal liberty

Due process

of law in depriving

of, 2-103.

Jeopardy, 2-108.
Personal property,

Political

by

concealment

debtor, 2-206.
Petition, right of, 2-124.
Planning laws, authority of
Assembly to enact, 2-1825.
Police power, 2-2502.
State rights, 2-501.

conventions,

General

who may

par-

ticipate in, 2-608.

Poll tax, 2-5004, 2-68.01.

Payment

as prerequisite to voting,

bills, 2-1816.

Search warrant, 2-116.
Support of Constitution, 2-1505.
Obligation of contracts, impairment
of, 2-320, 2-2506.

Public

office,

Public

officers, post.

Executive Department, 2-2601.
General Assembly, 2-1901.
Ordinances
Constitutional

convention,

may

participate in,

2-608.

cation, etc., 2-8702, 2-8803, 2-8901.

Prohibition, grant of writ, 2-3205.

Promissory notes, venue of actions
against makers or indorsers, 2-4305.
Property
Concealment by debtor, 2-206.
Due process of law in depriving

—

of, 2-103.

2-8503,

Assembly

2-105.

Homestead, see Homestead, ante.

2-8508, 2-8801 to 2-8805.

General

Primary, who

Exemptions from sale under, see
Homestead, ante.
Proclamation of Governor as to. ratifi-

2-4305.

Notice, local or special
Oath or affirmation

of

Protection

Prisoners, abuse of, 2-109.
Private Acts as law of State, 2-8504.
Private ways, grant, 2-301.
Process
Compulsory, to obtain testimony,

Abolition, 2-3501.
Jurisdiction, 2-3501.

Power

Person

Press, liberty of, 2-115.

Notaries public

see

Pauper oath, costs, 2-4801.
Peach county, creation, etc., 2-8202

2-603.

2-2301, 2-2302, 2-2304, 2-2305.

indorser,

Governor's power, 2-2612.
Partners, venue of suits against, 2-4304.

ures, 2-116.

enact, 2-1825.

Term

Eligibility to hold office restored,
2-701, 2-902.

(note).

Municipal court of Atlanta, 2-3501.
Municipal debts, 2-5501, 2-5502, 2-5801.
Municipal planning and zoning laws,
authority of General Assembly to

Number,

of office, 2-3403.

Origin of government, 2-101.

Pardons

2-8103.

Organization, 2-8101.
Volunteers. 2-8102, 2-S103.
Mistrial, jeopardy, 2-108.
Monopolies. 2-2504.
Moral turpitude, disfranchisement of
persons convicted of crimes involv-

Officers,

Ordinaries

Appeals from, 2-3401.
Powers, 2-3401, 2-3402.

2-lli\

New

CONSTITUTION OF STATE— Cont 'd.

Protection

to,

2-102,

2-301 to 2-303.
to

make, 2-1822.
Beintroduction after rejection,
2-1813.

Subject-matter, 2-1808.
Title as affecting validity, 2-1808.

State,

sale

to

2-113,

2-116,

.

pay bonded debt,

2-6101.

Unreasonable

searches

and

sei-

zures, 2-116.

Protection of person and property,
2-102, 2-113, 2-116, 2-301 to 2-303.

f/j.

j.pal

Index.
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CONSTITUTION OF STATE

Cont'd.
Public money
Appropriations, 2-1800 to 2-1812.
Profit on, 2-5701.

Public

CONSTITUTION OF STATE
Be vocation of grant
Salaries*

to

Comptroller General,

2-901,

hold,

of Governor to

County treasurers, 2 8401.
Court of Appeal! Judges,

vacancy,

fill

2-2614.

Eight to hold, unaffected by

Governor, 2-2602.
Secretary of State, 2-2702, 2-2705.

ligious opinion, 2-113.

—

Solicitors general, 2-4001, 2-4

State School Commissioner, 2-07«jl.
State Treasurer, 2-2702, 2 2705.
Superior court judges, 2-40'jI,

to,

2-6402.

money, 2-5701.

Profit on public

Trustees and servants

2-4002.

of people,

Supreme Court

2-101.

peace and safety, practices
against, unexcused by religious opin-

SaleIntoxicating

liquors
days, 2-1001.

ion, 2-113.

Public printing, 2-6501.
Public revenue, see Taxation, post.
Public roads, assumption by State of
indebtedness for paving, etc., 2-5601.
Public schools, see Education, ante.
Public trial of accused, 2-105.
court, 2-120.

Searches and seizures, 2-116.
Secretary of State
'

limits

Corporate charters, grant, 2-1S18.
Duties and authority, presr-rit
by General Assembly, 2-27 )2.

of

State, 2-107.

Election, 2-2701.
Eligibility, 2-2704.

Executive Department

convicted,, 2-70.1.

Excessive fines, 2-109.
Fraud, 2-206.
Involuntary servitude, 2-117.
Pardons by Governor, 2-2612.

Whipping,

Great seal, keeping, 2-2705.
Perquisites, 2-27°".
Salary, 2-2702, 2-2705.
Suspension, 2-2618.

2-107.

Term

of

office,

2-2701.

Traveling expenses, 2-2705.

Grant of charters to, 2-1818.
Beading charters, 2 1807.
Rebates by, 2-2505.

Ratification of Constitution,
2-8702, 2-8804, 2-8901,
Reading bills, 2-1807.

officer,

2-2601.

Railroads

2-8701,

Sects or sectarian institutions, appropriations to, 2-114.
Self-incrimination, 2-106.

Seminole county

Rebates by railroads, 2-2505.
Recognizances, relief of principals or
sureties, 2-1819.-

Creation, etc., 2-8202 (note).
Representatives, 2-1401.
Senate, see Legislative department,
ante.

bills,

Separate property of married women,

reintroduetion,

2-2201.

2-1813.

Signing—

Religious opinions, 2-113.
Religious

Bond, 2-2704.
Clerical expenses, 2-2702.

Banishment beyond

Rejection of

election

Lottery tickets, 2-204.

Corruption of blood, 2-109.
Cruel and unusual, 2-109.
Disfranchisement of person

..;

on

Schools, see Education, ante.
Scire facias, grant of writ, 2-3205.
Seal of State, 2-2801.

Crime—

,

Justices, 2-4001,

2-4002.

Public

Punishment
Contempt of

2 -.v.

2-4 001.

re-

Public officers
Continuing in office, 2-8507.
Grant of extra compensation

;

2-2'

2-2705.

2-902.

,

p-

)%,

Attorney Genera), 2-4001, 2-4002.

Disqualification

•

Cont'd.

v,c:ia]

leges or fmnmnUrJ

office

Power

of

societies,

appropriations

Acts of General Assembly, 2-1S13,

to,

2-1823.

2-114.

Constitution, 2-SS04.
Sinking fund of State, 2-6201.
Slavery, 2-117.
Social status of citizen, legislation on,

Religious worship, 2-112, 2-113.

Remonstrance, right of, 2-124.
Repeal of statutes or Code, 2-1817.
Representatives,

see"

"

Legislative

de-

partment, ante.
Reprieves, grant by* Governor, 2-2612.
Retroactive laws, 2-302.

2-118.

'

'

Revenue

bills,

2-1809 to 2-1812.'

Revival of corporate charter, 2-2503.

Soldiers, see Militia, ante.

Pensions, 2-4P01.
Quartering, 2-119.
•

Taxation for purpose of providing
for, 2-4901.

General Index.
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CONSTITUTION OF STATE— Cont 'd.
Solicitors

general —

Statutes,

2-3401.
to

another,

2-3206.

Justice of the peace courts,
from, 2-3502.
Court of Appeals, jurisdiction to
correct errors, etc., 2-3009.

of, 2-115, 2-1803.

Divorce proceedings
Venue, 2-4301.

2-105.

Aid by, forbidden, 2-5301, 2-5601.
Assumption of debt of county,
etc.,

from one

Jury,

State-

city,

or

Appellate jurisdiction, 2-3204.
Courts of ordinary, from,

2-302, 2-303.

accused,

As-

Appeals

Special legislation. 2-401.
Corporations, 2-2503.
Notice, 2-1S16.
Special privileges or immunities,

of

General

Superior courts

Fees. 2-4002.
Number. 8-3901.
Salary, 2-4001, 2-4002.
Term' of office. 2-3901.
Vacancies in office. 2-3001.

trial

of

consent of town
city to construction, 2-1820.

Eligibility, 2-4101.

Speedy

Acts

see

sembly, ante.
Street railways,

Duties, 8-3908.
Election, 8-3901.

Speech, liberty

CONSTITUTION OF STATE— Cont 'd.

2-5601.

Bonded debt

Verdicts, 2-4201, 2-4202.

Judges
Appointment, 2-3101.
Circuits in which to

act,

2-3101.

Increase, 2-6001.

City courts, presiding

Sale of property to pay,

in,

2-3301.

2-6101.

Court

Credit, loan of, 2-5301.

Debt, 2-5101, 2-5201, 2-5601.

Appeals,

of

presiding

2-3009.

in,

Disqualification, 2-3003, 2-3209.

Joint owner in company,

etc.,

Election, 2-3101, 2-3102.

2-5301.

Eligibility, 2-4101.

Seal, 2-2801.

Notaries public, appointment,

Sinking fund, 2-6201.
Stockholder in corporation, 2-5301.
Void bonds, payment, etc., 2-5901,

Number,

2-3101.

Salaries,

2-4001,

2-3601.

Terms of

2-8801, 2-8901.

Highway Department,

Vacancies, 2-3103.

Jurisdiction
Appellate, 2-3204.
Certiorari to inferior

1

Bond, 2-2704.

by

with,

fire

insurance

Equity, 2-3201, 2-3202.
Exclusive, 2-3201.
General, 2-3203.
Mandamus, issuance of writ,
2-3205.

Election, 2-2701.

Prohibition, issuance of writ,

Eligibility, 2-2704.

2-3205.

Examination by Governor, 2-2618.
Executive Department officer,

Scire facias, issuance of writ,
2-3205.

2-2601.

Perquisites, 2-2705.

New

from use of public money,

2-2703.

Peports, 2-6301.

2-118.

citizen,

2-3208.

Court,

Certification

jurisdiction

to

legislation

of

questions

to

or

from Court of Appeals, 2-3005,

2-2701.

Traveling expenses, 2-2705.
of

Sessions,

Supreme

Supreme Court

Salary, 2-2702, 2-2705.

Status

Writs, issuance of, 2-3205.
trials, grant of, 2-3206.

to correct errors, etc., 2-3005.

Suspension, 2-2618.
office,

judica-

tories, 2-3205.

companies, 2-2304.
Duties and authority, prescribing
by General Assembly, 2-2702.

of

of jury,

2-3207.

State rights, 2-501.
State School Commissioner, 2-6701.
State Treasurer

Term

2-3101 to

Judgment without verdict

State printer, 2-6501.

Profit

office,

2-3103.

certificates

of indebtedness, 2-5601.

Deposits

in,

2-3002.

State Capital, location of, 2-8508,

State

2-4002.

Supreme Court, presiding

2-8805.

2-3009.

as

to,

Chief Justice, 2-3001, 2-3008.
Costs, 2-4801.

Gk.n'kkal Tndex.
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CONSTITUTION OF STATE
Taxation

— Cont

Cont'd.

'd.

Publie debt, payment, 2 490L
Returns to Comptroller General,

Decisions as binding Court of Appeals, 2-3009.

Disposition of cases, 2-3006.
Divisions, 2-3008.

Right

Docket, 2-3009.
Judgment withheld, when, 2-3006.

Shows and exhibitions, 2-6801.
Tax commissioners in counties,

2-0007.

Tax

receiver and
consolidation of

Justices
Disqualification, 2-3002,
2-3008.

2-3004,

Teachers,

2-3001, 2-3008.

Terms

of office, 2-3004, 2-3008.
Vacancies in office, 2-3004,
2-3008.

Definition,

designated

victed of, 2-701.

Proof of, 2-202.
Sentence for, suspension, 2-2612.

(note).
soldiers,

TrialImpeachments,

sup-

plying, 2-4901.
Collection, general laws, 2-4901.

tax

for,

2-6601.

for

by

military

religious opinion, 2-113.

United States

service, 2-6801.

Confederate soldiers, assistance

Citizens protected, 2-125.
Constitution
Ability of electors to read,

of,

2-4901.

Corporations, 2-5005.
Counties, 2-5401, 2-5402, 2-6901.
Domestic animals, 2-5001, 2-6801.
Educational purposes, 2-4901,

2-604.

Jurisdiction of Supreme Court
of cases involving construction of, 2-3005.
Supreme law of State, 2-S501.

2-5004, 2-6601, 2-6901.

Exemptions, 2-5002, 2-5003, 2-5005.
General Assembly's powers, 2-2401.

Laws
Jurisdiction of Supreme Court
of cases involving constitu-

Insurrection, suppression of,
2-4901, 2-4902, 2-5101.
Interest on public debt, 2-4901.
Invasion, repelling, 2-4901, 2-4902,
2-5101.

tionality, 2-3005.

Supreme law,

2-8501.

Universities
Colored persons, appropriations by

Levy
General laws, 2-4901.
Limitation, 2-4902.
Liquors, 2-6801.

General Assembly, 2-7101.
Taxation, exemption, 2-5002.
University of Georgia, 2-7101.

Municipal corporations, 2-5401,
2-6901.

Payment, time

2-1603, 2-1604.

Jury, 2-105, 2-4501 to 2-4503.
Public and speedy, 2-105.
Trust, right to hold office of, unaffected

Cities, 2-5401.

schools,

Treas-

Treaties
Jurisdiction of Supreme Court as
to cases involving, 2-3005.
Supreme law, 2-8501.
Treutlen county, creation, etc., 2-8202

2-8501.

2-8503.

Commutation

State

urer, ante.

Taxation
Acts of General Assembly of 1877,

Common

2-202.

Treasurer of State, see

valorem, 2-5001.
limbs to

l^ay,

Disfranchisement of persons con-

2-3009, 6-1101.

State,

to

2-1818.

to,

2-3008.

Artificial

money

Treason

Transfer of cases to or from Court
of Appeals, 2-3005, 2-3009.

Ad

borrowing

Telegraph companies, grant of charters

to preside, when, 2-3002.
Term to which cases returnable,

Supreme law of

2 8401.

2-5101.

Salaries, 2-4001, 2-4002.

Reporter, 2-3009.
Superior court judges

cob

2-4902.

Eligibility, 2-4101.

Quorum, 2-3001,

tax
offices,

Uniformity, 2-5001.
War, defense of State, 2-4901,

2-3003.

Number,

2-2401.

2-8401.

Jurisdiction, 2-3005.

Election,

of,

Unreasonable
»

of, 2-5007.

Pensions, 2-4901.
Political divisions of State, 2-5401,
2-6901.

searches

and

Unusual punishments prohibited, 2-109.
Venue, 2-4306.
Acceptor of bill of exchange, suits
against, 2-4305.

Poll taxes, 2-5004, 2-6801.

Change

Power

Copartners, suits against,

of, 2-4901,

2-4902.

seizures,

2-116.

of venue, 2-4306, 2-4401.
2-430-4.

General Index.
[references ARE to sections.]

CONSTITUTION OF STATE— Cont \1.
Venue

— Cont

Criminal eases.
Divorce eases.

Drawer

CONSTITUTION OF UNITED STATES
—Cont 'd.

'd.

Acts of legislature in violation of Con-

2-4 30o.

4301.

8

stitutions, 2-402.

of bill of exchange, suits

Actions

against, 2-4305,

Equity

Jurisdiction, 1-302, 1-303.

eases. -1303.

Trial,

Indorser of note or bill of exchange, suits against. 2-4305.
Joint obligors, promisors, or trespassers,

Land

suits

against, 2-4304.

1-405.

Affirmation to support, 1-603.

Age

respecting,

cases

titles,

of

note,

suits

against,

1-204, 1-812.

Aid

or comfort to enemy, disqualification to hold office by reason of giv-

ing, 1-817.

2-2617.

Aliens
Congress' power to establish rules,

Elections, ante.

see

War—
Bonds,

etc.,

war

issued during

1-125.

be-

Naturalized persons as citizens,

tween the States, 2-5901.
Quartering soldiers, 2-119.
Taxation for purpose of defending
State, 2-4901, 2-4902, 2-5101.

1-815.

by individual
AmbassadorsAlliance

2-116.

Searches and seizures, 2-116.
Weapons, keeping and bearing arms,

1-302, 1-303.

Eeceiving, by President of United
States, 1-211.

2-122.

Western

and Atlantic Railroad, disposition of proceeds of sale, 2-6101.
Wheeler county, creation, etc., 2-8202
(note).

Whipping

as

punishment

for

Amendments-

1-835 to 1-837.

Apportionment of members of House

Wife's separate estate, 2-2201.

of Eepresentatives, 1-104, 1-816,

Supreme Court's jurisdiction of

1-819.

Appropriations, 1-125, 1-132.

eases involving, 2-3005.

Witnesses

Compulsory process for, 2-105.
Confronting accused with, 2-105.
Crimination of self, 2-106.
List of, furnishing to accused,

Arms, right to bear, 1-802.
Army, power of Congress to raise and
support,

1-120.

amendment, vote of
General Assembly, 2-8601.
EW-tions by General Assembly,
Constitution,

Warrants, 1-804.
Arsenals,

exclusive

jurisdiction

of

Congress, 1-125.

Assembly, right of people, 1-801.
Attainder of treason, 1.-306.
Bills of attainder, 1-128, 1-134.

Attorney, benefit of counsel, 1-806.
Bail, excessive, prohibited, 1-808.

2-2101.
ontrics,

2-1806,

2-1812,

Bankruptcy, power of Congress to

Zoning laws, authority of General Assembly to enact, 2-1825.

BillsAttainder, 1-128, 1-134.
Credit,

CONSTITUTION OF UNITED STATES.
Abridgment of privileges

es-

tablish laws, 1-125.

2-1821, 2-2101.

or

immuni-

ties of citizens, 1-815.

A^isation, service of copy on accused,
1-806.

1-125.

Arrest
Privilege of members of Congress,

2-105, 27-1403.

Treason prosecutions, 2-202.
Worship of God, 2-112, 2-113.
Writs, grant by superior courts, 2-3205.
Veas and nays
Appropriation bills, 2-1812.

Journal

'

Enumeration, 1-801 to 1-837.
Manner of making, 1-501.
Repeal of Eighteenth Amendment,

crime,

2-107.

Wills.

States, 1-134.

Appointment, 1-809.
Judicial power in cases affecting,

Warrants
Arrest.

requirement

Vice President of United States,

Vested rights. 2-S505.
Homestead, 2-7901.
Veto of bills by Governor, 2-1S23,
8-2616,

eligibility

of Congress, 1-103, 1-109.
President of United States, 1-204.

2-4305.

Voters,

as

Members

8-4362.

Maker

1-S07.

Admiralty cases, 1-302, 1-303.
Admission of new States to Union,

1-134.

Blood, corruption of, 1-306.

Borrowing of money on credit of
United States, 1-125.
Bounties, validity of payment, questioning, 1-818.

General Index.
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CONSTITUTION OF UNITED STATES
—Cont'd.
Broach of the peace, arrest of members of Congress, 1-120.
Bribery, removal of officers for, 1-212.
Capital of United States, exclusive
jurisdiction of Congress, 1-125.

Capitation taxes, 1-104, 1-129.
Captures on land and water, rules as
to,

SKCIJO.'.

'.

I

CONSTITUTION OF UNITED STATES
—Cont'd.
Conviction of crime— -Cont'd.
Involuntary servitude, 1 813,
1-814.

Jeopardy, 1-805.

Removal of officers, 1-212.
Copy of accusation, service on accused,
1-806.

Copyrights, powers of Congress, 1-125.
Corruption of blood, attainder of trea-

1-125.

Census
Capitation or other direct tax in
proportion to numbers, 1-104.
Kepresentatives, apportionment,
1-104.

Time for taking, 1-104.
Citizenship, 1-815.
Abridgment of privileges or immunities of citizens prohibited,

Crime
Corruption of blood
ment, 1-300.
Cruel
and unusual

1-103,

High

President and Vice President

punishment

1-812.

and immunities,

seas, on, 1-125.

Incrimination of self, 1-805.
Indictment for, 1-805.
Involuntary servitude as punishment, 1-813, 1-814.

of United States, 1-204,
1-402,

Eemoval of

1-815.

Voting rights of

punish-

Extradition for, 1-403.

1-109.

Privileges

as

prohibited, 1-808.

Congress,

of

1-806.

of,

Counterfeiting, punishment, 1-12".
Courts, see Judicial department, post.

requirement

Members

1-306.

son,

Counsel, accused's right to assistance

1-815.

Eligibility

citizens,

1-820,

1-821, 1-827, 1-828.
Civil cases, trial, 1-807.
Claims against United States,

1-818,

officers for,

1-212.

Criminal cases, trial, 1-806.
Crimination of self, 1-805.
Cruel and unusual punishment prohib1-808.

ited,

Debt of Government

1-819.

Coining of money, power as

to, 1-125,

1-134.

Color, abridgment of right to vote on
account of, 1-820, 1-821.

Colored persons, see

Slaves,

Slavery,

post.

Commander

3009

in

chief

of

Army and

Navy, 1-208.
Commerce, regulation of, 1-125.
Compensation for private property
taken for public use, 1-805.
Compulsory process for witnesses,
1-806.

Prior to Constitution, 1-601.
Questioning validity, 1-818.
Delegation of powers to United States,
1-810.

Direct taxes, 1-104, 1-129.
District of Columbia, exclusive jurisdiction of Congress over, 1-125. .
Diversity of citizenship, jurisdiction
of courts in cases of, 1-302.
Divine worship, right of, 1-801.
Dockyards, exclusive jurisdiction of

Congress over, 1-125.

Due process

Confederation, entry into, by individual States, 1-134.
Confronting accused with witnesses,

of law, 1-805, 1-815, 1-819.

Duties on imports or exports, 1-125,
1-130, 1-131, 1-135.

Eighteenth Amendment, repeal, 1-S35

1-806.

Congress, see Legislative

department,

post.

1-837.

1-302, 1-303.

of

to vote, 1-816,

1-820, 1-821.

Appointment, 1-209.
Judicial power in cases affecting,

impairment

—

Abridgment of right

Conscience, rights of, 1-801.
Consuls

Contracts,

to

Elections

obligation,

1-134.

Conviction of crime
Corruption of blood, 1-306.
Cruel and
unusual punishment
prohibited, 1-808.

Excessive fines prohibited, 1-S08.
Forfeiture of estate, 1-302.

Equal suffrage, 1-S27, 1-S2S.
House of Representatives as judge
of election of members, 1-116.
President of the United States,
1-202 to 1-204, 1-S12.

Representatives in Congress,
1-102,

1-105, 1-114,

1-116,

1-S16,

1-S19.

Senate as judge of
members, 1-116.

election

Senators, 1-114, 1-116, 1-S23.

of

General Index.
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CONSTITUTION OF UNITED STATES

— Coin

Elections

— Cont

'd.

Vice President of the United
States.

CONSTITUTION OF UNITED STATES
—Cont'd.
House of Representatives,

*d.

1-202,

Immunities

1-812.

1-203,

Legis-

see

lative department, post.

Voters, qualifications, election of
Senators, 1-823.
Electoral college, 1-202, 1-203, 1-812.

Citizens of each State, 1-402.
Citizens of United States, abridg-

Eligibility of electors, 1-817, 1-S19.
Eminent domain, power of, 1-805.

Impairment of obligation of contract,

Equal protection of laws, 1-815,
Equal suffrage, 1-827, 1-828.
Evidence

Impeachment of

1-S19.

of States,

Compulsory process

to obtain,

Slaves,

Incrimination of

self,

1-805.

1-125,

Ex

Income

post facto laws, 1-128, 1-134.
Excessive bail or fines prohibited,
1-S08.

and

Excises, power of Congress to lay
1-125.

Executive department, see President,
post; Vice President, post.
Opinions relating to duties of of1-208.

Executive power, vested where, 1-201.

Exemption from

arrest,

members

of

Congress, 1-120.
Exports, taxation, 1-130, 1-135.
Extradition of fugitives from justice,

—

Arrest

members of Congress,

of

Extradition for, 1-403.

High

seas, on,

1-125.

Fines, excessive, prohibited, 1-808.
Foreign countries
Commerce with, 1-125.
Gifts from, to United States of-

—

ficers,

Judicial

1-133.

power of United States

as to citizens of, 1-811.

Forfeitures, 1-306.
Former jeopardy, 1-805.
Forts, exclusive jurisdiction

Impeached

officer,

1-113.

Necessity, 1-805.
Insurrection
Bounties for services in suppressing, 1-818.

Congress' power to call out militia
to suppress, 1-125.
Disqualification to hold

office

by

in, 1-817.

—

Intoxicating liquors
Importation, 1-824, 1-836.

1-835 to 1-837.
Sale, 1-824 to 1-826.

State laws, transportation or importation in violation of, 1-836.
Transportation, 1-824 to 1-826.

Invasion
Congress' power to

call out militia,

1-125.

Habeas corpus, suspension of writ
in time of, 1-127.

Con-

of

1-125.

Freedom

of speech or press, 1-801.
Fugitives from justice, extradition,

United

States
from, 1-407.

to

protect

States

Inventions, power of Congress as to,
1-125.

1-403.

Full faith and credit to acts,
States,

Incrimination of self, 1-805.
Indians,
exclusion
in
apportioning
representation among States according to population, 1-816.
Indictment

Manufacture, 1-824 to 1-826.
Repeal of Eighteenth Amendment,

1-120.

gress,

1-135.

tax, 1-822.

engaging

1-403.

Felony

1-126.

Imposts, laying and collecting,

1-806,

fice,

1-112, 1-113,

officers,

Imports, duties on, 1-125, 1-135.
Importation
Intoxicating liquors, 1-824, 1-836.

1-401.

collect,

1-134.
1-212.

etc.,

Acts, records,

ment, 1-815.

etc.,

of

abolition

of,

of,

1-801.

Gold, legal tender in

Jeopardy, former, 1-805.
Journals of House of Eepresentatives

and Senate, 1-118, 1-123.
Judgment, impeachment proceedings,

foreign States, 1-133.

payment of

debts,

1-134.

Good character

servitude,

1-813, 1-814.

1-401.

Future operation of laws, 1-128, 1-134.
Gifts to United States officers by
God, worship

Involuntary

1-113.

Judicial department
of voters, 1-604.

Government, guarantee of republican
form of, 1-407.

Grand jury, indictment by,
Habeas corpus, 1-127.

1-805.

Establishment of courts, 1-301.
Judges, 1-301.
Jurisdiction, 1-302, 1-303.

Jury, trial by, 1-304, 1-806, 1-807.

Powers vested where,

1-301.

General Index.
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CONSTITUTION OF UNITED STATES

CONSTITUTION OF UNITED STATE8
—Cont'd.

—Cont'd.
Judicial department

— Cont'd.

department— Coat
Cont'd

Legislative

Supreme Court

BUli

'd.

Establishment, 1-301.
Judges, 1-209, 1-301.

Attainder, pattage, 1-128,

Jurisdiction, 1-303.

Patting, 1-123.
over
Repassing

1-184.

Treason
Evidence required to convict

veto,

President 'f

1*133,

Revenue, 1-122.
Borrowing money, power as

of, 1-305.

Punishment, 1-306.

Trial-

to,

1-125.

Capital

Civil cases, 1-807.

Criminal cases, 1-806.
Jury,

1-304,

Venue, 1-304.
Judicial notice, 38-112.
Judicial power
Extension to States, 1-811.
United States, scope, 1-811.

—

Vested where,

United

States, excluover, 1-125.

Capitation taxes, levy, 1-104, 1-129.
Captures
on
land
and water,
power to make rules concerning,

1-807.

1-806,

of

sive jurisdiction

1-125.

Coining money, power, 1-125.

Commerce, power

regulate,

to

1-125.

1-301.

Judicial proceedings of States, full
faith and credit to, 1-401.
Jury, trial by, 1-304, 1-806, 1-807.
Just compensation, condemnation of
property, 1-805.
Keeping arms, 1-802.
Kings, gifts to United States officers

Compensation of members of Congress,

1-120.

Consent to officers' acceptance of
gifts from kings, etc., 1-133.
Copyrights, power as to, 1-125.
Counterfeiting, power to punish,
1-125.

Courts, power to constitute, 1-125.

1-133.

Law
Due process

of, 1-805, 1-815, 1-819

Equal protection

1-815, 1-819.

of,

Ex

post facto, 1-128, 1-134.
Supreme law, 1-602, 1-603.
Law of nations, power of Congress t(
define and punish offenses against
1-125.

Laws

of other States or Nations, effect of, 1-401.

Legal tender, 1-134.
Legislation void, when, 2-402.
Legislative acts in violation of Con
stitution, 2-402.

Legislative

department-

Adjournment,

1-123

1-119,

Admission of new States

to

Union

1-405.

of Constitution, 1-501.

Appropriations, 1-125, 1-132.

Army, power

to

raise

and

sup

Arrest of members
exemption, 1-120.

of

exclusive

Congress

jurisdiction

Assembling, time
1-830, 1-833,

for,

etc.,

1-115.

Duties, imposts,

and

collect,

jurisdiction

etc.,

power

to lay

1-125, 1-130.

Ex

post facto laws, passage, 1-128.
Excises, power to lay and collect,

Exports, taxation, 1-130.
Failure of President elect or Vice
President elect to qualify, legislation to cover ease of, 1-S31.
Felonies on high seas, power to
define and punish, 1-125.
Forts, exclusive jurisdiction over,

Freedom of speech

or of the press,

abridgment, 1-801.
Habeas corpus, suspension of writ,

House of Representatives
Adjournments,

1-834.

Assembly, abridgment of right

of,

power

to

establish

laws, 1-125.

1-116,

1-119,

1-123, 1-211.

Age requirement

1-801.

BillsApproval

exclusive

over, 1-125.

1-127.

over, 1-125.

Bankruptcy,

Dockyards,

1-125.

port, 1-125.

Arsenals,

for case of, 1-832.
District
of
Columbia, exclusive
jurisdiction over, 1-125.

1-125.

1-116,

1-211.

Amendment

Crimes on high seas, power to define and punish, 1-125.
Death of person Congress may
choose as President or Vice
President, legislation to provide

of

members,

1-103.

Apportionment

of

members,

1-104, 1-816.

or

dent, 1-123.

veto

by Presi

Arrest of members, exemption,
1-120.
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[references are to sections.]

CONSTITUTION OF UNITED STATES

— Coat

\1.

—

Legislative department
Cent M.
House of Representatives Cont'd.
Attendance of members, com-

—

— Cont

'd.

Legislative department

Income
lect,

—Cont

power

tax,

'd.

and

to lay

col-

1-S22.

Inventions, power as to, 1-125.
Journals, 1-118, 1-123.
Law of Nations, power to define

pelling, 1-116.

Bills—
Passing, 1-123.

Revenue, originating,

etc.,

and punish offenses against,
1-125.

1-122,

requirement

Citizenship

CONSTITUTION OF UNITED STATES

of

members, 1-103.
Compensation of members,

Laws, power to make, 1-125.
Legislative powers vested in,
1-101.

Loans, power to make, 1-125.

1-12 }.

Convening by President, 1-211.
Disorderly behavior of members, punishment, 1-117.
RepreDisqualification
of
sentatives, 1-817, 1-819.
of members, 1-102,

Election
1-105,

1-116,

1-114,

Marque

Representatives

as,

members, 1-103.
Holding other offices,

Eligibility of

and

organize

to

Naturalization, power to establish
1-125.

rules,

to provide

and main-

1-125.

Nobility, grant of titles of, 1-133.
Patents, power as to, 1-125.
Petition, abridgment of right of,
1-801.

power

Piracies,

1-121.

to

of, 1-125.

1-125.

call out,

tain,

1-202.

power

reprisal,

power

Militia,

Navy, power

1-816,

1-819.

Electors,

and

grant letters

to

and

define

Expulsion of members, 1-117.
Impeachment powers, 1-106.

punish, 1-125.
Place of assembly, change, 1-119.

Journals, 1-118, 1-123.
Judge of election of members,

Political
1-817.

1-116.

Number

members,

of

1-104,

Proof of records,

Bills, 1-123.

Resolutions, 1-124.
President of United States
chosen by, when, 1-202,

Publication of journal, 1-118.
Qualifications

of

1-116,

proval, 1-123, 1-124.

making,

moneys,

Public

appropriations,

Resolution,

passing,

bills,

of

1-124.

1-116,

1-119,

1-123, 1-211.

Age requirements
Ambassadors

of Senators,

appointed

with

1-209.

of,

Executive

of

State,

1-108,

1-823.

Speaker, 1-106.

Arrest
of

members,

1-102, 1-829, 1-833, 1-834.

of

members,

exemp-

tion, 1-120.

Attendance of members, com-

Vacancies in membership,

pelling, 1-116.

1-105

and

1-801.

of,

1-122.

Appointment of Senators by

1-122.

office

establishment
bills,

consent

1-117.

Terms of

Religion,

1-109.

Residence
requirement
members, 1-103.

Billsnays,

journal

en-

tries, 1-118, 1-123.

Importation of slaves, 1-126.
Imposts, power to lay and
1-125.

of

1-401.

Senate
Adjournments,

1-812.

1-202,

Repassing bills or resolutions
President's
over
disap-

lect,

of States,

etc.,

prescribing manner

Revenue

members,

1-103, 1-116.

Yeas

establish,

1-132.

1-812.

Revenue

to

1-120.

Passage

Quorum,

power

offices,

1-125.

Powers, 1-101, 1-125.
Privilege as to debate or speech,

1-603.

Officers, choosing, 1-106.

Rules,

Ports, preference to, 1-131.

Post

1-816.

Oath or affirmation by members,

removal by

disabilities,

vote of two-thirds of each House,

Passing, 1-123.

Revenue, 1-122.
Chief Justice to preside
col-

impeachment
1-112.

trials,

at

when,

General Index.
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[REFERENCE! AKE to sections.]

CONSTITUTION OF UNITED STATES
—Cont'd.

—

Legislative department Cont'd.
Senate Cont'd.
Citizenship
requirement
Senators, 1-109.
Classes of Senators, 1-108.
Compelling attendance of

—

CONSTITUTION OF UNITED STATES

— Cont'd.

Legislative department

Senate

pointed

W,,

1

by

of

mem-

of,

1-117.

punishment

members,

of

Disqualification

of

members,

1-118.

Senators

1-202.

as,

Eligibility of members,
1-817,

1-823.

Holding

other

1-109,

Session,

1-830,

1-833,

1-834.

Slaves, prohibiting importation,
1-126.

offices,

1-121.

power

Tariff,

to levy

and

collect,

1-125.

Expulsion of members, 1-117.
Governors appoint Senators,
when, 1 108, 1-823.

Territories,

Impeachments

Time

Judgments, 1-113.

Taxes, power to levy and collect,
1-125.

power over,

1-406.

of assembly, 1-115.

Titles of nobility, grant of, 1-133.
War, power to declare, 1-125.

1-112.

Trial of,

Weights and measures, power

Journals, 1-118, 1-123.

Judge of election of members,

to,

as

1-125.

Legislative powers, vested where,

1-116.

Legislatures of States, choos-

ing Senators, 1-107, 1-108.

Number

of Senators, 1-107,

1-823.

affirmation

or

of

mem-

bers, 1-603.
Officers of, 1-111.

Opening

certificates

dential

electors,

of Presi1-202,

1-812.

or

bills

resolutions,

1-123, 1-124.

1-101.

Letters of marque and reprisal, 1-125,
1-134.

Liberty
Conscience, 1-S01.

Deprivation

due

process

of
law, 1-805, 1-815, 1-S19.
Press, 1-801.
Speech, 1-801.
Life, deprivation of. due process of
law, 1-805, 1-815, 1-819.
Liquors, see Intoxicating liquors, ante.
Loans, power of Congress to make,
of.

1-125.

President

Pro tempore, 1-111.
Vice President as, 1-110.
Publication of journal, 1-118.
Qualifications of members,
1-116,

1-823.

1-116, 1-203,

1-123, 1-124.

passing,

bills,

Rules, 1-117.

letters of,

1-125,

1-134.

Messages to Congress by President,
1-123, 1-124, 1-211.

Jurisdiction of Congress, 1-125.
President as commander in chief,
1-S05.
officers

for,

1-212.

Money, coining and counterfeiting,

bers, 1-109.

1-122.

1-302.

Misdemeanors, removal of

Residence requirement of memResolutions,

Maritime jurisdiction,
Marque and reprisal,

Militia, 1-S02.
1-812.

Repassing bills or resolutions
over President 's disapproval,

Revenue

1-112.

Yeas and nays, journal entry,

1-114,

1-116, 1-823.

Electors,

1-209.

1-823.

1-817, 1-819.

Election

l-8>:9,

1-834.

Vacancies, 1-108, 1-823.
Vice
President
of
United
States
Choosing, 1-202, 1-812.
Presiding officer, 1-110.
Votes of Senators, 1-108,

President,

Disorderly behavior

apof,

of
1-823,

Trial of impeachments,

con-

1-211.

Quorum,

offW-o

1-108,

Treaties, powers,

with

appointed

Convening

1-109,

of

1-107,

sent of, 1-209.

Passing

Court Jvdgei
with eoroent

1-200.
Torrri

1-120.

Consuls

Oath

-Cont'd.

'd.

Supreme

of

members, 1-116.
Compensation of members,

bers,

— Cent

1-124.

amendment,

1-125.

Naturalization,

power of Congress to

establish rules, 1-125.

Naturalized persons as citizens, 1-S15.

General Index.
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[

CONSTITUTION OF UNITED STATES

—Coat

CONSTITUTION OF UNITED STATES
—Cont'd.

'd.

—

Navy
Commander

in chief, 1-208.

Indictment for crimes by

sailors,

1-805.

Power of Congress, 1-125.
Negroes, see Slaves, Slavery, post.
Abridgement of right to vote on
account of color, 1-820, 1-821.
Nobility, grant of titles of, 1-133,
1-134*.

Oath to support Constitution, 1-603.
Obligation of contract, impairment of,
1-134.

Organic law, 1-602.
Pardons, grant of, 1-208.
Patents, power of Congress as

President of United States Cont'd.
Legislation by Congress
Death of person Congress may
choose as President or Vice
President, in case of, 1-832.
Failure of President elect or
Vice
President
elect
to
qualify,

ment, 1-209.
Pardons, power to grant, 1-208.
Powers, 1-208 to 1-210.
President elect, death or failure
qualify,

to

to,

1-831.

Messages to Congress, 1-211.
Oath or affirmation, 1-207.
Officers of United States, appoint-

1-831.

Public ministers

1-125.

Appointment, 1-209.

Peaceable assembly, right of people,

Receiving, 1-211.

1-801.

Pensions,

validity

of

payment, ques-

tioning, 1-818.

Personal liberty, due process of law
in deprivation of, 1-805, 1-815, 1-819.
Petition for redress of grievances,
right of, 1-801.
Piracy, power of Congress to define
and punish, 1-125.

1-212.

Reprieves, power to grant, 1-208.
Residence requirement, 1-204.

Signing

bills

and resolutions,

1-123, 1-124.

Supreme

Court
ment, 1-209.

Term

of

Judges,

office, 1-135,

appoint-

1-829, 1-833,

1-834.

Political disabilities, 1-817.

Population,
sentation

Removal,

apportionment

of

repre-

among States according

power to make,

Treaties,

Vacancies in

offices,

1-209.

filling,

1-210.

Veto-

to, 1-816.

1-123.

Ports, preference to, 1-131.

Bills,

Post

Resolutions,

power

offices,

of

Congress

to

Vice

establish, 1-125.

Post roads, establishment, 1-125.
Powers not delegated reserved

President

1-205,

1-812,

1-124.

acts

as,

when,

1-831.

Presidential electors, see Electoral colto

States, 1-810.

Presentment of grand jury, necessity,
1-805.

President of United States

Adjournment of Congress by,
1-211.

lege, ante.

Prior debts of Government, 1-601.
Privileges and immunities
Citizens of each State, 1-402.
Citizens of United States, 1-815.
compulsory, for witnesses,
Process,
1-806.

Age requirement,

1-204.

Ambassadors
Appointment,

1-209.

Prohibition, see Intoxicating liquors,
ante.
Proof of records, etc., of States, 1-401.
Property, deprivation of, due process
of law, 1-805, 1-815, 1-819.

Receiving, 1-211.

Approval
Bills,

Public debt of United States, 1-601,

1-123.

1-818.

Resolutions, 1-124.

Citizenship requirement, 1-204.

Commander
Xavy,

in chief of

Army and

1-208.

Appointment, 1-209.
Judicial power in cases affecting,
1-302, 1-303.

Compensation, 1-206.
Consuls, appointment, 1-209.
Duties, 1-211.
Election, 1-202,

1-203,

1-812.

Eligibility to office, 1-204.

Executive power, 1-201, 1-208 to

Receiving,

1-211.

Public money, statement and account
of receipt and expenditure, 1-132.
Public officers
of titles, etc., from
foreign States, etc., 1-133.

Acceptance

Appointment,

1-210.

Impeachment,

Public ministers

1-112.

Judges, appointment, 1-209.

Eligibility

1-209,

1-210.

of electors, 1-817,

Impeachment,

1-212.

General Index.
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CONSTITUTION OF UNITED STATES
—Cont'd.
Public

—Cont'd.

officers

— Cont'd.

Oath or affirmation,

Slaves
Claims against United

1-603.

Eeligious test as qualification for
1-603.

office,

Eemoval,
Public

1-212.

instruction

schools,

in

princi-

ples, 32-706.

Public

CONSTITUTION OF UNITED STATES

trial,

emancipation
Importation of, 1-126.
Slavery
Abolition,

criminal cases, 1-806.

account

Soldiers
Pensions, 1-818, IrSlfc
Quartering in private

1-808.

Involuntary

servitude,

1-814.

1-801.

ments, 1-501, 1-603.
Eebellion
Bounties for services in supress-

Speeches,

ing, 1-818.

hold

to

by

office

in time of, 1-127.

States,

of

Sp.edy

criminal cases, 1-806.

trial,

Admission to Union,

1-405.

Constitution, pro-

to

posal or ratification, 1-501.
Citizens of, 1-815.

faith

full

and

credit to, 1-401.

between,

Controversies

jurisdic-

tion of, 1-302.

Eelative rights of States, 1-401 to
1-407.

Domestic

protection

violence,

against, 1-407.

Eeligion,

establishment

by

Congress

prohibited, 1-801.
1-603.

Form

or

Amendment,

Eighteenth

1-835 to 1-837.

Eeprieves, grant of, 1-208.

of

from

fugitives

service,

1-404.

1-403,

of government, 1-407.

Formation

Eeligious worship, 1-801.
of

Extradition
justice

Eeligious test as qualification for of-

Eepeal

members

of

Congress, 1-120.

Amendments

1-817.

in,

Habeas corpus, suspension of writ

fice,

privilege

States

Disqualification

of

houses,

Special privileges or immunities,
grant, 1-402.
Speech, abridgment of freedom of,

Eatification of Constitution and amend-

Eecords

on

1-803.

1-813,

Eace, abridgment of right to vote on
account of, 1-820, 1-821.

engaging

vote

to

1-821.

1-820,

of,

1-819.

1-814.

1-813,

Abridgment of ri^ht

Punishment
Cruel and unusual, prohibited,

BtatOf for

1-818,

of,

1-405.

of,

Fugitives from justice or service,
extradition of, 1-403, 1-404.
Full faith and credit to acts, etc.,
of, 1-401.

Eeprisal, grant of letters of, 1-125,
1-134.

Immunities of citizens

of,

1-402.

Insurrection or rebellion, payment

Eepublican form of government, 1-407.
Eeservation

Powers

to States, 1-810.

1-407.

Eights, 1-809.

Judicial

Eetroactive laws, 1-128.

Eevenue

power of United States

as extending to, 1-811.

Law

1-122.

bills,

of debt incurred in aid of, 1-S18.
Invasion, protection against,

of

the

land,

judges

bound,

Searches and seizures, 1-804.
Security in person and property, 1-804.

Limitation of powers, 1-134, 1-135.

Self-incrimination,

Officers,

Senate,

see

1-805.

Legislative

department,

of

electors,

to,

1-810.

Privileges of citizens of, 1-402.

Servitude

Eatification of Constitution, 1-701.
abolition,

1-813,

1-814.

Previous condition

Eelative rights
Eepresentation,

of, effect as to

right of suffrage, 1-820.

Sex, denial of right to vote on account
of, 1-827, 1-828.

Ships of war, keeping by States, 1-135.
Silver, legal tender in payment of
debts, 1-134.

eligibility

1-817.

Powers reserved

ante.

Service, fugitives from, 1-404.

Involuntary,

1-602.

of,

1-401 to 1-407.

apportionment,

1-816.

Eeservation of rights
Slaves,

payment

to,

1-S10.

of claims for loss

or emancipation of, 1-818.

Statutes, supreme law of land, 1-602,

Supreme Court
Creation, 1-301.

General Index.
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CONSTITUTION OF UNITED STATES

— Cont M.

Supreme Court

— Cont

—Cont
Vice

\1.

Judges
Appointment, 1-209,
Compensation, 1-301.

President
Cont'd.

1-126.

1-104.

Capitation or other direct tax,
1-129.

States

1-201, 1-829, 1-833,

WarDeclaration of, by Congress, 1-125.
Quartering troops, 1-803.
States engaging in, 1-135.

Warrants
Arrest, 1-804.

Searches and seizures, 1-804.
Weapons, keeping and bearing arms,

and

lay

to

collect

taxes,

Weights and measures, power of Congress as to, 1-125.

Witnesses
Compelling accused persons to be,

1-125.

1-805.

Tender of payment of debts, 1-134.
Territories, power of Congress over,
1-406.

grant

nobility,

of

office,

United

1-802.

Exportation of goods, 1-130.
Importation of slaves, 1-126.
Incomes, 1-822.

Titles

of

of

1-S34.

Taxation
Apportionment of direct taxes,

Power

\\.

Term

Tonus of offices, 1-301.
Supreme law of land, 1-602.
Tariff, power of Congress to levy and
collect.

CONSTITUTION OF UNITED STATES

of,

1-133,

1-134.

Treason

Compulsory process to obtain,
1-806.

Confronting accused with, 1-806.
Worship of God, 1-801.
Yeas and nays, passage of bills by
Congress, 1-118, 1-123.

Arrest

members of Congress,

of

1-120.

Definition, 1-305.

Extradition

for,

2-3005.

1-403.

Punishment,

1-306.

Removal of

officers

1-212.

for,

Treaties

Power to make,
Supreme law of
Trial-

CONSTRUCTION.
Constitution of State, Supreme Court's
jurisdiction of cases involving,

Attainder, 1-306.

1-134,

1-209.

land, 1-602.

Contracts: See Contracts.
Statutes
Eules, 102-102.

Words

defined, 102-103.

Wills: See Wills.

CONSTRUCTIVE DELIVERY.

Civil cases, 1-807.

Criminal cases, 1-806.

Gifts, 48-103, 48-201.

Impeachments,

Goods

1-112.

Jury, 1-304, 1-806, 1-807.
Public and speedy, 1-806.
Troop<?

Keeping by States,

1-135.

Quartering, 1-803.
United States courts, see Judicial department, ante.
Unreasonable searches and seizures,
1-804.

sold, 96-107.

CONSULS.
Appointment,

1-209.

Election ballots, signing and sealing
in presence of, 34-3304.
Jurisdiction of courts in cases affecting, 1-302,

1-303.

CONTAGIOUS DISEASES.
See Disease.

Unusual punishment prohibited, 1-808.
Venue, criminal cases, 1-806.
Vessels bound to or from one State,
payment of duties in another, 1-131.
Veto of bills by President, 1-123,
1-124.

CONTEMPT OF COURT.
Administrator, order for settlement enforced by attachment, 113-2202.

Alimony, failure to pay, 30-204.
Appellate

Vice President of United States
Acts as President, when, 1-205,
1-812, 1-831.

Election, 1-202, 1-203, 1-812.
Eligibility,

1-812.

Impeachment, 1-212.
Legislation by Congress
Death of person Congress may
choose, in case of, 1-832.
Failure of Vice Presidentelect
to qualify, 1-831.

court

record,

violation

of

rule as to, 24-3612, 24-4510.

Attachment
Corporate
officers
refusing
information concerning shares attached, 8-206.

Garnishee residing out of county,
8-204.

Attorneys at law
Practice
9-9903.

of

law by corporation,

General Index.
[references are to

—

Attorneys at law Cont'd.
Superior court rules, 24-3302 to
24-3304, 24-3306, 24-3307,
24-3309, 24-3316.

Unauthorized appearance, 9-602.
Auditors, proceedings before, 10-103.
Bill of exceptions to judgment, 24-105.
Bond by defendant, 24-105.
Clerks of superior court, allowing
papers to be taken from office,
24-3316.

serving

when

attachments

sheriff a party, 39-114.

Corporation

officer

refusing

informa-

tion

Levying

officer, to, 39-123.

prosecutor's

enforcement by attachment, 27-2805.
Court commissioner, failure of witness
to appear before, 38-2301.
liability,

Court of Appeals
Breach of rules, 6-1306, 24-3651.
Eecord, disregard of rule relating

New

motion

trial,

violation of injunction r<:
straining, 72-304, 72-308.
Officers of court, 24-105, 24-213, 24-214.
Ordinaries, power, 24-2113, 24-2114.

Parties, resistance or disobedience by,
24-105.

Partition proceedings, 85-1512.
to punish, 24-104, 2 105.
Presence of court, 24-105.
Process, failure to make returns,
3

Prohibition, enforcement
ment, 37-1210.

by

Public

mark bond

officers,

filed,

24-105.

Exceptions, fast bill, 6-903.
Extraordinary remedies, enforcement
by attachment, 37-1210.
Forfeiture of bond in proceedings for,
24-105.

of

garnishee

to

deliver

money, 8-504, 46-501.
Garnishee residing out of county,
8-504.

for, 2-120, 24-104, 24-105.

money

to,

Eecord in appellate court, refusal

to

Eeceiver, failure to pay over
24-105.

complete, 6-812.
Referee, failure to pay over

Guardian, refusal to deliver property,
49-307.

to,.

Eeturns
Failure to make, 24-202, 24-213.
False,

24-202.

Eules against officers, enforcement by
attachment, 24-213, 24-214, 24-815.
SheriffCoroner's

24-202, 24-213.

when

duties

sheriff

a

party, 39-114.

Noncompliance with law, 24-2S14.

Subpoena duces tecum, failure

to obev,

38-902.

Summary punishment, when,

24-105.

Superior court

Clerk-

Habeas corpus
Discharge of one in custody

for,

50-116.

Disobedience of writ, 50-115.
Injunction,
enforcement by attachment, 37-1210.

Failure of duty, 24-2721.
Final record, failure to make,
24-2715.

Power to punish,
Supreme Court
Breach of

Interrogatories

Failure to return or abstracting
commission, 38-2117.

Witness failing

monev

Special verdict, 24-105.

Grand jury committee examining books
of county officers aided by attachment for, 59-312.

to answer, 38-2110.

Judgment or decree, failure
over money under, 24-105.

to

pay

Jurors, disobedience or resistance by,
24-105.

when, 24-105.

24-2615.

rules, 6-1306, 24-4510,

24-4547.

Power to punish, 24-3P01.
Surveyor, laying off homestead, 51-401.
Trustee-

Jailers, 77-109, 77-111.

trial,

to

Attachment against,

Garnishment

Jury

failing

attach-

89-413.

Disobedience of orders, etc., 24-105.
Equity decree, enforcement by attachfor, 37-123, 37-1208, 37-1210.

or

false returns, 24-202, 24-213.

Punishment

Failure

for, 24-105.

Nuisance,

to, 24-3612.
Defined, 24-105.
Depositions before court commissioner,
failure of witness to appear, 38-2301.
Discovery at law, failure to answer interrogatories, 38-1204.

ment

Cont'd.

Justices of the peaee, power, 24 ooi.
Juvenile courts, 24-2407, 24 2431,
Libel, publisher refuting to give name
of author, 20 2102.
Money, failure or refusal to pay,
24-105, 24-213.
Ne exeat, enforcement by attachment,
37-1210.

Power

Shares attached, 8-206.
Costs,

se'/j io:;s.1
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Deliver property to

new

trustee,

failure to, 108-306.

Eeport sale and reinvestment,
failure to, 108-411.

Will, failure to

file,

113-610.
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Witnesses
Disobedience or resistance by,

Criminal cases

Absence

24-105.

Failure to answer interrogatories,

objecting,

Sale by administrator, executor, or
trustee to pay debts of decedent,
113-1721 to 113-1723.

Diligence, necessity, 81-1416, 81-1417.
Discretion of court, 81-1409, 91-1419.
Divorce, proceedings for removal of
disabilities, 30-126.

Express provision wanting, grant or

See Remainders and Reversions.

refusal
81-1419.

CONTINGENT TRUSTS.

Failure

to
81-1414.

See Trusts.

CONTINUANCE.

as

may

justice

require,

reach case at trial term,

General Assembly, absence of counsel,
party or witness in attendance on,

Absence of
Counsel, 81-1402, 81-1403, 81-1406,

81-1402, 81-1407.

Guardians, settlement by, 49-304.

81-1413.

Parties, 81-1402,
81-1412.

81-1403, 81-1406,

81-1407, 81-1410, 81-1411.
on,
attendance
Legislature,
27-2003.
Administration of estate of decedent,
application for, 113-1212.
Admission of facts to prevent, 81-1411.

Amending party
Charged to, when, 81-1409.
Entitled to, when, 81-1408.
Amendment, surprise by, as ground,
81-1409.
of,

Illegality cases, 39-1006.
Illness of counsel, 81-1413.

Witnesses, 27-415, 27-2002, 27-2003,

National Guard duty, absence of party
or counsel performing, 81-1406.

Number

of continuances, 81-1401,
81-1415, 81-1418.
Open court, announcement in, 81-1421.

Parties, absence, 81-1402, 81-1403,
81-1406, 81-1412.
Possessory warrant case, 82-201.

cases, 6-601, 81-1418.

Providential cause, 6-1601.
Arbitration proceedings, 7-205,

Interrogatories
Absence of witness in legislature,
right to take, 81-1407.
Nonreturn as ground, 81-1417.
Justices' courts, 24-901, 24-1112,
24-.1302, 24-1401, 24-1403, 24-1404,
24-1418.

Ordinaries' courts, 24-2111.

in open court,

81-1421.

7-208,

Postponement in

lieu

of,

81-1005,

81-1420.

7-219.

Argument

of motions,
rule, 24-3320.

superior

court

Attachment:
See Attachment.
Boards
Absence of counsel or party

Production of papers, pending, 38-804.
Providential cause, 81-1412, 81-1413,
81-1418.

Public announcement
at-

tending

Board of Control of Eleemosynary Institutions, 81-1403.
Regents of University System
]

in

Docket entry of date, 81-1421.

CONTINGENT REMAINDERS.

Appeal

day

State, showing required, 27-2001.
Term of court for trial, 27-1901,
27-2002.

CONTINGENT ESTATES.

Announcement

later

to

term, 27-2002.

Sale, subject-matter of, 96-102.

108-109.

27-2004.

Postponement

CONTINGENCY.

Definition,

81-1407.

Joint defendant, other defendants

3S-2110.

Nonattendanee, 3S-1504.
Writ of error to judgment, 24-105.

attending

witness

of

legislature,

of Georgia, 81-1404.
State Board of Health, 81-1405.
Certiorari cases, 19-401, 19-403.

Claim cases, 39-902, 39-906.
Common law, number, 81-1401.
Costs for attendance of witnesses

Quo warranto

of,

81-1421.

cases, 64-204.

Rules
Against officers, 24-210.
Superior courts, 24-3320, 24-3342.
Sales,

sheriff's,

from

day

to

day,

39-1202.

ShowingCounsel, absence, 81-1406, 81-1413.

Counter-showing,

81-1419.

Diligence, 81-1416,

81-1417.

Interrogatories, nonreturn, 81-1417.

Counsel, absence, 81-1402, 81-1403,
81-1406, 81-1413.

Party, absence, 81-1412.
Witness, absence, 81-1410.
State, suits by, 81-1005.

Counter-showing

Supreme Court, cases sent back from,

after, 81-1422.

81-1419.

to

motions

for,

81-1415.

General Index.
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Surprise as ground, 81-1409.

Cont'd.

Affidavit

Term

Defense

Failure to reach case at trial term.

Agency

81-1414.

Length of, as affecting, 81-1420.
Time for motions, superior court rule,
case

Breach, 4-2 in, \ 210.
Creation, 4-101.

Agents

24-3320, 24-3342.

term,
Trial
81-1414.

reached

not

at

;

Benefit to principal, 4 31&
Enforcement where agent exec

Witnesses-

authority, 4-408.

Absence, 81-1407, 81-1410, 81-1411.
Costs for attendance after continuance, 81-1422.

Performance by, 20-1101.
Public agents, 4-407.
Right of action, 4-4 04.

Tender of performance

CONTINUING TRESPASS.

to,

20-1105.

Alteration

Damages, 105-1406.

Effect, 20-802.

CONTORTIONISTS.

Intent,

Children put to vocation as, 54-9903,
54-9904.

CONTRABAND.
See Confiscation.
Insurance of goods contraband of war.
56-1202.

Intoxicating liquors, 58-122.
Apparauts used in distilling,

20-802.

Mistake, 20-802.
Penal offense, 26-3901.
Preliminary proof, 20-804.
Question of law or fact, 20-803.
Alternative propositions, election between, 20-114.
Antenuptial: See Marriage Contracts

and Settlements.
Apportionment, 20-113, 20-310, 20-501,

58-207.

29-201, 29-202, 37-305, 90-108, 96-112.

Apprenticeship:

CONTRACTS.
Absolute, definition, 20-109.
Acceptance of offer , 20-107,

20-108,

1

20-503.

See Master and Ser-

vant.
Art, words of, construction, 20-704.
Assent of parties, necessity, 20-107,
20-108, 20-503.

Letter, by, 20-114.
Accident relievable in

equity:

See

Accident or Misfortune.

Assignment of unearned wages, 25-220.
Attorney, fees

Agreements in note to pay, 20-506.
Void, when, 20-501.
Attorney General, preparation by,

Accord and satisfaction
Benefit to creditor, 20-1203.
Compromise, 20-1205.

'

40-1602.

Definition, 20-1201.

Extinguishes debt, when, 20-1202.

New

action on, 24-9321*
contractor, 20 (0O&

in

False, of

consideration, 20-1201,

20-1204.

Receiving less than debt, 20-1204.
Suspends debt, when, 20-1202.
Act of God, impossibility of performance, 20-1102.

Bailment: See Bailments.
Bastard, obligation of father to support, as good consideration, 74-202.
Best evidence, 38-205.
Bills of exchange: See Negotiable Instruments.

Bond

to
20-909.

indemnify debtor, as

release,

Breach

Actions

Breach of contract
Affidavit to defense, 24-3321.

Consolidation, 3-112.

Joinder of claims, 3-113.
Parties, 3-108.

Right

of,

20-1401,

20-1409,

85-1802.

Breach

duty

of

contract,

resulting

from

105-105.

Covenant not

to

sue,

as

release,

Administrators's

contracts,

113-1525.
or service, 113-1524.
sales, 39-1104.

See

Canal company, right to make, 17-106.
Carriers,

Fulfillment of decedent

Labor

Restraining, 55-107.
Bribery, 26-4102, 26-4103.
Bridges, construction or repair:
Bridges.
Business, infants in, 20-203.
Cancellation,

20-909.

Advertisement of judicial

Actions for, see Actions, ante.
Apportionment,
see
Apportionment, ante.
Damages, see Damages, post.
Procurer of, liability, 105-120(3.

37-207,

limiting

37-210.

liability:

See

Car-

riers.

Causeways, construction
ways.
Champertous, 20-504.

of: See Cause-
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Charitable societies, 22-414.
Churches. 82-414.
Classification, 20-102 to 20-100, 20-109,

20-112.

Coexeeutora, 113-1504.
Competition, lessening, 2-2504, 56-219,
94-311,

94-318,

94-1013, 94-1014.

Consideration Cont 'd.
Plea of failure of, 81-601.
Presumption, 20-301.
Restoration on rescission, 20-906 to
20-908.

Validity, 20-302.

Valuable

Compositions with creditors, 28-107.

Definition, 20-303.

Compounding crime,

Marriage as constituting,

105-1901, 105-1902.

Conditions
Concurrent, nonperformance as de-

Against party
ment, 20-704,

void, 20-111.

Immoral, void, 20-111.
Impossible, void, 20-111.
Nonperformance as defense, 20-902.

Precedent
Definition, 20-110.

Nonperformance

as

defense,

20-902.

Subsequent
Construed as covenants, 3-711,

as

defense,

20-902.

Conditional, definition, 20-109.
Conditional sale, 67-1401 to 67-1403.
Conjunctions substituted in construing,
20-704.

Consent of parties, necessity, 20-107,
20-108, 20-503.

38-502.

ffll, 5;

Art, words of, 20-704, fl 2.
Conjunctions substituted,

20-704,

H5.
Court questions, 20-701.
Doubtful, 20-704, If 4.

Evidence to aid

20-704,

in,

|1;

38-505, 38-506, 96-304.
5.

20-703, 56-407,

56-815,

96-304.

Jury question, 20-701.
Latent ambiguities, parol evidence,
20-704, HI.
Local usage, 20-704, H 2.
Meaning of words, 20-704, U 2.
Parol evidence, 20-704, HI; 38-505,
96-304.

Partial invalidity, 20-704, 1f 3.
Patent ambiguities, parol evidence,

20-303.

Apportionment on partial

failure,

20-704, H

1.

Printing and writing, 20-704, H

20-310.

Bastard, obligation of father to
support as constituting, 74-202.
^Expression on face of contract for
patent rights, copyrights, or proprietary rights, 14-1804, 14-1805.
5-1208,

20-113,

20-310,

20-902, 29-201, 29-202, 81-601,
96-108, 96-112, 96-305.

Plea of, 81-601.
Good, definition, 20-303.
Impossible, 20-309.

Improbable, 20-309.
Inadequacy, 20-307, 37-710, 37-805,
96-105.

Setting aside for, 37-805.
Specific performance, 37-805.
Marriage as valuable consideration,
20-303, 53-403.

Mistake, 20-308.

Moving from

third persons, 20-306.

Mutual promises,
Natural duty and
NVr-essity,

H4.

Ambiguities, 20-704,

85-503,

—

Pailure,

instru-

Intention of parties, 20-109, 20-702,

20-110.

Nonperformance

Affection,

executing

Grammatical, 20-704, H

37-216.

Definition,

Consideration

53-403.

defense, 20-902.

of,

Construction

fense. 20-003.
Illegal,

20-303,

Want

20-107,

20-304.
affection, 20-303.

20-301.

Novation, 20-115.
pactum, 20-301.

Nudum

Partial failure, 20-310.
Partial illegality, 20-305.

Partial invalidity, 20-305.

6.

Eules, 20-704.

Supplying words, 20-704, H 5.
Technical words, 20-704, If 2.

Time as

essence, 20-704, H

Trade words, 20-704,

If

7.

2.

Transposition of sentences
words, 20-704, If 5.
Usage, 20-704, 1f2; 38-506.

and

Writing and printing, 20-704, H 6.
Copies, attaching to pleadings, 81-104.
Copyrights,
sales,
14-1804,
14-1805,
14-9901.
Corporations: See Corporations.
Correspondence, by, 20-114.
Corruption
Judiciary, 20-504.
Legislation, 20-504.
Counterfeiting, 26- 9 901.
Counties: See Counties.

Covenants
Conditions subsequent construed to
be,

3-711,

37-216.

Dependent
Effect of breach, 20-109.

Nonperformance

as

defense,

20-904.

Independent, effect of breach,
20-109.
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CONTRACTS

Cont'd.

—

\1.

to sue, as release, 20-009.

Rescission for nonperformance of,

Release, 20-904, 20 909 to 20 911.
rescission, 20 905 to 20-9

20-907.

Creditors, in fraud of, 28-201.
Custom as part of, 20-704.

Cutting tan'bark from land of another,
under, 26-3003.
for breach
Actual, 20-1402,

Defenses Cont'd.
Performance, 20 1101 to 20*1108,
Recoupment, we Recoupment,

Satisfaction: Bee Aeeord and satisfaction, ante.

Bet

Damages

off,

see Hot-off, post.

Tender of performance, 20-1105 to

20-1403,
20-1407, 20-1409.

20-1406,

20-1108.
Definition, 20-101.

Contemplation of parties, 20-1407.

Demand of delivery, 201107.
Departure from terms of notice, 20-116.
Descriptive words in signature, 4-401.
Destroying maliciously, 20-7001.

Costs of action, 20-1404, 20-1409.
Excessiveness, 20-1411.

Drainage system, construction

Compensation, 20-1402 to 20-1404,
20-1407, 20-1408, 20-1411, 20-1414.
Consequential, 20-1406.

Exemplary, 20-1405.

Inadequacy

of consideration as
element in estimating, 20-307.
Interest, 20-1408, 20-1412 to
20-1414.
Jury, question for, 20-1411.
Liquidated, 20-1402, 20-1403.
Measure, 20-1402 to 20-1404,
20-1407, 20-1408, 20-1411 to

performance or damages
awarded, 37-803, 37-806, 37-807.
Death of party as
Affecting compliance with,
Discharge, 113-1525.

Default judgment, 110-403.
Defenses

Equities under, priorities, 37-108.
Equity, decrees, extraterritorial operation, 37-1204.

Essentials, 20-107.

Evidence

96-304.

Varying,

Accord and satisfaction, 20-1201 to
20-1205.
See Accord and satisAlteration, 20-802 to 20-804.
Compromise, 20-1205.

Concurrent conditions, failure to
perform, 20-903.
Conditions,
failure
perform,
to
20-902, 20-903.

Covenant not

to sue, 20-909.
obligation, 20-901

contract,

20-704.

Definition, 20-102.

or mistake of, 37-217.
Execution
Contract not to enforce, as

covenants,

failure

satis-

faction, 39-604.

Never

to enforce, as satisfaction,
39-604.

Executory
to

Definition, 20-102.

Want
to

perform, 20-904.

Former recovery,

etc.,

Executed
Volunteers, relief against accident

faction, ante.

3-607, 3-608,

110-501, 110-504.

Intermarriage of parties, 20-911.
Limitation of actions: See Limitation of Actions.

factum, 20-801.

Payment, see Payment, post.
Pendeney of another action, 3-601
to 3-606.

tions, 20-114.

Election of remedies
Compelling, 3-601, 3-605.
Tort or contract, 105-105, 105-1805.
Electrical power, 22-720.
Employment: See Master and Servant.
Entire

Alteration, 20-804.
Construction, 20-704, 38-505, 38-506,

113-1525.

est

Duress, 20-505, 96-201, 96-209.
Election between alternative proposi-

20-305.

Specific

Non

of,

Partial illegality, 20-501.
Partial invalidity of consideration,

Penalties, 20-1403.
Reduction, duty, 20-1410.
Remote, 20-1406.

Dependent

38-507.

Definition, 20-112.

20-1414.

Nominal, 20-1409.

of
20-911.

evidence,

23-2530, 23-2531, 23-2533.
Drunkards, ability, 20-207.

Expenses, 20-1404, 20-1414.
Inadequacy, 20-1411.

Denial

Discharge, parol

of consideration, 20-301.

Exempting

from liability for torts,
18-104, 18-222, 1S-302, 18-303, 1S-50S,
66-302, 66-404, 94-702.

Express companies, 41-104.
Extraterritorial

operation

of

decrees

in equity, 37-1204.

Failure of consideration, 5-1208, 20-113,
20-310,

20-902,

29-201,

29-202,

81-601, 96-108, 96-112.

Plea. SI -601.

False affidavit by contractor, 26-4008.
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construction

Ferries,

or

repair:

See

Ferries.

Forcing,

counterfeiting,

or

Intention of parties
Accident or mistake in form, re-

altering,

86-3901.

lief in equity, 37-215.

Classification

Former judgment, defense,

3-007, 3-GOS,

110-501.

of

contract,

Construction, 20-702, 20-703.
Effect of breach of conditions,

Fraud—
Effect. 20-502, 96 201, 06-202.

Inadequacy

of

consideration

20-110.

as

evidence of, 20-307.
Frauds, statute of, 20-401, 20-402.
Futures, dealing in, 20-601 to 20-606,

See Interest.
Interference with relation created by,
66-9904 to 66-9909.
Intermarriage of parties, as release,
Interest:

20-911.

96-102.

Gaming, 20-504, 20-505, 20-1005.

Joinder of actions, 3-113.

Georgia reports
Printing and binding, 90-213,

Judgment
Contract not to enforce, as satis-

90-223, 90-224.

Publication

of,

faction,
90-101,

90-102,

110-501, 110-504.

Never

to enforce, as satisfaction,
39-604.

Grammatical construction, 20-704.
Guardians, 49-213, 49-226.
Hiring: See Hiring.
Hours~of labor, 54-202 to 54-205.
Husband and wife, between, 53-505.
20-501.

Illegal conditions, validity, 20-111.

Illegal consideration, 20-305, 20-501.

Immoral, 20-501.

Immoral conditions, validity, 20-111.
Impairment of obligation of, 1-134,
2-302, 2-2506, 102-104.

Implied
Limitation of actions, 3-706, 3-711.
Eent, to pay, 61-103.
Services, 3-107.

Impossibility of performance, 20-1102.

Impossible conditions, validity, 20-111.
Impossible consideration, 20-309.
Imprisonment, effect, 20-503.

Improbable consideration, 20-309.
Inadequacy of consideration, 20-307,
37-710, 37-805.

Indemnity

to debtor, as release, 20-909.

InfantsAbility,

20-201.

Business, 20-203.

Loan

of educational trust fund to,

20-205.

Marriage, 20-204.
Necessaries, 20-201.

Pleading infancy, 20-202.
Professions, 20-203.
Batification, 20-201.

Validity, 20-201.

Injunction against breach of contract
for personal services, 55-107.

Insane persons
Ability,

20-206.

Necessaries, 20-206.

Insurance:

See Insurance Companies;
also specific insurance heads.

39-604.

Former, as defense, 3-607, 3-608,

90-106, 90-202, 90-204 to 90-207.

Gifts: See Gifts.

Illegal,

20-109,

20-112.

Superior court, 24-3335, 24-3336.

Without verdict of jury, 110-406.
Judiciary, corruption of, 20-504.
Knowledge of party's incapacity to
contract, 20-208.

Labor
Administrator, 113-1524.
Guardian, 49-213.

Hours

of, 54-202 to 54-205.

Trustees, 108-408.

Latent ambiguities, 20-704.
Leases: See Landlord and Tenant.
LegislationAffecting, 20-504, 47-103.

Impairing obligation of contracts,
1-134,

2-302, 2-2506,

102-104.

Letter, by, 20-114.

Lex loci to govern, 102-108.
Licenses issued under police power as,
20-117.

Liens of contractors: See Liens.
Limitation of actions, 3-701 to 3-718.
See Limitation of Actions.
Limitation of -liability for torts, 18-104,
18-222, 18-302, 18-303, 18-508, 66-302,
66-404, 94-702.

Liquors, sale of, 58-304.
Lis pendens, defense, 3-601 to 3-606.
Lobbying, 20-504, 47-1001 to 47-1006.
Lunatics, 20-206.

Maintenance, 20-504.
Margins, dealing in futures on, 96-102.
Marketing, 65-215.
Marriage: See Marriage; Marriage
Contracts and Settlements.
Infants, 20-204.
Necessity, 53-101.
Parties, as release, 20-911.

Restraint of, 53-107, 53-108, 85-712.
Settlements: See Marriage Contract and Settlements.
Married women, 53-503, 53-505.
Masonic societies, 22-414.
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Master and servant: See Master and

Patents, consideration,

Servant.

Mistake

20-304.

signed

by

initials,

pleading,

81-104.

UJ04, 14-11

4

Notes: See Negotiable Instruments.
Notice
Action, 20-506.
Intention to rely on, 20-116.
Novation, 20-115, 103-202.
Nudum pactum, 20-301.
Oath, plea of non est factum, 20-801.
Obligation of, impairment, 1-134, 2-802,
2-2506, 102-104.

in,

20-1002.

to,

20-1004.

Partner of creditor,

to,

20-1001.

Post, by, 20-1003.
Voluntary, 20-1007.

Attachment, 3-605.
Defense, in general, 3-601.
Foreign action, 3-602.

Performance
Fault of other party preventing,
20-1104.

Impossible, 20-1102.
Partial, 20-1103.

Party bound, 20-1101.
Sufficiency,

"Of

record' » defined, 20-103.
Overseers, 4-502.

Parol—
Agency, 4-401,

4-402.

Definition, 20-106.

Evidence to show discharge,

20-1101.

Tender, 20-1105 to 20-1108.
Time, 20-1101.
Personal services, injunction against
breach, 55-107.
Place of performance, parol evidence
to change, 38-507.

Plea-

38-507.
etc., 20-704,

38-505 to

96-304.

Landlord and tenant, 61-102.
Marriage contracts or settlements,
20-401, 53-401.

Overseers, 4-502.

Parol evidence to modify, contradict,
or vary: See Evidence.
Part performance, 20-1103.

Verification, 81-406.

Pleading
Attaching as exhibits, 81-105.
81-104.

of,

Pledge of unearned wages, 25-220.
Post-nuptial: See Marriage Contracts

and Settlements.
Printing, construction, 20-704.
Private sales: See
Procurer of breach,

Parties
Actions, 3-108.
Capacity, 20-201 to 20-209.
ability,

Failure of consideration, 81-601.
Infancy, 20-202.

Initials, use

Specific performance, 37-802.

Drunkards,

20-1004.

Pendency of action

20-1102.

est factum, defense, 20-801, 81-702.

38-507,

bills, in,

checks, in, 20-1004.
Fraud, 20-1002.

Notes,

Exempting from liability for, see
Exempting from liability, ante.
Performance impossible because

Sales.
liability, 105-1206.

Professions, infants practicing, 20-203.
Promissory notes: See Negotiable In-

20-207.

Infants, see Infants, ante.

struments.

Insane persons, see Insane persons,
ante.

Promoters

of

corporations,

14-1S06,

14-1807.

Intention,

20-109,

20-110,

20-112,

20-702, 20-703.

Lex loci governs capacity, 20-209.
Lunatics, ability, 20-206.
Necessity, 20-107.
Novation, 20-115.
Pleading incapacity, 20-208.
Partners
Incoming, to assume debts, 75-205.

Power

Ban*
Bank

Nominal party,

Married women, 53-510.

Varying,

of creditor, to, 20-1001.

Appropriation, 20-1006.

Medium of, 20-1001, 20-1001
Naked trustee, to, 20-1002.

Negligence

of,

Payment
Agent

Mail, by, 20-1003.

Necessaries
Infants, 20-201.
Insane persons, 20-206.

Non

J

14-9001.

Consideration, 20-308.
Believable in equity: See Mistake.
Mutual promises as consideration,

Name

t 'd.

Patent ambiguities, 20-704.

to execute, 75-202.

After dissolution, 75-310.
Partnership, creation, 75-101.

Proposal and acceptance, 20-108. 20-114.
Proprietary rights, consideration,
14-1804, 14-1805.

Public agents, 4-407.
Public officers
Interest in, 23-1713,

23-1714,

89-904, 89-9915.

Purchase of

office,

89-9904.

Public policy, against, 20-504.
Public printing: See Public Printing.
Public roads, work on, 95-409, 95-S04.
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CONTRACTS— Cont
Public work
Counties.
23-1

7

CONTRACTS— Cont 'd.

\\.

Set-off— Cont'd.
23-1702

Preventing

Testator, against, 20-1306.
debts, 20-1309.
Usee, against, 20-1304.

Undue

23-0000.

23-9004,

14.

23-1712,

to

bidding,

competitive

23-1710.' 23-1711, 23-9905.

Severable

Railroad companies: See Railroads.

Definition, 20-112.

Ratification, infants, 20-201.

Part performance, 20-1103.

Beeord,

definition

of

contract of,

Partial illegality, 20-501.
Partial invalidity of consideration,

20-103.

Recoupment —

20-305.

Accident, payments by, 20-1313.

Simple

Definition, 20-1311.

Definition, 20-105, 20-106.

Fraud, payments by, 20-1313.
Grounds, 20-1311, 20-1313, 20-1314.
Mistake, payments by, 20-1313.

Limitation of actions, 3-705.
Societies, 22-414.

Specialty, definition, 20-104.
Specific performance, 37-801 to 37-807.
See Specific Performance.

distinguished, 20-1312.
Recovery back of property or money,
gaming contract, 20-505.
Reformation, 37-207, 37-208, 37-215.
Set-off

State depositories, interest to be paid
by, 100-103.
State-aid roads, construction of,
95-1713, 95-1715, 95-1721.
Statute of frauds, 20-401, 20-402.
Stealing, altering, etc., 89-9903.

Release

Covenant not to sue as, 20-909.
Defense, 20-905.
Intermarriage of parties, 20-911.
Judgment or execution, 39-604.
Operation of law, 20-910.
Religious societies, 22-414.
Res

judicata, defense,
110-504.

3-607,

Subject-matter, necessity, 20-107.
Suretyship: See Principal and Surety.
Surrounding circumstances, evidence,

3-608,

38-505.

110-501,

Rescission,

Taxation

of corporations, suspension
or surrender of power, 2-50*06.
Technical words, construction, 20-704.

37-207.

Consent as defense, 20-905.

Fraud as ground, 20-906, 20-908.
Nonperformance of covenants,

Tender
Effect, 20-1108.

20-907.

Money,

Purchasers' rights, 20-908.
Restraint of marriage, 53-107, 53-108,

Place, 20-1106, 20-1107.

85-712.

Specific articles, 20-1106.

Restraint of trade, 20-504.
laws of foreign Country,
evading, 20-504.
Road work, 95-409, 95-804.
Sales: See Sales.
School books, 32-702, 32-709 to 32-711,

Time, 20-1106, 20-1107.

Revenue

32-716,

20-1105.

Performance, 20-1105.

Threats, effect, 20-503.
Time as essence, 20-704.
Time of making, 20-108, 20-114.

TortDuty

arising from contract, breach
as constituting, 105-104.
Election between contract and,
105-105.

32-717.

Seamen
Breach, 98-9903.
Discharge on determination,

Mere breach

98-9905 to 98-9907.

Secret societies, 22-414.
Services, fraudulently procuring

Privity to support action arising
out of contract, 105-106.

money

Trade

on, 26-7408, 26-7409.

Infants in, 20-203.
Restraint of, 20-504.

Set-offDefinition, 20-1301.

Dismissal after

"Words, construction, 20-704,

filing plea, 3-510.

Trustees, labor, 108-406.
Unconditional contracts in writing
Defense in justices' courts,
24-1402.

Legatees, by, 20-1307.
of cross-demands,

Mutuality

20-1303.

instrument,

against,

20-1305.

Recoupment distinguished, 20-1312.
Subject-matter, 20-1302, 20-1308,
39-605.

2.

109-201.

against, 20-1306.
Judgments, 39-605.
Intestate,

20-1302,

If

Trust companies, power to make,

Improvements, 20-1308.

Negotiable

of contract as,

105-101.

Judgment

without

24-3321,

24-3335,

110-403,

110-406.

jury,

Unearned wages, assignment
I

25-220.

2 3207,

24-3336,

or pledge,

General Index.
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CONVERSION.

CONTRACTS— Cont 'd.
Usage, evidence

of, to

aid construction,

38-506.

Hirer, by, 12-206.
property, 12 510.
PerHonalty, limitation of
3-1003.
Loari<-;'l

Valuable consideration, 20-303.
Voluntary, specific performance, 37-804.
Wagering, 20-504, 20-505.
"Waiver

Timber

measure of

cut,

actions,
dai

105-2013.

Law,

102-106.

Tort,

by suing

Trustee accounting
on, 105-105.

for,

10^ 430.

CONVEYANCES.

Wife-

See Deeds; Gifts.

Action on, 53-507, 53-511.
Separate estate, 53-503, 53-505.

Withdrawal of

Divorce

Forged

offer, 20-108, 20-114.

Art, construction, 20-704, U 2.
Supplying in construing, 20-704,

Technical, construction, 20-704, ^

Trade, construction, 20-704, fl
Transposition in construing,
20-704, H

2.

2.

CONVEYANCES TO SECURE DEBTS.
See Deeds to Secure Debt.

See

Misdemeanor

Convicts;

Peni-

Adverse possession against, 85-411

to

85-413.
relief

from

Exemption from

militia duty, 86-209.

Harboring, 26-4602.

obligation under, 114-111.

Milledgeville State Hospital, patients,

Writing
Construction, 20-704,

when,

Necessary,

35-223,. 35-240.

116.

4-502,

20-401,

Sales

CONTRACTORS.
Taxation, 92-902, 92-903.

on

tax

convict-made

goods,

Whipping

bosses, 77-211 to 77-214.

CONVICTION OF CRIME.

CONTRIBUTION.
to

eligibilty, 2-701, 2-902,

Sunday, working on, 26-6909.
liability,

114-112.

by,

office,

92-303.

Workmen's compensation,

Equity, relief

Public

89-101.

20-402.

Assault with intent to commit crime,
none, when crime perpetrated,

in, 37-302.

payment of

debts,

27-2508.

113-1506.

to commit crime, none, when
crime perpetrated, 27-2508.
Corruption of blood, 1-306, 2-203.

Attempt
among, 105-2012.

Joint wrongdoers,

among, 103-311, 103-401 to

103-403.

Costs, 2-110.

Workmen's compensation,

several

em

114-419.

ployers,

Effect, 66-401,

66-402,

94-703,

105-603.

CONTROL OF JUDGMENTS AND EXECUTIONS.
Joint debtors, when, 39-608.
39-607,

103-308,

103-309,

and inspection,

59-401 to 59-406, 59-9901, 59-9902.

office,

2-1605.

Jeopardy, 1-805, 2-108.
One of joint defendants,

effect

on

Probation, 27-2702 to 27-2705.
Punishment, to precede, 27-2509.
offense, 27-2511.

Several, successive when, 27-2510.

Testamentary capacity as affected by,

Whipping

Constitutional, 2-8602.
34-3401,

1-212,

Forfeiture of estate, 1-302, 2-203.

113-206.

CONVENTIONS.
parties,

hold

Impeachment proceedings,

Second

CONVENTS.
visitation

to

2-902, 2-5701.

others, 27-2101.

103-311, 103-312.

Grand jury

Disfranchisement by, 2-701.
Disqualification

CONTRIBUTORY NEGLIGENCE.

Political

80-112.

tentiary.

5.

Workmen's compensation,

Sureties,

pending,

by, 26-3921.
to wife, 53-404.

CONVICTS.

1f5.

Sureties,

proceedings,
title,

Husband

Words

Heirs,

70 SEC1 IONS.]

34-3402,

34-9932.

CONVERSATIONS.
Entire conversation, when admission
given in evidence, 3S-410.
Original evidence, when, 38-302.

as punishment, 2-107.

COOK STOVES AND RANGES.
Taxation of peddlers, 92-1603.

COOKING FUELS.
See Petroleum Products.

COOKING UTENSILS.
Homestead, statutory, 51-1301.
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COOPERAGE MATERIALS.

COOPERATIVE MARKETING ASSOCIATIONS— Cont >d.

Taxation of manufacturers and dealers,

— Cont M.

08-901.

Agricultural products
Taxation, 65-225.

COOPERATIVE BANKS.
Income

Trade-marks, owning,

taxes, exemption, 92-3105.

COOPERATIVE MARKETING ASSO-

Warehousing corporations,
Annual report, 65-109.

CIATIONS.
of written articles of
incorporation, 65-102.

Agricultural productsActivities, 65-214.

Limit which member

Admission of associations, 65-219.
Advances to members, 65-213.
Agreements among associations,
report, 65-221.

Amendment,

—

65-104.

Classes of business, 65-101.

65-204.

Commencement
Definition,

Borrowing money, 65-213.
Bylaws, 65-207.
Capital stock, 65-206.
stock, 65-206.
Contracts, marketing, 65-215.
Copyrights, owning, etc\, 65-213.
applicability,
laws,
Corporation

Membership, conditions,

Name,

65-106.

products, ante.
Officers, 65-105.

Definitions, 65-201.

Organization, 65-101.

Directors, 65-208.
Effect of law, 65-226.
Fees, 65-225.

Powers, 65-106.
Profits, 65-101.

Reports, 65-109.
Reserve, 65-101.

Franchise taxes, exemption, 65-225.
Funds, deposit, 65-209.

Title, 65-101.

Illegality of associations, 65-220.

provisions

of

"Cooperative," use

law,

of, 65-110.

COPARTNERSHIP.

65-223.

Interest, preferred stock, 65-216.
Licenses, 65-225.

Marketing contracts,

See

Limited Partnership;

Partner-

ship.

65-215.

COPIES.

Meetings, 65-211.
Members without

capital

Accusation, service on accused, 1-806,

stock,

2-105.

65-206.

Membership, 65-205.

Charge of court, clerk furnishing,

Monopolies, 65-220.
use

of
65-224.

tive/ '
Nonprofit,

nature

81-1103.

word
of

" cooperaassociation,

65-201, 65-202.

Evidence,

admissibility in:
dence.
Pleading, attaching, 81-105.

Agricultural

Removal, 65-210.
Organization, 65-202.
Ownership of property, 65-213.
Patents, owning, etc., 65-213.

Powers, 65-213.
Preferred stock, 65-206.
Interest,

•

See

Evi-

COPYRIGHTS.

Officers, 65-209.

marketing

associations,

65-213.

Congress, powers as

to, 1-125.

Georgia reports, 90-218.
School books, 32-709.

CORN.

65-216.

Bushel, weight, 112-101.

Privileges, 65-217.
Reports, 65-221.

Reserves, 65-213.
Restraint of trade,

combinations

65-220.

Special

etc.,

65-101.

Nonprofit associations, see Agricultural

65-222.

in,

of business, 65-104.

cooperative plan, 65-101.

Directors, 65-105.
Dissolution, 65-111.
Dividends, 65-101.

Common

Names,

hold,

Payment for, as condition to commencement of business, 65-104.
Charter, amount of capital stock,

Contents, 65-203.

Inapplicable

may

65-107.

65-21S.
Articles, of incorporation

65-217.

Articles of incorporation, 65-102.
Certified copy, filing, 65-103.
Bylaws, 65-108.
Capital stock, 65-101, 65-104.

Acknowledgment

Annual

65-213.

etc.,

Votes, 65-206.

meetings of stockholders,

65-212.

Stocks, acquiring,

etc.,

65-213.

Growing, levy and sale, 39-119.
Homestead, statutory, 51-1301.
Laborer, purchase from, misdemeanor
when, 61-9902.
Sales, title passes when, 96-110.
Tenant, purchase from, misdemeanor
when, 61-9902.
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CORN FEEDS AND BRAN.
See Concentrated Commercial Feed
ing Stuffs.

CORN MEAL.
Bushel, weight, 112-101.
Marking containers, 42-301, 42-304.
42-9902, 42-9904.

Packing, 42-301, 42-9904.

Weight

CORONERS
Moneys

Oath of office, 21-103.
Process, service of, 21-106.
Removal, 21-101.
Bule against, 24-200, 21-208.
Against Officers.

Advertisement, 39-1101.
Continuance from day to day,

Barrels, 42-302, 42-9904.

39-1202.

,

42-9904.

Stamping

containers, 42-301,
42-304, 42-9902, 42-9904.
Variations, 42-303, 42-9904.

on

CORNERS.
Boundaries, control, 85-1601.

CORONERS.

Bet Rules

Sales

—

Bushel, 112-101.
Sacks, 42-302, 42-304, 42-9903.

Cont'd.

collected, liability for, 21-101.

Day of,
Manner
Place

Time

30-1201.
of, 39-1201.

of,

39-1201.

of, 39 1201.

Service

Extraordinary process, 81-213.
Sheriff a party, 39-114, 81-219.
Sheriff—
Acting as, 21-105, 24-2803.
Party, duties as to process, 30-114,

Actions against, 24-201.
Advertisement of sale, 39-1101.
Analysis of stomach for poison, 21-214.

Appointment by ordinary, 21-102.
Bond, 21-104, 210.07.
Approval, filing, and recording,
89-405.

Commissioning, 21-101.
County tax to pay fees, 92-3701.

81-219.

Summoning

tales jurors in case of
disqualification of, 59-207, 59-711.
of office, 21-101.

Term
Workmen's compensation,

114-107,

114-108.

CORPORAL PUNISHMENT.
Convicts,

whipping

bosses,

77-211

to

77-214.

Election, 21-101.
Fees, 21-105.

whipping

Crime,

as

punishment

for,

2-107.

Inquests
Affidavit for, 21-203.
Arrests, warrant for, 21-208.
Costs, 21-203.

defendant,
against
Taxable
when, 27-2803.
Disinterment of dead bodies,
21-205.

Duty

to take, 21-201.

Evidence, 21-207, 21-208, 21-215.

JuryCharge to, 21-213.
Compensation, 21-209.
Defaulting jurors, fine, 21-211.
Majority decision, 21-209.

Number

of jurors, 21-209.
Oath, 21-212.
Powers, 21-213.
Summoning, 21-209, 21-210.

Tales jurors, 59-711.
Verdict, 21-209.
Justice of peace acting as coroner,

court, 21-215.

When

54-206.

CORPORATE STOCK.
See Corporations.

CORPORATIONS.
See specific heads.

—

Actions
Agent, service of process on,
22-1101 to 22-1103.

Attachment, 22-1101.
Garnishment, 22-1103.
Lessees, against, 22-715.

Members, against
Certificate of
22-1007.

members, 22-1004,

Defendants, 22-1005, 22-1007.
Execution, 22-1003, 22-1007.
Illegality of, 22-1006,
22-1007.

Extent of

liability, 22-1001,

22-1007.

Judgment, 22-1003, 22-1007.

21-204.

Post mortem examinations, 21-214.
Removal of dead bodies, 21-206.
Return of proceedings to superior

Warrant

Minor employees,

for arrest, 21-208.

to be held, 21-202, 21-203.

Witnesses
Oath, 21-207.
Recognizance, 21-208.

Summoning,
Jailers, 77-105.

21-207.

Notice, 22-1002, 22-1007.
Process, service, 22-1101 to 22-1104.

Right to sue, 22-703.
Subpoenas, service, 22-1101.
Venue, 22-1102.
Verification of plea, 81-401.
Writs, service, 22-1101.

Administrator's sale of stock, 113-1724.
Adopting name or emblem used by another, 22-202, 106-201,

106-9905.

106-202,*

General Index.
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CORPORATIONS— Cent

CORPORATIONS— Cont 'd.

'd.

AgentsActions

on

made

contracts

for

principal, 4-404.

Borrowing

by. 22-723.

Creation of relation, 4-105.
Deftth or insanity, competency of
opposite party to testify,
38-1603.

Garnishment, service, 46-106.
Notice of indictment, service on,
27-1001.

Practice of law, unlawful, criminal
liability, 9-0903.

pleadings

by,

81-401.

Aid to—

panies.
Certificate, 22-506, 22-507.

Constitutional provisions,

to superior court by, 6-108.

Appropriations

to,

by

cities

and coun-

2-2503.

Fee, 22-505.

2-5401.

ties.

Charitable institutions for children, incorporation of, 35-501.
Charters
Alteration, 2-2503.

Application, 22-505.

Cities or counties, by, 2-5401.
State, by, 2-5301.

Appeal

Comp-

Acceptance, 22-508.
Acquisition of trust company
powers:
See Trust Com-

22-1103.

of

66-106.
Certified list of, to be furnished
troller General, 22-1707.

Amendment

Process served on, 22-1101 to
Verification

Capital stock
Change, 22-510 to 22-515.
Guardian's investments, 49-215.
Organization
before
minimum
amount subscribed, 22-707.
Certificates for wages, redemption,

Artificial persons, 79-101, 102-103.

Petition, 22-505, 22-509.

Assets
Distribution

Secretary of State's duties,

on

22-509.

dissolution,

Constitutional

22-1208.

Franchises as, 22-1401 to 22-1403.
Stockholders' liability as consti-

provisions,
2-2503, 22-201.

2-1818,

Expiration, 22-1204.

Foreign corporations, binding

tuting, 22-904.

Assignments for benefit of creditors,
28-302.

Attachment

Nonpayment of taxes, 92-7304.
Grant, 2-1818, 22-201.
Liens under, continued, 22-725.
Objection to grant, 22-203 to

Bonds, 8-702.
Foreign corporations, 8-108.
Service, 22-1101.
Stock, 8-207 to 8-209.

Attorney at law, practicing

force, 22-1505.
Forfeiture, 22-1204, 22-1205,
92-7304.

as, 9-401 to

22-205.

Renewal

9-405,' 9-9903.

Board of directors
Change of number, 22-510

Acceptance, 22-503.
to 22-515.

Application, 22-501.
Certificate, 22-502.

Duties on insolvency, 22-709.

Fee, 22-501.

Bonds

Petition, 22-501, 22-504.

Attachment, 8-702.
Cancellation,
22-719.

record

of,

22-718,

's

duties,

22-504.

Revivor, 22-601, 22-602.
Constitutional provisions,

Certification, 22-718, 22-719.

Judges holding, disqualified, when,
2-3003.

Mortgage

Secretary of State

2-2503.

Surrender, 22-1204, 22-1206.
to secure, 67-101, 67-103.

Recording, 22-718 to 22-720.
Taxation, 92-102.

Commissioner

Transcript of record, 22-721.

Unrecorded, circulation, 22-720.
Books, transcripts from, as evidence,
38-626.

Bylaws
Liens created by, 22-726.
Limiting liability for acts of
cers, 22-712.

22-724, 22-9902.

offi-

Certified list of corporations,
ing, 22-1707.

to,

mak-

Returns to

Duty to make, 22-1703.
Evidence, 22-1706.
Fee on making, 22-1704.
Penalty for failure to make,
22-1705.

Record

Right to make, 22-703.

Campaign fund, contributions

Term, 22-702.
Collateral attack on existence, 22-714.

of, 22-1706.

Scope, 22-1703.
Secretary of State, ex
22-1701.

officio,

General [ndex.
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corporations

CORPORATIONS— Con t 'd.
Common
Common

powers, 22-703.
right to have, 22-703.
Competition, lessening, 2-2504.
Comptroller General, list of corporations to be furnished to, 22-1707.
Condemnation of property: See Eminent Domain.
Contempt of court, failure to answer

Searing, 22-1303.
Misuser of franchise, 22-1205.

Nonuser of franchise, 22

!

\±

\t

Notice, 22-1302.
Objections, 22-1303.
Petition, 22-1301, 22 ;
Records, 22-1300.
Resolution, 22-1301.
Service of process, 22-1211.

interrogatories, 38-1204.
Continuance, 22-702.

—

Surrender of franchise, 22-1204,

Action on,

by agent,

4-404.

22-1206.

Between corporations having
cers in common, 22-708.
Preservation

of

obligation

Withdrawal of franchise,

offi-

of,

2-2506.

22-1202.

22-1203.

Dividends, improper,

liability

of

offi-

cers, 22-713, 22-9901.

Promoters
Contributions

of, 14-1806, 14-1807.

to

campaign funds,

22-724, 22-9902.

Control

Cont'd.

Dissolution— Cont'd.

seal,

Contracts

1

by majority

stockholders,

Donations
Acceptance, 48-102.
Right to receive, 22-703.
Electricity,

lease

contract for,

or

of,

22-722.

22-710.

Conviction under indictment, 27-1001.
Counties as stockholders, 2-5401.

Embezzlement by

County contractors, oath, 23-1710.
Creation, 22-101, 22-201, 79-101.
Superior courts: See Corporations
of Superior Court.
Credit unions: See Credit Unions.

Eminent domain, exercise of right of,
2-2502, 36-103, 36-202.
See Eminent
Domain.
Employees
Practice of law, unlawful, criminal

Creditors
Liability of corporators to, 22-707.
Liability of stockholders, 22-902,

liability, 9-9903.

Redemption of

of stockholders,
22-905, 22-9903.

inspection,

for declaring improper dividends, 22-713.
Death of members, effect, 22-702,
22-1207.

Damages

Definition,

66-103 to 66-105.

Estoppel
Denial of corporate power, 56-1103.
Denial of existence, 22-714.
Evidence, certified copies of records as,
38-626.

Execution

22-101.

Against, for

Directors

Levy on

Change of number, 22-510 to

27-1001.

fine,

stock, 39-123.

Exemptions, taxation, 39-123.

22-515.

Duties on insolvency, 22-709.
Practice of law, unlawful, criminal

Existence, collateral attack on, 22-714.

Fees

liability, 9-9903.

Recording bonds

Discovery at law, interrogatories,
38-1202, 38-1204.

22-1304.
Charter, expiration of, 22-1204.
Collateral liability, 22-1209.
Costs, 22-1307.

Death of members, 22-1204, 22-1207.
Decree, 22-1303, 22-1306.

Exceptions,

22-1305.

Effect as to causes of action and
pending suits, 22-1210.

24-2727.

Fine
Conviction
Failure

indictment,

to

certify

bonds,

22-719,

22-720.

Foreign
Attachment, 8-108, 8-702.
Replevy by, pending, 8-702.
Capital stock, 22-1607.

copy of proceedings for
domestication, 22-1606.

Fast

Charter,

22-1205.

under

27-1001.

Certified

of exceptions, 6-903.

22-721.

Recording incorporation,

Exceptions, fast bill, 6-903.
Expiration of charter, 22-1204.
Forfeiture of charter, 22-1204,

of,

Superior court clerk
Forfeiting charter, 24-2727.

Dissolution
Act of General Assembly, 22-1201.
Assets, disposition of, 22-1208,

bill

certificates for

wages, 66-106.
Wages paid to widow or child,

22-904.

List

servants, or

officers,

stockholders, 26-2803.

how

far binding, 22-1505.

Costs of domestication, 22-1606.
Domestication, 22-1601 to 22-1609.
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CORPORATIONS— Cont 'd.

COEPOE ATIONS— Cont 'd.

—

Foreign Cont 'd.
Garnishment, notice of traverse of
answer, 46-306.

Income

Directors' duties, 22-709.

Franchises as assets, 22-1401 to
22-1403.

taxes, 92-3002, 92-3102,

Eedemption of

92-3113.

License or occupation tax, 92-2403.

Payment, 92-2404.
Reports, 92-2404, 92-2405.
Returns, 92-2404.
Ownership of land, 22-1504.
Penalty for unauthorized exercise
of power, 22-1503.
Period of domestication, 22-1605.
Petition for domestication, 22-1602.

Powers, 22-1502, 22-1503, 22-1601.
Principal

office,

Recognition by

Time

of acting on petition for domestication, 22-1606.
Yisitorial powers of State, 22-1608.

Forfeiture of charter, 22-1204, 22-1205.
of taxes, 92-7304.

Franchise
Asset, 22-1401 to 22-1403.
Forfeiture, 22-1204, 22-1205.
Nonpayment of taxes, 92-7304.
Property interest of corporators in,

Fraud in management of, 22-710, 22-711.
Garnishment proceedings, 22-1103,
46-106.

General Assembly, power to charter,
2-1818, 22-201.

to—

Income tax

Kate, 92-3102.
Peturns, 92-3202.

Indictment against, notice, 27-1001.
Individual liability of stockholders,
see Stockholders, post.

Mortgage

to secure bonds, 67-101,

Municipal:

See

Municipal

Corpora-

tions.

Municipality as stockholder, constitutional provision, 2-5401.

Names —

106-201, 106-202, 106-304,
106-9905.
Change, 22-510 to 22-515.

Negotiable

2-1818, 22-201.

Guardian's sale of stock, 49-206.
Impeachment of judges for accepting
favors from, 24-103.

92-3116.

relief,

22-710.

Adoption or use by others, 22-202,

Acceptance, 48-102.
Eight to receive, 22-703.
Grant of powers by General Assembly,

Information at source, 92-3206.
Public service corporations,

Eeports, 92-2402.
Liens, 22-725 to 22-727, 67-2001.
Life estate in stock, 85-605.
Limitation of action to enforce rights
under Acts of incorporation, 3-704.
List of, to be furnished Comptroller
General, 22-1707.
Lobbying, 47-1001 to 47-1006.
Majority stockholders, control by,
22-710, 22-711.
Mandamus against, 22-705, 64-103.

67-103.

Salaries of officers, when subject,
46-206.
Service on agent, 46-106.

92-3113.

Exemptions, 92-2402.

Mismanagement, equitable

Tax: See Franchise Tax.

Exemptions, 92-3105.
Foreign corporations, 92-3102,

22-715.

22-711.

Sale, 22-716, 22-1401 to 22-1403.

Definition, 92-3002.

Legislation to enforce constitutional
regulations, 2-2507.
Lessees subject to burdens of lessors,

Minority stockholders, proceedings by,

22-705.

Allocation and apportionment
income, 92-3113.

mission, 93-305, 93-307.
of, by, 9-401 to 9-405,
9-9903.

Law, practice

sale of stock, 39-124.
License or occupation tax, 92-2401.

tion, 22-1605.

Nonpayment

for

certificate

wages, 66-106.
Insolvent traders, 28-401 to 28-407.
Judgment for fine imposed, 27-1001.
Jurisdiction of Public Service Com-

Levy and

22-1607.
comity, 22-1501.

Renewal of period of domestica-

Gifts

Insolvency

of

instrument,

indorsement,

14-222.

Non-par stock, see Stock,
Notice
Obligation

of filing of

of,

of

post.

indictment, 27-1001.

contracts,

preservation

2-2506.

Officers

Attachment

—

Failure to answer interrogatories,

38-1204.

Stock, duties, 8-206.

Borrowing by, 22-723.
Death or insanity, competency of
opposite party to testify,
38-1603.
Declaring improper dividends,
22-713, 22-9901.
Garnishment of salaries, 46-206.
Liability for acts of, 22-712.

General
[kkikkkncks

aj<k

CORPORATIONS— Cont 'd.
27-1001.

Practice of Law, unlawful, criminal liability, 9-9903.
Verification of pleadings by,
81-401.

Organization before capital subscribed
for, 22-707.

Particular classes: See specific heads.
Passes and favors to judges forbidden,

Penalty
Declaring improper dividends,
Failure to make tax return,
92-7304 to 92-7306.

Regulation, constitutional
2-2501 to 2-2507.
Reorganization, 22-1403.

for wages,
provisions,

Returns

Duty to make, 22-1703.
Evidence of, 22-1700.
Fee on making, 22-1704.
Penalty for failure to make,
22-1705.

Sawdust, floating

includes, 23-2554, 79-101,

garnishment,

officers,

Sale of franchise,
22-1403.

22-716,

22-1401

to

into streams,

of,

26-3602.

102-103.

Personal property,

right

purchase

to

business,

change,

22-510

to

22-515.

Pleadings, verification by officers or
agents, 81-401.
Police power, abuse, 2-2502.
Political subdivisions of State as stockholders, 2-5401.

Powers and liabilities, 22-702 to 22-724.
Practice of law by, 9-401 to 9-405,
9-9903.

Preferences
Creditors, 28-302.
Directors, on insolvency, 22-709.

Presidents
Taxation, 92-2409.
Verification of pleadings by,
81-401.
office,

Seals

Creation of agency, 4-105.

and hold, 22-703.

Principal

certificates

66-106.

Salaries of
46-206.

22-713.

of

Redemption of

Cont'd.

Record of, 22-1706.
Revivor of charter, see Charter, ante.

24-103.

Place
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Officers— Cont 'd.
Notice of indictment, service on,

"Person"

Indi

change of place, 22-510

Right to have, 22-703.
Secretary of State
Charters, grant by, 2-1818.

Administrator's sale
Issuance and sale of:

113-1724.

See Securi-

ties.

privileges and immunities,
grant of, 2-303.
State as stockholder, 2-5301.
Stock
Administrator or executor
Foreign
Dividends, drawing,

Special

113-2406.

Transfer by, 113-2406.

Private, defined, 22-102, 22-104.

Process
Criminal prosecutions, 27-1001.
Service
Officer or agent, 22-1101 to

22-1103, 27-1001.

Publication, 22-1104.

Promoters, notes to, 14-1806, 14-1807.
Property, right to purchase and hold,
22-703.

Sale of, 113-1724.
of holder of certificate,
revocation, 4-214.
Attachment, 8-206 to 8-209.
Establishment of copy of lost certificate, 63-212 to 64-214.
Execution levied on, 24-1414,

Agency

39-123, 39-124.
Sale, 8-208, 8-209.

Investment

Public, defined, 22-102, 22-103.

passes and favors to
judges forbidden, 24-103.
Real property, right to purchase and
Quasi-public,

hold, 22-703.

in,

Dissolution of corporation, 22-1208.
of, 55-313.

Certified copies from, as evidence,
38-626.

Transcripts from, as evidence,

by guardians,

49-215.

Levy and

sale, 39-123, 39-124.
Justices ' courts, 24-1414.
Life tenant's rights, 85-605.

Non-par

Amount

Receiver

38-626.

of,

Service, indictment, 27-1001.
Special presentment against, notice,
27-1001.

to 22-515.

Returns
Records

commissioner, 22-1701.

Ex-officio

Securities

to be paid in as pre-

requisite to beginning business,

22-S04.

Application for incorporation
having,
corporation
by
22-808.

Authority to
22-802.

issue, 22-801,

3

;
.
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CORPORATIONS— Cont 'd.

CORPORATIONS— Cent 'd.
Stock— Cent

Taxation— Cont 'd.

\1.

—

School purposes, 32-1116 to

Non-pax Cent M.
Change of par stock into nonpar stock, 82-807, 82-810.

Common

32-1118.

Stock, 92-102.

Suspension or surrender of power,

stock, 82-803.

Consideration for sale, 22-806.
Tar stock laws, applicability,

2-5006.

Term

of charter, 22-702.

Transcripts from books, evidence,

22-805.

Statement as to, 22-S09.
Notes to promoters, 14-1S06,

38-626.

14-1807.
to
refusing information
levying officer, 39-123.
Organization before minimum sub-

Officer

Transfer
Claim to nonresident to defeat exemption of wages, 46-209 to
46-211, 46-9901.

Shares of stock after attachment,
8-207, 8-208.

scribed for, 22-707.

Other corporations, buying, 2-2504.
Registrar, national
109-407.
Transfer after

bank acting

as,

On

books, 22-706.
Trial of indictment against, 27-1001.

Trustees

Appointment

Trusts

for

vacancy,

fill

Practice of law, unlawful, criminal

improvement of land,

certificates of interest in, 108-602.

—

Stockholders
Actions against, see Actions, ante.
Liability

liability, 9-9903.

Use

of

name

or

emblem adopted by

others, 22-202, 106-201, 106-202,

106-9905.

Verification of pleadings

After transfer of stock, 22-902.
Asset of corporation, 22-904.
Insolvency of corporation,
22-903.

"Where acting before minimum
stock subscribed, 22-707.
inspection by creditors,
22-905, 22-9903.
Majority, control by, 22-710.
Minority, proceedings by, 22-711.
Municipalities, counties, or political subdivisions, 2-5401.
Personalty, 17-210, 56-211, 85-1701,
List,

State owning, 2-5301.
Taxation, 92-102.

officers or

Vested rights, 2-8505.
Vice president, verification of pleadings by, 81-401.
Visitorial powers, 22-704.
Will, right to receive donations by,
22-703.

Witnesses, competency as to transactions with deceased officers, 38-1603.

CORPORATION COMMISSIONER.
Clerk, salary, 22-1702.

make

returns,

22-1705.

Transfer
After attachment, 8-208.
On books, 22-706.
Trust companies, power to

Record of returns, 22-1706.
Reports and returns by, 22-1705 to
22-1707.

buy,

109-201.

Succession, 22-702.

Superintendent, verification

by

agents, 81-401.

Compensation, 22-1702.
Expenses, 22-1702.
Penalty for failure to

94-204, 94-206, 109-105.
Pledge irrevocable, 4-102.

sell, etc.,

to

108-314.

Attachment, 8-207, 8-208.
Sale under levy, 39-124.

Returns to, 22-1703, 22-1704.
Secretary of State, ex officio, 22-1701.

CORPORATION COURTS.
of

plead-

ings by, 81-401.

Superior court

Certiorari to: See Certiorari.

CORPORATIONS

Creation by: See Corporations of
Superior Court.

Academies, 22-401.

Visitorial powers, 22-704.

Amendment

Surrender of franchise, 22-1206.
Taxation, 92-101.
Bonds, 92-102.
Constitutional provisions, 2-5006.
Default, 92-7302 to 92-7308.

Exemption, 22-1402.
Penalties for nonpayment of taxes,
92-7304 to 92-7306.

OF

SUPERIOR

COURT.
of charter, 22-308, 22-309.

Assets, franchises as, 22-1401.

Assignments for creditors, 28-302.
Euilding and loan associations:
See
Building and Loan Associations.
Capital stock, 22-302, 22-311.

Charitable societies, 22-401.

Custody of children: See Charitable Institutions for Children.
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CORPORATIONS

COURT— Cont 'd.
Charter

Stock

Amendment,

Cont'd.
Cont 'd.
Application for incorporation
by corporation having,

Non-par

22-308, 22 309.

Exceptions to judgment of court,
22-204.

Objections to grant, 22-203 to

22 808.

to 22-310.

renewal

Change of par

22-801,

sto'-k

into non-

par

Stock, 22 807, 22 810.
Common stock, 22-803.

22-308.

in,

issue,

22-802.

Revivor, 22-601 to 22-003.
Surrender, 22-1301 to 22-1307.
Vacation, grant, amendment and

Consideration for sale, 22-806.

Par stock

Churches, 22-401.
Colleges, 22-401.
Contracts, 22-404.

laws,

applicability,

22-805.

Statement as

Dissolution

Administration of assets, 22-1304.
Costs, 22-1307.

to, 22-809.

Stockholders' liability, 22-001.
Surrender of charter, 22-1301 to
22-1307.

Taxation, exemption, 22-1402.
Trust companies
Laws not affecting, 109-509.
Powers acquired by, 109-302 to

Decree, 22-1303, 22-1306.
Exceptions, 22-1305.
Hearing, 22-1303.
Notice of proceedings, 22-1302.
Objections, 22-1303.

109-306.
Trustees, acting as, 22-405.
Universities, 22-401.

Petition, 22-1301, 22-1302.
Records, 22-1306.

Waterworks companies:
works Companies.

Resolution, 22-1301.

Exemption from taxation,

—

22-1402.

Incorporation
Evidence, 22-306.

See

Water-

CORPSES.
See Dead Bodies.

Fees, 22-307.
Order, 22-304, 22-305.
Petition, 22-302, 22-303.
Record of petition, 22-305.
Renewal of charter, 22-308 to

CORPUS.
Trust estate

Encroachment

22-310.

on,

108-426.

108-408.

Sale,

CORRESPONDENCE.

Term, 22-302, 22-304, 22-311.
"Vacation time, 22-308.
Insolvency, franchise as asset, 22-1401.
Interstate building and loan associations: See Building and Loan Asso-

Contracts by, 20-114.
Insane asylum inmates, protection
88-901 to 88-903, 88-9928.
Presumption from failure to
letter,

ciations.

Leases, 22-717.
Literary societies, 22-413.

Masonic

—

Authority to

22-205.

Renewal, 22-308

SUPERIOR

OF

COURT— Cont'd.

of,

answer

38-120.

CORRUPTION.
Public documents, 89-9903.

societies, 22-412.

Mortgages, 22-717.
Name of another corporation, use

CORRUPTION OF BLOOD.
of,

Conviction as working, 1-306. 2-203.

22-202.

COSTS.

Petition
Charter, 22-302, 22-303.
Renewal of charter, 22-310.

Powers, 22-701, 22-717.
Real property, power to buy,

Administrators, judgment for, 110-307.
Advance deposit

Demand,
sell,

etc.,

22-717.

Religious societies:

See Religious So-

Nonresidents, 24-1103, 24-3403,

cieties.

Renewal

24-3403, 24-3409.
Dismissal, return of excess,
24-3406, 24-3407.
Divorce cases, 24-3406, 24-3409.

of charter, 22-308 to 22-310.

Revivor of charters, 22-601 to 22-603.
Sale of franchise, 22-1401 to 22-1403.
Schools, 22-401, 22-603.

Stock—

24-3407.

Refund of excess, 24-3406. 24-3407.
Amending party, payment by, when,
81-1207.

Amount

of

liability,

Non-par

Amount

recovery as determining
24-3404, '24-340-3.

Appeals to superior court, 6-105, 6-113,
to be paid in as pre-

requisite to beginning business, 22-804.

6-201 to 6-204.

Appellate courts: See Supreme Court
and Court of Appeals.

General Index.
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COSTS— Cont'd.

COSTS— Cont'd.
Arbitration proceedings, 7---1 to f-223.
Assault and battery, amount of recovery as affecting liability, 24-3405.

Attorneys
Appellate court

—

Criminal cases Cont'd.
Recognizances, forfeiture, payment
by defendant, 24-2823.
Sheriff's cost, payment by defend-

liability,

costs,

ant,

Execution against, when, 24-3411,

Demandable, when, 27-2801,
24-3412.

against.

Misconduct,

liability,

Nonresident

client,

27-2802.

24-3402.
Neglect, liability, 24-3402.

Nonresidents, fees as costs,
38-1903.

Damages, amount of recovery as de-

liability,

termining

24-3103, 24-3411.

Bail bonds, forfeiture, 27-904.
Bail trover, where less than $100 involved, 107-207.
Certiorari cases:
See Certiorari.
Clerk, indorsement on execution,
courts, taxing

and

Demand after judgment, 24-3409.
Deposit in advance
Demand,

24-3403, 24-3409.
Dismissal, return of excess,
24-3406, 24-3407.
Divorce cases, 24-3406, 24-3409.
Nonresidents, 24-1103, 24-3403,
24-3407.
Refund of excess, 24-3406, 24-3407.

collect-

Contract actions, amount of recovery
as determining liability, 24-3404.
Convicts as witnesses, expense taxable
as,

3S-2003.

enforceable

prosecutor

by

Discontinuance,

for,

27-2805.

by defendant,

24-2823, 27-2801.

At

—

Liability, 24-3401, 24-3406, 24-3407.
Refund of excess deposit, 24-3406,

27-2801.

Excessive demand by officer, misdemeanor, 24-9903.
Execution, judgment enforceable

Fine

27-2801,

and

27-2805.

forfeiture

ment from, 27-2902

fund,
to

pay-

27-2914.

See Fine and Forfeiture Fund.

Imprisonment,

judgment enforce-

able by, 27-2801.

Inquest

on conviction for
murder or manslaughter, 27-2803.
costs,

InsolvencyDischarge by ordinary,
27-2804.

Payment

of

See Fine
Fund.

Judgment

insolvent costs:
and Forfeiture

27-2801, 27-2805.
Lien of State for, 85-1109.
for,

Malicious prosecution, payment by
prosecutor,

27-2805.

Prosecutor, payment by, when,
27-2805.

24-3407.

Dispossessory warrant, bond to pay,
61-306.

Divorce cases, advance deposit, 24-3406,

Dogs injuring

Defendant, payment by, when,

by,

law, 38-1202.

In equity, 38-1104.
Dismissal

24-3409.

Corporation, 27-1001.
24-2823,

24-3401,

Discovery

61-303,

Conviction, payment

liability,

Attor-

24-3406, 24-3407.

against

attachment

See

Disbarment proceedings:
neys at Law.

27-9902.

Contempt,

110-402,

110-404.

27-421.

Coroner's inquest, 21-203.
Corporation, conviction under indictment, 27-1001.
Court of Appeals: See Supreme Court
and Court of Appeals.
Criminal cases
Arresting officer collecting before
return of warrant, punishment,

liability, 24-3405.

payment on opening,

Defaults,

24-3410.
ing,

27-2806.

"Witness fees

24-3412.

Judgment

Committing

when, 24-2823.

Venue changed, payment,

24-4106.

6-1704,

for,

live stock,

owner

liable

105-111.

Dower, assignment of, 31-208.
Ejectment proceedings, 33-112.
Equity cases, 37-1105.
Ex contractu actions, amount of
covery

as

determining

re-

liability,

24-3404.

Ex

delicto actions, amount" of recovery as determining liability, 24-3405.

—

Execution
Attorney, against, when, 24-3411,
24-3412.

Criminal cases, see Criminal cases,
ante.

Indorsement on, 24-3410.
Nulla bona return, liability of
plaintiff, 24-3412.

Plaintiff, againt,

when, 24-3411.

Executors, judgment for, 110-307.
Fees of officers, 24-305. See Compensation and Fees; specific officer heads.

Fine and forfeiture fund:
and Forfeiture Fund.

See Fine

General Index.
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COSTS— Cont'd.

COSTS— Cont'd.

Pergonal actions, amount of
as affeeting liability, 21 :;i

Forcible entry and detainer
Bonds for, by nonresidents,

Jury

fees,

305-1606.

Forma

pauperis: See Pauper Affidavits.
Garnishment proceedings; See Garnish-

ment.

Habeas corpus

prevailing,

Plaintiff

105-]610.

cases, 50-125.

Indorsement on execution, 24-3410.
Interrogatories, commissioner's compensation taxed as, 38-2108.
Intruders on land, proceedings against,

r
r

;5.

when

tax:

against, 24-3404, 24-8405, 84-3411.
Prevailing party, when taxable againet,
24-3404, 24-3405, 24-3411.
Processioning proceedings, 85-1010.
Recognizances, forfeiture, 27-904.

Payment by defendant, 84-2828.
Refund of excess deposit, 24-3406,
24-3407.

Settlement of oases, justices'

courts,

24-1111.

execution, 105-1504.
Items, indorsement on execution,
24-3410.

Slander, amount of recovery as affecting liability, £4-3405.

Judgment

Solicitor

—

Administrators, executors, or trustees,

demanding

before

24-9901.

against, 110-307.

Attorney, against, 24-3412.
Criminal cases, see Criminal cases,

Superior courts

Amount

of recovery as

affecting

liability, 24-3404.

ante.

Clerks-

Inclusion in, 24-3410, 110-302.
Losing party, against, 24-3410.

Payable

general,

final disposition of case, penalty,

Appellate court records,
24-2729.

after, 24-3409.

Receiving, 24-2720.
Supreme Court:
See Supreme
and Court of Appeals.

Justices' courts, 24-1103, 24-1111,
24-1407, 24-1410.
Liability on whom, 24-3401. See Criminal cases, ante.
Limited by amount of recovery, when,
24-3404, 24-3405.
Liquor laws, prosecutions for offenses
against, 58-208.

Sureties, rights of, 103-302.
Tax executions, 92-8001, 92-8002.

Losing party,

Time payable,

liability, 24-3401, 24-3410.

See Criminal cases, ante.
Mental capacity proceedings to determine, 49-606.
Misdemeanor, excessive demand by officer in criminal case, 24-9903.
Nonresidents

Attorney's

liability, 24-3403,

returns, proceedings to determine
county entitled to, 92-6220.
Tender, effect on, 105-1903.

24-3409.

Tort actions, amount of recovery as
determining liability, 24-3405.
Treble costs, payable when, 24-305.

Trover
Destruction

of property

pending

suit, 107-107.
in, as affecting, 107-104.

Trustees

Demand

in advance, 24-3403,
24-3409.

Judgment

24-3407.
24-3403.

108-307.

Vagrancy prosecution, 26-7002.
Winning party, when taxable

against,

24-3404, 24-3405, 24-3411.

Justices' courts, 24-1103.
Eefund, 24-3407.

Witnesses, expenses and fees, 24-3408,
24-3410.
See Criminal cases, ante.

Nonsuit, 3-302.
Neglect of attorney, liability,

COTTON.

24-3402.

Nulla bona entry, plaintiff's

for, 110-307.

Proceeding to require bond,

Deposit
Additional, demand, 24-3407.

Amount,
Demand,

Tax

Tender

24-3411.

Court

liability,

24-3411.

Boards of trade, 20-606.
Exchanges, 20-606.
Future delivery contracts of

sale,

Officers' fees, treble costs against informer, when, 24-305. See Compensa-

20-601 to 20-606, 20-9901.
Growing, levy and sale, 39-119.

tion and Fees; specific officer heads.
Ordinaries, 24-1804, 24-2001 to 24-2004.
Parties liable, 24-3401.
See Criminal
cases, ante.

Laborer, purchase from, misdemeanor

Pauper

affidavits:

See Pauper Affida-

vits.

Payment, conviction as prerequisite
liability, 2-110.

Perpetuating testimony, 38-1305.

to

when, 61-9902.
Larceny, 26-2638.
Lint, statutory homestead, 51-1301.
Sales, title passes when. 96-110.
Taxation, exemptions, 2-5002. 92-201.
Tenant, purchase from, misdemeanor
when, 61-9902.
Toll, subjection to liens, 110-510.
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COTTON— Cent 'd.

COUNTERFEITING— Cont 'd.

Warehousing, 5-801 to 5-320. See State

Warehouse Commissioner.
Weight or bulk, increasing with

dirt

COTTON COMPRESS COMPANIES.
Public Service Commission, control by,
etc., 93-304. See Public Service Commission.

COTTON MANUFACTORIES.
See Master and Servant.

Homestead, statutory, 51-1301.
Hours of labor
Actions for violating regulations,
54-204.

Contracts, 54-202 to 54-204.

Maximum,

54-201.

Minors, 54-205, 54-9905.
Penalty for violating law, 54-203.

COTTON WAREHOUSES.
Linters, receiving for storage, 5-305.
Taxation, 92-1801, 92-1802.

26-3904, 26-3905.

Marks, 106-9907.
Money, 26-3906.
Note, 26-3901.

Bank

COTTONSEED MEAL.
See Concentrated Commercial Feeding Stuffs; Fertilizers.

Municipal tax on purchasers, 92-4106.

note, 26-3909, 26-3910.

Obtaining

money,

etc.,

by

color

of

counterfeit writing, 26-3918.
Official instruments, etc.
Certificate, 26-3901.
Drafts, 26-3901.
Orders, 26-3901.
Seals, 26-3915.
Warrants, 26-3901.
Order for money, 26-3901.
Personating another, 26-3917.
Possession

Counterfeited instrument, 26-3911.
Type, paper, etc., for purpose of,

Bushel, weight, 112-101.

Municipal tax on purchasers, 92-4106.

26-3912.

Promissory notes, 26-3901.
Public seals, 26-3915.
Railway employees association receipt
for dues, 26-3903, 26-3905.
Receipt, 26-3901.

Railway employees association

COUNCIL.
See Municipal Corporations.

COUNSEL.

dues, 26-3903, 26-3905.
Seals 26-3915.

Silver coin, 26-3906.

See Attorneys at Law.

Accused's right

to, 1-806, 2-105.

COUNTERFEITING.
Acquittance, 26-3901.
Assignments, 26-3901.
bill or note, 26-3909, 26-3910.

Bill of exchange, 26-3901.

Bond, 26-3901.
Brands, 106-9907.

machines, use of counterfeited
coin in operation of/26-3923, 26-3924.
State seal, 26-3915.
Slot

State treasury

Draft or order on, 26-3915.

Warrant

Audited by State officer, 26-3901.
Employee on leaving service, to,
26-3904.

Uttering, 26-3905.

Under authority of General Assembly, 26-3901.
Checks, 26-3908, 26-3910 to 26-3913.
Coin, 26-3906.

Congress' power to provide for punishment, 1-125. •
Contract, 26-3901.
coin, 26-3906.

Courts, certificate, etc., issued by,
26-3901.
Deed, 26-3901.
Draft under authority of General Assembly, 26-3901.
Employees association, railway, receipt
for dues, 26-3903, 26-3905.

on, 26-3915.

Teachers ' licenses, 32-9905.
Testament, 26-3915.
Trade-marks and trade names, 106-101,
106-103,

Certificate

Copper

au-

Gold coin, 26-3906.
Great seal of State, 26-3915.
Indorsements, 26-3901.
Land warrant, 26-3901.
Letter to employee on leaving service,

COTTONSEED.

Bank

etc.,

thorized by, 26-3901.

or rubbish, 26-7405.

Child labor:

General Assembly, certificate,

106-104,

106-9901, 106-9902,

106-9907.

Uttering counterfeited coin, instrument,
document, etc.,
26-3902, -26-3905,
26-3906, 26-3910, 26-3913 to 26-3915.

Warrants, 26-3901.
Will, 26-3901.

Writings in general, 26-3914.

COUNTIES.
Accountants, employment, 23-1301.
Actions
Between counties, change of venue,
3-212.

Name

in

which brought, 2-8201,

23-1503.

Power

to sue

and be sued, 23-1501.

Process, 23-1503.

When

liable to, 23-1502.

General Index.
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COUNTIES—Cont'd.

COUNTIES— Cont 'd.
Administrators:
See Administrators
and Executors.
Sale of land in different counties:
See Administrators and Execu-

Boundaries

— Co/it

23-4 01.

tors.

Aid

'd.

Disputed— Cont 'd.
Surveys
Appointment of surv

to corporations, etc., 2-5401.

Compensation of surveyor,

Airports and landing fields, establishment, etc.: See Aviation.

Copies, 23-403.

Apportionment

Exceptions

Indigents at

Academy

23-407, 23-408.

for the

Blind, 35-704.
State Representatives, 2-1401,

Piling,

Notice, 23-402.

Bonds
Collection, 87-205.

Contractors for public work,
23-1705 to' 23-1709.
Deposit by insurance companies,
56-301.

Election on issue of, 87-201 to
87-204, 87-301.

Grand

Recording, 23-404, 23 '06.
jury, approval of change,

23-302.

Jurisdiction as affected by:

Petition to change, 23-301.
Time of changing, 23-303.
Bridges: See Bridges.

Buildings
Care and repair,

23-1702,

01-701,

91-702, 92-3713, 92-3714.

Courthouses, 91-701 to 91-705.
Furniture, 91-702.
Injuries to, 91-707, 91-9903.
Inspection, 91-708.

Grand

Administrators, 113-1520.
Guardians, 49-218.
Insurance companies, 56-207,

See

Venue.
Notice of change, 23-301, 2TM02.

Investments

jury,

59-315.

23-1702, 59-315, 59-601,
91-702, 91-705, 91-706.

Jails,

Ordinary's control and duties,

56-224.

59-601, 91-602, 91-702, 91-705.

Registration, 87-704, 87-705.
Sinking fund, 87-701 to 87-707.
Trustees, 108-426.
2-5502.

Validation, see Validation of bonds,

Repair, 23-1702, 91-701, 91-702.
Change of venue, 3-207 to 3-212.
City paving
Contracts with cities, 23-603.
Cooperation of county authorized,

post.

23-601.

—

Boundaries
Bridges across, 95-1101, 95-1102,
95-1113 to 95-1115.

Change
Constitutional provisions,
2-8201, 2-8204.

Cost of changing, 23-304.
Grand jury's approval, 23-302.
Notice, 23-301, 23-302.
Petition for, 23-301.

Time of changing,

23-303.

Constitutional provisions, 2-8201
to 2-8204.

Expense of settling

Cost, assessments, 23-6^3.
County funds, use, 23-602.

Claims against
Audit, 23-1601.
Judgments, 23-1603.
Order on treasurer, 23-1601.
Ordinary's jurisdiction, 23-701.
Registering, 23-1601.
Time for presenting, 23-1602.

Commissioners:

See County Commis-

sioners.

Commissioners of roads and revenues:
See County Commissioners.

Condemnation of land for public roads:
See Eminent Domain.

Cost of changing, 23-304.

Disputed
line,

Confederate soldiers, relief

of,

23-2401

to 23-2403.

23-408.
Plat, 23-401, 23-403, 23-404,
23-406.

Recording survey and

plat,

23-404, 23-406.

Congressional districts, 2-S202. 34-2301.
Consolidation of city and county governments, 2-S203.
Conspiracy to defraud, 26-4201 to
26-4204.'

Secretary of State's duties,
23-405.

Settling, 23-401 to

23-404.

Making, 23-401.

2-1402, 47-101.

Appropriation
Diseased stock, 62-1009.
Military organizations, 86-905.
Boards of education: See County
Boards of Education.
Boards of health: See County Boards
of Health.
Bodies corporate, 2-8201, 23-1501.

Payment,

2 .'M0 4,

to,

23-405.

23-408.

Constables:
See Constables.
Constitutional amendments, new counties,

2-8202.
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COUNTIES— Cont'd.

COUNTIES— Cout 'd.

Deeds
For use

Contra ta
Bidding, 23-1702, 23-1710 to
83-1712, 83-9906.
Bouds of contractors, 23-1704 to
23-1706, 23-1903.
Actions on, 23-1708, 23-1709.

Insolvent or insufficient surety,
23-1707.

Bridges and repairs, 23-1901 to
83-1905.

Buildings and repairs,

how

let,

2-8206.

83-1708, 23-1703, 91-701.
Competition in bidding, 23-1702,
23-1710 to 23-1712, 23-9906.
Letting illegally, 23-9904.

Lowest bidder, 23-1702, 23-1710

Drainage:

tem

83-1714.

Ordinary, with, 23-1701.
Record, 23-1701.
Repair of building, 23-1702 to
23-1712.

Sale of land, 91-602.
Writing, 23-1701.

Bonds

Officers

Constitutional provisions,
2-8301.

Contest, 34-3001.
Notice, 34-2604.

Persons entitled to vote,
34-405.

Rules governing, 34-2101,
34-2601.

Special election where ineligibility declared, 34-2605 to

Duties, 23-915.
Eligibility, 23-914.

34-2607.

Form

of governmentCreation, 23-902.
Election, 23-925.

Time, 34-2602 to 34-2604.
Ordinary's jurisdiction, 23-701.
Registration list of discharged sol-

Establishment, 23-925.
Operation of law, 23-924.
Petition to establish, 23-925.
Uniform form provided,

diers and sailors,
Embezzlement of funds,

34-503.

26-2804.

Execution against holders of moneys,
92-3809, 92-3810.

Expert accountants, employment,

23-924.

23-1301.

Removal, 23-914.

See Ferries.
Joint building, etc., 95-1101 to

Ferries:
etc.,

23-9901.

23-914.

County poor: See Paupers.
County site, see Site, post.
Courts:
See County Courts.
Credit, loan of, 2-5401.

DebtAssumption by State, 2-5601.
Bonded indebtedness, payment,
2-5502.

Constitutional limitation, 2-5501.

County tax

87-201 to 87-204,

Validation, see Validation of
bonds, post.
Debt, incurring, 87-601 to 87-605.
Dissolving counties, 2-8206.
Incurring debt, 87-601 to 87-605.
Merger of counties, 2-8206.

Disbursements, 23-912.

office,

of,

87-301.

County line schools, 32-938.
County managers
Appointment, 23-914.
Clerk of board of commissioners
of roads and revenues, 23-909.

of

—

Issuance

Convicts:
See Convicts.
Corporate bodies, 2-8201, 23-1501.
Cotton, regulating weighing, 5-512.

Term

to,

54-204.

Elections

23-1712. 23-9906.

Reports, 23-910.
Failure to file,

See Drainage, County Sys-

of.

Educational fund, penalties going
to

Notice, 23-1703.
Oath of contractor, 23-1711.
Officer's interest in, 23-1713,

23-902,

of, 91-601.

Place of recording, 29-401, 29-403.
Destroying property to prevent spreading of fire, 88-401.
Disease
Boards of health:
See County
Boards of Health.
Taking possession of buildings to
prevent spreading, 88-401.
Dissolution, Constitutional provisions,

to pay, 92-3701, 93-3702,

92-3704, 92-3705.

Election to incur, 2-5501, 87-601 to
87-605.

Order of payment, 23-1604.

95-1115.

Tax

to build or repair, 92-3701.

Funds, disbursing, 23-1016.
Furniture for county buildings, 91-702.
Georgia reports
Furnishing to, 101-205, 101-217,
101-218.

Insurance, 91-603, 91-604.
Guardian, 49-109, 49-501 to 49-505.
Health, board of: See County Boards
of Health.
Regulations: See Health.
Intercounty bridges: See Bridges.
Intercounty improvements- 1

Authority to make, 23-1801.
Establishment, manner, 23-1803.

Gi-.nj-.ral

Index.
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COUNTIES— Cont'd.

COUNTIES— Cont'd.
Intorcounty improvements

— Coat

'd.

Expense prorated, 23-1804.
Joint chain gang force, 23-1802.
See County Jails.

Jail:

Fees, payment by, when, 24-2823.
Journal of General Assembly, distribution to officers, 101-203 to 101-211.
Judgments against, 23-1603.

Jurisdiction when bounded by stream
of water, 23-102.
Jurors, competency of citizens as, when
countie are parties, 59-714.
Juvenile courts: See Juvenile Courts.
Laws, distribution to officers, 101-203
to 101-211.

—

Licenses
Intercounty toll bridges, 95-1113.
Peddlers, ordinary's jurisdiction,

Officers— Cont 'd.
company
Fidelity insurance
surety on bendi of, 50-1104.
Holding other office, 89-103.

as,

Letting contract for county,
23-1701 to 23-1714, 23-0904,
23-0006.

Malpractice, Constitutional provision, 2-8301.

Notice of election, 34-2604.
Ordinary's jurisdiction, 23-701.

from public money, 2-5701.
Eemoval, Constitutional provision,
Profit

2-8301.

Speculation in county orders,
23-1610, 23-9909.

2-8206.

See Militia Districts.

Statements as to

fees, 89-704,

89-9913.
Statistical information, furnishing,
54-113.

Tax

Moneys
Borrowing, 92-3811.
Compelling holders to pay over,
92-3808 to 92-3810.

Names

of, 2-8202, 23-101.
counties, 2-8202 (note).
Number, 2-8202, 23-101.

New

Officers

ineligible

00-101.

23-701.

Lines, see Boundaries, ante.
Merger, Constitutional provision,
Militia districts:

W

Inventories, 91-801 to

Jury commissioners,

as

Tax

assessors:
See County
Assessors.
Term of office, 34-2602.
Constitutional provision,
2-8301.

Time to file bonds, 89-408.
Uniformity, constitutional provi-

—

sion, 2-8401.

Accounts, ordinary's jurisdiction,

Accounting for

Orders

Audit

23-701.

Annual returns
Contempt for

failure to

of, 23-1601.

Funds lacking,

fees, 89-704.

23-1608.
Negotiability, 23-1606.

make,

23-1203.

Duty to make, 23-1201.
Grand jury to examine,

Payment
Failure as

Sureties, 56-1104.

Books and records, inspection by
grand jury, 59-309 to 59-312.
Campaign expenses, 34-2001,
34-2002.

Citizenship, 2-8301, 89-101.
Commissions, seal, 89-202.

Election
Constitutional provision,
2-8301.

Contest, 34-3001.
Notice, 34-2604.

Persons entitled to vote,
34-405.

Eules governing, 34-2101,
34-2601.

Special election where ineligibility declared, 34-2605 to
34-2607.
Terms of office, 34-2602.
Time, 34-2602 to 34-2604.
Eligibility, 2-8301, 89-101.

Fees, statements as to, 89-704,
89-9913.

by county

treas-

Presentation for, 23-1607,

23-1202.

Bonds, 89-405, 89-406.

to,

23-1611.

urer,

23-1608.
Priority, 23-1604,
Time, 23-1605.

Want

23-1607.

of funds, 23-1608.

Purchase by county treasurer at
discount, 23-1609.
Kegistration, 23-1601, 23-1605.
Speculation in, 23-1610, 23-9909.
Ordinaries

Amendments

in proceedings be*fore,

23-708.

Application for proceedings before,
23-704.

Authority, 23-701, 23-703.
Docket, duty to keep, 23-705.
Jurisdiction

of affairs
23-701, 23-702.

of,

2-3402,

Minutes of proceedings before,
23-707.

Notice -of proceedings before,
23-706.

Objections to proceedings before,
23-704.

Organization, 23-101.

Paupers:

See Paupers.
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COUNTIES— Cont 'd.

COUNTIES— Cont'd.

State Tuberculosis Sanatorium, appropriations for, 35-404.
Suits, see Actions, ante.
Supreme Court reports
Distribution, 101-205, 101-206,

Peddling, ordinary's jurisdiction,
23-701.

See County Police.
See Paupers.

Police:

Poor:

Powers and

limitations, 2-S201.

101-217, 101-218.

Property

Annual inventory, 01 -SOI to 91-S06.
Buildings and supplies, 91-701 to
91-708.

Control of, 91-602.
Deeds. 91-001.

Insurance, 91-603, 91-604.
Surveyors:
See County Surveyors.
Taxation: See County Taxation.

County Tax As-

See

Assessors:
sessors.

Injuries to, 91-9903.
Inspection, 59-315, 91-703.

See Tax Collectors.
Commissioners:
See County Tax
Commissioners.
Receivers:
See Tax Receivers.
Taxing power, 2-5401, 2-5402.
Tick-infested cattle, moving through
Collectors:

Insurance of, 91-603, 91-604.
Inventory, 91-801 to 91-S06.
Municipal taxation, 92-4202.
Ordinary's control and jurisdiction, 23-701, 91-602.

counties, 62-1016.

Title, 91-601.

Public laws, insurance, 91-603, 91-604.
Public work, contracts, 23-1701 to
23-1714, 23-9904 to 23-9906.
Purchaser at tax sale, 92-8201 to
92-8203.

See County Treasurers.

Treasurer:

Treasury
Superior court expenses, payment,
24-3005.

Witness fees paid from, when,

Eecords

38-1502.

Inspection, 91-708.

Trust companies, investment in bonds

Grand

jury, by, 59-315.
Safes for, 91-702.

of,

Representatives in General Assembly,
apportionment, 2-1401, 2-1402.
Revenue: See County Revenue; County
Taxation.
Pice, regulating weighing, 5-512.
Roads: See Public Roads.

109-201.

Trust funds, investment in bonds

Uniformity of

2-8401.

officers,

—

Validation of bonds
Appeal, 87-405.
Attorney General's duty, 87-302.

Districts, 95-107.

Bill of exceptions, 87-304.

Federal aid, 95-1727, 95-1728.
Intercounty, 23-1801 to 23-1804.
Ordinary's jurisdiction, 23-701,

Bonds included,

23-702.

Reimbursement for assessments:
See Public Roads.
State-aid roads
Construction, 95-1721.
Reimbursement for expenses,
95-1720.

School districts, 32-901.
Senatorial districts, 2-1301, 47-102.
Sheriff's fees,
24-2823.

payment by, when,

sion,

of,

constitutional

Election to change:

Notice, 87-301, 87-303, 87-407.

Order to show cause, 87-302.
Petitions, 87-302, 87-403, 87-404.

roads,

general—

87-311.

Duty, 87-302.
provi-

Fees, 87-307, 87-408.

Stamping bonds, 87-306.
See County-

Trial, 87-304.

Venue:
95-1705

to

95-1710.

See Venue.
Voters transferred from one county to
another, 34-803.

Warrant,

Courts held where, 23-517.
Offices kept where, 23-518.
34-801, 34-802.

Superior court, place of holding,
24-2609,
24-3004.

Holder to give bond, 87-402.
Indemnifying costs, 87-402.
Investment of trust funds, 108-426.
Judgment, 87-304, 87-305, 87-406.

<

Removal

at,

Fees, 87-307, 87-408.

Solicitor

Site Election.

Voting

87-305, 87-406.
Costs, 87-307, 87-402, 87-408.

Refunding bonds,

2-8205.

Federal-aid

87-310, 87-401.

Conclusiveness of judgment,

Proof, 87-407.

Sinking fund
Investment, 87-706, 87-707.
Providing, 2-5502, 87-605.

SiteChange

of,

108-420.

24-3001,

24-3003,

issuance

and

execution

in

any, 27-108, 27-209.

Weighing cotton and

rice, regulations,

5-512.

Weights and measures, procuring standard, 112-105, 112-106.
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Qualifications,

See Administrators and Executors.

COUNTY AGRICULTURAL
etc.,

FAIRS.
shows,

districts,

Records,

.'{2-907,

.'52-912.

Removal, 82-905.
Adoption of schoool books influenced by pay as ground, 32-812,
32-9904.

92-615.

Reports to grand juries, 32 925.
Residence of members, 32-903.

COUNTY BOARDS OF EDUCATION.
Agriculture, employment of extension
work agents and teachers, 32-944,
32-2205.

State

to

Superintendent

of

Schools, 32-910.

Borrowing to pay teachers, 32-921

to

32-927.

Budget, 32-945 to 32-947.
Certificate of election, 32-905.
Chairman, 32-912.
Colored pupils, care for, 32-909.

Consolidation of schools, 32-915.

County line schools, 32-938.
County superintendent of schools,

elec-

tion, 32-1003.

Court, power as, 32-910.

unpaid,

teachers, 32-912.

Teachers

Division of school district, 32-916.
Donations, power to receive, 32-909.
Election, 32-902.
Certificate, 32-905.
schools, establishment, 32-932.

Excessive disbursements, 32-928.
Furniture for school houses, 32-909.
to receive, 32-909.
members ineligible

jurors,

as,

59-201.

Employment,

32-913.

Reports, 32-914.
Suspension, 32-912.
Term of loans, 32-923.
Term of office, 32-902.
Title to property, 32-909.
Transportation of pupils, 32-919.
Vaccination of school children, regulations, 32-911.

Warrants

Health regulations, 32-1801.
schools, establishment, 32-933.

Home

economics, employment of extension work agents and teachers,
education,

Anticipation of revenue, 32-929.
Sale at discount, 32-930.

COUNTY BOARDS OF HEALTH.
Advertising rules and regulations,

32-944, 32-2205.

Industrial

Statement of sums due and

Suspension, county superintendent and

in, 24-2419.

power

tendance officer, 32-210.'}.
School books:
See School Books.
School court, power as, 32-910.
School property, care, etc., 32-909.
School term, regulation, 32-909.
Secretary, 32-907, 32-908, 32-912.

32-920.

Detention home, education of children

Evening

Resignation, 32-900.
Resolution authorizing loans, 32-922.
Rale of school property, 32-909.
School attendance, employment of at-

Sessions, 32-908.
Sites of schools, sale, 32-909.
Special days, observance by schools,
32-1503, 32-1504.

Compensation, 32-904.

High

32-003.

32-917.

COUNTY ADMINISTRATORS.

Taxation of midway,

32-902,

Quorum, 32-907.
Rearrangement of school

Duties, 77-211, 77-212.

Grand

J

Cont'd.

Whipping-bosses
Appointment, 77-211.
Compensation, 77-211.

Gifts,

SK'/J lh:r,

COUNTY EOARDS OF EDUCATION—

COUNTIES—Cont 'd.

Appeal

7
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opening depart-

88-205.

ment, 32-934.
Interest on loans, 32-924.
Juvenile court, education of children
detained by, 24-2419.

Approval of regulations, 88-205.
Compensation, 8S-202.
County superintendent of schools,

Manual labor

Creation, 88-201.
Deputies, 88-312.
Election, 88-201.

schools,

organization,

32-931.

Membership, 32-902, 32-903.
Minutes of meetings, 32-912.
Notes for money borrowed, 32-926.
Number on board, 32-902.
Oaths, administering, 32-1013.

Organization, 32-912.
Part-time schools, establishment,
32-932.

Pecuniary interest in
books,

sale

32-902.

Powers and

duties, 32-912.

President, 32-907, 32-908.

of

school

member ex

officio,

88-201.

Expenses, 88-206.
Meetings, SS-202.

Membership, 8S-201.
Notice of regulations, 8S-205.
Ordinary, member ex officio, 88-201.
Posting regulations, 88-205.
Quarantine regulations, 32-1802, 88-201.

Roads and revenues, chairman

of

board, member ex officio. 88-201.
Rules and regulations, 32-1S01, 32-1802,
88-203 to SS-205, S8-9902.
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BOARDS

COUNTY
Cant

HEALTH—

OF

COUNTY COURTS— Cont 'd.
Argument of counsel

'd.

See Sanitary Dis-

Sanitary districts:
tricts.

Tax for expenses, determining,
Term of office, B8-201,
Vacancies in

8S-30G.

when, 81-1102,

Clerks-

office, $$-201.

Visiting nurses, employment, S8-312.

Advertising

"Four weeks," meaning,

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS.
Audit

of tax
92-4909.

collector's

39-1102.

book,*

cash

"Once

Attorney. 23-917.

Construction plans of roads, 23-913.
Disbursements, 23-912.
Eligibility, 23-920.

23-906.

costs,

27-2906,

Judges

compel road work,

to

64-102.

—

payment

to

officers,

27-2913.

tion, 24-1901.

Binding out orphans and apprenoffice,

23-923.

tices,

23-903.

Salaries, 23-918, 23-919.
Sessions, 23-907.
23-921.

Vacancies, 23-801, 23-922.
Vice chairman, 23-907.

Compensation of

officers

court, sitting as,

27-401.

Concurrent jurisdiction with ordinary, when, 24-1901.
Court of inquiry, sitting as,
27-401.

Superintendent of roads, 23-916.
office,

jurisdiction, 24-1901.

Committing

Records, etc., 23-908.
Reports, 23-910.
Failure to file, etc., 23-9901.

Ordinary, acting for, 24-1710.
Orphans, binding out, jurisdiction,
24-1901.

making voters'

fixing, 34-1001.

"Warrants for arrest, issuance by,
27-102.

Judgments, entry on general execution

Constitutional provisions, 2-4601,
2-8401.

docket, 39-701, 39-702, 39-706.
see editorial note following

Juries,

Creation, 2-4601, 2-8401.

Grand

Insolvent

Apprentices, binding out, jurisdic-

Mandamus

lists,

to act as, 24-2703.

Executions, entry on general execution docket, 39-701, 39-702, 39-706.
General execution docket, entries on,
39-701, 39-702, 39-706.

Financial statement, 23-911.
Governing body of county, 23-903.
Jurisdiction and powers, 23-904,

Terms of

four

Time, 39-1102.
Superior court clerks* eligibility

Clerk. 23-909.
Conduct of business, 23-905.

Oath of
Quorum,

for

39-1102.

defined, 23-901.

Chairman, 23-007.

.

week

a

weeks," meaning, 39-1102.
"Thirty days," meaning,

Commissioners of roads and revenues

Board

in cases appealed

from, time limit, 81-1007.
Attachment: See Attachment.
Charge to jury, written out by judge,

ineligible

jurors,

59-809.
as,

59-201.

Interest in county purchases, 23-1713,
23-1714.

Jury commissioners, ineligible

as,

Statute providing for, see editorial
note preceding Chapter 24-22.
Superior courts, appellate jurisdiction,
24-2615.

59-102.

Malpractice, 89-9907, 89-9908.
Mandamus to compel road work, 64-102.
Oppression, 89-9907, 89-9908.
Posting lands, furnishing register for,
45-402.

Process, serviee, 23-1503.

"Proper authority"
Recording

official

defined, 91-805.

bonds, 23-1007 to

23-1011.

COUNTY DEPOSITORIES.
jury, inspection of books and
records by, 59-310 to 59-312.
Jurors, paying, 59-305.

Grand

COUNTY GUARDIANS.
Appointment, 49-109, 49-501.
Bond, 49-502, 49-504.
County administrator, ex officio,
49-501.

Ruling, 91-806.

Laws

Sheriff's fees, fixing, 24-2823.

Letters of guardianship, 49-503.

Tyrannical partiality, 89-9907, 89-9908.

Rights and

COUNTY COURTS.
Appeal

Amount

applicable, 49-505.

COUNTY

liabilities, 49-503.

JAILS.

Actions against
in controversy, 6-101.

Superior courts, jurisdiction,
24-2615.

jailers, 24-201.

Bail trover

Defendant committed
Fees, pa.vment

by

to, 107-203.

plaintiff, 107-207.

i
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Ta*

Inspection by, 99-101.
Plans, submission, 99-103.

members

mob

of

in,

26-5401.
illegally

for,

23-1702

to

—

Prisoner sent to another county.
27-416, 27-417.

t

23-1401.

Powers, 23-1403.
Qualifications, 23-1401.

Removal, 23-1407.
Reports, 23-1404
Rules and regulations governing,
23-1405.
Salaries, 23-1402.
Terms of office, 23-1407.

COUNTY PROPERTY.
See Counties.

Prosecutor, payment by, when,
27-2805.

Venue, payment on change

of,

COUNTY REGISTRARS.
See Elections.

COUNTY REVENUE.

27-2806.

Furnishings, 91-702.
Grand jury

See County Taxation.

Charge on inspection, 59-601.
Inspection and recommendation,
59-314.

—

Animals, exhibitions

of,

92-3902 to

92-3904, 92-3906 to 92-3912.

Disposition

of

moneys from

licenses,

92-3912.

Appointment, 77-101.
Bond, 77-102.
Compensation and fees, 24-2823,
77-103.

Contempt of

<;t<:.

Eligibility, 23-140L
Expense!, 23-1402.
Inpection of roads and bridget,

Number,

Convict, confinement pending- removal
to penitentiary, 27-2522, 27-2523.
Costs, where prisoner sent to another
county, 27-416, 27-417.
County tax to build or repair, 92-3701.
Erection, 91-702.
Escape: See Escapes.

Jailers

re.-.orts,

23-1408, 23-1409.

23-1404.

23-1704, 23-9904.
Control, 91-705.

Fees

to pay, 92-3701.

Counties containing

Construction, 91-706.

Contracting

i

Compensation, 23 L402, 23-1409.

Board of Control

Confinement

TO BECnONfl

COUNTY POLICE — Cont'd.

COUNTY JAILS— Cont 'd.

of

i"

court, 77-109, 77-111.

Coroner, 77-105.
Cruelty, 77-104, 77-9901.
Duties enumerated, 77-110.
Oath, 77-102.
Eeeord of prisoners, 77-108.
Grand jury inquiry, 77-109.
Refusal to receive prisoner,
77-9902.
Sheriff, 24-2823, 77-101.

United States prisoners, receiving,

Process to compel payment of license
fees, 92-3908.

Damages, 92-3910.
Defense against, 2-3909.
Remittances of delinquent taxes

to,

92-5207.

77-106, 77-107.

Venue changed,

Estrays, 92-3901.
Execution, violation of law, 92-3907.
Exhibitions, 92-3901 to 92-3912.
Licenses, 92-3901 to 92-3912.
Musical entertainments, 92-2004,
92-3902 to 92-3904, 92-3906 to 92-3912.
Peddling licenses, 92-3902, 92-3903,
92-3905 to 92-3912.
Picture exhibitions, 92-3902 to 92-3904,
92-3906 to 92-3912.

duties,

77-112.

Misconduct, sheriff's liability, 24-2812.
Order of trial when defendant in,
27-1301.

Repair, 91-702.
Sheriffs as jailers, 77-101.
Duties, 77-110.
Fees, 24-2823, 77-103.

Rents, 92-3901.
Sales,

92-3912.

Sources,

Malpractice, 89-9907, 89-9908.
Oppression, 89-9907, 89-9908.

Tyrannical partiality, 89-9907, 89-9908.

COUNTY OFFICERS.
See Counties.

COUNTY POLICE.
Appointment, 23-1401.
Bonds, 23-1406.

92-3901.

See

County Taxa-

tion.

Licenses, 92-3902 to 92-3912.

Other

than

taxation,

92-3901

to

92-3912.

United States prisoners, 77-106, 77-107.

COUNTY JUDGES.

92-3901.

Shows, 92-3902 to 92-3904, 92-3906 to

Taxation: See County Taxation.
Taxpayer, demand of license, 92-3906.

Term

of licenses, 92-3903.
92-3902 to 92-3904,

Theatres,

92-3906

to 92-3912.

Violation of law, 92-3907.

COUNTY SCHOOL COMMISSIONER.
County superintendent of schools substituted, 32-1001. See County Superintendents of Schools.
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COUNTY SUPERINTENDENTS
SCHOOLS— Cont 'd.

COUNTY-SITE ELECTION.
IV. Hots—

Examination, 23-514.
Indorsements, 83-503.
Certificate of Secretary of State,

Qualifications,

Reports, 32-515, 32-1014.
Resignation, 32-1003.
Seal on teachers licenses, 32-1011.
Secretary of school board, 32-907,

ContestContempt. 23-509.

32-912.

23-515.

Statement of sums due and unpaid,

Cross-grounds, 23-513.

Examination

32-1004.

Removal, 32-1003, 32-1008.

23-504.

Costs,

—

32-920.

Ballots. 23-514.

Suspension, 32-505, 32-912.

Witnesses, 23-511.

Teachers

Fees. 23-515.
Notice. 23-507, 23-50S. 23-515.

Presiding

OF

Duties, 32-1020.

Examination, 32-1010, 32-1015.
Grading applicants, 32-1018.

officer, 23-500.

Resisting, 23-506, 23-510.

Bight to, 23-505.
Subpoenaing -witnesses, 23-509.
Testimony, 23-509, 23-512.
Transmitting papers to Secretary
of State. ^23-516.
Trial, 23-511.
Who may, 23-506.

Licenses
Forging, etc., 32-9905.
Revocation, 32-1019.
Seal, 32-1011.

Suspension, 32-1010, 32-1015.
Vocational studies, certificates,
32-1021.

Term

Witnesses. 23-509, 23-511, 23-512.
Electors, 23-501.

Evidence, 23-501.
General Assembly
Election laws govern, 23-502.

of

office,

32-1002.

Textbooks, duties as to, 32-1009.
Vacancies, how filled, 32-1003.

COUNTY SURVEYORS.

—

Adjoining county, acting

in,

23-1113

Legislation, 23-503.
Notice, 23-501.

to 23-1116, 23-9903.
Appointment, 23-1103.

Order directing, 23-501.

Filling vacancy, 23-1102.
Assistants, 23-1105, 23-1117.
Bond, 23-1104.
Approval, filing, and recording,
89-405.
Copies of resurveys, 24-3353.

Petition, 23-501.
Time, 23-501.

Vote required, 2-8205.

COUNTY

SUPERINTENDENTS

OF

SCHOOLS.

Deputies, 23-1105, 23-1117.

Accounts, checking, 40-1812.

Duties, 23-1108.

Bond, 32-1005.
Books, auditing, 40-1812.
Compensation, 32-1006.
Corruption in office, 32-1008.
County board of health, ex-officio mem-

Election, 2-8202,

ber," 88-201.

County school commissioner, substitu-

Duties, 32-1004,' 32-1009.
Election, 32-1002, 32-1003.
Eligibility, 32-1004, 89-101.
Expenses, 32-1006.

Notice of surveys, 24-3355.
24-1117.

Office, place, 23-1107.

PlatBook, keeping, 23-1108.

Grand jury

Contents, 24-3356.
on, 59-201.

Inspection of books and records,
50-310 to 59-312.
Report and books, notice in
presentments, 59-309.

Local schools, 32-1016, 32-1017.
Malfeasance in office, 32-1008.
Oath, 32-1007.
Administering, 32-1013.
Office in courthouse, 32-1012.

Public moneys, accounting for, etc.:
See Public Officers, catchword Public

moneys.

24-3355, 24-3357.

False surveys, 23-9903.
Fees, 23-1109 to 23-1111, 85-1610.

Oath, 24-1104, 24-1105, 24-1113, 24-1114..
Objections to surveys, 24-3357.

Death, 32-1003.

Ineligibility to serve

23-1102.

Evidence, surveys as, 23-1112, 23-1116,

Number,

tion for, 32-1001.

23-1101,

Scale, 24-3354.

Private surveys, fees, 23-1110.
Processioning proceedings
Duties, 85-1605, 85-1606.

Fees, 85-1610.

Public roads, locating, 95-206.

Removal, 23-1101, 23-1117.
Resurveys, copies, 24-3353.
Scale of plats, 24-3354.

Term of office, 24-1101.
Where filling vacancy,
Vacancy in office, 23-1102,

89-502.
89-502.

Gknkkal
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COUNTY TAXATION

COUNTY TAX ASSESSORS.

Cont'd.

Agent, employment, 92-2910.
Application of law, 92-6901.
Appointment, 92-0903, 92-6904.

Amount, 92-8706, 92 8709.
Assessment of fcax, 92-3801 to
Assessors:
BO€ County Tax Asses»or«.

Arbitration, 92-6912.

expenses, 92-3701.
Bridges, building or repairing, 92 3701.
Canal companies, 17-114.

'

Bailiffs,

Chairman, 92-6910.
Commission, 92-6903.
Compensation, 92-6908.
Constable, service of papers by,

Capitation tax, 92 LOO,
Clerk of superior court, special
pensation to, 24-1 L0.

92-6916.

Creation of office, 92-6903.
Digest, 92-6917, 92-7002 to 92-7004.
Duties, 92-6911, 92-6913.
Eligibility, 92-6905.
Equalization of assessments, 92-6911
to 92-6917.

East bill of exceptions, removal proceedings, 92-6909.
Ineligibility to
92-6907.

hold other

office,

com-

Collection, 92-3803.
Constitutional provisions, 2-5401,
2-5402.

Coroners, fees, 92-3701.
County debts, payment, 2-5502.

County police, compensation, 92-3701.
County purposes, 92-3706, 92-3707.
Courthouses, building or repairing,
92-3701.

Creditor, compelling tax levy, 92-3712.

Meeting, 92-6911.
Oath, 92-6903, 92-6906.
Petition for removal, 92-6909.
Process, removal from office, 92-6909.
Production of papers, etc., requiring,
92-6914.
Qualifications, 92-6905.

Record
Appointment, 92-6903.
Proceedings, 92-6910.
Removal,- 92-6909.
Returns, duties, 92-6902,

Current expenses, 92-3702, 92-3703,
92-3707.

Delegation of tax power to count
2-5402.

Disposition of proceeds, 92-3803.
Educational purposes, power to
and collect, 32-1127, 92-3701.

levy

Establishment of lien, 67-1701.
Executions:
See Tax Executions.
Exemptions, 92-205.

Beferendum
92-6911,

Advertisement of election,

92-6913, 92-6917.

92-210.

Secretary,- 92-6910.
Service of papers, 92-6916.
Sheriff, service of papers, 92-6916.

Ballots, 92-208, 92-212.

Expenses of

election, 92-213.

Grand jury recommendation,

State Revenue Commission, changes by,

92-206.

92-7003, 92-7004.
Term of office, 92-6904.

Irrevocability of exemption,

Time

Manner

92-214.

Completion of assessment, 92-6917.
Meeting, 92-6911.
Vacancies, 92-6904, 92-6905.
Valuation of property, 92-6915.

Ordinary, duty, 92-206.
Petition, 92-206.

Plants which are exempt

Witnesses, summoning, 92-6914.

where referendum

COUNTY TAX COMMISSIONERS.
Bonds

—

Record of result, 92-209.
Repeal of exemption, 92-21S.
Eeturns of election, 92-209.
Second election called, when,

92-4801.

Approval, 92-4802.
Conditions, 92-4801.
Lien, 92-4808, 92-4809.
Necessity, 92-4803, 92-4804.
Record, 92-4805 to 92-4809.
Constitutional provision, 2-8401.

92-217.

Superior court acts, when,
92-207.

COUNTY TAXATION.
Accumulated debts, payment, 92-3702,
92-3704, 92-3705.

Time, 92-206.
United States lands, 15-303.
Expenses, payment of, 92-3701. 92-3706,
92-3707.

Additional tax, 92-3702, 92-3706,

Extra tax, levy, 92-3713, 92-3714,

92-3716.

Advertising order assessing tax,

92-3716.

Ferries, building or repairing, 92-3701.

92-3802.
11-209.

opening and closing,

92-215.

Action on, 92-4810.

Airports,

car-

ries, 92-216.

Polls,

Amount,

of holding election,

92-208.

acquisition,

etc.,

of,

11-206,

Franchises, 92-2306 to 92-2312.
Fuel, cost

of,

92-3701.
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COUNTY TREASURERS.

COUNTY TAXATION— Cont M.
Grand

jury —

Abolition of

Inspection of financial statement,
92-3709.

Recommendation, 92-3710, 92-3711,
92-3713.

Homestead,

liability,

tax.

to

restrain

levy

of

Jurors, compensation, 92-3701

Jury certificates, receiving, 92-3804.
Levy, 92-3706, 92-3710.
Mandamus to compel levy of extra
tax, 92-3714.

Newsdealers on trains, 92-1907.
Order assessing tax, 92-3801, 92-3802.
Ordinary
Duty, 92-3709, 92-3713, 92-3714.
Powers, Constitutional provision,
2-3402.

Special compensation to, 24-110.
Paupers, support of, 92-3701, 92-3715.

Paying out taxes, 92-3803.
Payment, enforcing, 92-3807.
Poll tax, 92-109.

Professions, 92-1909.
ofiicers, fees, 92-3701.

Purposes, 92-3701, 92-3706 to 92-3708,
92-3713 to 92-3715.

Quarantine, cost of, 92-3701.

—

Affidavit of illegality to resist
tax, 92-2706.

Certificate of ordinary, 92-2702.

Nonpayment, fi. fa.
Payment, 92-2704.

issued, 92-2705.

Property assessed, 92-2703.
Returns, 92-2701, 92-6005.
exemption,
as
to

Referendum

92-4406.

92-6803,

89-405.

Books
Delivery to successor, 23-1022.
Deposit with ordinary, 23-1021.
Duty to keep, 23-1015.
Furnished by county, 23-1020.
Clerk of superior court, special compensation, payment, 24-110.
Collections, 23-1015.
Commissions, 23-1013.

Compensation, 23-1013.
Constitutional provision,

2-8401.

23-1604.
Defaults, 23-1024, 23-1025, 23-1611.
Deposits in State depositories, 23-1017.
Bond given by depository, 23-1018.
Interest on, 23-1019.
Disbursement of county funds, 23-1016.
Duties, 23-1016 to 23-i021.
Elections, 2-8202, 23-1001.
Rules governing, 34-2101, 34-2601.
Eligibility, 23-1002.
Estimate of indebtedness, 23-1015.
Examination of minutes, etc., of courts,
23-1015.
Execution against, 23-1611.
Exhibition of books, etc., 23-1024,
23-1025.

Final settlement, 23-1023.
Fine and forfeiture fund
Compensation, 27-2907.
Money paid to, 27-2902, 27-2914.

Report to grand jury, 27-2907.
92-6804.

Form

of oath, 23-1004.

Funds of county, receiving and

Fees, 92-3701.

Special compensation

Liability on, 23-2548.
Lien, 23-1010 to 23-1012.
Necessity, 23-1003, 23-1025.
Record, 23-1007 to 23-1009, 23-1011,

—

Schools, 32-1127, 92-3701.

Assessment,
Sheriffs-

vacancies,

Fees, 23-1013.
eec

Exemptions, ante.
Remitting tax, 92-3810.
etc.,

fill

23-1028.

Debts of county, order of payment,

Peddlers, 92-1602.

Sales,

23-1025,

Filing, 23-1006.

building or repairing, 92-3701.

Railroads

23-1005.

Approval, 89-405.

92-3714.

Jailers, fees, 92-3701.

Public

Amount,

extra

Insufficient tax, 92-3702.
Jails,

vision, 2-S401.

Accounting, 23-1015, 23-1022 to 23-1025.
Board of drainage commissioners, treasurer ex officio, 23-2528.

Appointees to

92-3705.

Injunction

Constitutional pro-

Bond-

51-1502.

Indebtedness, to pay, 92-3701, 92-3702,
92-3704,

office,

dis-

bursing, 23-1016.
to,

24-110.

Special taxes, 92-3716.

Grand jury
Accounting

to,

23-1013, 23-1015.

Stationery, cost of, 92-3701.

Ineligibility to serve on, 59-201.

Support of paupers, 92-3701, 92-3715.
Tax collectors: See Tax Collectors.
Tax receivers: See Tax Receivers.

Inspection of books and records,
59-310 to 59-312.

Transients, 92-106.
"Vital statistics, cost of collecting, etc.,

92-3701.

Witnesses, expenses, 92-3701.

Paying jurors, 59-305.
Statement to, 23-1013, 23-1015.
Insurance against loss by burglary,
etc.,

56-1431.

Jurors, paying, 59-305.
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COUNTY TREASURERS— Cont'd.
Licenses, money arising from, payable
to, 92-3912.
Lien of bonds, 23-1010, 23-1011.
Malpractice, 23-1025.
Oath, 23-1003, 23-1004, 23-1006.
Office, place, 23-1014.

Orders
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COURTS-

I

Cont'd.

Conduct of
to

officers

Contempt, power
24-105.

and

otherjS,

power

24-104.

control,

fist

to pnniafa for, 24-104,

Contempt

of Court.

See Costs.
County boards of education as school
Costs;

courts, 32-910.

Funds lacking, 23-1G04,
23-1608.
Negotiability, 23-1606.

23-1607,

Payment, 23-1015, 23-1605, 23-1611.
Presenting, 23-1007.
Priority of payments, 23-1604,
23-1607.
Purchase at discount, 23-1609,
23-9902.
Speculation in, 23-1610, 23-9909.
Time of payment, 23-1605.
Ordinary, special compensation, pay.

ment, 24-110.
Public moneys, accounting for, etc.:
See Public Officers, catchword Public
moneys.
Publication of statement, 23-1015.

County courts:

See County Courts.
Court of Appeals: See Supreme Court
and Court of Appeals.
Disturbance of proceedings, power to
prevent, 24-104.

Enumeration

of, 2-2901.

Establishment, 1-301, 2-3501.
Evidence, all governed by same rules
of, 38-108.

Executive power separate from judicial,

2-123.

Injunction against proceedings, 55-101,
55-103.

Qualifications, 23-1002.
Receipts, 23-1015.

Interruption of proceedings, power to
prevent, 24-104.
Judges: See Judges.
Judgments: See Judgments.
Judicial notice, 38-112.
Judicial power vested where, 1-301,

Recording
Bonds, 23-1006 to 23-1011.

Jurisdiction:

24-101.

Final settlement, 23-1023.

Removal,

23-1025,

23-1022,

23-1026,

26-2804.

Resignation, 23-1022.
Sheriff, special compensation, payment,

See Jurisdiction.
Justices of the peace: See Justices
of the Peace.
Juvenile courts: See Juvenile Courts.
Legislative power separate from judi2-123.

cial,

24-110.

Minutes,

Solicitor

heads.

settlement with,

general,

See

24-107.

specific

Municipal: See editorial note following

24-2908.

Statement of account, 23-1015.

24-401.

Suspension, 23-1025.

Term of office, 23-1001, 34-2602.
Where filling vacancy, 89-502.
Vacancies

in

filling,

office,

23-1025,

23-1027, 23-1028.

Venue changed

Municipal court of Atlanta, 2-3501.
Notaries public ex-officio justices of
the peace: See Notaries Public.
Oaths, power to administer, 24-104.
Obedience, power to compel, 24-104.
Officers

Costs, 27-2806.

Actions against, 24-201.

Witness

Contempt of

fees, 38-1906.

court, 24-105.

Controlling conduct of, 24-104.
Insolvent costs, payment, 27-2902
to 27-2914.
See Fine and Forfeiture Fund.
Liable to suits, 24-201.
Rules against: See Rules Against

COUNTY UNIT VOTE.
Primaries, 34-3212.

COURSES AND DISTANCES.
Boundaries, control, 85-1601.

COURTS.

Officers.

Abolition by General Assembly, 2-4701.

Amendment

of records, pleadings, etc.:

See Amendment.
Attorney General,
to

duties

in,

2-3802,

24-104.

Compelling obedience

to.

24-104.

Ordinaries: See Ordinaries.
resort

to

2-104.

courts,

Presumptions in favor of conduct and
records, 38-114.

City courts: See City Courts.
Clerks
Effect of

Orders

Amendment,

40-1602, 40-1603.

right

Order, power to preserve and enforce,
24-104.

Administering oaths, 24-104.

Citizens '

court

want

of,

Reading minutes,

24-109.
24-107.

Powers enumerated,
Preserving order

24-104.

in, 24-104.

Privilege of proceedings,
105-709.

105-704,

General Index.
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COURTS— Cont \\.

Argument

Amendment,

24-104.

Compelling obedience
Records

Amendment,
Attestation

to, 24-104.

Presumptions

favor

in

of, 38-114.

24-104.

Right of citizens to resort to, 2-104.
Rules
Binding, 24-106.
Court of Appeals: See Court of

Appeals Rules.
Disobedience, contempt, 24-105.
Evidence, all governed by same

Rules.

Supreme Court: See Supreme Court
Rules.
full

faith
in,

and credit

to

pro-

Fee,

24-3601.

Foreign attorneys, admission,
24-3602.
License, 24-3601.
Oath, 24-3601.

of Court,
of law by, 24-3606.
Bills of exceptions

Assignment of

practice

error, 24-3608.

docketing, 24-3630.
Filing before case docketed,
24-3630.

United StatesEstablishment, 1-301.
Judges, 1-209, 1-301.
Jurisdiction, 1-302,
of United States.

COURT COMMISSIONER.

24-3614.

Jurisdiction

Statement of reasons, 24-3609.
Transfer of cases, 24-3609.
New trial motion, assignment of
error,

COURT OF APPEALS.

publication, 24-3615.
Objections, how and when made,
24-3610.
Original, transmission, 24-3611.

Preparation, method, 24-3612.
Separate from record, 24-3612.
Transmission, duty of clerk below,
Briefs

Argument, 24-3617, 24-3618.
Citation

See Court of Appeals Rules; Supreme
Court and Court of Appeals; Supreme Court Rules.

of
24-3618.

authority,

Costs, payment on filing, 24-3622.
Defendant in error, 24-3618.

Joint statement of counsel as to

COURT OF APPEALS RULES.

facts,

24-3620.

Number

24-3603.

of copies, 24-3621.
24-3622, 24-3623.
Plaintiff in error, 24-3617.
Preparation, 24-3616.

Pauper

Argument
Briefs of counsel, see Briefs, post.

Denunciation of Government,

affidavit,

Record, references

24-3605.

of counsel heard, 24-3604.
24 36r
-

or
J

motives,

im-

for

24-3617 to

Reply

briefs, 24-3621.

Service, 24-3621. See Service, post.

Statement of facts, 24-3617,

f*

Opening and conclusion, 24-3604.
Oral, demand
24-3629.

to,

24-3620.

Latitude allowed, 24-3605.
integrity

24-3616 to

Filing, 24-3621, 24-3622.

Reports: See Georgia Reports.

pugning,

24-3608.

Nonresident defendant, service by

24-3611.

Depositions before, 38-2301 to 38-2308.
See Interrogatories and Depositions.

writing,

or confused, 24-3612,

Illegible

Post-office address of counsel,
24-3608.

1-303.

Supreme Court: See Supreme Court

Official

Argument, see Argument, ante.
Briefs, see Briefs, post.
Costs, liability for, 24-3623,
24-3624.

1-401.

2-3701.

Number

writing,

Cross-bills,

Stenographic
reporters:
See
City
Courts; Superior Courts.
Superior courts: See Superior Courts;
Superior Court Rules.
Supreme Court of State: See Supreme
Court and Court of Appeals.
Supreme Court of United States: See
Supreme Court of United States.
Uniformity of practice, etc., 2-3501,

Ajfrr-ements,

1

Stenographers

rules of, 38-108.

Superior courts: See Superior Court

ceedings

consents,

or

24-3603.

38-627.

Removal out of county,

States,

Attorneys
Admission, 24-3601.

Agreements

24-104.
of,

—

Cont 'd.
Reading from brief, 24-3604.
Time limit, 24-3604.
Assignment of error, 24-3608.

Probate: See Ordinaries.
Proceedings of, confirmed, 2-S506.
Process

full

division,

Personal remarks, 24-3605.

24-3618.

Supplemental briefs, 24-3621.

Time of

filing,

24-3622.

Calendar of cases, 24-3632.

General Index.
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Es press,

Calls for hearing of cases, 24-3032.
Certification of question to Supreme

Quorum

of Judges, by, 24-3629.
Rehearing, 24-36*3, 2*4-3644.

mailing, 24-3032.

Time

Certiorari, duties, 24-3648 to

24 3607,

Execution for

Communications,

costs, issuance,

24-3607,

24-3624.

Mandnmus

applications,

—

24-3643.

24-3642.

Consents, writing, 24-3603.
Contempt of court
Breach of rules, 6-1306, 24-3651.
Record, disregard of rule, 24-3612.
Continuances, 24-3633.

How

rendered, 24-3636.
Remittitur, 24-3644.
Jurisdiction
Costs, taxing, for bringing case
to wrong Court, 24-3609.
Dismissal for want of, 24-3635.

CostsAttorneys, liability, 24-3623,

Statement of reasons, 24-3609.
Transfer of cases, 24-3609, 24-3030.
Mailing bill of exceptions and tran-

24-3624.

Dismissal for nonpayment, 24-3624.
Execution, 24-3624.
applications,

24-3637.

script, 24-3610.

Mandamus

24-3622, 24-3623.
Payment on filing brief, 24-3622.
Transferred cases, taxing, 24-3609.
affidavit,

for delay,

want

Clerk below, record, 24-3614.
Docketing, costs, 24-3637.

Minutes

of prosecu-

24-3635.

—

Certiorari,

Diminution of record, 24-3610.

Judgments, 24-3636.
Motions

Dismissal

nonpayment, 24-3624.

Jurisdiction,

want

Dismiss, notice, 24-3635.
Rehearing, 24-3643, 24-3644,

24-3635.

of,

Motions to dismiss, notice, 24-3635.
Parties, failure to make, 24-3641.
Penalty for noncompliance, 6-1306.

want

Prosecution,
Disqualification

of

24-3649, 24-3650.
Service, 24-3621.

Nonresident

defendant,
service
publication, 24-3615.
Notice of
Certiorari, 24-3646, 24-3649.

24-3634.

of,

Judges,

entry, 24-3647.
kept, 24-3638.

How

parties, 24-3641, 24-3642.

24-3627,

24-3628, 24-3629.

by

Hearings, 24-3632.

Divisions

Motions

Apportionment of cases, 24-3626.
Chief Judge
Assignment of Judges, 24-3625.

Demand

Quorum, hearing by, 24-3629.
Dockets
Call in absence of Judge, 24-3629.

—

24-3630.

Closing, 24-3631.

of

exceptions,

to

bill

Original,
i

24-3630.

of

exceptions

or

of cases, 24-3630.

Execution, unpaid costs, 24-3624.

filing

and

keeping,

24-3640.

Order of hearing cases, 24-3633.
taking from clerk's office,

Papers,

24-3639,

entry,

24-3630.

Numbering

Objections

Certiorari, use on applications for,
24-3640.

Personnel, 24-3625.

Cross-bill

cases,

Opinions

24-3628.

entered,

dismiss, 24-3635.

of

Office papers, taking, 24-3639, 24-3640.

for full division, 24-3629.

Disqualification of Judges, 24-3627,

how

to

Numbering

record, 24-3610.

Direction, 24-3626.

Cases,

24-3627.

Quorum, hearing by, 24-3629.
Judgments
Death of party as affecting,

Communications to clerk only, 24-3607,

Mandamus

direct, forbidden,

24-3643.

Disqualification,

duties,

24-3637.

Costs,

in deei

24-3629.

24-3643.

Death of

of, 24-3632.

—

Judges
Absence, participation

24-3650.

tion,

24-3610,

Calendar of eases set, 24 3632,
Order of, 24-3633.
Postponement, 24 3633.

Calendar of cases, preparation and

Damages

Cont'd.

of exceptions

bill

by,

—

Clerk-

Pauper

sending

transcript
J fearing

Court, 24-3045.
Certiorari, 24-3640, 24 $046 to 24-3050.
Chief Judge, disqualification, 24-3628.

through,

§EC1 IONS.]
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Communication

-l<j

24-3640.

Parties,

making, 24-3641, 24-3642.

Pauper

affidavit

24-3622,

in

lieu

of

costs,

24-3623.

Postponement of hearings, 24-3633.

General Index.
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COURT OF APPEALS RULES— Cont'd.
Publication, service on nonresident defendant. 24-3615.
Quorum of Judges, hearing by, 24-3629.

Record
Arrangement, 24-3613.
Contempt, disregard of

rule

COURTS OF INQUIRY— Cont 'd.
Carrying arrested person before judicial officer, 27-212.

Commitment
Bail given, entry, 27-418.
Different offense, 27-408.
Disposition of papers, 27-420.
Duty of court, 27-407.

as,

24-3612.

Filing before

case

Form, 27-409.
Municipal courts, 27-423.

docketed,

24-3630,

confused, 24-3612,

or
24-3614.

Illegible

Solicitor

delivery

general,

Index, 24-2613.
Mandamus, confused

or

illegible,

Continuances, 27-403, 27-415.
Costs

Duty

24-3614.

Numbering

pages, 24-3613.

Objections,

how and when made,

and clerk as

of justice

to,

27-421.

Prisoner sent to adjoining county,
27-416, 27-417.

24-3610.

Prosecutor, payment by, when,

Preparation, method, 24-3612.
Separate from bill of exceptions,
24-3612.

Transmission, duty of clerk below,
24-3611.

Rehearing, 24-3643, 24-3644, 24-3649,

27-421.

Counsel, right of defendant to, 27-403.
County court judge may hold, 27-401.
Different offense, commitment, 27-407.
Discharge, informality as ground,
27-422.

24-3650.

Remittitur, 24-3644, 24-3646 to 24-3648,

Disposition of paper's, 27-420.

Duty-

24-3650.

Carrying offender before judicial

Service

Acknowledgments,

briefs,

24-3621.

Affidavit of party, briefs, 24-3621.
Briefs, 24-3621.

of counsel, briefs,

Certificate

officer,

27-212.

Court, 27-407.

Evidence
Abstract

felony

in

of,

cases,

27-406.

24-3621.

Dismiss, motions to, 24-3635.
Mail, briefs, 24-3621.
Motions, 24-3621, 24-3635.
Nonresident defendant, publication, 24-3615.

Personal, briefs, 24-3621.

Stenographers

Court,

of

practice

of

law, 24-3606.

Supreme Court
Certiorari,

24-3646 to 24-3650.

Costs, taxing in transferred cases,
24-3609.

Transferred cases, 24-3609, 24-3630.
Transcript of record, see Record, ante.
Transfer of cases, 24-3609, 24-3630.

COURTS OF INQUIRY.

Legal, admissible, 27-405.
Statement of defendant, 27-405.
Fees, when prisoner sent to adjoining
county, 27-416, 27-417.
Fine and forfeiture fund, payment of
costs from, 27-2902 to 27-2914.
See
Fine and Forfeiture Fund.
Form of commitment, 27-409.
Grand jury, witnesses before, 27-413.
Habeas corpus, informality as ground
for discharge on, 27-422.

Hearing, waiver, 27-419.
Informality as ground for discharge,
27-422.

Insolvent
27-2902

of

costs
to

officers,

See

27-2914.

Associates holding, procedure, 27-402.

Jail

Another county, sending

Appearance at commitment hearGiving, after commitment, 27-418.

Misdemeanor

27-418, 27-419.
cases, 27-901, 27-902.

Offenses bailable

in,

27-901.

Opportunity to give, allowed,
Witnesses, appearance, 27-410,

27-403.

bound to receive prisoner,
when, 27-417.

Justices of the peace

Associates of other
officio,

May

may

Binding over witnesses, 27-410, 27-411.

may

search, 27-424.

officers, 27-402.

hold, 27-401.

hold, 27-401.

Mayor may commit,

27-411.

pending hearing,

to,

Jailer not

Ex

27-418.

to, 27-416,

27-417.

Commitment

ing, 27-403.

Memorandum,

payment,
Fine and

Forfeiture Fund,

Bail-

Boats, officer

to,

27-420.

27-423.

Municipal courts may commit, 27-423.
Papers forwarded to clerk, 27-420.
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Place of inquiry, 27-401.

10:.',

'J

to o.T>:ers, 91 7
pl&£e of holding,
24-2609, 24-300J, 24-3008, 34-0001

Superior

27-42.'*.

Religious worship, disturbance, 27-216.
Return of evidence, 27-405, 27-406.

Rule of decision, 27-407.
Search warrant, binding over possessor
of goods found, 27-304.
Selection of judge to try cause, 27-208.
Solicitor general, delivery of commitment papers to, 27-420.
Statement of accused, 27-405.
Superior court judge may hold, 27-401.
Supersedeas, waiving hearing operates
as, 27-419.

Suspicion of guilt, commitment, 27-407.

Time
Granted for preparation of

case,

27-403.

Inquiry, of, 27-401.
Venue of hearing, 27-209.
Vessels, search, and binding over offenders, 27-424.
"Waiver of hearing, 27-419.
Warrant: See Arrest.
Disposition of, 27-420.

Memorandum
Commitment, entry, 27-420.
Waiver of hearing and bail,
State's

8fl1-1207.

COUSINS.
Inheritance by, 113 -003.

COVENANTS.
Conditions

subsequent

construed

as,

37-216.

Contracts: See Contracts.
Deeds: See Deeds.

COWS.
See Cattle.
Homestead, statutory, 51-1301.

COWARD.
Proclaiming one to be, for not fighting
duel, 26-5205.

CRATTS.
Charity,

subject

of,

108-203.

CRANAGE COMPANIES.
Taxes
Returns to Comptroller General,
92-5902 to 92-5904.

Assessments
witnesses,

in-

27-408.

to

correct,

92-6001 to 92-6007,
to 92-6104.

etc.,

92-6101

Time, 92-5901.
of payment, 92-5908.

Time
general,

delivery to,

CRATE FACTORIES.

27-420.

Who may

1

National Guard, 86-1201 to

dorsement, 27-412.
Offense not stated in, commitment,
Solicitor

court,

COURT-MARTIAL.

entry, 27-419.

of

Cont'd.

Rooms, assignment

Prosecution, inquiry as, 105-805.

Names

!

Furnishing!, 91-702.
Repair, 91-702.

Postponement of hearing, 27-403.

may commit,

SK'.

COURTHOUSES

COURTS OF INQUIRY— Cont 'd.
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Taxation, 92-901.

hold, 27-401.

Witnesses
Absence, ground for continuance,

CREAM.
See Dairies and Dairy Products.

27-415.

Arrest, 27-404.
Binding over, 27-410, 27-411.
Bonds for appearance

Amount, 27-411.
Approval of sureties,

27-411.

Requiring, 27-410.
Compelling attendance, 27-404.
Grand jury, subpoenaing for at-

tendance before, 27-413.
Indorsement of names on warrant,
27-412.

Subpoenas to
Defendant's witnesses, 27-414.
Prosecutor's witnesses, 27-413.

COURT REPORTERS.
See City Courts; Superior Courts;
Supreme Court and Court of Ap-

CREDIT.
Fraudulently obtaining, 26-7401,
105-303.

CREDIT UNIONS.
Board of

directors, 25-112.

Compensation, 25-113.
Duties, 25-113.

Bylaws, 25-102, 25-103.

Amendment,

25-104.

Capital, 25-110.
Certificate of incorporation. 25-103.
Certified copy as evidence, 25-107.
Record, 25-106.
Revocation, 25-122.

Committees, 25-112.
Credit committee
Approval of loans by, 25-110.

peals.

Election, etc., 25-112.

COURTHOUSES.
Control, 91-705.

County tax
Erection,

to build or repair, 92-3701.

91-702.

Dividends, 25-118.

Entrance fee, 25-110.
Examination of, 25-122.
Expulsion of members, 25-109.

General Index.
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CREDIT UNIONS— Cont

CRIMES AND PUNISHMENT— Cont'd.

'd.

Conviction

Fiscal year. 25-121.

Punishment, to precede, 27-2509.
Testamentary capacity as affected

Illegal practices, 25-122.
Insolvency. 25-122.

by, 113-206.

Liquidation, 25-119.

Loans to members and officers, 25-116.
Meetings of members, 25-121.
Membership, 25-108.
Name, use of words "credit union"
25-113.

Organization, 25-101.
Petition of incorporators,

26-102.

2-701.

of,

Transfer, 25-110.
Trust, issuance in, 25-111.
Special meetings of members, 25-121.
Subscribers to stock, meetings, 25-106.

Felony
Compounding, 26-4603.
Definition, 26-101.

Forfeiture

of

estate

as

punishment,

2-204.

Fraud, 2-206.

Supervisory committee
Audits, 25-114.

Gifts for illegal purpose or containing illegal condition, 48-108, 48-109.

25-112.

High

Inspections by, 25-114.

seas, on, 1-125.

Idiots,

Taxes to which subject, 25-123.
Withdrawal of members, 25-109.

accountability,

Imputing

26-304.

to another, slander, 105-702.

Incrimination of self, 1-805, 2-106.
Indictment for, 1-805.

CREDITORS.
See Debtor and Creditor.

Infants, accountability, 26-304.

CRIMES AND PUNISHMENT.

Insane persons, accountability, 26-202,
26-301, 26-303, 26-304.

Accessories

After the fact, 26-604.
Harboring, concealing or
ceiving guilty persons,

Intention as element of crime, 26-201,
re-

26-4601.

Recommendation to mercy,
Recommendation to mercy,

26-2620, 26-2621.

see
post.

Questions for
Justification for assault or as-

Definition, 26-601.

sault

child,

Lunatics,

24-2437.

Accident, effect as to criminal responsibility, 26-404.

Accomplices, corroboration in felonies,
38-121.

commit crime, punishment,

and battery, 26-1409.

accountability,

26-202,

26-301, 26-303, 26-304.

Married women, coercing, 26-401.
Mercy, recommendation to, by jury,
see Recommendation
Misdemeanor

—

to mercy, post.

Definition, 26-101, 26-201.

27-2507.

Banishment or whipping as punish-

Punishment, 27-2506.
Misfortune,

ment, 2-107.
Benefit of clergy, 26-102.
Charitable funds, misappropriation,

effect

crimes, 26-2604.

Conspiracy to charge innocent persons
with crime, 26-1901.

as

to

criminal re-

sponsibility, 26-404.

Pardons, 2-2612.
Particular crimes:

99-101.

Compounding

Intoxication as excuse, 26-403.
Involuntary servitude as punishment,

Jury-

Before the fact, 26-602.
Punishment, 26-603.

Parent or guardian, crime of

26-202.

1-813, 1-814, 2-117.

Punishment, 26-605.
Receiving stolen goods,

Attempt

1-808,

Divorce, conviction as ground, 30-102.
Drunkenness as excuse, 26-403.
Excessive fines, 1-808, 2-109.
Extradition of fugitives from justice:
See Extradition.

25-111.

to

or idiots, 26-305.

natics,

Electrocution:
See Sentence.
Disfranchisement of persons convicted,

25-110.

Minors, issuance in names

etc.,

Counselors and advisers of infants, lu-

Death penalty,

25-101,

riace of business, change, 25-120.
Towers, 25-105.
Reports. 25-122.
Reserve fund, 25-117.
Shares of stock

Election,

punishment,

2-109.

25-102.

Cancellation,

as

1-306, 2-203.

Crime defined, 26-201.
Cruel and unusual punishment,

in, 25-9901.

Officers,

Corruption of blood

See specific heads.

Parties, see Accessories, ante; Principals, TX)St.

Penalties, compounding, 26-4604.
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CRIMES AND PUNISHMENT—Cont'd.
Recommendation

Principals

Advisors and counselors of infants,

to

by jury

rnerejr

lunatics, or idiots, 26-305.

Cont'd.
Snooting at or

of
perpetrator
crime, liability of person caus

26-7308.
Sodomy, 27-2501.

ing, 26-4.03.

r
Subornation of p f;r J ur y
swearing, 27-2501.
Trains
Shooting at or rocking,

Drunkenness

of

(>

First degree, 26-501.
Parent or guardian, crime of child,
24-2437.
Second degree, 26-501.
Punishment, 26-502.
Probation of offenders, 27-2702 to
27-2705.

Punishment
Attempt to commit crime, 27-2507.
Banishment beyond limits of State,
2-107.

Conviction to precede, 27-2509.
Corruption of blood/ 1-306, 2-203.
Cruel and unusual, 1-808, 2-109.
Death by electrocution: See Sentence.

Disfranchisement of persons conExcessive fines, 1-808, 2-109.
Fraud, 2-206.
Involuntary servitude, 1-813, 1-814,

26-7308.

Wrecking, 27-2501.
Treason, 26-801, 27-2501.

Wrecking train, 20
Removal of officers for,

7309.

Repeal of laws,

as

1-212,

effect

to

prosecu-

tion, 26-103.

Responsibility, 26-301 to 26-404.
Second offense, punishment, 27-2511.

Sentence:
See Sentence.
imprisonments,
Several

successive

when, 27-2510.
Threats, committing crime under,
26-402.
of, making,
mending, or possessing, 26-2701.
Tort amounting to, settlement,

105-1901, 105-1902.

Whipping

2-117.

Misdemeanors, 27-2506.
Pardons, etc., by Governor, 2-2612.
Probation, 27-2702 to 27-2705.

Recommendation by jury, see Recommendation to mercy by jury,

as punishment, 2-107.
Witness, disqualification removed,

38-1603.

CRIMINAL CONVERSATION.
Husband's right of action, 105-1203.

CRIMINAL DOCKET.

post.

Removal of

officers, 1-212.

Call

of,

27-1301.

offense, 27-2511.

Sentence: See Sentence.
Several imprisonments, successive

when, 27-2„10.
Whipping, 2-107.
to mercy by jury
Arson, 27-2501.
Assault with intent to rape,

26-1302, 26-1304, 27-2501.

Burning railroad bridges, 27-2501.
Capital cases other than homicide,
27-2302.

Duel resulting in

CRIMINAL LAW.
Equity, interference with

administra-

tion of, 55-102.
Juvenile courts: See Juvenile Courts.

Recommendation

killing,

26-5203.

False swearing, 27-2501.
Felony, reduction to misdemeanor
by, 27-2501.
Foeticide, 26-1103, 27-2501.
Insurrection or attempt to incite
insurrection, 26-903, 27-2501.
Manslaughter, 27-2501.
Mayhem, 26-1208, 27-2501.

Misdemeanor, reduction of felony
to,

f-

Tools used in commission

victed, 2-701.

Second

re

Appearance bonds, forfeiture,

Certiorari, supersedeas, 19-214 to

19-216.

Court of Appeals, see Supreme Court
and Court of Appeals, post.
Enjoining criminal courts, 55-102.
Juvenile courts: See Juvenile Courts.
Limitation of prosecutions, 27-601.
Process, service by Commissioner of

Game and

Pish, 45-108.

Recognizances,

certiorari,

19-214

Sentence: See Sentence.

Supreme Court and Court of Appeals
bill

of exceptions,

6-1301.
bills

of exceptions, 6-903,

6-904.
etc.,

27-2501.

to

19-216.

Fast

26-5203, 27-2501.

Perjury, 27-2501.

69-206.

Call, of docket, 27-1301.

Dismissal of

27-2501.

Murder, 26-1005, 26-1103, 26-2206,

Railroads, destroying,

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE.

Right to except, 6-903.
'

Rape, 26-1302, 26-1304, 27-2501.

Service, 6-917.

Seduction, 27-2501.

Supersedeas, 6-1005 to 6-100S,-
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CRIMINAL PROCEDURE -Cent 'd.
Supreme Court aud Court of Appeals

—Cont
Time of

\1.

offense, reversal for lack

of proof of, 6-1609.

Venue, reversal for lack of proof
of, 6-1609.

CRIMINAL PROSECUTIONS.
as suppression of,

Tort, settlement,

105-1901,

105-1902.

Compelling, 1-S05, 2-106, 3S-416, 38-417,
3S-1205,

3S-1711,

93-50(3,

93-507, 93-9901.

95-401.

Confessions, 30-110.

Ground, 30-103, 30-104.
Jailers, 77-104.

child, 74-108,

74-109.

extraordinary work,

Public

roads,
95-411.

CROCKERY.

•

Taxation of manufacturers and dealers,

Homestead, statutory, 51-1301.

92-1308.

CROPS.
See Agricultural Products;

Depart-

ment of Agriculture; Emblements;
Lnsecticides and Fungicides; Landlord and Cropper; Landlord and

CUM TESTAMENTO ANNEXO

Burning maliciously, 26-7701 to 26-7703.
Definition, 85-1902.
Execution, sale, 39-119.

Growing, sale under execution, 39-119.

MINISTRATOR.

CURLEWS.
birds: See

Game.

CURRENCY.
Bona fide purchaser, 96-111.
Grand jury charge on issuing,

59-601.

CURTESY.

Levy on, 39-119.
Unmatured crops,

85-1903.

Liens: See Liens.
Life tenant, rights, 85-606.
Mortgage of, 67-1101 to 67-1107.
Personalty, 85-1901.
Sale of, by officer, 39-119.

Word embraces what,

AD-

See Administrators and Executors.

Game

Tenant.

85-1902.

Year's support inferior to liens on,

Tenancy by,

85-608.

CUSTOM AND USAGE.
Merchants, judicial notice, 38-112.

CY PRES DOCTRINE.
Charities,

108-202,

113-815.

CYCLONE INSURANCE COMPANIES.
Mutual companies, income tax exemp-

113-1012.

tion, 92-3105.

CROPPERS.
See Landlord and Cropper.

as,

81-106.

CROSS-BILL OF EXCEPTIONS.
See Bills of Exceptions.

CROSS-EXAMINATION.
See Witnesses.

CROSSINGS.
See Railroads.
See Public Roads.

etc.:

CRUDE TURPENTINE.
Sale, title passes

when, 96-110.

AND UNUSUAL PUNISH-

MENT.
Constitutional prohibition against,
1-808, 2-109.

AND DAIRY PRODUCTS.

DAIRIES

Divorce, 30-106.

CROSS-BILL.
Answer serving

DAGUERREOTYPE.
Obscene, 26-6301.

CROSS-ACTIONS.

CRUEL

Divorce-

CULVERTS.

Road duty, exemption,

Railroad:

Arrest, 27-109.
Warrant, 27-109.
Animals or children, exemption of
corporations organized to prevent,
from income taxes, 92-3105.
Children, 26-8001.
Dentists, 84-9908.

Parent to

CRIPPLES.

Highway,

Animals, 26-7902 to 26-7904.

Collusion, 30-109.
Condonation, 30-109.

CRIMINATION OF SELF.
58-1102,

CRUELTY.

Adulteration of ice cream, 42-512.
Books of account of dairymen, admissibility in evidence, 38-310.
Bottles, 42-507, 42-9912.

Brokerage, 42-502, 42-516.
Condemnation, 42-503.

Condensed milk, 42-511.
Definition of term3 used in law, 42-502.
Enforcement of law by State Veterinarian, 42-501.

Evaporated milk, 42-511.
Field superintendents, 42-502, 42-514.
Ice cream, 42-512, 42-513.

Inspection, 42-401 to 42-404, 42-406,
42-503.

Licenses

—

Cancellation, 42-9913.

Cheese factories, 42-513.

General Index.
[references are to sect

AND DAIRY PRODUCTS—

DAIRIES

Cont'd.

—

Cream
Cream

negligent,

Bad

66-402,

faith, material,

Bias,

in,

parties
105-608.

when, 105-2003.

105-2003,

effect,

both

94-70.';,

105 2015.

Bonds, suits on, 110-308.
Carriers

Delay in

delivery

of

freight,

18-313.

Failure

42-513.
plants,

when

Apportionment,

42-515.

furnish

to

refrigerator

cars, 18-315.

Unjust discrimination, 18-318,

42-513.

Suspension, 42-9913.
Milk and cream brokerage,

18-9914.

Claim cases, for delay, 39-802, 39-903,

42-502,

39-905 to 39-907.

42-516.

Milk depots, 42-401, 42-9908.
Milk powder, sale or distribution

Compensation for injury, 105-2001,
of

milk containing
Enforcement of law, 42-603.
Labels on packages, 42-602.
Permit, 42-601.
Signs posted by hotels, etc., serving, 42-602.

Stamps for containers,

Inspection, 42-503.

Licensing testers, 42-505.
disposition

42-519.

42-510.

or destruction of property pending action, 107-107.
Default cases, proof of, 110-405.
Delay, awarded for
Appellate court, 6-1801.

Certiorari cases, 19-503.

Claim cases, 39-802, 39-903, 39-905
to 39-907.

Illegality cases, 39-1007.

Diminution where both parties negli-

Discretion of jury, 105-2015.
Dispossessory warrant, executing without notice, 61-307.
Enlightened conscience of impartial
jurors, measure, when, 105-2003.
Excessive, verdict set aside, 105-2003,
105-2015.

Weighing and testing by,
42-405,

24-3405.

gent, 66-402, 94-703, 105-603.
Direct, 105-2005, 105-2007.

Annual
Enforcement of law by, 42-501.

42-404,

by amount of recovery,

affected

Death

report, 42-517.

Statistics,

Breach, 4-215, 4-216.
Revocation, 4-214.

24-3404,

State Veterinarian

to,

Agency

As

Public dairies, definition, 42-502.
Reports
Brokerage, 42-516.
Manufacturers, 42-510.
Purchases, 42-517.
Sale, unlawful acts in, 42-508.
Sanitation regulations, 42-401, 42-9908.
Shipments from foreign States, 42-518.

by,

105-2007.

After tender, 105-1903.

Pasteurization, 42-509, 42-513.
Pipettes, 42-507, 42-9912.

Moneys received

105-2005,

Continuing trespass, 105-1406.
Contract, breach of: See Contracts.

Costs

42-603.

Municipal inspection, 42-406.
Oleomargarine, 42-9909, 42-9910.

Reports

105-2002.
Consequential,

•

Violation of law, 42-9914.

of,

DAMAGES.

6-1801.

Creameries, 42-513.
Fees, 42-513 to 42-516.
Field superintendents, 42-514.
Ice cream factories, 42-513.
Milk brokerage, 42-516.
Milk buying-stations, 42-515.

Milk plants,
Milk powder

EG

Aggravation, torts, 106 2002.
Appellate court, damages for delay

Licenses Cont 'd.
Condenserics, 42-513.
Cream brokerage, 42-516.
buying-stations,
testers, 42-514.

3055

42-506.

42-503,

Exemplary,

torts,

105-1204,

105-2002,

105-2003.

42-9907.

Expenses, 105-2004.
'Forcible entry and detainer, bonds for,
by nonresidents, 105-1610.

Testing, 42-504, 42-506.

Bottles and pipettes, 42-507.

False testing, 42-506.
Licensing testers, 42-505, 42-514.
Violation of law, 42-9913, 42-9914.

Forthcoming bonds, measure, 39-304.

Weighing, 42-506.

Homestead, wrongful levy

Garnishment, 46-210.
General, 105-2005, 105-2006.

•

DAMS.
Injuring maliciously, 26-7801.
Mining purposes, 83-204 to 83-208.

Nonnavigable streams, 85-1306.
Rice cultivation, 5-401 to 5-403, 5-408
to 5-410.

on, 51-1102.
Illegality cases, for delay, 39-1007.

Inadequate, verdict set aside, 105-2003,
105-2015.

Innocent persons suffering by act of
third person, 37-113.
Insurance, refusal to pay, 56-706.
Intention as element of, 105-601.

General Index.
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DAMAGES—Cont

DAMAGES— Cont 'd.

'd.

Intruders on land, proceedings to remove: See Intruders on Land.
Irreparable injury, injunction, 55-101,
55-204.

gent, 66-402, 94-703, 105-603.

Kinds of. 105-2005.
liability
Landlord's

Bias, effect, 105-2003, 105-2015.

Compensation for injury, 105-2001,
105-2002.

for,

to

third

to, 105-2014.

Mitigation, 105-706.
Proof in rebuttal of

malice,

105-706.

Malicious prosecution, measure, 105-S08.

Measure
Bonds, suits on, 110-308.
Malicious prosecution, 105-808.
Timber, cutting, 105-2013.
Torts, 105-808, 105-2001, 105-2003.
Trover, 107-103. See Trover.
Trustee, conversion, 10S-430.
Mines, acquisition of right of way,
83-203, 83-204, 83-207.
Mistake of jury, interference by court,

105-2015.

aside,

105-1204,

105-2002,

105-2003.

Expenses, 105-2004.
Extenuation, 105-1802.
General, 105-2005, 105-2006.

Inadequate, verdict set aside
105-2003, 105-2015.

Intention as element, 105-601.
Joint trespassers
Contribution, 105-2012.

Physical injury, intention as element
105-601.

award for with-

holding or interfering with, 105-1402,
105-1403.

Prejudice, effect, 105-2003, 105-2015.
Private ways, laying out, 83-105 to
83-107, 83-111, 83-118.

Malicious

prosecution,

measure,

105-808.

105-2001,

105-808,

Mistake of jUry, interference by
court, 105-2015.
Mitigation, 105-1802, 105-2001.
Negligence of both parties, dim-

inution,

66-402,

105-1204,

105-2002,

105-603.

94-703,

Nominal, 105-2001.
Physical injury, intention as
ment, 105-601.
Possession

of

award

land,

Prejudice, effect, 105-2003.

Sales—

Punitive,

by buyer,

105-1204,

105-2002,

105-2003.

Remote, 105-2008

96-113.

Breach of warranty, 96-306.
Seduction, exemplary,

for

105-1403.

Remote, 105-2008 to 105-2010.
of contract

ele-

withholding or interfering with,
105-1402,

105-2003.

Brear-h

to,

105-2003.

105-2001.

torts,

Exemplary,

Measure,

66-402, 94-703, 105-603.

Punitive,

105-2003.
Excessive, verdict set
105-2003, 105-2015.

105-2014.

Necessary expenses, 105-2004.
Negligence of both parties, diminution,

land,

Enlightened conscience of impartial jurors, measure, when,

Jury's discretion, 105-2015.
Lessen, plaintiff's duty

Torts, 105-1802, 105-2001.

of

105-2005, 105-2007.
parties
negligent, 66-402, 94-703, 105-603.
Direct, 105-2005, 105-2007.

both

Recovery against, 105-2011.

Mitigation
Libel actions, 105-706.
Nominal damages, 105-2001.

Possession

Consequential,

Diminution,

Lessen, plaintiff's duty
Libel and slander

torts,

when,

material,

faith,

105-2003.

persons, 01-112.

of,

Aggravation, 105-2002.
Apportionment, both parties negli-

Bad

Joint trespassers
Contribution, 105-2011.
Recovery against, 105-2011.
Jury's discretion, 105-2015.

Nominal,

Torts-

to

105-2010.

Seduction, exemplary, 105-1204.

105-1204.

Special, 105-2005,

105-2006.

Special, 105-2005, 105-2006.

Speculative, 105-2008 to 105-2010.
Tender, 105-1903.

Specific performance, 37-802 to 37-804.

Timber, cutting, measure, 105-2013.

Sheriff, liability for, 24-202.

Trespass, continuing, 105-1406.

Speculative, 105-2008 to 105-2010.

Subpoena duces tecum, action for
ure to obey, 38-902.
Tender

of,

105-1003.

Timber, cutting

fail-

Vindictive,

105-1204,

105-2002,

105-2003.

Wordly

circumstances,

material,

when, 105-2003.

Injunction, 55-204.

Wounded

Measure, 105-2013

ages,

feelings, vindictive

105-2003.

dam-
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DEAD BODIES— Cont'd.

DAMAGES— Cont 'd.

Coroner, by, 88-410.
Illegal, 88 9919, 88 9921.

Embalmers,

55-104, 55-204.

Trover
Effect of judgment for, 110-514.

Vindictive, torts, 105-1204, 105-2002,
105-2003.
Witness, nonattendance, 38-1504.
Justice's court, 24-1305.
Workmen's compensation in addition

105-2003.

Wounded

feelings, vindictive damages,
105-2003.

DANCE HALLS.

ete.,

See

92-2004.

8 4 %o

i

to

.

Definition, 88-605.

Transportation of bodies dead of
certain diseases, prerequisite
88-003.
Illegal traffic in, 88-9918.

to,

See Coroners.

Medical colleges, distribution
Medical Colleges.
Paupers, burial, 23-2304

Removal permit,

88-1213,
88-1219, 88-1220.

Transportation,

Taxation of operators and instructors,

of,

;
-

Embalming: See Georgia State Board
of Embalming.

Inquest:

to, 114-403, 114-503.

Worldly circumstances, material, when,

88-601
88-9917, 88-9920.

to

to:

88-1216,
88-608,

DEADLY WEAPONS.

DANCING.

See Weapons.

Sunday, on, 26-6910.

DEAF AND DUMB PERSONS.

DATES.

See Georgia School for the Deaf.

Appeal from finding of incapacity,

Figures, use in pleading, 81-104.

49-606.

DAUGHTER-IN-LAW.
Beneficiary of death benefits, 56-1608.
Marriage to, prohibited, 53-105.

DAYS.
Advertisements,

legal,

meaning

of

DE BENE ESSE.

ity,

Perpetuating

Testi-

mony.

ward,

49-617.
Duties, 49-603.
to

determine capac-

49-604, 49-606, 49-616,
49-617.
ity,

See Administrators and Executors.

Jury

to determine capacity, 49-604,
49-606, 49-610.

DE FACTO OFFICERS.
Evidence, 38-207.
Validity of acts of public

Letters of dismission, 49-61S.
Notice of application for appointment, 49-604.
Oath, 49-603.

officers,

89-101, 89-310.

DE SON TORT.

Petition, 49-604, 49-607, 49-609.
Powers, 49-603.

Executor, 113-1102, 113-1103.

Resignation, 49-618.

BODIES.

Revocation of appointment,

See Cemeteries.

Board for distribution

49-609, 49-610.
of,

88-701.

Burial

Paupers, 23-2304.
Permit, 88-1213, 88-1216, 88-1219,
88-1220.

burial,
officials

interference
in

selection,

88-9922.

Claiming for burial, 88-705.
Coroner's inquest: See Coroners.

Settlements, 49-61S.
Wife, preference, 49-602.
Jury, determination of capacity,
49-604, 49-606, 49-610.

Paupers, 23-2307, 23-2310.
Petition for commission to determine

or selling, 88-9918.

Caskets for
cemetery

deceased

determine capac49-604 to 49-610, 49-616,

Examination

DE BONIS NON ADMINISTRATOR.

Buying

of

49-618.

Bond, 49-603.
Commission to

Sheriff's sales, 39-1201.

See

Guardians
Administrator

49-605.

Holidays: See Holidays.

Depositions:

Costs, proceedings to determine capacity, 49-606.

Appointment, 49-601, 49-602,

thirty days," 39-1102.

DEAD

license,

84 880, 84 9912.

Measure, 107-103. See Trover.

11

—

Disinterment

Trespass
Continuing, 105-1406.
Irreparable injury, injunction,

by

capacity, 49-604, 49-607.

Restoration to capacity, 49-609, 49-610.
witnesses,
Subpoenas,
determination
of capacity, 49-60S.

Testamentary capacity, 113-207.

General Index.
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DEAF AND DUMB PERSONS— Cont'd.
Verdict, capacity, 49-604, 49-610.
Witnesses, determination of capacity,
49-C

DEALERS IN SECURITIES.

or father

— Cont'd.

"Widow's recovery subject to law
Dis-

tribution.

See Securities.

Joinder of husband and children, suing for death of wife and mother,

DEATH.
See Homicide.
of actions, 3-501, 3-503,

5-505, 3-506.

Disbarment proceedings, 9-515.
Act causing, and death, in different
See Venue.
jurisdictions, venue:
Administrator, recovery by, 105-1309.
Adulterated drugs or liquors causing,
105-1102, 105-1104.
for title, parties dying, enforcement, 113-1601 to 113-1605.

Bond

ChildDependency

Husband

of descents, 105-1304.
Inheritance:
See Descent and

8,

Abatement

DEATH— Cont 'd.

105-1306.
Liquors, adulterated, causing death,
right of action, 105-1102, 105-1104.
Loans terminated by, 12-511.
Next of kin, recovery by personal
representative, 105-1309.
Parties to actions
Abatement of actions, 3-501,
3-503, 3-505, 3-506.

Making new

parties: See Parties.
Perjury convicting one of crime pun-

105-1307.
Full value* of life, 105-1307.
Right of action, 105-1307.

ishable by, 26-4007.
of continuance of life
for seven years, 38-118.
Principal in bail bond, as surrender,

Civil liability, 66-401, 105-1104,
105-1301 to 105-1309.

Property, pending litigation, effect on

Presumption

on,

27-905.

Competency of witnesses as affected
Continuance of life for seven years,
presumption, 38-118.
compliance
affecting
as
Contracts,
with, 113-1525.

Criminal responsibility: See Homicide.
Declarations, dying, 38-307.

costs, 107-107.

officers, in

general, 89-501,

89-603.

Punishment for crime:

See Sentence.
Limitation of prosecution, 27-601.
Railroad employees, 66-401.
State Treasurer, statement of account,
40-1304.

Definition, 1054301.

See Vital Statistics.
Survival of action, 105-1303, 105-1306.
Survivorship
Statistics:

Dependency, 105-1307, 105-1309.
Drugs
Adulterated, causing death, right
of action, 105-1102, 105-1104.
Mistake in selling, causing death,

right of action, 105-1103,
105-1104.

Dying

damages and
Public

by, 38-1603.

Administrators, among, 113-1231.
Persons dying together, 113-906.
Trustees
Filling vacancies, 108-314 to
108-318.

declarations, 38-307.

Electrocution for crime: See Sentence.

Employees of railroads, 66-401.
Evidence to prove, 38-303.

Returns after, by representative,
108-404.

Unwholesome provisions causing death,

Executor, recovery by, 105-1309.
Father, see Husband or father, post.
Full value of life of decedent, definition, 105-1308.

Gifts in contemplation of, 48-201.
Governor,
special
election
to

right of action, 105-1101, 105-1104.

Ward, guardian as administrator,
49-316.

Wife
fill

vacancy, 40-102.
Guardian, 49-224, 49-236.
Sureties on bond, 49-233, 49-234.
Homicide, penal liability: See Homi-

or

mother

Full value of

life,

recovery,

105-1306.

Homestead,

effect as to, 51-705,

51-1503.

Right of action, 105-1306.
Survival of action, 105-1306.

cide.

Husband

or father

Alimony,

Wills, effective from, 113-102, 113-105.

effect as to, 30-218.

Debts, recovery not subject

to,

105-1305.

Full value of life, recovery,

Witnesses, competency as affected by,
38-1603.

Workmen's compensation: See Workmen's Compensation.

105-1302.

Mother's rights, 74-106.
Eight of action, 105-1302.
Survival of action, 105-1303.

DEBENTURES.
Dealers in:

See Securities.
Trust companies dealing in, 109-506.
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KKENCES A1E TO BEC1

•

DEBTOR AND CREDITOR

DEBTS.
and

See Debtor
Debt.

Creditor;

Public

Alignment

for

Coi

benefit of ereditoi

Cont'd.

Municipal corporations, by,
assignee, appo

Counties: See Public Debt.
Federal Government

New

Prior to Constitution, 1-601.
Questioning validity, 1-818.
Husband, liability of wife's separate

Nonresident assignee, 28 820.
Notice of. filing assignment,
Parties to action to set aside,

estate, 2-2201.

Imprisonment for debt,

2-121.

28-315.

See Public Debt.
United States: See Public Debt.
State:

Partnerships, by, 28-303.
Preferences, 28-301 to 28-303,

DEBTOR AND CREDITOR.

28-307, 28-314.

See Principal and Surety.
Actions in fraud of creditors, 28-201.
Administrator
Payment of debts by: See Administrators and Executors.
Right of creditor to appointment,
113-1202.
Assets, legal and equitable, 37-401,
37-402.

Assignments for benefit of creditors
Affidavit annexed to, 28-307,
28-308.

Amendment

of lists of assets,

etc.,

28-319.

Appointment of new assignee,
28-320.

Property covered, 28-305 to 28-3
Record of deed of assignment,

1

28-304.

Right to make, 28-303.
Setting aside, 28-314 to 28-317.

Assignments in fraud of creditors,
28-201.

Attachment:

Bank

See Attachment.
See Banks and Bank-

creditors:

ing.

Bonds in fraud of creditors,
Bulk sale of goods, 28-203

28-201.
to

28-206,

28-9901.

Composition by debtor, 28-107.
Concealment of property, 2-206, 51-203.
Contracts, defrauding creditors, 28-201.
Contribution, 37-303.

Assignee

Conveyances

Affidavit, 28-308.

Fraudulent, 28-104.
Insolvent debtor, 28-201.
Intent to defraud creditors,

Bond, 28-311.
Collusion, 28-316.

Death, 28-320.

28-201, 28-202.

Duties, 28-312.

New, appointment,
Powers and rights,

28-320.

Reserving trust or benefit, 28-201,
28-301.

28-313.

Bond

of assignee, 28-311.
Collusion of assignee, 28-316.
Corporations, by, 28-302.
Death of assignee, 28-320.
Deed of assignment, 28-304.
Affidavit annexed to, 28-307.
Notice of filing, 28-318.
Direct attack on, 28-314, 28-315,
28-318.

Corporations
Liability
Corporators, 22-707.
Stockholders, 22-902 to 22-904.

County, compelling levy of tax,
92-3712.

Deceased

ment
trators

Equitable relief, 28-317.
Execution of deed of assignment,
28-304.

of

debts

and paySee Adminis-

priority

persons,

of:

and Executors.

Decedents' estates, creditor following
funds into hands of legatees or distributees, 108-425.

Filing

Deed

of assignment, 28-304.
List of debtor's property,

Distribution of assets, 37-401, 37-402.
Election of remedies, 28-106.

Equitable and legal assets, 2S-103,

28-308, 28-309.

37-401,

Notice, 28-318.
Foreign assignments, 28-310.

37-402,

37-40S.

Equity

Fraud, 28-307, 28-313, 28-316.
Insolvent traders, 28-405.

Administration of assets

Judgment

Creditors' petitions, 37-407

creditors, priorities,

37-401
to

37-409.

Interference,

List

Debtor's property, 28-308,
of assets,

with

dili-

28-201.

28-309, 28-319.
lists

needless,

gent creditor, 37-121.
Executions in fraud of creditors,

Creditors, 28-305, 28-307.

Mistakes in

in,

to 37-409.

28-314.

28-319.

etc.,

*.,

28-320.

etc.,

Fraudulent concealment of property,
2-206, 51-203.
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DEBTOR AND CREDITOR— Cent 'd.

DEBTOR AND CREDITOR— Cont 'd.

Fraudulent conveyances or judgments,
Gifts to injury of creditor, 4S-110.

exemption:

Homestead
s',

Presumption of fraud, bulk

Home-

See

Pursuing two remedies, 28-105, 28-106.
Receiver to protect debtor's assets,
55-305.

.-ad.

Homicide
covery

husband

of

father,

or

re-

subject to debts,

for, not

Relation exists when, 28-101.
Rights of creditors favored, 28-102.
Sales in fraud of creditors, 28-201,

105-1305.

Injunction by creditor against parent,
55

sales,

2S-205.

88-104.

2S-202, 96-204.

Bulk

106.

Insolvency of debtor, conveyances dur-

sales of goods, 28-203 to

28-206, 28-9901.

Suretyship,

ing. 88-201.

cipal

Insolvent traders

Allowance for support, 28-406.
Assets, distribution. 28-405, 28-407.
Assignments, 28-405.

contracts

See

of:

Prin-

and Surety.

Transfers in fraud of creditors,
28-201.

DECEASED

PERSON'S.

Auditor, appointment, 28-403.
Declarations, admissibility in evi-

Bankers. 28-401.
Brohers, 28-401.
Costs. 2S-404.

Creditor's bill, 28-402, 28-404.
Definition of traders, 28-401.
Distribution of assets, 28-405,
25-407.

Equity, proceedings

28-402 to

in,

28-407.

Manufacturers, 28-401.
Mortgages, 28-405.
28-402,

of

debtor,

recommenda-

Support, allowances, 28-406.
are traders, 28-401.
Joint and individual assets, applica-

Who

37-409.

where

Prescription

unrepre-

estate

Priorities,

trustee's

debt

to

trust

estate, 108-431.
Set-off against, 81-802.

Trustee's debt to trust estate, priority,

DECEIT.
See Fraud.
Estoppel, equitable, deception as ele-

ment, 38-116.

Judgments

DECLARATIONS.

Fraudulent, 28-104.
Set aside by creditors, 110-711.
tors,

See Administrators and Executors.

108-431.

tion, 28-407.

Knowledge

admissibility

Taxation, double tax, 92-6605.

28-405.

tion,

trial,

sented, 85-413.

Petition of creditors, 28-402.
Preferences to creditors, 28-405.
Peal estate brokers, 28-401.
Receivers for, 28-402, 28-403,

Release

38-309.

Witness at former

Conversion of assets of estate, 26-2805.
Creditor following funds into hands
of legatees or distributees, 108-425.
Estate taxes: See Estate Taxes.

Liens, 28-405.

bill,

declarations, 38-306.

Pedigree, 38-303.
Entries, admissibility in evidence,

DECEDENTS' ESTATES.

to creditors,

28-405.

Parties, creditors'
28-404.

Dying

of testimony, 38-314.

Factors, 28-401.
Injunction, grant, 28-403.

Judgment, preferences

dence
Against interest, 38-309.
Ancient rights, 38-311.

of intent to defraud credi-

28-201, 28-202.

DECREES.
See Equity; Judgments.

Legal and equitable assets, 37-401,
37-402, 37-408.

Liens on two funds, election, 28-106.
Marshaling assets of decedents' estates, 37-403, 37-405, 37-406.

See Evidence.

DEDICATION.
Lands

to public use, 85-410.

Playgrounds and recreational centers,
lands, etc., for, 69-602.

.

Preferences to creditors by debtors

Assignments for creditors, 28-301
to 28-303, 28-307, 28-314.

Corporations, by, 28-302.

Municipal corporations, by, 28-302.
Partnerships, by, 28-303.

Right of debtor, 28-301, 28-303.

DEEDS.
Acceptance, effect, 29-102.
Administrators
Recitals of compliance with law,
'

113-1711.

Warranties, 113-1713.
Adverse claim by grantor, 29-111.

General Index.
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DEEDS— Cont'd.

DEED3— Cont'd.
Adverse possession, deed

Husband

to lands,

wife,

30-211, 30-212,

Inconsistent clauses, 29*109.
Infants, avoidance by, 20-100.

Intention of parties, 29*109.
title, etc.,

Larceny of, 26-2615,
Levy, executed for purpose

execution,

29-114.

Creditors, for, 28-304, 28 307,
28-318.

Attestation
Necessity, 29-101, 29-108, 29-409.
Notaries public, 71-107, 71-108.
Number of witnesses, 29-101,

of, 8 301.

Life estate, creation, 85*602.
Lost, secondary evidence, 24-3340.
Mistake, parol evidence to prove,
38-510.

Non

est factum, plea
Personal property

of, 81-405, 81-701.

Attestation, 20-108, 29-405, 29*409.

.29-409.

execution, 29-114.
Cancellation, service by publication,

Bonds for

to

30-217, 53-404

29-107, 85 405.
Ancient deeds, 20-112.
Presumptions, 38-114.

Assignment —
Bonds for

3001

title, etc.,

81-205.

Client's production
attorney, 38-419.

or

delivery

by

Form,

29-104.

Necessity, 29-108.
Eecord, 29-405, 29-406, 29-413.

Witnesses

to, 29-108, 29-405,

29-409.

Consideration
Inquiry into, 29-101.
Necessity, 29-101.
Construction, intention of parties,

money,

Purchase

recitals

as

as

to,

estoppels, 38-114.

Quia timet proceedings, 37-1407

to

37-1410.

Quitclaim

29-10,9.

Copies, establishment, 29-113.
Cost, payment of, 29-115.

Levy and

County property, 91-601.
Covenants
Binding effect on grantee, 29-102.
Incumbrances, against, 29-301,

Tax
Recitals

execution for pur-

sale,

of,

39-201, 39-202,

sale, 92-8302 to

—

67-1501.

92-8304.

Administrators' deeds, compliance
with law, 113-1711.
Estoppels, 38-114.

29-303.

Quiet enjoyment, 29-301, 29-303.
Eunning with land, 29-301.
Judicial sale,

title,

39-1308.

Warranty, see Warranties, post.
Defect of title, 29-202.
Deficiency in acreage, 29-201.
Delivery
Necessity, 29-101.

Presumption, 29-105.
Dower, provisions in lieu of, 31-110.
Election under, 37-505.
Escrows, 29-105.
Levy and sale, execution for purpose of, 39-201, 39-202, 67-1501.
Estoppel by, 38-114.
Purchase money, denial of receipt
of, 29-110.

Eight to

pose

sell

and convey, denial

Affidavits

subscribing

of

wit-

nesses, 29-410.

Attestation for, 29-405 to 29-411.

Bonds

for title, 29-407, 29-418,

29-419.

Books

for, 24-2714.

Boundaries of county changed,

re-

recording, 29-403, 29-404.
Certificate,

29-402.

Clerk of court, attestation, 29-406.

Commissioner

of

deeds,

attesta-

tion, 29-409.

Consul of United States, attestation,

29-409.

Destruction, 29-402, 29-416, 29-417.
Effective from time of, 67-2501.
Entries of book and page, 29-403.

Evidence, admissibility, 29-412,

of, 29-111.

Evidence
Ancient deeds, 29-112.

29-415.

Fees, 24-2720, 29-403.

Estoppel, 38-114.
Eecord, 29-412, 29-415.
Forgery, affidavits of, 29-415, 29-416.
Forging, counterfeiting, or altering,

Forgery,

filing

affidavit

of,

29-415, 29-416.

Judges, attestation, 29-406.
Justices of the peace, attestation,
29-406.

26-3901.

Form, 29-101, 29-104.
Fraud, annulment for, 37-709.
Fraudulent or malicious destruction,
26-7601.

Future interest, conveyance

Eecord

Laws

continued, 29-414.

Loss, 29-402, 29-404, 29-416, 29-417.

New

county formed, rereeording,

29-403, 29-404.
of, 29-103.

Gift by, 48-104.

Grantor, recitals binding on, 38-114.

Notaries public, attestation,
29-406, 29-409.

Notice, 29-401, 29-413, 29-418.
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DEEDS— Cont *d.

DEEDS OF TRUST— Cont'd.

Record— Cont'd.

Jurisdiction,

Personalty, deed to. 29-413.
Place, 29-401, 29-403, 89-404.
Priority depending upon time of,
29-401.

ProofSubscribing witnesses, by,
29-410.

Third person, by, 20-411.
Kereeording, 29-402 to 29-404,
38-620.

Superior court clerk
Attestation by, 24-2715.
Duty, 24-2714.
Fees, 24-2720.
Filing docket, 24-2714.
Indexes, 24-2715.
Minute of time filed, 24-2715.
Time, 29-401, 29-402.
Trust deeds, 108-114.
United States consul, attestation,
29-409.

company,

right

to

exe-

cute, 17-212.

Order, proceedings to enforce, 67-1201.
Petition to enforce, 67-1201.
Powers of sale
Construction and exercise, 37-607.

Extent, 108-407.
Priority of lien of judgment, 67-1205.
Proceeds of sale, 67-1206, 67-1207.

Railroad companies, 94-301, 94-303,
94-318.

Reconveyance, 67-1205.
Sales, 67-1205 to 67-1207.
Street railroads, 94-1014 to 94-1017.
Surplus, proceeds of sale, 67-1206,

67-1207.

Trial of issues, 67-1204.
Trustees under, filling vacancies,
108-316 to 108-318.

Attachment in aid of foreclosure,

Restrictions, 29-301.
Signature, 29-101, 29-102.
Tax sale, 92-8302 to 92-8304.
of,

92-5710, 92-5711.
Title to land, defect in, 29-202.
Trusts, creation by, 108-114.

Trust deeds for improvement of land:
See Trusts for Improvement of Land.

67-1502.
Attestation, 67-1302, 67-1303.
Cancellation, 67-1306.
Condemnation proceedings, notice

of,

to owner, 36-304.
Deed to grantor for purpose of levy
and sale, 39-201, 67-1501.
Escrow deed to grantor for purpose of
levy and sale, 39-201, 67-1501.

Execution, enforcement against grant-

Warranties
Administrator, by, 113-1713.
Burden of proof in suits for
breach of, 29-306.
Damages for breach of, 29-305.
General, 29-303, 29-304.
Implied, 29-302.
Judicial sale, 39-1307, 39-1308.
Offer to rescind in order to recover
upon covenant, 29-305.
Punning with land, covenants,
29-301.

or's interest

by

Assignee of grantee, 39-202,
67-1501.

Grantee, 39-202, 67-1501.
Personal representative of grantee,
39-202, 67-1501.

Third person, 39-201, 39-202.
Foreclosure, 67-1502.
Improvement of land, 108-501 to
108-506.
Judgment against grantor, enforcement

by-

WillsDistinguished,

Navigation

DEEDS TO SECURE DEBT.

Validation, 29-414.
Requisites, 29-101.

Taxes, avoidance of payment

enforcement, 67-1201.

Lien, 67-1205.

113-102.

Part will, part deed, 113-103.
Witnesses to, 29-101, 29-108, 29-409.
Writing, necessity, 29-101.

Assignee of grantee, 39-202,
67-1501.

Grantee, 39-202, 67-1501.
Personal representative of grantee,
39-202, 67-1501.

DEEDS OF TRUST.
Administrator, enforcement against,
67-1203.
Affidavit, defense against enforcement,

67-1202.

Defenses against enforcement, 67-1202.
Enforcement, 67-1201 to 67-1207.
Executor, enforcement against, 67-1203.

Husband for wife's benefit, 53-404.
Improvement of land, 108-501 to
108-506.

Third person, 39-201, 39-202.
Judgment on debt secured by, setting
aside, 110-801 to 110-803.

Levy and

sale

of

grantor's

interest

byAssignee of grantee, 39-202,
67-1501.

Grantee, 39-202, 67-1501.
Personal representative of grantee,
39-202, 67-1501.

Third person, 39-201, 39-202.

Installments, debt due by, 67-1207.

Liens, 67-1305, 67-1307.

Judgment, 67-1205.

Mortgage distinguished, 67-1301.

General Index.
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DEEDS TO SECURE DEBT— Cont 'd.

DELIVERY-

Notice, 67-1305.
Power of sale
Construction and exercise, 37-607.
Extent, 108-407.

as

eondl

dent, 00-100.

Stoppage

In

transitu, 06 401,
pawing on, 06-103.

Title to goods

DEMAND.

Priorities, 67-1305.

Probate, 67-1302.
Quitclaim deed to grantor for purpose
of levy and sale, 39-201, 67-1501.

Reconveyance, 67-1301, 67-1306,

Possession, as prerequisite to
sory warrant, 01-301.
Rule against officers, penalty,

21-200,

24-207.

67-1307, 67-1501.

Record, 67-1304 to 67-1306.
Setting aside judgment on debt
cured by, 110-801 to 110-803.
Tax sales, notice to owner 92-7408

DEMAND FOR
se-

1

,

to 92-7410.

TRIAL.

Making, by one accused of crime,
27-1901.

DEMURRAGE.
Charges, 93-317, 93-404, 93-405.

Title, 67-1301, 67-1306.

Trustees under, filling vacancies,
108-316 to 108-318.
Wrongful sale of property, 67-9901.

DEER.
Game

Payment

Cont'd.

of p r ico

DEMURRER.
See Pleading.

DENIZENS.
See Citizens.
Jurisdiction of State, 15-202.

animals: See Game.

Public

DEFAMATION.

officers,

89-101.

DENTISTS.

See Libel and Slander.
Privileged communications, 26-2104.
Publication of name of female raped,
26-2105.

Virtuous female, 26-2104.

dentistry, 84-9911.

DEFAULT JUDGMENTS.

Census of practitioners, 84-715.
College clinics, 84-722.
Cruelty, 84-9908.
Dental hygienists or nurses, 84-1009.
Fees of practitioners, 84-721, 84-723.
Gross negligence, 84-9908.

See Judgments.

DEFENDANT'S STATEMENT.
Court of inquiry,
Jury, to, 38-415.

Application of law, 84-723.
examiners: See Board of
Dental Examiners of Georgia.
Burden of proof, authority to practice

Board of

in, 27-405.

Hygienists, 84-1009.

DEFENSE.
Pendency of another

suit, tort actions,

105-1805.

Pleading, mode of defense, 81-301.
Public: See Public Defense.
Unconditional contracts in writing, actions on, 2-3207, 24-3321,
24-3336, 110-403, 110-406.

24-3335,

Indecent conduct, 84-9908.
Jury duty, exemptions, 59-112.
Licenses
Eligibility of applicants, 84-709.

Examination of applicants, 84-707,
84-710.

False

statements

by

applicants,

84-9910.

DEFINITIONS.
See

Words and

Licentiates in other States, 84-710.
Practicing without license, 84-710,

Phrases.

DELAY.
See Limitation of Actions; Limitation of Criminal Prosecutions.

Amendment by

defendant, affidavit,

81-1310.

Claim

cases,

damages

for,

39-802,

39-903, 39-905 to 39-907.

Damages

for: See Damages.
Laches, 3-712, 3-713, 37-119.

DELEGATION OF POWER.
Taxing power,
United States,

to counties, 2-5402.
to,

1-810.

DELIVERY.
Gifts, 48-101 to 48-104, 48-201.

Goods, essential to

sale, 96-107.

Lien, waiver by, 96-401.

84-9909.
Registration, 84-711, S4-712.
Names of practitioners on signs,

etc.,

84-714.

Nurses, 84-1009.
Practice of dentistry defined, S4-701.
Prima facie evidence of practice of
dentistry, 84-701.
Registration, 84-711, 84-712.
Taxation, 92-1909, 92-2005.
Unfitness for practice, S4-990S.
Unlawful practice, 84-9907 to S4-P911.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
Appropriation for, 5-112.
Bureau of Markets: See Bureau of
Markets.
Commissioner of Agriculture, 5-102 to
5-112.
See Commissioner of Agri*
culture.
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE—

DEPARTMENT OF AUDITS AND
COUNTS— Cont d.

AC-

J

Cont'd.

Drags, regulations: See Drugs.
Establishment. 5-101.
Food, regulations: See Food.
Funds for support of, 5-112.
State Entomologist: See State Entomologist.
State Veterinarian:

See State Veteri-

narian.
State Warehouse Commissioner:
State Warehouse Commissioner.

See

DEPARTMENT OF ARCHIVES AND
Control. 40-803.

Establishment, 40-801.

40-801.

Official register, preparation, 40-806.

Preservation

books,

of

records,

etc.,

DEPARTMENT OF BANKING.
See Banks and Banking.

DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY AND
GEOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT.
State Commission of Forestry
Geological
Development;
Geologist.
State

See

and

43-208.
Direction, 43-101.
State Forester, 43-102, 43-207.
State Geologist:
See State Geologist.
Wardens, forest, 43-208.

DEPARTMENT OF GAME AND

40-S05.

Control by, 40-S03.
40-803, 40-805 to 40-807.

Appointment, 45-118.
Bond, 45-119.
Duties and functions, 45-120.

Duties,

by, 40-803.

Salary, 45-118.
of office, 45-118.
Fund, 45-121 to 45-123.

Povrers, 40-804.

Term

Publications, duty as to, 40-807.

Reports, 40-803.
Statistical

and

register ,

official

1

compilation, 40-806.
statistical register, preparation, 40-806.

DEPARTMENT OF AUDITS AND
.

AC-

COUNTS.

Books and records, duty of State

de-

partments to produce, 40-1808.
Cigar and cigarette dealers, audit of
accounts, 40-1807.

superintendents

of

schools,

See

Commissioner of

Game and Fish.
Game wardens, see Wardens,

post.

Penalty for violation of laws, 45-128.
Protection fund, 45-121 to 45-124.
State game wardens, see Wardens,
post.

Tidewater inspectors
Authority and powers, 45-115.
Bonds, 45-115.

audit of accounts, 40-1812.
of other agencies

by State

40-1811.

Equipment of apartments

Employment,

45-116.

Salaries, 45-117.

Employment
officials,

Commissioner:

Duties, 45-115, 45-117.

Clerks, etc., 40-1803.

County

FISH.

See Fish and Fishing; Game.
Coastal fisheries
Chief inspector

Printing, 40-S0S.
Publications, 40-807, 40-808.
Secretary of State

Management

ac-

Deputy forest wardens,

40-S03.

Objects and purposes, 40-S02.
Office,

of

counts, 40-1S12.

Consolidation of Forestry and Geology
departments, 43-101.
Creation, 43-101.

HISTORY.

Management.

Traveling expenses, 40-1803.
Treasurers of schools, audit

in

capitol,

40-1804.

Tidewater patrolmen
Authority and powers, 45-115.
Bonds, 45-115.

Employment,
Wardens

45-116.

Establishment, 40-1801.

Appointment, 45-124.

Expenses, 40-1803, 40-1804.
Forms for State boards, departments,

Authority, 45-115.
Bonds, 45-126.
Commissions on trappers' licenses,

etc.,

preparation, 40-1805, 40-1813.

Head: See State Auditor.
Motor fuel distributors, audit of

45-208.
ac-

counts, 40-1807.

Quarters in capitol, 40-1804.
Speeial examinations, etc., of books,
40-1806.

State Auditor:
State

See State Auditor.

Banking Department,

effect

Compensation, 45-124.
Deputies, 45-124 to 45-126.
Destruction of traps, etc., 45-326,
45-327, 45-506.
Duties, 45-126.
Employment, 45-124.

Expenses, 45-124.
as

to, 40-1810.

State University and branches, audit
of accounts, 40-1812.

Fines, receiving, 45-127.

Licenses to be exhibited to, 45-204.
Service of criminal process, 45-108.
Supervisor of, 45-124.
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DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRIAL

RE-

LATIONS.
Appeals from decisions, 114-710.
Assistants and clerical help, 54-104.
Chairman, 114-701.
Clerical help, 114-701.

Commissioner of Commerce and Labor,
114-701.

Assistants and clerical help, employment, 54-104.
Child labor law, enforcement,
54-506.

Director of Department, 54-101.
Duties, 54-109, 54-110.
Election, 54-107.
Emigrant agents,

acceptance and
approval of bonds of, 92-506.
Investigation of operation of laws
governing safety of employees,

Clerical assistance, 40-1611.

Duties and functions, 40*1610.
Expenses, 40- Hi! 1.
General Assembly, advice to, 40-1610.
Governor, direction by, 40 1610.
Preparation of proposed legislation*
40-1610.

State Kevenue Commission, legal representative of, 02-4503.

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH.
See State Board of Health.
Clerks and assistants, 88-111.
Creation, 88-101.
Director of
Election, bond, etc., 88-105.

Employment

54-113, 54-115, 54-9901.
Term of office, 54-107.

Traveling expenses, 54-106.
in office, 54-107.

Powers and
Sanitary

health

commis-

control, 88-10L

DEPENDENTS.

List, 114-414.

Chairman, 54-101, 54-104, 54-105.
Commissioner of Commerce and
Labor, 54-101.
Control of Department, 54-101.
54-101.

Qualifications, 54-103.

Termination of dependence,
114-414.

DEPOSITS.
See Bailments; Banks and Banking.

Hotel guests: See Hotels and Inns.
Insurance companies, 56-301 to 56-325.
Public, farm loan bonds as security
for, 108-421.

Salaries, 54-105.

54-102.

Expenses, 54-106, 114-701.
Forms, preparation, 114-704, 114-716.
54-109.

Publications, 114-704.
Quorum, 114-703.
Records, 114-716.
Reports, 114-704, 114-716, 114-717.
Rules and regulations, 114-703.
Secretary-treasurer, 114-701.
Sessions, 114-702.
Subpoenas, issuance, 114-703.
Traveling expenses, 114-701.

Workmen's compensation, powers,
duties, etc.: See Workmen's Compensation.

Wild animals, property,

85-1704*

DEPOSITARIES.
For

hire, 12-301.

Innkeepers, 52-102, 52-104,

DEPOSITIONS.
See Diterrogatories and Depositions.

DEPOSITORIES.
See Public Officers, catchword Public moneys; State Depositories.

DEPOTS.
Railroad, 18-213, 18-9910, 93-30S,
93-309.

DESCENT AND DISTRIBUTION.
Accounting for advancements, 113-903,

DEPARTMENT OF LAW.
See Attorney General.
Assistant Attorneys

General-

113-1016.

Action to recover realty for distribution, 113-908.

Additional, employment, 40-1609.

Administrators:
and Executors.

Appointment, 40-160S.

Advancements

Duties, 40-1607.

Number,

assist-

duties, 88-107.

district

Management and

Business connections, 54-103.

Office,

and

•

sioners, examination, etc.,
88-303, 88-305.

Appointment, 54-101, 54-102.

office,

of clerks

ants by, 88-111.

Workmen's compensation —
Amount, 114-413.

Creation, 54-101.
Deputies, 114-702.
Directors

Terms of

Cont'd.

Attorney General ai bead, 40-1607.
Authority and jurisdiction, 4')-]

Reports, 54-110 to 54-113, 54-115.
Salary, 54-105.
54-110
to
collection,
Statistics,

Number,

K

DEPARTMENT OF LAW

54-114.

Vacancy

3065

Administrators

Accounting for, 113-903, 113-1016.
Deceased child, to children of,

40-1607.

Removal, 40-1608.

See

.

Salaries, 40-1607, 40-1608.

113-1015.
Definition, 113-1013.
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DESCENT
Cont

AND

'd.

Advancements

DISTRIBUTION—

—

Gifts distinguished, 113-1013.
Grandchildren, 113-1015.
Interest, 113-1016.

Memorandum

DISTRIBUTION—

as,

21,

guardian unneces-

113-906.
solo heir,

when, 113-903.
from or by,

Illegitimates, inheritance

Valuation. 113-1014, 113-1016.

113-904, 113-905.

Alimony, wife's interest in deceased
husband's estate, 30-218.
Aunts, 113-903.
Bastards, inheritance from or by,
113-904, 113-905.

Bonds, refunding, 113-1021, 113-2209.
Brothers, 113-903 to 113-906.
Canon law, applicability, 113-903.
Child 's part to wife, when, 113-903.
Children
Bastards, 113-904, 113-905.
Brothers, of, 113-903.
Degree, 113-903.
113-903.

Grandchildren, 113-903.
Mother, inheriting from, 113-902.
nieces, of, 113-903.

Posthumous, 113-903.
Share, 113-903.

Inheritance, rules of, 113-903 to
113-906.

Inscriptions to prove descent, 38-303.
Kind, distribution in
Application, 113-1018.
Appraisers, 113-1019.
Bond from distributee, 113-1021.

Commission of administrator,
113-2004.

Duty

of appraisers, 113-1019.

Hearing, 113-1019.
Lands, 113-1022.

Method

of division, 113-1019.
Notice, 113-1018, 113-1022.
Objections, 113-1020.
Order for division, 113-1019.
Eeturn of appraisers, 113-1020.
Lapsed devise, descent to heir, 113-813.
Lineal descendants of children,
113-903.

Sisters, of, 113-903.

Survivorship, dying with parents,

Maternal next of kin, 113-903.

Mother

113-906.

Year's support:

Husband
Age under

Wife

113-1013.

Trusts, 113-1015.

of,

Half-blood relatives, 113-903.

Sole heir of wife, when, 113-902.
Survivorship, dying with wife,

of,

Support of child

Grandchildren take when, 113-903.
Guardian unnecessary for husband or
widow under age, 113-903.

sary, 113-903.

113-1014.
Proof of, 113-1014.

Nephews and

AND

Cont'd.

Cont 'd.
Donations distinguished, 113-1013.
Education, expense of, 113-1013.
Estimate of value, 113-1017.
Evidence of, 113-1014.

Descendants

DESCENT

See Year's Sup-

port.
Collaterals, 113-903.

Cousins, 113-903.
Creditor following funds into hands
of legatees or distributees, 108-425.
Debts, payment of:
See Administrators and Executors.

Declarations to prove descent, 38-303.

Degrees of relationship, 113-903.
Devise lapsed or void, descent to

heir,

113-813.

Bastards inheriting from, 113-904.
Brothers and sisters, inheriting
equally with, 113-903.
Children inheriting from, 113-902.
Survivorship, dying with children,
113-906.

Nephews take when,
Next of kin, 113-903.

113-903.

Eecovery for homicide, 105-1109.
Nieces take when, 113-903.
Order of ordinary
Conclusiveness, 113-908.
Sale or distribution, evidence,

Direction, petitions for, 37-403.
Division of estate in kind, see Kind,
distribution in, post.

Parents, 113-903, 113-906.

Evidence

Paternal next of kin, 113-903.

to prove descent, 38-303.
Executors:
See Administrators and
Executors.
"Family trees'* to prove descent,

38-303.

Fatherand sisters, inheriting
equally with, 113-903.
Survivorship, dying with children,

Brothers

113-906.

Fee simple

estate, 85-501.

Genealogies to prove descent, 38-203.
General repute in family to prove descent, 38-303.

113-908.

Per capita, 113-902 to 113-904.
Per stirpes, 113-902 to 113-904.
Personalty, descent, 113-901.
Petitions for direction, 37-403.
Possession of estate, 113-907, 113-908.
Posthumous children, 113-903.
Priority of debts: See Administrators
and Executors.

Eealty
Administration and sale for
tribution, 113-901, 113-908,
113-1706.

Descent to heirs, 113-901.

dis-

y/j

CiKSKliAL TNDEX.
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AND

DESCENT

akk to

DISTRIBUTION—

Cont'd.

DEVELOPMENT OF LAND.

trator, 113-2208.

Refunding bonds, 113-1021, 113-2209.
Rules of
Distribution, 113-1001.
Inheritance, 113-903 to 113-906.
Sisters, 113-903 to 113-906.

Sole heir

Husband, of wife, 113-902.
j

Wife, of husband, 113-903.
dying together,

Survivorship, persons
113-906.

Trusts

8*1

for:

Trust,-;

Receipts from distributees to adminis-

;

SK'/i ;\

for

Improve-

ment of Land.

DEVISES.
See Wills.

Income

taxes, gross

income, 92-3107*

DICE.
Gambling, 26-6400.

DIGESTS.
Tax:

Sec

Tax

Collectors;

Tax

Re-

ceivers.

DILATORY PLEAS.

Title vests where, 113-901.

See Pleading.

Trusts, resulting in favor of heirs or
next of kin, 108-110.

DILIGENCE.
Agents, 4-203.

Trustee

Debt

to trust estate, priority,

12-103,

12-104,

12-203,

to 12-405, 12-408, 12-504, 12-6

108-431.

Husband

Bailees,

or

widow under

age,

113-903.

Uncles, 113-903.
Void devise, descent to heir, 113-813.

Widows, 113-903.
Homicide of

12-401
5.

Extraordinary, definition, 105-202.
Innkeepers, 52-102, 52-105, 52-108,
52-111.

Master

and

servant,

66-301,

66-303,

66-402.

husband,

recovery

subject to law of descents,
105-1304.

Wife-

Ordinary, definition, 105-201.
Slight,

105-203.

definition,

Telegraph messages, transmission and
delivery of, 104-206.

Age under

21, guardian unnecessary, 113-903.

Child's part, when, 113-903.
Dower, election to take, 113-903.

Husband

sole heir,

when, 113-902.

Property of, 53-507.
Share in estate, 113-903.
Sole heir of husbaad, when,

DIMINUTION OF DAMAGES.
Both parties negligent,

DIMINUTION OF RECORD.
See Bills of Exceptions.

DIPHTHERIA.
Antitoxine,

113-903.

Survivorship, dying with husband,

66-402, 94-703,

105-603.

distribution

and

sale,

88-113 to 88-115.

Reports of existence, 88-118.

113-906.

Year's support:

See Year's Sup-

DIRECT DAMAGES.

port.

Wills:

Torts, definition, 105-2005, 105-2007.

See Wills.

Year's support:

See Year's Support.

Grounds, 110-104.

DESERTION.
See Abandonment.

DIRECTORS.

Divorce

Corporations:

Collusion, 30-109.

See Budget Bureau.
Assistant, 40-401.

Governor, ex

Seamen, by, 98-9908, 98-9909.

DESTRUCTION OF INSTRUMENTS.
38-609,

38-610. See Evidence.

DETECTIVES.
Acting as, without authority, 26-4902.
Appointment, 26-4901.

Taxation, 92-505.

officio,

40-401.

DIRECTOR OF MARKETS.
See Bureau of Markets.

See Lost Papers.

DETECTIVE AGENCIES.

See specific heads.

DIRECTOR OF BUDGET.

Condonation, 30-109.
Consent, 30-109.
Ground, 30-102.

Secondary evidence, 38-607,

DIRECTING VERDICT.

DIRECTORIES.
Taxation, 92-1903.

DIRKS.
Taxation of dealers, 92-2008, 92-2009.

DIRT OR RUBBISH.
Putting into
26-7405.

cotton,

sugar,

etc.,

3(
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DISCOVERY IN EQUITY— Cont'd.

DISABILITIES.
Drunkards;

See

Insane

Infants;

Persons.

Divorce: See Divorce.
Governor's power to remove, 27-2701.
Limitations affected by, 3-801 to 3-809,

DISBARMENT OF ATTORNEYS.
See Attorneys at Law.

DISCHARGE.
Administrators
See
Administrators:
and Executors.
Execution: See Execution.
Sureties, 103-201 to 103-207. See Prin-

DISCONTINUANCE.
in

forma pauperis, 3-509.

Retraxit distinguished, 3-508.

at

law,

DISCOVERY AT LAW.
for

failure

to

answer,

Names

of

defendants,

setting

peti-

out,

81-108.
to

expose

Petition, 38-1101, 81-108.
for, 81-108.

Responsiveness of answers to petition,
38-1105, 38-1107.

38-1204.

Contempt of

tion for dissolution, 55-203.
Interrogatories, embodiment in
tion 38-1104, 81-108.
Irielevant matters, 38-1102.

Privilege of party, 38-1102.
Production of documents, 38-1103.
Professional advice, 38-1102.
Public officers, 38-1102.

Usury, 57-101, 57-117.

Attachment

Information and belief, 38-1103.
Injunction, effect of disclaimer on mo-

Prayer

DISCOUNTS.

court, failure to answer,

38-1204.

Corporations, interrogatories, 38-1202.
Dismissal of case, failure to answer,

Evasive answers, 38-1204.
Execution of interrogatories, 38-1203.
Forfeiture, answer tending to work,

DISCRIMINATION.
2-2501, 18-318, 18-9914,
18-9916, 93-309, 93-403 to 93-405,

93-411, 93-412.

Insurance companies, 56-218.

DISEASE.

38-1205.

Incrimination of

State matters, 38-1102.
Waiver, 38-1101^ 81-108.

Carriers,

38-1204.

self,

38-1205.

Interrogatories, 38-1202, 38-1203.
Notice of filing interrogatories,
38-1202.
Privilege of party, 38-1205.
Return of interrogatories, 38-1203.

Right

proceeding

of

Oath, made on, 38-1104.
Penalty, answer tending
party to, 38-1102.

and Surety.

Renewal

38-1102.

Inadequacy
3S-1302.

3-1005.

cipal

Explanation of admissions, 3S-1107.
Extent, 38-1103, 38-1104.
Forfeiture, answer tending to work,

of, 38-1201.

Subpoena for witnesses, 38-1202.

DISCOVERY IN EQUITY.
Accounts, 37-301.
Admissions, explanation,

38-1107.
38-1104.
Affirmation, made on,
Ancillary proceeding, 38-1101.
of defendant
Codefendants, 38-1108.
Evidence, as, 38-1101, 38-1105,

Answer

38-1107, 38-1108, 81-108.
Rebuttal, 38-1105.

Requirement, 38-1106, 81-106.
Responsiveness, 38-1105, 38-1107.
Attorney's advice, 38-1102.
Avoidance, matters in, 38-1107.
Codefendants, 38-1108.
Costs, 38-1105.
Crimination of self, 38-1102.
Disclaimer, verification of answer,
81-402.

Documents, production, 38-1103.
Evidence, answer as, 38-1101, 38-1105,
38-1107, 38-1108, 81-108.

See Medical Colleges; Osteopaths;
Physicians and Surgeons; State
Board of Medical Examiners.
Animals, quarantine: See Quarantine.
Antitoxine, diphtheria
Distribution, 88-113.
Sale by ordinaries, 88-114, 88-115.
Benefits in case of disability from,
56-1607, 56-1702.

See Quarantine.
Charity for relief of, 108-203.
Consumption, sanatorium: See State
Tuberculosis Sanatorium.
Contagious and infectious diseases
Animals, quarantine: See QuaranCattle, quarantine:

tine.

Boards of health: See County
Boards of Health; State Board
of Health.
Cattle,

quarantine:

See

Quaran-

tine.

County boards of health, regulations, 88-203

Destroying

to

88-205.

property

to

prevent

spreading, 88-401.
Hospitals, establishing, 88-402.
Live stock, quarantine: See Quarantine.

Preventing

spreading

by

taking

possession of property, 88-401.

General Index.
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DISEASE—Cont'd,

DISEASE— Cont'd.
Contagious

and infectious diseases

VVji'n.'ii diseases

Hospitals,

Cont'd.

Proclamation of Governor, 88-410,
88-9913.

Quarantine regulations: See Quarantine.

Reports of, 88-118.
Smallpox, 88-413 to

88-417,

Vaccination
Compulsory, 88-417.
School children, 32-911.
Cotton plants, investigation, 5-721.
County boards of health: See County
Boards of Health.

Commissioner

prisoners

<J

88 504.

Infections,
diseases
be, 88 501.
Isolation of persons

ared

de<

to

affected,

88-50.'}.

88-9910, 88-9911.

Crops,

affected,

—Cont'd.

treatment

Prisoners, treatment of, 88-504.
Punishment for violation of law,
88-9916.

Report of cases to health authorities,

tions, 88-505.

Treatment of persons

Agriculture,

of

88-502.

Rules and regulations, 88-50.";.
State Board of Health, regulaaffected,

88-503, 88-504.

duties, 5-107.

Destroying property to prevent spread-

DISMISSAL.

ing, 88-401.
Bill of exceptions:

Diphtheria antitoxine
Distribution, 88-113.
Sale by ordinary, 88-114, 88-115.
Honey bees, 5-902 to 5-906.
Hospitals, establishment to prevent

spread

Infectious diseases, see Contagious and
infectious diseases, ante.
Infested trees, plants, etc.: See State
Entomologist.
Live stock: See Live Stock.
Quarantine: See Quarantine.
Pesthouses, establishing, to prevent

spread of, 88-402.
Plant life, 5-702 to 5-722. See State
Entomologist.
Possession of property to prevent
spread of, 88-401.
Preventing spreading by taking pos88-401.

Levy,

unexplained,

as

answer

to

satisfaction,

regulations:

See

Petition, homestead, 51-201.

DISMISSAL OF ACTIONS.
Adverse possession,

Quaran-

effect

on acquiring

title, 85-413.

Attachment: See Attachment.
Claim cases, 39-906.
Divorce, 30-108.
Entry on docket, 3-510.
Illegality cases, 39-1007.

Informality as ground, 3-511.

Leave of

court, 3-510.

Limitation, of actions,

effect

as to,

3-808.
filed, effect, 3-510.

Renewal

88-9913.

in

forma pauperis,

3-509.

Retraxit distinguished, 3-5^8.
Set-off, effect of plea filed, 3-510.

tine.

Reports of, 88-118.
Sanitary districts: See Sanitary Dis-

Time, 3-510.

DISMISSORY LETTERS.
See Letters Dismissory.

tricts.

Board of Health:
Board of Health.

State

See

State

See Vital Statistics.
See State
Tuberculosis sanatorium:
Tuberculosis Sanatorium.
Vaccination
Compulsory, 88-417.
School children, 32-911.
Venereal diseases
Blindness from gonococcus infection, treatment of children at
Statistics:

birth to prevent, 88-420, 88-421,
88-9915.

Contagious,

law, failure
interrogatories, 38-1204.

Plea

Proclamation of Governor, 88-419,
Quarantine

Discovery at

39-601.

of, 88-402.

session of property,

See Bills of Excep-

tions.

diseases

declared

to

See Public Peace and Safety.

DISORDERLY HOUSE.
Lewd

house, maintaining, 26-6102.

Maintaining, 26-6103.
Nuisance: See Nuisances.

DISPARAGEMENT OF

TITLE.

Declarations, admissibility in evidence,
38-30S.

DISPOSSESSORY WARRANT.
Affidavit, 61-301.

Arrest of proceedings by tenant,

be, 88-501.

Examination of persons

DISORDERLY CONDUCT.

affected,

88-503.

Exposure to infection, 8S-501.

61-303.

Attorney at law or in
by, 61-301.

fact,

affidavit

General Index.
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WARRANT— Cont'd.

DISPOSSESSORY
Bond with

counter-affidavit, 61-303,

ol-306.

Constable, direction to, 61-302.
Contents, 61-302,
Costs, bond to pay, 61-303, 61-306.
Counter-affidavit and bond, 61-303,

DISQTJALIFIC ATION— Cont 'd.
State

senator,
2-1508.

for executing without notice,

district,

Superior court judges, 2-3209, 2-3301.

Supreme Court

Justices, 2-3002, 2-3003.

Voters: See Elections.
Witness, admissibility of testimony on

former

61-306.

Damages

removal from

trial, 38-314.

DISSOLUTION.

61-30?.

Demand

Banks: See Banks and Banking.

of possession, 61-301.

Direction

deputy,

sheriff,

to

con-

or

stable. 61-302.

Double rent, recovery, 61-305, 61-401.
Execution of warrant, 61-306.
Forcible entry and detainer: See Forcible Entry and Detainer.
Intruders, removal of, 61-306, 61-307,
105-1501 to 105-1505. See Intruders
on Land.
Issuance, 61-302.
Issue, trial in superior court, 61-304.
Jury trial in superior court, 61-304.
of
Justice
the peace, jurisdiction,
61-301,

61-304.

Boundaries, control, 85-1601.

DISTILLED SPIRITS.
See Intoxicating Liquors.
«

DISTILLER'S GRAIN.
See Concentrated Commercial Feeding Stuffs.

Advertisement of

Officer failing to give, 61-307.

failure

deliver,

refusal

or

Application by, 61-402.
Claim, 61-407.

of ten-

summary remedy,

Counter-affidavit,

61-108, 61-301.

Removal of tenant by officer, 61-305.
Rent, failure to pay, dispossession immediately, 61-301, 61-401.
Return

to superior court, 61-304.

tenant

61-301,

at,

61-303,

BondClaim, 61-407.

61-305.

Summary remedy
session at
61-301.

Superior

for recovery of posend of term, 61-108,
jurisdiction,

court,

61-301,

61-304.

61-406.

Condemnation money bond on replevy,
61-404.

61-307.

executing without notice,

Constable, levy and sale by, 61-402.
Counter-affidavit, 61-406.

61-307.

Trial in superior court, 61-304.
Will, tenant at, 61-301, 61-303, 61-305.
Writ of possession, 61-305.

Arbitrators, 7-206.

City court judges, 2-3301.
Commission, presiding officer

Double

rent,

Election of

when, 61-401.

money

or property verdict,

61-406.

Eventual condemnation money bond
on replevy, 61-404.
Execution of, 61-402.
Forthcoming bond, 61-405.
Fraudulently causing levy, punishment,

DISQUALIFICATION.

of,

39-9901.

24-102.

Conviction of

of crime,

officer

2-902,

2-5701.

Impeachment, by

;

2-1605.

of

officers:

See

specific heads.

State representative,
county, 2-1508.

Jury

trial,

of

61-404, 61-406.

the

peace,

issuance

by,

61-402.

Judicial officers, 24-102, 24-111.
classes

Jurisdiction of application, 61-402.

Justice

Court of Appeals Judges, 2-3009.

Particular

Forthcoming, 61-405.
Replevy, 61-404, 61-406.
Charge of court on election of verdict,
Claims, 61-407.

Three days' notice to tenant, 61-306,
Trespass,

61-406.

Replevy, 61-404.
Agent, application and oath by, 61-402.
Application, 61-402.
Attorney, application and oath by,
61-402.

Sheriff, direction to, 61-302.

Sufferance,

sale, 61-402.

Affidavit

Three days', 61-306.
ant to

DISTANCES.

DISTRESS WARRANT.

Notice to tenant

Possession,

Corporations, in general: See Corporations;
Corporations
Superior
of
Court.
Partnership: See Limited Partnership;
Partnership.

Levy, 61-402.
Liens for rent
General, date from time of levy,
61-203, 61-204, 61-403.

removal

from

Special, enforcement
61-205.

by,

61-204,

Genkral Index.
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WARRANT— Cont M.

DISTRESS
Power

DIVORCE.

of landlord, 61-401.

Sale under, 61-402.
Security, seo Bond, ante.
Sheriff, sale by, 61-402.
Trial, 61-404, 61-406.

Verdict,

money

or

property,

election,

I

J

ii

Confessions,

30-110.

Ground, 30-102, 30-103.
Affinity, Intermarriage within prohibited degrees of, as ground, 30-102.
Agreement of parties to renew cohabi-

—

DISTRIBUTION.
Decedent's estates: See Administrators
and Executors; Descent and Distribution; Wills; Year's Support.

DISTRICTS.

Alimony
Amount, 30-202
Attachment for

Discretion of court, 30-203, 30-205.

47-102.

Enforcement

allowing,

order

of

30-204, 30-208.

Fieri facias, enforcement of order
2-1301, 2-1303, 47-102.

DISTRICT AGRICULTURAL FAIRS.
Taxation of midway,

etc.,

allowing, 30-204.

Final verdict, 30-112, 30-207,

shows,

92-615.

30-209.

Pending action, 30-202,
Permanent, 30-210.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA.
Jurisdiction of Congress over, 1-125.

30-206.

Petition, 30-202.

Revision of order allowing, 30-204.

DITCH COMPANIES.
Cooperative, income tax exemption,
92-3105.

Temporary, 30-202, 30-206.
Bed and board
Effect, 30-120.

Grant, 30-101, 30-104.

DITCHES.
Mining purposes, 83-204

to

83-208.

Verdict,

2-4201,

30-101,

30-115,

30-118.

Watercourses, along, 85-1310.

Children, custody of, 30-127, 30-206.
Cohabitation of parties

DIVERSION.
Watercourse as trespass, 105-1407,
105-1408.

Notice of grounds, defense, 30-109.

Renewal

Jurisdiction of courts in cases of,
1-302.

DIVIDENDS.
Banks: See Banks and Banking.
declaring

of, 30-128.

Collusion of parties, 30-109.

DIVERSITY OF CITIZENSHIP.

improperly,

Concurrent

verdict

of

two

juries,

2-4201, 30-101.

Condonation, 30-109.
Confessions of party, 30-110.
Consanguinity, intermarriage within
prohibited degrees of, as ground,
30-102.

22-713, 22-9901.

Conscientious scruples of jurors,

Income taxes

30-114.

Gross income, 92-3107.

Information at source, 92-3206.
Insurance companies, 56-214, 56-215.

DIVINE WORSHIP.

Consent
Acts of plaintiff as defense, 30-109.
Dismissal of action, 30-108.
Constitutional provisions, 2-4201,

See Religious Worship.

2-4202.

DIVISIBLE CONTRACTS.

Continuance,

from

Sales, 96-112.

estates,

application

for

relief

disabilities, 30-126.

Conviction of crime as ground, 30-102.
Corroboration of confessions. 30-110.

DIVISION IN KIND.
Decedents'

court, failure to pay,

30-204.

—

Corporation

failure to pay,

Children, for, 30-207, 30-208.

Contempt of

Change, 2-1303.
Counties comprising, 2-1302,

Number,

to 30-206.

30-204.

Militia: See Militia Districts.

113-1018

113-1022. See Descent
tion.

brought, 30>105«

Adultery
si on, B0 -100.
Co
Condonation, B0- 100.

tation, 30-128.

61-406.

Senatorial

how

Actions,

Property levied on, 61-402.
Replevy, 61-404.
Return to court after replevy, 61-404.
Right of landlord, 61-401.

to

and Distribu

Costs,

advance deposit, 24-3406,

24-3409.

Cross-action, 30-106.
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DIVORCE-

Cont

DIVORCE— Cont 'd.

\1.

Menaces

Collusion, 30-100.
Condonation, 30-100.

in
obtaining marriage as
ground, 30-102.
Mental incapacity as ground, 30-102.

Confessions, 30-110.

Name,

Cruelty

Ground. 30-103, 30-104.
Custody of children, 30-127. 30-206.
Decree, see Judgment, post.
Default verdict or judgment, 30-113.
Defenses, 30-100.
Desertion

restoration to wife, 30-121.

trial,

bilities, 30-123.

Oath, schedule of property, 30-111.
Partial
Grant, 30-101, 30-104.
Grounds, 30-103, 30-104.
Presumption
legitimacy
of

Consent, 30-100.

—

Verdicts

Form, 30-115, 30-117.

Determining, 30-122.
Believing, 30-123 to 30-126.

Discretion of court
Custody of children, 30-127.
Grant of total or partial divorce,
30-104.

Grounds, 30-104.
Dismissal of action, 30-108.
Domicile of wife affected by, 79-403.

Drunkenness
Collusion, 30-109.
Condonation, 30-100.

Habitual, as ground, 30-104.
marriage
obtaining
in
Duress
ground, 30-102.
Evidence

as

Confessions, 30-110.

parte proceeding, 30-124, 30-129.

Force in obtaining marriage as ground,
30-102.

in

obtaining

marriage

as

ground, 30-102.

Grounds

—

Partial divorce, 30-103, 30-104.
Total divorce, 30-102, 30-104.
Habeas corpus, custody of children,
50-121.

Habitual intoxication

Number, 2-4201, 30-101.
Permanent alimony, 30-210.
Petition, 30-105.

Eelief from disabilities, 30-123.
Resisted by whom, 30-124.
Pleadings, rules, 30-105.
Pregnancy of wife at time of marriage
as ground, 30-102.
Process in action for, 30-105.

Property
Judgment, 30-118.
Schedule of, 30-111, 30-115.
Transfer pending suit, 30-112.
Verdict, 30-115.

Requirement, 30-113.

Fraud

of

child, 74-101.

Ground. 30-102.

Ex

30-130.

Notice, petition for removal of disa-

Effect, 30-120.

Collusion, 30-100.
Con donation, 30-109.

Disabilities

New

Public, exclusion from, trial, when,
81-1006.
Publishing notice of petition for removal of disabilities, 30-123.
Reconciliation of parties, 30-128.

Recrimination, 30-106, 30-109.
Relationship, intermarriage within prohibited degrees of, as ground, 30-102.
Remarriage after verdict, 30-120,
30-125.

Removal of

disabilities, 30-123 to

30-126.

Residence of petitioner, 30-107.
Respondent, grant to, 30-106.
Revision of verdict by court, 30-122.
Schedule of property, 30-111, 30-115.

—

Collusion, 30-109.
Condonation, 30-109.

Ground, 30-104.
Homestead, 51-703.
Impotency as ground, 30-102.

Service of process in action for, 30-105.
Solicitor general
Duty in ex parte proceedings,

—

30-129.

Intoxication
Collusion, 30-109.
Condonation, 30-109.

Resisting removal of disabilities,
30-124.

Habitual, as ground, 30-104.
Judge, duty in ex parte proceedings,
30-120.

Superior

jurisdiction,

court,

2-3201,

30-101.

Support of wife, 30-120.

Judgment

Supreme Court's

Default, 30-113.

jurisdiction of cases,

2-3005.

Form, 24-3337.
Property award, 30-118.

Temporary alimony,
Total-

Jurisdiction, 2-3005, 2-3201, 30-101.

30-202, 30-206.

Concurrent verdicts of two juries,

Jury
Application
abilities,

for

relief

from

30-125.

Competency of

juror, 30-114.

Legitimacy of children, 30-119.

dis-

2-4201, 30-101.
Effect, 30-119.

Grant, 30-101, 30-104.
Grounds, 30-102, 30-104.

General Index.
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DOCKYARDS.

DIVORCE— Cont'd.
Total— Cont 'd.

Jurisdiction of

Verdicts

Number,
of

30-1 16.

suit,

removal of

dis-

abilities, 30-125.

of, 20-2615.

Production of:

EvH'm
EVIDENCE.

See

DOCUMENTARY

suits, 2-4301.

<-<;.

See Evidence.

Verdicts
Concurrent verdicts of two juries,
2-4201, 30-101.

Default, 30-113.
Determination of rights and liabil2-4202, 30-122.

Disposition of property, 30-115.
2-4201, 30-101.

Partial

2-4201,
divorce,
30-104, 30-115, 30-117.

30-101,

DOGS.
Larceny, 26-2010.
Live stock injured by, 105 111.
Sheriff keeping bloodhounds, 24-2813.
Taxation, 92-103.

DOG SHOWS.
Taxation, 92-617.

DOMESTIC ANIMALS.

Eights and disabilities of parties,
2-4202.

See Live Stock.
Taxation, 2-5001, 2-6801.

Total

divorce,
2-4201,
30-101,
30-104, 30-115, 30-116.
Two juries, 2-4201, 30-101.
Vulgar evidence, public excluded from
trial, 81-1006.

Wilful desertion

DOMESTIC HELP.
Child labor, 54-301.

DOMESTIC ICE MACHINES.
Taxation of manufacturers and dealers,

Collusion, 30-109.

92-1304.

DOMESTIC SERVANTS.

Condonation, 30-109.
Ground, 30-102.

Workmen's compensation,

DOCKS.

114-107.

DOMICILE.

Navigation companies, right to erect
and maintain, 17-212.
Railroads, acquiring property for,
94-301.

Commission, control
See Public
by, etc., 93-304, 93-307.
Service Commission.
Taxes
Returns to Comptroller General,
Service

92-5902 to 92-5904.

Assessments to

correct,

etc.,

92-6001 to 92-6007, 92-6101
to 92-6104.

Time, 92-5901.
Time of payment, 92-5908.

DOCKETS.
Appearance, calling, 81-1001.
Attachment on land, entry, 8-203.
Attorneys, entries by, 9-605.
Continuance, entry of date, 81-1421.
Criminal cases, calling, 27-1301.
Execution, 24-2714, 24-2813.
Alias entered on, 39-111.
General execution docket:
See
General Execution Docket.
Justices of the peace: See Justices of
the Peace.

Clerks.

court:

See

Abode, meaning, 102-103.
Apprentices, 79-404, 79-407.
Bastard, 79-404.

Superior

Child, 79-404, 79-407.

Divorce affecting, 79-403.
Election, 79-402.
Feme covert, 79-403.
Intention to change, 79-406.
Lodging place as, 79-401.
Lunatics, 79-404.
Married woman, 79-403.
Minors, 79-404, 79-407.

Notice of election, 79-402.
Place of, 79-401.
Public Service Commission, 93-211.
Residence as, 79-401, 79-402, 79-406.
Transient persons. 79-402.
Voluntary separation of husband and
wife affecting, 79-403.

Ward,

79-404, 79-405, 79-407.

Wife, 79-403.

DONATIONS.
See Gifts.

Advancements,

113-1013.
See
Advancements.
Grant by General Assembly, 2-6401.
University of Georgia, to, 2-7101.

DOORS.

Sheriff, execution, 24-2813.

Superior

See Citizens; Residence.

Change, 79-406, 79-407.

DOCK COMPANIES.
Public

DOCUMENTS.
Larceny

Number,

1-125.

See Physicians and Surgeons.

pending

property

Trial, application for

ities,

f)V<-.T,

2-4201, 30-101.

30-112.

Venue of

(

DOCTORS OF MEDICINE.

Form, 30-115,
Transfer

3073

Court

Factories, etc., 54-402 to 54-405,
54-9908.
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DOWER— Cont 'd.

DOOK FACTORIES.

Life estate in proceeds of sale of land
in lieu of dower, 31-107.
Plat of survey, 31-205.

Taxation, 98-901.

DORMANCY.
Tax

executions. 98-7701, 92-7702,

DORMANT JUDGMENTS.
See Judgments.

Decrees in equity, 37-1211.

Renewal of decrees

DOVES.
Game birds:

in equity, 37-1211.

Purchase money, liability, 31-106.
Reversionary interest, sale by administrator, 113-1710.
Sale 'by administrator of reversionary
interest, 113-1710.
Several tracts of land, in, 31-105.

Surveyor, employment, 31-205.

See Game.

WillsDevise barred by election to take
dower, 31-103.
Provision in lieu of dower, 31-103,

DOWER,
Absolute estate in specified sum in lieu
of dower, 31-108.
Administrator
Discharge without administration

Unorganized

Sales of interests by, 113-1710.
Adultery as barring, 31-110.

Assignment —

86-205.

counterfeiting,

or

altering,

26-3901, 26-3913.

Commissioners
Appointment, 31-203.
Compensation, 31-208.

Fraudulent

or

malicious

destruction,

26-7601.

of surveyor,

DRAINS.
Municipal tax, 92-4201.

31-205.

DRAINAGE.

Oath, 31-204.

Return, 31-205.
Conclusiveness, 31-208.
Traverse, 31-206, 31-207.
Trial of traverse to returns,
31-206, 31-207.

Food, places for manufacturing, packing, etc., 42-117, 42-9906.

Mining purposes,
Rice

83-207, 83-208.

cultivation,

with,

interference

5-401, 5-403, 5-407.

Costs, 31-208.
Judgment, 31-208.

DRAINAGE COMMISSIONERS.

Land

partly paid for, in, 31-106.
Objections to, 31-205.
Plat of survey, 31-205.
Writ of possession, 31-208.

See Drainage, County System

DRAINAGE, COUNTY SYSTEM

of.

OF.

Actions against contractors for work,
23-2533.

Bar, 31-110.

Bond

militia,

DRAFTS.
Forging,

Application, 31-201, 31-202.

Employment

31-208.

DRAFT.

of reversionary interest,
113-2305.

Bequest in

31-110.

Writ of possession,

Appeal in proceedings

lieu of, 31-103.

for title,

dower in land held un-

der, 31-106.

Commissioners to assign, see Assignment, ante.
Deed, provision in lieu of dower,
31-110.

Dispossessing widow, judgment,
39-1314.

Dwelling house, 31-101, 31-102.
Election
Child's share, 31-104, 31-110.
Devise, barred, 31-103.

Proceeds of sale, 31-107, 31-108.
Several tracts, 31-105.
Wife, to take, 113-903.
Furniture, 31-102.

Divestment of proceeds of sale of land
in lieu of dower, 31-107.

dispossession of
under, 39-1314.

Laches barring, 31-110.
Liens, effect, 31-109.

establish,

Amount,

23-2541.

Collection,

23-2541,

23-2554.

Cost of work
Bonds, 23-2542.

Definition, 31-101.

Judicial sale,

to

23-2515, 23-2537, 23-2558.
Assessments for cost
Additional, 23-2565.

widow

Making, 23-2541.
Payment, 23-2542.
Lien for, 23-2546.
Payment, 23-2542.
Interest on unpaid assessments,
23-2546.

Reassessment, 23-2552.
Redemption of lands sold to enforce,

92-8301.

Waiver of defenses, 23-2543.
Axmen, compensation, 23-2553.
Bench marks, 23-2517.
Benefits, assessments, 23-2519, 23-2535,

23-2536.

Board of drainage commissioners, see
Commissioners, post.
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DRAINAGE, COUNTY SYSTEM OF—
Cont'd.

Cont'd.

Board of viewers, see Viewers, post.
Bond, superintendent of construction,
23-2529, 23-2532.

Bonds
Collection of assessments, 23-2540
to 23-2549.
Interest, 23-2542, 23-2544, 23-2546,
23-2561.

Investment

in, 23-2567.

Issuance, 23-2542, 23-2544.
Validation, 23-2562, 23-2568 to
23-2573.
Borrowing money, power of boards,

Cost—
Assessment

for,

23-2541*

Proceedings, 23 2500.
Repair§, 23-2539.
Surveys, 23 2520.

Court to establish
Creation of, 23-2503.
Decision, 23 2513, 2.'; 2523.
Appeal, 23-2515, 23-2524
Hearings by, 23-28
23 25 3.
Custodian of funds, 23 2528.
Damages, assessment, 23-2518, 23 2536.
Districts
1

1

\

,

Boundaries, 23-2504, 23-2508.
Court to establish, creation,

23-2566.

Bridges
Cost of building, 23-2563.

Removal, 23-2534.
Chainmen, compensation, 23-2553.
Collection

Assessments, 23-2541, 23-2554.

Bonds issued, 23-2544.
Commissions for handling funds,
23-2564.

Commissioners
Appointment, 23-2526.
Chairman, 23-2528.
Control of system, 23-2539, 23-2540.
Corporate name, 23-2527.
Letting work of construction,
23-2530,

'.i -'.'J
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23-2531.

23-2503.

Mandamus

Map

of,

against, 23-2548.

23-2508, 23-2517, 23-2525.

Procedure to establish, 23-2504.
Drainage record, 23-2525, 23-2545.
Duplicate tax roll, 23-2541.
Engineer, compensation, 23-2553.
Establishment
Cost of proceedings, 23-2509.
Cost of surveys, 23-2520.
Court, see Court, ante.

Hearings, 23-2511 to 23-2513,
23-2522 to 23-2524.
Notice of hearing on reviewers
report,

23-2512,

23-2522.

Organization, 23-2528.
Sale of bonds, 23-2544.

Petition, 23-2504, 23-2510, 23-2513,
23-2540.

Seal, 23-2527.

Power, 23-2501.

Secretary,

Procedure, 36-202.

23-2528.

Superintendent of construction, appointment, 23-2529.

Compensation
Engineers and others, 23-2553.
Right of way, 23-2514.
Condemnation proceedings
23-2514.

Procedure, 36-202.

Consent to acquisition of right of way,
23-2501.

Construction

Bids for work

of, 23-2530, 23-2531,

23-2533.

Estimates of work, 23-2532.
Execution of work, 23-2534,
23-2538.

Letting work

Venue of proceedings,

23-2526.

Estimates of work, 23-2532.
Fences, removal, 23-2534.

Highways, crossing, 23-2535.
Installments, payment of assessment
in, 23-2542, 23-2543, 23-2546.
Interest on bonds issued, 23-2542,
23-2544, 23-2561.
Investment in bonds, 23-2567.
Lateral drains, outlet for, 23-2540.
Liberal construction of law, 23-2555.
Lien of assessment for cost, 23-2546.

Maintenance of drainage established,
23-2539.

Mandamus

against district, 23-2548.

Maps, 23-2508, 23-2517, 23-2525.
of, 23-2530, 23-2531,

23-2533.

Payments

23-2504.

23-2520.

Treasurer, 23-2528.

Power conferred,

Summons,

Surveys, 23-2508, 23-2516, 23-2517,

for work, 23-2532.

Reletting work

of,

23-2533.

Superintendent

of,

23-2529,

23-2533.

Contract to construct, 23-2530, 23-2531.
Suits aganist contractors, 23-2533.

Marking

lines of ditches, 23-2517.

—

Negligence
Appointees, 23-2559.
Repairs necessitated, 23-2539.
Notice
Issuance of bonds, 23-2542.
Letting work of construction,
23-2530,

23-2531,

23-2533.

Control, 23-2539, 23-2540.

Objections, 23-2523, 23-2535, 23-2537.

Corruption of appointees, 23-2559.

Obstructing, 23-2539, 23-9908.

3
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DRAINAGE, COUNTY SYSTEM OF—
Cont

\1.

Parties

See Pharmacists.

to

proceedings,

drainage

23-2*

"Person"

defined,

Proiits. 23-2517. 23-2525.

Railroads, crossing, 23-2536 to 23-2538.
Reassessment for cost. 23-2552.
Record, drainage. 23-2525, 23-2545.
Repairs, 23-2539, 23-2540.
Repeal of existing laws, 23-25G0.
Reports of viewers, 23-2508, 23-2509,
23-2511 to 23-2513, 23-2521 to 23-2524.

Right of way, acquisition, 23-251.4.
Rodmen, compensation, 23-2553.
Sale of bonds issued, 23-2544.
Superintendent of construction,
23-2529. 23-2532.

Eemoval, 23-2559.

drugs. 42-114.

Prohibited, 42-9901.

Protection of dealer, 42-114, 42-115.
Sale of adulterated drugs, 105-1102,
105-1104.

Seizure of adulterated drugs,
42-114.

What

Surveys, 23-2508, 23-2516, 23-2517,
23-2520.

Chief inspector

Appointment, 42-102.
Compensation, 42-102.
Duties, 42-102.

Expenses, 42-102.
Paint law, enforcement, 73-101.

23-2554.

Yacancy in office, 42-102.
Condemnation of adulterated,

etc.,

Dealers, protection, 42-114, 42-115.
Definition, 42-107*

Examination, 42-113.

of proceedings, 23-2506.

Insecticides and fungicides, laws inap-

Yiewers
Appointment, 23-2505.
Assessment

plicable, 5-1509.

Misbranding, 42-110, 42-114, 42-115,
42-9901.

Benefits, 23-2519.

Mistake in

Damages, 23-2518.
Compensation, 23-2505, 23-2553.

Examination of land, 23-2508.
of

district,

23-2508, 23-2517,

23-2525.

Eeports,

23-2508,

105-1104.

Narcotics

Grand jury charge on

illegal sale,

59-601.

for

habitual

users,

42-704, 42-705, 42-9917.

23-2509,

23-2511

Prosecution

to 23-2513, 23-2521 to 23-2524.

of

selling, 105-1103,

Prescriptions

Eemoval, 23-2559.

defenses

against

of construction, see Construction,

ante.

by Board

Phar-

of

macy, 42-706.

assess-

ments, 23-2543.

Work

42-103.

drugs, 40-114.

Treasurer of funds, 23-2528.
United States, cooperation with,

Waiver

constitutes, 42-109, 42-111.

Analysis, 42-105, 42-111 to 42-113.

Reports, 42-102,

Supervision, 23-2539.

Map

Adulteration

Condemnation of adulterated

83-2502.

Petition, 23-2504, 23-2510, 23-2513,
23-2540.
Procedure to establish, 23-2504, 36*202.

Yenue

DRUGS.

Who

liable to, 42-707.

Sale regulated, 42-704, 42-705,
42-9917.

Obstructing inspectors and others,

DRAMATIC PERFORMANCES.
Taxation, 92-610.

42-9905.

Opium —
Labeling, 42-701.

DRAWBRIDGES.

Prescriptions, 42-704, 42-705,

Railroads, signboards, 94-503.

DRAWINGS.

42-9917.

Punishment for violating law,
42-9915, 42-9917.

Obscene, 26-6301, 26-6302.

Record of

DRIED APPLES.

sale, 42-702.

Peddlers, taxation, 92-1602, 92-2005.

Bushel, weight, 112-101.

"Person" and "party"

DRIED PEACHES.
Bushel, weight, 112-101.

Disposing of, illegally, 5-605, 26-3501.
Purchasing, 26-3502.
'

DRIVE-IT-YOURSELF

used

in

Private hospitals for addicts, 88-1001

DRIFTED TIMBER OR LUMBER.

'

as

law defined, 42-108.
to 88-1004.

Rules and regulations, 42-106.

Samples for analysis, 42-112.
Seizure

'

'

CARS.

Taxation of business, 92-1511.

of

adulterated,

etc.,

drugs,

42-114.

Standard of purity, 42-109, 42-111.

General Index.
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DURESS-

State Chemist
Assistants, 42-104.
Exports, 42-104.
Laboratories, 42-104.
Reports, 42-110.
Violation of laws, prosecution, 42-103,

Cont'd.

Contracts, effect, 20-505.
Divorce, marriage obtained
ground, 30-102.
Rales, effect, 90-20

J,

by,

as

96 209.

Wills, 113 208.

DUTIES.

42-113.

Congress, power to lay and eolleet,

DRUGGISTS.

1-125.

See Drugs; Narcotics; Pharmacists;
Poisons.

1-1 30,

to lay on imports or ex-

H35.
one State to an-

by, 1-131.

DWELLING HOUSE.

Contracts, 20-207.

Exemption from

payment

other,

See Habitual Drunkards.
militia duty, 86-209.

Furnishing intoxicating liquors

to,

58-611.

Private hospitals for, 88-1001 to

Dower, 31-101, 31-102.
Homestead, statutory, 51-1301.

DYERS.
Liens:

88-1004.

Testamentary capacity, 113-202.
Trust company, power to act as guardian or trustee for, 109-201.

See Liens.

DYING DECLARATIONS.
Admissible when, 38-307.

EASEMENTS.

DRUNKENNESS.

See Private Ways.

See Intoxication.

Abandonment,

DRY BREWER'S GRAINS.
See Concentrated Commercial Feeding Stuffs.

DRY CLEANERS.
Taxation, 92-1202, 92-1203.

DUE

power

ports,

Vessels bound from

DRUNKARDS.

DUCKS.
Game birds:

States,

85-1403.

Airport and landing field lights and
markers, acquisition for, 11-207.
Ancient lights, 85-1201.
Forfeiture, nonuser, 85-1403.
Lateral support, 85-1202, 85-1203.
Light and air, 85-1201, 85-1203.

Nonuser, forfeiture for, 85-1403.
Parol license, 85-1404.

See Game.

BILLS.

Prescription, acquiring by, 85-409.

Running with

Larceny, 26-2616.

land, parol license,

85-1404.

DUE PROCESS OF LAW.
Deprivation of life, liberty, or property without, 1-805, 1-815, 1-819,
2-103.

Waterworks companies, acquiring,
36-901.

Ways
Necessity, 85-1402.

DUELING.
Challenging to fight duel, 26-5201.
Disqualification to hold office by con-

EATING-HOUSE KEEPERS.
Defrauding, 52-9903 to 52-9905.

viction of, 2-902.

Fighting duel, 26-5203.
Peace officers knowing of and not
preventing duel, 26-5204.
Proclaiming another as coward for not
fighting duel, 26-5205.

Seconds, punishment as principals,

Liens, 52-105, 52-106.

Oleomargarine, notice of use

of,

42-9910.

Posting law, 52-9905.
Taxation, 92-1003.

EAVESDROPPING.

26-5202.

Crime, declared, 26-2001.

DUMB PERSONS.
See Deaf and

•

Private, 85-1401.

Dumb

Definition, 26-2002.

Persons.

law excepted, 26-2003.
Punishment, 26-2004.
Officers of

Testamentary capacity, 113-207.

DUPLICATES.
Higher evidence than

copies,

38 213.

See Evidence.

DURESS.
Admissions obtained by, 38-408.
Arrest, dismissal of warrant for, procured by, 27-9901.

EDIBLE COTTONSEED

OIL.

Definition and standard of purity,
42-111.

EDIBLE FAT.
Definition
42-111.

and standard of purity,

General Index.
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EJECTMENT— Cont 'd.

EDUCATION.
County Boards of Education;
County Superintendents of Schools;
Commission;
Illiteracy
Georgia

Alternative verdict on set-off of improvements against mesne profits,

Public
School
Fund; School Books; School Districts: State Board of Education;
State Superintendent of Schools;
Textbook Commission; University
of Georgia; Vocational Education;
Vocational Rehabilitation.

Common-law form

See

Public

Schools;

Charity, subject of, 10S-203.
Children, duty of parents, 74-105.
Colored persons, schools for, 2-6601.
Common school system, constitutional
provisions, 2-6601.
Detention home, children in, 24-2419.

Devises

to

educational

institutions,

mates

Consent

of action, 33-111.

rule, 33-111.

Costs
Disclaimer by defendant as affecting, 33-112.

of improvements against
mesne profits, payment, 33-108.
County lines, land divided by, 33-118.
Damages, mesne profits, 33-104.
Death of codefendant, 33-116.
Set-off

moulding, on set-off of improvements against mesne profits,

Decree,

33-108, 33-109.

Defendant, admission of possession,
24-3322.

limitation, 113-107.

Georgia State Training School for
Boys, inmates of, 77-606, 77-607.
Georgia Training School for Girls, in-

Disclaimer by defendant, 33-112.
Evidence, mesne profits, 33-104.
Excess of value of improvements over

mesne

of, 77-703.

Juvenile court,

33-108.

children detained by,

profits,

verdict, 33-107 to

33-109.

2-4901, 2-5004, 2-5402, 2-6601,

Execution, set-off of improvements
against mesne profits, 33-108.
Fictitious forms, 33-111.
Effect of Uniform Procedure Act,

2-6S01, 2-6901, 32-944, 32-1101 to
32-1135, 32-2502, 92-108, 92-3701.

Improvements

24-2419.

Poll tax, use of, 2-5004, 92-108.
Taxation for educational purposes,

Ward, 49-201, 49-202, 49-228.
World War veterans' children, 78-301

81-102.

Bona

to 78-303.

by

33-107

—
to

Trespasser, 33-106.

John Doe form of

See Public School Fund.
Comptroller General, report, 40-1510.
violation

of insecticide
fungicide law, 5-9937.

and

Governor to keep book showing,
40-208.

action, 33-111.

Joint

and recovery, when
maintainable, 33-113.
Tenant, action by, 33-103.

Action

not

Judgment
Conclusiveness, 33-119.

EDUCATIONAL SOCIETIES.
Income

profits

holder,

fide

33-110.

EDUCATIONAL FUND.
Fines,

mesne

Set-off against

taxes, exemption, 92-3105.

Joint, 33-113.

Moulding, on

set-off

of

ments against mesne

EGGS.
Birds-

improveprofits,

33-108, 33-109.

Parties bound, 33-103, 33-114,
33-119.

Personal property, 85-1704.
Protection, 45-305, 45-318.

EIGHTEENTH AMENDMENT.
Repeal, 1-835 to 1-837.

EIGHTH DISTRICT

A.

True claimant, 33-114.
Writ of possession on, 33-120,
33-121.

Landlord and tenant, joinder, 33-113.

& M. SCHOOL.

Branch of University of Georgia: See
University of Georgia.

Mesne

profits

Count for recovery, 33-104.
Joint action, when no recovery
on, 33-113.

EJECTMENT.

Judgment, 33-120.

Abatement, death of joint defendant,
33-116.

Abstract of

title,

attaching to petition,

.

Bona

fide holder, 33-107 to

33-110.

33-117, 81-105.

Admission

Trespasser, 33-106.

Lease, entry, and ouster by consent rule, 33-111.

Possession by

Separate suit for, 33-105.
Set-off of improvements by

defendant, 24-3322.

Trespasser, set-off of improvements
by, 33-106.

Verdict, 33-108.

I'l.ihkhN'CKS
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EJECTMENT— Cont 'd.
Moulding decree on set-off of improvements against mesne profits, 33-108,

persons,

Third

against, 38

writ

of

Time, allowance of mesne

33-109.

Part interest, action by one having,

DO

m.
profits,

33 108.

Title—

33-103.

annexation to

Abstract,

Parties

Bound by judgment,

33-103,

Acquired on sale after set off of
against
mesne
improvements

33-114, 33-119.

Death of codefendant,
Joinder where claims

33-116.

several,

profits,

33-110.

Common

where
proof
grantor,
both parties claim under, 33-101.

33-113.
33-103.

Plaintiff,

Several claimants, 33-113.

Judgment

Surviving defendant, action proceeding against, 33-116.
True claimant made defendant,

Possession as basis for

33-114.

Warrantor as codefendant,

33-115.

Petition, annexation
title, 33-117.

Pleading
Abstract of

of

title,

abstract

of

annexation to

33-102.

Strength

of,

support

to

action,

Trespasser, set-off by, of improvements
against mesne profits, 33-106.

True claimant made defendant, 33-114.
Uniform Procedure Act, effect on fictitious forms, 81-102.

profits, 33-104.

Uniform Procedure Act

Effect of

19.

recovery,

33-101.

petition, 33-117.

Count for mesne

conclusive, 33-]

Several, joinder of claimants,
33-113.

"Writ of possession, 33-121.

on

petition;

S3 117.

fictitious forms, 81-102.

Value of land, verdict, where value of
improvements set off against mesne
profits,

33-107 to 33-109.

Verdict where improvements set
against mesne profits, 33-107

Fictitious forms, sufficiency,
33-111.

off

to

33-109.

Possession

Admission as prerequisite of defense, 24-3322.

Defendant's, without lawful right,

Warrantor as codefendant,
Writ of possession, 33-120,

33-115.

33-121.

ELECTION.

33-102.

Contracts, alternative propositions,

Disclaimer of right, 33-112.
as basis for recovery,

Plaintiff's,

33-102.

Writ

of,

20-114.

Domicile, 79-402.

Dower, 113-903.

33-120, 33-121.

Previous warrantor as codefendant,

Child's

33-115.

Process, land divided

by county

lines,

33-118.

Purchaser, interest on sale after setoff of improvements against mesne
Repairs, set-off, 33-106.
Sale and division on set-off

provements

against

mesne

of

im-

profits,

33-108.

lieu

31-104,

of,

Devise barred, 31-103.
Proceeds of sale, 31-107, 31-108.
Several tracts of land, 31-105.
Marshaling assets, compelling, 37-406.

Dower, 113-903.
Year's support, 113-1007.
Will, taking under or against, 37-502
to 37-504, 113-819.

Service

Year's support, 113-1007.

Copy on true claimant, 33-114.
County lines, land divided by,
33-118.

improvements against mesne

profits

Bona

in

Widow

profits, 33-110.

Set-off of

share

31-110.

by

fide holder, 33-107 to 33-110.

ELECTION OF REMEDIES.
Agent wrongfully discharged,
Compelling, 3-601.
Tort or contract, 105-105.

ELECTIONS.

Trespasser, 33-106.

Several claimants, joinder, 33-113.
Statutory form of action, 33-117.

Abridgement of right

Superior court rule, 24-3322.

Age of

Surviving defendant, action proceed-

Arrest

ing against, 33-116.

Tenant in common, action by,

4-215.

Attachment, 3-605.

to

vote,

1-S16,

1-820, 1-821.

voters, 2-602.

of

electors,

privilege,

2-801,

27-202, 34-1801.
33-103.

Attorney General, 2-3S01, 40-1601.

General Index.
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ELECTIONS— Cont 'd.

BLECTIONS— Cent 'd.

Congress, member's of

BallotsConstitutional provision, 2-601.
Contents. 34-1904.
Delivery up at election contest,

Flections to be by, 2-001, 34-1303.

Bank

New

34-S01.

directors. 13-2001.

Betting on, 26-0409.
Blank forms
to

34-1401

furnish,

to

Secretary of State to furnish,
40-60L
issue, 87-201 to 87-204, 87-308.

Building of school houses, 32-1401

Compensation of tax

collector,

34-1001.

Falsifying, 34-9903.
Filing -with ordinary, 34-1101.
Public inspection, 34-1101.
Tax collectors' duty to keep,
34-101.

Booths
Entering while voter therein,

Constables: See Constables.
Constitution
Ability of electors to read or interpret, 2-604.

Ratification of, 2-8701, 2-8702,
2-8804.

Construction of laws, 34-3315.
Contest
Ballots, examination, 34-2802,
34-9921.

Commission issued
when, 34-2801.
Constables, 34-3001.

Cross-examination of witnesses,

34-1905.

Buying votes, 34-9907, 34-9926.
Campaign expenses
Publication, 34-2001, 34-2002,
34-9920.

34-2801.
Decision, 34-2801.

Examination of witnesses, 34-2801.
General Assembly, member

tions, 22-724, 22-9902.

Carrying deadly weapons to or at election ground, 26-5102.
Charters of certain cities, referendum
on repeal or amendment, 69-101 to

Hearing, 34-2801.
Illegal votes, proof of, 34-2803.
Municipal officers, 34-3001.
Notice

Adverse party, to, 34-2801.
Countercharge by contestee,
34-2801.

Governor

69-104.

elective

franchise,

1-820, 1-821, 2-602 to 2-604, 79-205.

to withhold

commis-

sion, 34-2801.

Ordinary
Fees, 34-3001.

ClerksIllegal

of,

34-2901.

Grand jury charge, 59-601.
Campaign funds, corporation contribu-

to

by Governor,

34-2801.

Providing, 34-1902.

right

to popu-

Countercharge by contestee,

34-1909, 34-9918.

Citizen's

Residence, 34-2304.
Rules governing, 34-2101.
Tie vote, 34-2305.
Time, 34-2302.
Vacancies, 34-2306.
Consolidation of local school districts,

lar vote, 2-8601.

Books, voters'

in,

34-2304.

election,

Amendments, submission

to 32-1403.

Voting

1-102,

1-819,

2-6901.

34-1403.

Bond

1-816,

when, 34-2305.
Order by Governor, when, 34-2303.
Proclamation by Governor, 34-2305.

cast, 34-S01 to 34-S05.

Governor

1-116,

1-823.

Eligibility,

Preparation, 34-1907,
Violation of law, 34-9917.
Presidential electors, 1-S12.
cast.

provisions,

1-114,

Counting votes, 34-2305.

Examination, 341303. 34-2S02.
Famishing, 34-1904, 34-1906.

Who may

Constitutional
1-105,

34 9921.

Where

Commission, 34-2306.
Congressional districts, 34-2301.

information, 34-9914.

Hearing and decision, 34-3001.
Primary elections, 34-3211.

Neglect of duty, 34-9915.

Proof of

Soliciting votes, 34-9912.

Superior court, hearing and deci-

"Violation of election laws, 34-9911.

Clerk of superior court, 2-8202.
Commissioner of Agriculture, 5-102.

Commissioner of Commerce and Labor,
54-107.

Commissioners of roads and revenues,
2-8202.

Comptroller General, 2-2701, 40-1401.

illegal votes, 34-2803.

sion, 34-2801.

Testimony, 34-2801.
Time, 34-2801.
Transmission of papers, 34-2801.
Witnesses, 34-2801.
Conviction of crime, disqualification
of voter, 2-701, 34-9907.

Coroners, 2-8202, 21-101.

General Tnm.x.
[references ark to

si

ELECTIONS

ELECTIONS— Con t \1.
Corporation, contribution to campaign
funds, 22-9902.
Counties
Bond issue, 87-201 to 87-204.
Debt, incurrence of, 2-5501, 87-001

Pence:

Cont'd.

No Pence

Bee

Electic

ForrriH, G'oy<;rnor to fur;

[401 to

.
'•

34-1403.

Formal

setting

defectf,
:m 3101.

ahide

for,

Graining on, 26*6409.

to 87-605.

and

Discharged soldiers'

sailors'

registration list, 34-503.
Dissolution, 2-8206.

Indebtedness

of,

General Assembly: Sec Genera] k nen
bly.

Cood character of

submission to pop-

Governor:

Grand .jury
Examination of ballots and voters'

ular vote, 2-5501, 87-601 to
87-605.
Merger, 2-8206.

59-308.

lists,

Recommendation

Officers, 2-8301, 34-405.

Hogs running
Eegistration

as to adoption of

law, 34-1901.

Ordinary's jurisdiction, 23-701.
Police, 23-1401.
Registrars,
see

2-G04.

electors,

Governor.

See

of

House

voter's, post.

at

large,

to

prohibit,

62-702.

Representatives

of

members,

United

of

See County-Site Election.
Surveyors, 2-8202, 23-1101, 23-1102.

Idiots,

Treasurer, 2-8202, 23-1001.
of education,

Insane persons, disqualification to vote,

Site:

States,

32-902,

County manager form of government,
23-925.

County-site election:
See County-Site
Election.
County superintendents of schools,
32-1002.

County tax exemption, referendum to
determine: See County Taxation.
Court of Appeals Judges, 2-3009.
Debt, incurring by county or munici-

Inspection of voters'

Larceny
Papers connected with

sheriff's

election,

26-2617.

Returns, 26-2617.

fee for attending,

24-2823.

Liquor
Giving or furnishing on day of
election, 58-609, 58-61H.

Destruction

with

connected

List

Disfranchisement of voter by conviction of crime, 2-701, 34-9907.

Disorderly conduct at or near voting
room, 34-9918.

merger

of

counties,

2-8206.

Electors for President:

See Presiden-

Electors.

English language, ability of electors

Sale on election day, 2-1001.
of voters, see Registration

1-827,

1-828, 2-602,

Delivery, 34-9908 to 34-9910.
Falsifying, 34-9903.
Inspection by grand jury, 59-303.

Local school tax, 2-6901.
Mail, voting by

American

consul,

marking

ballot

in presence of, 34-3304.
Application for ballot. 34-3302.

signing and sealing
presence of, 34-3304.

officer,

ballot

in

Ballots

2-604, 79-207.

Evidence in prosecution, 34-9907,
34-9927.

Delivery of box with ballots
to election managers,
34-3312.

of

of

voters, post.

Army

to read, 2-604.

Equal suffrage,

physicians,

58-609.

26-2617.

or

by

Prescriptions

election,

Returns, 26-2617.

Exemption

34-305,

lists, etc.,

Instruction cards, 34-1908.
Interpretation of Constitution, ability
of electors to give, 2-604.
Intoxicating liquors,
furnishing
on
election day, 2-1001, 58-609, 58-610.
Justices of the peace: See Justices of
the Peace.

pality, 87-601 to 87-604.

tial

2-701.

34-901, 34-1101.

87-204.

Dissolution

1-116.

vote,

to

2-701.

32-905.

County bonds, issuance, 87-201 to

Papers

disqualification

1-114,

Illegal voting, 34-9919.

County boards

Deputy

1-102,

electors

from

arrest,

2-801.

Falsifying voters'

lists

or books,

34-9903.

Females' right to elective franchise,
1-827, 1-828, 2-602, 2-604, 79-207.

Deposit

of returned
34-3311, 34-3313.

%

ballots,

Envelopes containing, opening,
etc.,

34-3303, 34-3307,

34-3314.

Form, 34-3310.

;^<:
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ELECTIONS— Cont M.
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Mail, voting by Cont 'd.
Ballots— Cont'd.
Furnishing, 54-3309, 34-3310.
Marketing, 34-3303, 34-3307.
Opening ballot box, 34-3313.
Primary election, 34-3310.

Unused, return, 34-3309.
Certificate of registration, 34-3306.
Construction of election laws,

34-3315.

Consul, signing and sealing ballot
in presence of, 34-3304.

Envelope containing blank

ballot,

opening, 34-3303, 34-3307.
Letter of application for ballot,
ballot,

34-3303,

34-3307.

Misdemeanor,

violation of law,
34-9929 to 34-9931.
Navy officer, signing and sealing
ballot in presence of, 34-3304.

Notice of intent to vote by mail,
34-3301.

Ordinary, duty to furnish ballots,
34-3309.

Registrar, duty on receiving application for ballot, 34-3305.
Return of ballot after marking,
34-3303.

vote

to

Secrecy,

by

34-3303,

mail, 34-3301.
34-3307.

Voters entitled to vote by mail,
34-3301.

Voucher, signature of voter,

Neglect of duty, 34-9915.
Solicitation of votes, 34-9912.

Violation of election laws, 34-9911.
Ordinances of Constitutional Convention, submission of adoption to popular

vote,

2-8801,

2-8508,

2-8802,

2-S901.

Ordinaries, 2-8202, 24-1702.
Fees, 34-1911.

Preservation of election supplies,
34-1912.

Vacancies in office, 24-1707.
Ownership of land, prerequisite to vot-

Permanent

qualification

34-3308.

Compensation

List of voters to be furnished to,
34-701.

tax

of

collectors,

34-1001.

Filing with ordinary, 34-1101.
Public inspection, 34-1101.
Playgrounds, etc., establishment,
69-608, 69-609.

Plural voting, 34-9904, 34-9928.
Political conventions, 2-608, 34-3214,
34-3401, 34-3402.
divisions

of State, submission of indebtedness to popular vote,
2-5501.

Political

Poll tax, payment as prerequisite to
voting, 2-603.
Precincts for voting, opening, 34-801.
President of United States

—

Manner,

Fraud, 34-9924.
Illegal information, 34-9914.
Interfering with ballots, 34-9913.

voters

or

book, 34-101.

Eligibility,

Managers

1-204.

1-202, 1-812.

Time, 1-203.
Presidential electors: See Presidential
Elector's.

Primary
Appointment of managers, 34-3201.
Ballots

Municipal elections, 69-9902.
Neglect of duty, 34-9915.

Box, 34-3202.

Solicitation of votes, 34-9912.

Contents, 34-1903.
Contest of election, 34-3211.

Violation of duty or laws, 34-9909,

Filing, 34-3202, C*-3207.

34-9911, 34-9922, 34-9923.

Marines of United States as

electors,

Minors, voting, 34-9906.

Municipal
Bonds, issuance, 87-201 to 87-204.

Employees or officers acting as
managers of municipal elections,
69-9902.

^Offenses, 69-9901.

See No-Fence Elections.
Oath of voters, 34-9901, 34-9902,
34-9925.

Betting on, 26-6409.
Booths
Entering while voter therein,
34-1909,

34-9918.

Voting
Buying and

in,

34-1905.

selling votes, 34-9907,

34-9926.
to de-

termine: See Municipal Taxation.

No-fence:

Preparation, 34-1907.
Violation of law, 34-9917.

Providing, 34-1902.

Indebtedness, submission to popular vote, 2-5501, 87-601 to 87-605.

Tax exemption, referendum

Furnishing, 34-1903, 34-1906.
Official, to be provided,
34-3208.

2-602.

i

information, 34-9914.

Illegal

ing, 2-604.

34-3302.

Marking

Eight

Officers

Candidates
Notice of candidacy, 34-1904.
Qualifications, 34-1903.

Resignation or death, 34-1904.
Certification

of

result,

34-3202.

Qcxm'AL
I

FE1ENCE8

Bl

Aj<h

— Cont

Cont'd.

Primary— Cont, '<L

'd.

Clerk, oath, 34-3205.
Consolidation of votes,

34-3212,

Plural voting, 34 002S.
Political party rulei to

Public

when

held, 34-3214.

govern,
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34-3213.
Contest, 34-3211.

Convention,

TO BECTM
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ELECTIONS— Cont M.
Primary

T.'.m.x.

34

exhibition

of

voter*,

2-608,

Count of votes, 34-3202.
County unit vote, 34-3212.

Qualifications
of
34-405, 34 0007.

Crime, conviction of, as disqualifying voter, 2-701, 34-9907.
Declaration of result, 34-3212.
Definition, within liquor laws,

Registration list, elector's
to be on, 34-3200.

election

of

Beturn of managen, 34*3207,
34-3209, 34-3210.

34-3210.

papers,

34-3207.
Eligibility of voters, 2-608, 34-405.

Evidence, prosecution for violating
law, 34-9927.

Exhibition of ballot box, 34-3202.
Expenses, 34-3216.
Filing return of managers, 34-3202,

Sealing
Ballot box, 34-3202.
Eeturns, 34-3207.
Second primary, 34 3213.
Special elections, 34-3215.
Tally sheets, filing, 34-3202,
34-3207.

Time,

34-3207.

Grand jury

34-3203,

to,

34-3212,

Filing returns, 34-3207.
see Mail, voting
by, ante.
Witnesses, prosecution for violating law, 34-9927.

Voting by mail,

34-3207.

Recommendation

as to
tion of law, 34-1901.
Illegal voting, 34-99,19.
Instruction cards, 34-1908.
Laws of force, 34-3218.

adop-

Privilege of electors, 2-801.

Public

Limitations, 34-3217.

of election, 2-1001, 58-609,
58-610.
Prescriptions by physicians,
58-609.

List of voters,
34-3207.

office,

sale

or

farming

out,

89-9904.

Liquor
Giving or furnishing on day

34-3202,

34-3206,

Public utilities, disposition of,
municipal corporations, 91-902

by
to

91-904.

Publication of campaign expenses,
34-2001, 34-2002.
Qualification of voters, 2-601 to 2-701,
34-405, 34-9906, 34-9907.

Eatification of State Constitution,
2-8701, 2-8702, 2-8804.

Managers
Appointment, 34-3201.

Eeading

Corruption, 34-9924.
Duties, violation of, 34-9923.

Eeferendum

Fraud, 34-9924.
Oath, 34-3201, 34-3205.

paragraph of Constitution,
ability of elector as to, 2-604.
Disposal of public utility property

by

Eeturns, 34-3202, 34-3207.
Violation of duty, 34-9922,
34-9923.

municipalities,

91-901

to

91-904.

Exemption from county

or munici-

pal taxation, 92-206 to 92-218.
School taxes, 32-1106 to 32-1110,

Nullification of law, 34-1913.

Oath-

32-1128, 32-1129.

Managers, 34-3201, 34-3205.
34-3202,

34-9925.

information,

34-9914,

34-9916.

Neglect of duty, 34-9915.
Solicitation of votes, 34-9912.

Violation

of

election

laws,

34-9911.

Ordinaries, fees, 34-1911.

Perjury, false oath by voter,
34-9925.

Personating another, 34-9925.
Place, 34-3203, 34-3210.

Registration of voters

Amendment

Officers

Illegal

34-3210,

34-3213, 34-3217.

Exhibition of returns

Voters,

name

Eules governing, 34-3201, 31-3209,

58-610.

Destruction

box,

ballot

.'{202.

of

registration

laws,

2-609.

Appeal from decision of registrars
denying right to register, 2-606,
2-607.

Application,

34-107.

Books, voters', see Voters' books,
post.

Challenge

Eight

to

register,

34-605.

Voters, 34-S05.

34-601

to
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ELECTIONS— Cont 'd.

ELECTIONS— Cent *d.

—

—

Registration of voters Cont'd.
Colored persons, race to be noted
on book. 34-111.
Constitution
Ability to interpret paragraph

Regist ration of voters Cont'd.
lie giatrars
Cont'd.
Examination of qualification

of, as prerequisite, 2-004.
Ability to read and write
paragraph of, as prerequi-

Challenge of voter, 34-605.
Contest of right of regis-

—

of electors, 34-408.

Hearing before

tration, 34-605.

Evidence, 34-601.
Majority to control,

site. 8-604.

Contest of right to register, 2-606,
2-607, 34-601

to 34-605.

34-602.

Notice, 34-604, 34-605.
Production of books, etc.,

Denial of right to register, 2-606.
Discharged soldiers and sailors
Compilation of list, 34-501.

County

Eligibility

persons

of

34-602.

Public, 34-1102.
Service, notice, 34-604.

34-503.

elections,

listed,

Subpoenas, 34-603.

34-502.

Good

character

Summons,

prerequisite,

as

Hearing before

Additional list, 34-407.
Disqualified persons, filing,
34-203.

34-601

registrars,

to 34-605.

Constitution,

of

Interpretation

Piling,

34-202,
34-1101.

ability to give, as prerequisite,
2-604.'

Authentication, 34-701.
Disqualified persons, 34-203,
34-204.

34-801.
2-605,

34-202,

34-203,

Reregistration, 34-115.
Residence, time requirements,

Signatures as prima facie evidence,
34-112.

34-901, 34-1101.

Soldiers, 2-602, 2-604.

Purging, 34-407.
Registrars' duties,

34-401

to

payment required,
34-113, 34-114, 34-201.

Taxes,

34-403.

34-101

voters,

Violations

Primary

as

Method

34-3206.
voters,

2-601

Residence of voters, 34-9907.
to be noted on book,

34-111.

Eead, ability

2-604.

to

2-604.

Pace of voter

of registering on,

Opening, 34-105.
Write, ability to, as prerequisite,

34-408.

of

to

34-107.

registration, 34-115,

election,

34-9901

Closing, 34-106.

pre-

2-604.

Qualifications

law,

Voters' books

property

of

of

34-9903, 34-9908 to 34-9910.

34-104,

to

34-108, 34-109, 34-805.

34-201,

2-603,

.

Supplementary, 34-406.

Permanent

34-301.

Sailors, 2-602, 2-604.

up, 34-201.

requisite,

office,

2-603.

Public inspection, 34-605,

Ownership

of

Requirement, 2-601.

Roster of persons registering, 2 605.

34-1101.

Making

Removal, 34-301.

Term

34-406, 34-407,

34-404,

34-403.

,

Oath, 34-303.

Election managers to be furnished with, 34-701.
Eligibility determined by,
Filing,

34-404,

Making, 34-401.
Supplemental list, 34-406.
When to be completed,

Lists
Additional, 34-407.

Oath,

34-603.

List of voters

2-604.

Time

2-603.

of,

Residents not citizens, elective franto,

as

prerequisite,

2-604.

Begistrars

Appointment, 34-301.
Bipartisan, board to be,
34-302.

Compensation, 34-1001.
Contest of right of registration, 34-605.

chise, 79-301.

Returns, 2-1101.

Destruction

of, 26-2617.

Secretary of State, by, 40-601.

Larceny

of,

26-2617.

Roster, persons registering as voters,
2-604, 2-605.

Sailors
2-602.

of

United

States

as

voters,

Oknkpal

T::uj
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SaleLiquor

days,

election

2-1001,

Voters
Arrest, privilege from,

2 801,

Books, sec Bookflj
Challenge, 34-800.
Disfranchisement, 2 701, 84400?,
*"»,
Lists, see Registration

Secretary of State, 2-2701, 40-501.
Setting aside for formal defects,

ante.

34-0008

Delivery,

34-3101.

Sex of voters, 1-827, 1-828, 2-002, 2-004,
79-207.
Sheriffs, 2-8202, 24-2801, 81-210.
Attendance upon elections, 24-2813.

34-9910.

to

Falsifying, 34-9903.
Grand jury to inspect, 59 308.
Minors, 34-0000.
Oath, 34-000], .'51-0002, 34-992

Personating

Fee, 24-2823.

another at

primary,

34-9925.

Soldiers

Honorably serving

in certain wars,

as voters, 2-004.
United States, as voters, 2-002.
Solicitor's general, 2-3901, 24-2902.
Special, 34-1702.

State Constitution
Ability of electors

read

to

interpret, 2-004.
Ratification of, 2-8701,

and

2-8702,

2-8804, 2-8901.

State Superintendent of Schools, 32-501.
State Treasurer, 2-2701, 40-901.
Superior courts
Clerks, 2-8202,
34-2004.

34-2001,

34-2002,

24-2704

to

Filling vacancies,
24-2700, 24-2709.
Judges, 2-3101 to 2-3103, 24-2002,
2-3004, 2-3008.

Supreme Court Judges,

collectors, 2-8202, 34-2001, 92-4701.

receivers, 2-8202, 34-2001, 92-4001.
Taxes, payment as prerequisite to vot34-114,

2-003,

34-201,

34-203,

1-114,

Registration, see Registration of
voters, ante.
Residence, time of, 2-603.
Roster of persons registering, 2-605.
Sale of votes, 34-9907, 34-9926.
Witnesses at prosecution,
34-9907, 34-9927.
Voting by mail, see Mail, voting
by, ante.

Wagering

on, 26-6409.

Women's

suffrage, 1-827,

2-602,

1-828,

2-604, 79-207.

Writs of, issuance by Governor. 2-2613.
Writing paragraph of Constitution,

ELECTORS.
See Elections; Presidential Electors.

ELECTORAL COLLEGE.
See Presidential Electors.

ELECTRIC COMPANIES.

34-204, 34-405, 34-9907.

United States
Congress,

Plural voting, 34-9904, 34-9028.
Privilege from arrest, 2-801, 27-202.
Qualifications, 1-823, 2-601 to 2-701,
34-9906, 34-9907.

ability of electors as to, 2-604.

24-2004.

ing,

.'.

27-202.

58-609, 58-010.
Votes, 34-9907, 34-9920.
School taxes, 32-1100 to 32-1110,
32-1124, 32-1128, 32-1129, 32-1131.

Tax
Tax

SEC'J

ELECTIONS—Cont'd,

ELECTIONS— Cont 'd.
on

5

Condemnation of private property

members

1-110,

of, 1-102, 1-105,

1-810, 1-819,

1-823.

Constitution, ability of voters to
read and interpret, 2-004.
President, 1-202 to 1-204, 1-812.

Appeal, 36-805, 36-806.
Authority, 36-801, 36-804.
Flooding roads, etc., 36-804.
Interference with operation of factory, 36-812.

Payment

Senators

of compensation or
ages, 36-802.

dam-

Canvass of vote, 34-2402.
Commission, 34-2402, 89-201.

Procedure, 36-808, 36-809, 36-S11.

Declaration of result, 34-2402.

Use of condemned road,

Places, 34-2402.

Primary

election,

time,

34-3203.

Rules

governing,

1-114,

34-2101.

Time, 34-2401, 34-2403.
Vacancies, filling, 34-2403.
Votes necessary, 34-2404.
Voters eligible, 34-2404.
Soldiers, sailors, and marines as

Public Service Commission, control by,
etc., 93-304, 93-307. See Public Service Commission.

Taxes
Returns

1-202, 1-203, 1-812.

to

Comptroller

General,

92-5902 to 92-5904.

Assessment to correct,
92-6001

electors, 2-602.

Vice President, 1-202, 1-203, 1-812.
Vice President of the United States,

36-S10.

Interfering with property of, 26-3S01.
Presidents, taxation, 92-2409.

to

92-6007,

to 92-6104.

Time, 92-5901.

Time

of payment, 92-5908.

etc.,

92-6101

General Index.
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ELECTRIC HEADLIGHTS.

EMBALMERS— Cont 'd.

Locomotives, 94-505, 94-9901,
See Street Railroads.

'd.

84-822 to 84-826,

of,

84-828.

Taxation, 92-611,

Registration, 84-816.

ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS.

Renewal

ELECTRICAL ENGINES.
Taxation of manufacturers and dealers,
92-1308.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.
Taxation, 92-1909.

84-821.

of,

Revocation

Taxation, 92-902,

of,

84-822 to 84-828.

Signatures to, 84-815.
Nonresident licentiates, 84-813, 84-814.
Taxation, 92-1909.
Training, 84-811, 84-814, 84-819.

Unlawful practice,

84-819, 84-9912,

84-9913.

EMBEZZLEMENT.

ELECTRICAL LIGHTING SYSTEMS.
Taxation of manufacturers and dealers, 92-904.

ELECTRICITY.
Generation and sale for heating,
94-1006.

See Larceny After Trust.
.Administrator, 26-2805.
Assets of estate, 26-2805.
Corporate officers, etc., 26-2803.

County money, 26-2804.
Disfranchisement of persons convicted
of, 2-701.

ELECTROCUTION.
Punishment for crime: See Sentence.

ELEEMOSYNARY INSTITUTIONS.
Academy

for the Blind; Charitable Institutions for Custody of
Confederate
Soldiers'
Children;

Industrial Home;
Georgia School for the Deaf; Georgia Training School for Mental
Defectives; Georgia Tuberculosis
Sanatorium; Milledgeville State
Hospital.

Home; Georgia

Board of Control: See Board of Control of Eleemosynary Institutions.
Grand jury visitation and inspection,
59-401 to. 59-406, .59-9901, 59-9902.
Inspection, 99-101.

ELEVATED SCENIC RAILWAYS.

Estate, assets of, 26-2805.
Executor, 26-2805.
Guardian, 26-2805.
Officers

Corporate, 26-2803.
Public, 26-2801, 26-2802.
Pension money, 26-2802.
Public documents, 26-2801, 89-9903.
Punishment, 26-2801 to 26-2804.
Treasurer of county, 26-2804.
Trustee, 26-2805.

EMBLEMS.
Benevolent,

fraternal, etc., organizaimitations, etc., of, 106-201,
106-202, 106-9905.

tions,

EMBLEMENTS.
Definition, 85-606.

Life tenant, rights, 85-606.

Tenant at will, rights, 61-106.
Tenant for years, rights, 85-804.

Taxation, 92-616.

EMBALMERS.
See Georgia State Board of Embalm-

EMBRACERY.
Definition

ing.

Application of law, 84-830.
Apprentices, 84-812, 84-813.
Collection of fees for services, 84-818.

Compliance with law as prerequisite
to practicing embalming, 84-802.

Embalming

— Cont

Refusal

ELECTRIC SHOWS.

See

Licenses

Qualifications of applicants, 84-809,
84-811, 84-819.

ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

defined,

Letterheads,

etc.,

and punishment, 26-4702.

EMIGRANT AGENTS.
Bonds, 92-506.
Control, 54-110, 54-9902.
Licenses, 54-110, 54-9902.
Reports, 54-110.

Taxation, 92-507.

84-801.

use of

"embalmer"

on, 84-9913.

Licenses

Application for, 84-810.
Assignment, 84-820.
Attestation, 84-815.

Contents, 84-820.

EMINENT DOMAIN.
Abridgment

of right
provisions, 2-2502.

,

Constitutional

Airports and landing fields, acquisition
of private property for, 11-203,
11-209.

Appeal from assessors' award
Bill of exceptions, 36-601.

Display, 84-816.

Delay caused by, 36-602.

Fees, 84-810, 84-817, 84-821.

New

Other States, 84-817.

Power companies,

trial,

36-601.

36-805.

General Index.
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EMINENT DOMAIN— Cont'd.

award — Cont'd.

Apj>eal from assessor's
State, 36-1110.
Tender not to prevent, 3G-G03.

Time, 30-001.
Trial, 36-601.

United States, 36-1110.
Assessors

Compensation, 36-605.

Hearing before, 36-501 to 36-508.

Names given
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36-202.

Guardian ad litem
Notice to, 36-306, 86-307.
Payment of award to, 36 007.
Hearing before assessors
Attorneys may appear, 36-503.

in notice, 30-313,

36-701.

Oath, 36-403.
Selection, 36-401, 36-402.

Subpoenaing witnesses, 36-502.
Associations, applicability of law

Evidence, hearing by affMffOTfj 36 502.
Execution, 36-604.
Filing award of damag
Floods, protection against, title to
property, 36-606.
Franchises of incorporated eon
taking by Gen oral Aeeemblj
Gas pipe lines, procedure applicable to,

to,

Award
Appeal, 36-601 to 36 603.
Entry, 36-507, 36-605.

36-201.

Attorney, appearance before assessors,

Filing, 36-508.
Record, 36-508.

36-503.

Award

of damages
Appeal, 36-601 to 36-603.

Damages, assessment, 36-504.
Entry of finding, 36-507.

Entry, 36-507, 36-605.
Execution, 36-604.
Filing, 36-508.
Payment or tender, 36-602, 36-603.

Record, 36 : 508.
Beacons, procedure applicable

Evidence, 36-503.
Finding, 36-507.
Inspection of premises, 36-704.
Notice of time, 36-501.

to, 36-202.

Place, 36-501, 36-704.
Time, 36-501.

Bill of exceptions, 36-601.

Canal companies, procedure applicable,
36-202.
Cities,

procedure applicable

to, 36-202.

Compensation
Bridge franchise interfering with
riparian owner's rights, 85-1311.
Consequential damages, 36-506.

Manner

of assessment, 36-303 to

36-313.

Necessity, 1-805, 2-301, 36-104.
or tender, 36-302, 36-603,

Payment

36-801, 36-802.

36-704.
Insurrection, exercise in time of,
36-101.

Interest in property acquired, 36-606.
Just compensation, 1-805, 2-301, 36-104.
Lessees, notice to, 36-304.

Lighthouses,

procedure

applicable

to.

36-202.

Value of land, how estimated,

Mail, notice by, 36-309, 36-311.

Mining companies, procedure applicable

36-505.

Copy

of notice, 36-311.
Corporations, taking property

to, 36-202.

of,

Minors
Notice

2-2502.

Costs, 36-605, 36-1004.

Counties
Procedure applicable to, 36-202.
Public roads, see Roads, post.
Defenses, construction of, 36-101.
Definition, 36-101.

Destroying property to prevent extension of conflagration or spread of
disease, 88-401.

Direction of notice, 36-313, 36-701.
Drains: See Drainage, County System

to,

Payment
Mortgage

36-305 to 36-307.
of

award

to, 36-607.

holders, notice to, 36-304.

Municipal corporations, procedure applicable to, 36-202.

New

trial on appeal from assessors'
award, 36-601.

Nonresidents, notice to, 36-309.
Nonuser of property acquired, effect,
36-606.

Notice
Assessors,

names

of, 36-313, 36-701.

Copy, 36-311.

of.

Condemnation of land for purposes
of,

Damages, assessment, 36-504.
Value, assessment, 36-504.
Highways, see Eoads, post.
Inspection of premises by assessors,

23-2514, 36-202.

Electric companies

Appeal, 36-805, 36-806.
Authority, 36-801, 36-804.
Interference with operation of factory,

36-812.

Procedure, 36-808, 36-809, 36-811.

Direction, 36-313, 36-701.

Entry, 36-605.
Fixing time of hearing, 36-313,
36-701.

Guardian ad litem, 36-306, 36-307.
Lessees, 36-304.

Mail, by, 36-309, 36-311.
Minors, 36-305 to 36-307.
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EMINENT DOMAIN— Cont 'd.

EMINENT DOMAIN— Cont 'd.

Notice— Cont'd.
Mortgage

Roads

holder. 30-304.

Nonresidents, 36-309.
Ordinary, 36-306, 36-309, 30-310.

Owner. 30-304

— Cont'd.

Flooding by power companies,
36-803 to 36-810.

Notice

to 30-313.

Personal representative of owner,

Signing, 36-1003.
Time, 36-1002.
Procedure, 36-202, 36-1002.

36-305, 36-306.

Posting, 36-312.
Publication, 30-312.

Remaindermen,

Widening, 36-1001.

30-304, 36-310.

Security-deed owner, notice to, 36-304.
Service of notice, 36-309, 36-311, 36-312,

Requisites, 36-313. 36-701.
Reversioners, 30-304.
Security-deed owner, 36-304.
Service, 36-309, 36-311, 36-312,

36-702, 36-1003.

StateAppeal from assessment, 36-1110,

30-702, 36-1003.

36-1113.

Superior court clerk, 36-307.
Time, 36-311, 36-1002.

Assessment by jury, 36-1109.
Assessors, appointment, 36-1109.

Hearing by assessors, 36-502.

Authority, 36-1104.

Trustee, 36-308.

Award, 36-1109

Unborn remaindermen,

Unknown

36-310.
,

owners, 36-310.

Oath of assessors, 36-403.
Ordinary
to, 36-306, 36-309, 36-310.

Notice

Payment

of

award

to, 36-607.

Selection of assessor, 36-401.
Partnerships, applicability of law

to,

Payment

of compensation, 36-302,
36-603, 36-801, 36-802.
"Person" defined, 36-201.

Personal representatives, notice

procedure applicable

Parties, 36-1107, 36-1113.
Petition, 36-1104, 36-1105.

to,

Process, 36-1106 to 36-1108.
to,

Recording proceedings, 36-1116.
Right, 36-101 to 36-103.

for,

Procedure, 36-202, 36-203.
Public purpose, taking property for,
1-805, 2-301, 2-2502, 36-101, 36-102.

Public roads, see Roads, post.
Publication of notice, 36-312.
Railroads

Procedure applicable to, 36-202.
Eight of way, 94-301, 94-307 to
94-310, 94-321 to 94-323.

Taking by telegraph company,
36-701 to 36-704.

Record, award of damages, 36-508.
Remaindermen, notice to, 36-304,
36-310.

Reversion of property acquired, 36-606.
36-304.

Right-

Service of notice, 36-1107, 36-1108.

Manner

When

of exercise, 36-103.

exercised, 36-102.

Roads

collectors, notice to, 36-1108.

Taxes due, notice, 36-1114.
Title acquired, 36-1111.

Verdict, 36-1111.

Waiver

of service

of petition,

36-1107.

State-aid roads, rights of way, 95-1715,
95-1724.

Subpoenaing witnesses, 36-502.
Superior court clerkNotice to, 36-307.

Recording award, 36-508.
Selection of assessor, 36-401.
Superior court judge, selection of assessor, 36-402.

Telegraph companies, 36-202, 36-701 to
36-704,

Definition, 36-101.

supplemental provi-

sions, 36-1115.

Tax

to,

36-1111.

36-1113.

2-301.

Reversioners, notice

verdict,

Procedure,

36-202.

Posting notice, 36-312.
Private ways, taking property

Moulding

Pleadings, 36-1105, 36-1107, 36-1111,

36-305, 36-306.
lines,

to 36-1111.

Defaults, 36-1113.
Hearing, 36-1109, 36-1113.
Judge, powers, 36-1112.
Jury trial, 36-1109, 36-1112.

Notice, 36-1106 to 36-1108.
Objections, 36-1106.

30-201.

Pipe

—

Service, 36-1003.

104-202, 104-205.

Telephone companies, exercise of right
by, 104-205.

Tender of compensation, 36-302, 36-603.

Time-

Authority, 36-101, 36-1001.
Costs, 36-1004.

Declination to accept land,
36-1004.

Expenses, 36-1002, 26-1004.

Appeal from assessors' award,
36-601.

Hearing by

assessors, 36-501.

Notice, 36-311, 36-1002.
Title to property acquired, 36-606.
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See Master and

Procedure applicable to, 30-202.
Right of way, 3&802»
Trial on appeal from assessors' award
36-601.

Trustees, notice to, 36-308.
notice to,
36-310.

Unborn remaindermen,
United

States
Acquisition of lands by, 15-301,
15-304.

15-303,

Appeal from assessment, 36-1110,
36-1113.

Assessment by jury, 36-1109.
Assessors, appointment, 36-1110.
Authority, 36-1104.
Award, 36-1109 to 36-1111.
Defaults, 36-1113.
Forest reserves, for, 15-303, 15-304
Hearing, 36-1109, 36-1113.
Judge, powers, 36-1112.
trial,

36-1109, 36-1112.

Moulding

verdict,

36-1111.

Notice, 36-1106 to 36-1108.'
Objections, 36-1106.
Parties, 36-1107, 36-1113.
Petition, 36-1104, 36-1105.
Pleadings, 36-1105, 36-1107, 36-1111,
36-1113.

vh.iit.

EMPLOYMENT AGENCIES AND

EU-

EEAUS.
Control,

ete.,

54
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Taxation, 02 507,

ENGINES.
Taxation of manufacturer! and dealers
92-1308.

ENGINEERS.
Locomotive
Penalty for neglect, 94-506,
94-9003.
Qualifications, 94-902, 94-9907.
Signals by, 94-506, 94-507, 94-9903.

Tolling bell, 94-507, 94-9903.
State highway engineer, 95-1007,
95-1608.

Taxation, 92-1909.

ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STASee

State

Engineering Experiment

Station.

ENGLISH LAW.
Descent and distribution,

applicability*,

113-903.

Examination for admission

to bar,

9-110.

ENGRAVINGS.

Procedure,

supplemental

provi-

sions, 36-1115.

Process, 36-1106 to 36-1108.
Recording proceedings, 36-1116.
Service of notice, 36-1107, 36-1108.
Surveys of coast, 36-1102, 36-1103.
Tax collector, notice to, 36-1108.
Taxes due, notice, 36-1114.
Title acquired, 36-1111.
Verdict, 36-1111.

Waiver of service of

petition,

36-1107.

sanctuaries,

for,

15-303,

15-304.

Unknown

owners, notice to, 36-310.
War, exercise in time of, 36-101.

Appeal, 36-805, 36-806.
Authority, 36-801, 36-804.

Flooding roads, etc., 36-804.
Interference with operation of factory, 36-812.

of compensation or dam-

ENGROSSING.
Definition and punishment, 26-7404.
Grand jury charge, 59-601.

ENGROSSMENT.
Bills in General

Assembly, 2-1807.

ENLISTMENTS.
Militia, 86-601 to 86-607.

ENROLLMENT.
Constitution of State, 2-S804.
Enrolling clerks, appointment, 47-209.
Militia duty, persons liable to,
86-202 to 86-204.

Sales, 96-112.

ENTOMOLOGY.
See State Entomologist.

ENTRIES.
Books of account, admissibility

in evi-

dence, 38-310.

ages, 36-802.

Procedure, 36-808, 36-809, 36-811.

Use of condemned road, 36-810.

Waterworks companies,

Obscene, 26-6301.

ENTIRE CONTRACTS.

Waterpower companies

Payment

;->;.-

TION.

Lighthouses, etc., lands for, 36-202,
36-1101 to 36-1103.

Wild-life

MM IONS.]

EMPLOYEE AND EMPLOYEE.

Tramroads

Jury

3089

authority,

36-202, 36-901 to 36-903.

Western and Atlantic Railroad, condemnation of lands by, 91-301 to
91-304.

Witnesses, subpoenaing, 36-502.

Deceased persons, admissibility in

evi-

dence, 3S-309.

ENUMERATION.
Rights in Constitution,

effect, 2-502.

EPIDEMICS.
State Board of Health, regulation,
88-118.

etc.,

General Index.
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[references are to sections.]

EQUITY— Cont 'd.

EQUAL PROTECTION OF LAWS.
State Constitution, guaranty of, 2-102.
United States Constitution, guaranty
of, 1-S15, 1-819,

—

Assets Cont'd.
Equitable
Creditor

EQUAJL SUFFRAGE.
Constitutional

1-S2S,

1-S27,

EQUALIZATION OF ASSESSMENTS.
assessors,

reach, when,

Definition, 37-401.

provision,

8-602, 8-604^ 79-207.

County tax

may

37-408.

02-6911

by,

Distribution, 37-401, 37-402.
Individual, application, 37-409.
Joint, application, 37-409.

Legal

to

Definition, 37-401.

92-6917.

Distribution, 37-401, 37-402.

State Revenue Commission, by, 92-7002
to 92-7006.

Marshaling, 37-403, 47-405, 37-406.
Attachment, enforcement of decrees,
37-123.

EQUITY.

Attorneys
Abolition of distinction between legal

Framing

issues for special verdict,
24-3366.

and equitable remedies, 37-901,
37-907.

Accident: See Accident or Misfortune.
Accounts: See Accounts and Accounting.

Adequate remedy at law, see Law,

post.

Administration
Assets, see Assets, post.

Estates

of

decedents,

Dece-

see

dents' estates, post.

Administrators
Foreign, removing assets, protection of heirs, etc., 113-2404.

Jurisdiction of settlement of accounts of, 113-2203.

Petition
tion,

for

construction,

and marshaling

direc-

for,

of pleadings:

Peace: See Bills of Peace.
Review, limitations, 3-714, 3-715.

Bona

fide purchasers, see Notice, post.
Protection, 37-111, 37-114, 37-213.
Bond of prochein ami, 24-3365.
Both parties at fault, effect, 37-112.
Cancellation, 37-207.

Decree in vacation, 37-1205.
Proceedings at, 37-1301 to 37-1304.
Charge of court, 24-3366.

30-212,

30-213.

Amendment

ceedings, ante.
Bills, see Petition, post.

Chambers

assets,

37-403 to 37-406.

Alimony, proceedings

Service on, 24-3362.
Auditor's report
Filed in clerk's office, 24-3364.
Jury trial, exceptions of fact,
37-1103. See Auditors.
Auxiliary
relief,
equitable
37-902,
37-904, 37-907.
See Ancillary pro-

See Amend-

ment.
Ancillary to law, 37-103.
Ancillary proceedings

Special verdict, 37-1104.
Charities
Bequests for enforcement, 108-201.
Cy pres doctrine, 108-202.

Supervision

Bills of peace, injunction, 37-1502.

Extraordinary remedies to action
at law, suits in equity,

and

de-

fenses, 37-904, 37-907.

Interpleader, equity cases, 37-1505.
Law, equity as ancillary to, 37-103,
37-902, 37-904, 37-907.

Answer —

by court of equity,

108-204.
Class, representatives of, 37-1002.

Common-law remedy,
See Law, post.

effect,

37-120.

Compelling litigation, 37-118.
Complete justice, giving, 37-105.
Concurrent jurisdiction with law,
37-122.

Exhibits, 24-3363.

subsequent
covenants, 37-216.

Conditions

Oath of defendant, 24-3361.
Verified, as evidence, 81-402.

Apportionment of contracts,

etc.,

Assets

construed

into

Confusion of goods, 37-302.
Consent to trial at first term, 37-1102.
Construction of conditions subsequent,
37-216.

Creditors' petitions, 37-407 to
37-409.

Decedents'

estates,

interference

equality

37-1210.

Contract, superiority of equity under,

with, 37-403 to 37-406.
Distribution,

Contempt, enforcement of decrees by
attachment for, 37-123, 37-1208,

is

equity,

37-110, 37-401, 37-402.

Election of remedies, 37-406.

37-108.

Contribution, 37-303.
Costs,

37-1105.

General Index.
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EQUITY— Cont'd.
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EQUITY—Cont'd.

Covenants, conditions subsequent con-

Definitions

Falsifying, 37-306.
!.' gal
assets, 37 401.

ante.

Mistake, 37-202.
Surcharging, 37-306.

Interference, needless, 37-121.
Parties to creditors bills, 37-1000.
'

Petitions, 37-407 to 37-409, 37-1000.

Criminal law, interference, 55-102.
Cross-bills, 81-106.

Decedents' estates

by

—

legatee, 37-502 to

37-504.

Interference with, 37-403.
Marshaling assets, 37-405 to 37-407.
Petitions for direction, 37-403.

Decrees
Alimony, 30-212, 30-213.
Attachment for contempt, enforce-

ment by,

37-123, 37-1208, 37-1210.

Chambers, rendition at, 37-1205.
Contempt, enforcement by attach-

ment

for,

37-1210.

37-123, 37-1208,

—

Accident, 37 201.
Equitable assets, 37 401.

strued into, 37-216.
Creditors
Assets, administration, see Assets,

Election

.'

Demurrers
Disposition of, before appearance
term, when, 81-1002.
Hearing in vacation, 21-2010.
Diligence, equities unequal because of,
37-107.

Discovery: See Discovery.
Distinction between legal and equitable remedies, abolition, 37-901,
37-907.

Distribution
Assets, see Assets, ante.
Estates of decedents, see I)
dents' estates, ante.
Do equity, complainant must, 37-104.
Done, considers as, what ought to be,
37-106.

Election

-'

Case of, arises when, 37-501.
Compelling, 37-406.
Deeds, 37-505.
Marshaling assets, 37-406.

Definition, 37-1201.

Dormancy, 37-1211.
Enforcement, 37-123, 37-1203,
37-1207, 37-1208, 37-1210.

Entry on minutes, 37-1201.

Will, under, 37-502 to 37-5 4.
English system as model, 37-124.

Execution, enforcement by, 37-123

Equal

37-1207,

37-1208.

Extraordinary remedies,
ment, 37-1210.

enforce

Extraterritorial effect, 37-1204,
55-112.

3-702.

how

Lis pendens purchaser,

affect-

Estoppel, equitable, 38-115, 38-116.
parte proceedings at chambers,
37-1301, 37-1302.

execution, 37-1207.

Moulding, 37-1203, 85-1502.
Trust cases, 108-118.

Property not within jurisdiction
operation on, 37-1204.
Eevival, 37-1211.
Sale under, confirmation, 37-1206.

Setting aside for fraud, 37-709.
Signature, 37-1201.

assent
legacy, 113-802.
for

and

tion,

to

37-1207,

devise

construction,

marshaling

or

direc-

assets,

37-403 to 37-406.

Exhibits

—

Copies

filed

with petition or an-

swer, 24-3363.
Original, production, 24-3363.

Extraordinary remedies

Aid

of suit or defense, 37-904,

37-907.

Special verdict, after, 37-1104.

performance,

37-123,

Executor
Compelling
Petition

ed by, 37-117.

effect,

37-1202.

Supreme Court, revision by,
37-1205.

Toll cotton, subjection to, 110-510

Transfer, 37-1209.
Vacation, rendition in, 37-1205.
Defendant, equitable relief for, 37-905
to 37-907.

37-401,

Ex

decrees,
37-1208.

Limitation of motions to set aside.

-

37-110,

37-402.

Money

Lien, 37-1209.

Specific

law prevails, 37-107.

equity,

is

Execution on decrees, 37-121.

Interlocutory, 37-1101.

Money,

equities,

Equality

Answer,

verified,

as

evidence.

81-402.

Contempt, enforcement of attach-

ment

for, 37-1210.

Demurrers, disposition of. before
appearance term, 81-1002.
Ex parte, granted, when, Sl-113.
Injunction: See Injunction.
Process and service, 81-213.
See Receivers.
Receiver:

General Index.
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EQUITY— Cont'd.

EQUITY— Cont'd.

—

Extraordinary remedies Cont'd.
Sanction of judge, 81-112, 81-113.

Jurisdiction

— Cont

'd.

Superior courts, 24-2615, 37-101,

Service. 81-213.
Verification of petition, 81-109,

37-901.

See Trusts; Trus-

Trusts, 108-117.

81-110.

tees.

Uniform Procedure Act,

Falsifying account stated, 37-306.
Follows the law. 37-103.
Forcing litigation, 37-118.

37-901,

37-907.

Jury

Forfeitures, relief against, 37-216.

trial

Auditor's

See Fraud.
Jurisdiction concurrent with law,

Fraud:

exceptions

of

Interlocutory hearings, 37-1101.
Special verdict, 24-3366, 37-1104,

37-701.

Full relief, 37-105.
Grounds for relief, 37-102.
Hire, apportionment, 37-305.

report,

fact, 37-1103.

37-1105.

Term

of, 37-1102.

Laches, 3-712, 3-713, 37-119.

Ignorance equivalent to knowledge,
when, 37-116.
Inadequacy of legal remedies, see Law,

Law
Adequate remedy, 37-102, 37-120,
37-303,

37-305,

37-801,

37-308,

37-1402, 55-101.
Ancillary to, 37-103.
37-1401,

post.

Incumbrances, discharge

37-204.

of,

Individual assets, application, 37-409.

Infants

Auxiliary equitable reief,

37-902,

37-907.

Chambers proceedings,

Concurrent jurisdiction, 37-122,

notice,

37-1303, 37-1304.

37-701, 37-901.

Defendant in law

vacation, 37-1205.
Decree
ami,
bond, 24-3365.
Prochein
Injunction.
See
Injunction:
in

Innocent persons, which shall

suffer,

37-113.

Interlocutory decrees and orders,

suit, equitable
37-905
37-907.
relief,
to
Equitable and legal remedies applied together, 37-901, 37-902.
Follows, 37-103.

Fraud, concurrent jurisdiction,
37-701. See Fraud.
Mistake of: See Mistake.
Prevails where equities equal,

37-1101.

Interpleader: See Interpleader.
Joinder, legal and equitable suits,
37-901 to 37-908.
Joint assets, application, 37-409.

37-107.
Set-off follows, 37-308.

Uniform Procedure Act,

Judgment
Setting aside, 110-710, 110-711.
Fraud, accident, or mistake,
37-219,

37-220.

after,
verdict,
Special
See Decrees, ante.
Jurisdiction

37-1104.

Administrator
Accounts, settlement, 113-2203.
Foreign, removing assets, pro113-2404.

Concurrent, law and equity,
37-122, 37-901.
in,

37-124.

Extent, 37-124, 37-901.
Extraterritorial,

37-1204,

Legal assets
Definition, 37-401.
Distribution, 37-401, 37-402.
Legatees, election by, 37-502 to 37-504.
Levy and sale of equitable interest in
property, 39-201, 39-202.

Liens, distribution
37-402.

of

assets,

when, 37-214.
Marriage contract, enforcement,
53-401.

55-112.

Fraud, 37-701. See Fraud.
Law, inadequacy, 37-102. See Law,
post.

Legal and equitable remedies applied together, 37-901, 37-902.

Marshaling assets, 37-403, 37-405,
37-406.

Master, duties to be performed by auditor: See Auditors.

Maxims, 37-103 to 37-119.
Mingling of goods, 37-302.

Partition proceedings, 85-1501.

Minors, see Infants, ante.

Powers, 37-601.
Priority over law, when, 37-122.
Property not within, effect of de-

Minutes

cree, 37-1204.

37-401,

Life tenants, discharge of incumbrances, 37-304.
Limitation of actions, 3-712 to 3-715.
Lis pendens, notice of equity, 37-117.
Lost bonds or notes, payment decreed

tection of heirs, etc.,

England, modeled on practice

37-901,

37-907.

Chambers proceedings entered,
37-1302.

Decrees entered, 37-1201.

General Index.
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Misapplication

funds,

trust

of
108-425.

resto-

is,

Money

haling

Amendment,

New
Next

Commencement

Exeat.

limitations, 3-715.
friend, bond, 24-3365.

to 87-400.

estates,

direction,

construction,

and marshaling

Chambers proceedings, when neces-

Extraordinary

sary, 37-1304.
Effect, 37-115.

remedies,

Sanction by judge, 81-112.
Procedure Act,

Uniform

Guardians ad litem, chambers proceedings, 37-1304.
Lis pendens, 37-117.

Purchaser
With, protected when, 37-114.
Without, protection, 37-111,
37-114,

37-213.

Parol evidence to rebut, 38-507.
Parties
Administrators, 37-1004.
Amendment, addition by, 37-1005.
Bond of next friend, etc., 37-1003.

Verification, 81-109, 81-110.

Pleadings, proper, required for equitable claim or defense, 37-908.
Bee
Answer, Exhibits, Petition, ante.

Powers
Discretion, authority over, 37-602,
37-606.

Execution
Accident

Compelling, 37-602, 37-605,
37-606.

Defective, 37-602.

representatives of, 37-1002.
Common right of, as against sev-

Consent to

trial at first

term,

37-1102.

Illusory, 37-602, 37-604.
Sale, in deeds, etc., 37-607.
Jurisdiction over, 37-601.
Marriage, consent to, by trustees,

37-605.

Creditors ' petitions, 37-407,
37-1006.

Sale,

Disabilities, persons under, 37-1003.

in

deeds,

etc.,

fairly

Priorities,

Guardians, 37-1003, 37-1004.

Prochein ami, bond, 24-3365.

distribution

of

assets,

37-401, 37-402.

made

parties,

37-1004.

Publication, service of proceedings by,
81-204.

Quia

Legatees, 37-1004.

Making necessary

parties, 37-1005.

Multiplicity, 37-1007.
friend, 37-1003.

Privies entitled to relief, 37-213.

who

entitled to, 37-213,

37-1001.

timet
Timet.

Bebuttal
Parol evidence, 38-507.
Besponsive statement in

number

Quia

See

proceedings:

answer,

of witnesses necessary,

38-121.

Bepresentatives of a class, 37-1002.
Volunteers, 37-217.

Beceivers: See Receivers.
Beformation: See Mistake.

Wards, 37-1004.

Bemaindermen,

Who may

exer-

cised, 37-607.

Distributees, 37-1004.
Executors, 37-1004.
Interest, all having,

37-218,

Collusive, 37-602, 37-603.

fault, effect, 37-112.

eral, 37-1007.

mistake,

or

37-602.

Class,

sue, 37-1001.

See Partition.
Payment of lost bonds or notes decreed
when, 32-214.
Peace, bills of: See Bills of Peace.
Perpetuating testimony: See Perpetuating Testimony.
Partition:

37-907,

81-101, 81-109.

37-116.

Belief,

37-907,

81-112, 81-113.

Extension to facts discoverable,

Next

assets,

37-403 to 37-406.
Exhibits, 24-3363.

Notice

*

of suit, 81-101.

.'57-407

Decedents'

trial,

Both at

87-1S01

at,

to 37-1304.

Creditors',

Ne

87 803, 87*1005.

Chamber!, proceedings

55-104.

See

balar.

'M 307.

rule,

exeat:

by,

and mar-

assets, 87-403 to

Account, offer to pay

See Mistake.

distribution on equitable
principles, 24-211.
Moulding verdicts, 110-106.
Trust cases, 108-118.
Multiplicity of suits, 37-301, 37-1501,

Ne

petitions

repreeentatiTe,

Petition

37-109.

Mistake:

Pergonal

for construction, direction,

Misled, superiority of equity of party

who

U

EQUITY— Cont'd.

EQUITY— Cont 'd.
ration,
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discharge

of

incum-

brances, 37-304.
at law, see Law. ante.
Bent, apportionment, 37-305.

Bemedy

Bescission, 37-207.

Beversioners,

discharge

of

incum-

brances, 37-304.

Beview, limitations, 3-714, 3-715.

General Index.
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EQUITY— Com "d.
Rules

court:

of

ESCAPES— Cont'd.
See

Superior

Court

37-1105.

performance of contracts, com-

37-801 to 37-S07,
See Specific Performance.
Superior courts, 24-2615.
pelling,

37-1202,

Jurisdiction, 37-101, 37-901.

Rules.

Supplemental petitions, 81-107.
Surcharging account stated, 37-306.
Tenants for years, discharge of incumbrances, 37-304.
of trial, 37-1102.
Trial term of court, 37-1102.
Trusts: See Trusts.
Account of trust fund, jurisdiction,

Term

37-301.
at, 37-1301,

37-1304.

81-101, 81-102, 81-105, 81-303, 81-309.

ESCHEAT.
Actions by heirs,

etc., to recover proceeds of property, 85-1106.
Adopted children, in cases of, 85-1107,

85-1108.

Claims against property, 85-1103.
Definition, 85-1101.

Devisees incapable of holding

title,

Educational fund, proceeds payable

to,

Heirs

incapable

of

holding

title,

85-1102.

Husband and
of,

wife, in cases of decease
85-1107, 85-1108.

Limitation of actions by heirs, etc., to
recover proceeds of property,

Vacation
Decree, rendition in, 37-1205.

Proceedings at chambers, 37-1301
37-1304.

of suits, 2-4303.

Verdicts

Moulding, 110-106.
Trust cases, 108-118.
Special, 24-3366, 37-1104, 37-1105.
Verified answer as evidence, 81-402.

Volunteers
of equities of, 37-108.

Belief against accident or mistake
of, 37-217.

85-1106..

Notice, 85-1103.
Order of, 85-1103.
Ordinary, duties, 85-1103.
Proceeds of property, 85-1104.
Sale ordered, when, 85-1102.
Solicitor general
Collection of moneys from escheators, 24-2908.
Counsel for escheator, 85-1105.

ESCROWS.
Definition, 29-105.

WillsConstruction

Trial for, 26-4511.
Voluntarily permitting, 26-4510.
Witnesses at trial, 26-4511.

85-1104.

Superiority of equity under, 37-108.
Trustees: See Trustees.
Uniform Procedure Act, 37-901, 37-907,

Rank

Quarantine, from, 88-406.
Rescue, 26-4501 to 26-4504.
State Hospital patients, aiding,

85-1102.

Chambers, proceedings

to

Jail, 26-4505,
Jurisdiction of prosecution, 26-4511.
Penitentiary, 2o-4509 to 26-4511.
Punishment, 26-4505 to 26-4510.

26-4512.

Rules of court: See Superior Court

Venue

Justice.

Harboring escaped convicts, 26-4602.

See Process.
-Publication, 81-204,
Set-off iu, 37-30S.
Special verdicts, 24-3366, 37-1104,
Specific

Fugitives from justice: See Fugitives

From

Soles.
Sales under decrees. 37-1206.
Service. 24-3362.

Delivery of deed, 29-105.

and

direction,

peti-

tion for, 37-403, 37-404.

Decree in vacation, 37-1205.
Election under, 37-502 to 37-504.
Witnesses, number necessary to rebut

responsive statement in answer,
38-121.

ERROR, WRIT OF.
See Bills of Exceptions.

ESCAPES.
Assisting in effecting, 26-4505, 26-4506,
26-4508, 26-4509.

Attempt, 26-4505, 26-4506, 26-4508,
26-4512.

Levy and

sale

—

Cancellation of deed where judg-

ment on secured debt

set aside,

110-802.

Execution of deed, for purpose
8-301,

39-201,

ESTABLISHMENT

of,

67-1501.

OF

LOST

REC-

ORDS.
See Evidence.

ESTATES.
Abeyance, fee simple in, 85-502.
Absolute: See Fee Simple Estates.
Children, limitation of estate over

to,

85-504.

Chain gang, 26-4507.
Custody of officer, etc., 26-4506.

Commencement

Defined, 26-4510.

Conditional: See Estates on Condition.

of fee simple in futuro,

85-502.

General Index.
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''

rules,

85-104,

85-503

Cont'd.

Words neeessary

to

to

ereatc

£es

simple

estate, 89-503.

85-500.

Years: Bes Bstafc

Creation, 85-104.
Definition, 85-104.

ESTATES FOR LIFE.

Escheat: See Escheat.
Estates tail abolished, 85-505.

See Life Estates.

ESTATES FOR YEARS.

Evidence
Estate tail created, 85-505.
Intention of maker of instrument,

Bailment distinguished;

-

-

l\

Definition, 85 801.

Emblements, 85

85-503.

Fee simple: See Fee Simple Estates.
Taxation of estates less than,

804,

Expenses, 85-805.
Forfeiture, 85-803.

Lands, 85-801.
Landlord and

92-104.

Forfeiture not worked by conviction,

tenant,
tinguished, 85-802.
Lease, 85-806.
Mining rights, 85-806.

2-203.

Grandchildren, limitation of
over to, 85-504.
«
'Heirs
Limitation of estate over

a.

I

estate

"—

relation

dis-

Nature, 85-801.
Personalty, 85-801.
Repairs, 85-805.

to,

85-504.

Necessity of use to create
simple estate, 85-503.

Tenant's rights, 85-803.
Term, 85-801.

fee-

of the body," limitation of
estate over to, 85-504.
Intention of maker of instrument,

Use of

"Heirs

estate, 85-803.

ESTATES IN REMAINDER.
See Remainders and Reversions,

85-503.
tl

Issue,'

limitation of estate over to,

'

ESTATES ON CONDITION.
Breach of condition, 85-902, 85-904,

85-504.

Joint tenancy, 85-1002.
Landlord and tenant, relationship

85-906.

Construction of conditions, 85-902,

as

85-905.

creating, 61-101.

"Lawful

Damages, breach of condition,

heirs," limitation of estate

Dependent conditions, 85-905.

Libel of title, 105-1411.
Life: See Life Estates.
Limitation

Entry, right of, 85-906.
Forfeiture, 85-902, 85-906.
Illegal conditions, 85-903.
Independent conditions, 85-905.

Estate tail created, 85-505.
Fee simple on fee simple, 85-502.

Legal disabilities, effect of, 85-904.
Mental incapacity, excuse for breach

Over to heirs, etc., 85-504.
Eemote, 85-506.
"Lineal heirs," limitation of estate
over

85-902.

Definition, 85-901.

over to, 85-504.

of condition, 85-904.

Notice of condition, 85-904.
Precedent, conditions, definition,

to, 85-504.

Merger, 85-710.

85-902.

Perpetuities, 85-707, 85-801.

Repugnant conditions,

Presumption,

Subsequent, conditions, definition,

estate

tail

created,
'

85-505.

Remainders: See Eemainders and Reversions.

Remote

See

85-506.

Remainders and Re-

versions.

Rules of construction, 85-104, 85-503.
Separate estate of wife: See Husband
and Wife.
Tail, abolished, 85-505.

Taxation of estates

less

than

fee,

ESTATES TAIL.

Appraisal of estate, 92-3403.
Assessment, 92-3401, 92-3402.
Computation, 92-3401.
Evidence, value of property, 92-3403.
Execution, enforcement by, 92-3404.
Failure to pay, execution, 92-3404.
92-3404.

Notice of amount due, 92-3402.

Tenancy in common: See Tenancy

in

Common.

Ordinaries, duties and fees, 92-3402.
Payment, 92-3402, 92-3404.

Rate, 92-3401.

Tenant, 61-101.
definition,

ESTATE TAXES.

Interest,

92-104.

Trust,

85-902.

Abolished, 85-505.

limitations,

Reversions:

S5-903.

108-101.

See Trusts.

Trustees, 108-401. See Trustees.

Refunds, 92-3401.
Returns,

92-3401,

92-3403.

General Index.
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ESTATE TAXES— Cont

EVIDENCE— Cont \\.

\1.

Acts

5tat« Revenue Commission, duties,

Time

of

Administrator
Inventory, 113-1405.
from
Receipts
distributees

payment, 92-3404.

ESTOPPEL.
Admissions as constituting, 38-114.
Agent, to dispute principal's title,

Return, prima facie, of correctness,
113-1411.

Ancient deeds as constituting, 38-114.
Carrier, title to goods, 18-305.
Consideration, pleading partial

Corporate power, denial

of,

fail-

22-714,

courts

of

world,

judicial

—

Admissions
Acquiescence as amounting

to,

38-409.

56-1103.

Courts and judges, presumption in
favor of conduct of, as constituting,
38-114.

Deeds
Ancient, as constituting, 38-114.
Recitals in, as constituting, 38-114.
Equitable, 3S-115, 88-116.
Execution, transfers by attorney, ratification, 39-402.

Judgment
Denving transfer by attorney,

Acted

on, as estoppels, 38-114.

Agents, 38-406.
Attorneys in fact, 38-406.
Compromise, with view to, 38-408.
Confidential communications,
38-419, 38-1102,
38-1605, 59-302.

38-1604,

38-418,

Constraint, obtaining by, 38-408.
Continuance, facts, to prevent,
81-1411.

Defendants

in

fi.

in

fa.

claim,

cases, 38-403.

110-902.

Unreversed, as constituting, 38-114.
Judicial sale, defendant present and
not objecting, 39-1315.
Landlord, tenant to dispute

Admiralty

notice, 38-112.

ure. 96-305.

Definition, 38-401.

Discovery, answers in, 38-1107.
Drunkenness, obtaining by inducing, 38-408.

title

of,

61-107.

Presumptions of law as, 38-114.
Privies, binding on, 38-114.
Public officers, by acts of, 89-903.
Eecords as constituting, 38-114.
Sales, pleading partial failure of consideration, 96-305.

Tenant as against landlord, 38-114,
61-107.

Duress, obtaining by, 38-408.
Entire conversation, 38-410.
Estoppels, amounting to, 38-114.
Fraud, obtaining by, 38-408.

In judicio, 38-114.
Interpreters, 38-405.
Nominal parties, 38-403.

Parties to record, 38-403.

Pleadings

as, 38-402, 81-103, 81-306,

81-402.

TitleLandlord's,

as

against

tenant,

38-114.

Eeal estate, essentials, 38-115.
Trustees, adverse claim, 38-116.
Trustees setting up adverse title,
38-116.
to

or

legatees, 113-2208.

4-20$.

Ward,

manner of proving,

States,

of

1-401.

92-3402.

compel reopening guardian's

settlement, 49-312.

ESTRAYS.
See Live Stock.

EVAPORATED MILK.
Additions

to,

42-511.

EVENING SCHOOLS.
Establishment, 32-932.

Presumptions in favor
Privies,

of,

38-114.

38-407.

Real parties in interest, 38-404.
Scanned with care, 38-420.
Silence as amounting to, 38-409.

Strangers to

suit, 38-405.

Trustees, 38-403.

Weight, 38-420.
executor or legatee to impeach, 113-616.
Admitting as ground for new trial,
70-203.
See New Trial.
Will,

Advancements, memorandum, 113-1014.
Adverse possession shown by declarations, 38-308.

Agency

of wife for husband, 53-509,

53-510.

EVIDENCE.
See Interrogatories and Depositions;
Testimony;
WitPerpetuating
nesses.

Agents
Admissions by, 38-406.
Declarations, 4-315.

Account books, 38-310.

Agreement, best evidence, 38-205.
Alibi, range of evidence, 38-122.

Acquiescence, admissions by, 38-409.
See

Alteration of paper, explanation,

Acts of 1866 and 1889, 38-1603.
Witnesses.

Aliens, 79-305.
38-704.

General Index.
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EVIDENCE— Cont 'd.

Burden of proof

Ambiguities, explaining, 38-502.

Argument

Ancient
Boundaries and landmarks, tradi-

Admissibility, 38-312.

favor

in

Dentistry,

Subscribing witness to, 38-700.
Eights, declarations of deceased
persons as to, 38-311.
Subscribing witnesses to ancient

84 99

order

de-

v.',.

exeeptione,

1

authority

to

prac

4

1.

Diligence of bailee, 12-104

Exemption from liability onder
workmen's compensation
114-105.

documents, 38-700.

Answer,

'.'/;,

Claim cases, 39 904.

of,

38-114.

Identity, 38-304.

verified, as, 81-402.

proceedings,

Arbitration

eonniel,

10-402, 10 403, 37-1103.
Changing, 38-104.

•

Presumptions

of

pendent on, 24
Auditor 'i report,

tionary evidence, 38-313.

Documents

I

7-214.

rules,

Attorneys at law

Negative affirmative, 38-103.
Party having, in general, 38-103.

Competency

Quality of goods Bold, 96-305.
Tort action, plea of justification,

Confidential communications,

105-1801.
Trespass, 26-3001.

as against clients,
38-419, 38-1005.
38-418,

38-419.

Attorneys in fact, admissions by,

Burned

38-400.

Auditor's report, 10-201 to 10-203,

post.

Certified copies, see Records, post.

10-404 to 10-406.

Foreign

Authentication of records, see Records,
post.

reports, 13-410.

Best evidence
Absence accounted

for, 38-203.

Copies, see Copies, post.

De

facto

officer,

38-207.

acts,

Documentary evidence,

see

Docu-

conven-

or

Justice court, requirement, 24-1301.
of

producing,

38-203,

38-213.

Parol, see Parol, post.

Primary

evidence,

see

Primary

Secondary evidence, see Secondary
evidence, post.

See

38-205.

Writings,

war, admissibility of roster of
serving in, 38-209.
Claim cases, defendants in fi. fa. in,
admissions, 38-403.
Commission to take testimony:
See
Interrogatories and Depositions.
Committing courts: See Courts of Insoldiers

quiry.

with insane or deceased person, 38-1603.
Comparison of handwriting, 3S-709.
See WitCompetency of witnesses:
nesses.

post.

how

criminal case, when,

Communications

evidence, post.

Writings,

Sufficient in

Civil

necessity

ience, 38-211.

Necessity

Definition, 38-102.
38-109, 38-110.

mentary, post.
Exceptions,

Character of parties, relevancy, 38-202.
Charities, construction by extraneous
evidence, 108-206.
Circumstantial

24-1705.

Competent evidence, definition. 3S-102.
Compromise, admissions with view to,

proved, 38-303.

Blacksmith's books of account, 38-310.

Books

38-408.

Compulsory process to obtain,

Account, 38-310.
Commissioners, examination by,
38-1002.

Corporations, 38-026.

Transcripts

from,

38-1001.

Boundaries
Ancient, traditionary evidence,
States, judicial notice, 38-112.
of:

See

Trial.

Bills

of

Exceptions;

1-S06,

2-105.

Condemnation proceedings, 36-502.
Conduct
Hearsay to explain, 3S-302.
Relevancy, 38-202.
Confessions
Caution, received with. 3S-420.
Collateral benefit, promise

38-313.

New

113-703 to 113-705,

Wills, 113-612, 113-613, 113-703 to
113-705.

Certified copies, ordinaries' bonds,

Briefs

wills,

113-709.

Ordinaries' bonds, 24-1705.

Bank examiners'

Birth,

secondary evidence,
See Records,

records,

38-607, 38-609, 38-610.

of,

38-412.

Conspirators, 3S-414.

Corroboration necessary, 3S-420.

General Index.
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EVIDENCE— Cont 'd.

EVIDENCE— Cont "d.
Confessions

— Cont

—

Copies Cont'd.
Records, see Records, post.
Secondary evidence, when, 38-206.
Soldiers' discharge certificates,

'd.

Definition, 38-401,

Discovery of material facts,
8

413.

38-613.

Divorce proceedings. 30-110.

Substitution for originals, 38-1003.
Walls, inscriptions on, 38-210.
Wills, primary, 38-206.
Coroner's inquest, 21-207, 21-208.
Corporate books and records, certified

offenders, 38-414.

Joint
Secrecy, promise of, 3S-4V2.
Spiritual exhortation, 38-412.
Treason, 26-802.
Voluntary character, 38-411.

Weight, 3S-420.
Confidential communications
Attorney and client, 38-418, 38-419,
38-1605.

Grand jurors, 38-418, 59-302.
Husband and wife, 38-418, 38-1604.
State secrets, 3S-41S, 38-1102.
Conspirators
Confessions, 38-414.
Declarations, 3S-306.
Constitution, judicial notice, 38-112.
Constraint, admissions obtained by,
3S-408.

Continuance of life for seven years,
presumptions, 38-118.
Contracts
Alteration, 20-804.
Best evidence, 38-205.
Construction, 20-704, 38-505, 38-506.
Discharge, 38-507.

Parol as affecting, see Parol, post.
Contradicting writings, 38-501.
Conversations, original evidence, when,

All governed by same rules, 38-108.
Judicial notice, 38-112.
Presumption in favor of conduct

and records, 38-114.
Records
Attestation of, 38-627.
Presumption in favor

when testimony warrants,

inquiry:

Courts

of
Inquiry.
Credibility

to,

of lega-

of

Witnesses
Jury question, 38-1805, 38-1806.
See Witnesses.
Preponderance determined by,
38-107.

Religious belief, 38-1602.
Criminal cases
Alibi, 38-122.

Amount

of mental conviction nec-

essary, 38-105, 38-110.

evidence,

38-102,

38-109, 38-110.

38-306.

38-121.

Attorneys or parties, consents,

Doubt, reasonable, 38-110.

24-3319.

Books, transcripts from, when admissible, 38-1001.

copies

of

records,

see

Records, post.
Deeds, 24-3340.
Duplicates as higher evidence than,

declarations, 38-307.
Guilt, presumption, 38-118.
Identity, 38-304.

Innocence, presumption, 38-118.
Oath, form, 38-1702.
Perjury, number of witnesses,
Prisoner's statement, 27-405,
38-415.

Records, post.
as higher
evidence, 38-213.

Dying

38-121.

38-213.

Establishment of lost records, see

Examined,

Courts

Corroboration of accomplice,

tees or distributees, 113-2208.

Certified

See

Confessions, see Confessions, ante.
Conspirators, declarations by,

38-110.

Copies
Administrator, receipt

of,

38-114.

Circumstantial

38-302.

Conviction,

copies, 38-626.

Courts

than

Generally secondary, 38-206.
Grants, 24-3341.
Inscriptions on monuments,

oral

38-415.

Treason, number of witnesses,
etc.,

on,

self,

compelling, 1-805,

2-106, 38-416, 38-417, 38-1102, 38-1205,

38-1711, 93-506, 93-507, 93-9901.

38-210.

or convenience, reasons
for admitting, 38-211.

N<v-f;:ssity

Original, existence of, as prerequisite to admitting, 38-214.

Primary evidence, when,

38-121.

Crimination of

38-210.

Monuments, inscriptions

Reasonable doubt, 38-110.
Statement of prisoner, 27-405,

38-206.

Public records, see Records, post.

Cross-examination of witnesses:
Witnesses.
Cruelty to children, 74-109.

See

Cumulative evidence, definition, 38-102.
Customs of merchants, judicial notice,
38-112.

General
[REFERENCES ARK

EVIDENCE— Cont 'd.

38-208.

facto

officer,

38-207.

How proved, 38-303.
Party, competency of survivor,
38-1603.
See Witnesses.
Subscribing witness, proof of execution of document, 38-707.

—

declarations

Persons,

Destroyed records,

.-.<

Bee Reeorde,

38-607} 38-609} 88-610.
post.

Diligence la procuring primary erfdonee, 88-212.
Bee
donee, poet.
Direet evidence, definition,
Directing verdict, where HO conflict
in, 110-104
Discovery: See Discovery at Law; Discovery in Equity.
Disproving facts testified to, to impeach witness, 38-] 802.
Divorce proceedings, 30-110, 30-113.
Documentary, see Copies, ante; WritI

Death

Deceased

'JO SKC'J V

EVIDENCE- Cont'd.

Dairyman's books of account, 38-310.
Dates, proof by Stern's United States
calendars,
office
Stafford's
and

De

3099

Ir.hi.x.

4-315,

of,

38-303, 38-309, 38-311.

Witness, testimony at former

trial,

I

38-314.

ings, post.

Ancient documents

Declarations

Adverse possession, when admissi-

Admissibility, 38-312.

ble to prove, 38-308.
Against interest, 38-308, 38-309.

Presumptions

of,

Subscribing witnesses, 38-706.

Agents, 4-315.
Ancient rights, 38-311.

Books of account, 38-310.
" Family trees" to show pedigree,

Conspirators, 38-306.

Deceased persons, 38-303, 38-309,

38-303.

Genealogies to show pedigree,

38-311.

Disparagement of
Dying, 38-306.

title,

Pedigree, 38-303.
Possession, person

38-308.

38-303.

Inscriptions to show pedigree,
38-303.
in,

as to title,

Letters, 38-302.

Parol evidence, see Parol, post.
Production of documents, see Pro-

38-308.

Privies

favor

in

38-114.

—

Made

after
by,
passed, 38-407.

When

title

has

bound, 38-308.

Public interest, matters of, 38-311.

Ees gestae, 38-305.
against or in favor
one in possession, 38-308.

Title,

of,

by

duction of papers, post.
Public records, see Eecords, post.
Eecords, see Eecords, post.
Subpoenas duces tecum, see Subpoenas duces tecum, post.
Substitution of copies, 38-1003.

Withdrawal of

Deeds
Ancient, presumptions, 38-114.
Recitals in, presumptions, 38-114.
Defendant's statement, 27-405, 38-415.
Definitions

originals, 38-1003.

Writings, see Writings, post.
Doubt, reasonable, 38-110.
Drunkenness, admissions induced

Duplicate as higher evidence than copy,
38-213.

Admissions, 38-401.
Circumstantial evidence, 38-102.

Competent evidence,
Confessions, 38-401.
Cumulative evidence,

38-102.

Duress, admissions obtained by, 38-408.

Dying

declarations,

Establishment of

3S-307.

lost records, see

Eec-

law:

See

ords, post.

38-102.

Estoppel,

Direct evidence, 38-102.

presumptions

of

Estoppel.

Hearsay, 38-301.

Evidence

Indirect evidence, 38-102.

38-1603.

Acts

1S66
See Witnesses.
of

and

1SS9,

Preponderance of evidence, 38-106.
Presumptions, 38-113.
Presumptive evidence, 38-102.
Primary evidence, 38-204.
Secondary evidence, 3S-204.

Exceptions

Sufficient evidence, 38-102.

Experts, opinions from, 3S-1710.
Fact, presumptions of, questions

Depositions:

See

Interrogatories

and

Destroyed

how

to

rules,

3S-108,

38-211,

38-301.

Exclusion

as

ground

for

new

trial,

70-203.
See New Trial.
Exemplifications, see Eecords. post.

for

jury, 38-113.

Depositions.

Descent,

by,

38-408.

Failure to produce evidence, presump-

proved, 38-303.

instruments,
Writings, post.

see

Eecords,

tion,

38-119.

False, disregarding, $8-1806.

General Index.
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Family

how

Matters,

"Trees,"

proved, 38<£03;
proved
pedigree

by,

Hearsay
Account books, 38-310.
Ancient
Boundaries and landmarks,

Farmer's books of account, 3S-310.
Fertilizer analysis, 5-1004, 5-1120.
Foreign
Judgments, authentication, 3S-622,

38-313.

Documents, 38-114, 38-312.
Rights, 88-311.

Books of account,

authentica-

tion. 38-627 to 38-629.

38-302.

Conspirators, declarations, 38-306.
Conversations, admissible, when,

Laws, authentication, 38-622,
38-627.

38-302.

[Records, authentication, 38-630.

Former

trial,

testimony of witness

Deceased persons, declarations,
at,

38-314.

38-309.

Declarations, see Declarations,

Foundation for secondary evidence, see
Secondary evidence, post.
Fraud
Admissions obtained by, 3S-408.
Slight circumstances, 37-706.

ante.
Definition, 38-301.

Dying

declarations,

Family
Matters, proof of, 38-303.
proved by,
' pedigree

" Trees/

wife, 53-505.
Genealogies, proof of pedigree by,
38-303.
General Assembly, judicial notice of
resolutions and journals, 38-112.

Former

General reputation, see Hearsay, Repu-

Identity, 38-304.

tation, post.

of, judicial notice,

48-105,

48-106,

48-201.

husband, 53-506.
Government, form, history, etc., judito

cial notice,

Grand

jurors,

38-112.

confidential

communica-

tions, 38-418, 59-302.

85-307.

Mistake in grantee's name, 85-311.
of

at, 38-314.

38-303.

Inscriptions, proof of pedigree by,
38-303.

Letters, admissible, when,

38-302.

38-302.

Necessity, reason for admitting,
38-301.

Original evidence, when, 38-302.
Pedigree, 38-303.
Possession, declarations by persons
38-308.

in,

Grants
Application to correct errors,

Notice

testimony

Motives, admissibility to explain,

38-112.

48-102,

trial,

Genealogies, proof of pedigree by,

38-302.
of, judi-

notice, 38-112.

Local divisions

"Wife

38-303.

Information, admissible, when,

Georgia
Constitution and history

Gift,

38-307.

Exceptions, reason for, 38-301.

Transactions between husband and

cial

38-310.

Conduct, admissibility to explain,

38-627 to 38-629,
Judicial proceedings,

application

to

correct

Public

49-314.

Final receipts, 49-311.
Returns, 49-230.
Settlement of accounts, 49-303.
Guilt, presumptions, 38-118.
Habeas corpus proceedings, 50-114.

Handwriting
Comparison, 38-709.
Maker of instrument, 38-707.
Opinion evidence, 38-708.
Primary evidence when, 38-707.
Proved how, 38-708, 38-709.
Subscribing witness, 38-707.

matters

of,

de-

Reputation
Boundaries and landmarks,

errors, 85-304.

Presumptions, 85-312, 85-313.
Guardians
Application for letters dismissory,

interest,

clarations of deceased persons,
38-311.

38-313.

Family, to show pedigree,
38-303.

Res gestae,
Title,

38-305.

declarations for or against,

38-308.

History

of

government,

judicial

no-

tice, 38-112.

Homestead, 51-402.
Husband and wife
Competency against each other in

—

criminal cases, 38-1604.
Confidential communications,
38-418.

Identity, 38-304.

Impeachment of witnesses:
nesses.

See Wit-

General Index.
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Improbability of testimony as affecting preponderance, 38 07.
1

Inaccessibility of
Subscribing witness, proof of exe-

cution of document, 38-707.
Witness, testimony at former trial,

Judgments
Conclusive**

Judgment

Effect ;jh evidence
Foreign, authentic
38 027 to 38 620.

Issues

38-314.

Bee

\.

..

conclu'JcJ,

122,

'.'>

Incompetency of subscribing witness,

Justices' eonrts of other States,

proof of execution, 38*707.
Incorporation of railroad companies,

Presumption of law

.

38-028, 38-629.
in

of,

i':.->,r

38-114.

94-104.

Incrimination of

self,

Vouching party

compelling,

into

.fleet

of judgment,
Judicial notice, 3S-112.
Judicial records
'

1-805, 2-106,

38-1205,

38-416, 38-417,
93-506,

38-1711,

38-1102,

93-507,

93-9001.

Indirect

Authenticated

evidence,

definition,

38-102.

Inferences by jury, 38-123. See Presumptions, post.
Information, original evidence, when,
38-302.

copies as primary
evidence, 38-206.
States and Territories of Union,
authentication, 38-627.
Justices of the peace
Judgments of, from other States,
38-628, 38-629.

Innocence, presumption, 38-118.

Transcripts, 38-604, 38-605.

Insanity of

Landlord's

Party, competency of other,
38-1603. See Witnesses.
Subscribing witness, proof of execution, 38-707.

certified by, 56-101.

Insurance companies, incorporation,
56-206.

of witnesses as affecting

Estoppels, 38-114.

Laws
Foreign, authentication, 38-622,
38-627.

Judicial notice, 38-112.
Several States
Authentication, 38=627.
Faith and credit to, 1-401,
38-627.

United States, judicial notice,

Estate created, 85-503.
Parties to sale, 96-304.

38-112.

Letters
Administration,

Interest

Admissions of stranger against,

etc.,

copies,

38-603.

38-405.

Competency, as affecting, 38-1603.
Deceased person, declarations and

Original evidence, when. 3S-302.
Presumptions from failure to answer, 38-120.
Libel, truth in evidence. 26-2103.

entries against, 38-309.

Liquor laws, violation of
Agent, servant, or principal,

Declarations against, 38-308,
38-309.

58-118.

Preponderance as affected by,

Burden

38-107.

of proof, 58-113, 58-122,

58-209.

Interpreters, evidence through, 38-405,
38-1609.

See

Interrogatories

and Depositions.
defendants,

evi-

dence, 38-313.

Judicial notice, 38-112.
Territories, authentication. 38-627.

preponderance, 38-107.
Intention

Joint

Landmarks, ancient, traditionary
of
Definition, 38-113.

Copies admissible, 38-210.
Pedigree proved by, 38-303.
Insurance Commissioner
Hearings before, 56-221.
Papers or documents executed or

Interrogatories:

presumptions in favor

Law, presumptions

Inscriptions

Intelligence

title,

of, 38-114.

competency for

or

against each other, 27-2101.

Journals of General Assembly, judicial
notice, 38-112.

Judges, presumption in favor of conduct of, 38-114.

Competency, 5S-121.

Exemption from giving. 5S-205.
Grand jury, before, 584.15, 5S-116.
Prima facie
Intent to

sell,

5S-107.

Internal revenue

tax receipt,

58-113.

Possession of distilling apparatus, 5S-209.

Sale, 5S-108, 58-113.

General Index.
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EVIDENCE— Cent *d.

EVIDENCE— Cont 'd.

Lost instruments and records, see Records, Writings, post.
of
evidence
prosecution,
Malicious
prosecutor, 105-803.

Manner

of

testifying,

preponderance

of, 38-101.

Objections, time, 24-3342.
Obscenity, exclusion of public
trial, 81-1006.

Marines, admissibility of roster,

facto,

how

proved, 38-207.

Presumptions in favor

38-209.

Official records, see

Maritime courts of world, judicial notice, 38-112.

opinion evidence,

value,

see

Burden of proof,

Opinion evidence
Character of witness, 38-1804.

—

Experts, 38-1710.

and

criminal conversation, proof in actions for,
105-1203.

How

Onus of proof,

proved, 38-303.

Conviction,

amount

Handwriting, 38-708.

Market

value, 38-1709.

Ordinary witnesses, 38-1708.
Opportunity of witnesses for knowing
facts, preponderance as affected by,

Mental
required,

of,

38-105, 38-110.

38-107.

Ordinary's bond, certified copy,

State, presumptions, 38-118.

24-1705.

Merchants
Books of account, 38-112.
Customs of, judicial notice, 38-112.
Minutes of municipal corporations,
38-606.

Mistake, sufficiency, 37-202.

Monuments, copies of inscriptions

on,

38-210.

Moral

Original writing, necessity of production, 38-701.

Ownership of property, proof
show identity, 38-304.
'

Blank indorsements,

Municipal records, exemplifications,

Charities,

38-606.

identity, 38-304.

Laws

of, judicial notice, 38-112.

notice, 38-112.

38-509.

construction

of

instru-

dence based on, 38-211, 38-301.
Negative evidence, weight, 38-111.
Negotiable instruments, order of liability of indorsers, 14-609.
trial:

See

New

Trial.

new

See New Trial.
admissions by,

trial, 70-204, 70-205.

parties,

38-403.

Notarial acts,
Notice

—

Offer

in

how proved,
evidence

of

38-625.

transcript

from corporate books, 38-626.

Ambiguities, 38-502.

Blank indorsements, 38-509.
Contemporaneous writings,
Receipts, 38-508.
Grant of lands by State, mistake
in, 84-311.

Inadmissible generally, 38-501.
Indorsements in blank, 38-509.
Invalidity, showing, 38-503.
Issues concluded by judgment,
3-608.

Production of papers, see Production of papers, post.

Railroad to build cattleguards,

Jjatent ambiguities explained,
38-502.

.

Mistake in written instrument,

94-601.

38-510.

of witnesses as affecting pre-

ponderance, 38-107.

Oath-

Part only in writing, 38-504.
Patent ambiguities explained,
38-502.

Criminal cases, form, 38-1702.

Place of performance, changing,

Necessity, 38-1701.

Religious

Enlarging time, 38-507.
Explanation of

38-502.

discovered, as ground for

Nominal

Discharge of entire contract,
38-507.

Necessity, exceptions to rules of evi-

Number

incidents, 38-506.

Avoidance, 38-503.

Collateral undertakings, 38-504.
Construction, 38-505, 38-506.
Contradicting, 38-501.

Symbols of nationality, judicial

Newly

Annexing

ments creating, 108-206.

Nations

New

to

of,

Papers, production of, see Production
of papers, post.
Parol
Ambiguities explained, 38-502.

and reasonable certainty, requirement, 38-105.
Motives, hearsay to ascertain, 38-302.

Names,

of, 38-114.

Eecords, post.

ante.

38-1709.

Marriage
Adultery

from

Officers

De

as affected by, 38-107.

Market

Object

belief,

framing

cordance with, 38-1701.

38-507.
in

ac-

Rebuttal of equities, 38-507.
Receipts, 38-508.

\L
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EVIDENCE— Cont 'd.

I

EVIDENCE

Parol— Cont'd.

Preinmptioni

Subsequent

showing,

agreement,

Definition,

Surrounding circumstances, 38-505.
Trust, to imply or rebut, 108-108.
Usage, 38-506.
Varying, 38-501.
Void, showing writing to be,

•':-

Estoppelf, 38 114
Bee Estoppel.

96-117.

cause, 105 804.

Explanation of ambiguities
circumsurrounding
and

Mental state, 38-118.
Negot ab
in strum e o

stances, 113-807.
tion, 113-403.
Parties, admissions by, 38-403, 38-404.
Pedigree, how proved, 38-303.

Perjury: See Perjury.
Perpetuating testimony:
See Perpetuating Testimony.
Physician's books of account, 38-310.
Planter's books of account, 38-310.
Pleadings

Admissions

in,

if;

i

1

1

Consideration) 14-301.
Date, 14-211.
Delivery, 14-216.

Revoked, proof of republica-

Indorsement, time and

pi

14-410, 14-417.

Prima

facie,

38-118.

Probate of papers, 38-611.
Promise to pay, 3-107.
Quality of goods sold, 9G-305.
Rebuttal, 38-118.

WillsIntention to revoke, 113-404.
Revocation, from loss or de-

38-402, 81-103,

struction, 113-611.

81-306, 81-402.
verified, as evidence,

Workmen's compensation
Acceptance of law, 114-201.

81-402.

and

constitution

Contracts

history,

of

cability of

judicial notice, 38-112.

Next

Positive evidence, weight, 38-110,

service,

law

Possession, declarations by persons in,

See Courts of

Inquiry.

Preponderance
Definition, 38-106.

Mental conviction,
Presumptions
of

and cigarettes kept
violation of law, 92-2205.

38-105.

life

seven

for

years, 38-118.
of,

12-303.

Diligence of innkeeper, 52-111.
Estates tail, creation, 85-505.

Fact38-113.

Questions for jury, 38-113.
Failure to produce evidence,
38-119.

Fraud, slight circumstances, 37-706.
Gifts, 48-102, 48-105, 48-106.

Between near

relatives,

108-116.

Wife

Grant, 85-312, 85-313.
Guilt, 38-118.

Inferences by jury, 38-123.
Innocence, 38-118.
Intent to defraud, 26-7409.

105-902.

Concentrated commercial feeding
stuffs, compliance with law relating to, 42-209.
Cotton, value of, 5-9918.
Demand on rule against officers,
24-207.

Dentistry, practice of, S4-701.
Garnishment, transfer of claim to
defeat exemption of wages,
46-211.

or prawn in violation of law, 45-511.

Heading shrimp

Judgment

of foreign justice of the
peace, 3S-62S, 3S-629.

Levy, unexplained, as satisfaction,
Negotiable instruments, holder in
due course, 14-509.
Official character of nonresident
officers taking oaths, Sl-407 to
81-409.

issuing

warrants

jurisdiction,

against,

officers

in

39-601.

to husband, 53-506.

without

correctreturn,
ness of, 113-1411.
Apples, offering or exposing for

Cigars

Deposits in bank, nature

Definition,

facie

Administrator's

sale, 5-804.

Determination, 38-106.

Continuance

definition,

38-102.

Prima

38-308.

Preliminary hearings:

appli-

to, 114-110.

of kin, 114-414.

Presumptive evidence,

38-111.

Judicial

to

Letter unanswered, 38-120.
Life, continnanee, 38-118.
Malice, from want of probable

38-503.

Wills-

Political

''J.

Cont. r<L

Law

38-507.

Answer,

Cont

Paint law, violation of, 73-106.
Presumptions, 38-11S.
Register of barbers, truth of contents, 84-413.

General Index.
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EVIDENCE— Cont

EVIDENCE— Cont 'd.

\1.

—

Prima

Cont 'd.
facie
Shad, taking in violation of law,
45 604.
Trustees' returns, 108-404.
authenticated
foreign,
"Wills,

—

Production of papers Cont'd.
Nonresident of State, response,
38-805.

Nonsuit on plaintiff's failure,
38-803.

Notice to produce
Arbitration proceedings,

copies, 118-704.

Primary evidence
Best evidence, see Best evidence,

7-212.

Contents, 38-802.

ante.

Copies

as,

3S-206.

See

Copies,

Pe

Form, 38-802.

Made

ante.

facto officer, acts, 3S-207.
38-204.

Definition,

Exceptions,

necessity

or

conven-

available how, 38-806.
Necessity, 38-801.
Oath of party giving, 38-806.
Proof dispensed with, after,
38-705.

ience. 38-211.

Response, 38-804, 38-805.

Exemplifications of public records,

Affidavit, when, 24-3345.
Service, 38-802.

38-602.

Handwriting of maker, 38-707.
Inaccessibility, effect, 38-212.

Letters

of

administration,

etc.,

copies, 3S-603.

Unnecessary
where
paper
foundation of action, 38-807.
Oath of party giving notice,

Parol evidence, see Parol, ante.
Records of judicial proceedings,
authenticated copies, 38-206.

Power

Secondary evidence, see Secondary

Proof dispensed with, 38-705.

evidence, post.
Wills, copies, 38-206.

State, response of nonresident of,
38-806.

Writings, see Writings, post.
Prisoner's statement, 27-405, 38-415.
Privies
Admissions by, 38-407.
Declarations binding on, when,
38-308.

Attorney and

client,

Subpoenas

duces

tecum:

See

Witnesses.

PublicDocuments, see Records, post.
declarations

Interest,

as

to

mat-

38-1605.

Grand jurors, 38-418, 59-302.
Husband and wife, 38-418, 38-1604.
Libel and slander, 105-704,
105-706, 105-709 to 105-711.
State secrets, 38-418, 38-1102.
Probability of testimony as affecting
preponderance, 38-107.
Processioning proceedings
General reputation, 85-1602.

Landmarks, 85-1601.
Notice, 85-1605.
Plat made by surveyor, 85-1606.

Production of papers
Affidavit of nonresident, 38-806.
Auditor's power to compel, 10-103.

Continuance pending, 38-804.
Corporate books and records,

ters of, 38-112.

Records, see Records, post.
Public Service Commission
Rates fixed by, 93-311.
Reports, etc., 93-504.
Rules of, 93-501.
Quality of goods sold, 96-305.
Railroads
Incorporation, 94-104.
Notice to build cattleguards,
94-601.

Reasonable
Certainty
Identity, proof of, 38-304.

Requirement, 38-105.
Doubt, criminal cases, 38-110.
Rebuttal of

Answer

in equity, 38-1105.

Presumption
Failure to produce evidence,

38-626.

38-119.

Default judgment on defendant's
failure, 38-803.

Depositions taken in lieu of

affi-

davits, 38-2405.

Existence of paper, oath as

Knowledge, judicial notice of matLaws, judicial notice, 38-112.

38-418,

Discovery, 38-1102.

Prima

facie, 38-118.

Records
Administration, copies of

letters,

38-603, 113-2403, 113-2405.
to,

38-806.

Failure to produce, consequences,
38-803.

to compel, 38-801.

ters of, 38-311.

Privilege of witnesses: See Witnesses.
Privileged communications
38-419,

38-806.

Originals, 38-701.

Corporate books and records, certified copies, 38-626.

Destruction, proof of contents,
38-607.
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EVIDENCE

EVIDENCE— Cont 'd.
Eccords

70 SM/1

—

Establi sh m en t
Auditor, hearing and report,

Private

38-617.

writing,

Recorded

papers,

paper*, post.

—

Loss or destruction, secondary
evidence,

38-614.

Foreign

Registered

see

38-612.

Petition, 38-615, 38-616.
Superior court, jurisdiction,

38-609,

38-610,

38-612.

38-615.

Exemplifications
Authenticity given to
by, 38-206, 38-601.

Writings,

see

Registered papers
Laws continued of force,

38-618.

of hearing,

entry as evidence
registry, 38-608.

Official

copies

administrator's

Presumption

of
bate, 38-611.

and

propel

Rerecorded

Primary evidence, when,

Second record, admissibility,

admissibility,

38-621.

Soldiers'

discharge

certificates,

certified copies, 38-613.

38-602.

States of Union
Authentication, 38-627, 38-630,
113-2402, 113-2403, 113-2405,
113-2406.

Foreign States, authentication,
38-627, 38-630, 113-2402,
113-2403, 113-2405, 113-2406.

38-622,

Guardianship, copies of letters,

Manner

of proving, 1-401.
copies of letters,
38-603, 113-2402, 113-2403,
113-2405.

38-603.

Testamentary,

Judgments, see Judgments, ante.
Judicial proceedings
Other States, 38-627 to
38-629, 113-2402, 113-2403,
113-2405, 113-2406.

Primary, 38-206.
courts,

copies

of

pro-

in, 38-604, 38-605.

Laws, see Laws, ante.
of

papers,

38-620, 38-621.

Secondary evidence, when,

Letters

pro-

ity, 38-620, 38-621.

38-602, 38-603.

ceedings

of

Rerecorded papers, admissibil-

executors, 1 tters and proceedings, 113-2402, 113-2403,
113-2405, 113-2406.
Guardianship records, 49-239.

Justices'

of,

post.

port, 38-61!).

Fee of auditor,

favor

Ka

88 ill.

Copies as evidence, 38-614.
Discretion of court, 38-615.
Exceptions to auditor's re-

Time

Cont'd,

Records —Cont M.
Presumption of law

administration,

certified copies as

primary

etc.,

Recorded papers, see Records, ante.
Recording of paper, proof of, 38-608.
Registered papers, see Records, ante.
Registry of paper, proof of, 38-608.
Relationship
How proved, 38-303.
Witness, to party, 38-1712.

Relevancy

evi-

Character and conduct of parties,

dence, 38-603.
Loss, proof of

contents, 38-607.
See Registered papers, post.
Municipal records and minutes, exemplifications, 38-606.

Notarial acts, how proved, 38-625.
Other States
Administrators,
letters
and
proceedings, 113-2403,
113-2405.
letters
and proceedings, 113-2402, 113-2403,
113-2405, 113-2406.
Faith and credit given, 38-627.
Judicial records, authentication, 38-627 to 38-629.

Executors,

Justices of the peace, authentication of proceedings,
38-628, 38-629.

Public books and records, authentication, 38-630.

Part introduced, admissibility of
balance, 38-703.

38-202.

Requirement, 38-201.
Witnesses, examination only as to
relevant matter, 38-1704.

Reports

—

Bank examiners,

13-410.

Superintendent of Banks, 13-320.
Reporting: See Stenographic Reporters.

Reputation, see Hearsay, ante.
General, processioning proceedings,
•

85-1602.

Marriage, proof by, in actions for
adultery and criminal conversation, 105-1203.

Res gestae, 38-305.
Agent's declarations, 4-315.
Residence, proof of, to show identity,
38-304.

Resolutions of General Assembly, judicial notice, 38-112.

Roster of Georgia soldiers, sailors and
marines, admissibility. 3S-209.

General Index.
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EVIDENCE— Cont 'd.

EVIDENCE— Cont'd.
Rules, same

in all courts, 38-108.

Rulings on. as ground for new
70-203.
Soo Now Trial.

trial,

States of Union
Judicial

—

Notice of existence, government, etc., 38-112.
Records, authentication, 38-627

Sailors, admissibility of roster, 38-209.

SalesIntention

of

to 38-629.

warranty,

parties,

Justices of the peace, authentication of proceedings, 38-628,

96-304.

Quality of goods, 00-305.

38-629.

Seals, judicial notice, 3S-112.

Second records, 3S-621.
Secondary evidence
Admissible when, 38-212, 38-214.
Best evidence, see Best evidence,
ante.

Copies

See

3S-206.

as,

Copies,

ante.

and

Deeds

grants,

24-3340,

24-3341.

in,

Authentication, 38-622, 38-627.
Faith and credit to, 1-401,
38-627.

Judicial notice, 38-112.
Manner of proving acts, records,

and proceedings of, 1-401.
Notice to produce papers on

—

3S-213.

Faith

Diligence as prerequisite to admitting, 3S-212, 3S-702.

Exemplifications of public records,
See Eecords.
3S-602.

Foundation

for,

38-212,

38-214,

3S-702.

Handwriting of subscribing witness, 38-707.

Loss or destruction
Private writings,

proof

by,

38-702.

Public

proof

records,

by,

38-607, 38-609, 38-610, 38-612.

Superior court rules, 24-3340,
24-3341.

Primary

evidence,

Registered papers, proof by, when,

Showing, 38-212, 38-214, 38-702.
Subpoena duces tecum failing,
proof by, 38-903. See Witnesses.
Subscribing witness unavailable,
Writings, see Writings, post.
Self-incrimination, compelling, 1-805,
2-106, 38-416, 38-417, 38-1102, 38-1205,

38-1711, 93-506, 93-507, 93-9901.

Shopkeeper's books of account, 38-310.
Silence, admissions by, 38-409.
Soldiers

Admissibility of roster, 38-209.
Discharge
certified
certificates,
copies, 38-613.

calendar,

admissibil-

ity, 38-208.

State depositories, bonds of, 100-104.
State Revenue Commission, records,
92-4504.
secrets,

38-1102.

to,

1-401,

Statement by prisoner, 27-405, 38-415.
Stenographic reporters:
See Stenographic Reporters.
Stern's United States calendar, admissibility, 38-208.
Stipulation, best evidence, 38-205.
Strangers to
suit,
admissions by,
38-405.

Street railroad company, existence of,
94-1016.
Subpoenas: See Witnesses.
Duces tecum: See Witnesses.

Subscribing

witness

to

be

produced,

38-706, 38-707.

Suretyship, 103-306, 103-307.
Surveys, superior court rules 24-3353
to 24-3357.
notice,

38-112.

Tax-collector's cash book, 92-4905.
Tenant, presumptions in favor of landlord's title as against, 38-114.
Territories

resort to, 38-707.

State

credit

Symbols of nationality, judicial

38-6U9, 38-610, 38-612.

office

and

38-630.

Sufficient evidence, definition, 38-102.

Primary

see

evidence, ante.

Stafford's

resi-

dents of, response, 38-805.
Public records
Authentication, 38-630.

Definition, 3S-204.

Degrees

Laws

admissibility,

38-418,

Authentication of laws, 38-627.
Public books and records, 38-630.
Time, presumption of law arising after
lapse of, 38-114.
to land, declarations in dispar-

Title

agement

of, 38-308.

Transactions with insane or deceased
person, 38-1603.
Treason, 26-802.
Trespass, 26-3001.
Trust, parol, to imply or rebut, 108-108.
Trustees, admissions by, 38-403.

United States
Laws, judicial notice, 38-112.
Seals of departments of, judicial
notice, 38-112.
Soldiers' discharge certificates,
38-613.
Stern's office calendar, 38-208.

General Index.
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EVIDENCE

EVIDENCE— Cont 'd.
Value
Market, opinion evidence, 88-1709.

Writings
Part

Cont'd*
Cont'd.

introduced* admissibility of
balance, 88-703.
Production of paper*, tee Pro^
tion of paperc, ante.
Public records, ice Records, ante.

Property, estate tax purposes,
92-3403.
Varying writings, 38-501.
Verdict, directing where no conflict in,
110-104.
Verified answer as, 81-402.
Vocation, proof of, to show identity,

Subpoena duces tecum,

>ub-

poena duces teeurn, ante.
Subscribing witnesses, production
of, 38-700, 38-707.

38-304.

Vulgar, exclusion of public from

trial,

EX PARTE PROCEEDINGS.

81-1006.

Walls, copies of inscriptions on, 38-210.
War, admissibility of roster of soldiers
serving in, 38-209.

Weight
Admissions, 38-420.
Boundaries and landmarks, tradi
tionary evidence, 38-313.
Negative evidence, 38-111.
Positive evidence, 38-111.
Prisoner's statement, 27-405,

6-916.

EX POST FACTO LAWS.
Constitutional

prohibition,

1-128,

2-302.

EXAMINATIONS.

in

38-418.

Admission to bar: See Attorneys at
Law.
Banks: See Banks and Banking.
National Guard officers, 86-508, 86-509.
Particular professions or occupations:

See specific heads.
Witnesses: See Witnesses.

WillsAdmissions of executor or legatee
to impeach, 113-616.
Authenticated copies as primary
evidence, 38-206.
113-612, 113-703
to 113-705, 113-709.
Foreign, certified copies, 113-613,
113-703 to 113-705, 113-709.

EXCEPTIONS, BILL

OF.
See Bills of Exceptions.

EXCESSIVE BAIL.

copies,

Parol to explain ambiguities and
surrounding circumstances,

Constitutional

prohibition,

1-808,

2-109.

EXCESSIVE DAMAGES.
Torts, setting aside

105-2003.

verdict,

EXCESSIVE FINES.

113-807.

Presumption of revocation,

Constitutional

113-611.

Republication, proof

by

prohibition,

1-808,

2-109.

parol,

EXCHANGE.

113-403.

Withdrawal

notice,

Depositions, 38-2401 to 38-2406.
Divorce, 30-124, 30-129.
Extraordinary remedies, 81-113.

Retrospective operation of laws, 2-302.

criminal cases, 38-1604.
Confidential communications,

Certified

of exceptions,

1-134,

38-415.

Wife and husband
Competency against each other

Bill

of

original

documents,

Barter and exchange, 96-115.

38-1003.

EXCHANGE OF PROPERTY.

Witnesses: See Witnesses.
Writings

—

Income

Alteration, explaining, 38-704.
Attorneys or parties, consents,
24-3318, 24-3319.

Best evidence, 38-205.
Copies, see Copies, ante.
Destruction, secondary
38-702.

Handwriting,

see

evidence,

secondary evidence, 38-702.
Notice to produce, see Production

Loss,

affidavit,

when,

EXECUTION.
Abandonment

producing

of lien, 39-601.

.Administrators, against: See Adminis-

and Executors.

Affidavit of illegality:

Agreement not

24-3345.

Parol, see Parol, ante.

EXECUTED TRUSTS.

trators

of papers, ante.

necessity of
and proving, 38-701.

Constitutional provisions, 1-125, 1-130,

See Trusts.

Handwriting,

Original,

EXCISES.
1-131, 1-135.

ante.

Response by

tax, gain or loss, 92-3120.

See Illegality.

to enforce, 39-604.

Alias, to correct mistake, 39-111.

Alimony, enforcement of order
30-204.

for,

General Index.
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EXECUTION— Cont \1.

EXECUTION— Cont 'd.

Amendment

Dockets

memorandum

Alias, to correct mistake, 39-111.

Alias,

Amended

Clerks of superior court, keeping,

judgment,

conforming

39-110

to,

Conforming

24-2714,
to

judgment,

39-109,

39-110.

Levy,

effect on, 39-109, 39-110.

Mistake, correction, 39-111.

Time of return, 39-109.
Validity, effect on, 39-109.
and

issuance

surety,

against, 39-106.
Suspension by, 39-115.

Appellate

court,

judgment

Equity decree, enforcement by, 37-123,
37-1207, 37-1208.

6-1805.
ef-

fect of allowing, 39-603.

Arbitration proceedings, 7-224.
Assessments, 39-602.
Assignee as affected by set-off, 39-605.
Attachment: See Attachment.
Bills of exchange, issuance against
sureties

on,

39-107.

Bonds
Forthcoming
See
Forthcoming:
Bonds.
Stay of execution, 39-501.
for title, obligee's interest,
67-1501.

39-202,

Choses in action, seizure under, 39-113.
Claims: See Claims.
Clerks of court to issue, 39-101.
Condemnation proceedings, 36-604.
Contracts
Issuance against sureties on,

—

39-107.

Never
Control by

to enforce, 39-604.

defendant before levy,

Estate tax, enforcement, 92-3404.

Exemption of school property, 32-943.
Executors, against: See Administrators
and Executors.
Fidelity insurance company, against,
56-1116.

Following judgment, 39-104.
Forthcoming bonds: See Forthcoming
Bonds.
Framing, by judge, 39-105.
Fraudulently causing levy, punishment,
39-9901.

General execution docket, 24-2714.
Clerk of superior court, keeping
by, 39-701.

County of residence, entry on docket

39-702, 39-703.

in,

Courts, whose judgments and ex-

ecutions affected, 39-701, 39-702,

Entry

on,

necessity

to

existence

of lien as against third persons,
39-701, 39-702, 39-703, 39-706.

39-705, 39-708.

Appellate courts, 24-3624, 24-4523.
Court of Appeals, 24-3624.
Criminal cases, 27-2801, 27-2805.
Intruders on land, proceedings
105-1504.

Ordinaries' courts, 24-1804, 24-2001

Supreme Court, 24-4523.
Criminals: See Sentence.
Date, 39-101.
Death of party, 3-408, 3-419.

Deedto,

Land, lien by entry on, 39-703,
39-706.

Nonresident, property of, when
bound, 39-702, 39-703, 39-706.
Parties,

validity

of

liens

as be-

tween, 39-704, 39-707.

to 24-2003.

Defendant,

to

39-201, 67-1501.

Fees of clerk for entering on,

39-114.

Costs-

against,

Escrow deed

33-703, 39-706.

Joint debtor, when, 39-608.
Surety paying, 39-607.
Coroner, duties when sheriff a party,

before levy, 39-201,

67-1501.

Purpose of levy, 8-301.
Description of parties, 39-104.
Direction of, 39-101, 39-114.
Discharge, see Satisfaction, post.
Dismissal of levy as satisfaction,
39-601.

Ejectment, set-off of improvements
against mesne profits, 33-108.
Enforce, contract never to, 39-604.
Equitable
interest,
subjection
to,
39-201, 39-202.

affirmed,

Application to younger execution,

Bond

General
execution
see
docket,
General execution docket, post.
Sheriffs, keeping, 24-2813.
Dormancy of judgments, entries to
prevent, 110-1001.

Appeal
Principal

on, 39-111.

Time of

entry, 39-701, 39-702,

39-703, 39-706.

Transfer, entry on, 39-403.
Guardians, against, 49-235, 49-306.
Hired things, levy on, 12-211.
Illegality:

See Illegality.

Indorsers, against, 39-107.

Insurance Commissioner
Companies,
against,

56-809,

56-1005.

Hearing before, 56-222.
Interest,

equitable,

39-201, 39-202.

subjection to,

'
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EXECUTION— Cont'd.

EXECUTION— Cont 'd.

—

Issuance
Clerks of courts, by, 39-101.

Time

of, 39-102, 39-115.

Joint contractors, levy on property of,

Levy Cont'd.
Land
Bond

for

39-117.

Joint debtor's control of, 39-608.

name

Deed

method of

of, 39-101.

Equity,

conform

Escrow deed

to

to, 39-109,

39-110.

prerequisite,

Notice

39-102.

Following, 39-104.
Term of rendering

to defend;)

r.

of, 39-120, 30-122.

Out of county, 39-122.
Purchase-money
debt,
affecting

as

dee's

interest,

67-1501.

See Justices of the

courts:

Quitclaim

Peace.

Levy—

and

Administrator

sureties,

effect,

Notice of levy on
Corporate stock, 39-123.

39-109, 39-110.

Bond for
Deed

title

obligor

to

for

purpose

Land, 39-120, 39-122, 39-202.
Partnership, property subject,
39-117.

8-301.

of,

defendant

to

39-202, 67-1501.

terest,

of execution,

deed

before levy, 39-201, 67-1501.
Security deed, grantor's in-

against, 113-1220.

Amendment

ven-

39-202,

39-112.

priorities,

Pointing out property, 39-116,

Obligee's interest, 39-202,

39-121.

67-1501.

Causing fraudulently, punishment,

Possession of property

as

affect-

ing, 39-116.

39-9901.

Choses in action, 39-113.
Claims: See Claims.
Constables
Authority,
when sheriff

Property
Description, 39-103.

—

Equitable interest, 39-201,
39-202.

a

First subjected, 39-116.

party, 39-114.

Land, levying on, 39-121.
Coroner, authority,

when

Joint contractors, 39-117.

Partnership, 39-117.

sheriff a

Pointing out, by defendant,

party, 39-114.

Corporate stock, 39-123.

39-116, 39-121.

Possession as affecting, 39-116.
Subject, 39-101, 39-118, 39-123.

Crops, 39-119.
to defendant before levy,

Purchase-money

38-201, 67-1501.

Description of property, 39-103.
Dismissal, unexplained, effect as

vendee's

Entry on process, 39-103.
Equity of defendant, 39-201,

67-1501.

39-202,

levy, 39-201, 67-1501.

Excessive, illegality as remedy,
39-1004. See Illegality.

defendant be-

67-1501.

Sheriff, authority,

39-114.

Tenant's interest. 61-101.
Trust for improvement of
certificates

of, 39-103.

of

interest

land,

in,

108-602.

Fraudulently causing, punishment,

Growing

crops, 39-119.

Interest

of

defendant,

Lien, enforcement, where part of prop-

erty alienated by debtor, 39-11S.
Limitations, 3-71S.

39-9901.

statement

Loss, establishment of copy. 63-210,
63-304.

of, 39-103.

ject, 39-117.

land,

Security deed, grantor's interest,

to defendant before

contractors,

for

39-202,

fore levy, 39-201, 67-1501.

39-202.

Escrow deed

debt

interest,

Quitclaim deed to

satisfaction, 39-601.

Joint

levy,

fore levy, 39-201, 07-1501.

Entry and signing as

Form

before

07-1501.

30-201,

39-201, 39-202.

Amendment

Deed

67-1601.

defendant

to

levy,

Judgment

Justices'

in-

Constable, by, 39 L21.

Judge
Framing, 39-105.
Teste in

obligee's

title,

39 £02,

terest,

property

sub-

Mistake

in, correction,

Nonresident, binding

39-111.

effect, 110-512.
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EXECUTION— Cont 'd.

EXECUTION— Cont \1.
Notice, entry on general execution doc-

ket

as, see

Sheriff—
Direction to, 39-101, 39-114.
Docket, keeping, 24-2813.
Land out of county, sale, 39-122.

General execution docket,

ante.

Parties, description, 39-104.

Party

Partnership
Issuance. 30-108.

Levy, 39-117.
Pawned or pledged property, 12-010.
Pointing out property for levy, 39-116,

State Treasurer, against, 40-1005.

StayBond, 39-501.
Effect, 39-502.

39-121.

Right to, 39-501.
Time, 39-501, 39-502.

Preferences, 39-112.
Priorities, 39-112, 39-201.

Promissory

notes,

issuance

against

sureties on, 39-107.

Superior court clerks
Dockets, 24-2714.
Issuing and signing, 24-2714.
Sureties
Appeal bonds, issuance, 39-106.
Paying, control by, 24-1406, 39-607,

—

Property
Description, 39-103.

Equity

in, 39-201, 39-202.

103-308, 103-309.
"Written
contracts,

First subjected, 39-110.

Joint contractors, 39-117.

Partnership, 39-117.
39-121.

Possession as affecting, 39-110.

Suspension by appeal, 39-115.
Tax: See Tax Executions.
Tax collectors, against: See Tax Collectors.

Subject, 39-101, 39-117, 39-118,

Tax

39-123.

against:

receivers,

See Tax Re-

ceivers.

Purchase-money

debt

for

land,

ven-

deed

39-201,

to

defendant

Tenant's interest as subject

before

Priorities, 39-112.

Return, 39-125.
name of judge, 39-101.

07-1501.

Teste,

Railroads, against, 94-514.

Time-

Release, see Satisfaction, post.

Corporate

Return, 39-114, 39-125.

Eoad commissioners,

to, 61-101.

Term

dee's interest, 39-202, 07-1501.

levy,

issuance,

39-107.

Pointing out by defendant, 39-116,

Quitclaim

and levy,

to cause, direction

39-114.

stock,

levy

and

sale,

39-123, 39-124.

95-313.

Road-duty defaulters, 95-422 to 95-425.
Rules against officers, enforcement by,
24-214.

Issuance, 39-102, 39-115.
Notice of levy on land, 39-120.
Return, 39-125.
Stay of execution, 39-501, 39-502.

Transfer

Sales under: See Judicial Sales.
Distress warrants, 01-402.
Justices' courts: See Justices

Attorney of record, by, 39-402.
Attorney paying appellate court
of

costs,

to,

24-3624, 24-4523.

the Peace.
Perishable property, 24-1412.

General execution docket, entry

Short order, 24-1412.

Judgment, execution issued with-

on, 39-403.
out,

Satisfaction

Allowing fund applied to younger
lien,

39-003.

unexplained, 39-001.
Release of property subject,

to,

39-401.

as

affecting

transferee,

39-605.

Third person, payment by, 39-403.
Transferees, rights and liabilities,
39-401, 39-403, 39-605.

39-002.

damages, 110-514.

interest,

Trust-

07-1501.

on

Right

Trover, on verdict and judgment for

Security deed, grantor's
.Service

Ratification, 39-402.
Set-off

Contract never to enforce, 39-004.
Dismissal of levy on personalty,

39-202,

39-403.

partners

and

joint

con-

tractors as affecting levy, 39-117.

Set-off—
Assignee's rights, 39-005.
Excess, right of defendant, 39-600.
Judgments, balance collectible by
execution, 39-005.

Estates, against, specification of
property, 108-506.
Improvement of land, certificates
of interest in, as subject to,
108-002.

Witness fees, issuance, 38-1502.
Witness in justice's court, collection of
fine,

24-1305.
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DEPARTMENT

EXECUTIVE

OF

STATE.
See Attorney General; Board of Con-

Eleemosynary Institutions;
Budget Bureau; Commissioner of

trol of

Agriculture;

1

EXECUTIVE
DEPARTMENT
UNITED STATED- Cont'd.
Commander

Comptroller General;

Navy,

Eligibility to office,

i

Executive power,

201,

1

204.

1-208

to

1-210.

Impeachment,

1-112.

Judges, appointment,
209.
Legislation by Con ^jess1

Death of person Congress may
choose as President or Vice
President, in case of, 1-832.

to,

Failure

of President-elect or
President-elect
to
qualify, 1-831.

Vice

Messages to Congress, 1-211.
Oath or affirmation, 1-207.
Officers of United States, appoint-

40-2006, 40-9902.
records, duty to produce,

40-1808.

Bribery of officers, 26-4103.
Counsel, employment, 40-1609.
Employees, automobiles for use

ment, 1-209.
Pardons, power to grant, 1-208.
Powers, 1-208 to 1-210.

of, etc.,

President-elect, death or failure to

40-2001 to 40-2007, 40-9902.
Exemption of chief officers from militia
duty, 86-209.
Expenses, appropriation, 2-1809.
Forms for use by, preparation, 40-1813.
Hotel or board allowances, 40-2007.
Legal adviser, Attorney General,

qualify,

Appointment, 1-209.
Receiving, 1-211.

Removal,

1-212.

Reprieves, power to grant, 1-208.

Residence requirement, 1-204.
Signing bills and resolutions,

using

officials

1-831.

Public ministers

2-3802, 40-1602.

Mileage allowances to

automobiles, 40-2002 to 40-2005,

1-123, 1-124.

40-9902.

Personnel, report of State Auditor
showing, 40-1814.
Political literature, transportation at
State's expense, 40-2006, 40-9902.
Salaries of personnel, report of State
Auditor showing, 40-1814.
Seal, 40-106.

Supreme

Court
ment, 1-209.

Term
.

of

Judges,

appoint-

office,

1-135, 1-829, 1-833,

power

to

1-834.

Treaties,

Vacancies in

make,

office,

1-209.

filling,

1-210.

Veto-

Commissions under, 89-202.

Bills,

votes while traveling
at State's expense, 40-2006, 40-9902.
Subsistence allowance, 40-2007.
Solicitation

1-208.

Election, 1-202, i-203, 1-812.

Audit of accounts, 40-1808, 40-1811.
Automobiles for use of, 40-2001 to

own

204.

Duties, 1-211.

2-3802, 40-1602.

#

1

A tiny and

chief of

in

Compensation, 1-200.
Consuls, appointment, 1-209.

Public Health; Governor; Public
Service Commission; Secretary of
State; State Board of Education;
State Revenue Commission; State
Purof
Supervisor
Treasurer;
chases; Veterans' Service Office.

Books and

OF

—

President Cont rd.
Citizenship requirement!

Department of Archives and History; Department of Audits and
Accounts; Department of Banking; Department of Forestry and
Geological Development; Department of Industrial Relations; Department of Law; Department of

Attorney General as legal adviser

3111

of

1-123.

Resolutions, 1-124.

Vice President acts

as,

when,

1-205, 1-812, 1-831.

EXECUTIVE
DEPARTMENT
UNITED STATES.

OF

Opinions relating to duties of

office,

1-208.

Vice President
Acts as President, when, 1-205,
1-812, 1-831.

Election, 1-202, 1-203, 1-S12.

President

Adjournment of Congress by,
1-211.

Age requirement,
Ambassadors
Appointment,

1-204.

Eligibility, 1-S12.

Impeachment. 1-212.
Legislation by Congress
Death of person Congress may
choose, in case of. 1-S32.

1-209.

Receiving, 1-211.

>

Failure

Approval
Bills, 1-123.

Resolutions, 1-124.

of

Vice

President-

elect to qualify, 1-831.

Term

of office, 1-201, 1-S29, 1-S33,

1-S34.
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EXEMPTIONS— Cont 'd.

EXECUTIVE POWER.
Legislative and

judicial

powers sepa-

Taxation

— Cont

'd.

Taxicabs, 92-2911.

rate. 8-123,

Vested where, 1-201.

Toll bridges, 92-204.

Trust companies, 92-2402.

EXECUTORS.
See Administrators and Executors.

United States, motor vehicles

of,

92-2911.

EXECUTORY DEVISE.

Workmen's compensation

Definition, 113-S16.

EXECUTORY TRUSTS.

EXHIBITS.

See Trusts.

Abstracts of title, 33-117.
Attaching to petition, 81-105.
Ejectment, abstract of title, 33-117.

EXEMPLARY DAMAGES.
Seduction, 105-1204.
Torts, in general, 105-2002, 105-2003.

EXEMPLIFICATION OF RECORDS.
See Evidence.

EXHIBITIONS.

Congress, members of, 1-120.

General Assembly, members

of,

2-1803, 27-203.

Licenses, county revenue, 92-3902
92-3904, 92-3906 to 92-3912.

to

Taxation, 92-607, 92-610.

Militiamen, 27-204.
Voters, 2-801, 27-202.
Witnesses, 38-1506.
Execution: See Homestead.
Homestead: See Homestead.
92-3105, 92-3106,
Militia duty, 86-203, 86-209.
tax,

EXPATRIATION.
Citizens' rights, 79-203.
Effect, 79-204.

Repatriation, 79-204.
92-3112.

EXPENSES.
Agents, 4-212.

95-305, 95-401, 95-403,

Damages, element of, 105-2004.
Executive department of State, appro-

95-802.

Taxation, 92-201, 92-202.

priation, 2-1809.

Baggage trucks, 92-2911.
Banks, 92-2402.
Building and loan associations,

General Assembly, clerical, 2-1901.
Legislative department of State, appropriation, 2-1809.

92-2407.

Particular

Confederate soldiers
Parks for playing games,

sions,

tracks, 92-603, 92-604.

Traveling

horse-traders,

See

boards,
specific

commisheads ill,

EXPERIMENT STATIONS.

etc.,

Engineering:

92-2011.

Constitutional

officers,

etc.:

this index.

92-603, 92-604.

Race

•

suit for, 24-3310.

Arrest, from

Eoad work,

Justice's court, summons, 24-1102.
Set-off, plea, 24-3310.
Superior court rule, 24-3310, 24-3363.

Unliquidated demands, annexation to

EXEMPTIONS.

Income

law, 114-107,

114-202, 114-203.

provisions,

2-5002,

2-5005.

See

State

Engineering

Experiment Station.

EXPERTS.

Counties

Referendum

Opinions admissible in evidence, when,
to determine,

38-1709.

92-206 to 92-218.

Unlawful exemptions by,
92-205.

Fish, use in taking, 45-505, 45-507.

Fertilizers, 92-203.

Hospitals, 92-1911.

Hotel vehicles, 92-2911.

Income

tax,

92-3105,

92-3106,

Perishable farm products, peddlers
or venders of, 92-1602.

88-807.

92-6203.

School busses, 92-2911.

motor

to 26-2304.
Illegal purchase, sale, use, etc., 88-9927.

Insurance against losses ascribable

Poll tax, 92-108.

Return and collection of taxes on
property unlawful exempted,

92-2911.

Game, killing, 45-322.
Gunpowder, regulations by municipalities
and counties for keeping,
Houses, destroying or injuring, 26-2301

92-3112.

State-owned

EXPLOSIVES.

vehicles,

to,

56-804.

License to own and possess, 88-802.
Oils, use on passenger cars, 26-7312.
Ordinaries' explosives registers, 88-803.

Records of dealers, 88-804.
Inspection, 88-806.

General Index.
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EXTORTION.

EXPLOSIVES— Cont 'd.

Advertising fees

Registration

Demanding more than

Owners, 88-801.
Prior to purchase, 88-802.
Sale only to licensed dealers, 88-805,
88-9927.

Storing by nonresidents or aliens,

89-991

toga]

rate,

1.

Retaining part
Blackmail, 26-1801.

of,

80-9012,

Definition, 80 0909.

Punishment, 89-9910 to 89-9912.
Threatening letters, etc., 26-1802,

88-9926.

Transporting without marking, 18-317.

EXPORTS.

26-1803.

EXTRADITION.

Taxation, 1-130, 1-135.

—

Fugitives from justice or service
Constitutional provision, 1-403,

EXPRESS COMPANIES.

1-404.

Actions

Delivery suspended by Governor,

Judgment, 41-201, 41-202.

44-303.

Jurisdiction, 41-201.
Process, 41-202, 41-203.

Disposition

Right to sue and be sued, 41-104.
Venue, 41-201.
Agents, indemnity bonds, 41-104.
Bylaws, 41-104.
of incorporation, 41-101.
Charters, constitutional provision,

Certificate

2-1818.

Habeas

forbidden, 24-103.

Office, principal, 41-103.

Officers, 41-102.

Organization, 41-102.
Petition for incorporation, 41-101.

Powers, 41-104.
office,

petition,

50-103,

Other States, 44-302.
Requisitions
Fees of

officers,

44-103.

Governor's duty, 44-102.
Regulations for obtaining,
for bringing back,

Sheriff's fees
24-2823.

Suspension of case pending determination of jurisdiction, 27-1102.
Warrants for arrest, execution of,
44-305.

EXTRAORDINARY CARE.
See Extraordinary Diligence;

Presidents, taxation, 92-2409.

Principal

corpus,

50-118.

44-101.

Employees, indemnity bonds, 41-104.
Incorporation, manner, 41-101.
to,

Property, 41-104.
Public Service Commission, control by,
96-307.
See
96-305,
96-304,
etc.,

EXTRAORDINARY DILIGENCE.
See Negligence.
Children, 105-204.

EXTRAORDINARY

NEW

Seal, 41-104.

Stock, 41-101, 41-102.

See

Taxes
Penalty for nonpayment, 92-7306.
Returns to Comptroller General,
correct,

92-6007,

to 92-6104.

Time, 92-5901.
Time of payment, 92-590S.

MOTION

FOR

TRIAL.

New

Trial.

EXTRAORDINARY REMEDIES.
Answer,

verified,

as evidence

on mo-

tion to dissolve or set aside, 81-402.

92-5902 to 92-5904.
to

105-202.

Definition,

Public Service Commission.
Rules and regulations, 41-104.

Assessments to

Neg-

ligence.

41-103.

92-6001

de-

44-201 to 44-203.

Contracts, 41-104.
Directors, 41-102.

Judges, favors

not

Foreign Countries, 44-301.

of business, 41-102.

Commencement

when

of,

manded, 44-304.
Expense for bringing back,

etc.,

92-6103

Bill of exceptions

Dismissal, transmission of record,
6-1301.

Fast writ, 6-903.
Judgment, immediate

effect,

6-1806.

EXPRESS TRUSTS.
See Trusts.

EXPRESSION OF OPINION.
Judge, by,

effect, 81-1104.

EXTENUATION.
Torts, 105-1802.

Contempt, enforcement by attachment
for, 37-1210.

Demurrers, disposition of, before appearance term, 81-1002.
Equity: See Equity.
Injunction: See Injunction.
Process, 81-213.
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REMEDIES —

EXTRAORDINARY
Cent

See Receivers.

Receiver:

Service, 81-213.
Supreme Court, jurisdiction
involving, 2-3005.

FALSE REPRESENTATIONS.
cases

of

Decrees in equity, 37-1204.
Injunction, 55-112.

See Perjury and False ^wearing.

FALSEHOOD.
taxation, 92-2005.

See Fraud; Libel and Slander; Perjury and False Swearing.

FACT.
Issues

by plea or answer,

raised

of,

See Pleading.

81-303.

Mandamus,

trial

of

issues

of,

6-4-108,

64-109.

Prohibition, trial of issues of, 61-302.
Quo warranto, trial of issues of, 61-204.

pal, 4-104.

FAMILY.
Pedigree, proof by general repute

in,

Homestead, statutory, 51-1301.

Fraudulent conversion by, 26-2807.
Hire of labor, essence of contract,
12-407.

Liens, 12-701, 12-705, 12-706.
Title to goods passes,

when, 96-110.

FAILURE OF CONSIDERATION.
See Contracts.

Contracts:

port.

FAMILY BIBLE.

Diligence, 12-101.
Discretion, 12-401.

FAMILY PORTRAITS.
Homestead, statutory, 51-1301.

FAMILY TREES.
Pedigree proved by, 38-303.

FARMS.
State: See Penitentiary.

of, 81-601.

FARM IMPLEMENTS.

Sales, 96-305.

Auctioneers, taxation, 92-1901.
Traveling venders, 92-1604.

FAIRS.
Taxation, 92-615.

FARM LABORERS.

FAITH AND CREDIT.

Employees, workmen's compensation,

Judicial proceedings of States or Territories,

of

1-401, 38-627.

States or Territories, 1-401,

Records of States or Territories, 1-401,
38-630.

FARM LOAN BONDS.
Trust funds, investment

Color of legal process, 26-1503.
Definition, 26-1501, 105-901.
faith, 105-902.

Joint act of several, 105-903.
Malicious
Arrest, 105-1001 to 105-1004.

Prosecution, 105-801 to 105-808.

causing

imprisonment of

Presumption, good faith, 105-902.
Punishment, 26-1502.
Warrant, under, 105-902.
"Witness attending court, 38-1506.

FALSE INFORMATION.
Tenant giving, concerning

in, 108-421.

FARM PRODUCTS.
See Agricultural Products.
Auctioneers, taxation, 92-1901.
Peddlers and venders, taxation,
92-1602.

Taxation, exemptions, 2-5002, 92-201.

Warehouses, taxation, 92-1801.

FARM

sane person, 26-1504.

61-9901.

FARM LANDS AND ANIMALS.

Security for public deposits, 108-421.

FALSE IMPRISONMENT.

Maliciously

114-107.

Homestead, statutory, 51-1301.

38-627.

Good

Accounts stated, 37-306.
Public documents, 89-9903.

Year's support for: See Year's Sup-

Actions on contracts made for princi-

Laws

FALSIFYING.

38-303.

FACTORS.

Plea

See Perjury and False Swearing.

FALSE WITNESS.

EYEGLASSES.
of,

See Fraud.

FALSE SWEARING.

EXTRATERRITORIAL OPERATION.

Peddlers

FALSE PRETENSES.
See Cheats and Swindlers; Counterfeiting; Forgery.

'd.

SUPPLIES.

Landlord's lien for furnishing, 61-201,
61-202.

FARMCROSSINGS.
Building and maintaining, 94-603,
94-604.

liens, 61-202,

Injuries to live stock, 94-701, 94-704 to
94-710.
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FEDERAL RESERVE BANKS.

FARMERS.
Books of account, admissibility

in evi-

dence, 38-310.

FARMERS INSTITUTES.
Accounting as to moneys, 32-202.
Board of Regents to conduct, 32-201.

Abeyance, 85-502.

attend

ORGANIZA-

TIONS.

Public

89-9904.

FARMING UTENSILS.
Landlord's lien for furnishing, 61-201,
61-202.

FAST BILL OF EXCEPTIONS.
Alimony, application

Definition,

ac-

85-501.

Dying without

heirs,

etc.,

limitations

Estates tail
Abolished, 85-505.
Presumptions, 85-505.
Evidence, intention of maker of instrument, 85-503.
" Heirs, " limitation over to, 85-504.
Necessity of use of word to create,
85-503.

for, 6-903.

Attachment against fraudulent debtors, 6-903, 8-406.

"Heirs of the body," limitation over
to,

Bail trover, application for discharge;

85-504.

Intention of maker of instrument,
85-503.

6-903.

"Issue," limitation over

Certifying, 6-907.

"Lawful

Contempt, 6-903.
Corporations,

application

for

dissolu

Habeas corpus, 50-126.
Injunction, 6-903, 55-202.

Mandamus,

6-903.

over

to,

Another estate, on, 85-502.
Over to heirs, etc., 85-504.
Remote, 85-506.
"Lineal heirs," limitation over

to,

heirs,"

limitation

85-504.

85-504.

Parol evidence, intention of maker of
instrument, 85-503.
Words necessary to create, 85-503.

Receiver, application for, 6-903.
iSigning, 6-907.

FATHER.

FEEDING STUFFS.

See Parent and Child.
Inheritance by, 113-903, 113-906.

FATHER-IN-LAW.
Beneficiary of death benefits, 56-1608.
to,

to, 85-504.

Limitation

tion, 6-903.

Criminal cases, 6-903, 6-904.
Extraordinary remedies, 6-903.

See Concentrated Commercial Feeding Stuffs.

FELLOW SERVANTS.
Personal injuries, liability for, 66-304,

prohibited, 53-105.

66-401 to 66-406.

FEDERAL-AID FUNDS.
Payment

property

over after, 85-506.

OUT.

office,

Marriage

to

Descent, 85-501.

Income taxes, exemption, 92-3105.

FARMING

title

quired by, 36-606.
Construction, 85-503*

32-201.

MUTUAL

FARMERS

Children} limitation over to, B5-504.
Creation, words necessary, 85 S
Commencement in future, 85 502.

Condemnation,

32-202.

Time of holding,

Attorneys': See Attorneys at L
Officers': Bes Compensation
."eat.
Particular officers, boards, conunj
etc.: See specific heads in this index.

FEE SIMPLE ESTATES.

Lecturers, 32-201.
Place of holding, 32-201.
Reports, 32-202.
Rules and regulations, 32-201.
State Entomologist, duty to
meetings, 5-705.
of,

See Banks and Eanking.

FEES.

Homestead, statutory, 51-1301.

Support

U

FELONIES.

into State treasury of funds

Accomplice, corroboration, 3S-121.
Argument of counsel, time limit,

matching, 92-3603.

FEDERAL CONSTITUTION.
See Constitution of United States.

FEDERAL

BANK

JOINT STOCK
BONDS.

LAND

Security for public deposit, 108-421.
Trust funds, investment in, 108-421.

FEDERAL LAND BANK BONDS.
Security for public deposit, 108-421.
Trust funds, investment in, 108-421.

81-1007.
Arrest, privilege from
Congress, members of, 1-120.
Electors, 2-801, 27-202.

General

Assembly,

members

of,

2-1803, 27-203.

Militiamen, 27-204.
Voters, 2-801, 27-202.
Attempt to commit, 27-2507.
Capital, Supreme Court 'a jurisdiction
of cases of conviction of, 2-3005.
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FELONIES— Coin

FERRIES— Cont 'd.

M.

Compounding, 26-4003,

105-190:2.

Classification,

95-902.

95-901,

Corroboration of accomplice, 3S-121.

Competency of ferrymen,

Definition, 20-101.
Extradition for, 1-403.

Contract for building, 95-905.

High

seas,

on,

Bond

1-125.

to

Jury to try: See Jury.
Punishment, prescribing, for

of contractor, 95-905, 95-1001
95-1003, 95-1104.

Contractors as road commissioners,
cer-

tain felonies, 27-2502.

Kecommendation:

See Crimes and
Punishment.
Limitation of prosecutions, 27-601.

95-306.

Cost of repairs, 95-1005, 95-1006.
Counties
Joint building, etc., 95-1101 to
95-1115.

Probation,

Tax

27-2702.
Punishment, 27-2501, 27-2507.

Eecommondation by jury: See Crimes
and Punishment.
Stenographic report of testimony,

to build or repair, 92-3701.

Detention at, 95-1301.
Establishment, 95-904, 95-905.
Constitutional provisions, 2-1818.

Exemption of ferrymen from militia

27-2401.

duty, 86-209.

Witnesses, number necessary,
accomplice, 3S-121.

where

FEMALES.
Citizenship rights, 79-207.
Convicts, punishment, 27-2506, 27-2519,
27-2520.
Electrocution of, 27-2519, 27-2520.

Homestead, 51-101.
Interrogatories,
38-2403.

Franchise, 85-1311, 85-1312.

Grant
Bridge franchise, effect, 95-1403.
Land on watercourse, 95-1402.
Licenses, 95-905, 95-lin, 95-9908.
Negligence, 95-1001, 95-1209, 95-1210.
Notice to repair, 95-1004.
Ordinaries

38-2101, 38-2111,

Establishing, 95-904.

Powers, 2-3402, 95-905.

Poll tax, exemption, 92-108.

Probation

95-9909.

officers, eligibility,

27-2703.

Seats for employees, 54-401, 54-9907.

Private: See Private Bridges, Ferries,

and Causeways.
what are,

Public,

95-901.

Suffrage, right of, 1-827, 1-828, 2-602,
2-604, 79-207.

Railroads, appropriation, 94-306.

University of Georgia system, admis-

Repairs, 95-1001, 95-1004 to 95-1006.

Right

sion as students, 32-123.

damages,

assessment,

Safety of boats, 95-9909.
Supervision by ordinary, 95-905.
Taxation for repairs, 2-5402, 92-3701.

See Husband and Wife.

FEMININE GENDER.
Masculine gender, inclusion

in, 102-102.

ToUs, 95-904, 95-905.

FENCES.

Charging after charter expired,

Burning maliciously, 26-7701

95-9908.

to

26-7703.

FERTILIZERS.
of

Agriculture,

duties,

Analysis, 2-107.

5-107.

Elections as to: See Live Stock.
Fixtures, 85-105.
Fuel, taking rails, etc. for, 26-7705.
No-fence election: See Live Stock.
Public roads, obstruction, 95-603.
Removing, trespass, 26-3001.

Stock law: See Live Stock.
Taxation of traveling venders, 92-1604.

Copy as evidence,

5-9901.

Record, 5-1004.
Samples, 5-1202 to 5-1208.
State Chemist, 5-1004, 5-1205,
5-1206.

See Intoxicating Liquors.

Uniformity, 5-1103.

Brands

FERRIES.
See Private Bridges,
Causeways.

Ferries,

and

of streams, repair, 95-9909.
95-905,

to 95-1003, 95-1104.
Charter, forfeiture, 95-9903.

Cottonseed meal, 5-1303.
False branding, 5-1108.

Names,

5-1103.

Registration, 5-1101.

Boats, requirements, 95-9909.

Bonds of contractors,

5-1120.

Cottonseed meal, 5-1302.
Evidence, 5-1004, 5-1120.
Failure to submit sample for,

FERMENTED LIQUORS.

Banks

way,

95-1401, 95-1404.

FEME COVERT.

Commissioner

of

95-1001

Bulk

sales, 5-1401 to 5-1404, 5-9936.

Coloring, 5-1110.

Constituents, 5-1106.
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FERTILIZED— Com. M.

FERTILIZERS— Cont 'd.

Samples

Cottonseed meal
Branding, 5-1303.

Commissioner

of Agriculture,

Shortage

plaat food or erauMiciAl

La

value, 5-11

Inspection, 5-1301.
Violation of law, 5-9935.
Crimes, 5-9901, 5-9931 to 5-9936.

14.

Tagging, 5-1105, 0-1118.
Tankage, 5 L05, 5 1107.
Taxation, 5-1 118, 92 2 :.
Trade-marks, 5-1103.
1

False branding, 5-1108.

—

Bulk

5-1113,

5-1201.

ties of, 5-1304.
Grades, 5-1302, 5-1303.

Fees

Analysis, 5-1202 to 5 L2
Inspection, 5-1003) 51004,

du-

Wet and

sales, 5-1403.

Registration of brands, 5-1101,

unsalable, oil 17.

FETTERS.

5-1119.

Prisoner

Fillers, 5-1109, 5-1111, 5-9932.

Formula for composting

fertilizers,

FI.

Grade, lowering prohibited, 5-1103.
"High grade" on containers, 5-1106.
Inorganic nitrogen, 5-1101.
Inspection, 5-1113.

case of, 5-1402 to

in

sales,

5-1404.

Cottonseed meal, 5-1301.
Delivery to consumer, before,
5-1201.

trial,

FA.
See Execution.

FICTITIOUS NAMES.
Drawing

or

indorsing

certain

instru-

ments in, 26-3916.
Obtaining goods under, 26-3918.
Use in business, 106-301 to 106-304,
106-9906.

FICTITIOUS PERSONS.

'

Fees, 5-1118, 5-1119, 5-1121.

Record, 5-1003.
Reports, 5-1003.

Samples

on arraingment or

il-

legal sale, 5-9934.

Bulk

in,

27-1401.

Drawees

of bills of exchange:
Negotiable Instruments.

See

FICTITIOUS PLEADING.

for, 5-1003, 5-1004, 5-1113,

5-1201.

Ejectment, 33-111.

FIDELITY INSURANCE COMPANIES.

Inspectors

Appointment, 5-1001.
Discharge, 5-1001.
Duties, 5-1001.

Actions on bonds, venue, 56-1116.
Agents, tax on, 92-2501, 92-2503.
Attachment bonds, 56-1105.

Bonds

Expenses, 5-1001.

Cancellation, 103-602.

Number,
Oath of

Deposit with State Treasurer,

5-1001.
office,

5-1002.

Records, 5-1003.

to 56-1116.

Estoppel to deny corporate power

Salaries, 5-1001.

Term
License to

of

office,

sell

5-1001.

or exchange, 5-1102.

Make-weight, 5-1110.
Odor, 5-1110.
Organic nitrogen, 5-1101.
Penalties, 5-1114.

Attachment

56-311, 56-1107, 56-1108, 56-1110

to collect, 5-1115.

Failure to pay, effect, 5-1116.

Percentage of water soluble nitrogen,
variation from, 5-1108.
Pulverized leather, 5-1112.
Registration of brands, 5-1101.
Cancellation, 5-1116.

to execute, 56-1103.
Receiver, 56-1109.

Surety

on,

Bulk, 5-1401 to 5-1404, 5-9936.
License, 5-1102.

Manufacturers, manipulators, or
importers to each other, 5-1005.
Samples for purchaser, 5-1202 to
5-1208.

Unregistered brands, 5-1104.
Violation of law, 5-9933 to 5-9936.

56-1104,

Surrender, 56-1113.
of suits on, 56-1116.
Cancellation of bond, 103-602.
City officers, bonds of, 56-1104.

Venue

Common

carriers

Bonds

of employees, 103-601.
Cancellation of bond, 103-602.
Conflicting claims, 56-1109.
Contract of insurance, definition,

56-1101.

Corporate power,

Sales

56-1102,

56-1105.

estoppel

to

set

up,

56-1103.

County officers, bonds of. 56-1104.
Coupons, collection, 56-110S.
Creditors, conflicting claims, 56-1109.

Default on bonds, remedies, 56-1106.
Deposit with State Treasurer, 56-311,
56-1107 to 56-1116.

Excess returned, 56-1110.
Withdrawal, 56-1112.
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FIDELITY INSURANCE COMPANIES

—-Cent

'd.

Estoppel to deny corporate power,
5o-1103.

Excess of deposits, return, 56-1110.
Execution, issuance against, 56-1106,
Fire insurance company law governs
process, eo-1116.

Foreign
Agents, taxation, 92-2501, 92-2503.
Licenses, 56-405.
Interpleader, claimants, 56-1109.
Judgment. 56-1109.
License, 50-404, 56-405, 56-1104.
Loss, notice to State Treasurer,
50-1109.

Notice
Cancellation of bond, 103-602.
Revocation of license, 56-1115.
State Treasurer, of loss, 56-1109.

Withdrawal from State, 56-1111.
Premiums on bonds, allowance to ad-

FIGHTING.
Affray, 26-5303.
Assault, 26-1401 to 26-1407.
Battery, 26-1408 to 26-1411.
Cockfighting, 26-6601.
Duels, 26-5201 to 26-5205.
Riot, 26-5302.
*

FILING.
Particular instruments, pleadings etc.:
See specific heads.

FILLING STATIONS.
See Motor Fuel Distributors; Petroleum Products.
Taxation, 92-1103.

FILM DISTRIBUTING AGENCIES.
Taxation, 92-612.

FINANCE COMPANIES.
Automobile, taxation, 92-1512.

FINES.

49-309,

See Fine and Forfeiture Fund.

108-435, 108-436, 113-2010, 113-2011.
Process, service, 56-1116.
Publication of notice
Revocation of license, 56-1115.
Withdrawal from State, 56-1111.
Receiver, appointment, when, 56-1109.

Attorney at law failing to enter
faction of judgments, 24-3307.

ministrators,

etc.,

49-308,

Regulations applicable to, 56-405.
Release from liability, 56-1102, 56-1104,
56-1111.

Removal

of causes against, 56-404.

Return of deposit, 56-1110, 56-1111.
Revocation of right to do business,

Clerk of superior court
Failure to produce rules, 24-3314.

Keeping
27-1001.

Cruelty to animals, 26-7903.
Delinquent jurors, 59-117.
Disposition of money: See Fine and
Forfeiture Fund.
Excessive, constitutional prohibition,
Justices' courts

Sale of bonds, 56-1109.

Constable

State bonds, deposit, 56-1107, 56-1108.

bonds

officers,

111-102.

—

trict,

dis-

24-818.

Misconduct, 24-819.

Contempt of

court, 24-601.

Witness, nonattendance, 24-1305.
Limitation of actions by informers,
3-716.

Defense

to

action

on

officer's

bond, 56-1103.

Estoppel to set up, 56-1104.

United States bonds, deposit, 56-1107,
56-1108.

Misdemeanors, punishment, 27-2506.
Ordinaries ' courts, contempt, 24-2114.
Public Service Commission rules, violation of, 93-418.

Road

defaulters, 95-420 to 95-425.

Solicitor general

United States court, removal of causes,
56-404.

Collection, 24-2908.

Exacting

Venue of suits on bonds, 56-1116.
Withdrawal from State, 56-1111 to

illegal costs, 24-2916.

Failure to attend court, 24-2912.

Taking money

to influence
jury, etc., 24-2917.

56-1114.

Subpoena duces tecum, failure

FIDUCIARIES.
See Administrators and Executors;
Attorneys at Law; Guardian and

Ward; Principal and Agent; Receivers;

—

Acting after removal from

of, 56-1104.

Subrogation to rights of retiring company, 56-1114.
Surety on bonds, 56-1102, 56-1104,
Ultra vires

register, 24-3315.

Corporation defendant, payment by,

1-808, 2-109.

56-404, 56-1115.

State

satis-

Trustees.

Income taxes, 92-3002, 92-3103, 92-3203.

FIERI FACIAS.
See Execution.

grand

to obey,

38-902.

Time

for payment, 27-2901.

Witness, nonattendance, 38-1504.

FINE AND FORFEITURE FUND.
Accounts, keeping separate, 27-2904,
27-2907.

Acquittal, payment of costs from,
27-2904, 27-2911, 27-2913.

Cknkkal
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Assessment
cies,

Convict labor, fund arising from,

Assets,

Calculation

—

27-2910.

27-2912.

Justices of the peace, costs of, 27-2902,
27-2906, 27-2913, 27-2914.
Lien on, for insolvent costs, 27-2910.
Local laws not repealed, 27-2908,
27-2909.
Notaries public, costs of, 27-2906.
for insolvent

costs,

27-2910.

complaints

of

of

-

to defraud,

reinsurance

of

re-.-

50-834.

56-832,

Charters, grant, 2-1818.

violation of law, 56-807, 56-809.

Deposits, 2-2304,

Emergency

56-301.

clauses in policies, 56-313.

Evidence, bylaws,

56-811.

etc.,

Execution against, 56-809.

Expense of investigation of complaints
of violation of law, 56-807, 56-809.

Foreign
Affidavit

of claims, 27-2905.

Rule against—
Officers

for

license,

failure

to

pay,

into

Bonds

distribution by, 27-2903.
Witnesses' fees, payment of, 27-2914.

54-402 to 54-405, 54-9908.
Forests, fire control, 43-206.
Rent, abatement of, 61-113.

Investigation of complaints of
violation

56-807.

law,

of

Cost of investigation of complaints
of violating law, 56-807, 56-S09.
Deposits, 2-2304, 56-301 to 56-325.

Execution against, 56-S09.

Expense of investigation of com-

FIRE DEPARTMENTS.

plaints of violation of law,
56-807, 56-809.

See Firemen.

AND APPARATUS.

Forfeiture of license, 56-808.
complaints
of

Taxation of dealers, 92-1309.

Investigation

FIRE ESCAPES.
etc.,

—

Deposit, 56-301 to 56-322.

FIRES.

etc.,

56-805.

Taxation, 92-2501, 92-2503.

Solicitor,

See Arson and Other Burnings.
Extinguishment, means of, in factories,

procure

56-806.

License,

Solicitor for failure to distribute,
27-2903.

FIRE ENGINES

of president, to

Agents

county treasury, 27-2902.

of

violation of law, 56-S07, 56-809.

54-402

to

—

54-405,

License
Agents, 56-S05.

Hotels, 52-205, 52-9902.
School buildings, 32-2001 to 32-2003.

Forfeiture, 56-808.
Prerequisites,

FIRE INSPECTOR.

license, 56-S06.

FIRE INSURANCE COMPANIES.
See also Fire Insurance Contracts;
Insurance Companies.
of president
cense, 56-806.

to

56-806.

President, affidavit of, to procure

See State Fire Inspector.

procure

Railroad insurance,

Revocation

License, Confederate soldiers,
84-2006.
on, 92-2501, 92-2503.

50-50-5.

of license. 56-808,

Violation of law, investigation of

li-

complaint, 56-S07. 56-8

Withdrawal from

Agents

Tax

56-306,

Fees of Commissioner, 56-506.

Order in which money applied, 27-2912.

Affidavit

56-305,

Cooperative assessment companies,
taxation of agents, 92-2502, 92-2504.
Cost of investigation of complaints of

Payment, 27-2904, 27-2905, 27-2909,

Factories,
54-9908.

poli-

26-2210, 20-2211.

Insolvent costs
Allowance, 27-2905, 27-2911.

Payment

56-801,

Burning goods with intent

Grand jury requiring solicitor general
to show disposition of fines, 59-307.

lien

of,

violation of law, 50

to, 27-2902, 27-2914.

Report to grand jury, 27-2907.
Distribution of, 27-2903, 27-2908,
27-2909.

for,

of

required, 50-313.

Investigation

Compensation, 27-2907.

Lien

form

56-308 to 56-322.

County treasurer —
paid

amount

Deposit

27-2914.

Money

companies,

56-810.

Bonds —

27-2913, 27-2914.

'

COMPANIES—

INSURANCE

FIRE

Cont'd.

City court, 27-2909.
Claims, presentation, 27-2905, 27-2911.
Constables, costs of, 27-2902, 27-2900,

Officers

J

State. 56-325.

Forfeiture of license, 56-808.

Inland

navigation,

against hazards

power

of, 56-S03.

to

insure
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COMPANIES—

INSURANCE

FIRE

Cont

CONTRACTS—

Cont 'd.

'd.

Court of Appeals reports, insurance

Inspector

Appointment, 56-111.
Authority to go upon premises,

Damages on

refusal to pay loss, 56-706.
Definition of contract, 56-801.
Delivery of contract, 56-801.
Diligence by insured, 56-819.
Emergency clauses in policies, 56-313.

Compensation, 56-114.
Duties. 56-111.

Powers,

56-111.

Investigation of

complaints of viola-

Equitable interest of insured in property, 56-812.

tion of law, 56-S07, 56-S09.

—

Evidence, application, 56-811.
Expectation of interest in property
not insurable, 56-812.
Fees, attorneys ', on refusal to pay loss,

License
Agents, Confederate soldiers,
S4-2006.
Forfeiture, 56-S03.
Prerequisites, 56-806.

56-706.

Local assessment companies, form of
policy, 56-810.

Mutual: See Mutual Insurance Compa-

Foreign, contract to be
censed agents, 56-805.
Form of policy, 56-810.

Fraud of insured,

nies.

Income tax exemption, 92-3105.
Navigation, power to insure against
of,

56-803.

navigation, power to
against hazards of, 56-803.

insure

Ocean

through

President, affidavit of, to procure

56-818, 56-820, 56-821,

56-824.

Gross negligence of insured, 56-819.
Husband, insurable interest in wife's
property, 56-812.

li-

Increase of risk, 56-820, 56-822, 56-823.
Insurable interest in property, 56-812,
56-813, 56-824.

Knowledge of

56-831.

loss, 56-818.

Reinsurance reserve, calculation,
56-832, 56-834.
Revocation of license, 56-808.

Lien on property, 56-825.
Life insurance, law applicable

Taxation, 92-2509 to 92-2511.
Violation of law, investigation of complaint, 56 807.

Loss

recover

back money paid,

56-705.

Adoption of standard form of policy,
56-810.

Alienation of property, 56-825, 56-827
to 56-829.

Amount of recovery, 56-701, 56-702.
Application
Copy attached to policy, 56-811.
Good faith, 56-820, 56-821.
Assignment of policy, 56-825, 56-826,
56-828, 56-829.

Attorney, fees, on refusal to pay

loss,

56-706.

Bylaws, copy attached to policy, 56-811.

Changing property, 56-814.
Concealment by insured, 56-822.

56-826.

Construction of contract, 56-815.
Contingent profits, recovery, 56-703.
of aptjli cation or bylaws, attach-

ing to policy, 56-811.

County property, insurance
91-604.

of,

91-603,

effect,

56-818.

Transfer of property after, 56-828.
constitutes, 56-816.

Merchandise, valued policy, 56-701.
Misrepresentations by insured, 56-820,
56-821, 56-824.

Negligence of insured, 56-819.
Notice of loss, 56-831.
Operation of law, transfer of property
by, 56-829.

Other insurance, misrepresentations by
insured, 56-824.

Parent, insurable interest in child's
property, 56-812.
Partial sale of property, 56-827.

Payment of loss
Damages on

refusal,

56-706.

Refusal, as waiver of proof, etc.,
of loss, 56-831.
Policy
Copy of application and bylaws at-

tached

Consent
Second insurance, 56-830.
Transfer of property, 56-825,

Copy

Knowledge,

What

FIRE INSURANCE CONTRACTS.
to

to,

56-911.

Withdrawal from State, 56-325.

Action

li-

Hypothecation of policy, 56-825.

Powers, 56-803.
cense, 56-806.
Regulations, prescribing,

of,

91-603, 91-604.

56-113.

hazards

INSURANCE

FIRE

Delivery,

to, 56-811.

56-801.

Emergency

clauses, 56-313.

Entire contract, 56-811.
Standard form, 56-810.
Writing, 56-801.
Privilege of rebuilding, 56-704.
Proof of loss, 56-831.
Public laws, volumes of, 91-603, 91-604.
Public warehouse, projjerty stored in,
111-105.

General
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See Commissioner of G-ame and Fish;

Cont'd.

Department of Game and

Ratification of insurance of another's
interest,

3121

I:;m-.z.

5G-813.

Rebuilding, privilege

Finn.

Cession of ground to United States for
fish culture, 45-304 (note).

of, 56-704.

Recovery back by insurer, 56-705.
Reinsurance, 56-813.

Closed season, 45 501, 45 >hz.
''Coastal fisheries fund," 45-121.

Rent, liability for, 56-704.

Commercial

(

Representations by insured, 56-820,
56-821, 56-824.

Sale of property, 56-825, 56-827 to
56-829.

State property, insurance of, 91-403,
91-404.

Warehouse

45*209

Comm

Commissioner:
See
Game and Fish.

Department

build-

ings, insurance of, 5-317.

Dynamite, killing

to

-

of

with, 45-505,

fish

45-507.

Explosives,

killing

fish

with,

45-505,

45-507.

Firearms, killing fish with, 45-508.
Fresh-water fish
Closed season, 45-401.

Stock of goods, 56-814.
Valued policy, 56-701.
Supreme Court reports, 91-603, 91-604.

Mode

of fishing, 45-505.

Obstructing passage, 45-510.
Sale during spawning season,

Transfer
Policy,

license,

Dealers, taxation, 92-1001.

Second insurance, 56-830.
Servant of insured, negligence, 56-819.
Standard form of policy, 56-810.

State

fishing,

45-215, 45-217.

45-502.
56-825,

56-826,

56-828,

56-829.

Game: See Game.
Gill

Property, 56-825, 56-827 to 56-829.
Trust, recovery held in, when, 56-812.

Valued policies, 56-701, 56-703.
Waiver of regulations, 56-831.
Wilful misrepresentations by insured,
56-820, 56-821, 56-824.

45-505.

nets,

Grand jury charge,

59-601.

Hatcheries for propagation, establishment, 45-106.
Information as to, duty of Commissioner of Agriculture to gather, etc.,
5-110.

Writing, contract, 56-801.

Inspectors, 45-115, 45-116.

Instruction in fish

FIREARMS.

life,

32-1701

to

32-1703.

See Arms; Weapons.

Island

Dealers, taxation, 92-2008, 92-2009.

game

preserves, 45-514,

Licenses, 45-218.

Fish, use in taking, 45-508.

Duplicates, 45-219.

Highway, discharge on

False swearing to procure, 45-214.
Operation of fishing boats, 45-209

or near, 26-7301

Posse, carrying by, 26-5102, 26-5404.

Shooting
Excursion train, on, 26-7311.
Highway, on or near, 26-7301.
Passenger cars, at or in, 26-7308.
Picnics, at, 26-7311.

Sunday, on, 26-6907.

FIREMEN.
Exemption from

to 45-215, 45-217.

Fees, 45-210, 45-212, 45-219,
45-220.

Record books of boats, 45-215.
Tags on boats, 45-212.
Peddlers and sellers, 45-503, 45-504.
Sale, 45-218.

militia duty, 86-209.

Shad

fishing, 45-603.

Nonresident peddlers, taxation, 92-1606.

Street railroad passes, 94-1009.

Notices, posting on land, 45-401 to

FIRING WOODS.
Misdemeanor, 26-3601, 26-3602, 26-7704.

45-405.

Obstructing passage

FIRMS.
See

Limited Partnership;

Partner-

ship.

FISCAL YEAR.
Income

of

fish

in

fresh

waters, 45-510.

taxes, 92-3002, 92-3118.

Public officers' reports, 89-902.
State Highway Department, 95-1720.
University system, 32-131.

Open

season, 45-501, 45-601.

Oysters

Assignment of ground by patrol-

man
Beds-

or surveyor, 45-806.

Boundary

stakes, interference

with, 45-S07.

General Index.
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FISH AND FISHING— Cont'd.
Oysters

AND FISHING— Cont 'd.
Penalty for violation of laws, 45-128.
Permission to fish on lands of another,

FISH

— Cont'd.

Beds— Cont'd.
Leases
Application for, 45-801.
Authority of tidewater
commissioner as to,
45-801.

Deposits by applicants

for,

Notice of application

for.

45-801.

Options, 45-S03.
Rental, 45-S02.
Shells, deposits by lessee,
45-S02.
etc.,

45-S01,

45-802.

Terms, 45-801.
Obstructions, 45-804.
Private beds, protection,

Staking, 45-804.
of, as

45-509.

Possession of nets, etc., 45-604.
Posting land, 45-401 to 45-405.

Heading, 45-511.
License
Employers of alien fishermen,
45-216.

Issued to whom, 45-217.
Nonresidents catching 45-216.
Transportation beyond State before payment of tax, 45-819.
Private ponds
Fishing in, 45-505.

Traps in, 45-506.
Propagation, establishment

45-808.

Use

Poison, killing fish with, 45-505, 45-507,

Prawn

45-801.

Surveys,

45-513.

Personal property, 85-1703.

eries,

misdemeanor, 45-804.

Closed season, 45-S09.
Dealers and distributors,

taxa-

tion

Amount, 45-812, 92-1001.
Bills of lading, copies, 45-818.
Brands, 45-817.
Exemptions, 45-812.
Measures, 45-817.
Misdemeanors,
violation

of

law, 45-813, 45-817, 45-818.

of

Prosecution of offenders, 45-108, 45-126.
Registration of posted land, 45-402 to
45-405.

Salt waters
Inside salt waters defined, 45-512.
Island game preserves, fishing on,
45-514.
Licenses to operate fishing boats
in, 45-211 to 45-215, 45-217.

Nets, use, 45-512.
Outside salt waters defined, 45-512.
Oysters, see Oysters, ante.

Records, 45-818.
Reports, 45-818.

Prawn, see Prawn, ante.

Second tax, 45-815.
Stamps to show payment of

Shrimp, see Shrimp, post.
Sounds, boundaries, 45-512.

tax, 45-813, 45-814.

Counterfeiting, 45-816.
Drag, taking with, 45-811.
Dredge, taking with, 45-811.
Instruments used in taking, 45-811.

Larceny

of,

Licenses to

26-2614.

operate boat,

45-211,

fish

unlaw-

ShadClosed time, 45-602.
License, fishing without, 45-603.
of fishing for, 45-505.

Open

season, 45-601.

Shrimp
Heading, 45-511.
License

92-1606.

Peddlers, taxation, 92-1606.
Private beds, 45-808, 45-809.
Rake, taking with, 45-811.
Removal, time, 45-805.
Implanting, 45-809 to 45-811.

Rough-taking, 45-810.

Employers of alien fishermen,
45-216.

Issued to whom, 45-217.
Nonresidents catching, 45-216.

Taxation of dealers and distributors

Sr-ooping, 45-811.

Reason for taking, 45-809.
Surveys, 45-801, 45-802.

Time

Seizure and disposition of
fully caught, 45-108.

Nets, 45-604.

Record books of boats, 45-215.
Tags on boats, 45-212.
Nonresident peddlers, taxation,

Tidewater beds, 85-1307

Seines, nets, gigs, etc., forbidden,
45-505, 45-506.

Mode

45-213, 45-217.
Fees, 45-212.

hatch-

45-106.

to 85-1309.

for taking, 45-809.

Tongs, taking with, 45-811.
Transplanting, 45-810, 45-811.
Patrolmen, 45-115, 45-13 6.
Peddlers, taxation, 92-1606.

Amount,

45-812.

Bills of lading, copies, 45-818.

Exemption, 45-812.
Misdemeanors, violation of
law, 45-818.

Records, 45-818.
Reports, 45-818.

Second tax, 45-815.

Ok.nt.ral

f
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FISH AND FISHING— Cont'd.
Spawning season, taking

fish

FLOUR.
during,

State Commissioner: See Commissioner
of Game and Fish.

Sunday

Marking

container-;,

42

.'501,

42

42-0902.

45-502.

f

42-301.

fishing, 26-6908.

Samples for analysis, 42 112.

Terrapins, 45-701 to 45-704.

Tidewater Georgia
Commercial fishing

Municipal tax on purchasers, 92 1106.
Packing, quality ot material,

Weightin,

45-212,

Barrels, 42-302.

Sacks, 42-302.
Stamping on containers, 42-301,

45-215.

Definition, 45-116.

42-9902.
Variations, 42-303.

Duties and powers of Commissioner of Game and Fish, 45-116.
Inspectors, 45-116, 45-117.

White wheat, branding "low quality,"
42-305, 42-9911.

Traps

FLUMES.

Confiscation, 45-327.
Use, 45-505, 45-506.

Mining purposes, 83-204

Turtles, 45-705.

Wardens, 45-115, 45-124 to 45-127.
Waters of another, fishing in, 45-401

FLYING HORSES AND SWINGS.
to

45-405, 45-513.

Writs and warrants, duty of sheriffs
and others to execute, 45-515.

Taxation, 92-615, 92-61G.
F. O. B.

Meaning, 102-103.

FODDER.

FISH SCRAPS.
See Concentrated Commercial Feeding Stuffs.

FIXTURES.
Abandonment by

to 83-208.

tenant, 61-110.

Definition, 85-105.

Larceny, 26-2618.
Permanent, tenant's right to remove,

Homestead, statutory, 51-1301.

FOETICIDE.
Abortion, 26-1101, 26-1102.
Advising, 26-1104.
Personal injury to mother causing
death of unborn child, 26-1103.

Punishment, 26-1102, 26-1103.

Recommendation of

61-109.

Tenant's right to remove, 61-109,
61-110.

jury, 27-2501.

FOLLOWING.
Meaning, 102-103.

Trade, tenant's right to remove,
61-110.

FOLLOWING TRUST FUNDS.
Beneficiaries' right, 108-424, 10S-425.
Deposits by agents, 4-208.

FLAGS.
Confederate, preservation, 86-1005.
Governor's duty to accept, 86-1007.
Spanish-American War, 86-1006.
State, 86-1004, 86-9903.

—

United States
Advertising sale of merchandise,
use for, 26-7201.

Contemptuous
26-7203.

Defacement, 26-7202.
Patriotic purposes, use for, 26-7203.

Punishment for misuse, 26-7204.
of

merchandise, use for,

Adulteration
Prohibited, 42-9901.
Protection of dealer, 42-114, 42-115.
constitutes,
42-512.

42-109,

42-111,

Analysis, 42-105, 42-111 to 42-113.
Apprentices, furnishing, 66-206, 66-210.
Beef, increasing weight or bulk with
dirt or rubbish, 26-7405.
Bread, sales under assize, 26-7403.

Chief inspector

26-7201.

Appointment, 42-101.
Compensation, 42-101.

FLATS.
Search by

civil officers, 27-424.

Duties, 42-101.

FLAXSEED.

Expenses, 42-101.
Concentrated commercial feeding stuffs,
42-201 to 42-209. See Concentrated

Bushel, weight, 112-101.

FLAXSEED
Purity,

See Corn Meal; Dairies and Dairy
Products; Flour; Grits.

What

use, 26-7202.

Decorative purposes, use for,

Sale

FOOD.

OIL.

etc.,

73-104,

73-105, 73-9901.

FLOATING SAWDUST
STREAMS.
Misdemeanor, 26-3701.

INTO

Commercial Feeding Stuffs.
Condemnation of adulterated,

etc.,

ar-

ticles of food, 42-114.

Confederate soldiers, 23-2401 to 23-2403.
Cottonseed oil, definition, 42-111.

General Index.
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FOOD— Cont 'd.

FOOD— Cont'd.

Dairy products: See Dairies and Dairy
Products.
Dealers, protection, 42-114, 42-115.

ture, etc., 42-117, 42-9906.

Definition, 42-107.

Draining places of

sale,

manufacture,

42-117. 42-9906.

etc.,

Edible cottonseed

oil,

definition, 42-111.

Examination, 42-113.
Inspection of places where sold, manufactured,

etc.,

42-403, 42-404, 42-406.

Lard, definition, 42-111.
Lien of innkeepers furnishing, 52-105,

Violation of laws, 42-9901 to 42-9917.
Prosecutions, 42-113.
White cottonseed oil, definition, 42-111.
Winter cottonseed oil, definition, 42-111.

FOOT LOGS.
Public roads, 95-103.

FOOTBALL PARKS.
Taxation, 92-602.

FORCE.

52-106.

Lighting places of

sale,

manufacture,

42-117, 42-9906.

etc.,

Ventilation of places of sale, manufac-

See Duress.
Divorce, marriage
ground, 30-102.

Meat products
Inspection, 42-401, 42-402, 42-406.
Sanitation regulations, 42-401,

FORCIBLE ENTRY AND DETAINER.
Bonds for nonresidents, 105-1610.

42-402.

Certiorari, 105-1608.

Statistics, 42-405.

Milk depots, sanitation regulations,
42-401.

State Hospital patients,

Milledgeville

35-204, 35-211, 35-212.

summoning jury and serving defendant, 105-1601, 105-1609.
Costs
Constable,

Bonds

Misbranding, 42-110, 42-114, 42-115,
42-9901.

105-1610.

as used in law

defined, 42-108.

Places used for sale,

etc.,

by nonresidents,

Jury fees, 105-1606.
Damages, bonds for, by nonresidents,

edible fat, definition, 42-111.
Municipal inspection, 42-406.
Obstructing inspectors, 42-9905.

"Person" and "party"

for,

105-1610.

Mixed

42-117,

Definitions

Forcible detainer, 26-3102.
Forcible entry, 26-3101.
Fees, jury, 105-1606.

42-9906.

Pork, increasing weight or bulk with
dirt or rubbish, 26-7405.
Purity, standards, 42-111.
Eice, increasing weight or bulk with
dirt or rubbish, 26-7405.
Rules and regulations, 42-106, 42-118,

42-9906.

Force, jury question, 105-1604.
Indictment for, 105-1611.

Judgment of

restitution, 105-1607.

Jury
Drawing, 105-1601 to 105-1603.
Fees, 105-1606.

Oath, 105-1605.

Samples for analysis, 42-112.
Sanitation rules and regulations, 42-117,
42-118, 42-401 to 42-406, 42-9901,

Possession

and force only issues

for, 105-1604.

Questions for, 26-3103.
Title not question for, 105-1604.

42-9906, 42-9908.

Screens

Justices of the peace, jurisdiction,

Kitchens and dining rooms, 52-203,
52-9902.

42-117,

etc.,

42-9906.

Seizure of adulterated,

etc., articles

of

food, 42-114.

Slaughter

regula-

Standards of purity, 42-109, 42-111.
State Chemist
Assistants, 42-104.

Experts, 42-104.
Laboratories, 42-104.
Reports, 42-116.
42-404,

42-406.

Sugar, increasing weight or bulk with
dirt or rubbish, 26-7405.

Unwholesome,

sale,

Bond

for costs and damages,

105-1610.
Service on, 105-1609.

Notice of certiorari, 105-1608.
sanitation

houses,

42-401, 42-402.

Statistics,

24-1001, 105-1601.

Nonresidents

Places of sale, manufacture,

tions,

obtained by, as

105-1101, 105-1104.

OathComplaint on, 105-1601.
Jury's, 105-1605.
Possession

Jury question, 105-1604.
Restitution, judgment for,
105-1607.

Punishment, 26-3103.
Penal proceedings, 105-1611.
Restitution of possession, 105-1607.

Service

on defendant, 105-1601,

105-1609.

General Index.
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TORCIBLE ENTRY AND DETAINER—
Cont'd.

FOREST FIRES.
Firing wo-

enforcing,

destitution,

105-1G07.

105-1609.

Summoning

5'*

-001.

FOREST RESERVES.
jury, 105-1G01.

Stay to allow application for

United States, acquisition of lands by,

certiorari,

105-1608.

Definition and puriisrirr^nt,
Grand jury charge, 59-001.

105-1609.
Title to property, 26-3103, 105-1604.

_

FORFEITURES.

FORECLOSURE.
of sale to secure debt, 67-1601,

67-1602.

Chattel mortgages: See Chattel Mortgages.

Conditional sales contracts, 67-1603.

Deeds to secure debt, 67-1502.

Acts working, 85-1110.
Attainder of treason, 1-306.
Crime, for, 1-306, 2-203, 85-1109.
Discovery, privilege, 38-1102, 38-1205.
Easements, 85-1403.
Estates, conviction of crime, 1-30G,
2-203.

Liens: See Liens.

Insurance companies

See Mortgages.

FOREIGN ADMINISTRATORS.
See Administrators and Executors.

FOREIGN CORPORATIONS.

Right to do business, 56-605.

85-1708.

FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
Citizens of, judicial

Limitation of actions by informers,

power of United

3-716.
Officers,

States, 1-811.

fees,

Payment

Comity, 102-109.

Commerce with, power of Congress

—

Charter, 56-212.
License, 56-402, 56-408, 56-409,
56-1004.
Stock, 56-210.
Life tenant's interest, 85-604, 85-609,

See Corporations,

to

24-303, 24-304.

into fine

27-2902.

See

and forfeiture fund,
and Forfeiture

Fine

Fund.

regulate, 1-125.

Emoluments from,

15-304.

FORESTALLING.

to defendant, 105-1601,

Mortgages:

UfBMtMOTf 2C-3C01,

26-3602, 26-7704.

Grand jury charge,

Serving defendant, 105-1601,

Bills

TO SFXTIOJff.]

Fire control of fOfMtfj 43-203.

Sheriff—

Summons

3125

to Governor, 2-2602.

Gifts from, to United States officers,
1-133.

FOREIGN EXECUTORS.
See Administrators and Executors.

FOREIGN GUARDIANS.
See Guardian and Ward.

FOREIGN JUDGMENTS.
Authentication, 38-622, 38-627.

FOREIGN LAWS.
Authentication, 38-622, 38-627.

FOREIGN STATES.
See Foreign Countries.

FOREIGN TRUSTEES.

Privilege of witness against incurring,
38-1102, 38-1205, 38-1711.
Relief against, in equity, 37-216.
Treason, attainder of, 1-306.
Usurious interest, 57-112 to 57-115.

Witness,

Validity and probate, 113-701 to
113-710. See Wills.

FORESTS AND FORESTRY.
Department of Forestry and
Development;
State
Commission of Forestry and Geo-

See

Geological

logical Development.

State Forester, 43-102, 43-207.

against

incurring,

FORGERY.
Acquittance, 26-3901.
Alcohol, application for permit to receive, 58-410.

Assignments, 26-3901.

Bank

bill or note, 26-3909, 26-3910.

Bill of exchange, 26-3901.

Bond, 26-3901.
Certificate

Audited by State

officer,

Employee on leaving

Actions and sales by, 108-438.

FOREIGN WILLS.

privilege

38-1102, 38-1205, 38-1711.

26-3901.

service,

to,

26-3904.

Uttering, 26-3905.
of General Assembly, 26-3901.
Checks, 26-3908, 26-3910 to 26-3913.
Coin, 26-3906.
Contract, 26-3901.
Conveyance of land by forged title,

Under authority

26-3921.

Copper

coin, 26-3906.

Courts, certificates, etc., issued by,
26-3901.

General Index.
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FORGERY—Cont'd.

FORGERY— Cont'd.

—

Currency, unauthorized issuance,

Treasury of State
Draft on, 26-3901.
Order on, 26-3901.

86-3919, 86-3920.
Peed. 86-3901.

Drafts. 86-3901, 86-3913.
Under authority of General Assembly. 86-3901.
Employees association, railway, receipt
for dues. 86-3903, 26-3905.
Fictitious name
Drawing or indorsing certain instruments in, 26-3916.
Obtaining goods under, 26-3018.

General Assembly, certificates,

etc.,

au-

Warrant
Uttering
ments,

Will, 26-3901.

FORMS.
Affidavits

AnswerAction on unconditional contract in writing, 24-3321.
suit, 24-3361.
Arrest, for, 27-104.

Equity

26-3901.

Certiorari, 19-205.

Letter to employee on leaving service,

Alcohol, permit to receive, 58-401.

26-3904, 26-3905.

Attachment, 8-119.

Money, 26-3906.

Bill

Note, 26-3901.

Bank

note, 26-3907, 26-3910 to
26-3912.

Ofiieial instruments, etc.

—

Order authorized by General Assembly, 26-3901.
26-3915.

Warrant

exceptions,

certificate,

Certificate of incorporation

6-806,

—

Credit unions, 25-103.

Express companies, 41-101.
Insurance companies, 56-203.
Navigation companies, 17-203.
Railroad companies, 94-103.
Certiorari, affidavit, 19-205.

Authorized by General Assem-

Charters

Amendment by

bly, 26-3901.

Land, 26-3901.

22-506,

State treasury, on, 26-3901.

Order for money, 26-3901.

etc.,

for purpose of,

26-3912.

Prescription,

possession

title,

under forged

Public seals, 26-3915.
Quia timet proceeding to cancel instrument, 37-1407 to 37-1410.

Eailway employees association receipt
for dues, 26-3903, 26-3905.

Subpoena, 21-207.
warrants, indorsement

County

employees

association

dues, 26-3903.

26-3905.

Seals, 26-3915.

Silver coin, 26-3906.

State seal, 26-3915.
State treasury

Depositions before court commissioner,
caption of return, 38-2303.
Divorce actions

Execution for appellate court

Habeas corpus, writ of, 50-106.
Homestead exemption, notice of
Indictment, 27-701.

company

Interrogatories

conveyance by, 26-3921.

appli-

cation for, 51-301.

Warrant

Title to land,

costs,

24-3624, 24-4523.

Insurance

Teachers' licenses, 32-9905.
Testament, 26-3901.

-24-3337.

Verdicts, 30-116, 30-117.

Draft on, 26-3901.
Order on, 26-3901.
on, 26-3901.

of,

23-1608.

Judgment,

26-3901.

Uttering,

27-409.

Coroners
Jury's oath, 21-212.
Oath, 21-103.
Precept for summoning jury,
21-210.

85-407.

Promissory note, 26-3901.

Railway

22-515.

Renewal by Secretary of State,
Commitment,

Forged instrument, 26-3911.
Type, paper,

Secretary of State,

22-507,

22-502.

Possession

Receipt,

of

6-808.

Canal companies, 17-102.

Certificate 26-3901, 26-3902.
Drafts, 26-3901.

written

docu-

etc.,

Writings in general, 26-3914.

Gold coin. 2(3-3906.
Great seal of State. 26-3915.
Indorsements. 26-3901.

Seals,

instruments,

26-3902, 26-3905, 26-3906,
26-3910, 26-3913 to 26-3915.
Warrants, 26-3901.

thorized by, 26-3901.

Land warrants,

on, 26-3901.

forged

deposit,

certifica-

tion of, 56-307.

—

Caption of return, 38-2119.
Commission, 24-3329.
Postmaster's indorsement, 24-3333.
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Judgment

Cont'd.

Oaths

Cont'd*
Superior court

Divorce actions, 24-3337.
Unconditional contract in writing,
action on, 24-3336.
registration, 60-602 to 60-615,
60 619, 60-621 to 60-623, 60-625 to

Jndge,

Tax
Tax
Tax

60-629, 60-631, 60-633.

License of security dealer's agent,
Liens, record of
Contractor's, 67-2002, If 2.
Mechanic's, 67-2002, 1f 2, 67-2003.
Mortgages and security deeds
List of, required to entitle owner
to notice of tax levy, 92-7410.

Notice of tax levy to owner

—

Tax

24-2';^.:.

collector,

92-4702.

receiver, 92 W02.

returns, arbitrators

',

92-0004.

Taxpayer, 92-6216.
Textbook Commission, 32 702.
Witnesses
Criminal cases, 38-1702.
Superior court, 24
Eecord of liens
Contractor's, 67-2002, 1

Mechanic's, 67-2002, 1
Registration of land titles:

of,

92-7409.

Notice

r

:;2 jl.

Clerk, 24 2712.

Land

97-408.

24

Bailiff,

—

2.

07-2003.

2,

See Land

registration, ante.

owner of security deed

levy, to

or mortgage, 92-7409.
of,

dealer,

license

of

agent

of,

97-408.

Workmen's compensation law
Eejection

Security

114-201.

Waiver

of exemption under,
114-202.

Security deeds and mortgages
List of, required to entitle owner
to notice of tax levy, 92-7410.
Notice of tax levy to owner of,

Oaths

92-7409.

State Highway Department's certificate of indebtedness to counties,

Administrator, 113-1215.

Answer —

Equity suit, 24-3361.
contract
Unconditional
writing, action

on,

95-2104.
in

24-3321.

Attorneys at law, 9-115.
Commissioners of roads and revenues, 23-923.
Constables, 24-804.
Coroners, 21-103.

Coroner

's

County registrars, 34-303.
County surveyor, 23-1104.
County treasurer, 23-1004.
Election manager, 34-1202, 34-3201.
Elector, 34-103, 34-802, 34-805.
Executor, 113-1214.
Grand jurors, 59-208.
Grand jury bailiff, 59-209, 59-717
59-211.

77-102.

Jailer,

Verdict, divorce, 30-116, 30-117.
Voir dire questions to jurors in felony
cases, 59-806.

Voting by mail, 34-3306 to 34-3308.

Warrant for arrest, 27-105.
Workmen's compensation law
Exemption under, notice of waiver,
114-202.

Eejection

Bailiffs

taking charge

of,

juries, 59-209.

Civil cases, 59-706.

Commissioners, 59-103.
Criminal cases, 59-709.
Forcible entry and detainer,
105-1605.

Grand

jurors, 59-208.

Witnesses before grand juries
59-210, 59-211.

FORMER JUDGMENT OR RECOVERY.
Abatement, ground

of, 3-607, 3-608.

Conclusiveness of judgments,
110-501 to 110-504.

110-310,

Demurrer, judgment on, 110-504.
Merits involved, necessity, 110-503.
Nonsuit as bar, 110-310.
Parol evidence, 3-60S.
Torts, defense, 105-1S05.

FORMER RECOVERY.

Justices of the peace, 24-404.
public, 71-103,

to prosecution, 1-805, 2-108.

See Judgments.

59-717.

Grand

of, notice, 114-201.

FORMER JEOPARDY.
Bar

Jury-

Notary

Oath, 92-6216.
Questions for, 92-6215.
Unconditional contracts in writing,
actions on
Affidavit to answer, 24-3321.

Judgment, 24-3336.

jury, 21-212.

Grand jury witnesses,

Taxpayer

71-203.

See Former Judgment or Recovery:
Judgments.

Ordinaries, 24-1703.

Peddler, 84-2002.
Pilot, 80-107.
Sheriff, 24-2804.

FORMER TRIAL.
Testimony of deceased witness

at,

missibility in evidence, 3S-314.

ad-

ro:

General Index.
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FRATERNAL BENEFIT SOCIETIES—
Cent

FRATERNAL BENEFIT SOCIETIES—
Cont

'd.

Income

taxes, exemption, 92-3105.

Injunction against, application for,

Social members, 56-1609.
Soliciting membership, 56-1615,
56-9912.

56-1630.

Insurance laws not to govern, 56-1606.
Intellectual advantages, 56-1614.
Investments, 56-1611, 56-1612.
Junior Order United American Mechanics, laws governing, 56-1634.
Knights of Pythias, laws governing,

Solvency, 56-1626.
Son-in-law, beneficiary of death benefits, 56-1608.
Step-children, beneficiaries
benefits, 56-1608.

56-1634.

Revocation, 56-1633.
Lodge system, 56-1601, 56-1604.
Mailing copy of process served, 56-1621.
Masons, laws governing, 56-1634.
Medical examination of applicants,

fits,

Meeting

56-1622.

gations,

56-1611,

56-1615.

56-1626.

Taxation, exemption, 56-1635.
Tombstones for deceased members,

56-1618."

for deceased members,

56-1607.

56-1607.

Transfer of membership in other

Moral advantages, 56-1614.
Mortality tables, valuation of obligations, '56-1611,

Mother-in-law,
benefits,

place, 56-1622.

Surplus funds, 56-1611.
Tables of mortality, valuation of obli-

Supreme body, 56-1605.

Name.

56-1608.

Subordinate lodges, 56-1601, 56-1604.
Supreme legislative body, 56-1605.

56-1609, 56-1610. 56-1615.

Mergers.

death

Step-mother, beneficiary of death bene-

Meetings

Monuments

of

Step-father, beneficiary of death benefits, 56-160S.

License, 56-1619.

Place,

\1.

Sick benefits, 56-1607.
Social advantages, 56-1614.

Valuation of

56-1615, 56-1626.
beneficiary of death

56-1611,

Vested interest of beneficiaries, 56-1608.
Voting by proxy, 56-1605.

56-1608.
articles

obligations,

56-1626 to 56-1628.

56-1614.

Officers,

so-

ciety, 56-1618.

of incorporation,

FRATERNAL ORGANIZATIONS.

56-1614.

Nonresident

Billiard rooms, 84-1616.
Name, adoption or use

societies, 56-1611, 56-1612,

56-1631.

Odd

by

another,

106-201, 106-202, 106-9905.'

Fellows, laws governing, 56-1634.

Sale, etc., of intoxicating liquor, 58-102.

Office, principal, location, 56-1622.

FRAUD.

Officers, 56-1614.

Old-age benefits, 56-1607.
Organization, 56-1614 to 56-1616.
Perjury, 56-9912.
Personal liability of officers and

See Cheats and Swindlers.
Account books, effect on admissibility

mem-

bers, 56-1623.

Physical disability benefits,

56-1607.
of attorney, service of process,
56-1621.
Principal office, location, 56-1622
Process, service, 56-1621.
Proxies, voting, 56-1605.

Power

Publication of report on, 56-1632.
Qualifications for membership, 56-1609.
Receiver, application for, 56-1630.

,

in evidence, 38-310.
Acts, by, 105-304.
Action," right of, 105-301, 105-302.
Actual, 37-702.

Administrator's discharge obtained by,
113-2303.

Admissions obtained by, 38-408.
Adulteration
Drugs: See Drugs.
Fertilizers: See Fertilizers.
Food: See Food.

Reincorporation, 56-1617.
Religious advantages, 56-1614.
Report, annual, 56-1626.

Agent, by, 4-310, 4-311, 37-705.
Assignments for creditors, 28-307,

Representative form of government,

Attachment

56-1601,

28-313,

28-316.

Against fraudulent debtors, 8-401

56-1605.

Reserve funds, 56-1607.

to

8-406.

incor-

Setting aside judgment for, 8-902.

Revocation of license, 56-1620, 56-1627,

Award, 7-111, 7-219, 37-709.
Banks: See Banks and Banking.
Books of account, effect on admissi-

Residence, officers, articles
poration, 56-1614.

of

56-1633.
Ritual, 56-1601, 56-1604.

Rules and regulations of
Commissioner, 56-1603.

bility in evidence, 38-310.

Insurance

Cause of action, what constitutes,
105-301, 105-302.

General
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fraud

Child placement, false statements by
persons and institutions engaged in,

37-704,

relations,

37-707,

Consideration, inadequacy, 37-710.
Consignor of goods, 18-309.
Conspiracy to defraud State or county,
26-4201 to 26-4204.
Constructive, 37-702.
Element of equitable estoppel,
38-116.

Consummated how,

37-705.

i

37-70

,

Prescription originating
85-407, 85-414, 85-41

Credit, misrepresentations
105-303.

to

bly to provide, 2-200.
Reckless representation

as element of cause of action,
105-301, 105-302.

Deceit defined, 105-302.
Decrees annulled for, 37-709.

facts

what

constitutes,

fide purchasers, 90-208.

Concealment, 96-203.
Insolvency, 96-206.
Creditors, 96-204.
Definition, 96-202.

Definitions, 37-702, 37-703.

Effect, 96-201.

Divorce, marriage obtained by, as
ground, 30-102.
Drunkenness occasioned by, effect as
to responsibility for crime, 26-403.

Inadequacy of consideration,

Equity jurisdiction over, 37-701.
Estoppel, equitable, fraud as element,
38-116.

Extraterritorial effect of decrees,
37-1204.
Falsehood, knowledge of, 105-302.
Grant of lands by State, 85-310.
Homestead, schedule of applicant for,
51-203.
title

obtained by,

108-106, 108-107.

97-9901.
Sheriff's sales, 39-1307.

consummation by,

Signs,

37-705.

Silence, by, 105-304.

Slight circumstances, 37-706.

92-9912.

Injury as element of cause of action,

erty,

105-304.

Subtle, slight circumstances, 37-706.

Suppression of truth, 37-704.
Surprise, 37-711.

105-301, 105-302.

Innocent misrepresentation as consti-

Teachers' licenses, forging or counterfeiting, 32-9905.

tuting, 37-703.

Insurance agents or

26-3923, 26-3924.

Standing by silently at sale of prop-

Inadequacy of consideration, 37-710.
Income tax returns, 92-3211, 92-3212,

solicitors,

56-519,

Tort,

consent

to,

obtained by fraud,

105-1803.

56-9906.

Insurance^ companies, 56-106, 56-1310.
Insured, 56-820 to 56-824, 56-9911.

Trade-marks, improper use

Jewelry auctions, 84-1705, 84-1707.
Judgment, setting aside for, 37-219,
37-220, 37-709, 110-710.

of,

37-712,

106-103, 106-9901, 106-9903.

Trade names, improper use

Intention to deceive, 105-302.

of,

37-712,

106-9902, 106-9903.

consummation by, 37-705.
Trust, implication, where title obtained

Tricks,

by, 108-106, 108-107.

Judicial sales, 39-1307.
Officer, liability, 39-1307.

Setting aside for, 39-1316.
Knowledge of falsehood as element,

Vested rights affected by, 2*-S505.
Weights and measures, false, 112-9901.

WillsEffect, 113-208, 113-209.

105-302.

Levy, causing fraudulently,
ment, 39-9901.
of

actions,

effect

3-807.

Means of

96-105.

Quantity of land, 29-201.
Standing by silently, 105-304.
Subsequent purchasers, 96-204.
Securities, false statements as to,

Slot machines, fraudulent operation of,

Implied trust, where

Limitation

as

Sales

Bona

Damage

of

105-302.

of action,
105-301, 105-302.

obtain,

85-402,

in,

5.

Presumption, 37-700.
Punishment, power of Genera] Assem-

Eight

for, 37-709.

''>

Right of action, 105-302.
Mistake, misrepresentation by, 37-703.
Name, change, 79-502.

true,

Contracts: See Contracts.

Conveyances annulled

ta t o n

Credit, to obtain, 105-303.
Knowledge as element, 105 302.
Reekleteneff, 105-302.

99-9902.

37-708.

Cont'd.

Mis re p r < se

Concealment as constituting, 105-302.
Confidential

•'•

punish-

Wife and

children, validity of ex-

clusion, 113-106.

as

to,

Words, by, 105-304.

FRAUDS, STATUTE
perpetrating, 37-705.

OF.
See Statute of Frauds.
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FRATERNAL BENEFIT SOCIETIES—
Cent

FRATERNAL BENEFIT SOCIETIES—
Cont

'd.

Income

taxes, exemption, 92-3105.

Injunction

against,

application

for,

56-1030.

Social

Insurance laws not to govern, 56-1606.
Intellectual advantages, 56-1614.
Investments, 56-1611, 56-1612.
Junior Order United American Mechanics, laws governing, 56-1634.
Knights of Pythias, laws governing,

Revocation, 56-1633.

Step-mother, beneficiary of death bene-

56-1604.

Mailing copy of process served, 56-1621.
Masons, laws governing, 56-1634.
Medical examination of applicants,

fits,

Meeting

56-1609, 56-1610, 56-1615.

place, 56-1622.

Surplus funds, 56-1611.
Tables of mortality, valuation of obli-

56-1622.

Supreme body, 56-1605.

gations,

56-1611,

56-1615,

56-1626.

Taxation, exemption, 56-1635.
Tombstones for deceased members,

Mergers, 56-1618.
Monuments for deceased members,

56-1607.

56-1607.

Transfer of membership in other so-

Moral advantages, 56-1614.
Mortality tables, valuation of obliga-

ciety, 56-1618.

Valuation of obHgations, 56-1611,

56-1611, 56-1615, 56-1626.
Mother-in-law, beneficiary of death
tions,

Name,

56-1608.

Subordinate lodges, 56-1601, 56-1604.
Supreme legislative body, 56-1605.

Meetings

benefits,

56-1615,

Solvency, 56-1626.
Son-in-law, beneficiary of death benefits, 56-1608.
Step-children, beneficiaries of death
benefits, 56-1608.
Step-father, beneficiary of death benefits, 56-1608.

56-1634.

Place,

members, 56-1609.

Soliciting membership,
56-9912.

License, 56-1619.

Lodge system, 56-1601,

'd.

Sick benefits, 56-1607.
Social advantages, 56-1614.

56-1626 to 56-1628.

Vested interest of beneficiaries, 56-1608.
Voting by proxy, 56-1605.

56-1608.

56-1614.

Officers,

articles

of incorporation,

FRATERNAL ORGANIZATIONS.

56-1614.

Nonresident

Billiard rooms, 84-1616.

societies, 56-1611, 56-1612,

Name, adoption

or use by
106-201, 106-202, 106-9905.

56-1631.

Odd

Fellows, laws governing, 56-1634.

another,

Sale, etc., of intoxicating liquor, 58-102.

Office, principal, location, 56-1622.

FRAUD.

Officers, 56-1614.

Old-age benefits, 56-1607.
Organization, 56-1614 to 56-1616.
Perjury, 56-9912.
Personal liability of officers and

See Cheats and Swindlers.
Account books, effect on admissibility

mem-

bers, 56-1623.

Physical

disability benefits, 56-1607.
of attorney, service of process,
56-1621.

Power

,

in evidence, 38-310.
Acts, by, 105-304.
Action, right of, 105-301, 105-302.
Actual, 37-702.

Administrator's discharge obtained by,
113-2303.

Principal office, location, 56-1622
Process, service, 56-1621.
Proxies, voting, 56-1605.
Publication of report on, 56-1632.
Qualifications for membership, 56-1609.
Receiver, application for, 56-1630.
Reincorporation, 56-1617.
Religious advantages, 56-1614.
Report, annual, 56-1626.

Admissions obtained by, 38-408.
Adulteration
Drugs: See Drugs.
Fertilizers: See Fertilizers.
Food: See Food.
Agent, by, 4-310, 4-311, 37-705.
Assignments for creditors, 28-307,

Representative form of government,

Attachment

56-1601,

28-313,

28-316.

Against fraudulent debtors, 8-401

56-1605.

Reserve funds, 56-1607.

to 8-406.

incor-

Setting aside judgment for, 8-902.

Revocation of license, 56-1620, 56-1627,

Award, 7-111, 7-219, 37-709.
Banks: See Banks and Banking.
Books of account, effect on admissi-

Residence, officers, articles
poration, 56-1614.

of

56-1633.

Ritual, 56-1601, 56-1604.

Rules and regulations of
Commissioner, 56-1603.

bility in evidence, 38-310.

Insurance

Cause of action, what constitutes,
105-301, 105-302.
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FRAUD

Child placement, false statements by
persons and institutions engaged in,

relations,

37-704,

37-707,

37-708.

Consideration, inadequacy, 37-710.
Consignor of goods, 18-309.
Conspiracy to defraud State or county,
26-4201 to 20-4204.
Constructive, 37-702.
Element of equitable estoppel,
38-116.

Consummated how,

37-705.

Cont'd.

Misroprcsen tat

Damage

as element of cause of action,
105-301, 105-302.

Deceit defined, 105-302.
Decrees annulled for, 37-709.

'',

,

7 7 02

.

t<>

105 302.

BeeUeeenefe, 105 302.
Bight of action, 105-302.
Mistake, misrepresentation by, 37-708.

Name, change, 79-502.
Prescription originating

85-402,

in,

85-407, 85-414, 85-415.
Presumption, 37-700.

Punishment, power of General Assembly to provide, 2-200.
Reckless representation

of

facts

Right

what

of
action,
105-301, 105-302.

constitutes,

Sales
fide purchasers, 90-208.

Concealment, 96-203.
Insolvency, 96-206.
Creditors, 96-204.
Definition, 96-202.

Definitions, 37-702, 37-703.

Effect, 96-201.

Divorce, marriage obtained by, as
ground, 30-102.
Drunkenness occasioned by, effect as

Inadequacy of consideration,

to responsibility for crime, 26-403.

Equity jurisdiction over, 37-701.
Estoppel, equitable, fraud as element,
38-116.

Grant of lands by State, 85-310.
Homestead, schedule of applicant

96-105.

Quantity of land, 29-201.
Standing by silently, 105-304.
Subsequent purchasers, 96-204.
Securities, false statements as to,
97-9901.

Extraterritorial effect of decrees,
37-1204.
Falsehood, knowledge of, 105-302.

Sheriff's sales, 39-1307.

consummation by,

Signs,

37-705.

Silence, by, 105-304.
for,

51-203.

Slight circumstances, 37-706.
Slot machines, fraudulent operation of,

Implied trust, where

title

obtained by,

108-106, 108-107.

92-9912.

Injury as element of cause of action,

erty,

105-304.

Subtle, slight circumstances, 37-706.

Suppression of truth, 37-704.
Surprise, 37-711.

105-301, 105-302.

Innocent misrepresentation as consti-

Teachers' licenses, forging or counterfeiting, 32-9905.

tuting, 37-703.

Insurance agents or

26-3923, 26-3924.

Standing by silently at sale of prop-

Inadequacy of consideration, 37-710.
Income tax returns, 92-3211, 92-3212,

solicitors,

56-519,

Tort,

consent

to,

obtained by fraud,

105-1803.

56-9906.

Insurance^ companies, 56-106, 56-1310.
Insured, 56-820 to 56-824, 56-9911.
Intention to deceive, 105-302.

Jewelry auctions, 84-1705, 84-1707.
Judgment, setting aside for, 37-219,
37-220, 37-709, 110-710.

Judicial sales, 39-1307.
Officer, liability, 39-1307.

Setting aside for, 39-1316.
of falsehood as element,

Knowledge

Trade-marks, improper use

of,

37-712,

106-103, 106-9901, 106-9903.

Trade names, improper use

of,

37-712,

106-9902, 106-9903.

Tricks, consummation by,

37-705.

Trust, implication, where title obtained

by, 108-106, 10S-107.

Vested rights affected by, 2*-S505.
Weights and measures, false, 112-9901.

WillsEffect, 113-20S, 113-209.

105-302.

Levy, causing fraudulently, punishment, 39-9901.
Limitation of actions, effect as to,
3-807.

Means of

as

105-302.

Bona

105-303.

oD

obtain, 105
Knowledge as element!

true,

Contracts: See Contracts.
Conveyances annulled for, 37-709.
Credit, misrepresentations to obtain,

J

'

Credit,

99-9902.

Concealment as constituting, 105-302.
Confidential

3131

Wife and

children, validity of ex-

clusion, 113-106.

Words, by, 105-304.

FRAUDS, STATUTE
perpetrating, 37-705.

OF.
See Statute of Frauds.
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FRAUDULENT CONVERSION.

FRUIT.
See Agricultural Products.

Administrator. 26-2805.
Assets of estate, 86-2805,

Judicial

Bailee. 26-2806.

Proceeds of

sale,

Income taxes, exemption, 92-3105.

FRUIT TREES.

Commission merchant. 26-2806.
carrier, 26-2806.

Contract carrier,

Employees

in

Deceitful sales, 84-9932.

26-2800'.

store,

2G-2S0S.

etc.,

Motor
for

collection,

26-2810.

Froceeds of sale, 26-2807, 26-2811.
Punishment, 26-2805 to 26-2811.

Saleof,

26-2S07, 26-2811.
for, 26-2811.

Thing intrusted
Trustee, 26-2805.
Wagoner, 26-2806.

Motor Fuel Distribu-

Taxation, 92-1101, 92-1102.

FUGITIVES FROM JUSTICE.
Extradition: See Extradition.
Suspension of case pending determination of jurisdiction, 27-1107.

FULL FAITH AND CREDIT.

1-401, 38-627.

Records of States and Territories,

8-302,

for,

8-401

1-401, 38-630.

FUNERAL EXPENSES.

to 8-406.

Debtors, 28-104, 28-201, 28-202.
Assignments by, 28-307, 28-313,
28-316.

Debt

for, rank, 113-1508.

FUNGICIDES.
See Insecticides and Fungicides.

sales, 28-203 to 28-206.

FURNITURE.

FRAUDULENT DEBTORS' ATTACHMENTS.

Auctioneers, taxation, 92-1901.

Dower

Grounds and procedure, 8-401
See Attachment.

to 8-406.

officer or

rights, 31-102.

Homestead, 51-1102, 51-1103, 51-1301.

FURNITURE FACTORIES.

FRAUDULENT SEIZURES.

Taxation, 92-901.

agent,

by one

FUTURES.
Dealing

claiming to be, 26-3301.

20-601 to 20-606, 20-9901,

in,

84-2011, 96-102.

FREE EMPLOYMENT BUREAU.
Organization,

fuels: See

tors.

tories, 1-401, 38-627.

FRAUDULENT CONVEYANCES.

United States

for, 92-3701.

Public Acts of States or Territories,

Wharfinger, 26-2806.

Bulk

pay

Judicial proceedings of States or Terri-

Warehouseman, 26-2806.

Attachment, ground

to

FUEL DEALERS.

Factor, 26-2806.

Guardian, 26-2805.
Notes, etc., intrusted

FUEL.
County tax

assets of, 26-2805,
Executor, 26-2805.
Estate',

Proceeds

39-1204.

of,

FRUIT GROWERS MARKETING ORGANIZATIONS.

26-2807.

Clerks in store, etc.. 26-28081
Collecting agent. 26-2810.

Common

sale

FUTURE ESTATE OR INTEREST.

etc., 54-110.

Conveyance, 29-103.

FREE PASSES.

Personalty, judicial sale, 39-1310.

Judges receiving, ground for impeachment, 24-103.

FUTURE OPERATION OF LAWS.

Street railroads, 94-1009.

FUTURE TENSE.

FREEDOM OF

CONSCIENCE

AND

OPINION.
Constitutional

to,

1-128, 1-134, 2-302.

Present or past included

in,

102-102.

GAMBLING.
guaranty,

1-801,

2-112,

2-113.

FREEDOM OF SPEECH OR
Constitutional

Rule as

guaranty,

PRESS.

1-801,

2-1803.

2-115,

See Gaming; Gaming Houses; Gaming Tables.

GAME.
See Fish and Fishing.

Agents of carriers receiving for

ship-

ment, 45-307.

FREEHOLD.
Trespass, injuries to, 105-1404.

Animals
Drugs, killing by use

of, 45-322.

Enumeration, 45-301.

FREIGHT.
Carriage: See Carriers.

Explosives, killing by use of,
45-322.

<

f
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FEKENCKS

Afth '10 SK/.7

—

Cont M.
License to hunt, 45-305.
Number that may be killed,
45-314.

Poisons, killing by use of, 45-322.
Sale prohibited, 45-302, 45-303.
Skins, sale or purchase, 45-305.
Transportation prohibited, 45-305.
Trapping, 45-322 to 45-327.
Baiting birds or doves, 45-317.

Bears
Hunting, 45-334.

Open

J'.

GAME

GAME— Cont'd.
Animals

Beaver, season for hunting, 45-329.
Birds
Baiting, 45-317.

Drugs, killing by use of, 45-322.
Eggs, protection, 45-305, 45-318.

Enumeration, 45-301.

by use

Explosives, killing

Cont'd.

Doves
Mai ting, 45 317.

Deemed game birds, 40 WL
Number that may be killed*
45-314.

Open

prohibited, 46 308 to 48
S
Traaeportation prohibited, 45-305,
45 300.

Drugs, killing by use

Ducks —

of, 45 322.

45-314.

Open

45-322.

season, 45-308.

Sale prohibited, 45-302 to 45-305.
Transportation prohibited, 45-305,
45-306.

Eggs
of,

of birds, protection, 45-305,

45-318.

Employees

Nests, protection, 45-305, 45-318.
Number that may be killed,
45-314.

Poisons, killing by use of, 45-322.
Sale prohibited, 45-302 to 45-305.
Transportation prohibited, 45-305.
Trapping, 45-322 to 45-327.
Bobwhite partridges

Deemed game birds, 45-301.
Number that may be killed,

of carriers
shipment, 45-307.

receiving

Enumeration of game birds and

ani-

Explosives, killing by use of, 45-322.
Exportation prohibited, 45-302 to
45-304.

Fish:

See Fish and Fishing.

Poxes
Molesting,

dens

etc.,

of,

45-330,

45-331.

Open

season, 45-308.
Sale prohibited, 45-302 to 45-305.
Transportation prohibited, 45-305,
45-306.
.

Buzzards, killing, 45-319.
Cat squirrels
that

may

Pursuing with hounds on lands of
another, 45-333.

Fund, protection, 45-121 to 45-124.
Fur-bearing animals

Dens

foxes,

of

molesting,

etc.,

45-330, 45-331.

be killed,

Enumeration, 45-328.

45-314.

Open

season, 45-308.

season, 45-329.

Charge to grand jury, 59-601.

Possession, permit for, 45-329.

Civet cats, season for hunting, 45-329.
Closed season, 45-308 to 45-312.
Commissioner: See Commissioner of

Traps,

Game and

for

mals, 45-301.

45-314.

Open

season, 45-308.

Sale

Deemed game birds, 45-301.
Number that may be killed,

season, 45-329.

Number
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use

Curlews

Deemed game birds, 45-301.
Number that may be killed,
45-314.

capturing,

45-330,

Geese

Number

Fish.

in

45-331.

that

may

be killed, 45-314.

Open season, 45-308.
Grand jury, charge to, 59-601.
Grouse
Closed season, 45-311.

Sale prohibited, 45-302 to 45-305.

Transportation prohibited, 45-305,

Deemed game birds, 45-301.
Number that may be killed,

45-306.

45-314.

Deer

Buffed, hunting, 45-311.

Closed season, 45-312.

Sale prohibited, 45-302 to 45-305.

Deemed game animals, 45-301.
Number that may be killed, 45-314.
Open season, 45-308.

Transportation prohibited, 45-305,

Sale prohibited, 45-302 to 45-305.
Transportation prohibited, 45-305,
45-306.

Destructive
45-335.

45-306.

Island

game

preserves,

hunting

Lands of another, hunting

on,

misde-

meanor, 45-401.
animals,

killing,

45-329,

on,

45-321.

Landowner's consent
45-320.

to

hunting,

General Index.
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GAME—Cant

GAME— Cont 'd.

'd.

Pheasants

License to hunt
Application for, 45-201.
Authority under, 45-201.

Bond

Deemed game birds, 45-301.
Number that may be killed,
45-314.

of seller. 45-218.

Carrying by

hunter, 45-204, 45-205.

Contents, 45-202.

Sale prohibited, 45-302 to 45-305.
Transportation prohibited, 45-305,
45-306.

Duplicates, 45-219.

False statement in application for,
45-203.

Fee, 45-206, 45-219, 45-220.

Money

from, disposition of, 45-220.

Nonresidents, 45-206.

Penalty for failure to procure or
carry, 45-205.

Persons exempted, 45-206.
Record, 45-218.
Requirement, 45-201.

45-126.

Signature
Licenses to take for scientific purposes,
to, 45-202.

Marsh hens
Deemed game

Number

45-314.

season, 45-308.
Sale prohibited, 45-302 to 45-305.
Transportation prohibited, 45-305,

birds, 45-301.

may be

that

45-306.
killed,

Trapping for propagation purposes,

45-314.

Open

45-326.
45-308.

season,

Sale prohibited, 45-302 to 45-305.

Transportation prohibited, 45-305,
45-306.

Ruffed grouse, closed season, 45-311.

Bag limit, 45-314.
Open season, 45-308.

Sale prohibited, 45-302 to 45-305.
Scientific purposes, possession for ,
45-303, 45-304.
Seizure of game unlawfully killed,
1

Sale, 45-305, 45-306.

Mink, season for hunting, 45-329.
Muskrats
Killing,

Open

Raccoons, season for hunting, 45-329.
Refuges, establishment, 45-106.
Registration of posted lands, 45-402
to 45-405.

Migratory ducks

45-108.

Skins of birds or animals, sale or pur-

45-335.

chase, 45-305.

season, 45-329.

Skunk, open season, 45-3"

Native pheasants, closed season,

0.

Snaring, 45-322.

45-311.

Snipe

of

protection,

birds,

45-305,

45-318.

Nongame

birds, destruction prohibited,

45-318.

posting

Notices,

on

land,

45-401

to

45-405.

Deemed game birds,
Number that may be

45-301.
killed, 45-314.

Open

season, 45-308.
Sale prohibited, 45-302 to 45-305.

Transportation prohibited, 45-305,
45-306.

of birds

and animals that may

be killed, 45-314.

Open

Deemed game birds, 45-301.
Number that may be killed,
Open

45-304.

Number

birds, possession, sale, or
purchase, 45-303 to 45-305, 45-318.
Poisons, killing by use of, 45-322.
Possession, 45-303, 45-318, 45-329.
Posting land, 45-401 to 45-405.
Preserves, establishment, 45-106.
Propagation, 45-304.
Prosecution of offenders, 45-108,

Protection fund, 45-121 to 45-124.
Quail

Sale, 45-218.

Nests

Plumage of

season, 45-308, 45-310, 45-329.

Opossum, open season, 45-329.
Otter, season for hunting, 45-329.

Partridges

Deemed game birds, 45-301.
Number that may be killed,
45-314.

Open

Squirrels

Deemed game animals,
Number that may be
Open

season, 45-308.
Sale prohibited, 45-302 to 45-305.

Transportation prohibited, 45-305,
45-306.

State Commissioner: See Commissioner
of Game and Fish.
Summer ducks, open

Transportation prohibited, 45-305,

Sunday hunting,

45-306.

Penalty for violation of laws, 45-128.
Pets, 45-329.

killed,

45-314.

Sale prohibited, 45-302 to 45-305.

season, 45-308.

45-301.

season, 45-308.

26-6906.

Transportation, 45-304 to 45-307.
Traps, confiscation or destruction,
45-326, 45-327.

General Index.
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GAME— Cont'd.
Traps and

to

protect

fowls,

45-324.

Trapper's license
Authority of licensee, 45-207.
Commission to county warden on,
45-208.

Duplicates, 45-210.
Fee, 45-207, 45-219.
Moneys from, disposition of,
45-220.

45-218.

Sale, 45-218.

Trapping, 45-322.
Fur-bearing animals, 45-330, 45-331.
Quail, propagation purposes, 45-326.
Turkeys, wild

Deemed game birds, 45-301.
Number that may be killed,

".

I

Cont'd.

Breaking

suspected

open

Cock

fight, betting on, 20 oooi.
Contract!, 20 504, 20-505, 20-1005.
Definition, 20 0404.
Disorderly honee, keeping, 26-6103.
Elections, betting on, 26-6409.
Gamblers as Vagrants, 26-7001.
Gift enterprises, 26-6504 to 26-6506.
Grand jury charge, 59-601.
Lotteries, 26-0501 to 26-6505.
Milledgeville State Hospital, on prem-

ises of, 35-219, 35-220.

Minors, 26-6405.
Parent's right of action, 105-1200.
Passengers, ejection and arrest for,

season,

Primary

45-310.

45-306.

elections, betting on, 26-6409.

Punishment, 26-6404 to 26-6406.
Trading stamps, 26-6506.
Vagrants, gamblers as, 26-7001.

United States Government lands, con-

Witnesses, players

sent of State to Federal regulation,
45-336.

GAMING HOUSES.

Wardens: See Department
and Fish.
Wild turkeys

of

Game

26-6401.

26-6408.

26-6407.

Open

season, 45-310.
Sale prohibited, 45-302 to 45-305.
Transportation prohibited, 45-305,
45-306.

Wildcats
Hunting, 45-334.

Open season, 45-330.
Wild-life sanctuaries, 15-303, 15-304.
Wood duck, open season, 45-308.

Woodcock
Deemed game
that

may

Bank

officers or agents, permitting play
by, 26-6406.
Minors, permitting play by, 26-6404.

Operating,

etc.,

Post-office

clerks, permitting play by,

26-6403.

26-6406.

Witnesses, competency of players,
26-6407.

Taxation, 92-1507.

be killed,

GARAGE OWNERS.

Open

season, 45-308.
Sale prohibited, 45-302 to 45-305.
Transportation prohibited, 45-305,
45-306.

Writs and warrants for violation of
execution, 45-515.

Game and

Fish.

GAMES.
Mechanical, taxation of operators
92-2002.

Parks for playing, taxation, 92-602.

GAMING.
officers or agents, 26-6408.

Betting
fight, on, 26-6601.
Elections, on, 26-6409.
Games, 26-6404 to 26-6407.

Bailments, 12-403.
Diligence,

of,

12-403.

GARNISHMENT.
Accrual of indebtedness after service
of

GAME AND FISH COMMISSIONER.
See Commissioner of

GAMING TABLES.

GARAGES.

birds, 45-301.

45-314.

Cock

etc.,

Witnesses, competency of players,

45-314.

Bank

Maintaining,

26-6407.

as,

Eenting for use as, 26-6402.
Suspected house, breaking open,

Deemed game birds, 45-301.
Number that may be killed,

laws,

or

27-213, 27-215.

Sale prohibited, 45-302 to 45-305.
Transportation prohibited, 45-305,

Number

rooms

houses, 20 C408.
Cheating at play, 26-7402.

Post-office clerk, 26-6406.

45-314.

Open

S1//I 10

GAMING-

devices

Eecord,

K)
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summons,

46-203.

Administrators, 46-204, 46-205, 46-302.
Affidavit

Administrators and executors, proceedings against, 46-206.
Agent making, 46-102, 46-103.
Attorney at law making, 46-102,
46-103.

Contents, 46-102.

County, garnishee residing out

of,

46-603 to 46-605.

Delivery to levying officer. 46-105.
Joint creditor making, 46-104.

Made by whom,

46-102.

General Index.
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GARNISHMENT— Cont 'd.

GARNISHMENT— Cent 'd.

—

Bond-

Cent 'd.
Affidavit
Necessity, 40-102.

making,

Partner

Additional,

whom

Officer before

made, 46-102.

Agent

46-104.

when

necessary,

46-105.

signing, 46-103.

Attorney at law

Agent
and

Affidavit
46-103.

bond

by,

Corporation, service, 46-106.
County, proceedings where garnishee resides out of, 46-603 to
46-605.
court,

Justice's
46-702.

proceedings

in,

Nonresident individual, service,
46-107.

of traverse to and by,
46-304 to 46-307.
Bequest for issuance of summons,

Notice

46-102.

Condition, 46-102.
County, garnishee residing out of,
46-603 to 46-605.
Delivery to levying officer, 46-105.
Dissolution, 46-303, 46-401, 46-402.
Necessity, 46-102.
Nonresident, when surety, 46-102.
Surety, who cannot be, 8-112.
Charity or relief funds, exemption,
46-213.

Claims
Dissolution-

46-105.

Aid funds, exemption,
Answer

Signing, 46-103.
Surety, forbidden to be,

46-102,

46-213.

Bond by

claimant, 46-402.

Administrator, 46-302.
Contents, 46-301.
Costs of, 46-308.
Default, effect, 46-303, 46-406.
Discharge by, 46-303.

Delivery to claimant upon,

Dissolution, effect, 46-303.
Executor, 46-302.

Bight of claimant to dissolve,

Expense

46-403.

Judgment on bond

ings, claimant as, 46-404.

46-402.

Ordinary, proceedings from court

of, 46-308.

Inability to make, 46-301.
Justice's court, 46-701.
Nonresident individual, 46-107.
Ordinary, proceedings from court
of, 46-601.

Traverse
Justice's court, 46-703.
Notice of, to garnishee, 46-304
to 46-307.

Eight of plaintiff or claimant,
46-303.

Trial

by

jury, 46-303.

Wages, specific statement, 46-301.
Assignment of claim to defeat exemption of wages, 46-209 to
46-9901.

46-211,

Attachment cases: See Attachment.
Attorney at law
Affidavit and bond by, 46-102,
proceedings
nishee resides out

County,

where

garof, 46-603 to

46-605.
courts,

proceedings

in,

46-702.

of traverse
46-304 to 46-307.

Notice

of, 46-602.

Traverse answer, right of claimant to, 46-303.
Collateral securities, subjection, 46-207.
Contempt of court, remedy for failure

of garnishee to deliver
46-501.

money,

8-504,

Corporation
Foreign, service of notice of
traverse, 46-306.
Salaries of officers,
46-206.

when

subject,

Service on agent, 46-106, 46-306.
Costs

Answer, 46-308.
Bond, condition to pay, 46-102.
Expense of answering taxable

as,

46-308.

Wrongful garnishment of wages,
recovery, 46-210.

46-103.

Justices '

for, 46-404.

Party to subsequent proceed-

to

and

by,

Nonresident of State, service at
place of business in, 46-107..
Residence of garnishee out of, proceedings, 46-602 to 46-605.
Creditors, priorities of rights to money
raised by, 46-502.

Bequest for issuance of summons,
46-105.

Subject to, when, 46-202.
Surety on bond, forbidden to be,
46-102.

Bank deposit of deceased
when exempt, 46-212.

County

depositor,

Benefit societies, exemption, 46-213.

Crime, assignment of claim to defeat
exemption of wages, 46-9901.

Damages
Bond, condition to pay, 46-102.
Wages, wrongful garnishment
46-210.

Debts, subject to, 46-201, 46-203.
Default judgment, 46-303.

of,
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Delivery of property by garnishee, enforcing, 46 501, 40-701.
Deposit of deceased bank depositor,

Judgment

f

4G-212.

remedy on

after,

Claimant, right to, and procedure,
46-402 to 46-404.
Defendant, right to, 46-401.
Judgment on bond, 46-401, 46-406.

Method, 46-401.
Ordinary, proceedings from court
of

46-205,

estate,

46-204,

money

raised by,

46-302.

Distribution of

46-401,

46 '.

Justice's court, 46-701.
Notice of traverse wanting,
validity, 46 307.
Prerequisite to
Issuance, 46-101.

in-

Wages, subjection of, 46-101.
Time of, against garnishee, 40-405.
Justices'

courts

Judgment by

default, 46-701.
Militia district, garnishee residing
out of, proceedings, 46-702.

Traverse of answer, proceedings,

46-502.

Employees

'

46-703.

pensions, exemptions,

46-214.

Evasion of exemption of wages, 46-209
to 46-211.

Laborers' wages, exemption, see Exemptions, ante.
Legatee, interest of, 46-204, 46-205,
46-302.

Executors, 46-204, 46-205, 46-302.

Exemptions
Benefit societies, 46-213.
Charity or relief funds, 46-213.
Deposit of deceased depositor in

bank, 46-212.
Fraternal benefit societies, 46-213.

Lien, summons operating
debtedness, 46-203.

Salaries of officers of municipal
and other corporations, 46-206.

Wages

Money

subject

46-208.

Nonresidents of
County, as garnishees, 46-602,
46-603 to 46-605.

Damages from attempt

to de-

affect-

ing, 46-203.

evidence

of

at-

to defeat, 46-211.

Transfer,

proceedings

in

46-702.

Notaries public, issuance by, 71-109.
Notice of traverse of answer, 46-304 to
Officers

Evasion, 46-209, 46-9901.

Lien on indebtedness as
facie

court,

46-307.

feat, 46-210.

tempt

district,

State, service on, 46-107, 46-306.

46-301.

Prima

to, 46-201.

justice's

specific statement,

in-

Municipal tax execution, proceedings,

Militia

Answer,

on

Misdemeanor, assignment of claim to
defeat exemption of wages, 46-9901.

1

Amount,

as,

92-4301, 92-4302.

Pensions, 78-218.
Eetired employees, 46-214.

etc.,

to

defeat,

46-209, 46-211, 46-9901.

authorized to issue, 46-105,

46-603, 46-604.

Old-age pensions, exemption. 46-214.
Ordinary, judgment of, 46-601, 46-602.
Parties

Claimants as, 46-404.
Representatives of deceased

gar-

nishee, 3-410, 3-411.

Expense
Garnishee in answering, 46-308.
creditor on distribution,

Moving

46-502.

Fraternal benefit societies, exemption,

Partner, affidavit and bond by, 46-104.

Pending

suit,

prerequisite. 46-101.

Pensions, exemptions, 7S-218.
Eetired employees, exemptions,
46-214.

46-213.

Heir, interest of, 46-204, 46-205, 46-302.
Indebtedness accruing after service of

summons,

46-203.

garnishee

liable

for,

when,

46-407.

Priorities

on

Eeceivers not subject
Eecord,

final,

of

money

Issuance, 46-105.

Road hands,

to,

Salaries

by

to.

55-311.

clerks, 24-2715.

46-101.

Eight

Joint creditor, affidavit and bond by,

distribution

raised by, 46-502.
Property subject, 46-201 to 46-207.

Interrogatories, 46-108.

46-104.

bond,

Answer, when, 46-701.

46-602.

Distributee

•'•

46-406.

dissolu-

tion bond, 46-303.
Bond, 46-401.

46

4 06.

Dissolution

Answer,

Interest,

Cont'd.

—

Claimant, againft, 40-404.
Default against garni \hee
4

Dissolution

of,

I

GARNISHMENT

Cont'd.

when exempt,

::\:<:\ i<>:.'.

95-424.

of corporation

subject, 46-206.

officers,

when
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GARNISHMENT— Cent 'd.
Service

GAS COMPANIES— Cont'd.

—

Acknowledgment, traverse of answer, 46-303.

Agent

Presidents, taxation, 92-2409.
Public Service Commission, control by,
etc., 93-304, 93-307. See Public Service

Corporation, 40-106, 46-306.

Nonresident individual, 46-107.

Commission.

TaxesReturns

Entry by

traverse, 46-306.

to

service of
traverse, 46-305.
Return, 46-105, 46-605.
Summons, 46-105.

notice ,of

92-6007,

etc.,

92-6101

92-6104.

Time, 92-5901.
Time of payment, 92-5908.

GAS ENGINES.
92-1308.

Licenses to deal

in, 97-416.

GAS LIGHTING SYSTEMS.
Taxation of manufacturers and dealers,

State, nonresident of, 46-107.

property enumerated, 46-201

to 46-207.

92-904.

GASOLINE.
See Motor Fuel Distributors; Petro-

Suit pending, prerequisite, 46-101.

Summons
Contents, 46-105.
Corporation, agent, 46-106.
County, garnishee residing out of,
46-603 to 46-605.

Delivery to levying

officer, 46-105.

Issuance, 46-105.

Nonresident individual, 46-107.
Return, 46-105.
Service, 46-105 to 46-107.
Several, without additional bond,
46-105.

Term to which returnable, 46-105.
Tax executions, 92-7501, 92-7502.
Term to which returnable, 46-105.

TimeAppearance of garnishee, 46-104.
Judgment
Dissolution bond, 46-401.
Garnishee, against, 46-405.
Justice's court, 46-701.
Notice of traverse to answer,
46-304.

leum Products.
Dealers, taxation of

—

Filling stations, 92-1103.

Trucks or wagons, 92-1104.
Street railroads, use by, 94-1006.

GASOLINE LIGHTING SYSTEMS.
Taxation of manufacturers and dealers,
92-904.

GATES.
Toll bridges, injuring, 95-1308.

GAZETTES.
See Advertisements; Judicial Sales;
Newspapers.

GEESE.
Game

birds: See

Game.

GENDER.
Masculine includes feminine and neuter, 102-102.

GENEALOGIES.

Service of answer as fixing liability
of garnishee, 46-201.
Transfer of claim, to defeat exemption
of wages, 46-209 to 46-211, 46-9901.

Wages
Exemption, see Exemptions, ante.
Judgment, final, before subjection,
46-101.

Pedigree proved by, 38-303.

GENERAL ASSEMBLY.
Absence

of

members,

compensation,

47-108.

Account of members, audit, 47-110.
Adjournments, 2-1504, 2-1824.
Alteration

GAS.
Generation and sale

correct,

to

to

GAS LEASES.

dividual, 46-107.

Residence

to,

General,

Taxation of manufacturers and dealers,

46-307.

Place of business, nonresident in-

Subject

92-6001
to

Nonresident individual, 46-107.
Notice of traverse of answer,
46-305

Assessments

officer, 46-105.

Foreign corporation, notice of

Comptroller

to

92-5902 to 92-5904.

Corporation, agent, 46-106, 46-306.
County, garnishee residing out of,
46-603 to 46-605.

of

warrant,

order,

etc.,

authorized by, 26-3901.
for

heating,

94-1006.

GAS COMPANIES.
Condemnation of private property, procedure applicable, 36-202.
Interfering with property of, 26-3802.

Amendment

of

Constitution,

2-8601,

2-8602.

Appointment of members

to office,

2-1507.

Apportionment of representatives,
2-1401, 2-1402, 47-101.

General Index.
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Approval or disapproval of
by Governor, 2-2010.
2-1809

47-501,

47-207, 47-210.

Extra, grant to public

Contingency, 40-408.
of

depart-

legislative

Payment
Certain bonds, 2-5901, 2-8805.
State Treasurer, by, 40-1101.
Religious sects, to, 2-114.
Eesolutions, 47-503.
bill,

40-406.

University of Georgia,
officers,

—

2-7101.

to,

Secretary of Senate, 4 7-207, 47-210.
Compilation of Acta and resolutions,
90-103.

etc.,

47-601.

Reports, 40-1511, 40-1512.
Suspension, 47-701.
Consolidation of city and county governments, 2-8203.

by

Conspiracy

members

to

defraud

2-8602.

27-203.

at

2-2001, 47-107 to 47-112.

payment, 47-304.

Officers,

State or county, 26-4202 to 20-4204.
Constitution, amendment, 2-8001.
Constitutional convention, calling,

2-1507.

eligibility,

Arrest
Privilege of members, 2-1803,

Voters

Members,

Comptroller General
Examination of accounts,

40-403.

Supplementary

stag

officers,

2-6402.

ment, 2-1809.
General Assembly of 1877, 2-8503.
Hearing on bill, 40-405.
Messages from Governor, budget,

Army

U

Assistant clerks, 47-208.
Clork of Houho of RepiD -.'r.tativei,

2-2610,

2-1812,

to

bills

47-502.

Expenses

Cent

Compensation

Appropriations

Bills,

3139

"

election

for

members

Construction of statutes, 102-102.

Words

of, 34-1801.

Banks, grants of charters to, 2-1818.
Bearing arms, prescribing manner of,
2-122.

defined, 102-103.

Contest of election, 34-2901.
Continuance, attendance on, of party,
counsel, or witness, as ground,
27-2003, 81-1402, 81-1407.

BillsAppropriation,

2-1809

2-1812,

to

Corporations
Charter, alteration, amendment, or

2-2616, 47-501, 47-502.

Approval or veto, 2-2616, 2-2617.
Engrossment, 2-1807.
Local

forfeiture of, 2-2503.
lessening
competition,
2-2504.

Contracts

Creation, 2-1818, 22-201.

Eminent

Notice, 2-1816.

domain,

abridgment

of

right of, etc., 2-2502.
Laws for benefit of, passage,
2-2504.

Reading, 2-1807.
Majority vote to pass, 2-1814.
Reading, 2-1807.
Reintroduction after rejection,

Monopolies, agreements encouraging, 2-2504.

2-1813.

Revenue, 2-1809 to 2-1812, 2-2616,
47-501, 47-502.

Signing, 2-1823, 2-2616.

2-2502.

Special, 2-401.

Purchase of shares or stock in

Corporations, 2-2503.

other corporations, 2-2505.

Notice, 2-1816.

Regulatory laws, 2-2507.
Counsel in attendance on, continuance,

Title, reading, 2-1807.

Bridges, power to establish, 2-1818.
Business,

limitation

at

first

session,

2-1503.

Campaign expenses of members,

publi-

to,

2-1818.

Chairman, appointment, 34-104.
Clerical expenses, limitation, 2-1901.

House of Representatives,
see House of Representatives, post.
Committees
of

Clerks, 47-208.

Compensation, 47-111.

81-1402.

Counterfeiting of warrant, order,
authorized by, 26-3901.

Counties

etc.,

—

Apportionment of representatives,

cation, 34-2001, 34-2002.

Canal companies, grant of charters

Clerk

Obligation of contracts, impairment, 2-2506.
Police powers, abridgment of,

2-1401, 2-1402, 47-101.

Senatorial

districts,

2-1301

to

2-1303, 47-102.

County

commissioners,

creation,

etc.,

2-4601.

County

sites,

change, 2-S205.

Courts, abolition of, 2-4701.

Death of member, compensation, 47-109.
Depositions of members, 3S-2102.
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Discharge of insane convict from Milledgeville State Hospital, 27-1503.
Disqualification of Assemblyman

Eminent domain
Abridgment of

by

of

property,

36-101 to 36-103.

Employees

8-1608.

of public

Dissolution

corporation by,

Payment

for services, 47-304.

Subletting

22-1201.

Pocket, legislative appearance, 47-100-.

47-301.

Election,

Subletting employment, 47-302,
47-303/47-305.
Elections by

—

Electors, 34-2503.

Governor,

Place of meeting, 2-2101.
President of Senate, 47-106.
Speaker of House of Representa-

2-123.

Exemption from
Expenses

militia duty, 86-209.

Appropriation, 2-1809.
Report of Comptroller General,
40-1510.

tives, 47-106.
officers, 47-401.

2-2101, 2-2605.

Visiting committees, 47-111.
Express companies, grant of charters
to,

Arrest of voters, 34-1801.
Ballots,

47-302,

eral Assembly.
Engrossed copies of laws, etc., 47-901.
Engrossing clerks, appointment, 47-209.
Enrolling clerks, appointment, 47-209.
Executive power separate from legislative,

2-2(304 to 2-2606.

Yiva voce vote,
Election of members

employment,

47-303, 47-305.

Enactment of laws: See Acts of Gen-

'ant of, 2-6401.

g

.

Doorkeepers

State

right, etc., 2-2502.

taking

Authorizing

removal from district or county,

Donati*

]

34-1303.

2-1818.

Expulsion of members, 2-1801.
Extra compensation to public

officers,

grant, 2-6402.

Blank forms, 34-1401 to 34-1403.

Extraordinary sessions, calling, 2-2613.

Returns, 40-601.
Campaign expenses, publication,

Ferries,

34-2001, 34-2002.

Challenge of voters, 34-1303.
Consolidation of vote, 34-1303.
Contest, 34-2901.

Counting votes, 34-1303.
Exemption of voter from arrest,
34-1801.

Forms, 34-1401 to 34-1403.
Grand jury to examine voters'
34-1601.

lists,

Illegal votes rejected, 34-1303.

Judge

power to

ized by, 26-3901.
Fuel, Secretary of State to provide,
40-601.

Georgia Industrial Home, visiting committee, 35-604.

Governor

—

Election of, 2-2605.
Inauguration, fixing time, 40-103.
Oath, 40-104.

Reports to
Pardons, reprieves,

of, 2-1801.

2-2612,

Reason for suspending Comptroller

Managers
34-1202,

etc.,

27-2701.

List of voters, 34-1303, 34-1601.
Affidavit,

establish, 2-1818.

Finance committee, duties, 47-601.
Forgery of warrant, order, etc., author-

34-1203.

General

or

Resignation, 40-108.

Duties, 34-1303.
Eligibility, 34-1201.

Gratuities, grant of, 2-640L

Oath, 34-1202, 34-1203.

Great seal of State, order as to

34-1303.

Pay,
Penalty for default, 34-1501.
Police at polls, 34-1303.

Preservation of order, 34-1303.
34-3203.

Proclamation by Governor, 2-8804,
Publication of campaign expenses,
34-2001, 34-2002.

Tally sheet, 34-1303, 34-1402,
34-1403.

Time, 2-1502, 34-1302.
Vacancies, filling, 34-1701, 34-1702.
Eligibility, 2-1507.

House of Representatives

orders of, 47-112.

Precincts, 34-1301.
election, time,

affix-

ing, 2-2801.

Adjournments, 2-1504, 2-1824.
Appointment of person to execute

Notice, 34-1701.

Primary

State

Treasurer, 40-206.

Apportionment of members, 2-1401,
2-1402, 47-101.

Appropriation

bills to originate in,

2-1810, 47-503.

Arrest of members, privilege,
2-1803, 27-203.

Censure of members, 2-1801.
Chairman, appointment, 47-104.
Clerical
2-1901.

expenses,

limitation,
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Ex-officio

presiding
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officer,

47-104.

Impeachment

etc.,

47-206,

47-207.

Joint session, duties, 47-205.
Oath, 47-202, 47-203.
Salary, 47-210.
of office, 47-201.
Compensation of members, 2-2001,
47-107 to 47-112.

Term

Contempts, 2-1802, 47-112.
Disorderly behavior, 2-1801, 2-1802.

members by removal from county from which

Disqualification of
elected, 2-1508.

Doorkeeper
Election, 47-301.

Subletting employment, 47-302,
47-303, 47-305.
Draft of Speaker, 40-1101.
Election or appointment of

length of

scs-.:

2-1503, 2-1500.

[nsnranee Commieaioner, report of,
56 101, 56 n.
Insurance companies, grant of eharteri
1

to, 2 J818.

Intention of, 102-102.
Interest on public funds, re

by

26-2904.

officer,

Filing papers,

trial,

Cont'd,

Interrogatories of members, 38-2102.
Joint finance committee, duties, 47-601*
Joint sessions, place of meeting. 2 2101.
Journals
Clerks, appointment, 47-209.
Copies kept in State libra
101-105.

Distribution,
101-208.

101-205

101-203,

to

Duty to keep, 2-1804.
Judicial notice, 38-112.
Number to be printed, 101-207.
Place of keeping, 2-1805.
Publication, 2-1804.
Reserving copies, 101-209.
Secretary of State to care for,
40-601.

Yeas and nays, entry,

mem-

2-1806,

2-1812, 2-1821, 2-2101.

Enactment

Judicial notice of laws, resolutions
and journals, 38-112.
Judicial power separate from legisla-

Journals, 2-1804 to 2-1806, 2-1812,

Jury
Compensation, prescribing, 2-4503.
Duty, members excused from,

ber to other

office,

2-1507.

of laws: See Acts of
General Assembly.
Expulsion of members, 2-1801.
Impeachments, 2-1703.
2-1821, 2-2101.

Judge of election of members,
Legislative power, 2-1201.
Election, 47-301.

Subletting

employment,

47-302, 47-303, 47-305.

of

members, 2-1401,

enumerated, 2-1901.

Organization, 47-104.
Privilege of members from arrest,
2-1803, 27-203.
Qualifications of members, 2-1701.
Quorum, 2-1504.

Speaker
Administration

of

of

oaths,

47-203.

Compensation, 2-2001, 47-107.
Election of, 2-1702, 47-106.
Executive powers of government, exercise of, 2-2608.
Oaths administered by, 47-203.
Presiding officer, 2-1702.
Signing bills, 2-1813.
Stenographic reporter, 47-208.
Term of office of members, 2-1501.
Where filling vacancy, 89-502.
Visiting committee, 47-111.

the

peace,

eligibility

to

membership, 2-1507.
Laws: See Acts of General Assembly.
Legal advice to, 40-1610.
Legislative power vested

Legislative

2-1402.

of jurors, prescribing,

2-4501.

Justice

Messenger

Officers

59-113.

Number

2-1801.

Number

tive, 2-123.

State

reference

in, 2-1201.

department

library created,

101-301

of
to

101-303.

Lights, Secretary of State to provide,
40-601.

Lobbying
Constitutional provision, 2-205.

Contingent compensation of
torneys or agents, 47-1003.

at-

Contracts, validity, 20-504.
Definition, 47-1001.

Expenses, report, 47-1004.

Houses of

legislature, exclusion of

lobbyists from, 47-1005.

Punishment for violation of law,
47-1001, 47-1006.

Registration of attorneys or agents,
47-1002.

Reports of expenses, 47-1004.
Taxation of lobbyists. 92-50$.
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Local bills
Notice of. 2-1816, 47-801.
Beading, 2-1S07.
provisions

Lotteries,

Railroads

Amendment

relating

2-2501.

to,

Freights and

8-201

Meeting

Messengers

—

47-103.

2-2613.

Recognizances, relief of principals or
sureties, 2-1819.

Recording clerks, appointment, 47-209.
Bern oval

Election, 47-301.

Subletting employment, 47-302,

Clerks, 47-209.

Members from

47-303, 47-305.

from which

Mileage of members, 2-2001, 47-107.
Military

officers,

eligibility

to

mem-

bership. 2-1507.

providing for organization,

authority to enact, 2-1S25.
Names of legitimate children, chang-

county

General,

40-1511,

Insurance Commissioner, 56-101.
Mailing by Statehouse officers,
40-4701.

Navigation companies, grant of chartbills,

State

2-1816, 47-801.

of

members,

2-1505, 47-105.

enumeration, 2-1901.

of,

Ordinances

Power

to

Superintendent

of

Schools,

32-508.

affirmation

or

Commission,

92-5808.

ers to, 2-1818.

Notice, local

Revenue

State

2-1819.

make, 2-1822.

Reintroduction after rejection,

State
•

Warehouse Commissioner,

5-318.

Resignation of members, report
Governor, 89-504.
Resolutions
Appropriating money, 47-503.
Compilation, 90-103.

Subject-matter,

Reintroduction after rejection,

2-1808.

Title as affecting validity, 2-1808.

Organization, 47-104.
Pardons, etc., report by Governor,
27-2701.

2-1813.

Sale of State property, authorizing,
2-6101.

Seal of Governor, authorizing alteration, 40-106.

Per diem of members, 2-2001, 47-107
to 47-112.

Permanent appropriations,

47-502.

Planning laws, authority

to

enact,

2-1825.

power, abridgment of exercise

of, 2-2502.

President of Senate, see Senate, post.
Privilege of

—

Members, from

Secretary of Senate, see Senate, post.
Secretary of State to care for Acts of,
40-601.

Senate
Adjournments, 2-1504, 2-1824.
Amendments to bills, proposing or
concurring in, 2-1810.
Appointment of person to execute
orders of, 47-112.

arrest, 2-1803.

Arrest of members, exemption,

Proceedings, 105-704, 105-709.

Censure of members, 2-1801.
Chairman, appointment, 47-104*

27-203.

2-1803.

Pro tern President of Senate and
Speaker of House of Representatives,

to

Judicial notice, 38-112.

2-1813.

Police

or

effect,

40-1512.

Municipal zoning and planning laws,

Officers

district

elected,

2-1508.

Reports to
Comptroller

2-8101.

Oath

regulation of,

Grant of charters, 2-1818.

Time and place, 2-1503,
Messages to, from Governor,

ing,

tariffs,

2-2501.

Joint sessions, 2-2101.

Militia,

of charters, 2-2503.
by, prohibiting,

Discrimination

47-106.

Proclamation

Clerical

expenses,

limitation,

2-1901.

of

Governor

ordering

to 47-112.

election, 2-8804.

Property concealed by debtor, provi-

Concurrence

in

amendments,

2-1810.

sions for reaching, 2-206.

Public money, profit on, 2-5701.
Public printing, contracts for, 2-6501.
Publication of campaign

Compensation of members, 47-107

expenses of

members, 34-2001, 34-2002.
Quorum, 2-1504.

Confirmation by

Board of Regents of University system, 32-104.

Department of Industrial Relations directors, 54-101.
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—

Senate Cont 'd.
Confirmation by

'

•Senate

— Cont'd.

— Cont'd.

Secretary— Cont

32-401.

State Entomologist, 5-701.
State Highway Board, 95-1601.

State Librarian, 101-101.

Contempts, 2-1802.
Disorderly behavior, 2-1801, 2-1802.

by

Disqualification of Senater

moval from

district

re-

from which

elected, 2-1508.

Districts, senatorial, 2-1302, 2-1303,

47-102.

Oath, 47-202,

47-20.';:.

Salary, 47-210.
Term of office, 47-201.
Senatorial district:-*, 2-1302, 2-1303,
47-102.
Stenographic reporter, 47-208.
Term of office, 2-1501, 89-502.
Visiting committee, 35-604, 47-111.

Senators of United States, choice

of,

1-107, 1-108.

Servants,

Doorkeeper

'd.

Idling papers, etc., 47 206,
47 207.
Joint Mition, duties, 47-205.

State Board of Education,

Secretary of State

to

pro-

vide, 40-601.

Election, 47-301.

Sessions

Subletting employment, 47-302,

Begin when, 2-1503, 47-103.
Length, 2-1503, 2-150G.
Sick members, compensation, 47-108.
Sinking fund, raising by taxation,

47-303, 47-305.

Draft of President, 40-1101.
Election or appointment of Senator to other office, 2-1507.

Expulsion of members, 2-1801.
Impeachments, trial and judgment,
2-1603 to 2-1605.

Journals, 2-1804 to 2-1806, 2-1812,
2-1821.

2-1801.

to call, 2-2613.

Messenger
Election, 47-301.

Subletting

substitute for, 2-6701.

employment,

47-302, 47-303, 47-305.

of

Senators,

2-1302,

2-1303, 47-102.
Officers

Special sessions, authority of Governor

Speeches by members, privilege, 2-1803.
State School Commissioner, providing

Legislative power, 2-1201.

Number

Election at 1898 session, 2-3901.
Speaker, see House of Eepresentatives,
ante.

of election of members,

Judge

2-6201.

Solicitation of members, 47-1001.
Solicitors general
Abolition of fees of, 2-4002.

State Treasurer

Examination

of

accounts,

etc.,

47-601.

Eeport, 40-1104, 40-1512.
Suspension, 47-701.

enumerated, 2-1901.

Organization, 47-104.

Stationery, Secretary of State to pro-

President, 2-1602.

vide, 40-601.

Administering oaths, 47-203.
Compensation, 2-2001, 47-107.
Election, 2-1602, 47-106.

enactment of: See Acts of
General Assembly.
Stenographic reporters, 47-20S.
Statutes,

Executive powers of government, exercise of, 2-2608.
Presiding officer of joint meetings of Senate and House of

Street railways, authorizing

Representatives, 2-2101.
Signing bills, 2-1813.

Superior court judges
Administration of oaths, 47-105.

Privilege of

members from

arrest,

2-1803, 27-203.

Qualifications of members, 2-1601.

Quorum, 2-1504.
Secretary, 2-1901.
Assistants, 2-1901, 47-208,
47-209.

Bond, 2-1901, 47-204.
Compensation, 47-207, 47-210.
Election, 47-201.
Ex-officio presiding officer,

47-104.

construc-

tion, 2-1820.

Subletting

offices,

47-302,

47-303,

47-305.

Election, 2-3102.

Supreme Court
Justices

Administration of oaths,
47-105.

Election, 2-3004.

Eegulations governing hearings,
2-3008.

Suspension
Comptroller General, 2-261S,
47-701.

State Treasurer, 2-261S, 47-701.
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Taxation
powers, 2-2401,
8-5007, 2-5402, 2-6201,

Constitutional
to

1901

B

of

Eligibility

members dependent

on payment of taxes, 2-1508.
Telegraph companies, grant of charters
2-1 SIS.

Terms

of office of members, 2-1501.

Treason. Governor's report of suspension of sentence, 27-2701.

Uniformity of practice,

etc., in courts,

establishment of, 2-3701.
University of Georgia
Appearance of Chancellor before,

Donations

to, 2-7101.

as between,

Transfer, entry on, 39-403.

GENERAL LAWS.
law,
enactment
prohibited
where general law exists .'-401.
Taxes, levy and collection, 2-5001.
Uniformity of operation, 2-401.
Variance by special legislation, 2-401.

Special

GENERAL REPUTATION.
Evidence: See Evidence.

GEOLOGIST.
Commissioner of Agriculture, employ5-107.

GEOLOGY.

Vacancy

See Department of Forestry and Geo-

Creation, 2-150S.
Election to fill, 34-1701, 34-1702.

Writ of election

by

to

fill,

issuance

Governor, 2-2013.

pay, 2-5901, 2-8805.
Zoning laws, authority

to

logical Development; State Commission of Forestry and Geological
Development; State Geologist.

GEOLOGY OF STATE.

Visiting committees, 35-604, 47-111.
Void bonds of State, appropriations to

Commissioner

of

Agriculture,

See State of Georgia.

GEORGIA APPEALS REPORTS.

GENERAL DAMAGES.

See Georgia Reports.

GEORGIA BOARD OF CHIROPRACTIC
EXAMINERS.

Torts, definition, 105-2005, 105-2006.

GENERAL DEMURRER.

Account of funds, 84-505.
Appointment, 84-503.

See Pleading.

GENERAL DENIAL.

Compensation, 84-505.

81-306, 81-307.

See Pleading.

Creation, 84-502.

Expenses, 84-101, 84-102, 84-505.

GENERAL EXECUTION DOCKET.

Fees, 84-101, 84-505, 84-507, 84-511,

Clerk of superior court, keeping by,
39-701.

84-519.

Licenses to practice, 84-504, 84-510,

County of residence, entry on docket
in, 39-702, 39-703.

84-9905.

Meetings, 84-102, 84-504.
execu-

Number

of members, 84-502.

tions affected, 39-701, 39-702, 39-703,

Oath of

office,

39-706.

Officers, 84-504.

Courts

whose

Dormancy

of

and

judgments

judgments,

entries

to

on,

necessity

to

existence

of

lien as against third persons, 39-701,

39-702, 39-703, 39-706.

39-708.

Keeping by clerk of superior

court,

24-2714.

Land, lien "by entry on, 39-703, 39-706.
Nonresident
Defendant, entry in county of
residence, 110-512.
of,

when bound,

39-703, 39-706.

President, 84-504.

Quorum,

84-504.

Records, 84-101.

Removal

of

member,

84-504, 84-506.

Rules and regulations, adoption, 84-504.

Fees of clerk for entering on, 39-705,

Property

84-504.

Qualifications, 84-502.

prevent, 110-1001.

Entry

duties,

5-107, 5-110.

GEORGIA.

enact,

2-1825.

of,

of lien

of entry, 39-701, 39-702, 39-703,
39-706.

ment by,

32-130.

Plea

validity

39-704, 39-707.

Time

8-6901.

Correction of mistakes as to payments, 92-0504.

to,

Parties,

39-702,

Seal, 84-504.

Secretary, 84-101, 84-102.
Terms of office, 84-503.
Vacancies, 84-503.
Vice president, 84-504.

GEORGIA CHILDREN'S CODE COMMISSION.
Appointment, 99-302.
Compensation, 99-303.
Creation, 99-301.
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GEORGIA CHILDREN'S CODE COMMISSION— Cont 'd.
Duties, 99-304.

Fnnde, 84-1408.
Bee Real E t&tt
and Salesmen*
Meetings, 84-102, 84 1404.

Membership, 99-302.

Licenses:

Reports, 99-305.
Term of office, 99-302.

etc.,

Amendment,

Organization, 84 1404.
President, 84-1404.

102-101, 102-107.

2-1817.

Qualifications, 84-1404.

Repeal, 2-1817.
Substantial compliance with, 102-102.

GEORGIA CONSTITUTION.

Quorum, 84-1404.
Records, 84-1406.
Rules and regulations, 84-1404.
Seal, 84-1406.

See Constitution of State.

GEORGIA DAY.

Secretary, 84-101, 84-102.
of office, 84-1401.
Vacancies, 84-1404.

Term

Observance in public schools, 32-1503.

GEORGIA DENTAL ASSOCIATION.
Nominations for membership on State
Board of Health, 88-102.
1

GEORGIA EXPERIMENT STATION.
Branch of University of Georgia: See

GEORGIA INDUSTRIAL AND NORCOLLEGE.

Advertisement for bidders for printing, 90-205.

Arguments

of counsel omitted, 90-209.

Bidders for contract for publication,
Binding, 90-211, 90-214.

BondContractor for printing, 90-101,

Branch of University of Georgia:

See

University of Georgia.

GEORGIA INDUSTRIAL COLLEGE.
Branch of University of Georgia:

GEORGIA REPORTS.

90-204, 90-205.

University of Georgia.

MAL

Brokers

Officers, 81-1404.

GEORGIA CODE.
Adoption,

GEORGIA REAL ESTATE COMMISSION— Cont'd.

See

University of Georgia.

GEORGIA INDUSTRIAL HOME.
Age

of children committed to, 35-601.
Arresting officer's duty, 35-602.

Children committed to, 35-601.
Enticing children from, 26-1604.
General Assembly, visiting committee,
35-604.

Harboring absconding child, 26-1605.
Maintenance fund, 35-603.
Reports, 35-602, 35-604.
Visiting committee, 35-604.
Withdrawal of children from, 35-602.

GEORGIA PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION.
Nominations for membership on State
Board of Health, 88-102.

GEORGIA REAL ESTATE COMMISSION.
See Real Estate Brokers and Salesmen.

Appeal from decisions, 84-1421.
Appointment of members, 84-1404.
Assistants, 84-1405.
Clerks, 84-1405.
Compensation, 84-1407.

Counties in which law applicable,
84-1401.
Creation, 84-1404.
Evidence, refusal to produce, 84-9922.
Expenses, 84-102, 84-1407, 84-1408.
Fees, 84-101, 84-1410, 84-1411, 84-1415.

90-102, 90-106.

Publisher, 90-206.
Briefs of counsel omitted, 90-209.
Competitive bids for printing, 90-101.
Concurrence of Judges or Justices,
showing, 24-3636, 24-4015, 24-4538.
Contract for publication, 90-202, 90-204
to 90-207.

Awarding, 90-205.

Bond

of contractor, 90-101, 90-102,

90-106.

Delay, 90-212.
Tiling with Supervisor

Pur-

of

chases, 90-202.

Forfeiture, 90-101, 90-106.
Lowest bidder, 90-101.

Copyright, 90-218.
Counsel, arguments of, omitted, 90-209.
Court of Appeals cases, 2-3009.
Court of Appeals opinions used bv Reporter, 24-3640.

Defective work in printing or binding,
90-219.

Definitions

"Publisher," 90-201.
"Reports/' 90-201.
"Reporter,'' 90-201.
Delays in printing. 90-212.
Distribution

by

State

Librarian,

101-203, 101-205, 101-215, 101-216,
101-218.

Estimate by State Librarian,
Exchange with other States,

90-215.

101-206,

101-218.

Expenses

attendant

on

letting

con-

tract, 90-213.

Expublisher's rights. 90-222.
Forfeitures for delav in printing
90-212.
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GEORGIA REPORTS—Cont \L
:>er

GEORGIA SCHOOL OF TECHNOLOGY.
Books

work. 90-219.

Insurance, 91-603, 91-604.
Manner of publication, 90 203.
Matrices of type pages,
__
I10-1
.mber of volumes, 90-215, 90-210.
I
Opinions, use for publication, 24-3640,
.

101-213.

Supreme Court reports furnished

-

S

to be furnished to, by State
Librarian, 101-213.
Branch of University of Georgia: See
University of Georgia.
Court of Appeals reports furnished to,

Payments by

State, 90-213.
Penalty, delay in printing, 90-212.
Pn
_17, 90-219, 90-222.
Prating, 90-202, 90-211, 90-212.

to,

101-213.

GEORGIA SOLDIER ROSTER COM-

Publication, 24-4202 to 24-4204, 90-210.
Quality of books, 90-214.
price in case of improper
work, 90-219.
Reporter
Commission, great seal, 89-201.
Court of Appeals, 2-3uu9.

Reduced

MISSION.
Roster made

by, admissibility in evidence, 38-209.

GEORGIA STATE BOARD OF EMBALMING.
See Embalmers.

Appeals from judgments of, 84 -825.
Appointment of members, 84-803,
84--

Duties, 90-210.

Failure to publish, 90-210.
Supreme Court, 2-3009, 24-4201 to
24-4205.

".

Bylaws, 84-809.
Certificates of appointment, 84-505.
Compensation, 84-808.

Creation, 84-803.

Reprints, 90-222.

Expenses,

Sale, 101-206, 101-211.

Proceeds from, 101-206.
State publisher of court reports, 90-207.
Stereotype plates, 90-220.
vie of books, 90-214.
Supervision of printing and binding,
-11.

GEORGIA SCHOOL FOR THE DEAF.
See Deaf and Dumb Persons.
for the Blind, provisions re35-5

)8.

Report, 35-804.

Veto of acts of superintendent,

Day

-01.

pupils, 35 808.

Employees, 35-802.
Exemption from road duty, 95-401.
Indiger.

S

5O6,

35 ;

Secretary, 54-101, 84-102.

Terms of

office,

84-804.

GEORGIA STATE BOARD OF EXAMINERS IN OPTOMETRY.
Appointment, 84-1102.
Bylaws, 84-1104.
Certificate of appointment, 84-1102.
Compensation, 84-1106.
Eligibility, 84-1102.

Examination of applicants for
Expenses, 84-102.

duties, 35 -5

-

^03.

idence, 35-801.

Selection, 35-801.

Fees, 84-101, 84-1106.
List of members, 84-1102.
Meetings. 54-102, 84-1104,
Oath, 84-1102.

Pnpih. 35*805 to 35-809.

Officers, 84-1104.

Bailroa

President, 84-1104.

1

fare of indigents, 35 S07.

Road duty, exemption

of

employees,

95-40L
Shoes and clothing for pupils, 35-806.
Subordinate officers, 35 802, 35-803.
Teachers educated, 35-809.
Vacation, care of indigents during,
807.

regis-

tration, 84-1105.

".

Principal

Powers and

84-S08, 84-809.

Seal, 84-809.

Vacancies, 84-803.

lating to, applicable, 35-810.

Admission of pupils, 35-805,
Board of Control

Qualifications, 54-803.

Quorum, 84-807.
Removal, 84-804.
Rules and regulations,

Uniformity required, 90-208.
Unsold volumes, 90-221.

"

Membership, S4-S03.
Notice of meeting. -.-5)7.
Oath of office, 84-805.
Powers, 84-8..
-820.
-

for publishing, 90-210, 90-212.

Academy

84-821.

Meetings, 84-102, 84-807.

President, B44

Supplying, 90-202.

Time

84-808, 84-529.

84-1-.-2.

Fees, 84-101, 84-808, 84-810, 84 -SI 7,

Qualifications, 84-1102.

Quorum, 84-1104.
Records, 84-1104.

Revocation of certificates of optome-4-1110.

Rules and regulations, 84-1104,
Secretary, 84-101, 84-102.
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GEORGIA STATE BOARD OF EXAMINERS IN OPTOMETRY —
Cont'd.

Creation, 84-1302.
Definitions, 84-1301.

GEORGIA STATE TRAINING SCHOOL
FOR BOYS.
Age

of convicts committed

to,

77-602

to 77-604.

Agricultural products, 77-618.
Arrest and return of inmates, 77-611.
Board of Control

Commitments,

77-615.

Discipline, authority as to, 77-608.

Guards, appointment

store defined, 84-1301.

of,

Manual

training, et<\,
tablishment, 77-6 7.

Eligibility, S4-1303.

Examinations by, 84-1311, 84-1312.

system,

Pardon of inmates, 77-612.
Parole of inmates, 7
to

Expenses, 84-102, 84-1307.
Fees, 84-101, 84-1314, 84-1321.
Licenses. 84-1311, 84-1315, 84-1316.
Meetings, 84-102, 84-1312.
Membership, 84-1303.

77-611.

Rules and regulations, 77-605.
Superintendent, appointment

Narcotics law, prosecution of offenders,
42-706.
of office, 84-1306.
defined, 84-1301.

Teachers, appointment of, 77-606.
Colored prisoners,
separation
from

77-610.

President, 84-1308.
Qualifications, 84-1303.

Representative to meet with boards of
other States. 84-1310.
Rules and regulations. S4-1309.
Secretary, 84-101, 84-102.

Arrest and return, 77-611.
County reformatories, effect as to t
77-619.

Credits for good behavior, 77-616,
77-617.

Deportment, system of marks. 77-616.

of office, 84-1303.

Discipline, 77-608.

Vacancies, 84-1303, 84-1305.
Vice president, 84-1308.

Education of inmates, 77-606, 77-607.
Employees, 77-606.

GEORGIA STATE BOARD OF VETERINARY EXAMINERS.
Appointment, 84-1502.
Compensation, 84-1507.

Employment

of inmates, 77-605, 77-607.
Establishment, 77-601.
Good behavior of inmate;. ""-16,
77-617.

Creation, 84-1502.
of applicants for license.
84-1503 to 84-1506.

Examination

Guards,. 77-606.

Indeterminate sentence, 77-603.
Juvenile courts, commitments by,
77-620.

Expenses, 84-102. 84-1505, 84-1507.

Manual training

77-607.
of inmat
Municipal reformatories, effeet as to,

Fees, 84-101, 84-1505.

Licenses to veterinarians, issuing,
84-1503 to 84-1507.

~

77-619.

Pardon of inmates,

Meetings, 84-102, 84-1503.

77-612.

Parents, entry of incorrigibles by,

Misdemeanors, 84-9923.

77-620.

Organization, 84-1503.

Rules and regulations. S4-1503.

Parole of inmates. 77-609.
Arrest and return, 77-611.
Races, separation, 77-613.

Secretary, 84-101, 54-102.

Record of commitment, 77-615.

Term

Registration of inmates, 77-614.
Release of inmates. 77-612.
Sentence
Good behavior, effect. 77-616,

President, 84-1503.

office,

84-1502.

Vacancies, 84-1502.

Vice president, 84-1503.
Violation of law, 84-9923.

GEORGIA STATE COLLEGE FOR MEN.
Branch of University of Georgia:
University of Georgia,

of,

77-606.

whites, 77-613.
Conditional discharge of inmates,

Organization, 84-1308.

of

Bee

See Miliedgeville State HospitaL

MACY.

Terms

FOR

GEORGIA STATE SANITARIUM,

Appointment, 84-1303, 84-1304.
Certificates of appointment, 84-1306.
Chief drug inspector, recommendations
for appointment, 42-102.
Compensation, S4-1307.

Pharmacy

COLLEGE

University of G

GEORGIA STATE BOARD OF PHAR-

Oath

STATE

WOMEN.
Branch of University of Georgia:

Special meetings, 84-1104.
Terms of office, 84-1103.
Vacancy in office, 84-1103.
"Vice president, 84-1104.

Drug

GEORGIA

See

77-617.

Indeterminate, 77-603.
Separation of races. 77-613.
Superintendent, 77-605, 77-606.
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GEORGIA STATE TRAINING SCHOOL
FOR BOYS— Cont'd.
Superior courts, commitments bv,

AND
See

University of Georgia.

Teachers. 77-606.
of imprisonment, 77-603, 77-604.
Trades, instruction of inmates in,

Term

77-607.

STATE

WOMAN'S

COL-

LEGE.
Branch of University of Georgia:

See

University of Georgia.

GIRLS.
Age of those committed to, 77-704.
Board of Control
Books of account, 77-706.
or

release

of

inmates,

77-705.

Government of School,

77-703.

Reports, 77-706.
Rules and regulations,

77-704,

77-705.

Acceptance by donee, 48-101.
Corporation, 48-102.
Infant, 48-102.

Presumption, 48-702.
ments.
Attorney, from persons lately minors,
48-107.

Bona

fide

purchasers, validity as to,

48-110.

Brothers and sisters,
sumption, 108-116.

between,

pre-

Causa mortis, 48-201.

—

Charity
Bequests

enforcement

for,

in

equity, 108-201.

Superintendent, appointment of,
77-702.

Cy

pres doctrine, 108-202.

Institution for children, to, 35-502.

Compensation of superintendent,
77-702.

Societies, 22-414.

Supervision

Discipline, 77-703.

Domestic training of inmates, 77-703.
Education of inmates, 77-703.
Employees, 77-702.
Establishment, 77-701.

Government, 77-703.
Health of inmates, 77-703.
Idiots, commitment, 77-704.
Incurable disease, .commitment of those
afflicted with, 77-704.

Moral training of inmates, 77-703.
Parole of inmates, 77-704, 77-705.
Return of improper subjects, 77-705.
Rules and regulations, 77-704, 77-705.
Superintendent, 77-702.

GEORGIA TRAINING SCHOOL FOR

MENTAL DEFECTIVES.
Board

of Control, 35-301, 35-302.
Class of inmates preferred, 35-303.
Creation, 35-301.

"mental

defectives,'

35-303.

See University of Georgia.

of equity,

ChildAcceptance of gift for, 48-102.
Presumption of gift to, 48-105,
48-106.

Child and parent, between, presumption, 108-116.

Conditions, legality, 48-109.
effect

on necessity of

delivery, 48-104.

Constructive delivery, 48-103, 48-201.

Corporation

Acceptance for, by officers, 48-102.
Right to receive, 22-414, 22-703.
Creditors, validity as to, 48-110.

Death, in contemplation of, 48-201.
Deed, necessity, 48-104.
Delivery
Actual, not necessary, 48-103,
48-201.

Constructive, sufficiency, 48-103,
Effect of consideration of written

deed on necessity, 48-104.
Essential, 48-101, 48-104, 48-201.

Essential elements, 48-101.
35-304.

Parole of inmates, 35-301, 35-306.
Superintendent, 35-302.
Training and treatment, 35-305.
Type of persons to be admitted, 35-303.

GEORGIA UNIVERSITY.

by court

48-201.

Discharge of patients, 35-301, 35-306.
Establishment, 35-301.
Guardian appointed, when, 35-307.

Management, 35-302.
Method of securing admission,

of,

108-204.

Consideration,

Insane persons, commitment, 77-704.

Definition of

FEEDS.

See Concentrated Commercial Feeding Stuffs.

Advancements, 113-1013. See Advance-

GEORGIA TRAINING SCHOOL FOR

Discharge

GERM
GIFTS.

of inmates, 77-607.

GEORGIA

VOCATIONAL
TRADES SCHOOL.

Branch of University of Georgia:

77-620.

Work

GEORGIA

Estate tax: See Estate Taxes.

Evidence
Acceptance, 48-102.
Presumption, 48-105, 48-106,
108-116.

Forestry demonstrations, lands for,
43-205.
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GIFTS

Friend, acceptance by, for infant,

Cont'd.

[Tndae influence, 48 107.
Btat6f officers,

United

48-102.

General Assembly, grant by,

prohib-

ited, 2-G401.

Guardian
Acceptance by, for infant, 48-102.
From ward, 48-107.
Husband and wife, between, presump-

from

foreign

1-J2.'i.

University of Georgia, to, 2-7J0L
Waterworks sempanies, W-001.
Wife and husband, 53-506, 108*116.
Witnesses, proof of gift
9 mortis,
'

-

48-201.

Writing,

tion, 108-116.

necessity

of

consideration

and delivery, 48*104.

Illegal conditions, 48-109.

Illegal purpose, for, 48-108.

GIFT ENTERPRISES.

Immoral

conditions, 48-109.
Impossibl conditions, 48-109.

Advertising, 26-0504, 26-0505.

Income taxes
Deduction from gross income,
92-3109, 92-3110.
Gross income, 92-3107.

Tickets

in,

sale, etc.,

20-0501.

Trading stamps, issuing, 20-0500.

GIN.

Infant
Acceptance for, by parent, guardian or friend, 48-102.
By, 48-107.
Insolvency of donor, 48-110.
Intention to give by donor, essential,
48-101, 48-201.

See Intoxicating Liquors.

GINHOUSE.
Burning, reward for incendiary.
27-101.

GINNERS.
Toll

Library organizations, 22-414.
Limitations on proceedings to invali-

cotton,

subjection to liens,

110-510.

GINSENG.

date, 48-107.

Military purposes, for, 86-1410.
Milledgeville State Hospital, 35-201.

Municipal corporation, 69-501.

GLUTEN FEEDS AND MEAL.
ing Stuffs.

Officers of corporation, acceptance by,

48-102.
child,

Digging, 43-9901.

See Concentrated Commercial Feed-

Narcotics, 42-704, 42-9917.
Notice, 48-110.

Parent and

States,

between, 48-102,

GOATS.
Skinning without owner's consent,
26-3402.

48-107.

GOD.

Presumption, 48-105, 48-106,

Worship

108-116.

Parol gifts, validity, 48-110, 48-201.
Playgrounds and recreational centers,
lands, etc., for, 69-606.

Possession, retention

by donor,

effect,

Presumption, 48-105, 48-106, 108-116.
Acceptance, 48-102.
Public libraries, 32-2703, 32-2705.
Purchasers without notice, validity as
to, 48-110.

Rebuttal of presumption, 48-105.
School-book publishers, by, 32-406,
32-9901, 32-9902.

and brothers, between, pre-

sumption, 108-116.
Societies, 22-414.

Symbolical delivery, 48-103, 48-201.
Taxation: See Estate Taxes.
Taxes, avoidance of payment of,
92-5710, 92-5711.

Time, proceedings to set aside, 48-107.
Trustee

Donee

From

1-801,

2-112,

GOLD.
Legal tender in payment of debts,
1-134.

48-110.

Sisters

of, protected,

2-113.

as,

for donor, 48-108.

persons lately minors, 48-107.

Purchase, report

of,

43-405, 43-406.

GOLF COURSES.
Taxation, 92-606.

GOLF STICKS.
Taxation of manufacturers, 92-901.

GONORRHOEA.
Contagious and infectious disease,
88-501.

GOOD BEHAVIOR.
Bonds:

See Warrants for Good Be-

havior.

Convicts, term shoitened, 77-210.

GOOD CHARACTER,
See Character.

GOOD FAITH.
See Fraud.
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GOVERNOR— Cont 'd.

GOVERNMENT.
See Constitution of State; Constitution of United States.
Civil

government

Distraction

in

public

elements

of,

32-705.

Textbook

schools

on, preparation

in

of,

32-509,

Judicial notice of forms, history,

etc.,

8S-112.

Origin and foundation, 2-101.
Protection as duty of, 2-102.
Republican form of, guarantee

inspector

naval

of

stores, 5-1611.

Appropriation book, 40-208.

Approval
of,

Adjournment

General

of

Assembly,

2-1824.

Age, eligibility requirement, 2-2607.
Aides de camp, 86-103, 86-104.

of Dental
Georgia, 84-702.

Board

Examiners

of

Georgia, 84-1001.
Commissioner of Agriculture,

to

5-103.

45-101,

45-103.

of

Industrial

Rela-

tions directors, 54-101, 54-102.

of
Veterans'
Office, 78-101, 78-104.

Director

Service

Georgia Board of Chiropractic Examiners,

Books to be kept, 40-208.
Bribery, 26-4103.
Budget, submission to General AssemCapitol

Assigning rooms in, 91-402.
Guard, appointment, etc., 40-303,
40-310, 40-311.

Citizenship,
2-2607.

Georgia Real Estate Commission,

requirement,

eligibility

Clerical expenses, 2-2619.

Commander

84-503.

in chief of

army and navy,

2-2611, 40-201, 86-101.

Commissions

84-1404.

Georgia State Board of Embalming, 84-803.

Georgia State Board of Examiners in Optometry, 84-1103.
Georgia State Board of Pharmacy,
84-1303, 84-1304.

Georgia State Board of Veterinary
Examiners, 84-1502.
State Board for Examination and
Registration of Architects,
84-304.

Book

State Board of Chiropody

Exam-

iners, 84-602.

State Board of Education, 32-401.
State Board of Examiners of Pub-

Accountants, 84-203.

State Board of Health, 88-102.

Board of Medical Examin-

ers, 84-903.

Osteopathic Examiners of Georgia, 84-1201.
of

of, 40-208.

Court of Appeals Judges, 24-3502.
Grant, 40-203.
Justices of the peace, 2-3503.
Officers of Executive Department,
2-2701.
Signing, 89-201, 89-202.

Superior court clerk, 24-2705.

Commissioner of Agriculture
Appointment to fill vacancy,
Office

Btate Board of Barber Examiners
of Georgia, 84-403.

Board

Automobile for use of, 40-2001.
Board of Regents of University System, ex-officio member, 32-104.
Bonds of officers, keeping book show-

bly, 40-403.

Commissioner of Game and Fish,

Department

of,

ing, 40-208.

Examiners of Nurses for

vacancy,

of supervising inspector of

naval stores, 5-1612.
Assessment by, 92-5703, 92-5704.
Attorney General, duties required
2-3802, 40-1602.

Alteration of seal, 40-106.
Appointments by, 2-2614, 2-2615,
40-301 to 40-303.

of

Bills, 2-2616, 2-2617.

Bond

State, 91-405.

State

95-1601.

Library Commission,

Supervising

Actions for debts due, or property

State

Highway Board,

Librarian, 101-101.

92-4501.

of,

GOVERNOR.

lic

Entomologist, 5-701.
Forester, 43-207.
Geologist, 43-301.

State Revenue Commission,

Eights of people, 2-501, 2-502.

fill

State
State
State
State
State
State

32-2601.

1-407.

Board

—

Appointments by Cont'd.
State Commission of Forestry and
Geological Development, 43-102.

5-103.

and furniture, supplying,

5-104.

Commutation of sentences,

2-2612,

27-2701.

Compensation, 2-2602.
Persons employed, 40-312.
Comptroller General
Examination, etc., 2-2618.
Information, furnishing, 2-2618.
Report, 2-6301, 40-1510, 40-1511.
Suspension, 40-206, 40-207, 40-1406.

Confederate
35-902.

Soldiers

Home,

closing,
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GOVERNOR-

between State departments,
duty in case of, 40-210.
Congressmen
Commissions to, 34-2307, 40-203.
Counting votes for, 34-2305.
Ordering election for, 34-2303,
Conflict

34-2306.

Conservator of peace, 2-2612.
Constable, removing for failure to report interference, 24-2817.
Contagious diseases, proclamation,
88-419.

Contingent funds, payment of salaries,
40-312.

Convicts as witnesses, order for,

mark

officio

member

uy

Board of Control of
Institutions, 85-102.
Board of Begentf of

University

System, 32-104.
State Commission of Forestry and
Geological Development, 43-102.

Textbook Commission, 82-701.
Executive Department officer, 2-2601.
Piling oaths of officers with, 89-805.
Filling vacancies in offices, 2-2613,
2-2614.

Foreign powers, receiving emolument!
from, 2-2602.
Fugitives from justice, duty as to,
44-101 to 44-305.

38-2001, 38-2002.

Convoking General Assembly, 2-2613.
County boundaries, appointing surveyor
to

Ei

Cont'd.

General Assembly

Adjournment

of,

2-1824.

Convoking, 2-2613.

out, 23-401.

County treasurer's bond, directions as
to recording, 23-1011.

Death, 2-2608.
Special election, 40-102.

Debts due State, action for, 91-405.
Decrease of salary, 2-2602.
Defense of suits against State, 40-209.
Department of Law, direction, 40-1610.
Director of Budget, 40-401.
Disabilities imposed by law, removal,

Filling vacancies in, 2-2613.

Inauguration time fixed by, 40-103.
Messages to, 2-2613.
Oath in presence of, 40-104.
Pardons, etc., reports, 2-2612.

Recommendations

2-2613.

to,

Reports of pardons, etc., to, 2-2612.
Resignation sent to, 40-108.
Grants to lands, 91-401.
Correction of errors, 85-304 to
85-309.

2-2612, 27-2701.

who

exercises
executive
powers in case of, 2-2608.
Disease, proclamation, 88-419.
Documents, filing, 40-208.

Great seal of State, order as to

Educational fund, keeping book show-

Impeachment, power

Disability,

Election,
2-2603
to
2-2609, 40-101.

2-2606,

2-2608,

ment,

capitol

etc.,

building,

appoint-

40-303, 40-310. 40-311.

pardon,

to

etc.,

34-2002.

Consolidation of vote, 34-1303.
Contest, 2-2606.
List of registered voters, 34-404.
Place, 2-2603.
Publication of returns, 2-2605.
Rules governing, 34-2101.

Time, 2-2603.
Unexpired term, 2-2609.

88-419.

Information from certain

officers,

re-

quiring, 2-2618.

Insane convicts
Capital offense, disposition
conviction for, 27-2602 to

after

27-2604.

in office, 40-102, 40-103.

Direction, conveyance of convict
to penitentiary, 27-2514.

Reprieve by, 27-2518.
Respite by, 27-2518.
Vouchers for expense,

salary, 92-3107.

Increase of salary, 2-2602.
Index books, 40-208.
Infectious diseases, proclamation,

Discharge from Milledgeville State

Electrocution

Hospital, 27-1503.

Sanity of capital convict, payment
expense
of
of
investigation,
27-2602.

Insurance

Commissioner,

approval

of

seal of, 56-101.

approval,

27-2513.
Eligibility, 2-2602, 2-2607.

Reelection, 2-2602.

Emoluments other than
Employment

Inauguration, 40-103.

Income tax,

Blank forms of returns, 40-601.
Campaign expenses, 34-2001,

Insurance of property, 91-403, 91-404.
Insurrection
Calling out military, 40-202.
Residence changed because of,
40-107.

salary, 2-2602.

Agents, 40-305.
Special service, person to perform,
40-309.

Guard for

27-2701.

ing, 40-208.

Vacancy

affix-

ing, 2-2801.

Invasion
Calling out military, 40-202.

Residence
40-107.

Journal, 40-20S.

changed

because

of,
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Justices of the peace, commissions

to,

8-3503, 84-406, 84-408, 24-501, 24-502.

Public

filling

offices,

vacancies

in,

40-207, 40-301, 40-302.

Land

Public printing, approval of bond of

Books, keeping, 40-208.
Grants to. 91-401.
Legal disabilities, power to remove,

Purchase of property, 91-501, 91-502,

27-2701.

8-2618,

Duties, 40-30S.
Salary, 40-307.
Military, calling out, 40-201, 40-202.
Militia districts, proceedings to lay
out, transmitted to, 23-207.
Minute-book, 40-208.

2-2607.
against, 64-208, 64-209.

Rebellion, residence
of, 40-107.

changed because

Records, 40-208.
Reelection, eligibility to, 2-2602.

Remission of sentence by, 27-2701.

—

Removals by
State Board of Chiropody Examiners, 84-602.

rule,

aminers, 84-504, 84-506.
State Board of Medical Examiners, 84-903.

24-3348.

Georgia State Board of Embalm-

Notaries public
justices

officio

of

the

peace,

commissions to, 24-501, 24-502.
Issuing commissions to, 24-501,
24-502.

ing, 84-804.

State Entomologist, 5-701.
State Forester, 32-207.

State Geologist, 32-301.
State Librarian, 101-106, 101-107.
State Revenue Commission,

Oath, 2-2610, 40-104.
President of Senate, 89-409.
Office, 40-107.

92-4501.

bonds, keeping book showing,

Tax

collectors, 92-7101.

Reports by

40-208.

Ordinaries' bonds returned

to, 24-1705.

Pardons by, 2-2612, 27-2701.
Party plaintiff to penal action,
Penal action, party to, 3-103.

Process of courts, calling out military
to enforce, 40-201.

bly, 2-2612.

Suspension

of

Comptroller

Gen-

eral or State Treasurer, reasons,
for, 40-206.

Board of Control,

35-211,
35-804, 35-901, 99-106.

35-707,

Comptroller General, 40-1501,

88-419, 88-9913.

Popular vote
Adoption

40-1511.

of homestead
visions, 2-8804, 2-8901.

pro-

Location of capital, 2-8804,

Director of Veterans' Service Office,-

78-107.

Filing with State Librarian,
101-204.

2-8901.

Ratification of Constitution,
2-8702, 2-8804, 2-8901.
Prohibition against, 64-303.

Property of State
Action to recover, 91-405.
Grants, 91-401.
Insurance, 91-403.

Warrant for premium, 91-4.04.
Liens, removal, 91-504, 91-505.
Renting, 91-503.
Sale, 91-503, 91-505.
Supervision, 91-402.

keeping

General Assembly, to, 2-2612.
Mailing to members of General
Assembly, 40-4701.
Pardons, etc., to General Assem-

Reports to

—

Proclamation
Contagious or infectious diseases,

debt,

Bonds redeemed before maturity,
87-115.

3-103.

Penitentiary, insurance, 91-403.
Pestilence, residence changed because
of, 40-107.
President of Senate acts, when, 2-2608.
Primary election, time, 34-3203.

Public

Quo warranto

Georgia Board of Chiropractic Ex-

Naval aide, 86-103.
Next friend bond, superior court

Official

91-505.

Qualifications,

Library of State, insurance, 91-403.
Messages to General Assembly, 2-2613.
Messenger
Appointment, 40-303, 40-306.

Ex

contractor, 90-101.

book

showing,

40-208.

Public defense, duties as to: See Public Defense.

State

Board of Barber Examin-

ers of Georgia, 84-406.

State Commission of Forestry and
Geological Development, 43-204.
State Highway Board, 95-1506.
State Library Commission, 32-2602.
Representatives in Congress, grant of

commissions to, 34-2307, 40-203.
Reprieves by, 2-2612, 27-2701.
Residence, 40-107.
Resignation, 2-2608.
Public officers, report to, 89-504.
Special election, 40-102.

Rewards for

arrest, offering, 27-101.

Salary, 2-2602.

Income

tax, 92-3107.

Gkxi pal

"
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Seal, 40-106.

State

Commissions under, 80-202.*

r

J

Cont'd.

'reafnrer

Approval of bond, 40-1001,
Examination, etc., 2 2(

Secretaries, 2-2019.
Fees, 92-3501 to 92-3503.

Reports, 2-6301, 40-1101.

Secretary of State's bond, approval,

Superintendence over, 40-13
Supervision of bank
\s,

40-502.

.

Sentences for offenses, power to remit,

40-1101.
.Suspension, 40-200, 40-207.

2-2612.
Sheriff,

3153
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removing for failure

to report

interference, 24-2817.
Signing bills, resolutions, etc., 2-1823,
2-2616, 2-2617.

Warrant!

on, 40 201, 40-1101.
Statebouse, see Capitol, ant';.
Superior court

Clerk, commission to, 24-2705*
Judges
Appointment, 2-3103.
Assignment in place of

Solicitors general

.Appointment, 2-3901.
Convictions certified

24-2916,

to,

dis-

abled judge, 24-2010 to

24-2917.

24-2012.

Fees, warrant to pay, 24-2906.
Requisition for Attorney General,
24-2913.
Speaker of House of Representatives,

Designating to preside in Supreme Court or Court of Appeals, 2-3002, 2-3009.

Supreme Court

when, 2-2608.
Special service, employment of person
to perform, 40-309.

Criminal pauper cases, report by

Staff of, 86-103.

Designation of judge of superior

clerk, 24-4103.

Standards of weights

and measures,
procuring, 112-105.
State Board of Health, ex-officio mem-

Suspension

ber, 88-102.

State bonds

Collection of taxes, 40-205.
Comptroller General, 40-206,
40-207.

Appropriation to pay, application
of surplus, 87-114.

Exchange, 87-106.
Loss, directing issuance of
bonds, 87-108.
Place of payment, directing,

Chemist's

assistants,

State Treasurer, 40-206, 40-207.
collector's bond, directions as to
recording, 92-4607.
Tax receiver's bond, directions as to
recording, 92-4607.

new

Tax

new

Taxes
Levy, 92-5703, 92-5704.
Sinking fund for retirement

87-105.

Theft, directing issuance of
bonds, 87-111.

State

24-4007, 24-4008.

court,

Justices, appointment, 2-3002,
2-3008.

approval,

etc., 42-104.

State depositories, advising as to financial condition, 100-106.
State Highway Board, designation of
chairman, 95-1603.
State Librarian

—

of
State bonds, levy of tax, 92-111,
92-112.

Suspending collection

of,

40-205.

Term of office, 2-2602.
Where filling vacancy, 89-502.
Time of inauguration, 40-103.

Appointment, 40-303, 101-101.
Reports filed with, 101-204.

Treason, power to pardon, 27-2701.
Unexpired term, filling by General As-

Supervision of

sembly, 2-2609.
United States

office,

101-106.

Supplying counties with reports,
101-215, 101-216.

State library, insurance, 91-403.
State penitentiary, insurance, 91-403.
State property

Emoluments from,

Action to recover, 91-405.
Grants, 91-401.
Insurance, 91-403, 91-404.
Liens, removal, 91-504, 91-505.
Renting, 91-503, 91-505.
Sale, 91-503, 91-505.

Supervision, 91-402.
State Revenue Commission
Chairman, designation of, 92-4502.
Clerical help, fixing compensation,
etc., 92-4509,

92-4510.

Consultation with, duty, 92-4505.

2-2602.

Senator
Appoints, when, 1-108. 1-S23.
Calling election to fill vacancy,
34-2403.

Commission
University

of

to, 34-2402. 40-203.

Georgia,

Regent,

ex

officio, 32-104.

Vacancy

in office, 40-102. 40-108.

Veto of bills, 2-2616. 2-2017.
Warrants, 40-204, 40-1101.
Court of Appeals reports, 101-216.
Insurance money, 91-404.

Payment by State
40-204, 40-1101.

Treasurer,
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GRAND JURY— Cont'd.

—

'd.

Supreme Court

reports, 101-216.

Teachers 1 salaries in anticipation
of revenue. 32-929.

Western and Atlantic Railroad buildings, insurance, 91-403.

Clerks of superior court Cont'd.
Inspection of books and records,
59-309 to 59-312.
List, of grand jurors, compiling,
59-109.

Loss or destruction of jury boxes,

Witnesses, order for convicts

as,

or precepts, duties, 59-110,
59-111.
lists,

38-2001, 38-2002.
Writs of election, issuance, 2-2613.

GRADE CROSSINGS.

Maps,

etc., recording by, recommendation, 24-2719.

Paying

See Railroads.

jurors, 59-305.

Pension

GRAIN.

list

mission

Corn

Agricultural Products;
Meal; Flour; Wheat.

See

Bushel, weight, 112-101.

Concentrated commercial feeding

stuff,

Grinding in turn, 5-1702, 5-1703.

Storage
Mixing, 111-107.
Receipts, 111-105.

GRAMMAR.
effect, 102-102.

GRAND JURY.
Adjourned terms, superior

court,

24-3009.
court,

to

draw

jury,

Fixing, 59-120, 59-121.
Method of payment, 59-305.
Ordinary, subpoenaed by, 59-123.
Special, to ordinary, sheriff, clerk
of superior court, 24-110.
Tax, recommendation of, 59-305.
Competency as traverse jurors, 2-4502.
38-418,
Confidential communications,
59-302.

Constable

59-116.

failing

to

report

interfer-

ence, 24-2817.

Age, qualification, 59-201.

Asylums, visitation and inspection,
59-401 to 59-406, 59-9901, 59-9902.

Bailiffs-

Compensation fixed by, 59-120.
Oath, 59-209.
Ballots, examination, 59-308.
Board of education members, disquali-

Convents, visitation and inspection,
59-401 to 59-406, 59-9901, 59-9902.

County
Board of education members
Disqualification, 59-201.
Selection, 32-902.

Books and records of county
ficers,

fication, 59-201.
officers,

Commis-

Jury

See

Compensation, 2-4503.
Appearing but not sworn, 59-122.
Charge of court, 59-601.

Toll, 5-1702, 5-1703.

Books of county

59-316.

Office,

sioners.

Homestead, statutory, 51-1301.

Errors in statutes,

presentments, transVeterans' Service

Special compensation, 24-110.
Colleges, visitation and inspection,
59-401 to 59-406, 59-9901, 59-9902.

Commissioners:

42-201, 42-209.

Adjournment of

to

inspection,

59-312.

Buildings, records,

59-309 to 59-312.

Box-

of-

inspection, 59-309 to
etc.,

inspection,

91-708.

Exhaustion

of, before change of
venue, 59-503.
Loss or destruction after jury
drawn, procedure, 59-110.

Making up, 59-108.
Names taken from, when,

59-201.

Depository
Inspection of books and records, 59-309 to 59-312.

59-203.

Buildings, inspection, 59-315.
Change of venue of investigation,
59-501 to 59-506.

Charge of court, enumeration of subto be covered by, 59-316,
59-405, 59-001.

jects

Paying
Financial

jurors, 59-305.

statement,

Charge

Duty

as to final records,
24-2715.

Duty to record papers, 59-601.
Drawing grand jury in vacation,

inspection,

92-3709.

Funds

in

hands of

officers,

check-

ing, 59-309 to 59-312.
Officers, inspection

59-309 to 59-312.

Clerks of superior court

of books,

etc.,

—

School superintendent
Ineligibility as grand

juror,

59-201.

Inspection of books and records, 59-310 to 59-312.

Report and books, notice in

59-205.

Examination of

Commissioners, disqualification,

offices,

24-2725.

presentments, 59-309.

General Index.
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Treasurer
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GRAND JURY— Cont'd.

GRAND JURY— Cont'd.
County

Inspection

'd.

—

grand juror,

Paying jurors, 59-305.
Venue of investigation, change

Jails,

Pensioners' listn, 59-310.
Property, public, 59-315.
Vea.sey bill, institution-:, 59-401 to

of,

Delinquent jurors, 59-117.
Disclosures, 59-302.

59-406, 59-0001,

Drawing
Adjournment of court for, 59-116.
Box from which drawn, 59-108.
Each week, drawn for, when,
59-204.

Judge failing to draw, procedure,
59-205.

Loss or destruction of box or list
after jurors drawn, procedure,
59-110.
59-203, 59-205.

Voters'

to 59-506.

inspection, 59-314.
Justices of the peace
Books of predecessor,
Jails,

Duties, generally, 59-301.
Elections

Malpractice, 24-9001, 24-0002.
Special presentment for detaining
books, 24-605.
Legislators excused, 59-113.

Length of

Duties in connection with, 34-1601,
34-3207, 59-308.

Examination of ballots and voters
59-308.

Eleemosynary institutions, visitation
and inspection, 59-401 to 59-406,

service, 59-118.

List

Loss or destruction after jury
drawn, procedure, 59-110.
Making from jury box, 59-109.
Revision
Made by commissioners, when,

59-9901, 59-9902.

59-106.

Ordered by judge, when,

Examination, see Inspection, post.
Exemption from service, 59-112.
Failure of court, standing over to next

Malicious

term, 59-119.
Fine and forfeiture fund, report by

from
Mental

59-107.

prosecution,

jurors

exempt

liability for, 105-807.

qualification, 59-201.

Monasteries, visitation and inspection,
59-401 to 59-406, 59-9901, 59-9902.
Notaries public

county treasurer, 27-2907.

Foreman
Appointment, 59-208.
Oath, 59-208.
Witnesses, oath and examination,

Access to

Ex

list of, 24-503.

officio

justices

recommendation

59-210, 59-211.

General Assembly, members excused,
Hospitals, visitation and inspection,
59-401 to 59-406, 59-9901, 59-9902.
Houses of correction, visitation and
inspection, 59-401 to 59-406, 59-9901,
59-9902.
House of the Good Shepherd, visitation

and inspection, 59-401 to 59-406,
59-9902.

Indictment:

See Indictment.
Constitutional guaranty, 1-805.
Inspection
to

for

the peace,
appoint-

59-202.

OathBailiff, 59-209.

Form,

59-208.

Witnesses, 59-210, 59-211.
Offenses,

when bound

to notice, 59-304.

Ordinary
Charge on duties of, 59-601.
Compensation of jurors subpoenaed
by, 59-123.

Disqualification as grand juror,
59-201.

Drawing

Ballots, 59-308.

of

ment, 24-501, 24-503.

Number,

59-113.

Buildings, public, 59-315.

report,

24-605.

Dockets laid before, 24-604.

also as, procedure, 59-106.
Vacation, how drawn in, 59-205.

59-312, 59-315.

59-9902.

59-308.

Charge of court, 58-117.
Testimony, 58-115, 58-116.
Investigation, change of venue, 59-501

at, 59-114, 59-115.

Traverse juror, grand juror drawn

Books and records, 59-309

lists,

Institutions, visitation and inspection,
59-401 to 59-406, 59-0001, 59-9902.
Intoxicating liquors

Previous term, juror who served

lists,

59-314

Offices of county, 59-309 to 59-312.

59-501 to 59-506.

of,

59-401

institutions,

to 59-406, 00-9901, 59 9902.
Institutions, 59-401 to 69-406,
59-9901, 59-9902.

Inspection of books and records, 59-309 to 59-312.

Manner

— Cont'd.

Eleemosynary

Ineligibility as
59-201.

'
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in vacation, 59-205.

Inspection of books and records,
59-309 to 59-312.
Special compensation, 24-110.
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Orphanages, visitation and inspection,

Reports

by

32-025.

County superintendents of

59-204.

and inspec-

Penitentiaries, visitation
tion. 50-401 to 50-40G,
lists,

Box

or

examination

of,

issuance

destroyed,

list

59-316.

Issuance and delivery by clerk,
50-200.

Loss or destruction

59-201.

procedure,

of,

Sentence, obstruction of, report of
cers, and presentment, 59-313.

Bloodhounds,

Presentment: See Indictment; Present-

keeping,

recommen-

dation, 24-2813.

Compensation fixed by, when,

ment.
Buildings of county, condition,

24-2822.

59-315.

Failing to report interference,

County school superintendent, noticing matters in report and
books of, 59-309.

24-2817.

Inspection of books and records,
59-310 to 59-312.

Jails, 59-314.

Report of obstruction of order or

Offenses to be noticed, 59-304.

sentence,

59-316.

lists,

Prisoners

in

jails,

treatment

of,

Summoning

Property of county, condition,

59-313.

Special compensation, 24-110.

59-314.

by, 59-206, 59-207.

Solicitors general

Administering oaths to, 24-2908.
Attendance on, duty, 24-2908.
Exhibit showing disposition of
moneys, requiring, 59-307.

59-315.

Publication, 59-317.

Records, condition, 59-315.
Sentence, persons obstructing,

Indictment, 24-2918.
Institutions, report of

59-313.

communications, 38-418,

visitation

and inspection by grand jury

59-302.

.

Probation officers, recommendation of
appointment, 27-2703.
Property of county, inspection, 59-315.

committee, 59-403.
Request to draw indictments
presentments, 24-2908.

Qualifications, 59-201.

Taking

Recommendation
suspension

of,

County tax levy, 92-3710, 92-3711,
92-3713.

Publication

of

presentments,

59-317.

Summoning,

59-206,

59-207,

Tax, recommendation

of, to

pay

jurors,

Tax

collectors

Execution dockets, submission,
92-5105.

Referendum

to

determine

county

tax exemption, 92-200.

compensation of jurors,

Ineligibility .as

grand juror, 59-201.

Inspection of books and records,
59-310 to 59-312.

Statements, 92-4908.

59-305.
receivers, correction of errors

Records of county

officers,

inspection,

59-309 to 59-312, 59-315.
visitation
to

59-406,

Tax receiver
Books, inspection

in digest, 50-300.

59-9902.

59-502, 59-504.

59-305.

Jails, after inspection, 59-314.

59-401

of,

Tales jurors, 59-207.

in digest, 59-306.

tion,

influence,

Special terms, superior court, 24-3009.

2-3601.

Reformatories,

change

public,

Correction of error of tax receiver

for

to

Veasey bill, report under, 59-403.
Venue of investigation, motion for

95-811.

Appointment of notaries

Tax

money

or

24-2917.

Alternative road law, operation or

Tax

offi-

Sheriffs

59-111.

Privileged

qualification,

Sanitaria, visitation and inspection,
59-401 to 59-406, 59-9901, 59-9902.
Schools, visitation and inspection,
59-401 to 59-406, 59-9901, 59-9902.
Selection, 2-4502.

after, 59-110.

Pension

schools,

32-1014.

Residence,

59-9901,

59-9902.

Pension
Precept

to,

County boards of education,

59-401 to 50-400, 59-9001, 59-9002.
Panels, separate, for each week,

Ineligibility

and

inspec-

59-9901,

of,

59-309 to

59-312.

as

grand

juror,

59-201.

Recommendation of correction
digest, 59-306.

in
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GRAND JURY— Cont'd.

GRANTS

Term
Ineligibility of juror at next succeeding, 59-114, 59-115.

over to next term
failure of court, 59-119.

Standing

Transfer of investigation to

on

another

county, 59-501 to 59-500.
Bill, 59-401 to 59-406, 59-9901,

Veascy

Jury, trial of issue of errors, 85-306.
Knowledge of fraud of State of:
issuing, 85-310.

Loss of original grant, 85-308.

Secondary

of investigation,
59-501 to 59-506.

Violations of laws,

change

Misrepresentations

when bound

to no-

lists, examination, 59-308.
panels, drawing, 59-204.

Witnesses

Committing

obtaining,

in

Correction, 85-303 to 85-309.

Parol evidence, 85-311.
Setting aside for, 85-310.
Names of grantees
Correctidn of errors, 85-303.
Parol evidence to show mistake,

New

OathAdministration, 59-210.

85-311.
grant, issuance, 85-304.

Notice
Application to correct errors,

Form, 59-211.

85-304.

Objections to be

GRANDCHILDREN.

filed to correction

of errors, 85-308.

to, 113-1015.

Objections

Inheritance by, 113-903.

errors,

Marriage to, prohibited, 53-105.
Meaning, 102-103.

GRANTS.
Accident, setting aside for, 85-310.
Application for, correction of errors,

Attestation by Secretary of State,

proceedings
85-305,

to

85-304, 85-309.

name, 85-311.
title, definition, 85-103.

Plats, recording, 40-601.

raising

presumption

Presumption, 85-312, 85-313.

Boundaries,

Records, 40-208, 40-601, 40-604.

correction

of

errors,

Collusion in obtaining, 85-310.
Correction of errors, 85-303 to 85-309.
Establishment of form, 85-302.

Evidence
Application to correct errors,

Correction of errors in, 85-303.
Residence of grantees, correction of
errors, 85-303.

Scire facias to set aside, 85-310.

Secretary of State
Attestation, 40-601.

85-307.

Mistake in grantee's name, 85-311.
Notice of application to correct

Care of plats, 40-601.
Recording, 40-601, 40-604.
Setting aside, 85-310.

errors, 85-304.

Presumption of grant, 85-312,

Superior court
Setting aside, S5-310.

85-313.

Trial of issue of errors

Fees, 92-3503.

Filing papers on application to correct
errors, 85-307.

Form, 85-302.
Fraud in obtaining,
Governor

in,

S5-306.

Taxation of ungranted lands. 92-101.
Time from which corrected grant effective, 85-309.

85-310.

Correction of errors, 85-304 to

TitleDefinition, S5-102.

Origin, S5-301.

Trial of issue of errors in, S5-306.

85-309.
91-401.

Impeachment, 85-311.
Implication, grantee takes nothing by,
85-312.

of

grant, 85-313.

Bona fide purchasers, 85-309.
Books, Governor to keep, 40-208.
85-303.

correct

85-308.

Origin of title, 85-301.
Parol evidence, mistake in grantee's

Possession

40-601.

to

85-304,

Order requiring correction of errors,

Perfect

85-303.

Issuance,

10,

85-310.

courts, attendance be-

fore, 27-413.

•

21-.';.';

Mistakes

tice, 59-304.

Advancements

evidence,

24-3341.

of,

Visitation and inspection of institutions, 59-401 to 59-406, 59-9901,
59-9902.

Weekly

-Cont'd.

Irregularities in proceeding to obtain,
85-311.
Issuance, correction of errors in,
85-303.

59-9902.

Venue

Voters'

3157

University of Georgia,

Vested

to, 2-7101.

rights, $5-305, S5-306, 85-309.

GRAPHOPHONES.
Taxation, 92-1310.

General Index.
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GUARDIANS AD LITEM— Cont'd.

GRATUITIES.
Grant by General Assembly, 2-6401.

GRAVES.
Administrator

to

provide

protection

for, 113-1508,

Sale of estate, 49-204.
Trustees, forcing report of sale and
reinvestment, 108-412.
Wills, appointment on probate of,
113-608.

GREAT SEAL OF STATE.

GUARDIAN AND WARD.

See Seals.

See Charitable Institutions for Children; Guardians Ad Litem.

GRIST MILLS.
Grinding grain in turn, 5-1701 to

Abatement
letters,

5-1703.

Homestead, statutory, 51-1301.
Public mills, what are, 5-1701.
Tolls. 5-1702.

by revocation of

Accounts
Actions by wards, 49-238.
Discharged surety's liability,

Weights, stamping on sacks of meal or
flour,

of action

49-234.

49-233.

Duty

5-9902.

to keep, 4-211, 49-230.

Examination by ordinary, 49-314.

GRITS.

Interest, 49-310.

Packing, 42-301.

Oath, 49-113.
Refusal to account, action, 49-238.

WeightBarrels, 42-302.
Sacks, 42-302.

Settlement, 49-301 to 49-312.
Surety's liability, 49-233.
Actions
Abatement by revocation of

—

Variation, 42-303.

GROSS NEGLIGENCE.
Definition, 105-203.

Bonds, on, 49-235 to 49-238, 49-502.

GROUND-PEAS.

Limitations, 3-709.

Ward, by,

Bushel, weight, 112-101.

GROUSE.
Game birds:

49-238.

Ad

litem guardian: See Guardians
Litem.

See Game.

and

Ad

Advertising

"Four Weeks," meaning, 39-1102.
"Once a week for four weeks,"

GROVE PRODUCTS.
Peddlers

let-

ters, 49-234.

venders,

taxation,

92-1602.

meaning 39-1102.
"Thirty days," meaning, 39-1102.
Time, 39-1102.
Appointment, 49-102 to 49-112, 49-115,

GROWING CROPS.
See Crops.

74-109.

GUANO.

Arbitration

Municipal tax on purchasers, 92-4106.

Power

to

submit matters

to,

7-103, 49-219.

GUARANTY.
Suretyship distinguished, 103-101.

GUARANTY COMPANIES.
Acquiring trust company powers,
companies,

trust

109-201,

109-504.
Official bonds, sureties on, 89-415.

companies, 109-201.
companies, powers, 109-201.

Title, trust

Trust

GUARDIANS AD LITEM.
Appointment, 49-111, 81-212.
Apprenticing child, pending proceed-

Final receipts, 49-311.

Attorney in fact
Appointment, 49-219, 49-227.
Conveyances by, 4-104.
Bastards, 49-110.

Binding out indigents, 49-228, 49-229.

Bonds
Actions on, 49-235 to 49-238,
49-502.

County administrator,

ings, 66-203.

Chambers, proceedings in equity,
37-1304.

49-502,

49-504.

Expense of providing,

49-308,

49-309.

Condemnation proceedings
Notice

Attestation

Bond, 49-502.

109-301.

Bonds,

Right to submit matters, 7-103.
Writing necessary, 7-104.
Attachment, compelling delivery of
property to ward, 49-307.

to,

Payment

36-306,

of

award

36-307.
to, 36-607.

Decree in vacation, consent, 37-1205.
Liability, 49-111.

Limitation of actions, 3-709.
Natural guardians, 49-102.
Removal of trust to another county, 49-239.

Requiring, 49-109, 49-113, 49-114.

General Index.
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GUARDIAN AND WARD— Cont'd.
Bonds

Child, 74-110.

Minor's money when no guardian,

91-702.

Strengthening,

49-116,

49-115,

4'j

—

49-238,

49-239,

Death
Guardian
Action

49-316.

Vacation, taking in, 49-114.
Borrowing by guardian, 49-226.
Citation
Failure of guardian

to

make

superior court,

appointment

by, 49-109.

appointment,

Commissions, 49-223, 49-224, 49-231.
Compensation, 49-223, 49-224, 49-231.
Competitive bids
Lease of lands, 49-212.
Sale of lands, 49-204.

Compromises by guardian, 49-219,

'-.,

Ward, guardian

as

bond,

administrator,

Deceased guardian, debts due by, rank,
113-1508.

Deposit of money in bank, 49-315.
Discretion of court
49-107,

49-109,

letters,

49-232,

49-112.

Revocation of
49-233.

Dismissal, testamentary guardian,
49-103.

Dismission, letters of, 49-314, 49-315.

Domicile of ward, 79-404, 79-405,
79-407.

49-221.

Consent by guardian to decree in vacation, 37-1205.

Contempt of

court, refusal to turn over

property, 49-307.

Continuances, settlement of accounts,
49-304.

Contracts, 49-213, 49-226.
for necessaries, 20-201.

Conversion of assets of estate, 26-2805.
Corporate stocks
Investments in, 49-215.
Sale of, 49-206.

Transfer by foreign guardian,
49-222.

Corpus of estate, using, 49-202.
Costs, failure to keep accounts, 4-211.
County administrator, ex-officio county
guardian, 49-501.

County guardian
Appointment, 49-109, 49-501.
Bond, 49-502, 49-504.
County administrator ex officio,
49-501.

applicable, 49-505.

Letters of guardianship, 49-503.
Rights and liabilities, 49-503.

Cruelty

Sureties on guardian's
49-233, 49-284.

Appointment,

49-107.

Laws

f

49-316.

Classes of guardians, 49-101.

Ward,

sureti

3-403.

re-

49-302.

•

against

Commissions, 49-224.
Successor substituted as party,

Resignation of guardian, 49-313.
Settlement of accounts, 49-301,

relatives,

Dumb

49-236.

turn, 49-231.

Collateral

to

Persons.

49-227,

49-225,

Relief of, 49-233, 49-239.
Testamentary guardian, 49-103.

of

701.

and dumb persons, 49 001
40-610, 49-018. .See Deaf and

Deflf

Liability,

Clerk

Cont'd.

Custody

Safes in courthouses to hold,

Sureties

.

GUARDIAN AND WARD

— Cont'd.
49-504.

;
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—

Guardian, 49-229.
Parent, ground for appointment of
guardian, 74-109.
Cultivation of plantation, 49-214.

Drunkards: See Habitual Drunkards.
Education of ward, 49-201, 49-202,
49-228.

Estoppel to compel reopening of

set-

tlement, 49-312.

Evidence
Application for letters of dismission,

49-314.

Copies of letters as, 38-603.
Final receipts, 49-311.
Letters of guardianship, copies,
38-603.

Returns, 49-230.
Settlement of accounts, 49-303.
Ex parte settlements, 49-301.
Execution against
Levy on property of sureties,
49-235.

Settlement of accounts, 49-306.
Exemplifications of guardianship records, 49-239.

Expenditures, 49-202, 49-230.
Father, natural guardian, 49-102.
Foreign guardians
Actions by, 49-405, 49-407.

Bond, 49-401, 49-410.
Creditors, rights of, 49-409.

Exemplification of records, 49-401,
49-403, 49-40S, 49-410.

Heirs, rights of, 49-409.

Legatees, rights of, 49-409.
Notice of application for transfer
of property, 49-401.
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GUARDIAN AND WARD— Cont'd.

GUARDIAN AND WARD— Cont'd.

—

Marriage, consent of guardian, 53-204,

Receipts, 49-404.
Records, 40-401, 49-403, 49-40S,

Married women, appointment, 49-108.
Misconduct
Commissions, 49-224.

Foreign guardians Cont'd.
Order of court consenting to removal to another State, 49-406.

Relief of sureties, 49-233, 49-239.

40-410.

Removal

to another State, 49-406,

40-409.

Sale of estate, 40-402, 49-410.
Settlement, 49-402.
Transfer
Corporate stock, 49-222.
Estate to—
Application, 49-401.
Order, 40-402, 49-403,

—

49-405.

Gifts—
Acceptance by guardian, 48-102.
Guardian from ward, 48-107.
Guardian ad litem: See Guardians Ad
Litem.
Habitual drunkards, for: See Habitual
Drunkards.
Homestead exemption, 51-101, 51-702,

Revocation of letters, 49-232.
Mother, natural guardian, 49-102.
Natural guardian, 49-101, 49-102.
Necessaries, ward's contract for,
20-201.

Nonresident ward, 49-106.
Notice
Additional security by guardian,
49-115.

—

Application
Letters of dismission, 49-314.
.

Sale of estate, 49-204, 49-207.

Appointment, 49-109, 49-112.

Oath or

affirmation, 49-113, 49-114.

Petition to sell estate, 49-204.
Ordinaries: See Ordinaries.
Acting as guardian, 24-1711,
24-1712.

Appointment and removal,

51-801.

widow

as heir under age,
necessity of guardinn, 113-903.

Husband

53-207.

or

See Insane Persons.
HI treatment of ward, 49-229.
Idiots:

Contempt, punishment for, 24-2114.
Controversies over right to act,
jurisdiction,

Illegitimate child, 49-110.
Imbeciles: See Insane Persons.
Imprisonment, refusal to turn over
property, 49-307.
Indigent orphans, binding out, 49-228
49-229.

24-1901.

Cost execution from court
24-2001,

24-2003,

of,

24-2004.

Docket of returns, 24-2112.
Jurisdiction, 24-1901.
Letters, granting, 24-2104.
Lunatics, jurisdiction, 24-1901.

Practicing law for or against guar-

Infant
Heirs,

dian, 24-1715.

113-903.

Suits by, cure of defect, 3-115.
Insane persons: See Insane Persons.

Interest

Charging on balances on hand,
4-211.

Moneys due ward from guardian,
49-306,

49-310, 49-315.

Investments, 49-203, 49-204, 49-215 to
49-218.

Juvenile courts, rights and liabilities
in: See Juvenile Courts.
Kinds of guardians, 49-101.
Labor, contracts, 49-213.

Records, keeping, 24-1804.
Returns, jurisdiction, 24-1901.
Surety, new, jurisdiction to

Partition
Application by guardian, 85-1505.
Notice to guardian, 85-1506.
Person, guardian of, 49-101 to 49-105.
Petition to sell estate, 49-204.
Plantations or farms, cultivation and

management,

49-214.

Power and duty of guardian

in

gen-

eral, 49-201.

49-106.

Letters
Dismission, 49-314, 49-315.

Guardianship
Copies as evidence, 38-603.
Granting, 24-2104.

Protection of ward, 49-201.
Receipts, 49-311, 49-313.
Records, 49-114, 49-230, 49-239, 49-303,
49-311.

Liens on estate, 49-226.

Reinvestments, 49-203, 49-204.

Limitation of actions, 3-709.
Lunatics: See Insane Persons.
Maintenance of ward, 49-201, 49-202,

Removal
Residence of guardian, 49-203,
49-236, 49-239, 49-313, 49-406.

Successor substituted as party,

49-228.
collaterals

in appointment,

Management

ap-

point, 24-1901.

Property, guardian for, 49-101 to

Leasing lands, 49-212.

Male

juris-

diction, 24-1901.

preferred

to

female

49-107.

of plantation, 49-214.

3-403.

Renting lands, 49-212.
Reopening settlement, 49-312, 49-313.
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GUARDIAN AND WARD

Cont'd*

Resignation, 49-313.

Verification of return*, 49-230.

Returns
Allowance, 49-230.
Annual, 49-310.

Wages of deceased father paid on
mand of child's guardian, 06-1
Waste

fle*

—

Compromises
Duty, 49-230.
Investments, 49-215, 49-217.
Refusal to make, effect, 49-231,
of claims, 49-221.

Bond, 49 108.
Commissions, 49-224.
Revocation of letters, 49 232.
Surety's liability, 49-233.

Widow

49-232.

Natural guardian, 49-102.
Testamentary guardian appointed

Verification, 49-230.

Revocation of appointment, 49-105,
49-115, 49-116, 49-224, 49-232 to
49-234.

Sals-

by, 49-104.

appointment by, 49-101, 49-103,

Will,

49-104.

Allowance by ordinary, 49-205.
Auctioneers ' tax, 92-1901.
Claim of

title

Affidavit, 49-208 to 49-210.
Copy of affidavit, 49-208.

Notice, 49-208.
Personal property, 49-210.
Postponement of sale, 49-211.
Real property, 49-208, 49-209.
Transmitting affidavit to superior court, 49-209, 49-210.

Continuance from day to day,
39-1202.

Corporate stock by guardian,
49-206.

Premises, sale on, 49-207.
Purchaser's liability, 39-1301,
39-1302.

.

tion, 113-1002.

GUIDEBOARDS.
Destroying maliciously, 26-8105.

GUILT.
Presumption

of, 38-118.

"GUILTY."
of, 27-1404.

GUN POWDER.
See Explosives.

GYMNASTS.
Children put to vocation

as,

54-9903,

54-9904.

Taxation, 92-2011.

HABEAS CORPUS.

49-234.

Selection of guardian by ward, 49-105.
Service
Citation for settlement of accounts,
49-301, 49-302.
sell

estate,

49-204.

Guardi-an, in proceedings against
minors, 81-212.
Services, contracts for, 49-213.

Settlement, accounts, 49-113, 49-238,
49-301 to 49-312.
Interest, 49-310.

Old and new guardians, 49-233.
Signing instrument as guardian, 4-401.
Special guardian, 49-115.
Statute of frauds, promises of guardian, 20-401.

Ad

testificandum, 50-122, 50-123.
Imprisoned witness, 38-1505.
Affidavit, 50-103, 50-109, 50-111.
Defect in, as ground for discharge,
50-117.
Service of writ, 50-108.
Agent, application by, 50-102.
Another State, offense committed in,
50-118.

Answer, see Return, post.
Application, 50-102, 50-103.
Arrest of party detained, 50-109.
Attorney, application by, 50-102.
Authorized detention, denial of discharge, 50-116.

Avoiding writ, punishment, 50-113.

Bench warrant, regular on

Sureties, see Bonds, ante.
Temporary guardian, 49-112.

charge, 50-116.
Bills of exception, 50-126.

Testamentary guardian, 49-101, 49-103,

Bond

49-104.

Time

to demand reopening of settlement, 49-312, 49-313.
Tort to ward, recovery by guardian,

105-107.

Traveling expenses, 49-223.
Trust company, power to act as guardian, 109-201.

for in-

competents: See Insane Person
Year's support on guardian's applica-

GYPSIES.

Reinvestment, 49-203, 49-204.
Scire facias, new guardian made party,

Copy of petition to

World War veterans, guardians

Plea

Trial, 49-209, 49-210.
»
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face, no dis-

to prosecute, 50-116.

Capital felonies, presentation of petition,

Child,

50-103.

custody

of,

50-121.

Citizen, service by, 50-10S.

City court judge, presentation

to,

50-103.

Clerk of court, recording of proceedings by, 50-124.
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HABEAS CORPUS— Cont'd.

HABEAS CORPUS— Cont'd.
Commitment

Process, justification of detention un-

Informality as ground, 27-422.

der, 50-112.

Irregularity or defect in, as ground
for discharge, 50-116, 50-117.
Concealing party detained, ground for
arrest. 50-109.

Contempt of court
Discharge of one in custody for,
50-116.

Punishment

Production of body, 50-111.
Prosecutor, notice

of hearing,

Providential cause, production of body
prevented by, 50-111.
Punishment for disobedience of writ,
50-115.

for
writ, 50-115.

disobedience

of

Copy, leaving, as service, 50-10S.

Criminal case, production of imprisoned "witness in, 50-123.
Custody of wife or child, 50-121.
Date of surrender of custody, state-

ment in return, 50-113.
Death sentence not executed, issuance
by superior court judge, 27-2521.
Defect in proceedings, discharge

Recording proceedings, 50-124.
Removing from county, ground for

ar-

rest, 50-109.

Costs, 50-125.

for,

50-117.

Discharge not granted, when, 50-116 to

Return
Date of end of custody, statement,
50-113.

Day, 50-107.
Oath, under, 50-111.
Place, 50-110.
Production of body at time of,
50-112.
Service, 50-108.

Time, 50-110.
Transfer of custody, statement,

50-118.

50-113.

Disobedience of writ, 50-115.
Evidence on hearing, 50-114.
Execution for costs, 50-125.
Extradition
Presentation of petition in case of
one held for, 50-103.

Time

Trial of issue, 50-114.

Service of writ, 50-108, 50-110.
Solicitor general, notice to, of hearing,

50-120.

State, foreign, offense committed in,
50-118.

for, allowance, 50-118.

bill of exceptions, 50-126.
Fees, clerk, for recording, 50-124.
Foreign State, offense committed in,

Fast

Superior court

Ad

testificandum

writ,

50-122,

50-123.

Judge, power to grant, 24-2616.
Presentation to judge, 50-103.

50-118.

Form

of writ, 50-106.
Grant of writ, 50-104.
Grounds for issuing, 50-101.
Hearing, 50-114.

•

Supreme Court, jurisdiction of cases

Imprisonment for transfer of custody,
50-113.

Irregularity in warrant or commitment,

in-

volving writ, 2-3005.
Suspension of writ, 1-127, 2-111.
Testimony on hearing, 50-114.

Time

of service, 50-110.

Transfer of custody to be stated in

50-116.

Issuance of writ, 50-104.
Justification of detention under legal
process,

detention

under,

as

ground for, 50-116.
Legal process, justification of detention
under, 50-112.

Misnomer, discharge for, 50-116.
Notice of hearing to solicitor general
or prosecutor, 50-120.
Offense in another State, 50-118.
Ordinary, presentation to, 50-103.

Papers, production on hearing, 50-114.
Penalty for refusing writ, 50-105.
Petition, 50-102, 50-103.

Place of service, 50-108.

Powers of

return, 50-113.

Trial of issue on return, 50-114.

Uniform Procedure Act,

process, 50-112.

Lawful

to,

50-120.

court, 50-114, 50-119.

Practice, bill of exceptions, 50-126.

Precept ordering arrest of party detained, 50-109.

Presentation of petition, 50-103.

effect, 81-102.

Verification of petition, 50-103.

Warrant, irregularity or defect in, as
ground for discharge, 50-116, 50-117.

Who may

sue out writ, 50-101.

Wife, custody
Witnesses

Ad

of,

50-121.

testificandum

writ,

50-122,

50-123.

Compelling attendance on hearing,
50-114.

Writ of

error, 50-126.

HABITUAL DRUNKARDS.
See also Drunkards.

Appeal from finding of incapacity,
49-606.

Costs, proceedings to determine capacity,

49-606.

General Index.
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HABITUAL DRUNKARDS— Cont'd.
Guardians
Administrator of deceased ward,
49-618.

Appointment, 49-601, 49-602,
49-605.

Bond, 49-603.
Commission to determine capacity,
49-604 to 49-610, 49-616, 49-617.
Duties, 49-603.
Examination to determine capacity,
49-604, 49-606, 49-610, 49-616,
49-617.

Jury to determine capacity, 49-604,
49-606, 49-610.

Letters of dismission, 49-618.
Notice of application for appoint-

ment, 49-604.
Oath, 49-603.
Petition, 49-604, 49-607, 49-609.
Powers, 49-603.

Resignation, 49-618.
Revocation of appointment, 49-609,
49-610.

Settlements, 49-618.

Wife, preference, 49-602.
Jury, determination of capacity, 49-604,
49-606, 49-610.

Petition for commission to determine
capacity, 49-604. 49-607.
Restoration to capacity, 49-609, 49-610.
Subpoenas, witnesses, determination of
capacity, 49-608.
Verdict, capacity, 49-604, 49-610.
Witnesses, determination of capacity,
49-608.

HABITUAL DRUNKENNESS.
See Intoxication.

HAIL INSURANCE COMPANIES.
Mutual companies, income tax exemption, 92-3105.

HALF BLOOD.
Inheritance by, 113-903.

HANDLE FACTORIES.
Taxation, 92-901.

HEADLIGHTS.
Lpeomotivef; 94-500, 94 -'.;

HEALTH
See Disease; Medical Colleges; Osteopathy;
Physicians and
Surgeons; State Board of Medical
Examiners;
State
Tuberculosis
Sanatori urn-

Adulteration

HANGING.
Electrocution substituted for, 27-2512.
See Sentence.

HARBORING.
Apprentice seamen, 98-9909.
Convicts, 26-4602.
Guilty persons, 26-4601.
Seamen, 98-9909.

Wife, husband's right of action,
105-1202.

HEAD OF FAMILY.
Homestead, 2-7201, 51-101, 51-107,
51-1301.

Husband, 53-501.

foo'J

-,

etej

42-9901,

Antitoxino, diphtheria
Distribution,

8^-J L3.

by ordinari

•Sale

88-115.

II,

Asiatic cholera, reports of existence of,
88-118.

Barber shops, regulations, 84-404.
Births, registration:

See Vital Statis-

tics.

Boards of health: See County Boards
of Health; State Board of Health.
Carcasses of animals, burying, 88-9923,
88-9924.
Cattle,

diseased,

regulations,

62-9907

to 62-9911.

Cemeteries, violation of regulations as
to, 88-701 to 88-706, 88-9920.
Cholera, reports of existence of, 88-118.
Cigarettes, furnishing to minors,
26-6801.
Clothing, second-hand, importation and
purchase, 88-418, 88-9912.

Contagious diseases: See Disease.
Cottonseed meal, inspection, etc.,

of,

5-9935.

County boards: See County Boards

of

Health.

Deaths, registration: See Vital Statistics.

Decayed matter, burying, 88-9924,
88-9925.

Destroying property for public good,
88-401.

Diphtheria
Antitoxine
Distribution, 88-113.

Sale

HANDWRITING.
Proof of writings by: See Evidence.

of

42-9905.

by

ordinaries, SS-114,

88-115.

Reports of existence of, 8S-118.
Drainage of lands: See Drainage,
County System of.
Drugs, regulation of: See Drugs.
Epidemics, regulations, 8S-11S.
Explosives, regulating keeping of, etc.:
See Explosives.

Fees of officers, 8S-412.
Females, providing seats

for,

54-401,

54-9907.

Fines for violating regulations, SS-422.
Fire escapes
Buildings, 54-402 to oi-iOo.
Hotels, 52-205.

School buildings, 32-2001 to
32-2003.
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HE ALTH— Cont 'd.

HEALTH— Cont'd.

Food regulations: See Food.
Gunpowder, regulating keeping of,
88-807.
Hospitals

—

to prevent spread
of disease. 88-402, 88-413.

Smallpox, SS-413 to SS-415.
Hotels, sanitary regulation: See Hotels

and Inns.

Human

bodies
Disinterment, SS-9919 to 88-9921.

Embalming,
Traffic

in,

88-603,

S8-991S.

8S-9915.

8S-421,

of

Smallpox

Lectures on, 88-309.
Live stock, diseased, regulations: See
Live Stock.

Misbranding foods,

42-9901,

etc.,

42-9905.
Narcotics, sale of, 42-701
42-9915 to 42-9917.
Nuisance injuring

42-707,

to

Quarantine, 88-414, 88-415.
Reports of existence of, 88-118.
Spreading, 88-9911.
Transportation of bodies dead

Stale matter, burial, 88-9924, 88-9925.

State

Board:

See

State

Board

of

Health.

See Vital Statistics.

Turpentine boxes, cutting, 5-9940.

Typhoid fever, reports of existence

of,

88-118.

Typhus, reports of existence

of,

88-118.

Vaccination, 88-417, 88-9911.
School children, 32-911.
Vaccine, distribution, 88-416.

See Disease.
Ventilation, jails, 59-314.

Abatement, 72-201.
Misdemeanor, 72-9901.

quarantine regulations: See
Quarantine.
Vital statistics: See Vital Statistics.
Vessels,

Nurses: See Nurses.
88-412.

Yellow fever, reports of existence

Oleomargarine, sale and use

of,

88-603.

Venereal diseases:

—

fees,

Hospital, 88-413 to 88-415.

Statistics:

Infectious diseases: See Disease.
Interrogatories, condition as ground
for faking, 38-2101, 38-2403.

of, 42-9909,

42-9910.

Ordinary's jurisdiction, 23-701.
Pasteur treatment for hydrophobia,

of,

88-118.

HEALTH INSURANCE COMPANIES.
Agents
False representations, 56-1310.

88-116.

establishment

Pesthouses,

to

prevent

sale

of,

42-701

Tax

on, 92-2502, 92-2504.

Capital stock, 56-1307.

spread of disease, 88-402.
Poisons,

regulation

Vaccination, 88-417.
Vaccine, 88-416.

8S-605.

Hydrophobia, prevention, 88-116.
Infants, treatment at birth to prevent
blindness from gonococcus infection,

Officers,

clothing,

sale, 88-418, 8S-9912.

Concealing, 88-9910.

Establishment

88-420,

Second-hand

to

42-707,

Directors,

false

representations,

56-1310.

42-9915 to 42-9917.

Preventing spread of disease by taking

Foreign companies, taxation of agents,
92-2502, 92-2504.

possession of property, 88-401.

Income

Proclamation of Governor, 88-419,

taxes,

payments on

policies,

92-3107.

88-9913.

Quarantine

regulations:

See

Quaran-

Insolvency,

receiving premiums,

etc.,

after, 56-1311.

tine.

Registration of births and deaths,
88-1101 to 88-1104.

Investigation, 56-1312.

Rules and

Powers, 56-1307.
Stock company, organization, 56-1308.

of,

regulations for

protection

32-1801.

Sanatorium for tuberculosis patients:
See State Tuberculosis Sanatorium.
Sanitary districts: See Sanitary Districts.

88-118.

School buildings
Fire escapes, 32-2001 to 32-2003.

Heating
for

HEARING.
See Trial.
Particular

proceedings:

See

heads.

Scarlet fever, reports of existence of,

Seats

Officers, false representations, 56-1310.

installation,

females

54-401, 54-9907.

in

See Evidence.

HEATING CONTRACTORS.
Taxation, 92-903.

32-2004.

factories,

HEARSAY.

etc.,

HEATING FUELS.
See Petroleum Products.

specific
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HOLIDAYS.

HEIRS.
Dying without, limitation of

estate,

85-506.

Appeal, excluded
6-103.

Escheat upon failure of: See Escheat.
Fee simple estate, use unnecessary,

Comptroller

General)

40-1403.

DispossoHHory

85-503.

Garnishment, 46-204, 46-205, 46-302.

warrant,

85-506.

Remainderman,

rights, 85-704.
Trusts, resulting, in favor of, 108-110.

HEMPSEED.
Bushel, weight, 112-101.

Workmen's compensation,

Extension work

office

not open, 40-003.

in, 32-944, 32-2205.

HOME GUARD.

2-7101.

See Public Defense.

etc., 32-933.

Exemption of property from levy and
sale, 32-943.

HOMESTEAD.
Affidavit

HIGHWAYS.

Sale as not exempt, 51-902, 51-903.

See Private Ways; Public Roads.
Charity, construction
subjects of, 108-203.
to

done

HOME ECONOMICS.

114-412.

HIGH SCHOOLS.

Mandamus

on,

40-503.

HERNIA.

to,

in

Ordinary's office not open on, 24-2104.
Public schools, 32-1503, 3
Secretary of State, office not o
State Treasurer,

Appropriations
Establishment,

ion

computing netiee, Ji 306.
Enumeration of, 14-1
Negotiab le in trn n e n te
Acts required to be done
when, 14-1605.
Date of maturity, 14-716.
f

Judicial sale, dispossession under,
39-1309, 39-1312.
Limitation of estate over to, 85-504,

and

repair

Surveyor, 51-401.
as

compel road work, 64-102.

Meaning, 102-103.

Value of property, 51-1102.

Aged persons, 2-7201, 51-101.
Amount of exemption, 2-7201,

51-101,

51-1301.

Obstructing maliciously, 26-8106.
Rule of the road, 105-112.
Telegraph and telephone lines, construction along, 104-203 to 104-205.
right, 105-112.

Turning to

HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT.
See State Highway Department.

HIPPODROMES.

Animals, statutory homestead, 51-1301.
Application
Appeal, 51-405.
Approval, 51-402.

Manner, 51-201.
Money, 51-601.
Notice, 51-301, 51-302.
may apply,

Persons who

51-201,

51-702.

Time of hearing,

Taxation, 92-613.

Town
HIRE.

51-303.

property, 51-501.

Appraisement, 51-405, 51-1403.

Apportionment in equity, 37-305.

HIRING.

homestead,

51-1301.

Government, judicial notice, 38-112.

DEPARTMENT

OF.

See Department of Archives and His-

Bible, statutory homestead, 51-1301.

Books, statutory homestead, 51-1301.
Calves, statutory homestead, 51-1301.
Cash, 51-601.

tory.

HISTRIONIC PERFORMANCES.
Taxation, 92-610.

Certified copy, 51-402.

Chairs, statutory homestead, 51-1301.

City property, 51-501, 51-502, 51-1301,
51-1404.

HOGS.

Clothing, statutory homestead, 51-1301.

See Live Stock.

Homestead, statutory, 51-1301.
Killing or

51-402.

Beds and bedding, statutory homestead,

HISTORY.
HISTORY,

Approval of application,
Arms, militia, statutory
51-1301.

See Bailments.

i

''

in

maiming

maliciously, 26-7901.

HOG STEALING.
Indictment, 26-2610.

Punishment, 26-2611.
Simple larceny, 26-2610.

Concealment of property, fraudulent,
51-203.

Contempt of court, surveyor, 51-401.
Cooking utensils, statutory homestead,
51-1301.

Corn, statutory homestead, 51-1301.
Costs, 51-704.
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HOMESTEAD— Cont 'd.
Cotton,

HOMESTEAD-- Cont 'd.

statutory homestead,

lint,

Jurisdiction of court to enforce judg-

5 1-1301.

Cotton factories, statutory homestead,

ment, etc., 2-7301, 51-101.
Kitchen furniture, statutory homestead,
51-1101 to 51-1103, 51-1301.

51-1301.
as not exempt,

Labor, enforcement of judgment for,

Counties, several, homestead in, 51-202.
Cows, statutory homestead, 51-1301.
Creditors
List of, 51-201.
Notice to, 51-301 to 51-303.
Crockery, statutory homestead, 51-1301.
Damages, wrongful levy, 51-1102.
Death of wife, effect, 51-705, 51-1503.
Dishes, statutory homestead, 51-1301.
Dismissal of petition for exemption,

Land, statutory homestead, 51-1301.
Libraries, professional men, statutory
homestead, 51-1301.
Lint cotton, statutory homestead,

Counter-affidavit, sale
51-902, 51-903.

2-7301, 51-101.

Double exemption forbidden, 51-906.
Dwelling house, statutory homestead,
51-1301.

Evidence, 51-402.

Exemption,

constitutional

provisions,

51-1503.

furnished, enforcement of
for, against, 2-7301, 51-101.
Militia arms, statutory homestead,
51-1301.
Minor children, right, 2-7201, 51-101,
51-702, 51-705, 51-1503.

judgment

Money,

2-7201, 2-7301, 2-7801, 2-7901.

Family Bible, statutory homestead,
51-1301.
portraits, statutory homestead,

51-1301.

Farm

lands and animals, statutory
homestead, 51-1301.
Farmers, statutory homestead, 51-1301.
Females, right of person having support of, 2-7201, 51-101.

Fodder, statutory homestead, 51-1301.
Fraudulent omissions from schedule,

51-601.

Mules, statutory homestead, 51-1301.
Next friend
Minors, application, 51-702.
Wife, application, 51-1401.
Notice to creditors, 51-301 to 51-303.
Objections to schedule, 51-403, 51-704.
Oxen, statutory homestead, 51-1301.
Persons entitled, 2-7201.
Petition for exemption, 51-201, 51-702.
,

Plat, 51-201, 51-202,
51-1401 to 51-1403.

Pony homestead,

51-203.

Furniture, 51-1101 to 51-1103, 51-1301.
Governor's proclamation as to adoption of ordinance, 2-8901.
Grist mills, statutory homestead,

see

51-401,

51-405,

Statutory home-

stead, post.

Portraits, family, statutory homestead,
51-1301.

Preservation of former homestead,
2-7801.

51-1301.

Proclamation by Governor, 2-8804,

Guardian
Application for order of sale for
reinvestment, 51-801.
Failure to apply, 51-702.
Eight, 2-7201, 51-101, 51-702.
Head of family, right, 2-7201, 51-101,
51-701,

51-1301.

Looms, statutory homestead, 51-1301.
Marriage of wife, effect, 51-705,
Materials

51-201.

Family

51-1301.

Live stock, statutory homestead,

Protection

ment

Hogs, statutory homestead, 51-1301.
Horses
Statutory homestead, 51-1301.
Troopers, statutory homestead,

guaranteed,

2-7301.

Eeal

as to,

against,

property,
51-1301.

2-7301,

51-101,

statutory

homestead,

Eeceiver for excess

—

"Waiver except

for,

51-1502.

Appointment, 51-1001, 51-1008.
Bond, 51-1007.

Household furniture
Statutory homestead, 51-1301.
51-1101

tc

51-1103.

—

Improvements
Enforcement of judgment
2-7301,

Profits, 51-802.

Purchase money, enforcement of judg-

51-1301.

51-1301.

2-8901.

Professions, libraries of professional
men, statutory homestead, 51-1301.

51-101.

Valuation, 51-1403.

Disposal
Personalty, 51-1002.
Proceeds of sale of

realty,

51-1003.

against.

Notice

—

i

Sale of personalty, 51-1004.

Incumbrance, 51-101, 51-1405.
Indemnity on sale, 51-1102.

Selection of property

Infirm persons, 2-7201, 51-101.
Insolvent estates, 51-1504.

Settlement of claims, 51-1007.

Sale of realty, 51-1003.

by applicant,

51-1008.
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Record, 51-402, 51-405, 51-704, 51-801,

Taxes,

51-1103, 51-1401, 51-1402.
Referendum on adoption of ordinance,
2-8508, 2-8802, 2-8804, 2-8901.

Tools

Reinvestment,

Town

2-8001,

51-703,

51-705,

51-801.

Religious works, statutory homestead,
51-130.1.

Rents, 51-802.
Return of surveyor, 51-404.
51-902 to

2-7901,

51-906.

Reinvestment,

for,

2-8001,

51-405,

51-704,

statutory

horneBtead,

property; 51-501, 51-502, 51-1301,
51-1404.

Trespass,

and

levy

sale

as,

51 901,

L501.

Trustee
Application for order of sale for
reinvestment, 51-301.
Failure to apply, 51-702.
Family of minors, right, 2-7201,
51-101,

51-702.

51-1503.

•Vested rights,

preservation,

2-7901.

Wagons, statutory homestead,

51-1103,

51-1401.

51-1301.

Waiver, 2-7401, 2-7601, 51-1101, 51-1102.

Schoolbooks,

statutory

Wearing apparel

homestead,

51-1301.

Statutory homestead, 51-1301.

Selection of exempted property,
51-1008.

Waiver except

as

2-7401,

to,

51-1101.

Wife-

Setting apart, 2-7501.

Sewing machines, statutory exemption,

Refusal of husband to apply,

51-1301.

51-702.

Short homestead, see Statutory home-

51-1301.

Statutory homestead

Wool

provisions,

2-7501,

homestead,

Abortion, 26-1101, 26-1102.

Advising

2-7601.

County taxes,

statutory

factories,
51-1301.

See Dead Bodies; Death.

51-1401.

Constitutional

sale for,

51-1502.

51-1501

exemption,

killing

of

unborn

to

Arson resulting

in,

26-2206.

Assault with intent to murder, 26-1403,

Municipal taxes, sale

27-1701.

Bastard

for, 51-1502.

Objections, trial, 51-1403.
Plat of lands, 51-1401 to 51-1403.

Property exempt from

child,

concealment of death,

26-1106.

Child by mother, presumption, 26-1105.
Children, killing by parent in defense
of,

sale,

51-1301.

26-1015.

See Death.
Coroner's inquest: See Coroners.
Death as punishment, benefit of clergy,
Civil liability:

Purchase price, sale
Record

—

for,

51-1502.

Plat, 51-1402.

26-102.

Definition, 26-1001.

Schedule, 51-1401.
Sales subject to, 2-7901, 51-1405.

Duel resulting in death, 26-5203.

Schedule, 51-1401.

Dying

Setting

Evidence, 26-1105.

apart,

child,

26-1104.

Insolvent estates, 51-1504.
Mode of obtaining, 51-1401.

2-7501,

51-1401

to

51-1405.

State taxes, sale for, 51-1502.

Survey of land, 51-1402, 51-1403.

Town

51-701,

HOMICIDE.

Beneficiaries, 51-1503.

Effect of
51-1504.

husband,

51-705.

Spinning wheels, statutory homestead,

of,

from

Separate

stead, post.

Claim

2-7301,

againet,

Uses for which exemption made,

Sawmills, statutory homestead, 51-1301.
Schedule of applicant, 51-201, 51-203,
51-403,

enforcement

of trade,
51-1301.

51-703,

51-705, 51-801.

Cont'd,

51-101, 51-1502.

51

Sale—
As not exempt,

3167
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property, 51-1404.

Trespass, levy as constituting,
51-1501.

Waiver, 2-7601.
Supplemental, 2-7701, 51-1201.
Survey, 51-201, 51-202, 51-401, 51-404,
51-1402, 51-1403.

Tables, statutory homestead, 51-1301.

declarations,

38-307.

Excusable, 26-1011 to 26-1017.
Explosives causing death, 26-2301

to

26-2303.

Fear justifying homicide, 26-1012.
Foeticide, 26-1101 to 26-1103.

Habitation, defense of, 26-1013.
Involuntary manslaughter, 26-1009,
26-1010.

Jurisdiction:

See Venue.

Justifiable, 26-1001, 26-1011 to 36-1017.

Limitation of prosecution, 27-601.
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HOMICIDE— Cont »d.

HOMICIDE— Cent \i.

Murder

—

Cont 'd.
Punishment, 26-1005, 26-1009.

Manslaughter, 26-1001,
Definition, 26-1006.

Abortion, 26-1102.

Inquest, costs taxable against defendant, when, 27-2803.

Foeticide, 26-1103.

Recommendation

to mercy,
26-1005, 26-1103, 27-2501.

Involuntary
Definition, 26-1009.

Stabbing resulting in death,

Punishment, 26-1010.

Recommendation

to

26-1701.

mercy, 27-2501.

Stabbing causing death, 26-1701.
Voluntary
Definition, 26-1007.

Punishment, 26-1008.

Revenge, killing

Mob

26-1007.

Sending or delivering letters

child, 26-1101, 26-1102.

violence

Prevention by commission of homi-

threatening death, 26-1802.
child, 26-1101 to 26-1103.

Unborn

Unlawful

cide, 26-5404.

Resulting in death, 26-5401.

with

intent

Mutual protection by parents and

26-1701.

Contemptuous

gesture,

effect

chil-

dren, 26-1015.
Parent, killing in defense of, 26-1015.

of

provocation by, 26-1007.
Cooling time, effect as to degree
of homicide, 26-1007.
Death, killing in committing crime
punishable by, 26-1009.
Definition, 26-1002.

Duel resulting in death, 26-5203.
declarations, 38-307.

Explosives causing death, 26-2301'

Presumption, 26-1105.
Reasonable fear justifying, 26-1012.
Recommendation to mercy, 26-1005,
26-2206, 26-2301 to 26-2303, 26-5203,
27-2501.

Self-defense, 26-1011, 26-1012, 26-1014.

Stabbing, 26-1701.
Threatening to murder, 26-1802.

Venue: See Venue.
Verdict, recommendation

to

mercy,

26-1005, 26-1103, 26-2206, 26-2301 to
26-2303, 27-2501.

to 26-2303.

Express malice, 26-1003.
Felony, killing in committing,
26-1009.

Foeticide, 26-1101 to 26-1103.
Implied malice, 26-1004.

Infanticide, 26-1104 to 26-1106.

Inquest, costs taxable against defendant, when, 27-2803.
Intent, riotous, killing in prosecution of, 26-1009.

Jury, cooling time as question for,
26-1007.

Limitation of prosecution, 27-601.
Malice as element, 26-1002 to
26-1004.

resulting

in

death,

26-5401.

26-1008.

Wrecking

train,

resulting

in

death,

26-7309, 26-7310.

HOMINY FEED.
See Concentrated Commercial Feeding Stuffs.

HONEY.
Personal property, 85-1704.

BEES.

Crimes, 5-9929, 5-9930.
Diseases, 5-902 to 5-906, 5-9930.
Inspection, 5-902 to 5-905.

License of dealers, 5-901, 5-9929.
Personal property, 85-1704.
Rules and regulations, 5-902, 5-906,
5-9930.

Obstructing railroad, resulting in
death, 26-7314.

Provocation by words,

Voluntary manslaughter, 26-1007,

HONEY

Jurisdiction: See Venue.

violence

26-7309, 26-7310.

26-1101,

to,

26-1105.

26-1007.

commis-

"Wrecking train, resulting in death,

Child by mother, presumption,

Mob

in

26-1007.

child,

Bastard, concealment, 26-1106.

Dying

killing

Venue: See Venue.
Words, effect of provocation by,

26-1104.

26-1403,

act,

sion of, 26-1009.

Murder, 26-1001.
Advising killing of unborn
Assault

26-1007,

Stabbing causing death, 26-1701.
Threat, 26-1802.
Effect of provocation by,

Medicine, administering to destroy un-

born

in,

26-1012.

etc., effect,

Second-hand equipment, 5-906.
Shipment, 5-903 to 5-906.
State Entomologist, powers, duties,
5-901 to 5-906.

etc.,

General Index.
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HOTELS AND INNS— Cont'd

Homestead, statutory, 51-1301.
Killing or maiming maliciously, 26-7901.
Landlord's lien for furnishing, 61-201,
61-202.

"Inn"

inclusive

of

irbstj

52-101,

52-102.

Inspection

by sanitary

nu'ssioners, HH 309.

Using without owner's consent, 26-3401.

Kitchens, icreenj, 52-203, 52-0002.
Liability, 52-104, 52-108.

HORSE RACING.

Lien

Fraudulent entries and practices,

Baggage of

26-7501 to 26-7503.

guests, 52-105, 07 1701.

Establishment, 52-105, 07-1701.

HORSE RACING PARKS.

Priorities, 52-10".

Satisfaction and foreclosure,

Taxation, 92-602.

52-100.

HORSE SHOWS.

Motor

Licenses, county revenue, 92-3902
92-3904, 92-3906 to 92-3912.

to

Taxation, 92-617.

HORSE STEALING.
Indictment, 26-2605.

vehicles,

exemption from taxa-

tion, 92-2911.

Notice
Limitation of liability, 52-111.
Safe for valuables, 52-110.
Obscene prints in or about inn,
26-6302.

Punishment, 26-2606.
Simple larceny, 26-2604.

Oleomargarine, notice of use

of,

42-9910.

HORSE-TRADERS.

Posting copies of law, 52-9905.
Privies,

Taxation, 92-2011.

sanitary

regulations,

52-204,

52-9902.

HORTICULTURISTS.
Licenses: See Nurserymen.

HOSPITALS.
See Private Hospitals and Sanitaria.

Alcohol for use by, 58-401.
Charges, workmen's compensation,
114-714.

Grand jury

visitation and inspection,
59-401 to 59-406, 59-9901, 59-9902.
Maternity, child placement:
See Infants.
Taxation, 92-1910.

Venereal diseases, treatment, 88-504.

HOTELS AND INNS.
52-107, 52-9901.
Liens, 52-105, 52-106, 67-1701.
for,

Removal by guest without paying
for accommodations, 52-9904.
.

Bed

linens, 52-202, 52-9902.

Burglary, apartment in inn as dwelling, 26-2401.

Closets,

sanitary

regulations,

52-204,

52-9902.

Copies of law, posting, 52-9905.
Defrauding, 52-9903 to 52-9905.
Delivery of property to, 52-109.
Depositaries for hire, 52-102, 52-104.
Diligence, 52-102, 52-105, 52-108, 52-111.

Dining rooms, screens, 52-203, 52-9902.
Duties, in general, 52-103.
Fire escapes, 52-205, 52-9902.

Guests

Baggage, see Baggage, ante.

Duty

Who

52-9902.

Screens on doors and windows, 52-203,
52-9902.

Stolen goods, 52-108 to 52-110.
Surf-bathers, protection of, 26-7302 to
26-7307.

Taxation, 92-1904.
Toilets, sanitary regulations,

52-204,

52-9902.

HOURS.
Sheriff's sales, 39-1201.

BaggageCheeks

Proof of delivery of property to, 52-109.
Eeceipts for baggage, 52-107, 52-9901.
Safe for valuables, 52-110.
Sanitary regulations, 52-201 to 52-205,

HOUSES.
Disorderly, 26-6103.

Lewd
Maintaining, 26-6102.
Nuisance: See Nuisances.

HOUSES OF CORRECTION.
Grand jury

visitation and inspection,
59-401 to 59-406, 59-9901, 59-9902.

HOUSES OP PUBLIC ENTERTAINMENT.
See Hotels and Inns.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES OF
STATE.
See General Assembly.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES OF
UNITED STATES.
See Congress.

to receive, 52-103.
are, 52-101.

Hotelkeepers on beaches, protection of
surf bathers, 26-7302 to 26-7307.

HOUSE OF THE GOOD SHEPHERD.
Grand jury

visitation

and inspection,

59-401 to 59-406, 59 9901, 59-9902.
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HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE.
Power

rights,

HUSBAND AND WIFE— Cont'd.

31-102.

HUMAN

92-1001.

taxation,

BODIES.

See Dead Bodies.

HUMAN ROULETTE.

of action, 105-1203.
Curtesy, tenancy by, abolished, 85-608.
Death of spouse, action for, 66-401.
Debts of husband, liability of wife's
separate property, 53-502, 53-507.
Descent of wife's property to children,

HUMANE ORGANIZATIONS.
100-201,

or use by others,

100-0005.

106-202,

HUNTING.
See Game.

53-507.

HUSBAND AND WIFE.

Divorce: See Divorce.
Domicile of wife, 79-403, 79-407.
Dower: See Dow er.

See Marriage.

T

Abandonment
competency as wit-

Child, wife's

3S-1604.

ness,

Escheat of estate, 85-1107, 85-1108.
Evidence

Agency

Husband by wife, liability of husband for necessaries, 53-508.
Wife by husband, alimony, 30-210,

tion,

For

Abduction of wife, husband's right of
Action by wife for torts, 53-511.
Administration, first entitled to,

by

or against

when acting

married

husband, presumption, 53-506, 108-116.

as,

Executrices
Capacity of married

women

De

as, 113-2106.

when acting

Wife,

liability
of husband for
necessaries, 53-508.
Agency of wife, 4-102, 53-509, 53-510.

Alimony: See Alimony; Divorce.
Antenuptial contracts: See Marriage
Contracts and Settlements.
Bastard children: See Bastards.
Beneficiaries of death benefits, 56-1608,
56-1703.

See

son tort, 113-1103.
by or against married

Infants;

Parent

and

Child.

Bastards: See Bastards.
Property of, when vested in wife,

Wife's action for injuries

to,

113-2106.

Guardian
Children by former marriage, wife
as, 49-108.

Insane husband, 49-602.
Habeas corpus
Detention of wife, 50-121.
of

wife,

action,

105-1202.

Head

children,

husband's

Harboring

Coercion of wife by husband, criminal
responsibility, 26-401.

Cohabitation

of

Homestead: See Homestead.
See Bastards.

Incest, 26-5702.

Income tax exemptions and

53-511.

74-106.

right

of family, 53-501.

Illegitimate children:

53-507.

Agreement after

as,

General agency of wife, 53-509.
Gifts from wife to husband, 53-506.
Presumption, 53-506, 108-116.

Possession
to 26-5604.

as,

women

Suits

105-1203.

Children:

women

113-1204.

Adultery
Husband's right of action,

Bigamy, 26-5601

in transactions between,

Gift from wife to

113-1204.

Suits

53-510.

53-505.

113-1202.

women

agency, presump-

or against each other in crimi-

Fraud

married

's

nal cases, 38-1604.

105-1202.

Administratrices
Capacity of

of wife, 53-509, 53-510.

Consent to wife

30-211.
action,

testify for or against

to

Criminal conversation, husband's right

Taxation, 02-010.

Name, adoption

Competency

each other in criminal cases, 38-1004.
Confidential communications, 38-418.
Contracts:
See Marriage Contracts
and Settlements.
Between, fraud, 53-505.
Wife, by, 53-503, 53-505.

HOUSEHOLD GOODS.
Auctioneers,

See Marriage.

Colored persons:

Homestead, 51-1102, 51-1103, 51-1301.

credits,

92-3106.

Inheritance: See Descent and Distribution.

divorce, 30-128.

Defense to action for divorce,
30-109.

Effect as to alimony, 30-217.

Validating void marriage, 53-104.

Insurable interest in wife's property,
56-812.

Life

insurance,

beneficiaries,

Merger of wife's

56-903.

legal civil existence

in husband, 53-501.
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HUSBAND AND WIFE

HUSBAND AND WIFE— Cont'd.

Trust company, po er to accept and
execute trusts for married woi

Necessaries

Agency of
Liability,

.

wife, 53-51.0.
80-200, 30-208,

30-215,

Notice, relief of husband from liability
for necessaries, 53-508.
Pensions to widows of Confederate
provisions,
soldiers,
constitutional

estate

LOS

Personal injuries to wife, 53-511.
Personal violence, competency as witness in cases of, 38-1604.
Polygamy, 26-5601 to 26-5604.
Possession of land by husband, presumption of title, 85-408.
Postnuptial contracts: See Marriage
Contracts and Settlements.

Presumption
Fraud in transactions between,
53-505.

Gift from wife to husband, 53-506,
108-116.

Husband's

consent

to

wife's

wife,

creation,

Wages

of deceased husband paid
wife, when, 00-103 to 00-105.
Whipping wife, 20-1410.
soldiers'

pensions:

Sec

to

y

l

si oris.

Wills—
Exclusion of wife, 113-106, 113-107.
Husband as witness, effect on
wife's legacy, 113-304.
Revocation by marriage of testator, 113-408.

Witness, competency for or against
each other in criminal cases, 38-1004.
Year's support for wife: See Year's
Support.

HYDRAULIC ENGINEERS.
Taxation, 92-1909.

HYDROPHOBIA.

agency, 53-510.

Proof of marriage in actions for adultery and criminal conversation,
105-1203.

Reputation of wife, injuries to, 53-511.
Separate estate of wife, 2-2201.
Contracts, 53-503.
Control by husband, 30-216.
Creation, 2-2201, 53-502, 53-507,
108-115.

Prevention, 88-116.

ICE CREAM.
Adulteration,

42-512.

Dealers, taxation, 92-1002.
Factories, license, 42-513.

ICE MACHINES.
Taxation of manufacturers and dealers,
92-1304.

Homestead, 51-701, 51-705.
Sale, 53-504.

Schedule in divorce action, 30-111.
Separation
Acquisitions of wife during, 53-507.
Alimony, 30-210, 30-211, 30-213.
Liability for necessaries, 53-508.
Possession of children, 74-106.
Settlements: See Marriage Contracts
and Settlements.
Support of wife, 30-215, 30-216, 53-510.
Partial divorce, 30-120.
Pending action for divorce, 30-206,
1

30-208.

Suretyship, binding separate estate
contract of, 53-503.

for

15.

J

Widows,

2-4901.

IDENTITY.
Confusion of goods, 4-210, 37-302,
111-107.

Evidence, 38-304.
Subject-matter of

74-106.

Survivorship, dying together, 113-906.

TortsAbduction

wife,
of
husband's
right of action, 105-1202.
Adultery, husband's right of action, 105-1203.
By wife, liability of husband,
105-108.

conversation, husband's
right of action, 105-1203.
Harboring wife, husband's right
of action, 105-1202.
To wife, 53-511, 105-107, 105-1803.

sale,

96-101.

IDIOTS.
See Insane Persons.

Testamentary capacity, 113-202.
Trust company, power to act as guardian or trustee for, 109-201.

competency,

Witnesses,

by

Surviving spouse, possession of child,

Criminal

201.

lOfl

Trust

53-508.

•

Cont'd.

3S-1607,

38-1610.

IGNORANCE.
See Knowledge; Notice.

Law,

102-105.

Relief in equity, 37-209.
Sales,

rescission

on

ground

96-210.

Surety promising to pay, 103-207.

ILLEGAL CONDITIONS.
Contracts, 20-111.
Gifts, 48-109.

Wills, 113-106, 113-S20.

ILLEGAL CONTRACTS.
See Contracts.

of,
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ILLUMINATING

ILLEGAL PURPOSE.
Contracts.

OILS.
See Petroleum Products.

120-501.

ILLUSORY APPOINTMENT.

Gifts, 48-109,

ILLEGALITY.

Under power,

Administrator, filing by, 39-1002.
Amendment of affidavit, 39-1005.
Argument, conclusion, 24-3312.

Attorney in fact, filing by, 39-1002.
Bond, forthcoming
Necessity, 39-1001.
Release on sale of property,

Continuance, 39-1006.
Cost execution from court of ordinary,
24-2004.

Delay, damages
Delivery to levying officer, 39-1001.
Dismissal for insufficiency, damages,
for, 39-1007.

39-1007.
levy,

remedy

when,

for,

39-1004.
filing by, 39-1002.

Executor,
First term, trial at, 39-1006.
Forthcoming bonds: See Forthcoming
Bonds.

Amount,

Justices' courts, 24-1419.
Levy to precede, 39-1001, 39-1003.

IMITATIONS.
Food, drugs, and liquors, 42-111.
signs, 95-2004.

IMMIGRATION.
Commissioner of: See Commissioner of
Immigration.

IMMORAL CONDITIONS.
Contracts, 20-111.
48-109.

IMMORAL CONTRACTS.
Validity, 20-501.

IMMORAL EXHIBITIONS.
Children disposed of for, 54-9903,
54-9904.

Evidence tending to debauch morals,
exclusion of public from trial,
81-1006.

IMMUNITIES.
Citizens of each State, 1-402.
Citizens of United States, abridgment,
1-815.

Special,

grants

of,

2-302,

2-303.

IMPAIRMENT.

Ordinary
Cost execution from court of,
24-2004.

24-3327.

Proceeding

illegally,

ground, 39-1001.

Returns, 39-1006.
Sale of property under

other

execu-

Superior court rules, 24-3312, 24-3327,
24-3328.

Suspension of proceedings, 39-1006.
39-1001,

39-1003.

Trustee, filing by, 39-1002.
Uniform Procedure Act, effect, 81-102.
Verification of amendment, 39-1005.
Withdrawal, damages, 39-1007.

ILLEGITIMATE CHILDREN.

1-134,

2-302,

IMPEACHMENT.
City court judges, 24-2621.
Court of Appeals Judges, 24-103.
Disqualification of officers by, 2-1605.
Favors, receiving by judges, 24-103.

ing, 2-1503.

Initiation of proceedings, 1-106, 2-1703.
Judgment, 2-1605.

Pardon, Governor's power, 27-2701.
Passes, receiving by judges, 24-103.
President of United States, 1-212.

Removal from

ILLITERATE ADULTS.
Schools for, 32-2501, 32-2502.

ILLNESS.

office,

2-1605.

Senate of United States

Judgment,
Trials,

See Bastards.

See Disease;

contract,

of

General Assembly, extension of term
because of impeachment trial pend-

39-1008.
affidavit, 24-3328.

of filing,

Obligation

2-2506, 102-104.

Returnable where, 39-908.
Payment of part admitted to be due,

Time

113-205.

IMMORALITY.

G'oing behind judgment, 39-1009.
Grounds, 39-1001.
Issuance illegal, ground, 39-1001.
Joinder of issue, 39-1006.
Judgment, conclusiveness, 39-1009.
Jury trial, 39-1006.

tions,

Testamentary capacity, 113-202,

39-301.

Condition, 39-301.
Necessity, 39-1001.

Second

See Insane Persons.

Gifts,

Excessive

.

IMBECILES.

Road

39-100S.

37-604.

Solicitor

1-113.

1-112.

general, 24-2911, 24-2916,

24-2917.

Superior court judges, 24-103, 24-2621,
24-2624.

Health.

Decedents' estate, rank of claims for
expenses of, 113-1508.

Supreme Court

Justices, 24-103.

Trial, 1-304, 2^1603, 2-1604.

United States

officers,

1-212.
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IMPEACHMENT— Con t M.
Verdict,

by

IN

FORMA PAUPERIS.

Renewed of

jurors, 110-109.

Vice President of United States, 1-212.
See
Witnesses, 38-1801 to 38-1806.

suits, I 8

IN REM.
Judgments, eonelusiveness, 110-502*

Witnesses.

INADEQUATE CONSIDERATION.

IMPLIED CONTRACT.
Limitation of actions, 3-700, 3-711.
Payment for services rendered or property transferred, 3-107.
Rent, to pay, 61-103.

IMPLIED TRUSTS.

Contracts: See Contracts.
Sales, 90-105.

INADEQUATE DAMAGES.
Torts, setting aside rerdtet, 105

INAUGURATION.

See Trusts.

Governor, 40-103.

IMPLIED WARRANTY.

INCEST.

Sales of goods, 96-301, 96-306.

Definition
26-5702,

IMPORTS.

and

punishment,

20 5701,

53-105.

Intermarriage within Levitieal degrees
of consanguinity, 26-5702.

Duties on, 1-125, 1-135.

IMPORTATION.

INCOME.

Intoxicating liquors, 1-824, 1-836.

Legacy, specific, disposition of, 113 809.
Trust estate, disposition, 108-426.
Will bequeathing, 113-805.

Slaves, 1-126.

IMPOSSIBLE CONDITIONS.
Contracts, 20-111.

INCOME TAXES.

Gifts, 48-109.

Accident insurance, gross income,

Wills, 113-820.

92-3107.

IMPOSTS.

Accounting periods, 92-3118.

Levying and

collecting,

1-125,

1-135.

Actions
Collection of taxes, 92-3311.

IMPOTENCY.

Recovery of tax paid, 92-3310.

Divorce, ground of, 30-102.

Restraining assessment

Marriage, effect as to ability to contract, 53-102.

or

collec-

tion, 92-3307.

Ad

valorem tax rate, reduction, 92-112.
Administration, 92-3003.
Advising disregard of regulations,

IMPOUNDING ANIMALS.
See Live Stock.

92-9913.

IMPRISONMENT.
Arrest, malicious, 105-1001 to 105-1004.

Debt, for, 2-121.
Duress, 96-209.
False imprisonment, 26-1501 to 26-1504,
105-901 to 105-903.

Sane person, in insane asylum, 26-1504.
Solicitor general

Exacting illegal costs, 24-2916.
Taking money to influence grand
jury, etc., 24-2917.

IMPROVEMENTS.
See Trusts for Improvement of Land.

Ejectment,

set-off against

mesne

profits,

33-106, 33-115 to 33-118.
Homestead, 2-7301, 51-101, 51-1403.

Income taxes, deduction of

cost

from

gross income, 92-3110.

Landlord's liability

for, 61-111.

Railroads, 94-321 to 94-323.
Specific

performance

Parol contract for land, 37-802.
Voluntary agreement, 37-804.
Streets:
See Municipal Corporations.

Allocation and apportionment of
come, 92-3113 to 92-3115.
Annuities, gross income, 92-3107.

Assessment and

collection, 92-33']

2.

Action, 92-3311.
Fi. fa. for collection, 92-3306,
92-3311.

Interest and additions, 92-3304.
Limitations, 92-3303.
Nonresidents, 92-3112.
Restraining, 92-3307.
Bad debts, deduction from gross in-

come, 92-3109.
Banks, exemption, 92-3105.
Bequests, gross income, 92-3107.
Betterments, deduction of cost

from

gross income, 92-3110.

Boards of trade, exemption, 92-3105.
Books of account, returns based on,
92-3114.

Building and loan associations, exemption, 92-3105.

Business leagues, exemption, 92-3105.

Cemetery corporations, exemption,
92-3105.

IMPUTABLE NEGLIGENCE.
Definition, 105-205.

in-

Chambers of commerce, exemption,
92-3105.
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INCOME TAXES— Cont'd.

INCOME TAXES— Cont'd.
organizations,

Charitable

exemption,

92-3105.

CiUtion of law, 92-3001.
Civic leagues, etc, exemption, 92-3105.
Clubs, exemption, 92-3105.
Collection, see
tion,

Assessment and

collec-

for personal services,
gross income, 92-3107.
Compromise of penalty eases, 92-3007.
Constitutional provision, 1-S22.
Contributions, deduction from gross
income, 92-3104, 92-3109, 92-3110.

Cooperative banks, exemption, 92-3105.
Corporations
Allocation and apportionment of
income, 92-3113.
Definition, 92-3002.
Exemptions, 92-3105.

Fruit growers marketing organizations,
exemption, 92-3105.

92-3120.

GiftsDeduction from gross income,
92-3109, 92-3110.

Gross income, 92-3107.
Governor, 92-3107.
Gross income
Deductions from, 92-3109, 92-3110,

Health insurance, gross income, 92-3107.
Improvements, deduction of cost from
gross income, 92-3110.
Individuals, 92-3002, 92-3101.

Eate, 92-3102.
Eeturns, 92-3202.
Court of Appeals Judges, 92-3107.
Credits, 92-3008, 92-3106, 92-3111.
Cruelty to animals or children, exemp-

organized

to

prevent, 92-3105.
Debt, tax as constituting, 92-3311.
Deductions from gross income, 92-3008,
92-3109, 92-3110, 92-3112.
Deficiencies, 92-3302.
Interest and additions, 92-3304.

Definitions, 92-3002.

Depletion, deduction from gross income, 92-3109.
Depreciation, deduction from gross income, 92-3109.
Devises, gross income, 92-3107.

Dividends
Gross income, 92-3107.
Information at source, 92-3206.
Divulging information regarding,

Insurance premiums, deduction
gross income, 92-3110.
Interest,

92-3009,

92-3107,

from

92-3304.

Deduction from gross income,
92-3109.

Life insurance
Gross income, 92-3107.
Premiums, deduction from gross
income, 92-3110.
Living expenses, deduction from gross
income, 92-3110.
Losses, deduction from gross income,
92-3109.

Marketing

organizations,

exemption,

92-3105.

Mutual insurance companies,
Net income

92-3105.

Basis for determining, 92-3118.
Definition, 92-3108.

Nonresidents, 92-3002, 92-3112.
Ofiice of State Eevenue Commission,

92-9914.

Educational organizations, exemption,
92-3105.

92-4503.

Partnerships, 92-3002, 92-3104, 92-3117.

Payment

Enforcement, 92-3003.

Exchange of property, gain or

loss,

Additions in case of nonpayment,

92-3120.

92-3305.

Exemptions, 92-3008, 92-3105, 92-3106.
Expenses, deduction from gross income,
92-3109, 92-3110.

Family expenses, deduction from gross
income, 92-3110.

Farmers organizations, exemption,
Constitution,

provisions

of,

1-822.

Federal income tax returns, examination, 92-3215.

Fiduciaries,

Installments, 92-3301.
Eeceipts, 92-3312.
Time and place, 92-3301.
Penalties, 92-3009, 92-3211.
Compromise, 92-3007.
Pensions, gross income, 92-3107.

Personal exemptions and credits,

92-3105.

Federal

loss

Basis for determining, 92-3119.
Exchange of property, 92-3120.
Eeorganization of corporation,

Definition, 92-3107.

Information at source, 92-3206.
Public service, 92-3116.

corporations

exemp-

orders,

tion, 92-3105.

92-3112.

Foreign, 92-3102, 92-3113.

of

beneficiary

Fraternal

Gain or

ante.

Compensation

tion

Foreign partnerships, 92-3117.
Forms, 92-3208.

92-3002,

92-3103.

92-3106.

Personal expenses, deduction from gross
income, 92-3110.
Proceeds, disposition of, 92-3009,
92-3309.

Fiscal year, 92-3002, 92-3118.

Public

Foreign corporations, 92-3102, 92-3113.

Eailroads, 92-3116.

service

corporations, 92-3116.
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INCOME TAXES— Cont'd.

INCORPORATIONS.
See Corporations;
Superior Court.

Rates, 92-3101, 02-3102.

Receipts for payments, 92-3312.
Records, examination of, 92-3213,

INCREASE.
An ir rials
Amendment

92-3214.

Refunds, 92-3308, 92-3309.
Regulations, 92-3005, 92-3000.
Religious organizations, exemption,
Rentals, gross income, 92-3107.

Returns
as basis, 92-3114.

Brokers, 92-3207.
Corporations, 92-3202.
Evasion of tax, advising, 92-9913.
Examination of records, 92-3213.
Failure to file, 92-3211, 92-3212.
False or fraudulent, 92-3211,
92-3212.

of pleading to Lnelndej

Ownership! 85-1701, 85 1705.
Hirer, right of, 12-202.
Legacy, specific, disposition of, 113
Loaned property, \'l 509.
Pawned or pledged property, 12 606.

INCRIMINATION OF SELF.
Compelling, 1-805, 2-100, 38-416, 38-417,
38-1102,

38-1205,

38-1711,

93-506,

93-507, 93-9901.

INCUMBRANCES.
See Chattel Mortgages; Liens; Mort-

Assisting in filing, 92-9912.
Fiduciaries, 92-3203.
Filing, time and place, 92-3210.

Covenants against, 29-301, 29-303.

Forms, 92-3208.

Equity, discharge

Individuals, 92-3201.

Homestead,

on, 51-101, 51-1405.

INDECENT CONDUCT.
Dentists, 84-9908.

INDECENT EXHIBITIONS.
etc.,

Children disposed of for, 54-9903,
54-9904.

Preservation, 92-3216.
Secrecy, 92-3216, 92-9914.

INDEMNITY.

Royalties from patents, gross income,

See Fidelity Insurance

Companies;

Principal and Surety.

92-3107.
Salaries, gross income, 92-3107.

Express company agents and employees,

Scientific organizations, exemption,

41-104.

92-3105.

Secrecy required of

officials,

92-3216,

92-9914.

Shifting of income, 92-3209.

Shrinkage in value of property, deduction from gross income, 92-3110.

Homestead, sale of, 51-1102.
Lost securities, decree for
upon giving, 37-214.

Workmen's compensation,

payment

114-602

to

114-604.

INDENTURE OF SERVICE.

Social clubs, 92-3105.

welfare

in, 37-304.

Sunday, on, 26-6910.

92-3211.

Social

gages.

INDECENT BATHING.

Information at source, 92-3205.
Brokers, 92-3207.
Corporations, 92-3206.
Inspection, 92-3216.
Oaths, 92-3004.
Partnerships, 92-3204.
Penalty for failure to file,

of

81-1304.

92-3105.

Books of account

Corporations

organizations,

exemp-

See Master and Servant.

tion, 92-3105.

INDEPENDENCE DAY.

Statistics, 92-3008.

Superior court judges, 92-3107.
Supreme Court Justices, 92-3107.

Public holiday, 14-1808.

Taxable year, 92-3002, 92-3103, 92-3104,

Employer's

92-3118.

Taxes paid

torts of,

INDETERMINATE SENTENCE.

Deduction from gross income,

Fixed by jury in felony cases not punishable by life imprisonment, 27-2502.

92-3109.
Title of law, 92-3001.

Trust companies, exemption, 92-3105.
officials or employees,

United States
92-3107.

"Wages, gross income, 92-3107.

Widows and widowers, exemptions and

INDIANS.
Exclusion in apportioning representation among States according to population, 1-816.

INDIAN WARS.

credits, 92-3106.

compensation,
come, 92-3107.

liability for

105-501, 105-502.

Credit, 92-3111.

Workmen's

INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR.

gross

in-

Soldiers

and their descendants

tors, 2-604.

as elec-
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INDICTMENT.
Abusive

or

INDICTMENT— Cont 'd.
obsoone

language,

using,

26-0304.

Accusation, waiver of indictment,
27-704.

Settlement of case, 27-1701.
Solicitor general to draw up, 24-2908.
Special presentment as constituting,
27-703.

Adultery. 26-5801.
Arraignment to be entered on, 27-1407.
Arrest after, 27-801.

Sufficiency, 27-701, 27-1601.

Bail-

Two

Misdemeanor cases, after, 27-001.
Twice after and before trial,
27-903.

Bench warrant, issuance

after, 27-801.

Cattle stealing, 26-2608.
Compulsory school attendance law, violation of, 32-9906.
Copy to be furnished accused, 27-1403.

Corporation, process, 27-1001
Counts, 27-701.
Defamation of virtuous female,

no

bill

'

as bar,

Waiver, 27-704.

INDIGENTS.
See Paupers.

Orphans, binding out, 49-228, 49-229.
Peddlers, licenses, 84-2005, 84-2011.

INDIVIDUAL AND JOINT ASSETS.

False representation of solvency to ob-

for trial, 27-1901.
to, 27-1501.

tain, 26-7407.

Forging, counterfeiting, or altering,

Form

26-3901.

Counts, 27-701.

Exceptions to, 27-1601.
Prescribed, 27-701.
Fornication, 26-5801.
Fraud in procuring "no bill," 27-702.
Furnishing copy to accused, 27-1403.

Hog

stealing, 26-2610.
Horse stealing, 26-2605.

27-2805.

Judgment, arrest

of, 27-1601.

Larceny, 26-2605, 26-2608, 26-2610.
Limitation of prosecution, 27-601.
Loss, establishment of copy, 63-201.
Malpractice in office, 89-9908.
Minutes, entry of presentments on,
27-703.

Misdemeanor

cases,

waiver of

indict-

ment, 27-704.

Misnomer, 27-1505.
of prosecutor, indorsement,

27-2805.

Necessity, 1-805.
Newly discovered evidence after

"no

bill," 27-702.
bill,

" two

returns of, as bar,

specific heads.
Suretyship: See Principal and Surety.

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION.
in, 32-934.

INDUSTRIAL HOME.
See Greorgia Industrial Home.

INDUSTRIAL LIFE, ACCIDENT, AND
HEALTH INSURANCE.
Accident benefits, amount, 56-1301.

Advance assessments, when payable,
56-1301.

Agents
False representations, 56-1310.
License, 56-517.
Tax on, 92-2502, 92-2504.
Amount of benefits, 56-1301.
Assessments, when payable, 56-1301.
Authority of companies to do ordinary
life insurance business, 56-916.
Benefits, amounts, 56-1301.
Bonds, deposits, 56-1307.
Capital stock of companies, amount,
56-1307.

27-702.

Nolle prosequi
Allowed, how and when, 27-1801.

Authority of

solicitor general,

sary,

27-1801.

Effect as to limitations, 27-601.
to, 27-1001,

Certificate

of

commissioner

showing

deposit, 56-1304.

Claims, fraudulent, 56-9916.

County bonds, deposit, 56-1307.

24-2915.

Consent of defendant, when neces-

27-1404 to 27-1505.

Presentment as constituting, 27-703.
Quashing, effect as to limitations,
27-601.

Beading

Negotiable instruments: See Negotiable Instruments.
Particular papers or instruments: See

Public schools,

Impeached officers, 1-113.
Indorsement of prosecutor's name,

Pleas

' l

See Negotiable Instruments.

Exceptions to form, 27-1601.

"No

returns of

27-701.

INDORSEMENT.

Demurrer

Name

26-6904.

Application to debts, 37-409.

26-2104.

Demand

Sunday, running freight trains on,

Definition, 56-1301.

Deposits of securities, 56-1303, 56-1304,
56-1307.

Directors of company, false representations, 56-1310, 56-9908.

Dividends,

false

representations,

56-1310, 56-9908.
to accused, 27-1404.

Dues, when payable, 56-1301.
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INDUSTRIAL LIFE, ACCIDENT, AND

HEALTH INSURANCE— Con

t ''I

-

Examination of company by Commis-

INFANTS-

Administrator
Discharge on suits by,

Expense of examination of company by
Commissioner, 50-104.
False representations, 56-1310, 56-9908.
Foreign companies
Agents, taxation, 92-2502, 92-2504.
Deposits, 56-1304.

Fraternal societies, subject to regulations, 56-1302, 56-1305.

Fraudulent claims, 56-9916.
Fraudulent reinstatement of member,

Expenditures, when

allowed,

113-1510.

Resignation, opening, 118-2306.
Agents, 4-102.

Alimony

for, 30-207, 80-208.
deposits, 18 2041.
Billiard rooms, admission to,

Bauk

84-1011,

84-1612, 84-0926.

Blindness from gonoeoeens infection,
treatment at birth to prevent, S*-420,
88-421, 88-9915.

56-1311.

Incorporation of companies, 56-1307.
Insolvency, receiving premiums after,

Care—
Imputable ndgligenee,
Standard of, 105-201.

56-1311.

applicable to, 56-235, 56-1306.

License of agent, 56-517.
Lodges, subject to regulations, 56-1302,
56-1305.

Medical examination, 56-1309.
Municipal bonds, deposit, 56-1307.
Mutual companies: See Mutual Insurance Companies.

Change

to stock companies,
56-1308.

of company, false representations, 56-1310, 56-9908.
Petition for charter, 56-1308.
Policies, amounts, 56-1301, 56-1307.
Officers

Premiums
Receiving after insolvency,
56-1311.

When

effect,

118-2302.

sioner, 56-104.

Laws

Cont'd.

payable, 56-1301, 56-1305.

Reinstatement of member, 56-1311.
Relief organizations, subject to regulations, 56-1302, 56-1305.

105-205.

Charitable institutions for:

See Char-

itable Institutions for Children.

Cigarettes, furnishing to, 26-6801.
Citizenship rights, 79-208.
Code Commission: See Georgia Children's Code Commission.
Concealment of death of, 26-1105,
26-1106.

Condemnation proceedings
Notice, 36-305, 36-307.
of compensation, 36-607.
Contracts: See Contracts.

Payment

Criminal responsibility, 26-302.
Cruelty to, 26-8001.
Custody on grant of divorce, 30-127,
30-206.

Domicile, 79-404, 79-407.
Enticing children from
dustrial

Home,

Georgia

In-

26-1604.

Equity
Chambers, proceedings, notice,
37-1303, 37-1304.

Reports, 56-235.

Sickness benefits, amount, 56-1301.
Solicitor, license, 56-517.

State bonds, deposit, 56-1307.

Stock companies, creation, 56-1307,
56-1308.

Surplus, false representations, 56-1310,
56-9908.

Decree in vacation, 37-1205.
Prochein ami, 24-3365.
Executors, appointment as, 113-1201.
Foeticide, 26-1103, 26-1104.
Gambling with, 26-6405.

Parents' right of action, 105-1206.
Georgia Industrial Home, commitment
to,

35-601 to 35-604.
48-102, 48-107.

United States bonds, deposit, 56-1307.

Gifts,

Violation of law, 56-9908.

See Guardians Ad Litem;
Guardian and Ward.
Harboring absconding child, 26-1605.
Homestead, 51-101, 51-702, 51-705,

Weekly

benefits,

amount, 56-1301.

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS.
See Department of Industrial Relations.

INEBRIATES.
See Drunkards; Habitual Drunkards.
Private hospitals for, 88-1001 to
88-1004.

INFANTS.
See Parent and Child.
Abortion, 26-1101, 26-1102.
Ad litem guardians for: See Guardians
Ad Litem.

Guardians:

51-1503.

Homicide of father or mother, recovery for: See Death.
Instigating crime by, 26-305.

Intoxicating liquors, furnishing, 5S-612.
Inveigling children, 26-1603.
Juvenile courts: See
Labor, regulation of:
Servant.
Limitation of actions.
Liquor, furnishing to,
action, 105-1205.

Juvenile Courts.
See Master and
3-801, 3-S02.

parents' right of
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INFANTS— Cont'd.

INFANTS— Cont 'd.

Marriage settlements, 53-402.
Meaning, 102-103.

Tort-

Miscarriage, causing, 26-1102.
Money, custody of, when no guardian:
See Ordinaries.
Murder of, advising, 26-1104.

Liability for, 105-1806.
108-114.
See
creation
for,
Trusts,
Trusts; Trustees.
Trust companies, power to act as guardian, trustee, etc., 109-201.

Consent

Negligence of

Imputing

negligence

of

parents,

to,

Unborn
Abortion, 26-1101, 26-1102.

105-205.

Standard of care, 105-204.
Negotiable instruments, indorsement,
14-222.

Next

friend, bond, 24-334S, 24-3365.
Ordinary's jurisdiction, 24-1901.
Partition proceedings, 85-1505, 85-1506,

85-1511.

Advising

killing, 26-1104.
Foeticide, 26-1101 to 26-1103.
"Weapons, selling or furnishing to,
26-5108.

WillsCapacity to make, 113-203.
Probate
Conclusiveness,
form, 113-605.

Placement of
Adoption, permission, 99-208.
Advertisements to dispose of unborn children, 99-207.
Bonds, persons bringing or sending

common

in

Guardian ad litem, 113-608.
competency, 38-1607,

Witnesses,
38-1610.

children into State, 99-209.
Bringing or sending children into

Workmen's compensation,

State for placement, 99-209.
False statements, etc., 99-9902.
Fees, clerk of court, 99-211.
Improper placement, 99-206.
Investigation of private homes,

Year's support for: See Year's Support.

99-206.

etc.,

Disclosure

investigated

of

—

99-203.

Revocation, 99-205.
to

dispose of unborn chil-

dren, 99-207.

Orders, 99-211.

Report to Board of Control of Elee-

mosynary

Institutions,

99-204,

99-209.

Unborn
of,

children, offers to dispose

99-207.

title,

manner of

trustee,

See Agricultural
Entomologist.

Products;

State

INFORMATIONS.
Quo warranto,

64-206, 64-207.

INFORMERS.
Cigar and cigarette dealers' law, vio-

County licenses, forfeitures; 92-3912.
Disbarment proceedings by: See Attorneys at Law.
Explosives, shipping unmarked, 18-317.
Marks and brands, forfeitures in connection with, 62-106.

INFORMERS' ACTIONS.
Limitations, 3-716.
Precedence, 3-606.

INITIALS.
Pleading, use

liability

to,

of naked

108-405.

Sales to
Cigarettes,

See Certiorari.

Certiorari to:

in, 81-104.

service, 81-212.

Prochein ami, bond, 24-3348, 24-3365.
Public office, eligibility, 89-101.

Remaindermen,

INFERIOR JUDICATORIES.

See Descent and Distribution.

acquisition against,

85-411 to 85-413.

Process,

See Disease.
Quarantine: See Quarantine.

INHERITANCE.

Violation of law, 99-9902.
Prescriptive

INFECTIOUS DISEASES.

lation of, 92-2218.

Necessity, 99-201.
Offers

114-110,

114-306, 114-307.

INFESTED TREES, PLANTS, ETC.

facts, 99-210.

Judge, disqualification, 99-212.
License
Application for, 99-203.
Conditions of holding, 99-204.
Conditions of receiving, 99-202.
Investigation of applicants for,

INJUNCTION.
Abatement of nuisance, drinking
Adequate remedy at law.
Affidavits—

effect, 55-101.

of,

38-2401 to

38-2406.

Prerequisite to

Weapons, 26-5108.

55-201.

Service on, method, 81-212.

Witnesses,

pins, permitting rolling, 26-6701.

place,

58-104, 58-121.

Depositions in lieu
26-6801.

Intoxicating liquors, 58-612.

Ten

105-1803.

.

restraining

hearing

dissolve, 55-203.

of

order,

motion to
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INJUNCTION— Cont 'd.

Cont'd

motion

ground

for, in tres-

pasH, 55-104, 55 204.

for dissolution, 55-203.

Judicial saje, restraining, 55-103.
Law courts, enjoining proceedings,

to

Writ of Error,

Bill of exceptions, see

55-101,

55 103.

Legal remedy, effect of existence

post.
Bills of peace,

enforcement

of, 37-1502.

55-101.

Bond-

Mandatory, 55-110.
Motion for dissolution,

Cutting

timber, prerequisite to
restraining order, 55-204.
Supersedeas, on writ of error,

55-104.

Notice

serv-

Dissolution, motion for, 55-203.
Time and place of hearing, 55-201.
Nuisances, restraining, 72-204, 72-302,
to 72-304, 72-312.

ices, 55-107.

Bridge-timbers, cutting timber for,
55-204.

Caution in granting, 55-108.
Circuity of actions, avoidance of, as
ground for enjoining trespass, 55-104.
Contempt, enforcement by attachment

Peace, enforcement of bills of, 37-1502.
Perpetual, granted when, 55-111.
Personal services, breach of contract

37-1210.

55-103.

Railroad

ties,

cutting timber for,

55-204.

Eestraining order, 55-201, 55-204.
Sanction of petition, 81-112, 81-113.
Sawmill purposes, cutting timber for,

55-103.

Creditors without lien enjoining debt
55-106.

Criminal law, interference with admin

55-204.

Second injunction, discretion of judge,

istration of, 55-102.
Cutting of timber, 55-204.

55-109.
Services, breach of contract for, 55-107.
Sheriff's sale, restraining, 55-103.
State, transactions beyond limits of,
55-112.

Damage

irreparable, injunction of tres
pass, 55-104, 55-204.
Debtors, restraining transfer of prop
erty of, 55-106.

Demurrers, disposition of, before ap
pearance term, 81-1002.
Depositions in lieu of affidavits, 38-2401

Successive, grant, 55-109.

Superior court judge
Dissolve,

power

Grant, power

to 38-2406.

Discovery, disclaimer, effect on motioi
to dissolve, 55-203.

,

Time

Dissolution
as evidence on motion

t<

Chambers, at, 55-203.
Evidence, depositions in lieu of

decide

to, 24-2616.

to decide, 24-2620, 24-2621.

Supersedeas on writ of error, 55-202.
Tax, restraining collection, bond of

Temporary restraining
affida

55-112.

Hearing, 55-201, 55-202.
Depositions in lieu

order,

55-201,

55-204.

Timber, cutting of, 55-204.
Time of hearing motion, notice, 55-201.

vits, 38-2401 to 38-2406.

Extraterritorial

to

petitioner, 92-2106.

dissolve, 81-402.

effect,

24-2616.

failure
promptly, 24-2621.

Revive, power

55-109.

to, 24-2616.

to,

Impeachment,

;

Discretion of court, 55-104, 55-108,

Titleof

affidavits

38-2401 to 38-2406.

Insolvency of defendant, ground

foi

Abstract attached to suit to enjoin
timber cutting, 55-204.

Timber

in trespass, 55-104, 55-204.

quired,

Insolvent traders, preservation of prop
erty of, 28-403.
Interlocutory hearing, 55-202.

Intoxicating liquor law, violation

cutting,

perfect

title

re-

55-204.

Waste not enjoined

if

title

dis-

puted, 55-105.
Torts,

threatened or existing, 55-101,

55-201.

Interpleader, ancillary to, 37-1502.
58-303.

55-107.

for,

Place of hearing motion, notice, 55-201.
Procedure, 55-201 to. 55-204.
Process of law court, enjoining, 55-101,

Continuing, discretion of court, 55-108.
Contract
Personal services, 55-107.
Eestraining breach of, 55-107.
County tax, compelling levy, 92-3714.
Court, enjoining process of, 55-101,

Answer

5"

Multiplicity of action*;, avoidanec of,
as ground for enjoining trespass,

55-202.

Breach of contract for personal

ors,

I

Irreparafde injury,

Verified, as evidence on
dissolve, 81-402.

for,

SK'/I 10 '.

INJUNCTION

Answer
Motion
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of

Trade-mark,

ment or

etc.,

restraining infringe-

use, 106-103, 106-202.
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INJUNCTION— Cont

INSANE PERSONS— Cont 'd.

\1.

Trespass
Cutting timber, 55-204.
Lies to restrain, when, 55-104.
Turpentine boxes, cutting, 55-204.

Criminal cases

—

Cont 'd.
Governor
Commission of physicians to
examine convict, choosing,
27-2602.

Verification of petition, Sl-109, 81-110.

Waste. 55-105.
Writ of error from decision, 55-202.
Fast bill, 6-903.

Immediate effect of judgment of
Supreme Court, 6-1S06.
Lies from interlocutory order,

Discharge

of

insane

convict,

27-1503.

Disposition, after conviction
of capital offense, 27-2602 to
27-2604.
Milledgeville State Hospital

—

Capital
offense,
disposition
after conviction of, 27-2602

55-202.

Supersedeas, 55-202.

to 27-2604.

Committal

INNKEEPERS.

to, 27-1502, 27-2602,

27-2603.

See Hotels and Inns.

Discharge from, 27-1502,

INNOCENCE.

27-1503, 27-2604.

Presumption

Superintendent's certificate of

38-118.

of,

restoration,

INNOCENT PERSONS.

27-2604.

Physicians, commission of, to ex-

Suffering by act of third person, 37-113.

amine convict, 27-2602.
Plea of insanity, trial, 27-1502.
Restoration to sanity, 27-1503,

INQUIRY.
Existence of facts exciting, effect as

27-2601, 27-2604.

Suspension of sentence, 27-1503.

notice, 37-116.

Trial—

INSANE ASYLUMS.

Plea of insanity, 27-1501.

See Milledgeville State Hospital.

While insane, for penal

Private

Grand jury charge,

Criminal responsibility, 26 202, 26-301,

59-601.

Protection of correspondence of inmates of, 88-901 to 88-903,
88-9928.

Georgia

Training

Mental Defectives;

School for
Milledgeville

State Hospital.

Agents, 4-102.

Bank

26-303, 26-304.

Disfranchisement, 2-701.
Divorce, mental incapacity as ground,
30-102.

INSANE PERSONS.
See

offense,

27-1504.

Domicile, 79-404.
Drawees of bills of exchange, 14-1005.
Exemption from militia duty, 86-209.

Guardians
Administrator of deceased ward,
49-618.

checks, 13-2040.

Appointment, 49-601, 49-602, 49-605,

Citizenship rights, 79-209.

Competency of witnesses

49-614, 49-615.

as affected

by

insanity, 38-1603, 38-1607, 38-1610.

Comptroller General, suspension, 40-206.

20-206.

insane,

effect,

27-1502, 27-1503.

Capital offense

Acquitted,

Bonds for title, 49-619.
Commission to determine mental
capacity: See Insanity, Trial of.
Contracts after appointment of,

Contracts, 20-206.

Criminal cases
Acquittal because

Bond, 49-603.

Control, 79-209.
Duties, 49-603.

Examination
discharge after,

27-1503.

Conviction
Disposition

by

Governor

after, 27-2602 to 27-2604.

Inquisition after, 27-2601.

Commission of physicians, examination of convict by, 27-2602.

Conviction of capital offense, insanity after, 27-2601 to 27-2604.
Discharge from State Hospital,

when, 27-1503.

to

determine mental

capacity,

49-604,
49-616, 49-617.

49-606,

49-610,

Foreign guardians
Actions by, 49-405, 49-407.
Bond, 49-401, 49-410.
Creditors, rights of, 49-409.

Exemplification

of

records,

49-401, 49-403. 4.9-408, 49-410.

Heirs, rights of, 49-409.

Legatees, rights of, 49-409.
Notice of application for transfer of property, 49-401.
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GuaHians — Cont 'd.
World VVar veteran!

Guardians Cont \1.
Foreign guardians Cont *d.
Order of court consenting to
removal to another State,

—

-

Cont

'd.

Receipts, 49-404.
Records, 40-401, 49-403, 49-408,
49-410.
Removal to another State,
49-406, 49-409.
Sale of estate, 49-402, 49-410.
Settlement, 49-402.

Petition tot appointment)
40 804 to 40-806,
Removal for failure to account, 40 «A2.
Imprifonment of sane person in ins.
asylum, 26-1504.
Jurors in felony cases, ground for
challenge, 59-804.
Limitation of actions, 3-801, 3-802.
Meaning, 102-103.

Transfer of estate to

Ordinary's jurisdiction, 24-1001.

49-406.

—

Partition proceedings, 85-1505, S5-1506,

Application, 49-401.
Order, 49-402, 49-403,

85-1511.

Paupers, support, etc., 23-2310.
Pensions, 78-219, 78-220.

49-405.

Jurisdiction to appoint, 49-601,

Pilots, 80-110.

49-615.

Jury

to determine

Presumption of continuance of mental

mental capacity,

state, 38-118.

49-604, 49-606, 49-610, 49-616,

Public

49-617.

Letters of dismission, 49-618.
Milledgeville State Hospital

when no guardian,

in-

of

naked

40-1301.

Tort, consent to, 105-1803.
Trusts
creation
for,
108-114.
Trusts; Trustees.

See

Trust company, power to act as guard-

See

ian or trustee for, 109-201.

Wills—

Ordinaries.

Capacity to make, 113-204.
Probate, guardians ad litem,

Petition, 49-604, 49-607, 49-609.

Powers, 49-603.

113-608.

Resignation, 49-618.

Witnesses, competency as affeeted by
*

Revocation of appointment, 49-609,

insanity, 38-1603, 38-1607, 38-1610.

49-610.

INSANITY, TRIAL OF.

{Settlements, 49-618.

Wife, preference, 49-602.
"World War veterans
Accounting, 49-811, 49-812.
Appointment, 49-802, 49-804
to 49-806.

49-810.

Bond, 49-807.

Commitment

of veteran to hos-

49-813.

Compensation, 49-815.
Construction and application
of law, 49-816.

of terms
law, 49-801.

Definition

used

in

Investment of funds, 49-809.
for

Application, 49-604, 49-607.

Bonds, 49-606.

Commission

to examine, 49-604.
Costs, 49-606.

Investigation by judge, 49-012.
Milledgeville State Hospital, inmates
of,

49-614.

Notice, 49-604.
Oath of commission, 49-604.
Petition, 49-604, 49-607.
Physician on commission, 49-604,
49-616, 49-617.

Restoration established, how, 49-609,

Discharge, 49-814.
Expenditures, 49-810.
Fitness of guardian, 49-807.

Necessity

Appeal, 49-606.
,

Expenses, 49-613.
Fees of officers, 49-612, 49-613.

Authority for expenditures,

pital,

to,

State Treasurer, suspension, 40-206,

money

of

49-701.

liability

trustee, 108-405.

mates, 49-614, 49-615.
Notice of application for appoint-

ment, 49-604.
Oath, 49-603.
Ordinaries custodians

office, eligibility, 89-101.

Remaindermen,

appointment,

49-610.

Returns, 49-604.

Subpoenas for witnesses, 49-60S.
Verdict, 49-604.
Verification of petition, 49-604, 49-607.
Witnesses, 49-604, -L9-60S.

49-803, 49-805.

Notice of petition for appointment, 49-806.

Number

of

wards of

guardian, 49-808.

single

INSCRIPTIONS.
Monuments,

etc.,

copies as evidence,

38-210.

Pedigree proved by, 3S-303.

General Index.
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INSECTICIDES

AND FUNGICIDES.

INSPECTION— Cont 'd.

Analysis, 5-1506.

Drugs:

Brands on packages, 5-1502.

Eleemosynary

Containers

Fertilizers,

Brands

on, 5-1502.

INSOLVENCY.

Fungicides, 5-1505.

Honey

bees, 5-902 to 5-906.
Insecticides, 5-1505.
Jails, 99-101.

per, 113-1705.

Banks: See Banks and Banking.
Buyer of goods

—

Fraud, 96-206.
Stoppage in transitu, 96-401, 96-402.
Corporations
duties,

22-709.

Franchises as assets, 22-1401 to
22-1403.

42-403, 42-404.

Naval

stores: See

Stores.

Petroleum, products: See Petroleum
Products.
Plants, trees, etc., 5-702 to 5-722.
Public officers, books, etc., of, 89-601.
Reformatories, 99-101.
Slaughter houses, 42-403, 42-404.

INSTRUCTIONS OF COURT.
See Charge of Court.

INSURANCE.
by

Titles,

trust companies, 109-201.

INSURANCE ADJUSTERS.
Taxation, 92-2506.

INSURANCE

ADJUSTMENT BU-

REAUS.

Redemption of

certificate for

wages, 66-106.
Credit unions, 25-122.

Donor, validity of

gift, 48-110.

in insolvent estate, 51-1504.

Injunction on ground of, 55-104, 55-204.
Insurance companies, 5(5-106, 56-413.
Negotiable instrument, presentment to
insolvent drawee, 14-12U3.
State Treasurer, suspension, 40-1301.
Surety, effect as to cosureties, 103-401.
Trespass, enjoining on ground of,
55-104, 55-204.

57-103.

INSURANCE COMMISSIONER.
Absence, performance of duties of office,

56-101.

Accounts, 56-114.

AgentsFiling statements showing, 56-505.
Licensing, 56-503 to 56-505, 56-508
to 56-513, 56-516, 56-517, 56-521.

Annual statements,
Appointments by

56-101.

56-605.

Fire inspector, 56-111.
Receivers, 56-223.

INSOLVENT COSTS.
fine

Taxation, 92-2505.

Attorney for service of process,

Usury, collection from insolvent debtor,

and forfeiture fund,

27-2902 to 27-2914.

Approval
Increase

or

decrease

of

capital

stock, 56-802.

INSOLVENT L T STS.

Investments, 56-225.

See Tax Collectors.

INSOLVENT TP/^ERS.
See Debtor and Creditor.

Seal, 56-101.

Assets, duty in case of insufficiency of,
56-106.

Assistants, 56-924.

INSPECTION.
Apples, 5-803, 5-805.
Charitable institutions, 99-101.
Concentrated commercial feeding stuffs,
42-205,

Naval

Farmers: See Farmers Institutes.

Administrators' sale of insolvent pa-

Payment from

See Lumber.

etc.:

Meat markets,

INSTITUTES.

See Bankruptcy.

fees,

Food: See Food.

Lumber,

5-1509.

Prosecution of violators of law, 5-1508.
Registration of names, 5-1501.
Rules and regulations, 5-1507.
Samples taken by inspectors, 5-1505.
Analysis, 5-1506.
Standard. 5-1507.
Tags, 5-1504.
Violation of law, 5-9937, 5-9938.

Directors'

institutions,' 99-101.

5-1001 to 5-1004, 5-1113,

5-1201, 5-1301.

Ingredients to be shown on, 5-1503.
Violation of law, 5-9038.
Drug laws inapplicable, 5-1509.
Inspection, 5-1505.
Poisons, laws relating to, inapplicable,

Homestead

See Drugs.

42-_'09.

Attorneys for service of process
Appointment, T6-605.
Records, 56-1708.

Blank forms for

reports,

furnishing,

56-108.

Convicts, 77-309.

Convict camps, 77-316.
Correctional institutions, 99-101.
Dairies and dniry
ducts, 42-401 to
'

42-404, 42-406, 42-503.

Bond commissioner,
Books —

report, 40-1203.

Company, access

to,

56-105.

Public records, 56-101.

General Index.
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INSURANCE COMMISSIONER—Cont'd.

—

Calculation
Net value of life policies, 56-912
to 56-914.

Keinsurance reserve, 56-106, 56-832,
56-834.

Call on stockholders, 56-833.
Certificate

Deposits, 56-307, 56-1304.
Seal, 56-101.

Charter to company, issuing, 56-201.
Citation to pooling companies, 56-220.

Clerk-

'•

INSURANCE COMMISSIONER

<:.

—

Fraternal benefit foeiety Cont'd.
Merger, 56-1618.
Report, 56-1620.
Revocation of Jicen-:e, 50 L63&
Service of process, 50*1621.
Fraud, duty in case of, 50-106.
General Assembly, report to, 50 101.
Governor, approval of sea], 60 101.
Hearings, 56 221, 56-222.
Incorporation of company, 50-201.
Increase of capital stock, approval,
56-802.

Appointment, 56-101, 56-924.
Compensation, 56-102.
Compensation, 56-102.
Assistants, r~-924.

Comptroller General, 56-101, 56-802.

Powers retained,
Control
56-921
Counsel,
Creation

3183

of

life

companies,

to 56-926.
56-924.

of

Decrease

office,

of

56-101.

capital

stock,

approval,

Deputy

Investments, approval
Licenses

of,

56-225.

Forfeiture, 56-403, 56-408, 56-409.
Issuing, 56-401, 56-403, 56-406,
56-502 to 56-504, 56-506.

Revocation,

Appointment, 56-101, 56-924.
Bond, 56-101.
Compensation, 56-102.
Qualifications,

56-105, 56-218 to
56-220, 56-308, 56-403, 56-407,
56-408, 56-413, 56-808, 56-832,

56-1004.

Taxes, collection, 56-103.
Liquidation of business, 56-923.
Mailing notice of service of process on,

56-102.

Kemoval, 56-101.
Duties, 56-101.

Evidence

56-1707.

Documents as, 56-101.
Hearing before, 56-221.
Examination of insurance companies,
in general, 56-104, 56-105.
Industrial insurance company,
56-1312.
Obstructing, as penal offense,
56-9901.

Examiner, appointment, 56-104, 56-105.

Fees, 56-102,
56-1619,

56-103,

56-222,

approval
Notice

benefit

societies,

of, 56-1618.

Capital stock, to make good, 56-832.
Company's intention to withdraw

from State,

filing, 56-325.

Reduction of deposits of company,
56-305.

Service of process on, 56-1705,
Oaths, administering, 56-115, 56-221.
Obstructing, in examination of insur-

56-506,

ance company, 56-9901.
Office as public office, 56-101.

Eire inspector

Appointment, 56-111.
Compensation, prescribing, 56-114.

Forms
Policy, prescribing, 56-810.

Keports, furnishing, 56-108.
Fraternal beneficiary orders, service of
56-1705, 56-1707.

Fraternal benefit society
Certificate, issuance, 56-1615.

56-1616.

Dissolution, 56-1627.

Examination, 56-1629, 56-1631,
56-1632.
articles

Merger of fraternal

56-1707.

Execution, levy, 56-222.
Expenditures, report, 56-101.
Expenses, 56-105.

Filing

Companies, 56-105.
Complaints of violation of laws,

Renewal, 56-403, 56-409.

56-802.

process,

56-106, 56-413.

Investigation

56-807, 56-1003.

92-4506.

insurance

Insolvent company, proceedings against,

of

incorporation,

56-1614, 56-1615.

License, 56-1619, 56-1620, 56-1633.

Orders, enforcement, 56-107.
Papers as public records, 56-101.
Policy, prescribing form, 56-S10.
Powers, 56-101.

Premium

rates, investigation,

56-1309.

Process

Attorney for service, appointment,
56-605.

Power

to issue, 56-1312.

Service on, 56-1705, 56-1707.
Prosecution of agents of unauthorized

companies, 56-9905.
Publication of transactions, 56-101.
Keceipts
Report, 56-101.
Taxes, fees, and dues, 56-103.
Receivers for company, appointment,
56-223.

General Index.
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INSURANCE COMMISSIONER— Cont'd.

INSURANCE COMPANIES— Cont 'd.
Agents- -Cont'd.

Keeords
Actions

fraternal benefi56-1713.
ciary orders,
Attorneys for service of process,

against

56-1 70S.

Fraternal

beneficiary

Immoral or improper conduct,
56-513.

Investigation
License

orders,

Confederate soldiers, 84-2006.
Corporations, 56-510.
Necessity, 56-503, 56-508,

Public records, 56-101.
Regulations, prescribing, 56-109, 56-110.
Reports, 56-101, 56-926.
Bond Commissioner, 40-1203.
Examination of insurance companies, 56-104.
beneficiary
56-1706.

Fraternal
to,

56-513, 56-516.

by State Treasurer,

Penal

Seal, 56-101.

Bond Com-

State treasury, payments into, 56-103.

Summons, neglect
Supervision

56-1312.

56-221,

issuing,

liability, 56-519, 56-9905,

56-9906.

Placing business, 56-511.
Pooling contracts, 56-219 to 56-222.
Process, service, 56-602 to 56-605.
Repeal of conflicting laws, 56-515.

Statement showing, 56-505.
Taxation, 92-2501 to 92-2504,
92-2507, 92-2508.

of, 56-9901.

companies before

or-

92-2501

to

of
ganization, 56-110.
Taxes, collection, 56-103,
92-2507.

Vacancy

Unauthorized companies, 56-9905.

Amount —

Capital stock, 56-207.
Recovery, 56-701 to 56-704.
Animals, insurance of: See Live Stock

in office, 56-101.
Validity of orders, testing, 56-107.
Valuation of policies, 56-306.

Insurance Companies.
Application for charter, 56-202.

Venue

Approval

of hearings, 56-222.

"Witnesses

Administering

oaths

to,

as,

56-1404.

40-1203.

Life insurance companies, 56-518.
Prescribing, 56-109, 56-110, 56-925.
State Treasurer, report as
missioner, 40-1203.

56-521.

56-516,

Nonresidents, 56-509.
Revocation, 56-504, 56-511 to

Misdemeanors by, 56-9905.
Officers of mutual company

orders,

Rules-

Subpoenas,

56-513.

Application, 56-504.

56-1713.

Reports

of, 56-512,

56-115,

56-221.

Examination, 56-105.
Subpoenas, 56-221, 56-1312.

INSURANCE COMPANIES.

Investments, 56-207, 56-224.
Stock increase or decrease, 56-802.
Assessment companies: See Assessment
Fire Insurance Companies; Assessment Life Insurance Companies.
Assistant secretary, signature to policy,
56-213.

—

Accident insurance: See Accident Insurance Companies; Accident Liability Insurance Companies; Industrial
Life, Accident, and Health Insurance.

Attorney
Fees on refusal to pay loss, 56-706.
Service of process, appointment,

Actions against

Board .contracts, 56-218.
Board of directors, 22-510 to 22-515,

Recovery of money paid, 56-705.
Venue, 56-601.
Adjusters, taxation, 92-2506.
Affidavit of corporators, 56-202.

Agents

56-605.

56-208.

Bonds
Deposit, 56-301 to 56-316.

Investments

in,

56-207, 56-224.

Receiver, 56-303.

Application for license, 56-503.

Casualty insurance, 56-507, 56-514.
Civil liability, 56-502.

Commissions on sale of agency contracts,

56-522.

Definition, 56-501, 56-507.

Election,
56-1310,

—

56-9906,

license, 56-402.

56-834.

Calls on stockholders, 56-833.

56-208.

False representations, 56-519,

Fees

Statement for

Buildings which may be owned, 56-224.
Calculation
Net value of policies, 56-833.
Reinsurance reserve, 56-106, 56-832,

56-9908.

Commissioner, 56-506.
License, 56-502. 56-505, 56-9905.

Fire insurance, 56-507, 56-514.

Capital stock

Amount,

56-202, 56-207.

Change, 22-510 to 22-515.
Character as personalty, 56-211.
Decrease, 56-802.
Increase, 56-802.

General Index,
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INSURANCE COMPANIES— Cont'd.
Capital stock

Paying

— Cont'd.

to sections.]

INSURANCE COMPANIES —Coot U
County bonds, investments

to be paid up, 56-209,
license, 56-402.

Statement for

Subscription, 56-207.

Casualty insurance: See Casualty Insurance Companies.
Certificate of authority to do business,

Damages, payment when,
Daeraa

of huraraneei
ance Department.
Deposits

Amount,

required, 2-2301, 2-2302,
2-2304, 56-301, 56-312, 56-810
to 56-317, 50320.

Acceptance, 22-508.

Retention, 50-302.

Application, 22-505.

Certificate

Certificate, 22-506, 22-507.

of

Commissioner,

56-307.

Fee, 22-505.
22-505,

Change, 56-309.

22-509.

State's

Conflicting claims, 56-304.
Failure to make, effect, 56-308.
Industrial life, accident, or health
insurance companies, 56-321.
Mutual or stock-plan life insurance
companies, 56-318.

duties,

22-509.

Comptroller General issues, when,
56-201.

Deposit by foreign companies,
56-1501.

Annual

Grant, Constitutional provision,

increases, 56-319.

Ueturn, 56-301, 56-323 to 56-325.
Sale of bonds, 56-303.
Valuation, 56-320.

2-1818.

Issuance, 56-201.
profits, participation of policy-

Net

Withdrawal, 56-301, 56-323 to

holders, 56-216.

56-325.

Petition for, 56-202.

Directors

Kenewal

Commissions on

Acceptance, 22-503.

Election,

Certificate, 22-502.

Petition, 22-501, 22-504.

State

of

stock,

's

56-208.

False representations, 56-1310.
Discriminatory contracts, 56-218,

Fee, 22-501.
of

sale

56-522.

Application, 22-501.

duties,

56-9903.

Dividends

22-504.

City

56-301, 50-305, 56-306,

Approval, 56-310.

Bonds

Amendment —

Secretary

Bet Insur-

56-320 to 56422.

Secretary of State, 56-203, 56-206.
Charters

of

50-7

e

Department

56-502, 56-506, 56-9905.
issue, 56-307.

Secretary

56 207,

ot rtoek, 50 80S.
Definition!, 66-507.

Commissioner to

Petition,

in,

56-224.

in, 56-209, 56-210.

Amount

3185

Secretary of State to issue, 56-201.
bonds, investments in, 56-207,

56-224.

Claims, actions on, venue, 56-601.
Comity to foreign companies, 56-315.
Commencement of business, 56-212.
Commissions on sale of stock, 56-522.

Commissioner: See Insurance Commis-

Declaring, 56-214.
Stock, declaring, 56-215.
Election of officers, 56-208.
Evidence, incorporation, 56-206.

Examination

of, 56-101, 56-104, 56-105.

Neglect of summons, 56-1312,
56-9901, 56-9908.

False representations, 56-519, 56-1310,
56-9906.

sioner.

Competition, pooling contracts, 56-219

False statements, penal offense, 56-9902.

Fees

to 56-222.

Comptroller General
Charter issued by, 56-201.
Insurance Commissioner,

Attorney, on refusal to pay
Collection, 56-103.

56-101,

56-802.

Incorporation, 56-205.

Conflicting claims to bonds deposited,
56-304.

Fidelity:

Contingent

Filing petition for charter, 56-202.

profits,

loss,

56-706.

recovery, 56-703.

Contracts
Discriminatory, 56-218, 56-9903.

Evidenced by policy, 56-213, 56-811,
56-904.

Cooperative insurance: See Mutual Insurance Companies.
Corporate powers and privileges, 56-204.

See Fidelity Insurance Com-

panies.

insurance:
See
Companies.
Foreign companies
Comity, 56-315.

Fire

Fire

Insurance

Deposits, see Deposits, ante.

License, 56-315.

Service of process, 56-603, 56-605.

General Index.
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INSURANCE COMPANIES— Cont'd.
Foreign companies

— Cont

\1.

Taxes, penalty for nonpayment,
92-7306.

Withdrawal from

State, 50-323 to

56-325.

Forfeiture
Charter, 56-21*.
License, 56-403, 56-408, 50-409.
Bight to do business, 50-005.
Stock, 50-210.

Form
Certificate issued to, 50-203.

INSURANCE COMPANIES— Cont 'd.
Live stock insurance: See Live Stock
Insurance Companies.
Loans, 56-224, 56-402.
Losses
Ascribable to lightning, storms,
etc., authority to cover, 56-804.
Bonds deposited retained, 56-302,
56-324, 56-325.

Recovery of

fit

56-802.

Payment

in conduct, 56-100, 50-413.

Fraudulent claims against, 50-9916.
Fraudulently procuring insurance,
50-9911.

Health insurance: See Health Insurance Companies; Industrial Life, Accident, and Health Insurance.
Incorporation, 50-201 to 56-209.
Increase of stock, 56-802.
Indorsement of date of filing petition

See Marine Insur-

ance.
56-802.

Misrepresentations, 56-9902, 56-9906,
56-9908, 56-9911.

Mortgages
Investments in, 56-207, 56-224.
Statement for license, 56-402.
Municipal bonds, investments in, 56-207,
56-224.

Mutual insurance: See Mutual Insurance Companies.

Name,

for charter, 56-202.

See Industrial
Industrial insurance:
Life,
Accident,
Industrial
Insurance;
Insurance.
Health
and
Insolvency, 50-100, 50-413.

Receiving premiums after, 56-1311,
50-9902.

Insurance Department: See Insurance
Department.

56-204.

Change, 22-510 to 22-515.
Statement for license, 56-402.

Net

profits, participation of policyholders, 56-216.
Nonuser of charter, forfeiture, 56-212.

Notes, investments
Notice

—

56-802.

Payment

itors, 56-304.

Investigation by Commissioner, 50-105.
Investments, 50-110, 50-207, 56-224 to

in, 56-224.

Meetings of stockholders, 56-208,

Interpleader, conflicting claims of cred-

of

stock

subscription,

56-210.

Revocation of license, 56-413.

Number

56-228, 56-9904.

Farm

loan bonds, 108-421.
Liabilities, statement for license,

of persons required to incorporate, 56-202.

Officers

—

Commissions on sale of stock,

50-402.

License
Agents,

for stock, 56-210.

Marine insurance:

Meetings of stockholders, 56-208,

Societies.

Fraud

amount, 56-701,

Mailing notice
Meetings of stockholders, 56-208,

Policy, false representations,
50-9900.

insurance:
Fraternal
See Fraternal
Beneficiary Orders; Fraternal Bene-

full

56-702.

56-503,

56-504,

56-516,

56-521/ 84-2006.

Foreign companies, 50-315.
Forfeiture, 50-403, 50-408, 50-409.
Issuing, 56-403, 56-406.
Judgment unpaid as ground for revoking, 56-410 to 50-412.

Necessity, 56-235, 56-401.

Renewal, 56-403, 56-409, 56-412,
56-413.

Revocation, 56-105, 56-218 to 56-220,
56-308,
56-403, 56-407,
50-408,
56-413, 56-808, 50-8152, 56-1004.

Statement of company, 50-402.
insurance: See' Assessment Life
aranee Companies; Life Insurance
Com panics; Life Insurance Con-

Life
I

tracts.

Limited partnership, 75-401.

56-522.
Election, 56-208.

False representations, 56-1310.
Organization, 56-208, 50-212.
Supervision of company before,
56-110.

Paid-up capital, amount, 56-209.
Personal property
Sale, 56-228.

Tax returns, 92-2511.
Petition for charter, 50-202.
Place of business, change, 22-510 to
22-515.

Policy

Attaching to petition, 81-105.
Contract to be evidenced by,
56-213.

Holder, participation in net profits,
56-216.

Pooling contracts, 56-219 to 56-222.

General
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INSURANCE COMPANIES— Cont 'd.
Powers and
Premiums

''

INSURANCE COMPANIES-

bjFj

56 202.
granting,

2 18)8, 56-201,

Rebates, 56-9003.

Taxation, 92-2509 to 92-2511.
President
Commissions on sale of stock,
56-522.

Election, 56-208.

Filing statement, 56-402.

Service of process,

Fee for
amending charter,
Petition

Petition for charter, 56 202.
Policy, 56-213.
Special contracts, 56 218.
State bonds, investment in, 56-207,

Statement for

56-206.

panies, 56-702.

Process, service, 56-602, 56-605.
of policyholders,

Promoters, notes,

etc., to,

14-1806,

14-1807.

Publication of report, 56-403.
Real property
Sale, 56-228.

14-1807.

Calls. on, 56-833.
Liability, 56-230.

Meetings, 56-208, 56-802.
Transfer, 56-211.
Stock company, organization, 56-1308.
Subscription to stock, 56-207, 56-210.
Superior
courts
without power to
22-301.

create,

Supervision

Statement for

license, 56-402.

returns, 92-2511.

Rebates, 56-218, 56-9903.
Receivers

before

organization,

56-110.

Taxation, 92-2501 to 92-2511.

Returns
Assessments to correct,

Appointment, 56-302.
Bond, 56-303.

Method

56-402, 56 103.

Personalty, 56-211.
Sales, commissions, 56-522.
Stockholders

in,

56-224.

license,

Stock, 56-202, 50-207.
Dividends, declaring, 66-215.
Notes to promoters, 14-1806,

56-216.

Promissory notes, investments

charter, 56-208.

Signature

Pro rata recovery from several com

Profits, participation

for

to,

or

92

56-224.

5(5-604.

Signature to policy, 56-213.
Prima facie evidence of existence,

92-6001
to

of putting into hands of,

to

92-6007,

etc.,

92-6101

92-6104.

Contents, 92-2511, 92-5907.

Names

56-223.

Record

of agents, 92-5905.

President to make, 92-5906.

Increase or decrease of stock,
56-802.

Petition for charter, 56-202.

Recovery back by insurer, 56-705.
Refusal to pay loss, damages, 56-706.
Reinstatement, 56-413.
Reinsurance, 56-229.
Reserve, 56-106, 56-229, 56-832,

Time to make, 92-5901.
Time of payment of taxes, 92-5908.
Transfers

Property in which money invested,
56-228.

Stock, 56-211.

Treasurer

Commissions on

sale of stock,

56-522.

56-834.

Renewal of

:t'd.

Secretary of State, charter

privileges, 56-204.

Report to Commissioner, 56-506.

Tax

O,

license, 56-403, 56-409.

Report, 2-2305, 56-108, 56-232 to 56-235

Election, 56-208.

United

States

bonds, investments in,

56-207, 56-224.

56-403, 56-506.

Reserve, 56-229.

Valued

Rules governing, prescribing, 56-109.

Venue

Sale-

Vice president
Commissions on sale of stock,

Bonds deposited,
Property

in

56-303.

which money invested,

56-228.
Seal, license, 56-406.

Secretary

Commissions on sale of stock,
56-522.

Election, 56-208.

Filing statement, 56-402.

Signature to policy, 56-213.

policies, 56-701, 56-703.

of actions against, 56-601.

—

56-522.

Election, 56-208.

Signature to policy, 56-213.
stockholders
of
of
notice

Waiver

meeting, 56-20S.

Withdrawal from State, 56-323

to

56-325.

Workmen's compensation, payment
See Workmen's Compensation.
'

of:
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INSURANCE DEPARTMENT.
Blank forms for

INSURRECTION— Cont 'd.

reports, furnishing,

Recommendation of

jury, 27-2501.

State debt, 2-5101, 2-5601, 2-6001.
Taxation for purpose of suppressing,

56-108.
Certificates to companies, 56-1501.
Clerk, compensation. 56-10-.

2-4901, 2-4902, 2-5101.

Commissioner: See Insurance Commis-

INTELLIGENCE BUREAUS.

sioner.

Compensation of

officers, 56-102, 56-114.

Comptroller General as chief

officer,

56-101.

56-101, 56-104.

20-110, 20-112, 20-702, 20-703.
Gift, essential of, 48-101, 48-201.

Sales, parties to, 96-107, 96-112, 96-304.
Statutes, construction of, 102-102.

Examiners, 56-104.
Fees, collection, 56-103.

INTER VIVOS.

Fire inspector

Gifts: See Gifts.

Appointment, 56-111.
Assistant, 56-111, 56-112.
Authority to go upon premises,
56-113.
Compensation, 56-114.
Duties and powers, 56-112.
Expenses, 56-114.
Reports, 56-112.

INTEREST.
Accounts, 57-111.
Accrual of debt, 57-105.
Administrator
Allowance of commissions on,
113-2002.

Charging with, on settlement,

for reports, furnishing, 56-108.

4-211, 113-1518, 113-2207.

Insolvent companies, proceedings
against, 56-106, 56-413.
Investigations, 56-105.
License to agents, 56-503 to 56-505,
56-508 to 56-513, 56-516, 56-517,
56-521.

Orders, enforcement, 56-107.
Regulations, prescribing, 56-109, 56-110.

Reports
Examiners, 56-104.
General Assembly,

to,

56-101,

Attempt

loans, 13-2019.

Contracts, damages for breach, 20-1408,
20-1412 to 20-1414.
Date from which runs, 14-217.
Demand, accrual on, 57-107, 57-11Q.
Drainage bonds, 23-2512, 23-2544,
23-2561.
Estate taxes, 92-3404.

moneys

in

charging on moneys
hands of, 4-211.
Forthcoming bond, inclusion in

in

hands

General Assembly, rending dispensed with, in case, of, 2-1807.
Bounties for services in suppressing,

charging

on

of, 4-211.

Fiduciaries,

re-

covery, 39-304.

1-818.

insurrectionary

Circulating, etc.,
pers, 26-904.

Congress' power to

pa-

call out militia to

suppress, 1-125.

Declaration of state

of, 86-1302.

Definition, 26-901.

Disqualification to hold office

by engag-

1-817.

Garnishee liable for, when, 46-407.
Guardians, moneys due ward from,
4-211, 49-306, 49-310, 49-315.

Income taxes, 92-3009, 92-3304.
Judgment
Inclusion in, 110-304.
Rate, 57-108.
Legacy, general, as bearing, 113-810.

Legal process, payment prevented by,

Governor

liability, 46-407.

Calling out military, 40-202.

Power and duty,

86-1301, 86-1302.

Residence, changing, 40-107.
Militia,

Bank

Building and loan associations
Deposits by, 16-205.

Executors,

86-1303.

to incite, 26-902.

Bills in

in,

4-211.

of,

Application of payments to, 57-102.
Back interest, recovery of, 57-105.

108-415.

Rules, prescribing, 56-109, 56-110.
Salaries of officers, 56-102, 56-114.
Supervision of companies before organization, 56-110.
Taxes, collection, 56-103.

INSURRECTION.
Army regulations,

Advancements, charging on, 113-1017.
Agents, charging on moneys in hands

Loans by, 16-101, 16-102.
Compound, settlements by trustees,

56-114.

ing

INTENTION.
Contracts, construction of, 20-109,

Creation, 56-101.
Examination of insurance companies,

Forms

Control, etc., 54-110.

ordering

into

86-207.

Punishment, 26-903.

active

service,

Legal rate, 57-101, 57-117.
Small loans, 25-301, 25-313.

Lex

loci

contractus

governs,

57-106.

Limited partnerships, capital stock,
75-415,

75-416.

Liquidated demands, 57-110.

General Tndex.
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INTEREST— Cont 'd.
Loans

on

personal

25-215,

security,

f

Notes, 57-110.

Petition, 37-1504.
Verification of petition,

to, 57-109.

Promissory notes, 57-110.
bill,

2-1809.

Taxation, 2-4901.

of

874504

Evidence through, 38 405,
Wills, 113-207, 113-306.

INTERROGATORIES

Rate
Judgment, on, 57-108.

38-1009.

AND

DEPOSI-

TIONS.
Abstracting commission as contempt,

Legal, 57-101, 57-117.

38-2117.
Affidavits,

Small loans, 25-301, 25-313.

Rent contracts,
Repeal of laws,

1202.

INTERPRETERS.

.

General appropriation

M#,

Grounds, 37-1503.
Insurance
companies,
claimants
bond deposits \>y, 56-304

'

debt—

Bill of exception*, notfee, 6

Collateral Interpleading* 97-1504
Collusion, affidavit, 37-1504.

Maturity of debt, 57-105.
Mechanics accounts, 57-111.
Merchants accounts, 57-111.

Public

\>

INTERPLEADER.

25-217, 25-218.

Payments applied

SJ-//J

depositions

in

cases

tried

on
Clerk of superior court, duties,

61-114.

57-117.

38-2401, 38-2402.

Rules against
State

officers,

depositories,

24-206, 24-214.

deposits

Commissioner,

designation
judge, 38-2401.
Cross-examination, 38-2401.
Defaulting witness, 38-2406.
Fees of officer, 38-2404.
Female witness, 38-2402.
Hearing, 38-2401.
Illness of witness, 38-2403.
Nonresident witness, 38-2402.
Oath, 38-2401.
Place of taking, 38-2402.
Production of books, 38-2405.
Return, 38-2401, 38-2402.
Signing answers, 38-2401.

with,

100-103.

money,

State

receiving,

26-2903,

26-2904.

Stipulations, 57-101.

Sureties

Rights of, 103-302.
Sum recovered as contribution,
103-402.

Tax

executions,

92-7601,

92-7603,

92-7702.

Tax

sales,

redemption from, 92-8301,

Subpoenas
Duces tecum, 38-2405.

92-8305.

Taxes, 92-5001, 92-5003, 92-5005.

Issuance, 38-2401,

Tradesmen's accounts, 57-111.
Accounting, rate, 108-419, 108-420,

Charging on moneys in hands

of,

4-211.

When and how

charged

108-416,

against,

Attestation by commissioners,
38-2113.

Compelling, 38-2110.

Will bequeathing, 113-805.

Memoranda, use

INTEREST OF WITNESSES.
Disqualification removed, 38-1603.

INTERLOCUTORY HEARINGS.
Demurrers, disposition of, before appearance term, 81-1002.

INTERNAL REVENUE.
furnishing

to

prosecuting attorney, 58-119.
receipts as evidence of violation

of liquor law, 58-113.

of,

38-2112,

Oath, 38-2113, 38-2119.
Prepartion by witness. 3S-2112.
Sealing in envelope, 3S-2113.
Signing, 38-2113.
Writing, 38-2112, 38-2113.
Appointment of commissioners, 38-2107.
Arrest of witness refusing to answer,
38-2110.

Lien of taxes: See Liens.

Tax

38-2109.

Answers

Usury: See Usury.
What law governs, 57-106.

taxpayers,

Commissioner, 38-2108.
Presence at execution of commission,

108-419,

108-437.

of

38-2401, 38-2402.
as ground for taking, 38-2101.
Agent of party

Age

108-446.

Names

38-2402.

Unwilling witness, 38-2401.
Written questions and answers,

Trustees

108-415,

by

Attachment proceedings,
Attorney of party

8-611.

Commissioner, 3S-210S.
Presence ai: execution of commission, 38-2109.
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AND

INTERROGATORIES
TIONS— Cout 'd.
Bias,

DEPOSI-

freedom from, 3S-210S, 38-2100,

38-2801, 38-2303.

Copy of

interrogatories,

DEPOSIservice,

38-2104, 3S-210G.

Books, commissioners to examine,

Corporations, discovery at law, 38-1202,
38-1204.

38*1008.

Business, nature of, as ground for taking.

AND

INTERROGATORIES
TIONS— Cont 'd.

38-2101.

Costs, taxing commissioner's compensa-

tion as, 38-210S.

Caption
Court

commissioner,
depositions
before, form, 3S-2303.
"Waiver of commission, form,
38-2119.
Certificate by
Clerk of superior court, 38-2401.
Commissioners, 38-2112, 38-2113.
Express company agent, 38-2113.

Notary public

or other officer tak-

ing depositions, 38-2205.
Postmaster, 38-2113.
Private person, delivering, 38-2113.
Clerk, duties, 38-2114, 38-2115, 38-2401,
38-2402.

Commission

County, witness residing or removing
out of, 38-2101, 39-2402.
Court commissioner, depositions before

Adjournments, 38-2304.

Appointment of commissioner,
38-2302.

Attachments, 38-2308.
Caption, form, 38-2303.

commissioner,
of
38-2303, 38-2307.

Certificate

Clerk of superior court

may

take,

when, 38-2302.
Commission unnecessary, 38-2301.
Compelling appearance of witnesses, 38-2307, 38-2308.

Blank, issuance in, 38-2107.
Contempt, failing to return,

or

Constables, execution of orders of

commissioner, 38-2308.

abstracting, 38-2117.

Court commissioner taking deposi-

Contempt, failure of witness to appear, 38-2301, 38-2307, 38-2308.

tions without, 38-2301.

Discovery at law, issuance, 38-1202.
Execution, 38-2109.

Ex-officio

Issuance, 38-2104, 38-2105, 38-2107.
Mode of obtaining, 38-2104.
Notary public or other officer taking depositions without, 38-2201.
See Notary public or other of-

Examination of witnesses, 38-2302,

ficer, post.

Waiver, 38-2119.
Commissioners
Appointment, 38-2107, 38-2401.
Certificate

by,

38-2112,

Compensation,

38-2113.

38-2108,

38-2307,

Competency, 38-2108.
Duty, 38-2112, 38-2113, 38-2119.
38-2107.
of

commission,

duty,

38-2119.

38-2307, 38-2404.

Competency of commissioners,

38-2108.

Consent, opening interrogatories by,
38-2115, 38-2502.

Contempt of court

38-2305.

Execution

orders

of

of

commis-

sioner, 38-2308.

Fees of commissioner, 38-2307.

Form

of caption, etc., 38-2303.

Mail, transmission by, 38-2501 to
38-2503.

Motions to postpone,

etc.,

38-2304.

Notice, 38-2301.
Objections, 38-2304.

Opening, 38-2306, 38-2502.
Order of examination, 38-2305.
Order or commission unnecessary,

—

interrogatories,

Orders or other process,

how

ex-

ecuted, 38-2308.

Place of examination of witnesses,
38-2302.

Postponements, 38-2304.
Powers of commissioner, 38-2301,
refusal,

Commission, failure to return,

etc.,

38-2117.

Court commissioner, failure to appear before, 38-2301, 38-2307,
38-2308.

Continuance
Nonreturn as ground^ 81-1417.
to prevent, 81-1407.

38-2307.

Process,

38-2110.

Taking

of

38-2301.

Compelling answers, 38-2110, 38-2307.
Compensation of commissioner, 38-2108,

Answer

clerk

Oath, 38-2306.

38-2404.

Number,
Waiver

commissioner,

superior court, 38-2302.

how

executed, 38-2308.

Publication, 38-2306.

Return, 38-2300, 38-2501 to 38-2503.
Scope of examination, 38-2306.
Sealing, 38-2306, 38-2501.
Sheriff, execution of orders of

missioner, 38-2308.

Signature
38-2303.

by

commissioner,

com-

(,j;;:eral
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INTERROGATORIES
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Subpoenas
Duces tecum,
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AND

INTERROGATORIES
TIONS— Cont 'd.
imprisonment

Jail,

for

in,

DEPOSIg to

i

answer, 88-21 10.
Jqdge, duties, 38 2114, 88-2115, 88 2118,
38-2301.

1401.

Power

of commissioner to
sue, 38-2301.
Transmission to court, 38-2306,

Ifl

38-2501 to 38-2503.
Writings, production, 38-2301.
Cross-interrogatories, filing, 38-1202,
38-2104, 38-2106.
De bene esse depositions: See Perpet-

uating Testimony.

Justices' courts, 24 1304.
Leading questions, 38-2104.
Exceptions, roperiof court
24-3334.

rule,

Leaving for tour or sojourn aH ground
for taking, 88-2101.
Legislature, member of, 38-2102.

MailPostmaster's indorsement, superior

Death as affecting competency

court rule, 24-8333.

of,

Sending by, 38-2113, 38-2114,

38-1603.

Delivery of package to court, 38-2114,
38-2205, 38-2306, 38-2501 to 38-2503.

Disbarment proceedings, 9-514.
Discovery at law, 38-1202, 38-1203.
Disposition after reception in court,
38-2116, 38-2502.

Enve]ope, superscription on, 38-2113,
38-2501.

Examination after reception, 38-2118,
38-2502.

Exceptions, 38-2504.
Exclusion, grounds ceasing,

38-2501 to 38-2503.

Memoranda, use by witnesses,

38-2112.

Mode

of obtaining commission, 38-2104.
New trial motions, see Affidavits, ante.
Nonresidence as ground for taking,
38-2101.
Notary public or other officer, depositions before
Certificate of officer, 38-2205.
Commission unnecersary, 38-2201.

Compelling witness' appearance,
38-2103.

Execution and return, 38-2113.
Express company, sending by, 38-2113.
Fees
Affidavits, officer taking depositions in lieu of, 38-2404.

Court commissioner, 38-2307.
Witnesses, 38-2111.

38-2203.

Cross-examination of witness,
38-2203.

Delivery into court by

officer,

38-2205, 38-2501.
Examination of witness, 3S-2203.

Mail, transmission by, 38-2501 to
38-2503.

Female witnesses, 38-2101, 38-2111,
38-2403.

Notice
Contents, 38-2202.

Filing interrogatories, 38-2104.

Given by whom, 38-2202.

Forms

Impracticable, judge

Caption
Court

commissioner,
depositions before, 38-2303.
Waiver of commission,
38-2119.

Commission, superior court

rule,

24-3329.

Garnishment, 46-108.
General Assembly, member
Grounds for taking
Ceasing,

exclusion,

of, 38-2102.

38-2103,

Stated, 38-2101, 38-2102, 38-2401,
38-2402.
Illness as ground for taking, 38-2101,
38-2403.
Impartiality, 38-2108, 38-2109, 38-2201,
3*8-2303.

Imprisonment of witness refusing to
answer, 38-2110.
Inconvenience as ground for

taking,

38-2101.

Injunction cases, see Affidavits, ante.
Inspection, order for, 38-2118, 38-2502.
Irregularities, superior

Return

discre-

with

court rule,

depositions,

38-2205.

Time for giving, 3S-2202.
Oath of witness, 38-2204.
Officer before

whom

Qualifications of

38-2205.

24-3332.

's

tion, 38-2202.

taken, 38-2201.
3S-2201.

officer,

Eeason ceasing, exclusion, 3S-2205.
Sealed by officer, 3S-2205, 3S-2501.
Signing testimony, 3S-2204.
State, taking without, 3S-2201.

Stenographer taking, 38-2204.
Transmission to court, 3S-2205,
38-2501 to 3S-2503.
Writing, testimony reduced

to,

38-2204.

Notice
Court

depositions

commissioner,

before, 3S-2301.

Exceptions, 38-2504.
Interrogatories, time of

filing,

3S-2104, 3S-2105.

Notary public or other

officer,

ositions before, 3S-2202.

dep-
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AND

INTERROGATORIES
TIONS— Cont 'd.

DEPOSI-

Oath. 38-2118, 33-2119, 3S-2204, 38-2401,
35-2402.
of, as ground for
taking, 58-2101.
Office paper, when, 3S-2116.
Only witness to material point, 38-2101.
Opening of package by court, 38-2115,
38-2118, 38-2205, 3S-2306, 38-2502.

INTERROGATORIES
TIONS— Cont 'd.

3S-2405.

Power

to issue, 38-2203, 38-2307,
38-2401, 38-2402.

Subpoena dockets, entry of

Substantial compliance, 38-2119.
Superior court clerks, keeping blanks
for, 24-2714.

Superior court rules, 24-3329 to 24-3334.
Superscription on envelope, 38-2113,
38-2501.

Physicians, 38-2101.

Place of examination, 38-2111, 38-2302,

Time-

Postmasters
by,

38-2114.

Examining by

24-3331.

38-2113.

Delivery of package to court,
interrogatories,

38-2101.

Indorsement on package, 38-2114.
Reception of package, 38-2114.
Registered mail, transmission by,
38-2501 to 38-2503.
Presence of party or counsel or agent
at execution of commission, 38-2109.
Private person, sending by, 38-2113.
Public carriers, 38-2101.
Public Service Commission, hearing by,

Transmission to court, 38-2113 to
38-2116, 38-2205, 38-2401, 38-2402,
38-2501 to 38-2503.

United States courts, compelling answers to commissions from, 38-2110.
Vacation, reception in, 38-2115.
Waiver of commission, 38-2119.
Wills, witnesses examined by, 113-609.
Witnesses' names in notice, superior
court rule, 24-3330.

Women

witnesses, 38-2101, 38-2111,
38-2403.

Writing, interrogatories to be

in,

38-2104.

INTERSTATE COMMERCE.

93-508.

Reception of package by court, 38-2115,
38-2502.

Registered mail, transmission by,
38-2501 to 38-2503.
of

witness,

interrogatories

to state, 38-2104.

Return
Affidavits,

depositions in lieu of,

38-2401, 38-2402.

Commissioners, by, 38-2113.

Contempt, failure to make, 38-2117.
Court commissioner, by, 38-2306.
Discovery at law, 38-1203, 38-1204.
Notary public or other officer, by,
38-2205.

School teachers, 38-2101.
Sending to court, 38-2113 to 38-2116,
38-2205, 38-2401, 38-2402, 38-2501 to
38-2503.

Service of ^opy of interrogatories,
38-2105, 38-2106.

Several parties, service and cross-interrogatories, 38-2106.

compelling answers to
commissions from, 38-2110.
Stenographer taking down and writing out depositions, 38-2205.
States,

See Perpet-

Issuance of commission, 38-2104.
Return, superior court rule,

38-2403.

Residence

commis-

sions on, 24-2714.

Testimony, perpetuating:
uating Testimony.

Certificate

DEPOSI-

Subpoenas
Duces tecum, 38-1002, 38-2301,

Occupation, nature

Perpetuating testimony:
See Perpetuating Testimony.
Personating witness, punishment,
38-990L
Physical incapacity of witness as
ground for taking, 38-2101.

AND

other,

Carriers engaged in, workmen's compensation, 114-108.
Motor carriers for hire engaged in,
taxation, 92-2904.

INTERURBAN RAILROADS.
See Street Railroads.

INTERVENTION.
Money

rule, claimants of fund, 24-211.
Receivership cases, 55-304.

INTIMIDATION.
See Duress.
Arrest, dismissal of warrant for, pro-

cured by, 27-9901.

INTOXICATING LIQUORS.
Adulterated, sale, 105-1102, 105-1104.
Adulteration, 42-111, 42-114 to 42-116,
42-9901.

Advertisement

of, 58-301, 58-303.

Alcohol

Druggists dispensing, 58-412.
Ethyl alcohol
manufacture
Beverage,

—

prohibited,

58-504.

Denatured alcohol
58-508.

defined,

as,

General Index.
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INTOXICATING LIQUORS Cont'd

INTOXICATING LIQUORS— Cont'd.
Alcohol— Cont'd.

Distilling

Ethyl alcohol— Cont'd.
Equipment for manufacturing
unauthorized use, 58-503.
Failure to comity with laws
manufacture,
relating
to
etc., effect, 58-507.

Inspection

manufacturing

of

plant, 58-506.

Manufacture from wood substances, etc., 58-501.

Contraband
]'<,

firm, or

ufacture, 58-502.

Transportation, 58-505.

Prohibited,

Prescription of physician,

58-412.

Drinking

Sales of intoxicants

making, 58-208.

Abatement, 58-110, 58-111.
Internal revenue special tax
ceipt prima facie evidence

Evidence
Agent, servant or principal, 58-118.

Exemption from giving, 58-205.
Grand jury, before, 58-115, 55-116.
Prima facie

58-113.

in

False swearing, consignees of alcohol,

in suit to enjoin or

etc.,

alcohol for use

by, 58-401.

Grand jury
Charge of court, 58-117.
Testimony, 58-115, 58-116.

nishing, 105-1205.

Names
used

in

transporting, 58-208.

of taxpayers furnished to

prosecuting attorney, 58-119.
Tax receipt as evidence of guilt,
58-113.

distilling,

58-304.

taking inside,

77-404.

Costs, prosecution for violation of liq-

uor law, 58-208.

by carriers, 58-401, 58-409.
Denatured alcohol, sale of, 58-411,
Deliveries

Locker

sale, etc., prohibited, 5S-103.

clubs,

of, 26-6103.

sales,

etc.,

by,

5S-102,

5S-104.

Lord's Supper, wine, 58-203. 5S-204.
Manufacture, 1-S24 to 1-S26. 5S-102.
Mechanical purpose, alcohol for use for,
58-401.

Medicinal use, alcohol
Milledgeville

58-412.

See Intoxication.

Intoxication:

Licensing

58-207.

Disorderly house for sale

drinking

Internal revenue

58-104, 58-109.

vehicles

of

place as nuisance, 58-104.

nuisance, drinking places,

lines,

abatement

Injunction,

by, 58-102, 58-104.

sell,

in, 5S-401.

Parent's right of action for fur-

at, 58-605, 58-606.

Contraband, 58-122.
Apparatus used in

to

receive alcohol, 58-410.

Infants, furnishing, 58-612.

Selling near, 58-601.

Contracting to
Convict guard

58-401, 58-405, 58-406.

Forgery of application for permit

Hospitals, alcohol for use
Importation, 1-824, 1-836.

Church
Carrying to, 58-603.
Drunkenness at, 58-604.

of

ap-

Sale, 58-108, 58-113.

•

58-201 to 58-208, 58-401 to 58-411.

Condemnation

Possession of distilling
paratus, 58-209.

re-

abate nuisance, 58-113.
Carriers, transportation of liquors by,

Common

proof, 58-113, 58-122,

Intent to sell, 58-107.
Internal revenue tax receipt,

Nuisances, 58-110.

etc.,

o'i-412.

58-113,

furnishing liquor on,

day,

Blind tiger

Clubs, sales,

by,

58-412.

Billiard rooms, sale in, 84-1613.

Use

defined, 58-104.

Competency, 58-121.

58-411.

Chartered colleges,

58 603.

58-209.

58-202 to 58-208, 58-401 to

Burden of proof

fjlaces

Burden of

Transporting and receiving,

suit to abate, 58-113.

of,

Intoxication at pi;
Sale near plaee of, 58 001.
Use at place of, 58-605, 58-606.

2-1001, 58-609, 58-610.

druggists, 58-113.

officer

for,

58-206.

Divino worship
Oa trying to plaee

Election

58-413.

sum paid

.7.

Drunkards, furnishing liquor to, 58-611.
Drunkenness: See Intoxication.

Formulas, 58-412.
Misdemeanor, violation of law,

Arrest,

.

apparatui

58 209.

corporation desiring to man-

by

;>t\:.<-'.

of

a

Druggists
Alcohol for use by, 58-401,

Sale, 58-505.

Statement by person,

Sale

1

State

tions, 5S-607.

for, 5S-401.

Hospital,

regula-
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INTOXICATING LIQUORS— Cont 'd.
Minors, furnishing liquor to, 58-612.
Misbranding, 42-111, 42-114 to 42-116,
42-9901.

drinking places, 58-104,

Nuisances,
58-109.

Orders for, taking, 58-304..
Peddling, license, 84-2008, 84-2011.
Permit to receive alcohol, 58-401 to
58-407.

Pharmacists, alcohol for use by, 5S-401.
Physicians
Alcohol for use by, 58-401.
Prescriptions, 58-609.
Use in practice, 58-606.

Possession of apparatus for distilling,
prima facie evidence, 58-209.
Prima facie evidence
Intent to sell, 5S-107.
Internal revenue tax receipt,
58-113.

Possession of distilling apparatus,

fined, 58-101.

58-207.

Punishment for violating laws,

58-123,

58-407, 58-410.

charter of
selling intoxicants, 58-104.
to

forfeit

Eepeal of Eighteenth Amendment,
1-835 to 1-837.

Sacramental purposes, wine, 58-203,
58-204.

Sale prohibited, 58-102, 58-304, 58-601,
58-607, 58-609 to 58-612.
tiger,

ting, 58-105.

Wine, sacramental purposes, 58-203,
58-204.

INTOXICATION.
Admissions obtained by inducing,
38-408.

Church, etc., at or near, 58-604.
Crime, excuse for, 26-403.
Disturbing religious worship, 26-6901.
Divorce
Collusion, 30-109.
Condonation, 30-109.

Ground, 30-104.
Excuse for crime, 26-403.
Jurors

felony

in

ground for

cases,

grounds

State

Hospital,

see Blind tiger, ante.

Constitutional provisions, 1-824 to
1-826, 2-1001.

Election days, 2-1001, 58-609,

Motor vehicle operators,
ejection
and

68-307.

Passenger,

arrest

58-610.

Public places, 58-608.
Witnesses, competency as affected by,
38-1608, 38-1610.

Workmen's compensation when injury
due

114-105.

to,

INTRUDERS ON LAND.
Camp

grounds, 105-1505.

warrants against tenSee Dispossessory Warrant.
Forcible entry and detainer: See ForDispossessory
ants:

cible

Entry and Detainer.

Proceedings to eject
Affidavit, 105-1501.

Agent, affidavit, 105-1501.
Camp-grounds, proceedings by trustees,

etc.,

105-1505.

Costs, execution for, 105-1504.

Scientific purposes, alcohol for use for,

Counter-affidavit,

58-401.

105-1501,

105-1502.

serving

in

private

residences,

58-102.

Execution for costs, 105-1504.
Jury trial, 105-1503.

Soliciting orders for, 58-302 to 58-304.

Notice, 61-306, 61-307.

Solicitor general, prosecution of viola-

Return of

tors of liquor laws, 58-119, 58-120.

State Hospital, regulations, 58-607.

affidavits

to

superior

court, 105-1503.

Sheriff

State laws, transjjortation or importation in violation of, 1-836.

Counter-affidavit before,

Storage, 58-114.

Delivery of affidavit

Sunday, keeping tippling house open
on, 26-6105.

Sunday

by

Pilots, 80-110.

School, carrying liquor to, 58-602.

Social

on

of, 35-219, 35-220.

steamboat captain, 27-218.

Property right in, 58-122.
Apparatus used in distilling,

Blind

day, 26-6105.
Transportation, 1-824 to 1-826, 5S-201
to 58-208, 58-401 to 58-411.
Use of premises for sale, etc., permit-

Milledgeville

Private hospitals for treatment of excessive users, 88-1001 to 88-1004.
Prohibited liquors and beverages de-

club, etc.,

Tippling house, keeping open on Sun-

challenge, 59-804.

5S-209.
Sale, 58-108, 58-113.

Quo warranto

INTOXICATING LIQUORS— Cont'd.

school,

105-1502.

Exhibition
carrying

liquor

to,

58-602.

Tax, constitutional provision, 2-6801.
Tenant, forfeiture of rights, 58-106.

to,

105-1501.

of

affidavit,

105-1501.

Notice, failing to give, 61-307.

Turning out of possession,
105-1501, 105-1503.

Gj;:;kral J:;m-.x.
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INVOLUNTARY SERVITUDE.

— Cont'd.
return

Prohibited, 1-813, 1-814, 2-117.
to,

an

'I

IRISH POTATOES.

trial, 105-1503.

Three days'
Trial,

notice, 61-306, 61-307.

exemption,

92-3105.

ISSUE.
Animals, amendment of pleading to

in-

clude, 81-1304.
of, 53-104.

ISSUERS OF SECURITIES.

INVASION.
General Assembly, reading dispensed with, in case of, 2-1807.
Congress' power to call out militia,

Bills in

1-125.

Governor
Calling out military, 40-202, 86-207.
Residence, changing, 40-107.
Habeas corpus, suspension of writ in
of, 1-127.

ordering into

active service,

40-202, 86-207.

See Securities.

ITINERANTS.
Gypsies, horse-traders,
92-2011.

etc.,

Practitioners of medicine,
etc., taxation, 92-2005.

taxation,
dentistry,

JAILS.
See County Jails.

JEFFERSON DAVIS' BIRTHDAY.
Public holiday, 14-1808.

State debt, 2-5101, 2-5601, 2-6001.
Taxation for purpose of suppressing,

JENNY LIND TABLES.
Taxation of operators, 92-2001.

2-4901, 2-4902, 2-5101.

United States to protect States from,
1-407.

JEOPARDY.
Person put

INVENTIONS.
Congress ' power as

12-101.

Cooperative, income tax

Void marriage,

ceedings to eject, 81-102.

Militia,

l

IRRIGATION COMPANIES.

105-1503.

Writ of possession, 105-1504.
Rent, removal for failure to pay: See
Disposscssory Warrant.
See
Tenants holding over, removal:
Dispossessory Warrant.
Uniform Procedure Act, effect on pro-

time

Bushel, weight,

in,

more than once, pro

hibited, 1-805, 2-108.
to, 1-125.

INVENTORIES.
County property, 91-801

JEWELERS.
Liens: See Liens.

to 91-806.

Decedents' estates: See Administrators
and Executors.
Public property, grand jury charge,
59-601.

State property, 91-801 to 91-806.

INVESTMENTS.
Administrators, 113-1518 to 113-1520.

Auction sales
Bids, false or fictitious, 84-1705.
Bond of licensee, 84-1703.
Boosters, employment, 84-1705.
Bybidders, employment, 84-1705.
Cappers, employment, 84-1705.

Descriptive
sale,

Banks, 13-2022.
Guardians, by, 49-203, 49-204, 49-215 to
49-218.

Insurance companies, 23-2567, 56-207,
56-224 to 56-228, 56-9904.
Receivers, 55-306.
Trust companies, guaranty fund,
109-201, 109-504.

tags

on

articles

for

84-1706.

False or fictitious bids, 84-1705.
False representation, 84-1707.

Inventory of goods to be

sold,

84-1702.

Licenses, 84-1702, 84-1703.

List of sales, submission daily,
84-1704.

Trust funds: See Trusts; Trustees.

INVESTMENT BANKERS.
Trust companies operating

JEWELRY.

Misdemeanor, violation of law,
84-9927.

as,

109-506.

INVESTMENT COMPANIES.

Regulation, 84-1701.
Reports, daily, 84-1704.

Tags, descriptive, on articles for
sale, 84-1706.

Presidents, taxation, 92-2409.

INVITEES.
Liability to, of owner or occupier of
land, 105-401.

INVOLUNTARY MANSLAUGHTER.
See Homicide.

Time of

sales. 84-1701.

Auctioneers, taxation, 92-1901.
Peddlers, taxation, 92-1602.

JEWISH MARRIAGES.
Performance of ceremony and return,
53-211.
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JOINT-SECRETARY, STATE
INING BOARDS.

JITNEYS.
Taxation of operators, 92-1510.

EXAM-

Appointment, S4-101.

JOHN DOE FORM.

Duties, 84-101, 84-203, 84-915.

Action in ejectment, 33-111.

Expenses, 84-101, 84-102.
Fees paid to, 84-101.

JOINDER,

Office, 84-102.

Parties: See Parties.

JOINT ADMINISTRATORS.
See Administrators and Executors.

JOINT AND INDIVIDUAL ASSETS.

Records, 84-101.
Registration with, of persons practicing professions, 84-101.
Salary, 84-101, 84-102.

Term, 84-102.

Application to debts, 37-409.

JOINT SESSIONS.

JOINT AUTHORITY.

General Assembly, 2-2101, 2-2605,

Execution by majority, 102-102.

2-2606.

JOINT DEBTORS.
Control of judgment or execution by,
39-608.

JOINT DEFENDANTS.
Continuance by one

Death

of

one

BANK BONDS.

Security for public deposits, 108-421.
Trust funds, investment in, 108-421.

JOINT TENANCY.

of, 27-2004.

affecting

as

JOINT STOCK LAND

testimony

Abolition, 85-1002.

Ejectment, action

of, 33-103.

against, 3S-1603.

Insanity of one as affecting testimony

TrialAcquittal or conviction of one,
fect on others, 27-2101.
Severance, 27-2101.

ef-

Testify for or against each other,

competency, 27-2101.
Witness against, competency where one
dead or insane, 38-1603.

JOINT EXECUTORS.
See Administrators and Executors.

JOINT OBLIGORS

JOINT WRONGDOERS.
Contribution among, 105-2012.
Damages, apportionment among,

against, 38-1603.

AND PROMISORS.

Appeals to superior court by, 6-108.

105-2011.

False imprisonment, 105-903.
Procurer of wrong with actor,
105-1206.

Venue

of suits against, 2-4304.

Verdict against, 105-2011.

JOURNALS.
Congress: See Congress.
General Assembly: See General Assembly.

Governor to keep, 40-208.

JUDGES.

Application of assets, 37-409.

City courts: See City Courts.

Attachment: See Attachment.

Consent to presiding, 24-102.
Counsel of party as disqualification,

Contribution in equity, 37-303.
Death of one as affecting testimony of
opposite party, 38-1603.

Execution, levy on property

Garnishment

affidavit

of, 39-117.

and bond by,

46-104.

Insanity of one as affecting testimony
of opposite party, 38-1603.

Justices' courts
Service, 24-1107, 24-1108.

24-102.

County courts: See County Courts.
.Court of appeals: See Supreme Court
and Court of Appeals.
Death, effect on process, 81-210.
Disqualification

Consent of parties as affecting,
24-102, 24-111.

Counsel, having acted as, 24-102.

Venue, 24-1012, 24-1013.
Levy on property of, 39-117.

Default cases, 24-111.
Particular courts and judges:
specific heads.

N6

Pecuniary interest, 24-102, 24-111.

exeat against, 37-1401.

Venue

of suits against, 2-4304.

Witness against, competency where one
insane or dead, 38-1603.

JOINT OWNERS.
Claim affidavit and bond by, 39-806.

JOINT PROPERTY.
Receiver, appointment to protect,
55-302.

See

Process, effect on, 81-210.
Relationship to party, 24-102,
24-111.

Review

of case in
sided, 24-102.

which he pre-

Verdict, expressing approval
disapproval of, 110-201 to

or

110-203.

Executions bearing teste in name
39-101.

of,
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JUDGMENTS.

JUDGES— Cont'd.
Exemption from

militia duty, 86-209.

Favors, receiving, forbidden, 24403.
Free passes, receiving, forbidden,
24-103.

Impeachment, 24-103, 24-2621, 24-2624.
Improper conduct by counsel, duties
and discretion, 81-] 009.
Judgments, signaturo by, 39-102.

JuryApproval or disapproval of verdict
in open court, 110-201, 110-202.

Commending

or complimenting,

disapproval, 110-202.

Opinion of verdict, expressing,
110-201, 110-202.
Justices of the peace: See Justices of
the Peace.
Juvenile "court: See Juvenile Courts.

Marriages
Eeturns, 53-201, 53-209.
Solemnizing, 53-201.
License, without, 53-210,
53-9901.

Nonresident, affidavits before, 81-409.
Opinion
Jury, expressing, 110-201 to

—

110-710.

He,

3 702.

Administrate!
tratori

brie-

Executors.

;>u<\

Administrator 'i

pale of,

in

17

Affirmance, execution. 6 li
Alienation of property, effect
peal,

of

110-508.

Alimony, enforcement of order

for,

30-204.
to

conform

to verdict,

110-311.

Amount,
Appeal

110-302, 110-304, 110-308.

Affirmance on, priorities, 110-506.
Alienation of property, effect of,
110-508.

Confession, from, 110-603.
Effect on priorities, 110-506.

On, 110-305, 110-508.
Suspension by, 110-303.
Appellate courts: See Supreme Court
and Court of Appeals.
Proceedings in, as affecting lien

and rank, 110-506, 110-508.
Arbitration and award, 7-103, 7-107,
7-201, 7-217, 7-220, 7-224.

Arrest

Amendable

110-203.

i

Limitations, 3-701,
Revival, tec Dorn

Amendment,

110-203.

Discharge of, on account of disapproval of verdict, 110-201.
Disqualification for approval or

defects, 110-702,

110-705.

Verdict, expressing, 110-201 to

Bona

110-203.

Ordinaries:

Accident, letting
Actions

fide

purchasers,

attack by,

110-711.

See Ordinaries.

Passes, receiving, forbidden, 24-103.

Creditors, attack by, 110-711.
Criminal cases, 27-1601.

Pecuniary interest as disqualification,

Defects on face of record or plead-

24-102, 24-111.

ings, 110-702 to 110-705, 110-711.

Perishable property, order for sale,
39-1203.

Pleadings, verification before, 81-407 to

110-702,
110-704
to
110-706, 110-709 to 110-711.
Jurisdiction of motion, 110-707.

New

81-409.

Powers enumerated, 24-104.
Presumptions in favor of conduct

of,

vice, 24-1710, 24-2442, 24-2625,

24-2626.

—

Process
Death, effect on, 81-210.
Disqualification,

effect

trial,

distinguished from,

110-703.

38-114.

Pro hac

Grounds,

Notice of motion, 110-707.
Pleadings defective, 110-702

to

110-705, 110-711.

Setting aside, distinguished from,
110-703. See Setting aside, post.
Term, making motion within,
110-703.

on,

81-210.

Teste in name of, 81-201, 81-206.
Eebuke of counsel for improper conduct, 81-1009.

Relationship to party as disqualification, 24-102, 24-111.

Signing court minutes, 24-107.
Superior court: See Superior Courts.
Supreme Court: See Supreme Court
and Court of Appeals.

Warrants
Arrest, special, issuance, 27-106.

Issuing without jurisdiction, pre-

sumption against, 105-902.

Time of motion,

24-3342, 110-703.
Verdict, defects aided by, 110-705.

Void judgments, 110-701, 110-709.
Attachment: See Attachment.
Attack on, see Arrest, ante: also Collateral attack, Setting aside, and
Void, post.

Attorney
Authority to sign. 9-605.
Entry of satisfaction. 24-3307.
Signing by, 110-302.
Transfer by. 110-902.
Bail bonds, forfeiture. 27-906.

Bail trover, 107-202.
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JUDGMENTS— Cont 'd.

JUDGMENTS— Cent 'd.
of subsequent action, see Conclusiveness, post.
Binding effect of, 110-507.

Crops paid on rent, discharge of

Bona

Effective from, 110-507.
Rank as affected by, 110-505.
De bonis testatoris, 113-2110. See Administrators and Executors.
Decedents, against, rank, 113-1508.
Decrees in equity: See Equity.
Deed to defendant for purpose of levy
and sale under, 39-201, 67-1501.

Bar

ride

purchasers

Attack by. when, 110-711.
Discharge of lien, -when, 110-511.
Nonresident defendant's property,
110-512.

Bond

for

title,

subjection of obligee's

interest, 30-202, 67-1501.

Bonds, on, 110-30S.
Certiorari to review: See Certiorari.

Date-

Default

—

Collateral attack, 110-701, 110-708.
Collusion, setting aside, 110-711.

Appearance docket,

Conclusiveness, 38-623.

Attachment, garnishment

behind judgment,

when/ 39-1009.
In rem, 110-502.
Issues concluded, 110-501.
Merits involved, necessity, 110-503,
110-504.

Nonsuit, 110-310.
Parties and privies, 38-623,

Technical grounds for former re-

Disqualification of judge, 24-111.
suit, 30-113.

Divorce

Docket entry,

effect,

110-401.

Entry, 110-401.

Jury

trial,

New

trial

110-401, 110-405.

on damages, 110-405.

Costs, payment, 110-402,
110-404.

Discretion of court to allow,

covery, effect, 110-503.
Torts, defense, 105-1805.
Touched defendant, 38-624.

110-404.

Excusable neglect, 110-404.
Grounds, 110-404.

Confession

Appeal from, 110-603.
Consent of adversary, 110-602.
County in which permitted,

Oath, 110-404.
Providential cause for,
110-404.

Showing, 110-404.

110-601.

Filing and docketing, necessity,
110-601.

Terms

fixed

by

court, 110-404.

Time, 110-402, 110-404.

Judge of superior court in own
Justice of the peace in
110-602.

Trial term, 110-404.

Produce papers, award on defend-

court, 110-602.

own

court,

Residence of defendant, 110-601.
Confirmation by Constitution, 2-8506.

Conformity to verdict, 110-301, 110-311.
Contract never to enforce, effect,
39-604.

ant's failure to, 38-803.
Trial term, 110-401, 110-403.
Unconditional contracts in writing, actions on, 2-3207, 24-3321,
24-3335, 24-3336, 110-403,
110-406.

Verdict, necessity, 110-401, 110-406.

surety and joint

debtor,

39-607, 39-608.

110-402, 110-404.

Executors,

administrators

and

trustees, against, 110-307.

Inclusion

24-3409, 110-302.
Payable after, 24-3409.
in,

toll, lien

on, 110-510.

Court of Appeals: See Supreme Court
and Court of Appeals.
Proceedings in, as affecting lien

and rank, 110-506, 110-508.
Creditors

Attack by, when, 110-711.
Fraudulent as against, 28-104,
28-201.

Demurrer, on, bar of another action,
110-504.

Costs
Attorneys, against, 24-3412.
Criminal cases, 27-2801, 27-2805.
Default, payment on opening,

Cotton,

in, 8-506.

Costs, 110-402, 110-404.
Damages, proof of, 110-405.

Opening

110-501.

Control by

call of,

110-401.

Demurrer, 110-504.
Illegality, going

lien,

61-115.

Dignity, see Bank, post.
Disbarment proceedings:

See

neys at Law.
Discharge of lien

Attor-

after transfer
property, 110-511.
Divorce cases, form, 24-3337.

of

Docket, general execution: See Execution; General Execution Docket.

Dormancy
Decedents' estates, rank of dormant judgments against,
113-1508.

Decrees in equity, 37-1211.
Entries to prevent, 110-1001.
Exists when, 110-1001.
General execution docket, entry
on, to prevent, 110-1001.
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JUDGMENTS— Con t 'd.
Dormancy

—

Evidence,

110-1003.

Right, 110-1002, 110-1003.

Venue, 110-1004.

of

original

action, 110-1005.

Court issuing, 110-1006.
Definition, 110-1005.

Direction, 110-1006.
Issuance, 110-1006.
Jury trial, when, 110-1008.
Limitation, 110-1002,
110-1003.
at

in,

and

off

Execution on: Bee Execution.
Executors, against: Bee Administiai
and Executors.
Express companies, against, 41-201,
41- 202.

Scire facias to revive
Answer under oath,
110-1008.

Continuation

adrniH.sibility

38-623.

Limitation, 110-1002,

first

term,

when, 110-1008.
Nonresidents, procedure,
110-1007.

Plea under oath, 110-1008.
Publication,
service
on
nonresidents by,
110-1007.

Return, 110-1006.

Eight

to, 110-1002,
110-1003.

Service, 110-1006,
110-1007.

Transferee, in favor of,
110-1009.
Time, 110-1001.

Dower, assignment of, 31-208.
Ejectment: See Ejectment.
Enforce, contract never to, effect,
39-604.

Entering
Appeal
After, effect, 110-302.
On, 110-305.

Attorney, by, 110-302.
Bonds, on, 110-308.
Default judgments, see Default,
ante.
Interest, 110-304.

Partnership, against, 110-309.
Party, by, 110-302.
Principal, 110-304.
Signing, 110-302.
Sureties and indorsers, against,
110-305, 110-306.
Time of, 110-302.

Equitable interest of defendant, subjection to, 39-201, 39-202.

Equity, decrees: See Equity.
Escrow deed to defendant for purpose
of levy and sale under, 39-201,
67-1501.

Estoppel
Denial of transfer, 110-902.
Presumptions in favor of, as,
38-114.

:<

JUDGMENTS— Cont M.

Cont 'd.
Revival
Action to revive

Motion

'.!/.-(
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Final,

bill

of exception*; 0-701.

Forcible

on try

tion,

L05-16O7.

and

detainer,

re-.titu-

Foreign
Authentication, 38 022, 38-627.
Decedents' estates, against, rank,
113-1508.

Fraud, setting aside, 110-710, 110-711.
Garnishment: See Garnishment.
General execution docket, lien as affected by entry on:
See Execution;
General Execution Docket.
Illegality, going behind judgment,
when, 39-1009.

Impeachment proceedings,

1-113, 2-1605.

In rem, conclusiveness, 110-502.
Indorsers, against, 110-306.
Interest
Entry for, 110-304.
Part bearing, 110-304.
Issues concluded by, 110-501.
Joint debtor, control by, when, 39-607.
Joint wrongdoers, entered against, severally, 105-2011.
Jurisdiction

Motion

to arrest or set aside,
110-707.

Void for want of, 110-709.
Justices of the peace:
See Justices of
the Peace.
Lien
Appellate court, effect of proceedings in, 110-506.

Decree in equity, 37-1209.
Discharged when, on transfer to

bona

fide purchaser,

110-511.

Enforcement, where part of property alienated by debtor, 39-118.

General execution docket, entry on
Execution;
affecting:
See
as
General Execution Docket.
Nonresident of county, property
of, 110-512.

Notes, on, 110-509.

Rank, post.
Promissory notes, on, 110-509.
Rank, see Rank, post.
Removal of personal property to
another State, effect, 110-5i3.
Priorities, see

Toll cotton, on, 110-510.

Transfer to bona fide purchaser,
discharge when, 110-511.
Limitation of actions on, 3-701. 3-702.
Limitation on revival, see Dormancy,
ante.
Loss, establishment of copv, 63-212,
63-213.

Mistake, setting aside, 110-710.
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JUDGMENTS— Cont 'd.

JUDGMENTS— Cont 'd.

Security deed, subjection of grantor's

Moulding

interest, 39-202, 67-1501.

Decrees, 37-1203.
Ejectment, 33-109.

Nonresident
Lien on property of, 110-512.
Revival of judgments against,
110-1007.
See Dormancy, ante.
Nonsuit, grounds and effect, 110-310.
Notes, lien on, 110-509.
Notice, motion to set aside, 110-706,
to,

power of court

to compel,

39-60C.

Setting aside

Accident as ground, 37-219, 37-220,

Acts of adverse party, 110-710.

85-1515.
110-309.
110-706.

110-502.

110-304.

Bank, post.
Promissory notes, lien on, 110-509.
Property
Priorities, see

Alienation

of,

defects,

110-702,

110-705.

Personating in, 26-4301.
Possessory warrant cases, 82-303.
Presumptions in favor of, 38-114.
Principal and interest, entry for,

effect of appeal,

110-508.

by, 110-507.

Nonresidents, bound when, 110-512.
Public office, declaring vacancy in,

Arrest, distinguished from, 110-703.
See Arrest, ante.
Bills of sale securing debts, 110-801
to 110-803.

Bona

fide

purchasers, attack by,

110-711.

Bonds for

judgments on,

title,

110-801 to 110-803.
Collusion, attack for, by creditors
or purchasers, 110-711.
Conditional bills of sale, 110-801
to 110-803.

Creditors, attack by, 110-711.
Defects on face of record or pleadings, 110-702 to 110-705, 110-711.

Equity, grounds, 37-219, 37-220,
37-709, 110-710, 110-711.

Fraud as ground,

89-501.

Purchase money of land, subjection of
vendee's interest to judgment for,

37-219, 37-220,

37-709, 110-710, 110-711.

Grounds, 37-219, 37-220, 37-709,
'll0-702, 110-704 to 110-706,

39-202, 67-1501.

Quitclaim to defendant for purpose of
levy and sale under, 39-201, 67-1501.
Quo warranto, effect and enforcement,
64-202.

110-709 to 110-711.
Jurisdiction of motion, 110-707,
110-801.

Limitation period, motion within,

Bank-

110-703.

Affirmed by appellate court,

Mistake as ground, 37-219, 37-220,

110-506.

110-710.

Court rendering, dignity as affected
by, 110-507.
Term of rendition as affecting,
110-505.
Ratification of transfer, 110-902.
Becognizances, forfeiture, 27-906.

Bemoval

39-605.

Excess in defendant's favor,

Amendable

24-104.

Parties concluded by, 110-501.
Partition proceedings, 85-1510,
Partnership, use of firm name,
Perjury, procured by, set aside,
Persons concluded by, 110-501,

Bound

Balance collectible by execution,

110-710.-

110-707.

Obedience

Set-offAssignee's rights, 39-605.

personal property
State, effect on lien, 110-513.
of

Renewal, see

Dormancy,

from

first

110-803.

Notice of motion,7 110-706, 110-707.
Perjury as ground, 110-706.
Pleadings defective, 110-702 to
7

110-705, 110-711.

Secured debts, judgments on,
110-801 to 110-803.

ante.

Bent actions, rendition at

Mortgages, foreclosure, 110-801 to

term,

61-114.

Security deeds, judgments on,
110-801 to 110-803.

Bes judicata, see Conclusiveness, ante.

Time of motion,

Bevival, see Dormancy, ante.
Bules against officers

Verdict, defects aided by, 110-705.

—

Distribution of fund, binding effect, 24-211.

Bule absolute,

lien, 24-214, 24-215.

by attorney, 24-3307.
revive, see Dormancy,

Satisfaction, entry

Scire facias to
ante.

Secured debts, setting aside judgments
on, 110-801 to 110-803.

110-703.

Void judgments, 110-701, 110-709.
Signing, 39-102, 110-302.
States of Union, authentication, 38-627.

Stay of execution, 39-501, 39-502.
Supersedeas
Certiorari
Civil cases, 19-213.

Criminal cases, 19-214 to
19-216.
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JUDICIAL CIRCUITS.

JUDGMENTS- Cont \1.
See Supreme Court
Supreme Court:
and Court of Appeals.

Proceedings

in,

I

affecting

as

lien

and rank, 110-506, 110-508.

See Superior Courts.

Attorney General, duty

to

attend;

40-1008.

Counties comprising, 2-8202,

number, 2 9101;
Ordinance of constitute

Jtidget,

Sureties

Against, 103-208, 103-209, 103-303,
103-306 to 103-309, 103-311,
103-313, 110-305, 110-306.

Paying, control by, 24-1406, 39-607.
Suspension by appeal, 110-303.
Taxes, avoidance of payment of,
92-5710, 92-5711.

of entry' as affecting rank,

—

Entering and signing, 110-302.
Entry, as affecting rank, 110-505.
Transfer
Attorney, 110-902.
Consideration, 110-901.

Corporate stock after notice of
judgment, 39-124.
Decree in equity, 37-1209.
Estoppel to deny, 110-902.
Execution issued without judgment, 39-403.
faith, 110-901.

Eatification, 110-902.

Trust estates, actions on claims against,
108-504, 108-505.

Unconditional contracts in writing,
without jury, when, 2-3207, 24-3321,
24-3335, 24-3336, 110-403, 110-406.

Setting

aside,

States, extension to, 1-811.

United States, scope, 1-811.
Vested where, 1-301, 2-123, 24-101.

JUDICIAL SALES.
See Execution.

Action

against

defaulting

purchaser,

Administrators' sales:
See
trators and Executors.

Adminis-

Advertisement
official

organ, 39-1103,

Contents of, 39-1101.
Continuance from day to day,
39-1202.

Verdict

Aider by, 110-705.
Conformity to, 110-301.
Default cases, 110-401, 110-403,
110-405, 110-406.

Entering on, 110-302.
Vested rights under, constitutional
guaranty against violation, 2-8505.
Void, attack on, 110-701, 110-709.
Vouching party into court, effect,

of

property,

39-1101,

39-1201.

Fees for publishing, 39-1105.
"Four weeks," meaning, 39-1102.
Fruit, 39-1204.

Live stock, 39-1101, 39-1204.

Newspaper
Change

ante.

in official organ,

39-1103, 39-1107.
Rates, 39-1105.
Selection,

39-1103,

39-1104.

Use, 39-1101.
Number of times published,
39-1101, 39-1102.

for four weeks, "
meaning, 39-1102.
Pauper affidavit, 39-1106.

"Once a week

Payment

in

advance

for,

39-1106.

Perishable property, 39-1204.
Posting at courthouse and public

38-624.

JUDICIAL BODIES.
105-709.

JUDICIAL POWER.

Description

Trustees, against, for costs, 110-307.

Privilege

Matters judicially recognized, 38-112.

39-1107.

Scire facias to renew, 110-1009.
Trover, effect, 110-514.

Arrest,

JUDICIAL NOTICE.

Change of

to, 110-901.

see

1-306.

39-1302.

Property covered by, discharge of
lien, when, 110-511.

Vacating,

2-402.

Encroachments prohibited, 2-123.
Enumeration of powers, 24-104.
Executive power separate from, 2-123.
Legislative power separate from, 2-123.

Toll-cotton, lien on, 110-510.

Eight

State, 2-2901 to 2-4801.

United States, 1-301 to

Territories, authentication, 38-627.

Good

eral, 40-1 5J0.

General appropriation bill, 2-1800.
Legislative department separate, 2-123.
Unconstitutional laws, declaring void,

110-505.

Time

JUDICIAL DEPARTMENT.
Executive department separate, 2-123.
Expenses, report by Comptroller Q

Appeal bonds, 110-305.
Bills and notes, 110-306.

Term

2-8803.

of proceedings,

places, 39-1101,

105-704,

39-1104.

Kates for publishing, 39-1105.
Selection of

official

organ, 39-1103.
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JUDICIAL SALES— Cont'd.

JUDICIAL SALES— Cont'd.
Advertisement
Sheriff,

— Cent

Forthcoming bonds: See Forthcoming

\1.

Bonds.

by, 84-2813,

Short order, 39-1204.
*'
Thirty days,'' meaning, 39-1102.
Time, 39-1101, 39-1102.
Affidavit of illegality: See Illegality.
Appropriation or! proceeds, 39-1311.
Assignees, dispossession, 39-1312.
Attachment: See Attachment.
Auctioneers, taxation, 92-1901.
Bail trover, sale of perishable property,

Fraud
Causing levy fraudulently, punishment, 39-9901.
personal liability, 39-1307.
Setting aside for, 39-1316.
Officer,

Fruit, 39-1204.
Future interest in personalty,
subject, 39-1310.
Growing crops, 39-119.

Heavy

107-201.

Bonds
Forthcoming:
Bonds.

See

Forthcoming

67-1501.

place
39-1205.

of,

39-1201,

39-1203 to

Choses in action, 39-113.
Claims: See Claims.
Continuance from day to day, 39-1202.
Corn, place of, 39-1201, 39-1203 to

Hours

Coroners, advertisements by,
See Advertisement, ante.

Injunction, 55-103.

Purchaser,

how

affected by,

39-1311.

Setting aside for, 39-1316.

Land
Advertisement, 39-1101.
for title, obligee's interest,
39-202, 67-1501.

39-1101.

Deed

Corporate stock, 39-123, 39-124.
Courthouse door, place of, 39-1201.
Covenants of warranty
Binding on officer when, 39-1307.
Punning with land, enforcement

by purchaser, 39-1308.
Crops, 39-119.
Day of, 39-1201, 39-1203 to 39-1205.
37-1206.

defendant before levy and

sale,

39-201, 67-1501.

Equity

67-1501.

in, 39-201.

Possession, duty of officer to put
purchaser in,' 39-1309, 39-1312.
Purchase-money debt, vendee 's interest, 39-202, 67-1501.

Quitclaim deed to defendant before
levy and sale, 39-201, 67-1501.
Security deed, grantor's interest,
39-202, 67-1501.

Dispossession, 39-1309, 39-1312.

Present and not objecting,

effect,

39-1315.

when bound

by, 39-1315.

Deterioration, liability of property to,
as affecting time of sale, 39-1203 to
39-1205, 107-204.

Dispossession of defendant, see Possession, post.

Distribution

defendant before levy and
39-201,

Escrow deed to defendant before
levy and sale, 39-201, 67-1501.
Out of county, how sold, 39-122.

Defendant

sale,

to

sale,

Decree in equity, under, confirmation,

proceeds,

of

priorities,

39-201, 67-1501.

Equity of defendant in property,

Escrow deed to defendant before levy
and sale, 39-201, 67-1501.
Executors' sales:
and Executors.

See

Administrators

Expense of keeping property

as affect-

sale, 39-1203 to 39-1205,

107-204.

Tuesday

See Execution.
of execution:
Liability of purchaser, 39-1301, 39-1302.

Levy

Liens
Divested by receiver's

sale, 55-312.

Enforcement where part of property alienated by debtor, 39-118.
Life estate, 85-1709.
Live stock, advertisement, 39-1101,

Lumber, place

Error, setting aside for, 39-1316.

ing time of

made by, after levy by
constable, 39-121.
Lessee of defendant, dispossession under, 39-1309, 39-1314.
Sheriff,

39-1204.

39-201, 39-202.

First

See Illegality.

Bond

39-1205.

Void

39-1312.

of, 39-1201.

Irregularities, 39-1311.

Caveat emptor, application, 39-1307.

to

39-1201,

39-1205.

to

Illegality:

Bricks,

of,

far

Heirs of defendant, dispossession,
39-1309,

Title, obligee's interest, 39-202,

Deed

articles, place

39-1203

how

in

month,

sales

89-1201, 39-1203 to 39-1205.

day,

of,

39-1201, 39-1203 to

39-1205.

Machinery, place

of, 39-1201,

39-1203 to

39-1205.

Manner of, 39-1201, 39-1203 to 39-1205.
Memorandum, 39-1306.
Misrepresentation by officer, liability,
39-1307.

Notice of sale
Equitable interest, 39-202.
Perishable property, 39-1205.
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JUDICIAL SALES— Cont'd.

JUDICIAL SALES -Cont'd.

Ordinary: See Ordinaries.
Advertisements by, 39-1102 to
39-1107. See Advertisement, ante.
Perishable property, order for sale,
39-1203 to 39-1205.
Perishable property, 39-1203 to 39-1205,
107-204.

Personalty
Future interest,

.

Security deed, grantor's interest,
89 202, 07-1601.
Seizure of personalty, 89-1310.
Setting aside for fraud, etc., 89-13101
Sheriff: See Sheriffs.

Advertisements by, 24 -2813, 89 1101
to 39-1107.
See Advertise/;
ante.

how

Failure to

far subject,

39-1312.

Heirs of defendant, dispossession,
39-1309, 39-1312.

Land, duty of

put pur-

officer to

chaser in, 39-1309, 39-1312.
Lessees of defendant, dispossession,
39-1314.

39-1309,

Order of court necessary, when,
39-1313.

Personalty, futtire interest, accrual
of right, 39-1310.

defendant,

of

disposses-

sion, 39-1309, 39-1312.

Vendees of defendant, dispossession, 39-1309, 39-1312.

Widow

claiming dower, disposses-

Record, keeping, 24 2813.
Successor, title made by, 39-1304.
Title to purchaser, 24-2813.
Short order, 39-1203 to 39-1205, 107-204.
Statute of frauds, memorandum,
39-1306.

Stay of execution, 39-501, 39-502.
Stock in corporation, 39-123, 39-124.
Successor

interest, 39-202, 67-1501.

Tax
Tax

putting in possession,

39-1309, 39-1312.
of,

putting in possession,

Covenants of

warranty,

enforce39-1307, 39-1308.
Duties of, 39-1311.

ment by,

sales: See Tax Sales.
Tenant's interest as subject to, 61-101.
See Landlord and Tenant.
Tenants of defendant, dispossession,

39-1309, 39-1312.

Timber, place

of,

39-1201,

Time of,
Title-

39-1307.

Original, to purchaser, 39-1305.

Passes, 39-1303.

Successor to sheriff,

made

by,

39-1304.

Transportation

of

property,

difficulty

or expense as affecting place of sale,
39-1201.

Sale of perishable property,
107-204.

Under judgment

for damages,

110-514.

Trustees: See Trustees.

placing in, 39-1309,
Possession,
39-1311, 39-1312 to 39-1314. See
Possession, ante.

Tuesday,

Eesale on default, 39-1301.
officer,

duty, 39-1311.

frauds,

memorandum,

39-1306.
Title, see Title, post.

Trace funds, duty, 39-1311.
Quitclaim deed to defendant before
levy and sale, 39-201, 67-1501.
Receiver's sale, liens divested by,

month,

in

fijjst

39-1201,

39-1203

Vendees of

to

sales

day,

39-1205.

defendant,

dispossession,

39-1309.

Void

sale,

defendant bound by, when,

39-1315.

"Warranty, covenants of

Binding on

officer

Running with
purchaser,

Widow

of

when, 39-1307.

land, enforcement

dispossession

under, 39-1314.

JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS.
Establishment,

by

39-130S.

defendant,

55-312.

Resale on default of purchaser, 39-1301,
3&-1302.

to

39-1201, 39-1203 to 39-1205.

Liability, 39-1301, 39-1302.

of

39-1203

39-1205.

Irregularities, effect, 39-1311.

Statute

by,

Trover

39-1312.

Return of

made

title

lien, effect as to, 92-5709.

Purchaser
Action against, 39-1302.

Attorney

sheriff,

Caveat emptor, application,

Public outcry, 39-1201.
Purchase-money debt for land, vendee's

of,

of

39-1304.

sale under, 37-607.

Agent

8.

Purchase by, 24-2821.

sion, 39-1314.

Power,

sale, explanat!

Possession to purchaser, 24-28 J

Seizure, necessity, 39-1310.

Place of, 39-1201, 39-1203.
Pointed-out property sold first, 39-116.
Possession
Assignees, dispossession, 39-1312.
Defendant, dispossession, 39-1309,

Tenants

make

24-3350.

39-1310.

etc., 32-933.
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JURY— Cont 'd.

JUNK.

Box-

Auctioneers, taxation, 92*1901*

Forcible entry and detainer,

Dealers, taxation, 92-2006.

105-1602.

JURISDICTION.
Amendment, showing by,

Loss or destruction after
drawn, procedure, 59-110.

81-1302,

Making up, 59-10S, 59-701.
Bridges, trial of proceedings to suspend
toll collection, 95-1304, 95-1305,

81-1309.

Consent to, 24-112.
Court of Appeals: See Supreme Court
and Court of Appeals.
Crimes: See Venue.

Demurrer for want of, 81-304,
Judgments
Motion to arrest or set

95-1307.

Challenge
Favor, civil cases, 59-705.

81-501.

Felony

cases,

Felony

see

cases,

post.

aside,

Peremptory, in misdemeanor cases,

110-707.

59-707.

Void for want

110-700

of.

Charge of court: See Charge of Court.
Cities as parties, competency of citi-

Justices of the peace: See Justices of

zens, 59-715.

the Peace.

without, presumption

Officer,

jury

Citizenship

against,

see

105-902.

as

Felony

ground for challenge,

cases, post.

City courts, see editorial note following

Ordinaries: See Ordinaries.

59-S09.

Pleas to

Admission

by

of,

pleading

Commendation by judge,
to

Commissioners:

merits, 81-503.

showing

Compensation, 2«4503.
Appearing but not sworn, 59-122.
Charge of court to grand jury,

waiver, 81-503.

Fixed by grand jury, 59-120, 59-121.
Method of payment, 59-305.
Ordinary, subpoenaed by, 59-123.

with jurisdiction,

of, 81-502.

59-601.

Criminal cases, 27-1501.
Dilatory, 81-404.

Merits, pleading

to,

Person, pleading
Special,

in, 81-501.

Tales, 59-120.

81-501.

Taxation

Verification, 81-404.

"Waiver

by

pleading

to

merits,

81-503.

by

grand

jury, 59-305.
Cities

parties,

competency of

Counties as parties, competency of
citizens, 59-714.

by conviction for

Disqualification

taking money,

and Court of Appeals.
United States

Favor

as
59-705.

Courts, 1-302, 1-303.
to,

as

citizens, 59-715.

Places, 15-201.

1-125,

15-301

to

Felony

etc.,

ground

cases,

see

26-4702.

for

challenge,

Felony

cases,

post.

15-304.

Interest as disqualification in de-

Waiver, 24-112.

fault cases, 59-716.

JURY.

Municipalities

Adjournment of court

to

draw

jury,

59-116.
as

i

Competency

Superior courts: See Superior Courts.
See Supreme Court
Supreme Court:

Age

for, 2-5402.

Recommendation

State of Georgia
Persons, 15-202.

Lands ceded

Commis-

sioners.

Contents, 81-502.

Court

110-203.

Jury

See

ground for challenge, see Felony

cases, post.

Alimony, proceedings

for,

30-209,

30-213.

Approval of verdict by judge, 110-201,

default cases, 59-716.

Contempt, punishment, 24-105.
Coroner's inquest: See Coroners.
Counties as parties, competency of

to,

see Felony cases,

post.
Bailiffs

Compensation, 59-120.
Oath, 59-717.

citi-

zens, 59-714.

County courts: See

110-202.

Array, challenge

as parties, competency of citizens, 59-715.
Eelationship as disqualification in

editorial note fol-

lowing 59-809.
County tax to pay compensation,
92-3701.

Credibility of witnesses, question for,
38-1805, 38-1806.
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Criminal cases
Attempt, finding, 27-2.'i0.*i.
Judges of law and facts, 27-2301.
Punishment, prescribing* for cer-
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Cont'd

—

Felony canes Cont. \J.
Panels Cont'd.

Number
Potting

tain felonies, 27-2502.

59 802.

Recommendation: See Crimes and
Punishment.
Verdict: See Verdict.

Damages, discretion as

105-2015.

to,

Delinquent jurors, 59-117.
Disapproval of verdict by judge,

Summoning, 59

50-807.

110-201, 110-202.

Triors, investigation before, 59 S09.

Voir dire

Hearing before judge,

Dispersion, amendment of verdict after,
110-111.
Disqualification, see Competency, ante.
Divorce proceedings, 30-114.

59-809.

New

evidence to prove incompetency, 59-809.

Putting juror on prisoner,
59-808.

Disabilities, procedings to remove,

Questions, 59-806.

30-125.

Drawing
Adjournment of court for,
Box from which drawn,

Setting aside for cause, 59-807.
59-116.
59-108,

Forcible entry and detainer

Drawing and summoning, 105-1601

59-701.

to 105-1603.

Emergencies, 59-713.
Forcible entry and detainer,

Fee, 105-1606.

105-1601 to 105-1603.
Grand juror drawn also as traverse
juror, procedure, 59-106.
Loss or destruction of box or list
after jurors drawn, procedure,

Issue to be tried, 105-1604.

Oath, 105-1605.
Verdict, effect, 105-1607.

General

Assembly,

members excused,

59-113.

Grand jury: See Grand Jury.

59-110.
of, 59-701, 59-702.

Previous term, juror who served
at, 59-114, 59-115.

Separate

801.

Talet jurors, 59 801.
Putting panel on prisoner, 59
Betting aside juror f<>v cu

Sworn, when, 59-808.

Discharge by judge on account of disapproval of verdict, 110-201, 110-202.

Manner

of jurors,
pan';) on prisoner,

panels

for

each

week,

59-710.

Heat, furnishing, 59-718.
Idiocy as ground for challenge,
Felony cases, post.

Impeachment

of verdict

by

see

jurors,

110-109.

Tales jurors, 59-708, 59-711, 59-801.

Embracery, 26-4702.
Emergencies, drawing juries in, 59-713.
Exemption from service, 59-112, 86-701.
Failure of court, standing over to next
term, 59-119.
Favor, challenge for, in civil cases,

Inference from facts proved,

38-113,

38-123.

Influencing, embracery, 26-4702.

Insanity as ground for challenge, see

Felony

cases, ante.

Interest as disqualification in default
cases, 59-716.

59-705.

Felony cases

Intoxication as ground for challenge,

—

Challenge
Age, 59-804.
Array, 59-803.
Cause, 59-804.
Citizenship,

Hearing

see

Judge
Approval

cases, ante.

or disapproval of verdict

open court, 110-201, 110-202.
Commending or complimenting,
in

59-804.

on

Felony

challenge

for

cause, 59-804.
Idiocy, 59-804.

Intoxication, 59-804.

Peremptory, 59-805, 59-808.

110-203.

Discharge on account of disapproval of verdict, 110-201.
Opinion of verdict, expressing,
110-201, 110-202.

Relationship, 59-804.
Residence, 59-804.
Sanity, 59-804.
Judge as trior, 59-809.

prosecutions, 2-201.
Justice court, 6-401 to 6-407.

Panels

Knowledge, private, jurors acting on,

Filling, 59-801.

Lists, furnishing,

Manner

of

making

Judges of law and facts in criminal

110-108.
59-802.
up, 59-801.

Legislators excused, 59-113.

Length of

service, 59-11S.
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List—

Striking

Loss or destruction after jury
drawn, procedure, 59-110.
Making from jury box, 59-109.
Revision
Made by commissioners, when,

Ordered by judge, when,
59-107.

Lunacy trial. 35-23(3, 35-237.
Mental capacity, proceedings

to deter-

mine, 49-604, 49-606, 49-610, 49-616,

Peremptory challenge

in, 59-707.

Striking in, 59-704.
Municipalities as parties, competency
of citizens, 59-715.
New trial: See New Trial.
of jurors, 2-4501.

Oath-

payment by county,

Tales jurors, 59-708, 59-711.
Superior court
Adjourned term, 24-3009.

Compensation

of, 59-120.

Delinquent, punishment, 59-117.
cases, see Felony cases,
ante.
Filling panel with, 59-704, 59-708,
59-711.

Felony

Forcible entry and detainer,

Bailiffs in charge of jurors, 59-717.

Civil cases, 59-706.

Claim

105-1603.

Summoning,

cases, 39-903.

Criminal cases, 59-709.
Forcible entry and detainer,
105-1605.

Voir dire, civil cases, 59-705.
Opinion of verdict of jury, expression
by judge in open court, 110-201 to

—

59-711.

59-708,

Term of service, 59-712.
Tax to pay jurors, 59-305.
Term
Ineligibility of juror at next suc-

ceeding, 59-114, 59-115.
Service, 59-712.

Standing over to

110-203.

next

term

on

failure of court, 59-119.

Felony

cases,

see

Felony

cases,

Filling with talesmen, 59-708,
59-711.
Full, parties entitled to, 59-704.

Making

up, 59-703.

59-708.

Separate, for each week, 59-710.
Tales jurors to fill, 59-704.

Precept
or

after,

list

destroyed,

issuance

59-110.

Loss or destruction

of,

procedure,

Arbitration proceedings, 7-219,
7-220, 7-223.

toll

proceedings

collection,

38-123.

suspend

95-1307.

Claim cases, 39-902.
Disbarment proceedings, 9-513,
9-516.

Dispossessory warrant, 61-304.
Distress warrant, 61-404.
Illegality cases, 39-1006.

Intruders

Private knowledge, jurors acting on,
110-108.

Recommendations by: See Crimes and
Punishment.
Eefreshments, furnishing, 59-718.
Relationship as disqualification, 59-716.
See Felony cases, ante.
Residence as ground for challenge, see
cases, ante.

Selection of jurors, 2-4502.

summoning

jurors, 59-701,

59-711.

general,

to

95-1304, 95-1305,

Grants, correction of errors, 85-306.

59-111.

Presumption from facts proved, 38-113,

Felony

to

72-208.

Bridges,

Misdemeanors, selection, 59-707,

Box

Trial, 1-304, 1-806, 1-807, 2-105, 2-4501.

Abatement of nuisance, 72-205

ante.

Solicitor

of, 59-701.

Sheriff's fees,
24-2823.

Special term, 24-3009.
Tales jurors

Filling panel, 59-70S.

Sheriff,

Emergencies, 59-713.

Bailiff, oath, 24-3201.

49-617.

Misdemeanor cases

Panels

Superior court, 24-3339.

Summoning
Manner

59-106.

Number

Civil cases, 59-703, 59-704.
cases, 59-704.

Misdemeanor

administering oaths

to jurors, 24-2908.

on

land,

proceedings

against, 105-1503.

Malpractice in onlce, 89-9908.

Mandamus,

64-108.

Partition proceedings, 85-1509.

Possessory warrant, 82-301.
Prohibition, 64-302.

Quo warranto,
Scire

facias

64-204.

to

revive

dormant

judgment, 110-1008.
Unconditional contracts in writing,
judgment without jury, 2-3207,
24-3321, 24-3335, 24-3336, 110-403,
110-406.

General Index.
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27-1101, 27-1201.

of jurors' fees, 27-2806.
Verdict: See Verdict.
New trial where contrary to evidence, 70-202, 70-206. See New
Trial.

Meaning, 102-108.

JUSTICES OF THE PEACE.
Abolition of

office

court, 2 3501.

<'J.r.d

Evidence, 24-1302.

Civil cases, 59-705.

Felony cases, 59-806, 59-807.
Weeks of court, drawing separate
panels for each of, 59-710.
"Witnesses
Credibility, question for, 38-1805,
38-1806.

Jurors

as, 110-108.

i

up, 59-108.

lists,

tak-

ing, 24-601.

Adjournments, 24-001.
Administrators, proof of account,

Accounts, proof by, 24-1302.
Claim cases, 24-1 416.
Illegality, 24-1419.

Pleas, 24-1202, 24-1203, 24-1302,
81-410.
Taking, 24-601.
in controversy, jurisdiction,
24-1001, 24-1002, 24-1003.

ClerkCertifying

Acknowledgment of eonveyaneee,

Amount

59-109.

lists,

24-1203,

Affidavits

Appointment, 59-101.
Attorneys at law, ineligible, 59-101.
Boxes
Loss or destruction after jurors
drawn, procedure, 59-110.

Making

Jurisdiction, 24-1013.
in actions on,
24-1302.

Pleas

24-1302.

JURY COMMISSIONERS.

Appeal: See Appeals.

59-109.

Amount

Compensation, 59-105.
Oath, 59-104.
Superior court clerk as, 59-104.
Compensation, 59-105.

County

in controversy, 6-101.

Certiorari,

when

not excluded,

6-302.

Constitutional provision, 2-3502.
for frivolous appeals,

Damages
6-602.

Commissioners, ineligible, 59-102.
jurors,

when, 59-205, 59-702.

drawing in vacation,

Lists

Loss or destruction after jurors
drawn, procedure, 59-110.
Making from jury boxes, 59-109.
Revision
Made by commissioners, when.
59-106.

Ordered by judge, when,

of, 26-4010.

struction of, 59-111.

Defaulting jurors, 6-406.

Drawn bow,

6-403, 6-405.

Justice court jury, 6-401, 6-402.

Number, 6-402.
Oath of jurors,

6-404.

to, 6-401.

Pleadings, 6-302.
Superior courts, jurisdiction,
24-2615.
6-301, 6-302.

Removal, 59-101.
Roads and revenues, members of board
of, ineligible, 59-102.

Selection of lists of grand and traverse
jurors, 59-106.

59-101.

Vacation, drawing grand jury

affidavits, 6-304.

Time, Sundays and holidays. 6-103,

Qualifications, 59-101.

office,

provision,

2-3502.

Pauper

Precept, duties in case of loss or de-

59-205.

Constitutional

jurors, 6-407.
6-401.

Superior court jury, 6-402.

59-101.

Oath, 59-103.
Violation

Compensation of
Consent appeals,

Right

59-107.

of

6-304.

Jury, appeal to

59-205.

Number,

Frivolous appeals, 6-602.
Jurisdictional amount, 6-101, 6-301,

Eligibility, 59-101, 59-102.

jury,

Defenses reduced to writing,
6-302.

Officers, ineligible, 59-101.

Term

1-805, 2-801, 86-104.

Accounts

Voir dire

Grand

Eminent domain, property taken under,

JUSTICE.

Payment

Draw

SECT

JUST COMPENSATION.

Venue, change
Impartial jury not obtainable,

Certifying

'JO
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in,

Transmitted how, 6-302.
Appointment, failure to elect, 24-40S.
Argument of counsel in cases appealed
from, time limit, 81-1007.
Attachment, power to issue, 24-601. See
Attachment.
Attendance on superior court and court
of ordinary, 24-601.

General Index.
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Defenses
Dilatory pleas, 24-1202.
Non est factum, 24-1202.

Books
Failure to report on, to grand jury,

misdemeanor, 24-9901.
Keeping, 24-1101.
Predecessor, report to grand jury,
grounds, appointment of police

at, 27-216.
Certifying copies of records, 38-604,

See Certiorari.
Changing place of holding court,
at,

27-216.

and places

times

24-1402.

Verification of pleas, when, 24-1202,
24-1203.

Warrant.

24-904, 24-906, 24-907.

Churches, appointment of police

holding

of

Disqualification, 24-102, 24-1007.

Distress warrants, issuance, 61-402. See
Distress Warrant.

Division of debts to give jurisdiction,

in, 24-902.

Civil jurisdiction, 24-1001 to 24-1016.

24-1002.

Dockets
Attending superior court and

Claims, see Execution, post.

Bonds, 24-1416.
Continuance, 24-1418.

and criminal, separate, 24-604..
Contents, 24-601, 24-604.
Costs, bill of, entry on, 24-604.

Civil

Trial, 24-1417.

delivery to successor, 24-605.
Commencement of actions, 24-1102,
etc.,

Disposed

Duty

of,

how, 24-603.

to keep, 24-601.

Failure to keep, misdemeanor,

24-1104.

Commission by

Governor, 2-3503, 24-406,

Compensation, see Fees, post.
Confession of judgment by,
court, 110-602.

in

own

Grand jury, exhibited to, 24-604.
Interrogatories, answering, 24-601.
Duties enumerated, 24-601.
Election, 2-3503.

Conservators of the peace, 24-1501.
Constables: See Constables.
Constitutional provisions, 2-3501 to
2-3503.

Contempt of

24-9901.

Furnished by county, 24-602.

24-408, 24-501, 24-502.
Commitment, 24-1501.

court, punishment, 24-601.

Laws governing, 34-2703.
Necessity, 24-401.
Place, 34-2701.
Returns, 34-2703.
Superintendence, 34-2702.

Continuances, 24-901, 24-1112, 24-1302,

Time, 34-2701.

24-1401, 24-1403, 24-1404, 24-1418.
Contract actions, jurisdiction, 24-1001.

Vacancy

Copies of papers of office, 24-601.
Coroner, acting as, 21-204.
C08tS

in office, 24-406 to 24-408,

24-502.
Eligibility, 24-402.

Entry, false, misdemeanor, 24-9901.
Establishment of lost papers in justice

—

Claim bond, condition to pay,
24-1416.

Commitments, 27-421.
Fine and forfeiture fund, payment

court, 24-601.
See Lost Papers.
Evidence
Account, action on, 24-1302.
Actions against, 24-702.

—

from, 27-2902, 27-2906, 27-2913,

Best, required, 24-1301.

27-2914.

Interrogatories, 24-1304.

Nonresident, deposit, 24-1103.
Plaintiff,

payment by, when,

24-1407, 24-1410.
Set-off,

or-

dinary's court with, 24-601.

Interposing, 24-1416.
Oath, 24-1416.

Code,

24-1201.

Dilatory pleas, 24-1202.
Dispossessory
warrants,
issuance,
61-302.
61-301,
See Dispossessory

38-605.

Certiorari:

court

Open accounts, 24-1203, 24-1302.
Subject-matter, 24-1201.
Time and place of pleading,
Unconditional contracts in writin 6*,

24-605.

Cities,

PEACE— Cont'd.

witness, 24-1305.

Binding; over. 24-1501.

Camp

JUSTICES OF THE

Damages, recovery from nonattending

Backing executions, 24-1409.
Bail, 24-1110.
Best evidence required, 24-1301.

payment by

plaintiff

when,

24-1407.

Settlement of cases, 24-1111.
Counter-affidavits, 24-1302.

Crime, removal for, 24-405.
Criminal jurisdiction, 24-1501, 24-1502.

Subpoenas to witness, 24-1303.
Execution
Backing, 24-1409.
Claims, see Claims, ante.
Coobligors, 24-1406.
Costs, 24-1410.

Enforcement of judgments, 24-1408.
Entry on general execution docket,
39-701, 39-702, 39-706.

General Index.
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Execution Cont 'd.
Exhaustion of personal property,
24-1413.

Filing

away and

labeling, 24-601.
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Cont'd.

24-406, 24

I

24-501, 24-502.

Grand jury
Books of

report,

r,

i>t<

24 605.

Illegality, 24-1419.

Levy

Docket laid before, 24 604.

Advertising, 24-1411.
Claims, see Claims, ante.
Corporate stock, 24-1414.

Land, 24-1411, 24-1413.

Kemoval of defendant,

after,

24-1409.

Fail

ii

ro to

moan or,

report OH DOOkf, mil
24-9901.

Special pi
books, 24-605.

<mt for detaining

Imprisonment of personi guilty of
tempt of court, 24 001.

I

Indorsers, actions against, 24-1012.
Interrogatories

Lien, 24-1405.

SaleAdvertising, 24-1411, 24-1412.
Corporate stock, 24-1414.

Land, 24-1411.
Live stock, 24-1412.
Perishable property, 24-1412.
Place, 24-1411, 24-1412.
Sheriff, conducted by, when,
24-1411, 24-1414.
Short order, 24-1412.
Time, 24-1411, 24-1412.
Securities, control by, 24-1406.

Staying, 24-1409.

Time of

Other courts, from, 24-601.
Testimony by, 24-1304.
Joinder of parties, 24-1012.
Joint obligors, venue of suits against,
24-1012, 24-1013.

Judgments
Control by securities, 24-1406.
Coobligors, 24-1406.

Docket entry, 24-601.

Duty

to render, 24-1408.

Entry on general execution docket,

39-701, 39-702, 39-706.

issuance, 24-1411.
Witness, issuance against, 24-1305.
Executors, proof of account, 24-1302.

Lien, 24-1405.
Nonresidents, 24-1409.
Other States, authentication,

Exemption from militia duty, 86-209.
False entry or return, misdemeanor,

Place of rendering as affecting va-

24-9901.

38-628, 38-629.
lidity, 24-908.

Fees

Securities, 24-1405, 24-1406.
Bill, posting in office, 24-606.
Certifying transcripts of records,

38-604.

Set-off, 24-1407.

Trust

estates,

Enumeration, 24-1601.
Excessive charges, forfeiture,
24-303.

Jurisdiction, 2-3501, 2-3502.

Actions against justice of peace,
24-1007,

Illegal, penalty, 24-606.

Improper charge, penalty, 24-606.

Amount

24-1002, 24-1003.
Bills

State, liability for, 24-301.

Contract

Statement to person paying, 24-302.
Taxable persons, listing, 24-601.
Felony, removal for, 24-405.
Fi. fas., see Execution, ante.

Fines —

etc., 24-601.

and

office,

24-818.

Misconduct, 24-819.

Contempt of

court, 24-601.

Witness, nonattendance, 24-1305.
Forcible entry and detainer, jurisdiction and trial, 24-1001, 105-1601 to
105-1611.
See Forcible Entry and
Detainer.
Garnishment: See Garnishment.

General execution docket, entries on,
39-701,

39-702, 39-706.

actions,

24-1001.

Coobligors, 24-1012, 24-1013.
Criminal, 24-1501, 24-1502.

Damages

to personal

property,

24-1001.
Disqualification, 24-1007.

24-1001,

Acting after removal from

notes, 24-1012, 24-1013.

Civil, 24-1001 to 24-1016.

Forcible

Constable

24-1016.

in controversy, 24-1001,

Malpractice, failing to post, 24-606.
Overcharge, penalty, 24-606.
Receipt to person paying, 24-302.

Filing papers,

on claims

actions

against, 108-504.

entry

and

105-1601.

detainer,

See Forcible

Entry and Detainer.
Justice of peace a party, 24-1007,
24-1014, 24-1016.

Persons coming within, 24-1004 to
24-1006.

Possession of personalty, 24-1001.
Removal of causes, 24-1007 to
24-1011.

Eesidence of parties, 24-1006,
24-1012 to 24-1014.
Set-off,

how

affected by, 24-1407.
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Jurisdiction Cout 'd.
Territorial limits, 24-1004, 24-1007,
84-1008.
Tort actions, 24-1001,
Transfer of eases, 24-1007 to
24-1011.

Jury
Appeal

to, see

Appeal, ante.

Forcible entry and detainer,
105-1601 to 105-1603.
Juvenile courts, transfer of cases

—

Notaries public, ex officio Cont'd.
List in office of clerk of superior
court, 24-503.
24-501.

Number,

Oath, 24-403.

Removal, 24-501.
Term, 24-501.
Vacancy, 24-502.
Notice of

Change of place of holding

Place of holding court, 24-601.

Labeling papers, 24-601.
Levy, see Execution, ante.
Liens, judgments, 24-1405.
Lost papers, establishment, 63-301 to

Suit against, 24-701, 24-702.

Number,
Oaths

2-3501, 24-401.

—

Administering, 24-601.

Form,

63-304.

notes,

actions

office,

Notaries public, 24-403.
Ordinary, taken before, 24-404.

24-405, 24-501,

24-606, 89-9907, 89-9908.

Office, place, 24-601.

Acting after indictment for, misdemeanor, 24-9902.

Oppression, 89-9907, 89-9908.

Ordinary

Appointment to fill vacancy, 24-408.
Attending court with docket,

Constitutional provision, 2-2503.

Misdemeanor, 24-9901.
-Removal from office, 24-9901.
Marriages

24-601.

Oath, administration, 24-404.
Vacancy, ordering election to

Returns, 53-201, 53-209.

Solemnizing, 53-201, 53-210, 53-213,
53-9901.

Materials, furnishing by county authorities, 24-905.

Militia district

Adjoining, suit

in,

when, 24-1007

to

24-1011, 24-1014, 24-1015.

Jurisdiction of persons in, 24-1004,
24-1006.
Justice of the peace in each, 24-401.
Notary public in each, 24-501.

Misdemeanor
Acting after indictment for malpractice, 24-9902.
Malpractice, 24-9901.

Municipal courts in lieu

Original jurisdiction, 24-1001.
Other States, authentication of proceedings from, 38-628, 38-629.
Papers, filing away and labeling, 24-601.
Parties

Docket entry,

24-601.

Joinder, 24-1012, 24-1013.
Payment of money collected, 24-1112.
Perishable property, sale of, 39-1203 to
39-1205.
Personal property, actions involving,
jurisdiction, 24-1001.

to 24-908.
of,,

or supplemental jurisdiction, 2-3501.
Non est factum, plea, 24-1202.

Nonresident, affidavits before, 81-409.
Notaries public, ex officio: See Nota-

by

Pleas

defendant:

Defenses,

Pleading, see Defenses, ante; Summons,
post.

Verification before,

81-407 to

81-409.

appointment

of,

at places

of

public worship, 27-216.

Appointment, 24-501.
Certifying transcripts of records,

Possessory warrant, jurisdiction,
82-101.

38-604, 38-605.

Commission, 24-501, 24-502.
Continuances, 24-1404.
or

improper

charge, penalty, 24-603.

Fine and forfeiture fund, payment
of costs from, 27-2906.

Grand jury

Posting fee bill required, 24-606.
Probate of conveyance by, 24-601.
Process

Docket entry, 24-601.
Filing away and labeling,
Right to issue, 24-601.

24-601.

Prosecution, inquiry as, 105-805.

List accessible to, 24-503.

Qualifications, 24-402.

Eecommendation for appoint-

Quarters, furnishing

ment, 24-501.

See

ante.

Police,

ries Public.

overcharge

fill,

24-407.

Place of holding court, 24-601, 24-901

see edito24-401.
following
rial note
Municipal court of Atlanta, concurrent

Fees,

24-403.

Necessity, 24-403.

against,

24-1012.

Malpractice in

court,

24-907.

to,

24-2414. 24-2415.

Makers of

PEACE— Cont'd.

ties, 24-905.

by county

authori-
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JUSTICES OF THE PEACE— Cont'd.
Receipts for claims, 24-1112.
Recognizances, return to superior court,

JUSTICES OF THE PEACE
Summons Cont'd.

Cont'd*

Berrico— Cont'd.

Most notorious place

24-3338.

Religious worship, appointment of police at places of, 27-21G.
Removal of
Causes, 24-1007 to 24-1011.

Defendant pending suit, 24-1409.
Justice from office, 24-405, 24-501.

of abode,

24-1 05.
J

P nonal, 24-] 105.
Return, 24 noo, 24-1109.

Beeond original, 24-1108.
Time, 24-] 105.
Trust estates, actions on clainui

Constitutional provision,

108-504.

against,

Superior courts

2-3503.

Malpractice, 24-9901.
Residence, 24-402.

Appeal to: See Appeals.
Attending with docket, 24-601.

Returns
Docket entry, 24-601.
False, misdemeanor, 24-9901.

Certiorari to:

—

Rule-

.See

Certiorari.

Recognizances, return, 24-3338.

Return of papers, 24-3338.
Supervision by, 24-2015.

Issuance by, 24-209.
Subject to, 24-205, 24-206, 24-208.
See Rules Against Officers.
Sales, see Execution, ante.
Perishable property, 39-1203 to
39-1205.

Service, see Summons, post.
Sessions, 2-3502:
Set-off, judgment, 24-1407.

Settlement of cases, 24-1111.
Several notes for same debt, 24-1003.
Sheriff executing process, 24-2818.
Short order of sale, 39-1203 to 39-1205.
Staying execution, 24-1409.
Subpoenas, witnesses, 24-1303.
Suits against
Notice
Contents, 24-702.
Evidence, 24-702.
Limitation, 24-703.

—

Necessity, 24-701.

Tender of amends, 24-704.
Procedure, 24-1015.
Venue, 24-1014 to 24-1016.
Suits by, venue and procedure, 24-1014

Taxable persons, making

Terms of

24-601.

Court, 24-901, 24-1402, 24-1403.

Time

of
Filing pleas, 24-1201, 24-1202.

Holding court, 24-901, 24-902.
Tort actions, jurisdiction, 24-1001.
Transfer of cases, 24-1007 to 24-1011.

TrialPlace, 24-1401.
Term, 24-1403.
Time, 24-1401.

Trust estates, actions en claims against,
108-504.

Tyrannical partiality, 89-9907, 89-9908.
Unconditional contracts in writing, defense at

first

term, 24-1402.

Uniformity of proceedings, 24-1101.

Vacancy

in office, 24-406 to 24-408.

Venue, 24-1007 to 24-1016.
Verification of pleadings before,
24-1202, 24-1203, 24-1302.

Warrants
Arrest, issuance by, 27-102.
Issuance, 24-1501.

Without

jurisdiction, presumption against, 105-902.

Summons
Attaching copy of note, account,
etc.,

list of,

Office, 2-3501, 24-401.

to 24-1016.

24-1102.

Commencement

—

Witnesses
Nonattendance, penalties, 24-1305.
Subpoenas, 24-1303.

of actions, 24-1102,

24-1104.

Contents, 24-1102.
Filing and preservation, 24-1109.
Justice a party, issuance, 21-1015.

Second original, 24-1108.

—

Service
Accounts, actions on, 24-1302.

Constable by whom made,
24-1106 to 24-1108.
Counties, different, defendants

residing in, 24-1108.

Joint defendants, 24-1107,
24-1108.

Justice of the peace as party,
24-1107.

JUSTIFICATION.
Extenuation, where not amounting

to,

105-1802.

Homicide, 26-1011 to 26-1017.
Libel and slander, truth, 105-708.
Torts, plea of, 105-1801.

JUVENILE COURTS.
Advisory board, 24-2438.
Age of children to which law applies,
24-2402.

Arrest of child, 24-2414.

BailJustice

of

the

peace

granting,

24-2414.

Probation

officer

granting, 24-2413.
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Beneficial purpose of statute, 24-2401,
24-2441.
Certiorari from. 24-2417.

Grand jury recommendation,
ment upon, in certain

Change of conditions, restoration

Guardian
Appointment by court, 24-2435.

to

parents. 24-2433.

Children to whom law applies, 24-2402.
City court judge as pro tempore judge,
24-2442.
Civil

liability

24-2436.

of child,

Commitment
Changing form

of child
24-2437.

court,

to

accompanied to
by women, 24-2428.

institution

of

Cooperation of municipalities and

so-

for

child, 24-2437.
cieties, 24-2420.

Counties of certain population, estabSee
lishment in, 24-2401, 24-2441.
editorial note following 24-2441.
Creation, 24-2401, 24-2441.
Crime, adjudication not conviction for,
24-2412.
Criminal procedure, court's discretion
to allow, 24-2416.

Custody of children

—

Courts of record, concurrent juris-

Review of referee's

diction, 24-2402.

Religious beliefs as affecting,

report,

Institution

Commitment
Expense of

to, 24-2409.

car'e

of child,

payment

to, 24-2431.

Girls

accompanied

to,

by women,

24-2428.

Religious beliefs as affecting custody by, 24-2434.
Transfer of custody after commit-

ment, 24-2427.
by advisory board,

24-2434.

24-2438.

24-2441.

transfer

to

criminal

court, 24-2416.

Education of children, 24-2419.
Exception to referee's report, 24-2429.
Existing courts of record as, see editorial note following 24-2441.

Expenses
Care of

child,

Visitation

Restoration to parents, 24-2433.
Taking, immediately, 24-2404.
Transfer of, 24-2427.
Detention home, 24-2418, 24-2419,

and

24-2437.

Summons to appear, 24-2404.
Transfer of custody from, 24-2427.
Hearings
Conducted how, 24-2408.
Guardian, appointment of, 24-2435.
Justices' courts, cases transferred
from, 24-2415.
Place of, 24-2411.
Public excluded from, 24-2411.
Referees, conducted by, 24-2429.
History of statute, see editorial note
following 24-2402.
Home, placing child in, 24-2409.
Inconsistent laws, 24-2440.
Inspection of records, 24-2411.

Determination by court, 24-2435.

Dismissal

prosecution,

Punishment for neglect of

24-2429.

neglect

case

by, 24-2437.

Explanation to, 24-2415.
Notice to, of modification of judgment, 24-2427.
Principal or accessory in crime of
child,

criminal

Institution for care of children,
24-240S, 24-2409.
Transfer to other institution,
24-2427.
Conduct of officers, power to regulate,
24-2439.
Construction of law establishing,
24-2401, 24-2441.
Contempt, 24-2407, 24-2431.
of

Bond

24-2437.

Girls

Continuance

24-2441.

24-2427.

of,

Custodian

establish-

counties,

Court, payment from county funds,
24-2439.
Forms, 24-2439.

Georgia State Training School for
Boys, commitments to, 24-2409.
Georgia Training School for Girls,
24-2409.
to

institution

Jail, confining of children in, 24-2419,

24-2441.

Judge
Absence, judge pro tempore,
24-2442.

Advisory board, appointment,
24-2438.

Appointment, 24-2421, 24-2441.
City court judge as, pro tempore,
24-2442.

Disqualification,

child, 24-2431, 24-2432.

commitments to,
Girls accompanied
women, 24-2428.

Investigations, 24-2404.

by

Illness,

24-102,

24-2442.

judge pro tempore, 24-2442.

Judgment, see Judgment,

post.

appointment, 24-2422.
Ordinary as, pro tempore, 24-2442.
Pro tempore, 24-2442.
Probation officers, appointment,
Officer's,

24-2422 to 24-2424, 24-2441.
Qualifications, 24-2421, 24-2441.

Removal

of probation officers,
24-2425.
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Cont'd.
Salary, 24-2421. See editorial note
following 24-2441.
Term, 24 2421, 24-2441.

Cont'd.

Parents Cont ''J.
Recognizance by, for child fu

I

pearaneo, 24-2 113.
Restoration of custody, wh<
24 -2483.

Judgment
Civil liability of child, 24-2430.
Crime, not effective as conviction

Review of referee's

child, 24-2437.

Jurisdiction

Original, 24-2401.

Punishment for neglect of

child,

24-2437.

Justice of the peace

Pro tempore judge, 24-2442.
Probation of offenders, effeet of law
regulating, 27-2702.

Probation officers
Appointment, 24-2422

to

24-2424,

24-2441.

Attendance on hearings;, 21-2420.
Competitive examination, 24-2424.
Deputies
Appointment, 24-2422.
Payment, 24-2422, 24-2430.
Duties, 24-2426.
Investigation by, 24-2404, 24-2426.
Male or female, 24-2441.
Notice to, by clerk, 24-2420.
Placing child in care of, 24-2409,

Powers, 24-2426.

by, to juvenile court,
24-2414, 24-2415.
Liberal construction of statute, 24-2401,
24-2441.
Lock-up, confining of children in,
24-2419, 24-2441.
Medical care of child, 24-2432.

Transfer

of

24-2404.

24-2426.

Bail, admitting to, 24-2414.
Eelease of child, 24-2414.

neglect

to appear,

Petition, 24-2403.

.

Cases to which law applies, 24-2402.
Certain counties, courts in, 24-2441.
Concurrent when, 24-2402.
Custody, determination, 24-2435.
Exclusive, when, 24-2401.
Guardian, appointment, 24-2435.

report,

24-2429.

Summons

for, 24-2412.

Discretion of judge, 24-2408.
Expense of care of child, 24-2431.
Modification, 24-2427.
Eeferee 's report as, 24-2429.
Juries in prosecutions for neglect of

Misdemeanor,

I

child

as,

24-2437.

Referees, acting as, 24-2429.
Releasing child upon recognizance,
24-2413.

Removal, 24-2425.
24-2430.

Salaries,

Supervision by, 24-2409.
Visitation by, 24-2426.
Volunteers, appointment, 24-2423.
Procedure, power to regulate, 24-2439.

Neglect of child by parent or custodian, punishment, 24-2437.
Notice
Guardian, appointment, 24-2435.
Modification or change of judgment, 24-2427.
Probation officer, by clerk, 24-2426.

Public—

Officers

Records, inspection, 24-2409.
Referees, 24-2429.
Religious beliefs as affecting custody

Advisory board, 24-2438.
Appointment, power, 24-2422.
Conduct, power to regulate,

officer's,

officers,

see

Probation

Ordinary as pro tempore judge, 24-2442.
Parents

Recognizance, releasing child upon,
24-2413.

Report
Advisory board, 24-2438.

Repugnant laws,

24-2440.

Restoration

custody

of

to

parents,

24-2433.

Bond

to

pay

Expense of care of child, proceeding for payment, 24-2431.
Explanation to, 24-2415.
Guardianship proceedings, service,
24-2435.

Principal or accessory in crime of
child, prosecution, 24-2437.

Punishment for neglect of
24-2437.

child,

24-2437.

Referee, 24-2429.

post.

by, 24-2437.
Contempt, wilful failure
expense, 24-2431.

Inspection of records, 24-2411.

Punishment for neglect of

of child, 24-2434.

24-2439.

Probation

Excluded from hearing, 24-2411.

child,

Review of referee's report. 24-2429.
Rules, power to make. 24-2439.
Service

Expense of care of child, proceeding to compel payment, 24-2431.
Guardianship proceedings, 24-2435.
Modification or change of judgment, order for, 24-2427.

Summons,

24-2406.

Special juvenile courts in certain counties,

24-2441.
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Statewide

benefit

law,

of

KNOWLEDGE.
intention,

24-2441.

See Notice.

Latent defects in goods

Summons

solds, 96-301.

Sales

Direction to take custody, indorsement upon, 24-2405.
Investigation before issuance,

Falsity of representations, 96-202.

Rescission on ground of ignorance,
96-210.

24-2404.

Issuance, 24-2404.
Mandate of court, 24-2407.
Service, 24-2400.

KNUCKS.

Violation, punishment as for criminal contempt, 24-2407.

LABELS.

Taxation of dealers, 92-2008, 92-2009.

Superior court
judge,

of

24-2422,

24-2441.

tempore

judge,

request

for,

Probation officers in certain counties, concurrence in appointment,

Drugs,

Transfer of cases
Criminal court, juvenile court

42-111,

42-114,

42-115,

Flaxseed oil, 73-105, 73-9901.
Food, 42-110, 42-111, 42-114,

42-115,

42-9901.

Kerosene, 73-213, 73-9902.
to,

Imitating,

106-101,

106-103,

106-104,

106-9901, 106-9902.

24-2416.

Justice of peace to juvenile court,
24-2414, 24-2415.

Labor unions
Adoption, proof of, 106-102.
Counterfeiting or imitating,

by

106-101,

Advisory board, 24-2438.
Probation officers, 24-2426.

106-103,

arrest of child, 24-2414.

106-104,

106-9902.

106-9901,

of State, child as, 24-2410.

Warrant for

42-110,

Gasoline, 73-213, 73-9902.

24-2441.

Ward

106-103,

42-9901.

24-2442.

Visitation

106-101,

106-104, 106-9901, 106-9902.

Appointment
Pro

Counterfeiting,

Recording, 106-102.
Linseed oil, 73-105, 73-9901.

Witnesses, examination, 24-2408.

Paints, 73-103, 73-105, 73-9901.

Women

Petroleum products, 73-211, 73-213,

Attendants for girls, 24-2428.
Probation officers, 24-2441.
Writ of error, none, 24-2417.

KEEPING ARMS.
Constitutional provisions, 1-802, 2-122.

KIDNAPPING.

LABOR.
See Master and Servant;
Labor.

Work and

See Bailments.

Public holiday, 14-1808.

LABOR UNIONS.

Definition, 26-1601, 26-1602.

Enticing children from Georgia Indus26-1604.

Harboring absconding

child, 26-1605.

Punishment, 26-1603.

KIND, DIVISION

Advertisements,

and

labels,

trade-

marks

Inveigling children, 26-1603.

Adoption, proof of, 106-102.
Counterfeiting or imitating,
106-101,

IN.

106-9901,

Decedents' estates, 113-1018 to
113-1022. See Descent and Distribution.

KINGS.
Gifts

in unlawful manner, 106-9903.

LABOR DAY.

See Petroleum Products.

Home,

Use

Hire, bailment of:

KEROSENE.

trial

73-9902.

106-103,

106-104,

106-9902.

Recording, 106-102.

LABORERS' LIENS.
See Work and Labor.
LACHES.

from, to United States

officers,

1-133.

KITCHEN FURNITURE.
Homestead, 51-1102, 51-1103, 51-1301.

KNIFE RACKS.
Taxation, 92-2002.

See Limitation of Actions; Limitation of Criminal Prosecutions.

Dower, bar of

rights, 31-110.

Equity, 37-119.

LAGER BEER.
See Intoxicating Liquors.
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LAND REGISTRATION

LAND.
See Real Property.

Certificate

performance of contracts for:
See Specific Performance.
Trusts for improvement of: See Trusts
for Improvement of Land.
Specific

Fraudulent
Issuance by

00-417, 60-500.

Plat record, copy, 60-618.
Presentation, 60-507.
Production compelled, 00-410.
Signature, 60-402.

LAND LOTTERIES.
Book of lands disposed of
of drawers,

etc.,

by, 40-208.
correction of,

Theft of, 60-9901, 00 0905.
Transfer of registered estate,

85-303.

60-501, 60-502, 00 505.

LAND REGISTRATION.
Acknowledgment of

service —

60-605.

Traverse, 60-213.
Administration after registry to heirs,
60-510.
60-511.

Adverse claims, land free from, 60-419.
Advertisement
Form, 60-604.
Notice by publication, 60-209.
Agent, nonresident petitioner, 60-210.
Agreements running with land, 60-421.
Alteration of instrument or record,

Change of name,

60-425.

Clerk of court
Deputy authorized to act, 60-415.
Disqualification,

effect,

60-414.

Before

registering
transfer, 60-411.
Fees, 60-801.

voluntary

Fraudulent acts, 60-9902 to 60-9905.
Transfer by, 60-513.
Conditional
Costs,

transfer,

60-516.

award and

deposit, 60-801.
Court defined, 60-102.

Creditors, transfers to

defeat, 60-515.

Creditor's certificate

60-9901.

Amendment

of petition, 60-207, 60-219.
Assessments, 60-517.

Delinquent, form of notation,
60-627.

Assignment, 60-504.
Cancellation,
60-505,

60-418,

60-504,

60-630.

Certified copy of record in

Assurance fund, 60-701.
Action against, 60-704 to 60-706.
Insufficiency,

60-708.

Investment, 60-703.
Nonliability,

60-707..

which

premises are described, 60-620.

Conveyance to secure debt, 60-503.
Form, 60-623, 60-624.
Fraudulent issue, 60-9901, 60-9902,
60-9905.

State treasury custodian, 60-702.

Attorney, nonresident petitioner,
60-210.

Sale to pay debt, 60-505.

Theft

of, 60-9901.

Cross-action, 60-206.

of decrees,

60-614.

60-418.

Cancellation of liens,

etc.,

Caveat to entry,

60-416.

etc.,

Certificate

Dealings pending registration, 60-220.
Decedent's estate, registered land,
60-508.

Decree of registration, 60-222.

Mailing of process, 60-607.
TitleCancellation, 60-408 to 60-410,
60-513.

Certified copies, 60-617.

Record in which premises
are described, 60-620.

Description of premises, reference to, 60-619.
Duplicate of lost certificate,
60-412.
•

evi-

dence, 60-403.

Duties, 60-413.

Administrator's transfer to heirs,

Book

copy of registration as

Certified

False attestation, 60-213.

'

rk of nipeiiof

;

Notation! 00-404, 60 405,

See Grants.

Form,

ci<

court, 00-401.

LAND GRANTS.

Names

00-9902,

issue,

60 9005.

keep, 40-208.

to

— Cont M.

Title- Cont'd.

LAND BOOKS.
Governor

Cont'd.

Entries and notations, 60-616,
60-633.

Form, 60-620.

Conclusiveness, 60-223.

Fraud, 60-9901, 60-9902.
Operation, 60-202.
Register, 60-401.

Decree of

title

Conclusiveness, 60-213.

Form, 60-613.
Default judgment or decree, 60-221.
Definitions,

60-102.

Description of land in petition. 60-207.
Directions by court to clerk. 60-413.

Dismissal by petition, 60-21S.
Duplicate of lost certificate, 60-412.

Evidence, 60-304.
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Examiners
Appointment,

60-102,

etc.,

60-608.

Foes. 60-801.
Fraud. 60-9903, 60-9905,
Hearing. 00-303.
Inspection of records, 60-305.

Form, 60-609.
60-302.

Form, 60-611.
Reference to, form, 60-610.
Removal, 60-301.
Report, 60-304.

Stenographer, 60-306.
Term of appointment, 60-301.
False oath, 60-9901, 60-9905.
Filing cases, 60-634.
Filing instruments of record, 60-403.
Forgery, punishment of acts of, as
felony, 60-9901, 60-9905.

—

Forms
Acknowledgment of

service, 60-605.

Advertisement, 60-604.
Cancellation of entry, request to
clerk, 60-631.
Certificate of mailing process, etc.,

60-607.
Certificate of title, 60-621.
Creditor's certificate, 60-623,

Index, book of decrees, 60-614.
Infants, registration suits by, 60-203.
Inspection of records by examiners,

title, 60-613.

60-608.

Final report, 60-612.
Oath, 60-609.

certificate,

60-410.

Form

of judge's order, 60-625.
defined, 60-102.

Judge
Judgment
Caveat to entry,

60-416.

Conclusiveness, 60-213.
Form of notation, 60-628.
Jurisdiction, superior court, 60-201.

Jury

trial,

60-304.

Letters of administration, cancellation of certificate of title, etc., 60-408,
60-409.

Form

ments, 60-627.

Judgment, 60-628.
Special right, 60-629.
60-602.

of

Compelling production of owner's

Mortgages

Mortgaging, 60-626.
Notation
Delinquent taxes and assess-

report

Interest less than fee, 60-204.
Involuntary transactions, registration
of transfers of title, 60-407.
Involuntary transfers, 60-514.

Limitation, transfer on, 60-516.
Limitation of actions, 60-420.
Setting aside transaction for fraud
or forgery, 60-419.
Lis pendens, 60-426.

60-624.

Examiners
Appointment,

In rem, nature of proceedings, 60-202.
Incumbrances, notation of, 60-404,

60-305.

Form, 60-612.

examiner,

60-611.

of mortgaging, 60 626.
Registry, 60-626.
Mutiliation of instrument or record,
60-9901, 60-9905.
Name of law, 60-101.
Nature of proceedings, 60-202.

New

trial,

Next

friend, suit by, 60-203.

60-304.

Nonresident petitioners, 60-210.
Notations of incumb -ances, liens,

etc.,

60-404, 60-405, 60-417, 60-506.

Process, 60-603.

Reference to examiner, 60-610.
Return of service and of posting,
etc.,

Rights, 60-509.
wife, transfers between

60-405, 60-417, 60-506.

Qualification, 60-301.

Preliminary

Administrator's transfer to, 60-511.
Registry of title, 60-409.

60-512.

Powers, 60-304.
Preliminary report,

Petition,

to,

60-510.

Husband and

Oath. 60-301.

Decree of

Heirs
Administration after registry

60-606.

Transfer, 60-622.

Judge's order, 60-625.
Uniformity, 60-601.
Fraud, punishment of acts of, as felony,
60-9901 to 60-9905.

Notice
Additional, 60-215.
Cancellation of certificate, 60-410.
Failure to mail, 60-213.
Filing of examiner's report, 60-304.

Hearing, 60-303.

Manner

of giving, 60-216.

Nonresidents, 60-210.

Posting on land, 60-214.

Fraudulent transfers, 60-515.

Publication, 60-209, 60-213, 60-514.

Freedom from further

Registry, 60-406.

registration,

60-422.

Guardians ad litem, suits by, 60-203,
60-209.

Guardians, suits by, 60-203.

Survey of land, 60-217.
Time and place of hearing by
examiner, 60-303.

Waiver, 60-214.

T,
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Numbering

instrument of transfer, etc.,

Survey of land, 60

certificate,

see

Certificate

of

60-627.

Theft, punishment of acts

ante.
60-216.

Parties, 60-203, 60-205,

60-0005.
Title register

Approval of transfers between
husband and wife, 60-512.
Book, label and index, 60-615*

60-509.
Petition, 60-203, 60-207.
Form, 60-602.

copies

>ny,

of,

00-9901,

Personal representative as trustee,

Mailing

form of notatjc

Delinquent,,

Objections, 60-206.
title,

217.

Taxes, 60-617.

60-403.

Owner's

-Cont'd.

occupants

to

of

Cancellation of entry, 60-631.
Certified copy

land, 60-609.
Pleadings, 60-203.

Record

in

which premieef are

described, 60-620.
Registration as evidence,

Practice, 60-203.
Prescriptive title, 60-423.
Proceedings, nature, 60-202.

60-403.

Certificate of mailing, 60-607.

Change of name, 60-425.
Conveyances to secure debts,

County, service on, 60-211.
False return of service, 60-213.

County commissioners

Process

Form,

60-503, 60-506.
to

provide,

60-401.

60-603.

Infants, 60-209.
Mailing copy, 60-214.
Municipality, service on, 60-211.

Creditor's certificate

Nonresidents, 60-209, 60-210.
Return, 60-209, 60-213.

Description of premises, reference

60-209,

Assignment, 60-504.
Cancellation, 60-404.
to,

Service,
State, service on, 60-211.
Traverse of return, 60-213.
Waiver, 60-212, 60-214.

60-9905.

Lien

60-9901 to

Defined, 60-102.
Personal estate of decedent, 60-508.
Registration necessary to affect,
60-424.

Return of service, etc., form, 60-606.
Review on writ of error, 60-224.
Rules by jurlges, uniformity requirement, 60-601.
Security, conveyances to secure debts,
60-503,

60-506.

Separate parcels of land, 60-208.
Sheriff-

Deputy authorized
False entries,

to act, 60-415.

etc., 60-9904, 60-9905.

Fees, 60-801.

report
Stenographer,
of
testimony
taken by examiner, 60-306.

Superior court
Jurisdiction, 60-201.
Session, 60-225.

60-628.

Special right, form, 60-629.
Notice, 60-406.

not required, 60-403.
Reference, 60-302.
Register of decrees of title-

60-401.

notation,

assessments

Recommittal, 60-304.
Record other than registration, when

Plat record, copy, 60-618.
Signature to entries, 60-402.
Registered land

pendens,

Form, 60-627.
Judgment, form,

60-9905.

Book, 60-614.
County commissioner to provide,

lis

Notation of delinquent taxes and

survey of land, 60-217.
Punishment as felony of acts of fraud,
etc.,

and

60-426.

Protest,

forgery,

60-619.

Fraudulent notation, 60-9902,

60-213.

Signature to entries, 60-402.
Transfer of registered estate, notation, 60-501, 60-502.

Transfer of registered estate
Forms, 60-622.

Manner, 60-501.
Part transfer, 60-502.
Sale to pay debt, 60 505.
Security for debt, 60-506.
Trust, transfers in, 60-516.
Trustees, suits by, 60-203.
Verdict, 60-304.
Voluntary cancellations of liens,

etc.,

60-418.

Voluntary transactionsDefined, 60-102.

Registry

of, 60-632.

"Writ of error, review of proceedings,
60-224.

LAND WARRANTS.
Forging, counterfeiting, or altering,
26-3901,

LANDINGS.
Use

in

common, S3-115

LANDING FIELDS.
See Aviation.

to S3-117.
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LANDLORD AND TENANT— Cont 'd.

LANDLORD AND CROPPER.
Advances,

title to crop, 61-502, 61-9904.

Creation of relation, 61-501.
Delivery of crop by landlord refused,

Double rent, holding over, 61-401. See
Dispossessory Warrant.
Duration of tenancy, see Termination
of tenancy, post.

misdemeanor, 61-9901.

Misdemeanor —
Refusal by landlord

to deliver crop,

Calendar year, 61-104.
Period of, as affecting existence
of relationship, 61-101.

61-9904.

Sale by eropper, 61-9901.
Possession of crops, 61-501, 61-503.
Possessory warrant for crops, 61-503.
Sale of crops without consent, remedy,
61-503, 61-9901.
Title to crops, 61-501 to 61-503.

See Landlord and Cropper.

pay rent, 61-103.
Appearance term, judgment in action
contract,

61-206,

Farm

products, purchase from tenant,
misdemeanor when, 61-9902.
Fire, abatement of rent, 61-113.

Firewood, tenant's right to use, 61-109.

judgment

in action for rent,

61-114.
less than,

61-101.

Fixtures
of

tenement,

abatement

of

rent, 61-113.

Improvements, 61-111.
Construction,

Abandonment by

tenant, 61-110.

Permanent, removal, 61-109.

Calendar year, tenancy for, 61-104.
Canals, lease of, 17-112.
Casualties, abatement of rent, 61-113.
Consent of landlord to
Conveyance of usufruct, 61-101.
defective,

Trade, removal, 61-110.
Forfeiture of tenant's rights by sale
of intoxicating liquors, 58-106.
General lien for rent, see Liens of landlord, post.

Holding over beyond term, disposses-

landlord's

li-

ability, 61-112.

sion

of tenant:

See Dispossessory

Warrant.

Conveyance by tenant, 61-101.
Corn, purchase from tenant, misdemeanor, when, 61-9902.
Cotton, purchase from tenant, misdemeanor, when, 61-9902.
Creation of relationship, 61-101, 61-102,
61-501.

Illegal use

by

tenant, liability of land-

lord, 61-112.

Implied contract to pay rent, 61-103.
Improvements, liability of landlord
for, 61-111.

Interest, rent contracts, 61-114.

Judgment

—

Crops
Croppers: See Landlord and Cropper.

Liens on, see Liens of landlord,
post.

Rent paid

in,

discharge from other

liens, 61-115.

Defects, landlord's liability, 61-112.

Tenement, abatement of

rent,

61-113.

by tenant,

61-109.

Dispossessory warrant: See Dispossessory Warrant.
Dispute of landlord's title, estoppel of
tenant, 61-107.

warrant:

61-112.

Rent
Assignment and foreclosure by
assignee, 61-207.

Attach, when, 61-203, 61-204,

Destruction

Trees,

for rent at first term, 61-113.
Judicial 'sale, dispossession of tenants
and lessees under, 39-1309, 39-1312.
Lease, definition, 85-806.
Levy on tenant's interest, 61-101.
Liability of landlord to third persons,

Liens of landlord

Croppers:
See Landlord and Cropper.
Cutting trees by tenant, 61-109.

rant.

liens, crops as rent,

61-115.

Five years, leasing for period
to third person,

61-107.

Distress

Exempt from other

First term,

Attornment by tenant

title,

Execution on tenant's usufruct, 61-101.

rent, casualties, 61-113.

Advances, sale of crops under lien for,
misdemeanor, 61-9903.
Adverse possession, implied contract to

Burning

in tenant, 61-101, 61-109.

38-114, 61-107.

of fixtures, 61-110.

for rent, 61-114.
Assignment of rent
61-207.

61-102.

Emblements, tenant at will, 61-106.
See Emblements.
Enjoyment of possession, right of, only,
Estate not granted, 61-101.
Estoppel to question landlord's

LANDLORD AND TENANT.
Abandonment
Abatement of

Writing, necessity, as affected by,

61-403.

Distress warrant, enforcement
by, 61-204, 61-205. See Distress

Warrant.

General, 61-203.
Priorities,

61-203, 61-204,

61-403, 113-1012.

Special, 61-203.

See Distress War-

Year's support inferior
113-1012.

to,

General Index.
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Liens of landlord

— Cont'd.

of crops under
meanor, 61-9903.

Sale

Presumption:-;

misde-

lien,

Assignment and enforcement
by assignee, 61-202.
Enforcement, 61-202.
False

information
before

debt due,

when, 61-202.
New lien, information on giving, 61-202.

Operation of law, arising by,

Relationship
Created how, 01-102, 61-601.
landlord,
and
Cropper
gushed, 61-501.
Bee

and Croppor.

Rent
Abatement of, casualties, 01-113.
Adverse possession, implied contract to pay, 01-103.

Assignment of contract,

Special contract for, 61-201,

Crops
to,

from

for, 113-1508.

Dispossession for failure to pay:

See Dispossessory Warrant.
See Distress

Distress warrant for:

61-201, 61-202.

Warrant.
Double rent,

Mines, lease of
Interest passing, 85-806.
Lessee as owner, 83-209.

False information as to

when,

61-401.

Dispossessory Warrant.
Exempt from other liens, crops

Misdemeanor

See
as,

61-115.

liens,

Implied contract to pay, 61-103.

61-9901.

products, purchase from ten-

ant, 61-9902.

Income

tax, 92-3107.

Interest, 61-114.

Lien for advances or rent, sale

ol

property under, 61-9903.

Judgment
Lien

Nature of relationship, 61-101.
Negligence of tenant, landlord's

Liens

See

61-203.

for,

li

of

tenant for nonpaySe6 Dispossessory War-

Removal

of

ment:

Notice to terminate tenancy at

for, at first term, 61-114.

landlord, ante.

ability, 61-112.
will,

rant.

Retaking possession on failure to

61-105.

year, contract in parol, 61-102.

Parol, creation by, when, 61-102.

pay, 61-401.

Year's support inferior

Pasturage, tenant's right to use, 61-109.
holding

over,

Sec

61-401.

113-1012.

to

Liability for failure

Attornment by tenant while

Delivery by tenant at expiration
of term, 61-108.

Dispossession

of

tenant

holding

over: See Dispossessory Warrant.

Estoppel to dispute landlord's title
while in, 61-107.
Loss of, by casualty, abatement of

Retaking on failure to pay

rent,

lord,

ante.

tenant

Sufferance,
61-301,

61-303,

at,

dispossession,

See Dispos-

61-305.

sessory Warrant.
session,

61-108.

of landlord for pos-

See

Dispossessory

Warrant.

61-401.
of, as

Rights of tenant, 61-109.
Sale of property under landlord's lien,
misdemeanor, 61-9903.
Special lien for rent, see Liens of land-

Summary remedy

rent, 61-113.

make, 61-111.
to make,

61-112.

in,

61-107.

to,

Repairs

Duty of landlord

Dispossessory Warrant.
Possession

constituting relation-

ship, 61-101.

Trade

exemption

for,

Decedent's estate, rank of debts
lien,

Life estate, lease of, 85-607.
Live stock furnished tenant, lien for,

Right

paid

other liens, 61-115.

113-1012.

Unlawful sale of crops under
misdemeanor, 61-9903.

Penalties,

Ol-uvO,

61-207.

61-202.

Year's support inferior

One

distill'
l-

Exists, when, 01-101.
Removal of fixtures by tenant, 01
61-110.

61-202.
Priorities, 61-202, 113-1012.

Farm

bwdlord'f

title, 38 114.
Provisions, Ji< n for, 01 201, 61-2

new

to

lienor, 61-202, 61-9901.

Foreclosure

-Comt'i.

of

;

Supplies furnished-

.

favor

in

fixtures,

removal by tenant

during, 61-110.

Supplies, lien for. 61-201, 61-202.
Liens of landlord, ante.

Term,

first,

judgment

rent, 61-114.

in

action

See
for
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Termination of tenancy, see Duration
of tenancy, ante.

Calendar year, at end of, 61-104.
Delivery of possession on, 61-10S.

Tenancy at will, 61-104.
Emblements, after notice

or

sudden termination, 61-106.
Notice. 61-105.

Time, 61-104.
right to

's

use, 61-100.

Title of landlord

Defect, abatement of rent, 61-113.

Estoppel to dispute, 61-107.
Presumptions, 3S-114.

by tenant,

61-109.

Trespass when tenant in possession,

26-2616.

Bond, 26-2616.
Booth, stealing from, 26-2636.
Brand, altering, 26-2613.

Breaking house,

etc., with intent to
26-2632 to 26-2635.
Building, larceny from, 26-2629 to

steal,

Burglary, intent to commit larceny aa
element of, 26-2401.
Car, breaking and entering with intent
to
steal
or
stealing
therefrom,
26-2635, 26-2636.
Cattle stealing, 26-2607.
Indictment, 26-2608.
Punishment, 26-2609.

•

Conversion, fraudulent, 26-2805 to

105-1404.

Uniform Procedure Act,

effect

on pro-

ceedings to eject tenant, 81-102.
Usufruct only, granted, 61-101, 61-109.
Will, tenancy at

by parol contract for
more than one year, 61-102.

Creation

of tenant, 61-301,
61-303, 61-305. See Dispossessory

Dispossession

Warrant.
Emblements, 61-106.
Notice to terminate, 61-105.
Termination, 61-104, 61-105.
Writing, creation by, when, 61-102.
Years
Calendar, tenancy for, 61-104.
Five years, leasing for period less

—

than, 61-101.

One year, contract

in parol, 61-102.

LANDMARKS.
Altering or removing, 26-7602.

Boundaries
Control, 85-1601.
General reputation, 85-1602.
Traditionary evidence, 38-313.

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS AND GARDENERS.
Licenses:

bill,

26-2634.

Timber for firewood, tenant

Trees, destruction

Bank

Boat, stealing from, 26-2624.

See Nurserymen.

LAPSED LEGACIES.
See Wills.

LARCENY.
Acquittance, 26-2616.
See Larceny
After trust delegated:
After Trust.
Altering brands or marks, 26-2613.
Animals, 26-2604 to 26-2612.
Altering brands or marks, 26-2613.

ArrestPrivilege
Electors, 27 : 202.
Legislators, 2-1803, 27-203.
Militiamen, 27-204.
Warrant for, contents, 27-103.
Automobiles, 26-2603.
Breaking and entering, 26-2637.

Baled cotton, 26-2638.

26-2811.

Cotton, baled, 26-2638.
Deed, 26-2615.
Disfranchisement of persons convicted
of, 2-701.

Document, 26-2615.
Dog, 26-2612.

Due

bill,

26-2616.

Election returns, 26-2617.
Embezzlement, 26-2801 to 26-2804.

Entering house with intent to

steal,

26-2631, 26-2633, 26-2635, 26-2636.

Fixtures, 26-2618, 26-2619.

Fraudulent conversion, 26-2805 to
26-2811.

General Assembly, privilege of members from arrest, 2-1803, 27-203.

Hog

stealing, 26-2610.

Indictment, 26-2610.

Punishment, 26-2611.
Horse stealing, 26-2604.
Indictment, 26-2605.

Punishment, 26-2606.
etc., guests, goods

Hotel,

of, 52-108 to

52-110.

House, larceny from
Definition, 26-2629.

Punishment, 26-2630.
Hut, stealing from, 26-2636.
Intent to commit, as element of burglary, 26-2401.

Living by stealing, vagrancy, 26-7001.
Making, mending, or possessing tools
used in, 26-2701.

Mark, altering, 26-2613.
Motor vehicles, 26-2603.
Breaking and entering, 26-2637.
Note, 26-2616.

Oysters or shells, 26-2614.

Paper
Connected with elections, 26-2617.
Discharging from payment, 26-2616.
Relating to property, 26-2615.
Securing payment, 26-2616.

General Index.
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LARCENY AFTER TRUST

Person, larceny from

ConuniffioB inorehant, 26 28

Definition, 26-2626, 26-2628.
Force that may be used, 26-2028.

Punishment, 26-2627.

Common

carrier,

)6.

.

fraudulent,

Conversion,

CV.t'd.

20 2808

to

26-2811.

Robbery contradistinguished,

Corporate

26-2601, 26-2626, 26-2628.
Sudden taking without force
intimidation, 26-2628.

County money, 26 2804.
Embezzlement, 26-280] to 36-2804.
Employee! in store, 26-2808.

or

Personalty, thing detached from realty,
26-2619.

Principal not taken, 26-2621.
Public buildings, larceny from, 26-2634.
Public documents, 26-2801, 89-9903.
Eailroad car, breaking and entering,
with intent to steal, or stealing
therefrom, 26-2635, 26-2636.

Realty

etc.,

26-2808.

Estate, assets of, 26-2806.

Executor, 26-2805.
Factor, 26-2800.
Fraudulent conversion,

20 28

to

Z

26-2811.

Guardian, 26-2805.
Notes, etc., intrusted for collection,
26-2810.
Officers

Thing detached from, 26-2619.
Thing which savors of, 26-2618.
Receipt, 26-2616.

Eeceiving stolen property, 26-2620.
Principal not taken, 26-2621.
Eobbery, kinds of larceny as distinguished from, 26-2601.
Search warrant for stolen goods, 27-301

Corporate, 26-2803.
Public, 26-2801.
Pension money, 26-2802.

Proceeds of sale, 26-2807, 26-2*11.
Public officers, agents, etc., 20-2*01.
Punishment, 26-2801 to 26-2904.

Robbery contradistinguished, 26-2601.
Sale

Conversion when intrusted

to 27-304.

Simple, 26-2601 to 26-2625.
State's money
Penalty for using, 26-2902.

Proceeds

of, 26-2807, 26-2811.

money

State's

Use

Withholding, 26-2901.

of,

by State

officers, 26-2902.

Withholding, 26-2901.

Bringing into State, 26-2622.
Buying or receiving property stolen
in another State, 26-2623.
Principal not taken, 26-2621.
Eeceiving, 26-2620.
Temporary building, stealing from,
26-2636.

Tent, stealing from, 26-2636.
Tools used in, 26-2701.
Trust, larceny after: See Larceny After
Trust.
Using State's money,
26-2902.

for,

26-2811.

Stolen property

penalty for,

Vessel, stealing from, 26-2624.
Voters, privilege from arrest, 2-801.
Water craft, stealing from, 26-2624.
Will, 26-2615.
Withholding State's money or property,
26-2901.

Wrecked

officers,

vessel, stealing from, 26-2624.

Writing, 26-2615.

LARCENY AFTER TRUST.
Administrator, 26-2805.
Agents, 26-2801, 26-2808, 26-2810.
Articles
Intrusted for selling, 26-2811.
To be applied to owner's use,
26-2809.
Assets of estate, 26-2805.
Bailee, 26-2806.
Proceeds of sale, 26-2807.
Clerks in store, etc., 26-2808.

Collecting agent, 26-2810.

Stockholders, 26-2803.
Treasurer
County, 26-2804.
State, using State's money,
26-2902.

Trustee, 26-2805.

Wagoner, 26-2806.
Warehouseman, 26-2806.
Wharfinger, 26-2806.

LARD.
Definition

and standard of

puritv,

42-111.

LATENT DEFECTS.
Goods

sold, 96-301. 96-303.

LATERAL SUPPORT.
Eight, 85-1202, 85-1203.

LAUNDRIES.
Taxation, 92-1201, 92-1202.

LAUNDRYMEN.
Liens:

See Liens.

LAW.
See

Department of Law:

Equity;

Statutes.

Demurrer

as

raising

issue

of,

Sl-303.

See Pleading.
Due process of law. 1-S05. 1-815, 2-103.
Equal protection of law. 1-815, 1-519,
2-102.

Ex

post faeto law, passage

1-134, 2-302.

of,

1-12S,
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LAW— Cont'd.

LEGISLATIVE POWER.

Foreign, authentication, 38-622, 3S-627.
Judicial notice, 3S-112.

Judicial and executive
rate from, 2-123.

Lobbying contracts,

Vested where,

2-205.

Local laws, 2-1807, 2-1816, 2-2503,

Mistake of—
Agent, by. 37-205.
Draftsman, by, 37-205.

Clerks, 101-303.

Other States or Nations, effect of, 1-401.
Practice of: See Attorneys at Law.
Rules of court, 24-106.
States of Union, authentication, 38-627.
Supreme law of State, 1-602, 1-603,

Duties, 101-302.
Salary, 101-302.
Purpose, 101-301.
Supplies, 101-303.

LEGISLATURE.
See General Assembly.

2-401, 2-S501.

Territories, authentication, 3S-627.

LEGITIMATE CHILDREN.

LIBRARIES.

See Parent and Child.

Certain counties: See editorial note

fol-

lowing 24-112.
State:
See State Library.

LESSEN DAMAGES.
Plaintiff's duty to, 105-2014.

LETTERS.

OF NATIONS.

Congress' power to define and punish

Contracts by correspondence, 20-114.

Levy and

sale of
mailing, 39-202.

offenses against, 1-125.

LAW

2-1201.

Establishment, 101-301.
Expenses, 101-303.
Librarian

Effect of instrument, 37-204.
Ignorance of law as, 37-209.

LAW

sepa-

LEGISLATIVE REFERENCE DEPARTMENT.

2-8504.

LAW

1-101,

powers

REPORTS.

Marque and

See Georgia Reports.

equitable

interest,

reprisal, 1-125, 1-134.

Original evidence, when, 38-302.

LEADING QUESTIONS.

Presumption from failure

See Witnesses.

to

answer,

38-120.

LEAF TOBACCO.
Warehouses: See Warehouses.

LETTERS DISMISSORY.
Guardians, 49-314, 49-315.

LEASES.
See Landlord and Tenant.

LETTER OF ATTORNEY.
Fraudulent or malicious destruction,

Definition, 85-806.

Fraudulent or malicious destruction,
26-7601.

Gaming

houses, 26-6402.
Oyster beds: See Fish and Fishing.
Street railroads
Franchises, etc., 94-1013.
Other roads, 94-1014 to 94-1017.

Property, 94-1006.
Ward's lands, by guardian, 49-212.

LEE'S BIRTHDAY.
Observance in public schools, 32-1503.
Public holiday, 14-1808.

27-7601.

LEVEES.
Construction of, 85-1310.

LEVY.
See Execution.
Failure

to, liability

of

officer, 24-202.

Particular writs:

See specific heads.
Taxes: See Taxation.

LEWD HOUSE.
Maintaining, 26-6102.
Nuisances: See Nuisances.

LEGACIES.

LEWDNESS.

See Wills.

Garnishment of legatees, 46-204, 46-205,
46-302.

Definition and punishment, 26-6101
Soliciting, etc., for purposes of, 26-6201.

LEGAL TENDER.
Constitutional provision, 1-134.

LEGERDEMAIN EXHIBITIONS.
Taxation, 92-620.

Lobbying:

See General Assembly.
Taxation, 92-508.

LEGISLATIVE BODIES.
105-709.

of

proceedings,

LOCI.

Comity of States, 102-110.
Contracts

Capacity to make, 20-209.

LEGISLATIVE AGENTS.

Privilege

LEX FORI AND LEX

Execution, 102-108.
Garnishee, nonresident, situs
due by, 8-502.

of

Interest, 57-106.

105-704,

Marriage, 53-214.
Wilds, 113-613, 113-702, 113-705.

debt

General [ndex,
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105-704.

Author, printer or publisher refusing
to give name of
Indictable as author, 20-2102.
Punished for contempt, 26-2102.

Banks, 13-9932.
Business, words tending to injure

words tending

Office,

L05 711.

Printer or publisher
in,

Competency

105-702.

20-2102.

amount

of recovery as determining liability, 24-3405.

comments

of,

privileged,

105-709.

Private duty, statements in performance of, privileged, 105-709.
Privileged communications, 105-704,
105-706, 105-709 to 105-711.

Courts, proceedings privileged, 105-704,
105-709, 105-711.
Crime, imputing to another, 105-702.

Damages

—

Amount, as affecting

Profession, words tending to injure
105-702.

Duty, statements in performance

liability for

of,

costs, 24-3405.

.

act,

words imputing

guilt of,

privileged, 105-704.

Men, comment on

acts

of,

privi-

leged, 105-704.

Publication of

libel,

105-701, 105-703,

105-705.

105-702.

Rebuttal of malice, 105-706.
Ridicule, publication exposing one

Definition, 26-2101.
Libel, 105-701, 105-703.

Newspaper

libel, 105-703.

to,

105-701, 105-703.

Slander, 105-702.
Disease, charging another with having,
105-702.

Sexual intercourse between white
male and person of color, charge

feof,

105-707.

Disparaging words, 105-702.
Duty, statements in performance

of,

privileged, 105-709.

Evidence, truth

Female
Defamation

in, 2-201,

Society, words tending to exclude from,
105-702.

damage, necessary
when, 105-702, 105-707.

Special
26-2103.

Title, slander or libel of,
of, 26-2104.

Privileged communication not

Prosecution only by grand jury
dictment, 26-2104.

in-

105-1411.
in,

TruthEvidence, 26-2103.
Justification, 105-70S.

leged, 105-704, 105-709.
to,

105-701, 105-703.

White

female aud person of color,
charge of sexual intercourse between,
105-707.

Witness, printer or publisher, 26-2102.

Inference of malice, 105-706.
Interest, statements in protection

LIBERTY.
of,

Conscience, 1-801, 2-112, 2-113.

privileged, 105-709.

Judicial bodies, proceedings privileged,
Justification, truth as, 105-708.

proceedings privi-

Magazines, by, 105-703, 105-704.
105-710, 105-711, 105-1411.

buttal of malice, 105-706.

50-101.

Jeopardy, former, 1-S05, 2-10S.
Press, guarantee of, 1-801, 2-115.
Speech, guarantee of, 1-S01, 2-115,

Malice, 105-701, 105-703, 105-706,

Newspapers, by, 105-703, 105-704.

process of law in deprivation of,

False imprisonment, 105-901 to 105-903.
Habeas corpus to inquire into restraint
of,

leged, 105-704, 105-709.

Mitigation of damages by proof in

Due

1-805, 1-815, 1-819, 2-103.

105-704, 105-709, 105-711.

bodies,

show,

105-702.

in-

General Assembly, proceedings priviHatred, publication exposing one

to

Trade, words tending to injure

cluded, 26-2104.

Legislative

in,

Public-

Mitigation, by proof in rebuttal of
malice, 105-706.

Debasing

to testify

Punished for contempt,

to,

105-701, 105-703.

Counsel,

a* witness, 20-2102.

;j/,d vive name
of author, indictable as author, 26-2102.

Contagious disorder, words imputing,

Costs,

in,

Police officers, Information from, privileged, 105-704.

Refusing

Contempt, publication exposing one

injure

105 702.
Periodicals, by, 105 703, 105 704.
Pleading!, allegata
gad,

105-702.

.

Cont'd.

to

re-

•2-1803.

LIBRARIAN OF STATE.
See State Librarian.
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See Public Libraries; State Library
Commission.

Aliens, 79-304.

Animals

Law.

in certain counties, see editorial
note following; 24-112.
Professional men, statutory homestead,
51-1301.
Taxation, exemption, 2-5002, 92-201.

LICENSES AND LICENSE TAXES.
See Specific, Business, and Occupation Taxes.

Establishment in favor of owners,
67-1701, 67-2202.
Priorities, 67-2202.

Assignments
Creditors, for, 28-306.

Writing, 67-1705.
Attorneys at law

Claim cases, 9-612.
Establishment, 9-613, 67-1701.

Aircraft, operation of, 11-102.

Attorneys at law:

See Attorneys at

Law.
Building and loan associations, 16-209,
16-213. 16-214.

Dairy products, manufacturers

Easement running with land, 85-1404.
Explosives, owning or possessing,
8S-S02.

See Fish and Fishing.
Hunting: See Game.
Insurance agents, 56-503 to 56-505,
Fishing:

56-413.

See Marriage.

Motor vehicles: See Motor Vehicles;
Motor Vehicle Common Carriers; Motor Vehicle Contract and Private
Carriers.

Parol, revocation, 85-1404.
Phosphate-mining, 43-401 to 43-404.

See Pilots and Pilotage; Pilotage Commissioners.

Aircraft, 11-103, 11-104.

Posting license in place of business,
92-302, 92-3906.

See

Attorneys

at

Law.
Professions, businesses, and trades: See
specific heads.
Revocation, 85-1404.
dealers in: See Securities.
Small loan business: See Small Loan
Business.
Teachers, 32-1011, 32-1015, 32-1018,
Securities,

32-1019.

Weapons, carrying, 26-5103

to 26-5106.

LICENTIOUSNESS.
Doctrines tending toward, as not religious, 108-205.

Religious opinion as no excuse for,

as

security,

Boars
Establishment in favor of owners,

Establishment, 67-1701.

Liability to licensees of owner or occupier of land, 105-402.

law:

Assets, 13-2034.
Collateral deposited
13-2033.

Boardinghouse keepers, 52-105, 52-106.

Insurance companies, 56-219, 56-401 to

of

—

67-1701, 67-2202.

56-521.

Practice

Bailees, 12-701, 12-710, 67-1701.

Priorities, 67-2202.

56-508 to 56-513, 56-516, 56-517,

Pilots:

Satisfaction and foreclosure, 9-614.
Baggage, on, 18-401, 18-403, 52-105.

Banks
of,

42-513 to 42-516.

Marriage:

Priorities, 9-613.

Priorities,

52-105.

Boats
Establishment, 67-1701, 67-2201.
Priorities, 67-2201.

BullsEstablishment in favor of owners,
67-1701, 67-2202.
Priorities, 67-2202.

Cancellation, petition served by publication, 81-205.
Carriers: See Carriers.
Charters, under, continued, 22-725.

Contractors
Creation, 67-2002.
Establishment, 67-1701, 67-2001,
67-2003.

Corporation bylaws creating, 22-726.
Costs, State has, 85-1109.
Cotton
Failure to give notice of, 5-9905.
False affidavit as to, 5-9906.
Investigation, 5-316.

County taxes, establishment, 67-1701.
County treasurer's bond, 23-1010,
23-1011.

Crops

—

Mortgages

on, priorities, 67-1102 to

67-1104.

Paid on

rent,

discharge of other

liens, 61-115.

Priorities,

61-202,

61-203,

67-1801,

67-1802.

Decedents, executed by, rank, 113-1508.
Deception as to existence of, 67-9909.

2-113.

LIENS.

—

Acceptors
Establishment, 12-701, 67-1701.
Satisfaction, 12-706.
Administrator 's sale divesting,
113-1709.

Depositaries

Establishment, 12-702, 67-1701.
Hire, for, 12-703, 12-705.
Direction, 8-116.

Divested by receiver's

sale, 55-312.
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Dower

insolvent traders, prefe
Insured property, B
[sternal reTenne t-<>-/<-H

Bar, 31-109.

-

67-1908.

Certificate of dieel
Peei for filing, ete., Wl

Filing of DOtiee, 07 2001.
Index, 67-2602.

Establishment, 67-1901.
Foreclosure, 67-1903.

Notice, 67-2001, 67-200

Priorities, 67-1903.

Sale of goods to satisfy, 67-1904 to
'67-1908.

Eating-house keepers, 52-105, 52-106.
Election by creditors, 28-106.

Jacks
Establishment

in

J.

favor of owners,

67- J 701, 07 2?02.

Priorities, 67-2202.

Jewelers

Employees

Declaration, 67-2102.

Establishment, 67-1701.
61-202,
to 67-1803.

Priorities,

67-1801

61-204,

Wages, 94-801, 94-802, 94-805.
Enforcement of
Service of proceedings by publication,

81-205.

Time, 67-107.

Where

part of property alienated
39-118.
debtor,
by
Equity, distribution of assets in, 37-401,
37-402.

Establishment

of,

service of proceed81-205.

by publication,

Factors, 12-701, 12-705, 12-706, 67-1701.

Foreclosure

—

07-2103

67-210],

of affidavit, 81-1203.

Damages, 67-2301.
Execution, 67-2301, 67-2401.

Judgment, 67-2301, 67-2402.
Landlords, see Landlords, post.
Livery-stable keepers, 12-709.

Pawnees, 12-709.
Personal property, 12-706 to 12-709,

Establishment, 67-2101.
Notice 67-2102.
Sale to enforce, 67-2101, 67-2103 to
67-2105.

Judgments: See Judgments.
Attachment: See Attachment.
Creditors, establishment, 07-1701.
67-1702.

Priority

Purchase money, 67-1702.
Laborers
Attach when, 67-1803.
Establishment, 67-1701, 67-1801,
67-1802, 67-2201, 67-2205.
Priorities,

12-707,

61-202,

61-204,

Landlords
Assignment, 61-202, 61-206, 61-207,
67-1706, 67-1707, 67-2302.

Attach when, 61-203, 61 204.
Distress warrant to enforce, 61-204,
61-205.

Establishment, 61-202, 67-1701.
False information, 61-202, 61-9901.
Foreclosure, 61-202, 61-204, 61-205,

67-2401, 67-2402.

Pleading, 67-2301.

61-207, 67-2302.

Eeal property, 67-2301.
Eeplevy of property, 67-2401,

Priorities, 12-707, 61-702 to 61-704,

67-1114, 67-1801, 67-1S02, 67-2002,

113-1012.

67-2402.

Service by publication, 81-205.

Provisions furnished, 61-201.

Transferee of evidence of debt, by,

PentAssignment and foreclosure by

67-2302.
Trial, 67-2301, 67-2401.

Uniform Procedure Act,

to

67-1801 to 67-1803, 67-2002,
67-2206.

Affidavits, 12-708, 67-2401.

Amendment

Enforcement,
67-2105

Uailroads
Establishment, 67-1701.
Personal injuries, 66-407.

assignee, 61-207.

Attach, when, 61-203, 61-204,

effect,

81-102.

61-403.

Verdict, 67-2301.

Distress warrant, enforcement

Guardianship estate, 49-226.
Innkeepers
Establishment, 52-105, 67-1707.

by, 61-204. 01-205.

—

tress

Priorities,

Satisfaction and foreclosure,

61-203,

61-204,

61-403.

52-106.

Insolvent costs, officers of courts,

See Dis-

Warrant.

General, 61-203.

Priorities, 52-105.

27-2910.

105,

—

Priority, 31-109.

Dyers
Enforcement, 67-1902, 67-1904 to

ings

to

3225
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Special, 61-203.

of crops under
meanor, 61-9903.

Sale

lien,

misde-
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LIENS—Cont 'd.
Landlords

—

Cont

Mechanics

Supplies furnished

Assignment and enforcement
by assignee, 61-208.
Enforcement, 61-202.
False

information

lienor, 61-202,

Foreclosure

—

Cont 'd.
Establishment, 67-1701, 67-2001,

'd.

to
61-9001.

before

67-2003.

Limitation

new

ing, 61-202.

Operation of law, arising by,

on

claim,

Notice, 67-2002, 67-2003.
Personal property, 67-2003.

debt due,

when, 61-202.
New lien, information on giv-

action

of

67-2002.

Priorities, 67-2002.

Real property, 67-2001.
Eecord of claim, 67-2002.
Waiver, 67-2001.
Mortgages, 67-103.

61-202.

Confirmed, 67-1702.
Crops, priorities, 67-1102 to

Priorities, 61-202.

Special contract for, 61-201, 61-202.

Unlawful sale of crops under
misdemeanor, 61-9903.

lien,

Laundrymen

67-1104.

Establishment, 67-1701.
Notice affecting priority, 12-701, 12-707,
22-726, 67-2002, 67-2003, 67-2201,

Enforcement, 67-1902,

67-1904

to

67-2202, 67-2206.

Establishment, 67-1901.

Omissions, amendment, 8-610.
Parcels, property sold in, enforced

Foreclosure, 67-1903.
Priorities, 67-1903.

how, 39-118.
Part of property

67-1908.

Sale of goods to satisfy, 67-1904 to
67-1908.

Lienor's own property, 85-711.
Live stock
Against railroad for killing*,
67-1701.

enforced how,

Pawnees, 12-701, 12-704, 12-709, 67-1701.
Planing mills, establishment in favor
of, 67-1701, 67-2204.

Possession
Clothing,

retained to enforce

etc.,

lien, 67-1902.

Establishment, 67-1701, 67-2202.
Priorities,

sold,

39-118.

Effect of delivery of, 67-2301.

67-2202.

Livery-stable keepers, 12-707 to 12-709.

Enforcement, 12-708.
Establishment, 12-402, 12-707,

Preferences to creditors, 28-301.
Priorities

Animals, owners of, 67-2202.
Attorneys at law, 9-613.

67-1701.
Priorities, 12-707.

Bailees, 12-701.

Satisfaction and foreclosure,

Boars, owners

67-2202.

of,

Lodging-house keepers, 52-105, 52-106.

Boardinghouse keepers, 52-105.
Bulls, owners of, 67-2202.

Logs, hauling, 67-2203.

Carriers, 18-403, 67-2202.

12-709.

Lumber, hauling, 67-2203.
Machinery manufacturers,

.

Date determining, 67-1704.
establish-

ment, 67-1701, 67-2001, 67-2003.
Machinists
Creation, 67-2002.
Declaring, 67-2002.
Establishment, 67-1701, 67-2001,
67-2003.

Manufacturers
Creation, 67-2002.

Dyers, 67-1903.

Innkeepers,

52-105.

owners of, 67-2202.
Judgments, 67-1702.

Jacks,

Laborers, 12-707, 61-202, 61-204,
67-1801 to 67-1803, 67-2002,
67-2206.

Landlords, 12-707, 61-202 to 61-204,

Declaring, 67-2002.

61-403, 61-702 to 61-704, 67-1114,

Establishment, 67-1701, 67-2001,

67-1801,

67-2003.

Materialmen

67-1802,

67-2002,

113-1012.

Laundrymen,

67-1903.

Creation, 67-2002.

Livery-stable keepers, 12-707.

Declaring, 67-2002.

Mechanics liens, 67-2002.
Mortgages, 67-109, 67-111.

Establishment, 67-1701, 67-2001,
67-2003.

Mechanics
Amount, 67-2001.
Creation, 67-2002.

'

Crops, 67-1102 to 67-1104.

Notice affecting, 12-701, 12-707,
22-726, 67-2002, 67-2003, 67-2201,

67-2202, 67-2206.

Declaring, 67-2002.

Rent, 61-403, 113-1012.

Enforcement, 67-2003.

Stallions,

owners

of, 67-2202.

(
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— Corit

State

'd.

t ;j.

X f; 8

Attach when, 02

Steamboats, etc., 67-2201.
Taxes, 9-613, 12-701, 12-707, 61-202

."70S.

Establishment, 07-1701.

61-204, 67-1801, 67-1802,
67-2001 to 67-2003, 67-2202,

Priorities, 01-202

to

07-1801,

to

67-1802,

6] 204,

92

5

67-2206, 92-5708.
Time of record, 39-701 to 39-703,
39-706, 67-1305, 67-2501, 67-2502.
Proceeds of judicial sale, 67-2301.

Steamboats, etc.
Establishment against, 07-1701,

Property of

Tax
Tax

Purchase, 85-711.

Purchase money judgment, 67-1702.
Kailroad

Establishment, 07-1701.
Executions, 92-5707, 92 57M to

Employees

92-5711, 92-7405, 92-7002.

Personal injuries, 66-407.

Wages,

Internal

94-801, 94-802, 94-805.

Priorities,

Injuries to live stock, 94-803,

Supplies furnished, 94-803 to

Beceiver's sale, divested by, 55-312.

—

Kecord
Boundaries of county changed,

re-

Effective from time of, 39-701 to
39-703, 39-706, 67-2202,

67-2501,

67-2502.

Pees, 24-2727, 29-403.

Livery stable keepers, 12-708.
county formed, rerecording,

New

29-403, 29-404.

Place, 29-404.

Superior court clerk

Attestation by, 24-2715.
to

keep books

for,

24-2714.

docket,

24-2714.

92-8301.

-

of,

85-1004.

Transfer
Evidences of debt secured by

lien,

67-1706.

Notes, lien carried, 67-1707.
Trustees
Creation by, 108-427.
Estates of, for trust funds, 108-431.
United States internal revenue taxes,
see Internal revenue taxes, ante.
Unlawful disposition of property under,
67-9902 to 67-9905.
Validity as between parties, 67-2503.
Vendor, purchase money, 67-1702,
67-1703.

Vessels
Establishment, 67-1701, 67-2201.

Ward's
LITE.

estate, 49-226.

Continuance for seven years, presump-

of property under lien, 67-9902

tion,

Due

to 67-9905.

defaulters,

judgment

against,

95-425.
officers,

rule

absolute,

24-214, 24-215.

Sale of property under, 61-9903,
67-9901.

38-118.

process of law in deprivation of,

1-805,

1-815, 1-819, 2-103.

Jeopardy, former, 1-S05. 2-108.
Presumption of continuance for seven
years, 38-118.

LIFE BOATS

AND

LIFELINES.

Hotelkeepers at beaches, duty, 26-7302,

Separate parcels, 39-118.
Sawmills
Against, 67-2206.
Establishment in favor of, 67-1701,
67-2204.

Stallions

26-7304, 26-7306, 26-7307.

LIFE ESTATES.
Corporate stock, right to, 85-605.
Creation, $5-602.
Crops, rights to, S5-606.
Curtesy, tenancy by, S5-608.

Establishment in favor of owners,
67-1701, 67-2202.
Priorities,

12-707,

Waiver, 12-702, 18-402, 67-2301.

Minute of time filed, 24-2715.
Redemption from tax sale by holders,

against

12-701,

Priorities, 67-2201.

Indexes, 24-2715.

Rules

Interna]

Toll cotton, subjection to, 110-510.

recording, 29-403, 29-404.

Eoad

9-613,

Tenant in common, on share

94-805.

Removal

see

61-202 to 61-204, 67-1801, 67-U
67-2001 to 67-2003, 67-2202,
67-2206, 92-5708.

94-804.

Filing

revenue,

revenue taxes, ante.

Establishment against, 67-1701.

Duty

67-2201.

collector 'i bond, 23-1010, 23-1011.
receiver's bond, 23-1010, 23-1011.
Taxes, 92-102, 92-5701.

85-711.

lienor,

07-2201.
Priorities,

67-2202.

State property, on, 91-504, 91-505.

DeathEstates terminating at, S5-603.
Life tenant, lessee's rights, S5-607.
Deed, creation by, S5-602.

General Index.
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LIFE ESTATES— Cont'd.
Definition,

LIFE

85-601.

Power, in lieu of, 31-107.
Emblements, right to, So-606*.
Forfeiture of interest by life tenant,
$5-609, S5-1708.

85-604,

Increase, right to, 85-605.
Joint-stock company stock,

to,

bond of purchaser,

Lease of, S5-607.
Length, 85-601.
Xe exeat, preventing removal of personalty, S5-170S.

Operation of law, creation by, 85-602.
Ordinary care by tenant, 85-604.
Personalty, removal by life tenant,

Deposits, 2-2301, 2-2302, 56-316.
License, Constitutional provision,

Injunction against, 56-922.
Insolvency
Proceedings, 56-915.

Taking control on, 56-921.
License, 56-518.
Assessment companies, to do general business, 56-917 to 56-920.

Liquidation of business, 56-923.
Mutual: See Mutual Insurance

which

Property in

may

be

created,

85-602.

Eemaindermen, forfeitures

to,

85-604,

85-609, 85-1708.
of personalty

by

life tenant,

85-1708.

Eights and

liabilities

of life

tenant,

85-604.

SaleBond

of purchaser, 85-1709.
Interest of purchaser, 85-609.

Taxation, 92-110.
Tenant, rights and liabilities, 85-604.
Termination, lessee's rights, 85-607.

Widowhood,

estate during, 85-603,

85-712.

Will, creation by, 85-602.

Com-

panies.
Officers

Commissions on

85-1708.'

Eemoval

Foreign
Agents, taxation, 92-2501, 92-2503.

2-2302.

right

85-605.

Judicial sale,
85-1709.

COMPANIES—

INSURANCE

Cont 'd.

sale

of stock,

56-522.

Examination, 56-921.
Powers, 56-906.
Eelicense of assessment companies to
do general business, 56-917 to 56-920.
Eeserve, 56-919, 56-920.
Eules of Commissioner, 56-518.
State law, violation, 56-921.
Taxation, 92-2509 to 92-2511.
Transfer of property, approval, 56-921.
Workmen's compensation, payment of:
See Workmen 's Compensation.

LIFE INSURANCE CONTRACTS.
See also Insurance Companies; industrial Life, Accident, and Health
Insurance; Life Insurance Companies.

LIFE IMPRISONMENT.

Application

Jury fixing sentence in felonies not

Attaching copy to policy, 56-904.

punishable by, 27-2502.
Limitation of prosecutions where pun-

Assent to designation of beneficiary,

ishment

is,

27-601.

56-903.

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANIES.
See also Insurance Companies; Life
Insurance Contracts.

Accident insurance companies, power
to issue life insurance, 56-1006.

Accounts, inspection, 56-921.

Agents

Assignment of proceeds,
Beneficiaries,

who may

56-903.

be, 56-903.

Calculation of net value of policies,
56-912 to 56-914.
Children, proceeds payable to, 56-903.

Covenants in applications, 56-908.
Deaths not covered by, 56-909.
Definition, 56-901.

License,

Confederate

soldiers,

84-2006.

Tax

Warranties, 56-908.

on, 92-2501, 92-2503.

Approval of transfer of property,
56-921.

Assessment companies: See Assessment
Life Insurance Companies.
Books, inspection, 56-921.
Bylaws, attaching copy to policy,
56-904.
Capital, deficiency, 56-921.
Charter, violation, 56-921.
Commissions on sale of stock, 56-522.
Control by Commissioner, 56-921.
Deposits, 2-2303, 56-316, 56-317.

Directors, 56-907.

Fire insurance, law of, applicable,
56-911.

Fraud of insured or beneficiary, 56-908.
Income taxes
Deduction of premiums from gross
income, 92-3110.

Payments on

policies as taxable
income, 92-3107.
Industrial insurance: See Industrial
Life, Accident, and Health Insurance.

Interest, insurable, 56-901.

Justice,

death

by

hands

of,

effect,

56-909.

Misrepresentations by insured or beneficiary, 56-908.

General Index.
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LIMITATION OF ACTIONS
Bankruptcy,

Net value of

policies, valuation, 56-912

new

of

effect

after discharge

in,

Cont'd.

promise

3-902.

Personal representatives, proceeds pay-

Bonds, 8-703, 8-700,
Cestui que trust, bar

able to, 56-903.
Policy
Application attached

Contracts, 8-705, 8 700, 8 711.
Conversion of personalty, 3-K
Criminal prosecutions: .See Liinita*

to 56-914.

—

Payable

whom,

to

to,

56-904,

56-903.

Reinsurance, 56-921.
Representations by insured or beneficiary, 56-908.

action for death of employee,

Set-off,

of Criminal Prosecution*.
Decedents' estates, unrepresented,
3-803,

3-804.

Decrees, motions to set aside, 3-702.
Disabilities affecting running of limitations, 3-801 to 3-809, 3-1005.

66-404.

Discontinuance of action affecting,

Suicide, effect, 5O-909.

Time, computation, 56-910.

3-808.

Dismissal of action affecting, 3 ••
Dormant judgments, proceedings

"Warranties in applications, 56-908.

Who may

write,

56-902.

Widow, proceeds payable

to,

56-903.

LIFE PRESERVERS.
Hotelkeepers at beaches, duty, 26-7302,
26-7304, 26-7306, 26-7307.

LIFE SAVERS.
Employment

hotelkeepers
by
beaches, 26-7303, 26-7306.

at

LIGHTS.

-.

to

revive, 110-1002, 110-1003.

Equity, limitations in, 3-712 to 3-715.
Executions, 3-718.
Executors, actions against, 3-30.3, 3-709.
Fines, informers' actions, 3-710.
Foreign judgments, 3-701.
Forfeitures, informers' actions, 3-716.
Fraud, effect, 3-807.
Guardians, actions against, 3-709.
Idiocy, effect, 3-801, 3-802.

Implied assumpsit or undertaking,

Ancient, 85-1202.

Easements, 85-1201, 85-1203.

Motor

3-710.

of,

3-706.

Implied contracts, 3-711.
Incorporation, rights under

vehicles, 68-302, 68-9908.

LIGHTING.

acts

of,

3-704.

Food, places of

sale,

manufacture,

etc.,

42-117, 42-9906.

LIGHTING SYSTEMS.

Infancy, effect, 3-801, 3-802.
Informers' actions, 3-716.
Insanity, effect, 3-801, 3-802.

Taxation of manufacturers and dealers,
92-904.

LIGHTNING RODS.

Instruments under

Judgment

License

3-703.

seal,

Joint action, part barred, 3-806.
Joint contractor, effect of new promise
by, 3-905.

—

Dormant,

Erection, 84-1801.
Sale without, 84-9923.

proceedings

to

revive,

110-1002, 110-1003.

Foreign, 3-701.

SaleBlind persons, 84-2011.
Confederate and other soldiers,
84-2011.

Contract, 84-1802.
License, without, 84-1801.
Violation of law, 84-9C28.

Taxation of dealers, 92-2007.

Motion
Justice of
24-703.

to set aside, 3-702, 110-703.

the

peace,

Bushel, weight, 112-101.

LIMITATION OF ACTIONS.
Absence from State,

effect, 3-805.

Accounts, actions on, 3-706, 3-707.
Administrators, 3-305, 3-709, 113-1510,

Municipal claims,

3-71S.

Mutual accounts,

3-707.

New

promise affecting running of limi-

New

to

3-906,

113-1521.

trial in equity, 3-715.

Nonsuit,

3-SOS.

effect,

Open accounts,

3-706.

Operation of law, rights accruing by,
3-704.

Partner,

effect

of

new promise

by,

3-905.

113-1521.

Payments,

Infant heirs
Resignation,

against,

Laches, 3-712, 3-713, 37-119.

tations, 3-901

LIME.

suits

opening,

113-2306.

Suits by, after discharge,
113-2302.

effect

of,

3-707,

3-903.

Penalties, informers' actions, 3-716.
Periods of limitation, 3-305, 3-701 to
3-718.

Personal injuries, 3-1004.

General Index.
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LIMITATION OF ACTIONS— Cont'd.

Injuries

Scire

Attorney in fact,

facias

to,

Banking business,

3-1001.

ment, 110-1002, 110-1003.
Set-offs,

3-70S,

75-404,

75-401.

Business transacted how, 75-403, 75-414.
Capital stock, 75-402, 75-404, 75-407,
75-411.

3-S09.

Simple contracts in writing, 3-705.
Specialties,

certificate,

Bankruptcy, 75-422.

dormant judg-

revive

to

special partner

75-405.

of, 3-714, 3-715.

bills

for,

75-414.

as,

3-1003.

of,

Realty, injuries

Review,

3-1003.

of,

to, 3-100:2.

Recovery

LIMITED PARTNERSHIP— Cont'd.
Attorney at law

Personalty
Conversion

Certificate

Acknowledgment, 75-405, 75-408.
Affidavit accompanying, 75-407,

3-703.

State, operation against, 3-717.

Statutory rights, 3-704.

75-408.

Tax

Contents, 75-404.

executions, 92-7701, 92-7702.
Torts. 3-1001 to 3-1005.
Trespass, 3-1001.

Filing, 75-406, 75-408.

Signing,

75-404.

Trusts, 3-713.

Commercial business, 75-401.

Trustees, actions against, 3-709, 3-710.

Common stock, 75-402, 75-404,
"Company," use in firm name,

Unrepresented estates, 3-803.

75-407.
75-412.

Creditors of, 3-804.
Usurious interest, forfeiture of, 57-114.

Confession of judgment, preferences to

LIMITATION OF CRIMINAL PROSE-

Continuance of, 75-411.
Counselor at law for, special partner

CUTIONS.

creditors, 75-419 to 75-421.

as, 75-414.

Absconding, as suspending statute,

Debts, liability, 75-402, 75-408, 75-415,

27-601.

Concealment,

as

suspending

statute,

75-423.

Dissolution

27-601.

Death

is punishment, where, 27-601.
Deceitful sales of fruit or nut trees,

Alteration of names,
Notice, 75-423.

etc., 75-413.

Duration, certificate, 75-404, 75-411.

84-9932.

Exceptions, 27-601.

Evidence

Felonies, 27-601.
Homicide, 27-601.

Certified
-

copy of

certificate,

etc.,

75-407.

Indictment
Xol pros'd., renewal, 27-601.
Quashed, renewal, 27-601.
punishment,
imprisonment
is
Life
where, 27-601.
Misdemeanors, 27-601.
Murder, 27-601.
Nurserymen, against, 84-9931.

Filing certificate and power of attorney, 75-406, 75-408.

Unknown

Formation, 75-401.

offense,

27-601.

Absence of general partner,

effect

as

to control of special partner, 75-414.
certificate, 75-405,

by

special

False statement in certificate, 75-408.

75-418, 75-9901.

Fraudulent assignments, 75-419 to
75-421.

General partners, 75-402, 75-408, 75-409,
Illness of general partner, effect as to

Continuance, 75-411.
Renewal, 75-411.

control of special partner, 75-414.

Informal partnerships, 75-408.

Actions,

75-424.

Affidavit

accompanying

certificate,

75-407, 75-408.

Continuance, 75-411.
Publication of terms of partner-

Renewal, 75-411.
Agent, special partner
business,

Alteration of names,

Insolvency, 75-419 to 75-422.
Insurance business, 75-401.
Interest, capital stock, 75-415, 75-416.

Judgment, confession, preferences to
creditors, 75-419 to 75-421.

ship, 75-410.

Liability
as, 75-414.

75-401.
etc.,

as

General

partners,

75-402 ;

75-408,

75-402,

75-408,

75-417, 75-418.
dissolu-

tion, 75-413.

Assignments, fraudulent, 75-419 to
75-421.

affairs

partner, 75-414.

75-411 to 75-418.

75-408.

Agricultural

ship, 75-410.

Examination into

Fraud of partners,

LIMITED PARTNERSHIP.

Acknowledgment of

Publication of terms of partner-

Bpecial

partners,

75-409, 75-411 to 75-415, 75-421,
75-422.

Manufacturing business, 75

401.

General Index.
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Cont'd.

Mechanical business, 75-401.
Mercantile business, 75-401.

Mining business, 75-401.
Name, 75-404, 75-412, 75-413,

75-424.

action, 8-607.

Defense
'.',n, '.',<'/)].
Attachment, 3 6
Foreign action, 3-602 to 8 604
Informeri suits, 3 .-,.
;

fJ

General aotiee to *'jH the world,
Parties, making: See Parti
Time effective, 37-117.

75-411.

Terms of partnership,

75-409,

75-410.

.'j7-117.

LISTS.
Voters: See Election!.

Parties to suits, 75-424.

Placard showing membership, 75-414.
Power of attorney
Filing, 75-406.

LITERARY ASSOCIATIONS.
Taxation, exemptions, 2-5002, 82 201.

LITHOGRAPHS.

Recording, 75-404, 75-406, 75-408.
Preferences to creditors, 75-419 to

Obscene, 26-6301.

LITHOGRAPHIC PRINTS.

75-421.

Privileges of special partner, 75-414.
Profits, 75-415, 75-416.

Continuance, 75-411.
Notice of dissolution, 75-423.

Renewal,

Taxation of agents

92 502.

for,

LIVE STOCK.

Publication

75-411.

Terms of partnership,

75-409,

75-410.

Abandoned and

diseased, how
with, 62-211.
Auctioneers, taxation, 92-1001.
Carriage: See Carriers.

dealt

CattleBrands,

Record

Marks

see

and

brands,

post.

Certificate

and power of attorney,

75-404, 75-406, 75-408.

Continuance, 75-411.
Notice of dissolution, 75-423.
Renewal, 75-411.
Renewal, 75-411.
fraudulent, 75-419 to 75-421.

Sign showing membership, 75-414.
Special partners, 75-402, 75-408, 75-409,
75-411 to 75-415, 75-421 to 75-423.
Suits, 75-424.

Diseased cattle
Driving, 62-9907, 62-9908.
Importation, 62-9910.

Quarantine
tion

of,

certificate,

75-404.

Withdrawal of capital

stock, 75-415.

to 94-604.

Inspectors,
62-1015.

62-1012,

Landlord's

for

furnishing,

61-201.

Change after recording.

See Concentrated Commercial Feeding Stuffs.

OIL.
73-104, 73-105,

73-9901.

62-102, 62-9901.

Pasturage, tenant's rights. 61-109.
Quarantine, see Quarantine, post.
Stealing, 26-2607 to 26-2609.
Tick eradication
Dipping, 62-1016.

Fines

for
62-9912.

LINT COTTON.
statutory,

62-107.

Increase, marking, 62-103,
62-9901.

62-106.

LINSEED MEAL.

Homestead,

lien

62-1013,

Record, 62-101, 62-104. 62-105.
Supervision of marking,

Boundaries, control, 85-1601.

etc.,

viola-

Guards at railroad crossings, 94-601

Number,

LINES.

LINSEED

regulation,
62-9906.

Marks and brands

Time of commencement,

Purity,

LIS PENDENS.
Abatement of

Tort, 105-1*

Dissolution, 75-423.
Renewal, 75-411.

Sales,

•

I

Partners, in certificate, 75-404.

Notice
Continuance,

3231

51-1301.

LIQUIDATED DEMANDS.
Decedents ' estates, against, rank,
113-1508.

LIQUIDATION.

violation

law,

of

Inspection of live stock.

•

62-100S, 62-1010, 62-1013,
62-1015.

Misdemeanor, violation of law,
62-9913, 62-9914. 62-9917.

Movement

of

infested

cattle,

62-1014, 62-9912.

Banks: See Banks and Banking.

LIQUORS.
See Intoxicating Liquors.

Patrols

along

State

borders,

62-1019.

Pine straw, use

of, 62-1020.

General Index.
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LIVE STOCK— Cont'd.

LIVE STOCK— Cont'd.
Cattle

— Cont'd.

—

—

Tick eradication Cont 'd.
Quarantine, 62-1016, 62-1019,
02-9013.

Reinfestation of tick-free area,

Estrays Cont 'd.
Glandered animals, destruction,
62-211.

Marks, description, 62-202.
Natural markings, description,
62-202.

62-1018, 02-1020.

Rules of Department of Agri-

Neglect

Slaughter of infested animals,

Ordinary's fees, 24-1716.
Penalties,

42-401.

State Veterinarian, duties,
etc., 62-902,

62-1012.

62-1009.

Transportation of hides,
02-1020.

fee

for

keeping,

24-820,

24-S21.

Dealers, taxation, 92-1905.
Transients, taxation, 92-2103.

Diseased
Carriers receiving, 18-303.
Destruction, 62-211.

Quarantine, see Quarantine, post.

62-210,

62-209,

62-302.

Reclaiming, 62-208.
Records, 62-203, 62-302.
Sale, 62-204 to 62-206, 62-301,
62-302.

Stature, description, 62-202.
Taking up, 62-201, 62-9902.

Fences
Application of law, 62-403.
Barbed-wire fences, 62-403.
Boundary lines deemed, when,
62-405,

62-501.

Commissioner

Disinfection, 62-1007.

Dogs

62-9901.

Proceeds of sales, 62-206, 62-303.
Proving ownership, 62-204, 62-208,

Suppression of disease, 62-902,

Constable's

of, 62-210.

Notice, sale, 62-205, 62-301.

culture, 62-1017.

of

Agriculture,

duties, 5-107.

Injury by, 105-111.
Killing or maiming, 105-111.
Drains, injuring, 23-2539.
Driving into State to graze, 62-9909.
Estrays

Abandoned animals,

destruction,

62-211.

Abuse

of, 62-210.

Advertisement, 62-203, 62-205,
62-301.

County

lines, 62-405.

Damage
Animals breaking, 62-801 to
62-803.

Driving stock, 62-514.
Description, 62-401.
District lines, 62-405.
Disturbing, 62-513, 62-9904.
Ditches, 62-402.

Elections

Affidavit

Ownership, 62-208, 62-209.

Taker up,

62-202, 62-203,

62-301, 62-302.

Age, description, 62-202.
Appraisement, 62-202, 62-203,

Calling, 62-501, 62-502, 62-506.
Militia districts, 62-502, 62-505
to 62-507, 62-509 to 62-513.

Mountain

Petition for, 62-501 to

markings, description,

62-202.

Bond, reclaiming ownership,
62-208.

Brands, description, 62-202.
Claims of ownership, 62-208,
62-209, 62-302.

Color, description, 62-202.

Compensation of taker-up, 62-207,
62-303.

62-510,

Notice of

62-209, 62-301, 62-302.
Artificial

districts,

62-511.

62-504.

Result, 62-501 to 62-504.
Ordering, 62-501, 62-502,
62-506.

Petition for, 62-501, 62-502.
Result
Declaring, 62-508.
Notice, 62-501 to 62-504.
Returns, 62-501, 62-502.
Voters, qualifications, 62-501,
62-502, 62-517.

.

Costs, sale, 62-302.

"Watercourse dividing county,

County revenues, source, 92-3901.
Description, 62-202, 62-203, 62-301,
62-302.

Diseased animals,

62-519.

Erection, 62-406, 62-509,
destruction,

62-211.

Disposal of, 62-202.
Gelding stone-horses, 62-212.

General estrays laws, application,
62-303.

62-518,

Gates
62-512, 62-515.

Leaving open, 62-9903, 62-9904.
Height, 62-401 to 62-403.
Inclosure by ditch or trench,
62-402.

Injuring, 62-513, 62-9904.

CiEXKVAJ.
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Cont'd.
Killing stock

'.).'

]

Silling, 20-7901, 62 801, 02 B02.

through,

breaking

62-801, 62-802.

Lawful

'JO

LIVE STOCK— Cont'd.

LIVE STOCK— Cont'd.
Fences
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lien

t'jr

301,

:

61-202.

62-401

fences,

Landlord's

62-4015.

to

Militia districts, 62-502, 62-505 to
62-507, 62-509 to

62-51.'}.

Liens of owners: .See Liens.
Livery-stable keeper's lien, 12 707,
12-708,

Pasturage furnished tenant, 62-516.
[Registered road, encroaching on,
95-9901, 95-9902.

67-1701.

Maiming maliciously, 20 7901.
Marks and brands, 02-101 to

62-107,

02 0001.

Ecmoval

in drainage construction
work, 23-2534.
Stock-law fences legal, 62-512.

Alteration, 20 2613.
Mortgage on crops for
67-1102 to 87-1104.

Trenches, 62-402.
Trespass
Animals breaking, 62-801,

No-fence election; Bee Pe
Pasteur treatment for hydrophobia,
88-116.

62-802.

Driving stock, 62-514.
Watercourses deemed, when, 62-404.

Wire

fences, 62-403.

Highways, leaving gates open, 62-9903.
Hog cholera serum
Cost, 62-1203.

Poisoning, 62-803.
Property in wild animals,

85-1703

to

85-1705.

Quarantine: See Quarantine.
Rabies, Pasteur treatment, 88-116.
Railroad,

lien

Distribution, 62-1202, 62-1205.

Running
62-705.

of

owner against,

for

67-1701.

killing,

Inspection of plants, 62-1204,
62-9915.

ing,

f

at

large,

62-601,

62-701

to

Sheep-raising, duties of Commissioner

•

Manufacture, 62-1201, 62-1204,

of Agriculture as to, 5-107.

62-9915.

Skinning without owner's

Permits to administer, 62-1205.
Reports, 62-1205.

Slaughter houses, regulations, 42-401 to

Sale, 62-1203, 62-1204, 62-9915.

Training in use of, 62-1205.
Hogs running at large, 62-701, 62-705.

42-404.

State Veterinarian

Appointment, 62-901.

Election to prohibit, 62-702.

Impounding, 62-703, 62-704.
Homestead, statutory, 51-1301.
Hydrophobia, Pasteur treatment,

Cattle tick eradication, 62-1012.

Creation of

etc.,

62-603.

62-1202, 62-1204, 62-1205.

Inspections by, 62-1008.
Interfering with, 62-9911.
62-1004, 62-1019.

Salary, 62-903.

Term

62-9905.

of office, 62-901.

Tuberculosis in domestic animals,

prohibited,

Sale of animals, 62-603.
Trespass, 62-602, 62-603.
Increase, ownership, 85-1704,
Injuries by railroad trains
Killing where rendered

distribution,

Quarantine of diseased live stock,

Lien, 62-603.
Notice, 62-603.
Penalty, improper impounding,
at large
62-601, 62-701.

62-901.

Expenses, 62-903.
Hog cholera serum,

Hogs, 62-703 to 62-705.
Improper impounding, 62-9905.

Running

office,

Duties, 62-902.

88-116.

Impounding
Breaking pound, 62-9905.
Damage by animals, 62-602,

consent,

26-3402.

duties in connection with,

62-1101 to 62-1104.
Statistics, 42-405.

85-1705.
useless,

94-709, 94-710.

Statutory homestead, 51-1301.
Stealing: See Larceny.
Taxation, constitutional provision,
2-5001, 2-6S01.

Liability, 94-701, 94-707, 94-708.

Trespass, 62-703, 62-S01 to 62-S03.

Lien against railroad, 67-1701.
Records, 94-704.
Reports, 94-705 to 95-707.
Inspection, 62-1008, 62-1010, 62-1013.
Insurance: See Live Stock Insurance

amendment

Branding animals, 62-1102.
County appropriation for eradication, 62-1101.

Disposition of animals, 62-1102.

Companies.
Issue,

Tuberculosis

of pleading

to

clude, 81-1304.

Judicial sale of, 39-1101, 39-1204.

in-

Eradication, 62-1101.

Indemnity
62-1102,

to

owners of animals,

62-1103.

General Index.
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LIVE STOCK—Cont'd.
Tuberculosis

— Cont

LOANS ON PERSONAL SECURITY—
Cont'd.

'd.

Misdemeanor,

violation

law,

of

Notice, 62-1102.
State Veterinarian, duties, etc.,
62-902, 62-1101 to 62-1104.
Tuberculin, use and sale, 62-1104.
Veterinary surgeon, 62-1011.

STOCK

LIVE

Charging expenses not incurred, 25-216.
Criminal warrants, regulation, 25-219.

62-9914.

INSURANCE

COM-

PANIES.
Agents, tax on, 92-2502, 92-2504.
Foreign companies
Agents, taxation, 92-2502, 92-2504.
Regulations applicable to, 56-405.
Mutual: See Mutual Insurance Companies.
Powers, 56-217.

Discounts, 25-208, 25-213, 25-214.

Fees
Investigating security or

title,

25-213, 25-214.

Making

loan, 25-208, 25-213, 25-214.

Recording papers, 25-216.
Fire insurance, charge for, 25-216.
Inspection of books, 25-211, 25-212.
Interest, 25-215, 25-217 to 25-219.
License
Application for, 25-203.
Fees, 25-202.

Requirement, 25-201.
Revocation, 25-205, 25-207, 25-212,
25-217, 25-218.

Regulations applicable to, 56-405.
Valuation of policies, 56-927.

LIVERY-STABLE KEEPERS.

Transfer, 25-205.

Who

issues, 25-202.

Notice of licensee's change of location,
25-205.

Diligence, 12-402.
Liens:
See Liens.

Partial payment, 25-210.

LOANS.
See Loans on Personal
Small Loan Business.

Security;

See Banks and Banking.
Congress, power to make, 1-125.
Insurance companies, 56-224, 56-402.

Banks, by:

State, to, 2-5101.

Trust company powers acquired by corporations engaged in making, 109-302,
109-306.

Pawnbrokers, 25-221.
Permit to change location, 25-205.
Pledge of unearned wages, 25-220.
Renewals of loans

Book

entry, 25-210.
Construction, 25-214.
Fees, 25-213.

Transfer of license, 25-205.
Unearned wages, 25-220.
Usury, 25-215, 25-218, 25-219.

LOBBYING.

LOAN ASSOCIATIONS.

See General Assembly.

See Building and Loan Associations.

Investments in farm loan bonds,
108-421.

LOCAL LAWS.
Constitutional provisions, 2-1807,
2-1816, 2-2503, 2-8504.

LOAN COMPANIES.

Fine and forfeiture fund, distribution,

See Building and Loan Associations;
Credit Unions; Loans on Personal
Security; Small Loan Business.
Presidents, taxation, 92-2409.

LOANS OF PROPERTY.

27-2908, 27-2909.

Repeal by Georgia Code, 102-107.
Sheriff's compensation, 24-2823.
Witnesses in criminal cases, nonresidents, payment of fees and expenses,
38-1904.

See Bailments.

LOA^S ON PERSONAL SECURITY.
Affidavit
25-203.

of

applicant

LOCAL-TALENT SHOWS.
Taxation, 92-610.

for license,

LOCKER CLUBS.

Application for license,

Approval of bond of
Banks, 25-221.

25-20.°..

licensee, 25-204.

BondAction on, 25-206.
Additional, 25-207.
Licensee, 25-204.

Books
Failure to keep, 25-212.
Inspection, 25-211, 25-212.

Loans
Entries, 25-209.

Partial payments, 25-210.

Renewals, 25-210.

Sale, etc., of intoxicating liquors,

58-102, 58-104.

LOCKOUTS.
Inquiry into cause,

etc.,

54-110.

LOCOMOTIVES.
See Railroads.

LODGING-HOUSE KEEPERS.
Defrauding, 52-9903 to 52-9905.
Liens, 52-105, 52-106.
Posting law, 52-9905.

LOOMS.
Homestead, statutory, 51-1301.
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LOST PAPERS—Cont'd.

ACT.

liability

See

for:

Establishment of copy
Office papers,

Parties, 63-101,

LORD'S DAY.

61

03-211.
Petition for, 83-101,
Plea of non est factum, 63-207.
Preservation of proceeding, 81-102.

See Sunday.

LORD'S SUPPER.
Wine

for use in observance, 58-203,
58-204.

Bale absolute, 33-1
Rule nisi, 63-203,
Service of rule

LOSS.
Innocent persons, which bears, 37-113.

nisi, 63-203*

Stock certificates
Appeal, 63-213.

LOST PAPERS.

Bond

for costs, 63-213.
Citation, 63-211.

Action on, 63-207 to 63-209.
Affidavit, proceedings to establish,

Costs, 63-213, 63-214.

63-101, 63-203, 63-211, 63-302.
Alias executions, 63-210, 63-304.

Defense, 63-212.

Judgment,

Answer, establishment, 63-201.

63-212. 63-213.

Liability of bank. 63-214.
Notice of proceedings, C3-211,

Appeal, proceedings to establish copy,
63-201, 63-213.

63-214.

Attorneys, agreements between,

Order of court, 63-212.

24-3319.

Petition,

Bond

Certified copy, 24-2715.
Indorsement of established
63-206, 63-302.

63-211.

Record of proceedings,

for costs, proceedings to establish copy, 63-213.

copy,

loss, 38-702.

Consents between attorneys or parties,
copies, 24-3319.

Constable 's fee for serving rule, 24-820.
Costs of proceedings to establish,
63-206, 63-213, 63-214.

Court papers, substitution of certified

to 63-103.

Superior court, 63-201 to 63-214.
Time to serve rule nisi, 63-203.
Uniform Procedure Act, effect,
81-102.

Wills, 113-611.

Evidence of:
Execution

See Evidence.

Alias to issue,. 63-210. 63-304.
Copy admissible in evidence,
29-412.

Grant of lands by State, 85-308.
Secondary evidence, 24-3341.
Indictment, establishment, 63-201.

24-2715.

Declaration, establishment, 63-201.
Decree for payment of lost securities,
37-214.

Deed-

Judgment, proceedings to establish
copy, 63-212, 63-213.
Justice court

Establishment of copy

Copy admissible

in evidence,

29-417.

Establishment of copies, 29-113.
Rerecording, 29-402, 29-404.
Secondary evidence, 24-3340.
Trial of issue of forgery, 29-416.
Defenses, proceedings to establish copy,

Affidavit, 63-101, 63-203, 63-211,

Note, suit on, 63-207.
63-101, 63-211, 63-214.
Office papers,

establishment instanter,
to

estab-

lish copy, 63-101, 63-212.

summary establishment of copy, 63-101 to 63-103.
Oyer of, 63-209.
Ordinary's court,

63-302.

and notes, 63-301.

Bonds, 63-301.
Certified indorsement, 63-206,
63-302.

Parties, proceedings to establish copies,
63-101, 63-303.

Constable's fee for serving rule,
24-820.

Petition, establishment, 63-201.

Plea, establishment, 63-201.

Continuances, 63-204.
Costs, 63-206, 63-213, 63-214.
Instanter, 63-201, 63-202, 63-301.

Justice court, 24-601, 63-301 to
63-304.

24-1601.

24-601,

Notice, proceedings to establish copy,

Order of court, proceedings

Establishment of copy

Fees for issuing

in,

63-301 to 63-304.
Fees for issuing rule, etc.. 24-1601.
Non est factum, plea of, 63-207.

63-201, 63-202, 63-301.

63-101, 63-212.

Bills

63-213.

Trial, 63-212, 63-213.

Summary, 63-101

Citation in proceedings to establish
copy, 63-101, 63-211.
Competency of witness as to fact of

copies,

Cont'd.

03-201, 69-202.

rule, etc.,

Pleadings in general, establishment,
63-201.

Presentment, establishment. 63-201.
Special presentment, establishment,
63-201.

Suit on, 63-207 to 63-209.
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LOST PAPERS— Cont'd.
Summary

MACHINERY.

establishment of copy, 63-101

to 63-103.

Superior court

Establishment of copy

in,

63-201

to 63-214.

Boles, 24-3319. 24-3340, 24-3341.
Trial, proceedings

establish copy,
63-101, 63-212, 03-213.
to

MACHINISTS.
See Liens.

Liens:

MAGAZINES.

Wills, 113-611.

Libel by, 105-703, 105-704.
and Slander.

LOST RECORDS.
Evidence

Child labor, 54-303, 54-9905.
Fixtures, 85-105.
Homestead, statutory, 51-1301.
Taxation of manufacturers, 92-1301,
92-1304 to 92-1308.

See Evidence.

of:

See Libel

MAIL.

LOT.

Briefs in appellate courts, service,

Award

24-3621, 24-4519.

by, 7-111.

Notice by

LOTTERIES.

Condemnation proceedings,

See Land Lotteries.
Advertising. 26-6504.

Prima

Dishonor of negotiable instrument,

facie case against publisher,

14-808, 14-817, 14-818.

Service by publication, mailing notice,

26-6505.

81-207.

Carrying on, 26-6502.

Voting by mail, 34-3301

Constitutional prohibition, 2-204.
Tickets, selling,

etc.,

to

34-3315.

See Elections.

26-6501.

MAJORITY.

Trading stamps, issuing, 26-6506.
Wheels, turning, 26-6503.

Age of, 74-104.
Award by, 7-216.

LUMBER.
Boomage

36-309,

36-311.

General Assembly
Passage of bills, 2-1814.
Repassage of bills over Governor's

fees, 5-1608.

Crimes, 5-9945 to 5-9949.

Drifted—

veto, 2-2616, 2-2617.

Repassage of

Protection, 5-605.

Purchasing or disposing

of, 26-3501,

26-3502.

bills over veto
Governor, 2-2616, 2-2617.
President of United States, 1-123,

1-124.

Inspection

MAKING PARTIES.

Inspectors, 5-1601.

Appointment by

cities, 5-1601.

Disinterestedness, 5-1601,

See Parties.

MALICE.

5-1609, 5-9946.

Fees, 5-1607, 5-1608, 5-9944.

Powers of

cities

and seaport towns,

5-1601, 5-1605.

LUNATICS.

Definition, 105-1001.

Exempt

Malice, 105-1001, 105-1002.
of,

105-1003.

MALICIOUS MISCHIEF.

Meaning, 102-103.

Account book, destroying, 26-7601.
Agreement, destroying, 26-7601.
Animals

LUNATIC ASYLUM.
See Milledgeville State Hospital.

LUNCH ROOMS.

Cruelty to, 26-7902 to 26-7904.
Killing or maiming, 26-7901.

Taxation, 92-1003.

Arms, injuring, 26-8115.

LYNCHING.

Injuring, 95-9905.

MALICIOUS ARREST.

Probable cause, want

See Insane Persons.

MACADAMIZED ROADS.

105-807.

persons, under civil process,
105-1004.

92-901.

27-1201.

105-706, 105-710, 105-711.

Prosecution, malicious, 105-801, 105-804,

Moasuring, 5-1601, 5-9949.
Municipal regulations, 5-1601.
Ordinaries, powers, 5-1601.
Taxation of manufacturers and dealers,

Change of venue because of danger

Arrest, malicious, 105-1001, 105-1002.
Libel and slander, 105-701, 105-703,

Armories, injuring, 26-8115.
of,

Arsenals, injuring,. 26-8115.
bills or notes, destroying, 26-7601.
Barges, firing or sinking, 26-8103.
Beacons, destroying or removing,
26-7603.

Bank
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MALICIOUS MISCHIEF— Cont'd.
Boats, firing or sinking, 26 8102,

—

Encamping

on, 26-7802.
Fire, building on, 26-7802.
Malicious injury to, 26-7801.

Buoys, destroying or removing, 26-7603.
Burning fences or crops, 26-7701 to
26-7703.

Burying grounds, injuring, 26-8109,
26-8110.

Capitol buildings or grounds, defacing,
91-9901, 91-9902.
Cattle, killing or maiming, 26-7901.

Cemeteries, injuring, 26-8109, 26-8110.
Checks, destroying, 26-7601.
Children
Cruelty to, 26-8001.
Factories, laboring in, 54-9905,
54-9906.

Putting to dangerous vocations,
54-9903, 54-9904.
Coast-survey fixtures, injuring, 26-8108.
Contracts, destroying, 26-7601.

Crops, burning, 26-7701 to 26-7703.

Cruelty—

Animals, 26-7902, 26-7904.
Children, 26-8001.
Dams, malicious injury to, 26-7801.
Deeds, destroying, 26-7601.
Defacing Capitol building or grounds,
91-9901, 91-9902.
Disinterment of dead body, 88-9919.
By coroner, 88-9921.
Drafts, destroying, 26-7601.
Electrical companies, interfering with
property of, 26-3801.
Explosives, destroying or injuring
houses, 26-2301 to 26-2304.
child

labor in, 54-9905,

54-9906.

Fences
Burning, 26-7701 to 26-7703.

Highway

crossings, injuring,

62-9904.

Taking from, for

fuel, 26-7705.

Fines, disposition of, 26-7903.

§

Fish, poisoning, 45-509.

Fountain, poisoning, 26-8112.
Gas companies, interfering with pipes.
etc., of,

Landmarks,

-Cont'd.

altering or

removing

Leases, destroying, 26-7601.
Lighters, firing or sinking, 20 8103.
Marshes, firing, 26-7704.

Bonds, destroying, 26-7601.
Books, destroying, 26-7601.
Bridges

.

MALICIOUS MISCHIEF
26-7602.

26-8103.

Factories,

W

26-3802.

Gates, highway

crossings, injuring,

62-9904.

Meadow

maHeiom

bank,

Injury to,

26 780).

Motors,

electric
or gas,
inV
with, 26-3801, 26-8802.
Milestones, destroying, 26 8105.
Mill dam, malicious injury to, 26-7801.

Mining works, injuring, 20-8111.
Monuments, injuring, 26-8109.
Navigation

fixtures,

injuring, 26-8101.

Papers, etc., destroying, 20
Poisoning

7

Fish, 45-509.
Water, 26-8112.

Produce, severing from land, 26 SI 07.
Property not enumerated, injuring,
26-8116.

Public buildings, injuring, 91-9903.
Receipts, destroying, 26-7001.
Reservoir, poisoning, 26-8112.
Rice dam, malicious injury to, 26-7301.
River bank, malicious injury to,
26-7801.

—

Setting fire
Boat, 26-8103.
Defined, 26-8103.
Ships, 26-8103.

Woods, 26-7704.
Ships, firing or sinking, 26-8103.
Spring, poisoning, 26-8112.

Telegraph wires and

fixtures, injuring,

26-8114.

Threatening

to

burn

property

Water, poisoning, 26-S112.
Well, poisoning, 26-S112.
Wills, destroying. 20-7601.

Woods,

firing, 26-7704.

MAUCIOUS PROSECUTION.
Accrual of right of action. 105-806.
Arrest, malicious, 105-1001 to 105-K
Costs, payment by prosecutor,
Damages, measure. 105-808.

:!7-:2> )5.

Definition, 105-801.

Ginseng, digging, 43-9901.
Guideboards, destroying, 26-8105.

Disbarment proceedings, right of

Highways

Evidence

Fences at crossings, injuring,
62-9904.

Obstructing, 26-8106.

Hog3, killing or maiming, 26-7901.
Horses, killing or maiming, 26-7901.

of

another, 26-1803.
Timber, obstructing passage of, 26-8113.
Tombstones, injuring, 26-8109.
Trees, cutting down, 26-8104.
Turnpike fixtures, injuring. 26-8101.
Uniforms, injuring, 26-8115.
Vessels, firing or sinking, 26-8102,
26-8103.

ac-

cused, 9-516.

Malice. 105-804.

Probable cause. 105-803.
False imprisonment, 105-001 to 105-903.

Grand

jurors, liability, 105-807.

Injury, element. 105-501.

General Index.
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MALICIOUS PROSECUTION— Cont'd.

Fruitless, not granted, 64-106.

MaliceElement, 105-S01.
Grand jury investigation, 105-807.
Inference, 105-804.

Malicious arrest, 105-1001 to 105-1004.
Measure of damages, 105-808.
Probable cause
Evidence, 105-S03.
Grand jury investigation, 105-807.

Jury question, 105-S02, 105-S03.

Want

of
Definition, 105-802.

of county
Hearing

Issues of fact, 64-108, 64-109.

Term, when, 64-108.

Time

of, 64-107 to 64-109.

Vacation, when, 64-107, 64-109.
Inadequacy of legal remedy, 64-101.
Ineffectual, not granted, 64-106.
Laws, interest in execution of, as con-

64-104.

sions, 2-S301.

Ministerial duties, 64-102.
Notice, 64-107.
Nugatory, not granted, 64-106.
Official

Disfranchisement of persons convicted
of, 2-701.

of the peace, 2-3503, 24-405,

24-501, 89-9907, 89-9908.

duties, 64-101.

Parties to proceedings, 64-101 to 64-105.
Pecuniary loss, enforcement of private
right, 64-105.

Private

Notaries public, 2-3601.
of

the

peace,

Pecuniary loss, 64-105.
Persons as petitioners, 64-102,

24-501.

64-103.

Ordinaries, 89-9907, 89-9908.

Remedy,

MALT LIQUORS.

64-102, 64-103.

Public
Duty, 64-101, 64-103, 64-104.
Officers, acts and proceedings

See Intoxicating Liquors.

MALT SPROUTS.

of,

64-101, 64-102.

See Concentrated Commercial Feeding Stuffs.

Special

interest

enforcement

MALT SYRUP.

unnecessary for
of public right,

64-104.

Taxation of manufacturers and dealers,

Record in appellate court confused and
illegible, 24-3614, 24-4512.

92-803.

Road work, compelling,

MANAGERS OF ELECTIONS.

Rule

See Elections.

Adequate remedy at law,
Answer, 64-107, 64-110.
compelling

effect, 64-101.

to

exceptions, 10-303, 10-304.

by judge,

6-910.

Completion of record, 6-812.
Fast bill, 6-903.
Officers of trial court, 6-918.

Consent of parties to hearing in vacation, 64-109.

Corporations, against, 22-705.
Public duty, 64-103.
County tax, compelling levy, 92-3714.
Court of Appeals, power to grant, and
procedure:
See Supreme Court and

Court of Appeals.
Discretionary acts of officers, 64-102.
Existence of other remedy, 64-101.
Facts in issue, trial, 64-108, 64-109.
Fast bill of exceptions, 64-110.

Fear as ground

64-104.

Superintendent of Banks, 13-1701 to
13-1703.

certificate

Bill of exceptions to grant or refusal,
64-110.

Certification

64-102.

nisi, 64-107.

Service, 64-107.
Special interest to enforce public duty,

MANDAMUS.
Auditor,

aided by, 59-312.

Legal remedy, effect, 64-101.
Lies when, 64-101 to 64-106.

County commissioners, 89-9907, 89-9908.
County judges, 89-9907, 89-9908.
County officers, constitutional provi-

justices

officers

ferring right, 64-104.

MALPRACTICE IN OFFICE.

Ex-offieio

Grand jury committee examining books

Legal interest to enforce public duty,

Element, 105-S01.
Prosecution defined, 105-805.

Justices

MANDAMUS— Cont 'd.

for, 64-106.

Superior court judge, power to grant,
24-2616.

Supreme Court
Bill of exceptions, 64-110.

Hearing

Power

in, 64-111.

grant, and procedure:
See Supreme Court and Court of
Appeals.
Suspicion as ground for, 64-106.
Term, hearing in, when, 64-108.
to

Time of hearing, 64-107

to 64-109.

Trial, 64-107 to 64-109.

Uniform Procedure Act, effect, 81-102.
Vacation, hearing in, when, 64-107,
64-109.

Writ of

error, 64-110.

MANICURE SHOPS.
Taxation, 92-702.

MANSLAUGHTER.
See Homicide.

General
(<]
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MANUAL LABOR
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MARINE INSURANCE

SCHOOLS.

Organization, 32-931.

Illegality of voyage,
Implied warranty, 56

MANUFACTURES.
Intoxicating liquor, 58-102.
Sale of goods to be manufactured,

Cont'd.
effect, 56-12

1204.

Increase of rfj
Joining convoys, de
5:',m voyage be
ffeet, 50-1206.
Master of vessel
<

96-103.

MANUFACTURERS.

Deviation from voyage betlUW of
sickness of, 56
to care for
erty, 56-1214.

Liens: See Liens.

Tax

1

Duty

returns, '92-0207.

MAPS.

damaged prop-

Merchandise

Recording, 24-2716 to 24-2719.
Taxation of agents, 92-502.
Year's support, making by appraisers,

MARINES.
Roster* as evidence, 38-209.

MARINE INSURANCE.
See also Insurance Companies.

Owner's

master

of,

of

rights, 50-121

3.

56-1207.

sea,

Agents, taxation, 92-2501, 92-2503.
Amount of recovery, double insurance,

Open

policy, 56-1210.

Particular average, 56-1213, 56-1214.
Perils of the sea, definition, 56-1207.

56-1203.

Avoiding capture or detention, deviation from voyage because of, effect,
56-1206.

Bond, owner of goods damaged, 56-1213.
Capture, deviation from voyage
to
effect,

in-

of goods shipped, 56-1213.
Repairs, necessary, deviation from voyage because of, effect, 56-1206.

Reinsurance

reserve,

calculation,

RiskEnds when,

surance, 56-1202.

Concealments by insured, 56-1212.
Continuance of risk, 56-1208.
Contraband goods, as subject of insur-

56-1208.

56-1209.

Increase,
Salvage, insured's liability for, 56-1213.
Sickness of master or crew, deviation

from voyage because

56-1202.

Contribution

Priority of rights of insurer and owner

56-832, 56-834.

56-1206.

Commerce, unlawful, as subject of

among

effect,

of,

56-1206.

underwriters,

Stress of weather, deviation from voy-

56-1203.

Cotton

Damage

to

cargo

master of

of,

vessel's duty, 56-1214.

Owner's

age because of, effect, 56-1206.
Succoring distressed ships, deviation
from voyage because of, effect,
56-1206.

rights, 56-1213.

Crew, deviation from voyage because
of sickness of, effect, 56-1206.
Definitions, 56-1201, 56-1207, 56-1210.

Detention, deviation from voyage to

Term, 56-1208.
Unlawful commerce, as subject of

Deviation from voyage, effect, 56-1206.
Diligence of insured, 56-1204.

surance, 56-1202.

voyage be-

Weather,

Enemy
Commerce with,

as subject of in-

surance, 56-1202.

from,

as

peril

as subject

of,

of insurance, 56-1202.
Warranties by insured, 56-1212.

Implied, 56-1204.
deviation from

Double insurance, 56-1203.

cause

of, effect, 56-1206.

MARITIME JURISDICTION.
of

the

'

sea,

United States courts,

1-302.

56-1207.

Fire-insurance law applicable, 56-1212.

Foreign companies
Agents, taxation, 92-2501, 92-2503.
Deposits, 56-301 to 56-316.

General average, 56-1213, 56-1214.

in-

Value, ascertainment, 56-1211.

War, goods contraband

avoid, effect, 56-1206.

Loss

cargo

age because of, 56-1206.
Necessary repairs, deviation from voyage because of, effect, 56-1206.
Negligence of master as peril of the

Electors, 2-602.

ance,

to

vessel's duty, 50-1214.

Misrepresentation by insured, 56-1212.
Mutiny on board, deviation from voy-

113-1005.

avoid,

Damage

MARKS.
Seal,

mark intended

Signature,

as,

102-103.

102-103.

Attestation of will, 113-302.
Voters, 34-108.

General Index.
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MARRIAGE— Cont 'd.

MARKS AND BRANDS.
See Trade-Marks and Trade Names.
Cattle: See Live Stock.
feeding
commercial
Concentrated

Consent
Compelling trustee to give, 37-605.
Parents or guardians, 53-204,
53-207.

stuffs, 42-202.

Parties, 53-103, 53-104.

Corn meal. 42-301, 42-304,
42-301,

Flour.

Consummation according

42-305.

Misbranding drugs, food, and

liquor,

42-109 to 42-111, 42-114,. 42-115,
42-9901.

MARKED

LINES.

Director of:

Bureau of Markets.
See Bureau of Markets.

MARKET OVERT.
Nonexistent in Georgia, 96-111.

prohib-

Opinion evidence

Degree

of relationship as affecting
ability to contract, 53-102, 53-105.

Divorce: See Divorce.
Drunkenness, effect, 53-103.
Duress, effect, 53-104, 53-108.
Essentials, 53-101.

MARKET VALUE.

Estoppel to allege invalidity, 53-213.
of, 38-1709.

MARKETING ASSOCIATIONS.
See Cooperative Marketing Associa-

Evidence to prove, 38-303.
Executrix de son tort, effect, 113-1103.
Father-in-law, marriage to, prohibited,
53-105.

tions.

Foreign marriages, 53-214.
Fornication, effect on prosecution,

taxes, exemption, 92-3105.

MARQUE AND REPRISAL.
power

to

26-5801.

grant letters

of,

Fraud
Effect, 53-103, 53-104, 53-108.

1-125.

States prohibited from granting letters
of,

to,

ited, 53-105.

of: See

Congress,

es-

85-712.

Daughter-in-law, marriage

MARKETS.

Income

law as

Contracts See Marriage Contracts and
Settlements.
Necessity, 53-101.
Restraint of marriage, 53-107,
53-108,

Boundaries, control, 85-1601.

Bureau

to

sential, 53-101.

Grits, 42-30L

Estoppel

to

up

set

invalidity,

53-213.

1-134.

General restraint

MARRIAGE.

of, 53-107, 53-108.

Granddaughter of wife, marriage

to,

Ability to contract, 53-101, 53-102.
Affinity, relationship affecting ability

prohibited, 53-105.
Grandson of husband,
prohibited, 53-105.

to,

to marry, 53-102, 53-105.
Age as affecting ability to

53-204,

53-207.

Impotency as affecting ability

to con-

See Divorce; Husband and Wife.

Guardians, consent

contract,
53-208.
53-206
to
53-204,
53-102,
Antenuptial contracts: See Marriage
Contracts and Settlements.
Banns, 53-209, 53-210, 53-9901.
to 26-5604.
or forcing, 53-108.
restricting
Bonds,
competency of witpromise,
of
Breach
38-1606.
for,
action
in
nesses

Bigamy, 26-5601

Celebrate,

who may,

53-201,

53-211,

53-212.
Certificate, 53-201.
<"rrtification of

marriage banns, 53-209.

Children
Parents' consent, 53-204.
Release of control, 74-108.
Void marriage, 53-104, 53-314.
Cohabitation as husband and wife as
validating void marriage, 53-104.
Colored persons, see Registration of
individuals as to race, post.

Ceremony, 53-212.
White persons, marriage

to, 53-106,

53-9902, 53-9903.

Conditions restraining, 53-107.
Consanguinity, relationship affecting
ability to

many,

53-102.

tract,

of,

marriage

53-102.

Incest, 26-5702, 53-105.

Issue of void marriage, 53-104.
Jewish marriages, 53-211.

Judges
Celebration by, 53-201.
Celebration without license,
53-210.

Misdemeanor, 53-9901.
Returns, 53-201, 53-209.
Jurisdiction to issue license, 53-201.
Justices of the peace
Celebration by, 53-201, 53-210,
53-213, 53-9901.
Returns, 53-201, 53-209.

Legitimacy of issue of void marriage,
53-104, 53-314.

Legitimate child, 74-101.
Licenses
Application, 53-202 to 53-204,
53-208, 53-307, 53-308, 53-9904.

Authority to
Grant,

53-201

issue, 53-201, 53-208.

to

53-208,

53-9901,

53-9908.

Clerk of ordinary, 24-1804.

Gknkral
[referenti

— Cont

'd.

Marriage without, 53-9901.
Nonresidents, 53-310.
Records, 24-1804, 52-203.
Return, 53-201, 53-211, 53-311.
Limitations restraining, 53-107.
Mental capacity as affecting ability to
contract, 53-102, 53-9001.
Ministers of the gospel
Celebration by, 53-201, 53-210,
53-213, 53-9901, 53-9905.

Returns, 53-201, 53-209.
Miscegenation, 53-106, 53-313,

53-314,

to,

prohibited,

53-105.

Negroes, see Colored persons, ante.
Ordinary, grant Oaf license, 53-201 to
53-208.

Parents, consent of, 53-204, 53-207.
Partial restraint of, ,53-107.
Penalties
Illegal celebration, 53-210.
Illegal grant of license, 53-208.

Persons able to contract, 53-101, 53-102,
53-106.

Polygamy, 26-5601 to 26-5604.
Postnuptial contracts: See Marriage
Contracts and Settlements.
Pregnancy at time of, legitimacy of
child, 74-101.
of, in

—

Records
Banns, 53-209.
License and return, 53-201.
Registration of individuals as to race
Attorney General, enforcement of
law by, 53-315.
Authenticity of statement, 53-304.
Certificate of registration, 53-303,
53-304, 53-306, 53-9906.
Examination, 53-309.

False registration, 53-306, 53-9907.
Pee, 53-305.

Forms, 53-301, 53-302.
Illegal celebration of marriage,
53-9905.

Local, 53-303.
Prosecution for violation of law,
53-313 to 53-315.

Report by State Board of Health,
53-309.

"White person"

Cont'd.

Settlements Bee Marriage
and Settlement*.
Son in law, man iage to,

CSosfcn

:

53 L05.

Sound mind of party, 53

I

Statute of frauds, 20 401, 53 Wl
Stepchild or itepparent, marriage to,
prohibited, 53 05.
Surviving spouse, poeeeffion of child,
J

74 100.

Undissolved prior marriage,

effect,

102.

Validity of mrjrri.'j^e between peraftni
unable to contract, 53-104.

Valuable consideration, 20-3
Voluntary consent of part!

53 103.

>3,

L03,

53-108.

Wife

of deceased spouse, effect as to
homestead, 51-1503.

Will,

revocation by, 113-408.
or guardian,

Written consent of parents
53-204, 53-207.

MARRIAGE CONTRACTS AND

SET-

TLEMENTS.
Appointment of

trustees, 53-405.

Attestation, 53-407.
Bona fide purchasers,

effect

as

to,

53-401, 53-404, 53-408.

Consideration, 53-403.
Construction, 53-407.

Conveyances, 53-404.

actions for adultery and
criminal conversation, 105-1203.
Ratification of void marriage, 53-104.

Proof

I

5:;

53-9902, 53-9903.

Mother-in-law, marriage

53-105,

.

MARRIAGE

MARRIAGE -Con t 'd.
Licenses
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f

defined, 53-312.

Creditors, effect as to, 53-401, 53-403,
53-404, 53-408.

Damage, refusal of

trustee to record,

53-409.

Direct conveyance, 53-404.

Enforcement, 53-401, 53-406.
Equity, enforcement in court

Evidence
Fraud, 53-505.
Gift

by wife

to

husband, 53-506.

Executed contracts, 53-401,

53-406.

Executions, 53-407 to 53-409.
Fraud, evidence, 53-505.
Gifts by wife to husband, 53-506.
Infants, 20-204, 53-402.
Notice of, 53-401, 53-404, 53-40S,
53-409.

Parol agreement, validity, 20-401,
53-401.

Persons who may enforce, 53-406.
Place of recording, 53-408.
Presumption, gift by wife to husband,
53-506.

Relationship between parties, as affecting ability to contract, 53-102, 53-105.

Records, 53-405, 53-40S. 53-409.

Remarriage after divorce, 30-120,

Separate estate of wife

30-125.

Restraints of, 53-107, 53-108, 85-712.

Return
Banns, 53-209.
License, 53-201, 53-211.

Seduction, 26-6001 to 26-6003.

of,

53-401.

Removal

of trustees. 53-405.

—

Effect as to. 53-503.
Sale to husband, 53-504.
Statute of frauds. 20-401. 53-401.
Superior court order allowing sale of
wife 's separate estate to husband,
53-504.
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MARRIAGE CONTRACTS AND

SET-

TLEMENTS— Cont 'd.

Apprentices

Appointment, 53-405.
for refusal to record con-

Removal, 53-405.
Valuable consideration, 20-303, 53-403.
Voluntary conveyances, 53-404, 53-408.
Volunteers, enforcement by, 53-406.
Witnesses to, 53-407.
Writing, necessity, 20-401, 53-401.

MARRIED WOMEN.

MARSH HENS.

Annulment, 66-208.
Attestation, 66-201.
Consideration, 66-201.
Duplicate, 66-201.
Duty of master, 66-208.

Term, 66-202.
Interference with relation, 66-207,

Acting as, without authority, 26-4902.
Appointment, 26-4901.
Carrying deadly weapons, 26-5102,
26-5103.

MARSHALING ASSETS.
Decedents' estates, administration

of,

37-403, 37-405, 37-406.

MASCULINE GENDER.
Feminine and neuter genders included
102-102.

MASONIC SOCIETIES.
Conveyances

to,

to,

22-409 to

22-412.

MASSEURS.
Taxation, 92-1909.

MASTER AND SERVANT.
See Workmen's Compensation.

Accommodations on trains for servants
accompanying employers, 18-209.
restrictions, 54-301 to 54-306.

Assumption of

risk, 66-303, 66-403.

Apprentices
Action against third person for illegally employing, 66-207, 66-212.
Allowance to, 66-211.
Citation to show cause why infant
should not be bound out, 66-203.
Clothing, 66-206, 66-210.
to, 66-209, 66-210.

Damages,

employment

by

third

person, 66-207, 66-212.

Dangerous or improper vocations,
54-9903, 54-9904.

Death of master,

effect, 66-210.

Discretion of court, dissolution of
relation, 66-210.

Dissolution of relation, 66-210.
Duty of master, 66-206.

Education,

66-212.

'

Jurisdiction
Controversies between master
and apprentice, 66-209.
Dissolution of relation, 66-210.

Maintenance, 66-206, 66-208.
Medical attendance, 66-206, 66-210.
Notice, intention of ordinary to
bind out infant, 66 203.
Ordinary binding out, 66-203.
Parents binding out, 66-202.
Proceeds of labor, 66-207, 66-211.
Protection, 66-206, 66-208.

22-409, 22-410.

Disturbing, 26-6902.
Trustees, conveyances

Cruelty

Indenture

Signing, 66-204.

Game.

MARSHALS.

Age

out, 66-203.

Evidence, 66-205.
Record, 66-201.
Revocation, 66-208.

See Husband and Wife.

in,

relation, 66-210.

Guardian ad litem pending binding

53-409.

birds: See

third person,

Fines, defaults of master, 66-209.
Food, 66-206, 66-210.
Gross misconduct, dissolution of

Trustees

Game

'd.

66-207, 66-212.

Time to record, 53-408.
Trust deeds. 53-404.

tract.

— Cont

Employment by

Sureties, effect as to, 53-408.

Damn ces

MASTER AND SERVANT— Cont 'd.

66-206.

Punishment, 66-206, 66-209.
Rights of master, 66-207, 66-212.
Care required of master, 66-301.
Carriers' employees
Free passes, 18-217.
Liability to, 66-401.
Railroad, see Lailroad employees,
post; also Railroads.
Strikes as excuse for delay in
transportation, 18-312.
Child laborAge restrictions, 54-301 to 54-306.
Certificates

showing age,

etc.,

54-304.

Corporal punishment,

54-206.

Dangerous occupations, 54-303,
54-9903, 54-9904.

Delivery of messages, 54-305,
54-9906.

Enforcement of law, duty of Commissioner of Commerce and
Labor, 54-306.

Hours

of

labor,

54-302,

54-205,

54-304, 54-305.

Improper vocations, 54-9903,
54-9904.

Messengers, 54-305, 54-9906.
Mills,

factories,

etc.,

employment

in, 54-301.

Misdemeanor,

violation
54-9903 to 54-9905.

of

law,

General Index.
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MASTER AND SERVANT

MASTER AND SERVANT— Cont 'd.
Coemployces
Incompetency, 66-301, 66-304.

Aetionf for violating regula-

Injuries caused by, 66-304.

tions.

exempting

Hours of
Corporal

from,

punishment

54-805, P4-9905.
54-203.

minor

of

em-

Indefinite

hiring,

60-101.

Indentures

employee,

widow or

Annulment, 86-208.

child,

wages paid
when, 66-103

to
to

66-105.

Defects in machinery, 66-301, 66-303.
Delivery of goods to servant, deposit,
52-109.

Demand

for payment of wages of deceased employee, 66-104.

Department of Industrial Relations:
See Department of Industrial Rela-

Apprentices, see Apprentices, ante.
Consideration, 66-201.
Duplicate, 66-201.
Duty of master, 66-208.
Evidence, 66-205.

Maintenance, 66-208.
66-208.

Protection,

Kecord, 66-201.
Revocation, 66-208.
Signing, 66-204.

Term, 66-201.
Independent contractor,

liability

for

torts of, 105-502.

tions.

Injuries

Diligence

Employees, 66-301 to 66-304.
Eailroad employees, 66-401 to

Master, 66-301.
Servant, 66-303.

66-410.

Doors in factories, 54-402 to 54-405,
54-9908.

of master as to servant's safety,

66-301, 66-303.

Evidence, term of employment, 66-101.

Exemption

from

liability,

contracts,

Third persons, 94-7H2. 94-703*
Interest by way of commission for purchase of wages, 57-117.
Interference with servant, 66-9904 to
66-9909.

Knowledge of dangers
66-301,

66-302.

Factories
Door's, 54-402 to 54-405, 54-9908.

Examination

of, 54-403 to 54-405.

escapes,

54-402

to

54-405,

54-9908.

Eire extinguishers, 54-402 to
54-405, 54-9908.

Hours of

Latent defects in machinery, 66-301.
Letter to employee on leaving service,
forgery,

etc.,

26-3904, 26-3905.

Liens of employees

Attach when, 67-1803.
Establishment, 67-1701.
Personal injuries, 66-407.
12-701,

12-707,

18-403,

52-105, 61-202, 61-204, 67-1801 to

67-1803, 67-2002, 67-2006.
12-701, 12-707. 18-403,

Wages,

54-9908.

Fellow servant

or defects,

66-303.

Priorities,

labor, 54-201 to 54-205.

Stairways, 54-402 to 54-405,
rule,

66-304, 66-401 to

for,

54-401,

Fidelity insurance: See Fidelity Insur-

ance Companies.

means for extinguishing, 54-402

to 54-405, 54-9908.

94-801,

Lockouts, investigation, 54-110.

Care in furnishing. 66-301.
Defects in, 66-301, 66Manufactories, hours of labor, 54-201
to 54-205.

Negligence
etc.,

54-402

to 54-405, 54-9908.

Garnishment of wages
Exemption, 46-208 to 46-211,

Criminal, of employee. 66-9910.
Servant of assured, 56-819.

Ordinary care to be exercised by master, 66-301.

Partnership employees, torts or negli-

46-9901, 66-103.

Wages earned without

67-2205,

Machinery

54-9907.

Fire escapes in factories,

52-105, 67-2201,
94-802, 94-S05.

66-406.

Female employees, seats

Fires,

54-204.

Trainmen, 18-106, 18-005, 66-410.

66-9910.

Eire

54 201.

labor, 54-202 to 54-204.

ployees, 54-206.

Duty

Maximum,

to

Penalty for violating law,

of employment, 66-101.

of

54-202

liability,

Criminal negligence of employees,

Death

Contracts,

Minor", 54 205, 54-302, 54-304,

66-302.

Term

54-20*.

tions,

Commissioner of Commerce and Labor:
See Department of Industrial EolaContracts

COS****

Hours of labor
Factorial

State, 8-502.

gence, 75-308.
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MASTER AND SERVANT— Cont'd.

MATERIALMEN.

Personal injuries, insurance: See Accident Liability Insurance Companies;
Casualty Insurance Companies.
Presumption, term of employment,
66-101.

Railroad employees
Criminal negligence, 66-9010.
Forgery, counterfeiting, or altering of receipt for dues, 26-3903,
26-3905.

Hours of

Liens: See Liens.

MATERNITY

HOMES

AND

HOS-

PITALS.
Child placement, 99-201, 99-212.
Infants:

Unborn

children, offers to

See

dispose of,

99-207.

MAY.
Meaning, 102-103.

18-106,

service,

18-605,

66-410.

Wages, 94-801,

MAYHEM.
Castration, 26-1202.

Lien
Personal injuries, 66-407.
94-S02, 94-805.

Personal injuries, 66-407, 66-408.
Telegraph operators, 94-901,

Punishment, 26-1208.
Definition, 26-1201 to 26-1210.

EarCutting or biting

off,

26-1202,

26-1207.

94-1106.

Slitting or biting, 26-1202, 26-1206.

Release of claims, 66-105.

Risk of employment, assuming, 66-303,

Eyes, putting out, 26-1202.

54-401,

Punishment, 26-1204, 26-1205.
Imprisonment, 26-1203, 26-1205, 26-1208,

Stairways in factories, 54-402 to 54-405,

Intent as element, 26-1202 to 26-1210.

66-403.

female

Seats

for
54-9907.

employees,

26-1209.

Lip

54-9908.

Cutting or biting

Strikes

26-1202,

Slitting or biting, 26-1202, 26-1206.

18-312.

Investigation, 54-110.
Term of employment, 66-101.
Termination of employment, 66-101.

Torts—

By

off,

26-1207.

Delay in transportation of goods,

Malice as element, 26-1202 to 26-1210.

Nose
Cutting or biting

off,

26-1202,

26-1207.

servant, 66-304.
Liability of employer, 105-108,
105-501.

Independent

contractor,

liability,

105-502.

To

servant, recovery
105-107.

by employer,

"Wages
Buying, business of: See Loans on
Personal Security.
Deceased employee, 66-103 to

46-208 to 46-211, 66-103.
Liens, see Liens, ante.
Payment, 66-102 to 66-105, 94-801,
94-802, 94-805.

Redemption

of

certificates,

etc.,

66-106.

of

Castration, 26-1208.
Injuring, wounding, or disfiguring,
26-1208, 26-1209.

Provocation,

absence

of,

as

element,

26-1202.

Punishment, 26-1203 to 26-1210.
Recommendation by jury to mercy,
Threatening to maim, 26-1802.
Tongue, cutting out or disabling,
26-1202.

Punishment, 26-1203.
Wilfulness as element, 26-1202 to
26-1210.

Wounding
payment

indicative

of

term of employment, 66-101.
Transfer of claim to defeat exemption of, 46-209 to 46-211, 46-9901.
Warning of dangers or defects, 66-301.

Workmen's compensation: See Workmen's Compensation.

MASTERS IN EQUITY.
Auditors, duties to be performed by,
10-101.
See Auditors.
Nonresident, affidavits before, 81-409.
Pleadings, verification before, 81-407
to 81-409.

Private parts

26-1208, 27-2501.

66-105.

Exemption from garnishment,

Time

Slitting or biting, 26-1202, 26-1207.
Penis, injuring, wounding or disfiguring, 26-1209.

in less degree, 26-1209.

MAYOR'S COURTS.
Commitments

by, 27-423.

MEADOW BANKS.
Injuring maliciously, 26-7801.

MEASURES.
See Weights and Measures.

MEATS AND MEAT MARKETS.
Inspection, 42-401 to 42-404, 42-406.
Sanitation regulations, 42-401, 42-402.
Statistics, 42-405, 42-990Z.
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MENTAL CAPACITY.

MECHANICS' LIENS.

See

See Liens.

80-102.

Taxation, 92-1301 to 92-1314.

Marriage, parties

MEDICAL ASSOCIATION OF GEORGIA.
Nominations for membership on State
Board of Health, 88-102.

MEDICAL ATTENTION.

to. 53
Testators, 113 201 to LIS 207.
Witnesses, 38 L607, '-

MENTAL

STATE.

Presumption of eontinnanee, 33

1131

MERCANTILE AGENCIES.

Workmen's compensation law, under:
See Workmen's Compensation.

MEDICAL COLLEGES.
Distribution of dead bodies

Board of

Persons.

Iflffffflf

Divorce, mental incapacity as gro-

MECHANICAL DEVICES.

Taxation, 92-503.

MERCHANDISE PEDDLERS.
Taxation, 92-1602.

—

MERCHANDISE WAREHOUSES.

distribution, 88-701.

Taxation, 92-1801.

Bond, 88-707.

MERCHANTS.

Carriage, 88-706.

Books of account, admissibility

Delivery, 88-702.

Customs

Manner, 88-705.
Notice of death, 88-704.
Omission to perform duties as
88-9920.

to,

88-704, 88-705.

goods

sold,

implied

war-

ranty, 96-301.

MERGER.

diplomas, 59-601.

Banks, 13-1401 to 13-1403.
Railroad companies, 94-311, 94-318.
Street railroad companies, 94-l'.'14 to
94-1017.

Medical Examiners,

powers, 84-910.

MERRY-GO-ROUND S.
Taxation, 92-615, 92-616.

MEDICAL PRACTITIONERS.
See Dentists;

MERCHANTABILITY.
Quality of

distribution,

Travelers dying suddenly, 88-703.
Educational requirements, 84-911.
Grand jury charge on issuing unlawful
of

of, judicial notice, 38-112.

Judicial notice of customs of, 38-112,

.

Time retained before

Board

in evi-

dence, 38-310.

Expenses, 88-708.

State

Indi

Physicians and Sur-

geons; Veterinarians.

MESNE PROFITS.
See Ejectment.

MESSAGES.

Taxation, 92-1909, 92-2005.

Governor, to General Assembly, 2-2612,

MEDICINES.

2-2613.

Adulterated, sale, 105-1102, 105-1104.
Alcohol for medicinal purposes, 58-401.

President

Mistake in

Telegraph, transmission and delivery,

selling,

105-1103, 105-1104.

See Congress.

MEMBERS OF GENERAL ASSEMBLY.
See General Assembly.

Executive department—
Appointment, 40-306.
Duties, 40-308.
40-308.
Salary, 40-307.

frauds,

20-401,

39-1306,

96-114.

Witness' memory, use in aid

of, 38-1707.

MEMORIAL DAY.
Public holiday, 14-1808.

ground, 30-102.

MENAGERIES.
Taxation, 92-613.

MESTIZOS.
color, 79-103.

METAL KNUCKS.
Taxation of dealers, 92-200S. 92-2009.

MIDDLE GEORGIA COLLEGE.

>

marriage

General Assembly, 47-301.
Minors, employment, 54-305, 54-9906.

Persons of

Observance in public schools, 32-1503.

Divorce,

Con-

Rules and regulations governing,

MEMORANDA.

MENACES.

to

MESSENGERS.

MEMBERS OF CONGRESS.

of

United States,

104-206, 104-207.

Peddlers, taxation, 92-1602, 92-2005.

Statute

of

gress, 1-123, 1-124, 1-211.

obtained

by,

as

Branch

of University of Georgia:
University of Georgia.

MIDWAY SHOWS.
Taxation, 92-615.

See

General Index.
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MILITIA DISTRICTS— Cont 'd.

MID WIVES.

Pending

Registration, SS-1206.

MILEAGE.
Particular

officers,

boards,

See

etc.:

specific heads.

MILEAGE TAX.

lines,

Stock-law fences, 62-509 to 62-517.
Survey, 23-205.
to 23-804.

MILK.

Destroying maliciously, 26-8105.

See Dairies and Dairy Products.

Public roads, 95-502.

MILK POWDER.

MILITARY AUTHORITY.
Subordination to

Population, 23-201, 23-203.
Processioners, appointment, 85-1604.
Record of proceedings to lay out,

Voting precincts, 23-801

MILESTONES AND MILEPOSTS.

civil authority, 2-119.

See Dairies and Dairy Products.

MILL DAMS.

MILITARY COLLEGES.
Students, carrying deadly weapons,
26-5103.

Injuring maliciously, 26-7801.

MILLEDGEVILLE STATE HOSPITAL.

MILITARY OFFICERS.

Abandoning

or leaving
grounds, 35-9901.

to, 64-303.

Quo warranto

to, 64-209.

MILITARY SERVICE.
Discharge

changing

23-206.

Motor carriers for hire, 92-2903 to
92-8905, 92-2909.

Prohibition

suits, effect of

23-210.

certificates,

copies

as

evi-

patients

on

Absentees, recommitment, 35-239.
Accounts of officers, 35-210.
Admission of patients, 35-202, 35-228
to 35-230.

dence, 38-613.

Apartments, 35-225.

MILITIA.
See Public Defense.
Aliens, militia duty, 79-306.

Arms, statutory homestead, 51-1301.
Calling out, 40-201, 40-202.

Arrest of persons violating law
premises, 35-219, 35-220.
Assistant steward, 35-201, 35-207.
Board of Control
Actions, 35-201.

Carrying deadly weapons, 26-5103.

Admission of patients, 35-202.

Commander

Authority, 5-201.
Discharging patients, 35-202,

in chief, 1-805, 2-2611.

Compensation of

officers

and men,

on

35-206.

2-8103.

Congress ' jurisdiction, 1-125.
Organization, 2-8101.
Right to bear arms, 1-802.

Estimates, 35-212.
Grants, donations,

Volunteers, 2-8102, 2-8103.

Reports, 35-211.
Rules and regulations, prescribing,
35-201 to 35-205.
Salary, 35-201.

MILITIA DISTRICTS.
Boundaries, 23-202, 23-204 to 23-210.
Change, 23-202, 23-204 to 23-210.
Commissioners to lay out or change,
23-204.

23-209.
Election, 23-208.

Selection

of

physicians,

35-201,

35-207, 35-213.

Bond

of treasurer, 35-209.

Citizenship of applicants, 35-226 to
35-228.
Classification of inmates, 35-223, 35-231.

Counties, ordinary's jurisdiction,

Clothing for patients, 35-204, 35-211,

23-701.

35-212.

Defined, 23-201 to 23-203.
Division of counties, 23-201, 23-202.
Elections, 23-208.

Governor, proceedings transmitted

to,

23-207.

Discharged patients, 35-235.
Colored persons, 35-223, 35-225.
Commission to determine mental capacity, 49-604, 49-605, 49-613.

Justices of the peace: See Justices of
the Peace.
Laying out, 23-204 to 23-208.
No-fence election, 62-502, 62-505 to
62-508, 62-517.

Convicts, 35-223, 35-240.

Capital

offense, disposition after
conviction of, 27-2602 to 27-2604.

Committal

to,

27-1502, 27-2602,

27-2603.

Ordinary
Election ordered by, 23-208.

Discharge from, 27-1502, 27-1503,
27-2604.

Jurisdiction, 23-701.
23-206.

holding,

Visiting institutions, 35-201.

Constables
Authority where lines changed,

Report of commissioners

etc.,

35-201.

to, 23-204,

Superintendent's certificate of restoration, 27-2604.
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Discharge of patients, 35-202, 35-206,
35-239, 35-240.

Disorderly conduct on premises, 35-219,
35-220.

Driving or riding on grounds, 35-9002.
Employees, exemption from road duty,

Eules and regulation?!, 38
85-0902.
Belling Intoxieanti on pr<
35 220.

Escape of patients, aiding, 26-4512.
Expense of lunacy commission, transportation of patient, 49-213.

Food for patients, 35-204, 35-211, 35-212.
Gaming on premises, 35-219, 35-220.

I

-19,

Steward
Aceounte, 35 210.

Appointment, B5

95-401.
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801,
Office distinct, 35

85-207,

Salary, 35-201, 35 207.

Superintendent
Appointment, 35-201, 35 207.
Control of institution, 35 U^2.

Guardians for inmates, 49-614, 49-615.
Harmless lunatics

Duties, 35-222.

Discharge, 35-206.
Eejected, when, 35-224.
Intoxication on premises, 35-219, 35-220.
Jury trial of lunacy, 35-236, 35-237.
Loitering on grounds, 35-9902.

Inspection of private institutions,

Marshal
Appointment, 35-219.

Examination, 35-213.
88-1004.
Qualifications, 35-221.
Eeport, 35-222.

Eesidence, 35-222.
Salary, 35-201, 35-207.

Support of pauper patients, 35-232 to

Arrests, 35-219, 35-220.
Duties, 35-219.
Matron, 35-201, 35-207.

35-234.

Temporary disposition of

Medical attention to patients, 35-204,
35-211, 35-212.

Negroes, 35-223, 35-225.
Nonresident patients, 35-223, 35-230.
Nurses, training school, see Training
school for nurses, post.
Obscene language, using on premises,

Training school for nurses
Course of instruction, 84-1017.
Diploma, 84-1017, 84-1020.
Establishment, 84-1017.
Persons entitled to benefit of,
84-1018.

Eules and regulations, 84-1017,
84-1019.

35-219, 35-220.
Officers

Appointment, 35-201, 35-207.
Eemoval, 35-201.
Salaries, 35-201, 35-207.

Patients, admission and discharge,
35-202.

Pauper patients,

35-204, 35-223, 35-232

to 35-235.

Penitentiary convicts, 35-223.
Physician
Appointment, 35-201, 35-207, 35-213.
Assistant, females eligible, 35-215
to 35-217.

Examination, 35-213 to 35-217.
Females, 35-215 to 35-218.
Notice of examinations, 35-215.
35-201,

35-207, 35-213,

35-215, 35-218.

Term

of

office,

35-213,

35-215,

35-218.

Eeport

Board of Control,

35-211.

Superintendent, 35-222.
Eesidence
Patients, 35-223, 35-226 to 35-230

Superintendent, 35-222.
duty,

95-401.

Appointment, 35-201, 35-207.
Bond, 35-209.
Office distinct, 35-208.
Salary, 35-201, 35-207.
Trespassing on premises, 35-219, 35-220,
35-9901, 35-9902.
Trial of lunacy, 35-236, 35-237.

Wards, confinement, 49-611

to 49-613.

MILLERS.
Exemption from

militia duty, 86-209.

MINES AND MINING.
Aqueducts, 83-204 to 83-208.
Canals, 83-204 to 83-208.
36-202.

Dams, 83-204 to 83-208.
Damages, acquisition of right of

"way,

83-203, 83-204, 83-207.

Vacancies, 35-215, 35-217.
Preference to citizens of State, 35-226.

Eoad

Treasurer
Accounts, 35-210.

Condemnation of property, procedure,

Eemoval, 35-213.
Salaries,

patients,

35-238.

exemption of employees,

Ditches, 83-204 to 83-208.

Drainage, 83-207, S3-20S.
Estate for years, S5-S06.
Flumes, 83-204 to 83-20S.
See Gold.
Gold:
Injuring mining works maliciously,
26-8111.

Leases
Interest passing, 85-S06.
Lessee as owner, S3-209.
Licenses to deal in, 97-416.
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MINES AND MINING— Cont 'd.
Limited partnership, 75-401.
Machinery, erecting to procure metals
without landowner's permission,

MISCEGENATION.
Prohibited, 53-106, 53-313, 53-314,
53-9903.

MISDEMEANORS.

26-3202.

Accusation, trial on, in superior court,

Permission of landowner, mining without. 26-3201, 26-3202.
Process in actions against mining companies, 82-1102.
Quarrying, convict camps for, 77-208,

77-209.

Taxation of mineral interests, 92-104.

Tramway,

S3-207, 83-208.

Tunnels," S3-204 to 83-20S.

of actions against mining companies, 22-1102.
Wagonway, S3-207, 83-208.

Venue

Amount,

27-902.

Bill of exceptions, certificate of counsel, superior court rule, 24-3360.
Convicts: See Misdemeanor Convicts.

Felony, reduction to, 27-2501.
Jury to try: See Jury.
Limitation of prosecution, 27-601.
Particular kinds: See specific heads.
Probation, 27-2702 to 27-2705.

Punishment, 27-2506, 27-2507.

Recommendation of

Waters

Amount

to be used, 83-206.
Diversion, 83-203.

felony,

to, duty of Commissioner of Agriculture to gather, etc.,

Information as
5-110.

Removal of

for,

trial

1-212.

on

accusation,

when, 27-704.
Writ of error,

certificate of counsel,
superior court rule, 24-3360.

Abuse

Agent, by, 4-210.
Equity, relief in, 37-302.
Grain in warehouse, 111-107.

MINIATURE GOLF COURSES.
Taxation, 92-606.

MINISTERS OF THE GOSPEL.
militia duty, 86-209.

Marriages, solemnization and returns,
53-209,

officers

court,

MISDEMEANOR CONVICTS.

MINGLING OF GOODS.

Exemption from

jury, reduction of

27-2501.

Superior

MINERALS.

53-210,

53-213,

53-9901.

Road work, exemption,

95-401.

Camps

of,

prohibited, 2-109.

in another county for quarrying, 77-208.

Machinery for, 77-209.
Chain gang, 27-2506, 77-201, 77-204.
Colored and white not chained

to-

gether, 77-9904.

Compensation for delivery

of, 77-206.

Counties

Combining

in

working

convicts,

77-203.

Hiring out by, 77-207.
for use on chain gang, 77-204,

Demand

77-205.

MINK.
Fur-bearing animals:

See Game.

MINORS.
See Infants; Parent and Child.

MINUTES OF COURT.
Amendment

of orders on, 81-1201.

Appellate courts, entry of decision,
6-1610.

MINUTE-BOOK.

of,

Employment,

how, 77-201.
77-201,

77-202.

Escapes, 26-4507, 26-4508, 26-4510.
Fees for delivery, 77-206.

Females, disposition, 27-2506.
Free labor, competition with, 27-2506.
Good behavior, time shortened for,
77-210.

77-336,

77-9908.

Machinery for camps,

to keep, 40-208.

77-209.

Overseers, providing, 77-202.

MISAPPLICATION.
Trust funds, 108-423, 108-425.

MISBRANDING.

Personal injuries to, liability, 77-214.
Probation, 27-2702 to 27-2705.
Public works, employment on, 27-2506,
77-201, 77-202.

Drugs: See Drugs.
Food: See Food.
Ice cream, 42-512.
Liquor, 42-111, 42-114 to

Disposed

Guards, providing, 77-202.
Hiring out, 27-2506, 77-207,

Court of record, 24-107.

42-9901.

commit, 27-2507.

to

Bail-

Definition, 26-101, 26-201.

92-6204.

Governor

.

Granting, 27-901.

Rights of way, 83-201 to 83-203.
See State Geologist.
^rate Geologist:
Tax returns of mining companies,

53-201,

27-704.

Attempt

42-116,

Punishment inflicted, 27-2506.
Quarrying —
Chain gang camps for, 77-208.
Machinery for, 77-209.

General
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MISDEMEANOR CONVICTS

ndex.

AIM. '10

-Cont'd.

Roads, working on, 77-201.
Rules for government of, 77-213.
Safe-keeping, 77-202.
State farm, sending to, 27-2506.
Time shortened for good behavior,
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SI-/. 'J I',

MISTAKE

-Cont'd.

Lost bonds or BOtof,
Mutuality, 37-207, 37

Negligent

an

''7-214.

g reHef, 37-211,

pr<.

37-212.

Opinion or Judgment Bl

value,

to

37-210.

77-210.

Parol evidenee to prove, 88-510.
Parties entitled to roli< f, 37-^j \

Whipping, unauthorized person,
26-1411.

Whipping

I

;

Power, execution
Reformation

bosses, 77-211 to 77-214.

MISJOINDER.

of,

t

37-2 in.

Execution, dletinetion,
of conveyance, 37-^.'.^.
Mutual mistake, 37-207,
•:

Causes of action or parties, demurrer,
81-304.

..

MISNOMER.
Amendment,

Rescission, 37-207.
Sales

—

81-1206.

Plea in criminal case, contents, 27-1505.

MISPRISION.
Ministerial

correction

officers,

amendment,

by

MISTRIAL.

See Fraud.

Counsel's improper conduct ground

Sales, effect as to, 96-202.

Agent, by, 4-314.
Money paid by or to, 4-403.
Amendment, mistake of ministerial

Felonies, filing transcript of testimony, 27-2401.

Jeopardy, 2-108.
of-

MITIGATION.

81-1205.

Torts, 105-2001.

in arbitration proceedings,
7-219.

7-111,

for,

81-1009.

MISTAKE.

Award

Quantity of land, 20 201.
Rescission, ground for, 90-210.
Tax payments, 92-6501 to 92-6504.
Value of property, 37-210.
Volunteers, 37-217.
Wills, 113-210.

81-1205.

MISREPRESENTATION.

ficers,

Form

MIXED EDIBLE

FAT.

Cancellation, 37-207.

Caution, power exercised with, 37-202.

amendment, 81-1205.

Clerical,

Definition and standard of puritv,
42-111.

Concealment, 37-211.
Conditions subsequent, 37-216.
Covenants, 37-216.

MIXED FEEDS.

Definition, 37-202.

MOBS.

Evidence

See Concentrated Commercial Feeding Stuffs.

—

Public defense: See Public Defense.

Parol, to prove, 38-510.

MOB VIOLENCE.

Sufficiency, 37-202.

Executed contracts, 37-217.

Change of venue because of danger

Fact-

of, 27-1201.

Concealment, 37-211.

Ground for

Peace

relief, 37-206.

Ignorance, 37-202, 37-210, 37-211.
Materiality, 37-206, 37-207.
Reasonable time, relief within,
37-206.

Testator's, as to existence or conduct of heir, 113-210.
Forfeitures, relief against, 37-216.
Form of conveyance, 37-215.

Grants

of

land

by

State,

85-303

aside, 37-219, 37-220,

110-710.

26-5401.

Unlawful assembly, 26-5301,

MODELS.

Law

MONEY.

Agent, by, 37-205.
7-111,

MONASTERIES.
G-rand jury visitation and inspection,
59-401 to 59-406, 59-9901, 59-9902.

of, 37-203.

Bona

fide purchaser,
Coining, 1-125.

7-219.

Draftsman, by, 37-205.
Effect

Summoning.
Riot, 26-5302.

Obscene, 26-6301.

Judgment, setting

Award,

Posse
Firearms, bringing, 26-5404.

to

85-311.

Kinds

officers

Assisting, 26-5403.
Duty to prevent, 26-5401.
Failure to try to suppress. -26-5402.

of instrument,

Ignorance of law

as,

37-204.
37-209.

title,

96-111.

Contempt of court in refusing
24-105, 24-213.

to pay,
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MONEY— Cont

MORTGAGES— Cont 'd.

'd.

Bonds

Counterfeiting or forging, 1-125,

Purchasers

Homestead exemption,

Landlord's lien for furnishing, 61-201,
01-202.

Public moneys, collecting, keeping,
See Public Officers.

etc.:

StateCustody of State Treasurer,
40-1101.
Profit from use of, 2-2703, 2-5701,
40-1101.

MONEY DEMANDS.

of

Secured by, 67-103.
Building and loan associations, 16-101,
16-105, 16-202 to 16-206.

Canal companies, 17-112.
Cancellation, 67-111.
Petition served by publication,
81-205.

Clerk of court, fee, satisfaction
mortgage, 67-117.
Commissioners, attestation before,

of

to

Consuls, attestation before, 67-112.
Contents, 67-102.

See Rules Against Officers,

MONKEY SHOWS.

Crops
Advances,

Taxation, 92-617.

MONOMANIACS.

bill

of sale to secure,

67-1105.

Testamentary capacity, 113-204.

MONOPOLIES.
marketing associations,

^65-220.

Attestation, 67-1106.
Definition, 67-1107.

Judgments, priorities, 67-1102.
Landlord's liens, priorities,
67-1104.

Contracts or agreements encouraging,
prohibited, 2-2504.

Oleoresin, 67-1107.

Meaning, 102-103.

Death of witness, probate for record,

MONUMENTS.

67-112.

Inscriptions on, copies as evidence,

Debt barred,

foreclosure, 67-114.

Decedents, executed by, rank, 113-1508.
Decedent's estate, debts, 113-1515.
Deed, reducing to mortgage, 67-104.
Deeds to secure debt distinguished,

38-210.

MONUMENT DEALERS.
Taxation, 92-1906.

MORAL TURPITUDE.

67-1301.

Disfranchisement of persons convicted
of crimes involving, 2-701.

MORALITY.

Description of property, 67-102.
Equity of redemption, ne exeat issued
against holder of, 37-1401.

Evidence

Evidence tending to debauch morals,
from trial,
exclusion
of
public
81-1006.

LESS.

Admissibility in, 67-110.
as mortgage, 67-104.
Execution, 67-105.
Fees of superior court clerk, 67-117.
Foreclosure
Affidavit, matters of defense,

D^ed

—

Description of land, 29-201.

67-301.

MORPHINE.
Wrapping and

labeling, 42-9916.

MORTGAGES.

Amendment

of affidavit, 81-1203.
Assignee, 67-203.
Costs, 67-201.

See Chattel Mortgages.

Acknowledgment, 67-105

Creditors' rights, 67-805.
to

67-107,

67-112.

After-acquired property covered by,
67-103.
Aliens, 79-304.

Assignment
Benefit of creditors, 28-306.
Foreclosure by assignee, 67-203.
Attestation, 29-405 to 29-407, 67-105 to
67-107, 67-111, 67-112.
Bill of sale,

Lien on, before planting, 67-1101.
Priorities, 67-1102 to 67-1104.
Record, 67-1106.

MONTH.

67-104.

sale

Condemnation proceedings, notice
mortgage holder, 36-304.

MONEY RULES.

MORE OR

judicial

67-112.

Attachment, 8-101.

Agricultural

at

mortgaged property, 67-119.

51-601.

reducing to mortgage,

Debt barred, effect, 67-116.
Debt due by installments,

67-502,

67-1001.

Defense, 67-301 to 67-303.
Equity, 67-601.
Evidence of debt barred, 67-116:

Judgment, 67-401.
Setting aside, 110-801 to
110-803.

Jury

trial,

67-303.

Parties, 67-201 to 67-204.
Petition, 67-201.
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MORTGAGES— Cont 'd.
Foreclosure
Place,

—Cont

MOPvTGAGL:;
Priorities,

'&.

r;

rJ

t.M.

67-107.

87-109,

07-111,

67-1102 to 07-1104.

67-201.

Preservation of proceedings, 81-102
Proceeds of sale, 67-118, 67-122.

Probate for

67-501, 67-502.
Process, 67-201.

Proceed! of sale, 67-1)8, 67-122.
Property covered by, 67-103.
Purfhase-money, year's support infe-

Purchaser from mortgagor bound

)

rior to, 113-1010,

by, 67-402.

Bepresentative
Deceased mortgagee, 67-202.
Deceased mortgagor, 67-204.

Rule

T<-'-or<\

Purchaser

from

113-1011.

rnort. gagOf

bound by

foreclosure, 07-400,

Railroad companies, 94-301, 0*303,
94-304, 94-318.

nisi, 67-201, 67-301.

of property, 67-401, 67-501,
67-502.
Purchaser's possession, 67-403.
Setting aside, 110-801 to 110-803.

Sale

—

Record
Boundaries of county changed,

re-

recording, 29-403, 29-404.

Defects

Several distinct mortgages, 67-122.
Surplus, proceeds of sale, 67-501,

in,

67-111.

Effect of failure, 67-109.
Effective from time of, 07-2501.
Execution of mortgage, 07-108.
Out of State, 07-107.
Fees, 29-403.

67-502, 67-1001.

Transferee, 67-203.

Uniform Procedure Act,

67-100, 67-107,

07-111, 67-112.

effect,

Mistake, 67-111.

81-102.

Form, 67-102.

Necessity, 67-105.
Filing for record, 67-2501.
New county formed, rerecording,

—

Fraud

Procurement, of mortgage, 67-104.
Sale or removal of mortgaged

29-403, 29-404.

property, 67-9901.
Guarantors, to, 67-114.
Improvement of land, 108-501 to

Place, 29-403, 29-404, 67-108.

Probate

for, 67-107, 67-111, 67-112.

Renewal of mortgage,

67-108.

Satisfaction, 67-117.
Superior court clerk

108-506.

Indemnifying sureties and guarantors,

Attestation by, 24-2715.

67-114.

Duty

to keep books for,
24-2714.

Insanity of witness, probate for record, 67-112.

Filing docket, 24-2714.
Indexes, 24-2715.
Minute of time filed, 24-2715.

Insolvent traders, preferences, 28-405.
Installments, foreclosure where debt
due by, 67-502, 67-1001.
Investment in, by insurance companies,
Judicial sale

Time, 67-2501.

Redemption

56-207, 56-224.

Tax

of mortgaged property,

Lien

Commences when,

sale,

by

holders, 92-S301.

Time, 67-115.
Reexecution, effect

67-118, 67-119.
67-108.

Establishment, 67-1701.
Loss, 67-103.
Priorities, 67-107, 67-1102 to
67-1104.

Limitations, foreclosure, 67-116.

of

failure

to

re-

cord, 67-108.

Registry, see Record, ante.
Removal of witness from State, probate for record, 67-112.
Renewal, effect of failure to record,
67-108.

Mistake in record, 67-111.

Rule nisi on foreclosure, 67-201, 67-301.

Nature, 67-101.

Sales

Subject to mortgage, 67-11S to

Navigation company, right to execute,

67-120.

17-212.

"Without foreclosure, 67-121.
Wrongful, of mortgaged property,

Ne

exeat, issuance against holder of
equity of redemption, 37-1401.
Notice of, 67-108, 67-109, 67-111,
67-2501, 71-110.

Parol evidence, deed as mortgage,
67-104.

67-9901.

Satisfaction, 67-117.
Security for debt, 67-101.
Street railroads, 94-1014 to 94-1017.

Payment,

satisfaction, 67-117.
Petition to foreclose, 67-201.

Sureties, to, 67-114.
Foreclosure, 103-305.

Place of foreclosure, 67-201.

Surplus, foreclosure, 67-501, 67-"
67-1001.

Power of

sale

Construction and exercise, 37-607.
Extent, 108-407.
Preferences to creditors, 28-301.

.'_.

Tacking, 67-113.

Tax

sales, notice to

92-7410.

owner, 92-740S to
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MORTGAGES— Cont \\.

MOTOR

Taxation, 92-5701, 92-5710, 92-5711.

—

Time
Recording, 67-108, 67-2501.

Redemption, 67-115.
Title, 07-101.

Toll cotton, subjection to lien of,
110-510.
Transfer of note secured by, 14-1S02.

Trust company powers acquired by
corporations dealing in, 109-302 to
109-306.

Trustees under, filling vacancies,
108-316 to 108-318.
Validity as between parties, 67-2503.

Witness

to,

67-105.

67-112.

Removal from

State, probate for
record, 67-112.

"Wrongful removal of mortgaged property, 67-9901.

Year's support of decedent's family,

mortgaged property, 113-1011.

92-2909.

Overloading, effect, 92-2919.
Rates, 92-2903 to 92-2906, 92-2909,
92-2913.

92-2912,

Receipt for, 92-2916, 92-2918.
Records, inspection, 92-2923.
Revocation of permit, 92-2925.
Returns, 92-2924.
Schedule, 92-2903.
School busses, exemption, 92-2911.
Solid-tire vehicles, 92-2912.

MOTHER.

State-owned

vehicles,

exemption,

92-2911.

See Parent and Child.
Inheritance by, 113-903, 113-906.

Taxicabs, exemption, 92-2911.

Time of payment,

MOTHER-IN-LAW.

92-2914, 92-2915.

Trailers, 92-2912.

Beneficiary of death benefits, 56-1608.
Marriage to, prohibited, 53-105.

MOTION PICTURES.

Transfer trucks, exemption,
92-2911.

United States, exemption of vehicles owned and operated by,

Shows, taxation, 92-611.
Supply houses, taxation, 92-612.

92-2911.

Use of highways,

MOTIONS.
Arrest of judgment: See Judgments.
trial: See New Trial.
Pleadings, advantage of defects in,

Xew

92-2922.

Violation of law, 92-9911.

MOTOR FUELS.
See Petroleum Products.
Registration, 92-1404.

81-302.

Setting aside
ments.

Taxation Cont 'd.
Exemptions, 92-2910, 92-2911.
Fines for violation of law, 92-9911.
Hotel vehicles, exemption, 92-2911.
Interstate commerce, carriers engaged in, 92-2904.
Intrastate commerce, carriers engaged in, 92-2904.
Levy, 92-2902.
Meters to record mileage, 92-2921.
Mileage tax, 92-2903 to 92-2905,

Payment, 92-2914, 92-2915, 92-2926.

Death, probate for record, 67-112.
Insanity, probate for record,

judgment:

See

Judg-

Hearsay to ascertain, 38-302.

MOTOR CARRIERS FOR

HIRE.

Motor Vehicle Common CarMotor Vehicle Contract and

riers;

Private Carriers.
Taxation
Administration and

MOTOR FUEL DISTRIBUTORS.
Audit of accounts, 40-1807.
Bonds, 92-1408.
Taxation

MOTIVE.

See

HIRE—

TOR

CARRIERS

Cont'd.

enforcement

of law, 92-2923.
Agricultural products, carriers of,
92-2910.

Application to do business,
92-2903.

Baggage trucks, exemptions,
92-2911.
Certificate of convenience, revocation, 92-2925.

Collection from carrier not making return, 92-2924.
Common carriers, 92-2904, 92-2905.
Counties, payment to, 92-2926.
Definitions, 92-2901, 92-2910.
Execution, 92-2920.

Bond

for payment of tax, 92-1408.
Collection from
delinquents by
State Revenue Commission,
92-5801 to 92-5809.
Definitions, 92-1401.
Distribution of proceeds of tax,
92-1402, 92-1411.
Counties, to, 92-1410.

Failure to register, 92-9905,
92-9906.

Indemnifying bond, 92-1408.
Invoices and bills, 92-1405.
Monthly report, 92-1402.

Payment

of tax, 92-1407.

Rate of tax, 92-1402, 92-1403.
Registration, 92-1404.
Reports, 92-1402, 92-1406.
Returns, 92-1406.
State treasury, payment of money
collected into, 92-1409.
Violation of law, 92-9905, 92-9906.
Wagons or trucks, 92-1104.

<
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Accidents, duty of operators

in,

cases

of, 68-308.

of operators, 08-307.

Badges for chauffeurs, 68-204.
Bell,

ro

.).'

i

MOTOR VEHICLES

MOTOR VEHICLES.
Ago

b

68-302.

Breaking and entering, 26-2637.
Carriers: See Motor Carriers for Hire;
Motor Vehicle Common Carriers;
Motor Vehicle Contract and Private

Prostitution, use for pm poses of,
26-6201, w> -6202.
Purchase of rehiele not bearing serial
\('
n urn her, 06
K

Reciprocal
with
oi
States 8J to priv
and 01
tions, 68-2)7 to '.Registration
Alteration of certificate,
Application, 08 202, 6a 204,
68-0902.

Carriers.

Chauffeurs, 68-101, 68-201, 68-203,

Arrest of owners failing

'68-204.

regis-

to

ter, 68-108.

Civil actions, operation of law, 68-313.
Definitions of words used in law,
68-101.

Certificate,

68-106, 68-107,

68-109.

68-206, 68-207, 68-9903,

68 9904.

Clerk,

Enforcement of law,

duties,

etc.,

68-105.

Dealers, 68-213.

Duplicate registration certificates,

Expense of administration of law,
68-103.

68-206.

False affidavit, 68-9902.

Governor, automobile for use

of,

40-2001.

Highways, rights on, 68-309.
Horn, 68-302.
Horses, approaching or passing, 68-304.
Horse power, how determined, 68-102.
Intoxication of operator, 68-307.

Fees, 68-104, 68-204, 68-206, 68-208.

Forging

of, 26-2603.
Licenses, 68-201.
Chauffeurs, 68-201, 68-203, 68-204.
Dealers, 68-213.
False affidavit, 68-9902.

Fees, 68-104, 68-208, 68-211.
State-aid road fund, 95-1704.

Half-year rate, 68-210.
Inspector, 68-107.

Makers, 68-213.

Motor vehicles for

hire, 68-709.

Nonresidents, 68-221.
Operation without, 68-9901.
Operators, forfeiture for using for
purpose of prostitution, 26-6202.
Quarter-year rate, 68-210.
Reciprocity with other States,
68-217 to 68-220.

68-9905.

Makers, 68-213.

Motor vehicles for

New

hire, 68-700.

68-205

certificate,

to

6S-207,

68-9904.

Number

plates,

68-214,

68-215.

Records, 68-205.

Transfer of certificate on sale of
vehicle, 68-207.

Violation of law, punishment,
68-9908.

Reports by dealers, 68-222, 68-9906.
Right, turn to, 105-112.
Rule of the road, 105-112.
School busses

Marking, 68-311, 68-9907.
Passing,

68-310,

6S-9907.

Stopping places, 68-311.
Serial number, buying vehicle not bearing, 68-9916.

Size limit, 68-401, 68-404.

Speed

limit,

68-301, 6S-306.

State departments, boards,

Furnishing

Temporary permits,

68-208, 68-212.

Violation of law, punishment,
68-9908.

Lights, 68-302.
serial

CS-9003.

Signals, 68-302, 68-306.

Record, 68-204.
Schedule of annual fees, 68-211.
Tags, 68-208, 68-209, 68-213, 68-216,

Manufacturer's

certificate,

List of registered vehicles, 68-106.

Larceny

officials

and

em-

Mileage allowances to officials and
employees furnishing automobiles, 40-2002 to 40-2005, 40-9902.

Purchase

from State funds pro-

hibited, 40-2001, 40-9902.

vehicles, passing, 68-305.

Municipal ordinances, 6S-312.

by

etc.

ployees, 40-2003.

number, buying

vehicle not bearing, 68-9916.

Suspension of purchases, adminis.

tration of law, 40-2002, 40-2004,

Negligence, prima facie evidence,

40-2005.

68-710.

Number

Cont'd.

'.)'.)

Brakes, 68-302.

Moving
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plates,

68-214,

68-215.

Pedestrians, approaching or passing,
68-304.

Prosecution of violators of law, 68-108
to 68-108.

Violation of law, 40-9902.
Highway Board, duties, 6S-107.
State road fund, apportionment. 0S-10S.

State

Street railroads, acquiring stock in bus
companies, 94-1010.
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MOTOR VEHICLE COMMON CAR-

MOTOR VEHICLES— Cont'd.

RIERS— Cont M.

Taxation
Assembling

92-1505,

plants,

Discontinuance of service, 68-619.
Drivers

9*2-150$.

Busses, 92-1513.
Dealers, 92-1313, 92-1501.
Tires and accessories, 92-1503,
92-1504.

Used

cars, 92-1501, 92-1502.

"Prive-it-yourself

'

'

cars,

92-1511.

Financing business, 92-1512.
Garages, 92-1507.
Hiring business, 92-1509 to 92-1511.

character, 68-627.

Hours of duty,

68-628.

Exceptions to operation of law, 68-602.
Express, carriage of, 68-615.
Free transportation, 68-614.
Indemnity, 68-612, 68-633.
Injunctions against, 68-632.
Inspection of books, 68-625.
Interstate commerce, 68-602, 68-633.

Jitneys, 92-1510.
Parking places, 92-1508.
Racing parks, 92-602.
Service stations, 92-1501.

Licenses for vehicles, 68-623.
Mail, carriage of, 68-615.

Nonresident, agent to receive process,

Tire and accessory dealersRetail, 92-1504.

Wholesale, 92-1503.
Transportation companies,

Age and

68-618.

Overcharges, 68-614.
Overloading, 92-2919.
Passengers, 68-616.

etc.,

92-1513.

Process, service, 68-618.

TrucksAssembling plants, 92-1506.
Dealers, 92-1501.
"Wooden parts, manufacturers

—

Public Service Commission
Certificate

of

public

and necessity, see

of,

convenience

Certificates of

public convenience and necessity,

92-901.

ante.

Tires, 68-403.

68-303.

Traffic

regulations,

Weight

limit, 68-402, 68-404.

Wheels, 68-403.

MOTOR VEHICLE COMMON CARRIERS.

Complaints to, 68-621.
Employees, 68-626.
Expenses, 68-626.
Forms, etc., prescribing, 68-625.
Funds, 68-623.
Rates, prescribing, 68-613.

See Motor Carriers for Hire; Motor
Vehicle Contract and Private Car-

Review of
Rules and

riers.

orders, 68-621.

regulations, 68-610,

68-615, 68-617, 68-627,

Accidents, report, 68-627.

68-628.

Violation of, punishment,

Application to do business, 92-2903.
Baggage, carriage of, 68-617.

68-9911, 68-9912.

Bond, 68-612, 68-633.

Railroad companies, 68-620.

Books, inspection, 68-625.
Certificates of public convenience and

Rates, 68-613.

necessity

Application for, 68-610, 68-630.

Bond

of holder, 68-612.

Discrimination, 68-614.
Rebates, 68-9912.

Records, 68-624, 68-625.
Inspection, 92-2923.

Change, 68-607.

Registration of vehicles, 68-623, 68-633.

Fee, 68-622.

Reports, 68-624.

Grant, 68-609.
Hearing on application for, 68-611.

Routes, registration, 68-633.

Hypothecation, 68-608.

School children and teachers, carriage

New

arjpli

cation for, 68-630.

Schedules, 68-634.
of, 68-602.

Prior laws, 68-606.

Size of vehicles, 68-634.

Refusal, 68-630.

Speed, 68-634.
Tags, 68-627.

Revocation, 68-607, 68-630, 92-2925.
Rules of Public Service Commission, 68-610.

Terms and

conditions,

68-605.

See Specific, Business, and
Occupation Taxes.
Undercharges, 68-614.
Taxation:

Vested rights under, 68-631.

Urban
Venue

Necessity of obtaining, 68-604.

Violation of law, punishment, 68-9911,

Transfer, 68-607.

Colored passengers,
Definitions, 68-603.

68-616.-

carriers, 68-602.

of suits, 68-618.

68-9912.

Weight of

vehicles, 68-634.

General Index*
[references are to Bid

MOTOR VEHICLE CONTRACT AND
See Motor Carriers for Hire; Motor
Vehicle Common Carriers.

Baggage, carriage

lOJfl

Public

Comml

Hf.rv'ic.i;

Certificate

lion

of

ec

•

aiosec

and neeefiity
Fee* floi
Grant, <;8 504.
Hearing on application

and

necessity

Application for, 68-505, 68-508.

for,

68-507.

holders, 68-509, 68-525.

Renewal* 08

Conditions, 68-504.

."04.

Revocation, 68-504.
Rules as to application for,

Expiration, 68-524.
Pees, 68-506.

68-505.

Checking vehicles,

Hearing on application, 68-507.

power as

to,

68-708.

Necessity of obtaining, 68-504.

New

1

MOTOR VEHICLE CONTRACT AND

of, 68-502, 68-707.

of public convenience

Bonds of

5 5

PRIVATE CARRIERS— Cont'd*

PRIVATE CARRIERS.

Certificate

32

application on denial, 68-508.

Renewal, 68-504.

Complaints to, 68-517.
Discontinuance of service, right as
to, 68-515.

Revocation, 68-504, 92-2925.
Transfer, 68-504, 68-506.

Vested rights of holders, 68-524.
Citation of law, 68-501.

Employees, 68-520.
Expenses, 68-520.
Forms, prescribing, 68-519.
Powers, 68-503.

Colored passengers, 68-513.

Rates, prescribing, 68-510.

Common

Regulatory powers, 68-503, 68-512,

carriers,

Contracts,

68-504.

filing, 68-510.

68-521,

Cumulative operation of law, 68-527.
Definitions, 68-502, 68-701.

Dimensions of vehicles, 68-702.
Discontinuance of service, 68-515.
Drivers
Examination as to competency,
68-706.

Hours of duty,

68-522.

Operation of vehicle without

fit-

ness certificate, 68-9914.

Enforcement of law, 68-708.
Exemption from operation of law,
68-502.

Free passes, 68-9910.

Hours of duty for drivers, 68-522.
Indemnity insurance, 68-509, 68-525.

68-523,

Review of

68-706,

68-9909.

orders, 68-517.

Purpose of law, 68-501.
Railroad companies, 68-516.
Rates, 68-510.
Discrimination, 68-511.
Rebates, 68-9910.
Records, 68-519.
Inspection, 92-2923.
Registration, 68-518, 68-525,

68-709,

68-9915.

Routes, 68-525.
Reports, 68-519.

Speed of vehicles, 68-703.
Device for regulating, 68-706.
Timber, hauling, 68-702.
Title of law, 68-501.
Trailers, 68-704.

Injunction against, 68-526.

Use of highways, 92-2922.
Venue of suits against, 68-514.

Jurisdiction of prosecutions for viola-

Violation of law, 68-9909, 68-9910,

tion of law, 68-9913.

68-9913, 68-9914.

Weight

License, 68-518, 68-525.

Lights on vehicles, 68-702.

MOTORCYCLES.

Mail, carriage of, 68-512.

Dealers, taxation, 92-1313.

Mirror as part of equipment, 68-705.
Negligence, bond or indemnity insurance, 68-509, 68-525.

Notice of discontinuance of service,

Racing parks, taxation,

92-602.

MOULDINGS.
Taxation of manufacturers, 92-901.

MOULDING JUDGMENTS AND

68-515.

Occasional carriers, 68-510.
Overloading,
Parcels

of loads, 68-702.

effect,

CREES.

92-2919.

and packages, carriage

of,

68-512.

Passengers, carriage

of,

68-513.

Passes, 68-9910.

Possession of goods transported without authority, etc., 68-9910.
Process, service, 68-514.

DE-

Ejectment, 33-109.
Equity, 37-1203.

MOULDING VERDICTS.
Power of

superior court, 110-106.

MOWING MACHINES.
Taxation of manufacturers and dealers,
92-1308.

General Index,
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MULATTOS S.

MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS— Cont'd.
Condemnation of property, procedure,

Persons of color, 70-103.

36-202.

MULES.
Homestead, statutory, 51-1301.
Landlord's lieu for furnishing, 61-201
61-202.

Using

without

owner's

consent,

26-3401.

MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS.

Corporate and police courts, presiding
officers pro tern, 69-701 to 69-704.
Cotton, regulating weighing, 5-512.
Council
Certiorari:
See Certiorari.
Discretionary powers, 69-203.
Members holding other offices,

69-201.

Actions against

Demand.

Personal liability, 69-208.
Restriction on subsequent council,

69-308.

Limitations, 3-716, 69-30S.
Agricultural
regulating
products,

Aid

to

corporations,

etc.,

69-202.

Voting, 69-204.
Counties:
See Counties.

weighing, 5-512.
2-5401.

Airports and landing fields, establishment, etc.: See Aviation.
Aldermen, holding other offices, 69-201.
Alleys, inclosure, 69-207.

Courts,

69-701 to 69-704.
Courts; County Courts.

See

City

Dairies, etc., inspection, 42-406.

DebtAssumption by State, 2-5502,

Appropriations for military organiza

2-5601.

tions, 86-905.

Assignments for creditors, 28-302.
Ballast, prohibiting discharge in navigable waters, 98-105.

Billiard rooms, licensing, 84-1607.

Constitutional limitation, 2-5501.
incurred, 2-5801.
Demands against, 69-308.
Discretionary acts, liability, 69-203,

How

69-302.

Bonds
Election on issue of, 87-201 to

Bonds, issuance

87-204, 87-301.

Funding bonded debt, 87-501
Investment
Administrators, 113-1520.
Insurance companies, by,
56-207, 56-224.

Registration, 87-704, 87-705.
Sinking fund, 87-701, 87-702.

Playgrounds, maintenance

of,

69-607.

Recreational centers, maintenance
of
Validation,
Validation
see
bonds, post.
Bonded debt, funding, 87-501 to 87-504.
Canals, consent to construction, 17-106.
of,

69-503.

Certified copies of records
as evidence, 38-606.

and minutes

Chain gangs, organization, 69-205.
Charters of cities of less than 50,000

—

population
Repeal or amendment, referendum,
69-101.

Ballots, 69-102.

Call of election, 69-102.

Form

Debt, incurring, 87-601 to 87-605.
Elections of officers
Employees or officers acting as

managers, 69-9902.
Voting illegally, 69-9901.
Employees, workmen's compensation,
114-109.

Executions, entry on general execution
docket, 39-701, 39-702, 39-706.
Forfeiture of bonds of offenders,

Form

of government, change, 69-103.
telling, ordinances prohibiting
practice of, 92-2011.

Fortune

General execution docket, entries on,
39-701, 39-702, 39-706.
Gifts to, 69-501, 69-504, 69-505.
Homestead in, 51-501, 51-502, 51-1301,
51-1404.

Hospitals

for

smallpox

patients,

88-413.

Inclosure of lanes or alleys, 69-207.
Inspectors of naval stores, lumber, etc.,
5-1601.

Abolition of offices created
by municipality, 69-104.

Declaration

87-201 to

69-206.

of, 69-607.

trustees

of,

87-204, 87-301.

to

87-504.

Cemeteries,

Elections

69-102
of government, change,
of

result,

69-103.

Notice of election, 69-102.
Officers, changing, 69-103.
Petition, 69-102.
Claims against, 69-308.

Limitations, 3-718.

Judgments, entry on general execution
docket, 39-701, 39-702, 39-706.
Judicial powers, liability for failure to

perform, 69-301.
Jurors, competency of citizens as,
cities are parties, 59-715.

Juvenile courts, duty of
sist,

when

officials to as-

24-2420.

Lanes, inclosure, 69-207.
Legislative powers, liability for failure
to perform, 69-301.

General Index.
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MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS
Improvement

69-308.

Mayor, commitments by, 27-423.
Mayor's court, 69-701 to 69-704.
Ministerial duties, liability for failure
to perform, 69-301.
Minutes, exemplifications as evidence,
38-606.

Cont'd.

.Streets

of

Municipalities having population of 6^0 or more
land
owners,
Abutting
rights, 60 425.

Additions

at,

69-415.

Notice, defects in streets, 69-303.
Nuisances, abatement, 72-401, 72-402.
Obstruction, streets, 69-304.

Appraisers, appoi

Offices, abolition, 69-104.

Asses ment, 69-404, 69-413

I

of cost, etc., 69
60 112.

I

Lfl

to 00 416, 69-420

Officers

Acting as election managers,
69-9902.
Liability for acts of, 69-307.
Malpractice, 92-4103.
Warrants for arrest, issuance by,
27-102.

Palmistry, ordinances prohibiting prac-

to

69-42o.

Bonds, 00 407, 00-417 to
00-410,

00-1.°,:;,

Contract,

69-434.

69-508,

60-409.
Cost, apportionment,
69-410.

County,

assessment,

69-425.

tice of, 92-2011.

Parks, trustees of, 69-504, 69-505.
Paving, cooperation of counties, 23-601

Definitions,

Extent

of,

69-401.

resolution,

69-407.

to 23-603.

Phrenology,

to

ordinances

prohibiting

practice of, 92-2011.

Planning laws, authority of General
Assembly to enact, 2-1825.
Playgrounds:
See Playgrounds and
Recreational Centers.

—

Policemen
Enrollment in

militia, 86-203.

Liability for acts of, 69-307.

Property, execution on, 69-305.
Public libraries: See Public Libraries.
Sec
Public moneys, accounting, etc.:
Public Officers, catchword Public

moneys.
Public schools, 32-1016, 32-1112.
Public utility property, disposition of
Authority, 91-901.
Charter restrictions, 91-901.
Election, referendum, 91-902.
Ballots, 91-903.

Majority vote, 91-904.
Notice, 91-902.

Objection petitions, 91-902.

Referendum, 91-902 to 91-904.
Quarantine of smallpox patients,
88-414, 88-415.

Records, exemplifications as evidence.
38-606.

Recorder's court, 69-701 to 69-704.
Recreational centers: See Playground
and Recreational Centers.
Rice, regulating weighing, 5-512.
Schools, audit of accounts, 40-1812.
Sentence by police court, 69-704.

Sinking fund, 87-504, 87-605.
Investment, 87-701 to 87-705.
State
depositories,
enumeration
of
cities and towns in which located,
100-101.

State Tuberculosis Sanatorium, appropriations for, 35-404.

Improvements necessary,
resolution, 69-403.

Injunction against assessment, 69-425.
Installment payment of
assessments, 69-414.
Interest, 69-412 to 69-414,
69-417.

Intersecting streets,
69-404.

Law
Lien

cumulative, 69-426.
of assessment,

69-416, 69-428.

Maintenance of good
condition, 69-407.
Notice,
etc..
69-403,
69-408, 69-425.

Objections, 69-412.
Ordinances, 69-406.

Part payment by municipal corporations, 69-427.

Proceeds of sale of bonds,
69-41S,

69-419.

Proceedings to validate,
69-42S to 69-434.
Proposals, 69-407. 69-408.
Protest, 69-403, 69-412.
Railroads, paving between
tracks. 69-4:05.

Referendum

as to adoption of law, 69 402.
Resolutions, 69-403.
69-407.

Sale of bonds, 69-41S,
69-419.

Street railroads, paving

between tracks. 69-405.
Validation of lien for assessment. 69-42S to
69-434.

Petition for, 92-4202.

General Index.
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MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS— Cont'd.

MUNICIPAL TAXATION—Cont'd.
Assessors

Streets— Cont'd.

Duty, 92-4001.
Election, 92-4001.
Number, 92-4001.
Reports, 92-4002.

Obstruction, 69-304.

Personal

from

injuries

defects,

liability, 69-303.

Working, 69-306.
See Street Railroads.
Assessments, 94-1002.
Consent to construction, 94-1002,

Street railroads:

Valuation of property, 92-4001.
Bran, dealers or distributors of,
92-4106.

Canal companies, 17-114.

94-1005.

Free passes to police
men, etc., 94-1009.

officers, fire-

Superior court, jurisdiction over police
courts and councils, 24-2615.

Capitation tax, 92-109.
Carload shipments of goods, 92-4106.
Cottonseed
Dealers or distributors of, 92-4106.

Taxation: See Municipal Taxation.
Trust company

Bond

issue,

power to act as trustee

.

Hulls, dealers
92-4106.

or

distributors

of,

Meal,

or

distributors

of,

under, 109-201.
Fiscal agent, power to act as,
109-201.
Investment in bonds of, 109-201.

Trust funds, investment in bonds

of,

10S-420.

Trustees, acting as, 69-502 to 69-505.
Vaccination, compulsory, 88-417.
Validation of bonds
Attorney General, failure to file
proceedings, 87-308.

Counties, tax sales, etc., 92-4406.
County property, 92-4202.
Diversion of tax funds, 92-4103.
Drains, 92-4201.
Establishment of lien, 67-1701.

Execution:

failure

to

Ballots, 92-211, 92-212.
Expenses of election, 92-213.

file

Grand jury recommendation,

rice, regulations,

92-211.

5-512.

Irrevocability

Zoning laws, authority of General Assembly to enact, 2-1825.

of

exemption,

92-214.

Manner

of holding election,

92-211.

MUNICIPAL COURTS.

which
are
where referendum

exempt

Plants

See editorial note following 24-401.

Clerks-

carries,

92-216.

Advertising

"Four weeks,'

Polls,
'

meaning,

"Once

a

week

for

39-1102.

Time, 39-1102.
trial,

by, 27-423.

authority

to

Repeal of exemption, 92-218.
Second election called when,

four

weeks," meaning, 39-1102.
"Thirty days," meaning,

Commitments

opening and closing,

92-215.

39-1102.

New

election,

92-211.

proceedings, 87-308.

Weighing cotton and

See Tax Executions.

Exemptions
Referendum
Advertisement of

Judgment, 87-309.
Solicitor-general,

dealers
92-4106.

92-217.

Traveling salesmen, 92-4105.
United States lands, 15-303.
Extraordinary expenses, 92-4102,
92-4103.

grant:

See

editorial note following 70-101.

MUNICIPAL COURT OF ATLANTA,
Jurisdiction, 2-3501.

Flour,

dealers

or

distributors

of,

,,

92-4106.

Franchises, 92-2306 to 92-2312.
Garnishment on tax executions,
92-4301, 92-4302.
f

MUNICIPAL TAXATION.

Guano, distributors or dealers

See Specific, Business, and Occupation Taxes; Taxation.

Abutting public property, assessment,
92-4202.

92-4106.

Homestead, liability, 51-1502.
Improvements, 92-4201, 92-4202.
Interest, tax executions, 92-7601.

Additional funds, raising, 92-4104.
Agricultural products, 5-603, 5-604.

Malpractice in

Airports, acquisition,

Meal,

etc., of,

11-206,

improvement

office,

diversion of tax

funds, 92-4103.
dealers

distributors

of,

Meats, dealers or distributors

of,

or

92-4106.

11-207.

Alleys,

of,

of, 92-4201.

Assessment, 92-6805 to 92-6807.

92-4106.

General Tndex.
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MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANIES

MUNICIPAL TAXATION— Co nt'd.
Merchandise, dealers or distributors

of,

92-4106.

Motor

—Cont'd.
5^

ARHr;H-irrif:rit..s )

busses, 92-1513.

Assets,

News

dealers on trains, 92-1907.
Ordinances, 92-4405.
Ordinary current expenses, 92-4101 to
92-4103.

-

1

4

premium

.'i

2

Bontraetf, 56-1427,

50-1428.

Attorney to act for, 50-1430, 50
Banks, business confined to, 50-1431.
I

Bnrglary, loss by, 50-1420 to 50-1 134

Paving, 92-4201.

Bylaws, 50-1403.

Payment

Capital stock, 56-1402.

of debts, 2-5502.
Peddlers, 92-1602.
Poll tax, 92-109.
Privy vaults, cleaning, 92-4201.
Professions, 92-1909.
Public property, assessment, 92-4202.
Railroads, 92-2801 to 92-2804.
Rate of taxation, 92-4002, 92-4101.

Redemption from

sale, 92-4201, 92-4402,

92-4403.

Referendum as

to exemption, see Ex-

emptions, ante.
Reports of assessors, 92-4002.
Returns, 92-6005.
Sales under executions, 92-4201, 92-4401

Certificate

Authority to do business, 56-1427
to 56-1430.

Secretary of State, 50-1402.
Charter, filing copy, 50-1428.
Code sections governing, 56-1402.

Concealments of insured, 50-1400.
Consent of insured to new conditions,
56-1403.
Contract, nature, 56-1401.
County treasurers, business confined

to,

56-1431.

Fee
Issuing certificate, 56-1429.

Sidewalk improvements, 92-4202.

Membership, 56-1432.
Filing copy of charter, 56-1428.
Fire insurance companies, deposits,

State property, 92-4202.
Street improvements, 92-109, 92-4201,

Foreign companies, licenses, 56-521,

to 92-4407.
Sewers, 92-4201.

56-312.

56-1426,

92-4202.

Tax

deeds, recitals, 92-4407.

Time, tax sales, 92-4401.
Traveling salesmen, exemption, 92-4105.
Valuation of property, 92-4001.

MURDER.
See Homicide.

Taxation, 92-1303.

to

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
Dealers, taxation, 92-1310.

to,

Losses, unpaid, liability, 56-1405.
Mail, loss of money shipped by,
56-1426 to 56-1434.

Medical examination, 56-1309.

Membership

fee, 56-1432.

Misrepresentations by insured, 56-1406.
Notice of rules, 56-1403.

MUSKRAT.
See Game.

MUST.

"May"

to

56-1431.

MUSICAL ENTERTAINMENTS.

Fur-bearing animals:

Industrial life insurance, change
stock companies, 56-1308.
Licenses, 56-1426, 56-1427.

Agents, 56-521.
Eevocation, 56-9910.
Loan companies, business confined

MUSIC SLOT MACHINES.

Licenses, county revenue, 92-3902
92-3904, 92-3906 to 92-3912.

56-1427.

Fraud of insured, 56-1405.
Good faith of insured, 56-1405.
Income taxes, exemptions, 92-3105.

Oath,

statement

under,

56-1428,

56-1429.

defined as meaning, 102-103.

MUTES.
Testamentary capacity, 113-207.

MUTINY.
Definition, 26-4801.

Instigating, 26-4802.
Punishment, 26-4801.
Witnesses at trial for, 26-4803.

MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANIES.
Agents
License, 56-521.
Officers as, 56-1404.
Service of process on, 56-604.
Annual report, 56-1428, 56-1429.

Officers, 56-1404.

Penalties, 56-1434.

Petition for charter, 56-1402.

Policy

Pules as part

of,

Stipulation of

amount of

56-1403.
benefits,

56-1309.

Premiums
Payment,

56-1432.

Rate, 56-1309.

President
Service of process on, 56-604.
Statement, 56-142S, 56-1429.
Process, service, 56-604, 56-1433.

Reduction of funds,

liability, 56-1405.

General Index.
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MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANIES
—Cent 'd.
Registered mail, loss of money shipped
by, 56-1426 to 56-1434.
Regulation, 56-1309.

Reinsurance reserve, 56-1431.
Representations by insured, 56-1406.
Reserve, reinsurance, 56-1431.

Robbery,

loss

by, 50-14:26 to 56-1434.

Rules, 56-1403.
Secretary, statement, .56-1428, 56-1429.
Statement, filing, 56-142S, 56-1429.
Unpaid losses, liability, 56-1405.

NAMES— Cont'd.
Street railroad companies, 94-1016.
Taxpayers, entry on digests, 92-6306,
92-6307.
Wife, restoration in divorce action,
30-121.

NARCOTICS.

42-705, 42-9917.

Opium
Joints, keeping, 26-6104.
Labeling, 42-701.

Vice president, statement, 56-1428,

Prescriptions,
42-9917.

56-1429.

Violation of law as misdemeanor,

MUTUAL

42-704,

42-705,

Punishment for violating law,

56-9910.

Workmen's compensation, payment
See Workmen's Compensation.

in, 42-109.

Confectionery,

Habitual users, prescriptions, 42-704,

42^9915, 42-9917.
sale, 42-702.

of:

WILLS.

Execution, 113-104.
Revocation, 113-104, 113-401.

Record of
Prescription

of

physician,

42-704,

42-705, 42-9917.

Private hospitals for treatment of excessive users, 88-1001, 88-1004.

Prosecution, by Board of Pharmacy,

NAMES.

42-706.

See Trade-Marks and Trade Names.
Agricultural marketing associations,
65-224.

Who

liable to, 42-707.

Public school instruction in nature of,
32-705.

Assumed names
Negotiable instruments, use in connection with, 14-218.
Use in business, 106-301 to 106-304,
106-9906.
Attorneys, signatures, 24-3308.

Banks

Sale of, illegal, 42-704, 42-705, 42-9917.

Grand jury charge,

59-601.

NATIONS.
Judgments

of,

authentication, 38-622.

Judicial notice of existence,

etc.,

38-112.

Branch, 13-203.

Laws

Private, 13-204, 13-9934.

Judicial notice, 38-112.

Symbols of nationality, judicial

Adopted, 74-404.
Change, 79-501, 79-502.
Concordance of, as proof of indentity,

notice,

38-112.

NATIONAL BANKS.
See Banks and Banking.

38-304.

Corporations

—

Adoption or use by others, 22-202.
106-201, 106-202, 106-9905.

Change, 22-510 to 22-515.
Counties, 23-101.

Fictitious —

NATIONAL DEFENSE ACT.
Law

of State, 86-1401.

NATIONAL FORMULARY.
Standard of purity,

etc.,

of drugs,

42-109.

Drawees of

bills of exchange:
Sec
Negotiable Instruments.
Drawing or indorsing certain in

struments in, 26-3916.
Obtaining goods under, 26-3918.
Initials, use in pleading, 81-104.

Misnomer, amendment, 81-1206.
Payee of negotiable instrument, indorsement in case of misspelling,

NATIONAL GUARD.
See Public Defense.

NATURAL GUARDIANS.
Parents, 49-101, 49-102.

NATURAL LANDMARKS.
Boundaries, control, 85-1601.

NATURAL PERSONS.
Aliens, 79-102, 79-302 to 79 306.

14-414.

Railroad companies

Change, 22-510 to 22-515.
Petition for incorporation, 94-102

Vendor

—

Authentication, 38-622.

Change, 79-501, 79-502.
Children

of

or lessor, on locomotive,

94-403.

Citizens, 79-201 to 79-209. See Citizens.

Colored persons, 79-103.

See Colored

Persons.

Residents not citizens, 79-102, 79-301,
79-303, 79-304, 79-306.

-

r.

I

:
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NAVIGATION COMPANIES

NATURALIZATION.
Citizens of United States, 1-815, 1-810.
Congress' power to establish rules,

STOKES.

17 213.

Petition

for,

pi

17-202.

Conveyance ot person*,

g<

,

17-212.

Directors, 17-207, 17-208.
Docks, ejecting and mainta

Marking, 5-1604.
Quality, 5-1603.
Specifications, 5-1601, 5-1603.
Commerce, acts injurious to, 5-1619,
5-9939.

17-212.

Incorporation
Certificate, 17-203 to 17-206.

Evidence, 17-205.

Cutting turpentine boxes, 5-9940.
Definitions, 5-1616, 5-1617.
Evidence, analysis as, 5-1621.

Fraud

Amendment,

constitutional
2-1818.

Analysis, 5-1620, 5-1621.
Barrels
Capacity, 5-1614.

Cont'd.

-

Charter
Grant,

1-125.

NAVAL

.

in sales, 5-1619.

Manner,

17-201.

Petition for, 17-202.
Machinery, erecting and maintaining,
17-212.

Fraudulent brands, 5-9941.

Meeting of stockholders,

17-207.

Inspection, 5-1601, 5-1620.
Inspectors

Mortgages, execution

Yl-i\'i.

—

Appointment by

Name,

cities, 5-1601.

Disinterestedness,

5-1609,

5-9943.

17-202, 17-204.
17-207.

Officers,

Organization, 17-207.

Powers, 17-212.

Fees, 5-1601, 5-1610, 5-9944.

Fraud, 5-9941.
Interfering with brand, 5-9942.
Supervising inspectors
Appointment, 5-1611.
Bond, 5-1612.
Compensation, 5-1614.

b

Presidents, taxation, 92-2409.
Property, acquisition, etc., of, 17-212.
Kescue of vessels, 17-212.

Taxes
Returns to Comptroller General,
92-5902 to 92-5904.

Assessments to correct,

Office, 5-1613.

duties, 5-1615.
Qualification, 5-1611.
Term of office, 5-1611.

and seaport towns,

cities

5-1601, 5-1605.

Shipment,

before,

5-1602.

Payment

make, 5-9914.

Samples for analysis, 5-1620.
Standard, 5-1618.
Turpentine boxes, cutting illegally,

of vessels, 17-212.

of

States standard, 5-1618.

NAVIGABLE WATERS.
See Waters and Watercourses.

NAVIGATION.
injuring

or

26-8101.

NAVIGATION COMPANIES.
Agents, 17-207.

Borrowing by, 17-212.
Buildings, erecting and maintaining,
17-212.

Bylaws, 17-208.
Capital stock
Increase, 17-206, 17-211.

Nature, 17-210.
Subscription for, 17-206, 17-209.
Transfer, 17-210.

17-212.

of,

Wharves, erecting and maintaining,
17-212.

NAVY.
Congress ' power to provide and maintain, 1-125.
in

chief.

2-2611.

Indictment for crimes by sailors,
President of United States as

mander

1-8

com-

in chief, 1-208.

United States
destroying,

and prop-

persons

erty, 17-212.

Governor as commander

5-9940.

Fixtures,

Towage

Trust deeds, execution

for, failure to

Penalties for violation of law, 5-1623.
Posting of law, 5-1622.

United

to 92-6104.

Time, 92-5901.
Time of payment, 92-5908.
Transportation

inspection

etc.,

92-6001 to 92-6007, 92-6101

Powers and

Powers of

of,

sailors as electors. 2-602.

NE EXEAT.
Accounts, equity jurisdiction, 37-301.
at law wanting,

Adequate remedy
37-1401.

Affidavit

by complainant,

37-1405.

BondComplainant, 37-1405.
Defendant. 37-1405.
Contempt, enforcement by attachment
for, 37-1210.

CoobHsrors, against, 37-1401.

Decedent's property, against persons
removing, 37-1401.

General Index.
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NE EXEAT— Cant M.

NEGLIGENCE— Cont 'd.

Discretion of court
Bond of defendant, 37-1403.
Disposition of property, 37-1404.
Equity of redemption, against person
holding, 37-1401.

Grounds, 37-1401.

restraining

removal

of

37-1401.

's

lands,

diligence

defined,

105-202.

issuance at instance of,

Factors, 12-401.

Foods, unwholesome, sale, 105-1101,
property, against persons re-

moving, 37-1401.

Gross negligence defined, 105-203.

Property about to be removed, at
stance of any person interested

inin,

37-1401.

Remainderman, at instance

105-1104.

Garage owner, 12-403.

Partners, against, 37-1401.

of, 37-1401.

Reversioner, at instance of, 37-1401.

Hirers, 12-208.

Homicide, actions for:
See Death.
Imputable, definition, 105-205.
Independent
contractor,
employer
liable,

Sanction by judge. 37-1406.
Showing by complainant, 37-1402.
Superior court judge, power to grant,
24-2616.

when, 105-502.

Invitees on land, liability of owner or
occupier, 105-401.

Judgments, preventing setting aside,
110-710.

NE UNQUES EXECUTOR.

Landlord's liability for negligence of
tenant, 61-112.

Plea, 113-2108, 113-2110.

Lessen damages, duty of plaintiff

NEAR-BEER.

Liquors, adulterated, sale, 105-1102,
105-1104.

NECESSARIES.
Abandonment

to,

105-2014.

See Intoxicating Liquors.

of

husband by wife,

ef-

Contracts, minors, 20-201.

Father's failure to provide as releasing

by, 37-211, 37-212, 37-219, 37-220.

Ordinary

control of child, 74-108.

Diligence, defined, 105-201.

liability, 53-508.

Negligence, defined, 105-201.

Parent's liability, 30-207, 30-208.
Wife's agency for husband, 53-510.

Pilots, 80-110, 80-313.

Private bridges, proprietors of, 95-1209.
Public officers, liability on bonds,

NEGLIGENCE.
Agents, 4-203, 4-217, 4-311.
Animals, vicious, keeping, 105-110.

89-418.

Railroads, injuries to person or prop-

Bailees, 12-103, 12-104, 12-408.

Bank employees, examiners,

Livery-stable keepers, 12-402.

Master: See Master and Servant.
Mistake, relief in equity as affected

fect as to liability, 53-508.

Husband's

adjoining

85-1203.

Extraordinary
of,

37-1401.

Orphan

cine, 105-1102.

ment, 38-116.
Excavations on

personalty, 85-1708.

Mortgagee, at instance
friend,

Druggist, selling wrong article or medi-

37-212, 37-219, 37-220.

Joint promisors, against, 37-1401.

Next

105-1102,

Estoppel, equitable, negligence as ele-

37-1401.

tenant,

sale,

105-1104.

Equity, relief as affected by, 37-211,

Interest in property as giving right,

Life

Drugs, adulterated,

erty, 94-702.
etc.,

Slight-

13-9904.

Diligence, defined, 105-203.

Borrower, 12-504.
Children

Imputing negligence of parents

Negligence, defined, 105-202.
to,

105-205.

Standard of care, 105-204.
Comparative, 66-402, 94-703, 105-603.
Contributory, 66-401, 66-402, 94-703,
105-603.

Creditor, release of surety, 103-203.
Definitions, degrees of care, 105-201 to
105-203.

Dentists, 84-9908.

Depositaries for hire, 12-302, 12-404.

Superintendent of Banks, 13-9904.
Trustees
Duty to exercise ordinary
gence, 108-402.
Liability, 105-1201.

Vicious animals, keeping, 105-110.

Warehouseman,

12-405.

Wharfinger, 12-406.

NEGLIGENCE PER

SE.

"Actionable per se" synonymous,
102-103.

dili-

Cje:; i-MAL
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NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS —

NEGLIGENTLY.

Cont'd.

Meaning, 102-103.

—

Acceptance Cont d*
Presentment for

NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS.
Acceptance
Before drawing of instrument,

Absconding,

Payment by

Bankruptcy,

acceptor,

Death,

Certification of check, effect of,

Date as of day of presentation,
14-1105.
Definition, 14-102, 14-1101.

Destruction

of

bill,

of

liability

drawee, 14-1106.

Partnership between, absence of, 14-12
Drawer, discharge by failure
to
in
present
reasonable
time, 14-1202.

How

constitutes, 14-1109.

Honor, for

Agreement

of acceptor
honor, 14-1405.

for

Indorsers, discharge by failure to present in reasonable
time, 14-1202.
Insufficiency of time, effect,
14-1205.

for honor

of drawer, when, 14-1403.

Manner of making, 14-1203.
Nonacceptance as dishonoring

Different persons for honor of

other parties, 14-1401.
bill

by acceptor

made, 14-1402.

Liability of acceptor for hon14-1404,

14-1405.

payable after
sight accepted for honor,
bill

14-1406.

Portion of

sum

for*

payment

to

acceptor for honor,
14-1408.

Delay

in

making, excuse,

14-1409.

may

be

accepted

for honor, 14-1401.

made, 14-1201.
Promise to accept as equivalent

Writing, necessity, 14-1402.

made, 14-1101.
Incomplete bill, 14-1107.
Kinds of acceptances, 14-1108.
Liability of acceptor, 14-603,

Dissent, time for, 14-1111.
Drawer, discharge, 14-1111.
Indorsers, discharge, 14-1111.
Befusal to take, right of
holder, 14-1111.

Eights of parties, 14-1111
constitutes, 14-1110.

Eetention of bill, liability of
drawee, 14-1106.
Separate instrument, acceptance
by, 14-1103.
14-1107.

Signature, 14-1101.

Time allowed drawee, 14-11C5.
Writing, 14-1101.

Accommodation paper, discharge,

14-1605.

14-901.

of making, 14-1101.

Delay, excuse, 14-1205.

to

acceptance, 14-1104.
Qualified

Sight, dishonored bill payable at,

How

Overdue bill, 14-1107.
Presentment for
Days when presentment
be made, 14-1204.

duty to produly, 14-1301.

Eights of 'holder, 14-1209.
Time, 14-1203, 14-1204.
When presentment must be

What

Protest of bill accepted for
honor, 14-1407.
Signature, necessity, 14-1402.
bill

test

bill,

Definition, 14-1108.

only, for,

14-1401.

Presentment

14-1207.

bill,

Foreign

for honor, 14-1410.

Maturity of

presentment made,

14-1203.

Definition, 14-1108.

Deemed acceptance

Failure to present, effect,
14-1202.

—

Dishonor of

M-

effect, 14-12

14-1206.
ac-

ceptance on, 14-1102.
General

What

14-1203.

Excused, when, 14-1204 to

Dishonored bill, 14-1107.
Face of bill, right of holder to

Manner

effect,

Fictitious pernon,

Insolvency,

14-1705.

effect,

14-120.'}.

liabil-

14-1605.

ity,

When

effect,

14-1200.

Bills in sets, 14-1604.

or,

—Cont'd.

.Drawees

14-1104.

How

r

Presentment in

order

to

change

indorser, 14-711.

may

Accommodation party,
14-306.

Liability, 14-306.

definition,

General Index.
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NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS—
Cont

NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS—
Cont'd.

'd.

Bills of

Days

Definition, 14-102.

Joinder of indorser in
against maker, drawer,

or

14-702.

ac-

Promissory note, when

14-1803*
2-4305, 14-1803.

Venue,
Administrator's

as,

sale of insolvent
doubtful notes, 113-1705.

or

Authority to sign, 14-219.
Liability of person signing

Beferee in case of need, 14-1006.
See Bills of Lading.
Blanks, filling, 14-214.
Bona fide holder, pledgee as, 12-603.

Bona

as,

14-220.

Liability where instrument negotiated without indorsement,

fide

purchaser,

Buyers
to,

14-816.

14-S06,

Signature by,
how, 14-219.
Alteration

authority

shown

of, taxation, 92-2010.
Cancellation
Intentional, effect, 14-901.
Unintentional, burden of proof,

14-905.

Certainty as to sum, what constitutes,

Effect, 14-906.

14-202.

Material, what constitutes, 14-907.
Ambiguous instruments, construction,
14-217.

Antedated instruments, 14-212.
Bank, definition, 14-102.

Checks: See Banks and Banking.

Assignment of funds, 14-1707.
Bank, liability to holder, 14-1707.
Certification
Effect,

instrument payable

procures
certified,

14-1706.

Time
parts negotiated, rights

Collateral security

Effect on negotiability of author-

holders, 14-1602.

Discharge of one of a

for presentment for payment,

14-1704.

Acceptance, 14-1604.

set,

effect,

ity

to

in

sell

case

default,

of

14-205.

14-1606.

Indorsement of two or more parts
to different persons, liability of

holder, 14-1603.

acceptor,

of

14-1605.

One bill, as constituting, 14-1601.
Payment by acceptor, liability,

Garnishment, 46-207.
Consideration
Antecedent or preexisting debt,
14-302.

Failure of, 14-305.

Nature, statement in certain
cases, 14-206.

14-1605.

Bights of holders, where different
parts are negotiated, 14-1602.

exchange
Assignment of funds in hands of
drawee, 14-1002.

Bills of

Drawee

Partial failure, 14-305.

Presumption, 14-301.

Want
What

of,

effect, 14-305.

constitutes, 14-302.

Construction where instrument

is

am-

biguous, 14-217.

Address to more than one,
14-1003.
Liability, 14-1002.

Copyrights,
price,

notes,

14-1804,

etc.,

14-1805,

for

purchase

14-9901.

Corporate securities, warranty in case
of negotiation, 14-606.

Foreign

Days of

grace, allowance,

14-716.

Definition, 14-1004.

Protest, necessity, 14-830,
14-1301.

Inland

be

to

Definition, 14-1703.

14-102.

Bills in sets

Liability

holder

check

to,

14-209.
definition,

of

14-1705.

Where

Bearer, definition, 14-102.

Different

title, 96-111.

Bonds, indorsement, 14-1801.
Broker,
negotiation
of
instrument
without indorsement, liability,
14-610.

14-610.

Negotiation by, 14-610.
Notice of dishonor given by or

Bill,

treated

bill

14-1005.

Bills of lading:

Agent

When

of grace, 14-716.

Presentment for payment,

action

ceptor,

14-803,

—

exchange Cont'd.
Payable on demand

Action
Agents, by, 4-404.

bill,

definition, 14-1004.

Corporation promoters, notes taken by,
for stock,

14-1806, 14-1807, 14-9902.

Counsel fees, effect of stipulation for,
14-202.

Counterclaim as included in "action,''
14-102.

General [nt
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NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS—
Cont'd.

Undated instruments,

Wrong

money,
charge,

14-213.

date, insertion of, 14-213.

of grace,

when and how

allowed,

Death of indorser as affecting

testi-

against indorsee, 38-1603.

for

of

pi

aet trnieh would dis14-001.

\>y

Unintentional eaneellation,
Dishonor

—

H

905.

Acceptance after, 14-1107.
Acceptor for honor, by, 14-1410.
Liability

of

pereon

leeondarily

liable, 14-715.

Decedents' estates, rank of promissory

Nonacceptance, by, 14-1207.

Duty

notes against, 113-1508.

Defective

NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS —
Discharge- -Coot 'd.
Simple contract

14-716.

mony

J

Cont'd.

Date
Antedated instruments, 14-212.
Postdated instruments, 14-212.
Presumption as to, 14-211.

Days

lOJffl

of bolder,

M

Eights of holder,

title

Nonpayment,

Definition, 14-505.

Foreign

Notice, 14-504.
Defense, original, when subject to,

L2

1,4-12

'>.

14-714.

of exchange,

bill

14-1301.

Notice of dishonor
Acceptor for honor,

14-508.

Definitions, 14-102.

Delivery

to,

14-1405.

Antedating instrument,

Agent, notice by, 14 806.
Bankrupt, to, 14-813.

effect,

14-212.

Death of party,

Definition, 14-102.

Effectual, when,
Necessity, 14-216.

Delay in giving,

Negotiation to complete,
14-401.

Postdating of instrument,

effect,

Warranty where negotiation by,

14-825.

notice need not be

given

to,

14-826.

Due

14-606.

Demand, when instrument

payable

is

notice, 14-817, 14-818.
Form, 14-808.

Indorsers, necessity of giving

on, 14-207.

to, 14-826.

Determinable future time, what con-

When

14-204.

Discharge
Alteration of instrument,
Cancellation, intentional,

effect,

effect, 14-807.
effect, 14-903.

Nonacceptance,

Notice

Enforcement by holder

in

effect of omisgive notice of,

sion to
14-829.

Payment

of

dishonor by
in case of,

nonpayment

due

14-828.

course not party to altera-

Oral, 14-808.

tion, 14-906.

Partners,

to, 14-501.

Party accommodated by,
14-901.

Party secondarily

liable, by,

to,

14-811.

Person by whom given, 14-S02.
Agent, 14-S03, 14-S06.
Holder, on behalf of,
14-S04.

14-903.

Principal debtor,

14-827.

Misdescription of instrument,

Negotiation, effect on, 14-418.

Holder,

to,

Joint debtors, to, 14-812.
Mails, delivery through,
14-808.

by

holder, 14-901.

Forgery of signature,
Manner, 14-901.

notice need not be

given

14-906, 14-907.

by

or on be1

Party entitled to give,
14-805.

of, 14-901.

whom

Principal debtor becoming holder
at or before maturity, 14-901.

Persons to

Renunciation by holder, 14-904.
Secondarily liable, person who

Personal delivery. 14-808.
Personal representative, to,

is,

14-902.

Signature

of,

to, 14-801.

When

Presumption, 14-216.

half

case

Delivery, 14-808.
Dispensed with, when, 14-824.
Drawer, necessity of giving

14-212.

stitutes,

in

14-810.

14-216.

given,

14-801, 14-809.

14-810.

made without

ity, 14-223.

author-

Place

where notice must be

sent, 14-820.

General Index.
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NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS—
Dishonor

NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS—
Cont'd.

Cont'd.

— Cont

'd.

[Notice of dishonor

Post

—

Drawee

— Cont'd.

deposit in, 14-S17,

office,

Cont 'd.
Presentment for acceptance
Absconding as excusing,
14-1206.

14-818,

Bankruptcy as excusing,

Sufficiency, 14-807.

14-1203.

Time, 14-814.

Death

Antecedent parties,

as excusing, 14-1203,
14-1206.

14-S19.

Parties residing in different places, 14-816.
Parties residing in same
place,

Fictitious person, in case of,
14-1206.

Insolvency as excusing,
14-1203.

14-815.

Partnership,

Validation of insufficient written notice, 14-807.

Waiver, 14-S21.
Protest as waiving notice
of dishonor, 14-823.
Who affected by, 14-822.
Writing, 14-807, 14-808.
Protest, required when, 14-830.
Qualified acceptance, by refusal of
holder to treat bill as dishonored, 14-1102.

Time allowed

to accept
change, 14-1105.

Acceptance, qualified,

14-716.

Drawee
Absconding, excuse of presentment

delayed

for acceptance, 14-1205.

Discharge from liability on qualified acceptance of bill, 14-1111.
Drawee and drawer same person,

how

bill

treated,

Address of bill of exchange to
more than one, 14-1003.
Bankruptcy, effect as to present-

Liability, 14-602.

ment

14-1002.

Destruction when presented
for acceptance, effect,
14-1106.

bill

14-1005.

of exchange

dishon-

ored and not protested,
ity,

liabil-

14-1301.

Limitation of liability, 14-602.
Notice of dishonor to, need not be
given, when, 14-826.
Presentment to, not required in
order to charge, when, 14-710.
Executions against sureties or indorsers, 39-107.

Retention when presented for
acceptance, effect, 14-1106.
Sets, acceptance
in,

presentment,

in

Discharge by delay in presenting

Foreign

Bill of exchange, liability on,

effect,

14-1704.

for acceptance, 14-1206.
Acceptance as to one or more of
several drawees, 14-1110.

for acceptance, 14-1203.

bill of ex-

Certification of check at instance
of holder, liability, 14-1605.

liability,

Payable on demand, days of grace,

of
or

14-1111.

Check

of lading attached to, title
to goods, 96-109.

two

Drawer

DraftsBills

nonexistence

relation
between
more, 14-1203.

personDrawee

Fictitious

where drawn

Notice of dishonor to indorser

14-1604.

in case of, 14-827.

Death, effect as to presentment for
acceptance, 14-1203, 14-1206.

Presentment

Drawer and drawee same

Presentment for payment dispensed with, 14-713.
Promissory note, bill treated

effect,

person,

14-1005.

Fictitious person

Acceptance,

presentment

in case of, 14-1206.

Figures

presentment for, in

case of, 14-1005.

Incompetent

person,

how

bill

treated in case of, 14-1206.

Insolvency,

and words, sum payable in

case of discrepancy between, 14-207.

Forging, counterfeiting, or altering,

14-1005.

Payment,

acceptance

as, 14-1005.

for,

Bill treated as promissory note,

for

excused, 14-1206.

effect

as

ment for acceptance,

to

present-

14-1203.

14-223, 26-3901.

Form, 14-201.
Formal language, requirement,

14-210.

Fraudulent conversion, 26-2809,
26-2810.

Grace,

when and how

allowed, 14-716.

General Index.
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NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS—
Cont'd.

HolderAcceptance, duty where bill not
accepted within prescribed
time, 14-1208.
Qualified acceptance, right to
refuse, 14-1111.
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NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS —
Cont'd
Homestead, waiver of,
Incomplete instruments

Delivery, 14-215, 14 216.

Omission a
Date, 14 217.
run

two or more per-

Rules

14-217.

sons, 14-1603.

Protest

to, effect,

of

bill

Indorsee

14-501.

maturity,

before

14-1307.

Refusal to receive payment supra
protest, effect, 14-1506.

Renunciation of rights, 14-904.
Eights
Dishonor of bill, 14-1209.
Negotiation of different parts
of set, 14-1602.
Nonacceptance of bill, 14-1209.
Payment, to, 14-501.

Renunciation, 14-904.
Suit in own name, 14-501.
Holder for value, definition, 14-303.
Lien on instrument as constituting, 14-304.

Deceased

person, competency of
opposite party to testify against,
38-1603.

Indorsement by, necessity for further negotiation under special
indorsement, 14-405.
Joint indorsees, how deemed to indorse, 14-609.

Restrictive
indorsement,
under, 14-408.

is

or more, indorsement made
how, 14-412.
Indorsement

Attachment by indorser against
principal, 8-107.

want

not

of,

Explanation by parol, 38-509.
Special indorsement, change

14-305.

for

Rights of person making,

nonacceptance,

Definition, 14-102.

Entire

instrument,

requirement

that indorsement must be

14-509.

Notice of infirmity or defect be-

amount

paid,

effect,

made

of, 14-403.

How

made, 14-402.

Indorsee, by, 14-405.

14-504.

Person not deemed to be, when,
14-503.

Renunciation by holder,

effect,

Kinds

of,

14-404.

Name

of payee misspelled, 14-414.

Place

of,

presumption, 14-417.

Presumption

14-904.
of,

14-410.

no-

tice, 14-829.

full

instrument

of

14-413.

14-502.

Holders deemed prima facie to be,

Rights

effect

or indorsed to person as,

Conditional, 14-404.

subject to, 14-508.

fore

to, 14-406.

Cashier,

drawn

Defenses, original, instrument not

Dishonor

in, 14-404.

Definition, 14-405.

party, effect, 14-906.
Blanks, effect of filling, 14-214.
Burden of proof as to title, 14-509.

Consideration, effect of

rights

Two

Blank,

Holder in due course
Alterations to which holder

Definition,

date from which to
not specified, 14-217.
of construction as to,

Interest,

Definition, 14-102.

Payment

'..

Acceptance, 14-1107.

Indorsing two or more parts of
bills in set to

U

14-507, 14-508.

Time of negotiation

as affecting,

14-503.

Title derived through, rights,

14-403.

Purporting to transfer to indorseeg

14-508.

Transfer without indorsement,
fect, 14-420.

Undelivered instrument, 14-216.
Holidays
Acts required on, done when,
14-105.

Date of maturity, 14-716.
Enumeration, 14-1808.

Place of indorsement, 14-417.
Time of indorsement, 14-416.
Purporting to transfer part only,

ef-

severally, 14-403.
Qualified, 14-404.
Effect, 14-409.

Warranty, 14-606.
Representative capacity,

in,

14-415.

Residue, indorsement as

to,

whers

instrument paid in part, 14-403.

General Index.
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NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS —

NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS —
Cont'd.

Cont'd.

Indorsement

— Cont

Indorser

\1.

Absence
power

words

of

implying

'd.

indorsement, effect,

negotiate, 14-407.
Definition, 14-407.

Signature without additional
words, 14-402.

Effect, 14-40S.

Waiver of notice

to

Negotiation, on, 14-418.
Indorsee, rights under, 14-40S.
Security carried by, 14-1802.
Signature of indorser, sufficiency,

negotiation

payable

instrument

to, 14-411.

Definition,

14-405.

Effect, 14-405.

Negotiation of instrument,
14-405.

Striking out, effect, 14-419.

presumption, 14-416.

of,

Transfer without,
or

effect,

14-420.

more payees or indorsees,

14-412.

Writing on instrument or attached
requirement,

paper,

14-402.

Indorser

Accommodation paper,
requirement of presentment in order to
charge, 14-711.
Certification of check at instance

holder,

of

liability

in

case of,

Conditional, 14-410.
for acceptance, 14-1205.

Discharge from liability on qualiacceptance, 14-1111.
bill

of

exchange dishon-

ored and not protested, liability,
14-1301.

14-102.

definition,

Indorsement, 14-1801.
Lien on promissory notes, 110-509.
Sureties and indorsers, against,
110-306.
Justices of the peace, jurisdiction and
service of suits, 24-1003, 24-1012,
24-1013, 24-1107, 24-1108.
Larceny, 26-2616.

governs, when, 14-106.

Loss

Decree for payment, 37-214.
Establishment of copy, 63-301.
Maker, liability, 14-601.
Maturity
Bill payable after sight accepted
for honor, 14-1406.

Computation of time, 14-717.
Holiday, day of maturity falling
upon, 14-716.
Protest before, 14-1307.
Sunday, day of maturity falling
upon, 14-716.
of,

14-716.

Negotiability

Authority to

sell collateral securi-

ties in default of
of,

payment,

effect

14-205.

Continuation of, until when, 14-418.
Counsel fees, effect of stipulation
14-202.

for,

Election to perform some act in

Indorsements on

bills

or parts of

bills in sets, liability, 14-1603.

Irregular,

by insurance companies,

Misdemeanors, 14-9901, 14-9902.

Discharge by delay in presentment

fied

in,

56-207, 56-224.

Time

14-1706.

Foreign

Investment

Law merchant

14-402.

Sufficiency,

14-102.

definition,

Judgments

further

where

Time

Instrument,

Issue,

14-402.

Special, 14-404.

Bearer,

of dishonor,

14-822.

Interest: See Interest.

14-1801.

Seal,

Two

—Cont

Qualified
14-409.

Restrictive, 14-404.

liability,

14-605.

in suit against maker,
drawer, or acceptor, 14-1803.

Joinder

Judgments against, 110-306.

lieu of

what

Sum

Irregular indorsers, 14-605.

Order in which liable, 14-610.
Paper negotiable by delivery,

constitutes, 14-204.

certain,

what

constitutes,

14-202.

Unconditional promise or order
to pay,
14-203.

in case of, 14-608.

Notice of dishonor unnecessary,
when, 14-827.
Person deemed to be, when, 14-604.
Presentment for payment not required to charge, when, 14-711.

effect of, 14-205.

Requirements, 14-201.
Determinable future time,

Liability, 14-607.

General indorser, 14-607.

payment,

of money for payment, effect
of designation of, 14-206.
Omissions, effect of, 14-206.
Provisions not affecting, 14-205.

Kind

what

constitutes,

Seal, effect of, 14-206.

Waiver

of benefit of law, effect of,

14-205.

Negotiable promissory note, definition,
14-1701.

General [ndex.
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NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS —
Cont 'd.

acter, 14-418.

NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS —

Warranty
Payable to

ment

is,

Payable

14-609.

misspelled,
case of, 14-414.

(

indorsement

14-206.

with reasonable certainty,

Two

or

more payees, indorsemi

in case of, 14-412.

Payment

negotiation of
instruments by indorsement,
order,

14-401.

Prior party, when may negotiate
instrument, 14-405.
Special indorsement, further negotiation of instrument, 14-405.
est factum, plea of, 81-405, 81-701.

Bills

drawn

in set, 14-1605, 14-1606.
14-70".

Delivery of instrument on,
Determinable future time,
Discharge by, 14-901, 14-903,
Exhibition of instrument to

14-204.
14-900.

person

from whom payment is demanded, 14-705.
Forgery of signature to instrument,
effect, 14-223.

of, 38-625.

Note, definition, -14-102.
Notice of defects
Before full amount

Honor, for
Attestation, necessity, 14-1502,
14-1503.

paid,

effect,

14-504.

What

dorse,

Name

14-208.

case of, 14-606.
bearer, wher9 instruin

Notarial acts, proof

Cashier, effect of instrument drawn
or indorsed to person a:-,, 14-413.
Joint payees, how deemed to in-

Naming

14-401.

to

Payee—

Named, how,

14-401.

Definition,

Delivery
Completion by, 14-401.

Declaration by payer before,
14-1503.

constitutes, 14-506.

Notice of dishonor, see Dishonor, ante.
Omissions, effect, 14-206.
Order, when instrument payable to,

Effect on subsequent parties,
14-1505.

How must be made, 14-1502.
Notarial act of honor, 14-1502,
14-1503.

14-208.

Parol evidence, explanation of blank
indorsements by, 38-509.
Patent rights, notes, etc., for purchase
14-1804,

price,

EG

Cont'd*

Negotiation
Agent, liability in case of negotiation without indorsement, 14-610.
Broker, liability in case of negotiation without indorsement, 14-610.
Continuation of negotiable char-

Non

3269

14-1805,

14-9901.

Acceptance after dishonor, 14-1107.
Maturity of bill accepted for honor,
14-1406.

grace, 14-716.

due course, effect of
negotiation unreasonable length
in

of time after issue, 14-503.

Presentment for payment

in case

702.

Subsequent parties,

honor,

effect

on,

Who may
Intervening
vagainst,

by

make, 14-1501.
enforcement
party,
prior party who re-

Presentment for
Acceptor for honor,

to, 14-1405.

14-1409.

Bank, instrument payable

at,

14-706.

of exchange payable on
demand, 14-702.
Death of principal debtor, presentment to personal repre-

Bill

Payable to bearer
Definition, 14-209.

Negotiation of instrument by delivery,

of payer for
14-1505, 14-1507.

negotiates, 14-421.

Definition, 14-207.

of,

Eights

14-1505.

Payable at bank, presentment for payment, 14-718.
Payable on demand

Holder

to pay, 14-1504.

Refusal by holder to receive
payment supra protest,
14-1506.

Payable after sight

Days of

Preference of parties offering

sentative, 14-707.

14-401.

Delay excused, when, 14-712.

Payable to order

Demand, instrument not pay-

Definition, 14-208.

Negotiation by indorsement, 14-401.

able on, 14-702.

Instrument payable on,

Payee

Named how,
Naming with

14-208.

reasonable cer-

tainty, 14-208.

14-702.

Principal debtor, effect of

want

of,

14-701.

General Index.
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NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS—

— Cont

Payment

'd.

—

Presentment for Cont 'd.
Dishonor of bill by nonacceptnecessity in

ance,

case

of,

14-709.

14-1301.

Liability of person secondarily liable, 14-715.
Dispensed with, when, 14-713.
Drawer, necessity in order to

charge, 14-701.

When

presentment not

re-

Exhibition of instrument, ne14-705.

Indorsers, necessity in order to
charge, 14-701.

When

presentment not

re-

quired, 14-711.
Joint debtors, to, 14-709.

liable, neces-

order to charge,

14-701.

Personal representatives,

to,

14-707.

Place of presentment, 14-704.
when instrument
payable at, 14-701.

Special place,

Sufficiency of, 14-703.

Time of presentment, 14-702.
Waiver, 14-713.
Waiver of protest as waiving
presentment, 14-823.
Specifics, in, 14-1702.

Tender by person primarily liable
when instrument payable at special place, 14-701.

14-717.

of,

to

bill,

14-1302.

made, 14-1303.

Contents, 14-1302.
Delay, excuse, 14-1304, 14-1308.
Destruction of bill, effect, 14-1309.
Diligence,

14-1308.

Dispensation with, 14-1308.
Effect, 14-1301.

Extension, 14-1304.
Foreign bill of exchange, necessity,

Honor, bill accepted for, 14-1407.
How made, 14-1302.
Insolvency of acceptor, protest before maturity in case of, 14-1307.
Loss of bill, effect, 14-1309.
Maturity, before, where acceptor
Necessary, when, 14-1301.

and

Nonacceptance

14-708.

Person primarily
in

By whom

insolvent, 14-1307.

Partners, to persons liable as,

sity

Annexation

14-1301.

quired, 14-710.
cessity,

Proprietary rights, notes, etc., for purchase price, 14-1804, 14-1805, 14-9901.
Protest
Acceptor for honor, bill dishonored
by, 14-1410.

Dishonor of instrument by
nonpayment, 14-714.
Foreign bill of exchange,

Time
Payment

NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS—
Cont >d.

Cont M.

in due course, definition,

nonpayment,

for, 14-1306.

Notary, by, 14-1302, 14-1303.
Place of making, 14-1305.
Seal of notary, necessity, 14-1302.
Signature of notary, necessity,
14-1302.

Time of making,

14-1304.

Unnecessary, when, 14-830.
Waiver, 14-823.
When to be made, 14-1304.
Where to be made, 14-1305.
Witnesses, necessity, 14-1303.
Wrongful detention of bill, effect,
14-1309.

Public holidays, enumeration, 14-1808.
Public securities, warranty in case of
negotiation, 14-606.

Eeasonable time, what constitutes,
14-104.

Receipt for goods stored in warehouse,

14-719.

Person, definition, 14-102.

111-105, 111-110.

Person primarily liable, 14-103.
Personal property exemption, stipulation for waiver of, 14-205.

Referee in case of need, 14-1006.
Renunciation of rights by holder,

Pledge,

Rights of holder, see Holder, ante.
Security carried by indorsement,

12-601,

12-603.

Postdated instrument, 14-212.
Presumptions
Consideration, 14-301.
Date, 14-211.

Indorsement
Place, 14-417.

Time, 14-416.
Promise to pay, unconditional, 14-203.
Promissory note
Bill of exchange treated as,
14-1005.

Days of

grace, 14-716.

Definition, 14-1701.

14-904.

14-1802.
Set-off as included in

t(

action,'

'

14-102.

Signatures

Address added

to, effect

on notice

of dishonor, 14-820.

Agent, authority shown how,
14-219.

Liability of person signing as
agent, 14-220.

Assumed name,

effect of use,

14-218.

Authority, signing without, 14-223.

Genkral Tndex.
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NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS—
Cont 'd.
Sign atures

KG

NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS —
Cont'd.

— Cont M.
by

Blank, in,
not otherwise a party, 14-605.
Blank instrument, 14-214.
Forgery, effect, 14-223.
Indorser, person signing deemed to

per-

be, 14-605.

Liability of person whose

signa-

Words and

payable

figures, Burn

of discrepancy between, 14

Presumption that persons signing
have become parties thereto for
value, 14-301.

Procuration, effect of signature by,

|

-

Writing, definition, 14 102.
Written, definition, 14-102.

NEGROES.

NEPHEWS.
Inheritance by, 113-903.

NEUTER GENDER.
Masculine gender, inclusion

14-221.

Trade name,

in

de-

See Colored Persons.

ture does not appear, 14-218.

effect of use, 14-218.

Specialties, indorsement, 14-1801.

NEW

in,

102-102.

PROMISE.

Limitations affected by, 3-001 to 3-906.

certain, definition, 14-202.

NEW

payable, discrepancy between

TRIAL.

See Bills of Exceptions; Supreme
Court and Court of Appeals.

words and figures, 14-207.
Sundays
Acts required on, done when,

Acquittal, effect, 70-201.

Adjournment of hearing,

14-105.

70-302.

Affidavits

Date of maturity, 14-716.
Sureties, judgments against, 110-306.
Time

Depositions in lieu

38-2401 to

of,

38-2406.

Newly-discovered evidence, 70-205.

Amendment,

Computation, 14-717.

Days of

negotiation by
livery or qualified indorsement,
14 -GOG.

Warranty, where

before delivery

Sum
Sum

3271

70-302,

70-309.

Application for, see Motion, post.

grace, 14-716.

Approval
Motion and brief of evidence,

Delay in presentment, excuse,
14-712.

70-302,

70-301,

Maturity, 14-716.

Verdict,

how

70-304.

expressed, 110-202.

Protest, 14-1304.

Arrest of judgment, motion

in, distin-

Reasonable, what constitutes,

guished, 110-703.
Assignment of error, bill
tions, 24-3608, 24-4506.

of

14-104.

TitleAntedated

or

postdated

instru-

Defective, 14-505.

Negotiable instruments law,
14-101.
effect,

14-420.

Transferee, effect of notice of defect

before full amount paid, 14-504.
Unconditional promise to pay, 14-203.

Undated instruments, 14-213.
ValidityAntedated instruments, 14-212.

requirement,

Approval by judge,

70-301, 70-302.

Contents, 70-305.
Dismissal for want

of

approval,

70-302.

Piling, 70-301.
Preparation, 70-305.

Requirements, 70-305.
Superior court rule, 24-3347.
Certiorari, 19-501, 19-502, 19-504.

Blanks, effect of filling, 14-214.
Incomplete instruments completed
and negotiated without author-

Charge to jury
Erroneous,

70-207.

Exception to

omission,

approval.

70-304.

ity, 14-215.

Opinion,

Omissions, effect of, 14-206.
Postdated instruments, 14-212.
of

law,

by

judge,

81-1104.

effect

on

City courts

Authority to grant, 70-101.

negotiability, 14-205.
receipts, 111-105,

expression

Request, refusal to give, 70-207.

Value, definition, 14-102.

Warehouse

assignment of error,

Brief of evidence

Transfer without indorsement,

benefit

Bill of exceptions,

24-3608, 24-4506.
Bond for supersedeas,
70-307.

Notice, 14-506.

of

Bail in misdemeanor cases pending,
27-901.

ments, date of delivery, 14-212.

Waiver

excep-

111-110.

Constitutional

provision,

2-3206.

General Index.
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NEW TRIAL— Co nt
Continuances

NEW TRIAL— Cont 'd.

'd.

grant

after

of,

70-401,

Impeachment
Judge, failure to decide promptly,

70-403.

Copv of rule nisi, service, 70-306,
Court of Appeals, eases returned from,
70-402, 70-403.
Courts which may grant, 70-101.
Credibility of newly-discovered evidence. 70-205.
Criminal eases
Acquittal, effect, 70-201.
Constitutional provision, 2-201.
Extraordinary motions, 70-303.
nisi

rule

Supersedeas,

operating

as. 70-303.

Cumulative newly-discovered evidence,

24-2621.

Newly-discovered evidence, 70-204.
Jeopardy, 2-108.
Judge
Approval of motion and brief of
evidence, 70-301, 70-302.
Charge, approval of exception, effect, 70-304.

Decision by judge not trying case,
70-103.

Form

of approval or disapproval
of verdict, 110-202.
Superseding sentence, 70-308.

Judgments, motion

70-204.

in

arrest,

distin-

Custom, rules governing, 70-102.
Default cases, assessment of damages,

guished, 110-703.
Minutes, entry of motion on, 70-306.

110-405.
Diligence,

Motion
Adjournment of hearing,

of

discovery

evidence,

70-205.

70-302.

depositions in lieu of,
38-2401 to 38-2406.

Affidavits,

Disapproval of verdict,

how

expressed,

Amendment,

110-202.

Discretion of court, 70-206, 70-208.
Dismissal for want of approval
brief of evidence, 70-302.

Divorce action, 30-130.
Electrocution, stay pending motion

of

for,

27-2514.

Evidence

70-302.

Approval, 70-301, 70-302.
Brief of evidence, see Brief of
evidence, ante.
Depositions in lieu of affidavits,
38-2401 to 38-2406.
Extraordinary, 70-301, 70-303.
Filing, 70-306.

Brief

of,

see

Brief of

evidence,

ante.

Grounds, see Grounds, .post.
Exception, right of, 70-302.
Extraordinary motion, 70-301, 70-303.
Filing of motion, 70-306.
General grounds, 70-202, 70-206.

Hearing, 70-301, 70-302.
Minutes, entry on, 70-306.
Recording, 70-306.
Term, making in, 70-301.
Time of making, 70-301, 70-303.
Vacation, hearing in, 70-301,
70-302.

Municipal courts, authority to grant:

Grounds

Amendment,

See editorial note following 70-101.

70-302, 70-309.

Newly-discovered evidence, 70-204,

Charge
Erroneous, 70-207.
Failure to give, approval of
exception,

70-304.

Request, refusal to give,
70-207.

Common

law, 70-208.
Discretion of court, 70-206, 70-208.
Enumeration, 70-201 to 70-208.

Evidence
Admission,

illegal,

70-203.

Exclusion, illegal, 70-203.
Kewly discovered, 70-204,

70-205.

Notice
Extraordinary motion, 70-303.

Hearing in vacation, 24-2619.
Opinion, expression by judge, 81-1104.
Order, approval or disapproval of
judge, how expressed, 110-202.
Principles of justice and equity, verdict contrary to, 70-202.
Record of motions, 70-306.
Redocketing case for retrial, 70-403.
Request to charge, refusal to give,
70-207.

Retrial

70-205.

—

70-202.

Continuances, 70-401, 70-404.
Discretion of court, 70-404.

Weight, discretion of judge
where verdict against,

Docketing case, 70-403.
Postponement, 70-401, 70-403.
Time, 70-401, 70-402.

Verdict

contrary

to,

70-206.

70-206.

Rule nisi

General, 70-202, 70-206.
Practice of courts, 70-208.
Principles

of justice

verdict contrary

to,

and equity,
70-202.

Hearing of motion, 70-301, 70-302.

Amendment,

70-309.
Service, 70-306.
Supersedeas, 70-307, 70-308.
Waiver of service, 70-306.
Service of rule nisi, 70-306.

General
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on newly-discovered evidence,

70-205.

State not entitled
Superior courts

to, 70-201.

Collateral issues, 70-102.

Constitutional provision, 2-3206.

Rules for granting, 70-102.
Supersedeas, rule nisi operating

as,

70-402, 70-403.

Term
Extraordinary

motion

after,

70-303.

Hearing in, when, 70-302.
Motion, making in, 70-301.
Retrial, 70-401, 70-402.

Time

:

Libel by, L05-703, 105 70*.
Sm Libel
and Blander.
Misdemeanor, 20 9101 to 26
Lotteries, adrertieingj 26 6504, 2

Obscene pictures, ete., In, 26 0301.
Official organ
Change of, 39-1103, 80 1)07.
Contracts with, 39-1104.
Ratei for advertising, 39-1105.

24-2621.

Extraordinary motion, 70-301,
70-303.

Hearing, 70-302.
Motion, making, 70-301.

NEXT FRIEND.
Bond, superior court

rules, 24-3348,
24-3365.
Infants, homestead application, 51-702.
Parties to actions, 3-115, 3-407.

Retrial, 70-401.

Usage, rules governing, 70-102.
Vacation, hearing of motion in,
24-2619, 70-301, 70-302,

Ordinaries, clerks to keep records of
advertisements, 24-180 i.
Rape, publication of name of victim
of, 26-2105.
Eates for legal advertising, 89-1105.
Sheriff's duty to keep file, 24-2813.
Superior court clerk, keeping file of,
24-2715.

Time, legal advertising
"Four weeks,'' meaning, 39-1102.
"Once a week for four weeks,"
meaning, 39-1102.
"Thirty days," meaning, 39-1102.

Decision on motion, 24-2620,

70-304.

Verdict contrary to evidence, 70-202,

Wife, homestead application, 51-1401.

NEXT OF

70-206.

"Waiver of service of rule nisi, 70-306.
Writ of error from judgments on motions for: See Bills of Exceptions;
Supreme Court and Court of Appeals.

entitled to,

Homicide, recovery for benefit

of,

105-1309.

114-414.

NIECES.

NEWS DEALERS.

Inheritance by, 113-903.

Railroad trains, taxation, 92-1907.

NEWLY-DISCOVERED EVIDENCE.
New trial, ground for, 70-204, 70-205.
See New Trial.
NEWSPAPERS.
See Advertisements.

plication for relief
30-123.

from

disabilities,

Duel challenge, proclaiming person a
coward for not accepting, 26-5205.
Executors, advertisements by: See Administrators and Executors.
Guardians
Appointment, notice, 49-112.
Letters dismissory, notice

of

ap

plication, 49-314.
Sales, notice, 49-204,

NINTH DISTRICT

& M. SCHOOL.
Branch of University of Georgia: See
A.

University of Georgia.

NO-FENCE ELECTION.
See Live Stock.

NOBILITY.

Administrators,
advertisements
by:
See Administrators and Executors.
Divorce, publication of notice of ap-

dicial Sales.

when

113-1202.

Workmen's compensation,

Public holiday, 14-1808.

sales,

KIN.

Administration,

Inheritance, 113-903.
Trusts, resulting, in favor of, 108-110.

"NEW YEAR'S DAY.

Judicial

i

Selection, 39-1 103.

70-307, 70-308.

Supreme Court, cases returned from,

70-301,

'-A.<

.

Authority to grant, 70-101, 70-102.

•

'10

NEWSPAPERS —Cent M.

NEW TRIAL— Cont'd.
Showing
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[ndi

See

of,

grant

by

Ju-

United

States,

1-133.

States

prohibited

from granting,

1-134.

NOLLE PROSEQUI.
Allowed, how and when, 27-1S01.
Consent of defendant, when necessary,
27-1801.

Effect as to limitations, 27-60L

NOMINAL DAMAGES.
Torts, 105-2001.

NON COMPOS MENTIS.

49-207.

advertising:

Titles

See Insane Persons.

Meaning, 102-103.

General Index.
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NONRESIDENTS— Cont 'd.

NON EST FACTUM.

Trustees

Plea, 81-405, Sl-701.
Justices' courts, 24-1202.

Becoming,

NON EST INVENTUS.
NONJOINDER.
Causes of action or parties, demurrer.

81-406

to

38-1902.

NONRESIDENCE.
felony

in

cases,

ground

for

NONRESIDENTS.
Administration of estates, ordinary's
jurisdiction,

24-1902,

24-1903.

Administrators
Administrators:
See
and Executors.
Administrators of, rights, 113-2401 to
113-2406.

effect

on acquir-

ing title, 85-413.
Conclusiveness, 110-310.
Formal variance, 81-116.
Grounds, 110-310.
Infancy of joint defendant, judgment
in case of plea of, 3-302.
Limitation of actions, effect as to,
3-808.

Affidavits by, 81-409.
Attachment, 8-101, 8-117, 8-502.
Bill of exceptions, service, 6-914, 6-915,
24-3615, 24-4513.

Costs of court, 24-1103, 24-3403,
24-3407.

Produce papers, award on

plaintiff's

failure, 38-803.

Renewal

in

forma pauperis,

3-509.

Retraxit distinguished, 3-508.
Time for motion, superior court rule,
24-3342.

Defendant

on

unconditional
contract, verification by agent or attorney, 81-406.
Estates, ordinary's jurisdiction,
in

suit

24-1902, 24-1903.

and

University of Georgia.

Peddlers, taxation, 92-3602, 92-2005.

Corporation defendant, plea by,
27-1001.

Forcible entry and detainer

Bond

for costs and damages,
105-1610.

Service on, 105-1609.

Income taxes, 92-3002, 92-3112.
as

affecting

bona

purchaser of property, 110-512.
licenses,

53-310.

24-1902, 24-1903.
liability

on

bonds,

NOTARIES PUBLIC.
Acknowledgments, taking, 71-108.
Age, eligibility requirement, 71-102.
Appointment, 2-3601, 24-501, 71-101,
71-201.

Authority, 71-108.
Certificate

71-204.

Notarial acts, 38-625.
Certification of official acts, 71-108.

Commerce, acknowledging writings

re-

Commercial paper,

authority,

71-108,

71-110.

Publication, service by: See Process.
Scire facias against, to revive

dormant

judgments, 110-1007.
Service on: See Process.
Taxation, 92-105.
92-6207,

of, 38-625.

lating to, 71-108.

89-101, 89-501.

Tax returns

NOTARIAL ACTS.

Appointment, 71-104, 71-105,

Notice to produce, response by affidavit, when, 24-3345.
Oaths by, 81-409.
Ordinary, jurisdiction to grant adminofficers,

of, 27-1001, 27-1405, 27-1501.

Attachment, issuance, 71-109.
Attorney at law, 71-102.

Interrogatories of, 38-2101.
against,

Plea

Proof

Garnishment, 46-107.
Situs of debt due by, in attachment, 8-502.
General execution docket, entry of
judgments against, 39-702, 39-706.

istration,

Branch of University of Georgia: See

"NOT GUILTY."

113-2406.

Judgment

NORTH GEORGIA COLLEGE.
NOSTRUMS.

Executors:
See Administrators
Executors.
Executors of, rights, 113-2401 to

Marriage

NONSUIT.
Adverse possession,

challenge, 59-804.

Public

service on, 108-602.
Verification of pleadings,
81-409.

Witnesses in criminal cases, payment,

81-304.

fide

vacancies,

Trusts for improvement of land,

Sheriff's return, 81-217.

Jurors

filling

108-315.

of,

tices of the peace, ex officio, post.

92-6204,

92-6212

to

Commercial usage, powers, 71-108.
Commission, 24-501, 24-502.
Commissioned notaries public, see Jus-

92-6205

92-6214.

Constitutional provisions, 2-3601.
Deeds, attestation, 29-405 to 29-409,
71-107, 71-108.

General
[if
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NOTARIES PUBLIC— Cont'd.
Eligibility, 71-102.
acts, 38-625.

Fees, 24-1601, 71-110, 71-204, 71-205.

Females eligible, 79-207.
Garnishments, issuance, 71-109.
Grand jury, access to list of, 24-503.
Justices of the peace, ex officio
Abolition, 2-3501.
Appointment, 2-3601, 24-501,
24-502.
Commission, 2-3601, 24-502.
Fees, 24-1601.
Jurisdiction, 2-3501.
List, 24-503.
-

Malpractice in

office,

2-3601,

24-501.

Number,

2-3601, 24-501.

Oath, 24-403, 24-404.

Removal, 2-3601, 24-501.

Term

of

office,

2-3601, 24-501.

List, 24-503.

Malpractice in

office,

IC

NOTICE.

Depositions before, 38-2201 to 38-2205.
See Interrogatories and Depositions,

Evidence of

?27;

]::i>i.y.

2-3601, 24-501.

Moral character, 71-102.

Adver thing

—

week*,
m Ban D
"Once a week f<>r f\
meaning, 39-1102.
"Thirty days," meaning,
Time, 3f^-l 02.
Agent, to, 4-309, 4-310.
'

'

Ffl

'

r

•

'

1

?/j-]

.

1

Want of authority, A-'.'AX.
Arbitrators, meeting of, 7-201.
Assignments, choses in action,
Attachment: See Attachment.

G

Bonded public warehousemen
Removal of perihhabie property,
111-110.

Sale
of
stored
property
charges, 111-108, 111-109.

for

Bridges
Discontinuance of, 95-1208.
Repair of, 95-1004.
Condemnation proceedings: See Eminent Domain.
Dishonor: See Negotiable Instruments.
Divorce, application for relief from
disabilities, 30-123.

Nonresident, affidavits before, 81-409.

Equity, of, effect, 37-115.
Estate tax, amount due, 92-3402.
Executions, entry on general execution
docket as constituting: See Execution; General Execution Docket.

Number,

Extends

Mortgages, execution, 67-102, 67-105.
Navigation, acknowledging writings
relating to, 71-108.
2-3601, 24-501.

Oath, 24-403, 24-404, 71-103, 71-203.
Administering, 71-108, 71-110.
Office exercised where, 71-106.
Pleadings, verification before, 81-407
to 81-409.

Protest

Commercial paper,

71-108, 71-110.

Negotiable instruments,

14-1302,

to facts

discoverable, 37-116.

Ferries, discontinuance of, 95-1208.

General execution docket, entry on, as
constituting: See Execution; General
Execution Docket.
Guardians
Additional security, 49-115.
Application for letters dismissorv,

14-1304.

49-314.

Register, 71-104, 71-107, 71-204.

Removal, 2-3601, 24-501.

Appointment, 49-109, 49-112.
Notice of application, 49-604.

Seal, 71-107.

Foreign, proceedings for transfer

Proof of acts under, 38-625.

of property, 49-401.

State at large

Sales, 49-204.

Appointment, 71-201.

Homestead

Authority, 71-202, 71-205.

application, 51-301 to

51-303.

Certificate, 71-204.

Husband's

Creation, 71-201, 71-205.

relief from, 53-508.
Inquiry, facts putting upon, effect,

Duties, 71-205.

Fees, 71-204, 71-205.

Insurance companies

Appointment of attorney for

Qualifications, 71-205.

Capital

Revocation of appointment, 71-202.
Signature, 71-206.

making good,

Deposits, reduction of, 56-305.

License, revocation, 56-407.
71-104,

Verification of pleadings before, 81-407

See Negotiable Instruments,

stock,

56-832.

Meetings of stockholders. 56-20S,

71-202.

NOTES.

ser-

vice of process, 56-605.

Registry, 71-204.

to 81-409.

necessaries,

37-116.

Oath, 71-203.
Powers, 71-202, 71-205.

Term of office, 71-202.
Term of office, 2-3601, 24-501,

for

liability

56-S02.

Payment

for stock. 56-210.

Withdrawal from State. 56-325.
rates fixed by Public Service

Joint

Commission, 93-309.

General Index.
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NOTICE— Cont 'd.

NOTICE— Cent \1.
Judgments, entry on general execution
See Execudocket as constituting:
tion; General Execution Docket.
Lis pendens, 37-117.
Local bills, 2-1816.
Lost papers, establishment, 63-101,
63-211, 63-214.

Marriage contracts and settlements,
53-404,

53-401,

Execution of writ, 85-1508.

suit as, 37-117.

Private ways
Application for, S3-104, 83-111.
Closing of, S3-114.
Processioning proceedings, S5-1605.
Public officers' powers, 89-903.
Public roads
t
Discontinuance, 95-207.
or

alteration,

NOTICE TO PRODUCE PAPERS.
See Evidence.

Response by

Accord and satisfaction, when, 20-1201.
Definition, 103-202.

Release, when, 20-910.
Surety, release of, 103-202.

NUISANCES.
Abatement

" Blind
Cities,

of,

Jurors, 72-207.
Ordinary, 72-207.
Sheriff, 72-208.

in equity,

Witnesses, 72-207.
37-114,

Gristmills, 72-205, 72-206.

Houses of prostitution, 72-309,

37-213.

72-311.

Injunction,

issue, 94-206.

Increase of stock, 94-206.
•

"

Organization meeting, 94-203.
Route of branches or extensions,
94-307.

trial, 72-205 to 72-208.
Justice court, 72-201.
Lewd houses, 72-309, 72-311.
Milldams, 72-205, 72-206.
Notice, 72-402.

Obstruction of watercourse, 72-205,

Subscriptions to stock, 94-201.
Sale of perishable property, 39-1204.
Seller's, as affecting purchaser, 37-114.

2-1816.

Street railroad companies, increase of
capital stock, 94-1004.

Sawmills, 72-205, 72-206.
Trial, 72-205 to 72-208.
Witnesses, 72-205, 72-207.
Alienee of owner of property injured,
right of, 72-105.

Barber shops, 84-404.

"Blind tigers," 58-110 to 58-113.
Cities, abatement by officers of,

Suit pending as, 37-117.

Surety, to sue principal, 103-205.

Suretyship, intention to prove, 103-306,

72-401, 72-402.

Classes, 72-102.

Damages, 72-204.

103-307.
collector's

Parties to proceedings, 72-104,
72-105, 72-202, 72-203.

holders, 94-202.

attendance in militia

districts, 92-4611.

Telegraph companies

Meeting of subscribers

to stock,

104-103.

Subscriptions to stock, 104-102.

Trustee
Effect on purchaser from, 108-416.
Misapplication of trust funds,
108-425.

to

72-206.

Sale of stock of delinquent stock-

bills,

72-302

Jury

Charter, application for, 94-102.

Obstructions, removal of, 94-512.

72-204,

72-304, 72-312.

Building of cattleguards, 94-601.

Tax

officers

Fees

95-202,

Railroads

Special

58-110 to 58-112.

72-105.

Without, when protected in equity,

Bond

'

Conditions precedent to action,

37-114.

37-111,

tigers,'

proceedings by

72-401, 72-402.

Purchaser

when protected

when, 24-3345.

NOVATION.

95-203.
"With,

affidavit,

Contracts, TO-115.

Sale of lands, 85-1511.
Setting aside judgment where notice not given, 85-1515.

Laying out

Accidents, 114-303, 114-304.
Rejection of provisions of law,
114-201 to 114-203.
Waiver of exemption, 114-202.

Arbitration proceedings, 7-212.

53-408, 53-409.

Misapplication of trust funds, 10S-425.
Partition
Application for writ, 85-1506.

Pending

Workmen 's compensation

Definition, 72-101.

Private nuisance, 72-102.
Public nuisance, 72-102.
Drinking places, 58-104, 58-109.
Gristmills, abatement, 72-205, 72-206.

Houses

of

prostitution,

see

Lewd

houses, etc., post.

Independent contractor,

liability

created by, 105-502.
Injunction to abate, 72-204.

where

General Index.
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Irreparable injury as ground of

relief,

72-204.

Justices of the peace, abatement
order of, 72-201.
Lewd houses, etc., 72-301.

by

order

of

abate-

72-304, 72-308.

proceedings,

Cost3, injunction
72-307.

Dismissal,

injunction

proceedings,

injunction

proceedings,

72-306.

Evidence,

.

'

i,

72-305.

Injunction, 72-302 to 72-312.
Judgment in injunction proceed-

Notice, hearing of application for
injunctirn, 72-303.
Permanent injunction, 72-312.
Release of property on giving

abatement bond, 72-311.
72-309, 72-310.

Temporary injunction,

72-302

tc

proceedings,

72-305.

Violation of injunction, 72-304,
72-308.

Milldams, abatement, 72-205, 72-206.
Obstruction of watercourse, 72-205,
72-206.

Private
Application

to

abate,

who may

Nonresidents, 84-1015.
Nursing without, 84 './Jit,
Revocation, 84-1014.
Dental nurses or hygienists, 84-1009.

Emergency nursing, 84-1013.
Employment by boards of

Examination of applicants for

of,

see

Lewd

houses, etc., ante.

PublicDefinition, 72-102.

Eight of action, 72-103, 72-104.
Purchaser of property injured, action,
72-105.

Request to abate, condition precedent
to action, 72-105.

Sawmills, abatement, 72-205, 72-206.
Special damage from public nuisance,
right of action, 72-103.
Watercourse, obstruction of, 72-205,
72-206.

NTJL TIEL RECORD.
Plea, 81-702.

NUMBER.
Arbitrators, 7-102, 7-202, 7-216.

Days, computation, 102-102.
Singular and plural include each other,
102-102.

registra-

Dental nurses, 84-1009.
Fees, 84-1007, 84-1009, 84-1010,
84-1012, 84-1015.
Nonresident nurses, 84-1015.
Qualifications
of
applicants,
84-1008.
Scope, 84-1008.
Undergraduates, 84-1013.
Gratuitous nursing, 84-1013.
orderlies

or

attendants,

84-1012.

Milledgeville State Hospital
school, 84-1017 to 84-1021.
Nonresidents, 84-1015.

training

Practical nurses, 84-1016.
State Tuberculosis Sanatorium, 35-402.
Temporary permits, 84-1006.
Undergraduate nurses, 84-1011, 84-1012,
84-1015.

nurse, 84-9916.

Definition, 72-102.

houses

health,

88-312.

Unlawfully claiming to be registered

make, 72-203.
Prostitution,

313.

Certificate* of registration, 84-1005,
Annual validation, 84-1010.

Hospital

72-304.

injunction

)

tion, 84-1006.

Lien of money judgment, 72-312.
Money judgment, 72-312.

Trial,

'

See Board of Examiners of Nurses
for Georgia.

ings, 72-306, 72-312.

Sales,

•

NURSES.

ment, 72-311.
Contempt, violation of injunction,
'

of proceeding!, 81-1
Entries of officers, 81*13X3.
Proci
entry oi
Sheriff's entries and return

See Wills.

to abate, 72-311.

of

Amendment

NUNCUPATIVE WILLS.

Abatement, 72-209, 72-311.
Action to enjoin, 72-302.
Cancellation

10

NUNC PRO TUNC.

NUISANCES— Cont 'd.

Bond
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Visiting,

employment by county boards

of health, 88-312.

NURSERYMEN.
Actions
Fraudulent acts, 84-1907.
Limitations, 84-9931.
Nonresidents, 84-1908.
Plat, filing as condition precedent,
84-1909.

Agent

defined, 84-1901.

Bonds, 84-1904.
Certificate of qualification, 84-1903.

Dealer defined, 84-1901.
Fraudulent acts, S4-1907, S4-9930.
Invoices of sales, mailing duplicates to
State Entomologist, S4-1906.
Licenses
Application, 84-1902.
Fee, S4-1902.
Moneys from, disposition, 84-1910.
Revocation, S4-1905.
Selling without, S4-9929.

General Index.
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OATHS— Cont'd.

NURSERYMEN— Cont 'd.

Taxation

Misdemeanor
Fraudulent
Limitation

84-9*930.

acts,

of

prosecutions,

84-9931.

Nonresidents, actions against, 84-1908.
Nursery denned, 84-1901.
Nursery stock defined, 84-1901.

Nurseryman

Grand

Deceitful sales, S4-9932.

OATS.
Bushel, weight, 112-101.
Growing, levy and sale, 39-119.

OBLIGATION OF CONTRACTS.
Impairment

OAT FEEDS.
See Concentrated Commercial Feeding Stuffs.

of, 1-134, 2-320, 2-2506.

OBSCENE EXHIBITIONS.
Children disposed of for, 54-9903,
54-9904.

OATHS.

OBSCENE LANGUAGE.

Administering
Clerk, superior court, 24-2715,
24-2720.
Judge, superior court, 24-2616.

Using, 26-6303.
Disturbing religious and other societies, 26-6901, 26-6902.

Indictment

Administrator, 113-1215.
Arbitration proceedings

presentment,

or

26-6304.

Milledgeville

Arbitrators, 7-207.

grounds

Witnesses, 7-215.

State

of,

on

Hospital,

35-219, 35-220.

Passenger, ejection and arrest for

Attorneys at law, 9-112, 9-115.

using, 27-213, 27-215, 27-218.

Auditor, 10-104.
Court, power to administer, 24-104.

Depositions, administering to witness,

OBSCENE PICTURES AND PRINTS.
Exhibition, sale,

etc.,

26-6301.

Making, 26-6302.

38-2204.

OBSCENITY.

Enlistment, 86-604, 86-9905.

Executor, 113-1214.
False:
See False Swearing.

Evidence obscene, exclusion of public
from trial, 81-1006.

jury, 59-208.

Insurance

38-2204.

jury, 59-210, 59-211.

Interrogatories, 38-2113, 38-2119.
Necessity, 38-1701.
Religious belief, framing in accordance with, 38-1701.

TREES.

Grand

34-109, 34-805.

Witnesses
Criminal cases, form, 38-1702.
Depositions,

defined, S4-1901.

Person" defined, 84-1901.

NUT

Defaulters, 92-6608.
Returns, 92-6216, 92-6217.
Voters, 34-101 to 34-104, 34-108,

OBSTRUCTING LEGAL PROCESS.

Commissioner,

administra-

tion by, 56-115, 56-221.

Interrogatories, witness examined by,
38-2113, 38-2119.

Meaning, 102-103.
Nonresidents,

how taken and

OBSTRUCTION.
effect,

81-407 to 81-409.

particular
officers,
boards,
commissions, etc.: See specific heads.
Perjury, 26-4001, 26-4002, 26-4005 to
Official,

26-4007.

Bridges, ferries, or causeways, 95-1207,
95-9912.
Public roads, 95-601 to 95-603, 95-9902.

View, by signs, 95-2006.
Watercourse, as trespass, 105-1407,
105-1408.

Petit jury
Bailiffs in

Definition and punishment, 26-4401,
26-4402.
Escapes, 26-4505 to 26-4512.
Rescues, 26-4501 to 26-4504.

charge

OFFENSES.
of, 59-717.

See Crimes and Punishment.

Civil cases, 59-706.

Criminal cases, 59-709.
Forcible entry and detainer,

officers,

in general:

See Public

Officers.

Search warrant, 2-116.
Solicitors general, administering,

24-2908.

Support of Constitution, 1-603, 2-1505.

See specific heads.

OFFICE.
Slander, words
105-702.

105-1605.
Pilots, 80-107.

Public

Particular kinds:

tending to injure

in,

OFFICE PAPERS.
Comptroller

General,

certification

of

copies, 40-1505.

Exemplifications, admissibility in evidence, 38-601, 38-602
Governor, duty to keep, etc., 40-208.
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OPENING AND CLOSING ARGUMENT.
Seo Attorneys at Law.

Loss, establishment of copy, 03-201,
63-202, 63-301.

Tort action, plea

Secretary of State, furnishing copies,
40-601.

eatio%

<>

105- J 80 J.

OPENING DEFAULTS.

State Treasurer, furnishing copies,

See Judgments.

40-903.

OPERA HOUSES.

OFFICERS.
See Public
Arresting:
De facto

Taxation, 92-010.

Officers.

See Arrest; Police

OfTicers.

OPERATIC PERFORMANCES.
Taxation, 92-010.

Proof of, 38-207.
Presumptions in favor of, 38-114.
Particular classes:
See specific heads.

OPINION.
Evidence: See Evidence.
Judges, as to facta, 81-1104.
Juries and verdicts, expressing,
110-201 to 110-203.

OFFICERS OF COURT.
Insolvent costs, payment from fine and
forfeiture fund, 27-2902 to 27-2914.
See Fine and Forfeiture Fund.

OFFICIAL BONDS.

OPIUM JOINTS.
* Maintaining, etc., 2G-6104.

OPOSSUM.

See Bonds.
;

Particular officers:

See specific heads

See Game.

OPPRESSION.

OFFICIAL OATHS.
See Public

Fur-bearing animals:

County commissioners, 89-9907, 89-9908.
County judges, 89-9907, 89-9908.

Officers.

OFFICIAL ORGANS.

Justices of the peace, 89-9907, 89-9908.
Ordinaries, 89-9907, 89-9908.

See Judicial Sales; Newspapers.

OPTICIANS.

OILS.
See Motor Fuel Distributors;
troleum Products.

Taxation, 92-1909, 92-2005.

Pe

OPTOMETRY.

Dealers, taxation of

Certificates

Filling stations, 92-1103.

Trucks or wagons, 92-1104.

Eligibility

26-7312.

Examination of applicants for

etc., 73-104, 73-105.
etc.,

registra-

tion, 84-1105.

73-104, 73-105.

Examiners: See Georgia State Board
of Examiners in Optometry.

OIL ENGINES.
Taxation of manufacturers and dealers

Illegal practice, 84-1107, 84-9917.

Injunction restraining unlicensed prac-

92-1308.

tice,

OIL INSPECTORS.
OIL LEASES.

tuting, 84-1111.

in, 97-416.

OLD AGE.
'

Testamentary capacity as affected by,
113-205.

OLEOMARGARINE.
Notice to guests of hotel of use of
42-9910.

Sale without notice, 42-9909.

ONIONS.
Bushel, weight, 112-101.

OPEN ACCOUNT.
See Accounts and Accounting.

OPEN SEASON.
See Fish and Fishing.
Hunting: See Game.

84-1111.

License to practice, 84-1107, 84-9917.
M. D., practitioners using title, 84-1108.
Nuisance, unlicensed practice as consti-

See Petroleum Products.

Fishing:

of applicants for registra-

tion, 84-1105.

Flaxseed, purity,

Licenses to deal

of practi-

Definition, 84-1101.

Explosive, use on passenger cars,

Linseed, purity,

of registration

tioners, 84-1105.

:

Physicians practicing, 84-1108.
Practicing illegally, 84-1107, 84-9917.
Registration of practitioners, 84-1105,
84-1107.

Revocation of certificates of practitioners, 84-1110.

Surgeons practicing, 84-1108.
Taxation of practitioners, 92-1909,
92-2005.

ORAL EVIDENCE.
See Evidence.

ORCHARD PRODUCTS.
Peddlers

and

venders,

taxation,

92-1602.

ORDERS.
County orders:

See Counties.
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ORDINANCES.

—

Constitutional Convention, 2-S503,
B-8508, 2-8801 to 2-8805.
Power of General Assembly to

make,

Administrators Cont 'd.
Nonresident, jurisdiction to appoint on estate of, 24-1902,
24-1903.

2-1S-2.

Reintroduetion after rejection, 2-1S13.
Subject-matter, 2-1808.
Title as affecting validity, 2-1808.

ORDINARIES.

113-2201.

Adjournments of

settlement to another
county, 113-1901 to 113-1905.
Resignation, duties, 113-2306.

Returns
Auditing and passing,

24-2102,

court,

24-2103.

diction,

Administration of estates, jurisdiction,
24-1001 to 24-1903.
See
Administrators:
and Executors.

Accounting and

Administrators
settlement,

cita-

Advertisement of notice of application, 113-1212.

Agents, showing necessity of employment, 113-2009.
Application for appointment,
113-1211.

Appraisement, duties, 113-1401 to
113-1408.
Bonds, duties, 113-1217,
113-1221, 113-1225.

113-1218,

Citation on application for letters, 113-1212, 113-1213.
Compensation, extra, allowance,
113-2004, 113-2007, 113-2008.

Compromise

by, granting
113-1514, 113-1515.

order,

to

duty

to,

113-1414.
113-1229.

Sales, duties, etc., 113-1701 to
113-1804.

Selection of, 113-1202.
Settlement, citation for, 113-2201.
Sheriff acting as, 24-1713.
Surety, new, jurisdiction to require, 24-1901.

Temporary
Appointment, 113-1207.
Clerk granting letters, 24-1804.
Advertisements

Change of

official

organ, 39-1103,

Contracts for, 39-1104.

"Four weeks,' meaning, 39-1102.
Number of insertions, 39-1102.
"Once a week for four weeks,"
meaning, 39-1102.
Posting at courthouse and public
39-1104.

places,

Rates, 39-1105.
Selection of official organ, 39-1103.

"Thirty days," meaning, 39-1102.

for, 24-2114.

Contracts for labor, approval,

Time, 39-1102.

Advice or instructions to representa-

113-1524.

tives, etc., 24-1715.

over

right
24-1901.

jurisdiction,

to

execution against,
24-2003, 24-2004.

Cost

act,

24-2001,

Amendments,

23-708.

Petition or caveat, 24-2108.
Appeal: See Appeals.
Superior court, to

—

jurisdicadministrators,
duties, etc., 113-1301 to

113-1314.

BondAmount,

6-201.

Condition, 6-201.

Defaulting, dealing with, 113-1229.
Discharge, duties, 113-2301 to

Pauper affidavit,
Required before

113-2305.

6-203.

appeal,

6-204.

of property,
24-1901.
tion,

Disposition

Distribution

113-1409

letters,

'

for title, proceeding to enforce, 113-1601 to 113-1605.

Contempt, punishment

juris-

24-1901.

39-1107.

Bond

Controversies

Duties,

Revoke

tion for, 113-2201.
Acting as, 24-1711, 24-1712.

tion,

24-1715.

Record books, keeping, 24-1804.
Removal of administration and of
suits for

Accounting and settlement by administrators and executors, citation for,

County

Practicing law for or against,

of

estates,

jurisdic-

Supersedeas,
jurisdic-

given,

Constitutional provision,

tion, 24-1901.

Docket of returns, 24-2112.
Inventory, duties, 113-1401 to

2-3401.

Costs

Accrued, payable by ap-

113-1408.

Investments, return

when

6-201.

to,

113-1519.

Letters
Cases involving grant, in superior court, 24-2615.
Jurisdiction and time to grant
and revoke, 24-1901, 24-2104.

pellant,

6-204.

Condition of bond to pay,
6-201.

Future, obligation of bond,
6-204.

Pauper

affidavit,

6-203.
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Appoal

— Cont

'd.

—

Clerks Cont'd.
Oaths, administering, 24-1804.

—

Superior court, to Cont'd.
Entry, 6-204.
Lies when, 6-201.

Pauper

Cont'd.

affidavit,

Ordinary acting, 24-J801.
Powers, 24-1802.

6-203.

Proeess,

issuance,

84-1804.

Record books, keeping, 24-1804.
Subpoenal for iril

Time,
Transmitted how, 6-205.
6-202, 6-205.

24-1804.

Applications

Docket of, 24-2111.
Made by petition in writing,
24-2105.

Minutes, entry on, 24-2110.
Apprenticing child, 24-1901.
Bank seeking trust company powers,
109-403.

certificate to, 109-402,

Bonds

Superior eonrt elerk
Aeti as, vrhen, 24-2708.
Oath as, taking, 24-2712.
Term of Office, 24-1801.
Transcripts, giving, 24-1804.
Closing court, 24-2103.
Commissioner of poor, appointment,
23-2201.

Additional security, when, 24-1706.

Amount, 24-1704.
Approval by judge

superior

of

copy,

original

evidence,

24-1705.

Clerk, 24-1704, 24-1803.

Superior court, serving as ordinary, 24-1705.
Condition, 24-1704.
Governor, return to, 24-1705.
Insolvency of security, 24-1706.

Record books
Sheriffs,

95-904, 95-905.

court,

24-2113,

24-2114.

—

Costs
Criminal cases, discharge of insolvents by, 27-2804.
Fi. fa. for,' 24-1804, 24-2001 to
24-2004.

Caveat
24-2108.

Writing, necessity, 24-2107.
Certificate to bank seeking trust company powers, 109-402, 109-403.
Certified copies of letters of administration, etc., as evidence, 38-603.

Certiorari: See Certiorari.
Citations, issuance by clerk, 24-1804.
City court judge acting, when, 24-1710.

Claims
Order for sale of property, 39-809.
Returns, when execution issued
by, 39-908.

Dockets, furnishing to justices of
the peace, 24-602.
Sitting for, 23-701 to 23-708.

Taxes
Duties and powers, 2-3402,
92-3709,

92-3713.

92-3714.

Special compensation to sheriff, clerk superior court, and
ordinary, 24-110.
Court of ordinary

Applications by petition in writ24-2102.

Advertisements, preserving,

Appointment, 24-1801.
Bond, 24-1704, 24-1803.
Certified copies, giving, 24-1804.

24-2113,

24-2114.

Docket of proceedings, 24-2111.

Citations, issuance, 24-1804.

Cost execution, issuance, 24-1804.
Duties, 24-1804.
Letters of administration, temporary, granting, 24-1804.

granting

ing, 24-2105.

Appointee to adjourn, 24-2103.
Caveats in writing, 24-2107.
Contempt, power to punish,

24-1804.

licenses,

County drainage, jurisdiction, 23-2-506.
County judge acting, when, 24-1710.
County matters

Adjournments, 24-2102, 24-2103.

ClerksAdjournment of court by,

and

recording, 24-1804.

Minutes, keeping, 24-1804.
file,
keeping, 24-1804.

Newspaper

as commission, 24-812.
of commissions,

Certification
89-202.

Continuances, 24-2111.

filing,

24-2806 to 24-2808.
Suit on, 24-1705.
Books of record, keeping, 24-1804.
Bridges, establishment, etc., 2-3402,

Marriage

24-814.
Certificate

Contempt of

for, 24-1804.

approval and

Amendment,

Notice, 36-306, 36-309, 36-310.
of compensation, 36-607.
Selection of assessor, 36-401.
Constables
Approval by, 24-811.
Bond, additional, ordered by,

Payment

court, 24-1705.
Certified

Compensation, see Fees, post.
Condemnation proceedings

Filing proceedings, 24-2109.

Length of session, 24-2101.
Minutes of proceedings. 24-2110.
Notice of hearing, 24-2105. 24-2106.
Objections in writing, 24-2107.
Order on notice. 24-2105.
Petitions.

24-2105.

Place of holding, 24-2101.
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—

Court of ordinary Cont'd.
Recording proceedings, 24-2109.

of holding, 24-2101.
of, 24-2101.

Custodians of minors' or insane per-

Acting as, 24-1711, 24-1712.
Bond, requiring, 113-1216.
Contempt, punishment for, 24-2114.

involved, 49-701.

Payments authorized,

49-706.

Records, 49-704.
Decedents' estates, see Administrators,
ante; Executors, post.
24-1711,

Disabilities,

letters,

to

act,

Cost execution against, 24-2001,
24-2003, 24-2004.

Disposition

employment, 49-702.

Deposit of funds, 49-707.
Guardian not qualified, 49-701.
Inspection of records, 49-704.

Dismissory

right

jurisdiction, 24-1901.

Bonds, liability on, 49-705.
Compensation, 49-703.
Counsel,

over

Controversies

money

Amount

ante;

and Execu-

tors.

Trials, time

sons'

Administrators,

see

also Administrators

24-2105,

Service,

Terms, 24-2101, 24-2102, 24-2104.

Time

Executors,

tion,

Distribution
tion,

of

estate,

jurisdic-

jurisdic-

24-1901.

Docket of returns, 24-2112.
Letters testamentary, jurisdiction
and time to grant and revoke,
24-1901,

24-2104.

Practicing law for or against,
24-1715.

24-1712.

time of granting,

of property,
24-1901.

Returns,

and

auditing

passing,

jurisdiction, 24-1901.

24-2104.

Disqualification,
24-1712.

24-102,

24-1710,

Division in kind of decedent's estates:
See Descent and Distribution.
Application, 113-1018.
Appointment of appraisers,
113-1019.
Hearing, 113-1019.
Lands, ordering division, 113-1022.
Order, 113-1019.
Return of appraisers, duties,

113-1020.

Docket
Administrators, 24-2112.
Applications, entry on, 24-2111.
Causes, entry on, 24-2111.
Executors, 24-2112.
Guardians, 24-2112.

Exemption from

militia duty, 86-209.

Explosives register, 88-803.
Fees

—

Enumeration, 24-1716.
Estate tax, duties in connection
with, 92-3402.

Recording proceedings, 24-2109.
Right to, 24-1715.
Salaries in certain counties: See
editorial note following 24-1717.
Seducer's bond, recording, 24-1717.
Where no fees fixed, 24-110.

Ferries
Establishment,

95-904.

Powers, 2-3402, 95-905.
Fiduciary capacity, acting in, 24-1711,
24-1712.

Filing proceedings, 24-2109.

Returns, 24-2112.

Fine for contempt, 24-2114.
Garnishment: See Garnishment.

Annual, 113-1413.
Trustees, 24-2112.

General execution docket, entries on,

Keeping, 23-705, 24-1804.

On judgments

Election
Justice of the peace, vacancy,

Reelection,
24-1712.

ineligible

filling,

24-1702.

when,

24-1707.

Electrocution of convicts, duties,
27-2514,
Eligibility,

46-601, 46-602.

39-701, 39-702, 39-706.

Gold purchases, reports, 43-405, 43-406.

Grand jury

24-407.

Method of choosing,

Vacancy,

of,

in vacation, 59-205.
Ineligible as grand juror, 59-201.
Inspection of books and records,
59-309 to 59-312.

Tax

27-2517.

24-1711,

Charge on duties, 59-601.

Drawing

24-1712.

Equity, concurrent jurisdiction of settlements of accounts of administrators and executors, 113-2203.
Escheated estates, duties as to, 85-1103.
Establishment of lost records, petition

by, 38-615.

Estate taxes, duties as to, 92-3402.
Evidence, bonds, 24-1705.
Executions, entry on general execution docket, 39-701, 39-702, 39-706.

digest,

recommendation

of

correction in, 59-306.

Guardian
Acting as, 24-1711, 24-1712.
Appointment, 24-1901, 49-102,
49-103, 49-105 to 49-109, 49-112,
49-601, 49-605.

Binding out orphans, 49-228,
49-229.

Compromise of claims and debts,
49-219 to 49-221.

Contempt, punishment

for, 24-2114.
Contracts, approval, 49-213.
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Guardian

—Cont

Jurisdiction---Cont.

'd.

'd.

right to act,
jurisdiction, 24-1901.
Cost execution against, 24-2001,
24-2003, 24-2004.

Nonresident deeedent, administra-

County guardians, 49-503, 49-504.
Dismission, letters of, 49-314.
Disposition of money, 49-315.

Orphans, binding out, 24-1901«
Probate of wills, 24-1901
Returns of represents

Controversies

over

Docket of, returns, 24-2112.
Foreign guardians, 49-401 to

24-M

administering,

24-1904.

Original, 24-1901.

,

24-11)01.

Wills, probate,

24-1001.

Jury commissioners and dork, admin-

49-406.

Insane persons, 49-601, 49-604 to
49-610, 49-612 to 49-614, 49-616.
Investments, 49-217.

Letters, time of granting, 24-2104.
Practicing law for or against,
24-1715.

Record books, keeping, 24-1804.
Removal, jurisdiction, 24-1901.

diction, 24-1901.

Revocation of

letters,

istering oaths to, 59-103, 59-104.
Justices of the peace
Attending ordinary's court with
dockets, 24-601.

Certifying records for use out of
county, 38-605.
Change of place of holding court
by, 24-904, 24-906.

Resignation, 49-313.
Returns, 49-217, 49-230, 49-231.
Auditing and passing, juris
49-232.

direction and approval,
49-205 to 49-210.
Settlements, 49-301 to 49-312.
Surety, new, jurisdiction to re
Sales,

quire, 24-1901.

Dockets, furnishing, 24-602.
Oath, administering, 24-404.

Vacancy
Appointment

to

fill,

24-408.

Ordering election, 24-407.
Juvenile court judge pro tempore, acting

as, 24-2442.

Kind, division

in,

see Division

in

of decedents' estates,
kind of decedents'

estates, ante.

World War veterans, 49-803

to

49-810 to 49-814.
Hearings, time of, 24-2101.
Holidays, office not open on, 24-2104.
Homestead, applications for, 51-201 to
51-601, 51-1401, 51-1403.
Idiots, jurisdiction, 24-1901.
49-807,

jurisdiction
and time to
grant
Administration, 24-1901, 24-2104.
Dismissory, 24-2104.
Guardianship, 24-1901, 24-2104.
Testamentary, 24-1901, 24-2104.
Licenses to carry weapons, 26-51U3 to

Letters,

26-5105.

Illegality

Cost execution, 24-2004.
Where returnable, 39-908.
Incapacity, effect, 24-1710.
Insane persons, jurisdiction, 24-1901.
Insolvent

tion, 24-1902,

Oaths,

lists,

allowance,

etc.,

92-7102

to 92-7106.
Interrogatories, compelling answers to,
38-2110.

Judgments, entry on general execution
docket, 39-701, 39-702, 39-706.
Jurisdiction

Administrators, 24-1901.
Apprentices, binding out, 24-1901.
Concurrent with judge of county
court, 24-1901.

Decedents

}

estates, 24-1901.

Distribution of decedents ' estates,

63-103.

Lunatics, jurisdiction, 24-1901.
Machinery manufacturers, registration,
92-1308.

Malpractice, 89-9907, 89-9908.
to compel road work, 64-102.
Marriage licenses, grant of, 24-1S04,
53-201 to 53-206.

Mandamus

Minutes
Adjournments, entry, 24-2102.
Entry of applications, 24-2110.
Keeping, 24-1804, 24-2110.
Proceedings, 23-702.
Notice
Election to fill vacancy, 24-1707.
Office, place of, 24-1714.

Proceedings in court of ordinary,

24-1901.

Exclusive, 24-1901.

Executors, 24-1901.
General, 24-1901.
Guardian and ward, 24-1901.
Idiots, 24-1901.

23-706, 24-2105, 24-2106.

Oaths
Administering
Authority generally,

24-1.

Clerks, 24-1 S 04.

Jury commissioners and

Insane persons, 24-1901.
Letters testamentary and of administration,

Lost papers, establishment, 63-101 to

24-1901.

Lunatics, 24-1901.

clerk,

59-103, 59-104.

Justices of the peace, 24-404.

Taking, 24-1703.
Objections in writing, 24-2107.
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and measures,

Office

Standards

Holidays, not open on, 24-2104.
Place, 24-1714.
Sundays, not open on, 24-2104.
Time to keep open. 24-2104.
Oppression. 89-9907, 89-9908.
Paupers, supervision, etc., of, 23-2101

112-105, 112-106.
Subpoenas for witnesses, issuance
clerk, 24-1804.

to 23-2106.

Peddlers 1 licenses, issuing, 84-2001,
S4-2005.

Perishable property, order for sale by,
39-1203 to 39-1205.
Petition

Amendment,

of

weights

by

Sundays, office not open on, 24-2104.
Superior courts
Additional bond, requirement by
judge, 24-1706.
Administration, cases involving
granting of letters, 24-2615.
Appointment of clerk to fill vacancy, 24-2707.
Clerks acting as, 24-1705, 24-1707,
24-1710, 24-1713.

24-2108.

Applications made by, 24-2105.
Place of holding court, 24-2101.
Powers, 24-1701.
Constitutional provisions, 2-3401,
2-3402.

Practicing law, 24-1715.
Private way, grant, etc., 83-101, 83-121.

Illegality to cost execution, return
to, 24-2004.

Judges qualifying, 24-1705.
Jurisdiction, 24-2615.

Oath as clerk of, taking, 24-2712.
Ordinary or his clerk acting as
clerk of, 24-2708, 24-2709.
in clerk's office, calling
election to fill, 24-2704, 24-2706.
Wills, cases involving probate,
24-2615.

Vacancy

Probate of wills
Jurisdiction, 24-1901.
24-2104.

Time of granting,

Process
Issuance by clerk, 24-1804.
Service by sheriff or other

Terms of
officer,

24-2105.

Qualifying, 24-1705.

Eecords
Books, keeping, 24-3804.

Clerks, 24-1801.
Court, 24-2101, 24-2102, 24-2104.
Office, 2-3403, 24-1702, 24-1708.
Successor to, vacancy, 24-1708.

time of, 24-2101.
Trustees
Trials,

Certified copies, 24-1804.
Indexing, filing, and labeling,

24-1804.

Licenses to carry weapons, 26-5104.
Proceedings, 24-2109.
Transcripts from, 24-1804.
Referendum election to determine
county tax exemption, 92-206.
Rule against officers, issuance by,
24-209.
See Rules Against Officers.
Salaries in certain counties:
See editorial note following 24-1717.
Sales

—

Bonds, duties, etc., with reference
to: See Trustees.
Commissions, relieving forfeiture
of, 108-434.

Contracts for labor
approval, 108-406.

Docket

or

service,

of, 24-2112.

Inventories of, return, 108-403.
Investments, return of, 108-419.
Order for compromise of doubtful
debts, 108-422.

Practicing law for or against,

Perishable property by sheriff,
order, 39-1203 to 39-1205.
Short order, 39-1203 to 39-1205.
Service of notice, 24-2105, 24-2106.
Settlement by administrators and executors, citation for, 113-2201.
Sheriffs

Appointment

to

fill

vacancy,

24-2803.

Attendance on court of ordinary,

Vacancy
Declaring, for insufficiency of bond,
24-1706.

Election to fill, 24-1707.
Superior court clerk acting

in,

24-1705, 24-1707, 24-1710.
Term of successor, 24-1708.

Unfinished proceedings, disposition,

24-2813.

Bonds, approval and

filing,

24-2806

to 24-2808.

Fees, fixing, 24-2823.

Perishable property, order for sale
by, 39-1203 to 39-1205.

Short order of

24-1715.

Returns made to, 108-404, 108-419.
Tyrannical partiality, 89-9907, 89-9908.

sale, 39-1203 to 39-1205.

Sickness, effect, 24-1710.
Soldiers' pensions, duties, etc., as to:

See Pensions.

24-1709.

WillsCases involving probate, in superior
court, 24-2615.
Certified copies
113-612.

as

evidence,

Commissions to examine witnesses,
issuance, 113-609.

Contempt, punishment for failure
to

file,

113-610.
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OSTEOPATHY— Cont'd.

ORDINARIES— Cont 'd.
Wills— Cont'd.

—

to practice
Cont'd.
Municipal regulations, 81-1211.
Practicing medicine, 84 906.
Beporti by practitioners, 84*1211.
State regulations, 84-1211.
Taxation of practitioners, 92
IAc.(;fiH':H

Original to remain in

office,

113-612.

Probate
Jurisdiction, 24-1901, 113-603.
Time of granting, 24-2104.

Eecord book, 24-1804.

1

Vacation, probate in common form
in, 113-GOG.

Witnesses,

RE TO SE4

subpoenas by

of

issuance

clerk, 24-1804.

Fur-bearing animals:

OVERPASSES.

113-1004.
Citation, issuing, 113-1005.

OVERSEERS.

Debts, advice and consent as to

payment

of,

by widow,

113-1003.

Fees, 113-1009.
Notice of application, giving,
113-1005.

Recording return, 113-1005.
Setting apart where estate does
not exceed value, 113-1306.

ORDINARY CARE.

ORDINARY DILIGENCE.

Bee Railroads.

Parol contracts, 4-502, 20-401, ^5.
Rights and powers, 4-501.

OVERSEERS OF ROADS.
Appointment, 69-306, 95-307, 95-314,
95-801.

Duties, 94-513, 95-407, 95-412, 95-413,
95-501, 95-502, 95-701, 95-702, 95-9907.

OXEN.
61-202.

Lost papers, 63-209.

Children, 105-204.

OYSTERS.

Definition, 105-201.

See Fish and Fishing.

Trustees' duty to exercise, 108-402.

ORDINARY NEGLIGENCE.

PACKING HOUSES.
Taxation, 92-1004.

See Negligence.

ORGANS.

PAINTS.
Definition, 73-102.

Taxation of agents or dealers, 92-1310.

visitation

and inspection,

59-401 to 59-406, 59-9901, 59-9902.

73-105,

73-9901.
oil,

73-104, 73-105.

Oils, 73-104, 73-105.
of,

by

practitioners,

84-1211.

Prima facie evidence of violation of
law, 73-106.

Chiropractors, practice by, 84-509.

Deaths, reports

Flaxseed oil, 73-104, 73-105.
Labels on containers, 73-103,
Linseed

OSTEOPATHY.
Births, reports

Enforcement of law, 73-101.
Fines, violation of law, 73-9901.

ORPHANAGES.

of,

by

practitioners,

84-1211.

Fraud

Railroad crossings:

See Gan

OYER.

See Negligence.

Grand jury

,

Landlord's lien for furnishing, 61-201,

See Ordinary Diligence; Negligence.

Definition, 105-201.

)

OTTER.

See Year's Support.
Appraisers, appointment, 113-1002,

Year's support:

1

92-2005.

PAINTINGS.

in use of title, 84-9918.

Taxation, exemptions, 2-5002, 92-201.

Illegal practice, 84-9919.

PALACE-CAR COMPANIES.

Licenses to practice
Application, 84-1207.
Authorizes what, 84-1209.
Eligibility of

Rules and regulations, 73-101.
Violation of law, 73-9901.

applicants,

Presidents, taxation, 92-2409.

PALMISTRY.
84-1207,

84-1208, 84-1210.

PAMPHLETS.

Examination of applicants, 84-1207,
84-1208.

Fraudulently buying or

selling,

84-9918.

Grant, 84-1207.

Records, 84-1204, 84-1207.
Revocation, 84-1210.
Seal, 84-1206.

Signing, 84-1206.

Taxation of practitioners, 92-2011.

Obscene, 26-6301.

PAPERS.
See Newspapers.
Larceny of, 26-2615 to 26-2617.
Loss: See Lost Papers.
Production of: See Evidence.

PARADES;
National Guard, 86-801, 86-805, 86-1004.
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PARENT AND CHILD— Cont'd.

PARAGRAPHS.

—

Consent
Adoption of child as releasing con-

See Pleading.

Pleading:

PARDONS.

trol, 74-108.

See Board of Pardons.
Convict,

eligibility

stored,

2-701,

hold

to

2-902,

office

re-

Child's marriage, 53-207, 74-108.
Child 's receiving proceeds of labor,

89-101.

74-108.

Governor, power of, 2-2612, 27-2701.
President of United States, power

Contract
of,

1-208.

Child, for necessaries, 20-201.

Releasing control over child,

PARENT AND CHILD.

74-108.

See Guardian and Ward; Infants.

Control of parent over child, 74-106 to
74-110, 74-203.

Abandonment
Adoption by third persons, 74-402.
Commitment to orphan asylum,
74-110.

"Dependent
Misdemeanor,

condition,' '

74-9902.

74-9902.

Releasing control of child, 74-108.
Wife as witness against husband,
74-9902.

Abortion, 26-1101, 26-1102.

Adoption
Adults, 74-407.
Consent, 74-401 to 74-403.

Release of control, 74-108.
Decree, 74-405.
Discretion of court, 74-406.

Escheat of property, 85-1107,
85-1108.

Cruelty to children, 26-8001.
Appointment of guardian, 74-109.
Release of control, 74-108.
Custody, 30-127, 30-206, 35-510 to
35-513, 74-106 to 74-110, 74-203.

Death
Action

74-106, 74-107.

Domicile of child, 79-404, 79-407.
Education of child, duty, 74-105.
Evidence, cruelty to child, 74-109.
Factories, employment of children,
54-205, 54-301 to 54-306.
Foeticide, 26-1103, 26-1104.
Gaming with minor child of another,
parent's right of action, 105-1206.

Gifts-

Final adoption, 74-404.

Presumption, when, 108-116.

Hearing, 74-403.
Inheritance by father, 74-404.

To childAcceptance by parent, 48-102.

From

Jurisdiction of proceedings, 74-402.

Name,

Petition,

74-402.

Summons, 74-403.
Temporary custody of child, 74-404.
Advancements;
See
Advancements:
Distribution.
and
Descent
Advising killing of unborn child,
of majority, 74-104.

Apprenticing: See Master and Servant.
Bastards: See Bastards.
Beneficiary of death benefits, 56-1608.

Binding out: See Master and Servant.
Blindness from gonoccocus infection,
treatment of children at birth to prevent, 88-420, 88-421, 88-9915.

Code

Commission:
See
Georgia Children's Code Commission.
Citation of father to answer allegation
of cruelty, 74-109.

Colored children, legitimacy, 74-102.
Concealment of death of chila, 26-1105,
26-1106.

presumption,

To parent from

child, validity,

48-107.

Guardians:

See Guardian and Ward.

Habeas corpus for

child, 50-121.

Heirs of illegitimates, 113-905.
Homicide, see Death, ante.
Illegitimate children. See Bastards.
Inheritance, rules of: See Descent and
Distribution.

Insurable interest in child's property,
56-812.

Inveigling children, 26-1602.

26-1104.

Children's

parent,

48-105, 48-106.

74-404.

Notice of application, 74-403.
Objections to, 74-406.
Order of court, 74-404, 74-405.
Persons who may adopt, 74-401.

Age

for, 66-401.

Father, mother's rights, 74-106.
Discretion of court, possession of child,

Juvenile courts, rights and liabilities
in: See Juvenile Courts.
Kidnapping, 26-1601 to 26-1603.

Labor of children, regulations,

54-205,

54-301 to 54-306.

Laundries, employment of children,
54-301 to 54-306.

Legitimacy of children, 74-101.
Colored children, 74-102.

Order of court, 74-103.
Liquor, furnishing to minor

child, par-

ent's right of action, 105-1205.

Maintenance of

child,

duty, 74-105,

74-110, 74-202.

Majority, age

of,

74-104.
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PARENT AND CHILD CoatU

'(1.

Marriages
Consent of parent, 53-207.

Widow'!

Action for Injuria! to children,

Eelease of control by, 74-108.

employment of

Mills,

children, 54-301

K

to 54-306.

producing, 26-1102.
Mother's rights, death of father,

Exclusion

of child, changing, 74-501, 74-502.
child, 49-101,
49-102.

children,

11 .'M00,

Revocation by birth of

Natural guardian of

Necessaries
Child's contract for, 20-201.
Failure to provide, as releasing
control of child, 74-108.
Liability of parent, 30-207, 30-208.
Notice of application to adopt child,
74-403.

Obligations of parent, 74-105.
Paupers, support, 23-2302.
Personal injuries to child, action by
mother, 53-511.
Placement of children: See Infants.
Possession of child, ri^ht to, 74-106 to

ehJld,

113 408.

Tear's support for children:

ur'a

Support.

PARKS.
Amusement, taxation, 02-601

to 92-604.

PARKING PLACES.
Taxation, 92-1508.

PAROL CONTRACTS.
See Contracts.

PAROL EVIDENCE.
See Evidence.

PAROL SUBMISSION TO ARBITRATION.

74-110, 74-203.

facie right to custody of child,

74-107.

Validity, 7-104.

PAROLES.

Property of children vesting in mother,
53-507.

Protection
Child, 74-105, 74-110.

Mutual protection,

26-1015.

Release of control over child, 74-108.
Reputation, mutual protection, 26-1015.
Revocation of consent to child's receiving proceeds of labor, 74-108.
Seduction of daughter, action for,
105-1204.

Separation of parents, custody of

chil-

See Board of Pardons.

Georgia State Training School for
Boys, inmates of, 77-609, 77-611.
Georgia Training School for Girls, inmates of, 77-704, 77-705.

PART PERFORMANCE.
Specific performance,

37-802, 37-806,

37-807.

Statute of frauds, 20-402.

PARTIAL DIVORCE.
See Divorce.

dren, 74-106.
Services of child, 74-108.

PARTIAL FAILURE OF CONSIDER-

Support

ATION.

Child, duty, 74-105, 74-110, 74-202.
Each other, 23-2302.

as releasing control of
child, 74-108.
Parent by child, 23-2302.
Pending action for divorce, 30-206.
Survivorship, dying together, 113-906.
Failure,

Torts—
child,

liability of parent,

105-108.

Imputable negligence, 105-205.
Seduction of daughter, 105-1204.
children, 53-511, 54-206.

Eecovery by parent, 105-107.

Estoppel to plead, 96-305.
Sale, contract of, 96-305.

PARTIES.
Adding when necessitated by

plead-

ing, 81-106, 81-107.

Administrators, see Executors

or

ad-

ministrators, post.

Admissions by, 3S-403, 38-404.
Amendment by adding or striking: See

Amendment.
Appeal, death of a party, 3-40S. 3-409.
Attorney General, party plaintiff to

penal action, 3-103.

child

Advising

killing, 26-1104.

Bill

Foeticide, 26-1103, 26-1104.

Void marriages, legitimacy of

of

exceptions:

See Bills

of Ex-

ceptions.
child,

53-104.

Wages

of

113-107.

Name

Unborn

in,

Wills—

Mutual protection, 26-1015.

To

"ill

53-507.

74-106.

By

''

Property of children, W€ ting

Miscarriage,

Prima

rigbtfj 74-100.

Wife-

of deceased parent paid to child,
when, 66-103 to 66-105.

Claim cases, making new parties. 3-406,
24-3313.

Codefendants, venue of action, 3-204,
3-205, 3-303.

General Index.
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PARTIES— Cont 'd.

PARTIES— Cent 'd.
Condemnation

proceedings,

Equity

notice,

Administrators, 37-1004.

36-1108,

Contempt, punishment, 24-105.
Continuance for absence of, 81-1402,
See Con81-1403, Sl-1406, 81-1412.

Amendment, addition
Bond of next friend,
Both at fault, effect,

tinuance.
Contracts: See Contracts.
Actions on, 3-10S.
Court of Appeals: See Bills of Excep-

Consent to

Supreme Court and Court

tions;

by, 37-1005.
etc., 37-1003.
37-112.
Class, representatives of, 37-1002.
Common right of, as against several, 37-1007.

of

first

Creditors ' petitions,

Appeals.

Death-

term,

37-407,

37-1006.

Abatement of actions by:
Abatement of Actions.

See

de bonis non
party, 3-411.
Successor made party, 3-403.
Attachment proceedings, 8-607 to

made

Defendant
Appeal

by

representa-

legal

tives, 3-408, 3-409.

Executor

made

or

administrator

party, 3-301, 3-305,

3-402.

Making

where

parties

plaintiff

and defendant

both
die,

Guardians, 37-1003, 37-1004.
Interest, all having,
37-1004.

made

parties,

Executor
Administrator

de

bonis

non

Representatives of a class, 37-1002.
Volunteers, 37-217.

Wards, 37-1004.

Appeal by, 3-408,
Making, 24-3313.
3-301,

3-305,

3-401,

3-402,

3-406,

3-403.

representative

made

par-

ties, 3-410.

3-408.

Governor, party plaintiff to penal ac-

PlaintiffAdministrator

executor,
or
successor made party, 3-403.
Appeal by legal representa-

administrator
or
party, 3-401, 3-406.

Executor

Year's support proceedings,
3-407.

made

tion, 3-103.

Guardians

Ad

—

litem:

See

Guardians

Ad

Litem.

tive, 3-408, 3-409.

Receivers, successors

3-409.

3-410, 3-417.

Garnishee,

3-403.

made

—

Successor substituted on death of,

party, 3-410.

Guardian, successor made party,

Judgment,

sue, 37-1001.

Substitution on death of party,

party, 3-411.

Successor made party, 3-403.
Garnishee, executor or administra-

made

parties, 37-1005.
Multiplicity, 37-1007.
Next friend, 37-1003.
Privies entitled to relief, 37-213.
Relief, who entitled to, 37-213,
37-1001.

Executors or administrators
Administrator de bonis non, 3-411.

Trustee or receiver, 3-418.
Execution, 3-408, 3-419.

made

Making necessary

Who may

3-416.

parties,

Successors

made

parties, 3-403.

Infants, 3-115.

Intervention, receivership cases, 55-304.
Joinder, 3-110.

Cotenants, 3-111.

Ejectment, 33-103, 33-113, 33-115.

3-418.

Representatives made parties,
3-301,

Distributees, 37-1004.
Executors, 37-1004.

Legatees, 37-1004.

8-609.

Court of Appeals, 24-3641, 24-3642.

tor

Disabilities, persons under,

37-1003.

Administrator
Administrator

3-305, 3-401, 3-402, 3-406,

3-410, 3-417.

Trustees, successors

made

parties,

105-903.

105-1306.

Justice's court, joint obligors,

3-418.

representative

False imprisonment by several,

Homicide of wife and mother, action by husband and children,

Supreme Court, 24-4543.

Usee,

trial at

37-1102.

made

party,

3-417.

Demnrr«*r, mi^ioinder or nonjoinder as

ground, 81-304.
Ejectment, 33-103, 33-113 to 33-116.

24-1013.

Procurer of wrong with wrongdoer,
105-1206.
Joint, death of one party, 3-506.

Joint obligors, 3-301 to 3-305.

General

I
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PARTIES— Cont'd.

PARTIES— Cont 'd.
Judgments conclusive on, 38-023, 38-624,
110-501.
Lis pendens, making forties, 3-401 to
3-419.

Lost papers, establishment, 63-101,

Sheriff a party,

of SOTOBOfj

Solicitor

general, party
penal aetion, 3-103.

State,

63-103.

duti'H

30-114.
plaintiff

party plaintifl to penal aetion.

3 L03.

Making

Substitution,

Appellate courts, 24-3041, 24-3042,
24-4543.

Attachment proceedings, 8-007

to

8-009.

Successor!

MM

3

to 3 410.

of

administrator!,
tors, or guardians, 3 403.
Supreme Court: Bee Bills of

Mandamus,

Misjoinder, ground for demurrer,

Torts, actions for, 3-109.

to 3-419.

Scire facias, see Scire facias, post.
64-101 to 64-105.

3-404.

in,

granted new party to prepare for, 3-405.
Trust estates, actions on claims against,
Trial, time

81-304.

Motion to make
Executor or

administrator made
party on, 3-401, 3-415.
Notice of, 3-401, 3-415.
New parties, making, see Scire facias
to make, post.
friend,

making party,

3-115, 3-407.

Nonjoinder, demurrer for, 81-304.
Notice, motion to make new parties,
3-401, 3-415.

108-503.

Trustees, successors made parties, 3-418.
Usees, representatives of, made parties,
3-417.

Vacation, making parties

Vouching into

court,

ment, 38-624.
Witness

—

3-404.

in,

effect

of

judg-

,

Calling opposite party as, 38-1801.
Competency as, 38-1603.

Partition proceedings, 85-1505.
Partners, 3-301, 3-305.

Penal actions, 3-103.
Pending action, making parties, 3-401
to 3-419.

Year's support claim, 3-407.

PARTITION.
Absent

Plaintiffs
3-401,

of,

3-403,

3-406

to

3-409.

Penal actions, 3-103.
Prohibition,

Excep-

of Appeals.

Making, 24-4543.
Tenants in common, 3-111.
Term time, making parties

Death

execu-

Supreme Court and Court

tions;

Claim cases, 24-3313.
Pending action, 3-401

Next

to

64-301.

Quo warranto,

64-201.

Receivership cases
Interventions, 55-304.
Lienholders, making, 55-312.
Successors made parties, 3-418.

Rule to make, 3-404.
Scire facias to

make

Administrator de bonis non made
party, 3-411.

Appeal entered, effect of, 3-409.
Attachment, 8-607 to 8-609.
Contents, 3-412.

Death of both parties, 3-416.
Executor or administrator, 3-402,
3-410, 3-414 to 3-416.

Garnishee dying, 3-410.
Issuance, 3-413.

parties, motions to set aside
judgment, 85-1515.
Agent, application by, 85-1505.
Application

Contents, 85-1504.

Notice of intention to make,
85-1506.

Parties

to,

85-1505.

Attorney, application by, 85-1505.
Commissioners to make sale

Appointment, 85-1511.

Deed by,

85-1513.

Returns, 85-1512.

Rules

against,

Contempt of

make

sale,

Decedents'
113-1018

commissioners to

85-1512.

estates,
to

85-1512.

court,

division

113-1022.

in

kind,

Descent

See

and Distribution.
Decree
Moulding, S5-1502.
Title passing by, 85-1503.

Nonresidence of coparty, 3-414.
Return, 3-413.

Defenses, 85-1509.

Service, 3-413.

Discretion

Successor

Division in kind of decedents estates,
113-1018 to 113-1022.
See Descent
and Distribution.

Executor, administrator, or
guardian, 3-403.
Receiver, 3-418.
Trustee, 3-418.

Time, 3-402.

of

court,

85-1502.
'

Equity jurisdiction, 85-1501,
Examination of petitioner 's
85-1507.

title,
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PARTITION— Cont \l.

PARTITION— Cont 'd.

Extraordinary cases, proceedings,

make

Rules against commissioners to
sale, 85-1512.

85-1514.

Filing return of partitioners, 85-1508.

Sales of lands

Bona

Guardian

fide purchasers, 85-1515.

Commissioners

Application by, 85-1505.
Notice to, S5-1506.

to

make,

85-1511,

85-1512.

Inadequate remedy at law, 85-1501.

Discretion of court, 85-1502.

Issuance of writ, 85-1507.

Notice, 85-1511.
Place, 85-1511.

Judgment —

Conclusiveness, 85-1510, 85-1515.

Return of partitioners made,

Proceeds of, 85-1512.
Time, 85-1511.
Title of purchaser, 85-1513.

85-1510.

Service by publication, 81-205.
Superior court, jurisdiction, 85-1504.

Setting aside, 85-1515.
Jurisdiction

Surveyor, selection, 85-1508.

Equity, 85-1501.
Superior court, 85-1504.

Tenant in common, application, 85-1006.

Jury trial of issues, 85-1509.
Kind, division in, of decedents estates,
113-1018 to 113-1022.
See Descent
and Distribution.
Lunatic

Time
Motion

to

'

to

aside

set

judgment,

aside

Returns
Commissioners to make

sale,

85-1512.

Application, 85-1505.

Motions

set

85-1515.

Partitioners, 85-1508.

judgment,

Sale of lands, 85-1511.

85-1515.

Title-

Notice, 85-1506.

Minor
Application,

85-1505.

Motion

set

to

aside

judgment,

Decree passes, 85-1503.
Petitioner's, examination, 85-1507.
Purchasers at sale, 85-1513, 85-1515.
Trial of issues, 85-1509, 85-1515.

85-1515.

Trustees

Notice, 85-1506.

Moulding decree, 85-1502.
New partition, award by court, 85-1510.

Application by, 85-1505.
Notice to, 85-1506.

Writ of possession, issuance, 85-1510.

Notice
Application for writ, 85-1506.
Execution of writ, 85-1508.
Sale of lands, 85-1511.

Setting aside judgment where none
given, 85-1515.

Number

of partitioners, 85-1507.

Oaths, partitioners, §5-1508.
Parties,

PARTNERSHIP.
Accommodation indorsements, 75-306.
Accounting, 75-109.
Actions
Amendment by adding partner,
81-1305.

Judgment, 39-117, 75-312, 110-309.

85-1505.

Plea in abatement, denial of exist-

Partitioners

ence, 75-313.

Number,

85-1507.

Process, service, 3-301, 39-117,

Proceedings by, 85-1508.
Personal property, 85-1707.

75-312.

Venue of action against

Petition

partners,

2-4304, 3-204.

Contents, 85-1504.

Place of sale of lands, 85-1511.

Administrator of deceased partner
Control of firm assets, 75-208.
Including interest in inventory,

Postponement, 85-1502.
Proceeds of sale of lands, 85-1512.

Agency of

Remedy

Agents

Parties

to,

85-1505.

at law, effect, 85-1501.

Returns
Commissioners to make

Torts of, 75-308.

Amendment

of partitioners to make,

85-1508.

Judgment

of court, 85-1510.

Objections, 85-1509.

partners, 75-302.

Duty, 75-309.
sale,

85-1512.

Duty

113-1404.

of suits

by or

against,

adding partner, 81-1305.
Appeals to superior court by,

by

6-108.

Appraisers, firm assets, 75-208.
Arbitrators, division of assets, 75-208.

General Index.
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PARTNERSHIP-

Assets

Cont'd.

Duration, 75
75
Employees, torts, 75 308.
]<•<),

Collection, etc.,

by

partner, 75 202.

Distribution, 75-208, 75-209, 75-311.
Partner, liability, 75-311.
Priorities,
individual
and firm
creditors, 75-311.

Equity Jurisdiction, 75-107, 75-201*
Evidence, 75 813.

Examination into firm
Execution,
1 1 7
Claim to property
.'i

Surviving partner's control, 75-208,

Firm name, 39

75-209.

Assignment

In,

108, 75-312.

Levy, 39-117.
Executor of deceased partner, control

Attachment: See Attachment.

of firm assets, 75-208.

Bond-

Extent, 75-103.
False partners, 75-111.
Fictitious or trade name,

Executing, 75-314.
Power of partner to execute,
75-202.

106-301

to

106-304, 106-9906.

Claim affidavit and bond by partner,
39-806.

Commencement,

75-105.

Confidential relation, 37-707.

Forfeitures, false partner, 75-111.
Fraud among partners, 37-707, 75-201,
75-202.

Liability to third persons, 75-307.

Consent to assignment of partner's

in-

Garnishment

and bond by,

Affidavit

terest, 75-204.

46-104.

Partner's interest, 75-315.

Contracts

Good

Dissolution, after, 75-310.

Incoming partner,

to

assume debts,

faith

among

partners,

75-201,

75-202.

Guaranty, 75-306.

75-205.

Power

of partner, 75-202.
Contribution among partners, 75-207.
Control by majority, 75-203.
Conviction of partner of felony, dissolution, 75-107.

Income taxes, 92-3002, 92-3104, 92-3117.
Incoming partner, liability, 75-205.
Individual assets, liability, 75-311.
Indorsements, 75-306.
As affecting testimony against,

County contractors, oath, 23-1711.

38-1603.

Dissolution, 75-107.

Creation, 75-101.

Creditors
Individual and firm, priorities,

Insolvency
Distribution of assets, 75-311.

Partner

75-311.

Notice of dissolution, 75-108.

Death of partner
Administrator

including

interest

in inventory, 113-1404.

As

affecting testimony against,
38-1603.

Dissolution of partnership, 75-107,
75-110.

Surviving partner's rights, 75-208
to 75-210.

Debts, liability, 75-103, 75-109, 75-205,

Contribution, 75-207.
Distribution of assets, 75-311.
Insolvent traders, 28-401.
Interests

Assignment, 75-204.
Equal, 75-206.
Garnishment, 75-315.
Introduction of new partner, 75-204.
Inventory of deceased partner's estate,
notice of interest in partnership,
113-1404.

Joint interest constitutes, 75-102.
Joint possession of effects by partners,

75-301 to 75-315.
Denial, proof, 75-313.

75-202.

Dissolution

Conviction

of

partner of felony,

75-107.

Death of partner,
75-109,

75-107, 75-110.

75-302,

75-310.

Extinction of business, 75-107.
Insanity of partner, 75-107.

Misconduct of partner, 75-107.
New promise by partner to pay
debt, 3-905.

Notice, 75-106, 75-108.

Powers

75-202.

Issuance, 39-108.

Benefit of creditors, 28-302.
Interest in, 75-204.

Effect,

affair",

-

after, 75-109, 75-302, 75-310.

Dormant partner
Definition, 75-104.

Retirement, 75-108.

Knowledge of dormant partner's

con-

nection with firm, 75-10S.
Liability of partners
Among themselves, 75-201 to
75-207.

Incoming, 75-205.
Third persons, 75-103. 75-109,
75-205, 75-301 to

75-315.

Liens on partner's interest. 75-315.
Limitations, effect of new promise by
partner, 3-905.

Limited partnership: See Limited Partnership.

Loans

to partners, 75-304.

General Index.
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PARTNERSHIP— Cont 'd.

PARTNERSHIP— Cent \1.
Losses, interest in, necessary, 75-102.

Majority control, 75-203.
Matters outside of. third

person's

rights, 75-303.

Misapplication

of

assets

by partner,

75-305.

Mutual insurance contracts,

56-1401.

Name
in firm

name, 75-314.

False partner, 75-111.
Retired partner's name continued
in, 75-111.

Ne

exeat against partner, 37-1401.
Negligence, agents or servants, 75-308.
New partner
Introduction of, 75-204.
Liability, 75-205.

Nominal partner,

definition,

75-104.

Notice
Dissent to partner's act, 75-302.
Dissolution, 75-106, 75-108.

Misapplication of assets by partner, 75,-305.

among

Secret stipulations

partners,

75-301.

PARTRIDGES.
Game birds: See Game.
PASSENGERS.
Carriage: See Carriers.

PASSES.
Judges, receiving, ground for impeachment, 24-103.
Street railroads, 94-1009.

PAST TENSE.
in,

102-102.

65-213.

Congress ' power as to, 1-125.
Royalties, income taxes, 92-3107.

PATENT DEFECTS.
Goods

and losses, 75-102, 75-206, 75-207.
Proof of, 75-313.
Purchases from partner, 75-305.
Real property, surviving partner's

Profits

sold, 96-115,

in

firm name, 75-111.

96-305.

PATENT MEDICINES.
Peddlers, taxation, 92-1602.

PATENT RIGHTS.
Taxation of

powers, 75-210.

name continued

42-509, 42-513.

Agricultural marketing associations,

tors, 75-311.

partner,

where

PATENTS.

Personal property, surviving partner's
powers, 75-209, 75-210.
Preferences to creditors, 28-303.
Priorities, individual and firm credi-

sellers

of,

92-1908.

PATENTED ARTICLES.
Taxation of traveling venders, 92-1604.

Scope, 75-103.

PAUPERS.

Secret partner

Academy

Definition, 75-104.

stipulations

among

partners,

75-301.

and issuance

for the Blind pupils, 35-703

to 35-705, 35-709.

Retirement, 75-108.

of:

See

Securities.

Application for provision, 23-2203.
Blind persons, 23-2307, 23-2310.
Boarding, 23-2101.
Bond to maintain, 23-2308, 23-2309,
23-9907.

Servants, torts, 75-308.

Burial, 23-2304.

against firm against

survivor, 20-1303.

Statute of limitations,

Certificate of poverty, 23-2303.

Certiorari, bond, 19-208,

new promise by

partner to pay debt, 3-905.
Surviving partner, rights, 75-208
75-210.

Term

competency

against,

partner insane or dead, 38-1603.
Written contract creating, 75-101.

Milk and cream,

Penalties, false partner, 75-111.

of claim

up, 75-109.

PASTEURIZATION.

20-1001.

sale

Witness

Hydrophobia, 88-116.

Retirement, 75-108.
Parol contract creating, 75-101.
Payment to partner of creditor,

Securities,

Winding

PASTEUR TREATMENT.

Definition, 75-104.

Retired

Traders, 28-401.

Future tense, inclusion

Oath, denial of existence, 75-313.
Ostensible partner

Set-off

to 75-315.

Time of commencement, 75-105.
Torts by agents, partners, or servants,
75-308.

Bond executed

Secret

Third persons
Extent of partnership as to, 75-103.
Partnership as to, 75-102.
Eights and liabilities as to, 75-301

of, 75-106, 75-110.

19-215.

Charity, subject of, 108-203.

Commissioners of poor, 23-2201 to
to

23-2203.

Confederate soldiers,
23-2403.

relief, 23-2401 to

General
[REFER]

County liable for support, 23-2306.
County tax for support of, 92-3701,
92-3715.

Dead

among mediSee Medical Colleges.

bodies, distribution

cal colleges:

K3

Deaf and dumb persons, 23-2307,

See Eailments.

PAWNBROKERS.
License
Blind persons, 84 2011
Confederate and other

soldiers,

84-2011.

Loans on personal security, 25

23-2310.

221.

Small loan business law, applicability,

Definition, 23-2301.

Exemption from
Farms —

25-318.

militia duty, 86-209.

Workshops

the

Deaf

pupils,

Agents, by or to, 4-308, 4-314,
Compensation, condemnation
36-302,

35-806, 35-807.
Idiots, 23-2307, 23-2310.

Infants, 23-2307.
Lunatics, 23-2307, 23-2310.
Migratory companies, leaving, liability,
23-2307.
Militia duty, exemption from, 86-209.
Milledgeville State Hospital patients,
35-204, 35-223, 35-232 to 35-235.
Ordinaries
Jurisdiction, 23-701.

Constitutional

provision,

36-603,

4 403.

36-802.

36-801,

Contracts: See Contracts.
Limitations, effect as to, 3-707, 3-fl
Lost bonds or notes, decree in equity,
37-214.

Negotiable instruments, presentment,
etc.: See Negotiable Instruments.
Parol contract for land, specific performance, 37-802.
Partial, effect as to limitations, 3-707.

Price, title
96-110.

to

goods to pass, 96-108,

Surety

2-3402.

Purchasing

land

for

Debt

poorhouses,

Supervision

103-308 to

Obligation extended, 103-20G.
against principal, 103-302.

county poor,

of

Remedy

23-2101.

Tender by, 103-204.

Parents and children, support, 23-2302.
Poorhouses, 23-2102.

Removal,

liability,

Soldiers,

Confederate,

23-2306.

23-2305,

relief,

23-2401

to 23-2403.

Support
Bond, 23-2308, 23-2309, 23,9907.
Pines arising from quarantine vio-

PEAS.
Bushel, weight, 112-101.

See Warrants to Keep the Peace.

PAUPER AFFIDAVITS.

PEACE OFFICERS.
Acting as, without authority, 26-4902.
Appointment, 26-4901.

Appeals to superior court^
6-109.

Ordinary's court, 6-203.
Taking, 24-3301.
Appellate courts, 24-3622, 24-3623,

PEANUT MEAL.
See Concentrated Commercial Feeding Stuffs.

24-4521, 24-4522.

PEAVINE MEAL.

Bill of exceptions

See Concentrated Commercial Feeding Stuffs.

Appellate court costs, 6-1702.
Supersedeas

PECUNIARY INTEREST.

Civil cases, 6-1002, 6-1004.

Criminal cases, 6-1005.
Certiorari proceedings, 19-208, 19-215.

by claimants,

Taxes: See Tax Executions; Taxation.
Time, goods sold, 96-106.
Workmen's compensation: See Workmen's Compensation.

PEACE BONDS.

lations, 88-422.

Taxes, 2-5402, 92-3701, 92-3715.

Amendment,

or judgment,

103-311.

23-2102.

cases,

or salaries, buying, 25-221.

PAYMENT.

on, 23-2106.

Georgia School for

Powers,

Taxation, 92-2008.

Wages

Purchasing, 23-2103, 23-2104.
Regulation, 23-2105.

Claim

I

PAWNS.

See Pauper Affidavits.

2-4801.
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Costs,

I

39-807.

of judge,

24-102,

PEDDLERS.

PAVING.

Agricultural products and implements.

Municipal tax, 92-4201.
Public roads

Reimbursement of counties:

Disqualification
24-111.

84-2010.

Aliens,

See

Public Roads.
State-aid roads, 95-1711, 95-1714.

S4-2003.
84-2002.

Character,

Confederate soldiers, 84-2006 to 84-2009,
84-2011.

General Index.
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PEDDLERS— Cent \i.
Copyrighted

article

PENALTIES— Cont 'd.
or

14-1804, 14-1805.
Corporate stock, notes

thing,

sales,

for,

14-1S06,

County license, 84-2001 to 84-2011.
Foreigners, 84-2003.
Indigents, 84-2005, 84-2011.
Jugs and flower pots, S4-2010.
Licenses
Aliens, 84-2003.
Counties, S4-2001 to 84-2011.
County revenue, 92-3902, 92-3903,
92-3905 to 92-3912.
Foreigners, 84-2003.
Indigents, 84-2005, 84-2011.
Misdemeanor, peddling without

li-

cense, 84-9933.

'd.

nish, 18-315.
Tickets, refusal to sell, 18-503.
Weighing regulations, violation,

18-323.

Compounding, 26-4604.
Compromise, income taxes, 92-3007.
Discovery, privilege, 38-1102.

Habeas corpus, refusal of writ, 50-105.
Income taxes, nonpayment, etc.,
92-3009, 92-3211.
of actions

Limitation

Marriage
License, illegal grant of, 53-208.

Solemnizing

84-2005.

Refusal to exhibit, 84-2004.
84-2009,

53-210.

94-602, 94-604.

84-2011.

Employment

Transfer, 84-2009, 84-2011.
Vehicles, 84-2004.
Oaths, 84-2002, 84-2007.
Ordinary's authority and jurisdiction,
S4-2001, 84-2005.

Patented article or thing,

illegally,

38-1102, 38-1711.
Railroads, see Carriers, ante.
Cattleguards, failure to build,

Penalties, 84-2004.
to

by informers,

3-716.

Particular acts of omission or commission:
See specific heads.
Privilege of witness against incurring,

Necessity, 84-18^6, 84-2010.
Oath, 84-2002, 84-2007.
Ordinary's authority, 84-2001,

84-2006

—Cont

Refrigerator cars, failure to fur-

14-1807.

Soldiers,

Carriers

of inexperienced tele-

graph operators, 94-901, 94-1106.
Public Service Commission, violation of regulations, etc., 93-416
to

93-418,

93-9901.

Track or section foreman, failure
sales, 14-1804,

to

14-1805.

Penalties, 84-2004.
Soldiers, 84-2005 to 84-2009, 84-2011.

Taxation, 84-2001, 84-2006, 92-1601 to

Selling

make reports,
by unmarked

94-707.

weights

measures, 112-103.
Witness, privilege against

and

incurring,

38-1102, 38-1711.

92-1606, 92-2005.

Violation of law, 84-9933.

PENITENTIARY.

PEDIGREE.

See Prison Commission.

Abuse of prisoner prohibited, 2-109.
Board of Pardons: See Board of Par-

Evidence to prove, 38-303.

"PEEPING TOMS."

dons.

See Eavesdropping.

Camps

PENALTIES.

Arrest of violators of law relating

Bonds, recovery, 110-308.
Building and loan associations, 16-209,
16-211.

to, 77-407.

Employees, discharge, 77-312.

Guard

Carriers
Bulletins showing delay of trains,
failure to post, 18-214.

lines

Establishment, 77-403.
Passing, 77-404.
Inspection, 77-316.

Checking baggage, 18-221.
Claims, failure to pay, 18-319.

Loitering prohibited, 77-406.
Physicians, practice by, 77-9906.

Connecting roads, 18-503.

Punishment for violating laws

False billing, 18-320.

Hours of service law, violation
18-106,

of,

18-605.

Live stock, refusal to receive,
18-304.

Overcharges, making, 18-319,
93-308,

93-405.

Public Service Commission, violation of regulations, etc., 93-416
to 93-418, 93-9901.

re-

lating to, 77-9909.

Sanitation rules, 77-314.
Supervision, 77-313.

with convicts, 77-405.
Chaining white and colored convicts
Traffic

together, 77-9904.

Colored persons, confining with whites,
77-316, 77-317, 77-613, 77-9904.

Concealing person guilty of crime punishable by imprisonment, 26-4601.

General Index.
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PENITENTIARY— Con t 'd.
Conveyance of convicts
Convicts
Corruption

W

SECT

'JO

PENITENTIARY— Cont'd.

to, 27-2524.

State farm
Classification

of

worked by

blood

Female and

bodies, duty of officers as to,

Manufacture of certain
Milledgeville St&1
ing lands over to, 77

See Escapes.

—

Insane
Care

for, at State

farm, 77-401.

Disposition of, 27-2601 to
27-2604.

Sending to State farm, 77-401.
Mutiny, 26-4801.
Instigating, 26-4802.

Witnesses at trial, 26-4803.
Negroes, separation from whites,
77-316, 77-317, 77-613, 77-9904.

Punishment

by unauthorized

of,

persons, 26-1411.
77-9903.

turn-

Placing convicts on, 77-315, 77-320.
77-333, 77-334, 77-401.

Proceeds of sales of articles produced, 77-343.
Products, furnishing to State
stitutions, 77-32

in-

J.

Superintendent, 77-335.
Tattnall county farm, 77-319,
77-321.

Use

of, 77-333, 77-334.

Sunday, convicts working on, 26-0909.

Unauthorized punishment of convict,
26-1411.

Working on Sunday, 26-6909.
Disfranchisement by conviction of
crime punishable by imprisonment
of

Wardens, 77-307, 77-308, 77-311,
77-317,

77-9905,

77-315,

77-9906.

PENSIONS.

in, 2-701, 34-9907.

convicts:

See Sen-

See Veterans' Service

Office.

Affidavits of applicants for, 78-205,

tence.

Escape from, 26-4509 to 26-4511.
Farm, see State farm, post.
Felony punishable by imprisonment and
labor

-ital,

Trial for escape from, 77-402.

Refusal of keeper to receive,

Electrocution

articles,

77-332.

88-702, 88-9920.

Escapes:

of prison*!*, 77-1
infirm pri -.oners,

77-310.

conviction, 2-203.

Dead
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26-101, 27-2501.

in,

Grand jury

visitation and inspection.
59-401 to 59-406, 59-9901, 59-9902.

Guards, 77-307, 77-308, 77-9905, 77-9906.

Harboring person guilty of crime punishable by imprisonment, 26-4601.
Indeterminate sentences, rules of Prison
Commission, 27-2502.
Jail, confinement in, pending removal
to, 27-2522,

77-9903.

Meaning, 102-103.
Misdemeanor, offense not punishable by
death or imprisonment in penitentiary as constituting, 26-101.

Murder, killing

in commission of crime
punishable by imprisonment in peni-

tentiary, as constituting, 26-1009.
prisoners, 26-4801 to 26-4803.

Pardons, board of:

See Board of Par-

dons.

Prison Commission:

Compensation
Ordinaries, 78-227 to 78-229,
78-9902.

Prohibited, when, 78-9902.
Confederate Soldiers' Home, inmates,
35-904.

Constitutional provisions, 1-81S, 1-S19,

Cost of pension book and record, 78-111.
Deserters, 78-203.
Director: See Veterans' Service Office.

Embezzlement of pension money,
26-2802.

False swearing in application, 78-9901.
Fees, ordinaries, 78-227 to 7S-229,
78-9902.

Garnishment of, 7S-213.
Grand jury
Charge to, 59-31 6.
Examination of lists of pensioners,

See Prison Com-

mission.

Punishment, unauthorized, for violating rules, 26-1411.
Receiving person, guilty of crime punishable by imprisonment, 26-4601.
Rules, unauthorized punishment for
violating, 26-1411.

Application for, 78-205, 78-206, 78-208.
Appropriation, 78-230.
Claims, duties of Director of Veterans'
Service Office as to, 78-106.

2-4901.

27-2523.

Keeper, refusal to receive convict,

Mutiny by

78-9901.

59-316.

Income taxes, gross income, 92-3107.
Lists

Furnishing to ordinaries. 75-109.
Ordinaries' duty as to, 7S-110,
78-223.

Lunatic, pensioner becoming, 7S-219,
78-220.

General Index.
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PERISHABLE PROPERTY.

PENSIONS— Cent \1.
Military service

Length

of, 78-201,

Witnesses. 78-207.
Work not connected with, 7S-202.
Ordinaries

—

Affidavits certified

7S-209,

by,

Applications
Blanks furnished

Sworn

as to
dence, 78-210.

to, 7S-205.

and

proof

resi-

Definition, 26-4001.

26-4010.

Checked by Director,

78-224.

Duty

as to, 78-109, 78-110.
Furnishing to Director, 78-223.

Lunatics, notifying Director of,

Pay

Punishment, 26-4004, 26-4008 to
26-4010.

Subornation, 26-4005, 26-4006.
Fishing license, false swearing to procure, 45-214.

7S-220.

Gambling

prosecution,
admissible, 26-6407.

pensioners, when, 78-226.

Pensions paid to, when, 78-221.
Treasurer's check

evidence

at,

Judgment, ground for setting aside,
110-706.

Duty

as to, 78-226.
Payable to, 78-225.

Number

Payment, how and when, 78-221, 78-222.
Process, exemption from, 78-218.
Proofs, 78-207, 78-208, 78-212 to 78-215.

debt of United States, 1-818,

1-819.

of witnesses necessary, 38-121.

Pension application, 78-9901.
Punishment, 26-4002, 26-4004, 26-4007
to 26-4010.

Recommendation by

jury, 27-2501.

Setting aside judgment, ground for,
110-706.

Record book, cost

of, 78-111.

Subornation, 26-4005, 26-4006.

Punishment, 26-4006.

Ordinary's duty, 78-109, 78-110.
Remarriage of widows, 78-204.
Report to Governor as to, 78-107.

Recommendation by

PERMANENT ALIMONY.

1-818, 1-819, 2-4901.
file

See Alimony.

application, 78-206.

PERPETUATING TESTIMONY.

Treasurer's check

Duty

Application, 38-1401, 38-1403.

—

of ordinary, 78-226.

Commissioner
Appointment, 38-1401.

Payable to ordinary, 78-225.
Veterans entitled to, 78-201.
Warrants on fund, 78-230.
78-204.

Blanks, 78-205.

Deceased pensioners, 78-214, 78-215.
Exemption from garnishment, etc.,
78-218.

Paid

to,

when, 78-204, 78-222.

Proofs, 78-207, 78-208, 78-211,
78-214, 78-215.

Remarriage, 78-204.

Fees, 38-1405.
Filing testimony, 38-1402.
Costs, 38-1305.
Cross-interrogatories, 38-1401.
De bene esse, use of testimony, 38-1404.
Effect, 38-1404.
Fees of commissioner, 38-1405.
Filing testimony, 38-1402.
Grounds, 38-1301.
Inadequacy of proceeding at law,
38-1302.
Interrogatories, 38-1401.
Order, 38-1401, 38-1403.

PER CAPITA.
and distribution, 113-902

to

Parties in interest, reaching, 38-1303.

Possession of property, 38-1303.

113-904.

Recording application and order,

PER STIRPES.
and

jury, 27-2501.

Witnesses, number necessary, 38-121.

Soldiers, constitutional provisions,

Descent

Conviction caused by, 26-4007.

False swearing, 26-4003, 26-4008 to

78-9902.

Descent

by,

Death caused by, 26-4007.

Lists

Widows,

Bank examiners, persons examined
13-9909.

Compensation, 7S-227 to 78-229,

to

PERJURY AND FALSE SWEARING.
58-406.

to before, 7S-209.

Certificate

Time

'

Alcohol consignees, 58-401, 58-405,

78-210.

Public

Sale of, 39-1203 to 39-1205, 107-204.
Administrators' sales, 113-1701.
Warehouseman, by, 111-110 to
111-112.

38-1403.
distribution,

113-902

to

113-904.

PERPETUITIES.

PERIODICALS.
Libel by, 105-703, 105-704.
and Slander.

Use of evidence, 38-1304.

Creation, 85-707.

See Libel

Definition, 85-707.

Effect of attempt to create, 85-707.

(
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PERSONAL PROPERTY— Con

PERSONS.
Aliens, 79-102, 79-302 to 79-306.

of

Certificates

Interest

Artificial, 79-101, 102-103.

improvement of

Citizens, 79-201 to 79-209. See Citizens.
See Colored
Colored persons, 79-103.

108 002.

Persons.
Corporations, 79-101, 102-103.

85-1802.

to 26-2628.

79-501, 79-502.

Natural, 79-101 to 79-103.
Aliens, 79-102, 79-302 to 79-306.
Citizens, 79-201 to 79-209.
Eesidents not citizens, 79-102,
79-301, 79-303, 79-304, 79-306.
of,

duty of Government,

2-102, 2-113, 2-116, 2-302.

Unreasonable searches and seizures,
1-804, 2-116.

PERSONS OF COLOR.
See Colored Persons.

PERSONAL INJURIES.
to

commit, right of action,

105-602.
Intention, materiality, 105-601.
Right of action, 105-601, 105-602.
Wife's right of action, 53-511.

Workmen's compensation:

See Work-

men's Compensation.

PERSONAL LIBERTY.
Due process of law

in deprivation,

1-805, 1-815, 1-819, 2-103.

See Property; Real Property.
Action, assignment of right of, 85-1805.
Administrators, sales by: See Administrators and Executors.

Adverse possession, 85-1706.
Animals, 85-170?

Form,

29-104.

Necessity, 29-108.
Record, 29-413.
Witnesses, 29-108, 29-405, 29-409.
Definition, 85-1701, 92-102.
Deposit:
See Deposits.
Wild animals, by, 85-1704.
Descent, 113-901.
Detachment from realty, 26-2619,

Domestic animals, 85-1703.

Eggs of

birds, 85-1704.

Estate in, 85-104.
Express companies, right to hold,

etc.,

41-104.

Fences, fixtures, 85-105.
Fishes, 85-1703.
Fixtures, definition, 85-105.
Foreclosure of liens on, 67-2401,
67-2402.
Franchise in or over lands as, 85-1701.
sale, 39-1310.

Causa mortis, 48-201.
Inter vivos, presumption, 48-105.
Guardian's sale, claim to property,
49-210, 49-211.

Hiring:

See Hiring.

Honey, 85-1704.
Increase of animals, 85-1704, 85-1705.

Increase, 85-1704, 85-1705.

Stock, 56-211.

of pleading to

include, 81-1304.

Judgment

—

Discharge of lien
when, 110-511.

Assignment
Chose in action, 85-1803.
Fund, 85-1804.
Right of action, 85-1805.
Attorney at law's lien on, 9-613.
Bail trover: See Bail Trover.
Bailment: See Bailments.
etc.,

13-1801.

Bills of sale, foreclosure, 67-1601,

67-1602.

Birds, 85-1703.
Eggs, 85-1704.

Canal company, right to hold,
17-106.

Attestation, 29-108, 29-405, 20-409.

Insurance companies
Investments, 56-228.

Deposits, 85-1704.

Banks, right to hold,
Bees, honey, 85-1704.

Deeds

Gift—

PERSONAL PROPERTY.

amendment

51 203.

Bee Trover.
Conveyance: ^<-", Deeds.
Corporate stock as, 85-1701.
Corporations, right to hold, etc., 22 703.

Future interest, judicial

Jeopardy, 1-805, 2-108.

Issue,

2-206,

Conversion:

85-105.

See specific heads; also Death, Torts.

Attempt

a»,

recover foi injuries,

Concealment by debtor,

Larceny from person, 26-2601, 26-2626

Protection

for

I

Right, to

See Domicile.

Names, change,

trusts

Chose in action, 85-1801.
Assignment^ 85

Definition, 102-103.

Domicile:

M.

transfer

la

land,

t

etc.,

Removal from

"by

transfer,

State, effect on lien,

110-513.

Judicial sale

Future interest, 39-1310.
Seizure, necessity, 39-1310.
Justice courts, jurisdiction of actions
involving, 24-1001.
Larceny of property detached from
realty, 26-2619.
Liens on, foreclosure, 67-2401, 67-2402.
Life estate, bond of purchaser, S5-1709.
Life tenant, removal by, S5-17CS.
Limitation of actions
Injuries to, 3-1002.

Recovery

of,

3-1003.
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PERSONAL PROPERTY— Cont'd.
See Loans; Loans on Personal

Loan:

Constitutional provisions, 1-S04, 2-102,
2-lir, 2-116.

Security.

Machinery, fixtures, 85-105.
Mechanics' liens on, 67-2003.
Mortgage: See Chattel Mortgages.
Navigation company, right to hold, etc.,
1

17 -i 12.

Ne

exeat to restrain removal, 85-1708.
Negotiable instruments, stipulation in,
for waiver of exemption, 14-205.
Partition, 85-1707.
Partners, surviving, vesting in, 75-209.

Pawn: See Pawnbrokers.
Perishable:
See Perishable Property.
Pledge: See Pledges.
Possession, 85-1702, 85-1703.
Bailments, rights of action,
105-1704.
See Bailments.
Deprivation of, right of action,
105-1701.
Mere possession as giving right of
action, 105-1702.
Eight to, 105-1701.
Trover:
See Trover.
Possessory warrant for:
See Possessory Warrants.
Prescription, title by, 85-1706.
Presumption of gifts, 48-105.

Property includes, 85-101, 102-103.
Rail fences, fixtures, 85-105.
Recovery of: See Trover.
Remaindermen, actions for injuries,
105-1705.

Removal beyond

State, 85-1708.

Reversioners, actions for injuries,
105-1705.

PERSONAL SERVICES.
See Master and Servant;

Work and

Labor; Workmen's Compensation.
Enjoining breach of contract for,
55-107.

PERSONAL SKILL.
Decedent's contract involving, administrator's duty as to, 113-1525.
Performance of contract involving,
20-1101.

PERSONATING ANOTHER.
Execution of instrument, 26 3917.
Falsely, 26-7406.
Generally, 38-9901.

Legal proceedings, in connection with,
38-9901.

Witness, 38-9901.

PERSONATING IN BAIL.
Definition and punishment, 26-4301.

PESTS.
Infested

plants,

trees,

etc.,

5-701

to

5-722.

PESTHOUSES.
Establishment, 88-4C2.

PESTILENCE.
Governor's

office

changed in case

of,

40-107.

PETIT JURY.
See Jury.

See Sales.
Contracts within statute of frauds,

Sale:

Service by publication of proceedings
respecting interests in, 81-205.
Specific performance of contracts for:
See Specific Performance.
Taxation, 92-101 to 92-103.
Transient persons, 92-106, 92-107.
Tender, effect, 20-1105 to 20-1108.
Testator's direction for conversion into real estate, effect, 113-814.

TitleDefinition, 85-102.
title,

PETITION.
See Pleading.

20-401.

Perfect

PERSONAL SECURITY.

85-103.

Prescription, by, 85-1706.

Trespass
Bailments, rights of action for,
105-1704.
See Bailments.
Definition, 105-1703.

Trover:
See Trover.
Trust company shares, 109-105.
Wild animals, 85-1703.
Deposits! 85-1704.
Wills of, lex loci, 102-108.

PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVES.
See Administrators and Executors.

Account, offer to pay balance, 37-307.
Creditors', in equity, 37-407 to 37-409.

Divorce, 30-105.
Relief from disabilities, 30-123,
30-124.

Equity: See Equity.
Extraordinary remedies, 37-907.
Guardian
Appointment, 49-604, 49-607.
Revocation of letters, 49-609.
Sale of real estate, 49-204.

Homestead exemption, 51-201, 51-702.
Insurance company, incorporation,
56-202.

Mental capacity, proceedings

to deter-

mine, 49-604, 49-607.

Name, change

of, 79-501.

Partition, for, 85-1504, 85-1505.

Private. ways, 83-103.

Removal of

obstructions, 83-119.

Railroad companies

Amendment

of charter, 94-317.
Incorporation, 94-102, 94-305.

Right

of, 1-801, 2-124.

General Index.
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PETROLEUM PRODUCTS-

PETITION—Cont'd.

Comt'4.

—Cont M.

Kerosene

Service

Attachment bond, action

on, 3-304.

Indorser of note, on, 3-303.
Promissory note, action against

maker and

Containers, 73-213.
Dealers, qualification, 73 210.
"

nition,
illation test, 71

indorser, 3-303.

Security to attachment bond, on,

II

le,

73-212.

Inspection, 73-210, 73-9002.

3-304.

Street railroad company, incorporation.
94-1002.
Uniform Procedure Act, 37-901, 37-907.

PETROLEUM PRODUCTS.
Analysis, 73-210, 73-215, 73-218.
C rtificate of analysis, 73-215, 73-218.
Chief Oil Inspector, 73-203, 73-204.
Condemnation of self -measuring pumps,

73 221.

IV-:-:,

Labels, 73-213, 73-9902.
Notice of shipment into State,
73-214.

Samples, 73-214.
Self-mr-asuring pumps,
73-9905, 73-9906.

Shipment into State.
Test, 73-216, 73-218.

Labels, 73-211, 73-213,

73-220, 73-9906.

Confiscation and destruction
Gasoline or kerosene, 73-212.

Self-measuring pumps, 73-220.
Dealers
Conditions precedent to selling,
73-210, 73-219.
Pumps, 73-220, 73-9905, 73-9906.

Registration, 73-219.
Distillation test, 73-216, 73-218, 73-9904.
Examination by inspectors, 73-208,

7'

73-214.
7

7

Oil inspectors

Appointment, 73-202.
Automobiles of, 73-217.
Bonds, 73-205.
Chief Oil Inspector, 73-203,

73-2

'.

Clerical help, 73-203.
Discharge, 73-206.

Duties, 73-205, 73-217, 73-218,
73-220.

Equipment, 73-203, 73-2"
Expenses, 73-202 to 73-204. 73-217.

73-211.

Gasoline
Analysis, 73-210, 73-215.
Certificate

of analysis, 73-215,

etc.,

73-220.

Removal, 73-202, 73-206.
Reports, 73-217, 73-220.

73-218.

Confiscation and

Number, 73-202.
Pumps, inspection,

destruction,

Salaries, 73-202, 73-204.

Containers, 73-213.

Sale or manufacture of gasoline,
73-9903.

Dealers

Samples, collection, 73-218.

73-212.

Qualification, 73-210.
Registration, 73-219.

Definition, 73-209.
Distillation test, 73-216, 73-9904.
Illegal sale, 73-212.

Inspection, 73-210, 73-9902.
Fees, 73-221.
Labels, 73-213, 73-9902.
Manufacture or sale by chemist or
inspector, 73-9903.
Notice of shipment into State,
73-214.

Samples, 73-214, 73-215.
Self-measuring pumps, 73-220,
73-9905, 73-9906.

Shipment into State, 73-214.
Standard, 73-212.
Test of, 73-216, 73-218, 73-9904.
Inspection

—

Fees, 73-221.

Eight to make, 73-208, 73-210,
73-9902.

Search warrants, 73-208.
Submission of products for, 73-211.
Kerosene
Analysis, 73-210.
Certificate of analysis, 73-218.
Confiscation and destruction,
73-212.

Terms of office, 73-202.
Vacancy in office, 73-207.
Pumps, 73-220, 73-9905, 73-9906.
Samples, 73-208, 73-214, 73-218.
Self-measuring pumps, 73-220, 73-9905,
73-9906.

Short measure pumps, operation

of,

73-220, 73-9905, 73-9906.

State Oil

Chemist-

Analyses by, 73-218.
Appointment, 73-201.

Approval of motor

fuels,

etc.,

73-211.

Bond, 73-205.
Certificates of analysis, 73-218.
Discharge, 73-206.

Duties, 73-201, 73-205. 73-218.

Malfeasance or misfeasance,
73-206.

Qualifications, 73-201.

Removal. 73-206.
Reports. 73-21&
Salary, 73-201. 73-204.

Term of
Vacancy

office,

73-201.

in office. 73-207.

Test of. 73-216. 73-218, 73-9A
Violation of law, 73-9902 to 73-9906.

53.^
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PHYSICIANS AND

PHARMACISTS.
See Georgia

State Board of Phar-

macy.

SURGEONS —

Cont 'd.
Chiropractors:

See
Chiropractors;
Georgia Board of Chiropractic Ex-

Alcohol, dispensing, 58-401, 5S-412.
or selling drugs, etc., who
may engage in, S4-1317.
Definitions, 84-1301.
Drug store defined, 84-1301.
Examination of applicants for licenses,
84-1311, 84-1312.
Fees, 84-101, 84-1314, 84-1321.
Exemption from militia duty, 86-209.
Intoxicating liquors, sale, 5S-113.
Licenses, 84-1311, 84-1316.
Nonresidents, 84-1315.
Qualifications of applicants,"
84-1313.
Revocation, 84-1316.
Pharmacy defined, 84-1301.
Registration, 84-1318, 84-1319.

Exemption from

Unlawful use of "pharmacy ", "drug

Hydrophobia, Pasteur treatment mate-

store", etc., 84-1320, 84-9920.
Violation of law, 84-9920.

Illegally

Compounding

birds:

to determine mental
pacity, 49-604, 49-616, 49-617.

Confederate

pensioners,

from tax, 84-909.
County boards of health
Membership, 88-201.

exemption

—

113-1508.

Drugs, narcotic, prescription and

sale,

42-704 to 42-707.
Examinees: See State Board of Medical

Examiners.
militia duty, 86-209.

88-116.

practicing medicine,
Interrogatories, 38-2101.

84-9914.

Intoxicating liquors, prescriptions,

See Game.

ca-

Rules, approval of, 8S-205.
Death, certificates of, 88-601.
Decedents' estates, rank of claims,

rial,

PHEASANTS.
Game

aminers.

Commission

etc.,

58-606, 58-609.

PHILOSOPHICAL APPARATUS.
Taxation, exemptions, 2-5002, 92-201.

PHONOGRAPHS.

License
Application, 84-907, 84-916 to
84-923.
Eligibility, 84-907.

Taxation of agents or dealers, 92-1310.

PHOSPHATE ROCK AND DEPOSITS.
Discoverer, rights of, 43-401.
Licenses to dig, 43-401 to 43-404.
Mining on State's property without
license, 43-9902.
Notice of discovery, 43-401.
Survey by State Geologist, 43-302.

Examination of applicant,

84-905,

84-913.

Fee, 84-101, 84-911, 84-914.

Fraud of applicant,

84-907, 84-916.

How

obtained, 84-907.
Issuance, 84-915, 84-923.
Necessity, 84-906.
Practice of medicine without,
84-906, 84-907.

Recording, 84-908.

PHOTOGRAPHS.

Refusal, 84-916 to 84-921, 84-923.

Obscene, 26-6301.

Renewal, 84-907, 84-923.

PHOTOGRAPH DEALERS.

Revocation, 84-907, 84-916 to
84-923.

Taxation, 92-1702.

Seal, 84-905, 84-915.

PHOTOGRAPHERS.

Signatures, 84-915.

Confederate soldiers, licenses, 84-2009.
Taxation, 92-1701.

PHRENOLOGISTS.

Tax, 84-914.

Temporary, 84-912.
Malpractice, causing injuries, 81-924.

Medical examination of applicants for

Taxation, 92-2011.

insurance, 56-1609, 56-1610.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION.
Common

schools, in, 32-1901 to 32-1903.

PHYSICAL EXAMINATION.
Employees, under workmen's compensation law, 114-503.

PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS.

Examiners; Veterinarians.

Alcohol for use by, 58-401.

Books of account, admissibility
dence, 38-310.

Care and

skill required, 84-924.

Milledgeville State Hospital, 84-207,
84-213 to 84-218. See Milledgeville
State Hospital.
Narcotics, prescription and sale, 42-704
to 42-707.

See Chiropractors; Dentists; Nurses;
Osteopaths; State Board of Medical

Medical examiners: See State Board of
Medical Examiners.

in evi-

Optometry, practice

of,

84-1108.

Osteopathic practitioners: See Osteopathy; State Board of Osteopathic
Examiners of Georgia.
Pasteur treatment for hydrophobia,
88-116.

"Practice medicine" defined, 84-901.
"Practice of medicine" defined, 84-901.

<
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SURGEONS

/

—

Cont'd.

—

Prescriptions
Alcohol, 58-412.
Narcotics, 42-704, 42-705, 42-0017.
Poisons, 42-703, 42-00 5.
Report to State Board of Health,
J

88-118.

Sanitary district commissioners of
health, 88-303.
State.

1

TO BEC1

Board of Health, membership,

88-102.

PILOTS

v

.

••

Cont'd.
BO 301.

la,

J

Disturbing pilots, 80 0001.
Docking, 80 304.

Duty

to nearest

i.

i

Exemption from militi
Pecs, 80-111, 80-1 12, 80 8 )2 to
80-310 to 80-312.
Fines, 80-307, 80 0001, 98 0002.

Insanity of pilots, 80-1
interference with pilol
Intoxication of pile

10.

jOL.
i

10.

License to pilots

Acting as

inarian.

"To

practice medicine"
84-901.

Workmen's

without authority,

Authority to grant, 80-104.
Forfeiture,

defined,

Compensation.

See Workmen's

.

PIANO DEALERS AND AGENTS.
Taxation, 92-1310.

80-206, 80-301, 80-307, 98-103.

Mooring, 80-304.
Negligence, 80-110, 80-313.
Notice to pilot of vessel's departure,
80-308.

of pilots, 80-104.

Oath of pilots,
Outward bound

at, 26-7311.

-

Revocation, 80-104, 80-100, 80-110,

Number

PICNICS.

80-301,

Form, 80-107.

88-502 to 88-504.
compensation law, medical

attention under:

80-100,

98-103.

Venereal diseases, report and treatof,

pilot

80-0001.

Taxation, 92-1909, 92-2005.
Confederate pensioners, 84-009.

Shooting

AND PILOTAGE

Letter, delivering, 80-3 JO.

State Tuberculosis Sanatorium, 35-402.
State Veterinarian: See State Veter-

ment

•

Distress, duty to

"Practicing medicine" defined, 84-901.

•

B

80-107.

vessel, 80-303, SO 307.
Penalties, 80-301, 80-305, 80-3o7, 80-309,
98-103.

PICTURES.
See Motion Pictures.

Quarantine

Dealers, taxation, 92-1702.
Obscene, 26-6301, 26-6302.

Pilotage fees, 80-111.
Regulations, 88-409, 88-9907.

PICTURE FRAMES.

Eefusing

Dealers, taxation, 92-1702.
Peddlers, taxation, 92-1603.

pilot, fees, 80-302.

Bemoval of

pilots, 80-110.

Eevocation of license of

PICTURE SHOWS.
See Motion Pictures.
Licenses, county revenue, 92-3902 to
92-3904, 92-3906 to 92-3912.

pilot, 80-104.

80-109, 80-110, 80-206, 80-301, 80-307,
98-103.

Eules and regulations, 80-104, 80-111,
80-112.

PICTURE SLOT MACHINES.
Taxation, 92-1303.

PILOTS

Suspension

AND PILOTAGE.

Acting

as
80-9901.

pilot

-without

license,

Term

of service, 80-105.
discharging in harbor, 98-102

Ballast,
to 98-105, 98-9902.
Bond of pilots, 80-108.
pilots,

Carrying off pilot, 80-309.
Coastwise vessels, fees, 80-111.
Commissioners: See Pilotage Commissioners.

Delivering letters, 80-310.
Detaining pilot, 80-309.

pilots,

80-104,

80-110,

PILOTAGE COMMISSIONERS.
Actions by, 80-209.

Appeal from judgment, 80-110,

80-206,

80-207.

Appointment, 80-101, 80-102.
Branch pilots, appointment, SO-106.
Chairman, 80-112.
Eligibility, 80-102.

appointment, 80-10G.

Concealment of offense by
Damages, 80-313, 80-314.
Default of pilot, 80-313.

of

80-112, 80-206.

Aircraft pilots, 11-103, 11-104.
Apprentices
Licensing, 80-104.

Branch

Signals for pilots, 80-9901.

pilot, 98-103.

Fees
Pilots, fixing, 80-111, 80-112.

Secretary, 80-113. 80-205.

Fines and forfeitures, 80-208,

Judgment,

98-3

80-206. 80-314.

Licenses to pilots, S0-104 to 80-107j
80-109, 80-206.

Membership, 80-102.
Office, place, 80-103.
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PILOTAGE COMMISSIONERS— Cont'd.
Penalties, imposing, 80-109, 80-111,
80-112, 98-104.
Qualifications, 80-102.

Board
Acceptance of gifts,
Appointment, 69-604.

Record?. 80-103, 80-112, 80-113.

Removal

of pilots, 80-110.

SO -112.
Secretary, 80-113, 80-205.
Suspension of pilots, S0-104, 80-110,
80-112, 80-206.

69-606.

Creation, 69-604.
Designation, 69-603, 69-604.
Establishment of recreation system
by, 69-609.

Membership, 69-604.

Term

of office, 80-101.
Vacancies, 80-102.

Officers, 69-604.

Witnesses, compelling attendance
fore, 80-201 to 80-205.

be-

PIRACY.
Congress' power to punish, 1-123.

PISTOLS.

Organization, 69-604.
Tax, levy, 69-610.

Term

of office, 69-604.

Vacancies, 69-604.
Bonds, issuance for, 69-607.
Dedication of lands or buildings,
69-602.

Cartridge

taxation,

dealers,

92-2008,

92-2009.

Dealers, taxation, 92-2008, 92-2009.

Devices for, 69-606.
Donations for, 69-606.
Election for establishment, 69-608,
69-609.

PITCH.

Funds

See Naval Stores.
Sales, title passes

when, 96-110.

See Infants.

Law, application

Liens, 67-1701, 67-2204.
Taxation, 92-901.

of, 69-612.

Lease of lands, buildings,

Levy

PLANK ROAD COMPANIES.
Stock, levy and sale, 39-123, 39-124.

PLANNING LAWS.

etc.,

69-602.

of tax, 69-610.

Maintenance, 69-605, 69-611.
Money donated for, 69-606.
Petition by voters for

establishment,

69-608.

Authority of General Assembly to en-

Referendum for establishment,

69-608,

69-609.

act, 2-1825.

PLANTS.
Infested with disease or insects, sale,
etc., 5-701 to 5-722, 5-9925 to 5-9927.

School boards, maintenance by, 69-605.
Supervised recreation, establishment
of system, 69-603.

Taxation

for, 69-608, 69-610, 69-611.

illegally, 5-9922, 5-9923.

PLAYING CARDS.

PLANTERS.
Books of account, admissibility

Taxation of dealers

goods sold by, passes when,

96-110.

PLASTERING HATB.
Bushel, weight, 112-101.

PLATS.
Homestead, 51-201, 51-202, 51-401,
51-404, 51-1401 to 51-1403.

Processioning proceedings, 85-1606 to
85-1609.

Public roads, 95-108.
Recording, 24-2716 to 24-2719.
Year's support, making by appraisers,
113-1005.

PLEAS.
See Pleading.

PLEAS IN CRIMINAL CASES.
Abatement, 27-1501.
Bar, special plea

Cheating at, 26-7409.
Gambling: See Gaming.

in,

27-1501.

defendant,

by, 27-1001.
Corporation
Entry on indictment, 27-1407.

Failure to plead, 27-1001.

" Guilty,'

'

27-1404.

Insanity, 27-1502.
Jurisdiction, 27-1501.

Misnomer, 27-1505.
"Not guilty,"—
After demurrer or plea to
diction,

PLAY.

92 619.

in,

in evi-

dence, 38-310.
to

Governing body, definition, 69-601.
Grants for, 69-606.
Joint maintenance by two or more municipalities, 69-605.

PLANING MILLS.

Shipping

for, control, etc., 69-611.

Gifts for, 69-606.

PLACEMENT OF CHILDREN.

Title

etc.,

Compensation, 69-604.

and regulations, 80-104, 80-111,

Rules

PLAYGROUNDS AND RECREATIONAL CENTERS.

juris-

27-1501.

Arraignment, upon, 27-1404.
Corporation defendant, 27-1001.
Issue for trial, 27-1405.
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CRIMINAL CASES— Cont'd.

Recording, 27-1404 to 27-1406.
Special, to be in writing, 27-1501.
Standing mute, 27-1405.
Withdrawal of plea of guilty, 27-1404.
Writing, 27-1501.

Si. '/I

.'

PLEADING — Cont'd.
Answer

— Oont

Filing,

Account, verification, 81-410.
Admissions in, see Answer, post;

Hearing of
8!

81

"

'

objection."., 81-1001,

1002.

contracts

in

writ-

ingActions
also,

2-3207,

on,

24 3321,

21 8335, 24 3330! 110 103,

Evidence.

110-400.

Affidavits to, see Answer, post; Petition, post; Picas, post.

Amendment: See Amendment.
Amounts, how set out, 81-104.
Answer, see Pleas,

Verification

or attor-

Verification

Account, suit on, 81-410.
Admissions in sworn answer,

post.

81-402.

Agent, by, in suit on uncon-

81-308, 81-402.

conditional contract, 81-406.
of sworn answer,

Affidavit to, see Verification, post.

Amendment

Amendment: See Amendment.
Avoidance, specially pleading mat-

81-402.

Attorney, by, in suit on uncon-

ters in, 81-307.-

Contradictions in, 81-310.
Copies of subject-matter of
off attached to, 39-606.

ditional

contract,

Corporation, by
Equity, 24-3361.

set-

Evidence,

81-106.

81-406.

officer, 81-401.

sworn

answer

as,

81-402.

81-309.

to,

by agent

ney, when, 81-406.

Account, 81-410.
Admissions in, 81-103, 81-306,

Demurrer

SI 801,

Unconditional

PLEADING.

Cross-bills,

'd.

Time-

Evasiveness, effect, 81-308.
Fact, issues of, raised by, 81-303.
Failure to, effect, 81-308.
General denial, 81-306, 81-307.
Inconsistent defenses, 81-310.
Issues under denial, 81-307.
of setting forth defense,

Manner

81-305.

New

how and before
made, 81-406 to

Nonresidents,

Denial, 81-103, 81-306, 81-410.
Personal representative, verification, 24-3326.
Discovery required in, 38-1101 to
38-1108, 81-106.
See Discovery.
Equity, verification, 24-3361.

whom
81-409.
Officer

before

whom

oath

made, 81-407 to 81-409.

Open account,

suit on, 81-410.

Petition verified, require-

ment as to answer, 81-401.
"Want of information to admit or
deny, 81-103.

Appearance term, see Demurrer, post;
also, Appearance Term.
Arrest of judgment for defects in,
110-704,

110-705.

matter, requiring plaintiff to
plead to, 81-309.
Open account, 81-410.

Bills in equity, see Petition, post; also,

Order of disposition, 81-1002.
Paragraphs of petition, answering

Bill of particulars

separately, 81-306.
Parties, new,

Attachment: See Attachment.
Equity.

Attaching, 81-105.

when made necessary

by, 81-106.
Personal representative,
tion, 24-3326.

Set-off, 39-606.

Plea, 24-3310.
verifica-

Superior court rule, 24-3810,
24-3363.

Replication unnecessary, 81-115,

Unliquidated demands, annexation

81-311.

to suit for, 24-3310.

Satisfaction, specially pleading
matters in, 81-307.

Complaint, see Petition, post.

Service, prerequisite, 81-305.

Consideration, plea of failure, 81-601,

Several defenses, 81-305, 81-310.
Signature, 81-305.
Specially pleading matters in sat-

Copies, attaching as exhibits, 81-105.

isfaction

or avoidance,

81-307.

Term
Filing,

81-301,

81-305.

Hearing of objections, 81-1001,
81-1002.

Crimiral eases

Demurrer

to indictment. 27-1501.
Indictment: See Indictment.
Pleas: See Pleas in Criminal Cases.
Cross-bills,

Dates,

how

81-106.
set out, 81-104.

Declaration, see Petition, post.
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PLEADING

— Cont

Demurrer
Absence

PLEADING— Cont 'd.

*d.

of

liability

ground,

as

81-304.

Admission by, Sl-304.

Amendment,

after,

81-1312,

Answers, to, Sl-309.
Appearance term: See Appearance
Term.

37-908.

Exhibits, 81-105.
Ejectment, abstract of

81-1001,

docket,

Calling

Dispensing with, by consent, 24-3319.
Divorce actions, 30-105.
Ejectment: See Ejectment.
Equity: See Uniform Procedure Act,
post;
also,
Equity;
Uniform
Procedure Act of 1887.
Requiring for claim or defense,

110-401.

Equity causes, determination
of demurrers before, 81-1001!.
First term as constituting,

Set-off,

Superior

title,

court

24-3310,

rule,

24-3363.

Unliquidated demands, annexation

81-305, 81-1001, 81-1002.

Hearing and determination,

to suit for, 24-3310.

and amounts,

81-1001, 81-1002.
Definition, 81-304.

Figures,

Equity, disposition before appearance term, 81-1002.
General, Sl-304.
Grounds, 81-304.
Impeachment of judge, failure to
decide promptly, 24-2621.
Indictments, 27-1501.

First term, objections, 24-3325.

Judgment

Habeas corpus: See Habeas Corpus.
names, use, 81-104.
Intervention in receivership cases,
55-304.

Judgment
Arrest or setting aside for defects
in pleading,

See

81-304, 81-501.
issues of, raised by, 81-303.

Misjoinder as ground, 81-304.

Scire facias
110-1008.

Jurisdiction, pleas to, see Pleas, post.
court: See Justices of the

Motion
Advantage of defects

on,

Jurisdiction,

question

question

on, 81-302.

raised

by,

when, 81-501.

raised

Name, use

by, when, 81-501.
Nature of, 81-304.
Nonjoinder as ground, 81-304.

Non

of initials, 81-104.

est factum, plea of, 81-405, 81-701.

Nonresidents, verification by, 81-406 to

Notice of hearing in vacation,

81-409.

Nonsuit for variance between plead-

24-2615.

Objections at first term, 24-3325.
Omissions as ground, 81-304.
Order in which disposed of,
81-1002.

Partial insufficiency as ground,
81-304.
Pleas, to, 81-309.
Eight in pleader,
ground, 81-304.

see

Answer, ante; Peti-

tion, post.

want

of,

as

Parties, new, adding

when

necessitated

by, 81-106, 81-107.
Petition: See Petition.

Term-

Abstract of title, attaching, 81-105.
Account, attaching bill of particu-

Determination, 81-1002.
Filing, 81-301.

lars, 81-105.

Hearing, 81-1001, 81-1002.

Time
Determination,

ings and proof, 81-116. See Nonsuit.
tiel record, plea of, 81-702.
Objections to, time of he'aring and determination, 81-1001, 81-1002.
Open account, verification, 81-410.

Nul

Paragraphs,

Special, 81-304.

24-2C20,

24-2621, 81-1002.

Filing,

110-702 to 110-705.
revive, plea,

Justice's

81-302.

Jurisdiction,

to

Peace.
Loss, establishment of copy, 63-201.

of defense, 81-301.

Motion
Advantage of defects

dates

Initials in

on, conclusiveness,

Law,

Mode

for

use

81-104.

Judgments.
Jurisdiction, want of, as ground,
110-504.

33-117.

24-3310.

plea,

81-301.

Hearing, 81-1001, 81-1002.
Vacation, hearing, 24-2615.
Dilatory pleas, see Pleas, post.

Disbarment proceedings, 9-505
9-513.

Discovery: See Discovery.

to

Affidavit to, see Verification, post.
Answer to, see Answer, ante.
Bill of particulars, attaching,
81-105.

Cause of action, stating, 81-101.
Chambers, effect of Uniform Procedure Act, 81-102.
Contents, 81-101.
Copies of written instruments attached to, 81 105.
Cross-bills,

81-106.
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PLEADING— Con I'd.

PLEADING— Cont 'd.
Petition

— Cont

Pleas, see Answer, ante.

'd.

Abatement
Admini

Defendant, naming, 81-101.

Demand

for relief, 81-101.

Demurrer

to, see

Former recovery
ing, 3

81-105.

Equitable relief sought by, 81-101.
Establishment of lost records,
38-615, 38-616.

Affidavit to, see Verification, post.

Demurrers

remedies

Dilatory

Justices' courts, 24-1

81-110.

81-109,

of suit, 81-112.

Indorsement of time, 81-112.

Time of, 81-111.
Formal objections, 81-114.
Insurance policy, attaching copy,
81-105.

sought by, 81-101.

Numbering paragraphs,

Executors, by, 113-2108 to
113-2110.

Fact, issues of, raised by, 81-303.
Failure of consideration, 81-G01.
Infancy, 3-302.
Jurisdiction
Admission of, by pleading to

—

merits, 81-503.

81-103.

Contents, 81-502.

Court with jurisdiction, showing of, 81-502.

First term, 24-3325.

Dilatory, 81-404.
Merits, pleading

technical, 81-114.

Paragraphs, 81-103.
Pleas to, see Pleas, ante.

Person, pleading in, 81-501.
Specially pleaded, 81-501.

Prima

facie truth of allegations
not denied, 81-103.

Verification of plea, 81-404.

Waiver by pleading

to, 81-201, 81-2113.

See Process.

to merits,

81-503.
Justification, 105-1801.

Replication unnecessary, 81-115,
81-311.

Return term, 81-111.

Mode of defense, 81-301.
Ne unques executor, 113-2108,
113-2110.

No

Sanction, 81-112, 81-113.

assets,

by administrator,

113-2108.

Signature, 81-101.

Substantial conformity to legal requirements, 81-114.

time

waiver,

to,

81-503.

Prayers, 81-101.

Process annexed

81-303.

of filing, 81-403.
Verification, 81-40:;.

Objections

Formal and

of,

Time

Filing

Commencement

81-309.

to,

—

Nature

Verification,

Sufficiency,

<>'i7.

113-2110.

81-113.

relief-

313.

or suit

Administrators, by, 113

Sanction of judge, 81-112,

Legal

1~>

Consideration, failure, 81 601.

Exhibits, 81-105.

Extraordinary

113-2100.

by,

Denial of partnership,

Demurrer, ante.

Ejectment, attaching abstract of
title,

-

of

determining,

81-1001.

Non

est factum, 81-405,

Plene administravit, 113-2108,

Supplemental, 81-107.
Technical objections, 81-114.

113-2110.

Plene

Term

administravit

113-2108,

Hearing of objections, 81-1001.
Return, 81-111.
108-502.

praeter,

113-2110.

Record, nul
Scire

Trust estate, actions against,

facias

tiel,

to

81-702.

revive

dormant

judgment, 110-100S.
Set-offBill of particulars, 24 3310.

Verification

Account, effect, 81-410.
Answer, requirement, where
petition verified, 81-401.

Extraordinary equitable

Sl-701.

Justices' courts, 24-1202.
Nul tiel record, 81-702.
Order of disposition, 81-1002.

relief,

positive, 81-110.

Necessary, when, 81-109.
Nonresidents, 81-408, 81-409.
Open account, effect, 81-410.

Estates, against, 81-802.
Requisites, S1-S01.
Superior court rule, 24-3310.

Several to same action, Sl-301.
Special,

81-307.

Term
Determination, 81-1002.
Filing, 81-301, Sl-403.

Hearing of objections, Sl-1001.

General Index.
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PLEADING— Cont 'd.

PLEDGES.

Pleas— Cont'd.

See Bailments; Pawnbrokers.

Time

Stored property, 111-106, 111-9901.

Determination, 81-1002.
Filing,

PLENE ADMINISTRAVIT.

81-301, 81-403.

Hearing of objections, 81-1001,

PLENE ADMINISTRAVIT PRAETER.

8 1-1002.

contracts

Unconditional

in

writ-

actions on, 2-3207, 24-3321,
24-3335, 24-3336, 110-403,
110-406.

ing,

showing

on

which

ren-

dered, 110-102.

Dilatory pleas, 81-403, 81-404.
Jurisdiction, plea to, 81-404.
Non est factum, 81-405.
Nonresidents, bow made,
Sl-407 to 81-409.
Officer before whom oath
made, 81-407 to 81-409.
Scire facias to revive dormant

judgment,

110-1008.

Privilege of allegations, 105-711.
Process: See Process.
Record, nul tiel, plea of, 81-702.
Replication unnecessary, 81-115, 81-311.
Pules against officers, 24-209 to 24-211.
Service: See Service.
Set-off, plea of, 81-801, 81-802.
Special pleadings, 81-115.
Special proceedings, effect of Uniform
Procedure Act, 81-102.

Statutory proceedings, effect of Uniform Procedure Act, 81-102.
Striking plea for failure to answer
interrogatories in discovery at law,
38-1204.

of filing and hearing, see Answer,

ante; Petition, ante; Pleas, ante.

Time

of filing and hearing, see Answer,

ante; Petition, ante; Pleas, ante.

Uniform Procedure Act

of 1887, 37-901,

37-907, 81-101, 81-102, 81-105/81-109,
81-303, 81-309.

See Equity; Uniform

Procedure Act of 1887.
Usury, 57-103, 81-901.
Plea of, 81-901.
Variance between pleadings and proof,
81-116. See Nonsuit.
Verdict
Aider by, 110-705.
Amendment for conformity to,
110-110.

Issues

made

by, covering, 110-101.

Plea on which rendered, showing,
110-102.
Verification,

see

tion, ante;

Equity,

Taxation, 92-903.

Singular included

in,

102-102.

See Chiropodists; State Board
Chiropody Examiners.

of

POINTING WEAPON AT ANOTHER.
Definition

and punishment, 26-5107.

POISONS.
Abortion produced by, 26-501.
Coroner's inquest, analysis of stomach
for, 21-214.

Druggists

Book

of sales, 42-702, 42-9915.

Prescriptions, 42-703, 42-9915.
Fish,

use

taking,

in

45-505,

45-507,

45-509.

Foeticide by use of, 26-1101.

Foods, placing

in, 42-109, 42-9901.

Game, killing by use of, 45-322.
Homicide by use of, 26 1101.
Insecticides and fungicides, laws inapplicable, 5-1509.

Jurisdiction, administering,

and death

in different places, 27-1104, 27 1105.

Labels, 42-701, 42-9915, 42-9916.

Morphine, wrapping and labeling,
42-9916.

Murder by use

of, 26-1101.

Narcotics, sale of, 4? 704, 42-705,
42-9917.
Prescription,

42-703,

42-9915.

Punishment for violating law, 42-9915.
Sale,

42-701 to 42-703, 42-9915.

Vending

illegally, 42-457, 42-458.

Water, poisoning, 26-8112.

POLICE.
Acting as policeman, without authority,
26-4902.

Appointment, 26-4901.
Carrying deadly weapons, 26-5102,
26-5103.

County: See County Police.

Exempticn from
Answer, ante; Peti-

militia

duty, 86-209.

Street railroad passes, 94-1009.

Pleas, ante.

answer,

24-3361.

Personal representative, denial by,
24-3326.

PLUMBING CONTRACTORS.

PODIATRY.

Verification

Term

Plea, 113-2108, 113-2110.

PLURAL NUMBER.

Usury, 81-901.
Verdict

Plea, 113-2108, 113-2110.

POLICE COURTS.
Certiorari to: See Certiorari.
Superior courts, supervision by, 24-2615.
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POPULATION.

POLICE OFFICERS.
See Arrest.

Probation officers as, 27-2704.
Eailroad train conductors as, 27-213.
Religious worship, appointment at
places of, 27-216.

Steamboat captains
Street-car employees

as, 27-217,

of,

as, 27-214, 27-215.

Capitation or other direct tax in
proportion to numbers, 1-104,
1-120.

BepresentatireSj
1-104,

controlled
92-301.

Time

appo

nt,

1-810.

Tax
2-2502.

State rights, 2-501.

by population,

for taking, 1-104.

and occupation tax'.-«,
determination of population for purpose of, 92-301.

Specific, business,

POLICY.
See specific insurance

Insurance:
heads.

PORK.

POLITICAL CONVENTIONS*

Weight or bulk, increasing with

Participants, 2-608.

dirt

or rubbish, 26-7405.

POLITICAL DISABILITIES.

PORTS.

Constitutional provisions, 1-817, 2-901,
2-902.

Preference

to,

by Congress, prohibited,

1-131.

POLITICAL PARTIES.

PORTER.
See Intoxicating Liquors.

Conventions
Participants, 34-3401.
Place of holding, 24-3402.
Violation of law, 34-9932.

PORTRAITS.
Homestead, statutory, 51-1301.

POSITIVE

Mass meetings
Participants, 34-3401.
Place of holding, 34-3402.
Violation of law, 34-9932.

POSSE.
Acts

2-5004, 92-108.
Apportionment, 1-129.

Educational purposes, use for, 2-5004,
2-6801, 92-108.

Exemptions, 92-108.
Levy by county, municipal corporation,

suppressing,

violence,

26-5401,

26-5404.

POSSESSION.
Administrator, recovery by, before
sale, 113-1714.

or district, 92-109.

prerequisite

to

voting,

2-603.

POLLUTION.
105-1407.

Adverse: See Prescription.
Altered instrument, 26-3911.
Banks, by Superintendent of Banks:
See Banks and Banking.
Counterfeited instruments or coins,
26-3911.

POLYGAMY.
five years, effect,

26-5603.
Definition, 26-5601.

Legitimacy of children, 26-5603.
Punishment, 26-5602, 26-5604.

POMOLOGY.
See Agricultural Products.

PONY SHOWS.
Taxation, 92-617.

POOL TABLES.
Taxation of operators, 92-2001.

POOLING.
Insurance company contracts, 56-219
to 56-222.

for, 27-206.

26-5404.

Mob

Absence of spouse for

summoning

Deadly weapons, carrying, 26-5102,

2-5004, 2-6801.

courses,

of, legal status, 27-206.

Arrest,

Constitutional provisions, 1-129, 2-603,

as

TESTI-

MONY.

Amount,

Payment

AND NEGATIVE

Weight, 38-111.

POLL TAXES.

Water

States

Consul

27-218.

POLICE POWER.
Abridgment

of re presentation among
Recording to, 1-104, 1-810'.

Apportionment

Decedents

'

estates: See Administrators

and Executors.
Declarations by person?

in, as to title,

38-308.

Dispossession of
Intruders: See Intruders on Land.

Tenant:

See

Dispossessory

War-

rant.

Ejectment
Admission prerequisite

to defer.se,

24 3322.

Basis of

title or

Defendant

's,

defense. 33-102.

without legal

33-102.

Disclaimer of right, 33-112.

Writ

of, 33-120, 33-121.

r

General Index.
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POSSESSORY WARRANTS— Cont 'd.

POSSESSION— Cent \1.
Forcible entry and
See Forcible
105-1604.

detainer, issue in,

Certiorari

Entry and

Bond, 82-204.
Judgment, 82-303.
Jury trial, when, 82-301.

Detainer.
Forged instruments, 26-3911.
Future interest in personalty, judicial
Gifts,

effect

of

by donor,

retention

See InIntruders on land, ejecting:
truders on Land.
Judicial sale, purchaser at, 39-1309,
39-1312 to 39-1314.
Personal property
Bailments, right of artion,
105-1704.
See Bailments.
Deprivation of, right of action,
105-1701.

Mere possession

as giving right of

action, 105-1702.

Eight of, 105-1701.
Trover to recover: See Trover.
Beal property
Bare right as giving action,
105-1402.
title,

105-1405.

Forcible entry and detainer, issue
See Forcible Entry
in, 105-1604.
and Detainer.
Interference with, 105-1402,
105-1403.

holder of,
105-1405.

Eight to, 82-301.
Complaint, 82-101.

Condemnation money, sureties'

liabil-

ity, 82-203.

Constable
Direction

to, 82-101.

Execution by, 82-102.
Continuance, 82-201.
Cropper, repossession of crops unlawfully disposed of by, 61-503.
Delivery of property on execution of
bond, 82-202.
Direction to officer, 82-101.
Dismissal, 82-204.

Eventual condemnation money,

liabil-

ity of sureties for, 82-203.

Execution against sureties on forthcom-

Forthcoming bond, 82-202, 82-203.
Grounds for issuance, 82-101.
Hearing, 82-201, 82-202, 82-301.
Imprisonment of defendant, 82-204.
Issuance, 82-101.
Issue, possession only, 82-202.
Jail,

of, 105-1402, 105-1403.

Title,

as supersedeas, 82-302.

of case, 82-303.

ing bond, 82-203.

Disputed, effect of legal

Bight

of,

Remand

48-110.

deemed

have,

to

Possessory Warrants.
Sheriff giving, under sales, 24-2813.
Specific performance, 37-802 to 37-804.
Tenant's right to, 61-101. See Land-

and Tenant.

Trover to recover, 107-101 to 107-208.
See Trover.
Type, paper, etc., for forging or
counterfeiting instruments,

etc.,

26-3912.

Warrant, possessory:
Warrants.
Writ of—

See

Possessory

Judgment on

to,

when,

certiorari, 82-303.

Jurisdiction, 82-101.
Jury trial, 82-301.

Justices of the peace, jurisdiction,
82-101.
Landlord, repossession of crops disposed of by cropper, 61-503.
Notice, certiorari, 82-302.

Oath, 82-101.
Possession only issue, 82-202.
Postponement of hearing, 82-201.
Recognizance, 82-202, 82-203.
Remand of case on certiorari, 82-303.
Return of forthcoming bond, 82-203.
Seizure of property, 82-101, 82-102.

SheriffDirection

to, 82-101.

Execution by, 82-102.

Dispossessory warrant, 61-3^5.

Dower, assignment

defendant committed

82-204.

Trespass, as affecting action for,
105-1404.
See Trespass.
warrant: See
possessory
by
Becovery

lord

Notice

39-1310.

sale,

of, 31-208.

Ejectment, 33-120, 33-121.
Intruders on land, against,

•

105-1504.
Partition proceedings, 85-1510.

POSSESSORY WARRANTS.
Affidavit, 82-101.

Agent, oath by, 82-101.
Apprehension of defendant, 82-101,
82-102.

Arrest of defendant, 82-101, 82-102.
Attorney, oath by, 82-101.
Bonds, forthcoming, 82-202, 82-203.

Summary

hearing, 82-202.
Superior court, jurisdiction, 82-101,
82-203.

Supersedeas, 82-302.
Title not involved, 82-202.
Trial, 82-201, 82-202, 82-301.

Verdict of jury, 82-301.

POSSIBILITY.
Sale, subject-matter of, 96-102.

POST OFFICE.
See Mail.
Clerks, gambling with, 26-6406.

Congress' power to establish, 1-125.

General Index.
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POST ROADS.
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PRESCRIPTION.

Congress' power to establish,
Public roads, 95-102.

1-125.

See Limitation of Action*; Limitation of Prosecutk

Aetna! possession, evidei
Boundaries, extent of

POSTMASTERS.

103.

:

Interrogatories, 38-2101.
Voting by mail, duties, etc., in connection with, 34-3303, 34-3307.

POSTHUMOUS CHILDREN.

Color of

title,

E

85-407.

Concealed personal property, B5 1706.
Constructive possession, 85 104.
Continuous possession, necessity, BS
Convicts, acquisition of title t

Inheritance by, 113-903.

POSTPONEMENT.
See Continuance.
Arbitration proceedings,

85-405, 85-1603.

Claim of right, necessity,

85-411 to 85-413.
7-205,

7-208,

7-219.

Cultivation,
85-403.

evidenr-e

of

n,

Decedent's estate, unrepresented^

POTATOES.
Bushel, weight, 112-101.
Growing, levy and sale, 39-119.

POWERS.

85-413.

Dedication of lands to public

D

85-410.

Deed-

Equity jurisdiction over: See Equity.

POWERS COUPLED WITH INTEREST.
Agents

Extent of possession under, 85-405.

Lands held adversely,

29-107.

Definition, 85-401.

Disabilities affecting, 85-411 to 85-413.

Disregarding, instructions, 4-202.

Dismissal of action, effect, 85-413.

Revocation of agency, 4-214.
Right of action on contract, 4-404.

Easements, 85-409.
Light and air, 85-1201.
Elements of possession, 85-402.
Evidence, inclosure, 85-403.
Exclusive possession, necessity, 85-402,

POWER

FUELS.

See Petroleum Products.

POWERS OF ATTORNEY.
See Attorneys in Fact.

POWERS OF SALE.
Construction and exercise, 37-607.
Extent, 108-407.
Trust deed, extent, 108-407.
Trusts for improvement of land,

85-405.

Extent of possession, 85-404, 85-405.
Forged written title, possession under,
85-407.

Fraud preventing,

85-402,

85-407,

85-414, 85-415.

Hostile possession, 85-402.
Husband and wife, possession by,
85-408.

108-603.

PRACTICE OF PROFESSIONS.
See specific heads.

Implied contract to pay rent, 61-103.
Imprisoned persons, acquisition of title
against, 85-411 to 85-413.
title, transfer, 85-416.

Inchoate

PRAWN.
See Fish and Fishing.

PREACHERS.
See Ministers of the Gospel.

PRECATORY WORDS.
Trusts, creation by, 108-103.

PRECEDING.

Inclosure,
85-403.

evidence of possession,

Infants, acquisition of title against,
85-411 to 85-413.
Insane persons, acquisition of title
against, 85-411 to 85-413.

Joint title, 85-413.
Nonsuit, effect, 85-413.

Notice

Meaning, 102-103.

PREFERENCES.
Creditors:

PREGNANCY.
of, 30-102.

Legitimacy of child of mother pregnant at time of marriage, 74-101.

PRELIMINARY HEARING.
See Courts of Inquiry.

PREPONDERANCE OF EVIDENCE.
See Evidence.

title.

85-407.

Possession, S5-402, 85-403.

See Debtor and Creditor.

Divorce, ground

Forged written
Title, 85-408.

Peaceable possession, necessity. 85-402.
Permissive possession, effect, S5-402.
Personal property, S5-1706.
Possession, 85-401 to 85-403.

Notice of title, 85-408.
Private way, acquiring, 83-112, $3-113,
83-119, 85-1401.

Processioning proceedings,

effect,

85-1603.

Public possession, necessity, 85-402.
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PRESCRIPTION— Cont M.
Removal of property out of

PRESIDENT OF UNITED STATES—
State, ef-

85-1706.

fect,

Rent, implied contract to pay, 61-103.
Bights of way. 55-409.

Tacking successive possessions, 85-412,

Cont'd.

Powers, 1-208 to 1-210.
President-elect, death or failure to
qualify, 1-831.

Public ministers

Appointment, 1-209.

$5-415, 85-416.

Time

requisite to acquisition of title,
85-406, 85-407, S5-170G.
Transfer of inchoate title, 85-416.

Uninterrupted possession, necessity,

Receiving, 1-211.

Removal,

Signing

85-402.

Unrepresented estates, S5-413.
Use and occupation, evidence of possesacquiring right to
lands of another, 85-409.

"Water,

throw on

and

resolutions,

1-123,

Supreme Court Judges, appointment,

Term

of office, 1-135, 1-829, 1-833,

1-834.

Treaties,

PRESCRIPTIONS.

power

Vacancies in

Alcohol, 5S-412.
Intoxicating liquors, 58-609.
Narcotics, 42-704, 42-705, 42-9917.
Poisons, 42-703, 42-9915.

PRESENTMENTS.

to

make,

offices,

1-209.

filling,

1-210.

VetoBills, 1-123.

Resolutions, 1-124.

Vice President acts

as,

when,

1-205,

1-812, 1-831.

Corporation, against, 27-1001.
Loss, establishment of copy, 63-201.
Necessity, constitutional provision,
1-805.

PRESIDENTIAL ELECTORS.
Compensation, 34-2507.
Determination of time of choosing,
1-203.

Solicitor general to

draw up,

24-2908.

Treated as indictment, 27-703.

Disqualification, 1-817, 1-819.

Election

PRESIDENT OF STATE SENATE.

Blank forms of returns,

PRESIDENT OF UNITED STATES.
Adjournment of Congress by,

Age requirement,

1-204.

Ambassadors
Appointment,

1-209.

1-211.

Majority vote required, 34-2502,
34-2503.

Rules governing, 34-2101.
Time, 1-203, 34-2501.
Eligibility, 1-817, 1-819.

Receiving, 1-211.

—

Bills, 1-123.

Resolutions, 1-124.
Citizenship requirement, l-20£.
Commander in chief of Army and
1-208.

Compensation, 1-206.
Consuls, appointment, 1-209.
Duties, 1-211.
Election, 1-202, 1-203, 1-812.
Rules governing, 34-2101.
Eligibility to office, 1-204.
Executive power, 1-201, 1-208 to 1-210.

Impeachment,

etc.,

40-601.

See General Assembly.

Navy,

bills

1-124.
1-209.

sion, 85-403.

Approval

1-212.

Reprieves, power to grant, 1-208.
Residence requirement, 1-204.

1-112.

Judges, appointment, 1-209.
Legislation by Congress
Death of person Congress may
choose as President or Vice
President, in case of, 1-832.
Failure of President-elect or Vice
President-elect to qualify, 1-831.

Messages to Congress, 1-211.
Oath or affirmation, 1-207.
Officers of United States, appointment,
1-209.

Pardons, power to grant, 1-208.

General Assembly, election by, 34-2503.
Meeting, 1-202, 1-812, 34-2502, 34-2504.
Messenger, 34-2506.
Mileage, 34-2507.
Presiding officer
Choosing, 34-2505.
Representatives as, 1-202.
Representatives in Congress as, 1-202.
Secretary
Choosing, 34-2505.
Compensation, 34-2507.
Senators of United States as, 1-202.

Time
Election and giving votes, 1-203.
Meeting, 34-2502.

Vacancies,

filling,

34-2503, 34-2504.

PRESS.
Liberty, 1-801, 2-115.

PRESSING AND CLEANING ESTABLISHMENTS.
Taxation, 92-1203.

PRESSING CLUBS.
Taxation, 92-1203.

PRESTIDIGITATORS.
Taxation of exhibitions by, 92-620.

General Index*
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See Evidence.

Creation of relation, 4-101, 4
Credibility of agent as witness, 4-315.
Credit given to agent, e':eet, 4-306,
4-400.

PRICE.
See Sales.

PRIMA FACIE EVIDENCE.

Damagei

See Evidence.

Breach

PRIMARY ELECTIONS.

of

contract

cy,

I

4-215, 4 210.

See Elections.

Unreasonable revocation of ag
4-2] 4.

PRIMARY EVIDENCE.
Death

See Evidence.

Declarations of agent aa evidence,

See Crimes and Punishment.

4-315.

PRINCIPAL AND AGENT.
Accounts, duty of agents to keep, 4-211.
Accounting by agent for personal
profits from principal's property,
4-205.

by agent,

Delegation of authority, 4-103.
Deposits by agents, failure of bank,
4-209.

Following, 4-208.
Description, signature as agent as word
of, 4-401.

4-404, 4-405.

Diligence of agent, 4-203, 4-217, 4-311.
Disclosure of principal, failure of agent

Administrator

Employing agents, 113-2009.
Power to appoint attorney in

as affecting agent 'f cot. potency

to testify, 3S-1603.

PRINCIPALS AND ACCESSORIES.

Actions,

3311

fact,

113-1513.

Admissions by agent, 38-406.
Affidavits, authority of agent to make
for principal, 4-402.

See Attachment.
Auctioneers: See Auctions and Auc-

Attachment:

to

make, 4-305.

Dispossessory warrants, demand and
oath by agent, 61-301.
Distress warrants, application and oath

by agent, 61-402.
Embezzlement by agent,
Estoppel of agent

to

26-2801.

dispute

princi-

pal's title, 4-206.

tioneers.

Authority of agent
Acts within, binding on principal,

Evidence,

declarations

by agents,

4-315.

Expenses, 4-212.

4-302.

Contracts in excess of, 4-408.
Delegation, 4-103.
Extent, 4-301.
Liability of agent for excess of
authority, 4-409.
Limitation, 4-202, 4-301.
Bank agents: See Banks and Banking.
Benefit of agent's contract to principal, 4-313.

Bonds, authority of agent to execute

Factors, right of action, 4-404.
Form in which agent acts, 4-304,

Fraud
Agent, 4-310, 4-311.
Consummated through agent,
37-705.

Fraudulent conversion by, 26-2S08.
Hire, diligence of agent for, 4-203.
Illegal purpose, creation of agency for,
4-201.

Imputable negligence, 105-205.

for principal, 4-402.

Breach of contract of agency, action,
4-215.

Claim affidavit and bonds by agent,
39-801.

Commissions, 4-212, 4-213.
Concealment of material

facts

by

agent, effect, 4-307.
Confidential relationship, 37-707.
Confusion of goods, 4-210.

Infants as agents, 4-102.
Insanity as affecting agent's competency to testify, 38-1603.
Insurance, 56-501 to 56-522.
Interest, charging on balances on hand,
4-211.

Interference with agent's possession,
right of action, 4-^=05.

Agency, breach, 4-215, 4-216.

Intruders on land, affidavit by agent in
proceedings to eject, 105-1501.
Joint principals, agent of, 4-207.

Benefit

Jury question, credit to principal or

Contracts
of

principal,

agent's

contracts to

4-313.

Creation of relation, 4-101.
Enforcement where agent exceeded
authority, 4-408.

Overseers, 4-502.

Public agents, 4-407.
Right of action by agent, 4-404.
Costs, failure of agent to keep accounts, 4-211.

agent, 4-406.

Mingling goods,

4-210.

Mistake, money paid by or to agent,
4-314, 4-403.

Money
Deposited by agent, following,
4-20S.

Illegal

payment, recovery back

principal, 4-314.

by-

General Index.
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PRINCIPAL AND AGENT— Cont 'd.

Negligence
Agent, 4-203, 4-217, 4-311.
Imputable. 105-205.
Under-serv&nt, liability of agent,

Trespass by agent, 4-312.
by agent
Answer by nonresident defendant
to suit on unconditional contract,

Verification

81-406.

4-409.

Negotiable instruments, authority, liaSee Negotiability, etc., of agent:
ble Instruments.
Notice to agent, 4-309, 4-310.
Overseers
Parol contracts, 4-502.
Eights and powers, 4-501.
Partition, application

Payments —
Agent failing

by agent, 85-1505.

or to agent

produce obliga-

by mistake,

4-314,

*4-403.

Taxes of nonresidents, 92-6404.
Peddlers distinguished from agents,

Competency of agent, 4-315.
Death or insanity as affecting

*

PRINCIPAL AND SURETY.
Accommodation indorser, 103-104.
Accounting by surety suing for contribution, 103-403.

Action against principal, 103-205.

92-1601.

Attachment

Personal profit by agent from principal's property, 4-205.
Pledge of stock certificate, revocation
of agency of holder, 4-214.
Possession by agent, interference with,
4-405.

Action on bond

82-101.

Private limitations on agent's author-

fide

Common

purchasers protected, 103-313.
employees' bonds,

carriers,

103-601, 103-602, 103-9901.

debt, effect, 103-201.

Consideration of contract, 103-101.
Contract of suretyship defined, 103-101.

Cont ibution among

ity, 4-301.

Public agent, liability, 4-407.
Purchase by agent for himself, 4-204.
Railroads, agents of, 94-203, 94-702,
94-703.

sureties,

103-311,

103-401 to 103-403, 113-1905.

Equity, 37-303.
Control of execution or judgment,
24-1406,

Ratification

39-607,

103-308,

103-309,

103-311, 103-312.

Acts of another, agency created,
4-101.

Agent's

in, 3-304.

Principal, against, 8-107, 103-301.

Bona

Compounding

Possessory warrant, oath by agent,

Costs, 103-302.

Cosureties
acts, 4-202, 4-302, 4-303.

Representations by agent, effect, 4-307.
Repudiation of agent's acts, 4-202,

liability,

103-206.

Release, 103-201, 103-205.

Revocation
Agency, 4-214 to 4-216.

Definition of suretyship, 103-101.

Ratification of agent's acts, 4-303.

Rights and liabilities
Agent, as to third persons, 4-401
to 4-409.

Principal, as to third persons, 4-301
to 4-315.

Discharge of surety, 103-201 to 103-207.
Evidence
Debt, refusal to deliver, as discharging surety, 103-204.
Suretyship, 103-306, 103-307.

Executions

Sales, 4-204.

Apparent agent, bona

Control of, see Control of execu-

fide pur-

tion or judgment, ante.

chasers, 96-207.
Signing instrument as agent, 4-401.
Special agency, authority of agent,
4-301.

Taxation of certain agents and agencies: See Specific, Business, and Occupation Taxes.
Telegraph companies, agents

common,

Issuance against, 39-106, 39-107.
Extension of liability, 103-103, 103-206.
Fidelity insurance: See Fidelity Insurance Companies.
Foreclosure of mortgage, 103-305.

Form

of contract, 103-104.

Guaranty distinguished, 103-101.

of,

Ignorance of discharge, promise by

104-201, 104-208.
in

Contribution among, 37-303,
103-311, 103-401 to 103-403.

Extension of

4-302, 4-402.

Tenancy

53-510.

Witness

agent's competency, 38-1603.
to

tion, effect of, 4-30S.

By

Pleadings, 81-401.
Voluntary agents, diligence, 4-203.
Who may be agent, 4-102.
Wife's agency for husband, 53-509,

confusion

goods, 4-210.
Torts, liability, 4-217, 4-409.

of

surety to pay, 103-207.
Implication, extension of liability by,
103-103.
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PRINCIPAL AND SURETY

Indorsers —

J'.i.sk

Accommodation, 103-KJ4.
Attachment against principal,

103-312.
Costs, 103-302.

Discharge, 103-205.
Foreclosure of mortgage, 103-305.
Interest, 103-302.
paid, 103-302.

Notice to sue principal, 103-205.
Insolvency of surety, ef'iect as to co-

Amount recovered

as contribution,

103-402.

rabttitntion of surety for
creditor tof to, 103 502.
Sot-off of debt duo principal in act
against both, 20-1303.
Specific bonding company as rorety on

bonds of employees of cari\
103-601, 103-002, 103-9901.
Strict construction of Contract, 103-103.
Subrogation of surety to right! of creditor,

103-308, 103-501, 103-502.

Suretyship denned, 103-101.

Wife as

surety, 53-503.

PRINTS.

surety, 103-302.

Obscene, 26-6301, 26-6302.

Judgment
Against

surety, 103-208, 103-209,
103-306
103-303,
103-309,
to
103-311, 103-313, 110-305,
110-306.

see Control of execution or judgment, ante.
Payment by surety, 103-308,
103-309.

Loans

of surety,

Tender by surety, 103-201.
Usury, 103-304.

sureties, 103-401.

Interest

Control

r<;]<;ase

Becuritiefj

Control of judgment and execution,

Money paid by

Ineurrod,

Cont'd.

103-203.

103-301.

Money

3313

Into

of,

on personal security,

bond of

li-

PRINTING.
See Public Printing.

Department of Archives and History,
40-808.

Georgia reports: See Georgia Reports.
" Writing* * includes, 102-103.

PRIORITIES.
Attachment proceedings,

8-904, 8-905.

of failure

Decedents, debts of: See Administrators and Executors.
Equity, distribution of assets in,

to record as to sureties, 53-408.
Mortgages to sureties, 67-114, 103-305.

Garnishment, rights to money raised

censees to make,

25-204, 25-206,

25-207.

Marriage settlement,

effect

Nature of obligation, 103-102.
Negligence of creditor, release of
surety, 103-203.

Notice by surety to sue principal,
103-205.

To prove suretyship,

103-306,

Novation, release of surety, 103-202.
bonds: See specific heads.

der, 114-301.

See

County

Jails;

Penitentiary;

Prison Commission.
Sales tax on prison-made goods, 92-303.

Payment
Debt or judgment, by

surety,

103-308 to 103-311.
Extension of obligation by,
103-206.

Remedy

by, 46-502.
Joint and individual assets, 37-409.
Judgments: See Judgments.
Liens:
See Liens.
Workmen's compensation, claims un-

PRISONS.

103-307.

Official

37-401, 37-402.

PRISON COMMISSION.
Appointment, 77-301.
Automobile license tags, manufacture,
77-332.

against principal, 103-302.

Tender, 103-204.
Process

Behavior of convicts, 77-341, 77-507.
Board of pardons: See Board of Pardons.

Principal, against, 103-301.
Service on surety, 3-304.
Surety, against, 103-208.

Reimbursements, 103-308.

Bond, 77-302.
Books, keeping, 77-334.
Bridge building, knowledge of supervisors, 77-310.

Relative rights of creditor and surety,
103-201 to 103-209.
Release of surety, 103-201 to 103-207.

Camps, penitentiary: See Penitentiary.
Chairman, election, 77-301.

Rights of sureties against principal,

Classification of prisoners, duty as to,

103-301 to 103-313.
themselves, 103-401 to

Among

103-502.

to, 103-501,

77-309.

77-318.

Clerks of court, reports of convictions

and sentences,

103-403.

Third persons, as

Civil engineers as supervisors.

77-339.

Clothing for convicts, regulation,
77-313.

General Index.
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Commutation of sentences for good behavior, 77-341.

Counties

Combining to work roads,
Farms for convicts. 77-321,

77-325.
77-

-:;

3S.

Prorating excess convicts among,

Inspectors, interest in convicts' labor,
77-9906.
Mileage, 77-303.
Misdemeanor convicts, disposal of,
77-336.

Municipalities, hiring convicts to,
77-330.

Quota of convicts. 77-325, 77-327.
Disinfection of quarters, duty of Commission, 77-314.
Election, 77-301.

Notification of sentence
27-2523.

Electrocution of convicts, duties,

Oath, 77-302.

27-2513.

ers, 77-316, 77-317.

Office

Employees

clerk,

and office supplies, 77-304.
appointment by commissioners,

Discharge, power, 77-312.
False statement to obtain employment, 77-9905.
Interest in convicts' labor, 77-9906.
Excess convicts, disposal of, 77-329 to
77-331.

Expenses, 77-303.
Classification of prisoners, 77-318.
Counties, 77-321, 77-338.
Female and infirm prisoners,
77-319.

Manufacture of road

signs, autolicense tags, etc., 77-332.

Milledgeville State Hospital, turning lands over to, 77-322.
Placing convicts on, 77-315, 77-320,
77-333, 77-334, 77-401.

Proceeds of sale of articles produced on, 77-343.
Products, furnishing to State institutions, 77-324.

Penitentiary:
Physicians

—

See Penitentiary.

Appointment, 77-306.
Interest in convicts' labor,
77-9906.

Practicing, 77-9906.
Salary, 77-306.
Punishment of convicts,

duty as

to,

77-313.

Paces, separation, 77-316, 77-317.
Records, keeping, 77-334, 77-339.
Reports to General Assembly, 77-340.
Road building

Equipping forces, 77-328.

Knowledge of supervisors, 77-310.
Road signs, manufacture, 77-332.
Rules regulating convicts, duty to

make, 77-313, 77-314, 77-340.
Salary, 77-303.

Sanitary rules, Commission to make,

Superintendent, 77-335.
Tattnall county farm, 77-319,
77-321.

77-314.

Secretary, appointment, salary,

etc.,

77-305.

Use of, 77-333, 77-334.
Felony convicts, disposal

of,

77-321,

77-325, 77-326, 77-329, 77-330, 77-333,
77-334.

convicts, regulations, 77-313.

Grades of behavior of convicts, establishment, 77-507.

Guards
Appointment, 77-307.
False statement to obtain employment, 77-9905.
Interest in convicts' labor, 77-9906.
Salary, 77-308.

Hiring out convicts, 77-330, 77-336,
77-337, 77-340.

labor, convicts, regulations,

77-313.

Separation
Races, 77-315, 77-317.
Sexes, 77-317.
Sexes, separation, 77-317.
State-aid roads, use of felony convicts
on, 77-326.
Sunday, causing convict to work on,
26-6909.

Superintendent of farms

Employment,

77-335.

Salary, 77-335.

Supervision and control of convicts,
77-313.

Supervisors

Appointment, 77-309.
Duties, 77-309, 77-310.

Road-building knowledge, 77-310.
Salary, 77-309.

Indeterminate sentences, rules, 27-2502.
Insane convicts, sending to State farm,
77-401.

Supplies,

office,

77-304.

Surplus products and funds, disposal
of, 77-323.

Term of

Inspection
Convicts,

See Board of Par-

dons.

Oath, 77-311.

Farms

mobile

77-306.

Pardons, board of:

77-30S.

Hours of

by

Officers,

Character and qualifications,

Food for

Negroes, separation from white prison-

77-309.

Convict camps, 77-316.

office,

77-301.

Traveling expenses, 77-303.
Vacancies, 77-301.
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PRIVATE BRIDGES, FERRIES, AND

CAUSEWAYS— Con

Wardens

t

M.

Toll—

Appointment, 77-307.
feond, 77-311.

Charge after enarter expired;

False statement to obtain employ
ment, 77-0005.

Jury

Interest in convicts' labor, 77-9906.
Salary, 77-308.

White and colored convicts

to be kepi

95 990&.

Examination by ordinary;
95-1206.

Excessive, 95-1209 '
L
Posting, 95-1203, 05 9910.

of, 2-109.

Accusation, furnishing copy to, 27-1403.
Arraignment of: See Arraignment.
Bar-dock, placing in, 27-1402.
Charity, subject of, 108-203.
Escape: See Escapes.
Fetters on, 27-1401.
Prescriptive title against, 85-411 to
85-413.

Rescue of, 26-4501. to 26-4504.
Venereal diseases, treatment, 88-504.
list of,

27-1403.

PRISONER'S STATEMENT.
Eight to make, 27-405, 38-415.

PRIVATE ACTS.
Law of State, 2-8504.
PRIVATE BRIDGES, FERRIES, AND
CAUSEWAYS.
Citation in proceedings to suspend collection of tolls, 95-1304.
Charter, forfeiture, 95-9908.

Continuance, proceedings to suspend
collection of tolls, 95-1305.
Costs, proceedings to suspend collection of tolls, 95-1306.

Damages

'.

95-1307.

PRISONERS.

Witnesses, furnishing

05-1304,

Petition, 95 1303, 05 L304,
Bates, 95-1204.

separate, 77-315, 77-317.

Abuse

trial,

for negligence, 95-1209,

95-1210.

Discontinuance, 95-1208.
Establishment, 85-1311, 95-1201, 95-1202.
Exclusive rights, 95-1202.
Fees, proceedings to suspend collection
of tolls, 95-1307.
Franchise, forfeiture, 95-9911.
Gate, injuring, 95-1308.
Jury, proceedings to suspend collection
of tolls, 95-1304, 95-1305, 95-1307.
License, revocation, 95-9908.
Negligence, 95-1209, 95-1210.

Suspending collection
Citation, 95-1304.

Continuance, 95-1305*
Costs, 05-1300.
Fees, 95-1307.
Verdict, 95-1306.

PRrVATE HOSPITALS AND SANITARIA.
Inebriates, narcotic addicts, etc., for
Discharge of patients, 88-1003.
Inspection and investigation,
88-1004.

Reception of patients, 88-1001.
Treatment of patients, 88-1002.

PRIVATE INSANE ASYLUMS.
Correspondence of inmates, protection,
88-901 to 88-903, 88-9928.

Grand jury charge,

59-601.

PRIVATE NUISANCES.
See Nuisances.

PRIVATE PROPERTY.
Citizens' right of, 1-805, 1-815, 1-819,
2-103, 79-205, 79-206.

PRIVATE WAYS.
Agreement, establishment by, 83-107.
Appeal
Proceedings for removal of obstructions, 83-120.

Report of commissioners laying
out, 83-104.

Apportionment of work,

83-110.

Automobiles, regulations:

See Motor

Vehicles.
Certiorari, proceedings for removal of
obstructions, 83-120.

Closing, 83-114.

Commissioners to lay out, 83-104.

Notice of discontinuance, 95-1208.
Obstructing, 95-1207, 95-9912.
Owner of both sides of stream, 95-1204.

Damages, 83-105

Penalties, 95-1302.

Fees, proceedings for removal of ob-

Petition to suspend collection of tolls
95-1303, 95-1304.

Place, 95-1201, 95-1202.

Posting rates of toll, 95-1203.
Repairs
Failure to make, as misdemeanor,
95-9909.

Proceedings for failure to make.
95-1303 to 95-1307.

to 83-107, 83-111,

83-118.
structions, 83-121.

Grant, constitutional provision. 2-301.
Joinder of landowners in open::
,-.

83-109.

Landings,

common

use

of,

83-115

83-117.

Notice
Application

for, 83-104, 83-111.

Closing, 83-114.

to

General Index.
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WAYS— Cont'd.

PRIVATE

PROCESS— Cont'd.

Obstructions. 83-119 to S3-121.

Opening, 83-106.
Ordinaries

service, 84-720.

Fees, 83-121.
Grant by. 83-101.
Petition for, 83-103.
Removal of obstructions, 83-110.
Use of another's landing, S3-117.
Prescription, 83-112, 83-113, 83-119.

Public road, conversion into, 83-122.
Record. 83-108, 83-109.

Removal of

Attachment: See Attachment.
Board of Dental Examiners of Georgia,

obstructions, 83-119, 83-120.

Building and loan associations, 16-206,
16-208.

ClerkAnnexation to petition, 81-201,
81-213.

Delivery to

Repairs, 83-102.

signing, 81-206.

Report of commissioners laying out,
83-104.

Bight, 85-1401.

Condemnation proceedings:
nent Domain.

Special ways, 83-115, S3-11C.

Viewers. 83-104.

Width, 83-102.
Wild lands. 83-111.
Work, apportionment, 83-110.

Coroners
Direction to, when, 81-219.
Duties when sheriff a party,

Admissions by, 38-407.
title,

39-114.

admissibility

against, 38-308.
Judgments conclusive on, 38-623.
Judgments, conclusiveness on, 110-501.

PRIVILEGED COMMUNICATIONS.
See Evidence.

Service by, 21-106.
Corporations, service on,

22-1101

to

22-1104.

Court, calling out military to enforce,
40-201.

commissioner's, how directed
and executed, 38-2308.
Criminal process, service, 15-302,

Court

PRIVITY.
Imputable negligence, necessity,

15-304.

105-205.

when necessary

to support action

City court, 24-2625, 24-2626.
Juvenile court, 24-2442.
Ordinary, 24-1710.
Superior court, 24-2625, 24-2626.

PROBABLE CAUSE.
Malicious
Prosecution.

effect, 81-210.

81-217, 81-218.
Direction, 81-201, 81-219.

PRO HAC VICE JUDGES.

See

Death of judge,

Delivery to sheriff too late for service,

for, 105-106.

Dispossessory warrant: See Dispossessory Warrant; Intruders on Land.
Disqualification of judge, effect, 81-210.
See Distress WarDistress warrant:
rant.

Arrest;

Malicious

Search warrant without, 27-301.

Divorce action, 30-105.
Dormant judgments, scire facias to

Recorded papers, presumption, 38-611.
See Wills.

PROBATION OF OFFENDERS.
See Sentence.

PROBATION OFFICERS.
See Juvenile Courts.

re-

vive, 110-1006.

Exemption from

PROBATE.
Wills:

See Emi-

Contents, 81-201.
Copartners, actions against, 3-301.

PRIVIES.

Tort,

Return to, after service, 81-202.
Second original, issuance, 81-215.
Compulsory, to obtain testimony, 1-806,
2-105.

Sheriffs, fees, 83-121.

Declarations as to

sheriff, 81-201.

Failure to elect, procedure, 81-216.
Mailing publication notice, 81-206.
Notice for service by publication,

service, 86-701.

Express companies, actions against,
41-201.

Extraordinary, 81-213.
Failure to execute or return, liability
of officer, 24-202.
False imprisonment under, 26-1503.

Formal objections,

81-220.

Fraternal beneficiary orders, 56-1705,

PROCESS.
Absence

56-1707, 56-1708.
of,

waiver, see Waiver, post.

Acknowledgment of
Amendment, 24-104,

service, 81-211.

81-210, 81-1313.

Annexation to petition, 81-201, 81-213.
Appearance
Term: See Appearance Term.
Waiver, 81-209.

Fraudulently causing levy, punishment,
39-9901.

Governor, power to call out military to
enforce, 40-201.
Infants, manner of service, 81-212.
Insurance companies, actions against,

56-602 to 56-605.

VA7

.

.

PROCESS— Cont'd.

PROCESS— Cont'd.

Intruders on land, warrant to dispossess:
See Intruders on Land.
Irregularities, appearance and pleading
as waiver, 81-209.
Joint or joint and several contractors
Actions against, 3-301.
Service as affecting execution,
39-117.

Service

—Cost M.

Bailiff, by,

where

of Dental Examiners of
Georgia, 84-720.
Building and loan associations,

wh

effect,

dormant,

scire

facias

to

revive, 110-1006.

Justices of the peace, docket entries,
24-601.

Late delivery to

sheriff, 81-217, 81-218.

License fees, compelling payment,
92-3908 to 92-3910.
Minors, manner of service, 81-212.

Money

raised on, distribution, 24-211.
Nonresidents, see Service, post.
Scire facias to revive dormant
judgments, service by publication, 110-1007.
Second original and copy issued,

Obedience

to,

Constable, by, where sheriff incapacitated, 81-2
Coroners, by, 21-106, 81-213. 81-219.
Corporations, on, 22-1101 to
22-1104.

Criminal process, 15-302, 15

Entry of, 81-202,
Exemption from,

of waiver, 81-1313.

power

of court to com-

pel, 24-104.

Guardians, 81-212.
Indorser of note,
Infants,

method

8-2

of, 81-212.

Late
Delivery to sheriff, 81-217.
Good for next term, 81-218.
Minors, method of, 81-212.

Xon

81-202.

est inventus, return, 81-217.

Nonresidents, 3-303, 3-304.
Attorney at law, sufficiency of
service on, 81-204.

Objections
First term, 24-3325.

Formal and

81-215.
86-7

Extraordinary process, 81-213.

Mode,

81-215.

Nunc pro tunc entry

S*.

113-2105.

81-210.

Disqualification, effect, 81-210.
Teste, in name of, 81-201, 81-206.

Judgments,

or

f

more remove from

Death,

ir

Board

Coadministrators,

Judge

sheriff

tat'd, 81-2

technical. 81-220.

Obstruction of, 26-4401, 26-4402.
Partners
Actions against, 3-301.
Service as affecting execution.
39-117.

Pleading as waiver. 81-209.
Principal, against, 103-301.

Promissory note, actions against maker
and indorser, 3-303.
Railroad companies, actions for injuries
to third persons, 94-1101, 94-1103 to

post.

Return by sheriff, 81-217.
Second original, 81-215.
Personal, 81-202, 81-212.

Publication
Corporations, 22-1104.

judge
Determination
by
whether properly perfected,
81-208.

Equitable proceedings. Bl-204*
Fiing copy in clerk's oz
81-207.

94-1105, 94-1107.

Requiring appearance of defendant,
81-201.

Mailing copy to defendant,
81-207.

Method

Rescue of one in custody on, 26-4502,
26-4503.

Return, see Service, post.
Scire facias to revive dormant judgments, 110-1006.

Second original, issuance, 81-215.
Securities, nonresident dealers in,

of, 81-206 to 81-208
Nonresidents. 81-204, 81-205.
Xotice, contents. 81-2
Order of judge. Bl-3
Bl-2 fc
Personal service after publication ordered. 81-207.
Proceedings in which allowed,
.

81-204, 81-205.

Property interest of nonresi-

97-406.

dent or

Service
of, 81-211.

Adjoining county, by sheriff of.
when, 81-216, 81-219.
Appearance term: See Appearance
Term.

Attachment bond,

judge

prescribing, 81-204.
Publication, see Publication,

Property bound, 3-104.

Petition, annexing to, 81-201, 81-213.

Acknowledgment

Extraordinary service,

suit on, 3-304.

unknown defendants,

81-205.

Scire facias to revive
judgments, 110-1" "

dormant

Trustees of trusts for improvement of land, 108-C Unknown defendants, Sl-205.
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PROCESS— Cont'd.

PROCESS— Cont'd.

—

Teste, 81-201, 81-206.

Service Cont'd.
Residence, 81-202.

Traverse of return, see Service, ante.

Waiver

Beturn

Duty

of officer to

make, Sl-202.

False, right of action for,

Amendment

81-214.
tractors,- 3-301.

Late for service, 81-217.
Minor, service on, 81-212.

Non

est inventus, 81-217.
Partners, 3-301.
Scire facias to revive dormant
judgments, 110-1007.

Second original, 81-215.
Sheriffs-

Amendment,

24-2815,

24-2S16.

Duty

make, 24-2813.
Explanation of failure to
to

execute process, 24-3350.
False, liability, 24-202.
Neglect to make, liability,
24-202, 24-213.
Nunc pro tunc, 24-2816.

Traverse

81-219.

pleading, 81-209.

Right

of, 81-211.

Writing, 81-211.

PROCESSIONING.
Acquiescence, establishment of dividing line, 85-1602.

Adverse possession, 85-1603.
Ancient landmarks
Control, 85-1601.

General reputation, 85-1602.

Appeal to superior
Application

for

court, 85-1609.

survey,

85-1605.

Appointment of processioners,
Copy of plat, 85-1606.

85-1604.

Corners, control, 85-1601.
Costs, 85-1610.

County surveyor

—

1

Fees, 85-1610.

Courses and distances, control, 85-1601.
Disputed lines, 85-1601.
Distances, control, 85-1601.

Telegraph companies, 104-208.
Time, 81-202.
Traverse of return, 81-214.
Trustees, 81-212.
Trustees of trusts for
ment of land, 108-602.

improve-

States, on lands of, 15-302,

Evidence
General reputation, 85-1602.
Landmarks, 85-1601.
Notice, 85-1605.

Plat made by surveyor, 85-1606.
Fees, 85-1610.

General reputation, evidence, 85-1602.

15-304.

Unknown
81-205.

defendants, publication,
See Publication, ante.

"Waiver

Landmarks
Control, 85-1601.

General reputation, 85-1602.

Acknowledgment, 81-211.
Appearance and pleading,
81-209.

Right
Sheriff—

Duty

to

Marked

lines, control,

85-1601.

Notice, 85-1605.

and return,

execute,

Lines, control, 85-1601.

Natural landmarks, control, 85-1601.

of, 81-211.

to execute
24-2813.

Failure

by appearance and

Irregularities,

Duties, 85-1605, 86-1606.

of, 81-214.

Scire facias to revive dormant
judgments, 110-1006, 110-1007.
Sheriffs, by, 81-202, 81-213, 81-216,

United

in absence

81-201.

of,

Joint or joint and several con-

to show, 81-1313.

Annexation to petition

Ordinary

Appointment of processioners,
85-1604.

explanation,

24-3350.

Justice court, executing, 24-2818.
Obstructing, misdemeanor, 26-4402.
Party, coroner's duties, 39-114.
Sales under, recording, 24-2813.
Taking affidavits suspending,
24-2819.

Unexecuted by predecessor, duty,
24-2813.

Signature, 81-201, 81-206.
Superior court clerk, issuing and signing, 24-2714.

Protest

to,

85-1609.

Plat by county surveyor,

85-1606

to

85-1609.

Delivery to superior court, 85-1609.
Processioners

Appointment, 85-1604.
Fees, 85-1610.

Number,

85-1604.

Return, 85-1607.
Vacancies, 85-1604.
Protest,

85-1609,

85-1610.

Surety, against, 103-208.

Return by processioners, 85-1607.

Technical objections, 81-220.
Telegraph companies, service, 104-208.

Rules,

disputed lines, 85-1601.

Superior court, appeal

to,

85-1609.

General Inuex.
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protest, 85-1009.
Trees, marked, control, 85-1601.
Trial, appeal to superior court, 85-1009.
to
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file

Vacancies, proccssioners, 85-1604,
Watercourses, marking channels,

See Negotiable

PROPERTY.
See Personal Property: Public Property; Real Property.

Adverse

85-1008.

j/

Attachment: Sea Attac'

See Next Friend.

Citizens'
1-805,

Governor, ratification,

of Consti-

etc.,

tution, 2-8702, 2-8803, 2-8901.

See Evidence.
Arbitration proceedings, 7-212.

PROFANE LANGUAGE.
and

27-215,

arrest

for

27-218.

PROFESSIONS.
Libraries of professional men, statutory homestead, 51-1301.
Particular professions:
See specific
heads.
Slander, words tending to injure in,

Taxation,

84-9901,

92-1909,

86-209.

Homestead, 51-802.
Trustee accounting for, 108-429.

PROHIBITION.
Adequate remedy at law, effect, 64-301.
Contempt, enforcement by attachment
for, 37-1210.

when,

64-303.

Fact, trial of issues of, 64-302.
Governor as subject to, 64-303.

Grounds, 64-301.
Intoxicating liquors: See Intoxicating
Liquors.

Issued when, 64-301.
Jurisdiction to issue writ, 2-3205.
to,

when,

64-303.

subject to, when, 64-303.
Purpose, 64-301.
Return in term, 64-301.
Officers

Superior court judge, authority,

26-2304.

Public good, for, 88-401.
Divorce proceedings

Judgment, 30-118.
Schedule, 30-111, 30-115.

Transfer pending

suit, 30-112.

Verdict, 30-115.
process of law,

deprivation

of,

1-805, 1-815, 1-819, 2-103.

Homestead: See Homestead.
Homicide in defense of, 26-1011

to

26-1013.

Identity,
38-304.

ownership

as

evidence

of,

Interference with enjoyment, 105-1401.
Larceny: See Larceny.
Maliciously injuring or destroying:
See Malicious Mischief.

Meaning, 102-103.
Mortgage: See Chattel Mortgages;
Mortgages.
Municipal:
See Municipal Corporations.

Perfect title, definition, $5-103.
Personal property included in, S5-101,
102-103.

Prescription, title by: See Prescription.
Protection, 2-102, 2-113, 2-116, 2-301
to 2-303.

See Counties: Municipal Corporations: State Property.

Public:

24-2616.

Time

22-703.

Nuisance injuring: See Xuisances.

Lies when, 64-301.
Military officers subject

Term, return

etc.,

Estates: See Estates.
Fixtures, definition, 85-105.
Garnishment: See Garnishment.
Gift of: See Gifts.
Grants: See Grants.

PROFITS.

Courts, addressed to, 64-301.
Executive officers subject to,

79-205,

Destruction
Explosives, with, 20-2301 to

Due
militia duty,

property,

8-103,

Ordinary's jurisdiction, 23-701.
Definition, 85-101, 102-103.

92-2005.

PROFESSORS.
Exemption from

private

1-819,

70-200.

105-702.
"

of

Corporations, right to hold,
County: See Counties.

See Obscene Language.
ejection

right
1-815,

Compensation for taking or damaging:
Bee Eminent Domain.
Concealment by debtor, 2 200.
Condemnation of private
rty for
public use:
See Eminent Domain.

PRODUCTION OF PAPERS.

27-213,

\

•

Burning, 20 2201 to 20-2211.

PROCLAMATIONS.

using,

See Pre-

on, title by;

scription.

PBOCHEIN AMI.

Passenger,

I:

in, 64-301.

of granting, 64-302.

Trial of issues of fact, 64-302.

Uniform Procedure Act,
Vacation, grant

in,

effect, 81-102.

64-301.

Railroad, injuries by, 04-702. 94-703.
Real property included in, 85-101,
102-103.

Robbery, 26-2501 to 26-2503.
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PUBLIC CONVENIENCE AND NECES-

PROPERTY— Cont 'd.

SITY.

State: See State Property.
Sale to pay bonded debt.

2-6101.

Taxation: See County Taxation; Municipal Taxation; Taxation.

Title-

See Motor Vehicle ComMotor Vehicle Contract and Private Carriers.

Certificates:

mon

Carriers;

PUBLIC DEBT.

Definition, S5-102.

Origin in grant, S5-301.
Perfect title, 85-103.
Prescription, by: See Prescription.
Unreasonable searches and seizures,

Authentication of bonds or certificates,

PROPRIETARY MEDICINES.

87-101.

Peddlers, taxation, 92-1602.

Books for registration of State bonds,
87-116 to 87-118.

PROSECUTION.
Bond

Amount of bonds, 87-102.
Appropriation for bonded debt, 87-113,
87-114.

2-116.

1-S04,

Affidavit, loss or destruction of bond,
87-108.

for, as prerequisite to issuance of

warrant, 27-107.

Constitutional provisions, 1-601, 2-5101.
Counties

Assumption by State, 2-5601.
Bonded indebtedness, payment,

Definition, 105-S05.

Malicious: See Malicious Prosecution.

2-5502.

PROSECUTOR.

Limitation on, by Constitution,

Advancing expenses of

arrest, 27-9902.

Costs, liability, 27-2805.

2-5501.

Coupons attached to bonds

PROSTITUTION.
Houses

of,

Destruction, 87-108 to 87-110.

nuisances: See Nuisances.

Loss, 87-108 to 87-110.

Soliciting for, 26-6201, 26-6202.

Mutilation, 87-108 to 87-110.

Payment,

PROTECTION.
Person

and

provisions, 1-804, 1-805, 1-815, 1-819,
2-102, 2-113, 2-116, 2-301 to 2-303.

Destruction of bonds, 87-108, 87-110.
Exchange on bonds payable out of
State, 87-106.

PROVISIONS.
Homestead exemptions,

General appropriation

51-1102,

51-1103.

Landlord's lien for furnishing, 61-201,
61-202.

Unwholesome,

damages

for

sale

of,

105-1101, 105-1104.

Fraternal

benefit
voting, 56-1605.

societies,

Navigation company

members

bill,

2-1809.

Insurrection, debt incurred for purpose
of suppressing, 2-5101, 2-5601, 2-6001.

Interest on bonds, 87-102.
Invasion, debt incurred for purpose of
repelling,

PROXIES.

2-5101,

2-5601,

2-6001.

•

Loss of bonds, 87-108 to 87-110.
Municipal corporations

Assumption by State, 2-5601.
Bonded indebtedness, payment,

stockholders,

17-211.

2-5502.

Railroad stockholders, 94-203, 94-206.

PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS.
Certified public

accountants:

See Ac-

to

of bonds or coupons, 87-112

87-115.

Place of payment, 87-105, 87-106.

janitors and watchmen, 91-107.
Defacing or injuring, 91-9901,

by

91-9902.
of,

Limitation on amount, 2-5501.
Mutilated bonds, 87-108 to 87-110.

Payment

PUBLIC BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS.
Capitol
Arrests

Incurring, provision for, 2-5801.

Notice, loss or theft of bonds, 87-111,

countants.
Taxation, 92-1909.

Use

87-104, 87-112.

Signing, 87-103.

constitutional

property,

91-105.

Assumption by State, 2-5601.
Bonded debt, payment, 2-5502.
Limitation on amount, 2-5501.
Registration of State bonds, 87-116

Counties, 91-701 to 91-708.
Injuries to, 91-9903.
Janitors, powers and duties, 91-107.

Keeper
Grant of use of capitol by,

Political divisions of State

91-105.

87-118.

Reissue of bonds, 87-107.

Report of
Comptroller General, 40-1510.
State Treasurer, 40-1101.

Salary, 91-106.
Obscene pictures, etc., 26-6302.

Seal on bonds, 87-101.

"Watchmen, powers and duties, 91-107.

Signatures to bonds, 87-101.

to>
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PUBLIC DEFENSE -

PUBLIC DEBT— Cont'd.

Cont'd.

Discharge

State

Assumption of debts of counties,

Bonded

debt, increase, 2-0001.
Sale of property to pay,

Discipline, 80 80:5.
Disposal of military property, 80 9904.

Donations,

2-6101.

Borrowing money

to pay,

form of

United States, 1-601.
Questioning validity,

de-

fending State, 2-5101, 2-5601, 2-6001.

80-205.

Election, National
86-507.

Enlistments, 80-001

Guard
to

officers,

80 007.

Enrollment of persons liable to militia

Equipment, 86-1002, 86-1101 to 86-1105.
Examinations, National Guard oilicer.s,
86-508,

86-509.

Civil process, 80-701.

or

officers

men, excuses,

86-806.

Jury duty, 86-701.
Militia duty, 86-203, 86-209.

calling

service,

86-205,

into,

86-207.

Adjutant General
Governor's staff, 86-103.
Bank, duties, etc., 86-501, 86-805.
Advisory boards, 86-1408.
Ages
Guard and
Officers of National
naval militia, 86-504.
Persons composing militia, 86-201.
Aides' de camp, 86-103, 86-104.
Amusement, exclusion of soldiers from
places of, 86-9911.

Appropriations from municipal and
county funds, 86-905.
Arms and ammunition, 86-1101 to
86-1105.

Arrest, privilege of militiamen, 27-204.
Assignment of United States officers,
86-503.
Bond, Adjutant General, 86-501.
Brigadier general, 86-103.
into

active

86-205,

service,

86-207.

duty, 86-701.
Street tax, 86-701.
Exercises, 86-803.

Expenses, 86-902.
False enlistment oath, 86-99^3.
Fire department in cities, enrollment
of member in militia, 86-203.
Flags
Acceptance by Governor, 86-1007.
Confederate, 85-1005.
Spanish-American war, 86-1006.
-

State, 86-1004, 86-9903.

Governor
Acceptance of flags, 86-1007.
Advisory boards, appointment,
86-1408.

Aides de camp, 86-103, 86-104.
Appointing officers, 86-206, 86-402.
Assignment of United States officers, 86-503.

Call for volunteers, 86-205.

Calling militia into active service,
86-207.

in chief, S6-101.

Consent to National Guard

Inspection, 86-805.
Trespass on, 86-1405, 86-9910.
Citizens

Duty when shot

is

fired,

86-1307,

86-9907.

to leave

State, 86-1411.

Donations, acceptance

of,

86-1410.

Flags, acceptance of, 86-1007.
Home guard, organization of,
86-1501.

Militiamen, 86-201.
Claim of exemption, 86-203.
Classes of militia, 86-201.
aides

Road

Commander

Campgrounds

Colonels,

militia,

Drills, 86-801, 80-802.

Exemptions

PUBLIC DEFENSE.

Calling

Ctovernor,

\>y

duty, 86-202 to 86-204.
1-818.

War, debt incurred for purpose of

Active

acceptance

86-1410.

Draft, unorganized

laws, 2-5201.

Purposes, 2-5101.
Taxation to pay, 2-4901.
Theft of bonds, 87-111.
Time of' payment of bonds, 87-102.
Transfer of registered bonds, 87-118.

Absence of

Enlisted men, 80-007.
Officer*, 80 516.

2-5601.

etc.,

de-

Commander, naval

camp, 86-103.
aide, 86-103.

Commander

in chief, Governor, 86-101.
Commissions, National Guard officers,

86-505, 86-511, 89-201, 89-202.

Compensation for active service,
86-903.

Counties, appropriations, 86-905.
Court-martial, 86-1201 to 86-1207.
Deserters, 86-208.

Insurrection, etc., duty in case of,
86-1302.

License to military organizations,
86-9901.

National Guard, ordering out,
S6-207.

Naval

aide, S6-103.

Permit

to foreign forces to enter
State, 86-1412.

Regulations, 86-102, 86-14(
Staff, 86-103.

State
of,

constabulary,
86-1501.

organization

9 1 1

")
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PUBLIC DEFENSE— Cout \1.
Home guard

PUBLIC DEFENSE— Cont'd.
Noncommissioned

Expenses, 86-1503.
Formation of companies,
battalions,

Military

troops,

86-1502.

etc.,

Enlistment, 86-604, 86-9905.

National Guard

applicability,

laws,

Organization,

authority

of

Gov-

Purpose of organization, 86-1501.
Incorporated commands, S6-210.
Inspection, S6-S01, S6-S05, 86-1101.
Instruction, S6-S01.
Insurrection, 86-207, 86-1301 to 86-1303.
Intoxicating liquors, use, etc., within
limits of campgrounds, etc., 86-9910.

ordered into

militia

active

service, S6-207.

Staff,

86-101 to 86-104.

Orders, 86-804.

Organization

unorganized

of

militia,

86-206.

Parades, 86-801, 86-805, 86-1004.
Pensions: See Pensions.
Police departments in cities, enrollment

of members in militia, 86-203.

Jeering at soldiers, 86-9910.
Jurisdiction, court-martial, 86-1203.
Jury duty, exemption from, 86-701.
colonels,

aides

de

camp,

Prisoners, protection of, 86-1403,
86-9909.

Process, exemption from, 86-701.

Property, 86-1101 to 86-1105, 86-9904.

86-103.

Property and disbursing

Medals and bars, 86-1407.
Military aides, 86-103.
Military fund, 86-901.
Military schools, inspection, 86-805.
Mob violence, see Eiots and mob violence, post.

Muster of

Eank

officer, 83-502.

of officers, 85-506.

Rebellion, militia ordered into active
service,

86-207.

Reenlistments, 86-603.

Regulations

Municipalities, appropriations,
Music, 86-1406.

Names

Officers

National Guard, 86-501 to 86-516.

ernor, 80-1501.

Lieutenant

86-510,

officers,

86-512, 86-513.

S 0-1 501.

Invasion,

staff officers, 86-601.

Oath-

officers

86-905.

Governor's authority to make,
86-102.

and men, 86-805.

Publication

of organizations, 86-403.

National Defense Act, law of State,
86-1401.

National Guard

Appointment to serve by

detail,

Rifle

ranges, inspection, 86-805.

Right of

86-103.

Chiefs of staff department, 86-402.

Continuance when parties or counsel absent on National Guard

of, 86-1409.

Rent, allowance for, 86-904.
Retired enlisted roll, 86-606.
Retirement, officers, 86-515.

way

for troops, 86-1402.

Riots and mob violence
Articles of War and
tions,

Army

regula-

86-1303.

Assaulting troops, 86-1306, 86-1307.

duty, 81-1406.
Definitions of terms used, 86-404.

Control of streets, 86-1308, 86-9908.

Enlistments, 86-601 to 86-607.
Expenses, 86-902.

Dispersion of mob, 86-1304,

Leaving State, 86-1411.

Governor's duty, 86-1302.
Injuring property, 86-1305.

Names

of organizations, 86-403.

86-9906.

'

Officers, 86-501 to 86-516.

Killing rioters, 86-1305.

Ordering out, 86-207.

Militia

Organization,

ice,

86-401.

Resisting attack, 86-1306.

Reserve

State of insurrection, 86-1301.
duty, exemption from, 86-701.

86-514.

Officers,

Road

Organization, 86-405.

Naval
Naval

ordered into active serv86-207.

86-9904.

aide, 80-103.

Sale of arms,

militia

Seizure of State's property, 86-1105.
Staff officers, 86-101 to 86-104, 86-601.

Allowances, 86-303.

Appointment

to

serve

by

detail,

86-302.

Bylaws, 86-303.

Naval

State

Another, armed forces from,

86-103.

Battalion, organization and duties,
86-301,

etc.,

aide, 86-103.

Privileges,

86-303.

86-1412.

Coat of arms, use for advertising
purposes, 86-9903.

Flag, 86-1004, 86-9903.

National Guard leaving, 86-1411.

General Index.
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80-1502.

Military laws, applicability,
86-1501.
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of

Gov-

ernor, 86-1501.

Disbursements, 'A2 2702.
Donations, 82-2703, 82 2705.
Librarian, election, 82-2704.
Maintenance, 82 270].
Rules and regulation*) 32-2704.
State Librarian to supply with certain
records, 101-210.

Purpose of organization, 86-1501.
Streets
Control, 86-1308, 86-9908.
Eight of way for troops, 86-1402.

Tax, exemption from, 86-701.
Target practice, 86-801.
Transfer of officers, 86-605.
Trespass on campgrounds, etc., 86-1405,
86-9910.

ITnassigned list, 86-514.
Uniforms, 86-1001 to 86-1003, 86-9902.
United States officers, detail to duty

with militia, 86-503.
Unlawful organizations, 86-9901.
Unorganized militia

Supervision, 82-2704.

Taxation

Exemption of

libraries, 2 ."002,

02-201.

Raising money for establishment

and

maintenance

PUBLIC EDUCATION.

Trustees, 32-2701 to 32-2704.

PUBLIC MINISTERS.
President of United States-

Appointment by,

1-209.

Receiving, 1-211.
United States courts, jurisdiction,
1-302, 1-303.

See State Depositories.
Appropriations, 2-1809 to 2-1812.
Profit on, by public officers, 2-5701.
Public officers, collecting, keeping, and

accounting for: See Public
catchword Public moneys.
Religious

See Education.

Officers,

appropriation

societies,

to,

2-114.

PUBLIC FINANCE.

Statement and account of receipt and

See Public Debt; State of Georgia.
Interest on public
26-2903, 26-2904.

funds,

receiving,

expenditure, 1-132.

PUBLIC NUISANCES.
See Nuisances.

PUBLIC HEALTH.
See County Boards of Health; Department of Public Health; Dead
Disease;
Explosives;
Sanitary
Quarantine;
Districts; State Board of Health;
Vital Statistics.

Bodies;
Health;

PUBLIC HOLIDAYS.

PUBLIC OFFICERS.
See specific heads

also.

Abandonment

of

Acceptance of

titles, etc.,

office,

89-501.

from foreign

States, 1-133.

Accounting for books and papers,
91-802.

See Holidays.

Advertising fees

Demanding more than

PUBLIC HOSPITALS.

Retaining part

PUBLIC HOUSES.

Age

See Hotels and Inns.

PUBLIC INDECENCY.

of,

89-9912.

at which eligible, 89-101.

Altering public documents.

Amendment,

S9-9903.

correction of mistakes by,

81-1205.

Punishment, 26-6101.

PUBLIC JUSTICE
DUTY.

legal rate,

89-9911.

Taxation, 92-1911.

AND OFFICIAL

Crimes against, 26-4001 to 26-5001.

PUBLIC LIBRARIES.
etc.,

libraries,

PUBLIC MONEYS.

Calls for, 86-205.

Organization of, 86-206.
Venue, change of, 86-1404.
Veterans' Service Office: See Veterans*
Service Office.
Volunteers, organization, 86-205, 86-206.
Wearing uniforms illegally, 86-9902.

Agreements by

of

32-2701.

cities as to donations,

32-2705.

Appropriations, 32-2701, 32-2702.
Assistant librarian, election, 32-2704.
Board of trustees, 32-2701 to 32-2704.

Annual
Reports, 89-902.
Salaries, appropriation, 89-701.

Appointment,
Particular

1-209,

1-210.

officers,

boards,

etc.:

See specific heads.
Appropriation of annual salaries,
89-701.

Arresting: See Arrest; Police Officers.

Assault under color of

office,

S9-9906.

General Index.
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PUBLIC OFFICERS— Cont'd.
Bonds— Cont 'd.

PUBLIC OFFICERS— Cont 'd.
Bonds

Approval.

89-404,

Action on, S9-905.

Where kept, 89-905.
Vacancy in office on failure

89-410,

89-405,

89-414, 89-419.

Certificate of giving of, S9-40G.

Conditions, S9-402, S9-41S.
Copies, S9-407.
Costs in action on, S9-421.
Custody, S9-405.

Where

office,

—

Delivery to successors, 89-602

89-403.

Inspection by citizens, 89-601.
Bribery, 26-4101 to 26-4103.
Certification of acts by notary public,
71-108.

S9-405.

Citizenship,

Deputies

Payable

to

to

89-607, 89-9905, 91-802.

89-423,

Comptroller General's

Deposit in

kept, 89-407.

Books and papers

110-303.

Dedimus accompanying,

to

give bond, 89-501, 89-808.
Validity where not in conformity
to law, 89-419.

Attorney in fact signing, S9-417.

Damages, measure, 89-421,

by-

Taken

Actions on, 89-420, S9-905.
Applicability of law, 89-401.

whom,

89-426.

Suable how, 89-427.
Discharge, 89-422.
Exhaustion of penalty, 89-422,

2-2607,

effect as to
2-2704, 89-101.

Code of Georgia
Keeping in

24-304.

office,

compliance

Substantial

with,

re-

102-102.

quired,

S9-423.

eligibility,

Commission

Filing

Acting before, 89-410, 89-9902.

Book showing,

Failure, 89-409, 89-412, 89-413,
89-419.

Effect of failing to obtain, 89-104,

Indorsement, 89-411.
Kotice of failure to

file,

89-412, 89-413.

Penalty, 89-413.
Place, *89-407.

89-501.

Executive seal, 89-202.
Grant by Governor, 40-203.
Great seal, 89-201.
Compensation, see Fees, post; Salaries,
post.

Time, 89-408, 89-411.

Appropriation, 89-701.

Governor
Keeping book showing, 40-208.
Payable to, 89-402.
Guaranty companies as sureties,
89-415.

Division

26-4202 to 26-4204.

in suits on, amount,

Measure of damages,

89-421,

Disqualification by, 89-101.

Provision continuing existing officers in office, 2-8507.

Contempt, failure of duty as to bonds,
89-413.

89-429.

New, required when,

89-424, 89-425.

officers:

Continuance in

office,

2-8507.

Contracts, interest in, 23-1713, 23-1714,

Obligation, 89-418.

See

specific

89-904, 89-9915.

Conviction of crime, effect as to

heads.

Premiums chargeable

as

expense,

Corruption of public documents,
89-9903.

113-2011.

Public moneys: See Public moneys,

County tax

De

post.

Record, 24-1804, 89-405, 89-406.

to

Sending with dedimus potestatem,

fees, 92-3701.

facto, 89-101, 89-310.

Deathsuccessors, 89-603.

Vacancy

89-403.
in action on, 89-421.

Subscribing witnesses

pay

Delivery of books and papers to

Satisfaction, 8D-422.

Smart money

eligi-

bility, 2-902, 2-5701, 26-2904, 89-101.

Payable to whom, 89-402.

to,

38-706.

Sureties, 89-414 to 89-416.
Eelief,

specific

Constitution

Liability on, failure to account for
property, 91-806.

113-2010,

See

officers:

heads.

110-308.

Particular

of, 89-9904.

Particular

Conspiracy to defraud State or county,

Informalities, effect, 89-419.
Joint or several, 89-422.

Judgments

40-208.

89-424.

Security companies, 89-415.

Denizens,

in

office,

89-501.

89-101.

Deputies
Bonds, 89-418, 89-426, 89-427.

Commissioned
Oath, 89-308.

officers,

89-103.
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PUBLIC OFFICERS— Cont »d.
Disqualification

hold

to

PUBLIC OFFICERS—Cont'd.
2-901,

office,

2-902, 2-1605, 2-5701.

Juvenile court judgment
Election: See Elections.

Eligibility, 2-701, 2-002, 2-1G05, 2 5701,

26-2904, 89-101.

See

specific

26-2804.

Public documents, 89-9903.
Estoppel by acts of, 89-903.
Executive seal, commissions under,
Extortion, 89-9909 to 89-9912.

Extra

compensation, General Assembly not to grant, 2-6402.
Falsification of public documents,
89-9903.

89-9904.

of,

Failure to

file,

89-309, 89-310,

89-9901.

Pee for administering, 92-3503.
officers:

See

specific

Filing, 89-305 to 89-310.

Form, 89-302, 89-303.

Statements as

to,

89-703 to 89-706,

89-9913, 89-9914.

Fidelity insurance: See
surance Companies.
Fiscal year

Fidelity

In-

Accounts, 89-901.
Reports, 89-902.
General Assembly, election by, 47-401.
General Assemblymen, election or appointment to another office, 2-1507,
89-102.

Great seal, commissions under, 89-201.
Holding other offices, effect, 89-101,
89-103.

Particular officers:
See specific
heads.
Subscribing to, 89-303, 89-304.
Obstructing, in executing sentence,
grand jury charge, 59-601.
Oppression, 89-9907, 89-9908.

Pardon of convict,

eligibility restored,

2-701, 2-902, 89-101.

Particular officers: See specific heads.
Plurality of offices, holding, S9-103.

Powers limited,
Profit-

89-903.

Contracts, out of, 23-1713, 23-1714,
89-904, 89-9915.

Public moneys, on, 2-5701.

Impeachment

Prohibition, writ of: See Prohibition.
Property,
delivering
to
successors,
89-602 to 89-607, 89-9905, 91-8 I

Constitutional provisions, 1-212,
2-1603 to 2-1606, 2-1703.
Disqualification
Initiation

of

by,

2-1605.

proceedings,

Public
2-1703.

Judgment, 2-1605.
Removal from office, 2-1605.

89-101.

Amount,

in office, 89-501.

to

89-809.

Approval, 89--8
Attorney's fees, S9-S33.

Ineligibility, 2-901, 2-902, 2-16C5,

2-5701.

Interest, SP-S33.

Infants, 89-101.

Insane persons, 89-101.
Inspection
Books, 89-601.
Public
offices
by
Budget, 40-409.

stealing.

Additional security, 89-806
89-SOS, 89 835.

Incapacity
office,

altering,

Bonds affected by law, 89-805.
Bonds of officers, 89-8 5, S 507.

2-1604.

Eligibility to

documents,

etc., 89-9903.

Public moneys, collecting, keeping and
accounting for

State Senate's power, 2-1603.

Vacancy

Additional oath, 89-302.
Applicability of law, 89-30L
Before whom taken,

taking,

89-702.

Particular
heads.

Trial,

!

1-

Oath or affirmation,

Certification of taking of, 89-406.
Deputies, 89-308.

to pay, 92-3701.
89-9904.

dismissal for

Illegal,

Negligence, liability on bond, 69-4 IS.
Nonresidents, 89-101, 89 501.
Notice of powers, 89

-

Fees

County tax

E

81-1205.

89-202.

Division

TAeant,

office

Impeachment DfOC
Limitation of power
Malpractice, 89 9907, 8.9
Mandamus: See Biandao
Minors, 89-101.
Mistakes, correction by amendment)

heads.

Embezzlement by, 26-2801, 26-2802,

office,

102-102.

Judgment —
Declaring

Electors, 1-817.
Particular officers:

714,

Inventories of public property,
qnirement, 91*801.
Joint authority executed by

as,

24-2412.

Farming out

Interest in eontn
89-904, 89-9915.

Liability on, 89-816.
Limitation of actions on,
S9-S32.

New
Director

of

bonds, 89-829, SP-S35.
Release of sureties. 89-829.

Suits on,

by

obligees, S9-S-5.

General Index.
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PUBLIC OFFICERS— Cont 'd.

PUBLIC OFFICERS— Ccmt 'd.
Public moneys, collecting, keeping and
accounting for Cont'd.

—

Resignation
Report to Governor, 89-504.

Vacancy

Defaults-

Appeals, 89-822.
Execution, 89-824, 89-836.

Salaries

Annual appropriation, 89-701.
Particular officers:
See specific
heads.
Report of Comptroller General,

Hearing on, 89-819.
Judgment, S9-820, 89-822,
89-536.

Jurisdiction as to subjectmatter, 89-826.

succeeding

Officer

him-

State's arms by,

by

faulter,

suspected

fil-

de-

89-824, 89-836.

Jurisdiction to cite defaulting
officers, 89-817.
Definitions of words and plirases
used in law, 89-801.

Deposits, 89-810.
Bonds of depositories, 89-812.
County funds, 89-811.

2-101.

Statements

of fees, 24-302,
89-704, 89-706, 89-9913.

Terms of
showing

offi-

'

89-817.

general

applicability of
provisions of law to,

Officers affected
to:

by law,

89-802.

See Quo Warranto.

Reappointment, 89-101.
Receipts for papers delivered to successor, 91-802.

Religious test as qualification for of1-603, 2-113.

Particular
heads.

See

officers:

specific

Torts, liability on bond, 89-418.

Tyrannical partiality, 89-9907, 89-9908.
Vacancies, 89-501 to 89-503, 89-808.
Particular officers:
See specific
heads.

Power

of Governor to

2-2614.

fill,

PUBLIC PEACE AND SAFETY.
Arrest for breach of peace, privilege
Congress, members of, 1-120.
Electors, 27-202.

Militiamen, 27-204.

Crimes

against,

26-5101

to

26-5501,

26-7301 to 26-7315.

Removal
Constitutional provision, 1-212.

Failure to give

Particular

new bond,

officers:

See

89-425.

Passenger, ejection and arrest for disorderly conduct, 27-213, 27-215,
27-218.

specific

heads.

Vacancy

vacancies, 89-502,

Legislators, 27-203.

Reelection, 89-101, 89-104.

fice,

filling

officers,

89-804.

Quo warranto

office

Officers

89-503.

Personal liability, 89-815.
School funds, 89-811.
Trust fund, 89-813.
Funds affected by law, 89-803.
Jurisdiction to cite defaulting officers,

of,

89-104.

cial title, 89-814.

Municipal

89-703,

Stationery, supplying, 90-105 to 90-107.
Stealing public documents, 89-9903.
Substantial compliance with Code, sufficient, 102-102.
Successors
Delivery of books and property to,
89-602 to 89-607, 89-9905, 91-802.

as-

sets, 89-813.
officer

office,

89-605.

Holding until qualification

Interest, 89-812.

Lien against depository's
of

Search and seizure, papers of

Servants and trustees of the people,

89-820.

Subpoenas, 89-821.
Execution against defaulters,

Kame

86-9904.

title,

Seal, 89-105, 89-201, 89-202.

Parties, S9-S26, 89-837.
Statement of accounts,

ing

40-1510.

Sale
Office, 89-9904.

89-S23.

self,

in office, 89-501.

Rule of, for failure of duty: See Rules
Against Officers.

Citation for accounting,
89 SIS.

Religious opinion as not excusing practices against, 2-113.

in office, 89-501.

Reports
Filing with State Librarian,
101-204.

Fiscal year, 89-902.

Inventories of predecessor, 91-803.
Resignations, 89-504.
Residence, 89-101, 89-105.

PUBLIC POLICY, MORALITY,
DECENCY.
Administrator,

private

sale

AND

contrary

to public policy, 113-1716.

Crimes against, 26-5601 to 26-7204.
Wills contrary to public policy,
113-106, 113-820.

General Ikw
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PUBLIC REVENUE.
Boe County Taxation; Estate Taxes;
Income Taxes; Municipal Taxation; Specific, Business, and Occupation Taxes; Taxation.

Acts of General Assembly, 90-101,
90-109.

Advertisement for bids, 90-101.
Bids, 90-101, 90-105, 90-109.

Bond of
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Comptroller General, tee§, 92

contractor, 90-101, 90-102.

Action on, 90-100.

92-3912.

Competitive bids, 90-101, 90-109.

State revenue, 92-3501 to 92-3503,
92-3601 to 92-3604.
Federal-aid funds, 92-3003.
Fees to he paid to State Treasurer,

Compiling laws, 90-103.
provisions,

2-6501.

90-101.

Assignment, 90-104.

Bond

92-3503.

of contractor, 90-101, 90-102.

Forfeiture,

90-106.

90-101,

than

of sources other
taxation
County revenue, 92-8901 to

90-103.

Contract,

"01,

Enumeration

Compensation for com pi ling laws,

Constitutional

's

92-3503.

Lowest bidder, 90-101.
Noncompliance with, reletting,
90-106.

Reletting, 90-106.

Supervisor of Purchases, duties,

Exceptions, 92-3602 to 92-3601
Governor, fees of secretaries of,
92-3501,

92-3503.

Sources

90-101.

Department of Archives and History,

92-3503.

Miscellaneous revenue, 92-3502.
Payment to State treasury, 92-3502.
Secretary of State, fees, 92-3501,

than

other

taxation,

92-3601

92-3503,

to

92-3501
92-3604,

to

92-3901 to 92-3912.

40-808.

Departments of State, 90-101, 90-109.

departments,

commissions,

reaus, etc., fees of, 92-36

Forfeiture of contract, 90-106.

Georgia reports:

State

See Georgia Reports.

bu-

1.

State Librarian, fees, 92-3501, 92-3503.
State Treasurer, fees, 92-3501, 92-3503.

Governor's messages, 90-109.
Journals of General Assembly, 90-101,
90-109.

Law

reports:

See Georgia Reports.

Laws, compiling, 90-103.
Lowest bidder, letting to, 90-101.

95-9914.

Alteration,

Paper to be used, 90-109.
officers,

Specifications,

90-109.

State Librarian to receipt for books,
101-203.

95-204,

to

95-206,

Apportionment
Expense between counties, 23-1S04.
Work, 95-107, 95-314, 95-416 to
95-419.

Stipulations, 90-109.

Assignments to

Supervisor of Purchases
Accounts, 90-107.

districts. 95-314.

Automobiles, regulations:

Account books open to public,
90-108.

See Motor

Vehicles.

Bridges, construction and repair,
95-107, 95-903.

Contracts by, 90-101.

Bushes, clearing away, 95-103. 95-105,

Duties, 90-101.

95-106.

Stationery, supplying, 90-105.

Canals encroaching on, 17-111.
Causeways, construction and repair,

Type, specification, 90-101, 90-109.

PUBLIC PROPERTY.

95-107, 95-903.

See State Property.

Classification, 95-104 to 95-106.

Commissioners:

County property: See Counties.

sioners;

Injuries to, 91-9901 to 91-9903.

See

County Commis-

Road Commissioners.

Laying out

Inventories of, grand jury charge,

or altering road,

95-201.

59-601.

Municipalities:

95-201

95-208 to 95-217, 95-601, 95-9904.

90-101, 90-109.

90-101,

See Alternative Road Law; Private
Ways; State Highway Department.

Advertising signs, 95-2001 to 95-2006,

Notice, bids for, 90-101.

Reports of

PUBLIC ROADS.

See

Municipal

Cor-

porations.

Taxation, exemption, 2-5002, 92-201.
Western and Atlantic Railroad: See
Western and Atlantic Railroad.

Condemnation of land for
Authority,

36-101,

36-1001.

Costs. 36-1004.

Declination to accept land. 36-1004.
Expenses, 36-1002, 36-1004.
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— Cont'd.

PUBLIC ROADS— Cont 'd.

PUBLIC ROADS

Condemnation of land for

—

Cont'd.

Notice

Firearms, discharging on or near,

Service, 36-1003.

26-7301.

Signing, 30-1003.

Time, 36-1002.
Procedure, 36-202, 36-1002.

Widening road, 36-1001.
Convicts working on, 77-201,
7

7-325,

7

Footlogs, 95-103.

Forks, signposts, 95-503, 95-504,
95-9903.

77-310,

95-401.

7-31^,

Fences, obstruction of roads, 95-603.
Fines, defaulters, 95-420 to 95-425.

Garnishment of road hand, 95-424.
Grading, 95-408 to 95-410.
Grubs, clearing away, 95-103, 95-105,

Counties

Ordinary's

jurisdiction,

2-3402,

23-701, 23-702.

Reimbursement by State Highway
Department for construction
and paving assessments

Amounts

due, 95-2101, 95-2109,

of indebtedness,
95-2103 to 95-2107, 95-2111,
95-2112, 95-9915.

Certificates

Cost of administering law,

Dates when payable, 95-2102.
Funds from certificates, how
applied, 95-2111.

regardless of differ-

ences as to amounts due,
95-2110.

Sale of certificates, 95-2112.

over amounts due,

95-2109.

Time

etc.,

95-2004.

Indebtedness for paving,

by

etc.,

assump-

State, 2-5601.

Injuring, 95-9905, 95-9906.

Inspection by county police, 23-1404.
Intercounty, 23-1801 to 23-1804.
Intersections, signposts, 95-503, 95-504,
95-9903.

95-2108.

Suits

State High-

Imitation of road signs, erection,

tion

95-2110.

Payment

95-106.

Highway Department: See
way Department.

for carrying out law,

Jury, true line question for, 95-109.
Laying out, proceedings, 95-201 to
95-206, 95-208 to 95-217.

Lien, judgment against

defaulter,

95-425.

Limbs of

trees, clearing

away, 95-103,

95-106.

95-105,

Location

95-201, 95-205, 95-206.

of,

Macadamized

Mandamus

roads, injuring, 95-9905.

to commissioners, 64-102.

Mileposts, 95-502.

95-2108.

Damages, assessment—

Misdemeanor

convicts,

work

on,

27-2506.
Certiorari, 95-216.

Consequential, 36-506.

Continuance, 95-214.

Estimating value of land, 36-505.
Jury to assess, 95-208, 95-212,
95-213, 95-215.

Mistrial, 95-215.

Obstruction, 95-601 to 95-603.

Order, 95-217.
Petition to assess, 95-208.
Trial, 95-209 to 95-211, 95-214.

Witnesses, 95-210.

Defacing road signs, 95-2003.
Definition,

95-101,

95-102.

Discontinuance, 95-207.
Districts, 95-107.

Ditches across, 95-601, 95-9904.
Drains crossing, 23-2535.
Eminent domain, see Condemnation of
land,

ante.

Encroaching on registered roads,
95-9901, 95-9902.

Executions against defaulters, 95-422
to 95-425.

Federal aid in construction, 95-1502,
95-1711, 95-1720.

Motor

vehicles, regulations: See

Motor

Vehicles.

Notice
Discontinuance, 95-207.

Laying out

or alteration, 95-202,

95-203.

Obstructing, 95-601 to 95-603.

Registered roads, 95-9902.
Obstructing view by signs, 95-2006.
Ordinaries' powers, 2-3402, 23-701,
23-702.

Overseers

—

Appointment, 69-306, 95-307,
95-314, 95-801.

Duties,

94-513,

95-407,

95-412,

95-413, 95-501, 95-502, 95-701,

95-702,

95-9907.

Taved roads
Assumption by State of indebtedness for paving, 2-5601.
Injuring, 95-9905.

Reimbursement of counties for
sessments, see Counties, ante.
Plats, 95-108.

Post roads designated

as, 95-102.

as-

r
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PUBLIC ROADS— Cont'd,

PUBLIC ROADS— Cont'd.

as

Apportionment,

95 1702.
95 17'
Emergency, 95 1722.
Motor-vehicle: Licence fees,
95-1703.

Creation,

or

Disbursement,

95-] 802.

95-1807.

Expense, 94-503, 94-504.
Full stop by motorists,

Gravel

95-1804.

violation

of

etc.,

95 1710.

Labor, 95-1715 to 95-1718.

Main

Negligence, failure to observe
law, 95-1808.
Obstruction, 94-512 to 94-516.
Rate of speed by motorists
over safe crossings, 95-1806.
Signs

traffic

roads, 95-1707,

Maintenance, 95-1711, 95-1714.
Maps showing, preparation by

Highway

State

engineer,

95-1608.

Materials, purchase of, 95-1719.
Paving, 95-1711, 95-1714.

Record of, 95-1608.
Reimbursement of counties for ex-

Dangerous crossings,
95-1803.

Safe crossings, 95-1805.
Signals, 94-506 to 94-508,
94-9903..

Reestablishing lines, 95-109.

penses, 95-1720.
Relocation, 95-1708.
Report by State Highway Engineer showing, 95-1608.
Rights of way, 95-1708, 95-1715,
95-1724.

Register, 95-108.

Roads constituting system,

Repairs, 64-102, 95-401 to 95-425.
Right-of-way limits, 95-2001.

95-1711.

Suits against county, 95-1710.
Territory to be served, 95-1708.
Stumps, clearing away, 95-103, 95-105,
95-106.

Road districts, laying off, 95-107.
Route, 95-205.
Rule of the road, 105-112.
Second-class roads, 95-104, 95-105.

Survey, 95-206.
Telephone lines, occupying, 104-205.

Signs

Erection on right of way or adjacent land, 95-2001, 95-2002,
95-2004 to 95-2006.
Railroad crossings, 95-1803,
95-1805.

Third-class roads, 95-106.

Timbers, use of, 95-501.
Travelers on, rule, 105-112.
Trees, clearing away,
95-106, 95-603.

95-103,

95-105,

Troops, right of way, 86-1402.
Vehicle track, width, 95-103, 96-105,

Signposts, 95-503, 95-504, 95-9903.
State-aid roads

95-106.

Bids for materials, 95-1719.

Void roads,

Bridges, 95-1701, 95-1723.
95-1715, 95-1724.

Construction funds, 95-1709,

Width, 95-103, 95-105, 95-106, 95-103.
Work on

95-1720.

Contracts for construction,

Academy

95-1713, 95-1715, 95-1721.

County construction, 95-1721.
County funds, use of, 95-1709.
County seat roads, 95-1706.

Designation, 95-1504, 95-1705,
95-1711.

Federal appropriation, 95-1711,

Apportionment, 95-107, 95-314,
95-416 to 95-419.
Arrest of defaulters, 95-422.
Bridges, 95-411.
Control, 95-1504, 95-1606.
Convicts, 77-201, 77-310, 77-325,
77-328, 95-401.

lia-

Highway Department,

95-1712.

for the Blind employees,

95-401.

Convict labor, 95-1716 to 95-1718.
County agreements, 95-1721.

Creation of system, 95-1701.
Damages on additional roads,

95-204.

Water on, footlogs, 95-103.
Western and Atlantic Railroad, governed by law of, 91-203.

Condemnation proceedings,

95-1720.

pits,

',.

Improvement, 95-1714, 95-1715.

law, 95-9913.

bility of

95 1720.

County agreements, 95-1721*

"safe"

"unsafe," 95-1801,
Exemptions from law,

Misdemeanor,

Cont'd*

Fund-

Crossing, 94-301, 94-310.

Designation

roadi

State-aid

Railroads
Actions, 05-602.
Appropriation, 94-300.

Crippled persons, 95-401.
Culverts, 95-411.
Defaulters, 95-420 to 95-425.
Execution against defaulters,
95-422 to 95-425.

Exemptions, 86-701, 95-305, 95-401,
95-403.
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PUBLIC SCHOOLS— Cont 'd.

PUBLIC ROADS— Cont'd.
Work on— Cont'd.

Census of school children, 32-1601 to
32-1603.

Extraordinary work, 95-40S to

Cities, 32-1016, 32-1112.

95-411.

Females, 79-207.

Civil

government

Instruction in elements of, 32-705.
Textbook on, preparation of,

Garnishment of road hands, 05-424.
Georgia School for the Deaf em-

32-509.

ployees. 05-401.

Colonial records, supplying, 101-212.
Colored persons, for, 2-6601.

Grading. 95-40S to 95-410.

Guards of convicts, 95-401.
Impassable roads, 95-412.

Separate schols, 2-6601, 32-909,

List of hands, 95-405.
Mandamus to enforce, 64-102.
Milledgeville State Hospital employees, 95-401.
Ministers of the gospel, 95-401.

New

road,

32-937.

Common

Community

Attendance

duties,

Bond, guardian or parent, 32-9906.
Enrollment, 32-2101.
Evidence, 32-9906.
Excuse of absence, 32-2101.

95-401.

Railroad hands, 95-403.
Register of roads, 95-108.
Roads to be worked, 95-402.
Summoning hands, 95-406.
Superintendence, 95-407.

Fines, violation of law, 32-9906.
Guardian's duty, 32-2101.
Indictment, 32-9906.
Notice, 32-9906.
Parent's duty, 32-2101.
Penalties, 32-9906.

Third-class roads, 95-106.
Time, 95-404, 95-413.
Tools, 95-406, 95-414.
Unregistered roads, 95-108.

Suspension of enforcement of punishment, 32-9906.
Teachers' duties, 32-2102.
Confederate records, supplying,

PUBLIC SAFETY.
See Public Peace and Safety.

101-212.

PUBLIC SALES.
See Judicial Sales;

Consolidated schools, appropriation,

Tax

32-918.

Sales.

Consolidation, 32-915.

PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
Agricultural extension

work

in, 32-994,

32-2205.

Constitutions of State and United
States, instruction in principles of,
32-706.

Agriculture, instruction in elements of,
,

Alcoholic drinks, instruction in nature
of, 32-705.

institutions

and

ideals,

in-

struction in, 32-706.
life,

instruction in, 32-1701 to

32-1703.

Appropriations, 32-918, 32-948.

Arbor and Bird Day, observance,

Constitutional provisions, 2-1809,
2-4901, 2-5004, 2-5101, 2-5401, 2-5402,
2-6601 to 2-7101.

County aid, 2-5401.
County boards of education:
See
County Boards of Education.
County institutes, 32-514.
County line schools, 32-938.
County superintendent: See County
Superintendents of Schools.

County tax for support

32-1503.

Audit of accounts, 40-1812.
Bible reading, 32-705.
life,

officer, 32-2103.

32-2102.

95-702.

Bird

32-1903.

Board of education's

95-412,

Persons subject to duty, 95-305,

Animal

centers,

Absences, excuse, 32-2101.

05-413, 05-501, 95-5J2, 95-701,

American

constitutional provi-

Compulsory attendance

95-402.

Notice to hands, 95-406.
Overseers, duties, 95-407,

32-705.

schools,

sion, 2-6601.

instruction in, 32-1701 to

32-1703.

Books: See School Books; Textbook
Commission.
Budget of receipts and expenditures:
See Public School Fund.
Busses
Exemption from taxation, 92-2911.
Marking, 68-311, 68-9907.
Passing, 68-301, 68-9907.

Stopping places, 68-311.

of,

92-3701.

Courses of study, 32-704 to 32-706,
32-1701 to 32-1703, 32-2501.
Districts: See School Districts.
Enumeration of school children,
32-1601 to 32-1603.
Equalization fund, 32-948.

Evening

schools,

work

Extension

home economics,
Fish

life,

32-932.
in

agriculture

and

32-944, 32-2205.

instruction in, 32-1701 to

32-1703.

Forest

life,

instruction in, 32-1701 to

32-1703.

Free tuition, 2-6601, 32-937.
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rUBLIC SCHOOLS— Cont'd.

PUBLIC SCHOOLS—Cont'd.

Fund: See Public School Fund.
General appropriation bill, 2-1809.
Georgia Day, observance, 32-1503.

HealthFire and stampede hazard protection, 32-2001 to 32-2004.
Regulations, etc., 32-1801, 32-1802.

High

Enumeration, 32-1601 to 32-1603.
Playgrounds, 69-605.
Vaccination, 32-911.
School districts: See School Districts.
School fund, 2-6801.

schools, 32-933.

Appropriations

to,

School-book eomni
kh>¥
Commission.
School busses, see Busses, ante.
School children
Aget, 32-2101.
Compulsory attendance, set Compulsory attendance, an

2-7101.

Supervisors, 32-602.

High school buildingsBonds, '32-1406, 32-1408.
Taxes to pay, 32-1407,

Borrowing
32-921

32-1408.

Contracts, 32-1404, 32-1405,

32-1135,

32-1408.

32-1404, 32-1408.

High school supervisor,

32-602.

Holidays, 32-1503, 32-1504.
Home economics, extension

32-927,

2-5101,

32-1132

work

in,

Junior high schools, 32-933.
Lee's Birthday, observance, 32-1503.
Local school systems, 2-6901, 2-7001.
Taxation, 32-1111.
Local taxation, 2-6901.
schools, 32-931.

Memorial Day, observance, 32-1503.
Merger of independent school systems,

to build, 32-1401 to 32-1403.
Building, 32-909.
Fire escapes, 32-2001 to 32-2003.

defects,

High schools, 32-1404 to 32-1408.
Location, 32-915.
Purchase of buildings for use as,
32-1402.

Stairways, 32-2003.

Use

of, 32-1113.

School year, 32-1501.
Separation of white and colored races,
2-6601, 32-909, 32-937.

Special days, observance, 32-1503,
32-1504.

State Board of Education: See State
Board of Education.
State Constitution, instruction in principles of, 32-706.

State Librarian to supply with certain

32-1201 to 32-1203.

Month, scholastic, 32-1502.
Municipal corporations, support of

records, 101-210.

State

School

Commissioner,

constitu-

tional provision, 2-6701.

schools by, 2-5401.

Narcotics, instruction in nature of,
32-705.

Part-time schools, 32-932.
Physical education and training,
32-1901 to 32-1903.

maintenance

Bonds

installation,
32-2004.

Illiterate adults, 32-2501, 32-2502.
Industrial education, 32-934.
Interfering with, 26-6913.
Isolation in infectious diseases,
32-1802.

by

school

'boards, 69-605.

Superintendent
County: See County Superintendents of Schools.
State:
See State Superintendent
of Schools.
Supervisors, appointment, etc., 32-601,
32-602.

Taxes

Poll tax, 2-5004, 92-108.

Amount

Pupils, see School children, post.

Applicability of law, 32-1124.

Compulsory attendance, see Compulsory attendance, ante.

Quarantine in infectious diseases,

to be raised, 32-1113.

Assessment, 92-6S03.
Constitutional

provisions,

2-4901,

2-5004, 2-5402, 2-6601 to 2-6901.

Corporate property, 32-1116 to

32-1802.

Recreational centers, maintenance by
school board, 69-605.
Bevolutionary records, supplying,

32-1118.

Elections, 32-1106 to 32-1110,
32-1125,

32-1128,

32-1129.

Repeal of additional tax,

101-212.

32-1131.

Kules and regulations governing,
32-403,

to

32-1301.

Heating

32-944, 32-2205.

Playgrounds,

pay teachers,

Schoolhouses

building and maintenance
by counties and municipalities,

Joint

Manual labor

to

to

32-505.

Scholastic month, days constituting,
32-1502.

School books: See School Books; Textbook Commission.

Exemption, 32-943.
General school laws, 32-1126.

Levy

of tax, 32-1130.

Local school system, 32-1111.
Bate, 32-1113.
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PUBLIC SCHOOL

FUBLIC SCHOOLS— Cont'd.
Taxes

— Cent

'd.

Returns, 32-1115, 32-1117, 92-6005.
School districts laid off, 32-1101 to
32-1103.

of receipts and expenditures, 32-046.
Duplicate copies, 32-947.

Trustees of districts, 32-1101,
32-1105.

Teachers

—

Auditing of accounts, 32-914.
Borrowing to pay, 2-5101, 32-021
-

32-027,

to

32-1132 to 32-1135,

32-1301.

County

institutes, 32-511.

Examination, 32-1010, 32-1015.
38-2101.

Interrogatories,

Jury duty, exemption from, 50-112.
Licenses, 32-1011, 32-1015, 32-1018,
32-1010.

Militia duty, exemption, 86-200.
Payment, 32-512. 32-021 to 32-027,

32-1132 to 32-1135, 32-1301 to
32-1303.

Disbursement
Method, 32-1122.
State Board of Education's power,
State
School
Superintendent 's
duty, 32-510.
Distribution, 32-041.
Equalization fund, 32-048.
Estimate of, by State Superintendent
of Schools, 32-512.
Fines
Cruelty to animals, 26-7003.
Violation of school attendance law,
32-0006.

and training,

education

Liability, 32-941.

duty of State School
Superintendent in case of, 32-507.
Notice of amount standing to credit
of schools operating under local laws,
Misapplication,

32-1003.

Eeports,

Necessity, 32-945.
Time for filing, 32-045.
Constitutional provision, 2-6801.
Counties participating, 32-039, 32-040.

32-2204.

Duties, 32-1020.

Physical

Affidavit to, 32-947.
Approval, 32-047.
Blank forms for, 32-045.
Classification

collector's duties, 32-1111.

Tax

FUND— Cont'd.

Budget

32-014,

Suspension,

32-1020.

32-1010,

32-012,

32-1015.

32-513.

Vocational studies, 32-1021.
"Warrants for compensation,

Separate from other funds, keeping,
32-942.

32-929, 32-930.

Temperance Day, observance, 32-1504.
Textbooks: See School Books;
book Commission.

Text-

Thanksgiving Day, observance,
32-1503.

Time of operating,

32-512, 32-1501.

Towns, 32-1112.

Textbooks
Revolving fund for use in connection with, 32-712, 32-713.

Schools

not using those adopted,

32-723.

Unused, 32-036.
Warrants, 32-020.
Teachers' compensation, 32-929,
32-930.

Transportation of pupils, 32-919.
See School Districts.

Trustees:

Uncle Remus Day, observance, 32-1503.

Uniform textbooks: See School Books.
United States Constitution, instruction
in principles of, 32-706.

University of Georgia: See University
of Georgia.

Vaccination of pupils, 32-911.
Vocational education:
Education.

See Vocational

"Washington's Birthday, observance,
32-1503.

PUBLIC SCHOOL FUND.
See Educational Fund.

Amount,

32-512, 32-935.

Apportionment, 32-404, 32-510, 32-513,

See Seals.

Forging or counterfeiting, 26-3915.

PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION.
See Motor Vehicle Common Carriers;
Motor Vehicle Contract and

Pri-

vate Carriers.

Appointment, 93-204.
Approval
Consolidation of street railroads,
94-1015.

Corporate securities, 93-414.
Eight of way, 94-321.
Attorney General to represent, 93-315.
Chairman, 93-206.
Clerk, 93-207, 93-208.

Compensation, 93-206, 93-208 to 93-210.
Consignors, regulations, 93-408.

32-936.

Appropriations, 32-918, 32-948.

Borrowed money,

PUBLIC SEALS.

32-927.

Consolidation of street
proval, 94-1015.

railroads,

ap-
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fl'M-KKKNCES ARE TO

SERVICE

PUELIC

—

COMMISSION

:

'

PUBLIC

SERVICE

COMMISSION

—

Cont'd.

Cont'd.

Contracts

SEd

between

railroads,

powers

over, 93-303.

Cost of construction of properties, ascertaining,

93-308.

Cotton compress companies, control,
93-304.

93-207.

Official!,

—

Creation, 93-201.
Definitions, 93-101.

Demurrage, 93-317, 93-403

Notice of joint rates, 03 300.
Number of commissioners, 03*201*
Oath, 9:5-203.
Obstructing, 93 101.
Office, location, 03 211.

to 93-405.

Depositions of witnesses, 93-508.
Depots, requiring, 93-308, 93-309.
Disclosing information, 93-319, 93-9902.
Dock companies, control, 93-304, 93-307.
Domicile, 93-211.
Duplicate freight receipts, 93-402.

Earnings of railroads, agreements as

93-418,

rates, see

Penalties,

93-308,

Rates, pot.

9310],

to

Personal visitation, powers, 93-207.
Printing fund, 93-208.
Publication of rates, 93-311.
93-202.

93-101.

ers over, 93-303.

Determination, 93-309, 93-310.
Experts, employment, 93-207.
Extortion, 93-406, 93-416.
Publication, 93-311.
Regulation, 93-306.
Schedules, 93-309, 93-310.
Storage, 93-317, 93-403 to 93-405.
Through, investigating, 93-312 to

Expenses, 93-209, 93-210.
Express companies, control, 93-305,
93-306, 93-307.

Extortion, 93-406, 93-416.
Fees, public service corporations,

93-314.

Unjust discrimination, 93-309,

93-210.

Fines for violating rules, 93-418.
Freight

93-401, 93-403, 93-411, 93-412.

—

—

Rebates
Compelling witnesses,

93-506,

93-507.

93-302,

93-409.

Preventing, 93-309.
Storage charges, 93-403.

Fund, 93-209.

Receipts, freight, 93-402.

Furniture, 93-211.
Gas companies, control, 93-304, 93-307.
Hearings by, 93-209, 93-309, 93-501 to

Recommendations as

to legislation,

93-318.

Record of proceedings,

93-503.

Removal of commissioner,

93-508.

Hindering, 93-401.
Information, imparting to others,

93-202,

93-205.

Rent of

office,

93-208.

Repairs to roads, requiring, 93-316.

93-319.

93-312

to 93-314.

Salaries, 93-206, 93-20S to 93-210.

Schedule of rates, 93-309, 93-310.
Evidence, 93-504.

94-1007.

Investigations, 93-301.
Joint rates, connecting railroads,
ing, 93-309.

Reports, 93-313, 93-314, 93-318, 93-504.
Rules and regulations, 93-301 to 93-303,
93-306, 93-309, 93-408, 93-413, 93-502.

Interurban railroads, jurisdiction over,

fix-

Secretary, 93-208.
Shippers, regulations, 93-408.

Jurisdiction, 93-301, 93-307.

Sidetracks, rules, 93-308.

Action against, 93-211.
Location of railroad, fixing, 94-315.

Standard railroad crossing

Membership, 93-201.
Misdemeanor
Disclosing information, 93-319,

Violation of orders, 93-9901.

93-416

93-418, 93-9901.

Rates
Contracts between railroads, pow-

Rates, 93-311.
Reports, etc., 93-504.
Rules, 93-501.
Examination of witnesses, 93-301.

93-9902.

to

"Railroad company '* defined, 93-101.
"Railroad corporation" defined,

Evidence

Inspection of railroads, 93-316.
Intersate rates, investigating,

03 116

93-9001.

Passenger

Qualifications,

to division, 39-303.
Election, 93-201.
Electric companies, control, 93-304,
93-307.
Eligibility, 93-202.
Employees, 93-207, 93-209, 93-210.

Rates, see Rates, post.
Receipts, 93-402.
Regulating transportation,

Orders
Evidence, 93-504.
Penalty for Violating,

Spurtraeks, rules, 93-30S.
sign, desig-

nation, 94-511, 94-9905.
Stations, compelling erection, 93-30S,
93-309.

Stationery, 93-211.

Stenographer, 93-20S.

General Index.
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Cent

COMMISSION

SERVICE

PUBLIC

—

Storage

charges,

93-317,

93-403

to

Street railroad companies, control,
93-304. 93-3
to 94-327.

Suspension of commissioner, 93-202,
93-205.
Tariffs, see Kates, ante.

Telegraph companies, control, 93-304 to
93-307.

Telephone companies, control, 93-304,
93-305, 93-307.
93-201, 93-204, 93-205.

office,

Terminal station companies, control,
93-304, 93-307.

Through

rates, investigating, 93-312 to

93-314.

Underbilling,

Misdemeanor convicts, work

on,

27-2506.

:.

Surrender of franchise under, 94-324

of

jects of, 108-203.

Contracts of counties: See Counties.

93-405.

Term

PUBLIC WORK.
Charity, construction and repair as sub-

'd.

compelling witnesses,

PUBLICATION.
See Advertisements.

Bank's petition to acquire trust company powers, 109-403.
Campaign expenses, 34-2001, 34-2002.
Grand jury charge, 59-601..
Divorce, notice of application for relief

from disabilities, 30-123.
Homestead application, notice,
Libel:
See Libel and Slander.

51-301.

Scire
revive
judgments
facias
to
against nonresident, 110-1007.
Service by:
See Process.
Wills, probate, service by, 113-607.

PUNCHBOARDS.

93-506, 93-507.

Unjust discrimination in rates, 93-309,
93-407,

PUNISHMENT.

93-411, 93-412.

Vacancies, 93-202, 93-204, 93-205.

Value of properties, ascertainment,

Contempt of

court,
24-105, 24-3901.

24-104,

2-120,

See Crimes and Punishment.
Particular
crimes:
See specific
heads.

Crime:

93-308.

Wharfage companies,

control, 93-304,

93-307.

PUNITIVE DAMAGES.

"Witnesses

Attachment, 93-505.

Torts, 105-1204, 105-2002,

Compelling, 93-506, 93-9901.

See Sales; Vendor and Purchaser.
Attachment, grounds and procedure,
8-301 to 8-305. See Attachment.

Fees, 93-505.

Mileage, 93-505.
Oaths, 93-505.

QUAIL.
Game birds:

Subpoenas, 93-505.

PUBLIC SERVICE CORPORATIONS.
Taxes

Returns to Comptroller General,
92-5902 to 92-5904.
92-6001

to

92-6007,

etc.,

92-6101

QUANTUM MERUIT.
Breach of contract of agency, recovery
for, 4-215.

Property transferred, recovery

to 92-6104.

for,

3-107.

Time, 92-5901.

Time of payment, 92-5908.
Workmen's compensation, 114-107.

Services rendered, recovery for, 3-107.

QUARANTINE.
Animals

PUBLIC TRIAL.
Accused, right

QUALITY.
Implied warranty, 96-301.
Presumption, 96-305.

taxes, 92-3116.

Assessment to correct,

See Game.

Goods sold

Collection, 92-2401.

Income

105-2003.

PURCHASE MONEY.

Contempt, 93-505.

Cattle, 62-1016, 62-1019.
of,

1-806, 2-105.

Commissioner of Agriculture, du-

PUBLIC UTILITIES.

ties,

See Public Service Corporations.

Municipal property, disposition

of,

91-901 to 91-004.

PUBLIC WAREHOUSES.
See Bonded Public Warehousemen.

PUBLIC WELFARE ORGANIZATIONS.
Income

Taxation, 92-1302.

taxes, exemption, 92-3105.

62-1001 to 62-1004.

County

aid, 62-1009.
Disinfection, 62-1007.
Inspection, 62-1008, 62-1010.
Notice, 62-1004.

Removal

of

animals, 62-1005,

62-1006.

Transporting animals, 62-1003,
62-1005, 62-1006.

Violation of rules, 62-9906.

GENEK

'

f.

-

NDEX.
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QUARANTINE— Cont >d.

QUO WARRANTO.

Arrest for violating, 88-406.
Cities or towns, 88-404.

Bank

County board of health, regulations,

Bookf and papexij delivery,

88-201.

County tax to pay expenses

charter, for feiture 13-K02.

Bill of exceptions, 04 200.

of, 92-3701.

Detention of persons violating, 88-400.
Escape from, 88-400.
Pines and forfeitures for violation of

Civil officers as subjects of,

Continuances, 64-20*.
Fact, issue of, how tried,

Infectious diseases, 32-1802.

Governor as subject

Inland travelers to perform, 88-408,

Grounds, 64-201.

Ordinary's jurisdiction,
Prescribing,

32-1802,

88-112,

Time

88-117,

Punishment for violating, 88-9904 to

203

to

of, €1 208,

64-209.

2

~.

of, 64-203, 64-201, 01 200.

Vacation, 64-203, 64-2
Informations in nature of, 64-206,
64-207.

88-9909, 88-9914.

Eegulating, 88-203 to 88-205, 88-403,
88-9901, 88-9903.

Sanitary district commissioners, 88-309.
Smallpox, 88-414, 88-415.
State Board of Health, regulations,

Judgment
Books and papers,

pay expense

of, 2-5402.

delivery, 64-202.

Enforcement, 64-202.
Jury trial, when, 64-204.
Law, issue of, how tried, 64-203, 64-206.
Military

88-112, 88-117.

officers as subjects of, 64-209.

Notice to parties, 64-204.
Officers subject to, 64-208, 64-209.

Vessels
Bill of health, 88-407, 88-9905.

Certifying performance, 88-411.

Fees of health officer, 88-412.
Passengers' duties, 88-410, 88-9908.
Pilot's duty before boarding,

Papers, delivery, 64-202.
Parties to proceedings, 64-201.

Public officers, 64-201.
Eight to office, inquiry, 64-201.
Service
Bill

88-409, 88-9907.

Superior court judge, power to grant,

Prescribing, 88-403.

Eemoval

of exceptions, 64-206.

Proceeding, 64-203, 64-204.

Pilotage fees, 80-111.
to quarantine grounds,

24-2616.

Time of

88-405, 88-9904.

Violation

J

Fact, issues of, 64-203 to 64

23-70.1.

88-201, 88-309, 88-403.

'

6

Hearing

88-9906.

to

I

64-205.

law, 88-422.

Taxes

64-202.

Charter of club, etc,., ieHi] g
ing liquors, forfeiture, 58-104.

of regulations,

Granting, 64-205.

88-9903,

Trial,

88-9904, 88-9914.

64-204,

64-203,

64-206.

Title to office, inquiry, 64-201.

QUARRYING.

Uniform Procedure Act,

Convict camps for, 77-208, 77-209.

QUASI-PUBLIC CORPORATIONS.
Judges, favors

QUESTIONS OF

to,

forbidden, 24-103.

LAW AND

FACT.

QUORUM.
Particular

boards, organizaSee specific heads.

bodies,

tions, etc.:

See Game.

Fur-bearing animals:

QUIA TIMET.
title,

in, 64-203, 64-206.

RACCOON.

See Trial.

Cloud on

Vacation, hearing

effect, 81-102.

removal, 37-1410.

RACE.
See Colored Persons.

Costs, 37-1409.

Grounds for proceeding, 37-1407.
Invalidity of instrument, 37-1408.

Service of petition by publication,

Abridgment of right
of,

to

vote because

1-820, 1-821.

RACE TRACKS.

81-205.

Superior

court

judge,

authority,

RACING.

24-2616.

QUITCLAIM DEEDS.
Levy and

Fraudulent entries and practices,
26-7501 to 26-7503.

sale,

execution for purpose

of, 39-201, 39-202, 67-1501.

Tax

Taxation, 92-602.

sale, 92-8302 to 92-8304.

RADIOS.
Taxation of agents or dealers, 92-1310.

.Wo

General Index.
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RAILROADS— Cont 'd.

RAILROADS.
See Carriers: Public Service Commis-

Western

Railroads;

Street

sion;

and Atlantic Railroad.
Acquisition of property, 94-301, 94-307
to 04-310, 94-321 to 94-323.

Injuries to employees, 94-1107.

Process,

94-1103

94-1101,

to

94-1105.

Subscribers to stock, 94-202.

Venue, 94-1101, 94-1106, 94-1107.
petition

Affidavit,

Action against subscribers, 94-202.
Approval of issuance by Public
Service Commission, 93-414.
Change, 22-510 to 22-515.

for

Levy and

39-123, 39-124.

sale,

Personal liability of holders,
94-205.

Petition for incorporation, 94-102.
Shares, face value, 94-201.
Subscriptions, 94-102, 94-201,
94-203, 94-318.

incorporation,

Prerequisite

94-305.

to

construction

work, 94-201.

Agents

Transfer, 94-204.
Carriage of passengers

Appointment, 94-203.
caused

Injuries

by,

liability,

66-401, 94-702, 94-703.

Notice

to,

94-512.

Certificate

charter, 94-317.

officers,

See Carriers.
Cattleguards, building

and freight:

and maintain-

ing, 94-601 to 94-604.

Taxation, 92-2409.

Amendment,
Arresting

—

Increase, 94-206.

Actions

94-102,

Capital stock

—

Incorporation, 94-101 to 94-104,

train conductors as,

27-213.

94-305.

Stock, 94-202.

Assignees, liability for injuries to em-

ployees or third persons, 66-407,
94-1107.

Charter

Amendment,

94-317.

Acceptance, 22-508.

Assumption of risk, employees, 66-403.
Auction sale of unpaid-for stock,

Application, 22-505.
Certificate,

22-506,

22-507.

Pee, 22-505.

94-202.

Automatic door to firebox of locomo-

Petition, 22-505, 22-509.

Secretary of State's duties,

tive, 66-409.

22-509.

Misdemeanor, violation of law,

Application,

66-9911.

94-102,

94-305.

Blowposts, 94-506 to 94-508, 94-9902.

Grant,

Board of directors
Change of number, 22-510

Reading in General Assembly,

to

provision,

2-1807.

22-515.

Renewal

Election, 94-203.

Bonds
Approval

constitutional
2-1818.

—

Acceptance, 22-503.
Application, 22-501.

of

issuance

by Public

Service Commission, 93-414.

Certificate,

22-502.

Fee, 22-501.

Issuance, 94-206, 94-307, 94-318.

Petition, 22-501, 22-504.

Securing by mortgage,

Secretary of State's duties,

etc., 94-301.

Books

22-504.

Custody, 94-314.
Investigation by

Public

Service

Commission, 93-301.

Borrowing money, 94.-301.
Branch roads, 94-307.
Breaking and entering cars, 26-2635.
Bridges, 94-501 to 94-503.

Appropriation, 94-306.

Burning, 26-2204.
Punishment, 27-2501.
Signboards, 94-509.
Bulletins showing delay of trains,
18-214.

Bylaws, 94-203, 94-204.

Term, 94-302.
Competing lines
Contracts with, 94-311, 94-318.
Purchase, etc., 94-311, 94-318,
94-1101.

Comptroller General, certificate of

in-

corporation, 94-101.

Condemnation of property,
94-301,

36-202,

94-307 to 94-310, 94-321

to 94-323.

Right of way by telegraph company, 36-701 to 36-704.
Conditional sales of rolling stock,
94-401 to 94-403.

General Endex,
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RAILROADS— Con

'(1.

Conductors, powers as police

officers,

Crossings

— Oont 'd.

ways
Grade

Higfi

2G-4902.

Consent to injuries done by, 94-703.

— Cont'd*
elimination

gf,

'

Of—

Consolidation, 94-311, 94-318.

nnderpaM

Inadequate

Construction of road, 94-201, 94-302.

over puss,

Contracts
Limitation of liability, 60-404,

or
nt,

in,

95-1908.

Maintenance of underpass
or overpaM, 95-1009.

94-702.

Other railroads, with, 94-311,

terial

94-318.

used

in

r

tion of grade-separation
structure, 95 L910.

Rolling stock, 94-401 to 94-403.
Use of terminal tracks, 94-312.

Notice

Contributory negligence, 66-401, 66-402,

com-

railroad

to

panies, 95-1903.

94-703.

Order, review of, 95-1911.
Overpass denned, 95-1901.
Relocation of err.

Corporate powers, see Powers, post.
Criminal negligence of employees,
66-9910.

95-1915.

Right of way of railroad,

Crossings

Automatic signalling devices,

use of, 95-1 913.
Status of replaced cross-

95-1907.

ings, 95-1915.

Blowposts, 94-506 to 94-508,

Time

94-9902.

"safe"

as

Underpass

"un-

or

of beginning work,

95-1903.

Cattleguards,. 94-601 to 94-604.

Designation

Exemption of street and
ban railroads from law,

Unsafe underpass or overpass, improvement,

interur-

95-1807.

95-1908.

Farm

"Violation

Building

and

maintaining,

94-603, 94-604.

94-506 to

Signals,

crossings, 95-1804.

94-508,

94-9903.

Highways, 94-301, 94-310,

94-503,

Tolling

bell,

94-507,

94-9903.

Misdemeanor, violation of law,

94-504, 94-512'.

Additional track, space for,

95-9913.

Negligence, failure to observe law,

95-1904.

Adoption of plans, 95-1903.
Agreement, 95-1912.

Annual expenditure,

95-1808.

Other railroads, 94-301, 94-501,
94-502.

limit on,

Trains to stop, 94-510.
Rate of speed by motorists over

95-1916.

Apportionment

safe crossing, 95-1S06.

95-1905.

Signs and signboards, 94-509,

95-1906.

Authority of State Highway
Department and county com

94-511, 94-9904, 94-9906.

Dangerous crossings, 95-1803.
Safe crossings, P5-1S05.

missioners, 95-1902.

Signals, 94-506 to 94-50S, 94-9903.

Blowposts, 94-506 to 94-508,

Streams, 94-301.

94-9902.

Cattleguards, 94-601 to 94-604.

Closing of replaced crossings,

Streets,

94-301.

Defacement of crossing

signs,

94-511.

94-9906.

95-1915.

Construction

of grade-separa-

tion structure, 95-1910.
Cost, 95-1903, 95-1905, 95-1914.

of

words used

Expense of upkeep,

in

Definitions, 93-101.

Depots
Acquiring property for, P4-301.
Compelling erection, 93-3 OS.
Erecting, 94-301.

law, 95-1901.
94-504.

misde-

94-511, 94-9904, 94-9906.

Full stop by motorists at unsafe

Definition

law,

Obstructions, 94-512 to 94-516.
Signs and signboards, 94-509,

94-704 to 94-710.

Cost,

of

meanor, 95-9913.

Injuries to live stock, 94-701,

Work,

defined,

95-1901.

safe," 95-1801, 95-1802.

.

t 'd.

94-503,

Destroying, 26-7313, 26-7314.

Punishment, 27-2501.
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RAILROADS— Cent 'd.
Directors —

Extension of time to construct road,

Election, 94-203, 94-30-4.
Records of proceedings,
94-314.

94-302.
94-307,

Building and maintaining, 94-603,

Vacancies, 94-203.
Distance from other railroads, 94-315.

Docks
Acquiring property

for, 94-301.

Erecting, 94-301.

officers, 94-203.

Electric headlights on locomotives,
94-505, 94-9901.

railways:

Electric

See

Street

Rail-

94-503.

See Master and Servant.

Employees:

for

incorporation,

94-102, 94-305.

Forfeiture of powers, 94-302.
Franchise

Form, 94-103.
Other States, 94-316.
Petition for, 94-102.

94-104.

Criminal negligence, 66-9910.

Surrender, 94-324 to 94-327.

Hours of

Term, 94-302,

18-106,

service,

18-605,

Transfer, 94-318.

66-410.

caused by,

Injuries

liability,

94-702, 94-703.

Injuries to

By

26-6904.

Grade crossings, elimination, see Cross-

Liability, 66-408, 94-312.

ings, ante.

Lien, 67-1701.

Personal injuries, 66-407.

Wages, 94-801,

94-802,

94-805.

Militia duty, exemption, 86-209.

Risk of employment, assumption,

Guardian's sale of stock, 49-206.
Headlights on locomotives, 94-505,
94-9901.

Highways
Appropriation, 94-306.
Crossings, see Crossings, ante.

66-403.

Road

Freight
Carriage: See Carriers.
Trains, running on Sunday, 26-6903,

coemployee, 66-401 to

66-406.

duty, exemption, 95-403.

Telegraph operators, qualifications,

Improvements, 94-321 to 94-323.
Incidental

expenses,

payment by

re-

ceiver, 94-805.

94-901.

Income taxes, 92-3116.

"Wages

Payment,

94-801,

94-802,

Semimonthly,

66-102,

66-9901.

Widow

or child, to, 66-103

to 66-105.

Workmen's compensation,

114-107,

114-108.

Engineers
Penalty for neglect, 94-506,
Qualifications, 94-902, 94-9907.
etc., 94-301.

Evidence
Incorporation, 94-104.

Notice to build cattleguards,
94-601.

Execution against, 94-514.
Exemption from taxation, 94-303,
94-317.

Expense, upkeep of highway crossings,
94-503, 94-504.

Extensions, 94-307.

Comptroller General, 94-101.
Fee, 94-103, 94-305.
Number of incorporators, 94-102.
Petition, 94-102, 94-305.
Secretary of State, 94-101.

Term, 94-302.
Indemnity, set-off,

injuries

to

em-

ployees, 66-404.

Injunction against cutting timber for

94-9903.

Erection of buildings,

Incorporation
Certificate, 94-102 to 94-104, 94-305.

94-805.

•

Ferries, appropriation, 94-306.

Purchasers of road, 94-305.
Secretary of State, grant, 94-101,

roads.

Embankments,

94-604.

Injuries to live stock, 94-701,
94-704 to 94-710.

Filing petition

Drains crossing, 23-2536 to 23-2538.
Drawbridges, signboards, 94-509.
Election of

Farnicrossings

ties,

55-204.

Injuries to live stock, 94-701 to 94-710.
Injuring, 26-7313, 26-7314.

Punishment, 27-2501.
Inspection by Public Service Commission, 93-316.

Interurban railways:

See Street Rail-

roads.

Joining tracks, 93-410 to 93-412.
Jurisdiction, action for personal
juries, 94-1101.

Larceny from

cars, 26-2636.

in-

CF.NT.f'Ar,
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RAILROADS— Co nt M.
Negligence
Contributory negligence, 06

Lease, 94-328, 94-329.
Liability of lessee, 94-1102 to

06 102, 04

Property of competing

line, 94-311,

94-318 to 94-320.
Record, 94-319, 94-320.
Rolling stock, 94-402, 94-403.
Liens on, 67-2001, 67-2002, 94-304.
Employees, 67-1701.
94-801,

i

Notice
Application for charter,

94-802, 94-805.

Supplies, 67-1701, 94-803 to 94-805.
Limitation of actions, injuries to employees, 66-405.
Limitation of liability, 66-404, 94-702.

Live stock
See Carriers.
Cattleguards, 94-601 to 94-604.

Carriage:

Injuries to

when rendered

Criminal, employee*, 66-0910*
Injuries to pereoa or property*,
94 702.

Gross income, in favor of injured
employees, 66-407.
Killing live stock, 94-804, 94-805.

Killing

7 03.

Notes, approval of Keauanee by Public
Service C o m m m ion, 9 3-41 1

Personal injuries, 66-407.

Wages,

*01,

'

94-1105.

useless,

Bond

04-3

issue, 94-200.

Building cattleguarrls, 01 601.
Increase of stock, 04-206.

Meeting for organization,

01-203.

Obstructions, record of, 01 .112.
Route of extension or branches,
94-307.

Sale of stock of delinquent stockholder, 94-202.
Subscriptions to stock, 94-201.
Obstructing, 26-7313, 26-7314.
Punishment, 27-2501.

Obstruction of highway crossings,
94-512 to 94-516.

94-709, 94-710.

appointment, 94-203.
Organization, 94-203, 94-304, 94-305.
Passengers, carriage: See Carriers.
Powers of railroads as to carriage,
Officers,

Liability, 94-701, 94-707,
94-708.

Records, 94-704.
Recovery for, 94-602 to 94-604.
Reports of track or section
foreman, 94-705 to 94-707.
Location, 94-102, 94-307, 94-309, 94-315.

Locomotives
Automatic door to firebox, 66-409.
Misdemeanor, violation of law,
66-9911.

and whistles,

Bells

94-505, 94-507,

94-9903.

with movement

of,

26-7315.

Name

93-901,

93-1106.

93-602, 93-604.

Failure to post bulletins showing
delay of trains, 18-214.
Overcharges, 93-308.
Violation of hours of service law,

94-9903.

Lookouts, 94-506, 94-508, 94-9903.
"Main line" defined, 94-505.

Meeting for organization,

94-203.

Mergers, 94-311, 93-318.
of incorporation, 94-101 to

94-104.
boll weevil,

Personal injuries
Actions, 94-1101 to 94-110S.
Employees, 66-401 to 66-406,

Third persons, 94-702, 94-703.
Petition

Neglect of engineer, 94-506,

Mexican

operators,

Failure to build cattleguards,

66-408.

of vendor or lessor on,

94-403.

Method

Employing inexperienced telegraph

18-106, 18-605.

Engineers, see Engineers, ante.
Headlights, 94-505, 94-9901.
Interfering

94-301.

Penalties, 93-416 to 93-418, 93-9901.

importation,

5-716, 5-718, 5-9924.

Mortgages

Amendment

of charter, 94-317.
Incorporation, 94-102, 04-305.
Physical connections, 93-308.
Place of business, change, 22-510

Posting
Bulletins showing delay of trains,
18-214.

Record of
Powers

live stock killed. 94-706.

Acquisition- of property. 94-301,
94-307 to 94-310, 94-321 to 94- 1

Execution, 94-301, 94-304, 94-318.

Amendment

Foreclosure, 94-303.

Borrowing money, 94-301.
Branch roads, 94-307.

Name
Change, 22-510 to 22-515.
Petition for incorporation, 94-102.

Vendor

or lessor, on locomotives,

94-403.

to

22-515.

Carriage

1.

of charter, 94-317.

of

passengers,

94-301.

See Carriers.

Condemnation of property, 94-301,
94-307 to 94-310, 94-321 to 94-323.
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RAILROADS— Cont

— Cent

Powers

RAILROADS— Cont 'd.

d.

'd.

Consolidation with other roads,
04-311, 94-318.

Contract to merge,
railroads,

94-311,

etc.,

with other

94-31S.

Process, actions for injuries to persons,
94-1101, 94-1103 to 94-1105, 94-1107.

—

Property, injuries to
Consent, 94-703.
Contributory negligence, 94-703.

Running

Crossing
Railroads, 94-301.
Streams, 94-301.
Streets, 94-301.
Custody of books, 94-314.
Erection of buildings, etc., 94-301.
Examination for proposed road,
94-301.

Exemption from taxation,

94-303.

Extensions, 94-307.
Forfeiture, 94-302.
Franchises of other States, 94-310.

Highway

—

Duty

to apply

income to payment

of expenses, 94-805.
Liability for injuries to employees
or third persons, 66-407, 94-1107.

crossings, 94-301, 94-310.

Payment
Liens for killing live stock,

94-303.

94-804.

Lease, 94-328, 94-329.
Property of other railroads,
94-311, 94-318 to 94-320.
Mergers, 94-311, 94-318.

Mortgages
Execution,

94-301,

94-304,

94-318.

Foreclosure, 94-303.
Relocation of tracks, 94-321 to
94-323.

Liens for supplies, 94-804.

Wages,

94-307, 94-309,
Route,
94-315, 94-321 to 94-323.
Sale, 94-303 to 94-305, 94-328,

94-805.

Petition for incorporation, 94-102.
Relocation of tracks, 94-321 to 94-323.
Reorganization, 94-304, 94-305.
Reports
Public Service Commission, to,
93-401.

Track or section foreman, 94-705
to 94-708.

Residences

94-102,

94-802,

Records
Contracts for rolling stock, 94-403.
Live stock killed, 94-704.

Reorganization, 94-304, 94-305.
Right of way, 94-301, 94-307 to
94-310, 94-315, 94-321 to 94-323.

of

petition,

incorporators,

94-102.

Right of way, 94-301, 94-307 to 94-310,
94-315, 94-321 to 94-323.

94-329.

Steamboats, owning and operating,

Condemnation by telegraph company, 36-701 to 36-704.
Mines, to, 83-201 to 83-203.
Use for telegraph or telephone

94-313, 94-316.

Streams, construction along or upon, 94-301.

lines, 104-203 to 104-205.

Streets, construction along or up-

Rolling stock

on, 94-301.

Contract for conditional

Surveys for proposed road, 94-301.

sale,

94-401 to 94-403.

Terminals, 94-301, 94-315.

Lease, 94-402, 94-403.
Sale, 94-303 to 94-305, 94-328, 94-329.

Transportation rates, 94-301.
Trust deeds
Execution, 94-301, 94-304,

Seal
Certificate,

93-318.

amendment

of charter,

94-317.

Foreclosure, 94-303.

Voluntary grants of property,

Certificate of incorporation, 94-103,

94-305.

94-301.

Secretary

President
Election,

Appointment, 94-203.
Custody of books, 94-314.

94-203.

Taxation, 02-2409.

Presumption of negligence against,

Secretary of State, certificate of incorporation,

66-401.
office,

petition for incorpora-

94-102.

granted to companies
ready incorporated, 94-317.

Privileges

liability,

Receivers

Joining other railroads, 94-301.
Judicial sales, purchasers' rights,

tion,

etc.,

Proxies, stockholders, 94-203, 94-206.
Public Service Commission, jurisdiction, etc., as to railroads: See Public
Service Commission.
Purchase of other roads, 94-311.
Quorum, stockholders, 94-203, 94-206.
Rates, powers of railroads, 94-301.

Improvements, 94-321 to 94-323.

Principal

train,

94-702.

al-

94-101,

94-103,

94-104,

94-201.

Section or track foreman, reports,
94-705 to 94-708.
Sidetracks, 93-308.
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RAILROADS— Cont 'd.
and

Signs

.'•

RAILROADS

signboards

Cont'd

Terminal*, 94 301, 94 315.
Tracks, ase by two or more ec

at crossings,
switches, etc., 94-509, 94-511, 94-0004,
94-9906, 95-1803, 95-1805.
Signals, approaching crossing, 94-500

04-312.

paniee,

Tracks

to 94-508, 94-9903, 95-1907.

Joining, 03-410 to
Relocation, 04 321

Spurtracks, 93-308.
Stations
Acquiring property for, 94-301.

I

04

to

Track

or section foreman,
91-705 to 94-708.

report*,

Trains:

Compelling erection, 93-308.

See Carriers.
Inspection
by sanitary
commissioners, 88 300.

Erecting, 93-308, 94-301.
Steamboats, owning and operating,

Stopping at

94-313, 94-316.

railroad

district

er<

94-510.

Stock, see Capital stock, ante.
Stockgaps, joining fences to, 94-604.
Streams, construction along or upon,

Wrecking, 26-7309, 20-7310.
Punishment, 27-250
1

Transcript

94-301.

of

directors'

proceedings,

94-314.

Streets

Transfer of stock, 94-204.
Transportation rates, 94-301.
Treasurer, appointment, 94-203.
Trust deeds
Execution, 94-301, 94-318.

Construction along or upon, 94-301.
Crossing, 94-301.
Street railroads: See Street Eailroads.
Subscriptions to capital stock, see
Capital stock, ante.
Suburban railways: See Street Railroads.
Sunday, running freight trains on,

Foreclosure, 94-303.
Trustees
Liability for injuries to employees

—

26-6903, 26-6904.

Superior

courts
22-301.

create,

or third persons, 66-407, 94-1107.

power

without

Payment

to

Unlawful
Venue

Surrender of franchise, 94-324 to
94-327.

Surveys, 94-301.
Switches, 93-410,

of liens for wages, 94-802.

Tunnels, 94-501, 94-502.

94-502,

acts, liability,

93-415.

Penalties, actions for,
94-1106.

94-509,

18-605,

Personal injuries, actions for,

94-9904.

Taxation

94-1101, 94-1107.

Vice presidents, election, 94-203.

Collection of tax, 92-2401.
Counties, by, 92-2701 to 92-2706.

Exemption, 94-303, 94-317.

.

Illegality to resist tax, 92-2604,

leling,

94-101.

Wharves
Acquiring property

92-2706.

Municipal corporations, by, 92-2801
to 92-2804.

Payment

Western and Atlantic Railroad, paral-

blowing,

Whistle,

of taxes, 92-2603, 92-2704.

Personal property, 92-2601, 92-2701,
92-2801.

for,

94-301.

Erecting, 94-301.
94-506,

94-505,

94-9903.

Written petition for incorporation,
94-102.

Returns, 92-2602, 92-2607, 92-2701,

RAILROAD EQUIPMENT COMP ANTES.

92-2802.

Assessments to correct,
92-6001

92-6007,

to

etc.,

92-6101

Taxation, 92-2606.
Returns to Comptroller

to 92-6104.

Comptroller

General,

Assessments

to,

92-2601,

92-2701,

92-2801, 92-2803.

—

Scenic, taxation, 92-616.

right

of

way,

36-701 to 36-704.

Occupation of right of way,
104-203 to 104-205.

Telegraph operators, qualifications,
94-901, 94-1106.

Time, 92-5901.
Time of payment, 92-5908.

RAILWAYS.

Time of payment, 92-5908.
Telegraph companies
Condemnation of

correct,

92-6104.

Time, 92-5901.
stock,

to

etc.,

92-6001, 92-6007, 92-6101 to

92-5902 to 92-5904.

Rolling

General,

92-5902 to 92-5904.

Street: See Street Railroads.

RANGES.
Peddlers, taxation, 92-1603.

HANSOM.
Kidnapping

for,

26-1603.

General Index.
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Assault with intent, 26-1404.

name

of female, 26-2105.

Punishment, 26-1302, 26-1304.
to mercy by jury,
86-1302, 26-1304, 27-2501.
Sexual intercourse with female under
14 years of age, 26-1303.

Recommendation

Punishment, 26-1304.

Recommendation

to

mercy by

jury,

26-1304.

Unsupported testimony of female,

—

Cont 'd.
Misdemeanor,

Licenses

Definition, 2(3-1301.

Publication of

AND

REAL ESTATE BROKERS
SALESMEN— Cont 'd.

RAPE.

without

acting

li-

cense, 84-9921.
Nonresidents, 84-1422.

Period covered, 84-1416.
Pocket card for licensee, 84-1412.
Qualifications of licensees, 84-1409.
Renewal, 84-1411.
Revocation, 84-1417 to 84-1421,
84-9922.

Suspension, 84-1417 to 84-1421,

conviction on, 26-1304.

84-9922.

of
employment of
agent, effect, 84-1414.
Municipalities, powers of, 84-1416.
Real estate broker defined, 84-1402.
Real estate salesman
Definition, 84-1402.

Termination

BATES.
Carriers: See Carriers.
Interest, 57-101, 57-10S, 57-117.

RATIFICATION.
Attorney,

transfer

of

execution

by,

Termination of employment,

39-402.

84-1414.

Constitution

Sale by principal, 4-213.
Taxation, 92-510.

State, 2-8701, 2-8702, 2-8804,
2-S901.

United States,

REAL ESTATE COMMISSION.

1-501, 1-603.

Contracts of infants, 20-201.

See

Execution, transfer by attorney,
39-402.

contractor, unauthorized
105-502.
wrong of,
Judgment, transfer by attorney,
110-902.
Marriage, void, 53-104.

Independent

Torts, 105-109.

Trustee, waiver by, of right to have
another declared to be, 108-107.

READING.
Bills in

General Assembly, 2-1807.

REAL ESTATE AUCTIONEERS.
Taxation, 92-1901.

ESTATE
SALESMEN.

REAL

BROKERS

AND

Charges against, notice, 84-1419.
Commissions, 4-213.
Counties in which law applicable,
84-1401.

Georgia Real Estate Commission, appointment, etc.: See Georgia Eeal
Estate Commission.
Investigation of, 84-1417.
Licenses, 84-1401, 84-1403.

Address

of licensee, notice of
change, 84-1412.
Application for, 84-1410, 84-1422.
Charges against applicants or licensees, 84-1419.

Claims by unlicensed broker,
84-1413.

Date of expiration, 84-1415.
Fees, 84-101, 84-1410, 84-1411,
84-1415.
Form, 84-1412.
Li3t of licensees, 84-1423.

Georgia Real Estate

Commis-

sion.

REAL ESTATE COMPANIES.
Trust company powers, acquiring,
109-302 to 109-306.

REAL PROPERTY.
See Personal Property; Property.

Abandonment of easement, 85-1403.
Accretion, ownership, 85-1302, 85-1307.
Adjoining lands
Excavations, 85-1203.
Lateral support, 85-1202, 85-1203.
Administrator
Investment by, 113-1517.
Recovery by, 113-908.
Adverse possession: See Prescription.
Aliens' right to hold,

etc.,

79-303,

79-304.

Allodial tenure, 85-202.
Ancient lights, 85-1202.

Annuities charged on, by wills, 113-822.
Attorney at law's lien on, 9-613.
Auctioneers, taxation, 92-1901.
Banks, right to hold, etc., 13-1801.
Beds of streams, ownership, 85-1302.
Bond for title: See Bond for Title.

Damages

for breach, 20-1413.
Record, 29-418.
Book for registration of posted lands,
45-1402 to 45-1405.

Brokers, as traders, 28-401.

Buildings on

—

Lateral support, 85-1202.
Part of realty, 85-201.

Canal

company, right

to

hold,

etc.,

17-106.

Charitable

institution

holding,

etc., 35-502.

for

children,

General Index.
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REFEREHCEi ARE

See Eminent Domain.
within statute of frauds,

Condemnation:

Forfeiture of canon* en t, 85-1403.
Franchise
Bridges, 85 1311.

20-401.

Conveyance:

Ezelv

See Deeds.

Power

85-1701.

—

Damages for breach,

20-1412.

Deeds, 29-301 to 29-306.
Implied, 29-302.
Dealing in real estate situated outside
of State, license, 97-415.

Dedication to public use, 29-410.
Deeds: See Deeds.

49-208, 49-209, 49-211.

heirs, 29-501, 113-901.

"more

Destruction of
good, 88-401.

or less,

property

"

29-201.

for

public

Detached realty as becoming personon

Diligence, excavations
lands, 85-1203.

adjoining

Dispossessory warrant: See Dispossessory Warrant.
Ditching lands on watercourses,
85-1310.
estate,

kind by distributees

113-1018

to

113-1022.

of

See

Insurance companies, investments,

Enjoyment of, 105-1401.
Possession, 105-1402, 105-1403.
Intruders, removal: See Intruders

on

Land.
Invitee, liability to, of
pier, 105-401.

Judgment

owner or occu-

lien on, discharged

by

trans-

fer,

Easements
Abandonment, 85-1403.

Sales.

Possession under, 39-1309, 39-1312
to 39-1314.

Forfeiture, 85-1403.
Light and air, 85-1201, 85-1203.
Nonuser, 85-1403.
Private ways, 85-1401.
Release, 85-1403.
Running with land, parol license,
85-1404.
Ways of necessity, 85-1402.

Ejectment: See Ejectment.
Eminent domain: See Eminent Domain.
Estates: See Estates.
Evidence
Abandonment of easement,
85-1403.

Landlord and tenant, rights and liabilities:
See Landlord and Tenant.
Larceny of things savoring of realtv,
26-2618.

Lateral support, 85-1202, 85-1203.
Levees on lands on watercourses,
85-1310.

License, parol, revocation, 85-1404.
Licensee, liability to, of owner or occupier, 105-402.

Liens on, foreclosure, 67-2301.
Light and air, easement, 85-1201,
85-1203.

Limitation of actions for injuries

Forfeiture of easement, 85-1403.
Nonuser of easement, 85-1403.
Release of easement, 85-1403.
Excavations on adjoining lands,
85-1202, 85-1203.

Express companies, right to hold,

Interference with

when, 110-511.
Judicial sale: See Judicial

Descent and Distribution.
Dower in: See Dower.

etc.,

41-104.

Fee for registering posted lands,
45-404.

Fences, fixtures, 85-105.

See Fixtures.
Forcible entry and detainer: See Forcible Entry and Detainer.
Foreclosure of liens on, 67-2301.

Fixtures:

Foreign corporations, ownership by,
22-1504.

to, 113-901.

Recovery by, 113-907.
Homestead: See Homestead.
Hunting on another's land, 45-401.
56-228.

alty, 26-2619.

in

Presumption, 85-31?.
General execution docket, lien as affected by entry on:
cution;
General Execution Docket.
Gift, presumption, 48-100.
Grants: See Grants.
Guardian's sale, claim to property,
Heirs
Descent

Definition, 29-201.

Description,

851.U2.

In or over realty as personalty,

to hold, etc., 22-701.

Right to hold, etc., 22-703.
Covenants of warranty

Descent to

,

Ferries, 85-1311.

Corporations

Division

JONS.]

REAL PROPERTY— Cont'd.

REAL PROPERTY—Cont 'd.
Contracts
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to,

3-1001.

Machinery, fixtures, S5-105.
Mechanics' liens on, 67-2001.
Mortgages: See Mortgages.
Navigable streams, ownership of land
adjacent, 85-1304.

Navigation
etc.,

company,

right

to

hold.

17-212.

Necessity,

ways

of, S5-1402.

Nonnavigable streams
Accretion, 85-1302.
Development of waterpower,
85-1306.
Possession, 85-1305.

Rights of owner,

105-1407.

Underground streams, 105-1408.

General Index.
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REAL PROPERTY— Cont'd.

REAL PROPERTY— Cont 'd.
Title-

Nonuser of easement, S5-1403.
Notice
Excavations on adjoining lands,
85-1203,

Posting on, 45-401 to 45-405.

Ownership by voters,

Descent, 113-901.
Origin in grant, 85-301.
Possession as notice of, 85-408.
Registration of: See Land Registration.

2-604.

revocation, S5-1404.
Partition:
See Partition.
Partners, surviving, powers, 75-210.
Possession
Bare right of, as giving action,

Parol license,

105-1402.

Disputed, effect of legal

title,

Venue

Trespass: See Trespass.
Trusts for improvement of: See Trusts
for Improvement of Land.
Trust funds, investment in, 108-418.
Venue of action respecting title,
2-4302, 3-203.

105-1405.

Interference with, 105-1402,
105-1403.

Taking

to prevent

spread of dis-

ease, 8S-401.
Title,

Claim cases, 39-901, 39-908.
Warranty, see Covenants, ante.
Watercourses
Navigable, ownership of land adjacent, 85-1304.

holder of, deemed to have,

Rights of owner,

105-1405.

105-1407.

Underground streams,

as affecting action for,

Trespass,

of action respecting, 2-4302,

3-203.

105-1408.

105-1404.

Posting, 45-401 to 45-405.
See Prescription.
Prescription:

Nonnavigable

—

Accretion, 85-1302.

Development of waterpower,

Presumption

85-1306.

Abandonment

of easement,

Possession, 85-1305.

85-1403.

Ways

Forfeiture of easement, 85-1403.
Gift, 48-106.

Nonuser of easement, 85-1403.

Necessity, 85-1402.
Private, 85-1401.
Wild lands: See Wild Lands.

Release of easement, 85-1403.
Private ways, right acquired, 85-1401.
Processioning: See Processioning.

REAPING MACHINES.

"Property"

REASONABLE CERTAINTY.

includes, 85-101,

102-103.

Pail fences, fixtures, 85-105.

Registration of posted lands, 45-401 to
45-405.

Taxation of manufacturers and dealers, 92-1308.

Amount of mental conviction, 38-105.
Identity, requirement in proof of,
38-304.

Release of easement, 45-1403.
Revocation of parol license, 85-1404.

REASONABLE DOUBT.

Running water, ownership, 85-1301.
Service by publication of proceedings

REBATES,

respecting interests

in,

81-205.

Severing produce from, maliciously,

Evidence in criminal

eases, 38-110.

Insurance companies, 56-218.
Railroads,

etc.,

93-309,

2-2505,

93-403,

93-506, 93-507.

26-8107.

performance of contracts for:
See Specific Performance.

Specific

State as original owner, 85-202.

Statutory homestead, 51-1301.
Surface, interference with rights above

and below, 105-1409.

1-818, 1-819.

by

en-

gaging in, 1-817, 1-819.
Governor's office changed in case

of,

Disqualification

Habeas

Interest less than fee, 92-104.

Nonresident owners, 92-105.

to

hold

office

time

corpus, suspension of writ in
of, 1-127.

Militia,

ordering into

active

service,

86-207.

conversion

into personalty, effect, 113-814.

Tide waters
Accretions,

Bounties for services in suppressing,

40-107.

Taxation, 92-101.

Tenure, allodial, 85-202.
Testator's direction for

REBELLION.

85-1307.

Oysters and clams, rights to,
85-1307 to 85-1309.
Title to beds, 85-1307 to 85-1309.

RECEIPTS.
Administrators
Attaching to returns, 113-1409,
113-1410.
To, by distributees
113-2208.

Baggage,

for, 52-107.

or

legatees,

General Index.
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RECEIVERS— Cont 'd.

RECEIPTS— Cont'd.
Bonded public warehouseman, 111-104
to 111-107.

Denial or explanation by parol, 38-508.
Fees of public officers, 24-302.
Forging, counterfeiting, or altering,

Homestead, for excess over
Appointment, 51 100J
Bond, 51-1007.
Disposal
Personalty, 51-1002.

26-3901, 26-3903, 26-3905.

Fraudulent

malicious

or

Proceeds

26-7601.

of

of

sals

realty,

51-1003.

destruction,

Notice

Income

taxes, payment of, 92-3312.
Larceny, 26-2616.

Bale of personalty, 51 1004.
Sale of realty, 51 -K

Non est factum, plea of, 81-405, 81-701.
State Treasurer
Disbursements, 40-1101.
Salaries paid, 40-1101.

Sale

Personalty, 51-1004, 51-1006.
Realty, 51-1003, 51-1006.
Selection of property by applicant,

"Workmen's compensation payments,
114-420.

51-1008.
51-1 r "'~.

Settlement of claim-:,
Insolvent traders, 28-5 02,

RECEIVERS.

2

-

28-405.

Accounts, duty to keep, 4-211.
Accountable to court, 55-307, 55-309.

Appointment
Caution in, 55-303.
Grounds, 55-301, 55-302, 55-305.

Term

or vacation, 55-301.

Attorneys, fees, .55-314, 55-315.
Bank, liability for money deposited
in,

55-310.

Expenses of giving, 55-316, 55-317.
Required in court's discretion,
55-308.

of
55-306.

investment

Georgia,

in,

Clear cases, appointment restricted to,
55-303.

of

court,

failure

to

pay

Interest, charging on balances on hand,
4-211.

Intervention by third persons, 55-304.
of funds
in
receiver's
hands, 55-306.
Joint property or funds, appointment

Investment

Liens divested by sale, 55-312.
Lienholders made parties, 55-312.
Litigation, fund or property in, appointment to protect, 55-301.
Management of fund or property wanting, appointment, 55-301.
Money deposited in bank, liability,

to trust or joint

Officer of court, receiver

55-301,

fund or prop-

Orders of court, subject

to,

55-307.

Parties
Interventions, 55-304.

Lienholders, making, 55-312.
Successors, 3-418.

erty,

Premiums on bonds

of, 55-305.

Prudence

appointment, 55-302, 55-305.
Debtor, appointment to protect assets

Demurrers, disposition of, before appearance term, 81-1002.
Deposit in bank, liability, 55-310.
Discretion of court to protect debtor's
assets, 55-305.

Duties, 55-307.

Exceptions, fast bill, 6-903.
Expenses, premiums on surety bonds,
55-317.

Fees of attorneys and receivers, see
Compensation, ante.
Funds, investment, 55-306.
Garnishment, not subject to, 55-311.
Grounds for appointment, 55-301,
55-302, 55-305.

is,

55-309.

to, 24-105.

Costs, failure to keep accounts, 4-211.

55-316,

-

55-305.

Corporations
Dissolution of, 22-1208.
Returns of receivers of, 55-313.

Danger

56-3

Notice, appointment without, when,

Attorneys, 55-314, 55-315.
Receivers, 55-308, 55-314.

money

50-223,

55-310.

Compensation

Contempt

companies,

56-303.

to protect, 55-302.

Bonds

State

Insurance

as expenses, 55-316,

55-317.
in appointment, 55-303.

Railroads:

See Railroads.

Removal, 55-307.
Reports, 55-313.
Returns, 55-313.
Sales, liens divested by. 55-312.

Sanction of petition. 81-112, 81-113.
State bonds, investments in. 55-306.
Successors made parties, 3-418.
Superior court judges, appointment by,
55-301.

Term, appointment

in,

55-301.

Trust property or funds, appointment
to protect, 55-302.

Urgent

cases,

to, 55-303.

appointment restricted
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RECEIVERS— Cent 'd.

RECORDS—Cont'd.

Vacation

Authentication:

Appointment in, 55-301.
Hearing of motion to change or

See Evidence.

Banking Department,

13-320.

13-319,

Comptroller General
Appropriations, 40-1502.
Bonds of tax officers, 40-1507.

revoke appointment, 24-2616.
Verification of petition, 81-109, 81-110.

Copies, furnishing, 40-1403.
40-1505.

RECEIVING CONVICTS.

Indexing,
Definition and punishment, 26-4602.

Warrants, 40-1506.
Copies, authenticated, as primary evidence, 38-206.

RECEIVING GUILTY PERSONS.
Definition and punishment, 26-4601.

Decree for

RECEIVING STOLEN GOODS.
Accessory after the fact, 26-2620.
Binding over possessor, 27-304.
Bringing stolen property into State,

Deeds: See Deeds.
Decree for specific performance,
effect as deed, 37-1202.
Destruction, evidence in case of:
Evidence.
Establishment of public records:

86-2622.

Goods stolen

in another State, 26-2623.

Principal not taken, bar to prosecution
of accessory. 26-2621.

Evidence.
Evidence, introduction in:

Punishment, 26-2620, 26-2621.
Search warrant for stolen goods, 27-301

See Evi-

See Evidence.
Foreign States, authentication: See
Evidence.
Governor to keep, 40-208.
Grand jury charge on duty to recor'd

See Bail.

Application of money raised on forfeitures, 27-2912.
See Fine and For-

papers, 59-601.

feiture Fund.

Bail trover, 107-202, 107-203, 107-205.
Bill of exceptions as supersedeas on
filing, 6-1005.

•

Guardianship matters, 49-114, 49-230,
49-239, 49-303, 49-311.

Homestead, 51-402, 51-405, 51-704,

Certiorari, criminal cases, 19-214 to
19-216.
cases, 24-105.

Forfeiture, 27-905, 27-906.
Costs upon, payment
ant, 24-2823.

by defend-

Juvenile courts, 24-2413.
Personating in, 26-4301.
Possessory warrant, 82-202, 82-203.
Relief of principals or sureties, 2-1819.
Solicitor general, collection

of forfei-

51-801, 51-1401, 51-1402.

Insurance Commissioner, 56-101.
Judicial
proceedings,
authenticated
copies as primary evidence, 38-206.
Loss, evidence in case of: See Evidence.

Maps, 24-2716 to 24-2719.
Marriage
Banns, 53-209.
Contracts and settlements, 53-408,

tures, 24-2908.

53-409.

Superior court

keeping by clerk,

for,

24-3349.

Return

See

Exemplification:

RECOGNIZANCES,

Book

See

dence.

to 27-304.

Contempt

performance, effect

specific

ns deed, 37-1202.

to,

by committing magis-

trates, 24-3338.

Supersedeas, condition

6-1005.

See Crimes and Punishment.

RECONCILIATION.
wife, after divorce,

30-128.

Administrator, receipt

to,

of legatees

or distributees, 113-2208.

records, 81-1201,

81-1202.

Appellate courts:

tiel record,

plea of, 81-702.

Plats, 24-2716 to

Probate,

24-2719.

presumption,

38-611.

establishment:
Public
records,
See
Evidence.
Public Service Commission, proceedings of, 93-503.

Rerecord of papers, when, 38-620.
Specific performance, decree for,

RECORDS.

Amendment, court

Nul

Ordinary, keeping by clerk, 24-1804.
of,

RECOMMENDATIONS BY JURY.

Husband and

License and return, 53-201.
Mortgages: See Chattel Mortgages;
Mortgages.

See Bills of Exceptions; Supreme Court and Court of
Appeals.

fect as deed, 37-1202.

States of Union

Authentication, 38-627, 38-630,
113-2402,

113-2403,

113-2405,

113-2406.

Full faith and credit, 1-401.

Superintendent of Banks, 13-407.

ef-

C]i.-;i.\-M.
[
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REFUNDS.

RECORDS— Cont 'd.
Superior court clerk
Duty to keep books for, 24-2714.
Piling docket, 24-2714.
Indexes, 24-2715.
Maps, plats, and surveys, 24-2716

Estate taxes, 92 3401.

Income tax en, 02-3308, 92

REGENTS OF UNIVERSITY SYSTEM.
See University of Georgia.

REGISTER.

to 24-2719.
left for rec-

Minute by, on papers
ord, 24-2715.

Public roads, 95-108.

REGISTRAR OF STOCKS AND BONDS.

Surveys, 24-2716 to 24-2719.
Tax collector's bond, 92-4805 to

National bank acting

as,

109*407.

REGISTRATION.

92-4809.

Tax commissioner's bond, 92-4805

to

92-4809.

See Records.
Births and deaths:

receiver's bond, 92-4603 to
92-4607.

Tax

See Vital Statis-

tics.

Concentrated commercial feeding

Trust deeds

stuffs,

42-202, 42-206, 42-209.

Improvement of land, 108-601.
Time and place of recording,
108-114.

Commitments by,

Deeds:

27-423.

RECOUPMENT.

See Deeds.

See Marriage.
See Land Registration.
Motor vehicles: See Motor Vehicles;
Motor Vehicle Common Carriers;
Motor Vehicle Contract and Private

Individuals, as to race:

Land

RECORDERS.

titles:

Carriers.

Accident, payments by, 20-1313.

Professions,

Definition, 20-1311.

See specific heads.
Voters: See Elections.

Fraud, payments by, 20-1313.
Grounds, 20-1311, 20-1313, 20-1314.
Mistake, payments by, 20-1313.
Set-off distinguished, 20-1312.

Trover by seller in conditional
recoupment by buyer, 107-102.

Playgrounds

businesses,

and

trades:

REGRATING.
Definition and punishment, 26-7404.
Grand jury charge, 59-601.

sale,

REINVESTMENT.
Guardians, by, 49-203, 49-204.

RECREATIONAL CENTERS.
See

3309,

and Recreational

Homestead,

sale for,

51-703, 51-705,

51-801.

Centers.

RELATIONSHIP.

RECRIMINATION.

Beneficiary of death benefits, 56-1 60S.
Divorce, marriage within prohibited

Divorce, defense, 30-106, 30-109.

RECTIFIED SPIRITS.

degrees as ground, 30-102.

See Intoxicating Liquors.

Evidence to prove, 38-303.
Implied promise to pay in cases between near relatives, 3-107.

REDEMPTION.
Tax

See Tax Sales.

sale:

Inheritance, 113-903.

REFEREES.

Judge

pay over

Contempt of

court, failure to
to, 24-105.

money

Jurors, disqualification, 59-716, 59-S04.

REFERENDA.

Marriage,

REFORMATION OF INSTRUMENTS.
See Mistake.

REFORMATORIES.
visitation and inspection,
59-401 to 59-406, 59-9901, 59-9902.

Grand jury

REFRIGERATED-AIR COMPANIES.
Taxes
Returns

to Comptroller
92-5902 to 92-5904.

Assessments

to

General,

to 92-6007,
92-6104.

Time, 92-5901.

Time

to

contract

affected

of payment, 92-5908.

Witness to parties, showing, 3S-1712.

RELEASE.
Administrator, power to. 113-1513.
Contracts: See Contracts.
Execution: See Execution.
Sureties, 103-201 to 103-207. See Principal and Surety.

RELIGION.
Charity for religious education or wor-

correct,

92-6001
to

right

by, 53-102, 53-105.

See Elections.

Elections:

to party as disqualification,

24-102, 24-111.

etc.,

92-6101

ship, 108-203.

Devises to religious institutions, limitation, 113-107.

Establishment by Congress prohibited,
1-801.
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RELIGION— Cent

REMAINDERS AND REVERSIONS —

\i.

doctrines not religious in
character, 108 805.
Peace and safety of State, doctrines
inconsistent with, not religious,

Licentious

Contingent remainders

Religions in character,

what

deemed

is

to be, 108-205.

EELIGIOUS belief.
Juvenile courts, award of custody of
child as affected by. 24-2434.
office, qualification to hold,

Definition, 85-701.

Discharge of incumbrances, 37-304.
Dower, sale by administrator of reversionary interest, 113-1710, 113-2305.
Executor, assent to legacy to life tenant, 85-709.

Public

2-113.

University of Georgia students, 32-122.

Heirs of remainderman, rights, 85-704.
Life estate
Consent of remaindermen to re-

—

"Witness
Credit, 38-1602.
Oath, framing in accordance with,
38-1701.

moval of personalty,
85-609, 85-1708.

Increase,

of

remaindermen

Restraining removal of personalty

to,

by

2-114.

life

tenant, 85-1708.

Marriage of widow holding

8-4-1616.

Billiard rooms,
Income taxes, exemption, 92-3105.

life estate,

85-712.

Ne

exeat at instance of remainderman
or reversioner, 37-1401.

EELIGIOUS WORKS.
Homestead, statutory, 51-1301.

EELIGIOUS WORSHIP.
Camp grounds
Intrusion on, 26-6911.
26-6912.

Charity, subject of, 108-203.
Constitutional provisions, 1-801, 2-112,
2-113.

to or at
place of, 26-5102.
Disturbing, 26-6901.
Arrest of offenders, 27-216.
Grand jury charge, 59-601.
Drunkenness at place of worship,

Deadly weapons, carrying

58-604.

Indecent bathing near house

right

to, 85-605.

Appropriation of public money

Vending near,

85-1708.

Forfeited to remaindermen, 85-604,

RELIGIOUS SOCIETIES.

of,

Parol, creation by, 85-705.
Particular estate, necessity, 85-702.
Perpetuities
Creation, 85-707.
Definition, 85-707.
Effect of attempt to create, 85-707.
Personal property, actions for injuries
to, 105-1705.

Possession by remaindermen, 85-709.
Powers of sale, extent, 108-407.
Redemption from tax sale by remain-

dermen, 92-3801.

Time of taking possession

Interference with, 1-801, 2-112, 2-113.
Grand jury charge, 59-601.

of, 85-709.

Trespass, right of action, 105-1404.
Trustee, naked, liability to infant remaindermen, 108-405.

Unborn remaindermen,

26-6910.

notice

of con-

demnation proceedings, 36-310.
Vested remainders
Definition, 85-703.

Intoxicating liquors
Carrying to places of worship,

Favored by law, 85-708.

58-603.

Belling near places of worship,
58-601.

places of worship, 58-605,
58-606.
Masonic societies, disturbing, 26-6901,

Use

—

Definition, 85-703.
Heirs' rights, 85-704.

Creation by parol, 85-705.

108-205.

1-603,

Cont'd.

Heirs' rights, 85-704.
Persons for whom created, 85-706.

REMISSION OF SElJxENCES.

.-it

20-0002.

Police at place of, appointment, 27-216.
Sunday schools, disturbing, 26-6913.
Taxation of places of, exemption,
2-5002, 92-201.

Administrators, sales of interests by,
113-1710, 113-2305.
life

tenant, 85-709.
Condemnation proceedings, notice of,
to remaindermen and reversioners,
36-304, 36-310.

REMITTITUR.
See Supreme Court and Court of
Appeals.

REMONSTRANCE.
Right

of, 2-124.

REMOTE DAMAGE3.

REMAINDERS AND REVERSIONS.
Assent of executor to legacy to

Governor's power and duty, 27-2701.

Contracts, 105-2010.
Torts, 105-2008 to 105-2010.

REMOVAL FROM

OFFICE.

Particular officers:

REMOVAL FROM

See specific heads.

STATE.

Attachment, ground

for, 8-101.

General Index,
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REPRESENTATIVES.

ACTIONS.

Administrators, ag.'iinst, for settlement, to another county, 113-1902,
113-1903.

See General Assembly,
United States: See ^o/jgress.

State:

REPRIEVES.

Executors, against, for settlement, to
another county, 113-1002, 113-1003.
Solicitor general representing State,
24-2909, 24-2910.

Governor, grant by, 3-2612, 27-2701
President of United
nt by*
,

1-208.

REPRISAL.

RENEWAL.

Letters of, grant, 1-125,

1-1

.'it.

Actions, in forma pauperis, 3-500.

Dormant judgments:

Sec Judgments.

RENT.
See

Warrant;

Dispossessory

and Tenant.
Apportionment in equity,

Land-

37-305.

See Character.

RENTAL AGENTS.

Ancient landmarks, 85-1002.
Boundaries, establishment, 85-1602*
Descent, proof of, 38-303.
Evidence: See Evidence.

Taxation, 92-510.

REPAIRS.
Bridges, 2-5402, 95-107, 95-903, 95-1001,
95-1004 to 95-1006, 95-1101 to
95-1105, 95-1108 to 95-1111.

Causeways, 95-903, 95-1001, 95-1004 to
95-1114,

Constitutional guarantee, 1-407.

REPUTATION.

lord

95-1006,

REPUBLICAN FORM OF GOVERNMENT.

95-1115,

95-9909.

Perries, 95-1001, 95-1004 to 95-1006.

Landlord's duty and

liability,

61-111,

61-112.

Impeachment of witnesses,

38-1803,

38-1804.

See Libel and Slander.
Marriage, evidence, 105-1203.

Libel:

Mutual protection, parent and

child,

26-1015.

Real

and

brokers

estate

salesmen,

84-1409.

Public roads, 64-102, 95-401 to 95-425,
108-203.

REPATRIATION".

See Libel and Slander.
Wife, injuries to, 53-511.
Witnesses, impeachment, 38-1803,
Slander:

38-1804.

Manner, 79-204.

REQUESTS TO CHARGE.

REPEAL.
Code of Georgia, 2-1817.
Eighteenth Amendment of Constitution
of United States, 1-835 to 1-837.
Statutes, 2-1817.

See Charge of Court.
Failure
trial,

to

give,

as

ground for new

70-207.

REQUISITIONS BY GOVERNOR.

REPLEVIN.

Fugitives from justice, 44-101 to 44-103.

Attachment proceedings,

8-403, 8-701,

RES GESTAE.

8-702, 8-803 to 8-805.

Declarations admissible

Bail trover, 107-203.
Distress warrant, 61-404.
Tax execution, interference with,

38-305.

RES JUDICATA.
Conclusiveness of judgments:

92-7901.

See

Judgments.

Vessel attached for discharging ballast
in harbor, 98-104.

REPLICATION.

Torts, defense, 105-1805.

RESALE.
Breach of contract by buyer, 96-113.

Unnecessary, 81-115, 81-311.

RESCISSION.

REPORTS.

Contracts:

See Georgia Reports.

gia Reports.

boards,

etc.:

See

specific heads.

decisions:

Reports.

REPORTING AGENCIES.
Taxation, 92-504.

See Georgia

for, 37-207.

Sales

Fraud, quantity of land, 29-201.

Inadequacy

officers,

Supreme Court

See Contracts.

Mistake as ground

Banks: See Banks and Banking.
Court of Appeals decisions: See GeorParticular

as,

'of

consideration,

96-105.

Mistake, 96-210.
Property lost, destroyed or damaged, 96-108.

Purchaser's rights,
Title

20-903.

defective, 29-202.
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RESULTING TRUSTS.

RESCUE.

See Trusts.

Attempt. 20-4504.
Civil process, one in custody on,

RETRAXIT.

86-4503.
Criminal process, one in custody on,
86-4502.
Definition, 26-4501.

Escapes:

Definition, 3-507.

Discontinuance distinguished, 3-508.
Dismissal distinguished, 3-508.
Effect, 3-507.

See Escapes.

Nonsuit distinguished, 3-508.

RESERVES.
Insurance companies, 56-224, 56-229,

RETROACTIVE LAWS.
Passage prohibited, 1-128, 2-302.

56-918, 56-919.

RETURNS.

RESERVOIRS.
Poisoning water

in,

Attachment: See Attachment.
Election returns: See Elections,
False, liability of officer, 24-202.

26-S112.

RESIDENCE.
Aliens:

See Aliens.
Attorney General, eligibility requirement, 2-4101.

Marriage
Banns, 53-209.

Citizens, right of residents as, 79-301.
Citizenship determined by, 79-202.

Neglect to make, liability of

Comptroller General, eligibility requirement, 2-2704, 40-1403.
Court of Appeals Judges, eligibility
requirement, 2-4101.
Divorce, petitioner for, 30-107.
Domicile: See Domicile.
Governor, eligibility requirement,

Particular persons,
specific heads.

2-2607.

Identity, evidence of, 38-304.
President of United States, eligibility

officers,

etc.:

See

RETURN DAY.
Habeas corpus,

50-107.

REVENUE.
See Public Revenue.
-Bills

for—
Congress, 1-122.
2-1812.

Laws, suggestions by Comptroller Gen-

89-105.

Secretary of State, eligibility requirement, 2-2704.
Solicitors general, eligibility
ment, 2-4101, 24-2901.

Treasurer,

eligibility

requirerequire-

ment, 2-2704, 40-903.
Superior court judges, eligibility
quirement, 2-4101.
Supreme Court Justices, eligibility
quirement, 2-4101.

in office, 89-501.

RESOLUTIONS.
General Assembly: See General Assem-

RESTAURANTS.
Defrauding, 52-9903 to 52-9905.
Liens, 52-105, 52-106.

Oleomargarine, notice of use of,
42-9910.

Posting law, 52-9905.
Taxation, 92-1003.

RESTRAINT OE MARRIAGE.
Contracts, 53-107, 53-108, 85-712.

REVERSAL.
See Supreme
Appeals.

Court and

Court

of

See Remainders and Reversions.

Condemnation, nonuser of property acre-

Administrators, 113-2306. See Administrators and Executors.
Particular officers or fiduciaries: See
specific heads.
Public officers
Report to Governor, 89-504.

bly.

eral as to, 40-1511.

REVERSIONS.
re-

RESIGNATION.

Vacancy

officer,

24-202, 24-213.

General Assembly, 2-1809 to

requirement, 1-204.
Public officers, eligibility, 89-101,

State

Licenses, 53-201, 53-211, 53-311.

quired by, 36-606.

REVIEW.
See Appeals; Certiorari.
Limitations, 3-714, 3-715.

REVIVAL.
appeal by representative of
deceased party, 3-409.
Corporate charters, 2-2503.
Debt barred by limitations, 3-904,

Action,

20-401.

Dormant judgments: See Judgments.

REVOCATION.
Special privileges or immunities, grant
of, 2-303.

Wills:

See Wills.

REVOLUTIONARY RECORDS.
State Librarian to supply to schools,
101-210.

REWARDS.
Arrest of felons, 27-101.

General Tnm.x.
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ROAD COMMISSIONERS.

RICE.
Bushel, weight, 112-101.
Cultivation:
See Agricultural

Prod-

69-306,

ucts.

Growing, levy and

when, 96-110.
Weight or bulk, increasing with

95-314,

95-415.

Certificate of service, 95-316.
dirt

or rubbish, 26-7405.

Complaint against, 95-310.
Contempt, power to punish

for, 95-308.

Contractors as, 95-306.
Cooperation as to roads on district

RICE DAMS.
Injuring maliciously, 26-7801.

RICE MEAL, BRAN,

AND

lines, 95-314.

POLISH.

See Concentrated Commercial Feeding Stuffs.

RIGHT OF COMMON.
Trespass by interference with,
105-1410.

Fines, 95-309 to 95-311, 95-313.

See Railroads.

Funds, duties, 95-307.
Imprisonment, 95-311.

Bridges, 95-1401, 95-1404.
Ferries, 95-1401, 95-1404.
Prescription, acquiring by, 83-112,

Inspection duties, 95-307.
Jury duty, exemption, 95-305.
Justices of the peace, 69-306.

83-113, 83-119, 85-409, 85-1401.

Public roads, 95-205, 95-2001.
Condemnation of land for, 36-101,
36-1U01 to 36-1004, 36-2021,

Mandamus,

64-102.

Militia

duty, exemption, 95-305.
Neglect of duty, 95-309 to 95-313.

Notice

95-1724.

95-1715,

Defaulters, proceedings against, 95-307,
95-418, 95-420, 95 421.
Duties, 95-303, 95-307.
Neglecting, 95-309 to 95-313.
Election, 2-8202.
Ex parte proceedings against, 95-312.

Excuse from service, 95-303, 95-304.
Execution against, 95-3] 3.

RIGHTS OF WAY.

State-aid roads, 95-1708, 95-1715,

Appointment, 95-304.
Defaulters, 95-307.

95-1724.

Number,

Trespass by interference with,

95-301.

Oaths, administering, 95-307.
Obligation to serve, 95-303.
Overseers, appointment by, 95-307,

105-1410.

RINKS.

95-314.

Taxation, 92-608.

Proceedings against, neglect of duty,

RIOT.
Definition and punishment, 26-5302.
Inciting, against State, 26-904.
officers,

appointment in case

of,

Public defense:

See Public Defense.

RIPARIAN RIGHTS.
Use of nonnavigable streams, 105-1407.

RIVERS.
See Waters and Watercourses.

Banks, injuring maliciously, 26-7801.

Boundary

95-309 to 95-313.
Railroads, requiring removal of highway-crossing obstruction, 94-512 to
94-516.

Removal, 95-311.

26-4902.

tion:

95-307,

Books, keeping, 95-307.

sale, 39-119.

Sales, title passes

Peace

Appointment, 95-902, 95 304.
Apportionment of handi and roads,

rivers as affecting jurisdic-

See Venue.

Navigation

stroying, 26-8101.

ROBBERY.
Assault with intent to rob, 26-1405,
26-1406.
Definition, 26-2501.

56-1434.

Intimidation, by, 26-2503.
Larceny contradistinguished, 26-2601,

ROADS.
Public

Roads;

Bridges included in, 102-103.
Meaning, 102-103.
Rule of the road, 105-112.
Turning to right, 105-112.

ROAD-BUILDING MACHINERY.
Taxation of manufacturers and dealers, 92-1308.

Supervision of overseers, 95-307.
Vacancies in office, 95-301, 95-302.

Insurance against loss by, 56-1426 to

fixtures, injuring or de-

See Private Ways;
Tramroads.

Resignation, 95-303.

Road duty, exemption, 95-305.
Summons to, 95-309, 95-310.

26-2626, 26-2628.
force, by, 26-2502.

Open

Punishment, 26-2502, 26-2503.

ROGUES.
Definition

and punishment,

26-7101.

ROLLING STOCK.
Railroads
Conditional

sale

to 94-403.
Lease, 94-402,

contract,

94-403.

94-401

General Index.
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RULES AGAINST OFFICERS— Cont'd.

ROOTS.
Infested "with disease or insects, sale,
5-9027.
etc., 5-701 to 5-722, 5-9925 to

Shipping

illegally, 5-9922, 5-9923.

ROPE WALKING.
Children put to vocation

of,

51-9903,

51-9904.

Partition, commissioners to make sale,
85-1512.
Penalty after demand, 24-205, 24-207.
Practice on money rules, 24-211.
Removal from office, 24-213.

Retirement from

Return

ROSIN.

Failure to make, 24-202, 24-213.

See Naval Stores.

ROUGH

False, 24-202.

when, 90-110.

Sales, title passes

Service of rule, 24-204, 24-209, 24-212.

RICE.

SheriffAbsence from court, 24-212.
Contempt, 24-213.
Deputies subject, 24-203.

Bushel, weight, 112-101.

ROYALTIES.
Income taxes, gross income, 92-3107.

Liability, 24-202.

Removal from office, 24-213.
Service by coroner, 24-204.

RULES AGAINST OFFICERS.
Absent

officers,

2-4-212.

Solicitors general, 24-2911.

Absolute, 24-210.
Answer to rule nisi, 24-210.
Attorneys at law, 24-206. See Attor-

neys at Law.
Claimant, practice on

money

rule,

Constables, 24-205, 24-206, 24-208,
24-814 to 24-816.

Contempt, liability enforced by
tachment, 24-213, 24-214, 24-815.
Contents of rule nisi, 24-209.

at-

Coroners, 24-206, 24-208.
Demand, penalty, 24-205, 24-207.
24-211.
Deposit of Hens with officers,
24-211.
money,
Distribution of
Equitable principles, application on

distribution, 24-211.

Execution, liability enforced by,

distribution,

Forthcoming bonds,

effect

27-2903.^

on

liability,

39-303.

Interest, 24-206, 24-214.

Intervenors

claiming

RULE OF THE ROAD.
Turning to right, 105-112.

RUM.
See Intoxicating Liquors.

RUNNING AT LARGE.
Live stock:

See Live Stock.

RUNNING WITH LAND.
Covenants, 29-301, 39-1308.
Easements, 85-1404.

RYE.
fund,

pleading

and practice, 24-211.
of distribution, binding effect, 24-211.
Jury, trial by, 24-210.

Judgment

Justices of the peaceIssuance of rule by, 24-209.
Subject to rule, 24-205, 24-206,
24-208.
Lien of rule absolute, 24-214, 24-215.
Money rules, practice on, 24-211.
Nisi, issuance, 24-209.

Notice
Claimant to

Judge, issuance by, 24-209.
Supreme Court clerk, 24-4103.
Term time, granted in, 24-209.
Traverse of answer, 24-210.
Vacation, granted in, 24-209.

See Waters and Watercourses.
Ownership, 85-1301.

fund-

Failure to pay over, 27-2902.
Solicitor,

tion, 27-2903.

Superior court
Clerk, 24-206 to 24-208, 24-2722,

RUNNING WATERS.

24-214.
Ex-officers, liability, 24-208.

Fine and forfeiture

Fine and forfeiture fund, distribu-

24-2723.

24-211.

.

office, liability after,

24-20S.

Bushel, weight, 112-101.
Growing, levy and sale, 39-119.

SABBATH.
See Sunday.

SACRAMENTAL WINES.
Carriage,

etc., 58-203, 58-204.

SAFES.
Hotelkeepers, duty to keep, 52-110.
Taxation of dealers, 92-1910.

SAILORS.
See Soldiers and Sailors.

officer

to retain,

24-211.

Interested persons, pendency of
rule, 24-211.

24-204, 24-209, 24-212.
Oath, answer under, 24-210.
Offieera liable, 24-201, 24-206.
Officer,

Ordinary, issuance by,. 24-209.

SALARIES.
sions, etc.:

commisboards,
See specific heads.

Assignments

of, as security for loans,

Particular

officers,

25-316, 25-319.

Buying, business of:
Personal Security.

See

Loans on

Mineral Index.
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SALES— Cont'd.

SALARIES— Cont M.
Income taxes, gross income, 92-3107.
Loans on: See Loans on Personal .Security.

Public officers
Appropriation, 89-701.
Particular officers:
See
heads.

specific

Concealment
Fraud, 06 203.
Insolvency, by pni
Conditional sale

.

06 206.

Attestation, 07-1402.
Execution, 07-1401.

Property

lost,

destroyed, or dam-

aged, 00-108.

SALARY BUYERS.
See Loans on Personal Security.

Bailroad rolling stock, 01 401,
04-403.

Taxation, 92-2010.

Trover by

SALES.
Abatement of price
Breach of warranty,

lost, destroyed, or damaged, 96-108.
Title defective, 29-202.
Acceptance of goods
Breach of warranty as ground for

refusal, 96-306.

Nonacceptance, remedy of

seller,

96-113.

Presumption of quality, 96-305.
Actual delivery of goods, 96-107.
Administrators':
See Administrators
and Executors.
Adulterated food, drugs, or liquor,
42-114, 42-115, 42-9901.
Agents, by or to, 4-204.

Bona

fide purchaser, 96-207.

Agricultural products, 5-603, 5-604.
Alcohol, 58-505.

Annulment
Insolvent buyer, 96-206.
Misrepresentation as ground,

Mistake as ground, 96-210.
Apportionment of priceDeficiency in quantity of lands,
29-201.
Title defective, 29-202.

of lading, stoppage in
transitu as against, 96-402.
Attachment for purchase money, 8-302
bill

to 8-305.

Bank

bills, seller without title, 96-111.
Barter and exchange, 96-115.
Blue sky law: See Securities.

fide

purchasers:

See Bona Fide

Purchasers.

Breach of
Contract, remedy of seller, 96-113,
96-401.

Warranty, 20-1412, 96-306.
Bulk sales, 28-203 to 28-206, 28-9901.
Fertilizers,

Burden

5-1401 to 5-1404.

of proof, quality of goods,

96-305.

Camp

i

recoup-

:.

Duress, 96-201, 96-209.
Element of contract, 96-101.

Fraud, 96-201, 96-202.
See Consideration.

Consideration:

Essential, 96-101, 96-104.
Failure, 96-305.

Payment,

condition precedent to
delivery of goods, 96-106.
Constructive delivery of goods, 96-107.
Contingency as subject-matter, 96-102.
Corn, title passes when, 96-110.
Cotton, 5-313, 5-314, 5-316, 5-602 to
5-604.

Title passes

when, 96-110.

Creditors, defrauding, 96-204.
Crude turpentine, title passes when,
96-110.
Currency, seller without title, 96-111.

Dairy products, 42-508.
Damage to goods delivered, 96-108,
96-110.

Damages

96-202.

Assignee of

107-

Writing, 67-1401.
Consent

96-306.

Property

Bona

seller, set-off or

ment by buyer,

grounds, near, 26-6912.

Breach of contract by buyer,
96-113.

Breach of warranty, 96-306.
Default of buyer of goods, remedy of
seller, 96-113, 96-401.

Deficiency in quantity of lands, 29-201.
Delivery of goods, 96-107.

Payment

of price as condition
precedent, 96-106.
Title to goods passing on, 96-103.

Waiver

of lien, 96-401.

Destruction of goods delivered,

effect,

96-108, 96-110.

Divisible contracts, 96-112.
Drafts, bills of lading attached, title
to goods, 96-109.
Duress, 96-201, 96-209.
Elements essential to contract, 96-101.
Engrossing, 26-7404.

Entire contract, 96-112.

Escheated estates, 85-1102.
Estoppel to plead partial failure of
consideration, 96-305.

Evidence

Canals, 17-112.

Intention of parties, warranty,

Certainty of consideration, 96-104.
Commission merchants, title to goods
sold by, passes when, 96-110.

Quality of good?. 96-305.

96-304.

Exchange, contracts

of, 96-115.

General Index.
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SALES— Cont'd.

SALES— Cont'd.
Execution, under:
See Judicial Sales.
Executors':
See Administrators and
Executors.
Explosives. 88-805, 88-9927,
Factors, title to goods sold by, passes

when, 96-110.
Failure of cousideration, 96-305.
Feeding stuffs: See Concentrated Commercial Feeding Stuffs.
Fertilizers:
See Fertilizers.
Forestalling, 26-7404.

Concealment constituting, 90-203;

effect, 96-108,

96-103.

overt, 96-111.

Merchantability of goods, implied war-

Creditors, 96-204.
Definition, 96-202.

ranty, 96-301.
Misrepresentations, effect, 96-202.
Mistake, 29-201, 96-210.

96-201.

of

84-992S.

Loss of goods delivered,

Market

Insolvency, 90-206.

Inadequacy

to disclose, 96-303.

Implied warranty, 96-301.
Leaf tobacco, account of, 111-201.
Life estates, 85-609, 85-1709.
Lightning rods, 84-1801, 84-1802,

Lottery tickets, 2-204, 26-6501.
Manufacture in future of goods sold,

fide purchasers, 96-208.

Effect,

Duty

96-110.

Fraud—
Bona

Landlord's liens, property under, misdemeanor, 61-9903.
Latent defects

consideration,

Money,

96-105.

seller

without

title,

96-111.

"More

Quantity of land, 29-201.
Setting aside, 37-210.
Silently standing by at sale
one's property, 105-304.
Subsequent purchasers, 96-204.
Futures, speculation in, 96-102.
Future delivery contracts

of

or less," description of quantity of land, 29-201.
Narcotics, 42-704, 42-705, 42-9917.

Negotiable paper, seller without

title,

96-111.

Nonacceptance

of

goods,

remedy of

seller, 96-113.

Bucket shop, 20-604.

Obscene pictures,

Definition, 20-601, 20-604.

Parol evidence, intention of parties,
warranty, 96-304.

Intent to deliver, 20-603.
Valid, when, 20-602.
Violation of law, 20-9901.
Written statement to principal,
20-605.

Gasoline:
See Petroleum Products.
Good faith of parties, 96-302.

Guardian,

by:

See

Guardian

and

Identification of thing sold, 96-101.
Ignorance of act, ground for rescission,
96-210.

Implied contract to pay for property
transferred, 3-107.
Implied warranty, 96-301, 96-306.
Imprisonment, duress, 96-209.
Inadequacy of consideration, 96-105.
Insolvency of buyer
Fraud, 96-206.

Stoppage in transitu, 96-401,
96-402.

traders:

See

Debtor

and

Intention of parties, 96-112.
Delivery of goods, 96-107.

estoppel to plead partial
failure of consideration, 96-305.
Time, 96-106.

Partial,

Title passes, 96-108, 96-110.

Petroleum products:

See Petroleum

Products.
Pitch, title passes when, 96-110.
Planters, title to goods sold by, passes
when, 96-110.
Pledged or pawned property, 12-609.
Poisons, 42-704, 42-705, 42-9915.
Possibility, as subject of, 96-102.
Powers, under, 37-607, 108-407.

Intoxicating

liquors:

96-305.

Price

Abatement,

Warranty, 96-304.
See

property
lost,
destroyed or damaged, 96-108.

Intoxicat-

ing Liquors.

Kerosene:

Partial failure of consideration, 96-305.
Partial payment, estoppel to plead partial failure of consideration, 96-305.
Partition proceedings, 85-1511 to
85-1513, 85-1515.
Patent defects, general express warranty, 96-304.

Presumption of quality of goods,

Creditor.

Judicial:

26-6301.

Payment

Ward.

Insolvent

etc.,

See Judicial Sales.
See Petroleum Products.

Agreement, 96-101.
Apportionment
Defect in title, 29-202.
Deficiency in lands, 29-201.

Knowledge
Falsity of representations, 96-202.

Latent defects, 96-301.
Rescission on ground of ignorance,
96-210.

Breach of warranty, 96-306.
Title passes on payment, 96-108,
96-110.

Public

office,

89-9904.

Gkxkral Index.
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SALES— Cont'd.

SALES— Cont M.
Purchaser to pay for papers, 29-115.
Quality of goods
Implied warranty, 96-301.
Presumption, 96-305.
Regrating, 26-7404.
Kesale, breach of contract by buyer,
96-113.

See Rescission.
Fraud, quantity of land, 29-201.

Rescission:

96-105.

aged, 96- .08.

SALT-WATER FISHING.
See Fish and Fishing.

stuffs,

for analysis, 42-203, 42-204, 42-206,
42-207.

Drugs, for analysis, 42-112.
Food, for analysis, 42-112.

Purchaser's rights, 20-908.
Title defective, 29-202.

Retention of goods, breach of contract
96-113.

Rice, title passes when, 96-110.
Rosin, title passes when, 96-110.
Securities:
See Securities.
Seed-cotton, 5-601.
Speculation in futures, 96-102.
Spirits turpentine, title passes, when,
96-110.

State properly, 91-503, 91-505.

Stoppage in transitu, 96-401, 96-402.
Stored property

SANCTION BY JUDGE.
Certiorari, petition for writ, 19-203,
19-212, 19-216.

Ne exeat, 37-1406.
SANITARIA.
See Private Hospitals and Sanitaria.

Grand jury

visitation and inspection,
59-401 to 59 : 400, 59-9901, 59-9902.
State: See Milledgeville State Hospital; State Tuberculosis Sanatorium.
Taxation, 92-1911.

SANITARIUM FOR THE INSANE.

Perishable property, 111-110,

See Milledgeville State Hospital.

111-111.

Storage charges, 111-108 to

SANITARY DISTRICTS.

111-111.

Appropriations, 88-306, 88-307.

Title, 111-106, 111-107.

Street railroads
Franchises, etc., 94-1013.
Stock, etc., 94-1014 to 94-1017.
Subsequent innocent purchasers,
96-205, 96-206.

See Tax Sales.

Threats, duress, 96-209.
Time, payment of purchase money,
96-106.

TitleBill of lading attached to draft,

96-109.

Conveyed, 96-111.
Defective, apportionment of

price,

29-202.

Goods to be manufactured, 96-103.
Implied warranty, 96-301.
Retention until payment of purchase money, 96-108, 96-110.
Trading stamps, 26-6506.
Trustees':
See Trustees.
Turpentine, title passes when, 96-110.
Unauthorized use of name or seal in,
106-9904.
flag,

Commissioners
Acceptance of office, 88-304.
Appointment, 8S-303 to 88-305.
Bond, 88-304, 88-305.
Certificate,

use in promoting.

26-7201.

Deputies, 88-312.
Duties, 88-309, 88-310.
Eligibility, 88-303.

Examinations, 88-303.
Expenses, 88-306, 8S-307.
Inspection duties, 8S-309.
Lectures to pupils, 8S-309.
Oath, 88-304, 88-305.
Office,

96-104.

Private practice, 8S-305.
Quarantine regulations, 88-309.
Records, 88-309.

Removal, 8S-305.
Reports, 88-309.

Residence, SS-303.
Suspension, 8S-303, 88 305.
Term of office, 8S-303, 88-304.

Vacancies, SS-303 to 88-305.
Visiting nurses, employment,

chasers, 96-205.

88-312.

Grand
fide pur-

88-30S.

Rent, 8S-307.
Powers, 88-305, 88-310.

Valuable consider; tion, necessity,

Voluntary conveyance, bona

88-303.

Compensation, 88-304, 88-306.

Tar, title passes, when, 96-110.

United States

Deficient, 112-104,
False, 1124901.
Unmarked, 112-103.

Concentrated commercial feeding

Mistake, 96-210.
Property lost, destroyed, or dam-

Taxes:

96-306.

Weights and measures

SAMPLES.

Inadequacy of consideration,

by buyer,

Warranties, 96-301, 96-302, 96 304,

jury, recommendations. SS-301.

Joint districts, SS-302, 8S-30S. 88-310,
88-312.

General Index.
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SANITARY DISTRICTS— Cont 'd.
Municipal
of laws

health

officers,

SCHOOLS— Cont'd.

application

to, 88-311.

Operative,

provisions

become,

when.

B8-301.

Population determining, SS-302.
State divided into, SS-302.
Suspension of provisions, SS-301.
Taxes. 88-306, SS-307.

SCHOOL BOOKS.

SANITATION.
Food, regulating manufacture,

Incorporation, etc., 22-401.
See Corporations of Superior Court.
Interfering with, 26-6913.
Military, inspection, 86-805.
Professors,
exemption from militia
duty, 86-209.
Training school at State Hospital: See
Milledgeville State Hospital.

sal?, etc.,

See Textbook Commission.
Adoption, 32-703, 32-704, 32-708, 32-716,

42-117, 42-118.

Dairies, 42-401, 42-403 to 42-406,
42-503.
Slaughter houses, 42-401 to 42-406.

Violation of law, 42-9901, 42-9906,

32-801, 32-811, 32-812.

Authors, employment of, 32-709.
Basal elementary books, law as to, not
repealed, 32-813.

Bond-

42-9908.

Hotels and inns, 52-201 to 52-205,

Contractor for books, 32-716.
Publisher, 32-804, 32-805.

52-9902.

Civil government, 32-705.

SASH FACTORIES,

Contracts for books, 32-702, 32-709 to

Taxation, 92-901.

32-711, 32-716, 32-717.

SATISFACTION.

Copyrights, 32-709.
Courses of study, 32-704 to 32-706.
Distribution, 32-709 to 32-711, 32-716,

See Accord and Satisfaction.

See Execution.
Execution:
Pleading matters in, 81-307.

32-717, 32-719, 32-720.

Elementary rudiments of vocal music,

Torts, 105-1901, 105-1902.

SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIONS.
Investments in farm loan bonds,

Filing copies and list of prices, 32-802.
Forfeiture by publisher for failure of
duty, 32-807.

108-421.

SAVINGS BANKS.
See Banks and Banking.

Free distribution, 32-801, 32-809,

SAWDUST.

32-814, 32-815.

Funds

Floating into streams, 26-3701.

for schools
adopted, 32-723.

SAWMILLS.
Homestead, statutory, 51-1301.
Liens, 67-1701, 67-2204, 67-2206.
Taxation, 92-901.

SCALES.
Agricultural products, weighing:
Agricultural Products.

See

ers, 92-1307.

using

Gifts by publishers, 32-406, 32-812,
32-9901, 32-9902.
Homestead, statutory, 51-1301.
Lists
Filing, 32-802.
Sending out, 32-806.
of school, order of supplying, 32-713.
Partisan matter, 32-703.

Books ordered, 32-809.
Vote or influence of school

Taxation, 92-616.

officials,

32-812, 32-9904.

SCHEDULES.

Pecuniary interest in

Property, divorce action, 30-111,

sale,

32-902.

Penalties, 32-9903, 32-9904.
Plates, 32-709, 32-715, 32-716.
Previously-adopted books, sale, 32-714.
Prices, 32-707, 32-710, 32-713, 32-802,
32-809, 32-810.

30-115.

SCHOLASTIC MONTH.
constituting, 32-1502.
of days in, 102-103.

Number

*

Punishment for violation of law,

Barber schools, 84-410, 84-411.
Exemption of professors and tutors

32-9902 to 32-9904.
Purchasing, 32-801, 32-809.
Rental, 32-723, 32-809, 32-814.
Requisitions for, 32-720.

from militia duty, 80-209.
Grand jury visitation and inspection,

Return of unsold books, 32-720.

See Public Schools.

59-401 to 59-406, 59-9901, 59-9902.
taxes, exernjition, 92-3105.

Income

books

Payment

SCENIC DEVICES.

SCHOOLS.

not

Lower grades

Taxation of manufacturers and deal-

Days

32-704.

English education, elements of, 32-703.
Exclusive use by schools, 32-721, 32-723.

Retail price limited, 32-810.
Sale,

32-708,

32-810.

32-710,

32-714,

32-801,

G i:\kral
I
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SCHOOL BOOKS— Cont'd.

SCIRE FACIAS

Sample copies, 32-812.
Second-hand books, 32-811.
Sectarian
Selection
Standard,
Subjects,

I

Decree

in

Cont'd.

equity,

revival without,

37-1211.

Dormant judgment!;

matter, 32-703.
local boards, 32-808.

to

&<'-

revive:

Judgments.
Grant of lands by State, letting

by

32-718.

32-705, 32-706.
Supplemental books, 32-723.

85-310.

Guardian made party, 49

Sworn statement

of publishers, 32-803.
Teachers, violation of law by, 32-722.
Uniform series, 32-703, 32-704.
Violation of law, punishment, 32-9D03.

SCHOOL-BOOK COMMISSION.

234.

Parties made by: See Partief.
Recognizances, forfeiture, 27-1!
Superior court, jurisdiction to

grant

writ, 2-3205.

SCRAWL.

See Textbook Commission.

Meaning, 102-103.

SCHOOL DISTRICTS.

SCREENS.

Apportionment of funds, 32-404.

Billiard rooms, 84-1609.
Food, places of sale, manufacture,

Area, 32-1101.
Boundaries, 32-1101.

etc.,

42-117, 42-9906.

Consolidation, 2-6901, 32-917.

Hotel, sanitary
52-9902.

County, 32-404, 32-901.
Division, 32-916.

Rearrangement, 32-917.
Schoolhouses, bonds to build, 32-1401
to 32-1404.

regulations,

52-203,

SCRIVENERS.
Wills, 113-207, 113-306.

SEALS.

Treasurers, accounting,

etc.,

for public

moneys: See Public Officers, catchwords Public moneys.
Trustees

Borrowing

to

pay teachers, 32-1132

Banks, 13-1801.

Bond required by

law, 102-102.
40-1405.
General,
Comptroller
Executive Department of State, 40-106.
Commissions of public officers, use

to 32-1135.

on, 89-202.

Duties, 32-1105, 32-1113.
Election, 32-1104.
Powers and duties, 32-1113.

President,

Foreign laws and judgments, authentication under, 38-622. 38-627.

Forging or counterfeiting, 26-3915.
Georgia, see Great seal of State, post.

32-1104.

Removal, 32-1104.
Secretary, 32-1104, 32-1113, 32-1119
to 32-1123.
Treasurer, 32-1104, 32-1105, 32-1119
to 32-1123.

Governor, 40-106.
Great seal of State
Affixed to instruments, when,
2-2801.

Attaching to transcripts,

OF AGRICULTURE
MECHANICAL ARTS.

SCHOOL

AND

Branch of University of Georgia:

Commissions of public
See

University of Georgia.

etc.,

40-601.
officers,

use

on, 89-201.

Custody, 2-2705, 2-2801, 40-601,
40-701.

SCHOOL OF TECHNOLOGY.
Branch of University of Georgia:

Description, 40-701.

See

Forging or counterfeiting, 26-3915.
Grants, attestation, 40-601.

University of Georgia.

What

SCHOOL TEACHERS.

constitutes, 2-2801.

Insurance Commissioner, 56-101.

See Public Schools.

Judicial notice of, 88-112.

SCIENCE.

Marking weights and measures,

Alcohol for scientific purposes, 58-401.

Meaning, 102-103.

SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES.
Income taxes, exemption, 92-3105.

SCIRE FACIAS.
Administrator de bonis non, making
party, 113-1526, 113-2107.

Amendment,

81-1311.

Negotiable instruments, on, 14-206.
Notaries public, 71-107.
Public officers, 89-105, 89-201, 89-202.
Railroads, certificates of incorporation,
etc.,

94-103, 94-305, 94-317.

State, see Great seal of State, ante.

Appellate courts, making parties,
6-1201.

Attachment proceedings,

112-102.

State Revenue Commission. 92-4504.
of Union, authentication of

States
8-608, 8-609.

Bail bonds, forfeiture, 27-906.

laws and records under, 38-627,
38-630.

General Index.
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SECRETS OF STATE.

SEALS— Cout 'd.
Superior court clerks, 24-2714, 24-2715.

Admissibility in evidence, 38-418.

Telegraph companies, 104-201.
Unauthorised use, 106-9904.

Discovery in equity, privilege, 38-1102.
Privilege of witness not to disclose,

Undertaking required by law, 102-102.

3S-1711.

SECRETARIES.

SEALED INSTRUMENTS.
Fraudulent or malicious destruction,
20-7001.

Examining boards, abolition,
Executive Department

84-101.

Appointment, 40-303.

SEAMEN.

Salaries, 40-305.

Absence from vessel without leave,
98-9903.

Joint-Secretary, State

Examining

Boards, 84-101, 84-102, 84-203,

Apprentices
Aiding or inducing desertion,
98-9908.

Discharge
Hiring seamen without certificate
9S-9906, 9S-9907.

of,

Refusal to give certificate

of,

SECRETARY OF STATE.
of,

40-601.

Age, eligibility requirement, 2-2704.
Assistants,

employment

of,

40-603.

Attestation of grants, 40-601.

Bond, 2-2704, 40-502.
State agents, caring for, 40-601.
Building and loan associations, filing
charter, 16-206.

9S-9905.

Exemption from

militia duty, 86-209.

Harboring, 98-9909.
Neglect of duty, 98-9903.
Search for and seizure of, resisting,

Canal companies
Certificates of incorporation to,
17-102.

Fee on incorporation,

17-101.

Grants of corporate powers

98-9904.

Petition for charter, 17-101,

SEARCHES AND SEIZURES.

17-103.

Petition for incorporation, 17-101,

Cigars and cigarettes, 92-2214.
Public officers' papers, 89-605.

17-103.
Certificates, 40-604.

98-9904.

resisting,

Unreasonable, prohibited, 1-804, 2-116.

Warrants
Binding over offender,

27-304.

2-116.

Disposition of goods, 27-302.

taking of goods,
probable cause, 27-303.

for, 27-201, 27-303.

Restoration of goods to owner,
27-301.

Trespass, when, 27-301.

SEATS.
Female employees,

54-401, 54-9907.

SECOND ORIGINAL.
Process and service, nonresidents,
81-215.

SECONDARY EVIDENCE.
See Evidence.

SECRECY.
Income tax returns and payments,
92-3216, 92-9914.

SECRET SOCIETIES.
Disturbing, 26-6902.

corporation

Renewal of corporation

char-

charter,

22-502.

Citizenship, eligibility requirement,
2-2704.

Commission of

when

Officer executing, liability, 27-301.

Probable cause

of

Clerical expenses, 2-2702.

27-301.

Forcible

Amendment

ter, 22-506, 22-507.

Constitutional provisions, 1-804,

of,

to,

2-1818.

Secreting deserters, 98-9909.

Execution

84-915.

Acts of General Assembly, care

Harboring, 98-9009.
Arrest, 98-9903.
Desertion, aiding or inducing, 98-9908,
98-9909.

Seamen,

38-1102,

office,

great seal,

etc.,

89-201.

Commissions to public

officers,

counter-

signing, 89-201.

Compensation, 2-2705, 40-504.

CopyBond, evidence, 40-502.
Records, furnishing, 40-601.
Corporations
Bonds, fee for recording, 22-721.
Charters, grant, 2-1818.
Powers, grant, 2-1818.
Revivor of charter, 22-601, 22-602.
Countersigning commissions of public
officers,

89-201.

County boundaries, hearing of exceptions to survey, 23-405.

Department of Archives and History,
control and management of, 40-803
to 40-807.

Duties and authority, prescribing by
General Assembly, 2-2702.
Election,

2-2701,

40-501.

Returns, 34-2201.
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SECRETARY OF STATE— Cont'd.
Elections
Blanks, furnishing, 40-601.
Registration lists, 2-005.
Returns, destruction of, 40-601.

.:.'/; \'>

SECRETARY OF STATE
2-2801.

Fee on incorporation, 41-101.
Grant of corporate powers to,
2-1818.
Fees, 40-504, 40-601.'
Building and loan associations, incorporation, 16-206.
Canal companies, incorporation,
17-101.

Corporation
Capital stock, change, 22-512.

Keeping, 2-2705, 2-2801, 40-601,
40-701.
office not open on, 40 503.
Information furnished to Govei
when, 2-2618.
Insurance companies

Holidays,

Charter, issuance, 2-1818, 56-201,
56-202, 50-205.

Incorporation, 56 202,

Journals of General Assembly, care

of,

2-1805, 40-601.

Legislative-agent tax, payment, 92-508.
Lights for General Assembly, providing, 40-601.

Amendment,

22-505.

Maps

of surveys
Keeping, 40-604.

Renewal, 22-501.
Directors, change of number,

Repair,

etc.,

40-604.

Navigation companies

22-512.

Name, change,

Certificate of incorporation, 17-203
to 17-205.

22-512.

Place of business, change,

Constitutional provision, 2-1818.

22-512.

Recording bonds, 22-721.
Express companies, incorporation,
41-101.

•

Grant of corporate powers, 17-201.
Petition for incorporation, 17-202.

Office in

Filing statement of dealer in se97-306, 97-307, 97-402.

Insurance company, incorporation,
56-205.

Navigation companies, incorporation, 17-204.

Payment

to State Treasurer,
92-3501, 92-3503.

104-102.

Perquisites, 2-2705, 40-504, 40-601.
Plats, care and record of, 40-604.
Qualifications, 2-2704.

Railroads, incorporation,
94-101 to 94-104.

filing of,

106-102.

Trust companies, incorporation,
109-101, 109-301, 109-306,
109-405.

Filing

Bond, 40-502.
Petition, etc., for renewal of corporation charter, 22-504, 22-509.
Statement of dealer in securities,
97-306, 97-307, 97-402.

2-1S18,

—

Records
Care

of, 40-601.
Copies, 40-601.
Grants, 40-601.

•

etc.,

capitol, 40-503.

Official register, compilation, 40-806.

Telegraph company, incorporation,
Trade-marks,

50-203,

56-205.

Charter

curities,

etc.,

001.

4

Certificates to, 41-101.

Cont'd*

Attaching to transcripts,

Eligibility, 2-2704.

Executive department officer, 2-2601.
Expenses, traveling, 2-2705.
Express companies

-

Croat seal of State
Affixed to instruments, when,

Removal, speculation in wild lands,
40-602.

Reports, mailing to members of General

Assembly, 40-1701.

Residence, 2-2704, 40-503.
Resignation, report to Governor,
89-504.
Salary, 2-2702, 2-2705, 40-504.

Seal
Official, certificates, 40-604.

State

General Assembly
Engrossed copies of laws deposited

Attaching to transcripts,

with, 47-901.
for, providing, 40-601.
Stationery, providing, 40-601.

Keeping, 2-2705. 2-2S01,

Fuel

Governor
Approval of bond, 40-502.
Commission, 2-2701.
Examination by, 2-2618.
Resignation reported to, 40-108.
Grants
Attestation, 40-601.

Recording, 40-601.
Registering, 40-604.

etc.,

40-601.

40-601, 40-701.
Securities,

duties,

etc.,

with

respect

See Securities.
Servants for General Assembly, proto:

viding, 40-601.

Speculation in wild lands, 40-602.
State treasury, payment of fees into,
40-504.

Stationery for General Assembly, providing, 40-601.
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SEIZURES.

SECURITIES— Cent 'd.

—

Secretary of State Cont'd.
Delegation of powers and duties
to chief examiner, 97-201.

Employee^

Examination of issuer of
Cj 7

ties,

-:

Concentrated commercial
stuffs,

97-202.
securi-

drugs, or

od,

I

liquors. 42-114.

h

/

i-

42--

unlawfully caught, 45-108.

me unlawfully kill
Taxes, payment of 91

".

Expense, 97-417.
Examiners, 97-201, 97-2
Expenses, 97-1 _.

i09.

Unite
officer or agent, by one
claiming to be, 26-330L

I

-

I

Filing statement, 97-306, 97-307,

SELF-INCRIMINATION.

97-4
". 2-116. 3% 416. 38-417,
38-1102, 38-1205, 38-1711, 9
"
", 93-9901.
•

Forms, prescribing, 97-203.
Investigation of busines-. 07-2OL
Judgment, 97-412.
License, proceedings wl

ect

Order to cease business.
.•"-410

to

with-

97-_

Rules and regulations, 97-201.
-

Statements to be
97-3:6.

97-307,

with,

filed

97-310,

97-311,

97-402, 97-415.
:

_-r:..tl_or5.

" Securities'

;

State: See General Asseml
United States: See Congress,

SENTENCE.
Abandonment

suspens

cases,

27-2706.

--_.3.

.:.

._"-.__:.

SENATE.

97-4

97-412.

Public inspection, matters
held from, 97-203.
Reports,.

SEMINARIES OF LEARNING.
Tax

Licenses, ante.

to, see

5

Attempts, punishment, 27-25 ".
Bastardy, suspension. 27-2706.
Certiorari, suspension pending, 19-1

97-2!2.

defined,

97-102.

Commutation. 27-270L
Computation. 27-2S

Subdivisions of lands. 97-116.

Copy sent

Title of law, 97-101.

Date, computation from, wbri

Unlawful

Death by electrocution

sales, 97-104, 97-99:3.

execution,

27-2516.

Conveyance of prisoner to peni-

obtain, 26-74:7.

27-2514.
of sentence to superintendent. 27-2514.

tentit.rj.

property,

constitutional

provisions, 1-504, 2-102, 2-113, 2-116.

SECURITY COMPANIES.
109-301.

27-2513.

Disposition of body. 27-251".

SECURITY DEEDS.
See Deeds to Secure Debt.

Electrician. 27-2515.
Expenses, 1"-2513, 27-2514,
27-2517.

SEDUCTION.
for support of female, 26-6002,

Female convict,
27-2513

26-6103.
Civil action for.

Co tins el. -7-171".
:t. change of, 27-2518
Death chamber and apparatus,
I

Acquiring trust company powers,

Bond

of

27-2S

Clergymen. 27-2515.

False representation of solvency to

and

to penitentiary. 1" 2524

Certificate

SECURITY.

Person

1.4

to 19-216.

by parent,

105-1204.

pregn.tn:--. eB.

Guards, 27-2514.

:"-2515.

Habeas eorpus where sentence not

Definition, 26-6001.

Marriage, effect as to prosecution,
26-6C .2.

Ordinary's fee for recording bond,
24-1717.

Public, exclusion from trial, when,

executed, 27-2523

Hanging, so": s ttition
Imposition of semf
"Judge, duty of

for. 27-2512

27-2514.

27-25ia

Physicians, 1" 1:15.
Place c = 1" I'll
.

81-1006.

Resentence after stay, 27-251AL

Punishment. 26-6001.

Be commendation by

jury.

27-2501.

"Witness at prosecution, wife as,
26-6002.

SEEDS.
Bushel, weight. 112-101.

:

:-::::.

-r^eriff

Duty

to

convey prisoner,

27-2514.

?

.

;

.

payment

24-2823.

Stav. 27-2514.

7

General Index.
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SENTENCE— Cont 'd.

SENTENCE— Cout 'd.

—

Death by electrocution Cont'd.
Time of execution, speciiication,

Notification

of sentence,

27-2523.

Rules for indeterminate sentences,

87-8510.

"Warden and assistants, execution

27-2502.

Probation of offenders

by, 27-2515, 27-2521.

"Warrant where sentence not executed,

Prison Commission

Bond

of officers, 27-2703.

Delinquent probationers, 27-2705.
Duties of officers, 27-2704, 27-2705.
Felonies, application of law to,

27-2521.

Witnesses, 27-2515.
Felonies

Attempt to commit, 27-2507.
Form, 27-2504.
Indeterminate, when, 27-2502.
Judge, fixed by, when, 27-2503.
Jury, fixed by* when, 27-2502.
Misdemeanors, punished as, when,

27-2702.

Grand jury recommendation for
appointment of

officers, 27-2703.

Juvenile courts

How

affected, 27-2702.

Prosecution against custodian
of child, 24-2437.

27-2501.

Prison Commission, rules for indeterminate sentences, 27-2502.
Probation, see Probation of of-

Misdemeanors, application of law

fenders, post.
of penitentiary sentence, 27-2504.
Grand jury, duty on obstruction of,
59-313.

Power and duty of judge, 27-2702.
Powers of officers, 27-2704.

Form

Indeterminate, for certain felonies,
27-2502.

Inquisition of sanity, 27-2001, 27-2602.
Insanity, effect, 27-2601 to 27-2604.

imprisonment

Jail,

moval

to

in,

pending

re-

penitentiary, 27-2522,

Judge fixing maximum and minimum
on plea of guilty, 27-2503.
Jury, prescribing for certain felonies,
27-2502.
fixing,

on plea of guilty,

See Crimes

27-2505.

Reprieves, 27-2701.
Resentence on recovery of sanity,

successive

see

Probation

of

—

Certiorari cases, 19-214 to 19-216.
of-

fenders, post.

Punished how, 27-2506.
trial

Motion, effect on computation,
27-2505.

Motion for new
Suspension by

trial,

70-308.

Governor, for treason, 27-2701.
Judge, 27-2706.
Time from which computed, 27-2505.
Writ of error, effect on computation,
27-2505.

Supersedeas, 70-303.

SENTENCES.

Obstructing execution of, 26-4402.
Charge to grand jury on, 59-601.

Duty of grand

jury, 59-313.

Pardons, 27-2701.
Penitentiary: See Penitentiary.
Conveyance of convict to, 27-2524.
Copy of record and sentence sent
27-2524.

Indeterminate sentence

in,

SEPARATE ESTATES.
Married women:

See Husband and

Wife.

SEPARATE EXAMINATION OF WITNESSES.

SEPARATE PARCELS SUBJECT TO
27-2502,

27-2503.

maximum and minimum

by judge,

Transposition in wills, 113-806.

Rule requiring, 38-1703.

of sentence, 27-2504.

Plea of guilty,

imprisonments,

Supersedeas

Discretion of court, 27-2506.

Probation,

offense, conviction of, 27-2511.

Several

Successive imprisonments, 27-2510.

—

fixed

eligible as officers, 27-2703.

Recommendation by jury:
and Punishment.

when, 27-2510.

Jury fixing, 27-2502.
Misdemeanors
Attempt to commit, 27-2507.

Form

27-2706.

Women

Second

27-2503.

to,

Records, keeping, 27-2704.
Eevocation, 27-2705.
Salary of officers, 27-2703.
Suspension of sentence, effect,

27-2604.

Maximum and minimum

New

27-2703.

Remission, 27-2701.
Remittitur, computation from date of,

27-2523.

Judge

27-2702.

to,

Officers,

27-2503.

Prior conviction, effect, 27-2510.

LIEN.
Sale of, 39-118.

SEPARATE TRIALS.
Defendants jointly indicted, 27-2101.
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SET-OFF-

SEPARATION.
wife, liability for neces-

Husband and

SEQUESTRATION OF WITNESSES.
Rule requiring, 38-1703.
See Master and Servant.

SERVICE.
See Process.

by county

divided

lines, 33-118.

Equity, superior court rule, 24-3362.
Fugitives from, extradition, 1-404.
Garnishment: See Garnishment.

Habeas

corpus, 50-108, 50-110.
Justices' courts: See Justices of the

Peace.
Juvenile court process:

See Juvenile

Courts.

Ordinary's court: See Ordinaries.
Process: See Process.
Rules against officers, 24-204, 24-209,

Bill

particulars,

24-3310,

Superior court rule, 24-3310.
Testator, against, 20-13
Trover by seller in conditional
set-off by buyer, 107-102.
Undue debts, 20-1309.
Usee, against, 20-1304.

sale,

SETTING ASIDE.
Attachment judgments. 8-902.
Award, 7-111, 7-219, 7-220.
Contract, inadequacy of consideration,
37-710.

Judgments
Attachment proceedings, 8-902.
Equity, grounds, 37-219, 37-220,

See Process.

SERVICE STATIONS.

37-709.

Taxation, 92-1501.

Fraud

as ground, 37-219, 37-220,
37-709.

SERVICES.
See Bailments; Master and Servant.

SERVITUDE.

Mistake as ground, 37-219, 37-220.
Judicial sale, 39-1316.
Sale,

Involuntary, abolition," 1-813, 1-S14,
2-117.

Previous condition, effect

as

to

suf-

inadequacy of consideration,

37-710.

SETTLEMENTS.
See Compromise.

frage, 1-820.

Administrator

SET-OFF.

Power

Administrators, against, 81-802.
Answer, copies of subject-matter attached to, 39-606.
Attachment, debt not due, 8-604.
Decedents' estates, against, 81-802.
Definition, 20-1301.

Dismissal of action after plea

filed,

3-510.

Ejectment,

mesne

of

Accident as ground. 37-219. 37-220.

24-212.

Suits:

PleaEstates, against. 81-802.
Requisites, 81 801.
Superior court rule, 24-.';31 0.
Recoupment distinguished, 20-1319L
Subject-matter, 20-1302, 20-1308,
39-605.

SERVANTS.

land

Negotiable instrument, against,
20-13'.:.

saries, 53-508.

Ejectment,

Cont'd.

improvements

against

profits, 33-106 to 33-110.

Equitable, 37-308.
Executors, against, 81-802.
Executor de son tort, by, 113-1102,
113-1103.

claims,

113-1513

Proceedings for accounting and,
113-2201 to 113-2209.

Admissions with view to, 38-408.
Attorney's authority, limitation, 9-606.
Criminal cases

Approval by

court, 27-1701.

Arresting officer advising, punishment, 27-9901.
Threats, duress,
27-9901.

etc.,

to induce,

Guardians: See Guardian and Ward.
Marriage: See Marriage Contracts and
Settlements.

Forfeiture of interest, 57-113.

Improvements, 20-1308.
Intestate, against, 20-1306.
Assignee's rights, 39-605.
collectible

by

Torts, 105-1901, 105-1902.
Trustees, by, 108-422.

SEVENTH DISTRICT

Judgments, 39-605.
Balance

to settle
to 113-1515.

execution,

39-605.

Excess in defendant's favor,

A.

& M. SCHOOL.

Branch of University of Georgia: See
University of Georgia.

SEVERANCE.
Defendants jointly indicted, 27-2101.

39-606.

Justices' courts, 24-1407.

Legatees, by, 20-1307.
Limitation of actions, 3-708, 3-809.
Mutuality of cross-demands, 20-1302,
20-1303.

SEWERS.
Municipal tax. 92-4203.

SEWING MACHINES.
Homestead, statutory, 51-1301.
Taxation of dealers or agents, 92-1311.
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SHERIFFS— Cont 'd.

SEX.
See Females.
1-827,

Bonds

constitutional provisions,

Electors,

Approval, 24-2806, 24-2808, 89-405.
Condition, 24-2805.

1-828.

Evidence relating

to sexual immorality.

exclusion of public from

trial,

Deposit with clerk, 24-2806.
Deputies, 24-2811.

Deputy succeeding

81-1006.

sheriff,

differ-

ent sureties, 24-2809.
Examination by judge, 24-2S06,

SHADE TREES.
Cutting, trespass, 20-3001.

24-2808.

SHALL.

Filing, 24-2S07, 89-405.

"May"

defined as meaning, 102-103.

SHEEP.
Skinning without owner's consent,
26-3402.

Jailers, 24-2812.

Minutes, entry on, 24-2806.
Recording, 24-2807, 89-405.
Requirement, 24-2805.

Books, deposit in clerk's office, 24-2820.
Carrying deadly weapons, 26-5103.

SHELLED CORN.
Bushel, weight, 112-101.

Citations, publishing, 24-2813.

SHERIFFS.

Commission, 24-2801.

Absence from court,

rule

without no-

Committing

Actions against, 24-201, 24-202.
Adjoining county, sheriff of, filling vacancy, 24-2S03.
Administrator, acting as, 24-1713.
Advertisements
"Four weeks," meaning, 39-1102.
"Once a week for four weeks,"
meaning, 39-1102.
Publishing, 24-2813.
"Thirty days," meaning, 39-1102.
Time, 39-1102.

Constables
Disqualified to act as, 24-805.

Land

Amendment,

entries
24-2815, 24-2816.

Appointment

to

fill

levied on by, sale, 39-121.

Contempt of

court, 24-202, 24-213,

24-2814.

Convicts as witnesses, payment of expense, 38-2003, 38-2004.

Coroner
Acting

24-2803.

as,

Process, duties as to,

when

and return,

Costs

Committing
vacancy, 24-2803.

courts, collecting,

27-421.

Venue changed, payment,
24-202.

liability,

to,

Predecessor,

made

sheriff

a party, 39-114.

Affidavits, taking, 24-2819.

Arrest
Neglect

courts, accepting bail for

witness, 27-411.

tice, 24-212.

by, duty,

24-2813.

Attachments: See Attachment.
Attendance on courts, duty, 24-2813.
Auctioneer's tax, 92-1901.

Bail-

27-2806.

County
Adjoining, sheriff
cancy, 24-2803.

Tax

to

pay

of,

filling

va-

fees, 92-3701.

Court commissioner's orders executed
by, 38-2308.

Courts of inquiry, accepting bail for

Bench warrant, receiving under,
Forfeiture, service of scire facias,

liability,

24-202.

Defaulting, punishment for contempt,
24-2814.

27-906.

Misdemeanor

cases,

amount,

Deputies

Acting

27-902.

Surrender of principal to, 27-904.
Witnesses in committing courts,
accepting, 27-411.

Bail trover
Costs, 107-207.

Serving and taking recognizance,
107-202,

witness, 27-411.

Damages,

27-801.

107-20:5.

Bailiffs, selection, 24-3352.

Bench warrant
Docket, keeping, 24-3352.
Receiving bail under, 27-801.
Bloodhounds, keeping, 24-2813.

as,

without authority,

26-4902.

Actions against, 24-201.
Affidavits, taking, 24-2818.

Appointment, 24-2811, 26-4901.
Attendance on courts, 24-2813.
Bond, 24-2811.
Carrying deadly weapons, 26-5103.
Constables, disqualified to act as,
24-805.

Contempt of
Defaulting,

court, 24-2814.

punishment

tempt, 24-2814.

for

con-
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Deputies Cont 'd.
Fees
Excessive charges, forfeiture,
24-303.

Justice court process, executing, 24-2818.
Eeceipt to person paying,
State, liability for, 24-301.

Statement to person paying,

24-282:;.

Jailer's fees, 24-2823.

Jurors, summoning,

payment by

24-2818.

Mileage, payment by county,

24-302.

24-2823.

Jailers, 24-2812.

No

fees fixed,
24-110.

Justice court process, executing,
24-2818.
Oaths, administering, 24-2818.
Purchase at own sale, 24-2821.

compensation,

Ordinary, fixing jail fees, 24-282
Private ways, proceedings to re-

move

Successor to sheriff, sureties on
bond, 24-2809.
24-2801.

Dispossessory warrants, 61-302, 61-305.
See Dispossessory Warrant.
Distress warrants, sale under, 61-402.
See Distress Warrant.
Dockets, keeping-—
Bench warrant, 24-3352.
Execution, 24-2813.
Dogs, keeping, 24-2813.
Duties, 24-2813.
Election, 24-2801.
Elections, attendance upon, 24-2813.
Electrocution of convicts, duties,
27-2514.
Eligibility,

Feet- Cont'd*
Fngitivei from justice, returning,
24 2823.
Gfaardf, payment by eoui

county, 24-282.;.
Justice court process, exeenti

24-302.

Disabilities,

Cont'd.

obstructions, 83-121.

Reasonable compensation, grand
jury award, 24-2822.
Receipt to person paying, 24-302.
Restrictions, 24-2822.

Special compensation under local
law, 24-2823.
State, liability for, 24-301.

Statement to person paying,
24-302.

Tax

executions,
92-8003.

levy of, 92-8001,

Forcible entry and detainer
Restitution, enforcing, 105-1607.
Serving defendant, 105-1601,
105-1609.

Summoning

24-2801, 24-2802.

jury, 105-1601.

Forthcoming bonds, validity, 39-3^2.
Fugitives from justice, fee for return-

Entries

Amendment, 24-2815.
Nunc pro tunc, 24-2816.

ing, 24-2823.

Governor declaring vacancy for

Executions

when

Coroner, duties
party, 39-114.

Corporate

sheriff

a

fail-

ure to report interference,
24-2817.

levy

stock,

and

sale,

Grand jury
Bloodhounds,

duties, 39-123, 39-124.

Direction to, 39-101.
Land out of county, sale, 39-122.

Tax

recommendation,

24-2813.

Compensation fixed by, when,
24-2822.

executions, fee, 92-8001,
92-8003.

Execution docket, keeping, 24-2813.

Inspection of books and records,
59-310 to 59-312.

Exemption from

Report

militia duty, 86-205.

False return, 24-202.

Action

iff,

Summoning, 59-206, 59-207.
Venue of investigation, duties on

for, 81-214.

Fees

Attendance
tions,

on

courts

and

elec-

change

of, 59-506.

Hindering, report to grand jury,

payment by county,

24-2817, 59-313.

24-2823.

Hiring out property, 24-2522.
Holder of public money, surety

County, payment by, when,
24-2823.

for,

ineligible, 24-2S02.

Criminal cases, payment by
fendant when, 24-2823.
Deputies, see Deputies, ante.
Enumeration, 24-2823.
Excessive charges, forfeiture,

de-

24-303.

Executing

to, of obstruction of sher24-2817.

Illness, service

criminal,

payment by

or bailiff,

Interfering with, report to grand jurv,
24-2817, 59-313.

on land, ejecting, 105-1501
See Intruders on Land.
Jailers, 77-101.
See County Jails.
Liability for misconduct, 24-2S12.
Intruders

to 105-1503.

county, 24-2823.

by constable

81-203.
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SHERIFFS— Cont \1.

Removal from

Jury, summoning tales jurors, 59-207,

24-213,

24-2814,

Returns

Justice court process, executing,

Amendment, 24-2815, 24-2816.
Duty to make, 24-2813, 81-202,

24-2STS.

Land

office,

24-2S17.

711.

out

levy

county,

of

and

sale,

81-212.

39-128.

Lew

Explanation of failure to execute

Neglect

to, liability, 24-202.

Not made, explanation,

process,

Liability, 24-202.

Recording date of, 24-2813.
Unexecuted by predecessor, duty,
24-2S13.
Liability to parties, 24-202.
Money, neglect to pay over,

Right of action for, 81-214.
Late delivery, 81-217.
Neglect to make, liability, 24-202,
24-213.

24-202,

Non est inventus, 81-217.
Nunc pro tunc, 24-2816.

24-213.

Newspapers, keeping

file,

24-2813.

Oaths-

Second original, 81-215.
Traverse of, 81-214.

Administering, 24-2819.
Taking, 24-2804.
Obstructing service of orders or sentence of court, 26-4402.
Report to grand jury, 24-2817,

Rule against, 24-202 to 24-204.
See
Rules Against Officers.
Rules of court, 24-3350 to 24-3352.
Sales: See Judicial Sales.
39-1101
Advertisement
of,
to
39-1107. See Judicial Sales.

59-313.
Office, place,

24-2810.

Orders of court, duties, 24-2813.
Ordinary
Jail fees fixed by,

Publishing, 24-2813.

Continuance

when, 24-2823.

when, 24-2803.

Day
when

sheriff

iff

duties,

when

Heavy

sher-

Hours

39-114.

Service by constable, bailiff or
coroner, 81-203, 81-219.
Possessory warrant, direction and execution,

of, 39-1201.

24-3350.

sheriffs,
is,

82-101,

Predecessor in

Out of county, 39-122.
Under execution from justice's

82-102.

office,

court, 24-1411.

completing unfin-

Manner

to,

Duty

39-1205.

Place of, 39-1201.
Possession to purchasers,

81-201.

to execute
24-2813.

of, 39-1201.

Perishable property, 39-1203 to

81-217.

Direction

articles, place of, 39-1201.
of, 39-1201.

Land

ished matters, 24-2813.
Process
Delivery to, for service, 81-202,

and return,

Public outcry, 39-1201.
Purchaser's liability, 39-1301.
Record, keeping, 24-2813.
Short order, 39-1203 to 39-1205.

Execute, explanation, 24-3350.

Report obstruction, 24-2817,

,

Successor, title

59-313.

made

Justice court, executing, 24-2818.

Time

Late delivery for service, 81-217,

Title to purchasers,

by, 39-1304.

of, 39-1201.

making,

24-2813.

81-218.

Transportation of property, difficulty and expense of, as affecting

Obstructing, misdemeanor, 26-4402.
Sales under, recording, 24-2813.

place of sale, 39-1201.

affidavits suspending,

Service

24-2818.

Unexecuted by predecessor, duty,

Extraordinary process, 81-213.
Failure to elect sheriff, procedure,

24-2813.

Publishing advertisements, 24-2813.
Purchase at own sale, 24-2821.
Qualifications,

giving,

24-2813.

Failure to

Taking

day,

Failure to make, explanation,

is,

39-114.

Other

to

courts, 24-1414.

PartyCoroner's duties,

day

Corporate stock, 39-123, 39-124.
from
Execution
justices'

24-2105.
fills,

from

39-1202.

Service of process issued by,

Vacancy,

24-3350.

False-

24-3350.

24-2801,

24-2802.

81-216.
'

Failure to make, explanation,
24-3350.

"7
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SHOPKEEPERS.

SHERIFFS— Cont 'd.

—

Books of account, admindbiHtj
dence, 88 W0.

Service Cont 'd.
Forcible entry and detainer,
105-1601, 1Q5--1600.
Incapacitated,
by constable

or

<\

courts,

appellate

27-1001.

Ordinary, process

issued

by,

Subpoena duces tecum, service by,
38-901.

Surety of tax collector ineligible,

24-2802.

Tax

executions, collection,
92-8003.
office,

etc.,

92-8001,

24-2801.

in office, 24-2803, 24-2817.

Witnesses in committing courts, accepting bail, 27-411.

SHOWS.
Licenses,

county revenue,

'

I

to

SHRIMP.
See Fish and Fishing.
Dealers, taxation, 92-1001.

Peddlers, taxation, 92-1606.

SHRUBS.
Infested with disease or insects, sale,
etc., 5-701 to 5-722, 5-9925 to 0-9927.

Shipping

illegally,

5-9922,

5-9923.

SICKNESS.
Decedents' estates, rank of claims for
expenses of, 113-1508.
Meaning, 102-103.
Workmen's compensation: See Workmen's Compensation.

SIDESHOWS.
Taxation, 92-614.

SHIFTING TRUSTS.
Definition, 108-109.

See Trusts.

SIDEWALKS.
Municipal tax for improvements,

SHIPS.

92-4202.

See Vessels.

SIGNS.

SHIPS OF WAR.
States, keeping by, in time of peace,

Advertising, 95-2001 to 95-2006, 95-9914.

Fraud consummated by,

1-135.

SHIPPING.
See Carriers; Pilots and Pilotage;
Pilotage Commissioners; Seamen.
discharging into

harbor,

98-102 to 98-105, 98-9902.
Bills of lading, 98-101, 98-9901.

Insurance: See Marine Insurance.

Railroad crossings,
94-9904,

at,

94-9906,

toward, or into, 26-1703.

Justification, 26-1703.

Occupied dwelling,

at,

toward, or into,
in, 26-7308.

Picnic, at, 26-7311.
Sunday, on, 26-6907.

SHOOTING GALLERIES.
Taxation, 92-2002.

94-509, 94-511,

95-1S05.

95-1S03,

crossings,

94-506

to

94 508,

95-1907.

SIGNATURES.
Acts of General Assembly, 2-1S13,
2-1823.

Attorneys, 24-330S.

26-1703.

Passenger cars, at or

etc..

SIGNALS.
94-9903,

Another person, at, 26-1702.
Excursion train, on, 26-7311.
Highway, on or near, 26-7301.

37-705.

Libel expressed by, 105-701.
Public roads, on or adjacent to, 95-2001,
95-2002, 95-2004 to 95-2005;

Railroad

SHOOTING.

Houses,

113*1701.

See Disease; Health.

Track-hounds, keeping, 24-2813.
Traverse of return of service, 81-214.
Use of property by, 24-2822.

Ballast,

sal 68,

Cutting, trespass, 26-3001.

24-2802.

Suspension for failure to report interference to grand jury, 24-2817.
Tax collector, surety for, ineligible,

Vacancy

'

Nonresident peddlers, taxation, 92-1606.

collection, 92-2103.

of

n i ntrators

Taxation, 92-610 to 92-620.

original, 81-215.

of, 81-202.

Sessions of courts, duty to attend,
24-2813.
Specific, business, or occupation taxes,

Term

i

Perishable property, 30-1203 to 39-1205,

92-3904, 92-3906 to 02-3912.

24-2105.

Second

r

107-204.

6-910, 6-918.

Notice of indictment on corpora-

Time

in

SHORT ORDER OF SALE.
A w

bailiff, 81-202.

Mandamus from

tion,

(I

Constitution of State, 2-SS04.

Marks included

in,

102-103.

Attestation of will, 113-302.
Voters, 34-10S.

SIGNPOSTS.
Public roads, 95-503, 95-504, 95-9903.
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SLEIGHT-OF-HAND EXHIBITIONS.

SILENCE.
Admission by, 38-409.
Fraud by, 105-303.
Judicial sale, defendant present and
not objecting, 39-1315.
Standing by, at sale of one's property,

See Slight Diligence; Negligence.

SLIGHT DILIGENCE.
Definition, 105-203.

SILVER.
tender

Legal

payment of

in

debts,

1-134.

Plural included

in,

SLOT MACHINES.

102-102.

Fraudulent operation, 26-3923, 26-3924.
Taxation, 92-1302, 92-1303.

SINKING FUNDS.

SMALL LOAN BUSINESS.

Counties, S7-605.

Investment, 87-706, 87-707.
Municipal corporations, S7-504, 87-605.
Investment, 87-701 to 87-705.
State, constitutional provision, 2-6201.

SISTERS.
between

and

brothers

sisters,

presumption, 108-116.
Inheritance,

Lex Fori and Lex

Garnishee, nonresident,
due by, 8-502.

Amount

Loci; Venue.
of

situs

debt

SKATING RINKS.
Taxation, 92-608.

SKINNING CATTLE.
^Misdemeanor, 26-3102.

SKUNK.

of loans, 25-314.

Application of law, 25-318.
Assignment of salary, 25-316.
Notice, 25-319.
Books, 25-311.
Confession of judgment, 25-315.
Deceptive publications, 25-312.
Interest

113-906.

113-905,

113-903,

SITUS.

—

Payment

in advance, 25-313.
Rate, 25-301, 25-313, 25-317.
Investigations, 25-310.
License
Application, 25-302.
Bond of applicant, 25-303, 25-305.
Fee, 25-302.
Issuance, 25-304.
Necessity, 25-301.
Posting, 25-307.
Revocation, 25-306.

Nonenforcement of

Fur-bearing animals: See Game.

illegal loan, 25-317.

Notice, assignment of wages,

etc.,

25-319.

SLANDER.

Place of business, 25-309.

See Libel and Slander.

Power of attorney,

SLAUGHTER HOUSES.

SLAVES.
Claims against United States for emancipation of, 1-818, 1-819.

Importation

of,

25-315.

Rate of interest, 25-301, 25-313, 25-317.

Inspection, 42-403, 42-404.
Sanitation regulations, 42-401, 42-402,
42-9908.

1-126.

Receipts, 25-314.

Records, 25-311.

Salary assignments, 25-316.
Notice, 25-319.
Statement concerning loan, 25-314.
Violation of law, 25-9902.

SMALLPOX.

SLAVERY.

Concealing, 88-9910.
Hospital, 88-413 to 88-415.

Abolition, 1-813, 1-814, 2-117.
Abridgment of ri^ht to vote

count

SLIGHT NEGLIGENCE.
Definition, 105-202.

SINGULAR NUMBER.

See

SLIGHT CARE.

See Negligence.

105-303.

Gifts

Taxation, 92-620.

on

ac-

of, 1-820, 1-821.

SLEEPING-CAR COMPANIES.

Transportation of bodies dead

Nonresident, taxation, 92-2605.

88-603.

Presidents, taxation, 92-2409.

Taxes
Returns

Quarantine, 88-414, 88-415.
Reports of existence, 88-118.
Spreading, 88-9911.

Vaccination, 88-417, 88-9911.
to

Comptroller

.Vaccine, 88-416.

02-5902 to 92-5904.

Assessments

to

to 92-6007,
to 92-6104.
Time, 92-5901.

Time of payment,

etc.,

SNIPE.

92-6101

Game

correct,

92-6001

92-5908.

School children, 32-911.

General,

birds:

See Game.

SOAP.
Peddlers, taxation, 92-1602.

of,

Mineral Index.
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SOFT DRINKS.

SOCIAL CLUBS.

Bottler", taxation, 92-802.

Income taxes, exemption, 92-3105.
Sale, etc., of intoxicating liquors,
58-102.

Dealer! or manufacturers, taxation,
92-801, 92 805.
Syruj; manufacturers or Sealers, taxa-

SOCIAL ORGANIZATIONS.

tion, 92-803, 92-804, 92-9901, 92-9902.

or use by others,
106-202, 106-9905.

Name, adoption
106-201,

SOJOURNERS.
Jurisdiction of State, 15 202.

SOCIAL SERVING.

SOLDIERS AND SAILORS.

Intoxicating liquors, 58-102.

See Confederate Soldiers; Confeder-

SOCIAL STATUS.
Citizens, subject

ate

of legislation, 2-118.

Board of Control of Eleemosynary
stitutions,

Division

In-

Public

of

Welfare
placement

of:

See

In-

fants.
Duties, 99-101.
Inspection of jails, etc., 99-101.
Preventing, 99-9901.

Investigations, 99-107.
Literature bearing on social welfare, distribution, 99-101.

99-104.

Placement of children: See Infants.
Plans for new jails, etc., submitted
to, 99-103.

Prosecutions by, for misappropriation of charitable funds, etc.,
99-101.

Records, preventing access

to,

99-9901.

by certain

officials,

99-102.
Statistics, collection, etc., 99-101,

99-105.

Visitorial duties

and powers,

84-2009,

84-2011.

Pensions, 1-818, 1-819, 2-4901.

Quartering in private houses, 1-803,
2-119.

and

of discharged soldiers

list

sailors, 34-501 to 34-503.

Roster as evidence, 38-209.
Taxation for purpose of providing for,
2-4901.

States

discharge

certiricates,

recording by clerk of superior court,
24-2726.

SOLDIER ROSTER COMMISSION.
Roster made by, admissibility in evi-

SOLICITORS.
Exemption from militia duty, 86-209.
Insurance, 56-501 to 56-522.

SOLICITORS GENERAL.
Absence, pro

99-101.

Child labor, regulation: See Industrial

tern,

appointment^ 24-2913,

24-2914.

Accounting for moneys collected,

Relations.

Confederate soldiers, relief

of,

23-2401

to 23-2403.
labor,

regulation:

See In-

dustrial Relations.

Juvenile courts:

See Juvenile Courts.
Labor of children, regulation: See Inrelief

24-2908.

Administration of oaths, 24-2908.
Advising grand juries, 24-2908.
Age requirement, 2-4101, 24-2901.
Appellate court briefs in capital felonies, service on, 24-4520.

Arraignment, entry on indictment,

dustrial Relations.

Poor people,

court, 24-2726.
Electors, 2-602.
Peddlers, licenses, 84-2006 to

dence, 38 209.

Reports, 99-101, 99-106.

Hours of

Pensions;
Veterans' Serv-

Discharge certificates
Copies as evidence, 38-013.
Recording by clerk of superior

United

Power, 99-101, 99-107.

to,

Home;

Defense;

Registration

Local committee of visitors,

Board,

Soldiers'

Public

ice Office.

SOCIAL WELFARE.

Children,

10

of:

See Paupers.

27-1407.

Arrest, taking

SOCIETIES.

money

to postpone,

24-2917.

Disturbing, 26-6902.

Attaching county of residence to another circuit, 24-2907.

SODA FOUNTAINS.

Attendance

Taxation, 92-801.

Appellate courts, 24-2P0S.

SODOMY.

Courts, 24-290$, 24-291-2.

Definition 26-5901.

Fine, failure to attend courts,
24-2912.

Punishment, 26-5902.

Recommendation by

jury, 27-2501.

Grand

juries, 24-290S.

General Index.
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SOLICITORS

GENERAL— Cont 'd.

Attorney
Appointment

SOLICITORS
Fees

to act, 24-2913.

Appellate courts, 24-2906.

Foe. 24-2914.

Certificate of judge, 24-2905.

Prosecution of solicitor, 24-2918.
Ruling solicitor as, 24-2911.
Attorney General
Prosecution by, 40-1602.
Serving as, 24-2913.
Bail bonds, forfeiture, 27-905.
Bailiffs,

administering oaths

to, 24-2908.

Bill of exceptions, service on, 6-917.

Circuit, detaching

county of residence

from, 24-2907.
Citizenship,

eligibility

requirement,

2-4101, 24-2901.

24-290S.

Enumeration, 24-2904.
Gaming, where nol. pros., 24-2905.
Pro tern, officer, 24-2913.

Removed

cases, 24-2910.

Fines
Collection, 24-2908.

Exacting

illegal costs, 24-2916.

Failure to attend court, 24-2912.
Fine and forfeiture fund, distribution,
Forfeitures, collection, 24-2908.

Governor

Claims of State, collection, 24-2908.
Clerk certifying convictions to Governor, 24-2916, 24-2917.

Commissions

to,

89-201.

papers, delivery to, 27-420.

Comptroller General
Reports to, of money collected,
24-2908.

Right to require services, 40-1604.
Convicts as witnesses, application for,
38-2001.

Costs
Collection of, 24-2908.

Demand

before final disposition of

misdemeanor, 24-9903.
Exacting illegal, 24-2916.
County authorities, proceedings against,
case,

for care of buildings, property, and
records, 59-315.

County of residence, detaching from
circuit, 24-2907.

Crime, commission

duties,

27-2521.

to,

24-2916,

24-2917.

Fees, warrant to pay, 24-2906.
Requisition for Attorney General,
24-2913.

Grand jury
Administering oaths to, 24-2908.
to attend on, 24-2908.
Indictment, 24-2918.

Duty

Institutions,

report

of

visitation

and inspection by grand jury
committee, 59-403.
Request to draw indictments and
presentments, 24-2908.
Requiring exhibit showing disposition of moneys, 59-307.

Taking money to influence, 24-2917.
Veasey Bill, report under, 59-403.
Venue of investigation, motion for
change

of, 59-502,

59-504.

Habeas corpus, notice of hearing,
50-120.

24-2916.

Indictments

Defense of civil actions, 24-2908.
Delay case, taking money to, 24-2917.

Drawing up, 24-2908.
Entry of arraignment and

plea,

27-1407.

Disqualification

Conviction for taking money,

etc.,

24-2916, 24-2917.
torn,

Convictions certified

Impeachment, 24-2911, 24-2916, 24-2917.
Imprisonment for exacting illegal costs,

of, 24-2918.

Death sentence not executed,

Pro

Constitutional provisions, 2-4002.
before final disposition of
case, misdemeanor, 24-9903.

Demand

27-2903.

Civil action, prosecution or defense,

Commitment

GENERAL— Cont'd.

appointment, 24-2913,

24-2914.

Jury, administering oaths to, 24-2908.
License to practice law^ requirement,
2-4101, 24-2901.

Liquor laws, prosecution of violators,
58-119, 58-120.

Divorce actions

Misdemeanor, demanding fee or costs

Appearance in ex parte

cases,

30-129.

Resisting

before final disposition of case,
24-9903.

removal of

disabilities,

30-124.

24-2915.

Election, 2-3901, 24-2902.

Nonresident State's witnesses

Eligibility, 2-4101, 24-2901.

Certifying claim for pay and ex-

Escheators

penses, 38-1903.

moneys from,

24-2908.

Counsel for, 85-1105.

Exemption from

collect, 24-2908.

Nolle prosequi, authority to enter,

Duties, 2-3902, 24-2908.

Collection of

Moneys, duty to

militia duty, 86-209.

Signing subpoenas, 38-1901.
Notice of hearing of habeas corpus,
50-120.

General Index.
[references are TO SEC!

SOLICITORS
Number,
Oath of

GENERAL— Cont 'd.

LEGE.
Branch of University of

24-2902.

Oaths, administering to jurors and witnesses, 24-2908.

Organizing courts, 24-2908.
Plea, entry on indictment, 27-1407.
Practice of law, eligibility requirement, 2-4101, 24-2901.
Predecessor, settlement with, 24-2908.
Presentments, 27-703.

•;:

8ee

University of Georgia.

SPANISH-AMERICAN WAR.
Flags, display at capitol, 8^-1006.

SPARRING EXHIBITIONS.
Taxation, 92-G07.

SPEAKER OF STATE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.

Drawing

up, 24-2908.
Pro tempore, 24-2913, 24-2914.
•

"

SOUTH GEORGIA TEACHERS COL-

2-3901, 24-2902.
office,

3371

See General Assembly.

Service of bill of exceptions on,
6-917.

SPECIAL DAMAGES.
Torts, definition, 105-2005, 105-2006.

Prosecution

SPECIAL DEMURRER.

Civil actions, 24-2908.

See Pleading.

Indictable offenses, 24-2908.

SPECIAL LAWS.

Qualifications, 2-4101, 24-2901.

Recognizances

Constitutional provisions, 2-401, 2-1816,

Forfeited, duty to collect, 24-2908.
Forfeiture, 27-905.

Report to Comptroller General, 24-2908.
Residence requirement, 2-4101, 24-2901.
Rule against, 24-2911.
Fine and forfeiture fund, distribu-

2-2503.

Corporations, 2-2503.
Notice, 2-1816, 47-801.
Sheriff's compensation, 24-2823.

SPECIAL PRESENTMENT.
See Indictment; Presentments.

tion, 27-2903.

Justice of the
books, 24-605.

Salary, 2-4001, 2-4002, 24-2903.

peace,

detaining

for

Sessions of courts, 24-2908.

SPECIAL PRIVILEGES OR IMMUNI-

Settlement with

TIES.

County treasurer, 24-2908.

Grant

Predecessor, 24-2908.
Sickness, pro tern, appointment,

SPECIALTIES.

24-2913, 24-2914.

Actions on, limitations, 3-703.

State, collection of claims of, 24-2908.

Superior court, attendance on, 24-2908.

Taking money
etc.,

Term

to influence

grand jury,

office,

2-3901, 24-2902.

States

courts,

representing

State in cases transferred

to,

24-2909,

24-2910.

manufacturers

register

or

92-1301.

Accountants, public, 92-1909.
or manufactur-

Adding machine dealers
ers, 92-1304.

Administrator's

sale,

auctioneers,

92-1901.

Vacancies in office, 2-3901, 24-2902.
Validation of county or municipal
bonds, duties, 87-301, 87-302, 87-308,
87-311, 87-403, 87-404.

Witnesses
Before grand juries, swearing and
examining, 24-2908.
Convicts, application for, 38-2001.

Nonresident
Certifying claim for pay and
expenses, 38-1903.

Signing subpoenas, 38-1901.

to 92-510.

Peddlers distinguished, 92-1601.
Agricultural implements or toolsAuctioneers, 92-1901.
Traveling venders, 92-1604.
Agricultural machinery, manufacturers

and

dealers, 92-1308, 92-9903.

Album peddlers, 92-1603.
Amusement parks, 92-601.
Architects,

92-1909.

Assembling plants, automobile, 92-1505,
Athletic clubs, 92-607.

Beneficiary of death benefits, 56-1608.
to,

Advertising agencies, 92-401.

Agents and agencies, 92-501

92-1506.

SON-IN-LAW.
Marriage

AND OCCUPA-

TION TAXES.
dealers,

Treasurer, settlement with, 24-2908.

United

SPECIFIC, BUSINESS,
Account

24-2917.

of

of, 1-402, 2-302, 2-303.

92-1909.

prohibited, 53-105.

SOUTH GEORGIA STATE COLLEGE.
Branch of University of Georgia:
University of Georgia.

Attorneys at law, 9-504, 84-9901,

See

Auctioneer's

tax,

92-1901.

Collection agencies. 92-503.

Disbarment for failure
9-504.

to pay,

General Index.
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SPECIFIC, BUSINESS,

AND OCCUPA-

TION TAXES— Cont \l.

agents,

Boxing exhibitions, 92-607.
Bridges,

92-1912.

toll,

Brokers

92-1305.

Fuel, 92-1101.
plants,

Lumber,

92-1505,

92-1506.
Busses, 92-1513.

Dealers, 92-1313, 92-1501.
Used cars. 92-1501, 92-1502.
"Drive-it-yourself " cars, 92-1511.
Financing business, 92-1512.

92-901.

Packing-house products, 92-1004.
Pawnbrokers, 92-2008.
Real estate, 92-510.
Stocks and bonds, 92-509.
Building and loan associations, 92-2407.
Presidents, 92-2409.

Garages, 92-1507.
Hiring, 92-1509 to 92-1511.

Burglar-alarm companies or agents,

Jitneys, 92-1510.
Parking places, 92-1508.
Racing parks, 92-602.

Busses, see Automobiles, ante.
Butcher plants, 92-1004.

Service stations, 92-1501.
Tire and accessory dealers—

Cafes, 92-1003.

92-1314.

Cabinet works, 92-901.

Wholesale, 92-1503.
Transportation companies,

etc.,

92-1513.

Truck assembling plants, 92-1506.
Truck dealers, 92-1501.

Wooden

parts,

manufacturers

of,

tent makers, 92-1902.
Bagatelle tables, 92-2001.
Banks, 92-2406.

Cars, see Automobiles, ante.
Carbonated beverages, dealers or
facturers, 92-801 to 92-805.

manu-

Carbonic

acid

gas

manufacturers

or

dealers, 92-805, 92-9902.

Cart materials,

of,

Cartridge dealers, 92-2008, 92-2009.
Cash register dealers or manufacturers,

Barber shops, 92-701.
Manicure shops in, 92-702.
Barber supply agents, 92-501.
Baseball bats, manufacturers of, 92-901.

92-1301.

Cemetery companies, 92-2408.
Census by which amount determined,
92-301.

Charity hospitals, 92-1911.
Chautauquas, 92-610.
Check-protector manufacturers or deal-

Baseball parks, 92-602.

Venders in, 92-605.
Bathing resorts, 92-609.

ers, 92-1304.

Bathing-suit hirers, 92-609.

Beauty parlors, 92-702.
Benevolent purposes, shows,

etc.,

for,

92-610.

Benzol, see Motor fuel, post.

Beverage manufacturers or dealers,
92-801 to 92-805, 92-9901, 92-9902.
Bicvcles
"Dealers in, 92-1312, 92-1313.
Racing parks, 92-602.
Bill distributors, 92-402.

Billiard tables, operators of, 92-2001.

Binding machines, manufacturers and
dealers, 92-1308, 92-9903.

Blinds, manufacturers of, 92-901.
Tioats, venders on, 92-1605.
Bobbin factories, 92-901.

Bond brokers, 92-509.
Book agents or canvassers,

manufacturers

92-901.

Bank-fixture factories, 92-901.

Chiropodists, 92-1909.
Chiropractors, 92-1909, 92-2005.
Churns, patented, traveling venders of,
92-1604.

Cigar and cigarette dealers, 92-2202.
Arrest and prosecution of offenders
against law, 92-2218.
Carriers, duties, 92-2203.

Definitions of words used in law,
92-2201.

Fines for violation of law, 92-9909,
92-9910.

Forfeitures, 92-2214.

Waiver, 92-2217.
Informers against offenders,
92-2218.

92-502.

Invoices, 92-2213, 92-9909.

Licenses

Bottlers, 92-802.

Bowie

manu-

Carnivals, 92-615.

92-901.

Awning and

knives,

Calculating-machine

dealers or
facturers, 92-1304, 92-1307.
Cane-rack operators, 92-2002.

Retail, 92-1504.

dealers in,

92-2008,

92-2009.

Bowling-alley operators, 92-2003.

Box

AND OCCUPA-

TION TAXES— Cont'd.

Auctioneers, 92-510. 92-130S, 92-1901.
or
companies
sprinkler
Automatic

Automobiles
Assembling

SPECIFIC, BUSINESS,

factories, 92-901.

Box-ball alleys, 92-2003.

Box-shook manufacturers, 92-901.

Application for, 92-2208.
Display, 92-2208.
Offenses, 92-9909.

Refusal of, 92-2208.
Revocation, 92-2209.
Offenses, 92-9908 to 92-9910.
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SPECIFIC, BUSINESS,
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AND OCCUPA-

TION TAXES— Cont'd.
Cigar and cigarette dealers

— Cont'd.

Presumption as to violation of law,

SK'.'J 10;.

I

.

SPECIFIC, EUSINESS, AND OCCUPATION TAXES- Cont'd
Cleaning establishments, 92-1201 to
92-1203.

Clock peddlers, 02-1608.

92-2205.

Proceeds of tax, 92-2219.
Receiving shipments of unstamped

Clubs, athletic, 92-007.
Coal dealers, 92-1101.

cigars or cigarettes, 92-9909.
Retail dealers
Duties, 92-2205.
Wholesale business, 92-2212.

Coke

Rules and regulations, 92-2207,

Commercial agencies, 92-503.
Commercial reporting ageneiee, 92

dealeri, 92-11 01.
Collection agencies, 92-903.
Collection of tax, 92-301, 92-2103,
92-5801 to 92-5809.

92-2210, 92-9909.
Seizures, 92-2214.

Commodities, peddlerf

Claims by third persons,
92-2215.

Compromise with claimant,
92-2217.

Notice of claim to solicitor or
solicitor general, 92-2218.
Sales of seized goods, 92-2215,
92-2216.

Stamps
Bonds of

Concerts, 92-010.
Contractors, 92-902, 92-903.
Convict-made goods, 92-303.
Cook stoves or ranges, peddlers of,
92-1603.
Cooperage materials, manufacturers or
dealers, 92-901.

Corporations

Banks, 92-2406.
Exemptions, 92-2402.
Domestic, 92-2401.
Exemptions, 92-2402.

distributors, 92-2211.

Cancellation, 92-2204, 92-2205,
92-9909.

Commission for

affixing

and

Reports, 92-2402.
Foreign, 92-2403.
Exceptions, 92-2404.
Payment of tax, 92-2404.
Reports, 92-2404, 92-2405.
Returns, 92-2404.
Presidents of certain companies,

canceling, 92-2204.
Counterfeiting, 92-9908.
Definition, 92-2201.
Distributors, 92-2211.
Forging, 92-9908.
Offenses, 92-9908 to 92-9910.
Refund of cost, 92-2207.

92-2409.

Supply, 92-2206.
United States Government purto

show payment

of tax,

92-2203, 92-2204.

State Revenue Commission
Collection from delinquents,
92-5801 to 92-5809.
Commissions allowed by,

companies,

exemption,

92-2402.

County agricultural
shows at, 92-615.

fairs,

of stamps,
pointment, 92-2211.

Distributors

ap-

Forfeitures, 92-2214.
Inspections by, 92-9909.
Licenses, 92-2208, 92-2209.
Rules and regulations, 92-2207,
92-2210.
Stamp supply, duty to keep,
92-2206.

"Wholesale dealers

Commissions, 92-2204.

etc.,

Crate factories, 92-901.
Criminal liability for violation of law,
92-2108, 92-9901 to 92-9911.

manufacturers

Culverts,

Dance-hall

and

dealers,

operators

and instructors,

92-2004.

Default in payment, penalty, 92-2105,
92-9901 to 92-9907, 92-9909 to 92-9911.
of, 92-5803.

Delinquency, time

Dentists, 92-1909, 92-2005.

Detective agencies, 92-505.
Directories, 92-1903.

Dirks, dealers, 92-2008, 92-2009.
District agricultural fairs,

shows

Doctors, 92-1909, 92-2005.

Retail businesses, 92-2212.

Domestic

Dog

midway,

shows, 92-617.
ice

machines, manufacturers

or dealers, 92-1304.

Circuses, 92-613.

Side shows, 92-614.
defined, 92-301.

City directories, 92-1903.
Civil engineers, 92-1909.

Clairvoyants, 92-2011.

Door manufacturers, 92-901.
Dramatic performances, 92-610.
"Drive-it-yourself " car business,
92-1511.

Drug

etc.,

at, 92-615.

Definition, 92-2201.
Duties, 92-2204.
Invoices of sales, 92-2204.

and towns

midway,

92-1308, 92-9903.

92-2204.

Cities

Trust

Cotton warehouses, 92-1801, 92-1802.

chases, 92-2204.

Use

504.

of, 92-1602*

peddlers, 92-1602, 92-2005.

General Index.
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AND OCCUPA-

SPECIFIC, BUSINESS,

TION TAXES— Cont'd.
Dry cleaning

establishments,

92-1202,

Eating places, 98-1003.
Electric light companies, presidents,
92-2409.
Electric shows, 92-G11.
Electrical contractors, 92-902.
Electrical engines, manufacturers and
dealers, 02-1308, 92-9903.
Electrical engineers, 92-1909.
Electrical lighting system manufacturers or dealers, 92-904.

Elevated scenic railways, 92-616.
Embalmers. 92-1909.
Emigrant agents and their employees,
02-50?.
or bureaus,

92-507.

Engines, manufacturers and dealers,
92-1308, 92-9903.

Engineers, 92-1909.

92-2107, 92-2108.

Practicing occupation after nulla

bona entry, 92-2109.
sale,

auctioneers, 92-1901.

Exemptions
Banks, 92-2402.
Building and loan associations,

Frame

factories, 92-901.

Fuel dealers, 92-1101, 92-1102.

Motor

fuels, see

Motor

fuel, post.

Furniture auctioneers, 92-1901.
Furniture factories, 92-901.

Games
Mechanical, operators

of, 92-2002.
92-602.
playing,
Parks for
Garages, 92-1507.
Gas companies, presidents, 92-2409.
Gas engines, manufacturers and dealers, 92-1308, 92-9903.
Gas lighting system manufacturers or

92-1602.

Confederate soldiers
Parks for playing games,

Guardian's

92-603, 92-604.

Traveling horse-traders,

etc.,

92-2011.

Hospitals, 92-1911.

Perishable farm products, peddlers'
or venders of, 92-1602.

Trust companies, 92-2402.
Exhibitions, 92-607, 92-610.

Express companies, presidents, 92-2409.
Eyeglasses, peddlers,

etc., of,

92-2005.

Fairs, 92-615.

auctioneers, 92-1901.

Hiring automobiles, 92-1509 to 92-1511.
Histrionic performances, 92-610.
Horse racing, parks for, 92-602.
Horse shows, 92-617.
Horse-traders, traveling, 92-2011.
Hospitals, 92-1910.
Hotels, 92-1904.
Household goods, auctioneers of,
92-1901.
roulettes, 92-616.

Hydraulic engineers, 92-1909.
Ice cream dealers, 92-1002.
Ice machines, manufacturers or dealers,

Auctioneers, 92-1901.

Traveling venders, 92-1604.
Farm products
Auctioneers, 92-1901.
Peddlers or venders of, 92-1602.
Warehouses, 92-1801.
Fences, patented, traveling venders

Handle factories, 92-901.
Heating contractors, 92-903.
Hippodromes, 92-613.

Human

Farm implements

92-1304.

Injunction restraining collection, bond
of petitioner, 92-2106.
of,

92-1604.
toll,

sale,

Gypsies, 92-2011.

92-603, 92-604.

Pace tracks,

Filling stations, 92-1103.

Gasoline lighting system manufacturers
or dealers, 92-904.
Golf courses, 92-606.
Golf sticks, manufacturers of, 92-901.

Graphophone dealers or agents, 92-1310.
Grove products, peddlers or venders of,

92-2407.

92-1912.

Film distributing agencies, 92-612.
Financing of automobile purchases,
92-1512.

Firearms, dealers in, 92-2008, 92-2009.
Fire-engine and apparatus dealers,
92-1309.

Dealers, 92-1001.
Nonresident peddlers, 92-1606.
Flying horses or swings, 92-615, 92-616.
Football parks, 92-602.
Forest products, persons dealing in,
43-203.
Fortune tellers, 92-2011.

Gasoline and oils, see Motor fuel, post.
Dealers, trucks or wagons, 92-1104.

Issuance against defaulters,

Femes,

Fish-

dealers, 92-904.

Execution

Executor's

AND OCCUPA-

TION TAXES— Cont'd.

92-1203.

Employment agencies

SPECIFIC, BUSINESS,

Insurance adjusters, 92-2506.
Insurance adjustment bureaus, 92-2505.
Insurance agents, 92-2501.
Assessment companies, 92-2504.
Industrial, 92-2502.

Payable

in advance, 92-2507.

Railroad ticket agents selling accident insurance, 92-2508.
Traveling or special agents,
92-2503.

General Index.
[
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AND OCCUPA-

TION TAXES— Cont 'd.

AND OCCUPA-

SPECIFIC, BUSINESS,

TION TAXES— Cont'd.

Insurance companies

Premiums, 92-2509, 92-2510.
Returns, how made, 92-2511.
Investment and loan companies,

presi-

dents, 92-2409.

Itinerants
Gypsies, horse-traders, etc., 92-2011.
Practitioners of medicine, dentistry, etc., 92-2005.
Jenny Lind tables, operators, 92-2001.

Motion pictures
Shows, 02411.
Supply houses, 92 612.
Motor carriers for hir< Administration and enforcement of
:

law, 92-2923.
Agricultural products, carriers of,
92-2010.

Application to do business, 92-2903.
Baggage trucks, exemption,
92-2911.

Jewelry

Certificate of convenience, revoca-

Auctioneers, 92-1901.
Peddlers, 92-1602.
Jitney operators, 92-1510.
Judicial sales, auctioneers,

tion, 92-2925.

Collection from carrier not
return, 92-2924.

92-1901.

Common

Junk

making

carriers, 92-2904, 92-2905.

payment to, 92-2926.
Definitions, 92-2901, 92-2910.
Execution, 92-2920.
Counties,

Auctioneers, 92-1901.
Dealers, 92-2006.

Knife racks, 92-2002.
Knucks, dealers, 92-2008, 92-2009.
Laundries, 92-1201, 92-1202.

Lawyers, 9-504, 84-9901, 92-1909.
Auctioneer's tax, 92-1901.
Collection agencies, 92-503.

Legerdemain and sleight-of-hand

exhi-

bitions, 92-620.

Legislative agents, 92-508.
Levy, authority, 92-301.
Lighting systems, manufacturers

or

Exemptions, 92-2910, 92-2011.
Fines for violation of law, 92-0911.
Hotel vehicles, exemption, 92-2911.
Interstate commerce, carriers engaged in, 92-2904.
Intrastate commerce, carriers engaged in, 92-2904.
Levy, 92-2902.
Meters to record mileage, 92-2921.
Mileage tax, 92-2903 to 92-2905,

dealers, 92-904.

92-2909.

Lightning-rod dealers, 92-2007.
Lithographic prints, agents for, 92-502.
Live stock
Auctioneers, 92-1901.
Dealers, 92-1905.

Transient dealers, 92-2103.
Loan companies, presidents, 92-2409.
Lobbyists, 92-508.
Local-talent shows, 92-610.
Lumber dealers and manufacturers,

Overloading,

effect,'

92-2919.

Payment, 92-2914, 92-2915, 92-2926.
Bates, 92-2903 to 92-2906, 92-2909,
92-2912, 92-2913.

Receipt for, 92-2916, 92-2918.
Records, inspection, 92-2923.
Returns, 92-2924.

Revocation of permit, 92-2925.
Schedule,

92-2903.

School busses, exemption, 92-2911.

92-901.

Lunch rooms,

Solid-tire vehicles, 92-2912.

92-1003.

Machines and mechanical devices,

State-owned

Malt syrup dealers

vehicles,

exemption,

92-2911.

92-1301 to 92-1314.
or manufacturers,

Taxieabs, exemptions, 92-2911.

Time of payment,

92-803.

Manicure shops, 92-702.
Maps, agents for, 92-502.

Transfer trucks, exemption,
92-2911.

Medical practitioners, 92-1909, 92-2005.
Medicines, patent, peddlers

92-2914, 92-2915.

Trailers, 92-2912.

Masseurs, 92-1909.
of, 92-1602,

United States, exemption of vehicles owned and operated by,
92-2911.

92-2005.

Menageries, 92-613.
Mercantile agencies, 92-503.
Merchandise peddlers, 92-1602.
Merchandise warehouses, 92-1801.
Merry-go-rounds, 92-615, 92-616.
Metal knucks, 92-2008, 92-2009.
Midway shows, 92-615.
Miniature golf courses, 92-606.
Monkey shows, 92-617.

Monument
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dealers, 92-1906.

Use of highways, P2-2P22.
Violation of law, 92-9911.

Motor

fuel

Distributors

Bond

for

payment of

tax,

92-1408.

Collection from delinquents

State

by
Revenue Commission,

92-5S01 to P2-5S09.
Definitions, 92-1401.
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SPECIFIC. BUSINESS.

AND OCCUPA-

TION TAXES— Cont
Motor fuel— Cont'd.

92-1402,

of

1)2-1411.

Counties, to. 02-1410.
Failure to register, 92-9905,

92-1406.
92-1407.
92-1403.
92-1402,
Rate of tax,
Registration, 92-1404.

of

collected into,

92-1409.

Violation of law, 92-9905,
92-9906.

Wagons
Motor

or trucks, 92-1104.

vehicles, see Automobiles, ante.

Motorcycles
Dealers

in,

of tax, 92-2103 to 92-2109,
92-9901 to 92-9907, 92-9909 to 92-9911.
Peddlers, 92-1601 to 92-1606, 92-2005.
Perishable farm products, peddlers or
of, 92-1602.

Phonograph dealers or agents, 92-1310.
Photograph dealers, 92-1702.

Monthly report,
Payment of tax,

Reports, 92-1402, 92-1406.
Returns, 92-1406.
State treasury, payment

Payment

venders

92-9906.
Filling stations, 92-1103.
Indemnifying bond, 92-1408.
Invoices and bills, 92-1405.

moneys

AND OCCUPA-

Pawnbrokers, 92-2008.
Time, 92-2104, 92-5908.

—

Distributors Cont \1.
Distribution of proceeds
tax.

SPECIFIC, BUSINESS,

TION TAXES— Cont 'd.

'd.

92-1313.

Racing parks, 92-602.
Moulding, manufacturers of, 92-901.
Mowing machines, manufacturers and
dealers, 92-1308, 92-9903.

Music

slot machines, 92-1303.
Musical instrument dealers, 92-1310.
Naphtha, see Motor fuel, ante.
Navigating companies, president,

92-2409.

Negotiable papers, buyers of, 92-2010.
News dealers on railroad trains,

Photographers, 92-1701.
Phrenology, practice of, 92-2011.
Physicians and surgeons, 92-1909,
92-2005.

Pianos, etc., dealers or agents, 92-1310.
Picture dealers, 92-1702.
Picture frames
Dealers, 92-1702.
Peddlers, 92-1603.
Picture slot machines, 92-1303.
Pistols or pistol cartridges, dealers or
agents, 92-2008, 92-2009.

Planing-mills, 92-901.

Playing cards, dealers in, 92-619.
Plumbing, contractors, 92-903.

Pony shows, 92-617.
Pool tables, operators, 92-2001.
Population governing amount, 92-301.
Posting licenses, 92-302.
Pressing and cleaning establishments,
92-1203.

Pressing clubs, 92-1203.
Prestidigitators, exhibitions by, 92-620.
Professions, 84-9901, 92-1909, 92-2005.
Proprietary medicines, peddlers of,
92-1602.

Prosecutions for violation of law,
92-2103, 92-2108.

92-1907.

Nostrums, peddlers of, 92-1602, 92-2005.
Oil engines, manufacturers and dealers,
92-1308, 92-9903.

Opera houses, 92-610.

Public accountants, 92-1909.
Public hospitals, 92-1911.
Public utility companies, collection,
92-2401.

Operatic performances, 92-610.

Punchboards, 92-1302.

Opticians, 92-1909, 92-2005.

Race tracks, 92-602.
Radio or radio-supply

Optometrists, 92-1909, 92-2005.

Orchard products, peddlers or venders
of,

or agents, 92-1310.

Osteopaths, 92-1909, 92-2005.

Oysters

Collection, 92-2401.

Presidents, 92-2409.

Returns, to whom made, 92 5902.
Railways, scenic, 92-616.

Dealers, 92-1001.

Range

Nonresident peddlers, 92-1606.

Real estate auctioneers, 92-1901.
Real estate brokers, 92-510.
Reaping machines, manufacturers or

Packing houses, 92-1004.
Palace-car companies, presidents,
92-2409.

peddlers, 92-1603.

dealers,

Palmistry, practice

of, 92-2011.

Parks, amusement,

etc.,

92-601 to

92-604.

Parking places, 92-1508.
Patent medicines, peddlers of, 92-1602.
Patent rights, sellers of, 92-1908.
Patented articles, traveling venders of,
92-1604.

or

Railroad companies

92-1602.

Organ dealers

dealers

agents, 92-1310.

92-1308, 92-9903.

Rental agents, 92-510.
Reporting agencies, 92-504.
Resident agents, returns,

to

whom

made, 92-2102.
Restaurants, 92-1003.
Returns, 92-2101, 92-2102.
Road-building machinery, manufacturers

and dealers, 92-1308, 92-9903.

General Index.
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SPECIFIC, BUSINESS,

AND OCCUPA

Safes and vaults, dealers, 92-1910.
Salary and wage buyers, 92-2010.
Sanitaria,

Ten-pin alleys, operators, 92-2003.
Tent makers, 92-1902.
Theatres, 92-610.
Threshing machines, manufacturers and

92-1911.

Sash manufacturers, 92-901.
Sawmills, 92-901.
Scales,

dealers, 92-1308,

<si

'j

Time

of payment, 92-2104, S1 5908.
Tinning contractors, 92 903.
Tires, dealers in, 92-1609, 92-1001

manufacturers or dealers,

92-1307.

Scenic devices, 92-616.

Seafood

(

Tivoli tables, 92-2001.

Dealers, 92-1001.

Nonresident peddlers, 92-1606.
Sewing-machine dealers or agents,
auctioneers' tax, 92-1901.

Sheriffs,

Duties as to collection of taxes,

Tom Thumb

golf courses. 92-606.

dealers, 92-1906.

Towns or cities defined, 92-301.
Toy pistols, dealers in, 92-2009.
Tracks for racing, 92-602.
Traveling horse-traders, etc., 92-2011.
Trust companies, exemption, 92-24 _.
Typewriter dealers or manufacturers,

92-2103.

Shooting galleries, 92-2002.
Shows, 92-610 to 92-620.

Shrimp

92-1306.

Dealers, 92-1001.
Nonresident peddlers, 92-1606.

Sideshows, 92-614.
Skating rinks, 92-608.
Sleeping-car companies, presidents,
92-2409.

Sleight-of-hand exhibitions, 92-620.
Slot machines, 92-1302, 92-1303.
Soap peddlers, 92-1602.
Soda fountains, 92-S01.
Soft drinks
Bottlers, 92-802.

Dealers or manufacturers, 92-801.
92-805, 92-9901, 92-9902.

Syrup manufacturers or

Undertakers, 92-1913.
Used-car dealers, 92-1512.
Vaudeville shows, 92-618.
Vault and safe dealers, 92-1910.
Venders, 92-605, 92-1601 to 92-1606,
92-2005.

Vending machines, 92-1302.
Veneer mills and plants, 92-901.
Veterinary surgeons, 92-1909, 92-2005.
Victrola dealers or agents, 92-1310.
Wage and salary buyers, 92-2010.
Wagon materials, manufacturers of,
92-901.

dealers,

92-803, 92-804, 92-9901.

Wagons
oils

Sparring exhibitions, 92-607.
Special nostrums, peddlers of, 92-1602,

or trucks, sellers of gasoline or

from, 92-1104.

Warehouses
Cotton, 92-1801, 92-1802.
products, 92-1801.

Farm

92-2005.

Merchandise, 92-1801.

Specialists, itinerant, 92-2005.

Spectacles, peddlers, etc.,
Spindle factories, 92-901.

of,

92-2005.

92-1305.

State agricultural fairs, midway,

etc.,

at, 92-615.

Stationery peddlers, 92-1602, 92-2005.
Steamboat companies, presidents,
92-2409.

Steam-fitting contractors, 92-903.

Stock brokers, 92-509.
Storage warehouses, 92-1S01, 92-1802.
Store-fixture factories, 92-901.

Stoves, peddlers of, 92-1603.
Street fairs or carnivals, 92-615.
Street railroad
92-2409.

companies, presidents,

presidents, 92-2409.

Weighing machine

dealers

or

manu-

facturers, 92-1307.

Wood
Wood
Wood

blanks, manufacturers of, 92-901.
dealers, 92-1102.
products, dealers, etc., in, 92-901.
Wrestling exhibitions, 92-607.

SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE.
Ability of vendor to comply, 37-S06.
Consideration for contract

Inadequacy, 37-805.
Necessity, 37-S04.

Damages
Award, 37-803, 37-S06,
Inadequacy as ground.

37-807.
37-801.

Personal property, 37-S03.
Decree, record, effect, 37-1202.
Gratuitous promise, 37-S04.
Grounds, 37-S01.
Impossibility of performance, 37-807.

Surgeons, 92-1909, 92-2005.
pools, 92-609.

Target ranges, 92-2002.
Telephone and telegraph

Water companies,

Watercraft, venders on, 92-1605.

Spool factories, 92-901.
Sprinkling system companies or agents,

Swimming

Tobacco, auctioneers of, 92-1:
Toll bridges and ferries, 92-1

Tombstone

92-1311, 92-9904.

shows

AND OCCUPA-

SPECIFIC, BUSINESS,

TION TAXES— Cont'd.

TION TAXES— Cont'd.

companies,

presidents, 92-2409.

Telephone directories, 92-1903.

Improvements

—

Parol contract, 37-802,
Voluntary agreement. 37-804.

General Index.
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PERFORMANCE— Cont 'd.

SPECIFIC

Inadequacy of

SPOOL FACTORIES.
Taxation, 92-901.

price, effect, 37-SQ5.

Parol contract, 37-802,
Part performance
Da ma go s where declined by vendeef 37-S07.
Parol contract, 37-802.

when, 37-S06.

Sufficient,

Payment

and

possession,

con-

Taxation, 92-1305.

Removal:

See Intruders on Land.

Trespass, 26-3001.
as

Record of decree, 37-1202.

SQUIRRELS.
Game animals:
STABBING.
Definition

by publication, 81-205.
want of, in vendor, effect,

Service

See Game.

and punishment, 26-1701.

STAFFORD'S OFFICE CALENDAR.
Evidence, admissibility

37-S06.

Vendor's ability to comply, 37-806.
Voluntary agreement, 37-S04.

Peddlers

Factories, etc., 54-402 to 54-405,
54-9908.

taxation, 92-2005.

of,

STAMPS.

SPECULATION.

Cigar and cigarette taxes: See Specific, Business, and Occupation Taxes.
Marking weights and measures,

Futures, in, 96-102.
Wild lands
Comptroller General, 40-1509.
Secretary of State, 40-602.

112-102.

STARCH FEEDS.

SPECULATIVE DAMAGES.

See Concentrated Commercial Feeding Stuffs.

Contracts, 105-2010.

STATE OF GEORGIA.

Torts, 105-2008 to 105-2010.

SPEECH.

Aid
of,

in, 38-208.

STAIRWAYS.

SPECTACLES.

1-801, 2-115, 2-1803.

Privilege
Congress,

members

of,

2-5601.

1-120.

General Assembly, members

Religious societies,

of,

etc., 2-114.

Assumption of debt of county, munici-

2-1803.

pal corporation,

SPEED CONTESTS.

etc.,

2-5601.

Bonds

Fraudulent entries and practices,

Affidavit of loss or destruction,
87-108.
Amount, 87-102.

26-7501 to 26-7503.

SPEEDY TRIAL.

Appropriation to pay, 87-113,

Accused persons

to have, 1-806, 2-105.

87-114.

Authentication,

SPENDTHRIFTS.
Remaindermen,

to

Corporations, etc., 2-5301.
Counties, 2-5601.
Municipalities, 2-5601.
Political subdivisions of State,

SPEECHES.

Books for
liability to, of

naked

trustee, 108-405.

Trusts,

SPRINKLING SYSTEMS.

SQUATTING ON LAND.

Personal property, 37-S03.
Possession
Parol contract, 37-802.
Personal property, right to,
ground, 37-803.'
Voluntary agreement, 37-804.

Liberty

Poisoning, 26-8112.

SQUATTERS.

parol

tract. 87-802.

Title,

SPRINGS.

creation

87-116 to

87-118.

Cancellation, 40-1101, 40-1104.
for,

108-114.

Trusts; Trustees.

SPINDLE FACTORIES.
Taxation, 92-901.

See

Coupons
Destruction, 87-108 to 87-110.
Loss, 87-108 to 87-110.
Mutilation, 87-108 to 87-110.

Payment,

SPINNING WHEELS.
Homestead, statutory, 51-1301.

SPIRITS TURPENTINE.
Sales, title passes

87-101.

registration,

when, 90-110.

SPIRITUOUS LIQUORS.
See Intoxicating Liquors.

87-104, 87-112.

Signing, 87-103.
Destruction, 87-108 to 87-110.

Exchange, 87-106.
of bond book, 40-1103.

Form

Increase, 2-6001.
Interest, 87-102.
in, by administrators,
113-1518, 113-1519.

Investments

General Index.
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STATE OF GEORGIA— Coat'&

STATE OF GEORGIA— Cont 'd.
Bonds— Cont'd.

Cont'd.

Employees

Judges holding, disqualified, when,

Political literature,

'.ion

fcrfll

at State's expense, 40*2006,
40-9902.
Solicitation of votes while traveling at State's expense, 40-2000,
40-9902.

2-3003.

Loss, 87-108 to 87-110.
Mutilation, 87-108 to 87-110.
Notice of loss or theft, 87-111.
Payment, 87-112 to 87-115.
Place, 87-105, 87-106.
Registration, 87-116 to 87-118.
Reissue, 87-107.

Escheat
Fees of

Seal, 87-101.
Signature, 87-101.

Flag, 80-1004, 86-9903.
Grant of lands: See Grants.
History, judicial notice, 38-112.
Joint owner in company, etc., 2 -5
Judicial notice of laws, etc., 38-112.
Jurisdiction
As affected by boundaries: See

Sinking fund to

retire, 2-6201.

'State revenue, 92-3501.
Theft, 87-111.
Time of payment, 87-102.
Transfer, 87-118.
Trustees' investments in, 108-417.
Void, payment, 2-5901.
Bonded debt
Increase, 2-6001.
Sale of property to pay, 2-6101.
Boundaries, 15-101.

Alabama

line,

15-104.

Venue.
North Carolina
South Carolina
Tennessee
Claims, report

for,

Venue.
Cession to United
15-301 to 15-304.
Persons, 15-202.

States,

1-125,

Places, 15-201.

Lien for costs of prosecution, 85-1109.
Limitation of actions, 3-717.

Money
See

by:

See Escheat.

24-301.

.

Florida line, 15-105.
affected
Jurisdiction

to:

officers of court, liability

of

Receiving interest on, 26-2903,
26-2904.

Using, 26-2902.
Withholding, 26-2901.

line, 15-103.
line, 15-102.

Motor

line, 15-103.

by Comptroller General,

vehicles,

tion,

exemption from taxa-

92-2911.

Coat of arms, 86-1004.

Notaries public for State
See Notaries Public.

Code-

Officers

40-1510.

Automobiles for use

Adoption, etc., 102-101, 102-107.
Substantial compliance with,

See Emi-

Conspiracy to defraud, 26-4201 to
26-4204.

Constitution: See Constitution of State.

Continuance of cases to which State a
party, 81-1005.

by

large:

40-2001 to

40-2006.

102-102.

Condemnation proceedings:
nent Domain.

of,

at

Disqualification by receiving interest on public funds, 26-2904.
Embezzlement, 26-2801.
Mileage allowance when furnishing own automobiles, 40-2002 to
40-2005.
Political literature, transportation
at State's expense, 40-2006,
40-9902.

Attorney

Receiving interest on public funds,

Costs of prosecution, lien for, 85-1109.
Credit, loan of, 2-5301.

26-2903, 26-2904.
Solicitation of votes while traveling at State's expense, 40-2006,
40-9902.

Contracts,

preparation

General, 40-1602.

Crimes against
Insurrection, 26-901 to 26-904.
Treason, 26-801 to 26-804.

Debt, 2-5101, 2-5201, 2-5601, 2-6001,
2-6101.

Decedents'

85-202.

Sealestates,

debts

due

from,

113-1508.

Affixed to instruments, when,
2-2801.

Disbarment proceedings in name

of,

9-506.

Attaching to transcripts,

etc.,

40-601.

Employees
Automobiles for use

of, 40-20,01 to

40-2006.

Mileage allowance when furnishing

own

Using public funds, 26-2902.
Withholding public funds. 26-2901.
Real property, original owner of,

automobiles, 40-2002,

40-2005.

Counterfeiting or forging, 26-3915.
Custody, 2-2705, 2-2801, 40-601,
40-701.

Description, 40-701.

Grants, attestation, 40-601.

What

constitutes, 2-2801.
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STATE OF GEORGIA— Cont

STATE AUDITOR— Cont 'd.

\l.

Rules and regulations, 40-1808.

king fund, 2-6201, 92-111.

-

Salary, 40-1802.

general
Claims, collection. 84-2908.
Eseheators, collection from,

Solicitors

84-29

Stenographer-bookkeeper, employment,
etc.,

Term

B.

Representation in

civil

actions,

STATE BOARD FOR EXAMINATION
AND REGISTRATION OF ARCHITECTS.

38-1102.

of witness not to disclose, 38-1102, 38-1711.
fotes binding, 102-109.
v ^ckholder in corporation, 2-5301.
Trial of cases to which State a party,
preference, 81-1005.
Privilege

See Architects.

Appointment, 84-304.
Bylaws, 84-307.
Compensation, 84-311.

"

Creation, 84-304.
.

Trust company

power

to act as trustee

Fiscal agent, power to
109-201.

Investment in bonds
as affected

Expenses, 84-102, 84-310.
Fees collected, use of, 84-312, 84-313.
Meetings, 84-102, 84-307.

Membership, 84-304.

under, 109-201.

Venue

40-1801.

See Banks and Banking.

State secrets
Admissibility in evidence, 38-418.
Discovery in equity, privilege,

issue,

office,

STATE BANKS.

24-2908.

Bond

40-1803.

of

act as,

of, 109-201.

by boundaries:

See

Oath, 84-305.
Organization, 84-306.
President, 84-306.
Qualifications, 84-304.
84-308.

Quorum,

Venue.

STATE AGRICULTURAL AND NOR-

MAL COLLEGE.
Branch of University of Georgia:

See

University of Georgia.

STATE AGRICULTURAL FAIRS.
Taxation of midway,

etc.,

Records, 84-309.
Rules, 84-307.
Secretary, 84-101, 84-102.
Record of proceedings, 84-309.
Terms of office, 84-304.
Vacancies, 84-304.

STATE BOARD OF BARBER EXAMINERS OF GEORGIA.

shows,

92-615.

See Barbers.

STATE-AID ROADS.

Appointment, 84-403.
Barber schools, permits to operate,

See Fublic Roads.

STATE AUDITOR.

84-411.

Bond, 84-403.
Compensation, 84-405.

See Budget Bureau.

Appointment, 40-1801.

Eligibility, 84-403.

Assistants, 40-1803.

Assistant Director of Budget, 40-401.

Powers, 40-410.
Bond, 40-1802.
Cigar and cigarette dealers, audit of
accounts, 40-1807.

Cooperation with appropriations committees of General Assembly, 40-1809.
Duties, 40-1802, 40-1805 to 40-1807,
40-1813, 40-1814.

Establishment, 84-403.
Expenses, 84-102, 84-405.
Funds, disposition of, 84-406.
Meetings, 84-102.

Membership, 84-403.
Oath, 84-403.
President, 84-407.
Qualifications, 84-403.

Records of proceedings, 84-413.
Reports, 84-406.
Rules and regulations, 84-404, 84-407.

Examinations by, 40-1805.
Examiners, employment, etc., 40-1803.

Seal, 84-407.

Expenses, 40-1802, 40-1803.
Forms for use by State boards,

Terms of

Secretary, 84-101, 84-102.
etc.,

office,

84-403.

Vacancies, 84-403.

40-1813.

Motor fuel

distributors,

audit of ac-

counts, 40-1807.

Personnel of departments,
showing, 40-1814.
Powers, 40-1805.
Qualifications, 40-1801.

Removal, 40-1801.
Reports, 40-1805, 40-1814.

etc.,

report

STATE BOARD OF CHIROPODY EXAMINERS.
See Chiropodists.

Appointment, 84-602.
Compensation, 84-606.
Establishment, 84-602.
Examinations, 84-603, 84-607.
Expenses, 84-102, 84-606.
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STATE BOARD OF CHIROPODY EX-

AMINERS— Con

t

See Georgia State Eoard of Embalm-

M.

ing.

Fees, 84-101, 84-604, 84-605.
Meetings, 84-102, 84-603.
Removal, 84-602.
Rules and regulations, 84-603.
Secretary, 84-101, 84-102.

Terms

STATE EOARD OF EXAMINERS IN
OPTOMETRY.
See Georgia State Eoard of Examiners in Optometry.

of office, 84-602.

STATE EOARD OF EXAMINERS OF

STATE BOARD OF CHIROPRACTIC
EXAMINERS.
See Georgia Board of Chiropractic
Examiners.

STATE BOARD OF DENTAL EXAMINERS.

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION.

as, 32-504.

Appeal

to, 32-403, 32-501, 32-912,
32-1008, 32-1010.
Appointment, 32-401.
Apportionment of school funds, 32-404,

Approval of charter of educational

in-

stitutions, 32-407.

Annual

reports, 88-109, &S-119.

Antitoxine, diphtheria
Distribution, 58-113.
Sale by ordinary, 8S-114, 85-115.

Appointment, 8S-102, 88-103.
Appropriations for promotion of welfare and hygiene of maternity and
8S-120.

'81-1403.

Duties, 32-403.

Cooperation with local boards, SS-112.

schools, establishment, 32-932.

Expenses, 32-402.
Gifts from school-book publishers

or

their agents, 32-406, 32-9902.
Illiteracy of adults

Duties in connection with, 32-2401.
Funds, use of, 32-2401.
Reports, 32-2401.
Rules and regulations, 32-2402.
Manual labor schools, organization,
32-931.

Creation,

88-101,

88-102.

Deaths, statistics, SS-112, 83-119.
Diphtheria antitoxine
Distribution. 88-113.
Sale by ordinary, 88-114, 85-115.
Duties, 88-107, 88-108, SS-112.

Epidemics, regulations,
Expenses, 88-110.

Inspection of Department
activities,

of

Public

88-109.

Meetings, 88-103.

Membership, 32-401.
instruction,

Membership, 88-102.
duty to provide,

32-404.

32-402.

Powers, 32-403.
Qualifications, 32-401.
to,

Mileage, 88-110.
Municipal boards of health, acting
with, 88-112.
Pasteur treatment for hvdrophobia,
88-116.

by

State Super-

intendent of Schools. 32-505.
Superintendent
State
Secretary,
Schools as, 32-504.
Textbooks, selecting, 32-403.
Traveling expenses, 32-402.

Powers, 88-107, SS-112.
Qualifications. 88-102.

of

in office, 32-401.

Vocational rehabilitation of disabled

Quarantine regulations. SS-112. B8-9901*
Records, 88-106.

Reports by. 88-109, SS-112, 88-119.
Local boards, 88-118.
Rules and regulations. 88-107, SS-112,
B8-117, 55 505,

88-9901.

persons, duties, etc.. 32-2302 to

Secretary, 88-106, 88-10&

32-2305.

Sewerage,

Vocational training, duties as
32-2202.

55-113.

etc.,

Governor as ex-officio member. 88-102.
Hydrophobia, prevention, 88-116.
Health

Meetings, 32-402.

Vacancy

STATE BOARD OF HEALTH.

Compensation, 88-110.
Continuance, attendance on, as ground,

Disbursement of funds, 32-2204.

Recommendations

'2.

Births, statistics, 88-112, 88-119.
Chairman, 88-103.

Creation, 32-401.

Oath of members,

84-203.

etc.,

Expenses, 84-203.
Meetings, place of, 84-1

infancy,

Chairman, 32-402.
Compensation, 32-402.
Course of study, providing, 32-403.

etc.,

STATE BOARD OF EXAMINERS OF
PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS.

Secretary, 84-101, 84-102.

Advisory and appellate body, 32-405.
Agent, State Superintendent of Schools,

Normal

NURSES.
See Board of Examiners of Nurses
for Georgia.

Appointment,

See Board of Dental Examiners of
Georgia.

Evening

STATE BOARD OF EMBALMING.

to,

investigation

55-112.

Term

of office, SS-104.

and

reports,
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STATE BOARD OF HEALTH— Cont'd.

INERS— Cont 'd.

Vacancies. 88-163, SS-10S.

Venereal diseases, regulations, 8S-505.
Ventilation of public buildings, investigating,

duties

statistics,

Signing license, S4-915.

Temporary
as

to,

SS-112,

See Vital Statistics.
investigations and re-

B8-119, 88-1101.

"Water

supply,

ports, SS-li2.

STATE BOARD OF MEDICAL EXAMINEES.
Application for license, 84-907, 84-916
to

84-923.

Appointment, 84-903.
Certificate of appointment, 84-904.
to

Certificate

practitioners,

see

grant,

84-912.

practice medicine" defined, 84-901.

Vacancies, 84-903.
Vice president, 84-905.

BOAED OF OSTEOPATHIC
EXAMINERS OF GEORGIA.

STATE

Appointment, 84-1201.
Bylaws, 84-1204.
Compensation, 84-1205.
Expenses, 84-102, 84-1205.
Licenses
Application, 84-1207.
Authorize what, 84-1209.

Definitions, 84-901.

Duties and powers, 84-902.

Eligibility of applicants,
84-1208, 84-1210.

84-902.

Establishment, 84-902.
Examinations, 84-905, 84-913.
Expenses, 84-102, 84-905.

84-1207,

Examination of applicants, 84-1207,
84-1208.

Fees, 84-101, 84-905, 84-911, 84-914.
Licenses to practice medicine
Application, 84-907, 84-916 to

Grant, 84-1207.
Record, 84-1204, 84-1207.
Eevocation, 84-1210.
Seal, 84-1206.

84-923.

Signing, 84-1206.

Eligibility, 84-907.

Examination of applicants, 84-905,
84-913.

Fee, 84-101, 84-911, 84-914.
Fraud of applicant, 84-907, 84-916.
How obtained, 84-907.
Issuance, 84-915, 84-923.
Necessity, 84-906.
Eecording, 84-908.
Eefusal, 84-916 to 84-923.

Eenewal, 84-907, 84-923.
Eevocation, 84-907, 84-916 to

over,

etc.,

84-911.

Meetings, 84-102, 84-905.

Membership, 84-902.
Oath, 84-904.
Organization, 84-905.
"Practice medicine' ' defined, 84-901.

"Practice of medicine"
"Practicing medicine" defined, 84-901.
defined, 84-901.

President, 84-905, 84-915.
Qualifications, 84-902.

Quorum, 84-903.
Recording license, 84-908.
Eefusal of licenses, 84-916 to 84-923.
Eemoval, 84-903.
Eevocation of licenses, 84-907, 84-916
to 84-923.

Eules and regulations, 84-905.

Membership, 84-1201.
Oath, 84-1201.
Organization, 84-1204.
President, 84-1204.
Qualifications, 84-1201, 84-1202.

Quorum, 84-1204.
Records, 84-1204, 84-1207.
Eules and regulations, 84-1204.
84-1206.
Secretary, 84-101, 84-102, 84-1204.
Term of office, 84-1203.
Vacancies, 84-1203.
Vice president, 84-1204.

Seal, 84-905, 84-915.
Signatures, 84-915.

Temporary, 84-912.
Medical colleges, power

Certificates of appointment, 84-1204.
Meetings, 84-102.

Seal,

84-922.

Seal, 84-905, 84-915.

"To

licenses,

of office, 84-903.

Fees, 84-101, 84-1205, 84-1207.

Compensation, 84-905.

84-910,

Term

Eligibility, 84-1201.

Li-

censes, post.

Eligibility,

Secretary, 84-101, 84-102, 84-905.
Prosecutions, aiding in, 84-915.

88-112,

Vice chairman, SS-103.
Vital

STATE BOARD OF MEDICAL EXAM-

STATE BOARD OF PHARMACY.
See Georgia State Board of Pharmacy.

STATE BOARD OF
EXAMINERS.

VETERINARY

See Georgia State Board of Veterinary Examiners.

STATE BONDS.
See State of Georgia.

STATE BUREAU OF MARKETS.
See Bureau of Markets.

STATE CAPITAL.
Change, 2-8801.
Governor's proclamation, 2-8804,
2-8901.

Location
2-8901.

of,

2-8508,

2-8801,

2-8804,

General
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STATE DEPARTMENTS.

STATE CAPITOL.

See Executive Department.

See Capitol.

STATE CHEMIST.
Assistants, 42-104.
Chief food inspector, appointment,
42-101.
Drugs, examination of, 42-113.
Fertilizers, analysis, etc., 5-1004, 5-1114
to 5-1117, 5-1120, 5-1205 to 5-1207.

Food, examination
Experts, 42-104.
Insecticides

of, 42-113.

and fungicides,

analysis,

5-1506.

Laboratories, 42-104.
Reports, 42-116.
Standards of purity for food products,
fixing, 42-111.

STATE COMMISSION OF FORESTRY
AND GEOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT.
Advice to landowners, 43-202.
Appointment, 43-102.
Authority and powers, 43-101, 43-103,
43-104.

with

Bulletins and reports, deposit
State Librarian, 101 217.

STATE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
See Department of Agriculture.

STATE DEPOSITORIES.
See Public
moneys.

Amount

Officers,

catchword Public

of deposit, 100-108.

Bond, 100-104, 100-107, 100-108, 100-110.
Building and loan association-:, depo>itl
by, 16-202 to 16-206, 16-209, 10-212,
16-9901, 16-9902.

Checks, funds to be subject
Cities enumerated, 100-101.

to,

100-111.

Compensating officer for making deposit
of State's money, 100-9001.
Contract as to interest, 100-103.
sale of bonds, 100-110.
Evidence, bond, 100-104.
Farm loan bonds as security for public
Defaults,

deposits, 108-421.
Fees, 100-102.

Chairman, 43-102.
Compensation, 43-102.

Financial condition, State Treasurer to
advise Governor, 100-106.

Creation, 43-102.
Direction of Department, 43-101.
Duties, 43-103, 43-104.
Expenses, 43-102.

Interest, 100-103.

Federal aid funds, expenditure, 43-104.
Fire control, 43-206.
Forestry fund, 43-203.
Funds, 43-203.
Gifts and donations, acceptance,

Salaries, 100-102.

43-104, 43-205.

Governor
Appointment by, 43-102.
Chairman and president, 43-102.
Land, acquiring for demonstration purposes, 43-205.

of members, 43-102.

President, 43-102.
43-102.

Reforestation, policy of, 43-201.

Reports, 43-103, 43-204.

Research work, 43-104.
Secretary, 43-102.

Term

of

Timber

office,

43-102.

culture, 43-201.

Vacancies, 43-102.

STATE CONSTABULARY.
See Public Defense.

STATE CONSTITUTION.
See Constitution of State.

deposit

in

lieu

of

bonds,

100-108.
Selection,

100-102,

100-105.

State Treasurer, bond
law, 100-114.
Statements, 100-109.

unaffected

by

Sureties, relief, 100-107.

Tax

collectors, deposits by, 100-111 to

100-113.

Term

of appointment, 100-102.

See Educational Fund.

State Geologist, 43-301.

Qualifications,

Securities,

43-205.

State Forester, 43-207.

Number

100-109.

Recording bond, 100-104.
Removal, 100-102.

STATE EDUCATIONAL FUND.

Meetings, 43-102.

Mining rights, reservation,
Nomination

Monthly statements,

STATE ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT
STATION.
Appropriations, 32-304, 32-305.
Bulletins,

32-303.

Duty, 32-302.
Establishment, 32-301.
Federal law, conformity of work

to,

32-305.

Objects, 32-302.

STATE ENTOMOLOGIST.
Appointment,

5-701.

Boll weevil, regulations as

to,

5-716.

Bond, 5-702.
Carriers, regulation, 5-710.
Certificates of inspection, 5-712. 5-713.
Confiscation of trees, plants, ere, of

nonresident, 5-713.
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STATE ENTOMOLOGIST— Cont M.

STATE GEOLOGIST.

Destruction of infested trees or plants,
5-707, 5714.

Appointment, 43-301.

Eligibility,

Auditing accounts, 43-308.
Compensation, 43-312.
Drivers, employment, 43-305.

5-702,

Entry on premises

make

to

inspection,

5-709, 5-719, 5-720,

Experimental work, 5-703.
Farmers institutes, attendance

upon,

5-705.

Hindering or obstructing, 5-9920.
Importation of articles from other

and

Insecticides

fungicides,

fixing

standard, 5-1507.

instructions

-with

or

introduction

pests from other States,
Qualifications,

of

crop

5-710.

Secretary of State Commission of Forestry and Geological Development,

of, 5-708,

Reports, 5-706, 5-722.
Rules and regulations
Honey bee diseases, 5-902, 5-906.
etc.,

and

diseases

pests,

5-702 to 5-704, 5-710, 5-716, 5-717.

of

office,

43-301.

STATE HEALTH DEPARTMENT.
Fees, public revenue, 92-3602.

STATE HIGHWAY BOARD.
See State

Highway Department.

STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT.

Salary, 5-702.
of office, 5-701.

Treatment prescribed by,
infested

Visiting

5-707, 5-714.

sections

of

State,

Actions by or against, 95-1505, 95-1710.
Assent to Federal law, 95-1502.

Budget

sheet, 95-1720.

Certificates of indebtedness, 2-5601.

5-714.

Control of highway work, 95-1504,

STATE EXAMINING BOARDS.

95-1606.

Expenses, 84-102.

Damages, responsibility

Joint-Secretary, 84-101, 84-102.

Defense to

for, 95-1710.

suits, 95-1710.

Designation, 95-1503.

STATE FARM.

Emergency fund,

See Penitentiary.

Misdemeanor convicts sent

when,

to,

27-2506.

95-1722.

Federal appropriations, 95-1720.
Federal law, assent to, 95-1502.
Fiscal year, 95-1720.

Women convicts sent to, when,
STATE FIRE INSPECTOR.

27-2506.

Membership, 95-1501, 95-1503.
Powers and duties, 95-1501, 95-1504,
95-1705, 95-1710, 95-1713 to 95-1722,
95-1724.

Appointment, 56-111.
Assistant, 56-111.

Authority to go upon premises, 56-113.
Compensation, 56-114.
Duties, 56-112.

Reorganization, 95-1501.
Repeal of other laws, 95-1725.
State-aid roads: See Public Roads.
State Highway Board

Expenses, 56-114.
Investigations,

43-309.

Topographers, employment, 43-305.

5-701.

Plant,

of,

Surveys, 43-304 to 43-307, 43-310, 43-311.

Term

Removal,

employment

Specialists,

5-9927.

5-706,

Reports, 43-306, 43-318.

43-102.

5-702.

Refusal to execute directions

Term

Qualifications, 43-301.

Salaries, 43-312.

directions, 5-9926, 5-9927.

of

43-301.

Publication of surveys, 43-310.

Removal, 43-301.

Lectures by, 5-705.

Prevention

of geology, 43-302.

Nomination, 43-301.

Records, 43-302, 43-317.

5-719 to 5-721.

Noncompliance

43-312.

Maps, 43-302, 43-311.

Office,

Inspector, acting as, 5-702.
Investigations by, 5-706, 5-709, 5-714,

43-302,

Duties, 43-302, 43-303, 43-306.
Expenses, supervision of, 43-308.
Gold purchases, record of, 43-317,
43-9903.

Museum

regulation, 5-716, 5-717.

States,

Assistants,

etc.,

56-112.

•

Oaths, administration, 56-115.
Reports, 56-112.

STATE GAME AND FISH COMMISSIONER.
See Commissioner of

Game and

Game and

95-1724.

Control of

Highway Department,

95-1606.

Fish.

STATE GAME WARDENS.
See Department of

Appointment, 95-1601.
Chairman, 95-1603, 95-1605.
Compensation, 95-1604.
Condemnation of rights of way,

Employees, 95-1607.

Maps showing
Fish.

State-aid roads,

filing with, 95-1608.
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STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT—
Cont'd.

—

furnished

Tenure of

office,

95-1004.

Distribution,

95-1002.
Vacancies, 95-1604.

101-203,

205 to

101

101 208.

office,

Report of tales, 101-209.
Reserving copies, 101

State highway engineer, employment,

Sale, 101-209.

95-1607.

Laws

STATE HIGHWAY ENGINEER.
Employment,

101-214.

to,

Governor'! reports, filing, 101-204.
Journals
Copies to be kept, 101-]

Successor to chairman, 95-1005.

Terms of

Cont'd.

Georgia School of Technology^ books

Highway Board Cont'd.
Membership, 95-1601.
Eeport to Governor, 95-1500.

State

STATE LIBRARIAN-

Copies to be kept, 101-l r '5.
Distribution, 101-20:;, 101-205 to

duties, etc., 95-1007,

95-1608.

101-208.

STATE HOSPITAL.

Legislative
library,

See Milledgeville State Hospital.

reference department of
direction of, 101-301 to

101-303.

STATE INSTITUTIONS.
Alcohol for use by, 58-401.
Particular institutions: See
heads.

Mailing decisions of Supreme Court
and Court of Appeals, 101-205.
specific

Official reports, filing,

101-204.

Preservation of books, 101-201.
Public libraries, supplying with

STATE LEGISLATURE.

T

ords,

See General Assembly.

1

J_

etc.,

rec-

A1 H1 A

101-210.

Public schools, supplying with records,

STATE LIBRARIAN.

101-210.

Acts of General Assembly, see Laws,

Rebinding books, 101-212.
Receipts

post.

Reserved copies, 101-209.

Amendment

of catalogue, 101-202.
Appointment, 101-101.
Assistant
Compensation, 101-103.
Second assistant, 101-104, 101-302.
Binding books, 101-204, 101-212.
Bond, 101-102, 101-107.
Bulletins of State departments, 101-217.
Catalogue of library, 101-202.
Colonial records, supplying to schools,
etc., 101-210.
Compensation, 101-103, 101-104.
Comptroller General's reports, filing,

Books distributed,

]

Contents of

from successor,

office,

101-107.

Removal, 101-106, 101-107.
Reports

LawDistribution, 101-203, 101-205,
101-213 to 101-216.

Exchange with other

records,
schools, etc., 101-210.

supplying

to

Confirmation by Senate, 101-101.
Court of Appeals Eeports

States,

101-218.
Sale, 101-211.
Officers

',

filing,

101-204.

State departments, 101-217.
Resignation, 101-107.

Revolutionary

101-204.

Confederate

01-203.

records,
schools, 101-210.

supplying

Salary, 101-103.
Schools, supplying with records,
101-210.

Distribution, 101-203, 101-205,
101-215, 101-216.

Second assistant, 101-104, 101-302.
Salary, amount, 101-104.

Exchange with other

Senate, confirmation by, 101-101.
State
institutions,
supplying

States,

101-218.
Sales, 101-211.

with

records, etc., 101-210.

Distribution of books, 101-203, 101-205
to 101-208.

State Treasurer's reports,

filing,

101-204.

Duties, 101-201 to 101-218.

Exchange of public documents,

101-217.

Expenses, 101-303.
Pees, payment to State Treasurer,
92-3501, 92-3503, 101-209.

Females, eligibility, 79-207.
Piling receipts for books distributed.
101-203.

General Assembly

to

—

Filing reports

to, 101-204.

Sending Acts

of,

101-205, 101-207.

to counties,

Successor, delivery of contents of office
to, 101-107.

Supervision of

office,

101-106.

Supreme Court reports
Distribution, 101-203, 101-205,
101-215, 101-216.
Exchange with other States,
101-218.
Sale, 101-211.

Term

of

office,

101-101.

University of Georgia, books furnished
to,

101-213.
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STATE LIBRARY.
See State Librarian;

STATE PROPERTY— Cont 'd.
State Library

CoininissioiL

Apartments

of, 91-104.

at eapitol for keeping,

101-105.

Catalogue, 101-202.
Inspection, 101-201.
Insurance, 91-403, 91-404.
Legislative reference department
Clerks, 101-303.
Establishment, 101-301.
Expenses, 101-303.

Librarian

—

See Georgia Real Estate Commission.

STATE REGISTRAR OF VITAL STA-

—

TISTICS.

—

Race, registration of individuals as to
Attorney General, enforcement of
law, by, 53-315.
Authenticity of statement, 53-304.
Certificate of registration, 53-303,

STATE LIBRARY COMMISSION".

53-304, 53-306, 53-9906.

Appointment, 32-2601.
Chairman, 32-2601.
Compensation, 32-2603.

Duty

False registration, 53-306, 53-9907.
Fee, 53-305.

Forms, 53-301, 53-302.
Illegal celebration of marriage,
53-9905.

License to marry, 53-307 to 53-311,
53-9904, 53-9908.

Local registration, 53-303.
Report of birth of child of white
parent and colored parent,
See

University of Georgia.

STATE OIL CHEMIST.
See Petroleum Products.

STATE PRINTER.
Office abolished, 2-6501.

STATE PRISON.
See Penitentiary.

STATE PROPERTY.
Annual inventory, 91-801

to 91-806.
Atlanta properties, 91-101.

Buildings, 91-101, 91-105 to 91-107,
91-9901 to 91-9903.
Capitol, 91-101, 91-105 to 91-107.

Corporate stock, 91-103.
Georgia Railroad and Banking Comstock, 91-103.

Governor, powers and duties, 91-401
to 91-405, 91-501 to 91-505.

Governor's mansion, 91-101.
Grants, 91-401.
Injuries to, 91-9901 to 91-9903.
Insurance, 91-403, 91-404.
Inventory, 91-801 to 91-806.
Lands reserved to State, 91-102.
"Mcintosh Reserve,' ' 91-102.
Milledgeville properties, 91-101.
Municipal tax, 92-4202.
Prison farms, 91-101.
Purchase, sale, etc., 91-501 to 91-505.
Rhodes Memorial Building, 91-101.

Southern and Atlantic Telegraph Comstock, 91-103.

report violation of law,

Examination, 53-309.

STATE MEDICAL COLLEGE.

pany

to

53-313.

Duties, 32-2602.
Eligibility, 32-2601.
Expenses, 32-2603.
Qualifications, 32-2601.
Quarters in eapitol, 32-2603.
Reports, 32-2602.
Secretary, 32-2601, 32-2603.
Term of office, 32-2601.

Branch of University of Georgia:

State library, 91-101.
Insurance, 91-403, 91-404.
Supervision, 91-402.
Western and Atlantic Railroad, 91-101,
91-201 to 91-203, 91-301 to 91-304.

STATE REAL ESTATE COMMISSION.

Duties, 101-302.
Salary, 101-302.
Purpose, 101-301.
Supplies, 101-303.

pany

State boards, property under control

53-314.

Supervision, 53-301.

"White person"

defined, 53-312.

STATE REVENUE COMMISSION.
power to take, 92-4511.
Appointment of members, 92-4501.

Affidavits,

Bonds, 92-4501.
Chairman, 92-4502.
Cigar and cigarette tax
Collection from delinquents,
92-5801 to 92-5809.
Commissions, allowance, 92-2204.
Distributors of stamps, appointment, 92-2211.
Forfeitures, 92-2214.
Inspections by, 92-9909.
Licenses, 92-2208, 92-2209.

Rules and regulations, 92-2207,
92-2210.

Stamp

supply, duty to keep,

92-2206.
Clerical assistance, 92-4509, 92-4510.
Collections from delinquent taxpayers
Ad valorem taxes, 92-5801, 92-5802.
Application of law, 92-5801.

Deputy commissioners
Duties, 92-5802.
by, 92-5806.
Reports by, 92-5806.
Payments, 92-5806.
Penalties, 92-5804, 92-5809.
Prosecution of delinquents, 92-5807.
Reports by, 92-5806, 92-5808.
Tax collectors, cooperation, 92-5805.

Payments

Oonkral
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—

STATE REVENUE COMMISSION

—

STATE REVENUE COMMISSION
Cont'd.

Cont 'd.

Malfes anee or mltfeaiaiic€

Comptroller General

Member, 92-4501.
Powers as Insurance Commissioner
retained, 92-4506.

Counties

Annual

Tax

digests, examination, etc.,
92-7002 to 92-700G.
Creation, 92-4501.
Department of Law as representative
in revenue matters, 92-4503.

Deputies
Appointment, 92-4507.
Compensation, 92-4509, 92-4510.
Discharge, 92-4508, 92-5806.
Duties, 92-4507.
Expenses, 92-4509.
Number, 92-4507.
Duties, 92-4502, 92-4505.
Equalization of taxes, 92-7002.

Payment, 92-3402.
Eeturns filed with Commission,
92-3401.

Execution, levy of, 92-7301.
Full time, devotion to duties, 92-4502.
Income taxes
Administration and enforcement,

as to, 92-4505.
office, 92-4501.
Office, place, 92-4503.
Powers and duties, 92-4502, 02-1" r

.

".

Production of papers, documents, etc.,
power to compel, 92-4511.
Recommendations to General Assembly,
92-4505.

Records as evidence, 92-4504.
Removal of members, 92-4501, 92-5806.
Reports, 92-4505, 92-5800, 92-5808.
Rules and regulations, 92-4505.

Special-tax digests, 92-5202, 92-5204 to
92-5206, 92-5208.
Tax digests, examination, etc., 92-7002
to 92-7006.
Terms of office, 92-4501.
Testimony, power to take, 92-4505,
92-4511.
Vacancies, 92-4501.
Vice chairman, 92-4502.

Witnesses, power to subpoena, 92-4511.

STATE RIGHTS.
Constitutional provision, 2-501.

STATE SANITARIUM.

92-3003.

Assessment and collection of de92-3302.

Compromise of penalty

See Milledgeville State Hospital.

STATE SCHOOL COMMISSIONER.

cases,

Constitutional provision, 2-6701.

92-3007.

for

collection

tax,

of

Federal income tax returns, examination of, 92-3215.

Forms, preparation

of,

92-3208.

Oaths, administration, 92-3004.
Payments to State Treasurer,
92-3009.

Receipts for cash payments,

SUPERINTENDENT

OF

Records of taxpayers, examination
of, 92-3213.

claims, 92-3308, 92-3310.

Returns

Acknowledgment,

92-3004.

Extension of time for

filing.

92-3210.

Making, for delinquents,
92-3212.

Rules and regulations, 92-3005,
92-3006, 92-3118, 92-3120, 92-3205,
92-3301.
of, 92-3216,

92-9914.
Statistics, preparation of, 92-3008.
Inspection of special-tax digests,

92-5208.

Majority control, 92-4502.

Accounts, 32-511.
Agent of State Board of Education,
32-504.

Annual appropriation

for consolidated

schools, 32-918.
Annual report, 32-508.
to State Board of
cation, 32-403, 32-501.
Appeal to, 32-1008, 32-1010.

Appeal from,

92-3312.

Secrecy required

STATE

SCHOOLS.

92-3306.

Refund

Membership, 92-4501.
Motor vehicles, etc., powers and duties

Salaries, 92-4501, 92-4510.
Seal, 92-4504.

Estate taxes
Appraisal and assessment, 92-3403.
Duties as to, 92-3402, 92-3403.
Execution, issuance, 92-3404.

Execution

office,

Oath of

visit to, 92-7007.

ficiencies,

In

02-4501.

Edu-

Assistants, 32-511.
Bond, 32-503.
Budgets, 32-947.
Clerk, 32-511.
Common school fund, estimate of,
32-512.

Compensation, 32-504, 32-511.

County institutes, 32-514.
Disbursement of school funds.

32-510.

Duties, 32-501, 32-505 to 32-515.
Election, 32-501.

Expenses, 32-511.
Holidays, arranging programs. 32-1503.
Misapplication of school funds, duties
in case of, 32-507.

Notice as to funds credited to schools
operating under local laws, 32-513.
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SUPERINTENDENT
SCHOOLS— Cont'd.

OF

STATE

Assistant, 40-904.

Bond commissioner,
Bank

Oath, 32-503.
Office, 32-501.
Postage. 32-511.

Qualifications, 32-502.
Recommendations to State
Education, 32-505.

32-501.

State Board of Education, member,
32-401.

State school supervisors, appointment,
32-601.

Suspension of county superintendents
for incompetency, 32-505.
Teachers, payment of, 32-512.

government, prepa-

civil

Constitutional provisions, 2-4901, 2-4902.

STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE.
Branch of University of Georgia: See

SCHOOL

FOR

BOYS.

Necessity, 2-2704, 40-1001, 40-1004.
New, required when, 40-1004.

Record, 40-1003.
Securities, 40-1001, 40-1002.

Bond book, 40-1103.
Bond Commissioner, ex

officio, 40-1201.
Assistant, 40-1201.
Expenses, 40-1201.
Fees, 40-1202.
Reports, 40-1203.
Building and loan associations
Duties as to, 16-203.
Statements by, 16-211.
Cancellation of bonds, 40-1101, 40-1104.
Cash account, 40-1101.
Certificates, 40-1101.

Commission, great seal, 89-201.
Compensation, 2-2705, 40-901.
Assistant bond commissioner,
Clerk, 40-903.

Concealment, suspension, 40-1301.

Copy-

Georgia State Training School

for Boys.

TRAINING

SCHOOL

FOR

GIRLS.
Georgia

liability,

40-1001, 40-1002.

40-1201.

University of Georgia.

See

Limitation of securities'

Clerical expenses, 40-905.
Clerks, 40-903, 40-904.

See Taxation.

STATE

Insufficient security, 40-1004.
Lien, 40-1002.

Citizenship, eligibility requirement,
2-2704.

STATE TAXATION.

See

Amount, 40-1001.
Approval by Governor, 40-1001.

Check books, keeping, 40-1101.

ration of, 32-509.
Traveling expenses, 32-511.

TRAINING

Deposits, 40-1101.

Bond, 2-2704.
Action on, 40-1005.

Existing laws continue, 100-114.

Board of

Reports, 32-508.
County superintendents of schools,
requiring of, 32-515.
School books
Publisher riling copy and statement
as to price, 32-S02, 32-S03.
Sending out list, 32-806.
Standard, keeping in office, 32-718.
Secretary of State Board of Education,

STATE

40-1201.

Accounts, 40-1101.

Powers, 32-501.
Premium on bond, 32-503.
Public moneys, accounting for, etc.:
See Public Officers, catchword Public moneys.

Textbook on

STATE TREASURER— Cont 'd.

Training

School

for

Girls.

Abscondence
Statement of accounts, 40-1304.
Suspension, 40-1301.

Absence for twenty days, statement of
accounts, 40-1304.

Accounting, 40-1303, 40-1304.
Deposits by State Warehouse Commissioner, 5-304.
salaries, 40-1101.

A^e, eligibility requirement, 2-2704.
report, 40-1101.
tern,

40-206,

DraftPresident of Senate, 40-1101.
Speaker of House of Representatives, 40-1101.
Duties, 40-1101.

Prescribing by General Assembly,

Account book, keeping, 40-1101.

Annual
Appointment pro

Records, furnishing, 40-903.
Death, 40-1304.
Debt, State, report of, 40-1101.
Deposits in bank, 40-1101.
Deposits with, by fire insurance companies, 2-2304, 56-301 to 56-325,
56-1107 to 56-1116.

STATE TREASURER.

Advance payment of

Bond, evidence, 40-1003.

40-207,

40-1301

Appropriations, payment, 40-1101.

2-2702.

Election, 2-2701, 34-2101, 40-901.
Returns, 34-2201.
Rules governing, 34-2101.

Electrocution,
27-2513.

payment

of expense of,

Eligibility, 2-2704.

Examination of office, 2-2618, 40-1302.
Execution against, 40-1005.

General Index.
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STATE TREASURER

STATE TREASURER— Cont'd.
Executive department
Expenses

sscnoiraJ

officer, 2-2601,

Clerical, 40-905.

Penalties, 40-1101.
Perquisite*, 2-2705, 40-001

Private purpose,

Departments of Government, payment, 40-1102.

94-316.

of Condi

foffj

tern,

appointment, 40 206, 40-207,

40-1301.

Professions, businesses, and fcradefj
cense fees, 84-101.

li-

Accountant*, 81 203.

Bond commissioner, ex

officio,

40-1202.

Building and loan associations, filing statements, 16-211.
Incorporation of railroad, 94-103,
94-305.

Insurance

incorpora-

companies,

tion, 56-205.

Payment

into State treasury,
40-901, 92-3501, 92-3503.
Fidelity insurance company, deposit,
56-311, 56-1107 to 56-1116.

Embalmers,

or

Funds from which payments made,
40-1101.

Governor
Approval of bond, 40-1001.
Commission, 2-2701.
Examination by, 2-2618.
Report to, 2-6301, 40-1101, 89-504!
Superintendence over office, 40-1302.
Supervision of bank deposits,
40-1101.

Suspension by, 40-206, 40-207.
of, 40-204, 40-1101.

Holidays, office not open on, 40-903.
Income taxes
Payment by State Revenue Com-

moneys.

Quarterly report, 40-1101.
Receipts
Disbursements, 40-1101.

From

successor for papers,
40-1303, 40-1304.
Salaries paid, 40-1101.

To State Librarian

for

etc.,

moneys

re-

ceived, 101-210.

—

Record
Bond, 40-1003.
Copies, 40-601, 40-903.
Oath, 40-902.
Removal, 40-1303.
Renewal of bond, 40-1004.
Reports, 2-6301.

Bond Commissioner,

40-1203.

Filing with State Librarian,
101-204.

General Assembly,

mission, 92-3009.

to,

40-1104,

40-1512.

Retention of moneys for refunds,
92-3309.

Information furnished
when, 2-2618.

84-808.

Optometrists, 84-1106.
Osteopaths, 84-1205.
Real estate brokers, 81-1408.
Profit from use of public- money, 2-27'' 3.
Public moneys, accoun + ir</ for, etc.:
See Public Officers, catchword Pub-

Qualifications, 2-2704.

altering
draft, order, or warrant on, 26-3901.
Form of bond book, 40-1103.

Warrants

Dentists, 84-713.

Publication of notice of statement of
account, 40-1304.

Bond, 40-1003.
Oath, 40-902.
Fiscal year, 89-901.Forging, counterfeiting,

Architects, 84-312.

Barbers, 84-406.
Chiropodists, 81-005, 84-606.

lie

Filing

to

Governor,

Insanity, suspension, 40-206, 40-1301.
Insolvency, suspension, 40-1301.

Insurance Commissioner, reports,
40-1203.

Insurance

DM

40-1101.

Pro

Traveling, 2-2705.
Fees, 40-901, 40-903.
Amendment of railroad charter,

Cont'd.

company

deposits
with,
2-2304, 56-301 to 56-325, 56-1107 to
56-1116.

Governor, to, 2-6301, 40-1101.
Mailing to members of General
Assembly, 40-4701.
State debt, 40-1101.
Residence, 2-2704, 40-903.
Resignation, 40-1303.
Report to Governor, SP-304.
Salary, 2-2702, 2-2705, 40-901.
Secretary of State, fees paid into State
treasury, 40-504.

Settlement with Comptroller General,

Interest on public funds, receiving,
26-2903.

40-1303, 40-1304.
State, Governor's warrants on, 40-204.

Lapsed appropriations, payment,

State

40-1101.

Ledger, keeping, 40-1101.
Money of State, keeping, 40-1101.
Neglect of duty, suspension for, 40-206.
Notice of statement of account, 40-1304.
Oath, 40-207, 40-902.
Office in capitol, 40-903.

Board

of

funds payable
State bonds

Barber

Examiners,

to, S4-406.

Cancellation, 40-1101. 40-1104.

Coupons, signing,
Loss, issuing

S 7-103.

new bonds,

S7-10S.

Preservation after payment. S7-112.
Registration, 87-116, 87-117.
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STATE TK E ASUS ER— Cont'd.

STATE VETERINARIAN— Cont'd.

State debt, report of, 40-1101.
State depositories
Advising Governor as to financial
condition, 100-106.
Bond, effect of State depository
law, 100-114.
of

ex-

penses. 40-1102.

Library Commission, payments

State
to,

Successor, turning over papers,
40-1303, 40-1304.

etc., to,

not open on, 40-503,

office

40-903.

Supreme Court
Costs, payment

to,

by

clerk, 6-1703,

24-4103*.

Library fund, deposit, 24-4103.
Report to, by clerk, 6-1703, 24-4103.
Eule against clerk, 24-4103.
Suspension, 40-1301.
Constitutional provision, 2-2618.
General Assembly, 47-701.
Governor, 40-206, 40-207.
Tax collectors, payments by, 92-4901,
92-5005.

Term of office, 2-2701, 40-901.
Where filling vacancy, 89-502.
Time of

election, 40-901.

Transcripts of records, furnishing,
40-903.

in office, 40-1004.

32-2203.
dian, 32-2302.

Statistical bulletins, 42-404.
office,

62-901.

Testing dairy products, 42-505, 42-506.

WAREHOUSE

STATE

COMMIS-

SIONER.
Actions by and against, 5-305.
Bond, 5-302, 5-305.
Charges, 5-314.
Classes of cotton, guaranty, 5-305,
5-310.

Classification of cotton, authoritative,
5-308.

Clerks, appointment, etc., 5-303, 5-304.

Compresses, erection, purchase,

etc., of,

5-309.

Cooperation with
Corporate powers
Debt, creation of,
Deposit of sums

other States, 5-320.

and

liabilities, 5-305.

5-319.

collected with State

Treasurer, 5-304.
Director of Bureau

of

Markets

as,

Employees, appointment,

etc.,

5-303,

Expenses, 5-304.

TUBERCULOSIS

to,

5-317.

5-310.

SANATO-

RIUM.

Graders, appointment, etc., 5-303, 5-304.
Guaranty of weights, classes, and
grades of cotton on storage, 5-305,
5-310.

Acceptance of patients, 35-406.

Board of Control, management by,

Liens on cotton
Failure to give notice of, 5-9905.

35-401.

Charity funds, appropriations by

cities,

35-404, 35-405.

Departments, 35-403.
Doctor and assistants, 35-402.

to, 5-9906.
etc., 5-316.

5-310.

Loans on cotton,

Indigent patients, 35-403.

5-313, 5-314.

Officers, appointment,
Property

35-401.

Nurses, 35-402.

Rules and regulations, 35-406, 35-407.

STATE VETERINARIAN.

etc., 5-303, 5-304.

Acquisition of, 5-306.
Insurance of, 5-317.

Rates of storage of cotton, 5-312.

Appointment, 62-901.

Receipts for cotton
Books, designing,

Bulletins, 42-404.

etc.,

5-315.

Delivery of cotton without produc-

Creation of office, 62-901.
Duties, 62-902.

Enforcement of dairy law,

False affidavit as
Investigation of,

Lint cotton, reception for storage,

Fees, 35-403.

Management,

Duties, 5-306, 5-307.

Grades of cotton, guaranty, 5-305,

Warrants of Governor, 40-1101.
Written oath, 40-902.

tion of, 5-9902.
42-501.

Expenses, 62-903.
Food, making rules governing
42-118.

62-1004; 62-1019.

Reports, 42-404, 42-517.
Salary, 62-903.
Statistics, gathering, 42-405.

Fire insurance on buildings, duty as

Vocational rehabilitation funds, custo-

etc.,

received, disposition of, 42-519.

Quarantine of diseased live stock,

5-304.

Vocational education funds, custodian,

STATE

to

5-301.

Traveling expenses, 2-2705.
Treasury, payment of fees into, 40-901.

Vacancy

Moneys

Term of

32-2603.

Sunday,

42-401

etc.,

42-404, 42-503.

•

payment

Government,

State

Inspection of dairies,

Duplicates

or

additional,

unlaw-

ful issuance, 5-9904.
sale, etc.,

Form and
5-315.

contents,

5-310,

5-311,

General Index.
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WAREHOUSE
STATE
SIONER— Cont 'd.

COMMIS-

STATES OF UNION- Cont'd.
Judicial

—

Notice of exiatenee,

Receipts for cotton Cont'd.
Issuance, 5-310.
Cotton not actually in warehouse, 5-9903.

Loans on, negotiation, 5-313, 5-314.
Marking "canceled" on, when
cotton taken from storage,

mark "canceled"

on receipt, 5-9902.
of,

in order to take

cotton, 5-310.

Storage of cotton, 5-305.

Tags affixed to cotton, 5-310, 5-311.
Terms of storage of cotton, 5-312.

eligibility

of

to,

1-817.

electors,

1-810.

Reservation of rights
Slaves,

Titles to cotton, investigation of, etc.,
5-316.

Venue of actions by or against,
Weights of cotton, guaranty,

5-305.

5-305,

5-310.

STATE WAREHOUSE DEPARTMENT.
See State Warehouse Commissioner.

to,

1-810.

payment of claims for

emancipation

of,

loss

or

1-818.

Territorial extent, judicial notice,
38-112.

Wills executed in, validity and probate, 113-701 to 113-710.
See Wills.

STATEHOUSE.
See Capitol.

STATEHOUSE OFFICERS.

STATES OF UNION.
Admission to Union,

See Attorney General; Comptroller
General; Secretary of State; State

1-405.

Affidavits in, effect, 81-409.
to Constitution, proposal

Treasurer.
Election, returns, 34-2201, 34-2202.

or ratification, 1-501.

and records,

laws

38-627, 38-630.

STATEMENT BY DEFENDANT.
Court of inquiry,

Citizens of, 1-815.
Comity, 102-109.

Jury,

Controversies between, jurisdiction

of,

1-302.

in, 27-405.

to, 38-415.

STATIONS.
Railroad, 18-213, 18-9910, 93-308, 94-301.

Depositions in other States, 38-2201

to.

38-2205.

Domestic violence, protection against,
1-407.

Existence, judicial notice, 38-112.

Extradition of fugitives from justice
of Government, 1-407.
Judicial notice, 38-112.

County tax to pay

for, 92-3701.

Peddlers, taxation, 92-1602.
Public Service Commission, 93-211.
State officers, boards, etc., 90-105 to

STATISTICS.
See Vital Statistics.

of, 1-405.

Fugitives from justice or service, extradition of: See Extradition.
Full faith and credit to acts, etc., of,
1-401.

Immunities of citizens

STATIONERY.

90-107.

or service, 1-403, 1-404.

Form

Formation

in, effect, 81-409.

1-816.

against, 5-305.

of

Authentication, 38-022, 38 027.
Faith and credit to, 1-401, 38-627.
Judicial notice, 38-112.
Limitation of powers, 1-134, 1-135.

Privileges of citizens of, 1-402.
Ratification of Constitution, 1-701.
Relative rights of, 1-401 to 1-407.
Seals of, judicial notice, 38-112.
Representation, apportionment of,

5-308.

Authentication

].

of the land, judges bound, 1-602.

Powers reserved

Standards of cotton, authoritative,

Amendments

1-81

38-027.

Law

Officers,

Seal, 5-315.

by and

of United States as extendto,

Proceeding!; authentication,

Oaths

Transfer, 5-310, 5-316.
Reports, 5-318.
Rules and regulations, 5-303.
Sales of cotton, 5-313, 5-314.

Suits

mt,

i

Laws

5-310.

Failure to

Presentation

Power
ing

g

38-112.

etc.,

Board of Control of Eleemosynary

Institutions, collection, etc., bv, 99-101,
99-105.

Commissioner of Commerce and Labor,
collection by, 54-110 to 54-113, 54-115.

of,

1-402.

Insurrection or rebellion, payment of
debt incurred in aid of, 1-818.
Interrogatories from courts of, compelling answers, 38-2110.

Invasion, protection against, 1-407.
Judgments, authentication, 38-622.

Income taxes, 92-300S.
Leaf tobacco, 111-201

to 111-206.
Statistical register, compilation by Secretary of State, 40-S06.

STATUARY.
Taxation, exemptions, 2-5002, 92-201.
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STATUTE OF FRAUDS— Cont 'd.

STATUS OF CITIZEN.
legislation

Social,

as

2-11S.

to,

Guardians, promises
Judicial

STATUTES.

lationship,

102-104.

of,

20-401,

102-107.

compliance with,

6.

of, 20-401,

H

Auction

3,

post facto laws, 102-104.

Foreign countries, comity, 102-110.
Future operation, 102-101.
Georgia Code of 1933, 102-101, 102-107.
Substantial compliance with,

sale, 96-114.

115.

Part performance of contract,
20-402,

1f

3.

Performance on one side accepted by
other, 20-402,

102-102.

effect,

If

2.

Real property, contracts for

errors, 102-102.

Ignorance of law,

53-401.

20-401.

Judicial sale, 39-1306.
One year, agreements not to be per'-.
formed within, 20-401, If 5.
Overseers, contracts with, 4-502, 20-401,

Construction, 102-102.
Effective date of Georgia Code, 102-101.

20-401,

102-105.

If

sale,

4.

Remainders, creation, 85-705.
Revival of debt barred by limitations,

Impairment of obligation of contracts,
102-104.

20-401, 1f6.

Intention of General Assembly, 102-102.
Lex loci governs, when, 102-108.

Sales of goods

Acceptance of part, 20-401,

Local law, repeal by Code, 102-107.
Meaning of certain words, 102-103.
Promulgation, effect, 102-105.

Renouncement

If

Memorandum,

Comity of States, 102-110.
Computation of time, 102-102.

Grammatical

re-

61-102.

Marriage, agreements in consideration

102-102.

Ex

1.

Limitations, revival of debt barred by,

Code of Georgia of 1933, 102-101,
Substantial

1f

39-1306.

Landlord and tenant, creation of

Abrogation by agreement, 102-106.
Attainder, bills

of, 20-401,

memorandum,

sale,

Amount

of price, 20-401,

If

1f

7.

7.

Auctions, 96-114.

Earnest money, 20-401, 1f 7.
Part payment, 20-401, If 7.

of law, 102-106.

—

Sales of lands
Auctions, 96-114.

Retrospective operation, 102-104.

Rules of construction, 102-102.

Contracts for, 20-401,

State bound by, when, 102-109.

If

4.

memorandum,

Substantial compliance with, 102-102.

Sheriff's sale,

Supreme law of land, 1-602.
Transposition of words and clauses

Statute of limitations, revival of debt
barred by, 20-401, If 6.
Time of performance of agreements,

in interpretation of, 102-102.

Waiver of law,

20-401, If 5.
Trusts, express, creation, 108-105.
Trustees, promises of, 20-401, If 1.

102-106.

STATUTE OF FRAUDS.
Acceptance

—

Writing, requirement, 20-401.

Auction

Bill of exchange, 20-401, H 8.

Performance on one
20-402, H

Bill

sales,

side,

STATUTORY PROCEEDINGS.
of, 20-401,

If

1.

«"

Contracts

be in writing,

to

Exceptions,

STAY OF PROCEEDINGS.
Illegality,

39-1006,

39-1008.

See Embezzlement; Fraudulent Conversion; Larceny; Receiving Stolen
Goods.

1.

or
default,
Debt,
another, promise

20-401, r

27-2514.

STEALING.

20-401.

Damages, promise by executor, etc.,
to answer out of own estate,
20-401, r

effect, 81-102.

Execution, 39-501, 39-502.

3.

required

Uniform Procedure Act,

Electrocution of prisoner,

3.

Consideration of marriage, agreements,
20-401,

•

STAY OF EXECUTION.

96-114.

of exchange, acceptance of,

20-401, r

sale, 96-114.

Judicial sale, 39-1306.

2.

Administrators, promises

Auction

39-1306.

miscarriage
to

answer

of

STEAM.

for,

Electric street railroads, authority to

2.

furnish, 94-1005.

20-402.

Execution, full, of contract, 20-402, If
Executors, promises of, 20-401, 1f 1.
Express trusts, creation, 108-105.

1.

STEAM BOILER INSURANCE COMPANIES.
Valuation of policies, 56-927.

("iEXEVAI.

\:;\>v.y..
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STEAM HEAT COMPANIES.

STORAGE.

—

Taxes
Returns

See Bonded Public WarehouHemen;
to

Comptroller

General,

92-G001

correct,

to

to

92-6007,

etc.,

92-6101

to 92-6104.
Time, 92-5901.

Time of payment,

94-316.

officer,

boat cajjtain

Peddling, 84-2011.

Taxation of peddlers, 92-1603.

STRANGERS.
Wills in favor

of,

113-106, 113-107.

as,

STREAMS.

27-217.

See Waters and Watercourses.

Passengers
Arresting, 27-218.
Ejecting, 27-218.
Police powers of captain, 27-217,
27-218.

Police powers of boat captains, 27-217,
27-218.

Presidents, taxation, 92-2409.

STEAM-FITTING- CONTRACTORS.

STENOGRAPHIC REPORTERS.
See City Courts; Superior Courts.
taking and transcribing

See Municipal Corporations,
Control, 86-1308, 86-9908.

Highway and road

defined as meaning,

102-103.

Motor vehicle regulations: See Motor
Vehicles.

Municipal tax for improvements,
Right of way for troops, 86-1402.
Tax, exemption, 86-701.

STREET FAIRS AND CARNIVALS.
Taxation, 92-615.

testimony, 27-2401.

STREET RAILROADS.

STEPCHILDREN.
Beneficiary of death benefits, 56-1608.
Marriage to, prohibited, 53-105.

STEPPARENTS.
Beneficiary of death benefits, 56-1608.
Marriage to, prohibited, 53-105.

STERN'S UNITED STATES CALENDAR.
Evidence, admissibility

in, 38-208.

Acceptance of law, 94-1008.
Adjoining States
Extension of lines into, 94-1011.
Taxing property in, 94-1012.
Arresting officers, employees as, 27-214,
27-215.

Assessments by municipalities, 94-1002.

Bonds
Approval of issuance by Public
Service Commission, 93-414.
Consolidated companies, 94-1017.

STEVEDORES.
Exemption from

STREETS.

92-109, 92-4201, 92-4202.

Taxation, 92-903.

cases,

02-1802.

92 L801,

STOVES.

STEAMBOAT COMPANIES.

Felony

Taxation,

Taxation of manufacturers, 92 901.

92-5908.

Railroads, ownership and operation by,

Arresting

STORAGE WAREHOUSES.
STORE FIXTURES.

STEAMBOATS.
94-313,

Warehousemen,

Intoxicating liquors, 58*114.

92-5902 to 92-5904.

Assessments

Warehouses;

militia

duty, 86-209.

STIPULATIONS.
Interest, 57-101.

STOCKS AND STOCKHOLDERS.
Corporations: See Corporations; Corporations of Superior Court.
Particular classes:
See specific
heads.

Issue, 94-1014.

Capital stock

Approval of issuance by Public
Service Commission, 93-414.
Consolidated companies. 94-1016.
Increase, 94-1003, 94-1004.
Issuance, 94-1010.
Sale, pledge, etc., 94-1014 to
94-1017.

inspection by sanitary district
commissioners, 8S-309.
Competition, 94-1013, 94-1014.
Consent of municipal authorities to conCars,

STOCK BROKERS.
Taxation, 92-509.

STOCK LAWS.
See Live Stock.

STONE COAL.
Bushel, weight, 112-101.

STOPPAGE IN TRANSITU.
Freight shipments, 18-324, 18-325.
Seller's right, 96-401, 96-402.

struction,

2-1820,

94-1002,

94-1005.

Consolidation of companies, 94-1014 to
94-1017.

Construction
Act of General Assembly authorizing, 2-1S20.

Consent of municipal authorities,
94-1002, 94-1005.
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STREET RAILROADS— Cont'd.

STREET RAILROADS— Cont'd.
County

police

officers,

free

passes,

Crossings, 95-1807,
Directors, consolidated companies,

Passengers

91-1005.

Bonds, 94-1014, 94-1017.
Consolidation, 94-1014 to 94-1017.
Controlling other like companies,
94-1014 "to 94-1017.
Leases of other roads, 94-1014 to
94-1017.

Mortgages, 94-1014 to 94-1017.
Pledge of stock, 94-1014 to 94-1017.
Purchase of other roads, 94-1014 to
94-1017.

Sale of stock, 94-1014 to 94-1017.
Electricity

Generation and sale for heating,

Use

94-1006.

of,

lines, 94-1011.

Fares, 94-1007, 94-1009.

employees,

Policemen, free passes, 94-1009.
Powers, 94-1002, 94-1006, 94-1010.
President, taxation, 92-2409.
Public Service Commission, 93-304,
93-307, 94-1006, 94-1007, 94-1010,
94-1015. See Public Service Commission.

Purchase of property, 94-1006.
Railroads, application of laws

in,

Free passes, 94-1009.

GasGeneration and sale for heating,
94-1006.

of, 94-1006.

Gasoline, use of, 94-1006.
Incorporation, 94-1002.

consolidation

Route, 94-1002.

Sale-

etc.,

94-1014 to 94-1017.

94-1009.

Steam, electric street-railroad companies authorized to furnish, 94-1005.
Stock, see Capital stock, ante.
Stockholders, disapproval of consolidation,

94-1015, 94-1016.

Taxation, 94-1002, 94-1012.
Returns to Comptroller General,
92-5902 to 92-5904.

Assessments to

94-1001.

Trust deeds, 94-1017.

Unlawful
franchise, etc., 94-1013.

Other roads, 94-1014 to 94-1017.
Location, 94-1002.

Marshals, free passes, 94-1009.
Merger of companies, 94-1014 to
94-1017.

Mortgages, 94-1017.
Motor-bus companies, acquiring stock,
94-1010.

Municipal control, 94-1002.
Name, consolidated companies, 94-1016.
Notes, approval of issuance by Public
Service Commission, 93-414.
94-1004.

etc.,

92-6101

Time, 92-5901.
of payment, 92-5908.

Lease
Property, 94-1006.

correct,

92-6001 to 92-6007,
to 92-6104.

Jurisdiction of Public Service Commission, 94-1006, 94-1007. See Public
Service Commission.

Notice, increase of capital stock,

compa-

of

nies, 94-1016.

Interurban railroads, definition,

etc., in,

relat-

to, 94-1007.

Stock,

Franchise, 94-1002, 94-1010.

Road

27-214,

Sanitary departments, free passes,

94-1012.

Use

of

27-215.

Light and power, 94-1006.
Road, franchise, etc., 94-1013.

94-1016.

etc.,

powers

Police

Ratification,

Employees, semi-monthly payment of
wages, 66-102, 66-9901.
Evidence, existence of corporation,

Firemen, free passes, 94-1009.
Foreign State, taxation of property

27-214, 27-215.
Penalties, 93-416, 93-417, 93-9901.
Petition for incorporation, 94-1002.
Pledges, 94-1014 to 94-1017.

ing

94-1006.

Extension of

—

Arresting, 27-215.
Ejecting, 27-215.
Police powers of employees,

94-1016,

Distance from other roads, 94-1002.
Electric street-railroad companies
Authorized to furnish steam,

etc.,

Ownership of necessary property,
94-1006.
Passes, 94-1009.

94*1009.

Time

acts, liability,

Water departments,

93-415.

free passes,

94-1009.

Western and Atlantic Railroad, paralleling, 94-101.

STRIKES.
Carriers' employees, excuse for delay
in transportation of freight, 18-312.
Inquiry into cause, etc., 54-110.

SUBORNATION OF PERJURY AND
FALSE SWEARING.
Definition, 26-4005.

Punishment, 26-4006.

Recommendation by

SUBPOENAS.
See Witnesses.

jury, 27-2501.

General Tndex.
[references are to sect/o

See Witnesses.

Dancing

computing

Sureties, 103-308, 103-501, 103-502.
Workmen's compensation, rights

of

employees, 114-403.

SUBSCRIPTION.
See Corporations;
Corporate stock:
Corporations of Superior Court.
Particular corporations: See speciheads.
in, 102-103.

26 0003,

Gun, discharging, 26-6007.
Hunting, 26 6006.
Indecent bathing on, 26 6010.
Negotiable instruments
Acts required to be done on, done
when, 14-1605.
Date of maturity, 14-716.
Ordinary's office not open on, 24-2104.
discharging, 26-6007.
Religious worship, disturbing, 26-6001,

Pistol,

of

State,

office

not

open,

40-503.

Shooting on, 26-6907.

See Street Railroads.

Taxes
Returns

to Comptroller General,
92-5902 to 92-5904.
correct,

92-6007,

etc.,

92-6101

to 92-6104.

State Treasurer, office not open, 40-903.
Tippling house, keeping open, 26-6105.
Violating, 26-6905.

Working

on, 26-6905, 26-6909.

SUNDAY SCHOOL.
Intoxicating liquors, carrying

to,

58-602.

Time, 92-5901.
of payment, 92-5908.

SUPERINTENDENT OF BANKS.

Time

See Banks and Banking.

SUFFERANCE.

SUPERINTENDENTS OF SCHOOLS.

dispossessory warrant,
61-301, 61-303, 61-305.
See Dispossessory Warrant.
at,

County

See

Superintendents
of
State Superintendent of

Schools;
Schools.

SUGAR.
or bulk, increasing with dirt
or rubbish, 26-7405.

Weight

SUGAR FEEDS.

SUPERIOR COURTS.
Adjourned terms, holding, 24-3009.
Adjournments

Clerk-

See Concentrated Commercial Feeding Stuffs.

SUITS.
See Actions.

SUMMARY PROCEEDINGS.
Lost papers, establishment of: See Lost
Papers.

SUMMONS.
court:

See

Justices

of

the

ing, 24-2714.

SUNDAY.
Appeal, excluded in computing time,
6-103.

issuance

Day

to day, 24-3006.

Time

certain, by direction of
judge, 24-3007.
Discretion of judge, 24-3002.
Terms, adjourned, 24-3009.
Time of, 24-3010.
Vacation, adjournments, 24-3008.
Administrator, plea or answer, verification, 24-3326.

Appeals

—

Appellate

Superior court clerks, issuing and sign-

Attachments,

running,

trains,

Secretary

SUBURBAN RAILWAYS.

Justice's
Peace.

Fishing, 26-6908.

Schools, disturbing, 26-6013.

Interference with, 105-1408.

Tenancy

in

26-6902.

SUBTERRANEAN STREAMS.

92-6001 to

exclusion

notice, 03.-300.

26-6004.

Attestation of particular instruments:
See specific heads.
See
Production of, 38-706, 38-707.
Evidence.

Assessments to

placet, 26 6914.

warrant,

Firearm, discharging, 26-6907.

Freight

SUBSCRIBING WITNESSES.

included

in public

Dispossessory

SUBROGATION.

Mark

!

SUNDAY— Cont'd.

SUBPOENAS DUCES TECUM.

fic

..

and levy

on,

8-115.

Bathing, indecent, 26-6910.
Comptroller General, office
40-1403.

Convict working on, 26-6909.

jurisdiction,

Courts of ordinary, from, 2-3401.
Jury, from one to another, 2-3206.
Justices of the peace, from, 2-3502.
Appellate jurisdiction, 24-2615.
See

Appeal; Certiorari.
Attachment: See Attachment.
See Attorneys at
Attorneys at law:

Law; Superior Court
not

open,

2-3204,

24-2615.

Eules.

Bailiffs-

Compensation, 24-3202.
Oath, 24-3201.
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SUPERIOR COURTS— Cont'd.

SUPERIOR COURTS— Cont'd.

Bill of particulars. 84-3310.

Certificate

Counsel,

meaner

writ

of

error

misde

in

ease, 24-3360.

Rules.

Judge, contingent expenses,

Chambers proceedings,
form Procedure Act,

—

Judges
Acting

Escapes from penitentiary,

Number

effect

Uni-

of

than their own,

24-2613,

effect,

to,

et,

resi

Court

when, 39-901, 39-908.

—

Court; Superior Court Rules.
Jurisdiction to punish, 24-2615.
Contingent estate under will, sale to
pay debts, 113-1721 to 113-1723.
Contingent expenses, payment, 24-3005.
Continuance, motions for: See Continuance; Superior Court Rules.
Corporations, chartering:
See Corporations of Superior Court.
Costs
Amount of recovery as affecting
liability, 24-3404. See Costs.
courts, collection,

27-421.
courts,

appellate

jurisdiction,

site,

place of holding court,

24-2609, 24-3001, 24-3003.

County treasury, payment of expenses
from, 24-3005.
Court commissioner, appointment,

Fuel,

payment

for, 24-3005.

General execution docket, entries on,
39-701, 39-702, 39-706.

Georgia State Training School for
Boys, commitments to, 77-620.
Grand jury: See Grand Jury.
Presentments, payment for publication, 24-3005.

Special or adjourned terms, 24-3009.

Habeas corpus ad testificandum, power
to issue, 38-1505.

See

Illegality:

rect errors, etc., 2-3009.

Courthouse, place of holding court,
24-2609, 24-3001, 24-3003, 24-3004.

Discovery in equity, jurisdiction,
38-1101.

Lispossessory

warrants,

jurisdiction,

See Dispossessory
Warrant; Intruders on Land.
Divorce proceedings
Venue, 2-4301.
61-304.

Verdicts, 2-4201, 2-4202.

Superior

Illegality;

Court Rules.
Inferior tribunals, supervision, 24-2615.

Insolvent costs, payment, 27-2905.
See Superior Court

Interrogatories:
Rules.

Intruders on land, return and trial of
proceedings against, 105-1503.
See

Intruders on Land.

Judges
Absence from
19-202,

24-2617.

State, 24-2627.

Acting in other

circuits,

24-2601,'

24-2613, 24-2614, 24-2617,
24-2623.

Additional, 24-2601.

Adjournment,

38-2302.

Court of Appeals, jurisdiction to cor-

61-301,

ment, 24-3005.

Circuit,

24-2615.

County

39-701, 39-702, 39-706.

cases, report of testimony, pay-

Forms: See Superior Court Rules.

Attendance on, 24-817.
Ruled in, 24-815, 24-816.
Contempt of court: See Contempt of

County

post.

Felony

Clerks: See Superior Court Clerks.
See Superior Court Rules.
Consents:
Constables

Committing

to 38-619.

Executions: See Executions; Superior
Court Rules.
Entries on general execution dock-

24-2G17.

dence, effect, 24-607.
See Claims; Superior
Claims:
Rules.

lost records, jurisdic-

and procedure, 38-614

Evidence:
Superior
See Evidence;
Court Rules.
Stenographic report, see Reporter,

24-2614,

Names, 24-2501.
Number, 24-2501.
Removing county of judge's

Returned

Establishment of
tion

in each, 24-2601.

Without,

trial of,

26-4511.

81-102.

in other

24-2601,
24-2017.

See Equity.

Jurisdiction, 24-2615.

84-3005.
Certiorari: See Certiorari.

Circuits

Dockets: See Superior Court Clerks;
Superior Court Rules.
Equity: See Equity; Superior Court

see

Adjournments,

ante.

Administrator, authorizing investment in lands by, 113-1517.

Appointments by
Court commissioners, 38-2302.
Juvenile court judges, 24-2421,
24-2441.

Notaries public, ex

officio jus-

tices of the peace, 24-501.

Appointment

Argument
24-3305.

of, 2-3101.

of counsel, discretion,

Gexkhat.
\\>\.\\:\>\:'.\<.\:,
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SUPERIOR COURTS

SUPERIOR COURTS-— Cont'd.

—

Judges

Judges Cont 'd.
Attachment
Bond, hearing on

Action

sufficiency,

24-2020.

Procuring another judge,

Bail in capital felonies, 27-901.

appointment, 24-3351.
Banc, presiding in, in certain counties, see editorial note following 24-2609.
Brief of evidence, approval,

24-2623, 24 2024.

Bailiffs,

24-3347.

contingent expense,

Certificate,

24-3005.

Dockets
Calling cases from, 24-3324.
Inspection while court in session, 24-3323.
Duties, 24-2014.

Election, 2-3101, 2-3102, 24-2002,
24-2604.

Electrocution of convicts, duties,

Chambers

27-2514, 27-2518, 27-2519,

Hearings

27-2520, 27-2521.

24-2616.

in,

Proceedings, effect of Uniform

Procedure Act, 81-102.
Charge to jury, written when,

Eligibility, 2-4101, 24-2603.

Exclusion of public from immoral
trials, discretion, 81-1006.

Executions, framing, 39-105.
Expenses of assigned judge,

81-1102.

Circuit

Acting in another, 24-2601,
24-2613,

24-2614,

24-2617,

24-2623.

Attaching county of residence

24-2612.

Felony cases, imposing sentence
fixed by jury, 27-2502.
Grand jury
Committee examining books of

to another, 24-2608.

Constitutional

provision,

in each, 24-2601.

Warrant,

special, issuance out

Without a judge,

etc., 59-312.

production of

Veasey

Bill, duties under,
59-403 to 59-406.
Venue of investigation, change,
59-501.

effect,

24-2617.

City courts, presiding

in,

Commissions to, 89-201.
Committing court, acting

2-3301.

as, 27-401.

See Courts of Inquiry.
Confession of judgment by, in

Impeachment, grounds
Delay in deciding motions,

etc.,

24-2621.

own

Failure to procure other judge,

110-602.

24-2624.

Constitutional provisions, 2-3101 to

Passes or favors, receiving,

2-3103, 2-4001, 2-4101, 24-2601 to

24-2606.

24-103.

Inability to act, 24-2617, 24-2623,

Court commissioners, appointment,
38-2302.

24-2624, 24-3007.

Income

Court of Appeals, presiding

in,

2-3009.

tax, 92-3107.

Indisposition,

effect,

24-2617,

24-3007.

Court of inquiry, acting as, 27-401.
See Courts of Inquiry.
Death, brief of evidence, motion
24-3347.

trial,

Insolvent costs, ordering payment,
27-2905.

Interrogatories, compelling answers
to, 38-2110.

Decisions, filing and notice,
24-2619.

Jail,

ordering convict

to,

27-2522.

Jurisdiction, 24-2013, 24-2616,
in

lieu

of

affidavits,

duties, 38-2401.

Disability, assigning another judge,

24-2610 to 24-2612.

Disposition of business, regulation,
24-2601.

officers,

books,

59-406.

of, 27-106.

Depositions

county

Drawing, 59-203 to 59-205.
Institutions, visitation and inspection, duties, 59-401 to

2-3101.

Number

new

anothei judge,

Grounds, 24 102.
Pro hac rice judge, 24 2025,

24-2627.

for

by

24 2017.

Issuance by, 8-109, 8-114.
Authority, 24-2016, 24-2617,

court,

Cont'd.

Disqualification, 2 8003, 2 3209.

8-113.

,

Cont'd.

24-2027.

Jury
Adjournment of court for purpose of drawing, 59-116.

Boxes or

lists

destroyed, pro-

cedure, 59-110.
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SUPERIOR COURTS— Cont'd.

—

SUPERIOR COURTS— Cont 'd.

Judges Cant 'd.
Jury Cent 'd.
Commissioners
Appointment, 59-101.
Removal, 59-101.
Prepare list after destruction of boxes or lists,

—

to,

Drawing
Grand

jury,
59-205.

59-203

Procuring other judge when
qualified,

99-212.

Motions
Hearing in vacation, 24-2618,

Qualifications, 2-4101, 24-2603.

cases, approval, 27-2501.

24-3305, 24-3316, 24-3323, 24-3324,
24-3351.
See Superior Court

Rules.
Salaries,

2-4001,

See
editorial
24-2609.

24-2606.

2-4002,

following

note

Sentence fixed by jury in felony
cases, imposing, 27-2502.
Sheriff, examination and approval
of bond, 24-2806 to 24-2808.
Sickness, assigning another judge,
Sit in

24-3344.

24-4007, 24-4531.

to decide, 24-2620,

Solicitor general

24-2621.

motion
New
Approval of brief of evidence,
trial

24-3347.

Fees, certificate, 24-2905.
Organizing court, assistance,
24-2908.
State,

Hearing in vacation, 24-2618,

authority beyond jurisdic-

tion of, 24-2627.

Supreme Court

24-1619.

Judgments, immediate

to decide, 24-2620,

effect,

6-1806.

24-2621.

Presiding

appointment,

in,

2-3002,

24-4007,

24-4008.

2-3601.

Number,

appointment, 55-301.
in felony

Receivers,

24-2610 to 24-2612.
Supreme Court, when,

24-2619.

Rules of court, 24-3342 to

public,

dis-

24-2624.

Rules of court, 24-2628, 24-2629,

Licensing of persons and institutions engaged in child placement,

Notaries

24-2623,

24-209.

to

Petit jury, 59-701, 59-702.
Juvenile court
Appointment of judge, 21-2421,
24-2111.
Pro tempore judge, request for,
24-2441.

Time

and bond, 27-2703.

Reducing number, 24-2601.
Rule against officers, issuance by,

59-107.

Time

appointment,

officers,

fixing salary

Recommendation by jury

order to, 59-110.
Revise jury lists, order

99-201,

—

Judges Cont 'd.
Probation

Term

2-3101, 24-2601.

Oath, 24-2605.
Oaths, authority to administer,
24-2616.

of office, 2-3101
24-2601, 24-2604.

to

limits of jurisdiction,
24-2613, 24-2617, 24-2627.

Territorial

Time of

Ordinary

Approving bond, 24-1705.

Deciding motions,

Qualifying, 24-1705.
Requiring additional bond,

Holding court, 24-2609,

24-1705.

24-3001.

24-1705.

Papers, taking from clerk's

Vacancies, 2-3103, 24-2004.

Vacation
office,

order, 24-3316.

Passes or favors from public utilities forbidden, 24-103.
Perishable property, order for sale,
39-1203.

Place of holding court, 24-2609,
issuance

Adjournments in, 24-3008.
Hearings in, 24-2616, 24-2618,
24-2619.

Power

in, 24-2622.

Venue, change
Criminal cases, 27-1201.

Grand jury investigation,

24-3001, 24-3003, 24-3004.

warrant,

etc., 24-2620,

24-2621.

Returning bond to governor,

Possessory

2-3103,

by,

82-101.

Powers, 24-2616, 24-2617, 24-2627.
Practice of law, 24-2607.

Preliminary hearings by, 27-401.
See Courts of Inquiry.
Pro hac vice, 24-2625, 24-2626.

59-501.

Warrants for

arrest,

issuance by,

27-102, 27-106.

Wills, sale of contingent interests

under, to pay debts, 113-1721 to
113-1723.

Writs, authority to grant, 24-2616.

QONKKAL
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SUPERIOR COURTS ConlM.
Judgments:

T,\'M,X.

Superior

800 Judgments}
Court Rules.
Entry on general execution docket,

SUPERIOR COURTS Cont'd.
New trial, authority to grant,
70 10
Hoe Stw Trial.

2-9006,

J.

Brief of evid<
3847.
friend, bond, 24 3348, 24 8
Nonsuit, time of motion, 24-3842.
Notiee to —
1

Next

39-701, 39-702, 39-700.

Form: See Superior Court Rules.
Without verdict of jury, 2:5207.
Jurisdiction
Appellate, 2-3204, 24-2G15.
Certiorari to inferior judicatories,
2-3205.

Contempt, punishing, 24-2015.
Discovery in equity, 38-11.01.
Divorce suit, 30-101.
Equity, 2-3201, 2-3202, 24-2615.

Officers of court,

writing, 24-8340.

Produce, response
by affidavit,
when, 24-3345.
Order of trial of cases, 24-3324.
Ordinary
Appellate jurisdiction over,
24-2615.
to cost execution from
court of ordinary, return, 24-2004.
Judge, duties of, see Judges, ante.
Papers:
See Superior Court Rules.
Illegality

Discovery, 38-1101.
Exclusive, 2-3201.
24-2613, 24-2614.
General, 2-3203, 24-2615.
Habeas corpus ad testificandum,
issuance, 38-1505.
Inferior courts, general supervision,
24-2615.
See
Judges, authority, 24-2616.
Judges, ante.
Mandamus, issuance of writ,

Extraterritorial,

Place of holding court, 24-2609, 24-3001,
24-3003, 24-3004.

See
Court Rules.

Pleading:

Pleading;

Superior

Police courts, appellate jurisdiction,
24-2615.

•

2-3205.

Rules.

Prohibition, issuance of writ,
2-3205.
Scire facias, issuance of writ,
2-3205.

Writs, issuance of, 2-3205.
Jury: See Jury.
Special or adjourned terms

Possessory warrant, jurisdiction, 82-101.
Process:
See Process; Superior Court

of

court, 24-3009.

Striking, 24-3339.
Justices of the peace

—

Prochein ami, bond, 24-3348, 24-3365.
Ready for trial, announcement, 24-3320.
Recognizances; See Bail; Recognizances; Superior Court Rules.
Referendum election to determine
county tax exemption, 92-206.
Reporter
Appointment, 24-3101, 24-3102.
Compensation

Appellate jurisdiction, 24-2615.
Attendance with dockets and pa-

Civil cases, 24-3103.

Criminal cases, 24-3005,

pers, 24-601.

24-3104, 27-2401.

Return of papers, 24-3338.
Lights, payment for, 24-3005.
Lost papers, establishment, 63-201

Duties, 24-3101, 24-3102, 27-2401.
to

Felony

cases,

payment,

24-3005,

27-2401.

63-214.

Oath, 24-3101, 24-3102.
Secondary evidence, 24-3340,
Removal, 24-3101, 24-3102.
24-3341.
See Evidenceleiture,
Minutes:
See Superior C'
See Superior Court Rules.
curt Clerks; s:
•

Superior

Conrt^

ons, 2-3208.
doc w^ules.
r
testimony
Sheriffs.
i;ff s:
jg e e
,J
of
entry
39-7P
See Solicitors Gengeneral:
Solicitors
stead, r.fll.

Felony case« „
'„ /ibu-eS on
27-

Female conviw.

.

.

_„ al ^

aen-

tence, entry, 27-2520.

Insolvent costs, entry of order for

payment, 27-2905, 27-2911.
Presentments on, 27-703.
Recordation of resentence proceedings and order in capital case,
27-2518, 27-2521.

Misdemeanor case
Bill of exceptions, 24-3360.

Trial on accusation, when, 27-704.

Motions:

Mould

See Superior Court Rules.

verdict,

power

to, 110-106.

Municipal courts or councils, appellate
jurisdiction, 24-2615.

eral.

Special terms, holding, 24-3009.

State a party, preference in

trial,

81-1005.

Stationery,

payment

for, 24-3005.

Stenographic report of testimony, see
Reporter, ante.
Supersedeas: See Bills of Exceptions;
and
Supersedeas; Supreme Court
Court of Appeals.

Supreme Court, jurisdiction

to correct

errors, etc., 2-3005.

Surveys of lands:
Rules.

See Superior Court

General Index.
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SUPERIOR COURT CLERKS— Cont 'd.

Terms of court

Attorneys

Adjourned,

Acknowledgment

Special, 24-3000.
Time of adjournment, 24-3010.
Time of holding court, 24-2000. 24-3001.

Trusts, proceedings with reference to:
See Trusts; Trustees.
Unconditional contracts in writing, nc

See

on:

tions

of payment on
judgments, recording and docket-

124-3009.

Superior

Court

Rules.

ing, 24-3307.

Receipt and return of papers,
24-3304, 24-3316.
24-2714.

Blank forms for interrogatories, keeping, 24-2714.

Judgment without

jury,

2-3207,

24-3321, 24-3335, 24-3336, 110-403,

BondDeputy, 24-2713.

110-406.

Giving, 24-2713.

Vacation

Adjournments in, 24-3008.
Hearings in, 24-2616, 24-2618,

Judicial proceedings, final record,
24-2715.

of judges in, 24-2622.
Venue, change of, 27-1201.
Verdict, power to mould, 110-106.

Wife's separate estate, order permitting sale, 53-504.
Wills, sale of contingent interest under,
to pay debts, 113-1721 to 113-1723.

See
Witnesses:
Court Rules.

Writ of error

money

Liability for

24-2619.

Power

Witnesses;

Superior

to decisions: See Bills oi

Exceptions.

SUPERIOR COURT CLERKS.
Accounting for money received,

received,

24-2722.

Prochein ami, approval and

filing,

24-3348.

Bonds, approval,

filing,

and recording,

89-405.

Books for

records, duty to keep,

24-2714.
Certified copies

Lost papers, 24-2715.
Records of office, 24-2715.
Charges against, misbehavior

or

in-

capacity, 24-2724.

City court clerks, eligibility to act

as,

24-2703.

24-2722.

Adjournments of court by, 24-3006,

Claim proceedings,

final record, 24-2715.

Code, keeping, 24-2715.

24-3007.

Administrator
County, eligibility

Commission from Governor, 24-2705.
as,

113-1302,

113-1307.

Receipt

to,

of legatees or distrib
113-2208.

record,

utees,

Advertisements by, 24-2720.
"Four weeks," meaning, 39-1102.

"Once

books for recording,

Bills of sale,

a

week

for

four weeks,"

meaning, 39-1102.
"Thirty days," meaning, 39-1102.
Time, 39-1102.

—

Notice, 36-307.

Recording award, 36-508.
Selection of assessor, 36-401.

Constables, disqualified to act as,
24-805.

Contempt of court
Allowing papers out of
24-3,

HoM£

Failure oiM-300x Uty aS

Affidavit

Authority to take, 24-2720.
Recording, 24-2715.
Appellate courts
Costs for transmitting records,
judgment, 24-2729.
Transcript of record, 24-2715.

Appointment

^nal

records,

office,

24 2721
-

'

'

f^^W^

dischar S e

va "°715

Copy of

charge's against, 24-2724.

Costs

Appellate court records, 24-2729.

Committing

courts, collection,

27-421.

Deputy, 24-2713.

Vacancy

Compensation, see Fees, post.
Condemnation proceedings

filled

by,

Receiving, 24-2720.

when, 24-2704

to 24-2706, 24-2709.

Attachment
Docket, duty to keep, 24-2714.
Final record, 24-2715.
Attendance on sessions of court,
24-2714.

Attestation of instruments, 24-2715.

County administrator,

eligibility as,

113-1302, 113-1307.

County court

clerks, eligibility to act

as, 24-2703.

Court commissioners, ex officio, 38-2302.
Deeds, books for recording, 24-2714.
Depositions in lieu of affidavits, duties,
38-2401, 38-2402.
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SUPERIOR COURT CLERKS

-Cont'd.

Felony cases, filing tranhcript of
mony, 27-2401.

Appointment, 24-2713.
Bond, 24-2713.

Final

Duties, 24-2713.
Oath, 24-2713.
Powers, 24-2713.
Pro hac vice judge, appointment,
24-2(326.

testi-

reeordi of court proceeding*,

24 2714.

Fines
Failure to prodnee rales, 24-8814.

Keeping

register, 24-8315.

Garnishments^ final record, 21 2715.
General execution docket
Fees for entries on, 39 70.:, 30 708.
Keeping, 24-2714, 39 701.

Digests, keeping, 24-2715.

Dockets
Attachment, 24-2714.
Care and security, kept with,

Grand jury, see Jury,
Charge on duties

24-2715.
Civil, 24-2714.

post.

as

of,

to

final

records, 24-2715.

Criminal, 24-2714.

Examination of office, 24-2725.
Recording maps, y>lats, and surveys, recommendation, 24-2719.

Dead, 24-2714.

Duty

to keep, 24-2714.
Entries by judge, transcript
minutes, 24-2714.
Execution, 24-2714.

on

Filing, 24-2714.

General execution, 24-2714.
Interrogatories, subpoena dockets,
24-2714.
Issue, 24-2714.'
Motion, 24-2714.
Order of trial controlled by,
24-2714.

Guardians, appointment, 49-109.

Habeas corpus, recording proceedings,
50-124.

Homestead
Fee for recording,

51-704.

Record of schedule and iAat

f

51-405.

Sale for reinvestment,
proceedings, 51-801.

Index
Maps, surveys,

etc.,

record

of

24-2717.

Subpoena, 24-2714.
Duplicates of issue and motion dockets,
duty to keep, 24-2714.

Records, 24-2715, 24-2717, 24-2726.
Interrogatories, keeping blanks for,

Duties, 24-2714, 24-2715.
Election, 24-2701, 24-2704, 24-2706.
Electrocution of convicts, duties,
27-2514.
Examination by grand jury, 24-2725.

Judge

Execution
Dockets, 24-2714.
Issuing and signing, 24-2714.

Fees

Award, entry

of, 7-221.

Certified copies of records, 24-2715.
Civil cases, 24-2727.

Criminal cases, 24-2727.

Enumeration, 24-2727, 24-2728.
Excessive charges, forfeiture,
24-303.

General execution docket, fees for
entries

on,

39-705,

39-708.

24-2714.
Issue docket, duty to keep, 24-2714.
Journals, keeping, 24-2715.

Appoints, when, 24-2710.
Pro hac vice, appointment, 24-2626.
Judgments, satisfaction by attorneys,
recording and docketing, 24-3307.
Justices of the peace, dockets and
papers, filing and keeping, 24-603.

JuryCommissioners
Acting as clerk for, 59-104.
Compensation as clerk for,
59-105.

Oath as clerk for,
Grand jury
Charge on duty

59-104.

to
record
papers, 59-601.
Drawing in vacation, 59-205.
Inspection of books and records, 59-309 to 59-312.

Homestead, recording, 51-704.
Jury commissioners, acting

as
clerk for, 59-105.
Maps, plats, and surveys, recording, 24-2717, 24-2718.
Not fixed, compensation, 24-110.
Placement of children, 99-211.

Presentments on pension

Population, as dependent upon,
24-2728.
See editorial note fol-

Venue

59-316.

24-2720.

Receipt to person paying, 24-302.
State, liability for, 24-301.

Statement to person paying,
24-302.

of investigation, duties
of, 59-506.

on change

lowing 24-2728.

Prepayment for recording deeds,

lists,

transmission to director of
Veterans' Service Office,

compiling. 59-109.

Lists,

Loss or destruction of boxes,
or

precepts,

duties,

lists

59-110,

59-111.

Paying

jurors, 59-305.

Labeling books and papers, 24-2715.

General Index.
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SUPERIOR COURT CLERKS— Coiit 'd.
Laws, keeping publications, 24-2715.
Liens, books for recording, 24-2714.
List of notaries public, ex officio justices of the peace, 24-503.

Mandamus by

Maps, recording, 24-2716 to 24-2719.
Military discharge certificates, recording, 24-272o.

judge

of

entries

entered

on, 24-2714.

Keeping, 24-2714.
Tapers left for record, 24-2715.
Sheriff's bond, entry on, 24-2806.

Mistake in entry of

filing on bill of
exceptions, 6-1402.
Moneys, receiving, 24-2720.
Mortgages, books for recording,
24-2714.
Motion docket, duty to keep, 24-2714.

Naval discharge

Prison Commission, ratification of conviction and sentence, 27-2523.
Pro hac vice judge, appointment,
24-2626.

appellate or trial courts,

6-918.

Minutes
Docket

SUPERIOR COURT CLERKS— Cont 'd.

certificates, recording,

24-2726.

Negligence, 24-2715.
Newspapers, keeping file of, 24-2715.
Next friend, bond, approval and filing,

Process, issuance, etc.:

See Process.
Prochein ami bond, approval and filing, 24-3348.

Public documents, keeping, 24-2715.
Publications, keeping at office, 24-2715.
Recognizance book, keeping, 24-3349_
Records
Books for, keeping, 24-2714,
24-2715.
Certified copies, furnishing,
24-2715.

Deeds,

books

etc.,

Duty

to keep, 24-2714, 24-2715.

Pinal record of court proceeding,
duty, 24-2715.

Grand jury charge on duty

to re-

cord papers, 59-601.
Index, 24-2715, 24-2717, 24-2726.
Maps, plats, and surveys, 24-2716
to 24-2719.

Minute on papers

24-3348.

left for record,

24-2715.

Notaries public, list of ex
tices of the peace, 24-503.

officio

Numbering books and papers,

jus-

24-2715.

Oath-

Soldiers' discharge certificates,
24-2726.

Supreme Court and Court of Appeals

Administering, 24-2715, 24-2720.

Costs,

Deputy, 24-2713.

Making

Recording, 24-2715.
Taking, 24-2712.
Violation of, 26-4010.
24-2725.

Place, 24-2714.
Orders, issuing and signing, 24-2714.

ordinary

to

fill

election

to

vacancy,

24-2707.

Calling

acting

vacancy,

as,

when,

24-1705.

24-1707, 24-1710, 24-1713, 24-2708,

24-3348,

24-3349.

SheriffsBond, deposit, 24-2806.
Books, deposit, 24-2820.
Soldiers' discharge certificates, recording, 24-2726.

24-2709.

Election

24-3344,

See Superior Court Rules.
Satisfaction of judgment by attorney,
recording and docketing, 24-3307.
Seal, 24-2714, 24-2715.

fill

24-1707.

Clerk,

of Appeals, keeping, 24-2715.
Rule against, 24-206 to 24-208, 24-2722,
24-2723.
See Rules Against Officers.
Rules of court, 24-3307, 24-3314 to
24-3317,

when

clerk of superior court, 24-1713.

Appointment

for, 24-2729.

out transcripts,

24-2715.

Grand jury examination,

Ordinary
Administration

judgment

Removal from office, 24-2724.
Reports of Supreme Court and Court

Office

to

fill

vacancy,

calling,

Solicitors general

Convictions, certificate of, 24-2917.

24-2704, 24-2706.

Oath

for, 24-2714,

24-2715.

as clerk, taking, 24-2712.

Papers

Fees, certificate of, 24-2906.
Statutes, keeping, 24-2715.

Attorneys, receipt and return,
24-3304, 24-3316.

Contempt

to allow taking, 24-3316.

Production on

Taking from
Place to keep

Subpoena
Committing

trial, 24-3317.
office,

office,

24-3316.

24-2714.

courts, witnesses in,

27-413, 27-414.

Docket, duty to keep, 24-2714.
Issuing and signing, 24-2714.

Summons, issuing and

signing, 24-2714.

Plats, recording, 24-2716 to 24-2719.

Surveys, recording, 24-2716 to 24-2719.

Pleadings, final record, 24-2715.

Term

Practicing law, 24-2702.

of

office,

24-2701, 24-'2704,

24-2709, 24-2711.

r;i.::v.i>AL Index.
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SUPERIOR COURT CLERKS— Cont'd.
Trade names, etc., filing affidavit of
change of ownership, 100-302.
United States laws, keeping publica-

:,\.<:\

24-3316.

edgments, 24-3307.
Satisfaction of judgments, 24-3307.
Security in court, proceed i.-gg,

taking as, 24 3309.
Service, equity, 24-3362.
Signatures, 24-3308.

when, 24-2708,

acts,

Writs, signature, 24-3308.

24-2709.

Venue, change

of,

duty

Writ of

transmit

to

papers, 27-1202.

case,

24-3300.
Auditors, reports, 24-3364.

Authority to prescribe, 24-2628, 2 4 2629.
Bail, attorneys as, 24-3309.
Bailiffs, appointment, 24-3351.

ing, 24-2714.

WritsIssuing and signing, 24-2714.
Recording, 24-2715.

of exceptions,
24-3360.

Bill

SUPERIOR COURT RULES.

misdemeanor

case,

Bill of particulars, 24-3310.

Acknowledgment of payment of judgment, 24-3307.
Administrator, plea or answer, verification, 24-3326.

—

Brief of evidence, new trial, 24-3347.
Calendar of causes, 24-3324.
Charge to jury, equity case, 24-3366.
Claims

Argument, conclusion, 24-3312.

Illegality, 24-3327, 24-3328.

response

to produce,
24-3345.

Making
by,

when,
Unconditional contracts in writing,

ClerkFailure to produce rules, 24-3314.
Pines, keeping register of,
24-3315.

Motions, delivery

Appeal
Attorneys as security, 24-3309.

Contempt

Production on

Taken from

filing,

24-3349.

24-3343.

24-3302.

Number,

24-3305.

Opinion pronounced, after,
24-3306.

limit,

Commission

to take testimony, see Interrogatories, post.

Consents
Lost agreements, copies. 24-3319.
Pleading, dispensing with, 24-3319.
Writing, necessity, 24-3318.

Contempt of court

Scope, 24-3302.

Time

Rules, producing, 24-3314.
Satisfaction of judgments, recording and docketing, 24-3307.

when,

when,

24-3305.

Attorneys, 24-3302 to 24-3304,

Bail, taking as, 24-3309.

exceptions,

24-3348.

Producing rules, 24-33K.
Recognizance book, keeping,

Conclusion, claims, illegalities,
and motions, 24-3312,

to,

when,

Prochein ami bond, approval and

Arguments

Jury, addressed

trial, 24-3317.

office

24-3316.

Attorneys at law

Interruption, 24-3303.

to allow taking,

24-3316.

law, post.
Arrest of judgment, time of motion,
24-3342.

to,

to, 24-3344.

Papers

Exceptions to security, 24-3301.
Argument of counsel, see Attorneys at

Court, addressed
24-3302.

parties, 24-3313.

Second claim, 24-3312.

pleas to actions on, 24-3321.
Announcement of ready for trial,
24-3320.

of

misdemeanor

error,

certificate,

Witnesses, subpoenas, issuing and sign-

Bill

—

Payments on judgments, acknowl-

24-2709.

„

-Cont'd.

Cont'd.
Papers, receipt and return, 2? 3304,

to fill, 24-2707,
24-2709 to 24-2711.
Election to fill, 24-2704 to 24-2706,

Notice

I

Attorneys at law

Vacancy in office
Appointment

Affidavits

;v:\

SUPERIOR COURT RULES

tions, 24-2715.

Ordinary

3403

24-3306, 24-3307.

misdemeanor

cases, certificate, 24-3360.

Contempt, 24-3302 to 24-3304,
24-3306, 24-3307, 24-3309, 24-3316.

Clerk of court, 24-3316.
Continuances
•

Argument, 24-3320.
Time of motion, 24-3320. 24-3342.

Judgments, payments on, acknowledgments, 24-3307.

Copies of lost papers, evidence,

Misdemeanor

Cross-examination of witnesses,

case,

bill

of excep-

tions, certificate, 24-3360.

24-3340, 24-3341.

24-3359.

General Index.
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Declaration
Defects

SUPERIOR COURT RULES— Cont 'd.
Illegality

Argument, conclusion, 24-3312.

84-3325.
Time of exception, 24-3335, 24-3342.
Deeds, copies as evidence. 24-3340.
in.

24 3301.

for

announcement of ready

in

of part
due, 24-3327.

Second

Dismissal
Appeal, insufficient security,

Delay

Payment

admitted to be

affidavit, 24-3328.

Interrogatories
Form of commission, 24-3329.
Irregularities, return to commissioners, 24-3332.

trial. 24-3320.

Leading questions, exceptions,

Dockets
Inspection while court in session,

24-3324.

Mail, indorsement

24-3323.

Order of calling cases from,

Time for

24-3324.

Witnesses

Ejectment, defense, admission of pos-

return, 24-3331.

names

'

Equity
Affirmation of defendant
swer, 24-3361.
Answer, oath or affirmation,

to

an-

24-2629.

Convention of judge to make

24-3361.

Copies of exhibits,
Exhibits, 24-3363.

filing,

Dockets
Calling cases from, 24-3324.

Inspection while court in ses24-3323.

sion,

24-3368.

Issues of fact, 24-3366.
Oath of defendant to answer,
24-3361.
Prochein ami's bond, 24-3365.
Reports of auditors, 24-3364.
Service of process, etc., 24-3362.
Special verdicts, 24-3366.

to

make

Divorce actions, form, 24-3337.
Satisfaction

by attorney,
contracts

24-3307.
in

writ-

Jury, striking, 24-3339.
Justices of the peace, return of papers,
24-3338.

Leading questions in interrogatories,
24-3334.

Examination of witnesses, 24-3359.
Execution
24-3327,

Lost
Deeds, secondary evidence, 24-3340.
Grants, secondary evidence,
24-3341.

24-3328.

Satisfaction

rules, 24-2628.

Judgments

ing, actions on, form, 24-3336.

24-3341.

illegality,

office,

order, 24-3316.

Power

trial, 24-3347.

Notice to produce, response by affidavit, when, 24-3345.
Objections, time of, 24-3342.
Secondary, of lost instruments,

of

by, 24-2628,

Papers, taking from clerk's

Unconditional

Affidavit

made

Effect of rules
24-2629.

Evidence

new

rules,

24-2628.

Charge to jury, 24-3366.

24-3340,

notice,

Judges
Argument, discretion, 24-3305.
Authority to prescribe, 24-2628,

Attorney, service of process on,
243362.
Auditors, reports, 24-3364.
Bond of prochein ami, 24-3365.

of,

in

24-3330.

session, 24-3322.

Brief

by postmaster,

24-3333.

by

attorney, 24-3307.

Instruments, secondary evidence,

Executor, plea or answer, verification,

24-3340.

Misdemeanor,

24-3326.

Exhibits, filing copies, 24-3363.

bill

of

exceptions,

24-3360.

Forms —

Motions

New

Commission to take testimony,

Oaths-

24-3343.

Time

Answers, 24-3321, 24-3361.
Unconditional

brief of evidence,

Opening and closing argument,

Divorce decree, 24-3337.

Witnesses,

trial,

24-3347.

24-3329.

contracts

of urging, 24-3342.

Writing, 24-3344.

24-3358.
in

writ-

on
Affidavit to answer, 24-3321.
Judgment, 24-3336.
ing, actions

Grants, copies as evidence, 24-3341.

New
Next

Non

trial,

brief of evidence, 24-3347.

friend, bond, 24-3348, 24-3365.
est factum, plea of,

by personal

representative, 24-3326.

Nonsuit, time of motion, 24-3342.

3405
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Cont'd.

Term

Notice
Officers of court, writing, 24-3346.

Production of
response by

books

or papers,
affidavit, 24-3345.

Oath of witnesses, 24-3358.
Order of trial of cases, 24-3324.
Papers
Attorneys, receipt and return,

at which

and

proco:-H, 24 3325.

Time—
Exception! to security on appeal*
21 3801.

Interrogatories,

to

Pauper

produce,

response

by

Declaration,

Process, 21 3325.
Papers, return by

Attorneys, 24-3338.
Justices of the peace, 24-3338.

appeal, 24-3301.

PlatsContents, 24-3356.
Scale, 24-3357.

Pleading
Administrator or executor, plea or
answer, verification, 24-3326.

Striking juries, 24-3339.
Trial of cases, order of, 24-3324.

Unconditional contracts in writing
Defense on oath, 24-3321, 24-3335.

Form

24-3325.

of

Affidavit to defense, 24-3321.

Bill of particulars, 24-3310.

Declarations, exceptions, time of
urging, 24-3342.
Defects in declaration, objection
at first term, 24-3325.
Process
Defects, objection at first term,

24-3342.

24 3325,

Evidence, 24 3342.

when, 24-3345.

affidavit,

24-3331*

Objection:-} to

Clerk, see Clerk, ante.
Lost, secondary evidence, 24-3340,
24-3341.
affidavit,

return,

Motions, 24-3342.

24-3304.

Notice

Cont'd.

to object to declaration

Judgment, 24-3336.

Judgment without

when,

verdict,

24-3335.

Verification of answers, 24-3321,
24-3326, 24-3361.

Witnesses
Cross-examination, 24-3359.

Equity, service on attorney,
24-3362.

Examination, 24-3359.
Oath, 24-3358.

Prochein ami, bond, 24-3348, 24-3365.
Production of papers, notice, 24-3345.
Publication, 24-2628.
Ready for trial, announcement, 24-3320.

Recognizances
Book for keeping by clerk, 24-3349.
Return by magistrates, 24-3338.
Redirect examination of witnesses,
24-3359.

Security on appeal
Attorneys, 24-3309.

Exceptions to, 24-3301.
copy with plea, 24-3310.

Set-off, filing

Sheriffs

Redirect

Writ

examination, 24-3359.

misdemeanor

of error,

case,

24-3360.

SUPERSEDEAS.
Appeal, 110-303.
Execution, suspension by, 39-115.
Bill of exceptions
Civil cases, 6-1002 to 6-1004,
55-202.

Criminal cases, 6-1005 to 6-1008.
Injunction, 55-202.
Certiorari

Bailiffs, selection, 24-3351.

Bench warrant docket, keeping,
24-3352.

Civil cases, 19-213.

Criminal cases, 19-214 to 19-216.

Commitment

Levy not made, explanation,
24-3350.

hearing,

waiver

Execution, by appeal, 39-115.

Returns, explanation of failure to
execute process, 24-3350.
Sale not had, explanation, 24-3350.
Service not made, explanation,

of,

and

bail, 27-419.

New

trial,

'

70-307, 70-308.

Superior court judge, power to grant,
24-2616.

SUPERVISOR OF PURCHASES.

24-3350.

Special verdict, equity case, 24-3366.

defendant's plea, 24-3320.
Surveys of lands
Contents of plats, 24-3356.
Copies of resurveys, 24-3353.
Striking

Appointment, 40-1901.
Automobile and mileage
law,

administration

of,

allowance
40-2002,

40-2004, 40-2005.

Duties, 40-1902.

Notice, 24-3355.

Establishment of

Objections

Examination of records of boards,
power as to, 40-1905.

to, 24-3357.

Scale of plats, 24-3357.

office.

40-1901.
etc.,

General Index.
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SUPERVISOR

PURCHASES

OF

—

Cont M.
Georgia products,

Preference to

etc.,

40-1903, 40-1004.
Public printing, duties, etc., with re-

spect to: See Public Printing.
Reports of purchases, 40-1905.
Salary, 40-1901.
Term of office, 40-1901.

Affirmances

Damages

fot delay, 6-1 S01.

Delay by Supreme Court

in decid-

ing cases certified by Court of
Appeals, 2-3009.
Effect on lien and rank of judgments, 110-506.
Even division of Justices of Su-

SUPPLEMENTAL HOMESTEAD.

preme Court,

Setting apart, 51-1201.

effect,

24-4015.

Execution, 6-1805.

Power to grant, 24-3901.
Amendments to avoid dismissal,

SUPPLEMENTAL PETITIONS.
Amendments

SUPREME COURT AND COURT OF
APPEALS— Cont'd.

in place of, 81-107.

Appointment of

SUPPLIES.

6-1309.

officers, 24-3901.

Archives, place of keeping, 24-4103.

Landlord's lien for furnishing, 61-201,
61-202.

Argument
Abandonment of

questions, 6-1308.

Absence, Judge of Court of Ap-

SUPPORT.

peals, effect, 24-3629.

ChildDuty

of

parent,

23-2302,

74-105,

74-110, 74-202.

Failure as releasing control by
parent, 74-108.
Pending action for divorce, 30-206.
Decedent's family: See Year's Support.

Lateral support, 85-1202, 85-1203.
Parent, by child, 23-2302.

WifeHusband's liability, 53-510.
Pending divorce proceedings,
30-120.

SUPREME COURT AND COURT OF
APPEALS.
Rules;

Rules.

24-3605, 24-4505.
Division, before, 24-4013, 24-4014.
Extension of time, 6-1501.
Official integrity or motives, impugning, 24-3605, 24-4505.
Personal remarks, 24-3605, 24-4505.
Reading from briefs, Court of Appeals rule, 24-3604.
Reargument, 24-4014.
Solicitors general,
24-2908.

criminal cases,

Time

limit, 24-3604, 24-4504.

Writing, 6-1502 to 6-1505.

Assignment of

Abandonment

of questions, 6-1308.
Adjournments, 24-3802, 24-3803.
Admission of incompleteness of transcript, 6-812.

Admission to the bar

24-3603, 24-4503.

Argument, see Argument, ante.

Examination, exception, 9-111.
Fee, 24-3601, 24-4501.
Foreign attorneys, 24-3602,
24-4502.

24-4502.

Stenographers of Court of Appeals,
practice of law, 24-3606.

Attorney General, duties, 2-3802,

Oath, 9-301, 24-3601, 24-4501.
Rules of Courts, 24-3601,
24-3602, 24-4501, 24-4502.
Special license, 9-102.
Board of bar examiners, appointment by Justices of Supreme
Court, 9-105, 9-106.

power

of

Supreme

Court, 24-3901.

made by

Supreme Court,

Briefs, see Briefs of counsel, post.
Costs, liability, 6-1702, 6-1704,
24-3623, 24-3624, 24-4106, 24-4522,
24-4523.

License, 24-3601, 24-4501.
Nonresident attorneys, 24-3602,

for,

Attorneys
Admission to the bar, see Admis-

Agreements or consents, writing,

24-3601, 24-4501.

Regulation,

error, 6-801, 6-803, 6-901,
6-1305, 6-1607, 24-3608, 24-4506,
24-4549.

sion to the bar, ante.

Appellate courts
Character, proof, 9-301,

Rules

post.

Denunciation of Government,

Third persons heard, when, 6-1506.
Court of
Supreme Court

See Bills of Exceptions;

Appeals

Additional, 6-1604.
Briefs, order to file, 6-1602 to
6-1605.
See Briefs of counsel,

Justices

9-114.

of

40-1602.

Bond, 6-1002, 6-1007.
Books, place of keeping, 24-4103.
Briefs of counsel-

Abandonment

of questions, 6-1308.

Argument, 24-3617, 24-3618,
24-4515, 24-4516.

Capital felonies, service, 24-4520.
Certiorari, 24-4549.
Citation of authority, 24-3616 to
24-3618, 24-4514 to 24-4516.

Cii.-.i.i'AL
I

— Cont'd.

24-4516.
Piling, 24-3621, 24-3622, 24-4519,
24-4521.
Joint statement of counsel as to
facts, 24-3620, 24-4518.

Number

of copies, 24-3621, 24-3622,
24-4519.
Order to file, 6-1602 to 6-1605.
affidavit,

SUPREME COURT AND COURT OF
APPEALS— Cont'd.
Civil cases,

Costs, payment on filing, 24-3G22,
24-4521.
Defendant in error, 24-3618,

Pauper
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SUPREME COURT AND COURT OF
APPEALS— Cont'd.
Briefs of counsel

Index.

24-3622, 24-3623,

24-4521, 24-4522.
Plaintiff in error, 24-3617, 24-4515.
Preparation, 24-3616, 24-4514.

power

to

hear and deter-

mine, 84-8001

ClerkAdjournments by, 24-3802.
Arguments, duty as to, 6-1504
Calendar, preparation and mailing,
24-3632, 24-4534
Certificate to court below, 6-1804.
Certiorari, duties, 24-3648 to
24-3650, 24-4551, 24-4552.

Costs, duty to collect, 6-1702,
6-1703.

Court

of Appeals,
Court, post.

Certiorari,

see

duties,

Supreme

24-3018

Record, references to, 24-3617 to
24-3620, 24-4515 to 24-4518.

Constitutional provision,

Reply

Costs, see Costs, post.

briefs, 24-3621, 24-3622,

24-4519.

Statement of facts, 24-3617,

Entry of notice of

24-3622, 24-4521.

Brief of evidence
Additional, 6-810.
Briefs of counsel, references
see Briefs of counsel, ante.

Pauper

Included
bill
of
when, 6-801.
Mandamus, confused and

of

costs,

grant or refusal, 6-803,

6-811.

Record, part of, when, 6-802, 6-811.
Separate from bill of exceptions,
6-802.

objections, 6-805.

of

cases,

costs, 6-1703.

Solicitor general's services, certificate, 24-2906.

illegible,

24-3614, 24-4512.

24-3632,

Supreme Court
Acknowledgments, power

to

take, 24-4103.

Adjournments by, 24-3802.
Attendance at sessions of
court, 24-4103.

Attestation of written instruments, 24-4105.

Books, keeping, 24-4103.

24-4534.

for hearing,

Call of cases
24-4534.

24-3632,

Certiorari,

duties,

24-4551,

24-4552.

may

Causes which

be taken

to,

6-701,

6-901.

Contingent expenses paid
out of State treasury,

See Bills of Exceptions.
Cases to or from Court of Appeals,

Certificate:

2-3005, 2-3009.

24-3S04.
Costs, see Costs, post.

Deputies, 24-4102, 24-4108.

Certified questions, 24-3645, 24-4529,

24-4530, 24-4532.

Certiorari

Docket
Arranging cases

on,

24-4103.

Rules of court, 24-3640, 24-3846 to
24-3650, 24-4548 to 24-4552.

Supreme Court

to

Court of Ap-

peals, 2-3005, 19-101.

Change of venue, 27-1201.
City courts,

lieu

24-4103.

Rule for
exceptions,

call

affidavit in

6-1702.

Report to State Treasurer, 6-1703,

in

Waiver of

of

bill

in,

Certiorari, 24-4549.
Direct exception, 6-804.

Calendar and

filing,

exceptions, 6-915.

Filing opinions, 24-3640, 24-4542.

Certificate, 6-806.

when,

24-3504,

24-3639, 24-3640, 24-4541, 24-4542.

24-3622, 24-4519.

trial,

salary,

24-3506.

Custody of papers and opinions,

Supplemental briefs, 24-3621,
filing,

duties,

Stenographer, salary, 24-3506.

24-3618, 24-4515, 24-4516.

New

2-3009.

Deputy, appointment, powers,

Service, 24-3621, 24-3622, 24-4519,
24-4520.

Time of

to

24-3650.

bill

6-701, 6-901.

of

exceptions from,

Duty

to keep, 24-4103.

Fees, 24-4105.

Minutes
Certification, 24-4103.

Duty

to keep. 24-4103.

Notice of arrangement of
cases on docket, 24-4103.

to,

General Index.
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SUPREME COURT AND COURT OF
APPEALS— Coat 'd.
Clerk—Cont \1.
Supreme Court

— Cont

Costs— Cont'd.
Attorney's

'd.

OathDuty

to administer,
24-4103.
Taking, 24-4101.
Obedience to orders, 24-4103.
Office, place, 24-4103.
Process, duty to issue, 24-4103.
Records, keeping, 24-4103.

Recording

bill

exceptions,

of

liability, 6-1704,
24-3623, 24-3624, 24-4106, 24-4522,
24-4523.

Certiorari, 24-4552.

Clerk of lower court, transmission
of record, 24-2729.
Collection by clerk, 6-1703, 24-3624,
24-4103, 24-4523.
Constitutional provisions, 2-3009,
2-4801.

Criminal pauper cases, statement

24-4105.

etc.,

SUPREME COURT AND COURT OF
APPEALS—Cont 'd.

Remittitur, duty as

to, 24-4103,

by

Removal from

office,

24-4101.

24-4523.

Execution, nonpayment, 24-3624,

Rule against, 24-4103.

Salary-

24-4523.

Amount and payment,

Judgment

for, on reversal, 6-1704.
Library fund, excess as constitut-

24-4107.
Deputy, 24-4108.

Pauper

Cases before court,

affidavit, 6-1702, 24-3622,
24-3623, 24-4521, 24-4522.

24-4103.

Payment

Criminal pauper cases,

Clerk to State Treasurer,

24-4103.
of office, 24-4101.

24-4103.

Transferred cases, duty,
24-4528.
Writs, duty to issue, 24-4103.

Taxation of

24-4103, 24-4104.

ing,

Minutes, entry on, 24-4105.

Statement

Term

clerk, 24-4103.

Dismissal for nonpayment, 24-3624,

24-4105.

costs, 6-1705.

On

filing brief, 24-3622,

24-4521.

Prepayment, 6-1702, 24-3622,
24-4521.

Transcript of record not recorded,
6-1701.

Record, clerk of lower court, duty
to

Transmission of opinion, 6-1803.
Writs, duty to sign and issue,

make, 24-2715.

Remittitur, 6-1804, 24-4103, 24-4105.
Report to State Treasurer, 6-1703,

24-4103.

24-4103.

Compelling obedience to orders,
24-3901.
See Mandamus, post.

Rule against clerk for payment,

Contempt of court
Judgment in contempt

Salaries of officers, payment from,
24-3506, 24-4103, 24-4104, 24-4107,
24-4108.

case,

24-4103.
re-

view, 24-105.
Power to punish, 24-3901.
Record, violation of rule as to
preparation,. 24-3612, 24-4510.
Refusal to complete transcript,
6-812.

24-4547.

Contingent expenses, 24-3804.
Continuances
Cases sent back from, 81-1415.

6-810.

-1701, 24-4105.

—

Transfer of cases, 24-3609, 24-4507.
Transferred cases, taxing, 24-3609,
24-4507.

Good reason, granting, 24-3633,

Court as a whole, Supreme Court

24-4535.

Providential cause, 6-1601, 24-3633,

Definition, 24-4010.
Sitting, 24-4524, 24-4525.

24-4535.

charter,

writ

of

error

to

judgment granting or refusing,
22-204.

Criminal cases
Certificate by trial
cases, 6-1008.

clerk on jail

Dismissal, transmission of record,

See Bills of Exceptions.
Additional record, 6-810.

Costs:

Amount,

Superfluous or immaterial record,

Supersedeas, 6-1002.
Taxing, 6-1705, 24-4105.
Transcript of record not recorded,

Rules violated, 6-1306, 24-3651,

Corporate

Sheriff's payment into treasury,
24-4403.

6-1702.

Application

of,

bills of exceptions, 6-903,

6-904.

24-3506,

24-4103,

24-4104, 24-4107, 24-4108.

Argument

6-1301.

Fast

in writing, 6-1505.

Hearing and determination,

6-904,

24-3901.
Jail cases, expedition, 6-1008.

General Index.
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SUPREME COURT AND COURT OF
APPEALS—Cont M.

—

Criminal cases Cont'd.
Practice in, 6-903.

Opinion by

Solicitors general, appearance,

19-216.
offense, proof of, wanting,

6-1609.

Court of Appeals,

ng,
|

for delay, 6-1801, 24-3634,

to avoid, 6-1309.

filed,

6-1005.

Clerk, failure by, as ground,
6-1301, 6-1303, 0-1310.

nonpayment, 24-3624,

Costs,

Exceptions.

24-4523.

Criminal cases, transmission of

24-4536.
to signature, dismissal for

want

record, 6-1301.

Date

of, 6-1303.

—

trial court, 6-906, 6-907.

Party, 6-908, 24-3641, 24-3642,

Delay
Certifying

24-4543.

bill of exceptions,

6-1312.

—

Binding

to official signature wanting,

6-1303.

Death
Judge of

Transmission of record,
effect

of Supreme Court

decisions on Court

of Appeals,

Certified questions, 24-4530.

Concurrence by judges, 6-1611,
24-3636, 24-4012, 24-4015, 24-4538.

Direction to court below, 6-1610.
Dissents, 24-3636, 24-4012, 24-4014,

Extraordinary remedies, transmis-

how made

by, 24-4013,

6-1312.

Injunction, transmission of record,
6-1301.

want

Jurisdiction,

of,

as ground,

Motion

to dismiss, notice, 24-3635,

24-4537.

24-4014.

Entry on minutes,

6-1610.

division of Justices of the

Supreme Court,
First grant of

Fault of party, 6-1301, 6-1311,

24-3635, 24-4537.

24-4015, 24-4538.

Divisions,

6-1311.

6-1310,

sion of record, 6-1301.

2-3009.

effect, 24-4015.

new

trial, 6-1608.

Mailing by State Librarian,

Neglect of party, 6-1301, 6-1311,
6-1312.

Parties

Defect

of announcing, 6-1606.

Modifying, 6-1611.

of, 6-1202.

Failure to make, 24-3641,

101-205.

Mode

9-5] 7.

Dismissal
Additional record as

Briefs not

See Bills of

Cross-bill of exceptions:

Even

judgef reversal

with, 81-1 104.

Amendments
of, 27-1201.

Proof of, wanting, 6-1609.

Decisions

trial

6-810.

Venue
Change

Date

0-1610, 5-1804,

Disbarment proceedings, review by

24-2908.

Supersedeas, 6-1005 to 6-1008,

Damages

to,

24-3901.

in, 6-917.

Time of

COUliT OF

6 804.

—

to except, 6-901.

Service

SUPREME COURT AND
APPEALS— Cont'd.
Direet exemption,
Direction
Court below,

Remittitur, 6-904.

Right
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24-4543.

Penalty for noncompliance with
rule, 6-1306.

Overruling, 6-1611.

Pendente

Publication, 6-1606, 24-4202 to

ment of error, 6-1305.
Removable grounds, 6-1304.

24-4204.

Questions involved, 6-1308, 6-1601,
6-1607.

Reversal, 6-1611.
Revision, 6-1606.

Service

lite

exceptions, assign-

—

After

filing bill of exceptions,

6-1302.

Waiver

of, as

avoiding, 6-911.

Scope, 6-1308, 6-1601, 6-1607.

Technical defects, 6-1307.

Time, 6-1603.
Transmitting to court below,

Waiver

6-1802 to 6-1804.

Delay, damages for, 6-1801, 24-3634,
24-4536.

Diminution of record, 6-812, 6-1403,
24-3610, 24-4508.

of service as avoiding,

6-911.

Want

of prosecution as ground,
24-3034, 24-4537.

6-1605,

Disposition of cases, 2-3000.
District, State as constituting,
24-3701.

mo

General Index.
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SUPREME COURT AND COURT OF
APPEALS— Cout 'd.

Evidence, see Brief of evidence, ante.
Exceptions, bill of: See Bills of Ex-

Divisions
Court of Appeals
Absence of Judge, effect,

ceptions.

24-3629.

Apportionment of

cases,

24-3501, 24-36*26.

Assignment of Judges, 24-3625,
24-3629.

Demand

Admission to the bar, 24-3601,

for full division,
24-3629.

Disqualification of Judges,
24-3627, 24-3629.
Independence of each division,
24-3501, 24-3626.
Judges sitting in, 24-3501.
Personnel, 24-3501, 24-3625.
Quorum, 24-3501, 24-3629.

lation,

24-4016,

24-4525.
•

24-4011, 24-4526.
Concurrence in judgments,
24-4012.
Constitutional provision,

FinalDisposition of cause, power,

Division of court, power to render,
24-4012. See Divisions, ante.
Judgments, writ of error, 6-701.
Finality of judgment to be appealable,
6-701.

Fuel, expense of, 24-3804.

Hearings
Argument, see Argument, ante.

2-3008.

Court as a whole
Definition, 24-4010.
Sitting, 24-4524, 24-4525.

Decisions by, method, 24-4013,

Briefs, order to
6-1605.

6-1602 to

file,

Continuances, 6-1601, 24-3633,
24-4535.

24-4014.

Deemed had when,

Discretion of court, 24-4009.
Disqualification of Justices,

Divisions,

6-1603.

before,

see

Divisions,

ante.

24-4531.

First term, 6-1601.

Dissents, 24-4012, 24-4014.
First division, 24-4011.
Judgments, 24-4538.

Notice of, 24-3632, 24-4534.
Order of, 24-3633, 24-4535.
Quorum, Court of Appeals, 24-3629.
Rehearing, 24-3643, 24-3644,

Personnel, 24-4011, 24-4016,
24-4526.

Power of a division, 24-4012.
Quorum, 2-3008, 24-4009,
24-4010.

Reargument, 24-4014.
Rules regulating, power
make, 24-4016.
Second division, 24-4011.

24-4544, 24-4545.

Time, 6-1101, 6-1601, 6-1603,
24-3632, 24-4534.

to

Sitting in a body, 24-4009,
24-4016, 24-4524, 24-4525.

Docket
Arranging cases on, 24-4103.

how

24-3602, 24-4501, 24-4502.
Clerk, Supreme Court, 24-4105.
Officers, Court of Appeals, 24-3503.
Public revenue, 92-3602.
Seal, attaching, 24-4105.
Filing writs of error, time of, 6-1101.

24-3901.
cases, regu-

Assignment of Justices,

Cases,

Expenses, 24-3804.
Extraordinary cases, immediate effect
of judgment, 6-1S06.
Fast bills of exceptions: See Bills of
Exceptions.

Fees-

Criminal cases, 24-3501.

Supieme Court
Apportionment of

SUPREME COURT AND COURT OF
APPEALS— Cont'd.

entered, 24-3630,

24-4532.

Clerk's duty to keep, 24-4103.
CJosing, 24-3031, 24-4532.

Constitutional provisions, 2-3009.

Injunction

Immediate

effect of

judgment,

6-1806.

Writ of error

to

Supreme Court,

55-202.

Instructions to Court of Appeals from

Supreme Court,
Judgment

2-3009.

Affirmed, execution, 6-1805.
Concurrence, 24-4012, 24-4014,
24-4015.

Death of party as

affecting,

24-3642, 24-4543.

bill of exceptions and
record before docketing, 24-3630,

Dissents, 24-4012, 24-4014, 24-4015.

24-4532.

Extraordinary cases, immediate

Filing of

Numbering of

cases, 24-3630,

24-4531.

Equity, decree in vacation, revision by

Supreme Court, 37-1205.

effect, 6-1806.

How

and when rendered, 24-3636,

24-4538.

Immediate

effect,

6-1806.

i.pAL
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SUPREME COURT AND COURT OF
APPEALS— Cont 'd.
Judgment

— Cont M.

6-1806.

Lien and rank as affected by proceedings

in,

i

SUPREME COURT AND COURT OF
APPEALS —Cont'd.
Justices and Judgee—Cont'd.
Boles* power to establish,

Injunction, immediate effect,

Power

3411

preme Court Hulas.
Supreme Court Juttieei
Adjournment! by leaf than

110-506.

to grant, 24-3901.

Withheld, when, 2-3006.
JurisdictionAppellate only, 24-3901.

quorum, 24-3802.
Admission to bar
Board of bar examiners,

Constitutional provisions, 2-3005,

appointment, 9-105,

2-3009.

9-106.

Dismissal for want

of, 24-3635,

24-4537.

Statement of reasons in
ceptions,

of ex-

bill

24-4507.

24-3609,

Transfer of cases from one court

Rules, making, 9-114.
Attendance, 24-3802.
Certificate, clerk's salary,
24-4107.

Chief Justice, 2-3001, 2-3008,
24-4002.

to the other, 24-3609, 24-3630,

Absence or

24-4507, 24-4527, 24-4528,

tion,

24-4532.

Communications, direct, forbidden,

Constitutional provisions,
2-3008, 2-3009.

24-3607, 24-3643, 24-4544,

Direction to Reporter,

24-4546.

24-4204.

Concurrence in judgments, 6-1611,

Disqualification,

2-3002,
2-3003, 24-102, 24-4007,
24-4531.

24-4012, 24-4014, 24-4015.

—

Court of Appeals Judges
Absence, effect, 24-3629.

Assignment to

Divisions,

2-3008, 24-4009 to
24-4014. See Divisions, ante.
Election, 2-3004, 2-3008,
24-4002, 24-4006.

divisions,

24-3501.

Chief Judge, 24-3501.
Commission, 24-3502, 89-201.

Eligibility, 2-4101, 24-4003.

Even

division, effect, 2-3009,
24-4015.

Constitutional provisions,
2-3008, 2-3009.

Expenses, certificate, 24-3304.
Incapacity, 24-4008.

Disqualification, 24-3627.

Divisions, 24-3501. See Divi-

Income

sions, ante.

Number,

Income tax, 92-3107.
Number, 2-3009, 24-3501.

Oath, 24-4004.
Qualifications, 2-4101, 24-4003.

Quorum, 24-3501.

Quorum, 2-3001,

Salaries, 2-3009, 2-4001,

Salaries, 2-4001, 2-4002,

Superior court judges desig-

nated to preside, when,

24-4005.

Superior

2-3009.

nated
2-3009,

Terms of

Disqualification, 24-102, 24-3627,

to

judges

preside,

desig-

when,

office.

2-3004, 2-3008,

24-4002.

24-3629, 24-4007, 24-4531.

Vacancies. 2-3004. 2-3005.

Dissents, 24-4012, 24-4014, 24-4015.

Impeachment, receiving passes
favors as ground, 24-103.
Overruling prior decisions,

or

24-4006.

Juvenile courts, no writ of error from,
24-2417.

num-

ber required to concur, 6-1611.
Passes or favors from public utilities forbidden, 24-103.
cur, 6-1611, 2*-4015.

court

2-3002.

24-3502.

number required

2-3008,

24-3802, 24-3S03, 24-4009.

2-4002, 24-3503.

office,

2-3001, 2-3008,

24-4002.

Presiding Judge, 24-3501.

Terms of

tax, 92-3107.

Library fund, 24-4103, 24-4104.

Election, 2-3009, 24-3502.

Reversals,

disqualifica-

24-4011.

Commission, 89-201.

Justices and Judges

'

alter,

and amend* 24-B001, 24 4016.
Court of Appealf Rule*;

to con-

Library fund. 24-4103, 24-4104.
Lights, expense of, 24-3S04.

Lower court
Questions raised in, 6-S05. 6-1308.
Retrial of cases not finally dis-

posed

of, 70-402, 70-403."
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SUFREME COURT AND COURT OF
APPEALS— Cont 'd.
Mandamus —

Opinions

exceptions to Supreme
Court to grant or refusal, 61-110.
Certification by judge, 6-910.
of

Bill

SUPREME COURT AND COURT OF
APPEALS— Cont'd.

Completion of record, 6-S1-.
Confused and illegible record,
84-3614, 24-4512.
Costs. 21-3637, 21-1539.

Division of Court, power to grant,

Concurrence by Judges, 6-1611,
24-3636, 24-4012, 24-1015,
24-4538.
Direction to court below, 6-1610.
Dissents, 24-3636, 24-4012, 24-4014,
24-4015, 24-4538.
division, Justices of
Court, effect, 24-4015.

Even

24-1012.

Pocketing, 21-3637, 21-1539.
Fast bill of exceptions, 6-903.
Hearing in Supreme Court, 64-111.
Officers of trial court, 6-918.

Tower

to grant, 21-3901, 21-1012.

Minutes
Certification, 21-1103.

Concurrence of Judges, showing,
21-1015.

24-4204.

Mode

of announcing, 6-1606.
Modifying, 6-1611.
Original, filing and keeping,
24-3640, 24-4542.
Overruling, 6-1611.

Publication, 6-1606, 24-4202 to
24-4204.

Questions involved, 6-1308, 6-1601,
6-1607.

Decisions entered, 6-1610.

Reversal, 6-1611.
Revision, 6-1606.
Scope, 6-1308, 6-1601, 6-1607.
Synopsis only, publication,

of Clerk, 21-1103.

Judgments, 21-3606, 21-1538.
Keeping, rules, 24-4016.

New

24-4204.

to dismiss, 24-3635, 24-4537.

Motions

trial

—

Time, 6-1603.
Transmitting to court below,

First grant, reversal, 6-1608.

Motion

for,

when

necessary, 6-801.

Questions involved in motion,

in-

sistence on, 6-1308.

6-1609.

Adjournments
Arrangement of cases on dockets,
of Court, 21-3803.

21-3032, 24-4103, 24-4534.
Certiorari, 24-3646, 24-3649,

24-4548, 24-4550.

Hearings, 24-3632, 24-4534.

Motions to dismiss, 21-3035,
24-4537.

record,

Appointment of persons

to execute,

Power

to grant, 24-3901.

Order of hearing cases, 21-3633,
24-4535.

Overruling former decisions, 6-1611.
Parties

defects, 6-805.

Notice of

Objections to

6-1802 to 6-1804.

Orders
24-3901.

Supersedeas on motion for, 6-1007.
Time of offense, lack of proof as
ground, 6-1609.
Venue, lack of proof of, as ground,

Waiver of

Supreme

Head-note opinions, publication,

Costs, entry on, 21-1105.

Duty

—

Certified questions, 24-4530.

Adding, 6-913.
Certification by,
6-906.
Costs,

how

when judge

dead,

taxed, 6-810.

Death, 6-908, 6-1201, 24-3641,
24-3642, 24-4543.
Essential, 6-1202.
Ex parte proceedings, 6-916.
Interested, who are, 6-1202.
Interpleader, 6-916.

Making,
bill

of

exceptions and

how and when made,

in appellate court, 6-908,
6-1201, 24-3641, 24-3642, 24-4543.
Nonresident, 6-913.

Real contestant, 6-916.

24-3610, 21-4508.

Record party differing from real

Officers

Clerk, see Clerk, ante.

Enu in crated, Supreme

Court,

24-1001.

Third parties, argument by,

Fees

6-1506.

Court of Appeals, 24-3503.
Public revenue, 92-3602.

Power

party, 6-916.
Scire facias to make, 6-1201.
Service on, necessity, 6-911.

to appoint, 24-3901.

Reporter, see Reporter, post.
Salaries, Court of Appeals,

24-3503.

See Salaries, post.

Sheriff, see Sheriff, post.

Pauper

affidavit, 6-1002, 6-1004, 6-1005,

6-1702, 24-3622, 24-3623, 24-4521,
24-4522.

Penalty, dismissal as, 6-1306.
lite exceptions, 6-701, 6-905,

Pendente
6-1305.

Petition for additional record, 6-810.

(',].- :\.i>
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SUPREME COURT AND COURT OF
APPEALS— Cont M.
Place of sessions, 24-3801, 24-3803.
Postponement of cause
Incomplete transcript, 6-812.
Providential or oilier good reason,
24-3633, 24-4535.

Powers enumerated, 24-3901.
Practice and procedure, constitutional

K)

SUPREME COURT AND COURT OF
APPEALS- Cont'd.
Bemittil ur
Certificate of clerk,
1804*
24 3644, 24-4103, 24-4545.

Certiorari, effeet, 24-3046 to
24-3018, 21 3650,

Olexk'i duty, 6-004, 24-3644*
24-4103, 24-4105, 2 4 4.-15.
Contents, 6-1804, 24-3644, 24-4103,

provision, 2-3009.

24-4545.

Providential cause, continuance for,

Costs taxed, 6-1704, 6-1705,

6-1601, 24-3633, 24-4535.

24-3644, 24-4103, 24-4105,
24-4545.

Questions involved, 6-1308, 6-1601,

Criminal cases, 6-904.

6-1607.
cases, exception

Quo warranto

and

de-

Damages

for delay, 6-1801.

Execution, 6-1805.

termination, 64-206.

Habeas

Record
Additional, 6-810.

Arrangement, 24-3613, 24-4511.

by

Certificate

clerk of lower court,

corpus, 50-126.
Retrial after entry of, 70-403.
Transmission, 24-3G44, 24-4103,
24-4545.
Rent, expense of, 24-3804.

—

6-1001.

Certification

by

clerk of

Supreme

Reports
Concurrence of Judges or Justices,

showing,

Court, 24-4103.
Certified questions,
with, 24-4529.

transmission

24-3640, 24-4542.

Clerk of trial court, duties, 6-801
to 6-803, 6-1001, 24-2715, 24-3611,

24-3612, 24-4509, 24-4510.
as,

24-3612, 24-4510.

Publication, 24-4202 to
See Georgia Reports.

24-4508.

—

Reporter
Assistant reporter, duties and

Division of court, power to perfect, 24-4012.

6-903.

Piling before case docketed,

24-4203.

24-3630, 24-4532.
24-3614, 24-4510, 24-4512.

how

corrected, 6-1403.

Index, 24-3613, 24-4511.

Mandamus

for completion, 6-812.

Numbering pages,
Party

on, differing

24-3613, 24-4511.

from real party,

Appeals,

constitutional

Oath, 24-4201.
Publication of decisions, 24-4202,
24-4203, 24-4204.

Salary, 24-4202.

Stenographer, salary, 24-3506.

Term

of

office.

24-4201.

Retrial of cases not finally disposed of,
70-402, 70-403.

Reversals
Costs, 6-1704.

6-916.

Pendente

of

provision, 2-3009.
Duties, 24-4202, 24-4203.
Indexing reports, 24-4202.

Illegible or confused, 24-3612,

Incomplete,

sal-

Attendance on sessions of court,
Court

bills,

24-4204.

ary, 24-4205.

Correction by, 6-1307, 6-1401.
Diminution, 6-812, 6-1403, 24-3610,

Fast

24-4015,

Decisions: See Georgia Eeports.
Opinions, use for publication,

Certiorari, 24-4549.

Contempt, violation of rule

24-3636,

24-4538.

lite

exceptions, 6-701,

Even

Place of keeping, 24-4103.
Preparation, method, 24-3612,
24-4510.

Separate from

division of Justices of Su-

preme Court,

6-905, 6-1305.

bill of exceptions,

First grant of

Former

Superfluous or immaterial portion,
6-810.

Transcript not recorded, 6-1701.
Transmission, 6-1001, 6-1310,
24-3611, 24-4509.

Rehearing, 24-3643, 24-3644, 24-4544.

trial,

6-1608.

decisions, 6-1611.

Majority essential, 24-4015.
Opinion transmitted to lower court,

24-3612, 24-4510.
Specification, 6-801, 6-803.

effect, 24-4015.

new

6-1S02.

Power to grant, 24-3901.
Time of offense not proved,
Yenue not proved, 6-1609.

6-1609.

power to establish, alter, and
amend, 24-3901, 24-4016. See Court
of Appeals Eules; Supreme Court

Eules,

Eules.

General Index.
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SUPREME COURT AND COURT OF
APPEALS— Cont \1.
Salaries

SUPREME COURT AND COURT OF
APPEALS— Cont 'd.

—

Supersedeas
Ceasing upon remittitur, 6-1805.

Clerk, Supreme Court. 24-4107.
Costs, payment from. 24-3506,
844103, 24-4104, 24-4107,

Civil cases, 6-1002 to 6-1004,
55-202.

Criminal cases, 6-1005 to 6-1008,

24-410S.

Deputy

19-216, 27-1201.

law gov-

Court of Appeals officers,
erning, 24-3503.

Injunction cases, 55-202.
Superior court judge, authority,

Court of Appeals,

clerk,

24-2616.

24-3505, 24-3506.

Venue, change of, 27-1201.
Terms, 24-3631, 24-3801, 24-4533.
To which cases returnable, 6-1001,

Judges, Court of Appeals. 24-3503.

Reporter and assistant reporter,
24-4202, 24-4205.

6-1101.

SheriffCourt of Appeals, 24-3507.

Third parties, argument by, 6-1506.

Time-

Supreme Court, 24-4402.

Hearing writs of

Stenographers

error, 6-1101,

24-3632, 24-4534.

ClerkSupreme Court, 24-4108.
Court of Appeals, 24-3508.

reversal for failure
prove, 6-1609.
Transcript of record not recorded,

Reporter, 24-3506.
Supreme Court, 24-4303.

Transfer of cases

Offense,

Court of Appeals, 24-3506.

Scire facias to

make

6-1701.

Clerk, duty, 24-4528.

parties, 6-1201.

Costs, taxing,
24-4507.

SealPlace of keeping, 24-4103.

on transfer, 24-3609,

Court

of Appeals to
Supreme
Court, 2-3005, 2-3009, 24-3609,
24-4507, 24-4528.

Remittitur, attaching, fee, 24-4105.
See Bills of Exceptions.
Service:
Sessions, 2-3009, 24-3801, 24-3803.

Supreme Court

Sheriff-

Adjournment

by, 24-3802.
'

Court of Appeals

Salary, 24-3507.

6-1609.

Waiver of defects

Costs, payment into treasury,
24-4403.

trial,

WritsClerk, duty to sign and issue,
24-4103.

cases,

24-2908.

Power

Stationery, expense of, 24-3804.

Stenographers

ClerkCourt of Appeals, 24-3506.
Salaries, 24-3508.

Supreme Court,
24-4108.

to issue, 24-3901.

error,

SUPREME

what

constitutes, 6-807.

COURT

OF

UNITED

STATES.
Creation, 1-301.

Judges
Appointment, 1-209.
Compensation, 1-301.
office, 1-301.

SUPREME COURT RULES.
Argument

Appointment, 24-4301.
Duties, 24-4302.

Briefs of counsel, see Briefs, post.
Certiorari, 24-4549.

Court as a whole, before, 24-4524,

24-4301.

24-4525.

Removal, 24-4301.

Denunciation of Government,

Salary, 24-4303.

Superior courts, bills
from, 6-701, 6-901.

Writ of

Agreements, writing, 24-4503.

Reporter, 24-3506.
Supreme Court

Number,

•

Terms of

salary,

motion for new

of prosecution, dismissal,
24-3634, 24-4536.

Solicitors general

81-1005.

in

6-805.

Want

Salary, 24-4402.
Term of office, 24-4401.

trial,

of, 27-1201.

Reversal for failure to prove,

Supreme Court
Appointment, 24-4401.

State a party, preference in

in, 24-3803.

—

Venue
Change

2-3009.

Fees for services, 24-2906.

Court of Ap-

to

peals, 2-3005, 2-3009, 24-4507,
24-4527.

Vacation, adjournments

Constitutional provision,

Appearance in criminal

to

of

exceptions

24-4505.
Divisions, 24-4525.
Latitude allowed, 24-4505.

General [ndex.
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SUPREME COURT RULES— Cont'd.
Argument

— Cont M.

Number

of counsel heard, 24-4504.
Official integrity or motives, impugning, 24-4505.
Opening and conclusion, 24-4504.
Personal remarks, 24-4505.
Time limit, 24-4504.
Assignment of error, 24-4506, 24-4549.

Attorneys
Admission, 24-4501.

Agreements or consents, writing,
24-4503.

Argument, see Argument, ante.
Briefs, see Briefs, post.
Contempt, breach of rules, 24-4547.
Costs, liability for, 24-4522,
24-4523.

Fees, 24-4501.
Foreign attorneys, admission,
24-4502.
License, 24-4501.
Oath, 24-4501.
Bills of exceptions
Assignment of error, 24-4506.
Certified
questions,
transmission
with, 24-4529.
Cross-bills, docketing, 24-4532.
Filing before case docketed,
24-4532.
Illegible or confused, 24-4510,

24-4512.

Jurisdiction

Statement of reasons, 24-4507.
Transfer of cases, 24-4507,
24-4527, 24-4528.

New

trial

motion, assignment of

error, 24-4506.

Nonresident defendant, service by
publication, 24-4513.

Objections,

how and when made,

24-4508.

Original, transmission, 24-4509.
Post-office address of counsel,

24-4506.

Preparation, method, 24-4510.
Separate from record, 24-4510.

Transmission, duty of clerk below,
24-4509.

Briefs

SUPREME COURT RULES
Briefi
Cont'd.
Record, refereneei

Capital felonies, service, 24-4520.
Certiorari, 24-4549.

24-4515

to,

to

24-4518.

Reply briefi, 24*4619.
Service, 24-451^, 24-4520.

See Serv-

post.

ice,

Statement of

facts,

24-4515,

24-4516.

Supplemental briefs, 24-4510.

Time of

24-4 521.

filing,

Calendar of cases, 24*4534
Calls for hearing of cases, 24-4534.
Certified questions, see Court of Appeals, post.
Certiorari, 24-4548 to 24-4552.

ClerkCalendar of cases, preparation and
mailing, 24-4534.
Certiorari, duties, 24-4551, 24-4552.

Communication through, 24-4544,
24-4546.

Execution for

costs, issuance,

24-4523.

Mandamus

applications, duties,

24-4539.

Communications to clerk only, 24-4544,
24-4546.

Consents, writing, 24-4503.
Contempt of court
Breach of rules, 6-1306, 24-4547.
Record, disregard of rule, 24-4510.
Continuances, 24-4535.
Costs
Attorneys, liability, 24-4522,

—

24-4523.
Certiorari, 24-4552.

Dismissal for nonpayment, 24-4523.
Execution, 24-4523.

Mandamus
Pauper

applications, 24-4539.
24-4522.
on filing briefs, 24-4521.

affidavit, 24-4521,

Payment

Transferred cases, taxing, 24-4507.
Court as a whole, sitting when, 24-4524,
24-4525.

Court of Appeals
Certified

questions

—

Answers, 24-4530.
Certification, 24-4529.

Decisions, 24-4530.

Docketing

Argument, 24-4515, 24-4516.

Cont'd.

cases,

24-4532.

Formulation, 24-4529.
Opinions, 24-4530.
Rehearing, 24-4544.
Transmission, 24-4529.

Citation of authority, 24-4514 to
24-4516.

Certiorari, 24-454S to 24-4552.

Costs,

payment on filing, 24-4521.
Defendant in error, 24-4516.

Costs, taxing, on transferred cases,
24-4507.

Filing, 24-4519, 24-4521.

Transfer of cases to and from,

Joint statement of counsel as to
facts, 24-4518.

Number
Pauper

of copies, 24-4519.
affidavits, 24-4521, 24-4522.

Plaintiff in error, 24-4515.

Preparation, 24-4514.

24-4507, 24-4527,

24-4528,

24-4532.

Damages

for delay,

want

of prosecu-

tion, 24-4536.

Death of parties, 24-4543.
Diminution of record, 24-4508.

General Index.
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SUPREME COURT RULES— Cont'd.
Dismissal —

SUPREME COURT RULES— Cont'd.
Notice of

Costs, nonpayment, 84-4523,
Jurisdiction, want of, 24-4537.
Motions to dismiss, notice,
24-4537.
Parties, failure to make, 24-4543.

Penalty for noncompliance, 6-1306.
Prosecution, want of, 24-4536.
Disqualification of Justices, 24-4531.

Certiorari, 24-4548, 24-4550.
Hearings, 24-4534.

Motions

Numbering
Objections

to bill of exceptions or
record, 24-4508.
Office papers, taking, 24-4541, 24-4542.

Opinions, original, filing and keeping,
24-4542.

Divisions

Apportionment of

cases, 24-4525.

Chief Justice, direction, 24-4525,
24-4526.

Court as a whole, ordering argu-

ment before, 24-4525.
Disqualification of Justices,
24-4531.
Personnel, 24-4526.
Dockets
Cases, how entered, 24-4532.
Closing, 24-4533.
Cross-bill of exceptions, entry,
24-4532.
Numbering of cases, 24-4532.
Execution, unpaid costs, 24-4523.

Express, sending bill of exceptions and
transcript by, 24-4509.

Order of hearing cases, 24-4535.
Papers, taking from clerk's office,
24-4541, 24-4542.
Parties, making, 24-4543.

Pauper

affidavit in lieu of costs,
24-4521, 24-4522.

Postponement of hearings, 24-4535.
Publication, service on nonresident defendant, 24-4513.

—

Record
Arrangement, 24-4511.
question,
transmission
with, 24-4529.
Certiorari, 24-4549.
Contempt, disregard of rule as,
Certified

24-4510.

Filing before case docketed,

Hearing

24-4532.

Calendar of cases set, 24-4534.
Order of, 24-4535.
Postponement, 24-4535.
Rehearing, 24-4544, 24-4545.

Time of, 24-4534.
Judgments
Death of party as

rendered, 24-4538.

Jurisdiction
Costs, taxing, for bringing case to

wrong

court, 24-4507.

Dismissal for want

of, 24-4537.

Statement of reasons, 24-4507.
Transfer of cases, 24-4507, 24-4527,
24-4528, 24-4532.

Justices

Communications,

Mandamus, confused

direct, forbidden,

24-4511.
Objections, how and when made,
24-4508.
Preparation, method, 24-4510.
Separate from bill of exceptions,
24-4510.
Transmission, duty of clerk below,
24-4509.
Rehearing, 24-4544, 24-4545.
Remittitur, 24-4545.

Service

Acknowledgments,

briefs, 24-4519.
Affidavit of party, briefs, 24-4519.
Briefs, 24-4519, 24-4520.

Certificate of counsel, briefs,

24-4544, 24-4546.
Disqualification,
bill

24-4531.

of exceptions and tran-

script, 24-4509.

Mandamus
Clerk below, record, 24-4512.
Docketing, costs, 24-4539.

Minutes

How

kept, 24-4540.

Judgments, 24-4538.
Motions
Dismiss, notice, 24-4537.

Rehearing,
Service,

24-4544.

24-4510.

Nonresident defendant, service by publication,

24-4513.

or illegible,

Numbering pages,

affecting,

Remittitur, 24-4545.

When and how

or confused, 24-4510,
24-4512.
Index, 24-4511.
Illegible

24-4512.

24-4543.

Mailing

to dismiss, 24-4537.
of cases, 24-4532.

24-4519.
Certiorari, 24-4550.

Dismiss, motions

to, 24-4537.

Mail, briefs, 24-4519.

Motions, 24-4519, 24-4537.
Nonresident defendant, publication, 24-4513.

Personal, briefs, 24-4519.
Transcript of record, see Record, ante.

Transfer of cases, 24-4507, 24-4527,
24-4528, 24-4532.

SUPREME LAW.
What

constitutes, 1-602, 2-8501.

SURCHARGING.
Accounts stated, 37-306.

7
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REFERENCES ARK TO SEC!

See Principal and Surety.

Appeal, judgment, 110
Comptroller Gtaiaral, 2 2018, 40 206,
.':'

SURETY COMPANIES.
See Fidelity Insurance Companies.

Contracts of:

40-207, 40-1400.

Judgment!, by appeal,

SURETYSHIP.
See Principal and Surety.

40-1301.

SWEET POTATOES.

Title above and below, 105-1400.
Underground streams, 105-1408.

Bushel, weight, 112-101

SWIMMING POOLS.

SUREBATHING.

Taxation, 92-009.

Lifeboats on beaches, 26-7302.
Life preservers, 26-7302, 26-7304,

SWINDLERS.

26-7306, 26-7307.
Life savers, 26-7303, 26-7306.
Lifelines, 26-7302, 26-7304, 26-7306,
26-7307.
lifeline or preservers,

flags, 26-7305, 26-7306.

SWITCHES.
Railroads, 93-410, 94-502, 94 509,
94-9904.

Judicial notice, 38-112.

SURPRISE.
Amendment, by,

See Cheats and Swindlers.

SYMBOLS OF NATIONALITY.

26-7307.

SYPHILIS.
as ground for continu-

ance, 81-1409.

Contagious and infectious disease,
88-501.

SURROUNDING CIRCUMSTANCES.
Wills, parol evidence, 113-807.

TABLES.
Gaming, operation,

SURVEYS.
Contents of plats, 24-3356.
Copies of resurveys, superior

court

Dower, 31-205.
Evidence, 24-3353 to 24-3357.

Homestead, 51-201, 51-202, 51-401,
51-404, 51-1402, 51-1403.

Notice, 24-3355.

PlatsContents, 24-3356.
Scale, 24-3357.

Public roads, 95-206.
Recording, 24-2716 to 24-2719.
State, maps kept by Secretary of State,
40-604.

Superior court rules, 24-3353 to
24-3357.

Year's support, making by appraisers,
113-1005.

SURVEYORS.
County: See County Surveyors.
Dower, employment to survey, 31-205.
Partition proceedings, 85-1508.

SURVEYOR GENERAL.
combined with that of Secretary

of State, 40-601.

SURVIVAL.
Actions, 3-501 to 3-506.
Homicide, for, 105-1303, 105-1306.
Ejectment, death of eodefendant,
33-116.

SURVIVORSHIP.
Administrators, among, 113-1231.
Inheritance, persons dying together,
113-906.

etc.,

26-6403,

26-6405 to 26-6407.
Homestead, statutory, 51-1301.

rule, 24-3353.

Office

110-3

State Treasurer, 2 2018, 40-200, 40-207,

SURFACE.

Tide

10

SUSPENSION.

SURETIES.

Removing

m7

TALES JURORS.
See Grand Jury; Jury.

TAN BARK.
Bushel, weight, 112-101.
Cutting or removing from uninclosed
land, 26-3003.

TAR.
See Naval Stores.
Sales, title passes

when, 96-110.

TARGET RANGES.
Taxation of operators, 92-2002.

TARIFF.
Power of Congress

to levy

and

collect,

1-125.

TAVERNS.
See Hotels and Inns.

TAX ASSESSORS.
C.ounty: See County Tax Assessors.
Municipal, 92-4001, 92-4002.

TAX COLLECTORS.
Accounting, 92-4906, 92-4907.
Alteration of tax digest. 26 -3922.
Application of payment. 92-7202.
Appointment, 92-4803, 92-4907.
Blank forms for statements, 92-4915.

Bonds
Action on, 92-4S10.

Amount,

92-4S01.

Approval, S9-405, 92-4S02.
Collecting tax before giving,
92-9917.

General Index.
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TAX COLLECTORS— Cont >d.

TAX COLLECTORS— Cont'd.
Bonds — Cont

—

Execution against Cont'd.
Fast bill of exceptions, 92-5506.

'd.

Conditions, 92-4801.
Filing.

Issuance by Comptroller General,

89-405.

Liability on. 83-8548.
Lien. 92-4808, 92-4809.
Necessity, 92-4803, 92-4804,
92-4907.
Record, 40-1507, S9-405, 92-4805 to

False reports, 92-9921.
False return, 92-4916.
Fees, 92-3805, 92-3806.
Issuing tax executions, 92-8002.

Cash books
Audit, 92-4004.
Balance, 92-4905.
Evidence, book or tr.inscript

as,

Filing, 92-4905.

Comptroller

Gen-

eral, 92-4905.

92-5202.

Commission, 92-4701.
Vacation, 92-5602.
Commissions
Allowance by Comptroller Gen40-1501.

Inspection of books and records,
59-310 to 59-312.

Statement to, 92-4908.
Submission of docket

Tax

92-3S06, 92-5301.
Forfeiture, 92-5106, 92-5401,
92-7203.
Payment, 92-4901.
Pending suits, 92-6224.
Special taxes, 92-5303.

tion, 59-305.

Crediting tax collectors with,
92-7107.
Digest, deductions from, 92-5302.
Disposition of, 92-7106.
Entry on minutes of court,
92-7106.

Executions, collection, 92-7105.
Newly elected tax collectors,
92-7109.

Oath of tax
of,

36-1108.

Counties of 30,000, 92-4909 to 92-4911.
Counties of less than 30,000, 92-4912
92-5508,

Defaults, 92-3805,
92-5602.
Issuance of executions by Comptroller General, 40-1505.
Defaulters, schedule of, 92-7110,
92-7201.
Digests, see Special-tax digests, post.
Double tax, assessment, 92-4901.
Duties, 92-4901, 92-5602, 92-6203.
Election, 2-8202, 34-2601, 92-4701.
Execution against

92-5505 to

Claim, 92-7801.
Defaulters, duty to issue, 92-4901.
92-5508.

Docket, 92-5102 to 92-5106.

collector, 92-7103.

Report of default, 92-7101.
Retention of copy by ordinary,
etc.,

92-7105.

State tax, 92-7104.

Time, grant

to 92-4914.

Affidavit of illegality,
92-5507.

92-5105.

County tax, 92-7104.

—

92-4907,

to,

of jurors, collec-

Copy, 92-7105, 92-7106.

Comptroller General
Commissions allowed by, 40-1501.
Execution, 40-1505.

Direction,

payment

92-7104.

Compensation, 34-1001, 92-5301,

Return to, 92-4911, 92-4914.
Settlement with, 40-1505.
Statement to, 92-4914.
Condemnation proceedings, notice

for

Insolvent lists
Allowance, 92-4901, 92-7101 to

Amount,

92-7203.

special taxes,

59-601.

Ineligibility to serve on, 59-201.

Keeping, 92-4902, 92-4903, 92-9916.
Special and occupation taxes,

eral,

Fines, 92-3805.

Grand jury
Charge on returns of

92-4905.

by

make, 92-5504.

92-4907.

as,

24-2802.

Furnished

Settlement of accounts, failure to
Suspension, 92-5509.
Exhibition of books, etc., 92-4906,

92-4809,

Refusal to give, 92-5602.
Sheriff, surety ineligible

40-1505.
Lien, 92-5510.
Sales, 92-5511.

of, 92-7108.

Interest, 92-5002 to 92-5006.
Liens for taxes, attach when, 92-5708.

Malpractice, 92-4907, 92-5006.
Names of persons practicing professions to be supplied to, 84-101.
Negligence, effect, 92-4916, 92-4917.

Notice of time of attendance to
lect

taxes,

92-4901,

col-

92-4917.

Oaths, 92-4702, 92-4803, 92-5602,
92-9917.

Payment over

of moneys,

92-4909 to

92-4917, 92-5207, 92-7108 to 92-7110,
92-9915.

Penalties, 92-5106, 92-5601.
Polls, searching out, 92-4901.

Professions,

searching out,

92-4901.

General Index.
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Public moneys, accounting for, etc.:
See Public Officers, catchword Pub-

moneys.

;

report*,
92-4916.

Records
Cash book, 92-4902 to 92-4905,

TAX DEEDS.

92-5208.

Removal, 92-4907, 92-7101.

Quitclaim by purchaser, 92-8302 to

Reports, 92-4911, 92-4914, 92-4916.

92-8304.

False, 92-9921.

Recitals, 92-4407.

Rules, 40-1502 to 40-1504, 92-4901.
Schedule of defaulters, 92-7110,
92-7201.
Settlement by, 40-1505, 89-827, 92-4703,
92-4904, 92-4909 to 92-4911, 92-4916,
92-5004, 92-5504.

surety on bond ineligible as,

24-2802.

Special-tax digests

Copy for State Revenue Commission, 92-5205.

Duplicate for State Revenue Com1

mission, 92-5206.
Duty to keep, 92-5201.
List of defaulters, 92-5204.
Number required, 92-5201.

See Tax Collectors; Tax Receivers.

TAX EXECUTIONS.
Affidavit of illegality, 92-7301.
Agents of foreign institutions, 92-7307.
Alias, 92-7407.

Bank
Bond

agencies, 92-7306.

of claimant, 92-7801.
Claims, 92-7801.
Collection, 92-7105, 92-7402, 92-7403.
Constables, levy by, 92-7406, 92-8101,
92-8104.

Conveyances to avoid, 92-5710, 92-5711.

—

Corporations
Agents, 92-7307.

Opened, when, 92-5204.
Records, 92-5208.
92-5206.

Supplying, duty of State Revenue
Commission, 92-5202.
Time for completion, 92-5205.
Special taxes, report, 92-4901, 92-4908.

Amount, 92-7302.
Direction, 92-7303.
Costs, 92-2109, 92-8001 to 92-8003,
92-8104.
County taxes, 92-1040, 92-3808

State treasury, payments into, 92-4901,

92-5710, 92-5711.
Defaulters, against, 92-4901.

Defendant, pointing out property,

92-4909, 92-4912.

92-7404.
Direction, 92-7401.

Statements, 92-4908.

Stub book of receipts, 92-5101, 92-5103.
92-4703.

Taxes for which outgoing and incoming collectors liable, 92-4703.
consolidation of

Dormancy, 92-7701, 92-7702.
Enforcement, 92-4201, 92-4301, 92-4302.

Suspension, 92-4907, 92-7101.

offices,

Estate taxes, 92-3404.
Express companies, 92-7306.
Fees, 92-2109, 92-7105, 92-8001' to
92-8003.

Foreign insurance companies,

2-8401.

Temporary appointee upon

failure

Term of office, 92-4701.
Where filling vacancy,

to

89-502.

TimeCollecting taxes, 92-5601.

92-7501, 92-7502.
Gifts to avoid payment of taxes,
92-5710, 92-5711.'

Homestead, enforcement against,
2-7301, 51-101,

51-1502.

Election, 92-4701.

In rem execution, 92-S103.

Final settlements, 92-5004.
Paying over moneys, 92-7108,

Income

92-7109.
in office, 92-4701, 92-4907,

92-5602,

92-7101.

etc.,

92-7306.

Garnishment on, 92-4301, 92-4302,

give bond, 92-4803.

Vacancy

to

92-3810, 92-6803.

Deeds to avoid payment of taxes,

State depositories, deposits with,
100-111 to 100-113.

Successors, liability,

TAX DIGEST.

taxes, 92-5710, 92-5711.

.

lists,

Validity, 92-8107.

Assignments to avoid payment of

Compensation for preparing,

Subsequent

mi,

See County Tax Commissioners;
State Revenue Commission.

Special and occupation taxes,

92-5203.

92-4909 to 02

TAX COMMISSIONERS.

92-9916.

receiver,

Vacation of eommiffion, 92 5602.
Voters' books, duties as U
BBOO-

Weekly

92-5106.

Tax

I

tions.

Receipt books, 92-5101, 92-5103,

Sheriff,

IO.VS

TAX COLLECTORS— Cont'd.

TAX COLLECTORS— Cont'd.
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taxes, 92-3306, 92-3311.
Insolvents, 92-2109, 92-7105.

Insurance companies, foreign, 92-7306.
Interest, 92-7601, 92-7603.

Judicial interference, 92-5509, 92-7901.
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TAX RECEIVERS— Cont 'd.

TAX EXECUTIONS— Cont'd.
Judicial sale, effect on lieu, 02-5709.
Levy. 92-2109, 92-7301, 92-7404,
92-7406, 92-8003, 92-8104.
License tax. 92-2107 to 92-2109.
Lien. 92-5707 to 92-5712, 912-7405,
92-7002.
Limitations. 02-7701, 92-7702.

Money

collected on, disposition of,

92-7308.

Mortgages
92-5710.

to

avoid payment of taxes,

92-5711.

Municipal assessments, 92-4201.
Notice of levy to owners of security
mortgages,
92-740S
deeds
or
to
92-7410.

Nulla bona entry, effect, 92-2109.
Occupation tax, 92-2107 to 92-2109.
92-5707,

92-5708.

Replevin, 92-7901.

See Tax Sales.
92-5710, 92-5711.

Sheriffs' fees, 92-8001, 92-8003.
Specific business tax, 92-2107 to

collectors, 92-4901, 92-7107.

issuance,

92-5102,

92-7105,

92-7401, 92-7402.

Transfers, 92-7602, 92-7603.

Transferee, release by, 39-602.

Wild lands, 92-7403.

TAX RECEIVERS.
Advertisement of time of attendance
at county site, 92-4611.
Assessments, 92-6701 to 92-6704,
92-6804 to 92-6806.
Presentation to county tax assessors,

Attendance

92-6305.

out, 92-4611.

make proper

Effect of failure to

Filing, collecting taxes before,
92-5601.

Incomplete, 92-5401.
Labeling, 92-6304.
Mistakes, 92-6501 to 92-6504.
Grand jury recommendation for
correction, 59-306.

92-2109.

of

92-4611,

make

Form, 92-6304.
Furnished to whom, 92-6303.
Improper, 92-5402.

any county, 92-7405.

Avoiding payment of taxe3,

Time

to

eral, 40-1505.

Eelease by transferee, 39-602.
Eepeal of other remedies, 92-2108.

Tax

Duty

Examination by Comptroller Gen-

Railroads, 92-2705, 92-2706.

Sales:

92-6917.

digest, 92-5403.

lienholders, etc., 92-5712.

in

Receiving illegally, 92-5501.
Compensation, 92-5301, 92-5302.
Comptroller General, commissions allowed by, 40-1501.
Deception of taxpayer, 92-5503.
Default list, 92-4611, 92-5302.
Digest
Assessments upon, 92-4611.
Binding, 92-6304.
Colored persons, 92-6307.
Comptroller General, transmission
Contents,

Property on which levied, 92-7404.
Proportionate payments by owners,

Run

Amount, 40-5301.
Forfeiture, 92-5401 to 92-5403.
Pending litigation, taxes collected,
92-6224.

to,

Place of levy, 92-7405.
Priorities,

Commissions
Allowance, 40-1501.

Names

entered in full, 92-6306.
of, deductions in arriving at, 92-5302.

Net amount

Number, 92-6303.
Time to transmit

to collector,

92-0303.

Duties, 92-4611, 92-5602, 92-6203.
Election, 2-8202, 34-2601, 92-4601.
Execution against

Deception of taxpayer, 92-5503.
Direction, 92-5508.
False returns, 92-5502.
Indebtedness to State, 92-5501.

92-6902.

Lien, 92-5510.
Sales under, 92-5511.

in militia districts, 92-4611.

Settlement of accounts, failure to

make, 92-5504.

Bonds
Ar-tion on, 92-4610.

Approval, 89-405.
Filing. 89-405.

Liability on, 92-4608, 92-4609.

Lien, 92-4606, 92-4607.
Necessity* 92-4602.

Record, 40-1507, 89-405, 92-4603 to
92-4605,

92-4607.

Refusal to give, 92-5602.
Books, open and close, when, 92-6201.
Commission, 92-4601.
Vacation, 92-5602.

Suspension, 92-5509.
False returns, 92-5502.
Grand jury
Ineligibility to serve on, 59-201.
Inspection of books and records,
59-310 to 59-312.

—

Mistake

in

digest,

recommenda-

tion for correction, 59-306.

Indebtedness to State, 92-5501.
Justices of the peace,
persons, 24-601.

list

of taxable

Lien of bonds, 92-4606, 92-4607.
List of defaulters, publishing, 92-4611.

General Index.
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TAX RETURNS

TAX RECEIVERS— Cont M.
Negligence, 92-6225.
Notice, attendance in militia districts,
92-4611.

Oath, 92-4602, 92-5602.
Failure to administer to taxpayer,
92-6217, 02-9920.

Payment

Cont'd.

Comptroller General,

to,

2 5007,

92 090], 92-7001.

Arbitration to eo
Arbitration of

A

to

t

ns, see
di

return*,

correct

92 6001, 92 6101 to 92 610
Carbonic acid ^a.s mannfaetort
etc.,

over of moneys, time, 92-7108

1.

92-805.

to 92-7110.

Posting lands, register for, 45-404,

Insurance

companies,

92 5905

to

92-5907.

45-405.

of defaulters, 92-4611.
Removal, 92-5403.
Returns of taxes, 92-4611, 92-6201 to
See Tax
92-6704, 92-9918, 92-9919.

Itemization, 92-5904.

Returns.
Rules, 40-1502 to 40-1504, 92-4611.
Suspension of executions against,

Oath, 92-5003.
Payment of taxes returned, time,

Publishing

list

collector,

consolidation of

offices,

2-8401.

Term of office, 34-2602, 92-4601.
Where filling vacancy, 89-502.
Time of election, 92-4601.
Vacancy in office, 92-4601, 92-5602.

Manner

92-6912, 92-7004.

92-6002,

92-6802,

92-2606.

companies,
Time, 92-5901.
Writing, 92-5903.
Sleeping-car

Express companies, 92-6003.

Manner, 92-6002, 92-6103, 92-6802,
92-6804, 92-6912, 92-7004.
arbitrators, 92-6004,

92-6912, 92-7004.
arbitrators, 92-6006,

92-6007.

92-6005.

companies, 92-6003.
Subpoenas, 92-6006, 92-6007,
Sleeping-car

for failure to
turns, 92-7305, 92-7306.

re-

file

92-6204 to 92-6209, 92-0218 to 92-0221.

County

lines,

property on, 92-6204,

92-6209.

County tax assessors: See County Tax
Assessors.

Delinquency
Assessments, 92-6001, 92-6101

to

92-6104, 92-6911.

Double tax, 92-6601

to 92-6609.

years, 92-6223, 92-6910.

Notice, 92-6102, 92-6805.
Oath of delinquents, 92-6608.
Description of land, 92-6206.

Determination of county entitled,
92-6218 to 92-6224.

92-7004.

Telegraph companies, 92-6003.
Time of award, 92-6002, 92-6912,

See Tax Collectors; Tax Re-

Digests:
ceivers.

Double

92-7004.

Umpire, 92-6002, 92-6802.
"Witnesses, 92-6006, 92-6007,

tax:
for failure
to
92-2309, 92-6601 to 92-6609.

make,

Fair market value, return of property
at,

92-7004.

92-5701 to 92-5703.

Fertilizers, 92-203.

Assessment
Comptroller General, 92-6001,
92-6101 to 92-6104, 92-6802,
92-6803.
receiver,

Foreign corporations, time,
Forms, 92-6215, 92-6304.

Former

92-5901.

years, for, 92-622S.

Franchise tax, 92-2303, 92-2305,
92-6701 to 92-6704,

92-6804 to 92-6806.

Blank forms, 92-6304.
of receiver, 92-4609.
for,

returns, 92-7304.

file

Penalties

Former

Railroad companies, 92-6003,

Books

92-2605.

County in which property returnable,
92-6804,

92-6912, 92-7004.

Bond

92-5902.

Railroad equipment companies,

92-6002, 92-6802, 92-6804,

Powers of

utilities,

Railroads, 92-2602, 92-2607,
92-2701, 92-2802.

to

Appointment of arbitrators,

Oath of

92-5903.

92-5908.

Arbitration of differences

Award,

of making,

Corporations, 92-6207 to 92-6210.
Forfeiture of charters for failure

TAX RETURNS.

Tax

.syrup manufacturer:-!,

92-804.

Public

92-5509.

Tax

Malt

opened and closed, when,

92-6201.

Colored persons, 92-6307, 92-6308.

92-2309.

Income taxes:

See Income Taxes.
Insurance companies

—

Contents, 92-5907.
of agents, 92-5905.
President to make, 92-5906.

Names

Time, 92-5901.
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TAX SALES.

TAX RETURNS— Com 'd.
Itemizing, 92-5904.
Justices of the peace, list of taxable
persons, 24-601.
Land, 92-6204 to 92-0206. 92-6209.
Lists for, 92-6301, 92-6302.
Manufacturing companies, 92-6207.

Advertising, 92-8101, 92-8103.

Board of commissioners of roads and
revenues,

purchase

by,

92-8201

to

92-8203.

Continuance from day to day, 39-1202.
Counties, purchase by, 92-8201 to

Manure, 92-203.
Mining companies, 92-6204.
Motor carriers for hire, 92 2924.

County judges, purchase by, 92-8201 to

Names

County taxes, 92-4406.

92-S203.

92-8203.

of taxpayers
Colored persons, 92-6307, 92-6308.
Entry on digest, 92-6306.

Negligence of tax receiver,

Debtor, purchase by, 92-8105.

DeedQuitclaim by purchaser, 92-8302 to

effect,

92-8304.

92-6225.

Recitals, 92-4407.

Negroes, 92-6307, 92-630S.
Nonresidents, 92-6204, 92-6205, 92-6207,
92-6212 to 92-6214.
Notice to nonresidents, 92-6212 to
92-6214.
Oath, 92-5903, 92-6216, 92-6217, 92-6608.
Taxpayer, failure of tax receiver
to administer, 92-6217, 92-9920.

Owners of

land, 92-6206.

Penalties, 92-6213, 92-6601, 92-6602.

Place, 92-6204 to 92-6211, 92-6218
92-6224.
Plantations, 92-6204.
Property returnable, 92-6202.
utility

companies,

Municipal taxes,

be

92-4201,

92-5901

purchase

92-4401

to

answered,

by,

92-8201

to

Possession by purchaser, 92-8108.

Premium, on redemption, 92-8301.
Quitclaim deed by purchaser, 92-8302
to

to 92-8304.

Redemption of
to

by creditor without,

Perishable property, 39-1205.
to

92-6207,

Railroad companies, president to make,
92-2602.

land, 92-4402, 92-8202,

92-8301 to 92-8305.

Rules governing, 92-8102.
Settlements by officers, 92-8104.
Sheriffs, sales by, 92-8101.

Refusal, 92-6226, 92-6227, 92-9918.
Specific, business, or occupation tax,
92-2101, 92-2102, 92-5901 to 92-5908,
92-9901.
receivers, to

Assessments

against delinquents,
92-6701 to 92-6704.
Blanks, lists, and digests, 92-6301
to 92-6307.
Double tax, 92-6601 to 92-6609.
Duty to receive returns, 92-4611.
etc.,

Mistakes, 92-6501, 92-6504.

Payment

of taxes, 92-6401 to
92-6404.

Overpayments, 92-6502 to
92-6504.

Time, manner, and subject, 92-6201
to 92-6228.

Telephone companies, small, 92-6210.
Time, 92-5901, 92-6201.
Opening books for, 92-6201.
T'ndervaluation of property, 92-6101 to
92-6104, 92-6701 to 92-6704.

Unlawfully exempted property,
92-6203.

Valuation of property, 92-5701 to
92-5703.

Wild

Lien, redemption
92-8303.

92-8203.

92-6215.

Tax

Interest, on redemption, 92-8305.

Ordinaries,

92-6104.

Questions

51-1502.

92-4407.

Persons required to make, 92-6206.
Personal property, 92-6208.

Public

Validity, 92-8107.

Homestead property, 51-101,
In rem execution, 92-8103.

lands, 92-6211 to 92-6214, 92-6604.

Surplus, 92-8103, 92-8106.

Time for redemption,

92-8301.

Title after redemption, 92-8302.

Unreturned property, 92-8103.
Wild land, 92-8305.

TAX

TITLES.

See Tax Sales.

TAXATION.
Academies, exemptions, 2-5002, 92-201.
Accounts, 92-5701.
Account, open, money due on, 92-102.
Acts of General Assembly of 1877,
2-8503.

Ad

valorem
Appropriations, 92-111.
Constitutional provision, 2-5001.

Payment

of bonds, 92-111.
Rate, 92-112.
Agents of nonresidents, liability

for

taxes, 92-6404.

Agricultural products, 5-603, 5-604.

Amount

of taxes to be levied, 92-5705.

Apportionment of direct taxes,

1-104.

Artificial limbs for soldiers, supplying,

2-4901.
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TAXATION— Con t 'd.

TAXATION—Cont'd.
Count,] ms

Assessments
Comptroller General,

92 0001,

l.y,

Sac Qonnty Taxation.
'01,
Constitutional
I

92-6101 to 92-G104, 93-6802,

assessors, by,
92-6911 to 92-6917.
Revenue Commission,
State
by, 92-7002 to 92-7006.
School tax, 92-6803, 92-6804.
Tax receiver, by, 92-6701 to
92-6704, 92-6804 to 92-6806.

Assignments to avoid payment,

una

1.

County obligation^

of.

92-102*

Credits, 92-102.

Credit unions, 25-128.

Decedents' estates, taxof due from,
113-1508.

Double tax, 92-6605.
Deeds to avoid payment, 02 5710,
92-5711.

Default list, 92-5302.
Delegation of tax power to

92-5710, 92-5711.
Boats, 92-102.

couri*

2-5402.

Bonds, 92-102.
title,

of

board:-}

88-300.

County tax

for
92-110.

2-5102, 2-6901.

County

92-6803.

Equalization

Bond

3423

property held under,

Books, exemptions, 2-5002, 92-201.
Branch banks, 13-203.
Building and loan associations, 16-209,

Digest, names of taxpayers, 92-6306,
92-6307.
Divine worship, exemption of places of,
2-5002, 92-201.
Dogs, 92-103.

Domestic animals, constitutional

16-214.

Burial places, exemptions,

2-5002,

pro-

visions, 2-5001, 2-6801.

Double tax

92-201.

Canal companies, 17-114.
Capitation or other direct tax, see Poll
taxes, post.

Cemeteries, exemptions, 2-5002, 92-201.

Charitable institutions, exemptions,
2-5002, 92-201.
Chattels, 92-102.

Collection, 92-6601, 92-6602.

Decedent's estate, 92-6605.
92-6603
92-6605.
Defaulters,
to
92-7110.
Belief from, 92-6606 to 92-6609.
Drainage assessments:
See Drainage.

County System

Choses in action, 92-102, 92-5701.
Churches, exemptions, 2-5002, 92-201.

of.

Educational purposes,
32-1135,

to

32-944,

32-2502,

32-1101
92-101,

92-3701.

Cities

Constitutional provisions, 2-5401.
of debts of, 2-5502.
Collection: See Tax Collectors.
General laws, 2-4901.

Constitutional provisions, 2-4901,

Payment

Pending

2-5004, 2-6601, 2-6901.

Equalization

County tax

litigation, 92-6222.

92-6917.

Suspension by Governor, 40-205.
Colleges, exemptions, 2-5002, 92-201.

Common

constitutional

schools,
for,
provision, 2-6601.

Commutation tax for military

service,

constitutional provision, 2-6801.

Comptroller General
Collection by, 40-1501, 40-1507.

Examination of tax
40-1505.

42-205,

to

County Tax As-

sessors.

Commission.
Estate taxes: See Estate Taxes.
Execution: See Tax Executions.
Exemptions, 92-201 to 92-218.
Constitutional

provisions,
2-5003, 2-5005.

2-5002.

Corporations, 22-1402.
Poll tax, 92-108.
Bailroad companies, 94-303.
Soldiers, 86-701.

42-209.

Confederate soldiers, assistance

of,

2-4901.

Congress,

See

92-6911

State Revenue Commission, 92-7002
See State Revenue
to 92-7006.

digests,

Returns to, 2-5007.
Concentrated feeding-stuffs,

assessors,

power

to

lay

and

collect

taxes, 1-122.

Constitutional

provisions,
2-4901 to
2-5007, 2-5401, 2-5402, 2-6601, 2-6901.

Corporations, 92-101.

Farm

produce, exemptions, 2-5002,

92-201.
Fertilizers, exemption. 92-203.

Bonds, 92-102.
Constitutional

United States lands. 15-303.
Exportation of goods, 1-130.
"Fair market value" defined. P2-1004.
False oath by taxpayer. 26-4

Former
provision,

2-5006.

Exemptions, 22-1402.
Stock, 92-102.

Cotton, 2-5002, 5-603, 5-604, 92-201.

years,

Franchise:

collection,

P2-o22S.

See Franchise Tax.

Fraternal benefit society, 56-1635.
General Assembly's powers, constitutional provision, 2-2401.
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TAXATION—Cont 'd.

TAXATION— Cent 'd.
avoid

Gifts to
92-5711.
Goods. 92-102.

payment, 92-5710,

Liens

— Cont

'd.

Priorities

— Cont

Set-off

Homestead, liability, 51-101, 51-1502.
Importation of slaves. 1-120.
Income: See Income Taxes.
Insolvent list: See Tax Collectors.
Insurance Commissioner, collection of
taxes by, 56-103.

Insurance company, 56-233, 56-234.
Insurrection, suppression of, 2-4901,

'd.

allowed

defendant in

trover, 107-102.
Stallions, liens on get of,
67-2202.

Steamboats, liens on, for

ser-

vices or materials furnished,
67-2201.
Life estates, 92-110.

Limitation of levy, constitutional provision, 2-4902.

2-4902, 2-5101.

Liquors,

Interest

constitutional

provision,

2-6801.

Payment, 92-5005.
Public debt. Constitutional provi-

Literary association property, exemptions, 2-5002.

sions. 2-4901.

Kate, 92-5001.
Records, etc., 92-5003.
Reports, 92-5002.
Invasion, repelling, 2-4901, 2-4902,
2-5101.

Manufacturing plants, exemption,
2-5003.

Mineral interests, 92-104.
Mistakes of tax receivers, 92-6501 to
92-6504.

Judgments, on, 92-102, 92-5701.
Judgments to avoid payment, 92-5710,
92-5711.
Jurors, compensation, 59-305.
Landlord's liens inferior to taxes,

61-202 to 61-204.
Levy of tax
Amount., 92-5705.
General laws, 2-4901.
Governor, by, 92-5703, 92-5704.
Xotiee, 92-5704.
Time, 92-5704.

—

Limitation, 2-4902.

Time, 92-5704.
Who shall make, 92-5703.
Libraries, public, exemptions, 2-5002.
Liens, 92-102, 92-5701.
Attach, when, 92-5708.
Establishment, 68-1701.
liens,
liens.

due, 92-102.

Mortgages, 92-102, 92-5701.
Municipal: See Municipal Taxation.
Municipal corporations, constitutional
provisions, 2-5401, 2-6901.

Municipal obligations, 92-102.

Names

of taxpayers, entry in digest,

92-6306, 92-6307.

Nonresidents
Bonds, 92-102.
Liability of agents, 92-6404.

Notes, 92-102.
Property, 92-105.
Notes, 92-102, 92-5701.

Notice to taxpayer, 92-5704.

Funds

which payable, 92-5706.
Overpayments, 92-6502 to 92-6504.
in

Place, 92-6402, 92-6403.

Priorities, 92-5707, 92-5708.

Acceptors'
Attorneys'

Money

12-701.
9-613.

Prerequisite

Carriers' liens, 18-403.

34-114,

Decedents' estates, claims

34-405.

against, 113-1508.

Depositaries' liens, 12-702.

34-203,

Purchase at sale as, 34-8105.
Peport by Comptroller General,
Time, 2-5007, 92-5908, 92-6401.
Paintings, exemptions, 2-5002, 92-201.

liens,

61-202 to

Payment

of taxes

Agents of nonresidents,

Lnundrymen's

liens,

67-1903.

Livery stable keepers' liens
12-707.

Materialmen's

liens,

67-2002,

67-2003.
liens,

67-2002,

liability,

92-6404.

County
Pensions,

Mechanics'

34-204,

67-1801,

61-204.

entitled, 92-6218 to 92-6224.

constitutional

provision,

2-4901.

Personal property, 92-101 to 92-103.
Philosophical apparatus, exemptions,
2-5002, 92-201.

67-2003.

Pawnees'

34-201,

liens,

67-1802.

Landlords'

of

40-1510.

liens, 12-701.

Laborers'

registration

Prerequisite to voting, 2-603,

Bailees' liens, 12-701.

Fetors'

to

voter, 34-113.

Pictures, exemptions, 2-5002, 92-201.

liens, 12-701.

Sawmills,

furnished

liens
to,

for

articles

67-2206.

Political subdivisions of State, consti-

tutional provisions, 2-5401, 2-6901.

General Index.
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Poll taxes

Suspending

2-5004, 92-108.

Constitutional

provisions,

1-120,

2-5004, 2-0801.

Educational purposes, use

for,

2-5004, 2-6801, 92-108.
Exemptions, 92-108.

Levy by county, municipal

corpora-

tion, or district, 92-109.

Poor farm, purchase

of,

23-2104.

constitutional provisions,
1-125, 2-4901, 2-4902.
Priorities, 92-5705, 92-5708.
Promissory notes, 92-102, 92-5701.
Property taxable, 92-101, 92-6202.
of,

Proportionate

by

payments

owners,

lienholders, etc., 92-5712.

Public debt, payment, 2-4901, 92-111.
Public libraries

—

Exemption, 2-5002, 92-201.
Maintenance, 32-2701.

Tax commissioners

in counties, sdi
tutional provision, 2 8401,
Taxability of property, determination,
92-0807.

Timber interests, 92-104.
Time of payment of taxes, B2

"008.

Toll bridges, exemptio
204.
Transients, property of, 92 106, 92-107.
Trustees' investment in State securities, 108-417.

Uniformity,

Constitutional

provision,

2-5001.

Unknown

owners, 92-11 0.

Unlawfully exempted property, 92-0203.
Unpaid taxes, collection by Comptroller
General, 40-1501, 40-1607.

Valuation of property, 92-5701, 92-5702.
Vessels, 92-102.

Voluntary payment of taxes, 20-1007.

Public property, exemptions, 2-5002,
92-201.

Public roads, 95-802 to 95-804, 95-807
to 95-810.

Public schools, for: See Public Schools.
Railroads

Exemption, 94-303.

Payment

of taxes, 92-2603, 92-2704.
Besisting tax, 92-2604, 92-2706.
Returns, 92-2602, 92-2607, 92-2701,
92-2802.

M

1002, 94-1012.
collection of taxes, 40-205.

Street railroads,

Amount,

War, defense of

State, constitutional
provision, 2-4901, 2-4902.

TAXICABS.
See Motor Vehicles; Motor Vehicle

Common

Carriers; Motor Vehicle
Contract and Private Carriers,
Taxation, 92-2911.

TEACHERS.
Public schools:

See Public Schools.

'

Boiling stock, 92-2601, 92-2701,

TELEGRAPH COMPANIES.
Actions by and against, 104-201,

92-2801, 92-2803.

104-208.

Bate

Ad valorem, reduction, 92-112.
Nonresidents, 92-105.
Transients, 92-106.
Real property, 92-101.
Interest less than fee, 92-104.
overpayments, 92-6502 to
92-6504.
Beligious worship, exemption of places

Befunding

of, 2-5002, 92-201.

Eeturns: See Tax Eeturns.
Eight of, constitutional provision,
1-125, 2-2401, 2-4901, 2-4902.

Sales to avoid payment,
92-5711.

92-5710,

Sanitary districts, 88-306, 88-307.
See Public Schools.
Exemption, 2-5002, 92-201.

Schools:

Securities, 92-102.
Ships, 92-102.

Shows and

exhibitions,

constitutional

Sinking fund, 2-6201, 92-111.
Slaves, importation of, constitutional
provision, 1-126.

tax:

See

Agents, 104-201, 104-208.
Bylaws, 104-201.
Capital stock, 104-101.
Certificate of organization, 104-104.
Charters, grant, 2-1818.
Condemnation of property, 104-202,
104-205.

Procedure applicable, 36-202.
Contracts, 104-201.
Declaration of incorporators,

Specific,

Business,

and Occupation Taxes.
State obligations, 92-102.
Statuary, exemptions, 2-5002, 92-201.
Stocks, 92-102.

104-101,

104-102.

Delivery of messages, 104-206, 104-207.
Diligence in transmission and delivery
of messages, 104-206.
Directors, 104-103.

Exemption of employees from

militia
duty, 86-209.
Fee, incorporation, 104-102.
Good faith in transmission and delivery
of messages, 104-206.

Highways, construction of

provision, 2-6801.

Specific

TO SECTIONS.]

TAXATION— Con tM.

TAXATION— Cont 'd.

Power

3425

lines

in,

104-205.

Impartiality in transmission and delivery of messages, 104-206.
Incorporation, 104-101 to 104-104.
Injuring or destroying wires or fixtures, 26-8114.

Judges, favors to, forbidden, 24-103.
License to open books of subscription
to capital stock, 104-102.
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TELEPHONE COMPANIES— Cont'd.

TELEGRAPH COMPANIES— Cont'd.
Lines, construction, 104-203 to 104-205.
Meeting of stockholders, 104-103,
104-104.

Messages,

Taxes
Returns
Assessments to correct,

and delivery,

transmission

92-6001

104-206, 104-207.

Comptroller General, 92-5902

Meeting of subscribers to stock,

to

Subscriptions to capital stock,

Tim'e, 92-5901.

Time of payment, 92-5908.
Telegraph companies, laws applicable,

Officers, 104-201.

Organization, 104-102 to 104-104.
Powers, 104-201 to 104-205.

104-205.

Process, actions against, 104-208.
Property, buying and holding, 104-201.

Public Service Commission, control by,
etc., 93-304, 93-305, 93-307. See PubService Commission.

TEMPERANCE DAY.

TEMPORARY ALIMONY.

Record, organization, 104-104.
Report, stockholders' meeting, 104-104.
Seal, 104-201.

Stockholders, meeting, 104-103, 104-104.

Subscription to capital stock, 104-102.

See Alimony.

TEN

PINS.

Betting at games of, 26-6404.
Minors, permitting rolling by, 26-6701.

TEN-PIN ALLEYS.

Taxes
Returns

to Comptroller General,

92-5902 to 92-5904.

Assessments to correct,
92-6001

to

92-6007,

etc.,

92-6101

Time, 92-5901.
Time of payment, 92-5908.
Telephone companies, laws applicable

TENANCY AT SUFFERANCE.
Dispossessory warrant, 61-301, 61-303,

See Dispossessory Warrant.

TENANCY AT WILL.
See Landlord and Tenant.

TENANCY IN COMMON.

104-205.

of actions against, 104-208.

Accounting between tenants, 85-1003,
85-1004.

TELEPHONE COMPANIES.
Coinbox telephones, fraudulent operation of, 26-3923, 26-3924.

Condemnation of property, 104-205.
Cooperative, income tax exemption,
92-3105.
of employees

from militia

duty, 86-209.

occupying with

Judges, favors to, forbidden, 24-103.
Lines, construction of, 104-205.

Occupation tax:
See Specific,
ness, and Occupation Taxes.
tax,

Definition, 85-1001.

Ejectment, action

of,

33-103.

Inequality of shares, effect
Joint tenancy, 85-1002.

of, 85-1001.

92-6502

Notice of adverse possession, 85-1005.
Partition, 85-1006.
See Partition.
Possession, 85-1001, 85-1003.

Priority of claim against cotenant over

Busiliens,

85-1004.

Profits, accounting, 85-1003, 85-1004.

to

92-6504.

of property, liability, 92-110.

Presidents, taxation, 92-2409.

Public Service Commission, control by,
etc., 93-304, 93-305, 93-307.
See Public Service Commission.
Railroad rights of way, construction of
lines on, 104-205.

Action by tenant in common, 3-111.
Adverse possession, 85-1005.
Confusion of goods by agent, 4-210.

Liens, 85-1004.
lines,

104-205.

Overpayment of

Taxation of operators, 92-2003.

61-305.

to 92-6104.

Owner

Taxation, 92-1903.

of,

104-203 to 104-205.

Highways,

TELEPHONE DIRECTORIES.

Observance in public schools, 32-1504.

Railroad right of way, occupation

Exemption

business,

92-6210.

104-102.

to,

92-5904.

Owners of small

104-103.

Venue

etc.,

92-6101

to 92-6104.

Notice

lic

92-6007,

to

Redemption from tax

sale, 92-8301.

Rents, accounting for, 85-1003.

Rights and liabilities of cotenants,
85-1003.

Shares of tenants, 85-1001.
Waste, 85-1003.

TENANTS.
See Landlord and Tenant.
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TERMS OF COURT

TENDER.
of—

Contract, performance
Effect, 20-1108.
Money, 20-1105.

Conttt.

Judgment!
Default

at

Motion

Performance, 20-1105.
Place, 20-1100, 20-1107.
Specific articles, 20-1106.
Time, 20-1106, 20-1107.

trial

110 401,

lira,

&

110- 103.
in

arrest.

•

term,

110-7

Bank

ai affeeted

fcion,

Damages,

torts, 105-1903.
Justice of the peace, by, 24-703.
Payment of debt, constitutional provi-

J

Jury
Adjournment

rai

to

draw and inmiBOl,

116.

Standing

sion, 1-134.

by term of

10-505.

over

to

•*

Q<

term

on

failure of court, 59-119.
Justices' courts

Sureties, by, 103-204.
Torts, damages, 105-1903.

Trial, 24-1403.

Trover, 107-104.

Unconditional contracts in writing,
defense at first term, 24-14

TENSE.
inclusion
102-102.

Future,

in

present

or

past,

New

64-108.

trial

Motion, making and hearing,

TENT MAKERS.

70-301 to 70-303.
Retrial after grant of, 70-401,

Taxation, 92-1902.

TENTH DISTRICT

A.

& M. SCHOOL.

70-402.

Branch of University of Georgia: See
University of Georgia.

TENURE.
See Title.

Ordinaries, 24-2101, 24-2102, 24-2104.
Petitions, return term, 81-111.
Pleas, term of filing, 81-301.
Prohibition, returns, 64-302.

Return term of petitions, 51-111.

Allodial, 85-202.

Superior court
Adjourned, 24-3009.

TERMS OF COURT.
Adjournment before next term,
Administration, grant
term, 113-1212.

%

Special, 24-3009.

See Vacation of Courts.
of

24-3010.

letters

in

Supreme Court, 6-1001, 24-3801.
Trial term of civil causes, 81-1003.
Vacation:

Answers, term of filing, 81-301.
Appearance term
Demurrers and objections to pleadings, hearing and determination,
81-1001, 81-1002.
Docket, call of, 81-1001, 110-401.

Equity causes, demurrers determined before, 81-1002.
First term as constituting, 81-305,
81-1001,

Mandamus,

81-1002.

TERMS OF

See Vacation of Courts.

OFFICE.

Particular officers, boards, commissions,
etc.:
See specific heads.

TERMINALS.
Railroad, 94-301, 94-312, 94-315.

TERMINAL STATION COMPANIES.
Public

Commission, control
See Public
Service Commission.
Service

by, etc., 96-304, 96-307.

Late service, next term, 81-218.

New

TERRAPINS.

parties, 3-405.

—

Process
Eequiring appearance

Capturing,
at,

etc.,

45-701 to 45-704.

TERRITORIES.

81-201.

Served too late, 81-218.
actions, judgment at, 61-114.
Attachments, returnable, 8-117, 8-503,

Rent

Power

of Congress over, 1-406.

TESTAMENTS.
See Wills.

8-601.

Auditor, reference

to, in

Altering, counterfeiting, or forging,
26-3901, 26-3902.

term time,

10-101, 10-102.

in equity cases to trial
term, 37-1102.
Continuance:
See Continuance.

Consent

at

first

Court of Appeals, 2-3009, 6-1001.
judgments
Default
trial
at
term,
110-401, 110-403. See Judgments.
Demurrers, term of filing, 81-301. See

Appearance term, ante.
Equity cases, trial term, 37-1102.
Executions, returnable when, 39-125.

TESTAMENTARY CAPACITY.
See Wills.

TESTAMENTARY GUARDIANS.
Appointment, 49-103, 49-104.
Bond, 49-103.

TESTIMONY.
Interrogatories and
See Evidence:
Depositions; Perpetuating Testimony; Witnesses.
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TEXTBOOKS.

TIDE FLAGS.

See School Books.

TEXTBOOK COMMISSION.
See School Books.

Adoption of uniform

series of textbooks. 32-703. 32-708, 32-716.
Advertising for bids to furnish books,

32-715,

32-709,

32-716.

to examine manuscripts, appointment, 32-716.
Compensation, 32-701.
Contracts
Advertising for bids to furnish
books, 32-709, 32-715, 32-716.

Committee

Interest in. 32-702.
Printing, etc., of books, 32-709 to

Regulations as

TIDEWATERS.
See Waters and Watercourses.

TIDEWATER GEORGIA.
Fishing, 45-116, 45-212, 45-215.

TIMBER.
Boomage

105-2013.

Drifted—

32-711.

Protection,

Information as

to, duty of Commissioner of Agriculture to gather, etc.,

5-110.

Injunction against cutting, 55-204.
Inspection, 5-1601.

Appointment,

THANKSGIVING DAY.
Observance in public schools, 32-1503.
Public holiday, 14-1808.

of

inspectors,

Disinterestedness of inspectors,
5-1609, 5-9946.

Fees, 5-1601, 5-1607, 5-9944.
Negligence of inspector, 5-9947,
5-9949.

Measurement, 5-1601, 5-9947 to 5-9949.
Obstructing passage on watercourse,
26-8113.

Public roads, use of, 95-501.
Taxation, 92-104.

TIME.

THEATRES.
Taxation, 92-610.

THEATRICALS.
Licenses, county revenue, 92-3902 to
92-3904, 92-3906 to 92-3912.

THEFT.
See Larceny.

THREATS.
Arrest, dismissal of warrant for, procured by, 27-9901.
Burn property of another, 26-1802,
26-1803.
Criminal responsibility of persons acting under, 26-401, 26-402.
Duress, 96-209.

Letters containing threats, sending or
delivering, 26-1802.

Married woman acting under, 26-401.
Provocation by, as defense to murder,

Advertisements, legal
"Four weeks," meaning, 39-1102.
"Once a week for four weeks,
meaning, 39-1102.
"Thirty days," meaning, 39-1102.
Arbitrators, meeting of, 7-204.
"As soon as possible" defined, 102-103.
'Calendar month, 102-103.
Calendar year, 102-103.

Computation

Number

of days, 102-102.
102-102.

Sunday excluded,

Effective date
Georgia Code, 102-101.
Statutes generally, 102-105.
Future operation of laws, 1-128, 1-134,
2-302, 102-104.
Payment of purchase money, 96-106.
Retrospective operation of laws, 1-128,
.

1-134,

2-302,

102-104.

Scholastic month, 102-103.

26-1007.

THRESHING MACHINES.
Taxation of manufacturers and dealers,
92-1308.

Taxes

Payment

of,

92-5908, 92-6401.

Returns, 92-5901, 92-6201.
Tenses, 102-104.

TIMOTHY SEED.

TICKETS.
Carriers:

etc.,

5-1601.

Requisitions for books, 32-720.
Revolving fund, 32-712, 32-713.
Rules and regulations, 32-707.
Secretary, 32-701.
System for purchasing, etc., 32-707.

See Cotton Manufactories.

of,

26-3501, 26-3502.

32-702.

TEXTILE MILLS.

5-605.

Purchasing or disposing

32-716, 32-717, 32-719, 32-720.

Executive officer, 32-701.
Expenses, 32-701.
Governor, ex-ofhcio member, 32-701.
Meetings. 32-715.
Membership, 32-701.
office,

fees, 5-1608.

Crimes, 5-9945 to 5-9949.
Cutting
Damages for, measure, 105-2013.
Injunction to restrain, 55-204.
Trespass, 26-3001, 26-3003.
Damages for cutting, measure,

Creation, 32-701.
Distribution of books, 32-709 to 32-711,

Oath of

to, 26-7305.

See Carriers.

Bushel, weight, 112-101.
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TINNING CONTRACTORS.

;<.

TITLE INSURANCE.

Taxation, 92-903.

Trust companies, power to furniuh,
109 201.

TIPPLING HOUSES.
Keeping open on Sabbath,

26-0105.

TITLES OF NOBILITY.
Grant

TIRES.
Taxation of dealers, 92-1503, 92-1504.

TITLE.

See Prescrip-

Adverse possession, by:
tion.

for:

See Quia

to remove, 81-205.

Declaration for or against, admissibility in evidence, 38-308.
Definition, 85-102.

Disparagement of, admissibility in
dence of declarations, 38-308.
Ejectment: See Ejectment.
Estoppel as to

Executed

evi-

merger of

title

and

Implied trust
Fraud, title obtained by, 108-106,
108-107.
ficial interest,

title

See Bridges; Private Bridges, Ferries, and Causeways.

TOLL COTTON.

equitable interest, 108-112.
Forcible entry and detainer, title not
involved in, 105-1604.
Goods sold: See Sales.

Separation of legal

TOLL BRIDGES AND FEPRTES.
Taxation, exemption, 92-204, 92-1912.

title to real estate, 38-114.

trust,

TOILETS.
Hotels, sanitary regulations, 52-204,
52-9902.

See Deeds.

of:

Auctioneers, taxation, 92-1901.
Leaf tobacco, warehouses: See Warehouses.

Service by publication of petition

Conveyance

TOBACCO.
See Cigars and Cigarettes.

See Bond for Title.

Cloud on
Quia timet to remove:
Timet.

Liens, subjection to, 110-510.

TOLL GATES.
Exemption

of
duty, 86-209.

from

militia

Taxes
Returns to Comptroller General,
92-5902 to 92-5904.

Assessments to correct,

108-106, 108-107.

title, definition, 85-103.

keepers

TOLL ROAD COMPANIES.

from bene-

Judicial sale: See Judicial Sales.
Landlord's, estoppel of tenant to dispute, 61-107.
Libel of, 105-1411.
Origin in grant, 85-301.

Perfect

TIVOLI TABLES.
Taxation of operators, 92-2001.

•

Bonds

of, 1-133, 1-134.

92-6001

to
to 92-6104.

92-6007,

etc.,

92-6101

Time, 92-5901.
of payment, 92-5908.

Time

TOM THUMB GOLF COURSES.
Taxation, 92-606.

See Prescription.
Real property: See Real Property.
Surface, rights above and below,
Prescription, by:

105-1409.

Trespass,

sufficiency

maintain

to

Land

Registration.

Sheriff making, under sales, 24-2813.
Slander of, 105-1411.

Trespass, sufficiency to maintain action, 105-1404.
Trover, effect of alternative verdict,
107-106.

TrustExecuted,

merger

of

and

title

equitable interest, 108-112.

Implied
Fraud,

title

obtained by,

108-106, 108-107.

Separation of legal
beneficial
108-107.

title

interest,

from

108-106,

Will, by: See Wills.
Year's support, property set aside

113-1006.

Charity, subject of, 108-203.

TOMBSTONE DEALERS.
Taxation, 92-1906.

action, 105-1404.

Registration: See
Sales: See Sales.

TOMBSTONES.

TOOLS.
Homestead, statutory, 51-1301.
Making, mending, or possessing for use
in crime, 26-2701.

Road work,

95-406, 96-414, 95-805.

TORTS.
See specific heads.

Action
Abatement, death of party, 3-505.
Death of property pending. 107-107.
Express terms giving, 105-103.
Right of, 105-101 to 105-104.
Adulterated drugs or liquors, sale of,
105-1102, 105-1104.

Agents, 4-217, 4-409.
Animals, vicious or dangerous, keeping,
105-110.

as,

Arbitrament and award, defense,
105-1S04.

General Index.
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—Cont'd.

TORTS— Cont 'd.

TOKTS

See Malicious Ar-

Arrest, malicious:

False imprisonment: See False Imprisonment.
Felony, compounding, 105-1902.
Food, unwholesome, sale of, 105-1101,

rest.

Assent

to, 94-703,

105-1303,

Assignment of right of action,

105-1104.

85-1805.

Former recovery, defense, 105-1805.

Authority of law, under, 105-1S01.
Breach of
Legal duty as giving action,

Fraud: See Fraud.
Guardian, recovery, 105-107.
Homicide, actions for: See Death.

105-103.*

Husband

Private duties arising by statute
or contract as giving action,

Liability, 105-108.

Eecovery, 105-107.
Imprisonment, false: See False Imprisonment.
Independent contractor, employer's

105-104.

Child—
By, liability of parent, 105-108.
To, recovery by parent, 105-107.

Common

liability, 105-501, 105-502.

injury. 105-102.
Compounding felony, 105-1902.

Infancy, defense, 105-1806.
Infant's consent to, 105-1803.
Injunction to prevent, 55-101.

Compromise, 105-1901. 105-1902.
Consent to, 94-703, 105-1803.
Contract
Breach of, as constituting,

—

Injury-

Common

105-101.

Duties flowing from, violation as

between

tort

as ground of ac-

105-101 to 105-104.

and con-

Innocent persons suffering by act of

tract, 105-105.

Priority to support action growing out of, 105-106.
Costs after tender, 105-1903.
Crime, settlement where amounting to,
105-1901, 105-1902.
Damages: See Damages.
Dangerous animals, 105-110.

DeathActions for: See Death.
Property, pending action, 107-107.
Deceit: See Fraud.
Defenses
Arbitrament and award, 105-1804.

Compounding

felony, 105-1902.

Consent, 94-703, 105-1803.
Death of property pending action,
107-107.

Extenuation,

105-1802.

Former recovery, 105-1805.
Infancy, 105-1806.
Justification, 105-1801, 105-1802.

Pendency

of another suit,
105-1805.
Satisfaction, 105-1901, 105-1902.

Tender of damages, 105-1903.
Definition, 105-101.

Dogs, injury to live stock, 105-111.
Drugs, adulterated, sale of, 105-1102,
105-1104.

Druggist, selling wrong article or medicine, 105-1103, 105-1104.

Election between contract and tort,
105-105.

Employer '8

all

Necessary to right of action,

constituting, 105-104.

Election

to

tion, 105-102.

liability

for

employee's

tort, 105-501.

Executor de son

tort,

113-1103.

Extenuation, 105-1802.

113-1102,

third person, 37-113.
Invitee on land, liability of owner or
occupier, 105-401.
Justification, 105-1801, 105-1802.
i

Legal duty, breach of, 105-103.
Lessen damage, plaintiff's duty

to,

105-2014.

Libel: See Libel and Slander.
Licensee on land, liability of owner or
occupier, 105-402.

Limitations of actions, 3-1001 to
3-1003.

Liquors, adulterated, sale of, 105-1102,
105-1104.

Live stock, injury

to,

by

dogs, 105-111.

Malicious
Arrest: See Malicious Arrest.
Prosecution: See Malicious Prosecution.

Master
Liability, 105-108.

Eecovery, 105-107.
Minor's consent to, 105-1803.
Municipal officers, liability, 69-307.
Negligence: See Negligence.
Nuisance: See Nuisances.
Parent
Liability,

105-108.

Eecovery, 105-107.
Particular torts: See specific heads.
Pendency of another action, defense,
105-1805.

Personal property, injuries to:
See
Personal Property; Trover.
Physical injuries:
See Personal Injuries.

Plea of justification, 105-1801,
105-1802.
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Legal right, violation

of,

as con-

necessary

to

support

action,

when, 105-106.
Procurer of wrong, joint wrongdoer,
105-1206.

Property, interference with enjoyment,
105-1401.
See Personal Property;
Eeal Property; Trespass; Trover.
Provisions, unwholesome, sale of,
105-1101, 105-1104.
Public duty, violation of, as constituting, 105-101, 105-102.
officers, liability

on bonds,

89-418.

See Real
Real property, injuries to:
Property; Trespass.
Reputation, injuries to: See Libel and
Slander; Malicious Prosecution.
Res judicata, 105-1805.
Right of action, 105-101 to 105-104.
Rule of the road, 105-112.
Satisfaction, 105-1901, 105-1902.

Servant
By, liability of master, 105-108.
To, recovery by master, 105-107.
Settlement, 105-1901, 105-1902.
Slander: See Libel and Slander.
Special damage to individual necessary
to right of action, 105-101, 105-102.
Statutory duty
Breach, 105-104.
Violation by independent contractor, 105-502.

Suppression of criminal prosecution,
105-1901, 105-1902.

Tender of damages, 105-1903.
Timber, damages for cutting, 105-2013.
Vicious animals, 105-110.
of,

by

electing contract,

105-105.

Ward,

to,

recovery by guardian,

105-107.

TRADE FIXTURES.
right, 51

no.

TRADE-MARKS AND TRADE NAMES.
Adoption, proof of, 10(5-1 02.
Affidavit on change of ownership,
LG6-302 to 106 304.

Agricultural marketing association**
65-213.

Association!

Adoption by, proof, 100

102.

Counterfeiting or imitating,
106-101, 100-10.°,, 100-104,
106-9901, 106-9902.
Recording, 100-102.

organizations,
adoption,
imitation, or use of names, 106-201,
106-202, 106-9905.
Certificate of record, 106-102.

Charitable

organizations,
adoption,
imitation, or use of names, 106-201,
106-202, 106-9905.

Concentrated commercial feeding

By, liability of husband, 105-108.
To, 53-511.

Corporations doing business under corporate name, 106-304.
Counterfeiting, 106-101, 106-103,
106-104, 106-9901, 106-9902, 106-9907.
Fertilizers, 5-1103.

Fictitious or trade name, unlawful use
in business, 106-301, 106-304,
106-9906.

Fraternal organizations, adoption, imitation, or use of names, 106-201,
106-202, 106-9905.

Fraud, 37-712.

Humane

organizations, adoption, imitanames, 106-201,
106-202, 106-9905.
Imitating, 106-101, 106-103. 106-104,
tion, or use of

106-201, 106-9901, 106-9902, 106-9905.
Infringement as fraud. 37-712.

Injunction

to

restrain

infringement,

106-103, 106-202.

Labor unions
Adoption by, proof, 106-102.
Counterfeiting or imitating,

Recovery by husband, 105-107.

TOTAL DIVORCE.
See Divorce.

TOWNS.
See Municipal Corporations.
Definition, 92-301.
in,

stuffs,

42-203.

etc.,

Wife—

Homestead

in,

Benevolent

Ratification, 105-109.

Waiver

Blander, words tending to injure
1 00 702.

Removal, tenant '•

105-101.

stituting,

Public

no

TRADE.

'(1.

Duties,' breach of, as constituting,
ion- KM.

Privity

si/

51-501, 51-502, 51-1301,

106-101, 106-103, 106-104,

106-9901, 106-9902.
Recording, 106-102.

Negotiable instruments, use of trade
name in connection with, 14-218.
Ownership, affidavit on change of,
106-302, 106-304.

51-1404.

Record

TOY PISTOLS.

Social

Dealers, taxation, 92-2009.

TRACING FUNDS.
Judicial sale, purchaser at, 39-1311.
Trust funds, beneficiaries ' right,
108-424, 108-425.

of,

106-102. 106-301.

organizations,

tion, or use of

adoption, imita-

names, 106-201,

106-202, 106-9905.

Unauthorized use of. 106-9904.
Using genuine trade -mark or trade
name in unlawful manner, 106-9903.
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TRADING STAMPS.
Issuance,

etc.,

TRAPPING.
Fish:

26-65061

TRAINS.

TRAVELING EXPENSES.

See Carriers; Railroads.

Particular

TRAINING SCHOOL FOR BOYS.
See Georgia State Training School
for Boys.

Georgia

Training

School

for

Girls.

TRAVELING SALESMEN.
TRAVELING VENDERS.
TRAVERSE.

Application for route, S3-301.
Condemnation proceedings, 36-202,
83-302.

Affidavit, 8-403, 8-605, 8-606.

TRAVERSE JURORS.

out, 83-302.

See Jury.

Mines, 83-207, S3-208.
Nonuser, 83-303.
Width, 83-302.

TREASON.
Arrest

TRANSACTIONS WITH DECEASED
PERSONS.

of Congress, 1-120.
Militiamen, 27-204.
Attainder, 1-306.

TRANSFER.
of interest

in

trusts

improvement of land, 108-602.
Death of transferor as affecting

—

Electors, 2-801, 27-202.
Legislators, 2-1803, 27-203.

Members

Competency of witnesses, 38-1603.

Certificates

Attachment
Garnishment answer, 8-505.
Return of service, 81-214.

Crossing railroads, 94-501. 04-502.
Headlights on engines, 94-404.

mony

boards, commissions,

Taxation, 92-1601 to 92-1606, 92-2011.

TRAMROADS.

Laying

officers,

See specific heads.

etc.:

Municipal tax, exemption, 92-4105.

TRAINING SCHOOL FOR GIRLS.
See

See Fish and Fishing.
See Game.

Game:

for

Definition,. 1-305, 2-202, 26-701, 26-801.

Disfranchisement of persons convicted
testi-

against transferee, 38-1603.

of, 2-701.

Extradition for, 1-403.

Decree in equity, 37-1209.

First degree, 26-801.

Executions, 39-401 to 39-403.

Governor's power to pardon,

Judgments

Jurisdiction of acts done within State,

Attorney, 110-902.
Consideration, 110-901.
Estoppel to deny, 110-902.

Number

Good

Pardon by Governor, 27-2701.

faith,

26-803.

110-901.

Property covered by, discharge of
lien, when, 110-511.
Ratification, 110-902.

Right

etc.,

27-2701.

Proof of, 2-202, 26-802.
Punishment, 1-306, 26-801, 26-803,
26-804.

Recommendation by jury,
Removal of officers for, 1-212.

to, 110-901.

Srire facias to renew, 110-1009.
Transferee of deceased person, competency of opposite party to testify

27-2501.

Second degree, 26-804.
Sentence for, suspension, 2-2612,
27-2701.

Venue, 26-803.

against, 38-1603.

Witnesses, number necessary, 38-121.

Trust company shares, 109-105.

TREASURERS.

TRANSIENT PERSONS.

County:

Domicile, 79-402.

State:

Taxation, 92-106, 92-107.
Execution, 92-7402.

Horse -traders, gypsies,
of

See County Treasurers.
See State Treasurer.

TREATIES.
etc.,

92-2011.

Practitioners

of witnesses necessary, 38-121.

medicine,

den-

sion, 1-134, 1-209.

tistry, etc., 92-2005.

Supreme law,

TR AN SPORT ATION.
See Carriers; Motor Vehicle

Jurisdiction of Supreme Court of State
as to cases involving, 2-3005.
Power to make, constitutional provi-

Common

Motor Vehicle Contract
and Private Carriers.

Carriers;

Aleohol, 58-505.
Intoxicating liquors, 58-201 to 58-208,
58-401 to 58-411.

TREES.

1-602, 2-8501.

.

Boundaries, control, 85-1601.
Cutting down maliciously, 26-8104.
Deceitful sales of nut or fruit trees,
84-9932.

Infested with disease or insects, sale,
etc., 5-701 to 5-722, 5-9925 to 5-9927.
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Inspection of dealers

'

stocks, 5-711,

5-73 2, 5-9922.

Public roads, clearing, 95-103, 95-105,
95-106, 95-603.
illegally, 5-9922, 5-9923.

TREE SURGEONS.
See Nurserymen.

Licenses:

SEC!
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Mining

without permission of landowner, 20 3201, 20-3202.
Passing over land, 20 ''-002.
Personal property, 105-1703, 105-1704.
Possession
Action without, 105-1404.
Disputed, party without legal title
as trespasser, 105-1409.

Posted lands, hunting and

TRESPASS.
Action, right of, 105-1404.
Agent, by, 4-312.
Attempting to take and carry away
property from land of another,

fishing,

45-1058 to 45-1962.
Public buildings or grounds, injuring,
91-9901.
Courts which may try offenders,
91-9902.

26-3001.

Bailments, rights of action, 105-1704.
Bare title as giving right of action,
105 : 1404.

Burden of proof,

26-3001.

26-3001.

Chestnut tree, cutting, 26-3001.
Common, interference with right

of,

Pulling

down fence

or inclosure,

Registered lands, hunting and fishing,
45-1958 to 45-1902.

Remainderman, action by, when,
105-1404.

Removing fence

or inclosure, 20-3001.

Reversioner, action by, when, 1 05-1404.
Right of way, interference with,
105-1410.

105-1410.

Continuing, damages, 105-1406.
Cutting timber, etc., 26-3001, 26-3003.
Injunction, 55-204.

Search warrant, taking without probable cause, 27-301.
Settling on land, 26-3001.

Severing produce from realty, 26-8107.

Definition, 26-3001.

Dispossessory warrant, executing, without notice, 61-307.
Ejection of trespassers, overseers ' authority, 4-501.

Entering upon land, 26-3002.
Fence, pulling down or removing,
26-3001.

Fishing in waters of another, 45-513,
45-1958 to 45-1962.
Forcible entry and detainer: See Forcible Entry and Detainer.
Grand jury presentment, 26-3001.
Homestead, levy and sale, 51-901,
51-1501.
45-320,

45-1958 to 45-1962.
Inclosure, pulling down or removing,
26-3001.

—

Injunction
Cutting timber, 55-204.
Lies to restrain, when, 55-104.
Intruders on land
Proceedings to remove: See Intruders on Land.
When not included, 26-3001.
Joint trespassers
Contribution, 105-2012.

Eecovery against, 105-2012.
Licensee distinguished from trespasser,
105-402.

Limitation of actions, 3-1001.

Meaning, 102-103.
Milledgeville State Hospital, on premises of, 35-219, 35-220.

may make

arrests, 91-103.

26-3001.

Campers, when not included, 26-3001.
Campgrounds, etc., 86-1405, 86-9910.
Carrying away or attempting to carry
away property from land of another,

Hunting on land of another,

Janitors and watchmen

Shade

trees,

cutting, 26-3001.

Squatting on land, 26-3001.
Surface, interference with rights above
or below, 105-1409.
Taking or attempting to take property
from land of another, 26-3001.
Tanbark, cutting or removing from uninclosed land, 26-3003.

Timber, cutting, 26-3001, 26-3003.
Injunction, 55-204.
Measure of damages, 105-2013.
Waters of another, fishing in, 45-513,
45-1958 to 45-1962.

Watercourse
Interference with, 105-1407.
Underground streams. 105-1408.
Wayfarers, when not included, 26-3001.

Wood,

cutting, 26-3001.

TRIAL.
Answers,

objections

to,

Sl-1001,

81-1002.

Argument

of counsel:

See Attorneys

Law.
Attachment:
at

See Attachment.
Attorneys, duties, etc.: See Attorneys
at Law.
Attorney General, attendance by,

2-3802, 40-1602.

Charge of court:

See Charge of Court.
Civil cases, constitutional provisions.
1-S07.

Claims, administrator's sales, 113-1S01,
113-1803,
Collateral issues, trial

by

jury, 81-1010.
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TRIAL— Cont 'd.

TRIAL— Cont 'd.
Consent
first

equity

of

trial

to

eases

at

term, 37-1102.

Continuance:
See Continuance.
Criminal eases
Announcement of ready or

Term
not

ready. &7-1902,

counsel,

Order

of, 27-2201.

Time

limit,

27-2202.

27-2203, 27-2204,

Arraignment and

plea, 27-1404 to

27-1407.

Bar-dock, prisoner placed

1-112,

2-1603, 2-1604.

Property or value, right to

elect,

recoupment by buyer in
as

election

sale,

affecting, 107-102.
effect on, 107-106.

Title,

—

Bail trover
Affidavit
Contents, 107-201.
107-202.
Filing, 107-202.

Necessity, 107-201.
Service, 107-203.
Traverse, 107-204.
Bond, nonresident plaintiff,
107-208.

See Jury.

Condemnation money, bond

for,

107-202, 107-203.

Copy of

affidavit, affixing to peti-

tion, 107-202.

2-4503.

Costs,

Lunacy, 35-236, 35-237.

where

less

than

$100

in-

volved, 107-207.

64-107 to 64-109.

by counsel,

Mistrial, improper conduct

Discharge from imprisonment,
107-205, 107-206.

81-1009.

See

New

Fast

Trial.

evidence, exclusion of public,

81-1006.

Partition proceedings, 85-1509, 85-1515.
Petitions, objections to, 81-1001,

bill

of exceptions, 6-903,

107-206.

Filing affidavit, 107-202.
bond,
107-201,

Forthcoming
107-202.

Habeas corpus by

81-1002.

Pleas, objections to, 81-1001, 81-1002.

objections

81-1001,

to,

81-1002.

Possessory warrant cases, 82-201,
for,

time

granted

Prohibition, 64-302.

for

dis-

new

Jail

Committing defendant

party, 3-405.

Processioning proceedings,
superior court, 85-1609.

jailer

charge of defendant, 107-208.
Hearing on petition for release of
defendant, 107-205.
Imprisonment of defendant,
107-203.

82-202, 82-301.

Preparation

Alternative verdict

Copy, affixing to petition,

Collateral issues, 81-1010.
Constitutional provisions, 1-304,
1-806, 1-807, 2-105, 2-4501 to

Pleadings,

TROVER.

30-125.

vulgar or obscene, 81-1006.

Obscene

States, keeping by, 1-135.
Streets, right of way, 86-1402.

conditional

Equity cases, 37-1101 to 37-1105.
Escapes from penitentiary, for, 26-4511.
Evidence: See Evidence.
Public, exclusion, where evidence

trial:

See Public Defense.
Quartering, 1-803.

Set-off or

Term of court for, 27-1901, 27-2002.
Verdict, 27-2301 to 27-2303. *
Waiver, in court of inquiry, 27-419.
Demurrers, 81-1001, 81-1002.
Divorce, proceedings to remove dis-

New

37-705.

107-105.

Jury: See Jury.
Order of, 27-1301.
Sentence: See Sentence.

Mandamus,

TRICKS.

TROOPS.

27-1402.

Jury, by:

Vacation, equity cases, 37-1205.
Verdict:
See Verdict.
Vulgar evidence, exclusion of public,

Fraud consummated by,

in,

Calling docket, 27-1301.
Change of venue, 27-1101, 27-1201
to 27-1203.
Constitutional provisions, 1-80G.
Continuance, 27-2001 to 27-2004.
Demand for, by accused, 27-1901.
Fetters on prisoner, 27-1401.
Joint defendants, 27-2101.

Impeachments,

to plead-

81-1006.

27-2205.

abilities,

—

Equity cases, 37-1102.
Jury trials, 81-1003.

Extension of time, 27-2205.
of

of

Demurrers and objections
ings, 81-1001, 81-1002.

Argument

Number

Public and speedy, 1-S06, 2-105.
Quo warranto, 64-203 to 64-206.
State a party, preference, 81-1005.

to,

107-203.

appeal

to

Fees, 107-208.
verdict, where perishable
property sold, 107-204.

Money

General In lex.
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TROVER— Cont 'd.
Bail trover

H

TROVER

— Cont'd.

Nonresident

Cont'd.

Set-off by

<\<:i'<;!.<\:u\t

under conditio

sale contract, 107-102.

bond,

plaintiff,

107-208.

Notico of hearing on petition for
release of defendant, 107-205.
Perishable property, sale, 107-204.
Petition for discharge from imprisonment, 107-205.
Recognizance, 107-202, 107-203.
Recovery by defendant, 107-209.
without
defendant
Release
of
security, 107-205.

Replevy of property, 107-203,
107-209.
Sale of perishable property,
107-204.
Service, 107-203.
Summary proceedings, hearing on
petition for release of defendant, 107-205.

Traverse of affidavit, 107-205.
Verdict, 107-204.
Writ of error on petition for dis-

Tender in, 107-104.
Timber cut and converted, measure of
damages, 105 2013.
Tit Jo-

Judgment

damages, effect

for

on,

110-514.

Tender with disclaimer

of, 107-104.

ValueElection to take, 107-105.
See
Alternative verdict, ante.
Highest, between conversion and
trial, recovery, 107-i0.'i.
Verdict, alternative, see Alternative
verdict, ante.

TRUCKS.
See Motor Vehicles; Motor Vehicle
Common Carriers; Motor Vehicle
Contract and Private Carriers.

TRUSTS.
Actions at law to enforce claims,
108-501 to 108-506.

charge from imprisonment,

Advancement,

107-206.

Conversion —

gift

in

trust

as,

113-1015.

Hire since date of, tender, 107-104.
Proof of, when defendant in possession, 107-101.

Trustee, by, accounting
value, 108-430.

Value between time

of,

for

and

full

Annulment of

107-107.

Destruction of property pending action,

trust, 108-114.

Bailment: See Bailments.
Charitable trusts:
See Charities.
Claims
Action at law to enforce, 108-501
to 108-506.

trial,

recovery, 107-103.
Costs
Destruction of property pending
action as affecting, 107-107.
Less than $100 involved, 107-207.
Tender, affecting, 107-104.
Damages, measure, 107-103.
Death of property pending action,

Against beneficiaries, enforcement,
108-114.

Compromise, 108-422.
Execution, 108-506.

Judgment, 108-504, 108-505.
Justice court, enforcement in,
108-504.

Parties, 108-503.

Petition to enforce, 108-502.
Superior court, enforcement

in,

108-502.

107-107.

Evidence of conversion, 107-101.
First term, tender at, 107-104.

Hire

Tender

3435

of, 107-104.

Companies,

trust:

107-107.

Judgment

Competency to
Compromise of

claims, 108-422.

pay

will, sale
debts, 113-1721 to 113-1723.

Encroachment
Sale, 108-40S.

Possession

Defendant

in, proof of conversion
unnecessary, 107-101.

of

action,

105-1701.

Mere possession

to

Contingent trust, definition, 10S-109.
Contracts for labor, 108-406.
Corpus

Effect, 110-514.

Sale of property under, 110-514.

Com-

create, 108-114.

Lien, 107-106.

right

Trust

Contingent estate under

Verdict for, election, 107-105.
Injury to property pending action,

Deprivation,

See

panies.

on, 10S-426.

Creation

Express trusts, 108-105.
Implied trusts, 108-106.
Trust estates. 10S-101..

Cypres

doctrine, 108-20?.

Charities, 113-Slo.

Debtsas basis of action,

Actions at law on claims, 10S-501

Recoupment by defendant under condi-

Cestui que trust, payment, 10S-428.
Estate, payment, 108-426.

105-1702.

tional sale contract, 107-102.

to 108-506.

General Index.
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TRUSTS— Cont'd.

TRUSTS— Cont 'd.

—

Implied Cont 'd.
Parol evidence to imply or rebut,

Peed, creation by, 108-114
Definitions

Contingent trusts, 10S-109.

108-108.

Executed trusts, 108-111.
Executory trusts, 10S-111.
Express trusts, 108-104.

Resulting trust, 108-106, 108-107,
10S-110.
See Resulting, post.
Uses not declared or failing,

Implied trusts, 108-104.
Resulting trusts, 10S-110.

108-106.

Improvement of land, trusts for: See
Trusts for Improvement of Land.

Shifting trusts, 108-109.
Trust estate, 108-101.
Encroachment on corpus, 108-426.
Equities under, priorities, 37-108.

Income, disposition of, 108-426.
Incompetent persons, creation for,
108-114.
Infants, creation for, 108-114.
Insane persons, creation for, 108-114.
Instrument creating, 108-114.

Equity
Jurisdiction, 10S-117.
of

Preventing holder
from enjoying

legal

title

beneficial

Intention
Creation as affected by, 108-102.

in-

terest, 108-107.

Implied

Evidence, parol, to imply or rebut,

Investment of trust funds

Executed

—

Bonds

10S-111.

Definition,

Grounds ceasing, 108-114.
Merger of title and equitable

County, 108-420.

Farm

in-

loan, 108-421.

Federal land banks, 108-421.
Joint stock land banks,

terest, 10S-112.

Execution, specification of property,

108-421.

108-506.

Municipal, 108-420.

Executory, definition, 108-111.
Express
Contingent, 108-109.

State, 108-417, 108-419.
Interest,

Creation, 108-105.
Shifting, 108-109.

Extraterritorial

operation

of

Confirmation, 108-410.
Purchasers, duty, 108-412.

decrees,

37-1204.

want of

when chargeable before

making, 108-414.
Land, 108-418.
Order of court for, 108-417, 108-418.
Reinvestment

Definition, 108-104.

Failure for

trust, creation, as affected

by, 108-106.

10S-10S.

Report by trustee after

trustee, 108-302.

sale,

108-410 to 108-413.

Following trust funds, 108-424, 108-425.
Formal words unnecessary in creation,

Unauthorized,

following

funds,

108-424.

108-102.

Judgments

Funds

on

claims

against

trust

estates, liability, 108-504, 108-505.

Following, 108-424, 108-425.

Investment,

see

Investment

108-431.

Misapplication, 108-423, 108-425.
Gift, presumed, shown to be resulting

Liens
Creation by trustee, 108-427.

trust, 108-116.

legal

Creation,

interest

separate

from

Deceased

108-106, 108-107.

108-106,

3-713.

Maintenance

of

beneficiary,

108-426,

108-428.

Merger of

Evidence, parol, to imply or rebut,

legal title

and equitable

terest in executed trust, 108-112.

108-108.

Minors, creation for, 108-114.
Misapplication of funds, 108-423,

in acquisition of property,

108-106, 108-107.
to

separate

for

Limitation of trust on trust, 108-113.

terest, 108-107.

from

estate

Limitation of actions, 3-709, 3-710,

108-107.

Equity preventing holder of legal
title from enjoying beneficial in-

Intention

trustee's

funds, 108-431.

Definition, 108-104.

Fraud

in,

108-501.

Implied
title,

on claims

Labor, contracts for, 108-406.
Land, trusts for improvement of: See
Trusts for Improvement of Land.
Law, enforcement of claims in court of,

trust funds, post.

Lien on deceased trustee's estate,

Beneficial

actions

Justice courts,
108-504.

of

legal

108-425.

title

Moulding

beneficial interest, 108-106.
J

relief, 108-118.

in-

General Lndex.
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TEUSTS— Cont'd.

TRUSTS— Cont 'd.
Non compos
who

sons

Waiver by person

mentis, creation for per
are, 108-114.

Notice
Existence of trust, to purchaser,
108-416.

Wife, separate

estate, 108-115.
Will, creation by, L0£ 14.
Words necessary to create, ( >H 102,
108-103.
1

1

Misapplication of funds, 108-425.
Parol evidence to imply or rebut,

Writing, express trusts created

in action
claims, 108-503.

at

Parties

whom

Persons for

law to enforce

TEUST COMPANIES.
Accountability

for faithful discharge
of trust, 109-201.
Actions, power to sue and be sued,
109-201.

created, 108-114,

108-601.

Petition to enforce claim, 108-502.,
Power of sale, extent, 108-407.

Administrators, power

Precatory words, 108-103.
Preservation
Expenditures, 108-426.

Affidavit of
109-102.

Trustee's duty, 108-402, 108-405.

as,

incorporators,

109-101,

Agents, 109-104.

Eeal property, trusts for improvement
See Trusts for Improvement of
of:
Land.
Eeceiver, appointment to protect trust

Amendment

of charters

Banking

powers,

acquiring,

109-507.

Trust company powers, acquiring,
109-301 to 109-306.

estate, 55-302.

Eecommendatory words,

Banks

108-103.

Acquiring trust company powers

Eecord of deed, 108-114.
Eeinvestment, see Investment of trust

Capital required, 109-401.
Certificate

funds, ante.
Eelief granted, moulding, 108-118.

Ordinary, to petition,
109-402, 109-403.

Eesulting

Secretary

Definition, 108-110.

Equity preventing holder of lega
title from enjoying beneficial in
terest,

of, rebut-

Eligibility,

Uses not declared or

failing, impli-

Sale-

109-403.

Corpus, 108-408.

Eesolution

of, 108-408.

Power

of,

by

trustee, 108-410

108-413.

and

sale of:

directors,

Eight of, 109-401.
Savings banks, 109-301.

tc

Verification
109-402.

Eules and restrictions, 108-409.
Securities, issuance

of

109-402.

of, extent, 108-407.

Eeport

109-401.

Fees, 109-405.
Petition for, contents, 109-402.
Publication of petition,

cation, 108-106.

Notice

State,

Directors
Resolution, 109-402.
Trustees, as, 109-406.

108-107.

where presumption

of

109-404.

1

ted, 108-116.

Sec

of

petition,

Inclusive of, 13-201.
Laws regulating, compliance with,

Securities.

Separate estate of wife, 108-115.
Shifting trust, definition, 108-109.
Spendthrift trusts, 108-114.
Sui juris, creation for persons who are.

109-201,

109-507.

National banks

Bond

as trustee, executor, etc.,
109-409.

108-114.

Oath

Support of beneficiary, 108-426, 108-428.
Taxation, investments in State securi

as trustee, executor, etc.,

109-40S.

Trustee, executdr,
as, 109-407.

108-417.

Time

to record deed, 108-114.
Tracing trust funds, 108-424, 108-425
Trust companies:
See Trust Com

Powers

of,

when

etc.,

acting

exercised, 109-201,

109-507.

Savings banks chartered by

panies.

legis-

acquiring trust company
powers, 109-30L
Superintendent, see Superintendent of Banks, post.
lature

*'

Trust estate" defined, 108-101.
See Trustees.
Unsound mind, creation for persons

•

Trustees:

108-114.

Use upon

act

to

109-201.

Profits, 108-429.

ties,

in,

108-105.

108-108.

Gift,

beneficially entitled,

108-107.

of.

Surrender of banking powers,
use, limitation, 108-113.

109-508.

4
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TRUST COMPANIES— Cont'd.
Bills of exchange,
W

power

TRUST COMPANIES— Cont 'd.

to buy,

sell,

109-201.

etc.,

Guaranty
Bonds,

Bonds-

power

guarantee,

to

109-201.

Buy, sell. etc.. power to, 109-201.
Dealing in, supervision, 109-505,

'Companies acquiring trust
pany powers, 109-301.

Fund

109-500.

Giving for money, securities,

to protect guaranties, maintenance and investment, 109-201,

etc.,

109-201.

109-504.

Guarantee, power

to,

109-201,

Transfer, register and countersign,
to.

109-201.

Trustee under, power to act

power to guarantee, 109-201.
Guardian, power to act as, 109-201.
Habitual drunkards, power to act as
guardian or trustee for, 109-201.
Idiots, power to act as guardian or
Title,

109-504.

power

com-

as,

109-201.

trustee for, 109-201.

Bylaws, 109-103, 109-104, 109-105.

Income taxes, exemption, 92-3105.

Capital stock, 109-101, 109-105, 109-201,

Incorporation, 109-101, 109-102.
Increase of capital stock, 109-105.
Infants, power to act as guardian,

109-301,

109-304,

109-401,

109-402.

Certificate of incorporation, 109-102,
109-301, 109-306, 109-404.

Charter, 109-101, 109-301 to 109-306,
109-402 to 109-405.
Compensation of officers and agents,
109-104.

Contracts, power to make, 109-201.
Control by Superintendent of Banks,
see Superintendent of Banks, post.

power to, 109-201.
Corporate stocks, power to buy,

Convey

land,

sell,

Criminal liability for violation of regulatory laws, 109-9901.
Debentures, dealing in, 109-505.
Decedents' estates, power to represent,
109-201.

Declaration of incorporators, 109-101,
109-102.

Deed

of trust, power to act as trustee
under, 109-201.
Definitions
Person, 109-501.
Superintendent, 109-501.
Trust company, 109-501.
Deposits, power to receive, 109-201,

—

109-507,

109-508.

Depository, power to act

as, for

unauthorized,

ian or trustee for, 109-201.

Insurance of

titles,

power

to

engage in

business of, 109-201.
Investments by, 13-2022, 109-201,
109-504.

Investment bankers, operating

as,

Leases, power to make, 109-201.
Legislature, corporations chartered by,
acquiring trust company powers,
109-301.

Lending

companies,

acquiring

company powers, 109-302

trust

to 109-306.

Liability of stockholders to depositors,
109-507.
Loans, power to make, 109-201.
Lunatics, power to act as guardian or
trustee for, 109-201.

Married women, power

to accept and
execute trusts for, 109-201.
Meeting of stockholders to elect

trustees, 109-103.

Minors, power to act as guardian,

etc.,

109-201.

minor,

109-201.

Designation,

Insane persons, power to act as guard-

109-506.

etc., 109-201.

109-505,

etc.,

109-201.

as

trust

company, 109-502.
Directors, resolution by, to acquire
trust company powers, 109-303,
109-402.

Discount of commercial paper by,
109-201.

Drunkards, power to act as guardian
or trustee for, 109-201.

Election of trustees, 109-103.

power to represent, 109-201.
Executors, power to act as, 109-201.
Estates,

Fee, incorporation, 109-101, 109-301,
109-306, 109-405.

Fiscal agents, powers as, 109-201.

General Assembly, corporations chartered by, acquiring trust company
powers, 109-301,

Misdemeanor, violation of regulatory
laws, 109-9901.
of " trust' '
pany," 109-502.

Misuse

Money, power

or

to receive

ll

trust

com-

and disburse^

109-201.

Mortgages
Buy, sell, etc., power to, 109-201.
Companies dealing in, acquiring
trust company powers, 109-302
to 109-306.

Trustee, power to act as,
109-201.

Name, use

pany"

of

lt

under,

trust" or "trust com-

in, 109-502.

National banks, see Banks, ante.
Notice of
Intention to organize, 109-102.

Meeting of stockholders
trustees, 109-103.

to

elect
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Number

of
Incorporators, 109-101.
Trustees, 109-103.

Superior court
Corporation!

Ordinary, order

of,

creating trust,

<\

•

b

u>.

-

•

w-

,

109-302 to

ers,

Unaffected by trait com]
laws, when, 109-509.

109-201.

Organization, 109-103.

Order

creating trust, 109-301.

of,

Powers, 109-104, 109-201.
President of board of trustees, 109-103.
Property, power to hold, manage, and

Supervision by
Superintendent of
Banks, see Superintendent of Banks,

dispose of, 109-201.
Publication of notice of intention to
organize, 109-102.
Purchase land, power to, 109-201.

Surrender of banking noww
100 508.
Taxation, exemptions, 92-2402.
Title insurance, power to engage in

Eeal estate companies, acquiring trust
company powers, 109-302 to 109-306.
Eeal property, holding, conveying, etc.,

Transfer agents, powers as, 100-201.
Trusts
Corporate trust, power to exerej

109-201.

.

bu.sin<;.-..s

of furnishing,

10if-c

..

Deed of

acting as

trust,

of, 109-501 to 109-509,

for,

109-9901.

Idiots,

Eeserves, 13-2027, 13-2028.
Rules and regulations, 109-104.

109-201.

power

to act as trustee for,

109-201.

Infants,

Savings banks acquiring trust company
powers, 109-301.
Secretary of State
Incorporation by, 109-101, 109-102.
109-301, 109-302, 109-306.
to,

power

act

to

as

trustee

for, 109-201.

Insane persons, power to

as

act

trustee for, 109-201.

Lunatics, power to act as trustee
for,

Surrender of banking powers

109-201.

Married women, accepting and executing trusts for, 109-201.

109-508.

Mortgage securing bond

Securities

Dealing in
Power, 109-201.

issue, act-

ing as trustee under, 109-201.

Municipal
109-506

Supervision, 109-505,
to receive deposits of,

Power

trust,

power

to exercise,

109-201.

Ordinary, creation under order of,
109-201.

109-201.

companies

company powers,

acquiring

trust

25-318.

Stale checks, 13-2049.
Stock, power to transfer, register and
countersign, 109-201.
Stockholders ' liability to depositors,
109-507.
Stop-payment orders, 13-2050.
Sue and be sued, power to, 109-201.

Superintendent of Banks

Wills,

power

to
under, 109-201.

act

as

under
trustee

Trustees, board of, election, number,
vacancies, 109-103. See Banks, ante.
Unauthorized use of tl trust" or " trust
company," 109-502.

TRUST DEEDS.

IMPROVEMENT

OF

Administrators of deceased trustees,
titles,

reports,

title,

10S-603.

Appointment of successors

Funds, duties relating

to,

109-201,

109-503,

to trustees.

108-603.

Attachment,

109-504.

certificates

of

beneficial

interest, 108-602.

Certificates of beneficial interest,

109-505.
Securities, dealings in, supervision,

and

109-503, 109-505.

10S-602.

Claims against estate. 108-602.

109-505, 109-506.

Supervision

creation
Superior
court,
109-201.
order of,

TRUSTS FOR
LAND.

109-201.

to,

management

holding,

disposition of, 109-201.

See Deeds of Trust.

Deposits, permit, 109-505.
Examinations by, 109-503.
Fees, 109-503.

Guaranty
Bonds and

Property,

and

109-301.

Small loan business law, applicability

Eeports

trustee

under, 109-201.

Drunkards, power to act a3 trustee

109-301, 109-306,, 109-405.

Regulation

Security

ante.

109-201.

Receiver, power to act as, 109-201.
Eecord, incorporation papers, 109-102.

.

f.}>uri.< i<

Acquiring

Officers, 109-103, 109-104.

J.

control

by,

Control by trustees, 10S-603.
Creation, 10S-601.

General Index.
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IMPROVEMENT

FOR

TRUSTS

LAND— Cont

OF

'd.

Death of trustee. 108-603,
Devisees of deceased trustees,

title,

108-603.

Duties of trustees, 108-601, 10S-603.
Execution, certificates of beneficial
terest,

in-

Executors of deceased trustees,

title,

Stockholders' liability, 13-1902.
Cestui que trust or guardian requiring

108-603.

Incumbrances, 108-603.
Judicial sale of certificates of beneficial interest, 108-602.
Leases. 108-603.
Levy on certificates of interest,
108-602.
Liability of beneficiaries, 108-602.
108-603.

Amount,
Answer

10S-602.

Service of process on trustees, 108-602.
Suits against estates, 108-602.
title,

108-604.

Title, 108-601, 108-603, 108-604.

under

nisi

108-311.

Condition of bond, 108-305.
Contempt, failure to comply,
Costs of proceeding, payment,

Hearing, 108-305.
Minutes, record on, 108-309.
Ordinary

Approval by, 108-305.
Execution and delivery

to,

108-305.

Fees, 108-308.
Returns, filing with,
108-310.

Suit by, for breach,
108-305.
Petition by, 108-305.

Premium on bond, payment,

Venue, actions against estate, 108-602.

108-307.

Record of proceedings,

TRUSTEES.

108-309.

Acceptance of trust, 108-313.
Accounts, duty to keep, 4-211.
Accounting for

Removal of

108-306.

for four

weeks/'

meaning, 39-1102.
"Thirty days," meaning, 39-1102.
Time, 39-1102.
Aiding trustee in misapplication of
funds, 108-423.
Appeals to superior court, 6-113.

Returns, annual, after filing
bond, 108-310.
Right, 108-304.

Rule

nisi

and

rule absolute,

108-305.

Service of proceeding on trustee, 108-305.

Term

or vacation, hearing in,
108-305.

Expense of giving, allowance,

Appointment —

108-435, 108-436.

Beneficiaries, conferring

powers

on,

Ordinary,

see

Cestui

que

trust,

ante.

108-301.

Creator of estate, 108-301.
Instrument manifesting intention,
108-102.

Removal,

file,

108-310.

Property, 108-430.

week

—

Returns, failure to

Admissions by, 38-403.
Advertising
"Four weeks, " meaning, 39-1102.
a

trustee for

Failure to comply,

Interest, see Interest, post.
Profits, 108-429.

after,

108-303, 108-306,

108-315.

Superior court judge, 108-303.
Vacancies, to fill, 108-314 to
108-316.

Approval of contracts for labor,
108-406.

rule

Compensation unaffected,

108-603.

"Once

to

oath, 108-305.

108-307.

Personalty, certificates as, 108-602.
Powers of trustees, 108-603.
Process, service on trustees, 108-602.
Record of deed creating, 108-601.
Removal of trustees, 108-603.
Renewal of term, 108-601.
Resignation of trustees, 108-603.

Term, 108-601.
Termination of estate,

108-304.

108-306.

Negotiability of certificate of benefi-

Sales,

BankBond—

108-603.
Heirs of deceased trustees, title,

cial interest,

Arbitration
Right to submit matters, 7-103.
Writing necessary, 7-104.
Attorneys in fact, sales and conveyances by, 4-104.
Deposits, 13-2041.

108-602.

Management,

TRUSTEES— Cont'd.

Duties, 108-303.

Payable to, 108-303.
Premium on bond, allowance as
expense, 108-435, 108-436.
Relief of sureties by judge of superior court, 108-312.

Superior court. judge requiring,
108-303.

Sureties, relief of,

by judge

perior court, 108-312.

of su-
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TRUSTEES— Cont 'd.

Cont'd,

Kstoppel to claim

Chambers
Appointment, 108-303.

tate,

Bond
Hearing of proceeding to

re-

quire, 108-305.

Relief of sureties on, 108-312.
Investments, orders for, 108-417,
108-418.

Vacancy,
Compensation

108-316.

filling,

Amount, 108-432.
Annual expense,

as
af-

fecting, 108-311.

Commissions, allowance, 108-404.
failure

to

file

re-

turns, 108-434.

Land, working, 113-2004.
One payment of commissions only,
108-433.

Right

adverse to

to, 108-432.

Evidence, returns M, 108 404.
Expenses of curnnt, year, retaining
amount to pay, 108-437.
Extent of estate, 1 08-401.
Failure of
Trust for want of, 108 302.
Trustee to act, 108-316.
Foreign trustees, actions and sales by,

Fraud as ground for declaring person

GiftsDonee

as trustee for minor, 48-108.
Validity, 48-107.
Gross neglect of naked trustee,
108-405.

Homestead
Application to sell for reinvestment, 51-801.
Failure to apply for, 51-7 2.
Family of minors, right, 51-101,
||

Successive trustees, charge of commissions by each of, 108-433.
Compromise of doubtful debts, 108-422.
Condemnation proceedings, notice,
36-308.

Contempt of court, failure to deliver
property to successor, 108-306.
Contingent estates under will, sale to
pay debts, 113-1721 to 113-1723.
Contracts for labor or services, 108-406.

51-702.
Illegality to execution, filing by,
39-1002.

Improvement of land, trusts for: See
Trusts for Improvement of Land.
Income, disposition, 108-426.
Interest

Charging on balances on hand,
4-211.

Conversion
Assets of estate, 26-2805.
Trust property, 108-430.

Compounded, when,

Corporations, vacancies, 108-314.

State securities, investments

Corpus

108-415, 108-437.
in,

108-419.

Encroachment

on, 108-426.

Inventory, 108-403.

Investment

Sale, 108-408.

Bonds

Costs
Failure to keep accounts, 4-211.

Judgments

County, 108-420.

Farm

for, 110-307.

Creation, see Appointment, ante.
Filling vacancy, 108-314 to
108-318.
Returns after, by representative,
108-404.

Debts due by
Decedent as trustee, priority,

108-421.

Municipal, 108-420.
State, 108-417, 108-419.

Interest,

when chargeable before

making, 108-415.
Land, 108-418.
Order of court for, 10S-417,

108-431.

Estate
Actions on, 108-501 to 108-506.

Payment, 108-426.
Deceased, debts due by, rank, 113-1508.
trust, substitution, 108-316 to

108-418.

Reinvestment
Confirmation. 108-410.
Failure to report, contempt,
108-411.

Forcing report by parties,

108-318.

108-412.

Diligence, 108-402, 108-405.

Disclaimer after acceptance,

Judge to enforce law regard-

effect,

ing reports. 10S-413.

108-313.

Encroachment on corpus,
Equitable

loan, 108-421.

Federal land banks, 10S-421.
Joint stock land banks,

Death

principle,

Order of judge, 10S-410.

108-426.

violation

of,

as

ground for declaring person to be,
108-107.

Estate

108-415.

Rules for charging, 108-414,

—

Deed of

es-

to be, 108-107.

part of, 108-437.

for

title

117.

108-438.

commission

Bond, proceeding to require, as

Forfeiture

.'',8

of, extent, 108-401.

Purchasers, duty, 10S-412.
Report of, 10S-410 to 10S-412.
Unauthorized, following funds,
108-424.

General Index,
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TRUSTEES— Cout *d.

Purchaser

Judgment
Against estate, personal

liability,

108-505.
Costs. 110-307.

Labor, contracts for, 10S-406.

Land
Investment of trust funds
1

Land.
Record

—

in,

Inventories, 108-403.

OS -4 IS.

Trusts for improvement of: See
Improvement of
Trusts
for

10S-303.

Remaindermen, liability
Removal, 53-405.

estate of, for trust funds,

108-426,

beneficiaries,

108-428.

Marriage, compelling consent

108-405.

power

on,

Bond, failure to file, 108-306.
Jurisdiction, from, effect, 108-315.
Proceedings, return and record,

to,

108-303.

37-605.

Superior court judge, 108-303.

Misapplication of funds, 108-423,

Report of

108-425.

—

trustee, liability, 108-405.

filing of, 108-310.

as,

109-407 to 109-409.
Negligence, liability for, 105-1201.
Nonresidents, 108-315.

'

Returns
Bond, after proceeding to require

108-318.

National banks, power to act

sales, see Sales, post.

Resignation, 108-314.

Mortgage, substitution, 108-316 to

Naked

to,

Beneficiaries, conferring
108-301.

108-431.

Limitation of actions, 3-709, 3-710.

Maintenance of

Proceedings to appoint or remove,
Returns, 108-404.
Reinvestment, see Investment, ante.

Land.
Liens
Creation by, 10S-427.

On

Notice, effect of, 108-416.
Seeing to reinvestment, 108-412.
Real property, trusts for improvement
of: See Trusts for Improvement of

Commissions,
ure to

•

file,

forfeiture
108-434.

for

fail-

Death, after, by representative,
108-404.

Notice

Appointment and removal, 108-303,

Effect, 108-404.

Expenditures and receipts shown

108-316, 108-317.

Misapplication of funds, 108-425.
Purchaser, effect on, 108-416.
Sales, 108-408.

Ordinaries
Bonds, duties, etc., see Bond, ante.
Commissions, relieving forfeiture

by, 108-437.

Inventory to ordinary, 108-403.
Investments, 108-417, 108-419.
Made how, 108-404, 108-437.
Sales

Claim
113-1801, 113-1803.
trial, 113-1715,
113-1802, 113-1803.

of, 108-434.

Affidavit,

County of

Contracts for labor, approval,
108-406.

Docket

Land, where

of, 24-2112.

Inventory, return to, 108-403.
Investments, return to, 108-419.
Order for compromise of doubtful
debts, 108-422.

.

Ordinary,

108-402.

Parties, successors,, 3-418.

Party defendant to action on claims,

113-1715, 113-1803.
sale,

113-1804.

Right to

file, 113-1715,
113-1801, 113-1803.
Service, 113-1801, 113-1803.

Superior court, return

to,

113-1801, 113-1803.

108-503.

Continuance from day to day,

Partition

39-1202.

Application for, 85-1505.

Corpus, 108-408.

Notice, 85-1506.
liability,

Foreign trustee, by, 108-438.
Land, on premises, when, 113-1708.
Notice of, 108-408.

108-505.

of sale, extent, 108-407.

Preservation of property, 108-402,
108-405, 108-428.

of

claims

accounting

Power

of,

extent, 108-407.

Premises, selling land on,
of

trust

against estate of, 108-431.
Profits,

with, 113-1801,

Postponement of

Returns made to, 108-404, 108-419.
Ordinary diligence, duty to exercise,

Priority

filed

Personalty, where tried,

24-1715.

Power

113-1715,

113-1803.

Practicing law for or against,

Personal

tried,

113-1802.

for, 108-429.

estate

when,

113-1708.

Publication, service of proceedings
by, 81-205.

General Index.
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Sales
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rnanufactu

of

deal-

i

ers, 92-1306.

Failure to make, contempt,

TYRANNY

IN OFFICE.

108-411.

Forcing

by

parties, 108-412.
Judge to enforce law, 108-413.
Making, 108-410.
1

,

Rules and restrictions, 108-409.
Service of proceedings by publicaof,

proceedings

in

against

minors, 81-212.

Settlement
Basis of, 108-437.
Doubtful debts, 108-422.
Interest charging on, 108-414,

0907, 89 9908.

UMPIRES.
Award

by, 7-108, 7-110.

UNBORN CHILDREN.
offen as

of,

to,

99 207.

UNCLES.

UNCLE REMUS DAY.
Observance

in public schools, 32-1503.

UNCONDITIONAL

CONTRACTS

IN

WRITING.
Constitutional provision, 2-3207.

108-437.

Signing instruments as, 4-401.
Substitution of, under deed of trust or
mortgage, 108-316 to 108-318.

—

Parties, 3-418.

Payment

H'j

Inheritance by, 113 903.

Services, contracts for, 108-406.

Successors

officers,

Disposal

tion, 81-205.

Service

Public

of commissions to,

Defense on oath, 2-3207, 24-3321,
24-3336, 110-406.

Form

of
Affidavit to defense, 24-3321.
Judgment, 24-3336.

Judgment without

jury, when, 2-3207,

110-403.

108-433.

Support of beneficiary, 108-426, 108-428.
Use of trust funds by, 108-429.
Vacancies,

filling,

Waiver of right

108-314 to 108-318.
to

have person de-

clared to be, 108-107.

Want

of, failure of trust, 108-302.

Workmen's compensation payments,
114-307, 114-418.

first

term,

Nonresident defendant, verification of
plea by agent or attorney, 81-406.
Statutory provision, 110-406.
Superior court rules, 24-3321, 24-3335,
24-3336.

UNDERGROUND STREAMS.
Interference with, 105-1408.

TRUTH.

UNDERPASSES.

Justification of libel or slander,
105-708.

TUBERCULOSIS SANATORIUM.
See State Tuberculosis Sanatorium.

TUNNELS.
Mining purposes, 83-204 to 83-208.
Railroads, 94-501, 94-502.

TURNIPS.
Bushel, weight, 112-101.

Railroad crossings:

See Railroads.

UNDERTAKERS.
See Embalmers.
Wills, 113-106, 113-208.
Taxation, 92-1913.

UNDUE INFLUENCE.
Gifts, 48-108.

UNIFORMS.
Injuring maliciously, 26-8115.
Military organizations, S6-1001 to

TURNPIKES.
Gates and fixtures, injuring or destroy-,
ing, 26-8101.

86-1003, 86-9902.

UNIFORM AERONAUTICAL CODE.

TURNPIKE COMPANIES.
Stock, levy and sale, 39-123, 39-124.

See Aviation.

UNIFORM AIRPORTS LAW.
See Aviation.

TURPENTINE.
See Naval Stores.
Sales, title passes

when, 96-110.

UNIFORM NEGOTIABLE
MENTS LAW.

INSTRU-

See Negotiable Instruments.

TURTLES.
Capturing,

Justices' courts, defense at
24-1402.

etc., 45-705.

TUTORS.
Exemption from

UNIFORM PROCEDURE ACT OF

1887.

Answers, 81-303.
militia duty, 86-209.

TWELVE MONTHS' EXEMPTION.
Suits against administrators, 113-1526.

Copies of writings incorporated or attached, 81-105^
Defenses, legal or equitable, 81-303.
Demurrers, 81-303, 81-309.

General Ixdex.
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UNIFORM PROCEDURE ACT OF

—Cont'd.

1887

Claims against
Constitutional provisions, 1-818,

Dilatory pleas, 81-303.

Extraordinary

relief,

how

Legal and equitable remedies administered together in superior court,
3 7-001.

matter, pleading to meet, Sl-309.
commenced by,

Petition, all civil suits
81-101.

Statutory proceedings not affected,
81-102."

County

system

See Eminent Domain.
Consent of State, 15-301 to 15-304.
Jurisdiction as to lands ceded to,
15-301 to 15-304.

Purposes, 15-301 to 15-304.
Congress: See Congress.
Constitution:
See
Constitution

of, 2-6601.

constitutional

officers,

State revenue, 92-3501.
Condemnation proceedings:

provi-

sions. 8-8401.

Courts, establishment of practice, etc.,
of. 2-3701.
Duties, excises, and imposts laid by

Congress, 1-125.
Operation of laws, 2-401.
School books: See School Books.
Taxation, constitutional provision,

States.

Executions, entry on general execution docket, 39-701, 39-702,
39-706.

General execution docket, entries
on, 39-701, 39-702, 39-706.

Judges, constitutional provision,
1-301.

Judgments, entry on general execution docket, 39-701, 39-702,

2-5001.

39-706.

UNITED STATES.

Jurisdiction, extent, 1-302.

See States of Union.

Actions by or against, jurisdiction,

Jury trial, 1-304.
Powers, 1-301.
general,
representing
State in removed cases, 24-2909,

Solicitor

1-302.

Admission of States to, 1-405.
Ambassadors and consuls
Appointment,

1-209.

Jurisdiction

of

24-2910.

Debts, constitutional provision, 1-601,

United

States

Appropriations
State engineering experiment sta-

Vocational education, 32-2201 to
32-2205.

Vocational rehabilitation, 32-2301
to 32-2305.

See Public Defense.

etc.:

Investment

in

—

Insurance companies, 56-207,

estates, debts due from,

Department of Agriculture, inspection
Drainage work, 23-2554.
Flags, misuse of, 26-7201 to 26-7204.
Forest reserves, 15-303, 15-304.
Governor, emoluments to, 2-2602.
Interrogatories from courts of, compelling answers, 38-2110.
Judicial notice of laws, etc., 38-112.
Jurisdiction, death in county of this

from act on

State

56-224.

Sinking funds of counties and
municipal corporations,
87-706.

Judges holding, disqualified when,
2-3003.

Bridges
Contract with county for building,

soil

ceded

to,

27-1105.

Laws
Judicial notice, 38-112.
Jurisdiction of Supreme Court of
State as to cases involving constitutionality, 2-3005.

Supreme law,

2-8501.

Marines, electors, 2-602.

23-2002.

Jurisdiction, 23-2003, 23-2004.

Capital, jurisdiction of Congress over,
1-125.

Cession of lands

'

113-1508.

of apples, 5-805.

tion, 32-304, 32-305

Army, Navy,
Bonds

1-818, 1-819.

Decedents

courts, 1-302, 1-303.

]

of

United States.
Cotton standards, 5-308, 5-602.
Courts: See Supreme Court of United

Verification of petitions, 81-109.

UNIFORMITY.
Common schools,

1-819.

sought,

9 7-007.

New

UNITED STATES— Cont'd.

Motor

vehicles,

exemption from taxa-

tion, 92-2911.

Naval

stores standard, 5-1618, 5-1619.

Officers
to, 1-125,

15-301 to

5-304.

Citizens of
Citizens of State, 2-125, 79-201.

Disqualification, 1-817, 1-819.
Income taxes, 92-3107.

•Religious test as qualification,
1-603.

Electors, 2-602.

President:

Eights, 79-301.

States.

See President

of

United

General Index,
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AM:

Prisoners, confinement in jails, 77-106,
77-107.
Public debt, constitutional provision,

Board of \'< -//
—Cont'd.

.'

38-112.

Seizures by persons fraudulent claiming to be officers or agents of,
26-3301.
Soldiers
Discharge certificates as evidence,

Contracts, profit from, 89-9915.

32-127, 32-128.

Expenses, 32-1 n, 32-133.
Farmers
conducting,
Institutes,
etc., 32-201, 32 202.
Fiscal year, 32-131.
Funds, 32-108, 32-116

to

32-118,

32-132.

Government of University, 32-113.
Inspection of institutions in University system, 32-110.
Management of University, 32-113.
Meetings, 32-109.

38-613.

Electors, 2-602.
State roads, Federal aid, 95-1502,
95-1711, 95-1720.
Stern's office calendar, 38-208.

—

Treaties
President's power to make, 1-209.
Supreme law, 1-602, 2-8501.
United States courts, jurisdiction,
1-302, 1-303.

Membership, 32-104.
Mileage, 32-111.
Powers,
32-112,
32-121,

Wild-life sanctuaries, 15-303, 15-304.

UNITED STATES PHARMACOPOEIA.

etc.,

32-115,

89-9915.

Qualifications, 32-104.

Redemption of bonds,
Removal, 32-105.

Renaming

of drugs,

32-113,
32-128.

32-127,

from contracts, property,

Profit

Vice President: See Vice President of
United States.

etc.,

of university system

Duties and powers, 32-112, 32-113,

Seals of departments, judicial notice,

Standard of purity,

-;

Creation! 32-101.

1-601, 1-818, 1-819.
Sailors, electors, 2-602.

32-134.

institutions,

32-126.

Reports, 32-110, 32-129.
Requisitions for money, 32-132.

42-109.

UNIVERSITIES.

Rules and regulations, 32-121,

by State Board

Charters, approval

of

Education, 32-407.
Colored persons, appropriations by General Assembly, 2-7101.
Incorporation, etc., 22-401.
See Corporations of Superior Court.
Taxation, exemption, 2-5002.

UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA.
Appropriations by General Assembly,
32-7101.

Audit of books and accounts, 40-1812.
Board of Eegents of university sys-

tem
Absence from meetings, 32-109.
Accounting for farmers institute
funds, 32-202.

Appointment, 32-104, 32-106,
32-109.

Appropriations, allocation of,
32-116, 32-125.

of trustees, change from,

32-101.

Bond

of
32-132.

member

receiving funds,

Branches of University, government of, 32-115, 32-128.
Budgets, readjustment, 32-125.
Chairman, 32-107, 32-127.

Committees

to visit institutions in

University system, 32-110.
Compensation, 32-111.
Continuance of case in which
.

'.
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member
81-1404.

is

counsel

or

party,

32-127.

Secretary, 32-108, 32-127.

Terms of

office,

32-105.

Title to property, 32-119.

Trustees to carry out devises,

etc.,

32-118.

Use of funds

restricted, 32-117.

Vacancies, 32-106, 32-109, 89-9915.
Vice chairman, 32-127.
Visits to institutions in University system, 32-110.
Books to be furnished to, by State
Librarian, 101-213.

Branches
Audit of accounts, 40-1S12.
Consolidation
of,

or

discontinuance

32-124, 32-125.

Enumeration, 32-103.
Females, admission of, 32-123.

Government

Laws

of,

32-115, 32-128.

governing, 32-114.

Renaming,

32-126.

University system, part

of, 32-102.

Campus, alienation forbidden, 32-120.
Chancellor, appearance before General
Assembly, 32-130.
Constitutional provision, 2-7101.

Court of Appeals reports furnished

to,

101-213.

Georgia School of Technology
Branch of University of Georgia,
32-103.

State engineering experiment station, 32-301 to 32-305.

General Index.
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UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA— Cont'd.
Religious views of students. 32-122.
Supremo Court reports furnished to,

Plea, 57-103, Sl-901.
Principal, considered as

Title to property, 32-119.

name changed

to

Regents,

on,

Repeal of laws, 57-117.
Salaries, commissions for purchase

of,

57-117.

32-101.

Set-off of forfeitures, 57-113.

UNJUST DISCRIMINATION.

payment by, 103-304.
Wages, commissions for purchase
Surety,

Carriers, 2-2501.

UNLAWFUL ASSEMBLY.

UTTERING.

UNLAWFUL FRACTICE OF LAW.

Counterfeited, forged, or altered instrument,
26-3902,
etc.,
26-3905,
26-3906, 26-3911, 26-3913 to 26-3915.

Criminal liability, 9-9003.
Definition and regulation, 9-401 to

VACANCY IN

9-405.

SEARCHES

UNREASONABLE

AND

SEIZURES.

Particular

OFFICE.

offices:

See specific heads.

VACATING JUDGMENTS.

Constitutional provisions, 1-S04, 2-116.

UNSLACKED LIME.

See Judgments.

VACATION OF COURTS.
See Chambers.

Bushel, weight, 112-101.

Adjournment of superior courts

UNTIL.

Auditors appointed in, 10-101, 10-102.
Bail, surrender of principal in, 27-904.

UNUSUAL PUNISHMENT.
Constitutional provisions, 1-808, 2-109.

UNWHOLESOME

—

Demurrers

in equity cases
Disposition in, 81-1002.
Hearings, 24-2616.

PROVISIONS.

Sale of, damages, 105-1101, 105-1104.

Equity
Decree

USAGE.
Evidence of, in. construing contracts
and annexing incidents, 38-506.

USE.
See Trusts.

USEE OF ACTION.
substitution of

name

of

person suing for use, 81-1307.
Death, representative made party,
3-417.

37-1205.

Grand jury, drawing
Mandamus, hearing,

in,

59-205.

64-107,

64-109.

motion, hearing, 24-2618,
24-2619, 70-301 to 70-303.
Notice of hearing in, 24-2616, 24-2619.
Prohibition, grant, 64-301.
Quo warranto, hearing, 64-203, 64-206.
Receiver
trial

Appointment, 55-301.
Motions to revoke or change

or-

ders appointing, hearings,

USURY.

24-2616.

Action for forfeitures, 57-115.
Advances, commissions for, 57-101,
57-117.

Rule against

16-210.

officers,

issuance in,

24-209.

Superior

Building and loan associations, 16-102,

24-2616,

court
judges,
powers in,
24-2618, 24-2619, 24-2622.

Trustee

Commissions, 57-101, 57-104, 57-117.
Definition, 57-102.
57-101,

Appointment, 108-303.

Bond-

Discharge of forfeitures, 57-114.
57-117.

Hearing of proceeding to

57-112

to

57-115.

Insolvent debtors, 57-103.
Limitation of actions for forfeitures,
57-114.

Loans on personal security, 25-215,
25-218, 25-219.

Misdemeanor, when, 57-117, 57-9901.
Monthly installments, interest on loans
to be paid in, 57-116.
Pawnbrokers, 57-117.

re-

quire, 108-305.

Exchange, 57-101, 57-117.
Forfeitures,

in,

Dissolution of injunction, 55-203.

New

Adverse possession, 85-403.

Discounts,

in,

24-3008.

Meaning, 102-103.

Amendment by

of,

57-117.

Definition and punishment, 26-5301.

Trusts:

payment

25-215.

101-213.

Trustees,

USURY— Cont'd.

Relief of sureties on, 108-312.

Investments,

orders

for,

108-417,

108-418.

Vacancy,

filling,

Wills, probate in

108-316.

common form,

113-606.

VACCINATION.
Pupils in public schools, 32-911.
Smallpox, 32-911, 42-417, 42-9911.

General
[
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VENDOR AND PURCHASER

VAGABONDS.

Judgment ;jg;j.Jr,'~,t
ment by

and punishment, 26-7101.
Exemption from militia duty, 80-209.
.Definition

IXC6-

{>

Assignee of vendor,

VAGRANCY.

67-1501.

Apprehension of vagrants, 20-7001.

Personal repre

Costs of prosecution, 26-7002.

e

oi vendor,

39 202, 07 1501.

26-7001.

Definition,

Cont'd.

Third pei ion, 39 201, 39-202.
Vendor, 39-202, 67-1501,
Judicial sale, di
on of vendees

Hiring out vagrants, 26-7002.
Punishment, 26-7001.

;

VALIDATION OF BONDS.

under, 39 L309.
Levy and sale of purchaser's interest

Counties: See Counties.
Municipalities: See Municipal Corpo-

byAssignee of vendor, 39-202,

rations.

67-1501.

VALUABLE CONSIDERATION.

Personal representative of vendor,

Sales, 96-104.

39-202, 67-1501.

Third person, 39-201, 39-202.
Vendor, 39-202, 67-1501.

VALUATION.
Insurance policies, 56-306.
Opinion evidence of market value,

Lien of vendor, abolition, 67-1703.
Purchase money
Enforcement of judgment
against homestead, 51-101,

38-1709.

Trustee accounting for, after conversion, 108-430.

for,

51-1502.

VAUDEVILLE SHOWS,

Judgment,

lien, 67-1702.
Liability of estate in dower for,
31-106.

Taxation, 92-618/

VAULTS.

Quitclaim to purchaser for purpose of
levy and sale, 39-201, 67-1501.
Specific performance:
See Specific Per
formance.

Taxation of dealers, 92-1910.

VEASEY

BILL.
Grand jury visitation and inspection
of institutions,
59-9901, 59-9902.

59-401

59-406,

to

VENEER MILLS AND PLANTS.
Taxation, 92-901.

VEHICLES.
See Motor Vehicles; Motor Vehicle
Common Carriers; Motor Vehicle
Contract and Private Carriers.

VENEREAL DISEASES.
See Disease.

VENTILATION.
Food, places of

Rule of the road, 105-112.

sale,

manufacture,

etc.,

42-117, 42-9906.

VENDERS.
Taxation,

VENUE.
92-605,

92-1601

to

92-1606,

Accepter

of bill
against, 2-4305.

92-2005.

VENDING MACHINES.

Change
Agreements

Fraudulent operation, 26-3923, 26-3924.

See Sales.

Bona

fide purchasers:
Purchasers.

dower

8-301.

Depositions, certified copy of,

See Bona Fide

3-209.

Grand jury investigation, 59-501
in land held un-

to 59-506.

der, 31-106.

Grounds, 2-4306, 3-207, 3-212.
obtainable,
Impartial jury not

Deed to purchaser for purpose of levy
and sale, 39-201, 67-1501.
Escrow deed to purchaser for purpose

2-4306, 3-207, 3-212.

Military officers, suits against and
prosecution of, 86-1404.

of levy and sale, 39-201, 67-1501.
Execution, enforcement against pur-

chaser's interest by
Assignee of vendor, 39-202,
67-1501.

P

Personal representative of vendor,
39-202,

for, 3-207, 3-208.

post.

Attachment for purchase money,

title,

suits

Counties, actions between, 3-212.
Criminal cases, see Criminal cases,

VENDOR AND PURCHASER.

for

exchange,

Costs, 3-211.

Taxation, 92-1302.

Bond

of

67-1501.

Third person, 39-201, 39-202.
Vendor, 39-202, 67-1501.

Oath of ordinary, 3-212.
Order, transcript. 3-209.
Pleadings, certified copy of. 3-209.
Power of superior court. 2-4401.
Prejudice as ground, 2-4306, 3-207,
3-212.

Proceedings after transfer, 3-210.
Record, transcript, 3 209.
:
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VENUE— Cont \1.
Change—Cont
Second

VENTTE— Cont 'd.
Criminal cases

subsequent change,

or

2-4306.

3-208.

Selection of county. 8-208, 3-212.

Counties
Boundaries, 27-1102, 27-1103.
Commission of crime, 27-1101.

Tax returns, proceedings to determine county entitled to, 92-0220.

Death and act causing,

Transcript of order and record,
3-209.

Witness

—

Cont'd.
Constitutional provisions, 1-S06,

\1.

payment, 38-1906.

fees,

Civil cases

At

law, 3-201.
Constitutional provision, 2-4306.
Dormant judgments, actions to revive, 110-1004.
Trustees of trusts for improvement
of land, actions against, 108-602.

Death and act causing, in
Adjoining State and county of
this State, 27-1105.

Ceded territory of the United
States and county of this

Claim cases, 39-901, 39-908.
Codefendants, residence, 3-204, 3-205,
3-303.

Constitutional

2-4301

provisions,

to

2-4300.

State, 27-1105.
Different counties, 27-1104.
Reversal for failure to prove,

Copartners residing in different coun-

6-1609.

Rivers

ties, 2-4304, 3-204.

as
27-1106.

County of residence of defendant,
2-4301, 2-4303,
3-204 to 3-206.

2-4306,

3-201,

3-202,

in dif-

ferent counties, 27-1104.
Divided by water, 27-1102.
State boundaries, 27-1106,
27-1107.
Courts
of
inquiry,
preliminary
hearing, 27-209.

affecting,

27-1102,

Streams as affecting, 27-1102,
27-1106.

Criminal cases
Boundaries as affecting

State boundary, offenses on,

—

27-1106, 27-1107.

"Watercourses as affecting, 27-1102,

Counties, 27-1102, 27-1103.
States, 27-1106/27-1107.

Change
Agreement

as

to

27-1106.

when

Certiorari, failure to prove,
ground for, 19-404.

Defendants, residence,

2-4301, 2-4303,
2-4306, 3-201, 3-202, 3-204 to 3-206.
Divorce suits, 3-4301.

Drawers of

place,

bills

of exchange, suits

against, 2-4305.

27-1201.

Chambers, hearing

Equitable proceedings, 2-4303, 3-202.
Express companies, actions against,

Clerk, transmission of par>ers,
27-1202.

Grand jury investigation, change,

Costs, liability for, 27-2806.
Evidence, 27-1201.

59-501 to 59-506.
Indorsers of notes, actions against,

Bill

of exceptions, 27-1201.
at, 27-1201.

Impartial jury not obtainable,
27-1101,

Judge,

27-1201,

power

own motion,

to

on

27-1201.

in writing, 27-1201.

Petition

by

3-205,

3-303.

56-222.

Insurance

Lynching, danger of, 27-1201.
Mandatory, when, 27-1201.

Motion

2-4305,

Insurance Commissioner, hearings by,

27-1203.

change

41-201.

defendant,

27-1201.

Presence of accused, unnecessary, 27-1201.

companies, actions

Joint or joint and several obligors, etc.,
residing in different counties, 2-4304,
3-204.

Justices' courts, 24-1007 to 24-1016.
Land titles, cases involving, 2-4302,
3-203.

Claim cases, 39-901, 39-908.

Selection of place by judge,
27-1201.

Makers of

Subpoenas

Nonresidents, 3-206.
Notes, suits against maker,

to

against,

56-601.

witnesses,

27-1202.

Subsequent change, 27-1203.

Supreme Court, hearing

in,

27-1201.

Transfer of case, 27-1202.
Transmission of papers by
clerk, 27-1202.

Violence, danger of, 27-1201.

notes, actions against,

2-4305, 3-205, 3-303.

etc.,

indorser,

2-4305, 3-205, 3-303.

Partners residing in different counties,
2-4304,

3-204.

Railroads, actions against, 18-605,
94-1101, 94-1107, 94-1110.

Real property, cases involving
2-4302, 3-203.

title,

(

I
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VERDICT

VENUE— Cont M.
Eosidence of defendants, &-4301,
2-4303, 2-4306, 3-201, 3-202, 3-204 to

;

2 4202.

Simple larceny, 26-2002.
State Warehouse Commissioner, actions
or against, 5-305.

Telegraph companies, actions

against,

104-208.
Title to land, cases involving, 2-4302,
3-203.

Trespassers, joint, suits against, 2-4304.
Witness' fees on change of, 38-1906.

VERDICT.

Total

divorce,

2-4201,

30-104, 80-115, 30

30-101,

no.

Two juries, 2-4201, 30 101.
Election, dist76SS warrant, money Of
property, 61-400.
Equity cases, special, 24 3300, 37-1101,
37-1105.
Error,

amendment,

110-110.

Excessive, sot aside, 105 2003, 105-2015.
Expression of opinion of, by judge,
110-201, 110-202.

Affidavits of jurors to sustain or impeach, 110-109.
Alimony, 30-209.

Amendment
Dispersion of jury, after, 110-111.
Partial illegality, 110-112.
Approval of, by judge in open court,
110-201, 110-202.

Arbitration

Form, instruction of court

as

to,

110-103.

General, for plaintiff or defendant,
110-101.

Conformity to pleadings, 110-110.

proceedings,

7-219,

7-220,

7-223.

Charge of court as to form

Commendation

of jury

Inadequate, set aside, 105-2003,
105-2015.
Joint wrongdoers, against, 105-2011.

Judge
Approval
in open

or disapproval of verdict

court, 110-201.

Commending
of, 110-103.

by judge,

or

complimenting

jury, 110-203.

Discharge of jury on ac-ount of
disapproval of verdict. 110-201.
Disqualification from approval or

110-203.

Conformity
Judgment, 110-301, 110-311.

disapproval, 110-202.

Pleadings, 110-110.
Construction, 110-105, 110-112.

Contempt

Cont'd.

Divorce suit Cont'd.
Rights and disabilities of

3-206.

by

3449
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New

trial, approval or disapproval
on motion for, 110-202.
Opinion of verdict, expressing,

cases, special, 24-105.

Criminal cases
Attempt, finding by jury, 27-2303.
Avoiding, 27-2301.
Construction, reasonable, 27-2301.

110-201, 110-202.

Judgment
Aided

by, on motion in arrest or to

set aside, 110-705.

Form, 27-2301.

Conformity

General in form, 27-2301.
Jury judges of law and fact,

Default, 110-401, 110-403, 110-405,
110-406. See Judgments.

27-2301.

Entering on, 110-302.

Intendment, reasonable, 27-2301.

Punishment prescribed

in,

for cer-

tain felonies, 27-2502.
Recommendation by jury:

See

Crimes and Punishment.
cases in, 110-401, 110-403,
110-405, 110-406. See Judgments.
Divorce suit, 30-113.
Directing, when, 110-104.

Default,

Disapproval

of,

by judge

in open court,

110-201, 110-202.

Discharge of jury on account of disapproval of verdict, 110-201.
Dispersion of jury, amendment after,
110-111.

Default, 30-113.
Disabilities,

determining,

30-122.

2-4201, 30-101.

Partial divorce, 2-4201, 30-101,
30-104,

Following, 110-301.
Jury: See Jury.
Illegal in part,

Impeachment,

amendment, 110-112.

affidavit of jurors,

110-109.

Instruction of court as to form

of,

110-103.

Intendment, 110-105.
Intention of jury, 110-111.
Issues, covering, 110-101.

Knowledge, private, jurors acting

on,

110-108.

Mental capacity, determination, 49-604,
49-610.

Distress warrant, 61-406.
Divorce suit

Number,

to, 110-301.

30-115,

30-117.

Property, disposition

of, 30-115.

Mistake, set aside, 105-2015.
Moulding, 110-106.
New trial, approval or disapproval on
motion for, 110-202. See New Trial.

Open

court, reception in, 110-107.

Partial illegality, amendment, 110-112.

Perjury as ground for setting aside,
110-706.
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Amendment

—

for conformity to,

Director Cont 'd.
Direction and control, power of,

110-110.

made

Issues

by. covering, 110-101.

78-101.
Duties, 78-105, 78106, 78-109.
Pensions, duty, etc., with respect
to, 78-106, 78-108 to 78-110.

Plea on which rendered, showing,
110-102.

Private knowledge, jurors acting on,

Power

110-108.

intendment and construc-

Reasonable

Report, 78-107.
Revision of rulings of, 78-113.
Salary, 78-102.
Term of office, 78-101.

tion. 110-10.".

Remitter of

of attorney, exercise of,

7S-108.

Reception, 110-107.
illegal part, 110-112.

Special

Vacancy

Contempt cases, 24-105.
Equity cases, 24-3306, 37-1104,

in office, 78-104.

Education of veterans' children

—

Eligibility of children, determination, 78-302.

37-1105.

•

Sustaining, affidavit of jurors, 110-109.
Trover, alternative, 107-102, 107-105,

Expenditure, amount

of, 78-301,

78-303.

107-106.-

Payment

Unconditional contracts in writing
Judgment without jury, 2-3207,
24-3321, 24-3335, 24-3336, 110-403,
110-406.
Suits on, 110-403, 110-406. See Un-

conditional Contracts in Writing.
Witness, juror as, 110-108.

VERIFICATION.
for, 9-508.

Disbarment, accusation

amendment

of

affidavit

of,

39-1005.

VESSELS.
See Pilots and Pilotage;
Commissioners; Seamen.

Pilotage

Attachment, 98-104.
Ballast, discharging into harbor, 98-102
to 98-105, 98-9902.
Bills of lading, 98-101, 98-9901.

Firing or sinking, 26-8102.
Larceny from, 26-2624.
Quarantine: See Quarantine.
Replevin, 98-104.
Search by civil officers, 27-424.
Setting fire to, maliciously, 26-8102.

VESTED REMAINDERS.

etc.,

on vouchers,

Grand jury presentments on pension
transmission to director

lists,

of,

59-316.

VETERINARIANS.
See State Veterinarian.
Cattle tick eradication, 62-1012.
Commissioner of Agriculture, employment, 62-1011.
Examination, 84-1503 to 84-1506.

84-1504.

Hog

cholera serum, distribution, etc.,
62-1202, 62-1204, 62-1205.
Inspections by, 62-1008.
License, 84-1503 to 84-1507.
Practitioner defined, 84-1501.
Prescriptions, narcotics, 42-704 to
42-707.

State employs, when, 62-1011.
Tuberculosis in domestic animals,
duties in connection with, 62-1101,
62-1104.

VETERINARY EXAMINERS.

See Remainders and Reversions.

VESTED RIGHTS.
Constitutional guaranty against violation, 1-134, 2-302, 2-7901, 2-8505.

Homestead, preservation, 2-7901.

VETERANS' SERVICE OFFICE.
Assistants, 78-103.
Clerical help, 78-103.

See Georgia State Board of Veterinary Examiners.

VETERINARY SURGEONS.
Taxation, 92-1909, 92-2005.

VETO.
Governor, power, 2-1823, 2-2616, 2-2617.
President of United States, by, 1-123,
1-124.

VICE

78-101.

Annual

of fees,

78-302.

Examiners: See Georgia State Board
of Veterinary Examiners.
Graduates of veterinary colleges,

See Pleading.

Pleadings:

Creation,
Director

—

Cont'd.

Pleadings

Illegality,

SERVICE OFFICE

VETERANS'

VERDICT— Cont 'd.

PRESIDENT

UNITED

OF

STATES.
Acts as President, when, 1-205, 1-812,

report, 78-107.

Appointment, 78-101, 78-104.
Assistants,

employment

of, 78-103.

Books, inspection of, 78-112.
Cooperation with stated organizations, 78-105.

1-831.

Election, 1-202, 1-203, 1-812.
Rules governing, 34-2101.
Eligibility, 1-812.

Impeachment,

1-212.

,
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VICE
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UNITED
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Race,

office,

Forms,

Cont'd.

of

Individual!

m

301, 53 302.

Illegal celebration of marriage,

53-9905.

License to marry, 53 -307

1-201, 1-829, 1-833,

to 53 311,

53-9904, 53-9908.

Local registration, 53 303.
Report of birth of child of white
parent and colored parent,

VICIOUS ANIMALS.
Injury by, liability of owner or keeper,
105-110.

53-314.

VICTROLAS.

Supervision, 53-301.

Taxation of agents or dealers, 92-1310.

VILLAGES.
Homestead

in,

51-501, 51-502, 51-1301,

"White person" denned, 58-312.
Registration of births and deaths
Alteration of certificates, 88-1207.
Blanks, etc., to be furnished,
88-1207.

51-1404.

Burial caskets
Notice inclosed

VINDICTIVE DAMAGES.
Seduction, 105-1204.
Torts, in general, 105-2002, 105-2003.

in,

88-1218.

Record and report, 88-1217.
Burial permits, 88-1213, 88-1216,
88-1219, 88-1220.

VINES.

Card index, 88-1208.

Infested with disease or insects, sale,
etc., 5-701 to 5-722, 5-9925 to 5-9927.
Shipping illegally, 5-9922, 5-9923.

of birth, 88-1202,
88-1203, 88-1207, 88-1208.
Certificate of death, contents,
88-1214.
Certificate

VINOUS LIQUORS AND BEVERAGES.
See Intoxicating Liquors.

VISITORIAL POWERS

AND

Certified copies of records,
88-1212.

DUTIES.

Contents
Birth

Board of Control of Eleemosynary Institutions, 99-101.

attention, 88-1215.

jury, 59-401 to 59-406, 59-9901,

Enforcement of law, 88-1101,

59-9902.

88-1221.

VITAL STATISTICS.

Existing records, 88-1209.
Filing birth certificate, 88-1202.

Bureau of Vital Statistics
Clerks and assistants, 88-1102.
Direction of, 88-1102.
Establishment, 88-1102.
Offices

•

88-1208.

Appointment, 88-1104.
Compensation. SS-1211.

—

in, 88-1218.

Record and report, 88-1217.
Burial permits, 88-1213, 88-1216,
88-1219, 88-1220.
to

pay

for collection, etc.,

92-3701.

Enforcement of vital

statistics

law,

88-1221.

of

individuals

Deputies. 88-1104.
Duties, 88-1210, SS-1221.
Enforcement of law by,
88-1221.
Fees, 88-1211.
Removal, 88-1104.

Midwives, registration, SS-1206.
Penalty for violation of law,
SS-9929.

Midwives, registration, 88-1206.
registration

Forms, 88-1207.
Information as to diseases,
Local registrars

and Equipment, 88-1102.

Records, 88-1102.
Burial caskets
Notice to be inclosed

County tax

certificate, 88-1203.

Death certificate, 88-1214.
Death occurring without medical

Private homes in which children
have been placed, 99-206.

Race,

registration

-

Fee, 58 300.

1-834.

Grand

J

to— Cont'd.

qualify, 1-831.

of

io.w

VITAL STATISTICS

Legislation by Congress
Death of person Congress may
choose, in case of, 1-832.
Failure of Vice President-elect to

Term

3451

as

Preservation

of

certificates,

88-1208.

to—
Attorney General, enforcement of
law by, 53-315.

Record of bodies disposed

Authenticity of statement, 53-304.

Registrars, see Local registrars,
ante.

of registration, 53-303,
53-304, 53-306, 53-9906.
Duty to report violation of law,
Certificate

Registration districts. 88-1103.
Removal permit. SS-1213, SS-1216,
SS-121P. 88-1280.

53-313.

Examination, 53-309.
False registration

of,

8S-1220.

53-306, 53-9907.

Requirement, 88-1201.
Return of permits, SS-1220.
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VITAL STATISTICS— Cont
Registration

Cont

of

births

VOUCHERS.

\1.

and

deaths

Administrators

State Board of Health, duties and
powers. SS-112, SS-119. 8S-1101,
B8-1103, 88-1207 to 88-1212,

Supervision, 88-1101, 88-1102.
Supplemental report of name,

VOUCHING.
Party into court, 38-624.

88-1205.

Passenger, ejection and arrest for using, 27-213, 27-215, 27-218.

Using, 26-6303.
Disturbing religious and other so-

Violation of law, 88-9929.

cieties,

VOCATION.

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION.
Acceptance of Act of Congress providing for. 32-2201.
Agriculture, teachers in consolidated
schools, 32-2205.
Custodian of funds, 32-2203.

Home

economics, teachers in consolidated schools, 32-2205.
State Board of Education
Disbursement of funds, 32-2203.
Duties.

32-2202.

Representing State, 32-2204.
certificates,

32-1021.

VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION.
Acceptance

of

Act of Congress,

32-2301.

Appropriations, 32-2302, 32-2305.
Courses of training, 32-2303.
Custodian of funds, 32-2302.
Donations, 32-2304.
Funds, disbursement, 32-2303.
32-2304.

VOIR DIRE.

VOLUNTARY AGREEMENTS.
Specific performance, 37-804.

VOLUNTARY ASSOCIATIONS.
Practice of law by, 9-401 to 9-405,

trial,

exclusion

of

public

from,

81-1006.

WAGES.
Assignments

as security for loans,

of,

25-316, 25-319.

Buyers of, taxation, 92-2010.
Buying, business of: See Loans on Personal Security.

Employees: See Master and Servant.
Income taxes, gross income, 92-3107.
Loans on: See Loans on Personal
Security.

WAGONS.
Homestead, statutory, 51-1301.

WAGON MATERIALS.
Taxation of manufacturers, 92-901.

WAGONWAY.
Mining purposes,

83-207, 83-208.

WAIVER.
of exceptions, service, 6-911,

6-912.

hearing, 27-419.

Discovery in equity, 38-1101, 81-108.
Homestead, 2-7401, 2-7601, 51-1101,
51-1102.

Jurisdiction, 24-112.

Law,

New

102-106.
trial,

objections to motion, 6-805.

Pony homestead,

2-7601.

Process

9-9903.

VOLUNTARY CONVEYANCES.
purchasers, protection, 96-205.

VOLUNTARY LIQUIDATION.
Banks: See Banks and Banking.

VOLUNTARY MANSLAUGHTER.
See Homicide.

of,

favor of, 53-406.
Relief against accident or mistake of,
in

37-217.

VOLUNTEER MILITARY FORCES.
See Public Defense.

VOTERS.
See Elections.

to show, 81-1313.
as,

81-209.

Right to waive, 81-211.
Writing,

81-211.

Service
as, 81-211.

Appearance and pleading

inferiority, 37-108.

Marriage contracts

Amendment

Appearance and pleading

Acknowledgment

VOLUNTEERS.
Equities

Evidence,

Commitment

Questions to jurors, 59-705, 59-806 to
59-809.
See Jury.

fide

VULGARITY.

Bill

State Board, 32-2303, 32-2304.

Bona

26-6901, 26-6902.

Indictment or presentment, 26-6304.

Identity, evidence of, 38-304.

Gifts,

returns,

to

VULGAR LANGUAGE.

SS-1219, SS-1221.
Stillbirths. 88-1204.

Teachers,

attaching

113-1409, 113-1410.

\1.

as,

81-209.

Right to waive, 81-211.
Writing, 81-211.
Tort or contract, 105-105.
Trustee, right to have another declared
to be, 108-107.

Workmen's compensation, exemption,
114-202.

(
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WAREHOUSEMEN.

WALLS.
Inscriptions

copies

on,

evidence,

us

38-210.

WAR.
See Public Defense.
Bonds,

issued during

etc.,

See Bonded Public Warehousemen.
Depositaries for Lire, 12 405.
Diligenee, 12 405.
Fraudulent conversion by, 2
Receipts, pledge, 12 001.

war between

the States, 2-5901.
Declaration by Congress,

1-125.

WARRANTS.
Arrest: .See Arrest; Courts of Inquiry.
Dispossessory Bee Diepofsettory Warrant; Intruders on Land.
Distress: See Distress Warrant.
Forging, counterfeiting, or altering,
:

and descendants

Electors, soldiers

as,

2-604.

Levying against State as treason,

26-3901.

2-202*.

Habeas corpus, defect as ground

Quartering troops, 1-803, 2-119.

for,

50-116, 50-117.

State

Assumption of debt in time

of,

2-5601.

Bonded

debt,

increase

to

defend

40-1505, 40-1506.

State, 2-6001.

Debt contracted

Countersigning by Comptroller
to defend State,

2-5101.

entered

Obligations

Governor, on State treasury, 40-204.
Books showing, 40-1 J 01, 40-1505.
Comptroller General's duties,

into

during,

payment,
Eight to enter into compact to
engage in, 1-135.
Taxation for purpose of defending
2-5901.

State, 2-4901, 2-4902, 2-5101.

General, 40-1505.
Record, 40-1506.
State Treasurer's duties, 40-1101.
Imprisonment under, as false imprisonment, 105-902.
Possessory: See Possessory Warrants.
Search: See Searches and Seizures.

WARRANTS FOR GOOD BEHAVIOR.
Bonds

WARDENS.

Authority to require, 76-101.
Breach, 76-102.

Game: See Game.
See Penitentiary.

State prison:

Discretion of court, 76-101.

Extension from term to term,

WAREHOUSES.

76-103.

Agricultural marketing associations,
65-217.

Bonded: See Bonded Public Warehousemen.
Cotton
Linters, receiving for storage,

Taxation, 92-1801, 92-1802.
products, taxation, 92-1801.

Leaf tobacco
Account of

sales, 111-201.

Certificate of

Commissioner of

Agriculture, evidence, 111-206.

Penalty for failure to make,
111-205.

Publication of names of warehouse-

men

failing to

comply with law,

111-204.

Records, Commissioner of Agriculture, 111-203.

reports

Authority to require, 76-201.
Breach, 76-202, 76-203.
Extension, 76-204.
Provoking breach of, 76-203.
Requiring, 76-201.
Suit for breach, 76-202.
Wife, right to require against hus-

band, 76-205.

WARRANTY.
Administrator, by, 113-1713.
Construction, 96-302.
Deeds, in: See Deeds.
Ejectment, warrantor as codefendant,
33-115.

Sales, account of, 111-201.

Weekly

WARRANTS TO KEEP THE PEACE.
Bonds

5-305.

Farm

Requiring, 76-101.
Suit for breach, 76-102.
Wife, right to require against husband, 76-104.

by warehousemen,

111-202.

Merchandise, taxation, 92-1801.
Public: See Bonded Public Warehousemen.

WAREHOUSE COMMISSIONER.
See State Warehouse Commissioner.

Implied, sales, 96-301, 96-306.
Judicial sale, title, 39-1307, 39-130S.
Parol evidence, 96-304.
Patent defect in goods sold, 96-304.
Sales, 96-301 to 96-306.

WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY.
Observance in public schools, 32-1503.
Public holiday, 14-1S0S.
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Cont'd.

Guardians, 49-103, 49-224, 49-232,
49-23&
Injunction against, 55-105.
Life tenants, by, 85-004.

Mining purposes, 83-203

85-1304.

Ballast,

See Bridges; Drainage, County System of; Ferries; Private Bridges,
Ferries, and Causeways.
Boundaries, 85-1302.
County, jurisdiction, 23-102.
Jurisdiction as affected by:

See

Venue.
Processioning proceedings, 85-1008.

Tidewater lands, 85-1307.
Bridges over: See Bridges.

CanalsBranches, 17-100, 17-10S.
Companies: See Canal Companies.

Mining

purposes,

83-207,

83-204,

83-205,

83-208.

Waterpower, development, 85-1300.
Canal companies: See Canal Companies.
Channels, marking, 85-1008.
City water department, street railroad passes, 94-1009.
Counties

Boundaries, 23-102.
Divided by, 02-518, 02-519.

Dams, construction,

85-1306.

Diversion, 85-1310, 105-1407.
Possession, 85-1305.
Rights of landowner, 105-1407.
Obstruction, 105-1407.

Abatement, 72-205, 72-206.
Nuisance, 72-205, 72-206.
Overflow, causing, 105-1407.

Ownership
Beds of nonnavigable waters,
85-1302, 85-1307.

Running water,

85-1301.

Pilotage:
See Pilots and Pilotage;
Pilotage Commissioners.
Poisoning, 26-8112.
Pollution, 105-1407.
Possession of nonnavigable streams,

94-301.

85-1310.

Rice culture

of, 105-1407.

Fences, watercourses as, 02-404, 62-518,
62-519.

Diversion,

5-401,

5-403

to

5-407,

5-411.

Obstructing, 5-401, 5-403 to 5-409,

Ferries: See Ferries.

5-411.

Right to construct for private use,
85-1311.

Fishing in another's, 45-401 to 45-405,
45-513.

Floating sawdust into, 26-3701.

condemnation of property

protect against,

title,

36-606.

Inspection of supply by sanitary district commissioners, 88-309.

See Marine Insurance.

Daterference with, as trespass, 105-1407,
05-1408.

Investigation,

Running water, ownership, 85-1301.
State Board of Health to investigate
supply, 88-112.
State Ceologist, survey, 43-302 to
43-307.

to

Franchises, 85-1311, 85-1312.

Insurance:

Accretion, 85-1302.
of
waterpower,

Development

Public roads, footlogs, 95-103.
Railroads, construction along or upon,

105-1407.

Floods,

Defined, 83-1303.
Tidewater, 85-1308.

Prescription, acquiring right to throw
water on another's lands, 85-409.
Private use, bridges and ferries for,
85-1311.

Diversion, 5-401, 85-1301, 85-1310,

Exclusive use, right

Bridges across, 23-2004.

85-1305.

85-1300.

Detention of flow, 105-1407.
Diminution of flow, 105-1407.
Ditching land along, 85-1310.

Embankments,

to

Navigation companies: See Navigation
Companies.
.Nonnavigable

85-1307.

85-1302,

98-102

discharge,

98-105, 98-9902.

WATERS AND WATERCOURSES.

Accretions.

to 83-206.

Navigable
Adjacent lands, rights of owners,

Tenant for years, 85-&03,
Tenant in common, S5-1003.

]

WATERCOURSES —

WATERS AND

WASTE.

Subterranean

streams,

interference

with, 105-1408.

Survey by State Geologist, 43-302 to
43-307.

Tidewater's

Navigable, definition, 85-1308.
Nonnavigable, accretions, 85-1307.
Title to beds, 85-1307, 85-1309.

etc.,

of water supply,

88-112.

Mill rights, 36-812.

to

beds, 85-1307 to 85-1309.

Timber, obstructing passage on water-

Levees, constructing, 85-1310.

Marking channels,

Title

85-1608.

course, 26-8113.

Trespass, interference as, 105-1407,
105-1408.

General Index.
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WATERS AND

WATERCOURSES —

Cont'd.

8EC1

WEEKS.
Advertisements, legal

Underground

interference

streams,

with, 3 05-1408.
Use, 85-1.301, 105-1407.

Comptroller

General,

correct,

to

etc.,

92-6001 to 92-6007, 92-6101
to 92-6104.
Time, 92-5901.
Time of payment, 92-5908.

fli

Agricultural products: See Agricultural
Products.
Bread, sales under assize, 26-7403.
Bridges, weight of loads on, 95-906,
95-1723.

Bushel, standard weight, 112-101.
Concentrated commercial feeding stuffs,

Congress' power to fix standards, 1-125.
Corn meal, 42-302, 42-303.
Cotton: See Agricultural Products.

Venders on, taxation, 92-1605.

WATERPOWER COMPANIES.

Condemnation of private property—
Appeal, 36-805, 36-806.
Authority, 36-801, 36-804.
Flooding roads, etc., 36-804.
Interference with operation of facof compensation or dam-

ages, 36-802.

36-808,

Use of condemned

36-809, 36-811.
road, 36-810.

Freight, weighing: See Carriers.
Grits, 42-302, 42-303.

112-102.

Penalty for selling by unmarked
weights or measures, 112-103.
Rice: See Agricultural Products.
Seal for marking, 112-102.
Selling

WATERWORKS COMPANIES.

by

deficient weights or meas-

ures, 112-104.

Condemnation of private property, procedure applicable, 36-202.

Selling
ures,

WAYS.

by unmarked weights

or meas-

112-103.

Stamp for marking, 112-102.
Standard, 112-101, 112-102, 112-105,

Necessity, 85-1402.
Private: See Private Ways.
Trespass on, 105-1410.

112-106.

Testing

of,

by ordinary,

Unmarked weights and

WEAPONS.

112-104.

measures,

sell-

ing by, 112-103.

at another, 26-5107.

Carrying concealed or deadly weapons,
26-5101, 26-5102.

Grand jury charge,

Deficiencies, 112-102, 112-104.

False, selling or buying by, 112-9901.
Flour, 42-302, 42-303.

Marking by ordinary,

tory, 36-812.

Procedure,

manufacturer! and

42-202.

WATERCRAFT.

Payment

of

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.

92-5902 to 92-5904.

Assessments

.,'

39-1 102.

ers, 92-1307.

Presidents, taxation, 92-2409.
to

39-1102

WEIGHING MACHINES.
Taxation

WATER COMPANIES.
Taxes
Returns

"Four weeks," meaning,
"Once a we' k i'<,r
meaning,

Waterpower, construction of dams for
development of, 85-1300.

Aiming

'1
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WELFARE.
See Social Welfare.

59-601.

Dueling, 26-5201 to 26-5205.
Furnishing to minors, 26-5108.
Keeping and bearing arms, 1-802,
2-122.

Poisoning, 26-8112.

WEST INDIANS.
Persons of color, 79-103.

License to carry, 26-5103.
Fee, 26-5105.

WESTERN AND ATLANTIC

How

obtained, 26-5104.
Punishment for carrying

WELLS.

RAIL-

ROAD.
weapon

without license, 26-5106.
Record, 26-5104.
Minors, selling or furnishing to,
26-5108.

Pointing at another, 26-5107.
Posse carrying, 26-5102, 26-5404.
Sales to minors, 26-5108.
Shooting: See Shooting.

Sunday, discharging gun on, 26-6907.

WEARING APPAREL.

Attorney General, duties, 40-1605.
Condemnation of lands by. 91-301 to
91-304.

Earnings, State revenue. 92-3591.

Penal laws, applicability. 91-203.
Relation of State to, 91-202.
Rentals, State revenue. 92-3501.

Road

laws, applicability, 91-2

Sale,

disposition

of

proceeds

2-6101.

Assault with intent to injure, 26-1407.

State property, 91-101, 91-201.

Homestead, statutory, 51-1301.

Stockgaps, 91-204.

of,

General Index.
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Public Service Commission, control by,
Public
See
etc.,
93-3H 93-307,
Service Commission.

WHARFINGERS.

12-407,

WHARVES.
Navigation companies, right to erect
and maintain, 17-212.
Railroads, 94-301.

Property

in,

85-1703.

WILD LANDS.
sales,

113-1704.

List of, 40-1508.
Private ways, 83-111.

Speculation in
Comptroller General, 40-1509.
Secretary of State, 40-602.
Taxation, 92-4609, 92-6211 to 92-6214,
92-6604, 92-7403.

WILD TURKEYS.
Game

WHEAT.

birds: See

Game.

WILDCAT.

Bushel, weight, 112-101.
Growing, levy and sale, 39-119.

Fur-bearing animals: See Game.

WHEAT BRAN, MIDDLINGS, AND
SHORTS.

WILD-LIFE SANCTUARIES.
United States, acquisition of lands by,

See Concentrated Commercial Feeding Stuffs.
Bushel, weight, 112-101.

15-304.

WILLS.
Abatement of

WHEREAS.

legacies, 113-821,

113-1509.

Accounting and settlement, direct

Meaning, 102-103.

Convicts, 77-211 to 77-214.
Punishment for crime, 2-107.
Wife, 26-1410.

to

impeach, 113-616.
Advancements: See Advancements;
Descent and Distribution.
Adverse claims by legatee, 113-819.
After-acquired property, 113-811.
Age as affecting capacity to make,

WHISKEY.
See Intoxicating Liquors.

WHISTLES.
Railroad locomotives, 94-505 to 94-508,
94-9902, 94-9903.

113-203, 113-205.

Altering, counterfeiting, or forging,
26-3901, 26-3902.
Ambiguities, explaining, 113-807.
Annuities charged on land, 113-822.
Annulment, see Revocation, post.

WHITE BEANS.
Bushel, weight, 112-101.

WHITE COTTONSEED

suit

by legatee for, 113-2206.
Ademption of legacy, 113-817.
Admissions by executor or legatee

WHIPPING.

OIL.

Attestation

and standard of purity,

Blind mutes, interpreter and scrivener as witnesses, 113-207.
Competency of witnesses, time of,

42-111.

WIDOWS.
Dower: See Dower.
Homicide of husband, recovery

113-303.
for:

See Death.

Devisees, competency as witnesses,
113-304.

taxes, exemptions

and

credits,

92-3106.

Inheritance, 113-903.
Life estates, 85-603, 85-712.
Natural guardian, 49-102.
Possession of children, 74-106.
Soldiers, pensions: See Pensions.
Testamentary guardians, appointment,

Foreign

will, 113-702, 113-705.

Husband, competency as witness
where legacy given to wife,
113-304.
Illiterate witnesses, 113-302.

Interpreter as witness, 113-207,
113-306.

Legatees, competency as witnesses,

49-104.

Year's support for:

See Year's Sup-

113-304.

Marks

port.

of witnesses, 113-302.

Necessity, 113-301.

WIDTH.
Public

Deposits by, property, 85-1704.

Administrators'

Depositaries for hire, 12-406.
Fraudulent conversion by, 26-2S07.
Hire of labor, essence of contract,

Income

1

WILD ANIMALS.

WHARFAGE COMPANIES.

Definition

s.

Number
roads,

95-103,

95-105,

95-108.

WIFE.
See Husband and Wife.

95-106,

of witnesses, 113-301.

Nuncupative

will, 113-502.

One witness signing

for another,

113-302.

Presence of testator, 113-301.

3457
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WILLS

WILL&— Cont M.

—

Attestation Cont M.
Eepublication, 113-409.
Bevoking Instrument, 113-403.
Scrivener as witness, when, L3-207.

Amount

of devise, limitation,
113-107.

Cy

1

Time of competency

Cont'd.

Charity

pres

113-303.

1

113-819.

After-acquired prorjerty, 113-811.
Charitable
Cy pros doctrine, 108-202,

application

L3 815.

Children
Birth to testator, as revocation,
113-408.

Exclusion of, 113-106, 113-107.
Circumstances, explaining, 113-807.

CodicilDefinition, 113-109.

Execution, 113-109.
Eepublication by, 113-409.
Collusion, exclusion of wife and

113-815.

Equity jurisdiction, 108-201,
108-202.

Extraneous evidence, 108-206.
Supervision of equity, 108-204.
Sustained and carried out,

Compensatory devises or bequests

to

executors, 113-823.

Children, exclusion, 113-106,
113-107.

Attesting witnesses,

Compensatory, to executors,

Interpreters, 113-306.

see

Attesta-

tion, ante.

Testator, see Testamentary capac-

113-823.

Construction,

see

Construction,

post.

Conversion of real estate into personalty, effect of direction,
113-814.

Debts, see Debts of decedent, post.
Destruction, 113-817.
Election to take under or against

ity, post.

Conditions in terrorem, 113-820.
Conjunctions, changing, 113-806.
Construction
Ambiguities, explaining, 113-807.
Conjunctions, changing, 113-806.

Deed or will, 113-102.
"Give," "lend" construed

will, 113-819.

as,

113-804.

"Give," "lend" construed

Income, gift

as,

113-804.

of, 113-805.

Intention of testator, giving effect
of,

to, 113-806.

113-805.

"Lend"

Income taxes, gross income,
92-3107.

Omitted words, supplying, 113-806.
Parol evidence, 113-807.
Petitions for, 37-403, 37-404.
Surrounding circumstances.

113-804.

Policy of State, contrary

113-807.

to,

Transposition

113-106, 113-820.

Public policy, contrary

to, 113-106,

113-820.

Eesiduum, see Residuum,

of

sentences

or

clauses, 113-806.

Contingent estate under, sale to pay
debts, 113-1721 to 113-1723.

post.

Conversion of realty into personalty,

Strangers, entire estate to, 113-106.
113-107.

Substitution of property, 113-818.
Void, effect, 113-813.
Wife, exclusion, 113-106, 113-107.

or vice versa, direction, 113-S14.
Convicts, capacity to make, 113-206.

Copy
Authenticated, primary evidence,
38-206.

necessary, 113-804.

Certified, as evidence, 113-612,

Birth of child to testator as revoca-

113-613.

tion, 113-408.

Foreign

Blind mutes, capacity to make, 113-207.
Cancellation, see Eevocation, post.
Capacity to make, see Testamentary

wills, certified copies,

113-613, 113-703 to 113-703.
113-709.

Loss or destruction, establishing,

capacity, post.

Caveat, see Probate, post.
Charitable bequests, enforcement
equity, 108-201, 108-202.

construed as "give,"

113-804.

Lapse of, 113-812, 113-813.
Laws, contrary to, 113-106, 113-820.
"Lend" construed as "give,"

Words

chil-

dren, 113-106.

Competency

113-815.

Income, gift

to

.

Bequests, see Legacies, post.

Abatement, 113-821, 113-1509.
Ademption, 113-817.
Adverse claim to will by legatee,

doetrine,

13 B1&
bequest or <\<Sustaining bequest or devise to,

of witnesses,

113-611.

Creditors, see Debts, post.
in

Cum

testamento annexe administrator:
See Administrators and Executors.
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WILLS— Gout M.

WILLS— Cont'd.

Cv pros doctrine, application to charitable bequests and devises, 108-202,
113-815.
Deaf, dumb, and blind persons, capacity
to

make, 113-207.

will, 113-819.

Death—
Effective from, 113-102, 113-105.
Legatee before testator, lapse of
legacy, 113 -SI 2.
Revocation before, 113-401.

Debts of decedent

Abatement

of legacies to par,
113-821, 113-1500.
Assent of executor as affecting
rights of creditors, 113-802.
Charging property with, 113-821,

113-1509.

Compensatory bequests to executors, effect, 113-S23.

payment, etc.: See Administrators and Executors.

Priorities,

113-821,

113-1509.

Residuum, payment out

as,

113-804.

Income

tax, 92-3107.

Institutions, 113-107.

Lapse

of, 113-812, 113-813.

''Lend" construed

as

"give,"

113-804.

Religious, 113-107.

Void, effect, 113-813.
Witness, devisee as, effect, 113-304.

Words

necessary, 113-804.

Disability to execute, see Testamentary
for

pro rata share, 113-821.

for,

Executory, 113-816.
"Give," "lend" construed

Direction, petition for, 37-403, 37-404.

Land, charged on, 113-822.
Legatee, proceeding against,

Property liable

—

Devises Cont 'd.
Debts, see Debts of decedent, ante.
Educational, 113-107.
Election to take under or against

of, 113-821,

113-1509.

Decree in vacation, 37-1205.

capacity, post.

Dispensing with inventory and returns,
113-1414.
See Administrators
and
Executors.
Disposition of property, power of,
113-106, 113-107.

Dower, provisions in

lieu of, 31-103,

31-110.

Drunkards, capacity to make, 113-202.

DeedDistinguished, 113-102.

Part deed, part

will, 113-103.

Duress, 113-208.

Eccentricity as affecting capacity to

make, 113-205.

Definition

Educational institutions, limitation on

Codicil, 113-109.

devises to, 113-107.

Will, 113-101.

Destruction —

Effect, time of taking, 113-102, 113-105.

Copy, establishing, 113-611.
Revocation, 113-403, 113-404,
113-611.

Devisavit vel non, temporary administrator pending issue of, 113-1202,
113-1208.

Election to take under or against,
113-819.

Legatee, by, 37-502 to 37-504.
Year's support, 113-1007.
Establishment, see Probate, post.

Evidence
Authenticated copies, primary,

Devises —

Abatement, 113-821, 113-1509.
Adverse claim to will by legatee,
113-819.

113-709.

After-acquired property, 113-811.
Assent of executor, 113-801 to
113-803.

Ear by election

to take dower,

31-103.

limitation, 113-107.

pres doctrine, 108-202,
113-815.

Sustained and carried out,
113-315.

Construction,

to executors, 113-823.

see

Construction,

ante.

Conversion of personalty into real
estate, effect of direction,

113-814.

certified copy, 113-613.

Parol to explain ambiguities and
surrounding circumstances,
Republication, proof

Cy

Compensatory

Foreign will devising personalty,

113-807.

Charitable

Amount,

38-206.

Certified copies as, 113-612, 113-613,

by

parol,

113-403.

Execution

of, 113-301.

See Attestation,

ante; Formalities of execution, post.
Executors: See Administrators and Executors.

Taking beneficial interest, 113-1503.
Executory devise, 113-816.
Express

revocation,

see

post.

Filing for probate, 113-610.

Revocation,

— —— —

——
>
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WILLS— Cont 'd.
Foreign

WILLS-

—

Certified copies as evidence,
113-613, 113-703 to 113-705,

113-709.
Definition,

Cont'd.

Interpreters
Blind mutes,

without pro-

title

Probate, see Probate, post.
Form of words, 113-102.
Formalities of execution

—

Codicil, 113-100.

Foreign will, 113-702, 113-705.
Nuncupative will, 113-502.
Eepublication, 113-409.

Revoking instrument,

Competency, 13-306.
Inventory dispell
414.
See Administrator! and Kxeeutors.

Effect, 113-208, 113-209.

children, exclusion,

113-106.

e

,

;

113-104.

Knotrledge by testator of content*,
113-305.

Land, annuities, legacies,
charged on, 113-822.
Lapse of

debts

or

Legacy, 113-813.

113-820.

Legncies, see Bequests, ante.

Fraudulent or malicious destruction,
26-7601.

"Give," "lend" construed

as, 113-804.

Guardians, appointment, 49-101, 49-103,
49-104.

Husband, witness to

will giving sepa-

rate estate to wife, 113-304.

make, 113-202.

Idiots, capacity to

Abatement, 113-821, 113-1509.
Accounting and settlement

by

legatees, direct suit for, 113-L-

Ademption, 113-817.
Admissions of legatee

to

impeach

by

legatee,

113-316.

will,

Adverse claim

to will

113-819.

Illegal conditions, 113-820.
Illegality, partial, effect, 113-108.

Illiterate persons,

Joint

Larceny of, 26-2615.
Latent ambiguities, explaining', 113-807.
Law, bequests contrary to, 113-106,

Will, 113-301.

attestation by,

After-acquired property, 113-811.
Assent of executor, 113-801 to
113-803, 113-821.

113-302.

Imbeciles, capacity to make, 113-202,

Charitable

Cy pres

113-205.

108-202,

Sustained and carried out,

tor or legatee, 113-616.

revocation,

doctrine,

113-815.

Impeachment, by admissions of execu-

113-S15.

Revocation,

see

Compensatory, to executors,

post.

Impossible conditions, 113-820.
Incapacity, see Testamentary capacity,

113-823.

Construction,

see

Construction,

ante.

post.

Income, gift

Conversion of real estate into per-

of, 113-805.

Inconsistent provisions, 113-406,

sonalty, effect of direction,
113-814.

113-407.

Infants, capacity to make,

Death of legatee before

testator,

113-812.

113-203.

Insane persons, capacity to make,
113-204.

Institutions, limitation on devises to,

Debts, see Debts of decedent, ante.
Destruction, 113-S17.
Election to take under or against
will, 113-819.

113-107.
Intellect necessary to

mentary capacity,

make, see Testa-

113-806.

See

General

Abatement, 113*821, 113-1509.

post.

Intention
Charitable bequest or devise, carrying out, 113-815.
Construction so as to give effect
Construction,

ante.

Deed

of,

Devise, 113-813.
113-403.

Fraud

to,

ills

'.

bate, 113-709, 113-710.

Implied

witrie-H

113-207.
1

113-701.

Muniments of

Wife and

34r/J

or will, 113-102.

Partial invalidity as affected by,
113-108.

Revocation, 113-404, 113-405.

Definition, 113-SOS.

Gift of

money from

specified

fund, 11 3 -SO?.
Interest on. 113-S10.

Increase, 113-SOP.
Interest on, 113-S10.

Land, charged upon, 113-S22.
Lapse of. 113-S12, 113-813.
Profits,

113-809.

Residuum, see Residuum, post.
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WILLS—Cont 'd.
Legacies

— Cont

WILLS^Cont 'd.
Part-

\1.

Deed, part

Specific

Illegal, effect, 113-108.

Definition, 113-808.

Mistake invalidating, 113-210.

Income, 113-809.
Increase

of,

Revocation, 113-406.
Patent ambiguities, explaining, 113-807.
Policy of State, bequests contrary to,

113-809,

Profits of, 113-809.

Substitution of property, 113-818.
Time of vesting, effect of post-

ponement, 113-809.

Mark

of witness,
113-302.

113-106, 113-820.

Possession postponed until after death,
effect, 113-102.

Void, effect. 113-813.
Witness, legatee as, effect, 113-304.
"Lend" construed as "give," 113-804.
Life estates, creation, 85-602.
Loss, establishing copy, 113-011.
Lucid intervals, capacity in. 113-1204.
Lunatics, capacity to make, 113-204.

Powers of

testators, 113-106, 113-107.

Presumption, revocation, 113-611.
Probate
Admissions by executor or legatee
to impeach will, 113-616.
Blind mutes, wills of, 113-207.
Caveat

County of residence, testator

attestation bv,

dying out of, 113-604.
Executor's power pending,

Marriage of testator as revocation,

113-1208, 113-1501.

113-408.

Mental capacity of testator, see Testamentary capacity, post.
Misrepresentations, procuring by,

Mistake of testator as

Foreign wills, 113-705.
Minors, by, 113-605.
Certified copies as evidence,
113-612.

113-209.
to existence or

conduct of heir, effect, 113-210.
Monomaniacs, capacity to make,

Certifying to ordinary of county
of testator's residence, 113-604.
Codicil, 113-109.

Commission

113-204.

Mutes, blind, capacity to make,

to

examine witnesses,

113-609.

Common form

113-207.

Admitting to record, 113-601,

Mutual, 113-104, 113-401.

Number

will, 113-103.

Abatement. 113-821, 113-1509.

113-604, 113-606.

of witnesses, 113-301.

Conclusiveness,

Nuncupative

113-601,

113-605.

Definition, 113-501.

Place of making, 113-502.

County other than testator's

Probate
Notice to heirs, 113-618.
Solemn form, 113-618.

residence, 113-604.
Executor, how far protected
by, 113-601.
Foreign wills, 113-703 to

Time

of application, 113-617.
Property passing by, 113-504.
Requisites, 113-502.
113-502.

Proving,

113-617.
to

113-601.

Seven years elapsing, conclu-

writing, 113-503.

Writing, reducing

to,

siveness, 113-605.

Vacation, in, 113-606.
Witnesses, 113-601, 113-604.
Conclusiveness, 113-601, 113-602,

Validity, 113-301, 113-502.
Witnesses, 113-502.
113-501,

113-503.

113-605.

Obliteration as revocation, 113-404.
Old age as affecting capacity to make,

Contempt of

court, failure to

Parol
Ambiguities, explaining, 113-807.
Republication

Proved by, 113-403.
Sufficiency, 113-409.

circumstances,

plaining, 113-807.

lost or

original, 113-611.

One-third, limitation on charitable devise, 113-107.
Ordinary, jurisdiction, 24-1701, 24-1901,
24-2104.

ex

file

will, 113-610.

Copy, in place of

113-205.

Omitted words, supplying, 113-806.

Surrounding

Method, 113-601.
Purchasers at sales under,

Time of
Making,
Reducing

113-705.

destroyed

-

County other than testator's

resi-

dence, 113-604.
Delay, effect, 113-1227.
Destroyed will, 113-611.

Executor
Offering will for, 113-614,
113-615, 113-706, 113-707.

Power pending, 113-1501.
Protection by probate in common form, 113-601.
Qualification, time of, 113-615.

— ——
General

WILLS— Cont'd.

— Cont

Indi
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I

Probate

— —

,

\<

wills

Cont'd.

Probate— Cont'd.

'd.

Foreign wills
Caveat, 113-705.

113-705.

113-705.

as evidence, when,
113-613.

Guardians ad litem, IK;
Method, 13-602.
11:3

Definition, 113-701.
will, 113-707.

Service, 113-607.

Signatures, proof by, 113 602.
Witnesses, proof by, J J

113-707.
will, 113-706,

;,

113-707.

113-609.

Exemplification, 113-703 to
113-705, 113-709.
Heir offering will, 113-707.
Legatee offering will, 1.13-707.
Methods, 113-703 to 113-705.

Muniment

of title without
113-710.
113-709,
probate,
Necessity for, before representative can act, 113-708.

Personalty
Bequest, 113-705.
Devising, certified copy
as evidence, 113-613.

Eealty devised, 113-702 to
113-704.

Solemn form, 113-703

Nuncupa-

see

24-2615.

Temporary administration

prior to,

113-1203, 113-1208.

Temporary administrator, executor
as,

pending, 1] 3-1208, 113-1501.

Time of offering

will for, 24-2104

113-615.

Witnesses, examination by commission, 113-609.

Property acquired after making
113-811.

Public policy
Bequests contrary

to,

113-106

113-820.

113-705.

wills,

Superior courts, jurisdiction,

to

Jurisdiction of ordinary, 24-1701,
24-1901, 24-2104, 113-603, 113-604.
Limitation of seven years, 113-605.
Lost will, 113-611.

Conditions against, 113-820.
Eeasonableness, as affecting decision

as

to capacity, 113-205.

Record, 24-1804, 24-2104.
Religious institutions, limitation on
devises to, 113-107.

tive, ante.

Offering will for, 113-614, 113-615.

Ordinary
Commissions to examine witnesses, issuance, 113-609.

Contempt, punishment for
file will,

fail-

113-610.

County other than testator 's

Republication
Codicil, by, 113-409.
Formalities, 113-409.

Parol, 113-409.

Evidence to prove, 113-403.
Reviving revoked will by, 113-403.

Same

Jurisdiction,

24-1701,

republished,

Original to remain in

Administration of. 113-1503.
Debts payable from, 113-821

24-1901,

24-2104, 113-603, 113-604.

113-1509.

Devise lapsed or void falling into,
113-813.

office of,

Legacy lapsed

113-612.

Vacation, probate

in,

when,

or void falling into,

113-813.

Resulting revocation, see Revocation,

113-606.
effect,

113-105.

executor pending,

113-1501.

Residence of testator as affecting
jurisdiction,

how

Residuum

113-604.

Guardians ad litem, appointment, 113-608.

Postponement,

paper,

113-409.

residence, jurisdiction,

of

-60 7.

Publication of notice, 113-607.

Distributee offering will,

Power

-..

Notice to heirs, 113-602,

Creditor offering will, 113-707.

ure to

•

1

County of probate, 113-702.

Nuncupative

t

ConelufiveneM, 113 602.
Foreign wills, 113-703 to

Copy

Executor offering

i\\

113 616.

form, 113-703 to

Devisee offering

or

i

legate*

Certified copy, 113-703 to
113-705, 113-709.

Common

—

So U in D U>rm
Admisfionf by

Filing will for, 113-010.

113-603,

113-604.

post.

Returns dispensed with by. 113-1414.
See Administrators and Executors.
Reviving revoked will by republication,
113-403.
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WILLS— Cont 'd.

WILLS— Cont'd.

Birth of child to testator, 113-403.

Destruction of

will,

Convicts, 113-206.

113-403,

Deaf, dumb, and blind persons,

113-404.

113-207.

Express
Canceling material portion,

Drunkards, 113-202.
Eccentricity, 113-205.

113-404.

Definition, 113-402.
Destruction, 113-403, 113-404,
113-611.
Effective, when, 113-402.
Execution, formality, 113-403.

of material por113-404.
tion,
Witnesses, 113-403.
Written instrument, 113-403.

Obliteration

Implied —

Idiots, 113-202.

Imbeciles, 113-202, 113-205.
Infants, 113-203.
Insane persons, 113-204.
Intellect necessary, 1 J 3-202.
Lucid intervals, lunatics in,
113-204.

Lunatics, 113-204.

Monomaniacs, 113-204.
Mutes, blind, 113-207.
Old age as affecting, 113-205.
Persons who may make, 113-201.
Reasonableness as affecting determination of, 113-205.

Birth of child to testator,
113-408.

Definition, 113-402.

Effective, when, 113-402.

Wife and children excluded,

Extent, 113-406.
Inconsistent provisions,

113-106.

Marriage of testator, 113-408.
Scope, 113-406.

Subsequent inconsistent

will,

Three witnesses, requirement, 113-301.
Time from which effective, 113-102,
113-105.
Title, assent of executor as prerequisite

113-402.

to passing of, 113-801.

Intention, 113-404, 113-405.
Marriage of testator, 113-408.
wills,

slight

evidence of mental aberration,

113-406, 113-407.

Mutual

—

Cont 'd.
Blind mutes, 113-207.

Testamentary capacity

Revocation

Transposition of sentences or clauses,
113-806.

113-104, 113-401.

Partial, 113-406.

Trusts, creation by, 108-114.

Power

Undevised

of testator, 113-401.

Presumption, 113-404, 113-611.

estate, administration of,

113-1503.

Resulting, see Implied, ante.

Undue

Right of testator, 113-401.
Time, 113-401.
Written instrument, by, 113-403.

Unreasonableness as affecting decision

Sales under,

by executors, 113-1717.

See Administrators and Executors.
Scriveners
Beneficiaries, proof of testator's

knowledge of contents, 113-305.
Blind mutes, witnesses to wills

of,

as to capacity, 113-205.

Voluntary character, 113-208.

WifeCharitable devises to exclusion of,
113-107.

Exclusion by testator, 113-106.
Husband as witness where wife
legatee, 113-304.

113-207.

Separate execution of mutual wills,
113-104.

influence, 113-106, 113-208.

Witnesses,

see

Attestation,

Probate,

ante.

Signature of testator, 113-301, 113-305.
Strangers, bequest of entire estate to,

Writing, necessity, 113-301, 113-501,

113-106, 113-107.
Subscribing witnesses, see Attestation,
Probata, ante.
Subseour-nt inconsistent will, 113-402.

Year's support of decedent's family,
provision in lieu of, 113-1007.
See

Substitution of projjerty bequeathed,
113-818.

F'-premv Court's Jurisdiction, 2-3005.
Surrounding circumstances, explaining,
113-807.

Terrorem, conditions in, 113-820.
Testamentary capacity

Age as affecting, 113-203, 113-205.
Amount of intellect necessary,
113-202.

113-702.

Year 's Support.

WINE.
See Intoxicating Liquor3.

WINTER COTTONSEED

OIL.

Definition and standard of purity,
42-111.

WIRE WALKING.
Children put to vocation
54-9904.

of,

54-9903,

— — —

—

———
General Index.
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Evidence;

Depositions;

Interrogatories

Perpetuating

and

Testi-

mony.

Cont'd.

Compelling aeenaed persons

Accused person, compelling,

1-805,

2-106.

Acts of 1866 and 1889, 38-1603.
Administrator of deceased person, competency of opposite party, 38-1603.
Adultery, action for, 38-1606.
Advice of professional advisers, privilege not to disclose, 38-1102, 38-1711.
Affidavit of attendance, 38-1502.

Affirmation, 38-1701.
or against principal, 4-315.

I

,

Acts of ?866 and
Administrator <>>
competency of

poet.

>.

opposite

party,

38-1603.

Adultery action, 38-1006.

Agent
For or against principal,
4-315.

Insane or deceased, competency of opposite party,
Surviving
or
party,
sane
against deceased or insane
person, 38-1603.

Assignee of deceased person, competency of opposite party,
38-1603.

Attorney at law
Against clients, 38-419,
38-1605.

Privileged communications,
38-418, 38-419.

tion.

Arrest, freedom from, 38-1506.

Surviving

Assignee of deceased person, competency of opposite party, 38-1603.
Attendance
Attachment to compel, 38-1504.

Compulsory process

to require,

or
sane
party,
against deceased or insane
person, 38-1603.
Breach of marriage promise, action
for, 38-1606.
Children, 38-1607, 38-1610.

Communications with insane

1-805, 2-106, 38-1504, 38-1603,
50-114, 50-122, 50-123.
Damages for failure, 38-1504.

ceased person, 38-1603.
Corporation agent insane
ceased, competency of
party, 38-1603.

Fine for failure, 38-1504.
Forfeiture of fees for failure,
38-1507.

Payment

of fees as condition precedent, 38-1502.
Eequirement, 38-1501.

Attorney at law

or de-

or deopposite

Court to decide, 38-1601, 38-1610.
Crime, commission of, as affecting,
38-1603.

Death of party, competency of

sur-

vivor, 38-1603.

Competency as against

Drunkards, 38-1608, 38-1610.
Evidence Acts of 1866 and 1889,

clients,

38-419, 38-1605.

Privileged communications, 38-418,
38-419.

Surviving or sane party, against
deceased or insane person,

38-1603.

Executor of deceased person, competency of opposite party,
38-1603.

Handwriting, 38-708.

38-1603.

Auditor's power to subpoena and
swear, 10-103.
Bias, showing, 38-1712.
Breach of marriage promise, action for,

Husband and
each

other

wife, for or against
in

criminal

cases,

38-1604.
Idiots, 38-1607, 38-1610.

Indorsee of deceased person, competency of opposite parry,

38-1606.

Character, impeachment, 38-1803,

3S-1603.

38-1804.

Children, competency, 38-1607, 38-1610.

Infants, 3S-1607, 3S-1610.

Commission to examine: See Interrogatories and Depositions; Perpetuating

Insanity
Disqualifies,

when, 3S-1607,

38-1610.

Testimony.

Committing courts: See Courts of

In-

One

party,

competency

other, 38-1603.

quiry.

Communications

be*

Competency

Insane or deceased, competency of
opposite party, 38-1603.
Surviving or sane party, against
deceased or insane person,
38-1603.
Aliens, 79-305.
Appeal, attendance, 38-1501.
Arbitration proceedings: See Arbitra-

to

1-805, 2-100.

Compensation, tec

Absence, forfeiture of fees, 38-1507.

Agent
For

b

I

WITNESSES

WITNESSES.
See

I

with

insane

ceased person, 38-1603.

or

de-

Interest as affecting, 38-702,
38-1603.

of

General Index.
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WITNESSES— Cont 'd.

WITNESSES— Cont M.
Competency

— Cont

Corroboration of female in rape prose-

\1.

Interrogatories or depositions, competency after death of either
party, 38-1603.
Joint obligor insane or deceased,
competency of opposite party.
38-1603.

Loss of instrument, party, 3S-702.
Lunatics. 38-1607, 38-1610.
Mental capacity, 38-1607, 3S-1608,
38-1610.

Objections, time of, 38-1011.
Officer of corporation insane or
deceased, competency of opposite party, 38-1603.
Parties, 38-702,

38-1603.

Partner insane or deceased, competency of opposite party,

person, competency of opposite
party, 38-1603.
Physical defects, 38-1609.
Rebuttal of testimony as to transactions, etc., with insane or deceased persons, 38-1603.
Religious belief, 38-1602.
Restoration of, 38-1612.

Survivor of deceased party,
38-1603.

Transactions with insane or deceased person, 38-1603.
Transferee of deceased person,

competency of opposite party,
38-1603.

other

for or against

criminal

in

cases,

38-1604.

Compulsory process

obtain, 1-805,
2-106, 38-1504, 38-1603, 50-122, 50-123.
Condemnation proceedings, 36-502.
to

Confidential communications

Attorney and

client, 38-418, 38-419,

fees, 24-3408, 24-3410,
27-2801, 27-2802, 38-1502.

Nonresident

criminal

witnesses,

cases, 38-1903.

County tax
Assessors, summoning, 92-6914.
Expenses, for, 92-3701.
Courts of inquiry:
See Courts of Inquiry.
Credibility
Positive and negative testimony as
affecting, 38-111.

Preponderance as affected by,
Question for jury, 38-1805.
Religious belief, 38-1602, 38-1603.
Crime, commission of, as affecting competency, 38-1603.
Criminal cases
Accomplice, corroboration, 38-121.
Compelling accused to testify,

—

1-805,

2-106.

Convicts as witnesses
Costs, expense as, 38-2003.
Cumulative remedy, 38-2004.

Defendant
Expenses, 38-2004.
Production, 38-2002.
Governor, order by, 38-2001,

Habeas corpus ad

testifican-

dum, 38-1505.
State
Expenses, 38-2003.

Production for, 38-2001.
nonresiwitnesses,
Defendant's
dents, pay, etc., 38-1905.

38-418, 59-302.

Husband and

wife, 38-418, 38-1604.

each other, 38-1604.
Nonresident State's witnesses
Claim for pay and expenses,

State secrets, 38-418, 38-1102.

Confronting accused with, 1-806, 2-105.
with
professional
adConsultation
privilege not to

disclose,

38-1102, 38-1711.

Contempt, punishment, 24-105.
Continuance for absence of, 81-1407,
See Con81-1410, 81-1411, 81-1422.
tinuance.

Contradictory statement, impeachment,
38-1801, 38-1 S03.

Convicts as, see Criminal cases, Imprisonment, post.
Coroner's inquest, 21-207, 21-208.
Corporation agent insane or deceased,
competency of opposite party,
38-1603.

Expenses and

Fees, 27-2801, 27-2802.

38-1605.

visers,

as,

38-2003.

38-2002.

Wife and husband,

Grand jurors,
Husband and

Convicts as witnesses, expense

38-107.

38-1603.

Personal representative of deceased

each

cution, 26-1304.

Costs-

wife, for or against

38-1903.
Costs, expense as, 38-1903.

Expenses, 38-19*02.
Local laws, 38-1904.
Mileage, 38-1902.
Pay, 38-1902.

Payment, 38-1903.
Subpoena, 38-1901.

Venue changed,

fees and expenses, 38-1906.
Number, 38-121.

Oath, form, 38-1702.
Perjury, number, 38-121.
Prisoner's statement, 27-405,
38-415.

Treason, number, 38-121.

— —
General

1

ndex.
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WITNESSES— Cont \1.

—

38-1906.

Wife and husband, for

or against

each other, 38-1604.
Crimination of self, compelling,

80.1,

1

2-106, 38-416, 38-417, 38-1102, 38-1205,

93-506,

I

WITNESSES

Criminal cases Cont'd.
Venue changed, fees and expenses,

38-1711,

93-507,

1.

/peases,

88-1205, 38 1711.

Fees

-

Execution for, 38-1502.
Forfeiture, 38 L503, 38-1507.
Nonattendance, 38-1507.

Nonresident State's witnesses,
pur-

for

38-1002.

Payment, 38-1502, 38-1903, 38-1906.
Penalty for excessive claim,

Prisoner, 38-415.
Protection of witness, 38-1704.
Eelationship, showing, 38-1712.

38-1503.

Venue changed, payment

of,

38-1906.

to, 38-1705.

Feelings toward parties, 3S-1712.
Felony, number necessary, 38-121.
Fines for nonattendance, 38-1504.

Several parties, right of each,
38-1705.

Superior court rules, 24-3359.

Damages

for failure to attend, 38-1504.
Justices' courts, 24-1305.
bene esse depositions: See Per-

competency of
at

Justices' courts, 24-1305.
Forfeiture, privilege against incurring,
38-1102, 38-1205, 38-1711.

Former

petuating Testimony.

former

sur-

trial,

38-314.

and

Depositions: See Interrogatories
Depositions; Perpetuating Testimony.
Direct examination, superior court rule,
24-3359.

Disbarment proceedings, 9-514.
Disgrace on self or family, privilege

testimony

trial,

at,

38-314.

Gaming

prosecution, 26-6407.
Gift causa mortis, proof of, 48-201.

Grand jury
Committee

examining books of
county officers, compelling attendance on, 59-311.
Pension lists, compelling attendance on examination of, 59-316.
Privileged communications, 38-41S,
59-302.
Solicitor general swearing

against bringing, 38-1205, 38-1711.

Disproving facts testified to, 38-1802.
Disqualified, testimony at former trial,

and

ex-

amining, 24-2908.
Habeas corpus, compelling attendance,
50-114, 50-122, 50-123.

38-314.

Habeas corpus ad testificandum, im-

Drunkards, competency, 38-1608,
38-1610.

Entrapped by previous contradictory
statements, impeachment, 38-180.
Equity, number necessary to rebut responsive statement in answer, 38-121.
Establishment of lost records, proceedings, 38-617.

Evidence: See Evidence.
Evidence Acts of 1866 and 1889,

prisoned witness, 38-1505.
nal cases, ante.

Handwriting,

See Crimi-

belief, 3S-70S.

Husband and wife
Competency against each other

in

criminal cases, 3S-1604.
Privileged communications. 3S-41S.
Idiots,

competency, 38-1607, 38-1610.

Impeachment

Bad

38-1603.

character, 3S-1S04. 3S-1S06.

Contradictory statements. 38-1801,

Examination
Cross, see Cross-examination, ante.

Leading

L50L

38 1502.
Excessive claim, 38-1503.

38-1712.

testimony

38-

Collection,

Leading questions, 38-1706.

Deceased,

—

Amount,

38-1804.

Death of party,
vivor, 38-1603.

wit-

Affidavit of attendant*

Peelings toward parties, showing,

De

ate's

nonr<

Experts, opinions, 38 1710.
False Imprisonment of, 88-18
Family, privilege .

03-9901.

Opposite party, calling
pose of, 38-1801.

Cont'd.

nesses, 38-1902.

Cross-examination
Bias, showing, 38-1712.
Character, on impeachment,

Eight

—— —

•

questions,

discretion

of

court, 38-1706.

Protection, right to, 38-1704.
Relevant matter only, 38-1704.
Separate, 38-1703.

Superior court rule, 24-3359.

Executor of deceased person, competency of opposite party, 38-1603.

Exemption from

arrest, 38-1506.

3S-1S03.

Corroboration necessary, when,
3S-1S06.

Credibility for jury.

381805,

3S-1S06.

Disproving facts

testified

to,

3S-1S02.
Effect, 3S-1S06.

Entrapped by own witness,
38-1801.
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WITNESSES^— Cont 'd.

WITNESSES^Cont 'd.

—

Impeachment Cont 'd.
Good character, sustaining
proof

Leading questions, 38-1706.

by

of, 3S-1S03, 38-1804.

Jury question,

credibility, 3S-1805,

38-1606.

bad character,

Opinio::? as to

Loss or destruction of writing, party's

38-1804.

Opposite party made witness,

competency

to

testify to,

Party's own witness, 3S-1S01.

ponderance, 38-107.

Imprisonment
Convicts as witnesses, see Criminal
cases, ante.

from,

while

attending

court, 3S-1506.

Habeas corpus ad testificandum

for

imprisoned witness, 38-1505.
Production of witness under,
50-122, 50-123.

Improper questions,
381704.

protection

from,

Market

value, opinions, 38-1709.

Marriage
Breach of promise action, 38-1606.
Contracts, 53-407.
in aid of memory,
38-1707.

Memorandum

Mental capacity, proceedings
mine, 49-608.
Mileage of nonresident

Mutiny prosecutions,

38-314
Incrimination of

Negative testimony,
self,

compelling, 1-805,

2-106, 3S-416, 38-417, 38-1102, 38-1205,

3S-1711, 93-506, 93-507, 93-9901.

Indorsee of deceased person, competency of opposite party, 38-1603.
Infamy on self or family, privilege
against bringing, 38-1205, 38-1711.
Infants, competency, 38-1607, 38-1610.
Insanity

when,

Disqualifies,

38-1607,

One

New

wit-

26-4803.
effect, 38-111.

attendance, 38-1501.
witnesses
in
criminal
cases, 38-1901 to 38-1906. See Criminal cases, ante.
trial,

Nonresident

Number
Necessary, 38-121.
Preponderance of evidence as affected by, 38-107.
Treason, 38-121.

Oath10-103.

competency of other,

party,
38-1603.

Criminal cases, form, 38-1702.

demeanor,

protection

from,

38-1704.

Insurance Commissioner
Administration of oaths by, 56-115,
56-221.

Necessity, 38-1701.
Eeligious belief, framing in accordance with, 38-1701.
Superior court, form, 24-3358.
Objections to competency, time of,
38-1611.

Examination, 56-105.
Subpoenas, 56-221, 56-1312.
Intelligence of, as affecting preponderance, 38-107.

Interest as affecting

Competency, 38-702, 38-1603.
Preponderance of evidence, 38-107.
Interpreters, testimony through,
38-405, 38-1609.

examination on: See
and Depositions.
Joint defendants, competency for or
against each other, 27-2101.
Joint obligor insane or deceased, competency of opposite party, 38-1603.
Interrogatories,

Interrogatories

credibility,

Officer

of corporation insane or deceased, competency of opposite party,
38-1603.

Opinions
Character of witness, 38-1804.
Experts, 38-1710.
Handwriting, 38-708.

Market

value, 38-1709.

Ordinary witnesses, 38-1708.
Opportunity for knowing facts as affecting preponderance, 38-107.
Opposite party made witness, 38-1801.
Ordinary's court, subpoena by clerk,
24-1804.

Paper in aid of memory, 38-1707.
Parties

as, 110-108.

Jury question,

State's

Auditor's power to administer,

38-1610.

Jurors

to deter-

ness, 38-1902.

Inaccessible, testimony at former trial,

Insulting

38-702.

Lunatics, competency, 38-1607, 38-1610.
Manner of testifying as affecting pre-

38-1801.

Freedom

Interrogatories, exceptions,
24-3334.
Libel, competency of publisher, 26-2102.
List of, furnishing accused, 2-105,
27-1403.

38-1805,

38-1806.

Justices' courts

Xonattendance, penalties, 24-1305.
Subpoenas, 24-1303.

Competency, 38-702, 38-1603.
Death, competency of opposite
party, 38-1603.

Opposite party made witness,
38-1801.

—

— ——

—
Gj.xeral

[REFERENCES ARK TO

Partncisane or deceased, competency
of osito party, 38-3.603.
Permit, privilege against incurring,

ons

Skill, opinion! of experti on

38 1710.

of,

Revenue CommiMion, subpoena-

State

ing, 02 4511,

38-1!, 38-1711.

Perjur See Perjury.
Eiblishment, 38-121.
Niber of witnesses necessary on
arge of, 38-121.
Perpotting testimony: See Perpetuat-

ing 3stimony.
Pcrsoi representative

of

deceased

competency of opposite par-

State secrets, privilej
38 102, B8-171 1.

disclose,

to

1

Statement of prisoner, 27-405, 38-41
Subpoenas
Arbitration pro*
Auditor's power to

".

<

Condemnation

i\

G.

1.

10 103.

pr<

502.

•

Court commissioner, power to

issue,

38-2307.

ty, i-1603.

Persoting, punishment, 38-9901.
Physil condition, competency as affecl by, 38-1609.
Pilots commissioners, before, 80-201
to r205.

Discovery at law, issuance, 3 1 1202.
Dockets, superior court. 24 2714.

Duces tecum
Affidavit of inability to comply, 38-902.

Attachment

Posite testimony, effect, 38-111.

See Courts of
Prelimary hearings:
In dry.
Prepiderance of evidence as affected

bymmber,

SI
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'

for

failure

Books
Commissioners,

examina-

tion by, 38-10

etc., 38-107.

Priscer's statement, 27-405, 38-415.
Priv3ge, 38-1711.

Privsged communications
ttorney and client, 38-418, 38-419,

to

obey, 38-902.

2

from,
upon
inability to comply,

Transcripts

38-1001, 38-10

_.

Compliance with, 38-902,
38-1001.

38-1605.

rand jurors, 38-418, 59-302.
[usband and wife, 38-418, 38-1604.

Corporate books and records,

tate secrets, 38-418, 38-1102.
Prolssional advisers, privilege not to
dielose advice, 38-1102, 38-1711.

Court commissioner, power to

interest, privilege not to make
dclosures against, 38-1102, 38-1711.

38-626.
issue, 38-2301.

Damages

Pubc

PuHc Service Commission, hearings

Depositions in lieu of affidavits, issuance on taking,

b, 93-505, 93-506, 93-9901.

38-2405.

Puting under rule, 38-1703.
Rehttal of testimony as to transactDns, etc., with insane or deceased
prson, 38-1603.

Redrect
rile,

examination,

superior

court

Issuance,
38-902.

Return of service, 3S-901.
Secondary evidence, when,
38-903.

Refreshing memory by use of memortndum, 38-1707.
Relationship to parties, showing,
33-1712.

confining

matter,

examina-

tion to, 38-1704.

Religious belief
Credit, as affecting, 38-1602.
Oath, framing in accord with,
38-1701.

Restoration of competency, 38-1612.
Rule, putting under, 38-1703.
Science, opinions of experts on questions of, 38-1710.

Secrets of State, privilege not to disclose, 38-1102, 38-1711.
Self-incrimination,

compelling,

1-805,

2-106, 38-416, 38-417, 38-1102. 38-1205,

38-1711, 93-506,

Separation on

38-901.

Penalty for failure to obey,

24-3359.

Relevant

for failure to obey,

38-902.

93-507, 93-9901.

trial, 38-1703.

Sequestration, 38-1703.

Service, 38-901.

Summary production, 3S-901.
Failure to obey. 38-1504, 38-1507.
Insurance Commissioner, issuance
by, 56-221, 56-1312.
Issuance. 3S-1501.
Justices' courts, 24-1303.
Mental capacity, proceedings to
determine, 49-60 S.

New

subpoena

after

first

issued,

38-1501.

Nonresident State

*s

witnesses,

38-1901.

Notary public taking depositions,
power to issue. 38-2203.
Ordinary. issuance by clerk, 24-1S04.
Service,

38-1501.

Superior court clerks, issuing and
signing,. 24-2714.

Time of service,
Yenue changed,

38-1501.

issuance, 27-1202.
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WOOL FACTORIES.

WITNESSES— Cent \1.
Subscribing, producing, 38-706, 38-707.
Survivor of deceased party, competency, 38-1603,

Tax equalization proceedings,
Time to object to competency,

92-001-4.

38-1611.

Trade, opinions of experts on questions
or, 38-1710.

Transactions with insane or deceased
person. 38-1603.
Transferee of deceased person, competency of opposite party, 3S-1603.
Treason prosecutions, 2-202, 26-802.

Number

necessary, 3S-121.

Value, market, opinions, 38-1709.
Venue changed, fees and expenses,

in

criminal cases, 38-1604.

Privileged communications, 38-418.
Wills: See Wills.
Writing in aid of memory, 38-1707.

WOMEN.
See Husband and Wife; Widows.
Citizenship rights, 79-207.
Convicts, punishment, 27-2506, 27-2519,
27-2520.
Electrocution of, 27-2519, 27-2520.
1-827, 1-828, 2-602, 2-604,

Homestead, 51-101.

Poll tax, exemption, 92-108.
officers, eligibility, 27-2703.

Seats for employees, 54-401, 54-9907.
Suffrage, right of, 1-827, 1-828, 2-602,
2-604, 79-207.

University of Georgia system, admission as students, 32-123.

WOOD.
Blanks, taxation of manufacturers,

54-201.

Minors, 54-205, 54-9905.

Penalty for violating laJ54-203.

WORDS AND PHRASES.

Descriptio personae, 4-401.
Executor, signature as, 4-401.
Gender, feminine and neuter iluded
in masculine, 102-102.
Guardian, signature as, 4-401.
Number, singular and plural delude

each other, 102-102.
Signature, 4-401.
Statutes, meaning

when used

ii

Abode, 102-103.
Accident, 102-103.

Act of God, 102-103.
Actionable per se, 102-103.
Adequate, 102^103.

Also, 102-103.
Art, 102-102.
As soon as possible, 102-103,
At, 102-103.
Carelessly, 102-103.
Children, 102-103.
Corporation, 102-103.

•Domicile, 102-103.
F. O. B., 102-103.

Highway,

102-103.

j

Insane, 102-103.

92-901.

Cord of firewood, 5-1601.

Justice, 102-103.
Mark, 102-103.

Cutting, trespass, 20-3001.
Dealers, taxation, 92-1102.
Inspection, 5-1601.
of,

taxation of dealers,

etc.,

92-901.

WOODS.
Firing, 26-3601, 26-3602, 26-7704.
Maliciously, 26-7704.
Negligently permitting fire to get into,
26-3602.

se, 102-103.

Negligently, 102-103.
Non compos mentis, 102-103.
Oath, 102-103.
Penitentiary, 102-103.
Person, 102-103.
Preceding, 102-103.
Property, 102-103.
Scholastic month, 102-103.

Scrawl, 102-103.

WOODCOCK.
birds:

*

Month, 102-103.
Negligence per

Measurement, 5-1601.

Seal, 102-103.

See Game.

Sickness, 102-103.

WOOL.
Weight

Maximum,

Following, 102-103.
Grandchildren, 102-103.

See Lumber; Timber; Trees.

Game

54-204.

Contracts, 54-202 to 54-2(

All, 102-103.

Interrogatories, 38-2101, 38-2111,
38-2403.

Products

Child labor: See Master andervant.
Hours of labor
Actions for violating relations,

Affirmation, 102-103.
Aforesaid, 102-103.

79-207.

Probation

WOOLEN MANUFACTORIES

102-103.

38-1906.

Equal suffrage,

51-130i

Administrator, signature as, 101.
Agent, signature as, 4-401.
Construction of, in statutes, D2-102,

Treatment on examination, 3S-1704.

Wife and husband
Competency against each other

Homestead, statutory,

or bulk, increasing with
or rubbish, 26-7405.

dirt

l

Signature, 102-103.
Subscription, 102-103.
Trade words, 102-102.

—

—

——— —
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WORDS AND PHRASES— Cont'd.
moaning

Statutes,

whin

UHod

h\>\. i<, '.)/

in —

z

"j

WORK AND LAEOE
J'uUic

Law;

"Until, 102-103.

54-9907.

ti

Cont'd.

See

r(,:i<l-.:

Cont'd.
Trespass, 102-103.

All

B

Boada.
for female employees,
\'\i\>\\<:

W

Sunday, working on, 20 8905,
Vagrancy, 20 7001, 20-7002.

Whereas, 102-103.
Writing, 102-103.
Year, 102-103.
Tense, future included

in

present

101,

•
.

WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION.

wills, 113-800.

Supplying omission in

v:>

or

past, 102-102.

Acceptance of law, 111-201
Accidenti outride State,
Actions

Transposition in interpreting

1

—

to
1
'»

1)4-207.

Hi.

Exempted employees, 114-205.
Exempted employers, 1H 2 )!,

Statutes, 102-102.
Wills, 113-806.

1

Trustee, signature as, 4-401.
Wills, supplying omissions in, 113-806.

114-200.

Agreements

as to

compensation,

114-106, 114-705.

WORK AND

LABOR.

Amount

See Master and Servant.
right

Child,
74-108.

parents

of

Payments

to

proceeds,

114-410.

Total compensation,

Child labor-

Age

for personal injur'
114-402 to 114-406, 114-40S to

restrictions, 54-301 to 54-306.

showing age,

Certificates

etc.,

54-304.

114-404 to

114-406.

Assignments, claims, 114-302.
Basis of computation, 114-402.

Corporal punishment, 54-206.

"Boy"

Dangerous occupations, 54-303,

Burden of proof, claim of exemption

54-9906.

Enforcement of law, duty of Commissioner
Commerce and
of

Hours of

labor, 54-205, 54-302,
54-304, 54-305.

Improper vocations, 54-9903,
Messengers, 54-305, 54-9906.
etc.,

employment

in, 54-301.

Misdemeanor, violation of law,
54-9903 to 54-9905.

Commissioner of Commerce and Labor:
See Department of Industrial Relations.

Corporal punishment of minors, 54-206.
Homestead, on, 51-101.
Hours of labor

Actions for violating regulations,
54-204.

Contracts, 54-202 to 54-204.
54-201.

Minors, 54-205, 54-302, 54-304,
54-305, 54-9905.

Penalty for violating law, 54-203.
Trainmen, 18-106, 18-605, 66-410.
Implied contract to pay for services
rendered, 3-107.

Liens

Certificate, self-insurance, 114-604.

Charitable institutions, 114-107.
defined, 114-414.

Claims
Assignment, 114-302.
Priorities, 114-301.

Time of

54-9904.

Maximum,

Burial expenses, 114-413.
Casual employees, 114-107.

"Child"

Labor, 54-306.

factories,

114-414.

or forfeiture, 114-105.

54-9903, 54-9904.

Delivery of messages, 54-305,

Mills,

defined,

—

Common

Interstate, 114-108.

Relief from obligations, 114-111.
Service, 114-110.

Contractors liable, when, 114-112.
Contribution where more than one employer, 114-419.
in addition to compensation,
114-403, 114-503.

Damages

DeathCauses other than injury, 114-413.
Hernia, from, 114-412.
Injury causing, 114-413.
Defenses, exempted emplovers. 114-204,
114-206.
Definitions, 114-101. 114-102. 114-414.

Delivery of notice of accident. 114-304.

Department of Industrial Relations,
Industrial Eelations, Department

of,

Dependents

Amount
List,

67-1801 to 67-1803, 67-2002,
67-2206.

see

post.

Establishment, 67-1701, 67-1801,
67-1802, 67-2201, 67-2205.

114-305, 114-306.

Computation, 114-402.
Contract

Attach when, 67-1803.

Priorities, 12-707, 61-202, 61-204,

filing,

carriers, 114-107.

of compensation, 114-413.

114-414.

Termination of dependence,
114-414.

Domestic servants. 114-107.
" Employee' defined, 114-101.
'
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COMPENSATION—

WORKMEN'S
Cent

Employers
Definition, 114-101.

Exemption from operations of law,

Secretary-treasurer', 114-701.

Sessions,

114-107.
refusal, 114-407.
114-107, 114-202, 114-203.

Employment,

Subpoenas, power as to, 114-703.
Traveling expenses, 114-701.

Fees of attorneys and physicians,

Writ of

Funeral expenses, 114-413.
"Girl" denned, 114-414.
Hernia. 114-412.
Hospital charges, 114-714.
Incapacity

114-607.

Policies subject to law, 114-608.
Rates, 114-609.

Partial, 114-405, 114-406.
Period, 114-401.

Reports, 114-717.
Substitute systems, 114-605.
Intentional self-inflicted injuries,

Total, 114-404, 114-406.

Income taxes, gross income, 92-3107.
Indemnity bond, 114-602 to 114-604.
Industrial Relations, Department of
Agreements, filing with, 114-106,

—

114-705.

Appeals to superior court, 114-710.
Bond, secretary-treasurer, 114-701.
Books, audit, 114-717.
Certification of questions to Court
of Appeals, 114-710.

114-105.

Interstate

law

carriers,

of

applicability

to, 114-108.

Intoxication, injuries due to, 114-105.
Intrastate common carriers, 114-107.
Joint service of more than one employer, 114-419.

Knowledge

of injury, 114-606.
of, 114-413.

Last sickness, expenses
Limit of compensation

Chairman, 114-701.

Partial incapacity, 114-405,

114-701.

of

114-710.

error,

Injury defined, 114-102.
Insurance, 114-601 to 114-604, 114-9901.
Contents of policy, 114-606,

114-714.

Commissioner

filed

with, 114-106.

laborers, 114-107.

Clerical help,

114-702.

Settlement agreements to be

Exemption.
Waiver. 114-202.

Farm

COMPENSATION—

WORKMEN'S

Cont'd.
Industrial Relations, Department of
Cont'd.

\1.

Commerce

114-406.

and

Labor, 114-701.

Total incapacity, 114-404, 114-406.

Lump sum

payments, 114-417, 114-418.

Conduct of hearings, 114-707.

Lunatics

Costs, assessment of, 114-712.

Time limit as to claims, 114-306.
Trustees, 114-307.
Medical attention
Change, 114-501.
Cost, 114-501, 114-714.

Deputies, 114-702.

Expenses, 114-701.
Prorating
among insurance
companies, 114-717.
Fees of attorneys and physicians,
approval of, 114-714.
Forms, preparation, 114-704,

—

Duty

Liability limited,

114-716.

ployees, 114-503.

114-714.
in

Refusal

accordance with deci-

filed

with, 114-201 to

114-203.

Quorum, 114-703.
Records, 114-716.
Reports, 114-704, 114-716, 114-717.
Rescission of order, grounds of,
114-710.

Review
Awards,

114-708.

Settlements, 114-709.

Revocation of
Rules,

certificates, 114-604.

114-703.

to

accept,

114-503.

Minors
Presumption
.

Physician, appointment, 114-713.
Processes and procedure, 114-703.
Publications, 114-704.

employee

of

114-501,

sion of, 114-711.

Notices

114-502.

Malpractice, liability for, 114-502.
Physical
examination
of
em-

Hearings, 114-706, 114-707.
Hospital charges, approval,

Judgment

as to, 114-501.

Failure to provide, 114-501.

as

to

contract

of

service, 114-110.

Time

limit as to claims, 114-306.

Trustees, 114-307.

Misconduct of employee, effect, 114-105.
Municipal corporations, applicability
of law to employees of, 114-109.

Next of

kin, presumption, 114-414.

Notice
Accidents, 114-303, 114-304.
Rejection of provisions of

law,

114-201 to 114-203.

Waiver

of exemption, 114-202.

Salaries, 114-701.

"Parent"

Scope of questions, 114-715.

Partial incapacity, 114-405, 114-406.

defined, 114-414.

—

—
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injuries,

114-406,
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COMPENSATION—

WORKMEN'S

4

02

Time

to

114 410.

I

114-304.

N

or

Total compensation, 114-401 to
Trustees

Minors or lunatics,

Payments

Two

injuries,

to,

J

"Personal injury" defined, 114-102.
Physical examination of employees,
114-503.

Physicians, see Medical attention, ante.
Appointment by Department of Industrial Relations, 114-713.
Fees, 114-714.
Malpractice, damages, 114-502.

Presumption
Acceptance of law, 114-201.

rights, 114-307.

14-11

>.

114-410.
of exemption, 114-2 _

114-409,

Waiver
Weekly compensation, 114-404
f

y

.

to

114-406.
effeet,

114-105.

WORLD WAR VETERANS.
Education of children, 78-301 to 78-303.
Guardians for incompetents: bee Insane
Persons.

WORSHIP OF GOD.
See Religious Worship.

WOUNDING.
Mayhem,

Contracts of service, 114-110.
kin,

H

:.

Wilful misconduct of employee,

114-410.

Next of

lu.

tics, 114-3

Quarterly, 114-416.
Receipts, 114-420.
Trustees, 114-418.
Penalty for neglect to perform statutory duty, 114-104.
Period of incapacity, 114-401.
Permanent injuries, 114-400, 114-408 to

26-1201 to 26-1210.

WRECKED

114-414.

VESSELS.

Larceny from, 26-2624.

Principal contractor liable, when,

WRECKING TRAINS.

114-112.
Priorities of claims, 114-301.
Public charities, 114-107.

Definition and punishment, 26-7309.
Murder, when death results, 26-7310.

Public employees, applicability of pro-

law

visions of

to,

114-109.

Public service corporations, 114-107.
Railroad employees, 114-107, 114-108.
Receipts for payments, 114-420.
Records of injuries, 114-716.
Refusal of employment, 114-407.
Rejection of provisions of law,
114-201 to 114-206.

Relief-

WRESTLING EXHIBITIONS.
Taxation, 92-607.

WRITS.
Attorneys, signature, 24-3308.
Particular writs: See specific heads.
Sheriff,

unexecuted

by

predecessor.

duty, 24-2813.
Superior courts

Clerks-

Employers, from

obligations,

Issuing and signing, 24-2714.
Recording, 24-2715.
Judge, power to grant, 24-2616.

114-111.

Penalty, from, effect of law,
114-104.

Remedies excluded by law, 114-103.
Reports, termination of incapacity,

Review of settlements,

Power to grant, 2-3205.
Supreme Court, power to grant,
24-3901.

114-716.

WRIT OF ERROR.

114-709.

See Bills of Exceptions.

Rival claimants to compensation,

WRITING.

114-420.

Rules or regulations of employer

Breach

llf.'lO.',

fall,

g

ll

Limit as against

sum, 114-417, 114-418.

Monthly, 114-416.
Not due when made, 114-415.

of,

Arbitration, submissions

114-105.

Relief from obligation, 114-111.

injuries,

7-104,

Attorneys, consents between, 24-331S,
re-

24-3319.

Consents between attorneys or parties,

fusal to use, 114-105.
Second injury, 114-408.
Self-inflicted

to.

7-201.

Safety appliances, injuries due to

24-3318, 24-3319.
114-105.

Settlements encouraged, 114-106.
Review of settlements, 114-709.
Subrogation to rights of employee,
114-403.

Substitute systems, 114-605.
Surgeons, see Medical attention, ante.
Termination of substitute systems,
114-605.

I

Cont'd.

Payments for

Lump

—

——

Construction of contract partly written
and partly printed, 20-704, r 6.

Landlord and tenant, creation of

re-

lationship, 61-102.

Marriage
Consent

of

guardian

or

parent,

53-207.

Contracts
53-401.

or

settlements,

20-401,

General Index.
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[references are to sections.]

WRITING— Cont 'd.

YEAR'S SUPPORT— Cont'd.

Meaning, 102-103.

Appraisers

Obscene, 26-6301, 20-0302.
Parol evidence: See Evidence.
Parties, consents between, 24-331S,

Appointment, 113-1002.
Duty, 113-1002.
Fees, 113-1009.

24-3319.

Land

Statute of frauds, 20-401, 20-402.

Subpoena duces tecum: See Evidence.
Trusts,

express,

creation

in,

24-3335,

24-3336,

and

113-1002.

Return, 113-1005.
Schedule, 113-1005.

Unconditional contracts in writing,
judgment without jury, 2-3207,
24-3321.

description

113-1005.

Number,

10S-105.

apart,

set

plat,

Subsequent years, 113-1004.

110-403,

Two

110-400.

of

sets

children,

apportion-

ment, 113-1008.

WRITTEN EVIDENCE.

Children

See Evidence.

Set apart for, 113-1002.
Title to property set apart,

WRITTEN INSTRUMENTS.
Alteration:

See Alteration of Instru-

ments.

Attaching copies

to pleadings, 81-105.

Evidence.
Evidence, introduction

in:

See

See
Evi-

dence.

Forgery: See Forgery.
Fraudulent or malicious

Two

apportionment, 113-1008.
Continuing for subsequent years,

Crop liens superior

26-7601.

Expense

of

fees, 113-1009.

administration,

Evidence: See Evidence.
See Lost Papers.
Loss of:
Xon est factum, plea of, 81-405, 81-701.
Production of papers: See Evidence.

113-1009.

Household furniture, setting apart

WRONGS.

Land

set apart,

description and plat,

113-1005.

Landlords' liens superior

to,

113-1012.

Money, setting apart as, 113-1002.
Mortgages for purchase money superior

See Torts.

YEAS AND NAYS.

to,

2-1812.

Congress, journal entry, 1-118, 1-123.

113-1010, 113-1011.

Notice

of

application,

Objections, 113-1005.

Assembly, 2-8601.
Elections by General Assembly,

Ordinary

eral

Appraisers, appointment, 113-1002,

2-2101.

113-1004.

in jou-rnals, 1-118, 1-123, 2-1806,

Citation, issuing, 113-1005.

2-1812, 2-1821.

Debts, advice

payment

YEAR.

and consent as to

of,

113-1003.

Fees, 113-1009.

Calendar

Notice of application, giving,

Definition, 102-103.

Tenancy, duration of, 61-104.
See Estates for
Estate for years:

113-1002,

113-1005.

Constitution, amendment, vote of Gen-

Entry

as,

113-1002.

-

bills,

regarded

113-1002.

Fees of appraisers and ordinary,

of, 26-2615.

Appropriation

113-1012.

Election to take under will, 113-1007.

Execution for
destruction,

to,

Debts, payment by widow, 113-1003.
Description of land, 113-1005.

as,

Larceny

sets,

113-1004.

Counterfeiting: See Counterfeiting.
Destruction, evidence in case of:

113-1006.

113-1005.

Recording return, 113-1005.
Setting apart where estate does
not exceed value, 113-1306.
Parties, making, on death of plaintiff,
'

Years.

Meaning, 102-103.
School year, 32-1501.

3-407.

YEAR'S SUPPORT.
Administration, none, on property set
apart, 113-1006.

Plat of land, 113-1005.
Priorities, 113-1002,

113-1010 to

113-1012, 113-1508.

Amount, 113-1002, 113-1306.

Property, setting apart as, 113-1002.

Appeal, support pending, 113-1005.
Application for, 113-1002.

Purchase-money mortgages superior
113-1010, 113-1011.

to,

—
General Index.
[REFER]

•'

TO BEC1

YEAR'S SUPPORT

YEAR'S SUPPORT— Cent M.
Rent lions superior to, 113-1012.
Second year, 113-1004.
Subsequent yours, continuing for,

113-1012.

Debtf, payment by, 113-1008.
Bet apart for, 113 K
Title to property let ap&rty
1

Will

13-1000.

making provifion

in

lieu

of,

113-1007.
to property

Title

set

apart,

113-1006,

Y. M. C. A.

113-1008.

Two

0,j,t.M.

Widow

113-1004.

Supplies, superiority of landlord 7 ! lien
for,

3473

sets

of

children,

apportionment,

113-1008.

Whole

estate set apart when, 113-1002,

113-1306.

Billiard rooms,

841 010.

ZONING.
Laws, authority of General Assembly
to enact, 2-1825.

OCT 9

W78

KFG30
1933
A23
c.3
Georgia.
Laws, statutes, etc.
The code of Georgia of 1933.

